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Dear Colleagues,
Welcome to the 43rd Annual Conference of the Cognitive Science Society!

This year’s conference brings together the latest research from all Cognitive Science and also highlights
this year’s theme Comparative Cognition: Animal Minds.

The program features four plenary speakers: Friederike Range (University of Veterinary Medicine,
Vienna), Onur Güntürkün (Ruhr University Bochum), Julia Fischer (University of Göttingen), and Erich
Jarvis (The Rockefeller University). The keynotes and invited symposia showcase the broad spectrum of
ideas that encompass the conference theme of comparative cognition.

Further, the program includes the Rumelhart Prize keynote presentation by Susan Goldin-Meadow
(University of Chicago), and symposia to celebrate the winner of the Elman Prize: Wei Ji Ma (New York
University), the Heineken Award winner Robert Zatorre (McGill University), and the Robert J. Glushko
Dissertation Prizes session.

The program committee for CogSci 2021 received 1,025 submissions, including 710 full papers, 275
member abstracts, 8 publication-based talks, as well as 15 proposals for symposia, and 17 for workshops
and tutorials. After a rigorous review process, the committee selected 152 papers for oral presentation
and inclusion in the conference proceedings (14.8%), 332 papers for poster presentation and inclusion in
the proceedings (32.4%), and 175 papers for poster presentation with inclusion of abstracts in the
proceedings (17.1%) We also selected 275 submitted member abstracts. In addition, we accepted 6
publication-based talks, 12 symposia, and 9 workshops and tutorials to make for an exciting and
inclusive program.

We hope that you enjoy the conference this year!

Your Program Chairs,
Tecumseh Fitch (University of Vienna)
Claus Lamm (University of Vienna)
Helmut Leder (University of Vienna)
Kristin Teßmar-Raible (University of Vienna)
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CogSci 2021 Organizers
Tecumseh Fitch
Tecumseh Fitch is the head of the Department of Behavioral and Cognitive
Biology, at the Faculty of Life Sciences, University of Vienna. Fitch studies the
biology and evolution of cognition and communication in vertebrates. He has a
particular interest in the evolution of language, music and speech in humans,
studied from a broad comparative perspective. Current research foci include
bioacoustics, the biology and evolution of rhythm, empirical aesthetics and
comparisons of syntactic abilities in different bird and mammal species.

Claus Lamm
Claus Lamm is a Full Professor of Biological Psychology at the University of
Vienna and deputy speaker of the Vienna Cognitive Science Hub. His research
mainly revolves around the neuro-cognitive mechanisms of social behaviors,
with a particular focus on empathy and prosociality. He studies these
phenomena in both humans and non-human animals, and advocates an
inherently interdisciplinary and collaborative research approach.

Helmut Leder
Helmut Leder is professor of General-and Cognitive Psychology at the University
of Vienna where in 2004 he founded the research focus in Empirical Aesthetics,
in which human aesthetic experiences are studied, regarding a variety of
objects, and contexts, from neurophysiological laboratory studies, to field
studies in museum and outdoors. He has published more than 200 peerreviewed papers, more than a dozen funded projects in Empirical Aesthetics, he
was the president of the International Association of Empirical Aesthetics, and in
Vienna is also the Head of the interdisciplinary Cognitive Sciences Research Hub.
Kristin Tessmar-Raible
Kristin Tessmar-Raible is professor for chronobiology at the Max Perutz Labs,
University of Vienna. She received her training in comparative neurobiology and
is particularly interested in the effects of time on the behavior of animals,
including humans.
Her current main focus is on the timing mechanism and effects of monthly and
annual clocks.
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Conference Services
CogSci 2021 Virtual platform is available for viewing of pre-recorded videos and reviewing posters
effective July 19th. Live sessions begin July 26th and continue until July 29th at the following times:
●
●

14:00 – 24:00 CEST (Vienna)
08:00 – 16:00 EDT (New York)

Pre-Registration
Delegates who have registered and paid in advance will receive an email from Underline, the virtual
platform provider on July 19th or following registration if after July 19th with the direct link to enter the
platform. Delegates can also access the Underline site via the CogSci 2021 website.

Registration
If you wish to register and have not yet done so, please register via the website.
Note: Registrations completed after July 24 may experience delayed access to the virtual conference.

Code of conduct
By entering the virtual platform and participating in CogSci 2021 you are agreeing to the CogSci 2021
Code of Conduct. To read the code of conduct, please click here

Technical help during the virtual conference
If you encounter any technical issues during your virtual experience, please contact the software
provider directly, by either visiting the ‘Help Desk’ while online, or emailing: cogsci2021@underline.io

Additional Information
Business Meeting
The Society business meeting will be available on-demand to view any time throughout the conference
dates, to ensure it is accessible to all. We encourage you to view the business meeting video early in the
conference proceedings, to be apprised of all Society news and information ahead of any voting
requests. Two Q&A sessions have been arranged during the conference to ask questions directly to the
Society’s Executive Director and Board Chair. Please join us at one of the sessions to ask any questions
you may have about the society.
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Affinity and Discussion Groups
CogSci 2021 is pleased to announce a series of Affinity and Discussion Group sessions, which are
scheduled to take place during the virtual conference.
These sessions include affinity groups arranged and supported by International Cognitive Science Group,
WiCS, and a session focussed on primarily undergraduate institutions (PUIs). In addition, we have
discussion groups on Trajectories in Cognitive Science, funding through the National Science Foundation
(NSF), and a scientific discussion group on Neural Network Models of Cognition.
These sessions are free to attend for all CogSci 2021 delegates. Please view the website for further
information including dates of the scheduled session.

Q&A Sessions
Pre-recorded videos are available for viewing in advance of the meeting to allow delegates to view at
their leisure and in recognition that the time zones are not inclusive to all. Questions can be left for the
authors in the video chat window at any time.
Sessions are scheduled for a specific live viewing of the pre-recorded video followed by live Q&A with
the presenting author. Questions can be asked via text chat or by indicating interest in asking the
question via audio feed. The virtual conference Q&A sessions will mostly take place via text chat. The
chat boxes are located just below the viewing screens.
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Thank you to our Sponsors and Exhibitors

Platinum Sponsor

Duolingo
Duolingo is the world’s most popular way to learn a language. Our mission is
to develop the best education in the world and make it universally available.
It is the most downloaded education app in the history of the App Store and
in 2019 became the top-grossing education app worldwide. Learning a new
language used to be expensive; we believe it should be free. Over 1.2 billion
people are learning a second language and most of them are learning English
to improve their lives. Learning a new language is hard; we believe it can be
fun. We use bite-sized lessons that feel like playing a game to keep our
learners motivated. With over 500 million learners we have unprecedented
data insights on how people learn. Our teams of learning scientists,
curriculum designers, data scientists, and AI experts use this data to
constantly improve our effectiveness. We’re building a future in which the
highest-quality education is accessible to all.
https://www.duolingo.com/
https://www.facebook.com/duolingo
https://twitter.com/duolingo
https://www.youtube.com/user/duolingo

European Office of Aerospace Research and Development
The mission of the European Office of Aerospace Research & Development
(EOARD) is to discover, shape, and champion basic science of Air Force
interest through collaborations with the scientific community in Europe,
Eurasia, the Middle East, and Africa. We accomplish this through three
primary activities:
•
•
•

Funding basic research through grants and contracts
Supporting technical conferences and workshops
Providing assistance for international scientists to engage AFRL
and its partners
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Silver Sponsor
Toyota Research Institute
At Toyota Research Institute (TRI), we’re working to build a future where
everyone has the freedom to move, engage, and explore with a focus on
reducing vehicle collisions, injuries, and fatalities. Join us in our mission to
improve the quality of human life through advances in artificial intelligence,
automated driving, robotics, and materials science. We’re dedicated to
building a world of “mobility for all” where everyone, regardless of age or
ability, can live in harmony with technology to enjoy a better life.

https://www.tri.global/
https://twitter.com/ToyotaResearch
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCrwv6xSZGc05necevuufEog

Bronze Sponsors
MIT-IBM Watson AI Lab
The MIT-IBM Watson AI Lab is a community of scientists from MIT and IBM
Research dedicated to pushing the frontiers of artificial intelligence and
translating breakthroughs into real-world impact. Founded in 2017, the Lab
works with industry to translate fundamental science into applications that
solve immediate problems in the business world and beyond. The Lab
currently manages a research portfolio of more than 80 projects, with an
emphasis on data-driven, deep learning approaches to understanding
language and the visual world and techniques for making large-scale AI
systems more efficient and robust. The Lab is also developing AI systems for
healthcare and a variety of decision-making applications. In all of its work,
the Lab is committed to building trustworthy and socially responsible AI
systems.
https://mitibmwatsonailab.mit.edu/
https://twitter.com/MITIBMLab
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FindingFive
FindingFive is a non-profit tech startup with a mission of building the
technological infrastructure for online behavioral research. We focus on
eliminating the pain points faced by researchers such as programming an
online study and securely collecting and storing participant data. Our web
platform, findingfive.com, enables researcher to rapidly create browserbased online studies with academic terms that are already familiar to them:
stimuli, responses, trials, and so on. We aim to free researchers from the
technical burden of setting up online experiments, so that they can focus on
science itself. In 2021 and forward, FindingFive is also building its own
participant pool so that researchers can create studies and recruit
participants all in the same place.
https://www.findingfive.com

Exhibitors
MIT Press
Welcome attendees of the Cognitive Science Society 2021 Annual Conference
to our virtual exhibit! Please be sure to check out some of our latest and
forthcoming titles including: Bots & Beasts by Paul Thagard; Out of the Cave
by Mark L Johnson and Don M Tucker; and The Bias That Divides Us by Keith
Stanovich. Recently published titles include: The Working Mind by Juan
Pascual-Leone and Janice M. Johnson; new textbooks include The Psychology
of Learning by Jan De Houwer and Sean Hughes, and Perceptual Learning by
Barbara Dosher and Zhong-Lin Lu.

Please visit our specially curated landing page to browse our new and
forthcoming books and journals: https://go.mitpress.mit.edu/ccs-2021

Want to become an MIT Press author? If you believe your proposal is a good
fit, please feel free to send a brief query directly to the editor: Philip Laughlin,
Senior Acquisitions Editor, Philosophy, Cognitive Science, Linguistics,
Bioethics: laughlin@mit.edu
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https://go.mitpress.mit.edu/ccs-2021
https://www.facebook.com/mitpress
https://twitter.com/mitpress

Oxford University Press
Oxford University Press is a publisher of some of the most respected and
prestigious books and journals in the world. Visit online at
www.global.oup.com for more information.
https://global.oup.com
https://www.facebook.com/OUPAcademic
https://twitter.com/oxunipress
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Conference Awards
Marr Prize
The Marr Prize, named in honor of the late David Marr, is awarded to the best student paper at the
conference. All student first authors were eligible for the Marr Prize for the best student paper. The
Marr Prize includes an honorarium of $1000 and is sponsored by The Cognitive Science Society. The
winner of the 2021 Marr Prize for the Best Student Paper is:

James Benjamin Falandays, University of California, Merced
The emergence of cultural attractors: An agent-based model of collective perceptual alignment

Computational Modeling Prizes
Four prizes worth $1000 each are awarded for the best full paper submissions to CogSci 2021 that
involve computational cognitive modeling. The four prizes represent the best modeling work in the
areas of perception/action, language, higher-level cognition, and applied cognition. These prizes are
sponsored by The Cognitive Science Society. The winners of the 2021 Computational Modeling Prizes
are:
APPLIED COGNITION
Eeshan Hasan, Vanderbilt University
Improving medical image decision making by leveraging metacognitive processes and representational
HIGHER-LEVEL COGNITION
Emily M. Heffernan, University of Toronto
Learning exceptions to the rule in human and model via hippocampal encoding
LANGUAGE
Claire Augusta Bergey, The University of Chicago
Learning communicative acts in children’s conversations: a Hidden Topic Markov Model analysis of the
CHILDES corpus
PERCEPTION & ACTION
Samuel J. Cheyette, University of California, Berkeley
The psychophysics of number arise from resource-limited spatial memory
14

Sayan Gul Award
Sayan Gul was an undergraduate at University of California, Berkeley studying cognitive science and
computer science, and had great potential as a cognitive scientist. This award is intended to support
similarly outstanding undergraduates conducting research in cognitive science. In memory of Sayan Gul,
the award supports undergraduate students with travel related costs who are presenting authors at the
conference. The Sayan Gul Award includes a cash award of $500. This year’s recipient of the Sayan Gul
award is:
Xuanyi Chen, Rice University
Challenges for using Representational Similarity Analysis to Infer Cognitive Processes: A Demonstration

Diversity & Inclusion Conference Awards
Burcu Arslan, Koç University, Turkey
Grammatical complexity and gesture production of younger and older adults

Shaozhe Cheng, Zhejiang University, China
Intention beyond desire: Humans spontaneously commit to future actions

Ropafadzo Denga, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, United States of America
Need for speed: Applying ex-Gaussian modeling techniques to examine intra-individual reaction time
variability in expert Tetris players

Amir Hosein Hadian Rasanan, Shahid Beheshti University, Iran
Reflected boundary drift diffusion model: A double responding framework for Go/No-Go paradigm

Shobhit Jagga, Indian Institute of Technology, India
Modeling procrastination as rational metareasoning about task effort

João Loula, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, United States of America
Combining rules and simulation to explain infant physical learning

Sahil Luthra, University of Connecticut, United States of America
Lexically-mediated compensation for coarticulation in older adults
15

Ezgi Mamus, MPI/Radboud University, Netherlands
Modality of input influences encoding of path and manner of motion in speech but not in co-speech
gestures

Kerem Oktar, Princeton University, United States of America
Deciding to be authentic: Intuition is favored over deliberation for self-reflective decisions

Verónica Ramenzoni, National Scientific and Technical Research Council, Argentina
Body Image During Quarantine; Generational Effects of Social Media Pressure on Body Appearance
Perception

Diversity & Social Inequality Awards
Listeners evaluate native and non-native speakers differently (but not in the way you think)
Martin Ho Kwan Ip & Anna Papafragou, University of Pennsylvania

Disciplinary Diversity & Integration Award in Cognitive Science
Paper Winners
A longitudinal study of great ape cognition
Manuel Bohn; Johanna Eckert; Daniel Hanus; Daniel Benjamin Moritz Haun: Max Planck Institute for
Evolutionary Anthropology

Categorical perception of p-values
V. N. Vimal Rao: University of Minnesota-Twin Cities; Jeffrey K. Bye: University of Minnesota; Sashank
Varma: Georgia Tech

Symposia Winners
The evolution of rhythm from neurons to ecology
Organizer: Andrea Ravignani: Comparative Bioacoustics Group, Max Planck Institute for
Psycholinguistics

The deep history of information technologies: A cognitive perspective
Organizer: Helena Miton: Santa Fe Institute
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Robert J. Glushko Dissertation Prizes
The Cognitive Science Society and the Robert J. Glushko and Pamela Samuelson Foundation Foundation
award up to five outstanding dissertation prizes in cognitive science each year. The goals of these prizes
are to increase the prominence of cognitive science and encourage students to engage in
interdisciplinary efforts to understand minds and intelligent systems. The hope is that the prizes will
recognize and honor young researchers conducting ground-breaking research in cognitive science. The
eventual goal is to aid in efforts to bridge between the areas of cognitive science and create theories of
general interest to the multiple fields concerned with scientifically understanding the nature of minds
and intelligent systems. Promoting a unified cognitive science is consistent with the belief that
understanding how minds work will require the synthesis of many different empirical methods, formal
tools, and analytic theories. 2011 was the inaugural year of this prize, and a new competition is held
annually.

The 2021 recipients are as follows, and will be featured in a special session Thursday July 29th 19:00 –
21:00 CEST:
Esti Blanco-Elorrieta, New York University, 2020
Towards an ecologically valid neurobiology of bilingualism
Laura Gwilliams, New York University, 2020
Towards a mechanistic account of speech comprehension in the human brain
Andrew Lampinen, Stanford University, 2020
A computational framework for learning and transforming task representations
Shari Liu, Harvard University, 2020
Nature and origins of intuitive psychology in human infants
Vencislav Popov, Carnegie Mellon University, 2020
Resource depletion and recovery in human memory
James Whittington, University of Oxford, 2020
A Bayesian account of learning and generalising representations in the brain
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The Jeffrey L. Elman Prize for Scientific Achievement and Community
Building
In recognition of Jeffrey L. Elman’s many contributions to the field of cognitive science, the Cognitive
Science Society in partnership with the University of California, San Diego awards a prize at the Cognitive
Science Society annual meeting to mid-career cognitive scientists (individuals or teams) whose careers
exemplify the twin strands of scientific excellence and commitment to community-building and service
that were so evident in his career. Jeffrey Elman made major contributions to the theoretical
foundations of human cognition, most notably in the areas of language and development. His work
continues to have an immense impact across fields as diverse as cognitive science, psycholinguistics,
developmental psychology, evolutionary theory, computer science and linguistics. In addition to his
important intellectual contributions, he also was an inspiring scientific citizen who is remembered for his
generosity and mentorship.

The 2021 Elman Prize has been awarded to Wei Ji Ma, Professor in the Center for Neural Science and
Department of Psychology at New York University

Elman Symposium
Wednesday, July 28, 2021, 15:20 – 17:00 CEST
Symposium chair: Ronald van den Berg, Stockholm University
Presenters:
Ronald van den Berg, Department of Psychology, Stockholm University
Janneke Jehee, Donders institute for Brain, Cognition and Behavior
Daeyeol Lee, Johns Hopkins University
Will Adler, Center for Democracy and Technology
Yael Niv, Princeton Neuroscience Institute
Wei Ji Ma, New York University
Join us to celebrate Wei Ji Ma, New York University, and his contributions to building the community
and service to the field of Cognitive Science. In his talk, Wei Ji interviews several of his role models and
asks why outreach, advocacy, and activism are not rewarded in academic science.
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David E. Rumelhart Prize
The David E. Rumelhart Prize is awarded annually to an individual or collaborative team making a
significant contemporary contribution to the theoretical foundations of human cognition. Contributions
may be formal in nature: mathematical modeling of human cognitive processes, formal analysis of
language and other products of human cognitive activity, and computational analyses of human
cognition using symbolic or non-symbolic frameworks all fall within the scope of the award. The David E.
Rumelhart Prize is funded by the Robert J. Glushko and Pamela Samuelson Foundation. The prize
consists of a hand-crafted, custom bronze medal, a certificate, a citation of the awardee’s contribution,
and a monetary award of $100,000.

The recipient of the 2021 Prize is Susan Goldin-Meadow, from The University of Chicago.

Prize Presentation
Tuesday, July 27, 2021, 19:00 – 20:10 CEST
Susan Goldin-Meadow, The University of Chicago
The mind hidden in our hands
The Rumelhart Prize Reception and Announcement of the 22nd Rumelhart Prize Recipient follow the
Prize Presentation on Tuesday July 27, 021, 20:10 – 20:20 CEST.

Rumelhart Symposium
Tuesday July 27, 2021, 20:40 – 22:00 CEST
Symposium chair: Martha Alibali, University of Wisconsin
Presenters:
Marie Coppola, University of Connecticut
Meredith L Rowe, Harvard University
Jana M Iverson, University of Pittsburgh
Susan Wagner Cook, University of Iowa
Erica Cartmill, University of California, Los Angeles
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Invited Presentations
Invited Speakers
Tuesday, July 27: 14:40 – 15:40 CEST
Friederike Range, University of Vienna
The effects of domestication on dog-human interactions
Wednesday, July 28: 14:00 – 15:00 CEST
Onur Güntürkün, Ruhr-Universität Bochum
Why are birds so smart?
Wednesday, July 28: 20:40 – 21:40 CEST
Erich Jarvis, Rockefeller University
Brain pathways for vocal learning and spoken language
Thursday, July 29: 14:00 – 15:00 CEST
Julia Fischer, DPZ Göttingen
Social and cognitive aging in nonhuman primates

Invited Symposia
Tuesday, July 27: 15:40 – 17:20 CEST
Comparative & neural approaches to social cognition
Chairs:
Claus Lamm, University of Vienna
Natalie Sebanz, Central European University
Presenters
Judith Burkhart, University of Zurich
Mariska Kret, Leiden University
Giorgia Silani, University of Vienna
Shiri Lev-Ari, University of London, Royal Holloway
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Tuesday, July 27: 20:40 – 22:00 CEST
Cognition of time
Chair:
Kristin Tessmar-Raible, University of Vienna
Presenters
Amita Sehgal, University of Pennsylvania
Petr Janata, University of California, Davis
Daniela Pollak, Medical University of Vienna
Fuat Balci, University of Manitoba
Thursday, July 29: 15:20 – 17:00
Towards comparative aesthetics
Chairs:
Helmut Leder, University of Vienna’
Leonida Fusani, University of Vienna
Presenters
Laura Kelley, University of Exeter
Mila Mileva, University of Plymouth
Matthew Pelowski, University of Vienna
Jessica Yorzinski, Texas A&M University
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Symbolic and Sub-Symbolic Systems in People and Machines
Simon Valentin1 , Bonan Zhao2 , Chentian Jiang1 , Neil R. Bramley2 & Christopher G. Lucas1 ,
1. School of Informatics, University of Edinburgh; 2. Department of Psychology, University of Edinburgh

Tenenbaum, & Lake, 2020; Valkov, Chaudhari, Srivastava,
Sutton, & Chaudhuri, 2018). These may (at least superficially) reflect common psychological theory distinctions between low level processing —associated with perception and
rapid, intuitive responses—-and thinking—slower, effortful
conscious processing. However, these connections are yet to
be fully unpacked, and many challenging technical problems
remain for these approaches.

Keywords: symbolism; program induction; machine learning;
mental representation

Overview
To what extent is symbolic processing required for intelligent
behavior? Advances in sub-symbolic deep learning systems
and explicitly symbolic probabilistic program induction approaches have recently reinvigorated this long standing question about cognition. This workshop will bring together established and newly-emerging perspectives on the debate and
explore the recently rekindled interest in hybrid architectures.
The notion that intelligence rests on symbolic computations dominated early work in cognitive science (Newell &
Simon, 1976). Symbolic approaches promised to explain the
human capacity for reason, common sense, imagination, as
well as linguistic competence. The broad idea was and is that
symbol manipulation systems are uniquely capable of logic
and reasoning, and enable compositionality, allowing thought
to exhibit the systematicity and productivity that enable natural languages to make “infinte use of finite means” (von
Humboldt, 1836). However, purely symbolic systems are yet
to live up to this promise, facing foundational issues dealing
with uncertainty and scalability, as well as unresolved questions around the origin and nature of the symbols, how they
can be imputed from continuous sensory inputs, not to mention how such systems can be implemented in a distributed
neural system. Indeed much of the maturation of cognitive
science over the last 40 years has involved a move away
from “logicism” toward probabilistic inference (Oaksford,
Chater, et al., 2007), and neurally plausible reinforcementdriven computations (Schultz, Dayan, & Montague, 1997).
Sub-symbolic perspectives have recently received considerable attention due to the successes of deep learning in applied domains and have a long history as a proposed alternative to symbolic systems (LeCun, Bengio, & Hinton,
2015). However, their shortcomings also point to fundamental challenges associated with a purely sub-symbolic approach (Lake, Ullman, Tenenbaum, & Gershman, 2017). For
instance, deep learning systems can be confused by subtle
changes to the data distribution and may fail to enforce trivial
forms of compositionality in their generalizations.
Recently, a third path has regained traction, with a glut
of hybrid architectures being proposed that seek to combine
symbolic and sub-symbolic approaches (Nye, Solar-Lezama,

Goals and Scope
Our workshop will explore:
• Connections between advances in neuro-symbolic machine
learning systems and theories of cognition.
• Potential for hybrid systems to exhibit intelligent behavior.
• Limits of solely symbolic or sub-symbolic systems.
• Which forms of hybrid system, if any, might best characterize human cognition.
• How to design experiments to distinguish between symbolic and sub-symbolic processing in cognition.

Target Audience
We expect this workshop to be of broad interest to most of
the CogSci audience, including cognitive and developmental
psychologists, neuroscientists, linguists, machine learning researchers, roboticists and philosophers.

Organizers and Presenters
The following organizers, speakers and panelists have confirmed their attendance.
Simon Valentin (Organizer) is a PhD student with Chris Lucas and Neil Bramley. His research focuses on causal inference and active learning.
Bonan Zhao (Organizer) is a PhD student with Neil Bramley. She studies the interplay between causality and generalization using computational models.
Chentian Jiang (Organizer) is a PhD student with Chris Lucas. Her research focuses on topics in causal learning, transfer learning, and program induction
Neil R. Bramley (Organizer) is Lecturer in Cognitive Psychology at the University of Edinburgh with a focus on causal
cognition, social cognition, active learning and discovery.
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Christopher G. Lucas (Organizer) is Lecturer in Informatics at the University of Edinburgh, with a focus on computational models of causal, inductive and active learning.
Peter Dayan is a Rumelhart Prize winning theoretical neuroscientist and Director of the Max Planck Institute for Biological Cybernetics in Tübingen. His research focuses on the
computational and neural foundations of learning and decision making.
Nick Chater is Professor of Behavioural Science at Warwick
Business School. His research focuses on experimental, computational and mathematical analyses of cognitive processes,
especially reasoning, decision making and language.
Jessica Hamrick is a Senior Research Scientist at DeepMind.
Her work combines cognitive science, model-based deep reinforcement learning, and planning to build machines that can
flexibly build and deploy models of the world.
Brenden Lake is Assistant Professor at NYU and Research
Scientist at Facebook AI Research. He builds computational
models of everyday cognitive abilities, focusing on problems
that are easier for people than they are for machines.
Eric Schulz is a Research Group Leader at the Max Planck
Institute for Biological Cybernetics in Tübingen. His lab
builds computational models of human intelligence to study
how people learn, generalize and explore.
Kevin Ellis is Assistant Professor at Cornell University. His
research involves building machine learning systems that
generalize effectively.
Steven Piantadosi is Assistant Professor at UC Berkeley. His
research focuses on how people learn language and create
conceptual systems
Jiajun Wu is Assistant Professor at Stanford University. His
research draws inspiration from human cognition to study
machine perception and reasoning about the physical world.
Judith Fan is Assistant Professor at UC San Diego. Her lab
builds computational models of perception, memory, motor
planning and social cognition.
Thomas Icard is Assistant Professor at Stanford University.
He develops formal models of human cognitive abilities such
as language, explanation, and causal reasoning.
Guillermo Puebla is a postdoc at the University of Bristol.
He studies relational reasoning and analogical generalization
through simulations with artificial neural networks, analogical inference models, and hybrid symbolic-neural systems.
Kelsey Allen is a PhD student with Josh Tenenbaum at MIT.
Her work is focused on the interactions between predictive
representations and planning in human cognition.
Kate McCurdy is a PhD student at the University of Edinburgh. Her research focuses on computational models of
natural language use.

where the panelists will tie together and contrast themes encountered throughout the day in conversation with the audience. For the final schedule, see the workshop website at
https://sassy-2021.github.io.
Presenter

Topic

Valentin & Lucas
Brenden Lake
Jessica Hamrick
Kevin Ellis

Bonan Zhao
Thomas Icard

Introductory remarks
Probabilistic program induction
Model-based deep reinforcement learning
Neurosymbolic learning and program synthesis
Multi-task reinforcement learning
Symbolic planning and simulation in the
physical world
Some ideas in program induction
The neurosymbolic concept learner
Deep neural representations for visual
communication
Program synthesis in development
Relational reinforcement learning
Neural encoder-decoder networks as cognitive models of grammar
Object-based causal generalization
Program induction and causal inference

Peter Dayan
Nick Chater

Panel discussion
Panel discussion

Eric Schulz
Kelsey Allen
Steven Piantadosi
Jiajun Wu
Judith Fan
Neil Bramley
Guillermo Puebla
Kate McCurdy
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Workshop Structure
This workshop is scheduled to span a full day. All talks
will last 20 minutes, including time for questions from the
audience and for the change over between speakers. The
final part will be a panel discussion led by the organizers,
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Career Paths beyond the Tenure Track for Cognitive Scientists
Vanessa R. Simmering (vanessa.simmering@gmail.com)
Doctrina Consulting, LLC
Madison, WI 53705 USA

Carissa L. Shafto (carissa.shafto@gmail.com)
Brightfield, LLC
New York, NY 10018 USA
online survey capabilities and virtual meeting rooms (e.g.,
breakout rooms in Zoom) will be used during the session to
provide more interaction with participants.

Keywords: professional development; non-academic; career
paths; industry; non-profit; government

Objectives and Scope
Part 1: Introduction of Contributing Scholars and
Different Career Paths

Cognitive science research has far-reaching implications,
but many graduate students are trained solely for tenure-track
faculty positions. Academic training develops a wide range
of skills in behavioral research, literature reviewing, data
analysis, scientific publishing, grant writing, teaching, and
student mentorship. These skills have direct application in
many other careers, but training within academia typically
neglects to address how these skills translate to other work
environments and career paths. As growth in the number of
doctoral trainees continues to outpace permanent academic
positions (Kolata, 2016; Larson et al., 2013; Lederman,
2016), more doctoral recipients have been seeking
employment beyond faculty positions and academia
(National Science Board, 2018). Those who are interested in
exploring alternative career paths may not know where to
turn for guidance. Our goal in this professional development
workshop is to offer such guidance and an opportunity to
network with scholars in similar situations.
The session will be led by two scholars with doctoral
degrees in psychology who worked in academic positions
previous to their industry careers: Carissa Shafto is the senior
director of data and analytics at Brightfield, a SaaS company
in the HR analytics space; Vanessa Simmering is a learning
scientist and consultant, currently on contract with
Illustrative Mathematics. They will draw on their individual
experiences navigating from academic to non-academic
positions to guide the activities and discussion. Additionally,
they will solicit contributions from other scholars with a
diverse range of backgrounds and career paths to increase the
breadth of experiences that participants will learn about.

The leaders will begin with an overview of the goals of the
session, followed by a series of narrated slides in which
scholars (the leaders plus additional contributors) describe
their backgrounds and employment. Specifically, we will ask
all contributors to list the discipline of their degree and the
general area of their research training, followed by (when
relevant) any academic and non-academic positions they held
before their current position, then a description of their
current job, ending with a comment on what motivated them
to seek out a non-academic career. Each contributor’s
description will be brief (3 minutes or less) to maximize the
number of examples included. We have agreements to
contribute from seventeen participants thus far, listed in
Table 1, and will invite more contributors to ensure diverse
representation of backgrounds, interests, and employment
types. Contributors will be encouraged to attend if possible,
which may be feasible through virtual participation.

Part 2: Developing Your Pitch
Participants will be given time to work individually and
then in small groups on two related activities developing
“elevator pitches”, which are brief but persuasive speeches
designed to spark the listener’s interest to learn more. The
first pitch will be focused on what the participant is looking
for in a career. The second will focus on what the participant
has to offer to an employer. The leaders will scaffold this
activity by highlighting successful strategies (e.g., focusing
on skills over content, considering opportunities rather than
obstacles) and potential individual considerations (e.g.,
whether one is leaving a temporary versus permanent
position, whether relocation is possible). As relevant, these
activities may include brainstorming a wide range of
potential employment opportunities, or focusing on a specific
position the participant already has in mind. The intended
outcome of this activity is to give participants a structure for
determining their career interests and options.

Workshop Schedule
The half-day session will be divided in thirds, beginning
with a presentation by the leaders, followed by interactive
activities among participants, and closing with time for open
questions and discussion, with additional presentation by the
leaders as relevant. If possible, participants will complete a
short survey in advance of the workshop to identify career
stage and interests in order to tailor the topics and discussion
for the participants. In previous in-person versions of similar
workshops, this was done in the first few minutes of the
meeting. To accommodate the virtual/hybrid format this year,

Part 3: Questions, Discussion, and Resources
Following the activity, participants will have time to ask
questions, seek feedback, and discuss concerns with the
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Table 1: Contributors who have agreed to provide a narrated slide for the workshop

group. The leaders will structure the time of the final third of
the session based on interest from participants, including
references to resources participants may want to use as they
pursue non-academic career paths. For example, a number of
consulting services can be found online (e.g., The Professor
Is In, Cheeky Scientist, Beyond the Professoriate) but each
varies slightly in their scope (i.e., some cater more to “hard”
sciences, others to social sciences and humanities) and
therefore their potential utility for participants with different
backgrounds. These online resources also vary in the amount
of information offered free of charge and services provided
at a cost. Social media sites offer more informal support,
through discussion and peer mentoring, and can help
participants expand their networks for no cost. The leaders
will describe specific experiences to help participants
evaluate what approaches could be of most use to them.

Acknowledgments
Thanks to Alexa Romberg for help organizing a prior variant
of this workshop, and to Shevaun Lewis for permission to
adapt and use materials she developed for a professional
development workshop at the University of Maryland.
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Conclusion
We aim for this workshop to give participants an entry
point to explore a wide range of career options and
knowledge of the necessary resources to learn more about
those options in order to pursue their goals. The experiences
our contributors have shared and resources we have collected
provide us with relevant advice for scholars in varied stages
of their training and career paths with different interests and
goals, which allows us to tailor to the workshop participants.
Participants will also gain a network of similar scholars with
whom they can maintain contact after the workshop.
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Using Games to Understand Intelligence
1 Max

Franziska Brändle1 , Kelsey Allen2 , Joshua B. Tenenbaum2 & Eric Schulz1
Planck Research Group Computational Principles of Intelligence, Max Planck Institute for Biological Cybernetics
2 Department of Brain and Cognitive Sciences, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Over the last decades, games have become one of the most
popular recreational activities, not only among children but
also among adults. Consequently, they have also gained popularity as an avenue for studying cognition. Games offer several advantages, such as the possibility to gather big data sets,
engage participants to play for a long time, and better resemblance of real world complexities. In this workshop, we will
bring together leading researchers from across the cognitive
sciences to explore how games can be used to study diverse
aspects of intelligent behavior, explore their differences compared to classical lab experiments, and discuss the future of
game-based cognitive science research.
Keywords: Games; Cognition; Big Data; Computation

isons between human and machine agents, for example in research of human tool use (Allen et al., 2020). Games also
offer complex environments for human-agent collaborations
(Fan, Dinculescu, & Ha, 2019). Games have gained increasing attention during recent meetings of the Cognitive Science
Society, with presentations on multi-agent collaboration (Wu
et al., 2020), foraging (Garg & Kello, 2020) and mastery (Anderson, 2020) (all examples taken from the 2020 Conference).

Goal and scope
The aim of this workshop is to bring together scientists who
share a joint interest in using games as a tool to research intelligence. We have invited leading academics from cognitive science who apply games in their research. In particular,
our goal is to facilitate discussion about the possibilities and
shortcomings of games as research paradigms. Key questions
of discussion will include:

Introduction
Machine learning researchers frequently focus on humanlevel performance in particular in games (Mnih et al., 2015).
However, in these applications, human behavior is commonly
reduced to a simple dot on a performance graph. Cognitive
science, in particular theories of learning and decision making, could hold the key to unlock what is behind this dot,
thereby gaining further insights into human cognition and
the design principles of intelligent algorithms (Lake, Ullman,
Tenenbaum, & Gershman, 2017). However, cognitive experiments commonly focus on relatively simple paradigms. We
believe that the time is ripe for researchers from across the
cognitive sciences to come together, discuss, and push forward paradigms that use games to research and understand
human cognition (Opheusden et al., 2021; Opheusden & Ma,
2019). Our workshop will therefore consist of a diverse set
of speakers to present on their current research on games,
including word games (Hartshorne, Tenenbaum, & Pinker,
2018), physics games (Allen, Smith, & Tenenbaum, 2020),
social games (Wu et al., 2020), and complex reinforcement
learning environments (Kosoy et al., 2020; Şimşek, Algorta,
& Kothiyal, 2016), as well as potential future application of
games in their research.
While traditional in-lab experiments have been the main
source of data to research cognition, the internet offers an
opportunity to gather data sets that are several times bigger
(Griffiths, 2014). Online games, played by thousands of players across the globe not only provide us with big data sets,
they can additionally give us an insight into human behavior
that has traditionally been hard to collect in the lab - for example hundreds of hours of interaction with a specific task
(Stafford & Dewar, 2014).
Another interesting aspect of games is their ability to resemble the real world more closely. By using physical game
engines, researchers can make precise, quantifiable compar-

• How can games help us to understand human cognition?
• In which research areas could games be useful paradigms?
• What advantages and disadvantages do games have compared with classical experiments?
• What kind of games are useful as research paradigms?
• How can we scale model comparison approaches to big
data domains, comparing artificial and biological agents?

Target audience
Our target audience is as interdisciplinary and broad as the
conference as a whole — we expect this workshop to be of
interest to cognitive psychologists, linguists, developmental
psychologists, neuroscientists, computer scientists and machine learning researchers alike. The workshop’s webpage
can be found at: gamesforintelligence.com

Organizers and presenters
Franziska Brändle (Organizer) is a PhD-student at the Max
Planck Institute for Biological Cybernetics. Franziska works
on exploration in games, in particular how participants experience fun during learning progress.
Kelsey Allen (Organizer) is a PhD student at MIT. She uses
computational models and behavioral experiments to study
the development of human action, in particular the interaction
between intuitive physics and planning for physical problemsolving contexts.
Joshua B. Tenenbaum (Organizer) is Professor of cognitive
science at MIT. Josh’s lab sits at the intersection of cognitive science and machine learning, with a focus on hallmarks
of human intelligence; in particular, the ability to learn efficiently and flexibly from limited data.
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Presenter
Fan
Hartshorne, de Leeuw
Griffiths, Ho
Tenenbaum
Brändle
Şimşek
Vélez

Eric Schulz (Organizer) is Group Leader at the Max Planck
Institute of Biological Cybernetics. The research of his lab
focuses on how people learn, generalize and explore and includes diverse methods such as interactive games and large
datasets.
Wei Ji Ma is Professor of Neuroscience and Psychology at
NYU. Broadly, he is interested in decision-making under uncertainty, with a recent focus on planning tasks in which
thinking multiple steps ahead is beneficial. He has used a
tic-tac-toe variant and Rush Hour as experimental paradigms.
Thomas Pouncy is a PhD-student at the Psychology Department of Harvard University. His research focuses on modelbased reinforcement learning.
Judith Fan is an Assistant Professor at UC San Diego. Her
lab focuses on how people use physical representations of
thought to learn, communicate, and solve problems.
Joshua Hartshorne is an Assistant Professor of psychology
at Boston College. He is interested in understanding what
allows humans, but not current machines, to learn language.
Joshua de Leeuw is an Assistant Professor of cognitive science at Vassar College. His research focuses on the development and application of internet-based tools for the study of
human cognition.
Thomas Griffiths is a Professor of psychology and computer
science at Princeton University. His research focuses on developing mathematical models of higher-level cognition that
underlie our ability to solve everyday problems.
Mark Ho is a Postdoctoral Fellow at Princeton University.
His research focuses on the role of meta-reasoning in human
problem solving and social cognition.
Özgür Şimşek is a Senior Lecturer in Machine Learning at
the University of Bath. Her research is on algorithms that can
learn from limited experience in complex, real-word environments, with a focus on reinforcement learning.
Natalia Vélez is a Postdoctoral Fellow at Harvard University.
She studies the cognitive capacities and community dynamics
that make human collaboration possible.
Alison Gopnik is a Professor of Psychology and Philosophy
at UC Berkeley. She studies how children explore and learn
about the causal structure of the world, and how this learning
allows them to develop intuitive theories.

Gopnik
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Workshop structure
We propose a full-day workshop consisting of four parts. The
first two parts will be a series of 20 minute talks and 5 minute
discussions. Afterward, we will give external speakers the
opportunity to present their work in a 45 minute poster
session. The final 45 minutes will be a panel discussion. The
first two parts will consist of the following talks:
Presenter
Ma
Allen
Pouncy

Topic
Human-AI Collaborative Games
Experiments Subjects Want
Rationally Representing Games
The Frostbite Challenge
A Computational Theory of Fun
Bounded Rationality and Games
Multigenerational Collaboration in
Online Games
Comparing exploration in children
and artificial agents in online games

Topic
Studying complex planning
using four-in-a-row
Physical Reasoning in Games
Structured priors for rule
learning in complex environments
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Combating the climate crisis with cognitive science
Rachit Dubey1 and Joshua Peterson1
1

Department of Computer Science, Princeton University, Princeton, NJ 08544, USA

psychologists,
social psychologists,
neuroscientists,
economists, philosophers, science communication, and
education researchers alike. We also believe that this
workshop is quite apt for this year’s theme of “Comparative
Cognition: Animal Minds”. The climate crisis along with
destructive human activity is rapidly accelerating the sixth
mass extinction event, putting our entire ecological system
under irreversible existential threat (Ceballos et al., 2017;
Bar-On et al., 2018; Cardoso et al., 2020). In addition to
the obvious danger to humanity, this ecological collapse
is also concerning to comparative psychologists: this
mass extinction is resulting in an unprecedented loss of
diverse swaths of intelligent behavior that is yet to be fully
understood.

Keywords: climate change; sustainability; belief formation;
polarization; belief change; behavior

Overview
The climate crisis is one of the most alarming issues of our
time. Our planet is deteriorating at an unprecedented scale
and accelerating rate, putting human societies and countless
biological species in grave danger. The root cause of this
problem is human behavior and thus it could prove crucial
to examine the psychology behind the human behaviors
that drive unsustainable living and impede enactment of
climate policy. Unfortunately, despite the importance of
psychological research in responding to the climate crisis,
the field has had very little influence on the climate policy
process as well as in mobilizing action on climate change,
handicapping progress towards a sustainable future (Clayton
et al., 2015; Nielsen et al., 2020; Fischhoff, 2020).
This workshop aims to bring together scientists working
in the broad area of climate change and sustainability, along
with cognitive scientists, to engage in development of ideas
related to using cognitive science research in understanding,
reducing, and responding to the climate crisis. To achieve
this goal, we have invited leading researchers from cognitive
science, public policy, and climate science to present an
accessible summary of their research, and allocate ample
time for dialogue and audience participation across a panel
discussion.
More specifically, the workshop will be a forum for
addressing the following key questions:

Organizers and Presenters
Below, we introduce the organizers and the presenters. The
organizers are cognitive scientists whose goal is to engage the
community in this very important problem. The presenters
are leading experts in domains including cognitive science,
climate communication, sustainability, and economics.
Rachit Dubey (Organizer) is a PhD student at Princeton
University working in Tom Griffiths’ Computational
Cognitive Science lab. His research is centered around
understanding intrinsic rewards, primarily curiosity,
motivation, and happiness.
Joshua Peterson (Organizer) is a postdoctoral fellow at
Princeton University, where he studies the use of machine
learning algorithms and large datasets to build better
psychological theories. He has successfully co-organized the
full-day SVRHM workshop at NeurIPS two years in a row
(www.svrhm.com).

• What are effective methods to counter climate change
denial and reduce climate misinformation?
• What are the psychological barriers that impede mass
action on the climate crisis?
• What are the factors that can lead to long-lasting changes
in motivating action against the climate crisis?

Tali Sharot (Presenter) is a Professor of Cognitive
Neuroscience in the department of Experimental Psychology
at University College London and a Wellcome Trust Senior
Research Fellow. Her research integrates neuroscience,
behavioural economics, and psychology to study how
emotion influences people’s beliefs, decisions, and social
interactions.

• How can human societies adapt towards reducing
consumption and living within limits for a more sustainable
future?
• What are the steps needed for a better future integration of
psychological research with the climate policy process?

Jiaying Zhao (Presenter) is the Canada research chair and
an Associate Professor in the Department of Psychology and
the Institute for Resources, Environment, and Sustainability
at the University of British Columbia. Her research uses
psychological principles to design behavioral solutions to

Target Audience
Our target audience is anyone who would like to be
more involved in fighting this threat, and we expect it
to be of interest to cognitive psychologists, comparative
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address sustainability challenges. Specifically, she examines
how resource scarcity impacts human cognition and what
interventions are effective at alleviating cognitive burdens
in the poor; how to reduce water and energy consumption,
and engage the public on biodiversity conservation; and what
cognitive biases people have regarding climate change.

give a talk that will be 17 minutes long followed by a 2-3
minutes session for Q & A. We will end the workshop with a
45 minute panel discussion that will cover current challenges,
opportunities, and future directions for research. The
panel will also include discussions about how early career
researchers can get more involved in climate communication
and policy-making.

Gordon Pennycook (Presenter) is an Assistant Professor of
Behavioural Science at University of Regina’s Hill/Levene
Schools of Business.
His research focuses on the
causes and consequences of analytic thinking and he has
published on topics such as religious belief, morality, climate
misinformation, political ideology, and fake news.

Table 1: Workshop structure and confirmed presenters.
Presenter

Topic
Theme 1: Climate belief formation

Stephan Lewandowsky (Presenter) is Professor of
Cognitive Science at the University of Bristol. His research
examines people’s memory, decision making, and knowledge
structures, with a particular emphasis on how people update
information in memory. His most recent research interests
examine the potential conflict between human cognition and
the physics of the global climate, which has led him into
research in climate science and climate modeling.

Tali Sharot
Jiaying Zhao
Gordon Pennycook

Stephan Lewandowsky

Julia Steinberger (Presenter) is a Professor of Social
Ecology and Ecological Economics at the University of
Leeds. Her research examines the connections between
resource use (energy and materials, greenhouse gas
emissions) and societal performance (economic activity
and human wellbeing). She is interested in quantifying
the current and historical linkages between resource use
and socioeconomic parameters, and identifying alternative
development pathways to guide the necessary transition to a
low carbon society.

Forming beliefs about climate
change
Attentional and perceptual
biases of climate change
Why do people believe what
they believe about climate
change?
Public acceptance of climate
science in a ‘post-truth’
world.

Theme 2: Motivating action on climate change
Julia Steinberger
Shahzeen Attari
Matthew Goldberg

Shahzeen Attari (Presenter) is an Associate Professor at
the O’Neill School of Public and Environmental Affairs at
Indiana University Bloomington. Her research focuses on the
psychology of resource use and how to motivate action on
climate change. Along with her lab, she works on problems
that draw on both cognitive and environmental science, and
focus on perceptions, motivations, and biases related to
climate change and sustainability.

All presenters

Living well within planetary
limits
Credibility
and
climate
communication
Strategic
communication
about climate change.
Panel discussion
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Matthew Goldberg (Presenter) is an Associate Research
Scientist at the Yale Program on Climate Change
Communication at Yale University. His research focuses
on persuasion, social influence, ideology, and strategic
communication. He applies insights from his research to
build public understanding and motivation to address climate
change and other urgent environmental, social, and political
issues.

Workshop structure
We propose a half day workshop which will be centered
around two key themes. The first theme will be centered
around understanding climate change denial and countering
climate misinformation. The second theme will focus on
motivating action on climate change. Each presenter will
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Engineering and reverse-engineering morality
Sydney Levine (smlevine@mit.edu)1,2 , Fiery Cushman2 , Iyad Rahwan3 , Joshua Tenenbaum1
1 Department

of Brain and Cognitive Sciences, MIT, 43 Vassar Street, Cambridge, MA USA
of Psychology, Harvard University, 33 Kirkland St, Cambridge, MA 02138 USA
3 Center for Humans & Machines, Max Planck Institute for Human Development, Lentzealle 94, Berlin 14195, Germany
2 Department

gender. However, our speakers do not represent the full range
of racial diversity that is present in cognitive science (all but
one of our speakers identifies as White) and nearly all of our
speakers are cisgender. Therefore, in selecting additional
contributed talks, we will prioritize increasing representation
from under-represented groups in order to broaden the range
of perspectives and voices contributing to this workshop.

Keywords: moral judgment and decision-making; AI ethics

Overview
Recent years have witnessed a burst of progress on
building formal models of moral decision-making. In
psychology, neuroscience and philosophy, the goal has been
to “reverse-engineer” the principles of human morality.
Meanwhile, in AI ethics, the goal has been to engineer
systems that can make moral decisions, in some ways
inspired by how humans do this. We aim to showcase the
state of the art in both fields and to show how they can be
hybridized into a computational cognitive science of morality.

Reverse-Engineering the Morality of Humans
This session showcases recent progress in “reverse
engineering” the computational basis of human morality.
Jean-Baptiste André and Nicolas Baumard use
evolutionary game-theoretic approaches to provide an
analysis of the problem that human moral systems are
designed to solve: how to ensure mutual benefit between
cooperators (Baumard, André, & Sperber, 2013). They
argue that the moral sense calculates the opportunity costs
paid by others when they cooperated, so as to be able to
reward them appropriately later. Building on this, Shaun
Nichols’s work describes the form of the representational
structures used to do this: moral rules. Nichols uses a
Bayesian learning framework to investigate how we infer the
scope of norms both experimentally and computationally
and finds that people infer the contents of norms (and to
whom they apply) in rationally appropriate ways (Nichols,
2021). Bridging the ideas of the first two speakers, Sydney
Levine, Fiery Cushman, and Joshua Tenenbaum address
the fundamental puzzle of how moral rules seem to be both
rigid and flexible. The authors draw on the philosophical
tradition of contractualism to describe how novel rules can be
inferred by considering what everyone in the situation would
contract to (Levine, Kleiman-Weiner, Schulz, Tenenbaum, &
Cushman, 2020).
As commentator, Gillian Hadfield argues that the
appropriate unit of analysis to understand morality is not
a particular norm or behavior (as many of the speakers
suggest); instead, it is the system that can support the
establishing of particular norms or behaviors.
Rather
than asking, how do humans think or choose in moral
ways we should ask, how do humans sustain systems of
morality (Hadfield & Weingast, 2014)? Linking this session
to the next, Hadfield then presents her own work using
computational methods and a multi-agent reinforcement
learning systems, which suggests a way to build generalizable

Workshop Structure
This workshop would span a full day, split into two sessions.
Each session will be composed of four talks and a discussant.
The first session, “Reverse-Engineering the Morality of
Humans”, will focus on the ways that human moral judgment
can be studied using a reverse-engineering approach. Talks
in this segment will present research using computational
tools, formal modeling, game theoretical approaches, and/or a
rational analysis framework. The second session, “Learning
from humans to build moral AI”, will showcase a series of
proposals for building ethical AI that draw insights from
cognitive science. Talks in this segment look to how human
cognition navigates the complex moral world as a starting
place to generate engineering solutions to similar problems.
A poster session will be held between the two segments,
highlighting recent work from emerging scholars on either
theme. Posters will be presented (along with informal
socializing) on gather.town. We will end the workshop with
a panel discussion between all speakers and organizers.
We have invited eight speakers (whose contributions are
described in detail below) and will widely advertise a call for
submissions, planning to select two additional speakers and a
series of posters.
Diversity Statement: Our speakers come from a wide
range of disciplines within cognitive science (computer
science, AI development, philosophy, evolutionary
psychology, social psychology, and law), use a range of
methods (game theoretic analysis, behavioral techniques,
engineering approaches, and developmental methods),
represent a range of career stages and ages (from first-year
graduate students to full professors) and is balanced on
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organizers and presenters, with Iyad Rahwan joining to
talk about societal implications of engineering and reverse
engineering morality.

machine learning models that are capable of participating in
a normative system with humans.

Learning from humans to build moral AI

Presenters and Organizers

As AI systems are developed to deal with complex moral
scenarios, they are beginning to look towards cognitive
science to see how the human mind solves similar challenges.
This session explores the question of how AI systems can
learn from and adapt to human norms and preferences under
uncertainty.
Dylan Hadfield-Menell and Stuart Russell open the
session by proposing that AI must abandon its “standard
model” in which machines optimize a fixed, known objective
– moral or otherwise. Instead, machines should be designed
to act in ways that further human interests, while remaining
fundamentally uncertain about what those interests are. The
approach is formally instantiated as “assistance games” and
shown to have a number of desirable properties not shared by
the standard model. The authors look to moral philosophy
for insights concerning how preferences aggregate across
individuals, the plasticity of preferences, and how to handle
relative preferences (Hadfield-Menell, Dragan, Abbeel, &
Russell, 2016; Russell, 2020). Building on this, Alison
Gopnik proposes that we can look to cognitive science
for inspiration on how to infer and aid the interests of
humans; this after all, is the role of a human caretaker.
A parent is a person whose self has been expanded to
include the values and interests of another agent, even
when those values and interests are different from his,
and even when that agent is capable of inventing new
goals and values to suit new circumstances (Gopnik, 2016).
Describing the computational mechanisms of care can help
us develop morally competent AI. Peter Railton looks to
the moral development of human infants for a model of how
largely unsupervised learning processes for understanding
and participating in social interactions could contribute both
to the development of general-purpose intelligence and a
capacity for distinctively moral evaluation and action. Core
elements of AI ethics, then, might not need to be “built
in” so much as acquired, an acquisition process that, as AI
agents interact with humans and one another, could lead to the
development of social-contract reasoning capacities (Railton,
2020).
As commentator, Sholei Croom argues for the virtue of
maintaining higher levels of nuance in our models of morality
than cognitive science tends to allow. Croom points out
that while computational models have had success producing
accurate predictions of individual human behavior in isolated
experimental settings, this modeling strategy tends to fail
when applied in broader social contexts. Computational
models risk entrenching an implicit assumption that cognition
and behavior manifest in a single universal way, and in doing
so neglect the many complex factors that contribute to social
behavior such as structural power and historical contingency.
Finally, there will be a closing panel discussion of all

Jean-Baptiste André is a research fellow at the French
National Centre for Scientific Research (CNRS), Department
of Cognitive Sciences. He will present his work with Nicolas
Baumard, Research Director at the CNRS and Professor at
the Ecole Normale Supérieure.
Sholei Croom is a graduate student in Psychological and
Brain Sciences at Johns Hopkins.
Alison Gopnik is a Professor of Psychology and an
affiliate Professor of Philosophy at UC Berkeley.
Gillian Hadfield is a Professor of Law and Strategic
Management at U. of Toronto.
Dylan Hadfield-Menell, a graduate student in Electrical
Engineering and Computer Sciences at UC Berkeley, will
present his work with Stuart Russell, a Professor of
Computer Science and Engineering at UC Berkeley.
Sydney Levine, a postdoc in Psychology at Harvard and in
Brain and Cognitive Sciences at MIT, will present her work
with Fiery Cushman, an Associate Professor in Psychology
at Harvard and Joshua Tenenbaum, a Professor in Brain and
Cognitive Sciences at MIT.
Shaun Nichols is a Professor of Philosophy at Cornell.
Iyad Rahwan is a Director of the Max Planck Institute for
Human Development.
Peter Railton is a Professor of Philosophy at U. of
Michigan.
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Minds at play
Junyi Chu & Laura E. Schulz
Department of Brain and Cognitive Sciences, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

• How do we generate new goals, problems, and ideas during
play?
• How can the study of play shed light on links between
motivation and cognition?
• How can we draw on the intrinsic motivations and sense of
enjoyment in play to improve educational experiences?

Keywords: curiosity; exploration; play; learning; intrinsic
motivation; problem solving;

It is a happy talent to know how to play.
– Ralph Waldo Emerson

Overview
Play and curiosity are unmistakable signatures of an active
mind. It is perhaps unsurprising then, that recent advances
in machine learning and robotics have used algorithmic
approximations of curiosity to build artificial agents that
can intelligently explore their environments, learn more
efficiently, and acquire more generalizable skills (e.g. Chitnis
et al., 2020; Lynch et al., 2020; Forestier et al., 2017).
This burgeoning interest in the computational study of
curiosity and exploration is accompanied by a long history
of studies linking play and learning in people and animals
(Bruner et al., 1976; Singer et al., 2009; Lillard, 2015; Groos,
1901, 1898; Pellegrini et al., 2007; Schulz, 2012; Smith,
1982). Yet, despite numerous accounts of the role of play in
learning and thinking, fundamental questions remain about
the nature and function of curiosity, exploration, and play.
After more than a century of research, what has the cognitive
science of play taught us, and what is the path forward?
Reaching a field-wide consensus will require conversations
between different empirical and computational perspectives.
This full-day workshop brings together researchers studying
animals, humans, and artificial agents to explore the full
complexity of play and its relationship to learning, thinking,
and planning. A panel discussion at the end will help
participants review and integrate these emerging perspectives,
and set exciting research agendas at the intersection of
cognition and motivation.
Our speakers represent a broad cross-section of the
conference, spanning multiple disciplines (computer
science, ethology, psychology, education), perspectives
(computational, evolutionary, developmental), and career
stages (from graduate students to full professors). All of
them share a strong background and interest in understanding
the cognitive systems that support flexible learning and
thinking, or in the effort to engineer curiosity and exploration
into artificial agents in ways inspired by minds at play.
More specifically, key topics of discussion include (but are
not limited to):

Organizers and presenters
The following organizers, presenters, and panelists
(alphabetical order) have confirmed their attendance:
Junyi Chu (Organizer) is a PhD student at MIT working
in Laura Schulz’s Early Childhood and Cognition Lab. Junyi
is interested in the interaction of motivation and cognition,
and studies diverse phenomena such as play and explanation
to understand how goals shape thinking and decision-making.
Laura Schulz (Organizer) is a professor of cognitive
science at MIT. Laura investigates cognitive processes
including causal inference, discovery, and learning, with a
focus on early childhood development.
Alice von Auersperg is a cognitive biologist at University
of Veterinary Medicine, Vienna. Alice is interested in how
animals and human infants perceive, sample and understand
their physical environment and in how they innovate new
solutions to technical problems.
Elizabeth Bonawitz is an associate professor of education
at Harvard University. Elizabeth’s work bridges cognitive
development with computational modeling to study how
social and cognitive mechanisms shape learning.
Natalie Evans is a PhD student at Temple University,
working with Kathy Hirsh-Pasek at the Temple Infant and
Child Lab. Her work examines the relation between curiosity,
exploration, and creativity.
Roberta Golinkoff is a professor of education,
psychology, and linguistics and cognitive science at the
University of Delaware. Roberta studies early language and
spatial development and the benefits of playful learning.
Alison Gopnik is a professor of psychology and
philosophy at the University of California at Berkeley. Alison
investigates how human minds learn, with a focus on how
children acquire intuitive theories of the world.
Kathryn Hirsh-Pasek is a professor of psychology at
Temple University and a senior fellow at the Brookings
Institution. Kathy’s research examines the development of
early language and literacy, and the role of play in learning.
George Kachergis is a research scientist at Stanford.
George investigates the mechanisms of human learning,
memory, and categorization and builds computational models
of how people represent knowledge.

• What are the signature characteristics of a mind at play?
• What representational structures and mechanisms would it
take for an artificial agent to play?
• What motivates us to be more curious about and engaged
with some problems and goals over others?
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Presenter Topic
1. Play in Children
Alison Gopnik Exploration decisions across
development
Elizabeth Bonawitz Curiosity: A Behavioral and
Neurological Account in
Development
Junyi Chu Hacking utility functions in play
2. Play in Education
Angeline Lillard Play, motivation, and cognition in
Montessori education
Natalie Evans The role of exploration in
children’s creativity
3. Play across Species
Alice von Auersperg Object play and tool innovation
in animals
Amanda Seed Exploratory play and learning in
children and monkeys
3. Play and Computation
Tomer Ullman Imagination and the generation
of ideas
Tom Silver Goal babbling for learning
predictive models for planning
George Kachergis Modeling developmental changes
in curiosity about physical
interactions
Emily Liquin Drivers of curiosity: a
computational account
Pierre-Yves Oudeyer Intrinsically motivated
autonomous learners
5. Panel Discussion

Angeline Lillard is a professor of psychology at the
University of Virginia. Angeline investigates social-cognitive
development, especially pretend play, theory of mind, media
effects on executive function, and Montessori education.
Emily Liquin is a PhD student at Princeton University,
working with Tania Lombrozo and Alison Gopnik. Emily
studies how children and adults learn about the world by
exploring and asking questions, with a focus on how and why
information search is selective.
Pierre-Yves Oudeyer is a research director and head
of the FLOWERS lab at the French Institute for Research
in Computer Science and Automation (Inria). Pierre-Yves
investigates lifelong autonomous learning processes in
machines and humans, with a focus on algorithms and
theories of curiosity-driven exploration.
Amanda M. Seed is a Senior Lecturer of Psychology and
Neuroscience at St Andrews University and Director of the
Living Links to Human Evolution Research Center. Amanda
investigates the evolution of flexible problem-solving and
abstract thought, in particular the representational and
executive processes that uniquely human thinking.
Tom Silver is a PhD student with Leslie Kaelbling
and Josh Tenenbaum at MIT. Tom develops computational
algorithms for more effective exploration and planning.
Joshua B. Tenenbaum is a professor of cognitive science
at MIT. Josh’s research sits at the intersection of cognitive
science and machine learning with a focus on hallmarks of
human intelligence; in particular, the ability to learn rapidly
and flexibly from limited data.
Tomer Ullman is an assistant professor of psychology
at Harvard University. Tomer investigates common-sense
reasoning, with a focus on building computational models to
explain how children and adults acquire new knowledge.

Forestier, S., Mollard, Y., & Oudeyer, P.-Y.
(2017).
Intrinsically motivated goal exploration processes with
automatic curriculum learning. (arXiv: 1708.02190)
Groos, K. (1898). The play of animals. NY: Appleton.
Groos, K. (1901). The play of man. NY: Appleton.
Lillard, A. S. (2015). The development of play. Handbook of
Child Psychology and Developmental Science, 1–44.
Lynch, C., Khansari, M., Xiao, T., Kumar, V., Tompson,
J., Levine, S., & Sermanet, P. (2020). Learning latent
plans from play. In Proceedings of the conference on robot
learning (Vol. 100, pp. 1113–1132). PMLR.
Pellegrini, A. D., Dupuis, D., & Smith, P. K. (2007). Play in
evolution and development. Developmental Review, 27(2),
261–276.
Schulz, L. E. (2012). The origins of inquiry: Inductive
inference and exploration in early childhood. Trends in
Cognitive Sciences, 16(7), 382-389.
Singer, D., Golinkoff, R., & Hirsh-Pasek, K. (2009). Play
= learning: How play motivates and enhances children’s
cognitive and social-emotional growth. Oxford University
Press.
Smith, P. K. (1982). Does play matter? functional and
evolutionary aspects of animal and human play. Behavioral
and Brain Sciences, 5(1), 139–155.

Workshop structure
We propose a full day workshop consisting of 20-minute
presentations, split into four sessions presenting recent
advances in understanding the processes of play in children,
the relevance of motivation and play in education, insights on
cognition from studying play across species, and new work in
play and computation to shed light on the representations and
mechanisms involved.
We will incorporate brief intermissions and breakout
rooms throughout the day to foster discussion among
workshop attendees. We will end the workshop with a
45-minute panel discussion on insights from developmental,
comparative, and computational studies of play.
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Practical Interpretation and Insights with Recurrence Quantification Analysis
for Decision Making Research
Erin McCormick (enmccorm@andrew.cmu.edu)
Social and Decision Sciences, Carnegie Mellon University
ORISE at the Air Force Research Laboratory
Pittsburgh, PA 15217 USA

Leslie M. Blaha (leslie.blaha@us.af.mil)
711th Human Performance Wing, Air Force Research Laboratory
Pittsburgh, PA 15212 USA
insights about cognitive strategies in data. This tutorial offers
researchers hands-on activities to develop (or improve) their
ability to interpret RQA and apply it to their own data.

Keywords: decision making; choice behavior; recurrence
quantification analysis; visual analytics; data sequences;
discrete measurements

Introduction

Sample RQA Strategy Characterization

A cornerstone of behavioral modeling and decision-making
research includes characterizing the strategies people employ
to make decisions. We often study strategies by collecting
sequences of choices which hold considerable information
about human cognition and behavior. However, it can
be difficult to identify patterns and extract strategies,
(e.g., ‘win-stay-lose-shift’), from noisy, raw sequence
data. Consequently, many standard analytical approaches
aggregate choice data (e.g., over time, across multiple
participants, etc.). Unfortunately, this process obscures
temporal patterns that may provide insight about strategies
employed, strategy switches, or even adaptation of strategies
over time. As illustrated by McCormick, Blaha, and
Gonzalez (2020b), we can generate novel insights about
decision making strategies by characterizing patterns over
choice sequences with recurrence quantification analysis.
Recurrence quantification analysis (RQA) is a visual
analytic approach, comprised of a recurrence plot (RP) and
set of related statistics, that allows researchers to visualize
and quantify the dynamics of event states repeating or
shifting over time. RQA offers precision for quantitatively
characterizing sequences of observations while preserving
temporal patterns in sequences.
We can use RQA
to better uncover cognitive strategies captured in choice
sequence dynamics. RQA was originally developed to
assess time series data and complex systems in Physics
(Webber & Marwan, 2014). Both RPs and RQA statistics
have been successfully adopted by cognitive scientists for
both continuous and discrete data, with applications in
interpersonal dynamics, conversation, motor control (Coco
& Dale, 2014), and team communication (Gorman, Cooke,
Amazeen, & Fouse, 2012).
Despite its promise, to successfully use RQA, researchers
must first learn to interpret RPs and RQA statistics. We
build on previous tutorials introducing RQA to cognitive
scientists (Coco & Dale, 2015, 2014; Wallot & Leonardi,
2018) by providing a course on both how to implement
discrete RQA on choice sequences and how to develop
the visual expertise to quickly interpret RPs and derive

This tutorial will focus on characterizing cognitive strategies
in choice sequences, where choice sequence refers to discrete
times series data with finite numbers of states or choice
options on each trial. Below, we demonstrate several
characterizations tutorial participants can learn to make.
Figure 1 depicts four simulated choice strategies for
50 consecutive trials of a two-alternative, forced-choice
task.
These four strategies can be verbalized as: a
uniform probability of selecting Choice 1 or 2 (Uniform),
an increasing probability of selecting Choice 2 (Increasing),
an strong early preference for Choice 1 and a shifting
later preference for Choice 2 (Exploit-Then-Explore), and
an initially higher probability of selecting Choice 1 that
shifts into a low probability of Choice 1 then ultimately
returns to a higher probability of selecting Choice 1
(U-shaped). Increasing and Exploit-Then-Explore show
similar proportions of Choice 2, but differences in individual
propensities for exploring the choice options. While these
four strategies are might be comparable on an aggregated
metric of Choice 2 proportion (ranging from 44% to 58%),
they can be visually distinguished in recurrence plots (and
also by recurrence statistics such as average diagonal line
length). When one can quickly interpret RPs, it can be far
easier to visually inspect multiple choice sequences for such
patterns. Additionally, the suite of RQA statistics available
provides more objective measures of choice dynamics.

Tutorial Structure
This half-day tutorial will teach participants to use discrete
RQA methods to enhance decision making and behavioral
science research. We emphasize practical knowledge and
hands-on experience, which will help researchers apply
RQA to their own data. We will describe the value of
RQA for decision making research. We will introduce the
technical foundations of discrete RQA, and guide participants
through exercises that develop visual expertise in interpreting
auto-recurrence plots for discrete data. Participants will learn
to create RPs (e.g., Figure 1), gain experience mapping RPs to
task strategies, and interpret these patterns in context. We will
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Figure 1:
Auto-recurrence plots of
example choice sequences
discussed in the text :
Uniform; Increasing;
Exploit-Then-Explore;
U-Shaped. (Choice 2
proportions in
parentheses.)
Leslie Blaha is a Senior Research Psychologist at the Air
Force Research Laboratory. She leverages visual analytics
to study human behaviors and cognitive models and to aid
in developing interactive reasoning and decision support
systems. She has used RQA to study patterns of visual
analytics interactions, patterns of gaze data, and now patterns
of decision making. She has formally taught statistical theory
and R programming.

show how color encoding allows them to better assess specific
choice patterns. Participants will use data encoding and
cross-RQA to broaden their skills for comparing behavior to
known strategies, such as adherence to Win-Stay-Lose-Shift
or a task’s optimal strategy. Finally, we will discuss
extensions: comparing multiple people to each other and
comparing human behavior to cognitive model predictions.

Audience
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Activities and Software
This tutorial includes short lectures, comprehension
questions and discussion, and hands-on activities to practice
both computing and interpreting RQA. Participants will
receive the presentation slides, the full list of comprehension
questions and sample answers, our R helper functions for
using crqa, and code for all tutorial demonstrations. Prior
to the tutorial sections on programming RPs and statistics,
participants should have installed R, RStudio, the crqa (Coco
& Dale, 2014) package and the tidyverse suite of packages
(or ggplot2, dplyr and magrittr specifically).

Instructors
Erin McCormick is a PhD candidate at Carnegie Mellon
University. She uses RQA to analyze adaptation in dynamic
decision making (McCormick, Blaha, & Gonzalez, 2020a)
and to assess cognitive models (McCormick et al., 2020b)
She has lead multiple tutorials on using RQA in decision
making research for scientists at CMU and AFRL, and has
formal teaching experience as an instructor of record.
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Tutorial: Introduction to PCIbex – An Open-Science Platform for Online
Experiments: Design, Data-Collection and Code-Sharing
Florian Schwarz (florians@ling.upenn.edu)
Department of Linguistics & MindCORE, 3401-C Walnut St, Suite 300
Philadelphia, PA 19104 USA

Jérémy Zehr (jeremyz@ldc.upenn.edu)
Linguistic Data Consortium, 3600 Market St # 810
Philadelphia, PA 19104 USA
audio, video, timers, etc.) which can be subjected to a
host of actions (presentation/playback etc.) with detailed
control over timing and location on the screen. Beyond
basics such as presenting text in various forms and asking
for text/key-press or mouse-click input, it can incorporate a
diverse range of features to accommodate both simple and
complex experimental task paradigms with a wide range
of dynamic and interactive features (e.g., visual stimuli,
dynamically unfolding trial structure, response feedback,
scripted/ timed events, playing audio and video), with the
capacity of logging timing and inputs throughout. It also
seamlessly integrates existing functionalities for common
psycho-linguistic tasks from the original IBEX, including
self-paced reading and rating studies.

Keywords: online behavioral experiments; software; data
collection platform; audio- and video-recording; eye tracking

Introduction
PCIbex is a free web platform for designing and running a
wide variety of behavioral experiments online. It provides
a simple and accessible, yet versatile code interface for
designing experimental tasks, and furthermore makes it
possible to share experiment code and resources with a
single click, allowing for easy replication. PCIbex comes
with an easy-to-learn mini-language, which builds on a
standard JavaScript engine. Advanced features include
audio- and video-recording as well as an integration of the
webgazer eye-tracking API. The workshop will provide a
hands-on introduction to the basic functionalities, as well as
illustrations of advanced features and time for Q&A. While
already in fairly wide use in the linguistics community, the
tutorial aims to make this resource more widely accessible
within the cognitive science community at large.

Intuitive Design Interface The design interface on the new
and improved farm launched in 2021 provides easy access to
all main features on a single page. The code window uses the
Ace Editor (ajax.org, 2010-21), offering many conveniences
such as command completion drop-down menu while typing
and automated color-coding. The preview window allows for
easy testing during development, and stimuli files (images,
sound files, etc.) can be uploaded and managed via click &
drag in a resources folder. A list of action links lets users
manage sharing, access results, download a zip archive, and
access settings. Users can create new studies from scratch,
by uploading zip files of prior IBEX-based experiments (from
any IBEX farm), or from the provided templates (as well as
one-click sharing links; see below), and have any number of
projects (up to the maximum storage limit).

The PCIbex Farm
The PCIbex Farm, at https://farm.pcibex.net/, is a
web platform serving two key functions: providing a simple
coding interface for implementing experimental designs, and
sharing the resulting experiments via web browser both for
data collection and Open Science resource sharing. The
platform builds on IBEX (Drummond, 2007), but expands
its capabilities and makes a much wider range of tasks
easily accessible through the PennController.js library;
the PCIbex Farm also offers an overhauled design interface
and numerous new functionalities.

Running and Sharing Experiments Online
Any experiment on the PCIbex farm can be instantly shared
via two different URLs: one for the purposes of data
collection for participants, and one for sharing code and
resources with the scientific community in a single click.

Experiment Design Interface
PCIbex uses its own mini-language (requiring no JavaScript
or other prior programming skills) to specify the structure of
individual trials as well as the overall experiment. The design
interface furthermore makes it easy to integrate resources,
such as visual and auditory stimuli files, and also includes
a trial preview window for easy testing during development.

Experiment Running Data collection capacity is directly
built into the farm. All that is needed to point participants
to take the experiment is to share a data-collection link once
the experiment is set to ‘Published.’ This setup is compatible
with a variety of recruitment platforms, e.g., SONA, Prolific,
or Mechanical Turk, and user ID’s and confirmation links can
be automatically handled through PCIbex functions accessing
URL parameters. Test runs during development use a

Simple but Versatile Code Base The PCIbex minilanguage is set up to be maximally accessible while allowing
for full control over what happens when (and where) in a
given trial. The central ingredients are elements (text, images,
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separate URL to keep apart actual data and test-run results.
PCIbex experiments are executed entirely locally after all
necessary files and resources are downloaded, which keeps to
a minimum the standard limitations of the hardware used by
participants. Independence from connection quality during
runtime leads to reliable and accurate timing control and
information, both for stimulus presentation and responses,
making it suitable for most time-sensitive tasks, including
(many variants of) priming studies.

a sample experiment combining display of unfolding text,
images, and audio with different response input options, first
for a single trial and then for a multi-trial experiment with
basic randomization. As participants follow along creating
their own version of this experiment, they learn the basic
syntax of the PCIbex mini-language, as well as the logic of
implementing basic trial and experiment structure, including
the use of audio and visual resources. While necessarily
confined to basic functionalities, this enables participants to
independently explore working with the platform afterwards,
and, with the help of the extensive online documentation and
active support forum, should equip them to flesh out their first
full experiment.

Open Science Code Sharing Experiments also come with
a (fully anonymous) ‘demonstration’ link to facilitate public
access to the actual experiment experience, e.g., during
review and for readers of papers. A first hand experience
greatly enhances engagement with reports of experimental
work and conveniently supplements methods sections.
Furthermore, by default, the demonstration experiment page
contains a link for cloning the experiment, with full access
to underlying code and resources to promote Open Science
practices (this can be turned off if necessary), allowing for
one-click replication (no account sign-in required to see
code)—illustrated for the basic tutorial experiment here:
https://farm.pcibex.net/r/QuFrkC/.

Part 2: Illustration of Advanced Features & Q&A
The advanced functionalities outlined above offer a wide
range of more sophisticated experimental paradigms of
general interest to the CogSci community. While we will
not be able to work through all technical details within the
tutorial, a basic illustration and general introduction to the
additional setup needed should provide a solid starting point
for participants to start putting together their own setup for
utilizing these advanced capacities.
Towards the end of the tutorial, we will also leave room for
Q&A to allow participants to raise any questions—whether
basic or advanced—that they run into as they’re learning
about PCIbex.

Advanced Functionalities
PCIbex offers a number of advanced functionalities, which
are of particular importance during current limitations on
in-lab data collection. These include trial-by-trial recordings
of audio and video via participants’ microphone and webcam.
Furthermore, it integrates the webgazer eyetracking API
(Papoutsaki et al., 2016). While these currently require
additional initial setup for storage of the resulting recordings
and files on the experimenter’s own server space, these
capacities substantially lower the bar for deploying more
sophisticated paradigms in online experimentation, including
language production studies, video-based gaze tracking
(with posthoc manual gaze coding), and eye tracking
within the limits of using webgazer with webcam input.
In addition, server space setup by individual researchers
enhances IRB-compatibility, as more sensitive data, e.g.,
video recordings of child participants, can be stored on
suitable server space approved by the researcher’s institution.
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neuroscience, and anthropological investigations) has given
this interdisciplinary area an impetus for rapid growth
and exciting achievements. This workshop will provide
a timely venue for researchers to review and synthesize
these developments, establish new collaborations, and discuss
broader future directions for this young, interdisciplinary
field.
Our workshop features scholars who are leading this
growing field by breaking new ground, theoretically and
empirically. They represent diverse theoretical perspectives
and a wide range of empirical approaches, including
developmental, computational, neural, anthropological, and
machine learning methods. We also have selected our
speakers to represent both well-recognized senior researchers
and early career, rising stars in the field. Regardless of
their career stages, these speakers are using interdisciplinary
approaches to work towards a more complete theory of the
human mind that highlights the role of emotion in cognition.
In addition to cognitive scientists who study the role
of emotion, we have also invited outstanding affective
scientists and social psychologists who are interested in
incorporating advances in cognitive science into their own
research program. For instance, Anat Perry, Daniel Dukes,
and Mark Thornton are all individuals who conduct research
highly relevant to cognitive science but do not usually
attend this conference. By bringing together researchers
from different fields with diverse views and approaches, our
workshop will provide an ideal opportunity to discuss the
state of the art and future of this new field.

Keywords: affective cognition; theory of mind; emotion
understanding

Introduction to Affective Cognition
In Ancient Greek philosophy, emotion is considered the
opposite of cognition: cognition is rational while emotion
is irrational; cognition is cold while emotion is hot.
Such thinking has influenced the tradition in the field
of cognitive science, where emotion is often described
as what contaminates or irrationalizes our judgments and
decision-making. Thus, while the ways in which humans
express, recognize, and experience emotion have been
studied extensively in other subfields of psychology (e.g.,
affective science), rigorous attempts to understand the role
of emotion in thinking, learning, and reasoning have been
surprisingly sparse in contemporary cognitive science. As a
quick example, a keyword search in the Cognitive Science
Proceedings for “Affect” or “Emotion” shows that only 2%
of published proceedings over the past three years (55 out of
2454 between 2018 and 2020) have titles including one of
these key words.
Yet, for anyone who studies how the human mind works,
the ubiquity and significance of emotions in our mental lives
is undeniable. What we think others feel influences how
we learn from and interact with others. We can represent
not only others’ goals, desires, beliefs, and actions but also
their affective responses to events. Such representations are
also rich and fine-grained: we have sophisticated, intuitive
theories of other minds that not only allows us to understand
what others think, believe, and want, but also what others
find funny, amusing, or moving, or what makes them
embarrassed, disappointed, or furious.
An emerging body of work in cognitive science aims to
understand how humans reason about others’ affect, which
we term Affective Cognition (Ong, Zaki, & Goodman, 2015;
Wu, Baker, Tenenbaum, & Schulz, 2018; Saxe & Houlihan,
2017). This research area is grounded in traditional theory
of mind research that investigates how we reason about
other minds (Harris, Johnson, Hutton, Andrews, & Cooke,
1989; Lagattuta, 2014; Wellman & Liu, 2004). In 2014,
we organized a symposium at the Cognitive Science Society
meeting in Quebec (Skerry, Ong, Wu, & Meltzoff, 2014)
when this area was still in its nascency. In the past 7 years, the
application of new approaches (e.g., computational modeling,

Goals of the workshop
1. Introduce the emerging area — Affective Cognition — to
the cognitive science community. We will define the scope
of affective cognition, lay out its connections with other key
domains of research in cognitive science, and share the latest
theoretical and empirical advances in affective cognition.
2. Attract researchers at various career stages to this field.
Affective cognition is a relatively novel area of research,
and many topics remain relatively unexplored. We expect
our workshop to be a platform for delivering this message.
Our hope is to broaden the range of cognitive scientists who
are interested in affective cognition, and to inspire more
students and early career researchers to become part of this
community.
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Rebecca Saxe is a professor in brain and cognitive sciences
at MIT. She combines behavioral testing and brain imaging
technologies to study theory of mind and emotion.

3. Bridge interdisciplinary gaps and encourage new empirical
and theoretical collaborations. By bringing together scholars
from a range of fields, we hope to broaden the scope of
cognitive science and highlight the connections between
seemingly disparate fields. These interdisciplinary efforts
will inform research within cognitive science and increase the
impact of cognitive science research on other disciplines.

Workshop Structure
The workshop will be composed of four talk sessions and
two poster sessions. Each talk session will have 2 or 3
invited talks (20 minutes each) that center on one specific
topic of affective cognition, followed by a 20-min panel
discussion. Additionally, we plan to send out a call for posters
to include work by more junior researchers. The schedule
below assumes a 9am-5pm workshop with a 2-hour lunch and
6 hours of content.

Confirmed Speakers
Hyowon Gweon (organizer) is an associate professor
in psychology at Stanford University. She is interested
in humans’ abilities to learn from others’ actions,
demonstrations, and emotional reactions to events.
Yang Wu (organizer) is a postdoctoral researcher at Stanford
University. Her work looks at how infants and children use
others’ emotional expressions to guide their own learning,
reasoning, and exploration.
Desmond Ong (organizer) is an assistant professor of
information systems and analytics at the National University
of Singapore. His research focuses on building computational
cognitive models and AI models of emotion understanding.
Eric Walle is an associate professor in psychology at the
University of California, Merced. His research investigates
infants’ behavioral response to discrete emotions such as
anger, fear, sadness, disgust, and joy.
György Gergely is a professor in cognitive science at
Central European University, Budapest. He is interested in
how infants learn from others’ emotions through ostensive
communication and natural pedagogy.
Daniel Dukes is a postdoctoral researcher at the University of
Fribourg, Switzerland. His work focuses on socio-emotional
development, and he has recently edited a book called
Foundations of Affective Social Learning(Dukes & Clément,
2019).
Vanessa Lobue is an associate professor in psychology at
the University of Rutgers, Newark. Her work looks at how
humans perceive negative or threatening stimuli and whether
early perceptual biases for threats contribute to maladaptive
avoidance behaviors.
Seth Pollak is a professor in psychology at the University
of Wisconsin-Madison. His work investigates how adverse
experiences in early childhood influence the way children
process emotion information.
Kara Weisman is a postdoctoral researcher at Boston
University. Her work takes an anthropological approach to
understanding how people in different cultures conceptualize
sensations, cognitive abilities, and emotions.
Mark Thornton is an assistant professor of psychological
and brain sciences at Dartmouth College. His research
investigates the neural basis of how people organize and use
social knowledge to make predictions about others.
Anat Perry is an assistant professor in psychology at the
Hebrew University of Jerusalem. Her research focuses on
understanding the cognitive and neural mechanisms enabling
empathy and our understanding of others.

Tentative Schedule
• Opening Remarks
Hyowon Gweon
• Section 1: Learning From Others’ Emotions
Eric Walle, György Gergely, Daniel Dukes
• Section 2: Intuitive Theories of Emotion
Kara Weisman, Desmond Ong, Yang Wu
• Poster Session A
• Section 3: Environmental Effects on Affective Cognition
Seth Pollak, Vanessa Lobue
• Section 4: Computational & Neuroscience Approaches to
Affective Cognition
Anat Perry, Mark Thornton, Rebecca Saxe
• Poster Session B
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1000 is longer than 999. Other numerical systems, such as the
Roman numerals or the Chinese numerals are less sizeordered - IX is longer than X. An index of size-ordering is
developed and evaluated using comparative data from twelve
cross-culturally attested notations.
Much of the cognitive literature on numerical notation
evaluates features such as conciseness or extent (Chrisomalis
2010, Beller and Bender 2008), or their utility for arithmetic
(Zhang and Norman 1995). Size-ordering, despite being
relatively neglected, is important, because it interacts with a
number of cognitive mechanisms known in numerical
cognition, such as the mapping of number concepts onto
physical space and the approximate number sense (Feigenson
et al. 2004, Lakoff and Núñez 2000). It is demonstrated that
diachronic changes in known numerical notations that
improve properties such as conciseness can reduce size
ordering.

Keywords: cognitive anthropology; cognitive history; notations;
information systems

Introduction
Cognition constrains and influences human cultural
productions, among which are information technologies.
Information technologies, because of and through their
intensive use, can be expected to reflect human cognition
particularly well.
Cognitive approaches to information technologies have the
potential of informing both cognitive science and historical
disciplines. Beyond high ecological validity, we demonstrate
the relevance of real-world data in testing and informing
theories about how the mind works, through four different
case studies and contexts: how we represent the world and
space around us (Riggsby), how we represent more abstract number- concepts (Chrisomalis), how we optimize written
characters for our visual system (Miton), and coinage to
minimize possible errors (Morin). Discussion and
moderation will be assured by Valeria Giardino, a
philosopher whose main research topic is reasoning with
diagrams and the role of cognitive artifacts in improving
thought.

Wayfinding, directional indicators and landsurveying in Ancient Rome
Andrew M. Riggsby
It has been influentially argued that Classical Antiquity
lacked the technology of mapping and that that absence
reflects a failure to develop "survey"-type (multidimensional, allocentric) cognitive models (Brodersen 2003).
By contrast, this paper argues that even descriptions of literal
routes (egocentric itineraries) can demonstrate the use of
survey-type modeling.
Ancient Roman land-surveyors recorded the boundaries of
individual parcels by a variety of methods, but in most
contexts the official version was verbal—a list of landmarks.
However, examination of actual instances of such
descriptions shows a number of techniques that
allocentrically overlay the route descriptions with survey
information, including references to multiple external
orientation schemes and to hypothetical other travelers, and

Size ordering as a cognitive principle for
numerical systems
Stephen Chrisomalis
Size ordering can be defined as the property comparing the
size (length) of a numeral phrase with the quantity being
expressed. In a fully size-ordered numerical system, each
number is equal or greater in length to all those lower than it.
Size-ordering thus makes it possible to get a rough idea of a
numerical magnitude simply by looking at the length of the
numerical phrase. Systems like the Indo-Arabic (Western)
numerals, or tallying systems, are well size-ordered - e.g.,
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characterization of whole spaces. The nature of these devices
is not uniform across examples, as is typical of the familyresemblance that characterizes other Roman information
technologies (Riggsby 2019). The evidence from landsurveying thus undercuts the claim from the mapping
argument of a lack of cognitive complexity, and it is more
consistent with current understanding of the connections
between different types of spatial knowledge organization
(Kim & Bock 2020).

number of symbols to be learnt, without occasioning costly
mistakes. We predicted and found that modern coinage
worldwide is more likely to display distinctive graphic
designs on pairs of coins with large differences in value.
More surprisingly, this observation is also true of currencies
of the ancient Mediterranean (c. 600 to 33 BCE). Olivier
Morin will discuss the reasons for this convergence between
two otherwise massively different types of monetary systems,
and reflect on the nature of coinage as an information
technology from antiquity to our days.

Writing systems and graphic complexity
Helena Miton
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A writing system is a graphic code, i.e., a system of
standardized pairings between symbols and meanings in
which symbols take the form of images that can endure. The
visual character of writing implies that written characters
have to fit constraints of the human visual system (Dehaene,
2010; Teriman & Kessler, 2011). One aspect of this
optimization lies in the graphic complexity of written
characters. Using computational methods derived from Pelli
et al. (2006) over a large and diverse dataset (over 47 000
characters, from 133 scripts), we answer three central
questions about the complexity of written characters and the
evolution of writing: What determines character complexity?
Can we find traces of evolutionary change in character
complexity? Is complexity distributed in a way that facilitates
character recognition? Our study suggests that character
complexity depends primarily on which linguistic unit the
characters encode, and that there is little evidence of
evolutionary change in character complexity. Additionally,
for an individual character, the half which is encountered first
while reading tends to be more complex than that which is
encountered last.

Optimal denomination signalling in currencies
Olivier Morin
Human language categories broadly satisfy an
informativeness-simplicity trade-off. Kinship or colour
categories, for instance, tend to be structured in such a way
that the most relevant and frequently mentioned categories
(e.g., close vs. remote kin) are encoded in more precise ways,
by narrower terms (Regier et al., 2015). Thus far this
hypothesis has mainly been tested with linguistic data,
neglecting visual symbols. In two studies, Pavlek et al.
(Pavlek et al. 2019, 2020) showed that coin designs also
satisfy such an informativeness-simplicity trade-off. Higher
denomination coins being more valuable than lowdenomination coins, the symbols minted on these high-value
coins should be more distinctive, to minimise the cost of
mistaking one coin for another. On low-denomination coins,
keeping the same symbols for distinct coins may occasion
confusion but is cognitively efficient, since it limits the
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presentation, Bien Klomberg examines the use of different
methods which help visual narratives elicit bridging
inferences. Most studies on visual and verbal narratives have
deleted a key event entirely, but naturally occurring visual
narratives use patterned methods to replace the original
climactic event with a conventionalized inferential technique
alluding to the original event. This presentation will thus
compare the processing of these inferential techniques using
self-paced reading experiments measuring how long
participants viewed each panel in a sequence. These
experiments both compared inferential techniques
(Experiment 1), as well as investigated to what extent
combining techniques alters processing (Experiment 2). In
addition, this project tested whether comprehension differed
across underlying features used to describe similarities and
differences among the techniques. Experiment 1 found that
the processing of the inferential techniques differed both at
the panels where they omit events, and at the subsequent
image where a resulting inference would be generated.
However, Experiment 2 found no effect of combinationpanels beyond a uniform increase of processing time at the
critical panel. Nevertheless, further analysis of their
underlying features indicates that a balance of traits predicts
the processing of the inferential techniques. Altogether, these
results support the distinctiveness of conventionalized
inferential techniques, while also highlighting that inference
resolution is not a straightforward additive process.

Keywords: language; visual narrative; inference; motion
events; EEG; co-reference; information structure

Introduction
The last two decades have seen emerging research on the
structure and cognition of visual narratives, like those found
in comics and picture stories (Cohn & Magliano, 2020). A
primary characteristic of this research has been the
comparison between the meaning-making in sequencing of
pictures and that of sequential words or sentences in
language. This comparison has extended across research
methods and their findings.
First, research on visual narratives has drawn on linguistic
theories and methods, including both behavioral and
neurocognitive experimentation (Cohn, 2020; Loschky,
Magliano, Larson, & Smith, 2020) and the development and
analysis of corpora. This comes alongside emerging work
using computational modeling to analyze both experimental
and corpus data (Laubrock & Dunst, 2020).
Second, visual narratives have been found to involve
similar structures and neurocognitive mechanisms as
language. For example, linguistic theories have effectively
modeled the structures of visual narrative sequencing, and
manipulation of these constructs have yielded similar
neurocognitive signatures as measured by event-related
potentials (ERPs; e.g., N400, LAN, P600) as those evoked in
psycholinguistic experiments (Cohn, 2020).
In this symposium, we further explore these comparisons
between language and visual narratives in four presentations
exploring visual narrative sequencing. These studies span
various methodologies of corpus research along with
behavioral and neurocognitive experimentation, and they
probe several fundamental topics of meaning-making found
in both the verbal and visual modalities: the expression of
motion events, the generation of inferences, anaphoricity and
co-reference, and information density.

Linguistic typology of motion events in visual
narratives
Languages use different strategies to encode the same
situation, such as motion events, and linguistic research has
shown that these distinctions fall into predictable typological
categories. Some languages use particles or “satellites” to
describe a path of motion (S-languages like English), while
others typically use the main verb as a path verb (Vlanguages like French). The manner of motion is easy to
convey in S-languages since the slot of the main verb is open
for manner, unlike the V-languages, which require additional
phrases for conveying the manner information (Slobin,
2000). In this presentation Irmak Hacımusaoğlu explores
whether these typological differences might motivate artists
to differ in the way they depict motion events in visual

Inferential techniques in visual narrative
storytelling
A primary area of research for both visual and verbal
narratives has been the exploration of inference: how do we
understand what is not provided overtly in a text. In this
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narrative sequencing. Prior work has suggested that the
differences of encoding motion events in S- and V-languages
influence how people describe visual narratives and how they
translate the texts of visual narratives. However, few studies
have directly examined the depiction of paths themselves in
visual narratives around the world on the basis of their
authors’ native languages. Here, we analyzed a corpus of 85
comics from S-languages (the United States, China,
Germany) and V-languages (France, Japan, Korea) for
properties of their motion events. We examined both the
depictions of path segments (source, trajectory, and goal) and
their visual cues signaling the path and manner of motion
(e.g., motion lines, character postures). Overall, panels from
S-languages were found to depict trajectories more often than
panels from V-languages. Additionally, panels from Slanguages used more visual cues than those from Vlanguages. A positive correlation between motion lines and
trajectories suggested that these were a primary indicator of
motion events, and indeed these motion lines cueing
trajectories (thus the manner) appeared more often in Slanguages than in V-languages. These findings reveal the
influence of spoken languages on depiction of motion events
in visual narratives.

ual narrative comprehension, similar to the oscillatory
correlates of semantic processing in language (Nieuwland,
Coopmans, & Sommers, 2019).

Information density in visual narrative units
and sequences
Finally, like verbal language, sequencing of narrative
images must negotiate how information gets packaged in
either the units of a visual narrative or distributed across its
sequence. To investigate these issues of information density,
Neil Cohn here presents an analysis of a cross-cultural corpus
of 38,000+ panels from over 300 comics spanning Europe,
North America, and Asia. First, when collapsing across
cultures, we show that the information density of panels
follows a Zipfian-type distribution, where panels that are
most dense with information (showing whole scenes) are
twice as frequent as those with single characters, which are
in turn more frequent than less informative paneling.
However, cultures differ in their distributional tendencies of
this paneling. Specifically, Asian comics use units with more
constrained information than those with full scenes. We then
show that this variation relates to another trend in languages:
the tradeoff of information density in morphology (units) and
grammar (sequencing). Here, we show that despite culturally
instantiated profiles of both paneling and narrative
sequencing, visual narrative around the world demonstrate a
clear negative correlation between the information density of
the units and the complexity of their sequencing. This
suggests a tradeoff in the complexity of units and sequencing.
Altogether, these findings suggest that visual narratives
negotiate constraints for expressing information in units and
sequencing similar to those found in language.

An oscillatory perspective on visual narrative
comprehension
The primary method of analyzing the neurocognition of
visual narratives has used ERPs. This work has shown that
visual narratives elicit ERPs similar to those elicited by
linguistic stimuli, suggesting that similar neurocognitive
processes are involved in both domains. Yet, recent work has
shown that electroencephalogram (EEG) data can also be
analyzed with a time-frequency approach, which allows for a
decomposition of the involved processes via their
modulations of oscillatory activity. Thus, Cas Coopmans
here reports on the first ever time-frequency analysis of visual
narrative comprehension. Thirty-two Dutch participants
watched short visual narratives while their EEG was
measured. Each visual narrative contained one “refiner
panel” that “zoomed in” on the contents of a “full panel”, to
which it was co-referentially related. We analyzed the
oscillatory EEG activity elicited by both refiner and full
panels, and took into account whether they preceded or
followed the panel to which they were co-referentially related
(i.e., were cataphoric or anaphoric). We found that refiner
panels elicit stronger theta-band power (3-7 Hz) than full
panels (~200-400 ms after panel onset). Compared to
cataphoric panels, anaphoric panels elicit a decrease in alphaband power (8-15 Hz) around 300-800 ms. In line with
previous research, we suggest that the theta effect reflects an
attempt to reactivate information from working memory. We
interpret the alpha-band effect as alpha suppression, which
reflects reduced inhibition of the brain areas involved in
establishing a co-referential relationship between an
anaphoric panel and its antecedent. Our results show that
time-frequency analysis of oscillatory power provides a
novel perspective on the neurocognitive processes underlying
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blending. We bring together a diverse group of researchers
to discuss human-unique cognitive abilities through the lens
of CBT. Turner introduces CBT and outlines the crossspecies cline of conceptual blending. Pelkey provides
evidence for various types of blends in bats and discusses
the conclusions of these analyses. Leonardis, Semenuks,
and Coulson emphasize the importance of taking nonhuman perspectives in analyzing behaviors with CBT.
Adachi discusses work on metaphorical and cross-modal
mapping in primates. Forster serves as the moderator.
Together, the talks incorporate and interlace theoretical
developments in CBT with insights from biosemiotics,
linguistics, comparative psychology and primatology,
philosophy, and neuroscience. By using multiple theoretical
frameworks to analyze evidence from experimental and
observational studies on primates, dogs, bats, cetaceans,
rodents, songbirds, and other species, the symposium will
synthesize an evolutionarily plausible trans-disciplinary
perspective on what makes human thought unique.

Keywords: conceptual blending; animal cognition; animal
communication; semiotics; language evolution

Introduction
Are the differences between human and alloanimal
cognition a matter of kind or of degree? This question
continues to generate controversial arguments for the
uniqueness of certain features of human cognition, with no
clear consensus in sight (e.g., Hauser, Chomsky & Fitch,
2002). To move the debate into fresh territory, this
symposium develops a proposal from conceptual blending
theory (CBT: Fauconnier & Turner, 2002; Turner, 2014) to
argue that the differences in question are both a matter of
kind and of degree.
CBT defines a suite of cognitive processes for integration
of mental spaces by projecting those spaces as inputs onto
an emergent blend space. The new blend develops structure
beyond the input spaces alone, involving complex processes
such as framing, analogy, and conceptual metaphor among
others. CBT has been applied “in nearly every field that
studies human affairs'' over the past 20 years (Turner 2020),
but hardly ever to the study of non-human animals. This is
remarkable since CBT has long held that human blending
capacities share an evolutionary history with non-human
animals, evidenced in capacities for three out of four of the
basic types of blending identified by CBT. While the human
animal alone is capable of double-scope integration, both
humans and other animal species are capable of simplex
(role-value assignment), mirror (displaced transfer), and
single-scope blending (source-target mapping).
The symposium considers what an animal concept might
be and whether non-human animals exhibit conceptual
innovation. The status of non-human animal concepts is an
open question (Hofstadter & Sander, 2013; Fitch, 2020),
however, empirical research and theoretical considerations
alike make it unlikely that no animals besides humans use
concepts (Newen & Bartels, 2007). With this in mind, we
aim to probe an open scientific question: what kinds of
conceptual blending can other animals accomplish?
The symposium also takes up a line of inquiry initiated by
Pelkey, who has proposed synthesizing CBT with related
insights from Charles S. Peirce, Jakob Johann von Uexküll,
and biosemiotics to build a stronger case for alloanimal

The Cline of Blending (Turner)
Blending Theory was conceived in 1993 as an attempt to
account for a range of unexplained phenomena in human
higher-order cognition for which there is no robust animal
model. It proposed, on the basis of evidence available at the
time, that advanced blending, characteristic of human
beings, was a development along a cline of blending
abilities. This proposal was detailed explicitly in The Way
We Think (2002) and The Origin of Ideas (2014), as well as
a range of articles. Turner (2014: 29) writes, “Other
mammals seem to be capable of various rudimentary forms
of blending, such as blending individual events close in time
and space into one event arc. But when it comes to the
mental operation of blending, human beings go
incomparably beyond them. We perform the most powerful
form of blending, ‘advanced blending.’ Advanced blending
occurs when two mental spaces have basic organizing
structures that are in fundamental conflict, or the relations
between them make a fundamental distinction, but they are
nonetheless blended so that the blend has parts of each
organizing structure and develops a new organizing
structure of its own.” The Way We Think explores many
scientific domains in which a small change in causes can
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produce a dramatic difference in effects, and proposes that
advanced blending, a dramatic difference, arises through
relatively small causal changes along a cline. Of all the
many hypotheses of blending theory, the existence of this
cline across perhaps all mammals has been the least
explored and tested, despite its centrality to cognitive
science. This talk will consider examples of blending in
non-human animals and the current state of the hypothesis
of the cline of blending.

from rodents, canines, dolphins, songbirds, tigers and
primates as potential cases of blending with emphasis on the
role of Umwelt-specific indexicality and iconicity in the
evolution of communication and blending.

“High” vs “Low Status”, “Top of the Heap”,
“Bottom of the Barrel” (Adachi)
Similar expressions are widely observed across cultures
and languages. The cross-modal correspondence between
the visuospatial domain (e.g. high or low) and an abstract
domain (e.g. rank) has been described as a conceptual
metaphor, a linguistic construction, and therefore uniquely
human. A conceptual metaphor takes one concept and
connects that to another concept to better understand that
concept. The way we think and act is largely influenced by
such conceptual metaphors, even without being aware of
them. The question remains if conceptual metaphorical
mapping is indeed uniquely human or if it appears in other
primates and thus predates language. To address this
question, we examined if non-human primates have
conceptual metaphors as we humans do. In this talk, I will
present the latest findings and discuss primate origins of
cross-modal correspondences.

Natural Propositions in Bat Chatter: Recent
Evidence for Simplex, Mirror, and SingleScope Blends (Pelkey)
Identifying a range of specific blend candidates in
published studies of animal behaviour illustrates the
leverage that CBT provides for differentiating and defining
nested layers of alloanimal cognition. Paying closer
attention to a unified set of examples can provide a more
focused opportunity to test the theory’s applicability and
potential problems. Candidates for simplex, mirror, and
single-scope blending are each identified in the findings of
recently published studies on bat chatter. Chatter dialects
that develop via social learning can be analyzed as simplex
blending. The use of exaggerated timbre and pitch for pupdirected chatter can be analyzed as mirror blending. The use
of chatter frequency to distinguish between topics can be
analyzed as single-scope blending. The most basic blend
type, simplex networks, consist of compositional role-value
assignments that feature vital relations and truth-functional
framing (e.g., ‘Paul is the father of Sally,‘x is the y of z’); as
such, they also map onto Stjernfelt’s (2014) “natural
propositions” (based on the symbolic dicisign distinction in
Peircean semiotics). And since each successively more
complex blend type includes more basic integration
networks, a reevaluation of blending in alloanimal cognition
suggests the existence of truth values and propositions far
beyond, and prior to, the emergence of linguistic signs.
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What is Indexical and Iconic in Animal
Blending? (Leonardis, Semenuks, & Coulson)
Blending should be analyzed relative to an animal’s
Umwelt, i.e. the way the world presents itself to the animal.
When taking this into account, indexicality and iconicity the precursors to complex blending and human language become of primary interest (von Heiseler, 2020). Indexical
signs such as pointing are sometimes considered to be
unique to humans. However, behaviors like marking an
object with alarm odor, sexual pheromone, or long range
urine marks can be interpreted as indexical due to their
deictic function of demarcating presence, location,
dominance, and territory. Additionally, the smells of those
marks bear resemblance to the organism which produced it,
suggesting an iconic relation as well. These behaviors are
easy to overlook due to the human overemphasis on vision
and audition as primary modalities for representing
concepts. With this in mind, we will examine behaviors
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unimodal vs. multimodal rhythms and dance-like behaviour?
Which basic principles of rhythm processing can be captured
by mathematical models?
The four symposium contributions addressing these
questions are quite diverse, featuring several species
(crucially those with some rhythmic flexibility hence
most relevant to human rhythm), paradigms and scientific
backgrounds. In brief, this symposium will investigate
rhythm evolution all the way from single-neuron recordings
to behavioral ecology.

Keywords: comparative cognition; rhythm; timing; time
perception; entrainment; evolution of music

Introduction and aims
Why are animal rhythms important? Cross-species work can
help isolate what is unique in the human capacity for rhythm.
In addition, cross-species work can provide inference on
the origins and evolution of human rhythmic capacities.
Neural tissue and cognitive capacities do not fossilize: by
pinpointing shared biological mechanisms between humans
and other animals, cross-species research can help reconstruct
the evolution of rhythmic capacities in humans. This
symposium will unify multiple comparative approaches to
the evolution of musical rhythm. Specifically, we aim at (1)
providing a platform for multiple fields to compare theoretical
frameworks and methodologies across species, (2) integrating
findings from behaviour, neuroscience, modelling, and
cognition, (3) actively spurring cross-fertilization between
musical rhythm and animal timing research, (4) drawing
inferences on the evolution of human rhythm.
Researchers from disciplines directly relevant to rhythm,
such as music cognition, comparative psychology, biology,
mammalian development, and neurobiology, will tackle
several questions, within and across contributions: How
do animals perceive, remember and generalize rhythmic
patterns? Which biological predispositions affect processing
of rhythmic structure? How do rhythmic abilities change
over development? Which species can process isochronous
patterns? Do neural circuits for isochrony and beat perception
differ in non-human animals? Do other species show

Vocal learning as a preadaptation for the
evolution of human beat perception and
synchronization (Aniruddh D. Patel)
The capacity to synchronize movements to an auditory beat
is central to musical behavior. What are the evolutionary
foundations of this ability? The vocal learning and rhythmic
synchronization hypothesis proposes that our ability to move
in time with an auditory beat in a precise, predictive, and
tempo-flexible manner originated in the neural circuitry
for complex vocal learning. A variety of studies have
supported the hypothesis, but one study has significantly
challenged it. Furthermore, it is increasingly clear that
vocal learning is not a binary trait, but a trait that varies
more continuously across species.
In light of these
developments and of recent progress in the neurobiology
of beat processing and vocal learning, the vocal learning
hypothesis is revised. It now proposes that an advanced
form of vocal learning acts as a preadaptation for sporadic
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beat perception and synchronization, and provides intrinsic
rewards for predicting the temporal structure of complex
acoustic sequences. It further proposes that in humans,
mechanisms of gene-culture coevolution transformed this
preadaptation into a genuine neural adaptation for sustained
beat perception and synchronization. l will describe this new
proposal and the predictions that it makes for neuroscience,
cross-species studies, and genetics.

TS with a switch in response phase from sensory driven,
tens of ms after the stimulus in the passive condition, to a
predictive sensory response during BP and TS. In addition,
some A2 neurons showed neural responses aligned to the
tapping movements, suggesting that the auditory cortex has
access to an internal beat prediction signal, probably coming
from the cortical premotor system. Indeed, in SMA we found
time-varying single-cell responses which, when projected
into a low dimensional space, formed rotatory population
neural trajectories that showed two main properties. First,
a complete circular loop was formed for each produced
interval, converging to a similar state-space location close to
the tapping time. The convergence to this neural attractor
state could be the internal representation of the pulse that is
transmitted as a phasic top-down signal to the auditory areas
before each tap. Second, these oscillatory trajectories did
not overlap across durations, a signature of temporal scaling;
instead, they showed a linear increase in their radius as a
function of the target interval. These preliminary results give
experimental support to the notion of the dynamic interplay
between the active sensing signals of the auditory areas and
the internal beat representation of medial premotor system
during rhythmic perception and entrainment.

Evolution of dancing communication in
songbirds (Nao Ota & Masayo Soma)
Courtship display of birds shows a remarkable similarity with
human communication and music. In a variety of avian
species, males are known to show ritualized mating dance
while singing to impress females. These behaviors raise
questions of how and why they achieve the fine temporal
coordination between dancing and singing. Interestingly,
such multimodal courtship signals are produced not only by
males but also by females in some socially monogamous
species, such as estrildid finches (family estrildidae). The
phylogenetic comparative study on estrildid finches has
revealed that dancing and singing evolved independently in
this clade, which implies that neural mechanisms responsible
for singing has little to do with the ability to dance. To
further elucidate the functions of multimodal courtship, we
also conducted behavioral analyses targeting multimodal
courtship display of cordon-bleus. The patterns of singing
and dancing interacted with each other so as to enhance
the efficacy of both audio and visual signals. We also
found social effects on the courtship display. Namely, males
and females perform multimodal display frequently when
presented with audience birds, suggesting that simultaneous
song-dance communication functions for advertising their
current mating status to other birds, in addition to attracting a
mate.

Interactive vocal rhythms in seal pups and in
silico (Andrea Ravignani)
The temporal and rhythmic structure of animal vocalizations
can shed light on the evolution of musical rhythm.
Understanding vocal timing and rhythm in a few specific
mammals (e.g.
pinnipeds, elephants, bats) drives a
cross-species hypothesis in evolutionary neuroscience: vocal
learning and rhythm perception and synchronization may
be causally related. Seals are among these mammals,
and their puppyhood is the most active vocal period in
their lives. Building on both comparative psychology
and animal behavior, this work attempts an alternative
approach to animal rhythms by asking questions relevant
to musical rhythm while piggybacking on the species
ecological relevance and adaptive function of timing and
rhythm.
We present data from two species of seal
pups in three different setups: 1) recordings of natural
vocal rhythms, 2) playback experiments to elicit vocal
responses and 3) perceptual listening experiments to measure
behavioral responses. We complement empirical data with
mathematical and agent-based computational modeling. Our
data suggest that seal pups can produce and perceive rhythmic
sequences. They can discriminate between isochronous
and non-isochronous rhythms. Seals vocal exchanges show
rhythmic interactivity and antisynchronous coordination,
quantitatively similar to the turn-taking in jazz improvisation.
Evidence for antisynchrony, rather than synchrony, in seals
has several implications. In particular, it suggests that
the rhythm-vocal learning link across species may be more
complex than previously surmised.

Brain dynamics in the primate audiomotor
circuit during isochronous beat perception and
entrainment (Hugo Merchant)
The ability to extract the regular pulse in music and to respond
in synchrony to this pulse is called beat synchronization
and is a natural human behavior exhibited during dancing
and musical ensemble playing. Previously, we showed
that macaques can predictively entrain to isochronous
metronomes, although they have a bias towards visual rather
than auditory rhythmic stimuli. In this study we recorded
the simultaneous activity of hundreds of cells in the core
(A1) and belt (A2) areas of the auditory cortex as well as in
the medial premotor areas (SMA) when monkeys performed
both a task that included beat perception (BP) and tapping
synchronization (TS) epochs and during passive listening of
the metronome. Notably, we found that both A1 and A2 not
only showed responses associated with auditory sensation in
all tasks, but also neural signals related with active sensing.
The latter showed activity that increased during BP and
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expressed by individuals, living in dynamic and complex
environments.
In this symposium we address the need for, and benefits
of, cross-contextual studies on cognition. We bring together
researchers working on non-human animals and human
children under lab and field conditions. Paper 1 examines
how dominance relationships work in stable/dynamic raven
groups; Paper 2 explores how life experiences shape dog
behaviour; Paper 3 takes a closer look at factors modulating
resource-control abilities in children; and Paper 4 tests
marmosets’ social learning skills in different social settings.
Finally, our discussant will summarize the four papers,
contextualize the findings in respect to research in social
cognition and provide an outlook for future directions.

Keywords: social cognition; social environment; life
experiences; environmental effects; cross-contextual studies

Introduction
The theory behind the evolution of cognition frames that
cognitive processes have evolved in response to the
complexity and challenges posed by the physical and social
environment. To date, cognitive abilities have been mostly
studied under controlled laboratory conditions that facilitate
replicability and high-resolution measurements (Cauchoix,
Hermer, Chaine, & Morand-Ferron, 2017). Yet, under these
circumstances, cognitive abilities are evaluated in relatively
stable and homogeneous situations that hardly match the
species’ natural environments (Niemelä and Dingemanse,
2014). Thus, results drawn from these controlled studies do
not necessarily scale to the range of cognitive processes
displayed by individuals in naturalistic settings (Cauchoix,
Chaine, & Barragan-Jason, 2020).
Irrespective of whether studies are conducted under labor field-like conditions, the validity of their findings is
constrained by the daily-life environment of the test
subjects, the particular study context, and the choice of the
experimental setting and research paradigm. For instance,
the composition and structure of the group an individual
grows up and lives in may shape skills that become
characteristic for members of that group. Within the group,
however, the same individuals may behave differently and
specific to a given situation, whereby internal factors like
motivation or development status, as well as external factors
like the presence of an audience or identity of partners, may
mediate their decisions. Therefore, to study how cognition
operates, it appears essential not to dissociate it from the
context in which it occurs. On the contrary, studying
cognitive processes across contexts might allow to better
grasp the full spectrum of species-specific abilities

Structure and dynamics of dominance
relationships in captive and free-flying ravens
(Corvus corax)
Palmyre H. Boucherie, Jorg J.M. Massen, Thomas Bugnyar
In social species, individuals tend to rely on cognitive
skills to navigate their social world. In particular, the
formation and recognition of dominance relationships can
alleviate the costs of competition by regulating the access to
resources. Dominance is often studied in captivity, allowing
fine-grained analyses of dyadic and third-party interactions.
Less is known from wild populations, particularly in species
that opportunistically form groups and where conflict
avoidance might be an alternative to the use of cognition.
We here report on a series of studies on ravens, a social
corvid flexibly forming groups of different composition and
size. We compare the structure of dominance hierarchies
and patterns of agonistic interactions from birds in captivity
and from individually marked wild birds. Our results
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highlight the similarity and plasticity of social strategies
deployed by ravens across contexts. They stress the need to
study socio-cognitive skills ‘in situ’, to fully grasp the
diversity of individual responses to the range of challenges
faced in their daily life.

impact of other factors like friendship and social status
depended on the context.

Common marmosets (Callithrix jacchus)
learn socially via video demonstrations under
captive and natural conditions

What makes a dog a dog? How life experience
shapes the behaviour of dogs (Canis familiaris)
living in different environments

Vedrana Šlipogor, Nicola Schiel, Antonio Souto, Thomas
Bugnyar
Social learning bears particular importance for gregarious
species, as receiving information about the environment
from others can be a crucial determinant of fitness.
Mechanistic aspects of social learning have been studied in
a variety of species in captivity, but less work has been done
in well-controlled field experiments, under natural
conditions. We tested common marmosets, highly social
neotropical primates, in both the laboratory setting in
Austria, as well as in the semi-arid forests of Northeast
Brazil. In both contexts, we provided video demonstrations
of unfamiliar conspecifics solving a novel foraging task
(opening an artificial fruit in one of two ways), before
offering the task to observers themselves. Overall, the
monkeys learned from the virtual demonstrators,
irrespective of the lab or field setting. However, we found
pronounced individual differences in how good and fast
individuals acquired social information. We discuss whether
this variation in cognitive performance can be explained by
consistent inter-individual differences in coping with
challenges.

Giulia Cimarelli, Martina Lazzaroni, Gwen Wirobski,
Friederike Range, Sarah Marshall-Pescini
Since the start of domestication over 15.000 years ago,
dogs have associated more or less closely with humans.
Nowadays dogs’ living environments can range from urban
households, where humans are sometimes their only social
partners, to villages or even forested areas, where they may
form packs and rarely see humans. How do these different
lifestyles affect dogs’ behaviour? While early canine
research focused on testing easily accessible pet dogs, recent
work has started investigating potential differences between
dogs living in different environments. Our group is now
comparing dogs living as pets in Vienna, dogs living in
packs but hand-raised by humans (Wolf Science Center
dogs), and free-ranging dogs living on the streets of
Morocco. Results show that while some basic behaviours
(e.g., persistence) seem to be consistent across populations,
performance in socio-cognitive tasks involving humans
appears to vary depending on dogs’ upbringing. What
makes a dog a dog, and what varies across different
populations is slowly being revealed.
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Social factors modulate children’s (Homo
sapiens) resource control abilities in natural
peer groups
Lisa Horn, Yalda Khoshbakht, Thomas Bugnyar
Stable social relationships within groups require a balance
between acquiring and controlling resources and
maintaining valuable relationships. It is yet unclear, how
young children achieve this balance in natural peer groups
and which social factors (e.g., age, gender, friendship, social
status) modulate their resource control strategies. Here we
used a two-level approach to investigate resource control
abilities in the day-care context in three groups of children
aged 2–6 years (total N=63). During ten sessions of
unstructured playtime we observed all naturally occurring
resource conflicts, identity of winners and losers, as well as
reconciliation behaviour. With two of the groups (N=24
children) we additionally conducted an experiment that
simulated a situation of scramble competition (i.e.,
competing for preferential access to a non-monopolizable
resource). We found that age had a positive effect on
resource control abilities in both situations, whereas the
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(using of-the-shelf speech dialogue systems) and secondly
multimodal human to human explanations.

Keywords: explanation; dialogic; explanatory reasoning;
incompleteness; illusionism; counterfactuals; case-based
explanations

How People Judge the Completeness of an
Explanation

Explaining as Dialogic Process
Jörg Cassens, Rebekah Wegener, Lorenz Habenicht, and
Julian Blohm discuss the dialogic form of explanations.
Explanations are a long established research topic in a wide
variety of disciplines, ranging from philosophy (van
Fraassen, 1980; Achinstein, 1983) over the cognitive
sciences and psychology (Lalljee et al., 1983; Keil and
Wilson, 2000; Lombrozo, 2006) to computer science in
general and artificial intelligence in particular (Schank, 1986;
Leake, 1992; Leake (1995); Sørmo et al., 2005). However,
while there is compelling research supporting the value,
structure and function of explanation, as Edwards et al.
(2019) argue, “accounts of explanation typically define
explanation (the product) rather than explaining (the
process)”. By contrast, we aim at an understanding of
explanation as a functional variety of language behaviour that
treats explanations as being
● Contextualised, which itself is comprised of a)
Context Awareness (knowing the situation the
system is in) and b) Context Sensitivity (acting
according to such situation),
● Construed by user interest,
● Multimodal, and
● Dialogic.
In this talk, we will focus on the latter two aspects, the
dialogic form of explanations and its representation in
different modalities (and codalities). We will report on our
recent empirical work where we have been looking at
explanatory situations, firstly the differences between human
to human explanations and machine to human explanations

Joanna Korman and Sangeet Khemlani investigate how
people judge the completeness of explanations. All
explanations are incomplete descriptions, but reasoners
appear willing to assess some explanations as more complete
than others. To explain this behavior, we propose a novel
theory of the detection of explanatory incompleteness. The
account assumes that reasoners represent explanations as
mental models – discrete, iconic representations of
possibilities – of causal scenarios. A complete explanation
refers to a single integrated model, whereas an incomplete
explanation refers to multiple models. The theory predicts
that if there exists an unspecified causal relation – a gap –
anywhere within a causal description, then reasoners will
maintain multiple explanatory models to handle the gap
(Korman & Khemlani, 2020). Reasoners should treat such
explanations as less complete than those without such a gap.
Four experiments provided participants with causal
descriptions, some of which yield one explanatory model,
e.g., A causes B and B causes C, and some of which demand
multiple models, e.g., A causes X and B causes C.
Participants across the studies preferred one-model
descriptions to multiple-model ones on tasks that implicitly
and explicitly required them to assess explanatory
completeness. The studies corroborate the theory, and they
are the first to reveal the processes that underlie the
assessment of explanatory completeness. We conclude by
reviewing the theory in light of extant accounts of causal
reasoning.

*
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Co-organizers.

the implications of the results for understanding cognitive
processes in human explanation and argumentation, as well
as their implications for understanding counterfactual
thinking.

The Potential of Illusionism for Investigating
Explanation in Human Thinking
Giorgio Gronchi describes the potential of illusionism for
investigating explanation in human thinking. In the last
decade, a research program that uses magical effects to study
psychological phenomena has emerged (Kuhn, Olson & Raz,
2016). This approach has mainly focused on perception and
attention but magicians’ techniques and experiences can also
give clues to understand human thinking. This talk will focus
on illusionism as a tool to investigate how people explain
impossible phenomena. Also, magicians’ literature may offer
new insights. For example, magicians employ systematically
the explaining away properties and magical effects may be
employed to investigate inverted forks causal relationship.
Indeed, the impossible effects produced by magicians have
an actual cause (the trick) but in order to make the trick less
understandable, magicians offer manifestly a false
explanation (e.g., the use of a pinch of magical powder). This
is crucial for the success of the magical performance.
Illusionism literature implies that this procedure works even
if there is not an actual causal relationship between the false
cause (a wave of magical wand to find a card in a deck) and
the apparently impossible effect, especially according to
modern common-sense. Empirical observations in this
respect will be discussed also in light of the different type of
cover stories (the more or less explicit explanation suggested
by the magician during the act) employed by magicians
depending if the impossible effect Is physical-based (such as
somebody cut in half and put together again) or mind-based
(e.g., predicting a choice with the power of mind).
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Counterfactual Explanations in Explainable AI
Greta Warren, Molly Quinn, Ruth Byrne, and Mark Keane
discuss how counterfactuals can be used to provide better
case-based explanations for AI-systems. We report the results
of experiments to test the goodness of explanations for the
performance of an artificial intelligence (AI) system. AI
systems designed to support human decision-making are
becoming increasingly prevalent and yet their decisions are
complex for human users to understand. To increase trust and
acceptance by a human user of an AI system needs to
adequately explain its decisions. Often human users of such
systems engage in counterfactual and contrastive thinking –
‘why this decision and not that one?’ People tend to create
counterfactuals that focus on certain “fault-lines” such as
exceptions to norms. Our experiments examine the sorts of
counterfactual explanations that people find useful for AI
systems that perform a variety of prediction /classification
tasks (e.g., predicting blood alcohol levels, classifying
written numbers). The AI system relies on case-based
explanations and can generate nearest-neighbor cases as
explanations for a classification/prediction, as well as
counterfactual cases, with a different outcome (i.e., nearestunlike-neighbor cases). We test the effects of these different
sorts of case-based explanations on judgments of the
adequacy, accuracy and trust in the AI system. We discuss
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Symposium speakers
Anthony Little’s research examines human perception and
attractiveness judgements from an evolutionary perspective.
His research mainly focuses on the visual domain of faces but
also address the links between face perception and perception
in other modalities, especially human voices.

Introduction
A large literature on human facial attractiveness has
adopted an evolutionary approach (Little et al., 2011). Much
less research has examined cues in other modalities, such as
smell (Groyecka et al., 2017) and audition (Zäske et al.,
2020). Although these different modalities may interact
significantly in human mate choice (Feinberg, 2008), it is not
yet understood how humans integrate cues from different
sensory modalities. In the literature on animal
communication, the most prominent theories suggest that
different modalities either signal different qualities of an
individual (multiple messages hypothesis) or communicate
the same information (back-up signal hypothesis; Moller &
Pomiankowski, 1993). These theories tend to disregard the
possible interaction of different sensory modalities, and the
role of multisensory integration.
In non-human animals, different sensory modalities have
individually received much more empirical attention and
work remains to be done in understanding whether and how
multimodal cues may be integrated by observers in the
context of mate choice (Halfwerk et al., 2019; Mitoyen et al.,
2019). Studies investigating the human perception of
attractiveness often rely on questionnaire ratings, while
animal studies into mate choice often infer preference from
behaviour. Comparative approaches are missing. Crossspecies comparisons are essential to disentangle and enhance
existing human psychological theories by studying the
origins and evolutionary functions of multimodal signalling
of attractiveness.
In this symposium, we will provide an overview of the
current state of research into multimodal signalling of
attractiveness in humans and non-human animals. Four
international speakers will present their latest experimental
results, and we will also examine the issue from the viewpoint
of comparative studies directly comparing humans and nonhuman animals.
We hope that this symposium encourages further work into
multimodal aspects of sexual and social signalling and that it
reinforces the value of comparative research.

Romi Zäske’s research interests centre on the cognitive and
neuronal mechanisms subserving human voice perception
and memory. In various DFG-funded projects she
investigated high-level auditory adaptation effects in the
perception of non-linguistic speaker information, as well as
learning and recognition of unfamiliar voices.
Cliodhna Quigley is co-PI in the ongoing interdisciplinary
project ‘Comparative Aesthetics: A novel approach to
investigate multi-modal attractiveness in humans and
animals’ (https://comparative-aesthetics.org/). Her research
focuses on the female response to male audiovisual courtship
displays in ring doves.
Katharina Riebel investigates causes and consequences of
condition and learning dependent phenotypic variation in
sexually selected traits and preference in songbirds. Her
recent Human Frontier Science Program project ‘Seeing
Voices’ investigated the role of multimodal cues in vocal
learning.

Symposium talk abstracts
The symposium and a concluding discussion will be
moderated by Christina Krumpholz. She is a PhD student
in the interdisciplinary project ‘Comparative Aesthetics’,
doing research on multimodal signalling in humans.

Anthony Little: Spontaneous integration of facial
and vocal information during judgements of
attractiveness
Much research on human mate preferences has focused on
facial and vocal information, generally presenting stimuli
from only one modality. We still know little about how
different cues to attractiveness in different modalities are
integrated by perceivers. The current experiments examined
integration of attractiveness information across voices and
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faces by asking participants to rate faces for attractiveness
while listening to attractive or unattractive voices and to rate
voices while viewing attractive or unattractive faces. Despite
participants being explicitly asked to ignore the other
modality, the attractiveness of voices influenced the
perception of faces and the attractiveness of faces influenced
the perception of voices. Participants spontaneously
integrated visual and auditory information such that their
judgements of attractiveness reflected information drawn
from both modalities. This finding suggests that face and
voice information become bound together when presented
simultaneously and the attractiveness information coded in
one modality cannot be ignored when judging the other.

accompanied by conspicuous visual displays. Next to these
facultative visual components, there are also fixed visual
components – when singing, birds use specific beak
movements to produce specific sounds just like humans use
specific lip movements during speech. We tested whether
these visual cues are important for the development and
function of learned bird song and raised zebra finches
manipulating quality and quantity of visual input (using live,
video and robot song models) during song exposure. Birds
engaged differently with uni- than multimodal stimuli but not
all stimulus engagement improved song learning. The results
to date show birds to pay attention to visual cues offered
concurrently with song but also that future work will have to
further improve our understanding of the interplay between
different modalities during development versus adult
multimodal signalling on both the producers' and receivers'
side.

Romi Zäske: Stable first impressions from the voice
and face
People rapidly form impressions about others’ traits based on
their facial appearance (Willis & Todorov, 2006). We asked
when vocal first impressions of attractiveness (Exp. 1) and
audiovisual impressions of trustworthiness and dominance
(Exp. 2) become stable. In Experiment 1 we replicated
findings of a rapid stabilization of first impressions from
unimodal faces (within ~100ms from stimulus onset) and
extended these findings by showing that impressions of voice
attractiveness stabilize considerably later (within ~1000ms
from stimulus onset onset). This is likely owed to the nature
of voice stimuli, with social information unfolding over time,
whereas information from static faces is instantly available.
Experiment 2 showed that audiovisual face-voice
impressions of trustworthiness and dominance stabilize
within ~125ms and ~300ms, respectively, suggesting a
different timing of audiovisual impression formation
depending on the type of the social signal.
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Cliodhna Quigley: Lab-based comparative
investigations of multimodal sexual signalling
The presentation of auditory and visual stimuli is relatively
uncomplicated for human experiments, aside from
controlling for low-level stimulus differences. In studies with
animals, the display of pre-recorded or synthesized behaviour
of conspecific animals (‘playback’) is becoming more
common. Although there has been huge progress in video
acquisition and display equipment, all currently available
technology is targeted at the human visual system, meaning
that there is a possible mismatch with the spatial, temporal,
or spectral properties of the viewing animal’s sensory and
perceptual system. In this talk I will review the few playback
experiments with audiovisual courtship stimuli that have
been conducted in birds, including results from two studies
with ring doves from our own lab. The overall outlook is
surprisingly good – carefully designed playback is a viable
stimulus to investigate courtship behaviour.
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multimodal mating signals
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Bird song is a textbook example for a culturally transmitted
mating signal. Song is also multimodal – often it is
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literature is rich, but most studies have focused on only one
process at a time, as opposed to examining a set of processes
concurrently. Thus, litte is known about to the multivariate,
compositional structure of memory development across
childhood. We will present the findings from a literature
review that aims at quantitatively characterizing memory
development research over the past 50 years through the lens
of memory processes, including (but not restricted to)
generalization, pattern separation, and pattern completion.
Though the various studies have used different theoretical
frameworks, paradigms, and implied constructs, the
contemporary constructs of pattern separation, pattern
completion, and generalization have all been examined
developmentally over the past 5 decades. However, the
literature is uneven: The majority of studies has focused on
within-event pattern completion, with much fewer studies
targetting pattern separation or generalization. Crucially,
very few studies have studied more than one process at a
time. Hence, future investigations taking a multi-process
approach are required for revealing the ontogenetic relation
across component processes. We will discuss how the past
half century of research can guide the next wave of future
studies.

episodic
memory,
development,
hippocampus, comparative cognitive neuroscience
Keywords:

Memories for events experienced during infancy and early
childhood are rarely recollected later in life—a phenomenon
termed infantile and childhood amnesia. The formation and
retrieval of such episodic memories relies, in part, on the
hippocampus. Characterizing the role of hippocampal
development in offsetting infantile and childhood amnesia is
key to understanding (i) why infantile and childhood amnesia
occur and (ii) how episodic memory capacities develop in
early ontogeny. Comparative research is necessary for this
enterprise because many paradigms and techniques work
better with humans or with non-human animals. The four
papers in this symposium gather current work in
developmental psychology, developmental cognitive
neuroscience, and behavioral neuroscience that characterizes
the complex and heterogenous developmental profile of
behavioral gains in component processes underlying episodic
memory capacity in humans and work on the mammalian
hippocampus and how it accompanies development. By
leveraging and triangulating multiple levels of analyses, we
can gain insights that are unavailable using a siloed approach.
This collection of work helps delineate clear future directions
for a comparative approach in memory development.

Investigating the Neurocognitive Development
of Human Memory Using High-Resolution
Magnetic Resonance Imaging

Memory Development in Early Childhood
Zoe Ngo1, Elisa Buchberger1, Nora Newcombe2, Ulman
Lindenberger1, & Markus Werkle-Bergner1
1
Center for Lifespan Psychology, Max Planck Institute for
Human Development, Berlin, Germany
2
Temple University, Philadelphia, USA
3
Max Planck UCL Centre for Computational Psychiatry
and Ageing Research, Berlin, Germany, and London, United
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Research Centre for Natural Sciences, Brain Imaging
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The human hippocampus, a bilateral brain region in the
medial temporal lobe is a key neural hub supporting human
memory. Converging lines of animal, computational, and
human research are deciphering the neural mechanisms
implemented in the hippocampal circuitry supporting specific
component processes of memory. Two such candidate neural
computations performed by distinct hippocampal subfields
are pattern completion, i.e., reinstating full representations
based on partial neural input, and pattern separation, i.e.,
decreasing the overlap between similar neural inputs. Recent
advances in high-resolution magnetic resonance imaging (hrMRI) allow us to measure hippocampal structure and
function at the level of its subfields and thus provide a proxy
for pattern separation and pattern completion in vivo in

Adaptive behavior in changing environments requires both
the extraction of schematic knowledge that can be
extrapolated to novel situations and the retention of episodic
memories that detail the experiences of our pasts. Schematic
knowledge relies on generalization by exploiting the
commonalities across multiple episodes, whereas episodic
memory relies on pattern completion that retrieve events
holistically, and pattern separation that keeps individual
events distinctive. The corpus of the memory development
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humans. To highlight the advantages of this approach, I will
first present published cross-sectional data from two studies
using structural hr-MRI and behavioral tasks in children aged
6-14 years suggesting that the developmental trajectory of
hippocampal subfields is associated with a developmental
shift from pattern completion to pattern separation. I will then
contrast these findings with novel longitudinal hr-MRI and
behavioral data from children aged 6-10 years suggesting a
different picture of hippocampal subfield development.
Departing from the discrepant cross-sectional and
longitudinal results, I will highlight key challenges and
potential future directions for neurocognitive investigations
of memory development using hr-MRI.

Infantile amnesia, the developmental loss of memories
formed in early childhood (prior to 2–4 years), is conserved
across altricial mammals and can be studied in rodents.
Although behavioral neuroscience studies have well
established that mice display infantile amnesia, little is
known about the basic neurobiology of the phenomenon. We
aim to probe the question of how memories are stored in the
brain throughout development, by integrating recently
developed engram labelling technology with various rodent
models of infantile amnesia. We will discuss our
experimental studies of infant mice, where we use Pavlovian
fear conditioning, object memory, and maze learning
paradigms to study how infant mice learn, remember, and
how infant formed memories are apparently lost in late infant
development. We integrate behavioral studies with novel
genetic methodologies for labelling the specific engram cells
in the mouse brain that can be attributed to specific memories.
Crucially, we can stimulate infant-formed engram cells in
adult mice using optogenetic techniques, resulting in the
retrieval of seemingly lost infant memories in adulthood.
These developing studies demonstrate that memory engrams
retain information following infantile amnesia, and that
information contained through these cells can be accessed
under the appropriate conditions. We will discuss our
ongoing to work to understand the nature of infantile amnesia
in rodents, investigating why the engrams are suppressed,
how normal access can be restored, what the adaptive
function of infantile amnesia is for mammals, and what
infantile amnesia can tell us about learned information
storage in general. This methodological framework will
allow for the potential retrieval of seemingly lost-memories
from early childhood, as well as a deeper understanding of
how long-term memories are stored as an enduring and stable
biological change.

The Development of Circuits Supporting the
Brain’s Representation of Space
Flavio Donato
Biozentrum of the University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland
The entorhinal-hippocampal network contributes to the
formation of episodic memories by creating an internal
representation of the environment where experience unfolds
1
. Such internal representation, or cognitive map, is
instantiated in the activity of several functionally-specific
cell types whose activity is modulated by space. Among these
cell types, we distinguish neurons that are active at one or
more specific locations in the environment (place and grid
cells), or next to borders (border cells), or when the animal
faces specific directions (head-direction cells) 2. In rodents,
while the firing properties of head-direction and border cells
are adult-like at the onset of spatial exploration, spatial tuning
in grid and place cells emerges and is refined progressively
during the first months of life 3,4. This maturation process
may depend on the establishment of specific connectivity
motifs between the entorhinal cortex and the hippocampus.
In fact, we previously showed that the functional maturation
of such cell types is accompanied by the structural maturation
of the entorhinal-hippocampal circuit, which is driven by an
activity-dependent instructive signal that instructs the
stepwise maturation of excitatory and inhibitory neurons at
each stage of the network 5. Here, we will discuss recent
studies whose aim is to understand how the emergence of
spatial tuning in the developing entorhinal-hippocampal
network shapes learning and memory processes during early
postnatal life. Furthermore, we propose that studying the
functional ontogenesis of the brain’s representation of space
offers a unique opportunity to understand the contribution of
individual cell types to hippocampal computations, and to
dissect the contribution of such computations to learning and
memory processes at multiple stages of an animal’s life.
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Goals and Scope
Music is highly complex and provides a rich variety
of insights into the human mind, its mental structures,
and processes. Experienced musicians are able to create
complex structures in real time effortlessly, yet there is at
present no successful model of full musical structure. The
integration of different musical aspects such as melody,
rhythm, voice leading, and form as well as the representation
of long-term structure are particularly challenging. To open
new possibilities for the study of higher-order structure in
music and its perceptual correlates, cognitive music research
would benefit from further mutual integration of theoretical,
mathematical, computational, and psychological research,
similar to advancements in linguistics. This symposium
therefore focuses on the formal understanding and empirical
investigation of music-theoretically motivated research
questions in music cognition. It connects perspectives from
music theory, behavioral research, corpus research, and
computational modeling, and aims to initiate interdisciplinary
discussions about the currently most challenging topics
related to the cognition of higher-order structures in music.
The symposium will consist of four talks, followed
by a round-table discussion.
David Sears opens the
symposium by presenting computational and behavioral
studies that investigate the asymmetry and the order of
musical sequences.
In the second talk, Louis Bigo,
Mathieu Giraud, and Florence Levé focus on predictors of
cadences (i.e., closure statements) in Western classical music,
which support the large-scale structure of musical pieces.
Daniel Shanahan subsequently proposes testable hypotheses
about the organization of large musical units based on
the principles of repetition and variation. In the last talk
before the discussion, Daniel Harasim, Christoph Finkensiep,
and Martin Rohrmeier discuss computational models of
hierarchical structures in monophonic and polyphonic music
that are based on the domain-general principle of recursion.

Like language, much of the world’s music exhibits
organizational principles associated with the statistical
distribution, temporal order, and hierarchical organization of
sequences of events. These structural parallels are especially
evident in the pitch structures associated with tonal harmony,
an organizational system (or set of systems) reflected in
many musical traditions—from Western art, to popular and
commercial—that produces stylistically plausible sequences
according to language-like principles. Nevertheless, the
structural or syntactic features these domains presumably
share remain poorly understood. According to contemporary
theories of tonal harmony, for example, temporal order is
a fundamental organizing principle, but harmonic priming
studies have failed to demonstrate inhibited processing for
scrambled chord sequences (e.g., Tillmann & Bigand, 2001).
To address effects of temporal order on harmonic
processing, this paper presents findings from both
computational and behavioral studies.
The first
computational studies examined order effects in four
annotated corpora, revealing pronounced temporal
asymmetries for two-chord progressions in each case.
The second behavioral studies used these corpora to train
a variable-order n-gram model that identified scrambled
versions of tonal chord progressions reflecting either medium
or high estimates of model uncertainty (Pearce, 2005).
During the experimental session, participants (N=120)
indicated as quickly as possible whether the target chord
was in or out of tune. Correct response times replicated
the ascending low-to-high staircase found in the model
estimates, with scrambled sequences inhibiting the speed
and accuracy of processing. These data provide the first
behavioral evidence that harmonic priming effects reflect the
order of chords in a sequence.
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Louis Bigo, Mathieu Giraud, and Florence Levé
From local markers to global form:
Computational modeling of musical structure

Daniel Harasim, Christoph Finkensiep, and
Martin Rohrmeier
Modeling recursive hierarchical structure
at the note level

Musical structure plays an essential role in the listener’s
perception of a piece of music. In Western tonal tradition,
the structure of a musical score results from a number of
factors including repetitions, variations, and typical harmonic
progressions such as cadences. Cadences contribute to
the segmentation of the musical discourse into successive
phrases by the feeling of closure or relaxation they provide
to the listener (Blombach, 1987). Modelling cadences is
therefore a promising task to improve our understanding of
the perception of musical structure.

Music exhibits properties of complex hierarchical
organization across many cultures. A central principle
behind these structures is recursive elaboration, the repeated
and nested application of ornamenting or embellishing
operations. Since the resulting structures have been argued
to be comparable to the ones found in language, attempts at
formalizing theories about hierarchical structures in music
have generally relied on the formal tools developed in
computational linguistics (Harasim, 2020).
In our talk, we discuss recursive elaboration in the
context of melodies and voice leading, which is largely
based on ornamentation through neighbor and passing notes.
While monophonic melodies can still be understood as
sequences—and thus modeled using conventional string
grammars—ornamentation in polyphonic music does not
follow a simple sequential structure. As a solution, we
propose a graph-based approach to representing polyphonic
structure at the note level and discuss its implications for
processing and learning. We argue that, despite the common
underlying principles, the correspondence between language
and music is more complex and subtle than a simple syntactic
equivalence. Consequently, a domain-general mechanism
for hierarchical processing in music an language—or for
perception of hierarchical structure in general—has to
account for complex non-sequential representations that are
substantially different from those found in linguistic syntax.

We present an approach to model cadences, based on
automatic corpus extraction of theory driven features that
are commonly used to describe cadences. Experiments on
two different corpora from J.-S. Bach and J. Haydn show
that despite their perceptive salience and apparent univocity,
cadences turn out to be challenging to model computationally
and variable depending on the musical style.
We will then present how the retrieval of local structural
markers such as cadences can be extended to target the
modeling of large-scale structures and therefore bring new
modeling and cognitive challenges. This approach will be
illustrated with the computational retrieval of the “sonata
form” which has been intensively used in the classical style.

Daniel Shanahan
The transmission of musical structure
and repetition

Organizers and Moderators:
Daniel Harasim and Christoph Finkensiep

The ability of a listener to perceive a larger musical structure
(and the cues that often delineate such structures), can be
an informative measurement of both their knowledge of
stylistic constraints and their ability to perceive relationships
between temporally distant formal units. Granot and Jacoby
(2011) found that participants were able to reposition musical
segments at a rate better than chance, and that musical
sophistication was a significant predictor of their ability to
do so. Relatedly, Ollen and Huron (2004) have argued
that there is likely a less stylistically-constrained aspect of
musical form, using cross-cultural examples to demonstrate
that repetition tends to happen at the beginning of musical
works, and variation tends to occur later. One might therefore
argue that while local details of musical structure (such as
cadence and key) are informative to those accustomed to
the musical style, more global aspects of structure (such as
repetition) are not as dependent upon musical sophistication.
This study hypothesizes that, in a linear transmission chain
paradigm, participants tend to arrange structures in such a
way that front-loaded repetition is more prominent, but that
participants with more knowledge of stylistic constraints will
be informed by more local cues.
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pro-environmental thinking?
Importantly, do domain
conceptualizations vary across cultures and if so, how?
Second, we address the acquisition of these
conceptualizations. Some learning comes from informal
settings and some through formal education; what kinds of
inputs are involved, and what kinds of learning result? And
how do social and motivational influences interact with
bottom-up information in shaping what is processed,
understood, and stored?
Last, we address how conceptualizations link to largerscale processes and outcomes. Important issues here include
the implications that conceptualization of everyday, familiar
objects, organisms, and surrounds have for how people think
about and respond to conservation policies and strategies, and
how these conceptualizations relate to even more deeply
enmeshed economic systems. We further consider the
implications cross-cultural variation in conceptualizations
have for how policies and strategies must be shaped.
The symposium will begin with a short introduction to
these key issues by Barbara Malt, followed by a series of four
talks, each providing unique insights into the Conceptual
Foundations of Sustainability. The session will end with a
panel discussion in which we invite participants to raise
questions that cross-cut individual presentations.

Keywords: sustainability; environment; concepts; landscape;
artifacts; insects; climate change; education; cross-cultural

Overview
Threats to the health of our environment are numerous,
ranging from air and water pollution to deforestation,
overpopulation, and climate change. Much research in fields
such as biology, earth science, and engineering is devoted to
documenting, understanding, and attempting to mitigate the
harm. The root cause of all such problems, however, is human
behavior. As such, changes to human behavior—and the
internal processes that drive them—are essential to solutions.
Cognitive scientists therefore have a critical role to play in
sustainability research and interventions (e.g., Jaipal, 2014;
Weir, 2018, 2019).
Psychology has already contributed substantially through
work in motivational and social influences on behavior, and,
more closely aligned with Cognitive Science, in risk
perception, communication, and decision-making. Similar
issues are also being grappled with in anthropology (e.g.,
Brightman & Lewis, 2017), linguistics (e.g., Burenhult et al.,
2017), and education (e.g., Schoolman et al., 2014). But also
critical to understanding sustainability-related behaviors is
the individual’s conceptualization of the natural world and
the
components
and
processes
underlying
it.
Conceptualizations feed into higher-order processes as well
as being, in part, shaped by them. The aim of this symposium
is to shed light on how people learn, understand, and
represent information about the natural world, which is
foundational to how they think, feel, and ultimately act
toward the environment.
The speakers of this symposium draw from cross-cultural,
linguistic, educational, and social cognitive perspectives as
well as traditional approaches to the study of concepts. They
examine the nature of conceptual understanding in diverse
domains including artifacts, insects, landscapes, and climate.
Together the talks in this symposium address three broad
issues. First, we address the nature and content of
conceptualizations. Speakers will probe the content of
knowledge in these diverse domains, because understanding
conceptual content is the first step to linking content to
attitudes and behaviors. What role does understanding causal
connections among parts of a domain play in fostering proenvironmental thinking? Furthermore, once information is
stored in memory, what kinds of contextual variations may
influence the content retrieved and thereby drive more or less

What Does it Take to Love a Bug?
Barbara C. Malt & Jessecae K. Marsh
Lehigh University
Domain knowledge is often considered a minor contributor
to environmental attitudes, with factors such as political
orientation, values, and social norms instead dominating. Yet
this may be an overgeneralization; domains may differ in this
regard. Declining insect populations are a critical
conservation concern but not prominent in public discourse,
potentially giving greater weight to knowledge. We
examined American college students’ insect knowledge
including exemplars and ecosystem interactions, associated
valences, and their links to political orientation and concern
for insect conservation. Political orientation correlated with
conservation concern, supporting a role for worldview even
in this relatively non-politicized domain. Mean valences were
negative. However, participants who were asked to retrieve
ecosystem interactions before other tasks subsequently gave
modestly higher property valence ratings and retrieved a
pollinator first. These observations support evaluating
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whether improving insect knowledge, especially the critical
causal roles they play in healthy ecosystems, can boost
valence and increase conservation concern regardless of
political orientation.

stress the visual aspects of landscape overlooking the other
senses (e.g., sounds, smells). In this talk, I present crosslinguistic data illustrating how speakers of different
European languages conceptualize “landscape”. The data
suggest the concept of “landscape” is weakly structured and
cross-linguistically variable. In addition, the senses are
differentially implicated in different parts of the landscape.
These results underlie the importance of studying people’s
conceptualizations of landscape to develop sustainable
policies for the future.

Sustainability and Folk Theories of Artefact
Creation
Yoshihisa Kashima
University of Melbourne
Organisms adapt to their environment by constructing their
niche. Humanity is no exception—we construct our niche and
adapt to the rest of nature by modifying available materials
around us. In the era some have dubbed the “Anthropocene”,
however, human niche construction has gone so far as to
threaten the planetary climate system, which has engendered
human thriving over the millennia. Sustainability is
concerned with how humanity can collectively self-regulate
our own niche construction in the environment that we have
modified especially since the Industrial Revolution. Folk
theories of artefact creation are socially transmitted cultural
ideas that capture a significant aspect of the process of niche
construction, namely, how we construe the process of
transforming the available materials into artefacts (i.e.,
human-made objects). I argue that by examining folk theories
of artefact creation and how to change them, it is possible to
participate in and contribute to humanity’s collective and
sustainable adaptation within the changing complex socialecological systems. In this presentation, I will outline an
analysis of Western folk theory of artefact creation and point
to its congruity with the linear economy—human economic
activities as a linear process of resource extraction,
production, consumption, and waste disposal—and a
conceptual separation of humanity – especially our mentality
– from the rest of nature. I will then sketch an alternative, a
kind of bricolage theory of artefact creation, which may be
more compatible with and able to guide our design thinking
for crafting our own culture for sustainable futures.

Science Doubt, Resistance, and Denial:
Implications for Sustainability Education and
Communication
Gale M. Sinatra & Jennifer Gribben
University of Southern California
Forging a sustainable future depends on educated citizens
who can make informed decisions about scientific issues.
This will require sustainability education and communication
on a scale not yet attempted in the USA but seen more often
in several European countries. In this presentation, I will
draw on Sinatra and Hofer’s forthcoming book Science
Denial: Why It Happens and What To Do About It, to
examine a few of the psychological factors contributing to
sustainability (mis)understanding and (mis)communication.
This presentation will focus on the role emotions, identity,
and motivated reasoning play in fostering doubt, resistance,
and denial of sustainability education and communication.
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Conceptualisations of Landscape across
Cultures
Asifa Majid
University of York
Protecting and managing landscapes is a key area of local,
national, and international concern, but stakeholders disagree
on priorities and strategies. The European Landscape
Convention stresses the importance of gathering diverse
cultural viewpoints. Language plays a critical role in this
endeavour both as an instrument for collecting data and as a
tool for developing policies. Despite this, little is known
about how people understand the concept of “landscape” in
the first place. Current approaches assume meaning
equivalence—e.g., landscape in English maps one-to-one
with paisaje in Spanish—even though there are reasons to
doubt this assumption. Moreover, policy documents often
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scientific psychology begins with Herbart’s attempts
to formulate mathematical principles describing the
dynamics of consciousness. Later, William James was
influenced by Fechner’s psychophysical approach and
was drawn to the idea of a “specious present” of
conscious awareness, extended in time and changing
in its contents. Insofar as psychophysical methods
have played a role in comparative cognition, they have
mostly been applied to static decision tasks such as
discriminating between similar stimuli to establish just
noticeable differences. In humans, psychophysical
investigation of the dynamics of consciousness has
relied on verbal protocols such as verbally reporting
events with a Libet clock. The challenge for extending
such investigations to nonhumans lies in finding
nonverbal equivalents or alternatives. I will discuss
and evaluate some ways in which the challenge of
developing a dynamical psychophysics of animal
consciousness might be met.

Core
Challenges
of
Animal
Consciousness Do some species of nonhuman
animals (hereafter “animals”) enjoy consciousness and
to which degree? This is a notoriously difficult
question for at least two reasons, namely first we need
a sufficiently clear concept of consciousness and
second it remains difficult to characterize convincing
strategies of access to conscious experiences in other
species since we then have to rely on third-person
access and mostly on behavioral data. Lacking a
communicative access to animal minds, it is difficult
to justify an analogy argument. Let us characterize
central open question guiding the symposium: (1)
Concerning the scientific access: How can we develop
a nonverbal access to conscious experiences in
animals? (2) Are there behavioral markers of
consciousness in animals? (3) What is the main
functional role of consciousness from an evolutionary
perspective? (4) Can we offer a conceptual framework
which allows us to adequately characterize
evolutionary old basic forms of consciousness and its
relation to standard consciousness experiences in
humans? The symposium is arranged with four talks
which together aim at outlining answers to these
questions.

Albert Newen: A Comparative Perspective
with a New Framework: the ALARM
Theory of Consciousness
The aim is to characterize the core functional role of
consciousness and to outline a two-level theory of
consciousness to account for the relation between
evolutionary old and more recently developed types of
consciousness. The conceptual suggestion is that we should
distinguish two levels of consciousness, namely bodily
arousal and general alertness. This conceptual distinction is
proven to be adequate and epistemically fruitful for three
reasons: 1. It allows us to distinguish two different core

Colin Allen: The Dynamics of Consciousness,
Without Words
The temporal dynamics of consciousness have long
been a matter of psychological interest. Arguably,
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functional roles of consciousness: for an evolutionary old
biological system bodily awareness is activated to trigger a
state of alarm of the system which enables it to activate an
immediate survival reaction, e.g. if homeostatic regulations
of temperature or breath can no longer automatically adjust
because it is too hot or not enough oxygen is available, then
this leads to bodily awareness in form of pain to activate the
being to leave and search for a cool area resp. a fresh air
environment. Evolutionary younger biological system with a

Eva Jablonka: The Evolution of Consciousness:
Origins and Effects
I present an evolutionary account of consciousness
developed with Simona Ginsburg, suggesting that the
emergence of consciousness was driven by the evolution of
a complex form of associative learning that we call unlimited
associative learning (UAL). I discuss the implications of our
proposal for questions pertaining to the neural dynamics that
constitute consciousness, to its taxonomic distribution and to
the ecological context in which it was selected. According to
out theory, consciousness and UAL emerged in parallel in
arthropods and vertebrates in the ecological context of the
Cambrian, and led to learning-driven adaptations in these
two phyla and to a cascade of diverse behavioral and
morphological adaptations in the species that interacted with
them. Another important effect was the evolution of active
forgetting and the sophistication of the stress response: since
UAL often led to over-learning, and over-learning would
have led to stress, there was strong selection for active
forgetting and enhanced stress response in the species
manifesting UAL. More generally, I argue that many aspects
of animal morphology and behavior are inexplicable if the
evolutionary effects of consciousness are not considered.

developed prefrontal cortex enjoy general alertness. The
main function is to enable new types of learning: This
includes onecase learning in the context of a system of
conscious attention designed to monitor and respond to
important signals, e.g. a biological system hurts by fire and
then never touches fire again. This can already be realized
with bodily arousal – as described above. But if this is
combined with general alertness, i.e. basic attention on the
whole situation (combining relevant signal with successful
reaction), the system can learn new correlations as realized in
operant conditioning. 2. The distinction fits nicely to recent
empirical observations of the role of deep cortical and
thalamic brain activities for human visual consciousness as
described by Halassa (Nakajima et al. 2019). 3. The two-level
theory allows us to describe animal consciousness as
unfolded in two versions. Thus, we can systematically
investigate for each species which type of consciousness is
implemented and how this is realized. Furthermore, this
enables us to describe differences and similarities between
human and animal consciousness.
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Carlos Montemayor: Evolutionary Markers
and the Emergence of Consciousness
According to Simona Ginsburg and Eva Jablonka
(2019), Unlimited Associative Learning (UAL) is a
general cognitive marker of consciousness. In fact,
Ginsburg and Jablonka argue that UAL is an evolutionary
transition marker, defined in terms of a package of
cognitive capacities that jointly suffice for grounding
phenomenal consciousness. These are abilities for
cognitively processing compound stimuli, novel stimuli,
second-order conditioning, trace conditioning, and easily
rewritable associations with value. Ginsburg and
Jablonka claim that these capacities constitute a natural
cluster, and that they likely did not evolve independently
from each other. I will argue that although the authors
are right about most of these claims, their key proposal
that
these
capacities
constitute
phenomenal
consciousness is unjustified because cross-modal
attention explains UAL better than phenomenal
consciousness, and the possibility that UAL is necessary
but insufficient for consciousness remains open
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instantiated global and item-specific preferences for
knowledge abstraction over similarity-based retrieval within
a learning model that learns to adjust the relative importance
of different cues and past memories during learning. Next, we
tested distinct predictions of this learning model for globaland item-specific strategy preferences in a task requiring
knowledge abstraction and similarity-based retrieval to make
accuracy and familiarity judgments . In line with the idea that
people may develop a global strategy preference, participants
learned to accurately judge objects consistent with abstracted
knowledge, but objects similar to past instances were more
difficult to judge. Importantly, new instances requiring retrieval were not more familiar to participants than new instances requiring feature-based knowledge, ruling out trialby-trial strategy shifts. In sum, these results suggest that a
learning model integrating knowledge abstraction and similarity-based retrieval may provide a suitable tool for understanding learning processes in human judgment.

Keywords: judgment and decision making; preferential
choice; similarity; metrics; exemplar models;

Similarity in Judgment and Decision Making
Psychological similarity—the subjective distance between
objects in the world or memory—is a highly influential concept in many areas of cognitive psychology, such as learning,
memory, categorization, judgment, and preferential choice.
The contributions within this symposium will evaluate the
fundamental role that similarity plays in human judgment and
decision making. We bring together experts from distinct
subdisciplines of psychology, who examine the influence of
similarity on categorization, consumer choice, risky choice,
social norms, and in memory-based choices. Specifically, the
contributions elaborate on three key questions repeatedly
pursued within cognitive psychology: 1) how does similarity
activate previous experiences and renders them available
within a given choice context? 2) how does similarity interact
with feature or knowledge abstraction processes? 3) how is
similarity represented psychologically? To reach this goal,
the contributions within this symposium focus on reinstating
similarity-based processes within formal cognitive models
and test their predictions experimentally.

Symposium Paper 2
Jana B. Jarecki (jana.jarecki@unibas.ch)

Faculty of Psychology, University of Basel, Missionsstrasse
60/62, 4055 Basel, Switzerland
The second talk turns to similarity in a preferential domain,
testing a theory of similarity in preferential choice. According to many theories of preferential choice people prefer
options because the attribute values of an option are in sum
better than the attribute values of alternative options (Keeny
& Raiffa, 1976). However, people also seem to construct
preferences from their previous experiences from memory.
This means that people might compare novel options to memorized experiences and prefer options that are similar to past
highly-valued options. The data of two experimental studies
support this similarity- and memory-based account for preferential value formation. Computational modeling and predictive model comparison among three models with data
from two incentivized preferential choice experiments
showed that only a few participants relied on sums of subjectively weighted attribute values when the experience was

Symposium Paper 1
Janina A. Hoffmann (j.a.hoffmann@bath.ac.uk)

Department of Psychology, Claverton Down, Bath BA2
7AY, United Kingdom

The first contribution asks do people select between or
blend criterion- and similarity-based judgments? To answer this question this paper presents insights from a learning
model. When making a judgment, such as evaluating the
kindness of a stranger, it has been argued that people select
between two kinds of judgment strategies: a capacity-limited
abstraction of knowledge and a similarity-based retrieval of
past instances from memory. To disentangle the strategies,
past research has usually assumed that people consistently
pursue the same strategy over time. How people develop
these strategy preferences has attracted less attention. We
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available. Most participants in both experimental studies
showed preferences consistent with the memory-based view
on preferences, which bases preferences on previous experience and the similarity between novel and memorized options. Further, people whose experience consisted of direct
sensory exposure such as tasting a food were also those with
higher likelihoods of memory-based preference construction,
compared to people whose exposure was indirect. These results highlight the central role of memory and experiences in
preference formation, and provide novel avenues for theories
of preferences, showcasing the path dependency of human
preferences.
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60/62, 4055 Basel, Switzerland
The last contribution of the symposium is concerned with
the way that the cognitive system computes the similarity between pairs of objects. Using a categorization and a judgment
task, it examines a simplification of similarity-based processes in speeded categorization: a test of an extended exemplar model. Exemplar-based theories have shown that
people rely on similarity-based processes in categorization
and inferential judgments (Hoffmann et al., 2014; Juslin et
al., 2003; Nosofsky, 1992). The psychological similarity between new and old objects is usually assumed to be the linear
distance between two objects’ features (Euclidean similarity). Importantly, the computation of Euclidean similarity requires the calculation of the exact metric distance between all
pairs of features of two objects, which is computationally demanding. The present study tests, if cognitive capacity limitations cause people to use a new psychological similarity—
the discrete similarity—which is computationally easier than
the Euclidean distance. To test this, half of N=60 participants
performed categorizations under time pressure, and half of
them faced no time pressure. The task design was optimized
to distinguish learners who use a Euclidean similarity and
those using a Discrete similarity in Nosofsky’s generalized
context theory (Nosofsky, 1986). All participants knew the
category structure through trial-by-trial supervised learning
(without time pressure). Participants categorized new and old
stimuli in a test phase, in which they faced time pressure. The
results show that the observed categorization behavior with
time pressure and without time pressure was fit best by a
model using the traditional Euclidean similarity. Also, individual cognitive modeling by an extension of Nosofsky’s
generalized context model revealed that under time pressure,
a random choice model described most participants' behavior.
These findings suggest that under time pressure, people are
still capable of complex similarity processing, and instead decrease their choice consistency.
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Besides inferential and preferential choices, the third contribution concerns estimating norms by social similarity.
People often do not accurately perceive their social surroundings. Importantly, people regularly overestimate the prevalence of unfavorable behaviors from alcohol consumption to
daily conflicts. To explain these misperceptions, recently developed social sampling models propose that people use their
own social circle to infer these norms and thereby oversample
certain behavioral patterns. Yet, it remains an open question
how well social sampling models explain norm perception if
the actual social surrounding is considered. We thus sampled
a friendship network of college freshmen (N = 108) and assessed norm perceptions and self-reported behavior in eight
different domains, such as alcohol consumption or study
time, across two timepoints.
Descriptively, freshmen misperceived the average social
norm and systematically overestimated behaviors like alcohol/meat consumption, or conflicts. In line with previous research, the best fitting model of norm perceptions suggests
that people first sample individuals from the population by
behavioral similarity and then discard individuals too similar
to themselves. Models assuming sampling by social closeness were only performing second best. Yet, social closeness
models more accurately predicted norm perceptions at a second time point, indicating that sampling models based on behavioral similarity may be overfitting. However, on average,
sampling models considering the actual social surrounding
fared worse at describing and predicting norm perception
than sampling models considering participants’ impression of
their social surrounding.
Taken together, our study provides the first direct test of
how sampling processes shape norm perception in a complete
social network. We discuss potential avenues for theories of
norm perception.
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Abstract

reward decreases the longer one has to wait for it. Adaptive
choice of reward options requires weighing reward features
such as size, desirability, or perishableness against delayed
pay-out time.
Implicit risk theory suggests that delay discounting can be
explained by delayed rewards affording more risk and
uncertainty as compared to immediate rewards. As a result,
perceived risk and an individual’s risk preference are directly
related to an individual’s delay discounting and resulting
decisions. Empirical evidence from humans lends support to
this possibility and suggests that delay discounting and
probability discounting might build on a single underlying
process or at least share substantial variance components (for
example, Benzion et al., 1989; Bixter & Luhmann, 2015;
Mishra & Lalumière, 2017; see Johnson et al., 2020, for a
meta-analytic overview and discussion of mixed evidence for
single-process models).
Delay discounting has also been studied in other animals,
including chimpanzees, one of humans’ two closest, living
primate relatives (for example, Beran et al., 2014; Beran &
Hopkins, 2018; Paglieri et al., 2013; Rosati et al., 2007;
Stevens et al., 2011; Stevens & Stephens, 2010).
Chimpanzees can wait several minutes for a ‘larger-later’
reward option. Given this general ability to delay immediate
gratification, the question arises whether delay discounting
and risk preference are similarly related in chimpanzees. If
we were to find similar correlations as seen for humans, this
might indicate that delay discounting and probability
discounting co-evolved and have brought about certain
“types of decision-makers” already in the last common
ancestor of human and chimpanzees. If delay discounting and
risk preference are independent processes in chimpanzees but
related in humans, this might indicate fundamental

Adaptive decisions require that decision makers factor in the
subjective values of different possible outcomes, and the
probability of these outcomes occurring. Subjective values
depend, among other things, on how far an outcome is away in
time. This can be captured by assessing an individual’s delay
discounting of different options. An individual’s risk
preference also affects how attractive particular choice options
appear to them. In humans, probability discounting and delay
discounting are often related. People who show more risky
behaviors also tend to be more impulsive and less patient.
Based on such findings, single-process models of delay
discounting and probability discounting have been suggested.
In the current study, we tested if this relationship is equally
present in chimpanzees, one of human’s closest extant
evolutionary relatives. We presented 23 chimpanzees with a
patience task and a risky-choice task. The patience task was
designed to explicitly distinguish between delay preference and
self-control (i.e., the ability to wait a given delay). Still, we
found no strong correlations between risk and delay
preferences. As this task has not been used with humans before,
we implemented a computerized version and tested it in a
sample of twenty adult participants. Initial results indicate that
the task is well suited to capture patience, and it makes a
promising candidate to be used in behavioral delay discounting
experiments in humans.
Keywords: Delay Discounting; Hybrid-delay Task; Decisionmaking; Risky Choice; Implicit Risk Theory; Chimpanzees

Introduction
Most animals, including humans, are regularly confronted
with situations where they have to decide between outcomes
that occur at different times. The value of rewards is often
discounted over time; this means the subjective value of a
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differences in cognitive decision-making architecture
between the species.
The goal of the current study was to investigate whether
the relationship of delay discounting and probability
discounting is a human-specific effect, or is shared with a
closely related primate species, the chimpanzee. To do so, we
tested a group of chimpanzees in a risky-choice experiment
and a patience experiment. Furthermore, we implemented a
computerized human version of the chimpanzee patience
task, known as the Hybrid Delay Task (HDT; Beran et al.,
2014; Beran & Hopkins, 2018; Paglieri et al., 2013). The
HDT is a two-step task, with step 1 using a binary choice to
assess delay preferences and step 2 constituting a waiting task
to assess delay abilities. This task has not been used in
humans before but given its power to dissociate a preference
for ‘larger-later’ rewards from the ability to maintain delays,
we think it makes a good candidate to provide additional
insights into human inter-temporal choices.

provided the chosen option and never suddenly aborted the
procedure or provided unexpected or random rewards.
Hence, we do not expect any carry-over effects that could
render the HDT additionally risky and that would bias the
chimpanzees to play it safe and choose the immediate option
due to a social risk from the experimenter.
Patience Experiment In the patience task, we used the
Hybrid Delay Task (HDT) that separately assesses delay
preference as well as the ability to maintain the delay during
an accumulation procedure. The HDT is well suited to
dissociate a preference for larger rewards from patience or
self-control.
Figure 1 illustrates the apparatus and test set-up. Before the
main task, chimpanzees received two kinds of familiarization
sessions. These sessions all consisted of eight trials: on four
trials, chimpanzees received the small-immediate reward (4
pieces), and on four trials, chimpanzees received the largedelayed reward (up to 12 pieces). First, every individual
received one session where the accumulation platform was
out of reach. Only once all items were placed onto the
platform did the experimenter push the platform within reach.
Second, we presented sessions where the accumulation
platform was within reach. Here, the chimpanzees could
experience that the experimenter stopped adding items as
soon as they pulled the platform or began to eat from it. To
ensure the chimpanzees understood this rationale, they had to
wait for at least six food items in three of the four largedelayed trials within a session. Two individuals received
three such sessions, eight individuals received two sessions,
and fourteen individuals only needed one session.
We then introduced the two delay test conditions: 3 s and
10 s. Each experimental session consisted of eight trials, with
four experimental sessions per condition. All individuals
received the four sessions in the 3s condition first. A session
began with two forced-choice trials – one small-immediate
trial and one large-delayed trial (order counterbalanced
across sessions), with the corresponding transfer speed (3 or
10 s) as per condition. These initial trials served as a reminder
of the test procedure and indicated to the chimpanzees which
delay condition was in force for that session. The other six
trials in each session were test trials (resulting in a total of 24
test trials per condition per chimpanzee).
In both conditions, chimpanzees first chose between a
small-immediate reward consisting of four pieces of food and
a large-delayed reward consisting of twelve pieces of food. If
a subject chose the small option, the experimenter transferred
all pieces immediately onto the accumulation platform for the
chimpanzee to eat. If a subject chose the large option, the
experimenter began to place one piece after another onto the
accumulation platform at a rate of one piece every three or
every ten seconds depending on condition (see Figure 1). The
inter-trial interval was adjusted according to delay condition
and was set at 120 s for the 3s condition and 180 s for the 10s
condition to ensure that all trials within a condition were of
equal length. This means the start of the next trial couldn’t be
brought about more quickly by choosing the small-immediate

Methods - Chimpanzees
Subjects
We tested 23 chimpanzees (11 males, 12 females, age range
12–35 years) from Ngamba Island Chimpanzee Sanctuary,
Uganda (https://ngambaisland.org/). The chimpanzees were
tested individually in a familiar room of the holding facility.
The chimpanzees were never food deprived for this study and
could stop participating at any time. Usually, they signalled
this by leaving the testing area, climbing up into their
hammocks, or approaching the closed door to the forest.
Water was always available ad libitum. The current research
was approved by the University of Warwick research ethics
committee and the Chimpanzee Sanctuary and Wildlife
Conservation Trust (CSWCT) as well as the Uganda Wildlife
Authority and the Uganda National Council for Science and
Technology (UWA/COD/96/05).

Procedure
All chimpanzees participated in a patience experiment and a
risky-choice experiment. We used established methodologies
to test both behaviors. Before each experiment, we conducted
numerical discrimination tests and familiarization trials to
ensure that the chimpanzees could discriminate the quantities
involved and understood the respective experimental
procedure.
Presentation order of tasks and conditions wasn’t
counterbalanced across chimpanzees because this experiment
assessed the correlations between individual differences in
risky choice and delay discounting, making it important to
provide all individuals with the same stimuli and order of
conditions and tasks (see Goodhew & Edwards, 2019). As a
consequence, all chimpanzees experienced the risk task
before the HDT with the break between the tasks ranging
from three weeks to six months (dictated by testing
opportunities in the sanctuary). Importantly, in neither of the
two tasks did the experimenter behave unreliably or
deceptively towards the chimpanzees, i.e., she always
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option or by accumulating fewer items. For each individual,
we assessed: (i) the number of collected food items, (ii) how
often they picked the large option, and (iii) how often they
accumulated four or fewer items after having picked the large
option (later also referred to as ‘errors’, because four is the
number of food items they could have gotten immediately
had they picked the smaller option).

condition on initial choice, number of accumulated items in
general, number of accumulated items after choosing the
large option, number of errors, and effect of session number
within condition on initial choice. Models were fitted using
the functions glmer, lmer, and lm of the package lme4 (Bates
et al., 2016). The formulated full models included condition
as a fixed predictor of interest, subjects as a random effect,
and random slope of condition within subject. One model
additionally included the interaction of condition and session
number in the fixed-effects structure. Session number was ztransformed and included as a random slope within subject.
We compared these full models with the respective null
models without the fixed-effect predictors (see here for more
details on models and analysis: https://osf.io/54qdr/). For all
models, we checked model stability by comparing the
estimates from the models based on all data with those from
models with the levels of the random effects excluded one at
a time, and where necessary checked for collinearity by
determining the Variance Inflation Factor (VIF, Field, 2009)
for a linear model excluding the random effects. There were
no obvious deviations from assumptions and no indications
for model instability and problematic issues with variance
inflation. We calculated conditional R2 effect sizes using the
function r.squaredGLMM of the package MuMIn (Bartón,
2020).

Figure 1: HDT chimpanzee test setup during
accumulation phase. Here is depicted a trial in which the
subject chose the large-delayed option. The experimenter
added each piece one by one onto the green accumulation
platform. If the subject pulled the green platform, the
experimenter stopped adding rewards.

Results - Chimpanzees

Risky-Choice Experiment In the risky-choice experiment,
chimpanzees decided repeatedly (sixty trials) between an
option with a constant medium reward outcome and a risky
option with a large or zero outcome with a 50/50 chance. We
also assessed each individual’s indifference point between
safe and risky options by applying a titration procedure with
choice-dependent adaptation of the size of the safe option:
after a risky choice in the previous trial, the safe option of the
current trial was increased by 1 piece of food; after a safe
choice in the previous trial, the safe option was decreased by
1. Dependent variables in this experiment were the proportion
of risky choices and the average size of the safe option
resulting from the titration experiment. In this paper, our
focus is on the HDT results and the relation between HDT
measures and risky choice. More details on the risky-choice
procedure can be found in a recent publication by Keupp et
al. (2021).

Overall, chimpanzees picked the large option 78% (3s) and
72% (10s) of the time. The individual chimpanzees were
consistent in their behavior in the HDT, as is apparent from a
strong positive correlation between an individual’s delay
preference and the number of accumulated rewards (3s: r =
.913, p < .001; 10s: r = .808, p < .001). This preference did
not reliably differ between delay conditions (χ2 = 1.90, df =
1, p < .17, conditional R2 = 0.118).
We also observed group differences, however, between the
delay conditions. Figure 2 displays the average number of
food items collected and the number of errors for each
chimpanzee. The chimpanzees collected more food items in
the 3s condition compared to the 10s condition (χ2 = 11.73,
df = 1, p < .001, conditional R2 = 0.437). After choosing the
large option, they accumulated on average more food rewards
in the 3s condition (9.5 items) than in the 10s condition (8.1
items) (χ2 = 9.81, df = 1, p < .01, conditional R2 = 0.423; see
Figure 2A). Moreover, they made more errors (i.e.,
accumulating only four or fewer rewards after picking the
larger option) in the 10s condition than in the 3s condition (χ2
= 10.78, df = 1, p = .001, conditional R2 = 0.295; see Figure
2B).

Coding and analysis. The experimenter coded all HDT
sessions either live or from video. A second coder, who was
blind to the purpose of the study, coded 25% of the videos.
Coder agreement was very good for each variable: choice
(Cohen’s kappa =.99) and number of accumulated items
(Spearman’s rho =.99).
We assessed the number of small and large choices and how
many items were accumulated per individual and delay
condition. All analyses were performed within the R
statistical computing environment (version 3.6.2). We ran
separate linear mixed models to test for the effect of delay
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to experience the new delay condition and then started to
adapt their choice strategy.
Our findings complement previous work where
chimpanzees were in principle ‘successful’ in the HDT in that
they accumulated more items after choosing the larger
delayed option than the amount contained in the smallimmediate option (Beran et al., 2014). Like our chimpanzees,
the individuals in Beran et al.’s study also showed individual
differences in the extent to which they could sustain the
delay.
Within the HDT, chimpanzees all experienced the 3s
condition first. This consistent ordering means that we cannot
exclude the possibility that the difference between 3s and 10s
delay conditions is a general effect of repeated participation
in the task. To further examine this possibility, we assessed
the evolution of individuals’ decisions across sessions in each
condition and found that the probability to pick the large
option was highly stable across the four sessions in the 3s
condition, whereas it dropped in the last two sessions of the
10s condition. We interpret this imbalance as a hint that the
condition effect was more related to the longer delay than a
general effect of test session.
The central finding for the purpose of this paper is that
chimpanzees’ performance in the HDT did not correlate with
their risk preference. This independence indicates that, unlike
in humans, risky choice might not be strongly correlated with
patience in chimpanzees and that the relationship of delay
discounting and probability discounting may be specific to
humans. Alternatively, the HDT might be a task that captures
patience in a “purer” way, i.e. free of a risk component. This
makes the HDT a good candidate to provide additional
insights into human inter-temporal preferences. To explore
this further, we implemented a computerized human version
of the HDT – a task that has not previously been used with
human participants.

Figure 2: HDT performance chimpanzees. A:
Individuals’ average number of accumulated rewards
after choosing the large option. B: Number of errors per
individual. In all boxplots in this paper, horizontal lines
represent median (thick line) and 25th & 75th percentiles;
Whiskers extend to smallest and largest value within 1.5
* interquartile range
Furthermore, we found a significant interaction of delay
condition and session. Each chimpanzee received four
sessions of each delay condition. Whereas choice of the large
option remained relatively stable in the 3s sessions, the
probability of picking the large option decreased across
sessions in the 10s condition (χ2 = 21.22, df = 3, p < .001,
conditional R2 = 0.497). This decrease indicates that with
increasing experience, chimpanzees adapted their delay
choice to their ability or willingness to wait for the
accumulating food.
Finally, we observed no strong correlations between any of
the measures in the HDT and the risky-choice experiment in
these chimpanzees. The numerically highest observed
correlation was found between number of obtained rewards
in the 10s condition and size of the safe option in the riskychoice titration paradigm (r = 0.37, p = .083): the more
rewards were obtained in the 10s condition the riskier
chimpanzees behaved in the risky-choice task.

Methods - Humans
Participants
We tested twenty UK-based participants (mean age = 27.0
years, 11 males, 8 females, 1 non-binary) recruited via the
online platform Prolific Academic (prolific.co). Participants
were paid £2.50 for the 20-minute experiment and could earn
a performance-dependent bonus payment of up to £6.40
(actual range = £0.10-£6.40). All participants provided
informed consent, and the experiment was approved by the
University of Warwick Humanities and Social Science
Research Ethics Committee (HSSREC).

Discussion - Chimpanzees
We found that chimpanzees preferentially chose the large
option in both delay conditions, but were better able to
maintain the delay in the 3s condition than the 10s condition.
While delay choice and delay maintenance were strongly
correlated overall, this difference between delay conditions
might nevertheless indicate that delay choice does not always
capture an individuals’ ability to exert patience or selfcontrol: The longer a delay has to be maintained, the higher
the probability that the initial ‘larger-later’ choice doesn’t
reflect an individual’s self-control ability. Our results also
suggest that the chimpanzees seemed to learn from their
mistakes and adapted their strategy, as indicated by their
decreasing tendency to pick the large option over the course
of the 10s delay sessions. After choosing the large option at
a relatively stable level in the 3s delay sessions, they first had

Procedure
We adapted the HDT task used with chimpanzees to be
presented to adult human participants via an online
experiment using oTree (Chen et al., 2016). Figure 3 shows a
task schematic. Participants saw four trials. In each trial, they
could first choose between a small-immediate reward of one
coin or a large-delayed reward of sixteen coins (each coin
was worth £0.10). They knew they would only see four trials,
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which alleviated the need to hold the intertrial interval
constant in this case. If they chose the small option, they
received one coin into their bank immediately. If they chose
the large option, an accumulation process began, whereby the
coins would slowly move across the screen to transfer oneby-one into their bank at a rate of 15 s per transfer (i.e., 240 s
maximum trial length for sixteen coins). Participants could
stop the process at any time by clicking a stop button (see
Figure 3). To prevent participants from spending their time
with other activities while waiting for the transfer of the coins
to their bank, they had to monitor the browser window at all
times to click on a stimulus that appeared seldomly, but
unpredictably, to avoid being timed out.

These findings indicate that human participants could
maintain the delay after choosing the delayed option and thus
made rational choices most of the time. They exhibited a
consistent pattern of delay choice and delay maintenance.
Assessment of participants’ comments revealed that the task
is likely measuring what we intended: many participants
reported they had to force themselves to remain patient about
the painfully slowly moving coins, that they sometimes
picked the small option because they were tired of waiting,
and that they opted for a mixed strategy to trade-off waiting
and higher payoff.

General Discussion and Outlook
Based on findings that delay discounting and probability
discounting correlate among experimental measures as well
as real-life behavior in humans (for example, Benzion et al.,
1989; Bixter & Luhmann, 2015; Johnson et al., 2020; Mishra
& Lalumière, 2017), we tested for this relationship in
chimpanzees to address the question if this correspondence is
a human-specific effect. We found no relationship between
chimpanzees’ behaviour in a patience task and their risk
preferences. A computerized version of the HDT worked well
in an initial sample of human participants, and this instrument
is a promising candidate to be used in future behavioural
delay discounting experiments.
Our goal in the current study was not to directly compare
performance of chimpanzees and humans in the HDT.
Considering the small sample size and that no variations of
the task were being compared in humans, we cannot make
strong inferences from the human data at this point. What we
report here are first steps toward implementing a delay
discounting task that is less abstract and descriptive than the
widely-used, questionnaire-based intertemporal choice tasks
(e.g., Kirby & Maraković, 1996) and that can dissociate a
preference for larger-delayed rewards from the ability to
maintain delays. Research on the Description-Experience
Gap has established that risk preferences can differ
depending on how options are encountered, namely whether
they are described to participants verbally or whether
participants experience the odds and outcomes directly (see
e.g., Hertwig et al., 2004; Ludvig & Spetch, 2011). For delay
discounting, it might similarly make a difference whether
participants receive explicitly described information about
the delay options, or whether they need to actively maintain
an experienced delay (see Dai et al., 2019). Crucial next steps
will be to vary the parameters of the HDT (reward size of the
options, speed of reward transition into the bank, whether
participants know the number of decisions in advance,
immediate gratification), to test the task with a larger sample,
and look at potential correlates of the HDT with different
measures from the human literature. Once the HDT yields
sufficient variation between individuals, we will assess
relationships between HDT and established risk preference
procedures in humans.
For a direct comparison between humans and nonhuman
primates it will be important to align additional procedural
details as best as possible, such as the immediacy of

Figure 3: Schematic of the accumulation process in the
HDT human version. Coins would slowly move from the
pile (on the left) to the piggy bank (on the right), and
participant could press the red “Stop” button at any time
to collect the money collected thus far. The grey square
in the top left corner is the rarely occurring, to-be-clicked
stimulus to avoid timing out from the trial.

Results and Discussion - Humans
Participants chose the large option on average 86.3% of the
time (SD = 23.6). Figure 4 shows how they accumulated on
average 13.9 (SD = 4.1) coins per round in which they chose
the large option, and they accumulated on average 47.2 coins
across all rounds (SD = 18.6) out of a maximum possible 64.
Those participants who chose the large option more often also
accumulated on average more coins (r = 0.878, p < .001).
Only three errors occurred across all participants and trials,
i.e., only three times did a participant choose the large option
but then did not wait for more than one coin to accumulate.
A

B

Figure 4: HDT performance humans. A. Total number of
coins per participant. B. Average number of accumulated
coins per participant after choosing the large option.
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gratification and opportunities for distraction. Furthermore, it
would be important to test additional samples of chimpanzees
with a combination of risky choice and HDT task to assess if
the low association replicates.
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Abstract
Cooperation experiments have long been used to explore the
cognition underlying animals' coordination towards a shared
goal. While the ability to understand the need for a partner has
been demonstrated in a number of species, far fewer studies
have explored the behavioral strategies animals use to
coordinate their behavior in such tasks. Here, we investigate
the strategies two dolphin dyads used to coordinate their
behavior during a cooperative button-pressing task that
required precise behavioral synchronization. Both dyads were
more likely to succeed if they used whistles prior to pressing
their buttons, but the results showed that they adopted different
strategies. Specifically, one dyad favored physical synchrony,
waiting nearby for their partner and swimming together to
approach the buttons. The other dyad was much more vocal,
and more likely to swim independently before coordinating at
the buttons. Only for this second dyad did increased whistling
lead to more success. Our results suggest that bottlenose
dolphins have the behavioral flexibility to employ either vocal
signals or physical synchrony to coordinate their cooperative
efforts.
Keywords: cooperation; communication;
dolphins; comparative cognition

synchrony;

Introduction
Cooperative behavior is ubiquitous across the animal
kingdom. In species after species, one can find examples of
animals working together to hunt, fight, raise young, build
shelter, and so forth (e.g., Bugnyar & Massen, 2017; Mitani,
2009; Smith et al., 2012). However, while cooperative
behavior is ubiquitous, the cognitive and behavioral
mechanisms underlying such cooperation are quite varied
(Duguid & Melis, 2020; Noë, 2006). These may range from
situations in which two or more animals pursue the same goal
simultaneously but individually, to situations in which two or
more animals intentionally work together to achieve a shared
goal and adjust their behavior accordingly.
To date, the most common method for exploring the
cognitive mechanisms underlying animal cooperation has
been the rope-pulling task (also known as the loose-string
task) (Hirata & Fuwa, 2007; Melis, Hare, & Tomasello,
2006). In this task, a rope or string is threaded around an outof-reach board that is baited with food. If two animals each
pull one end of the rope, the board moves toward them and
they can retrieve the food. If just one side of the rope is
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pulled, however, then the rope unthreads and the food stays
out of reach. In the critical condition, one animal is allowed
access to the apparatus first, to test if it will wait or even open
a door for a partner before pulling, thus demonstrating that it
understands the cooperative nature of the task.
Such studies, including adaptations using coordinated
handle-pulling or button-pressing, have suggested that some
animals such as chimpanzees, elephants, wolves, dolphins,
and keas, understand the need for a partner (e.g., Heaney,
Gray, & Taylor, 2017; Jaakkola et al., 2018; Marshall-Pescini
et al, 2017; Melis et al., 2006; Plotnik et al., 2011), whereas
others, including otters, rooks, ravens, dogs, and the African
Grey parrot, do not (Massen, Ritter, & Bugnyar, 2015;
Marshall-Pescini et al., 2017; Péron et al., 2011; Schmelz et
al., 2017; Seed, Clayton, & Emery, 2008). The behavioral
strategies animals use to coordinate their behavior in such
tasks, however, has so far remained largely unexplored.
One of the animals that has demonstrated this kind of
understanding of cooperation is the bottlenose dolphin
(Jaakkola et al., 2018), who also show striking cases of
cooperative behavior in the wild, including feeding strategies
that require coordinated action (e.g., Duffy-Echevarria,
Connor, & St. Aubin, 2008; Gazda et al., 2005) and nested
alliances where male dolphins engage in joint action to herd
single females and steal or defend them from rival alliances
(Connor& Krützen, 2015). There are at least two possible
strategies dolphins could use to coordinate their cooperative
behavior. One possibility is visually-mediated behavioral
coordination, a precise form of which has been demonstrated
repeatedly in bottlenose dolphins, as shown by synchronous
breathing between mothers and calves (Mann & Smuts, 1999)
and in synchronous displays by allied males (Connor,
Smolker, & Bejder, 2006). A second possibility is vocal
communication, which has been posited to play a key role in
the evolution of cooperative abilities in humans (e.g., Smith,
2010). Indeed, human children, unlike chimpanzees, have
been shown to use vocal communication to coordinate their
behavior during difficult cooperative tasks (e.g., Duguid et
al., 2014). While vocal communication appears to play a
prominent role when allied male dolphins work together to
herd single estrus females (King et al., 2019), our knowledge
of the role vocal communication plays in facilitating
cooperation in dolphins and other non-human animals
remains limited.

In the current study, we investigate the strategies two
dolphin dyads used to coordinate their behavior during a
cooperative task. Rather than the rope-pulling paradigm, we
used a cooperative button-pressing task in which the dolphins
were required to swim across a lagoon and each press their
own underwater button simultaneously (within a 1 s time
window), whether sent at the same time or with a delay
between partners. The tight behavioral coordination required
for this task eliminates the possibility that success could be
achieved by responding to an environmental cue such as
partner presence or tension in the rope (Jaakkola et al., 2018;
Duguid & Melis, 2020). We recorded the vocal and motor
behaviors of the dyads to determine whether the dolphins
used vocal signals and/or physical synchrony when working
together. If the dolphins use vocal signals to coordinate their
cooperative behavior, then we would expect that they would
cooperate more successfully when they whistle, and that the
timing of those whistles would be related to the timing of
their button presses. If they use physical synchrony, then we
would expect the first dolphin sent to wait for their partner
before swimming side-by-side to the buttons.

automatically played a ‘success’ sound (i.e., a trainer’s
whistle) and the dolphins returned to the trainers for positive
reinforcement of fish and social interaction. If there was more
than a 1 s delay between the dolphins’ button presses, the
computer played a ‘failure’ sound, and no reinforcement was
given. For each trial only the first press of each button was
relevant, and it was impossible for dolphins to succeed by
repeatedly pushing their buttons.

Methods
Four common bottlenose dolphins at Dolphin Research
Center (DRC) in Grassy Key, Florida participated in this
study: Aleta and Calusa (females, age 33 and 17 years)
formed dyad 1; Delta and Reese (males, age 9 and 7 years)
formed dyad 2. All four dolphins were born at DRC and lived
in natural seawater lagoons. The members of each dyad had
lived together at various points throughout their lives and
lived together during the study.
The apparatus consisted of two underwater push buttons
positioned off the front of a dock, 53 cm below the water's
surface and 2.6 m apart (see Figure 1), connected via a
custom-made computer that was also attached to an
underwater speaker. Each trial began with both dolphins and
their respective trainers located at the opposite side of the
lagoon from the apparatus (approx. 11 m away). During a
trial, each trainer gave their respective dolphins a hand signal
to "press the button", separated by a delay of 0 – 20 seconds
between signals. To succeed, both members of the dyad
needed to swim across the lagoon and each press their own
button simultaneously (within a 1 s time window), regardless
of the difference in their start times. If the buttons were
pressed within this 1 s time interval, the computer

Figure 1: Aerial view of the cooperative task apparatus.
Because this task included no perceptible causality by
which the dolphins could deduce the need to work together,
we employed a series of trial phases through which each
dolphin dyad learned the task and then demonstrated that they
understood its cooperative nature (Table 1).
Throughout the study, the computer automatically
recorded time between button presses (accurate to 0.01 s),
which button was pressed first, and whether the trial outcome
was a success or failure. Dolphins' vocalizations were
recorded via a rectangular 4-element hydrophone array in the
lagoon. The dolphins' behavior was recorded with a video
camera positioned across the lagoon and a GoPro positioned
above the apparatus; the video data was later coded using the
event logging software BORIS (Friard & Gamba, 2016).
Specifically, waiting was coded when a dolphin stopped
moving forward for at least 2 s, and swim together was coded
when both dolphins swam together in the same orientation
within one body length of each other.

Table 1: Summary of trial phases.
Phase
0
1
2
3
4
5

Trial type
Simultaneous release
Incremental delays (1-5s)
Randomized delays (0-5s)
Incremental delays (8-20s)
Randomized delays (1-20s)
Buttons moved; simultaneous
release from different places

Criterion to pass
8/10 (80%) over two sessions
3 in a row at each delay
16/20 (80%) in a single session
3 in a row at each delay
Test (20 trials per dolphin)
3 in a row at each location configuration
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Our previous paper reported on the dolphins' learning of
this task, showing that they were able to work together even
when they had to wait for their partner, thus demonstrating
that they understood the cooperative nature of the task
(Jaakkola et al., 2018). To examine their behavioral strategies
for coordinating that cooperation in the current study, we
examined only those trials in which both animals in the dyad
pressed their buttons, as a conservative way of ensuring that
both were participating in the task.

Number of whistles

3

Results

2
Failure
Success
1

0

Vocal Behavior

Dyad 1

There was a significant difference between dolphin dyads in
the number of whistles produced [Welch’s t-test: t(345) =
16.41, p < 0.0001], with dyad 1 averaging 0.4 whistles per
trial, and dyad 2 averaging 2.3 whistles per trial. We
examined the effect of these whistles in two ways: first
assessing whether the presence of whistles influenced trial
success; and then, for those trials with whistles, whether the
number of whistles affected trial success.
For both dyads, the presence of whistles led to a higher rate
of success [dyad 1: χ2 (1, 396) = 13.14, p < .001; dyad 2: χ2
(1, 294) = 18.32, p < .0001)] (See Figure 2). That is, both
dyads were more successful on trials in which they whistled
than on trials in which they did not.

Dyad 2

Figure 3: For trials with whistles, the average number
of whistles (+/- SEM) each dyad produced during
unsuccessful and successful trials.
Next, we examined the relationship between the timing of
the whistles and button presses. For both dyads, whistles
tended to occur near the end of the trial (See Figure 4).

Proportion correct

1.00

0.75

Dyad 1
Dyad 2

0.50

0.25

0.00
No

Yes

Presence of whistles
Figure 2: The proportion of correct trials for each dyad as a
function of whether any whistling occurred.
However, within the trials that included whistles, only in
dyad 2 did the dolphins whistle more during successful trials
than during unsuccessful trials, t(232)=2.50, p < .02 (See
Figure 3).

Figure 4: The timing of all whistles for each dyad in relation
to their first button press.
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To further explore the specific relation between whistle
timing and success, Figure 5 shows the time between each
dyad's last whistle and their first button press for both
successful and unsuccessful trials.

together when approaching the buttons (Welch’s t-test:
t(766)= -3.2, p < .002) (See Figure 6). Dyad 2, in contrast,
tended to explore other areas of the lagoon until their partner
was released, meeting up at the buttons prior to pressing.

Percentage time

10.0

7.5
Dyad 1
Dyad 2

5.0

2.5

0.0
swim together

wait in place

Figure 6: The average percentage of time (+/- SEM) each
dyad spent waiting in place and swimming together
during a trial.

Discussion
Our results show that dolphins can use both physical
synchrony and vocal communication to coordinate their
behavior in a cooperative task, and may adopt different
strategies to achieve that coordination. While both dyads
were more likely to succeed if they whistled during a trial,
dyad 1 tended to favor physical synchrony, i.e., waiting
nearby for their partner and swimming together when
approaching the buttons, and their whistle rates tended to be
lower. Given their proximity to each other, whistles were
unlikely to be needed to signal general location but could be
used to facilitate coordinated behavior. Members of dyad 2,
on the other hand, tended to move away to other areas of the
lagoon until their partner was released and then coordinate at
the buttons. This may explain why their whistle rates were
higher, particularly towards the end of the trials when they
were coordinating at the buttons, and why more whistling
was associated with greater success. By producing more
whistles, uncertainty regarding their current locations in the
lagoon was reduced, allowing them to locate each other and
then coordinate their button presses.
One might question whether the dolphins' whistling could
be a result of their success rather than a causal factor, perhaps
due to increased excitement during successful trials. The
timing of the whistles suggests otherwise, however, given
that both dyads were significantly more likely to succeed if
they pushed their buttons after their final whistle. Instead, it
seems far more likely that they were using their whistles to
coordinate behavior, either to facilitate coming together and

Figure 5: The timing of the last whistle of the trial in
relation to the first button press, for both unsuccessful and
successful trials.
There were two patterns of note: First, the timing of the last
whistle differed between successful and unsuccessful trials
for both dyads (two-tailed Fisher exact, p's < .0001).
Specifically, the first button press was more likely to occur
after the last whistle in successful than in unsuccessful trials.
In fact, for both dyads almost all of their whistles occurred
before the button press in successful trials. Second, however,
the timing of the final whistle was significantly different for
dyad 1 versus dyad 2, whether looking at all trials [M = -3.8
vs -1.0, t(271) = -8.38, p < .0001)] or only successful trials
[M = -3.3 vs -0.7, t(344) = -8.25, p < .0001)]. Specifically,
dyad 2's final whistles occurred closer to the button presses
than dyad 1's final whistles.

Motor Behavior
In addition to differences in vocal behavior, the dyads also
showed differences in their motor behavior, suggesting
different behavioral strategies for coordinating with their
partner. Specifically, dyad 1 spent a significantly greater
proportion of their time waiting in place for their partner than
did dyad 2 (Welch’s t-test: t(766) = 6.5, p < .0001) and a
significantly greater proportion of their time swimming
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swimming synchronously, and/or coordinating the final
press.
The different strategies exhibited by the dyads could
theoretically be explained by a number of factors including
sex (dyad 1 is female; dyad 2 is male), age (dyad 1 is older),
and/or individual differences in behavior. That said, it may
be worth noting that acoustic coordination plays an important
role when allied male dolphins cooperatively herd estrus
females (King et al., 2019; Moore et al., 2020). Males may
therefore have a propensity for using vocal signals to
coordinate their behaviour in a cooperative context. Physical
synchrony is thought to promote coordination and
cooperation both between male alliance partners (King et al.,
2018) and between female dolphins and their calves (Mann
& Smuts, 1999). Thus, the sex differences we saw in our
limited sample are consistent with the mechanisms posited to
explain coordinated behaviors in the wild.
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Abstract

sample of study participants and therefore cannot test a new
sample. Nevertheless, in such conditions, we can ask a more
basic question: how repeatable are the results of a study. That
is if we test the same animals multiple times, do we get similar results? Repeatability could be seen as a pre-condition
for replicability. In this study, we investigate the stability of
results by repeatedly testing the same sample of great apes
on the same tasks. This will allow us to estimate how stable group-level performance is and thus how representative a
single data collection point is for a group of great apes.
One way to explain cognitive evolution is to study how
cognitive abilities cluster in different species. This approach
needs reliable measures (Volter, Tinklenberg, Call, & Seed,
2018). Reliability refers to the stability of individual differences as opposed to group-level means. Reliability is
paramount if a study’s goal is to relate cognitive performance
to individual characteristics or external variables: a measure
cannot be stronger related to a second measure than to itself. Recent years have seen an increase of individual differences studies in animal cognition research (Shaw & Schmelz,
2017). In these studies, the reliability of the tasks is rarely
assessed. Therefore, it is difficult to say if the absence of
a relation between two variables is real or merely a consequence of low reliability. As part of this study, we investigate
the re-test reliability of a range of commonly used cognitive
tasks for great apes.
Researchers in animal cognition often assume that performance in cognitive tasks can (in part) be explained by
individual-level characteristics such as age, sex, rank or rearing history. In many cases, such predictors are included without a specific hypothesis, either to control for potential effects
or because they are implicitly assumed to influence cognitive
performance in general. Habitually including these predictors without a theoretical indication is problematic because
– in combination with selective reporting – it may increase
the rate of false-positive results (Simmons, Nelson, & Simonsohn, 2011). As part of the study reported here, we investigated whether individual characteristics influence cognitive
performance on a broad scale.
In the following, we describe the first results from a longitudinal study with great apes. We ask how stable performance is on a group level, how reliable individual differences
are and to what extent these individual differences can be explained by a common set of predictors. We chose five tasks

Primate cognition research allows us to reconstruct the evolution of human cognition. However, temporal and contextual factors that induce variation in cognitive studies with great
apes are poorly understood. Here we report on a longitudinal
study where we repeatedly tested a comparatively large sample of great apes (N = 40) with the same set of cognitive measures. We investigated the stability of group-level results, the
reliability of individual differences and the relation between
cognitive performance and individual-level characteristics. We
found results to be relatively stable on a group level. Some, but
not all, tasks showed acceptable levels of reliability. Cognitive performance across tasks was not systematically related to
any particular individual-level predictor. This study highlights
the importance of methodological considerations – especially
when studying individual differences – on the route to building
a more robust science of primate cognitive evolution.
Keywords: Primate Cognition; Stability; Reliability; Individual Differences.

Introduction
Primate cognition research can inform us about the evolution of human cognition. This research has contributed significantly to our understanding of the shared and unique aspects of human cognition (Laland & Seed, 2021). But, like
all other branches of cognitive science, primate cognition research faces some critical challenges: Because cognitive processes cannot be observed directly, they must be inferred from
behavior. This kind of inference requires strong methods
which specify the link between behavior and cognition. In
this paper, we report on a longitudinal study that focuses on
the stability, reliability and predictability of great apes’ performance in a range of cognitive tasks.
To allow for generalization, study results need to replicate. That is, comparable results should be obtained when
applying the same method to a new population of individuals. Psychological science has been riddled with problems
of non-replicable results (Collaboration, 2015). Animal cognition research shows many of the characteristics that have
been identified to yield a low replication rate in other psychological fields (Farrar et al., 2020b; Stevens, 2017). Furthermore, replication attempts are rare in animal cognition research (Farrar et al., 2020a). A recent review of experimental
primate cognition research between 2014 and 2019 found that
only 2 % of studies included a replication (ManyPrimates,
Altschul, Beran, Bohn, Caspar, et al., 2019). Replications
are rare, in part because researchers only have access to one
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Figure 1: Results from the five cognitive tasks across time points. Black crosses show mean performance at each time point
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performances across time points, with the lines width corresponding to the number of participants. Dashed line shows the
chance level inference whenever applicable. The panel for switching includes triangles and dots showing the mean performance
in the two phases from which the overall performance score was computed (see main text).

Design, Setup and Procedure

that cover a broad range of cognitive abilities: causal inference, inference by exclusion, gaze following, quantity discrimination, and switching flexibility. We tested a sample of
individuals from four great ape species: Bonobos (Pan paniscus, Chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes), Gorillas (Gorilla gorilla
and Orangutans(Pongo abelii) on regular intervals.

We tested apes on the same five tasks every other week. The
tasks we selected are based on published procedures and are
commonly used in the field of comparative psychology. The
original publications often include control conditions to rule
out alternative, non-cognitive explanations. We did not include such controls here and only ran the experimental conditions. Here we report the data from the first eight time
points. The tasks were presented in the same order and with
the same positioning and counterbalancing (to keep conditions constant between individuals and across occasions).

Methods
Participants
A total of 40 great apes participated at least once in one of the
tasks. This included 8 Bonobos (3 females, age 7.3 to 38), 21
Chimpanzees (16 females, age 2.6 to 54.9), 6 Gorillas (4 females, age 2.7 to 21.6), and 6 Orangutans (4 females, age 17
to 40.2). The sample size at the different time points ranged
from 22 to 38. We tried to test all apes at all time points but,
due to construction work and variation in willingness to participate, this was not always the possible. All apes participate
in cognitive research on a regular basis. Many of them have
ample experience with the very tasks we used in the current
study.
Apes were housed at the Wolfgang Khler Primate Research Center located in Zoo Leipzig, Germany. They lived
in groups, with one group per species and two chimpanzee
groups. Research was noninvasive and strictly adhered to the
legal requirements in Germany. Animal husbandry and research complied with the European Association of Zoos and
Aquaria Minimum Standards for the Accommodation and
Care of Animals in Zoos and Aquaria as well as the World
Association of Zoos and Aquariums Ethical Guidelines for
the Conduct of Research on Animals by Zoos and Aquariums. Participation was voluntary, all food was given in addition to the daily diet, and water was available ad libitum
throughout the study. The study was approved by an internal
ethics committee at the Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary
Anthropology.

Apes were tested in familiar sleeping or observation rooms
by a single experimenter. Whenever possible, they were
tested individually. For each individual, the tasks at one
time point were usually spread out across two consecutive
days with causality and inference on day 1 and quantity and
switching on day 2. Gaze following trials were run at the beginning and the end of each day. The basic setup comprised
a sliding table positioned in front of a clear Plexiglas panel
with three holes in it. The experimenter sat on a small stool
and used an occluder to cover the sliding table.
Causality The causality and inference tasks were modeled
after (Call, 2004). Two identical cups with a lid were placed
left and right on the table. The experimenter covered the table
with the occluder, retrieved a piece of food, showed it to the
ape, and hid it in one the cups outside the participant’s view.
Next, they removed the occluder, picked up the baited cup
and shook it three times, which produced a rattling sound.
Next, the cup was put back in place, the sliding table pushed
forwards, and the participant made a choice by pointing to
one of the cups. If they picked the baited cup, their choice was
coded as correct, and they received the reward. If they chose
the other cup, they did not. On each time point, participants
received 12 trials.
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Inference Inference trials were identical to causality trials,
but instead of shaking the baited cup, the experimenter shook
the empty cup. Correct choice was again coded when the
baited (non-shaken) cup was chosen. On each time point, participants received 12 trials. Inference trials were intermixed
with causality trials.

tion to which the cup plus the food were moved. Here, participants received eight trials. The dependent measure of interest for this task was calculated as: [proportion correct
place] - (1 - [proportion correct feature]). Positive values in this score mean that participants could quickly
switch from choosing based on location to choosing based on
feature. High negative values suggest that participants did not
or hardly switch strategies.

Gaze Following The gaze following task was modeled after (Brauer, Call, & Tomasello, 2005). The experimenter sat
opposite the ape and handed over food at a constant pace.
That is, the experimenter picked up a piece of food, briefly
held it out in front of her face and then handed it over to the
participant. At some point, the experimenter looked up (i.e.,
moving her head up) while holding up the food in front of
her head. After 10s, the experimenter looked down again and
handed over the food. We coded whether the subject looked
up during the 10s interval. Participants received a total of 8
trials, spread out across the two test days.

Analysis and Results
We had no specific hypothesis about species differences for
any of the following analysis. What is more, the unequal
sample sizes between species does not warrant strong claims
about differences between species. As a consequence, we
will present and discuss the results from a generic “great ape”
perspective. However, we accounted for the nesting of subjects in species (groups) as part of the random effect structure
of our models. The interested reader may compute speciesspecific estimates from the data and analysis code in the associated repository (see below). All analyses were run in
R (R Core Team, 2018). Bayesian multilevel models were
implemented using the package brms (Burkner, 2017) and
default priors. All models included random intercepts for
participants nested within group and random slopes for trial
(trial|group/subject).

Quantity Discrimination For this task, we followed the
general procedure of (Hanus & Call, 2007). Two small plates
were presented left and right on the table. The experimenter
placed 5 small food pieces on one plate and 7 on the other.
Then they pushed the sliding table forwards, and the subject
made a choice. We coded as correct when the subject chose
the plate with the larger quantity. There were 12 trials per
time point.

Stability

Switching This task was modeled after (Haun, Call,
Janzen, & Levinson, 2006). Three differently looking cups
(metal cup with handle, red plastic ice cone, red cup without
handle) were placed next to each other on the table. There
were two conditions. In the place condition, the experimenter
hid a piece of food under one of the cups in full view of the
participant. Next, the cups were covered by the occluder and
the experimenter switched the position of two cups, while the
reward remained in the same location. We coded as correct
if the participant chose the location where the food was hidden. Participants received four trials in this condition. The
place condition was run first. The feature condition followed
the same procedure, but now the experimenter also moved the
reward when switching the cups. The switch between conditions happened without informing the participant in any way.
A correct choice in this condition meant choosing the loca-

First, we looked at group-level stability in performance. That
is, we asked how much performance varied across time points
in the different tasks. For this analysis, we ignored the temporal order of the different time points and treated them as repetitions of the same experiment (i.e., time point was treated as
a factor instead of a numerical variable). As such, we asked a
meta-analytic question: how much variation is there between
different instances of the same experiment? To answer this,
we fitted a mixed model with a random intercept term for time
point to the data from each task1 . As part of each model, we
1 We modeled the trial by trial data using a binomial distribution
in a logistic GLMM for all tasks, except switching. Here we modeled the score (by time point) as a truncated normal distribution. As
mentioned above, these models included random intercept terms for
individuals nested within groups
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sualize in Figure 3A. We evaluate these correlations in light
of meta-analytic estimates from them animal cognition literature (Cauchoix et al., 2018). Results suggest good re-test
reliability for gaze following, causality and inference, variable reliability for quantity and poor reliability for switching.
This pattern is interesting in light of the group-level performance we reported above: stable performance on a group
level (stability) does not imply stable individual differences
(reliability). We come back to this point in the discussion.
Figure 3B shows the relation between the time span (in time
points) between the testing time points and the re-test reliability measure. As expected, the further apart the two measurement time points, the lower the correlation tended to be
(see Uher, 2011 for a more detailed discussion of this phenomenon).

estimated a standard deviation of the random intercept term
(τ), which reflects the variation between time points.
Figure 1 visualizes performance across time points. For
causality, inference and quantity, we can evaluate group-level
performance by comparing it to chance (50% correct = intercept of 0 in link space). Group-level performance was reliably above chance for causality and quantity but at chance for
inference. There is no such reference level for gaze following, and we can simply say that at least some individuals of
all species followed the experimenter’s gaze. The switching
score was consistently negative, suggesting that - on a group
level - apes did not switch strategies.
Figure 2 shows the posterior distribution of τ for each task.
While performance was very stable for inference, quantity
and switching (τ very close to 0), performance was slightly
more variable for causality and varied substantially for gaze
following. For causality, variation did not seem to follow a
clear temporal pattern. On the other hand, for gaze following,
there seems to be a downward trend with apes (as a group)
becoming less likely to follow the experimenter’s gaze. We
explore this temporal pattern in more detail below. Taken together, we may say that 4 out of 5 measures yield stable measures of group-level performance. For inference, however,
stability corresponds to a stable performance at chance level,
which suggests that the task was rather difficult. Whether that
meant that participants simply guessed on each trial, we will
explore in the next section.

Predictors
In the final set of analysis, we investigated if variation in cognitive performance could – in part – be explained by participant characteristics. We chose to look at variables that are
commonly analyzed in the primate cognition literature: age,
sex, rank and rearing history. Rank was rated by animal keepers at every time point, and rearing history was classified as
“mother reared”, “human reared” or “unknown”.
For each task, we ran the same five models2 : A baseline
model predicting performance by time point (numerical) and
trial as well as four models, each with one of the predictors
(age, sex, rank and rearing history), added to the baseline
model. We did not investigate any interaction models (interactions among the predictors or with time point) because
we had no specific hypothesis in that direction. We used
Bayesian model comparison based on WAIC (widely applicable information criterion) scores and weights (McElreath,
2016). This comparison tells us which of the models considered makes the best out-of-sample predictions. If the model
with one predictor (e.g., age) were consistently assigned the

Reliability
Next, we asked how stable performance was on an individual level. This question also relates to each task’s reliability
- how well suited it is to capture differences between individuals. In general, reliability is high if individuals are consistently ranked across measurement instances. One way to
assess reliability is to correlate performance from two time
points (re-test reliability). Because we had multiple time
points, we computed pairwise correlations for all combinations of time points (total of 28 unique correlations per task).
This resulted in a distribution of correlations, which we vi-

2 We used the same response distributions as in the stability analysis.
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ent routes to solving the task constitute incompatible information sources. For example, in the case of causality, apes
could spontaneously solve the task by inferring that the food
caused the sound. Alternatively, they could learn that food is
under the cup the experimenter touches whenever they hear
a rattling sound. In principle, these two information sources
could easily be integrated and supplement one another, resulting in improved performance over time. The absence of improvement could mean that apes rely on spontaneous causal
inferences alone, thereby ignoring repeating contingencies.
However, many alternative explanations are possible. For example, many apes in Zoo Leipzig have had years of experience with the kind of tasks we included in the study. Thus,
the absence of improvement might indicate that they already
reached an individual performance maximum. The continuation of this project might help to shed light on these questions. For now, we may conclude that short term improvements based on learned arbitrary relations are unlikely to occur in great apes. In support of this, when primates had to
learn arbitrary relations in previous studies, they either failed
(Hanus & Call, 2008, 2011) or it took a very long time and
an elaborate training regime (e.g. Allritz, Call, & Borkenau,
2016).

highest weight across tasks, we would conclude that participants’ age best predicts cognitive performance.
Table 1 gives WAIC scores and weights for each model
and task. Figure 4 shows the posterior distribution of the test
predictors (as well as for time point). The baseline model
was ranked highest across tasks (first or second for all tasks),
suggesting that none of the test predictors was consistently
related to performance. Within the baseline model, the estimate for time point was close to 0 for all tasks except gaze
following, for which it was mostly negative (reflecting the
downward trend we saw in Figure 1).
For gaze following, the model including sex as a predictor
was ranked highest: males were somewhat less likely to follow the experimenter’s gaze. For quantity and switching, the
rank model was rated highest with lower-ranking individuals
showing better quantity discrimination or switching abilities.
In the case of switching, however, the model results should be
interpreted with caution. The low re-test correlations suggest
that the task does not reliably measure the cognitive ability in
question. Thus, the variation in performance that the model
tries to explain might not have a cognitive origin and could
equally well be due to factors we did not capture.

Discussion

Three out of five tasks showed acceptable levels of reliability. Importantly, reliability is independent of group-level performance (leaving aside floor and ceiling effects) (see Hedge,
Powell, & Sumner, 2018). Here, we see such a pattern for inference: Group-level performance was consistently at chance
level for every time point. On a group level, one would conclude that great apes did not make the inference in question.
However, the task was highly reliable, suggesting that it accurately captured individual differences. Together with the
observation that some individuals consistently performed at
ceiling (see grey transparent lines in Figure 1), this suggests
that the task is well suited to measure inferential abilities on
an individual level. The opposite pattern holds for quantity. Here, group-level performance was consistently above
chance, but individual differences were not very consistent.
This suggests that variation was due to sources other than sys-

We tested the same sample of great apes repeatedly on five
cognitive tasks. This design allowed us to address some
pressing questions in primate cognition research: How stable is group-level performance in cognitive tasks? How reliable are the results of these tasks? How much do individual
characteristics influence performance? Below we discuss the
results in light of these questions.
Performance was relatively stable for all tasks except gaze
following. This result is somewhat surprising given that individuals were differentially reinforced in all tasks – except
gaze following. Furthermore, counterbalancing and positioning were exactly the same at each time point. Together, this
creates a potentially ideal learning scenario. How can we
interpret this lack of improvement in the tasks other than
gaze following? One explanation could be that the differ-
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tematic differences between individuals. This phenomenon is
quite common in the human adult cognitive literature (Hedge
et al., 2018). It arises when experimental tasks (optimized for
low variance in measurement) are used to study individual
differences (requiring high variance in measurement). Taken
together, we may recommend that researchers investigate the
psychometric properties of an experimental task before they
use it to study individual differences. When planning to study
individual differences by relating measures to one another, researchers might be well advised to first study the reliability of
these measures. Even though this takes considerable time and
effort, it increases the chances of finding meaningful effects.
Task
Causality

Gaze following

Inference

Quantity

Switching

Model
baseline
rank
age
sex
rearing
baseline
rank
age
sex
rearing
baseline
rank
age
sex
rearing
baseline
rank
age
sex
rearing
baseline
rank
age
sex
rearing

WAIC
2432.35
2432.80
2433.05
2432.56
2433.45
1133.68
1134.56
1134.31
1132.74
1134.65
2915.33
2916.23
2915.98
2915.19
2916.17
2501.47
2500.65
2502.04
2502.54
2503.18
25.56
25.12
27.20
27.19
28.41

SE
52.98
53.03
53.09
53.07
53.09
50.19
50.26
50.29
50.19
50.41
44.01
44.03
44.07
44.13
44.20
47.63
47.74
47.73
47.70
47.75
22.13
21.94
22.27
22.14
22.31

default or to control for potential effects might make models
unnecessarily complex – and might not even have the desired
effect (see Westfall & Yarkoni, 2016).
For our analysis, we combined the data from all species,
neglecting potential species differences. The reason is that
the sample size for each species was too small to really differentiate individual- from species-level differences. This is
a common problem in primate cognition research. Specieslevel inferences require data sets that are beyond the resources
of individual labs. A promising way forward to overcome
this limitation is the ManyPrimates project; a large-scale collaborative initiative established to create an infrastructure to
support the pooling of resources across labs (ManyPrimates,
Altschul, Beran, Bohn, Call, et al., 2019).
The data we have reported here are the first couple of waves
in a longitudinal study which we hope to continue for at least
one year. As part of it, we will record additional variables
that might explain variation in cognitive performance such as
social network data or live history variables (sickness, birth
and death of group members, etc.). We hope that this project
will contribute to our understanding of the dynamic nature of
primate cognition.

Weight
0.25
0.20
0.18
0.23
0.15
0.22
0.14
0.16
0.35
0.13
0.24
0.16
0.18
0.26
0.16
0.23
0.35
0.18
0.14
0.10
0.30
0.37
0.13
0.13
0.07

Corresponding data and code are available at
https://github.com/ccp-eva/laac
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Abstract

with the world, allowing a speaker to act indirectly through
others. This has been explored in game-theoretic pragmatics (Qing & Franke, 2015; Benz & van Rooij, 2007; Franke &
Jäger, 2016) and emergent communication (Lazaridou & Baroni, 2020). Practical natural language interfaces, including
instruction-following (Tellex et al., 2011) and task-oriented
dialogue systems (Chen, Liu, Yin, & Tang, 2017), typically
learn direct mappings between commands and agent actions.
While such imperative language is effective at inducing immediate actions, it cannot offer a full account of communication. Humans clearly employ more sophisticated strategies to
“program” others (Lupyan & Bergen, 2016).
To reconcile these perspectives, we propose a unified computational model that integrates both action-based and beliefbased objectives: communication operates by influencing intermediate beliefs, but its objective is to shape downstream
actions in the world. Under this combined model, speakers reason about the decision problem a listener faces, how
utterances may change their latent beliefs, and finally how
those beliefs give rise to actions. They then choose utterances to induce belief states that maximize value in expectation over possible actions. Varying the scope of the decision problem allows reasoning at different time horizons,
from “nudges” (Thaler & Sunstein, 2009) that encourage specific actions (e.g. getting someone to close a window by
saying “It’s chilly in here”) to intervening on norms more
broadly (Tomasello, 2016).
We first extend the Rational Speech Acts (RSA) framework
(Frank & Goodman, 2012) to account for action-based objectives. We then introduce a new task paradigm, signaling
bandits, which combines traditional signaling games (Lewis,
1969) with multi-armed bandits (Sutton & Barto, 2018). In
Simulation 1, we show that standard reference games are a
special case of the signaling bandit framework and conflate
speaker objectives. In Simulation 2, we find that action-based
speakers provide decision-relevant information, but employ
hyperbolic and false utterances that improve decisions at the
cost of distorting listener beliefs. Finally, Simulation 3 shows
that when the Combined speaker reasons about a larger set
of possible actions, it becomes more truthful and produces
utterances that improve decision-making over the full distribution of contexts the listener could face. These results suggest that integrated reasoning over listener belief states and
actions creates a pressure to transmit appropriately generalizable information.

Speakers communicate to influence their partner’s beliefs and
shape their actions. Belief- and action-based objectives have
been explored independently in recent computational models,
but it has been challenging to explicitly compare or integrate
them. Indeed, we find that they are conflated in standard referential communication tasks. To distinguish these accounts, we
introduce a new paradigm called signaling bandits, generalizing classic Lewis signaling games to a multi-armed bandit setting where all targets in the context have some relative value.
We develop three speaker models: a belief -oriented speaker
with a purely informative objective; an action-oriented speaker
with an instrumental objective; and a combined speaker which
integrates the two by inducing listener beliefs that generally
lead to desirable actions. We then present a series of simulations demonstrating that grounding production choices in
future listener actions results in relevance effects and flexible
uses of nonliteral language. More broadly, our findings suggest
that language games based on richer decision problems are a
promising avenue for insight into rational communication.
Keywords: Communication, rational speech acts, multi-armed
bandits, language games

Introduction
“Language is used for doing things.” (Clark, 1996, p. 3)
But what things? Broadly, accounts of communicative goals
have been formulated in terms of listener beliefs and actions:
“Alan is speaking with the aim of getting Barbara to understand him and to act on that understanding” (Clark, 1996, p.
11). But how do these aims relate? Is language primarily a
tool for informing others, shaping their actions, or some combination of the two?
Classical accounts have emphasized beliefs, framing communication as information transfer between speaker and listener (Grice, 1975). This is reflected in the recent Rational Speech Acts (RSA) framework, which typically defines
a speaker’s utility in terms of epistemic objectives like informativeness (Frank & Goodman, 2012; Kao, Wu, Bergen, &
Goodman, 2014; Yoon, Tessler, Goodman, & Frank, 2020).
A related perspective from the connectionist literature defines
meaning in terms of effects on the listener’s latent representations (Elman, 2009). Yet beliefs themselves are an unsatisfying objective, as they are imperceptible and have no realworld consequences. Grice himself suggested informativeness should be generalized to “influencing or directing the
actions of others” (Grice, 1975, p. 47).
Under an alternative action-oriented view, communication
is an extension of an agent’s basic capability to interface
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in a decision problem. Specifically, we re-formulate the listener as a reinforcement learning (RL) agent (Sutton & Barto,
2018) with a set of possible actions that may be taken, A . At
each point in time, a subset of those actions are available to
the listener, which we call an action context A ⊆ A . We assume the listener will choose actions to maximize a reward
function, where the scalar reward value associated with each
action is defined by the world state: R : A ×W → R. We thus
define the listener’s policy πL in an action context A to be

Suppose a friend is about to step into a busy street. We have
a brief moment to say something– but what should we say?
The basic principle of informativeness suggests that we aim
to reduce their uncertainty about the world as much as possible. Without a notion of relevance (Sperber & Wilson, 1986),
however, it would be equally informative to mention a passing cloud or an incoming car. Recent accounts have formalized relevance as a question under discussion (QUD) that collapses the utility of the listener’s beliefs to a coarse-grained
state, such as the current state of the road (e.g. Kao et al.,
2014; Hawkins, Stuhlmüller, Degen, & Goodman, 2015). But
our friend may benefit from a more outcome-grounded notion
of relevance, projecting not to epistemic states but to the decision problem they face (Benz & van Rooij, 2007): intuitively,
regardless of what they know, we want them to cross safely.
A simple way to ground relevance in the decision problem
is to maximize the likelihood that the listener will take a specific action, effectively using that action as the QUD. This
model, which we call the action-oriented speaker, would suggest something like “Cross after that car passes!” However,
rather than choosing a premeditated action from our own perspective, we could instead give the listener information that
allows them to act optimally from their perspective. This
combined speaker aims to maximize the full expected utility of the listener’s actions under the induced beliefs. Such a
speaker might say “Look both ways!” which encourages our
friend to check for cars outside of our own field of view and
(incidentally) generalizes across intersections.
Belief-oriented speaker. We formalize these models by first
introducing the Rational Speech Acts framework (Frank &
Goodman, 2012), which instantiates Gricean maxims (Grice,
1975) as recursive social inference. In this framework, speakers have knowledge of the world state w and choose between
utterances u proportionally to their utility U(u, w), where βS
is a soft-max parameter controlling speaker optimality:
PS (u | w) ∝ exp{βS ·U(u, w)}

πL (a | u, A) ∝ exp{βL · RL (a, u)}

where βL is the softmax optimality and RL is the listener’s
expected reward for action a ∈ A after hearing utterance u. We
define expected reward with respect to their posterior beliefs
about the likely state of the world:
RL (a, u) =

(5)

In this work, we assume speakers are cooperative and have
access to a ground-truth world state w. Action-based rational speakers reason about how their utterances will affect listener actions (Eqs. 3, 4, 5) and communicate to maximize the
listener’s reward. We first describe a “pure” action-oriented
speaker, which chooses the highest-reward action a∗ ∈ A and
optimizes the probability of the listener taking that action:
a∗ , arg max R(a, w)

(6)

a∈A

UAction (u | A, a∗ ) = log[πL (a∗ | u, A)]

(7)

Critically, rather than aiming for high-performing beliefs in
general, this speaker only considers the listener’s beliefs insofar as they are relevant for producing the pre-selected action.
Intuitively, this can be thought of as imperative language.
Combined speaker. Our final speaker unifies belief- and
action-oriented objectives by optimizing over both, inducing
beliefs which are likely to maximize rewards in general:

(1)

UCombined (u | A, w) =

∑ πL (a | u, A)R(a, w)

(8)

a∈A

Effectively, this utility shifts the locus of decision-making to
the listener: the combined speaker treats them as an independent agent and optimizes their beliefs, rather than choosing an
action for them.1 We now introduce an experimental setting
to explore these speaker models.

(2)

This utility requires the speaker to reason about the listener’s
expected beliefs after hearing the utterance:
PL (w | u) ∝ δJuK(w) P(w)

∑ R(a, w)PL (w | u)

w∈W

Typically, this utility is defined in terms of the listener’s beliefs, their information gain about the state w:
UBelief (u | w) = log PL (w | u)

(4)

(3)

Signaling Bandits

where δJuK(w) represents the meaning of u, evaluating to one
when utterance u is true of w and zero otherwise. This formulation optimizes for accurate listener beliefs, but lacks a
notion of relevance.
Action-oriented speaker. Our second model extends the basic RSA framework to reason about actions a listener could
take in the environment. Rather than adding an additional
objective to the epistemic utility, we ground this objective

We define a new language game which enables study of the
speaker models described above. In this setting, speakers cannot directly signal a unique correct action because all actions
have some relative value. They must instead supply partial
1 Note

our two action-oriented speakers can be recovered from
a more general utility introducing an additional soft-max over the
reward term R(a, w), yielding the Action utility with β → ∞ and the
Combined utility with β = 1.
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information to guide decision making. We first review the
structure of Lewis signaling games and note their limitations.
We then describe multi-armed bandits, a setting studied in reinforcement learning. Finally, we combine the two to produce
a new game, signaling bandits.

Lewis Signaling Games
Lewis signaling games are two-player collaborative settings
with a speaker and a listener (Lewis, 1969). Following the
notation introduced previously, a signaling game is defined
by a world state w, action context available to the listener,
A, and utterances available to the speaker, U . There is one
action a∗ ∈ A with a positive reward; other actions have zero
reward. The world state w implies the correct action a∗ . The
speaker knows w but the listener does not. During gameplay,
the speaker chooses an utterance u ∈ U and sends it to the
listener. The listener updates their beliefs, PL (w | u), and uses
the posterior to choose an action, πL (a | u, A).
Signaling games formalize the coordination problem underlying communication (Krahmer & Van Deemter, 2012;
Frank & Goodman, 2012). However, the interplay of beliefs, actions, and rewards is highly constrained. The state
of the world w is synonymous with the correct action a∗ , and
players are indifferent over other actions. It is thus impossible to discriminate the three speaker objectives defined above
(Eq. 2, 7, 8).2 For a richer decision-making setting, we turn
to multi-armed bandits.

B

world
state

2

0

-2

1

3

1

-1

0

2

0

-2

-1

1

-1

-3

context

utterance
“the blue feature
is worth -2 points”
“the circle feature
is worth 2 points”

Figure 1: Signaling bandits combine Lewis signaling games
with multi-armed bandits. (A) The world w is defined by correspondences between features and rewards (table margins),
which combine additively to create possible actions A (table
contents). (B) Two contexts A with example utterances. The
first utterance is true and useful (encouraging the listener to
avoid the blue objects). The second is false (circles are worth
1). It is locally useful (encouraging the listener to choose the
circle) but will lead the listener astray in other contexts.

Multi-Armed Bandits
A multi-armed bandit is a single-player sequential game. In
each round, the player takes an action and receives a scalar
reward (Sutton & Barto, 2018). Players seek to maximize
their rewards, but are initially ignorant of the reward structure. Over multiple rounds, they must balance exploration
(choosing a new action to learn its reward) with exploitation
(choosing the most valuable known action). Because payoffs
are scalar, decisions are more nuanced than Lewis games.
Contextual bandits extend this to study learning via abstract information. Actions are now characterized by features,
and rewards are defined with respect to these features. Formally, a feature function φ describes actions: φ : A → RK .
Rewards are then defined as a function of these features:
R : φ(a) → R. Thus, rather than learn about the reward of
a specific action, players can learn about the reward of a feature which applies to many actions. For example, an animal
might learn that ripe yellow bananas are high-reward, while
rotten brown bananas are low-reward. Associating the payoff
with the color (a feature) rather than the banana (a specific
action) allows knowledge to transfer to new settings (the next
banana). Contextual bandits have been studied extensively
in reinforcement learning and to a lesser degree for emergent communication (Donaldson, Lachmann, & Bergstrom,
2007). Yet to our knowledge, they have not been used to

study communication with an existing language. In the next
section, we introduce a two-player version of this game.

Signaling Bandits
We combine the communication of Lewis games with the reward structure of contextual bandits to create a new game,
signaling bandits. Unlike Lewis games, speakers no longer
communicate concrete information (which action is correct).
Instead, they communicate abstract information (how much
features are worth). We now describe basic gameplay.
As in Lewis games, signaling bandits are two-player games
with a speaker and a listener. Each game is defined by a world
state w, a set of all possible actions A and a set of speaker utterances U . In each round, the listener faces an action context
A ⊆ A . However, unlike Lewis games, there is no single “correct” action. Instead, as in contextual bandits, each action has
a scalar reward defined by the world state w. Here, we assume
features are indicator variables over actions:

2 But see Qing and Franke (2015) for evidence in favor of actionoriented speakers.

φ : A → {0, 1}K
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(9)

Rewards R are linear over these features, parameterized by w:
>

R(a, w) = w φ(a).

(10)

Concretely, this means the world state w is a vector encoding
the reward associated with each feature. A listener with full
world knowledge (every element of w) can calculate exact
rewards using Eq. 10 and thus select the optimal action in
any context. Fig. 1A depicts this visually: w defines the value
of individual shapes and colors (table margins), which in turn
determines the reward for each possible action in A (table
contents). The value of an individual feature (one element of
w) thus constitutes partial knowledge about the world.
The speaker helps the listener by providing such partial
knowledge. Formally, U is a set of tuples of the form h1K , Ri
which specify a given feature and scalar value. As shown
in Fig. 1, these are messages like hBlue, -2i or hCircle, 2i.
Speakers choose utterances and send them to the listener.
The (literal) listener updates their beliefs by setting the corresponding feature to the transmitted scalar value:
pL (wL | u) = pL (wL | u1K = uR )

context

world
state

100

-100

100

200

0

-100

0

-200

utterances
“blue is 100 points”
“green is 100 points”
“square is 100 points”
“circle is 100 points”

Figure 2: Simulation 1 constructs a traditional Lewis signaling game within the signaling bandits framework. Note that
two of the possible utterances are false.
Speaker
Belief
Action
Combined

PS (truthful)
1.00
1.00
1.00

πL (a∗ )
.500
.500
.500

RS (A)
100
100
100

RS (A )
-

Table 1: Simulation 1 results. Reference games align all three
speakers’ objectives and so cannot disambiguate them. Generalization, RS (A ), does not apply to this setting.

(11)

and then chooses an action from the available set A according
to their posterior belief over rewards (Eqs. 4 and 5).
Transmitting partial knowledge and constructing different
contexts A ⊆ A introduces several important dynamics. First,
it induces relevance effects, since different knowledge will be
useful in different contexts. For example, in Fig. 1B, hGreen,
2i would improve decision making in both contexts while
hBlue, -2i would only be relevant for the top one. Second, it
accommodates nonliteral language naturally, as false beliefs
can yield good decisions. In the bottom context of Fig. 1B,
a false message hCircle, 2i maximizes the probability of the
listener choosing the optimal action. Finally, it allows us to
explore generalization: whether a listener’s beliefs facilitate
good decision making over other action contexts constructed
from the same world. A bias towards communicating generalized information is implicated in cultural learning (Csibra
& Gergely, 2009; Tessler & Goodman, 2019); thus, modeling
the dynamics of speaker objectives and resulting generalization performance is of significant theoretical interest.
Signaling bandits creates clean distinctions between listener beliefs PL (w | u), the optimal action a∗ , and the value of
individual actions, R(a, w). This allows for meaningful differences between speaker models (Eqs. 2, 7, 8). In the following
section, we use simulations to illustrate this. We return to extensions beyond basic gameplay in the General Discussion.

Procedure. For each simulation, we define a world state w
and set of allowable utterances U . For an action context A,
we first compute each speaker’s distribution over utterances
u ∈ U as defined by Eqs. 2, 7, and 8. We then compute the
listener’s resulting distribution over actions (Eq. 4).
Evaluation Metrics. We use four metrics to summarize
speaker behavior. First, their probability of choosing a true
utterance, P(truthful). Second, the probability of the listener
choosing the optimal action in A (Eq. 4), which we write as
πL (a∗ ) for brevity. Third, the expected reward on the action
context A (Eq. 8), which we write as RS (A). Finally, we want
to know whether speakers are over-optimizing for a particular context. To evaluate this, we calculate the expected generalization, which indicates whether the listener’s resulting
belief state yields good performance on other contexts drawn
from A . Formally, we compute the expected reward of the
speaker’s utterance u across all possible contexts:
RS (u, w, A ) =

∑

RS (u, w, A)P(A)

(12)

A∈[A ]3

where P(A) is the probability of an action context A; here,
we assume a uniform distribution over all contexts of size 3.
Again, we shorten this to RS (A ) for clarity. If local performance substantially exceeds generalization, RS (A)  RS (A ),
we say the speaker generalizes poorly: it is optimizing local decision-making by providing false or less broadly useful
information.

Simulations
We perform three simulations within the signaling bandits
framework. We first describe the general procedure and metrics used to measure speaker behaviors. For all simulations,
we set βL = 3, βBelief = 3, βAction = 3, and βCombined = 2.
Speaker optimality does not affect the qualitative results; we
analyze optimal speakers (β → ∞) at the end of this section. We assume listeners have uniform priors over feature
rewards, and allow speakers to send only a single message.

Simulation 1: Reproducing reference games
Our first simulation constructs a Lewis signaling game as a
special case of our more general class of signaling bandits
(Fig. 2). We show that this case cannot distinguish between
our models, motivating Simulations 2 and 3.
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Figure 3: Simulation 2 results. Shading indicates probability of speaker choosing that utterance, averaged over all 84 3-action
contexts. X’s indicate true utterances. Left: Belief speakers choose true utterances at random. Center/Right: Action and
Combined speakers focus on decision-relevant features and exaggerate to improve listener decisions.

Speaker
Belief
Action
Combined

PS (truthful)
1.00
.330
.360

πL (a∗ )
.499
.772
.742

RS (A)
.539
1.18
1.28

RS (A )
.539
.486
.522

Speaker
Belief
Action
Combined

PS (truthful)
1.00
.440
.534

πL (a∗ )
.499
.566
.627

RS (A)
-

RS (A )
.539
.748
.949

Table 2: Simulation 2 results. Action and Combined frequently send false messages. They obtain high performance
on the local context, RS (A), but generalize poorly, RS (A ).

Table 3: Simulation 3 results. When communicating about a
larger action context, Action and Combined speakers become
more truthful and generalization improves dramatically.

Setup. To construct a Lewis game with a single target, we
define w and construct a context A containing one action with
arbitrarily high reward (the target) and two with zero reward
(the distractors). We restrict utterances U to positive messages (corresponding to possible referential labels).
Results and Discussion. Results are summarized in Table 1.
All three speaker objectives are aligned, and so we find that
they behave identically: they choose between the two literally
true messages hGreen, 100i or hCircle, 100i. No model has
any reason to prefer a false utterance, or to prefer one true
utterance over the other.

feature values align with the best action in the immediate context. This strategy succeeds locally: they induce the mostoptimal action a majority of the time (πL (a∗ ) = .772) and
obtain more than twice the reward obtained by the Belief
speaker (RS (A) = 1.18). However, the resulting distortion in
listener beliefs means they generalize poorly (RS (A ) = .486).
Finally, Combined speakers achieve a middle ground. They
obtain the best outcome less frequently than Action speakers (πL (a∗ ) = .742), but higher reward locally (RS (A) = 1.28)
and generally (RS (A ) = .522). Sensitivity to the rewards of
all three actions leads them to distort beliefs less than Action speakers. We visualize the divergence between Action
and Combined speakers in Fig. 4 in a single action context to
better understand these differences.

Simulation 2: Divergent speaker behaviors
We next explore how different speaker models may diverge
for other tasks in our signaling bandit paradigm (Fig. 1).
Setup. We consider the world state depicted in Fig. 1. We
set U to all feature-value
tuples and evaluate each speaker’s

behavior across all 93 = 84 possible contexts of 3 actions.
Results and Discussion. We plot each speaker’s probability over individual utterances in Fig. 3, and summarize the
results in Table 2. All metrics are averaged across the 84 contexts. First, we observe that Belief speakers choose a true
utterance at random, regardless of the action context. This
yields relatively poor performance locally but perfect generalization (RS (A) = RS (A ) = .539). In contrast, both Action
and Combined speakers lie frequently (PS (truthful)< .5). Action speakers tailor their utterances to induce the single optimal action in each set. As a result, they exaggerate whichever

Simulation 3: Expanding speaker context
Simulation 2 showed that Action and Combined speakers can
be myopic: they produce messages to induce locally-optimal
actions at the cost of generalization. Simulation 3 explores
how this changes when they optimize over the entire action
space A . We find that both Action and Combined speakers
become more truthful and generalize better.
Setup. We use the same world as Simulation 2 (shown in
Fig. 1). We first construct a single “global” action context of
all 9 actions: A = A . We compute each speaker’s distribution
over utterances for this 9-action context, then evaluate generalization over 3-action contexts, RS (A ). Because there is no
“local” context, we do not compute RS (A).
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Context
Both
Local
Local
Global
Global

Speaker
Belief
Action
Combined
Action
Combined

PS (truthful)
1.00
.458
.488
.500
1.00

πL (a∗ )
.499
.942
.942
.624
.731

RS (A)
.539
1.63
1.67
-

RS (A )
.539
.690
.710
.958
1.28

Table 4: Speaker behavior as β → ∞. Local context corresponds to Simulation 2, and Global context to Simulation 3.

context

1

0

induce an optimal action, the Combined speaker converges
to preferring truthful ones while the Action speaker is indifferent. This difference results in dramatically better performance in Simulation 3: the Combined speaker converges on
producing the utterance hGreen, 2i, while the optimal Action
speaker remains ambivalent between hGreen, 2i and hCircle,
2i. In sum, the Combined speaker’s sensitivity to underlying
reward structure leads it to consistently produce more truthful
and generalizable utterances across contexts and in the limit
of optimality.

-3

Figure 4: Comparing Action and Combined in one action
context (Simulation 2). Shading indicates difference in utterance probabilities between speakers. The Action speaker
maximizes the listener’s probability of choosing the red circle: πL (a∗ ) = .737, RS (A) = .456. The Combined speaker
achieves higher reward by avoiding the blue square: πL (a∗ ) =
.627, RS (A) = .482. Neither sends messages about green,
demonstrating relevance effects.
Results and Discussion. Results are summarized in Table 3.
The Belief speaker is unchanged. Both action-oriented speakers are more truthful and generalize better than Simulation 2.
However, the Action speaker fixates on the single best option
(the green circle). It sends false messages which exaggerate its value, e.g. hCircle, 2i, or discourage alternatives, e.g.
hRed, -2i. As a result, it fares poorly whenever a green circle
is not present. This illustrates the brittleness of optimizing to
obtain a specific action. Because the Combined speaker optimizes in expectation over all actions, it is more likely to send
true messages about extreme values, e.g. hGreen, 2i or hBlue,
-2i. It obtains both higher rewards RS (A ) and the optimal
action πL (a∗ ) more frequently.

General Discussion
Humans communicate to influence one anothers’ beliefs and
actions. Here, we explored different ways speakers can
reason about these objectives. We introduced two actionoriented speaker models which optimize for a downstream
decision problem, grounding relevance in the listener’s actual
decision context (Roberts, 2012). Critically, we proposed that
rational “Combined” speakers should consider both beliefs
and actions: they should communicate to induce belief states
that are likely to produce high-value actions. To distinguish
speaker models, we introduced a new communication game,
signaling bandits. Signaling bandits generalizes Lewis signaling games to multi-armed bandits, formalizing communication in richer decision settings. Simulations show that the
Combined speaker prefers generalizable information that is
likely to produce high-value actions across a distribution of
possible future contexts. This finding raises intriguing connections to belief-oriented accounts of generics (e.g.“Birds
fly”; Tessler & Goodman, 2019) as well as biases towards
generalizable examples in non-linguistic pedagogy (Csibra &
Gergely, 2009; Tomasello, 2016). We are thus optimistic that
such speaker models may provide a bridge from communicative principles to social learning more broadly.
This work represents a small step towards a deeper exploration of action-grounded models of rational communication.
First, human experiments are needed to validate our simulations. Second, we considered only literal listeners in collaborative settings. Pragmatic listeners may reason about a
speaker’s objectives and knowledge, as well as the action context the speaker considered (Goodman & Stuhlmüller, 2013).
Finally, we explored only single-round gameplay; iterated
games would allow for richer interactions. Speakers could
observe listener actions and infer their beliefs via inverse reinforcement learning (Ng & Russell, 2000). A single message

Effects of speaker optimality
While we fixed the speaker optimality parameter βS throughout our simulations, it may interact in important ways with
our model comparison. First, our Belief speaker is insensitive to β: since we assumed that the listener’s prior over w
is uniform, all true utterances are equally valuable. By contrast, the Action and Combined speakers are sensitive to β
in different ways, since they take the soft-max over different quantities (Action over log-probabilities and Combined
over expected utilities). At any given β, Combined dominated Action on all metrics, so we tuned β to equate them
(βAction = 3, βCombined = 2). At the same time, it is informative to explore their asymptotic behavior as β → ∞, which is
summarized in Table 4. In Simulation 2, we find that Action
and Combined still send false messages and generalize poorly
in the limit. Yet when multiple messages are equally likely to
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followed by learner actions in multiple contexts would force
speakers to optimize for a distribution over contexts. This
would make generalization an objective rather than an incidental effect, as in optimal reward design (Singh, Lewis, &
Barto, 2009). Listeners could learn both socially (via speaker
messages) and individually (via their own actions). We hope
we have successfully signaled the high value of research in
this paradigm!
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Abstract

disk and that he will then pass it to the person standing to his
right. A quick and effective way to do this would be to move
his body and hands in a manner that makes it obvious to his
friends not only that he is about to catch the flying disk, but
also that he will throw it towards his right. Thus, these
movement modulations fulfill two goals simultaneously: an
instrumental goal (catching the disk to pass it on) and a
communicative goal (providing additional information which
allows observers to predict the instrumental goal). The
general capacity to provide anticipatory information about
instrumental goals by means of movement modulations has
been termed sensorimotor communication (SMC; Pezzulo et
al., 2013).
A growing body of research has investigated SMC in
experimental tasks in which two participants coordinate their
actions to achieve a joint goal while the information relevant
to attain this goal is allocated asymmetrically between them
(for a review, see Pezzulo et al., 2018). So-called “leaders”
with full task information have been shown to spontaneously
modulate certain kinematic features of their movements, such
as grip aperture (Candidi et al., 2015), movement direction
(Pezzulo & Dindo, 2011), movement amplitude (Vesper &
Richardson, 2014), and velocity (Sacheli et al., 2013), to
make their actions more informative, and hence more
predictable for “followers” with incomplete task information
(Vesper et al., 2017). As such, these movement modulations
are a form of nonverbal, action-based communication that
participants readily engage in whenever they need to predict
each other’s movements in real-time in order to achieve a
joint goal (Vesper & Sevdalis, 2020).

Can people interpret communicative action modulations in
terms of the actor’s distal goal? We investigated situations in
which the proximal goal of an action (i.e., the movement
endpoint) does not overlap with its distal goal (i.e., a final
location beyond the movement endpoint). Participants were
presented with animations of an object being moved at
different velocities towards a designated endpoint. The distal
goal, however, was for the object to be moved past this
endpoint, to one of two occluded final locations. Participants
were asked to select the location which they considered the
likely distal goal of the action. As predicted, participants
detected differences in movement velocity and, based on these
differences, systematically mapped the movements to the two
distal goal locations. These findings extend previous research
on sensorimotor communication by demonstrating that
communicative action modulations are not restricted to
proximal goals but can also contain information about distal
goals.
Keywords: sensorimotor communication; distal goals; joint
action; kinematics; social cognition.

Introduction
As humans, we often engage in a wide variety of complex
social interactions that require precise coordination in time
and space (Sebanz et al., 2006; Sebanz & Knoblich, 2021). In
order to achieve such a feat, interaction partners often predict
each other’s actions by relying on various types of behavioral
cues. One such cue involves the modulation of kinematic
parameters of an action. Actors can actively produce these
kinematic modulations to communicatively provide anticipatory information to others. To illustrate, consider three
friends playing Frisbee together. One of them wishes to
inform the others that he is ready to catch the approaching
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activation of the appropriate motor program that is normally
used to achieve that goal (Hommel, 2009).
In the present study, we built on the fact that distal goals
can affect early action components (e.g., Lewkowicz &
Delevoye-Torrel, 2020) and asked whether observers might
interpret modulations of these early components in terms of
distal goals (see Donnaruma et al., 2017, for a similar
investigation of action sequences). Specifically, our focus
here was on whether observers can identify distal goals from
proximal communicative actions. By adopting this focus, we
aimed at extending the application of SMC to a setting where
communicative
modulations
provide
anticipatory
information not only about immediate, proximal goals, but
also about distal goals.

From proximal to distal goals
For successful action-based communication to occur in these
contexts, followers need to, first, perceive the kinematic
modulations in leaders’ goal-directed movements and,
second, interpret these modulations as conveying specific
information about a leader’s proximal (i.e., immediate) goals,
such as reaching for a particular object (Pezzulo & Dindo,
2011) or aiming towards one of several target locations
(Vesper & Richardson 2014). Growing evidence indicates
that followers can indeed retrieve information about others’
action intentions (e.g., Becchio et al., 2008; Manera et al.,
2011; Becchio et al., 2012; Cavallo et al., 2016) and use it to
adapt their own behavior accordingly (Vesper et al., 2017;
Sacheli et al., 2013; Candidi et al., 2015).
What is less clear from this literature is whether followers
can interpret movement modulations that encode information
about more distal goals underlying their partner’s actions,
i.e., goals that go beyond and temporally follow the observed
proximal action. To illustrate this point, consider again our
Frisbee example. While the two observing friends can benefit
from the catcher’s exaggerated movements by focusing on
his current, unfolding action, and derive information about
his proximal, most immediate goal (i.e., to catch the disk),
their interpretation of the movement does not need to stop
there. In fact, it is highly likely that the two friends will try to
enrich their understanding of the same action by deriving not
only the proximal goal underlying the observed movement,
but also the more distal goal of the agent (i.e., to pass the disk
to the right). Importantly, by focusing on the distal, higherorder goal, rather than on the proximal one, the two friends
can adapt their behavior in an anticipatory manner, e.g., one
of them will prepare to receive the disk, whereas the other
will relax and wait for her turn. As such, communicating
about distal goals allows interacting partners to be one step
ahead of the current situation and thereby facilitate the
coordination of their joint action.
In the individual motor control literature, there is evidence
showing that distal goals affect the kinematics of early action
components. For example, when individuals perform reachto-grasp movements towards an object, different distal goals
(e.g., throwing the object into a large box or placing it in a
well) can modulate the velocity of the early transport phase
of the movement (Marteniuk et al., 1987). Relatedly, studies
in which participants are asked to perform two-step action
sequences have shown that the specific constraints imposed
on the latter component of an action (e.g., pouring from a
bottle or throwing it) can influence the kinematics of earlier
components (e.g., grasping the bottle) (Cavallo et al., 2016;
Lewkowicz & Delevoye-Torrel, 2020). These findings can be
interpreted in terms of a more general binding procedure that
links both the motor and the perceptual features of a distal
goal within a “common event file” (Hommel et al., 2001). As
a consequence of this binding, the activation of relevant
perceptual features of a distal goal can lead to the concurrent

The present study
We designed a computer-based online experiment where
participants observed animations of an object being moved at
different velocities from a start location towards a designated
movement endpoint. The distal goal, however, was for the
object to be moved past this endpoint, towards one of two
occluded final locations (near vs. far), see Figure 1. After
observing the animated movement, participants were asked
to select the location which they considered the likely distal
goal of the action. As participants were not able to observe
how the box was moved to the final target, they could only
rely on the observable proximal part of the movement to
determine the likely final location of the box.
Since we were primarily interested in whether observers
extract information about distal goals from early kinematic
modulations, we manipulated the extent to which the
proximal goal of an observed action overlapped with its distal
goal. Specifically, we presented groups of participants with
either (a) movement animations in which the proximal goal
(i.e., sliding the box) and the distal goal (i.e., moving it to one
of the two final locations) fully overlapped (Figure 1a: “Full
overlap” condition), or (b) movement animations in which
the proximal goal was separated from the distal goal but
retained the relevant kinematic features associated to the
achievement of the distal goal (Figure 1b: “No overlap”
condition)1.
Drawing on previous research on SMC and individual
motor control, we formulated the following two hypotheses:
H1: Participants will be able to detect differences in the
velocity of the observed movements. This will allow them to
consistently decide which movements to map to which of the
two distal goals (i.e., final locations). Moreover, we
hypothesized that the more the observed velocities differ
from each other, the easier participants’ decision should be
and, consequently, the more consistent their mappings.
H2: Participants will be more likely to map faster
movements onto the far location and slower movements onto
the near location due to implicit knowledge about the
relationship between velocity and distance. Specifically, this

We also collected data for one further condition with “partial”
overlap, which we, however, leave out here for reasons of brevity.
1
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hypothesis is based on the finding that the velocity of aiming
movements varies as a function of movement distance (i.e.,
farther locations are reached with higher peak velocities;
Jeannerod, 1984). Again, we expected that the larger the
differences in movement velocities, the better participants
would be able to consistently map them to the respective
location.
In Experiment 1, we tested these two hypotheses.
Experiment 2 served as a control experiment, where we
assessed the extent to which our findings in Experiment 1
could be explained by potential difficulties in perceptually
discriminating different movement velocities.

The box moved along a black horizontal line that
connected the initial location to the final green locations on
the right side of the screen (Full overlap) or to the middle of
the screen (No overlap), see Figure 1.
Movement animations. Spontaneous goal-directed
movements were collected by the first author using an inhouse PsychoPy script that recorded mouse movements
continuously within a setup that looked identical to the layout
of the Full overlap condition in Experiment 1 (Figure 1a). The
animated box was attached to the mouse cursor. Cursor
movements were constrained by locking them to the
horizontal axis, resulting in one-dimensional sliding
movements. Additionally, the animated box could only move
in one direction, from the left side of the screen towards the
green targets on the right. To avoid any biases in the
collection of these movements, our in-house script was set to
randomly select trials to near and far targets, until a nearly
equal number of at least 50 near and 50 far movements were
recorded. This procedure led to a total of 105 movements. We
then smoothened each individual movement and averaged all
near and all far movements, respectively, thus obtaining two
non-exaggerated movements, one for each target location
(henceforth “Normal far” and “Normal near” movements).
This averaging procedure was key, as it allowed us to identify
systematic differences between near and far movements (e.g.,
peak velocity), while also controlling for more subtle
differences between individual movements (e.g., in jitter).
Importantly,
the
averaging
procedure
preserved
distinguishable human-like features (e.g., bell-shaped
velocity profile, with a fast initial phase and slower final
phase) which have been frequently reported in studies
looking at rapid aiming movements (e.g., Jeannerod, 1984)
Next, exaggerated movements were generated in three
steps. First, we computed the standard deviation of near and
far movements separately. Then, we identified the highest
value (peak velocity) for each averaged, Normal movement.
Finally, we rescaled both Normal movements by subtracting
one and two standard deviations from the peak velocity of the
near Normal movement, and by adding one and two standard
deviations to the peak velocity of the far Normal movement.
This procedure led to overall six different movements; two
Normal ones, and four exaggerated ones (i.e., -2SD, -1SD,
+1SD, +2SD) (Figure 2a).
For the No overlap condition, these six movements were
reshaped so that their endpoints would all converge towards
the middle of the screen (Figure 2b). To do so, we used the
“rescale” function in R Studio to manually specify the
maximum values of the location vectors of each movement.
Critically, this procedure retained most kinematic features of
the original movements (e.g., bell-shaped velocity profiles)
but eliminated the differences in movement distance such that
all movements now had the same endpoint. That is, the
movements in the No overlap condition contained kinematic
information about different distal goals (i.e., the near or far
target location) while displaying the same proximal goal (i.e.,
the middle of the screen).

Experiment 1: Interpreting modulations
Methods
Participants We recruited 50 participants (12 women; Age:
M = 29.6 years; SD = 10.0 years) through the online testing
platform Testable (https://www.testable.org/). Sample size
was determined by using the Superpower statistical package
(Lakens & Caldwell, 2019) on R Studio (R Studio Team,
2019). We aimed at obtaining a medium effect size (.4) and
high statistical power (>.8) based on a series of wellestablished findings showing that participants can detect
subtle kinematic cues to predict other agents’ goals (Becchio
et al., 2008; Cavallo et al., 2016).
Participants were all proficient English speakers, and were
paid 1.5£ for an estimated study completion time of 10
minutes. The experiment was performed in accordance with
the United Ethical Review Committee for Research in
Psychology (EPKEB). This study was pre-registered via
Open Science Framework (https://osf.io/2qkn3).
(a) Full overlap

(b) No overlap

Figure 1: Layout of the experiment in (a) Full overlap and
(b) No overlap condition. The black dotted line represents the
outline of the occluded area during trials, where the (near and
far) final locations are displayed in light green.
Stimuli The basic layout for each experimental condition of
Experiment 1 is shown in Figure 1. In both conditions
participants saw a stationary box within a black hexagonal
location on the left side of the screen. During familiarization,
participants also saw two green hexagonal locations on the
right side of the screen. During trials, these two final
locations were covered with a rectangular black occluder.
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(a) Full overlap

(b) No overlap

Experiment. Participants performed 36 experimental trials,
divided into six blocks. Each block contained all six degrees
of exaggeration, presented in random order. A trial was
completed when participants pressed one of the two assigned
keys (“n” or “f”). Participants did not receive feedback at any
point. Before the end of the study, participants were asked to
fill out a short questionnaire about their experience with the
task.

Figure 2. Velocity profiles in (a) Full overlap and (b) No
overlap condition. Normal movements are colored in light
blue, 1SD movements in blue, and 2SD in dark blue.

Results
From participants’ responses, we calculated the number of
Predicted and Inversed mappings, aggregated across all six
blocks. Predicted mapping refers to trials where participants
pressed the “n” key in response to near movements (Normal,
-1SD or -2SD) and the “f” key in response to far movements
(Normal, +1SD or +2SD). Inversed mapping refers to those
trials where participants reversed this association.

Design The experiment consisted of a mixed factorial design,
with one between-subject variable (degree of overlap) and
one within-subject variable (degree of exaggeration). The
between-subject variable manipulated to what extent the
proximal goal overlapped with the distal goal (i.e., Full or No
overlap). The within-subject variable manipulated whether
and to which degree the animated movements were
exaggerated in terms of velocity (i.e., not at all (Normal),
1SD, 2SD).
In the Full overlap condition participants were presented
with animations of a box moving from a start location on the
left towards one of the two occluded green locations on the
right side of the screen (Figure 1a and 2a). As a consequence,
in this condition the proximal goal (sliding the box towards
the targets) fully overlapped with the distal goal (placing the
box within either the near or far target). In the No overlap
condition participants were presented with the box moving to
an endpoint in the middle of the screen, where it remained
stationary for a few seconds and then disappeared (Figure 1b
and 2b). Here, the proximal and distal goal did not overlap.

Movement differentiation (H1) To test whether participants
interpreted the observed velocity modulations in a consistent
manner, we calculated the absolute difference between the
total number of Predicted mappings and the total number of
Inversed mappings. This gave us a Consistency score for each
participant ranging from 0 to 12. A score of 0 meant that
participants mapped velocities randomly to targets and a
score of 12 meant that participants mapped with absolute
consistency. We then compared the Consistency scores of
each condition to 0 using separate Bonferroni-corrected onesample t-tests. The scores differed significantly from 0 across
all degrees of exaggeration and degrees of overlap (all t(24)
> 3.0, p < .001, d > 1.3, one-tailed), see Figure 3A. This result
shows that participants were able to distinguish the different
animated movements and thereby consistently map them to
either the near or the far target location, regardless of how
exaggerated the velocity profile was and regardless of
whether the proximal goal of the action overlapped with the
distal goal (Full overlap) or not (No overlap). This confirmed
the first part of our hypothesis H1.
To address the second part of H1, specifically the role of
exaggeration and overlap, we conducted a 2x3 ANOVA with
Consistency scores as dependent variable, degrees of overlap
(Full overlap, No overlap) as between-subject variable and
degrees of exaggeration (Normal,  1SD,  2SD) as withinsubject variable. We found a significant main effect of
degrees of overlap (F(1,47) = 23.6, p < .001, p2 = .21) and a
significant main effect of degrees of exaggeration (F(2,94) =
71.1, p < .001, p2 = .41). There was also a significant
interaction between these factors (F(2,94) = 8.9, p < .001, p2
= .08). Pairwise comparisons using Bonferroni-corrected ttests within the Full overlap condition showed significant
differences between Normal and both exaggerated
movements (1SD: t(94) = -3.72, p = .001, d = .76; 2D: t(94)
= -5.64, p < .001, d = 1.3), but not between 1SD and 2SD
(t(94) = -1.9, p = .2, d = .46). In the No overlap condition, all
pairwise comparisons between degrees of exaggeration
yielded significant differences (all t(94) < -4.8, p < .001, d >
1.1). These results show that the larger the differences in

Procedure Familiarization and instructions. Once
participants were randomly allocated to one of the two
between-subject conditions, they were first presented with
the complete layout of the experiment (as illustrated in Figure
1), but without the occluder covering the green target
locations. Participants then saw two successive Normal
movements of the box, one to the near target, the other to the
far target (order randomized). In the No overlap condition,
after participants saw the box moving towards the middle of
the screen, they saw the box disappearing and then rapidly
reappearing in one of the two green locations. After seeing
the respective movement, participants in both conditions
were asked to select the location where the box had moved
by pressing the “n” key (for near) or “f” key (for far). Next, a
black occluder covered the target locations and participants
were told that during trials they would be presented with
another participant’s previously recorded movements.
Importantly, they were told that this previous participant had
produced the movements “in ways that would help others
guess to which green location he/she was moving the box”.
This information was provided in order to make it explicit to
participants that the movements they were about to see were
communicative, that is, that they contained useful
information about the previous participant’s goals.
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movement velocities, the more consistently participants
mapped them to the respective location, thus confirming the
second part of our hypothesis H1. While participants map
consistently in both No overlap and Full overlap, they do so
even more consistently in the Full overlap condition.

A

between Normal and both exaggerated movements yielded
significant results (1SD: t(94) = - 2.6, p = .03, d = .7 ; 2D:
t(94) = -3.4, p = .003, d = .63).

Discussion
We hypothesized that participants would be able to detect
differences in the velocity of the observed movements and
would consistently map the movements to one of the two
final locations, particularly when the velocity differences
were exaggerated (H1). Our results support this hypothesis,
as indicated by the significant differences in Consistency
scores compared to a non-consistent baseline and by the
significant differences in Consistency scores found between
Normal movements and exaggerated movements (1SD and
2SD).
In line with previous findings showing that, during the
execution of natural reaching movements, velocity and target
distance are associated (Jeannerod, 1984), we further
hypothesized that participants would map slower movements
to near locations and faster movements to far locations (i.e.,
Predicted mappings) (H2). Our results in the Full overlap
condition provide clear evidence in support of this
hypothesis, as shown by the high Mapping scores in that
condition. The extent to which participants produced these
mappings was also strongly influenced by the degrees of
exaggeration, as more exaggerated movements led the
majority of participants to produce more Predicted mappings,
thus yielding higher Mapping scores.
Taken together, our findings provide initial support for our
more general hypothesis that people can understand simple
one-dimensional movements that instantiate proximal goals
as a means to gain anticipatory information about more distal
goals. Specifically, our results in the No overlap condition
suggest that movement modulations, despite the fact that they
were reshaped so as to only achieve a proximal goal, can be
used to extract information about the upcoming, more distal
goal. Interestingly, our findings in this condition show that,
even when movements are not exaggerated, participants still
produce a higher than chance rate of consistent movementto-location mappings (see Consistency score, Figure 3A).
However, when looking at the direction of these mappings
(see Mapping score, Figure 3B), we found that there was no
clear preference towards either of the two potential mapping
directions (i.e., Predicted or Inversed) in this condition.
Interestingly, when movements were exaggerated in the No
overlap condition, a minority of participants reversed the
mapping entirely (see Figure 3B, 2SD). To investigate
whether this pattern of results reflects an uncertainty about
how to map the perceived velocity differences onto the
occluded target locations, or if it is simply due to a difficulty
in perceptually discriminating between movements of
different velocity, we conducted Experiment 2.

B

Figure 3. Distribution of Consistency (A) and Mapping (B)
scores in Experiment 1 in the Full overlap (left panel) and
No overlap (right panel) conditions, for the three degrees of
exaggeration. The dashed line indicates random mapping in
(A), and random mapping direction in (B)
Mapping direction (H2) To investigate whether participants
were more likely to map movements to targets according to
the Predicted mapping, we calculated the signed difference
between Predicted and Inversed mappings. This Mapping
score could range from +12 (fully predicted) to -12 (fully
inversed). We computed separate Bonferroni-corrected onesample t-tests comparing the Mapping scores of each
condition to 0 (i.e., no consistent mapping direction). We
found that only in the Full overlap condition participant’s
responses were significantly different from chance (all t(24)
> 7.2, p < .001, d > 1.95 , two-tailed), see Figure 3B. In the
No overlap condition, however, participants were not more
likely to produce a consistent mapping in any of the two
directions (all t(23) > -.17, p > .08, d > .04, two-tailed). Thus,
in the No overlap condition, individual participants overall
used a consistent mapping (resulting in a Consistency score
that significantly differed from chance, as reported above),
yet, across participants, there was no complete conformity as
to the direction of that mapping (i.e., whether to map faster
movements to the far location and slower movements to the
near location or vice versa).
We again conducted a 2x3 ANOVA, this time with
Mapping scores as dependent variable, degrees of overlap as
between-subject variable and degrees of exaggeration as
within-subject variable The ANOVA yielded a significant
main effect of degrees of overlap (F(1,47) = 39.5, p < .001,
p2 = .28), as well as a significant main effect of degrees of
exaggeration (F(2,94) = 10.4, p < .001, p2 = .1). The
interaction, however, was not significant (F(2,94) = 0.15, p =
.85, p2 = .001). Bonferroni-corrected post-hoc t-tests were
used to analyze the main effect of exaggeration. In the Full
overlap condition, only the comparison between Normal and
2SD yielded a significant result (t(94) = -2.8, p = .02, d =
1.3), whereas in the No overlap condition the comparison
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p2 = .28), but no significant differences between
Experiments (F(1,47) = .56 , p = .46, p2 = .007).

Experiment 2: Perceiving modulations
Methods

Discussion

Participants We recruited 50 participants (14 women; Age:
M = 28.7 years; SD = 8.2 years) through Testable. The
conditions of recruitment were identical to Experiment 1.

We found in Experiment 1 that participants in the No overlap
condition, collectively, lacked a preference for a particular
mapping direction. This finding led us to wonder whether
difficulties in perceiving the differences in velocity between
the two (near and far) movements could have had an impact
on their performance. However, the results of Experiment 2
indicate that participants can indeed perceive the differences
in velocity between these movements. This, and the
significant differences in the exaggerated No overlap
conditions between the Mapping scores of Experiment 1 and
the Discriminability scores of Experiment 2, suggest that the
pattern of results found in Experiment 1 cannot be solely due
to a difficulty to perceptually discriminate the movements.
Instead, it seems that modulations in velocity, even when they
are correctly categorized, are not uniformly associated to a
unique distal goal in this condition. Thus, not all participants
saw the predicted connection between velocity and distance
(cf. Jeannerod, 1984) when the proximal goal of the observed
movement did not overlap with its more distal goal.

Stimuli, Design, & Procedure Participants were presented
with exactly the same animated movements that we used in
Experiment 1, but their task was now to identify whether the
movements they would see were fast (by pressing the “f” key)
or slow (by pressing the “s” key). The only difference to
Experiment 1 concerned the familiarization, where
participants saw the occluded scene right away, and
consequently never saw the two target locations on the right
side of the screen. This choice was made to have participants
focus on the velocity differences without making implicit
associations about movement distance. As in Experiment 1,
participants did not receive any kind of accuracy feedback at
any point.

Results
Movement discrimination From participants’ individual
responses, we counted the total number of correct and
incorrect responses for each movement, across all six blocks,
depending on the degree of exaggeration and the degree of
overlap. We then subtracted these two values to obtain a
Discriminability score that ranged from +12 (fully
discriminable) to -12 (fully indiscriminable), which we could
use to directly compare the results of Experiment 2 with the
Mapping score of Experiment 1. As expected, participants
were able to discriminate the movements, as shown by the
significant difference from chance (i.e., from 0) when
movements were Normal, 1SD or 2SD, in both Full
overlap and No overlap conditions (all t(24) > -2.8, p < .001,
d > 1.0, two-tailed).

Conclusion
The aim of the present study was to investigate whether
observers can interpret proximal communicative actions in
terms of their distal goals. We hypothesized that participants
would be able to detect communicative modulations in the
velocity of movements and consistently interpret them in
terms of their distal goals (i.e., final locations), even though
those distal goals could never be directly observed.
Our findings support this hypothesis overall, providing first
evidence that observers can derive information about distal
goals from simple, one-dimensional movements. Specifically, participants in Experiment 1 were able to infer the
likely distal goal of an action by relying on differences in
movement velocity, and in turn benefitted from exaggerated
velocity differences by producing more consistent mappings.
As such, the present study provides further support to the
already well-established finding in SMC that observers can
predict their partner’s upcoming actions by relying on subtle
kinematic modulations in their goal-directed movements,
while at the same time extending these findings to a setting
where observers need to infer not their partner’s immediate,
proximal goals, but their distal goals.
The present study offers interesting perspectives for future
research on joint action and communication. As argued at the
outset, it is likely that people engaged in a joint action will
try to predict their partner’s distal goals by relying on a wide
variety of kinematic cues. Being able to make such long-term
predictions can be particularly useful in situations where coactors produce a complex action sequence (Schmitz et al.,
2018), such as dancing or playing Frisbee. In such scenarios,
providing relevant information about the upcoming distal
goals early on in the action sequence would be a useful and
effective manner to facilitate coordination.

Comparison across experiments To test whether the task
(matching to targets or only discriminating velocity) had an
impact, we conducted an ANOVA comparing the Mapping
score of Experiment 1 and the Discriminability score of
Experiment 2 in the No overlap conditions. The ANOVA
yielded main effects for Experiment (F(1,47) = 6.93, p = .01,
p2 = .06) and degrees of exaggeration (F(2,94) = 45.2, p <
.001, p2 = .36), and an interaction between these two factors
(F(2,94) = 11.2, p < .001, p2 = .12). To further explore this
interaction, we conducted Bonferroni-corrected post-hoc ttests comparing participants’ responses for each degree of
exaggeration across the two Experiments. The tests revealed
significant differences when movements were exaggerated
(1SD: t(94) = -2.3, p < .02, d = .65; 2SD: t(94) = -4.5, p <
.001, d = .99), but not when they were Normal, t(94) = 1.7, p
= .09, d = .79.
We repeated the same between-experiment analysis for the
Full Overlap condition. This ANOVA only yielded a main
effect of degrees of exaggeration (F(2,94) = 43.9, p > .001,
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Abstract

about what is required for the task (S. I. Wang, Ginn, Liang, &
Manning, 2017). A powerful solution to the problem of coordinating abstractions is the ability to communicate using natural
language (Suhr et al., 2019; Tellex, Gopalan, Kress-Gazit, &
Matuszek, 2020). Yet for communication protocols to be effective in novel task settings, where there may not yet be words
to easily express the task-specific abstractions, these protocols
must also be able to update over the course of an interaction, a
phenomenon that has been explored in both psycholinguistics
(Clark, 1996; Hawkins, Frank, & Goodman, 2020) and natural
language processing (Hawkins, Kwon, Sadigh, & Goodman,
2019). How, then, are intelligent, autonomous agents able to
simultaneously coordinate on shared object representations
and the language for talking about them?

Many real-world tasks require agents to coordinate their behavior to achieve shared goals. Successful collaboration requires
not only adopting the same communicative conventions, but
also grounding these conventions in the same task-appropriate
conceptual abstractions. We investigate how humans use natural
language to collaboratively solve physical assembly problems
more effectively over time. Human participants were paired up
in an online environment to reconstruct scenes containing two
block towers. One participant could see the target towers, and
sent assembly instructions for the other participant to reconstruct. Participants provided increasingly concise instructions
across repeated attempts on each pair of towers, using more
abstract referring expressions that captured each scene’s hierarchical structure. To explain these findings, we extend recent
probabilistic models of ad hoc convention formation with an
explicit perceptual learning mechanism. These results shed
light on the inductive biases that enable intelligent agents to
coordinate upon shared procedural abstractions.

In this paper, we approach this question by integrating two
distinct computational approaches into a unified model. On
one hand, we draw on probabilistic models of ad hoc lexical convention formation (Hawkins, Goodman, Goldberg, &
Griffiths, 2020) through interaction. These models provide
an account of how agents are able to coordinate on ways of
referring to existing conceptual primitives, but do not explain
where new conceptual primitives come from. On the other
hand, recent models of perceptual learning as program synthesis (Gulwani, Polozov, Singh, et al., 2017) have provided a
powerful account of human conceptual representations. These
models propose that concepts may be represented by structured programs written in a domain-specific language (DSL).
Agents are able to supplement their library of primitive concepts with new abstractions, or chunked sub-routines, as they
learn more about a task (Ellis et al., 2020). Importantly, these
abstractions are compositional, allowing them to be combined
into larger programs with other primitives.

From advanced manufacturing to food preparation, many
real-world tasks require multiple agents to coordinate their behavior (Grosz & Kraus, 1996; Stone, Kaminka, Kraus, Rosenschein, et al., 2010; R. E. Wang et al., 2020). To coordinate
effectively, collaborators benefit from sharing similar representations of relevant objects and procedures, specified at the
appropriate level of abstraction for their joint goals. For example, when a new cook is training in a kitchen, they may need
to follow step-by-step instructions at the level of individual
ingredients, like melt 30g butter in the small pan, then stir in
30g of flour. As they gain more experience, however, they may
just make a roux, efficiently executing the entire procedure as
a single routine. When all cooks are using the same unified
roux abstraction, this simplifies coordination in the kitchen in
several ways. First, they are able to plan more efficiently when
they expect other agents to follow chunked routines, since it
is no longer necessary to consider all possible low-level executions. Second, they no longer need to divide up sub-tasks
(e.g. one agent melting the butter and the other agent stirring
in the flour) when agents can be mutually expected to follow a
unitized sub-routine to completion.
In many cases, however, these abstractions are not supplied
to agents in advance, and achieving their collective benefits
requires ad hoc coordination between agents as they each learn

We suggest that these structured library learning mechanisms may supply agents with the raw conceptual primitives
that ground new ad hoc conventions in new tasks, and conversely, that communication may be an important mechanism
that allows agents to coordinate their abstractions. Here we
explore this hypothesis by examining how humans coordinate
their behavior in a physical assembly domain (Bapst et al.,
2019; McCarthy, Kirsh, & Fan, 2020) in which objects are
hierarchically organized, and can thus be specified at different
levels of abstraction. Overall, our paper presents an empirical

* denotes equal contribution
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Figure 1: Collaborative assembly task. (A) The Architect was shown a target scene and provided assembly instructions to
the Builder, who aimed to reconstruct it. (B) Each scene was composed of two towers, which were each composed of four
domino-shaped blocks. (C) Example messages from earlier and later repetitions of a tower pair, showing the emergence of
expressions referring to towers.
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Design, stimuli, and procedure We recruited 98 human
participants (N = 49 dyads) from Amazon Mechanical Turk
and automatically paired them up to perform a collaborative
assembly task (Fig. 1A). At the outset, each participant was
assigned the role of Architect or Builder and proceeded with
their partner through a series of twelve trials. At the start
of each trial, the Architect was presented with a target scene
containing block towers. The Builder could not see the target
scene, and was presented with an empty grid world environment in which they could place blocks. The Architect then
sent step-by-step assembly instructions, which the Builder
used to reconstruct the target scene as accurately as possible.
Each scene was composed hierarchically from two block
towers that appeared side by side; in turn, each tower consisted of four domino-shaped blocks– two vertical and two
horizontal (Fig. 1B). To evaluate changes in behavior, we employed a repeated design where each tower appeared multiple
times. There were three unique towers. All three pairs of these
towers appeared once in each of four repetition blocks in a
randomized sequence, for a total of twelve trials. All towers
appeared in both the left and right positions an equal number
of times, such that there was no statistical association between
a given tower and its position.
The Architect and Builder took as many turns as they needed
to reconstruct each scene. On the Architect’s turn, they sent
a single message containing a maximum of 100 characters;
on the Builder’s turn, they placed one or more blocks before
awaiting further instructions (Fig. 1C). Blocks could be placed
anywhere so long as they were supported from beneath, and
could not be moved once placed. The Architect could see the
placement of each block in real time but the communication
channel was otherwise unidirectional: the Builder was unable
to send messages back to the Architect. Once all eight blocks
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Figure 2: (A) Reconstruction accuracy improved across repetitions. (B) Mean number of words used on each trial decreased
across repetitions.
had been placed, both participants received feedback about the
mismatch between the target scene and reconstruction before
advancing to the next trial.

Behavioral Results
Although each interaction only spanned twelve trials, we hypothesized that human dyads would be able to leverage this
small amount of experience to rapidly develop shared task
representations, manifesting in increasingly successful and
efficient collaboration over time.
Success across repetitions Given that the focus of our study
was on how language produced by Architects changed over
time, we sought to first verify that human dyads were able
to successfully perform the assembly task. We found that
even on their initial reconstructions, they were highly accurate
(mean F1 = 0.876; 95% CI:[0.854, 0.898]), which roughly
corresponds to having just one block out of place. Even so,
we found that dyads reliably improved across repetitions (b =
3.38, t = 7.90, p < 0.001; Fig. 2A), estimated using a linear
mixed-effects model that predicted accuracy from repetition
number and included random intercepts for each dyad.
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Figure 3: (A) Words with largest positive and negative changes in frequency between first and final repetitions. (B) Change in
number of block-level and tower-level references across repetitions. (C) The proportion of referring expressions in each trial that
exclusively refer to blocks, towers, or scenes. (D) t-SNE visualization of similarity between messages from different dyads in the
first and final repetitions.

Communicative efficiency across repetitions Given that
the same towers recurred throughout the interaction, we hypothesized that Architects would exploit these regularities
to provide more concise instructions over time. To test this
hypothesis, we analyzed both changes in the total number
of words used and how many messages were sent within a
trial. We estimated changes using LME models containing
repetition number as a predictor, as well as random intercepts and slopes for each dyad and random intercepts for
each tower pair. Consistent with our hypothesis, we found
that Architects sent messages containing fewer words over
time (b = −10.8, t = −10.9, p < 0.001) (Fig. 2B), which
were themselves contained in fewer messages within each trial
(b = −0.67, t = −8.01, p < 0.001).

while “shape,” and “C” were used more often (Fig. 3A). These
results suggest that increasingly concise instructions reflect
shifts in referential words.
More abstract referring expressions across repetitions A
natural explanation for the shift in the words used is that Architects had learned to produce referring expressions at a higher
level of abstraction, in particular ones that corresponded to
entire towers rather than individual blocks. To evaluate this
possibility, the same human annotators additionally tagged
each referring expression with the number of references to
block-level and tower-level entities they contained. Unsurprisingly, given that there were eight blocks in each scene
and only two towers, we found that the number of references to blocks was greater overall than those made to towers
(b = −7.41, t(2344) = −20.98, p < 0.001), Fig. 3B). More
importantly, we found that these proportions shifted across
repetitions (b = 1.35, t(2344) = 10.49, p < 0.001; interaction
between repetition number and reference type). To measure
this change in proportion, utterances in each trial were tagged
as containing block-specific (e.g. “horizontal blue block,” “vertical red block”), tower-specific (e.g. “C shape,” “L shape”), or
mixed expressions. Fig. 3C shows this change in proportion;
reflecting both an increase in the number of tower-level references and corresponding decrease in the number of block-level
references.

Changes in words used across repetitions What explains
these gains in communicative efficiency? One possibility
is that Architects increasingly omitted unnecessary, nonreferential function words; another is that they changed which
words they used to refer to objects. To distinguish these possibilities, we compared changes in the frequency of words used
in the first and final repetitions. To ensure that our analyses
reflected changes in the referring expression used to refer to
components of each scene rather than in the use of function
words, we recruited two human annotators who were blind
to the source of each utterance to manually extract referring
expressions from each message. For each dyad, we compared
the word frequency distributions between the first and final
repetitions using a permutation-based χ2 test (Beh & Lombardo, 2014), which revealed a reliable difference between the
two distributions (p < 0.001, Bonferroni corrected for multiple comparisons). To identify the words contributing most
to this shift, we calculated the overall change in proportion
from the first repetition to the final repetition. We found that
words such as “block” and “horizontal” were used less often

Consistency and variability in referring expressions
across dyads The overall increase in tokens resembling entire towers (“C” and “L” shapes) in the final repetition suggests
some degree of consistency between dyads, with respect to the
tower-level abstractions that emerged. To what extent did different dyads converge on the same set of labels for each tower,
rather than settle on distinct, but internally consistent ways of
referring to them? To explore this question, we estimated how
dissimilar the language used by different dyads was within
each repetition, by computing the Jensen-Shannon divergence

Two dyads were excluded from this analysis because our annotators were unable to recover referring expressions from their language.
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(JSD) between their word frequency distributions, aggregating
language from all trials in a repetition block. We found that
the mean pairwise JSD increased significantly between the
first and final repetitions (d = 0.080, 95% CI:[0.041, 0.118],
p = 0.004), consistent with divergence between dyads. We
visualized these distances using a t-SNE embedding of word
count vectors (Fig. 3C), revealing that this divergence might
be attributed to the formation of distinct “clusters” (denoted
by different colors shown with representative words; gray dots
belong to degenerate clusters with < 4 members). Together,
these findings suggest that even in this relatively simple task
domain, human dyads manage to discover a diverse array of solutions for mapping tokens of natural language to components
of each scene.

In the Bayesian program learning framework, the DSL is updated over time by expanding the library with new primitives.
As an agent progresses through multiple trials of tower scenes
{Tn }N1 , they may extract common subroutines that would allow
them to re-represent the data more efficiently. Formally, the
model proposes a set of candidate sub-routine fragments f after each trial and updates a posterior distribution over possible
/ which would
ways of extending the library (including f = 0,
maintain the current library):
N

P(L ∪{ f }|{Tn }N1 ) ∝ P(L ∪ { f })
| {z }

× ∏ P(Tn |L ∪ { f }) (1)

description-length prior

n=1

|

{z

likelihood

}

This posterior distribution weighs two competing criteria
for a good library: the likelihood and the prior. The likelihood
in 1 captures the ability of an extended library efficiently to
explain previous towers:

Computational model
In the previous section we found that Architects shift to more
abstract tower-level referring expressions over successive interactions. But why did participants generally introduce new
words referring to entire towers as units, as opposed to subtowers or entire scenes? Furthermore, given that initial reconstruction accuracy was already so high, why did participants
decide to introduce new words at all? We hypothesized that Architects’ use of abstract referring expressions was constrained
by the procedural abstractions available to each agent at a
given time, as well as a rational trade-off between efficiency
and informativity. In other words, the Architect must (1)
have an underlying representation of the procedure they intend
to communicate, (2) maintain uncertainty about whether the
Builder is likely to share that representation, and (3) prefer
shorter message over longer messages, all else being equal.
We formalize this hypothesis in a computational model that
integrates a Bayesian program learning algorithm (Ellis et
al., 2020) with a probabilistic model of communication under
uncertainty and verify that these mechanisms give rise to the
behaviors observed in our empirical data. Repeated exposure
to target towers increases the likelihood that chunked subroutines at the tower-level will be discovered by each agent. This
means that over the course of interaction, as the Architect
becomes more confident that their abstracted referring expressions will be interpreted correctly, they increasingly prefer
more efficient descriptions.

P(Tn |L ∪ { f }) = exp(−MDL(Tn | L ∪ { f }))
where MDL is a function evaluating the minimum description
length. Intuitively, the MDL is the most compact version of
Tn that can possibly be written in the updated library L ∪ { f }.
This term is therefore maximized by sets of fragments { f }
that allow the existing data to be expressed most efficiently.
The prior, on the other hand, captures a preference for
smaller libraries:
P(L ∪ { f }) = exp(−w · size(L ∪ { f }))
where size(L ∪ { f }) represents the number of primitives in
the updated library. The strength of this preference is controlled by a parameter w. We explore several values of w in
our simulations. Intuitively, when w = 0, there is no penalty
for having a larger library, so the library that best explains the
observations would simply be the exhaustive set of scenes Tn
observations themselves. As w → ∞, any expansion of the
library is considered too costly, preventing library learning
entirely. These two objectives balance out in the posterior
distribution (Eq. 1) such that the fragments f with the highest
posterior probability are those that provide maximal compression of input tower programs while minimizing expansion of
the library.
In practice, we selected the single highest posteriorprobability set of fragments at each point in the task, conditioning on the previous trials (Fig. 4A). The resulting DSL
was supplied to both the Architect and Builder agent model as
the set of primitives they are able to represent. In other words,
we assume that the Builder and Architect learn abstractions at
the same rate throughout the experiment. We further assume
that when the Architect agent is presented with a scene, they
are able to synthesize a set of 1 to 4 possible candidate programs for representing that scene in their current DSL. For
example, the Architect agent may simultaneously recognize
that a scene may be constructed by placing eight primitive
blocks, (h (l 1) v v (r 2) ...), or by combining two
higher-level primitives (chunk1 (r 2) chunk2).

Procedural abstraction as program learning We begin by
specifying how each agent’s procedural knowledge is represented and modified over the course of learning in the task.
Following Ellis et al. (2020), we assume that each agent maintains a library L of primitives that can be combined to generate
simple block structures in a domain-specific language (DSL).
We assume the library is initialized with the following primitives: h (place a horizontal block), v (place a vertical block),
l (move hand to the left), r (move hand to the right) and
digits 1∼9. This DSL is small but fully expressive: any possible tower can be written by combining together these basic
commands.
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Figure 4: (A) Trajectory of new procedural primitives added to the agent’s library over the course of the task, shown for library
size penalty w = 1.5 (low), w = 3.2 (medium), and w = 9.6 (high). Each row represents the proportion of fragments at the
sub-tower level (red), tower level (green), or scene level (blue). Values in each cell represent the proportion of the agent’s
abstractions at that level. (B). The Architect model’s production preferences over repetition blocks, shown for varying levels of
cost-sensitivity parameter β, where β = 0.3 best matches human data.

Communication as social reasoning In this section, we
present a model of communication where each agent’s DSL
serves as a basis for grounding structured linguistic meanings.
We assume the Architect is a cooperative speaker agent who
aims to produce utterances that will allow the Builder agent
to re-produce the target tower. For simplicity, the Architect
generates natural language instructions sequentially, aiming to
produce an utterance that convey each step ti of a full procedural sequence T written in their current DSL. Following recent
probabilistic models of communication as social reasoning
(e.g. Goodman & Frank, 2016), they choose an utterance proportional to its communicative utility, based on whether the
Builder is expected to take the intended action after hearing
the utterance:
PS (u|ti ) ∝ exp{−α ·U(u;ti )}

utterance they should use to transmit it:
U(u, T k ; T ∗ ) = (1 − β) · ∑ ln PL (tik |u) − β · |T k |

(3)

i

where β is a parameter controlling the Architect agent’s costsensitivity: when β is high, the length of the required description dominates the Architect agent’s decision-making;
when it is low, the Architect’s decisions are solely based on
informativity to the Builder.
Finally, to account for the last condition of our hypothesis,
that the Architect is sensitive to the risks of introducing novel
descriptions, we must say what the meaning of a novel word
should be in the Builder agent’s lexicon: JuK. Following recent
models of convention and coordination (Hawkins, Goodman,
et al., 2020), we assume that the Architect actually maintains
uncertainty over the lexical mappings between words and
primitives in the DSL P(JuK) and marginalizes over this distribution when evaluating their utility. Some basic entries are
deterministic, e.g. {h : “place a horizontal block”},
but for learned abstractions (chunk1, chunk2), we assume a
uniform distribution over an additional set of synthetic tokens
(“chunkA”, “chunkB”) that can be emitted. Over successive
trials, the Architect agent can observe the Builder agent’s actions (e.g. their placement of blocks) and update their beliefs
about the lexicon (see Hawkins, Goodman, et al., 2020, for
additional details).

(2)

U(u;ti ) = log PL (ti |u)
PL (ti |u) ∝ δJuK(ti )
δJuK(ti ) is the literal meaning function that the Builder agent is
expected to use, evaluating to 1 when u is true of the primitive
ti in the agent’s lexicon and 0 otherwise.
The key behavioral phenomenon we aimed to explain with
this model is the Architect’s increasing preference for more
abstract descriptions (i.e. Fig. 3B). We hypothesized that this
behavior is a consequence of a rational trade-off between informativity and the cost of communication. While Eq. 2 gives
the Architect’s preferences for conveying each instruction of
a fixed program T , we showed in the previous section that
an Architect on later trials in fact has multiple ways of representing the raw scene T ∗ available to them, using different
primitives in their library. We therefore extend our model to
explicitly model the Architect’s joint decision over which of
these programs T k to attempt to transmit in addition to what

Simulation results
The emergence of tower-level fragments Before presenting our Architect simulations, we first examine the trajectory
of procedural abstractions that were acquired by the model
over the 49 trial sequences presented to participants, while
varying the penalty on library size, w (Fig. 4A). We manually
categorized the resulting fragments based on their level of
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abstraction at the sub-tower level (e.g. a routine producing
a configuration of 2-3 blocks that co-occur within multiple
towers), the tower level (e.g. a routine generating four block
placements that exactly reproduce one of the tower stimuli),
or the scene level (e.g. a routine generating eight block placements in the exact configuration that appeared on a trial). First,
we found that the statistical structure of the trial sequence
did indeed allow our library learning algorithm to acquire
full tower-level primitives across a wide range of w, although
higher (e.g. w = 9.6) significantly delayed learning. Surprisingly, the discovery of tower-level fragments was always
preceded by sub-tower fragments. For example, the pair of
blocks forming the lower left of the ’L’ and ’C’ towers was
frequently added, and many more such fragments were added
at lower values of w. There are several possible reason why
these sub-tower abstractions were rare in our behavioral data,
and additional work is required to determine whether Architects failed to represent them as perceptual configurations, or
whether they simply suppressed the production of referring
expressions for such structures.

efficient abstract descriptions arise from a trade off between
informativity and the cost of communication.
Our approach extends a recent framework for studying convention formation (Hawkins, Frank, & Goodman, 2017) to
a task that requires performing complex procedures. Communicating about these procedures is costly, making this task
well suited to studying the emergence of abstractions under
functional constraints such as informativity and efficiency.
By representing procedures as learned program fragments,
our model provides a natural quantification of communicative
efficiency– i.e. program length, as well as an explicit mechanism for abstraction learning. Together, this approach sheds
light on few-shot and one-shot learning exhibited by humans
as they use language to coordinate on new tasks.
In future work, we plan to further investigate the sources
of consistency and variability in the communication protocols that emerge during collaboration and refine the program
learning algorithm to fit our experimental results. A currently
unexploited source of consistency is in the choice of referring expressions used to refer to each tower (e.g.“C-shape”,
“upside-down U”). An immediate next step will be to collect
realistic priors for the expressions used to refer to entities in
this stimulus set, in order to more precisely track uncertainty
over the interpreted meaning of newly-formed conventions.
Another empirical observation our model does not capture is
explicit reference to previous trials, which may be particularly relevant, as it appeared to frequently coincide with the
emergence of expressions that refer to entire towers.

Cost-sensitive Architects increasingly prefer abstract descriptions Next, we examine the results of a simple simulation exploring the dynamics of interaction between our
Architect and Builder models. We ran 2 iterations of each
trial sequence, sampling an intended program and sequence
of instructions from the Architect agent’s distribution in Eq. 2
and then sampling a set of resulting actions from the Builder
agent’s distribution conditioned on this utterance. The agents
updated their DSL and their beliefs about the lexicon after each
trial. We found that Architects with strong cost-sensitivity (i.e.
β > 0.5) always used the most concise programs available
to them – by the third repetition nearly all block-level instructions were replaced by descriptions at higher levels of
abstraction, even though these descriptions were more likely
to result in Builder errors (Fig. 4B). Meanwhile, in the absence
of cost-sensitivity (β = 0), Architects preferred a safer strategy,
continuing to use longer but less ambiguous descriptions composed of block-level instructions even though more abstract
representations were available to them (Fig. 4B, grey lines).
We found that intermediate values of β roughly reproduced
the qualitative Architect behavior observed in our behavioral
data.

Furthermore, we made the simplifying assumption that both
participants learned internal representations of procedural abstractions at the same rate. While this may be the case in our
highly structured building experiment, people collaborating on
tasks in the real world are likely to discover useful abstractions
at different times, due to differences in prior knowledge and
from approaching the task from different perspectives. While
our model architecture posited a clean separation between the
discovery of conceptual abstractions and their subsequent communication, people may actually leverage language to discover
new abstractions, a possibility we are currently exploring by
extending the library-learning component of our model with a
SOTA Bayesian program learning algorithm that incorporates
language.

Discussion
Successful collaboration in many real-world tasks requires
coordinating on shared abstractions and the language used
to express them. This paper investigated how humans efficiently collaborate in a physical assembly task by developing
shared abstractions for connecting language with object representations. We found that, across repeated interaction, dyads
developed increasingly efficient communication by shifting
language to more abstract referring expressions, without sacrificing communicative accuracy. We also implemented a
computational model that integrates Bayesian program learning with a probabilistic model of communication to show how

We have studied how the emergence of effective communication protocols over very sparse interaction allows humans to
coordinate to solve physical assembly problems. Fruitful extensions could probe more complex domains, include artificial
agents, or explore other algorithmic approaches (e.g., program
synthesis, reinforcement learning, seq2seq, etc.) to explain the
computational mechanisms that enable effective coordination.
In the long term, such studies may shed light on the inductive
biases that enable rapid coordination upon shared procedural abstractions during social interaction between intelligent,
autonomous agents.
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Abstract
People can produce drawings of specific entities (e.g.,
Garfield), as well as general categories (e.g., “cat”). What
explains this ability to produce such varied drawings of even
highly familiar object concepts? We hypothesized that drawing
objects at different levels of abstraction depends on both sensory information and representational goals, such that drawings intended to portray a recently seen object preserve more
detail than those intended to represent a category. Participants
drew objects cued either with a photo or a category label. For
each cue type, half the participants aimed to draw a specific
exemplar; the other half aimed to draw the category. We found
that label-cued category drawings were the most recognizable at the basic level, whereas photo-cued exemplar drawings
were the least recognizable. Together, these findings highlight
the importance of task context for explaining how people use
drawings to communicate visual concepts in different ways.
Keywords: drawings; sketch understanding; categories; perception; visual production

detailed

schematic

Figure 1: Humans use drawings to communicate meanings
spanning many levels of abstraction.

images convey information at different levels of abstraction
are comparatively impoverished, by contrast with theories of
how such semantic hierarchies are encoded in natural language (Miller, 1995; Xu and Tenenbaum, 2007; Rosch et al.,
1976).
Here we investigate the cognitive and task constraints that
enable such flexible expression of visual knowledge. Specifically, we explore the hypothesis that the ability to draw objects at different levels of abstraction is jointly dependent on
sensory information and representational goals (i.e., the subject of the drawing), such that drawings intended to portray a
specific exemplar contain different semantic information than
drawings intended to represent a category. To test this hypothesis, we conducted a systematic investigation of the semantic information contained in drawings of a wide variety
of visual objects using a combination of crowdsourcing and
model-based analyses.

Introduction
One of the most distinctive aspects of human communication
is that it goes beyond vocal production — humans have devised many ways to make their ideas both visible and durable.
From etchings on cave walls to modern digital displays, some
of the most significant inventions in human history include
technologies that externalize our thoughts in visual form. Despite the importance of such technologies, little is known
about how the human mind is capable of using them in such
varied ways. Perhaps the most basic and versatile of these
technologies is drawing.
Drawing predates the invention of writing (Clottes, 2008)
and is pervasive across many cultures (Gombrich, 1989). It
has long inspired scientists to investigate the mental representation of concepts in children (Minsky and Papert, 1972;
Karmiloff-Smith, 1990) and clinical populations (Bozeat
et al., 2003; Chen and Goedert, 2012). Despite drawing’s
importance as a technology for expressing human knowledge, the underlying cognitive mechanisms underpinning our
ability to produce such varied drawings are relatively unknown. In particular, prior work has seldom addressed the
question of how drawing enables the flexible expression of
meanings across different levels of visual abstraction, ranging from detailed drawings of specific objects to sparse drawings that communicate information about basic-level categories (Fig. 1). As a consequence, theories of how visual

Our approach builds on a growing body of literature using drawing paradigms to investigate various aspects of cognition, including learning (Fan et al., 2018; Fiorella and
Zhang, 2018), communication Hawkins et al. (2019); Fan
et al. (2020), memory (Bainbridge et al., 2019; Roberts and
Wammes, 2020), and development (Dillon, 2020; Long et al.,
2019). A key limitation of this prior work is that it has generally restricted their focus to drawings produced at a specific
level of abstraction by using either category labels or natural
images as cues, potentially restricting the dynamic range over
which drawings can vary. To address this limitation, here we
directly manipulate sensory information and representational
goals within the same paradigm, allowing us to disentangle
their contributions to the semantic content of the resulting
drawing.
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“make a drawing that would help someone else looking only
at your drawing guess which word you were prompted with”
corresponding to a category goal. On photo-cue trials, participants were instructed to “make a drawing that would help
someone else looking only at your drawing guess which image you were prompted with, out of a lineup containing other
similar images” corresponding to a basic-level goal.
Participants used their cursor to draw in black ink on a digital canvas (canvas: 300 × 300px; stroke width: 5px). Each
stroke was rendered in real-time on the participant’s screen
as they drew and could not be deleted once drawn. Both the
label and photo cues were onscreen throughout the entire trial
and participants could take as long as they wished to complete
their drawing (Fig. 3A).
The assignment of cue type to object category was randomized across participants, as was the order in which the object
categories were displayed. At the end of the session, participants were prompted to complete a survey in which they
were asked to optionally provide the following information:
sex, age, drawing device, and self-reported drawing skill.

“bird”
label

bird
Figure 2: Study 1 Task Procedure. A: On photo-cue trials,
participants aimed to produce a drawing of the photographed
exemplar. B: On label-cue trials, participants aimed to produce a drawing of the labeled category.

Study 1: How do drawings cued by
prototypical exemplars differ from drawings
cued by category labels?
The goal of our first study was to explore the extent to which
drawings of objects produced in the presence of a typical exemplar differed from drawings based solely on prior semantic
knowledge of that category. Towards this end, we manipulated whether participants were cued with a photo of a highly
prototypical exemplar or with a category label before producing their drawing (Fig. 2). Insofar as the photo provided a
visual reminder to participants of the diagnostic properties
of each object, we predicted that photo-cued drawings would
be easier to recognize at the category level than label-cued
ones. Alternatively, insofar as category labels more strongly
activate information that is diagnostic of basic-level category
membership than even photos of typical exemplars, we predicted that label-cued drawings would be more recognizable
at the category level Lupyan and Thompson-Schill (2012).

Measuring semantic information in drawings This study
sought to evaluate potential differences in the semantic information conveyed by photo-cue and label-cue drawings, which
can in principle be dissociable from their low-level image
properties (Fan et al., 2018). Measuring the semantic content in a drawing that determines its recognizability, however,
requires a principled approach for encoding its high-level visual properties. Here we leverage prior work validating the
use of deep convolutional neural network (CNN) models to
encode such properties in drawings (Fan et al., 2018).
Specifically, we used VGG-19 (Simonyan and Zisserman,
2014) trained to categorize objects in photos from the Imagenet database (Simonyan and Zisserman, 2014) to extract
high-level feature-vector representations of each sketch. Each
4096-dimensional feature vector reflected VGG-19 activations to drawings in the second fully-connected layer of the
network (i.e., fc6). To extract the degree to which each
drawing expressed the target concept, we applied a 12-way
logistic classifier with L2 regularization, using 5-fold crossvalidation, to predict the category label for each drawn concept. Because this type of classifier assigns a probability
value to each object, it can be used to evaluate the strength
of evidence for each category contained in each drawing. We
then used these probabilities to derive a measure that quantifies the relative evidence for the cued category compared to
the others. Specifically, we define category evidence to be the
logodds ratio between the cued category and all other categories (Fig. 3C).

Methods
Participants 57 English-speaking adults recruited via
Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) completed the study (29
male, 36.8 years). Each participant received $2.00 for their
participation (approx. $12/hr) and provided informed consent
as per our institution’s IRB. Data from 4 participants who met
our pre-registered criteria were excluded from further analyses.1
Stimuli We obtained 3 color photographs of prototypical
exemplars from each of 12 familiar object categories: airplane, bike, bird, car, cat, chair, cup, hat, house, rabbit, tree,
and watch.
Task Procedure Each participant produced a total of 12
drawings, one for each object category. Six of these drawings were cued using a category label and the other six using a photo of one of 3 typical exemplars from that category
(Fig. 2). On label-cue trials, participants were instructed to

Results
Drawings cued by typical exemplars are more recognizable than those cued by category labels alone To analyze
differences in category evidence between conditions, we fit a
linear mixed-effects model that included condition (i.e. photo
vs. text) as a predictor, as well as random intercepts for par-

1 Data from an entire session were excluded if it contained at least

three blank drawings, at least three ‘incomplete’ drawings consisting
of a single stroke, or at least three invalid drawings (containing text,
surrounding context, or other inappropriate content).
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Figure 3: Study 1 Results. A: Example drawings. B: Number of strokes per drawing in the photo-cue and label-cue conditions.
C: Category evidence assigned to the target category by classifier. Error bars represent 95% bootstrap confidence intervals.
that photos generally provide useful reminders to participants
of the category-diagnostic properties of objects.
However, two confounds complicate this interpretation:
First, participants cued with a photo were also instructed
to produce drawings that would be discriminable at the exemplar level, while participants cued with a label were instructed to produce drawings that would be recognizable at
the category level. Thus it is not clear whether the differences
we observed are primarily due to the availability of sensory
information (i.e., photo vs. label) or to the representational
goals (i.e., to draw a category or exemplar) participants had.
Second, the 36 photo-cues in Study 1 were all highly prototypical and perceptually similar to one another. Thus it is
not clear whether participants were more successful in producing more easily classifiable drawings on photo-cue trials
due to the availability of sensory information per se, or to low
image variation, reflecting the prototypicality of these exemplars. To address these methodological limitations, the goal
of Study 2 was to independently manipulate sensory information and representational goals, as well as test an expanded
set of categories, each containing a larger and more heterogeneous set of exemplar images.

ticipants and item. In this and subsequent statistical analyses,
the best-performing linear mixed-effects model was identified
using nested model comparison. We found that photo-cue
drawings contained more category evidence than label-cue
drawings (photo: 1.86, label: 0.978, b = −0.875, t = −2.86,
p = 7.08e−03), suggesting that the availability of a photo of
a typical exemplar may have improved participants’ ability to
include category-diagnostic features in their drawing.
Drawings cued by typical exemplars contain similar
amounts of detail to those cued by category labels alone
On photo-cue trials, participants had persistent access to a visual reminder of how a typical exemplar in the cued category
looked. One potential explanation for their greater recognizability is that participants leveraged this additional information to spend more time on each trial producing drawings of
greater detail. To test this possibility, we analyzed the number
of strokes and the amount of time participants used to produce
each drawing by fitting a linear mixed-effects model that included condition as a predictor (i.e., photo-cue vs. label-cue),
as well as random slopes and intercepts for participants, and
random intercepts for each item (i.e., the photo or the label).
Neither analysis revealed reliable differences between conditions: participants used a similar number of strokes (photo:
10.2 strokes, label: 10.8 strokes, b = −0.675, t = −0.502,
p = 0.618) and spent a similar amount of time (photo: 31500
ms, label: 25600 ms, b = −5960, t = −1.75, p = 0.0876;
Fig. 3B) on each drawing. These results suggest that despite
having additional visual information available on photo-cue
trials, participants expended similar amounts of effort producing drawings in both conditions.

Drawing Task
Participants We recruited 384 participants (128 female,
25.9 years) to participate in our study via Prolific. Each
participant received $6.00 for their participation (approx.
$12/hr). We did not exclude data from any participant, as
none met our pre-registered exclusion criteria.
Stimuli We included 32 basic-level categories: airplane,
ape, axe, blimp, bread, butterfly, car (sedan), castle, cat, cup,
elephant, fish, flower, hat, hotdog, jack-o-lantern, jellyfish,
kangaroo, lion, motorcycle, mushroom, piano, raccoon, ray,
saw, scorpion, skyscraper, snake, squirrel, tree, windmill, and
window. Each category contained 32 exemplars selected from
the photographs included in the Sketchy dataset (Sangkloy

Study 2: Disentangling the contributions of
sensory information, goals, and typicality
In Study 1, we found that drawings produced while viewing a
typical exemplar contained more semantically relevant information about the cued category. These results seem to suggest
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across trials was randomized across participants, but the number of times a given photo was presented was balanced, such
that each photo served as the cue 3 times in Study 2. The
resulting dataset contained 12,288 sketches.

label

Measuring image typicality

bird

category “bird”

Given the greater variability between exemplars within each
category, we sought to investigate potential relationships between the semantic properties of each photo — namely, how
prototypical it was — and the properties of the resulting drawing. Towards this end, we crowdsourced typicality ratings for
each photo.

“bird”

bird

Participants 88 participants (42 male, 29.2 years) were recruited via Prolific. Each participant received $3.00 for their
participation in the 15-minute study (approx. $12/hr). Data
from 8 participants who did not meet our exclusion criteria5
were excluded from further analyses.

Figure 4: Study 2 Task Procedure. Participants were randomly assigned to one of two goal conditions (i.e., exemplar,
category) and one of two cue-type conditions (i.e., photo, label).

Task procedure Each participant was presented with the
prompt (”How well does this picture fit your idea or image of
the category?”), a series of 128 images, and was asked to provide typicality judgments on a 5-point Likert scale: ”Not at
all”, ”Somewhat”, ”Moderately”, ”Very”, and ”Extremely”.
In each session, there were 4 images from each of the 32 categories. This study yielded 10,240 ratings, such that each
photo was rated 10 times.

et al., 2016). These categories were selected to span a wide
range of familiar concepts and were balanced with respect to
animacy, size, familiarity, and artificiality. Moreover, the images within each category were selected to vary with respect
to both category-orthogonal properties (e.g., pose, viewpoint)
as well as category-relevant properties (e.g., typicality).
Task Procedure We independently manipulated sensory
information and representational goals across participants,
such that each participant was pseudorandomly assigned to
a cue type (i.e., photo, label) × goal (i.e., exemplar, category)
condition (Fig. 4; N=96 participants per condition).
In the photo-cue × exemplar-goal condition, participants
were instructed to: “make a drawing that would help someone else looking only at your drawing guess which image you
were prompted with, out of a lineup containing other similar
images.” 2 In the label-cue × category-goal condition, participants were instructed to: “make a drawing that would help
someone else looking only at your drawing guess which word
you were prompted with.” 3 In the photo-cue × category-goal
condition, participants were instructed to: “make a drawing
that is recognizable, but not one that could be matched to the
image I was shown.” In the label-cue × exemplar-goal condition, participants were instructed to visualize and “draw a
specific object, rather than a general object category.”
Each participant in Study 2 made drawings of 32 objects,
with one drawing per category. To equate the total amount
of preparation time participants in all four groups had before
beginning their drawing, the cue was always presented for
8 seconds and then removed before participants could begin
their drawing. 4 The sequence in which categories appeared

Results
Differences in the amount of detail and effort between
groups Given the results of Study 1, we did not strongly
expect groups would differ in the amount of detail and effort participants would expend during drawing production in
Study 2. Nevertheless, to evaluate any potential differences
revealed by this larger dataset, we again analyzed how much
time and how many strokes participants used to make each
drawing.
To test this possibility, we analyzed the number of strokes
and the amount of time participants used to produce each
drawing using a series of nested model comparisons among
linear mixed-effects models varying in complexity. We found
that the best-performing statistical model contained fixed effects for cue type and goal (but no interaction between them),
as well as random intercepts for participant and category.
Using this model to predict the number of strokes participants used, we found a reliable main effect of representational goal (exemplar: 13.6 strokes, category: 9.83 strokes,
b = 3.48, t = 9.32, p < 2e−16), such that participants intending to draw specific exemplars produced more detailed
drawings than those intending to draw the basic-level category, regardless of cue type (Fig. 5B). The same model also
a photo did not have persistent visual access to this image while
producing their drawing, while Study 1 participants did.
5 Data from an entire session were excluded if at least 4 of 8 catch
trials were failed, the same option was chosen 8 times in a row, twice
in the session, or trials were rated at random (defined by abnormally
low correlation with other raters).

2 These were the same instructions that photo-cue participants re-

ceived in Study 1.
3 These were the same instructions that label-cue participants received in Study 1.
4 As a consequence, Study 2 participants who were cued with
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Figure 5: Study 2 Results. A: Example drawings from each condition. B: Number of strokes per drawing for each condition.
C: Category-level evidence across conditions. D: Variance of feature vectors for drawings within-category, for each condition.
E: Relationship between category evidence and typicality among photo-cue drawings. Error bars represent 95% bootstrap
confidence intervals.
nizability (b = 0.153, t = 2.46, p = 0.0145). Together, these
findings provide support for the hypothesis that drawings intended to portray a specific exemplar, especially one that was
recently seen, do not contain the same semantic information
as drawings intended to communicate about a basic-level category. Specifically, the additional detail that these exemplar
drawings contain not only fails to enhance their recognizability but if anything, reduces their ability to evoke the cued category.

revealed a main effect of cue type (photo: 12.5 strokes, label:
10.9 strokes, b = −1.33, t = −3.55, p = 4.31e−04), such that
participants who were cued with a photo used more strokes
than those cued with a label, regardless of their representational goal. When analyzing the amount of time participants
spent drawing, we found a reliable main effect of representational goal (exemplar: 15.3s, category: 18.7s, b = 3.38,
t = 4.96, p = 1.09e−06) but not of cue type (photo: 17.0s,
label: 17.1s, b = −0.0750, t = −0.112, p = 0.911). Taken
together, these results provide converging evidence for contributions of representational goal and cue type on the amount
of effort and detail participants invest when producing their
drawings.

Effect of photo typicality on category evidence How
might these results be reconciled with those obtained in Study
1? One of the most salient differences between the photos
used in each study was how prototypical they were judged
to be: while the 36 photos used in Study 1 were all maximally prototypical, the 1024 photos used in this experiment
exhibited substantial and realistic variability in their visual
properties (e.g., viewpoint, lighting, clutter, occlusion, size),
such that none of these photos were nearly as canonical in
appearance as the cues used in Study 1.
Thus one plausible hypothesis is that the typicality of the
photo cue may modulate how much category-diagnostic information participants include in their drawings, such that
being cued with a less typical exemplar leads to less recognizable drawings while being cued with a more typical
exemplar leads to more recognizable drawings, at least at
the basic level. To evaluate this hypothesis, we fit a linear
mixed-effects model predicting category evidence for photocue drawings only, including fixed effects for typicality, goal,
their interaction, and subjective skill, as well as random intercepts for participants, category, and item (i.e., the specific
photo).
In support of this hypothesis, we found that the photocue typicality was positively related to the amount of category evidence contained in participants’ drawings (b = 0.624,
t = 3.45, p = 5.81e−04; Fig. 5E). Moreover, we found an
interaction between the photo-cue typicality and representa-

Differences in category evidence between groups Based
on Study 1, we predicted that there would be some differences in the amount of category evidence contained by drawings from each condition, but it was not yet clear whether
differences would be primarily driven by cue type, goal, or
both. As in the previous section, we used nested model comparisons to identify the best-performing model specification,
which included fixed effects for cue type, goal, their interaction, as well as self-reported drawing skill, with random
intercepts for participants and category. Using this model,
we found a main effect of cue type (photo: 1.72, label: 2.90;
b = 0.554, t = 2.24, p = 0.0256), such that label-cued drawings were actually more classifiable than those cued by a
photo, diverging from the results we obtained in Study 1
(Fig. 5C). Moreover, we found a main effect of representational goal (exemplar: 1.72, category: 2.89, b = −1.84,
t = −7.43, p = 7.64e−13), such that drawings intended to
convey a category were more recognizable than those intended to portray a specific exemplar. The interaction between cue type and goal was also reliable (b = 1.27, t = 3.63,
p = 3.24e−04), reflecting a larger effect of goal within the
photo-cue condition. Finally, we observed that self-reported
drawing skill had a small positive effect on drawing recog-
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tional goals (b = 0.747, t = 3.55, p = 3.94e−04), indicating that the positive relationship between photo-cue typicality and category evidence was stronger when participants intended to draw that particular exemplar.

mantic information contained in the resulting drawing: more
typical photos tend to elicit more recognizable drawings than
less typical ones. Moreover, we found that photo-cued drawings that were intended to depict that exemplar were among
the least recognizable (at the category level), suggesting a dissociation between how drawings communicate more abstract
vs. more specific meanings.
Here our analyses assume that using features extracted by a
convolutional neural network provides a good approximation
to human sketch recognition, consistent with prior work (Fan
et al., 2018). However, in ongoing work, we intend to directly
validate this assumption in the current dataset by also obtaining human sketch recognition judgments. Another limitation
of our current model-based analyses is that the architecture
we used is optimized for capturing category-level information but not as well suited to representing fine-grained visual
differences between exemplars. Thus future work seeking
to more fully characterize semantic information in drawings
may benefit from using architectures trained to resolve such
fine-grained distinctions via techniques such as instance discrimination (Wu et al., 2018; Zhuang et al., 2021).
In this work, our study asks participants to draw real-world
objects, which we assume to be strongly dependent on preexisting knowledge. Another promising direction for future
research is to use novel objects without pre-existing associations to gain further insight into how people draw what they
perceive even in the absence of verbalizable, semantic knowledge. More broadly, our findings highlight the value of using
such open-ended production tasks to gain insight into the content and structure of conceptual knowledge.

Estimating variability between drawings The fact that
the additional detail participants had included in photo-cue
exemplar drawings did not make them more recognizable at
the category level raises the question: what are the consequences of including this extra information on the semantic
properties of these drawings? Perhaps these drawings are
characterized by a greater degree of exemplar-level discriminability, such that they are easier to tell apart from one another, even if they are not as easy to identify at the basic level
as their label-cued category drawing counterparts.
To explore this possibility, we conducted an exploratory
analysis of how distinguishable drawings within a given category were, for each condition. Insofar as drawings that are
intended to communicate about a concrete, specific exemplar
are indeed more discriminable, we would predict the visual
variability among drawings to be larger for photo-cued exemplar drawings than for category drawings. To test this prediction, we used Euclidean distance between feature vectors
to compute the variance over the set of feature vectors from
each category, separately for each condition.
We found that indeed feature variability was greater overall for photo-cued drawings than for label-cued drawings
(photo: 885, label: 819, b = 65.8, t = −3.98, p = 1.17e−04;
Fig. 5D). Moreover, feature variability was also greater for
exemplar drawings than category drawings (exemplar: 893,
category: 810, b = 83.3, t = 9.15, p = 1.43e−15). Finally, we
also found a reliable interaction between cue type and goal,
such that the gap in feature variability for exemplar vs. category drawings was larger for the photo-cue condition than
in the label-cue condition (b = 41.3, t = −2.57, p = 0.0114).
Taken together, these results provide support for the notion
that drawings that are intended to convey specific, concrete
meanings are also more discriminable from one another than
drawings intended to convey more abstract, categorical meanings.
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Discussion
In this paper, we investigated the cognitive and task constraints that underlie our ability to produce drawings of object
concepts at different levels of abstraction. This paper reports
the results of both a smaller-scale exploratory study and a
larger-scale follow-up study that evaluated the impact of immediate sensory inputs and representational goals on people’s
ability to include semantically relevant information about category membership in the drawings they produced. Data from
Study 1 initially suggested that concurrent visual access to a
photograph of an object helped people include more categorydiagnostic information in their drawing than they otherwise
would. However, data from Study 2, which was both more
highly-powered and better-controlled, provided a more nuanced picture of how sensory information influences the se-
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Abstract

without fully expanding a search tree (Snider, Lee, Poizner,
& Gepshtein, 2015) or efficiently allocating limited computational resources during planning (Callaway et al., 2018).
Other mechanisms in planning models that achieve similar
goals involve pruning initially unpromising courses of action (Huys et al., 2012), relying on the uncertainty or accuracy of forward search and model-free reinforcement learning methods in tandem (Daw, Gershman, Seymour, Dayan, &
Dolan, 2011; Kool, Gershman, & Cushman, 2017; Hamrick
et al., 2019), or leveraging simulated experience to further expedite the transition from goal-directed to habitual behavior
(Dasgupta, Schulz, Goodman, & Gershman, 2018). Meanwhile, simpler choice models of human planning often do not
explore the tradeoffs between the costs of planning and decision quality (Solway & Botvinick, 2015; Tajima, Drugowitsch, Patel, & Pouget, 2019).
As a result, previous models of human planning have been
predominantly guided by researcher-specified heuristics. A
notable exception to this computes the value of information
gained by planning in a principled manner (Sezener, Dezfouli, & Keramati, 2019), but relies on a habitual system to estimate values at the frontier of the search tree. Such a method
may not scale well to complex tasks where an agent almost
exclusively encounters unique states, thus hindering the development of informative habits.
Here, we propose an alternative: a normative Bayesian
model for optimizing the depth of decision tree search. Our
framework is inspired by perceptual cue combination models, and operates at a metacognitive level of abstraction by
asking how far in advance an agent should plan before any
planning actually takes place. This method has the added capability to incorporate retrospective experience as it becomes
available to provide better depth estimates, but does not rely
on model-free state learning in order to make sensible predictions. We make a number of simplifying assumptions that
can be replaced by more sophisticated planning methods, but
we note that the purpose of a metacognitive algorithm is to
approximate expected reward while simultaneously reducing
costs. Our simulation results show that this framework derives intuitive principles about the depth to which planning is
beneficial as a function of the cost per measurement, the total number of actions the agent must evaluate, the amount of
accumulated retrospective experience, and the uncertainties
associated with both prospective and retrospective samples.

Planning, the process of evaluating the future consequences of
actions, is typically formalized as search over a decision tree.
This procedure increases expected rewards but is computationally expensive. Past attempts to understand how people mitigate the costs of planning have been guided by heuristics or the
accumulation of prior experience, both of which are intractable
in novel, high-complexity tasks. In this work, we propose a
normative framework for optimizing the depth of tree search.
Specifically, we model a metacognitive process via Bayesian
inference to compute optimal planning depth. We show that
our model makes sensible predictions over a range of parameters without relying on retrospection and that integrating past
experiences into our model produces results that are consistent
with the transition from goal-directed to habitual behavior over
time and the uncertainty associated with prospective and retrospective estimates. Finally, we derive an online variant of our
model that replicates these results.
Keywords: sequential decision-making; planning; Bayesian
inference

Introduction
From spatial navigation to organizational strategy to playing
Go, planning is a hallmark of human intelligence. Planning
involves the mental simulation of future actions and their consequences in order to make a decision. However, evaluating
every possible course of action in complex environments is
simply intractable. For example, if an agent has to make a
sequence of N decisions with K options at each step, then the
total number of sequences is K N .
Planning problems have typically been formalized as
search over a decision tree in both cognitive science (Daw,
Niv, & Dayan, 2005; Huys et al., 2015; van Opheusden et
al., 2021) and artificial intelligence (Shannon, 1950; Silver et
al., 2016). In such a scheme, the agent builds a tree of possible future trajectories where every decision that the agent
must make is represented by a branching point. The agent
then gains information by traversing the decision tree, which
is used to estimate the long-term expected reward of each currently available action.
Tree search algorithms generally lead to better decisions
that may have been overlooked without planning, but can be
costly to run. Even with a small cost per unit of time or
planning iteration, real-world tasks involve too many possible actions to extensively evaluate each one considering
the breadth and depth of the trees an agent would need to
construct. Therefore, a growing body of literature has focused on solutions for approximating the values of choices
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Inference

We conclude by deriving an online version of the model and
discussing its cognitive plausibility when applied to simple
and complex planning tasks.

The overarching goal of this framework is to solve for the
optimal number of iterations to plan for, T ∗ . We take a normative approach, meaning that we assume the agent makes
this decision by maximizing expected reward given costs. T
is optimized independently of any action, which includes the
possibility of choosing T = 1, or no planning at all. One way
to conceptualize this is that, before planning, the agent approximates a breadth-first search algorithm by evaluating the
future expected reward at each action to the same depth.
The general inference scheme is outlined in Figure 1B and
works as follows: (1) the agent considers different futures for
each action after T planning iterations, (2) this future distribution is integrated with any retrospective information to form a
posterior distribution, and (3) the agent marginalizes over all
possible futures by combining across actions and computing
the maximum over the distribution of the posterior’s expected
value. The final output of this inference procedure is the mean
of the max distribution, which we call the value of planning
for T iterations.
Formally, the posterior is the normalized product of the
prior, the retrospective likelihood, and the prospective likelihood, all of which we assume to be independent:

Model
From a metacognitive perspective, an agent must think about
how far into the future it may be beneficial to plan in a given
state. To address this, assume the agent is in state s with actions {a1 , ..., an } available and has the option of executing a
tree search policy π. The key insight that our model is based
on is that each state-action pair has a theoretical long-running
expected reward under π, Q(a). We take a Bayesian inference
view where this value is unknown to the agent, and the agent
tries to build a probability distribution over each Q(a) while
balancing the costs of search. This distribution is primarily
computed by considering how a one-step, myopic evaluation
will change under a certain depth of search, and is combined
with any prior experience that the agent has already accumulated for each state-action pair. We reiterate that this process occurs prior to any forward search taking place, and that
this paper introduces the general framework for approximating the effects of planning under the agent’s particular tree
search policy.

Generative model
To simulate the measurements that the agent has available to
them prior to planning (Figure 1A), we assume that the true
value Q for a given state-action pair is normally distributed:
Q∼N

µ0 , σ20



.

p(Q|qretro , q) ∝ p(Q)p(qretro |Q)p(q|Q).

Each of the likelihoods is over Q based on the retrospective
or prospective measurements available to the agent:

(1)

We omit the dependence of the parameters on the action a
from the notation until the last step, where we will compute
the value of the state across all actions. A retrospective experience with a is modeled as a noisy measurement, qretro,i ,
drawn from a normal distribution centered at the true Q:

qretro,i ∼ N Q, σ2retro .



σ2
Q; q̄retro , retro
n


2
σ
p(q|Q) = N Q; q̄,
,
T

p(qretro |Q) = N

(2)

n

where q̄retro ≡
The retrospective measurements form a vector qretro ≡
(qretro,1 , . . . , qretro,n ), where n is the number of past experiences with action a in state s. Similarly, the agent can perform
a one-step look-ahead to obtain another noisy measurement,
q1 , of Q:

q1 ∼ N Q, σ2 .

(4)

∑ qretro,i

i=1

(5)
(6)

T

and q̄ ≡

∑ qt .

This allows

t=1

us to rewrite
 the posterior as the normal distribution
N Q; µT , σ2T , where we define the mean and variance as
J0 µ0 + Jretro nq̄retro + JT q̄
JT
1
2
σT = ,
JT
µT =

(3)

The core part of our framework is a statistical model maintained by the agent of the effects of prospective tree search
without actually performing the search. We assume that
each iteration of the tree search algorithm works on a branch
that starts with action a and produces a new, independent
measurement of Q, qt . Therefore, after T iterations of tree
search, the agent has another vector of measurements q ≡
(q1 , . . . , qT ).

along with the precision quantities Jretro ≡
1
,
σ20

1
,
σ2retro

(7)
(8)
J≡

1
,J
σ2 0

≡

and JT ≡ J0 + Jretro n + JT . We then write q̄ to indicate

that the myopic values, q1 , are known while the remaining
1 T
values are defined as q̄>1 =
∑ qt . Now, we calculate
T − 1 t=2
the distribution over q̄>1 given q1 and qretro by marginalizing
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Figure 1: Planning to plan as Bayesian inference. (A) The generative model, where the agent receives noisy measurements
of the underlying Q value for a given state-action pair. These measurements can come from retrospective experience or a
myopic evaluation one step into the future, with a specific mean and variance. (B) The inference procedure, where the agent
computes the value of the state for T planning iterations. Per action, the agent simulates the evolution of the myopic likelihood
(blue distribution) T steps ahead, resulting in a sum over T prospective samples (q̄). The gray distributions represent different
potential future likelihoods. q̄ is combined with any retrospective information (the sum over retrospective samples, q̄retro ) into
a posterior. The agent then combines across actions by marginalizing over all possible futures, resulting in a distribution for
each posterior mean µT (light red distributions) and a max distribution for the state (dark red distribution). The expected value
of the max distribution, E[MT ], is the value of planning for T . (C) The optimization step, where the agent repeats the inference
procedure for all T . Subtracting a fixed cost per evaluation c to find the value of planning results in an optimal planning depth
T ∗ . Note that this cost must be multiplied by the depth of search (T ) and the number of actions that the agent considers (N).
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Figure 2: The model makes reasonable predictions about planning depth based solely on myopic estimates. (A) Optimal
planning depth (T ∗ ) as a function of the cost per measurement (c) and the number of actions available to the agent (N). (B)
75th, 50th, and 25th percentiles for the gap between the top two myopic measurements as a function of number of actions for
a single cost (c = 0.001). (C) Optimal planning depth as a function of the gap between the top two myopic measurements and
number of actions, for the same cost as in (B). The color code is two-dimensional: the hue represents optimal planning depth
and the saturation proportion of total simulations for the combination of top gap size and N.

Optimization

over the current possible values of Q:
p(q̄>1 |q1 , qretro ) =

After computing the benefit of planning for a range of T values, this expected reward is compared against the cost of planning (Figure 1C). We assume a fixed cost per evaluation c
such that the utility of planning for T iterations is given by:

Z

p(q̄>1 |Q)p(Q|q1 , qretro )dQ (9)


σ2
2
= N q̄>1 ; µ1 ,
+ σ1 .
(10)
T −1

UT = (E[MT ] − E[M1 ]) − cNT,

The main technical result here is computing the distribution
over future prospective measurements T time steps into the
future given the first myopic measurement. On average, the
mean of the resultant distribution stays at the mean of the
first measurement while the variance becomes narrower. The
variance of this distribution at T is
Var[µT ] =

σ21
2

σ
1 + (T −1)σ
2

.

(12)

where N is the total number of actions considered in the state.
In this way, our cost function takes into account the depth and
breadth of the tree being approximated by the model. The
first term increases sublinearly with T , while the second one
increases linearly, meaning that their difference will have an
optimum. We numerically calculate this optimum, which is
the best number of steps to plan ahead:

(11)

T ∗ = argmax UT .

1

(13)

T

Intuitively, the variance monotonically increases as a function
of T because the future measurements are unknown and will
cumulatively pull the posterior mean away from µ1 . Note that
when T = 1, the variance is 0 as µ1 is known and that when
T → ∞, the variance saturates as σ21 . This is because the future measurements will have fully pulled the posterior mean
to the true value of Q.
The value of planning is the maximum of the future posterior mean of Q across all actions, MT = max µT (a). We can

Results
The primary goal of this work is to allow an agent to preemptively characterize the conditions under which tree search is
beneficial. We performed a set of simulations in order to validate that the model makes intuitive depth predictions.

Myopic model predictions
We first consider the case where the agent has no prior experience and relies purely on myopic evaluations to decide how
far into the future to plan. This mimics real-world planning
environments where an agent has uninformed priors over their
retrospective system, such as in novel tasks or tasks in which
states may not repeat often.

a

evaluate the expected value of this quantity, E[MT ], analytically by computing the max distribution and taking its mean.
Within our framework, the mathematical reason why planning is beneficial is that the expected value of a maximum is
greater than the maximum of expected values.
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Our cost function is dependent on the number of evaluations that the agent must make during inference, or the product of the cost per measurement (c) and the total number of
actions available to the agent in the state (N). Over this parameter space, our model predicts that deeper planning is beneficial at lower costs and with less alternatives (Figure 2A).
The reasoning behind this effect is based on the value of
the myopic measurements. Suppose that the agent’s objective is to decide between two actions. If the gap between the
myopic values of these two actions is small, should the agent
plan further ahead in hopes of determining which action is
actually better? Or, should the agent avoid wasting valuable
resources planning, since it will be unclear which action is
best regardless? And conversely, if the gap between two myopic evaluations is large, should the agent plan more or less?
In Figure 2B, we show that as the number of actions increases, the distribution of the difference between the top two
myopic measurements becomes more right-skewed. In other
words, small top gap sizes are more common when there are
more actions to consider, and the size of the top gap is varied
at a lower number of alternatives. Figure 2C then investigates the relationship between top gap size and optimal planning depth: T ∗ is higher with smaller top gap sizes and with
less available actions. This suggests that smaller gap sizes
do increase optimal planning depth, but that this effect is diminished with more actions where cost grows and ultimately
outweighs the added benefit of planning more deeply.

model-free control over time and uncertainty-based arbitration between prospective and retrospective systems.
We simulate total experience by using a variable Poisson
rate (λ) to determine n for each action. The model predicts
a shallower optimal planning depth as more experience is accumulated, and this trend holds irrespective of the number
of alternatives that the agent considers (Figure 3). The rationale behind this is that environments with low amounts
of retrospective information require similar planning depths
compared to when the model relies only on myopic estimates. Optimal planning depth then decreases as the agent
gains more experience. In these cases, the agent can spend
less resources planning and instead relies more heavily on
its cost-effective retrospective experiences. Additionally, we
varied the amount of uncertainty for both the retrospective
and myopic estimates to investigate their joint effect on planning depth (Figure 4). This is straightforward to implement,
since our model directly takes the variance associated with
each type of sample as part of its generative model. With
a low number of alternatives, increased uncertainty with either or both sources of information led to deeper planning.
With more alternatives, however, high amounts of prospective uncertainty resulted in lower optimal planning depths.
Intuitively, planning more deeply is generally beneficial in
gaining high-value estimates under uncertainty, but if the uncertainty attached to planning is too high then it is no longer
worthwhile to obtain these costly measurements.

Figure 3: The effect of accumulating experience on depth of
planning. Optimal planning depth for 2 actions (left) and 20
actions (right) as a function of the average number of retrospective measurements per action (modeled as a Poisson rate)
for a single cost (c = 0.001). The dashed line in each panel
indicates the optimal planning depth without retrospective experience.

Figure 4: The effect of uncertainty on depth of planning. Optimal planning depth for 2 actions (left) and 20 actions (right)
as a function of the retrospective and prospective variance in
the generative model for a single cost (c = 0.001).

Online planning
In order to study how our framework might approximate different search procedures, we implemented a variant of the
model where the agent determines online whether increasing the depth of search by one layer is worthwhile. In practice, this model could be used by the agent to iteratively
learn heuristics over a set of parameters, such as a stopping
rule, that are then used to inform a planning algorithm. The
general logic for the model is the same: given the posterior
based on retrospective and prospective information, the agent

Incorporating retrospective information
Next, we examine environments where the agent does have
prior experience. In principle, planning depth should be modulated by the total amount of retrospective experience accumulated by the agent as well as the uncertainty of those estimates. These correlate directly to well-studied mechanisms
in the planning literature: the transition from model-based to
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marginalizes over possible futures. The difference is that the
past measurements consist of a sequence of T measurements
for each action and the future consists of a single time step,
from T to T + 1.
Mathematically, the posterior at time T is identical to Eq.
(4). However, q̄T , which is the mean of the measurements
q1 , . . . , qT , is given, rather than only q1 . These measurements
may be provided by the forward search algorithm that the
agent is utilizing. The new measurement qT +1 , which the
agent receives if it plans one step further ahead, is unknown
and has to be marginalized over:
p(qT +1 |q̄T , qretro ) =

Z

p(qT +1 |Q)p(Q|q̄T , qretro )dQ (14)

= N qT +1 ; µT , σ2 + σ2T .
(15)

Again, the mean of the distribution of the expected value of
Q at T + 1 stays at the mean of the measurement at T , while
the variance at T + 1 is
Var[µT +1 ] =

1
.
JT (1 + JJT )

(16)

Note that the variance of the online and offline implementations match when moving from T = 1 to T = 2. In order to
combine across actions and decide whether to plan one step
further, we compute the expected value of the maximum of
the future posterior means for all actions and subtract a fixed
cost c for that additional iteration multiplied by the number of
alternatives N and the current depth of search T . This gives
the utility of planning at each step as
UT +1 = (E[MT +1 ] − E[MT ]) − cNT.

Figure 5: Online planning results for a fixed number of alternatives (N = 10). (A) Probability of expanding to the next
search iteration as a function of current depth (T ) and cost
per measurement (c). (B) Probability of expansion as a function of average number of retrospective measurements per action for a single cost (c = 0.01). The dashed line indicates
the probability of expansion without retrospective experience.
(C) Probability of expansion as a function of retrospective
and prospective variance in the generative model for the same
cost as in (B).

(17)

T ∗ , or the final number of steps that are planned ahead, is now
the value of T where the cost exceeds the gain in expected
value from T to T + 1.
The online model replicates the results derived from the
offline version with myopic estimates as well as when retrospective experiences are incorporated (Figure 5). The absolute value of this model’s planning estimates are larger, since
the agent is receiving new prospective samples at each iteration. Additionally, we frame our results in terms of probability of expansion at each layer rather than planning depth.

and increases with the uncertainty of the model’s evaluations
unless prospective uncertainty is so high that deeper planning
is no longer worthwhile. Finally, we derived an online version of the model and showed results consistent with its offline counterpart.
We must also evaluate how this framework might interact
with planning in real tasks. Since we have conceptualized
this as a metacognitive algorithm, the most natural extension
is that the agent uses this approximation to quickly learn useful heuristics prior to planning. This heuristic can be a simple depth estimate given by the offline variant of the model
prior to planning, or more nuanced components of a planning algorithm, such as a stopping rule, given by the iterative,
online variant of the model. Another option is that this framework is actually implemented by the brain, in which case
task-specific features and structure need to be incorporated
into the model’s evaluations. In either case, the model must
be adapted to well-characterized planning tasks to verify that
previous conclusions in the field, such as uncertainty arbitra-

Discussion
In this paper, we presented a normative framework for optimizing the depth of decision tree search. The model is based
on using Bayesian inference to compute the value of planning
from a combination of retrospective samples and myopic estimates. We began by showing that this model makes reasonable depth predictions without retrospective experience,
primarily driven by cost per measurement and the number of
actions. We also explained how the effect of the gap size between the top two myopic evaluations is in line with these results. We then introduced retrospective experience, and found
that planning depth decreases as the agent gains experience
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tion and pruning, hold (Daw et al., 2011; Huys et al., 2012).
Further, a primary motivation for developing this algorithm is
to explain human behavior in more complex tasks with large
data sets (Kuperwajs, van Opheusden, & Ma, 2019).
The method by which our model approximates the effects
of search bears resemblance to the information sampling literature. In multi-armed bandit problems, people must choose
between a set of alternatives that each have unknown reward
in order to maximize total expected reward. Bayesian analyses of bandit problems exist, but typically provide a closedform solution and focus on the tradeoff between exploration
and exploitation (Steyvers, Lee, & Wagenmakers, 2009). In
contrast, our framework focuses solely on determining highvalue decisions. More recently, related work has claimed
that simple decisions are made by integrating noisy evidence
that is sampled over time in a Bayesian manner (Callaway,
Rangel, & Griffiths, 2021; Jang, Sharma, & Drugowitsch,
2021). Our framework can be viewed as an approximation
to planning via an optimal information sampling algorithm,
and shares many features with these models. Conceptually,
the main difference is in domain application, as prior work
has explained fixation data in choice tasks with few alternatives while our model aims to derive intuitive rules to guide
sequential decision-making. This is particularly relevant to
the form that our model will take when interacting with a forward search algorithm in complex planning tasks.
While we have presented two model variants here, a more
sophisticated variant of our model would determine online
which action to expand the search frontier for, thereby optimizing both the depth and direction in which planning is
beneficial. This can be thought of as best-first search, which
combines breadth and depth by expanding the most promising node of the tree at each iteration. In future work, we plan
to distinguish between how all three of these variants interact
with human behavior in planning tasks.
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Abstract

she takes disabling conditions into account. In
such situations the constraint is Q(C|A) = p0 < 1.
Eva et al. (2020) argue that this procedure yields
plausible results for key test cases in the literature.
Here, we scrutinize the generalized procedure,
showing that it has normatively unacceptable consequences. As a remedy, we propose a rather minimal modification of the procedure: increasing the
probability of the conjunction of A and C instead
of the conditional probability. We show that minimizing the Kullback-Leibler divergence between
Q and P, taking that new constraint into account,
leads to intuitive, normatively plausible, consequences.

A large body of work has demonstrated the utility
of the Bayesian framework for capturing inference
in both specialist and everyday contexts. However,
the central tool of the framework, conditionalization via Bayes’ rule, does not apply directly to a
common type of learning: the acquisition of conditional information. How should an agent change
her beliefs on learning that “If A, then C”? This
issue, which is central to both reasoning and argumentation, has recently prompted considerable research interest. In this paper, we critique a prominent proposal and provide a new, alternative, answer.
Keywords: Indicative conditional reasoning; belief change; probability

Introduction

The Standard Approach

An agent entertains the propositions A and C with
a prior probability distribution P defined over the
corresponding propositional variables. An important question, both theoretically and practically, is
how the agent should change P once she learns the
natural language indicative conditional “If A, C”
(Collins, Krzyżanowska, Hartmann, Wheeler, &
Hahn, 2020). Following a proposal by Eva, Hartmann, and Rafiee Rad (2020), learning “If A, C”
imposes the probabilistic constraint Q(C|A) = 1
on the new probability distribution Q. See also
Eva and Hartmann (2018). The full new probability distribution is then found by minimizing an appropriate distance measure (such as the KullbackLeibler divergence) between Q and P, taking the
constraint into account. This procedure yields intuitively plausible results for test cases such as
Douven’s ski trip example discussed below.
It is natural to generalize this proposed procedure to the learning of non-strict conditionals.
Such situations occur if the agent factors in the
partial reliability of the information source or if

We introduce binary propositional variables A and
C (in italic script) which have the values A and
¬A, and C and ¬C (in roman script), respectively.
These beliefs are represented by a probability distribution P which can be parameterized by the
prior probability
P(A) = a

(1)

with a ∈ (0, 1) and the conditional probabilities
P(C|A) = p

,

P(C|¬A) = q

(2)

with p, q ∈ (0, 1). The following proposition summarizes our findings about the new probability distribution Q after learning a natural language indicative conditional.1
Proposition 1 An agent considers the propositions A and C with a prior probability distribution P defined in eqs. (1) and (2). Learning the
1 Here and below we use the convenient shorthand
notation P(A, C) for P(A ∧ C).
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conditional “If A, C” then imposes the constraint
Q(C|A) = p0 (with p < p0 < 1) on the new probability distribution Q. Minimizing the KullbackLeibler divergence between Q and P then implies the following claims: (i) Q(A) < P(A),
(ii) Q(C) > P(C), (iii) Q(A, C) > P(A, C), and
(iv) Q(A|C) > P(A|C).

E

S

B

Figure 2: The Bayesian network for the ski trip
example
bit, because he did not know that she had any
plans to go on a ski trip. He knows that she recently had an important exam and thinks it unlikely that she passed it. Then he meets Tom, his
best friend and also a friend of Sue’s, who is just
on his way to Sue to hear whether she passed
the exam, and who tells him: “If Sue passed
the exam, her father will take her on a ski vacation.” Recalling his earlier observation, Harry
now comes to find it more likely that Sue passed
the exam. So in this example upon learning
the conditional information Harry should intuitively increase the probability of the antecedent
of the conditional. (Douven & Dietz, 2011)

These qualitative results seem plausible.
Item (i) is perhaps most controversial, but it
can be justified by observing that learning a
conditional makes its antecedent more informative. But more informative propositions have a
lower probability, and so the probability of the
antecedent should decrease.
We now consider the behavior of Q(A), Q(C)
and Q(A, C) as p0 increases from p to 1. To do so,
we parameterize2 p0 = λ + p · λ with λ ∈ (0, 1) and
plot the three quantities as a function of λ. Fig. 1
shows that Q(A) decreases strictly monotonically
as p0 increases. This is plausible as there is no
reason why Q(A) should have an extreme value.

Eva et al. (2020) analyze this example as follows. First, they introduce the variables E (“Sue
passed the exam”), S (“Sue’s father invites her for
a ski trip”) and B (“Sue buys a new ski outfit”).
Second, they assume that B and E are probabilistically independent given S (see Fig. 2). Third, they
fix the prior probability of E, i.e.
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P(E) = e
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(3)

with e ∈ (0, 1) and the conditional probabilities

Figure 1: Q(A) (blue), Q(C) (orange) and Q(A, C)
(green) as a function of λ for a = .4, p = .6, q = .2.
Interestingly, this is exactly what happens for
Q(C) and Q(A, C)–a behavior which is not normatively plausible. Once the strength of the conditional (as measured by the parameter p0 ) increases,
one would expect the impact of learning the conditional on the two respective probabilities to be
a strictly monotonic function of p0 . But it is not
if one uses the present procedure. Here is a more
complex test case from the literature:

P(S|E) = p1

,

P(S|¬E) = q1

P(B|S) = p2

,

P(B|¬S) = q2

(4)

with p1 , p2 , q1 , q2 ∈ (0, 1). Fourth, they note that
the agent does not only learn a conditional, but
also that Sue bought a new ski outfit. If one conditionalizes on these two pieces of information
(representing the conditional E → S as the material conditional ¬E ∨ S), then one obtains P∗ (E) =
e/(e+e·l0 ) with the likelihood ratio l0 := (q1 p2 +
q1 q2 )/(p1 p2 ). Hence, P∗ (E) > P(E) iff l0 < 1.
Eva et al. (2020) then show that this condition is
fulfilled given the information provided in the description of the example. The authors also show
that one obtains exactly the same result if one minimizes the Kullback-Leibler divergence with the

The Ski Trip Example. Harry sees his friend
Sue buying a ski outfit. This surprises him a
2 Here and below we use the convenient shorthand
notation x := 1 − x.
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constraints Q(B) = 1 and Q(S|E) = 1. The following proposition shows what happens if one relaxes
the second constraint.

disconfirms E. This, however, is plausible as for
small values of λ the contribution of learning the
other item of information (i.e. the proposition B)
dominates and we know already (see Proposition
1) that learning only this information decreases
the probability of E. But once the conditional becomes sufficiently strong (i.e. once λ is above a
certain threshold), learning the conditional dominates the learning of B and Q(E) > P(E).

Proposition 2 An agent considers the propositions B, E and S with a prior probability distribution P defined in eqs. (3) and (4). Fig. 2 represents the assumed conditional independencies.
Learning the information mentioned in the example then imposes the constraints C1 : Q(B) = 1
and C2 : Q(S|E) = λ + P(S|E) · λ (with λ ∈ (0, 1))
on the new probability distribution Q. Minimizing
the Kullback-Leibler divergence between Q and P
then implies that Q(E) has a maximum in the open
interval (0, 1) as a function of P(S|E).

A New Proposal
We have seen that the standard approach, which
assumes that learning a conditional prompts the
agent to increase the corresponding conditional
probability, leads to normatively implausible results. Alternatively, we propose that the agent increases the probability of the conjunction of the
antecedent and the consequent instead. The following proposition states what this entails.

To illustrate Proposition 2 we plot Q(E) as a
function of λ which measures the increase of the
conditional probability from P(S|E) (for λ = 0) to
1 (for λ = 1).

Proposition 3 An agent considers the propositions A and C with a prior probability distribution P defined in eqs. (1) and (2). Learning the
conditional “If A, C” then imposes the constraint
Q(A, C) = α + P(A, C) · α (with α ∈ (0, 1)) on
the new probability distribution Q. Minimizing
the Kullback-Leibler divergence between Q and
P then implies the following claims: (i) Q(A) >
P(A), (ii) Q(C|A) > P(C|A), (iii) Q(C) > P(C),
and (iv) Q(A), Q(C|A) and Q(C) are increasing
functions of α.
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Figure 3: Q(E) as a function of λ for e = .3, p1 =
.4, p2 = .8, q2 = .2 and q1 = .1 (blue), q1 = .2
(orange) and q1 = .3 (green).

This is an interesting result. We first note that
the increase of the probability of the conjunction
of A and C (i.e. a0 p0 > a p) implies an increase
of the probability of the antecedent (i.e. a0 > a)
and an increase of the conditional probability of
the consequent, given the antecedent (i.e. p0 > p).
This could, of course, be different. It would have
been possible that one of the two factors increases
strongly, while the other one decreases, but not
so much, making sure that the product increases.
Next, it is interesting to see that the probability
of the antecedent increases in the same proportion as the probability of the conjunction of A and
C increases. That is, as a result of learning the
conditional “If A, C”, the probability of the antecedent does not decrease as for the constraint
Q(C|A) = 1, but it increases.

Fig. 3 clearly show that Q(E) has a maximum.
That is, after a certain value of λ, Q(E) decreases.
It is even possible that Q(E) becomes smaller than
P(E) as λ (and therefore p01 ) increases. This challenges our normative intuitions, suggesting a rejection of the present approach. As we would
like to keep the spirit of the distance-minimization
approach, we propose to replace the conditional
probability constraint by a normatively more appealing alternative.
Before presenting our new proposal, we would
like to note another interesting feature exhibited
in Fig. 3: For small values of λ it is possible that
Q(E) < P(E). In this case, the learned information
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This is intuitively plausible as the conditional
informs us about the relation between A and C
which has something to do with the joint occurrence of A and C. Hence, after the conditional is
stated, we expect A to be more likely to occur than
if the conditional would not have been stated. Note
also that the new probability of the antecedent only
depends on the prior probability of the antecedent
(and of course on α), but not on the prior conditional probabilities p and q. Finally we note that p0
increases with α (for fixed a and p) and decreases
with a (for fixed α and p). p0 does not depend on
q. The following proposition presents the results
for the ski trip example on our new proposal.

threshold αc . This is plausible as for small values of α the contribution of learning the other item
of information (i.e. the proposition B) dominates
and we can argue as above. Once the conditional
becomes sufficiently strong (i.e. once α > αc ),
learning the conditional dominates the learning of
B and Q(E) > P(E). To get a sense of the numerical value of the threshold in the ski trip example,
we make two observations: (i) P(E) ≈ 0 because
Harry “thinks it is unlikely that [Sue] passed the
exam”. (ii) Q(B|¬S) ≈ 0 because the story does
not mention any reason for Harry to expect Sue to
buy a skiing outfit if she is not invited on a skiing
trip. Hence, Proposition 4 informs us that αc ≈ 0.
For larger values of P(E) and Q(B|¬S), αc is correspondingly larger.

Proposition 4 An agent considers the propositions B, E and S with a prior probability distribution P defined in eqs. (3) and (4). Fig. 2 represents the assumed conditional independencies.
Learning the information mentioned in the example then imposes the constraints C1 : Q(B) = 1
and C02 : Q(E, S) = α+P(E, S)·α (with α ∈ (0, 1))
on the new probability distribution Q. Minimizing
the Kullback-Leibler divergence between Q and P
then implies the following claims: (i) Q(E) > P(E)
for α > αc (specified in the proof). If P(E) ≈ 0
and Q(B|¬S) ≈ 0, then αc ≈ P(E) P(¬S|E) ≈
0, (ii) Q(S|E) > P(S|E) if P(B|S) > P(B|¬S),
(iii) Q(E) and Q(S|E) are increasing functions
of α, and (iv) Q(S|¬E) > P(S|¬E) iff P(B|S) >
P(B|¬S).

Discussion
We have provided a new normative proposal for
belief change in response to a conditional. It remains for the discussion to relate this proposal to
concerns in the wider literature. One such concern
is that the natural-language conditional is directional. Our constraint, however, is symmetrical.
This issue is part of the wider concern about “centering” as commonly understood in the psychology of reasoning: the claim that the inference from
conjunction to conditional is valid (Cruz, Baratgin, Oaksford, & Over, 2015).
First, while this claim is clearly true for the material conditional, it is not at all clear that it is true
for the indicative conditional of natural language.
Not only is it clear that the material conditional
is not an adequate formalization of the indicative
conditional, there is also a growing body of experimental evidence suggesting that the indicative
conditional involves some “connection” between
antecedent and consequent (e.g., Krzyżanowska,
Wenmackers, and Douven (2013); Mirabile and
Douven (2020)), though it remains a topic of debate whether this connection is properly construed
as semantic or pragmatic). On such an account
of the indicative conditional, inference from conjunction to conditional is no more valid than the
erroneous inference from correlation to causation
against which students of even the most introductory statistics class are warned: from the fact that
cigarette packaging and lung cancer co-occur it
does not follow that cigarette packaging causes

It is interesting to compare these results to
the results of the standard approach presented in
Proposition 2. The standard approach assumes
that learning a conditional can be modeled by increasing the conditional probability of the consequent given the antecedent. Then the new probability of E, i.e. Q(E) first increases and then, as
the conditional probability (measured by the parameter λ in Fig. 3) increases, decreases. This is
counter-intuitive if one takes the conditional probability as a measure of the “strength” of the corresponding conditional. However, if one follows the
new proposal, one finds that Q(E) strictly monotonically increases as a function of the “strength”
of the conditional (i.e. the respective probability
of the conjunction of the antecedence and the consequent measured by the parameter α). One also
finds that Q(E) > P(E) once α passes a certain
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Note that Φx > 0 for x0 6= x and that ∂Φx /∂x0 = 0
implies that x0 = x. Third, readers unfamiliar with
the use of Bayesian networks in rationality research are referred to Hartmann (2020) for a concise introduction.

lung cancer. Indeed, even where conjunctions
have probability 1, so-called “missing link” conditionals such as if roses are plants, roses have
thorns are infelicitous (Krzyżanowska, Collins, &
Hahn, 2017).
Crucially, the account presented in this paper does not fall prey to warranting such inference. The relationship detailed is between the
conjunction and the conditional probability. This
relationship is indeed inferentially symmetric in
that increasing one will increase the other (ceteris paribus). However, this is distinct from what
constitutes the semantics/pragmatics of the natural
language conditional. Some accounts equate the
indicative conditional with the conditional probability (Evans, Handley, & Over, 2003; Stalnaker,
1970), but those accounts need not be, and, in our
view, likely are not empirically adequate for the
reasons just outlined. On any account where there
is “more” to the semantics or pragmatics of the indicative conditional than the conditional probability, it will simply not follow that raising the probability of the conjunction raises that of the conditional. Indeed, there may be no such quantity
as the probability of the conditional, because the
conditional does not constitute a proposition in the
first place (Adams, 1975).
As a result, the constraint posited in this paper
is not symmetrical, and thus does not fall prey to
familiar problems of asymmetry known from the
literature on explanation (Salmon, 1992). Our account is largely neutral on the details of the semantics of the conditional itself and assumes only
that the indicative conditional imposes a probabilistic constraints.This must not be confused with
the idea that this is what the conditional means.

Proof of Proposition 1
Proposition 4 in Eva et al. (2020) implies that q0 =
 p0
0
q and a0 = a/(a + a · l) with l = (p0 /p) p p0 /p .
Consider Q(A) first: l > 1 is equivalent to Φ p > 0
which holds for p0 > p. Hence, Q(A) < P(A).
Second, we show that Q(A, C) = a0 p0 > a p =
P(A, C). To do so, we first note that the previous inequality is equivalent to p0 /p − 1 > a (l −
1). It therefore suffices to show that p0 /p > l
which follows from simple algebraic manipulations. Third, Q(C) = a0 p0 +a0 q > a p+a q = P(C)
follows from a0 p0 > a p and the fact that a0 ≤ a implies that a0 ≥ a. Fourth, we consider Q(A|C) =
a0 p0 /(a0 p0 + a0 q). With a0 = a/(a + a · l) we find
that Q(A|C) = a p0 /(a p0 + a l q). Hence, defining
∆ := Q(A|C) − P(A|C), we obtain
∆

=

i=1

ap
a p+aq
a a q · (p0 − p l)
,
(a p0 + a l q)(a p + a q)
−

Proof of Proposition 2
We first note that the constraint C1 implies that
p02 = q02 = 1. The Kullback-Leibler divergence is
then given by
KL = Φe + e0 Φ p1 + e0 Φq1 −
(e0 p01 + e0 q01 ) · log p2 − (e0 p01 + e0 q01 ) log q2 .

We begin with three preliminary remarks. First,
the Kullback-Leibler divergence between Q and P
is given by
n

a p0

a p0 + a l q

from which we conclude that Q(A|C) > P(A|C)
iff p0 /p > l, which holds as shown above.

Proofs

DKL (Q||P) := ∑ Q(Si ) log

=

Next, we differentiate KL with respect to q01 and
set the resulting expression equal to zero. This
yields
q1 p2
.
q01 =
q1 p2 + q1 q2

Q(Si )
.
P(Si )

Analogously, we obtain e0 = e/(e + e l) with

Second, following Eva et al. (2020), we define
Φx := x0 log

x0
x

+ x0 log

x0
x


l=

.
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p01
u

 p01

p01
v

! p0

1

·w

and u := p1 p2 , v := p1 q2 and w := q1 p2 + q1 q2 .
We can now show that l always has a minimum in
(0, 1) as a function of p01 . (Hence, e0 always has
a maximum in (0, 1) as a function of p01 .) To do
so, we note that log l is a strictly monotonically
increasing function of l. Hence, l and log l have
the same extrema provided that l does not vanish
at the extremal points. (As l > 0, this does not
happen.) We therefore differentiate log l by p01 ,
!
p01 v
∂ log l
= log
+ u − v,
∂p01
p01 u

note that

and set the resulting expression equal to zero. This
yields
u exp(v)
.
p01 =
u exp(v) + v exp(u)

Proof of Proposition 4

p0

=
=
=

(iii) We first set c := P(C) = a p + a q and c0 :=
Q(C) = a0 p0 +a0 q. Next, inserting the expressions
for a0 and p0 , we obtain c0 = α + c α. Hence, c0 >
c. (iv) We compute ∂a0 /∂α = a > 0, ∂p0 /∂α =
a p/(α + a α)2 > 0, and ∂c0 /∂α = c > 0.
We have to minimize L = KL + µ (e0 p01 ) with
KL = Φe + e0 Φ p1 + e0 Φq1 −
(e0 p01 + e0 q01 ) log p2 − (e0 p01 + e0 q01 ) log q2

Note that p01 ∈ (0, 1) as u, v ∈ (0, 1). Hence, p01 is
an extremum point. The extremum is a minimum
0 0
as ∂2 log l/∂p02
1 = 1/(p1 p1 ) > 0.

and a Lagrange multiplier µ. L takes the constraints C1 and C02 into account. More explicitly,
C02 is given by

Proof of Proposition 3

e0 p01 = α + α e p1 .

We have to minimize L = KL + µ (a0 p0 ) with

and a Lagrange multiplier µ. To do so, we first
differentiate L with respect to q0 and set the resulting expression equal to zero. This yields q0 = q.
Analogously for a0 and p0 , yielding

Note that q01 > q1 iff p2 > q1 p2 + q1 q2 iff p2 > q2 .
This completes the proof of claim (iv).
To determine e0 and p01 , we proceed analogously. Setting u := p1 p2 , v := p1 q2 and w :=
q1 p2 + q1 q2 (as in Proposition 2), we obtain

a (p + p x)
a (p + p x) + a x

and p0 = p/(p + p x) with x := exp(µ). To determine x (and therewith µ), we insert the expressions
for p0 and a0 into the constraint a0 p0 = α + a p α.
This yields
a pα
x=
.
α+a pα

p0

e0

=

p01

=

e(u + v x)
e u + (e v + e w) x
u
,
u+vx

with x := exp(µ). Inserting these expressions into
eq. (5) and solving for x yields

Inserting this expression into the expressions for
a0 and p0 and yields
a0

(5)

Differentiating L with respect to q01 and setting the
resulting expression equal to zero yields
q1 p2
q01 =
.
q1 p2 + q1 q2

KL = Φa + a0 Φ p + a0 Φq

a0 =

α+a pα
α+aα
pα+ pα+a pα
α+aα
pα
> p.
p+
α+aα

x=

euα
1 − e p1
·
.
e v + e w α + e p1 α

With this, we can calculate e0 and p01 :

= α+aα
α+a pα
=
.
α+aα

With this, we can show the claims made in the
proposition. (i) a0 = α + a α = a + a α > a. (ii) We
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e0

=

p01

=

e v + e w (α + e p1 α)
ev+ew
(e v + e w) (α + e p1 α)
e v + e w (α + e p1 α)

We use these expressions to proof the remaining
claims. First, we note that
e0 − e =

Evans, J. S. B. T., Handley, S. J., & Over, D. E.
(2003). Conditionals and conditional probability. Journal of Experimental Psychology:
Learning, Memory, and Cognition, 29(2), 321–
335.
Hartmann, S. (2020). Bayes nets and rationality.
In M. Knauff & W. Spohn (Eds.), Handbook of
Rationality. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press.
Krzyżanowska, K., Collins, P. J., & Hahn, U.
(2017). The puzzle of conditionals with true
clauses. In G. Gunzelmann, A. Howes, T. Tenbrink, & E. Davelaar (Eds.), Proceedings of the
39th Annual Conference of the Cognitive Science Society. Austin, TX: Cognitive Science Society.
Krzyżanowska, K., Wenmackers, S., & Douven, I.
(2013). Inferential conditionals and evidentiality. Journal of Logic, Language and Information, 22(3), 315–334.
Mirabile, P., & Douven, I. (2020). Abductive conditionals as a test case for inferentialism. Cognition, 200, 104232.
Salmon, W. C. (1992). Scientific Explanation.
In M. H. Salmon et al. (Eds.), Introduction to
the Philosophy of Science (p. 7-41). Englewood
Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall.
Stalnaker, R. C. (1970). Probability and conditionals. Philosophy of Science, 37(1), 64–80.

e [(1 − e p1 ) w α − e p1 q1 (p2 − q2 )]
.
ev+ew

Hence, e0 > e iff α > αc with
αc :=

e p1 q1 (p2 − q2 )
.
(1 − e p1 ) w

Note that if q2 ≈ 0, then w ≈ q1 p2 and therefore
αc ≈ e p1 /(1 − e p1 ). If also e ≈ 0 holds, then
we obtain αc ≈ e p1 . This completes the proof of
claim (i).
Second, we note that
p01 − p1 =

e e p1 p1 q1 (p2 − q2 ) + A α
,
e v + e w (α + e p1 α)

with
A = (1 − e p1 )(e v + e p1 w) > 0.
Hence, p01 > p1 if p2 > q2 . This completes the
proof of claim (ii).
Third and finally, we calculate
∂e0
∂α
∂p01
∂α

=
=

ew
· (1 − e p1 ) > 0
ev+ew
e v (e v + e w) · (1 − e p1 )
(e v + e w (α + e p1 α))2

> 0.

This completes the proof of claim (iii).
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Abstract
In the face of strong evidence that a coin landed heads, can
someone simply choose to believe it landed tails? Knowing that
a large earthquake could result in personal tragedy, can someone
simply choose to desire that it occur? We propose that in the
face of strong reasons to adopt a given belief or desire, people
are perceived to lack control: they cannot simply believe or
desire otherwise. We test this “reason-based constraint” account
of mental state change, and find that people reliably judge that
evidence constrains belief formation, and utility constrains
desire formation, in others. These results were not explained by
a heuristic that simply treats irrational mental states as
impossible to adopt intentionally. Rather, constraint results from
the perceived influence of reasons on reasoning: people judge
others as free to adopt irrational attitudes through actions that
eliminate their awareness of strong reasons. These findings fill
an important gap in our understanding of folk psychological
reasoning, with implications for attributions of autonomy and
moral responsibility.
Keywords: Theory of mind; Autonomy; Belief; Desire; Free
will

Introduction
Two boat captains are dispatched to transport cargo to a
distant port. Their VHF radios announce that there is a
terrible storm brewing. Captain Ahab’s vessel is wellmaintained, and she knows the local weather projections are
often exaggerated. Captain Barbosa, on the other hand, has a
poorly-maintained ship, and he knows his weather station is
rarely wrong. Each captain forms the belief that they will hit
a storm and each forms the desire to avoid it, and so each
pilots their vessel back to harbor.
Did Captain Barbosa have a choice about whether to turn
back? Did Captain Ahab? Despite their identical reactions, it
seems that Ahab could have done otherwise while Barbosa
could not (cf. Chernyak, Kushnir, Sullivan, & Wang, 2013;
Kushnir, Gopnik, Chernyak, Seiver, & Wellman, 2015;
Reeder, 2009; Woolfolk et al., 2006; Young & Phillips,
2011). Put differently, Ahab had greater control.
Judgments about an agent’s control have important
consequences: They affect whether people are held
responsible for their behavior, the inferences others draw
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about their character, and whether they are punished or
helped (Malle, Guglielmo, & Monroe, 2014; Martin &
Cushman, 2017; Reeder, 2009; Weiner, 1995). If Ahab had
greater control over her decision, she is likely to be held
responsible for the costs of turning back, while Barbosa is
not. But what explains why Barbosa seems to have less
control than Ahab? After all, neither of them was
physically forced to act as they did. We suggest that they
seem differently constrained because their situations
differently affect what beliefs, desires, and intentions they
are free to form.
Here, we take first steps towards a novel explanation of
people’s judgments of situational constraint. According to
the reason-based constraint account, people attribute less
control to Barbosa than to Ahab in part because Barbosa’s
reasons support reasoning to only one rational course of
action while Ahab has multiple reasons-based actions
available to her. Below we discuss how lay perceptions of
others’ rationality can be marshalled to explain perceptions
of situational constraint. We then present an experiment to
test our account.
Rationality and Constraint in Theory of Mind
People interpret and predict others’ behavior in part by
assuming that others are rational (Jara-Ettinger, Gweon,
Schulz, & Tenenbaum, 2016). By and large, people assume
that others’ choices reflect their preferences (Baker, JaraEttinger, Saxe, & Tenenbaum, 2017), that beliefs reflect
rational inferences based on their evidence (Ross & Ward,
1996), and that people tend to behave efficiently (Gergely &
Csibra, 2003). Accordingly, observers only consider a
limited range of rational attitudes as plausible explanations
for behavior, and only a limited range of rational attitudes
and behaviors as likely or predictable reactions. However,
these observations about everyday inference and prediction
do not entail anything about how people conceptualize
control. After all, people could predict that others will
almost always eat salad with a fork instead of a toothpick

(and infer that most everyone would prefer to) but still
believe that someone could easily choose to eat with a
toothpick instead. This raises the question: Are beliefs,
desires, and intentions – like salad consumption – subject to
inviolable voluntary control, or are they in some way
constrained?
One account of perceived mental state control is highly
permissive: it could be that people view others as free to
form whatever beliefs, desires, and intentions they please.
On such a view, rationality just affects what observers think
is sensible or likely for others to do; it has no bearing on
what observers believe those others can, in principle, choose
to do. Some scholars have theorized that this is how people
conceptualize others’ agency in circumstances involving
situational constraint (e.g., Kalish, 1998; Reeder, 2009).
These views explain away intuitions about Ahab and
Barbosa: the intuition that Barbosa is constrained does not
reflect a judgment that he is literally unable to do otherwise,
but only that he has a narrower range of clearly sensible or
rational choices to pick from.
Instead, we hypothesize that in people’s theory of mind,
rationality is believed to literally constrain and restrict what
others can believe, desire, and do. According to this view,
when people conceptualize the process by which others’
beliefs, desires, and intentions form during reasoning, they
conceptualize this process as both (1) rational (in line with
prior research, as noted above), and also (2) partly
involuntary in that others cannot help but form mental states
that rationally follow in light of their available reasons. On
such a view, people believe that, when others are
deliberating in reaction to their circumstances, those others
cannot simply adopt whatever beliefs, desires, or intentions
they please; they are constrained to forming attitudes that
plausibly rationally reflect those circumstances. We call this
the reason-based constraint model.
Two observations speak in favor of people
conceptualizing others’ mental states as partially
constrained by rational reasoning. First, as a matter of
psychological fact, environmental conditions do seem to
spontaneously cause and constrain the attitudes that others
form (Kunda, 1990; Lazarus, 1991). For example, people
regularly experience cravings for foods and drugs they
otherwise do not want to desire in response to situational
cues (such as being exposed to the food or drug; Boswell,
Sun, Suzuki, & Kober, 2017; Kober & Mell, 2015).
Likewise, people frequently change their beliefs to align
with new evidence even when doing so runs counter to their
preferred ideology or self-concept (Epley & Gilovich, 2016;
Kunda, 1990).
And second, people often have the introspective
experience of constraint during reasoning when one choice
appears dominant (Cusimano & Goodwin, 2020; Kouchaki,
Smith, & Savani, 2018; cf. Wolf, 1980). For instance,
Kouchaki et al. (2018) asked participants to make a series of
choices between two options of different value. When the
choice was between clearly preferable and clearly nonpreferable options, people reported experiencing a lack of
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freedom over their choice. Cusimano and Goodwin (2020)
observed a similar result in the domain of belief. When
participants thought about the (strong) evidence they held
for their beliefs, they reported an inability to form different
beliefs. People’s experience tracking others’ attitudes, as
well as their experience with their own belief and desire
formation, suggests that, in certain situations, they will treat
strong reasons as literal constraints on other’s mental states.
In line with the reason-based constraint account, we
predict that people expect exposure to certain kinds of
information to uncontrollably cause—in line with the
demands of rationality—corresponding mental states. For
instance, people should expect exposure to strong evidence
to uncontrollably affect others’ beliefs (in line with that
evidence). Similarly, they should expect that information
about an outcome’s utility will uncontrollably affect others’
desire for that outcome (in line with the expected utility).
These expectations about mental state change help explain
why Ahab seems more free than Barbosa. Ahab’s weak
evidence for a storm and the minor negative impact a storm
would have on her ship provide little constraint on the
beliefs and desires she can (rationally) form. Hence, she
could believe or desire otherwise, and she is therefore not
compelled to return to port. Barbosa is not so lucky: his
strong evidence means he cannot help but believe there is a
storm coming, and the incredible damage it would do to his
boat means he cannot help but want to avoid it.

The current study
To summarize, we propose that, as a component of theory of
mind, people possess an intuitive theory of mental state
change such that reasons (provided by someone’s situation
or environment) constrain mental state change through a
process of reasoning that is largely rational but also partially
outside of voluntary control. Two predictions follow from
this proposal:
1. Reason correspondence. Participants should judge
evidence as constraining belief formation, and utility as
constraining desire formation.
2. Reasoning dependence. Participants should judge that
reason-based constraints impact mental state change
only when they cannot help but be aware of those
reasons. Thus, participants should judge others as free
to form irrational mental states through means that
remove awareness of strong reasons.
The current study directly tests these predictions by
presenting participants with vignettes that vary the presence
of strong or weak evidence, as well as strong or weak
changes in utility, for some individual. Participants then
reported whether the individual could adopt beliefs or
desires that violated the reasons they had access to in that
situation. We varied two kinds of control: attempting to
change one’s mind through reasoning, and attempting to
change one’s mind by removing awareness of the evidence
or utility (by taking a pill that would lead one to forget).

Experiment
Methods
Participants. We recruited 939 adults from Prolific (47%
reported male, 51% reporting female, 2% reporting other or
non-reporting; mean age = 38 years). An additional 61
participants were recruited but failed at least one (of two)
attention checks and so were excluded from the analyses
reported below.
Design and vignette construction. Participants read a
vignette about a target character who is anticipating some
outcome that will either pose a minor or a major threat to
their well-being. Additionally, the character in the vignette
either has weak or strong evidence that the outcome will be
realized. We constructed four vignettes that replicated this
design yielding a 2 (Evidence: weak evidence vs strong
evidence) x 2 (Utility: bad outcome vs very bad outcome) x
4 (Vignette) between-participants design.
For instance, in the “Storm” vignette, participants read
about a captain, Jeremiah, who is sailing his boat and hears
on the radio that there is a storm brewing. In the “bad
outcome” condition, Jeremiah’s boat was recently repaired
and outfitted for hard weather; a storm would be unpleasant,
but not catastrophic. By contrast, in the “very bad outcome”
condition, Jeremiah’s boat has not been repaired in a while,
and so a storm would be very dangerous. The vignette also
varied Jeremiah’s evidence about whether there was going
to be a storm. In the “weak evidence” condition, Jeremiah is
aware that the weather station is unreliable at predicting
storms; by contrast, in the “strong evidence” condition, the
weather station has a near-perfect prediction record. Within
each of the four cells of this design, participants reported
how much control Jeremiah had to adopt beliefs and desires
that went against the evidence and utility present in the
situation.
The remaining vignettes described characters in different
situations. In “Scholarship”, a college student wants to
change whether she believes or desires that she will get a
scholarship; in “Advertising”, an advertising executive
wants to change whether she believes or desires that her
recent ad campaign succeeded; and in “Heirloom”, a man
wants to change whether he believes or desires that a
recently recovered heirloom is worth a lot of money.
Procedure. Figure 1 provides a graphical overview of the
experimental procedure. At the start of the study,
participants were randomly assigned to one of the four
Evidence × Utility conditions described above, and to one of
four vignettes. Participants read the vignette in full prior to
responding to any dependent measures. Embedded in the
vignette were two comprehension questions that tested
whether participants read and understood important details
of the character’s situation. For instance, participants who
read the Storm vignette were asked whether Jeremiah’s boat
was recently outfitted for bad weather, as well as whether
the weather station was reliable or unreliable. Participants
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Utility
Manipulation

Bad outcome
(ship is prepared
for storms)

Very bad outcome
(ship is unprepared
for storms)

Evidence
Manipulation

Weak evidence
(weather station is
unreliable)

Strong evidence
(weather station is
reliable)

Manipulation
Checks

“How much evidence does
Jeremiah have that he will get
caught in a severe storm?”

“How much worse off will
Jeremiah be if he is caught
in a severe storm?”

Control
Questions

Belief
Difficult or easy to get
himself to believe by…
⁃ Thinking about whether
he will get caught.
⁃ Taking a pill to forget
the station’s reliability.

Desire
Difficult or easy to get
himself to want by…
⁃ Thinking what will
happen if he gets caught.
⁃ Taking a pill to forget his
ship’s preparedness.

Figure 1. Schematic representation of experimental
procedure. Gray boxes represent between-participants
experimental manipulations. See text for exact wording.
who answered at least one of these two questions incorrectly
were excluded.
After reading the vignette, participants responded to four
manipulation check questions presented in a random order.
Two questions measured perceived utility (e.g., “How much
worse off will Jeremiah be if he is caught in a severe
storm?”; “How much do you agree or disagree with the
following statement? If Jeremiah is caught in a severe
storm, this will have a large negative impact on him.”). The
other two questions measured how much evidence the target
agent had (“How much evidence does Jeremiah have that he
will get caught in a severe storm?”; “How much do you
agree or disagree with the following statement? Based on
the weather report, Jeremiah will probably be caught in a
severe storm.”). Participants responded using 7-point rating
scales.
Participants then reported how much control the character
had over their own mental states1. We probed participants’
judgments regarding two kinds of control, which differed
based on what kind of process the character might try to use
in order to change their mental state. One control process
was for the character to reason about what to believe or
desire (“reasoning” condition). The other process was for
the character to eliminate their access to reasons by taking a
pill that would make them forget the relevant evidence or
utility information (“pill” condition).
To illustrate these two different kinds of control
processes, consider desire control in the Storm vignette.
1

We also measured participants’ judgments of perceived control
using items that did not specify the process (“reasoning” vs. “pill”)
by which control would be attempted. We omit these items and
their analyses in the interest of space.

Participants reported Jeremiah’s reasoning-based control
over his desire by responding to the question:
“How difficult or easy would it be for Jeremiah to form
the desire to get caught in a severe storm by…
thinking about what will happen if he gets caught in a
severe storm?”
By contrast, when participants evaluated Jeremiah’s pillbased control over his desire, they responded to the
question:
“How difficult or easy would it be for Jeremiah to form
the desire to get caught in a severe storm by…
taking a pill that makes him forget that ______?”
In the desire condition, the missing text in the pill question
was filled in with information relevant to the utility of the
outcome and was based on the participant’s utility
condition. For instance, in the bad outcome condition, the
underline was filled in with “his ship has been outfitted for
hard weather.” However, in the very bad outcome condition,
the underline was filled in with “his ship is old and in need
of repair.” Thus, taking the pill ensures that the target
character forgets that the outcome is associated with either
low or very low utility, respectively.
The belief control questions shared the same format, but
focused on belief formation and evidence. For instance,
when reporting whether the character could easily exercise
reasoning-based control over their belief, participants read:
“How difficult or easy would it be for Jeremiah to form
the belief that he will not get caught in a severe storm
by…
thinking about whether he will get caught in the storm?”
And when reporting whether Jeremiah could exercise pillbased control over their belief, participants read:
“How difficult or easy would it be for Jeremiah to form
the belief that he will not get caught in the storm by…
taking a pill that makes him forget that _____?”
In this case, the missing text described the evidence that
Jeremiah had for the belief he was trying to change. So in
the low evidence condition, participants read “the local
weather station is extremely unreliable,” while the high
evidence participants read, “the local weather station is
extremely reliable.”
The belief and desire control questions were shown on
separate pages in random order for each participant. Within
a block of belief or desire questions, the “reasoning” and
“pill” variants were presented in random order. Participants
responded to all questions on the same 7-point rating scale,
anchored at 1 (extremely difficult) and 7 (extremely easy).
At the end of the study, participants reported their age and
sex and were debriefed.
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Results
Target sample size, exclusion criteria, and data analyses for
this study were preregistered on AsPredicted (link). We
created composite measures of perceived evidence (r = .65)
and utility (r = .73) from our two-item manipulation checks.
We subjected these measures to 2 (Evidence) x 2 (Utility) x
4 (Vignette) between-participant ANOVAs. As expected,
participants rated the outcome as worse for the character in
the very bad outcome condition (M = 6.12, SD = 1.03)
compared to the bad outcome condition (M = 3.59, SD =
1.52), F(1, 923) = 1081.63, p < .001; however, perceived
utility was unaffected by the evidence manipulation, F(1,
923) = 0.21, p = .649. Likewise, participants judged that the
character’s evidence of the bad outcome was stronger in the
strong evidence condition (M = 5.91, SD = 1.19) compared
to the weak evidence condition (M = 4.12, SD = 1.31), F(1,
923) = 537.87, p < .001. And as expected, perceived
evidence was unaffected by the utility manipulation, F(1,
923) = 0.68, p = .409.
We next analyzed participants’ judgments that the
character could change their current beliefs and desires to
adopt opposing ones. To this end, we aggregated
participants’ “reasoning” and “pill” control judgments into
new dependent variables, “belief control” and “desire
control,” each predicted by the independent variable
“control process.” We then submitted participants’ belief
and desire control judgments to two 2 (Evidence) x 2
(Utility) x 4 (Vignette) x 2 (Control process) mixed
ANOVAs. Figure 2 shows the mean judgments across the
four vignettes.
Control over desires. We observed no differences in
average desire control judgments across utility conditions,
F(1, 923) = 0.14, p =.705, nor evidence conditions, F(1,
923) = 1.62, p = .204. However, we did observe a main
effect of process, F(1, 923) = 76.08, p < .001: participants
reported that it would easier for the character to change their
desire through reasoning (M = 4.05, SD = 1.83) than by
taking the pill (M = 3.32, SD = 1.93). As expected, we
observed no interaction between evidence and control
process, F(1, 923) = 0, p =.984. However, we did observe
the expected utility × control process interaction, F(1, 923)
= 21.89, p < .001 (Figure 2, left panel). This interaction
revealed that, when evaluating the character’s control
through reasoning, participants thought it would be easier
for the character to change their desire in the bad outcome
condition (M = 4.24, SD = 1.76) compared to the very bad
outcome condition (M = 3.86, SD = 1.88), F(1, 923) = 9.24,
p =.002. By contrast, when thinking about the character
taking a pill to forget the stakes of the outcome, participants
judged it to be more difficult for the character to change
their desire in the bad outcome condition (M = 3.11, SD =
1.91) compared to the very bad outcome condition (M =
3.52, SD = 1.94), F(1, 923) = 11.62, p = .001.
Control over beliefs. On average, participants thought that
it would be easier for the character to adopt the irrational
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Figure 2. Mean (and standard error of mean) control ratings for desires and belief based on control process, the
utility manipulation, and evidence manipulation.
belief in the weak evidence condition (M = 4.04, SD = 1.85)
compared to the strong evidence condition (M = 3.75, SD =
1.87), F(1, 923) = 23.71, p < .001. Additionally, on average,
there was no difference based on whether the characters
tried to execute this control through reasoning (M = 3.91,
SD = 1.63) or through the pill (M = 3.88, SD = 2.07), F(1,
923) = 0.17, p = .683. However, as predicted, we observed a
significant evidence × control process interaction, F(1, 923)
= 22.04, p < .001 (Figure 2, right panel). This interaction
revealed that, when considering the pill, participants
reported no difference in ability to change belief across the
weak (M = 3.83, SD = 2.08) and strong (M = 3.94, SD =
2.07) evidence conditions, F(1, 923) = 0.32, p = .57.
However, when considering whether the character could do
so via reasoning, participants judged it harder to change
beliefs in the strong evidence condition (M = 3.56, SD =
1.63) compared to the weak evidence condition (M = 4.26,
SD = 1.55), F(1, 923) = 52.78, p < .001.
Unexpectedly, we also observed an overall main effect of
utility, such that participants assigned to the very bad
outcome condition rated it overall more difficult for the
character to change his belief (M = 3.71, SD = 1.86)
compared to participants assigned to the bad outcome
condition (M = 4.10, SD = 1.85), F(1, 923) = 23.71, p <
.001. However, as expected, utility did not interact with
process control or any of our other predictors (ps > .19).

Discussion
We hypothesized that people intuitively treat others’ mental
states (and mental state changes) as constrained by reasons
and rationality, such that it would be more difficult for
people to adopt beliefs or desires that violate rationality as
opposed to conform to it. As predicted, participants reported
that the presence of stronger evidence against a belief made
it more difficult for someone to adopt that belief. In parallel,
participants reported that someone’s knowledge that an
outcome would dramatically lower their well-being made it
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more difficult for that person to desire for that outcome to
occur. These results suggest that people do not only assume
that others are rational and guided by reasons, but also that,
to some degree, those others are constrained by rationality
and reasons.
We also observed that participants’ judgments that the
characters were constrained depended on whether the
characters were trying to change their minds through
reasoning, or whether they could do something to remove
awareness of the reasons from their minds. Participants
reported that strong reasons constrained mental state change
only when the character was aware of those reasons during
reasoning. By contrast, when participants considered the
possibility of intentionally forming an irrational belief or
desire by eliminating knowledge of the evidence or utility
from their mind (the “pill” condition), the difference in
control either attenuated or reversed. These results support
the idea that people conceptualize reason-based constraint
in a way that reflects their lay theory of reasoning-based
mental state formation.
These findings extend and help explain prior work
documenting that adults and children believe that situational
and environmental forces can limit others’ choices and
autonomy (e.g., Chernyak et al, 2013; Kushnir et al, 2015;
Woolfolk et al., 2006). For instance, people regard
extremely high monetary awards for participating in medical
research as constraining others’ autonomy (Baron, 1998):
when the incentives are too high, people think others cannot
say no. However, besides noting that situational pressures
seem to constrain behavior, prior work has not fully
explained why people intuitively treat situations as
constraining. The work presented above suggests one
contributing explanation: Situational pressures operate by
uncontrollably causing others to hold reasonable attitudes.
This explanation neatly explains why people see
punishment, social norms, and morality (the most
commonly used stimuli in prior studies) as constraining.
Punishment, social ostracism, and the risk of harm provide

extremely strong reasons to desire certain outcomes – on our
view, so strong that a rational agent could not form
alternative, overriding desires through their normal process
of reasoning and mental state formation.
Alternative explanations. The observation that attributions
of low control were specific to reasoning provides evidence
against recent accounts of people’s judgments of constraint.
For instance, some recent work has suggested that people
implicitly conflate rationality and possibility (Phillips &
Cushman, 2018; Phillips & Knobe, 2009). Accordingly,
people intuitively treat rational decisions as easy for others
to execute and irrational decisions as difficult or impossible.
A related alternative suggests that people conceptualize
situations as “soft constraints” that do not literally limit
others’ freedom (the way that so-called “hard” constraints
like physical limitations do) but merely appeal to different
motives (e.g., Kalish, 1998; Reeder, 2009). Accordingly,
this work predicts that people report what others “can” and
“cannot” do merely as a way of indicating what they think
would be sensible or insensible to do, respectively. Both of
these alternative accounts suggest that judgments of
rationality and irrationality act as a kind of heuristic when
judging control.
However, if participants used rationality as a heuristic for
control, then they should have attributed similar amounts of
control in both the “reasoning” and “pill” conditions. The
choice to adopt an irrational mental state is equally irrational
regardless of the specific method used to do so. The
characters in the vignettes know that the resulting belief or
desire would be equally incorrect and counterproductive
regardless of whether they consciously ignored the strong
reasons or took a pill that made them forget those strong
reasons. And, moreover, taking a pill to forget strong
reasons is arguably more irrational because it is irreversible.
However, our results do not reflect this line of reasoning:
participants thought the strong reasons were not
constraining when the characters could (still irrationally)
take a pill to forget them. Put another way: participants
judged others as free to think irrationally when they could
manipulate the reasons available as inputs to reasoning.
These results speak in favor of the reason-based constraint
model that we propose, and against these heuristic
explanations.
Everyday reasoning about mental state constraint. In our
study, the character’s evidence and expected utility were
salient to participants. The vignettes were relatively simple
and participants made explicit judgments about the strength
of evidence and utility prior to making judgments about
control. Absent these cues, it is possible that participants
would not readily appreciate the strength of reasons, and
accordingly, not judge the characters in these situations to
be constrained. Indeed, prior work shows that people tend
not to think about the constraining evidence that others have
for their beliefs (Cusimano & Goodwin, 2020). This may
explain, in part, why in other studies people tend to attribute
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high mental state control to others (Cusimano & Goodwin,
2019). These observations help resolve the apparent tension
between our results and prior findings. While people think
others are constrained by reasons, they by default do not
probe deeply enough into others’ reasoning to override their
initial judgments that those others think and act freely.
Future work on attributions of autonomy and rational
constraint. The work presented here focuses on autonomy
over beliefs and desires, but it provides a clear direction for
future work investigating perceived constraint over
observable, physical behaviors. Constraints on behavior can
also be conceptualized as constraints on mental state
formation, and specifically as constraints on the formation
of intentions to perform those behaviors. To wit: someone
cannot intentionally speak if they cannot intend to speak.
Our proposal generates a straightforward and testable
prediction about situational constraint over observable
behaviors: namely, that people judge others’ actions as
situationally constrained when they judge intentions to
perform those actions as restricted by what it is rational to
intend. Of course, this proposal is speculative and remains a
question for future research, but it would draw an even
tighter connection between reasons, autonomy, and action.
And finally, this work also reveals a tension between
attributions of rationality and autonomy. On the one hand,
people tend to believe that others act most autonomously
only when those others are capable of rational thought and
have full knowledge of their situations. On the other hand,
we have shown that rationality, as well as full knowledge of
one’s situation, can also limit one's perceived autonomy. For
instance, prior work has shown that others are seen as
constrained when they lack relevant knowledge of their
situation (e.g., Chernyak et al., 2013). By contrast, in our
study, participants judged others as less constrained when
they thought that the agents were ignorant of relevant
features of their situation. We may expect that if participants
viewed the characters as lacking sanity, they would judge
them as more capable of adopting irrational mental states
simply because they want to, while perhaps judging them as
lacking autonomy in other ways or in other situations. In
sum, the relationship between rationality and autonomy is
more complex than prior empirical work has suggested, and
an ongoing goal of our research is to more fully understand
this relationship.

Conclusion
Assumptions that others are rational play a foundational role
in folk theory of mind. Our results extend this role to the
impact of reason-based constraints and rationality on mental
state change. People seem to believe that, at least when
reasoning normally, others cannot help but be rational. This
may explain why people view others as lacking autonomy in
certain situations: those situations strongly constrain what is
rational for someone to think and want.
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Abstract
Team interaction involves the division of labor and
coordination of actions between members to achieve a shared
goal. Although the dynamics of interactions that afford
effective coordination and performance have been a focus in
the cognitive science community, less is known about how to
generate these flexible and adaptable coordination patterns.
This is important when the goal is to design artificial agents
that can augment and enhance team coordination as synthetic
teammates. Although previous research has demonstrated the
negative impact of model-based agents on the pattern of
interactions between members using recurrence quantification
methods, more recent work utilizing deep reinforcement
learning has demonstrated a promising approach to bootstrap
the design of agents to team with humans effectively. This
paper explores the impact of artificial agent design on the
interaction patterns that are exhibited in human-autonomous
agent teams and discusses future directions that can facilitate
the design of human-compatible artificial agents.
Keywords: human-autonomy teaming (HAT); deep
reinforcement learning (DRL); interactive team cognition
(ITC); recurrence quantification analysis (RQA)

Introduction
st

Workplaces in the 21 century are defined by sociotechnical
systems (Fiore & Wiltshire, 2016) whereby coordination,
collaboration, and communication is mediated by the use of
assistive and automated systems to facilitate group
performance (O’Neill et al., 2020). A more recent research
endeavor includes the use of artificial systems as autonomous
agents who contribute meaningfully as a synthetic teammate
in what is now referred to as human-autonomy teaming
(HAT) (McNeese et al., 2018). As opposed to assistive and
automated systems that require human intervention,
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autonomous artificial agents are self-directed in their
behaviors (O’Neill et al., 2020).
In the literature, the study of HAT has been a prominent
focus in military- or emergency-related simulations (O’Neill
et al., 2020). In these applications, the role of artificial agents
is to participate actively in a team or group’s functioning. To
perceive these agents as teammates, they need to embody
perceptual-motor dynamics that allow for fluid interactions
with team members (Lorenz et al., 2016). This is especially
important for situations where the goal for synthetic
teammates is to either replace humans entirely (Ball et al.,
2010; Demir et al., 2019) or to provide high-fidelity team
training (Rigoli et al., 2020).
To understand how to design artificial agents capable of
teaming with humans, a useful starting point is to understand
how coordination in human teams is possible. Importantly,
interpersonal coordination and cooperative (‘joint’) action
has been well studied in the past three decades (Knoblich et
al., 2011; Schmidt et al., 1990). This includes research
exploring the dynamics and self-organized stabilities of
interpersonal and group coordination (Schmidt &
Richardson, 2008) and the information-processing
mechanisms involved in predicting and understanding the
actions of co-actors (Vesper et al., 2011). These various
approaches have also begun to investigate the use of artificial
agents to test model predictions (Dumas et al., 2018; Harry &
Keller, 2019) and to steer human behavior in collaborative
contexts (Nalepka et al., 2019).

Quantifying the Dynamics of Team Interaction
Within the theoretical umbrella of ‘interactive team
cognition’ (ITC), team behaviors and decision-making
processes are understood as activities that emerge from the

ongoing interaction of team members within the task context
(Cooke et al., 2013). The processes that operate at the team
level can be measured via the pattern of interactions between
team members, which, in turn, can be used to assess a team’s
functioning and ability to respond to task perturbations
(Gorman et al., 2020).
A popular tool to assess team functioning is via recurrence
quantification analysis (RQA) methods (Marwan et al., 2007;
Webber & Zbilut, 1994). As will be expanded upon later,
RQA is a tool capable of understanding the dynamics of
disparate systems – such as the interactions between humans
and artificial agents. In the psychological and cognitive
sciences, RQA has been applied to understand the interactive
dynamics of various social systems – for example,
caregiver/child language dynamics (Dale & Spivey, 2006),
interpersonal conflict (Paxton & Dale, 2017), and
collaborative problem-solving (Wiltshire et al., 2018).
RQA involves the construction of a 2-dimensional
recurrence plot (RP) which is a visualization tool for
representing repetitions (or re-occurrences) of a dynamical
system’s state across time (see Figure 2). In univariate RQA,
both axes of the plot represent the system’s behavioral time
series such that values along the main diagonal are recurrent
due to the plot’s construction and any recurrences away from
the main diagonal represent repetitions of states at different
time points. The patterning of recurrent points on RPs allows
investigators to uncover the underlying properties of a system
(e.g., the system’s stability).
An extension of RQA is the use of joint RPs (JRPs) which
allows for the study of interactions between dynamical
systems (Marwan et al., 2007), such as between members of
a team who may have different roles or be of disparate design
(e.g., human, artificial agent) (Demir et al., 2019). JRPs are
constructed by combining the RPs of each team member (via
the Hadamard product). The patterning of recurrences on the
resultant JRP provides a description of the dynamics of the
interactions between members of a team.
A statistic that can be obtained from JRPs is the extent to
which a team’s interactions follow stable, repeatable patterns.
This is computed as the proportion of recurrent points that
form diagonal line structures on the JRP, referred to as
%Determinism (or %DET). %DET is inversely related to the
flexibility of interactions between team members, such that
higher %DET indicates a stable, prescribed pattern of
interactive behavior while lower %DET indicates flexible
variation in how team members respond to recurrent states.
RQA, and the measurement of interaction flexibility, has
been applied to the study of HAT in a three-person air
reconnaissance task which consists of a pilot, navigator, and
photographer (Demir et al., 2019). These experiments
compared the impact of the pilot being replaced by a
synthetic teammate on the interaction dynamics and
performance of these teams. This artificial agent
implemented the Adaptive, Control of Thought-Rational
(ACT-R; Anderson, (2007)) cognitive modelling architecture
and was capable of conversing with team members via a textbased platform. The results showed that the interaction
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patterns of teams containing the artificial agent were more
rigid (higher %DET) than all-human teams which resulted in
poorer performance on the task, as well as behavioral
passivity. Observations by the researchers indicate that the
shortcomings of the synthetic teammate were due to its
architecture – namely, it lacked teamwork skills that
anticipated the needs of its teammates in a timely manner.

Human-Aware Artificial Agents
The challenge of symbolic-based architectures such as the
ACT-R model is that it lacks the flexibility needed by
artificial agents to adapt to the natural variability found in
human teams. The opposing alternative are neural networkbased, model-free methods which train artificial agents to
develop action patterns based on experience. The most
promising work in this area has been the design of artificial
agents using deep, multi-layer neural network architectures
(Mnih et al., 2015). Embedding the agent within a
reinforcement learning problem (Sutton & Barto, 2018),
whereby the agent learns state-action mappings (i.e., policy)
which maximize a reward function, has had success in
solving cognitively demanding game-based tasks (Mnih et
al., 2015; Vinyals et al., 2019).
The integration of deep neural networks with
reinforcement learning (referred to as Deep Reinforcement
Learning, DRL) excel at competitive or agent-only
cooperative environments, but do not ensure effective
collaboration when teaming with humans (Carroll et al.,
2019). This is because in competitive settings DRL agents
can exploit the non-optimal nature of human gameplay by
behaving optimally. However, optimal action by the artificial
agent in cooperative settings does not ensure optimal
behavior at the team level – as it also assumes human users
will behave similarly.
To account for the shortcomings of DRL in HAT, Carroll
et al., (2019) tested whether exposing artificial agents to
human-like behavior would facilitate the adoption of policies
that would enable fluid interactions with human players. This
was tested by varying the underlying model of the agent’s
partner during training in a two-agent task modeled after the
popular video game series Overcooked (Ghost Town Games,
Cambridge, UK; see also Wu et al., (2021) who also used a
similar task environment). In this task, agents, taking on the
role of chefs, must coordinate their actions to retrieve onions,
place them in a stock pot to cook soup, and then retrieve a
bowl to deliver the soup to the serving station (see Figure 1
for one of the task configurations used). The task
environment was cramped so that collisions between players
were probable, which would lead to inefficiencies in
coordination.
Pertinent to this paper, Carroll et al., (2019) trained an
artificial agent using DRL which was either exposed to a
similarly-trained agent (the ‘self-play’ condition) or
alongside a partner which embodied a model trained to
imitate previously collected human-human gameplay (by
using behavioral cloning; the ‘human-aware’ condition).
Following training, human participants teamed with either

the self-play or human-aware agent. Participants who
interacted with the human-aware agent could cook and serve
more bowls of onion soup compared to those working with
the self-play agent. Additionally, participants teaming with
the human-aware agent also performed better than
participants who teamed with another human in certain
environments. This suggests that the ‘human-aware’ agent
can select actions that enhances HAT.

Current Study
Carroll et al., (2019) speculated from qualitative observations
that the human-aware agent was more adaptive to participants
than the self-play agent. This study sought to quantify the
dynamics which enabled more effective teaming between
participants and the human-aware agent. The current study
compared the different approaches to train artificial agents
using DRL and investigated their effect on the interaction
dynamics with human participants. In this way, this study
sought to integrate the recent advances in DRL within the
theoretical work of ITC and the recent research in quantifying
the interaction dynamics during HAT (Cooke et al., 2013;
Demir et al., 2019).
In this study, participants were recruited to work alongside
the self-play and human-aware agents in a modified version
of the Overcooked task developed by Carroll et al., (2019).
Participants were tasked to complete multiple rounds with the
agents with trials lasting two minutes. For both the participant
and the artificial agent, RPs were constructed for each
player’s behavior across time. Resultant JRPs and the amount
of interaction flexibility (quantified by %DET) was assessed
at the team level. The hypothesis was that the increased
performance observed in human-‘human aware’ agent teams
was due to increased flexibility in the interactions between
players (lower %DET) compared to participants teaming
with the self-play agent. Additionally, consistent with theory
(Demir et al., 2019), variation in interaction flexibility was
expected to predict team performance.

Method
Participants
Forty-three participants took part in this experiment (31
Female), with participant age ranging from 18 to 36 years (M
= 20.51, SD = 4.76). All participants were first-year
Psychology undergraduate students who completed this
experiment in exchange for course credit. The experiment
took place online and required participants to have a
keyboard and stable internet connection. The study was
approved by the Macquarie University Institutional Review
Board.

Materials and Design
The ‘Onion Soup’ Game. Participants completed a virtual
cooking task designed by Carroll et al., (2019) and modeled
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Figure 1: Illustration of task environment. The
environment was modified from Carroll et al., (2019) to
include the addition of rubbish bins around the perimeter for
participants and agents to dispose of unwanted items.
after the popular video game series Overcooked (Ghost Town
Games, Cambridge, UK).
The environment was a modified version of the
coordination ring level developed by Carroll et al., (2019)
(see Figure 1). Participants controlled the green-hat ‘chef’
avatar, while the artificial agent controlled the blue-hat chef.
The avatars could move UP, DOWN, LEFT, or RIGHT,
using the directional arrow keys, along the tan-colored
kitchen floor which surrounded a centrally located countertop
space where objects can be placed. Objects could be picked
up and placed by orienting the avatar towards the object and
pressing the SPACEBAR. Interactable objects included
onions (bottom left of Figure 1) and bowls (left of Figure 1).
Human and artificial agent actions were processed at 4 Hz.
The goal of the game was for players to cook and serve as
many bowls of onion soup as possible within 120 s (a total of
480 states). Players received a point for every soup that was
served. This was done by placing three onions inside one of
two stock pots (pictured top right in Figure 1), waiting for
them to cook for 5 s, then bringing a bowl to the pot to
retrieve the soup, and then placing the bowl of onion soup at
the serving station (the grey square at bottom of Figure 1). In
case a player wished to discard an item, the perimeter of the
environment contained ten ‘rubbish bins’ for which items
could be disposed.
Artificial Agents. Two artificial agents were tested in this
experiment. Both agents were originally developed in the
study by Carroll et al., (2019) and were controlled by a deep
neural network trained using proximal policy optimization
(PPO). Reinforcement learning was used to reward the agents
for every bowl of soup that was served. Thus, the agents were
incentivized to develop control policies that maximized the
number of bowls of onion soup that can be served.
The agents differed in their exposed training environment.
The self-play agent worked alongside a similar agent and the
two together were trained to develop a control policy which
maximizes the number of bowls of soup to be served. The
human-aware agent worked alongside an agent embodying a
human model of task behavior. This human model was

Figure 2. Example construction of joint recurrence plot (JRP). Each axis represents the timeseries of player states. A
recurrent point is plotted whenever the same state intersects along the plot. The individual RPs are then combined to
construct the JRP. Interaction flexibility is operationalized as the percentage of recurrent points which fall along diagonal
lines on the JRP (i.e., the plot’s %Determinism, see Marwan et al., 2007).
developed using behavioral cloning, a form of imitation
learning, which trains a policy to mimic the decisions of a
training data set. In this way, the artificial agent trained to
develop a control policy which maximizes reward while
accounting for the decision-making of the human model. See
Carroll et al., (2019) for more details.
Design and Measures. The study implemented a withinsubjects design whereby participants completed the ‘Onion
Soup’ game with both the self-play and human-aware agents.
The order of which artificial agent participants interacted
with first was counterbalanced. The following measures were
used for the analyses:
Game Score. Performance was measured via the number of
bowls of onion soup that were served during each trial.
Interaction Flexibility. The pattern of interactions between
the participant and the artificial agents was assessed by joint
categorical RQA. For each player on each trial, a RP was
constructed which plotted the behavioral timeseries of states
on each axis. Each unique state, consisting of the player’s
position, orientation and the currently held object (e.g., none,
onion, bowl, soup), was coded using a unique integer. The
RPs of both the human participant and artificial agent were
then combined, using the Hadamard product (see Figure 2).
A measure of interaction flexibility was then conducted on
the resultant JRP. Interaction flexibility was measured by
%Determinism (or %DET), calculated as the percentage of
recurrent points which fall along diagonal lines (of minimum
length = 2). Here, lower %DET indicated greater interaction
flexibility.
Qualitative Measures of Interaction. Following interaction
with each artificial agent, participants completed five, Fivepoint Likert scale questions to assess their experience with
their partner. The first question asked How well do you feel
you worked with your partner? (with response options
ranging from ‘Very Poorly’ to ‘Very Well’). The remaining
questions were presented as statements with response options
ranging from ‘Strongly Disagree’ to ‘Strongly Agree’. The
statements were: I had to rely on my teammate when
completing the task, I believe my team was ‘in sync’ on how
best to complete the task, I performed more tasks than my
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partner (reversed scored), and My partner was stubborn in
their approach on how to solve the task (reversed scored).
The responses to these questions were then combined to form
a composite score for each agent.

Procedure
Following task instructions, participants completed two
practice rounds using the training environments employed in
Carroll et al., (2019) to familiarize themselves with the
controls and the steps necessary for serving bowls of onion
soup. Following the practice, participants completed two
blocks consisting of three trials with either the self-play or
human-aware agent. Following the first block, participants
completed the second block with the other agent. At the end
of each block, participants also completed the Likert scale
questions to rate the quality of their partner and of the
interaction.

Results
Prior to analysis, the data was pre-processed to remove trials
where participants were deemed to not have been engaged in
the task. Trials were excluded if participants could not serve
more than two bowls of onion soup in a trial (equating to 1
soup per minute). This resulted in excluding 16 trials (6.20%)
which resulted in one participant being removed from
analysis. The resultant sample contained 42 participants.
Consistent with the findings by Carroll et al., (2019),
participants were more successful in completing the task
when working alongside the human-aware artificial agent (M
= 10.29 soups served, SD = 1.83) than with the self-play agent
(M = 7.57 soups served, SD = 1.69), t(41) = 9.14, p < .001, d
= 1.41. Additionally, participants rated the experience of
teaming with the human-aware agent better (M = 16.88, SD
= 3.66) than with the self-play agent (M = 11.24, SD = 3.62),
t(41) = 7.02, p < .001, d = 1.11.
Importantly, the interactions between participants and the
human-aware agent exhibited more flexibility (M = 65.98
%DET, SD = 8.88) than when working with the self-play
agent (73.28 %DET, SD = 7.50), t(41) = -6.00, p < .001, d =
0.93. Increases in interaction flexibility (i.e., lower %DET)

Figure 3: Relationship between %DET and the number of
bowls of onion soup served during a trial.
did correlate with the number of bowls of onion soup served
by teams, both when participants teamed with the humanaware agent, r(40) = -.81, p < .001, and the self-play agent,
r(40) = -.70, p < .001 (see Figure 3). The reason for this
relationship may be due to variation in the number of idle
states by human-autonomous teams (i.e., states where both
players did not move) which would impact both the number
of bowls of soup that can be served (resulting in a lower
score) as well as the stability of the team’s interactive
behavior (by maintaining the same states across time,
resulting in higher %DET). Indeed, when participants
interacted with the self-play agent, these teams exhibited
more idleness (M = 28.1% of trial, SD = 7.12) than when
teaming with the human-aware agent (M = 19.68% of trial,
SD = 7.46), t(41) = -9.72, p < .001, d = 1.50.
To determine whether the difference in the flexibility of
interactions between participants and each artificial agent
type was above and beyond their differences in the amount of
idle time, an additional analysis was conducted by
considering only the transition states within teams.
Specifically, states whereby neither participant nor the
artificial agent acted were excluded from the construction of
the JRP. When this was done, participants teaming with the
human-aware agent still exhibited more flexible patterns of
interaction (M = 73.31 %DET, SD = 4.30) than when teaming
with the self-play agent (M = 79.06 %DET, SD = 3.82).
In summary, not only do participants perform better when
teaming with a human-aware agent, but their interactions also
show greater flexibility than when participants team with a
self-play agent.

Discussion
The study integrated the work of scientists investigating the
dynamics of team interactions with the recent advances in
artificial agent design which can be used to augment human
teams with synthetic teammates. Consistent with previous
literature applying RQA to study team interactions (Demir et
al., 2019), the success of the human-aware agent in teaming
with humans can be attributable to differences in the
flexibility of interactions between the artificial agent and its
human partner as compared to an artificial agent not exposed
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to any human models during training. These quantitative
findings are consistent with the qualitative observations by
Carroll et al., (2019) as well as with what was reported by
participants in this study.
Interaction flexibility is a desirable characteristic of teams
as it affords adaptability to task perturbations (Demir et al.,
2019). The benefits of joint categorical RQA, applied here, is
that it can enable real-time measure and monitoring of team
interactions (Gorman et al., 2020). Thus, systems monitoring
the interactions between human and artificial agents can be
used to alert team members or alter the behaviors of artificial
agents to steer teams towards adaptable modes of behavior.
However, research is still needed to determine whether
coordination-based measures are useful signals to guide
teams generally (Wiltshire et al., 2020).
Although the purpose of this experiment was to compare
the effect of two different design approaches to training
artificial agents on the dynamics of interactions with human
participants, this experiment is limited in comparing these
findings to all human teams, which will be the focus of future
research. The results from Carroll et al., (2019) demonstrate
that participants working alongside a human-aware agent
could perform better than human-human teams on certain
environments. Thus, consistent with the work by Demir et al.,
(2019), who provides evidence of an inverted U-shape
relationship between interaction flexibility (indexed by
%DET) and performance, it is predicted that the interaction
dynamics of novice all-human teams may exhibit greater
flexibility (at the cost of performance) compared to human‘human-aware’ teams which may exhibit a state of interaction
metastability. If this is indeed the case, exposing artificial
agents to human models during training may appropriately
constrain interactions to optimize team performance.
The human model used to train the human-aware agent
consisted of previously collected human data. In the absence
of sufficient amounts of data to generate human models for
agent training (e.g., behavioral cloning, GAIL), there is an
opportunity to utilize model-based approaches which
captures the dynamics of human behavior. In perceptualmotor tasks in particular, research from the past two decades
have provided evidence that human movements can be
decomposed to a set of motor primitives (discrete and
rhythmic actions) which conform to low-dimensional
properties of dynamical systems (Ijspeert et al., 2013).
Embedding such dynamical models in artificial agents have
been successful in completing cooperative tasks with humans
as well as erroneously convincing participants that the agent
was human-controlled (Nalepka et al., 2019). Incorporating
agents that embody these dynamical models in the absence of
human data during training, or training artificial agents to
parameterize such models as part of their control policy, may
provide new opportunities to facilitate the design of humancompatible artificial agents.
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Abstract
A new phenomenon is the spread and acceptance of “fake
news” on an individual user level, facilitated by social media
such as Twitter. So far, state of the art socio–psychological
theories and cognitive models focus on explaining how the accuracy of fake news is judged on average, with little consideration of the individual. This paper takes it to a new level:
A breadth of core models are comparatively assessed on their
predictive accuracy for the individual decision maker, i.e., how
well can models predict an individual’s decision before the decision is made. To conduct this analysis, it requires the raw
responses of each individual and the implementation and adaption of theories to predict the individual’s response. We used
two previously collected large data sets with a total of 3309
participants and searched for, analyzed and refined existing
classical and heuristic modeling approaches. The results suggest that classical reasoning, sentiment analysis models and
heuristic approaches can best predict the “Accept” or “Reject” response of a person. A hybrid model that combines those
models outperformed the prediction of all individual models
pointing to an adaptive tool-box.
Keywords: Predictive modeling; fake news detection; sociopsychological theories

Introduction
Misinformation and disinformation, such as “fake news”, are
phenomena reaching far back in the history of the media. It
typically refers to intentionally or unintentionally false information presented in a way that is deliberately or accidentally
designed to mislead people. In the relatively young information ecosystem of the internet, such pieces of information
can achieve particularly high spread, especially through selforganized sharing on social media (Vosoughi, Roy, & Aral,
2018). As a result, individual decisions to believe and share
information have reached new importance, as they can be
a micro-level driver of the scaled spread of false information and collectively even put democratic decision-making at
risk (Lewandowsky et al., 2020). Especially in recent years,
misinformation has returned to prominence in connection
with political events such as the 2016 UK European Union
membership referendum, the 2016 US presidential election
(Allcott & Gentzkow, 2017), or during the ongoing COVID19 pandemic (Cinelli et al., 2020). Numerous theories have
emerged describing the spread and acceptance of misinformation. Thus it appears a timely and relevant approach to
empirically evaluate some prominent theories of acceptance
of news as well as more general human reasoning models on
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prediction accuracy: If we better understand the motives and
mechanisms of susceptibility to believe misinformation on
an individual level, action can be taken to reduce acceptance
and spread of such news (Lazer et al., 2018; Lorenz-Spreen,
Lewandowsky, Sunstein, & Hertwig, 2020).
Modeling cognitive processes has long been of interest for
understanding human reasoning and many theories from different fields of psychology have been formalized into computation models (Fum, Del Missier, & Stocco, 2007). The
methods used in this paper follow the premise that models
need to predict a future output of an individual and not just
reproduce data. Hence, we implement the theories in a way
that they first make predictions and then are later evaluated
on the data (being previously trained on a different data set).
Susceptibility to misinformation in news items has been
studied with different approaches describing spread (Del Vicario et al., 2016) and acceptance (Rampersad & Althiyabi,
2020). Some studies refer to rather simple implementation of
cognitive reasoning models based on the correlation of measured features (Pennycook & Rand, 2019), however as experimental data on news reasoning tasks have only recently
become available, there appears to be a dearth of empirical
quantification for comparing decision making models in this
domain. In this paper, we fill this gap by systematically comparing the predictive power of different influential theories of
decision making on an experimental dataset covering news
acceptance decisions.
The experimental datasets were collected and published
by Pennycook and Rand (2019) and contain information on
accuracy judgements of a number of “fake news” and real
news items, as well as about the individual test participants.
Participant–specific data from these sets can be used to test
news item reasoning hypotheses put forth by Pennycook and
Rand (2019) about motivated reasoning, and compare them
to other, more general heuristic theories in the tradition of the
Adaptive Toolbox of Gigerenzer and Selten (2002).

Reasoning about News and Cognitive Models
How can one formally quantify news–item related information and the effect it has on a human reasoner who is exposed
to it?
Properties of the news items are known from an experimen-

tal pre-test that asked for political partisanship, other characteristics such as perceived familiarity and perceived importance of the items. The content of the pictures was not analyzed, as the primary focus is on news headline processing
and introducing image recognition techniques appears to be
beyond the scope. On the participant level, apart from demographic information, a score for cognitive reflection was
measured for each participant.
Do some reasoning models predict news item acceptance
decisions by individuals better than others? Among different
classes of reasoning theories (Cognitive Models, Reasoning
by Heuristics), a selection of relevant models is briefly presented. For each model, first a theoretical description is provided and then a mathematical formalization of its (expected)
predictive function is presented that corresponds to the implementation of that model.
Note that while for all models there exist numerous other
variants in implementation, often more complicated and with
higher capacity than the ones presented, the goal of this paper
is not to calculate highest–performance specifications for the
given models, but to study and compare general approaches
to modeling the processing of misinformation.

$0.05 (Frederick, 2005). In the experiments evaluated for this
paper, a variant of the CRT with seven questions for logical
reasoning was used.
The primary goal of this experiment was to compare the
Motivated and Classical Reasoning accounts of processing
news items. For Motivated Reasoning, CRT was expected to
correlate positively with acceptance of fake news items of a
partisanship corresponding to that of a test participant. However, in the analysis of the experiment, such correlation was
not found: Instead CRT and accurate classification of news
items were found positively correlated, thus hinting a Classical Reasoning explanation.
Data was included for the 763 participants who completed
all stages of the experiment.1

Experiments

Relevant Measured Features For each task, the following
features relevant to models were measured:

The experiments used for evaluating the models were conducted by Pennycook and Rand (2019). They comprise accuracy judgements of participants about individual news items,
consisting of an image and a headline, a shape in which they
typically appear in a social media environment.
The methodical details for experimentation are further
elaborated in Pennycook, Binnendyk, Newton, and Rand
(2020).

Experiment 1
This experiment was completed as part of a study that took
place in 2017 (Pennycook & Rand, 2019). 843 participants
(763 with completed data) were recruited from Amazon Mechanical Turk. They were presented 20 partisan (10 Pro–
Republican, 10 Pro–Democrat), and 10 neutral news items
of which 15 were real news and 15 were fake news items and
asked to rate them for accuracy. News items were compiled
from a fact–checking website (for false information items)
and mainstream news sources (for true items). Each item
consists of a short headline underneath a picture. They were
presented to participants sequentially, in a random ordering.
Apart from questions about demographics such as education,
gender and age, participants were asked to complete a cognitive reflection test (CRT) consisting of seven questions. The
CRT was devised to measure the tendency of a person to “resist reporting the first response that comes to mind” when presented with a question . The questions in a CRT typically
hint at one solution that springs to mind at the first glance,
but proves incorrect on second thought, e. g. : “A bat and a
ball cost $1.10 in total. The bat costs $1.00 more than the
ball. How much does the ball cost?” While $0.10 at first
instance seems to be suitable, of course the correct answer is
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Pretest For this study, data from a pretest of 195 different
persons was used, who were asked to judge on a scale to what
extent an item was perceived as partisan for Republicans or
Democrats (“more favorable to Democrats” vs. “more favorable to Republicans”) and whether the item appeared familiar
or unfamiliar to the participant.2

• Perceived accuracy of headline (“To the best of your
knowledge, how accurate is the claim in the above headline”, 1 to 4 scale),
• perceived familiarity of headline (“Have you ever seen or
heard about this story before?”, 1 to 3 scale),
• reaction time for fake/real categorization response,
• CRT value as the mean of correct responses in all 7 CRT
test questions (Thomson & Oppenheimer, 2016),
• conservatism of participant (1 to 7 scale) from the pretest
in two separate questions on political ideology on social
and economic issues,
• perceived political partisanship of news items (1 to 5 scale:
“more favorable to Democrats” to “more favorable to Republicans”) from the pretest both as an absolute value and
by partisanship of individuals,
• highest completed education level of the participant.

Experiment 2
This experiment was identical to Experiment 1, only the number of participants and the number and selection of news
headlines used was different: 12 fake and 12 real news items
were presented to each of the 2644 participants; complete
data is available for 2546 participants. The study also included other questions such as about trust in media and fact–
checkers, yet these are not relevant to the current models
1 Publicly
2 Publicly

accessible dataset: https://osf.io/h2kms/
accessible dataset: https://osf.io/5dsf8/

and research question. This Experiment took place in 2017
(Pennycook & Rand, 2019)3 . Pretest and Relevant Measured Features are the same as in Experiment 1.

Modeling
We define some technical terms for clarity: A task is a stimulus requiring a response by the experiment participant. In the
present case, a task consists of a news item together with the
request to evaluate the item’s correctness as it was presented
to individuals during the experiment. A task is responded to
by experiment participants. We refer to the combination of a
task (a particular news item to categorize) and an individual it
is presented to as a trial. Given an individual and a model that
to be trained, a model’s prediction is “Accept” or “Reject”.
Models attempt to maximize the number of predictions that
correspond to the response in a respective trial of the same
individual and task.
The expected prediction is a probability value between 0
and 1 that represents the model’s chance to respond “Accept”
on a trial. Given an individual and a task, every model m
internally computes this value on the basis of a function Pm :
T ×I → R, where T is the set of tasks and I is the set of participants. The expected prediction is then max(0, min(Pm (t, i), 1)
given t ∈ T and i ∈ I, ensuring a mapping to the domain [0, 1].
In the experiments, there is exactly one trial per person and
task, so that P, expected prediction and prediction are also
uniquely identified by a trial.
Before querying prediction function of a model, instantiated on the data of a participant, executes a Pre–Training
function once. This function may optimize model parameters
or data structures given data for the current individual and
thus optimizes per participant. In the given setting, both Pre–
Training and evaluation use data consisting of the complete
set of trials per participant from the experiments.

The Dual–System–Theory and Classical Models
A Dual–System–Theory (Kahneman, 2011) essentially describes that cognition is divided into two separate classes
of processes, two “systems”: System 1 activity is typically
unconscious and describes intuitive processes and decision–
making. Kahneman (2003) characterizes System 1 operations as “fast, automatic, effortless, associative, implicit [,]
often emotionally charged; [...] governed by habit” . System 2 accommodates intentional reasoning, such as decision–
making through symbolic or logical inference. They are
time–consuming, “serial, effortful” and assumed to be ”deliberately controlled” by the individual reasoner (Kahneman,
2003).

Classical Reasoning
In the context of accuracy judgments about news items, the
term classical reasoning as used by Pennycook and Rand
(2019) and formulated by Kohlberg (1969) refers to the assumption that the extent to which people tend to think ana3 Publicly

accessible dataset: https://osf.io/f5dgh/
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lytically, increases their likelihood to correctly classify “fake
news” as misinformation and real news as real. In terms of
the dual-process theory or Two–Systems View (Kahneman,
2003), measures of high system 2 activity such as the Cognitive Reflection Test should be correlated with correct classification of news items.
Implementation
(
κR + αR ∗CRTi
PCR (t, i) =
κF + αF ∗CRTi

t is real,
t is fake.

(1)

t refers to a task or trial (there is exactly one trial per task
for every participant), CRTi is the score achieved by participant i in the cognitive reflection test, addends and scaling
factors κR , αR , κF , αF are parameters determined in Pre–
Training: The equations model a linear approximation of
CRT and mean participant response for real and “fake news”
items, respectively. There are no free parameters. Yet notably, this model includes information on the truthfulness of
the news item. Due to the correlation of truthfulness and participant responses (most items are categorized correctly) this
gives it some advantage with respect to some other models,
such as the heuristic presented below.

Classical Reasoning & Reaction Time
Following the Dual–System Theory account, slower responses can indicate a usage of System 2 processes which are
expected to give more consciously reflected and thus accurate
classifications (Kahneman, 2011).
Implementation This theory was implemented as en extension of the Classical Reasoning model: The reaction time
reac of a person i on a given stimulus in task t is multiplied by
a free parameter factor α and added to the expected response
that the Classical Reasoning model yields.
PCR&time (t, i) = PCR (t, i) + react,i ∗ α

Motivated Reasoning
Motivated reasoning is related to the confirmation bias
(Dawson, Gilovich, & Regan, 2002). It proposes that individuals that are “motivated to arrive at a particular conclusion
[...] construct a justification for their desired conclusion” actively (Kunda, 1990). Thus, under the assumption that motivated reasoning is a System 2 activity (Motivated System 2
Reasoning, MS2R) someone who thinks analytically would
tend to classify information as correct that is favorable with
respect to their own opinion and tend to reject information
contradicting their previous convictions. In the given setting,
higher System 2 activity would thus increase likeliness to accept news items the more they seem favorable for the political
party the participant supports (Pennycook & Rand, 2019).

Implementation A formalization of motivated reasoning
must differentiate between 3 situations: The participant’s partisanship corresponds with the partisanship of the news item
headline, the participant’s partisanship contradicts the news
item partisanship or either one of these is unknown or neutral.
In the latter case, the theory MS2R does not have a predictive
implication; in the first two cases, the prediction respectively
depends on the prevalence of analytical thinking in a participant. As the first case by MS2R is expected to yield a positive
or at least stronger correlation with responding “Accept” than
the second, linear parameters were introduced for both cases.


κC + αC ∗CRTi
PMS2R (t, i) = κN + αN ∗CRTi


0.5

parti = partt ,
parti 6= partt ,
parti or partt unclear.

Recognition Heuristic
This approach states that a stimulus is more likely be chosen
or accepted by a person, if the person knows something about
it, even if the information is not causally related to a reason
to accept the stimulus. Here we assume that recognition values correspond to perceived familiarity measures of a news
item from the pre–test; this too was suggested in a study by
Schwikert and Curran (2014).
Implementation A formalization of recognition should
yield “Accept” values for more familiar stimuli and “Reject” values for others; both a threshold model and a linear
combination model seem plausible. Variants 1 (threshold)
and 2 (linear):
PRECOG (t, i) = 1FAMt >κi

C, N stands for matching or non–matching partisanship of test
participant and presented news item: C = confirming view,
N = contradicting view of news item with respect to the persons political orientation. partt and parti scores (partisanship
of news item and participant) are determined in experimental pretesting, which divided news items in neutral, favorable
for Democrats and favorable for Republicans and questioned
participants about their political orientation. CRTi is the cognitive reflection test score achieved by individual i. Addends
κ and CRT scaling factors α are free parameters.

Weighted Sentiments
We included a linear combination of sentiments that were
globally optimized as an additional model. The sentiment
analysis was conducted using the Empath library for Python
(Fast, Chen, & Bernstein, 2016) which assigns words in a text
to pre-built categories. These are generated by deep learning
methods over a large volume of text from modern fiction. To
avoid overfitting to headlines, only such sentiment categories
were considered that had an occurrence count of 4 or higher
on the concatenation of all headlines.
Implementation

linear
PRECOG
(t, i) = κi + αi ∗ FAMt

FAMt is the perceived familiarity of stimulus t measured in a
pretest, κi and αi are free parameters.

Fast–and–Frugal Decision Trees
Fast–and—Frugal decision trees (FFTs) are intentionally
simple, binary decision trees, where each node is connected
to an output (Martignon, Vitouch, Takezawa, & Forster,
2003). They are used in various disciplines for categorizing
an object in order to make decisions with relatively little information, making them easy to construct and execute and
thereby a class of heuristics (Martignon, Katsikopoulos, &
Woike, 2008; Raab & Gigerenzer, 2015). Figure 1 shows an
example FFT for a decision problem involving conditions on
3 features.
Condition 1

αc,i are free weighting parameters for a set of n sentiment
measures s1 (t) . . . sn (t) per headline of task t and for participant i. 10 sentiments features were weighted for each headline. So, this model is a linear combination of the sentiments.

Heuristics for Reasoning
Reasoning with heuristics as prominently treated in the Adaptive Toolbox by Gigerenzer and Selten (2002), means using
a set of simple, yet comparatively high performing (“satisficing”) rules. This bounded rationality approach was originally
devised to facilitate high–risk decisions under time pressure;
it acts both as a cognitive model and as an assistance tool for
decision making (Luan, Schooler, & Gigerenzer, 2011).
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Condition 2
false
Accept

true
Condition 3
true
Reject

(
∑nc=1 sc (t) ∗ αc,i ≥ 0, return 1
PSENT IMENT S (t, i) =
∑nc=1 sc (t) ∗ αc,i < 0, return 0

false

true
Accept

false
Reject

Figure 1: Example of a Fast-and-Frugal Decision Tree
There are multiple strategies for selecting the ordering of
features used for conditions and the respective direction of exits. Some strategies in the literature like ifan or dfan (Phillips,
Neth, Woike, & Gaissmaier, 2017) aim for optimal accuracy
and they have been originally designed to facilitate decision
making in situations of limited time. Others such as Max
or ZigZag (Martignon et al., 2003, 2008) are derived from
the Take–the–Best heuristic and optimize for best predictive
performance; they do not consider conditional probabilities
when selecting cues but only a greedy estimating measure of
information gain.

Implementation FFT generation algorithms were implemented following the specifications by Martignon et al.
(2008) for Max and Woike, Hoffrage, and Martignon (2017)
for ZigZag (Z+ variant). They do not involve a depth limit.
The features used per trial are all those listed as “relevant
measured features” in the experiment description.

Our model implementations and evaluation scripts are freely
accessible.5

Evaluation
We assessed the predictive accuracy of the models. Table 1
Table 1: Predictive accuracy of models for both experiments.

Algorithm 1 Fast–and–Frugal Tree Generation: Max
Given: A training set of stimuli with a set C of numerical or
categorical features
1: for feature c ∈ C do
correctly classified to “Accept” by cue
2:
calculate v1c = #items
#total items classified to “Accept” by cue for
a cue to decide in c
correctly classified to “Reject” by cue
3:
calculate v0c = #items
#total items classified to “Reject” by cue for
a cue to decide in c
4:
calculate rank(c) = max(v1c , v0c )
5: order list of features c ∈ C by decreasing value of rank(c)
. use this order to incrementally construct FFT
from root to leaves
6: for c ∈ Cordered do
7:
if rank(c) = v1c then
8:
the cue of c leads to an “Accept” exit
9:
else (rank(c) = v0c )
10:
the cue of c leads to a “Reject” exit

Model

Predictive Performance

Hybrid Model (best)

0.79, MAD = 0.06

Sentiments
Recognition Heuristic
CR&ReactionTime
Recognition Heuristic-Lin.
Classical Reasoning
FFT Zigzag (Z+)
S2 Motivated Reasoning
FFT Max

0.75, MAD = 0.12
0.75, MAD = 0.12
0.67, MAD = 0.08
0.67, MAD = 0.12
0.65, MAD = 0.12
0.62, MAD = 0.19
0.55, MAD = 0.05
0.46, MAD = 0.12

Data Baselines
Correct Categorization
Always “Reject”
Random

0.72, MAD = 0.12
0.61, MAD = 0.15
0.50, MAD = 0.00

Two-Model Hybrids
The ordering process in the for loop of Algorithm Max
is considered an application of the Take–The–Best heuristic (Martignon et al., 2008). But Algorithm Max may yield
“rake”–structured trees (trees where the ratio of “Accept” and
“Reject” exits is strongly imbalanced) that might be unlike to
cognitive representations. To avoid these, ZigZag enforces
a binary alternating order of “Accept” and “Reject” exits.
ZigZag uses the same Take–The–Best measure to determine
feature/cue ranks, but the ordering of features is only the secondary specification for the resulting zig–zag shaped FFT.

Predictive Accuracy of Models
Our evaluation approach focuses on testing, how accurate
models predict a response of each individual participant
(Ragni, 2020). This allows to possibly falsify models and
compare their predictive performance. To ensure a modeling
evaluation standard, we used the CCOBRA-framework4 that
has been recently proposed (Ragni, Riesterer, & Khemlani,
2019). It automatically generates distinct test and training
data and provides the models the same experimental test scenario, participants have been presented with. In the analyzed
studies participants were presented with news item headlines
and expects a response from the model. Then for each trial,
the framework compares the participant’s actual reply with
the prediction given by the model. We use a “coverage” setting with coinciding pre-training and testing data, thus comparing how well models can account for individual decisions.
4 https://github.com/CognitiveComputationLab/ccobra

Recognition & Sent.
Recogn.-Lin. & Sent.
CR&ReactionTime & Sent.

0.79, MAD = 0.09
0.75, MAD = 0.09
0.75, MAD = 0.09

The first value in “Predictive Performance” refers to fitting per person: The first value shows the median predictive performance for
participants and MAD is the respective median absolute deviation.

shows predictive performance and other measures of implemented models for the datasets of Experiments 1 and 2. FFT
models were not optimized per participant, as for a very limited number of trials constructing a decision tree per participant appears to be very prone to overfitting. Their Predictive
Performance measures refer to a globally optimized version
that nevertheless performed comparatively well.
As seen in Table 1, most models indeed perform distinctively better than random. Interestingly, the ZigZag (Z+) FFT
version achieves much better results than Max. This was also
the case in the study by Martignon et al. (2008) and could
have to do with lower robustness of Max. Figure 2 visualizes
model performances by median over all participants.
Recommender models proved difficult to optimize, as they
tended converge to a model that gathers prediction means
over all participants for each item. As in 72% of trials participants categorized news items correctly, such recommenders
applied this probability to each news item and as a result
always yielded “Accept” for real news an “Reject” for fake
news — as does the baseline model Correct Categorization.
5 https://github.com/borukhd/Accept-Misinformation
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Figure 2: The predictive accuracy of each model for each individual participant (represented as a dot) in Exp. 1 and Exp. 2.

Hybrid Model
A hybrid model combines individual models by detecting for
each participant p the reasoning model m that performs best
and using m for predicting (respectively fitting) all trials of p.
Percentage values identify the share of predictions of a model
identified as the best among all participants.
The lower part of Table 1 shows three best performing two–
model hybrids over outputs of all models optimized per participant. Also, an overall predictive performance of the decision of an individual participant of 0.79 with a strong leveraging effect on the MAD = 0.06 can be reached by an ensemble model approach. This indicates that different “cognitive
tools” are employed by different participants.

Discussion and Conclusion
The results of this paper allow us to make a few assumptions about modeling misinformation processing. First, the
evaluations of models CR and S2MR reflect a result achieved
by Pennycook and Rand (2019); CR turns out to yield much
better predictions than the motivated reasoning account. Although as expected CR outperformed motivated reasoning,
yet the implemented S2MR model does have a prediction accuracy higher than random (see Table 1). An interesting finding is that a participant’s perceived familiarity with a news
item appears to play a major role in judging its accuracy. The
recognition heuristic relies on this measure and achieve successful predictions. This is consistent with the finding that
repeated exposure to a news item increases its perceived accuracy (Pennycook, Cannon, & Rand, 2018).
Further, sentiment analysis provided interesting findings:
While yielding very good results, it seems to suggest that
word fields implying negative rather than positive emotions
in some way receive more “Accept” responses.
Finally, the recommender optimized in a way that includes
many participants rather than just a few specific ones and
gets close to a model that always classifies news items correctly. This may indicate that a linear combination of the
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measured features does not reliably explain participants’ “Reject” vs. “Accept” classification behavior and their classification success; instead, pooling decisions of many different
individuals leads to both comparatively successful prediction
and often accurate classification of a news item.
In conclusion, numerous heuristic models perform reasonably well in explaining news item acceptance decisions of a
participant and improving predictions of classical reasoning
theory, even without information on whether the item is misinformation or not. Here, the features most significant for a
participant’s acceptance decision appear to be perceived familiarity, partisanship, importance, perhaps “thrillingness” of
a news item, and to a lesser extent, time spent on the decision.
Many models perform well although uncorrelated, which
indicates that there may be different kinds of underlying processes in the present kind of decision making in a single individual or among groups that have not been identified yet.
The improvements in predictive performance achieved with
some hybrid models support this interpretation of an adaptive
toolbox of strategies to evaluate news on the individual level.
Our findings also offer avenues for successful interventions
to improve the accuracy of online decisions by considering
the decision-making process and its context explicitly, going
beyond third-party fact-checking. For example, if familiarity is an important consideration, providing related articles
alongside news could be a way forward; encouraging deliberate decisions through friction or pooling judgments could
also be promising avenues (Lorenz-Spreen et al., 2020). Further studies could focus on clustering participants by parameters fitted and implement more sophisticated strategies than
binary decision trees for choosing among models.
Evaluating the power of models in a predictive setting is
a new, rigorous, and promising method to systematically test
cognitive models. At the same time, it provides a step forward
to systematically construct new and better models to capture
the specifics of the individual participant and automatically
enriching an adaptive model toolbox.
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retribution of outright non-compliance with another’s goal.
Abstract
People can resolve the second challenge of cooperation by
Finding and exploiting loopholes is a familiar facet of fable,
exploiting the first.
law, and everyday life. But cognitive, computational, and empirical work on this behavior remains scarce. Engaging with
Loophole-seeking is a familiar phenomenon. There is an
loopholes requires a nuanced understanding of goals, social
entire area of law devoted to “malicious compliance”, and
ambiguity, and value alignment. We trace loophole behavior
perennial concern with ‘form vs. substance’, and ‘letter vs.
to early childhood, and we propose that exploiting loopholes
results from a conflict in actors’ goals combined with a presspirit of the law’ distinctions (Isenbergh, 1982; Katz, 2010).
sure to cooperate. A survey of 260 parents reporting on 425
In history, intentional misunderstandings have been used by
children reveals that loophole behavior is prevalent, frequent,
workers, soldiers, and other populations who could not stand
and diverse in daily parent-child interactions, emerging around
ages five to six and tapering off from around ages nine to ten
to obey, but could not risk to disobey (Scott, 1985). In art and
into adolescence. A further experiment shows that adults confable, centuries-old stories of outwitting malevolent forces
sider loophole behavior in children as less costly than nonthrough clever misinterpretations, or being similarly tricked
compliance, and children increasingly differentiate loophole
behavior from non-compliance from ages four to ten. We disby a mischievous spirit, appear often enough to form sepacuss limitations of the current work together with a proposal
rate sub-genres (Uther, 2004). And of course, willful misfor a formal framework for loophole behavior.
understanding is a hallmark of childhood (e.g., in games of
Keywords: pragmatic communication; utility trade-offs; coguile; Opie & Opie, 2001). Yet, to our knowledge there is no
operation; development; loopholes
detailed cognitive, computational, or developmental study of
how humans learn to find these creative workarounds.
A child plays with toys scattered in her room. Her mother
Previous research has largely focused on how humans learn
enters and says, “When I come back, I don’t want to see anyto communicate and act cooperatively (Bohn & Frank, 2019;
thing on the floor.” Not wanting to put her toys away, but worTomasello, 2009). Loopholes, however, subvert the usual
ried about the consequences of disobedience, the child finds
process of goal inference and joint action. Loopholes offer a
herself in a dilemma. With a stroke of insight, she finds a sodifferent lens for the typical workings of cooperation and realution. When the mother comes back, she finds that the toys
soning about intention, in the same way that visual illusions
are all in a heap on top of the bed. The toys are still available
help to shed light on the implicit assumptions and compufor play, and her instructions were met. Technically.
tations made by the visual system. Understanding the emerWhile potentially low-stakes and humorous to the adult
gence of loophole behavior in childhood, specifically, can uneye, this everyday example makes clear two central chalcover the representations that support it, as children may learn
lenges of human cooperation that have wide-ranging implicato find and exploit loopholes as a natural part of their detions: goal communication, and goal alignment. Conveying
veloping understanding of communication and cooperation.
goals and inferring the goals of others are complex processes,
The drive and ability to help and understand others emerges
as utterances are ambiguous, and a single behavior may be
early (e.g., Gergely & Csibra, 2003; Warneken & Tomasello,
consistent with any of a rich space of possible goals. Even if
2006), but a deeper comprehension of goals and ambiguity
we do reasonably recover what someone else wants from us,
that enables one to leverage the under-specification of social
we still face the decision of whether to comply. Our goals ofinteraction for one’s own gain may emerge later in childhood.
ten don’t align perfectly with others’, but refusing to help or
cooperate can be costly—we could irritate or upset our social
We suggest that the ability to reason about loopholes repartner; they might even retaliate or exact punishment.
quires a complex integration of an understanding of pragmatIn cases of misalignment, the ambiguity of language can
ics, utilities, and joint-planning. Pragmatics is understanding
provide an opening, a loophole. Between compliance and relanguage in context. It involves reasoning about the speaker’s
fusal there exists a vast gray area where people can feign conintentions to disambiguate the intended meaning from the
fusion, intentionally misunderstand, obey the letter of the law
space of plausible alternatives (e.g., Bates, 1976; Goodman
but not the spirit, do what was asked but not what was wanted,
& Frank, 2016). Although children use an understanding of
and so on. Acting on a loophole can save an agent from givothers’ goals to learn language starting in infancy, the coming up on their own goals but also can reduce the likely social
prehension of meaning beyond literal content undergoes sub-
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Figure 1: Study 1. A Distribution and median age of children reported to have engaged never (red), currently (green), or previously (blue)
in loopholes. B Current age by proportion of current/previous loophole engagers (“loopholers”) of that age (95% CI in grey). C Distribution
and median age of loophole onset (purple), peak (turquoise), and offset (yellow) for previous loophole engagers.
stantial development throughout childhood (Bohn & Frank,
2019). In particular, young children may struggle with identifying relevant alternatives to the literal utterance (e.g., Barner,
Brooks, & Bale, 2011). Irony, metaphor, puns, and sarcasm
further complicate the process of honing in on intended meaning (Winner, Levy, Kaplan, & Rosenblatt, 1988). Although
children as young as five are able to reject the literal meaning
of many utterances, the ability to understand communicative
intent continues to develop into adolescence (Demorest, Silberstein, Gardner, & Winner, 1983).
Much like indirect or non-literal language, finding a loophole involves representing multiple possible interpretations of
an utterance. The listener can then deliberately act on an unintended but possible interpretation instead of following the
speaker’s intended meaning. We might expect these abilities
to emerge around five to seven years of age, correlating with
the development of related abilities including higher order
Theory-of-Mind (e.g., knowing what someone believes about
someone else’s beliefs) and explicit comparison of the probabilities of different events (Filippova & Astington, 2008;
Leahy & Carey, 2020; Tomasello, 2018).
But understanding loopholes requires more than representing an alternative meaning for an utterance; the listener also
has to understand that an intended meaning may conflict with
their own goals and that another possible but prima facie less
plausible meaning may better serve their own ends. Such reasoning requires representing the utilities of the speaker and
listener, and the costs of both complying with and refusing
the speaker’s request.
Children begin to reason about the utilities (costs and rewards) of others’ actions early in development (Jara-Ettinger,
Gweon, Schulz, & Tenenbaum, 2016). Between four and
seven, they can use estimates of others’ expected utilities
in sophisticated ways, such as resolving pragmatic ambiguity (Jara-Ettinger, Floyd, Huey, Tenenbaum, & Schulz, 2020).
And although children show an early willingness to help others, this motivation is mitigated by the physical or resource
costs of responding (e.g., Sommerville et al., 2018; Svetlova,
Nichols, & Brownell, 2010).
In this prior research, the influence of personal costs was
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only measured by whether or not children responded to a request for help, and there was implicit social pressure but no
real consequence for not helping. Thus we know little empirically about how children handle situations where they do
not want to comply with a request but cannot easily refuse. In
third party judgments, however, children become increasingly
likely to accept violations of a moral rule when doing so has
positive consequences (e.g., Neary & Friedman, 2014). Conversely (but drawing on similar cognitive capacities), children
between four and ten become increasingly likely to think that
someone who violated the letter of a rule but upheld the spirit
should be treated more leniently than those who violated both
the letter and spirit (Bregant, Wellbery, & Shaw, 2019).
Collectively, the research on children’s understanding of
ambiguous language, conflicting utilities, and rule violations
suggests that we should expect to see an understanding of
loopholes emerge around age five, and continue to develop
through middle childhood. In Study 1, we survey parents to
gather reports about the emergence and prevalence of loophole behavior in naturalistic settings. In Study 2, we test the
hypothesis that in certain situations, loophole behavior does
indeed serve the role of allowing the listener to achieve her
own ends while mitigating the costs of refusing a speaker
who has an opposing goal. We test both adults (Study 2a) and
children (Study 2b) to see if participants predict that a listener
who engages in loophole behavior will get in less trouble than
one who is simply non-compliant. We end by proposing a
novel computational framework of goal communication that
supports loophole behavior, and by discussing the implications of this research for improved insight into both human
communication, and safer human-AI interactions.

Study 1: How pervasive are loopholes, and
when do they emerge?
We surveyed parents to study the emergence, extent, and
scope of loophole behavior in childhood.
Participants. Participants were 260 parents of children between the ages 3 and 18 years (inclusive), recruited online via
Prolific. The survey took approximately 9 minutes and compensation was $1.43. Participants were U.S. residents, fluent

in English, and from diverse geographical regions and educational backgrounds. Participants reported on 425 children
in total (Mage : 8.7, range: 3 to 18 yrs; 42% female, 5% declined to state; 34% White, 10% multiracial, 4% Black, 3%
Asian, 3% Hispanic or Latinx, 47% declined to state). An
additional 39 participants were recruited but excluded from
analysis due to failing the comprehension check (n = 7), or
not having children of a relevant age (n = 32).
Procedure. Participants read a definition of loophole behavior, including examples of children finding loopholes in
parents’ requests. Participants then classified loophole vs.
non-compliant behaviors in two stories. They were then
asked to report for each of their own children: (1) current
age, (2) whether they currently engage, used to engage, or
never engaged with loopholes, and where applicable: (3) onset, peak frequency, and offset age of loophole behavior, and
(4) how frequently this behavior occurs. Parents were also invited to share examples of their children’s loophole behavior.
Results. Parents readily understood what was meant by
loophole behavior (93% correctly identified it; 91% correctly
identified non-compliance), and many parents recalled specific instances of such behavior in their own children. A majority of children (60%) were reported as engaging in loophole behavior currently (45%) or previously (15%) (Fig. 1A).
According to parent report, children begin engaging with
loopholes at 5 to 6 years (Mage : 5.6, range: 2 to 13 yrs), do
so most frequently at ages 7-8 (Mage : 7.4, range: 2 to 13 yrs),
and taper off around ages 9-10 (Mage : 9.3, range: 3 to 17 yrs)
(Fig. 1B-C). When children are engaging with loopholes, they
do so regularly (once every few days to few weeks).
Our survey indicates that loophole behavior: (1) is easily
recognized by parents; (2) is prevalent and frequent in parentchild interactions; (3) emerges around an age (5-6 years)
that corresponds to increased sophistication in pragmatics
and Theory-of-Mind (e.g., Barner et al., 2011; Tomasello,
2018); (4) is a general cognitive phenomenon and not specific to particular linguistic constructions or conceptual domains: Parents shared rich anecdotes of how children found
loopholes with scalars, timing, scope, reference, knowledge,
and more (e.g., parent: “You need to do some reading,” child
reads a sentence; parent: “Stop jumping on that couch,” child
switches to jumping on the other couch).

Study 2: How do children and adults evaluate
loophole behavior?
Study 1 established loopholes as an ecologically valid behavior in childhood based on parent report. The survey, however, reflected the parents’ point-of-view. What do children
understand about loopholes? We hypothesized that one possible function of loopholes is that they maximize utilities by
allowing people to achieve their own goals while reducing
social costs. For example, a child who exploits a loophole in
their parent’s request might get into less trouble than if they
had outright not complied because the request was technically
met, and there is some plausible deniability (i.e., the child
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could feign genuine confusion). What’s more, the behavior is
clever and might even be funny to the parent since humor can
be a function of violated expectations. Indeed, some parents
shared comments stating that loophole behavior made them
laugh, attributing it to “added brainpower,” and explaining
that they couldn’t really punish their child because “...people
do it all the time and...there are times where they should take
advantage of loophole behavior.”
We empirically tested the proposal that loopholes can
be less socially costly than non-compliance by examining
whether adults and children estimate that loopholes decrease
the likely degree of punishment and parental upset compared
to non-compliance, as well as increase likely amusement.

Study 2a: Adults’ reasoning about the consequences
of children’s loophole behavior
Participants. Participants (N = 55; Mage : 32.5, range: 18
to 65 yrs, 55% female, 2% non-binary) with a 95% approval
rating, who lived in the U.S., and were fluent in English were
recruited online via Prolific. The survey took approximately 8
minutes, and compensation was $1.43. Participants were majority White (64%; 11% Black, 11% Hispanic or Latinx, 7%
Asian, 4% multi-racial) from diverse regional and educational
backgrounds. An additional 5 participants were recruited but
excluded from analysis due to failing an attention check.
Procedure. We created 27 different scenarios (9 stories
with 3 endings each) based on real-life examples provided in
Study 1. Each scenario had a parent who made a request of a
child (e.g., “Put down the tablet”), and the child either complied, did not comply, or found a loophole (e.g., child puts
tablet down but keeps looking at it). Participants read nine
scenarios (3 compliance, 3 non-compliance, 3 loophole) in a
Qualtrics survey. The order of the scenarios and the condition
(ending) of each scenario were counterbalanced across participants. Participants were informed that they would (1) read
nine scenarios each about a child who is asked to do something by their parent and then responds in some way, and (2)
be asked about the consequences of the child’s response.
For each scenario, participants evaluated the child’s response on a 4-point scale according to (1) how much trouble
the child would get into (no trouble / a little bit of trouble /
trouble / a lot of trouble), (2) how upset the parent would be
(not upset / ... / very upset), and (3) how funny the parent
would find the behavior (not funny /.../ very funny). Participants responded by filling in the blank of three sentences (order counterbalanced across participants) with a phrase from
a drop-down menu (e.g., selecting level of upset for “Avni’s
about what Avni is doing.”). The survey can
mother feels
be viewed here: https://harvard.az1.qualtrics.com/
jfe/form/SV 7TB82SEtLi7xEsS
Results. We conducted a mixed effects linear regression
predicting adults’ ratings of the degree of trouble, upset, and
funniness on a 4-point scale (coded as an integer from 0-3)
with main effects of condition (3-levels: compliance, loophole, non-compliance) and measure (3-levels: trouble, upset, funny), as well as their interaction with the maximal ran-
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Figure 2: Study 2 Procedure and Results. A Example loophole scenario and trouble scale for children. B Adults’ ratings of trouble (red),
upset (blue), and funniness (green) on 4-point scale for children’s non-compliance (left-bar), loophole-seeking (middle-bar), and compliance
(right-bar). C Children’s ratings of trouble: Collapsed Age, Younger, and Older (median age split). Error bars: 95% bootstrapped CIs.

dom effects structure that converged (random intercepts and
effects of condition and measure by subject and scenario).
Adults distinguished loophole behavior from compliance and
non-compliance: they believed it would result in the child
getting into less trouble and the parent being less upset than
non-compliance (trouble: β = −0.65, SE = 0.09,t = −7.24,
upset: β = 0.68, SE = 0.09,t = 7.50) and would be more
amusing than compliance (β = 0.65, SE = 0.10,t = 6.46) or
non-compliance (β = 0.77, SE = 0.09,t = 8.54). (Fig. 2B)

Study 2b (pilot): Children’s reasoning about
loophole behavior
Participants. Due to recruitment constraints during the pandemic, we used a convenience sample of children in the U.S.
and the U.K. (N = 20; Mage : 6.7, range: 4.1 to 10.1 yrs, 40%
female, all White) tested online over Zoom, and thus we consider this study a pilot experiment.
Procedure. We selected five of the nine scenarios used
with adults in Study 2a and had them illustrated by an artist
(see https://osf.io/rwgmx/ for details). Children saw
three of these scenarios (one loophole, one compliance, and
one non-compliance) presented as novel story-books displayed over Zoom and narrated aloud by an experimenter.
Which scenarios children saw, the condition of each scenario,
and the order of the conditions were counterbalanced across
participants.
Children were told that they were going to hear stories
about children and their parents, and that in each story the
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experimenter would need their help to figure out how much
trouble the child would get into for what they were doing.
For each scenario, children indicated how much trouble the
child protagonist would get into on a 4-point scale, with each
point represented as a different colored face expressing a different affect (Fig 2A). Children received training and practiced using the scale ahead of time. Children were also asked
to explain their choice of trouble. As exploratory measures,
we coded children’s own amusement upon hearing the child
protagonist’s response (indexed by whether they smiled or
laughed), and asked them to compare the non-compliant and
loophole protagonists’ parents in terms of who was more upset and who was more amused.
Results. We conducted a mixed effects linear regression predicting children’s ratings of the degree of trouble on a 4-point scale (integer from 0-3) with main effects of condition (3-levels: compliance, loophole, noncompliance) and age-group (2-levels: younger, older determined by a median age split), as well as their interaction with random intercepts by subject and random intercepts and effects of condition and age-group by scenario.
Similar to adults, children thought loophole behavior would
result in less trouble than non-compliance (4.1-6.1 years:
β = 0.61, SE = 0.22,t(8.73) = 2.76, p = .023; 6.2-10.1 years:
β = 1.16, SE = 0.26,t(11.76) = 4.46, p < .001), with suggestive evidence that this distinction was greater for older than
younger children (β = 0.55, SE = 0.32,t(20.97) = 1.74, p =
.096). Older children also rated loophole behavior as result-

ing in less trouble than younger children (β = 0.96, SE =
0.28,t(14.24) = 3.49, p = .004). (Fig. 2C)
Exploratory observations suggested that children’s explanations of trouble differed for non-compliance vs. loopholes: for non-compliance, children appealed to not listening (e.g., “He didn’t do what his mother said”). For loopholes, older children identified ambiguity in the request (e.g.,
“It is doing what her mom said but not exactly what her
mom meant”), and described the child as trying to trick or
“get around” the parent. Older children thought the noncompliant child’s parent would be more upset (of children
who responded, 7/10 of older vs. 3/8 of younger). Both older
and younger children thought parents would find loopholes
funnier than non-compliance (of children who responded, 8/8
of older, 4/6 of younger) and smiled or laughed more themselves for loopholes (8/20 loophole, 1/20 compliance, 1/20
non-compliance). These observations are based on small
numbers, but we speculate that in addition to trouble, children
may distinguish loopholes from (non)compliance in terms of
humor and parental upset, and may be explicitly aware of the
ambiguity that loopholes exploit.

General Discussion
Previous cognitive research has largely focused on how humans learn to communicate and act cooperatively (e.g., Bohn
& Frank, 2019; Tomasello, 2009), but not on how people skirt
cooperativeness and willfully pursue possible but unintended
interpretations of others’ goals. We presented two studies
that, to our knowledge, are the first to systematically explore
(1) the emergence of loophole behavior in parent-child interactions and (2) children’s and adults’ intuitions about the
function of loopholes in these interactions. We find that loophole behavior is prevalent and diverse in childhood, emerging around ages 5-6, and peaking around 7-8 before tapering
off into adolescence (Study 1). We hypothesized that loopholes are a means to achieve one’s own goals while reducing the probability or severity of social penalty. Both adults’
and children’s evaluations of loopholes vs. non-compliance
were consistent with this hypothesis (Study 2). From ages
four to ten, children were increasingly likely to believe that
exploiting a loophole would result in less trouble, paralleling
the developmental trajectory of loophole behavior in Study 1
and suggesting children’s ability to distinguish others’ loophole vs. non-compliant behavior may correlate with the degree to which they exploit loopholes themselves. Some of the
eldest children in Study 2 even spontaneously identified the
tension between conflicting goals and social pressure underlying loophole-seeking (e.g., 10yo: “He kind of found a way
to still do what he wanted to do but around his dad’s command”; 9yo: “He could lie about being confused about what
his dad meant and get to play more video games”).
This work is a first step in a more detailed empirical and
formal study of the development of loophole behavior. In
the rest of the discussion, we consider limitations and open
questions in the current data, together with planned exten-
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sions for future work. We then sketch a proposal for a formal framework for loophole behavior grounded in Rational
Speech Acts (RSA) models, a leading framework for cooperative pragmatic communication (Goodman & Frank, 2016).
Lastly, we consider this work in the context of the pressing
issue of value alignment in human-machine interactions.
The parent survey from Study 1 presented a possible developmental trajectory for loophole behavior. At the same
time, there is quite a bit of variance in parent reported age of
onset, peak, and offset. Parent report is informative but also
limited as it relies both on parents’ memory and ability to
correctly identify loophole behavior as distinct from genuine
confusion and from non-compliance. Indeed, some parents
reported that their children started to exploit loopholes at age
two, which seems unlikely and more probable that the children honestly misunderstood what their parents wanted. Children’s responses in Study 2b are consistent with the idea that
loophole understanding emerges between four and ten years
of age, but this is a preliminary and exploratory study.
In order to more robustly and precisely interrogate the developmental trajectory of the understanding of loopholes, we
first need to scale up and extend our pilot Study 2b. In ongoing work, we are replicating this study with a larger, more
diverse participant sample and more scenarios to test the hypothesis that children by ages 5-6 (but not earlier) differentiate loopholes from non-compliance and compliance. We
are also exploring other cognitive capacities (e.g., Theoryof-Mind, pragmatic reasoning, executive function) that might
correlate with the emergence of loophole understanding, as
well as children’s own loophole engagement. This work will
lend insight to the connection between loophole comprehension and production, as well as the representations and inferential machinery that support this behavior.
We proposed that exploiting loopholes minimizes the
repercussions that would result from failing to comply with
someone’s request because there would exist a possible interpretation under which the request was fulfilled (and the behavior might be considered clever or funny at least among
parents and children). But people don’t evaluate others’ behavior based solely on its degree of compliance; they also
consider the outcome and the underlying intentions (e.g.,
Cushman, 2008; Cushman, Sheketoff, Wharton, & Carey,
2013). In Study 2, we did not not provide nor query participants about the protagonist’s intentions. Nonetheless, some
children appealed to the protagonist’s latent mental states to
justify the amount of trouble they would get into. As one 9year-old explained (when the protagonist found a loophole in
the request to stop playing on Xbox by picking up a PlayStation), the protagonist would get into “no trouble because he
might have been confused and thought it was just the Xbox or
a little bit of trouble because maybe he knows and is deliberately trying to do it.” Other children also indicated that legitimate confusion should be treated more leniently than feigning confusion. It is possible that some children may even
have interpreted the loophole protagonist as genuinely (rather

than intentionally) misunderstanding the parent. Participants’
judgments also appeared sensitive to outcome: for the same
scenario, loopholes were rated as less problematic than noncompliance, but across scenarios, ratings for loopholes and
non-compliance varied. For example, in one scenario the
child is told not to go outside alone, and adults thought both
the non-compliant child (who went outside alone) and the
loophole child (who went outside with the dog) would get
into more trouble than the non-compliant child and loophole
child told not to eat all of the popcorn, presumably because
going outside without an adult could lead to worse outcomes
than eating too much.
Loopholes, however, may not always be less costly than
non-compliance even in the same situation. For example, a
child who is told to stop hitting their sister and so then starts
to kick their sister might get into even more trouble than a
child who continues hitting their sister. Also, if both parties
know that the listener understood what was intended, then the
plausible deniability is no longer on the table and so the behavior might be treated less generously. This might be one
reason why loophole behavior begins to taper off: as children
get older, genuine misunderstanding is less plausible and the
behavior has lost its novelty and so might be viewed as less
funny or clever. Of course, an individual might exploit a loophole precisely in order to annoy or upset someone (i.e., the
loophole might be genuinely malicious rather than playful or
mischievous).
Future work will look at how adults and children integrate
information about intentions and outcomes with evaluations
of compliant, non-compliant, and loophole behavior. We will
also interrogate adults’ and children’s intuitions about the
motivations that underlie loophole behavior and look at when
they attribute actual loophole-seeking vs. genuine misunderstanding, as well as malignant vs. more benign intent. Finally, we plan to empirically manipulate the costs of compliance and non-compliance, as well as the ambiguity of language to see if adults and children respond systematically
to these variations in predicting, explaining, and evaluating
loophole-seeking. This work will provide the basis for our
formal framework described below.
Proposal for formal framework of loopholes. We aim to
extend the cooperative RSA framework to better understand
how individuals’ conflicting goals can give rise to intentional
misunderstanding. A loophole-seeking individual needs to
understand (1) what is being asked (i.e., the speaker’s goals),
(2) what their own goals are (i.e., the listener’s goals), and
(3) what the trade-off is between their goals and the speaker’s
goals. We propose to formalize these ingredients by synthesizing cooperative RSA models (what is being asked), with
rational planning models (what are my goals), and utility
trade-off frameworks (value alignment).
In a standard RSA set-up, a speaker and listener collaborate to reason about a space of intended meanings (Goodman
& Frank, 2016). Given a specific utterance, the listener considers a speaker who is reasoning about a listener and com-
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putes the distribution over intended meaning. The speaker’s
utility is typically linked to whether the listener correctly infers the intended meaning. Our framework will combine
this RSA framework with planning frameworks, specifically expected utility maximization (e.g. Russell & Norvig,
2020; Baker, Jara-Ettinger, Saxe, & Tenenbaum, 2017). In
our framework, the intended meaning is itself the speaker’s
utility (goal). The listener chooses actions to maximize
their own utility, but the listener’s utility can take into account the speaker’s utility, leading to collaborative or helpful acts through joint planning (cf. Ullman et al., 2009;
Russell & Norvig, 2020). We suggest that standard shallow
goal-communication pipes the speaker’s utility (the output of
RSA) into planning to produce an action. However, in deeper
goal understanding, after a first pass of decoding the speaker’s
utility by RSA, a low utility outcome for the listener may be
predicted by planning. This can trigger a ‘loophole search’,
in which the product of possible interpretations of RSA are
re-weighted by their usefulness. A useful unintended meaning can be ‘supposed’ and fed into planning (cf. suppositions in imagination Harris, 2000). Key loci for developmental change include trigger functions, generation of meaning
spaces, supposition, and joint planning. We will compare human behavior in future experiments to different versions of
the model that have or lack key components, creating a formal framework that generates hypotheses for how goal communication grows into adult understanding.
Value misalignment in human-technology interactions.
The complexity of goal communication is not only reflected
in human loophole behavior, but also in engineered systems
that ‘do what you say, but not what you want.’ People struggle to explicitly specify their full intended values and desires,
leading to machines that achieve high performance on a measure that has nothing to do with the task (e.g., algorithms
learning to deliberately delete games in order to avoid the
negative score of losing; Krakovna, 2020). This misbehavior
is not due to a particular sort of algorithm, and many documented failures exist across methods and domains (Lehman
et al., 2020). Taken to the extreme, the problems of value
alignment pose significant risks for human-machine interactions and have become a major concern among researchers
and policy makers (Amodei et al., 2016). Current machines
do not willfully misunderstand goals any more than a bridge
is being lazy by falling down. But a better understanding of
the psychological processes that let even young humans intuitively solve and purposefully contort goal communication
could inform the design of safer intelligent machines.
Loopholes are pervasive, consequential, and offer a unique
window into the commonsense process of goal understanding and how people navigate the tension between their own
and others’ goals—central challenges to successful cooperation. The current work offers a foundation for developmentally and computationally characterizing loopholes, supporting new frameworks for analyzing social decision making.
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Abstract
Using the visual-word paradigm, the present study investigated
the effects of word onset and offset masking on the time course
of non-native spoken-word recognition in the presence of
background noise. In two experiments, Dutch non-native
listeners heard English target words, preceded by carrier
sentences that were noise-free (Experiment 1) or contained
intermittent noise (Experiment 2). Target words were either
onset- or offset-masked or not masked at all. Analyses showed
that onset masking delayed target word recognition more than
offset masking did. These results suggest that – in line with
contemporary models of spoken-word recognition – non-native
listeners strongly rely on word onset information when hearing
words in noise.
Keywords: spoken-word recognition; non-native listeners;
background noise; visual world paradigm

Introduction
Compared to speech processing under ideal circumstances,
recognizing words in the presence of background noise is
substantially more difficult (Mattys et al., 2012). The obvious
problem is that the certainty with which words can be
recognized decreases because noise masks relevant phonemic
elements, often at non-predictable moments in time. A
compelling body of research has shown that speech
processing in noise is especially hard in a non-native
language (Garcia Lecumberri et al., 2010; Scharenborg & van
Os, 2019).
Previous experimental studies with native listeners have
often used the visual world paradigm (Huettig et al., 2011) to
investigate how noise affects the real-time dynamics of
spoken-word recognition. For example, noise-induced
ambiguity in the speech signal has been suggested to result in
enhanced competition between the target and similar
sounding target word candidates (e.g., Ben-David et al.,
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2011; Brouwer & Bradlow, 2016; Hintz & Scharenborg,
2016). Moreover, McQueen and Huettig (2012) showed that
intermittent noise that masked speech preceding a target word
led listeners to change the relative weighting they gave to
word-initial versus word-final information when recognizing
the target, which itself was not masked.
In addition to affecting the competition dynamics, noise
has dramatic effects on the time course of spoken-word
recognition. McMurray and colleagues (2017) measured how
quickly participants made eye movements to objects that
were mentioned in the speech signal. They found that targets
were looked at more than 200 ms later when speech was
degraded relative to when speech was clear. McMurray and
colleagues reasoned that listeners might adopt a ‘wait-andsee’ strategy in the face of signal degradation resulting in
delayed lexical access. Note that such behavior is in stark
contrast with standard models of spoken-word recognition,
which assume that listeners engage in lexical access (and
experience lexical competition) as early as possible.
Little is known about how the presence of background
noise affects the dynamics of non-native spoken-word
recognition. A recent study took an important step towards
filling that gap in the literature. Scharenborg et al. (2018)
investigated the relative importance of word-onset and wordoffset information when listening in noise. They tested Dutch
non-native listeners of English on a word transcription task,
where English target words were presented to the participants
either in the clear or masked by speech-shaped background
noise at different signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs). Critically,
when presented in noise, either the word onset or the word
offset was masked. The authors found – as to be expected –
that overall transcription accuracy dropped as SNRs
decreased (i.e., listening became harder). In line with
previous studies on native listeners, analyses of participants’

misperceptions suggested that noise increased the competitor
space (Ben-David et al., 2011; Brouwer & Bradlow, 2016).
Moreover, the authors observed that onset masking had a
more detrimental effect than offset masking, demonstrating a
strong reliance on word onset information when recognizing
spoken words.
Arguably, as the critical measure in Scharenborg et al.
(2018) was collected after spoken-word offset, additional
reasoning and decision processes may have contributed to
participants’ transcriptions. Thus, it is not known how onset
and offset masking affect online spoken-word recognition in
non-native listeners. In the present study, we followed-up on
the study by Scharenborg et al. (2018) using an online task.
Specifically, we used the visual world eye-tracking paradigm
to study the effects of word onset and offset masking on the
time course of non-native spoken-word recognition. To that
end, we augmented the target words used by Scharenborg et
al. (2018) with semantically-neutral carrier sentences and
presented them to Dutch non-native listeners of English.
Target words were either presented in the clear, or target
word onsets and offsets, respectively, were masked with
speech-shaped background noise at different SNRs. While
listening to the sentences, participants looked at displays
featuring four objects. On target-present trials, a picture of
the target word was shown, along with three unrelated
distractors. On target-absent trials, the picture of the target
word was absent and participants saw two pictures, whose
word names overlapped phonologically with the unfolding
target, and two unrelated distractors.
Our analyses focused on target-present trials to address
how the time course of non-native spoken-word recognition
is affected by onset and offset masking and different SNRs.
We consider the moment in time when participants displayed
a significant bias for the target objects (i.e., more looks to the
target than to the unrelated distractors) to reflect that they
exhibit phonological mapping of the incoming speech signal
onto the names retrieved from previewing the pictures (i.e.,
lexical access). In Experiment 1, the carrier sentences were
free of any noise. The carrier sentences in Experiment 2
contained intermittent noise, that is, noise masking random
parts of the sentence, similar to a badly tuned AM radio
(McQueen & Huettig, 2012). We used this manipulation to
investigate whether listeners adjust their reliance on onset or
offset information when there is a high probability of the
target word being masked.
If the presence of noise leads non-native listeners to adopt
a ‘wait-and-see’ strategy (as suggested for native listeners,
McMurray et al., 2017), we should in general observe no
difference in the detrimental effects of offset masking as
compared to onset masking: if participants waited for 200 ms
(or more) after word onset before engaging in lexical access,
the relative position of less reliable information should
become less important. That is, listeners’ reliance on word
onsets would be weakened. In contrast, if listeners
immediately engage in mapping the incoming speech onto
the retrieved picture names, onset masking should have a
more detrimental effect than offset masking.
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For Experiment 2, if the high probability of the target being
masked (induced by the presence of intermittent noise
distributed over the carrier sentences) leads participants to
rely more strongly on word offset information and less
strongly on word onset information than when listening in the
clear (as suggested for native speakers, McQueen & Huettig,
2012), the presence of intermittent noise should result in a
smaller difference between the onset and offset masking
conditions compared to Experiment 1.
Importantly, for both experiments our focus was not on
comparing the absolute numbers (points in time) of target
word biases to those reported in other studies. Instead, we
were interested in the (change of the) relative importance of
word onset and offset information in the situations tested in
the present experiments. Our clear-speech conditions
constituted experiment-internal baselines, against which the
various noise conditions were compared.

Experiment 1
Participants
Twenty native speakers of Dutch (14 females; M age = 22.6;
years, SD = 3.1, range = 18-33), students at Radboud
University (NL), participated in Experiment 1. They were
given a voucher for their participation. None of the
participants reported a history of speech and/or hearing
disorders or a history of neurological problems. All
participants signed a consent form prior to the experiment.
All participants were proficient users of English as
assessed using LexTALE (Lexical Test for Advance Learners
of English; Lemhöfer & Broersma, 2012), which was
administered after the main experiment. LexTALE is an easyto-use, swift vocabulary knowledge test, based on a visual
lexical-decision task, consisting of 60 trials, 40 English
words and 20 non-words presented in random order. The test
takes about 3 to 4 minutes to complete. Participants’ mean
LexTale score in Experiment 1 was 76 (SD = 10.28, range =
61 - 93), which corresponds to an upper intermediate (B2)
proficiency level of English (Lemhöfer & Broersma, 2012).

Method
Materials We adjusted the materials from Scharenborg et al.
(2018) for use in a visual world eye-tracking experiment. We
selected 80 of their targets; all were concrete English nouns.
The frequency of these words, operationalized as Zipfian
frequency (van den Heuven et al., 2014), was high (M = 4.37,
one word was not listed). Target words were on average 3.7
phonemes long.
We took the recordings used by Scharenborg et al. (2018).
Those had been produced by a male native speaker of
Southern British English and had been recorded in a soundattenuated booth at 44.1 kHz. Using Praat (Boersma, 2011),
stationary speech-shaped background noise (SSBN) had been
added to the files. To do so, Scharenborg et al. (2018) downsampled each target word recording to 16 kHz to make them
compatible with a sound file containing SSBN. A random
stretch of SSBN was automatically selected from the file and

was placed on the target word, applying a Hamming window,
with a 10 ms fade in/out. The average (i.e., root-mean-square)
intensity was set to 60 dB SPL. SSBN was added at two
different SNRs: -6 dB and -12 dB. In Scharenborg et al.
(2018), these SNRs had neither yielded ceiling nor floor
effects in terms of transcription accuracy. Moreover, there
was a substantial accuracy difference between both
conditions. Importantly, the authors placed SSBN either on
the onset or on the offset of the target word. This was done
by using a semi-automatic method, where first the boundaries
for onsets (M = 2.5 phonemes) and offsets (M = 2.7
phonemes), respectively, in each target word were manually
set at positive-going zero-crossings. Then, noise was added
to the stretch spanning either onset or offset, making these
harder to understand. In total, there were five versions of each
target word (i.e., constituting the five conditions) in the
present experiments: four noise versions (onset and offset
masked at SNR -6 and -12 dB) and a clean (noise-free)
version.
Each target word was combined with one of eight different
carrier sentences and appeared as the sentence-final word.
The carrier sentences were semantically neutral and not
predictive of the target word (e.g., “As her password she
chose bed”). We asked the same person who had previously
produced the target words to produce the carrier sentences
(without the target words at the end) and made recordings
using the same parameters as before. The mean duration of
the carrier sentences was 1825 ms. The mean duration of the
target words on target-present trials was 560 ms; that of the
target words on target-absent trials was 518 ms.
The 80 items were evenly divided into target-present and
target-absent trials. All objects were black-on-white
drawings selected from the Snodgrass and Vanderwart
(1980) database.
Procedure Participants were tested individually in a soundattenuated booth. Auditory stimuli were presented binaurally
over closed headphones. Eye movements were recorded
using an EyeLink 1000 eye-tracker sampling at 1000 Hz. The
visual stimuli were displayed in an array on the computer
screen that spanned 1024 x 768 pixels.
Following presentation of the instructions, the eye-tracker
was calibrated. Participants performed a look-and-listen task
(Huettig et al., 2011), which meant that they could look
wherever they wanted while not taking their eyes off the
screen. This task is assumed to reduce the engagement of
additional reasoning and decision processes. The trial
structure was as follows: A fixation dot appeared in the center
of the screen for 250 ms, followed by the presentation of the
four objects. After one second, the playback of the carrier
sentence started. Immediately after the carrier sentence had
ended, the playback of the target word started. The four
objects remained in view until the end of the trial. The intertrial interval was one second.
The 40 target-present and 40 target-absent items were
rotated across the five listening conditions (while the visual
objects stayed the same) such that one participant heard a
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given target only once: either onset or offset masked, at an
SNR of -6 or -12 dB, or without noise. This resulted in five
experimental lists with 80 trials each. Trial presentation on
the lists was blocked by listening condition, with the clean
condition always coming last (to mitigate fatigue effects from
listening in noise). Moreover, the two onset-masking and the
two offset-masking conditions always followed each other
such that SNR -6 dB always preceded SNR -12 dB (to allow
participants to get used to the noise). We counterbalanced the
order of masking conditions such that half of the participants
heard onset-masked targets first and the other half heard
offset-masked targets first.
Participants were assigned to one list. The five blocks on
each list each contained 16 trials, half of which were targetpresent and half were target-absent, presented in random
order. Participants were presented with all 80 trials on the list;
they could take short breaks between blocks. Breaks were
followed by a drift check to ensure that the tracker was still
well calibrated.
Data Analysis Target-present trials for the five listening
conditions were processed for a period starting at target word
onset and ending 1500 ms thereafter. Track loss was
excluded. The processed data were analyzed using a logistic
additive mixed model using function bam from R package
mgcv (Wood, 2017). The dependent variable was the fixation
object, which was either target (1) or distractor (0). A fixedeffect predictor was included for Condition (treatment-coded
with ‘clean’ as the reference). The temporal trajectory of the
target fixations over time was modeled using a thin-plate
regression spline, which was afforded at most 20 basis
functions, by each condition. Random effects were added for
Condition by participants and by items, as were random
smooths of the aforementioned thin-plate regression spline
by subjects and by items.
The average of the three distractors was included as an
offset term, such that the estimated fixation proportions were
relative to a chance level corresponding to this average, rather
than to a fixed proportion of .5. An autoregressive error
process of order 1 was included with ρ = .9 to account for the
fact that adjacent samples in time were not independent. To
mitigate convergence failures, which were due to complete
separation causing indefiniteness in the likelihood, we added
a small smoothing constant of .01 to the target and the nontarget looks, following Donnely and Verkuilen (2017).
Significance of the fixation differences between the target
and the average of the distractors over time (i.e., target bias)
was established by computing Bayesian 95% credible
intervals, following Wood (2017, pp. 293-294). Target
preferences were considered significant where the CI
excluded zero on the log-odds scale, which corresponds to the
average of the distractors on the proportion scale.

Figure 1: Fixation proportions of clean, onset- and offset-masking (at SNR -6 and -12 dB) conditions in Experiment 1.

Results
Participants’ fixation proportions are plotted in Figure 1; the
fitted trajectories are shown in Figure 2. In all five conditions,
participants showed an extended fixation bias for the target
objects over the unrelated distractors, which suggests that
they recognized the spoken non-native target words. To
examine the time course of target word recognition across the
five listening conditions, we focused on the moments in time
– starting from target word onset – where the difference
between looks to the target and the distractor objects reached
statistical significance. As it takes minimally 200 ms
(Saslow, 1967) to program and launch a saccadic eye
movement, we can consider gaze 200 ms after target word
onset to reflect processing of the target word. Recall that the
mean target word duration (on target-present trials) was 560
ms. Thus, target biases occurring before 760 ms are assumed
to reflect effects during the target words’ unfolding.
In the clean condition, participants fixated the target
objects (more than the unrelated distractors) shortly after they
were mentioned, reaching significance at 464 ms after target
word onset. The time course was similar when offset
information was less reliable due to the presence of SSBN at
SNR -6 dB: The target fixation bias in the offset masking
condition reached statistical significance at 483 ms after
target word onset. In the SNR -12 dB offset-masking
condition, the target bias occurred at 626 ms after target word
onset. When onset information was less reliable, the same
target objects showed a later fixation bias: 534 ms in the SNR
-6 dB and 895 ms in the SNR -12 dB condition, respectively.

(e.g., Allopenna et al. 1998), a somewhat later bias is
expected when engaging in non-native lexical access (cf.
Garcia Lecumberri et al., 2010). In the offset masking
condition, at SNR -6 dB, we observed a similar time course,
which differed from the clean condition by only a few
milliseconds. Masking word onsets was much more
detrimental than masking word offsets. In both SNR
conditions, the target bias occurred later than in the
corresponding offset masking conditions. Moreover, the
difference between -6 and -12 dB SNR conditions was more
pronounced in the onset masking conditions—differing by

Discussion
Our analyses showed that participants fixated the target
objects more than the unrelated distractors in all listening
conditions, demonstrating that they recognized the target
words. As to be expected, the target bias occurred earliest in
the clean condition. Note that compared to native listeners,
who typically show target biases 200 ms after word onset
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Figure 2: Fitted temporal trajectories for Experiment 1,
controlling for random effects, relative to the average of
the distractors. The gray bands show the 95% CI. The
number in each panel and the red vertical line reflect the
point in time (in ms) when the target bias became
statistically significant.

Figure 3: Fixation proportions of clean, onset- and offset-masking (at SNR -6 and -12 dB) conditions in Experiment 2.
360 ms (vs. a difference of 143 ms in the offset masking
conditions). The similar time courses of the clean and offset
SNR -6 dB conditions and the more detrimental effects of
onset masking suggest a stronger reliance on word onset than
offset information when listening in noise. Non-native
listeners engaged in mapping the incoming speech signal
onto the retrieved phonological codes as early as possible.
These results do not provide evidence for a ‘wait-and-see’
strategy.
In sum, using an eye-tracking paradigm assumed to tap into
online spoken-word recognition, the data from Experiment 1
are in line with the results described in Scharenborg et al.
(2018), who used an offline transcription task. We found that
masking word onset information led to considerably later
target biases than masking offset information suggesting a
stronger reliance on onset than offset information.
In Experiment 2, we used a design that has previously been
shown to change listeners’ relative reliance on word-offset
versus word-onset information in native listeners (McQueen
& Huettig, 2012). The crucial question was whether –
compared to Experiment 1 – we would observe more similar
effects of onset and offset masking.

Experiment 2
Participants
Twenty native speakers of Dutch (16 females; M age = 22.3
years, SD = 2.5, range = 18-28), students at Radboud
University (NL), participated in Experiment 2. They were
given a voucher for their participation. None of the
participants reported a history of speech, hearing disorders
and/or neurological problems. All participants signed a
consent form prior to the experiment. As for Experiment 1,
participants, completed the LexTale task (Lemhöfer &
Broersma, 2012). Their mean LexTale score was 80.5 (SD =
13.2), which corresponds to proficient or C1 proficiencylevel of English (Lemhöfer & Broersma, 2012).
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Method
The method was the same as in Experiment 1 except that the
carrier sentences contained intermittent noise (following
McQueen & Huettig, 2012). The intermittent noise consisted
of short stretches of noise that were taken from the SSBN file
used for the noise added to the target words. These stretches
had the same duration as the noise added to the target words
and had the same SNR. The stretches were placed at random
positions in the carrier sentence using a custom-made Praat
script. They always occurred at positive-going zero
crossings. Each of the eight carrier sentences received
between two and five stretches of noise.

Results
Participants’ fixation proportions are plotted in Figure 3; the
fitted trajectories are shown in Figure 4. In all five conditions,
participants showed a fixation bias for the target objects over
the unrelated distractors, suggesting that they recognized the
spoken non-native target words. In the clean condition, target
object fixation reached significance at 681 ms after target
word onset. The target fixation bias in the onset masking
condition reached statistical significance at 848 ms after
target word onset in the -6 dB condition and slightly later at
928 ms after word onset in the -12 dB condition. The target
fixation bias in the offset masking condition reached
statistical significance at 732 ms after target word onset for
the -6 dB condition but already at 414 ms after word onset for
the -12 dB condition.

Discussion
Compared to Experiment 1, all target biases in Experiment 2
occurred later, which is most likely associated with the
presence of intermittent noise in the carrier sentences. There
was one exception: The -12 dB offset masking condition
showed a bias that occurred even earlier than that of the clear
condition in Experiment 1. This finding is unexpected and in

Figure 4: Fitted temporal trajectories for Experiment 2,
controlling for random effects, relative to the average of the
distractors. The gray bands show the 95% CI. The number
in each panel and the red vertical line reflect the point in
time (in ms) when the target bias became significant.
contrast with our hypotheses. We inspected the by-trial data
of that condition, but could not identify a clear source of this
effect. It is especially puzzling that the same offset-masked
words yielded quite different results in Experiment 1. We
therefore refrain from interpreting this condition.
With regards to the remaining conditions, we observed that
– as before – target bias occurred earliest in the condition
without any noise on the target word. In the SNR -6 dB
conditions, we observed again that onset masking led to a
later target bias than offset masking (by almost 100 ms) and
that the -6 dB offset masking condition differed from the
clean condition by only 51 ms. Note that the biases in the
onset masking conditions (at both SNRs) occurred after target
word offset and hence after the period that would reflect
processing effects during the word’s unfolding (i.e., 760 ms
after target onset). Compared to Experiment 1, the difference
between the two onset-masking conditions was smaller in
Experiment 2.
In sum, adding intermittent noise to the carrier sentences
might have driven non-native listeners towards a ‘wait-andsee’ approach, as reflected in the overall later target biases in
Experiment 2 compared to Experiment 1. However, it did not
affect their tendency to rely more on word onset than offset
information as more detrimental effects were observed in the
onset-masking condition than in the offset-masking condition
in both experiments.

General Discussion
Using the visual-word paradigm, the present study
investigated the effects of word onset and offset masking on
the time course of non-native spoken-word recognition in
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noise. In two experiments, Dutch listeners heard English
target words, preceded by carrier sentences that were noisefree (Experiment 1) or contained intermittent noise
(Experiment 2). Target words were either onset- or offsetmasked (at SNRs -6 and -12 dB) or not masked at all.
In both experiments, we observed that onset masking had
more detrimental effects on spoken-word recognition than
offset masking. These effects manifested as delayed fixation
biases for the target objects, relative to unrelated distractors.
Our findings are in line with the results reported by
Scharenborg et al. (2018), who used an offline word
transcription task. Similar to Scharenborg and colleagues, we
found that offset masking led to delayed target biases, albeit
less dramatically than onset masking did. This suggests that
both word onset and offset information contribute to spokenword recognition in noise, with non-native listeners relying
more strongly on onset information.
Based on the conclusions by McMurray and colleagues
(2017), we had hypothesized that non-native listeners might
adopt a similar ‘wait-and-see’ strategy as native listeners
when faced with a degraded speech signal. While we
observed some evidence in Experiment 2 supporting this
notion (i.e., the presence of intermittent noise in the carrier
sentences resulted in overall later target fixations), such a
strategy did not affect the relative importance of onset and
offset word information for non-native spoken-word
recognition. Note that one important difference between the
present experiments and that of McMurray et al. (2017) is that
in their stimuli the whole target word was degraded rather
than onset or offset parts. It is thus conceivable that listeners
in their experiment delayed lexical access since they were
presented with input that was masked in its entirety. In the
present experiments, some part of the target word was always
audible. Therefore, participants most likely tried to access
lexical representations as early as possible, shortly after target
word onset. When onset information was less reliable,
phonological mapping was delayed resulting in a delayed
target bias—sometimes reaching statistical significance only
after target word offset (Experiment 2).
To conclude, our data show that when the word onset is
masked, fixations to the target are delayed and that offset
masking was less detrimental than onset masking. These
results are in line with standard theories of spoken-word
recognition that predict that lexical access occurs as early as
possible.
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Abstract
Legal documents, in the form of terms of service agreements
and other private contracts, are now an increasingly prevalent
part of everyday life. While legal documents have long been
acknowledged to be difficult to understand without training, it
remains an open question whether the ever-increasing exposure to contracts might have mitigated this difficulty. Moreover, insofar as this difficulty has persisted, there remains no
systematic analysis of which linguistic structures contribute
most heavily to the processing difficulty of legal texts, nor
whether this difficulty is heightened for those with less language experience. Here, we investigate these issues, and in a
well-powered experiment find evidence that (a) both recall and
comprehension of legal propositions in a contract are hindered
by use of a legal register relative to plain-English translations;
(b) certain linguistic structures, such as center-embedding, hinder recall to a greater degree than others, such as passive voice;
and (c) language experience influences comprehension of legal
propositions. Surprisingly, language experience did not influence recall, nor was there an interaction between legal register
and language experience on recall or comprehension. These
findings suggest that legal language poses heightened difficulties for those with less language experience–who tend to be
of lower socioeconomic status and with diminished access to
the justice system–and that eliminating complex features of
legalese would benefit those of all reading levels.
Keywords: legal language; language processing; memory

The mismatch between the ubiquity and impenetrability
of legal documents has been a long-standing and seemingly
intractable issue. Dating as far back to the plain language
movement in the 1970s, government officials have acknowledged the need to simplify public legal documents for the
benefit of society at large. Since then, there has been a sizeable literature exploring how to best simplify public-facing
legal language, such as jury instructions (Charrow & Charrow, 1979; Elwork, Sales, & Alfini, 1982; Heuer & Penrod,
1989; Diamond, Murphy, & Rose, 2012; Randall, 2019) and
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Miranda warnings (Goldstein, Condie, Kalbeitzer, Osman, &
Geier, 2003; Rogers, Harrison, Shuman, Sewell, & Hazelwood, 2007).
While these studies have successfully demonstrated the efficacy of identifying and replacing problematic features of legal text (such as archaic legal jargon and complex syntax)
with “plain English” equivalents to increase comprehension
rates among laypeople, they only apply to a very small portion of the total corpus of legal language. A small and diminishing percentage of civil and criminal cases actually go to
trial (as low as 3% for the former and 5% for the latter: Refo,
2004; Rakoff, Daumier, & Case, 2014). The majority of individuals’ contact with legal language takes place outside the
context of criminal or civil suits and involves more than just
public-facing documents, such as contracts and other privatefacing documents.
In the case of private legal documents, the literature in this
regard has been more scarce. One notable exception to this
is Masson and Waldron (1994), which investigated how clerical staff (n = 24) and age-matched students (n = 24) recalled
and comprehended aspects of four short (≈ 400 words) legal contract texts. Masson and Waldron (1994) found that
less complex–“plain English”–texts were recalled and comprehended better than more complex actual legal texts.
In the decades since these findings, contracts have become
an increasingly ubiquitous part of the modern era, particularly with the rise of the internet and the constant exposure to
online terms of service agreements. It remains an open question whether this increased exposure might have mitigated the
difficulty of reading legal texts.
While the research on processing difficulties in legal language has been sparse, our understanding of language pro-

cessing difficulties in terms of the surface properties of text
has greatly improved. As it turns out, several structures that
have been identified as difficult to process in the psycholinguistic literature (e.g. clausal embedding: Gibson, 1998;
Pinker, 2003; low-frequency words: Rayner, Ashby, Pollatsek, & Reichle, 2004; passive voice: Ferreira, 2003) are reputedly abundant in legal texts (e.g. P. M. Tiersma, 1993;
P. Tiersma, 2008), and some are especially prevalent in contracts (e.g. passive voice: Goźdź-Roszkowski, 2011; all-caps:
Arbel & Toler, 2020).
Here we seek to build upon these findings, as well as those
of Masson and Waldron (1994), to better understand to what
extent (a) contractual language continues to present difficulties in recall and comprehension (both overall, and relative
to a simpler alternative), (b) such difficulties are mitigated
or exacerbated by one’s experience and/or skill with general
reading ability, and (c) particular linguistic features give rise
to this difficulty in the first place.
To that end, we conducted a high powered conceptual replication of Masson and Waldron (1994) where we constructed
short legal contracts that varied linguistic structures known to
incur processing difficulties. We also implemented the author
recognition task (ART; Stanovich & West, 1989; Moore &
Gordon, 2015), which measures individual differences in experience with language. We replicate Masson and Waldron
(1994)’s main finding that information presented in a legal
register is recalled and recognized less frequently and accurately than when presented in simple language. Further, we
find that comprehension of legal language in general is related
to experience with language. Lastly, we provide a descriptive
analysis of how individual linguistic structures relate to the
difference in performance across legal and simple registers.

Methods
Materials
Our primary materials consisted of 12 pairs of short contract
excerpts of roughly 150 words each (see Figure 1). First,
twelve excerpts were constructed in a standard “legalese”
register by the first author, a lawyer, who modeled the content and form of the materials after common naturalistic contracts. Each of the 12 texts for each condition corresponded to
one of three types of common contract provisions (with four
texts pertaining to each genre), including: (1) general contract provisions, specifying the basic terms of a contractual
agreement; (2) liability and warranty provisions, specifying
to what degree each party could be sued or held accountable
for not adhering to the terms of the agreement; and (3) jurisdiction, venue and choice-of-law provisions, specifying how
and where parties could sue or be held accountable for not
fulfilling the terms of the agreement. Each legalese text was
drafted to contain the following language properties that have
been identified as difficult to process and common to legal
texts:
(a) Low-frequency legal terms–Words that are infrequently
used in everyday speech provide processing difficulties for
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readers relative to higher-frequency synonyms (Marks, Doctorow, & Wittrock, 1974). Legal texts are laden with “archaic words” such as aforesaid, herein, and to wit (P. Tiersma,
2008), which have been shown to be frequently misunderstood by laypeople (e.g. P. M. Tiersma, 1993). Each legalese
text was constructed to contain several instances of legal jargon, which were replaced with high-frequency synonyms in
the plain-English versions.
(b) Center-embedded clauses–Center-embedded structures
have long been observed to pose processing difficulties on
a reader (Miller & Chomsky, 1963; Gibson, 1998; Pinker,
2003). The tendency for lawyers to “embed” legal jargon
“in convoluted syntax” has been observed not only to be
prevalent in legal texts but as a potential badge of honor
for those who wish to “talk like a lawyer” and be accepted
by their profession (P. Tiersma, 2008). Each legalese text
was constructed to contain multiple center-embedded clauses
(“Artist and Tour, said parties being hereinafter referred
as...”), which were written as separate sentences in the corresponding plain-English version.
(c) Passive-voice structures–Relative to their active-voice
counterparts, passive-voice structures are acquired later by
children (Baldie, 1976), and may continue to pose difficulties for adults (Ferreira, 2003). Goźdź-Roszkowski (2011)
found passive structures to be more prevalent in contracts
relative to other legal and non-legal genres (such as newspapers). Our legalese texts each contained multiple passivevoice structures (“This agreement has been formed by the
parties”), which we converted into active-voice structures in
the corresponding plain-English versions.
(d) Capitalization–Non-standard capitalization is ubiquitous in provisions such as warranty disclaimers and limitations of liability, which “must be conspicuous” in order to be
legally upheld (American Law Institute and National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws, 2002). Arbel
and Toler (2020) found that most standard form agreements
used by major companies contain a provision in all-caps. Although the use of all-caps provisions is ostensibly for the
benefit of the reader, evidence suggests that they do not aid
comprehension (Arbel & Toler, 2020). Here we included at
least one chunk of all-capitalized text in each legalese passage
(“THE WARRANTY IS HEREBY DISCLAIMED”), which was
replaced with standard capitalization in the simple version.
From the set of legalese materials, each passage was encoded in terms of legally relevant propositions. From these
propositions, each passage was then translated into a “plainEnglish” version, which differed only with respect to the four
surface properties described above, resulting in 24 total passages.
For each contract pair, 12-15 comprehension questions
were drafted. The questions were multiple choice with four
options. These questions both targeted comprehension of specific important legal propositions, as well as more general understanding of the legal content. To reduce a response bias
for a given register, we controlled the overlap in form be-

Figure 1: An example stimulus pair in legalese (left) and simple (right) register. The differences in surface properties across
registers are depicted by font style. Bold denotes word frequency. Italic denotes embedded clauses. Underlined denotes voice.
Unfortunately, we have run out of font styles to make differences in capitalization more apparent.
tween contract excerpt and comprehension question. Both
types of comprehension question were drafted in a “neutral”
register. Passive/active structures were replaced by nominalizations. For example, “shipment of the goods on the part of
merchant” instead of “the goods were shipped by merchant”
or “merchant shipped the goods”). High or low frequency
synonyms were replaced with a third synonym (e.g. “renter”
instead of “lessee” or “tenant”).
In addition to our main experimental materials, we administered the Author Recognition Task (ART; Moore & Gordon, 2015) as a proxy for language experience.

Participants and Procedure
Based on a pilot study (n = 32), we found that 100 participants would provide us sufficient power (> 80%) to detect our
main effects in both recall and comprehension. Due to concerns about data validity with online collection, we actively
assessed data quality during the experiment. Participants first
completed three trials and were only allowed to complete the
experiment if their comprehension was above chance performance. In total we recruited 186 participants for the first half,
but we only retain 108 participants who completed the entire
experiment for our analysis. All participants self-identified as
native English users.
Retained participants were pseudorandomly assigned to six
trials (3 legalese; 3 simple). Participants did not see the same
contract in both a simple and legal register. Assignment of
stimuli to participant was pseudorandom to ensure that across
participants every trial was administered with approximately
the same frequency. The order of trials was randomized for
each participant.
A trial consisted of (a) reading an excerpt, (b) a subset of
the ART, (c) recalling the excerpt, and (d) answering comprehension questions. For the reading component, participants were presented with exactly one excerpt, written in either legalese or plain English. They were asked to carefully
read the text twice, and were given as much time as needed
to do so. For the ART component, participants were given
the names of 50 individuals and were asked to select which
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names corresponded to real authors. The actual ART is 130
items but we needed 300. Therefore, the items were from the
actual ART for the first three trials. For the remaining trials,
the participants were administered “filler” items that looked
virtually the same as authentic materials (half of the names
corresponding to real authors, the other half corresponding to
high-school track stars) but which had not been validated the
same way. We do not use these fillers in our analysis. After being shown the ART materials, participants were asked
to recall as much of the excerpt they had read as possible.
They were told that they could use their own words, but that
their version should stay true to the original. Finally, each
trial ended with the comprehension questions corresponding
to the excerpt.

Analysis Plan
Two trained research assistants coded whether a proposition
was successfully recalled. In doing so, they were presented
with a participant’s retelling of a passage and then asked
whether each legally relevant proposition of the passage was
(a) fully recalled; (b) partially recalled; or (c) not recalled.
Coders were told that for a response to count as “fully recalled,” it did not have to be recalled verbatim (i.e. they can
use their own words or syntax), so long as they were confident that the meaning of what subject wrote is the same as the
proposition.
For example, suppose the original text said “A court in
Boston will resolve the dispute,” and the participant wrote
“something will be resolved by a court.” When coding responses, a coder might see three propositions that say: (i) “A
court in Boston,” (ii) “will resolve,” and (iii) “the dispute.”
For (i), the coder would put a 0.5 for “partially recalled”
(since “in Boston” was missing from “a court”); for (ii), the
coder would put a 1 for “fully recalled” (since “will be resolved” means basically the same thing as “will resolve”),
and for (iii), the coder would put a 0 for “not recalled” (since
“the dispute“ was not in the response).
To reduce potential bias, coders were unaware of whether
a participant had seen or recalled the simple or legalese ver-

sion of a text. Of the roughly 650 retellings, each coder
was responsible for coding roughly 60 percent (≈ 390) of
the retellings, such that (a) every retelling/proposition would
be coded at least once, and (b) 20% of the retellings would
be coded by both coders so as to assess inter-rater reliability.
Coder reliability was assessed with Cohen’s kappa coefficient
(Cohen, 1960; McHugh, 2012).
We adjudicated ties as follows: (i) a tie between one “fully
recalled” judgment and one “not recalled” judgment resulted
in a final “partially recalled” judgment; (ii) a tie between one
“fully recalled” judgment and one “partially recalled” judgment resulted in a final “fully recalled” judgment for a given
proposition; and (iii) a tie between one “partially recalled”
judgment and one “not recalled” judgment resulted in a final “not recalled” judgment. For our regression analyses, we
perform both a conservative analysis (recoding “partially recalled” as “not recalled’) and an anti-conservative analysis
(recoding “partiall recalled” as “fully recalled”). Our results
do not qualitatively change, so we will only report the conservative analysis here.

Results
We set out to address three questions: 1) can we replicate
Masson and Waldron (1994)’s result that comprehension and
recall of contracts presented in a legal register is worse than
that of contracts presented in a simple register? 2) If so, is the
decline in performance worse for people with less written language experience? 3) How do individual linguistic structures
purportedly prevalent in legal text contribute to the decline in
recall of legal propositions? We will take the first two questions in turn for comprehension and recall. Then, we will
provide an exploratory description to address the third.

Comprehension
Following Masson and Waldron (1994), we predict comprehension will be greater for text presented in the simple register than in the legalese register. We additionally predicted that
the effect of register will be larger for participants who scored
low on the ART task. Figure 2a illustrates the comprehension
accuracy across registers and Figure 2b depicts comprehension accuracy as a function of ART score. Descriptively, participants were more accurate in the simple register (73.5%)
than in the legalese register (67.7%).
We first conducted a mixed effect logistic regression, with
register, standardized ART score and their interaction as fixed
effects and comprehension question, excerpt, and participant
as random effects, each with a random slope for register. Using likelihood ratio test to compare to a model without the
interaction term, we found no significant interaction between
standardized ART score and register. Therefore, we report the
results of the model fit without the interaction term. Replicating Masson and Waldron (1994), we find a significant decrease in comprehension accuracy for a legalese register compared to a simple register (β = −0.179, SE= 0.052, p < 0.05).
While we did not find an interaction between language experience and register, we do find that participants with less
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language experience (lower ART scores) have worse comprehension accuracy than participants with more language experience (β = 0.219, SE= 0.076, p < 0.05).

Recall of Legal Propositions
Before we analyse our predictions, we assessed coder agreement. Our two coders agreed on approximately 85% of overlapping judgments. Cohen’s Kappa (unweighted) was measured to be 0.719 (z = 47.1; p < 0.05), indicating substantial
agreement.
Again following Masson and Waldron (1994), we expect
participants to recall fewer legal propositions when the text
is presented in a legal register compared to a simple register.
We further predicted an interaction with language experience,
such that recall would be worse for people with less language
experience. Figure 2c displays the proportion of propositions
recalled across registers and Figure 2d renders the proportion
recalled as a function of ART score. Overall, the average recall among participants was 41.1%, which is slightly better
than recall rates for previous studies using text materials but
a longer delay (Bergman & Roediger, 1999). Descriptively,
propositions from excerpts in a simple register (45.9%) were
recalled more than propositions presented in a legalese register (38.4%).
As for comprehension, we first conducted a mixed effect
logistic regression with register, standardized ART score and
their interaction as fixed effects and excerpt and participant as
random effects with register as a random slope for each. Using likelihood ratio tests, we fail to find a significant interaction and, thus, report here a simpler model without the interaction term. Again replicating Masson and Waldron (1994),
fewer legal propositions were recalled when they were presented in a legalese register compared to a simple register
(β = −0.219, SE= 0.081, p < 0.05). Unlike our comprehension results, we do not find an effect of language experience
on recall.

Exploring the effect of linguistic structures
While surface properties of a text seem to be forgotten relatively quickly (e.g., within an hour; Fisher & Radvansky,
2018) compared to propositional content (lasting weeks), it
seems intuitive that they might appreciably influence memory for more abstract representations of content. If a reader
can’t understand or mis-parses the text, it’s highly unlikely
that they make the intended inferences and have a full grasp
of the situation. Therefore, we expect linguistic structures
known to incur processing difficulties to reduce the proportion of legal propositions recalled. Here, we focused on four
kinds of structures purportedly common in a legal register
and manipulated in our materials: embedded clauses, passive voice, frequency of lexical choice and capitalization. We
do not have sufficient power to assess the generalizability of
each structure’s influence on recall. Instead, we provide a
description of each structure’s effect using Bayesian mixed
effect logistic regression.

Figure 2: (a) Mean comprehension accuracy across registers. (b) Comprehension accuracy as a function ART score. (c) Mean
proportion of legal propositions recalled across registers. (d) Proportion of legal propositions recalled as a function of ART
score. In (a) and (c), lineranges reflect 95% bootstrapped confidence intervals and faded lines reflect individual subject averages.
In (b) and (d), points reflect individual participant proportions.
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Figure 3: The influence of each surface property on the effect
of register. Line ranges reflect the 95% credible intervals over
the interaction term and points reflect medians.

For every proposition, we coded if the surface form across
registers was unedited or differed in clausal embedding,
voice, word frequency or capitalization. We conducted a
mixed effect logistic regression predicting recall with surface
form as a fixed effect and random intercepts for excerpt and
participant. Our fixed effect was coded so that each coefficient reflects either an increase or decrease in recall rate for a
legalese register relative to the average recall rate of a simple
register. Figure 3 represents the 95% credible interval over
the regression coefficient for each surface property. As a sanity check, the propositions that were unedited across register
do not differ in rate of recall. We find the strongest effects
of register for propositions that differed in embedding or frequency, a smaller effect of capitalization and perhaps surprisingly, no effect for voice.
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Our study aimed to assess whether (a) contractual legal language continues to present difficulties in recall and comprehension (both overall, and relative to a simpler alternative),
(b) such difficulties are mitigated or exacerbated by one’s experience and/or skill with general reading ability, and (c) particular syntactic or semantic features give rise to this difficulty
in the first place. Here we discuss in turn the extent to which
our results successfully answer these questions.
With regard to (a), we replicate Masson and Waldron
(1994)’s findings that redrafting legal texts into a simpler register can lead to increases in both comprehension and recall
over that of the original text. This suggests that the complex
language used in contracts continues to present difficulties to
one’s ability to absorb and remember the content in such documents, despite the increased exposure to these documents
over the last couple of decades.
With regard to (b), our results extend the findings of
(Masson & Waldron, 1994) by revealing that language
experience–as measured by ART–predicted comprehension
performance, suggesting that those with less language experience have a harder time understanding legal texts. Given that
those with less reading experience as a group tend to be of
lower socioeconomic status (Kieffer, 2010; Bradley & Corwyn, 2002), and those of lower SES face greater disenfranchisement from the legal system (Legal Services Corporation, 2017), this suggests that simplifying contracts may have
non-trivial access to justice implications, particularly as their
prevalence increases.
At the same time, there was no correlation between ART
and recall performance, nor was there a significant interaction between register and performance on ART in predicting
recall or comprehension; that is, those who scored higher on
the ART did not have a necessarily easier time on the legalese
texts relative to the plain English texts, nor did they have an
easier time recalling texts of either register relative to poorer
readers. Taken together, our results suggest that redrafting
texts into a simpler register has beneficial effects on comprehension for readers of all reading levels.
With regard to (c), our results suggest that some of the fea-

tures that are common to legal texts–such as clausal embedding and low-frequency words–present greater difficulties in
the context of recall than others, such as passive voice, suggesting that lawyers interested in simplifying legal texts for
the benefit of readers ought to prioritize unpacking clauses
into separate sentences and opting for higher frequency synonyms when possible.
Having established that the average person’s processing
difficulties with legal text remain despite the presumed uptick
in experience, we should aim to understand why lawyers
choose to write in such an esoteric manner in the first place?
One possibility is that legal language must be written so to
maintain communicative precision. This possibility is partially ruled out by our results and previous findings that show
comprehension of legal content with a simplified register
(e.g., Masson & Waldron, 1994). While it seems entirely
plausible that certain legal jargon is inevitable, our results
demonstrate that in many instances such jargon can be replaced with simpler alternatives that increase recall and comprehension while preserving meaning.
Another possibility is that lawyers choose to write in a
complex manner to convey their priorities. For example, if
a lawyer prioritizes the user’s responsibilities they may focus
on making them clear at the expense of other content (e.g.,
company’s obligations). If the lawyer’s priorities differ from
the reader’s priorities they may even do this implicitly as opposed to engaging in an outright “conspiracy of gobbledegook” (Mellinkoff, 2004)
Lastly, lawyers may not choose to write in an esoteric manner. Similar to the “curse of knowledge” (Hinds, 1999; Nickerson, 1999), they may not realize that their language is too
complicated for the average reader to understand (AzuelosAtias, 2018). Further work into the plausibility of these hypotheses could yield insight into how best to persuade lawyers
to integrate the findings of our and similar studies and help
alleviate the growing mismatch between the ubiquity and impenetrability of legal texts in the modern era.
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Abstract
Direction giving involves diverse cognitive processes such as
creating a mental map, following the desired route and
choosing the correct terminology to provide directions
efficiently. Many perceived differences have been speculated
in the speech of men and women, yet research on spontaneous
direction giving differences based on gender is limited. This
small-scale qualitative study uses Cognitive Discourse
Analysis to investigate whether men and women differ in the
frequency of usage of projective terms, cardinal directions,
hedges, modal verbs, landmarks, serial orientation measures
and distance indicators in route directions. The patterns
emerging consistently through the results show that gender
plays an important role in the provision of directions. Key
results included a utilization of humor by women when
direction giving, as well as a higher usage of landmarks and
hedges than men. Key results contradicting previous findings
showed no usage of cardinal directions by either gender, as
well as the serial orientation marker ‘then’ being utilized more
by women rather than men.
Keywords: Cognitive Discourse analysis; cardinal directions;
spatial concepts; landmarks; hedges

Introduction
Gender differences in communication have been studied in
abundance over a variety of fields over the past few decades;
due to varying early socialization and different genetic build,
there appear to be systematic differences in the way male
speakers and female speakers use language to communicate
with members of their own and the opposite sex.
Regardless of gender, most people at some point find
themselves in the position of either giving or receiving route
directions. To give route directions, speakers must access
their spatial representation of an environment, and tap into
their spatial skills to ascertain accuracy and suitability of the
chosen route. Previous research has identified substantial
gender differences regarding cognitive abilities in the spatial
domain (Halpern 2000). In our study, we ask if the language
used to describe a known environment systematically reflects
the speaker’s gender.

State of The Art
The idea that men and women speak differently has been
present for a long time. In 1975, Robin Lakoff introduced the
idea of ‘Women’s language’, aiming to capture a perceived
powerlessness that women exhibited in their speech by
identifying specific linguistic features that characterized
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women’s speech as ‘softer’ and ‘more polite’. Such linguistic
features included polite forms, hedges, expressions of
uncertainty, ‘empty’ adjectives, absence of jokes and tag
questions. According to Lakoff (1975), hedges in particular
reflect a degree of uncertainty in the speaker. Not all research
agrees that the use of hedges indicates uncertainty, however;
Coates (1996) argued that the increased use of hedges found
in female speech over male speech is a multifunctional
strength, not a weakness, that it stems from women’s
sensibility to interpersonal aspects of speech, and that it is
context dependent. For instance, although hedges may
ostensibly exhibit tentativeness, this is done in an intentional
manner, to alleviate the force of a statement. According to
another pioneering theory introduced by Tannen (1990), the
two different genders generally use language to achieve
different goals. In this view, men are more likely to use
language to increase their social status and assert dominance
whilst women are more likely to use language to achieve
closeness with the other speaker.
Since then, there have been a plethora of studies
investigating uncertainty and differences in the speech of
men and women. Mulac and Lundell (1994) found that
women use verbs communicating uncertainty more than men,
especially cognitive or perceptual verbs in combination with
first person singular pronouns (e.g., ‘I wonder if’), supporting
Lakoff’s (1975) work. Lakoff’s claim that women use hedges
more than men has also been confirmed to occur in
professional settings, such as in simultaneous interpreting
(e.g., ‘I think’) (Magnifico & Defrancq, 2017).
When examining the relationship between direction giving
and gender, studies have found that women are more likely
than men to use an increased number of left/right markers
when giving directions (Lawton, 2001; Devlin, 2003),
although this pattern was not confirmed in other studies
(Dabbs, Chang, Strong & Milun, 1998). Women have also
been found to exhibit a superiority in object-location
memory, as in a task introduced by Silverman and Eals
(1992) in which women exhibited a greater recognition of
objects on a piece of paper. This possible advantage in
recollection ability, replicated by Montello, Lovelace,
Golledge, and Self (1999), could be an explanation as to why
women were displaying an increased recollection of
landmarks when direction giving (Dabbs et. al., 1998; Hong
Sing & Kalingga, 2011), especially buildings. This leads
women to use buildings as landmarks and reference points in
route directions more frequently than men (Lawton, 2001).

Not all studies, however, have confirmed this apparent
gender difference in landmark use when direction giving;
e.g., Devlin (2003) found no significant difference in their
participants, although according to the author this may have
been due to the selected route being short and therefore not
ideal for landmark use differences to emerge. Ward (1986)
also found no landmark differences between male and female
participants in a fictitious (and thus unfamiliar) route
covering 14.5 km. Taken together, these diverse results
suggest that gender differences may be mediated by
situational factors. In general, the fundamental impact of
landmarks on human understanding regarding spatial
environments is uncontroversial (Caduff & Timpf, 2008),
with directions that contain landmarks resulting in fewer
wayfinding errors than those that do not, beyond gender
differences (Allen, 2000).
Further studies have shown that men are more likely than
women to use cardinal directions (Dabbs et al., 1998;
Lawton, 2001; Montello et al., 1999; Ward, 1986), although
Ward (1986) pointed out that although women may prefer not
to use cardinal directions, they can do so if asked. Not all
verbal direction studies have found an increased cardinal
direction use by men, however; Devlin (2003) found no
difference between genders and almost no cardinal direction
use at all in direction giving, and Hong Sing and Kalingga
(2011) found an increased use of cardinal directions in
women rather than men. Men have also been found to have
an increased use of locating hidden targets, pointing to outof-sight markers, and using an increased number of serial
orientation measures such as ‘first, second’, ‘then’, and
‘after’ (Boerger & Henley, 1999). Hong Sing and Kalingga
(2011) found that while the word ‘first’ was only used by
men, ‘then’ and ‘after that’ were used more by women. Men
have also been found to be more likely to use distance or
mileage indicators or metric-distance terms (Dabbs et al.,
1998; Devlin, 2003; Montello et al., 1999; Ward, 1986).
Altogether, it appears that although research has addressed
the relationship between gender and the language used in
direction giving, limitations as well as contradictory results
hamper the ability to make any direct predictions as to what
linguistic features will emerge. Notably, all direction giving
studies reviewed thus far have instructed their participants to
provide either written directions or verbal ones. In the case of
verbal directions, the researchers either did not specify the
location of their participants when giving directions (Hong
Sing & Kalingga, 2011) or the participants were in different
locations while formulating them (Tenbrink, Bergmann &
Konieczny, 2011) or walked the route prior to recollecting it
(Montello et al., 1999). No study, to our knowledge, has
recruited participants and conducted the direction giving
study at the destination point. Such a study is highly
advantageous as the environment around the destination
point is fresh in the participants minds after having arrived
there, but, as participants were going about their daily
routine, they were unlikely to have paid special attention to
their surroundings in a way that might affect their direction
giving during data collection. This study aims to investigate
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the linguistic features that emerge from each gender in
direction giving when conducted at the destination point.

Research Questions
Based on the literature review our study will address the
following research questions:
• In the present scenario, will women use more landmarks
in direction giving than men, as well as more uncertainty
markers and modal verbs expressing uncertainty,
following indications in previous studies?

•

Similarly, will men use more cardinal directions,
distance indicators, and serial orientation measures than
women?

Hypotheses
In accordance with previous findings, it can be expected that
women will use more landmarks, uncertainty markers and
modal verbs expressing higher degrees of uncertainty, but
less cardinal directions, distance indicators and serial
orientation measures than men in direction giving.

Overall Design
To address gender differences in direction giving,
participants were asked to envision providing a stranger with
route directions from Deiniol library to the Main library,
located in the Main Arts building of Bangor University,
Wales, UK. The task scenario was designed to ensure that
participants would produce unconstrained, natural verbal
data, as a result of two types of cognitive processes
(Tenbrink, 2015): the mental representation of the desired
route that participants would take if they were to walk from
Deiniol library to the Main library (for example, the
conceptualization of different locations whilst travelling
between the two libraries) and the complex cognitive
processes that are involved when planning a route (which
involves decision making due to the choice of a variety of
paths). To analyze the natural language data systematically,
Cognitive Discourse Analysis (Tenbrink, 2015) was
employed so as to identify systematic linguistic patterns
emerging in the speech of the participants that were indicative
of underlying cognitive processes and concepts. As manual
in-depth scrutiny of linguistic features precludes high case
numbers, emerging patterns of results are represented
qualitatively, in terms of possible indications of genderrelated tendencies that may be consistent with or depart from
previous findings in various ways, thus adding relevant
insights to the state of the art in this highly debated field.

Procedure
Participants
The participants recruited were 5 males (mean age 20.2
years) and 5 females (mean age 20 years). All participants
were native speakers of British English and were students at
Bangor University (where directional data was collected) to
ensure their thorough knowledge of the route. The

participants recruited were either in their second or third year
of study, studying an array of subjects, including nursing,
medical sciences, and music. First-year students were not
considered for this study so as to exclude knowledge gaps.

Instruments
The two libraries were selected due to a variety of paths
available from Deiniol library to the Main library; four of
these are depicted in the map below, each of which requiring
reference to many turns and landmarks in a route description.
The starting point, Deiniol library, is located on a main road
in Bangor, whilst the destination point, the Main Arts library,
is situated inside the Main university building on top of a hill.
Several turns are required to ascend that hill, independent of
whether the participants chose to take a shortcut through
another University building (called Pontio) or to go around it,
via Glanrafon Hill or Penrallt Road.

The researcher then asked for and noted the gender, age and
ethnicity of the participants, plus the length of years they had
been studying at Bangor University, and the course they were
undertaking. The participants were then asked to provide a
route direction; the exact instruction was as follows:
• Imagine a stranger approaches you in Deiniol library and
they need instructions to get to Main Arts library. What
directions would you give them? Please be as detailed as
possible.
The participants were then recorded speaking out loud. For
analysis, the data were transcribed and annotated manually.
Due to the small number of participants no statistical analysis
was undertaken.

Landmarks
Firstly, landmarks mentioned in the directions were identified
and quantified for both genders and split into two categories:
indoor and outdoor. Following the design of Lawton (2001)
outdoor landmarks were then divided into two further
categories, buildings (excluding the building that served as
the destination), and topographical features (such as road
structures and traffic lights). For example, a building
landmark can be found in the directions of the first female
participant (‘a place called Rascals’), whilst a topographical
landmark can be found in the directions of the second male
participant (‘the T-junction in the end’).

Hedges

Figure 1: Four available routes between the two libraries.

Method
Participants were approached by a female researcher in the
Main library. Participation was on a voluntary basis and no
compensation was provided. The researcher conducted
random sampling; participants were approached when alone.
They were asked whether they would like to take part in a
short study that would take no longer than 5 minutes. If the
participants consented, they were provided with a participant
information sheet containing a brief outline of the study and
ethical concerns. After reading, they were asked to sign a
consent form providing their informed consent for the study,
including being audio-recorded for the purposes of the study.
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Inspired by Lakoff (1975), various kinds of hedges were
identified and quantified to highlight differences in direction
giving between the two genders, aiming to capture all uses of
hedges in the current data set independent of their type (note
that modal verbs, which may also serve as hedges, are
addressed separately in the following section). Hedges were
split into three categories (Lakoff, 1975): indetermination
(such as an epistemic hedge by the 3rd female participant
‘you go diagonal I don’t know into Main Arts!’),
depersonalization (avoidance of the use of direct reference,
such as by the 5th female participant ‘a smaller kind of
archway thing’) and subjectivisation (the use of verbs that
express subjective thinking, as seen by the 1st female
participant ‘I guess the grounds of the uni’).
Following Tenbrink et al. (2011), a further type of hedges
was identified, labelled as ‘vagueness markers.’ This type of
hedge is “used to indicate a lack of expertise from the
speaker” (Tenbrink et al. 2011, p.1267) thus signalling
uncertainty. One example from our study is the use of ‘kinda’
by the 1st female participant ‘it kinda looks like a high street’.

Modal Verbs
To express various degrees of certainty (or uncertainty) when
giving directions via the domain of mind mapping, speakers
tend to use modal verbs to highlight the possibility of an event
(Gralla & Tenbrink, 2013). When participants want to
express high levels of certainty, they may use modal verbs
such as ‘must’ (4th male participant ‘you must take a right’)

or ‘will’ (1st male participant ‘There will be like Café
Terrace’), however when they wanted to express a lower
level of certainty, such as to allow room for error, they used
modal verbs such as ‘should’ (2nd female participant, ‘you
should be at Main Arts library’). Further, options and
possibility could be expressed by the modal verb ‘can’ (1st
female participant ‘you can also take the lift).

Projective terms
Inspired by Lawton (2001) directional terms were identified
such as ‘left’ (e.g. 5th female participant ‘turn left follow
along’) and ‘right’ (1st male participant ‘get out the library
you turn right’), as well as ‘in front of’ (4th female participant
‘in front of you should have Morrison’s’) and ‘behind’ (2nd
male participant ‘a small lane behind the back of Pontio’) (the
latter two terms have been inconsistent in past research in
terms of frequency in male and female speech).
Additionally, any serial orientation measures were
identified and quantified (3rd male participant ‘so first come
out of Deiniol library’) distance indicators (1st male
participant ‘about 20-30 metres you’ll see Pontio’) and any
indications of locating hidden targets (2nd male participant ‘a
small lane behind the back of Pontio’) as they were cognitive
features allegedly found more in male speakers.

Landmarks
101 mentions of landmarks were identified in total, 24 of
which were indoor and the remaining 77 outdoor landmarks.
Indoor landmark mentions were 10 for men and 14 for
women. The ‘lift’ inside of the Pontio building was a
prominent indoor landmark with functional significance, as
all 6 participants who opted for the ‘Pontio’ route included it
in their directions. As for the outdoor landmark mentions, 13
were topographical landmark mentions by men (such as ‘car
park’) and 20 by women, whilst the building landmark
mentions were 18 by men and 26 by women, as shown in
Figure 2.

Figure 2: Frequency of landmark mentions.

Spontaneous Speech

Hedges

When eliciting spontaneous speech, it is natural for a speaker
to produce disfluencies, due to the various cognitive
processes and language processing involved. Such
disfluencies appear in the form of filler words and hesitations,
pauses, or restarts (Goodwin, 1980). They may sometimes
indicate speaker uncertainty, just as restarts are conveyed as
uncertainty markers (Tenbrink et al., 2011). For current
purposes, to identify any possible indications of uncertainty,
we therefore included disfluencies in this analysis.
Disfluency features in the current data could take the form
of hesitation markers (e.g., 2nd female participant ‘and then
erm press the number five’), fillers (1st female participant
‘seeing like the top of a hill’), restarts (e.g., 1st male
participant ‘once you come out of Pontio stairs…once you
come out of Pontio) and pauses (2nd male participant ‘first
set of traffic lights [pause] you then cross’). Hesitation pauses
were accounted for if they were 700msec (0.7 seconds) or
longer (Rochester, 1973).

Men used 6 hedges in total (2 subjectivization, 1
indetermination, 2 depersonalization and 2 vagueness
markers) whilst women used 19 in total (2 subjectivization, 3
depersonalization, 4 indetermination and 10 vagueness
markers) (see Figure 3). The most frequent subjectivization
hedge was the verb ‘I think’ (used twice by both women and
men), and the most popular indetermination marker was the
phrase ‘I don’t know’. (Used three times by women and once
by men). The only depersonalization hedge was the noun
‘thing’, and the most frequent vagueness marker was the
contraction ‘kinda’, which was used four times by women,
followed by ‘somewhat’, which was used twice by women.

Results
The word count was 2133 words in total whilst the average
word count was 242 for women and 184 for men. In terms of
route choice, 3 male and 3 female participants chose the
Pontio route, using either the lift or the stairs that are situated
inside. Out of those six, one male and one female participant
then chose to go via the Main Arts University building. The
remaining two female participants and one male participant
chose to ascend Glanrafon hill and then proceed via College
Road, whilst one male participant chose to mount the road
next to Pontio, with his remaining route being the same as the
Pontio route participants.
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Figure 3: Frequency of hedges in directions.

Projective terms
Overall, women used more spatial terms than men, with
higher usage of the words ‘left’, (women: 16, men: 9), ‘in
front of’ (women:4, men:1) and ‘right’ (women:18, men:16),
whilst men exceeded usage of ‘behind’ (men: 1, women: 0).

Modal verbs
In total, 15 modal verbs were found in the directions given by
men (1 ‘must’, 4 ‘will’, 4 ‘should’ and 6 ‘can’) whilst 12
modal verbs were found in the speech of women (0 ‘must’, 5
‘will’, 4 ‘should’ and 3 ‘can’) (see Figure 4). Notably, men
used ‘can’ (the modal verb expressing option and possibility)
twice as much as women.

Figure 4: Frequency of Modal Verbs in Directions.

Other
Concerning serial orientation markers, men used more
instances of ‘first’ and ‘second’ than women (men: 5,
women: 2), but women used ‘then’ more than men. (Women:
44, Men: 14). Interestingly, there was an equal number of
‘after’ (women: 2, men: 2) and both instances were results of
restarts. Regarding distance indicators, there were only two
instances produced by two different male participants (one
measuring kilometers, the other one steps) but none by
women. When considering locating hidden targets the results
showed one example for men, and zero for women.
Concerning disfluency features, women used more
hesitations (25) than men (23) and more filler words (23) in
comparison to the male participants (10). Women used in
particular the filler word ‘like’ more than twice more (17)
than the men (7). Female participants also used more pauses
(7) than men (3) but used fewer restarts (11) than men (13).
An unexpected result came into light, which was the use of
humor by female participants when giving directions,
resulting in laughter (4 out of 5 female participants). That was
done for a variety of reasons, such as half-serious
metacommunication (e.g., participant 2 ‘Go inside the lift
obviously [laughs]) or commenting on the route described
(e.g., participant 1 ‘it’s quite a big hill [laughs]’), amongst
others. Male participants in this study did not have that
approach when direction giving, with no instances of laughter
or attempts at humor.

Discussion
When considering the frequency of landmarks, women
referred to both indoor and outdoor landmarks more than
men, thus confirming the hypotheses; those findings are in
line with previous research (Dabbs et al., 1998; Hong Sing &
Kalingga, 2011; Lawton, 2001). More specifically, results
showed that women mentioned building names more
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frequently than men (confirming Lawton, 2001), as well as
topographical landmarks. The results of this study appear to
contradict the findings of Ward (1986) and Devlin (2003). An
explanation for this may be that the participants in Ward
(1986) were describing an unfamiliar route, whilst
participants in this study were ensured to possess a certain
level of familiarity with the route.
Based on previous research it was also expected of women
to use more hedges than men, as an indicator of uncertainty
and to ‘soften’ their speech (Lakoff, 1975). Although hedges
are not always found in female or male speech and have been
said to depend on context rather than gender (Dixon et al.,
1997), the results in this study were actually consistent with
the findings of Lakoff (1975). Women were found to use
more than three times the number of hedges (portraying
imprecision and non-commitment) than men, especially
vagueness markers that indicate a lack of knowledge or
expertise on the side of the speaker. All female participants
were at least in their second year of university; their
directions, therefore, would have been based on a welldeveloped mental map of the local area. Since the ages of
both gender groups were matched, this portrayal of
uncertainty appears to be gender based, rather than context or
age based.
Regarding disfluency features, some gender differences
were detected. Although fillers and hesitations are a natural
part of spontaneous speech, women used more a considerably
higher number of fillers than men, and a larger quantity of
hesitations, indicative of uncertainty, confirming previous
research (Lakoff, 1975; Magnifico et al., 2017). Female
participants also used more than twice the number of pauses
than men. Although interpreted as an uncertainty marker, this
difference in pauses may also indicate a difference in mental
representation timing when mentally planning a route.
Also relevant to gender and uncertainty, a surprising
finding in the analysis of modal verbs was that although the
modal verbs expressing high certainty ‘must’ and ‘will’ and
the modal verb expressing a medium level of certainty
‘should’ had the same number of uses in both men and
women, men used the modal verb ‘can’ twice more than
women, expressing a higher degree of choice or possibility.
This finding appears to contradict our hypotheses based on
Lakoff (1975), as it appears to indicate some amount of
uncertainty in the speech of males. However, at a closer look
5 out of these 6 uses of ‘can’ were produced by just one male
participant; therefore, this finding appears to reflect
individual differences rather than a gender-based pattern.
Regarding spatial concepts, the findings supported our
hypothesis as women were found to use more projective
terms than men in their verbal output whilst giving directions,
consistent with previous findings (Lawton, 2001; Devlin,
2003). When considering right/left markers, previous
research proposed that they are indicators of an intrinsic
frame of reference on route perspective (Levinson, 1996);
this could relate to differences in spatial skills found between
men and women (Halpern, 2000). Interestingly, only one man
(but no woman) used the spatial concept of ‘behind’, a result

which could be related to the previous finding that men refer
to hidden targets more (Hong Sing et al., 2011), as the male
participant instructed the ‘stranger’ to follow ‘Love Lane,
which is a small lane behind the back of Pontio’, an indication
of a lane presumably not well known by all students.
Another lexical feature only displayed by men in our
results are distance indicators, with one male participant
using ‘meters’ and another male participant using ‘steps’ as
indicators. This supports previous findings that men use more
distance indicators when giving instructions than women
(Dabbs et al., 1998; Devlin, 2003; Montello et al., 1999;
Ward, 1986). In terms of cardinal directions, our results
matched those of Devlin (2003), who also reported no use of
cardinal directions by their male or female participants; thus,
no support could be offered for previous claims that men use
more cardinal directions than women (Lawton, 2001; Ward,
1986). A potential explanation for this was the high usage of
projective terms by both genders, as Dabbs et al. (1998)
found a negative correlation between cardinal directions and
right/left references.
Another finding in this study that remains inconclusive in
terms of gender differences concerns the serial orientation
markers that were used by men and women when giving
instructions. Previous research suggested that men use serial
orientation measures more than women (Boerger & Henley,
1999); this study found this to be partly true as men used the
words ‘first’ and ‘second’ more than women. However,
contrasting to these findings, women used the word ‘then’ far
more often than men – supporting previous findings by Hong
Sing and Kalingga (2011). This indicates a need for further
in-depth research on the topic, as results appear inconclusive.
Notably, Hong Sing and Kalingga (2011) attributed their
results to the fact that their participants were from Indonesia,
whilst those of previous research were from Western cultures.
As the results of this study are in line with those of Hong Sing
and Kalingga (2011), this rather indicates a similarity in
direction giving gender patterns between the two cultures.
The most surprising finding that emerged from this
analysis was the high frequency of humor and laughter in the
data collected from women, contrasting with no such
occurrences in the men’s data. This directly contradicts the
claims by Lakoff (1975), who stated that women’s speech is
characterized by a lack of jokes. It may possibly be an
indicator of uncertainty, as it could be interpreted as nervous
laughter, such as in the case of the third female participant
(I’m not doing turns am I – I’m just saying go straight
[laughs]) – if this is the case, it would again support Lakoff
(1975). On the other hand, our observation might also support
Tannen (1990), who stated that men use language to gain
social status, whilst women use language to achieve closeness
with others. As Zeigler-Hill et al. (2013:2) observed,
“humour plays an important role in the establishment,
enhancement, and maintenance of relationships” – and this
may have been more relevant to female speakers in our study,
as the study was conducted by a female researcher. However,
some other interpersonal functions of humor include status
control and social maintenance (Zeigler-Hill et al., 2013).
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This opens up some interesting considerations concerning
social status and gender. Is humor used by female speakers
as a covert way to attain social status? Is that done so only
with members of their own gender or both sexes? In our
scenario, the use of humor may have been related either to
uncertainty or to achieve closeness with the listener – or both,
in a convenient conflation of purposes. Future research
examining the relationship between gender and jokes may
reveal complex distinct motives for the use of humor in
contexts where it may appear unexpectedly, such as route
directions.
When investigating language use, a plethora of variables
are likely to act jointly alongside speaker gender due to the
complexity that defines human nature. In this study, all
participants were in their early 20s; future research in this
area could add age differences as a likely factor influencing
linguistic choices, along with gender. Similarly, participants
of the same gender but of different academic disciplines
portrayed linguistic differences in their direction giving. For
example, the 5th female participant, a 20-year-old philosophy
student, used no disfluencies in her speech whilst the 2 nd
female participant, a 20-year-old nursing student used 12. In
another example, the 1st male participant, a 20-year-old
medical sciences student used 8 modal verbs, whilst the 3rd
male participant, a 20-year-old history student did not use
any. Although these may have been individual differences in
this case, they do raise the question as to what extent our
academic discipline shapes the way in which we speak,
paralleling findings on how professional background affects
linguistic patterns (Cialone, Tenbrink & Spiers, 2018).
Lastly, the gender of the imagined interlocutor may also
affect the way in which the participants convey their direction
giving. Although the addressee was merely referred to as a
‘stranger’ in this study without suggesting a gender, it is
likely the participants assumed a gender regardless or
implicitly addressed the female experimenter. When
investigating problem solving language, Mulac, Wiemann,
Widenmann and Gibson (2009:331) found that “in mixed sex
dyads, both genders adopted a linguistic style more like that
of their out-group partner than they would have maintained
with an in-group partner”. Future research could address
linguistic features in same-sex direction giving as opposed to
mixed-sex ones.
To conclude, this study set out with the aim to explore the
extent to which gender influences direction giving when
collected at the destination point. Results show that despite
modern tendencies towards gender fluidity (Diamond, 2020),
gender still appears to have a considerable influence in
direction giving in a controlled setting; it affects the number
of landmarks referred to, the degree of uncertainty shown by
the speaker, and whether a speaker will joke with the listener
when providing route directions. Our small-scale qualitative
study could only provide some indications of patterns of
current gender preferences in relation to previous findings; it
is hoped that further studies will be added to shed further light
on the way spatial language operates in liaison with gender
alongside other influencing factors.
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Abstract
Learning the sounds of a new language depends on the ability
to learn novel auditory categories. Multidimensional
categories, whether speech or nonspeech, can be learned
through feedback and different category structures are
proposed to recruit separate cognitive and neural mechanisms.
There is substantial individual variability in learning; however,
it is rare to compare learning of different categories in the same
individuals. Understanding the sources of variability has
theoretical implications for category learning. In this study, we
trained the same participants on three types of
multidimensional auditory categories. Participants learned
nonspeech rule-based, nonspeech information-integration, and
Mandarin speech categories. Learning of all category types was
related across individuals and differences in working memory
similarly supported learning across tasks. There was
substantial variability in learning outcomes and strategies used
to learn the categories. There are multiple paths to successful
learning and appreciation of individual variability is essential
to understanding the mechanisms of learning.
Keywords: category learning; audition; working memory;
individual differences

Introduction
Complex natural categories, such as speech sound categories,
are often multidimensional (Hillenbrand et al., 1995).
Learning the sounds of a new language requires mapping
these multidimensional inputs into novel categories (Holt &
Lotto, 2010). The structure of categories in multidimensional
space has been proposed to be a key factor driving the
cognitive and neural mechanisms that support successful
learning (Ashby et al., 1998; Ashby & Maddox, 2011).
Specifically, according to a dual systems framework
initially proposed by Ashby et al. (1998), at least two systems
support category learning. Originally developed in the visual
modality, this theory has recently been expanded to the
auditory modality (Chandrasekaran, Yi & Maddox, 2014).
The dual systems framework proposes that an explicit system
supports learning of categories that can be described as rulebased (RB) categories. RB category learning requires
selective attention to individual stimulus dimensions and
relies on hypothesis generation and testing (Ashby et al.,
1998). In contrast, the implicit system supports optimal
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learning of information-integration (II) categories. II
category learning requires pre-decisional integration along
multiple stimulus dimensions and relies on procedural
learning processes (Ashby et al., 1998). RB and II categories
can both be multidimensional. A key feature that is thought
to differentiate the two types of categories is that RB
categories can be distinguished by rules that are easy to
describe verbally and II categories are difficult to describe.
Typically, RB and II categories studied in the lab are
artificial categories, generated by experimenters to examine
novel learning. However, it has also been proposed that
natural categories like speech categories can be thought of as
II categories (Yi et al., 2016). Many of the world’s languages
are tonal languages, meaning that pitch-related information
of a syllable or word is lexically distinctive. For example, in
Mandarin, the same syllable (e.g., /ma/) produced with four
different tones has four unique meanings. Mandarin tone
categories vary across multiple pitch-related dimensions,
cannot easily be described by speakers of non-tonal
languages and, thus, can be difficult to learn. Research has
demonstrated that Mandarin tone learning may rely on
similar neural mechanisms as II learning (Yi et al., 2016) and
is affected by the same manipulations that affect II learning
(Chandrasekaran et al., 2014; Maddox et al., 2014; but see
Maddox et al., 2013). However, learning of Mandarin and
artificial II or RB categories has never been compared in the
same individuals.
Even in the same task, there is often a wide variability in
performance (e.g., Llanos et al., 2020; Shamloo & Hélie,
2020) – while some individuals learn the categories quickly
and quite well, others struggle to learn. Studies of RB and II
learning tend to focus on the differences between the tasks,
rather than comparing how the same individuals approach the
tasks. To better understand the sources of individual
variability during learning, we compare final block
accuracies of the same individuals across tasks as measures
of learning outcomes. One possibility is that individuals who
succeed in one task may also succeed in the other tasks.
However, if Mandarin is more similar to an II problem, II and
Mandarin learning may be more strongly related to one
another than to RB learning.

Individual differences in cognitive abilities have also been
proposed to differentiate RB and II learning. Specifically, the
role of working memory (WM) has been proposed to be
vitally important for RB learning and either minimally or not
involved in II learning (Ashby et al., 1998). The evidence for
a differential role of WM in II and RB learning is quite mixed
(DeCaro et al., 2008; Lewandowsky et al., 2012; Miles &
Minda, 2011; Miles, Matsuki, & Minda, 2014; Newell et al.,
2013; Newell, Dunn, & Kalish, 2011; Roark & Holt, 2019;
Zeithamova & Maddox, 2007). A competing perspective
argues that WM supports successful learning, regardless of
the underlying category structure (Kalish, Newell, & Dunn,
2017). In this study, we examine how individual differences
in WM are related to learning outcomes. If, as the dual
systems perspective predicts, WM is more relevant for
successful RB learning compared to II or Mandarin tone
learning, we should see a stronger relation between WM and
RB learning outcomes than II or Mandarin learning
outcomes. If instead, WM supports successful learning
regardless of category structure, we should see a similar
relation between WM and learning outcomes of all tasks.
Assessing these alternative hypotheses in the same
individuals will provide a better understanding of the role of
WM in learning categories with different structures.
Finally, we compare the types of strategies individuals use
to learn the categories. During learning, individuals can use
different strategies to separate stimuli into categories. They
can separate the categories optimally based on the component
dimensions and attending only to relevant information.
Alternatively, they may use suboptimal strategies, attending
to the underlying dimensions in a way that is not aligned with
the task. Individual differences in strategies determine what
information is encoded and remembered and is related to how
well an individual learns. The strategies that individuals use
across different tasks has not been explored. It is possible that
successful learners are successful because they can flexibly
shift their strategies based on what is optimal for the task.
However, it is also possible that individuals may be
successful despite using suboptimal strategies.

Methods
Across two sessions separated by at least one week,
participants learned nonspeech RB, nonspeech II, and
Mandarin speech categories. The order of the two nonspeech
tasks was counterbalanced across sessions. After the first
task, participants completed an automated version of the
operation span task as a measure of WM capacity.

Participants
Participants
were
recruited
through
Prolific
(www.prolific.sc) and the experiment was administered using
the online Gorilla Experiment Builder (www.gorilla.sc;
Anwyl-Irvine et al., 2019). One hundred participants ages 1835 (45 F, M 25.3 years, sd 5.05 years) completed one session
and 90 returned for a second session. Of these 90 participants,
86 (36 F, M 25.4 years, sd 5.04 years) completed all three
tasks and four did not complete the Mandarin task. The
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analyses included participants who completed all three tasks.
All participants were native speakers of non-tonal languages
and reported no prior experience with any tonal languages
including Mandarin. Participants received $10/hour for their
participation for a total of $20 across two sessions.

Stimuli
All three category types required participants to use
multidimensional information to distinguish four possible
sound categories. Stimuli for the nonspeech tasks were
nonspeech ripples varying in temporal modulation and
spectral modulation (Fig. 1A-B). These dimensions are
thought to be fundamental properties of complex sounds,
including speech (Woolley et al., 2005). The nonspeech
categories were created by sampling from a bivariate normal
distribution and had 300 total stimuli (75 stimuli/category).

Figure 1: A. Nonspeech Rule-Based and B. InformationIntegration category structures varying in temporal
modulation (Hz) and spectral modulation (cyc/oct). C.
Mandarin tone (T) speech categories varying in relative
pitch (arbitrary units) and pitch change (arbitrary units).
Stimuli for the Mandarin category learning task were
natural speech productions recorded from native speakers of
Mandarin Chinese and varying along relative pitch and pitch
change dimensions (Fig. 1C). The lexical tone stimuli were
produced in five syllable contexts (/bu/, /di/, /lu/, /ma/, and
/mi/) by four speakers (2F, 2M) for a total of 80 stimuli (20
stimuli/category). The stimuli from two speakers (1F, 1M)
were used during training and the other two speakers (1F,
1M) were used in the generalization test. The stimuli are
clearly perceived as speech and were duration-normalized to
440 ms and RMS amplitude matched to 70 dB.

Procedure
Participants completed two sessions, separated by at least one
week. In session 1, participants completed one of the
nonspeech learning tasks (RB or II) followed by an
automated version of the operation span task (OSPAN,
Unsworth et al., 2005) as a measure of WM capacity. In
session 2, participants completed the other nonspeech
learning task followed by the Mandarin tone learning task.
Before the first task in each session, participants completed a
sound check to ensure that they could hear the sounds and
that they were wearing headphones. Specifically, three 1000
Hz sounds played with an ISI of 100 ms in one ear at a time.
Participants reported in which ears the sounds played.

Figure 2: A. Block-by-block accuracy for the nonspeech Rule-Based (RB) and Information-Integration (II) tasks and
Mandarin speech learning task relative to chance performance (25%) shown as a dashed-line. Lines reflect the mean and
error bars reflect SEM. B. Correlations between final block accuracy in all three tasks individually. C. Correlations
between OSPAN working memory score and final block accuracy in all three tasks individually.
Category Learning Participants were instructed to learn the
four equally likely categories by listening to the sounds and
using feedback to become more accurate. Participants learned
the RB and II categories across five 100-trial blocks and the
Mandarin categories across six 40-trial blocks. There were
fewer trials in the Mandarin task because there are fewer
category exemplars. Stimuli were presented dichotically for
a duration of 1 sec (II/RB) or 440 ms (Mandarin). Participants
pressed one of four buttons (1, 2, 3, or 4) and received
feedback ("Correct"/"Incorrect") for 1 sec followed by a 1 sec
ITI. After Mandarin training, participants categorized 40
speech tokens from two novel speakers (1M, 1F) and no
longer received feedback.
Working Memory To assess WM capacity, participants
completed an automated version of the operation span task
(OSPAN, Unsworth et al., 2005). Participants were shown
simple arithmetic problems (e.g., ( 9 + 5 ) x 1 = 15), reported
whether the presented solutions were correct or incorrect, and
were then shown a letter on the screen (e.g., W). After a full
sequence was presented, participants recalled the letters
presented in order. Participants saw 15 letter sequences that
spanned from three to seven letters. The OSPAN score was
calculated as the sum of the length of all of the correctly
recalled spans. For instance, if a participant correctly recalled
the sequence of four letters, four points were added to their
score. We did not filter the scores on the basis of accuracy
(Đokić, Koso-Drljević, & Đapo, 2018).

Results

2A). We ran a 2 (II, RB) x 5 (block) repeated measures
ANOVA to assess differences in II and RB learning.
Accuracy generally improved across blocks (F(1, 340) =
67.7, p < .001, hp2 = .44) and was higher for the II task (M =
49%) than the RB task (M = 43%; F(1, 85) = 27.8, p < .001,
hp2 = .25). There was no interaction between block and
category (F(4, 340) = 0.54, p = .71, hp2 = 0.006).
To assess learning in the speech task, we ran a 6-level
repeated measures ANOVA to assess learning across blocks.
Performance generally improved across blocks (F(5, 425) =
35.5, p < .001, hp2 = .30). Participants were also able to
generalize their category knowledge to two novel speakers
(M: 48%, one-sample t(85) = 8.45, p < .001, d = 0.91).
After confirming that participants learned the categories
and that there was substantial individual variability in
learning, we compared how learning outcomes were related
across tasks by examining the correlations between finalblock accuracies across tasks (Fig. 2B).
Final block accuracy was significantly positively
correlated across all tasks (RB-II: r(84) = .67, p < .001; RBMandarin: r(84) = .54, p < .001; II-Mandarin: r(84) = .50, p
< .001). We compared the strengths of these correlations
using the cocor package in R (Diedenhofen & Musch, 2015).
There were no significant differences in the correlations
between RB-Mandarin and II-Mandarin (z = 0.47, p = .64) or
RB-II and RB-Mandarin (z = 1.63, p = .10). However, the
correlation between II-RB was significantly stronger than the
correlation between II-Mandarin (z = 2.08, p = .037).

Working memory and learning outcomes

We examined how learning outcomes were related across
tasks, how WM capacity is related to learning outcomes, and
the strategies participants used within and across tasks.

Learning within and across tasks
Participants were successful at both nonspeech and speech
learning, with substantial variability across individuals (Fig.
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A separate question regards the association between WM
capacity (indexed by the OSPAN score) and learning
outcomes in each of the three tasks (Fig. 2C).
WM capacity was significantly positively correlated with
accuracy in all three tasks (RB: r(84) = .46, p < .001, II: r(84)
= .35, p < .001, Mandarin: r(84) = .47, p < .001). There were
no significant differences in the correlations of any task’s

Figure 3: A. Strategies across all blocks with the movement of participants between strategies shown in shaded regions.
B. Strategy type (Optimal/Suboptimal/Random) in the final block of each of the three tasks. The Optimal strategy was
Explicit-MD for the Rule-Based task and Implicit for the Information-Integration and Mandarin tasks.
final block accuracy and WM capacity (WM-II vs. WM-RB:
z = 1.37, p = .17; WM-II vs. WM-Mandarin: z = 1.24, p = .21;
WM-RB vs. WM-Mandarin: z = 0.12, p = .91). WM was not
differently associated with RB, II, or speech learning.

Strategies during learning
To understand the strategies individuals use when learning
different kinds of categories, we applied several classes of
decision-bound computational models (Ashby, 1992;
Maddox & Ashby, 1993). These models assume that
participants divide the categories in the two-dimensional
space with decision boundaries that can rely on implicit or
explicit learning processes. We fit classes of models that
make different assumptions: implicit model, explicit
multidimensional and unidimensional models, and a random
responder model. We chose these models because they allow
for assessment of different dimension-based strategies during
RB and II learning (Ashby & Maddox, 2011).
The implicit Striatal Pattern Classifier reflects procedural
learning mechanisms and assumes that participants use
feedback to learn stimulus-response associations (Ashby et
al., 1998; Ashby & Waldron, 1999) and can be thought of as
a complex implementation of an exemplar model (Ashby &
Rosedahl, 2017). This model has nine free parameters: eight
that determine the location of hypothetical ‘striatal’ units in
perceptual space and one that represents the noise associated
with the placement of the units.
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The second class of models represents explicit, hypothesistesting mechanisms and includes multidimensional (MD) and
unidimensional (UD) models. Explicit-MD models assume
that the participant places two decision boundaries (one along
each dimension) that are combined to determine category
membership and have three free parameters: two for the
boundaries along the x and y-dimensions and one noise
parameter. Explicit-UD models assume that the participant
sets three decision boundaries along only one of the
dimensions (x-dimension or y-dimension) and have four free
parameters: three for boundaries along the relevant
dimension and one noise parameter.
The random responder model that assumes that the
participant guesses on each trial.
Model parameters were estimated using maximum
likelihood procedures (Wickens, 1982) and model selection
used the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC), which
penalizes models with more free parameters: BIC = r*lnN 2lnL, where r is the number of free parameters, N is the
number of trials in a given block for a given participant, and
L is the likelihood of the model given the data (Schwarz,
1978). For each block for each participant, the model with the
lowest BIC value was selected as the best-fitting model.
Participants can use different kinds of strategies and be
successful in these tasks. However, each category type has an
Optimal strategy that is particularly suited for learning and
allows participants to achieve the highest possible accuracies.

All other kinds of strategies are Suboptimal. Suboptimal
strategies (except for Random strategies) may still lead to
above-chance learning but are not associated with the highest
accuracy. The Implicit strategy is Optimal for the II and
Mandarin tone categories and the Explicit-MD strategy is
Optimal for the RB categories.
We first examined the strategies participants used within
the three tasks (Fig. 3A). Within each task, participants used
a variety of strategies. The most common strategies were the
Optimal, Explicit-MD strategy for the RB task, the
Suboptimal, Explicit-UD strategy for the II task, and a
Random strategy for the Mandarin task. Within each task,
participants commonly switched between different strategies
across blocks (RB: M = 1.86, Mdn = 2 switches; II: M = 1.35,
Mdn = 1; Mandarin M = 1.86, Mdn = 2 across the first five
blocks). The number of switches was statistically different
across the tasks (non-parametric Friedman test, c2(2) = 8.60,
p = .014, W = 0.050). Bonferroni-corrected pairwise
Wilcoxon signed rank tests indicated that there were
significantly more strategy switches in the Mandarin task
than II task (p = .032), but no differences between the II and
RB tasks (p = .11) or RB and Mandarin tasks (p = 1.0).
We next examined the strategies in the final block across
the three tasks (Fig. 3B) and grouped strategies by whether
they were Optimal, Suboptimal, or Random. As expected,
participants had higher accuracies when they used Optimal
compared to Suboptimal strategies across all three tasks (RB:
Optimal 53%, Suboptimal 46%, t(70.5) = 2.35, p = .021, d =
0.51; II: Optimal 68%, Suboptimal 50%, t(66.8) = 7.00, p <
.001, d = 1.47; Mandarin: Optimal 77%, Suboptimal 45%,
t(43.8) = 6.68, p < .001, d = 1.93). Assessing strategies across
tasks gives a better understanding of how participants are able
to flexibly shift their strategies based on the demands of the
tasks. If participants are able to flexibly shift their attention,
they will use an Optimal strategy across tasks. If instead, they
have difficulty shifting their attention, they may use
Suboptimal strategies or a mix of Suboptimal and Optimal
strategies across tasks.
For the RB and II tasks, 20% of participants used an
Optimal strategy in both nonspeech tasks, 32% used a
Suboptimal strategy in both tasks, and 40% used a
Suboptimal strategy in one task and an Optimal strategy in
the other task. The remaining 9% used a Random strategy in
at least one task. This does not sum to 100% because of
rounding of percentages.
For the RB and Mandarin tasks, 15% used an Optimal
strategy in both tasks, 10% used a Suboptimal strategy in both
tasks, and 30% used a Suboptimal strategy in one task but an
Optimal strategy in the other task. The final 44% used a
Random strategy in at least one task. This does not sum to
100% because of rounding of percentages.
Unlike the other comparisons, the Optimal strategy for II
and Mandarin tasks is the same Implicit strategy. Among all
participants, 13% used an Optimal strategy in both II and
Mandarin tasks, 17% used a Suboptimal strategy in both
tasks, and 27% used a Suboptimal strategy in one task but an
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Optimal strategy in the other task. The other 43% participants
used a random strategy in at least one of the tasks.
The large number of participants using a Random strategy
in the Mandarin task may be related to the poorer
performance in this task. Participants using a Random
strategy had an average accuracy of 29%, which is near
chance (25%). In contrast, participants using an Optimal
strategy had an average accuracy of 77%. It is not the case
that individuals cannot learn these categories or that there is
an inherent difficulty in the ability of the models to account
for the data. Rather, many participants struggled to learn.
These results demonstrate that participants use a variety of
strategies to learn auditory categories. While accuracy in one
task is correlated with accuracy in the other tasks, participants
do not necessarily use Optimal strategies across tasks to
achieve that performance.

Discussion
We compared learning of three types of multidimensional
auditory categories in the same individuals. Performance was
related across tasks, but there was substantial variability in
learning outcomes and strategies. Individual differences in
WM were related to individual differences in learning
outcomes to similar extents in all three tasks. These results
highlight the importance of consideration of individual
differences in learning, both within and between tasks.
Generally, if a participant succeeded in one task, they
succeeded in the other tasks. However, we found that
performance in the two nonspeech tasks was more strongly
correlated than performance in the II and Mandarin tasks.
Mandarin tone categories have been proposed to be a type of
II task based on similarities in their structure (Yi et al., 2016;
Fig. 1). However, our results indicate that other similarities
between tasks are also important for understanding how an
individual will learn. The dimensions or nonspeech nature of
the RB and II tasks may have led them to be more similar to
one another than the II and Mandarin tasks. Further, many
participants struggled to learn the Mandarin categories. This
indicates that components other than the category structure
affect learning outcomes. For these speech stimuli,
information about talker or syllable may have factored into
participants’ categorization decisions. In all, elements that
support similarities in learning outcomes across tasks must be
considered.
Understanding the role of individual differences in
cognitive abilities, like WM, is important for understanding
the mechanisms that support learning. We found that WM
was similarly positively correlated with learning outcomes in
all three tasks. This finding is counter to the proposal that
WM supports successful learning of RB, but not II, categories
(Ashby et al., 1998) and instead aligns with the perspective
that WM supports successful learning, regardless of category
structure (Kalish et al., 2017; Lewandowsky et al., 2012).
While our results do not differentiate between single system
or dual systems accounts, they suggest a role for individual
differences in WM contributing to individual differences in
learning outcomes, regardless of category structure.

Finally, examining the strategies participants use during
category learning provides a novel perspective on individual
variability during learning. While some individuals flexibly
shifted towards Optimal strategies across different tasks,
many individuals used an Optimal strategy in one task and a
Suboptimal strategy in another. There are multiple paths to
success during learning and consideration of individual
differences in strategy use is critical for understanding
individual differences in category learning. Theories of
category learning should focus on explaining the factors that
determine whether individual will be successful in category
learning, demonstrate selective advantages, or be
unsuccessful in learning regardless of category structure.
In sum, there is substantial variability in learning outcomes
during auditory category learning. To understand what drives
the individual variability in learning, we examined learning
of three types of auditory categories in the same individuals.
Learning outcomes for nonspeech RB, nonspeech II, and
Mandarin speech categories were all positively correlated.
WM capacity was positively correlated with learning
outcomes across all three tasks, with no differences among
tasks. Finally, individuals demonstrated substantial
variability in the strategies they used to learn the categories.
These results highlight the importance of consideration of the
sources of individual variability in category learning.
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Abstract
Many category learning experiments use supervised learning
(i.e., trial-by-trial feedback). Most of those procedures use
deterministic feedback, teaching participants to classify
exemplars into consistent categories (i.e., the stimulus i is
always classified in category k). Though some researchers
suggest that natural learning conditions are more likely to be
inconsistent, the literature using probabilistic feedback in
category learning experiments is sparse. Our analysis of the
literature suggests that part of the reason for this sparsity is a
relative lack of flexibility of current paradigms and procedures
for designing probabilistic feedback experiments. The work we
report here offers a novel paradigm (the Probabilistic Prototype
Distortion task) which allows researchers greater flexibility
when creating experiments with different p(category|feature)
probabilities, and also allows parametrically manipulating the
amount of randomness in an experimental task. In the current
work, we offer a detailed procedure, implementation,
experimental results and discussion of this novel procedure.
Our results suggest that by designing experiments with our
procedures, the experimental setup allows subjects to achieve
the desired classification performance.
Keywords: Category learning; Probabilistic
Perceptual categorization; Experimental designs

feedback;

Introduction
In the current work we present a method to develop category
learning experiments with probabilistic feedback, allowing a
researcher to flexibly stipulate category to feature association
strengths, and at the same time easily controlling category to
whole exemplar (i.e., feature combination) association. In the
reported experiment, we use our method to train subjects, and
show that participants learn as predicted, suggesting that the
method is apt to be used on almost any category learning task
with probabilistic feedback.
In category learning, a common procedure is to create
stimuli by combining binary valued features. In general, with
n features, it is possible to create 2n stimuli spanning all
possible feature combinations (see, Ashby & Valentin, 2018).
Each stimulus or exemplar is thus a particular combination of
features in one of their two possible states (Posner & Keele,
1968; Reed, 1972). In category learning experiments,
participants are typically trained with all possible stimuli (but
sometimes only with a subset; Medin & Schaffer, 1978).
They may learn that certain combinations are members of
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category A and others are not (A not-A task), or that certain
combinations are members of category A and others of
category B (A or B task). After training, subjects are tested
for classification performance (though other dependent
variables are also possible). In most cases, subjects are
provided with corrective feedback during training.
The most common type of feedback in category learning
experiments is deterministic feedback (DF; Ashby & Ell,
2001; Nosofsky, Palmeri, & McKinley, 1994). In DF, each
feature combination is always member of one of the
categories. Consequently, subjects’ performance increases
during training towards some asymptotic performance level.
Probabilistic feedback (PF) has been used much less
frequently (Ashby & Gott, 1988; Gluck & Bower, 1988;
Knowlton, Squire & Gluck, 1994; Little & Lewandowsky,
2009; Meeter, Radics, Gluck, & Hopkins, 2008). In PF, each
feature combination belongs to a category with a probability
less than 1.0.
The justification for the current work is twofold. First, it is
likely that natural learning conditions integrate feedback
from different sources, hence PF may be more representative
of natural learning environments (Little & Lewandowsky,
2009; Meeter, et al., 2008; Lagnado, Newell, Kahan, &
Shanks, 2006). DF assumes a perfect teacher, and natural
conditions are probably more like PF, where the teaching
signal may be inconsistent (e.g., an unprecise teacher).
Second, at least some empirical findings in category learning
may be conditional on DF. For example, inter-feature
correlations have for a long time been considered an
important part of conceptual representations (Hoffman &
Rehder, 2010; Ell, Smith, Peralta & Hélie, 2017). It is
generally accepted that subjects in category learning
experiments tend not to learn inter-feature correlations. For
inter-feature correlations to be learned, inference tasks have
to be used (Chin-Parker & Ross, 2002; Yamauchi, Love &
Markman, 2002). However, when PF has been used with
classification procedures, evidence has been found that
subjects do learn inter-feature correlations (Little &
Lewandowsky, 2009). Consequently, it is possible that
categorization phenomena being uncovered by using DF fail
to generalize under PF conditions. Given these concerns, PF
should be used more broadly.

We suspect that the relative lack of research in category
learning that uses PF is due to difficulties that researchers
might experience if attempting to design PF experiments. By
looking at the Little and Lewandowsky (2009) experiments,
it is apparent that they took their DF condition and turned it
into a PF condition by simply changing the probabilities of
each exemplar or feature combination. In contrast to using
probabilities 1 and 0, in their PF conditions a feature
combination belonging to category A with p(A) = .75,
belonged to category B with p(B) = .25. The main problem
with the Little and Lewandowsky procedures is that they
allow little flexibility when designing experiments. Basically,
probabilities are assigned to complete feature combinations,
and individual feature probabilities are only derived. For
experimental control, one would want a procedure that can
flexibly combine feature probability choices with whole
stimulus probabilities.
A procedure that could be used for giving PF is the Weather
Prediction Task (WP; Knowlton, Squire, & Gluck, 1994;
Gluck, Shohamy, & Myers, 2002). In the WP task, subjects
are presented with combinations of playing cards similar to
those of the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test (Monchi, Petrides,
Petre, Worsley, & Dagher, 2001), and they have to learn to
use them to predict the weather (i.e., rain or sun). During
training, subjects are presented with combinations of cards
(i.e., 1, 2, 3 or 4 cards). Problematically, to compute the
probability of the outcome (i.e., rain) given each individual
card, a very specific set of card combinations and of outcome
probabilities have to be chosen. As in the Little and
Lewandowsky procedures, here too there is little flexibility
for researchers to select different cue probabilities. That
many researchers continue to use the same probabilities used
in the original Knowlton, Squire, and Gluck (1994) paper,
attests to the paradigm’s lack of flexibility in allowing the
generation of stimuli with different probability patterns
(Gluck, et al., 2002; Meeter, et al., 2008; Meeter, Myers,
Shohamy, Hopkins, & Gluck, 2006).
The issue of how to design experiments with PF is what
motivates the current work. In what follows, we present a
novel way of designing PF category learning experiments,
which can be flexibly used to determine p(category|feature),
and to easily compute the probability of feature combinations
(i.e., p(category|feature combination)). The method also
allows introducing biases for a given category, and to create
stimuli that gradually move from completely random to fully
deterministic. Though we don’t explore this issue in the
current work, our novel procedures will allow researchers to
study inter-feature relations if they wish to introduce them in
their task. In the experiment we report, we show that the
method allows participants to learn feature weights that are
consistent with the relative informativeness of the features
predicting category outcome. For reasons that will become
clear shortly, we call this paradigm the Probabilistic
Prototype Distortion task (PPD).
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Method
Participants
Thirty-six undergraduate students (27 females) aged 18 to 37
(mean = 20.11, SD = 3.21), signed informed consent to
participate in the experiment for course credit. Participants
were randomly assigned to one of the three experimental
conditions (AB, BC and CA, twelve participants in each
condition). The experiment lasted approximately 30 minutes.

Design
We set up a 3 (condition: AB, BC and CA) x 3 (feature
coefficient: A, B and C) mixed design experiment, with the
last being a within-subjects factor. The Probabilistic
Prototype Distortion task (PPD) is a mixture of classical
prototype distortion tasks (Posner & Keele, 1968; Casale &
Ashby, 2008) with probabilistic feedback. As discussed in the
introductory section, there are some probabilistic
classification procedures (e.g., Knowlton, Mangels, & Squire
1996; Gluck, Shohamy, & Myers, 2002; Little &
Lewandowsky, 2009; Kruschke & Johansen, 1999), but they
are hard to implement flexibly. To the best of our knowledge,
there is no current procedure that allows flexibly combining
feature probabilities (i.e., p(category|feature)) with overall
feature combination probability (i.e., p(category|feature
combination)).
The PPD assumes an “A-B” prototype procedure, though
other procedures like “A-not A” or Inference are also
possible. As any other prototype distortion task, two
prototypical categories are created: A and B. As it will be
clear next, our stimuli are composed of three features that
have binary values (1 or -1). Category A prototype is defined
by the “111” combination and category B prototype is
defined by the “-1-1-1” feature combination. Using effect
coding (see Table 1), we combined every possible featurestate to obtain a total of 8 exemplars (2 3 = 8).
Table 1: Effect coding for every binary valued feature (f1,
f2 and f3) and every exemplar combination.
Exemplar
E1
E2
E3
E4
E5
E6
E7
E8

f1
1
1
1
1
-1
-1
-1
-1

f2
1
1
-1
-1
1
1
-1
-1

f3
1
-1
1
-1
1
-1
1
-1

What is novel in our procedure is the use of the logistic
regression equation to assign probabilities to exemplars.
Using logistic regression, where each feature has an
individual feature-weight, we can define an overall exemplar
probability for each feature combination where
p(category|feature combination) can be computed as shown
in eq. (1).

𝑝 = 1⁄
1 + 𝑒 −𝑐(𝛽0 +𝛽1𝑓1 +𝛽2𝑓2 +𝛽3 𝑓3)

(1)

where, c is a sensibility parameter, B0 is the constant on the
equation and B1, B2, and B3 are feature-weights. We created
three different conditions (AB, BC and CA) that differentially
weighted features in each specific feature combination. For
example, in condition AB, feature A (f1) is the most
diagnostic feature (weight = 2.5), whereas feature B (f2)
contributes less to the classification probability (weight = 1),
and finally feature C (f3) has no diagnosticity at all (weight =
0). This same logic is applied to the other two conditions (BC
and CA). Feature-weights for each condition are shown in
Table 2. By using eq. (1) and the experimenter-specified
feature weights, probabilities for each exemplar (i.e., feature
combination) can be easily computed (see Table 3).

Table 2: Individual feature-weights (Bi) for each
condition.
feature
(A)f1
(B)f2
(C)f3

Condition
AB
2.5
1
0

Condition
BC
0
2.5
1

Materials and procedures
We created two prototypical ceremonial symbols, similar to
those used in Hoffman and Rehder (2010) and in Rehder,
Colner, and Hoffman (2009). Ceremonial symbols are
composed of three circles (each covering 9.62 cm 2 on the
screen). Each of them encloses one of the two possible
symbols (see Fig. 1). Each category prototype had a particular
symbol combination. Circles remained in the same location
throughout the task, and the binary-valued symbols were
exclusive to each circle. The experiment was built using
PsychoPy v3 and mounted online through the Pavlovia
environment (Peirce, Gray, Simpson, MacAskill,
Höchenberger, Sogo, Kastman, & Lindelov, 2019).

Condition
CA
1
0
2.5

Table 3: Classification probability to category A for each
condition by every exemplar using eq. (1). Classification
probability to category B is 1 - p(A). These probabilities can
be used to guide how probabilistic feedback is provided (see
text for details).
Exemplar
E1
E2
E3
E4
E5
E6
E7
E8

Condition
AB p(A)
0.9
0.9
0.7
0.7
0.3
0.3
0.1
0.1

Condition
BC p(A)
0.9
0.7
0.3
0.1
0.9
0.7
0.3
0.1

Condition
CA p(A)
0.9
0.3
0.9
0.3
0.7
0.1
0.7
0.1

Finally, we used Luce’s axiom (1962) to calculate
individual feature diagnosticity (see eq. (2)). Accordingly, a
feature-weight equal to 2.5 has a diagnosticity of .77, a
feature-weight equal to 1 has a diagnosticity of .59 and
feature-weight equal to 0 has a diagnosticity of .5.
𝑝(𝐴|𝑓) =

𝐿𝐴 (𝑓)
[𝐿𝐴 (𝑓) + 𝐿𝐵 (𝑓)]

category A on 90% of the trials and of category B in the
remaining 10% of trials. This means that even if subjects have
learned that exemplar E1 is most probably a member of
category A, they will continue receiving corrective feedback
on 10% of those trials in which exemplar E1 has to be
classified. Additionally, this procedure allows that each
individual feature is experienced in association with each
category as specified in Table 2 and the corresponding feature
diagnosticities. To set up any similar experiment, all the
researcher needs to do is to specify the feature weights.
Because the probabilistic nature of the task, perfect
performance is impossible. Optimal performance is near
77%. This means that optimal classification performance
would be possible if subjects only use the feature weighted
equal to 2.5 and completely ignore the other two. As will
become clear in what follows, our data analysis methods
allowed us to test whether subjects in our experiment resorted
to such a rule or learned the specified feature weights instead.

(2)

Importantly, exemplar probabilities in Table 3 specify how
feedback is to be provided. A 0.9 probability in Table 3 tells
the researcher that, e.g., exemplar E1 will be a member of
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Figure 1. Complete experiment set-up. (A) Prototype
ceremonial symbol for Family Z. (B) Prototype ceremonial
symbol for Family M. Note that other exemplars are created
by distorting these two prototypes. (C) Experimental
procedure, which is composed of two phases: Training (240
trials) and Transfer (8 trials).

As with any prototype distortion task, the PPD involves
two phases: Training and Transfer (Fig. 1C). During training,
people had to classify if the presented exemplar belonged into
one of the two possible categories: Family Z (Fig. 1A) and
Family M (Fig. 1B). People had to press the keyboard letter
Z if they believed that the exemplar belonged to Family Z or
press letter M if they believed it belonged to Family M.
During training, trial-by-trial feedback was provided. For
correct responses, a green “correct” word appeared on screen
for 1500 ms. For incorrect responses, a red “incorrect” word
was presented. Subjects had only 30 seconds to press a
button, otherwise a “too slow” message appeared on screen.
Training phase was composed of 3 blocks with 80 trials each,
for a total of 240 trials. After subjects completed training,
they were moved to the transfer phase. In transfer, subjects
had to rate the eight possible exemplars using a similarity
scale. The scale ranged from 1 (more similar to Family Z) to
8 (more similar to family M), without a middle point. Each
exemplar was rated only once. However other procedures like
generalization and category membership ratings are also
possible as means of ascertaining what is it that subjects
learned during training.

Results
Training results: Results of the training phase revealed that
participants in condition AB achieve a mean accuracy of .58
(SD=.06), .63 in condition BC (SD = .08) and .62 in condition
CA (SD=.07). In none of the conditions did subjects approach
optimal performance, nor did they show signs of using the
most diagnostic feature as a rule for classification (see design
section). This is likely to be the result of the PF procedure, as
will be discussed below. A factorial 3 (conditions: AB, BC,
CA) x 3 (blocks) design with the last being the repeated

measure factor, revealed a main effect of block
(F(2,66)=9.55, MSe=.05, p<.001, 𝜂p2=.22, power=.98), and a
non-significant interaction between block and condition
(p>.05). These results suggest that there was a learning effect
across blocks in every condition. Contrast comparisons
revealed a significant difference between block 1 and block
2 (F(1,33)=9.99, MSe=.12, p=.003, 𝜂p2=.23, power=.87) and
a non-significant difference between block 2 and block 3
(p>.05). This suggests that in the three conditions learning
occurred primarily from block 1 to 2, and it does not appear
further changes in learning occurred from block 2 to 3 (see
Fig. 2).
Additionally, we compared our classification predictions
given by eq. (1) with training accuracy. We averaged
accuracy in block 3 for every exemplar in each condition. As
the analysis above reveals, most of the subjects had learned
the classification criterion by block 3. Because we wanted to
compare two linear trajectories (the predicted and the
observed), we directly estimated the R2 between the observed
and predicted responses (based on the average observed vs.
predicted probability for each exemplar). As Fig. 3 shows,
there is a clear tendency for subjects in every condition to
learn the exemplar classification probability. In general,
fittings are fairly good (for condition AB R2=.90, for
condition BC R2=.97, and for condition CA R2=.89). We
suspect that a higher number of training blocks would lead to
a significant increase in model fittings. As will be discussed
shortly, our results show that by providing PF as our
experiment illustrates, subjects are able to learn to classify
close to what eq. (1) stipulates. This suggests that our
procedures could in fact be used to flexibly design PF
experiments by fixing desired p(category|feature)
probabilities and easily deriving other corresponding values
of interest from that starting point.

Figure 2. Classification probability of category A (Family Z) given each specific exemplar combination across blocks,
showing that for each condition (AB, BC and CA) subjects approximately learned individual exemplars’ p(A). A closer
look to E8 shows that this exemplar is clearly classified in category B (1 - p(A)).
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Figure 3. Probability of classification in category A for a given feature combination in each condition (AB, BC and CA).
Dashed line shows predicted probabilities computed by eq. (1) and in Table 3. Continuous line shows average subject
data on Block 3.

Analyzing transfer data
For transfer data we implemented individualized multiple
regressions (similar to Rehder & Hastie, 2001). This method
has been used in studies of conceptual representation (Puebla
& Chaigneau, 2014; Rehder, 2003) and allows obtaining the
relative feature weight implied in a set of category
membership or similarity ratings. To implement
individualized multiple regression on transfer data, we do as
follows: First, similarity ratings were collected, as described
in the Materials and Procedure section. Second, we used as
predictors the effect coding shown in Table 1. Using these
values as predictors in a regression equation allows us to
predict a participant’s similarity ratings. Essentially, this is
possible because during transfer participants rate all possible
feature combinations, and because these features are by
design independent from each other (i.e., across exemplars,
features are uncorrelated). Because individualized regression
equations yield coefficients for single properties, these
regression coefficients can then be used as individual data
points reflecting, across participants, the contribution of each
predictor variable to the ratings. Furthermore, the distribution
of coefficients across participants can then be submitted to
significance tests.
Transfer results: For the transfer phase we implemented the
individualized regression method explained above. A
repeated measure 3 (condition: AB, BC, CA) x 3 (featurecoefficient: A, B, C) mixed ANOVA, with the last being the
repeated measure factor revealed a non-significant main
effect of feature-coefficient (F(2,66)=2.91, MSe= 3.1, p=.06,
𝜂p2=.08, power=.55), but a significant interaction
(F(4,66)=10.36, MSe=11.02, p<.001, 𝜂p2=.39, power=.99).
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To follow up on this significant interaction we performed
one-way ANOVAs with feature-coefficients as dependent
variables. The ANOVAs revealed a significant difference for
feature-coefficient A (F(2,33)=6.33, MSe=5.97, p=.005), a
significant
difference
for
feature-coefficient
B (F(2,33)=4.50, MSe=4.77, p=.019) and a significant
difference for feature-coefficient C (F(2,33)=12.17,
MSe=11.96, p<.001). Post-hoc tests using Bonferroni
correction revealed a significant difference for featurecoefficient A between conditions AB and BC (p=.005), a
significant difference for feature-coefficient B between
conditions BC and CA (p=.024), and a significant difference
for feature-coefficient C between conditions CA and AB
(p<.001) and between CA and BC (p=.001). These post-hoc
tests suggest that subjects in each condition were indeed
focusing more on the relevant feature (fweight=2.5), less on the
less-relevant feature (fweight=1) and completely ignoring the
irrelevant feature (fweight=0). In other words, subjects in each
condition were learning the feature to outcome associations
(see Fig. 4).
To corroborate this last hypothesis, we collapsed our data
by condition and reordered each feature-coefficient by its
weight. Then, we ranked our coefficients by their individual
weights. We submitted our ranked weights to a one-way
ANOVA with coefficient value as the dependent variable.
We found a significant difference in ranked weights
(F(2,107)=21.40, MSe=21.73, p<.001). Planned comparisons
revealed a significant difference between weight 2.5 and the
average between weight 1 and weight 0 (t(105)=-5.64,
p<.001). And a non-significant difference between weight 1
and weight 0 (t(105)=1.47, p=.146).

Figure 4. Regression coefficient weights obtained
through individualized multiple regression method on
transfer data across experimental conditions.

Discussion
Most category learning experiments use DF, while PF is
underrepresented. However, not only is PF arguably more
representative of natural learning conditions, but it is also
possible that results obtained with DF may change when PF
is used (e.g., Little & Lewandowsky, 2009).
In the current work, we have argued that a possible reason
explaining why researchers don’t make greater use of PF is
that current PF paradigms are not flexible enough to
accommodate different designs (e.g., the WP task; Knowlton,
Squire, & Gluck, 1994). In contrast, in the current work we
offer a way of designing PF category learning experiments
that allows easily achieving any design with the desired
probability characteristics. The method that the current
experiment illustrates allows designing exemplars by setting
from the start the relative contributions of every feature,
and deriving feature combination probabilities (i.e., whole
exemplar probabilities) from those relative contributions.
Furthermore, by manipulating parameter c in eq. (1), a whole
family of exemplar probabilities can be obtained, all of it
consistent with the desired feature relative contributions.
In the current work we have illustrated the use of the PPD
task and shown that the obtained classification probabilities
can be used to guide PF such that subjects are able to
consistently learn the desired classifications. In the category
learning part of the task, subjects not only showed learning
across blocks, but they also achieved classification
performances very close to those implied by the task’s design
(Figs. 2 and 3). During transfer, subjects provided evidence
of perceiving individual features’ conceptual weights in the
pattern intended by our design. Though only the most
diagnostic feature showed a statistically higher regression
coefficient, the pattern of means exhibited the predicted order
(i.e., f1 > f2 > f3). Current work in our laboratory is
manipulating feature strengths so that subjects provide
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evidence of learning not only the correct pattern of means,
but also the correct pattern of statistical differences implied
in the design. Importantly, the PPD method can be used to
parametrically vary different aspects of the task, such that
many interesting issues can be explored. A few of them are
offered here. We expect that the task will allow researchers
to estimate how much randomness will make a classification
task unlearnable, and how much determinism leads subjects
to develop explicit categorization rules. Also, the task should
allow researchers to obtain converging evidence with a
different experimental setup, that PF promotes learning a
category’s internal structure, even though subjects learn the
category by classification in contrast to learning it by making
inferences. Furthermore, our experimental design could be
applied to tasks with non-binary features. By discretizing
continuous features into n levels (where n > 2), it is trivial to
apply the same procedures described here, with the only
limitation being the increase in the total number of exemplars
necessary during training to cover all possible combinations.
In summary, the PPD task could allow researchers to
flexibly design PF classification experiments beyond
relatively fixed existing alternatives such as the WP task. We
believe this is a contribution to mathematical modeling in
cognition as well as providing new insights into learning and
categorization.
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Abstract

researchers show a CPE on the p-value continuum between 0
and 1. The presence of distortions could affect researchers’
statistical interpretations and decisions. The potential
existence of such distortions would shed new light on
statistical hypothesis testing and the recalcitrant phenomenon
of p-hacking. It would also potentially spur new research on
instruction and practice of statistics. In this study, we explore
whether a CPE for p-values exists in individuals with
statistical training at the graduate level.

Traditional statistics instruction emphasizes a .05 significance
level for hypothesis tests. Here, we investigate the
consequences of this training for researchers’ mental
representations of probabilities –– whether .05 becomes a
boundary, i.e., a discontinuity of the mental number line, and
alters their perception of differences between p-values.
Graduate students (n = 25) with statistical training viewed pairs
of p-values and judged whether they were ‘similar’ or
‘different’. After controlling for covariates, participants were
more likely and faster to judge p-values as ‘different’ when
they crossed the .05 boundary (e.g., .047 vs. .052) compared to
when they did not (e.g., .027 vs. .032). This categorical
perception effect suggests that traditional statistical instruction
creates a psychologically real divide between so-called
statistically significant and non-significant p-values. Such a
distortion is undesirable given modern approaches to statistical
reasoning that de-emphasize dichotomizing p-values.

Background

Keywords: statistics education; statistical significance;
categorical perception; rational number processing.

Introduction
The phenomenon of p-hacking, wherein researchers make
self-serving decisions to achieve ‘attractive’ p-values, has
spurred debate and reflection among researchers, journal
editors, and statisticians (Simmons et al., 2011; Simonsohn et
al., 2014; Tramifow, 2014; Wasserstein et al., 2019). Beyond
methodological concerns, we consider here the question of
whether instruction and practice emphasizing a statistical
boundary at .05 results in a mental boundary in people’s
understanding and perception of probabilities. Cognitive
science research has investigated how people use categories
to divide cognitive representations of continuous stimuli in
the service of learning and communication (Bruner et al.,
1956; Gibson, 1969). These categories have consequences. In
particular, the categorical perception effect (CPE; Harnad,
1987) is a distortion in the way people perceive exemplars on
the same vs. different sides of a category boundary (Fleming
et al., 2013; Notmon et al., 2005).
Given the predominance of the .05 boundary in science and
calls for its reform, it is important to understand the
underlying cognition in using p-values and whether
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The formal use of p-values in statistical testing traces back to
the early 20th century and two competing approaches ––
significance testing and hypothesis testing. Statistical
significance testing compares expectations based on a
candidate hypothesis to observed evidence. A researcher
estimates a p-value, or the probability of observing a possible
outcome at least as deviant as the observed evidence from the
expectation based on the hypothesis. A sufficiently small pvalue, historically those below .05 (Fisher, 1925), indicates
that either the hypothesis is true and the observed outcome is
deviant by a rare coincidence or the hypothesis is false.
In the hypothesis testing approach, a candidate hypothesis
is compared to a family of possible alternatives to generate a
set of decision rules to govern researchers’ behavior
(Neyman & Pearson, 1933). These rules are determined in a
manner that minimizes the probabilities of two kinds of error
when choosing between competing hypotheses –– a false
rejection of the candidate hypothesis (i.e., Type I error) and a
false acceptance of the candidate hypothesis (i.e., Type II
error).
Together, these practices combined to form the modern
practice of null hypothesis significance testing (NHST),
whereby a candidate null hypothesis is rejected if and only if
p < .05.
Since then, the artificial boundary of .05 has become a
gatekeeper to publication (Tramifow, 2014; Stang et al.,
2010), despite recommendations that NHST should have at
most a limited role in statistical inference (Rao, 1992).

Methodological critiques of NHST have been offered
nearly continually since the 1930s, primarily focused on the
logic of the approach and its utility in conducting statistical
inference (Cohen, 1994). This has led to a recent movement
emphasizing estimation via effect sizes and confidence
intervals while de-emphasizing hypothesis testing and pvalues (Cumming, 2014).
Here, we offer a cognitive critique of sorts, considering the
representational
and
reasoning
consequences
of
conceptualizing .05 as the boundary delineating ‘statistically
significant’ results. We begin with categorization, which is
fundamental to human inference and perception (Bruner et
al., 1956; Murphy, 2002).
CPEs alter perception such that differences between two
values on the same side of a boundary are minimized, while
differences between two values on opposite sides of a
boundary are exaggerated –– even when the physical or
numerical difference between the pairs is the same
(Goldstone & Hendrickson, 2010; Harnad, 2017). The effect
of this phantom discontinuity on perception can lead
individuals to make suboptimal decisions (Fleming et al.,
2013; Notmon et al., 2005). Although not all categorizations
alter perception, CPEs have been shown for a variety of
stimuli including facial expressions (e.g., Etcoff & Magee,
1992), speech sounds and phonemes (e.g., MacKain et al.,
1981), colors (e.g., Roberson & Davidoff, 2000), and music,
pitch, and rhythm (e.g., Schulze, 1989).
Notably, categorical perception effects have not yet been
investigated for numeric stimuli such as probabilities limited
to the range [0, 1]. However, boundary effects have been
found for socially significant categories such as ‘thousands’
and ‘millions’ (Landy et al., 2017). Furthermore, the ubiquity
of categorical effects for physical stimuli suggests that there
may be a CPE for numbers in the [0, 1] range and that it may
in turn distort the mental representation of p-values.
Cognitive models for numeric stimuli suggest that the
mental representation of natural numbers is continuous
(Ansari et al., 2005; Moyer & Landauer, 1967). Natural
numbers are mapped to points on a mental number line
(MNL; Dehaene et al., 1990). This is also true of rational
numbers expressed as decimals (Varma & Karl, 2013), so
long as those decimals are neither very small nor very large
(i.e., not less than .01 nor greater than .99; Cohen et al., 2002).
Moreover, the MNL appears to be distorted from the linear
continuum of mathematics. The evidence for a
logarithmically compressed MNL comes in part from
experiments where people are asked to identify the greater (or
lesser) of a pair of numbers. People make faster judgments
when the numbers are small versus large (e.g., 1 vs. 2 is faster
than 8 vs. 9; LeFevre et al., 1996); this is the size effect. They
make faster judgments when the distance between numbers
is far vs. near (e.g., 2 vs. 8 is faster than 3 vs. 5; Cohen, 2010);
this is the distance effect. Finally, they make faster judgments
for pairs of multi-digit numbers when the digit in each place
of the larger number is greater than its counterpart in the
smaller number (e.g., 46 vs. 35 is faster than 45 vs. 36; Nuerk
et al., 2001; Varma & Karl, 2013); this is the compatibility
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effect. There are also discontinuities of the MNL caused by
the place-value symbol system for naming numbers. For
example, determining the midpoint between two numbers is
slower and less accurate when the tens digits differ (e.g.,
bisecting 27 – 35 is harder than 21 – 29; Nuerk et al., 2011);
this is the decade-crossing effect.
The question we consider here is whether traditional
statistics instruction produces a discontinuity in the MNL at
.05 after controlling for the effects of size, distance,
compatibility, and decade crossing. If this is not the case,
consistent with traditional cognitive models of the MNL,
participants should perceive p = .048 and p = .051 to be more
similar than p = .018 and p = .021 because of the size effect
and more similar than p = .018 and p = .023 because of the
size and distance effects. However, if a CPE exists,
individuals may perceive p = .048 and p = .051 to be more
different than at least some of the other pairs above because
only in this case do the two p-values cross the putative .05
boundary. Thus, the goal of this study is to identify whether
a CPE effect exists in the perception of p-values.

Methods
Canonical CPE studies include two tasks to establish a CPE
–– an identification task to determine the precise location of
the boundary and a discrimination task to confirm withincategory indiscriminability. As p < .05 is the conventional
boundary for statistical significance, it was assumed to be the
location of the boundary separating p-values that would be
labelled ‘statistically significant’. To evaluate withincategory indiscriminability, we employed the AX
discrimination task, which asks participants to identify when
pairs of stimuli are ‘similar’ or ‘different’ (e.g., Repp, 1984).
Such judgments are neither inherently correct nor incorrect,
and thus a within-subjects design was employed to study
patterns in participants’ selections across a variety of stimuli.
The experiment was designed to distinguish between the
competing predictions of the MNL theory against those of a
hypothetical CPE –– a hypothetical CPE suggests that
individuals will be more likely to label a pair of stimuli as
different when they cross the .05 boundary, relative to when
the p-values are either both below the boundary (i.e., both
‘statistically significant’) or both above the boundary (i.e.,
both ‘not statistically significant’). Furthermore, for a given
distance between two p-values, participants would be faster
when responding that they are different if the p-values cross
the .05 boundary, relative to when then p-values do not cross.

Participants
We recruited graduate students associated with the
Department of Educational Psychology at the University of
Minnesota. Eligible participants were those who reported
having experience through research or teaching with
hypothesis tests and p-values. An initial screening of 40
respondents identified 25 who were eligible and completed
the experiment in full. Participants were recruited on a
voluntary basis and were not compensated for participation.

Materials

Procedure

Each stimulus was a pair of p-values (see Table 1). The
distance between the p-values was varied in thousandths
increments to control for an expected distance effect.
Between 9 and 15 stimuli pairs were created for each
within-pair distance. The critical variable was boundarycrossing. Of these 9-15 pairs, 3-4 crossed the .05 boundary,
3-5 were below the boundary, and 3-5 were above the
boundary. It was necessary to include both below and aboveboundary stimuli to control for an expected size effect.
All stimuli pairs were of the form “0.0AB” where A and B
were non-zero digits to control for a potential effect of a
different number of leading zeros on response time (Schulze
et al., 1991). Each pair of p-values had different digits in the
hundredths place to control for a potential hundredthscrossing effect analogous to the decade-crossing and tenthscrossing effects (Nuerk et al., 2001; Varma & Karl, 2013).
Distances within a pair ranged from .002 to a maximum of
.009 to avoid pairs generating a compatibility effect, and
there were multiple pairs for each distance larger than .002
(e.g., .049 vs. .052 and .048 vs. .051 for a within-pair distance
of .003). We included 18 additional filler stimuli so that
participants would not notice and begin attending to patterns
in the stimulus set. These filler stimuli included distances up
to .016 and p-values with the same digit in the hundredths
place. A total of 108 stimuli were created (see Table 2).

Pairs of p-values were presented sequentially to participants,
with the first p-value shown for 1000 ms and the second pvalue shown until either a response was made or 5000 ms
elapsed. Participants were asked to “identify whether the pvalues are similar or different”, and to indicate their choice as
quickly as possible by pressing either ‘F’ (for similar) or ‘J’
(for different) on their keyboard. In approximately half of the
trials, the first p-value presented was smaller than the second
one, while in the other half it was larger. To induce a
statistical mindset, p-values were presented in the form “p =
0.0AB”. Stimuli were blocked into six sets of 18 pairs, with
a 20-second break between each block. An additional six
stimuli were presented in an initial training phase to
familiarize participants with the task procedures.

Table 1: Example stimuli by
within-pair distance and stimulus type
Distance
Below*
.05 Crossing
.002
.039 vs. .041
.049 vs. .051
.003
.029 vs. .032
.049 vs. .052
.004
.017 vs. .021
.047 vs. .051
.005
.028 vs. .033
.048 vs. .053
.006
.036 vs. .042
.046 vs. .052
.007
.027 vs. .034
.047 vs. .054
.008
.034 vs. .042
.044 vs. .052
.009
.016 vs. .025
.046 vs. .055
*Above pairs mirrored Below pairs. Each
within-pair distance had 9-15 unique pairs.

Table 2: Number of unique stimuli by
within-pair distance and stimulus type
Distance
.002
.003
.004
.005
.006
.007
.008
.009
filler

Below
5
5
5
6
4
3
3
2
6

.05 Crossing
2
4
3
4
3
3
4
4
6

Above
4
4
5
5
3
3
3
3
6
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Statistical Models
We looked for a CPE in two ways. First, we investigated
whether similar vs. different judgments (for which there is no
objectively correct response) changed as a function of
whether the p-values crossed the .05 boundary using a logbinomial mixed effects model (e.g., Huang, 2019). Second,
we looked for differences in participants’ response times
(RTs) when selecting ‘different’, as a function of the .05
boundary-crossing, using a lognormal mixed effects model
(e.g., van der Linden, 2006).
To isolate the effect of .05 boundary-crossing, both models
adjusted for size of the p-values, the distance between them,
and whether the first p-value presented was smaller than the
second p-value presented. Each of these effects were entered
into the models as random effects varying across participants.
Random effects were also included for the order in which
stimuli were presented. All filler stimuli were excluded from
analysis.
Preliminary analyses detected aberrant patterns for withinpair distances of .002, in which participants judged p-values
as different more often than when distances between p-values
were .003 or .004. As all stimuli pairs with distances of .002
were necessarily of the form .0A9 vs. .0B1, we suspect
participants might have noticed the particularly salient .049
vs. .051 comparison and adjusted their behavior to this .05
Crossing stimulus (see Discussion). Additionally, two
participants’ RTs exhibited aberrant patterns of exceptionally
large RTs. We suspect that these participants did not attempt
to respond as quickly as possible. Due to these suspected
response process compromising data quality, only stimuli
with within-pair distances between .003 and .009 were
included in the statistical models, and two participants’ RTs
were therefore excluded from analyses of RTs.
Taking as our null hypothesis the MNL theories’
predictions, we used ANOVA Type III Sums of Squares tests
to generate p-values for fixed-effects in the log-binomial
mixed effects model (Matuschek et al., 2017) and t-tests with
Satterthwaite’s Method for Degrees of Freedom for the
lognormal mixed effects model. All analyses were completed
using R (R Core Team, 2019) and the lme4 package (Bates et
al., 2015).

Results
After adjusting for the other potential effects, judgments of
similarity vs. difference showed the predicted CPE (see
Figure 1) –– for a given distance, participants were more
likely to label the stimulus pair as ‘different’ for the .05
Crossing stimuli compared to the Above or Below stimuli (p
< 0.0001; see Table 3). The estimated rate-ratio was 2.42
(95% CI: 1.49 – 3.95), implying that for a given distance
between a pair of p-values, participants were nearly two and
a half times as likely to indicate that the pair were different in
.05 Crossing stimuli, compared to when the p-values were on
the same side of the boundary, as in the Below and Above
stimuli.
In addition, participants were more likely to indicate that a
stimulus pair was different as the within-pair distance
increased (p < .0001). There were no effects of size (p =
0.2404) nor presentation order (p = 0.4838). There were no
interaction effects between any of the factors in the model.

Figure 2: Unadjusted mean RT for participants’ difference
selections by within-pair distance and stimulus type, with
95% confidence weighted LOESS envelope.

Figure 1: Unadjusted proportion of participants selecting
‘Different’ by within-pair distance and stimulus type, with
95% Confidence LOESS Envelope.

Table 4: Fitted lognormal mixed effects model predicting
participants’ log RT when selecting ‘different’

Table 3: Fitted log-binomial mixed effects model
predicting participants’ difference selections
Factor

Estimated rate-ratio
(95% CI)
.05 Crossing
2.422 (1.49 – 3.95)
Distance*
1.368 (1.28 – 1.46)
Size*
0.991 (0.98 – 1.01)
Smaller 1st
0.928 (0.75 – 1.14)
*Estimates are per 0.001 increase

The finding of a CPE at the group level also held at the
level of individual participants. Estimates of random effects
indicated that 23 of 25 participants were more likely to judge
a stimulus pair as ‘different’ when the p-values crossed the
boundary, indicating a robust effect. Estimated rate-ratios
ranged from .92 times as likely to select ‘different’ to over 17
times as likely, with a median effect of 1.96 times as likely.
These individual differences were not related to whether
participants had taken a statistics class within the last year, a
proxy for experience (Wilcoxon Rank-Sum Test: p = 0.7675).
Analysis of participants’ RTs similarly showed the
predicted CPE (see Figure 2) –– for a given distance,
participants were faster to judge a stimulus pair as ‘different’
when the pair was a .05 Crossing stimulus compared to the
Above or Below stimuli (p = 0.0440; see Table 4). The
estimated percentage reduction in RT was 21.9% (95% CI:
0.7% – 38.5%), corresponding to a 275 ms reduction in RT
compared to the model-adjusted mean RT of 1114 ms.

Factor

Estimated RT-ratio
(95% CI)
.05 Crossing
0.781 (0.62 – 0.99)
Distance*
0.968 (0.94 – 1.00)
Size*
1.025 (0.92 – 1.14)
Smaller 1st
1.001 (0.99 – 1.00)
*Estimates are per 0.001 increase

p-value
<0.0001
<0.0001
0.2404
0.4838
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p-value
0.0440
0.0506
0.7504
0.6538

In addition, participants were on average faster at
indicating that a stimulus pair was different as the within-pair
distance increased (p = 0.0506). There were no effects of size
(p = 0.7504) nor presentation order (p = 0.6538). There were
no interaction effects between any of the factors in the model.
We also looked for a CPE on RTs at the individual level.
After adjusting for the other effects, 17 of 23 participants
were on average faster at selecting ‘different’ in .05 Crossing
stimuli. Estimated average percentage differences in RT
between .05 Crossing stimuli and the Above/Below stimuli
ranged from 79% faster to 43% slower, with a median of 18%
faster. These individual differences were not related to
whether participants had taken a statistics class within the last
year (Wilcoxon Rank-Sum Test: p = 0.4458).

Discussion
This study investigated the mental representation of the pvalue continuum, specifically whether there is a CPE at the
boundary of .05. In fact, there was such an effect. Participants
were more likely and faster to judge a pair of p-values as
‘different’ (vs. ‘similar’) when they crossed the .05 boundary.
These effects were present even after controlling for
compatibility, size, distance, and order effects in the
comparisons of numbers that have been documented in the
mathematical cognition literature.
The finding of a CPE indicates that the p-value continuum
contains a discontinuity at .05. We hypothesize that this is a
consequence of traditional statistics instruction, and with
reading a scientific literature still dominated by NHST with
𝛼 = .05. Specifically, if this instructional and experiential
hypothesis is true, then the CPE for p-values should be
relatively small for first-year graduate students, should
increase over graduate training and statistical coursework,
and should be relatively large for working scientists.
The current experiment has several limitations. First, it
included only 25 participants who made only 108 judgments
each. Thus, the data were noisy, and the RT data exhibited
unexpected patterns which occluded precise estimation of the
CPE and its interaction with distance effects.
Second, the CPE found here might be specific to the AX
paradigm used, and more generally the adaptation of CPE
tasks to numeric stimuli. The AX task is a simple
discrimination task, and participants may have interpreted the
choice of ‘similar’ and ‘different’ subjectively, especially in
the absence of a correct response (Gerrits & Schouten, 2004).
This subjectivity may also have interacted with a complex
distortion of the MNL to produce the aberrant pattern where
participants identified p-values with a distance of .002 as
different more often than for within-pair distances of .003 or
.004. This aberrant pattern was neither predicted by
traditional mathematical cognition theories of the MNL nor a
simple CPE distortion of the MNL. In the present study, we
have controlled for this subjectivity by including random
effects for participants in statistical models and limiting the
data analysis to stimuli with within-pair distances between
.003 and .009. Additionally, we are currently conducting
further studies investigating whether .05 is a psychological
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boundary across a range of discrimination tasks, examining
the structure of the distortion in greater detail, and
considering methods to adapt CPE discrimination tasks for
numeric stimuli.
Third, although traditional CPE study participants compare
two categories with distinctive labels (e.g., ‘P’ and ‘B’), pvalues’ categories are simply ‘statistically significant’ and
‘not statistically significant’. This asymmetry of
categorization suggests there may be complex asymmetries
near .05 in the MNL. Further studies are needed to understand
the nature of a CPE for complementary categories such as
‘statistically significant’ and ‘not statistically significant’.
Nevertheless, the current study provides a first insight into
the mental representations underlying the interpretation of pvalues and sets the stage for future research on these
representations and their tuning through statistical
instruction.
Recently, statisticians have suggested that comparisons of
statistical significance and non-statistical significance should
not be made (Wasserstein et al., 2019). The advice is meant
to obviate the phenomenon of p-hacking and to quell the
NHST controversy. However, dichotomous categorizations
are generally helpful to novice learners (Gibson, 1969), and
some statisticians have pushed back on the abandonment of
statistical significance in the classroom for this reason (e.g.,
Krueger & Heck, 2019).
Our results show that CPEs for p-values may exist for
emerging psychological scientists. This might be taken as
evidence for the dismal conclusion that p-hacking and other
questionable research practices may be an inevitable
consequence of how people think and learn. We do not
believe this to be the case. CPEs that result from early
categorizations are not permanent – categorizations and
perceptions can change through experience (Goldstone,
1994). Thus, an important direction for future research is to
develop classroom activities and run instructional studies
showing that NHST can be taught to students without
distorting their perceptions of probability. This would be an
important step towards moving to a world beyond ‘p < 0.05’.
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Abstract

Introduction

ture, less attention has been paid to the constraints of memory on categorization; namely, how much one is able to
utilize prototype-based or exemplar-based categorization is
constrained by how accessible these representations are in
their memory. Prototype-based categorization requires retrieving generalized knowledge about the category, whereas
exemplar-based categorization requires retrieving memory
about specific instances. It has been shown that one categorizes using generalized knowledge in early epochs and
switches to an exemplar-based model in later stages (Smith &
Minda, 1998), which does not seem consistent with findings
in the memory literature showing that it becomes increasingly
easier to access representations of general knowledge than
representations of specific items over time—i.e., memory of
specific items decays much faster than memory of the gist, or
general knowledge (Posner & Keele, 1970; Zeng et al., 2021).
How would one rely more on exemplar-based representations
in late stages of categorization when it is difficult to access
these exemplars in memory?

Computational models of categorization have played a key
role in understanding the representations people use when
learning categories. Two prominent models of categorization
include the prototype model, which posits that a stimulus is
categorized by comparing it to solely the “mean” object, or
prototype, of each category (Posner & Keele, 1968; Reed,
1972), and the exemplar model, which asserts that a stimulus
is categorized by comparing it with all of the objects for each
category (Medin & Schaffer, 1978). Earlier findings strongly
favored the exemplar model (McKninley & Nosofsky, 1996;
Medin & Schaffer, 1978; Shin & Nosofsky, 1992), but these
did not consider the progression of category learning over
time. Smith & Minda (1998) studied the fits of the prototype and exemplar models of categorization to human performance on a word categorization task over time and found that
although the exemplar model dominates in the end, the prototype model has a strong advantage in early stages of learning, particularly with non-linearly separable (NLS) category
structures. This result is consistent with the proposal that individuals categorize using a simple rule-based approach in
early epochs and more exemplar-specific strategies in later
epochs (Nosofsky et al., 1994).
While prototype-based categorization vs. exemplar-based
categorization has been extensively studied in the litera-

Memory of specific items decays quickly for a reason.
From a rational perspective, there is no need to retain information in memory if it is no longer needed, as determined
by the statistics of the environment (Anderson & Schooler,
1991). Therefore, memory decay obeys a power-law function
because the relationship between stimulus recency and the
need odds, the odds that the stimulus will be required in the
future, often obeys the power law in realistic environments,
as examined from environmental sources such as The New
York Times, parental speech, and electronic mail (Schooler
& Anderson, 1997; Figure 1a). In contrast, categorization
experiments, including Smith & Minda (1998), usually use
stimuli that appear with the same frequency regardless of the
last time the stimulus was seen (Figure 1b). This provides
an opportunity for overlearning individual stimuli, which is
unrealistic given the environmental statistics encountered in
the real world (Figure 1a). To fill this gap, we designed an
experiment that better reflects the power-law relationship between stimulus recency and the need odds (Figures 1c, 1d).
We hypothesize that setting up the categorization experiment
with realistic environmental statistics will reduce the accessibility of exemplar-based representations in memory over
time, therefore reducing or inverting the trend previously observed in favoring prototype-based representations early on

How people represent categories—and how those representations change over time—is a basic question about human cognition. Previous research has suggested that people categorize objects by comparing them to category prototypes in early
stages of learning but use strategies that consider the individual exemplars within each category in later stages. However,
many category learning experiments do not accurately reflect
the environmental statistics of the real world, where the probability that we encounter an object changes over time. Our goal
in this study was to introduce memory constraints by presenting each stimulus at intervals corresponding to the power-law
function of memory decay. Since the exemplar model relies
on the individual’s ability to store and retrieve previously seen
exemplars, we hypothesized that adding memory constraints
that better reflect real environments would favor the exemplar
model more early on compared with later. Confirming our hypothesis, the results illustrate that under realistic environmental statistics with memory constraints, the exemplar model’s
advantage over the the prototype model decreases over time.
Keywords: category learning; prototype model; exemplar
model; memory decay; environmental statistics
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(a) From Schooler & Anderson (1997)

(b) Smith & Minda (1998)

(c) Our Experiment

(d) Our Experiment, in Log-Log Coordinates

Figure 1: The environmental recency function, displaying the relationship between stimulus recency and its need odds, calculated as P(stim)/(1 − P(stim)) where P(stim) is the probability of seeing the stimulus. (a) is based on New York Times
headlines (1986 and 1987), reproduced from Figure 4a in Schooler & Anderson (1997). (b) is calculated based on the experimental design of Smith & Minda (1998). (c) and (d) display average data from the 60 sequences of stimuli generated for the
experimental condition of our experiment. In (c) and (d), P(stim) was calculated using a window size of 15 trials. The linear
log-log relationship in (d) indicates that (c) is a power-law function.
and exemplar-based representations at late stages.
We expand on the work of Smith & Minda (1998) using
Anderson & Schooler’s (1991) observations about realistic
environmental structures and memory retention to redesign
the experiment. In the control condition, we replicated Smith
& Minda’s second experiment (with the NLS category structures), in which stimuli are presented with uniform frequency
over time. In the experimental condition, however, we constrained the presentation of stimuli to reflect the power-law
function in order to better simulate a real-world environment
involving memory constraints (Anderson & Schooler, 1991).
Since the exemplar model requires the storage and retrieval of
all exemplars, later trials would involve heightened memory
constraints.
The plan of the paper is as follows. We first explain the
formulations of the prototype and exemplar models of categorization. Next, we delineate how we constructed the presentation of stimuli in the experimental condition in order to
reflect the power-law model encountered in the real world. Finally, we discuss the behavioral and model results from both
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our replication of Smith & Minda (1998) in the control condition and our manipulations of the environmental statistics
in the experimental condition.

Background
Prototype Model
Various versions of the prototype model exist (Medin &
Schaffer, 1978; Medin & Smith, 1981; Reed, 1972); we
use here the formulation specified by Smith & Minda (1998,
2011). The prototype model compares the observed stimulus
to the prototype for each category. First, the distance di,Pk between stimulus i and the prototype for category k ∈ {1, 2}, Pk ,
is computed as
m

di,Pk =

∑ w j |i j − Pk, j |,

(1)

j=1

where i j is the stimulus’ value for dimension j, and Pk, j is
the the value of the prototype of category k for dimension
j, and w j is the attentional weight assigned to dimension j.

Each attentional weight w j is constrained to take on a value
in [0, 1], and the weights together sum to 1 (∑mj=1 w j = 1).
Once the raw distance di,Pk has been calculated, stimulus i’s
similarity, ηi,Pk , to the category k prototype Pk is computed as
ηi,Pk = e−c∗di,Pk ,

(2)

where c is a sensitivity parameter constrained to [0, 20]. The
sensitivity parameter has the effect of amplifying or shrinking psychological space (Smith & Minda, 1998). Finally, the
probability that stimulus i (Si ) will be categorized into category 1 (R1 ) is given by
P(R1 |Si ) =

ηi,P1
.
ηi,P1 + ηi,P2

(3)

Exemplar Model
The exemplar model has been developed and generalized
from the original context model (Medin, 1975; Nofosky
1984, 1986, 1987, 1988; Palmeri & Nofosky, 1995; McKinley & Nosofsky, 1995). This formulation of the exemplar
model was used and thoroughly described in Smith & Minda
(1998). The exemplar model compares the observed stimulus to all of the previously seen exemplars in each category in
order to generate a category prediction for the observed stimulus. The distance di,x and similarity measure ηi,x between
stimulus i and exemplar x are calculated identically as in the
prototype model. However, the exemplar model considers all
exemplars in order to generate a prediction, so the probability
that stimulus i (Si ) will be categorized into category 1 (R1 ) is
P(R1 |Si ) =

∑x∈C1 ηi,x
,
∑x∈C1 ηi,x + ∑x∈C2 ηi,x

(4)

where C1 is the set of exemplars for category 1 and C2 is the
set of exemplars for category 2.
While Nosofsky & Zaki (2002) criticized the lack of a
response-scaling parameter in the exemplar model used in
Smith & Minda (1998), extensive debate in the literature
(Myung, Pitt, & Navarro, 2007; Smith & Minda, 1998, 2002)
led us to exclude this parameter in order to reduce the complexity of the model and enable direct comparison to the original experiment. Because our experiment used stimuli with
six dimensions, both models had a total of seven parameters:
the six attentional weights (w1 , ..., w6 ) and the sensitivity parameter (c). The two models were then fit to participant data
from the control and experimental conditions of the experiment.

Methods
Our experiment aims to replicate Experiment 2 (NLS categories) from Smith & Minda (1998) in the control condition
and made modifications to introduce memory constraints in
the experimental condition. The task required participants
to repeatedly categorize 14 stimuli into two categories. The
stimuli were six-letter nonsensical words taken from Appendix A of Smith & Minda (1998). Each stimulus can be
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thought of as a six digit string of bits, such that the prototype
for category 1 was 000000 and the prototype for category 2
was 111111. Seven stimuli belonged to category 1 [000000,
100000, 010000, 001000, 000010, 000001, 111101], and the
other seven stimuli belonged to category 2 [111111, 011111,
101111, 110111, 111011, 111110, 000100]. Each digit and
position in the binary string corresponds to a unique letter. In
each trial, the participant was shown one of the 14 stimuli and
had unlimited time to select a response of 1 for category 1 and
2 for category 2. For exactly one second after each trial, the
participant was shown Correct or Incorrect accordingly.
We collected data from 60 participants for each condition. (For reference, Smith & Minda (1998) had 32 participants.) Participants were recruited from the 18-23 age
range and English-speaking population using Prolific. The
hypothesis, design, sample size, and analysis of this experiment have been preregistered (https://aspredicted.org/
yq984.pdf). Scripts for the exemplar and prototype models
were derived from the open source code (https://github
.com/jpminda/Categorization Models).

Control Condition
The control condition, similar to Smith & Minda’s (1998) experiment (the only difference being 616 trials in our experiment vs. 560 trials in the original experiment), consisted of
616 trials divided into 44 blocks, each consisting of 14 trials. Each block consisted of a random permutation of the 14
stimuli such that each stimulus was shown exactly once per
block.

Experimental Condition
To create the environmental statistics in Figure 1a, we developed an algorithm to generate a sequence of stimuli for
the experiment. The specific pattern of stimulus presentation
should, in turn, influence the need odds and hence the participant’s retention of objects in memory. The experimental
design first involved assigning each of the fourteen stimuli its
own power-law function, generically defined as
f (x) = axk .

(5)

We added several new parameters to the power-law function
to generate the necessary experimental conditions:

0
t < t0



s
t = t0
f (t) =
(6)
t−t0 k

a( r ) − θ t0 < t ≤ t0 + n



0
t > t0 + n
where t is the trial number, t0 is the start trial for the stimulus
to be introduced, r is the range, n is the number of trials the
object’s power-law function should be sampled from, s is the
starting value for the power-law function, and θ is a calibration parameter. Power-law functions for consecutive stimuli
were introduced in intervals of 35 trials. As in the control
condition, each participant participated in a total of 616 trials. Figure 2a displays the resulting power-law functions for

(a) Theoretical Power-Law Functions

(b) Stimuli Assignments after Binning and Sampling

(c) Example Stimulus Sequence for a Single Participant

Figure 2: (a) Each curve corresponds to the power-law function for a particular stimulus. (b) Since data is aggregated, each
curve corresponds to the i-th stimulus seen across all participants. For example, the first curve illustrates the average proportion
of each bin allocated to the first stimulus (regardless of its identity) shown to the 60 participants. (c) Each color corresponds to
a unique stimulus i ∈ {1, 14}, and the figure highlights the significant temporal clustering and subsequent decay caused by our
stimulus generation algorithm based on power-law functions. Parameter values of a = 1, k = −0.3, r = 1000, n = 350, s = 10,
and θ = a ∗ ( nr )k were chosen to adequately reflected the power-law function in Figure 1a.

each stimulus over the entirety of the experiment. The order
of the stimuli was randomly assigned for each participant.
To assign a stimulus to each trial based on the continuous
power-law functions, we binned trials into discrete bins of 35
trials, generated a probability distribution for the bin based
on the relative values of the various stimuli power-law functions over the trials in the bin, and generated the stimuli for
trials in the bin by sampling from this distribution. Figure 2b
shows how the resulting sequences of stimuli adequately reflected the original power-law functions. Figure 2c shows an
example of stimuli sequence for a single participant. Finally,
we verified that the sequences of stimuli generated by this
method reflected the environmental statistics in Figure 1a.

Model Fitting
Trials were split and grouped into 11 trial segments, each con1
taining 11
th of the trials for each stimulus based on when the
trial occurred in the experiment. Conceptually, for the experimental condition, the first trial segment corresponds to the
earliest point along all stimuli power-law functions (highest
retention), and the last trial segment corresponds to the latest point (lowest retention); for the control condition, trial
segments correspond to chronological groupings of trials in
absolute time, exactly as in Smith & Minda (1998).
For the comparison of the control condition to Smith and
Minda’s (1998) results, we used the sum of squared errors (SSE) between the observed and predicted probabilities
as the measure of fit, which we sought to minimize. We
ran Scipy’s Sequential Least Squares Programming (SLSQP)
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method with 10 initial random configurations to obtain the
best-fit parameters. The model was fit for each participant
receiving the control condition over each trial segment, as
in Smith & Minda (1998). The resulting best-fit parameters
were used to calculate the SSE that was ultimately used as the
measure of fit in Figure 4.
However, the same model-fitting procedure and definition
of fit are not germane for the experimental condition because
trial segments did not represent chronological groupings of
trials in absolute time; consequently, we could not use the
models to generate predicted probabilities for entire trial segments, as these contained many trials distributed over time
and not the exact sequences that were seen by the participant. (For the exemplar model, this is especially problematic
because each trial within a given trial segment was seen at
a different point in time, thereby involving a different number of previously seen exemplars. Any probabilities generated by the model for an entire trial segment could not possibly account for these differences.) Hence, we used the mean
squared error (MSE) within a trial segment, calculated on a
trial-by-trial basis (automatically setting the predicted probabilities of trial-irrelevant stimuli to zero), as the measure of
fit, and fit the model for each participant over the entire experiment (rather than per trial segment) using the SLSQP method
with 10 initial random configurations. We ensured that the exemplar model only considered exemplars seen thus far since
not all exemplars were seen from the beginning. The new
model-fitting procedure and MSE fit calculation were neces-

(a) Control Condition

(b) Experimental Condition

Figure 3: Average categorization accuracy over trial segments. Error bars denote the standard error of the mean.

sary so that we could apply the models to individual trials
(since it would be inappropriate to apply the model to noncontiguous sets of trials constituting a trial segment and generate meaningless predicted probabilities based on a set of
data that was not actually observed by the participant, particularly when different trials within a given trial segment might
involve different sets of previously seen exemplars) and then
average the squared per-trial residuals to derive a metric of
the “fit” for a given trial segment. For ease of comparison,
the same model-fitting procedure was applied to the control
condition, and the comparison is shown in Figure 5.

Results

time, resulting in Figure 3. In the control condition, significant learning occurred between the first (M =.62, SD =.11)
and last (M =.73, SD =.18) trial segment, t(59) = −5.08,
p < .001. In the experimental condition, memory constraints
effectively caused participant classification accuracy to decrease from the second (M =.92, SD =.08) to last (M =.81,
SD =.15) trial segment, t(59) = 7.99, p < .001. The second
trial segment was compared in the experimental condition because this was the point that best reflected the beginning of
the power-law function—when the participant has repeatedly
seen the stimulus and is past the very initial stage of learning.

Model Results

Behavioral Results
The categorization accuracies per trial segment in each condition were averaged over all participants and graphed over

(a) Replication

The model results over trial segments from the control condition are compared with the results from Smith & Minda
(1998) in Figure 4. The model results over trial segments

(b) Original

Figure 4: Comparison of (a) the results from our approximate replication in the control condition with (b) the results from the
original experiment, reproduced from Smith & Minda (1998). Models were fit for each participant’s performance over a trial
segment and then averaged over all participants for the condition, with fit calculated as the SSE in a trial segment. Error bars
denote the standard error of the mean.
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(a) Control Condition

(b) Experimental Condition

Figure 5: Comparison of the prototype and exemplar models in the (a) control and (b) experimental conditions. Models were
fit for each participant’s performance over the entire experiment and then averaged over all participants for the condition, with
fit calculated as the MSE of all per-trial residuals in a trial segment. Error bars denote the standard error of the mean. While
the MSE fit was required for the experimental condition due to trial segments being non-contiguous groupings of trials, it was
also done for the control condition for ease of comparison.

from the experimental condition are compared with the results from the control condition in Figure 5. As shown in
Figures 4 and 5, the advantage of the exemplar model over
the prototype model is increasing in the control condition but
decreasing in the experimental condition.
To formally test if the difference in model fits between the
prototype and exemplar models changed over the course of
the experiment, we ran a two-way ANOVA on the model
fits with the trial segment (first/second, last) and model type
(prototype, exemplar) as within-subject variables. For the
analysis of the control condition using the fit measure and
model-fitting method derived from Smith & Minda’s (1998)
experiment, the interaction between model type and trial
segment was still significant, F(1, 59) = 19.72, p < .001.
The interaction between model type and trial segment was
also significant when using our modified model-fitting procedure and calculation of fit for both the experimental condition, F(1, 59) = 80.75, p < .001, and the control condition,
F(1, 59) = 21.55, p < .001.

General Discussion
How well do the prototype and exemplar models of categorization reflect human performance over different stages
of learning under realistic environmental statistics? In this
study, we replicated the experiment by Smith & Minda (1998)
in our control condition, in which the frequency of stimulus
presentation remains fixed regardless of the last occurrence
of the stimulus. We modified this design to present stimuli
according to the power-law model of memory decay in order to better reflect realistic environmental statistics (Anderson & Schooler, 1991) in our experimental condition. We
hypothesized that setting up the categorization experiment
with realistic environmental statistics would reduce the ac-
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cessibility of exemplar-based representations in the memory
over time, therefore reducing or inverting the trend in Smith
& Minda’s (1998) findings. Our findings from the control
condition mostly align with Smith & Minda’s (1998) findings
that when stimuli are presented with consistent frequency, the
exemplar model’s advantage over the prototype model grows
over time. The results from the experimental condition confirm our hypothesis: when stimulus presentation more accurately reflects the power-law property of the environment, the
exemplar model’s advantage over the prototype model generally wanes over time.
Average categorization accuracy improved over time in the
control condition; this pattern is expected, as participants
were shown stimuli with equal frequency throughout the experiment and thus could learn from more information over
time. In the experimental condition, however, categorization accuracy steadily declined after the second trial segment.
(The first trial segment represents the initial stage of learning, during which accuracy is still expected to be lower.)
Therefore, our experimental design was successful at introducing memory constraints that inhibited performance over
time. Since later trial segments contain trials further along
each object’s memory decay curve, when the object is presented less frequently, the behavioral results follow the implications of the recency effect on memory—that individuals
have more difficulty retaining objects that were not presented
as recently (Anderson & Schooler, 1991).
Our findings help to reconcile incongruities between the
results from category learning and memory experiments.
Indeed, unlike traditional experimental scenarios involving
constant environmental recency functions (Smith & Minda,
1998), memory constraints encountered in realistic environments reduce the advantage of the exemplar model over the

prototype model over time. Under such memory constraints,
the faster decay of individual exemplars in memory relative to
the decay of the prototype (Posner & Keele, 1970; Zeng et al.,
2021) more strongly inhibits the performance of the exemplar
model over the prototype model later in learning.
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Abstract
Snoddy and Kurtz (2020) demonstrated spontaneous transfer
of relational categories to new learning. Recognition memory
data suggested that transfer was driven by schematization
during learning. In the present study, we explored whether
schema abstraction underlies transfer and recognition effects.
Participants were assigned to condition based on the type of
initial learning: classification with comparison, supervised
observation with comparison, single-item supervised
observation, or baseline (no learning). After initial learning,
participants underwent a study phase and recognition test on
novel stimuli followed by a target category learning task
involving the same underlying category structures expressed in
a new domain. During the recognition test, all conditions led to
increased false alarms relative to baseline. Only the
comparison conditions exhibited analogical transfer on the
target category learning task. Results suggest that comparison
facilitates the transfer of relational categories (due to schema
abstraction), but recognition memory effects may be driven by
more general categorization mechanisms.
Keywords: category learning; relational categories;
comparison; analogical transfer; recognition memory

Introduction
Categorization enables us to organize knowledge, summarize
like instances, and generalize knowledge to novel situations.
The extant category learning literature has chiefly focused on
attribute categories (e.g., bird), which are characterized by
similarity in members’ intrinsic features (i.e., birds have
wings, feathers, etc.; Gentner & Kurtz, 2005). In contrast,
relational categories capture extrinsic similarity in relational
structure (i.e., turning on a lamp and melting ice both reflect
dispersion of energy) between members (Gentner & Kurtz,
2005). As structural similarity is the basis of relational
categories, they are not confined to a single domain like
attribute categories (Gentner & Kurtz, 2005) and provide a
way to study cross-domain generalization of concepts.
Cross-domain generalization of relational concepts is
similar, if not identical, to analogical transfer—applying
knowledge of a relational principle (e.g., natural selection)
acquired in one domain (e.g., biology) to solve a problem in
another (e.g., business). The canonical analogical transfer
effect is that when the problem-solving task is administered
as a separate, unrelated experiment (i.e., spontaneously),
transfer is notoriously difficult to achieve, however, transfer
readily occurs when participants are given a hint about
relevant prior knowledge (Gick & Holyoak, 1980). The ease
of hint-aided transfer demonstrates that the chief difficulty in
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spontaneous transfer stems from accessing germane, albeit
superficially dissimilar knowledge.
A key finding in the transfer literature is that comparison
of multiple analogs during study improves spontaneous
transfer (Gick & Holyoak, 1983). The benefits of comparison
arise from a structural alignment process that supports the
formation of abstract schemas (i.e., abstract representations
of relational structure) by filtering out surface-level
mismatches such that the core relational structure remains
(Gick & Holyoak, 1983; Markman & Gentner, 2000). These
abstract schemas are more accessible in memory because
they lack superficial mismatches with retrieval cues that are
prohibitive to spontaneous access (Gentner, Rattermann, &
Forbus, 1993). The primary goal of the present work is to test
whether comparison is able to support spontaneous transfer
via schema abstraction in relational category learning.
Prior work has begun to explore the effect of comparison
in relational category learning. Kurtz, Boukrina, and Gentner
(2013) demonstrated that comparison-based classification led
to improved cued, cross-domain transfer relative to singleitem classification. In related work, Patterson and Kurtz
(2020) found a comparison advantage over single-item
presentation under a supervised observational learning mode
(i.e., labelled pairs), but not with a guess-and-correct
classification task. These studies suggest that comparison is
able to support transfer of relational categories. However, as
both studies cued relevant knowledge by employing the same
category labels in the training and transfer phases, their
results most closely align with hint-aided transfer in Gick and
Holyoak (1980, 1983). As hint-aided transfer does not
involve spontaneously accessing knowledge, it remains
unclear whether comparison-based category learning leads to
improved transfer through better encoding of the category
structures or if it can also encourage spontaneous access.
Snoddy and Kurtz (2020) explored whether category
learning tasks are capable of supporting spontaneous access
and subsequent transfer. Participants who underwent singleitem classification to acquire relational categories during a
base category learning phase (BCL) demonstrated larger
improvements across training in a target category learning
phase (TCL)—where the same underlying category
structures from BCL were presented in a new domain with
novel category labels—relative to participants learning the
category structures for the first time. These results suggested
that participants were leveraging knowledge of the category
structures acquired during BCL to facilitate performance on
TCL; thus, providing evidence of relational categories being
spontaneously transferred across domains. We sought to

extend Snoddy and Kurtz (2020) by testing whether
comparison-based relational category learning can further
improve spontaneous transfer by better supporting access.
If comparison effectively encourages access in relational
category learning, such effects should be evidenced in
memory measures as categorization and recognition memory
are thought to be driven by a shared system (Nosofsky &
Zaki, 1998). De Brigard, Brady, Ruzic, and Schacter (2017)
found that learning about an attribute category led to an
increase in both hits (i.e., correct recognition of studied
items) and false alarms (i.e., spurious recognition of novel
items as being previously studied) for novel categoryconsistent items relative to non-learned items on a
recognition memory test. De Brigard et al. (2017) explained
these effects in terms of a schematization process—category
learning encourages a focus on diagnostic information, which
in turn leads to novel recognition items being treated as if
they had been experienced during learning.
For relational categories, focusing on diagnostic
information involves attending to structural information
while discounting the superficial information (i.e., schema
abstraction). To extend De Brigard et al. (2017) to relational
categories, Snoddy and Kurtz (2020) included study and
recognition test phases between BCL and TCL. Their results
provided suggestive evidence for a schematization account—
category learning led to an increase in false alarms, but not
hits. This suggested that category learning encouraged
abstraction, which provided a familiarity-based route to hits
and false alarms, whereas the baseline led to a superficial bias
that supports only hits (Yonelinas, 2002). A comparisonbased task, which better supports schema abstraction, should
result in a larger false alarm rate than a single-item task,
which would provide convergent evidence for this account.
The motivation of the present study is to explore the role
of comparison-based relational category learning on both
spontaneous transfer and recognition memory. To this end,
the design was based on that of Snoddy and Kurtz (2020).
BCL training provided an opportunity to acquire relational
categories; it included comparison-based tasks, a single-item
supervised observation task (OBS-SINGLE), and a no
learning Baseline task. Due to the results of Patterson and
Kurtz (2020), both classification-based (CLASS-COMP) and
observation-based (OBS-COMP) comparison tasks were
included. Observation tasks do not provide a measure of
training accuracy, so a test was included at the end of BCL to
assess mastery of the category structures.
After BCL, participants underwent a recognition memory
phase to test the schematization account. Participants were
then told that they were moving on to a new experiment, and
the TCL phase was administered in a new stimulus domain to
serve as an opportunity to spontaneously transfer knowledge
of the category structures acquired during BCL. Due to
differences between BCL tasks, a condition-neutral task was
used during TCL: yes/no endorsement of whether an itemlabel pairing is correct (cf. Patterson & Kurtz, 2020). We also
sought to explore the effect of providing a hint on transfer
success. Two different hints were used to test whether initial
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learning in the transfer domain alters the hint’s effectiveness.
A second observation comparison task (OBS-COMP-HINT)
was given a hint at the onset of TCL, while the remaining
tasks received the hint halfway through TCL training.
If comparison effectively encourages schema abstraction,
then comparison-based category learning tasks will lead to
larger transfer effects during TCL learning than both OBSSINGLE and Baseline. If the recognition effects are driven
by a process akin to schema abstraction, then comparison
tasks should lead to an increased rate of false alarms during
the recognition test. The inclusion of OBS-SINGLE and
Baseline allows for an extension of Snoddy and Kurtz (2020)
to a more difficult transfer assessment (i.e., transfer to a new
task). Comparison of spontaneous and hint-aided transfer was
exploratory.

Method
Participants
A total of 283 undergraduate students from Binghamton
University participated. Participants were randomly assigned
to Baseline (N = 57), CLASS-COMP (N= 60), OBS-COMP
(N = 56), OBS-COMP-HINT (N = 64), or OBS-SINGLE (N
= 56) conditions.

Figure 1: A description of each of the three category
structures, category labels, and sample stimuli.

Materials and Design
The stimuli consisted of 84 images in the domains of rock
arrangements and mobile-like displays adapted from
previous work (Kurtz et al., 2013; Patterson & Kurtz, 2020;
Snoddy & Kurtz, 2020). Each stimulus instantiated one of
three mutually exclusive category structures: 1) support, 2)
monotonicity, or 3) symmetry (for a description the category
structures and example items from each domain, see Figure
1). Both superficial attributes of individual elements (rocks
or geometric shapes) within each item as well as the number

of intra-item elements were varied and not predictive of
category membership. The Mobile domain was associated
with a distinct set of category labels (“Zibble”, “Wuggy”, and
“Doppa”) from the Rock domain (“Besod”, “Makif”, and
“Tolar”) and inverted the same category structures over the
x-axis. Following from previous work (Kurtz et al., 2013;
Patterson & Kurtz, 2020), the Rock domain was used for
training (BCL and recognition memory) whereas the Mobile
domain was used for the transfer assessment (TCL).
For each participant, the 48 items in the Rock domain were
randomly assigned to either BCL (24 items) or recognition
phases (24 items); there was no item overlap between phases.
The pseudo-random assignment of items to phases ensured
that all categories were always equally represented. Twelve
BCL items were randomly selected to be presented during the
BCL test. Recognition items were randomly assigned to the
study set and used as old items on the test (12 items) or to be
used as novel lures at test (12 items). To control for the
number of training items between phases, a randomly
selected subset of 24 Mobile items (out of 36 possible) were
presented during TCL.

Procedure
Due to Covid-19 restrictions, participants were recruited
through the university subject pool for a web-based
experiment conducted through a JavaScript program on
participants’ computers (phones/tablets were prohibited). To
create the appearance that BCL/recognition and TCL phases
were separate experiments, this study was embedded within
a larger experimental session (none of the other experiments
involved analogy or relational categories). The phases of this
experiment were presented in a fixed order (BCL/recognition
followed by TCL); the order of the overall experimental
session was randomized across participants. (For an overview
of the experimental design and procedure, see Table 1).
Table 1: Summary of the Experimental Design and Procedure

BCL Phase Participants in the category learning conditions
began the experiment with the BCL phase (except Baseline,
which omitted the BCL phase). The experiment instructions
began with a cover story about rock arrangements made by
the (fictious) “Ladua culture.” Participants were tasked with
trying to figure out what makes a given arrangement belong
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to a specific “type of rock arrangement” and told they would
later be tested on their knowledge. Task-specific instructions
were appended to the general instructions that identified: 1)
whether participants would be presented with a single item
on each trial (OBS-SINGLE) or a pair of items from the same
category (comparison conditions), and 2) whether the correct
type would be shown for each item (observation conditions)
or participants would make a decision about the correct type
and receive corrective feedback (CLASS-COMP).
For the OBS-SINGLE condition, a single stimulus was
presented in the center of the screen at the start of each trial.
After 500 MS, the correct category label was presented below
each item (e.g., “This is a Besod”). Participants were
prompted to engage in self-paced study of the item-label
pairing and advanced to the next trial by clicking a button
located at the bottom of the screen. This task was repeated
across three blocks of training. Within each block, all 24
items were sequentially presented in a randomized order.
Participants in the OBS-COMP and OBS-COMP-HINT
conditions received a similar task as the OBS-SINGLE
condition. The critical differences were that a pair of samecategory stimuli were presented side-by-side in the center of
the screen and the presentation of the category label was
modified to reflect the pair of items (e.g., “These are both a
Besod”). Participants engaged in self-paced study of the pairs
of same category-items across three blocks of training. To
control for item exposure, each block of the comparison tasks
consisted of 12 sequentially presented same-category pairs
(Kurtz et al., 2013; Patterson & Kurtz, 2020). Items were
randomly assigned to pairs at the start of each block.
In the CLASS-COMP condition, a pair of same-category
stimuli were presented side-by-side in the center of the screen
on each trial. After 500 MS, participants were told that both
items belonged to the same category and queried to provide a
classification response by clicking on one of the three
displayed response buttons containing a category label.
Corrective feedback was provided after each response
(“Correct! Both of these are a Besod” or “Incorrect… Both
of these are a Besod”). Participants completed three blocks of
training for the 12 pairs of same-category items.
After BCL training, the BCL single-item classification test
was administered. Participants were presented with
instructions stating that they would be tested on their
knowledge of the category structures from the training phase.
For each of the 12 test items, a single stimulus was presented
in the center of the screen. After 500 MS, participants were
queried to provide a classification response by clicking on
one of the three displayed response buttons containing a
category label. No corrective feedback was provided.
Recognition Memory Phase Participants then proceeded to
the recognition memory phase (Baseline began the
experiment here). During the study portion of this phase,
participants received instructions stating that they were now
in the “study phase”, they would see a series of new items,
and their task was to study each item so that they could
recognize it as belonging to the “study set” later. Participants

were then sequentially presented with 12 items for self-paced
study. Each item was centered on the computer screen with a
“next item” button below it that participants clicked when
ready to advance. An inter-trial interval of 500 MS was used
for both study and recognition test. No information about
category membership was provided in either task.
The recognition test was administered immediately after
study. Instructions stated that participants would be shown a
series of items and their task was to decide whether each item
was presented in the “study set”. All 24 recognition items (12
old items from study and 12 novel lures) were sequentially
presented in a randomized order. Upon presentation of each
item, participants were prompted to decide whether the item
was from the study set via a “yes” or “no” judgement. No
corrective feedback was provided. At the end of the
recognition test, participants were thanked and told they
would be advancing to the next experiment.
TCL Phase All participants were told that they were
beginning a new experiment and proceeded to the TCL phase.
To this end, the same changes used to distinguish between
experiments within the session were applied to the BCL and
TCL phases—TCL started with a general, transitional
experiment instruction screen and a new color scheme and
font was used during TCL. Further changes were made to
induce this context shift: 1) task instructions were presented
in generic terms instead of a cover story, 2) items were from
the Mobile domain, and 3) a new set of category labels was
used. This context shift provides limited retrieval cues—
aside from structural similarity of BCL and TCL items—and
creates an opportunity to transfer knowledge of the category
structures from BCL to facilitate learning during TCL.
Due to differences in BCL tasks, TCL used a conditionneutral endorsement task. Participants were sequentially
presented with each of the 24 items from the Mobile domain
in a randomized order. Items were pseudo-randomly paired
with a label such that half of the items were paired with the
correct category label. On each trial, participants were asked
to judge whether the item-label pairing was correct (“Is this a
Doppa?”) by clicking response buttons labeled “yes” and
“no.” Corrective feedback was provided after each response.
TCL was divided into spontaneous and hint-aided phases.
During spontaneous transfer, participants were presented
with a generic version of the instructions from BCL. OBSSINGLE, OBS-COMP, and CLASS-COMP conditions then
underwent 3 blocks of endorsement training for all 24 items.
After completing the third block of training, participants were
shown a second instruction screen that contained a hint,
which stated that the categories from BCL will be helpful in
learning the present ones. Participants in these conditions
then underwent an additional 3 blocks of hint-aided
endorsement training, where a reminder of the hint (“*Hint*:
think about the categories of rock arrangements") was
appended to each trial’s instructions. In OBS-COMP-HINT,
participants received the same hint-aided instructions at the
start of the first block of TCL followed by six blocks of hintaided endorsement training. Participants in the Baseline
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condition did not receive hint-aided instructions (as there is
no relevant prior knowledge to cue) and underwent 6 blocks
of spontaneous endorsement training.

Results
All analyses used mixed-effects logistic regression models
that predicted trial-wise performance. Specific dependent
measures and predictor variables are described for each
analysis. A random effect structure that allowed both
participant and item to vary as random intercepts accounted
for the most variance while still allowing models to converge.

BCL Test
There were no a priori predictions regarding BCL test
performance, but any differences between conditions would
suggest that test performance needs to be controlled for in
subsequent analyses. The mixed-effects model predicted
trial-wise accuracy with BCL task. There were no significant
differences between conditions (all ps > .444; see Figure 2).
This suggests that all training tasks led to comparable levels
of mastery of the category structures.

Figure 2: BCL test accuracy by BCL training task. Points
reflect individual participants’ unadjusted mean accuracy,
boxplots reflect unadjusted descriptive statistics, diamonds
reflect adjusted mean accuracy, and the dashed line reflects
chance performance.

Recognition Test
To test the predictions of the schematization account—more
false alarms in comparison conditions than OBS-SINGLE,
more false alarms in OBS-SINGLE than Baseline, and an
exploratory analysis of hit rates—two separate mixed effects
logistic regression models that predicted the outcome of
interest (false alarm or hit rates) with BCL task were used.
The first analysis was for the novel lures not presented during
the study phase (Figure 3, left panel). In support of our
prediction, the Baseline condition led to significantly fewer
false alarms than CLASS-COMP (β = 0.707, SE = 0.206,

Wald Z = 3.434, p < .001), OBS-COMP (β = 0.499, SE =
0.209, Wald Z = 2.383, p = .017), OBS-COMP-HINT (β =
0.498, SE = 0.212, Wald Z = 2.348, p = .019), and OBSSINGLE (β = 0.641, SE = 0.209, Wald Z = 3.069, p = .002).
In contrast to our prediction, OBS-SINGLE did not
significantly differ from any of the comparison conditions
(all ps > .489). There were no significant differences between
the comparison conditions (all ps > .304). Similar to Snoddy
and Kurtz (2020), these results demonstrated that prior
category learning (regardless of the category learning task)
increased the likelihood of false alarms. However, providing
increased support for schema abstraction in the comparison
conditions did not appear to further increase false alarm rate.

Figure 3: Proportion of false alarms and hits by BCL
condition. Points reflect individual subjects’ unadjusted
proportion and boxplots reflect unadjusted descriptive
statistics. Diamonds reflect adjusted proportions.
With respect to the analysis of old items presented during
the study phase (Figure 3, right panel), the Baseline condition
led to a significantly larger hit rate than OBS-COMP-HINT
(β = 0.41, SE = 0.184, Wald Z = 2.223, p = .026), but did not
significantly differ from the other conditions (all ps > .155).
OBS-SINGLE did not significantly differ from any of the
comparison conditions (all ps > .217). For the comparison
conditions, only CLASS-COMP led to a significantly higher
hit rate than OBS-COMP-HINT (β = 0.373, SE = 0.181, Wald
Z = 2.063, p = .039); there were no other significant
differences between the comparison conditions (all ps >
.213). As in Snoddy and Kurtz (2020), prior category learning
did not produce a consistent increase in hit rate relative to
Baseline. Overall, these findings provided a successful
replication of Snoddy and Kurtz (2020)—prior BCL leads to
an increase in false alarm rate but not hit rate, regardless of
the BCL task, relative to a no learning baseline condition.

TCL Training (Transfer)
Separate models were applied to spontaneous endorsement
(blocks 1-3) and hint-aided endorsement (blocks 4-6) data.
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Each model predicted trial-wise endorsement accuracy with
BCL task, block, and their interaction.
Spontaneous Transfer The primary prediction for
spontaneous transfer was that all category learning tasks
would lead to improved endorsement accuracy relative to
Baseline. In support of this prediction, the Baseline condition
was associated with significantly lower endorsement
accuracy than CLASS-COMP (β = -0.5, SE = 0.187, Wald Z
= -2.668, p = .008) and OBS-COMP (β = -0.406, SE = 0.189,
Wald Z = -2.146, p = .032) conditions. In contrast, there was
no significant difference between Baseline and the OBSSINGLE condition (β = 0.259, SE = 0.187, Wald Z = 1.382,
p = .167). There was a significant effect of block in all
conditions—Baseline (β = 0.459, SE = 0.044, Wald Z =
10.331, p < .001), OBS-SINGLE (β = 0.222, SE = 0.043,
Wald Z = 5.148, p < .001), OBS-COMP (β = 0.301, SE =
0.045, Wald Z = 6.62, p < .001), and CLASS-COMP (β =
0.28, SE = 0.045, Wald Z = 6.239, p < .001)—where
endorsement accuracy increased across blocks of training.
Significant simple interaction terms qualified these effects.
There were larger improvements across endorsement training
in the Baseline condition relative to CLASS-COMP (β =
0.179, SE = 0.063, Wald Z = 2.841, p = .005), OBS-COMP
(β = 0.158, SE = 0.064, Wald Z = 2.49, p = .013), and OBSSINGLE (β = 0.238, SE = 0.062, Wald Z = 3.843, p < .001)
conditions (Figure 4). These results provide evidence of
transfer in the comparison conditions, but not OBS-SINGLE,
and demonstrate that transfer occurred in the early blocks of
training. As OBS-SINGLE did not lead to a transfer effect, it
suggests that the single-item classification transfer effect
observed by Snoddy and Kurtz (2020) does not extend to a
more difficult transfer assessment without the additional
support conferred by comparison.

Figure 4: Lines reflect adjusted mean TCL endorsement
accuracy across blocks of training for each BCL task. Right
offset points are unadjusted means. Error bars are ± 1 SEM.
Solid lines reflect spontaneous transfer instructions and
dashed lines reflect hint-aided instructions. The vertical
black line reflects the introduction of hint-aided instructions.

A second spontaneous transfer prediction was greater TCL
accuracy in the comparison conditions than OBS-SINGLE.
In contrast to this prediction, there were no significant
differences between OBS-SINGLE and the comparison
conditions (all ps > .199) nor significant simple interactions
(all ps > .204). While exploratory, there was no significant
difference (β = -0.094, SE = 0.19, Wald Z = -0.496, p = .62)
nor interaction (β = -0.021, SE = 0.064, Wald Z = -0.33, p =
.741) between OBS-COMP and CLASS-COMP. In contrast
to the cued-transfer results of Patterson and Kurtz (2020),
both observational and classification comparison tasks
appeared to be comparably effective in supporting
spontaneous transfer.
Hint-aided Transfer The first hint-aided transfer analysis
explored the effect of providing a hint at the onset of TCL by
contrasting the first three blocks of OBS-COMP-HINT with
the other conditions undergoing spontaneous transfer.
Performance in OBS-COMP-HINT was comparable to the
other comparison conditions. OBS-COMP-HINT did not
significantly differ in endorsement accuracy from OBSSINGLE, OBS-COMP, and CLASS-COMP (all ps > .292);
likewise, no simple interactions reached significance (all ps
> .47). OBS-COMP-HINT led to increased endorsement
accuracy relative to Baseline (β = 0.46, SE = 0.191, Wald Z =
2.411, p = .016). There was a significant effect of block in the
OBS-COMP-HINT condition (β = 0.254, SE = 0.046, Wald
Z = 5.533, p < .001), and a significant simple interaction
where OBS-COMP-HINT led to smaller improvements
across training relative to Baseline (β = -0.205, SE = 0.064,
Wald Z = -3.207, p = .001). This suggests that providing a
hint at the onset of training did not improve endorsement
accuracy (relative to a comparable condition undergoing
spontaneous transfer). It also provided further evidence that
observational and classification comparison tasks produce
comparable transfer benefits (cf. Patterson & Kurtz, 2020).
Given that the spontaneous transfer effects occurred at such
an early point of training, a hint may not be required to
facilitate transfer in the comparison tasks.
A second hint-aided transfer analysis explored the effect of
providing a hint in the midst of learning (i.e., at block 4)
relative to continued first-time (Baseline) and hint-aided
(OBS-COMP-HINT) learning (Figure 4). There were no
significant differences between conditions (all ps > .145),
however, we note a non-significant trend for greater accuracy
in CLASS-COMP relative to OBS-SINGLE (β = 0.535, SE =
0.294, Wald Z = 1.818, p = .069). There was no effect of block
for Baseline, OBS-SINGLE, CLASS-COMP, and OBSCOMP-HINT (all ps > .393), yet accuracy increased across
training in the OBS-COMP condition (β = 0.141, SE = 0.055,
Wald Z = 2.568, p = .01). Increased improvement across
training in the OBS-COMP condition was reflected via a
significant simple interaction term between Baseline and
OBS-COMP (β = 0.179, SE = 0.075, Wald Z = 2.375 , p =
.018), such that there were larger increases in accuracy across
training in the OBS-COMP condition. We note similar nonsignificant trends for OBS-COMP relative to OBS-SINGLE
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(β = 0.126, SE = 0.074, Wald Z = 1.698, p = .09) and CLASSCOMP (β = 0.135, SE = 0.077, Wald Z = 1.759, p = .079). All
other simple interaction terms were non-significant (all ps >
.206). These results failed to demonstrate that a mid-training
hint improved accuracy; except for the OBS-COMP
condition where a hint may have enabled continued learning.
The limited evidence of the hint’s effectiveness in only the
OBS-comp condition is loosely consistent with the cuedtransfer advantage in the observational comparison condition
observed by Patterson and Kurtz (2020).

Discussion
The results supported our main prediction that comparisonbased encoding would improve spontaneous transfer of
relational categories. We found evidence of spontaneous
transfer in the early TCL blocks of both OBS-COMP and
CLASS-COMP relative to Baseline. Along with the results of
Snoddy and Kurtz (2020), this provides further evidence of
the viability to study transfer through category learning tasks
and supports extending our theoretical conception of transfer
from a one-shot application of knowledge to solve a problem
(e.g., Gick & Holyoak, 1980. 1983) to using prior knowledge
to facilitate learning in a new domain.
In contrast to our predictions, OBS-SINGLE did not differ
from Baseline or the comparison tasks. These results
occurred despite category learning tasks attaining
comparable levels of mastery during BCL, which suggests
that the extent to which a category learning task supports
schema abstraction may be a critical factor in spontaneous
transfer success. When BCL and TCL tasks were congruent,
Snoddy and Kurtz (2020) found evidence of transfer in a
single-item presentation—a task which provides limited
support for schema abstraction. In the present experiment,
BCL and TCL phases involved different category learning
tasks, which creates another dimension over which
knowledge must be transferred (Barnett & Ceci, 2002). With
the lack of congruent BCL and TCL tasks, the limited
abstraction afforded by single-item presentations may not be
sufficient to effectively support transfer. Increased support
for schema abstraction in the comparison tasks may have
better facilitated access and led to only those tasks showing
evidence of transfer relative to Baseline.
Such an interpretation builds upon the cued-transfer effects
of Kurtz et al. (2013) and Patterson and Kurtz (2020) to
demonstrate that comparison-based category learning tasks
can also promote spontaneous transfer. Further, these results
suggest that comparison plays a similar role in analogical
transfer (e.g., Gick & Holyoak, 1983) and the transfer of
knowledge to facilitate performance in a subsequent category
learning task—comparison supports the spontaneous access
of prior knowledge and subsequent transfer. Future work
should explore whether BCL and TCL task congruence
mediates transfer effects in single-item presentations.
The present findings appear inconsistent with Patterson
and Kurtz (2020), as observational and classification
comparison tasks produced comparable performance on both
transfer tasks (although there was a marginal effect during

hint-aided transfer). However, Patterson and Kurtz (2020)
found that observational comparison led to improved olditem test performance, which suggests that classificationbased comparison may result in slower acquisition that may
have been detrimental to performance on subsequent tasks.
The present experiments increased the length of BCL training
to avoid such differences in initial learning, which may have
led to comparable performance between observational and
classification comparison during the transfer assessment. As
the present experiment involved a spontaneous transfer
assessment and training-based assessments (as opposed to
unsupervised test trials), the present results may better reflect
a boundary condition on the benefits of observational
comparison performance as opposed to a failure to replicate
Patterson and Kurtz (2020).
In contrast to analogical transfer experiments (Gick &
Holyoak, 1980, 1983), we failed to find robust evidence of a
hint improving transfer both when a hint was provided at the
onset of learning and when it was provided in the midst of
TCL training (aside from limited evidence that a hint allowed
for OBS-COMP to continue learning). As the present study
strengthened the hint relative to Snoddy and Kurtz (2020), it
further demonstrates an incompatibility between hint-aided
transfer and the category learning approach (for more on this
incompatibility, see Snoddy and Kurtz, 2020). As the
spontaneous transfer effects occurred early in TCL training,
the structural similarity between domains may have been
readily apparent and obviated the benefit of a hint. This
suggests that spontaneous access may be easier to achieve
when transferring knowledge acquired during one category
learning task to another than during problem-solving.
However, we cannot rule out that the ease in access stems
from the particular category structures and stimulus sets used
in the present experiment. Future work should explore
whether similar effects emerge when using other categories.
The recognition data provided partial support for our
hypotheses—all category learning conditions led to a
significantly higher rate of false alarms than the Baseline
condition, yet there were no differences amongst the category
learning conditions. Such an effect is consistent with the
results of Snoddy and Kurtz (2020)—a prior category
learning opportunity, regardless of the task, led to increased
false alarms (and had no consistent effect on hit rate). As in
Snoddy and Kurtz (2020), this reflects a partial extension of
the results of De Brigard et al. (2017) to relational categories.
The different pattern of results between TCL and
recognition phases (i.e., no effect of comparison on
recognition memory) suggest that schema abstraction does
not play a critical role in false alarms. This suggests that
learning about the category structures, regardless of whether
an abstract representation is formed, may be sufficient to
increase false alarms through familiarity (Yonelinas, 2002).
Such a familiarity-based pathway to recognition may result
from participants experiencing a structure-based reminding
of BCL items or categories (Ross, 1984) or through
categorizing the BCL items with respect to known categories.
An alternative explanation of this effect is that BCL may
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serve to prime known relational structures and increase the
rate of false alarms (Popov, Hristova, & Anders, 2017).
Future work should further explore the mechanism behind
such recognition effects in relational category learning.
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Abstract
Two assumptions of psycholinguistic research are that text corpora can be used as a proxy of the language that people have
been exposed to and that the reaction time with which people
recognize words decreases with the probability (or frequency)
of the words in a corpus. We propose a method that produces
topic-specific word probabilities from a text corpus using latent Dirichlet allocation, then combines them to fit lexical decision reaction times and re-estimates word probabilities. We
evaluated how well independent lexical decision reaction times
could be predicted from re-estimated word probabilities compared to original probabilities, using independent lexical decision data. In an experiment designed to prove the concept, the
re-estimated word frequency model explained up to 9.6% of
additional variability in reaction times on group level and up
to 2.9% on level of individual participants.
Keywords: psycholinguistics; lexical decision; language
model; topic modeling; corpus; personalization

Introduction
Word probabilities are used in many areas, spanning from
psycholinguistics to computational language modeling and
artificial intelligence. While the main interest of a psychologist is to find models explaining the observed behavior well,
the interest of an artificial intelligence researcher is to design
machines that behave in a human-like manner. Both might
benefit from the ability to estimate the word distribution of a
personal language environment.
Getting a precise idea about what language a person is exposed to is difficult. Typically, researchers use very large text
corpora as a proxy of a person’s language environment and,
although they take into account that some corpora better reflect the language environment than others (New, Brysbaert,
Veronis, & Pallier, 2007; Brysbaert & New, 2009), this is
still a one-size-fits-all approach. This is cause for concern, as
it is not controversial that there are profound individual differences in familiarity with words. For instance, Mandera,
Keuleers, and Brysbaert (2019) have shown that word prevalence (the proportion of a population that knows a word) can
be markedly influenced by factors such as age, gender, location. For instance, in English, words such as howitzer, thermistor, azimuth are significantly more prevalent among men
and words peplum, tulle, chignon among women, on average
(Mandera et al., 2019).
In a recent effort to make corpora more reflective of the
language environment, Johns, Jones, and Mewhort (2019) developed the experiential optimization method, which allows
for the creation of customized corpora based on performance
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on a target task, such as the TOEFL synonym test (Landauer
& Dumais, 1997), ratings of semantic similarity (Recchia &
Jones, 2009), or lexical decision reaction time (Balota, Yap,
Hutchison, et al., 2007). The core principle of experiential
optimization is to assemble a customized corpus by using a
hill-climbing algorithm that iteratively adds the best fitting
section to the final corpus until the performance on the target
task stops improving.
In the implementation of Johns et al. (2019), experiential
optimization requires a corpus to be composed of sections
that are labelled, for instance according to genre and author.
This makes it difficult to apply the technique to corpora which
do not have any such labeling. The method proposed in the
current paper alleviates this concern by using topic modeling as a form of unsupervised labeling, thereby allowing the
use of an arbitrary corpus. Instead of iteratively selecting the
best fitting section of a corpus, like in experiential optimization, our method fits the topic model to the target task using
least squares optimization. The fitted topic model can then be
used to re-estimate word probabilities of all the words in the
original corpus. The technique can be applied for data from
particular groups or from individuals.
In this paper, we provide a proof-of-concept of the technique using lexical decision as the target task. In a lexical
decision task (LDT), a person is shown a string of characters and asked, whether or not it is an actual word (Meyer &
Schvaneveldt, 1971). In recent years, large amounts of lexical decision data have been collected for English (Balota,
Yap, Cortese, et al., 2007; Keuleers, Lacey, Rastle, & Brysbaert, 2012) and other languages (Dutch Lexicon Project
(Keuleers, Diependaele, & Brysbaert, 2010), French Lexicon
project (Ferrand et al., 2010), developmental lexicon project
(Schröter & Schröder, 2017), Chinese Lexicon project (Sze,
Liow, & Yap, 2014)). As pointed out by Johns et al. (2019),
most of the explained variance in lexical decision latency is
accounted for by measures such as word frequency and contextual diversity (Adelman, Brown, & Quesada, 2006), which
can be easily derived from text corpora (see Brysbaert, Mandera, and Keuleers (2018) for an overview).
Our solution is based on two assumptions:
1. Participants’ reaction times in a lexical decision task partly
reflect the word probabilities in their language environment.
2. A corpus consisting of a large set of semantically diverse

documents allows for identification of a smaller set of semantically coherent components for each of which there is
a distinct set of word probabilities, for instance using topic
modeling.
Using the two assumptions, the proposed method uses
topic modeling to find a topic space and estimates probabilities for every word in the topic vocabulary given lexical decision reaction times. Since lexical decisions are made for
single words, the method is constrained to unigram representations.
By conducting two experiments, we addressed the following research questions:
1. How much additional variability in lexical decision reaction times can be explained by re-estimating word probabilities for groups and individuals?
2. How does limiting the amount of words and corresponding
reaction times shown to the model affect the performance?
We recorded up to 9.59% of additionally explained variability in aggregate reaction times by the re-estimated word
probabilities at 80 topics, which was the highest value we
experimented with. When fitted on individual level reaction
times, on average, the re-estimated word probabilities additionally explained up to 2.9% of variability compared to the
original corpus probabilities. As the proportion of words
shown to the model decreased, so did the R2 on reaction
times. This effect was moderated by the number of topics.

Method
For the sake of the present study, we formally define the following terms:
• A vocabulary is a set of words denoted by V =
{w1 , w2 , ..., wN }. In the context of the present work, a
word is the elementary discrete unit of a unigram language
model.
• Topics represent the hidden semantic structure of a corpus
denoted by Z = {z1 , z2 , ..., zM } with M being the number
of topics. A topic zm predicates a word distribution over a
vocabulary VT M represented by a vector βm with elements
equivalent to βm [i] = p(wi |zm ). The columns vectors βm
comprise a matrix β of shape |VT M |, M.
• Reaction times of an individual j to words VRT are represented by a vector R j containing elements indexed by
i ∈ {1, 2, ..., |VRT |}. The value of R j [i] is equivalent to
f (RT ) (see Formula 2). In case the trial was inaccurately
decided (participant did not recognize the word) the value
is undefined.
• Let g = {1, 2,..., J} be a group of J participants and Yg =
R1 , R2 , ..., RJ be a matrix with column vectors being the
participants’ reaction times R j . Aggregate reaction times
of the group g are equivalent to a vector Y¯g with elements
equal to means of the corresponding rows of the matrix Yg
while ignoring the undefined elements.
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Model
The proposed technique consists of two main steps:
1. Estimation of the matrix β (only necessary once).
2. Finding a linear combination of topics x that best fits the
reaction times (per participant/group).
The first step corresponds to obtaining a transformation
from topic space to word distribution, IRM → IR|VT M | . For
this purpose, we adopted a well established generative topic
modeling method, the latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA; Blei,
Ng, and Jordan (2003)). The vanilla LDA models a corpus
as a collection of documents, each of which is assumed to be
generated by a unique combination of hidden variables (topics). The topics are identified based on words that tend to
occur in similar context which makes the estimation of the
matrix β fully unsupervised. The number of topics M is a
hyper-parameter.
The second step corresponds to finding the most likely linear combination of topics given the reaction times. We operationalized it by solving the following linear least squares
optimization problem:
arg min kAx − yk2
x

(1)

The matrix A is a  rescaled representation
of top
ics β defined as A = g(β1 ), ..., g(βM ) where g(βm ) =
log10 (βm /min(βm )). Rescaling is needed because of the Zipfian distribution of word probabilities; the logarithm of the
probability is a more suitable unit for a linear model. Depending on whether the topic mixture should model aggregate or individual level reaction times, the dependent variable
y is selected to be Y¯g , or R j .
The final vector of re-estimated word probabilities is obtained by (1) multiplying the matrix A by the vector x, the
best fitting topic combination, and (2) transforming it with
exponentiation and normalization such that the entries sum to
1.
The vocabulary of the vector y containing the lexical decision information, VRT , may only be a subset of the vocabulary of the topic model (and hence the matrix β), VT M . While
the final re-estimation is done for all words in VT M , the least
squares optimization is performed on the subset of rows of β
that correspond to words in VRT ∩ VT M (see Figure 1 for an
illustration) 1 .
We used the following implementations for the aforementioned techniques: gensim.models.LdaMulticore for
LDA (Řehůřek & Sojka, 2010), and for least squares
sklearn.linear model.LinearRegression (Pedregosa et
al., 2011).

Evaluation
In psycholinguistics, the most common method to quantify
the fit of a corpus to lexical decision data is to compute the
1 This is useful because lexical decision data are typically not
available for every word in a corpus.

Figure 1: An overview of the method. Where appropriate, we denote the corresponding data structure and vocabulary.
R2 , proportion of explained variance, between the aggregated,
standardized reaction times and log-scaled word frequencies.
Excluding the inaccurately decided trials from the computation is a common practice. We adopted the practice in the
present study, while working with log-scaled probabilities instead of frequencies.
The baseline model performance is the R2 achieved by the
log-scaled word probabilities derived from the corpus processed as described in subsection Corpus.
The predictive capabilities of the model can be assessed by
working with two disjoint vocabularies, Vtrain , Vtest , and only
using the reaction times for words in Vtrain to find the best
topic combination and evaluate the performance on reaction
times for words in Vtest .

Word Recognition Data
The British Lexicon Project (BLP; Keuleers et al. (2012))
contains lexical decisions for 78 individuals, who were students and employees of Royal Holloway, University of London. The participants were divided in one group of 38 and
one group of 40, with each group assigned to a different set
of word stimuli. Each participant responded to all of the
word stimuli for their group, resulting in reaction times for
14,365 words per participant. On average, participant’s accuracy level was more than 80%, as a sufficient level of accuracy
was one of the requirements for not being excluded from the
BLP.
The raw reaction times, measured in milliseconds, were
standardized assuming a log-normal distribution. Because the
log-normal distribution requires an absolute zero point, we
shifted the reaction times toward zero. Additionally, we reflected the variable about the y-axis by multiplying it by −1,
such that higher values could be interpreted as faster reactions
(see Figure 2). In order to eliminate variance caused by individual differences and situational context, the procedure was
performed per participant and block (participants responded
in blocks of 500 trials). The final transformation f , depicted
in Figure 2, can be summarized as follows:
f (RT ) = −zscore(log(RT − min(RT )))

(2)
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Corpus
The English section of the OpenSubtitles 2 dataset (Lison &
Tiedemann, 2016), release 2018, is an extensive collection
of translated movie subtitles. We decided to use this corpus throughout the experiments for topic modeling purposes
for the following reasons: it is open and accessible which
makes it a suitable resource for reproducible scientific experiments, and subtitle-based corpora are simply a suitable
linguistic resource for explaining variance in lexical decision
performance (Brysbaert & New, 2009).
Prior to training models and running experiments, the
dataset was processed to better fit the needs of the approach.
First, we excluded the movies released in 2018 (only 5
movies) and before 2000, in order to limit the text to relatively recent language as well as make it computationally
easier to process. From the resulting set of 97,388 movies
we picked the first subtitle file per movie, since the original
dataset contained multiple alternative translations for some
movies. Next, all of the utterances were lemmatized with
spaCy (Honnibal, Montani, Van Landeghem, & Boyd, 2020)
and filtered to only include words from the BLP. The resulting corpus contained 373 million tokens and 25,626 distinct
words that constitute the final topic model vocabulary VT M .
The discrepancy between this vocabulary size and number of
words in the BLP (28,730) was mainly due to the fact that
the lemmatizer returned nouns in singular form and verbs in
present tense; therefore, some stimuli from the BLP in past
tense or plural form were not matched by lemmas in the corpus.

Experiments
We performed several word probability re-estimation experiments for individual level data, group level data, situations
with limited training sets, and different topic models for three
values of the hyper-parameter value M ∈ {5, 20, 80}.

Experiment 1: Full vocabulary
The goal of the initial experiment was to establish the performance on lexical decision data using the full set of available words. This purpose was conveniently served by the two
2 http://www.opensubtitles.org/

Figure 2: Histogram of all reaction times from the BLP before
(left) and after (right) applying the transformation f .
Table 1: Results of the first experiment in terms of differences in R2 between fitted models and baseline models (BL
R2 ) across different amounts of topics used. The upper part
shows results for aggregate reaction times of all the combinations of training and test data GR1 and GR2. The average
increase in R2 per individual when fitted on individual and
aggregate data is listed in the bottom part.
Groups
Train
Test
GR1
GR1
GR2
GR1
GR1
GR2
GR2
GR2
Individuals
Basis
Agg. Mean
SD
Ind.
Mean
SD

BL R2

M=5

M = 20

M = 80

.2688
.2688
.2521
.2521

+.0131
+.0130
+.0146
+.0146

+.0732
+.0718
+.0720
+.0733

+.0959
+.0876
+.0788
+.0863

M = 20 and then further to M = 80 respectively accounted
for ∼ 5.9% and ∼ 1.5% of additional variance explained, on
average. When evaluating on the same set of data as used
for training, there was a marginal increase in R2 compared
to using the complementary set. This effect was symmetrical across the two groups and got progressively stronger with
higher values of M, whilst achieving the largest difference of
∼ 0.8% for the test setup on the first group and M = 80.
The bottom part of the Table 1 lists the results for average
proportion of variance explained per participant. We can observe patterns similar to the previous scenario: the difference
in R2 was consistently positive for both models, it progressed
with higher values of M, and the first increase of M improved
R2 more significantly than the second one (on average, 1.4%
and 0.61% respectively). Additionally, the rate at which the
performance rose with higher values of M was higher for the
model trained on the individual’s reaction times as opposed
to aggregate group reaction times.
Discussion The fact that the re-estimated word probabilities consistently explained more variance than the original
corpus, even when the training group was different than testing group, indicates the validity of the method. The fact
that the performance difference between probabilities estimated on the testing data versus training data was more pronounced at higher values of M suggests that increasing the degree of granularity in the topics leads to a more fine-grained
re-estimation. This effect was especially evident when both
trained and evaluated on individual level data where, unlike
in other scenarios, the performance did not appear to start
converging even at the highest value of M.

Experiment 2: Limited Vocabulary
.0657
.0271
.0657
.0271

+.0033
.0018
+.0038
.0019

+.0163
.0061
+.0185
.0062

+.0197
.0072
+.0273
.0069

participant groups originating from the design of the BLP
which provide aggregate data for two disjoint vocabularies.
The two groups, GR1 and GR2, were sized 38 and 40 participants. We estimated the topic coefficients for both groups and
then tested for every combination of them. Next, we applied
the method to every individual and computed two values of
R2 , one based on aggregate data of the group that the participant belongs to, and one based on the participant’s single
responses. For both we report the average R2 per participant
and the standard deviation.
Results The results of the inter-group evaluation are listed
in the upper half of the Table 1. The difference in baseline performance between the two test sets was about 1.6%
in terms of R2 ; the corresponding difference to the rescaled
corpora was consistently positive with an increasing value
for higher number of topics used. The steps from M = 5 to
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The second experiment was designed to assess the prediction
robustness of the technique by progressively decreasing the
percentage of words used for training, thus making the least
squares problem less overspecified. The complementary set
of unseen words was used for testing. The experiment was
adapted for both individual and group level reaction times. In
case of individuals, we computed the mean performance per
participant and the standard deviation. We report results on
the first group only, since there was no significant difference
between the groups. The training set proportions were 50%,
25%, and 12.5%; the values for number of topics remained
unchanged. In order to eliminate effects of chance under various train-test splits, we ran every experiment setting multiple
times with a differently shuffled vocabulary and estimated the
average R2 (100 times for groups and 10 times for individuals). Lastly, we computed the upper bound performance (UB)
achieved by training and testing on the same, full vocabulary.
Results The results for aggregate reaction times are shown
in the upper part of the Table 2. Whilst the baseline performance was stable across different test set sizes, the average
increase in R2 progressed with more topics used in the model.
There was an exception to this in the case of train set propor-

Table 2: The results of the experiment 2 reported as differences to the baseline performance BL R2 for the various reestimated probability distributions. The top and bottom part
show data for group and individual level prediction respectively. The UB rows represent the upper bound. The column
N lists the average number of words used in the training vocabulary.
Ratio
N BL R2
Group 1
UB
12,807
.2688
50%
6,359
.2688
25%
3,180
.2685
12.5%
1,589
.2690
Individuals of group 1
UB
Mean
.0691
SD
.0276
50%
Mean
.0691
SD
.0276
25%
Mean
.0694
SD
.0274
12.5%
Mean
.0693
SD
.0273

M=5

M = 20

M = 80

+.0131
+.0126
+.0121
+.0111

+.0732
+.0704
+.0684
+.0640

+.0959
+.0845
+.0766
+.0610

+.0039
.0022
+.0027
.0029
+.0021
.0027
+.0005
.0033

+.0194
.0065
+.0139
.0075
+.0107
.0072
+.0052
.0070

+.0292
.0072
+.0088
.0084
-.0010
.0077
-.0149
.0077

Figure 3: Distribution of topics coefficients at M = 20 aggregated over all 78 participants. The bars correspond to the
average coefficient value; the whiskers represent the standard
deviation.

Further Analysis

tion of 12.5% where at M = 80 the increase was .3% lower
than at M = 20. Similar to the first experiment, the step in
number of topics from 5 to 20 resulted in larger increase in
R2 (∼ 5.6% on average) than from 20 to 80 (∼ .7% on average). The increase was the closest to the upper bound at train
set proportion of 50% and it decreased toward the lowest proportion value.
The results for average fit per participant are listed in the
bottom half of Table 2. In this case, we can observe a slightly
different pattern for increasing values of M; in terms of M,
the performance increased from 5 to 20 by ∼ .8% on average, but from 20 to 80 it decreased by ∼ 1.2% for all train set
proportions, on average. Furthermore, at M = 80 and proportions 25% and 12.5%, there was a decrease in performance
w.r.t. the baseline; the best performing models were achieved
at M = 20.
Discussion The second experiment demonstrated that the
word probabilities can be re-estimated well even based on a
very limited set of words in the training set, especially in case
of aggregate reaction time data. In this setup it also seems to
be important to choose M cautiously, because increasing the
value only helped up to a certain point. When using individual level reaction times, modeling by 80 topics was counterproductive in all situations but mostly with smaller train set
sizes. This effect aligns with the common issue of overfitting where high number of model parameters combined with
small number of training examples hinders the capability to
generalize beyond training data and regularization needs to
take place.
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To shed more light on the nature of the results, we inspected
the resulting topic distributions and re-estimated word probabilities. Firstly, we noticed that when the topic models were
fitted to lexical decision data of individual participants, the
average topic coefficients for all participants were significantly non-zero, as shown in Figure 3. This finding suggests that the discrepancy between the original corpus as
a reference to lexical exposure of the participants is more
pronounced than differences between individual participants.
Additionally, we noticed that the mean of all coefficients was
consistently positive and also consistently included some negative components. This implies that the technique allows for
the identification of topics that are particularly bad reflections
of an individual or a group’s language environment. In contrast to experiential optimization, which only allows for a
customized corpus to be built by adding words, the current
technique can be thought of as also allowing subtraction of
material.
In Figure 4 we can see that the re-estimated word probabilities (left) are less scattered at the lower end, suggesting better
prediction for words which tend to be reacted to quickly despite their low frequency. There is also a larger concentration
of points at values of roughly −4.6, because there is a subset of words which are not clearly associated to any topic;
therefore, no combination of topics can change their position
on the x-axis of the scatter plot. These words, which have a
very low frequency, probably lack the structural variety to be
topic-specific, and therefore cannot be re-estimated.

General Discussion
The word probability re-estimation technique results in a substantial increase in explained variance for aggregated lexical decision data, relative to baseline corpus word frequencies. Fitting a topic combination using the lexical decision data from one group of participants in the BLP resulted in re-estimated word probabilities that explained nearly
9% more variance in lexical decision latencies for the other

Figure 4: Scatter plots depicting the relationship between
word probabilities (log-scale) and reaction times. The top
panels show reaction times for a single participant, while the
bottom panels shows aggregate reaction times. The left part
corresponds to the re-estimated log-probabilities and the right
part correspond to the original log-probabilities. The number
of topics was M = 80.

group of participants, compared to the original word probabilities. Hence, this technique may be of particular value to
researchers in psycholinguistics, where many experiments require frequency effects to be tightly controlled.
Individual lexical decision data are far more noisy than
the aggregate data. Based on an experiment in which participants were presented with 500 identical trials on multiple occasions, Diependaele, Brysbaert, and Neri (2012) point
out that the same lexical decision was made on only around
83% of the trials and, in terms of reaction times, the signal
from repeated trials only explained about 8% of the variability of the initial signal. This upper bound on the amount
of variance that can be explained in individual lexical decision data is reflected in our results, where explained variance for individual-level data was in the range of 6% − 10%.
Still, our results showed that, on average, word probability reestimation increased explained variance in individual lexical
decision times by nearly 3%, approaching the upper bound
suggested by Diependaele et al. (2012).
One limitation of the present study is the lack of an extensive topic model evaluation. In the design of the experiments
conducted in this study, the effect of mere dimensionality of
the least squares optimization is confounded with the effect
of the actual topic model quality resulting from the choice of
M. This way, the results may create an impression that sim-
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ply increasing the value of M leads to better results; however,
this is meaningful only up to a certain point. The semantic
diversity of corpora is affected by factors such as text source
and size and should be rigorously estimated. The recommendations for finding the right value of M include measuring
the topic model perplexity on a held-out test set, or various
types of topic coherence (Röder, Both, & Hinneburg, 2015).
In future studies, evaluating the topic model quality and the
hyper-parameter setting needs more attention. Additionally,
when working with larger values of M and/or limited sets of
reaction times, it might be necessary to regularize the least
squares problem because of overfitting.
In contrast to Johns et al. (2019), one limitation of the word
probability re-estimation method is that it cannot be used for
tasks that require local context for words, such as building
lexical representations, an area where experiential optimization is extensively presented. Our technique does not preserve
the structure of the corpus or the order of words. Therefore,
it is restricted to unigram, bag-of-words language models.
In future work, the presented technique may be extended to
higher-fidelity language modeling by employing a topic modeling method capable of retaining the sequential structure of
text.
Lastly, it is important to acknowledge that, while the
present study uses lexical decision data for both fitting and
validation, it would be interesting to see how well do reestimated word probabilities transfer to language tasks beyond the training task, such as reading text measured by eye
tracking.

Conclusion
Motivated by methodological innovation in computational
psycholinguistics as well as potential application in artificial
intelligence systems involving language, we demonstrated
that behavioral data, such as reaction times from lexical decision experiments, can be used to re-estimate word probabilities so that they provide a better proxy to language environment, both at the group level and at the individual level. The
present work improves on experiential optimization by being
unsupervised, but, unlike experiential optimization, can only
be applied to tasks requiring isolated word probabilities.
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Abstract

Context effects in human spoken language are welldocumented and play a central role in the theory of language
production. However, the role of context in written language
production is far less well understood, even though a considerable proportion of the language produced by many people today is written. Here we analyze the factors predictive
of English language typing times in a large, naturalistic corpus from the popular TypeRacer.com website. We find broad
consistency with the major documented effects of linguistic
context on spoken language production, suggesting potential
modality-independence in the cognitive mechanisms underlying language production and/or similar optimization pressures
on the production systems in both modalities.

Figure 1: An in-progress race on TypeRacer.com between 5
“guest” players. Typing time in words per minute and the
position of each player’s car icon are continuously updated
according to the players’ typing speed and relative position in
the race text.

Keywords: Psycholinguistics; Language production; Typing
speed; Prediction; Context effects; Planning

Introduction
Language production is work: formulating messages, retrieving the corresponding phonological or orthographic forms,
and executing the appropriate motor actions to express them
are effortful, take time, involve delays, and are error-prone
(Levelt, 1993). This difficulty varies in fine-grained temporal scale within an utterance: for example, disfluencies
are more likely early in phrases than later (Boomer, 1965;
Shriberg, 2001). One source of this variability in difficulty
has to do with the unit being produced at any given moment:
words that are high in frequency and phonotactic probability
are produced faster in naming studies (Oldfield & Wingfield,
1965; Balota & Chumbley, 1985; Vitevitch, Armbrüster,
& Chu, 2004); words with high frequency and low average information content have shorter durations in continuous spoken language (Umeda, 1977; Pluymaekers, Ernestus,
& Baayen, 2005; Seyfarth, 2014). A word’s form similarity to other words in the lexicon also affects its articulation,
though the nature of that relationship remains more controversial (Gahl, Yao, & Johnson, 2012; Scarborough, 2012;
Meinhardt, Baković, & Bergen, 2020).
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But another key source of variability is the linguistic context in which the unit is produced. In particular, words that are
more predictable in their context are shorter in duration, have
less strongly articulated segments, and are less prone to disfluency (Shriberg & Stolcke, 1996; Aylett & Turk, 2006; Bell,
Brenier, Gregory, Girand, & Jurafsky, 2009; Arnon & Cohen Priva, 2013). This relationship between a word’s probability in context and the details of its form realization suggests
optimization in the mechanisms of human language production: the more a word is predictable from, and thus redundant
with, its context, the less time, effort, and detail is necessary
to realize it (Jurafsky, Bell, Gregory, & Raymond, 2001; Levy
& Jaeger, 2007). However, the degree to which this optimization is purely speaker-centric versus listener-oriented remains unresolved (Arnold, 2008; Watson, Arnold, & Tanenhaus, 2008; Galati & Brennan, 2010; Hall, Hume, Jaeger, &
Wedel, 2018).
Today, over 86% of the world over age 15 is literate (Roser
& Ortiz-Ospina, 2016). Although we are not aware of published statistics on the matter, a considerable proportion of
this population may produce written language in quantity
comparable to spoken language. Furthermore, the ability to
produce written language quickly and accurately is of con-

siderable value in the ability to thrive in modern literate societies. Since written language production is an important and
highly practiced activity for this population, it might plausibly be under the same optimization pressures as spoken
language production. A clear empirical picture of the relationship between lexical and contextual features and the patterns of written language production could improve our understanding of human language production more generally.
Yet our empirical understanding of this relationship is considerably less developed than for spoken language.
Here we attempt to help clarify this empirical picture,
through the study of one mode of written language production: typing. Probability effects in typed language are
well-documented at the lexical and sublexical level (Terzuolo
& Viviani, 1980; Gentner, 1982; Gentner, Larochelle, &
Grudin, 1988; Weingarten, Nottbusch, & Will, 2004; Cohen Priva, 2010), consistent with the view that word-specific
motor production routines are stored and optimized through
experience. However, little is known about the effects of context beyond the individual word, presumably because studying these effects require larger datasets and more advanced
modeling techniques to effectively estimate word probability
in context and its effect on typing behavior.
Here we address these limitations by taking advantage of a
very large dataset derived from publicly available data on the
TypeRacer.com website, where users compete against each
other to correctly type short website-provided texts as quickly
as possible. Coupled with contemporary models from natural language processing, this dataset allows us to investigate
a wide range of determinants of typing behavior in light of
contemporary theories of language production. Overall we
find similar general shape of effects of word properties and
context-based predictability on typing time as has been documented for word duration in spoken language production, but
we also find key differences in the detailed relationships.

TypeRacer
More so than in spoken language production, typing proficiency is a function of speed (among other factors e.g., error
rate). Typists worldwide dedicate significant time to honing
this skill and, in the process, generate massive amounts of
data. These data offer a potential alternative to spoken language corpora in shedding light on human language production.
TypeRacer is a viral online typing game where players race
against themselves, friends, or strangers in groups of up to 10
to type a short text as quickly as possible (Fig. 1). Typists are
given up to 12 seconds to read the race prompt before the race
starts. Gamification of this sort not only allows TypeRacer to
collect data from thousands of players across the world, resulting in a massive and multilingual dataset, several orders of
magnitude larger than what can be collected in the lab. It also
motivates players to type efficiently, in order to win. As we
will show, a considerable amount of typing time variability in
TypeRacer can be attributed to linguistic factors theoretically
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tied to processing effort and unlikely to be confounded with
motivation. This makes the dataset of considerable interest
for studying cognitive and motor constraints in language production. TypeRacer has races in 50 languages and includes
diverse text such as song lyrics and code making it a diverse,
openly accessible dataset with data from over N = 100, 000
users, across 35, 000 distinct texts, and over 7 × 107 individual races.

Dataset
We restrict our analysis to a random subset of the data on
the TypeRacer website consisting of 1000 English-typing 1
TypeRacer users. We call our dataset TypeRacer1000 2 . For
each user we acquire typing data from up to 100 randomly
sampled races (without replacement). Only races completed
after June 3, 2017 were considered 3 . Data for each race on
TypeRacer consists of the ordered list of keystrokes along
with the time, in milliseconds, of each keystroke (i.e., time
since last keystroke, or start of race for the first keystroke).
We calculate word typing time as the sum of the keystroke
times of all keystrokes of the word. TypeRacer1000 has a
total of 60 thousand races and 3.0 million measures of word
typing times (µ = 49.9 words per race, σ = 20.3).

Predictors
Language Model Surprisal We use autoregressive language models (LMs) trained on Wikitext-2 (Merity, Xiong,
Bradbury, & Socher, 2016) to estimate in-context probability
for the words in our dataset (see Dataset Details for training details). Because the complete text prompt is provided
to users before the race starts, users may plausibly encode
not only the left context of a particular word in the prompt
for use in planning that word’s typing, but also the right context of that particular word. This is an interesting analogue
to the case of naturalistic speech production, where in general a speaker may have done some planning and encoding of
a message representation corresponding to the right context
of the word being uttered at any moment (Momma, Slevc, &
Phillips, 2016), and indeed predictability-based speech modulation effects from right context seem stronger than from left
context (Bell et al., 2009). To investigate the respective roles
of left and right context on typing, we estimate our models
from Wikitext-2 in both the forward direction (i.e., typical autoregressive langauge modeling based on Left context) and in
the backward direction (Right context). At both training and
inference time, each model is given full context from the beginning or end of the prompt.
Because we seek to characterize the precise shape and size
of the effect of word predictability on typing time, we draw on
past work that relates predictability and human reading time
(Smith & Levy, 2013; Luke & Christianson, 2016; Wilcox,
1 English typers were defined as users with only English typing
data recorded.
2 We make our dataset available at https://osf.io/d3z8v/
3 Before this date only WPM and average accuracy were available, not the full typing log.

Predictor
Orthographic Neighbors
Dominance
Semantic Size
Concreteness
Repeats
Familiarity
Imageability
Valence
Arousal
Gender Association
Age of Acquisition

Description
The number of orthographic neighbors (single letter substitution, deletion, or addition).
A measure of the degree of control one feels (dominant, controlled).
A measure of magnitude (big, small) expressed in either concrete or abstract terms.
A measure of the degree to which something can be experienced by our senses.
The number of times the word has been repeated in the context.
A measure of a word’s subjective experience (familiar, unfamiliar).
A measure of the degree of effort involved in generating a mental image of something.
A measure of value or worth (positive, negative).
A measure of internal activation (excitement, calmness).
A measure of the degree to which words are considered to be masculine or feminine.
A measure of the age at which adults estimate they first learned a word.

Table 1: Descriptions of non-surprisal predictors. We use the number of orthographic neighbors, number of repeats of the
word, and the Glasgow norms, which are determined via human ratings. Arousal, Valence, and Dominance are measured on
9-point scales, while the remaining Glasgow norms are measured on 7-point scales. Descriptions of Glasgow norms are copied
from (Scott et al., 2019).
Gauthier, Hu, Qian, & Levy, 2020; Eisape, Zaslavsky, &
Levy, 2020) and use word surprisal as our dependent measure. We transform the probability placed on a given word at
position i, i.e., xi , given its preceding context (or subsequent
context in the case of our Right context model) x<i into surprisal by taking the negative log of that probability for each
of our language models:
Si = − log2 Pmodel (xi |x<i ) ,

(1)

Similarly, we compute unigram surprisal by taking the log
transform of word frequency estimates from the wordfreq
Python library (Speer, Chin, Lin, Jewett, & Nathan, 2018) in
the same fashion4 .
Language Model Training Surprisal values were estimated with 2-layer long short-term recurrent neural networks
(Hochreiter & Schmidhuber, 1997) with 400 hidden units per
layer and 400 dimensional word embeddings, written in PyTorch (Paszke et al., 2019) and trained via stochastic gradient
descent for 40 epochs. Additional hyperparameters: initial
learning rate = 20, batch size = 20, and batch length = 35.
Other Predictors In addition to surprisal estimates, we included several factors with attested effects on language processing and production in other modalities. For coverage, we
include (log transformed) orthographic neighborhood density
estimates from the CLEARPOND database (Marian, Bartolotti, Chabal, & Shook, 2012), several of the Glasgow
norms (Scott et al., 2019), and the number of preceding repetitions of the word in the prompt (from the left) up to the
point it is encountered (Table 1).

Dataset Details
Preprocessing We use the Moses tokenizer (Koehn et al.,
2007) to split text on TypeRacer into words. We further modified Moses to combine tokens beginning with an apostrophe
4 To

avoid word counts of 0, which would yield infinite surprisal,
we pad out-of-vocabulary items in this model with a value of 10−8
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followed by one or more characters with the previous token.
Because our word tokenization differs slightly from WikiText, some words in our dataset consist of multiple WikiText
tokens. In these cases, we compute the surprisal as the sum
of the surprisals of the tokens that make up the word.
Demographics Of our 1000-user sample, 50 do not report
location, 432 are in the United States, followed by 73 in
Canada, 54 in India, 51 in the United Kingdom, and 340 from
other countries. 946 do not report age; the ages of the remaining range from 13 to 46 (µ = 23.1, σ = 6.79), with one outlier
(120). 783 do not list their keyboard layout, 203 use Qwerty, and 14 list other keyboard layouts. More demographic
information can be found at https://osf.io/r8z9j/.

Results
For the results presented here we include only typists who
typed at least 95 distinct texts, resulting in 462 distinct users
and N = 2.3 million overall (word, context) pairs.

The Effect of Surprisal on Typing Time is Linear
We use generalized additive models (GAMs; Wood (2006))
to determine the functional form of major word predictors
available for all words in our dataset — surprisal based on
Left context, Right, and raw frequency (unigram surprisal).
Because effects of these factors vary between participants
(and between words) it is essential to account for these differences with by-participant and by-word offsets in our models (i.e., the “maximal” random effects structure; Barr, Levy,
Scheepers, and Tily (2013)). However, the “maximal” random effects structure can be computationally challenging to
use in the context of GAM fits for situations where the random effects are crossed. As a surrogate, we follow Smith
and Levy (2013) in using a hierarchical bootstrap—first resampling from individual clusters (users or word types) and
then by individual observations within each cluster B = 500
times. We then use the mean and [0.025,0.975] quantiles of
the bootstrap-replicate estimates as the effect estimate and
95% confidence interval (Fig. 2). This does not give us a sin-
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Figure 2: Relationship between various estimates of contextual probability on typing speed slowdown. The top row shows the
recovered effect shape of log transformed predictors (surprisal values) using a GAM with by-User hierarchical bootstrapping,
the bottom row shows the model estimated with by-word bootstrapping. Regression lines from GAM models fitted via hierarchical bootstrap are shown as solid lines 95% confidence intervals are shown as dashed lines. The marginal density of each
predictor is shown at the top of each plot.
gle analysis that takes into account the full crossed repeatedmeasures structure of our dataset, but consistency in the results from both by-users and by-words hierarchical bootstrapping would provide evidence as to the likely underlying the
functional form (shape) of these predictor–typing time relationships (Fig. 2). Because our GAMs do not make a linearity assumption, if the recovered effect shape is well approximated as linear (as is the case in e.g., reading times (Smith &
Levy, 2013)), it would license treating them as such in a single mixed regression model that fully accounts for the crossed
repeated-measures structure of our data.
Indeed, in the predictor ranges where most of the data lie,
typing times are roughly linear in word length (not shown),
unigram surprisal, forward surprisal, and backward surprisal
(Fig. 2). We therefore treat these relationships as linear in the
analyses we report in subsequent sections.

Prediction vs. Planning in Typing
Work in spoken language production has found that speaker
planning, as quantified with word likelihood conditioned on
right context, had a larger effect on word duration than left
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context predictability (Bell et al., 2009). We use two different
types of mixed modeling approach and show quantitatively
similar results. In both approaches, we use the surprisal, frequency, and word length predictors from the previous analysis as well as the full range of predictors we include from
CLEARPOND and the Glasgow norms. The first approach is
a single-stage mixed linear model with the maximal random
effects structure, estimated on a random subset of 100 typists
(out of the 462 in the larger dataset, subsampling for model
fitting speed). The second is a “two-stage” (Gelman, 2005)
linear mixed effects model: in stage one, we fit a separate
model for each participant, using by-word random effects; in
stage 2, we examine the distribution of the recovered model
parameters for each of the 462 typists in our dataset, estimating their effect size with the distribution mean and assessing
significance via t tests (Table 2).
The estimated effects sizes for in-context surprisal predictors are shown in the top portion of Table 2. We show that
both surprisal effects are significant for our two-stage model
(for our single stage model, only Left context is significant),
Left context effects are manifestly larger than Right context

Predictor
Right context Surprisal
Left context Surprisal
Unigram Surprisal
Orthographic Neighbors
Dominance
Semantic size
Concreteness
Repeats
Familiarity
Imageability
Valence
Arousal
Gender Association
Age of Aquisition
Length

Estimate
0.61
2.09
25.16
−44.47
−7.04
−1.25
−7.29
−0.70
8.71
7.05
5.59
6.59
14.90
18.88
142.91

1-stage
Std. Error
0.76
0.59
3.28
3.72
5.09
4.43
5.97
2.92
8.57
6.20
3.44
4.37
4.95
7.79
2.95

p
0.2
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
0.9
0.3
0.8
0.5
0.1
0.1
0.05
0.06
0.001
0.007
< 0.001

Estimate
0.69
2.03
19.24
−36.07
−7.22
−6.69
−3.42
−2.55
3.01
4.57
3.60
8.89
10.99
20.04
148.20

2-stage
Std. Error
0.27
0.25
0.81
1.31
1.30
1.05
1.57
1.66
2.23
1.65
0.95
1.17
1.36
1.77
2.25

p
0.010
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
0.030
0.125
0.178
0.005
0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001

Predictor
units
bits
bits
bits
log(neighbors)
9-pt Likert scale
7-pt Likert scale
7-pt Likert scale
repeats
7-pt Likert scale
7-pt Likert scale
9-pt Likert scale
9-pt Likert scale
7-pt Likert scale
7-pt Likert scale
characters

Table 2: Results of 1-stage mixed linear regression (crossed maximal random effects by user and word, participant; N = 100)
and two-stage regression (participant N = 462) analyses.
effects. We further validate these effects with t-tests on the
recovered parameter estimates from our two-stage model —
Left: t = 8.05, p < 0.001; Right: t = 2.57, p = 0.01; Left
vs. Right: t = 3.22, p = 0.001. This result is of particular interest for two reasons. Firstly, it demonstrates that in-context
predictability plays a significant role even when race prompts
are provided prior to the race suggesting prediction is a somewhat automatic part of production and processing. Secondly,
the opposite relative effect strength (i.e., Right < Left) has
been demonstrated in spoken language production. While
different modalities of language production seem sensitive to
overlapping factors they need not show the same fine-grained
patterns of sensitivity, and typing seems especially sensitive
to Left context.
We also show the effects of each of the other predictors
in Table 2. Because these latter predictors are treated as linear in our analysis without rigorous verification, these results
are somewhat provisional. Several factors bear significantly
on typing time. Unsurprisingly, length had the largest effect
on typing time. The two predictors with the next highest absolute t-values were orthographic neighborhood density and
unigram surprisal. Taken together, these suggest that while
humans are well tuned to the statistics of their language and
use these statistics to coordinate typing behavior, they are also
subject to influence from orthographic factors (neighborhood
density) to a large degree. We see significant effects from several other Glasgow norms (Age of Acquisition, Gender Association, Dominance, Semantic size). Interestingly, repetition
did not significantly improve predicted typing time, unlike in
spoken language production (Kahn & Arnold, 2013).

General Discussion
Our results provide what are, to our knowledge, the first
demonstration of contextual probability effects on word-level
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typing speed. We find that typists are reliably sensitive to
both the forward (Left) and backward (Right) predictability
of words in the text prompts provided on Typeracer. Similar to well-documented effects in spoken language production, words that are more probable in context take less time
to produce. But in contrast to spoken language production,
the effect of predictability based on left context is a stronger
determinant of word typing time than predictability based on
right context (Bell et al., 2009), and repetition had no effect,
which is at odds with the well-attested effect in spoken production (Bell et al., 2009; Lam & Watson, 2010; Kahn &
Arnold, 2013). Moreover, we find that other word-level factors studied in spoken language production, or analogous to
those studied in spoken language production, predict typing
time as well. Thus, efficiency in typed language production
turns out to have similar overall sensitivity to the factors that
influence spoken language production—but the weighting of
these factors is different. Notably, unlike most past work in
spoken production, we estimate in-context predictability with
LSTM language models that have access to the entire (Left
or Right) context (as opposed to bigram estimates as in e.g.
(Bell et al., 2009)). It is not clear how this modeling difference would affect the difference in sensitivities demonstrated
in typing/spoken language.
There are several limitations of the data presented here,
most of which stem from the fact that data collection on
Typeracer.com was not designed with psycholinguistic
analysis in mind. First, with a self-selected population we
do not have fine grain control over participant demographics.
Furthermore, past work shows that there is a large effect of
motor control that bears on typed production that our wordlevel analysis does not address. Looking ahead, the characterlevel typing time information available in TypeRacer can provide a testbed for competing hypotheses for the role of mo-

tor control in typing. Morpheme and character-level conditional probability can be analyzed with similar methods to
the ones we deploy at the word level and we leave these avenues to future work. Additionally, because the text is displayed on-screen while participants type, typing time delays
are not fully disentangled from delays due to reading time
(Smith & Levy, 2013). For a full characterisation of typing
behavior, targeted in-lab experiments will likely be a useful supplement to the analysis approach demonstrated here.
Lastly, because languages can have quite variable typing systems, the interpretations of effects reported here would likely
hold most strongly for language with typing systems most
similar to English (i.e., one character, one keystroke typing
systems). Still, massive, publicly available datasets like the
one examined here permit analysis at a scale far beyond what
is possible in the lab, helping scientists ask qualitatively different questions than those possible with small-scale experimentally collected data (Griffiths, 2015).
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Abstract
Studies on similarity-based interference in subject-verb number agreement dependencies have found a consistent facilitatory effect in ungrammatical sentences but no conclusive effect
in grammatical sentences. Existing models propose that interference is caused either by a faulty representation of the input
(encoding-based models) or by difficulty in retrieving the subject based on cues at the verb (retrieval-based models). Neither
class of model captures the observed patterns in human reading time data. We propose a new model that integrates a feature encoding mechanism into an existing cue-based retrieval
model. Our model outperforms the cue-based retrieval model
in explaining interference effect data from both grammatical
and ungrammatical sentences. These modeling results yield a
new insight into sentence processing, encoding modulates retrieval. Nouns stored in memory undergo feature distortion,
which in turn affects how retrieval unfolds during dependency
completion.
Keywords: Similarity-based interference; encoding interference; cue-based retrieval

Introduction
A well-studied phenomenon in sentence processing is
similarity-based interference in subject-verb number agreement dependencies (Dillon, Mishler, Sloggett, & Phillips,
2013; Wagers, Lau, & Phillips, 2009; Lago, Shalom, Sigman, Lau, & Phillips, 2015). In this paradigm, a noun phrase
matching in number with the verb—called a distractor—is
presented along with the subject noun phrase. For example,
in the following conditions (a) and (c), the cabinets matches
the plural feature of the verb in contrast to conditions (b) and
(d), in which the number feature of the subject differs from
that of the verb.
(a) Grammatical, interference condition
The key to the cabinet unsurprisingly was rusty.
(b) Grammatical, no-interference condition
The key to the cabinets unsurprisingly was rusty.
(c) Ungrammatical, interference condition
* The key to the cabinets unsurprisingly were rusty.
(d) Ungrammatical, no-interference condition
* The key to the cabinet unsurprisingly were rusty.
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A typical finding is facilitation in the ungrammatical conditions: reading times at the verb ‘were’ in condition (c) are
faster than in condition (d) (Jäger, Engelmann, & Vasishth,
2017; Wagers et al., 2009; Lago et al., 2015; Dillon et al.,
2013; Jäger, Mertzen, Van Dyke, & Vasishth, 2020). By contrast, there is no conclusive effect at the verb in the grammatical conditions: the effect ranges from a slowdown in
condition (a) to speedup in condition (a) relative to condition (b). Figure 1 shows the pattern of interference effects in
the grammatical and ungrammatical conditions from 11 published datasets.
Several attempts have been made to model interference
effect in the subject-verb number agreement dependencies.
While these models correctly predict facilitatory interference
in the ungrammatical conditions, none of them is able to capture the observed interference effect patterns in the grammatical conditions.
Most previous models can be placed into one of two categories, encoding-based accounts and cue-based retrieval accounts. One encoding-based account (Bock & Eberhard,
1993; Eberhard, 1997; Vigliocco, Butterworth, & Semenza,
1995) assumes that the number feature of the distractor noun
phrase percolates to the subject noun phrase causing a misrepresentation of the subject. For example, in condition (c), the
plural feature of the cabinets percolates up to the subject the
key in a proportion of trials. This enables the subject of the
sentence to license a plural verb, which leads to faster dependency completion in condition (c) compared to condition (d),
where no feature percolation happens. Thus, the encodingbased account correctly predicts the facilitatory effect in the
ungrammatical conditions. In the grammatical conditions, the
percolation of the plural feature to the subject in condition
(b) will disrupt licensing of the verb in some proportion of
trials. As a result, slower reading times are predicted in condition (b) compared to (a). This prediction is not supported
by the interference effect data in grammatical conditions (see
Fig. 1).
The cue-based retrieval account (Lewis & Vasishth, 2005;
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Figure 1: The pattern of interference effect in subject-verb agreement dependencies from four studies: Wagers et al. (2009),
Dillon et al. (2013), Lago et al. (2015), and Jäger et al. (2020). Here, interference effect means the difference in reading times
at the verb between the interference and no-interference conditions.
Engelmann, Jäger, & Vasishth, 2020) assumes that encountering a verb triggers a search in working memory based on
the dependency completion requirements of the verb called
retrieval cues. For example, in conditions (c) and (d), the
verb requires a plural noun phrase in the subject position
to complete a subject-verb dependency. Each noun phrase
that matches a retrieval cue receives a certain amount of activation, and the chunk with the highest activation gets retrieved for dependency completion. In condition (c), each
noun phrase, the key and the cabinets, partially matches the
retrieval cues at the verb. Consequently, a race for retrieval
is initiated such that either noun phrase can be retrieved for
dependency completion. This causes statistical facilitation
(Raab, 1962) in retrieval times in condition (c) compared to
condition (d), where only one noun phrase matches the retrieval cues. Hence, cue-based retrieval correctly predicts the
facilitatory effect in the ungrammatical conditions. In grammatical conditions, the model predicts a slowdown in condition (a) because the singular distractor noun reduces the total
amount of activation to be received by the subject noun phrase
compared to that in condition (b). Again, this prediction is not
supported by the interference effect data in the grammatical
conditions shown in Fig. 1.
To summarize, both encoding-based and retrieval-based
models correctly predict the facilitatory effect in the ungrammatical conditions, but they fail to explain the observed range
of effects in the grammatical conditions.
In this paper, we propose a new model of similarity-based
interference to capture the interference effect patterns in both
grammatical and ungrammatical conditions using a single set
of mechanisms. We compare the performance of our model
against the cue-based retrieval model of Lewis and Vasishth
(2005) on interference effect data from 11 datasets shown in
figure 1.
We first present the assumptions and basic outline of our
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model. Next, we evaluate the predictions of the model and
quantify evidence compared to the cue-based retrieval model.
We then discuss the broader implications of the work and conclude.

New model of interference effects
Our proposed model unifies feature encoding mechanisms
and the cue-based retrieval process. We modify the existing cue-based retrieval model of Lewis and Vasishth (2005)
such that the representation of the subject noun changes due
to influence from the distractor noun before the retrieval is
triggered at the verb. We call the new model the encodingplus-retrieval model.

Assumptions
The encoding-plus-retrieval model assumes that
1. Dependency completion between the subject and the verb
is driven by a cue-based retrieval process
2. Before retrieval occurs at the verb, probabilistic feature
percolation occurs from the distractor noun to the subject
noun
Before the retrieval is triggered at the verb, the representation of the subject noun changes in a proportion of trials due
to percolation of the plural feature from the distractor to the
subject noun. For example, in condition (b), the plural feature of the cabinets percolates up to the subject the key with
a probability θ (see figure 2). Consequently, out of total N
trials, in θ ∗ N trials, the subject is misrepresented as a plural
subject noun. When the retrieval is triggered in these trials,
the subject receives activation only through the subject cue.
As a result, the retrieval becomes slower compared to condition (a), where the subject NP receives activation through
both subject and number cues (see figure 2).
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Figure 3: The interference effect as predicted by percolation
rate, θ. Negative values mean that the retrieval times in the
interference condition are faster than the no-interference condition; positive values mean that the retrieval times in interference condition are slower than the no-interference condition.

...

i indexes trial ID; N represents the total number of trials. The
average retrieval time at the verb, RT , is given by,

...

RT =
(b)

0.8

−10

Percolation rate

Activation spread in θ ∗ N trials where the representation of the subject noun has changed
(a)

10

Ungrammatical
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1 N
∑ RTi
N i=1

(1)

where RTi is the retrieval time in the ith trial.
The retrieval time in the ith trial is an exponential function
of the activation of the retrieved chunk,

...

Figure 2: Feature percolation modulates the amount of activation received by the subject noun during the retrieval process.
In θ ∗ N trials, the subject noun receives less activation in condition (b) causing a slowdown in retrieval times compared to
condition (a).
Figure 3 shows that the model predicts that the percolation rate θ modulates the sign of the interference effect in the
grammatical conditions. As θ increases, the effect changes
from a slowdown in condition (a) to comparable reading
times in (a) and (b) to a speedup in condition (a).
When the percolation rate is zero, the representation remains intact across all trials, and the subject noun receives
less activation in condition (a) due to the presence of singular distractor noun compared to (b). As a result, the retrieval
times in condition (a) are on average slower than in condition (b). As the percolation rate increases, the subject noun
receives less and less activation in condition (b) compared
to (a) (averaging across trials). Hence, the retrieval times in
condition (a) become on average faster than in condition (b).
In the ungrammatical conditions, the effect changes quantitatively with an increase in θ, but the effect is always facilitatory, i.e., faster reading times in the interference condition,
(c) compared to no-interference condition, (d).

Calculating retrieval times
Here, we derive the updated retrieval time equation to account
for representation change due to feature percolation. Suppose
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RTi = Fe−Ai,retrieved

(2)

where F is a scaling parameter called the latency factor.
The cue-based retrieval theory assumes that the chunk with
the highest activation gets retrieved in each trial. The activation of the chunk retrieved in ith trial would be the maximum
of the activation of the subject and the distractor noun:
Ai,retrieved = max(Ai,sub ject , Ai,distractor )

(3)

The activation of the subject and the distractor in a trial is
determined by the amount of activation received by them due
to cue-feature match. The noun phrase that matches more
number of cues receives higher activation. Thus, activation
of the subject in ith trial, Ai,sub ject is a function of its representation,
Ai,sub ject = Activation(Ri,sub ject )

(4)

where Ri,sub ject is the representation of the subject in the ith
trial, i.e., the features on subject noun.
The encoding-plus-retrieval model assumes that the representation of the subject changes due to feature percolation
from the distractor as function of the percolation rate θ. The
representation of the subject thus comes from an encoding
function with the percolation rate θ:
Ri,sub ject ∼ Encoding(Inputsub ject , θ)

(5)

Evaluation

Prior predictions
We generate prior predictions from the model assuming
two free parameters, namely latency factor, F and percolation rate, θ. The joint distribution of interference effect in
grammatical and ungrammatical conditions, (Egram , Eungram ),
comes from encoding-plus-retrieval model conditional on F
and θ


Egram
∼ Model(F, θ)
(6)
Eungram
We specified the priors as follows. For the latency factor
F, we used a truncated normal distribution:
(7)

where lb = 0.1 indicates a lower bound of 0.1 on latency factor values. Latency factor reflects average reading speed on
a scale of 0 to 1. We choose this lower bound because a latency factor of less than 0.1 generates unreasonably fast reading times (see Jäger et al., 2017, for meta-analysis estimates
of reading times). For the percolation parameter θ, we chose
a Beta distribution, which is bounded between 0 and 1 and
has a peak near 0.3:
θ ∼ Beta(5, 10)

Ungrammatical

0.06

0.04

0.02

To evaluate the encoding-plus-retrieval model, we first compare the prior predictions of the model against 11 interference
effect datasets and then quantify the evidence for the model
compared to the cue-based retrieval model for each dataset.

F ∼ Normallb=0.1 (0.15, 0.03)

Grammatical

Density

where Inputsub ject is the original input representation of the
subject and θ is the percolation rate. Using these equations,
the encoding-plus-retrieval model allows us to make reading
time predictions at the verb, which we now compare to reading time data from 11 experiments.

(8)

We have chosen a weakly informative prior on the percolation
rate because we do not want to make any strong assumptions
about this parameter.
The prior predictions of the model given the above priors
are shown in figure 4. For each simulated trial, we sampled F
and θ from the priors and generated a retrieval time using the
equations in the last section.
We compare the prior predictions of the model against
the observed interference effect from 11 published datasets.
If our model correctly captures the interference effect pattern in the grammatical and ungrammatical conditions, the
mean observed effect from 11 datasets should lie within the
95% credible interval of the effect predicted by the model
(Spiegelhalter, Freedman, & Parmar, 1994; Freedman, Lowe,
& Macaskill, 1984). Figure 5(a) shows the 95% credible interval of the model’s prior prediction in the shaded gray area
and the observed effects from each dataset.
The comparison of the model’s prior predictions against
observed interference effect data shows that
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Figure 4: The prior predictive distributions for the grammatical and ungrammatical conditions generated by the encodingplus-retrieval model.
1. The model correctly captures the pattern of interference effects in the grammatical conditions except for Dillon et al.
(2013) experiment 1.
2. The model correctly predicts the facilitatory effect in the
ungrammatical conditions. However, for a few datasets,
the mean interference effect does not lie within the quantitative range predicted by the model; those are Dillon et
al. (2013) experiment 1, Wagers et al. (2009) experiment 3
(singular verb), and Lago et al. (2015) experiment 3a and
3b.
3. The model generates reasonably constrained predictions.
The predicted effect for grammatical conditions is in the
range -16 to 8 milliseconds and for ungrammatical conditions in the range -35 to -15 milliseconds.
By contrast, the cue-based retrieval model cannot capture
the observed range of effects in grammatical conditions as
shown in figure 5(b). Thus, the prior predictions based evaluation indicate that the encoding-plus-retrieval model can better explain the range of interference effects compared to the
cue-based retrieval model. We now compare the two models
using Bayes factors.

Model comparison
We quantify the evidence for encoding-plus-retrieval model
compared to the cue-based retrieval model using Bayes factors. When comparing two models M1 M2 , the Bayes factor
is computed by taking the ratio of the marginal likelihoods
given the two models. The Bayes factor, BF12 , is a real number value that represents the extent to which one model is
more likely than the other, given the data. One widely followed convention in Bayesian modeling, which comes from
Jeffreys (1939/1998), is to assume that a Bayes factor larger
than 10 represents good evidence for the first model.
In order to estimate Bayes factors, we first estimated
the marginal likelihoods for each model using Approximate
Bayesian Computation (Sisson, Fan, & Beaumont, 2018;
Palestro, Sederberg, Osth, Van Zandt, & Turner, 2018) and
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Figure 5: Comparison of the models’ predictions with the observed interference effect from 11 datasets. The shaded gray area
represents the 95% credible interval of the prior predictions from the model.
then computed Bayes factors as the ratio of marginal likelihoods of the encoding-plus-retrieval model and cue-based
retrieval model. Because Bayes factors can be very sensitive
to the prior on the parameter of interest (here, percolation rate
θ), we follow the suggestion in Schad et al. (2021) of choosing a range of priors on θ, so that we can quantify evidence
for the encoding-plus-retrieval model under different assumptions about the distribution of the percolation rate.
Figure 6 shows the estimated Bayes factor for each dataset
given different priors on the percolation rate parameter, θ.
We find that Bayes factors are larger than 10 for all priors
for 10 out of 11 datasets suggesting strong evidence in the
favor of encoding-plus-retrieval model. Only Wagers et al.
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(2009) experiment 3 (plural subject) data shows a better fit for
the cue-based retrieval model. For all other 10 datasets, the
encoding-plus-retrieval model clearly outperforms the cuebased retrieval model.

Discussion
We have proposed a new model to account for the pattern
of interference effects observed in grammatical and ungrammatical subject-verb agreement dependencies. The model assumes that dependency completion is driven by a cue-based
retrieval process which is affected by a change in the representation of memory chunks due to feature percolation from
a distractor noun. The evaluation of the model’s performance
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Figure 6: Estimated Bayes factors for 11 datasets given different priors on percolation rate parameter. Priors are shown on the
X-axis. A prior of Normal+(0,0.05) means a zero-truncated normal distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation 0.05. The
dashed line represents Bayes factor equal to one.
shows that
1. The prior predictions of the model correctly capture the observed pattern of interference effects in both grammatical
and ungrammatical conditions.
2. The model outperforms the existing cue-based retrieval
model of Lewis and Vasishth (2005) when fitted on the interference effect data from subject-verb agreement dependencies.
The results indicate that the cognitive processes underlying
dependency completion may involve both encoding and retrieval mechanisms. This conclusion makes theoretical sense,
because there is independent evidence for both types of mechanisms (Nairne, 1990; Lewis, Vasishth, & Van Dyke, 2006).
An interesting open question is whether the rate of feature
percolation is sensitive to factors like the syntactic position
of the distractor noun and syntactic distance between the distractor and the subject. It has been argued that there are constraints on how far a number feature can percolate in a tree
(Nicol, Forster, & Veres, 1997; Eberhard, Cutting, & Bock,
2005). For instance, it could be more difficult for a feature to
migrate from a noun in an embedded relative clause than from
a noun in a prepositional phrase. Another constraint proposed
for encoding-based accounts is that a feature can only percolate upwards in a syntactic tree (Eberhard, 1997; Vigliocco et
al., 1995). Our model is currently agnostic to these factors.
But they can be explored by developing constraints on feature
percolation mechanism in our model. We plan to take this up
in future work.
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Another open question in the encoding-plus-retrieval
model is the mapping between the percolation parameter θ
and participants’ behavior. Because θ is effectively the probability of misrepresentation of the subject, future work could
estimate θ from individual participants’ error rates on comprehension questions that ask about the number marking on
the subject. The individual-level θ parameters estimated in
this way could then be used to generate reading time predictions from the encoding-plus-retrieval model that could then
be evaluated using the same participants’ reading time data.
Note that we have implemented one variant of the
encoding-based mechanisms in our model which assumes
that in a certain trial the plural feature of the distractor can
percolate to the subject noun with some probability. Another well-known variant is Marking and Morphing model
(Eberhard et al., 2005) which assumes that the representation
of the number feature of the subject noun is continuous and
its distribution is disrupted by activation spread from the plural marking on the distractor noun. It would be interesting to
compare encoding-plus-retrieval models under the above two
assumptions about the encoding mechanism.
In sum, these modeling results reveal new insights about
the constraints on sentence comprehension: encoding modulates retrieval. In other words, nouns stored in memory probabilistically undergo feature distortion, which in turn can affect how retrieval unfolds during dependency completion. To
our knowledge, this is the first time that the joint impact of
encoding and retrieval processes has been investigated computationally in sentence processing.
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Abstract
Computational model simulations have been very fruitful for
gaining insight into how the systematic structure we observe
in the world’s natural languages could have emerged through
cultural evolution. However, these model simulations operate
on a toy scale compared to the size of actual human vocabularies, due to the prohibitive computational resource demands
that simulations with larger lexicons would pose. Using computational complexity analysis, we show that this is not an implementational artifact, but instead it reflects a deeper theoretical issue: these models are (in their current formulation)
computationally intractable. This has important theoretical implications, because it means that there is no way of knowing
whether or not the properties and regularities observed for the
toy models would scale up. All is not lost however, because
awareness of intractability allows us to face the issue of scaling head-on, and can guide the development of our theories.
Keywords: language evolution, agent-based modeling, iterated learning, computational complexity, intractability

Introduction
Since all models are wrong
the scientist must be alert
to what is importantly wrong
Box (1976, p. 792)
Human language is perhaps the paradigm example of a sophisticated cognitive phenomenon which is shaped by the
constraints of both biological and cultural evolution. Computational modelling and agent-based simulations are indispensable for developing theories of language evolution, affording a window into the complex and intertwined dynamics
of biological inheritance, cultural transmission, and individual development and learning (Kirby, 2017; Kirby, Griffiths,
& Smith, 2014; A. D. M. Smith, 2014; K. Smith, 2018); dynamics that are by their nature impossible to directly observe.
However, to make the simulations computationally feasible,
models are simulated for toy-sized languages, often consisting of only a handful of words. At first glance, this practice
makes sense and important insights have been gained in this
way. For instance, the finding that compositional structure
can emerge from a trade-off between how well a language
can be learned and how much it can express (Kirby, Tamariz,
Cornish, & Smith, 2015). Yet, findings such as these, which
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correspond with one’s intuitions and empirical observations,
can draw attention away from discrepancies between model
and reality. While some discrepancies might be irrelevant,
others may hide important truths (cf. the quote from Box,
1976).
Here, we investigate the theoretical importance of one such
discrepancy: models and simulations of language evolution
operate on a scale that is virtually microscopic compared to
the ecological scale on which we observe the properties of
natural languages (Fig. 1a). Running simulations on ecological scales (e.g. tens of thousands of words) is simply
impossible due to the prohibitive computational resource demands that such simulations pose (Fig. 1b).1 This raises an
important question: are these prohibitive computational resource demands an artifact of state-of-the art implementations, or is it possible that they reflect a deeper theoretical
issue, namely that the computational problems which we assume to be solved by the simulated agents (and by extension
people) are in fact intractable? If the latter is the case, it will
not simply be a matter of waiting for more powerful computers to run the simulations. Intractable models are fundamentally impossible to compute for anything but small inputs by
any system, be it digital (Arora & Barak, 2009), human (van
Rooij, Blokpoel, Kwisthout, & Wareham, 2019) or evolution
(Rich, Blokpoel, de Haan, & van Rooij, 2020). Hence, there
is no way of knowing whether or not the properties and regularities observed for the toy models would scale up.
The first step in addressing this question is to evaluate the
tractability of theories of language evolution. To do so, we
1 To illustrate, running a simulation for toy languages with, say
50 words, and only 25 referents they can talk about, learners need
to consider all 250×25 , about 1.9 × 10376 , possible languages (see
Fig. 1b). Even if each individual neuron could evaluate a million
languages per second, and we have seven billion people evolving
at a rate of 1 generation per year for 20 million years, only 4.42 ×
1042 languages could have been evaluated by the entire evolutionary
process. Yet, that is still less than 1/10 000 000 000 000 000 000
000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000
000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000
000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000
000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000
000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000
000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000
000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000th
of all possible languages.

use computational complexity theory, a tool which allows us
to assess the tractability of computational problems in a mathematically well-specified way, and that has been applied to
models of cognition, communication and evolution (Blokpoel
et al., 2012; Rich et al., 2020; van Arkel, Woensdregt, Dingemanse, & Blokpoel, 2020; van Rooij et al., 2011). In this
paper, we formalize a model of cultural language evolution
that is abstract, yet sufficiently compatible with existing theories. Then, using computational complexity analysis, we
prove that this model is intractable, and hence fundamentally
cannot scale beyond the toy domain. When a model is found
to be intractable, this shows that there is a mismatch between
theory and empirical observation, because empirical observation shows us that cultural evolution of language in humans is
clearly possible. As illustrated in Figure 1a, the relation between the computational theory (as formalized in the model),
and the empirical phenomena of language evolution on an
ecological scale, cannot be drawn, because the computational
theory fundamentally cannot scale up to an ecological scale
if it is intractable.
Importantly, we see our analysis as a theoretically constructive contribution. When first encountered, the hard limits
of computational theories of language evolution may present
a somewhat sobering prospect, but this is not our intended
message. Quite the contrary: a focus on tractability creates an
opportunity to address issues of scaling head-on, such that it
guides the development of our theories. Moreover, tractability itself may well constitute a previously overlooked constraint on the evolutionary process, whether biological or cultural; in the Discussion we reflect on how future work can
address these issues.

Models of language evolution
The multi-faceted nature of language—both internal and external, cognitive and conventional, biological and cultural—
has inspired evolutionary accounts which, while insightful,
do not typically lend themselves to analytic solution. Computational approaches, on the other hand, provide the flexibility needed to explore new hypotheses and their consequences: once recognised, such techniques became a major driver of innovation in the field. In the initial flurry of
computational work, this same flexibility led to the adoption
of diverse theoretical paradigms—ranging from evolutionary
game theory (e.g. Nowak, Plotkin, and Krakauer, 1999) to
embodied interacting robotics (e.g. Steels, 2003)—and cognitive architectures such as associative learning (e.g. Skyrms,
2010), through neural network models of varying complexity
(e.g. Barr, 2004), up to Bayesian learners (e.g. Griffiths and
Kalish, 2007). Over time, Bayesian models—with their abstraction over the implementational details of other models of
learning—have become especially popular. In particular, the
iterated learning model (Kirby, 2001, 2017; A. D. M. Smith,
2014; Kirby et al., 2014), our primary focus here, has gained
much from this gradual shift towards abstraction.
The iterated learning model captures the process of cul-
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Figure 1: Top: The explanandum is how the process of cultural evolution of language leads to the properties of natural languages that we observe on an ecological scale (green
box). When those same language properties are observed
on a smaller scale as the outcome of iterated learning experiments with human participants, this is taken to capture
something real about what happens over cultural evolutionary time (Tamariz & Kirby, 2016; Tamariz, 2017). Computational models are used to formally explain the cognitive and
evolutionary processes involved. Theories explain observations, so explanations can go from top to bottom in this figure, not from left to right. Toy-scale models, however, do
not obviously ecologically scale, due to combinatorial explosions. Bottom: The search spaces involved in language learning are astronomical. For example, with signal-referent mappings (represented by the matrices) each mapping can exist
or not (two options). All possible combinations of mappings
leads to 2#signals×#referents .

tural evolution, in which one learner (or generation of learners) acquires a behaviour by observing it in another individual, who has themselves acquired it in the same way (see Fig.
2). Computational modelling work using the iterated learning model has allowed researchers to investigate how the systematic structure that we observe in natural languages across
the world might have emerged as a result of the process of
cultural transmission (with learning being an integral part of
the process) in combination with pressures arising from communication. This work has led to important insights about

the emergent properties of language that can arise purely as
a result of the process of cultural evolution, without having
to appeal to nativist explanations for where the systematic
structure we find in the world’s natural languages comes from
(Kirby, 2017; K. Smith, 2018).
Early computational work on the iterated learning model
used many different architectures for learning, including neural networks, exemplar learning, and symbolic grammarinduction (see Kirby, 2017; A. D. M. Smith, 2014; Kirby
et al., 2014 for reviews). More recent work, however, has
favoured a Bayesian approach (from its first incorporation
in iterated language learning by Griffiths and Kalish, 2007).
For the purposes of the iterated learning model, the Bayesian
paradigm is doubly attractive: both for its traditional virtues,
i.e. an agnosticism over under-specified mechanisms, but
also the increase it brings in terms of transparency and interpretability for a key feature of the iterated learning model,
i.e. a neat specification of innate learning biases, and a way
to explore their cumulative effects on the cultural evolutionary process (Kirby, 2017).
We focus our analysis on iterated learning models that use
Bayesian inference as the model of learning, as they represent
a useful abstraction over other models. We furthermore focus
on models that use signal-meaning mappings (i.e. a lexicon)
as the model of language. This is by no means the only type
of model of language that is used in iterated Bayesian language learning models (see for example Thompson, Kirby,
and Smith, 2016, for more abstract characterisations of what
constitutes a language). However, we believe that those models that incorporate language at the level of signal-meaning
mappings (i.e. lexicons) consider core structural features of
natural language that cannot be captured on a more abstract
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level (Kirby et al., 2015; Brochhagen, Franke, & van Rooij,
2018; Woensdregt, Cummins, & Smith, 2020). Below, we
aim to formalize a common core of most language evolution
and learning models.

Computational-level model of language evolution
We formalize language evolution—qua iterated Bayesian language learning—at the computational level with minimal assumptions (Marr, 1982). This high level of abstraction has the
benefit of affording the analysis of computational complexity
in a mechanism agnostic manner (see next section) and relating our findings to different theories in terms of their intrinsic
computational resource demands. For example, if theory X
is a special case of theory Y , then the latter will require the
same amount of computational resources or more than the
first. That means that any theory of language evolution that
subsumes the theory we propose here will again minimally
require the same amount of computational resources or more.
In the formalization, we assume that, from one generation
to the next, cultural parents produce linguistic behaviour that
is learned from by the next generation. Learning consists of
finding the language and agent type from a hypothesis space
of possible languages and agent types that are most probable
given the learner’s observations and bias. We further add the
possibility for production error and a fitness function (see e.g.
Brochhagen et al., 2018; Woensdregt et al., 2020 for models
that combine Bayesian iterated learning with fitness-based selection).
We model language as a mapping between a set of signals
S and a set of referents R, often called a lexicon (see e.g.
Brochhagen et al., 2018; Woensdregt et al., 2020). Agents
can be of any arbitrary type T (e.g. pragmatic communicators
vs. literal communicators; Brochhagen et al., 2018). We assume here Bayesian agents, hence the production model takes
the form of a conditional probability distribution over signals
given a referent, lexicon and agent type Pr(s | r, l,t). Combined with a production error function ε ∈ [0, 1]:
(
1 − ε if si = s j
(1)
Pr(si | s j ) =
ε
otherwise
|S|−1
The parents produce signals according to the following conditional distribution:



Prε (s | r, l,t) =
Figure 2: The iterated Bayesian language learning model simulates the cultural evolution of languages. Language Evolution consists of a transmission chain, where agents from one
generation produce utterances (output) that serve as data (input) for the next generation. Thus, each agent learns their
language from data that was produced by (an)other agent(s),
who themselves learned their language in the same way. We
focus on Bayesian inference as a model of Language Learning, which consists of finding the language that is most probable given the learner’s bias and the data they observed.
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∑ Pr(s | si )Pr(si | r, l,t)

(2)

si ∈S

Given a fixed production model, learners need to search the
hypothesis space H which consists of any combination of
agent type t ∈ T and lexicon l ∈ L possible. Here, the set
of all possible lexicons is defined implicitly by all logically
possible mappings from S to R. Parent agents a ∈ A are defined by a lexicon and agent type (l,t). Each parent has a
fitness f (a), and a list of referential intentions Ia = (r, . . . )
with r ∈ R each to be transmitted once to a subset of children
in the next generation.

Children c ∈ C have an individual learner bias Prc (H) towards (parts of the) hypothesis space. The parent agent’s fitness f : A → Z determines how many learners from the next
generation will receive their output as input. The probability
of a child learning from cultural parent a ∈ A is relative to the
parent’s normalized fitness:
Pr(a) =

f (a)
∑a∈A f (a)

mitted by a parent with lexicon l and type t:
Pr(l,t | O) =
∝

C ULTURAL L ANGUAGE E VOLUTION
Input: A set of signals S, referents R and agent types T .
A production model Pr(s | r, l,t). A population of parent
agents A, and a population of child agents C. For each
parent a ∈ A a list of referential intentions Ia = (r, . . . ). A
production error function ε, a fitness function f : A → Z
and for each child a learner bias Prc (H).
Output: For each child c ∈ C a lexicon and agent type
(lc ,tc ) learned from a parent a = (la ,ta ) where a is sampled from Pr(a):
(lc ,tc ) =
L ANGUAGE L EARNING(S, R, T, Pr(s | r, l,t), Prc (H), Oa )

Pr(h | s, r)

∏

Pr(s | r, l,t)Pr(l,t)

(s,r)∈O

Computational complexity analyses

(3)

If all agents in a generation have the same fitness, Pr(A) will
be a uniform distribution, leading to random pairings between
parents and children.
Borrowing notation from theoretical computer science,
we specify the computational-level models as functions (i.e,
input-output mappings; see van Rooij et al., 2019). Here, input specifies all the information (internal or external) that is
relevant to the model (not to be confused with what counts
as input for an agent inside the model). We can now formalize a computational-level model of one generation of cultural
language evolution as follows:

∏
(s,r)∈O

Using complexity-theoretical proof techniques (Arora &
Barak, 2009; van Rooij et al., 2019) we assessed the tractability of L ANGUAGE L EARNING and C ULTURAL L ANGUAGE
E VOLUTION. We adopt here the mathematical notion of NPhardness as formalisation of intractability in a mechanism
agnostic way. If an input-output mapping (e.g. function,
problem, or computational-level model) is NP-hard, then
there provably cannot exist any polynomial-time algorithm
for computing it (assuming the famous P 6= NP conjecture,
Fortnow, 2009). This means that every algorithm computing an NP-hard input-output mapping requires intrinsically
non-polynomial (e.g. exponential) time, which is generally
intractable for all but small (‘toy’) inputs for any mechanism
or process—natural or artificial—according to the Invariance
thesis (Frixione, 2001; Aaronson, 2005).
While (in)tractability claims in the cognitive science literature are often made based on intuitions, knowing whether or
not a problem is really intractable (NP-hard) requires mathematical proof. This is especially important because intuitions
about intractability are regularly mistaken (van Rooij, Evans,
Müller, Gedge, & Wareham, 2008; van Rooij et al., 2019).2
Below we state the main theorems derived from our computational complexity analyses using proof techniques such as
polynomial-time reductions. For details we refer the reader
to the online supplementary materials: https://osf.io/
bhjqe/
Theorem 1. L ANGUAGE L EARNING is NP-hard.

Here, Oa denotes the signal-referent pairs transmitted
(but subject to production error) by the parent a (i.e.
what serves as observations to the child):

Theorem 1 establishes that L ANGUAGE L EARNING cannot
be computed in polynomial time by any algorithm and hence
when its input size grows, the time needed to transform the input to corresponding output grows to unrealistic proportions.

Oa = {(s, r)|r ∈ Ia }
Here s is sampled from the production model
Prε (s | r, la ,ta ).
C ULTURAL L ANGUAGE E VOLUTION assumed agents can
learn language. To complete the formalization, a model of
language learning is necessary.
L ANGUAGE L EARNING
Input: A set of signals S, referents R and agent types
T . A production model Pr(s | r, l,t) and a learner bias
Pr(H) ≡ Pr(l,t). Finally, a set of transmitted signalreferent pairs O = {(s, r), . . . }.
Output: A language and agent type (l,t) ∈ H that maximizes the probability of all observations O being trans-

Theorem 2. L ANGUAGE L EARNING is NP-hard even when
there is only one observation |O| = 1 and there is only one
agent type |T | = 1 and the learner bias Pr(H) is polynomialtime computable and the production model Pr(s | r, l,t) is
polynomial-time computable.
Theorem 2 shows that L ANGUAGE L EARNING cannot be
computed in polynomial time, even under severe restrictions.
This means that the hardness is not hiding in the production
2 For

instance, it may seem—since we are dealing here with
Bayesian models—that intractability is obviously implied by other
known results (Abdelbar & Hedetniemi, 1998; Chickering, 1996;
Kwisthout, Wareham, & van Rooij, 2011; Shimony, 1994). This intuition would be mistaken however. The models analyzed here are
special cases of Bayesian inference. It is well-known that special
cases need not inherit the intractability of more generalized versions
of Bayesian inference, even though the converse does hold true.
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model nor the learner bias. It also does not depend on the
number of observations nor the number of agent types. The
model is NP-hard because the exponentially sized hypothesis
space (see Fig. 1b and Footnote 1) cannot be searched efficiently.

computational theory

Corrolary 3. C ULTURAL L ANGUAGE E VOLUTION is NPhard.

empirical phenomena experiment

Corollary 3 follows from Theorem 1 and the fact that L AN GUAGE L EARNING is an intrinsic part (i.e., sub-problem) of
C ULTURAL L ANGUAGE E VOLUTION. Hence, even transforming one generation to the next requires unrealistic time.

Figure 3: Intractability of a computational model implies the
impossibility of scaling due to prohibitive resource demands.
This means we do not (yet) have a sufficient computational
explanation of language evolution at the ecological scale. The
wall of intractability can only be broken down by identifying
constraints and conditions that render the computations postulated by the model tractable.

Theorem 4. C ULTURAL L ANGUAGE E VOLUTION is NPhard even when there is only one referent transmitted per
parent ∀a∈A |Ia | = 1, and there is only one parent |A| =
1, one child |C| = 1 and all the learner biases Prc (H)
are polynomial-time computable and the production model
Pr(s | r, l,t) is polynomial-time computable.
Theorem 4 shows that C ULTURAL L ANGUAGE E VOLUTION
also cannot be computed in polynomial time, even under
severe restrictions. Because its intractability is caused by
L ANGUAGE L EARNING being intractable, transforming one
generation to the next requires unrealistic computational resources even for just one parent, one child, one transmitted
referent, and the intractability does not come (solely) from
the learner biases nor the production model.

Discussion
We have shown that the language learning of Bayesian agents
used in some cultural evolution models is intractable (Theorems 1 and 2). Consequently, such models of cultural evolution of language are also intractable (Theorems 3 and 4). It is
well-known that intractable models cannot scale from toy domains to situations of real-world complexity as they quickly
run out of computational resources (time and/or space) when
trying to do so (van Rooij et al., 2019). The intractability of
the models render it impossible to assess whether or not the
properties that evolve in simulations for small lexicons would
also evolve in simulations for large lexicons, since the latter
fundamentally cannot be run (see Fig. 3). We could take it
on faith that the models would produce the same qualitative
behaviour if they could somehow, magically, be simulated at
large scale. But rarely do we accept appeals to faith in science. And even if it were true, still the models would not
explain how human language could have evolved those same
properties, since humans would not have had access to any
such magical processes. Either which way, there is something
importantly wrong with the models (c.f. Box’s, 1976, quote),
at least in this particular form. Before addressing what alternative form the models could take, and how that form may be
developed, let us first take a moment to address some objections that could be raised at this point.
First of all, one may object that we take the agent-based
models of language evolution too literally. While the agents
in these models may be ideal Bayesians, this idealisation is
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toy scale
model

ecological scale
scale?

?

explains
scales

language
evolution

a mere tool (see e.g. Kirby, 2017): the modellers are not really assuming that humans are ideal Bayesians, only that they
can usefully be modelled “as if” they are (see also Chater and
Oaksford, 2000). This objection can be understood in various
ways, none of which actually serves to fend off the problem
of intractability (van Rooij, Wright, Kwisthout, & Wareham,
2018). For instance, “as if” may mean that humans do not
perform explicit and/or exact probabilistic calculations over
full probability distributions but at best approximate Bayesian
inferences using all kinds of quick and dirty heuristics that
evolution endowed them with (Lieder & Griffiths, 2020). The
intractability proofs (Theorems 1-4), however, apply to all
and any type of algorithm (implicit, heuristic, probabilistic or
otherwise) and problems that are intractable to compute exactly are typically also hard to approximate well with limited
resources (Kwisthout et al., 2011).
Secondly, one may object that the dynamics and patterns
of results that have been found using iterated learning simulations with Bayesian agents have been replicated using iterated
learning experiments with human participants (see Tamariz
and Kirby, 2016; Tamariz, 2017, for reviews), and also mirror
the patterns we find in natural languages across the world (see
Fig. 3 on how the toy-scale experiment ‘scales’ to ecologicalscale language evolution). One might argue that together this
can be taken as converging evidence, and inspires faith that
the computational models used to explain the toy-scale experiment are capturing something real about language evolution at large. In response, we first want to stress that the aim
of this paper is by no means to in any way discredit the empirical findings from experimental or observational research.
Neither do we wish to argue that the models are so ‘wrong’
as to be beyond repair. Our point is that intractability signals
that, in a quite fundamental way, the models are explanatorily
incomplete. As we discussed above and in Fig. 3, even if the
models of cultural evolution using Bayesian agents get many
of the details right (idealisation allowing), the models would
still not yet explain how human language could have evolved
these empirical properties, because no agent (natural or artifi-

cial) would be able to perform the requisite computation with
realistic resources for realistically sized languages.

plain under which conditions language at the ecological scale
could have evolved at all.

Having dealt with these objections, we can return to the
question about how the models might be revised to make
them more explanatorily complete. We are presented with
three options: first, one might assume that humans do indeed have magical powers that allow them to perform computations which are provably intractable under any realistic
model of computation (Aaronson, 2005; Tsotsos, 1990). We
doubt this option would be preferred by computational modelers, who make an effort to avoid ‘just so’ stories and instead
endeavour to make concrete models and run simulations to
substantiate explanatory claims. So let’s quickly move on to
the second option, which is to throw away the entire model
and return to the drawing board. While this is, of course, always an option, we think there are reasons to disprefer it. For
one, the Bayesian agent-based models have proven empirical success, even if they are limited to toy domains, and it is
not clear that other models able to replicate these successes
would not run into the same wall of intractability. Moreover,
the Bayesian formalism has the virtue of being able to model
agents’ epistemic states and transitions while remaining agnostic about the precise implementing mechanisms (Kirby,
2017). Given these considerations, the third option may be
preferred, which is to retain the idea (and functional form)
of Bayesian language learning but expand the model with explicit assumptions about constraints on the input domain that
can render Bayesian computations tractable.
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Abstract
Building on research arguing for the possibility of conceptual and categorical knowledge acquisition through statistics
contained in language, we evaluate predictive language models (LMs)—informed solely by textual input—on a prevalent
phenomenon in cognitive science: typicality. Inspired by experiments that involve language processing and show robust
typicality effects in humans, we propose two tests for LMs.
Our first test targets whether typicality modulates LM probabilities in assigning taxonomic category memberships to items.
The second test investigates sensitivities to typicality in LMs’
probabilities when extending new information about items to
their categories. Both tests show modest—but not completely
absent—correspondence between LMs and humans, suggesting that text-based exposure alone is insufficient to acquire typicality knowledge.
Keywords: typicality; neural networks; language models;
conceptual knowledge representation

Introduction
Perhaps one of the most robust findings in the study of human categorical knowledge is the phenomenon of typicality,
the observation that certain members of a category are considered to be more representative of the category than others
(Murphy, 2002). As observed in the seminal work of Rosch
(1975), native English speakers rate robins and canaries as
more typical birds than penguins and emus, chairs and sofas
as more typical furniture than clocks and vases, etc. Typicality differences in stimuli strongly predict response times
in taxonomic sentence verification tasks (Rips, Shoben, &
Smith, 1973; Rosch, 1973) and category production (Rosch,
Simpson, & Miller, 1976). In the context of learning, typical items facilitate faster concept acquisition than do atypical
items (Rosch et al., 1976). Typicality also prominently affects category-based induction (Rips, 1975; Osherson, Smith,
Wilkie, Lopez, & Shafir, 1990): that is, subjects more readily extend new information about typical—as opposed to
atypical—items to the entire category. In summary, typicality
is a salient and impactful phenomenon in the study of human
category knowledge.
There is a growing body of research on the view that words
or language in general act as distributional cues to categorical knowledge, as opposed to mappings onto concepts—
that statistics contained in language can, to an extent, inform about the world (Lupyan & Lewis, 2019). This view is
supported by recent evidence in natural language processing
(NLP) and cognitive science that shows encouraging signs of
computational models learning world (Petroni et al., 2019),
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categorical (Ettinger, 2020), and conceptual (Weir, Poliak, &
Van Durme, 2020) knowledge while relying solely on textbased input. Though these works investigated knowledge
of categories (through word prediction-based categorization
.”), they do not consider
prompts such as “A robin is a
any distinction between central and peripheral members of
categories.
Expanding on the aforementioned promising results related
to conceptual and categorical knowledge, we ask the question: “How much do the statistical associations contained in
text reflect typicality effects in categories?” To this end, we
present a case-study on language models (LMs) that are pretrained on massive amounts of text and learn representations
that are optimized to reflect the statistics of the language used
in textual-form. We investigate whether the phenomenon of
typicality emerges as a result of LM pre-training. Our tests
are grounded in the psychological study of concepts and categories, and are inspired by prior human experiments that
show clear sensitivities to typicality in processing of textual
stimuli. First, we build on prior work analyzing conceptual
and categorical knowledge in LMs, and test whether typicality effects modulate LM judgments of taxonomic sentence
verification (“a robin is a bird”) as they do in humans (Rips et
al., 1973; Rosch, 1973). Complementing this simple and direct test of taxonomic category membership, we add a layer of
complexity, and investigate the manifestation of typicality effects in LMs on the basis of how they extend new information
about items (“robins can dax”) to all members of a category
(“all birds can dax”), inspired by tests targeting psychological strength of inductive arguments (Osherson et al., 1990).
Though the human experiments that inspire our tests do not
explicitly target typicality as a phenomenon, typicality effects
still robustly modulate human behavior on them. Hence, we
examine whether LMs show comparable typicality effects on
stimuli similar to those used in the above experiments.
We find non-trivially positive but modest sensitivities of
LMs to typicality effects in both our experiments. We also
find LMs, on average, to be less extreme in their sensitivities
to atypical and typical items as compared to humans. This
suggests that the word prediction capacities of LMs that are
optimized to reflect the statistics that are contained in textual
corpora are moderately influenced by typicality effects in assessing strength of simple taxonomic verification as well as
more complex inductive inferences about categories. Our results reflect the difficulty of acquiring human-like category

knowledge without extra-linguistic input, at least with the
current computational models of language processing.

Table 1: Number of items (N) per category (Rosch, 1975).
Category
furniture
tool
toy
weapon
sport

Materials and Methods
Models Studied
We conduct our analyses on pre-trained LMs based on the
transformer architecture (Vaswani et al., 2017). Our choice
of LMs is motivated by recent evidence that shows qualitative alignment of category knowledge (“a robin is a bird”,
“a bear has fur, has claws.”) in pre-trained LMs (Ettinger,
2020; Weir et al., 2020). Although we focus on a particular type of pre-trained LMs (transformers) in this paper, the
tests we propose can be applied to any LM. We investigate
two broad classes of transformer-based pre-trained LMs: (1)
Incremental LMs, trained autoregressively (left to right) to
predict one word at a time, when conditioned on exclusively
the left context; and (2) Masked LMs, that access context
of the word to be predicted bidirectionally, e.g., the models are optimized to predict correct completions (airplane or
bird) to sentences such as “the [ MASK ] flew away,” where
[ MASK ] represents the hidden word. We apply our tests on
GPT (Radford, Narasimhan, Salimans, & Sutskever, 2018)
and GPT2 (Radford et al., 2019) as our Incremental LMs,
and ALBERT (Lan et al., 2019), ELECTRA (Clark, Luong, Le, & Manning, 2020), BERT, (Devlin, Chang, Lee,
& Toutanova, 2019) and RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019) as our
Masked LMs. In addition, we use compressed versions of
the above models (Sanh, Debut, Chaumond, & Wolf, 2019):
distilGPT2, distilBERT-base, and distilRoBERTa-base. All
transformer-based pre-trained LMs were accessed using the
transformers library (Wolf et al., 2020).
Finally, we also used a 5-gram language model with
kneyser-ney smoothing, trained using the KenLM toolkit
(Heafield, 2011), as a baseline model that lacks the kind
of representational learning mechanisms that empower the
above models. This model is trained on the Dec, 2020 dump
of English Wikipedia.1 The performance of the 5-gram model
represents the extent to which our tests can be approximated
simply by memorizing sequences of up to 5 words in length.

Data and Stimuli
Item typicality data For both experiments, we use as our
primary source the list of 565 item-typicality ratings compiled by Rosch (1975) across 10 different categories. In the
original human experiments, 209 native speakers of English
were tasked to rate the “goodness of example” for various
items of each given category, on a scale of 1 (most typical)
to 7 (least typical). The statistics of the items and categories
is presented in Table 1. It should be noted that the experiments we base our tests on involve sensitivities to typicality
measured using different quantities (response times and raw
typicality ratings), but make none or only a small subset of
results available. Therefore, we use the Rosch (1975) ratings
1 https://dumps.wikimedia.org/enwiki/20201220/
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N
60
60
60
60
59

Category
vegetable
clothing
bird
fruit
vehicle

N
56
55
54
51
50

as the common “ground-truth” typicality ratings for our experiments.
Stimuli Setup Because the models we investigate are sentence processors, and because all of our tests involve propositions about items and categories expressed as sentences, we
rely on using sentence stimuli in our experiments. Every
stimulus consists of two components: (1) condition, which is
a noun phrase/sentence consisting of the item (robins, sparrows, eagles, etc.); and (2) predicted material, which consists
of the super-ordinate category (bird). The exact linguistic format in which it appears depends on the experiments — we use
single words as the predicted material in our Taxonomic Sentence Verification experiment while for our Category-based
induction experiment we use a full sentence as our predicted
material. In evaluating typicality measurements of various
items for a given category, the predicted material remains
constant, while the condition changes depending on the item.
Table 2 shows examples of stimuli we use in each of our experiments.

Measures
Following precedent set by previous work evaluating conceptual knowledge in pre-trained LMs, we use the models’
probability estimates as our main variable of interest. Specifically, we focus on the log-probability of the word or statement represented in the predicted material, given the condition, log pLM (predicted | condition), i.e., we are measuring
the effect on the probability of the predicted part (held constant for a given category) due to the item mentioned in the
condition. Our reason for separating the item from the predicted material is two-fold: (1) it avoids skewed measurements due to the choice of determiner (a vs an) that precedes
the item in the condition (a model might assign higher value
to p(ostrich | an) simply due to a component that is sensitive
to determiner prefixes), or when the model does not include
the item word in its vocabulary,2 and (2) it aids in factoring
out the role played by the frequency of the item in the condition – the model can prefer an item over the other simply due
to its frequency in the training corpus. While it is straightforward to compute our conditional probability measure for
incremental LMs by using the chain-rule, we rely on recent
work by Wang and Cho (2019) to approximate sequence logprobabilities in Masked LMs by summing the conditional
2 E.g., RoBERTa segments the word ostrich into ostr and ich, and
during estimation, the probability of ich given that it is preceded by
ostr is anomalously high, skewing the overall sequence probability.

Table 2: Examples of stimuli used in our experiments. Our
measures take the form: log p(predicted | condition)
Experiment

Stimulus

Taxonomic Sentence
Verification

A
bird .
| robin
{z is }a |{z}

Category-based
Induction

Saws
can
|
{z dax.} All
| tools{zcan dax.}

condition

predicted

condition

predicted

log-probabilities of all words in the stimuli.

Experiments
1. Taxonomic Sentence Verification
Phenomenon Typicality effects in the sentence verification
paradigm were introduced by Rips et al. (1973) and Rosch
(1973). Subjects were tasked with verifying the truth of sentences expressing taxonomic propositions, such as “An X is
a Y ”—where X and Y are the item and category, respectively. The subjects consistently responded faster to verifying
the truth of propositions where X was a typical member of Y
than when it was an atypical one.
Linking Phenomenon to LMs We draw on the aforementioned findings and investigate whether typicality is able to
account for difference in the word probabilities to complete
taxonomic sentences by our tested LMs. Linking our hypothesis to the original experiment requires a simplifying assumption that an LM’s sequence log-probability is proportional to
its plausibility for a sequence. That is, we assume and expect a semantically sound LM to show overall high probability scores for semantically plausible propositions, which
in this case, are simple taxonomic propositions3 . Therefore,
LMs that are more sensitive to typicality effects should show
greater magnitudes for the measure log pLM (Y | An X is a)
when X is a more typical member of Y .
Experiment We follow Rips et al. (1973) and Rosch (1973)
and construct sentences expressing taxonomic propositions
using items from the Rosch (1975) data, i.e., “An X is a Y ,”
amounting to 565 unique propositions. We test for typicality effects by measuring the Spearman correlation (ρ) of the
sequence log-probability log pLM (Y | An X is a) with the human typicality ratings for items, as collected by Rosch (1975).
This correlation measure reflects the extent to which the predictive estimates of an LM reflect typicality information—or
information that underlies it—to assess taxonomic verification in sentences. Additionally, we perform a median split on
the Rosch (1975) ratings by the items’ typicality ratings, per
category, leaving us with two sets of typical and atypical ratings. We then compute the average log-probabilities assigned
to items in each set and compare them to the average ratings
3 However,

we acknowledge that this might not always be the
case. For instance, LMs are largely insensitive to negation and semantic role-reversal (Ettinger, 2020).
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elicited by humans. All scores in this analysis are re-scaled
to be between 0 and 1.
Results Figures 1A and 1B show results from our correlation and typicality-effect comparisons. Non-trivially positive but modest correlations between LM log-probabilities
and human typicality ratings (ρ ∈ [0.24, 0.41], p < .001)
suggest that LMs’ judgments of taxonomic propositions
are moderately reflective of typicality effects. Though all
LMs assign greater probability scores to category items
with high—as compared to low—typicality (see Figure 1B),
they are consistently less extreme as compared to humans
(p < .001 across all models). Correlation of 5-gram LM
log-probabilities, though weakest in magnitude, are highly
competitive with certain smaller yet highly expressive LMs
(ALBERT-b, ALBERT-xl, distilGPT2, and distilRoBERTa).
This suggests that a substantial portion of the observed correspondence between model and human typicality judgments
can be attributed to fairly simpler sequential statistical effects in word prediction (e.g. memorizing n-grams). Interestingly, with the exception of the ALBERT family of
Masked LMs, models with greater number of parameters tend
to show greater correspondence with humans on taxonomic
judgments (ρ = 0.82, p < .001), suggesting that the information needed to distinguish typical vs. atypical category members during taxonomic attribution requires greater model expressivity.

2. Category-based Induction
Phenomenon Typicality of items plays a salient role in
making inductive inferences about categories (Rips, 1975),
i.e., when informed about a member m of a category c having
a novel property γ, people are more likely to extend the presence of γ to all members of c when m is typical or central
to c. This was more robustly illustrated by Osherson et al.
(1990) in their study exploring the psychological strength of
categorical inductive arguments. An argument is a finite set of
sentences of the form P1 , P2 , ..., Pn /C, where P1 , P2 , ..., Pn
are the argument’s premises and C is its conclusion. In categorical arguments, P and C take the form “All members of
CAT have property γ,” where CAT is a natural category such
as car or sofa, and the property γ remains constant across P
and C. Such arguments can be visualized by separating the
premises and conclusions by a horizontal line, like in (1) and
(2). The psychological strength of inductive arguments, for a
subject S, is the degree to which S’s belief in P strengthens
their belief in C (Osherson et al., 1990).
Robins have property γ.
All birds have property γ.
Penguins have property γ.
All birds have property γ.

(1)

(2)

Unlike deductive arguments, which involve logical reasoning,
inductive arguments such as (1) and (2) involve probabilistic
reasoning, i.e., there is an epistemic uncertainty whether the
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Figure 1: (A) Spearman correlation (ρ) measured between LM log-probabilities assigned to word completion in taxonomic
stimuli (experiment 1) and typicality ratings from Rosch (1975). Models from the same family are arranged in an increasing
order of total number of parameters. (B) Scaled typicality scores from LMs (log-probabilities on taxonomic stimuli) and
Humans (raw ratings) between low and high typicality category members.
conclusions follow from the given premise (for a detailed review, see Feeney & Heit, 2007). A caveat in the Osherson
et al. experiments is that the property space Γ = {γ1 , ..., γn }
only includes properties that are unfamiliar to S, such that the
influence of prior knowledge about the properties on the induction process is minimal. Such properties are also known
as blank predicates — for instance, Osherson et al. (1990) use
properties such as love onions, have sesamoid bones, etc.
Typicality effects are one of the 13 phenomena examined
by Osherson et al. (1990). Specifically, for single-premise arguments where the category of the conclusion subsumes that
of the premise, subjects were more likely to believe in the
conclusion when the category of the premise was a more typical member of the category in the conclusion, i.e., the argument strength of (1) was found to be greater than that of (2)
since robins are more typical birds as compared to penguins.
Linking Phenomenon to LMs The Osherson et al. (1990)
study explicitly targets the degree to which uncertain statements such as “all birds love onions” are judged in light of
new information about a subordinate category such as robins.
Analogously, we are interested in assessing whether sophisticated LMs show similar behavior in assigning probabilities to conclusions when conditioned on premises whose categories vary based on their typicality. If LMs show sensitivity to the typicality of items in this setting, i.e., their
log-probability is greater for conclusions with typical versus atypical premise, then we take this as the extent to which
typicality—or the factors that underlie it—modulates inductive inference in LMs. We formulate an approximation of
inductive argument strength (AS) in an LM as the probability it assigns to the conclusion when conditioned on a given
premise. For instance AS(robin, bird) for the property “love
onions” is given by:
log pLM (“All birds love onions.” | “Robins love onions.”)
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The premise and conclusion sentences naturally fit within our
stimulus setup discussed earlier — the premise sentence is the
condition, and the conclusion sentence the predicted material.
Experiment For our items and categories we use the same
stimuli from the previous experiment. Since Osherson et al.
do not make all of their blank predicates available, we construct synthetic properties using nonce words such as dax,
wugs, feps, vorpal, etc., such that these words do not occur
in the vocabulary4 of the models, conforming to the blank
predicate condition applied by Rips (1975) and Osherson et
al. (1990). We create between 15 to 30 properties5 for all
items in each category, resulting in a total of 12,180 premiseconclusion pairs across 10 categories. An example of the
stimuli we use for our category-based induction task is shown
in Table 2. We calculate the AS metric for each premiseconclusion pair with each of our tested LMs.
Conditioning our LMs as we do here has two potential
confounds: (1) Premise Order Sensitivity (POS): A model
might estimate high probabilities for words in the conclusion
simply because it is relying on lexical cues in its premise
(Misra, Ettinger, & Rayz, 2020), instead of processing the
premise compositionally and making inferences about items
possessing a property. We account for this confound by also
computing the LMs’ average probability for the conclusion
sentence when prefixed by a shuffled version of the premise
(10 times, with random seeds). (2) Taxonomic Sensitivity
(TS): LMs might tend to repeat the property phrase men4 Due to their tokenization mechanism, the LMs we study are
always able to encode any text through ‘word pieces’ instead of relying on <unk> tokens.
5 The choice of properties depends largely on the class of word
the items belong to, such that syntactic constraints are met. For instance, if dax is a verb, it would be ungrammatical to have “can dax”
as a property of sports, which can be better paired with properties
such as “involve” and “require”. The entire unique set of synthetic
properties and our construction method is made available in our supplementary materials.
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Figure 2: (A) Spearman correlation (ρ) measured between average AS scores and human typicality ratings compiled by Rosch
(1975). Models from the same family are arranged in an increasing order of total number of parameters. (B) Scaled typicality
scores from LMs (AS values) and Humans (raw ratings) between low and high typicality category members.
tioned in the predicted material with high probability when
prefixed by a sentence containing it, i.e., repeating “can
dax” in the conclusion when already conditioned on the same
phrase in the premise, confounding the degree to which the
conclusion is generated using the taxonomic relationship between the premise and the conclusion categories. To account
for this tendency, we compute the LMs’ probabilities for conclusions consisting of a different category with the exact same
property as the original (for instance, “All fruits are slithy”
given “Sofas are slithy”).
We find that a substantial amount of variance in our original AS scores is in fact captured by both these confounds
(overall r2 = 0.43, βTS = 0.68, βPOS = −0.04, p < .0001 in
both cases). We regress these relationships out from our AS
scores by first fitting a multiple regression model to predict
AS using our confounds, and then subtracting the relationship with TS and POS as follows:
AS = β0 + β1 TS + β2 POS + 
AS 0 = AS − β1 TS − β2 POS
= β0 + 

(Adjusted AS)

Using the adjusted AS scores in each LM, we compute the
score of generating the conclusion (scaled between 0 and 1)
for each category, item, and synthetic property, and average
them to get the model’s overall score for extending new information about an item to its category. As was the case in
our taxonomic verification judgement, we compute the correlation between our normalized adjusted AS scores and the
human typicality ratings from Rosch (1975), and compare average AS scores (across all blank properties that we used in
this experiment) and human typicality ratings assigned to low
and high-typicality items. Note that since the 5-gram LM predicts word probabilities by conditioning only up to four preceding tokens, which is far fewer than the number of tokens in
our stimuli, it shows constant AS values in this experiment.
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Results Figure 2 summarizes results from our induction experiments. When LMs extend information about an item to
its category, they are moderately but positively influenced by
its typicality (ρ ∈ [0.27, 0.45], p < .001). This influence is
above and beyond their usual predilection towards repeating sequences and being lexically sensitive to items present
in the premise (Misra et al., 2020). Deviating from results
in the previous experiment, we observe Incremental LMs to
show stronger correspondence with human ratings as compared to Masked LMs of comparable size, suggesting that
they are slightly more sensitive to the typicality of the premise
item in generating the conclusion. Unlike the previous experiment, we notice almost no effect of model size (in terms
of parameters) on the results, suggesting that while making
typicality-sensitive attribution of items to their super-ordinate
categories is generally improved by scaling up the overall expressiveness of the model, the factors that underlie typicality
effects in category-based induction are likely independent of
the number of parameters of an LM.

General Discussion and Conclusion
Extensive research in the field of cognitive science has highlighted the prevalent role played by typicality in studies of
categories—that certain items (chair) are considered to be
better representatives of a category (furniture) than others
(vase). Motivated by recent evidence showing pre-trained
LMs to capture patterns exhibiting conceptual and categorical knowledge, we presented two experiments targeting sensitivities to typicality in LMs. The first experiment targets
typicality directly, in its role played in associating items to
their taxonomic categories (“football is a sport”). Our second experiment complements this by instead assessing the
extent to which the “knowledge” of category typicality is
used to extend information about items (“football involves
blicking”) to their respective categories (“all sports involve
blicking”). We investigate typicality effects in LMs by eval-

uating their log-probabilities in response to stimuli as measures of (1) taxonomic verification and (2) inductive argument strength (when conditioned on a premise). For each
test, we made the simplifying assumption that the likelihood
assigned by the LM to the sentence stimuli corresponds to
the variables of interest—strength of category membership
in the first experiment, and argument strength in the second.
Overall, the pre-trained LMs showed positive but modest correlations with human typicality ratings in both experiments,
and were, on average, far less extreme in distinguishing between typical and atypical items than humans. We also observed that a considerable amount of sensitivity to typicality
effects can be attributed to the mechanisms available to simpler LMs (5-gram), relative to the sophisticated pre-trained
LMs that we studied here, suggesting that the representational
mechanisms in most models that are optimized to reflect the
statistics in training corpora only account for a minimal gain
over correspondence that is afforded by simpler sequential
statistics. Results on pre-trained LMs suggests that the statistical associations that inform their word probabilities are
modestly sensitive to human-elicited typicality ratings in (1)
attributing items to their category members, as well as (2)
making complex inductive inferences about categories when
conditioned on new information about the items. While our
taxonomic sentence verification experiments showed typicality correspondence to increase with model size, this was not
the case in our induction experiments, suggesting that extending new information about items to their categories in a manner that is positively modulated by typicality effects does not
scale with an increase in parameters. We leave fine-grained
exploration of specific language modelling factors affecting
typicality correspondence for future work.
LMs are trained by exclusively relying on distributional
evidence to inform their word predictions. In our experiments, we find that while the aforementioned word prediction capacities show qualitatively similar patterns of associating concepts with human-produced property norms (Weir
et al., 2020), they show weak agreement with the typicality
effects that are robustly elicited in humans (Murphy, 2002,
and references therein). This suggests that solely relying on
text is insufficient for exhibiting quantitatively similar categorical knowledge to that in humans, and highlights the limitations of using word-prediction capacities from state-of-theart pre-trained LMs as mechanisms to model semantic cognition. This is in line with work in knowledge acquisition
through text, which suggests large textual corpora to lack real
world grounding, in that these corpora represent language
use but distort general knowledge about the world (Gordon
& Van Durme, 2013). Even though text data contain encyclopedic knowledge, they miss out on the more perceptual
or semi-perceptual features that can be learned through visual input, and that have been found to better align with human ratings of typicality, albeit on non-taxonomic categories
(Lake, Zaremba, Fergus, & Gureckis, 2015). Another line of
work supporting the lack of typicality signal in textual cor-
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pora is that of Bergey, Morris, and Yurovsky (2020). These
authors analyze parent-child interactions using models that
are similar to—but less-sophisticated than—pre-trained LMs,
and find them to negatively align with typicality ratings on
adjective-noun compounds. The authors conclude from their
findings that much of what children hear (corresponding to
language use by the parent) is atypical, as opposed to typical
information about noun concepts (specifically with respect
to the adjectives that modify them). While our results also
shed light on the difficulty of acquiring knowledge about typical members of categories, they do suggest the presence of
some typicality effects, by contrast to the findings of Bergey
et al. (2020)—raising the possibility that associations in text
that impact typicality of adjective-noun compounds could be
independent of, or even run in opposition to, those that impact taxonomic categories. At the same time, considering
that we do see non-zero correspondence with human typicality ratings, our results also suggest that textual corpora are
not fully devoid of associations that may align with empirical phenomena underlying typicality effects. Taking this as
inspiration, future work on modeling of typicality through
text will likely require models to correct for the distorted frequency of atypical items mentioned in text, and potentially
also include features informed from a more grounded source
of knowledge. One promising way of doing so could be to let
LMs and their representations adapt to texts represented as
more explicit sources of concept and categorical knowledge
(Bhatia & Richie, 2020) — potentially in the form of statements such as a robin has wings. Explicitly encoding features
into LMs could possibly make them compliant with featurebased hypotheses of typicality (Rosch et al., 1976) and inductive reasoning (Sloman, 1993), and better facilitate research
into other key facets of semantic cognition (Rogers & McClelland, 2004) in models that learn through text.
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Abstract
Perceiving 3D structure in natural images is an immense computational challenge for the visual system. While many previous studies focused on the perception of rigid 3D objects,
we applied a novel method on a common set of non-rigid objects—static images of the human body in the natural world.
We investigated to what extent human ability to interpret 3D
poses in natural images depends on the typicality of the underlying 3D pose and the informativeness of the viewpoint. Using a novel 2AFC pose matching task, we measured how well
subjects were able to match a target natural pose image with
one of two comparison, synthetic body images from a different viewpoint—one was rendered with the same 3D pose parameters as the target while the other was a distractor rendered
with added noises on joint angles. We found that performance
for typical poses was measurably better than atypical poses;
however, we found no significant difference between informative and less informative viewpoints. Further comparisons of
2D and 3D pose matching models on the same task showed
that 3D body knowledge is particularly important when interpreting images of atypical poses. These results suggested that
human ability to interpret 3D poses depends on pose typicality
but not viewpoint informativeness, and that humans probably
use prior knowledge of 3D pose structures.
Keywords: human body, 3d pose, natural images, viewpoint

Introduction
How three-dimensional objects are recognized and represented in the brain has attracted much attention from researchers as a fundamental problem of vision. Recognizing three-dimensional objects is complex, since the twodimensional projected images of the same 3D object vary
considerably as a function of viewpoint, lighting, material
and articulation. Recognition is further challenged by the
need to recognize image patterns at various levels of abstraction from parts, to individuals, to categories. Many
of the early studies focused on the problem of recognizing
simple rigid 3D objects given viewpoint variations (Marr &
Nishihara, 1978; Biederman, 1987; Ullman, 1989; Tarr &
Pinker, 1989; Poggio & Edelman, 1990; Liu, Knill, & Kersten, 1995). However, there has been much less behavioral
research on the problem of recognizing non-rigid, articulated
3D objects from natural images, where the range of image
variations is considerably larger. This study addresses the
problem of recognizing human poses in natural images.
The human body is a stimulus that occurs frequently in
daily life and carries a great deal of important information.
Our visual system has developed dedicated neural machinery and mechanisms for processing body stimuli (Downing,
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Jiang, Shuman, & Kanwisher, 2001; Peelen & Downing,
2005). Several behavioral studies on human bodies demonstrated a high degree of sensitivity to properties like gender, mood, identity, etc (Mather & Murdoch, 1994; Ma, Paterson, & Pollick, 2006; Troje & Westhoff, 2006). More
recent works studied the representation of body orientation
(Lawson, Clifford, & Calder, 2009) as well as body facing
directions in the perception of pairs of human bodies (Papeo,
Stein, & Soto-Faraco, 2017; Abassi & Papeo, 2020). These
previous studies revealed global properties of the human body
that support recognition of people’s emotions, actions, and
social interactions. Yet we still have limited understanding
of an important basis for action-related interpretations—the
human pose as defined by local body parts and their spatial
relationships in three-dimensions.
In this paper, we focused on the perception of 3D poses
in natural images of humans, which is particularly challenging due to various joint articulations with different frequency
of occurrence, and appearance variations from changes due
to occlusion, clothing, lighting, and viewpoint. As natural
images may vary in pose typicality and the amount of information views provide to support body part parsing, intuitively
we think that human ability to interpret 3D poses in natural
images may depend on 3D pose typicality and viewpoint informativeness. To investigate this, we quantified measures of
pose typicality to capture the differences between frequent
poses (e.g. standing) and less frequent ones (e.g. handstanding) from pose datasets. We also quantified measures
of viewpoint informativeness to capture body parsing information primarily based on visibility of joints from projected
images. Figure 1 (a) provides example natural images with
different 3D pose typicality under different viewpoints. Using a 2AFC pose matching task, we quantitatively measured
human performance on interpreting and matching 3D poses
in such images. During the task, we asked subjects to match
a target natural pose image with one of two comparison, synthetic body images. Observers picked the synthetic image
whose 3D pose best matched the target discounting changes
in viewpoint about the vertical axis. We expected humans to
be better at interpreting typical pose 3D structures, as humans
may have more prior knowledge of them. We also expected
humans to be better at informative viewpoints where the images contained more useful parsing information.
Our quantitative results showed that human ability to accu-
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Figure 1: (a) Examples of selected natural pose images. (b) An example image (leftmost) with noise-free synthetic image
(second left) as well as noisy synthetic images rendered under different noise level from 1 to 6 with no viewpoint difference.
rately match poses decreased with increasing differences between target and comparison viewpoints. When we grouped
trials by typicality of underlying 3D poses and informativeness of viewpoints from natural images, we found that performance for typical poses was measurably better than atypical
poses; however, we found no significant difference between
informative and less informative viewpoints. These results
suggested that the ability to interpret 3D poses in natural images depends on the typicality of the underlying 3D poses but
not the informativeness of image viewpoints.
To get further insights on when 3D body information might
be more necessary for humans during the task, we built 2D
and 3D skeleton-based pose matching models using the same
off-the-shelf 3D pose estimator. We tested both models in the
pose matching task and compared them under different pose
typicality and viewpoint informativeness conditions. Our results suggested that 3D body knowledge is particularly important when interpreting images of atypical poses, and that
humans probably use such knowledge of 3D pose structures.
Further, our psychophysical results provide useful benchmarks and comparisons to human performance for computational models.

Method
Stimuli Generation
Natural human body images Our stimuli were sampled
from the UP-3D Dataset (Lassner et al., 2017), which provides high quality 3D body model fits for single person images from multiple human pose datasets, including MPII
(Andriluka, Pishchulin, Gehler, & Schiele, 2014), FashionPose (Dantone, Gall, Leistner, & Van Gool, 2014), LSP and
LSP-extended (Johnson & Everingham, 2011).
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To ensure that our sampled stimuli were balanced across
different poses and viewpoints, we designed and calculated
objective scores of pose typicality and viewpoint informativeness for all images before sampling. In general, pose typicality scores captured how similar a pose was to other poses in
the dataset. Poses that were dissimilar to the majority were
more likely to be infrequent and thus atypical. Viewpoint
informativeness scores quantified body parsing information
based on visibility of body joints from the image viewpoint.
To obtain pose typicality scores, we first defined the distance between two 3D poses. Each pose in UP-3D was
annotated with relative 3D rotations of all joints with respect to their parents in the kinematic tree, and thus pose i
with K joints was represented by a list of unit quaternions
[qi1 , qi2 , ...qiK ] representing these 3D rotations. Distance between two poses i and j was defined as
∑Kk=1 dis(qik , q jk )
(1)
K
where dis(qik , q jk ) = arccos (|qik · q jk |) defines the distance
between two unit quaternions qik and q jk (Huynh, 2009).
Pose typicality score was subsequently defined as the average distance from the current pose to all other poses in UP3D. A pose would be deemed more atypical if it was on average more distant to the rest of the UP-3D poses.
For viewpoint informativeness scores, we first calculated
fik —the fraction of pixels for each joint k with respect to pixels for the whole body of pose i. We then standardized these
fractions for different joints across all images in UP-3D by
D(i, j) =

z-score( fik ) =

fik − µk
σk

(2)

where µk and σk are mean and standard deviation of fik for

joint k across all poses in UP-3D. Viewpoint informativeness
scores were defined as the average z-score from K joints:
∑Kk=1 sigmoid(z-score( fik ))
K

(3)

where sigmoid was to ensure scores fall in (0, 1). A pose
would be considered more informative if more joints were
visible with larger areas (i.e., more pixels) in the images.
With these objective scores for pose typicality and viewpoint informativeness, we sampled 400 stimuli from UP-3D,
with 100 from each of the four categories defined by this
2 × 2 combination—(typical pose, atypical pose) ×
(informative view, less informative view). Then
we split these 400 stimuli into two groups of 200 stimuli
(Group1 and Group2 ), and tested them on two groups of subjects separately. Figure 1 (a) shows examples of natural pose
images selected for use in our experiments.
Synthetic human body images With 3D joint rotation parameters for each natural pose, we used Blender 2.79 to make
2D projections of 3D synthetic humans under different poses.
For each natural pose stimulus, we rendered both noisefree and noisy synthetic humans with constant, predetermined
clothing and lighting. For noise-free versions, we posed synthetic humans using original 3D joint rotations from UP-3D.
For noisy versions that were used as distractors under a given
noise level, we added (2×noise level−1)π/128 with a
random sign {+, −} to the rotation angles in axis-angle representations for all body joints, and we posed synthetic humans
using relative 3D joint rotations with added noises. Noise levels were determined by pilot experiments and were set from 1
to 5 (Group2 used an additional noise level = 6 for control
trials). Figure 1 (b) shows an example with noisy synthetic
distractors generated under different noise level.
Once we get all pairs of synthetic humans with and without added joint rotation noises under each noise level, we
rotated both noise-free and noisy synthetic humans horizontally by r degree(s) together so that viewpoints were changed
from the original viewpoint in natural images. We uniformly
sampled r from [0◦ , 15◦ , 30◦ , 45◦ , 60◦ , 75◦ , 90◦ ].

Psychophysics
Participants Two groups of Amazon Mechanical Turk
workers based in US participated (n1 = 35, n2 = 42). Data
from subjects with control trial accuracy below threshold
(T1 = 0.55, T2 = 0.7) were excluded. Threshold T2 was higher
because control trials in Group2 used more distinct synthetic
distractors rendered with no viewpoint rotations at an additional noise level = 6, whereas control trials in Group1
used synthetic distractors rendered with no viewpoint rotations at noise level = 5. All reported results were based on
the data from the remaining participants (n1 = 28, n2 = 33).
Procedure Each subject went through 200 trials with natural pose images entirely from one of the two groups. Each
image was shown exactly once across the experiment.
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Figure 2: An example experiment trial where the noisy distractor pose was rendered under noise level = 5. Both
noise-free (bottom left) and noisy distractor pose (bottom
right) had a 30◦ viewpoint difference from the target (top).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3: An example for 3D and 2D skeleton-based model.
(a) Predicted 3D joints. (b) 3D skeleton. (c) Projected 2D
skeleton (discarding depth coordinate).
Each subject was given three practice trials before they
started the experiment. In each trial, they performed a 2AFC
pose matching task on a screen with three images. On the top
was the target natural pose image. On the bottom were two
comparison, synthetic body images—one was rendered with
the same 3D pose parameters as the target while the other
was a distractor rendered with added noises on joint angles
under a random noise level. Both synthetic human bodies
were rotated by the same random degree(s) before rendered
into 2D image projections. These two synthetic body images
were randomly placed to the left or right of the screen in each
trial. Figure 2 shows an example trial where noise level= 5
and viewpoint difference was 30◦ . Subjects were asked to
pick the synthetic image whose 3D pose best matched the target discounting changes in viewpoint about the vertical axis.
Subjects were given unlimited time to respond to each trial
while the three images were constantly shown on the screen.
Subjects can choose to take a break after finishing 100 trials.

Pose matching model
3D joint coordinate estimation We used an off-the-shelf
monocular 3D human pose estimation model developed by
Moon, Chang, and Lee (2019) to estimate 3D body joints

Skeleton-based pose matching We transformed predicted
3D skeletons into view-invariant representations for pose
matching. Specifically, this representation is a list of joint
angles from a skeleton. A joint angle is the angle between the
two bones on either side of a joint. For example, given predicted joint positions of left shoulder xls , left elbow xle , and
left wrist xlw ∈ R3 , the joint angle at the left elbow is
ale = arccos

(xls − xle ) · (xlw − xle )
|xls − xle ||xlw − xle |

(4)

These joint angles did not change with the body orientation,
and thus were view-invariant. In the 2AFC task, the model
would pick the synthetic pose whose view-invariant representation was closer to that of the target natural pose. As a direct
comparison, we also tested a 2D skeleton-based model, where
the joint angles were calculated from projected 2D skeletons
(see Figure 3 (c)) and were not viewpoint-invariant.

Results
Psychophysics
We found that pose matching accuracy generally decreased
with increasing differences between target and comparison
viewpoints (see Figure 4).
We further conducted sensory threshold analysis on the
behavioral data from Group1 and Group2 separately. We
grouped trial results by typicality of underlying 3D poses and
informativeness of viewpoints in natural images, and we explored human performance differences for typical vs. atypical
poses as well as informative vs. less informative views. For
each condition and each level of viewpoint difference, we fitted psychometric functions for pose matching accuracy with
respect to noise level. Cumulative Gaussian was used to
fit these functions with quickpsy package (Linares & LópezMoliner, 2016). Nonparametric bootstrap was applied to get
statistics on sensory thresholds.
Figure 5 (a) presents Group1 results with plots of human
sensory thresholds vs. differences in target and comparison
viewpoints, along with linear regression results (see dashed
lines) for each condition. We found that sensory thresholds
increased with increasing viewpoint differences for all conditions. For the comparison between typical and atypical poses,
we performed Welch’s t-test with alternative hypothesis that
the mean of sensory thresholds for atypical poses were greater
than that for typical poses. Results (Figure 5 (a) top) showed
that sensory thresholds for atypical poses were consistently
and significantly greater than that for typical poses in most
cases. For the comparison between informative and less informative viewpoints, we also performed Welch’s t-test with
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with the state-of-the-art on 3D single-person pose estimation.
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2014), and applied it on both natural and synthetic body images to get predicted joints and 3D skeletons (Figure 3 (a-b)).
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Figure 4: Pose matching accuracy (human) under different
noise level and viewpoint differences.
alternative hypothesis that the true difference in means was
not equal to 0. However, we found no significant and consistent differences this time (Figure 5 (a) bottom). To rule out
the possibility that the performance differences were due to
subjects spending different amount of time for different conditions, we looked into subjects’ median reaction time and
found no substantial differences across different conditions.
To validate these findings, we conducted the same analysis
on Group2 data, and obtained consistent results with Group1 .

Model Comparisons
We tested the aforementioned 2D and 3D skeleton-based pose
matching models on all trials that human participants previously went through. For 2D and 3D model testing data, we
performed the same sensory threshold analysis that was initially done on Group1 and Group2 behavioral data.
Figure 5 (b-c) shows model results on Group1 trials. Sensory thresholds increased with increasing differences between
target and comparison viewpoints for all conditions in both
2D and 3D skeleton-based models. In most cases, the slope of
each regression line in 2D models was larger than its respective slopes in 3D models and humans. For the comparison
of typical vs. atypical poses, sensory thresholds for atypical
poses were significantly greater than that for typical poses in
both models. We further compared the sensory threshold for
skeleton-based models with the human sensory threshold. In
typical pose condition (Figure 5 dashed red regression lines
on the top), sensory thresholds for both models were comparable with that for humans. In atypical pose condition (Figure 5 dashed green regression lines on the top), however, sensory threshold for the 2D model was much larger than that
for humans, while sensory threshold for the 3D model was
more comparable with that for humans. For the comparison
of informative vs. less informative viewpoints, we examined
the results from both 2D and 3D skeleton-based models but
found no consistent and significant differences.
Again to validate these findings, we conducted the same
analysis using model testing data on Group2 trials, and the

Human

3D

2D

Typical pose
Atypical pose

Typical pose
Atypical pose

Typical pose
Atypical pose

Informative view
Less informative view

Informative view
Less informative view

Informative view
Less informative view

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5: Group1 sensory threshold results for humans, 3D and 2D pose matching models with linear regressions (dashed
lines). Red and green up arrows in bottom plots indicate larger mean sensory thresholds for informative and less informative
viewpoints respectively.
results were consistent with those from Group1 .

Discussion
Using the proposed 2AFC pose matching task, we were able
to quantitatively measure the ability of humans to interpret
3D poses from natural images. We found that human performance on matching 3D poses decreased with increasing
viewpoint differences between target and comparison poses.
When comparing the slopes of the sensory threshold regression lines in the 2D model and humans, human performance
decreased much slower, suggesting that they were unlikely to
rely on pure 2D information for the task.
With these quantitative measurements, we first showed
that this ability to interpret and match 3D poses depends on
the typicality of the underlying 3D poses in natural images.
Human performance for typical poses was significantly and
consistently better than that for atypical poses, suggesting
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that humans may have more prior knowledge of typical pose
structures. We also observed that both 2D and 3D models performed comparably to humans for typical poses. Nevertheless, for atypical poses, 3D model performance was much better than 2D model performance and was closer to human performance. This shows that 3D body knowledge is particularly
important when interpreting images of atypical poses. The
greater ability of human observers to match atypical poses, in
contrast to the 2D model, is consistent with prior knowledge
of 3D body structures. Thus, humans probably use such 3D
body knowledge, at least for atypical pose matching.
Second, our results showed that human performance did
not differ for different informativeness of viewpoints in natural images. As previous studies indicated, body representations in humans may have more viewpoint invariance
(Sekunova, Black, Parkinson, & Barton, 2013). Hence one
interpretation of our result is that humans may be robust to the

change of viewpoints with different amount of body parsing
information. However, it is worth noting that our objective
measurements are primarily based on visibility of body joints
from a viewpoint, which may not capture all aspects about
the information supporting body parsing. The lack of performance difference could be due to human vision robustness
to missing joints from minor or self occlusion in these natural images without major occluders. It is also possible that
humans may recognize a joint with only a few pixels from
less informative viewpoints, provided that local image regions contain minimal configurations for recognition. Future
directions to address these issues include (1) exploring better
ways to measure viewpoint informativeness and (2) adding
systematically controlled occlusions onto target natural pose
images in our task.
For model comparisons, the proposed pose matching task
can be used to test the off-the-shelf pose estimation model on
both typical and atypical poses from either informative or less
informative viewpoints. Our psychophysical results provide
useful benchmarks and comparisons to human performance
on interpreting 3D poses from natural images across different
pose and viewpoint conditions.

Conclusion
We designed a novel 2AFC pose matching task to quantitatively measure human ability to interpret 3D human poses in
natural images. We showed that this human ability depends
on pose typicality but not viewpoint informativeness defined
by visibility of joints. By testing 2D and 3D pose matching models on the same task, we further showed that 3D body
knowledge is particularly important when interpreting images
of atypical poses, and that humans probably use prior knowledge of 3D pose structures.
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Abstract

In our task, participants categorize images of white blood
cells as cancerous (i.e., ‘blast’ cells) or non-cancerous (i.e.,
‘non-blast’ cells). Participants make two separate decisions
for each image. We examine both experts (i.e., medical professionals) as well as novices (i.e., undergraduate students).
We use novice participants in addition to medical experts for
two important reasons. First, data from novice participants
provides a baseline for comparing expert participants. Second, there is recent interest in using novices to assist with
medical image diagnosis. Particularly relevant for this paper
is the possibility of crowdsourcing large numbers of untrained
individuals to perform simple diagnostic tasks (Ørting et al.,
2020).

Improving the accuracy of medical image interpretation is critical to improving the diagnosis of many diseases. Using both
novices (undergraduates) and experts (medical professionals),
we investigate methods for improving the accuracy of a single decision maker by aggregating repeated decisions from an
individual in different ways. Our participants made classification decisions (cancerous versus non-cancerous) and confidence judgments on a series of cell images, viewing and
classifying each image twice. We first applied the maximum
confidence slating algorithm (Koriat, 2012), which leverages
metacognitive ability by using the most confident response for
an image as the ‘final response’. We also examined algorithms
that aggregated decisions based on image similarity, leveraging neural network models to determine similarity. We found
maximum confidence slating improves classification accuracy
for both novices and experts. However, aggregating responses
on similar images improves classification accuracy for novices
and not experts, suggesting differences in the decision mechanisms of novices and experts.
Keywords: Medical Image Decision Making, Computational Modeling, Neural Networks, Representation, Concepts and Categories, Wisdom of the Crowds, Metacognition

Introduction
Accurate interpretation and classification of medical images
is an important step in the diagnosis and treatment of numerous diseases. Despite specialized training and advances in
technology, diagnostic errors still occur. One approach to reducing errors is through multiple readings, where the judgments of several medical experts are combined. For example, the misclassification rate decreased from 24.7% to 18.1%
in breast histopathology with multiple readings (Elmore et
al., 2016). However, multiple readings are not consistently
performed in the United States because it is time-consuming
and the additional readings are not reimbursed (Waite et al.,
2017). In other parts of the world, there is a dearth of pathologists (Nelson et al., 2018), making second opinions difficult
if not impossible.
In this paper, we consider whether it is possible for the
same individual to act as a second pair of eyes in a series of
repeated decisions about medical images. We leverage recent
research on the “wisdom of the inner crowd” to reduce errors
at the individual level. According to the wisdom of crowds
principle, improvements in accuracy are obtained by combining the judgments of different individuals (Surowiecki, 2005).
Research on the “crowd within” applies this same idea, but to
a single individual who performs repeated judgments.
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We explore various algorithms for aggregating these decisions with the aim of improving individual accuracy. One
successful “wisdom of the crowd” algorithm for binary
decision-making is the maximum confidence slating algorithm (Koriat, 2012). In this algorithm, one considers the
more confident response in a pair of responses made by an
individual as their final response. The success of this algorithm hinges on the metacognitive ability of individuals to
produce confidence judgments that accurately capture their
performance on the task. (Yeung & Summerfield, 2012).
In addition to the maximum confidence slating algorithm,
we also explore a set of aggregation algorithms that leverage tools from machine learning and artificial intelligence.
Specifically, we propose a set of algorithms that determine
final decisions by aggregating an individual’s responses on
similar images. We use latent representations obtained by
convolutional neural networks to calculate the similarity between images. In this paper, we look at two representations,
one with general visual features (He, Zhang, Ren, & Sun,
2015) and another one with features that are well tuned to the
task at hand (Holmes, O’Daniels, & Trueblood, 2020).
Besides using these algorithms to reduce errors, we will
also use these techniques to probe the differences in decision
processes of novices and experts. For example, the metacognitive abilities of experts might be better than novices. However, aggregating decisions over similar images might help
‘de-noise’ novice decisions; but have little impact on expert
decisions. Experts might give the same (correct or incorrect)
decision for similar images due to systematic biases (or incorrect decision rules) rather than a noisy decision process.

Methods
Participants
We conducted two experiments on undergraduates (novices)
at Vanderbilt University and one experiment on medical
professionals (experts) at the American Society for Clinical Pathology (ASCP) annual conference held in Baltimore,
Maryland in October 2018. All experiments were approved
by the Institution Review Board at Vanderbilt University.
A total of 87 undergraduates participated in our experiments, 45 in the Experiment 1a and 42 in Experiment 1b.
The sample size was based off of similar studies examining
pathology image-based decision-making (Trueblood et al.,
2018). 23 pathologists and laboratory professionals participated in Experiment 2. Participants received a $10 Starbucks
gift card for participating. The sample size for this experiment was based off of convenience.
The participants primarily identified as female, (Exp. 1a:
76%; Exp. 1b: 70%; Exp 2: 73%). The mean age was 18.9
years (SD=1.2; IQR 18 − 24) for Experiment 1a, 19.5 years
(SD=2.5; IQR-18 − 20) for Experiment 1b, and 42.4 years
(SD=13.5; IQR 30 − 56) for Experiment 2.

Materials
The set of stimuli were identical to Trueblood et al. (2018),
consisting of 300 digital images of Wright-stained white
bloods cells taken from anonymized patient peripheral blood
smears at Vanderbilt University Medical Center (VUMC).
Examples of these images can be seen in Figure 1. The images were taken by the CellaVision DM96 (CellaVision AB,
Lund, Sweden), an automated digital cell morphology instrument. The 300 images consisted of 150 “blast” cell images
and 150 “non-blast” cell images. Within these two categories,
half of the images were “easy” and half were “hard”. Since
the ‘ground truth’ for the image classes was not known, the
image classifications (i.e., blast / non-blast) and difficulty ratings (i.e., easy / hard) were based on identification and rating data from three hematopathology faculty from the Department of Pathology at VUMC. The images that were used
in the experiment were the ones that all three sub-specialists
agreed upon the classification. More details on the rating procedure and image curation can be found in Trueblood et al.
(2018).

viewed two cell images and their task was to select the image that matched a label (either blast or non-blast) at the top
of the screen. They received feedback in these training trials.
Finally, in the 20 practice trials, they were instructed to indicate whether the cell was a blast cell or a non-blast cell and
received feedback.
The main task consisted of two parts, each with 300 trials corresponding to the 300 unique images contained in the
stimuli set. Across the two parts of the main task, participants
saw a total of 600 images, so that each image was shown
twice. On each trial, participants were shown a single image
and had to decide if it was a blast or non-blast cell. In addition to making a choice on each trial, participants were also
instructed to report how confident they were that they selected
the correct response on a scale ranging from 50% (guessing)
to 100% (certain correct). In Experiment 1a, they were asked
“Is this cell cancerous?” for the first part of the main trials but
were asked “Is this cell non-cancerous?” for the second part.
In Experiment 1b, the second block was the same as the first
(i.e., they were asked “Is this cell cancerous?”) for the entire
main task. Experiment 1a had 20 practice trials in between
both parts of the main trials to help with the transition in instructions. In addition, the images in the second half of the
main task of Experiment 1a were rotated 180 degrees. Images
were not rotated in Experiment 1b.
Expert - Experiment 2 Experiment 2 with experts was a
shorter version of Experiment 1a with novices. This was due
to time constraints at the ASCP conference. So that the task
was not too easy, expert decisions were only collected for the
hard cell types. Since they already had experience with the
cells, their training phase was also shortened, consisting of
20 trials of hard cells counterbalanced among blast and nonblast. They received feedback in these trials. The main task
consisted of two parts, each containing 60 images. Similar to
Experiment 1a, both the main blocks had the same images.
After each decision, expert participants were also asked to indicate their confidence in their decision. They did not receive
feedback in these trials. Similar to Experiment 1a, there was
a change in instruction between the two parts of the main task
and the images were rotated 180 degrees in the second half of
the main trials.

Behavioral Results

Procedure
In the experiments, participants gave two categorization responses on the white blood cell images along with their confidence after a brief training phase.
Novices - Experiments 1a & 1b In the novice experiments,
participants first completed a familiarization block, training
block, and practice trials before starting the main task. The
four cell types (blast / non-blast x easy / hard) were counterbalanced in each of these initial blocks. In the 36 familiarization trials, participants viewed cell images with their corresponding labels (either blast or non-blast) one at a time for
as long as they wanted. In the 60 training trials, participants
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Participants were excluded if their accuracy on the practice
trials was less than or equal to 50%. We also excluded participants who gave more than 50 confidence ratings outside
the valid range (50 − 100). We also removed participants that
gave the same response for more than 95% of the trials in
either parts of the main task. After these exclusions, we retained 34 out of 45 participants in Experiment 1a and 31 out
of 42 participants in Experiment 1b. 1 out of the 23 experts
was excluded because they did not provide any confidence
ratings on the first part of the main task.
For Experiments 1a and 1b, the mean accuracy was 66.1%
(SD=8.8; IQR 60.1% − 71.5%) and 66.5% (SD=10.7; IQR

59.5% − 74.8%), respectively. The mean accuracy of the experts was 71.6% (SD=14.3; IQR 60.1−83.9). Since the stimuli were different for novices and experts, we also report the
novice accuracy on the subset of stimuli seen by experts in
Experiment 2. On this reduced set of images, the mean accuracy was 61.7% (SD=10.7; IQR 53.3% − 69.2%) for Experiment 1a and 59.0% (SD=9.8; IQR 51.3% − 63.3%) for
Experiment 1b. Hence, as expected, experts perform better
than novices.
As participants gained experience with the task, it is possible that they changed the way that they used the confidence
scale over the course of the experiment. Additionally, in Experiments 1a and 2, the instructions changed between the two
parts of the main task. To determine if confidence ratings for
the two parts of the main task came from the same distribution, we conducted a Kolmogorov–Smirnov (KS) test. We
observed that for 18 out of 34 participants in Experiment 1a,
18 out of 31 participants in Experiment 1b, and 6 out of 22
participants Experiment 2, the distribution of confidence ratings in the two parts of the main task were significantly different (p < 0.05). Hence, we normalised the confidence ratings
for the two parts of the main task separately. In other words,
we calculated the z-score of the confidence ratings for each
person separately for each part of the main task.
We also examined how confidence was related to accuracy,
image type, and difficulty across all trials in the main task.
We conducted a 2 (accuracy: correct, incorrect) x 2 (classification: blast, non-blast) x 2 (difficulty: easy, hard) repeated
measures ANOVA for the novices and a 2 (accuracy: correct,
incorrect) x 2 (classification: blast, nonblast) repeated measures ANOVA for experts. We observed a significant main effect for accuracy (Exp. 1a: F(1, 33) = 97.9 p < 0.0001; Exp.
1b: F(1, 30) = 71.8, p < 0.0001; Exp. 2: F(1, 21) = 36.6,
p < 0.0001) and a main effect of classification (Exp. 1a:
F(1, 33) = 34.7, p < 0.0001; Exp. 1b: F(1, 30) = 19.5,
p = 0.0001) for novices but no effect for experts (Exp. 2:
F(1, 21) = 0.0, p = 0.9062). We also found a main effect of
difficulty in Exp. 1a (F(1, 33) = 7.2, p = 0.0114), but not
for the Exp. 1b (F(1, 30) = 2.3, p = 0.1407). We also found
significant interactions between classification and difficulty
in both the novice experiments. In sum, participants gave
higher confidence ratings when they were accurate, showing that confidence reflects accuracy, which is critical for the
maximum confidence slating algorithm discussed below.

Modeling Methods
As mentioned above, we will explore the possibility of improving the performance of a single individual by aggregating their responses. The algorithms are described in detail in
the following sections:

Maximum Confidence Slating Algorithm (MCS)
The maximum confidence slating algorithm uses the two classification decisions for each image along with the two confidence ratings for the image. First, we normalise the confidence ratings as described in the behavioral results section.
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For each image, we use the more confident classification as
the final response on that image.

k Nearest Neighbor (kNN) on Latent
Representations
The remaining algorithms attempt to improve individual performance by aggregating the decisions made on similar images. In these algorithms, we first have to calculate the similarity between two images and then use a k Nearest Neighbor
(kNN) imputation. Figure 2 provides examples of where this
approach might be useful as well as fail. To calculate the similarity between images, we use the Euclidean distance on two
representational spaces.
Unsupervised Representation It has been suggested that
useful high level visual features for a task can be extracted
from neural networks that have been trained on other tasks.
To this end, we use a GoogLeNet that was trained on the
dataset from ImageNet Large-Scale Visual Recognition Challenge (2014) with objects that are commonly encountered in
everyday life (He et al., 2015). We removed the last classification layer and passed every image through the network
(Figure 1 top row). The model was not trained on the blast
task. As shown in Figure 2, the classes are slightly separated
but also overlap in this representation.
Supervised Representation For the supervised representation, we followed the procedure in Holmes et al. (2020). A
GoogLeNet trained on ImageNet was additionally trained on
the blast task using transfer learning (Figure 1 bottom row).
A larger set of 606 images which contained the 300 images
used in our experiment was used to train the network. The
accuracy of the network was 94% on the validation set and
98% on the training set. This shows that the network did not
overfit the images used in the experiment and effectively generalised to novel images. As shown in Figure 2, the classes
are distinctly separated in the representation.
kNN imputation For every image, we use the k nearest
neighbors to calculate the final response. That is, we examined the k responses on its nearest neighbors. The final
decision on the image was taken to be the modal (the most
common) decision on all of these k decisions. This included
the two decisions on the image in question. Unlike the MCS
algorithm, this does not use participants’ confidence judgments.
We consider two values of k: k = 3 and k = 7. When k = 3,
for a given (target) image, we look for 3 decisions on the most
similar images. The first two decisions will be the two separate decisions made on the target image. For the third decision, we randomly pick one of the two decisions on the most
similar image to the target image. In the case where the two
decisions on the target image are the same - say blast, then
the third decision will not be able to overturn the decision on
the target image. However, suppose that a person made two
different decisions on the target image, then the third decision
will be able to break the tie. Therefore, using k = 3 amounts

Modeling Results
We applied the 5 algorithms to the data. The average performance of each algorithm is in Table 1. A repeated-measures
ANOVA showed that there was a significant difference in
the performance of the algorithms: Exp. 1a: F(5, 165) =
35.5, p < 0.0001; Exp. 1b: F(5, 150) = 32.4, p < 0.0001;
Exp. 2: F(5, 105) = 17.9, p < 0.0001. In the following
sections, we present post-hoc t-tests comparing the performance of the algorithms. To control for multiple comparisons, we use the Bonferroni correction to the p-value, setting
p = 0.05/15 = 0.003. The post-hoc tests are summarized in
Table 2.
Figure 1: Schematic of the supervised and unsupervised representations. The unsupervised representation was obtained
by using GoogLeNet trained on ImageNet. The supervised
representation was obtained by using transfer learning on a
GoogLeNet trained on ImageNet.
to using one of the judgments on the nearest image to break
an inconsistent response on the target image. In no case will
it be able to overturn a consistent judgment on a given image.
For this algorithm to be successful, with k = 3, we need the
decision on the nearest image to be better at breaking ties than
chance.
In this paper, we also consider k = 7, which amounts to
using the 7 nearest decisions. In this case, suppose that both
of the decisions made on the target image are blast. However, on the 5 remaining decisions (2 ∗ 2 = 4 responses from
the 2 most similar images and 1 response randomly chosen
from the next most similar image), the participant responded
non-blast, then the modal response on the set would be nonblast. This is an example where the other decisions can actually overturn the decision made on the target image.

Table 1: The average performance of each algorithm. The
best performing algorithm for each experiment is in bold.
Algorithm
Exp. 1a Exp. 1b Exp. 2
Average Response
66.1%
66.5%
71.6%
Max. Conf. Slating 67.4%
67.4%
73.8%
Unsupervised k=3
67.0%
67.1%
73.0%
Unsupervised k=7
64.1%
64.4%
62.1%
Supervised k=3
69.2%
68.4%
72.9%
Supervised k=7
71.0%
70.6%
71.3%

MCS versus Average Performance
The MCS algorithm uses a participant’s most confident response as their final response. We first compared the accuracy from MCS to the average accuracy, which is the mean
accuracy across both responses. The mean accuracy would be
1(0) for an image where the two responses are correct (incorrect) and consistent. For a cell with inconsistent responses,
it would be 0.5. The mean accuracy of an individual is the
mean accuracy over all the cell images. As shown in Table 1,
the mean MCS accuracy increases by 1.3% to 67.4%, 0.9% to
67.4%, and 2.2% to 73.8% for Exp. 1a, 1b and 2 respectively.
As shown in Table 2, in post-hoc tests comparing MCS to average performance, the difference was significant for Exp. 1a
(t(33) = −3.9, p = 0.0004). However, this is only marginally
significant for Exp. 1b (t(30) = −2.8, p = 0.0078) using the
Bonferroni correction to the p-value. Finally, it is significant
for Exp. 2 (t(21) = −3.5, p = 0.0020).

Latent Representations versus Average
Performance

Figure 2: Example of a representative participant’s judgments
in the unsupervised (left) and supervised (right) latent spaces.
The green (gold) arrows illustrate situations where the neighbors point to the correct (incorrect) answer. For example, in
the right panel, both the arrows point to non-blast cells that
were judged to be blast. In this panel, the green (gold) arrow
shows an example where the neighbors were correctly (incorrectly) judged to be non-blast (blast).
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Next, we compared the performance of the latent representation algorithms to average performance using the post-hoc
tests mentioned above. As seen in Table 1, for the unsupervised representation at k = 3, we observe an improvement in
performance for both of the novice experiments (Exp. 1a:
M= 67.0%, Exp. 1b: M=67.1%). As shown in Table 2, the
post-hoc tests show that this improvement in performance is
significant for the first experiment but not the second (Exp.
1a: (t(33) = −3.8, p = 0.0005 Exp. 1b: t(30) = −1.6,
p = 0.1202) with the Bonferroni correction to the p-value.
We also see a slight increase in performance for the experts

Table 2: Results of the post-hoc t-tests comparing all the algorithms to each other. The values in bold are significant using the
Bonferroni corrected p-value (p=0.003).
Experiment 1a
Experiment 1b
Experiment 2
Algorithm 1
Algorithm 2
t
p
t
p
t
p
Average Response
Max. Conf. Slating -3.9199 0.0004 -2.8497
0.0078 -3.5270 0.0020
Average Response
Unsupervised k=3
-3.8415 0.0005 -1.5996
0.1202 -2.3375 0.0294
Average Response
Unsupervised k=7
3.2456
0.0027 4.2717
0.0002 5.9194
0.0000
Average Response
Supervised k=3
-8.4720 0.0000 -5.3118
0.0000 -1.4990 0.1488
Average Response
Supervised k=7
-7.3830 0.0000 -5.8774
0.0000 0.1880
0.8527
Max. Conf. Slating Unsupervised k=3
0.8544
0.3990 0.8943
0.3783 0.7644
0.4531
Max. Conf. Slating Unsupervised k=7
4.2489
0.0002 5.0598
0.0000 6.8010
0.0000
Max. Conf. Slating Supervised k=3
-4.0949 0.0003 -2.5250
0.0171 0.7812
0.4434
Max. Conf. Slating Supervised k=7
-5.0500 0.0000 -4.4756
0.0001 1.4466
0.1628
Unsupervised k=3
Unsupervised k=7
5.2025
0.0000 5.4419
0.0000 6.2189
0.0000
Unsupervised k=3
Supervised k=3
-5.8200 0.0000 -4.4757
0.0001 0.0712
0.9439
Unsupervised k=3
Supervised k=7
-6.1784 0.0000 -5.6123
0.0000 1.1530
0.2619
Unsupervised k=7
Supervised k=3
-7.5460 0.0000 -6.8833
0.0000 -5.2149 0.0000
Unsupervised k=7
Supervised k=7
-7.8765 0.0000 -10.1618 0.0000 -3.9313 0.0008
Supervised k=3
Supervised k=7
-3.9525 0.0004 -4.1524
0.0003 1.2251
0.2341

(Exp. 2: M=73.0%), which was not significantly different
(t(21) = −2.3, p = 0.0294 from average performance with
the Bonferoni correction. For the unsupervised representation at k = 7, there is a consistent significant decline in performance for all three experiments (Exp. 1a: 64.1%, t(33) = 3.2,
p = 0.0027; Exp. 1b: 64.4%, t(30) = 4.3, p = 0.0002; Exp.
2: 62.1%, t(21) = 5.9, p < 0.0001). Note that this representation relied only on general visual features and not features
specific to the task.
As seen in the Tables 1 and 2, for the supervised representation at k = 3 and k = 7, we see a pattern that is similar
to the unsupervised representation at k = 3. The post-hoc
tests show that there is a significant increase in performance
for both novice experiments (Exp. 1a, k = 3: M = 69.2%,
t(33) = −8.5, p < 0.0001; Exp. 1a, k = 7: 71.0%,t(33) =
−7.4, p < 0.0001; Exp. 1b, k = 3: M = 68.4%, t(30) = −5.3,
p < 0.0001; Exp. 1b, k = 7: M = 70.6%, t(30) = −5.9,
p < 0.0001) with the Bonferroni correction to the p-value.
However, this improvement is small and insignificant for experts (Exp. 2, k = 3: M = 72.9% t(21) = −1.5, p = 0.1488;
Exp. 2, k = 7: M = 71.3% t(21) = 0.2, p = 0.8527). These
results indicate that the latent representation algorithms are
effective for the novices but not for experts.
Next, we examine whether the quality of representation or
number of neighbors affects the efficacy of the algorithm, especially for novices. We used the post-hoc tests to compare
the supervised and unsupervised representation at k = 3. For
both of the experiments, as shown in Table 2, we observe
that the performance is significantly better for the supervised
than the unsupervised representation (Exp. 1a: t(33) = −5.8,
p < 0.0001; Exp. 1b: t(30) = −4.5, p < 0.0001), showing
that supervised representations are better than unsupervised
representations.
We will now compare the algorithms at k = 3 and k = 7. We
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already know that the unsupervised representation at k = 7 is
worse than average performance. However, the pattern is reversed for the supervised representation at k = 7. As shown
in Table 2, the improvement in performance with k = 7 was
significant for both of the experiments with novices (Exp.
1a: t(33) = −4.0, p = 0.0004; Exp. 1b: t(30) = −4.2,
p = 0.0003). These results show that it is particularly useful
to aggregate over several responses and possibly overturn the
original decision only when the representation is well tuned
to the task.
In sum, for the latent representations applied to the novice
experiment 1a, we observe that the supervised representations
are the best with k = 7, outperforming k = 3. After the supervised representation algorithms, we observe that the unsupervised representation at k = 3 still outperforms average performance. Finally, we see that the unsupervised representation
performs the worst at k = 7. The pattern is similar for novice
Experiment 1b. Most of these comparisons are not significant
for experts.

Comparing MCS to Latent Representations
We now compare the latent representations to MCS. For the
unsupervised representations, at k = 3, the performance is
similar to MCS for all experiments. The post-hoc tests indicate that the difference is not significant (Exp. 1a: t(33) =
0.9, p = 0.3990; Exp. 1b: t(30) = 0.9, p = 0.3783; Exp.
2: t(21) = 0.8p = 0.4531). The supervised representation at
k = 3 outperforms MCS for the novices, but not for the experts, where the difference is insignificant (Exp. 1a: t(33) =
−4.1p = 0.0003; Exp. 1b: t(30) = −2.5, p = 0.0171; Exp.
2: t(21) = 0.8, p = 0.4438). The pattern is the same for k = 7.
It is especially of interest to compare the algorithms using latent representations at k = 3 with MCS. This is because
both algorithms use different ways of resolving the conflict

when decisions for the same image differ, but have no effect
when responses are consistent. MCS relies on metacognitive judgments (i.e., response confidence) whereas the latent
representation algorithms use the similarity structure of the
underlying problem.

Comparing Novices to Experts
As mentioned in the Methods, the experts provided judgments for 60 hard images compared to the 300 easy and hard
images for novices. This might influence the efficacy of the
latent representation algorithms that depend on image similarity. Because there were fewer images in the expert experiment, the average nearest neighbor is necessarily less similar than the novice experiments. Since we are interested in
comparing the results for novices and experts, we also apply
the best algorithm on the novice experiments (i.e., supervised
representation with k = 7) to the restricted set of 60 images
seen by experts.
On these images, the supervised representation with k = 7
resulted in mean accuracy of 67.5% for Exp. 1a and 63.2%
for Exp. 1b, which was greater than average performance
of 61.8% and 59.0%, respectively. Pairwise t-tests, showed
this increase was significant (Exp. 1a: t(33) = −4.8, p <
0.0001; Exp. 1b: t(30) = −5.4, p < 0.0001). Hence, the
algorithms with latent representations seem to be effective for
novices, but not experts even when restricted to exactly the
same image set.

Discussion
In this paper, we explored different methods for aggregating
repeated decisions from the same individual with the aim of
improving medical image decision-making. To evaluate the
accuracy of these algorithms, we used the stimuli that three
sub-specialists agreed upon. Since these experts specialize in
interpreting white blood cells, we expect their judgments to
be more accurate than the expert participants used in Experiment 2, who were laboratory professionals and pathologists
from many different areas of pathology.
The MCS algorithm works by exploiting people’s
metacognitive processes, namely their ability to judge the
accuracy of their responses (Yeung & Summerfield, 2012).
For the MCS algorithm to be successful, we need the differences in metacognitve information obtained at different times
or through different question framings to be indicative of accuracy. We found that the MCS algorithm improved performance in all of our experiments, suggesting that confidence
judgments can meaningfully solve the conflict of inconsistent decisions. We note that the effect is more prominent in
Experiment 1a than Experiment 1b, suggesting that changing the question framing might result in more diverse confidence judgments, which is a necessary condition for wisdom
of the crowds (Surowiecki, 2005). Beyond decision aggregation, our results suggest that metacognitive processes might
be useful aids in decision making. Awareness of these processes might change and improve the quality of decision making even without a MCS algorithm (Boldt, Schiffer, Waszak,
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& Yeung, 2019).
Regarding the latent representations, we observed that aggregating decisions based on image similarity improved performance for novices. This was true for representations derived from both unsupervised and supervised neural network
models with the supervised models providing the best performance of all algorithms tested for novice Experiment 1a. The
novice Experiment 1b had a similar pattern but with smaller
improvements, suggesting once again that changing the question framing might result in more diverse responses and interact with the aggregation algorithms. However, aggregating
similar responses resulted in no improvement in the performance of experts even when the latent representation was informative and well tuned. This suggests that experts are more
likely to make the same decision on similar images. That
is, their decision might be biased towards the wrong answer
in that portion of the latent space. On the other hand, for
novices, we see substantial improvement with the latent representations suggesting that novices might be making decisions using a more random and noisy process as observed in
Trueblood et al. (2018). These results suggest that using image similarity is a meaningful way to de-noise the decisions
of novices.
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Abstract
Estimating parameters of cognitive models is crucial to be able
to accurately describe cognitive processing of individuals,
under varying circumstances. To ensure that individual
parameter estimates represent individual cognitive processes,
it is important to consider model identification and specific
influence. Model identification refers to whether a unique set
of parameter estimates is associated with a particular pattern in
the data; Specific influence means that certain experimental
manipulations affect only specific cognitive processes,
reflected in changes in only those parameters that represent
those processes, and not others. These two general concepts
also apply to cognitive models of more applied tasks and
settings, such as driving. In the current work, we specifically
test whether these two requirements hold in a commonly used
cognitive model of visual control of steering behavior. For this
model, we test the identifiability, and then estimate parameters
of two experiments to understand how cognitive load and
driving speed specifically influence parameter estimates of the
model. The results indicate that the two-point visual control of
steering model is identified, and that cognitive load and driving
speed are related to different parameters.
Keywords: cognitive models; parameter estimation; model
identifiability; specific influence; driving.

Introduction
Manually driving a vehicle involves various cognitive
processes ranging from the basic control and operation of the
steering wheel, to maneuvering to change lanes, to
strategically deciding what is the best way to move from A to
B (e.g., the fast or scenic route) (Michon, 1985). Managing
these requirements involves perception, decision-making, as
well as executive control. Due to the dynamic interleaving
and execution of all these tasks, driving is highly complex
(Chong et al., 2014; Michon, 1985). This complexity causes
driving error to be a high causal factor in road accidents (e.g.,
Dingus et al., 2016; Strayer et al., 2015).
Cognitive science and cognitive modeling have the
potential to inform our understanding of such complex
dynamic tasks, and a wide variety of models exists for both
manual and semi-automated driving (for reviews see e.g.,
Brumby et al., 2018; Janssen et al., 2020). Cognitive models
help to quantify the extent to which specific cognitive
processes (e.g., visual attention, memory) and environmental
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factors (e.g., amount of traffic on the road, weather) impact
driving performance, and thereby safety. Such a quantified
understanding can then eventually also help to guide the
design of safer vehicles and in-car systems.
In this paper we focus on one particularly promising
cognitive model: the two-point visual control model of
steering (TPVC, Salvucci & Gray, 2004). This model has
been the basis of a wide variety of other driving models,
specifically in the cognitive architecture ACT-R (Salvucci &
Taatgen, 2010), which in turn inspired other cognitive models
of visual attention interleaving in driving (e.g., Janssen &
Brumby, 2010; Jokinen et al., 2020).
The central idea of the TPVC model (Salvucci & Gray,
2004) is that steering motion is determined by two focus
points that the driver is assumed to monitor: a far point and a
near point (Neumann & Deml, 2011). The far point can for
example be the back of another vehicle or the distal point
where the road disappears. The near point can be thought of
as a target immediately in front of the car. In the context of
lane-changing, the model assumes that both the far and near
points change position to the target lane, to enable the driver
to steer to that lane (Figure 1).
The TPVC model controls the steering movement by
controlling the angle between the car’s bearing and the two
focus points. In particular, the model minimizes the change
in angle with the near and far points. This allows for a smooth
steering motion. To maintain a stable position on the road,
the model additionally minimizes the angle of the car’s
heading with the near point. Salvucci and Gray (2004) show
that in principle this model accounts for a wide range of
driving behaviors, by showing qualitative comparisons
between simulated car movements, and measured car
movements from a range of experimental studies. To show
the match between simulated and measured car movements,
Salvucci and Gray estimated parameters that determine the
relative contributions of the angle with the near and far
points, revealing how different movement patterns are
supported by different sets of parameter estimates.
Although introduced over a decade ago, it has not been
studied whether the parameters of the TPVC model represent
single cognitive processes. The current paper fills this gap by
addressing two related questions on (1) identifiability and (2)

Figure 1: Illustration of a lane change according to the
two-point visual control model of steering. θf and θn
indicate the angle between the car and the far and near
points, respectively. Initially, the car drives straight (1).
Once the decision to change lanes has been initiated, the
far and near points change relative to the car, creating a
non-zero angle (2). Consequently, the car steers to the
left lane (3), minimizing the angle between the heading
of the car and the far and near points (4).
specificity. The first question is whether the parameters are
identified. That is, given a particular (measured) car
movement, is there a unique set of parameters that best
predicts that car movement (Moran, 2016; van Maanen &
Miletić, 2020). Having a stable set of parameters
(identifiability) is needed to make quantitative predictions
(based on those models) for novel experiments and settings.
If the model is not identified, and it occurs that one particular
measured car movement is best predicted by two or more sets
of parameters, inferences about these parameters become
impossible. That is, there is no guarantee that when
optimizing the parameters of the model, two identical car
movements give the same optimal set of parameters, since
there are more sets that equally well fit the observed data.
Consequently, conclusions about the estimated parameters
are invalid.
Once the identifiability question has been answered
affirmatively, the second question on specific influence then
becomes whether estimated parameters systematically vary
between empirical conditions. That is, if we assume that each
parameter is a reflection of a single cognitive process, then
changes in behavior that are hypothesized to reflect changes
in specific cognitive processes should uniquely affect only
those parameters that represent the cognitive process under
scrutiny. No other parameters should be affected.

Implementation of the TPVC Model
Following Salvucci and Gray (2004), we implemented a
discrete version of the TPVC model:
∆𝜑𝜑 = 𝑘𝑘𝑓𝑓 ∆𝜃𝜃𝑓𝑓 + 𝑘𝑘𝑛𝑛 ∆𝜃𝜃𝑛𝑛 + 𝑘𝑘𝐼𝐼 𝜃𝜃𝑛𝑛 Δt

In this equation, 𝜑𝜑 indicates the angle that the car makes
relative to its original bearing, 𝜃𝜃𝑓𝑓 and 𝜃𝜃𝑛𝑛 indicate the angle
between the car and the far and near points, respectively, and
Δt represents a time constant of the update cycle. 𝑘𝑘𝑓𝑓 , 𝑘𝑘𝑛𝑛 , and
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𝑘𝑘𝐼𝐼 are the contributions of each of these components to the
angular change.
In addition to the basic model, we assume a visual
processing time that leads to a delayed response to visual
events that happen while driving. The implementation of the
TPVC model in the ACT-R cognitive architecture introduced
a similar mechanism (Salvucci, 2006), but in that model
optimization of the delay period to the individual driver is not
possible.
The delay period (𝑡𝑡0 ), together with the parameters
governing the steering control (𝑘𝑘𝑓𝑓 , 𝑘𝑘𝑛𝑛 , and 𝑘𝑘𝐼𝐼 ) determine the
steering behavior of a driver. Figure 2 shows the predicted
steering motion for four example parameter sets, with default
parameters of �𝑘𝑘𝑓𝑓 , 𝑘𝑘𝑛𝑛 , 𝑘𝑘𝐼𝐼 , 𝑡𝑡0 � = (0.2, 0.2,0.2,0.0). The first
set (in black) represents a driver with a relatively high 𝑡𝑡0
(𝑡𝑡0 = 0.15) who responds relatively slowly to a warning
signal to change lanes. In contrast, a driver with a relatively
high 𝑘𝑘𝑓𝑓 of 𝑘𝑘𝑓𝑓 = 0.7 focusses mostly on the far point, and
therefore steers more smoothly, taking more time to finish the
lane change (in green). A driver with a relatively high 𝑘𝑘𝑛𝑛
(𝑘𝑘𝑛𝑛 = 0.7, in red) minimizes the angle between the car and
the near point, resulting in a relatively abrupt steering motion.
A driver with a relatively high 𝑘𝑘𝐼𝐼 (𝑘𝑘𝐼𝐼 = 0.7, in blue) aims to
maintain the bearing to the near point, and attends less the
change in angle. Consequently, the steering motion requires
overcompensation once the target lane is reached. This
appears in Figure 2 by the high lateral deviation at t = 0.6s.

Figure 2: Individual steering profiles predicted by
the TPVC model. The goal of the model here is to
steer four meters to the left, beginning at time 0.

Estimating Parameters
To reveal individual driver’s profiles, we optimize the set of
parameters that best describe the steering behavior of every
individual. To this end, we predict the lateral deviation of a
car under one set of parameters, and minimize the mean
squared distance between the observed lateral deviation and
the predicted lateral deviation. The lateral deviation depends
on the change in angle and the speed of the car in the
following way:

Δ𝑥𝑥 = 𝑣𝑣 tan(𝜑𝜑) Δt

with v the speed of the car (in m/s).
Because of the potential complexity of the parameter
space, we applied particle swarm optimization with multiple
restarts (Clerc, 2010).

Model Identification
To study whether the model is identified, we generated
artificial data using parameters values for 𝑘𝑘𝑓𝑓 , 𝑘𝑘𝑛𝑛 , 𝑘𝑘𝐼𝐼 , and 𝑡𝑡0
that were randomly selected from a uniform distribution
(between 0 and 2). The range of this distribution was
informed by initial analyses of one of the data sets reported
below. Then, we applied the procedure introduced above to
estimate back the parameters based on the artificial car
movement. This process was repeated 100 times. If the model
is identified, we should observe that the parameter estimates
are close to the parameters used to generate the artificial data
(Anders et al., 2016; Miletić et al., 2017; Van Maanen et al.,
2019).
The far and near points where set at 1m and 20m in front
of the car, similar to Salvucci and Gray (2004). After 𝑡𝑡0
seconds had passed, the lateral position of the far and near
points was moved 4m to the left, initiating the actual steering
movement. The car’s speed was kept constant at 80km/h.

Results
We found very high correlations between the true and
estimated parameters of the same type (Table 1). Moreover,
the strongest correlation between true and estimated
parameters of different types was r=-0.18 between the true 𝑘𝑘𝑓𝑓
and the estimated 𝑘𝑘𝑛𝑛 , indicating a small trade-off between
these parameters (the inverse correlation between true 𝑘𝑘𝑛𝑛 and
estimated 𝑘𝑘𝑓𝑓 was slightly smaller). Overall, these results
indicate that the model is identified, since in the absence of
noise, there seems to be a unique set of parameters that best
predicts a specific car movement.
Table 1: correlation matrix between true (rows) and
estimated (columns) model parameters.
𝑘𝑘𝑓𝑓
𝑘𝑘𝑛𝑛
𝑘𝑘𝐼𝐼
𝑡𝑡0

𝑘𝑘𝑓𝑓
.97
-.18
.05
-.01

𝑘𝑘𝑛𝑛
-.18
1.00
.14
-.07

𝑘𝑘𝐼𝐼
.05
.15
1.00
-.14

𝑡𝑡0
.00
-.07
-.13
1.00

A Test of Specific Influence

After having established that the TPVC steering model is
identified, and therefore the estimated parameters are stable
across multiple instances of the same behavioral profile, we
address the question whether the parameters are
systematically related to specific external factors; a test of
specific influence (Van Maanen et al., 2019; Van
Ravenzwaaij et al., 2012). To this end, we reanalyzed the car
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movements from two recent studies (Pavlidis et al., 2016; van
der Heiden et al., 2019) in which participants were asked to
drive a car through a simulated environment in different
cognitive load conditions.

Study 1: Van der Heiden et al. (2019)
In this study, participants driving a simulated vehicle were
signaled at unpredictable moments that a lane change was
required as quickly as possible. The study manipulated
cognitive load by a secondary task (3 levels) and vehicle
speed (80 km/h or 130 km/h). If the parameters of the TPVC
model are meaningful representations of the cognitive
processes involved in steering, then these external factors
(cognitive load and speed) should affect only a single or
limited set of parameters.
Specifically, we hypothesized that an increase in cognitive
load increases the delay period 𝑡𝑡0 . This reflects the idea that
a secondary task typically results in distraction (e.g., Iqbal et
al., 2010; Kunar et al., 2008; Strayer & Johnston, 2001), and
therefore the signal that indicates a lane change may be
processed later. We did not have a specific hypothesis
regarding the driving speed manipulation.

Methods
The study involved twenty-four participants (9 women, age
range 28-70 years). The primary driving task was to stay in
the middle lane (3.5 m wide) of a straight three-lane highway.
A simulated navigation system was shown at the bottom right
of the screen. When a lane change was imminent, the
interface showed which lanes were closed. Participants were
instructed to change to the open lane once they noticed the
alert. On the cognitive load trials, an audio task created
distraction. There were two audio conditions. In both audio
conditions, participants heard a stream of words, presented at
a steady pace of 1 word every 4s. In the Repeat condition,
participants had to repeat the word they heard. In the
Generate condition, participants had to respond with a new
word that started with the last letter of the word they heard.
For more details on the experiment see Van der Heiden et al.
(2019).
Parameter Estimation The parameters were optimized for
all time series of all conditions and individuals, excluding
trials in which participants either did not change lanes, or
started from the incorrect lane (3.4%). All time series were
down sampled to 20 Hz, to obtain 𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥=50ms, which has been
argued is the update time of the human cognitive system (e.g.,
Anderson, 2007; Salvucci & Gray, 2004; Stocco et al., 2010),
and which also is an interval that is used in other models of
driver distraction (Salvucci, 2006, 2009).
Because the fitting results in separate parameter estimates
for every time series (i.e., each trial), we can apply linear
mixed-effect modeling to analyze the resulting parameter
estimates (Baayen et al., 2008). In these regression models,
we typically assume a random intercept for individuals,
controlling for individual differences. Starting with the full
models, we performed stepwise backward regression to

identify the most important factors that contribute to the
variance in the data (Crawley, 2013).

Results
Goodness-of-fit As a qualitative impression of the fit, Figure
3 (left) shows two example participants’ lane deviation
during a leftward lane change, which overlaid the model
predictions according to the best fitting model parameters.
Although the model does not account for brief movements of
the car, it captures the overall pattern of the movement very
well. The right panels of Figure 3 illustrate that the model
also predicts the steering angle of the car, even though it was
not fit on this property of the data.
Moreover, Figure 4 shows that the delay period predicts the
initial reaction time (T1). T1 was computed as the time at
which the driver makes the first steering motion that exceeds
one degree (van der Heiden et al., 2019). The delay period
seems to be an important component of T1.
Backward stepwise regressions shows that the best
regression model predicting T1 includes t0 (ßt0=0.32; t=12.0;
p<.001), a non-significant effect of car speed (ßspeed=0.06;
t=1.9; p=.067), and the interaction of these factors (ß=-0.17;
t=-4.1; p<.001). In addition, the regression model includes a
positive intercept of 0.51, suggesting that the t0 is consistently
lower than T1 (Figure 4).

explained the least amount of variance reveals that the best
description of the kf parameter is a model in which kf only
differs for the speed condition (ßspeed=0.37; t=5.2; p<.001).
The optimal model for the kn parameter is the same, but with
an inversed effect size (ßspeed=-0.62; t=10.8; p<.001). The
model for the kI parameter is also dependent on the speed
condition (ßspeed=-0.67; t=-10.8; p<.001). Together, these
results suggest that when participants drove faster, they
shifted their attention from the far point to the near point,
resulting in more myopic driving styles.
In contrast, the t0 parameter seems to differ according to
the cognitive load condition drivers were in. In particular, in
both load conditions, t0 was estimated higher than in the
Drive only condition (ßDG=0.10; t=2.7; p=.006; ßDR=0.11;
t=3.0; p=.003). Thus, compared to the driving only
condition, participants required about 100ms more to react to
the lane change signal when performing a secondary task.

Inferential Analyses For every parameter, we developed
linear mixed-effects models that included speed and
cognitive load as fixed effects, and participant as random
intercept. Backward stepwise deletion of the factors that

Figure 4: The TPVC model predicts the initial
reaction time (T1). Correlation between the T1
computed from the data and delay period t0 from the
model. The dashed line indicates the identity line.

Study 2: Pavlidis et al. (2016)
This section entails a reanalysis of a larger data set (Pavlidis
et al., 2016; Taamneh et al., 2017), with multiple cognitive
load conditions, to see if we replicate the t0 effect that was
observed in Study 1.
Methods
In this driving simulator experiment, 68 participants drove a
10.9 km stretch of four-lane highway under five different
conditions. After 5.2 km1, the highway contained a lane
deviation, forcing drivers towards the left lane. In the relaxed
driving (RD) condition, there was limited traffic on the
oncoming lanes. In the four other conditions, the cognitive
load of participants was increased by increasing the traffic

Figure 3: Two example participants with different
steering profiles were fit by the TPVC model. Left:
Observed (black) and predicted (red) lateral deviation
from the initial road location. Dashed lines indicate the
initial road location and the target road location. Right:
Observed and predicted steering angle. Dotted line
indicates that steering wheel is in the upright position.
1 The data descriptor paper (Taamneh et al., 2017) mentions that
the lane change occurred after 4.4 km in all but the RD conditions,
but this seems incorrect.
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density on the oncoming lanes, by presenting road works
along the side of the road, and by asking participants to do a
secondary task before and after the lane change. The four
conditions differed in the nature of the secondary task. In the
no-secondary task (ND) condition, there was no secondary
task; In the cognitive secondary task (CD) condition, the
secondary task consisted of analytical questions; In the
emotional secondary task (ED) condition, the experimenter
asked emotionally stirring questions; In the sensorimotor
secondary task (MD) condition, participants were asked to
type on a smartphone. The highway had a posted speed limit
of 70km/h (but participants were free to adjust their speed).
Each participant made a single leftward lane change in every
condition. For more details see (Pavlidis et al., 2016;
Taamneh et al., 2017).
Parameter Estimation We focused the analysis of the
steering motion on the section of highway 600m before and
after the indicator of the lane change. This way we ensured
that the model only describes the critical lane change, and no
other unrelated steering motions. The parameters were
optimized using the same procedure as before, for all
conditions and individuals separately. 𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥 was set to 𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥=1s,
which was the measurement frequency of the lane position.

Results

The model’s goodness-of-fit was comparable to the fit to
Study 1. A mixed-effects regression model with cognitive
load condition as fixed effect and random intercepts for
participants was fit separately to the optimal parameter
estimates. The RD condition was characterized by a
substantially higher kf (ßRD=0.072; t=4.0; p<.001) as
compared to the ND condition (which was set as the reference
condition for convenience), as well as a substantially lower t0
(ßRD=-12.7; t=-19.4; p<.001). For the other parameters there
was no significant difference.
Moreover, the CD and MD conditions differ from ND with
respect to t0 as well (ßCD=-3.2; t=-5.1; p<.001; ßMD=-3.1;
t=-4.8; p<.001; but ßED=-0.7; t=-1.2; p=.25). There were no
other significant differences between the various cognitive
load conditions. Thus, compared to the cognitive load
condition without a secondary task (ND), participants that
performed a cognitive or sensorimotor secondary task prior
to the lane change initiate their steering motion sooner.
These effects seem to indicate that the lower traffic density
and limited visual input in the RD condition as compared to
the ND condition was reflected in a faster identification of the
lane change indicator, consistent with the experiment of Van
der Heiden and colleagues (2019). However, it is surprising
that the two conditions that seem even more cognitively
demanding are characterized by a shorter t0 parameter.
Possibly, because the extra cognitive load manipulation was
administered before and after the lane change, this additional
cognitive demand resulted in a more focused driving style as
compared to the ND condition.
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Discussion
To understand the applicability of the TPVC model in terms
of estimating individual steering profiles, we tested the
identifiability as well as the specificity of the model’s
estimated parameters. With respect to model identifiability,
we found that the model parameters have unique
contributions to the predicted steering motion. This means
that through parameter optimization procedures the set of
parameters can be identified that best fits a steering profile in
empirical data.
With respect to parameter specificity, we estimated
parameters for two data sets in which participants made a
steering motion with the intend of a lane change. Both data
sets included experimental conditions that involved higher
cognitive load, for which we hypothesized that a decreased
level of attention towards the primary driving task would
result in a higher estimate of the onset of the steering motion.
Moreover, we hypothesized that driving speed would
influence the focus point that drivers attended when
performing a lane change, with a more myopic focus for
faster driving. Both hypotheses were confirmed.
Finding evidence for the identifiability and specificity of
cognitive models is important, as it allows for the
specification of parametrized models of individual users.
This can be scientifically interesting, to study how individual
differences in cognitive processes (reflected by individual
differences in parameters) are related to other measures, such
as mental workload scores (e.g., van Maanen et al., 2019),
neuroscientific measures (e.g., Turner et al., 2017), or other
behavioral measures (e.g., Miletić & van Maanen, 2019).
An important aspect of the original TPVC model that we
did not explore here, is the choice of time constant Δt. In
Study 1, we set the Δt to 50ms, following the rationale that
this possibly reflects the update time of the cognitive system
(e.g., Anderson, 2007). In study 2 however, we set Δt at 1s,
since this was the sampling frequency of the car locations in
this data set. This difference entails that the parameter
estimates cannot be directly compared across experiments.
Rather, the parameters should be interpreted relative to the
time constant (cf. van Maanen & Miletić, 2020).
Relatedly, Salvucci (2006) suggests that the time constant
parameter may not be constant at all, but rather that steering
updates may be skipped when the cognitive system is already
engaged, for example with a secondary task (e.g., Janssen et
al., 2012; Janssen & Brumby, 2010; Jokinen et al., 2020;
Salvucci et al., 2009; Salvucci & Taatgen, 2008). Such
interleaving may affect the precision of the observed steering,
and could potentially affect the parameter estimates.
Estimating the probability of skipping an update cycle due to
interleaving seems an important next step in this line of work.
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Abstract
Collecting new information about the outside world is a key
aspect of brain function. In the context of vision, we move our
eyes multiple times per second to accumulate evidence about
a scene. Prior studies have suggested that this process is goaldirected and close to optimal. Here, we show that this process
of seeking new information suffers from a confirmation bias
similar to what has been observed in a wide range of other
contexts. We present data from a new gaze-contingent task
that allows us to both estimate a participant’s current belief,
and compare that to their subsequent eye-movements. We find
that these eye-movements are biased in a confirmatory way.
Finally, we show that these empirical results can be parsimoniously explained under the assumption that the brain performs
approximate, not exact, inference, with computations being
more approximate in decision-making compared to sensory areas.
Keywords: choice bias; perceptual decision-making; eyemovements; approximate inference

Introduction
Human decision-making is often biased, and few biases are
as ubiquitous as the confirmation bias. Despite the fact that
it has been documented across a wide range of cognitive and
perceptual contexts, a unified understanding of its computational underpinning is currently missing (Nickerson, 1998;
Michel & Peters, 2020). Two major components contribute
to this bias: first, the biased seeking of information in supporting one’s belief, and second, an interpretation of the observed information that is biased by one’s existing beliefs.
Over the past 15 years, several studies have documented evidence for a confirmation bias in perceptual decision-making
tasks which have the benefit of allowing for the collection
of large amounts of data using hundreds of repetitions from
the same participants, and to contrast human performance to
that of animals. The evidence from those studies has shed
much light on the biased interpretation of sensory evidence
(Nickerson, 1998; Michel & Peters, 2020; Lange, Chattoraj,
Beck, Yates, & Haefner, 2020). However, the seeking of
new sensory evidence, most notably by eye-movements, has
so far mostly been found to be close to optimal (Najemnik
& Geisler, 2005; Renninger, Verghese, & Coughlan, 2007;
Navalpakkam, Koch, Rangel, & Perona, 2010; Nelson & Cottrell, 2007; Toscani, Valsecchi, & Gegenfurtner, 2013; Yang,
1 equal

contribution
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Lengyel, & Wolpert, 2016), but also see (Morvan & Maloney,
2012).
Our work makes two key contributions. First, it describes a
new psychophysical task that requires collecting sensory information by making saccades in the context of a classic twochoice orientation discrimination task. We designed the task
to be able to measure as directly as possible how saccades
may be influenced by existing beliefs and found that the eyemovements of 8/10 participants exhibited a confirmation bias.
Second, we show that this biased information-seeking behavior can be explained by a computational model that starts with
an optimal Bayesian active sensing strategy (MacKay, 1992;
Yang et al., 2016) but assumes that the required computations
are implemented approximately via sampling. Importantly,
such a model requires computing two terms – a sensory and
a cognitive one – and it only displays the empirically observed confirmation bias when the number of samples used
to compute the sensory term (and presumably implemented
in sensory areas) is larger than the number of samples used to
compute the cognitive term. Such a difference is compatible
with previous observations on the dramatic difference in information capacity comparing sensory periphery and central
processing, and suggestions that lower sensory areas act as
a “high-resolution buffer” for higher-level computations (Lee
& Mumford, 2003; Marois & Ivanoff, 2005).

Gaze contingent discrimination task
Rationale
Visual sensitivity to fine spatial structures differs greatly
across the visual field. As a result, humans use saccades (as
well as head and body movements) to move their eyes across
a scene in order to collect information. In order to determine
whether and, if so, how saccades are biased by previously collected information we designed a two-choice orientation discrimination task with a gaze-contingent stimulus display that
allows for close control over the information present both at
the current fixation point as well as in the periphery.

Task/Procedure
Participants were instructed to report the dominant (most frequent) orientation on the screen encountered while moving

kept a constant viewing distance of 105 cm using a chin-rest.
Eye-movements were tracked using an Eyelink 1000.
Importantly, we chose the stimulus parameters and eccentricities in order to make the orientation of a foveated stimulus
unambiguous for the participant, while providing some, but
not perfect, information about the orientation of the stimuli
in the periphery. If the information provided in the periphery
is too low, then the brain will not be able to use it to decide
where to move the eyes. If it is too high, then no new information is gleaned from moving the eyes and saccade plans may
reflect different constraints than during natural viewing conditions. Furthermore, the design of each stimulus minimizes
the effect of small fixational eye movements or variability in
fixation location (within the annulus) on the information provided to the visual system

Participants
The participants in this study consisted of 10 students at the
University of Rochester (8 naive, 2 authors – highlighted in
the analysis Figure 2A+B). Every naive participant was financially compensated for their time. All experiments were
performed by following the guidelines and methods approved
by the UR Research participants Review Board.

on foveated stimuli (Figure 2C, black) are larger than those
on non-foveated ones (Figure 2C, magenta). This implies
that for most participants the peripheral stimuli in our task
contained some information that could in principle be used in
planning saccades to stimuli expected to either confirm or disconfirm one’s existing belief. Furthermore, despite substantial participant-to-participant variability, most weights have a
weakly increasing trend on average, in line with prior findings in comparable evidence accumulation tasks (Brunton,
Botvinick, & Brody, 2013; Wyart, De Gardelle, Scholl, &
Summerfield, 2012; Drugowitsch, Wyart, Devauchelle, &
Koechlin, 2016; Lange et al., 2020). This means that stimuli presented later in the trial have a slightly larger influence
on average on the participant’s choice than those presented
earlier.
Importantly, we found that 9/10 participants were more
likely to saccade to stimuli that agreed with their current
belief about the trial category (8/10 statistically significant).
One participant did not show any bias. It is possible that
they could not extract enough information from the peripheral stimuli to guide their saccades, hence making saccades
at random.

Approximate Bayesian active sensing model

Analysis
Our task design allowed us to measure whether and how a
participant combined their current belief about the correct
task category with the information they expected in the periphery when determining where to move their eyes next.
Hence we could further test whether a participant used their
current belief to make eye-movements towards confirmatory
stimulus in the periphery leading to confirmation bias or not.
Estimating a participant’s current belief within a trials:
We first performed logistic regression to determine the participant’s choice bias as well as the weights assigned to the presented stimuli: 4 foveated stimuli and 5 non-foveated stimuli.
This allowed us to estimate a participant’s belief at the end of
each fixation period, on each trial, by multiplying the stimuli
presented so far with the corresponding weights and passing
them through the logistic function yielding log odds(Figure
2C).
Estimate saccade bias: During each fixation period within
a trial, the two peripheral stimuli were either of the same orientation (58%), or of different orientations (42%). In order
to test for a confirmation bias in eye-movement strategy, we
analyzed on the latter category – where saccades could be
made either to a stimulus in agreement with our estimate of
the participant’s current belief, or disagreement (Figure 2B).

Findings
We found that participants could indeed successfully perform
this challenging task and were consistent in their performance
around threshold (Figure 2A). As expected, logistic weights
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Rationale
Maximal performance in our task is achieved by Bayesian active sensing, i.e. an observer who maximizes the gain in information about the correct choice with each saccade (MacKay,
1992; Najemnik & Geisler, 2005; Yang et al., 2016). However, it is straightforward to show that an exact Bayesian
observer does not display any saccade selection bias since
the gain in information is independent of stimulus orientation. However, what we will show below is that computing this gain in information approximately, in our case by
sampling, will indeed induce an observer bias that matches
our empirical data. The motivation for modeling the brain’s
approximate computations using sampling (as opposed to a
variational approximation) is based on extensive prior work
showing that sampling-based representations can account for
a large amount of both cognitive (Griffiths, Vul, & Sanborn,
2012; Gershman, Vul, & Tenenbaum, 2012; Sanborn, Griffiths, & Navarro, 2010) and neural data (Fiser, Berkes, Orbán,
& Lengyel, 2010; Berkes, Orbán, Lengyel, & Fiser, 2011;
Haefner, Berkes, & Fiser, 2016; Orbán, Berkes, Fiser, &
Lengyel, 2016; Echeveste, Aitchison, Hennequin, & Lengyel,
2020). However, it is possible that a variational approximation entails the same qualitative bias as a sampling-based approximation (Lange et al., 2020).

Model details
Figure 3A shows a simplified version of the generative model
for our task from the experimenter’s perspective. Each trial is
defined by a single category (45 degrees clockwise or counterclockwise), C, and consists of 4 sequential 250ms displays,
indexed by t = 1..4, and represented by the plate (box) in Fig-

A

B

Participant

C

Participant

Figure 2: Participants show bias in eye-movements (A) Performance of 10 participants in the experiment. (B) Probability
with which participants saccade to confirmatory stimulus in the periphery based on already accumulated evidence (red bordered
bars are for non naive participants) in both A and B. p < 0.05,p < 0.01 and p < 0.001 shown by 1, 2 and 3 stars respectively.
(C) Weights given to stimuli in making the final choice. Thin black lines indicate individual participants (dashed lines for non
naive). The thick black line indicates the mean weights across participants. Magenta hollow circles are for naive participants
(diamonds for non-naive). The filled magenta circles indicate mean weights given to non-foveated stimuli across all participants.
ure 3A. For the first display, t = 1, the orientations for all
three presented stimuli are chosen independently from each
other to agree with C with probability 0.7: one at the fovea,
Ct0 , and two in the periphery, Ct1 and Ct2 . The actually presented stimulus observed by the participant is then drawn as
a Gaussian around the respective orientation modeling both
the stochastic stimulus generation (orientation-filtered Gaussian noise) and the sensory noise of the visual system. The
standard deviation of this Gaussian for the stimulus on the
fovea is σfovea , and the variance in the periphery is σperiphery ,
where σfovea < σperiphery . For subsequent displays, only the
two peripheral stimuli are drawn anew randomly to agree
with C with 0.7 probability. The foveated stimulus, on the
other hand, is identical to the peripheral stimulus saccaded
to between the previous and the current display. This dependency between displays is not shown in Figure 3A for visual
simplicity, but incorporated in our model. Importantly, optimal Bayesian inference over trial category C in this model
requires optimally choosing saccade targets on each of the
first three displays. As has been previously shown, this is accomplished by maximize the Bayesian Active Sensing (BAS)
score across the two possible actions (MacKay, 1992; Najemnik & Geisler, 2005; Yang et al., 2016):
maxi=1,2



 

H Cti |Dt
− E p(C|Dt ) H Cti |C, Dt
| {z }
{z
}
|

sensory component

(1)

cognitive component

0 1 2
, I1..t , I1..t represents all the stimuli prewhere Dt = I1..t
sented so far. Intuitively, the first term represents the participant’s uncertainty about the peripheral stimulus under consideration, and hence the information that could in principle
be gleaned from saccading there. The 2nd component sub-
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tracts from that the information about this location that is already known given one’s current belief about the trial category C. We call them ’sensory component’ and ’cognitive
component’ since they are likely computed in a sensory and
cognitive area, respectively.
In this work we hypothesize that the brain cannot compute
this score exactly, but approximates it by sampling. We obtain:
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where nsensory and ncognitive are the number of samples used
to approximate each computation. In general, these two
numbers, nsensory and ncognitive , may potentially be different
in the brain, reflecting differences in computational power
and/speed in sensory and cognitive areas. It turns out that
for nsensory > ncognitive the model exhibits a confirmation bias
as described below.

Findings
We analyzed the behavior of our model and compared it
to our empirical results. The three key parameters in our
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Figure 3: Approximate inference model of saccade selection (ref. model details for further information) (A) Simplified
generative model of the task (B) Three simulated ’participants’ who have a different degree of approximation parameterized by
the relative number of samples in our model. The confirmatory saccade selection biases observed in these ’participants’ cover
the range of empirically observed biases and is inversely related to the relative number of samples (C) & (D) Performance and
confirmatory saccade selection biases observed for different values of peripheral sensory uncertainty and relative number of
samples. The parameters used for the three simulated ’participants’ in (B) are shown in matching colors and the empirically
observed performance and bias for two example subjects are shown as solid iso-contour lines with dashed lines indicating 68%
errorbars (upper errorbar for subject 1 and lower errorbar extend outside the range of values shown in the figure)
model are the numbers of samples used for both components, and the amount of sensory uncertainty in the periphery, σperiphery . First, we found as expected that close-toexact inference (large number of samples for both components) induced no bias in saccade choice regardless of any
other parameters. Next, based on numerical simulations, we
found the same result when nsensory = ncognitive . However,
when nsensory > ncognitive we found a bias for confirmatory
saccades, while for nsensory < ncognitive we found the opposite bias: to peripheral stimuli that disagreed with the participant’s (model’s) current belief. Since none of our partic-
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ipant showed the latter bias, we next focused on the case of
nsensory ≥ ncognitive by fixing nsensory = 100 (close to exact)
while independently varying ncognitive and σperiphery . The results on accuracy and saccade bias are shown in Figure 3.
We found that for our discrimination task the performance
depended almost exclusively on the sensory uncertainty, and
only very weakly on the degree of the approximation used to
compute the BAS score. On the other hand, as long as the sensory noise in the periphery was not too large, the strength of
the bias depended primarily on the degree of approximation
of the cognitive computation as quantified by ncognitive : the

coarser the approximation the larger the bias. Furthermore,
the bias ranged from 0.5 to about 0.8 for the case ncognitive = 1,
covering the range of empirically observed values. The empirically observed performance and bias correspond to isocontour lines (shown for two participants as solid lines) in
the 2D parameter space shown in Figure 3C and 3D respectively. Three simulated ’participants’ (models) are shown as
red, green, and blue dots in Figure 3B. When the sensory
noise in the periphery was too large, the bias disappeared due
to the fact that regardless of approximation, the model could
not infer any information to influence its saccades.

Discussion
Our work makes three contributions. First, we present a new
task design that allows for the study of perceptual decisionmaking across multiple goal-directed eye-movements in a
highly-controlled context. Second, we provide evidence that
observers’ eye-movements are biased by their current beliefs
when sampling new information to make perceptual judgements. Third, we showed that the empirically observed confirmation bias can be explained as the consequence of approximate computations in an ideal observer model (Yang et al.,
2016).
Our gaze-contingent task was designed with the goal to
tightly control the information available for both making
choices in the task, and for making eye-movements to potential peripheral targets. It is therefore highly artificial, allowing for simple behavioral analyses (Rust & Movshon, 2005).
It will therefore be important to verify the validity of our
findings in ecologically relevant contexts by allowing for less
constrained environments in non-gaze-contingent displays.
While the empirical effect that we report is very robust with
an individually significant bias in 8/10 observers, the subjectto-subject variability is worth investigating in more detail.
One short-coming of our current experiment is that the signal strength – eccentricity combination for the targets in the
periphery is not adjusted to the peripheral sensory uncertainty
for each individual observer. As a result, there may be substantial subject-to-subject variability in the uncertainty about
the orientation of the peripheral targets. If the uncertainty
is too large, eye movements will necessarily be unbiased as
might be the case for observer 5 in our dataset. However, we
did not find a significant correlation between the magnitude
of the saccade bias and the regression weights for the stimuli
that were never foveated. Note, however, that those weights
are the result of both sensory inference and decision-making
and therefore can only be expected to be indirectly related to
peripheral uncertainty.
We modeled the observed biases as an ideal observer who
chooses stimuli in the periphery that maximize the observer’s
information about the correct trial category – formalized as
maximizing the mutual information between the peripheral
stimulus orientation and the trial category. The mutual information can be expressed as a difference between two components: (a) the ”raw” peripheral stimulus information (the
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sensory component) and (b) the expected peripheral stimulus
information based on the current belief about the correct trial
category (cognitive component). We hypothesize that participants approximate the underlying computations by sampling
to compute each of the two components. A sampling-based
representation has been previously proposed for modeling behavior (Gershman et al., 2012; Griffiths et al., 2012) and neural responses (Fiser et al., 2010; Haefner et al., 2016; Orbán
et al., 2016). Simulating this approximate information maximization model we found that a coarser approximation of the
cognitive component than the sensory component led to a bias
towards confirmatory saccades. On the other hand, we also
found that a coarser approximation of the sensory than the
cognitive component results in saccades to targets that are expected to disagree with the observer’s current belief. Despite
the model’s ability to predict both types of biases in saccade
selection we observed most participants having confirmatory
saccades. We suggest that this is the result of the brain having
a better representation of the sensory component compatible
with prior proposals of higher capacity representations early
in the visual hierarchy (Lee & Mumford, 2003).
The two key parameters in our model that determine its behavior – both with respect to choice accuracy, and strength
of confirmation bias – are the difference (ratio) in number of
samples used to evaluate the ’sensory’ compared to ’cognitive’ component of the Bayesian active sensing score, and the
uncertainty of the stimulus in the periphery compared to that
in the fovea. While visually comparing individual observers
to model predictions (Figure 3C+D) suggests that the model
is compatible with the data, and that the number of cognitive samples is very small, quantitative model fitting will be
required to draw more reliable conclusions.
Eye movements are crucial for collecting information
about the world. Our insights into how they are biased, and
how approximate computations may be responsible for this
bias, are not only important for our understanding of human
vision but may also yield insights into potential biases and
their causes in cognition and machine learning.
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Abstract
Decision-making is often hierarchical and approximate in nature: decisions are not being made based on actual observations, but on intermediate variables that themselves have to
be inferred. Recently, we showed that during sequential perceptual decision-making, those conditions induce characteristic temporal biases that depend on the balance of sensory and
category information present in the stimulus. Here, we show
that the same model makes predictions for when observers will
be over-confident and when they will be under-confident with
respect to a Bayesian observer. We tested these predictions by
collecting new data in a dual-report decision-making task. We
found that for most participants the bias in confidence judgments changed in the predicted direction for stimulus changes
that led them from over-weighting early evidence to equal
weighting of evidence or over-weighting of late evidence. Our
results suggest that approximate hierarchical inference might
provide the computational basis for biases beyond low-level
perceptual decision-making, including those affecting higher
level cognitive functions like confidence judgements.
Keywords: perceptual decision-making; approximate inference; feedback; choice bias; confidence judgements

Introduction
Humans make decisions by integrating information over time.
Previous work has identified temporal biases during perceptual decision-making in which participants’ decisions are influenced more by early evidence (primacy effect; (Kiani,
Hanks, & Shadlen, 2008; Nienborg & Cumming, 2009)), later
evidence (recency effect; (Drugowitsch, Wyart, Devauchelle,
& Koechlin, 2016)), or weighted equally across the trial (optimality; (Wyart, De Gardelle, Scholl, & Summerfield, 2012;
Brunton, Botvinick, & Brody, 2013)) in situations when optimal decision-making demands equal weight given to all
pieces of evidence (Figure 1A).
In a recent study, we proposed a new theory for these biases (Lange, Chattoraj, Beck, Yates, & Haefner, 2020). The
theory first acknowledges that the brain does not use sensory
observations (e.g. activity in the retina) directly to make decisions, but instead bases them on intermediate sensory features
(e.g. in visual cortex). This implies a partition on the information each stimulus holds about the correct choice. “Sensory information” represents the amount of information between stimulus and intermediate feature. “Category information” represents the information between feature and correct
choice. For sequential tasks, consisting of multiple stimulus frames, category information typically corresponds to the
proportion of frames which are consistent with the correct
choice. In the approximate hierarchical inference model of
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our previous work (Lange et al., 2020), the temporal bias
depends on the balance of sensory and category information
such that the primacy effect is seen when category information dominates while the recency effect and optimal weighing
are seen when sensory information dominates (Figure 1A) –
in agreement with prior empirical studies (Figure 1C).
In this study, we investigated whether sensory information and category information also affects another commonly
studied concept: confidence. Confidence is usually defined as
the belief of a participant that their choice in a task was correct (Pouget, Drugowitsch, & Kepecs, 2016; Grimaldi, Lau,
& Basso, 2015; Meyniel, Sigman, & Mainen, 2015; Li &
Ma, 2020). Confidence judgements are known to be systematically influenced by certain stimulus statistics including
volatility, whose effect has been linked to evidence integration (Zylberberg, Fetsch, & Shadlen, 2016; Castañón et al.,
2019). In these studies, increasing volatility of the stimulus
made participants more confident despite similar accuracy.
Investigating our hierarchical approximate inference model
from previous work, we found that high category information should not just entail a primacy bias but also overconfidence, whereas low category information leading to an
optimal weighting of evidence or the presence of a recency
bias should make an observer as confident as a Bayesian observer, or under-confident, respectively. We next tested these
predictions by collecting new data from a dual report perceptual discrimination and confidence judgment task. We
both qualitatively replicated our previous results on temporal
weighting biases, and found that stimulus conditions which
induced a primacy bias in participants also made them overconfident, compared to stimulus conditions that induced flat
weighting.

Hierarchical Approximate Inference
We follow (Lange et al., 2020) in implementing a samplingbased approximate inference model of the visual discrimination task in Figure 1D-E (see also Visual Discrimination Task
section). In this task, participants determine whether a series of noisy oriented stimuli had more frames tilted left or
right. The ideal observer chooses the most probable choice
C ∈ {−1, +1} by integrating the sensory evidence e f in each
frame f over F independent frames according to Bayes rule:
F

p(C|e1 , . . . , eF ) ∝ p(C) ∏ p(e f |C)
f =1
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Figure 1: Model and task to test confidence judgements (A) Examples of temporal weighting profiles, showing primacy
effect (red), optimal weighting (violet), and recency effect (blue). (B) Model proposed in (Lange et al., 2020) for LSHC and
HSLC conditions. Evidence in frame e f is used to infer sensory representation x f , which is used to update posterior for choice
C. LSHC: low sensory information means posterior update will be dominated by prior, which is posterior after last frame,
inducing confirmation bias (thick red arrow from C to x f and back, shown in left figure). HSLC: high sensory information
means likelihood dominates update, thwarting confirmatory feedback (thick blue arrow from e f to x f , shown in right figure).
(C) Task space proposed by (Lange et al., 2020) measuring category (y-axis) and sensory (x-axis) information. Red zone
(LSHC) indicates tasks that show primacy effect; blue area (HSLC) indicates tasks that show optimal or recency effect in
weighting profile. Our results will show differences in confidence judgements along the same stimulus dimensions (D-E)
Two conditions of experimental task. Participant sees 10 frames of filtered noise oriented ±45 deg and reports the majority
orientation. They report their confidence before receiving feedback. (D) LSHC stimulus contains low sensory (orientation
hard to detect) but high category (each frame consistent with answer) information. (E) HSLC stimulus contains high sensory
(orientation easy to detect) information but low category information (contains inconsistent frames). (A), (B) and (C) have been
adapted from (Lange et al., 2020).
This can be done according to the Sequential Probability Ratio Test (Gold & Shadlen, 2007), wherein a running estimate
of the log posterior odds LPO f is updated every frame. Since
decision-making areas in the brain do not have access to peripheral sensory observations, the inferred intermediate sensory representation x needs to be integrated out (see Figure
1B):
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ˆ f
= LPO f −1 + LLO

(2)

ˆ f is the estimate of the log-likelihood ratio imwhere LLO
plied by evidence e f via sensory intermediate x and LPO f −1
is the log posterior odds up to the previous evidence frame
f − 1. LPO f −1 acts as prior for the current frame f causing
early evidence to influence the interpretation of evidence later
in the trial. Since the strength of the prior is directly related
to category information, this leads to a primacy bias when
category information is high (Figure 2F).
Importantly, exact inference in this model produces an
equal weighting of evidence (see Figure 2F). The temporal
bias arises under the assumptions that (1) the intermediate
sensory representation x does not encode the choice likelihood for that frame, but the posterior, and therefore is modulated by top-down feedback which acts as a prior on x, incorporating current beliefs about stimulus category (Figure 1B)
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larger confidence, corresponding to the larger LPO spread in (A). Also, HSLC for approximate observer is equal to HSLC for
ideal observer without leak/forgetting but becomes slightly less when a small leak/forgetting term is considered. (F) Normalized temporal weights for the same simulations. Note ideal observer shows flat, or optimal weighing profile (purple dashed
line), while approximate observer (Approx. Inf model) shows primacy effect for LSHC (dark red) and optimal effect for HSLC
(dark blue). Thus the model predicts increased confidence to co-occur with primacy bias. ‘Approx. Inf model with leak’
simulates a forgetting term that attempts to reduce the effect of “double counting” of evidence, thereby reducing the strength of
ˆ f . γ = 1 would make primacy disappear. For ‘Approx. Inf model’ γ = 0.0, for
primacy bias, i.e, LPO f = (1 − γ)LPO f −1 + LLO
‘Approx. Inf model with leak’ γ = 0.05, causing primacy to slightly decrease as expected (compare dark and light red lines) in
LSHC condition and optimal become slight recency (compare dark and light blue lines) in HSLC condition. Increasing γ would
increase this shift. More details in (Lange et al., 2020)
and (2) inference in the model is approximate (see (Lange et
al., 2020) for more details). The degree to which the prior’s
influence on the intermediate representation is over- or undercorrected during online processing determines the temporal
weighting within a trial. Specifically, under-correcting for
the influence of the prior (across frames) leads to an effective double-counting of beliefs about the correct choice for a
trial and hence primacy effect, whereas as over-correcting for
the prior effectively leads to forgetting, or leaky integration,
and a subsequent recency effect (compare red lines, dark blue
line and light blue line respectively in Figure 2 F). Importantly, the strength of the prior’s influence is determined by
the amount of category information in the stimulus (Figure
1B+C, (Lange et al., 2020) for more details). We will therefore compare two stimulus conditions in our work: Low Sensory & High Category (LSHC) information, and High Sensory & Low Category (HSLC) information — both matched
for overall (threshold) performance on the task. In the context
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of a orientation discrimination task, Figure 1D+E shows the
corresponding stimuli.

Log posterior odds as proxy for confidence
Our model assumes that reported confidence is monotonically
related to the strength of evidence collected throughout a trial,
so we use the absolute value of the log posterior odds after the
final frame, |LPOF | as a proxy for confidence. The model’s
choice is determined by the sign of LPOF , while the confidence by its magnitude.

Feedback between decision area and sensory area
causes primacy and high confidence
Using identical model parameters to (Lange et al., 2020),
we first confirmed that our hierarchical inference model produced the same temporal biases during approximate, but not
exact inference, as previously reported (Figure 2F). We next
investigated the confidence judgements implied by the ap-

Visual Discrimination Task
Rationale
We next collected new data using a dual-report discrimination
and confidence judgement report task (Figure 1D,E). This
allowed us to test our new predictions for how confidence
judgements should depend on the stimulus statistics at the
same time as replicating our earlier findings on changes in
temporal biases. Ten frames of filtered noise with orientation
energy at ±45 degrees were presented to each participant, after which they reported the dominant orientation as well as
the confidence.
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proximate model and found that they indeed differed between
the two stimulus conditions: for the LSHC condition, the final absolute LPO were substantially larger on average than in
the HSLC condition. Furthermore, in the LSHC condition,
confidence was higher than for an ideal observer (exact inference), and in the HSLC condition it was equal to that of
an ideal observer, and lower in the presence of an additional
forgetting term (Figure 2E). The reason for this is intuitive:
the same confirmatory (positive feedback) dynamics between
the decision-making representation and the sensory representation that lead to an overweighting of early evidence, pull
the accumulated log odds away from 0, such that their final
distribution at the end of the trial is wider than without those
feedback dynamics. As a result, the average LPO at the end
of the trial is larger than for the ideal observer (Figure 2A). In
the absence of this confirmation bias dynamic, the final LPO
will agree with those of an ideal observer, and match it in its
confidence judgements. When we introduce a small leak (forgetting) term in our model then the final LPO for HSLC stimuli becomes slightly less than the ideal observer. This small
leak/forgetting term allows us to account for subjects showing
recency bias as in (Lange et al., 2020). This leak/forgetting
term pulls LPOs towards zero, and hence a smaller average
confidence than the ideal observer (Figure 2B). Figures 2C-F
confirm that confidence is matched and temporal biases are
absent for the ideal observer.
Finally, we characterized the predicted confidence judgements (mean final |LPO|) for a wide range of sensory and
category information values (Figure 3). As expected, simulations of the ideal model, representing a control, show
unbiased confidence values that depend equally on sensory
and category information (Figure 3B). For the approximate
model, on the other hand, confidence values more strongly
depend on category information (Figure 3A). This is consistent with the dynamic described in (Lange et al., 2020), that
strong beliefs about the category of a trial reinforce themselves by biasing intermediate sensory representations when
those beliefs are indeed predictive of future sensory inputs
within a trial (high category information). The region of
high confidence in the upper part of the plot is the same region where the primacy bias in the weighting of evidence is
the strongest (compare equivalent bias plots in (Lange et al.,
2020)).

0.75

0.99

0

Sensory information

Figure 3: Expected confidence as a function of sensory and
category information (A) Simulations for approximate inference model show confidence grows primarily with category information. (B) Simulations for ideal observer show
confidence is equally affected by category and sensory information.

Participants
Ten students at the University of Rochester (all naive to the
goals to the study) participated in this study. All participants
were compensated for their time. All experiments were performed by following the guidelines and methods approved by
the Research participants Review Board.

Stimulus
The stimulus was a band-pass filtered noise masked by a softedged annulus (Beaudot & Mullen, 2006; Nienborg & Cumming, 2014; Bondy, Haefner, & Cumming, 2018). The annulus contained a small white cross in the center, on which participants were instructed to fixate. Each stimulus subtended
2.08 degrees of visual angle around the fixation point (see
Figure 1D,E). The mean spatial frequency was = 6.90 cycles
per degree, the spread of spatial frequency was = 3.45 cycles
per degree, the (inverse) spread of orientation energy denoted
by κ ranges from 0.0 to 0.8 (sensory information), the image
luminance was 127 ± 22 and the width of the central annulus cutout was 0.43◦ . The number of frames that matched
the correct answer for a trial, pmatch , ranged from 0.5 to 1.0
(category information). We generated the stimuli using Matlab and Psychtoolbox and presented them on a 1920x1080px
120 Hz monitor with gamma-corrected luminance (Brainard,
1997). Participants kept a constant viewing distance of 105
cm using a chin-rest.
The design of the stimulus minimized the effects of small
fixational eye movements. The range of spatial frequencies
was kept constant for all participants (same as in (Lange et
al., 2020)).

Procedure
In the LSHC condition, following (Lange et al., 2020), we
run a 2:1 staircase on κ (starting from 0.8) which controls
the amount of orientation energy in each frame of stimulus,
and hence determines difficulty of detecting the orientation of

A

Analysis
We calculate psychometric curves with respect to signal κ for
LSHC and pmatch for HSLC. We take the dot product of the
Fourier-domain energy of each stimulus with a difference of
Fourier-domain kernels at ±45◦ to compute signed signal κ.
The signal is a scalar value that is positive if the stimulus
contains more +45◦ energy and negative if it contains more
−45◦ energy. Accuracy is determined by simply taking the
average for all trials in which participants reported a given
confidence values (Figure4).
Temporal weights of frames are computed for trials below
the threshold performance (70%) for each participant. We
fit the weights using regularized logistic regression and then
normalized them to have a mean of one. We also compute a
slope for the weights by fitting an exponential curve (Figure
5).

HSLC

LSHC

B

HSLC

D
LSHC

C

LSHC

Findings

HSLC

Figure 4: Relationship between accuracy and confidence
reports (A) Psychometric curves for LSHC condition. Thin
lines denote individual participants and thick line indicates
their mean. (x-axis) Positive valued κ denotes energy in favor of +45 degrees; negative values for -45. (B) Psychometric curves for HSLC condition. (x-axis) 0 corresponds to all
stimulus frames consistent with -45 degrees; 1.0 means all
stimulus frames consistent with +45 degrees. (C-D) Individual participant accuracy as a function of reported confidence
for LSHC and HSLC conditions, respectively. All error bars
are 1 std dev.

a single stimulus frame. We keep pmatch fixed to 0.9 across
all trials. Similarly for the HSLC condition, we run a 2:1
staircase on pmatch (starting from 0.9) while keeping κ fixed
to 0.8 such that the orientation in each frame of stimulus is
clearly visible to participants.
Each trial starts by presenting a white cross in the center of
a gray screen and a black circle outline for 200 ms, indicating
the location where a series of stimuli will appear. Then 10
stimulus frames are presented around the cross, each lasting
for 83 ms (12 frames per second). After the 10th frame, a
noise mask with no orientation information is presented to
prevent any after-images. Participants make a decision by
pressing a button, indicating whether the majority of stimulus
frames were oriented +45 or -45 degrees, and then report their
confidence by pressing 1, 2, or 3 (1 is least confident, 3 is
most) within the next 1 sec. Finally, auditory feedback was
played at the end of each trial (see Figure 1D,E).
Participants learned the task using 50 trials of each condition. After that participants completed between 1500 to 2100
trials in the LSHC condition and 1000 to 1500 trials in HSLC
condition. Trials were run in blocks of 100 trials, after which
participants could take a small break.
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First, we replicated our previous findings (Lange et al., 2020):
we confirmed that participants were able to perform the task
as shown by psychometric curves (Figure 4A,B) and that the
temporal weight profiles indeed showed a primacy effect for
the LSHC condition and an optimal weighting or slight recency effect for the HSLC condition (Figure 5A). We determined the change in temporal bias for each participant by
comparing the slope of their weighing profiles (Figure 5B)
and confirmed that most participants increased their slope
from primacy in the direction of optimality/recency in the
HSLC condition.
We next confirmed the validity of the participants’ reported
confidence for both conditions (Figure 4C,D), by showing
their that reported confidence, on average, tracked their accuracy.
Finally, we compared participants’ confidence reports between the two conditions using trials at or below threshold
performance (70%) (see Figure 5). We found that all but two
participants were more confident in the LSHC condition, confirming our model predictions. Interestingly, the two participants who showed similar confidence in each trial (points
overlapping the identity line) also showed small or negative
effects with respect to changes in their temporal weighing
slopes (dashed lines in Figure 5). However, a statistical test
for a linear correlation between the difference in slope and
the difference in confidence judgements was not significant
across our 10 subjects.

Discussion
Replicating and building on our previous work (Lange et al.,
2020), we found that approximate hierarchical inference induces biases in explicit confidence judgements that are related
to temporal weighting biases in predictable ways. Model simulations and new experimental evidence show that overconfidence co-occurs with the primacy effect when sensory information is low and category information is high.
This work suggests that approximate hierarchical inference may provide a computational basis for the emergence
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B
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HSLC

C
- - Same mean
confidence in LSHC
and HSLC

HSLC

***

***

***
***

***
***
***
***
—Greater mean
confidence in
LSHC than HSLC

LSHC

HSLC

LSHC

Figure 5: Participants showed higher confidence in LSHC task compared to HSLC task (A) Temporal weights showing
primacy effect for LSHC condition (red) and optimal weighing in HSLC condition (blue). (B) Slopes of the weights change
across the two tasks for each participant. Note that participants whose mean confidence reports lie on identity line in (C), dashed
lines, show little or no change in slope. (C) Mean confidence reported for LSHC condition and HSLC condition. Most points
lie below the identity line, indicating greater confidence in LSHC, confirming model predictions. Green dot shows participant
mean and the error bars are 95% CI. Performance is matched for comparison of LSHC and HSLC conditions (70%). Subjectwise significance test for difference of mean confidence report in LSHC condition and HSLC condition is shown by stars. 8/10
subjects are individually significant with p < 0.001 (shown by ∗ ∗ ∗).
of biases beyond low-level perceptual decision-making. This
model explains how biases in confidence, a higher-level cognitive faculty, can emerge due to a positive feedback loop between decision-making areas and sensory representations that
depend on stimulus statistics in a systematic way.
Interestingly, the effect on confidence we found here differs with previous studies which examined the effect of stimulus volatility on confidence, showing that higher volatility
can increase confidence (Zylberberg et al., 2016; Castañón et
al., 2019). A key difference between our study and that by
Castañón et al. lies in the fact that in our experiments the evidence frames were presented sequentially, while in (Castañón
et al., 2019) they were all presented on the screen at the same
time. Since the confirmation bias in our model is fundamentally a temporal effect, our model would not predict a dependence of confidence on volatility on its own, but would need
to be combined with the integration-noise-blindness hypothesis proposed by Castañón et al..
More generally, the bias due to feedback to sensory areas
will combine with other biases induced by different sources
of suboptimal inference. (Kiani et al., 2008) suggested that
observers stop integrating evidence after they reach an internal decision-bound even in fixed stimulus duration tasks
like ours. Indeed, it is this bound that (Zylberberg et al.,
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2016) shows to be able to explain the dependency of confidence judgements on stimulus volatility in their experiments.
A quantitative model fit to 12 subjects in our task in our previous study revealed that their internal bounds were so high that
they did not substantially change evidence integration (Lange
et al., 2020). This suggests difference in the observer’s internal bounds as a cause of the difference between Zylberberg et
al. and our results which might not be surprising since theirs
was an explicit reaction time task.
In turn, the presence of over-confidence when subjects
show a primacy bias in evidence weighting constitutes evidence against a change in internal bound being the reason for
different temporal biases in LSHC and HSLC conditions. In
principle, a low internal bound in the LSHC condition could
explain the primacy bias there, and a higher bound the optimal weighting in the HSLC condition. However, in that case
confidence judgements should be lower in the LSHC than the
HSLC condition which is the opposite of what we found.
Finally, we speculate that the described dynamics and
biases in confidence generalize from perceptual decisionmaking to the cognitive domain, with the key elements being temporal consistency of the evidence (category information) and the approximate nature of the brain’s inference algorithms (Griffiths, Lieder, & Goodman, 2015).
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Categorizing spatial relations is central to the development of
visual understanding and spatial cognition, with roots in the
first few months of life. Quinn (2003) reviews two findings
in infant relation categorization: categorizing one object as
above/below another precedes categorizing an object as between other objects, and categorizing relations over specific
objects predates abstract relations over varying objects. We
model these phenomena with deep neural networks, including
contemporary architectures specialized for relational learning
and vision models pretrained on baby headcam footage (Sullivan et al., 2020). Across two computational experiments, we
can account for most of the developmental findings, suggesting these neural network models are useful for studying the
computational mechanisms of infant categorization.
Keywords: neural networks, spatial categorization, infant relation learning, developmental computational modeling

Figure 1: Example Stimuli. In each triplet, the left stimulus is the
familiarization example, the middle is the same relation test, and the
right stimulus is the other relation test. Top: identical target objects.
Bottom: different target objects with alternative reference bar.

Relations are critical to human reasoning capacities (Goodwin and Johnson-Laird, 2005), and our understanding of the
visual world around is mediated by spatial relations, as they
help distinguish individual objects and combine them in order
to understand visual scenes (Piaget, 1954; Johnson, 2010).
Additionally, both relational learning (Newcombe and Huttenlocher, 2007) and analogical reasoning (Yuan et al., 2017)
appear crucial to the development of spatial cognition, which
guides infants’ budding understanding of the world around
them. Despite the importance of relations, little computational
work has examined how infants could learn to categorize spatial relations, and why some categories are acquired before
others over the course of development. This is the goal of our
current article.
Relational learning and reasoning have received substantial recent attention in the artificial intelligence literature (see
Battaglia et al., 2018, for a review). Santoro et al. (2017) and
Shanahan et al. (2019) offer novel neural network architectures
designed for relational reasoning, while Barrett et al. (2018)
and Teodorescu et al. (2020) offer diagnostic task paradigms.
Other literature focuses on applications, such as Hamrick et
al. (2018) and Kipf et al. (2018), exploring physical property
inference through relational reasoning. We turn this recent
attention toward modeling infant categorization of spatial relations to better understand the computational basis of these
early-emerging abilities. We evaluate a wide variety of neural
network architectures trained on both synthetic and real-world
datasets, comparing their performance with key findings from
the developmental literature. Previous work used very simple
connectionist networks to model aspects of infant categorization (Mareschal et al., 2000; French et al., 2004) and spatial
language (Regier, 1995). Our contribution is to evaluate the
latest generation of architectures, especially those specialized
for processing spatial relations. Next, we will describe the
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developmental findings we model in our computational experiments.
Quinn (2003) surveys the development of infant relation categorization, including two primary findings. The first finding
is that, by 3-4 months of age, infants can categorize “above
versus below” (or “left versus right”, Quinn, 2004), although
they fail to categorize “between” (Figure 1; top row). By 6-7
months, infants can also categorize “between.” In a representative experiment, Quinn (1994) familiarized infants with several
stimuli, all containing a dot either above or below a horizontal
bar (Figure 1; Familiarization). After familiarization, infants
were presented with a novel category preference test, finding
that infants look longer at a stimulus with the dot on the other
side of the bar (Figure 1; Other relation) compared to a new
location on the same side (Figure 1; Same relation).
The second finding is that infants categorize spatial relations
comprised of specific objects before categorizing the same relations composed of varying objects. Quinn et al. (1996; 2003)
replicate the previous experiments except that the target object
varies between familiarization and test (Figure 1; bottom row).
In both cases, changing the target object requires the infants
to be older to show the same novelty preference—from 3-4
months to 6-7 months for above versus below, and from 6-7
months to 9-10 months for between versus outside.
When infants discriminate between categories in a laboratory study, it is often unclear whether these abilities reflect
top-down processing of categories acquired outside the lab,
or bottom-up processing of categories developed during the
familiarization phase (Thelen and Smith, 1994; Murphy, 2002,
ch. 9; French et al., 2004, Newcombe et al., 2005). In this
paper, we examine neural networks as a tool for studying both
types of processing. In experiment 1, we report a supervised
learning paradigm examining learning different relations from
simplified object vectors. We view this as analogous to the
first possibility, evaluating the difficulty of learning relation
concepts from numerous varied examples, as infants might
acquire these categories over an extended period outside the

lab. We compare five neural network architectures, instantiating different inductive biases, to observe which show similar
patterns to the results discussed in the first finding above.
In experiment 2, we appraise the second possibility, evaluating whether objects arranged in the same spatial relation
are encoded more similarly than objects that are not, based
entirely on general purpose, high-level perceptual features. To
do so, we utilize learned features from large-scale computer
vision architectures as a proxy for prior visual experience,
pretrained on either a developmentally-realistic visual corpus
or a popular computer vision benchmark, neither of which
explicitly requires relational categorization.1 Our results show
that both experiments account for the primary findings, suggesting that neural networks can serve as useful models for
both types of categorization processes. The variation between
training architectures (both experiments) and pretraining methods (experiment 2) suggests that some networks better model
the development of relation learning, and gaps in the results
highlight promising approaches for developing more comprehensive models of categorization in infancy.

Experiment 1: Relations from Scratch
In this experiment, we model the first finding discussed, that
infants acquire the capacity to represent “above or below” (a
target object relative to a single reference object) before they
develop the ability to represent “between” (a target relative
to two references). In two studies (Quinn, 1994; Quinn et
al., 1996), 3-4 months old infants familiarized with stimuli
depicting a single relation (either above or below) exhibit a
looking-time preference to a stimulus showing the opposite
relation, compared to a new stimulus showing the familiarized
relation. Quinn et al. (1999) followed up on those experiments,
using examples of a target object between two reference objects, using both horizontal and vertical reference objects. 3-4
months old infants did not display a preference towards test
stimuli containing an object outside the references, but infants
6-7 months old did. The ability to reason relative to two reference objects develops after the ability to reason relative to
a single reference, consistent with the notion that infants first
encode with respect to a single landmark, and later encode
in a “local spatial framework” (Huttenlocher and Newcombe,
1984).

Methodology
Our simulations evaluate the relative ease of learning two
different classes of relations, both cast as binary classification problems: above/below (learning to classify above versus
below), and between (learning to classify between versus outside).
Objects. To model relation learning independently from
learning to represent objects, we provide the models with
1 If the pretrained models demonstrate categorical perception, it’s
possible that they acquired perceptual features akin to abstract relational categories. A more likely possibility is that they acquired
perceptual features that implicitly promote relational similarity more
than the alternative, of acquiring perceptual features that promote
relational opposition.
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Figure 2: Experiment 1 Stimuli. Top: Left two panels: a sample
location of the reference object(s) (in blue), with the entire grid of
possible target object locations visualized (in orange). Middle two
panels: example above/below stimuli. Right two panels: example between stimuli. Bottom: the vector object representations associated
with the Below example—as the models receive only these vectors,
the choice colors and shapes here is arbitrary. We do not mark which
coordinate is X and which is Y, so the models are agnostic to this
fact (and above/below is identical to left/right), other than the CNN
model, which receives a spatial input. The borders signify each object
vector, so the blue reference object is comprised of nine vectors.

minimal object representations as inputs. Each object is represented as a vector of length 4, with integer x and y positions,
and a one-hot encoding marking the object as target or reference (Figure 2 bottom). The objects are implicitly understood
to be occupying a 1x1 unit square. The reference objects,
which we take to be 9 units long, are represented as a collection of 9 adjacent identically-sized objects. We also explored
an alternative representation that treats the reference bar as a
single object, where each object vector has an additional integer dimension specifying its length (as all objects we use have
a height of 1 unit, we omit a height dimension). Results with
the alternative representation were qualitatively similar, even
though the task is easier (as the models receive fewer object
vectors as their input), so we focus on describing the results
with the first representation (without the length dimension).
Dataset Generation. Figure 2 visualizes stimuli from the
different relation categories. To create stimuli, we sample
locations for the reference object (series of blue cells) and
then sample the target object’s location uniformly from the
‘target grid’ above and below the reference object(s). In the
above/below condition, we split the eight rows of the target
grid evenly between above and below. In the between condition, we split the locations evenly between the between and
outside relations. We only consider cases where the target
object occupies the same horizontal space as the reference
object(s), avoiding having the target object off to the side. To
create training and test sets, we randomly split the reference
object locations (in the large canvas, 90% training, 10% test)
and the target object locations (relative to the reference object,
80% training, 20% test). We then set aside 10% of the training
set as a validation set. This process creates a maximal training
set of 3628 examples, a validation set of 404 examples, and
a test set of 1800 examples. We also evaluate models trained
on randomly sampled subsets of the training sets, using 8, 32,
128, 512, 1024, or 2048 items.

Test Accuracy

PrediNet: this model is explicitly designed to learn different
relations between objects, making for a task-optimized comparison architecture. It uses a modified form of self-attention,
combining global information over the entire set of objects
with information from each individual object, and treats the
difference between object representations in a latent space as
capturing different relations between them. See Shanahan et al.
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Convolutional Neural Network (CNN): this model encodes
a translation invariance bias, receiving the objects as a 2D
grid S rather than as an unordered list of vectors. As the
objects’ positions are represented by their placement in the
grid, we use two channels in the spatial input, one marking
the target object’s location and another marking the locations
of all reference objects. We use a standard convolutional
architecture (conv) followed by global average pooling and an
MLP:
CNN(S) = fφ (average pool(conv(S)))

RN(O) = fφ

Above/Below

1.0

8

Architectures. We evaluated five different neural networks,
each incorporating a distinct inductive bias. To the extent
possible, the architectures were chosen to gracefully handle
varying numbers of objects present in a scene. Other than the
convolutional neural network, all models begin with an objectwise embedding function, a single layer with ReLU activations.
We denote the input collection of objects as O = {o1 , ..., oN },
the embedding function as eω , and the embedded objects as
E = eω (O) : {ei = eω (oi )}. All models have two softmax
output units (the two classes learned), and are trained using the
cross-entropy loss to maximize the probability of the correct
class.
‘Bag of objects’ MLP: this architecture is the simplest we
could conceive of that would be invariant to the number of
objects. It treats the embedded vectors as a single vector by
taking their mean, and passes it into a standard feedforward
network with ReLU activations. Denoting the MLP as fφ :

1 N
MLP(O) = fφ
eω (oi )
∑
N i=1

Training set size (log scale)

Figure 3: Smaller model test set accuracy by training set size.
Left: above/below. Right: between. Average over ten random seeds,
shaded regions mark the SEM. Dashed line indicates chance (50%).

(2019) for the full details.
Implementation and Training. To test the effect of model
size, we created two configurations of each model, a smaller
one (using around 2000 parameters) and a larger one (using
around 8000 parameters). We report results from ten random
seeds for each simulation, varying three factors: above/below
or between, smaller or larger models, and the number of training examples. We terminated each run when performance on
the validation set plateaued. All models were optimized using
Adam Kingma and Ba (2015) with a learning rate of 1e-3 and
a batch size of 256. All models were implemented in PyTorch
(Paszke et al., 2017) using PyTorch Lightning (Falcon, 2019).

Results
We focus our analysis on two measures of learning difficulty:
Sample complexity: how many examples does it take to learn
each concept? Number of epochs: how many passes through
the training set does it take to learn each concept? We evaluate
all five models on their ability to capture the developmental
phenomena described above, including which architectures
may be too powerful (learning both conditions trivially) or too
weak (failing to learn either condition) when compared with
competencies in infancy.
To evaluate the sample complexity, Figure 3 depicts the
test set accuracy attained by each architecture as a function
of the size of the training set used, using the smaller (2000
parameter) configurations. We plot only the test set accuracies,
as the networks generalize well above a reasonable sample
size: the maximal difference between the training and test
accuracy, averaged over the replications of each network, is
12.7% with 128 samples, 2.4% with 512 samples, and < 0.1%
with the full training set. At all training set sizes, the networks
perform better in the above/below condition than they do in
the between condition, unless they fail to learn both. This
is true from the most successful network (PrediNet) to the
simplest (MLP) one, using both the smaller and larger network
configurations. The RelationNet is the only network which
fails to learn a relation, never reaching much above chance
accuracy in the between condition; the MLP also struggles
with between, rising above chance only with the full dataset.
Results using the larger model configurations showed the same
qualitative patterns.
To explore how long it takes the networks to acquire the

concepts, Figure 4 illustrates the learning curves using a 1024item training set. Unsurprisingly, the models that reach a
higher test accuracy (Figure 3) also tend to require fewer training epochs to reach high performance. All architectures reach
peak accuracy faster in the above/below condition than in the
between condition. At this dataset size, both the RelationNet
and the MLP networks fail to learn in the between condition.

Discussion
Most of the architectures examined are consistent with the
basic developmental phenomenon: learning to spatially categorize above versus below is easier than between versus
outside. This holds both when we take the sample complexity as a proxy for experience, and when we take the number
of training epochs as the measure of experience. The RelationNet model struggled with learning the between relation,
suggesting it may be an inadequate model of infant relation
learning. In our alternative object formulation (see “Objects”
in the Methodology subsection), which adds a length entry
and hence reduces the number of input vectors, the RelationNet succeeded to learn this relation, performing closer to the
Transformer. We therefore attribute this failure to the fact that
learning to reason using a pairwise function over the objects
is harder to scale to higher numbers of entities. Models that
natively reason over the entire collection struggle less with the
between relation, which requires comparing three objects, the
“local spatial framework” discussed by Huttenlocher and Newcombe (1984). The CNN and the Transformer both recover
patterns qualitatively resembling the developmental findings,
as does the PrediNet, even though it requires substantially
less data than the other architectures to reach perfect accuracy.
Conversely, the MLP might be overly generic, as it struggles with the between condition, only reaching above-chance
performance with the full training set. We take these results
to imply that any compelling computational model of infant
reasoning should flexibly allow for variation in the number
of objects reasoned over, being neither entirely generic (the
MLP) nor restricted to pairwise interactions (the RelationNet).
Beyond these constraints and considerations, the data does not
help us distinguish the other architectures as potential cognitive models. The finding that learning above/below is easier
than between/outside appears to be a fairly general property
of the neural architectures we evaluated.
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Figure 4: Smaller model learning curves using 1024 training
items. Left: above/below. Right: between. Average over ten random
seeds for each model. Dashed line indicates chance accuracy (50%).
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Experiment 2: Pretrained Vision Models
In this experiment, in addition to the finding modeled in experiment 1, we also model the second finding discussed, that
infants can encode relations for specific objects earlier than
they can encode abstract spatial categories over different objects. Quinn et al. (1996) extended the above/below relation
experiment of Quinn (1994), using different target objects in
each familiarization and test example. As before, the two test
stimuli displayed a target object that either matched or differed from the habituation stimuli in terms of spatial relation.
Infants 3-4 months old did not display a preference to either
of the new stimuli; infants 6-7 months old demonstrated a significant preference of the novel spatial category. Quinn et al.
(2003) performed a similarly modified version of the between
experiment reported by Quinn et al. (1999), and found similar results. Whereas 6-7 month old infants did not appear to
construct a spatial category abstract of the particular stimulus,
9-10 months old infants reproduce the novelty preference to
the stimuli depicting the target outside the references.

Methodology
We examine these developmental phenomena through a different class of models: large pretrained convolutional neural
networks. In the previous experiment, we trained small models
directly on learning to classify relations, as a proxy for infants
learning spatial categories outside the lab over an extended
number of examples. In this experiment, we use pretrained
models to examine which phenomena could arise absent explicit training on relations; instead the ability to discriminate
different relations in the lab could emerge from high-level
visual representations developed for other purposes. In each
triplet (Figure 5), one image (left column) corresponds to a
familiarization example while the other two are test probes:
one (middle column) presents the same relation with the target
object in a different location, and the other (right column)
presents a different relation. During evaluation, we do not
explicitly task the models with predicting which relation holds
in each image. Instead, we extract latent representations of
the stimuli to see if stimuli with the same relation are represented more similarly, as an emergent consequence of training
a network on broad visual experience (in one case, of the sort
one baby would actually experience). Specifically, we take the
cosine similarity between vector embeddings of the familiarization example and each of the other two images. We consider
a triplet to be accurately classified when the model embeds
the two congruent images (depicting the same relation) more
similarly than the two incongruent images (depicting different
relations).
Architectures. We evaluate two computer vision architectures: MobileNetV2: this model aims to offer competitive performance with fairly limited computational resources, offering
state of the art trade-off between compute resources required
and performance attained (Sandler et al., 2018). ResNeXt: this
architecture does not strive for performance over efficiency
and is considered one of the best-performing vision backbones

Above/Below

Between

Colors

Geometric
Shapes

Familiarization Same Relation Other Relation Familiarization Same Relation Other Relation

Figure 5: Experiment 2 Stimuli. Similar in structure to Figure 1.
Left columns: above/below. Right columns: between. Top row:
Geometric shapes. Bottom row: Colors. For the Quinn-like rendering,
see Figure 1; bottom row. We visualize vertical examples (left/right)
in the first row and horizontal ones (above/below) in the second row.

(Xie et al., 2017).
Pretraining Datasets. As a baseline, we test the embeddings created by randomly initialized models, examining
whether or not the inductive biases conveyed by the architecture are sufficient to embed objects in the same relation
more similarly. We then then compare these results to models
trained on the following datasets: SAYCam: this dataset offers
longitudinal headcam video from a small number of babies
(Sullivan et al., 2020). We use models trained on a single
child’s footage (child S), approximately two hours per week
while the child was between 6-30 months old, a total of 221
hours. This offers the opportunity to train vision models on a
subset of the experience a child receives in development, albeit
ranging to older ages than the infants studied in the experiments modeled. We utilize a pretrained network from Orhan
et al. (2020) that uses temporal classification, a self-supervised
approach that requires no category labels. ImageNet: a landmark computer vision dataset, offering 1.2M images in 1000
object classes (Russakovsky et al., 2015). ImageNet does not
resemble an infant’s experience in development, but it is often
used for general computer vision pretraining, offering a useful comparison. The ImageNet models were pretrained using
the standard classification task as described in the torchvision
documentation.
Stimulus Generation. We synthesize custom stimuli to
probe the model in this task (Figure 5). As in experiment 1,
we sample locations for the reference object(s) and then place
the target objects relative to them. Similarly to Quinn (1994;
1996; 1999), we place the target object in one relation relative
to the reference object in the familiarization example, and then
place it in a different location in the same relation (first test
probe) or in the other relation (second test probe). The target
objects in the test probes are both equidistant from the target
object in the familiarization probe, controlling for any effect of
distance on the representational similarity. We examine triplets
where the target object matches between the familiarization
and probe stimuli (“same target”; Quinn, 1994; Figure 1; top)
and triplets where the probe stimuli use a different target object
(“different target”; Quinn et al., 1996; Figure 1; bottom).
We explore a few ways to render the reference and target
objects: Quinn-like: Most similar to Quinn et al. (1996), we
render the reference object as a sequence of squares and the
target object as one of the symbols used in that paper (a trian-
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gle, ‘s’, ‘E’, +, and →), all colored black (Figure 1; bottom
row). Geometric shapes: we render the reference as an elongated ellipse and the target as either a square, a circle, or a
triangle, all colored black (Figure 5; top row). Colors: again
we render the reference as an elongated ellipse and the target
as a circle, sampling perceptually distinct colors for both using
the glasbey method (Glasbey et al., 2007; Kovesi, 2015, Figure 5, bottom row). The latter deviates most from the original
formulations, but allows programmatically sampling a larger
variety of stimuli to verify result robustness. We experimented
with slightly blurring the stimuli to make them less perceptually perfect; this did not substantially impact any results. We
render these stimuli to 224x224 pixel images.
To summarize, we evaluate models from both architectures,
either randomly initialized or pretrained on one of the visual datasets, in two horizontal conditions (above/below and
between) and two vertical conditions (left/right and verticalbetween). In each condition and object rendering method, we
sample 1024 triplets and report the average accuracy for each
model and pretraining fashion—how often are the embeddings
for the congruent pair of stimuli are more similar (using cosine
similarity) than the embeddings for the incongruent pair. With
the colors rendering, we repeat this 10 times with different
colors.

Results
Without pretraining, the models perform effectively at chance—
the ResNeXts range between 40.5% to 66.5%, and the MobileNetV2s between 37.8% to 53.3%, suggesting that any
inductive bias conferred by the architecture alone in insufficient for this task. We therefore focus on the ImageNet
and SAYCam-pretrained models. Figure 6 summarizes the
results in the two conditions with horizontal reference objects,
above/below and between. As observed patterns were similar
between the three rendering methods used, we average over
them in both result figures. We find a higher accuracy in each
above/below group than in the corresponding between group,
with differences ranging from 0.9% to 15%. We also observe
higher accuracies with an identical target object between the
familiarization and the probe stimuli (without hatches) than
in the conditions with different target objects (with hatches).
These two findings are consistent with the two main developmental results discussed. Lastly, we see that SAYCam
pretraining results in higher accuracies than ImageNet pretraining, and that the MobileNetV2 models outperform the
ResNeXt models.
Figure 7 similarly summarizes results in the conditions with
vertical references, left/right and vertical-between. Surprisingly, the accuracy levels are much worse overall, with most
conditions either near or below chance. The only pattern that
holds from the previous results is the advantage of the MobileNetV2 models over the ResNeXt ones. Other findings
do not replicate—the models reach higher accuracy in the
vertical-between condition than in the left/right condition, and
we mostly see slightly higher accuracies when using different
target objects than with the same target objects.

Discussion

the supervised learning procedure for training on ImageNet.

At first, we found the results in the horizontal conditions quite
compelling: both main developmental findings we model replicated clearly, across two different models and pretraining
datasets. We then found the discrepancy between the vertical
conditions and the horizontal conditions, which is inconsistent
with the developmental findings modeled. Quinn et al. (1999)
found similar results with vertical and horizontal references,
and Quinn (2004) replicated the findings of Quinn et al. (1996)
using left versus right instead of above versus below, although
Landau and Hoffman (2005) offer evidence that left versus
right can be harder than above versus below. One hypothesis
that could account for some of this deviation arises from the
use of data augmentation. The standard suite of data augmentation transformations for computer vision, used during
pretraining for the ResNeXt models (but not the MobileNet
models) by both Orhan et al. (2020) and the torchvision library, includes horizontal flipping but not vertical flipping.
This influences the models to learn representations invariant
to horizontal flipping (as an image and its horizontally flipped
counterpart are assigned the same class), without instilling a
similar bias toward vertical flipping, potentially accounting for
the difference between the conditions. We find it compelling
that the SAYCam models, trained from the perspective of a
single child, outperform the models trained on over a million
ImageNet images. Although the difference could arise from
the naturalistic, egocentric perspective of images in the SAYCam dataset, it could also result from the different procedures
used. Orhan et al. (2020) employed a self-supervised temporal
classification procedure for training on SAYCam, compared to
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General Discussion
We report results from two computational experiments modeling infant relation learning. In experiment 1, we train smallscale deep neural networks from scratch, as a proxy for acquiring more explicit representations for relations outside the lab.
In experiment 2, we probe large-scale, pretrained computer
vision models as a proxy for using features acquired for other
purposes to quickly construct a category representation during familiarization trials. As both experiments are consistent
with the key developmental findings surveyed, we view this
as evidence that a range of different neural network models
can account for these findings, regardless of whether infants
acquire their knowledge of relations before or during the lab
session.
In future work, we hope to extend the from-scratch
paradigm from experiment 1 to engage with the sorts of abstract relations studied in experiment 2, perhaps using a metalearning setup, to observe if models trained from scratch can
account for these additional findings. In this proposed setup,
we would examine whether models that learn to classify a relation with a variety of target objects, can learn to classify novel
objects in the same relation in a few-shot or zero-shot fashion.
We also plan to investigate the discrepancy between categorization relations with horizontal stimuli (above/below and
between) versus relations with vertical stimuli (left/right and
vertical-between) in experiment 2, by examining the roles
of vertical and horizontal flipping used in data augmentation. We will also examine using multiple familiarization
examples, represented by the mean of their embeddings or
through another method of aggregation, to more closely imitate the developmental experiments. Additionally, the role of
the pretraining dataset (ImageNet or SAYCam) is currently
confounded with the choice of pretraining procedure used
(supervised learning or temporal classification), which we
hope to dissociate. Finally, recent work identified modifications to convolutional neural network architectures that better
model the visual stream (Kar et al., 2019; Dapello et al., 2020).
It would be interesting to compare more biologically-driven
models to the more standard architectures we used, examining whether neural plausibility associates with the ability to
capture behavioral findings.
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Computational Models of Infant Word Learning

Abstract
Infants learn the meaning of words from accumulated experiences of real-time interactions with their caregivers. To
study the effects of visual sensory input on word learning, we
recorded infant’s view of the world using head-mounted eye
trackers during free-flowing play with a caregiver. While playing, infants were exposed to novel label-object mappings and
later learning outcomes for these items were tested after the
play session. In this study we use a classification based approach to link properties of infants’ visual scenes during naturalistic labeling moments to their word learning outcomes. We
find that a model which integrates both highly informative and
ambiguous sensory evidence is a better fit to infants’ individual
learning outcomes than models where either type of evidence
is taken alone, and that raw labeling frequency is unable to account for the word learning differences we observe. Here we
demonstrate how a computational model, using only raw pixels taken from the egocentric scene image, can derive insights
on human language learning.
Keywords: word learning; egocentric vision; sensory grounding; deep neural networks; computational modeling

Introduction
Infants learn the meanings of their first words through their
everyday experiences. Linking spoken words to their correct visual referents requires young learners to successfully
integrate what they see with what they hear. This is a challenging task, because the visual-audio sensory input during
learning contains a high degree of uncertainty with many
candidate words co-occurring with many candidate objects
across space and time. To examine the underlying mechanisms employed to solve this difficult problem, researchers
have long turned to computational modeling. These computational studies have advanced our understanding by specifying
computational principles inherent to this learning task. Additionally, they allow us to simulate potential cognitive mechanisms that might support word learning. Early modeling
work has heavily relied on simplified and artificial stimuli
due to the lack of datasets capturing infants’ learning environments in the real world as well as limited computational
power to handle high-density input collected from real world
settings. However, recent advances in sensing and computational technologies have revolutionized the cognitive modeling field. These new technologies allow us to collect highdensity behavioral data and simulate infant learning in naturalistic settings to test precise theories of how word learning
might unfold in the real world.
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Early modeling work used a connectionist system to explain
several word learning phenomena previously documented in
young children, such as over/under-extension effects, vocabulary spurts and prototype effects (Plunkett, Sinha, Møller,
& Strandsby, 1992). To simulate word learning, the model
learned to associate images to their corresponding labels.
This work demonstrated the power of applying computational
models in researching infant word learning, by explicitly linking the model’s internal mechanisms to various features of
early language development. While these simulations offered
insights on potential mechanisms that might support learning, the stimuli in this study were highly abstract random
dot patterns paired with discrete binary valued word labels.
This limits the study’s generality when considering real world
learning data which involves highly complex visual and auditory sensory input. Later work would use more advanced
neural network models to learn word-referent mappings from
more naturalistic stimuli (Roy & Pentland, 2002). However,
this later model was only able to learn using highly reduced
forms of the raw audio and visual sense data, which first went
through considerable pre-processing before being input to a
word learning module. While both of these early models
demonstrated powerful learning capabilities, neither of them
were tied to actual human infant word learning performance,
though in the case of Plunkett et al. (1992) they were able
to simulate a few general features observed during early language acquisition.
Going beyond these early word learning simulations, there
has been considerable modeling work which relates more directly to human word learning performance. These studies
have largely come from statistical learning paradigms which
model human word learning performance by linking distributional features of training stimuli to human learning outcomes. In these experiments, researchers will typically encode different statistical regularities in their training stimuli and then test subjects’ learning outcomes after they have
been exposed to these data during a series of training trials.
Computational models have linked statistical word learning
performance to associative memory mechanisms (Kachergis,
Yu, & Shiffrin, 2012a, 2012b), as well as proposed local
learning rules which test specific word-meaning hypotheses
(Stevens, Gleitman, Trueswell, & Yang, 2017). Other work

Figure 1: Infant head camera frames taken from multiple different infants at the moment at which “moose” was uttered by their
caregiver. One group of frames (A or B) is from infants who learned the object name by the end of the free-play session, and
the other is from infants who did not learn the name. Can you tell which group of infants learned “moose” by the end of the
session?
has used computational models to study how social information, such as prosodic and attentional cues (Yu & Ballard,
2007) or speakers’ referential intentions (Frank, Goodman,
& Tenenbaum, 2009), might be integrated with statistical information in order to learn word meanings. To model iterative word learning across referentially ambiguous labeling
episodes, some authors have proposed probabilistic associative models of learning (Fazly, Alishahi, & Stevenson, 2010).
Prior work has also used modeling to study the relative timecourse of word learning. Some studies have modeled acquisition rates as a function of the inherent uncertainty for learning an entire lexicon (Blythe, Smith, & Smith, 2010), while
other work, which hoped to explain certain rapid word learning phenomena, has suggested general principles of Bayesian
inference may be at play (Xu & Tenenbaum, 2007). These
studies have all used formal models to specify the cognitive
mechanisms and computational principles that may govern
word learning. While some of this prior work has attempted
to explain general patterns of word acquisition in human subjects, none of these studies has attempted to explain individual infants’ word learning performance for individual words.

Simulating Individual Word Learning In a
Naturalistic Setting
During statistical word learning, subjects will accumulate different statistics as a product of their unique selective attention
dynamics. This leads to individual differences in both the statistical evidence they collect as well as the specific words they
end up learning. Prior work has shown that fine grained patterns of selective attention can be used to derive individual
word learning outcomes as well as to decode subjects’ internal states of knowledge (Amatuni & Yu, 2020). Here we
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present work that aims to simulate individual infants’ word
learning performance. In contrast to previous modeling work
using idealized stimuli and subjects, we use sensory data collected from infants’ first person views while they and their
caregiver play with a set of toys in a naturalistic environment.
With recent advances in mobile sensing technologies such
as small head-mountable cameras, there have been numerous
studies recording infants’ naturalistic first-person visual and
auditory experiences (Yu & Smith, 2012; A. F. Pereira, Smith,
& Yu, 2014; Tsutsui, Chandrasekaran, Reza, Crandall, & Yu,
2020; Bergelson & Aslin, 2017; Sullivan, Mei, Perfors, Wojcik, & Frank, 2021). These recordings help us characterize
the learning data young learners have access to, and allow us
to draw insights on the cognitive processes which make use
of this sensory input to support word learning.
Here we present a study which uses a computational model
to simulate real-time word learning outcomes for a set of 24
infants as they play freely with a caregiver in a naturalistic
home-like environment. At the end of this free-play session
infants perform a word-learning test to measure which of the
specific toys they successfully learned the names for. While
infants and their caregivers are allowed to behave freely as
they normally would, the lab based environment offers a controlled setting in which to extract natural behaviors from the
dyads and to test immediate word learning outcomes. See
Figure 1 for example egocentric frames taken from two different groups of infants at the moment that their caregiver
labeled the object “moose”. One of these groups of infants
would ultimately learn that the label “moose” was associated
with the toy moose.
Our goal in this paper is to test whether our model, trained
by egocentric vision recorded during naturalistic infantparent toy play, can successfully simulate individual infant

learning performance for individual words. Specifically, in
Study 1 we used our model to predict infants’ word learning
performance using only images taken from the child’s point
of view during labeling instances. In Study 2, we used the
model to simulate different types of statistical evidence that
learners may aggregate. Here we used the strength of association between visual features in the egocentric scene and their
associated learning outcomes as a measure of the quality of
visual sensory input delivered to each infant. Using this measure we computed each subject’s accumulated sensory evidence for each individual object in order to test whether the
quality of visual sensory input may explain individual word
learning performance.

Study 1: Simulating Infant Word Learning
Outcomes Using Egocentric Video Frames
As an initial step towards linking first-person visual scenes
to early word learning, we demonstrate that a computational
model can predict infants’ learning outcomes above chance
using only images from their field of view (FOV) during a
labeling event. We train a deep convolutional neural network
(CNN) to discriminate frames from subjects who ultimately
learned the meanings of these words at the end of the play
session vs. those who did not. By solving this classification
task, the model must learn to associate visual features in the
egocentric scene with the relative success of those labeling
moments, and in so doing it becomes sensitive to the visual
features that constitute an ideal learning moment.

Data and Computational Models

Behavioral Data Collection

Twenty-four infants (mean age: 17.5mo, range: 12.6-25.8)
and their parent were recruited to play in a home-like lab as
part of a larger experiment. Parents were not told we were interested in word learning. The parent-infant dyads were given
10 novel toys to play with for a 10 minute session where
parents were asked to use specific labels for each toy. The
objects and their associated labels were chosen so that there
was a low probability that children in this age group already
knew these specific words. Parents were told to simply play
as they would at home, without further instructions. While
playing, both parent and infant wore wireless head-mounted
eye trackers (Pupil Labs). The parent’s eye tracker was worn
like a pair of glasses and the infant’s eye tracker was modified
to be attached to a soft hat. The eye trackers were connected
to a smart phone (Google). Participants wore a custom-made
jacket with a pocket in the back to hold the phone while they
played. The wireless eye tracking allowed infants and parents
to move freely, capturing more naturalistic interactions than
most lab studies on word learning.
Following the play session, infants’ knowledge of the 10
label-object mappings was tested using a screen-based task.
Two objects were presented on the screen at a time and the infant was prompted to look at a labeled object. A trial was considered correct if the infant looked at the target object longer
than the distractor. Infants were tested on each object twice.
A word was considered “learned” if both trials were correct
and “not learned” if both trials were incorrect. On average,
2.3 objects were coded as “learned” and 1.9 objects as “not
learned” per infant. The remaining items could not be conclusively scored as the infant did not attend to the screen for the
majority of a trial and/or the infant only got one trial correct.
After the experiment, the eye tracking videos were calibrated
to generate an estimate of the (x, y) coordinates corresponding to subjects’ gaze. Parent speech was also transcribed to
find instances when they labeled any of the 10 objects (both
those that the infants did and did not learn).
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We collect all the video frames centered around a labeling
moment (3 seconds surrounding the utterance), collapsing
across subjects and grouping together all the frames associated with a common label. Due to differences in relative rates
of naming and word learning for different objects, we omit
half of the items from further analysis due to lack of data.
These specific objects had large class imbalances (> 75% of
frames are either all “learned” or all “not learned”), preventing us from training and testing models on these particular
items. This yielded 5 viable objects which had a balance of
both learned and not-learned instances associated with them.
For each of these 5 objects, we train a separate set of binary
classifiers on all the frames associated with labeling events
for that specific object. The goal of these models is to discriminate whether or not an image was taken from a subject
who ultimately learned the word uttered by the caregiver vs.
a subject who did not learn the meaning of the specific word
uttered at that labeling moment.
Our networks are organized in a feedforward architecture,
where input images are fed through a deep convolutional
network followed by a fully connected layer with two outputs. We train the network end-to-end using a cross-entropy
loss. Ground truth labels for each frame (i.e. learned vs.
not learned) are determined by each specific infants’ word
learning results at the end of the play session. For example, if an infant learned “koala” by the end of the experiment,
the ground truth for all the frames associated with their own
“koala” labeling events would be marked as “learned;” if they
did not learn “koala,” these frames would be marked “notlearned” (Figure 2).
We report analyses using a pretrained ResNet-50 as our
deep CNN architecture (He, Zhang, Ren, & Sun, 2016), although we found similar results using other backbone architectures. This model was pretrained on the ImageNet dataset
(Deng et al., 2009) and fine-tuned on our set of infants’ egocentric scene images. To robustly estimate accuracy of our
models, we test using 5-fold cross-validation with 3 separate
training trials on each of the folds (each initialized with different random seeds). When splitting data for training and

Figure 2: Using a classification based approach to model visual features associated with successful word learning outcomes.
We train independent binary classifiers for each of the 5 different objects
testing, we partition by event rather than by frames, so that
all scene images associated with a given labeling event will
either be in the training or test set. Otherwise, due to the
close temporal contiguity for frames within a labeling event,
the model could memorize the visual similarities specific to
a particular event rather than learning features that generalize
across labeling events. See Figure 2 for a schematic of our
analyses.
Testing and Cross-Validation Procedure During training
we use a frequency weighted loss to mitigate the model’s exposure to class imbalances inherent to the training set. During testing, for any given testing fold, we subsample from the
larger class to produce a balanced dataset (with a 50% random baseline). The classification accuracies we report here
are averages across multiple random subsamplings (n=100).

Results
Figure 3 presents the accuracies of our learned versus notlearned classifier across the five objects in the dataset. Our
models successfully classify word learning outcomes above
chance (50% random baseline) for all 5 objects using the held
out images taken from never before seen labeling events.
These results demonstrate how infants’ embodied interaction with their environment leaves a unique signature on the
visual scenes that they experience. Our models are able to
extract these signatures from the first-person visual signal
and successfully link patterns in these signals to infants’ own
word learning, offering a proof-of-concept that this is possible, in principle, using a sensory grounded computational
model. While these results demonstrate how word learning outcomes can be derived from information taken in-themoment, we know that word learning is a process that’s extended across multiple episodes, as numerous pieces of evi-
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Figure 3: Classification accuracy on held out test frames,
where independent models are trained for each object. Our
models are able to predict learning outcomes for labeling
events that were never seen by the model during training, demonstrating an ability to generalize to novel labeling
events. Plots reflect aggregate classification accuracies of balanced test samples across 5 folds.
dence regarding the meanings of words are collected and integrated over time. This statistical aspect of word learning will
be the focus of Study 2 where we address how different forms
of evidence are integrated over time during word learning.

Study 2: Aggregating FOV frames to predict
learning of individual words from individual
infants
Here we use our model to quantify the quality of visual information present in an individual infant’s FOV during labeling
moments, so that we may study the integration of visual sensory information during statistical word learning. To do this,
we make use of the model’s own internal sense of uncertainty
in its classifications for each input frame. For every input im-

age the network will assign a final confidence score which it
will use to determine learned vs. not-learned classifications
(see the red and blue units in the “binary classifier” section
in Figure 2). When the score for “learned” classification is
greater than the score for “not-learned” (i.e. > 0.5), the model
classifies the input image as “learned”, and vice versa in the
case of “not-learned”.
While the accuracy results reported in Study 1 reflect
the model’s general performance characteristics in predicting learning, they do not reflect the model’s internal sense of
how strongly a frame is associated with “learned” vs. “notlearned” outcomes. Even in the frames correctly classified as
“learned,” some frames may be more strongly associated with
”learned” outcomes compared to others, reflecting a greater
association between the visual features in that frame and successful word learning. When a frame has a large confidence
score associated to it, we interpret this to mean the sensory evidence contained within the frame is more strongly associated
with learning. This is because the target of the referent uttered
at that specific labeling moment ended up being learned given
the specific sensory information contained within that frame.
Information Integration During Word Learning When
these confidence scores are taken in aggregate across all the
frames associated with a subject-object pair, they serve as
a weighted measure of the accumulated sensory information
present in the visual input from interactions associated with
each subject and object pair. In contrast to analyses in Study
1 which only looked at word learning in-the-moment, classifying single frames as learned vs. not learned, the analyses in
Study 2 allow us to study information integration over time,
incorporating both labelling frequency and quality effects in
our modeling.
We use our model to study three different forms of evidence accumulation, determining the type of a labeling instance (informative vs. misleading) on the basis of our
model’s classification accuracy and using the confidence values associated with each frame to model the degree of informativeness for any specific interaction. Here different subjects will have different number of frames associated with
each object, reflecting differences in the quantity of labeling
input across subject-object pairs. To model differences in the
quality of their visual input, we use these confidence values
to score frames associated with each subject-object pair for
their degree of association with learning outcomes. Here we
modeling 3 different types of evidence accumulation during
statistical word learning.
Correct Classifications To model the accumulation of sensory evidence, both highly informative and ambiguous, we
accumulate the scores for all the frames that were correctly
classified by the model, reflecting the total degree of sensory
evidence that was positively associated to learning at the individual subject-object level.
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Incorrect Classifications To model the accumulation of
misleading sensory evidence, we accumulate the scores for
all the frames that were incorrectly classified by the model.
This reflects the total amount of misleading evidence, that is,
when frames were visually similar to successful word learning moments but did not actually lead to successful learning
outcomes, or alternatively frames that were similar to notlearned instances but where these subjects in fact ended up
learning these words given this specific input.
Integrated Evidence To model the integration of both informative as well as misleading sensory evidence, we accumulate the confidence scores for all the frames which were
correctly classified by the model and then subtract the accumulated scores for all the incorrectly classified frames. This
is meant to reflect the interaction of both positive and negative
evidence during statistical word learning as misleading information is integrated with high quality visual evidence over
time.

Results
We plot the accumulated sensory evidence for the 3 different integration types in Figure 4, along with the associated
ground-truth learning outcomes for each subject-object pair.
We also include model comparisons of 3 different logistic fits
predicting individual subject-object learning outcomes using
confidence values from the 3 different evidence accumulation
types. We find that a model that integrates both negative as
well as positive evidence is a better fit to the individual subjects’ learning outcomes than models that use either positive
or negative evidence alone. Moreover, a two-sided MannWhitney U test indicated that, at the per-subject/item level,
the raw number of frames (which reflects the frequency of an
individual object’s naming) was not significantly different for
learned vs. not learned items (U = 993.0, p = 0.43). This
suggests that the specific quality of the sensory information,
rather than the mere labeling frequency, may better explain
the learning effects we observe here.

Discussion
We used computational modeling to quantifying infants’ visual sensory experiences and track learning progress during
free-flowing, naturalistic parent-infant interactions – a type of
analysis that would be impossible with conventional behavioral studies. In Study 1, we trained a computational model
to classify word learning outcomes using images taken from
infants’ FOV and showed that it can generalize beyond its
training set to predict infant word learning on never-beforeseen labeling events. In Study 2, we quantified the realtime sensory evidence in free-flowing interactions by using
the model’s internal degrees of uncertainty as a measure of
the quality of information in each naming event. This allowed us to study statistical word learning at the sensorimotor
level, by tracking how infants may accumulate and integrate
informative vs. misleading evidence over time. We found
that a model which incorporates both positive and mislead-

Figure 4: Using the model to quantify the relative quality of sensory evidence at the individual subject/object level. A) Individual differences in the relative rates of evidence accumulation for 3 different forms of accumulation scores - correct, incorrect,
and integrated. B) Accumulated evidence for the 3 types of accumulation at the group level, collapsing across subjects and
objects. C) Ground truth learning outcomes for all subject-object pairs. White squares represent missing data for a specific
pair. D) Model comparisons of logistic fits across the three types of evidence accumulation. The model which integrates both
correct and incorrect scores together is a better fit to the individual word learning outcomes than models that accumulate scores
from either type of classification alone.
ing evidence accumulation is better at predicting individual
subject-object word learning outcomes than models which
only include positive or only negative evidence accumulation
alone, consistent with prior work studying infant word learning (Zhang & Yu, 2017). Moreover, we find that mere labeling frequency is unable to account for this learning effect, and
that we are only able to successfully simulate infants’ word
learning outcomes by considering the specific quality of the
sensory information available to individual infants.
We used a novel classification-based approach to begin
studying the visual properties associated with informative as
well as misleading word learning moments. To our knowledge, this is the first computational model to successfully
associate infants’ raw, first-person visual input with their
own word learning outcomes. While these machine learning
methods have regularly been used in functional neuroimaging
work to model complex patterns of neural activity (F. Pereira,
Mitchell, & Botvinick, 2009), few studies have leveraged this
class of techniques to study real-world language learning.
With steady improvements in technology, we are able to collect high density behavioral and sensory data which require
similar improvements in our analytical approaches. Rather
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than reduce the complexity of natural data for the sake of simple statistical models, classifiers like the ones we have presented here have started to find use in discovering meaningful patterns in rich multimodal data associated with language
learning (Piazza, Iordan, & Lew-Williams, 2017; Ludusan,
Mazuka, & Dupoux, 2020; Amatuni & Yu, 2020).
Nonetheless, there are limitations to our approach. One
limitation concerns the use of the pretrained CNN in our
classifier. While pretraining allows us to bypass early visual sensory learning (i.e. learning about edges, textures and
shapes, which is not the focus of the present work), the pretraining likely introduces biases which are specific to both
the pretraining dataset (e.g. object-centered scenes in nonnaturalistic poses in ImageNet) as well as the pretraining task
(i.e. image classification). In future analyses we hope to mitigate this bias by training networks from scratch using infants’
own first person experiences. Another limitation is that our
current work only approximates the input for early language
learning. In the course of real language learning, multimodal
and social information beyond the visual modality plays a
crucial role in learning — e.g., the content of parent speech or
whether the infant is holding the labeled object. Our current

paper focuses purely on the visual domain, using a deep CNN
as a model of complex sensory input in the visual modality. In
future work we hope to incorporate multiple sources of sensory and social information in a unified computational model
of multimodal word learning.
Here we used a computational model to successfully associate visual properties in infants’ FOV with infants’ word
learning, allowing us to model ideal visual contexts for learning words. We accomplished this by training a deep CNN
classifier to discriminate whether or not a frame taken from
infants’ FOV within a free-flowing parent-infant interaction
would lead to word learning by the infant. Our model used
only images collected from infants’ egocentric scenes during naming instances, the same visual information an infant
has access to. Further, we show that both positive and negative evidence may play a role in language learning at the
sensory level, demonstrating how a model which integrates
both forms of evidence is a better fit to individual learning
outcomes than models that look at only positive or only negative sensory evidence alone. Our results suggest that complex
sensory experience, rather than being a problem for language
learning, may be a critical part of the solution, and that we
may better understand it when we look at how it is grounded
in infants’ sensory input.
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Abstract
Curiosity is a fundamental driver of human behavior, and yet
because of its open-ended nature and the wide variety of behaviors it inspires in different contexts, it is remarkably difficult to study in a laboratory context. A promising approach
to developing and testing theories of curiosity is to instantiate them in artificial agents that are able to act and explore
in a simulated environment, and then compare the behavior
of these agents to humans exploring the same stimuli. Here
we propose a new experimental paradigm for examining children’s – and AI agents’ – curiosity about objects’ physical interactions. We let them choose which object to drop another
object onto in order to create the most interesting effect. We
compared adults’ (N=155) and children’s choices (N=66; 37 year-olds) and found that both children and adults show a
strong preference for choosing target objects that could potentially contain the dropped object. Adults alone also make
choices consistent with achieving support relations. We contextualize our results using heuristic computational models
based on 3D physical simulations of the same scenarios judged
by participants.
Keywords: curiosity; novel objects; object interactions; intuitive physics

Introduction
Curiosity is a hallmark aspect of human intelligence. From
infants exploring the objects in their environment to scientists exploring the frontiers of our solar system, humans are
highly motivated to seek out new knowledge and experiences. Although such exploratory behavior has long been
recognized as a critical component of human learning (James,
1983) and cognitive development (Gopnik, Meltzoff, & Kuhl,
2009; Piaget, 1952), formal theories that explain human curiosity and how it drives exploratory behavior have remained
elusive (Kidd & Hayden, 2015). Moreover, extant theories
have rarely provided precise enough predictions to be directly
compared to empirical measurements of curiosity-driven behavior in humans, in part because curiosity tends to result in
complex, open-ended behaviors that are difficult to quantify.
The goal of the current paper is to help close this gap by
proposing a novel paradigm to advance our theoretical understanding of curiosity, specifically within the domain of physical object interactions (Bramley, Gerstenberg, Tenenbaum, &
Gureckis, 2018; Kubricht, Holyoak, & Lu, 2017). First, we
present an empirical investigation of the pattern of choices
taken by children and adults in a novel task. We then present
a set of heuristic models of this behavior based on a variety of
metrics of simulated physical interactions (e.g., likelihood of
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a dropped object coming to rest on a target object), and test
the degree to which these features predict children and adults’
behaviors in the same task.
We take inspiration from a large body of prior work in
developmental psychology investigating the development of
knowledge about physical objects, their properties, and how
they interact (Baillargeon, 2007; Hespos & VanMarle, 2012;
Smith, Jayaraman, Clerkin, & Yu, 2018). Children both
spend a remarkable amount of time across exploring how different objects and surfaces interact during naturalistic play
(Fenson, Kagan, Kearsley, & Zelazo, 1976) and spend longer
time exploring objects that appear to violate physical laws
(e.g., an object that appears to pass through a wall; Stahl &
Feigenson, 2015; Baillargeon, 2007). In other words, children seem to actively learn about physical interactions by intervening on the world and observing the consequences of
their actions (Allen, Smith, & Tenenbaum, 2020; Gopnik
et al., 2009; Gureckis & Markant, 2012; Needham, 2000).
However, relatively little work has either examined what
types of physical interactions children are most interested in
testing, or linked children’s actions to formal theories of exploration or of physics learning. Instead, most work that has
investigated exploratory behavior in children has done so by
examining how they play with relatively complex objects –
for example, documenting the number of functions discovered while playing with a novel toy (e.g., Cook, Goodman, &
Schulz, 2011; Bonawitz, Schijndel, Friel, & Schulz, 2012;
Gweon, Pelton, Konopka, & Schulz, 2014; Hoicka et al.,
2016).
We thus developed a novel physical exploration task in
which children, adults, or AI agents can choose which series of physical experiments to perform, and then demonstrate how this paradigm can be used to test theories of curiosity about physical interactions. First, we measured people’s choices in a novel task, in which participants were told
that they would drop a given object (e.g., a sphere, a torus;
see Figure 1) onto one of two target objects (e.g., a dumbbell,
a pentagonal prism; see Figure 2), with the goal of the creating the most interesting physical interaction. We recorded
adults’ and children’s (3–7 years of age) choices for a set of
trials in which some of the drop objects could plausibly end
up supported by one of the target objects, and for a set of
trials in which some of the drop objects could end up contained by one of the targets – although the other potential

targets likely also offered affordances of interest. After examining children’s and adult’s preferences, we tested the predictive power of a variety of heuristic features derived from
the simulated physics of this task in a 3D environment. To
preview our results, we found a surprising amount of consistency in how both children and adults chose to explore the
relationships between different objects – but that this consistency was not easily explained by any of the simple heuristic
features that we tested. We propose that this type of physical
exploration task is a promising test for adjudicating between
different embodied models of curiosity.

Experiment 1: Adults
To investigate the systematicity of people’s preferences for
physical interactions between objects, we began by studying
adults, whom we might expect to be less idiosyncratic and
thus more consistent in their choices than children. Our design is motivated by the results of a pilot study conducted inperson in January, 2020, in which we asked adults to select
which of a pair of 3D-printed toy blocks (see Figure 1) they
would like to drop on a given target object from the set, or
vice-versa: on which of a given pair of target objects would
they like to drop a given object. In the pilot study (N=15),
the pairs of target or drop objects were chosen essentially at
random, but were the same for all participants. We were surprised to find consistency in adults’ preferences for many of
the trials: especially when given a drop object and asked to
choose one of two target objects, adults were quite often (7590%) targeting the object that would either contain or support
the dropped object (i.e., the pipe could contain the cone; the
pentagonal prism could support the octahedron). This consistency in their choices is remarkable given that there are
many other possible goals that people might choose in order
to make something “interesting” happen: they might attempt
to make the dropped object roll or bounce far from the target,
or rebound in an unexpected direction, but in fact most people
settled on attempting support or containment relations. Thus,
we set out to examine the development of these preferences,
first in a large adult sample in order to have high reliability
for later model comparisons, and then in young children.

Method
Participants 200 adults were recruited via Amazon Mechanical Turk and were paid $1 for participating.
Materials Stimuli were images of 3D objects produced using Blender 3D-modeling software. The nine objects, depicted in Figure 1, were bowl, cone, dumbbell, octahedron,
pentagon (pentagonal prism), pipe, pyramid, torus, triangular
prism, and ball (sphere; not pictured).
Design The experiment consisted of 20 drop trials, completed by each participant in one of four pseudorandom orders. Participants were randomly assigned to each order.
Each drop trial displayed an object X that is to be dropped
on one of two other objects (Y or Z), as described in the following procedure. In the 20 trials, each of the above 3D ob-
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Figure 1: (Top) Nine of the 10 3D objects used for dropping
and as targets (not pictured: ball). (Bottom) Example support
and containment relations.

jects was used twice as the drop object (X), and appeared four
times as potential targets. Instead of randomly sampling the
target objects (Y or Z), each trial was designed to allow for
one of two goal relations (or affordances): containment, or
support. That is, the target objects were chosen so that one
of them would be capable of either supporting or containing
the dropped object (see examples: Figure 1, bottom). For example, if asked to drop the cone on either the torus or the octahedron, a containment relation could be achieved between
the cone and the torus, but not the octahedron (and support is
unlikely due to the small surface area of the octahedron). An
example support relation is choosing to drop the pentagonal
prism on the (equal diameter) pipe rather than the pyramid.
10 of the 20 trials were designed to afford containment relations, and the other 10 afforded support relations. We refer to
the objects affording the designed containment and support
relations as targets, and the alternative objects as distractors.
Distractors for each trial were the same for all participants,
and were selected to 1) not afford containment/support of the
dropped object, and 2) roughly equate the frequency of appearance of all 10 objects.
Procedure Participants were instructed that they would be
helping choose which toys to include in a new set of children’s blocks in order to make them the most interesting.
Participants were then given a practice trial (see Figure 2),

of the 155 participants agree (i.e., >0.59 or <0.41) significantly differ from chance. As can be seen in Table 1, adult
participants significantly preferred the target relation for all
10 of the containment trials, and significantly preferred five
targets on the 10 support trials; the other five support trials
did not significantly differ from chance, suggesting that many
participants found the prospect of dropping on the distractor
object at least equally enticing.
Further, these trial effects were quite reliable across participants. We examined the split-half reliability of adults’
choices by repeatedly splitting the data and testing the correlation between the halves. With 100 random samples, reliability for adults was r = 0.95 (sd=0.02). Reliability was r
= 0.85 (sd=0.07) for containment trials and r = 0.9 (sd=0.05)
for support trials.

Figure 2: Example of a trial given to adults in Experiment 1.
in which they were told that they should imagine dropping
a given object (the torus) on each of two toys (the dumbbell or the pentagonal prism) in a bin. They were then asked
to choose which toy to drop the torus on, and prompted to
choose the most interesting or surprising combination. After making their choice on the practice trial, participants were
shown a 10-second video recording of 3D-printed plastic toys
carrying out their chosen interaction (e.g., if they chose the
dumbbell, they would see the torus dropped on the dumbbell). This was done to ensure that they understood the consequences of the choice they made, although it was pointed
out to them that the video they saw showed only one possible
outcome. After the example video, participants were given a
sequence of 20 more drop trials asking them to choose which
toy (X or Y) they would like to drop object Z on. Four catch
trials were interspersed among the 20 drop trials, which asked
them to indicate which object they had just dropped on the
previous trial (3-alternative forced choice). The catch trials
were meant to encourage attention to the objects, and participants who were incorrect on two or more of the catch trials
were excluded.

Results
We analyzed data from the 155 adults who completed the experiment and answered at least 3 of the 4 catch trials correctly
(45 participants were excluded for not meeting this criterion).
Averaging each subject’s binary responses (1=target relation,
0=alternative) for each trial type revealed a stronger preference for containment relations (M = 0.87) than support relations (M = 0.63; paired t(154) = 12.69, p < .001, d = 1.02).
Table 1 shows the proportion of participants that chose the
designed target relation for each of the 20 trials. Based on the
binomial distribution, any of the trials on which more than 90
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relation
contain
contain
contain
contain
contain
contain
contain
contain
contain
contain
support
support
support
support
support
support
support
support
support
support

drop
bowl
cone
dumbbell
octahedron
pentagon
pipe
pyramid
sphere
torus
trig prism
bowl
cone
dumbbell
octahedron
pentagon
pipe
pyramid
sphere
torus
trig prism

target
pyramid
torus
pipe
pipe
bowl
cone
torus
bowl
cone
bowl
torus
trig prism
pentagon
pentagon
pipe
torus
trig prism
pipe
bowl
pentagon

child
0.72
0.73
0.67
0.58
0.69
0.58
0.71
0.80
0.67
0.65
0.71
0.45
0.38
0.45
0.57
0.60
0.52
0.58
0.70
0.62

adult
0.96
0.94
0.92
0.90
0.88
0.88
0.87
0.86
0.81
0.71
0.85
0.82
0.74
0.64
0.62
0.56
0.55
0.54
0.53
0.46

Table 1: Children’s and adults’ target preferences per trial.

Experiment 2: Children
Experiment 1 demonstrated that adults show consistent preferences for dropping objects on target objects that afford containment relations, and to a lesser extent support relations.
Experiment 2 investigates whether these strong preferences
are present even in young children, recognizing that children
may find different types of physical interactions (e.g., rolling,
bouncing, unpredictability) of greater interest than adults, or
may simply show more idiosyncratic choice patterns.

Method
We adapted the same materials and procedure used in Experiment 1 for use in an online experiment with children, in order
to directly compare the results for children and adults.

Materials The materials were the same as those used in Experiment 1, except that the trials were adapted for presentation via Zoom in a slide presentation as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Zoom screen configuration for children in Experiment 2. Parents were asked to place the experimenter’s video
feed in the bottom center so the experimenter could point up
to the drop object and left and right at each target choice.
Procedure After the parent provided informed consent,
children were assigned to one of two pseudorandom trial orders in counterbalanced order. To accompany the practice
trial, children were shown 3D-printed instances of the three
physical objects held by the researcher, to ensure that children
understood their physicality. Children were asked to verbally
select target object Y or Z, and then asked to confirm whether
they wanted to select the object on the red or green side of
the screen, in order to prevent left/right confusion. The sides
on which target objects and colors appeared were counterbalanced across trials.

Results
Similar to adults, averaging each child’s binary responses for
each trial type revealed a stronger preference for containment
relations (M = 0.68) than support relations (M = 0.56; paired
t(154) = 12.69, p < .001, d = 1.02). Unlike adults, however,
children did not show a significant preference for choosing
the support relation. Figure 4 shows the proportion of participants’ choice of the designed target relation broken down by
relation type and age group. Preferences increased with age
and were overall stronger for containment.
We next examined trial-level effects in children. Table 1
shows the proportion of children (“child” column) choosing
the designed target relation for each of the 20 trials, alongside the adult choice proportions from Experiment 1. Based
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on the binomial distribution, any of the trials on which more
than 41 of the 66 participants agree (i.e., >0.64 or <0.36) significantly differ (p<.05) from chance. Children significantly
preferred the designed relation on eight of the 10 containment trials, while only significantly preferring two of the 10
support relation choices. On the remaining two containment
trials and the other eight support trials, children’s preferences
also did not significantly differ from chance against the designed relation. These item effects were relatively reliable,
though noisier than that of adults: the split-half reliability for
children’s choices was r = 0.61 (sd=0.09). The split-half reliability of children’s choices on containment trials was r =
0.32 (sd=0.22), and on support trials was r = 0.64 (sd=0.14).

Proportion Choosing Target Relation

Participants Participants were 73 children recruited online
via outreach through a local nursery school and targeted Facebook ads over the course of 6 months. Participant exclusions
were made based on cases where i) the participant did not
complete more than half of the trials or ii) the parent did not
consent for video recording of the session. After exclusions,
results from 66 children were analyzed, including 17 3-yearolds, 15 4-year-olds, 16 5-year-olds, 16 6-year-olds, and 2
7-year-olds.

1.00

0.75

Age Group
3−4 yo
0.50

5−7 yo
adult

0.25

0.00
contain

support

relation
Figure 4: Children’s vs. adults’ choices for each type of trial,
with bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals.
Comparison of Children’s vs. Adults’ Preferences Figure 5 shows adults’ (Experiment 1) vs. children’s (Experiment 2) choice proportions for the target relations, colored by
relation type (visualizing the same data presented in Table 1,
but with 95% CIs). If adults’ and children’s judgments corresponded perfectly, they would fall along the dotted y = x
line, but children’s preferences mostly fall short of that line,
lying closer to the chance line (y = 0.5). At a glance, these
results seem to support the hypothesis that “children are noisy
adults” in this task as well as suggesting some consistency in
the trial-level effects across development. This consistency
also confers additional motivation for attempting to understand what drives human interest in particular physical interactions in this task through computational models.

Comparison to Physics Simulations
We next attempted to predict adults’ and children’s judgments
using a 3D model of the physical interactions instantiated in
our paradigm. We constructed a simulation of each drop in-

for the drop choices on each trial. A model’s preference on
any given trial was assumed to be proportional to the relative
magnitude of the feature values for the possible physical interactions on that trial, scaled by a softmax parameter β. For
each model (feature), we also optimized β separately to find
best-fitting values for children’s and adults’ choice proportions, with the objective of minimizing mean squared error
(MSE) between model and human choice proportions across
all 20 trials.

Children's Choice Proportions

1.00

0.75

0.50

Results

0.25

0.00
0.00

0.25

0.50

0.75

1.00

Adults' Choice Proportions
relation

contain

support

Figure 5: Comparison of children’s vs. adults’ preferences on
each trial (dot), with bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals.

teraction in each trial using a physics engine (Gan et al., 2020)
and 3D models of the objects (the same models that we had
printed and used in the videos and photos in the experimental
paradigm). We then assessed how well a variety of heuristic
features based on these simulated physical interactions could
predict choice data.

Physical interaction model and features
For each trial’s two possible drop object choices, we ran 250
simulated drops, and for each drop we calculated a variety
of features measuring the state of the model after the drop
was completed. We selected features that we thought may
provide good metrics for what people could find interesting,
for instance, the mean amount of time before both objects
come to rest (M(Move Time)), as well as the standard deviation of that time (SD(Move Time)). Some features were calculated separately for drop and target objects, such as how variable each object’s final positions tend to be (e.g., the inverse
SD of each object’s final position (1/SD(Drop Obj Pos) and
1/SD(Target Pos)), the mean and maximum final distance of
each object from the drop location (e.g., M(Target Dist) and
Max(Target Dist)), and how variable the velocity of each object tends to be after the first collision (e.g., SD(Target Vel)).
We also tested a variety of features based on the likelihood
of the dropped object coming to rest atop the target object–
Pr(support)–and the robustness of this likelihood to small
perturbations in drop position (Supp. Sharpness). Note that
the model’s definition of support does not explicitly distinguish support from containment.
We averaged each of these features across simulations and
then used the resulting values to generate relative preferences
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Overall, a few of these features were modestly correlated
with people’s choices. Table 2 shows the correlation between model preferences (with softmax β = 1) vs. adults’
and children’s choice proportions, both to all trials and separately for containment and support trials. When all trials
were considered together, the feature with the strongest correlation to adults’ choices was the velocity of the target object
(SD(Target Vel), r = .33), while the feature with the strongest
correlation to children’s choices was Support Sharpness (see
Methods, r = .18). For support trials, both adults’ (r = .39)
and children’s (r = .41) choices were best correlated with
a feature indexing the variability in the target object’s final
position (1/SD(Target Pos)). For containment trials, adults’
choices were most correlated with the velocity of the dropped
object (SD(Drop Obj Vel), r = .54), which also showed a
modest correlation with children’s choices (r = .41); however, children’s choices were most correlated with the maximum distance of the target object (Max(Target Dist), r = .43).
Many of the other features showed weak or even moderate
negative correlations with people’s choices.
Examination of the models with β optimized, in contrast,
revealed that none achieved a good fit to human preferences.
While the best-fitting feature, Pr(support), captured both
adults’ and children’s overall mean preference for the designed target relations, it explained essentially no trial-level
variation and was in fact negatively correlated with choices.
This was not due to noisy behavioral data: while the noise
ceiling on choice preferences for all trials was r = 0.99 for
adults and r = 0.87 for children, the best-fitting feature accounted for very little of that.

General Discussion
This study aimed to 1) measure the consistency of children’s
and adults’ preferences for particular object interactions, and
2) determine whether people’s interest was predicted by particular features of the imagined physical interactions between
objects. In an online study that gave adults the opportunity
to make drop choices that could result in either a likely support or likely containment relation on each trial, we found that
adults consistently chose targets likely to contain the dropped
object, and to a lesser degree chose target objects that were
likely to support the dropped object. Experiment 2 found the
same pattern in children, but with attenuated preferences, especially in the youngest children. One interpretation of these
results is that infants’ early-emerging interest in containment

Table 2: Correlations (r) of model and human responses.
Feature
SD(Target Vel)
1/SD(Target Pos)
M(Target Dist)
Max(Target Dist)
Supp. Sharpness
M(Move Time)
SD(Drop Obj Vel)
SD(Move Time)
Pr(support)
Max(Drop Obj Dist)
M(Drop Obj Dist)
1/SD(Drop Obj Pos)

Adult: All

Child: All

Adult: Support

Child: Support

Adult: Contain

Child: Contain

0.33
0.14
0
-0.01
-0.02
-0.07
-0.1
-0.18
-0.36
-0.45
-0.47
-0.48

-0.11
-0.08
0.13
0.17
0.18
0.04
0.17
-0.19
-0.48
-0.28
-0.31
-0.32

0.1
0.39
0.11
0.11
-0.26
-0.08
-0.27
-0.01
-0.48
-0.39
-0.45
-0.49

-0.51
0.41
0.22
0.33
0.14
-0.08
0.3
-0.29
-0.54
-0.29
-0.35
-0.33

0.34
0.16
0.42
0.41
0
-0.02
0.54
-0.37
-0.39
-0.09
-0.04
-0.1

-0.09
-0.52
0.42
0.43
0.18
0.29
0.41
0.13
-0.51
0.18
0.2
0.12

(Casasola, Cohen, & Chiarello, 2003) may be related to older
children’s and adults’ interest in stochastic interactions that
have some possibility of producing containment relations.
Given the high reliability of choices on this task, particularly for adults (r = .95, children r = .61), we tested how well
heuristic features of the physical interactions could predict
these choices. In light of findings that people often single out
one of several possible causes as “the” cause in judgements
of physical causation (e.g., Gerstenberg & Icard, 2020), we
might expect to find single features that are predictive of people’s choices. We explored a wide range of features that we
thought might be proportional to people’s interest in particular object interactions (e.g., how far a dropped object might
end up from the drop location), but not one of these features
explained much of the trial-level variance in people’s choices.
Instead, we found a few features that were partially correlated
with people’s choices: for example, the best predictor of both
children’s and adult’s choices on support trials was the inverse standard deviation of the target’s final position, but the
strength of this correlation was only moderate (r ≈ 0.4). For
containment trials, the normed velocity of the drop object after first collision was most correlated with adults’ choices and
moderately with children’s, but children’s choices were also
correlated with the maximum and mean distance traveled by
the target. On balance, although much systematic variation
in this dataset is unaccounted for, it is somewhat encouraging that people’s interest in physical interactions can be in
part accounted for by simple heuristic features based on simulations of the same physical task we asked participants to
merely imagine.
At the same time, the fact that these results are not fully
explainable by simple heuristic models suggest that this
paradigm may fruitfully serve as a test bed for evaluating
more complex computational theories of curiosity. For example, in one proposal learners prefer to explore stimuli that
are “moderately discrepant” in relation to their current knowledge state, thereby providing an opportunity to learn (Kinney
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& Kagan, 1976), and curiosity changes as the gap between
the learner’s knowledge develops and the state of the world
closes (Loewenstein, 1994). These theories are beginning
to be implemented in deep neural networks, which are now
capable of learning forward and inverse physical dynamics
(i.e., “intuitive physics”) from images when given the ability
to “poke” the objects in the scene (Agrawal, Nair, Abbeel,
Malik, & Levine, 2016), and have more recently been used
to test which “curiosity” policies for generating actions result
in robust and effective learning of intuitive physics in deep
reinforcement learning agents (Haber, Mrowca, Fei-Fei, &
Yamins, 2018).
Such embodied deep reinforcement learning agents are
often composed of two models: a world model which attempts to predict the consequences of the agent’s actions (i.e.,
the forward dynamics–physics–of the world), while the self
model attempts to predict the errors of the world model. The
predictions of the self model can be used to implement different curiosity policies for choosing actions (e.g., picking
actions that are expected to challenge its world model; Haber
et al., 2018). In future work, we aim to examine the development of curiosity in such curious artificial agents, and compare whether these agents behave similarly to people when
asked to “drop it like it’s hot” (Dogg, 2004). Will these agents
show choices consistent with potential containment/support
relations, or do these human-like preferences require representation and selection of possible goals? How might the
agents’ choices evolve over time, as the world model matures? Might the agents’ curiosity policies need to change
over development in order to match people’s choices, or do
these goals emerge through the dynamics of learning?
The multifaceted nature of curiosity has fascinated researchers for decades, but only recently have we developed
the means to factorize and test these theories. We propose that
the development of parallel tasks for children, humans, and
embodied agents is a promising way forward towards modeling curiosity in the real world.

All data and code for these analyses are available at
https://osf.io/37qvb
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Abstract
What do infants and young children tend to see in their everyday lives? Relatively little work has examined the categories
and objects that tend to be in the infant view during everyday
experience, despite the fact that this knowledge is central to
theories of category learning. Here, we analyzed the prevalence of the categories (e.g., people, animals, food) in the infant view in a longitudinal dataset of egocentric infant visual
experience. Overall, we found a surprising amount of consistency in the broad characteristics of children’s visual environment across individuals and across developmental time, in
contrast to prior work examining the changing nature of the
social signals in the infant view. In addition, we analyzed the
distribution and identity of the categories that children tended
to touch and interact with in this dataset, generalizing previous
findings that these objects tended to be distributed in a Zipfian
manner. Taken together, these findings take a first step towards
characterizing infants’ changing visual environment, and call
for future work to examine the generalizability of these results
and to link them to learning outcomes.
Keywords: Object categorization; infant visual experience;
head-mounted cameras; longitudinal data.

Introduction
What do children tend to see in their everyday lives? While
an understanding of children’s visual environment is central
to both theories of language acquisition and visual development, we know remarkably little about the categories and objects that tend to be in the infant view, or in what format they
are experienced. For example, how often do infants tend to
see animals in real-life vs. in storybooks or as toys? How
consistent are children’s visual environments across individuals and across developmental time?
Over the past decade, researchers have begun to answer
these questions by documenting the infant egocentric perspective using head-mounted cameras (Franchak, Kretch,
Soska, & Adolph, 2011; Yoshida & Smith, 2008) and quantifying the degree to which there are substantial shifts in infants’ viewpoints that may have downstream developmental
consequences. As adults, it is hard to intuit how strange this
viewpoint can be, and how much it varies across development, transitioning over the first two years of life from closeup views of faces to restricted views of hands manipulating
objects (Fausey, Jayaraman, & Smith, 2016; Long, Kachergis, Agrawal, & Frank, 2020), with children’s postural developments to a large extent shaping what they see (Sanchez,
Long, Kraus, & Frank, 2018). Most work, however, has focused on documenting the social information that infants and
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children have access to across early development (Fausey et
al., 2016; Sanchez et al., 2018; Yoshida & Smith, 2008).
More recent research has made progress towards understanding what objects tend to be the infant view, starting with
analyzing the basic-level categories (e.g., spoons, cups) in
the view of 8-10 month-olds during mealtime. This work
suggests that a small number of objects are both pervasively
present during mealtime and among infants’ first-learned
words (Clerkin, Hart, Rehg, Yu, & Smith, 2017), pointing
towards a link between visual experience and early word and
category learning.
Thus, a more complete understanding of the visual environment of infants and young children could yield insights
about the inputs to both category learning and word learning. Indeed, different distributions of these visual referents
lead to constraints on the kinds of learning mechanisms that
must operate to form robust category representations – and
to learn words for these categories. However, at present, no
datasets are sufficiently annotated to constrain these theoretical accounts.
For example, if the categories in the infant view shift dramatically over the first few years of life, then we might expect
infants to learn about certain categories earlier vs. later during
development. Prior work documenting the proportion of social information in view has suggested that children see more
hands relative to faces in this same age range (Fausey et al.,
2016; Long et al., 2020). Thus, one possibility is that as children learn to crawl and walk (Franchak et al., 2011; Long et
al., 2020; Sanchez et al., 2018), the categories that children
are likely to interact with (i.e., toys, small objects) may also
become more prevalent in the child’s view. If this was the
case, this finding would support a view where the inputs to
early category learning are shaped by children’s own ability
to actively explore their environment.
On the other hand, the broad characteristics of children’s
visual environments may be relatively stable and mostly determined by the activities that they tend to engage in. Indeed,
some theoretical accounts have suggested that the statistics
of children’s visual environment are mostly driven by these
stereotyped activity contexts (Bruner, 1985) – e.g. mealtime
or storytime – and that children learn most robustly in these
contexts. On these accounts, children might become very sensitive to the co-occurrences between different activities (e.g.,
eating) and object categories (e.g., spoons, food). However,

Figure 1: Example frames with annotations of four different categories.
no work has identified how consistently categories co-occur
in natural environments. For example, while some activity
contexts (e.g., storytime) lead to intuitive co-occurrences between object categories (e.g., between books and people), not
all activity contexts will generate intuitive or consistent cooccurrences between object categories.
Finally, how infants interact with object categories will undoubtedly change what they learn about them. For example,
children tend to generate informative views of objects while
manipulating them – and, early in development, children’s
ability to sit and manipulate objects correlates with their perceptual abilities (Soska, Adolph, & Johnson, 2010). Yet while
most datasets used to train deep neural network models contain only photographs of object categories, many children
– especially those in Western, industrialized cultures – will
likely experience many categories through picture books as
flat, stylized, 2D depictions. If children see very few real-life
exemplars of a category relative to depictions (e.g., giraffes),
this suggests that children must learn to generalize between
these different visual formats in order to group these exemplars into one category. Further, this implies that these representations might be coarser than those experienced across
many different formats. And if children only interact and manipulate a small set of categories – as suggested by Clerkin
et al., 2017 – children may first learn about these frequently
experienced categories and then use these representations to
generalize to the categories they encounter very infrequently.
Here, we take a step towards answering these questions
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by characterizing the visual environment of two young children in a longitudinal corpus of head-mounted camera data
(Sullivan, Mei, Perfors, Wojcik, & Frank, 2020) from 6-32
months of age. To characterize trends in the visual environment over development, we collected annotations of several
categories of objects (e.g., animals, vehicles, toys, food, furniture) present in the infant view, obtaining annotations on a
randomly sampled set of 24,000 frames (i.e. around 59 frames
per hour of recorded video). To provide a closer look into
the kinds of objects children have the most intensive visual
and haptic experience with, we also examined the specific objects that children interacted with during everyday activities.
To do so, we annotated the basic-level identities (e.g., spoon,
marker) of the objects that children were interacting with in
the subset of frames where children’s hands were visible.

Method
Dataset
The dataset is described in detail in Sullivan et al. (2020).
Children wore Veho Muvi miniature cameras mounted on
a custom camping headlamp harness (“headcams”) at least
twice weekly, for approximately one hour per recording session. One weekly session was on the same day each week at
a roughly constant time of day, while the other(s) were chosen arbitrarily at the participating family’s discretion. Videos
captured by the headcam were 640x480 pixels, and a fisheye
lens was attached to the camera to increase the field of view
to approximately 109 degrees horizontal x 70 degrees verti-
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Figure 2: Frequency of categories annotated across the 24K random frames plotted as a function of each child’s age (in months);
each child’s age was calculated in days relative to the date that the videos were filmed and converted to months. Each color
represents data from a different child.
cal. We randomly sampled 24,000 frames from videos of two
of the children in the dataset (S, A) over the entire age range
(6-32 months of age) At the time of recording, both children
were in single-child households.

Annotation procedures
Categories in the infant view Annotations of the categories in the dataset were obtained using AWS Sagemaker;
adult participants were recruited via Amazon Mechanical
Turk. Participants viewed one image at a time and selected
whether the following categories were present in the shown
image: Animal (real), Animal (toy/drawing), Vehicle (real),
Vehicle (toy/drawing), Plant, Clothing, Person, Furniture,
Food, Utensil/Dish, Other Small Object, Other Big Object,
Book, None of the above, or Nothing visible. We included
Other Small Object and Other Big Object as categories that
participants could use to indicate the presence of objects that
fell outside of these categories but were still salient; additional instructions were provided to specify that Other Big
Object refers to objects bigger than a chair, and that Other
Small Object refers to objects small enough to be held with
one or two hands (Konkle & Caramazza, 2013). We chose
this coding scheme after iteratively piloting options and examining frames ourselves. Two participants annotated each
image, and were required to select at least one category before proceeding. Each category annotation in each image was
assigned a confidence score (possible range: 0-1, range in
dataset: 0.5-1) and individual annotations that had confidence
scores below the 25th percentile were excluded from analyses
(although all conclusions hold with and without these lowconfidence annotations).
We assessed the reliability of these annotations by comparing them to annotations made on the same task for a random subsample of 1200 frames on AWS Sagemaker, again
using two participants per image (N=950 frames after excluding low-confidence annotations). We found agreement was
moderate (average Cohen’s Kappa = 0.29, but varied sub-
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stantially between different categories (range = 0.02, 0.59),
as Cohen’s Kappa is known to beharsh for sparse annotations. On average, there was a disagreement rate of 11.41%
across categories between these two samples. Annotators disagreed most on whether Clothing was present in an image
and whether Other Big Object was present (i.e. a big object that was not Furniture or a Vehicle). To assess the nature of these disagreements, we manually examined a random sample of 160 images with disagreements with 10 images from each category. There were relatively equal proportions of images where annotations failed to identify a clear
example of a category (M=25%) or where annotations select an erroneous category label (M=24%). However, we
found that most (M=50.62%) of the disagreements resulted
from ambiguous exemplars, for example where the category
was present but very distant, occluded, or blurry. Annotators also showed some disagreement about whether glossy
photos of different categories in books should be counted as
“real” or “toy/drawing,” and whether partial views of people (i.e. child’s own hands) should count as a Person. Going forward, we analyze the larger set of annotations with
the caveat that there is inevitably some ambiguity in what
counts as an exemplar of these categories (and that these data
include both misses and false alarms). All annotations are
openly available at the repository associated with this project
(https://osf.io/ft4ka/).
Objects children interacted with We also annotated the
objects that children were interacting with in a subset of these
frames. To do so, we first selected the frames in which participants (recruited via Amazon Mechanical Turk) indicated that
a child’s hand or hands were visible in the image (see Long
et al., 2020) and one author annotated 1817 of these frames,
spanning 7 to 28 months of age with roughly equal proportions from the two children. The annotator noted what object
the child was touching or pointing to within frames containing children’s hands, using basic-level object categories such
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Figure 3: Frequency of animals (including toys) relative to big and small inanimate objects detected in the dataset, both when
analyzing all frames that were annotated (left) and the subset of frames where a child’s hand was visible in the frame (right).
as “block” and “cracker.” If a child was holding a book and
pointing to a depicted object in the book, the depicted object
was noted as the category they were interacting with; otherwise, it was noted as Book. Food that was unidentifiable
as a specific item (e.g., as crackers) was marked as “food,”
and baby toys that were unidentifiable as specific toys were
marked “toy.” When children were interacting with drawing
or toy versions of different categories (e.g., a toy car), these
annotations were marked with a ‘-drawing’ and ‘-toy’ modifier and counted as separate entries. If a view was allocentric, if there were no child hands in view, or if there were no
objects that were visible, these frames were excluded from
analysis; this left 1313 frames with annotations.

Results
Which categories are prevalent in the child’s view?
First, we examined the overall prevalence of each category
in the infant view. Somewhat surprisingly, we found that the
prevalence of most of these categories were relatively stable
both across the two children in the dataset as well as over
developmental time (see Figure 2). This stands in contrast to
prior work on the prevalence of faces/hands in the infant view
(Fausey et al., 2016; Long et al., 2020), suggesting that these
broader characteristics of children’s visual experience may be
more consistent.
We next examined the details of these environments. We
found that people were by far the most prevalent of these categories: over 20% of the annotated frames contained people,
far more than any other category (including all kinds of toys
combined). In contrast, there were relatively few instances
of animals in the infant view – either as toys or their reallife counterparts. Less than 5% of the frames contained any
kind of depicted or real animal, and those frames contained
depicted vs. real animals in equal proportion. Manual inspection of these frames containing animals revealed that the
“real” animals had relatively little variety – they were overwhelmingly frames containing images of household pets (i.e.,
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cats, dogs, and chickens, in the case of A), whereas the animals that were “toys/drawings” depicted a much larger variety of animals, as one might expect. Overall, these results
suggest that – at least for these children – people are much
more frequent than depictions or real-life versions of animals,
indicating that toys and drawings may provide frequent input to their representations of these categories – despite the
fact that animal names are often among children’s first words
(Frank, Braginsky, Yurovsky, & Marchman, 2021) and often
referenced in storybooks.
Far more prevalent than animals, instead, were objects.
Views of furniture were the next most common category after
people. However, in older age ranges, “big objects” – including Furniture, Vehicles, and Other Big Objects – tended to
be less frequently in the view of infants than “small” objects
– including Toys (of all kinds), Food, Utensils, Books, and
Other Small Objects (see Figure 3). This effect was much exaggerated when we conducted this analysis on a subset of the
frames where children’s hands were also in view as a proxy
for times when children were interacting with objects. In
these frames, small objects tended to be much more prevalent
in the frames that we annotated. These data are consistent
with the idea that as children grow and become more adept at
handling objects on their own, small objects may tend to be
more often in view.

Which categories co-occur in children’s visual
environment?
Next, we examined the degree to which these categories appeared together in different frames. Figure 4 shows the cooccurrence of these categories, and reveals some relatively
intuitive patterns that may reflect activity contexts. For example, Dishes and Food co-occurred quite frequently together,
as did People and Clothing, and most Animals that were toys
or drawings appeared when Books were also present. To determine which cells significantly deviate from chance we used
a permutation analysis in which we shuffled the annotated
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Figure 4: Co-occurrence between categories detected in the
dataset. Each cell represents the probability that the category on the y-axis (e.g., clothing) occurs relative to the occurrence of the category on the x-axis (e.g., person). Lighter values indicate higher probabilities of co-occurrence (max=.8,
min=0). Permutation analysis was used to determine which
cell values were outside the 99% confidence intervals of
counts: -: less than 99%, +: greater than 99%.

category labels within each frame and examined the distribution of co-occurrences across 100 randomized co-occurrence
matrices. The cells in the plot that occurred fewer times than
expected by chance (<99% of permuted cells) are labeled
with a ‘-’, while those that occurred more often than expected
by chance (>99% of permuted cells) are labeled with a ‘+’.
These results suggest a strong co-occurrence structure rather
than random occurrence, plausibly driven by activity contexts
– such as playtime, mealtime, or storytime (Bruner, 1985).

What objects do children tend to interact with?
While many different categories may be in the child’s view,
not all of these objects may be experienced in the same way.
In particular, it may be that children are more likely to form
robust representations of objects that they physically interact
with more often, and by extension they may also learn the
labels of these objects earlier. In this analysis, we sought to
analyze the basic-level identities of the objects that children
tended to be interacting with in their home environments, and
the distributions of those identities. While some work has
found that the objects in view during mealtime tend to have
a long-tailed Zipfian distribution (Clerkin et al., 2017), it is
not yet known whether this finding will extend to objects that
do not appear during mealtime and that children interact with
during a wide range of activities. For example, there may
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Figure 5: Example frames where we annotated the basic-level
categories of objects children interacted with; many of these
frames contained books and generic toys.

be far fewer objects that are only interacted with a limited
number of times vs. seen a limited number of times.
In the frames with objects that children were interacting
with, we found 132 unique categories when collapsing across
formats (i.e. drawings, toys, real-life), and 148 unique categories when exemplars were considered separately across
formats. When we examined which categories were most frequent, we found that books were overwhelmingly the most
present object in the views of these two children, comprising
over 20% of the objects that these children were seen to be interacting with. Generic baby toys (that were unidentifiable to
the authors as specific toys) were the next most prevalent object category, and children were often seen to be touching or
holding on to their caregivers (see top 20 most frequent categories in Figure 6 and example frames in Figure 5). Further,
these three categories – book, toy, and person – were consistently the top three most frequent when we examined data
separately for each child and by age groups (6-12 months,
12-18 months, 18-24 months).
Importantly, we found that the distribution of the objects
children were interacting with roughly followed a power law
distribution, when we included separate categories for different formats (α = 1.82, Kolmogorov-Smirnov distance D =
0.07), when we collapsed across them (α = 1.8, D = 0.07),
or when we excluded book, toy, and person (α = 1.94, D =
0.09); the small D-values in each case suggest that the data
roughly follow a power-law distribution. Thus, overall these
results confirm that the distribution of the objects that chil-
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dren interact with is highly skewed, generalizing the findings
of Clerkin et al., 2017.

Figure 6: Top 20 most frequent categories that children’s
hands were interacting with in these egocentric videos.

General Discussion
What determines the categories that infants tend to see and
interact with across early development? To examine the categories in the infant view, we analyzed a sample of random
frames taken from a longitudinal dataset of two children (Sullivan et al., 2020). Overall, we found relative stability in these
two children’s visual environment over development, in contrast to prior work on the prevalence of social signals over this
same developmental time period (Fausey et al., 2016; Long
et al., 2020). The relative proportions of categories of objects
(i.e., furniture, toys, animals, people) were consistent among
the two individuals here, and across developmental time. People were most frequent, and a non-trivial proportion of frames
didn’t contain any discernible objects at all. However, these
categories co-occured together in reliable patterns, revealing
stereotypical combinations (i.e. utensil/dish and food, person
and clothing) and suggesting that activity contexts, such as
mealtime or storytime (Bruner, 1985) may structure the broad
characteristics of young children’s visual environment.
Yet while people were incredibly frequent in the child’s
view, animals – either as toys or their real-life versions – were
relatively infrequent and occurred in equal proportions. This
finding stands in contrast to a long literature documenting that
even newborns prefer to attend to animate agents (Farroni et
al., 2005), that visual cortex dedicates a remarkable amount
of space to processing animals (Konkle & Caramazza, 2013),
and that animal names tend to be among children’s firstlearned words (Frank et al., 2021). Therefore, children’s
heightened attention to animals (Farroni et al., 2005) likely
interacts with frequency of occurrence in the visual field to
drive early category learning.
Instead, we found that these children’s viewpoints were
likely to be dominated by small objects – such as food, books,
or toys – especially when their own hands were present in the
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frame, suggesting that the statistics of children’s visual environment shift substantially when they are acting on the world
themselves. We also found that the distribution of these objects seem to follow a power-law distribution, as does word
usage in natural language (Zipf, 1949). While mealtime has
previously been used to characterize the objects in the infant
view (Clerkin et al., 2017) and frames with food or utensil and
dishes accounted for less than 5% of views in the SAYcam
dataset, we were unsure whether this also would be the case.
However, the present analysis suggests that infants’ interactions with different object categories may be Zipf-distributed,
with most categories seen quite rarely, and a few categories
dominating their experience.
If this result is generalizable, and children’s visual experience is as skewed as their language experience, this distributional regularity provides strong constraints on the category
and word learning mechanisms that can succeed in this environment (Hidaka, Torii, & Kachergis, 2017; Lavi-Rotbain
& Arnon, 2021). Although the Zipfian distribution of words
can help learners segment speech (e.g., Kurumada, Meylan,
& Frank, 2013), it is theoretically challenging to learn wordreferent mappings from such skewed distributions both because the many rare referents are seen with such low frequency that learners may not have time to form strong mental
representations and because the few frequent items may often co-occur and thus be difficult to disambiguate (Hidaka et
al., 2017; Vogt, 2012). However, some word learning studies have found that Zipfian frequency distributions can improve learning (Hendrickson & Perfors, 2019) and that adults
can leverage knowledge of common objects to bootstrap the
meanings of infrequent objects (Kachergis, Yu, & Shiffrin,
2017). Indeed, the skewed distributions found here and in
Clerkin et al. (2017) are dramatically different than the uniform distributions of categories fed to modern models of visual category learning – which nonetheless appear to mimic
many aspects of the visual system (Jacob, Pramod, Katti, &
Arun, 2021). Future work that feeds computational models of
category learning the same sequence of visual learning environments experienced by children across development may
elucidate the set of online learning mechanisms needed to
form robust representations from realistic visual inputs.
This work thus takes a first step in characterizing the categories in the visual environment over early development,
calling for future work to understand the generalizability of
these findings and their implications for models of early category learning. While we found consistent results across
both age and the two children analyzed here, both children
are from similar households, socioeconomic groups, and cultural contexts. Furthermore, these recordings were only taken
when children were home with their parents (vs. at daycare),
and these parents may have changed how they interacted
with their children during these recording sessions. Variation
across different households and communities will certainly
change the objects that are frequently in the infant view: for
example, picture books and toys are unlikely to be present in

the views of many children in subsistence farming communities (Casillas, Brown, & Levinson, 2020). Nonetheless, we
predict that the distribution of objects that children interact
will continue to follow a Zipfian distribution – regardless of
which specific objects are most frequently experienced.
Of course, these results do not preclude the possibility that
there are finer grained changes in how children experience
object categories or changes the information that they encode.
For example, the current analysis supports the intuition that
toys and books are prevalent in the views of some infants, it
does not document how children are interacting with these
toys or what categories in the books their caregivers may be
pointing out. More detailed coding schemes of the categories
in the infant view could also yield divergent results. We anticipate that finer-grained analysis of the activities in naturalistic
videos may uncover more subtle developmental trends.
Overall, this work highlights the need for systematic investigations of how the frequency of the categories in the
child’s view interacts with different attentional biases, learning mechanisms, and social cues to produce robust representations that support early category and language learning. An
understanding of what is – and what is not – learnable solely
from frequent exposures will provide constraints on our accounts of the learning mechanisms that allow children to learn
so much so quickly.
All data and code for these analyses are available at
https://osf.io/ft4ka/
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Abstract

learning mechanisms that are able to learn such efficient communication schemes. The learning aspect is emphasised by
Tomaso Poggio (Poggio, 2012) in an update of Marr:

Recent work (Xu et al., 2020) has suggested that numeral systems in different languages are shaped by a functional need
for efficient communication in an information-theoretic sense.
Here we take a learning-theoretic approach and show how efficient communication emerges via reinforcement learning. In
our framework, two artificial agents play a Lewis signaling
game where the goal is to convey a numeral concept. The
agents gradually learn to communicate using reinforcement
learning and the resulting numeral systems are shown to be efficient in the information-theoretic framework of Regier et al.
(2015); Gibson et al. (2017). They are also shown to be similar to human numeral systems of same type. Our results thus
provide a mechanistic explanation via reinforcement learning
of the recent results in Xu et al. (2020) and can potentially be
generalized to other semantic domains.

it is ... important to understand how an individual organism, and in fact a whole species, learns and evolves
[the computations and the representations used by the
brain] from experience of the natural world ... a description of the learning algorithms and their a priori assumptions is deeper, more constructive, and more useful than
a description of the details of what is actually learned ...
the problem of learning is at the core of the problem of
intelligence and of understanding the brain ... learning
should be added to the list of levels of understanding ...

Keywords: efficient communication; reinforcement learning;
numeral systems

Introduction
Why do languages partition mental concepts into words the
ways they do? A recent influential body of work suggests
language is shaped by a pressure for efficient communication which involves an information-theoretic tradeoff between cognitive load and informativeness (Kemp and Regier,
2012; Gibson et al., 2017; Zaslavsky et al., 2019). This means
that language is under pressure to be simultaneously informative, to support effective communication, while also being
simple, in order to minimize the cognitive load.
While the information-theoretic framework is insightful
and has broad explanatory power across a variety of domains,
see the reviews by Kemp et al. (2018); Gibson et al. (2019),
a fundamental question that is left unaddressed is if there
is mechanistic explanation for how such efficient communication schemes could arise. We address this question here
from a learning-theoretic viewpoint: is there a computational
learning mechanism that leads to efficient communication?
We can relate our approach to previous work using the
influential ”three levels of analysis” framework posited by
David Marr (Marr, 1982) which has been described as one of
the most enduring constructs of twentieth century cognitive
science and computational neuroscience. While the previous
work such as Kemp and Regier (2012); Kemp et al. (2018);
Gibson et al. (2019) is situated at the first or ”theory” level
of Marr, our analysis is at the representation and algorithmic
level. In particular, we propose very natural reinforcement
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Recent research gives evidence that the style of learning algorithms we consider here seem to be centrally implicated
in exploration strategies used by humans (Schulz and Gershman, 2019).
Reinforcement learning has been proposed recently as
a mechanistic explanation for how efficient communication arises in the colour domain (Kågebäck et al., 2020;
Chaabouni et al., 2021) and it was observed that this approach
could potentially be applied to other domains. Here we investigate the reinforcement learning approach in the domain of
numeral systems. It has been shown recently that numeral
systems across languages reflect a need for efficient communication (Xu et al., 2020). Numeral systems come in many
shapes, some are recursive like English and can express any
numeriosity while other non-recursive systems only consists
of a small set of words (Comrie, 2013). These non-recursive
systems could be either exact restricted - in the sense that exact numerosities can only be expressed on a restricted range,
or approximate like in the language Mundurukú where most
numeral words have an imprecise meaning (Pica et al., 2004).
Here we only consider non-recursive systems.
We show that reinforcement learning mechanisms can indeed be used to learn exact and approximate numeral systems
which are near-optimal in an information-theoretic sense and
similar in structure to human numeral systems of the same
complexity. Unlike Kågebäck et al. (2020), who use a policygradient method, we use a Q-learning algorithm with an implicit Thompson Sampling exploration scheme (Sutton and
Barto, 1998).

3 4 5 6 7

3 4 5 6 7

“A few”

Figure 1: Illustration of the communication setup presented
in Xu et al. (2020). The sender wants to convey the numeral
concept 4 and utters “a few”. The listener is unsure of which
numeral the sender is referring to and produces a probability
distribution over possible numerals.

Learning to Communicate: Signalling Games
We consider the communication framework developed in
Regier et al. (2015); Xu et al. (2020) which consists of a
sender and a listener. The sender has a concept in mind and
wishes to convey this to a listener over a discrete communication channel. The listener then tries to reconstruct the
concept. This is illustrated schematically in Figure 1.
We extend this setup to a Lewis signaling game (Lewis,
1969), by considering two artificial agents starting tabula
rasa and gradually learning to communicate efficiently via
a reinforcement learning algorithm (introduced in detail in
later sections) by playing several rounds of the game. In each
round of the game, a number n ∈ N from the interval N is
sampled according to a need probability of the environment,
p(n), which represent how often a numeral concept has to
be referred to in the environment. The sampled number n is
then given to the sender which has to pick a word w from
the vocabulary W and utter to the listener. Having received
a word w, the listener guesses a number n̂ ∈ N and a shared
reward, r(n, n̂), is given to both agents based on the distance
between the guess n̂ and the true number n. Here we explore
three different reward functions, one linear, one inverse and
one exponential
rlinear (n, n̂) = 1 −

|n − n̂|
,
|N |

rinverse (n, n̂) = (1 + |n − n̂|)−1 ,
rexp (n, n̂) = e−|n−n̂| .
One round of the signaling game is visualized in Figure 2
and one could interpret it as follows: the agents are playing a
cooperative game which involves solving a common task in
which success depends on how well the listener reconstructed
the number the sender had in mind. The reward functions
considered were chosen in order to model different pressure
for how precise the listener’s reconstruction has to be.

Figure 2: Illustration of one round of our Lewis signaling
game, which will be formally introduced in later sections.
The sender is given a number n and samples a model fS from
FS using dropout and conveys the word w giving highest reward according to fS . The listener proceeds in similar fashion, given w it samples a model fL from FL and guesses the
number n̂ that yields most reward according to fL . A shared
reward is given to both agent based on how close n̂ is to n.
given states as to maximize a reward signal (Sutton and Barto,
1998) and recent studies suggests that reinforcement learning
may be an component in neural mechanisms such as the phasic activity of dopamine neurons (Niv et al., 2005; Dabney
et al., 2020). In this work our agents will learn to communicate efficiently using reinforcement learning by maximizing
the reward in the Lewis signaling game, Figure 2. For the
sender this translates into conveying the word w which yields
highest expected reward given the number n and for the listener to guess the number n̂ yielding highest expected reward
given the word w.
Inherent in this setup is an exploration-exploitation
tradeoff—the agents have to balance between exploring uncertain actions in order to gain new insights about the environment and exploiting it current knowledge in order to maximize the reward signal. Recent work in neuroscience suggests
that classical machine learning strategies, such as Thompson
sampling (Thompson, 1933), seem to mechanistically correspond to exploration strategies used by humans (Schulz and
Gershman, 2019).
In this work we will use the Bayesian approach and
Thompson sampling in order to handle the explorationexploitation tradeoff. This means that each agent keeps a belief, or posterior distribution, over possible models of the environment and at each time step it samples a plausible model
from the belief and acts optimal according to the sampled
model. After getting feedback from the real environment an
agent updates its belief over possible models accordingly. We
will use an implicit form of Thompson sampling presented in
Gal and Ghahramani (2016) where each agent will be represented as a feedforward neural network1 that maps input and
action to expected reward
FS : N × W −→ [0, 1]

Reinforcement Learning for Efficient
Communication

FL : W × N −→ [0, 1].

Reinforcement learning is an area of machine learning which
studies how agents in an environment can learn to pick actions
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1 From now on we will use the subscript S for the sender and the
subscript L for the listener.

Given a new round of our signaling game each agent samples
a smaller network fS ∼ FS and fL ∼ FL from its neural network using the regularization technique dropout (Srivastava
et al., 2014) which means that the activation at each neuron
in the network is randomly set to 0 with probability p. In
this way the agents sample, via dropout, one out of all possible models of the expected rewards spanned by FS and FL .
Hence, the networks fS and fL become the current internal
models of the expected reward of the speaker and listener.
Given an input, each agent acts greedily w.r.t. the smaller
networks fS and fL ; given the number n, the sender conveys
the word ŵ yielding highest expected reward according the
sampled model
ŵ = argmax fS (n, w)
w∈W

n̂ = argmax fL (ŵ, n0 ).
n0 ∈N

After playing the game for m rounds, each agent update the
weights in FS (or respectively FL ) by finding the values which
minimize the mean-squared error (MSE)
1 m
( fS (ŵi , ni ) − ri )2 ,
m∑
i

MSEL =

1 m
( fL (n̂i , ŵi ) − ri )2 .
m∑
i

p(w|n) ≈

1 m
fS,i (ŵ, n))
∑ 1(w = argmax
m i=1
ŵ

where 1(·) is the indicator function. We check if the resulting
conditional distribution is peaked, i.e if it for each n assigns
more than 0.90 probability mass to one token w, if not we
interpret it as an approximate numeral system. Moreover, we
consider the mode of p(w|n) to be an exact numeral system.

Complexity and Communication Cost

Similarly, given the word ŵ, the listener guesses the number
n̂ satisfying

MSES =

by first estimating the conditional probability p(w|n), i.e the
probability that the sender refers to the number n with the
word w, by running m = 1000 rounds of the game, without
updating the agents, with the number n given to the sender
and count how many times each word is used. Hence, we do
the following Monte-Carlo estimation

It should be noted that this game is only partially
observable—in each round of the game the sender observes
the tuple (n, ŵ, r) while the listener observes (ŵ, n̂, r).

Numeral Systems
We study two of the three types of numeral systems presented
in Xu et al. (2020). First, we consider the exact restricted systems, or simply exact systems, where exact numerosities can
only be expressed on a restricted range. An example of this is
the numeral system one, two, three and more than three. With
this system precise communication can only be achieved for
the first three numerals and it is clear which part of the number line each numeral word corresponds to.
The second type is approximate numeral systems where
the meaning of numerals are approximate. Example of such
inexact numerals are a few and many which do not cover a
precise restricted range.
We do not address recursive numeral systems in this work
since it require a different way of modelling the agents and
we leave it for future work.

Artificial Numeral Systems
Given that a sender-listener pair has played the signaling
game in Figure 2 for a certain number of rounds we would
like to compute the resulting numeral system. We do this
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We measure complexity of a numeral system simply as the
number of words used in the system. In Xu et al. (2020) a
grammar based complexity measure was used. This is not
needed here since we do not consider recursive numeral systems and for exact and approximate systems there is no pressure for systematicity.
Given a sender distribution S and a listener distribution Lw
we measure the communicative cost of conveying a number
n as the information lost in the listener’s reconstruction of the
sender distribution given the numeral w. As has been done
in previous studies (Xu et al., 2020), we model this as the
Kullback-Leibler divergence (KL) between S and Lw . Under
sender certainty, S(n) = 1, this reduces to the surprisal
KL(S||Lw ) = ∑ S(i) log
i

S(i)
= − log Lw (n),
Lw (i)

which can be viewed as how surprised the listener would be
by the fact that the sender uttered w if they knew the true
number n.
In order to measure the full communication cost of a numeral system we compute the expected surprisal as
C = − ∑ p(w|n)p(n) log Lw (n),
n,w

where Lw (n) is computed using Bayes rule
Lw (n) =

p(w|n)p(n)
.
0
∑w0 p(w |n)p(n)

Here p(w|n) denotes the sender partition of the number line
and p(n) the need probability of the environment. The measure of the total communication cost of a numeral system
used here is exactly the measure of communication cost used
in Gibson et al. (2017) and by taking a deterministic sender,
i.e a sender which for each n assigns all probability mass to
a single word w, we get the measure of communication cost
used in Xu et al. (2020).
Note that we use the speaker model to compute the listener
distribution, instead of the listener model, because given a
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Figure 3: Term usage vs communication cost. Note that our agents are not restricted to model the words as Gaussian distributions and can create other probability distributions. This explains why the line goes below the convex hull, for 2 terms, which
was computed assuming Gaussian distributions. We plot the numeral systems from the human languages presented Table 1 and
since many of them are very similar we only get a few distinct points for human languages in the figure.

We consider the interval N = [1, 20] and each agent is modelled as a feed-forward neural network with one hidden layer
consisting of 50 hidden neurons with a dropout rate of p = 0.3
and with ReLu activation 2 . The agents starts with a vo-

cabulary W 3 of size 10 and is trained for 10 000 updates
where each update is over a batch of 100 rounds of the signaling game. The weights in the neural networks are updated
using a version of stochastic gradient descent called Adam
(Kingma and Ba, 2014) with an initial learning-rate of 0.001.
The dropout rate, learning rate and batch size are in the range
of what is commonly used in machine learning. However,
we also performed experiments varying these parameters and
found the downstream results to be robust.
We estimate the need probability in four different ways and
the priors are shown in Figure 5a. The power-law prior is
computed by first taking the normalized frequencies of English numerals in the Google ngram corpus English 2000
(Michel et al., 2011) and smoothing the frequencies using a
power-law distribution as done in Xu et al. (2020). We also
derive need probabilities using the capacity-achieving prior
(CAP) method (Zaslavsky et al., 2018), which infer a prior directly from naming data, and by using the maximum-entropy

2 This interval was chosen since the need distributions are exponentially decaying and very little probability mass lies beyond 20,
see Figure 5a.

3 The size of the vocabulary W was taken to be equal to the
largest number of terms among the human systems analyzed in Xu
et al. (2020), which are presented in Table 1.

number the sender is forced to assign positive probability to at
least one word while the listener can choose to never guess on
a number no matter which word is conveyed from the sender.
For example the word “many” might refer to a large, or possible infinite, of numbers while the listener may choose to only
guess on small subset of these numbers given that “many”
has been uttered. Another argument for computing the listener distribution using Bayes rule is because, given a sender
distribution, it minimizes the communication cost in the information bottleneck framework presented in Zaslavsky et al.
(2018). The proof of this is presented in the supplementary
files of Zaslavsky et al. (2018).

Experiments
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(MaxEnt) method (Zaslavsky et al., 2019), which given a
naming distribution p(w|n) and word frequencies p(w) computes the maximum-entropy achieving prior p(n) given these
constraints. We obtain a universal CAP by first computing a
CAP for each exact numeral system presented in Table 1 and
then averaging them together. Further, to compute a MaxEnt
prior we consider the language Gooniyandi, which has four
number terms translated to one, two, three, many, and the corpus data available for the language Gooniyandi (McGregor,
2004, p. 204). When computing the MaxEnt prior the fourth
term, many, is modelled as a Gaussian distribution with mean
µ = 5 and standard deviation σ = 0.31 × µ. Lastly, we consider an uniform prior which was also done in Xu et al. (2020)
and the authors showed that human systems are less optimal
under this prior compare to the more skewed power-law prior,
illustrating that the near-optimality patterns found in human
numeral systems depend critically on the need probability.
We start by training 6000 independent sender-listener pairs
under the power-law prior, for each reward function. We then
fix the reward function to be linear and train 6000 independent sender-listener pairs for each of the priors CAP, MaxEnt
and Uniform. Note that the agents are free to decide how
many terms from the vocabulary that are actually used during
communication and it is possible for the agents to converge
to a numeral system with less than 10 terms. Thus, the actual number of terms in the final numeral system will vary
over sender-listener pairs due to randomness in the initialization of the neural networks and the sampling from the need
probability.
Following Xu et al. (2020), we compute the convex hull of
hypothetical approximate and exact numeral systems to use as
baselines. For exact systems this is done using an approach
where we start from a random numeral system and greedily
updates the system until a local optima is encountered w.r.t
communication cost. For approximate systems we proceed in
similar fashion but model a numeral word as Gaussian with
a mean µw and a standard deviation σ = 0.31 × µw following
Xu et al. (2020). We start from randomly chosen means and
perform greedy updates until a local optima is reached. For
both types of systems we solve for both the best and worst
performing numeral system and the optimization procedures
are repeated 1000 times for each number of terms.
Further, we compare the numeral systems developed by our

p(n)

Figure 4: Comparison between the optimal numeral systems w.r.t communication cost, human systems and the artificial consensus systems produced by our agents under the different reward functions. We considered the experiments using the power-law
prior and the optimal systems are computed under this prior. Each color represents a numeral word and the corresponding
interval on the number line that the word represents.
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Figure 5: a) The need probabilities, or priors, used. b) Relative frequency of term uses over sender-listener pairs using
the linear reward function and varying the need probability.
The more left-skewed the need probability is, the fewer terms
are generally used by the agents.

agents to the human approximate and exact restricted numeral
systems considered in Xu et al. (2020) which are presented
in Table 1. Most of this data was collected from Comrie
(2013) except for Chiquitano, Fuyuge, Krenák which comes
from Hammarström (2010) and Mundurukú which comes
Pica et al. (2004).
Approximate systems:
Chiquitano, Fuyuge, Gooniyandi, Mundurukú, Pirahã, Wari
Exact restricted systems:
Achagua, Araona, Awa Pit, Barasano, Baré, Hixkaryana,
Imonda, Kayardild, Krenák, Mangarrayi,
Martuthunira, Pitjantjatjara, Rama, Yidiny, !Xóõ
Table 1: Human numeral systems considered in Figure 3.
In Figure 3 we present the performance of our agents, w.r.t
communication cost, relative to numeral systems found in human languages and the convex hull of hypothetically possible
numeral systems, for the different need probabilities and various reward functions. We observe that our agents produce
numeral systems that are near-optimal for all need probabilities and reward functions. For the left-skewed priors we observe that the communication cost of our agents are close to
the communication cost of human systems.
Furthermore, in Figure 5b we plot the relative frequency of
term usages between the sender-listener pairs when using the

linear reward function and varying the need probability. As
expected, we observe that a more skewed distribution generally results in fewer terms used by the agents which indicates that numeral systems with few terms can be sufficient
to achieve a near-optimal reward while we observe a pressure
for using more terms under the uniformed need probability.
We use Correlation Clustering (Bansal et al., 2004) to find
the consensus numeral system for each number of terms over
all experiments. Correlation Clustering is a method for finding the optimal clustering, w.r.t. a similarity measure. We
create a 20 × 20 matrix and each time two numbers i and
j belongs to the same partition, or word, over two different
sender-listener pairs we increase the element (i, j) of the matrix by 1 otherwise we decrease it with 1. We apply Correlation Clustering to the final matrix to get a consensus system and this will be an exact numeral system. The resulting
systems for the experiments using the power-law prior are
presented in Figure 4 and we observe some similarities between the consensus systems and human systems with the
same number of terms. The main difference seems to be
that our agents produce systems that tends to be slightly less
precise for smaller numbers, especially for the linear reward
function, and this could be a result of having reward functions
that gives a fair amount of reward for imprecise reconstruction of the number the sender had in mind.
In addition, we compare the representation of numbers developed by our agents to the Gaussian model used in Xu et al.
(2020), which is inspired by the the formalization of the approximate number line presented in Pica et al. (2004). The
model assumes that a numeral word, w, is represented as a
Gaussian distribution with some mean µw and standard deviation σ = ν × µw where ν is the Weber fraction. We fit
this model to the distributions produced by our agents by
first computing, for each sender-listener pair i, the expected
number µiw given a word w under the listener distribution
µiw = ELwi [n|w]. We then compute a distribution according
to
−(

piν (n|w) ∝ e

|n−µiw | 2
)
2ν×µiw

Reward
Linear
Inverse
Exponential

Best ν
0.31
0.31
0.44

MSE
0.0042 ± 0.0036
0.0032 ± 0.0042
0.0076 ± 0.0063

Table 2: The Weber fractions corresponding the Gaussian
model that on average fits the listener distribution best along
with the average MSE ±1 standard deviation for that Weber
fraction, averaged over all sender-listener pairs trained using
the particular reward function.

Conclusions and future work
We have shown that artificial agents can develop exact and
approximate numeral systems, via interaction and reinforcement learning, which are near-optimal in an informationtheoretic sense and similar to human systems. Our work
offers a mechanistic explanation via reinforcement learning
of the results in Xu et al. (2020). More generally, it offers
a powerful framework to address fundamental questions of
cognition across a wide range of semantic domains using a
learning theoretic approach that complements the normative
approaches summarized in Kemp et al. (2018); Gibson et al.
(2019).
In the numerals domain, there are still several questions
that remain to be explored: Would the results be the same if
we increase the range of numbers? Can approximate arithmetic be learned in the same way? Could the recursive systems described in Xu et al. (2020) be learned via interaction?
An interesting topic for future work is to establish a rigorous
connection between reward function and communication cost
in our setup.
In this work our artificial agents have been completely
driven by the reward signal. In the future we would like to
add a pragmatic reasoning scheme to our model, similar to
RSA (Frank and Goodman, 2012), and explore what effect
this has on the emergent behavior.
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Abstract
People learn by both decomposing and combining concepts;
most accounts of combination are either compositional or
conjunctive. We augment the DORA model of representation
learning to build new predicate representation by combining
(or compressing) existing predicate representations (e.g.,
building a predicate a_b by combining predicates a and b). The
resulting model learns structured relational representations
from experience and then combines these relational concepts
to form more complex, compressed concepts. We show that the
resulting model provides an account of a category learning
experiment in which categories are defined as novel
combinations of relational concepts.
Keywords: symbolic-connectionist model; chunking;
compression; mapping; comparison; relational categorisation;
computational modeling

Introduction
Human learning consists of both decomposing and
recombining information. We learn to break down the visual
world into objects and relations, and we learn to combine
concepts to form new ones.
Accounts of learning by combining existing representations
are usually either (a) compositional, or (b) conjunctive.
Systems that combine compositionally (or symbolically) do
so through a process of dynamically binding elements into
new structures (e.g., Doumas & Hummel, 2005). The
resulting structures are combinations of elements, but the
independence of those elements is maintained. For example,
a compositional system can combine representational
elements like Mary, Sue, and taller to form a structure like
taller (Mary, Sue). The resulting structure explicitly
represents the bindings of roles to fillers (Mary is the taller
element and Sue is the shorter) and retains the independence
of the items so bound: the representations of Mary, Sue, and
taller remain unchanged by their composition, and the same
representational elements can be recombined to form new
statements like taller (Sue, Mary) or taller (Bill, John), or
happy (Sue). However, compositional representations pay for
their representational power in terms of their complexity and
resource requirements. Dynamically binding roles to fillers
requires an additional informational signal (Doumas &
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Hummel, 2012), and maintaining these bindings in neural
systems appears to require energy (von der Malsburg, 1995).
By contrast, systems that combine via conjunction have the
complimentary set of strengths and weaknesses. A
conjunctive code in a neural network, for instance, is simply
a unit that learns connections to a body of other units. Binding
by conjunction costs very little in terms of resources, but the
resulting representation does not maintain the independence
of the bound items (e.g., Hummel, 2011).
It is likely that the human cognitive system employs both
forms for combinatory learning, however, most
computational accounts that learn by some form of
combination do so using either exclusively compositional or
exclusively conjunctive mechanisms (e.g., Tessler &
Goodman, 2019). The DORA (Doumas et al., 2008) model of
representation learning has successfully accounted for over
50 phenomena from the literature on human learning and
development (for a review see Doumas & Martin, 2018). The
model learns structured representations of concepts
(including relations) from distributed representations of
objects. Learning in the model works primarily via a process
of comparison-based intersection discovery and refinement.
Invariant features defining a concept are separated from
extraneous context over a series of progressive comparisons
(e.g., by comparing a series of red things, the model focuses
on what features are invariant to representing red and discards
extraneous features). DORA’s representation learning
algorithm then learns structured (i.e., predicate)
representations of these features that can be dynamically
bound to objects. One limitation of the approach is that
representation learning is primarily a process of refining
feature sets, and combining concepts requires building
compositional structures that require binding resources.
Doumas (2005) proposed augmenting DORA’s learning
with a mechanism for combining predicate representations
that DORA had learned into compressions, or chunks. This
mechanism was limited, however as it required the combined
predicates contain entirely orthogonal sets of features. Here
we propose the compression mechanism that works more
broadly; the mechanism for combining the predicates that
DORA learns into representational combinations which do
not require additional binding resources. For example, the
model might combine predicate representations for below (x)

and in-contact (x) to form a representation that combines the
two, below&in-contact (x) (or supports (x)). We show that
the model can account for data from a study of human
category learning in which participants learned categories
defined by novel combinations of relations.

DORA Model
We describe the model at a level of detail sufficient for
presenting the novel compression routine as an extension to
DORA. Full details of the model appear in Doumas at el.
(2008).

to roles and the objects (arguments) to which they are bound.
Tokens in the highest layer (Ps) learn, in an unsupervised
fashion, to respond to collections of RB units firing in close
temporal proximity to one another.
When a unit in P becomes active, it excites the units in RB
to which it is connected. RB units inhibit one another, which,
in combination with each unit’s yoked inhibitory unit, causes
the excited RB units to oscillate out of synchrony with one
another. These same temporal dynamics are instantiated at a
faster time scale in the PO units. When an RB unit becomes
active, it excites the PO units to which it is connected, and
inhibitory connections between those PO units cause them to
oscillate out of synchrony with one another. The result is that
bound roles and objects fire in direct sequence. For example,
to represent above (cup, table) (i.e., the binding of higherthan-something to cup and lower-than-something to table),
the units corresponding to higher-than-something will fire
directly followed by the units corresponding to cup, followed
by the units for coding lower-than-something followed by the
units for table. In brief, the network moves between stable
states, with binding information carried by the sequence of
such states. Thus, the network represents relational roles and
fillers independently and simultaneously represents the
binding of roles to fillers.

Figure 1: Macrostructure of the DORA network.
Computational Macrostructure
DORA has a long-term memory (LTM; see Figure 1)
composed of bidirectionally connected layers of units called
token units, with the lowest layer of token units connected to
a common pool of feature units. Token units are yoked to
inhibitors. The inhibitors integrate input from their yoked unit
and token units in higher layers, and fire after reaching a
threshold. Yoked inhibitors serve the purpose of
implementing phasic firing and refractory periods in the
token units, which are important for implementing dynamic
binding in the network. Potentiated sets of token units, or
memory sets (dashed boxes in Fig. 1), correspond to DORA's
working memory. Memory sets include the driver, DORA’s
current focus of attention, and the recipient, DORA’s current
active memory. Token units in the same layer inhibit one
another within, but not across, memory sets. Activation in the
model flows from the token units in the driver to the units in
the recipient and LTM via the shared pool of feature units.
DORA represents propositions using a hierarchy of
distributed and progressively more localist units whose
activation oscillates over a hierarchy of progressively slower
time scales (Figure 2). At the bottom of the hierarchy, feature
units represent the basic features of objects and relational
roles in a fully distributed manner. Tokens at the lowest level
of the hierarchy (POs) take inputs directly from feature units
and learn, without supervision, to respond to objects or
relational roles in a localist fashion. Tokens in the next layer
(RBs) take their inputs from PO tokens and learn, in an
unsupervised fashion to respond to pairs of PO units—that is,
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Figure 2. Representation of the proposition above (cup,
table) in DORA. Color of units indicates temporal sequence.
The blue and red higher and cup units fire in sequence,
followed by the orange and green lower and table units.
When higher and cup are active, the purple higher+cup RB
unit is active. When lower and table are active, the brown
lower+table Rb unit is active. The grey above (cup, table) P
unit is active throughout. At time t(1), blue, purple, and grey
units are active; at time t(2) red, purple, and grey units are
active; at time t(3) orange, brown, and grey units are active;
at time t(4) green, brown, and grey units are active.
Basic DORA routines
Retrieval DORA performs retrieval from LTM as follows.
Assume a proposition in the driver. As representation in the
driver becomes active, as a result of time-based binding,
bound units will become active in sequence, imposing
sequential patterns of activation on the feature units. For
example, if the proposition above (cup, table) becomes active
in the driver, the representations of higher and cup will
become active in sequence, followed by the representations

of lower and table. As each representation becomes active, it
will activate its constituent features. Because feature units are
shared across LTM, these patterns may excite units in LTM
Representations in LTM compete (via lateral inhibition) to
respond to the patterns of activation. Propositions from LTM
are retrieved into the recipient based on these patterns of
activation, which more active propositions more likely to be
retrieved into LTM (specifically, retrieval is governed by the
Luce choice axiom; Luce, 1959).
Mapping Mapping in DORA is an extension of LISA’s
(Learning and Inference with Schemas and Analogies model)
mapping algorithm (Hummel & Holyoak, 1997). DORA
learns mapping connections between units of the same type
(e.g., PO, RB, etc.) in the driver and recipient (e.g., between
PO units in the driver and PO units in the recipient). These
connections grow whenever corresponding units in the driver
and recipient are active simultaneously. They permit LISA to
learn the correspondences (i.e., mappings) between
corresponding structures in separate analogs. They also
permit correspondences learned early in mapping to influence
the correspondences learned later.
Schema induction During schema induction, DORA learns
a new representation based on the featural overlap of two
mapped propositions. For example, if DORA maps a
representation of chase (Fido, Rover) and scared (Rover) in
the driver to a representation of chase (Sally, Bowser) and
scared (Bowser), then it might learn a representation like
chase (animal1, animal2) and scared (animal2) in the
recipient. DORA, like LISA, performs schema induction
using a form of self-supervised learning. If propositions in the
driver and recipient map, DORA licenses schema induction.
During schema induction, when mapped units in the driver
become active, units of the same type are recruited and
activated in the recipient (e.g., if a mapped PO unit becomes
active in the driver, a PO unit is recruited in the recipient).
Recruited units in the recipient update their connections via
Hebbian learning: recruited PO units learn connections to
active features, recruited RB units learn connections to active
PO units, and recruited P units learn connections to recruited
RB units. The result of this process is a representation of the
intersection of mapped driver and recipient propositions (see
Hummel & Holyoak, 2003).
Representation Learning
DORA starts with unstructured representations of objects
encoded as feature vectors. An object is represented by a
localist token unit (PO) connected to features that define it.
DORA learns representations as a process of mapping-based
learning. If two objects map between the driver and recipient,
DORA learns, via Hebbian learning, a representation of their
shared features encoded as a PO unit. In addition, DORA
recruits an RB unit (when none are active) that learns
connections to the object in the recipient and the newly
learned PO unit. This mechanism allows the model to
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construct single-place predicates, such as climber (Hillary)
and climbed (Everest) from representations of single objects
(e.g., Hillary and Everest).
Through a similar process, co-occurring sets of single-place
predicates are linked into multi-place relational structure.
When sets of role-filler bindings are mapped across the driver
and recipient, DORA recruits a P unit in the recipient (when
none are active) that learns connections to active RB units via
Hebbian learning. For example, if DORA maps a
representation like climber (Joe) and climbed (Ben Nevis)) in
the driver to climber (Hillary) and climbed (Everest)) in the
recipient, it will link the climber (Hillary) and climbed
(Everest)) predicate-argument pairs to form the multi-place
relation, climbs (Hillary, Everest).
Recently DORA was equipped with an energy circuit which
allows the model to discover invariants for relative
magnitude (e.g., “same”, “more”, “less”) based on the
properties of neural encodings of absolute magnitude and eye
movements (Doumas et al., 2017). When two vectors, A and
B, encoding absolute magnitude information as an analog or
rate code are compared, the difference between A and B will
be positive if A is larger than B, negative if A is smaller than
B, and zero if they are the same. In broad strokes, the energy
circuit exploits this pattern and learns to activate invariant
features in response to these invariant signals. The end result
is that the set of features that become active in response to a
positive difference between A and B come to encode “more”,
those that respond to a negative difference come to encode
“less”, and those that respond to no difference come to
encode “same”. The upshot is that when two representations
of absolute magnitudes on a dimension are compared, the
energy circuit learns connections between the larger item and
the invariant features for “more” and the smaller item and the
invariant features for “less”; when the dimensional encodings
of both objects are the same, the circuit learns connections
between both objects, the invariant features for “same”.
DORA’s representation learning algorithm then learns
structured representations of these relational features (i.e.,
structured relational representations). For details see Doumas
et al., 2019).
Compression, A New DORA Routine
One of the strengths of DORA as a symbolic-connectionist
model is the dynamic binding of roles (predicates) and fillers
(objects). The novel compression routine lets the model take
fuller advantage of this capacity by compressing multiple
simpler roles into single more content-dense roles. The
resulting representations are structured and support DORA’s
relational reasoning, but the compressed structures are also
preserved in a manner which allows the model to unpack it
without the information loss (but with processing cost).
The compression routine runs in DORA if the driver
contains an object(s) bound to two roles simultaneously. For
example, consider three objects, glass, mug, and cup. Assume
that each object has a featural dimension height with a unique
magnitude and that DORA has previously learned

representations of the relations more-height (x, y) (or taller
(x)+shorter (y)). Applying these relations to the objects,
DORA has representations of more-height (glass, mug) and
more-height (mug, cup) (Figure 3a). Thus, the object mug is
bound to two roles simultaneously, taller and shorter.
The compression routine allows the model to build the
representation where amongst three objects the mug is of
medium height. The result of running the compression
algorithm (described below) is a new structural
representation of the facts that the mug is shorter than the
glass and taller than the cup.
a)

tallerThan(M, C)

tallerThan(G, M)

shorter(Mug)

taller(Glass)

shorter

Glass

b)

shorter(Cup)

taller(Mug)

taller

Cup

Mug

tallerThan(G,M,C)
shorter_taller(Mug)

taller(Glass)
taller

Glass

shorter_taller

Mug

shorter(Cup)
shorter

Cup

Higher-Order Feature

Figure 3: a) Two propositions in the driver before
compression. The object mug is bound to two roles
simultaneously. b) After compression: the proposition where
the object mug is bound to the compressed role connected to
a higher-order feature.
These relations are represented as a ternary proposition taller
(glass) taller_shorter (mug), shorter (cup) (Figure 3b), where
the new role taller_shorter compresses the features
representing both roles, taller and shorter. The compression
results in the development of higher-order features, that
essentially tokenize collections of features in type space (see
Doumas & Hummel, 2005).
The new compression routine allows DORA to build
representations that are still structured in the sense that they
can take arguments, but with a reduced number of role
bindings. The new representations lose some structural
information (there are no longer independent representations
of taller (mug) and shorter (mug)), but allows processing the
resulting representations with fewer binding resources.
Compression Algorithm Although we discuss the
compression algorithm in broad strokes for reasons of
exposition and space, all processes are carried out via local
computations with traditional neurocomputing units (see
Doumas et al., 2019). After DORA performs mapping, when
an object in the driver is connected to multiple RB units
(Figure 3a), the model licenses compression. During
compression, objects in the driver become active in sequence.
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Using a version of its schema induction algorithm (see
Hummel & Holyoak, 2003), DORA learns new
representations of the objects and the roles to which they are
connected in LTM. Specifically, units are recruited in LTM
to match the active driver units (e.g., an active PO to match
an active PO) and connections between units in adjacent
layers are updated via Hebbian learning. The result is that
when objects are connected to a single role, the representation
is copied into LTM (e.g., taller (glass) in Figure 3a and 3b).
When the object is connected to multiple roles, however,
the object passes activation to each of its roles and they
become active in sequence (due to the lateral inhibition
between PO units in the driver). In this case, the model
recruits a PO unit in LTM to serve as a compressed role and
a feature unit to act as a higher-order feature. As the roles
connected to the object become active, the model learns
(through Hebbian learning) connections between a higherorder feature unit and (1) features that represent each of the
roles and (2) the newly recruited PO for the compressed role.
The model also learns connections between any active token
units in adjacent layers of LTM. The result of the
compression process is a representation that includes copies
of any predicate-argument pairs with unique objects, and
compressed representations of any predicates connected to
the same object. For example, when an object in the driver is
connected to predicates for taller and shorter, the compressed
representation of that object will be connected to a single
predicate encoding taller_shorter (Figure 3b).
Note that the result of the compression is not necessarily a
ternary proposition. For example, if two objects are compared
on two dimensions and one of them is shorter and wider and
the other is taller and narrower, the resulting binary
proposition contains two objects, each bound to a compressed
role: taller_narrower (glass)+shorter_wider (mug). Each of
the compressed roles is connected to a higher-order feature
unit. Each higher-order feature unit is also connected to the
set of features representing each of the simple roles
comprising the compressed role. This ensures that the
information about which of the objects is short, wide, narrow,
and tall is preserved, and that allows the simple roles to be
“unpacked” if needed.
The unpacking part of the process allows the recovery the
original set of features and to ensure the binding of the objects
to the correct roles. This part of the process is not important
for the current simulation and is not further discussed.

Method
Category Learning Tasks
Stimuli for the simulations were adapted from Experiments 1
and 2 of Doumas and Hummel (2013). In these experiments
participants attempted to learn categories defined by novel
combinations of relations. In the Experiment 1 each exemplar
consisted of a drawing of three organic cells in a square
frame. The cells varied on five dimensions: size, location
within the frame, number of organelles in the cell, width of

the nucleus, and membrane roundness. Category membership
was defined by the relation between the nuclei and the
membranes of the cells. The exemplars where the membrane
thickness and nucleus roundness positively covaried (cells
with wider membranes had rounder nuclei) belonged to one
category (‘X’), while exemplars where they negatively
covaried belonged to the other (‘Y’).
Participants attempted to learn the category by categorising
50 exemplars with feedback. Participants then completed
either a Map or NoMap task. In the Map condition
participants were presented with two exemplars from the
same category and were explicitly instructed to decide which
elements from one stimuli corresponded with the elements of
the other. In the NoMap condition participants were
instructed to simply study the two stimuli for one minute.
The dimensions that defined category membership in
Experiment 1 (relative roundness and relative width) were
salient enough for participants to successfully map the two
exemplars during the mapping trial. The results showed that
mapping facilitated discovery of novel relations, with those
in the Map condition rising to ceiling performance on 50
additional category classifications and transfer to novel
stimuli which included dimensional values the participants
had not seem during training.
In Experiment 2, each exemplar consisted of three isosceles
triangles in a square frame. The triangles varied on four
dimensions: location within the frame, colour, width of the
base of the triangle, and rotation of the tip around the
triangle’s central point (orientation). Category membership
was defined by the relations between the triangles’ relative
widths and relative orientations. The wider and the more
rotated triangles comprised category ‘X’ and the wider and
less rotated triangles comprised category ‘Y’.
The Map and NoMap conditions in this experiment were
identical to the Experiment 1. An additional task Comparison
vs NoComparison was added before the mapping task. In the
comparison condition participants compared items within an
exemplar (chosen at random), listing the ways in which each
item differed from the others. In the NoComparison
condition, participants studied the two exemplars for one
minute.
The second experiment was more difficult than the previous
one because the dimensions used to define the relational
categories were not as salient to participants as those used in
experiment 1. For participants who did not have extensive
math background, the dimension of rotation around the
central point was not salient (without first comparing items
within an exemplar to note their differences, participants
tended not to map items based on their relative rotation). In
experiment 2, mapping alone was not sufficient to categorise
exemplars with less salient dimensions. In order to highlight
relevant dimensions, comparison within the exemplar and
identification of differences, not only similarities, was needed
to facilitate successful mapping.
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Simulation 1
Simulation 1 was based on the Experiment 1 of Doumas and
Hummel (2013).
Representation Learning Phase While the category
defining relations used in the experiments were novel to
participants, the basic relations from which they were
composed were not (e.g., participants had not previously
represented a conjunction between cell membrane width and
nucleus roundness, but they had learned representation of
width). To account for prior knowledge, DORA was allowed
to learn from a different set of stimuli. Learning was similar
to Simulation 1 in Doumas et al. (2017). Representations of
200 gabor patches of different sizes and orientations were
placed in DORA’s LTM. DORA attempted to learn
representations by sampling random items from LTM,
comparing them, and storing the results. After 2000 learning
trials DORA had learned structured representations of spatial
relations
including
wider/thinner,
taller/shorter,
bigger/smaller, higher/lower, left/right, more-tilted/lesstilted.
Categorisation Process On pre-mapping trials in both
simulations, DORA first “contemplated” each stimulus as
follows: it performed pairwise comparisons of the objects
within each exemplar using the energy circuit and used the
results to retrieve relational representations from LTM that it
represented about the items. For example, assume two
objects, o1 and o2, were compared on the dimensions of
height and width. If o1 was higher than o2, then the energy
circuit would activate the features for “more” and “height” in
response to o1 and “less height” in response to o2. As DORA
has previously learned representations of the relation taller
(x, y) that contained the features of “more”, “less”, and
“height”, it retrieved that representation from LTM and
represented it about the current objects, forming the
representations taller (o1, o2). The process was repeated
between 2-3 times (decided randomly) for two randomly
selected pairs of objects.
For the first few trials DORA performed the contemplation
process described above, guessed the category at random, and
then stored the exemplars in LTM with the correct category
label (equivalent to feedback received by participants). When
presented with the next stimuli, DORA performed the
contemplation process and attempted to retrieve
representations from LTM based on their similarities of the
tokens. If an exemplar was successfully retrieved from LTM
into the recipient, the current exemplar in the driver was
labeled with the same category label as the retrieved
exemplar. If retrieval failed, DORA tried to guess the
category. In any case its accuracy was recorded, and the
correct label was attached to the current exemplar as it was
stored in LTM.
To simulate the NoMap condition, one exemplar was
placed into DORA’s driver and the other into the recipient.

Figure 4: a) Accuracy on pre-mapping, post-mapping and transfer trials of Map condition in DORA (Simulation 1) and
human participants (Experiment 1). b) Accuracy on pre-mapping, post-mapping and transfer trials of NoMap condition in
DORA (Simulation 1) and human participants (Experiment 1). c) Accuracy on post-mapping trials in DORA (Simulation 2)
and human participants (Experiment 2) in four conditions. d) Accuracy on transfer trials in DORA (Simulation 2) and human
participants (Experiment 2) in four conditions.
The model performed the contemplation process for both
exemplars and stored them in LTM. To simulate the Map
condition, DORA placed one of the two exemplars (selected
randomly) in the driver, the other in the recipient, performed
the contemplation process, and then attempted to map them.
If mapping was successful, DORA attempted compression
and schema induction (as per Hummel & Holyoak, 2003).
On the post-mapping trials in the Map condition DORA
contemplated the stimulus and compared the roles bound to
the objects in the driver to those created in the relational
schema during the mapping trial. If it could find
correspondences, it guessed the category of the schema on the
first post-mapping trial (since mapping trials did not provide
feedback). Then it used the schema to categorise each
exemplar as “the same as the schema” or as “the other one”.
In the NoMap condition (and if mapping was unsuccessful in
the Map condition, i.e., the model had not learned a schema)
the dimensions were sampled randomly as in previous trials.
Transfer trials were identical to the post-mapping trials with
the exception of introducing stimuli with novel dimensional
values that the model has not seen before (see Doumas &
Hummel, 2013 for more details).
In the first simulation DORA categorised stimuli from the
Experiment 1 of Doumas and Hummel (2013). As was
mentioned above, Experiment 1 showed that width and
roundness are salient dimensions for adults. In the Map
condition, after being instructed to compare two objects of
the same category during mapping trial, participants who
mapped the exemplars correctly were able to identify the
relevant dimensions of width and roundness. To imitate the
ease with which adults determined the relevant dimensions,
DORA simply used them to encode the exemplars for the
Map and NoMap conditions.
Simulation 2
The second simulation was based on the Experiment 2 of
Doumas and Hummel (2013). The original experiment aimed
to disentangle the processes of mapping and of highlighting
the relevant dimensions which defined category membership.
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One task was added prior to the mapping-studying trial –
Comparison/No-comparison.
Simulation 2 proceeded as simulation 1 with the exception
of the Comparison/No-comparison task added before the
Map/NoMap phase. To simulate the Comparison task,
DORA searched for the dimensions relevant for the
categorisation process. Specifically, the model distinguished
between monotonic and non-monotonic dimensions. On each
dimension, the model compared the magnitudes of the
triangles in the exemplar and identified whether the
magnitudes followed a monotonic or a non-monotonic order.
If the magnitudes on two dimensions monotonically
increased or decreased, it considered triangles similar on the
two dimensions. If the magnitudes were non-monotonic, it
also considered them similar. However, if there was a mix of
monotonicity and non-monotonicity, the triangles on those
dimensions were considered different. The dimensions that
highlighted similarity of objects were candidate relevant
dimensions for contemplating. If more than two dimensions
made the “relevance list”, the model picked two dimensions
randomly. With this procedure the model was able to
highlight relevant dimensions in 80% cases on average,
which was in agreement with the Experiment 2 results where
80% of participants were able to figure out the dimensions
relevant to the categorisation process.

Results
During Simulation 1 DORA demonstrated trends similar to
those of human participants in Experiment 1 of Doumas and
Hummel (2013). On pre-mapping trials both human
participants and DORA categorised the exemplars at chance.
In NoMap condition, accuracy of DORA and human
participants did not rise above chance (Figure 4a). In Map
condition, accuracy improved over post-mapping trials and
reached celling on transfer trials. DORA’s accuracy
improved faster than that of human participants (Figure 4b).
We attribute this to the fact that categorisation is the model’s
only objective in this simulation and DORA does not

distribute attention over distractors nor does it follow
curiosity as humans might do.
In Simulation 2 DORA’s accuracy mirrored that of human
participants in Experiment 2 of Doumas & Hummel (2013).
Like the human participants DORA in No Comparison
conditions (both Map and NoMap) as well as in ComparisonNoMap condition performed at chance on both post-mapping
and transfer trials (Figure 4c and d). Also like the human
participants, the model’s accuracy was above chance only in
Comparison-Map condition on post-mapping and transfer
trials (Figure 4c and d). This supports the notion that both
processes–highlighting relevant dimensions and mapping are
needed for learning the relevant relational category.
Interestingly, average accuracy on post-mapping and
transfer trials in Comparison-Map condition was 82-83% for
both DORA and human participants. However, the
participants who were able to compare and map the
exemplars correctly during mapping trial reached ceiling
performance. If we isolate cases where DORA mapped the
exemplars fully (not partially), its performance also reached
the ceiling during post-mapping and transfer trials. This
similarity suggests that the model’s routines described above
might indeed be useful approximations to the mechanisms of
highlighting relevant dimensions and mapping in humans.

General Discussion
We have proposed an augmentation to the DORA model that
complements its existing representation learning algorithm.
Representation learning in DORA has traditionally been
focused on building more refined representations. While this
algorithm accounts well for some aspects of human learning,
it is necessarily incomplete. We often learn by combining
existing concepts in ways that do not require expending
binding resources (as in chunking; Johnson, 1970).
The compression algorithm we have proposed builds
conjuncted representations of concepts wherein the resulting
representations act like predicates that can be bound to
arguments. For example, the model can combine
representations of the relations taller (x, y) and wider (x, y) to
form a single predicate encoding taller_wider (x, y).
We have shown that the model accounts for the findings of
two experiments from Doumas and Hummel (2013). In these
experiments, participants learned categories defined by novel
conjunctions of relations. As the participants in the study,
DORA learned the conjunctive concepts only after mapping.
We agree with the original assertion by Doumas and Hummel
(2013) that many complex concepts might be learned as
combinations (or compressions) of simpler relational
concepts. We posit that our compression mechanism may be
a useful account of how people perform this kind of learning.
The compression algorithm adds a new dimension to the
DORA model, providing a mechanism for learning more
complex relational representations from comparatively
simpler ones. That is, the model currently easily learns spatial
relations (such as above or larger) simply by experience with
simple visual scenes (see Simulation 1). However, through
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compression, these “simpler” relations can be combined to
form more complex relational structures. In the simulations
reported the model learned representations of middle-most on
various dimensions. However, several other representations
might also be represented as compositions of spatial relations.
For instance, as noted above, the relation supports might be
represented as a combination of above and in-contact. In fact,
previous research by Richardson and colleagues (Richardson,
Spivey, Edelan, & Naples, 2001) has found that surprisingly
consistent spatial regularities emerge when adults are asked
to draw instances of complex relations. Moreover, even
abstract verbs and concepts appear to have very consistent
spatial underpinnings (Richardson, Spivey, Barsalou, &
McRae, 2003).
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Abstract
Despite being designed for performance rather than cognitive
plausibility, transformer language models have been found to
be better at predicting metrics used to assess human language
comprehension than language models with other architectures,
such as recurrent neural networks. Based on how well they
predict the N400, a neural signal associated with processing
difficulty, we propose and provide evidence for one possible
explanation—their predictions are affected by the preceding
context in a way analogous to the effect of semantic facilitation
in humans.
Keywords: Language Comprehension; Electroencephalography (EEG); Neural Networks; Machine Learning; Cognitive
Architectures

Introduction
Neural language models (NLMs) are valuable tools in understanding human language comprehension because they learn
to predict language based on the surface-level statistics of language alone. As such, they are inherently models both of
what can be predicted and what can be learned about language based only on linguistic input. For this reason, they
can be used to test hypotheses about how such knowledge
may be used in the human language comprehension system
that would be impossible to test experimentally.
Since the early days of their implementation, recurrent neural network language models (RNN-LMs) have been used to
investigate human cognition (Elman, 1990). However, the recent development of the transformer network (Vaswani et al.,
2017) has largely overshadowed them in the field of machine
learning. Research has shown that language model performance (operationalized as perplexity) tends to correlate with
how human-like RNN-LMs are in their processing of language (e.g., Aurnhammer & Frank, 2019). Thus, the fact that
transformer language models (T-LMs) perform better than the
previously state-of-the-art RNN-LMs despite their vastly different architectures suggests that they may be a viable alternative model of human language processing.
It is therefore unsurprising that in the last year, researchers
interested in the cognition of language have compared RNNLMs and T-LMs in terms of how well they capture human
linguistic behavior (Merkx & Frank, 2020; Ettinger, 2020;
Misra, Ettinger, & Rayz, 2020; Wilcox, Gauthier, Hu, Qian,
& Levy, 2020; Eisape, Zaslavsky, & Levy, 2020). To the best
of our knowledge, only one (currently unpublished) study has
attempted to investigate whether RNN-LMs or T-LMs are
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better for predicting the N400, a neural response reflecting
semantic retrieval demands. In their study, Merkx and Frank
(2020) find that the surprisal of T-LMs fit the human N400
data better than the surprisal of RNN-LMs. This is somewhat
unexpected because, as Merkx and Frank (2020) note, intuitively, RNN-LMs more closely match what we believe about
the human language comprehension system—they process
language word-by-word and have a limited ‘working memory’.
Here we ask whether the success T-LMs evince in predicting N400 amplitude (Merkx & Frank, 2020) is connected to
other findings; for example, they appear to show semantic
priming effects and, like the N400 (Nieuwland & Kuperberg,
2008), they are rather insensitive to negation (Ettinger, 2020;
Misra et al., 2020). To do so, we investigate whether the predictions of T-LMs show an analog of semantic priming phenomena that have been argued to impact N400 amplitude to a
greater or lesser extent (e.g., Brouwer, Fitz, & Hoeks, 2012;
Lau, Holcomb, & Kuperberg, 2013). If this is the case, it
would suggest that T-LMs may be analogous to the human
language comprehension system in a different way to RNNLMs, and may offer an insight into the relationship between
these phenomena. Such a result would also indicate that we
need to update our conception of what makes a computational
language model more or less cognitively plausible.

Background
The N400 (Kutas & Hillyard, 1980) is a negative deflection
in the event-related brain potential (ERP), peaking roughly
400ms after the presentation of a stimulus. It is thought
to index processing difficulty—if the preceding context activates semantic content associated with an upcoming word,
the word is easier to process, and thus elicits a reduced amplitude N400. Recent accounts have hypothesized that the
N400 specifically indexes the extent to which the upcoming
word was not expected; a prediction error not affected by the
strength of failed predictions (Van Petten & Luka, 2012; Luke
& Christianson, 2016; DeLong & Kutas, 2020; Kuperberg,
Brothers, & Wlotko, 2020).
The surprisal of an NLM towards a word is a clear conceptual analog of the N400—surprisal is the negative logarithm of the probability of an upcoming word given its
context. NLM surprisal significantly predicts N400 amplitude, beating other metrics derived from NLMs (Frank, Ot-

ten, Galli, & Vigliocco, 2015; Aurnhammer & Frank, 2019;
Merkx & Frank, 2020). Additionally, on more fine-grained
analysis, surprisal appears to behave analogously to N400
amplitude—in many cases, experimental manipulations that
impact N400 amplitude affect surprisal values in an analogous fashion (Michaelov & Bergen, 2020).
However, while surprisal is a good model of the extent to
which a word is predicted in the context of a sentence, N400
amplitude is also modulated by other factors (Kutas & Federmeier, 2011; Kuperberg et al., 2020). One key finding is
that the N400 to a target word is less negative in amplitude
when it follows a semantically related word than an unrelated one (Kutas & Van Petten, 1988; Kutas & Federmeier,
2011). Additionally, the N400 response to a word is reduced
if it is semantically related to the most predictable upcoming word—for example, the word monopoly in “Checkmate,”
Rosaline announced with glee. She was getting to be really
good at monopoly elicits a less negative N400 than the word
football by virtue of being more semantically related to the
best completion, chess (Federmeier & Kutas, 1999). The
N400 response to a word is also reduced if it is semantically
related to the previous words in the utterance—for example,
there is no difference in N400 response between the word eat
in for breakfast the boys would only eat... and for breakfast
the eggs would only eat..., despite its semantic implausibility
in the second clause (Kuperberg, Sitnikova, Caplan, & Holcomb, 2003).
These effects have led some researchers to argue that the
N400 can be explained by spreading activation, where words
in the preceding context partially activate semanticallyrelated upcoming words, regardless of whether they are appropriate completions to the sentence (Brouwer et al., 2012).
This ‘bag-of-words’ approach to semantic pre-activation
(Kuperberg, 2016) has also been reflected in computational
modeling of the N400. Several researchers have used the
cosine distance between the word embeddings of the target
word and those for the preceding words to reflect the kind
of semantic similarity that may lead to facilitated processing
(Parviz, Johnson, Johnson, & Brock, 2011; Ettinger, Feldman, Resnik, & Phillips, 2016; Frank & Willems, 2017). This
approach is also used to control for confounding effects of
semantic similarity when explicitly investigating prediction
(Kuperberg et al., 2020).
The present study has two main aims. First, to directly
compare and quantify how well semantic facilitation (as operationalized by cosine distance between embeddings) and
prediction (as operationalized by surprisal) predict N400 amplitude. Second, to identify the extent to which the two are
correlated and how this varies by language model architecture, with the hope that this will inform why T-LMs have
been found to predict N400 amplitude better than RNN-LMs
despite their apparent cognitive implausibility.
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Experiment 1: RNN-LM vs. T-LM surprisal
Modeling approach and details
This experiment follows the same general approach as previous research investigating surprisal as a predictor of N400
amplitude (Frank et al., 2015; Aurnhammer & Frank, 2019;
Merkx & Frank, 2020), namely, comparing recorded ERP
data to NLM surprisal for the same set of stimuli. We use
stimuli from an ERP study whose data have been previously
presented (Bardolph, Van Petten, & Coulson, 2018). These
stimuli were run through two NLMs, one RNN-LM and one
T-LM, and the predicted probability of target words was collected. This predicted probability was then transformed into
surprisal, where the surprisal S of a word wi is the negative logarithm of its probability given its preceding context
w1 ...wi−1 , as shown in (1).
S(wi ) = − log P(wi |w1 ...wi−1 )

(1)

This surprisal was then used as a predictor in a linear
mixed-effects model to predict by-trial, by-electrode amplitude from the original ERP study.
Two NLMs were used. The RNN-LM was the BIG
LSTM+CNN I NPUTS model (Jozefowicz, Vinyals, Schuster, Shazeer, & Wu, 2016), henceforth the JRNN. The T-LM
used was GPT-2 (Radford et al., 2019). Both models are very
large—the JRNN has roughly 1 billion parameters, while
GPT-2 has roughly 1.5 billion. One area in which the two differ is that the JRNN has a vocabulary size of roughly 800,000,
while GPT-2 has a vocabulary size of roughly 50,000. Additionally, while the JRNN was trained on approximately one
billion words, GPT-2 was trained on a dataset an order of
magnitude larger.

Original ERP Study
The original study (Bardolph et al., 2018) used stimuli
adapted from previous work (Thornhill & Van Petten, 2012).
There were 290 sentence frames with target words in one of
four conditions, for a total of 1160 sentences.
The conditions were the following. The B EST C OMPLE TION was the completion with the highest cloze probability
(Taylor, 1957; cloze = 0.458 ± 0.261). The cloze probability of a word is the proportion of participants in a norming
study that filled in a gap in the sentence with that word. R E LATED completions were low-cloze (0.043 ± 0.058) words
that are semantically related to the best completion. U NRE LATED completions are low-cloze (0.024 ± 0.037) words that
are semantically unrelated to the best completion. I MPLAU SIBLE completions are completions that were semantically
implausible with a cloze of zero. The conditions can be illustrated with the following example: It’s hard to admit when
one is wrong (B EST C OMPLETION) / incorrect (R ELATED to
best completion) / lonely (U NRELATED to best completion) /
screened (I MPLAUSIBLE).
As expected from previous research, Bardolph et al. (2018)
found that the B EST C OMPLETION elicited the lowest-

Fit improvement (baseline AIC − AIC)

lent linear mixed-effects models with cloze probability as the
main predictor. While it may be unsurprising that cloze is a
worse predictor of N400 amplitude than surprisal in this study
due to the fact that the R ELATED and U NRELATED conditions
were matched for cloze, as far as we are aware, this is the first
time that a corpus-derived metric has out-performed cloze as
a predictor of human processing difficulty (see Brothers &
Kuperberg, 2021, for discussion). To investigate the difference in AICs further, we compared the predictions of the best
models (i.e. those including the Predictor x ROI interaction)
to the real N400 in a held-out dataset of roughly 15% of the
total data (46,280 measurements).

2000

Predictor

1500

Cloze
JRNN Surprisal

1000

GPT−2 Surprisal

500

0
Predictor + ROI

Predictor x ROI

Fixed effects

Figure 1: The improvement in AIC for each model compared
to the baseline model with only ROI as a main effect. The
‘Predictor + ROI’ models have main effects of the predictor and ROI, while the ‘Predictor x ROI’ model also includes
their interaction.
amplitude N400, followed by R ELATED, U NRELATED, and
I MPLAUSIBLE completions, in order of increasing amplitude.
In the study, 44 healthy adult experimental participants
read sentences in English one word at a time. EEG was
recorded from 29 scalp sites. In the present study, the mean
amplitude at each site over the 300-500ms time period (the
canonical N400 time-frame) was calculated for each electrode in each trial. These mean amplitude measurements thus
served as the outcome measures in the regression models described below.

Results
Linear mixed-effects models were used to predict N400 amplitude. All models included region of interest (ROI; Prefrontal, Fronto-central, Central, Posterior, Left Temporal,
Right Temporal) as a fixed effect and Subject, Sentence
Frame, and Electrode as random intercepts (more complex
random effects structures led to models that did not converge
or had singular fits).
We evaluated the statistical significance of each predictor
using likelihood ratio tests between nested models. All reported p-values are corrected for multiple comparisons based
on the false discovery rate (Benjamini & Yekutieli, 2001; R
Core Team, 2020). Adding the fixed effect of surprisal to
a null model (a linear mixed-effects model with only ROI
as a fixed effect and the aforementioned random intercepts)
significantly improved model fit (JRNN: χ2 (1) = 1483, p <
0.0001; GPT-2: χ2 (1) = 1752.5, p < 0.0001). Further adding
the interaction of surprisal and ROI also significantly improved the model fit (JRNN: χ2 (5) = 467.82, p < 0.0001;
GPT-2: χ2 (5) = 628.84, p < 0.0001).
A comparison of AICs (Figure 1) shows that for equivalent
models, GPT-2 surprisal fits N400 amplitude more closely.
For comparison, we also include the AIC values for equiva-
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Figure 2 shows both the true and predicted amplitudes
in the 300-500ms time window for electrodes in the Central and Posterior ROIs (the canonical N400 ROIs). As
can be seen, the N400 amplitudes predicted by GPT-2 surprisal are closer to the true amplitudes than those predicted by JRNN surprisal in 3 out of 4 of the conditions: B EST C OMPLETION (One-tailed t-test testing whether
N400 amplitude predicted by the GPT-2 surprisal model <
N400 amplitude predicted by the JRNN surprisal model:
t(10198) = 5.9324, p < 0.0001), R ELATED (GPT-2 < JRNN:
t(9105.3) = 3.3548, p = 0.0019), and I MPLAUSIBLE (GPT-2
> JRNN: t(9363.7) = −7.4523, p < 0.0001). While there is
a difference in means in the expected direction for U NRE LATED completions, the difference is not significant (GPT-2
> JRNN: t(9695.5) = −1.2441, p = 0.4584).
We further tested whether the models successfully predicted the differences between conditions by running onetailed t-tests between the predicted amplitudes for conditions closest in mean predicted amplitude (using the values for the Central and Posterior ROIs, as shown in Figure 2). GPT-2 surprisal successfully predicts that R ELATED
words elicit a higher-amplitude N400 than B EST C OM PLETION s (t(9601.2) = 18.466, p < 0.0001), that U NRE LATED words elicit a higher-amplitude N400 than R ELATED
words (t(9393.7) = 5.8936, p < 0.0001), and I MPLAUSI BLE words elicit a higher-amplitude N400 than U NRELATED
words (t(9536.7) = 47.936, p < 0.0001). On the other hand,
while JRNN surprisal successfully predicts that R ELATED
words will elicit a higher-amplitude N400 than B EST C OM PLETIONS (t(9593.2) = 15.871, p < 0.0001), and that I M PLAUSIBLE words elicit a higher-amplitude N400 than U N RELATED words (t(9507.8) = 40.43, p < 0.0001), it does
not predict that U NRELATED completions elicit a higheramplitude N400 than R ELATED completions (t(9392.6) =
1.2691, p = 0.4584), which was observed in the ERP data
and was successfully predicted by GPT-2 surprisal. In fact,
while its predictions are closer, in terms of predicting significant differences between conditions, JRNN surprisal does no
better than cloze (Predicted B EST C OMPLETION N400 amplitude < predicted R ELATED N400 amplitude: t(9651.3) =
38.472, p < 0.0001; R ELATED < U NRELATED: t(9384.9) =
0.5747, p = 1; U NRELATED < I MPLAUSIBLE: t(9528.4) =
3.7758, p = 0.0004).

Amplitude (microvolts)

−1

0

Metric
Predicted (Cloze)
Predicted (JRNN Surprisal)
Predicted (GPT−2 Surprisal)
True N400

1

Best Completion

Related

Unrelated

Implausible

Condition

Figure 2: True and predicted amplitudes in the 300-500ms
timeframe for electrodes in the Central and Posterior ROIs.
Error bars indicate standard error. A more negative amplitude
represents a higher-amplitude N400. It should be noted that
the y-axis is reversed, following convention.

seems to be mostly driven by overestimating the N400 amplitude for the R ELATED condition. This is something which
is improved upon by using GPT-2 surprisal for prediction. It
is important to note that as explained previously, the effect of
semantic relatedness on N400 amplitude has been previously
hypothesized to involve spreading activation or some other
form of shallow semantic facilitation.
This is crucial because as Merkx and Frank (2020) note,
one of the key differences between T-LMs and RNN-LMs is
that T-LMs do not have the same memory bottleneck as RNNLMs—they have direct access to all previous words in the
sequence. RNN-LMs, on the other hand, only have one current state, which is adjusted with each new input. Thus, this
increased memory capacity—the capacity to ‘remember’ exactly which words precede the current word—means that it is
possible for the network to use specific previous words in predicting the next word, and that these could independently (or
in a bag-of-words fashion) semantically facilitate predictions.
This may also surface as susceptibility to priming—previous
work has found that T-LMs are likely to repeat words that that
they have already seen, and their predictions can be semantically primed by presenting them with an individual prime
word (Misra et al., 2020).

Experiment 2: Quantifying semantic
facilitation

Discussion
There are several key results from this study. First, surprisal and its interaction with scalp ROI are significant predictors of N400 amplitude, replicating previous results (Frank
et al., 2015; Aurnhammer & Frank, 2019; Merkx & Frank,
2020). Second, we replicate the finding that the surprisal of
T-LMs better predicts N400 amplitude than that of RNN-LMs
(Merkx & Frank, 2020). Finally, we find that while GPT2 surprisal successfully predicts differences in N400 due to
experimental manipulation—with B EST C OMPLETION eliciting the most reduced N400, and R ELATED, U NRELATED,
and I MPLAUSIBLE completions each eliciting increasingly
more negative (less positive) N400s—JRNN surprisal fails
to distinguish between R ELATED and U NRELATED completions. This difficulty for the JRNN to predict the difference
between the two is consistent with the findings of Michaelov
and Bergen (2020).
Why does GPT-2 surprisal fit N400 amplitude better in
both models? It is likely that there are multiple reasons for
this, some of which may involve the simple fact of larger size
and larger training data. It is also important to note that it is
possible that the better predictions of GPT-2 surprisal are due
to different factors across the experimental conditions.
However, one architecture-related possibility is suggested
by our replication of the finding that JRNN surprisal can
struggle to predict the difference between the R ELATED and
U NELATED conditions for some sets of stimuli (Michaelov &
Bergen, 2020) and our novel finding that this is not the case
with GPT-2 surprisal. As can be seen in Figure 2, the inability
of JRNN surprisal to predict the difference between the two
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In Experiment 2, we investigate whether the surprisal of GPT2 incorporates something roughly analogous to spreading activation. That is, the finding that words are at least partly
predicted because they have been activated by the semantics
of previous words in the sequence. We do so by comparing
the extent to which surprisal in each of the two models correlates with estimates of semantic similarity from each of the
two models. A higher correlation would indicate the model is
more biased towards predicting words that are semantically
related to preceding words in the utterance, i.e., that it exhibits behavior akin to that commonly attributed to semantic
spreading activation in humans.

Method
The high-level process for calculating semantic similarity in
the NLMs was similar to that used for calculating surprisal.
Stimuli from the same experiment (Bardolph et al., 2018)
were run through the NLMs, and the activation states of the
model were recorded. For this study, however, we used the
context-free word embeddings for each of the two NLMs
(JRNN and GPT-2). As in previous work, we calculated the
mean embeddings of all words preceding the target word,
and calculated the cosine distance between this and the target
word embedding. We then compared the extent to which cosine distance and surprisal were correlated for each network.

Results and Discussion
As can be seen in Figure 3, cosine similarity and surprisal are
substantially more correlated for GPT-2 (r = −0.480) than
for the JRNN (r = −0.200), supporting the idea that semantic

also included cosine similarity as a predictor and larger models that included both cosine similarity and its interaction
with ROI as predictors. We found that each of these significantly improved the JRNN model fit (cosine similarity:
χ2 (1) = 92.782, p < 0.0001; cosine similarity x ROI: χ2 (6) =
93.594, p < 0.0001), but neither improved GPT-2 model fit
(cosine similarity: χ2 (1) = 0.1524, p = 1; cosine similarity x
ROI: χ2 (6) = 5.7346, p = 1).

Discussion

Figure 3: Cosine similarity and surprisal in the JRNN and
GPT-2. r is Pearson’s correlation coefficient.
similarity is more directly correlated with surprisal in GPT-2
than the JRNN.
To the best of our knowledge the approach here is novel.
Moreover, it is valuable because it is self-contained. We utilize each model’s own semantic representations to evaluate
the degree of semantic spreading activation. Since our own
semantic representations are the only ones we have access to
during language comprehension, the approach can be seen as
cognitively plausible. Further, it can easily be applied to any
language model and any data set, without necessarily requiring carefully constructed stimuli.

Experiment 3: Testing the implicit semantic
facilitation account
Experiment 1 showed that GPT-2 surprisal is a better predictor of N400 amplitude than JRNN surprisal is. Experiment
2 showed that GPT-2 surprisal is more highly correlated with
semantic similarity than JRNN surprisal is. In Experiment 3,
we directly test whether the latter finding explains the former,
that is, whether the fact that GPT-2 surprisal is more correlated with semantic similarity (as operationalized by cosine
similarity) leads to its better prediction of N400 amplitude.

Method
To do this, we investigated the extent to which each NLM’s
surprisal and cosine similarity metrics explain different proportions of the variance in N400 amplitude. If it is indeed the
case that GPT-2 surprisal predicts N400 amplitude better than
JRNN surprisal because its surprisal is more correlated with
cosine similarity, then we should expect that adding cosine
similarity as a predictor to a linear mixed-effects model with
GPT-2 surprisal as a predictor should lead to less improvement than adding cosine similarity to the equivalent JRNN
surprisal model.

Results
We tested this hypothesis by running likelihood ratio tests
comparing the previous best models (including surprisal,
ROI, and their interaction as fixed effects) with models that
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The results show that cosine similarity explains additional
variance in N400 amplitude beyond what is explained by
JRNN surprisal. However, this is not the case with GPT-2
surprisal. The results, therefore, provide evidence that it is
not only the case that GPT-2 surprisal is a better predictor of
N400 amplitude and more correlated with semantic similarity
than JRNN surprisal, but that the two are related. Specifically,
they provide evidence for the hypothesis that it is the fact that
GPT-2 surprisal correlates better with semantic similarity that
makes it better at predicting N400 amplitude.

General Discussion
Our results replicate and build upon previous work. As in
previous work, we find that the surprisal of both RNN-LMs
and T-LMs significantly predicts N400 amplitude, that T-LM
surprisal is a better predictor than RNN-LM surprisal, and
that JRNN surprisal struggles to predict the difference between words that are semantically related and unrelated to
the highest-cloze completion (Frank et al., 2015; Aurnhammer & Frank, 2019; Michaelov & Bergen, 2020; Merkx &
Frank, 2020).
Our first novel finding is that GPT-2 surprisal can better
predict the amplitude of N400s elicited by words that are semantically related to the highest-cloze completions than can
JRNN surprisal. This allows GPT-2 surprisal to successfully
distinguish between low-cloze words that are semantically related and unrelated to the best completion where JRNN surprisal struggles.
Our second and more important finding is that GPT-2 surprisal is more (inversely) correlated with GPT-2 semantic
similarity than JRNN surprisal is with JRNN semantic similarity. We hypothesize that this is due to the difference in
architecture—with access to the previous words in a given
input, T-LMs are able to predict the next word based on any
of these words, while RNN-LMs are limited to predict based
on their single recurrent state, which may be multi-layered,
but nonetheless does not store individual previous words explicitly. This is in concord with recent findings showing
that BERT, another T-LM, is susceptible to priming (Ettinger,
2020; Misra et al., 2020). This suggests that ‘bag-of-words’
semantic spreading activation, while not the whole story behind the neurocognitive system or systems underlying the
N400 response, may still play a part in it, and thus, in the
whole language comprehension system.
As a computational modeling study, the results of our experiments do not directly demonstrate a specific way in which

language comprehension is implemented in the brain. However, they do demonstrate that it is not necessary to posit
separate systems to explain the fact that N400 amplitude
is affected both by how predictable an upcoming word is
and the prior occurrence of semantically or associatively related words in the context. While this is been previously
shown with other (more elaborate) modeling approaches (e.g.
Rabovsky, Hansen, & McClelland, 2018), we show directly
that lexical prediction could in principle implicitly incorporate semantic relatedness or similarity.
It should be noted, however, that we do not provide evidence that the the same system must underlie both kinds of
N400 response. This is still an open research question. The
one fMRI-based study on the topic, for example, suggests that
the two may occur in distinct areas (Frank & Willems, 2017).
By contrast, the ERP-based work on the topic suggests that
while there are differences between the effects of semantic
facilitation and prediction that might be used to dissociate
the two, the N400 response to each exhibit a very similar
time course and topography (Kutas, 1993; Van Petten, 1993;
Lau et al., 2013; Broderick, Anderson, Di Liberto, Crosse, &
Lalor, 2018).
Another interesting question raised by our results is how to
determine the cognitive plausibility of an NLM. As noted by
Merkx and Frank (2020), intuitively, the RNN-LM architecture appears more cognitively plausible as a model of language comprehension than the T-LM. This is due to what
Keller (2010) refers to as the distance-based memory cost
of plausible language models—they have limited ‘working
memory’, and like humans, struggle with long-distance linguistic phenomena (e.g. long-range dependencies). This is
something inherent in the architecture of RNN-LMs, even
those with features such as long short-term memory (LSTM)
that help them remember and forget necessary input. Transformers, on the other hand, have perfect memory for their
entire context window (1024 tokens in GPT-2).
However, as discussed, some aspects of language comprehension may involve facilitation based on semantic similarity, and as we demonstrate in Experiment 2, this is a feature
that appears to be more present in GPT-2, and combined with
the findings of Ettinger and colleagues (Ettinger, 2020; Misra
et al., 2020), the present study suggests that this may be a
widespread feature of T-LMs in general. Therefore, it appears that some aspects of human language comprehension,
specifically, those associated with language processing with
limited working memory, may be better modeled with RNNLM surprisal; while those that involve more shallow semantic facilitation may be better modeled with T-LMs surprisal.
This may help to explain why there are conflicting results regarding which is better for modeling reading time (Merkx &
Frank, 2020; Wilcox et al., 2020; Eisape et al., 2020).
Understanding the differences between the two model architectures and how these relate to different aspects of human
language comprehension may thus not only help us improve
our language models, but also offer insight into the neurocog-
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nitive systems involved in language.
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Abstract
A simple memory component is amended to local (“Pursuit”;
Stevens, Gleitman, Trueswell, and Yang (2017)) and global
(e.g., Yu and Smith (2007); Fazly, Alishahi, and Stevenson
(2010)) models of cross-situational word learning. Only a finite (and small) number of words can be concurrently learned;
successfully learned words are removed from the memory
buffer and stored in the lexicon. The memory buffer improves the empirical coverage for both local and global learning models. However, the complex task of homophone learning (Yurovsky & Yu, 2008) proves a more decisive advantage
for the local model (dubbed Memory Bound Pursuit; MBP).
Implications and limitations of these results are discussed.
Keywords: memory; word learning; language acquisition; statistical learning; cross situational word learning; mutual exclusivity

Introduction
Understanding early word learning presents a great challenge,
as many factors, both internal and external, affect the child’s
learning process. Multiple cognitive domains including attention, memory, and language abilities impact both word learning and experimental probing tasks. In the cross-situational
word learning paradigm of experiments, the learner must be
able to remember images and words, which are often novel; in
the real world, the child must build and access their memory
to use the words that they have learned (Vlach & DeBrock,
2017).
Nevertheless, the role of memory has not been systematically evaluated in computational models of word learning,
which have primarily focused on the mechanisms of tracking
and updating the word-meaning associations. Global learning models, to use a term from (Stevens et al., 2017), tabulate co-occurrence statistics of word-meaning pairs across
learning instances (Yu & Smith, 2007; Fazly et al., 2010),
which allows learners to use the entirety of their past experience in revising and developing their emerging lexicon.
By contrast, hypothesis testing approaches allow learners to
hold onto only a single hypothesized meaning locally for each
word they encounter (Medina, Snedeker, Trueswell, & Gleitman, 2011). In its extreme form, a word is paired with only
one hypothesized meaning at any time (Trueswell, Medina,
Hafri, & Gleitman, 2013). The Pursuit model (Stevens et al.,
2017) combines features of the local and global approaches.
Like the global model, Pursuit allows for a word to be associated with multiple hypotheses, which are tracked across
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learning instances. Like the local model, Pursuit only evaluates a single hypothesis at any given time. In particular, only
the best ranked hypothesis is tested (“pursued”) and updated;
lower ranked hypotheses, if they exist, are not considered at
all, keeping the computational cost to a minimum.
Previous research (Stevens et al., 2017) shows that Pursuit
offers broader coverage of experimental findings than both local and global models, including a paradigm study of (global)
cross-situational word learning (Yu & Smith, 2007). However, several difficulties remain. First, despite the ability to
maintain multiple hypotheses, it is not clear how Pursuit can
capture the findings of homophone learning (Yurovsky & Yu,
2008). If the advantage of the best hypothesis over the alternatives is too large, then only the best will be pursued and
learned. If the advantage is not decisive, then no hypothesis
will emerge as the winner. Second, previous studies (Smith,
Smith, & Blythe, 2011; Kachergis, Yu, & Shiffrin, 2012) have
shown that massed presentation provides more favorable condition for interleaved presentation. Pursuit, however, has no
way of distinguishing these learning conditions. Finally, Pursuit predicts that the best ranked hypothesis should always be
the winning outcome, but that would result in learning accuracy exceeding the level exhibited by experimental subjects.
To remedy this issue, Stevens et al. (2017) incorporated a recall parameter that controls the probability with which the
best hypothesis is retrieved. This allows the model to fit most
of the reported experimental results but at the expense of tuning a post-hoc free parameter.
There have been models in the global learning tradition
that explore the effect of memory on cross-situational learning (Kachergis et al., 2012; Ibbotson, López, & McKane,
2018; Holehouse & Blythe, 2018). However, these models
largely remain at the level of abstract simulation and have
not been systematically tested against a wide range of behavioral results. In this paper, we introduce a simple memory
component to complement word learning models. The key
idea is that the tabulation of evidence for hypothesized meanings takes place in a working memory buffer, which can only
hold a finite (and small) number of words (i.e., labels). The
buffer functions as a queue with the least recently used word
removed once it reaches capacity. However, if a meaning hypothesis for a word is learned by reaching some threshold (in
a manner to be made clear) prior to its removal, it is shifted
to the lexicon thereby emptying a slot in the buffer for addi-

tional words to be learned, including an additional meaning
for the same word (i.e., homophone).
We first show that the memory buffer improves the empirical coverage of Pursuit as well as global learning models by presenting results from several behavioral experiments
considered in (Stevens et al., 2017). However, the complex
task of homophone learning (Yurovsky & Yu, 2008) proves
a more decisive advantage for the Memory Bound Pursuit
(MBP) model.1 Implications and limitations of these results
are then discussed.

Incorporating a Memory Constraint

memory buffer described above. When the model encounters
a new word, it selects a referential hypothesis from the available objects. Following a (stochastic) variant of mutual exclusivity, objects already associated with other words/labels
are less likely to be chosen. When a hypothesis is confirmed
(i.e. the referential hypothesis is present in the set of available objects), the association value is increased, and when it
is not confirmed, the model picks a new hypothesis at random
from the options. This update strategy is shown in Figure 2.
Crucially, only the best hypothesis is tested (“pursued”) and
the model does not consider lower ranked hypotheses even if
the best fails.

We propose that word learning be modeled with two components: a memory buffer where hypothesized word meanings are held and updated, and a lexicon to which established
word meanings are permanently stored. Crucially, the memory buffer is finite and quite small (Miller, 1956): only a
limited number of words (i.e., labels) can be learned concurrently.
Queue (size 4)
A A A A
A A A C
A A C D
A C D A
C D A B
C A B D
A B D E

Ye
s

s
Ye

No

Is w in the memory buffer?

Continue

s
Ye

Ye
s

Is hmax for w in Mu ?

Add 1 to A(w, hmax ).
If A(w, hmax ) > θ, add
(w, hmax ) to L and set
A(w, hmax )=0.

Figure 1: An example of the memory buffer in use. As words
are encountered, they move to the top (on the right side), and
when the queue is full, the least recently encountered word
(on the left side) is forgotten, including its set of referent hypotheses and associations.
The Memory Buffer We implement a least recently used
algorithm and update the buffer such that when a word is encountered, it moves to the front, as seen in Figure 1, where
the front of the queue is the right side. The availability of
human memory for particular items have been shown to correspond with the recency and frequency of prior exposures
to the item. When the memory buffer is full, the least recently encountered word, taken from the back, is forgotten
along with its associated referents. We believe that the memory buffer is the simplest computational mechanism (Belady,
1966) that embodies the size limit and other core properties
of working memory (Ebbinghaus, 1913) and is strongly similar to several influential models (Waugh & Norman, 1965;
Atkinson & Shiffrin, 1968; Anderson & Schooler, 1991).

MBP
Description of the Model MBP, based on the Pursuit
model presented in Stevens et al. (2017), incorporates the
1 https://github.com/christinesoh/memory-bound-pursuit
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N

o

o

|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Is L(w) in Mu ?

N

Encountered word
A
C
D
A
B
D
E

No

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Is w in the lexicon L?

If the memory buffer is full,
remove the least recently used
word from working memory.
Set A(w, h0 ) equal to 1.

Add 1 to A(w, h0 )
for random h0 in Mu

Figure 2: A decision tree for MBP in the process of updating the association values in working memory. w stands for
the word in question, L is the learned lexicon, Mu is the set
of referents present in the utterance, hmax is the best hypothesis for a word, A is the set of associations between words
and their hypothesized meanings, h0 is the initial hypothesis,
which is selected by a principle of mutual exclusion, and θ is
the threshold parameter.
MBP has a simplified mechanism for updating the association values for the hypotheses. We reward linearly when a
hypothesis is confirmed, keeping a count of co-occurrences.
For small numbers of instances, as we have with the experimental simulations, this simplification is approximately the
same as the reinforcement learning style probabilistic adjustment used in the original Pursuit model. If the memory buffer
is full when a new word is encountered, then the least recently
encountered word is forgotten, along with its set of associations. The meaning for a word is learned if its score exceeds a
threshold. Importantly, the threshold value is not absolute but
reflects the competitive nature of learning: a meaning wins
only if its score is sufficiently higher than its competitors.
This is implemented in most computational models by score
renormalization and smoothing. For simplicity, we assume

that if the score of a meaning is at least twice that of its closest
competitor, the meaning is learned and shifted to the lexicon.
Once a meaning is learned, the word may still remain in the
buffer (until it is pushed out by new words), allowing for the
learning of a second meaning in the case of homophony.

MGX
Description of the Model A similar modification was
made to an implementation of the Fazly et al. (2010) global
cross-situational (GX) learning model, dubbed the Memory
Buffer Global Cross-situational (MGX) model. In particular, we use a modification of the GX model; see Stevens et
al. (2017) for details. The modification was necessary, for
otherwise the target hypothesis would be learned 100% of
the time which is clearly at odds with human behavior in
word learning experiments. In GX, all word-meaning associations available in each learning instance with no restriction
on memory. MGX adds a memory component to GX similar
to the MBP amendment of Pursuit. In MGX, if the memory buffer is full when a new word is encountered, then the
least recently encountered word is removed from the buffer.
With each learning instance, the emerging lexicon is updated
by adding word-meaning pairs that have an association value
greater than the threshold value. The learned word remains
in the working memory until it is forgotten, maintaining the
advantage and key characteristic of cross-situational learning
that all remembered previous encounters are used when generating the lexicon – unless the buffer size limit is exceeded.

Testing Models on Experimental Conditions

variation in memory buffer size under MGX produces a nondeterministic output. Thus MGX is also run 300 times.
The Reporting of Experimental Results For each of the
experiments, the accuracies of each model in each given condition are presented, with the corresponding 95% confidence
interval (CI) in parentheses. The values are bolded if the CI
of the model’s accuracy overlaps with the observed CI, indicating that the model is behaving like the human participants,
whose performance is noted as “Reported.”

Yu and Smith (2007)
Experimental Setup This experiment provided key evidence for cross-situational word learning across a series of
referentially ambiguous learning instances. The adult participants in Yu and Smith (2007) were exposed to learning trials
with 2, 3, or 4 novel words and the matching number of novel
referents, where with increased ambiguity, the participants’
accuracy decreased.
Experimental Results As with the original Pursuit model,
MBP has overlapping CI with the reported results, as shown
in Table 1. Additionally, MGX marks a considerable improvement over the original GX model, highlighting the benefits of incorporating a memory component.

Reported
Pursuit

At the end of learning, both MBP and MGX will have a lexicon of learned words as well as word-meaning associations
in the memory buffer that have not yet reached the learning
threshold. Most word learning studies provide a test immediately after training by asking the subject to select the referent
of a word among a set of non-target alternatives: it is thus
reasonable to assume that the content of the memory buffer
is still accessible. In testing, the model first checks its lexicon: if the word is in the lexicon and the learned referent
is a possible option, it selects the learned referent. Next, the
model checks its memory buffer: if the word is in the memory buffer, then it samples from the options weighted by the
association value, following Luce’s choice axiom. Finally, if
the word in question is neither in the lexicon nor in the set of
associations, the model selects randomly from the options.
For each of the experiments, we set the mean size of the
experimental subject’s memory buffers to 10; we return to
the choice of the memory buffer size in the Conclusion. To
account for individual variation in memory capacity across
subjects, we sample from a normal distribution with the mean
centered at an value with a standard deviation of 1. Because
MBP randomly selects its hypotheses, and because the multiple choice selection has stochastic behavior, the model is run
300 times with the accuracy averaged across the runs. Unlike its GX predecessor, which has infinite memory and thus
produces deterministic output for any learning sequence, the
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GX
MBP
MGX

4x4
0.53
(0.37-0.69)
0.71
(0.62-0.80)
0.96
(0.95-0.97)
0.43
(0.41-0.44)
0.58
(0.57-0.60)

3x3
0.76
(0.62–0.90)
0.84
(0.76–0.91)
0.97
(0.96-0.98)
0.57
(0.55-0.59)
0.69
(0.67-0.70)

2x2
0.89
(0.79–0.99)
0.96
(0.92–0.99)
0.99
(0.99-1.00)
0.77
(0.75-0.79)
0.81
(0.79-0.83)

Table 1: Accuracies at testing of each of the models in each
of the conditions, presented in order of decreasing ambiguity.
The bold indicates that the 95% confidence interval (CI) of
the accuracy overlaps with the reported results’ CI.

Trueswell et al (2013)
Experimental Setup Adult subjects learned on a sequence
of trials in which they heard one nonsense word and five objects, guessing the object that the word was associated with
at each trial. The authors tracked the subjects’ responses over
time and found that they were more likely to guess correctly
when they had previously guessed the word correctly.
Experimental Results For both conditions, MBP and
MGX produce confidence intervals overlapping for experimental results, a considerable improvement over their respective predecessors.

Reported
Pursuit
GX
MBP
MGX

Previous
Correct
0.47
(0.33–0.70)
0.80
(0.78–0.83)
0.87
(0.86-0.88)
0.63
(0.61-0.65)
0.57
(0.55-0.59)

Previous
Incorrect
0.21
(0.17–0.25)
0.21
(0.20–0.22)
0.65
(0.64-0.67)
0.21
(0.20-0.22)
0.26
(0.25-0.27)

Significant
Difference
Yes

AAAPPP

Reported 0.16

APAPAP

PAPAPA

PPPAAA

0.23

0.27

0.34

(0.09-0.25) (0.16-0.32) (0.20-0.34) (0.25-0.43)

Pursuit
Yes

0.17

0.18

0.31

0.34

(0.13-0.19) (0.14-0.20) (0.27-0.35) (0.31-0.37)

GX
Yes
MBP
Yes

0.90

0.90

0.91

0.88-0.92

0.88-0.92

0.89-0.93

0.91
0.88-0.92

0.26

0.28

0.37

0.45

(0.24-0.27) (0.26-0.30) (0.35-0.39) (0.43-0.47)

MGX
Yes

0.20

0.38

0.65

0.83

(0.18-0.22) (0.36-0.39) (0.63-0.67) (0.81-0.85)

Table 2: Accuracies of each of the models given that the previous guess of the word was correct or not. The bold indicates
that the CI of the accuracies overlaps with those reported. The
column ‘Significant Difference’ shows whether there is a significant difference between the two conditions (Previous Correct and Previous Incorrect).

Koehne et al (2013)
This experiment suggests that word learners can maintain
multiple possible meanings for a word, with differences in
presentation order affecting the learning of the meaning.
Experimental Setup In a similar experimental setup to the
Trueswell et al. (2013) experiments, adult participants hear
a novel word with four objects. The crucial detail is that
each word is associated with two referents, one which appears every time (the hundred percent referent, or HPR), and
one which appears 3 of the 6 times the word is heard (the fifty
percent referent, or FPR). There are four conditions that the
participants are split into, corresponding to the order of which
the FPR is present (P) and absent (A) when the word is seen:
PPPAAA, PAPAPA, APAPAP, and AAAPPP. In testing, only
the FPR is present as an option.
Experimental Results The Pursuit model replicated the reported trends; the consistent initial evidence from the first
three trials in the PPPAAA condition resulted in a higher
likelihood of giving the FPR a high probability score. This
study provided evidence that human learners likely were able
to store more than just a single hypothesis, as they performed
above chance in the PAPAPA and PPPAAA conditions, where
the FPR was not present in the final trial. Similarly, MBP
gives an advantage to the FPR in the PPPAAA condition.
The memory constraint allows MGX to capture the trend that
its original model could not: having the FPR present in the
first trial creates an advantage for learning, and the PPPAAA
condition results in maximal performance. That is, GX performed similarly across the four conditions, while MGX captures the differences across the conditions.

Yu and Yurovsky (2008)
Experimental Setup (Yurovsky & Yu, 2008) tested the
learning of homophones and explored the how the mode of
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Table 3: Accuracies at testing of each of the models in each of
the conditions, presented in order of increasing accuracy for
human participants. The value is bolded for the model’s performance if the 95% CI overlapped with the reported results’
95% CI for accuracy. Note that MBP generally captures the
trend of higher performance in the PPPAAA condition, and
the MGX does as well (while GX fails to).

presentation – massed or interleaved – affected learning performance. In this study, the subjects were presented with a
series of 27 trials. Each trial consisted of 4 words and 4 objects without any information as to the word-meaning pairings. There were 6 double-meaning words, corresponding to
homophones, and 6 single-meaning words, and each wordmeaning pair was presented 6 times. Individual trials were
ambiguous in this way, but words always co-occurred with
their correct referents.
The key manipulation in this study was the order in which
word-referent pairs were presented. In Experiment 1, the
training was split into two halves: the first half had one set
of word-referent pairings, and in the second half, the same
words co-occurred with new referents, while the old referents
were absent. That is, in the first six occurrences of word ‘A’,
the referent ‘a1’ appeared, while the last six occurrences of
the word ‘A’ co-referred with meaning ‘a2.’ This condition is
called the “Mass” condition, since the meanings appeared in
two masses. Experiment 2, the “Interleaved” condition, presented the double words’ meanings in an alternating order;
that is, after the ‘A’-‘a1’ pair is seen, the next occurrence of
the word ‘A’ co-occurs with the referent ‘a2.’ The training
data was controlled for in that pairs of words were presented
in trials an equal number of times.
Additionally, there was neither an indication that some
words map to two referents instead of one nor information
as to which are homophones vs. single meaning words. For
evaluation, each of the trained words appeared with 4 referents in a random order. There were three conditions for
testing that corresponded to the possible options for the double words: in the Primacy, or First Meaning condition, the
first referent for the double word appeared with 3 other referents; in the Recency, or Second Meaning condition, the second was present, and in the Both condition, both referents
were present.

Experimental Results Yurovsky and Yu present experimental results run on 48 adult participants, shown in Figure 3.
There are two key results: (1) there is a bias for the first meaning in the mass condition; (2) the performance of the single
words dropped between the mass and the interleaved experiments. While single words are learned better than double
words in the mass condition, there is not a statistically significant difference between accuracies on single words and
double words in the interleaved condition. Additionally, the
participants performed above chance for all the conditions,
indicating that word learning was occurring. The increased
number of total word-meaning pairs that need to be learned
concurrently (18 in the interleaved condition, and 12 in the
massed condition) increase the processing and memory load,
causing a decrease in performance. It is clear that neither
Pursuit nor GX could account for these findings.
MBP and MGX Results The experimental results for MBP
and MGX are presented in Figure 3. As with the experimental
results, both models perform above chance for each of the test
conditions in both experiments.
MBP captures both key results, but MGX shows less sensitivity to the temporal structure of learning. First, we see a
bias for the First Meaning referent with MBP in Exp 1 (mass)
that we do not see in Exp 2 (interleaved). This is seen in the
Primacy Test and Recency Test conditions, as well as in the
distribution of responses for the Both Test condition. MGX
shows the bias in the distribution of responses of the Both
Test, but not in the other test conditions. Creating the lexicon incrementally allows for a stronger primacy effect, as the
first meaning can be learned and committed to memory if presented in a massed order. Second, the performance of the single words decreases between the massed and interleaved for
MBP but not for MGX. For MBP, the single words are learned
at a slightly higher rate than the reported, but the combined
responses in the Both test condition exceed the performance
of the single words.
The introduction of a memory buffer thus provides a mechanism to learn homophones. In general, one meaning is
learned first and removed from the buffer to the lexicon before a second meaning can emerge. Both MBP and MGX
learn single word-meaning pairs better than word-meaning
pairs for double words. Yurovsky and Yu (2008) reported that
in Exp 2, there was no significant difference between single
and double words; however, this is not completely captured
in the models, as the interleaved condition presents much less
opportunity for the model to confirm a meaning for a double
word than for a single word.
To summarize, we have presented evidence that a simple
memory buffer considerably enhances the empirical coverage
of both local and global word learning models. However, the
complex homophone learning task (Yurovsky & Yu, 2008)
suggests that all things being equal, a local hypothesis testing
model such as Pursuit (MBP) provides the best overall fit with
the empirical data.
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Conclusion
We have shown that a constraint that limits the size of the
working memory and keeps only the most recently encountered words may be a strong starting point for the integration
of memory into cross-situational word learning models. In a
nutshell, learning can only succeed if the word stays in the
working memory long enough to reach the critical threshold
of clearance. Equivalently, learning also succeeds if accumulation of confirming evidence takes place fast enough before
the word is pushed out of the working memory, which accounts for the advantage of massed presentation of learning
instances.
The MBP model is extremely simple and contains only two
parameters: memory buffer size and a threshold for deciding
whether a meaning is sufficiently supported against its competitors (and thus “learned”). Both parameters correspond
to the psychological reality of human subjects (e.g., individual’s working memory size does vary), and there are no additional free parameters to tune. In our studies, we have set the
mean memory buffer size to 10, a value similar to previous
estimates of human information processing capacity (Miller,
1956). Variation around this mean is able to account for a
wide range of findings under different experimental conditions (e.g., real vs. novel objects, the number of words to be
learned, the degree of ambiguity in each learning instance, the
interval between successive presentation of words). While
additional apparatus will no doubt improve empirical coverage, we propose that MBP be a baseline model for word
learning due to its simplicity.
Several lines of future research suggest themselves. First,
MBP can be applied to more realistic word learning studies
(Gillette, Gleitman, Gleitman, & Lederer, 1999) where the
ambiguity of each learning instance can be individually manipulated and assessed. Preliminary results using the stimuli from (Medina et al., 2011) shows that MBP captures the
trajectory of the subject’s hypotheses as learning instances
are incrementally presented, revealing a previously unnoticed
effect of individual’s memory capacity on the learning outcome. Second, MBP naturally leads to within-subject studies
in which the participant’s memory buffer size can be independently assessed so as to better understand individual variability in word learning. Finally, the memory buffer can offer
a model of development: the memory buffer size increases
from childhood to adulthood. It is uncontested that adults
perform much better than children overall but children behave similarly to adults with regards to the effect of increased
ambiguity in context to performance (Suanda, Mugwanya, &
Namy, 2014). Running MBP with a decreased memory buffer
size of 4, we find that the performance does indeed decrease
while the trend of decreased performance with increased accuracy remains.

Figure 3: Simulations of Yu and Yurovsky (2008) Experiments 1 and 2. Figures A and B show the accuracy of human subjects,
as reported in Yu and Yurovsky (2008); C and D show the accuracy of MBP; E and F show the accuracy of MBX.
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Abstract
Across the world’s languages, children reliably learn nouns
more easily than verbs. Attempts to understand the difficulty
of verb learning have focused on determining whether the challenge stems from differences in the linguistic usage of nouns
and verbs, or instead conceptual differences in the categories
that they label. We introduce a novel metric to quantify the
contributions of both sources of difficulty using unsupervised
learning models trained on corpora of language and images.
We find that there is less alignment between the linguistic usage of verbs and their categories than for nouns and their categories. However, this difference is driven almost entirely by
differences in the structure of their visual categories: Relative
to nouns, events described by the same verb are more variable
and events described by two different verbs are more similar.
We conclude that differences between noun and verb learning
need not be due to fundamental differences in learning processes, but may instead be driven by the difficulty of one-shot
generalization from verbs’ visual categories.
Keywords: language learning; distributional semantics; computational models; verbs

Children’s early vocabularies are dominated by nouns;
children know many more words like “dog” and “cat” than
“jump” and “run” (Fenson et al., 1994). Although there is
some variability in the size of this effect across languages,
children all over the world learn nouns more quickly than
verbs and other predicates (Frank, Braginsky, Yurovsky, &
Marchman, 2021). Why are verbs so much harder to learn
than nouns?
Attempts to understand the unique challenges of verb
learning have generally focused on determining whether the
primary source of difficulty is conceptual or linguistic. One
class of accounts focuses on the difficulty of verb concepts
themselves. For instance, verbs may label visual concepts
that are more variable than the concepts referred to by nouns
or more confusable with the concepts labeled by other words
(Gentner, 1982; Golinkoff & Hirsh-Pasek, 2008). For instance, although different dogs may differ from each other on
a variety of dimensions like color and size, jumps differ from
each other not only in dimensions like distance and height but
also in the identity of the agent doing the jumping. Further,
the same agent can perform many different actions, each of
which is labeled by a different verb.
Another class of accounts focuses on the structures in language that make learning verbs hard. For example, verbs are
fundamentally ambiguous in meaning unless the words for
their agent and patient are known (as in “chase” and “flee”,
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Gleitman, 1990). Additionally, there may be more degrees
of freedom in how languages can carve up the space of verb
meanings than noun meanings. For instance, languages vary
in their tendency to lexicalize the manner of an action (as in
“stroll” vs. “sprint”), or its path (as in “push” or “pull”; Gentner, 1982; Talmy, 1975). This kind of variability may make
verbs harder to learn than nouns because their use in language
is less transparently related to the events with which they occur. Accordingly, verbs may require more complex relational
reasoning about both unfolding events and the syntactic structure of the utterances in which they occur.
To date, efforts to compare these competing accounts
have had to rely on indirect methods such as cross-linguistic
comparisons (Talmy, 1975), studies of atypical learners
(Snedeker, Geren, & Shafto, 2007; Goldin-Meadow & Feldman, 1977), and artificial language learning experiments that
try to approximate the real problems faced by children, sometimes with adults (Gillette, Gleitman, Gleitman, & Lederer,
1999). We propose a novel method for quantifying the
sources of difficulty in verb learning directly using unsupervised machine learning models. By formalizing learnability
as the degree of alignment between a word’s linguistic and visual representations, we ask whether verbs are harder to learn
than nouns because of differences in their linguistic usage or
because of differences in the structure of the categories that
they label.

Alignment as a measure of learnability
According to the natural partitions hypothesis, the mapping
between nouns in language and their meanings in the world
is transparent: nouns refer to “highly cohesive collections
of percepts that are universally conceptualized as objects”
(Gentner, 1982). In contrast, because verbs are relational, the
mapping between verbs and their visual referents is complex–
it requires knowledge of both the objects involved in the event
and of the dimensions of meaning one’s language tends to
lexicalize. One way to formalize this hypothesis is a prediction about how the usage of words relates to their visual
categories.
The intuition here builds on the core insight of distributional models of language meaning: Words that are used in
similar ways are likely to have similar meanings (Firth, 1957).
That is, “dog” and “cat” are probably similar because they are
used in the same contexts, whereas “dog” and “table” are not.

Figure 1: A schematic representation of the possible sources of difficulty in learning verbs. Across panels, large circles represent
the average meaning of a word while small circles represent individual exemplars. First, while nouns’ linguistic and visual
representations are well aligned (a), verbs’ representations may not align across modalities (b). For example, events for run
could be more visually similar to jump than walk, while “run” is used in language more like “walk” than “jump.” Alternatively,
individual events for the same verb may be more variable than events for the same noun (c), or events for different verbs may
be more similar to each other than events for different nouns (d).
Models that learn these statistical relationships from large
language corpora yield similarity judgments for words that
are strikingly similar to those produced by people (Landauer
& Dumais, 1997; Pennington, Socher, & Manning, 2014). If
the natural partitions hypothesis is correct, words’ similarities in language should map transparently onto the similarity
of their visual categories: dogs and cats should be more visually similar than dogs and tables (see Fig. 1a).
Recently, Roads and Love (2020) confirmed this prediction by showing that concrete nouns’ linguistic and visual
similarities are highly alignable. They used off-the-shelf, unsupervised models of language semantics and visual feature
extraction to learn representations for ∼400 words and their
corresponding visual categories. Compared to alternative hypothetical alignments, e.g. the word “dog” to the visual category table, the true mapping system yields the highest correlation between similarities in language and similarities in
visual categories.
We adapt Roads and Love (2020)’s method to ask why
verbs are harder to learn than nouns. Alignability captures
the extent to which a word’s meaning as defined by its linguistic usage is similar to its meaning as defined by the visual
category to which it refers. One possibility, as predicted by
Gentner (1982), is that verbs are less alignable than nouns:
similarities in the linguistic usage of verbs does not align with
the similarities of the visual categories they label (Fig. 1b).
For instance, the linguistic usage of verbs must contain information about the argument structure of these verbs and the
contexts in which they may be used. This information might
have no analogue in the structure of the visual categories to
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which they refer, reducing alignability. Alternatively, if the
same verb can refer to events that look quite different from
each other, the categories labeled by verbs could be more diffuse than those labeled by nouns (Fig. 1c). Finally, events
referred to by the same verb could be not just different from
each other, but also similar to events referred to by different
verbs (Fig. 1d).
We applied this alignability metric to nouns and verbs from
several large image corpora. We show that verbs are indeed
harder to learn than nouns from a single visual exemplar, but
become almost as easy to learn as nouns when multiple exemplars can be aggregated together. Further, multiple exemplars
help not just because verbs’ concepts are more variable, but
also because they are less distinctive from each-other. We
thus confirm the general qualitative account offered by prior
theories of language learning, and also quantify the relative
contribution of proposed mechanisms to the overall difficulty
of learning verbs.

Study 1: Aligning nouns and their meanings
Since Roads and Love (2020)’s analysis, machine vision researchers have significantly improved the art in unsupervised
visual feature extraction. Because we wanted to use a more
recent machine vision model than Roads and Love (2020) to
compare nouns to verbs, we began by replicating their analysis of nouns with this new model.

Method
To estimate the alignment between nouns’ linguistic and visual representations, we asked whether words’ linguistic sim-

ilarities in an unsupervised language model were correlated
with their visual similarities in an unsupervised vision model.
To assess the strength of this correlation, we compared the
true system of word-object mappings to simulated alternative
systems produced by permuting the true mapping system.
Data. Following Roads and Love (2020), for our visual categories, we used 434 categories from the Open Images V4
dataset (Kuznetsova et al., 2020). Each image was cropped
to a bounding box around the target object, and downsampled to 224x224 pixels. To derive a visual representation for
each object category, we used an unsupervised vision model
called Swapping Assignments between Views (SwAV; Caron
et al., 2020). The model we used was based on ResNet-50
architecture and was pre-trained on the ImageNet ILSVRC2012 dataset (Russakovsky et al., 2015). Because the model
learned general visual features of objects, it was not optimized specifically to discriminate images in our dataset. The
model was applied to one image randomly sampled from each
object category to produce a 128-dimensional vector.
For linguistic representations, we used Global Vectors for
Word Representation (GloVe), an unsupervised word embedding model (Pennington et al., 2014). We used pre-trained
300-dimensional semantic vectors derived from the the Common Crawl corpus composed of 840 billion tokens and 2.2
million words. For our analysis, we considered only the
words that corresponded to the relevant 434 images.
Procedure. Words with aligned linguistic and visual representations should be similar to the same items in both the
linguistic and visual domains (e.g. the words that “dog” is
similar to should map onto the concepts that dog is visually
similar to). In each modality, we compared the pairwise similarities of all words’ vectors using cosine similarity. We then
computed the correlation between all corresponding linguistic and visual similarities using Spearman’s rank correlation
coefficient (ρ) because of the non-normal distribution of similarities.
To evaluate the alignment of the true word-object mappings, we compared this alignment to the alignments of other
possible systems of word-object mappings by permuting the
true mapping. If the alignment of the true mapping (in which
“dog”–dog, “table”–table) is higher than the alignment of
other possible mappings (e.g.“dog”–table, “table”–dog), we
can conclude that linguistic and visual representations are
well aligned. Because most random mapping permutations
are very wrong, we sampled 100 possible word-object systems for each level of incorrectness (i.e. proportion of incorrect mappings). This allowed us to understand the relationship between mapping accuracy and alignment systematically.

Results and Discussion
Overall, we found that concrete nouns’ linguistic and visual
representations were well aligned. The correlation between
words’ linguistic and visual embeddings was reliably posi-
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Figure 2: The relationship between degree of permutation in
the true mappings of concrete nouns and their resultant system’s linguistic-visual alignment. The true mapping in language is represented by the x, the mean alignment at each
level of permutation is represented by the line. The dark and
light regions represent ±1 SD and minimums/maximums respectively.

tive (ρ = 0.214, p < .001), and comparable to the value obtained by Roads and Love (2020) with a different visual embedding model. Thus, nouns that are more similar to each
other in linguistic usage map onto visual categories that are
more similar to each other in appearance. In addition, the
strength of the true mappings’ alignment was higher than
the strength of 99.93% of mappings produced by permuting the true mapping (Fig. 2). Further, the relationship was
monotonic–mappings that were more accurate tended to have
higher linguistic-visual alignments.
Together, these results replicate Roads and Love (2020)’s
analysis, and are consistent with the natural partition hypothesis (Gentner, 1982). Nouns’ meanings are relatively transparent because their linguistic usage and visual categories are
well aligned; their representations in the linguistic and visual
modality are similar. In Study 2, we ask whether this is also
true for verbs.

Study 2: Comparing nouns and verbs
To understand whether verbs are harder to learn than nouns
because their language-world mappings are less transparent,
we applied the same method we used in Study 1 to a corpus of images containing both nouns and verbs. We asked
first whether verbs are less alignable than nouns, and second
whether differences in alignability are related to differences
in the category structures of nouns and verbs.

Method
We used the same models and procedure as Study 1, but analyzed a new corpus that contains visual representations for
both nouns and verbs. In addition, while visual meanings
were constructed from a single image in Study 1, we also considered the effects of averaging together multiple exemplars

Figure 3: Examples of nouns and verbs in the Visual Relationship Detection dataset. Compared to nouns (a), images of the
same verb category are more visually diverse, in part because of variability in agents and patients (b).
to arrive at a prototype for each category (Rosch, 1973).
Data and Procedure. To compare nouns to verbs, we used
the Visual Relationship Detection dataset (VRD), a popular
machine learning dataset containing 5,000 real-world images
with manually-annotated bounding boxes for 100 object categories, and 70 manually annotated predicate relationships between them (Lu, Krishna, Bernstein, & Fei-Fei, 2016).
From these categories, we excluded 2 object categories for
which we did not have GloVe vectors to define their linguistic
representation. From the predicates, we selected the 30 that
correspond to verbs (rather than e.g. prepositions) for analysis. To construct bounding boxes for verbs, we took the union
of the bounding boxes of any agents or objects that were annotated as taking part in them. Figure 3 demonstrates some
examples of real images of nouns and verbs from the VRD
dataset.
In addition to the procedure used in Study 1, we estimated
prototypical representations of visual categories by averaging
together feature vectors for multiple randomly selected exemplars for each category. This allowed us to determine whether
differences in alignability between verbs and nouns are driven
by relationships between linguistic and visual representations, or by differences in visual categories themselves.

Results and Discussion
As in Study 1, nouns’ linguistic and visual representations
were well aligned (ρ = 0.176, p < .001). Visual categories
learned from a single exemplar of each noun were similar
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enough to their linguistic representations that the true nounmeaning mappings were more aligned than 99.27% of simulated mappings (Fig. 4a). In contrast, verbs’ representations
were less well aligned (ρ = 0.139, p < .001), and the true
verb-meaning mapping system’s alignment was only greater
than 80.97% of simulated mapping systems. These results
are consistent with the empirical observation that verbs are
harder to learn than nouns, but do not distinguish between the
possible sources of difficulty. Are verbs hard to learn because
their mappings are fundamentally less alignable, or because
of the structures of their visual categories?
To address this question, we constructed prototype representations for each visual concept by averaging together the
visual representations of multiple images corresponding to
that concept. Figures 4c and 4d show the relationship between degree of mapping permutation and alignment when
25 images were averaged together to form visual prototypes
for nouns and verbs respectively. This averaging improved
the alignment of both nouns (ρ = 0.307, p < .001), and verbs
(ρ = 0.345, p < .001). However, because the true mapping
for nouns already had higher alignment than almost all of the
simulated mappings, averaging multiple exemplars together
produced little improvement in its relative strength. In contrast, averaging multiple exemplars together caused the alignment of the true verb-meaning mapping to be greater than
96.62% of permuted mappings. This suggests that the structure of verbs’ visual categories is the primary driver of their
difficulty relative to nouns.

not matter for nouns (β = .0001, p = .755), but did for verbs
(β = .003, p =< .001).
Taken together, these results suggest that verbs are harder
to learn than nouns primarily because of differences in their
visual categories. When multiple events can be aggregated to
learn a prototype for verbs’ visual categories, the relationship
between language and the world is nearly as transparent for
verbs as for nouns. In Study 3, we sought to replicate this surprising result in a larger corpus and to quantify the structural
differences between nouns and verbs’ visual categories.

Study 3: Noun and verb category structure
In Study 2, we found that nearly all of the differences in
linguistic-visual alignment between nouns and verbs were explained by differences in their visual categories. When 10
visual exemplars of a verb were averaged together, verbs became just as alignable as nouns’ meanings. In Study 3, we
analyzed a much larger dataset of noun and verb images to
replicate this result, and to unpack the contributions of two
sources of potential differences between nouns and verbs: the
structure of individual visual categories, and the relationship
between visual categories.

(e) More exemplars improves verb mapping

Figure 4: Linguistic-visual alignment was much higher for
nouns (a) than for verbs (b). However, when multiple exemplars were averaged together to form a visual prototype,
the alignment of the true mapping relative to alternative mappings improved significantly more for verbs (d) than for
nouns (c). The red regions are permuted mappings that have
higher alignment correlation than the true mapping. As the
number of exemplars averaged together to form a prototype
increased, the mapping accuracy of the most-aligned mapping for verbs approached nouns (e). Points indicate mean
mapping accuracy, error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals computed by non-parametric bootstrapping over 20 simulations.
To further understand the relationship between visual category learning and word-meaning mapping, we asked what
proportion of permuted mappings were less well aligned than
the true mapping–we call this metric mapping accuracy. As
the number of exemplars used to construct visual prototypes
increased, there was little benefit for nouns because accuracy was already close to ceiling (Fig. 4e). In contrast, for
verbs, aggregating over even a small number of exemplars
of a visual category dramatically increased mapping accuracy. Once ∼10 exemplars were averaged together to form
a visual category prototype, verbs were mapped nearly as
accurately as nouns. We confirmed this statistically with
a linear regression predicting mapping accuracy from word
type (noun/verb), number of exemplars, and their interaction. Verbs were mapped reliably less accurately than nouns
(β = .07, p < .001), and the (log) number of exemplars did
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Data and Procedure. In study 3, we used the Visual
Genome (VG), a large densely-annotated dataset containing
108,077 images with 5,154 object categories and 36,550 relationship categories. To exclude rare words, we only considered 355 nouns that appeared least 10 times in the dataset and
356 verbs for comparison.
We used the same method as Study 2 to quantify the relationship between alignment and mapping accuracy for nouns
and verbs in a much larger corpus. In addition, we also measured two features of nouns’ and verbs’ visual categories: (1)
the variance of visual representations for exemplars of the
same category, and (2) the discriminability of exemplars from
different categories.
To compute the variance and discriminability, we computed the centroid using 250 randomly sampled exemplars
for each category. Variance was defined as the average Euclidian distance between each exemplar’s embedding and the
category centroid. To compute discriminability, we computed
the average Euclidian distance between all pairs of category
centroids within the visual domain.

Results and Discussion
As in Study 2, nouns (ρ = .083, p < .001) were more
alignable than verbs (ρ = .014, p < .001). Again true noun
mapping had higher alignment than most of the permuted systems (97.88%). In contrast, the true verb mapping system had
higher alignment than only 76.00% of permuted systems. Averaging together multiple exemplars significantly improved
both noun (ρ = .226, p < .001) and verb alignment (ρ = .156,
p < .001). Again, because the true mapping for nouns already had higher alignment than almost all of the permuted
systems, this averaging did little to improve it’s relative alignment. In contrast, averaging 25 exemplars together improved

95% CI=[0.551, 0.553]) was also reliably lower than the discrimanability of nouns (µ = 0.627, 95% CI=[0.626, 0.628]).
Thus events described by different verbs are more confusable
with each other than events described by different nouns 1 .
Taken together, the results of Study 3 replicate the main
findings of Study 2–verbs are less alignable than nouns when
their concepts must be learned from very few exemplars.
When a prototypical visual concept can be learned by aggregating over multiple exemplars of the same verb category, the relationship between linguistic representations and
visual representations is no less transparent for verbs than for
nouns. The primary difference between nouns and verbs, on
this analysis, is that nouns’ visual concepts are amenable to
one-shot generalization of the kind observed in young children (Smith, Jones, Landau, Gershkoff-Stowe, & Samuelson,
2002). In contrast, developing a stable representation of the
categories to which verbs refer requires more examples.

(e) More exemplars improves mapping accuracy

General Discussion

Figure 5: Linguistic-visual alignment was much higher for
nouns (a) than for verbs (b). Aggregating together multiple
exemplars significantly improved alignment, especially for
verbs (c,d). Red regions are permuted mappings that have
higher alignment correlation than the true mapping. The relationship between number of exemplars and mapping accuracy
is show in (e). Points indicate mean mapping accuracy, error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals computed by nonparametric bootstrapping over 20 simulations.

the true verb mapping’s relative alignment to 99.17%, almost
the same level as nouns. In this larger corpus, we applied
the same linear model, predicting accuracy from word type,
(log) number of exemplars, and their interaction. Verbs had
lower mapping accuracy (β = −.191, p < .001), and (log)
number of exemplars improved accuracy for both nouns and
verbs (β = .015, p < .001), but the effect was larger for verbs
(β = .046, p < .001).
To understand why averaging exemplars together into a
prototype improved mapping accuracy so much for verbs relative to nouns, we analyzed two features of their respective visual categories: (1) variance of individual categories,
and (2) discriminability of different categories. Both features
were different between verbs and nouns. We found that the
variance of verb concepts (µ = 0.853, 95% CI=[0.844, 0.861])
was significantly greater than noun concepts (µ = 0.764, 95%
CI=[0.756, 0.773]). Thus, different events labeled by the
same noun are more like each-other than events labeled by
the same verb. The discriminability of verbs (µ = 0.552,
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A long-standing question in the study of language development is why verbs are harder to learn than nouns (Gentner,
1982). Much of the extant work addressing this question attempts to adjudicate between conceptual and linguistic explanations for the challenge of verb learning. We present a
novel method for quantifying the sources of difficulty posed
in these accounts by formalizing the learnability of words as
the degree of alignment between linguistic and visual representations. Using this method, we show that verbs are hard
to learn primarily because of the structure of the visual categories to which they refer. If learners can aggregate over
multiple exemplars for the same verb, the mappings between
word and world are almost as transparent as for nouns.
One important limitation of these analyses is their reliance
on static images to represent visual concepts. Verbs in particular tend to refer to actions which unfold over time and
may be better represented as videos than pictures. In principle, video exemplars of the same verb could be less variable
than image exemplars because they contain more information. On the other hand they could also be more variable.
The images representing each verb are not random samples
from their temporal sequence–they were posted by people
who thought they were good pictures. They might thus contain the most diagnostic information about the meaning of
each verb. Also, while we systematically varied the number
of visual exemplars our model learns from, we did not vary
the linguistic representations analogously to determine how
changing linguistic representations contribute to changes in
alignment. We plan to explore both of these issues in future
work.
The analyses in this paper also point to a potential direction
1 The analyses yield the same qualitative results in the dataset
used in Study 2 (VRD): the variance of verb concepts (µ = 0.785,
95% CI=[0.745, 0.824]) was greater than noun concepts (µ = 0.738,
95% CI=[0.724, 0.753]), and the discriminability of verbs (µ =
0.558, 95% CI=[0.540, 0.575]) was also lower than the discriminability of nouns (µ = 0.749, 95% CI=[0.744, 0.754]).

of study for models of language learning. While extant models generally consider learning the meanings of words by establishing cross-modal mappings, our results confirm an additional mechanism that children might bring to bear: alignment between representations learned in different modalities. Cross-modal alignment might be particularly helpful
for learning mappings between some words and their meanings even if they never physically occur together. A canonical problem in language acquisition is that most language is
not a running commentary on the present moment–a child’s
caregiver is unlikely to say “I am opening the door!” as they
come home from work, but instead something like “It’s freezing outside!” (Gleitman, 1990). Cross-modal alignment may
give children a way to recover from this problem not just for
concrete nouns, but even for challenging words like verbs.
Data and code for analyses are available at https://
github.com/FlamingoZh/verb-alignment
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Abstract

knowledge of certain “seed” words at time1 predicts a larger
vocabulary at time2 .

Does knowing certain words help children learn other words?
We hypothesized that knowledge of more general (more superordinate) words at time1 would lead to faster vocabulary
growth as measured through vocabulary checklists administered at later timepoints. We find that this is indeed the case.
Children who have similar vocabularies at time1 , but differ in
their productive knowledge of more general words such as “animal,” “picture,” and “get” go on to have different rates of word
learning. Knowledge of more general words is associated with
faster vocabulary growth, particularly of words semantically
related to the superordinate terms they are reported to produce.
This positive relationship between knowledge of more general
words and word learning remains even when controlling for
measures of verbal and nonverbal intelligence.

Imagine two children with productive vocabularies of the
same size; one child knows the more general (more superordinate) words “color,” “animal,” and “move” while the other
knows words like “yellow,” “fox,” and “run.” What might we
predict about these children’s subsequent vocabulary development knowing only this fact? We hypothesized that knowing the more general words would facilitate faster vocabulary
growth as measured by the increase in productive vocabulary from time1 to time2 . We test this hypothesis by quantifying the generality of children’s productive vocabulary (as
assessed through word checklist) and using it to predict how
many (and which) words they go on to produce in the coming
months.

Keywords: word learning; vocabulary; semantics; generality;
hypernymy

Introduction
Learning a language requires learning its core vocabulary.
During the first few years of life, children transition from
a world of largely meaningless word forms to a world of
meaningful, richly structured language. One way to understand how words transition from meaningless to meaningful
is studying the relationship between word-forms and a child’s
external environment (e.g., Markman, 1990). For example, a
child may observe the word “cup” being used in the presence
of certain objects, and thereby narrow her hypothesis-space
to the objects that are cups (Smith & Yu, 2008). Researchers
have also studied social factors such as where a caretaker
is looking during naming (e.g., Baldwin, 1993). These two
strands of research have in common a focus on relationships
between the words and the world. Another, less prominent
strand of research has focused on language-internal factors
such as the linguistic context in which a word appears (e.g.,
syntactic bootstrapping; Gleitman, 1990), and the relationship between the word being learned and a child’s existing vocabulary (Beckage, Mozer, & Colunga, 2019; Beckage, Smith, & Hills, 2011; Hills, Maouene, Maouene, Sheya,
& Smith, 2009b, 2009a). For example, Hills, Maouene,
Maouene, Sheya, & Smith (2009b) showed that a good predictor of what nouns a child is likely to learn next are the
semantic and phonological connections between the to-belearned nouns, rather than connections to words the child already knows. Here, we take a novel approach to the study
of language-internal factors by examining whether earlier
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Why would knowing more general words be expected to
lead to faster development? One possibility is that learning
such general words motivates children to seek out (or more
effectively learn) their subordinates. Knowing that colors
are something people talk about may motivate a toddler to
learn more of the basic color terms. Another possibility is
that knowing these words provides children with more powerful inductive biases (Gelman & Davidson, 2013). Learning that ants, pigeons, and dogs despite their many perceptual
differences can be encompassed by a single general term—
“animal”— may help in forming a more robust general semantic category that can be recruited in making inferences
about new objects (it is an animal, therefore it ), as well as
learning the names of those more specific categories. Yet another possibility is that knowing the category label may make
it easier for children to ask adults what something is called:
“What color is this?”; “What animal is this?” (a source of
word knowledge that is not very well studied or understood).
The present studies were designed to look for an overall
relationship between knowledge of more general words and
vocabulary growth, but not to distinguish between the reasons
for why this relationship would exist. Any correlational study
like this one has to contend with the possibility that children
who know more general words are, for one reason or another,
simply better word learners more generally, and it is a difference in this more general ability that is responsible for faster
word learning. We address this point in more detail below.

Table 1: Five nouns (left) and verbs (right) rated as lowest
and highest in generality in Study 1.

Study 1: Measuring word generality via
hypernymy and hyponymy
Method

noun

We quantified word generality using hypernymy and hyponymy of words in the MacArthur-Bates Communicative
Development Inventory: Words and Sentences (MCDI; N =
680; Fenson et al., 1994) using WordNet (Miller, 1998), a
structured database of English concepts organized by their
semantic relations. Hypernymy was defined as the number
of superordinate links above a given word (i.e., the word’s
‘parents’). Having few links indicates the word is close to
the top of its semantic hierarchy. For example, “animal”
has lower hypernymy score (6) than “dog” (14). Hyponymy
was defined as the number of links below the word (i.e., the
word’s ‘children’). High hyponymy scores are a sign that the
word is part of a dense semantic neighborhood. For example, although “game” (noun) and “drink (noun, beverage)”
and “game” are both listed as having 6 hypernyms; “game”
has 193 hyponyms while “drink” has 23. Because the hyponymy distribution is highly skewed (some words have 100s
of hyponyms), we log-transform it in all the analyses below.
We carefully matched WordNet senses to those tested by the
MCDI and sought to make reasonable inferences as to the
likely sense parents are likely to be reporting on. Hypernymy
scores could be calculated for 449 MCDI entries; hyponymy
scores for 472 entries. We omit adjectives from this analysis
because they are not represented in a hierarchical structure in
WordNet.1
We validated the hyponymy and hypernymy measures by
asking 71 adults (English speakers recruited on Amazon Mechanical Turk) to rate the 680 MCDI words on a 1-5 “generality” scale from “very specific” to “very general.” Each word
was rated by 9-11 participants. Each participant rated approximately 100 words. To make ratings more comparable across
participants, we normalized each participant’s response distribution to have a mean of zero and standard deviation of
one.

Results
Table 1 shows examples of nouns and verbs rated as low and
high in generality. Hyponymy (M = 2; SD = 1.6) and hypernymy scores (M = 7.3; SD = 3.4) calculated from WordNet
were not correlated with each other (r(447) = -0.07, p = 0.16).
This is somewhat surprising given that a word higher up in a
semantic hierarchy (having a low hypernymy score) ought to
have more words below it (and thereby a higher hyponymy
score). In theory, this is true. In practice, however, words
from different categories have very varied semantic neighborhoods (corresponding to very different hyponymy scores)
and these differences swamp the theoretical tradeoff between
1 Our measures of hypernymy and generality closely map onto
the distinction between subordinate, basic, and superordinate words.
However, while the latter distinction is discrete, our measures are
continuous, which we believe better reflects the psychological reality of the semantic hierarchy.
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verb

low

high

low

high

rocking chair
rooster
tissue/kleenex
carrots
toothbrush

animal
people
toy (object)
picture
friend

stop
tickle
meow
lick
hug

think
get
have
show
do

Table 2: Pairwise correlations (Pearson’s r) between measures of word generality and other related word measures.
Correlations are for words with complete data for both measures. Hyper./Hypo. = WordNet hypernymy and hyponymy
values; Gen. = average human generality rating; Conc. =
concreteness; Freq. = log word frequency; AoA = Age of
acquisition estimated from a MCDI database; * = p < .01.

Hypo.
Gen.
Conc.
Freq.
AoA

Hyper.

Hypo.

Gen.

Conc.

Freq.

-0.07
-0.5*
0.61*
-0.42*
-0.15*

0.43*
-0.08
0.43*
-0.15*

-0.49*
0.56*
0.18*

-0.52*
-0.21*

-0.1

hypernymy and hyponymy. Interestingly, human judgments
of word generality (unscaled: M = 3; SD = 1; scaled: M =
0; SD = 1) were moderately correlated with both hyponymy
(r(470) = 0.43, p < .0001) and hypernymy scores (r(447) =
-0.503, p < .0001), i.e., words judged by human participants
as more general tended to have more subordinate relations
and fewer superordinate relations (Fig. 1). In an additive linear model predicting human generality judgments, both word
hyponymy (β = 0.32, SE = 0.03, Z = 10.09, p < .0001) and
hypernymy (β = -0.4, SE = 0.03, Z = -12.93, p < .0001) predicted independent variance in judgments (R2 = 0.39).
We next asked whether the relationship between human
judgments and hypernymy/hyponymy scores differed by part
of speech. There was a reliable relationship between human
judgments and WordNet hyponymy scores for both nouns
(r(364) = 0.46, p < .0001) and verbs (r(104) = 0.39, p
< .0001). The relationship between human judgments and
WordNet hypernymy scores was stronger for nouns (r(362) =
-0.41, p < .0001) than for verbs (r(83) = -0.2, p = 0.07).
Table 2 shows the pairwise correlation between human
generality ratings, hypernyms, hyponyms and three lexical
norms: Concreteness (Brysbaert, Warriner, & Kuperman,
2014), word frequency (Brysbaert & New, 2009), and age
of acquisition (AoA; Frank, Braginsky, Yurovsky, & Marchman, 2017). These first-order correlations confirm some previously made claims about superordinate words (those that
correspond to lower hypernymy values have later AoAs), as

b

1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0
−0.5

r = 0.43

1.5

Human Generality Rating

Human Generality Rating

a

−1.0

1.0
0.5

Part of Speech
Noun

0.0

Verb
−0.5

r = − 0.5
−1.0

0.0

2.5

5.0

7.5

5

WordNet Hyponymy Score

10

15

WordNet Hypernymy Score

Figure 1: Normalized human generality ratings versus (a) WordNet hyponymy scores and (b) hypernymy scores. Each point
corresponds to a word. Point color indicates part of speech. Lines show linear fit, with black showing the model fit across both
parts of speech. Error bands indicate standard error.
well as more novel findings that greater hyponymy is associated with lower AoAs, perhaps because words in denser semantic neighborhoods are encountered in more informative
learning contexts (Rosch, Mervis, Gray, Johnson, & BoyesBraem, 1976).
Taken together, our analyses suggest that word generality is
a psychologically relevant property and that lexical database
measures provide reasonably good estimates. This is especially noteworthy considering that WordNet contains many
words and senses that our participants are unlikely to know.

Study 2: Word generality predicts vocabulary
growth
In Study 2, we examined whether knowing more general words earlier on predicts faster subsequent vocabulary
growth, as measured through repeated administrations of the
MCDI.

Method
The MCDI was administered to a sample of 201 children (N
females = 102) longitudinally as part of a larger study. All
children were monolingual and not reported to have hearing
difficulties. On average, each child completed the MCDI at
7.6 different timepoints (min = 2; max = 13). The first and
last sessions occurred around 19 (M = 18.9; SD = 2) and 26
months of age (M = 26.4; SD = 3.3), respectively. Each timepoint was on average 1.3 months apart (SD = 0.5). A subset
of the children (N = 18) completed several subtests of the
Leiter-R IQ intelligence test during the last administration of
the MCDI. We report children’s performance on the fluid reasoning subtests with the caveat that although the Leiter-R has
been claimed to measure children’s general intelligence (Bay,
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1996), there is good reason to doubt measurements of general
intelligence in toddlers.

Results
Children on average learned 314.6 (SD = 201.9) words between the first and last administration of the MCDI (Fig. 2;
42.5 words per month; SD = 20.7; 54.1 words between administrations; SD = 37).
We fit additive mixed effect models predicting the number
of words a child learned since the last administration of the
MCDI as a function of a child’s degree of word generality at
the previous timepoint. Word generality was estimated as the
mean hypernymy score of all words in the child’s vocabulary.
We controlled for change in age since the previous timepoint
(in months), the vocabulary size at the previous timepoint,
and the mean word frequency at the previous timepoint. Word
frequency was estimated as the log frequency of words in
adult speech in the English CHILDES corpus (North American and UK; MacWhinney, 2000). Session number was included as random slopes and child as a random intercepts.
Word hypernymy was a strong predictor of vocabulary
growth: Children who knew less specific (more general)
words at the previous timepoint tended to learn more words
by the next timepoint (β = -0.18, SE = 0.04, Z = -5.05), controlling for the number and frequency of words they produced
at the previous timepoint (as indicated on the MCDI) and the
time elapsed since previous timepoint (Table 3). The same
effect was observed in a model estimating vocabulary generality from the human ratings collected in Study 1, rather than
WordNet hypernymy scores (β = 0.23, SE = 0.04, Z = 5.95).
In contrast, hyponymy scores were not predictive of vocabulary growth (β = 0.01, SE = 0.03, Z = 0.4).
As evident in Figure 1, nouns on average have much lower

MCDI Vocabulary Size

sible candidate is intelligence. It may be that children with
higher general intelligence tend to both know more general
words and be better/faster word learners. A strong test of
this possibility would require a word training study. Here,
we attempted to examine this possibility statistically by controlling for children’s IQ within the sample of children for
whom this measure was available. We fit a mixed effect linear model predicting number of words a child learned since
the last administration of the MCDI as a function of a child’s
vocabulary hypernymy at the previous timepoint, change in
age since the previous timepoint (in months), the vocabulary
size at the previous timepoint, the mean word frequency at
the previous timepoint and child’s IQ score. Controlling for
the fluid reasoning subtests of the Leiter-R, vocabulary hypernymy remained a reliable predictor vocabulary growth (β =
-0.51, SE = 0.12, Z = -4.21). Fluid reasoning did not strongly
predict word growth (β = 0.16, SE = 0.11, Z = 1.41).

600

400

200

0
16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33

Age (months)
Figure 2: Longitidunal vocabulary growth. The x-axis indicates age in months and the y-axis indicates production vocabulary size as measured by the MCDI. The grey lines correspond to individual children. The blue line indicates the
best fit line (LOESS fit) across children. Error bands show
standard error. For visibility, the x-range is restricted to show
ages older than 16 months.

hypernymy scores than verbs. This is largely a consequence
of how WordNet is organized: nouns have much deeper hierarchies than verbs. To check whether the hypernymy effect
we are seeing is driven largely by differences in children’s
vocabularies by lexical class, we scaled hypernymy by part
of speech such that 0 indicates that word has average hypernymy for its lexical class. Word hypernymy remained a
strong predictor of vocabulary growth (β = -0.12, SE = 0.03,
Z = -4.31). Word hypernymy was also a strong predictor of
vocabulary growth when hypernymy was scaled by semantic
category (e.g., animals; β = -0.19, SE = 0.03, Z = -6.54).
An alternative explanation for the relationship between
prior vocabulary generality and vocabulary growth is that
both variables are influenced by a third variable. One plauTable 3: Parameters of mixed model predicting vocabulary change as a function of mean vocabulary hypernymy at
previous timepoint, mean vocabulary size at previous timepoint, mean vocabulary frequency at previous timepoint, and
change in age from previous to current timepoint.
term

Beta

SE

t-value

(Intercept)
Vocabulary hypernymy at t-1
Vocabulary size at t-1
Vocabulary frequency at t-1
Change in age

-0.01
-0.18
-0.40
-0.29
0.42

0.02
0.04
0.04
0.03
0.02

-0.49
-5.05
-9.01
-9.50
16.92
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Study 3: Knowing more general words predicts
learning which words?
In Study 3, we ask whether the particular words that children
know at a prior timepoint predict the particular words they
learn at the subsequent timepoint. Specifically, we test the
hypothesis that children who know a particular more superordinate word at a prior timepoint (e.g., “animal”) will learn
a more specific, semantically-related word at a subsequent
timepoint (e.g., “cat”). To test this hypothesis, we leverage
word embedding models trained on a large corpus of English
text. These word embedding models allow us to quantify
the semantic distance between prior known words and newly
learned words.

Method
We identified the semantic coordinates of each of the words
on the MCDI for which we had hypernymy scores (N = 449)
in a word embedding model trained on English Wikipedia
(Fig. 3a; Bojanowski, Grave, Joulin, & Mikolov, 2017). We
then used these coordinates to analyze the vocabularies for
the sample of longitudinal MCDIs collected in Study 2.
For each child at each timepoint, we identified the semantic coordinates of the known words at a target level of
hypernymy (see Fig. 3b analysis schema). We then identified the newly learned words at the subsequent timepoint
that were more specific that the target level of hypernymy.
To quantify the semantic distance between the newly learned
words and the prior-known, more-general words, we calculated the pairwise cosine distance between each prior-known
word and each newly-learned word, and averaged across
pairs. This quantity (“Target Comparison”) summarizes the
semantic similarity of newly-learned, specific words to priorknown, general words.
We compared this quantity to a control quantity estimated
by randomly sampling words known by the child at the prior
timepoint from all levels of hypernymy (“Control Comparison”). We selected the same number of random words as the

bean

a

potato
cut
lick
swing

rip

break
knock

break

blow

fall

build

pea

cereal
tear

grass

slide

swing
throw

push

pick

drop

run

duck

kick

pull
swim
sink

pour
climb

snowman
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sock

stand

radio
soap

play

boot

face
glove

orange

police

night

camera

taste

pajama

sneaker

button

cloud

stone

slipper

splash

smile

bellybutton

tickle

underpants

backyard

dump

buy

share
penny

purse

kiss

tummy

tights

snowsuit

money
snow

ice
necklace

school

glass
tray

coke

bottle
soda

feed
eat

flower

ant

zoo

alligator

animal
moose
deer

chicken

squirrel

mouse

bear
wolf

fish

turtle

frog

lion

monkey

apple

walker

dog

candy

spaghetti

cow

pony
horse

duck
pig

donkey

pancake

lamb

popsicle

people

mommy
person

man

boy
child

hug

bunny

circus

pudding
butter
yogurt

muffin
cake

snack

playground

dish

toast

lunch
noodle

helicopter

water

salt

rock

hose

garage

water

sprinkler

store

jello

dry

towel

picnic

pool

bedroom

vacuum

oven
stove

sofa

closet

light
lamp

basement
stairs

refrigerator
drawer

bathroom

couch

dryer

shower
bathtub

pillow

diaper

camping

bath

bed

napkin

shopping
park

house

breakfast

puppy

random

nurse

truck

tractor

potty

dinner

random

street

clown

crib

toy
lollipop

pretzel

random

sidewalk

baby
daddy

cat

random

zipper
stroller
doll

milk
soup

hen

fireman

kitty

girl

car

cowboy

mailman

babysitter

duck

highchair

popcorn
cracker

cheese

sauce

nurse
doctor

bus

peekaboo

vroom

cookie
jelly

bread
egg

pickle
pizza

hamburger

rooster

applesauce

sandwich
meat

tuna

chicken

meow
cat
goose

sheep

donut

fish

bird
owl

giraffe

medicine

vanilla

bee

elephant

zebra
tiger

gum

juice
raisin
chocolate
cook

rain

sled

boat
tricycle

chair
grandpa

lady

grape

strawberry
vitamin

food

butterfly

wind

bicycle
ride

grandma

aunt

drink

plant

bubble

balloon

brother

sister

glasses

uncle

friend

teacher

beads

jar

drink

garden

person

box
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Figure 3: (a) Semantic coordinates of words on the MCDI words and sentences form, derived from a word embedding model
trained in a English Wikipedia. Two dimensional coordinates are derived using the umap algorithm (McInnes, Healey &
Melville, 2018). Point color corresponds to hypernymy score from WordNet, ranging from more subordinate (specific) in
yellow, to more superordinate (general) in blue. Distance between points corresponds to semantic similarity. (b) Schema of
Study 3 analysis.
number of known words at the target level of hypernymy. We
then used these randomly selected words to calculate pairwise
cosine distances in the same way as described above.
For each child, we averaged across timepoints and hypernymy levels to estimate an average cosine distance for the
target and control comparisons. If newly-learned words are
semantically close to prior-known, more-general words, we
should expect the cosine distance in the Target Comparison
to be smaller relative to the cosine distance in the Control
Comparison.

Results
Relative to the control comparison (M = 0.783 [0.782,
0.784]), children tended to learn specific words that were semantically closer to the more general words they were indicated to know at the prior timepoint (M = 0.773 [0.771,
0.775]); paired t = -13.41; p < .0001; Fig. 4).

General Discussion
We show that which words a child knows predicts the rate at
which they go on to learn new words. Specifically, knowing
more general nouns and verbs–those that are higher up in a semantic hierarchy–predicts faster rate of word learning. This
relationship holds when we control for size of the child’s vocabulary at the previous timepoint and the mean frequency of
the words they know. In Experiment 3, we show that these
more general/more superordinate words are not associated
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with learning just any words, but specifically words related
to the superordinate words the child knows at the previous
timepoint.
Does knowing more general words help children learn
words? That is, is the relationship between hypernymy and
subsequent word learning a causal one? We sought to rule
out the possibility that the relationship between hypernymy
in early vocabulary and speed of word learning is due to a
common cause such as general intelligence. The relationship between hypernymy and rate of word learning remains
when controlling for fluid reasoning scores, and it is worth
emphasizing that in all analyses we already control for children’s initial vocabulary size which would control out the hypernymy effect if it were just that some children are better
word learners in general. What our analysis cannot rule out
is that children who know more general words at an early age
may be in a more language-rich environment and it is this
language-richness (however defined) that is responsible for
their knowing these words and for their learning words at a
faster rate. For example, it may be that some parents present
their children with language such as “This is a chicken, it is
a kind of bird. What other animals do you see?” which may
lead both to greater knowledge of superordinates and faster
vocabulary growth without the superordinates being the specific cause. It is also possible that differences in knowledge
of more superordinate words reflects children’s idiosyncratic
interests. A child who learns “color” or “bird” earlier on may

Cosine Distance

0.80

0.78

0.76

0.74

0.72
Target

Control

Comparison
Figure 4: Study 3 results showing average cosine distance
between newly learned specific words and prior known general words (“Target”), relative to a control analysis of random
words (“Control”). Grey lines correspond to individual children, averaged across timepoints and hypernym levels. Red
points and ranges show group means and bootstrapped 95%
confidence intervals.

just be more interested in learning about colors or birds and it
is this interest that is responsible for driving subsequent word
growth in these semantic regions. Showing a true causal relationship between hypernymy and word growth requires a
training study which we are in the process of conducting.
Our study has several limitations worth noting. Our measures of word knowledge are based on checklists completed
by the child’s parents or caretakers. These checklists have
good validity and correlate with how well children do on
more objective assessments such as Picture-Vocabulary tests.
Still, these checklists are indirect measures of children’s language. The use of checklists, however validated, also provides a very coarse estimate of a child’s word knowledge. For
example, checking off the verb “love” could mean the child
uses it in a very narrow context, such as saying “I love you”
or that they use it in a more adult way: to describe people,
animals, objects, and actions. That we find effects of hypernymy even using such an indirect and coarse measure as a
word checklist suggests that more precise language measures
that, for example, incorporate word senses and contextual information, may reveal much richer connections between the
words a child knows and the words they are likely and unlikely to learn next.
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Abstract
Many studies have demonstrated that testing students on to-belearned materials can be an effective learning activity.
However, past studies have also shown that some practice test
formats are more effective than others. Open-ended recall or
short answer practice tests may be effective because the
questions prompt deeper processing as students must generate
an answer. With closed-ended testing formats such as multiplechoice or true-false tests, there are concerns that they may
prompt only superficial processing, and that any benefits will
not extend to non-practiced information or over time. They also
may not be effective for improving comprehension from text
as measured by how-and-why questions. The present study
explored the utility of practice tests with closed-ended
questions to improve learning from text. Results showed
closed-ended practice testing can lead to benefits even when
the learning outcome was comprehension of text.
Keywords: learning; comprehension; metacomprehension

Can Closed-ended Practice Tests Promote
Understanding from Text?
Testing students on to-be-learned materials can be an
effective learning activity that enhances retention relative to
comparison conditions such as re-reading (see Roediger &
Karpicke, 2006 for a review). Widely replicated in the
literature, this phenomenon has been termed the ‘testing
effect’. Interestingly, testing has been found to be a powerful
tool to improve learning even when initial performance on
practice tests is low and no feedback or opportunities for
restudy are provided, although the effects may be further
enhanced when they are (Butler & Roediger, 2008; Little et
al., 2012; Metcalfe, 2017). Different accounts have been
offered for why testing is so effective for retention. Some
argue that retrieval practice serves to enhance the
accessibility of an item stored in memory (Karpicke & Smith,
2012). Others have suggested that retrieval prompts learners
to reorganize and supplement information stored in memory,
and to broaden rather than focus the associated semantic
network (Carpenter, 2011). More recently, support for the
latter account has been growing, especially under
circumstances where the goal is learning from text rather than
just memory for word lists or facts.
Both research on word lists and text passages suggests that
some practice test formats are more effective than others. In
work exploring learning from word lists (Carpenter &
DeLosh, 2006) and foreign language vocabulary (Carrier &
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Pashler, 1992), the effect of practice testing on memory
seems to increase along with the degree of elaboration that
the practice tests encourage. In work exploring more complex
learning from lecture and text materials, open-ended recall or
short answer practice tests have been found to be more
effective than less demanding options such as cued-recall or
multiple-choice tests (Butler & Roediger, 2007; Hinze &
Wiley, 2011; McDaniel, Anderson, Derbish, & Morrisette,
2007). How practice test questions engage the learner is what
really seems to matter. Using open-ended practice essay tests,
Hinze, Wiley, and Pellegrino (2013) found that when
students engaged in more constructive processing and
attempted to integrate information into a coherent situation
model or mental model for the content, these activities
supported better comprehension outcomes. Open-ended
practice tests may be effective because the questions prompt
the reader to generate a response and engage in deeper
processing of the to-be-learned materials.
In contrast to open-ended questions for which learners must
generate the appropriate answer, closed-ended tests such as
multiple-choice and true-false tests are often regarded as
rather superficial in the sense that they are thought to
primarily rely on recognition processes (Brabec et al., 2020;
Little et al., 2012). There are concerns that any benefits of
practice will be limited to the practiced information or to
immediate memory and will not be robust over time or
transfer to non-practiced information. However, such charges
may be premature. In a study exploring memory for
information presented in text passages, Little et al. (2012)
demonstrated that multiple-choice tests can be constructed in
such a way that they boost recall of not just practiced but also
related unpracticed information. In this study, participants
were asked to study two text passages. Each participant
completed either a multiple-choice or cued-recall practice test
for one passage, and no test for the other. The passage that
was not tested served as the baseline memory comparison
condition. Following a 5-minute distractor task, the final test
was administered in cued-recall format and included items
for practiced content, unpracticed content from the tested
passage, and also content from the second, untested passage.
On this final memory test, both multiple-choice practice and
cued-recall practice resulted in better performance on content
that was explicitly tested compared to content of the untested
passage. Additionally, for multiple-choice practice, a transfer
effect could be observed for unpracticed content of the tested
passage. Final test performance was improved for this content

compared to content of the untested passage. For cued recall
practice, no such transfer could be observed. These results
show that multiple-choice practice testing can be a useful tool
to improve memory for information presented in text
passages and may sometimes even be more effective than a
testing format that requires some generation (cued recall).
However, these enhanced benefits from multiple-choice
practice tests may be due to a specific feature in their design.
The multiple-choice items were constructed such that there
were pairs of questions that incorporated the same
competitive alternatives. Each item that appeared on the
practice test included an alternative answer option that would
seem plausible but was incorrect, with the goal that
participants would be prompted to consider why it was
incorrect. In the paired question from the “unpracticed” test,
this alternative option was then the correct answer, and the
other option was now the plausible but incorrect distractor.
When one of these associated items was tested during
practice, it led to better performance on the other unpracticed
item.
While the Little et al. (2012) study focused on multiplechoice testing, Brabec et al. (2020) used the same text
materials to test if it might be possible to see the same benefits
from true-false testing. They constructed true-false questions
that included alternatives (false statements) which directly
competed with the true statements. In this study, a no-test
condition was compared to true-false testing only (no cued
recall). Participants completed a true-false practice test for
one passage and no test for the other. The final test was again
a cued-recall test for both passages administered following a
5-minute distractor task. In addition, another set of
participants were tested after a 48-hour delay. Again, the final
test assessed two categories of content from the tested
passage: practiced and not practiced. Both were compared to
memory for the content of the untested passage. Results
showed that the true-false practice test improved final test
performance for both practiced and not practiced content
from the tested passage compared to content from the
untested passage. These same effects were found both after a
5-minute delay and after 48 hours. Thus, these true-false
testing benefits were found to be robust over time, which
stands in stark contrast to the suggestion that this format
might only produce immediate gains.
In sum, these studies show that both multiple-choice and
true-false practice testing can be used as a tool to promote
memory for information presented in text passages. Yet,
because both studies used a no-test comparison rather than a
re-read comparison, it is unclear whether any benefits are the
result of testing versus more simply from re-exposure to the
information. When Brabec et al. (2020) compared true-false
practice testing to re-study, practice testing did not add a
significant benefit over re-exposure. Further, while benefits
for “unpracticed” content could be observed in the above
studies, this was on items that were designed to be directly
associated with items that were explicitly tested. The items in
each pair included the same competitive alternatives, which
suggests this result may not have required much transfer.
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Finally, it is important to note that these previous studies have
primarily focused on learning from text as measured with
retention measures (memory for information) rather than
comprehension outcomes (ability to use information to
answer how-and-why questions).
To remember what a text said is not necessarily the same
as having understood it. As is highlighted in Kintsch’s (1994)
comprehension framework, readers process text at multiple
levels of representation. The surface level encodes the exact
words that are used. The textbase level represents the
propositional contents of a text. Meanwhile, at the situationmodel or mental-model level, the reader attempts to represent
what a text is about by making connections between ideas
from the text and with prior knowledge. It is this level of
representation that best predicts performance on tests of
comprehension where the reader is asked to go beyond the
explicitly stated information (Kintsch, 1994; Mayer, 1989;
Otero, Leon, & Graesser, 2002; Wiley, Griffin, & Thiede,
2005). Considering the difference between outcome
measures that test for retention of information and
comprehension of information, it was unclear whether the
benefits of closed-ended practice testing would extend to
contexts where students must not only remember facts but use
the information from the text to make new connections.
Further, because multiple-choice and true-false practice tests
have only been examined independently of each other with
no direct comparisons made between them, it was of interest
to test whether these two formats might promote
comprehension to the same extent.

Differences Between True-false and Multiplechoice Tests
There are several differences between true-false and
multiple-choice questions that may affect how individuals
approach answering them. First, for multiple-choice
questions it may be enough to simply recognize the best
answer in the set of statements. In contrast, true-false
questions may require a more thorough review of each
statement that is provided.
Second, for multiple-choice questions it can be expected
that among the answer choices provided there is some
information that is both true and useful – the correct answer
– while for true-false items it is possible that the information
stated is either all true, all false, or partially true and partially
false creating an overall invalid statement (Brabec, et al.,
2020). For true-false tests, it has been shown that there is a
tendency for students to mark statements as true more often
than false, and that both reliability and validity of scores
obtained for false items are greater than that obtained for
those which are true (Cronbach, 1942). In the literature, this
‘acquiescence bias’ has been explained in terms of processing
demands where initial acceptance of a statement is automatic
but its rejection as false requires additional cognitive effort.
Because true-false practice tests prompt students to at least
consider rejecting each statement, this format may be
associated with more effortful or deeper processing than
multiple-choice practice tests.

Third, responses on multiple-choice tests reveal what
students think is the best answer. Yet, even if the correct
answer choice is selected, students may still hold incorrect
beliefs regarding the other possible answer choices. When
taking a true-false test, students must evaluate each statement
separately which reveals more clearly what they really do and
do not know.
These observations suggest that multiple-choice and truefalse testing formats may differ in how students evaluate the
response options, and in how deeply information is
processed. If true-false questions prompt students to evaluate
all statements more carefully, then a true-false format for
practice tests should be better than a multiple-choice format
as an opportunity to promote understanding from text.

Promoting Metacomprehension with Closed-ended
Practice Tests
Practice testing can also have indirect benefits such that it can
help learners to diagnose what they do and do not know. In
the literature, this awareness of one’s own level of retention
or understanding of information is respectively known as
metamemory or metacomprehension. The focus for this study
is on metacomprehension, which is typically assessed by
asking individuals to make judgments of learning (JOLs) or
comprehension (JOCs), and those judgments are then
compared to measures of actual performance on inference or
comprehension tests (Wiley, Griffin, & Thiede, 2005). The
accuracy of these metacognitive judgments depends on the
utility of the cues that individuals use to make such
judgments. Some cues are more predictive than others of
actual performance (Koriat, 1997; Thiede et al., 2010). For
example, it has been demonstrated that JOLs are sensitive to
manipulations of superficial cues such as audio volume or
font size of materials even when the manipulations do not
impact actual learning (Rhodes & Castel, 2009).
The postdiction effect is one of the most consistent effects
in the metacomprehension literature. Taking a practice or
initial test improves the accuracy of predicting performance
on a later test (Griffin, Jee, & Wiley, 2009; Little &
McDaniel, 2015; Maki & Serra, 1992; Thiede & Anderson,
2003; Thiede et al., 2009). When a testing activity precedes
making JOLs or JOCs, this allows the learner to use that prior
test experience as a basis for making their judgments. In other
words, what is supposed to be a prediction of performance
based on monitoring during learning is turned into a
postdiction where test experience is now a salient, concrete
cue available to the learner (Griffin et al., 2009). Even when
explicitly told to predict future performance, it appears that
learners will resort to such past experience cues if they are
available (Finn & Metcalfe, 2007).
Still, even if accuracy improves for postdictions after
taking any practice test, some practice test opportunities may
improve metacomprehension more than others. A recent
review concluded that the conditions that are most likely to
improve metacomprehension accuracy are those that actively
engage learners and elicit deeper processing (Griffin,
Mielicki, & Wiley, 2019). Some of the highest levels of
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predictive metacomprehension accuracy have been seen
when students engage in generative activities such as selfexplanation or drawing before making their JOCs. These
activities encourage efforts to integrate ideas and construct a
situation model and as such make predictive cues more
accessible (Griffin, Wiley, & Thiede, 2008; Wiley, 2019). If
multiple-choice and true-false tests differ in the extent to
which they prompt learners to engage in deeper processing
and change the likelihood of accessing their situation model
during testing, these different formats may also have different
effects on metacomprehension accuracy.

The Present Study
The present study examined three questions. The first
question was if closed-ended practice tests would be seen to
promote better understanding from text, as measured by a
final open-ended comprehension question. Performance of
students who engaged in closed-ended practice testing was
compared to students in a re-reading condition. The second
question was whether differences would be seen between
true-false and multiple-choice practice test formats in
improving understanding from text. The third question was if
the two practice test formats would have different effects on
metacomprehension monitoring accuracy. If true-false
practice tests prompt students to engage in more in-depth
processing of each response option and to verify individual
propositions using their situation model of the text, then they
may be more likely to yield better understanding than
multiple-choice practice tests. Further, if true-false questions
prompt more reasoning from the situation model, then
experience-based cues that result from accessing the situation
model during the practice tests would be expected to also
increase metacognitive accuracy.

Method
Participants Participants were 115 undergraduates (69%
female, mean age = 18.7 years) at a large urban university
who received course credit as part of an introductory
psychology subject pool. Students identified as 16% Asian,
10% Black/African American, 27% Hispanic/Latinx, 13%
Indian, and 26% White/Caucasian. All participants were
fluent English speakers but 56% indicated they were
bilingual.
Design The design of the study was between-subjects with
three conditions: true-false practice test questions, multiplechoice practice test questions, and a re-read (no practice test)
comparison condition. A between-participants design was
selected to avoid carryover effects between conditions and
more specifically so that it would be possible to better isolate
the effects of the different practice tests on final test
performance. Participants were randomly assigned to
condition, and the conditions did not differ on ACT scores (a
standardized assessment of college preparedness), Gates
McGinitie vocabulary scores, or self-reported prior
knowledge ratings (see Table 1; Fs < 1.08).

Table 1: Sample Descriptives.

ACT
GMRT
PK: V
PK: E
PK: I

TF practice
M
SD
25.04 4.56
0.61
0.71
3.08
1.48
5.90
2.62
2.79
1.75

MC practice
M
SD
25.63 4.75
0.63
0.17
3.05
1.78
5.95
2.21
3.27
2.02

Re-read
M
SD
25.13 4.52
0.65
0.17
3.55
2.04
5.60
2.34
3.16
1.97

Note: GMRT: Gates McGinitie vocabulary scores (reported in
proportion correct out of total); PK: V prior knowledge ratings for
volcanoes, PK: E evolution, and PK: I ice ages.

Materials Materials included three expository science texts,
and two versions of practice tests (a true-false and a multiplechoice format). Three expository science texts were adapted
from Griffin, Wiley, and Thiede (2008, 2019) and described
complex phenomena in the natural sciences, namely volcanic
eruptions, evolution, and ice ages. The texts ranged between
829 to 1080 words in length, had Flesch-Kincaid grade levels
of 11–12, and reading ease scores in the difficult range of 31–
49. The practice tests were adapted from the 5 multiplechoice inference questions used for each topic in Griffin,
Wiley, and Thiede (2019). Because the current study focused
on comprehension and not just memory for text, inference
questions were used as stimuli. Inference questions test
connections between ideas and ideas that go beyond that
which is explicitly stated in the text. They require access to
one’s situation model for the text rather than just verbatim
memory. To keep the content of the test questions as similar
as possible, true-false inference verification items (20 total
for each text) were constructed to map onto the 4 response
options for each of the 5 multiple-choice questions. The
wording of some statements was slightly modified so that the
number of true vs false items was balanced (10 each) in the
true-false format.
Procedure The experiment was fully computerized and
administered online in two parts through Qualtrics.
Instructions and procedure were based primarily on
Experiment 3 by Hinze, Wiley, and Pellegrino (2013). For
Part 1, all participants were told they would read 3 short texts
about science topics and that they would be tested on their
understanding after 48 hours. Also, all were told they would
perform a short activity to help them prepare for the final test
and that for many of these activities they could not revisit the
original text later.
All participants read the 3 texts self-paced and in the same
topic order (Volcanoes, Evolution, Ice Ages). After reading,
they engaged in their assigned practice test or re-reading,
with type of activity held constant for all texts. Practice
activities were presented in the same topic order as initial
reading.
After completing these practice activities, participants
were then asked to make a JOC for each topic. They were
asked to judge how well they thought they understood each
of the texts on a scale of 0, very poorly to 5, very well
(Glenberg, Wilkinson, & Epstein, 1982).
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Following Little and McDaniel (2015), participants
completed JOCs immediately following all three practice
tests or re-reading, and the final test was delayed until 48
hours after the initial session. A link to Part 2 was emailed 48
hours after Part 1 was completed. For Part 2, participants
were told they would be tested on their understanding of the
3 texts. The final comprehension test for each topic consisted
of an essay task (adapted from Sanchez & Wiley, 2006),
asking the reader to explain in a minimum of 5 sentences
‘how and why’ each of the scientific phenomena occur.
Previous work has shown that performance on how-and-why
essay questions reliably correlates with performance on
inference questions such as those used as a practice test in the
current experiment (Hinze, Wiley, & Pellegrino, 2013;
Sanchez & Wiley, 2006; Wiley et al., 2009).
The essay task was the same across all conditions and
participants had to spend a minimum of 2 minutes answering
each of the three questions. The final tests on the three topics
were again presented in the same order in which participants
had initially read them.
Finally, information was collected on prior knowledge for
these science topics as part of an exit survey using 0-10 rating
scales. These same questions were also asked in a prescreening survey at the start of the semester. Students also
indicated their scores on the ACT (a standardized assessment
of college preparedness) and completed the Gates McGinitie
Vocabulary Test (Version 10-12) as part of pre-screening.
Coding and scoring Responses on the essay task were scored
using rubrics based on prior work on these texts (Sanchez &
Wiley, 2006; Wiley et al., 2009). To create the rubrics, each
explanatory text was analyzed for its underling causal model.
Each response was scored for the presence or absence of 5
correct causal concepts, and a proportion score was computed
out of the possible total of 5 concepts. This served as the
comprehension outcome measure. This scoring was
corroborated using latent semantic analysis (LSA, Landauer,
Foltz, & Laham, 1998) where the semantic overlap between
a constructed model response and each participant response
was computed, with numbers closer to 1 representing a
greater degree of semantic overlap. Responses were edited to
correct misspellings, and to expand contractions and
abbreviations. Semantic overlap was computed using a oneto-many, document-to-document analysis using the general
reading up to first year college LSA space with maximal
factors included. The correlation between the proportion
scores and LSA overlap with model responses was positive
and significant, r = .43, p < .001.
For metacomprehension outcomes, two different measures
were examined. One was confidence bias, which is the signed
difference between a learner’s perceived comprehension
(JOC) and their actual performance on the final
comprehension test (the essay task). This difference reflects
over- or under-confidence in learning. The closer this
measure is to 0, the better a learner is calibrated to estimate
their own performance. The other measure of interest was
relative accuracy, which is the intra-individual correlation

between JOCs on each topic and performance on each topic.
In other words, relative accuracy describes a learner’s ability
to differentiate between the texts they understood better from
the texts they understood less well – the higher the correlation
between judgments and actual performance the better a
learner is aware of what they do and do not know. When
correlations are not significantly different from zero, it
suggests a lack of any ability to discriminate among the
topics. A significant positive correlation suggests some
ability to accurately detect relative levels of understanding.
Test scores and confidence bias are displayed as proportions;
relative accuracy is displayed as correlations.

Results
Comprehension outcomes A one-way analysis of variance
(ANOVA) was conducted to compare final test performance
between the different types of practice activities that
participants engaged in. As shown in the leftmost set of bars
in Figure 1, the effect of practice condition was significant,
F(2, 113) = 3.22, MSE = .02, p = .04, ηp2 = .05. Planned
comparisons indicated that participants assigned to the truefalse testing condition performed significantly better than did
those in the re-read comparison condition. Those assigned to
the multiple-choice practice condition also performed
significantly better on the final test than did those in the reread control condition. There was no difference in overall
performance on the final test between the two practice testing
conditions (true-false vs multiple-choice).
True/False
Multiple-Choice
Re-read

0.5
0.4
0.3

0.2
0.1
0
-0.1

Final test

Confidence bias

Relative accuracy

Figure 1: Means (and SEs) for Proportion Correct on Final
Test, Confidence Bias, and Relative Accuracy Correlations
Metacomprehension outcomes A one-way analysis of
variance (ANOVA) was conducted to examine effects of
practice condition on confidence bias for JOCs provided
before the final test. As shown in the middle set of bars in
Figure 1, the effect of condition was significant, F(2, 113) =
12.21, MSE = .27, p < .001, ηp2 = .18. Planned comparisons
revealed that participants assigned to the re-read comparison
condition were significantly more overconfident than those
assigned to both the true-false practice testing condition and
the multiple-choice practice testing condition. There was no
significant difference in confidence bias between the two
practice testing conditions.
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The levels of relative accuracy are shown in the rightmost
set of bars in Figure 1. For relative accuracy, the effect of
condition did not reach significance, F(2, 113) = .88 MSE =
.43, p = .42, ηp2 = .07. However, relative accuracy was
significantly above zero when participants took true-false
practice tests, t(38) = 2.30, p = .03. Relative accuracy was not
significantly above zero in the other two conditions: multiple
choice, t(36) = 0.20, p = .84; re-read, t(38) = 1.34, p = .19.

Discussion
The present findings demonstrated that closed-ended practice
testing can promote understanding from text. Relative to rereading, taking a multiple-choice or true-false practice test
improved performance on a delayed test of comprehension.
Since closed-ended testing was compared to a re-reading
condition rather than to a no-test baseline in this study, it
suggests the observed benefits of testing were not merely reexposure effects.
Because closed-ended tests do not require the learner to
actively generate an answer, there have been concerns that
practice tests using closed-ended formats might only prompt
superficial learning. Some preliminary work had suggested
that closed-ended practice tests could improve memory for
text, and this benefit might extend to unpracticed content
(Brabec et al., 2020; Little et al., 2012). However, these
benefits may have been the result of using pairs of questions
that were closely related by design. What remained to be seen
was whether closed-ended practice test formats could aid
more complex learning from text including the application of
understanding from text to answer comprehension questions.
Thus, an important contribution from the results of this
study was showing that benefits from taking closed-ended
practice tests can extend to contexts in which learning from
text is assessed by measures of comprehension. Because this
study used a how-and-why essay task as a final test, it was
able to show that closed-ended practice testing could improve
understanding and not just factual recall of the information.
It also is important that in this study the benefits were seen
after a 48-hour delay. Better performance on a delayed
comprehension test helps to show that closed-ended practice
tests are not just leading to short-lived advantages in memory
and can translate to more durable learning gains.
Beyond showing improved performance on a delayed test
of comprehension, this study also showed that taking a
closed-ended practice test could influence the accuracy of
metacomprehension judgments. Although no differences
were seen due to which practice test format was used, taking
either a multiple-choice or true-false practice test
significantly decreased participants’ overconfidence in their
predicted final test performance compared to re-reading. This
effect is consistent with the prior literature showing
postdiction effects (Thiede et al., 2009).
Further, while no significant effects in relative accuracy
were seen when comparing across the three conditions, it is
potentially of interest that relative accuracy was significantly
above zero only for those who completed the true-false
practice tests. It will be important to investigate if this same

pattern suggesting a possible advantage for true-false practice
tests may be seen in future studies that explore differences
between these two closed-ended formats.
The most important next steps for future work will be
adding feedback and the opportunity to re-study to this
paradigm, which are conditions that have been argued to help
students to maximize the benefits from practice testing
(Butler & Roediger, 2008). The fact that closed-ended
practice tests were shown to significantly improve
comprehension and reduce confidence bias even in the
absence of feedback and without there being an opportunity
to restudy is encouraging. It is possible that in some way both
of these closed-ended tests encourage the kind of ‘deeper’
processing known to promote learning from text. Although
no differences between the two formats were significant in
this sample, differences may become more obvious once
feedback is added. Further, adding a restudy opportunity after
the feedback will allow for the investigation of whether
different closed-ended practice test formats might lead to
differences in the kinds of restudy choices that students make,
and whether they use the opportunity to correct
misconceptions and address the gaps in their understanding,
which could lead to even greater benefits such as from
“errorful learning” (Metcalfe, 2017).
Some educators argue that testing in the classroom should
be minimized, so that valuable time will not be taken away
from classroom instruction (Roediger & Karpicke, 2006).
However, practice tests have been documented to offer a
number of benefits to students as a learning activity. Because
closed-ended tests using multiple-choice or true-false formats
are generally easier to administer and take up less time than
do open-ended alternatives such as essay or short answer
formats, an important goal for research is to ask whether (and
under what conditions) closed-ended practice tests can offer
the same benefits as open-ended alternatives. The present
findings extend the literature to show that closed-ended
practice testing can lead to benefits even when the learning
goal is comprehension of text.
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Abstract
Relational schema induction involves a series of learning tasks
conforming to a common (group-like) structure. The paradigm
contrasts associative versus relational aspects of learning for
cognitive, developmental and comparative psychology. Yet, a
theory accounting for the relationship between these forms of
learning has not been fully developed. We use (mathematical)
category theory methods to redress this situation: both forms of
learning involve a (universal) construction that differs in terms
of “dimensionality”, i.e. one-dimensional (associative) versus
two-dimensional (relational). Accordingly, the development of
relational learning pertains to changes in the dimensionality of
the underlying relational schemas induced.
Keywords: associative learning; relational schema induction;
supervised learning; category; functor; universal construction

Introduction
The relational schema induction paradigm, involving a series
of learning tasks, was introduced to contrast associative versus relational models of learning (Halford, Bain, Maybery,
& Andrews, 1998) on the basis of learning transfer, i.e. a
faster rate of learning with tasks learned (Harlow, 1949). Associative models (Miller, Barnet, & Grahame, 1995) suppose
stimulus-response co-occurrence drives learning. Relational
models, by contrast, suppose some form of structure mapping
(Gentner, 1983), whereby relations induced from prior tasks
are applied in new tasks to correctly predict novel stimulus
responses. (See the next section, Figure 1, for a characterization.) Evidently (Halford, Bain, et al., 1998; Halford & Busby,
2007), such first-trial performance ruled out associative models as the basis of induction, because novel stimuli were not
previously paired with a target response to drive learning.
First-trial performance is a simple criterion for relational
processes. However, methodological differences complicate
comparisons across species and age-groups (Halford, Wilson,
Andrews, & Phillips, 2014): e.g., whether the relations vary
over trials. Such differences led some to argue that relational
cognition is uniquely human (Penn, Holyoak, & Povinelli,
2008), while others maintain that relational processes are evident in other species, including insects (Giurfa, 2021).
The current state of affairs raises a conundrum for cognitive,
comparative and developmental psychology. On one hand, if
non-humans and younger age-groups do have a comparable
capacity for relations, then why don’t they show comparable
performance to older humans; on the other hand, if relational
cognitive processes are unique to older humans, then how
does such a capacity evolve or develop?
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As a way of addressing this conundrum, we revisit the relational schema induction paradigm to compare/contrast associative and relational learning. Relational schema induction is
attractive in this regard because associative and relational aspects of learning are involved within the same paradigm. Yet,
until recently (Phillips, 2021b), a theory of relational schema
induction had not been proposed, beyond appealing to some
form of structure mapping between tasks (Halford, Bain, et
al., 1998). Recent work showed that induction follows from a
particular kind of category theory (Leinster, 2014; Mac Lane,
1998) construction (Phillips, 2021b), detailed later. However, this work left open a comparison/contrast of the learning
aspects of the paradigm, which we take up here.
We proceed by detailing a specific example of the relational
schema induction paradigm and the formal methods used for
comparison and contrast (Methods). Both forms of learning
are different instances of a common (universal) construction,
but associative and relational learning differ in terms of their
dimensionality (Results), which we preview in the next section. The theory also provides the formal connection between
these two forms of learning and hence a basis for development
(Discussion). Additional details appear in the appendices.

Dimensionality: associative (one) vs. relational (two)
The difference between associative and relational processing
is characterized as the dimensionality of maps: associative
processes involve “one-dimensional” maps from stimuli to
responses; relational processes involve two-dimensional maps
between stimulus and response relations (Figure 1). Relationbased learning transfer is afforded because novel association
a 0 obtains from known association a, stimulus relation s and
response relation r (i.e. a 0 ◦ s = r ◦ a). This characterization
is made formally precise in the rest of the paper.

S

a

/R

S

a

s


S0

/R
r

a0


/ R0

Figure 1: Associative (S → R) and relational (s → r) maps.

We describe an example of relational schema induction and
the background theory used for comparison and contrast of the
associative and relational learning aspects of this paradigm.

from feedback that (♣, KES) 7→ KES and (♠, NIZ) 7→ HUQ,
hence ♣ and ♠ correspond to 0◦ and 120◦ rotation, respectively. Thus, we can infer that (F, NIZ) 7→ KES as the other
rotation, and so on.

Relational schema induction

Background theory

Relational schema induction involves a series of cue-target
learning tasks conforming to a group-like structure (Halford,
Bain, et al., 1998). For example, one task instance consists
of stimuli drawn from the set of shapes Sh1 = {4, , ♥} and
the set of trigrams Tri1 = {BEH, FUT, PEJ} and the cue-target
map, τ1 : Sh1 × Tri1 → Tri1 , is shown in Table 1 (left): e.g.,
τ1 : (, BEH) 7→ FUT. The next task instance consists of new
sets of stimuli and cue-target map, as shown in Table 1 (right):
e.g., τ2 : (♠, NIZ) 7→ HUQ. If each trigram locates on a unique
vertex of an equilateral triangle, then each shape corresponds
to a unique rotation sending trigrams to trigrams. For instance,
in the first task, 4,  and ♥ correspond to 0◦ , 120◦ and 240◦
rotations, respectively. Participants must demonstrate correct
responses to each cue for a block of trials for a task instance
before proceeding to the next learning task. They are not told
the structure of the task, but are given feedback on each trial
indicating the target (correct response) for the given cue.

A summary description is given here of the formal theory
in the appendices. We proceed in three stages. The first
stage formalizes relational schema induction in the more familiar terms of sets and functions (Appendix A). The second
stage recasts this basic formalism in terms of categories and
functors (Appendix B), providing the framework for our third
stage, which is the comparison/contrast in terms of universal
constructions as constrained optimization (Appendix C).
Sets. Formally, the target of each learning task is a function
from a set of cues to a set of target responses, i.e. a map
from (shape, trigram) pairs to trigrams. However, each task
contains additional structure: the relationships between the
shapes constitute a monoid (definition 1) that can be interpreted as acting (definition 8) on the trigrams. For example
(τ1 , Table 1),  acts on BEH to produce FUT. All tasks
conform to the same action (relational schema), albeit with
different shapes and trigrams. These tasks are related by
equivariant maps (definition 13), essentially preserving this
relational structure.
Categories. Sets and functions are instances of categorical
constructions. Specifically, a monoid is a category (definition 16), the learning tasks as actions are functors (definition 22) and the equivariant maps are natural transformations
(definition 26). The collections of (possible) learning tasks
and their equivariant maps constitute a category (remark 30).
Universal construction. The more general, category theory
formulation affords a unified view of associative and relational
learning as universal constructions (definition 36), i.e. the
best one can do in the given context. In the current context,
induction of relational schemas follows by reconstructing the
underlying monoid (theorem 51) from the category of these
learning tasks. Using this result, we show how the two forms
of learning unify as instances of constrained optimization, i.e.
Kan extensions (definition 54).

Methods

Table 1: Relational schema induction tasks.
τ1
4

♥

BEH
BEH
FUT
PEJ

FUT
FUT
PEJ
BEH

PEJ
PEJ
BEH
FUT

τ2
♣
♠
F

HUQ
HUQ
KES
NIZ

KES
KES
NIZ
HUQ

NIZ
NIZ
HUQ
KES

The shapes can also be interpreted as permutation actions
on a row of trigrams. For instance (τ1 ), 4 is the “no change”
permutation that leaves the relative positions of each trigram
with a row unchanged,  is “shift left with wrap around” action
and heartsuit is the “shift right with wrap around” action.
The relevant data pertain to first-trial responses (Halford,
Bain, et al., 1998) as a measure of learning transfer across
task instances. For the first task instance, first-trial responses
are expected to be at chance level, since the relational schema
has not been determined at this stage. However, first-trial
responses on subsequent tasks are expected to be better than
chance once the relational schema has been induced. Indeed,
participants demonstrated learning transfer on this structure
(relational schema) and other group-like structures (Halford,
Bain, et al., 1998; Halford & Busby, 2007)
The crucial observation is that each shape acts on trigrams.
By locating the trigrams at the vertices of an (imaginary) equilateral triangle we see that the shapes 4,  and ♥ correspond
to 0◦ , 120◦ and 240◦ degree rotations. Thus, learning transfer
on a new task instance is afforded by aligning the shapes to actions on the new trigrams. In this way, feedback on correct responses for two (so-called information) trials is necessary and
sufficient to determine the correct responses for the remaining
six (shape, trigram) pairs. For example, suppose we learn
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Results
Our results build on work showing that induction of relational
schemas is an instance of reconstruction (Phillips, 2021b).
The novel aspect of the current work derives from the observation that associative learning corresponds to a special
(trivial) case of relational schema induction. The result is
two-fold:
1. (in comparison) associative learning of task instances and
induction of the common relational schema are both instances of reconstruction, but
2. (by contrast) they differ in terms of the “dimensionality” of
the underlying schema, in a formal sense provided here.

We sketch out their comparison/contrast in the rest of this
section, and formally characterize their dimensionality.
Comparison. We recall that the relational schema (monoid, in
this case) underlying each task is recovered by computing the
end (definition 47) of a hom-functor (examples 49). For the
current example, that is the cyclic group that affords learning
transfer to new instances of the task. In the associative case,
the underlying schema is the trivial (one-element) monoid
(remark 5), whence the equivariant maps reduce to ordinary
functions (remark 28). So, associative learning derives from
the same reconstruction process.
Contrast. The trivial monoid, however, does not afford learning transfer, since there are no (non-trivial, i.e. non-identity)
relations to base transfer. Consequently, the two forms of
learning differ in terms of learning transfer. This difference
is formally characterized by the dimensionality of the maps
involved (remark 29): non-trivial relational schemas involve
two-dimensional maps (relational learning); trivial schemas
involve one-dimensional maps (associative learning).

Discussion
The relational schema induction paradigm was introduced to
contrast associative versus relational learning (Halford, Bain,
et al., 1998). The paradigm is used here to address two central
questions for cognitive science. (1) What essentially distinguishes associative and relational (learning) processes? (2)
How are these two forms of learning related? Our theory says
that (1) associative and relational learning are two instances
of induction by reconstruction where (2) association involves
induction of a trivial relation schema—the mappings are onedimensional (associative learning) versus two-dimensional
(relational learning).
This formal comparison/contrast of associative and relational learning raises two further questions. First, how are
these two forms of learning (formally) related, beyond their
dimensionality? Second, what drives one form of learning to
predominate over the other?
In regard to the first question, category theory provides another kind of universal construction—change of base—that
we expect to play an important role here. In the current context, the categories of learning tasks are constructed on a base
monoid. Monoids are related by monoid homomorphisms
(definition 6). So, the transition between associative and relational learning is predicated on a change of base (monoid
homo)morphism inducing a change in the categories of learning task. An analogous situation arises in sheaf theory (Mac
Lane & Moerdijk, 1998), where the base is a topological
space. Continuous functions between topological spaces induce functors between categories. Sheaf theory was used to
model changes in learning transfer (Phillips, 2018). An analogous situation is expected here based on morphisms between
trivial and non-trivial monoids (examples 7) corresponding to
the transition between the two forms of learning.
In regard to the second question, it remains to be explained
why associative learning prevails at all. According to the re-
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construction theorem, induction of the relational schema is
necessitated by the data, i.e., the category of learning tasks.
However, younger children in contrast to older children can fail
at induction, as observed in an earlier version of the relational
schema induction paradigm (Halford & Wilson, 1980). Such
differences were characterized in terms of relational complexity (Halford, Wilson, & Phillips, 1998), i.e. the number
related dimensions of task variation, which is similar to our
characterization. However, our use of reconstruction theory
does not say why participants (in particular, younger children)
fail to induce the relevant relational schema given the same
data—series of learning tasks. One approach is to work with
an enriched form of category theory to model resources (see,
e.g., Fong & Spivak, 2018).
Resources can be modeled by giving the theory a suitable
categorical semantics: e.g., an adjoint functor (remark 44)
to a category modeling resources, such as Petri nets whose
neurons activate when they have a sufficient number of tokens
(neuronal resources). There are adjoint relationships between
certain kinds of formal categories and certain categories of
Petri nets (Baez, Genovese, Master, & Shulman, 2021). In
this way, a model of the theory could be developed to address
capacity as an explanation for failures of induction.

An implicit-explicit distinction
One way to characterize our reconstruction approach to relational schema induction is in terms of an implicit-explicit
distinction. The actions are implicitly given by input-output
relations between trigrams. Computing the end, by comparing those within-task relations across task instances, essentially makes those relations explicit. In effect, this is the
role of hom-functors, by treating morphisms in some category C as elements of a set (function space) in Set, in effect,
objectifying an action (compare, e.g., “I run” with “I went
for a run”). Such distinctions are commonplace in so-called
Type 1 versus Type 2 characterizations of cognitive processes
(see, e.g., Evans & Stanovich, 2013). Thus, we expect that a
category theory approach like ours also has applications for
dual-process theories.

Relationship to previous work
As mentioned earlier, the current result extends previous work
(Phillips, 2021b) by observing that an associative account
of learning in the relational schema induction paradigm is a
special (trivial) case of relational learning, vis-a-vis, a oneelement set is a trivial monoid. Accordingly, the two forms of
learning unify within the more general notion of Kan extension. The point is not to show that associative and relational
cognition are the same, but rather how they are connected, by
placing them within a common formal framework.
In doing so, our formal approach sheds some light on the
nature of the conundrum over comparative claims of relational
processes, mentioned earlier (Introduction). The theory essentially points out that an associative schema is trivially a
relational schema, vis-a-vis, the trivial monoid. However, the
“extra” dimension, does not add to the complexity (variance)

of the problem. The methodological implication is that a comparative test of relational schemas in non-humans and younger
age groups necessitates variation over instances of the task:
cf. a single task is trivially a one-task series of tasks. Without such variation, caution is warranted over comparisons of
relational processing across cohorts.
The more general message is that while much of the debate
has focussed on distinguishing associative from relational processes, less attention has been given to relating these two forms
of cognition. Category theory provides a formal framework
for both comparison and contrast in the form of universal constructions: cognitive processes as composition of the common
(mediating) arrow shared by all constructions in the given context (comparison) and the unique arrow that is construction
specific (contrast). In this way, category theory provides a
general principle for cognitive science (Phillips, 2021a).
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Appendix A: Sets
Definition 1 (Monoid). A monoid (M, ·, e) consists of a set
M, a (closed) binary operation ·, and an element e ∈ M, called
the unit, such that for all elements a, b, c ∈ M the operation is:
• unital: a · e = a = e · a, and
• associative: a · (b · c) = (a · b) · c.

• identity: φ(e, x) = x, and
• compatibility: φ(a · b, x) = φ(a, φ(b, x)).
The set X is called an M-set.
Example 9 (Task). Each task instance τ : Sh × Tri → Tri is a
monoid action, e.g., see Table 1.
Definition 10 (Transpose). Let φ : M × X → X be a monoid
action. The transpose of φ, denoted φ̃ (or simply φ), is the
function φ̃ : M → (X → X ) sending each element a ∈ M to
the function φa : X → X, called the component of φ at a.
Example 11 (Transpose). The transpose φ̃ sends each shape
to a component action on trigrams.
Remark 12. When M is trivial the transpose picks out the
identity function, φ : e 7→ (1 X : x 7→ x).
Definition 13 (Equivariant map). Let X and Y be M-sets for
a monoid M. An equivariant map is a function f : X → Y
such that f (a · x) = a · f (x) for all a ∈ M and x ∈ X.
Example 14 (Task map). The tasks τ1 : Sh1 × Tri1 → Tri1 and
τ2 : Sh2 × Tri2 → Tri2 (Table 1) are related by equivariant maps
via an isomorphism Sh1  Sh2 aligning the shapes in τ1 to the
shapes in τ2 . Specifically, for the set of shapes Sh1 as the
monoid and monoid action τ10 : Sh1 × Tri2 → Tri2 we have the
equivariant map f : Tri1 → Tri2 , and for the set of shapes Sh2
as the monoid and monoid action τ20 : Sh2 × Tri1 → Tri1 we
have the equivariant map g : Tri2 → Tri1 . The isomorphism is
called a change of base (see Discussion).

Remarks 2. If every element a ∈ M has an inverse, i.e. an
element b ∈ M such that a · b = e = b · a, then the monoid is
also a group. The inverse of a is also denoted a−1 .

Remark 15. When M is the trivial monoid, every function
f ∈ Y X is an equivariant map.

Example 3 (Cyclic-3 group). The set {0, 1, 2} together with
addition modulo-3 is a (cyclic) group/monoid, denoted Z/3Z.

Definition 16 (Category). A category C consists of a collection of objects, O(C) = { A, B, . . . }, a collection of morphisms,
M (C) = { f , g, . . . }—a morphism written in full as f : A → B
indicates object A as the domain and object B as the codomain
of f —including for each object A ∈ O(C) the identity morphism 1 A : A → A, and a composition operation, ◦, that sends
each pair of compatible morphisms f : A → B and g : B → C
(i.e. the codomain of f is the domain of g) to the composite
morphism g ◦ f : A → C, that together satisfy the laws of:

Example 4 (Shapes). The set of shapes Sh = {4, , ♥} constitute a cyclic-3 group/monoid, (Sh, ·, 4)  Z/3Z.
Example 5 (Trivial). The trivial monoid, denoted 1, has the
unit as its only element, i.e. 1 = ({e}, ·, e).
Definition 6 (Monoid homomorphism). Let M and M 0 be
monoids. A monoid homomorphism is a map h : M → M 0
that for all elements a, b ∈ M preserves the
• unit: h(e) = e 0, and
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• identity: f ◦ 1 A = f = 1 B ◦ f for every f ∈ M (C), and
• associativity: h ◦ (g ◦ f ) = (h ◦ g) ◦ f for every triple of
compatible morphisms f , g, h ∈ M (C).

• operation: h(a · b) = h(a) · h(b).
Examples 7 (Monoid homomorphism). Every monoid M is
associated with two homomorphisms:
a. 1 → M, which picks out the unit of M, and
b. M → 1, which sends every element of M to the unit.
Definition 8 (Monoid action). Let (M, ·, e) be a monoid and X
a set. A (left) monoid action on X is a function φ : M × X → X
that satisfies the following laws for all a ∈ M and x ∈ X:
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Remark 17. The opposite category to C, denoted Cop , has
the objects of C and the morphisms of C “reversed”, i.e. a
morphism A → B in C is a morphism B → A in Cop .
Example 18 (Set). The category Set has sets for objects and
functions for morphisms. The identity morphisms are identity
functions and composition is composition of functions.
Remark 19. A set A is construed as the category having the
elements a ∈ A as objects and no non-identity morphisms.

Example 20 (Monoid). A monoid, M, is a one-object category, whose morphisms are the elements of M. The identity
is the unit and composition is given by the binary operation.

so every function f ∈ Y X is an equivariant map, shown by the
following diagram with identities collapsed as they convey no
additional information (variation):

Example 21 (Mon). The category Mon has monoids for objects and monoid homomorphisms for morphisms.
Definition 22 (Functor). A functor is a “structure-preserving”
map from a category C to a category D, written F : C → D,
sending each object A and morphism f : A → B in C to the
object F ( A) and the morphism F ( f ) : F ( A) → F (B) in D
(respectively) that satisfies the laws of:

∗

X

f

/Y

(4)

Remark 29. Contrast the dimensionality of diagram 4 (onedimensional) and diagram 2 (two-dimensional).

• identity: F (1 A ) = 1 F ( A) for every object A ∈ O(C), and

Remark 30. An M-set S is represented by the pair (S, σ)
consisting of a set S and a functor σ : M → (X → X ). M-set
representations and their equivariant maps form a category,
denoted MSet. The forgetful functor U : MSet → Set forgets
the actions, i.e. U : (S, σ) 7→ S.

• compositionality: F (g ◦ f ) = F (g) ◦ F ( f ) for every pair of
compatible morphisms f , g ∈ M (C).

Remark 31. When M = 1 the category of M-sets, denoted
1Set, is isomorphic to the category of sets, i.e. 1Set  Set.

Remarks 23. Functors preserve identities and composition.
Example 24 (Monoid homomorphism). A monoid homomorphism is a functor that preserves the unit and operation.
Example 25 (Monoid action). Suppose a monoid action φ :
M × X → X. The transpose φ : M → (X → X ) corresponds
to the functor M → Set that sends each element a ∈ M to the
function φa : X → X.
Definition 26 (Natural transformation). Let F, G : A → C be
.
functors. A natural transformation η : F → G is a family
of C-morphisms {η A : F ( A) → G( A)| A ∈ O(A)} such that
G( f ) ◦ η A = η B ◦ F ( f ) for every morphism f : A → B in A,
as indicated by the following commutative diagram:
F ( A)

A
f

ηA

F(f )


F (B)


B

/ G( A)

(1)

G( f )

ηB


/ G(B)

The morphism η A is called the component of η at A.
Example 27 (Equivariant map). Suppose a monoid M and
actions φ : M × X → X and ψ : M × Y → Y . An equivariant
.
map f : X → Y is a natural transformation, f : φ → ψ, as
indicated by the following commutative diagram:
∗

X
φa

a


∗


X

f

f

/Y

/Y

(2)
ψa

e


∗

X
1X


X

f

f

/Y

/Y

Example 33 (Diagrams). Let 2 denote the category with two
objects and no non-identity morphisms The functor category
C2 contains all functors picking out pairs of objects and natural
transformations picking out pairs of morphisms from C.
Remark 34. C2  C × C.
Example 35 (Diagonal, product). The diagonal and product
functors pertain to functor categories.
a. Diagonal. ∆ : C → C2 ; A 7→ ( A, A), f 7→ ( f , f ).
b. Product. Π : C2 → C; ( A, B) 7→ A × B, ( f , g) 7→ f × g.

Appendix C: Universal constructions
Definition 36 (Universal morphism). Let G : A → C be a
functor and X an object in C. A universal morphism from
X to G is a pair ( A, φ) consisting of an object A in A and a
morphism φ : X → G( A) in C such that for every object Y
in A and every morphism g : X → G(Y ) in C there exists a
unique morphism u : A → Y in A such that g = G(u) ◦ φ, as
indicated by commutative diagram
φ

X
g

/ G( A)

A

G(u)

! 
G(Y )


Y

(5)

u

Remark 37. φ corresponds to component φ A of the natu.
ral transformation φ : X → G, where X denotes the constant
functor picking out the object X in diagram 5, cf. diagram 1.
Remark 38. The dual version of a universal morphism has the
directions of arrows reversed, i.e. from a functor F : A → C to
an object Y in C such that the following diagram commutes:

Remarks 28. When M = 1, naturality is trivially satisfied:
∗

Definition 32 (Functor category). The collection of functors
from a category C to a category D and their natural transformations is called a functor category, denoted DC .

(3)

X
u

1Y
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B

(6)

F (X )
f

F (u)


F (B)

!
ψ

/Y

Definition 39 (Initial object). In a category C, an initial object
(if it exists) is an object, denoted 0, such that for every object
Z there exists a unique morphism u : 0 → Z (all in C).
Remarks 40. The dual notion is the terminal (final) object,
denoted 1, i.e. u : Z → 1 exists uniquely for all Z.
Example 41 (Initial/final—Set). In Set, the initial object is
the empty set and the final object is any one-element set.
Example 42 (Initial/final—Mon). The initial and final object
in Mon is the trivial monoid.
Example 43 (Product—universal morphism). A product of A
and B is the universal morphism ( A × B, π) from the diagonal
functor, ∆, to the pair of objects ( A, B), where π = ( π́, π̀) is
the pair of projections π́ : A × B → A and π̀ : A × B → B.
Remarks 44. A universal morphism from every object Z in
C to the functor G : D → C implies an adjoint situation, i.e. a
functor F : C → D forming a pair, denoted F a G, e.g., ∆ a Π:
Z

h1,1i

h f , gi

/ Z×Z

(7)

(Z, Z )

f ×g

! 
A× B

( f , g)

(h f , gi,h f , gi)


( A × B, A × B)

( π́, π̀)

&
/ ( A, B)

F (G) is called the left (right) adjoint of G (F).
Remark 45. Products are instances of limit functors, Lim :
CJ → C forming a general class of adjoints, ∆ a Lim. For
products, J = 2 picks out pairs of objects and morphisms.
Definition 46 (Wedge). A wedge to a functor F : Cop × C → D
¨ consisting of a family
is a dinatural transformation ω : D →F
of D-morphisms {ω A : D → F ( A, A)| A ∈ O(C)} such that for
each f : A → B in C the following diagram commutes:
D
ωB


F (B, B)

ωA

/ F ( A, A)

(8)

F (1 A , f )


/ F ( A, B)

Remark 50. For example 49(b), substitution yields
ωA

E

/ Hom(F A, G A)

ωB

Hom(1 F A ,G f )


Hom(F B, GB)

Hom(F f ,1G B )


/ Hom(F A, GB)

where E identifies with the set of natural transformations, {η},
and ω A with the component, η A ∈ Hom(F A, G A), according
to the naturality condition (see diagram 1).
Theorem 51 (Reconstruction). Let M be a monoid and MSet
the category of M-set representations
for M. (U : MSet → Set
R
is the forgetful functor.) MSet Hom(U−,U−)  M.
Remark 52. This theorem is a category theory version of
Tannakian reconstruction (see NLab, 2014, 2019).
Remark 53. All previous universal constructions are subsumed by a single pair of constructions, defined next, regarded
as a form of constrained optimization.
Definition 54 (Kan extension). Let X : A → C and F : A → B
be functors. The (right) Kan extension of X along F is a
pair (R,  ) consisting of a functor R : B → C and a natural
.
transformation  : RF → X such that for any functor M : B →
.
C and natural transformation µ : M F → X there exists a unique
.
natural transformation δ F : M → R such that µ =  ◦ δ F , as
indicated by the right commutative diagram:
η

X
ν

/ LF
γF

µ

δF


RF

Examples 49 (Hom-set). Object and morphism relations are
determined by hom-functors: e.g., Hom( A, −) : C → Set sends
each object B to the set of morphisms Hom( A, B) and each
morphism f to composition operation ( f ◦) : g 7→ f ◦ g. A
set of natural transformations between a pair of functors is
(re)constructed from the end of a hom-functor.
R
a. C Hom(−, −)  Nat(1C, 1C ).
R
b. C Hom(F−, G−)  Nat(F, G).
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/X

(11)
Lim(Π)

∆

Remark 48. An end is a universal wedge.

!


Dually, the left Kan extension of X along F is the pair (L, η)
given by the left commutative diagram (above).
Example 55 (Limits). Limits of type (shape) J obtain as the
left Kan extension of the identity functor along the diagonal
functor (∆) yielding the limit functor (Lim):
J
C
>

Definition 47 (End). The end of a functor F :
→D
is a pair (E, ω) consisting of an object E in D and a wedge
¨ such that for every wedge β : Z →F
¨ there exists a
ω : D →F
unique morphism
u : Z → E such
R that β = ω ◦ u. Object E is
R
also denoted A∈C F ( A, A), or C F.

(10)

MF

! 
NF

F ( f ,1 B )

Cop × C

(9)

C

1

/C

For pairs (J = 2), the left Kan extension along the diagonal
yields the product functor, Π : ( A, B) 7→ A × B. Compare
diagram 10 with diagram 7. All adjoints extend this way.
Remark 56. Kan extensions can be regarded as constrained
optimization: e.g., the optimal extension (Π) that recovers the
original functor (1) given the constraints (∆).
Example 57 (Ends). Ends obtain as the left Kan extension of
the identity along the hom functor (in theorem 51):
(12)

P
Set
<
Hom

Set

End

1

"
/ Set,

P = MSetop × MSet. For M = 1, replace MSet with 1Set.
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Abstract

2003; Shepard, 1987). Gradients with this shape are typically
interpreted as generalization based on physical similarity to
the trained CS+ (see the “similarity” gradient in Figure 1).

After learning that one stimulus predicts an outcome (e.g., an
aqua-colored rectangle leads to shock) and a very similar
stimulus predicts no outcome (e.g., a slightly greener rectangle
leads to no shock), some participants generalize the predictive
relationship on the basis of physical similarity to the predictive
stimulus, while others generalize on the basis of the relational
difference between the two stimuli (e.g., “higher likelihood of
shock for bluer stimuli”). To date, these individual differences
in generalization rules have remained unexplored in associative
learning. Here, we present evidence that a given individual
simultaneously entertains belief in both “similarity” and
“relational” rules, and generalizes using a mixture of these
strategies. Using a “mixture of experts” modelling framework
constrained by participants self-reported rule beliefs, we show
that considering multiple rules predicts generalization
gradients better than a single rule, and that generalization
behavior is better described as switching between, rather than
averaging over, different rules.
Keywords: generalization; associative learning; rules; mixture
of experts models; peak shift

Introduction
Pavlov (1927) noted that after conditioning where a
conditioned stimulus (CS) was repeatedly paired with an
outcome (+), conditioned responses were emitted not only to
the trained CS+, but also to other stimuli sharing properties
with the CS+. This ability to generalize learning to novel
situations and stimuli is fundamental to human and nonhuman animal behavior. Understanding the theoretical
processes behind generalization is therefore important to
explain how behaviors can be adaptive or sometimes also
maladaptive (overgeneralization of fear or threat; see Lissek,
2012).
In associative learning, a typical generalization experiment
consists of an initial training phase where a visual CS+ (e.g.,
an aqua-colored rectangle presented on a screen) is paired
with an outcome (e.g., electric shock). Participants are then
presented with generalization stimuli (GS) varying along a
continuous stimulus dimension (e.g., hue, size) and the
amount of responding (e.g., conditioned physiological
responses or explicit predictive ratings of the outcome) is
measured. Plotting these responses along the dimension
produces a generalization gradient. The typical form of the
gradient after training with a single CS+ is symmetrical,
peaked, and roughly Gaussian in shape (Ghirlanda & Enquist,
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Figure 1: Idealized similarity-based, relational-based, and
peak-shifted generalization gradients following differential
training with an aqua (bluey-green) CS+ and slightly
greener CS-. Note that the peak-shifted gradient is the
average of the similarity and relational gradients.
A generalization phenomenon that has received a
considerable amount of attention in the conditioning
literature is the peak shift effect (Hanson, 1959; see Purtle,
1973 for a review). Peak shift describes a phenomenon where
responding is maximal at a novel stimulus, rather than at the
CS+ encountered during training, which would be expected
under similarity-based responding. Peak shift is obtained
using differential training with a CS+ and CS- that differ
slightly within a dimension (e.g., the CS+ is slightly bluer
than the CS-), and can be inferred if the gradient peak shifts
to a novel stimulus on the opposite side of the CS+ to the CS(see the peak shift gradient in Figure 1). Although appearing
to be evidence of relational responding, associative models
predict peak shift as arising from the interaction between
excitation from the CS+ and inhibition from the CS- (e.g.,
Blough, 1975; Ghirlanda & Enquist, 1998; McLaren &

Mackintosh, 2002). Therefore, demonstrations of peak shift
in humans are often explained in associative terms (e.g., Lee
& Livesey, 2018; Livesey & McLaren, 2009; Wills &
Mackintosh, 1998).
A recent study from our lab (Lee et al., 2018), however,
suggests a different explanation - that peak shift might instead
be explained by individual differences in self-generated
hypotheses about how the learned association generalizes
along the dimension (i.e., participants’ generalization rules).
Note that we use the term “rule” to describe these explicit
generalization strategies, but are agnostic as to whether they
are generated by different mechanisms (see Pothos, 2005).
Lee et al. showed that after differential training, there were
two major rules reported by participants. Some participants
reported generalizing on the basis of the physical similarity
to the CS+ (similarity subgroup) whereas others reported
generalizing on the basis of the relational difference between
the CS+ and CS- (e.g., “bluer than”; relational subgroup).
The form of the generalization gradients was consistent with
these self-reported rules, with a monotonically increasing
linear/sigmoidal gradient shown in the relational subgroup,
and a peaked, symmetrical gradient shown in the similarity
subgroup (see Figure 1 for idealized gradients). Critically,
these distinct gradients formed a peak-shifted gradient when
averaged (Figure 1), demonstrating that at the aggregate, a
peak shift effect in humans can be explained through
mixtures of generalization rules between participants.
The mixture-of-rules explanation presented by Lee et al.
(2018) assumes that each participant derives and uses a single
rule. This account can explain a peak-shifted gradient
displayed at the aggregate-level, but it cannot account for
peak shift displayed at the level of a subgroup where all
participants have reported the same rule. Indeed, in both
experiments of Lee et al., the gradient in the similarity
subgroup was numerically (but not significantly) peakshifted, suggesting that a similar mixture of similarity and
relational learning might be occurring within a subgroup or
even within an individual. This idea is supported by evidence
that individuals can show both similarity- and rule-based
generalization when learning patterning discriminations
(Shanks & Darby, 1998), categories (Nosofsky & Palmeri,
1998; Little & McDaniel, 2015; Thibault et al., 2018), and
continuous functions (DeLosh et al., 1997). The aim of the
current study was to test the premise that participants use
multiple rules in associative generalization and extend the
mixture-of-rules explanation of generalization proposed by
Lee et al. (2018) to a formal model. Specifically, we asked:
1. Do participants entertain belief in multiple
generalization rules during differential training?
2. Does consideration of multiple rules predict
generalization better than a single rule?
3. How do the rules combine to determine
generalization performance?
To answer these questions, we report data from an
experiment and compare three “mixture of experts” models –
a single expert model, an averaging model, and a choice
model – in their ability to predict the empirical gradients.
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Experiment
In this experiment, we presented participants with standard
differential training using the same stimulus dimension
(colored shapes varying between green-blue) as Lee et al.
(2018).

Method
Participants 100 Mechanical Turk workers (34 female, M
age = 34.2, SD age = 9.7) participated in exchange for
payment (USD$2 for a 12 minute task). Workers had to have
completed 500 Human Intelligence Tasks and have an
approval rate > 90% in order to be eligible for the task.
Procedure Participants completed an online computer task
where their task was to predict whether a machine would give
a hypothetical “Mr. X” electric shocks (no actual shocks were
administered). Participants were told that different symbols
would appear on the machine, and that they should use those
symbols to predict whether a shock would be delivered.
The stimuli were 11 colored rectangles (S1-S11) varying
between green and blue (.4 and .6 hue on the HSB scale,
keeping saturation and brightness constant at 1 and .75
respectively, see Figure 2).

Figure 2: Stimuli presented in the experiment for a
participant allocated to the green-blue counterbalancing
condition.
All participants received differential training where the
CS+ was the midpoint (S6) on the green-blue dimension and
the CS- (S4) was either slightly greener or slightly bluer than
the CS+ (counterbalanced; see Figure 2). The CS+ was
followed by the outcome 75% of the time and the CS- was
never followed by the outcome. Participants received 12 CS+
and 12 CS- trials randomized in 3 blocks of 4 trials of each.
The first CS+ trial of each block was always followed by the
outcome.
On each trial, participants were presented with a symbol in
the middle of the screen and asked to make a prediction about
the outcome for Mr. X. They were told to press the L key if
they predicted a shock, or press the A key if they predicted
no shock. After making a response, participants were shown
feedback about the actual outcome (shock or no shock) for 5s
alongside the stimulus, followed by a blank 2s inter-trialinterval (ITI).
After the training phase, participants were told that for the
following phase they would not be receiving feedback about
the shock outcome. Each of the 11 test stimuli were presented
once, in randomized order. On each trial, participants were
presented with the symbol and asked “What is the likelihood
of this symbol leading to a SHOCK?”. Participants made a
rating on a visual analogue scale ranging from “Definitely
NO SHOCK” to “Definitely SHOCK”. Participants clicked

“Continue” once they were finished making their rating. All
test ratings ranged between 0-100.
To assess the rules participants generated, they were first
presented with a 3 alternative forced-choice (3AFC) question
and asked to select the option they thought was most true.
Participants chose from three options: a similarity rule (“The
more SIMILAR the symbol to an AQUA (greeny-blue) color,
the HIGHER the likelihood of shock”), and two relational
rules (“The GREENER/BLUER the symbol, the HIGHER
the likelihood of shock”). One of the relational rules was
consistent, and the other was inconsistent, with the training
contingencies. We have previously shown that these 3
options are sufficient to capture the range of rules reported in
a free-response question after differential training (Lee et al.,
2018).
Participants then rated their degree of belief in the same
three rules. The rules appeared on the same screen with a
rating scale below each ranging from “Definitely FALSE” to
“Definitely TRUE” (0-100). Each rating was independent of
the others. Participants were required to make all three ratings
before continuing.

forced-choice question. Despite a negative correlation
between relational and similarity beliefs, r = -.473, t(76) =
4.68, p < .001, it seems that many participants hold some
level of belief in relational and similarity generalization rules
following differential training.
Participants’ responses on the initial forced-choice
question were consistent with their subsequent belief ratings.
Participants who chose the similarity option gave higher
belief ratings to the similarity (M=84.8, SE=2.8) than to the
relational (M=49.0, SE=3.7) and inconsistent relational
(M=24.0, SE=4.1) rules, and those who chose the relational
option gave higher ratings to the relational (M=79.5, SE=3.7)
than to the similarity (M=50.2, SE=5.4) and inconsistent
relational (M=23.8, SE=4.7) rules.

Results
Participants were excluded from analysis if they did not pass
the training criterion (accuracy > 50% in last block of
training) or if they indicated that they were colorblind. We
also excluded participants who chose the relational rule stated
in the opposite direction to the training contingencies. After
exclusions, 78 participants remained.
Figure 3a shows acquisition over training trials, and Figure
3b shows the overall generalization gradient. Note that the
mean gradient is slightly peak-shifted, with the highest
predictions of the outcome for the stimulus adjacent to the
CS+. For brevity, we will not report any analyses for the
training data nor the group-level gradient.

Figure 4: Scatterplot of rule beliefs. Color/shape represent
whether participants chose relational (blue squares) or
similarity (aqua crosses) in the forced-choice question. The
grey dotted line represents equal belief for both rules.

Modelling

Figure 3: a) Acquisition over training trials, b) Mean
generalization gradient
Figure 4 shows the joint distribution of rule beliefs scaled
to range between 0-1. Note that we coded relational belief as
the belief rating given to the rule that was in the consistent
direction (greener/bluer) with each participants’ training
contingencies. From the figure, it is clear that the majority of
participants have a moderate-to-high degree of belief in both
similarity and relational rules, and that generally, participants
gave higher belief ratings to the rule that they selected in the
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The critical questions are whether participants use multiple
rules in generalization, and if so, how? To answer these
questions, we adopted a “mixture-of-experts” modelling
framework, similar to the Population of Linear Experts
Model (POLE) in function learning (Kalish et al., 2004). This
framework conceptualizes generalization as the result of
multiple underlying experts, which are hypothetical learners
generalizing in a specific way. For the current differential
training procedure, we assumed the existence of three
experts:
1. A similarity expert, that generalizes according to a
Gaussian function (with 3 parameters: 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛,
𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑 𝑑𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛, and ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡), weighted by 𝑆
2. A relational expert, that generalizes according to a
logistic function (with 3 parameters: 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛,
𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒, and 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚), weighted by 𝑅

3.

A guessing expert, that responds at the midpoint of
the scale (50), weighted by 𝐺
The inclusion of the guessing expert was to ensure that for
participants who gave relational and similarity beliefs in
similar ratios, the model treated participants with higher
degrees of belief (low guessing parameter) differently to
participants with lower degrees of belief (high guessing
parameter).
The degree to which each expert influences behavior is
determined by the relative weights of 𝑆, 𝑅, and 𝐺. For
example, a weight of 1 for 𝑅 would mean that behavior is
driven entirely by the relational expert, and would follow a
logistic function. A key point of departure from the POLE
model (Kalish et al., 2004) is that we used participants’
empirical beliefs in each rule (scaled to range between 0-1)
to determine the weights of the similarity and relational
experts. For the guessing expert, we calculated the weight
for each participant using the equation:

A strength of the model is that it estimates the parameters
of the underlying Gaussian and logistic functions (mean, SD,
height, location, scale, maximum). We implemented the
model in a hierarchical Bayesian framework, estimating
subject-level and group-level parameters and thus enabling
us to capture individual differences in the underlying expert
functions.
We compared three different models:
1) A single expert model: assumes that participants
respond according to a single expert (the similarity or
relational experts were given a weight of 1, using
responses on the forced-choice question)
2) An averaging model: assumes that participants
respond according to the weighted average of the
relational, similarity, and guessing experts
3) A choice model: assumes that responding on each trial
is determined by a probabilistic choice (using the
weights) between the three experts
We assumed that the 6 key group-level parameters were
drawn from Gaussian (normal) distributions (see Table 1).
We calibrated the priors by dividing the data into halves
(based on odd/even subject numbers) and fitting the first half
of the data using non-hierarchical versions of each model
with uniform priors for the 6 expert function parameters
(mean, standard deviation, height, location, scale,
maximum). For each parameter, we used the mean and
standard deviation of the posterior distributions as the mean
and standard deviations of the Gaussian priors to fit the
second half of the data (see Table 1 for the values used for
the Gaussian priors).
We used the “rstan” package (Stan development team,
2018) to fit the models and computed WAICs (Widely
Available or Watanabe-Akaike Information Criterion;
Watanabe, 2010) using the “loo” package (Vehtari et al.,
2017) to perform model comparison. WAIC is a Bayesian
measure of predictive accuracy that accounts for model
complexity, and is preferable to other criteria as it considers
the whole posterior (Gelman et al., 2014). This was important
as the choice model has more flexibility than the other two
models. Since the majority of participants reported some
degree of belief in both relational and similarity rules, the
choice model can sample from three different experts (albeit
probabilistically, and constrained by the empirical weights)
and therefore potentially provide a closer fit to the data.

𝐺 = (1 − 𝑆)(1 − 𝑅)
The weights were normalized so that they added to 1 by
dividing each weight by the sum of the three weights. The
expert weights were calculated for each participant and
entered into the models as fixed parameters.
We chose a Gaussian function for the similarity expert as
it captures the shape of generalization gradients in animals
and humans (Ghirlanda & Enquist, 2003; Shepard, 1987).
The Gaussian function has three parameters: the 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛,
which is the location along the dimension where the gradient
peaks, the standard deviation (𝑆𝐷), which controls the width
of the gradient, and the ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 of the gradient, which is the
height of the peak. The Gaussian function is given by:
𝑦 = ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 ∗ 𝑒

(>?@ABC)D
EFG D

We chose a logistic function for the relational expert as
many instances of relational-based generalization follow a
sigmoidal shape (e.g., Lee et al., 2018; Livesey & McLaren,
2009). The logistic function also has three parameters: the
location (𝑙𝑜𝑐), which is the location of the midpoint, the
𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒, which controls the steepness of the curve, and the
maximum (𝑚𝑎𝑥), which is the maximum height of the curve.
The logistic function is given by:
𝑦=

𝑚𝑎𝑥
1+

𝑒 ?IJBKA(>?KLJ)

Table 1: Group-level parameters for the similarity (Gaussian: Mean, SD, Height) and relational (logistic: location, scale,
maximum) expert functions. The prior values were obtained from fitting the first half of the data with uniform priors, and the
posterior values were obtained from fitting the second half of the data using the calibrated priors.
Model
Single expert
Averaging
Choice

M
.19
.13
.16

SD
.29
.35
.29

Ht
74.7
58.7
67.1

Prior
Loc
-.11
-.08
-.10

Scale
7.1
38.8
34.2

Max
81.5
88.2
81.7
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M
.19
.13
.16

SD
.29
.34
.29

Posterior
Ht
Loc
75.4
-.11
63.6
-.08
69.1
-.10

Scale
7.3
46.8
47.8

Max
81.7
89.6
83.5

Figure 5 shows the posterior predictives for each of the
three models for a selected participant who responded
“relational” in the forced-choice question and reported .66
belief for the similarity rule and .92 belief for the relational
rule. It is clear that the choice model provides the best fit to
the data, presumably for the reason stated above (greater
flexibility). The averaging model does a moderately good
job, but it is apparent that the single expert model is
constrained to generalize exclusively according to a Gaussian
or logistic function (logistic in this case), and thus provides
the worst fit of the three candidate models.

Figure 5: An empirical gradient (solid black line) and
posterior predictives (overlaid red points) from each model.
This participant was assigned weights S=.41, R=.57, G=.02.

A mixture of experts

Using the calibrated priors, the best model (lowest WAIC)
was the choice model, followed by the averaging model, and
then the single expert model (see Table 2). These results
suggest that the choice model best fit the individual gradients,
and that consideration of multiple rules better accounted for
generalization performance than consideration of a single
rule, even after accounting for differences in model
complexity.
Table 2: WAIC and standard error for each model using
calibrated priors.
Model
Single expert
Averaging
Choice

WAIC
4064.5
3833.3
2859.4

models in their ability to fit the individual gradients. The first
was a single expert model, which assumed that each
participant only used a single rule (and therefore only one
expert was active for a given participant). A further two
models considered the possibility that a given subject would
be using multiple rules–one model assumed that performance
was the weighted average between experts (averaging model)
and the other assumed that performance was the result of a
probabilistic choice between experts on each trial.
After accounting for model complexity, both models that
considered multiple rules (averaging and choice) were more
accurate in predicting individual generalization gradients
than a model that assumed each participant only used a single
rule. Importantly, we also found that a model where
generalization was determined by a probabilistic choice
between the experts was preferred over a model where
generalization resulted from the weighted average between
experts. This implies that although individuals may favor one
rule over another overall, they switch flexibly between rules
from trial to trial. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first attempt to model individual differences and multiple rule
use in associative generalization.

SE
127.0
77.2
227.8

General Discussion
Following differential training with an aqua rectangle as the
CS+ and a slightly greener or bluer rectangle as the CS-,
participants reported simultaneous belief in both similarity
and relational rules. That is, they believed that the likelihood
of the outcome increased according to the physical similarity
to the CS+ (similarity rule), but also according to the
relational difference between the CS+ and CS- (greener/bluer
than). Although beliefs along these dimensions were
negatively correlated, participants did seem to believe in two
rules that were mutually contradictory for parts of the
stimulus space.
To test whether participants used both of these rules when
generalizing, we compared three different mixture of experts
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Rule- and similarity-based generalization have generally
been treated as theoretically distinct in associative learning
(e.g., Shanks & Darby, 1998) and other cognitive domains
(e.g., Pothos, 2005). In contrast, our mixture of experts model
integrates relational and similarity-based generalization into
a single theoretical framework. In this way, it is similar in
philosophy to recent hybrid and rational models that assume
joint contribution of rules and similarity in other types of
learning (category learning: Schlegelmilch et al., 2020,
function learning: DeLosh et al., 1997; Griffiths et al., 2008;
Lucas et al., 2015).
The modelling results support the idea that individual
participants use multiple rules in their generalization. At face
value, it may be surprising that individuals entertained belief
in mutually contradictory rules. Although counterintuitive,
these results are consistent with knowledge partitioning, the
notion that people are capable of representing pieces of
contradictory knowledge in separate parcels (Kalish et al.,
2004). When this occurs, studies show that participants
alternate in their responding, similar to our participants
switching between rules across test trials.
One area in which knowledge partitioning occurs is in
function learning, which involves learning the function
relating a continuous outcome (y) to a continuous input (x).
The major difference between function learning and
generalization in associative learning is that in function
learning participants are making predictions about a
continuous output (y), while in associative learning the
outcome is binary (present or absent), but the dependent
measures of learning are often continuous (e.g., predictive
ratings, physiological response level). Interestingly, when
participants observe inputs and outcomes consistent with
multiple linear functions, their behavior appears to be

multimodal, suggesting that they sample from multiple
possible functions (see also León-Villagrá et al., 2019). This
idea is captured by the POLE model (Kalish et al., 2004),
which posits multiple linear experts that accrue weights over
training. The current model differs from POLE in that we
only had 3 experts, the experts generalized in qualitatively
different ways, and we weighted the experts empirically (i.e.,
based on participants’ own responses). In this way, our model
ties the hypothetical experts to participants’ explicit beliefs.
In a similar task, Konolova and Le Mens (2018)
administered a feature inference task where participants were
asked to predict the level of a hormone (Protropin, y) based
on the level of another hormone (Rexin, x). Critically, the
levels of Rexin were predictive of category membership (the
samples belonged to either rats or mice), and category
membership was a reliable indicator of the levels of
Protropin. Konolova and Le Mens found that when
categorization based on Rexin levels was uncertain,
participants showed bimodal responding, producing answers
for each category in proportion to the likelihood of each
category. Our results are thus consistent with the existing
literature on knowledge partitioning in showing that when
participants have multiple hypotheses about how a property
should generalize, they switch between hypotheses–rather
than averaging their implied responses–when making
predictive judgements.

Implications for peak shift
Peak shift is known to be parameter-dependent in animals
(Purtle, 1973) and is only inconsistently found in humans
(e.g., Lee et al., 2018; Lovibond et al., 2020). Although this
may be partly due to the statistical methods employed to
measure peak shift (see Lee et al., 2021), the current study
presents an additional reason for its elusiveness in humans. If
participants sample from relational and similarity rules when
generalizing, then this might result in very few individuals
showing a peak shift. Whether a peak shift is detected at the
aggregate level will be dependent on the exact shape of the
similarity and relational functions, as well as the degree to
which participants believe in each rule, which will vary from
experiment to experiment. Sampling from multiple rules also
provides one reason why generalization gradients in humans
exhibit a high degree of variability from individual to
individual (Lee et al., 2021) even in subgroups of participants
who report the same generalization rule. Similar to our
previous work (Lee et al., 2018), the current results highlight
how analysis of aggregate gradients can be misleading when
participants derive multiple, qualitatively distinct hypotheses
about how to generalize.

Conclusion
In this study we have provided evidence that participants
derive and use multiple rules when generalizing learned
associations, and that participants are more likely to integrate
the rules by sampling between them on a particular trial rather
than averaging. Generalization in associative learning thus
appears to exhibit similar characteristics to that in other
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cognitive domains. In particular, the results suggest that
mixture of experts models and sampling effects are relevant
to a wide variety of inductive phenomena. Formal modelling
of individual differences and explicit rules and hypotheses
may help to better understand associative generalization in
humans.
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Abstract
Current models of cognitive control address selection among
tasks in terms of a cost-benefit tradeoff. Importantly, they usually assume a fixed level of competence for each candidate task
when estimating its value. However, performing a task can improve competence through learning, which should be factored
into estimates of future value. Here, we consider an extension
of the Expected Value of Control (EVC) theory that includes
such estimates. We demonstrate that control allocation is a
function of task learnability, and show the use of this model
by generating novel predictions in cognitive effort discounting
tasks. We argue that the value of learning in control allocation may account for the seemingly paradoxical finding that
sometimes participants prefer more difficult (i.e. costly) tasks,
and discuss how the model can be leveraged to further our understanding of human decision making and cognitive impairments.
Keywords: learning; decision making; cognitive control; expected value of control theory

Introduction
To achieve long-term goals, humans must constantly adapt
their information processing toward relevant tasks. Cognitive
control specifies the collection of mechanisms enabling such
flexible reconfiguration. A growing number of theories suggest that exerting cognitive control is associated with a cost,
and that participants consider this cost when deciding how
much control to allocate among tasks (Kool & Botvinick,
2018; Kurzban, Duckworth, Kable, & Myers, 2013; Shenhav, Botvinick, & Cohen, 2013). Such theories successfully
explain human behavior in cognitive studies in which participants are asked to choose between tasks of different cognitive
demand (Kool, McGuire, Rosen, & Botvinick, 2010). For instance, in the Cognitive Effort Discounting (COGED) Task,
participants deciding between an easy task for a low reward
and a difficult task for a higher reward often select the easier
task, even if it means forgoing a higher reward (Westbrook &
Braver, 2015).
In contrast to this proposition, there is mounting evidence
that participants sometimes prefer more over less controldemanding tasks despite equal rewards (Cacioppo & Petty,
1982). This “paradox of effort” has led researchers to suggest that exerting cognitive control is intrinsically valuable
(Inzlicht, Shenhav, & Olivola, 2018). Yet theories of control
allocation lack a normative rationale for an intrinsic value of
control, other than the prospect of immediate rewards.
In some situations, this paradox may be a result of the value
of learning. Consider the following dilemma. A student must
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decide whether to continue typing with their index fingers,
or to learn to type properly. The meta-decision to learn to
type must take into account the predicted future benefits of
typing properly because the student must incur the cost of a
loss of productivity while learning. In a situation such as this,
not only would the student have to choose the more effortful
task, but doing so would lead to fewer present rewards than
applying the far easier policy of “hunting and pecking.” This
dilemma was recently explored in rats and simulated agents,
and both rats and agents choose the more effortful and less
presently rewarding task of learning in order to improve future rewards (Ması́s, Chapman, Rhee, Cox, & Saxe, 2020).
These results suggest that in some situations, the application
of cognitive control in the absence of obvious immediate rewards might be explained by the future discounted value of
learning. Nonetheless, little attention has been given to the
link between control allocation and the value of learning.1
Here, we extend a rational model of control allocation,
the Expected Value of Control (EVC) theory (Shenhav et al.,
2013), to account for the future value of learning. In former
computational implementations, EVC theory has only taken
into account instantaneous expected reward from control allocation (Musslick, Shenhav, Botvinick, & Cohen, 2015; Musslick, Cohen, & Shenhav, 2019). However, the theory can
be extended to account for the future value of learning, that
may be an important but as yet under-addressed component
that contributes to the intrinsic value of effort. We demonstrate that taking into account learning during control allocation can lead agents to accrue higher amounts of rewards
with less control over the longer term. Further, we derive
predictions from this model that can be tested in an extended
version of the COGED task. Finally, we discuss how insights
from this study help to close current gaps between empirical phenomena and existing models of control allocation, and
discuss their role in furthering a comprehensive understanding of cognition.

Learning Expected Value of Control Theory
The Learning Expected Value of Control (LEVC) theory is an
extension of the Expected Value of Control (EVC) theory that
accounts for the value of learning when allocating cognitive
control (Shenhav et al., 2013). We will first describe EVC
1 See Sagiv, Musslick, Niv, and Cohen (2020) & Ravi, Musslick,
Hamin, Willke, and Cohen (2020) for related work on the tradeoff
between learning efficiency and multitasking ability.
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For example, when an agent is performing a task that it can
get correct or incorrect and only correct is rewarded, the expected payoff would be written as follows:
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The expected payoff is a function of the probability of certain outcomes given a particular control signal and agent state
multiplied by the value associated with those outcomes:
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frequently modeled as a monotonic function of the control
signal, is a reflection of the inherent cost of control (Kool et
al., 2010). Here, we model it as an exponential function of
the control signal and a cost parameter c:
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Figure 1: The value of learning as a determinant of control
allocation. (a) Two theoretical tasks, one linearly learnable,
and the other static. (b) Accuracy is a function of both automaticity and control signal. Higher automaticities result in
equal accuracies for less control. (c) The instantaneous EVC
is the difference between the payoff and cost across feasible
control signals. The optimal control signal corresponds to
the maximum of the EVC curve. (d) Increasing automaticity
leads to higher instantaneous EVCs. (e) Computing an instantaneous ’greedy’ EVC and a future discounted ’learning’
EVC leads to different EVCs and optimal control signals, in
this example flipping which task has a higher EVC.

theory followed by the LEVC extension.

EVC Theory
In EVC theory, an agent chooses how much cognitive control
to exert and where to allocate it based on the expected value
of that control (Shenhav et al., 2013). The EVC, calculated
for every feasible control signal and agent state, is the difference between the expected payoff and cost of control for that
particular combination of state and control signal:
EVC(signal, state) =
E[Payoff(signal, state)] − Cost(signal) (1)
An agent’s state can encompass many aspects, such as the
particular task being considered, its difficulty, and the agent’s
(evolving) ability to perform that task (the focus of LEVC
theory). Control signal refers to the amount of control allocated, ranging from nearly none (watching television) to substantial (solving a complex equation). The cost of control,
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The Value function for a particular outcome has two elements,
an immediate reward R0 associated with the outcome, and a
discounted future expected value with the outcome as the new
state:
Value(outcome) = R0 (outcome)+
γ · maxi [EVC(signali , outcome)] (4)
The discounted future expected value is defined recursively
as the maximum EVC across all feasible control signals with
the outcome as the new state times a discount factor γ ranging
from 0 to 1, where 1 means there is no discounting, and 0
means the future is fully discounted.
Once the EVC is computed for all feasible control signals
for a particular state, the optimal control signal, signal∗ , is determined by finding the maximum EVC and its corresponding
control signal:
signal∗ ← maxi [EVC(signali , state)]

(5)

Despite the two elements of the Value function (Eq. 4), previous computational implementations of EVC theory have ignored the discounted future expected value, and only considered immediate reward when computing value (Musslick et
al., 2019). This ‘greedy’ EVC greatly simplifies the EVC calculation, eliminating its recursiveness, and is preferable when
there are no predictable changes in the agent’s state in the future. However, it fails to account for the value of learning.

LEVC Theory
The LEVC theory determines how control allocation should
change when an agent’s ability can improve over time. We
define an agent’s ability in a particular task as its automaticity. Automaticity improves through learning as a function of
experience. Some tasks are learnable, and some tasks are not

automaticityL = αL · ntrials L + automaticity0L
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where automaticity0L is the agent’s initial ability at the task,
and αL is its learning rate.
An agent’s automaticity in turn determines its accuracy visà-vis control signal intensity (Fig. 1b). For example, a skilled
pianist may allocate less control for a perfect performance,
while an intermediate player will require much more control
for a similar performance. Many functions could be used to
model this relationship. We use the following sigmoid:
accuracy =

a

value

learnable (Fig. 1a). Here, to reduce computational complexity, we have assumed that automaticity on a particular task L
increases linearly with experience:
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where rate = automaticity/difficulty of the task, and bias =
bad j /rate, where bad j is a free parameter chosen based on the
range of control signals used to keep the resulting sigmoids
within a comparable range.
To calculate the instantaneous greedy EVC, an accuracy
function will be multiplied by the corresponding reward for
the current state minus the control cost (Fig. 1c). Different
automaticities lead to different EVCs (Fig. 1d).
However, as stated previously (Eq. 6), automaticity can
only be increased with experience, which means the agent
must choose to perform the task in order to improve on it and
later reap the benefits of that improvement. This is where it
becomes important to consider the discounted future expected
value term in the Value function (Eq. 4). Notably, the value
of learning results directly from the discounted future reward
obtained from task practice. In this way, the LEVC model attributes the intrinsic value of learning to predicted discounted
future reward from learning, without relying on the assumption that learning is inherently valuable in and of itself.
If we compute the greedy EVC on trial 1 for two tasks, one
learnable (solid cyan) and one static (solid red), then the static
task will yield a greater EVC and the agent will choose to perform that task. If we compute the LEVC for the same tasks,
learnable (dotted cyan) and static (dotted red), the agent will
instead choose the learnable task (Fig. 1e). Having chosen
this task, the agent’s automaticity will increase, and on subsequent trials less control will yield equal or greater reward.

LEVC Process Model
Having set up the LEVC optimization problem, we must determine how the agent will make its choices. The recursive
nature of the LEVC means that the EVC value of a particular
task on a given trial depends both on its previous choices, and
on all future possible choices. In this first presentation of the
LEVC, we have opted for dense computation of these values
for a limited number of trials, and assume that the agent has
access to these values when making decisions. Dense computation reveals a normative path under the parameters chosen. Future implementations will incorporate EVC approx-
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Figure 2: Learning expected value of control process
model. (a) An agent compares the maximum EVC of all
available trajectories on trial 1 of a 6-trial task. Half of these
trajectories begin with a static task S, the other half with a
learnable task L. The agent selects the task leading the trajectory with the highest maximum EVC and its corresponding
optimal control signal. This process is repeated until the end
of the task. (b) EVC curves for all 26 = 64 possible trajectories on trial 1, colored by whether they begin with task L or
S. The curve with the highest EVC for each initial task is indicated with a darker shade. On trial 2, there are now 25 = 32
possible trajectories and the agent picks the task and optimal
control intensity corresponding to the one with the highest
maximum EVC. By trial 6, only 21 = 2 trajectories are left.

imations that are less computationally expensive and more
biologically plausible.
We assume an agent can choose between a learnable task
(L), and a static task (S) for a length of n trials. When there
are six trials and two choices per trial, there are 26 = 64 possible trajectories on the first trial. Half of these trajectories
correspond to an initial choice of task L, and the other half
to an initial choice of task S. The agent computes the maximum EVC among the 64 possible trajectories, and chooses
the initial task (L) and corresponding optimal control signal
of the best trajectory (Fig. 2a-b, trial 1). On the second trial,
the agent repeats this process, but because the agent has chosen task L already, it only has 25 = 32 possible trajectories
available, all of which include an initial choice of task L (Fig.
2a-b, trial 2). The agent repeats this process until the last trial,
when there are only 2 remaining possible trajectories, making
a final choice of task L or S. This procedure will culminate in
the optimal task and control signal choice trajectory for the
given parameters.
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LEVC and subsequently drops below the greedy EVC (Fig.
3b). Thus, investing in learning allows an agent to exert less
control for equal or greater rewards.
Notably, the LEVC agent chooses the learnable task despite the fact that its initial instantaneous and total cumulative
rewards are lower than for the greedy EVC agent (Fig. 3c-d).
Considering the entire simulation, choosing the learnable task
is a rational choice, as it leads to substantially higher instantaneous rewards, and to a larger total cumulative reward.
The LEVC provides a normative judgment on the value of
learning depending on the parameters provided. To probe the
value of learning across relevant parameter values, we computed the total cumulative reward for different task time horizons, discount factors and learning rates (Fig. 3e-f). As expected, when the future is fully discounted (γ = 0), the learning rate and horizon are irrelevant to the agent’s task choice,
and it cannot reap the benefits of learning. As the future becomes less discounted (higher γ), the agent begins to benefit
from the value of learning, i.e. the smaller the learning rate
needs to be for the agent to choose the learning task. The stepwise changes in total cumulative reward correspond to the
agent switching from an optimal trajectory of task S always to
one of task L always. An increased horizon exacerbates this
effect, leading to even lower learning rates required for the
same discount factors. The step-wise changes, indicating a
switch in strategy, highlight that an agent’s predicted horizon,
learning rate and discount factor are crucial in determining its
behavior. Notably, these variables can be shaped through suggestion (“95% of participants learned this task”) and task design, and their effects tested empirically. Previous work has
already demonstrated that subjects will choose information
over reward when aware of a longer horizon (Wilson, Geana,
White, Ludvig, & Cohen, 2014).

Cognitive Effort Discounting with Learnable Tasks

Results
Control Allocation as a Function of Learnability
To understand the value of learning and its effects on control
allocation, we simulated a greedy EVC agent (γ = 0), and a
future discounted LEVC agent (γ = 0.9) with otherwise equal
parameters, meaning learning was available in both cases.
The optimal trajectory for the greedy EVC agent (red) is
the choice of the static task S on every trial, whereas the optimal trajectory for the LEVC agent (cyan) is the choice of
the learnable task L on every trial. The maximum EVC is
higher for all trials for the LEVC agent (Fig. 3a). The nonmonotonic shape of the LEVC’s maximum EVC curve is a
result of the EVC value being partially determined by future
discounted rewards. As the agent nears the end of the experiment, there are fewer future rewards to include in its current choices. This observation makes the prediction that if
an agent does not anticipate continuing a task, its expected
value will decrease. This in turn predicts that learning only
has added value when the agent anticipates reaping the value
of that learning in the future.
The optimal control signal trajectory starts higher for the
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The COGED task measures the subjective value of a harder
task relative to an easier baseline task (Westbrook & Braver,
2015). The subjective value is thus a quantification of the
cost of cognitive effort. For example, consider the harder task
pays $10 and is 10% more difficult than the baseline task. The
experimenter raises the reward of the baseline task until the
participant selects the baseline task over the harder task. If the
participant switches to the baseline task when it pays $7, then
the harder task has a subjective value of $7, or 0.7 relative
value units, when it is 10% more difficult.
In order to test predictions of the LEVC theory, we propose and simulate an experiment of cognitive effort discounting with learnable tasks (L-COGED). In the L-COGED task,
a harder but learnable (L) task is pitted against an easier but
static (S) baseline task. In this situation, a subject’s choice
and effort directed towards the learnable task has the potential to generate larger future rewards. Such a setup leads to
the prediction that the learnable task should have a subjective
value above the baseline task, provided the value of learning
can be harvested (considering task horizon, discount factor,
and learning rate, as seen in Fig. 3e-f).

learnability increases the subjective value of a task
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simulation. To simulate the L-COGED task, we modified
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given a lower difficulty than L task (previously equal), and
S & L given equal initial automaticities (previously S was
higher). (a) Subjective value of learnable task across learning rates, (b) task horizons, (c) and discount factors.

Our simulation of the L-COGED task predicts this behavior. We first replicate the dependency of subjective value on
task difficulty, as observed in the regular COGED task with
no learning (Fig. 4a, α = 0; Westbrook and Braver (2015)).
We then show that higher learning rates lead to higher subjective values for the learnable task, above the value of 1 for
certain difficulties (Fig. 4a). We observe the same decay in
subjective value with increasing difficulty, indicating that as
a task becomes more difficult, investing cognitive effort in
learning holds increasingly less value.
Accordingly, a longer horizon and larger consideration
of future value lead to a higher subjective value in the LCOGED simulation (Fig. 4b-c). A participant’s perceived
learning rate, discount factor and horizon can be manipulated
experimentally through suggestion and task design, allowing
us to test these hypotheses. We note, however, that careful
experimental design will be required to dissociate these variables as they produce the same effects. Additionally, these
simulations may begin to provide an answer for the ‘paradox
of effort,’ the aversiveness of boredom, differences in control
allocation related to psychiatric disorders, and the “need for
cognition” (Cacioppo & Petty, 1982; Geana, Wilson, Daw, &
Cohen, 2016; Grahek, Shenhav, Musslick, Krebs, & Koster,
2019; Inzlicht et al., 2018).

Discussion
We presented a theory that normatively links the value of
learning with cognitive control allocation. The LEVC theory
shows that it is advisable for an agent to choose to learn, even
when that choice requires foregoing present rewards. We further provide predictions for the subjective value of learning
that can be tested behaviorally.
Related Work Previous empirical work demonstrated that
rats trade present rewards for faster learning, a decision requiring cognitive control (Ması́s et al., 2020). The authors
show this behavior is normative based on a neural network
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extension of the drift-diffusion model, in which the choice of
threshold is an analog of control allocation, but that lacks a
process model through which an agent allocates control towards learning. The LEVC builds on the empirical and theoretical predictions in this work and provides a normative
framework and process model for how cognitive control is
allocated in order to account for learning.
One recent study concerning control allocation and learning dissected the tradeoff between learning efficiency and
multiprocessing ability (Sagiv et al., 2020). Assuming an
agent will learn, should it use shared or separated representations? Shared representations have been shown to promote
learning efficiency. However, once learned, shared representations can cause two tasks to interfere with one another
when executed simultaneously (Musslick et al., 2016). Sagiv
et al. (2020) showed that, under a wide range of parameter values, ideal agents opt for learning faster using shared
task representations, at the expense of multitasking capability. Our study instead focuses on the question of whether an
agent should choose to learn. Future extensions of the LEVC
could allow agents to split control among tasks. Such a framework would allow a richer exploration of the bilateral mechanisms through which learning generates value: improvement
in automaticity (explored here), and the concomitant reduction in interference, leading to a reduced cost of control. This
framework would also allow examining questions of training
regimes, such as interleaved or blocked learning, which have
been shown to affect learning efficiency (Flesch, Balaguer,
Dekker, Nili, & Summerfield, 2018).
One extension of EVC, the learned-value-of-control
(LVOC) theory, specifies a method through which an agent
can approximate the optimal allocation of control for a particular task environment given previous experience in similar
task environments (Lieder, Shenhav, Musslick, & Griffiths,
2018). This method addresses the formidable computational
complexity of calculating an optimal control signal on the fly.
The LEVC Theory presented here, by contrast, focuses on allocating optimal cognitive control when an agent can improve
at a task through learning. Future work could combine both
extensions of EVC theory (Shenhav et al., 2013), solving the
problem of calculating optimal control on the fly while ensuring that that control reflects learning prospects in the future.
A recent elaboration of the EVC theory posits that people
take into account the efficacy of their cognitive effort when
choosing how to allocate control (Musslick, Cohen, & Shenhav, 2018), and was recently empirically examined (Frömer,
Lin, Dean Wolf, Inzlicht, & Shenhav, 2020). For example,
a game of blackjack with perfect strategy only yields 49:51
odds, so it may not be worth the control required to play the
game perfectly. The role of control efficacy in the EVC is
closely related and complementary to our learning extension,
as learning can be conceptualized as a strategy an agent can
pursue in order to increase its control efficacy.
Intrinsic Value of Learning Whether learning is intrinsically valuable to biological agents is an open question. Neu-

ral data supports the idea that agents may treat information
(a consequence of learning) as a good in itself: a heuristic
for its future discounted reward over the lifetime of the agent.
(Bromberg-Martin & Hikosaka, 2009; Kang et al., 2009; Gottlieb & Oudeyer, 2018). In line with this view, work in reinforcement learning posits that such a value of information
is proportional to how that information can predict future rewards (Behrens, Woolrich, Walton, & Rushworth, 2007). The
LEVC model presented here, however, propounds that the
value of learning can be specified entirely through predicted
discounted future rewards resulting from that learning, without the need for a separate parameter encoding that value.
Because an LEVC agent has access to how its actions might
change its future self, there is no need for an intermediary
“value of information” term. That value is taken into account when estimating future discounted rewards. This framing generates the prediction that learning has added value if
it can be applied in the future (3a). Nonetheless, one could
argue that the intrinsic value of learning (and effort, Inzlicht
et al. (2018)) are in fact directly available to humans: the intractability of computing discounted future rewards may require the system to cache the associated value of learning
into some “intrinsic value”. Such a cached value for learning could be conceived as a prior representing the discounted
future rewards from previous learning experiences.
Learnability One outstanding question is how an agent ascertains a task’s learnability. One possible method is for the
agent to estimate learnability as a function of how predictable
it finds its environment. In curiosity-driven reinforcement
learning, an agent is rewarded for how poorly it predicts its
environment, pushing it towards constant exploration (Burda
et al., 2019). Novelty, however, is not equal to learnability:
a maximally random environment, such as a static-filled TV,
will instigate curiosity but it is inherently unlearnable. Another way an agent could estimate task learnability is through
experience, extrapolating improvements with task practice
into the future (Ravi et al., 2020). Yet another related way
an agent could estimate task learnability is by comparing its
learning rate against an optimal learning rate, analytically
available in some cases (Wilson, Shenhav, Straccia, & Cohen,
2019), and conceivably estimated based on experience. Such
a method could inform the agent not only if a task is learnable, but if it is worthwhile. For instance, some tasks, such as
those requiring data superseding an agent’s processing capacity, remain unlearnable, which would lead to learning rates
far from optimal. This growing body of work suggests that
learnability is knowable, or at least that it can be estimated.
In LEVC, we assume that the agent already has an estimate
of the task learnability, and the question we seek to answer
is how it allocates control once it does. Future work will focus on allowing the LEVC agent to develop that estimate of
learnability based on its interactions with the environment.
Clinical Implications The value of learning may contribute
to the understanding of cognitive impairments in psychiatric
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disorders, as commonly observed in control-demanding scenarios (Grahek et al., 2019). A vast amount of research
in computational psychiatry finds that psychiatric dysfunctions are associated with perturbations in reinforcement learning, such as schizophrenia patients showing selective impairments in reward-driven learning (Waltz, Frank, Robinson, &
Gold, 2007). While perturbations in learning behavior are
amenable to computational analysis, other psychiatric impairments, such as ones associated with deficits in cognitive control, remain less well understood (Millan et al., 2012). EVC
theory offers a possible explanation for the cognitive deficits
of depressive patients in control-demanding tasks, suggesting that depression may be associated with a higher cost of
cognitive control (Grahek et al., 2019). The present study
suggests that these impairments may as well result from a reduced value of learning, linking psychiatric perturbations in
learning with perturbations in effort allocation.
Future Work The learning algorithm described in this article relies on the assumption that the performance of a cognitive agent improves as long as they engage with the task,
irrespective of their actual performance. We adopted this assumption to reduce the computational complexity of computing EVC: future performance is only dependent on the selected task (control identity), not performance (control intensity). However, in realistic settings, biological and simulated
agents are likely to learn as a function of how well they perform on a task (Ması́s et al., 2020). Thus, future implementations of LEVC should explore performance-dependent learning mechanisms. The resulting increase in computational
complexity may require approximating EVC, by, for instance,
learning the optimal control policy based on reinforcement.
This extension would allow, for instance, understanding from
a control point of view the prediction that participants should
seek optimal learning rates, and should otherwise prefer alternative tasks (Wilson et al., 2019).
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Abstract
Audio-visual (AV) associative learning is central to many aspects
of cognitive development and is key in reading acquisition.
Most studies thus far have examined AV associative learning
involving linguistic stimuli. Yet it is of importance to examine
cross-modal learning free of familiarity confounds. We
therefore designed an AV learning paradigm relying on novel,
non-linguistic auditory and visual stimuli, which were both
unfamiliar to participants. On top of AV learning, we collected
performance in reading-related abilities, as well as in more
domain-general skills, in a population of healthy Italianspeaking adults (N=57). By fitting trial-by-trial performance in
our novel learning task, we demonstrate the expected
variability in speed of learning (learning rate) across
participants. We then show that speed of learning in our novel
learning task is positively associated with working memory
and replicate this result in a set of French-speaking participants
(N=32), showing that it holds in another language.
Keywords: audio-visual learning; associative learning; learning
rate; cognitive correlates; working memory; individual
differences

Introduction
Audio-visual associative learning is the process by which
auditory and visual stimuli are linked together through
exposure. This process is central to many aspects of cognitive
development and is particularly crucial for the very initial
steps of reading acquisition. Indeed, pairings between
linguistic sounds (phonemes) and letters or groups of letters
(graphemes) is essential for the successful decoding of print.
Audio-visual (AV) learning abilities are present very early in
the course of development, including in pre-verbal infants
(Friedrich, Wilhelm, Mölle, Born, & Friederici, 2017; Kersey
& Emberson, 2017; Mersad, Kabdebon, & Dehaene-
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Lambertz, 2018). The process by which audio-visual
associations are acquired has been studied extensively in
children, especially in the linguistic domain. Infants’ and
children’ AV learning has been documented in the context of
both simultaneously heard and seen speech (Soto-Faraco,
Calabresi, Navarra, Werker, & Lewkowicz, 2012) and
arbitrary audio-visual pairings (Friedrich et al., 2017).
Studies of the cognitive correlates of AV learning in
children indicate that learning linguistic audio-visual
mappings is positively related to reading-related skills such
as phonological awareness (de Jong, Seveke, & van Veen,
2000; Ehm et al., 2019; Georgiou, Liu, & Xu, 2017; Karipidis
et al., 2017; Lervåg, Bråten, & Hulme, 2009; Litt, de Jong,
van Bergen, & Nation, 2013; Windfuhr & Snowling, 2001)
and rapid automatized naming (Georgiou et al., 2017; Lervåg
et al., 2009). Very few studies in children have looked at the
learning of non-linguistic pairings, such as environmental
sounds and unknown symbols. Among those, Altarelli et al.’s
study (2019) revealed that, in 5-6 years old, phonological
awareness abilities again positively predicted AV learning,
even though the to-be-learnt pairings did not entail any
linguistic information.
As regards adult populations, while examining audiovisual associative learning in the non-linguistic domain is just
as crucial for getting at the core of cross-modal learning free
of familiarity confounds, very few studies have explored the
time course and specificities of learning arbitrary AV
pairings among unfamiliar, nonverbal auditory and visual
stimuli. Barutchu et al. (2020) investigated both linguistic
and non-linguistic audio-visual mapping in adults, allowing

for relatively limited practice (128 trials per condition),
highlighting learning in both cases, yet faster in the linguistic
condition.
Moreover, and to the best of our knowledge, little is known
as regards the cognitive correlates of audio-visual associative
learning in adults. Schmalz and colleagues (2021) examined
the relation between the acquisition of linguistic AV pairings
and reading abilities in German-speaking adults, failing to
uncover one. Xu et al. (2020) studied the link between
linguistic AV associations learning and cognitive
performance in a number of tasks, in Finnish-speaking
participants, finding a correlation only between learning
speed at the scale of training blocks and rapid automatized
naming.
To best address the question of the cognitive abilities that
may be related to AV association learning in adulthood, here
we developed an audio-visual learning paradigm relying on
novel, non-linguistic auditory and visual stimuli, which were
both unfamiliar to participants.
Unlike Schmalz et al. (2021) and Xu et al. (2020), we used
environmental sounds, avoiding any possible interference
from phonological representations of the auditory stimuli as
well as from the possibly unbalanced familiarity of the
auditory versus visual stimuli. Progress in our AV learning
task was analysed on a trial-by-trial basis, allowing us to fit a
fully continuous-time model to the data, thus obtaining a finegrained measure of learning rate for each participant.
Finally, on top of AV learning, we collected performance
in a number of cognitive tasks tapping reading-related,
domain-specific abilities as well as more domain-general
skills. Our analyses are based on two samples: 57 Italianspeaking and 32 French-speaking healthy adults.
As regards our main hypotheses, we predict that the link
between phonological awareness skills and non-linguistic
AV learning, which was evidenced in young children
(Altarelli et al., 2019), will not be found in adults – in line
with the recent findings of Xu et al. (2020) in linguistic AV
learning. In contrast, we expect greater reliance on domaingeneral executive functions such as working memory and
cognitive flexibility, as the learning required in our task
remains cognitively taxing.

French-speaking sample. A total of forty-one Frenchspeaking adult participants participated in the study (23
females, mean age 23 years old). Criteria for inclusion were
the following: (i) no diagnosis of psychological/neurological
disorders; (ii) reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision
and hearing.
In both samples, written informed consent was obtained
prior to participation. The study was approved by the research
ethics committee of the University of Trento (IT) and that of
the University of Geneva (CH), respectively.

Design and materials
Italian-speaking participants were tested individually in one,
1.5 hour-long session. In addition to the novel AV associative
learning task, our battery of tasks comprised assessments of
phonological awareness, rapid automatized naming, auditory
and visual attention, short-term and working-memory skills.
All tasks are presented below.
French-speaking participants were also tested individually.
The battery of tasks was different compared to the one
administered to the Italian-speaking participants, in that it
was restricted to domain-general tasks (see below).
Audio-visual associative learning task. A novel audiovisual associative learning task was created for this study.
The overall goal of the participant was to learn associations
between pairs of auditory stimuli (environmental sounds, 8 in
total) and novel visual symbols (6 in total), as depicted in
Figure 1. The task administered here consisted of three main
parts. In the first part (duration: 3 minutes), participants
familiarized themselves with the auditory stimuli, by
passively listening to each of them, presented one at a time.
All sounds were environmental sounds that are unfamiliar to
the participants yet easily discriminable, as demonstrated in
previous studies using similar stimuli (Seitz, Kim, van
Wassenhove, & Shams, 2007). For the purpose of the audiovisual associative learning task, sounds to be associated with
symbols were paired (total duration: 3850ms) and always
presented as a sequence of two sounds, as illustrated in Fig.
1A.

Methods
Participants
Italian-speaking sample. Seventy-five native Italianspeaking adult participants took part in this behavioral study.
Criteria for inclusion were the following: (i) no diagnosis of
psychological/neurological disorders; (ii) no reading delay in
word, non-word and text reading tasks (-1.5 sd from the
norms); (iii) intelligence within the normal range (cut-off
score ≥ 7) as measured with the WAIS-IV subtest of Matrix
Reasoning (Weschler, 2008), (iv) reported normal or
corrected-to-normal vision and hearing. In total, data from
seventy-two participants were included in the analysis (40
females, mean age 25 years old).
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Figure 1: A. Audio-visual associative learning task: examples
of four of the to-be-learnt audio-visual pairs. B. Each trial
began with the presentation of a pair of auditory stimuli (3850

ms overall) followed by a variable ISI and then three response
options. After the participant’s response, a visual feedback
was presented.
The second part of the task (duration: 5 minutes) consisted
of a symbol familiarization phase in which the 6 symbols,
adapted from the Bamum alphabet and unknown to
participants, were presented in the context of a 1-back task.
The choice of a 1-back task was made in order to ensure that
participants would pay attention to the stimuli throughout.
Participants were required to respond to a stimulus only if it
matched the stimulus that immediately preceded it. Each
symbol was presented for 1 second with a 1 second interstimulus interval. The task comprised 80 trials, with 10 1back repetitions (2 of each symbol). The sequence of symbols
was the same for all participants.
Finally, participants underwent the actual audio-visual
association task for six blocks of five minutes each (see Fig.
1B). Participants were asked to learn the associations
between the pairs of sounds and the symbols presented
before, in a parallel to what learning to read requires. In order
to be learned, half of the audio-visual pairings required the
participants to pay attention to both sounds (difficult trials),
whereas in the other half of the audio-visual pairings, only
the last sound is crucial (easy trials). Each block included
hard and easy trials in a pseudo-randomized order. Following
participants’ response on each trial, feedback was provided,
indicating the correct symbol.
Italian-speaking sample. Reading-related measures.
Phonological awareness (PA) skills were evaluated through a
phoneme deletion task and a phoneme blending task. Lexical
access was tested through a rapid picture naming task (RAN
of objects). In all of these tests, derived from the VALS – the
Italian adaptation of the EVALAD battery (Pech-Georgel &
George, 2011) – two scores are calculated: the accuracy and
the speed with which the subject performs the test.
Domain-general skills. Fluid Intelligence was assessed by
means of the Matrix Reasoning subtest of the WAIS-IV scale
(Weschler, 2008). From the EVALAD battery (Pech-Georgel
& George, 2011), we administered the forward and backward
Digit span tasks, in order to assess participant’s verbal short
term and working memory skills, and a Listening span task
to assess both working memory and resistance to
interference.
An adaptation of the Multiple Object Tracking task (MOT Pylyshyn & Storm, 1998) was used to evaluate attentional
control in a dynamic setting. Participants were asked to target
objects – among distractors – as they moved around the
screen. After an interval of object motion, one of the objects
was probed, and participants were required to decide whether
this specific object was a target or a distractor at the
beginning of the trial. Auditory selective attention was
assessed by means of a novel task, based on the paradigm
proposed by Hansen & Hillyard (1980). Two series of sounds
were presented simultaneously to participants through
headphones and differed in terms of duration and frequency.
The participant had to identify and respond only to the low-
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pitch and long sounds (i.e., 300 Hz, 102 ms), by pressing a
button after each occurrence.
French-speaking
sample.
Domain-general
skills.
Computerized versions of the Odd-one-out task (Hampshire,
Highfield, Parkin, & Owen, 2012) and of the backward Digit
span (Hampshire et al., 2012) were administered to evaluate
fluid intelligence and working memory, respectively. Unlike
the Italian sample, a forward Digit span task was not included
here. The same MOT and auditory attention tasks were
otherwise used as in the Italian sample.

Data analysis
The AV associative learning task was first screened for
participants who did not demonstrate learning. 10 out of 72
Italian-speaking participants and 6 out of 41 French-speaking
participants were excluded for not learning, as indicated by
accuracy on adjacent tertiles of trials not increasing over time
or not being above chance (33%) on the last tertile of the task.
The data was then fit with a mixed-effects Bayesian
nonlinear regression using Stan via the brms package in R
(Bürkner, 2017; for similar modeling approaches see Dale et
al., 2021). In short, this nonlinear learning model approach
estimated the trial-by-trial improvement in percent correct
starting at chance performance (i.e., 33% accuracy) on the
first trial through some above-chance performance on the last
trials. Learning took the form of improvement in accuracy as
an exponential function of trial number (Dosher & Lu, 2007;
Heathcote, Brown, & Mewhort, 2000; see Equation 1).
1.
𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 = 𝑎𝑠𝑦𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑒 + (𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 −
𝑎𝑠𝑦𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑒)2("#$%&'()*+,-%)/%'$-

In this equation there are three free parameters, however,
we fixed start to ⅓ or the expected chance performance when
first encountering the task. Then, within the nonlinear mixedeffects model, the trajectories of accuracy change defined by
asymptote and rate [a time constant associated with half of
change from start to asymptote] were simultaneously
estimated within generalized linear mixed-effects models
(see Equations 2 & 3, in brms/lme4 “Wilkinson” model
notation).
2.
𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡(𝑎𝑠𝑦𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑒) ~ 𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑦 +
(𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑦 | 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑡)
(𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒)~ 𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑦 +
3.
(𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑦 | 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑡)

Estimation of parameters on logit or log scales provided the
ability for parameter estimates to, in principle, vary along all
real numbers, while constraining the trajectories of learning
to have accuracies [asymptotes] bounded at [0,1] and time
constants [rates] bounded to positive reals. All priors were
default where possible, with the priors for the logit-asymptote
log-rate parameters having wide priors of normal(0,3) and
normal(4,3) respectively. A Bernoulli response distribution
was used due to the binary accuracy being modeled, and all

models were run for 15,000 iterations, discarding the first
9,000 iterations as warm-up.
We also fit models with an additional constraint, namely,
that all participants’ performance on all trial types would
asymptote at 99.9% correct (i.e., perfect stimulus-response
learning, with a .001 lapse rate). In this alternative model the
only learning parameter was therefore the time constant of
change, or rate (parameterized as described above). We
compared the estimated-asymptote models to the fixedasymptote models using bridge sampling estimates of Bayes
Factors, and we found overwhelming support for models with
fixed asymptotes. In the Italian-speaking sample, across 5
bridge sampling estimates, the smallest Bayes Factor was 172
in favor of the fixed-asymptote model. Using the same
procedure, in the French-speaking sample the smallest Bayes
Factor was 203 in favor of the fixed-asymptote model. As
such, we used the fixed-asymptote model in tests of
individual differences in learning (i.e., only using betweenparticipant variation in learning rate).
Estimated model fixed effects regarding the difficulty
manipulation were first assessed. Then, by-participant (i.e.,
random-effects) parameters were extracted from the model,
and these parameters were subsequently used in tests of
relations to other measures (e.g., attention or memory).
The Italian-speaking sample's 2 phonological awareness
measures were independently converted into Inverse
Efficiency Scores (i.e., RT/accuracy). Within each sample,
all cognitive variables were then screened for multivariate
outliers using the robust Mahalanobis distance method.
Robust covariance estimation utilized a minimum of 90% of
the sample, with outliers being identified using a chi-square
cutoff with α=.05. This led to 5 Italian-speaking participants
and 3 French-speaking participants being excluded due to
being multivariate outliers (final sample size 57 Italianspeaking, 32 French-speaking). Univariate Yeo-Johnson
power transformations were then applied, with Yeo-Johnson
λ optimized to minimize the univariate skew of each variable.
Variables were next z-scored. Last, a composite measure was
calculated for phonological awareness; this composite
measure used the dominant component from a PCA of the
phonological awareness Inverse Efficiency Scores (i.e., the
composite was the underlying dimension explaining the most
variance in both measures; hereafter referred to as PA IES).
Our initial tests of individual differences in audio-visual
associative learning used bivariate product-moment
correlations. We next used bootstrapped (2000 resamples
with replacement) robust linear models to test the reliability
of regression estimates predicting rate of learning, while
controlling for other effects. We additionally computed the
out-of-sample proportion of variance explained by fitting
2000 robust linear models to random 80% subsamples of the
data and assessing the reduction in OLS error to the
corresponding held-out 20%. We report the median out-ofsample delta R-squared.
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Results
Mixed-effects nonlinear model results
The estimated time to half of learning was 74 trials in the
Italian-speaking sample and 59 trials in the French-speaking
sample (see Table 1 and Table 2). Both samples showed
reliable modulations of learning rate in response to difficulty
manipulations.
Table 1. Model of Italian-speaking sample's learning:
Fixed effects
Estimate

Lower
95% CI

Upper
95% CI

Rate Intercept

6.22

5.97

6.46

Difficulty coefficient

-0.49

-0.80

-0.18

Table 2. Model of French-speaking sample's learning:
Fixed effects
Estimate

Lower
95% CI

Upper
95% CI

Rate Intercept

5.88

5.58

6.19

Difficulty coefficient

-0.49

-0.79

-0.21

Italian-speaking sample: Correlates of learning
Of the eight possible correlates of learning rate, only forward
Digit span showed a reliable association (r(55) = -0.39, CI95
= [-0.59,-0.15]; see Fig. 2). Nonetheless, due to the relatively
strong correlations with auditory attention (r(55) = -0.23, CI95
= [-0.46,-0.03]) and backward Digit span (r(55) = -0.23, CI95
= [-0.46,-0.03]), we selected all three measures for further
analysis with stepwise robust regressions in the next section.

cognitive variables as predictors, with the result that only the
forward Digit span coefficient (b = -0.182) remained (i.e.,
coefficients from all other cognitive variables were penalized
to 0). Clearly this corroborates the bivariate outcomes
reported in the correlation matrices, in which higher forward
Digit span scores are associated with shorter times taken to
learn.

French-speaking sample: Correlations
In an independent sample with a different linguistic
background, we replicated the correlation between a verbal
working memory span measure and learning rate (see Fig. 3).
Higher working memory span scores were associated with
learning in fewer trials. However, this correlation involved
backward Digit span, which in our Italian-speaking sample
had demonstrated weaker associations with learning than
forward Digit span.

Figure 2: Correlates of AV learning in the Italian-speaking
sample.

Italian-speaking sample: Regressions predicting
learning
In step 1 of our stepwise regressions, we predicted learning
rate using the covariate demographic variables of sex (b =
0.31, CI = [0.0051,0.56], ∆R2oos = 0.083) and age (b = 0.12,
CI = [-0.17,0.35], ∆R2oos = -0.001). In step 2 we added PA
IES (b = 0.023, CI = [-0.18,0.27], ∆R2oos = -0.014), with no
reliable effect on learning rate. We also tested the addition of
RT and accuracy variables to the model separately, with
similar null effects. In step 3a we added forward Digit span
(b = -0.36, CI = [-0.58,-0.13], ∆R2oos = 0.132), whereas in step
3b we instead added backward Digit span (b = -0.22, CI = [0.5,0.063], ∆R2oos = 0.049) and in step 3c we added auditory
attention (b = -0.11, CI = [-0.42,0.2], ∆R2oos = -0.006). Using
the CI criterion, only the model in which forward Digit span
was added showed a reliable effect, with participants scoring
higher on forward Digit span also learning in less time.
Notably, when using the out-of-sample variance explained
criterion (i.e., >0), backward Digit span did predict around
5% of variance in the held-out samples.
To further test the robustness of our predictors we utilized
penalized regression (LASSO) using the R package glmnet.
We determined the optimal shrinkage parameter [lambda]
through 200 runs of cross-validated fits to multiple lambdas
(i.e., cv.glmnet; each cross-validation used 5 folds). Using
the median lambda to minimize out-of-sample error (lambda
= 0.204) we next fit a LASSO regression model using all
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Figure 3: Correlates of AV learning in the French-speaking
sample.

Discussion
Whereas AV associative learning is a crucial process in
development and across the lifespan, e.g., for the acquisition
of reading, little is known about the cognitive abilities it rests
upon. The present study aimed to explore healthy adults’
ability to learn arbitrary associations between novel visual
stimuli and non-linguistic auditory stimuli, as well as the
relationship between such learning and performance in
reading-related and more domain-general skills. Data were
collected in both an Italian- and a French-speaking sample for
independent confirmation of results.
By fitting trial-by-trial performance of participants in this
novel AV learning task, we demonstrated the expected
variability in speed of learning (learning rate) across
participants and the sensitivity of our rate measure to learning
difficulty, as expected. In a second step we showed that the
speed of learning in the AV learning task was positively
associated with working memory capacity in both our
samples. The weaker working memory effect in the Italian
(i.e., backward Digit span) was the one that we could confirm

in the French sample, in which forward Digit span data were
lacking.
Prior studies – mostly in children – have investigated the
cognitive correlates of learning audio-visual mappings,
revealing correlations with phonological awareness abilities,
rapid automatized naming (Ehm et al., 2019; Georgiou et al.,
2017; de Jong et al., 2000; Lervåg et al., 2009; Karipidis et
al., 2017) and verbal working memory (Ehm et al., 2019;
Lervåg et al., 2009). Crucially, the vast majority of these
studies used linguistic stimuli in the auditory domain, like
native-language phonemes, to be paired with unfamiliar
symbols. In these cases, familiarity with the auditory stimuli
cannot be controlled for, a factor of importance in
determining the processes implicated in audio-visual learning
(Li et al., 2016). In addition, the exact same paradigm and
stimuli cannot be applied to participants speaking different
languages. The current AV learning experiment introduces
non-linguistic, environmental sounds in order to assess the
very process of building cross-modal AV associations free of
familiarity confounds and in a way that is comparable across
participants speaking different languages.
Of importance, while many previous studies examined
learning in a test phase that followed passive exposure to the
audio-visual pairs (Callan, Callan, & Masaki, 2005; Madec et
al., 2016), we developed a task that tracks learning
progression on a trial-to-trial basis, thus allowing us to fit a
fully continuous-time model to the data. Nonlinear mixedeffects models provided for the simultaneous estimation of
all participants’ full trajectories of learning. Beyond the
currently reported results this may allow, for example,
additional trial-by-trial comparisons of each participant’s
difference in performance between easier and harder trials
(which is beyond our scope here). Such models also allow for
fully Bayesian model comparisons. Here we demonstrated
that between-participant and difficulty-modulated variations
in learning were due to differential rates of learning, as
opposed to differences in asymptotic performance or
stimulus “learnability”.
Very similar non-linguistic audio-visual learning processes
were previously investigated in preschoolers (Altarelli et al.,
2019), revealing a surprising relation between progress in the
task and phonological awareness skills. We hypothesized and
confirmed that in adults such a relationship is not present
anymore. In young, pre-reading children, it is possible that
variation in phonological awareness abilities is tightly
connected with their ability to extract and integrate redundant
auditory and visual information from talkers surrounding
them (Melby-Lervåg, Lyster, & Hulme, 2012), thus linking
greater audio-visual association abilities to greater
phonological skills. In adults, who are expert readers of their
language and for whom phonological awareness skills have
been trained by the very process of learning to read, such
coupling might be weaker.
In contrast, we found a positive relation between verbal
working memory capacity and speed of AV learning, in both
our samples, despite these having different linguistic
backgrounds (Italian r= -.39; French r= -.36). These results
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are consistent with recent behavioral studies in children (Ehm
et al., 2019; Lervåg et al., 2009) and neuroimaging findings
in adults, suggesting the involvement of working memory
throughout AV associative learning tasks (Tanabe et al.,
2005). Future behavioral and neuroimaging studies will be
needed to clarify the precise working memory sub-skills
related to this form of AV associative learning.
The current study thus extends previous findings regarding
the involvement of domain-general (e.g., executive
functions) factors in the acquisition of speech sounds-tosymbols correspondences to non-linguistic mappings. It
presents a novel AV learning task that allows modeling of
each participant’s full trajectory of learning. Finally, it
suggests verbal working memory capacity as playing an
important role in the acquisition of audio-visual mappings,
even when non-verbal materials are involved, at least in
adults.
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Abstract
This is the first kinematic investigation of articulator motion
in Austrian Sign Language, which connects kinesiology of
sign production and linguistic markers of Aktionsart in the
native language of the Deaf1 community in Austria. Our work
used a 3D motion capture approach to sign language analysis
to investigate the relationship between the semantics (event
structure) of signed verbs, and kinematics of hand articulator
movement. The data indicates that the underlying semantics
of events in verb signs is reflected in sign duration and
acceleration of the dominant hand during sign
production. The
finding
that
articulator
dynamics
(acceleration and deceleration of hand motion) characterizes
the event structure in verb signs has significance for linguistic
theory of visual communication, and understanding of the
relationship between iconicity in sign language, and
perceptual biases in meaning construction based on visual
input.
Keywords: Austrian Sign Language; Sign language
production; Motion Capture; Event Structure Hypothesis;
Telicity; Kinematics

Introduction
One of the fundamental mechanisms underlying human
cognition is that of parsing the continuous stream of sensory
inputs into individualized events. In psychology, this ability
to parse reality into distinct events is described by the Event
1

Per convention, Deaf with an upper-case D refers to deaf or hardof-hearing humans who define themselves as members of the sign
language community. In contrast, deaf refers to the audiological
status of an individual.
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Segmentation Theory (Zacks & Swallow, 2007; Zacks &
Tversky, 2001). Additionally, there is a correlation between
what one sees – the visual features of events - and how one
conceptualizes, or interprets the scene. In general, kinematic
parameters of motion (such as relative speed of moving
agents, or motion of hands of a person engaged in an
activity) undergird the interpretation of events (Sargent et
al., 2013; Speer et al., 2007; Zacks et al., 2001).
Existence and etiology for universally accessible units of
meaning is one of the major driving forces in linguistic
research. As motion-based event segmentation appears to be
a critical everyday mechanism for structuring reality, the
question arises whether motion parameters might be
interpretable in terms of event meaning. The notion that
hand motion in sign language is distinct from that of
everyday human motion in both temporal (variability over
time) and spectral features (size and location of visual
features relevant for communication) is well-established
(Bosworth, Bartlett & Dobkins, 2006; Bosworth, Wright &
Dobkins, 2019; Malaia, 2014; Malaia & Wilbur, 2012a).
The question that necessarily follows is whether it might be
possible to map specific linguistic features to their visual
representation.
Sign languages are a unique testing ground on the
existence of such features in the visual modality. Klima and
Bellugi (1979) were among the first researchers who
described the high degree of form-to-meaning mapping, or
iconicity within American Sign Language (ASL). They
described the rich repertoire of grammatical aspectual
marking in ASL, whereby the event type of the verb
determines which reduplicating movement can be used for
the verb’s aspectual marking. Wilbur (2003), in looking for

an explanation for why only a limited set of ASL verbs
allow modification by aspect-denoting reduplication
(Bellugi & Klima, 1979), observed that ASL lexical verbs
can be analyzed as telic and atelic based on their
phonological form. Specifically, telic verbs are
characterized by a rapid ending deceleration of articulator
motion, which reflects the semantic end-state of the affected
argument (Wilbur, 2003).
This mapping between motion kinematics and linguistic
features has been formulated as the Event Visibility
Hypothesis (Wilbur, 2003, 2008), which proposes that
visual features should be utilized by sign languages in a
universal manner. Subsequently, it was found that when
hearing non-signers classify verb signs (which are unknown
to them), they rely on event segmentation heuristics.
Strickland et al. (2015) demonstrated that when non-signers
watch videos of sign language verbs differing in aspect (and
motion signatures) and are given a forced choice between
two written verbs (one with a bounded semantics, or telic,
and another with a non-bounded semantics, or atelic), they
select the verb the event structure of which matches that of
the unfamiliar verb sign – in other terms, non-signers can
accurately distinguish between atelic and telic signs and
thus appear to be able to ‘read off’ event structure features
from the kinematic parameters of the sign. This raises the
question: when non-signers make these judgments, what
kinematic features, exactly, do they base them on? What
physical properties of signs can be used for making
linguistic category judgements?
To advance in understanding of linguistic universals, it is
necessary to examine multiple, unrelated languages. A
number of sign languages appear to differ, according to
qualitative descriptions, in the kinematic parameters of verb
classes (e.g. the study by Strickland et al. (2015) used Italian
Sign Language (LIS), Sign Language of the Netherlands
(NGT), and Turkish Sign Language (TID) stimuli). For two
sign languages, kinematic profiles of verb classes have been
documented quantitatively, using motion capture: ASL and
Croatian Sign Language (HZJ).
The comparison of these two languages (i.e. ASL and
HZJ) is especially interesting from the standpoint of crosslinguistic analysis, because these languages are unrelated,
and the distinction between telic and atelic verb classes is
realized differently. The grammars of the two languages
have a very different structure. In ASL lexical verbs are
divided into classes based on their phonological form
(Wilbur, 2003): telic verbs, such as ARRIVE, which have
an inherent endpoint in their semantics, and atelic verbs
lacking an endpoint (e.g. the sign ANALYZE).2 End-states
in telic verbs can be marked by 1) a change of handshape
aperture, 2) a change of hand orientation, and 3) an abrupt
stop at a location in space or contact with a body part; thus,
telic and atelic verbs differ in semantics/event structure, as
well as phonological features/syllable structure (Malaia et
2

Notation conventions: signs are glossed with capital letters.
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al., 2012). In ASL, telic verbs are marked by significantly
greater deceleration at the end of the verb, compared to
atelic verbs (Malaia & Wilbur, 2012b). Duration and peak
velocity of sign production also correlate with verb type
(telic sign duration is shorter, and is marked by higher
velocities); however, these parameters are also affected by
prosodic processes, such as phrase-final lengthening. Signend deceleration, in ASL, is a robust marker of event type,
regardless of the verb’s position in a sentence.
In HZJ, with its Slavic substrate, event structure and
aspect are conflated and, for the most part, productive: for
most verbs, it is possible to identify two variants which
differ simultaneously in telicity and perfectivity (telicperfective; atelic-imperfective). In HZJ a regular
morphological process can be observed that is used to
produce an alternation between two forms of a verb from
one stem. Milković (2011) reports that a large group of
verbs in HZJ can be altered in this way (i.e. by a
modification of movement), whereby the same root would
appear with shorter, sharper movement for telic as compared
to atelic signs 3 . A motion capture study of HZJ verbs
(Malaia, Wilbur & Milković, 2013) confirmed that
differences in event structure of the verbs are reflected in
the kinematic features of verb signs. HZJ showed significant
differences in deceleration between verb types. Peak
velocity was greater in telic signs as compared to atelic
signs; this effect was robust to the effects of verb position
(e.g. phrase-final lengthening). In HZJ, both the peak
velocity and deceleration features appeared to function as
morphemic markers of event structure/aspect. In the present
study we investigate motion profiles of telic and atelic verb
signs in Austrian Sign Language (ÖGS).4 ÖGS is especially
interesting as a testing case, because, though unrelated to
ASL, it patterns with ASL on lexical distinction between
telic and atelic verb signs. ÖGS and HZJ, on the other hand,
have a historic relationship: there was intense language
3

A majority of HZJ verbs allow for telic-perfective/atelicimperfective alterations. However, there are signs that cannot be
modified to alternate between expressing telic and atelic events. In
such cases, unrelated verb roots can be used for expressing
telic/atelic meaning in the predicate, or phrasal sequences (verb
plus a separate aspectual sign, quantified internal argument, or
verbal complement (Milković, 2011)).
4
ÖGS is the abbreviation of the German translation of Austrian
Sign Language: “Österreichische Gebärdensprache”. ÖGS is the
native language of about 8.000 Deaf people and has been officially
accredited by law in Austria as a non-ethnic minority language in
2005. However, the implementation of this legitimate foundation involving accessible admission to community and education - has
not taken place so far. For example, ÖGS is not the language of
teaching and is not taught as a separate subject in Austrian Deaf
schools. So far, relatively little is known about the syntactic
structure of ÖGS. Most of the existing literature on ÖGS is purely
descriptive and very few researchers have discussed data on ÖGS
from a theoretical viewpoint (e.g. Krebs, Wilbur & Roehm, 2017,
2020; Schalber, 2006a; Schalber & Hunger, 2008; Wilbur, 2002,
2005).

contact between the two languages in the 19th century due
to the organization of the educational system: before the
first school for the deaf opened in Zagreb in 1880 (Šarac
Kuhn et al., 2007; Schalber, 2006b), Croatian Deaf students
and teachers were sent to the deaf institute in Vienna.5
ÖGS differs from both ASL and HZJ with respect to basic
sign order: ÖGS uses Subject-Object-Verb (SOV) as its
basic word order, while ASL and HZJ are Subject-VerbObject (SVO) languages. As the relative position of the verb
and its object (i.e. OV vs. VO languages) is a fundamental
syntactic relationship that can affect other syntactic and
prosodic features within the interrelated structure of a
language (Dryer, 1991; Haider, 2005; Nespor et al., 2008),
quantitative characterization of event structure kinematics in
ÖGS is of special interest for cross-linguistic analysis.
For ÖGS, qualitative differences of end-state and nonmanual markings for distinguishing event types have been
identified. Schalber (2006a) reported that ÖGS telic verbs
show an end-state marking by a rapid deceleration to a
complete stop which is realized in changes of orientation,
changes of handshape, or changes of setting; such marking
of end-state is not found in atelic signs. Additionally, ÖGS
uses specific non-manual markings for distinguishing
predicate event types. Specifically, Schalber (2004, 2006a)
described a correlation between event structure and two
adverbial mouth nonmanuals, noting that transitional-mouth
nonmanuals (involving change in mouth position) are
present only in telic predicates scoping over the semantic
endpoint, while posture-mouth nonmanuals (posture is held
for the duration of the sign) occur with both telic and atelic
verbs modifying the entire event. The present study extends
the investigation into event structure representation in ÖGS
verbs by quantifying production differences between telic
and atelic verbs using motion capture.

Methods
Stimuli
ÖGS patterns with ASL in that the semantic distinction
between telic and atelic verb signs is primarily manifested at
the lexical level, such that a lexical entry for a verb sign is
associated with a specific Aktionsart (event structure).
Unlike ASL, ÖGS allows for a number of verb class
alternations (cf. Levin, 1993), such that a verb sign can be
associated with two or more types of event structure without
incurring the need for morphological alterations/changes in
signing kinematics (as, for example, does HZJ – see
Milković, 2011). For the purposes of this study, two
standard tests for telicity - the “almost”-test and the
conjunction test6 were used to identify signs with telic and
5

It is an open question, to what extent ÖGS might have influenced
the development of HZJ.
6
The conjunction test examines verb meaning in temporal contexts
such as “she/he did something on Sunday and on Monday”. If the
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atelic event structure (Borik, 2006; Smith, 2007). Four Deaf
signers were interviewed about the use and semantic
interpretation of a set of 119 ÖGS verb signs. From these,
the signs which contained a time-reference point (as
determined by the ‘almost’ – modification test), and could
not be interpreted as one long (not repeated) event, as
determined by the conjunction test, were identified as telic.
The set of 20 signs (10 telic, 10 atelic) for testing were
selected based on consistency of production/lack of dialectal
variation among informants.
The following verb signs were used in the study:
Telic verbs: THROW, CATCH-UP, TAKE, DISAPPEAR,
CHANGE, ARRIVE, DIE, RELAX, STEAL, SUGGEST
Atelic verbs: TRAVEL, COLLECT, SHAVE, CHASE,
WRITE, PAINT, SEW, EXAMINE, ANALYZE, SWIM

Figure 1. Examples of telic and atelic verbs investigated in
our study. A. The telic verb ARRIVE is presented showing
a single downward path movement (i.e. movement is not
repeated) reflecting endpoint marking. B. The atelic verb
ANALYZE shows repeated downward movement lacking
endpoint marking. Between both pictures the global
coordinate system is illustrated; x-axis represents anteriorposterior motion; y-axis represents medio-lateral motion; zaxis represents vertical motion.

Data acquisition and analysis
A Deaf signer who acquired ÖGS early in life, uses ÖGS in
her daily life and is a member of the Deaf community was
asked to produce telic and atelic verbs, one by one, in
isolation/vocabulary form (N=10 per category). The signer
stood in the center of the motion capture system reflecting
x-axis of the global coordinate system to be anteriorposterior, the y-axis to be medio-lateral and the z-axis to be
vertical motion (Figure 1). The signer was facing a screen,
at which the verbs to be captured were displayed in written
German. Each verb sign started and ended with both arms
held at each side in a resting position (arms extended,

sentence can only be interpreted as denoting two discrete events,
the verb is considered telic. If the sentence is ambiguous and can
be interpreted as either denoting two discrete events or one
uninterrupted event, the verb is considered atelic.
The “almost” modification test in sign languages consists of
combining the sign verb and the adverb “almost” (Smith, 2007).
The combination of “almost” with an atelic verb has a single
interpretation - the process/state did not commence (“one did not
begin doing X”). The combination of “almost” with a telic verb
might mean either that the event did not commence, or that the
event was not completed /carried out (“one did not complete doing
X”).

“hanging” in a relaxed position). After the signer read the
verb, the test-operator gave a visual signal and the signer
brought her hands into position and signed the verb. When
finished both arms return to the rest position and the next
verb was presented. For each sign, the three dimensional
(3D) position of a reflective marker attached to the right
wrist was collected using an 8-camera infrared motion
capture system with 200 Hz sampling rate (Miqus, Qualisys,
Gothenbourg, Sweden). The right wrist marker was chosen,
as the motion of the dominant hand has been shown to be
the most informative (entropy-rich) part of the sign
language signal (Malaia, Borneman & Wilbur, 2017).
Marker trajectory data were labelled and gap-filled using
Qualisys Track Manager (QTM, Qualisys, Göteborg,
Sweden) and analyzed using V3D-software (V3D (Cmotion, Rockville, MD, USA)). 2D Video of each verb sign
was linked to the respective trials and synchronously
displayed in V3D. The 6 DOF model was used to create a
pelvic, torso, head, right and left upper arm, lower arm and
hand segment, which allowed the calculation of individual
marker position, velocity and acceleration measures. The
actual signing phase (as opposing to preparation and end
phase) was determined by an experienced ÖGS signer, using
the 2D-Video and the wrist marker velocity data (zerovelocity-threshold), and identified by START (sign onset)
and STOP events (sign offset). 7 Sign onset was defined
when the target handshape reaches target location from
where sign movement starts (Wilbur & Malaia, 2008). Sign
offset was defined when the hand changes its shape or
orientation or when it moves away from final position.
Based on prior observations, we hypothesized that the
movement pattern of telic and atelic verbs in ÖGS would
show differences in velocity, acceleration (deceleration),
and jerk (second derivative of velocity, reflecting the rate of
change in acceleration over time) across linguistic contexts.
For each sign, the following parameters were calculated:
sign duration, maximal/peak velocity (max V), maximum
acceleration within the sign (max A), minimum
acceleration/maximal deceleration (max D), and the
maximum jerk (the second derivative of velocity, i.e. the
rate of change in acceleration within the sign, max J; for
detail, see Wilbur & Malaia, 2008). 3D displacement in
anterior-posterior, medio-lateral and transversal direction,
calculated velocity in each dimension, and total (3D)
7

Sign offset definition differed slightly as compared to prior
studies in ASL and HZJ. Previously, sign borders were defined on
the basis of Green (1984): the first video frame of the sign-initial
handshape as the beginning of each predicate was marked as sign
onset; either the point of contact, or maximal distance traveled by
the hand, was marked as the end of the sign. We defined sign onset
in a similar way (i.e. when the target handshape reached the
location from where sign movement started). Sign offset, however,
was defined as the frame when the hand (after the sign movement
was completed) changed its shape or orientation, or when it moved
away from its final position. Thus, in the present study the final
hold phase was included in data analysis.
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velocity are presented for the telic sign ARRIVE and for the
atelic sign ANALYZE in Figures 2 and 3. Unpaired t-tests
were used to statistically compare the parameters of telic
and atelic verbs.

Figure 2. Sign ARRIVE: displacement along XYZ axes;
calculated velocity in each dimension, and 3D velocity.

Figure 3. Sign ANALYZE: displacement along XYZ axes;
calculated velocity in each dimension, and 3D velocity.

Results
Telic and atelic verbs differed significantly in duration, peak
deceleration and acceleration of the dominant articulator,
and maximum jerk in motion within the sign (see Table 1).
Table 1: Statistical differences between telic and atelic verbs
in motion parameters
Variable
Duration

t

p

Cohen’s d

3.346

.004*

1.49

Maximum velocity

-1.374

.186

-0.61

Deceleration (max)

3.194

.005*

1.43

Acceleration (max)

-2.647

.016*

-1.18

Jerk (max)

-2.189

.042*

-0.98

* p < .05
Telic verbs were significantly shorter than atelic verbs in
duration (telic M =1.192 s, SD =.3 s; atelic M =1.688 s, SD
=.35 s). Telic verbs, as compared to atelic ones, also
evidenced significantly faster deceleration (telic M =12.3

m/s2, SD = 5.2 m/s2; atelic M =6.2 m/s2, SD = 2.9 m/s2),
acceleration (telic M =11.7 m/s2, SD =5.7 m/s2; atelic M
=6.4 m/s2, SD =2.6 m/s2), and jerk (telic M =1933 m/s3, SD
=1598 m/s3; atelic M = 765 m/s3, SD = 537 m/s3).

Discussion
The overall findings support the Event Visibility
Hypothesis - showing that the kinematics of dominant hand
motion in articulation corresponds to the event structure
(telic vs. atelic) of the verb sign. The data corroborate the
prior observation that the telic-atelic distinction manifests in
ÖGS vocabulary (Schalber, 2006a). Telic signs in ÖGS are
produced with faster deceleration/acceleration and jerk, and
are shorter in duration compared to atelic signs.
Similarly to ASL and HZJ, kinematic parameters in ÖGS
differentiate between telic and atelic verb types. The list of
those parameters differs somewhat: in HZJ, peak velocity is
different between telic and atelic signs, whereas in ASL and
ÖGS this does not appear to be the case. One possibility is
that in HZJ, where the telic-atelic distinction is, for the most
part, productive, grammaticalization of event structure
makes the parameter of peak velocity robust to prosodic
effects (Malaia et al., 2013). In ASL, peak velocity is used
to indicate stress (Wilbur, 1999); one possibility is that
velocity, then, has one circumscribed linguistic function in
ASL grammar. Stress marking in HZJ is under-investigated
- it may be marked by a different motion variable or a nonmanual marking (face/head/body). The question of whether
specific kinematic markers may be uniquely associated with
a grammatical function within sign languages, and whether
this holds for all sign languages, needs further investigation.
One limitation of the present study is that verb signs were
only tested in isolation, so the effects of prosody (e.g.
phrase-final lengthening) on the kinematics of sign
production are unclear. Future studies should examine telic
and atelic ÖGS signs in different sentence positions.
The data provides experimental support for the Event
Visibility Hypothesis (i.e. showing that kinematic features
differentiate telic from atelic verb signs) in ÖGS, and
contributes to typological cross-linguistic findings showing
differences and similarities regarding the movement profiles
of telic/atelic verb signs. Consistent with findings in ASL
and HZJ, the motion capture data on ÖGS supports the
notion that signers use universal means to denote event
structure via mapping between sign semantics and dynamic
visual form (motion).
The results should also be considered in the wider context
of Event Segmentation Theory as applied to visual
communication. The experimental analysis of sign language
kinematics demonstrates that sign language motion is more
varied in time than everyday human motion - it contains
more information/entropy (Borneman, Malaia & Wilbur,
2018; Malaia, Borneman & Wilbur, 2016). This raises the
question of whether fluctuations in the visual entropy might
be used for parsing of sign language signal, drawing on the
same cognitive mechanisms that underlie speech parsing,
but in a different modality (Blumenthal-Dramé & Malaia,
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2019; Malaia & Wilbur, 2020). If this is the case, then
grammatical features in sign languages would be expected
to be marked via kinematic dynamics. There is some
empirical support for this conjecture: For instance, Wilbur,
Malaia and Shay (2012) observed that the marking of endstate/endpoint is not restricted to predicates, but is also
observed for adjectives in certain constructions.
Specifically, scalar adjectives lacking closed upper
boundaries (like far) are nonetheless end-marked in ASL
when combined with degree modification with too, e.g. too
far to walk. Thus, kinematic markers that result in visual
entropy change in the signal (such as velocity, acceleration,
and jerk; or other dynamic markers, such as handshape
change) might be crucial for sign language perception.
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Abstract

(1996), if people have difficulty finding words, their speech
should be more disfluent. If gesturing helps speakers find the
right words, then preventing speakers from gesturing should
make their speech production more disfluent, compared to
when they are free to gesture. In an influential study, Krauss
and colleagues claimed that preventing people from gesturing
increased disfluencies (pauses, repairs, etc.) selectively for
the production of spatial phrases (Rauscher, Krauss, & Chen,
1996). This study is frequently cited as evidence that gesturing helps speakers find the right spatial words and is discussed in reviews summarizing the state of knowledge about
speaker-internal functions of gesture (e.g., Goldin-Meadow,
1999; Hostetter & Alibali, 2008). Largely based on this one
study, one speaker-internal cognitive function played by gesture appears to be helping speakers find the right words and
thus facilitating speech production (e.g., Krauss, 1998).

Why do people gesture when they speak? According to one
influential proposal, the Lexical Retrieval Hypothesis (LRH),
gestures facilitate speech production by helping people find
the right spatial words. Do gestures also help speakers find
the right words when they talk about abstract concepts that are
spatialized metaphorically? If so, gesture prevention should
increase disfluencies during speech about both literal and
metaphorical space. We sought to conceptually replicate the
finding that gesture prevention increases disfluencies in speech
about literal space, which has been interpreted as evidence for
the LRH, and to extend this pattern to speech about metaphorical space. Our large dataset provided no evidence that gestures facilitate speech production, even for speech about literal
space. Upon reexamining past research, we conclude that there
is, in fact, no reliable evidence that preventing gestures makes
speech more disfluent. These findings challenge long-held beliefs about why people gesture when they speak.

Introduction
Why do we gesture when we speak? For some gestures, it is
self-evident that the speaker intends them to be communicative, as when we wave “hello” or give a “thumbs up” gesture
to signal approval. Do speakers also gesture because gesturing serves a cognitive function in the speaker’s mind, helping
them to think or to talk?
For decades, researchers have posited that gestures facilitate speech production (Butterworth & Hadar, 1989; Krauss,
1998; Krauss & Hadar, 1999). According to an influential version of this proposal, the Lexical Retrieval Hypothesis (LRH), gestures facilitate speech production by helping
speakers find the right words; however, gestures are only
posited to affect words of a particular kind. Krauss and
colleagues (1996; 1998) noted that people gesture far more
frequently during phrases with spatial content than during
phrases without it, and hypothesized that gesturing helps
speakers find the right spatial words. Krauss and colleagues
hypothesized that some gestures derive from knowledge encoded in a spatial format; the spatial features of gesture (e.g.,
upward trajectory) facilitate production of spatial words by
priming the spatial features (e.g., upwardness) that enter into
the search for that word (e.g., for the word “up”; Krauss &
Hadar, 1999).
What is the evidence that gesturing helps speakers find
the right spatial words? According to Krauss and colleagues
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If LRH only explains how gestures help people talk about
space, however, it provides a limited account of how gesturing helps speaking. People spend a lot of time speaking about
non-spatial ideas, including highly abstract concepts: entities
like time and value that have no spatial magnitude, direction,
or location. Yet, there is abundant evidence that people use
space metaphorically to speak, think, and gesture about abstract concepts (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980; McNeill, 1992; for
a review, see Casasanto & Bottini, 2014). In one study, on
which the present study builds, people spontaneously produced gestures whose form reflected the spatial direction implied in their speech (e.g., upward), regardless of whether
they talked about concrete space (e.g., “the rocket went up”)
or metaphoric space (e.g., “my grades went up”; Yap, Brookshire, & Casasanto, 2018). People’s gestures reflected the
predicted spatial directions (e.g., better is metaphorically upward), even when they talked about abstract concepts without using any spatial words (e.g., “my grades got better”).
According to this study, which analyzed over 5000 gestures,
people were just as likely to gesture spontaneously in the
predicted directions for metaphorically spatialized concepts
(e.g., grades are not the kind of entity that can literally rise
in space) as for literal spatial concepts. These results suggest that, like words for literal spatial concepts, words for
metaphorical spatial concepts correspond to particular kinds

of spatial information in speakers’ minds (e.g., schematic representations of upward, downward, rightward, or leftward
space), even when these words have no literal spatial uses
(e.g., the word “better” cannot be used sensibly to denote literal spatial locations or paths).

effect on speech production, even for literal spatial words,
motivating a reexamination of widely-held beliefs about why
people gesture when they speak.

If spatial information is activated in memory not only when
people produce literal spatial language, but also when they
produce metaphorical spatial language, then the same gestural mechanism should help people find words for both literal spatial scenarios and metaphorically spatialized ideas.
Gesturing upward, for example, should help speakers not
only to produce words or phrases like “my rocket went
up,” but also to produce words or phrases like “my grades
went up” and perhaps even “my grades got better.” If so,
this discovery would substantially expand the scope of gesture’s role in speech production, particularly since spatial
schemas appear to be part of people’s mental representations
in many non-spatial conceptual domains that become spatialized metaphorically in language and thought, including
time, number, and emotional valence, among others (Lakoff
& Johnson, 1980).

Participants

Here, we tested whether gestures serve a speaker-internal
cognitive function by helping people find the right words
with literal or metaphorical spatial content. We sought first
to conceptually replicate Rauscher and colleagues’ (1996)
study testing whether gesturing helps speakers produce words
for literal spatial scenarios, and then to determine whether
this benefit extends to producing speech about metaphorically
spatialized ideas. We compared rates of speech disfluencies
when people were allowed to gesture freely and when they
were prevented from gesturing as they told stories with either
literal or metaphorical spatial content. If gesturing only helps
people find the right concrete spatial words, as suggested by
Rauscher and colleagues (1996), then preventing people from
gesturing should increase the number of disfluencies only for
speech with literal spatial content. Alternatively, if gesturing
can also help speakers find the right abstract words, then preventing people from gesturing should increase the number of
disfluencies for speech not only with literal spatial content,
but also with metaphorical spatial content.
To preview our findings, contrary to our expectations based
on earlier claims, preventing gesture had no significant effect
on disfluency rate–– not for speech with metaphorical spatial
content, and not even for speech with literal spatial content.
Due to the large number of data points in our study, it is not
likely that the absence of these effects was the result of low
statistical power. In response to this unexpected outcome, we
first scrutinized our own data to confirm that there was no
effect of gesture prevention beyond our planned analyses, in
subsets of the data (i.e., disfluency rates for different types
of disfluencies). We then scrutinized the results of Rauscher
et al’s (1996) study and other studies that sought to extend
Rauscher et al.’s results in the two decades since their publication. Upon reexamining these studies, we conclude that (as
in the present study), preventing gesture had no interpretable
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Method
56 Stanford University undergraduates (28 male) were recruited in pairs, and participated for course credit after giving
informed consent.

Materials
There were 12 brief stories in total, each 50-100 words, implying motion or extension in one of four spatial directions:
upward, downward, right, or left. Four of the stories had literal spatial content, describing actual spatial scenarios in the
physical world using concrete spatial directions (e.g., “the
rocket went higher”; “the scuba diver went down”). Eight
of the stories had metaphorical spatial content, describing abstract non-spatial phenomena that are nevertheless commonly
talked and thought about using spatial directions metaphorically (e.g., “my grades went higher”; “the price went down”).
Each of the eight metaphorical stories had two versions:
metaphorical stories with spatial language and metaphorical stories without spatial language. Metaphorical stories
with spatial language described non-spatial phenomena using
spatial words or phrases in their abstract metaphoric senses
(e.g., “my grades went higher”). Metaphorical stories without spatial language were identical to metaphorical stories
with spatial language, except that spatial words or phrases
that are used metaphorically were replaced with non-spatial
paraphrases conveying nearly the same meaning and implying the same spatial directions (e.g., “my grades got better”).

Procedure
Participants were told that the experiment was about storytelling. They took turns studying written stories, each for 60
seconds, and then retelling the stories to their partners. They
were told to retell the stories as accurately as possible because their partner would be quizzed on the content of the
stories. All stories were written in the second person (e.g.,
“You’re testing some new model rockets”), but participants
were asked to retell the stories in the first person (e.g., “I’m
testing some new model rockets”) as if retelling their own experiences.
After starting with a warm-up story, each participant retold 6 stories in randomized order: 2 stories with literal spatial content and 4 stories with metaphorical spatial content.
Each pair of participants received only one version of each
metaphorical story: either with spatial language or without
spatial language (i.e., one pair of participants would receive
either the story about “grades going higher” or the story about
“grades getting better”).
Each pair of participants was assigned to one of two gesture
conditions: gesture prevented or gesture allowed. In the gesture prevented condition, participants were instructed to hold

down keys on a computer keyboard, one key with each hand,
during the entire time they were retelling the stories. They
were told that the keys activated the microphones mounted
on top of the computer monitor in front of them; in fact, the
microphones were nonfunctional. In the gesture allowed condition, participants simply told the stories without being instructed to hold down keys on a keyboard; they were not told
to gesture. Testing lasted 20-30 minutes.

Coding
Analyses of the gestures from the Gesture allowed condition
were reported in Yap et al. (2018), but no analysis of speech
disfluencies was reported, and no data from the Gesture prevented condition have been reported previously. In the Gesture allowed condition, participants produced a total of 2249
gestures including 1609 beats, 328 iconic gestures, 252 deictics, 48 metaphoric gestures, 10 adaptors and 2 emblems.
Beats were categorized solely based on form, following McNeill’s (1992) beat filter. When categorized based on meaning with respect to accompanying speech, 629 of the 1609
beats reflected the spatial ideas expressed in the accompanying speech. So, the overall rate of gestures that would be predicted to facilitate spatial speech (i.e. beats reflecting spatial
semantics, iconic gestures, deictics and metaphoric gestures)
in the Gestures allowed condition was 56 percent (1257 out
of 2249 gestures).
Speech content coding Participants’ audio recordings of
the stories were transcribed verbatim; 22 of the 336 stories
were excluded because the speech was inaudible. The transcriptions of participants’ audio recordings of the stories were
parsed into clauses and phrases. We determined whether each
phrase had spatial content, literal or metaphorical. A given
phrase was classified as having spatial content if it contained
language that implies literal or metaphorical motion, extent,
or position along either the lateral or vertical axis (e.g. “went
higher”). Alternatively, phrases were classified as having no
spatial content if they did not imply a literal or metaphorical
spatial schema.
Spatial content type coding Phrases with spatial content
were classified as literal or metaphorical, and phrases with
metaphorical spatial content were further classified as having
or not having spatial language, using the same criteria used
to construct the stories. Participants produced a total of 7969
spoken phrases (Gesture allowed 4000; Gesture prevented:
3969). Overall, 2801 phrases included spatial content, with
962 literal and 1839 metaphorical spatial content.
Speech disfluency coding We recorded the location and
type of speech disfluency for each story. Speech disfluencies included repeats, repairs, filled pauses (uh, um, etc.), and
unfilled pauses. Participants produced a total of 2075 disfluencies (Gesture allowed: 1041; Gesture prevented: 1034).
Speech disfluencies included 905 filled pauses, 492 repairs,
446 unfilled pauses, and 232 repeats. For each story, we calculated the total number of disfluencies that occurred during
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phrases with spatial content (both overall and for each spatial content type separately) and during phrases without spatial content. Finally, for each story, we calculated the total
number of words in phrases with and without spatial content,
which we used as a baseline in our analysis.

Analysis
We conducted all analyses by fitting generalized linear
mixed-effect models, using R. We used “maximal” random
effect structures justified by our design (Barr, Levy, Scheepers, & Tily, 2013), including not only random intercepts for
Subject (N = 56) and Story (N = 12), but also random slopes
for our fixed factors that are within-subject or within-story.
We used likelihood ratio tests (LRTs) to test for fixed effects,
with post-hoc contrasts performed on subsets of the data.

Results
To compare speech disfluency rate across experimental conditions, we used mixed-effects Poisson regressions. We incorporated the number of words as an offset term into the model
so that we modeled speech disfluency rate (number of speech
disfluencies per word), rather than raw count data of number
of speech disfluencies.

Overall effect of gesture prevention on disfluency
rate
Did people produce a higher rate of disfluencies when they
were prevented from gesturing, compared to when they were
allowed to gesture? In a first analysis including all speech
content types (with and without spatial content), we found
no evidence of an effect of gesture prevention on rate of
speech disfluencies. Disfluency rates when people were
prevented from gesturing (M = 0.07, SD = 0.04, Median =
0.07) were statistically indistinguishable from disfluency
rates when people were allowed to gesture (M = 0.06, SD =
0.03, Median = 0.06; χ2 (1) = 1.07, p = .30).

Effect of gesture prevention during speech with vs.
without spatial content
A second analysis tested the effect of gesture prevention on
disfluency rates in speech with spatial content and in speech
with no spatial content. Results showed that preventing people from gesturing had no significant effect on disfluency
rates during speech with spatial content (χ2 (1) = 1.71, p =
.19) or during speech with no spatial content (χ2 (1) =
0.56, p = .45). Notably, the nonsignificant trends went in
the opposite direction of what the LRH would predict: People were slightly less disfluent when prevented from gesturing compared to when they are allowed to gesture, both during speech with spatial content and during speech with no
spatial content (see Figure 1). The (non-)effect of gesture
prevention did not differ significantly between speech with
and without spatial content, as indicated by a non-significant
interaction between Gesture condition and Speech content
(χ2 (1) = 0.30, p = .58).

Figure 1: Disfluency rates during speech with spatial content
(right) and speech with no spatial content (left). Grey dots
show individual data points. Error bars show bootstrapped 95
percent CI around the group means.

Effect of gesture prevention for literal vs.
metaphorical spatial content
A third set of analyses tested for effects of preventing gesture
during speech with literal spatial content and with metaphorical spatial content. Results showed no significant effect of
gesture prevention on disfluency rate for any type of spatial
content (Literal: χ2 (1) = 0.97, p = .32; Metaphorical with
spatial language: χ2 (1) = 1.56, p = .21; Metaphorical without spatial language: χ2 (1) = 1.09, p = .30), and the (non)effect of gesture prevention on disfluency rate did not differ
across these conditions (χ2 (2) = 0.07, p = .97, see Figure 2).
The nonsignificant trends went again in the opposite direction
of what the LRH would predict (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: Disfluency rates during speech with literal and
metaphorical spatial content. Grey dots show individual data
points. Error bars show bootstrapped 95 percent CI around
the group means.

ture prevention on two other measures of disfluency, speech
rate (number of words per minute) and non-juncture filled
pause rate (rate of filled pauses to be within clauses rather
than at the juncture of clauses), and interpreted their results
on these two measures as support for the LRH. We also tested
effects of gesture prevention on speech rate and non-juncture
filled pause rate. Space precludes detailing our analyses here.
However, in summary, we found no statistically significant
difference in speech rate or non-juncture filled pause rate
between speakers who were allowed to gesture freely and
speakers who were not allowed to gesture for any category of
speech (literal spatial content, metaphorical spatial content,
no spatial content).

Effect of gesture prevention for different disfluency
types
Did people produce a higher rate of any kind of disfluency
(i.e. repairs, repeats, filled pauses, or unfilled pauses) when
they were prevented from gesturing, compared to when they
were allowed to gesture? There was no effect of preventing
gesture on the rate of any type of disfluency. Similarly, there
was no effect of preventing gesture on disfluency rates in
speech with spatial content across different disfluency types.
Notably, the nonsignificant trends went in the opposite direction of what the LRH would predict: For any kind of disfluency, people were slightly less disfluent when prevented from
gesturing compared to when they are allowed to gesture during speech with spatial content.
Disfluency rate has been the measure that received the most
attention in testing whether gesture prevention impairs speaking (e.g. disfluency rate results were reproduced in influential
reviews such as Krauss, 1998). However, disfluency rate was
not the only dependent measure that Rauscher et al (1996)
reported. Rauscher et al (1996) also tested effects of ges-
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Discussion
Does gesturing facilitate speech production by helping people find the right spatial words? We found no evidence that
speakers speak less fluently when they are prevented from
gesturing, compared to when they are allowed to gesture
freely. We failed to find an effect of preventing gesture during speech with metaphorical spatial content, a finding that
would have expanded the scope of LRH to encompass speech
about abstract concepts. More fundamentally, we also found
no significant effect of preventing gesture during speech with
literal spatial content. We thus failed to find support for
Rauscher and colleagues’ (1996) influential claim that preventing gesture increases disfluencies for spatial language.
More broadly, our data provide no support for the idea that
gesturing facilitates speech production by helping people find
the right words.

Is there any evidence that gestures help speakers
find the right spatial words?

Figure 3: Disfluency rates for speech with spatial content and
with non spatial content and when subjects were and were not
allowed to gesture.
Note. Reprinted from “Why do we gesture when we speak?”,
by Krauss, R.M., 1998, Current Directions in Psychological
Science, 7(2), p. 58.

Why did we find no evidence that gestures help
speakers find the right spatial words?
Why did preventing gestures have no effect on our participants’ speech, even when speakers were using words like
“up” and “down” to describe concrete spatial scenarios? A
first possible explanation to consider for any null result may
be lack of statistical power. This explanation is unlikely for
our study, however, given both the size of our data set (7969
phrases containing 2075 disfluencies) and the qualitative patterns in the data. If a lack of power were responsible for our
null effects then, overall, we would expect to find trends in the
predicted direction that failed to reach statistical significance.
This was not the case. On the contrary, as noted above, all of
the trends for spatial speech went opposite from the predicted
direction.
A second possible explanation for a null effect could rest
in having the predicted effects ‘hidden’ in subsets of the data
and obscured by aggregating over conditions or trial types. To
ensure that this was not the case, we report planned analyses
for all subsets of the data, broken out not only by spatial vs.
non-spatial content, but also by multiple types of language
(literal, metaphorical spatial, nonspatial language). To ensure
that effects of any particular type of disfluency were not being masked by non-effects for other types, we also conducted
post-hoc analyses of each disfluency type, individually, preventing gestures did not have the predicted effect on any type
of disfluency.
The most fruitful explanation for the null results in the
present study, we believe, rests in a re-examination of
Rauscher et al.’s (1996) results, and of other studies testing effects of gesture prevention on disfluency. Much to
our surprise, a careful examination of these studies yields no
clear evidence that preventing gesture increases disfluencies
in speech.
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Rauscher and colleagues’ (1996) study has been widely cited
as evidence for the idea that gesturing helps speakers find the
right words and, more broadly, as some of the first evidence
that gesturing serves a cognitive function for speakers (e.g.,
Krauss, 1998). However, a careful reexamination of Rauscher
et al. (1996)’s disfluency rate results shows that they did not
find statistically significant results supporting the idea that
gesturing helps speakers find the right spatial words.
Rauscher et al.’s (1996) most influential claim is that preventing gesture causes higher disfluency rates only during
speech with spatial content. The claim that gesture prevention makes spatial speech more dysfluent, but does not affect
non-spatial speech, relies on showing two effects: First, preventing gesture should make spatial speech more disfluent,
resulting in a simple effect of gesture prevention in speech
with spatial content. Second, preventing gesture should increase disfluency selectively during speech with spatial content, as opposed to speech with no spatial content, resulting
in a 2-way interaction of gesture condition (gestures allowed,
gestures prevented) and speech content (spatial content, no
spatial content).
Yet, the simple effect required to support this claim was
not statistically significant, and the required 2-way interaction was never reported, neither in Rauscher et al. (1996),
nor in subsequent review articles and chapters highlighting
these results (see Figure 4 in Krauss, 1998, reprinted here
as Figure 3). Regarding the required simple effect, the LRH
predicted that participants should produce more disfluencies
when they are prevented from gesturing, compared to when
they are allowed to gesture, during speech with spatial content (i.e., the two bars on the left in Figure 3 should be significantly different from each other). However, this critical
simple effect was only marginally significant, as reported
(i.e., p < .066). Notably, even this reported value is anticonservative, in at least two ways. First, the statistical test
did not account for item-wise variance (Clark, 1973), leading to an increased probability of Type I error (i.e., a false
positive result). Second, the alpha value for pairwise comparisons was not corrected for the multiple statistical comparisons reported, and the even greater number of comparisons that could have been conducted in this 2 x 2 x 3 design. After correcting the alpha value appropriately, the reported marginal p-value would no longer approach significance. It appears that Rauscher et al. (1996) did not, in fact,
have any statistically significant results to support their influential claim that “speech with spatial content was less fluent
when speakers could not gesture than when they could gesture” (ibid, p. 226).1
1 Rauscher et al. (1996) also reported the effects of gesture prevention on two other measures of disfluency, speech rate and nonjuncture filled pause rate, and interpreted their results on these two
measures as support for the LRH. Space precludes a detailed reexamination of the speech rate and non-juncture filled pause rate
results. However, our reexamination revealed that none of the de-

Several studies in the last five decades, before and after
Rauscher et al. (1996), have also failed to find higher disfluency rates when speakers are prevented from gesturing than
when they are allowed to gesture (Graham & Heywood, 1975;
Rimé, Schiaratura, Hupet, & Ghysselinckx, 1984; Finlayson,
Forrest, Lickley, & Beck, 2003; Hostetter, Alibali, & Kita,
2007; Hoetjes, Krahmer, & Swerts, 2014; Cravotta, Busà, &
Prieto, 2018). Notably, none of the studies reporting null
effects of gesture prevention distinguished between disfluencies during spatial and nonspatial speech; thus, arguably,
these studies did not attempt to validate Rauscher et al.’s
(1996) claim that gesture prevention selectively affects spatial speech. By contrast, our study tested this claim explicitly,
but still found no evidence that gesture prevention increases
disfluency rate––in either spatial or non-spatial speech. So,
there appears to be no statistically significant evidence that
preventing gesture makes speech more disfluent. Overall, we
conclude that there is no clear support for the long-standing,
influential claim that people gesture when they speak, in part,
because gesturing helps speakers produce the right spatial
words.

Why do people gesture when they speak?
The LRH provided the first functional explanation for what
causes a speaker to gesture that did not restrict co-speech gesture’s function to communicative benefits for the listener, and
instead suggested that gesturing may serve a cognitive function in the speaker’s mind. Even though gesturing does not
appear to help people find the right spatial words, gestures do
serve a variety of other speaker-internal cognitive functions.
For example, gesturing lightens speakers’ cognitive load and
also facilitates learning (Goldin-Meadow, Nusbaum, Kelly,
& Wagner, 2001; Cook, Mitchell, & Goldin-Meadow, 2008).
As Krauss (1998) argued, gesture’s function cannot be limited
to communicative purposes. However, in light of the evidence
we present here, an account of the cognitive functions of gesture will need to look beyond the role of gesture in helping
people find the right spatial words.

Conclusions
Do gestures facilitate speech production? Typically, reviews
listing the cognitive functions of gesture start this list with the
assertion that gesture helps people find the right words (e.g.,
Goldin-Meadow, 1999; Kita, Alibali, & Chu, 2017). Here,
however, we showed that there is no compelling evidence to
support this influential hypothesis. Rauscher et al.’s (1996)
claim that gesture prevention increases disfluency rates for
spatial speech is among the most widely cited empirical results in the gesture literature; yet, upon reexamining this
study, we found that the data do not support the LRH. Our further reexamination of five decades of research testing effects
of gesture prevention on disfluency, before and after Rauscher
et al.’s (1996) influential study, revealed that there is no reliable evidence that gesture prevention makes speech more
pendent measures Rauscher et al.’s (1996) showed the full pattern of
results predicted by the LRH.
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disfluent. Accordingly, the results from our study showed
no statistically significant effects of gesture prevention on
speech disfluency, for speech about literal or metaphorical
space. Gestures do not appear to facilitate speech production
by helping people find the right spatial words, challenging
long-held beliefs about why people gesture when they speak.
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Abstract
Visual and auditory channels have different affordances and
this is mirrored in what information is available for linguistic
encoding. The visual channel has high spatial acuity, whereas
the auditory channel has better temporal acuity. These
differences may lead to different conceptualizations of events
and affect multimodal language production. Previous studies of
motion events typically present visual input to elicit speech and
gesture. The present study compared events presented as audioonly, visual-only, or multimodal (visual+audio) input and
assessed speech and co-speech gesture for path and manner of
motion in Turkish. Speakers with audio-only input mentioned
path more and manner less in verbal descriptions, compared to
speakers who had visual input. There was no difference in the
type or frequency of gestures across conditions, and gestures
were dominated by path-only gestures. This suggests that input
modality influences speakers’ encoding of path and manner of
motion events in speech, but not in co-speech gestures.
Keywords: motion events; visual perception; auditory
perception; multimodal; spatial language; iconic gestures

Introduction
Vision is widely considered as the primary source of
information about space and is the basis of rich mental
representations. Vision dominates spatial perception as it has
the advantage of providing high spatial acuity for both close
and distant space (e.g., Eimer, 2004; Stokes & Biggs, 2015).
When presented simultaneously with conflicting non-visual
information, the dominance of vision results in cross-modal
illusions such as the ventriloquism effect (Alais & Burr,
2004; Howard & Templeton, 1966), although audition is
found to dominate in temporal processing, since audition has
higher temporal acuity than vision (e.g., Recanzone, 2003;
Repp & Penel, 2002).
The dominance of vision is thought to be reflected in
language too, especially in Western societies (Levinson &
Majid, 2014; Majid et al., 2018; San Roque et al., 2015;
Viberg, 1983). Compared to other senses, vision-related
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words are more frequent and numerous in the languages of
the world (San Roque et al., 2015; Winter, Perlman, & Majid,
2018). Nevertheless, in one study of 20 diverse languages,
Majid et al. (2018) found that not all languages show highest
linguistic codability—i.e., agreement on descriptions of
experience—for vision.
Given the qualitative perceptual differences between
modalities and the diverse codability of the senses, we ask
whether sensory modality of input influences linguistic
encoding of spatial information. In the present study, we
compared motion events presented as audio-only, visualonly, or multimodal (visual+audio) stimuli and examined
both verbal and gestural expressions of path and manner of
motion. We examined speech and gesture as each can provide
distinct information about the underlying conceptualization
of events for language production (e.g., Kita, Alibali, & Chu,
2017; Kita & Özyürek, 2003). Since gestures are considered
to arise mainly from visuospatial representations (e.g.,
Hostetter & Alibali, 2008, 2019), we can determine whether
audio and visual input give rise to similar visuospatial
representations. So, we ask for the first time whether speakers
produce similar types and frequency of gestures to depict
spatial information about motion events extracted from visual
versus auditory input.
In contrast to the holistic nature of visual information,
auditory information is represented sequentially. Spatial
cognition and language studies have shown that when people
rely exclusively on non-visual information to build spatial
representations (such as in blindness), their representations
reflect the sequential nature of input (e.g., Iverson, 1999;
Iverson & Goldin-Meadow, 1997; Thinus-Blanc & Gaunet,
1997). For example, during a route description task for a
familiar spot in their school, blind children describe the path
in a more segmented fashion with more landmarks in their
speech than sighted children (Iverson & Goldin-Meadow,
1997). Furthermore, when children gave segmented verbal
descriptions, regardless of their visual status, they produced

fewer gestures. Iverson and Goldin-Meadow (1997) claimed
that gesture frequency decreases with segmented speech due
to the process of gesture generation. Speech and gesture arise
from an integrated system, and gestures capture a
representation as “a global whole” (McNeill, 1992).
Therefore, when speech is represented sequentially, it is not
well-suited for gesture. These studies suggest there may be
differences between visual and non-visual modalities,
however it is unclear whether the attested differences in the
linguistic encoding of spatial information arise from the longterm effect of blindness or instead are due to the sequential
nature of input at encoding.
More generally, the encoding of motion has been studied
extensively across languages (e.g., Gennari, Sloman, Malt, &
Fitch, 2002; Gullberg, Hendricks, & Hickmann, 2008; Kita
& Özyürek, 2003; Papafragou, Massey, & Gleitman, 2002;
Slobin, Ibarretxe-Antuñano, Kopecka, & Majid, 2014).
Slobin (1996) proposed that speakers learn to encode aspects
of events depending on distinctions in their language. One
crucial distinction in motion representation is between path
and manner (Talmy, 1985). Since path and manner of motion
are distinct spatial notions, modality of input could influence
their encoding differently in speech and gesture depending on
the type of language. No study has systematically
investigated this issue as of yet.
Most previous studies present visual stimuli to elicit speech
and gesture about motion events, with the exception of one
study which used haptic input (Özçalışkan, Lucero, &
Goldin-Meadow, 2016) and another which used auditory
input (Mamus, Rissman, Majid, & Özyürek, 2019). However,
neither of these studies directly tested the role of input
modality on linguistic representations of motion events.
Özçalışkan et al. (2016) tested blind participants, sighted
participants, and sighted but blindfolded participants. Toys
such as a house and a crib were used as landmarks and
multiple static dolls in different postures were used to create
the impression of motion (e.g., a girl running into a house).
Participants were instructed to describe the scenes and were
explicitly encouraged to gesture at the same time. Blind
speakers talked and gestured in a comparable manner to
blindfolded and sighted speakers of their language. No direct
comparison was made between blindfolded and sighted
speakers’ verbal and gestural patterns however. Therefore, it
remains unclear whether input modality specifically affects
event representations from these results.
In a later study, Mamus et al. (2019) created auditory
motion events by presenting audio-recordings in a 5+1
surround sound system and tested the effect of blindfolding
on verbal expressions of path of motion. They found that
blindfolded speakers’ path descriptions were more sequential
(i.e., segmented with landmarks) than sighted speakers, but
all speakers could extract information about the path of
motion based on the sounds of events. However, since there
was no comparison with visual input, it is unclear whether
descriptions were impoverished, richer, or the same as those
that would be elicited from sight. Moreover, Mamus et al.
(2019) did not explore expressions of manner of motion or
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gestures during event description. Therefore, a systematic
comparison of how sensory input influences expressions of
spatial information in language and gesture is required.
Another goal of our study was to experimentally test how
people express naturalistic auditory motion events using
spontaneous iconic gestures. Iconic gestures are considered
an effective tool to convey visuospatial and motor
information because they are said to represent such
information directly from a mental image (Alibali, 2005;
Hostetter & Alibali, 2008, 2019). Several gesture production
theories claim that gestures depend on visuospatial imagery
and therefore occur more frequently during the expression of
spatial and motor information (e.g., de Ruiter, 1998;
Hostetter & Alibali, 2008; Kita & Özyürek, 2003; Wesp,
Hesse, Keutmann, & Wheaton, 2001). However, it is also
claimed that type of language (e.g., motion event typology)
influences which aspects of spatial features of events are
expressed in speech and gesture (e.g., Kita & Özyürek, 2003).
To date, gesture production has predominantly been
studied using visual stimuli (e.g., video-clips, cartoons, line
drawings, paintings, and so on; but see, e.g., Iverson, 1999;
Özçalışkan et al., 2016). It is possible that focusing on the
visual modality might create a modality-specific bias in favor
of visuospatial imagery. To our knowledge, no study has
addressed whether speakers produce the same type and
frequency of gestures when expressing spatial information
drawn from non-visual vs. visual modalities.
The present study investigated how Turkish speakers
represent spatial information in language based on auditory
or visual input. We compared verbal and gestural expressions
of path and manner of motion events that were presented as
audio-only, visual-only, or multimodal (visual + audio)
stimuli. Our main goal was to compare audio-only versus
visual-only input, however including a multimodal condition
allows a further test of the dominance of vision. If vision
alone provides enough information about events, then we
would not expect a difference between the visual-only and
the multimodal conditions in linguistic expressions of spatial
information.
We can make distinct predictions about the encoding of
path and manner in speech and gesture as a function of input
modality. If the previously attested differences of path
information from non-visual input (Iverson, 1999; Iverson &
Goldin-Meadow, 1997) are caused by in-the-moment
differences in perception, we would predict that participants
in the visual conditions would describe motion events in a
more global fashion, leading to fewer mentions of path in
speech than participants in the audio-only conditions.
It is less clear how input modality would affect manner
encoding. To differentiate particular manners such as walk
vs. run, vision provides rich information about biomechanical
properties, as well as information about speed and direction
of motion (e.g., Malt et al., 2014). However, audition is also
good at providing temporal information—such as rhythm of
a motion (e.g., Recanzone, 2003; Repp & Penel, 2002). It is
presently unclear whether visual vs. auditory information

would necessarily lead to different manner encoding of
motion events in speech and gesture.
If gestures are generated mainly from visuospatial imagery
(e.g., Hostetter & Alibali, 2008, 2019), then gesture
frequency for both path and manner should decrease in the
audio-only condition compared to visual-only and
multimodal conditions. However, if speakers can build
comparable spatial representations from auditory input as
they do from visual input, then they should produce similar
types and frequency of gestures to depict path and manner of
motion in all conditions.
However, these predictions about the encoding of path and
manner in speech and gesture are based only on stimulus
affordances, but can be further influenced by languagespecific patterns. Turkish is considered a verb-framed
language, which primarily encodes path in the main verb and
optionally encodes manner in a subordinated verb or
adverbial phrase (Talmy, 1985). As encoding of path is
essential in Turkish but manner is an optional element,
manner expressions might be more susceptible to effects of
input modality than path. This prediction also holds for
gesture types. Previous studies showed that Turkish speakers
are more likely to produce path gestures than manner gestures
to depict motion events, even if both manner and path are
expressed in speech (e.g., Kita & Özyürek, 2003; Özyürek,
Kita, Allen, Furman, & Brown, 2005). Therefore, gestures of
Turkish speakers might also reflect this path framing,
overriding any effect of input modality.

Method
Participants
Forty-five native Turkish speakers with normal or correctedto-normal vision were recruited from Boğaziçi University.
Fifteen participants were randomly assigned to each of three
conditions: audio-only (M=21 years, SD=2), visual-only
(M=22 years, SD=3), and multimodal (M=21 years, SD=2).
Participants were tested in a quiet room on Boğaziçi
University campus. They all received extra credit in a
psychology course for their participation and provided
written informed consent in accordance with the guidelines
approved by the IRB committees of Boğaziçi and Radboud
Universities.

Stimuli
We video- and audio-recorded locomotion and nonlocomotion events performed by an actress. Locomotion
events were the critical items, whereas non-locomotion
events were included as filler items. We created 12
locomotion events by crossing 3 manners (walk, run, and
limp) with 4 paths (to, from, into, and out of) in relation to a
landmark object (door or elevator). A camera and sound
recorder were placed next to the landmark objects. For to and
into events, the actress moved towards landmarks—so the
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path direction was approaching the sound recorder—and for
from and out of events, the actress was moving away from
landmarks—so the path direction was away from the sound
recorder.
To create non-locomotion events, the same actress
performed three-participant “transitive” actions with
different objects (e.g., opening a can, chopping a cucumber),
and the video and sound were recorded across from her at a
fixed distance. There were 24 trials in total, including 12
locomotion and 12 non-locomotion events.

Procedure
Participants were presented with the events on a laptop using
Presentation Software. The events were presented as audioclips to participants in the audio-only condition, as silent
video-clips to the participants in the visual-only condition,
and as video+audio clips to the participants in the multimodal
condition. All participants wore a headphone during the task.
Participants were asked to describe each event. They were
told that another participant would watch their descriptions
and watch/listen to the same events and be asked to match
descriptions with events. There were no instructions about
gesture use. Before the experiment started, they had two
practice trials consisting of two non-locomotion events.
Participants initiated the next trial at their own pace by
pressing a button after they described the event. Descriptions
were recorded with a video camera placed approximately 1.5
m away and across from participants. After the description
task, participants filled out a demographic questionnaire on a
laptop. The duration of the experiment was around 15
minutes.

Coding
Speech for the locomotion events were transcribed and coded
by native Turkish speakers using ELAN (Wittenburg et al.,
2006). Event descriptions were split into clauses. A clause
was defined as a verb and its associated arguments or verb
clauses with gerund phrases. Clauses were then coded as
relevant if they included locomotion descriptions. For
example, a clause including a transitive event such as opening
a door or ringing the bell was not coded as relevant to the
target event. Finally, each relevant clause was coded
according to the type of information it contained: (a) path
(trajectory of motion) and (b) manner of motion (how the
action is performed)—see (1).
(1) Kapı-dan
door-ABL

çık-tı
/ yürü-yerek
exit-PST
walk-Connective
(path verb)
(manner)

‘(someone) exited from the door / while walking.’
/ indicates a new clause for the purposes of coding

Figure 1. (a) Motion event descriptions. (b) Path and manner in speech. (c) Gesture for motion event descriptions. (d) Path
and manner gestures for motion event descriptions. Colorful dots represent the average data for each participant; black dots
represent the mean.
Participants’ spontaneous iconic gestures were also coded
for each target motion event description. Iconic gestures
represented trajectory and/or manner of movement and were
further classified into (i) path-only, (ii) manner-only, and (iii)
path+manner conflated together. Path-only gestures depict a
trajectory of movement without representing the manner, and
manner only gestures show the style of a movement without
representing the trajectory. Path+manner gestures depict both
trajectory and manner of movement simultaneously.

Results
To analyze the data, we used one-way ANOVA and linear
mixed-effects regression models (Baayen et al., 2008) with
random intercepts for Participants and Items, using the
packages lme4 (Version 1.1–23; Bates et al., 2015) and
lmerTest (Version 3.1–3; Kuznetsova et al., 2017) to retrieve
p-values in R (Version 3.5.1; R Core Team, 2018). We
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conducted separate linear mixed effects models on path and
manner mentions in speech and gesture. To assess statistical
significance of the fixed factors, we used likelihood-ratio
tests, comparing models with and without the factors of
interest.

Speech
We investigated whether participants differed in how they
described path and manner of motion events based on audioonly, visual-only, or multimodal input. We first calculated the
ratio of motion event descriptions per participant. For each
participant, we divided the total number of motion event
descriptions by the total number of descriptions. A one-way
ANOVA showed there was a significant difference between
input modalities, F(2,42) = 21.14, p < .001. A post-hoc Tukey
test showed that participants in the audio-only (M=0.56,
SD=.15) condition had fewer motion event descriptions

compared to both participants in the visual-only (M=0.80,
SD=.12) and multimodal (M=0.81, SD=.10) conditions (ps <
.001). (See Figure 1a).
To investigate whether participants differed in how they
expressed path and manner in speech, we ran an lmer model
with the fixed factors of input modality (audio-only, visualonly, multimodal) and type of expression (path vs. manner)
using the ratio of mention of path and manner per motion
event description as input (see Figure 1b). The model
revealed no fixed effect of input modality, χ2 (2) = 0.78, p =
.68, and no fixed effect of type of expression on path and
manner mention, χ2 (1) = 3.66, p = .06. However, the model
did reveal an interaction between input modality and type of
expression, χ2 (2) = 16.52, p < .001. Compared to participants
in the audio-only condition, participants in the visual-only (β
= .147, SE = .053, t = 2.79, p = .005) and multimodal
conditions (β = .210, SE = .053, t = 3.99, p < .001) mentioned
manner more than path. In other words, participants encoded
more manner than path information in the visual conditions
(visual-only and multimodal) than auditory condition. There
was no difference between participants in the visual-only and
multimodal conditions in terms of reference to path vs.
manner (β = .063, SE = .052, t = 1.21, p = .23). Moreover,
participants in the audio-only condition mentioned path more
often than participants in the multimodal condition (β = -.012,
SE = .044, t = -2.66, p = .011) but not more than participants
in the visual-only condition (β = -.063, SE = .044, t = 1.43, p
=.16).

Gesture
We investigated whether participants differed in how they
gestured about path and manner of motion events based on
input. First, we compared groups in terms of the gesture ratio
per motion event descriptions. A one-way ANOVA showed
that there was no significant difference in gesture ratio
between participants in the audio-only (M=0.62, SD=0.37),
visual-only (M=0.54, SD=0.45), and multimodal (M=0.52,
SD=0.33) conditions; F(2,42) = 0.3, p = .74 (see Figure 1c).
To further investigate what type of gestures participants
produced, we calculated the ratio of iconic (path only, manner
only, and path+manner) gestures per motion event
description. For these calculations, total counts of path only,
manner only, and path+manner gestures were divided by the
number of motion event descriptions for each trial. The data
were analyzed in the same way as the speech data. We ran an
lmer model with fixed factors of input modality (audio-only,
visual-only, and multimodal) and type of expression (pathonly, manner-only, and path+manner) using the ratio of path
and manner gestures per motion event description as input
(see Figure 1d). The model revealed a fixed effect of type of
expression, χ2 (2) = 278.54, p < .001. Regardless of the
condition, speakers produced more path-only gestures than
manner-only (β = -.223, SE = .015, t = -14.61, p <.001) and
path+manner gestures (β = -.238, SE = .015, t = -15.61, p <
.001). There was no difference between manner-only and
path+manner gestures (β = -.015, SE = .015, t = -1.01, p =
.31). The model revealed no fixed effect of input modality, χ2
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(1) = 0.16, p = .92, and no interaction between input modality
and type of expression on path and manner gestures, χ2 (4) =
2.13, p = .71.

Discussion
The present study investigated how Turkish speakers
represent spatial information in language based on
differential sensory input. We compared motion events
presented as audio-only, visual-only, or multimodal
(visual+audio) stimuli and examined the expressions of path
and manner of motion in speech and gesture. We found that
speakers produced more motion event descriptions when they
watched events with visual input—either multimodal or
visual-only—in comparison to when they only listened to
events. This shows that speakers provide richer linguistic
information about spatial components of motion events when
visual input is present. This finding fits the claims that vision
dominates in language, at least in the domain of space (e.g.,
Levinson & Majid, 2014; Majid et al., 2018; San Roque et
al., 2015; Viberg, 1983; Winter et al., 2018).
Our data also showed that speakers were able to extract
information about both path and manner of motion from
auditory input alone. This extends the previous findings of
Mamus et al. (2019), suggesting that audition is informative
about at least some aspects of manner of motion.
Nevertheless, there was a qualitative difference in
linguistic expressions of spatial information drawn from
visual vs. auditory input. We found that Turkish speakers
were more likely to mention manner than path information in
their speech in the visual conditions than auditory condition.
This is interesting because, based on the Turkish typology,
encoding path is more essential than manner in motion event
descriptions (Talmy, 1985). So, this finding may be the result
of differences in stimulus affordances: as vision provides
more detailed information about manner of motion than
audition does, manner of motion might be more salient in
visual input, even in a path language. This suggests that the
modality of input influences speakers’ encoding of spatial
event components independently of the well-established
tendencies of speaking a particular language (e.g., Slobin,
1996; Talmy, 1985).
This is also the first study that directly tested whether
modality of sensory input influences gesture production for
the same motion event. Existing theories about the nature of
gestures emphasize that gestural representations are mainly
visuospatial (e.g., Alibali, 2005; de Ruiter, 1998; Hostetter &
Alibali, 2008; Wesp et al., 2001). We found that auditory
spatial input can elicit similar types and frequency of gestures
as visual input for the expression of path and manner of
motion events. Our results provide new insight into the nature
of gestures, showing that speakers can build gestural
representations from input that is auditory.
Interestingly, we found the difference between path and
manner representations across input modalities found in
speech was not reflected in gesture. Due to the interaction
between speech and gesture, it might be expected that when
manner of motion is mentioned more often in speech, manner

gestures should also increase. However, even though
speakers in the visual-only and multimodal conditions
mentioned manner more often in speech, there was no
increase in the frequency of manner gestures. Regardless of
the type of input they received, speakers produced more path
only gestures than manner only or path+manner gestures.
This finding aligns well with the previous literature. It is welldocumented that Turkish speakers produce more path
gestures than manner or path+manner, in accordance with the
language-specific syntactic patterns of speech (e.g., Kita &
Özyürek, 2003; Özçalışkan et al., 2016; Özyürek et al., 2005).
Gestures not only depict imagistic elements in event
representations, but are also shaped by language during
speaking (e.g., Kita & Özyürek, 2003; Özyürek et al., 2005;
Slobin, 1996).
Although our results imply that modality of input does not
affect the gesture of Turkish speakers, results may differ for
a satellite-framed language that encodes manner in the main
verb—such as English—or an equipollently-framed
language—such as Mandarin Chinese (e.g., Brown & Chen,
2013). To better understand whether and how co-speech
gesture is influenced by non-visual spatial input, a crosslinguistic investigation is necessary.

Conclusion
The present study examined the role of sensory input
modality on the linguistic expression of spatial event
components in both speech and co-speech gesture and found
they pattern in distinct ways. In comparison to the auditory
modality, the visual modality appears to foreground manner
more than path in speech, but gestures are generated similarly
regardless of input modality. These findings suggest that the
modality of input influences speakers’ encoding of path and
manner of motion events in speech.
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Abstract
The claim that contextual knowledge exerts a top-down
influence on sensory processing is supported by evidence for
lexically-mediated compensation for coarticulation (LCfC) in
spoken language processing. In this phenomenon, a lexically
restored context phoneme (e.g., the final phoneme in
Christma# or fooli#) influences perception of a subsequent
target phoneme (e.g., a phoneme ambiguous between /t/ and
/k/). A recent report shows that carefully vetted materials
produce robust, replicable LCfC effects in younger adults (1834 years old). Here, we asked whether we would observe LCfC
in a sample of older adults (aged 60+). This is of interest
because older adults must often contend with age-related
declines in sensory processing, with previous research
suggesting that older adults may compensate for age-related
changes by relying more strongly on contextual knowledge.
We observed robust LCfC effects in younger and older
samples, with no significant difference in the effect size
between age groups.
Keywords: spoken word recognition; interactive models;
activation feedback; aging; speech perception

Introduction
In order to recognize a spoken word, listeners must map the
incoming auditory signal onto a known mental
representation. Thus, spoken word recognition necessarily
depends on a series of bottom-up transformations applied to
the signal. At the same time, studies have provided evidence
that high-level contextual information, such as lexical
knowledge, can guide a listener’s interpretation of the speech
signal, particularly when the auditory input is ambiguous
(e.g., Ganong, 1980). For instance, a listener’s interpretation
of a speech sound that is ambiguous between /s/ and /∫/ (“sh”)
is guided by the context in which it appears, with listeners
more likely to characterize the ambiguous sound as /s/ if it is
preceded by Christma_ and as /∫/ if it is preceded by fooli_.
As such, spoken word recognition may be appropriately
characterized as a balancing act, representing the interplay
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between ascending auditory processes and descending
influences of higher-level cognitive processes.
While the importance of these contextual influences is
well-established, there has been a long-standing debate over
how these influences manifest computationally (e.g.,
McClelland, Mirman, & Holt, 2006; McQueen, Norris, &
Cutler, 2006). Proponents of interactive models, such as the
TRACE model of speech perception (McClelland & Elman,
1986), propose that when low-level auditory information
propagates forward, relevant lexical representations are
activated; critically, lexical representations then feed
information backward to help boost activation of
corresponding phonemes. Such models suggest that higher
levels of lexical processing can directly modulate low-level
sensory processing, a feature that is particularly
advantageous during noisy conditions because it permits
contextual information to constrain interpretation of the
speech signal to relevant candidates (Magnuson, Mirman,
Luthra, Strauss, & Harris, 2018). Critics of interactive models
argue that lexical feedback would impede veridical
perception of the auditory signal, leading the model to
perceive “only its own predictions” and therefore causing
rampant hallucinations (Norris, McQueen & Cutler, 2016).
In a seminal study, Elman and McClelland (1988) argued
in favor of interactive models based on evidence for lexicallymediated compensation for coarticulation (LCfC). This
paradigm couples two phenomena in order to isolate the locus
of context effects. The first phenomenon is compensation for
coarticulation. When a talker has to produce a speech sound
that is produced relatively far back in the mouth (e.g., /ʃ/, /g/,
/k/, /r/) immediately after a speech sound produced near the
front (e.g., /s/, /d/, /t/, /l/), the talker may not reach the
intended place of articulation (PoA) as a result of motoric
constraints of speech production (i.e., the fact that the
articulatory gestures for successive speech sounds overlap in
time and so are coarticulated). As a result, the second speech

sound might be produced with an ambiguous PoA. (Note that
the analogous context effect is observed when a more back
PoA precedes a more front PoA). Researchers had long
established that listeners are sensitive to these kinds of
contingencies and compensate for this coarticulatory effect.
For instance, if listeners heard a sound with an ambiguous
PoA (e.g., a sound ambiguous between /t/ and /k/), but this
sound was preceded by a sound with a clear front PoA (e.g.,
/s/), listeners would perceive the ambiguous sound as having
a back PoA (e.g., Mann & Repp, 1981; Repp & Mann, 1981,
1982). Though some researchers have suggested that this
effect is driven by general auditory processes and not motoric
knowledge (e.g., Holt & Lotto, 2008), compensation for
coarticulation is critically agreed to have a sub-lexical locus.
The second phenomenon is phoneme restoration, a context
effect where listeners appear to fill in a sound that has been
replaced by noise (Samuel, 1981, 2001; Warren, 1970).
Elman and McClelland (1988) reasoned that if lexical
information could directly modulate a sub-lexical process, as
predicted by an interactive model, then a lexically-restored
phoneme should be able to drive compensation for
coarticulation. They merged the two paradigms by pairing a
context word with an ambiguous final phoneme that could
only resolve to one option (e.g., Christma# or fooli#) with a
target word where the initial phoneme varied along a frontback PoA continuum (e.g., #apes, with # taken from a /t/-/k/
continuum). Critically, the direction of the compensation for
coarticulation effect depended on whether lexical
information restored the ambiguous context phoneme as
having front PoA (e.g., /s/) or back PoA (e.g., /∫/).
While the logic of the LCfC paradigm represents a gold
standard for determining whether context has a top-down
influence on sensory processing, the field has been stymied
by inconsistent results in subsequent LCfC studies (Pitt &
McQueen 1998; Magnuson et al., 2003; McQueen, Jesse &
Norris 2009), making it difficult for the field to adjudicate
between models with and without feedback.
Recently, Luthra et al. (2021) speculated that the weak
results in previous LCfC studies may have been driven in part
by characteristics of the stimuli. In particular, they noted that
most previous studies had not pretested stimuli to ensure that
they would elicit the requisite phoneme restoration effects
(e.g., that lexical knowledge would guide a listener to
interpret the final segment of Christma# as /s/) and that they
would elicit classic compensation for coarticulation effects
(e.g., that an unambiguous context stimulus like Christmas
would induce the expected compensation for coarticulation
effects on target items from a subsequent front-back PoA
continuum) before combining items in the LCfC paradigm.
Luthra et al. extensively piloted potential context and target
stimuli to ensure that they would elicit these baseline effects.
To assess potential context stimuli, Luthra et al. presented
one group of listeners with items on a word-nonword
continuum (e.g., abolish-aboliss*) and one group of listeners
with stimuli that were trimmed to yield a nonword-nonword
continuum (e.g., ish-iss*); if items showed a lexical effect
(i.e., at some step, participants made more lexically
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consistent responses for the intact stimuli than for the
trimmed stimuli), they were submitted to additional piloting.
To assess potential target stimuli, the authors tested whether
compensation for coarticulation was observed when targets
were preceded by context items with unambiguous endings
(e.g., abolish #apes). After stimuli were pretested, Luthra et
al. conducted a well-powered, pre-registered study to test for
LCfC; a post-hoc power analysis indicates that Luthra et al.
had power of 0.99 for detecting the effect of interest. They
observed robust LCfC effects in a sample of young adults and
also replicated these findings in a second independent
sample, providing strong evidence for modulation of
sublexical processing via lexical feedback.
In the current work, we aim to extend that previous study
by examining how LCfC effects might change across the
lifespan. A consideration of aging can allow for a richer
understanding of the interactions between top-down and
bottom-up processing, as older adults often endure agerelated changes in hearing abilities and in cognitive
processing (Rogers & Peelle, submitted). While overall
processing tends to be slower in older adults than in their
younger peers (Salthouse, 1996), crystallized cognitive
abilities, such as lexical knowledge, appear to be relatively
preserved across the lifespan, and as such, older adults may
rely more on high-level context to compensate for age-related
declines in hearing (Mattys & Scharenborg, 2014; PichoraFuller, 2008; Rogers, Jacoby, & Sommers, 2012). For the
current study, we hypothesized that because older adults rely
more heavily on lexical knowledge when processing
ambiguous phonetic information, LCfC effects might be
larger in a sample of older adults than in a sample of younger
adults.

Experiment 1
In Experiment 1, we tested whether LCfC would be observed
in a sample of older adults and how the size of the effect
might compare to a sample of younger adults. Data for the
younger sample were taken from the first experiment of the
recent study reviewed above (Luthra et al., 2021), available
from an Open Science Framework repository
(https://osf.io/q8c3z/). Data for the older adults sample were
collected and analyzed in accordance with a plan we preregistered
on
the
Open
Science
Framework
(https://osf.io/4zvyu).

Method
Materials Stimuli were taken directly from Luthra et al.
(2021). There were 4 context items (for lexically-based
phoneme restoration) with ambiguous final phonemes
(isolate/*isolake, maniac/*maniat, pocketful/*pocketfur and
questionnaire/*questionnail) as well as 5 target continua for
compensation for coarticulation (same/shame, sell/shell,
sign/shine, sip/ship and sort/short).
As described by Luthra et al. (2021), materials were
prepared by first recording a native speaker of American
English, who produced clear versions of the endpoints for
each target continuum (e.g., same and shame). 11-step

continua were constructed in STRAIGHT (Kawahara et al.,
2008); STRAIGHT requires the experimenter to identify
temporal and spectral landmarks in each of the endpoint
stimuli and then interpolates between the endpoints in equal
steps to create the desired continuum. For each target
continuum, the most ambiguous step (as identified during
pilot testing) was identified as step 0 and all other steps were
expressed relative to step 0. In Experiment 1 of the current
study, listeners heard five steps ( -2, -1, 0, 1 and 2) from each
target continuum, following the approach of Luthra et al.
Procedure The current experiment was programmed using
the online experiment builder Gorilla (Anywl-Irvine et al.,
2020) and data were collected through the Prolific platform
(https://prolific.sc). After providing informed consent,
participants answered a series of demographics questions and
completed a stereo listening test to ensure they were using
headphones (Woods et al., 2017).
In the experiment proper, each trial consisted of an
ambiguous context word (e.g., isola#) immediately followed
by the critical target word. Participants had to decide whether
the target word began with a front or back place-ofarticulation (with /s/ or /∫/, respectively) by pressing the
relevant key. Subjects completed 6 blocks of this task, with
each block consisting of all 100 possible trials (4 context
items x 5 target continua x 5 steps / target continuum) in
random order. Response mappings (i.e., whether the ‘s’
button response was on the left or on the right) were
counterbalanced across participants. Trials timed out after 6
seconds, and there was a 1-second inter-trial interval. In total,
the experiment took approximately 45 minutes to complete,
and participants were paid $9 for their participation,
consistent with Connecticut’s minimum wage ($12/hour) at
the time of the study.
Participants 69 older adults were recruited for the current
experiment. These participants self-identified as monolingual
speakers of English above the age of 65 who lived in the
United States. All subjects reported having normal or
corrected-to-normal vision, no hearing difficulties, and no
language-related disorders, and all subjects had at least a 90%
approval rating on Prolific (indicating a high rate of
compliance in previous studies).
As specified in our pre-registration, we excluded
participants who failed the headphone screening test twice as
well as participants with poor behavioral performance
(subjects with <80% classification accuracy for clear
endpoints from target continua and/or who failed to respond
to 10% or more of trials). This resulted in a sample of 40 older
adults (25 female, 15 male; mean age: 69, range: 65-75).
We compared the performance of the older adults to an
archival sample of 40 younger adults (22 female, 18 male;
mean age: 27, range: 18-34) taken from Luthra et al. (2021).
Notably, a power analysis using the effect size from this
archival sample suggested that we only needed 15
participants to estimate the effect of the context item (i.e., the
LCfC effect) with power of 0.90 at an alpha level of 0.05.
However, it is unclear whether this is an appropriate estimate
for the older adult sample, as LCfC effects might differ in size
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across age ranges. By analyzing data from 40 older adult
participants, we ensured that our samples were matched in
size. Furthermore, by using a substantially larger sample size
than indicated by the power analysis, we are better able to test
whether there is an interaction between age group and the size
of the LCfC effect.

Figure 1:
Comparably robust lexically-mediated
compensation for coarticulation (LCfC) effects in samples of
older adults (left) and younger adults (right; archival data
from Luthra et al., 2021). Participants heard target items
taken from a front-back place-of-articulation (PoA)
continuum; the x-axis shows the continuum step, with 0
representing the most ambiguous step. The y-axis indicates
how often subjects responded that the first segment of the
target stimulus following the context item had a front PoA.
Solid lines represent the average response when a preceding
context item ended with an implied back PoA (e.g.,
questionnai#) and dotted lines represent a context item that
implied a front PoA for the final segment (e.g., isola#). As
expected, responses shifted depending on the lexically
implied PoA for the final segment of the context item.

Results
We observed strong LCfC effects in our sample of older
adults, as shown in Figure 1.
Older adult data were submitted to a mixed effects logistic
regression implemented in R (R Core Team, 2019) that tested
for fixed effects of Context Bias (whether lexical information
in the context item implied a front or back PoA for the final
segment; front/back, coded with a [1,-1] contrast) and Step
(scaled). The model also included random by-subject and byitem intercepts as well as random by-subject by-item slopes
for Context Bias and Step; note that the items here correspond
to the target items (same/shame, sign/shine, etc.). This
random effect structure is both the maximal one (Barr et al.,
2013) and the most parsimonious one (Matuscheck et al.,
2017), as simplifications to the random effect structure led to
a poorer model fit. All regressions were implemented using
the mixed function in the “afex” package (Singmann et al.,
2020); this function interfaces with the glmer function in the
“lme4” package (Bates et al., 2015) and uses likelihood ratio
tests to evaluate the significance of all fixed factors and their

interactions. Specifically, the model compares how well the
data are captured by a model that includes the fixed effect of
interest relative to a model that does not include the effect.
Thus, significant effects are those that improve model fit, as
indicated by a significant chi-square test statistic.
We observed a significant effect of Context Bias in our
older adult sample, χ2(1) = 14.16, p < 0.0001, indicating
LCfC in this group. We also observed a significant effect of
Step, χ2(1) = 21.69, p < 0.0001, indicating that the proportion
of front-PoA responses was lower for target stimuli that had
a relatively back PoA. There was no significant interaction
between these factors, p = 0.60.
To test for possible influences of age on the size of the
LCfC effect, we compared our older adults sample to the
archival sample of younger adults. Specifically, we
conducted a regression with fixed factors of Context Bias,
Step, and Age Group (older/younger, coded with a [1,-1]
contrast), random by-subject intercepts, random by-subject
slopes and interactions for Context Bias and Step, random byitem intercepts, and random by-item slopes and interactions
for Context Bias, Step and Age Group. As before, the
maximal model was also the most parsimonious. We
observed significant effects of Context Bias, χ2(1) = 13.62, p
= 0.0002, and of Step, χ2(1) = 21.16, p < 0.0001. We also
observed a significant interaction between Step and Age
Group, χ2(1) = 16.29, p < 0.0001, though this effect was not
of theoretical interest. No other effects were significant.
It is particularly striking that there was no difference in the
size of the LCfC effect across age groups (i.e., no interaction
between Context Bias and Age Group). To quantify the size
of the LCfC effect in each group, we calculated the difference
between how often subjects made /s/ responses when the
context item ended with an implied back PoA compared to
when it ended with an implied front PoA. For older adults,
the effect size was 7.8%, and for younger adults, the effect
size was 7.1%.
Finally, we compared the response times for older and
younger adults; note that this analysis was not included in our
pre-registration for the study and as such constitutes an
exploratory analysis. To eliminate outlier response times, we
only considered responses less than 2000 ms (97.5% of the
data). We then conducted a linear mixed effects regression
with fixed factors of Context Bias, Step, and Age Group. As
before, the random effect structure was selected through a
backward-stepping procedure, starting with the maximal
random effects structure. Through this process, we selected a
random effects structure with (1) random by-subject
intercepts, (2) random by-subject slopes and interactions for
Context Bias and Step, (3) random by-item intercepts, and (4)
random by-item slopes and interactions for Context Bias,
Step and Age Group. However, in contrast to previous
models, our model did not include random correlations
between random slopes and intercepts (see Barr et al., 2013
for discussion). We specified in the model that the data were
linked to a Gamma distribution with an identity function,
following the recommendation of Lo and Andrews (2015).
Note that because some response times were measured from
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stimulus offset, some data were close to the negative
boundary, which can produce errors during model fitting,
since the Gamma distribution excludes negative values. We
thus added a constant value of 50 ms to all response times for
the purposes of this analysis; these shifted reaction times
were used as the dependent variable. Note that the addition of
a constant value only influences the intercept of the model
and does not influence the estimates for the fixed effects. Of
interest was whether we would observe any differences in
response time as a function of Age Group. Though the mean
response time for older adults (455 ms, untransformed) was
longer than the mean response time for younger adults (418
ms), we did not observe any effects of Age Group in this
analysis. The only significant effects were of Context Bias,
χ2(1) = 9.48, p = 0.002, and of Step, χ2(1) = 5.60, p = 0.02.
Because neither effect is of theoretical interest, we do not
discuss them further.

Discussion
In Experiment 1, we observed LCfC effects in a sample of
older adults; to our knowledge, this is the first demonstration
of LCfC in this age group. Strikingly, the size of the LCfC
effect was comparable between our sample of older adults
and an archival sample of younger adults collected for a
previous study (Luthra et al., 2021), as evidenced by the lack
of interactions between Context Bias and Age Group as well
as the comparable effect sizes between groups.
In examining the data in Figure 1, however, it seemed
possible to us that older adults may have had a slightly more
pronounced LCfC effect than younger adults at more
intermediate continuum steps (i.e., step 0), but that our ability
to detect this might be dampened by performance on less
central steps (i.e., steps -2 and 2). We therefore decided to
conduct a follow-up experiment that would look more closely
at the intermediate range of the target continuum.

Experiment 2
In Experiment 2, we repeated Experiment 1 but selected
target stimuli from a more limited range around the most
ambiguous continuum step. In this way, we aimed to improve
our power to detect differences in the middle of the target
continuum, where LCfC effects are likely to be most
pronounced. Note that Experiment 2 was not pre-registered.

Methods
Materials For Experiment 2, we created 21-step target
continua using the same parameters as in the previous study
by Luthra et al. (2021). As illustrated in Figure 2, this allowed
us to select steps that spanned a more narrow region around
the most ambiguous step. For instance, Experiment 1 used
steps 3-7 from the sort/short continuum since step 5 was
identified in pilot testing as having the most ambiguous PoA;
Luthra et al. re-expressed this as steps -2 to 2 so that 0 was
the most ambiguous step. As shown in Figure 3, step 5 on the
11-step continuum corresponds to step 9 on the 21-step
continuum. Thus, for the sort/short continuum in Experiment
2, we selected steps 7 through 11 from the 21-step continuum,

which spans the same range as steps 4-6 from the 11-step
continuum. We then relabeled our steps so that 0 represented
the most ambiguous step. Thus, while Experiment 1 used
steps -2 (front), -1, 0 (ambiguous), 1 and 2 (back),
Experiment 2 used steps -1 (front), -0.5, 0 (ambiguous), 0.5,
and 1 (back).

as in Experiment 1. As before, we observed significant effects
of Context Bias (front/back), χ2(1) = 9.41, p = 0.002, and of
Step, χ2(1) = 14.88, p = 0.0001. No other effects were
significant. Effect sizes were computed as before; we
observed a numerically larger effect in our older adult sample
(6.1%) than in our younger sample (4.3%).

Figure 2: To construct new stimuli for Experiment 2, we
created 21-step continua instead of the 11-step continua used
in Experiment 1 and by Luthra et al. (2021).
Procedure The procedure was the same as in Experiment 1.
Participants For Experiment 2, we recruited 50 young adults
and 56 older adults who had not participated in Experiment
1. As before, we excluded participants who failed the
headphone screening test twice, and we also excluded
participants who failed to respond to 10% or more of the
trials. In contrast to Experiment 1, we did not exclude
participants with low accuracy in their classification of the
target continuum endpoints, as participants in Experiment 2
did not hear unambiguous endpoints from the target continua.
One additional participant was randomly excluded to
equalize the number of participants in each age group.
Consequently, data from 40 young adults (25 female, 15
male; mean age: 30, range: 19-34) and 40 older adults (26
female, 14 male; mean age: 68, range: 60-76) were included
in analyses for Experiment 2.
Note that the age range for the older adults in Experiment
2 (60-76) is slightly larger than the range in Experiment 1
(65-75). For Experiment 1, our pre-registered recruitment
strategy involved recruiting individuals above 65, though we
noted that if we had difficulty with recruitment, we would
reduce the lower bound to 60. Though Experiment 2 was not
pre-registered, we opted to follow the same recruitment
strategy as pre-registered for Experiment 1. Thus, when we
encountered difficulty recruiting a full sample of older adults
aged 65+ in Experiment 2, we opted to reduce the lower
bound to 60.

Results
Results from Experiment 2 are shown in Figure 3. As before,
we observed robust LCfC effects, as participants’
interpretation of an ambiguous target phoneme depended on
whether the context item had a lexically implied front or back
PoA for its final segment (e.g., isola# or questionnai#).
To assess the size of the LCfC effects across groups, we
conducted a regression analysis following the same approach
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Figure 3: In Experiment 2, we tested for LCfC effects using
target continua with a more limited range (half-step
increments from -1 to 1 instead of full-step increments from
-2 to 2, as in Experiment 1). We observed robust LCfC effects
in both age groups, with no difference in effect size as a
function of age.
Finally, we tested for potential differences in processing
speed between groups by submitting response times to a
linear mixed effects regression analysis following the same
approach as above. Note that as before, we only included
response times faster than 2000 ms (96.6% of the data).
Though responses were numerically faster for the younger
subjects (mean: 462 ms) than for older subjects (mean: 485
ms), we did not observe any significant effects of Age Group.
We did observe significant effects of Context Bias, χ2(1) =
3.92, p = 0.05, and of Step, χ2(1) = 6.63, p = 0.01, as was also
seen in Experiment 1.

Discussion
In Experiment 2, we replicated the core findings from
Experiment 1. In particular, both older adults and younger
adults exhibited robust LCfC effects, but there was no
significant difference in the effect size as a function of age.
We note that overall, responses in Experiment 2 were
relatively close to chance across the entire range of the target
continua. We suspect that this is because participants in
Experiment 2 never heard clear endpoints for the target
stimuli (i.e., they never heard a clear production of same or
of shame), and so they may have been more uncertain about
how to categorize the stimuli in general. It is striking that
LCfC effects were still observed in both age groups despite
this increased uncertainty.

General Discussion
Across two experiments, we observed robust LCfC, in that a
lexically implied PoA (e.g., the front PoA implied by isola#)
influenced perception of a subsequent target segment with an
ambiguous PoA. Critically, if we accept the assumptions of
Pitt and McQueen (1998), when transitional probabilities are
not confounded with lexical status (Luthra et al., 2021, show
that there is no single transitional probability that can explain
all the positive effects), LCfC can only be explained by
computational models that allow for lexical-to-sublexical
feedback. In such interactive models, lexical information
modulates the way that the context phoneme influences a sublexical process (compensation for coarticulation). In
autonomous models, there is no way for lexical knowledge to
influence sublexical processing; it can only influence
sublexical decisions on such accounts. Thus, our findings
provide strong evidence in favor of interactive accounts of
spoken word recognition.
In the present study, we also demonstrated that LCfC
effects can be observed in older adults, obtaining this result
in two separate samples; to our knowledge, previous studies
have not shown LCfC effects in older adults. Thus, our data
support the idea that interactions between top-down and
bottom-up processing are present across the lifespan.
Notably, the LCfC effects in our older and younger adult
samples were of approximately equal magnitude. We had
hypothesized that because older adults reportedly rely
relatively heavily on higher-level knowledge (e.g., Rogers et
al., 2012), LCfC effects might be larger in older adults.
However, the present results may still be consistent with an
account in which older adults are upweighting high-level
knowledge compared to their younger peers. Age-related
declines in sensory processing are often observed in older
adults (Rogers & Peelle, submitted), and previous work has
suggested that older adults may mitigate declines in sensory
processing by relying more strongly on contextual
knowledge (c.f., Mattys & Scharenborg, 2014; PichoraFuller, 2008). It is possible that older adults in the current
study faced age-related declines in sensory processing, even
if response times were comparable between older and
younger adults. If this were the case, older adults may have
needed to rely more on lexical knowledge in order to show
LCfC effects of comparable size to the younger adults.
Assessing this hypothesis will require additional studies with
finer-grained measures of sensory processing (e.g.,
performance on a [non-lexical] compensation for
coarticulation task [e.g., Mann & Repp, 1981] and/or
comprehensive assessments of individual differences.
Additionally, it is possible that the lack of age-related
differences in the size of the LCfC effect is due to a potential
ceiling effect. Both young adults and older adults have robust
lexical knowledge, and as such, both groups might be
expected to show strong LCfC effects. Future work might
assess the size of LCfC effects in groups with less lexical
knowledge, such as children.
Finally, it is possible that the perceptual processes listeners
bring to bear in the current task interact minimally with
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broader aspects of cognition. This would be consistent with
some previous work, such as results from Zhang and Samuel
(2014), who found no effect of cognitive load on lexicallyguided perceptual learning. Thus there may be little reason to
expect normal hearing older adults to perform differently
from younger adults.
In closing, this study demonstrates a robust lexically
mediated compensation for coarticulation effect in older
adults; to our knowledge, this has not been shown in previous
studies. Thus, the present results provide an important
contribution to the literature characterizing the interplay
between top-down and bottom-up processing in older adults.
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Abstract
Processing differences between obligatory constituents like
verbal complements and facultative ones like adjuncts are
widely discussed in psycholinguistics. But the relative positional and semantic variability of adjuncts makes analyzing
these differences a daunting challenge. Focusing on the intricate problem of the default position of manner adverbials in
German, we present a re-analysis of a recent psycholinguistic study on their ordering preferences in which we explore
the extent to which similarities between word embeddings can
be used as stand-ins for shared semantic memory, representing the probability of seamless conceptual combination. In
re-analyzing six experiments across different paradigms, the
addition of the new predictors yields substantially better models which show that these factors considerably interact with
established lexical and grammatical predictors.
Keywords: language processing; word order; argument; adjunct; conceptual combination; distributional semantics; verb;
direct object; manner adverbial; German

Introduction
Adequately understanding the processing of adjuncts as opposed to that of syntactic arguments is complicated by many
factors. Manner adverbials in German are a case in point.
One core challenge concerns their placement relative to the
arguments of the verb, in particular the verb’s direct object:
Which order, (1-a), object > adverbial, or (1-b), adverbial
> object, shows them in their default position?
(1)

a.

[. . . ], weil
Elin eine Tür schnell öffnet.
[. . . ], because Elin a door quick opens
b. [. . . ], weil
Elin schnell eine Tür öffnet.
[. . . ], because Elin quick a door opens
“because Elin (quickly) opens a door (quickly)”

Prominent factors include the status of the direct object in
terms of information structure as well as in relation to the
verb, that is, whether the direct object is integrated or not
(Frey & Pittner, 1998). The possible readings of the adverbial itself are a further important factor, see Schäfer (2013)
and Gauza (2018) for comprehensive overviews. This study
proposes a rethinking of the concept of integration proposed
by Jacobs (1993) in terms of shared semantic memory, and
explores this approach via new analyses of the data from a
slew of experiments from Gauza (2018), using the distributional similarity between verb, direct object, and manner adverbial as stand-in for a language user’s experience.
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Integration is introduced in Jacobs (1993) for two constituents constituting a single referential unit and requiring
only one step of semantic processing. He exemplifies this
for verbs and objects with the pair from example (1), “eine
Tür öffnen” ‘to open a door’. According to him, this is an
instance of integration, because its two constituents form a
compact semantic unit which establishes reference in a single step: the phrase is not relating a specific door to a specific door-opening event, but establishes a holistic reference
to door-opening events. With respect to the default position
of manner adverbials relative to the direct object, this concept is taken up in Frey and Pittner (1998), who assume a
default order object > adverbial but argue that the reverse
order becomes the default in cases of object integration. Consider example (1) again: by default, their account predicts the
ordering in (1-a). But because they assume that object integration takes preference over the expected default order, the
default order in this case changes to adverbial > object, as
in (1-b).
For arguments, most conditions for integration concern
morpho-syntactic constraints (eg. c-command), but there are
also information structural constraints. Eckardt (2003) postulates a clear difference between indefinite and definite direct
objects: in sentences with manner adverbials, definites need
to be topical, and are moved to a position before the adverbial.
Not adjacent to the verb anymore, they cannot be integrated.
Semantic conditions for integration are left vague (eg. prototypical object properties).
In contrast, this study is interested in a quantitative exploration of the semantic preconditions for integration. We see
integration as a special case of conceptual combination, hypothesizing that in order to allow for integration, two constituents must be tightly linked in the speaker’s experience,
making conceptual combination completely seamless. On
this view, to open a door is a prime candidate for integration because both concepts are experientially linked due to
the very function of door itself, as well as the fact that the
event itself constitutes a common everyday experience. In
contrast, to open a grave, although the direct object is also
an indefinite noun phrase, is not a prime candidate for integration because no or only weak experiential links exist between the two concepts. In terms of verbal arguments, this
approach adopts the view of thematic roles as verb-specific
concepts, incorporating experiential knowledge of events and

their typical participants (McRae, Ferretti, & Amyote, 1997).
This focus on the semantic preconditions allows us to address an issue often overlooked in work on object integration
and word order: Jacobs (1993) assumes that modifiers can
also be integrated. Viewing integration as the seamless combination of two experientially linked concepts allows to quantify the cognitive precondition for integration for both manner
adverbials and direct objects alike. While conceptually manner adverbials and direct objects typically differ in that the
former prototypically encode property concepts and the latter
object concepts, this intuitive idea of integration can be applied to both. For example, integration is expected for combinations of verbs of sound emission and adverbials modifying
sound emission (eg. laut singen ‘loudly sing’), and similarly
for verbs of motion and and speed adverbials, e.g. schnell
laufen ‘quickly run’. If this is on the right track, we expect
an influence of this aspect not only on the integratibility of
two constituents, but we also expect competition between adverbials and direct objects that both allow for seamless integration with the verb, e.g. laut singen ‘to sing loudly’ and ein
Lied singen ‘to sing a song’. Note that this view of integration
leaves open the internal process of conceptual combination
used. That is, we are not disputing that there are many different ways in which conceptual combination may procede,
nor that internal processes for the combination of a thingconcept and an event-concept might be very different from
those required for the combination of a property-concept and
an event-concept. Rather, we are simply assuming that several types of concepts can be equally seamlessly combined,
and it is this ease of combination that our measure of shared
experience is targeting.
As a stand-in for the speakers experience and expectation
with regards to the combination of two concepts, we use the
cosine similarity between the distributional semantic representations of the constituents involved. With Günther, Rinaldi, and Marelli (2019), we assume that distributional semantic models, that is, high-dimensional semantic spaces,
can be meaningfully treated as general-level models of semantic memory, encoding the speakers experience with specific contexts (Cf. also Lebani and Lenci’s 2018 distributional
approach to thematic role concepts).
The semantic similarity between two distributional semantic representations can consequently be seen as the degree of
shared experience the speaker associates with the two constituents, and with that as a measure of seamlessness of integration in case of noncompeting concepts, or as a measure
of competition for possibly competing concepts. The three
cosine similarities of interest for the placement of manner adverbials relative to direct objects are the adverbial-verb similarity, the object-verb similarity, and the object-adverbial similarity. For the first two, adverbial-verb and object-verb similarity, the cosine similarity can be seen as gauging the potential of seamless integration. The object-adverbial similarity
holds between concepts that are not candidates for integration because objects and adverbials are necessarily linked via
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the event provided by the verb. Because direct objects and
adverbials compete for the same linear positions in the sentences of interest here, their similarity can be understood as a
measure of competition.
In remodeling experiments from Gauza (2018), we explore
whether these three new predictors lead to better models or
significantly interact with the predictors already considered
in that study, with the main focus on their effects with regard
to word order.

Experimental data
We used the raw data from Gauza (2018). To avoid cherrypicking, we re-modeled the complete first set of experiments
reported there, which aimed to establish the default position
of manner adverbials relative to the direct object.
The experiments include manipulations of core structural
and lexical factors hypothesized to influence the positioning
of manner adverbials. The order varies between adverbial >
object and object > adverbial (factor order). The direct objects are either definite vs. indefinite nominals (factor object
status), which allows to probe the interaction of information
structure with word order. The manner adverbials used are
exclusively adjectives, varying in the factor inchoative. The
set of +inchoative adjectives are speed adjectives like schnell
‘quickly’ in (1), which allow non-manner readings: either inchoative readings indicating a short time from the onset of
some contextually given point to the onset of the event described by the verbal predicate, or holistic readings, indicating that the whole event took only a short time. Both readings
are associated with a higher syntactic attachment site corresponding to a linear position before the direct object (Schäfer,
2013), comparable to their behavior in English (Ernst, 2002).
The status of the direct object was also manipulated across
experiments, being either contextually available or not. Experiments III, IVa, and IVb used patterns argued to be syntactic test environments in Frey and Pittner (1998): in Experiment III, either [adverbial + verb] or [direct object + verb]
were topicalized, in Experiments IVa and IVb, only the indefinite w-pronoun was ‘what’ served as the direct object.
Across different experimental paradigms, the material used
stayed largely the same. Two sentences from Experiment Ia
illustrate the different factor levels:
(2)

a.

b.

Elisabeth sagt, dass Björn das Gedicht laut
Elisabeth says that Björn the poem loud
vorgetragen hat.
recited
has
‘Elisabeth says that Björn recited the poem
loudly.’
Susanne erzählt, dass Sybille schnell einen
Susanne reports that Sybille quick a
Roman gelesen hat.
novel read
has
‘Susanne reports that Sybille quickly read a
novel.’

In (2-a), the direct object is definite and precedes the - inchoative adjective. In (2-b), the +inchoative adjective precedes the
indefinite object. Table 1 provides an overview of the experiments.
Table 1: Overview of first set of experiments in Gauza (2018)
Exp.
Ia
Ib
II
III
IVa

Method
Likert scale
Fragment arrangement
Likert scale
Likert scale
Likert scale

IVb

Self-paced reading

(Mikolov, Chen, Corrado, & Dean, 2013). The pretrained vectors used here are provided by deepset.ai
https://deepset.ai/german-word-embeddings.
The
pretrained vectors were used to calculate the cosine similarities of the three new predictors: adverbial-verb similarity,
object-verb similarity, and object-adverbial similarity.

Data trimming and cleaning

Format
subordinate clause
same as Ia
= Ia but given direct object
ADV/DO + verb preposed
=Ia but direct object indefinite w-pronoun)
same as IVa

Experiment Ia, in which inchoative was a post-hoc factor,
also contained non-manner adverbials. These are completely
excluded in our reanalysis.

Hypotheses
We expect that the two verb-related similarity measures interact with the factors inchoative and object status, respectively.
A. For -inchoative adverbials, the manner interpretations
are the only ones available and since they are directly associated with the specifics of the verbal predicate, we expect a constant influence of adverbial-verb similarity across
syntactic positions: the higher the similarity, the higher the
likelihood of integration, the better the position after the object. For +inchoative adverbials in their holistic and inchoative readings, the specifics of the verbal predicate are hypothesized to be less important since they are not manner adverbials. We therefore expect a muted influence of the adverbialverb similarities on these readings, which are in turn associated with a higher syntactic position.
B. If definite noun phrases already prohibit integration because they require syntactic movement (Eckardt, 2003), then
the object-verb similarity is irrelevant in this condition and
should therefore have no influence on word order. For indefinites, the greater the similarity, the higher the likelihood of
integration, and therefore the greater the preference for verbadjacent position.
C. The object-adverbial similarity is hypothesized to be a
measure of competition: if both direct object and manner adverbial are associated with similar experiences, they might
compete for the same slots. If this is the case, interaction with
the factor inchoative is expected: only +inchoatives include
the possibility of choosing an alternative reading.

Methods
Distributional predictors

Items that contained target constituents for which no pretrained vector was available (due to them falling outside of
the 100,000 most frequent words) were excluded. This concerns one item in all experiments (using the verb umtopfen
“repot”), and one further item in experiments IVa/b (dribbeln
“dribble”). In IVa/b, one further item was excluded because
in the combination (was) laut (was) hören ‘listen to sth. loud’
laut does not function as a manner adverbial.
For the acceptability judgements, subjects where excluded
if they only used one single scale item or two levels with one
being used more than 85% of the time. This led to the exclusion of four subjects in Ia, two subjects in III, and five subjects
in IVa, corresponding to 6.25%, 5.56% 10.41% of all data
points. For the self-paced reading task in Experiment IVb,
data points exceeding 2000 milliseconds on the critical segments where excluded and afterwards the data was trimmed
to include only reading times falling within 2.5 standard deviations. This affected 130 datapoints (10.94% of the total).
Trimming and cleaning did not change the effect of the
original predictors as reported in Gauza (2018).

Statistical analysis
The same modeling strategy was used across all data sets: we
used linear mixed effects regression models, with random intercepts for items and subjects. In a first step, we remodeled
the data without the distributional predictors. Initial models
allowed all predictors to interact. To remove non-significant
interactions of predictors as well as non-significant single
predictors, we used the step() function from the lmerTest
package (Kuznetsova, Brockhoff, & Christensen, 2017) to
perform automatic backward elimination on the fixed effects
in the initial model (except for the logistic regression analysis of experiment Ib, where we performed manual backward
selection). In a second step, this procedure was repeated
including the distributional predictors. ANOVAs were used
for model comparison. Models with distributional predictors
were only considered if their AIC was lower and the residual
sum of squares was significantly lower than that of the best
model using non-distributional predictors only. Reported ttest values for factors used the Satterthwaite’s methods from
the lmerTest package. To represent the variance explained by
the fixed effects, we use the marginal pseudo-R-squared value
calculated using the MuMIn package (Bartoń, 2016). Figures
were produced with the effects package (Fox, 2003).

Results

The distributional semantics model was trained on
the German Wikipedia using the word2vec algorithm
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In all cases, the addition of the distributional predictors lead
to significantly better models with lower AICs and, in all but

two cases, very substantial increases in the variance explained
by the fixed effects alone, see the overview in Table 2.
Table 2: First set of experiments: model comparisons
variance explained
non-distrib. distributional
4.09%
9.76%
12.11%
27.64%
0.63%
1.89%
4.76%
8.20%
2.14%
9.47%
[null model]
0.29%

Exp.
Ia
Ib
II
III
IVa
IVb

model comparison
χ2 /(t)
p-value
85.332 < 0.001
38.989 < 0.001
10.637
= 0.014
39.425 < 0.001
54.971 < 0.001
4.387
= 0.036

B, object-verb similarity does not interact with object status. Instead, for the -inchoatives the reversal in correlation
between object-verb similarity and the ratings from clearly
positive (left panel) to slightly negative might be indicative
of competition between these two similarities.
Both other similarities interact with position. Adverbialverb similarity via a two-way interaction (t= 4.456, p <
0.001), object-adverbial similarity via a three-way interaction
modulated by inchoative (t=-5.461, p < 0.001). There continue to be interactions of position with both object status
and inchoative. All interactions involving position are plotted in Figure 2. For the -inchoatives (left hand panels), both
position predictor effect plot
definite
definite

●

indefinite

beforeDO

Below, we report the results in detail for the first three experiments (Ia, Ib, and II) and summarily for the last three
experiments (III, IVa, and IVb).
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Experiment Ia
The experimental data consisted of naturalness ratings on sentences following the pattern in Example (2). The original predictors show a significant three-way interaction between position, object status, and inchoative. For -inchoatives, definites in the object > adverbial order show clear facilitation,
indefinites show no effect, while for +inchoatives post-object
position also shows facilitation for definites, but lower ratings
for indefinites.
In the final distributional model, all similarity predictors
occur in three- and two-way interactions. Adverbial-verb
similarity participates in a three-way interaction with inchoative and object-verb similarity (t = 2.912 p < 0.01), the only
interaction for object-verb similarity, plotted in Figure 1. In

●

●●

●
●

●
●

afterDO
position

4.0

3.5

Figure 2: Experiment Ia, predictor effect plot for position and
all its interactions.

3.0

0.0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5
simDoVerb

Figure 1: Experiment Ia, predictor effect plot for object-verb
similarity and its interactions.
line with hypothesis A, the effect of adverbial-verb similarity is somewhat muted for the +inchoative items, compare the overall differences between the left and the righthand panels. Notably, when the object-verb similarity is
low, only the -inchoatives straightforwardly benefit from increased adverbial-verb similarity. Not in line with hypothesis
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indefinites and definites move in lockstep. When the similarity between object and manner adverbial is high, the order
object > adverbial leads to better judgments, when it is low,
they are lower. In conjunction with the adverbial-verb similarity, this leads to very clear positional effects when both values are high, where the object > adverbial order is clearly
judged as more natural, whereas the reverse is true when both
values are low. For the inchoatives, in the right hand panels, the model predicts consistently higher ratings for definites when the order is object > adverbial. However, across
positions, an increase in ratings is only predicted when the
adverbial-verb similarity is high. In the adverbial > object

order, indefinites and definites behave alike. However, in this
condition we find very clear differences especially when one
similarity is high and the other is low. When object-adverbial
similarity is high but adverbial-verb similarity is low, this order leads to high ratings. When object and verb are not similar, but verb and adverbial are, this order leads to low ratings.
The strong effect of adverbial-verb similarity for -inchoatives
when they follow the direct object and the smaller effect for
the +inchoatives is in line with hypothesis A. The model is
also in line with hypothesis C: when object-adverbial similarity is high, in the four top panels, -inchoatives are clearly
associated with low ratings in pre-object position, but there
is little or no effect or even improvement for +inchoatives,
plausibly because of the availability of non-manner readings
in this position.

Experiment Ib
Experiment Ib employed a sentence fragment paradigm in
which the participants could arrange the constituents in their
preferred order (Gauza, Störzer, & Hörnig, 2020). The choice
between adverbial > object and object > adverbial was
modeled via logistic regression. Using the original predictors
leads to a model including only object status as significant
predictor: definites lead to a higher probability for the order
object > adverbial, whereas indefinites don’t lead to a significant preference. The factor inchoative does not emerge
as significant. With the similarities, the effect of object status
remains unchanged. All other factors, including inchoative
participate in a fourway interaction (z = 2.628, p < 0.01),
plotted in Figure 3. Contra hypothesis A, we observe lit-

tle influence of the similarities on the ordering preferences
for -inchoatives. For +inchoatives, when the similarity between direct object and verb is low (left-hand panels), the
effect of the adverbial-verb similarity is reversed depending
on the object-adverbial similarity: When it is high, adverbialverb similarity positively correlates with the probability of
the order adverbial > object. When it is low, the higher the
adverbial-verb similarity, the greater the probability of the order object > adverbial. When the object-verb similarity is
high, these effects are less distinct, but reversed in their general tendencies. As in Experiment Ia, object status and objectverb similarity do not interact, contra hypothesis B. Objectadverbial similarity is in line with hypothesis C in so far as
it shows the clear interaction with inchoatives, however, not
all effects are in line with the proposed competition account,
and in fact, for +inchoatives, the model predicts the highest
preference for adverbial > object both when all similarities
are high, and when only the adverbial-verb similarity is high.

Experiment II
Experiment II is similar to Ia except that each target sentence
was preceded by a question about the direct object. The direct
object was therefore given, aiming to control possible effects
of information structure on ordering. Including the original
predictors, only order itself emerges as significant: object >
adverbial is correlated with higher naturalness ratings. In
the model with similarities, predictor order remains significant, but the model also contains an interaction between inchoative and adverbial-verb similarity (t = -2.859, p = 0.01).
Adverbial-verb similarity does not correlate with the ratings
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for the -inchoatives, for +inchoatives, the higher the similarity, the lower the ratings. Again, this is not in line with hypothesis A. As object status did not become significant in the
model with the original predictors, it is perhaps not surprising
that the object-verb similarity also did not emerge as a significant predictor. Note that there is little additional variance
explained by the model, in contrast to the naturalness ratings
in Experiment Ia.

Experiment III, IVa, and IVb
Experiment III was again a naturalness judgement task, target sentences varying whether [object + verb] or [adverbial
+ verb] were preposed. Without the distributional predictors,
order (that is, preposing either adverbial or object) enters in
two-way interactions with both object status and inchoative. With distributional predictors, both factors participate
in further interactions. This is the only experiment in which
object status directly interacts with distributional similarities (both object-verb and adverbial-verb similarity). Notably,
in these interactions the clear across-the-board facilitation of
+definites for sentences with preposed [adverbial + verb], and
for -inchoatives in the same condition, observable in the nondistributional model does not obtain anymore.
Both Experiment IVa and IVb returned to the sentence
structure from experiment Ia, with all direct objects realized
as indefinite w-pronoun was ‘what’. Modeling the naturalness ratings of IVa with the original predictors yields an interaction between order and inchoative: -inchoatives show
no effect, but +inchoatives are judged better when preceding the direct object and worse when following it. With the
distributional predictors, the interaction between inchoative
and order remains in the model, but the model itself is completely dominated by the interactions of the three similarity
measures, both with each other as well as with order and inchoative (cf. also the huge difference between the marginal
pseudo R-squared values of these to models, 2.1% vs. 9.5%).
For IVb, the self-paced reading study, we find no significant
predictors for the critical region of indefinite + object in either
order. For the spill-over region containing the verb, we find a
small but significant effect of object-verb similarity (t=-2.135,
p = 0.0406): the higher the similarity, the faster the reading
time.

General discussion and conclusion
Across all six experiments, we arrived at significantly better
models with broader coverage. The interaction of distributional predictors not only with the lexical predictor inchoative (except IVb) but also order (in Ia, Ib, III, and IVa) and
object status (III) shows that these predictors are needed to
understand the subjects’ ordering preferences. Already the
first three experiments make this abundantly clear: Without
the distributional predictors, the factor inchoative is only significant in Experiment Ia, not in Ib and II. With distributional predictors, we see that this factor plays a significant
role across all three experiments, always modulated via the
similarities. In addition, the effect of object status becomes
much more nuanced when the similarities are taken into account, most striking in the results of Experiment Ia, where,
for the -inchoatives, any difference between its two levels
vanishes and the clear association of object > adverbial with
higher ratings originally found turns out to be completely
dependent on object-adverbial and verb-manner similarities,
which modulate its effect across the whole spectrum of ratings. Taken together, the remodeling results show only weak
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support for the assumption of a default position of manner
adverbials per se, in contrast to the interpretation of the experimental results that suggests itself when only considering
the original predictors.
These results show that using the cosine similarities between high-dimensional distributional vectors as stand-in for
shared experience of given constituents and thus as a correlate
for ease of conceptual integration is a very promising enterprise. However, the complex interactions emerging in most
models show that the hypotheses brought forward at the beginning were too simplistic: neither did the inchoative consistently mute the effect of adverbial-verb similarity, nor did object status show much interaction with object-verb similarity.
And while manner-object similarity emerged as a significant
factor in several of the models, it again was not easily interpretable due to its participation in complex interactions. On
the whole, the massive interaction observed is not surprising
when considering the original motivation behind this reanalysis: if both objects and adjuncts can integrate, and if similarities are stand-ins for the likelihood of integration, we expect
the resulting default position to be determined by the interactions of their respective probabilities, among themselves and
with other factors. Perhaps more often than not, these interactions may result in situations in which these probabilities are
so finely balanced that yet other factors influence the eventual
decision for an order.
The most pressing challenge for future work is to further
tease apart the role of object-adverbial similarity in terms of
competition and complementation. One promising approach
for this is the addition of purely collocation based measures
such as PMI in order to capture the likelihood of cooccurrence
and the relative ordering of these two constituents. Equally
of interest in this respect are vector-composition based models. Both approaches have been successfully applied in the
domain of attributive adjective ordering, cf. Hahn, Degen,
Goodman, Jurafsky, and Futrell (2018) and Vecchi, Zamparelli, and Baroni (2013), respectively.
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Abstract
In recent years, the brain and cognitive sciences have made
great strides developing a mechanistic understanding of object
recognition in mature brains. Despite this progress,
fundamental questions remain about the origins and
computational foundations of object recognition. What
learning algorithms underlie object recognition in newborn
brains? Since newborn animals learn largely through
unsupervised learning, we explored whether unsupervised
learning algorithms can be used to predict the view-invariant
object recognition behavior of newborn chicks. Specifically,
we used feature representations derived from unsupervised
deep neural networks (DNNs) as inputs to cognitive models of
categorization. We show that features derived from
unsupervised DNNs make competitive predictions about chick
behavior compared to supervised features. More generally, we
argue that linking controlled-rearing studies to imagecomputable DNN models opens new experimental avenues for
studying the origins and computational basis of object
recognition in newborn animals.

Figure 1: Illustration of the controlled-rearing chambers.
The chambers contained no objects other than the virtual
objects projected on the display walls. During the input
phase, the chicks were exposed to a single virtual object
(imprinted object). During the test phase, the imprinted
object was projected on one display wall and an unfamiliar
object was projected on the opposite display wall, in a twoalternative forced choice test.

Keywords: deep neural networks; development; controlled
rearing; categorization; object recognition; unsupervised
learning

Introduction
One of the great unsolved mysteries in cognitive science
concerns the origins and computational basis of object
recognition. What mechanisms underlie object recognition in
newborn brains, and how are those mechanisms shaped by
experience? To date, the vast majority of studies have used
representations learned by deep neural network (DNN)
models to predict behavioral and neural responses in mature
visual systems (Bashivan, Kar, & DiCarlo, 2019; Battleday,
Peterson, & Griffiths, 2020; Cadieu et al., 2014; Kriegeskorte,
2015; Schrimpf et al., 2020). Such DNN models are typically
trained with supervised learning, in which the model learns
to categorize objects from thousands to millions of labeled
training images. The feature representations of DNN models
trained with supervised learning can accurately predict
behavioral and neural responses to novel images of objects in
humans and nonhuman primates (Battleday et al., 2020;
Yamins & DiCarlo, 2016). Furthermore, DNN models can be
used to control the activity state of entire populations of
neural sites (Bashivan et al., 2019). DNN models thus
provide a mechanistic understanding of object recognition in
mature visual systems.
However, supervised DNN models do not accurately
describe how object recognition emerges and develops in
biological brains. Unlike supervised DNN models, both
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mature animals and newborn animals learn largely through
unsupervised learning. Human infants start receiving labeled
object input only when they begin understanding language,
and nonhuman animals receive little (if any) labeled training
input during development. Understanding the origins of
object recognition therefore requires building computational
models that learn like newborn brains, using unsupervised
learning algorithms.
Recently, researchers have made significant progress
building unsupervised learning systems that can perform well
on challenging object recognition tasks (e.g. Image Net;
Deng et al., 2009). Moreover, one particular class of
unsupervised DNN models—deep unsupervised contrastive
embedding methods—can achieve neural prediction
accuracy in multiple areas of the ventral visual system that
equals or exceeds supervised methods (Zhuang et al., 2021).
These methods produce brain-like representations even when
trained solely on head-mounted camera data collected from
young children, suggesting that these unsupervised DNNs
can serve as biologically plausible hypotheses of learning in
developing brains. To date, however, it has not been possible
to apply computational modeling approaches to understand
how newborn brains learn about the world.
There are two major barriers in building computational
models of object recognition in newborn brains. First,
newborn subjects are hard to study. Most methods for
studying development in newborn subjects are low powered

and produce noisy measurements of behavior (Wood &
Wood, 2019). This makes it challenging to obtain the precise
benchmarks needed to build accurate computational models.
Second, it is not possible to control the environment in which
most newborn animals are raised. Thus, for most animals, we
do not know which visual experiences were used to ‘train’
their visual system during development. Since the outputs of
DNN models change radically as a function of the training
data, an accurate comparison of DNN models and newborn
animals requires training the models and animals with the
same set of visual experiences.
To overcome these barriers, Wood (2013) developed an
automated controlled-rearing method (described in the next
section). This method allows researchers to strictly control
the visual experiences of newborn animals (newly hatched
chicks) and obtain precise behavioral benchmarks of each
chick’s object recognition performance (Figure 1). Since the
chicks are reared in controlled environments, we can simulate
(reproduce) all of the visual training data available to the
chicks, and then give that same training data to computational
models. By training animals and models on the same set of
training data, we can directly compare their learning abilities.
Here, we investigated whether feature representations
derived from unsupervised DNNs can be used to model
object recognition (categorization) behavior of newborn
chicks in one of these automated controlled-rearing studies
(Wood, 2013). If the learning mechanisms in DNN models
resemble those used by newborn brains, then it should be
possible to use the features learned by DNN models to predict
chicks’ recognition behavior. Importantly, the DNN models
were trained using the same visual experiences presented to
the newborn chicks.
Specifically, we trained DNNs with unsupervised objective
functions and used the images of the objects that the newborn
chicks received during the controlled-rearing experiment.
Then, we used object representations extracted from the
networks as inputs for cognitive models of categorization
(modified versions of prototype and exemplar models) in
order to predict the behavior of the chicks. We show that the
categorization models operating over unsupervised DNN
feature representations make competitive predictions
compared to the features derived from supervised DNNs.
These results suggest that combining controlled-rearing
experiments, DNNs, and cognitive models can be a
promising research direction for studying the origins and
computational basis of object recognition in newborn brains.

Automated Controlled-Rearing Studies of
Newborn Chicks
Reverse engineering the origins of object recognition
requires precise benchmarks showing how specific visual
inputs shape the development of object recognition. To obtain
these benchmarks, we use newborn chicks as a model system.
Unlike most animals, chicks are uniquely suited for studying
the earliest stages of visual development. Chicks are mobile
on the first day of life, require no parental care, and can be
raised in strictly controlled environments immediately after
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hatching. With chicks, it is therefore possible to study how
experience shapes the earliest stages of postnatal visual
development.
Results from previous studies suggest that many object
perception abilities emerge rapidly during development; for
instance, newborn chicks are capable of visual parsing (Wood
& Wood, 2021), visual binding (Wood, 2014), view-invariant
object recognition (Wood, 2013, 2015; Wood & Wood, 2020;
Wood & Wood, 2015), rapid object recognition (Wood &
Wood, 2017), and object permanence (Prasad, Wood, &
Wood, 2019). Remarkably, all of these abilities emerge when
chicks are reared with a single object, indicating that newborn
brains are capable of “one-shot” visual learning. From an
artificial intelligence perspective, this is an impressive feat.
Machine learning systems typically require thousands to
millions of labeled training images to develop object
recognition, whereas chicks develop object recognition from
input of a single object seen from a limited range of views.

Modeling Object Recognition Behavior of
Newborn Chicks
In this work, we focus on modeling the behavioral results
from Wood (2013). In the study, newborn chicks were raised
for 2 weeks in controlled-rearing chambers. In the ﬁrst week,
the chicks’ visual experience was limited to a single virtual
object rotating through a 60° viewpoint range. In the second
week, the chicks were tested on their ability to recognize that
object from novel viewpoints, using a two-alternative forced
choice test. The chicks succeeded on the task, generating
view-invariant representations that generalized across large,
novel, and complex changes in the object’s appearance.

Task Definition
We first provide a formal definition of the two-alternative
forced choice task that was used to measure view-invariant
object recognition in newborn chicks (Wood, 2013). In the
task, a visually-naive subject receives a set of k examples X =
{x1 , … , x𝑘 } from a single object category during the Input
(Imprinting) phase. Specifically, X consists of images of the
imprinted object rotating through a 60° viewpoint range.
Note that, unlike in traditional categorization tasks, the
examples of the second category are not provided during the
Input phase. During each test trial, the chick is then shown a
pair of stimuli 𝐲 = (y + , y − ), where y + and 𝑦 − are images of
objects from the familiar (positive) and novel (negative)
categories, respectively. The set of test stimuli consisted of
familiar and novel images presented across a variety of
viewpoint ranges. The task is to decide which of the two test
stimuli belongs to the same category as the learned examples
in X. Task performance was evaluated based on the
percentage of time the chicks spent with the imprinted object
versus the unfamiliar object. If the chicks developed viewinvariant object recognition, then they should have spent
more time with the imprinted object than the unfamiliar
object.

Categorization Models for Two-Alternative Forced
Choice Task

function for the exemplar model is the summation of the
distances between a stimulus y and each exemplar x ∈ cX :

Our categorization models for the two-alternative forced
choice task are derived from the prototype (Rosch, 1973) and
exemplar (Nosofsky, 1986) theories of categorization. Both
theories have been formalized as quantitative models and
widely used to study human (McKinley & Nosofsky, 1995)
and animal (Smith, Zakrzewski, Johnson, Valleau, & Church,
2016) categorization behaviors. While there is a longstanding debate about whether categories are represented by
exemplars or by prototypes, it is not our primary goal to
provide evidence for one or the other in this study. Rather,
our goal was to explore whether either model could predict
performance in this task when combined with features
derived from unsupervised DNNs.
In the case of typical 2-way categorization tasks, the
categorization models express the probability that an input
stimulus is classified into Category A as follows:

Sim(y, cX ) = ∑ e−βD(y,x) ,

p(Choose A | y) =

Sim(y, cA )γ
,
Sim(y, cA )γ + Sim(y, cB )γ

where Sim(⋅) is some function that measures the similarity of
an input stimulus y to the category representation cA or cB of
either category A or B. γ is a free parameter which
determines the steepness of the decision boundary. Prototype
and exemplar models differ in the types of similarity
functions they use. In prototype models, category
abstractions (usually the average of the members in each
category) are used for comparison, whereas in exemplar
models, all of the learned examples are stored and used for
comparison.
In our two-alternative forced choice variant of prototype
and exemplar models, the probability of choosing the positive
object y + (familiar category) given the learned singlecategory examples X and a pair of test stimuli 𝐲 = (y + , y − )
is expressed as:
p(Choose y + |y + , y − ) =

Sim(y + , cX )γ
.
Sim(y + , cX )γ + Sim(y − , cX )γ

In the above expression, cX is the representation of the
familiar category constructed by examples in X. The choice
of similarity functions for prototype and exemplar models are
described below.
In the prototype model, the familiar (imprinted) category is
represented by the average of members in X:
cX =

1
∑ 𝑥.
|X|
𝑥∈𝑋

Then, the similarity function is an exponential function of the
negative distance D between a stimulus y and the category
representation 𝑐𝑋 :
Sim(y, cX ) = e−D(y,cX) ,
In the exemplar model, the familiar category is represented
by all of the members in X, i.e. cX = X. Then, the similarity
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x∈cX

where β is a free model parameter that determines the rate at
which similarity declines with distance.
In both exemplar and prototype models, we used squared
Mahalanobis distance with diagonal covariance matrix 𝐈σ to
express their similarity functions:
𝑑

D(y, x) = ∑ σ𝑖 |x𝑖 − y𝑖 |2 .
𝑖=1

Here, x, y and σ are vectors in d-dimensional space. In
exemplar models, σi is often referred to as attention weights
(McKinley & Nosofsky, 1995). When σ𝑖 = 1 , the set of
points equidistant from a given location is a sphere. With σ𝑖
as free parameters, the models have flexibility to stretch this
sphere to correct the respective scales of feature dimensions.

Learning Feature Representations Using
Unsupervised Deep Neural Networks
Typically, psychological models of categorization use handcoded descriptions or features derived from similarity
judgements to represent stimuli. In the real world, however,
brains must convert high-dimensional sensory inputs (106
optic nerve fibers) into object-centric representations that can
guide adaptive behavior. Given that early visual experience
can heavily shape object recognition (e.g., Wood & Wood,
2016; 2018), we argue that the features that serve as inputs to
these cognitive models should be learned from visual
experience. We take a first step towards this goal by using
feature representations learned by DNNs.
We used a similar approach as Battleday, Peterson, &
Griffiths (2020), extracting features from DNNs to serve as
inputs to the categorization models. We then compared the
features extracted from supervised and unsupervised DNNs
in terms of their ability to predict the chicks’ performance.
Crucially, we trained our DNN feature extractors using
images sampled from virtual controlled-rearing chambers
that were designed to mimic the controlled-rearing chambers
in which we collected the data from the newborn chicks.
The key principle of unsupervised DNN models is that selfsupervised “proxy” tasks (e.g. reconstructing the input image)
can produce representations that are useful for downstream
tasks (e.g. object recognition). We used two classes of
unsupervised learning algorithms to train our DNN feature
extractors.
Variational autoencoder. The variational autoencoder
(Kingma & Welling, 2014) is a class of unsupervised
generative models that approximates the true distribution of
the observed data using variational objective functions. It has
been proposed that a modification (β-VAE; Higgins et al.,
2017) to the original objective function of VAEs can result in
“disentangled” visual representations, which is critical for

Figure 2: Sample images from the synthetic dataset used to train the DNN feature extractors. The dataset was constructed by
recording the visual observations of an agent moving within a virtual controlled-rearing chamber.
biological visual systems to solve invariant object
recognition tasks (DiCarlo & Cox, 2007). 𝜷-VAE models are
trained to maximize the following objective:
𝔼𝑝(𝐱) [𝔼𝑞𝜙 (𝐳|𝐱) [log 𝑝𝜃 (𝐱|𝐳)] − 𝛽KL (𝑞𝜙 (𝐳|𝐱) ∥ 𝑝(𝐳))],
where 𝐳 is the latent factor generating data 𝐱, and 𝑝𝜃 (𝐱|𝐳)
and 𝑞𝜙 (𝐳|𝐱) are learned by the encoder and decoder neural
networks. This objective with 𝛽 = 1 corresponds to the
original formulation by Kingma & Welling (2014). The
hyperparameter 𝛽 is set to a value greater than 1 in order to
learn disentangled representations 𝐳.
Contrastive learning. In addition, we used a contrastive
learning method entitled SimCLR (Chen, Kornblith, Norouzi,
& Hinton, 2020). Contrastive algorithms rely on selfsupervised prediction tasks for learning discriminative
representations. These methods learn an embedding space by
maximizing the distance between the “dissimilar” (negative)
samples while minimizing the distance between “similar”
(positive) samples. Unlike supervised methods, contrastive
learning methods require an unsupervised approach to
characterize positive and negative examples. The SimCLR
(Chen et al., 2020) creates a positive pair by applying random
image transformations such as color distortion, rotation, or
Gaussian blur to each image 𝒙. A DNN encoder is then used
to produce representations for the transformed image pairs.
The contrastive loss is calculated to minimize the distance
between the representations of positive pairs, while
maximizing their distance to other samples.

Method
Stimuli. The stimulus set from Wood (2013) consisted of 24
animations of two 3D objects (12 animations for each object).
Each animation displayed an object rotating through a 60°
viewpoint range about an axis passing through its centroid,
completing the full back and forth rotation every 6s. For each
object animation, we sampled 26 frames spanning the 60°
rotation (2.3° rotation in 0.12s between two adjacent frames),
so the final stimulus set consisted of 624 images. Each of the
sampled images was treated as a single input stimulus for the
categorization models.
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Chick behavioral data. We used the behavioral data
collected by Wood (2013), which included 35 newborn
chicks. After hatching, each chick was moved from the
incubator to a controlled-rearing chamber in darkness. The
controlled-rearing chamber was equipped with two monitors
that were used to display the object animations. The chicks’
entire visual object experience was limited to the virtual
objects projected on the monitors. In the Input phase, the
imprinted object was displayed from a single 60° viewpoint
range. Half of the chicks were imprinted to object A, and half
of the chicks were imprinted to object B. In the Test phase,
the chicks were tested with 12 viewpoint ranges of familiar
and unfamiliar objects. Test trials were scored as “correct”
when the chicks spent a greater proportion of time with their
imprinted object and “incorrect” when the chicks spent a
greater proportion of time with the unfamiliar object.
DNN architectures and training. In order to mimic the
visual experiences of the chicks raised in the controlledrearing chambers, we constructed an image dataset by
sampling visual observations of an agent that moved
randomly within a virtual controlled-rearing chamber (Figure
2). The virtual chamber and agent were created with the Unity
3D game engine and the ML-Agents Toolkit (Juliani et al.,
2020). We programmatically removed images that did not
contain an object. The resulting dataset contained 240,000
images (10k images for each of the 24 object animations). All
DNN feature extractors were trained on this synthetic dataset.
We used a standard ResNet architecture (He, Zhang, Ren,
& Sun, 2016) with 18 layers as the base encoder for all of our
DNN feature extractors. For 𝛽 -VAE, the encoder was
followed by two fully-connected heads with 256 units, which
inferred Gaussian mean and variance of the posterior latent
distribution. The decoder architecture was in the reverse
order of the encoder architecture. We trained three 𝛽-VAEs
with 𝛽 = 0, 1, and 4. For the SimCLR model, the encoder
was followed by a 2-layer MLP projection head. All DNNs
were trained and optimized using the Adam optimization
algorithm (Kingma & Ba, 2017) for 100 epochs.

Figure 3: Actual task performance of the chicks (dotted lines) and predicted task performance of the models (blue lines).
Each axis represents the average task accuracy across each of the six experimental conditions (Exp. 1A/B, 2A/B, & 3A/B,
where A and B denote each of the two imprinted objects). The graphs show the predictions for each of the four feature
representations (supervised, SimCLR, VAE, & untrained) in the prototype (proto) and exemplar (exem) categorization
models.
randomly initialized ResNet-18 encoder. For the supervised
Feature representations. We extracted features for each
features, we trained a ResNet-18 encoder followed by a fullystimulus using DNNs trained with the unsupervised
connected classification layer. The supervised ResNet was
objectives described in the previous section. For both
trained with the same image dataset as the unsupervised
SimCLR and 𝜷-VAE, the features were taken from the last
feature extractors, but critically, the model was optimized for
layer of the ResNet base encoder. The feature dimensions
binary cross-entropy loss using ground truth category labels.
were 512.
We expected that supervised features would make accurate
Categorization model fitting. We fitted the categorization
predictions about chicks’ categorization behavior because
models by maximizing the log-likelihood of the observed
they compactly encode the category structure of the stimuli.
behavioral data. We used the Adam algorithm (Kingma & Ba,
2017) with a learning rate of 0.003 and a batch size of 256 to
Results
find the parameters of the categorization models. We
Table 1 shows the NLL and correlation scores for 12 different
performed a 6-fold cross validation on the chick behavioral
combinations of DNN features and categorization models.
data by randomly splitting the data by test conditions. Model
First, the results show that prototype and exemplar models
parameters were chosen based on the average log-likelihood
produce comparable results for all feature representations.
on held-out data across the 6 validation folds. We used a
While exemplar models outperformed prototype models with
PyTorch package to implement and optimize all
most of the feature representations, the differences were not
categorization models.
large. As discussed in Battleday et al. (2020), this pattern
Model comparison. We used the cross-validated negative
suggests that the structure of the categories might be
log-likelihood (NLL) averaged across folds to evaluate
relatively simple in relation to the dimensionality of features
goodness of fit (lower NLL indicates better fit). In addition,
we used in our experiments.
we calculated the Pearson correlation between the model
Next, we compared the best model scores across the feature
predictions and the task accuracies of the chicks across the
representations (bold numbers in Table 1). As expected,
test conditions to measure how much behavioral variance is
untrained features resulted in poor fits and supervised
captured by each model.
features produced the best fit out of all feature representations.
We estimated the noise ceiling by computing the split-half
Also, all unsupervised features outperformed untrained
correlation of the behavioral data. We randomly split the
features. Notably, the contrastive features (SimCLR)
subjects’ responses for each pair of test stimuli into two halfperformed similar to the supervised features, with only 0.003
sets, computed the correlation between the two sets, and
difference in NLL compared to supervised features. Contrary
applied a Spearman-Brown correction. We repeated these
to our expectation, β-VAE features performed the best with
steps 100 times and averaged the corrected correlations to
the lowest disentanglement parameter (β = 0), in which case
obtain the final estimate.
the β-VAE reduces to a basic convolutional autoencoder.
While all unsupervised features obtained slightly lower
Baselines. We had two baseline features: untrained and
NLL
scores compared to the supervised features, SimCLR
supervised. The untrained features were extracted from a
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Table 1: Model results. Lower NLL scores, and higher
correlation scores, indicate better fit to the chick data.
Features
Untrained

Model
Prototype
Exemplar
Supervised
Prototype
Exemplar
Prototype
VAE (β =0)
Exemplar
Prototype
VAE (β =1)
Exemplar
Prototype
VAE (β =4)
Exemplar
SimCLR
Prototype
Exemplar
* Correlation noise ceiling

NLL
0.640
0.641
0.608
0.606
0.622
0.616
0.675
0.673
0.693
0.693
0.625
0.609
-

Corr.
0.407
0.442
0.464
0.543
0.398
0.561
-0.190
-0.152
0.0
0.0
0.449
0.649
0.753

and VAE (β =0) features achieved higher correlation scores
than the supervised features. This implies that these
unsupervised features can outperform the supervised features
in accounting for variance in newborn chicks’ categorization
behavior. In Figure 3, we display the model predictions and
the chicks’ categorization performance across the six
experimental conditions from Wood (2013). The supervised
features often overestimated the chicks’ performance (in
Exp1B, 3A, 3B) because the supervised encoder learned
highly discriminative features. Conversely, unsupervised
features mostly underestimated the chicks’ performance but
could better capture their confusion patterns.
In general, these results indicate that unsupervised methods
can build representational spaces that predict chicks’ object
recognition performance, without the need for the
biologically unrealistic labelling of training data required for
supervised methods.

Discussion
Psychological models of categorization have produced
formal and predictive models of categorization behavior in
human adults. Here we build on this rich research tradition by
linking cognitive models of object categorization to
controlled-rearing studies of newborn animals. Specifically,
we explored whether cognitive models can accurately predict
the emerging object recognition behavior of newborn chicks,
within natural settings that involve complex, highdimensional stimuli. We found that when cognitive models
are provided with input features derived from supervised and
unsupervised DNNs, the cognitive models could predict
chicks’ behavioral performance.
One benefit of using DNNs is that they are image
computable, meaning that they can generate responses for
arbitrary input images. By using DNNs to learn highdimensional feature spaces, we can make comparisons across
animals and models without making prior assumptions about
the specific features used to build object representations in
newborn brains. Additionally, the fact that unsupervised
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features perform comparably to supervised features indicates
that we can use self-supervised learning algorithms to
develop computational theories of visual learning, using
behavioral data from newborn animals as benchmarks.
There are, of course, many more unsupervised learning
models that could be explored within this framework. There
is also much more work that needs to be done to build a better
understanding of the feature spaces produced by DNN
models. The approach described here—which involves
linking controlled-rearing studies of newborn animals to
computational models in artificial intelligence—may prove
helpful in this regard. By training newborn animals and
DNNs with the same set of high-dimensional sensory data,
we can control a potentially large source of variation in the
learning of visual features. Ultimately, we argue that this
approach provides an experimental avenue for reverse
engineering the learning mechanisms in newborn brains and
discovering the algorithmic principles that drive intelligent
behavior.

Limitations and Future Work
There are at least two limitations to the present work. First,
although controlled-rearing studies allow us to impose strong
constraints on the training data provided to DNNs, there are
still some mismatches in the training data presented to the
chicks and the DNNs that prohibit direct comparison between
newborn animals and computational models. Besides some
obvious mismatches like input resolution and field of view,
our current approach ignores the temporal order of the visual
input. Moreover, to make this modeling approach more
tractable, we assumed that the visual inputs from all of the
test stimuli were available to the chicks during learning. In
the experiment, however, the chicks were only presented with
a single viewpoint range during the input phase. In future
work, we will reduce the amount of training data available to
the DNNs to more precisely match the training data provided
to the newborn chicks during the imprinting period.
Second, the objective functions of contrastive learning
algorithms may not be (entirely) biologically plausible. As
far as we know, there is no biological evidence that the visual
system employs stochastic transformations of sensory inputs
(e.g. random color distortion) for learning visual
representations. A promising future direction is to use more
biologically plausible unsupervised learning algorithms that
exploit spatiotemporal information. For instance, recent
studies suggest that deep spatiotemporal contrastive learning
methods can achieve primate-level representation learning
(Zhuang et al., 2021). In future work, we will use a similar
approach to explore whether contrastive learning methods
can build the same kinds of object representations as newborn
chicks when provided with similar streams of highdimensional sensory data.
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Abstract
Predictive Processing (PP) has been suggested to account for
early cognitive development (Köster et al., 2020). In this paper,
we extend its application to early social coordination in parentinfant interactions. Interpersonal neural synchrony in parentchild interactions is hypothesized to be a function of the
coupling of internal generative models for mutual prediction.
By aligning these internal models and reducing prediction
errors, social uncertainty is reduced, and interpersonal neural
synchrony is enhanced. Support for this hypothesis is provided
by assessing neural synchrony during mother-infant
interaction.
Keywords: neural synchrony; hyperscanning; predictive
processing; parent-child interactions

The acquisition of new cognitive capacities through
interacting with and learning from others is arguably the
hallmark of the human mind. We propose that this form of
learning is facilitated by Predictive Processing (PP). Recent
research suggests that the PP framework can account for
various learning processes, such as infants’ statistical
learning, motor, and proprioceptive learning as well as their
early prediction of actions and social understanding (Koster
et al., 2020). In this paper, we test the contribution of PP
beyond the individual to interpersonal processes in the
context of early social communication.

What is predictive processing?
The Predictive Processing (PP) framework has become
prominent in areas of cognitive neuroscience, as it provides a
useful framework for understanding how the brain functions
(Clark, 2013). According to the PP account, our brain is not
merely passively receiving external input, but instead
actively and continuously making predictions about
upcoming input and events to then infer cause. Whenever a
prediction occurs, two types of inference can be employed:
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active inference and perceptual inference. Active inference
implies that the world is adjusted according to internal
models through action. Perceptual inference implies that the
internal model is adjusted to new sensory information. The
predictions are generated by internal models and updated
upon actual sensory input. The generative internal models
span every level of the neural hierarchy. They exist at basic
levels in sensory and motor regions as well as in networks
associated with higher-order processes. The discrepancy
between prediction and observation, so called prediction
errors, then help the generative models to adapt to the
environment and minimize prediction errors in the future.
Infants as young as 6 months of age demonstrate heightened
activity in the occipital cortex in response to a mismatch
between an infant’s visual expectation and current sensory
input (Emberson et al., 2015).
The mechanism behind these internal generative models is
consistent with a Bayesian model of the brain.. Predictions
are generated using statistical learning, which includes the
neural computation of the probability of events in the
environment adjusted by the actual incoming sensory
information (Friston, 2010). The statistical regularities of the
environment subsequently allow an individual to form
probabilistic models of the environment. This approach is
designed to maximise model evidence and minimise
prediction error resulting in a continuous updating of the
internal models.

Predictive processing in social interactions
Even though infants’ learning abilities have been mostly
studied in isolation, a lot of learning opportunities are
actually afforded to infants in social interactions. Learning
about the social world from and with other people entails, for
example, making better predictions about others’ actions.
These early interactions then help the infant to resolve social
uncertainties and to generate better-adapted models to derive

more accurate predictions (Hoehl & Bertenthal, 2021).
Precise predictions are critical to social communication –
otherwise we would not be able to coordinate as quickly and
smoothly as already observed in early social interactions
(Sebanz & Knoblich, 2009).
Interestingly, repeatedly learning about the world from
others, such as caregivers or siblings, will likely lead to more
overlapping mental models and predictions among these
individuals. The internal models become coupled to one
another (generalised synchrony) as communication between
caregiver and infant ensues while both try to minimise
prediction error. Friston and Frith (2015) suggest, that the
more successful these dyads are in aligning predictions and
actions, the higher the generalised synchronization is
expected to be. Generalised synchrony is formally defined as
the systematic alignment or reciprocity of two dynamical
systems. Accordingly, generalised synchronisation means
that knowing the state of one system (e.g., neural activity in
the brain) enables prediction of the others’ state (i.e.,
another’s brain). This definition includes both concurrent
states as well as lagged states in the two systems. Overall, the
alignment of internal models is suggested to be
computationally efficient for communication. Synchronized
actions function as an optimization principle, which reduces
the cost of processing social information (Koban et al., 2019;
Shamay-Tsoory et al., 2009). As interpersonal prediction
errors are reduced, the environment, including other people,
their actions, intentions, and mental states, can be represented
more accurately. This model of social interaction offers a
plausible mechanism to explain why we spontaneously and
intentionally synchronize during social exchanges. The
optimization principle for social understanding is especially
important to the infant brain, which is generally shown to be
slower in processing even basic sensory stimuli (Emberson et
al., 2015).

Interpersonal Neural Synchrony
Research with adults using simultaneous recordings of brain
activations from several persons, so-called “hyperscanning”,
suggests that interactive synchrony can be measured as
interpersonal synchronization of oscillatory brain activities
(e.g., Czeszumski et al., 2020). Synchronization of neural
oscillations is assumed to reflect mutual attunement of
behavioral and physiological rhythms (Hasson et al., 2012)
that are transmitted interpersonally through the environment
by coupling of the sensory system of one person to the motor
system of another person. This coupling, which is often
referred to as neural mirroring, is associated with brain
activity of the inferior frontal gyrus (IFG; Kilner et al.,
2007). It is important to note, however, that neural synchrony
involves more than mirroring. Neural synchrony facilitates
internal predictions about the self and others, and thus
optimizes behavior during social interactions, leading to
more coordinated social communication (Dai et al., 2018).
According to Kayhan and colleagues (under review), it is the
coupling of these internal models that explains interpersonal
neural synchronisation (INS). According to this view, INS is
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an index of generalised synchrony as interlocutors’ brains
entrain to one another. This entrainment occurs at the
sensorimotor level, in an attempt to reduce prediction error
and facilitate mutual prediction during social communication
(Hoehl et al., 2020). For social communication to be
successful, mutual predictions are necessary and are
facilitated through the coupling of the temporo-parietal
junction as well as medial (mPFC) and lateral prefrontal
cortex (lPFC) (Hoehl et al., 2020; Koster-Hale & Saxe,
2013). Accordingly, mirroring activity in the IFG cannot
result in social coordination by itself (Kilner & Frith, 2008).
Lastly, there is alternative perspective for explaining how
INS could emerge between two or more people. INS could be
an epiphenomenon of common entrainment to behavioral
cues and of correspondences between actor and observer
(Wass et al., 2020), without further implications for the
interaction quality.

INS in parent-child interactions
In contrast to the increasing number of hyperscanning studies
in adults (Czeszumski et al., 2020), the neural mechanisms of
social exchanges in early child development are still poorly
understood as few developmental hyperscanning studies exist
to date (Nguyen, Bánki, et al., 2020). The emerging evidence
shows that adults and children synchronize their brain
activities in interactive contexts that require mutual
engagement. Similar to the results in adult dyads, INS in
adult-child dyads has been mainly identified in medial and
lateral prefrontal as well as temporal brain regions associated
with socio-cognitive processes (Gvirts & Perlmutter, 2020;
Hoehl et al., 2020; Redcay & Schilbach, 2019). These
processes include mutual attention, affect sharing (prefrontal
cortex), mutual prediction, mentalizing and shared intentions
(temporo-parietal junction), which are generally implicated
in social communication. Thus far, high interaction quality,
marked by joint attention, infant positive affect and/or turntaking, has been associated with increased INS (Nguyen,
Schleihauf, et al., 2020; Nguyen, Schleihauf, Kayhan, et al.,
2021; Piazza et al., 2020), suggesting that INS could be a
sensitive biomarker for successful mutual attunement
between caregivers and their infants.

Current study
Although there is considerable evidence of neural mirroring
during social interactions (Marshall & Meltzoff, 2014), it is
an empirical question as to whether there is also neural
evidence of predictive processing during parent-child
interactions or whether the alignment in brain activation is
just an epiphenomenon after all. Accordingly, the goal of this
study is to compare whether the neural substrate for early
social communication is consistent with (1) the PP
framework, (2) the mirroring account or (3) whether INS
occurs simply due to entrainment to common stimulation.
First, we hypothesize that INS may be a mechanism for
facilitating mutual prediction through which interacting
partners reduce uncertainty in social interactions
(FeldmanHall & Shenhav, 2019). We, therefore, expect INS

to emerge in medial and lateral prefrontal regions that are
consistently associated mutual prediction (Hoehl et al.,
2020). Additionally, we expect greater activation in these
cortical regions during multimodal stimulation, such as
physical contact (Ciaunica & Fotopoulou, 2017). We
hypothesize that multi-modal stimulation reduces uncertainty
in mother-infant dyads. A converging measure of prediction
error or social uncertainty is respiratory sinus arrythmia
[RSA] (Gorka et al., 2013). Specifically low levels of RSA
are associated with increased sensitivity to unpredictable
threat. We, therefore, included a measure of RSA to test
whether prefrontal cortex synchrony was specifically
associated with prediction error. Second, mirroring of actions
by both people in a dyad would result in activation of mirror
system (IFG). As such, INS in bilateral inferior frontal
regions would provide neural evidence for the mirroring
account. In addition to assessing IFG synchrony, we collected
behavioral evidence to test whether affect mirroring during
social interaction is related to INS. Lastly, common
entrainment to external cues would be evidence of INS
emerging during joint watching of the same visual stimuli.
We therefore included a joint observation condition to control
for this alternative interpretation.

is associated with mutual attention and shared affect, which
are critical processes in infants’ interactions with their
caregivers. The fNIRS time series of mother and infant were
both preprocessed using MATLAB toolbox homer2. INS was
estimated using Wavelet Transform Coherence (wavelet
toolbox), which assesses the relation between two time-series
over frequency and time. The coherence for each dyad in each
channel combination was averaged over the frequency band
of 0.031-0.125 Hz and the whole duration of the condition.
We also assessed respiratory sinus arrhythmia (RSA) through
electrocardiography (ECG) using a continuous estimation
method (Abney et al., 2021). Each dyad was filmed
throughout the experiment and the dyads’ behavior was
micro-coded offline. We assessed affective mirroring in
dyads through the co-occurrence of positive facial
expressions in mother and infant. Two trained coders coded
25% of randomly chosen videos to assess interrater
reliability. Kappa was estimated at .81 and therefore
indicated that interrater reliability was high. The duration of
affect mirroring was divided by the free play duration and
thus proportionate durations of affect mirroring were further
considered for statistical analysis.

Methods
Sixty-nine mothers and their 4-6-month-old infants
participated in three experimental conditions (Figure 1).
During the experiment, the caregiver and infant were either
seated next to one another or the infant sat on the caregiver's
lap as both were watching a calm aquarium video on a tablet
(distal watching and proximal watching conditions). The
videos lasted 90 sec. and depicted fish swimming in a tank.
The order of the watching conditions was counterbalanced.
Next, mother and infant engaged in a 5 min. free play session
without toys or singing while both were seated face-to-face
(interactive free play condition).

Figure 2: fNIRS channel configuration. Channels 1-4 and
19-22 are located over the inferior frontal gyrus. Channels
5-9 and 14-18 are located over lateral prefrontal areas.
Channels 10-13 are located over medial prefrontal areas.
Figure 1: This figure depicts an exemplary mother-infant
dyad during the three experimental conditions. We
simultaneously measured functional near-infrared
spectroscopy and electrocardio-graphy in mother and infant.
We also video-recorded the dyad throughout the
experiment.

Results

Neural activity for infants and mothers was measured with
functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS). Optodes were
located over the inferior frontal gyrus, lateral and medial
prefrontal cortex (Figure 2). Synchronization in these regions
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We tested INS (estimated with Wavelet Transform
Coherence [WTC]) in oxygenated Hemoglobin concentration
changes in the three experimental conditions: non-interactive
distal watching condition, non-interactive proximal watching
condition, and interactive face-to-face free play condition.
The frequency-averaged coherence values between 0.031 and
0.125 Hz were calculated and then further averaged across
each condition. Higher coherence values were interpreted as

indicators of higher synchrony. WTC was entered as the
response variable in the Generalized Linear Mixed Effects
(GLME) model, while condition and region of interest were
entered as fixed and interaction effects. The model included
a random slope for all fixed and interaction effects with
random intercepts for each dyad (N=69). Results revealed
that the fixed effects for condition, χ2(2)=39.91, p<.001, and
region, χ2(4)=33.32, p<.001, as well as their interaction were
significant, χ2(8)=25.15, p=.001 (Figure 3 and Table 1 for
descriptive statistics). Comparisons (using emmeans) across
conditions revealed increased neural synchrony during free
play and proximal watching relative to distal watching in
bilateral lateral prefrontal (lPFC) and medial prefrontal areas
(mPFC), t(68)=3.10, p<.005. The free play condition and
proximal watching condition differed in synchronization in
the right lPFC and mPFC with higher neural synchronization
during free play, t(68)=3.06, p<.006. Critically, none of the
conditions differed in neural synchrony in bilateral inferior
frontal gyri (IFG), p>.071.

Discussion
In the present study, we test whether the neural substrate for
social communication in mother-infant dyads is consistent
with the PP framework, the mirroring account, or the account
on common entrainment. The results of the study revealed
that the highest levels of INS emerged when the dyads were
mutually engaged in a communicative context during free
play. The interactive free play allowed mother and infant to
see each other and respond to one another in a timely and
contingent manner. In contrast, the dyads did not show INS
when they only shared the same visual input and were
distanced from one another. Accordingly, our results provide
neural evidence against INS emerging due to common
entrainment to external cues. Importantly, INS during free
play was evidenced in lateral and medial prefrontal areas, but
not in inferior frontal areas. Our findings are thus consistent
with the notion that mutual engagement in the mother-infant
dyad is mediated by dynamic coupling of PFC activity
(Nguyen, Schleihauf, et al., 2020; Nguyen, Schleihauf,
Kayhan, et al., 2021). The mother-infant dyads also displayed
increased INS in the prefrontal cortex when the infant was
seated on the mother’s lap while watching the videos. One
explanation for this effect is that proximity could have
facilitated mutual entrainment via micro-adjustments of
bodily contact, as well as the perception of heart rhythms and
respiration (Wass et al., 2020). As such, these processes could
have also contributed to mother-infant neural
synchronization.

Prediction vs. mirroring

Figure 3: Interpersonal neural synchrony (y axis) between
mothers and infants was increased in lateral and medial
prefrontal areas (facets) during both free play and proximal
joint watching in comparison to the distal watching
condition (x axis).
Next, we investigated whether affect mirroring was related
to INS during free play between mother and infant. Overall,
affect mirroring occurred during 11.18 % of the interactions,
but it was not related to INS during free play.
We also assessed whether infants’ RSA related to INS
during the free play condition. Baseline-corrected RSA (RSA
during distal joint watching was subtracted from RSA during
free play) was marginally correlated to INS of the dyad,
estimate=-0.006, SE=0.003, 95% CI=[-0.012 0.001],
χ2(1)=2.980, p=.084. These results suggest that lower RSA
(i.e., higher social uncertainty) was related to higher INS
during free play.
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Social interactions depend on mutual and reciprocal relations
(Hoehl & Bertenthal, 2021), processes which involve various
neural networks. The results from the current study highlight
that social communication in early development relies on the
lateral and medial prefrontal cortex (associated with PP), but
not in the inferior frontal gyrus (associated with mirroring)
where there was no differentiation between free play and
passive, distal watching of a video. Moreover, our results
align with INS studies in older adult-child dyads, in which
evidence converges to show INS in prefrontal areas and not
in inferior frontal areas (Nguyen, Schleihauf, et al., 2020;
Nguyen, Schleihauf, Kungl, et al., 2021; Piazza et al., 2020;
Quiñones-Camacho et al., 2019; Reindl et al., 2018). The
cortical localization of INS thus highlights the involvement
of brain areas associated with mutual prediction and provides
initial evidence against the role of brain areas involved in
motor mirroring in INS in mother-infant interactions.
Additionally, the results reveal no significant correlation
between affect mirroring and INS between mother and infant
during free play, thus corroborating the preliminary evidence
against the involvement of mirroring in the synchronization
of brain activities between mother and infant.
The importance of the PFC in infants’ information seeking
through action, i.e. active inference, has been emphasized in
recent research on the function of the infant PFC (Raz &
Saxe, 2020) and is in opposition to accounts in which infants
are passive recipients of information. In these latter accounts,

it is proposed that humans infer the intentions of others
directly through observation of their actions, mediated by the
mirror neuron system, part of which is the inferior frontal
gyrus (Gallese & Goldman, 1998). According to the PP
framework, it has long been argued that action and social
understanding, and subsequently social coordination and
communication, cannot rely on the inferior frontal gyrus
alone to both understand actions and infer intentions (Kilner
& Frith, 2008). Instead areas involved in mentalizing and
prediction, such as temporo-parietal and prefrontal areas,
seem to play a bigger role in successful predictions of actions
and intentions as well as the reduction of prediction error
(Kilner et al., 2007; Koster-Hale & Saxe, 2013). The PP
account, therefore, not only underscores why the PFC was
coupled between mother and infant during active mutual
engagement, but also implicates the active role of the infant
in these interactions.
Additionally, we find preliminary evidence of RSA being
related to INS during a free play interaction. Lower levels of
RSA have previously been linked with heightened sensitivity
towards uncertain, potentially dangerous signals (Gorka et
al., 2013). Accordingly, lower levels of RSA could be
associated with infant’s prediction errors occurring during
their social interaction with their mothers. Although these
errors may result in inhibiting coordination between mother
and infant, it is more likely that infants could actively attempt
to repair these instances to improve communication and thus
INS. The preliminary results presented in this study provide
a hint toward a relation between infants’ social uncertainty
and neural synchrony, but more definitive evidence must
await further evidence.

in allostasis which the infant is not able to establish without
the caregiver (Fotopoulou & Tsakiris, 2017).
Consistent with the co-embodiment thesis, our results
demonstrate that mother-infant INS increased when mother
and infant were physically close to one another (i.e., proximal
watching condition). Physical contact could have allowed
both mother and infant to draw from more than their own
perception, as an increase in arousal or change in body
position affects both individuals (Ciaunica et al., 2021). It is
similar to how multi-modal perception during face-to-face
social interactions helps interlocutors to make mutual
predictions about one another. In terms of physical contact,
multi-modality emerges with the reduction of distance
between interacting partners. In the case of physical contact,
the closer two people are to one another, the more heightened
their perception of another can be. So instead of relying on
visual perception, proximity allows us to draw upon tactile,
sensory information of cardio-vascular rhythms, odor
information as well as the micro-movements mentioned
above.
Still, the results underscore that the mother-infant dyad
demonstrates the highest levels of INS when they are able to
predict each other during the face-to-face interaction. We
suggest, that even though multi-modality in proximity
reduced prediction errors to a certain extent, face-to-face
interactions must offer an even more reliable sensory
stimulation to improve predictions. We suggest that gaze, for
example, is a powerful tool to shared and mutual attention
(Hoehl & Bertenthal, 2021) and has been shown to facilitate
INS (Leong et al., 2017). The predictive role of gaze in
mother-infant dyads could therefore be further examined in
future studies.

Co-embodied and multimodal predictions
The PP framework can sometimes appear “neurocentric”,
yet, in recent years researchers have started to include the
body and surrounding environment to make further
contributions to the predictive process (Fotopoulou &
Tsakiris, 2017; Nave et al., 2020; Seth, 2013). Active
inference has been updated to represent a more inclusive
account of embodied inference. Employing this inclusive PP
account, we suggest that INS was increased during face-toface interaction as well as physical contact because mother
and infant were able to create co-embodied generative
models to reduce uncertainty in the situation (Ciaunica et al.,
2021). The co-embodiment thesis was initially applied to in
utero experiences of mother and fetus during pregnancy.
Ciaunica and colleagues (2021) suggest that instead of
viewing the fetus as passively “contained” within the mother,
pregnancy seems to provide evidence in favor of active and
bidirectional co-regulation between two bodies (cohomeostasis). Studies on newborns and infants show, that the
unique co-regulatory bond of mother and infant continues out
of utero. It is important to note that co-regulation does not
need to be reactive, but can occur as a prediction towards
changes in the environment (Atzil et al., 2018). Active
inferences made through bio-behavioral coordination result
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Limitations & future directions
Even though the present study provides preliminary evidence
in favor of the neural substrate of mother-infant social
communication being consistent with the PP framework, we
must remain cautious due to some constraints in the study.
The functions of specific brain areas, such as lateral and
medial PFC and the IFG are complex and multifaceted, thus
caution is warranted, to avoid reverse inference and leaping
to conclusions regarding the invoked cognitive processes.
The gaze behavior of mother and infant could be measured to
computationally model how mother-infant coordination and
therefore “predictiveness” in this modality relates to INS in
potentially involved brain areas. Another point to consider is
that the generation of a common generative model could
provide further information on whether the dyad’s individual
internal models aligned over time. The representations, that
are shared by mother and infant could be studied
longitudinally. Finally, the spatial resolution of the current
study is not as accurate as desired, but could be improved by,
for example, MRI co-registration of the channel
configuration (see Emberson et al., 2015).

Conclusion
Overall, our study on mother-infant interaction provides
evidence for INS during mother-infant free play and when in
close physical proximity. These results seem to be consistent
with the PP framework, while providing evidence against
interpretations of INS based on the accounts of mirroring and
common entrainment to external stimuli. Based on the PP
framework, we suggest that INS in the prefrontal cortex is
related to mutual prediction and attention, as the overall
function of INS could be to reduce prediction error. By
minimizing uncertainty in social situations, a dyad can create
an optimal learning environment for an infant to actively
explore what the world has to offer. We suggest that the
mother-infant dyad can rely on multi-modal information to
improve their mutual predictions during dynamic live
exchanges.
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Abstract
This is a modern horror story about an innocently misbehaving
projector, and why we beseech everyone to report minimal colorimetric data about stimulus displays. We present anecdotal
experience of configuring a projector to display video stimuli
in a high-tesla MRI room, along with all the gotchas, (broken)
technical assumptions, and theoretical rehashings that should
be considered by every scientist who uses computers to display visual stimuli. The moral of our story is: (1) check that
your monitor/projector is actually showing the colors and luminances that you think it is, (2) make explicit assumptions
regarding the physical/perceptual space of your stimuli and
how they relate to any model analysis you will perform. This
is especially important when modeling non-human animals,
since most equipment and data formats implicitly assume human perception. We show that innocent changes to display
settings such as brightness reduction can cause dangerously
unexpected results. Understanding and reporting colorimetric
data in scientific publications is important for two reasons: (1)
reproducibility, and (2) model fidelity.

(a) Target: sRGB

(b) Orig. bright=-24

(c) Calibrated

Figure 1: Video frame before/after calibration.

Keywords: color space; saliency; animal perception;

Introduction
Humans have the amazing ability to percieve visual properties
such as color in an invariant manner. We innocently accept
significantly different physical stimuli as identical. For example, you immediately recognize the picture displayed on your
laptop’s screen and the same picture displayed on your mobile
phone screen, even though each different device displays the
image using different combinations of wavelengths of light
and physical fluxes of light. These practical differences raise
issues when stimuli are used for psychophysical or perceptual
tasks, and when comparing human responses to the behavior of other animals such as marmoset or macaque monkeys
(Chen et al., 2021). Assuming without evidence that other animals will perceive visual stimuli in the same fashion as humans is a common error (Stevens & Cuthill, 2005). Indeed,
the technical fields of monitor engineering, calibration, measurement of luminance, and translation between color spaces
are predicated on theories and models specifically created for
human perception (Broadbent, 2004; Stiles & Burch, 1959).
Thus, for reproducibility in both human and animal studies, it is important to ensure that stimuli are similar along relevant task dimensions to the original setup. This is difficult
to quantify, and the best option – using identical equipment –
is often untenable as equipment manufacturers change technology over time. There is no great solution to this issue, we
argue that it is of key importance for a scientist to be aware
that the visible spectrum and properties can differ between
animal species – and account for it in any attempted experimental reproductions or modeling.
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We first motivate our argument using an anecdote: the projector in a university-administered fMRI setup has been used
for years under “default” settings. These settings turned out to
be degenerate. We briefly review the theory behind how color
and luminance are defined for visual stimulus displays. This
is relevant for scientists building models to predict behavior
using visual stimuli (in both humans and non-humans). An
example of this modeling is presented in the final section: we
present an example from recent work ((Chen et al., 2021)) in
which we applied saliency map model analysis to video stimuli shown to different animal species (human, macaque monkey, marmoset monkey) and predicted gaze behavior. In this
paper, we show how mistaken assumptions about the color
space of the stimuli can lead to different modeling results.
In light of this, we propose minimal procedures for verifying the sanity of one’s visual stimulus display configuration.
We also recommend reporting a minimal set of display calibration data along with behavioral data. We hope that this
will lead to an improvement of reproducibility both in human
and animal studies, as well as more correct application of image processing and perceptual models, by encouraging full
knowledge of the assumptions and limitations of the data and
machines we use daily.
1. Computer displays are not always well-behaved, and may
transform identical computer image data in unexpected
ways. Solution: report visual display (colorimetric) calibration data. Colorimeters operate on assumptions predicated on human-biased color spaces, but are cheap, quick,
and force one to consider problems with one’s visual stimuli.
2. Colorimetric data is sufficient to guarantee reproducibility in most human perceptual studies, but fails to capture
stimulus properties that are relevant in some non-human
animal species or humans with types of color-blindness.
To achieve a species-agnostic method of reporting visual
stimuli, one needs to measure the spectral power distribution (SPD) over a wide visual spectrum. For example,

ported that some video stimuli (Figure 1(b)) were too dark.
Previous subjects on the same machine viewing achromatic
(white/black) fixation and text stimuli did not report any such
issues. The projector was confirmed to be in default sRGB
mode using low lamp power setting, with only one divergence from default values: “brightness” parameter was set to
its lowest possible value (−24) because the default brightness
level (0) caused discomfort.
(a) Luminance transfer func- (b) Absolute CIE Lab values of
tions for two default projector projector gamut before calibration (circles) versus reference
settings.
laptop (triangles).

(c) Input RGB values for measuring projector transfer func- (d) Output (normalized) CIE
XYZ for calibrated projector.
tion.

(a) Distribution of pixels in CIE Lch space for Figure 1(a) (before calibration) and (Figure 1(c)) (after).
Black lines estimate projector gamut borders.

Figure 3: Gamut of uncalibrated project/target.
Figure 2: Projector input-output mapping
Gagin et al. (2014) used a DP-655 spectroradiometer in a
exemplary human and macaque study. Spectroradiometers
are expensive (10000 USD) and time-consuming. An option is to request that manufacturers provide measurements
of the spectral power distributions of their products. Solution: there is no good solution for how to exactly reproduce the correct spectral power distribution using a different display for animal experiments other than measuring
the color-matching function of that species and finding a
monitor that can cover it. The easiest option is to ensure
that the SPD of the reproducing display closely matches
the SPD of the original display.
3. Computational models that operate on image or video files
often interpret the image/video data incorrectly. This is
caused by confusion regarding the relationship between
computer data and perceptual/physical properties that the
data represents such as SPD, brightness and/or color. Modelers often do not state what the input of a model is intended to represent. Solution: Explicitly address the intended meaning of visual inputs to models.

Motivation: A Misbehaving fMRI Projector
We use a 7-Tesla fMRI scanner (Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany). Visual stimuli are back-projected onto a grey
acrylic screen inside of the MR scanner bore from outside the
MRI room using an Epson EB-G5100 (Tokyo, Japan) projector with a long focus zoom lens (ELPLL06). We presented
video stimuli to subjects while recording eye position using
an EyeLink 1000 eye tracking system system (long distance
mount – SR Research, Ottawa, Canada). Pilot subjects re-
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After resetting the the projector to default settings (sRGB
mode), we hypothesized that the dark stimuli were due to
properties of the gray acrylic screen, incorrect transformations in the stimulus presenting computer, or color gamut limitations of the projector itself. We used a datacolor SpyderX
colorimeter (New Jersey, USA) to enumerate the input-output
mapping of the projector, i.e. between input pixel byte value
([0, 255]) and the output luminance (cd/m2 ).
We used “dispcal” software (https://www.argyllcms
.com/) to enumerate the input-output mapping of the projector at high granularity. Figure 2(c)-Figure 2(d) shows
normalized CIE XYZ output values for a tiling of the 3dimensional input domain (R,G,B). Peak output luminance
was unchanged (820 cd/m2 ) regardless of projector “brightness” setting, indicating that the curvature or offset of the
transfer function was changing, not the minimum and maximum outputs.
We further visualized the marginal input-output functions
for achromatic and monochromatic stimuli.1 The normalized
curves are plotted for the original setting, as well as for the
projector’s default sRGB setting, in Figure 2(a) against a target (scaled sRGB) curve. Observe that under default settings,
the output is nearly zero for almost the entire lower half of input values – the left half of the horizontal axis. This explains
the “dark” videos reported by subjects.
Disabling sRGB mode revealed additional configuration
options in the projector’s software menu, such as color temperature and component channel (R,G,B) weighting. Using
“dispcal”, we adaptively modified settings until the input1 achromatic: R = G = B i.e. grayscale; monochromatic: one
component channel is stepped from minimum to maximum while
the other two channels locked at zero.

output mapping approached the sRGB standard (white point
correlated color temperature identical to black body at 6500 K
(D65), effective gamma of 2.4). Best-fit settings were: photo
mode, 0 brightness, -24 contrast, 5000 K color temperature,
-10 red weight, -4 green weight, +12 blue weight.2
After calibration, we confirmed that visual stimuli displayed as expected (Figure 1(c)). Pilot subjects reported
videos on the projector looked similar to the same video displayed on a reference screen (razer blade stealth 13 laptop
(2019), Figure 1(a)). Figure 3(a) visualizes how the distribution of pixel values changed after calibration. Pixels are plotted in CIE Lch space (Lightness, Chromaticity, Hue), with
two hue angle slices shown. Black lines indicate SMBGD
estimation of the projector’s gamut border (Morovič & Luo,
2000). The example image was one of the least visible stimuli
under the original (dark) projector settings.
The moral of our anecdote: check colorimetric properties
of your stimulus display device. Monitors and projectors have
default modes named “standard RGB”, but these can be degenerate and cause unreproducible experimental results if one
does not take care. Modern colorimeters are cheap and automated with free software, and a display need only be calibrated once. For dissemination, we recommend enumerating the colorimetric data for displays used in previous experiments along with visual stimulus image/video files, so that
posterity can estimate what physical stimuli subjects were
actually seeing. Calibration data can be reported as a table
of input RGB values (sampled in steps of e.g. 4% of the
input space) and output (unnormalized) CIE XYZ values in
cd/m2 . We recommend against reporting only “gamma” values and minimum/peak luminance, since the effective gamma
reported by colorimeters can be misleading if the input-output
curve is degenerate such as the red or blue lines in Figure 2(a).
In addition to being important for reproducing experimental results, proper handling of the color space of visual stimuli
is of vital importance to accurate comparative animal research
as well as computational modeling. We next review the history of color spaces and visual perception for these purposes.

Background: A Review of Color And Light
A visual scene in the natural world is a spatio-temporal pattern of propogating electromagnetic waves, which can also
be modeled as quanta (photons). A photon has energy proportional to its wavelength. A visual scene will naturally be comprised of many photons of many different wavelengths. Certain wavelengths (370 − 700 nanometers for humans) interact
with molecules (opsins and retinol) packed in receptor cells in
human retina, causing nerve signals to propogate when photons are absorbed. Humans have four receptor types: L-cone,
2 Additionally: PC operating system may weight component
(RGB) channels. In Ubuntu 18.04, we confirmed no weighting using
“xrandr” – R, G, B weights and gammas were all 1.0. Furthermore,
xrandr confirmed “Expanded (full RGB)” mode for the HDMI connection to the projector. Under the alternative “TV (limited RGB)”
mode, the PC will clip RGB byte inputs to range [16, 235] (instead
of expected [0, 255]) before sending them to the display.
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(a) Spectral power distribution emitted by
each of the 3 basis elements of a CRT and
LCD monitor.

(b)
Sketch
of
human luminosity
function

Figure 4: Monitor spectra, human luminosity function
M-cone, and S-cone cells, and Rod cells (Figure 5(a), “human”) (Jacobs, 2009). The names are based on their shape
(cone-shaped or rod-shaped) and the relative wavelength of
visible light to which they are most sensitive. Rods are engaged primarily in scotopic (night) vision. In contrast, cone
cells are active during photopic and mesopic (daytime, dusk)
vision. L-cones are most sensitive to long wavelength light
(which looks red when viewed monospectrally), M-cones to
medium (green), and S-cones to short (blue).3
Other animals (or humans with genetic mutantations –
“color blindness”) express different sets or numbers of receptors with different spectral sensitivities (see “Predator” in
Figure 5(a)), and thus different spectral distributions will be
ambiguous or discriminable to different species.

(a) Receptor sensitivities for human (top) and an imaginary species
“predator” with a short and very long wavelength receptor.

(b) Spectral power distributions
for two imaginary stimuli “A” (c) Response of each receptor
type of human and the predator
and “B”.
to stimulus A and B.

Figure 5: Two stimuli can be distinguishable to one species
(the predator) but look identical to another (human).
The intensity of a receptor’s response to a stimulus is calculated by convolving the spectral power distribution of the
beam of light with the spectral sensitivity function of the receptor. An example is given for two example SPDs “A” and
“B” in Figure 5(b). The corresponding neural response of
receptor cells with sensitivities defined in Figure 5(a) is cartooned in Figure 5(c). Even though “A” and “B” are mixtures of entirely different wavelengths of light, both stim3 A receptor class responds with different sensitivity to a range of
photon energies. Sensitivity distribution is determined by quantum
properties of the opsin molecules expressed by the receptor.

uli cause identical responses in human receptor types (Figure 5(c), left). This phenomenon is “metamerism”, a type
of anti-aliasing resulting from the visual system sampling
a high-dimensional space using only three basis functions.
Different basis functions change which spectral distributions
look the same and which look different (A and B look different to “Predator”, Figure 5(c)).
Most extant technology (CRT, LCD monitors) takes advantage of metamerism. Display devices use three lightemitting/transmitting components (e.g. Figure 4(a)), each of
which emits a a spectral distribution of light that peaks in a
unique region of the visual spectrum. These primaries can be
mixed together in appropriate proportions to produce perceptual stimuli that look the same as any desired target spectral
distribution.

Luminance, Color Spaces, Color Matching
Full enumeration of the spectral power distribution of a stimulus includes wavelengths not visible to humans (radio, infrared, ultraviolet). To standardize a function of spectrum that
matches human perception of luminance, the international
commission on illumination (CIE) published a “luminosity
function” (photopic function sketched in Figure 4(b)) which
measures candelas (cd). For visual displays, we report the
luminous intensity per unit surface area, i.e. cd/m2 .
The luminosity function is related to the CIE RGB and CIE
XYZ color spaces. Scientists defined human “color-matching
function” by having subjects mix three mono-spectral “primary” light sources in different proportions to match monospectral light targets (Guild, 1931; Wright, 1929). This effectively quantified the metameric partition function for human. CIE standardized three mono-spectral primaries: r at
700 nm, g at 546.1 nm, and b at 435.8 nm and published
color-matching functions for those primaries: r̄(λ), ḡ(λ),
b̄(λ), obtained via transformation from the empirical colormatching results of different primaries. The color matching
functions define the proportions of the three primaries necessary to match any given mono-spectral light of wavelength
λ. CIE standardized the the response of the “average” participant, creating the “CIE 2◦ standard observer”.4
Using these color matching functions, arbitrary spectral
power distributions S(λ) can be reproduced using a mixture
of only the three primaries in different proportions. The three
linear
gains R, G, B thatR match SPD S(λ) are
achieved by
R
R
R = 0∞ S(λ)r̄(λ)dλ, G = 0∞ S(λ)ḡ(λ)dλ, B = 0∞ S(λ)b̄(λ)dλ.
This is CIE RGB. However, r̄(λ) included negative values5 . So, CIE developed CIE XYZ, a color space formed
using imaginary primaries X, Y, and Z and color-matching
functions such that certain desirable properties are satisfied.
Specifically, the color matching functions x̄(λ), ȳ(λ), z̄(λ) are
never negative, and the tristimulus value Y corresponds to the
luminous intensity of the stimulus.
4 Colors were matched within a circle two degrees of visual angle
in the center of the visual field.
5 I.e. target wavelength unmatchable without adding red primary
to the target.
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Illuminants and White Points
White light can be formed of many different mixtures of
wavelengths. CIE published “standard” illuminants, based
on defined physical systems such as a specific type of metal
(tungsten, mercury) at a specific temperature. It is also common to use the spectrum emitted by an idealized blackbody
radiator, whose SPD is defined by Planck’s law. CIE published standards to simulate outdoor illumination. For example “D65” (used for sRGB standard below) is the spectral power distribution of average direct and diffuse sunlight
at noon in Western/Northern Europe. D65’s correlated color
temperature6 is 6500 Kelvin. The triplet of primaries (e.g.
[R, G, B], [X,Y, Z]) that color-match a chosen white illuminant
are called the “white point” or “reference white”. Defining a
reference white is necessary to convert between color spaces,
since it defines the “pivot” around which rotations or scalings
occur. An absolute white point (in cd/m2 ) is necessary to
map from a color space to physical luminances.

Visual Stimuli for Computers: sRGB
The combination of a perceptual color space, a fixed white
point, an absolute luminosity, and an environment with controlled ambient illumination is sufficient to uniquely determine the perceptual response that a color stimulus will elicit.
An example is “standard” RGB (sRGB – not CIE RGB).
sRGB defines white point (D65), absolute luminance (80
cd/m2 ), environment (CRT monitor in dim office environment). sRGB primaries (r, g, b) are defined via CIE XYZ.
Most modern computer monitors are calibrated to display
sRGB or similar, with varying absolute luminance. This
means that image and video data stored on computers (JPEG,
PNG, TIFF) is usually implicitly encoded in sRGB.

Figure 6: Image data in modern computers. In cameras, light
is detected by (three) sensors and converted to internal color
space via color-matching functions. Internally, luminance is
compressed to more efficiently cover space of human discriminable luminances. Displays use three light-producing
elements to emit mixtures of light perceptually indistinguishable from the original, despite comprising physically different distribution of spectral powers.

6 temperature

of blackbody radiator it color-matches

Gamma (non-linear encoding)

puter monitor displaying the image or video.

For CIE XYZ or CIE RGB, a linear increase in the tristimulus
value corresponds to a linear increase in the luminous intensity of the SPD generated by that tristimulus point. Other
color spaces do not share this property. For example, sRGB
is gamma-compressed to take advantage of the fact that humans are more sensitive to contrast at low luminance than at
high luminance. sRGB transforms the linear physical intensity represented by a raw tristimulus value (of arbitrary physical linear primaries, e.g. from a camera image sensor) via a
1

function like fsave (x) = x γ . γ is usually ∈ [1.8, 2.4]. It then
stores the the “gamma-compressed” value. The reason for
this is that devices on which the image data will eventually be
displayed are expected to behave such that the mapping between input values and emitted light intensity will implement
the inverse of that function (i.e. fdisplay (x) = xγ (“gamma expansion”). In this way, fewer bits of information can be used
to span the range of brightness in perceptually evenly spaced
steps. This works because human perception of luminance
is non-linear, following a power law (Stevens’s power law)
relatinship between physical luminous intensity and apparent magnitude with exponent 1/3. Gamma-compression and
gamma-expansion cancel each other out – but ensure that the
representable space of luminances of a given data format (e.g.
byte) fall at perceptually pleasing, equal intervals.

sRGB is Not a Perceptual Color Space
Thus, gamma correction only influences the distribution of
values that are represented by a signal with limited bandwidth. sRGB is not intended to represent the non-linear perceptual response to stimuli. Rather, it is a standard to ensure
that the set of representable colors and brightnesses is standard across physical displays (Figure 6). An image in sRGB
color space is guaranteed to look identical to standard humans displayed on an sRGB calibrated monitor in the proper
environment. Note that it will only be perceptually identical
to a human standard observer – no such guarantee is made for
animals or humans who diverge significantly from the standard observer on which sRGB is defined.
There do exist “perceptual” color spaces which purport
to model the subject human perceptual response to colors.
For example, CIE Lch, CIE L*a*b*, and CIE Luv represent
“Luminance” (L) of a stimulus as a non-linear mapping of
linear luminance Y (of CIE XYZ), to account for the nonlinearity of human perception. The goal of these color spaces
is to model visual stimuli along natural perceptual dimensions. For example, one should be able to only change the
perceived hue of a stimulus without modifying its brightness,
chromaticity, or saturation, simply by moving along one axis.

Summary: Common Mistakes with Computer Data
1. Non-linearities in data representation – image and video
files are usually gamma-encoded and must be passed
through an inverse exponential function to recover the linear physical luminances that would be produced by a com-
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2. Incorrect assumptions about the brightness of stimuli –
modelers often misunderstand the relationship of tristimulus primaries (R, G, B) to both perceived and absolute
luminance (Nguyen & Brown, 2017).
3. Incorrect assumptions about the meaning of stimulus color
spaces – modelers mistakenly assume that commonly used
color spaces (RGB, XYZ, Lab, Luv, YUV, CMYK, etc.)
uniquely indicate physical visual stimuli. These color
spaces are specifically designed to model only the set of
visual stimuli consciously discriminable to humans. They
incorrectly predict the perceptual response of organisms
with different photoreceptors or visual processing neural
circuits. Corollary: human technology (computer display
screens, printed materials, etc.) is incapable of displaying a
consistent visual perceptual space of either color or brightness to organisms with perceptual systems different from
the standard human.7

Results: Saliency Model Input Assumptions
Different assumptions about the input image format lead to
different model performance in a model of visual attention
we recently reported to predict looking behavior of humans,
marmosets, and macaque monkeys (Chen et al., 2021). This
is meant to be an example of how an incorrect assumption on
the part of the modeler can be responsible for different results,
damaging reproducibility and explanatory power.
The saliency map model (Itti & Koch, 2000) is a well-worn
model of bottom-up visual attention operating on pixel images. The color space of the images are never made explicit.
The saliency map is used as a surrogate of bottom-up visual
attention in humans and non-human primates. Recently, correlates of saliency have been identified in parts of the brain
related to visuo-ocular control (superior colliculus (White et
al., 2017; Veale, Hafed, & Yoshida, 2017)).
The saliency map model extracts visual features of the input such as luminance, color, motion, and oriented lines, and
identifies parts of the input where those visual features differ from their surroundings at many spatial scales. It uses
center-surround differences of the features extracted at different spatial scales, as well as within-map competition and
normalization. Finally, the feature maps (orientation, color,
motion, etc.) are combined into a feature-agnostic saliency
map.
An overview of the saliency map model and how it would
process an example input image (Figure 1(a)), is shown in
Figure 7(a). In this example, the default implementation and
assumptions of the saliency map model are used for computing color and luminance Itti and Koch (2000). The model is
7 The representable perceptual gamut will be uneven and include
gaps of unrepresentable colors and brightnesses. This can occur
even if an organism has the same number of photoreceptors, so long
as their spectral sensitivity profiles diverge significantly from the
standard human.

(b) Input pixels are assumed to be linear.

(a) Input sRGB gamma-compressed pixels (default).

Figure 7: Analysis of saliency map response to different assumptions about input.
implemented via the “salmap rv” library.8 Image data pixel
values are used to directly compute color and luminance,
without gamma-expansion nor color channel weighting. A
first question: is it appropriate to use the gamma compressed
values, or should they be linearized first? In addition to being gamma-compressed, pixel values implicitly incorporate
sRGB channel weightings. We know that the sRGB color
space is defined in perceptual linear CIE XYZ space, a space
specifically designed using human judgement. Is it appropriate to use this human-biased input for fitting the behavior of
marmoset monkeys, for example? We will investigate how
model output changes given different input assumptions.
The second image (Figure 7(b)) shows the response of
the model to linear RGB input (i.e. with gamma removed
and channel weightings removed for luminance calculation).
Small differences are visible in the luminance (top right) and
color (bottom right) channels.
Our primary purpose in this paper is to reiterate the importance of explicitizing assumptions about the format of inputs
to one’s models, especially when those models and experiments relate to non-human animals. For the saliency map
model, different assumptions regarding the input format lead
to different outputs (Figure 7(a) versus Figure 7(b)), although
broad qualities of the model output were unchanged. This
may be because the test image is an abnormal outlier – it was
initially selected for being too dark to discriminate before calibration but visible afterwards (Figure 3(a) – mostly low chromaticity). One can imagine that more extreme changes, such
as changing the color space of the input, or using a model
which takes raw spectral power distributions as input, would
cause more extreme divergences. For example, one might argue that the saliency map should take perceptual-space stimuli as input. Inputs would be transformed to e.g. CIE Lch
color space, and an appropriate feature detector added to
identify local differences in hue or chromaticity. The nonlinear transforms implicit in the conversion to Lch can be expected to likewise result in different model output, since color
and luminances (which form the basis of orientation and motion detectors) will be distorted. On the other hand, one may
not see a large change, since the original input, sRGB, is al8 https://github.com/flyingfalling/salmap

rv
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ready specialized to represent human perception, and conversion to Lch will not distort as much as expected. A more extreme conversion, for example to a color space predicated on
the color-matching function of a different animal species or a
color-blind subject, may result in clearer divergence of model
output. Macaque monkeys may have a color-matching function almost identical to human ((Gagin et al., 2014)). This is
not true for the common marmoset, which is usually dichromatic (Freitag & Pessoa, 2012).

Conclusion: Report Colorimetry, Be Aware
Image data does not usually contain sufficient information to
reproduce a physical stimulus exactly. To do so would require
knowledge of the spectral power distribution for every point
of the stimulus. Rather, our cameras sample physical stimuli using low-dimensional basis functions (primaries). This
turns out to be sufficient to elicit a perceptual experience indistinguishable from the original stimulus using the standard
human color matching function. Thus, for a human, a picture
of a forest looks the same as if one were actually looking at
the forest. However, this is not guaranteed for other animal
species unless one tailors the color space of the image to the
characteristic color-matching function of that species (which
is usually unknown).
The transfer function of a visual stimulus display device
for experiments can be quantified via colorimeter or spectrometer. This is a reproducible starting point with minimal
assumptions, and will greatly improve the reproducibility of
human visual experiments. While spectroradiometer data is
preferable since it can be used for animal experiments, colorimetry data may be sufficient in the future as the colormatching functions of more species are quantified. Unfortunately, there is no good way to reconcile the fact that display
parameters will be biased towards human perception. Our
best hope is to be careful to ensure that visual stimuli look
as expected to the visual systems of subjects, be they humans
or animals. Finally, for modeling, we caution scientists to be
wary of the format of visual stimulus data, and to make explicit decisions regarding the meaning of data used as input
to computational models.
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Abstract
The basal ganglia (BG) performs an important functional
role in cognition, but models disagree about the nature of
the relationship between BG activity and activity in other
cortical areas. Previous computational models can be
categorized as implementing the effects of the BG on
prefrontal cortex as either local and direct, or involving
other regions and, therefore, modulatory. To test which of
these two effects best represents the role of the BG, a large
fMRI dataset of 200 participants performing six,
representative cognitive tasks was analyzed through
Dynamic Causal Modeling (DCM). To ensure that DCM
models were realistic and representative of a general brain
architecture, the models were implemented within the
putative neural underpinnings of the Common Model of
Cognition, an abstract blueprint for cognition. The
comparison showed that Mixed model, including both
Direct and Modulatory connectivity, consistently
outperformed models that included only direct or
modulatory connections. It was also found that the relative
rankings of the Direct and Modulatory models depended
on the specific task, suggesting that the BG is a flexible
system that adapts to task demands.
Keywords: Basal ganglia, Brain architecture, Cognitive
Architecture, Computational models, Dynamic Causal
Modeling, fMRI.

Introduction
The BG are a set of interconnected subcortical nuclei
surrounding the thalamus that receives inputs from
virtually the entire cortex (Bostan, Dum, & Strick, 2018),
and projects (through the dorsal and medial nuclei of the
thalamus) to the prefrontal cortex. For many decades, the
BG have been closely associated with motor functions,
especially in neurodegenerative pathologies such as
Parkinson’s Disease and Huntington’s Disease. Even in
these cases, however, non-motor symptoms can be
widespread and prevalent, including decline in working
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memory, executive function, and attention (Owen, 2004).
Furthermore, abnormal BG function has been implied in
a variety of pathologies, including obsessive compulsive
disorder (Modell, Mountz, Curtis, & Greden, 1989),
Tourette’s syndrome (Mink, 2001) , and attention deficit
disorder (Shaw et al., 2014). Finally, the scope of BG
involvement in cognition has further increased with fMRI
studies. At the time of writing this paper, more than 4,000
BG papers can be found in Neurosynth, spanning a
variety of functions including attention (Schouwenburg,
Ouden, & Cools, 2010), language (Booth, Wood, Lu,
Houk, & Bitan, 2007), learning, working memory
(McNab & Klingberg, 2008), and memory retrieval
(Tricomi & Fiez, 2008).
In summary, neurological and neurocognitive
research have shown a widespread involvement of the
BG across a variety of core mental functions and
disorders. This variety suggests two things. First, that
understanding the function of the BG is essential for
correctly understanding a variety of diseases. Second, the
BG likely provides a set of core computations that are
used by multiple specialized circuits in the human brain.
This also suggests that we need to look at the relationship
between the BG and cortical activity. To understand these
core computations, a number of computational models
have been put forward.

Computational Models of the BG
Many models of the BG have been proposed over the
past decades, growing in complexity and biological
fidelity from the early, simple actor-critic model of Barto
(1995) to the complex spiking neuron system of
Eliasmith et al. (2012). Despite the variety of domains

that have been tackled by these models and the
differences in their approaches, models have converged
on a series of assumptions that are commonly shared. For
example, all models agree that multiple inputs from the
cortex undergo some form of integration and selection in
the striatum. They also agree that dopamine carries a
reward prediction error signal, usually framed in the
context of reinforcement learning theory. Additionally, all
models agree that dopamine drives plasticity and results
in learning. And finally, all models agree that the outputs
of the BG circuit (through the thalamus) have profound
and measurable effects on the neural activity of prefrontal
cortex.
Despite their convergence, models disagree,
however, about the nature of the effects of BG outputs to
PFC. For the purpose of this paper, we will focus on how
activity in the BG affects prefrontal activity in the context
of cortical activity at large. Evaluating the activity of a
target prefrontal region in this larger context is key to
understanding the remainder of this paper. Here, we
argue that, in general, these effects can be divided into
two categories, direct and modulatory.
In the majority of models, the effect of BG activity
on a prefrontal region has no implications with respect to
the larger cortical activity. In other words, the effects of
BG on a cortical region are local, and can be observed
and modeled without any reference to the state of other
cortical regions. Being local, these effects can be
categorized as direct. Examples of these models include
Gurney’s model of action selection (Gurney, Prescott, &
Redgrave, 2001; Humphries, Stewart, & Gurney, 2006;
Redgrave, Prescott, & Gurney, 1999), Houk’s model of
action selection between competing motor programs
(Houk, Adams, & Barto, 1995) and Ashby’s models of
working memory (Ashby, Ell, Valentin, & Casale, 2005).
In other models, however, the effect of BG outputs is
to control how cortical activity in a different region of the
brain affects cortical activity in PFC. In statistical terms,
the activity of the BG is best seen as an interaction effect
between the target PFC and other cortical regions.
Therefore, we refer to this effect as modulatory. Models
of this type include the PBWM model of working
memory (Frank, Loughry, & O’Reilly, 2001; O’Reilly &
Frank, 2006) and Chris Eliasmith’s SPAUN (Eliasmith et
al., 2012). In the PBWM, for example, cortical areas by
default maintain information, resisting inputs from other
dedicated regions. The BG switches the states of PFC
cells, allowing them to cease the maintenance of the
current pattern of activation and, instead, receive inputs
from a posterior cortical region. In other words, the BG
performs a “gating” operation, controlling the flux of
inputs from posterior to prefrontal cortical regions.
The distinction between Direct and Modulatory
models can be blurred, and some models include both
types of effect. For example, in the Conditional Routing
model (Stocco, Lebiere, & Anderson, 2010), the BG is
initially used to resolve conflict and route information
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from posterior regions to the PFC; however, with
learning, the BG can learn to directly affect PFC activity
without the need from a posterior input.

Dynamic Causal Modeling
To test whether the effects of the BG are direct,
modulatory, or both, one needs to examine the functional
connectivity between the BG and other brain regions, that
is, the extent to which changes in one region affect other
regions. One elegant way to do this is through Dynamic
Causal Modeling (DCM; Friston, Harrison, & Penny,
2003). This framework captures functional connectivity
as a set of parameters that estimate the extent to which
the timeseries of one brain region affects the rate of
change of another. The change in the activity y of N
regions is captured here as a differential equation:
dy/dt = Ay + ∑i xiBiy + Cx + ∑jyjDjy

(1)

In this equation, x is a binary vector that defines the
presence of each of M task conditions at any moment in
time and y represents the current activity of all regions.
Effective connectivity is represented by four parameter
matrices: A is a N-by-N matrix of parameters that capture
the intrinsic connectivity between regions, B is
M-by-N-by-N matrix that defines the modulatory effects
that M task conditions have on connectivity between
regions; C is an M-by-N matrix that defines the effects
the M task conditions on each region, and D is
N-by-N-by-N matrix that defines the modulatory effects
that regions have on the connections between other
regions, can also reflect these computational interactions
over time, accounting for the variability in temporal
dynamics (Friston, 2011).
Essentially, this method not only fits parameters to
individual regions, but also takes into account the
connections between them which is important in a
dynamic system like the brain. The most critical aspect of
this framework is that DCM can model second-order
interactions between nodes in a network, i.e., cases in
which a region modulates the connectivity between two
other regions (represented by D). This is of particular
interest as it plays an influential role in capturing the
nature of BG functionality, whether direct or modulatory.

The Common Model of Cognition
One of the downsides of DCM is that, instead of
providing data-driven estimates of network structure, it
can only measure connectivity within a given network
model. In turn, this means that the precise measure of
connectivity between two regions might change
depending on the larger network context in which they
are embedded. For this reason, it is essential to apply
DCM
within a biologically-plausible network
architecture. Because, in this paper, the function of the
BG will be tested across a variety of tasks, such a
network architecture would need to be large enough to

span the most common regions yet simple enough to
make DCM computationally tractable.
This role is precisely fit by the so-called Common
Model of Cognition (CMC; Laird, Lebiere, &
Rosenbloom, 2017). The CMC is a computational
framework for cognitive components, designed to distill
the lessons learned from 40 years of cognitive science
research on the essential computations of the mind and
their relationships. Abstract computations are categorized
into five functional components (long-term memory,
working memory, procedural memory, perception
systems, and action systems) and their relationships are
specified in a graph structure (Fig 1A).

Mixed model was examined (Fig 2C); in this model, the
BG can exert both direct and modulatory effects on PFC.
Because the Mixed model contains all of the connections
of the other two, the Direct and Modulatory models can
be said to be nested under the Mixed model.

Figure 2: Structure of all three DCM network models.

The Human Connectome Project Dataset

Figure 1: (A) The Common Model of Cognition (CMC);
(B) Proposed associations between components and
anatomical brain regions.
Although it was not proposed specifically as a brain
architecture, a number of studies have found that the
CMC is surprisingly effective at modeling brain activity
across tasks and individuals (Steine-Hanson, Koh, &
Stocco, 2018; Stocco, Laird, Lebiere, & Rosenbloom,
2018; Stocco et al., 2021). In this interpretation, the
CMC’s functional components are mapped onto
large-scale brain regions (Fig 1B) and their relations are
translated into predicted patterns of functional
connectivity. In other words, the neural counterparts of
the functional components and their connections serve as
a simplified architecture for the human brain, not only the
human mind. Importantly, the neural interpretation of the
CMC explicitly includes the BG as one of its
components: it serves as the neural implementation of
Procedural Memory.
Recent work has shown that the CMC can provide a
remarkably good fit to fMRI data from over 200
participants, across a variety of representative tasks.
Inspired by its success in accounting for functional
connectivity, we decided to extend this approach to
investigate the role of the BG by creating three different
variants of the CMC architecture, corresponding to three
different characterizations of the basal ganglia. In the
Direct model (Fig 2A), the basal ganglia directly affects
the prefrontal cortex (corresponding to the “Working
Memory” component of the CMC). In the Modulatory
model (Fig 2B), the BG does not affect PFC directly, but
instead mediate the connectivity between perceptual
inputs and long-term memory to PFC. Finally, a third,
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A few previous studies have reported analysis of direct
vs., modulatory connections in the BG (Stocco, 2018;
Steine-Hanson et al., 2018), but only within a few similar
tasks. Because these models embody different hypotheses
about the general functional role of the BG in cognition,
it is important to test them across multiple tasks. This is
particularly important when considering the Mixed
model, as the importance of direct and modulatory
connections might adaptively change depending on the
situation, and testing a single task might yield biased
results that are not representative of the whole
functionality. Although previous attempts have found that
the Modulatory model fits the data better than the Direct
model within a specific task (Steine-Hanson et al., 2018),
and in healthy participants over BG-impaired patients
(Ketola, Thompson, Madhyastha, Grabowski, & Stocco,
2020; Prat, Stocco, Neuhaus, & Kleinhans, 2016), a true
test of the models requires an examination of a larger
variety of tasks that span different cognitive domains.
To this extent, we used a subset of the fMRI data
available on the Human Connectome Project (Van Essen
et al., 2013), one of the largest, high-quality human
neuroimaging datasets. The HCP includes data from
1,200 young adults performing different tasks, six of
which were selected to cover different domains of
cognition. Table 1 lists these six paradigms and their
relevant experimental conditions. The three architectural
models described above were translated into equivalent
DCM network models, and data from the six tasks were
used to fit network connections that best predicted the
observed human brain activity. These predictions were
compared across the alternate model structures.

Materials and Methods
The study presented herein consists of an analysis of a
large sample (N=200) of neuroimaging data from the
Human Connectome Project. The analysis was restricted
to the task-based fMRI data, which consisted of two
sessions of each of seven paradigms.

Table 1: Paradigms used in the HCP dataset.
Paradigm (Reference)

Condition (Baseline)

Emotion Processing

Fearful and angry faces (Neutral
faces)

Incentive Processing

Winning blocks of choices
(Losing blocks)

Language and Math

Answering questions about
stories or math (Passive
listening)

Relational Reasoning

Inferring the rule in relational
arrays (No rule in control arrays)

Social Cognition

Socially interacting shapes
(randomly moving shapes)

Working Memory

2-Back blocks of stimuli
(0-Back)

Tasks fMRI Data
The HCP task-fMRI data encompasses seven different
paradigms designed to capture a wide range of cognitive
capabilities. Of these paradigms, six were included in our
analysis (the seventh was a motor localization task). A
full description of these tasks and the rationale for their
selection can be found in the original HCP papers (Barch
et al., 2013; Van Essen et al., 2013).

Data Processing and Analysis
Imaging Acquisition Parameters. As reported in Barch
et al., (2013), functional neuroimages were acquired with
a 32-channel head coil on a 3T Siemens Skyra with TR =
720 ms, TE = 33.1 ms, FA = 52°, FOV = 208 × 180 mm.
Each image consisted of 72 2.0mm oblique slices with
0-mm gap in-between. Each slice had an in-plane
resolution of 2.0 × 2.0 mm. Images were acquired with a
multi-band acceleration factor of 8X.
Image Preprocessing. Images were acquired in the
“minimally preprocessed” format (Van Essen et al.,
2013), which includes unwarping to correct for magnetic
field distortion, motion realignment, and normalization to
the MNI template. The images were then smoothed with
an isotropic 8.0 mm FWHM Gaussian kernel.
Canonical GLM. A canonical GLM analysis was
conducted on the smoothed minimally preprocessed data
using a mass-univariate approach, as implemented in the
SPM12
software
package.
First-level
(i.e.,
individual-level) models were created for each
participant. The model regressors were obtained by
convolving a design matrix with a hemodynamic
response function; the design matrix replicated the
analysis of Barch et al., (2013), and included regressors
for the specific conditions of interest described in Table
1. Second-level (i.e., group-level) models were created
using the brain-wise parametric images generated for
each participant as input.
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DCM-specific GLM. A second GLM analysis was
carried out to define the event matrix x that is used in the
DCM equation (Eq. 1). Because these models are not
used to perform a standalone data analysis, the
experimental events and conditions are allowed to be
collinear. All of the HCP paradigms include a critical
condition and a baseline (Table 1). As is common in
DCM analysis, these two experiment conditions were
modeled in a layered, rather than orthogonal fashion,
with all trials included in a generic regressor and trials
from the critical condition representing a special
regressor that further drives neural activity. Following the
procedures of (Stocco et al., 2021), the association
between regressors and ROIs was kept constant across all
tasks, with the generic regressor affecting the perceptual
component and the critical regressor affecting WM
(capturing the greater mental effort that is common to all
critical conditions).
Regions of Interest Definition. Regions of Interest
(ROIs) for each task and participant were defined using
the method described in Stocco et al. (2021). For each
CMC component, a group-level centroid was first
identified by running a canonical GLM analysis that
compared the stimuli against their baseline (see Table 1)
and then locating the peak of a statistical parametric map
within the general areas associated with that CMC
component (Fig 1). Because all tasks show stronger
activation in the left hemisphere than in the right, all the
group-level centroids were located in the left hemisphere.
To account for individual-level variability in
functional neuroanatomy, the group-level coordinates
were then used as the starting point to search in 3D space
for the closest activation peak within each individual
statistical parameter map. Figure 3 illustrates the
distribution of the individual coordinates of each region
for each task, overlaid over a corresponding group-level
statistical map of task-related activity (as in Stocco et al.,
2021). Each individual coordinate is represented by a
point; the ∼200 points form a cloud that captures the
spatial variability in the distribution of coordinates. Next,
the individualized ROI coordinates were used as the
center of a spherical ROI. All voxels within the sphere
whose response was significant at a minimal threshold of
p < .50 (50%) were included as part of the ROI.
Finally, for each ROI of every participant in every
task, a representative time course of neural activity was
extracted as the first principal component of the time
series of all of the voxels within the sphere.
Model Fitting. Once the time-series for each ROI was
extracted, different networks were created by connecting
all of the individually-defined ROIs according to the
specifications of each model (Fig 2). The predicted
neural activity for each model was then calculated using
Equation 1, and the predicted time course of BOLD
signal was then generated by applying a
biologically-plausible model of neurovascular coupling
to the simulated neural activity of each region. All of the

model parameters were estimated through an
expectation-maximization procedure (Friston et al., 2003)
to reduce the difference between the predicted and
observed time course of the BOLD signal in each ROI.

Figure 3: Location of ROI centroids; variations account
for individual differences in functional anatomy.
Model Comparison. Given two or more generative
models that produce the same data x, it is possible to
compare them by estimating a likelihood function L(m |
x) and select the model with the highest likelihood. A
model’s likelihood is the posterior probability of a model
m given the observed data x, and is defined as the
probability that m would generate x,. that is, L(m | x) =
P(x | m). Group-level likelihood values for a model m can
then be expressed as the product of the likelihood of that
model fitting each participant p, i.e., ∏pL(m | xp)
(Stephan, Penny, Daunizeau, Moran, & Friston, 2009).
Because probability values might become vanishingly
small (leading to rounding errors), it is customary to
compare models in terms of their log-likelihood, with the
group-level log-likelihood then becoming the sum of all
of the individual log-likelihoods: ∑p log L(m | xp).
Although more sophisticated model comparison
procedures have been proposed (Stephan et al., 2009), the
log-likelihood based metric used here is not only the
most easily interpretable, but also the most relevant, as it
specifically applies to cases in which it is assumed that
the model is constant or architectural across individuals
(Kasess et al., 2010).

Results
Figure 4 illustrates the group-level log-likelihoods of the
three models in each of the six tasks. Because the
group-level log-likelihoods vary dramatically across
tasks and models, the figure presents them as relative
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log-likelihoods: within each task, the lowest
log-likelihood is subtracted from all the others. As a
result, the worst-fitting model always has a relative
log-likelihood value of zero, while the other two are
positive. In all tasks, the Mixed model significantly
outperforms the other two.

Figure 4: Relative log-likelihoods across tasks.
The results also show significant differences across
tasks. In the Relational Reasoning task, for example, the
Mixed model dramatically outperforms the other two.
This is to be expected, given that this task requires
integration of knowledge. It is also interesting to note the
relative fit of the other two models is dependent on the
task; while the Direct model is generally preferred over
the Modulatory model, the Modulatory vastly
outperforms the Direct model in the Social Cognition
task, being almost as effective as the Mixed model.
Since the three models differ also in terms of the
number of parameters, it is possible that the Mixed
model’s greater likelihood is due to it simply having
more degrees of freedom to fit the data. Although
common corrections can be applied (such as BIC and
AIC) to provide a correction for the number of
parameters, the fact that the Direct and Modulatory
models are nested within the Mixed model allows us to
use Wilks’ theorem (1938), which accounts for the
different number of parameters and translates the
log-likelihood difference into interpretable p-values. The
theorem states that, for two models of which one is
nested, the probability that the fit of the more complex is
due to chance (its p-value) approximates the probability
of obtaining the value of 2λ (twice the log-likelihood
difference) in a χ2 distribution with degrees of freedom
corresponding to the difference in the number of
parameters. Using this theorem, we calculated the
probability that the greater fit of the Mixed model is due
to chance (note that this comparison accounts for the
greater complexity of the Mixed model in the χ2
distribution). Figure 5 illustrates the performance of both

models against the Mixed model; the dashed lines
correspond to the differences in log-likelihood of each
model (i.e, 2λ) against the Mixed model, while the
shaded areas depict the corresponding χ2 distributions
(note that the distributions are the same for all tasks, but
the scale of the x-axis changes to accommodate the
likelihood differences). All of the differences in
log-likelihood are all far to the right of χ2 distributions,
corresponding to p < .0001 for all comparisons in all
tasks. This implies that the Mixed model’s superiority
cannot be simply due to its greater complexity.

et al., 2010) provides a useful framework, in which tasks
initially require modulation but, with practice, switch to a
more direct effect. These predictions could potentially be
addressed in future analysis of the data. Finally, the
results show the value of the CMC as a potential,
high-level brain architecture. The CMC has provided a
way to capture different tasks within a single, consistent
network architecture; this was key to our success.
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Abstract
Representational Similarity Analysis (RSA) is a powerful tool
for linking brain activity patterns to cognitive processes via
similarity, allowing researchers to identify the neural
substrates of different cognitive levels of representation.
However, the ability to map between levels of representation
and brain activity using similarity depends on underlying
assumptions about the dynamics of cognitive processing. To
demonstrate this point, we present three toy models that make
different assumptions about the interactivity within the reading
system, (1) discrete, feedforward, (2) cascading, feedforward
and (3) fully interactive. With the temporal resolution of fMRI,
only the discrete, feedforward model provides a
straightforward mapping between activation similarity and
level of representation. These simulations indicate the need for
a cautious interpretation of RSA results, especially with
processes that are highly interactive and with neuroimaging
methods that have low temporal resolution. The study further
suggests a role for fully-fleshed out computational models in
RSA analyses.
Keywords: representational similarity analysis; reading,
computational models; interactive activation; cascading
activation

Introduction
Representational Similarity Analysis (RSA) was first
proposed by Kriegeskorte, Mur, and Bandettini in 2008 to
bridge the major branches of systems neuroscience by
calculating the second-order isomorphism of neural
activation patterns, behavioral measures, and/or conceptual
and computational models. The method is based on the
assumption that items similar to each other at one level of
representation should elicit similar neural activity patterns in
the brain region responsible for processing that level of
representation. One advantage of this technique has been its
ability to understand the different kinds of representations the
brain uses to process the same stimuli in the same task, by
looking at changes in the representational dissimilarity
matrix (RDM), or a matrix composed of the distance of neural
responses for each stimulus pair, across different brain
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regions or at different points in time. RSA has been applied
to a variety of neuroimaging methods including fMRI, EEG,
MEG and ECoG (Kriegeskorte et al., 2008; Cichy &
Pantazis, 2017; Chen et al., 2016), and has been widely used
to study different cognitive capacities like vision, audition,
language, memory, and emotion (see Kriegeskorte & Kievit,
2013 for review).
An appeal of RSA is that these differences in neural
similarity structure can be related to different levels of
processing in a cognitive model. As a result, RSA may be
able to provide a powerful tool for linking brain activity to
cognitive operation. Consider, for example, the relatively
simple task of reading aloud a single word. This task requires
different cognitive levels of representation associated with
the stimulus, including an orthographic representation of its
spelling, a semantic representation of its meaning, and a
phonological representation of its associated pronunciation.
At these different levels of representation, different word
pairs are represented similarly to each other. The word
DOUGH is similar to the word TOUGH at an orthographic
level, the word BREAD at a semantic level, and the word
SEW at a phonological level. If an fMRI experiment finds a
cortical region whose RDM includes low distance – or high
similarity – in the pattern of brain activity in response to
DOUGH and in response to BREAD, we may be inclined to
take this result as evidence that the region is engaged in
semantic processing (Fischer-Baum et al., 2017).
However, what we will show in the current paper is that
interpreting the link between neural similarity and cognitive
level of processing using RSA critically depends on
assumptions about the dynamics of cognitive processing. The
logic described above holds for discrete, feedforward theories
of cognitive processing, in which processing occurs at a
single stage, until a selection event occurs and information
moves forward to the next level of processing. However,
contemporary theories of cognition rarely hold this stagewise view of processing (Rogers & McClelland, 2014).
Instead, theories either assume cascading activation, in which
representations at each level activate associated

representations at the next level prior to a selection event
(e.g., Goldrick & Blumstein, 2006), or fully interactive
activation, in which representations at each level can be
activated by both bottom-up connections from earlier levels
of representation and top-down connections from later levels
of representation (e.g., McClelland & Rumelhart, 1981;
Coltheart et al., 2001). As we will show in our modelling
work below, with these more complex forms of cognitive
dynamics, it becomes more challenging to use similarity to
link cognitive levels and neural systems.
This challenge is particularly great for neuroimaging
methods that have coarse temporal resolution, like fMRI.
Consider again the case of reading aloud a single word, which
can be completed in approximately 600ms. Because of both
the relatively slow acquisition of fMRI data and the temporal
sluggishness of the BOLD signal, whatever measures of
similarity we are collecting using this imaging modality are
aggregating across the entire process. Interactions between
levels of representation that may have different time
signatures, for example a level that first receives bottom-up
input from the lower-level features of the stimuli and later
receives top-down input from later levels of representation,
can be washed out in the aggregation process. Here, we focus
on the domain of word reading and demonstrate how the
interactive nature of cognitive processing and the use of
temporally low-resolution neuroimaging methods can result
in misleading conclusions based on RSA.
Specifically, we examine recent results using RSA to
understand the role of the visual word form area (VWFA) in
word reading (Fischer-Baum et al., 2017; Taylor, Davis &
Rastle, 2019). The VWFA, located in left ventral
occipitotemporal gyrus (lvOT), has been demonstrated to
respond to sequences of letters in written words and
pseudowords in an abundance of univariate neuroimaging
studies (e.g. Dehaene & Cohen, 2011), though there
continues to be disagreement about the precise cognitive
function that region subserves (e.g. Price & Devlin, 2011). In
order to investigate the level of processing carried out by
lvOT, Fischer-Baum et al. (2017) used RSA on fMRI data of
word reading and found that the neural RDM in lvOT
correlated with measures of both orthographic and semantic
similarity (see also Wang et al., 2018 and Taylor, Davis &
Rastle, 2019). From these results, shown in Figure 1, one may
be tempted to conclude that lvOT instantiates both an
orthographic and a semantic level of representation.
However, Fischer-Baum and colleagues (2017) hypothesized
that the correlation between activation patterns in lvOT and
semantics could be explained by an interactive processing
account in which the lvOT encodes only the cognitive level
of orthographic lexical representations. Under this
hypothesis, the semantic information feeds back to the
orthographic level and activates orthographic lexical
representation of semantically related words, over time
changing the similarity structure of the space to appear
semantic in nature. Fischer-Baum and colleagues further note
that this kind of interactive processing is assumed by many
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computational models of word reading, dating back to the
seminal work by McClelland and Rumelhart (1981).

Figure 1: Results from Fischer-Baum et al., 2017. Note that
the lvOT shows significant correlation with both
orthographic and semantic measures of similarity.
Here, we test this account computationally. We built three
simplified models of the reading system, designed to
maximally distinguish orthographic, phonological, and
semantic representations. These models were identical in
their underlying structure, but differ in their dynamics. We
then applied RSA to each level of the model, both over time
and in an aggregate measure that we take to reflect what is
being collected with fMRI. For our specific question of
interest, we investigated whether an interactive model with
feedback connections from the semantic layer to the
orthographic layer would result in significant correlations
between the activations in the orthographic layer and the
underlying semantic similarity, as predicted by FischerBaum et al. (2017). We more generally examined how
different kinds of cognitive dynamics can complicate the use
of similarity to identify the cognitive level of representation.
These results have broad implications for how cognitive
neuroscientists can use RSA as a tool for linking cognitive
and neural theories – as correlations observed in RSA do not
necessarily imply the level of processing carried out in the
region analyzed, but could also be due to activation spreading
from the downstream or upstream level representation which
is localized in a different neural substrate.

Simulation
Model Design
Three models were constructed with the same structure and
mappings. The models included five layers: orthographic
input units, orthographic lexicon, semantic units,
phonological lexicon, and phonological output units
(phonemes), as shown in Figure 2a, with connections
between each of the subsequent layers as well as direct
connections between the orthographic and phonological
lexicon. It was roughly structured following the lexical route
of the DRC model (Coltheart et al., 2001) though the details

of the model were extensively simplified. Figure 2b
demonstrates how English words CALL and CELL would be
represented in the current model structure, although the
models only included artificial lexical items. All of the
models included localist coding of 8 lexical items at the levels
of the orthographic and phonological lexicon. There were 12
units at the orthographic input, semantic, and phonological
output levels. Lexical items were connected to three units at
each of these levels with a weight of one, and had no
connections to the other nine units. Every unit at the
orthographic input, semantic, and phonological output levels
was connected to exactly two lexical items. The mappings
were constructed in a way that maximally distinguished
orthographic and phonological representations. This
construction does not instantiate the orthographicphonological regularities of a semi-transparent language like
English, but it allowed us to better account for the
contribution of each level of representation in our analysis.
The feature representations were constructed so that each
lexical item had three neighbors that shared one of the three
units at only one of the three theoretical levels, three
neighbors that shared one unit each at two of the three levels,
as well as one lexical item that did not have overlapping
features with the target lexicon in all three levels. The
theoretical RDMs of the orthography, phonology, and
semantic representations are shown in Figure 2c, with a

Spearman’s rank correlation of -0.167 between each two
levels of representations.
With this general structure in place, three models were
constructed with different dynamics of activation. In the fully
interactive model, the connections between layers were set to
be bi-directional, so that an active unit in the orthographic
lexicon could spread activation to its three associated
semantic features, while at the same time each active
semantic feature spread activation to its two associated items
in the orthographic lexicon. The feedback connections from
phonological output units to phonological lexicon level were
set to 4 to account for the relatively low level of activation in
the phonological units layer. In the feedforward, cascading
activation model, there were only unidirectional, feedforward
connections between layers, such that active units in the
orthographic lexicon could spread their activation to the
semantic features, but not vice-versa. In the feedforward,
discrete model, there were only unidirectional, feedforward
connections, but activation did not spread from one layer to
the next until a selection event occurred. In addition, there
was a level of orthographic input that had, in all models,
feedforward only connections to the level of the orthographic
units, with 12 nodes total and a one-to-one mapping between
the nodes in orthographic input and the nodes at the level of
the orthographic units. This level is set to resemble stimulus
presentation.

Figure 2: (a) Model structure (b) Example of English words CALL and CELL under the current model structure. Note that
these words are not actually included in the models. (c) Similarity between each of the 8 lexical items at each level, with
brighter colors reflecting greater similarity between items.
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Procedure and Analysis
For the fully interactive and the feedforward cascading
models, the process was run for 30 cycles. For the first cycle,
the orthographic input was clamped on to a value of 1, after
which those values were set to 0. The activation equations
followed those of simple spreading activation models (e.g.
Dell, 1986):
%

𝐴(𝑗, 𝑡! ) = [(1 + 𝑣)𝐴(𝑗, 𝑡!"# ) + , 𝐴(𝑐$ , 𝑡!"# )] (1 − 𝑞)
$&#

where 𝐴(𝑗, 𝑡! ) is the activation level of node 𝑗 at time 𝑡! . 𝑐$
denotes the nodes that are directly connected to node 𝑗.The
model further included a normally distributed noise 𝑣 with a
standard deviation of s, and a decay rate of 𝑞.
For the feedforward, discrete model, information at each
level accumulates for 5 time-cycles without spreading
activation to other layers. For the phonological lexicon layer,
which receives input from both the orthographic lexicon level
and the semantic level, activation only begins to spread to this
level after the selection event at both prior levels is completed.
After the five cycles, the top item in the lexical layers or the
top three items in the feature layers of orthographic input,
semantic, and phonological output levels were selected and
their activations set to 15 (for lexical layers) or 7.5, 5, and 2.5
(for feature layers) while other items were all turned to zero.
The information of the selected item is then sent to the next
layer for the next five cycles.
Simulation of all three models were performed with 1000
trials per word with the s (the standard deviation of the noise)
set at 0.12 and 𝑞 (the decay rate) set at 0.3. The parameters
were selected so that we can simulate a low but observable
error rate to be comparable to reading in healthy adults. After
simulation, the activation RDMs at each level and cycle were
calculated using Spearman’s rank correlation. Each of the
five activation RDMs at each time point were then correlated
with the three orthographic, semantic, and phonological
RDMs based on the models’ intrinsic structure, again using
Spearman’s rank correlation.
Subsequently, we calculated an aggregate activation
measure across the entire trial time of 30 cycles to provide a
measure that is more comparable to the temporally
insensitive fMRI results. To account for the difference in the
magnitude of raw activations across time and layers, we
divided the raw activations at each time point and layer by
the mean activation in that layer, and calculated the average
of the scaled activation across time. We then constructed an
aggregate activation RDM for each of the five levels of
representation in the model and correlated each with the three
theoretical RDMs.

Results
Temporal Dynamics Figure 3 reports a table of plots
showing the temporal dynamics of the Spearman’s
correlation between each layer and theoretical RDM for the
three models.
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For the two spreading activation models, the activation
patterns of all layers highly correlate with only the
orthographic RDM at the initial stage, confirming that the
correct orthography of the input stimuli was successfully
passed on to the upper layers. For the fully interactive model,
different theoretical RDMs showed high correlation with the
observed patterns of activity in different layers across time.
The orthographic and semantic layers became correlated with
the semantic RDM around 10-20 cycles, and subsequently
evolved to be correlated with the phonological RDM. Among
the three layers, high semantic correlation was first in the
semantic layer and was preserved for the longest time,
followed by the orthographic lexicon layer. The orthographic
units layer began to show semantic correlation at a later time
point and the semantic correlation was present for only a brief
period. The phonology layers became correlated with the
phonological RDM at around 10 cycles, and the high
correlations were preserved for the rest of the trial.
Additionally, the phonology layers showed a small increase
in semantic RDM at the first two cycles to a positive value,
but subsequently remained relatively constant.
In comparison, the cascading, feedforward model showed
no qualitative temporal change in Spearman’s correlation
after the first two cycles of processing. All layers were highly
correlated with the orthographic RDM and the phonology
layers were additionally correlated with the semantic RDM.
Finally, the temporal dynamics of the feedforward, discrete
model showed a distinct pattern from the previous two
models. In the three feature layers, the activation RDMs
consistently correlated with the theoretical RDMs of the level
of representation coded in the model, during processing and
after selection. In contrast, for the two lexical layers, the
activation RDM correlated with the theoretical RDM of the
representation of the previous layer during the processing
cycles, meaning that the orthographic lexical level was
correlated with the orthographic RDM and the phonological
lexical level was correlated with the semantic RDM.
However, after lexical selection the activation RDMs became
correlated with the orthographic RDM due to the few
selection errors.
Aggregate activation measure. In order to engage a more
direct comparison between the high temporal resolution
modeling results and the fMRI result, correlations between
the theoretical RDMs and the aggregate activation RDM of
each level were computed for the three models (Figure 4). For
the fully interactive model, all layers except for the
phonological output layer showed initial correlation with the
orthographic RDM. The orthographic and semantic layers
showed an additional correlation with the semantic RDM,
whereas the phonological lexicon layer showed a correlation
with the phonological RDM. The phonological units layer
showed a primary correlation with the phonological RDM
and a secondary correlation with the orthographic RDM. Of
note is that, as predicted by Fischer-Baum and colleagues
(2017), the level of the orthographic lexicon shows
correlation with both orthographic and semantic similarity

Figure 3. Temporal dynamics of RSA in the fully interactive, cascading feedforward, and discrete feedforward models.
with the dynamics of interactive activation, though other
levels show this pattern as well.
In comparison, for the feedforward, cascading model, all
layers showed activation patterns highly correlated with the
orthographic RDM. The phonological layers additionally
showed correlation with the semantic RDM. Because of the
cascading nature, the structure of earlier level of processing
is imposed on later levels.
In contrast to the previous two spreading activation
models, the discrete, feedforward model showed RSA results
more in line with the assumption in neuroimaging literature
where similarity in neural activation corresponds to the
conceptual similarity of the representation in the target
region. All feature layers showed activation RDMs with the
expected high correlation to the theoretical RDM of their
underlying representations, while the lexical layers showed
high correlation with the RDM of the representation in the
previous layer. The semantic and phonological units layers
showed additional low, above-zero correlations to the
orthographic and semantic RDM due to the occasional misselection of lexical item in earlier layers.
It is worth noting that the Spearman’s correlation measure
in the current RSA result should not be understood at its face
value. Because the theoretical RDMs are maximally
independent and only included two values (similar or

Figure 4. RSA result with an aggregate activation measure.
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dissimilar), the resulting rank correlation between activation
and theoretical RDMs are constrained. This limitation
contributes to the abrupt changes in the RSA dynamics, and
the lack of phonological effect in aggregate measure despite
present at the later stage in the temporal dynamic. Instead, the
relative dynamics of the Spearman’s correlation is more
informative. In addition, the result of the aggregate measure
is dependent on the chosen time window. In particular, the
phonological layers in the fully interactive model show
correlation with semantics, rather than phonology, when
focusing only on the earlier cycles.

Discussion and Conclusion
A promise of representational similarity analysis is its ability
to link distributed patterns of neural activity to different
levels of cognitive processing. The simulation work reported
here demonstrates just how much the ability to make this link
depends on underlying assumptions about the dynamics of
interaction between different levels of processing. A set of
simplified models of reading was designed with three
different kinds of dynamics: fully interactive, cascading
feedforward and discrete feedforward. With the discrete,
feedforward model, similarity could clearly isolate different
processing levels. But the relationship between similarity and
level of representation is more complex in the more
interactive models. In the cascading, feedforward model,
orthographic similarity dominates all levels of representation,
down to the level of phonological output. In the fully
interactive model, the higher-level semantic and
phonological patterns were observed in layers responsible for
orthographic representation. Correlations with orthographic,
semantic, and phonological RDMs at different time points
were present in the activation dynamics of the lower layers
responsible for orthographic and semantic processing, with
semantic effects preceding phonological effects. Other
models with within-layer inhibition and varying connection
weights are beyond the scope of the current study, but are of
interest for further pursuit.
The results of the fully interactive model suggest that, as a
result of interactivity, the same cognitive level can show a
different similarity structure at different time point, evolving
from an orthographic, to a semantic, to a phonological
composition. However, with imaging techniques that have a
low temporal resolution, like fMRI, this fine-grained
temporal structure can be washed out. Therefore, if the
underlying cognitive system is fully interactive, and if there
is a single region that corresponds to a single level of a
cognitive architecture, we would expect to see that region
show significant correlation with multiple kinds of
theoretical measures. This pattern is precisely what was
observed in Fischer-Baum et al. (2017), with the lvOT
showing significant correlation with both an orthographic
and semantic measure of similarity between words in a
reading task. While one may want to conclude from this
pattern that the cortical region of interest contains neural
representations that subserves both an orthographic level or
processing and a semantic level of processing (e.g., Wang et
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al., 2018), our work shows that an alternative explanation is
that this region is responsible solely for orthographic
processing, in the context of a cognitive theory of reading
with feedback interactivity from the semantics to the
orthographic levels. Which of these interpretations of the
RSA results from the lvOT during reading tasks is correct
critically depends on underlying assumptions about the
cognitive dynamics of the reading system.
In the face of this problem, we have two suggestions to
guide future RSA research. The first is to incorporate more
work using neuroimaging modalities with high temporal
resolution, like MEG or ECoG. As our simulations show,
fully interactive models predict evolving similarity structure
over time, which could potentially be observed with these
alternative techniques. The second is that research using
similarity to bridge cognitive and neural theories should be
based on fully implemented computational models of the
task. One of the benefits about using RSA in cognitive
neuroscience research is that it forces researchers to be
explicit about their theoretical assumptions on the underlying
cognitive representations. The current work makes it clear
that researchers must also be explicit about theoretical
assumptions on the underlying dynamics of cognition. The
models presented here were highly simplified, with only eight
lexical items and a representational structure that maximally
distinguished orthographic and phonology. Future work
should rely on richer computational models that better
capture the domain being studied, as other variables like word
frequency, neighborhood size, or regularity of the spelling to
sound correspondences may also have unintended
consequences on similarity-based analyses.
Finally, the fact that different underlying cognitive
dynamics yield different results in a similarity analysis
suggests that techniques like RSA could prove useful for
testing questions of what the underlying cognitive dynamics
are. Dubarry and colleagues (2017) used single trial ECoG
data to suggest that cognitive processing is more serial and
less parallel than most cognitive theories assume. Previous
RSA research has shown selectivity in how the similarity
structure in different cortical regions relate to measures based
on cognitive levels of representation. Based on our
simulations, such a pattern would be unlikely under a
cascading, feedforward architecture. By pairing RSA with
fully developed cognitive architectures, the technique may be
useful for testing questions about the underlying dynamics of
cognitive processing, along with questions about the
underlying nature of the cognitive representations.
The relationship between similarity structure and cognitive
level of representation is complex and depends on questions
of cognitive dynamics. Cognitive neuroscience researchers
who use RSA to ask questions about the neural basis of
different cognitive functions need to exercise caution in how
they interpret the results of their study. However, with fully
implemented computational models of the task being
investigated and imaging techniques with higher temporal
resolution, RSA can continue to be a powerful tool for
bridging cognitive theories and neural systems.
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Abstract
We explore the impact of learning sequence on performance in
a rule-plus-exception categorization task. Behavioural results
indicate that exception categorization accuracy improves when
exceptions are introduced later in learning, after exposure to
rule-following stimuli. Simulations of this task using a neural
network model of hippocampus and its subfields replicate these
behavioural findings. Representational similarity analysis of
the model’s hidden layers suggests that model representations
are also impacted by trial sequence. These results provide novel
computational evidence of hippocampus’s sensitivity to
learning sequence and further support this region’s proposed
role in category learning.
Keywords: category learning; learning
hippocampus; computational modelling

sequence;

Introduction
Category learning is a mechanism by which we make sense
of the influx of information present in our daily lives. When
we encounter a novel object or situation, we can compare it
to previous experiences to make inferences about its qualities.
Research on category learning has been an active topic of
exploration in cognitive sciences for decades, as evidenced
by a dense body of literature that explores implicated brain
regions, underlying neural processes, the nature of
representations used to store categorical information, and so
on. Although emerging work continues to shed light on the
many facets that underlie this dynamic cognitive skill, many
questions remain surrounding the impact of the learning
process itself on category learning.
Although category learning is a complex process that
recruits multiple brain regions (for a review, see Zeithamova
et al., 2019), recent work has implicated hippocampus in this
cognitive process (Bowman & Zeithamova, 2018; Davis,
Love, & Preston, 2012a, 2012b; Mack, Love, & Preston,
2016; Schapiro, McDevitt, Rogers, Mednick, & Norman,
2018). Notably, hippocampus forms conjunctive
representations that bind together multiple features (O’Reilly
& Rudy, 2001; Sutherland & Rudy, 1989), and this rapid
formation of conjunctive representations is especially
important when learning complex category structures. An
example of such a problem is a rule-plus-exceptions task in
which most stimuli adhere to a rule, but a small subset of
exceptions violate this rule. The learner must detect general
patterns while also distinguishing and remembering
irregularities. Conjunctive representations are crucial to
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learning exceptions in rule-plus-exception categorization
tasks (Davis et al., 2012a; Love & Gureckis, 2007). A wide
body of evidence spanning several literatures indicates
enhanced memory for these schema-violating exception
items (e.g., Goodman, 1980; Palmeri & Nosofsky, 1995; von
Restorff, 1933). This memory advantage may be attributed to
the formation of more detailed neural representations (Davis
et al., 2012a).
The formation of distinct conjunctive representations
adheres to traditional views of hippocampus’s role in
episodic memory (e.g., McClelland, McNaughton, &
O’Reilly, 1995), but recent work has implicated
hippocampus in rapid statistical learning (Schapiro, TurkBrowne, Botvinick, & Norman, 2017). Hippocampus’s
ability to support these complementary processes may be
attributed to two white matter pathways that traverse
specialized hippocampal subfields. Dentate gyrus (DG) and
cornu ammonis 3 (CA3) fall along the trisynaptic pathway
(TSP) and are associated with sparse, pattern-separated
representations; conversely, CA1, which is part of the
monosynaptic pathway (MSP), employs dense, overlapping
representations ideal for extracting regularity (for a review,
see Duncan & Schlichting, 2018). The pattern separation and
pattern detection enabled by MSP and TSP render
hippocampus well-suited to support the divergent needs of
rule-plus-exception learning.
Studies on populations with limited hippocampus function
further emphasize this brain region’s importance to rule-plusexception learning. Individuals with underdeveloped or
damaged hippocampus exhibit impaired rule-plus-exception
learning, likely due to their reduced ability to form the
requisite conjunctive representations (Love & Gureckis,
2007). However, limited work has explored how
performance in a rule-plus-exception task might be
manipulated in healthy young adults. In this work, we aim to
explore how learning can be influenced not by the structural
characteristics of hippocampus but rather by the order in
which information is presented.
Previous work on sequence manipulation has explored how
transitions between trials impact category learning. Carvalho
and Goldstone’s (2015) sequential attention theory (SAT)
posits that a blocked design wherein items from one category
are presented in succession, followed by a block of members
from the opposing category (AAABBB), emphasizes intracategory differences (i.e., differences between members of
the same category), and an interleaved design that switches

frequently between categories (ABABAB) emphasizes intercategory differences (differences between members of
opposing categories). Mathy and Feldman (2009) have
explored the impact of delaying the introduction of exception
items from one category. They found that this rule-based
manipulation significantly improved learning outcomes
compared to sequences that maximized or minimized the
similarity between stimuli in consecutive trials.
To further explore the impact of learning sequence on
categorization, and to test how this manipulation targets
hippocampus, we devised a behavioural task in in which the
introduction of exception items occurred either early in
learning or later in learning after exposure to rule-following
items. We predicted that learners who were introduced to
exceptions later in learning would develop a better initial
understanding of category structure, which in turn would
improve their ability to detect and learn to categorize these
“late exceptions.” To test hippocampus’s sensitivity to this
behavioural manipulation, we next ran this task on a neural
network model of hippocampus (Ketz, Morkonda, &
O’Reilly, 2013; Schapiro et al., 2017). We predicted that if
hippocampus was sensitive to our manipulation, the model
would also be better able to categorize exception items when
their introduction was delayed. Finally, we conducted a
representational similarity analysis (RSA) of hidden layers of
the neural network to explore how this manipulation
impacted the model’s “neural” representations. Because
surprise facilitates pattern separation (Davis et al., 2012b;
Yamaguchi, Hale, D’Esposito, & Knight, 2004), we expected
to observe more granular, pattern-separated representations
of exceptions introduced later in learning.

Behavioural Experiment and Analysis
Methods
Participants All participants were University of Toronto
students who received course credit for participating. Data
were collected in-lab and, as necessitated by COVID-19imposed remote study, online. There were 49 in-lab
participants (37 females; mean age 19.1 years, SD 3.3 years)
and 44 online participants (20 females, 2 other; mean age
19.9, SD 1.0 years). In total, 93 participants completed the
experiment. All procedures were conducted in accordance
with the University of Toronto’s Research Ethics Board.
Stimuli Throughout the experiment, participants viewed 10
images of flowers. Flower stimuli had four binary features:
outer petal colour, outer petal shape, inner petal shape, and
central disc colour (Figure 1). The central disc was
determined to be least salient in a norming study and as such
was chosen to be non-diagnostic and varied randomly
between stimuli. Outer petal shape was the most salient
dimension. Category structure was assigned using the Type 3
problem defined by Shepard, Hovland, and Jenkins (1961).
Based on this structure, each stimulus was characterized as
one of three types. Two stimuli were defined as category
prototypes and were maximally dissimilar across all three
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diagnostic dimensions. Rule-followers differed from their
category’s prototype by one diagnostic dimension, and
exception stimuli differed from their category’s prototype by
two dimensions (i.e., they were more similar to the prototypes
of the opposite category).

Figure 1. Flower stimuli had four binary features.
Procedure Participants completed three learning blocks,
each with 48 trials. Full feedback was provided after each
trial. Participants were randomly assigned into one of two
conditions. In the early exceptions (EE) condition,
participants viewed exceptions in all three learning blocks,
and in the late exceptions (LE) condition, participants were
not exposed to exceptions until the second learning block
(Table 1). Participants saw two times more prototypes than
rule-followers and exceptions to anchor each category.
Following the learning blocks, participants completed a test
block with 48 trials.
Table 1. Stimulus distribution across blocks/conditions.
“E,” “P,” and “R” denote exceptions, rule-followers, and
prototypes, respectively.
Block
Learning 1
Learning 2
Learning 3
Test

EE Condition
24P/12R/12E
24P/12R/12E
24P/12R/12E
16P/16R/16E

LE Condition
24P/24R/0E
24P/12R/12E
24P/0R/24E
16P/16R/16E

Results
Participants were excluded from the analysis if they failed to
achieve an accuracy of over 0.75 for at least one stimulus type
in any of the learning or test blocks or if over 20% of their
reaction times fell outside the range [0.15s, 2s]. These criteria
were chosen a priori to exclude participants who were not
putting effort into learning the category structure. Based on
these criteria, 10 SONA participants and two in-lab
participants were excluded, resulting in a total of 81
participants who were included in further analyses. Data from
included participants were further cleaned to exclude any
responses less than 0.15s or greater than 2s (7.1% of all trials
were excluded).
For the learning blocks, effects of stimulus type (exception,
prototype, or rule-follower), condition (LE or EE), and
repetition on accuracy were first assessed. Here, repetition is
defined as the number of appearances of a given stimulus
type throughout the three learning blocks. To account for the
higher number of prototypes versus other stimulus types,
only the first 36 repetitions for each type were included in

analysis. A general linear mixed-effects (GLME) model was
fit to the learning data (using the lme4 package v. 1.1–26 in
R v. 4.0.4) to predict trial-by-trial accuracy. Inputs to the
model were trial scores (0 for incorrect, 1 for correct). This
model included stimulus type, condition, and repetition as
fixed effects and participant as a random effect.
In the LE condition, there was a main effect of repetition:
categorization accuracy for exceptions, prototypes, and rulefollowers improved significantly with repetition (Figure 2; βE
= 0.038, P < .001, 95% CI [0.027, 0.048]; βP = 0.037, P <
.001, 95% CI [0.0239,0.052]; βR= 0.019, P < .001, 95% CI
[0.009, 0.030] – where subscripts e, p, and r denote
exceptions, prototypes, and rule-followers, respectively). In
the EE condition, categorization accuracy for prototypes
improved significantly with repetition (βP= 0.017, P = .011,
95% CI [0.004, 0.030]); however, categorization accuracy for
exceptions and rule-followers showed no significant
improvement with repetition (βE = 0.006, P = .275, 95% CI
[-0.005, 0.016]; βR = -0.010, P = .081, 95% CI [-0.020,
0.001]). There was also an interaction between repetition and
condition. Categorization accuracy improved more with
increased repetition in the late condition than in the early
condition for all stimulus types (βE = 0.032, P = < .001, 95%
CI [0.0173, 0.0469]; βP = 0.021, P = .036, 95% CI [0.00141,
0.0403]; βR = 0.029, P < .001, 95% CI [0.0136, 0.0438]).
Accuracy for Learning Blocks
Exception

Prototype

RuleFollowing

was significantly higher in the LE condition than in the EE
condition for prototypes (βP = 0.482, P = .034, 95% CI [0.040,
0.931]) and exceptions (βE= 0.600, P = .001, 95% CI [0.260,
0.944]). There was no significant difference between
conditions for rule-followers (βR = 0.082, P = 0.645, 95% CI
[-0.269, 0.437]).

Preliminary Discussion
The results from both the learning and test blocks indicate
that manipulating trial order by delaying the introduction of
exceptions significantly impacted categorization accuracy.
As hypothesized, categorization accuracy for exception items
improved more over time in the LE condition than in the EE
condition. However, the impacts of learning sequence
extended beyond exception stimuli. In the LE condition,
performance improved with repetition for all stimulus types;
conversely, in the EE condition, performance only improved
significantly over time for prototypes, and this improvement
was still less than improvement in prototype learning in the
LE condition. These differences in performance were also
apparent after learning, in the test block. Categorization
accuracy for prototypes and exceptions was significantly
higher for participants who had previously been exposed to
the LE sequence. These results indicate that the opportune
moment to introduce exceptions in a rule-plus-exception task
seems to be after participants have been familiarized with the
general category structure. To further explore how our
manipulation impacted neural representations, we next
simulated this task using a neural network model of
hippocampus.
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Figure 2. Estimated marginal means from the statistical
analysis of categorization performance in learning blocks.
Bands indicate standard error.
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The test block was also analyzed using a GLME model
(Figure 3). This model had the same predictors as the learning
block model but without repetition as a fixed effect. In the
test block, categorization accuracy was above chance for
prototypes in the LE and EE conditions (β0P-LE = 2.492, P <
.001, 95% CI [2.169, 2.835]; β0P-EE = 2.010, P < .001, 95%
CI [1.718, 2.315]), for rule-following items in the LE and EE
conditions (β0R-LE = 0.996, P < .001, 95% CI [0.749, 1.250];
β0R-EE = 0.914, P < .001, 95% CI [0.666, 1.166]), and for
exceptions in the LE condition (β0E-LE = 0.732, P < .001, 95%
CI [0.490, 0.980]). Performance for exceptions in the EE
condition was not significantly above chance (β0E-EE = 0.132,
P = .272, 95% CI [-0.107, 0.371]). Categorization accuracy
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Exception

Prototype
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Type

Figure 3. Categorization accuracy in the test block. Error
bars indicate standard error, and translucent dots indicate
participant averages.

Model Simulations and Analysis
Methods
Overview of Model Architecture To further study the
impact of sequence on category learning, the rule-plusexception task described above was simulated using a neural

network model of hippocampus. This model was originally
developed by Ketz, Morkonda, & O’Reilly (2013) to model
how hippocampal subfields and white matter pathways
support episodic memory and was later adapted by Schapiro
et al. (2017) to study how hippocampus supports rapid
statistical learning. In the present study, the model published
by Schapiro et al. (2017) was run using Emergent7 v. 8.5.2
(Aisa, Mingus, & O’Reilly, 2008). A simplified explanation
of the model’s architecture is as follows: input patterns in the
form of numerical arrays are presented to the model via its
input layer, EC_in (which represents superficial layers of
EC). During training, the model learns to replicate the pattern
presented to EC_in in its output layer, EC_out (which
represents deep layers of EC). The model accomplishes this
goal by adjusting the weights of connections between its
hidden layers, which represent DG, CA3, and CA1. Weights
are updated using a combination of Hebbian and error-driven
learning that mimics hippocampal theta oscillation (Ketz et
al., 2013). Each layer of the model contains a grid of several
units with activity levels ranging from zero to one. These
units represent populations of neurons. Moreover, each layer
has physiology-based properties. For example, model layers
CA3 and DG have high within-layer inhibition, leading to the
sparse representations characteristic of these neural subfields.
Connections between layers mimic the flow of information
along TSP and MSP, and the learning rate of TSP is also
faster than that of MSP. The model has free parameters that
allow the user to adjust the strength of connections between
CA3 and CA1 and EC_in and CA1 to simulate white matter
lesions. Because this study involved healthy young adults, the
fully connected values from Schaprio et al. (2017) were used.
The model is shown in Figure 4.

stimulus. For example, pointed petals may be coded as “01”,
round petals, by “10”. In vector notation, the prototype for
category A is therefore represented as “1010101010.” The
vector notation for each stimulus is included in Table 2.
Table 1. Vector notation for prototypes, rule-followers,
and exceptions (P, R, and E, respectively). A and B indicate
opposing categories. Dimensions D1–D4 match the labels in
Figure 1. D5 is the category label.
Stimulus
PA_1
PA_2
RA_1
RA_2
EA
PB_1
PB_2
RB_1
RB_2
EB

D1
10
10
10
01
10
01
01
01
01
10

D2
10
10
01
10
01
01
01
10
01
10

D3
10
10
10
10
01
01
01
01
10
01

D4
10
01
10
01
10
10
01
10
01
01

D5
10
10
10
10
10
01
01
01
01
01

Two training sequences were created for the model that
corresponded to the EE and LE conditions of the behavioural
experiment. The number of stimuli and trial order presented
to the model in each condition were identical to the sequences
of the behavioural experiment, but the learning task was not
separated into blocks. In a training epoch (144 trials), stimuli
were presented to EC_in sequentially. With each trial, the
model updated its connection weights to replicate the input
pattern in its output layer. After training, the model was
tested: each of the 10 stimuli were presented to the model and
its settled output activity was recorded. No network weights
were updated during test. The LE and EE sequences were
each simulated 500 times on randomly initialized networks.

Simulation Results
The model’s categorization performance was assessed by
analyzing the activation of the EC_out units corresponding to
category label. The cosine similarity between the activation
of the two category label output units and the target category
label was calculated relative to the nontarget category label
using Luce’s choice axiom (Luce, 1977), as defined below:
accuracy =

Figure 4. The neural network model used for simulations.
Hidden layers represent hippocampus subfields, and interlayer connections represent the monosynaptic and
trisynaptic pathways (MSP and TSP, respectively).
Training and Testing The flower stimuli were first
transformed into vectorized input patterns. Each input vector
has five pairs of units, and each pair represents a feature
dimension. The first four pairs (units 0 to 7) correspond to the
four binary-valued dimensions, and the final pair (units 8 and
9) indicates category label. Each unit in a pair represents one
of two possible values for a given dimension, so only one unit
in a pair will be active (i.e., have a non-zero value) for a
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cos (𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡, 𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡)
cos(𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡, 𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡) + cos (𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡, 𝑛𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡)

The model accuracy closely aligned to accuracy in the
behavioural test block. A general linear model with condition
and type as fixed effects and batch as a random effect was fit
to the data using the “stats” package in R.
As with the behavioural results, accuracy for exceptions
was higher in the LE condition than in the EE condition
(Figure 5; βE = 0.047, P < .001, 95% CI [0.027, 0.067]).
However, prototype accuracy was not significantly different
in the LE condition (βP = -0.004, P = .550, 95% CI [-0.018, 0.010]) and performance decreased for rule-followers in the
LE condition (βR= -0.022, P = .003, 95% CI [-0.036, -0.008]).

representational differences between layers in the EE and LE
conditions is quite difficult. To render these differences more
apparent, Figure 6b presents the difference between
representational similarity in the EE and LE conditions, as
determined by subtracting the LE RSA matrix from the EE
matrix for each of the three subfields.

Model Categorization in Test Block
1.0

Accuracy

0.8

Condition
Early
Late
0.6

0.4
Exception

Prototype

RuleFollowing

Type

Figure 5. Model accuracy across conditions. Error bars
represent standard error. Translucent dots indicate batch
averages.
The model simulations capture the expected advantage for
exception items in the LE condition. The model categorizes
exceptions more accurately after exposure to the LE sequence
compared to the EE sequence. This finding reinforces the
sensitivity of the hippocampus neural network to learning
sequence. However, the model also predicts significantly
higher performance for rule-followers in the EE condition
compared to the LE condition. A post-hoc analysis of trialby-trial accuracy for behavioural data revealed that
participant accuracy for rule-followers did drop when
exceptions were introduced in the late condition. This drop
maybe reflected in the model results.

Representational Similarity Analysis
We next examined how the neural network model
representations varied across conditions. During the testing
phase, we recorded settled activation in the hidden layers of
the network corresponding to CA1, CA3, and DG. We
calculated the Pearson correlations between activations for
each test item (i.e., between each of the 10 stimuli) in each
hidden layer. The results of this analysis are depicted in
Figure 6. Note that the qualitative analysis of model results
that follows is speculative in nature.
In Figure 6a, darker shades represent higher
representational similarity. The overlapping representations
of CA1 are reflected in the overall shade of the grids
corresponding to this subregion, which are darker than those
of pattern-separated CA3 and DG. The representational
similarity of this region can also be visually clustered into
zones: the darker lower left and upper right quadrants of the
CA1 grids indicate higher intra-category similarity, whereas
the lighter lower right and upper left quadrants indicate lower
inter-category similarity. In other words, representations of
members in the same category are more similar, whereas
those of members in opposite categories are less similar.
Although representations in CA3 and DG are overall more
distinct (i.e., lighter) than those in CA1, higher intra- versus
inter-category similarity is still evident, albeit to a lesser
extent than in CA1. However, visually detecting
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Figure 6. (a) RSA results, separated by condition and
subfield. Rows and columns correspond to the 10 stimuli.
Darker shades indicate higher similarity. (b) Difference in
RSA results across conditions (EE minus LE). Red indicates
higher similarity in the EE condition; blue, higher similarity
in the LE condition.
In Figure 6b, the colour red indicates higher similarity
between two stimuli in the EE condition compared to the LE
condition, and blue, higher similarity between two stimuli in
the LE condition compared to the EE condition. In CA1, the
red colour of the upper left and lower right quadrants (zone i)
denotes higher levels of inter-category similarity for stimuli
in the EE condition; that is, representations of members in
opposite categories are more similar in the EE condition
compared to the LE condition. A higher degree of similarity
between members in opposing categories indicates a blurring
of category boundaries, which may reflect the model’s
reduced ability to distinguish exceptions, thus lowering
exception categorization performance in the EE condition.
Results in CA3 and DG are slightly less pronounced but
are highlighted by zones ii–v in Figure 6b. Notably, the effect
on the two exceptions across conditions does not seem to be
consistent. Exception A (EA; outlined in dotted black) is
more similar to members of its own category (red zone ii) and
less similar to members of the opposite category (blue zone

iii) in the EE condition compared to the LE condition, which
should improve categorization performance in the EE
condition. However, the opposite is true of Exception B (EB;
outlined in solid black), which is more similar to its own
category members (blue zone iv) and less similar to opposing
category members (red zone v) in the LE condition than in
the EE condition, which should improve performance in the
LE condition. It appears that the advantage for exceptions
seen in the LE condition is driven by EB alone. A post-hoc
analysis of behavioural data supports this finding: when the
mixed-effects logistic regression model used to analyze
performance for the test blocks of the behavioural experiment
is altered by replacing the fixed effect “type” by “stimulus,”
the effect of condition is opposite for each exception: the late
condition has a positive effect on categorization accuracy for
EA (β = 1.573, P < .001, 95% CI [1.136, 2.019]), but a
negative effect for EB (β = -0.455, P = 0.047, 95% CI [-0.909,
-0.004]). To fully understand the impacts of our
manipulation, further exploration of the nature of exceptions
is warranted.

to the rule-followers in its category, the impact of the
manipulation may have been stronger. Future behavioural
and model work should explore how adjusting the nondiagnostic dimension impacts behavioural and model results.
Moreover, an attentional mechanism could be incorporated
into the model to further test the impact of feature salience on
exception categorization. An fMRI study of this task would
allow us to test the predictions made by the neural network
model and to explore how hippocampus works in concert
with other brain regions during category learning problems.
Overall, this work demonstrates that performance on a
rule-plus-exception category learning task can be modulated
by manipulating learning sequence. We also provide novel
computational evidence of hippocampus’s sensitivity to this
manipulation and use RSA analysis to explore the impact of
trial sequence on inter- and intra-category representational
similarity. The experiments presented here serve as a starting
point for future studies to further explore how hippocampus
and its white matter pathways are implicated in category
learning tasks and in cognition more broadly.

General Discussion
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Abstract
This study investigated the extent to which varying
interword spacing influences eye movement during reading in
Arabic. Previous works conducted in Latin-script languages
suggested that interword spaces facilitated word recognition.
On the other hand, word recognition was inhibited when
interword spaces were either removed or replaced by other
characters (Rayner et al., 1998; Sheridan et al., 2013). We
focused on the influence of interword spaces on reading Arabic
which is characterized by the use of interword spaces and the
position-informative allographic system. Based on an eye
tracking experiment in which subjects read Arabic sentences
presented in three levels of interword spacing and two levels of
target word frequency, we found that eliminating interword
spaces did not significantly inhibit reading, yet widening
interword spaces exerted a facilitative effect. We argued that
the effect of eliminating interword spaces was compensated by
the ligating properties of Arabic letters during sentence
reading, i.e. Arabic ligatures were position-informative which
provided sufficient visual cues for word recognition regardless
of the presence of interword spaces.
Keywords: eye movement; interword spacing; Arabic; linear
mixed model

Introduction
This study investigated the extent to which varying
interword spacing influences eye movement during reading
in Arabic. Across languages, some make use of explicit visual
cues to demarcate word boundaries and facilitate readers’
visual word segmentation, whereas others don’t. More
specifically, many languages in the world use interword
spaces as a visual cue to establish word boundaries. On the
other hand, there exist scriptio continua languages in which
interword boundaries are not visually expressed by a space.
This resulted in a plethora of works on how interword spacing
interacted with visual word recognition (e.g. Bai et al., 2008;
Rayner, 1998; Rayner et al., 1998; Sainio et al., 2007;
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Winskel et al., 2009), which further shed light on various
models of word recognition (McClelland & Rumelhart,
1981).
Readers of 'spaced' languages rely heavily upon the
interword spaces for written text segmentation during
reading. Rayner et al. (1998) found that increasing interword
spaces resulted in shorter fixation durations, and condensing
interword spaces resulted in longer fixation durations.
However, the difference observed by Rayner et al. (1998) was
not statistically significant. These effects may be explained
by the visual crowding effect (Pelli et al., 2007), where early
encoding of text is facilitated when spaces are expanded
which reduces visual crowding, and is inhibited when spaces
are condensed to increase visual crowding. Interword spaces
can also facilitate the reading process by retrieving
parafoveal information during reading. Morris et al. (1990)
suggested that parafoveal information, such as letter identity,
word length and interword space, assisted in planning
attention shifts required to execute a saccade. During reading,
the preferred viewing location always fell between the center
and the beginning of the target word, and the exact position
of the saccade landing site varied depending on the length of
the previous word from which the current saccade was being
launched (Vitu, 2011). In this case, spaces were used by the
visual system as a guide to approximate the target word
length and plan the next saccade. By contrast, the optimal
viewing location falls at the center of the word when a normal
(i.e. ‘spaced’) English sentence was presented (Rayner, 1979,
Vitu et al., 1990).
On the other hand, some works showed that readers
experienced difficulties in word identification and saccadic
programming when reading English sentences in which
interword spaces were erased (Perea & Acha, 2009; Pollatsek
& Rayner, 1982; Rayner, 1998; Rayner et al., 1998; Veldre
et al., 2017), or replaced by meaningless symbols and digits
(Sheridan et al., 2013, 2016), though some works consistently

argued for the contrary (Epelboim et al., 1994, 1996, 1997).
Moreover, the word frequency effect was more salient in
unspaced than spaced sentences (Rayner et al., 1998; Veldre
et al., 2017). Eye movement research on skilled readers
reading unspaced texts also led to reconsiderations of word
identification and recognition models. For instance, recent
work by Mirault et al. (2019) argued that removing interword
spaces in French significantly reduced reading quality by
affecting reading speed, increasing word fixation durations
and number, making more regressions and refixations,
exaggerating the effect of word frequency and decreasing
word skipping rates.
The extent to which interword spaces influence word
identification in unspaced languages is less conclusive. For
instance, while Chinese is known for its lack of interword
spaces, in most reading circumstances Chinese skilled
readers do not find it difficult to process normal (unspaced)
sentences. In fact, earlier works (e.g. Liu et al., 1974) argued
that adding interword spaces to demarcate multisyllabic
Chinese words did not improve the reader’s performance.
The seminal work by Bai et al. (2008) demonstrated that there
existed no significant difference between normal (i.e.
unspaced) and spaced Chinese sentences in terms of global
and local eye movement measures. On the other hand, some
later works suggested processing benefits by adding
interword spaces in Chinese. For instance, Blythe et al.
(2012) argued that adding spaces facilitated acquisition of
novel Chinese words by children. Zang et al. (2013) showed
that interword spaces in Chinese facilitated word
identification by reducing the first-pass reading times and
refixation probabilities. Cui et al. (2014) focused on the
parafoveal preview benefit and argued that adding interword
spaces in Chinese facilitated parafoveal word segmentation,
and this effect was also true for skilled readers. Other
unspaced languages such as Thai and Japanese demonstrated
similar conclusions regarding the function of interword
spaces (e.g. Kohsom & Gobet (1997) and Winskel et al.
(2009) on Thai; Sainio et al. (2007) on Japanese)
In this study, we focus on the impact of interword spaces
on Arabic reading. While Arabic is an alphabetical writing
system, the fact that the writing system consists of allographs
(See Figure 1) may lead researchers to reconsider the
importance of interword spaces in word segmentation and
recognition. That is, these peculiar visual aspects of Arabic
orthography potentially facilitate word identification, which
further obviates the significance of interword spacing. The
purpose of the following experiment therefore describes
whether there exists any significant differences between
reading spaced and unspaced Arabic sentences. We also
investigate whether the word frequency effect à la Rayner et
al.’s (1998) is replicated in Arabic, and whether there is any
interaction between word frequency and interword spacing
(cf. Ma, 2017) in Arabic reading.

Arabic Orthography
The Arabic script consists of 28 consonant letters. Short
vowels are expressed by the use of diacritics and are used
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merely in religious texts and beginning Arabic textbooks
(Ryding, 2005). On the other hand, long vowels (e.g. /a:/, /i:/,
/u:/) are expressed by the letters ‘alif’ /ʔ/  ا, ‘yaa’ /j/  ي, and
‘waaw’ /w/ و, respectively. In essence, the Arabic writing
system is referred to as ‘abjad’, i.e. a consonantal writing
system. One peculiar feature of the Arabic writing system is
that words are written from right to left, and most letters are
combined cursively (i.e. without interletter spaces) to form a
word. Another feature of Arabic orthography is the system of
allographs, i.e. a single letter can assume various written
forms depending on their position (initial, medial, final)
within a word. Notice that allographs are mutually exclusive
in the sense that a letter assumes one-and-only-one allograph
at a particular position, and one corollary is that allographs
are position-informative. This orthographic feature
potentially provides a visual cue to word recognition, e.g. the
initial (and resp. final) allograph signals the beginning (and
resp. ending) of a word boundary, which in turn alleviates the
significance of interword spaces. Some examples of
allographs are shown in Figure 1:

Figure 1: Some examples of Arabic allographs.

Experiment
This experiment was designed to measure eye movements
of readers while they read spaced and unspaced Arabic
sentences. In addition to measuring whether eliminating
interword spaces would exert a main effect on eye movement
measures, we also looked into the effect (if any) of widening
interword spaces.

Method
Participants Thirty-four female undergraduate students
from the United Arab Emirates University were recruited in
the study (MAge = 19.2, S.D. = 3.48). Six other students were
initially recruited, but their datasets were excluded from
further analysis due to problems with inaccurate calibration
and/or early termination of the experiment caused by tracker
loss. All participants declared Arabic as their first language
and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. The
experiment obtained ethics approval from the Social
Research Ethics Committee at the United Arab Emirates
University, and all participants signed a written consent form
prior to the experiment. Those who were enrolled in an
eligible course were compensated with participation credits.

Stimuli In total 114 frame sentences were constructed and
matched with an equal number of target word pairs (228
words in total). All sentences were between seven and 14
words long, and had the same basic grammatical structure
without any word-order permutation or garden-path variety,
which would impose additional processing load to the
subjects. The target word pair consisted of one highfrequency and one low-frequency word both of which were
felicitous in the sentence frame. All target words were
between 5 and 9 letters long, without any specification of
word class (e.g. nouns and verbs), and were extracted from
the online Arabic corpus ‘ArTenTen12’ (Arts et al., 2014)
which now contains more than 8 billion tokens and their
frequency statistics. Target frequency (instances per million)
was calculated using the following formula:
Word frequency = token frequency of the word / total
number of tokens x 1,000,000
Target word frequencies were always selected to represent
ideally very high (M = 140, S.D. = 103.07) or very low (M =
1.36, S.D. = 0.19) frequencies (i.e. entries in the upper and
lower quartiles to represent high and low frequencies,
respectively). This was confirmed by comparing the
difference in mean frequency for high- and low-frequency
words using a one-tailed independent samples t-test, which
showed significant differences, t(113) = 14.1, p < 0.001. The
first 62857 entries were extracted and arranged by frequency
in descending order. The target word was always embedded
in the center of each sentence. Target word pairs for the same
sentence frame were matched in the number of letters. Each
sentence appeared only once in either a high- or lowfrequency target word condition for each participant.
Moreover, each sentence appeared in one of three spacing
conditions: ‘hair’, ‘single’ and ‘double’. In the hair-spacing
condition, each interword space character was replaced with
a ‘hair space’ (U+200A; Unicode Standard ‘Hair Space’), i.e.
a space character which allows for minimizing interword
spacing by removing any visible whitespace, while
preventing the final letters of a word from automatically
ligating with the first letter of the following word. The singlespacing condition referred to the default space character used
between words (U+0020; Unicode Standard ‘Space (SP)’),
whereas the double-spacing condition was expressed by
using two space characters between words. In addition, 20
comprehension questions with a yes/no response were
displayed randomly following some of the sentences
(17.5%). All sentences were displayed on a single line of text
aligned to the center of the screen vertically. Sentences were
right-aligned, and the first word always appeared at the same
location horizontally. The text was displayed using the
‘Multiline Text Resource’ feature built into the Experiment
Builder experiment creation tool, set to the default size 45
Times New Roman font, in which each character occupied
roughly 0.36° of visual angle. The text was presented in black
against a white background. Times New Roman was chosen
as an example of commonly used proportionally spaced serif
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font, in which different letters occupy different horizontal
spaces according to the letter design.
High frequency target word
Hairرجعأحمدالىالبيتبعديومطويل
spacing
Singleرجع أحمد الى البيت بعد يوم طويل
spacing
Doubleرجع أحمد إلى البيت بعد يوم طويل
spacing
‘Ahmed returned to the house after a long day.’
Low frequency target word
Hairرجعأحمدالىالكوخبعديومطويل
spacing
Singleرجع أحمد الى الكوخ بعد يوم طويل
spacing
Doubleرجع أحمد إلى الكوخ بعد يوم طويل
spacing
‘Ahmed returned to the hut after a long day.’
Figure 2 Six (2 x 3) Possible Combinations of Conditions
Apparatus The Eyelink 1000 Plus tracker (SR Research
Ltd.) was used to administer the study while tracking eye
movements via a high-speed 35 mm lens on a desktop mount.
Recording eye movements was right-eye monocular at a
sampling rate of 1000 Hz (i.e. 1000 images per second).
Sentences were displayed on a high resolution (1920 x 1080
pixels) 24” BENQ ZOWIE XL 2430 monitor, set at 60 Hz
refresh rate. A head-and-chin rest was used to reduce head
movements.
Procedure Participants were seated 80 cm from the center of
the screen such that 2.8 characters corresponded to 1° of
visual angle. The experiment took place in a quiet isolated
room. Instructions were presented in text on the screen, as
well as verbally by the experimenter, prior to the experiment.
The default nine-point grid calibration and validation was
performed before the experiment. Participants completed
eight practice trials, and were allowed to ask any questions
before proceeding with the experiment. The experiment was
divided into three blocks to allow participants to take breaks
when necessary, with a central drift correction applied at the
beginning of each block. For each trial, a right-aligned
fixation asterisk was placed spatially at the onset site of the
first letter for each sentence and disappeared immediately
before the onset of the sentence on the screen. Sentences only
appeared once participants were fixated continuously for a
minimum of 800 ms at the fixation asterisk. In total, each
experimental session lasted about 20 minutes. Participants
pressed the ‘spacebar’ on a standard keyboard to indicate the
end of each sentence reading and subsequently the end of a
trial, and whenever appropriate, answered the comprehension
questions by clicking ‘yes’ or ‘no’ on the screen using the
‘left-click’ mouse key.

Results
First, fixations shorter than 70 ms were merged with adjacent
longer fixations which fell within 0.4° of visual angle of each
other. Subsequently, trials with individual fixation durations
of less than 80 ms (n = 20) or more than 800 ms (n = 16), and
those with a loss in tracking and no fixations were detected
(12.3%) were removed from the analysis. Dependent
variables were defined and split into two measure groups: (1)
Global measures are variables that describe sentence-level
observations, which include average fixation duration
(AFD), average saccade amplitude (ASA), total reading time
(RT), and sentence reading rate in terms of Words Per Minute
(WPM); (2) Local measures are the variables which
correspond to observations at the target word Region of
Interest (ROI), which include the first fixation duration
(FFD) and gaze duration (GD).
All dependent measures, except for ASA, were log
transformed. The data were analyzed using R (R
Development Core Team, 2014) and the lme4 package (Bates
et al., 2014). Linear mixed-effects model (LMM) modeling
and analysis were carried out for each of the variables
described above. Space, target word frequency and the
interaction thereof were used as predictors, and the method
of model comparison was adopted to evaluate whether the
data fitted the model for the two explanatory variables and
their interaction. First of all, the maximum random effects
structure was adopted, that was, all fixed factors and their
interactions were added to the model as random effects. The
original model could not be fitted and was gradually trimmed
by removing correlations (r > 0.9) and their interactions,
which resulted in a final model that was not significantly
different from the simplest random effects model. Therefore,
the best-fitting model included space, target word frequency
and their interaction as the fixed effects, and subjects and
items as the random effects. The single-spacing condition
was used as the baseline and was compared against the two
space manipulations (i.e. hair- and double-spacing). Fixed
effects are generally reported as significant if the absolute t
value is greater than 1.96. In general, |t| greater than two is
considered a reasonable approximation for estimating the
degrees of freedom of fixed effects in a mixed effects model,
and this criterion would be adopted in the current study. Only
statistically significant results will be reported henceforth.
Table 1 shows a descriptive summary of the data (means &
standard deviations) of all eye movement measures.

Word-Level Local Measures
First Fixation Duration (FFD) FFD refers to the duration of
the first fixation at the ROI (i.e. the target word). As shown
in Table 1, there was a significant main effect of target word
frequency on FFD, p < 0.001. FFD was longer for lowfrequency (M = 258 ms, S.D. = 108) than high-frequency (M
= 245 ms, S.D. = 100) target words (b = 0.02, S.E. = 0.01, t =
3.78). The main effect of spacing on FFD was not significant,
and there was no significant interaction between target word
frequency and spacing.
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Gaze Duration (GD) GD, or sometimes called the first-pass
reading time, refers to the total sum of fixation durations at
the ROI until the fixation leaves to the right/left of the ROI.
As shown in Table 1, there was a significant main effect of
target word frequency on GD, p < 0.001, with GD
significantly longer for low-frequency (M = 411 ms, S.D. =
283) than high-frequency (M = 345 ms, S.D.= 200) target
words, b = 0.08, S.E. = 0.01, t = 6.25. The main effect of
spacing on FFD failed to reach statistical significance (p =
0.055), and there was no significant interaction between
frequency and spacing.

Sentence-level global measures
Average Fixation Duration (AFD) AFD refers to the
average length of fixations during reading. As shown in Table
1, there was a significant main effect of spacing on AFD, p <
0.001. AFD was significant longer in the single-spacing (M =
225 ms, S.D. = 36.2) than the double-spacing (M = 221 ms,
S.D. = 34) condition, b = 0.01, S.E. = 0.003, t = 2.73. The
main effect of frequency on AFD was not significant, and
there was no significant interaction between target word
frequency and interword spacing.
Average Saccade Amplitude (ASA) ASA refers to the
average angular distance of a saccade during reading
(measured in degrees of visual angle). As shown in Table 1,
there was a significant main effect of spacing on ASA, p <
0.001. ASA was significantly larger in the double-spacing (M
= 2.77°, S.D. = 0.87) than the single-spacing (M = 2.52°, S.D.
= 0.80) condition, b = 0.24, S.E. = 0.03, t = 9.91, and was also
significantly larger for the single-spacing than the hairspacing condition (M = 2.3°, S.D. = 0.73), b = 0.21, S.E. =
0.03, t = 8.35. The main effect of frequency on ASA was not
significant, and there was no significant interaction between
target word frequency and interword spacing.
Total Reading Time (RT) RT refers to the total time it takes
to complete each sentence reading in milliseconds. As shown
in Table 1, there was a significant main effect of target
frequency on RT, p < 0.001. RT was significantly longer for
low-frequency (M = 5222 ms, S.D. = 3047) than highfrequency (M = 5043 ms, S.D.= 2976) target words, b = 0.02,
S.E. = 0.01, t = 3.92. The main effect of spacing on RT was
not significant, and there was no significant interaction
between target word frequency and interword spacing.
Words Per Minute (WPM) The sentence reading rate,
which can be thought of as the ‘speed’ of reading, was
calculated in terms of Words Per Minute, or the average
number of words read in 1 minute. There was a significant
main effect of target frequency on Reading rate, p < 0.001.
Reading rate was lower for low-frequency (M = 156 WPM,
S.D. = 74.4) than high-frequency (M = 160 WPM, S.D. =
72.8) target words, b = 0.02, S.E. = 0.01, t = 3.92. The main
effect of spacing on WPM was not significant, and there was

no significant interaction between target word frequency and
interword spacing.
Table 1. Means and standard deviations of eye movement
measures

Hair
Sgl
Dbl

Hair
Sgl
Dbl

FFD
M (SD)
261(110.38)
245(94.36)
265(109.96)
246(104.69)
248(101.99)
244(99.99)

low
high
low
high
low
high

low
high
low
high
low
high

ASA
M (SD)
2.29(0.75)
2.33(0.72)
2.50(0.79)
2.55(0.81)
2.77(0.91)
2.76(0.82)

GD
M (SD)
422(324.84)
341(198.92)
418(263.70)
351(216.58)
392(255.62)
342(184.33)

AFD
M (SD)
226(36.89)
228(36.75)
227(35.92)
223(36.44)
221(33.73)
221(35.26)

RT
M (SD)
5342(3184.97)
5183(3119.24)
5205(2939.66)
5073(3162.38)
5114(3005.86)
4889 (2632.58)

WPM
M (SD)
154(72.60)
160(76.81)
156(77.23)
159(68.45)
158(73.30)
162(73.22)

Table 2: The interaction between Space (S) and Target (T)
in Linear Mixed Model

S

FFD
F
2.11

GD
F
2.9

p
.12

AFD
F
11.43

p
.06

p
.001
***

T

14.27

**

.001

***

92.4

.001

3.29

.07

1.44

.24

2.67

.07

*

S×T

1.41

S

ASA
F
167.13

.244

p
.001

RT
F
2.36

p
.09

WPM
F
1.89

p
.15

15.37

.001

15.37

.001

Acknowledgments

***

T

3.19

.07

***

S×T

.18

.84

.12

.89

***

.27

between words. The eye movement measures at the target
word level suggested that the spacing effect did not exist for
Arabic words. That is, reducing or increasing interword
spaces neither facilitated nor inhibited the readability of the
target word. The eye movement measures at the sentence
level were slightly different, as doubling interword spaces
had an overall facilitatory effect, shown by the AFD.
Interestingly, eliminating the interword spaces did not inhibit
sentence reading, though it did not improve RT and WPM
either. This result stands in stark contrast with similar
experiments conducted in Latin-script languages (Morris et
al., 1990; Perea & Acha, 2009; Pollatsek & Rayner, 1982;
Rayner, 1998; Rayner et al., 1998; Sheridan et al., 2013;
Veldre et al., 2017). The overall lack of main effect of
minimizing spacing and interaction effect between spacing
and target word frequency suggests that interword spaces in
written Arabic text merely serve a non-linguistic function: to
visually demarcate word boundaries (cf. Ma, 2017). There
was no evidence that interword spaces were processed at the
linguistic (i.e. lexical) level. Visualizing an interword space
(regardless of its size) involves nothing more than a visual
recognition process which happens prior to any lexical
processing initiated. As one reviewer pointed out, the
typographical properties of visual words may also affect
readability and interact with the interword spaces. Alluhaybi
and Witzel (2020) recently studied the relation between letter
connectedness and visual word recognition. They
demonstrated that Arabic words written in one chunks (i.e.
fully connected, e.g. سل
َ ع
َ 'honey') had the longest processing
times, whereas those written in two (e.g. ' نُورlight') and three
chunks (e.g. ' دَرْ سlesson') are processed faster. While our
current study focuses mainly on the effect of interword spaces
and treat the connectedness property of Arabic words as
random, it is plausible that interface spaces interact with the
letter connectedness in affecting readability, an issue which
should be studied in subsequent experiments.

.77

Discussion
As expected, we found evidence for the target word
frequency effect on reading which has been consistently
reported in the literature (Brysbaert et al., 2018; Rayner &
Raney, 1996). That is, high-frequency target words were read
more efficiently than low-frequency ones, as shown by their
shorter AFD and GD. Moreover, sentences that embedded a
high-frequency word were read faster, i.e. shorter RT and
higher WPM, compared to those with a low-frequency target
word. The differences in ASA across spacing conditions can
be naturally described by different visual length of the space
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Abstract

government and industry in relation to the rates at which
subtitles are displayed. We then provide a brief description of
the E-Z Reader model—one that is sufficient to understand
the method and implications of our simulation results.

Liao et al. (2020) reported an eye-movement experiment in
which subtitles were displayed at three different rates, with a
key finding being that, with increasing speeds, participants
made fewer, shorter fixations and longer saccades. To
understand why these eye-movement behaviors might be
adaptive, we completed simulations using the E-Z Reader
model (Reichle et al., 2012) to examine how subtitle speed
might affect word identification and sentence comprehension,
as well as the efficacy of six possible compensatory reading
strategies. These simulations suggest that the imposition of a
lexical-processing deadline and/or strategy of skipping short
words may support reading comprehension in impoverished
conditions.

Reading Subtitles in Film

Keywords: eye-movement control; E-Z Reader; reading;
strategies; subtitles

Introduction
Given the increasing importance of subtitles in film and
educational videos, Liao, Yu, Reichle, and Kruger (2020)
recently reported an eye-movement experiment to directly
examine how subtitle speed affects comprehension, as well
as various on-line indicators of language processing. Some of
the key findings of this experiment will be reviewed below,
but before doing that, it is important to note that the main goal
of this article is to report simulation results, using the E-Z
Reader model (Reichle, Pollatsek, Fisher, & Rayner, 1998;
Reichle, Pollatsek, & Rayner, 2012), to more carefully
examine how subtitle speed might affect lexical processing
and higher-level sentence comprehension. We also report the
results of simulations that explore the feasibility of
compensatory strategies that readers might adopt to aid
understanding of rapid subtitles. Finally, we briefly discuss
the broader implications of our results. Before doing all of
this, however, we will first review what has been learned
from empirical studies on subtitle reading, and how this then
relates to specific guidelines that have been provided by
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An important aspect of subtitled film is that the text (i.e., the
subtitles) is only displayed on screen for a limited period of
time. This means that the pace at which people read the
subtitles is not entirely under their control, but is constrained
by the speed at which subtitles are delivered. Subtitle speed
is thus an important parameter in subtitling guidelines, and
has most often been defined using words per minute (wpm)
or characters per second (cps). Because the latter measure
has been found to be more language independent (Martí
Ferriol, 2013), cps is more often used in the subtitling
industry.
Although subtitle speed plays an important role in
both video comprehension and enjoyment (Mikul, 2014),
there is little empirical evidence for the establishment of an
optimal subtitle speed. For example, although the six-second
rule, which suggests that a two-line subtitle with 37
characters per line should remain on screen for six seconds
(» 12 cps), has been widely adopted as the ‘gold standard’
(Diaz-Cintas & Remael, 2007), this convention is largely
based on some (intuitive) notion of what a typical viewer
would find to be a comfortable reading speed, and that would
permit the reading of the full subtitle while also allowing time
to inspect the image. For that reason, industry standards vary
substantially between countries and broadcasting companies
(cf., Spain = 15 cps vs. Canada = 20 cps; AENOR, 2012;
CAB, 2008). This is problematic because subtitles are
increasingly being used in educational videos. For example,
in a national survey that investigated the use and perceptions
of subtitles among 2,839 students from 15 institutions across
the United States, 34.9% of students reported that they

“always” or “often” watch subtitles when they are available
(Linder, 2016).
The lack of solid evidence about subtitle speed
conventions motivated Liao et al. (2020) to conduct an eyemovement experiment in which participants read subtitles
displayed at three different rates (12 cps vs. 20 cps vs. 28
cps). In this article, we will focus on three key findings from
that study: As the overall subtitle speed increased from 12 cps
to 28 cps, the participants made longer saccades, as well as
fewer fixations that were shorter in duration. Although these
seemingly simple behaviors might not appear to warrant
further investigation, as we will demonstrate below, these
behaviors are unlikely to reflect simple adjustments to the
‘parameters’ that control saccadic program or execution (e.g.,
fewer automatic refixations) but instead likely reflect
cognitive ‘strategies’ (e.g., skipping short words) that are
adopted to maximize comprehension under impoverished
reading conditions1. This conjecture is based on the
simulations reported below.

The E-Z Reader Model
The simulations reported below were completed
using the E-Z Reader model of eye-movement control during
reading (Reichle et al., 2012). This model explains how
vision, attention, language processing, and eye movements
are coordinated to support skilled reading. The following
description is not detailed but is sufficient to understand the
simulations reported below. It is also important to note that
these reported simulations should be viewed as being
exploratory because of both the number and nature of our
simplifying assumptions, and our emphasis on reproducing
and explaining the qualitative patterns of several key eyemovement behaviors reported by Liao et al. (2020).
Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of the model. As
shown, information from the text that is being read (e.g.,
subtitles) is propagated from a pre-attentive stage of visual
processing to the cognitive systems responsible for word
identification, sentence processing, and programming
saccades. This propagation of information requires some
amount of time, t(V) = 60 ms, as estimated from the eye-mind
lag (Reichle & Reingold, 2013). Some portion of the visual
information (e.g., letter features) is then selected by attention
for further lexical processing, while other information (e.g.,
blank spaces between words) is used for selecting saccade
targets. By assumption, attention is allocated to only one
word at a time, in a strictly serial manner. The word that is
attended is then identified across two successive stages, L1
and L2, as described by Equations 1-3. L1 corresponds to a
global sense of familiarity which indicates that lexical access
is imminent, and that the oculomotor system can start
programming a saccade to move the eyes to the next word. L2
then corresponds to the retrieval of a word’s phonological,
semantic, and syntactic codes, or lexical access.
1
Our use of scare quotes acknowledges that we are agnostic about
whether readers are consciously aware of these adaptive behaviors
(i.e., strategies), or whether they can, e.g., be explicitly taught.
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of E-Z Reader.
As Equation 1 shows, the time (in ms) to complete
L1, t(L1), for word N is a function of that word’s frequency of
occurrence in printed text (i.e., freqN, as tabulated in corpora),
its predictability within a given sentence context (i.e., predN,
as measured using cloze-predictability), and three free
parameters, a1 (= 115), a2 (= 2.2), and a3 (= 13). The model
thus predicts that common or predictable words will be
processed more rapidly than uncommon or unpredictable
words.
(1)

𝑡(𝐿! ) = 𝛼! − 𝛼" ln(𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞# ) − 𝛼$ 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑#

The time (in ms) required to complete L2, t(L2), is
then given by Equation 2. As shown, t(L2) is a fixed
proportion, D (= 0.22), of t(L1).
(2)

𝑡(𝐿" ) = ∆ ∙ 𝑡(𝐿! )

L1 (but not L2) is also modulated by visual acuity, as
specified by Equation 3. There, the value of t(L1) given by
Equation 1 is updated by multiplying its value (given by
Equation 1) by a parameter, e (= 1.15), that has as its
exponent the mean distance (in character spaces) between
each of the M letters in the word being processed and the
current fixation location (i.e., center of vision). This allows
the model to predict that short words or words close to the
center of vision will require less time to identify than long
words or words far from the center of vision.
(3)

"

𝑡(𝐿! ) ← 𝑡(𝐿! ) ∙ 𝜀 ∑!#$|(()*+,)-./01,,12!)⁄4|

Equations 2 and 3 provide mean values of t(L1) and
t(L2), respectively, for a word of a given frequency,
predictability, and fixation location; the actual values used
during any given Monte Carlo simulation are then sampled
from gamma distributions having those means and standard

deviations equal to 0.22 of the means. (The latter is true of all
gamma distributions used in the model.)
As previously indicated, the completion of L1 for
word N causes the oculomotor system to initiate saccadic
programming to move the eyes to word N+1. The subsequent
completion of L2 then causes attention to shift to word N+1,
with post-lexical processing of word N then continuing. The
remainder of the model’s assumptions are thus related to
saccade programming and execution, the shifting of
attention, and post-lexical processing. These will now be
briefly discussed in turn.
E-Z Reader assumes that saccades are programmed
in two stages: an initial labile stage, M1, that can be cancelled
by the initiation of a subsequent saccade, followed by a nonlabile stage, M2, that cannot be cancelled. The mean times to
complete M1 and M2 are respectively given by t(M1) = 125 ms
and t(M2) = 25 ms, with the actual times during any given
Monte Carlo simulation being sampled from gamma
distributions. The time to physically move the eyes from one
viewing location to the next, S, is for the sake of simplicity
constant, t(S) = 25 ms.
The remaining assumptions about saccades are
related to their execution. By assumption, saccades are
directed towards the center of the upcoming word, word N+1,
because this optimal viewing position (OVP) affords efficient
lexical processing (O’Regan, 1992). But the saccade that is
executed will be a function of the intended saccade length
(ISL), or the distance (in character spaces) between the
launch-site fixation and the OVP of the targeted word, as well
as both systematic and random motor error, as shown by
Equation 4.
(4)

saccade = ISL + systematic + random

The systemic error is given by Equation 5, where Y
(= 7 characters) is the saccade length that, in English, neither
over nor undershoots the intended saccade. For each
character space greater/less than Y, the executed saccade will
under/overshoot its target by an amount given by the
righthand term of Equation 5; this quantity is a function of
two scaling parameters, W1 (= 6) and W2 (= 3), and the
fixation duration on the launch site word. The bias is thus on
average about half a character space, but with the precise
amount being reduced following longer fixations.

discrepancy has a probability p of initiating the programming
of a corrective saccade to move the eyes to a better viewing
location, the OVP. This tendency is described by Equation 7.
As shown, the propensity to refixate increases with the
absolute distance (in character spaces) between the initial
fixation and OVP, scaled by the parameter l (= 0.25). This
assumption allows E-Z Reader to explain why refixations are
more likely after initial fixations near the beginning or ending
of a word, as well as the inverted-OVP effect (Vitu,
McKonkie, Kerr, & O’Regan, 2001).
(7)

𝑝 = max(𝜆|𝑓𝑖𝑥𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 − 𝑂𝑉𝑃|, 1)

The time required to shift attention from one word
to the next, t(A), is sampled from a gamma distribution with
µ = 25 ms. Similarly, the time required to integrate a word’s
meaning into the overall sentence representation, t(I), is also
sampled from a gamma distribution with µ = 25 ms. Although
the model does not specify how this post-lexical integration
process actually happens, it can fail in two ways, both causing
the eyes and attention to be directed back to the location
(word) of integration failure. The first type of integration
failure is assumed to reflect factors related to sentence
processing (e.g., syntactic mis-parsing; Frazier & Rayner,
1982) and occur with some small probability, pF = 0.01. The
second type of failure occurs whenever wordN+1 has been
identified (i.e., L2 has completed for wordN+1) before wordN
has been integrated. By assumption, this situation is
problematic because wordN+1 cannot itself be integrated
without the prior integration of wordN. Although this might
suggest that this second type of integration failure is
modulated by gross differences in the rate of lexical
processing (and thus reading skill; Reichle et al., 2013),
integration failure only occurs if: (1) t(I) – t(A) > 0 (to allow
preview of wordN+1); and (2) t(L1) + t(L2) for wordN+1 < t(I) –
t(A). These constraints mean that this second type of
integration failure is only modestly affected by reading skill.
Finally, the use of sentence context to aid the identification
of wordN (i.e., its cloze predictability; Equation 1) is
conditional upon wordN-1 having been successfully
integrated; if wordN-1 has not been integrated prior to starting
lexical processing of wordN, then the value of predN in
Equation 1 is set equal to 0.

Simulation Method & Results
(5)

𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐 = (Ψ − 𝐼𝑆𝐿) =%$&'((*+,-.!/0)
>
%2

The random error component in Equation 4 is
sampled from a Gaussian distribution with µ = 0 and a
standard deviation that increases with the ISL, as described
by Equation 6, where h1 (= 0.5) and h2 (= 0.1) are free
parameters. Longer saccades are thus more prone to error.
(6)

𝜎 = 𝜂! + 𝜂" 𝐼𝑆𝐿

Upon fixating a word, an efference copy of the
intended saccade is compared to the actual saccade and any
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E-Z Reader was used to complete the three simulations
reported below. Unless otherwise indicated, the simulations
were completed using 1,000 statistical subjects per condition
and the model’s default parameter values. The simulations
were also completed using the 48 sentences from the
Schilling, Rayner, and Chumbley (1998) corpus. The
rationale for this was twofold. First, participants in this study
were moderately skilled readers (i.e., university
undergraduate students) who silently read the sentences at
their own pace, thereby allowing good comprehension of the
sentences (mean accuracy > 0.95). Second, the model’s
default parameter values have been previously selected to

maximize the goodness-of-fit to the corpus (see Reichle et al.,
2012, Appendix B). The corpus thus provides an ideal
baseline of ‘normal’ reading, against which the effects of
sentence (subtitles) presentation rates and/or reading skill can
be evaluated. Finally, the simulations excluded trials in which
an inter-word regression occurred due to a failure of postlexical integration; this precaution means that the simulations
thus provide conservative estimates of how well the
sentences were understood as a function of subtitle speed
because they correspond to situations wherein integration
was completed accurately and rapidly enough to not interrupt
the forward progression of the eyes.

Simulation 1
The model was first used to examine the possible
consequences of Liao et al.’s (2020) subtitle speed
manipulation on eye movements, word identification, and
sentence comprehension. This was done by running the
model on the Schilling et al. (1998) sentences, but halting
each simulation after a time interval corresponding to how
long each sentence would have been displayed had it been a
subtitle presented at 12 cps, 20 cps, or 28 cps. For example,
the sentence Erik took his sick parakeet to the veterinarian
on Tuesday. is 59 characters in length, including the spaces
between words and the period at the end of the sentence. At
presentation rates of 12 cps, 20 cps, and 28 cps, the sentence
would thus be displayed for 4,917 ms, 2,950 ms, and 2,107
ms, respectively. The model was allowed to read the sentence
for each of these intervals, and each time two dependent
variables were recorded: (1) the proportion of words in the
sentence that were identified (i.e., processed to the
completion of L2); and (2) the proportion of words that were
successfully integrated (i.e., processed to the completion of
I). The mean values of these two measures were calculated
across sentences and statistical subjects to determine how the
three subtitle speeds might be expected to affect word
identification and comprehension. Note that the second of
these two measures likely overestimates sentence
comprehension because each word only receives minimal
post-lexical processing and not all of the linguistic processing
required to fully understand a text (for discussion of these
processes, see Reichle, 2021). This overestimate may be
attenuated, however, by our assumption that lexical and postlexical processing abruptly halts with the removal of the
subtitles. This assumption is a simplification because
evidence indicates that reading can proceed even if each
fixated word only remains visible for 60 ms (Liversedge et
al., 2004), the time required for visual word information to be
converted into some type of more stable representation.
Finally, previous simulations have shown that the
patterns of eye movements exhibited by less skilled (e.g.,
beginning) readers can be simulated within the model by
increasing the values of a single parameter, a1, to slow lexical
processing (Reichle et al., 2013). Because the model’s default
parameter values were selected to simulate the reading of
moderately skilled readers (i.e., university students in the
Schilling et al., 1998 study), it was important to examine how
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our manipulation of subtitle speed might interact with reading
skill. This was done by repeating the simulation as described
using three different values of a1: (1) the default value, a1 =
115; (2) a value (a1 = 138) that would slow lexical processing
by 20% to simulate less skilled readers; and (3) a value (a1 =
92) that would speed lexical processing by 20% to simulate
highly skilled readers.
Table 1 shows the results of Simulation 1. As
shown, subtitle speed adversely affected word identification
and comprehension, but these effects were largely limited to
the fastest subtitle speed, particularly with the less skilled
readers. At 28 cps, the values of a1 that respectively
correspond to the highly, moderately, and less skilled readers
resulted in 0.98, 0.91, and 0.81 of the words being identified.
Similarly, using the same respective values of a1, the model
predicted that 0.96, 0.82, and 0.67 of the words would be
successfully integrated. That the model was less successful at
integrating than identifying words was expected due to the
fact that word integration lags behind and is dependent upon
word identification. Note, however, that the relative disparity
between these two measures increases as reading skill
declines, being negligible for highly skilled readers (= 0.02)
but pronounced for less skilled readers (= 0.14). It is
important to note that, because the model was ‘calibrated’ on
moderately skilled readers and the simulations excluded trials
containing inter-word regressions, the simulations likely
underestimate how subtitle speed affects comprehension.
Finally, because the Schilling et al. (1998) sentences
averaged 11.17 words in length (with 8-14 words per
sentence), the simulated less-skilled readers in the 28-cps
condition on average failed to identify approximately 2.12
words and failed to integrate 3.69 words.
Table 1: Mean (standard deviation in parentheses)
proportion of lexical and post-lexical processing completed
as a function of reading skill (i.e., values of a1) and subtitle
speed (in characters per second, or cps).
a1
92
115
138

Processing
Completed
Lexical
Post-Lexical
Lexical
Post-Lexical
Lexical
Post-Lexical

12
1.00 (0)
1.00 (0)
1.00 (0)
1.00 (0)
1.00 (0)
1.00 (0)

Subtitle Speed (cps)
20
28
1.00 (0)
0.98 (0.06)
1.00 (0.01)
0.96 (0.11)
1.00 (0.01)
0.91 (0.11)
1.00 (0.02)
0.82 (0.19)
0.99 (0.03)
0.81 (0.14)
0.98 (0.07)
0.67 (0.19)

Simulation 2
Liao et al.’s (2020) experiment indicates that readers do not
simply read each subtitle from its beginning until it
disappears, but instead seem to adopt ‘strategies’ or visual
routines (Ullman, 1984) that presumably allow them to
compensate for the dynamic nature of how the text is
displayed. More specifically, as the subtitle presentation rate
increased from 12 cps to 28 cps, three key findings were that:
(1) the fixation durations decreased; (2) the number of
fixations decreased; and (3) the saccade length increased.

Given that these eye-movement behaviors may have been
compensatory, allowing the participants to maintain some
minimal level of comprehension under otherwise difficult
conditions, it is important to understand how these behaviors
might support comprehension.
The second simulation examined this issue by first
using E-Z Reader to simulate the reading of the Schilling et
al. (1998) sentences using the model’s default parameter
values under normal conditions (i.e., unlimited sentenceviewing times). This ‘baseline’ of performance (see Table 2)
was used to generate predictions about three dependent
measures: (1) mean fixation duration; (2) mean number of
fixations per sentence; and (3) mean saccade length. We then
tested specific hypotheses about how these measures might
be modulated by subtitle speed by systematically
manipulating the model’s parameters to determine if the
model would reproduce the qualitative pattern reported by
Liao et al. (2020) (i.e., fewer, shorter fixations and longer
saccades). (This basic approach has previously been used to
test possible accounts of, e.g., skill-related differences in
readers’ eye movements; Reichle et al., 2013.)
Table 2: Three eye-movement measures of reading
performance as a function of six possible eye-movement
strategies, with asterisks denoting values that are
qualitatively correct (relative to the default ‘strategy’).
Mean Eye-Movement Measures
Saccade
# of
Fixation
Length
FixaDuration
(chartions
(ms)
acters)

Strategy

Parameter
Values

Summary
Explanations

N/A

default

baseline

8.37

230

6.38

1

l=
0.125

fewer
refixations

7.63*

249

6.99*

2

h1 =
0.25,
h2 =
0.05

more
accurate
saccades

7.89*

241

6.77*

3

Y=
10.5

longer
preferred
saccades

8.72

221*

6.13

4

q = 92

lexicalprocessing
deadline

8.09*

218*

6.61*

5

default

skip short
words

8.97

217*

5.96

6

default

skip short
words &
t(L1) = 0 ms

6.66*

227*

7.88*

The first three strategies are oculomotor in nature
because they entail the adjustment of parameters that control
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saccadic programming. As Table 2 shows, the first strategy
corresponded to the hypothesis that, as subtitle speed
increases, readers make fewer refixations. This strategy was
implemented by reducing the value of the parameter that
controls the propensity to making automatic refixations, l (=
0.25; Equation 7) to 50% of its default value (i.e., l = 0.125).
As shown, this change reduced the number of fixations and
increased the saccade lengths (both consistent with what Liao
et al., 2020 reported with faster subtitles), but also increased
fixation durations (inconsistent with Liao et al.) due to an
increased need to identify words from suboptimal viewing
locations.
The next strategy corresponded to the hypothesis
that, as subtitle speed increases, readers make more accurate
saccades. This was done by reducing the values of two
parameters that modulate the random saccadic error (h1 = 0.5
and h2 = 0.1; Equation 6) to 50% of their default values (i.e.,
h1 = 0.25 and h2 = 0.05). As Table 2 shows, this second
strategy also resulted in fewer fixations, longer saccades, but
longer fixation duration. This likely reflects a trade-off
between the benefit that comes from processing words near
their OVPs and the cost that comes from the fact that these
viewing locations will (on average) tend to be farther from
the OVPs of subsequent words.
The final oculomotor strategy corresponded to the
hypothesis that readers might also reduce saccadic error by
increasing the preferred saccade length by making (more
accurate) longer saccades. This was done by increasing the
value of the Y (= 7; Equation 5) by 50% of its default value
(i.e., Y = 10.5). As Table 2 shows, this resulted in shorter
fixations, but also increased the number of fixations and
reduced saccade length. This result again likely reflects
complex trade-offs; although longer saccades are more
accurate (e.g., exhibit less systematic error), the distribution
of word lengths in English likely means that the preferred
saccade length of seven characters is already optimal for the
task of reading English efficiently.
The next three strategies listed in Table 2 are
perhaps more ‘cognitive’ in that they entail parameters that
control lexical processing and/or more complex visual
routines (Ullman, 1984). For example, strategy 4 tests the
assumption that, as subtitle speed increases, readers adopt a
threshold or deadline (represented by a new parameter, q) for
the maximal time spent engaged in the lexical processing of
a word. Thus, if t(L1) exceeds q ms, then the first stage of
lexical processing terminates, allowing the second stage to
continue using whatever information was made available
(which may be erroneous) and the initiation of a saccadic
program to move the eyes forward. A value of q = 92 ms was
used because this corresponds to the mean maximum t(L1)
duration of a skilled reader in Simulation 1 (i.e., using a1 =
92 for Equation 1). As shown, this strategy reproduced the
pattern of eye movements observed by Liao et al. (2020),
with fewer, shorter fixations and longer saccades.
Although a lexical-processing deadline has been
previously suggested (e.g., Henderson & Ferreira, 1990), its
plausibility here might be questioned on the grounds that it is

only being posited to explain Liao et al.’s (2020) findings.
Furthermore, the implications of its auxiliary assumption—
that the second stage of lexical processing can continue using
whatever information was obtained from an abbreviated first
stage—are also unclear, although it is reasonable to assume
that words processed in this manner would likely be prone to
misidentification and thus reduce overall comprehension.
The final simulations therefore explore the efficacy of two
other possible strategies related to saccadic targeting during
reading.
These two strategies entail using parafoveal wordlength information to skip short (1-3 letter) words, but with
strategy 6 also assuming that readers do not identify the
words per se but instead generate predictions about their
likely identities using semantic and syntactic constraints (i.e.,
t(L1) = 0 ms for these words). Although one might question
the plausibility of this final strategy, short words tend to be
function words (and thus highly predictable), and there is
evidence that such words are skipped even under conditions
wherein a word is only visible if it is directly fixated (e.g.,
using a 1-word moving-window paradigm; Rayner, Well,
Pollatsek, & Bertera, 1982).
As Table 2 shows, the final strategy is promising; by
adopting the assumption that readers skip short words and
infer their likely meaning from context, the model generates
the pattern of eye movements reported by Liao et al. (2020):
fewer, shorter fixations and longer saccades. In our final
simulation, we will examine how this ‘skimming’ strategy
might affect comprehension.

Simulation 3
We examined how the skimming strategy might support word
identification and integration by running a final simulation in
which the model was used to simulate a less skilled reader
(i.e., a1 = 138) in the most rapid subtitle condition (i.e., 28
cps). As Table 3 shows, this simulation was completed twice:
with and without using the skimming strategy.
Table 3: Performance of a simulated less-skilled reader in
the most rapid subtitle-speed condition (28 cps) with and
without the ‘skimming’ strategy (#6) from Simulation 2.
Mean Performance Measures
Number of Fixations
Fixation Duration (ms)
Saccade Length (character spaces)
Prop. of Words Identified
Prop. of Words Integrated

‘Skimming’ Strategy?
No
Yes
8.86
7.10
247
240
6.09
7.52
0.81
0.96
0.67
0.91

As shown, the strategy allowed the model to generate the
pattern of eye movements reported by Liao et al. (2020), with
fewer, shorter fixations and longer saccades. Moreover, this
strategy increased the mean proportion of words identified
(by 0.15) and integrated (by 0.24). However, it is important
2

We wish to acknowledge one of our anonymous reviewers for
making this suggestion.
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to acknowledge that these estimates of how much the
skimming strategy enhanced performance are inflated due to
our assumption that short words can simply be ‘guessed’
from context, with no negative repercussions for sentence- or
discourse-level comprehension. But even if this assumption
is only approximately correct, it suggests a simple strategy
that might be explicitly taught to readers to support their
comprehension of subtitles that might otherwise be displayed
too rapidly to support normal reading.

General Discussion
The simulations reported above were completed using E-Z
Reader, a model that has been used to simulate and explain a
variety of phenomena related to eye-movement control
during the reading of static text (Reichle et al., 2012; for a
review, see Reichle, 2011). Although we contend that the
model’s application to dynamic text in the present context has
been informative, we also acknowledge that the simulations
only address half of the film-viewing experience—the
reading of subtitles. A complete model of multimodal reading
obviously requires additional assumptions about, for
example, how characters and/or objects in a film are
identified and tracked over time, how information from the
auditory modality (e.g., spoken dialog and other sounds) is
integrated with the subtitles and visual elements of the film,
and so on. We are currently working to develop such a
theoretical framework.
One example to illustrate this point is the simple fact
that the contents of the videos, by virtue of being at least
partially redundant with the contents of the subtitles, should
enhance the predictability of many of the words in the
subtitles2. The resulting increase in word predictability would
be particularly beneficial for identifying the more difficult,
low-frequency content words. For example, in the context of
watching a documentary about polar bears, the images of
polar bears would make the low-frequency and hence
relatively unlikely words “polar” and “bears” more
predictable, thereby facilitating their identification. To the
extent that this facilitation reduces the times that would
otherwise be required to identify the more difficult words in
the subtitles, one might posit that the enhancement of word
predictability would result in the same behaviors that were
generated by our simulated skimming strategy.
To test this hypothesis, we completed one final
simulation in which the cloze predictability of all completely
unpredictable words (i.e., words with predN = 0; see Equation
1) were set equal to 0.2. This change was sufficient to
produce the three key eye-movement behaviors reported by
Liao et al. (2020): relatively to normal reading (i.e., see the
baseline condition in Table 2), the mean number of fixations
decreased (= 7.76 fixations), the mean fixation duration
decreased (= 226 ms), and the mean saccade length increased
(= 6.82 character spaces). This final simulation thus suggests
that the eye-movement behaviors observed by Liao et al. with

rapid subtitles may have reflected an increased tendency to
rely upon the contents of the videos to guess the identities of
(at least some of) the more difficult-to-identify words.
Given this final simulation result, one might ask
how an increased reliance upon video contents to predict
words (as just described) differs from our skimming strategy
(as discussed earlier)? The key difference is that the former
mainly entails using the video to aid the identification of
difficult content words, whereas the latter mainly entails
ignoring short function words so as to dedicate more time
towards the processing of content words. Of course, these two
ways of compensating for rapid subtitles are not mutually
exclusive, and both might be used by some readers. Future
work will be required to evaluate this hypothesis.
Finally, despite the many acknowledged limitations
of our work, we contend that our simulations, in combination
with Liao et al.’s (2020) empirical findings, collectively
demonstrate that subtitle speed is important and cannot
simply be ignored, particularly if the intended audience
consists of less skilled readers (e.g., students watching
educational video in a second language). The practical
significance of this conclusion cannot be overstated,
particularly when education has become so reliant upon the
use of subtitled videos.
Our simulations also suggest that readers may use
simple strategies to enhance their comprehension of rapidly
presented subtitles. On some level, this almost has to be true,
although it is equally true that relatively little is known about
these strategies. Many basic questions (e.g., Are these
strategies consistent across readers? How do the strategies
actually support comprehension? Can the strategies be
taught?) are certainly worthy of future investigation. We hope
that the work reported here sparks interest in this theoretically
interesting and pedagogically important topic.
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Abstract
It has been shown that complexity metrics, computed by a
syntactic parser, is a predictor of human reading time, which
is an approximation of human sentence comprehension difficulty. Nevertheless, parsers usually take as input sentences that
have already been processed or even manually annotated. We
propose to study a more realistic scenario, where the various
processing levels (tokenization, PoS and morphology tagging,
lemmatization, syntactic parsing and sentence segmentation)
are predicted incrementally from raw text. To this end, we
propose a versatile modeling framework, we call the Reading
Machine, that performs all such linguistic tasks and allows to
incorporate cognitive constrains such as incrementality. We
illustrate the behavior of this setting through a case study where
we test the hypothesis that the complexity metrics computed
at different processing levels predicts human reading difficulty,
and that when cognitive constraints are applied to the machine
(e.g., incrementality), it yields better predictions.
Keywords: reading time; cognitive modeling; entropy; surprisal

Introduction
Over the last couple of decades, there has been a growing
interest in using Natural Language Processing tools to develop
cognitively-plausible models of human sentence processing
(see Hale (2017) for a review). Researchers have proposed to
interface NLP models with human processing through complexity measures. These measures hypothesize that the probability of a word given its linguistic context (as calculated by
the model) can predict the difficulty with which humans process this word (as measured, e.g., by the time it takes to read
it). Several previous studies have shown that the probability
with which a word fits into a syntactic parse predicts human
processing difficulty (Demberg & Keller, 2008; Boston, Hale,
Kliegl, Patil, & Vasishth, 2008; Boston, Hale, Vasishth, &
Kliegl, 2011; Crabbé, Fabre, & Pallier, 2019).
Despite being successful in accounting for some empirical
data, much of these previous studies remains short of accounting for the full complexity of human sentence processing. In
particular, they have generally focused on the syntactic parsing
while assuming other levels of sentence processing to have
been independently and successfully analyzed (e.g., words are
typically assumed to come with their parts of speech labels).
Nevertheless, when reading a sentence, humans perform many
linguistic analyses besides syntactic parsing: they segment the
stream of characters into words, categorize these units into
parts of speech, analyze their morphology, and determine the
sentence boundaries.
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Critically, each of these processing steps involve making decisions and, thus, induce a processing cost that may influence
the reading time. In order to test this hypothesis, we need to
build a model that mirrors the complexity of human sentence
processing by “constructing” all these linguistic levels, making precise predictions about the contribution of each level of
processing on the reading time. The current work is an attempt
to achieve this goal.
We start from a standard syntactic parser and we extend it by
making it able to construct various linguistic levels, assuming
only the ability to process a string of characters. For each
word in a given linguistic context, our model is able to produce
complexity measures across all processing levels, allowing us
to test the extent to which each level influences the reading
time of this word. Two measures are compared. The first is
surprisal, a standard complexity measure for parsing, which is
based on the probability of the action performed by a parser at
a given time. The second one is the entropy of the probability
distribution over the actions that the parser can execute at a
given time.
We chose as a starting point the Transition Based Parsing
(TBP), an incremental model of syntactic parsing that produces
dependency structures (Yamada & Matsumoto, 2003; Nivre,
2003). This choice was motivated by the fact that the underlying formalism is quite simple and transparent, while at
the same time providing an adequate model of human syntax
processing (Boston et al., 2008, 2011).
We provide an extension of TBP that we call the Reading
Machine (RM). This extension is flexible in the sense that it
can be modulated to instantiate various processing hypotheses.
For example, we can choose the order in which the linguistic
levels are processed or the the amount of information that the
model has access to. In the current work, the goal is not to
contrast all possible processing strategies, but to test whether
different levels of sentence processing influence reading time.
That said, it could be useful to compare at least two strategies
that vary in terms of their psychological plausibility.
We chose to instantiate two strategies that differ in whether
or not they are incremental, i.e., in whether or not the processing of each word at every linguistic level is done the moment
the word is discovered. The incremental strategy processes a
given word at various linguistic levels before switching to the
next word. In contrast, the non-incremental strategy process
the whole text at a given linguistic level before changing level.

The incremental strategy is more psychologically plausible,
thus, we expect it to fare better than the non-incremental strategy in terms of its ability to produce metrics predicting human
processing difficulty.
To sum up, the paper attempts at making several contributions: 1) investigating how complexity measures of low-level
linguistic processing correlate with reading time, 2) testing
whether introducing more cognitively plausible processing
improve the predictions, and 3) comparing two complexity
measures (i.e., suprisal and entropy) in terms of how they fare
in connecting our reading architecture to human data.
The structure of the paper is the following. In section The
Reading Machine, we give an overview of TBP and define our
extension of this model, which we call the Reading Machine
(RM). Section Complexity Metrics introduces the two complexity metrics that will be used in our experiments. In section
Experiments, the models are evaluated with respect to their
ability to predict human reading time. Section Conclusion
provides concluding remarks.

The Reading Machine
The model we propose in this paper is an extension of Transition Based Parsing (TBP). This algorithm builds the dependency tree of a sentence by scanning it word by word, in
reading order. At each step, an action, (also called transition)
is predicted, that adds, in general, a new dependency to the
tree being produced. The actions are predicted by a classifier
that takes as input the current configuration of the parser and
computes a probability for every possible action. The action
selected is applied to the current configuration and yields a
new one.
The algorithm is greedy1 . At each step, a single decision
is taken corresponding to a local maximum (the action with
the highest probability), it does not guarantee that the tree
produced at the end is the one with the highest probability,
where the probability of the tree is simply the product of the
probabilities of the actions that led to its construction.

From TBP to RM
The original TBP focuses on the syntactic level of processing,
taking as input a text which has already been tokenized, PoS
tagged and segmented in sentences2 . As we explained in the
introduction, this falls short of accounting for the complexity
1 This is true of the original algorithm. There have been many
propositions for exploring in parallel a reduced number of alternative
analyses using a beam (Huang & Sagae, 2010).
2 Once again, this is true for the original TBP approach. There
have been several attempts to extend TBP, mainly in order to realize simultaneously several linguistic tasks. Both Bohnet and Nivre
(2012) and Alberti, Weiss, Coppola, and Petrov (2015) shows how
a transition system can be extended and trained to jointly predict
POS tags and the dependency tree, improving both the accuracy of
the tagging and the parsing. Constant and Nivre (2016) extends the
arc-standard transition system in order to jointly predict the syntactic
tree and some aspects of the tokenization process: the identification
of multiword expressions. The three above-mentioned systems take a
pre-processed (tokenized and segmented into sentences) text as an
input.
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of human behavior which processes multiple linguistic levels
simultaneously. In the following paragraph, we explain how
we extended the TBP framework to account for this complexity.
The main modification to the TBP framework that we propose is to consider every processing decision (such as PoS
tagging, lemmatization, segmentation . . . ) as a transition that
performs an action (such as selecting a PoS tag for a word)
and changes the current state of the machine. Each state corresponds to a processing level, it is associated with a classifier
that predicts the next transition to take.
Although a large number of linguistic processing tasks can
be incorporated in a RM, we will be dealing in this work with
six of them: tokenization (TOK), part of speech tagging (POS),
lemmatization (LEM), morphological analysis (MRF), syntactic
parsing (SYN) and sentence segmentation (SEG), each of which
corresponds to a state in the RM.
A RM can be seen as a deterministic finite state automaton.
The structure of the automaton (its states and transitions) defines the order in which the predictions are made. We will
refer to the structure of a RM as its strategy. Two different
strategies are represented in figure 1. The one above, referred
to as INCR, implements an incremental strategy while the one
below, ¬INCR, implements a standard Natural Language Processing pipeline strategy (which is non-incremental because it
has access to the low-level right-context predicted linguistic
annotations when making a decision). The actions that label
the transitions have been omitted for readability.
The main difference between the two strategies comes from
the loops on all states of the ¬INCR strategy. These loops
model the non-incremental behavior of the RM: the whole
text is processed at a given level before switching to the next
linguistic level (the next state of the machine). The transition
to the next state of the machine can only be traversed when
the end of the input tape is reached. Traversing this transition
resets the character and the character index and the word index
to zero. In contrast, in the INCR strategy, a word is processed
at every level before switching to the next word.
The action performed by a transition generally consists in
writing a symbol on a tape. There are tapes for every type of
prediction. Tapes can be read tapes, write tapes or both. A
RM has one input tape, which is a read tape and an arbitrary
number of output tapes which are read/write tapes.
The input tape contains the text to parse. It is character
based: each cell of the tape contains a character. The text
has not been linguistically pre-processed: it has not been
segmented into sentences nor into words. The current position
of the input tape’s reading head is called the character index.
Output tapes are word based: each cell of a tape refers to
a word of the input text. Output tapes are used to write the
predictions made by the machine, generally one tape per type
of prediction. These tapes are synchronized: at all times, the
head is at the same position for all tapes. This position is
called the word index.
Table 1 represents the tapes of a machine after processing
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Figure 1: Two RM strategies defining the order of predictions.
Above, the INCR strategy and below the ¬INCR strategy.
Table 1: Input and output tapes of a RM after processing the
text The boy hits the ball.
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the text The boy hits the ball. The machine has 7 output tapes3
and one input tape, represented at the bottom. When the input text is processed by the ¬INCR machine, the table is filled
line by line, bottom-up. In contrast, when the input text is
processed by the INCR machine, the table is filled column by
column, from left to right. It is important to note that, in the
case of INCR, predictions that have been made in the past for
upper levels are taken into account for current lower level
predictions. Predicting PoS tag for word i, for example, can
use the syntactic structure predicted up to word i − 1. This feature allows to take into account some top-down dependencies
across linguistic levels.
Casting the six different linguistic tasks we are dealing with
as predicting a transition is straightforward for tagging tasks,
such as PoS tagging and morphological tagging. Corresponding transitions simply write a symbol (such as a PoS tag) on
the corresponding tape at the word index position.
The case of lemmatization, tokenization and sentence segmentation ask for some explanation. It is not convenient to
see the lemmatization task as a classification task, due to the
large number of classes (potentially all the lemmas of a language). Besides, lemmatization is, to a large extent, regular. In
order to capture this regularity, the classifier that realizes the
lemmatization task predicts editing rules of the form s1@s2
where s1 is a suffix of the word to lemmatize and s2 the suffix
of the lemma4 . When applied to a word w, such a rule strips
3 Both tapes SYN and GOV are filled by the parser (the SYN state
of the RM).
4 Of course, such a simple form of rules can only deal with suffixal
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off suffix s1 from w and concatenates the result with s2, as
in the following example apply(s@, hits) = hit. The actions
predicted by the tokenizer are of four types: ADDn adds the
n next characters of the input tape to the current word and
moves the character index n positions to the right, IGNORE
ignores the current character (typically spaces) and moves the
character index to the right, WORD marks the current word
w action moves the character index |w|
as complete and SPLITW
positions to the right and adds the word sequence W in the
buffer. This last action is used to expand contractions such as
don’t → do not. Sentence segmentation is realized by a binary
action EOS ( YES / NO ) which tags the current word as the end
of the current sentence or not. When an end of sentence is
predicted, the syntactic root of the current sentence is set to
the deepest stack element without a governor, and the stack
is emptied5 . In Table 2 we list all actions used in our RM
architecture.
The states of the RM are linked to a neural network classifier.
In this work we chose to share the same feature function
for all states. This feature function transforms the current
configuration (tape contents) into an embedding: a sliding
window of size [-3,0] for the INCR machine and [-3,2] for
¬INCR, is centered on the word index and placed over the
tapes, yielding the current context, and each tape component
of this context is fed into its own Bi-LSTM encoder. The
resulting embedding is then given to a specific decision layer
(one for each state), predicting a probability distribution over
the possible actions.

Complexity Metrics
Surprisal
Various complexity metrics have been proposed in the literature, that measure the difficulty for a parser to process a word
in its sentential context, and relate this difficulty to human behavior when reading the same word (e.g., reading time). Here
we use Surprisal, a measure that was originally introduced in
the context of phrase structure grammars by Hale (2001), but
which has then been adapted to the TBP framework by Boston
et al. (2011).
Surprisal (Attneave, 1959) has its roots in information
theory, it is defined as the logarithm of the reciprocal of a
probability. It represents the intuitive idea that low probability events are surprising. Surprisal has been used as a
measure of the processing difficulty at a word. Given a sentence S = w1 . . . wn , surprisal at word i is defined as follows:
i
Surprisal(i) = − log2 ( ααi−1
), where αi is the probability of the
prefix w1 . . . wi . Given the prefix w1 . . . wi−1 , if word wi is uni
expected, the ratio ααi−1
will tend to be low and therefore, the
surprisal of word wi , high.
flexional morphology, which is the case of English. More complex
morphology phenomena ask for more elaborate types of rules, such
as the prediction of templates for templatic morphology.
5 If there remain — beside root — stack elements without a governor, they are automatically attached to the predicted root word before
emptying the stack.

Table 2: Actions used in our RM architecture. b.0 stands for
the current word and s.0 for the word on top of the stack.
State Action

TOK

ADD n
IGNORE
WORD

TOK

w
SPLITW

TOK
TOK

POS ,
MRF
LEM
LEM
SYN
SYN
SYN

SYN

SEG

TAG L (t)

Description
Adds the n next symbols to b.0.
Ignores the next symbol.
Marks b.0 as complete.
Consume symbol sequence w.
Add word sequence W in buffer.
Writes tag t to b.0 on tape L.

b.0 lemma := form − s + s0 .
CASE ul
b.0 lemma to upper/lower case.
REDUCE Pop the the stack.
SHIFT
Push b.0 on the stack.
RIGHT l
Adds arc (s.0,b.0,l).
Push b.0 on the stack.

s@s’

LEFT l
EOS ( Y / N )

the prefix probability is, as mentioned before, the probability
of a single transition sequence. Boston et al. (2011) showed
that surprisal models parsing difficulty was reflected in human
fixation durations for various values of k (1 ≤ k ≤ 100).
We chose to keep the simplest setting (k = 1) in our experiments. The computation of αi in this situation is simply the
sum of negative log probabilities of the transitions predicted
up to word i and Surprisal(i) is simply the part of this sum for
the transitions that the parser associates to word i.
Surprisal generalizes easily to all kind of predictions that
are made by the RM. It is extremely simple to compute for PoS
tagging, morphological tagging and lemmatization since all
these processes exactly predict one transition for every word
of the sentence. Surprisal, in such a case, is simply − log(pt )
where t is the transition that has been selected. In the case of
the tokenizer, the surprisal is computed on the sequence of
transitions that add characters to the current word, until it is
completed.

Entropy

Adds arc (b.0,s.0,l).
Pop the stack.
Mark b.0 as an end of sentence,
set sentence root, attach orphans
to root then empty stack.

In its original formulation by Hale, αi is computed as the
sum of the probabilities of the trees that a Probabilistic Context
Free Grammar associates to the prefix w1 . . . wi . In other words
all the possible syntactic structures that the grammar associates
to the prefix. αi can be efficiently computed using a dynamic
programming algorithm, the algorithm of Earley, in the case
of Hale. Surprisal has been adapted to the framework of
transition based parsing by Boston et al. (2011). The general
definition remains unchanged, but the way αi is computed
is modified: it is the sum of the opposite of the probability
logarithms of the transitions predicted by the parser up to word
i6 . In other words, instead of summing over all the possible
parses up to word i, the new definition of αi only considers the
probability of the tree built by the parser after processing word
i. Remember that, due to the greedy nature of the transition
based parsing algorithm, this probability does not correspond
to the probability of the highest scoring tree up to word i.
The prefix probability α as defined by Boston et al. (2011)
is much poorer than the original definition of Hale, since it is
only based on a single analysis for a given prefix. In order to
take into account more than one possible syntactic structure of
the prefix when computing its probability, Boston et al. (2011)
define the quantity αki which is the sum of the probabilities of
all configurations in a beam of width k. In the case of k = 1,
6 Since surprisal is a word based measure, one has to decide, in
a sequence of transitions the parser predicts for a sentence, which
transition should be associated to which word. We follow Boston et
al. (2011) and consider that all transitions that are predicted while
word wi is the first word of the parser’s buffer are associated to wi .
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As one can see, surprisal is computed based only on the probability of a single transition or a sequence of transitions. It’s not
a perfect way to measure how much the machine “hesitates”
between several transitions that have close probabilities. In
order to introduce this information in the complexity metrics,
we also use the entropy7 of the distribution computed by a
classifier over the possible transitions. Entropy measures how
uniformly the probability mass is distributed over the different
transitions. We will refer to this complexity measure for word
i simply as Entropy(i).
In the case of a tagging task (such as PoS tagging, morphological tagging, lemmatization and segmentation), there is a
single transition associated to word i and therefore a single
distribution. In this case, Entropy(i) is simply the entropy of
this distribution. In the case of the parser, we associate to wi
the transition t that attaches wi to its syntactic governor8 . In
this case, Entropy(i) is the entropy of the distribution from
which t was drawn. In the case of the tokenizer, Entropy(i) is
the mean of the entropies of the distributions of the transitions
that led to identifying wi .

Experiments
We test the hypothesis that model-derived complexity metrics
predict human reading time across several linguistic levels, and
not just syntax. We test this hypothesis across both complexity
measures (i.e., surprisal and entropy), and across processing
strategy (i.e., INCR and ¬INCR).
7 Not to be confused with the entropy as operationalized, e.g., in
Hale (2006) or Keller (2004) (.i.e. how much information words convey).We call our complexity metric Entropy because it is the entropy
of the probability distribution produced by our neural network.
8 It is important to note that the entropy of word i can take into account words not seen yet (this is what happens for left dependencies).
This could be problematic for we cannot, in an incremental set-up,
base the fixation time for a word on future events. The reason why
this can be done here is that the variable we are predicting is the total
reading time which is a complex measure that sums all fixations made
by the reader, including fixations made when re-reading a region.

The Provo Corpus

Table 3: Linear Mixed Models used in our experiments.

We have used for our experiments the Provo corpus (Luke
& Christianson, 2018), which consist of the recording of the
eye movements of 84 skilled and native American English
readers while reading 55 texts (2744 words). For each word
and for each participant, several reading time related variables
are computed. The variable we use is the total reading time:
summation of the duration across all fixations on any given
word. The data has been cleaned by the Provo team, removing
fixations shorter than 80 ms and longer than 800 ms. We
removed words that have been skipped and words for which
no data were available.

Name
VANILLA
INCR SUR
INCR ENT

¬INCR
¬INCR

SUR
ENT

Fixed Effect
freq+next freq+wd length+freq:wd length11
{VANILLA}+INCR SUR {6 linguistic levels}
{VANILLA}+INCR ENT {6 linguistic levels}
{VANILLA}+¬INCR SUR {6 linguistic levels}
{VANILLA}+¬INCR ENT {6 linguistic levels}
Random Effect: participant/sentence

Table 4: Top 3 correlations for each metric and each machine.
ENTROPY

Producing Complexity Metrics for the Corpus
The two machines INCR and ¬INCR, defined in section The
Reading Machine, have been trained on the English Web Treebank from Universal Dependencies (Zeman et al., 2019) that
consist in English sentences collected from the internet. This
corpus is linguistically annotated on all six levels of interest
to our system, namely: tokenization, PoS tagging, morphological tagging, lemmatization, dependency tree and sentence
segmentation.
After training, the two machines were used to process the
Provo corpus. For each word of the corpus, and for each linguistic level, a prediction is performed (e.g., selecting the PoS
tag of the word) and both surprisal and entropy are computed.9
The output of the machines consited of 6 surprisal values
and 6 entropy values (one for each RM state). These measures
were merged with the eye tracking recording, yielding our final
data frame. It is composed of 96,111 data-points, each point
consisting in the following information (in addition to the
linguistic measures obtained by our machines): word being
fixated, word length (wd length), word frequency10 (freq),
next word frequency (next freq), ID of the human reader, total
fixation time (in ms).

Experimental Setup
The methodology used is the following: we fit multiple linear
mixed-effects regression models on the total reading time,
where each model is a combination of a metric (surprisal
or entropy) and a RM (¬INCR or INCR). These models are
defined in table 3. Then we compared goodness of fit to
determine which model was better. To this end, we used the
difference in Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) as a criterion
to discriminate between linear mixed effect models, following
in this regard some similar previous work (Shaw & Kawahara,
2019; Frank, Otten, Galli, & Vigliocco, 2013).
9 Due to the lack of manual linguistic annotations for the Provo
corpus, we were not able to estimate the quality of the linguisitic
predictions made by our machines. Nevertheless, we tested the
accuracy of these machines on the test dataset of the UD corpora
and found that its performances were in the typical range of similar
(greedy) models.
10 Estimated using Google’s One billion words benchmark for
language modeling corpus.
11 Two way interaction.
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¬INCR

INCR

Variables
lemma/morpho
morpho/tagger
parser/tagger

Corr Variables
0.48 lemma/morpho
0.40 morpho/tagger
0.19 morpho/parser
SURPRISAL
¬INCR

INCR

Variables
lemma/morpho
morpho/tagger
morpho/parser

Corr
0.46
0.37
0.30

Corr
0.43
0.27
0.24

Variables
morpho/tagger
morpho/parser
lemma/morpho

Corr
0.26
0.22
0.19

As a baseline, we use standard predictors for modeling reading times: frequency and word length. We tried to incorporate
bigram frequencies, but this resulted in a slightly worse fit
than the current and next word unigram frequencies. These
frequencies have been log transformed and all other variables
have been scaled to fit in the same intervals. Models were
fitted using the lmer function of the lme4(v.1.1-23) package
of the R Project. Using as the random effect’s grouping factor
the nested relation PARTICIPANT ID/SENTENCE ID. Note that
to allow model comparison via likelihood ratio tests, models
were fitted using the maximum likelihood method instead of
restricted maximum likelihood method which is the default in
lmer.

Results
We investigate first the extent to which metrics produced at
the different linguistic levels carry redundant information. In
order to do so, we compute for each machine (INCR and ¬INCR)
and each complexity metric (surprisal and entropy), the Pearson correlation coefficient for every pair of the six linguistic
predictors. As one can see in Table 4, the correlation between
the complexity values among linguistic levels are quite low,
showing that the information carried by these variables is not
redundant. We also computed the correlations between our
complexity metrics at the word segmentation level (tokenization) and word frequencies, and found no correlation (The
highest absolute value being 0.025 between word frequency
and tokenization entropy produced by INCR).

Table 5: Estimates of fixed effects for all 4 models.
ESTIMATE
ENTROPY

Effect
(intercept)
segmenter
parser
lemma
morpho
tagger
tokenizer
freq:wd length
freq
wd length
next freq

SURPRISAL

¬INCR

INCR

¬INCR

INCR

344∗∗∗
91.7∗∗
1.19
2.1∗∗
91.09
3.9∗∗∗
1.1∗
93.7∗∗∗
98.7∗∗∗
46.9∗∗∗
91.8∗∗∗

341∗∗∗
4.8∗∗∗
2.6∗∗∗
0.49
2.4∗∗∗
1.8∗∗
3.5∗∗∗
93.7∗∗∗
98.2∗∗∗
47.6∗∗∗
91.7∗∗∗

345∗∗∗
91.9∗∗∗
1.2∗
0.79
0.49
2.8∗∗∗
1.2∗
93.8∗∗∗
98.9∗∗∗
47.4∗∗∗
91.8∗∗∗

343∗∗∗
4.3∗∗∗
0.39
1.4∗
1.3∗
2.0∗∗∗
2.6∗∗∗
93.7∗∗∗
98.6∗∗∗
47.3∗∗∗
91.7∗∗∗

Table 6: Pairwise comparisons of our models on the basis of
their AIC, with likelihood ratio tests of nested models.
Model 1

Model 2

VANILLA

¬INCR
¬INCR

¬INCR

SUR

VANILLA

SUR
ENT

INCR SUR

INCR SUR

INCR ENT

VANILLA

¬INCR

¬INCR

VANILLA

¬INCR

SUR

SUR INCR SUR

¬INCR

ENT

ENT INCR ENT

∆ AIC
33
25
115
82
33
82
58
139

χ2
45.35
25.16
127.22
82.18
45.35
81.87
70.51
138.88

P(> χ 2 )
3.984e−8
NA
<2.2e−16
NA
3.984e−8
NA
3.207e−13
NA

the lmerTest(v.3.1-3) package where each line is a direct comparison of the goodness of fit of a pair of models. The first
two columns contain the names of the models being compared,
the third column contains the difference in Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) between the models (positive difference
indicates that model 2 fits better than model 1) and columns
4&5 includes a χ2 test indicating that the differences in goodness of fit are indeed significant. By ordering the models by
their ability to fit the data (lower AIC) we get:12 INCR ENT >
¬INCR ENT > INCR SUR > ¬INCR SUR > VANILLA, we can see
that all of the 4 models that use our complexity metrics are
better than the baseline model. Therefore we can conclude
that our complexity metrics are useful for predicting human
reading time. Having observed that INCR SUR > ¬INCR SUR
and INCR ENT > ¬INCR ENT, we can also conclude that our
more psychologically motivated model INCR produces better
complexity metrics than ¬INCR. Finally, by observing that
¬INCR ENT > ¬INCR SUR and INCR ENT > INCR SUR, we can
conclude that our entropy complexity metric, introduced in
section Complexity Metrics overcomes the shortcomings of
surprisal and performs better as a predictor.

Conclusion

In table 5, we reported the output of the summary function
of the lmerTest package. For each fixed effect, its coefficient
indicates both the magnitude of the effect (absolute value)
and its direction (sign). The symbols above each value indicate its significance: *** for p < 0.001, ** for p < 0.01, * for
p < 0.05, − for p > 0.05. Conclusions to be drawn from these
tables are that most of our complexity metrics have significant
effect on the prediction of the total reading time, except for
the 6 grayed-out cells. However, while we expected the effect sign to be positive across all levels (meaning that higher
surprisal/entropy leads to more reading time), coefficient of
the parameter corresponding to segmentation complexity in
models ¬INCR ENT and ¬INCR SUR is negative. More work
is needed to understand this unexpected result, but we can
already note that the coefficients are positive when the metrics
are produced by INCR ENT and INCR SUR. This is another clue
that the INCR strategy (which is obviously more cognitively
plausible) is more explainable from the point of view of human
behavior than ¬INCR. One way to make more sense of this
difference would be to extract from the dataset both the sentences that were most difficult to segment in INCR and ¬INCR,
in order to compare them in a qualitative analysis.
In table 6 we reported the output of the anova function of
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In this paper we studied the effect of several types of linguistic
predictions on reading time data from the Provo corpus. To
this end, we developed a versatile modeling framework, called
the Reading Machine, that allows to perform an incremental processing of a text starting with the string of characters
that corresponds to the text, up to its syntactic parsing. This
integrated framework allows to measure and compare the complexity of each of the linguistic tasks involved in this process.
The Reading Machine also allows us to implement various processing strategy. Here we focused on two: 1) a standard, NLP
oriented, non incremental strategy, which corresponds to a
sequential pipeline of modules and, 2) a more psychologically
plausible incremental strategy. Our experiments with this new
framework showed that various linguistic levels contributed to
the prediction of the human reading time, that the measures
produced by the incremental strategy were better predictors
than those produced by the non incremental strategy, and finally, that — at least in this specific framework — Entropy
performed better than Surprisal.
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Abstract
This preregistered study examined whether extraneous
illustration details promote attentional competition and hinder
reading comprehension in beginning readers. Reading
comprehension was highest in the Streamlined Condition (text
+ relevant illustrations) compared to a Standard Condition (text
+ relevant illustrations + extraneous illustrations) and Text
Only Condition (no illustrations). Gaze shifts away from the
text were highest in the Standard Condition, indicating
increased distractibility while reading text with extraneous
illustration details. Gaze shifts away from the text were
associated with performance on an independent measure of
attention, validating eye gaze patterns as an assessment of
attentional allocation while reading. Lower comprehension in
the Standard Condition was associated with higher gaze shifts
away from text and lower scores on the independent measure
of selective attention. This study suggests that illustrations can
support reading comprehension, but only when they are
optimally designed. Importantly, the removal of extraneous
details did not decrease book enjoyment.
Keywords: attention; reading; reading comprehension;
illustrations; eye tracking; book design

Introduction
Learning to read is a critical skill because learning-to-read
makes it possible for children to begin reading-to-learn.
Many children struggle to learn to read for a number of
reasons, such as neurodevelopmental disorders, lagging prereading skills (e.g., phonological awareness), and
vulnerabilities in general cognitive functioning (e.g.,
Dykman, & Ackerman, 1991; Jacobson et al., 2011; MelbyLervåg, Lyster, & Hulme, 2012). A recent study focused on
one malleable factor that may support or hinder children’s
reading development, namely the design of reading materials
(Eng, Godwin, & Fisher, 2020). Specifically, instructional
materials designed for children’s reading practice often
include extraneous illustrations (also known as seductive
details): illustration details intended to be entertaining but
unrelated to the plot of the story (Harp & Mayer, 1998).
Extraneous details have been found to reduce recall and
comprehension across a diverse array of instructional
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contexts and mediums including scientific texts (Lehman,
2007), lectures (Harp & Maslich, 2005), and online lessons
(Sanchez & Wiley, 2006). According to Cognitive Load
Theory, extraneous material may reduce available cognitive
resources that can be dedicated to the primary task thus
disrupting performance and learning (Kirschner, 2002;
Sweller, 2005). Related work on multimedia design suggests
that dividing attention between images and text (SplitAttention Principle) and processing extraneous or irrelevant
information (Coherence Principle) can significantly reduce
comprehension (Clark & Mayer, 2012; Fenesi, Kramer, &
Kim, 2016). While there is extensive research examining the
design of educational materials for adult learners, who are in
most cases proficient readers, more research is needed
examining the design of instructional materials for children
who are still learning-to-read.
Although extraneous details are potentially engaging, these
embellishments may distract children from the primary task
of reading and comprehending the story as objects in the
environment compete for representation in the visual cortex
and working memory (Beck & Kastner, 2009; Downing &
Dodds, 2004). If extraneous illustration details promote
attentional competition between images and text, beginning
readers may struggle to resolve this competition due to both
immature goal-directed attention regulation (Fisher & Kloos,
2016) and still developing reading skills. If extraneous
illustrations promote attentional competition, children may
increase gaze shifts away from text, which could result in
encoding irrelevant details into working memory and
therefore decreased text coherence.
A substantial body of research suggests that the inclusion
of extraneous illustrations in printed materials can lead to
decreased learning and performance in adults (Harp &
Mayer, 2008; Lehman et al., 2007). In contrast to this sizable
body of research with adults who are reading to learn,
relatively few studies have examined the role of design of

reading materials in performance of children who are
learning to read (Coldstein & Underwood, 1981).
Recently, Eng and colleagues (2020) examined whether
extraneous illustration details induce attentional competition
and reduce reading comprehension in first and second grade
children. The researchers used a commercially available book
designed for reading practice at the first grade level. Children
read the book in two conditions: a commercially available
Standard Condition and a Streamlined Condition, in which
extraneous illustrations were removed. Findings indicated
extraneous illustration details promoted attentional
competition (increased gaze shifts away from the text) and
reduced reading comprehension. Furthermore, there was a
negative relationship between children’s looking behavior
and reading comprehension: children who tended to make
more gaze shifts away from text and were more likely to
fixate on extraneous illustration details showed higher gains
in reading comprehension when the extraneous details were
removed.
The results of the Eng et al. (2020) study suggest that
extraneous illustration details may induce attentional
competition and reduce reading comprehension in beginning
readers. However, in the Eng et al. study there was no
independent measure of attention. As a result, it remains an
open question whether the observed effects of book design on
gaze behavior stem from children resolving attentional
competition or other factors (e.g., motivational value of more
engaging illustrations). Furthermore, the Eng et al. study did
not include a no-illustration condition, making it impossible
to estimate the potential value of including illustrations in
printed materials for beginning readers.
This preregistered study aims to both replicate the findings
of Eng et al. (2020) and address the aforementioned
limitations by including (1) a no-illustrations condition and
(2) an independent measure of attention. Additionally, the
present study included measures of book enjoyment to
examine whether removing extraneous illustration details
may affect children’s enjoyment of the book.

participants. The race and ethnicity information for the
sample reported by the parents was as follows: 56.4% White,
18.8% African American or Black, 0.9% Latino or Hispanic,
0.9% South Asian or Indian American, 12.8% Multi-Racial,
9.4% reported as Other, and 0.9% unreported. The
experimental protocol was approved by the University
Institutional Review Board. Children were tested
individually by researchers naive to the study hypotheses and
given a small prize for their participation.

Method
Participants The study used a randomized block betweensubject design with 117 children in grades 1-2 (M = 7.89
years, SD = 8.4 months; 58 females, 57 males, 2 unreported).
Participants were blocked by reading proficiency level,
grade, and classroom. Within each block, children were
randomly assigned to read in one of the three book
conditions: the commercially available Standard Condition (n
= 40; text + relevant illustrations intermixed with extraneous
illustrations, Figure 1A), the Streamlined Condition in which
extraneous illustration details were removed (n = 39; text +
relevant illustrations, Figure 1B), or a Text Only Condition
(n = 38; no illustrations, Figure 1C).
Children’s gaze shifts away from the text while reading
were recorded with an eye tracker. Participants were recruited
from schools in and around a Mid-Atlantic city in the United
States. Signed consent was obtained from the parents of
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Figure 1: Sample pages in the (A) Standard condition,
(B) Streamlined condition in which extraneous illustrations
are removed, and (C) Text Only condition in which no
illustrations are provided.

Design and Procedure
Predictions and analyses were preregistered on the Open
Science Framework in advance, where the materials and
protocols utilized in this study are available (Eng, 2020).
The Storybook Following Eng et al. (2020), children read a
commercially available book designed for reading practice.
The book, Good Job Dennis, is part of the “Hooked on
Phonics®” curriculum for first grade (“Hooked on
Phonics®” is a trademark of Sandviks HOP, Inc. This study
is not sponsored or endorsed by Sandviks HOP, Inc.). The
choice of reading material allowed us to maintain a high level
of ecological validity. The book was displayed on a laptop
computer and children engaged in guided reading with a
trained researcher. Children read the book aloud and
advanced through the 12 pages of the book in a self-paced
fashion. Note that the book was lightly edited to reduce the
length of the story to ensure that all participants could read
the book in a single testing session. The testing sessions were
videotaped with a Logitech C920 HD Pro Webcam.
Illustration details were classified into Relevant and
Extraneous illustration details using the same approach as
described in Eng et al. (2020). In short, a group of adults who
were fluent readers were presented with the commercially
available version of the book and asked to outline the details
in the illustrations they believed were relevant to the story.
We considered the illustrations as Relevant when participants
reached over 90% agreement in making this judgment;
otherwise the illustrations were deemed Extraneous.

Measures of Attention and Enjoyment
Eye Tracking Eye gaze is a common measure of attention in
a variety of settings and is a particularly appropriate measure
in the context of reading (Rayner, Ardoin, & Binder, 2013).
An SMI RED250 mobile eye tracker (SensoMotoric
Instruments, Inc.) was used to measure children’s eye
movements while reading. On each page of the book, text,
illustration, and white space Areas Of Interest (AOI’s) were
created. SMI BeGaze Eyetracking Analysis Software was
then used to calculate gaze shifts away from the text AOI’s
and the average number of gaze shifts away from the text per
page was then calculated.
Attention Task Children were administered a Conjunction
Visual Search Attention task developed by Woods et al.
(2013). Performance on this task has been found to be related
to executive function and spatial attention, and is considered
developmentally appropriate for children. This task displays
25 objects evenly distributed in a 5 × 5 rectangular grid
(Display size: 330 × 205 mm; Total grid dimensions: 275 ×
180 mm). The task contains 24 distractor objects comprised
of either red squares with smiley faces (n = 11) or blue circles
with smiley faces (n = 13). The target was a red circle with a
smiley face. If a red circle was present, participants were
instructed to press one button, and if it was not, they were
instructed to press another button. Children were instructed
to respond as quickly and accurately as possible. The tasks
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consisted of 24 trials: 16 test trials in which distractors are
pseudo-randomly distributed and the target is located in one
of the 16 unique target locations that is not in the center row
or column, and 8 catch trials in which no target is present in
the display (i.e., trials that contains only distractors).
Participants were given six practice trials with feedback
containing 2 catch trials and 4 test trials. If children did not
understand the directions, practice trials were repeated.
Stimulus duration went up to 8000 ms, followed by a fixation
asterisk of 1000 ms. Once participants responded, the next
fixation screen was presented, followed by the next stimulus.
The main dependent variable of interest was reaction time
calculated as the mean response time across test trials.
Enjoyment Immediately after reading the story, children
were asked how much they enjoyed reading the book and
were presented with a 5-point Likert Smileyometer scale that
consisted of 5 faces ranging from a large frowny face (Not at
All) to a big smiley face (Very Much). Children were asked
to rate their enjoyment of the book using the Likert
Smileyometer scale (Read & MacFarlane, 2006).

Reading Measures
Reading Comprehension Following Eng et al. (2020), we
used six open-ended comprehension questions provided by
the book publisher (with minor modifications) as the measure
of reading comprehension. There were six questions (two 2point questions, and four 3-point questions), with a total of
16 points possible. Asking open-ended recall questions about
the characters, settings, story plot conflict and resolution
from the narrative is one of the most common approaches to
reading comprehension assessments with young children
(Cain & Oakhill, 2006; Kendeou et al., 2009; Paris & Paris,
2003). For example, for the 2-point story question, children
were asked about the main character, “What is Dennis’ job?”
Children received full credit if they identified that Dennis
directs traffic and helps children cross the street, 1 point for
a partial answer (e.g., he helps children), and 0 points if they
failed to recall Dennis’ job or provided an incorrect response.
For the 3-point question, children were asked about the story
conflict of various animals escaping from a pet shop
including cats, dogs, birds, rabbits, and frogs, “What animals
get out of the pet shop?” Children received full credit if they
correctly identified all of the animals that escaped, 2 points if
they identified at least 3 animals, 1 point if they identified 12 animals, and 0 points if they failed to recall the animals that
escaped or provided an incorrect response. Reading
comprehension was measured as the percentage of correct
responses (out of 16 possible points). Responses to story
questions were typed verbatim and scored by a researcher
naïve to the study hypotheses. Recordings were used to
archive the data in case it was necessary to validate the
recorded responses of a participant. The typed responses were
subsequently scored by two researchers naïve to the
participants’ condition assignment. Inter-rater reliability
using Cohen's kappa (Cohen, 1960) was .92, indicating
substantial coder consistency.

Reading Proficiency A modified Word Recognition in
Isolation Test (WRI; Morris, 2013) was administered to
children prior to reading the story. The WRI measures the
ability to recognize and decode individual words that are
graded in difficulty. Scores were calculated as the number of
words read accurately in 90 seconds out of 100 total possible
words. The WRI is a valid predictor of contextual and oral
reading levels (Frye & Gosky, 2012; Morris et al., 2011). The
experimenter also utilized a Running Record (Clay, 1985) to
record the child’s decoding accuracy for each word in the
story calculated as the percentage of correct responses out of
256 words total.

Results
Children were beginning readers as evidenced by their
performance on the WRI, the independent measure of
children’s reading proficiency (M = 68.21, SD = 18.62). The
selected book was an appropriate difficulty level for
independent reading based on children’s Running Record, the
measure of children’s decoding accuracy while reading (M =
95.59%; SD = 3.80%). The manipulation to the book
condition did not influence children’s Running Record
decoding accuracy (Standard: M = 95.71%; SD = 3.09%;
Streamlined: M = 94.98%; SD = 4.94%; Text Only: M =
96.22%; SD = 3.03%), F = 1.30, p = .28; ηp2 = .02. As per
preregistered analyses, one-way ANOVAs were conducted
with comprehension scores and gaze shifts away from the text
as dependent variables and Condition as the explanatory
variable. Planned contrasts based on a priori hypotheses were
conducted if a significant main effect of condition was found.
Reading Comprehension Reading comprehension scores
revealed a significant effect of condition, F(2, 114) = 10.96,
p < .001, ηp2=.16. Planned contrast analyses revealed that
comprehension scores were significantly larger for the
Streamlined Condition (M = 71.96; SE = 2.62), relative to the
Standard Condition (M = 58.59; SE = 2.75) and Text Only
Condition (M = 52.80; SE = 3.47). Scores in the Text Only
Condition, did not differ from the Standard Condition (p =
.35, see Fig. 2). The results indicate that reading from the
Streamlined Condition resulted in higher comprehension
compared to reading from the Standard Condition and Text
Only Condition.
Gaze Shifts Data from 7 children were not included in the
eye tracking analyses due to tracking ratios <50%. Eye
tracking analyses revealed a significant effect of condition,
F(2, 107)=14.58, p<.0001, ηp2=.21. The planned contrast
analysis revealed that compared to the Standard Condition (M
= 40.71; SE = 6.60), gaze shifts away from the text were
significantly lower for the Streamlined condition (M = 13.96;
SE = 2.36) and Text Only Condition (M = 9.73; SE = 1.60,
see Fig. 3).
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Figure 2: Percentage of correct answers on the story
questions as a function of book condition. ***p < .001.

Figure 3: Average gaze shifts away from the text per page
as a function of book condition. ***p < .001.
Association between Reading Comprehension and Eye
Gaze Patterns, by Condition Next, we examined the
association between mean gaze shifts away from the text and
reading comprehension performance. Increased gaze shifts
away from the text in the Standard Condition, r(38) = −.50,
p = .002, and Text Only Condition, r(37) = −.37, p = .025,
were negatively associated with children’s comprehension
scores, but not in the Streamlined Condition, r(35) = .19, p =
.280 (see Fig. 4). In other words, children who frequently
looked away from the text while reading in the Standard and
Text Only Conditions had lower reading comprehension
scores, whereas in the Streamlined Condition−where only
relevant illustrations are present−children’s gaze shifts away
from the text while reading were not negatively associated
with their reading comprehension scores.

Figure 4: A negative association was found in the Standard
Condition and Text Only Condition, but not for the
Streamlined Condition

Figure 5: Scatterplot of the positive association between
Gaze Shifts Away from Text and Attention Task
Performance in the Standard Condition

Association between Eye Gaze Patterns and Attention
Task Performance We then examined the association
between mean gaze shifts away from the text and
performance on an independent measure of attention. It is
possible that children’s gaze shifts away from the text in the
Standard Condition are indicative of children attempting to
use the illustrations as a strategy to help determine the
meaning of unknown words, or of children enjoying looking
at engaging pictures rather than resolving attentional
competition. As per preregistered analyses, the main
attention task variable of interest was mean test trial reaction
time on the Conjunction Visual Search Task.
Gaze shifts away from the text in the Standard Condition,
r(38) = .55, p = .0004 were positively associated with
children’s mean attention task reaction time (see Fig. 5). Gaze
shifts away from the text were not associated with attention
task performance in the Streamlined Condition, r(35) = .19,
p = .280 or Text Only Condition, r(37) = .199, p = .237. Thus,
as children’s attention task reaction time increased, looks
away from the text increased, but only while reading in the
Standard Condition. The association of children’s eye gaze
patterns while reading in the Standard book condition in
which extraneous illustrations were intermixed with relevant
illustrations and performance on an independent measure of
attention supports the hypothesis that children’s eye gaze
patterns while reading are associated with attention
regulation skills.

enjoyment ratings of the Text Only Condition were evenly
distributed and the only book Condition in which children
rated the book negatively as “Not at all” and “Not really.”
Importantly, these findings indicate that removing extraneous
illustrations does not reduce children’s book enjoyment, as
ratings of enjoyment between the Standard and Streamlined
Conditions did not differ significantly (see Fig. 6).

Enjoyment Outcomes, by Condition A chi-square test of
independence was performed to examine the relation
between book enjoyment and condition. The relation between
these variables was significant, X2 (8, N = 117) = 48.21, p <
.001. When asked how much children enjoyed reading the
book using a Smileyometer 5-point likert scale, children rated
enjoyment similarly between the Standard and Streamlined
Conditions (Somewhat and Very much), while children’s

The results of this study replicate the findings reported by
Eng et al. (2020) and extend these findings in several ways.
First, this study replicates the findings of increased gaze
shifts away from the text and reduced comprehension in the
Standard Condition compared to the Streamlined condition.
Second, the results of this study show a Goldilocks Effect
(Kidd, Piantadosi, & Aslin, 2012) in storybook design:
children learned the most in the “just right” condition where
the visualizations were neither too busy nor eliminated.
Children exhibited the highest comprehension scores in the
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Figure 6: The plot displays similar ratings of enjoyment
between the Standard and Streamlined Conditions.

Discussion

Streamlined Condition compared to the Standard Condition
and Text Only Condition. Illustrations in books for beginning
readers can be helpful in understanding the text, providing
additional information, and motivating readers (Carney &
Levin, 2002). This study suggests that illustrations can
support reading comprehension, but they need to be well
designed by taking into account individual differences in
attention. Third, gaze shifts away from the text induced by
extraneous illustrations are due to increased attentional
competition, based on the correlation between gaze shifts and
an independent measure of attention in the Standard
Condition only. Lastly, extraneous illustrations increase
attentional competition and decrease reading comprehension;
however, removing extraneous illustration details did not
have a strong negative effect on enjoyment. Children
expressed more enjoyment when reading the book with
illustrations compared to the book with no illustrations, but
there was no further gain in enjoyment from including
extraneous illustrations alongside relevant illustrations.
One limitation of this study is that it remains unclear
whether the effects of extraneous illustrations on reading
comprehension may change with age. We are currently
exploring this question by including a sample of third grade
children. We hypothesize that the inclusion of extraneous
illustration details will have a greater negative effect on the
comprehension and attention of first- and second-grade
children compared to third-grade children, who are more
proficient readers and have better developed attention
regulation. Another limitation to this study is that the
comprehension measure focused on the recall of key story
events; therefore, both the understanding and memory of the
story were assessed. Although this is a common approach, in
future research, it will be important to incorporate
assessments of comprehension that have lower memory
demands.
In the present study, children showed higher reading
comprehension when extraneous illustration details were
removed. These findings are in line with prior work with
adults which also found learning benefits from removing
extraneous details from educational materials (e.g.,
textbooks, lectures; Rowland et al., 2008; Sanchez & Wiley,
2006). The benefit of streamlining illustrations on children’s
reading comprehension may stem in part from reducing the
extraneous load on children’s working memory. When books
combine relevant and extraneous illustrations, children may
divert attention away from the text to explore the illustrations.
However, this exploration may result in children encoding
irrelevant details that do not support, and may conflict with,
comprehension of the story. In contrast, the inclusion of
illustrations that are closely aligned with the text may help
children integrate these sources of information and develop a
better representation of the story.
Modifying the design of beginning reader books such that
they only contain relevant illustrations may be particularly
beneficial for younger children who have difficulty
regulating their attention and may struggle to inhibit
extraneous information. Indeed, prior research has found that
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attentional control not only predicts children’s reading
achievement at school entry but also their subsequent reading
achievement (Guo et al.,2011; McClelland, Acock, &
Morrison, 2006).
In summary, this work highlights the importance of
considering attentional control when designing books for
beginning readers. This work in combination with the prior
literature can help optimize the design of beginning reader
books in which engaging illustrations are created specifically
to support–rather than interfere–with learning.
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Abstract
Children are often drawn to novelty, but these preferences may
depend on their goals. In two experiments (N = 302), we show
that children have differing preferences for novelty when
seeking information compared to when they are asked to
prioritize other goals. In Experiment 1, 4-7-year-olds wanted
to have typical items (e.g., a four-legged chair) and learn about
atypical items (e.g., a ten-legged chair). In Experiment 2, 4-6year-olds wanted to learn about foreign characters, but liked
foreign and local characters equally. We propose that children
prefer to learn about novel instances for the promise of new
information, which is evident in at least two domains (artifacts
and people). However, this preference diminishes when
children are asked about who they like, and it reverses to a
familiarity preference when choosing between artifacts to
acquire. In sum, our findings suggest that children’s
preferences for novelty versus familiarity are sensitive to
different goals.
Keywords: novelty seeking; information gain; resource
seeking; social preferences; cognitive development;
preferences

Introduction
At a store, you see an unusual umbrella on display. It has the
handle and canopy of a regular umbrella, but it also has a
smaller second canopy above the main one. You may want to
learn more about this unusual umbrella rather than the regular
one next to it. However, suppose you are looking to buy one
of the umbrellas. Though people’s tastes may vary, you likely
prefer to buy the regular umbrella over the unusual one. This
example illustrates how a preference towards novelty (e.g.,
unusual umbrella) or familiarity (e.g., normal umbrella) may
depend on your goal. Specifically, people may prefer novelty
when seeking to learn about objects and avoid novelty when
committing to have an object as a resource.
Children often prefer novel items over familiar ones. In
one study, three- to five-year-olds were given a set of toys to
play with. After, when choosing between other toys to play
with, children preferred sets with mostly novel toys over sets
that included toys they previously played with (Mendel,
1965; for similar findings with 8- and 12-month-olds see
Hunter et al., 1983). In another study, 4- to 6-year-olds were
familiarized with some pictures and later chose whether they
wanted to see those pictures again, or to see new ones.
Children viewed novel pictures longer than ones which they
had been familiarized with, and 6-year-olds also chose novel
pictures over familiar ones when asked which they preferred
(Cantor & Cantor, 1964; Hutt, 1975). These findings suggest
that children are drawn to novel stimuli in experimental
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contexts, but children are also drawn to novelty as it relates
to their general prior knowledge. For example, when images
in a study consisted of usual (e.g., a bird with wings) and
unusual (e.g., a bird with four legs) objects, 5- to 7-year-olds
were more likely to repeat pictures of novel than familiar
objects (Smock & Holt, 1962).
Children’s preference for unfamiliar over previously
introduced items is so robust that it has been used to
investigate the factors that affect children’s exploration (e.g.,
Bonawitz et al., 2012; Schulz et al., 2019). In these studies,
children prefer to explore novel over familiar objects in
baseline conditions, but these novelty preferences reverse
when there is still more to learn about the familiar objects.
For example, when 4- to 6-year-olds observed
demonstrations of confounding evidence about a toy, they
preferred playing with it over a novel alternative (Schulz &
Bonawitz, 2007).
Findings like these suggest that novelty preferences may
arise from a drive to acquire new information. This
preference helps us avoid wasting cognitive resources on
familiar items and events, as they are already known (Kidd et
al., 2012; Loewenstein, 1994; Murayama et al., 2019).
Indeed, we are most curious about novel and uncertain
stimuli, as it is more valuable for learning than familiar
stimuli (Wittman et al., 2008). Although novelty can provide
the best opportunities for learning, high degrees of novelty
are often avoided, as this information cannot be integrated
with our prior knowledge (Kidd et al., 2012; Kidd & Hayden,
2015; Kirkham et al., 2002). Altogether, these preferences
suggest that information-seeking behaviors may be greatest
when stimuli are optimally unfamiliar: neither too novel nor
too familiar.
Here we investigate whether preferences for novelty
diminish, or even reverse, when information seeking is not
the main goal. Returning to the opening example, you may
prefer to learn about the unusual umbrella, as more
information can be gained from it than the familiar one.
However, you may prefer to have the familiar over the
unusual umbrella. This decision involves greater
commitment and risk, as you do not want to be stuck with an
umbrella that is cumbersome or does not protect you from the
rain. Broadly consistent with this, young children often prefer
familiar foods over novel ones (Birch & Marlin, 1982; Birch
et al., 1987). When committing to have an object, then,
children may sacrifice the opportunity to gain new
information for the security of having a familiar object.
These preferences for novelty may also arise in social
decisions. When choosing who to befriend, children often

prefer people who have similar characteristics to them, such
as those who share their accent, language, or race (Kinzler et
al., 2009; Paquette-Smith et al., 2019). However, preferences
may be different when choosing who to learn about. In this
case, just as with artifacts, children may be interested in
learning about people who are different from them, as they
may provide more opportunity for learning new things.
We investigated whether preferences for novelty depend
on children’s goals. In Experiment 1, we compared how 4- to
7-year-olds choose between objects when judging which they
would rather have and which they would rather learn about.
In Experiment 2, we compared how 4- to 6-year-olds choose
between children when judging which they like better and
which they would rather learn about.

Experiment 1
Methods
Participants We tested 242 children: 62 4-year-olds (Mage =
4;6 [years;months], range = 4;0 – 4;11, 27 female), 60 5-yearolds (Mage = 5;6, range = 5;0 – 5;11, 24 female), 60 6-yearolds (Mage = 6;6, range = 6;0 – 6;11, 29 female), and 60 7year-olds (Mage = 7;4, range = 7;0 – 7;11, 28 female).We
aimed to test 30 children per age in years in each of two
between-subjects conditions, but accidentally tested two
additional four-year-olds. At each age, equal numbers of
children were randomly assigned to each condition.

Results
In both experiments, we analyzed the results using
generalized estimating equation models (GEE; binary
logistic, independent correlation matrix). In this experiment,
condition was entered as a predictor, and age in months
(mean-centered) was entered as a covariate (see Figure 2).
Children showed a significant main effect of condition,
Wald χ2 (1) = 64.79, p < .001, as they were more likely to
select the atypical item when judging which item they would
want to learn about than which they would want to have.
There was no main effect of age, Wald χ2 (1) = 0.06, p = .940,
but there was a significant interaction between condition and
age, Wald χ2 (1) = 13.13, p < .001.
This interaction resulted because children in the learn
condition were more likely to select the atypical item as they
got older, Wald χ2 (1) = 5.93, p = .015, whereas this selection
decreased with age for children in the have condition, Wald
χ2 (1) = 7.44, p = .006. Nonetheless, children at each age (in
years) were more likely to choose the typical item in the have
condition than the learn condition, 4-year-olds, Wald χ2 (1) =
7.83, p = .006, 5-year-olds, Wald χ2 (1) = 11.36, p < .001, 6year-olds, Wald χ2 (1) = 15.91, p < .001, 7-year-olds, Wald
χ2 (1) = 31.94, p < .001.
Single-sample tests (using an intercept-only GEE) also
revealed that children at each age (in years) mostly preferred
to learn about atypical items, all ps ≤ .030. Children aged 5
and older mostly preferred to have typical items, ps ≤ .031,
but this effect was not significant at age 4, p = .076.

Materials and Procedure Each child completed four trials.
In each trial, children were shown pictures on a laptop
computer. All pictures were of two items from the same
category: umbrellas, chairs, cups, and lamps. In each pair,
there was a typical and an atypical item (see Figure 1).
Children were then asked one of two questions: which item
they wanted to have, or which item they wanted to learn
about.
The pairs of items were presented in the same order across
both between-subjects conditions; umbrellas, chairs, cups,
then lamps. Locations of the atypical items were
counterbalanced (right side of screen, left, left, right).

Figure 2. Results for Experiment 1. Colored bands show
95% confidence intervals; points are jittered to avoid
overplotting.

Discussion
Children preferred novelty when choosing what to learn
about, but preferred familiarity when choosing what they
would rather have. This difference in preferences may have
originated from a desire to maximize information gain and

Figure 1. Stimuli and script for Experiment 1.
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minimize risk when acquiring objects. In the next
experiment, we examined the robustness of this pattern by
examining whether a similar difference arises in children’s
social judgments using a within-subjects design.

Experiment 2
To examine novelty preferences in social judgments, we told
children about two characters, one described as living nearby
and the other described as living in a foreign country. We
then asked children which character they would rather learn
about, and which character they liked better. If novelty
preference depends on goals, children should be more likely
to choose the foreign child when judging who they would like
to learn about, than when judging who they like more. We
would have preferred to compare the “learning about”
judgments with judgments about which character children
would rather befriend, as this decision carries commitment
and risk. However, we chose against this, because we
anticipated that children could be influenced by the practical
difficulty of being friends with someone living in a foreign
country.

shakshuka. Children were then asked two questions: which
child they liked better and which they would want to learn
more about.
Question order was counterbalanced. The images of the
characters in the trials were gender-matched for each
participant, and looked approximately the same age as
participants. The characters in each trial were identifiable by
the color box they were in. A warm-up task was used to
ensure children could refer to items on screen by indicating
the color of its surrounding box. In the warm-up, children saw
two trials in which a dog appeared in different colored boxes.
When asked where the dog was, children typically identified
its location by referring to the color box it was in. If they gave
other responses (e.g., “right there” or “on the left”), they were
prompted to refer to the dog’s location by using color.
Colors were counterbalanced across trials. The local
character was in the blue box in the first trial, and the foreign
character was in the blue box on the second trial. The location
of the children was counterbalanced across trials (i.e., local
character on the left in first trial and on the right in second
trial).

Methods
Participants We tested 60 children: 20 4-year-olds (Mage =
4;6, range = 4;0 – 4;11, 15 female), 20 5-year-olds (Mage =
5;4, range = 5;0 – 5;11, 9 female), 20 6-year-olds (Mage = 6;7,
range = 6;2 – 6;11, 7 female), with sample size decided in
advance of testing. One additional 5-year-old was excluded
due to non-compliance. Seven-year-olds were not included in
this sample, due to limited testing during the COVID-19
pandemic. In this experiment, children were tested
individually online in a live video call, in the presence of their
parent or guardian. Parents were instructed to look down or
to turn away from the screen while testing took place.
Materials and Procedure To introduce the task, children
were asked if they knew which country they lived in. After
correctly identifying the country, the experimenter agreed by
saying, “that’s right, we live in Canada”. Some children
instead identified a city or region. In these cases, the
experimenter also agreed. The experimenter then described
that there are many countries in the world, and some are far
away.
Children then completed two trials (see Figure 3). In each
trial, children were shown pictures of two similar-looking
characters. One character was described as living in the same
place as the participant (‘local character’), and the other was
from far away (‘foreign character’). Children were told three
characteristics about each character and where they are from,
and were shown accompanying pictures. The local character
had characteristics typical of the child’s location. For
example, they were described as living in a place with maple
trees, Honda cars, and where people eat spaghetti. The
foreign character had characteristics that were atypical of the
child’s location. For example, they were described as living
in a place with Joshua trees, twizy cars, and where people eat
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Figure 3. Stimuli and script for Experiment 2.

Results
Age in months (mean-centered) was entered as a covariate,
and within-subjects condition (like, learn) as a predictor (see
Figure 4). There was a significant main effect of age, Wald
χ2 (1) = 5.72, p = .017. There was also a main effect of
condition, Wald χ2 (1) = 4.31, p = .038, as children were more
likely to select the foreign character when judging which

character they wanted to learn about than which they liked
better. No significant interaction between age and condition
emerged, Wald χ2 (1) = 3.10, p = .078. Children ages 5- and
6-years-old were more likely to choose the foreign character
when asked which character they wanted to learn about rather
than which they liked better, 5-year-olds, Wald χ2 (1) = 3.87,
p = .049, 6-year-olds, Wald χ2 (1) = 5.36, p = .021. This
pattern did not emerge at age 4, Wald χ2 (1) = 0.63, p = .429.
We conducted single sample comparisons to chance for
each age in years in each condition (learn, like) using
intercept-only GEEs. Six-year-olds chose the foreign
character more than would be expected by chance in the learn
condition (p < .001), and no other comparisons were
significant (all ps > .102). Hence, children’s liking preference
was not significant, as they chose the local and foreign
characters equally.

Figure 4. Results of Experiment 2. Colored bands
show 95% confidence intervals; points are jittered to
avoid overplotting.

Discussion
Children preferred novelty when judging which person they
would rather learn about. However, when choosing which
person they liked more, no clear patterns emerged. Hence,
these findings again show that preferences for novelty depend
on children’s goals. We consider explanations for this pattern
of responses below.

General Discussion
Across two experiments, we show that children’s preferences
for novelty depend on whether they are seeking information.
We found that they preferred to learn about novel objects and
foreign people. However, different patterns emerged when
children did not have this goal. Children wanted to have
familiar objects, but liked local and foreign people equally.
Together these results reveal that children’s preferences
between novel and familiar items depend on their goals.
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Previous studies revealed that children prefer novelty by
examining which objects children liked, looked longer at, or
chose among a set (Cantor & Cantor, 1964; Hutt, 1975;
Mendel, 1965; Smock & Holt, 1962). This earlier research
did not manipulate children’s goals. Our experiments
replicated this novelty preference and extended previous
work by showing it can be attenuated or even reversed by
manipulating children’s goals.
We also show that novelty preferences in information
seeking extend to social judgments. However, our finding
that children showed no familiarity preference in their liking
judgments contrasts with previous work. Much work on
social preferences shows that children prefer to befriend
people who are native speakers of their language, have native
accents (Kinzler et al., 2007; Souza et al., 2013), are of the
same race (Kinzler et al., 2009), or have the same preferences
as them (Fawcett & Markson, 2010a; 2010b). In our second
experiment, we did not find this familiarity preference. This
may be due to methodological differences. We asked children
which character they liked better, rather than who they would
rather be friends with. Also, the characters in our experiment
differed based on their geographic location, preferences, and
customs, rather than language, accent, and race. These
characteristics may exemplify the contrast between the two
characters stronger than those used in our experiment.
We theorized that children wanted to learn about novel
items as it maximizes information gain, and they wanted to
have familiar items to reduce risk when committing to these
objects. Children’s familiarity preference when seeking
material resources could also reflect conformity. Children
may choose to have objects they have seen others use.
Previous research has shown that children choose objects that
others like, and avoid objects that others dislike (Hennefield
& Markson, 2017). In our tasks, children had never seen
anyone own or use the novel objects, but likely had seen
people use the familiar kinds. So conformity might have led
them to choose familiar objects. This alternative explanation
could be investigated by exploring children’s choices for
objects where conformity is less likely. For example, research
could investigate choices between natural kinds. Children as
young as three years old expect artifacts to be owned, but
natural objects to be unowned (Neary et al., 2011).
Examining children’s preferences for natural kinds could
determine if children’s preferences are driven by conformity,
as they do not expect natural objects to be widely owned or
used by people.
Exploring children’s choices between familiar and novel
natural kinds might also be useful for testing the extent to
which children consider risk in deciding which resources to
acquire. Children in our experiment may have chosen to have
familiar artifacts because they want to reduce the risk of
committing to novel artifacts, which might not serve their
functions as well. Children might not view decisions between
natural kinds as carrying similar risks, as they do not
spontaneously assume that natural kinds have human-serving
functions (Greif et al., 2006). Perhaps, then, children would
prefer novelty when choosing which natural kinds to acquire,

as they might prioritize collecting novel objects over familiar
ones (e.g., having a flame lily is more original than having a
common daisy).
Thus far, our research contrasted judgments about learning
with judgments about having and liking. In ongoing work, we
are contrasting choices for having objects with choices about
temporarily trying them. Trying out objects is similar to
having them in that it involves physical interaction with
objects. But like when learning about objects, it offers the
opportunity for information gain without substantial risks. So
children might show a greater novelty preference for trying
than for having objects. Broadly consistent with this, one
study found that six-year-olds chose to play with novel toys
immediately, and chose to take home and keep familiar toys
permanently (Linford & Linford, 1977). Thus, directly
comparing preferences in low- and high-commitment settings
could yield different choices when seeking resources.
Similarly, future research could explore other judgments in
social scenarios. In our experiment, we asked children which
character they liked more, as befriending a foreign character
could be impractical. However, liking one character over
another is a relatively low-risk commitment. Higher-risk
commitments such as friendship may lead to differing
preferences. This comparison would be possible if characters
differed by other characteristics, like accents (e.g., Kinzler et
al., 2009). This choice between non-accented and accented
characters presents the opportunity to ask children’s
preferences for friendship as they are no longer constrained
by location.
Finally, future work could also explore other ways of
manipulating novelty. We manipulated object novelty by
comparing atypical items with common ones. But related
research has examined novelty by manipulating scarcity. In
this research, children are shown a set of objects where some
items are common and others are rare (e.g., one ball sticker
and ten spiral stickers), and are asked which ones they prefer
or want to keep. Children from eastern countries (i.e.,
Taiwan) do not display a scarcity preference even by the age
of ten, though children from western countries (i.e., Israel) do
by the age of seven (Diesendruck et al., 2019), or by age six
when in the presence of competitors (John et al., 2018). When
choosing among a set of unusual items that varied by scarcity,
no scarcity preference emerged for four- to twelve-year-olds
(Echelbarger & Gelman, 2017). Unusualness and scarcity are
related concepts—highly unusual items are likely to be
scarce. It might be interesting for future research to examine
how scarcity affects children’s information seeking. Perhaps
children would consistently prefer scarce items if asked
which types of items they would rather learn about.

Limitations
One limitation of our findings is that we assessed children’s
preferences for pictures of objects and people. Children’s
choices might differ if they were faced with real objects and
people. For example, when choosing between real objects,
children might be more inclined to acquire the novel options.
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Additionally, children chose between a familiar and a novel
option in this forced-choice paradigm. This is likely an
ecologically-valid measure, as choices are often made in the
presence of only a few alternatives. However, future work
could investigate whether findings would be similar if
children saw each option individually, and indicated their
choices on a graded scale.
Another limitation is that in our second experiment,
children were shown images about each character’s location.
This was done to establish the local character as similar to
participating children, and the foreign character as different.
As such, children’s preferences to learn about the foreign
character may have actually been driven by their interest in
learning about their novel characteristics (e.g., Joshua trees,
twizy cars, and shakshuka). Currently, we are exploring this
possibility in a further experiment by excluding these
characteristics. Instead, characters’ novelty is only exhibited
by their geographic distance. This manipulation will allow us
to identify if children’s social preferences in Experiment 2
were truly driven by the characters’ novelty.

Concluding Remarks
Our findings suggest that children’s novelty preferences
depend on their goals. We propose that when children are
asked about their preferences for learning, they prefer novel
objects and unfamiliar people, in order to maximize
information gain. Conversely, children appear to prefer
familiarity when seeking resources to acquire, suggesting that
risk reduction is paramount in this case. Children did not
appear to like more novel or more familiar people when asked
about two unknown people. The ability to make different
choices across these contexts demonstrates that children are
aware of their own knowledge and can seek opportunities to
optimize information gain and minimize risk.
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Abstract
Although infants can frequently observe others gathering
information, it is an open question whether and how they make
sense of such activities since the mental causes and intended
effects of these are hidden and underdetermined by the
available evidence. We tested the hypothesis that infants
possess a naive theory that leads them to grasp the purpose of
information-gathering actions when they serve as sub-goals of
higher-order instrumental goals. We presented 14-month-old
infants with actions that were inefficient with respect to the
agent’s instrumental goal but could or could not be justified as
information-seeking behavior via this theory. We expected
longer looks in the condition where the detour could not be
justified and the results were in line with our predictions. While
this evidence is compatible with our hypothesis, further studies
are in progress to rule out alternative interpretations of our
findings.
Keywords: action understanding; information-seeking; theory
of mind; cognitive development

Introduction
Research on infant action interpretation has provided a fair
amount of evidence on how babies start to understand
behavior as intended towards changing the physical (e.g.
Gergely & Csibra, 2003; Liu et al., 2017) and social (e.g.
Tauzin & Gergely, 2018; Vouloumanos, Onishi, & Pogue,
2012) environment. However, we do not know much about
how infants attribute goals to actions that are aimed to change
the acting agents' own epistemic states: that is, how they
interpret information-seeking actions. Ranging from eyemovements and active locomotion to sophisticated
experimentation, information-gathering is ubiquitous in the
human realm. These exploratory behaviors rarely seem
random, as observers we can often recognize specific
questions that inquisitive agents seem to untangle in a
systematic manner (Bennett, 1976).
Since information-gathering acts are both common subroutines of many everyday instrumental tasks (that change
the observable state of affairs) and are also used as means to
satisfy curiosity, infants, at least intuitively, have vast
opportunity to observe such activities – still, it is an open
question whether and how they make sense of them. From an
evolutionary point of view, one could argue that interpreting
and predicting information-gathering is no less beneficial
than making sense of any other kind of goal-directed
behavior, at least if such interpretative capacities are indeed
adaptations for competition, exploitation (Whiten & Byrne,
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1997) or cooperation (Moll & Tomasello, 2007). On the other
hand, understanding information-seeking poses unique
challenges for observers, as their mental causes and intended
effects are both hidden and underdetermined by the available
evidence: there is an enormous set of potential variables that
an observed agent might be interested in, while the same
actions could provide very different sorts of information for
an agent.
This inverse problem of action interpretation is not
exclusive to information-seeking: as it is often formulated, in
principle, any finite set of goals are compatible with an
infinite number of action means, and any stream of behavior
is compatible with an infinite number of goals (e.g. Davidson,
1963). To solve this inductive problem, several accounts have
introduced the idea that what ultimately constrains how we
conceptualize behavior is a set of assumptions of rationality
(e.g. Baker et al., 2017; Baldwin, Loucks, & Sabbagh, 2008;
Gergely & Csibra, 2003).
For instance, according to the teleological stance theory
put forward by Gergely and Csibra (2003) infants possess a
naïve theory of rational action which guides them to expect
that (1) actions have a fundamental function of achieving
certain goal states in the world and that (2) acting agents will
consistently apply to the most efficient (least costly) means
to reach these states, given the constraints of the particular
situation. If the observed action means are justified by
environmental constraints, then the action, the outcome, and
the environmental constraints produce a well-formed
teleological schema, and the observed outcome is attributed
as the agent’s goal. In addition, this teleological theory is
hypothesized to be productive to the degree that it allows the
prospective inference of goal states and retrospective
inference to situational constraints as well.
A related proposal states that adults and infants are not only
able to represent action costs but can also integrate these
variables with agents’ preferences as utilities and take them
as the underlying causes of observed behavior (Jara-Ettinger
et al., 2016). The suggestion is that the naïve theory that lies
beneath human action understanding represents agents as
utility maximisers, that is, rational planners who calculate the
utilities of candidate actions (via subtracting costs from
rewards) and select the one with the highest positive utility.
With this naïve utility calculus at hand, observers could
predict agents ’future actions based on the rewards and costs
they assign to them and also infer backwards to the costs and
rewards from observed behavior.

What is special to information-gathering acts, however, is
that their intended, epistemic effects are also unobservable.
To clarify, we take epistemic effects as becoming informed
about something. Information, at least according to one
prominent account, is the reduction of uncertainty over a set
of possibilities (Shannon, 1948). Implied by this definition,
the information that the very same state or event provides is
not an intrinsic property of it, but always relative to the prior
hypothesis space of the information-gathering agent. If these
considerations are valid, it is reasonable to assume that the
interpretation of information-seeking acts would need to
involve some kind of quantification over mutually exclusive
possibilities that the observed agent entertains. Moreover,
this formulation suggests that a core problem an observer has
to face when interpreting information-seeking is the
specification of the hypothesis space the acting agent has in
mind and aims to reduce its uncertainty about. Arguably, if
there were certain rules that govern the way agents tend to
gather information, representing these could provide
inductive constraints to solve this problem.
Accepting the dichotomy between interested and
disinterested sampling (Chater, Crocker, & Pickering, 1998),
we propose that the former is the kind of informationgathering that is governed by specific principles, possibly
exploitable by even young observers. 1 Interested sampling is
at work when an agent has a higher-order instrumental
decision problem that she tries to maximize. In this case, the
gathered information has value if it changes the agent’s
expectations regarding which is the best option within this
decision problem. For example, if one is faced with the
decision whether to pack an umbrella for a trip, watching the
forecast is valuable to the extent it helps making this decision.
Disinterested sampling, in contrast, is not attached to any
instrumental goal or task: the agent seeks information in spite
of the fact that it lacks any specific knowledge about its
potential material or strategic benefits. Rather, its goal is
merely to identify the correct hypothesis in a given
hypothesis space. Here, information can be valued according
to the extent it brings closer to this desired epistemic state.
We argue that observers can exploit the fact that interested
sampling is attached to some higher-order instrumental goal
with a corresponding decision problem. Specifically, we
hypothesize that the following set of assumptions,
constituting a naïve theory of information-seeking, could be
used to reliably predict and attribute interested informationseeking in most cases: (1) having no sufficient access to goalrelevant variables gives rise to uncertainty, and that (2)
agents will engage in actions towards the sub-goal of
reducing this task-related uncertainty, but (3) only if the
expected rewards of these actions are higher than their cost.
The application of such a theory would admittedly rest on
a set of capacities, however, some of these were indicated to

be present already in infancy, including the inference of
instrumental goals and preferences (e.g. Csibra, 2008; Liu &
Spelke, 2017; Woodward, 1998), and the inference of thirdparty perceptual access to goal-relevant aspects of a scenario,
together with the causal knowledge that perception leads to
knowledge (e.g. Luo & Baillargeon, 2007; Luo & Johnson,
2008; Surian, Caldi, & Sperber, 2007).
On the other hand, the theory would also entail the
attribution of uncertainty over a set of possibilities and it is
far from clear whether infants can ascribe such mental states
to agents (although evidence on early grasp of at least a
rudimentary form of uncertainty was indicated by
Liszkowski, Carpenter, & Tomasello, 2008). Finally,
assumption (3) would require an extension of the cost-benefit
calculations supposedly present in a naïve utility calculus
(Jara-Ettinger et al., 2016), namely the evaluation of
information according to the gain it provides in terms of
expected utility, for which no evidence is available as yet.
Here, we aimed to test assumptions (1) and (2) only, asking
whether infants will attribute uncertainty to agents, and use
this inferred mental state for the attribution of informationseeking goals to these agents ’subsequent actions.

1 These two forms of inquiry have also been labelled as situationspecific and informational (Coenen, Nelson, & Gureckis, 2019), or
instrumental and non-instrumental (Gottlieb & Oudeyer, 2018).

2 Although, for simplicity, we refer to these as “objects”, in fact,
they possessed agentive features (eyes and self-propelled motion),
only in order to make the scene more engaging. Our predictions,
however, were independent of these features.
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Methods
We tested 14-month-old infants’ responses to an action that
was inefficient with respect to the agent’s ultimate
instrumental goal of reaching an object, but in a particular
case could be justified as efficient information-seeking
behavior, geared with the proposed naïve theory. The
experiment consisted in two familiarization phases followed
by two test trials (see Figure 1 for an overview).
First, we demonstrated six times that a red, ball shaped
agent prefers to selectively approach a target object (a duck),
independent of its location, in contrast to a different, blue
object.2 Based on previous findings (Woodward, 1998), we
expected infants to infer, given these events, that the agent
had the goal or preferred to approach the duck. Importantly,
the two objects had identical parts that played a role later, in
the test phase.
In the second phase of familiarization, we showed two
different situations, two times each. The aim of these phases
was to familiarize infants with the different perspectives that
can be taken in a novel environment. In one scenario, the
agent came out of a house, looked at the duck jumping to one
of two boxes through a tube, then followed it by jumping in
the same tube. In the other situation, the agent was standing
at a platform below, facing away from the tubes and boxes,
while the non-target object appeared behind her and jumped
to one of the boxes with a bumping sound. The agent turned
around, looked at the non-target object in the box, then turned
back, without following it to the tube.

Figure 1: Overview of the experimental design with frames from the corresponding stimuli.
Finally, infants were shown two test trials, that differed in
one critical aspect. In one case, when the agent came out of
the house, she could fully see each object before they
simultaneously jumped into the boxes. We assumed that this
perspective could enable infants to attribute certainty to the
agent regarding the location of the target object. Then, the
agent took a detour: she ascended a ladder to the platform,
taking a position where she had clear view on which object
was in which hole. This detour, however, was hard to justify
in this condition as the agent already had access to this
information. Hence, we label this as the Inefficient condition.
In the other, Efficient condition, when the agent came out
of the house, only the identical, indiscernible parts of the
objects were visible, after which the objects jumped to the
boxes. That is, the location of the goal-object fell within a
range of possibilities from the perspective of the observed
agent (location A or B), but not from the perspective of the
infant. This state of limited information made two mutually
exclusive actions available to the agent (go to location A or
B) to have exactly the opposite utilities in the two equally
probable states, rendering the average expected utilities
ultimately equal for both possible actions. That is, given the
perspective of the agent and assumption (1), participants
could attribute uncertainty to the agent regarding object
location. Then, again, the agent made the very same detour as
she did in the Inefficient condition, which was now justifiable
by the assumptions (1) and (2) of the proposed naïve theory.
We paused the animation at the end of the detour in both
conditions and measured infants’ looking time and pupil
dilation. We expected longer looks in the Inefficient detour
condition, where the detour could not be justified by the
agent's uncertainty about the location of the target object. For
pupil size, we predicted a difference in the same direction
during the detour.
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Participants
A total of 24 full-term, typically developing 14-month-old
infants were included in the analysis (N = 24; 11 girls; Mage
= 14 months, 18.2 days; SDage = 7.5 days). All infants were
recruited in Budapest for research purpose, on the basis of
birth records.
24 additional infants were tested but not included due to
crying or fussiness (17), experimenter error (5) and
equipment failure (2). Infants received a small toy gift for
their participation at the end of the experiment.
All data collection methods and procedures were approved
by the United Ethical Review Committee for Research in
Psychology, in Hungary.

Materials and Design
Animations were created and rendered in Maya®, a 3D
computer animation software (Autodesk Inc.). The resulting
stimuli were displayed on the inbuilt monitor of a Tobii T60
XL eye tracker device (51.l x 32.3 cm, 1920 x 1200 pixels
resolution), controlled by PyHab (Kominsky, 2019), a
stimulus presentation system for PsychoPy (Peirce et al.,
2019). Additional PyGaze (Dalmaijer et al., 2014) scripts
were used to control the eye tracker and record its output. Eye
tracker data was recorded with 60 Hz sampling rate.
First, infants saw six familiarization trials of the agent
approaching the target object over the distractor. During these
trials the location of the two objects (left or right) alternated
in a fixed AABBBA pattern for all subjects. The target object
was always the duck for each participant.
Then, infants were presented with both versions of the
second type of familiarization trials (with either the target or
the distractor object hiding in the boxes), two times each, in
either an ABAB or ABBA order.

Finally, all infants were presented with both test conditions
(Efficient and Inefficient) once, but their order and the
location of the target and distractor objects were
counterbalanced across subjects. Attention-getters, depicting
colorful geometrical figures on a gray background, were
inserted between each trial, except in the first familiarization
phase, where they were inserted after every second trial.
All stimuli, data and analysis scripts can be found at
https://osf.io/vm78t/

Procedure
Following consent procedures, the experiment took place in
a sound-proof room with dimmed lights. Participants were
seated on their caregiver’s lap, at about 60 cm distance from
the display. Caregivers wore opaque glasses that prevented
them from seeing the stimuli. They were instructed to keep
the child seated on their laps and not to interact with them.
The experimenter was seated behind a curtain and monitored
infants’ behavior from a separate screen via a video camera.
After a few seconds of eye-tracker calibration, infants
watched six and four trials of the two types of familiarization
phases, respectively (trials were fixed-duration, 8 and 12
seconds long). Then, infants were exposed to two test trials
(26 seconds each). In both test trial, at the end of each movie,
the last frame remained on, and looking times were recorded
until the participants looked away for 2 consecutive seconds
or have looked at the screen for a total of 30 seconds.
The entire session was video recorded. To extract exact
looking time durations for data analysis, looking behavior
was coded offline with PsyCode (Gervain, Bonatti, &
Filippin, 2009).

Pupillometric analysis
Preprocessing was based on the methodology of Jackson and
Sirois (2009). Pupil estimates from each eye were regressed
onto estimates from the other eye and linear interpolation was
also conducted in order to fill in missing samples. Before, to
remove artifacts, a Hampel-filter was applied to the mean of
the right and left pupil data to detect and remove outliers.
Specifically, if a sample differed from the median of its time
window (composed of the sample and its six surrounding
samples, three per side) by more than three standard
deviations, it was replaced with the median.
Pupil dilation change was baseline-corrected according to
the following rationale. First, we wanted to be sure that any
potential luminosity difference between conditions could not
affect the dilation of the pupil at the relevant time window of
the analysis. Second, we also wanted to identify the earliest
point in time when subjects in both conditions tended to
notice the agent’s action and moved their gazes towards it,
which would also meet the previous criterion, as at this point
their eyes would be directed at the same area of the display
and their pupils would be exposed to identical light sources.
Therefore, that first 300-ms-long epoch within the duration
of the agent’s detour was identified in which the difference
between conditions in terms of both X and Y mean gaze
positions has converged below a threshold of 60 pixels,
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which was approximately 1.5˚ visual angle in our setup,
corresponding to the spatial resolution of the eye-tracker
device used in the study (Holmqvist, 2017). We assumed that
300 ms would be sufficient for the physiological response of
the pupil to adapt to the lighting conditions of the stimuli.
This analysis yielded a baseline period from the 1.728th to the
2.028th seconds of the detour (Mx-difference = 59.2 pixels, Mydifference = 42.2 pixels). This period corresponded to the agent’s
jump towards the ladder, and our subsequent period of
interest covered the remaining 4 seconds of the detour, during
which the agent ascended the ladder and looked to the objects.
For each trial and for each participant, a baseline pupil
diameter was computed by averaging the data samples in this
300 ms, then the baseline-corrected pupil diameter was
calculated as the difference between raw pupil diameter and
this average.

Results
All statistical analyses were conducted in R (R Core Team,
2013). Our main dependent measure for looking behavior
was log-transformed looking time (based on Csibra et al.,
2016) but descriptive statistics and plots feature raw values
for ease of interpretation (see Figure 2). On average, infants
looked longer in the Inefficient (M = 18.22 s, SD = 9.57 s)
condition, compared to the Efficient (M = 13.10 s, SD = 9.95
s) condition, and this difference turned out to be statistically
significant: t(23) = –3.18, two-tailed, p = .004, d = 0.65.
Furthermore, the estimated Bayes Factor (BF10 = 10.34)
suggests that the data were 10.34:1 in favor of the alternative
hypothesis (a noninformative Jeffreys prior was placed on the
variance of the normal population, while a Cauchy prior was
placed on the standardized effect size, as suggested by
Rouder et al., 2009).

Figure 2: Boxplots of raw looking times in seconds for test
trials (N = 24). White diamonds indicate means, bold
horizontal lines indicate medians, boxes indicate interquartile
ranges, half-violin density plots represent the distributions,
linked black dots indicate individual data points across
conditions.
To analyze pupil dilation, mean pupil size was computed
by participant and condition. The mean baseline-corrected
pupil size during the detour differed in the same direction as
looking time, with larger pupil diameters in the Inefficient

condition: MEfficient = 0.19, SDEfficient = 0.24, MInefficient = 0.27,
SDInefficient = 0.19 (see Figure 3 for the graphical depiction of
this segment). To test for a significant difference between the
two conditions, while controlling for multiple comparisons, a
permutation analysis was conducted, based on a technique
that was originally developed for EEG-data analysis (Maris
& Oostenveld, 2007), but was later adapted to eye-data
analysis as well (e.g. Oakes et al., 2013).
This method, first, selects those timepoints in which the
pupil-dilation difference between the two conditions is below
a critical p-value (.05, two-tailed). Second, it clusters these
together on the basis of temporal adjacency. Third, it
repeatedly shuffles the data between conditions, and, for each
iteration (here, we used 1000 iterations), it carries out the first
two steps on this shuffled data as well. Finally, for each
original cluster, it calculates the proportion of random
clusters that resulted in a larger cumulative t-statistic than the
observed one. If this proportion is smaller than the critical
alpha-level (.05), it can be concluded that the data in the two
conditions are significantly different.
In our case, however, this analysis revealed no such
significant difference.

Figure 3: The temporal dynamics of average baselinecorrected pupil size in the two conditions after the offset of
the baseline period. Lighter areas around the mean indicate
standard error.

Discussion
We presented 14-month-old infants with actions that were
inefficient with respect to the agent’s demonstrated
instrumental goal but could be justified as informationseeking under a naïve theory with the following content: (1)
having no sufficient access to goal-relevant variables gives
rise to uncertainty; (2) agents will engage in actions towards
the sub-goal of reducing this task-related uncertainty. We
found that infants looked longer when the same action could
not be justified based on these assumptions. Since this
variable is usually interpreted as scaling with surprise, this
evidence is compatible with the hypothesis that infants can
attribute information-seeking goals to actions that comply
with the principles (1) and (2) above.
Interestingly, we found no significant difference in terms
of pupil-dilation between the two conditions. Our time
window of interest corresponded to 4 seconds of the agent’s
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detour. Were we to extend this window to the period after the
detour, we might have found such a difference, assuming that
making sense of the inefficient detour would correspond to
higher cognitive load, one correlate of which was proposed
to be pupil dilation (e.g. van der Wel, & van Steenbergen,
2018). However, analyzing later segments would be
misleading in our case, as we could not control for the
idiosyncratic eye-movements of subjects in response to the
still display that followed the detour.
Notably, there might be an alternative interpretation of our
findings. Since in the Inefficient condition the agent had
initial knowledge of the target object's location, it is possible
that infants had a specific expectation of direct approach,
which was then violated. In contrast, they might have had no
particular expectation to be violated in the Efficient condition,
yielding relatively shorter looking times in the latter.
However, it is worth mentioning that, under this reading, we
can still claim that infants were able to assign a goal to the
agent, take her perspective, attribute her knowledge based on
this perspective, and predict her behavior given this
attribution, all within one task.
Note that we ensured that the agent did see some portion of
the objects in both test conditions, and we only manipulated
the visibility of those object parts that were relevant for
identity disambiguation. Therefore, it is not obvious how
simple computations based on line of sight or registration
(e.g. Butterfill & Apperly, 2013) could account for the
observed differences. Rather, the looking time results suggest
that infants had different interpretations of the events
depending already on this slight visual manipulation,
indicating relatively sophisticated perspective-taking
abilities.
That said, we are planning a control study to rule the above
detailed alternative interpretation out. It is worth to point out
that including the remaining two combinations of the
independent variables, that is, visible or invisible hiding
always followed by direct approach (instead of detour),
would not help to falsify this alternative. Rather, we aim to
control for the possible confound that the visibility of the
target object’s hiding introduces an unilateral expectation of
direct approach in the two conditions.
Therefore, in the forthcoming study, we intend to keep the
design the same, except we introduce one additional nontarget object (again, partly identical to the other objects).
Then, only the two non-target objects will appear in both test
conditions, hiding visibly or invisibly, as in the original
study. Thus, if the objects are visible, infants should no longer
expect direct approach, as the target is not in the scene.
However, we would still predict them to look longer in the
condition with visible hiding, in response to the agent’s
detour, as the detour remains inefficient – only not because
the location of the target is already known, but because it is
known to be not in the scene, therefore the detour provides
no information about its whereabouts. In contrast, the detour
remains efficient in the condition with invisible hiding, as,
from the agent’s point of view, the target could still be in one
of the hiding locations.

Even if follow-up work generates stronger evidence for the
assumptions (1) and (2), the third principle, stating that
information will only be gathered if its expected rewards are
higher than the cost of the actions leading to it, remains to be
tested. Such an assumption would make the naïve theory
conceptually continuous with a more general intuitive model
of goal-directed behavior and psychology, previously
proposed in the literature, in which agents are expected to
maximize utility (Baker et al., 2017; Gergely & Csibra, 2003;
Jara-Ettinger et al., 2016).
More formally, adapting the analysis of Chater et al.
(1998), the expected value of an interested informationseeking action IS with the cost C and different possible
epistemic results, given the agent’s initial knowledge K, can
be given by the equation:

relevance are satisfied. The authors claim that this
algorithmic procedure can be successful because speakers
reliably communicate relevant information. Similarly in this
aspect, the Rational Speech Act model of linguistic
communication captures the speaker’s need to be
informative, by assuming that the her utility scales with the
social benefit of providing epistemic help to the listener
(Goodman & Frank, 2016). However, inferring what
information is relevant for others is not a trivial task. One
could speculate that recognizing an agent’s instrumental
decision problem (and the corresponding hypothesis space)
would allow observers not only to anticipate its likely course
of information-directed behavior, but also to estimate what
signals from their side could resolve her problem.
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Where EV(result), that is, the expected value of learning a
result can be given by the difference between the maximum
expected utility of choosing with and without the information
it provides. This can be captured by an equation where 𝒜 is
the set of a actions and s are the possible world states that are
considered in a given decision problem, and U is the utility
of the outcome of action a in a possible world state s:
𝐸𝑉(𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑢𝑙𝑡) = [𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑎∈𝒜 ∑ 𝑃(𝑠|𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑢𝑙𝑡) × 𝑈(𝑎, 𝑠)]
𝑠

− [𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑎∈𝒜 ∑ 𝑃(𝑠) × 𝑈(𝑎, 𝑠)]
𝑠

If such a model is included in young observers’ naïve
utility calculus, several predictions should follow. Ceteris
paribus, the value of information-seeking should be seen
higher, (i) the lower the cost of the action, (ii) the larger is the
number of the goal-relevant possible world states it
disambiguates, and (ii) the higher is the difference between
the utilities of possible outcomes it helps to decide among.
We will aim to test these predictions in further studies.
Notably, and congruent with this theoretical framework, a
recent study of Aboody, Zhou & Jara-Ettinger (2021) has
shown that preschoolers are ready to infer others epistemic
states and corresponding valuation of information based on
the cost they are willing to pay for acquiring it.
While the question of how infants interpret informationseeking might be considered interesting in its own right,
addressing it could also provide an opportunity to study how
decision problems, alternative possibilities and information
value are understood early in development. These capacities
might correspond to the preconditions of other remarkable
cognitive achievements as well.
For example, relevance theory (Sperber & Wilson, 2002)
aims to provide a solution to the interpretational problem of
communication by positing that hearers infer the intended
meaning of an utterance by some sort of relevance-based
comprehension procedure: computing cognitive benefits via
following the path of least effort and testing interpretative
hypotheses in order of accessibility until the expectations of
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Abstract

might form. Just as we are predisposed to favor those similar to us (Jordan, McAuliffe, & Warneken, 2014), we may
similarly be predisposed to privilege the moral standing of
humans over non-humans. Alternatively, children and adults
may disagree about the moral standing of robots. This would
instead suggest that our moral standing beliefs are malleable
and learned over the course of development. Second, we take
children’s beliefs about the moral standing of artificial life
as worthy of investigation, in and of themselves. Children
today will grow up with a closer relationship to technology
than ever before. Understanding their perspectives on artificial life may forecast the nature of human-robot socio-moral
interaction.

We live in an age where robots are increasingly present in
the social and moral world. Here, we explore how children
and adults think about the mental lives and moral standing of
robots. In Experiment 1 (N = 116), we found that children
granted humans and robots with more mental life and vulnerability to harm than an anthropomorphized control (i.e., a
toy bear). In Experiment 2 (N = 157), we found that, relative to children, adults ascribed less mental life and vulnerability to harm to robots. In Experiment 3 (N = 152), we
modified our experiment to be within-subjects and measured
beliefs concerning moral standing. Though younger children
again appeared willing to assign mental capacities — particularly those related to experience (e.g., being capable of experiencing hunger) — to robots, older children and adults did so
to a lesser degree. This diminished attribution of mental life
tracked with diminished ratings of robot moral standing. This
informs ongoing debates concerning emerging attitudes about
artificial life.

Moral standing

Keywords: morality; artificial intelligence; developmental
psychology; mind perception

Introduction
In the show “Westworld,” viewers watched visitors to a
“robot theme park” degrade, torture, and kill humanoids —
robots who were virtually indistinguishable from the human
visitors themselves. These robots seemed to have beliefs,
desires, and bodily sensations, making it unclear which features (if any) drive potential differences in their moral worth
(Bloom & Harris, 2018). Is killing a humanoid really equivalent to murder? One possibility is that category membership
underpins moral standing judgments. Sophisticated as these
robots may be, they will never count as true humans. Some
term this perspective “speciesism.” Humans, by definition,
stand atop the moral hierarchy (Singer, 2009).
Though artificial minds in the real world seem a far
cry from human-level intelligence, these rapidly developing
technologies raise important questions about moral standing
(Risse, 2019). This paper sets aside normative matters, such
as whether robots actually have moral standing (or whether
they will in the future). We instead take up the descriptive
claim: What do people think about the moral standing of artificial intelligence, and how do these beliefs form?
We approach this question from a developmental perspective, comparing the judgments of children and adults. This
serves two purposes: First, we gain insight into not only what
people’s moral standing beliefs are, but how these beliefs
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Measures of speciesism appear to capture at least some aspects of moral judgment and behavior. People who tend
to demonstrate “speciesist” attitudes (e.g., endorsing that
“Morally, animals always count less than humans”) donate
less time and money to charities related to animal well-being
than those who rank lower in speciesism (Caviola, Everett,
& Faber, 2019). Speciesism may similarly predict other reallife outcomes, such as meat-eating preferences (Caviola et al.,
2019). Though the majority of this literature focuses on distinguishing humans versus non-human animals, these mechanisms may similarly apply to considering the moral worth
of robots and artificial minds (Nijssen, Müller, van Baaren
& Paulus, 2019). People may place artificial minds, as with
many non-human animals, in the outer ranks of the moral circle.
These speciesist moral beliefs may emerge over time. Children seem to prioritize saving humans (at the expense of nonhuman animals) less often than adults do (Wilks, Caviola,
Kahane, & Bloom, 2021), along with caring less about the
moral concerns of (at least some) robots as they age (Sommer et al., 2019). This may result from mechanisms related
to mind perception: Young children appear more willing than
adults to ascribe mental abilities to artificial minds (Brink,
Gray, & Wellman, 2019; Kahn et al., 2012; Weisman, Dweck,
& Markman, 2017), which may correspond with their beliefs
about moral standing (Gray, Gray, & Wegner, 2007). After witnessing an experimenter transgressing against a robot
during a lab visit, for example, fifteen-year-olds proved less
likely to see the robot as a “mental and moral other” than

nine-year-olds and twelve-year-olds (Kahn et al., 2012).
Our beliefs about artificial life may tie in with representing robots as part of a “new ontological category” (Kahn et
al., 2011). Informed by developmental research (Kahn et
al., 2012; Melson et al., 2009), the new ontological category hypothesis proposes that robots are not easily categorized as natural kinds or artifacts. Both children and adults
may recognize them as having some, but not all, aspects of
mental life (Jipson & Gelman, 2007; Nigam & Klahr, 2000).
This coincides with research on speciesism. Placing robots in
an “intermediary” category is consistent with granting robots
diminished moral standing, relative to humans. Critically,
however, the “new ontological category” hypothesis makes
a further claim: If robots receive intermediate moral standing (e.g., Sommer et al., 2019), they must have greater moral
standing than artifacts.
Taken together, we see this evidence as supporting a potential developmental shift in people’s beliefs about the mental
life and moral standing of artificial minds: Though children
and adults alike may distinguish robots from natural kinds
and artifacts (Kahn et al., 2011; Gray & Wegner, 2012), this
ontological gap may diminish with age (Jipson & Gelman,
2007; Wilks et al., 2021). In comparison to children, adults
may represent robots as mentally and morally closer to artifacts than natural kinds.
We take up these possibilities in the present paper. In three
experiments, we examine children and adults’ beliefs about
the moral standing of a robot, human, and toy bear (control),
as well as beliefs about the mental abilities of these targets.
From this, we hope to gain new understanding of how moral
standing judgments form within the domain of artificial intelligence, as well as whether these judgments draw on inferences related to mind perception.
The preregistrations (when applicable), materials, analysis scripts, and data for all experiments are available on ResearchBox.

iment, collecting data from participants recruited for a separate study. With this in mind, we did not preregister hypotheses or analyses, set an a priori stopping rule, or evenly sample
based on age. We removed data from seven participants prior
to analysis for either (1) failing a comprehension check (n =
6) or (2) not having age-related demographic information attached to their data (n = 1). This left 116 children in our final
sample (Mage = 7.73, SDage = 2.09; 59 identified as male, 57
identified as female). Each child received a small prize at the
end of the study for participating.
Materials and procedure. We randomly assigned participants to either the human boy, robot, or toy bear conditions (between-subjects). We described each event identically
across these conditions, except for target-based information
(e.g., “This is Drew. He’s a [boy/robot/toy bear]”).

Experiment 1
In our first experiment, we provided children with stories
about a boy either transgressing against another human, transgressing against a robot, or transgressing against a toy bear.
In one phase, participants evaluated the extent to which the
target was harmed by these transgressions. In another phase,
participants evaluated the mental capacities of their target.
We chose these three targets as stimuli to tease apart possible moral distinctions between artificial intelligence (“robot”
condition) and humans (“human boy” condition). The toy
bear served as a control, allowing us to identify whether
children mentalize (and moralize) robots similarly to the artifacts commonly anthropomorphized during early development (e.g., toys)and also directly informs the ongoing discussion around the ontological categorization of artificial life.

Method
Participants. We collected data from 123 children between
the ages of 4 and 13. We treated this as an exploratory exper-
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Figure 1: Example stimuli (non-physical transgression, robot
condition) from Experiments 1 and 2.
In the “transgression” phase of the experiment, each participant evaluated one physical transgression and one nonphysical transgression (in counterbalanced order) directed toward their target (see Figure 1). After hearing about the transgression, we asked participants, “Do you think being [pushed
onto the ground / called a mean name] hurt Drew?” (Yes/No).
If participants said yes, we then asked them “how much” they
thought the target was hurt (a teeny bit, a little bit, or a lot).
Using this same metric, we also asked about the actor’s intentionality (i.e., “Do you think Matt meant [to push Drew onto

Data preparation. To create a continuous scale for each
variable, we coded “No” responses as 0, “a teeny bit” as 1, “a
little bit” as 2, and “a lot” as 3.

between the experiential capacities of the human boy, the
robot, and the toy bear, F(2, 455) = 40.46, p < .001, but
the human boy and robot targets were rated alike in terms
of their higher-order (“agentic”) capacities (e.g., being able
to remember things), t(318) = -.61, p = .54.
Experiment 1
(Developmental)
1

Experiment 2
(Adult)
2

Mean agency ratings

A lot

A little
bit

A teeny
bit

No (from
binary)

Human Boy Robot
Toy Bear
1

Human Boy Robot
Toy Bear
2

Human Boy Robot
Toy Bear
1

Human Boy Robot
Toy Bear
2

Human Boy Robot Toy Bear

Human Boy Robot Toy Bear

A lot

Mean experience ratings

the ground]?”) and whether the actor deserved punishment
(i.e., “Do you think Matt should get in trouble for [pushing
Drew onto the ground]?”). We also prompted participants
for beliefs about the perpetrator (e.g., whether the perpetrator
intended to transgress). For brevity’s sake, we focus on vulnerability to harm (Experiments 1 and 2) and moral standing
(Experiment 3) in this paper and leave the additional items
for future discussion.
In the “mental life” phase of the experiment, each participant evaluated their target’s ability to engage in four higherorder mental capacities (i.e., self-control, memory, communication, planning) and four experiential capacities (anger,
fear, hunger, happiness), drawn from Gray et al., 2007. Like
the transgression phase, we asked each of these questions
initially within a yes-no format (e.g., “Do you think Drew
can feel angry?”), followed by a three-point scale (if participants responded affirmatively) to gauge the strength of their
responses.
At the end of the experiment, we provided participants
with a confirmation check (“Can you remind me, which of
these characters was pushed to the ground and called a mean
name?”).

A little
bit

A teeny
bit

No (from
binary)

Results & Discussion
To examine whether children’s evaluations of vulnerability
to harm varied across targets, we submitted our data to a 3
(Condition: Robot, Human, Toy Bear) x 2 (Physical, Nonphysical) mixed-model ANOVA with transgression type as a
within-subjects factor. Children in our sample distinguished
between these targets, F(2, 225) = 10.02, p < .001, rating
the human boy as the most capable of suffering (M = 2.78,
SD = .66), followed by the robot (M = 2.40, SD = 1.00), and
the toy bear (M = 2.04, SD = 1.27). (Note, however, that
the robot and toy bear targets did not differ significantly in
harm vulnerability ratings, t(134.65) = 1.94, p = .055.) This
provides some evidence that children, on the whole, consider
robots as capable of at least some degree of suffering (i.e., 73
of the 116 children gave responses other than “0”).1
We observed a similar pattern for mental life evaluations by
target, evidenced by a separate ANOVA, F(2, 915) = 97.73,
p < .001. Children ascribed more mental life to the human
target (M = 2.38, SD = 1.00), as compared to the robot (M =
1.97, SD = 1.23) and the toy bear (M = 1.07, SD = 1.33). All
targets differed significantly from one another (ps < .001).
We also examined whether these targets differed by mental
capacity type (i.e., agency vs. experience), in light of the proposed relationship between experiential capacities and moral
standing (Gray et al., 2007). Here, we observed an interaction, F(2, 912) = 10.38, p = .000. Children distinguished
1 The results for this experiment (as well as Experiments 2 and 3)
did not meaningfully differ by whether a transgression was physical
or non-physical in nature.
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A teeny
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Figure 2: Mean ratings of agency (top panel), experience
(middle panel), and vulnerability to harm (bottom panel) from
Experiment 1 (developmental; left panel) and Experiment 2
(adult; right panel). Error bars represent +/- standard error of
the mean.
Critically, children’s beliefs about mental life tracked with
their judgments about vulnerability to harm: Experience (β
= .61, t = 2.96, p = .004) and agency (β = .78, t = 2.51, p
= .014) predicted children’s ratings about suffering. We see
this as converging with existing accounts of moral standing
(Schein & Gray, 2018). Our readiness to ascribe mental life
to artificial minds seems critical for determining their vulnerability to harm.
Age effects. To explore whether these patterns shifted over
the course of development, we analyzed the data in two
ways. First, we categorized participants by two age groups
(“younger” = 4 - 8.99 years of age, “older” = 9 - 13.99 years
of age; 72 children categorized as “younger”, 44 as “older”)
and analyzed the data using a mixed-effects model. Again,

because we did not evenly recruit children by age (e.g., only
one participant was 13 at the time of the experiment), there
are some benefits to testing for potential age effects via agebased categories rather than as a continuous variable. Still,
we did not observe an interaction between target assignment
and age, F(2, 110) = 1.18, p = .31. When testing for age effects via linear modeling, no robust age effects emerged (e.g.,
Target (Human Boy) x Age: β = .21, t = 2.34, p = .03; Target
(Robot) x Age: β = .12, t = 1.45, p = .14).
To determine whether (1) there were simply no age effects
to be found, or (2) we were under-powered to detect potential age effects, we prepared Experiment 3 to further examine
these potential relationships.

Experiment 2
In Experiment 1, we gained a preliminary understanding of
how children relate harmfulness and mental life across a
range of targets. In particular, children seemed to place the
robot target in an “intermediary” space between the human
boy and toy bear targets — both in regard to mental life and
vulnerability to harm. Strikingly, these distinctions appear to
be driven by children denying that robots were capable of experience and suffering (e.g., children rated humans and robots
as equivalently agentic).
In Experiment 2, we provided the same experiment to a
sample of adults. This sheds light on whether the patterns
observed in Experiment 1 persist beyond childhood.

Method
Participants. We recruited 158 participants from Amazon
Mechanical Turk (anticipating a sample of approximately
125, after exclusions). We excluded only a single participant for failing an attention check, leaving 157 in our final
sample (Mage = 33.8, SDage = 9.77; 79 identified as male, 71
identified as female, 1 identified as nonbinary). To participate, we required participants to be located within the United
States and have an approval rating of 95% or greater. We paid
participants $0.25 for participation.
Materials and procedure. All materials were identical
to those of Experiment 1 (with the addition of an adultappropriate attention check).

Results
We preregistered two predictions: First, consistently with the
literature on speciesism, adults would rate the human target as
having the most mental life and being the most vulnerable to
harm, over and above the robot and toy bear targets. Second,
adults would rate the robot as having more mental life than the
toy bear (while also rating the robot and toy bear as similarly
vulnerable to harm).
These predictions contrast with the developmental pattern
observed in Experiment 1. Here, we anticipated that adults
would not see robots as a moral “intermediary.” Despite accepting that robots have some degree of mental life, adults
would deny robots the capacity to suffer.
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To test these hypotheses, we ran a series of mixed-model
ANOVAs. Like children, adults distinguished between all targets in evaluating susceptibility to harm, F(2, 301) = 56.53, p
< .001. As anticipated, the human boy was seen as the most
capable of suffering (M = 2.27, SD = .84), with no differences
between the robot (M = .78, SD = 1.24) and toy bear targets
(M = .86, SD = 1.27), t(200.76) = -.49, p = .62. Further, although the human target, again, was rated highest in mental
life (for both agency, M = 2.49, SD = .85, and experience, M =
2.63, SD = .82), adults also distinguished between the mental
lives of the robot and toy bear. The adults in this sample rated
the robot and bear as equivalently non-experiential, t(401.49)
= .45, p = .65, and yet, on average, also rated the robot as
having some degree of agency (M = 1.81, SD = 1.29).
This paints a clear developmental picture. Unlike the children in Experiment 1, adult participants denied that robots
were capable of suffering — a pattern which was strongly
predicted by the denial of experience-related mental capacities, β = .75, t = 10.04, p < .001, but not agency-related
capacities, β = -0.11, t = -1.38, p = .17.

Experiment 3
In a final experiment, we gauged children’s beliefs about the
moral standing of artificial intelligence by asking whether it
was “okay” or “not okay” to transgress against a robot (as
compared to the human and toy bear targets). We see this as a
stronger test of moral standing beliefs, as one might endorse
that an entity can suffer without necessarily caring that the
entity suffers.
We improved this experiment in two additional ways: First,
in light of the differences between the developmental sample
in Experiment 1 and the adult sample in Experiment 2, we
took care to sample enough children within each age group
to identify potential age-related differences with sufficient
power (95% for a three-way interaction between age, target,
and mental capacity ascription). Second, we modified this experiment to be within-subjects. We believe that this provides
important insight into how children compare these targets to
one another when forming judgments.

Method
Participants. In light of a power analysis, we collected data
from 163 children (ages 4 - 9.99). This allowed us to test
for a medium-sized (f = .25) three-way interaction with 95%
power. Before analysis, we removed data from 11 children
(due to failing embedded manipulation checks). Our final
sample consisted of 152 children (Mage = 7.56, SDage = 1.66;
74 identified as male, 75 identified as female). Each child
received a small prize for their participation.
Materials and procedure. As in Experiment 1, we provided participants with vignettes where a boy transgressed
against either another human boy, a robot, or a toy bear. All
participants responded to all vignettes. We removed the vulnerability to harm item (e.g., “Do you think being pushed
onto the ground hurt Drew?” and replaced it with an up-

dated moral standing item (e.g., “Do you think it was okay
for Matt to push Drew onto the ground, or that it was not
okay for Matt to push Drew onto the ground?”). We followed
up the initial binary items with an extended three-point scale,
as described in Experiment 1. Given that this experiment was
entirely within-subjects and provided to children, we opted
to include only the two most representative mental capacity
items for agency and experience, respectively (i.e., the capacity to tell right from wrong, to act with self-control, to
experience hunger, and to experience fear).2

4.34, p < .001, these effects were amplified amongst children
between ages 7 and 9 (human-robot: t(80) = 3.69, p < .001,
human-toy: t(80) = 8.22, p < .001, robot-toy: t(80) = 7.10, p
< .001).
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Figure 3: Scatterplot of children’s ratings of agency (top
panel), experience (middle panel), and moral standing (bottom panel) from Experiment 3 (with 95% confidence intervals). The x-axis denotes participant age.

2 We began collecting data for this experiment prior to the onset
of the COVID-19 pandemic. Our lab collected the remainder of the
data via Zoom. We made a slight modification to the phrasing of the
experiment — using the word “cannot,” rather than “can’t” — for
ease of understanding the participants’ choices over the computer.
These shifts in phrasing did not impact the results of the experiment.

Despite robots’ increasing presence in the human social
world, little work has addressed people’s beliefs about the
moral standing of artificial intelligence. In three experiments,
we examined children and adults’ beliefs about the moral
standing of artificial life. We find that, on the whole, children
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Ratings
Ratings

We preregistered a set of three predictions. The first concerned moral standing. We anticipated that (1) as children
aged, they would ascribe greater moral standing to the human
boy than to the robot and toy bear targets. We predicted that
younger children would discriminate between the three targets to a lesser degree. This is consistent with the speciesism
endorsed by the adults in Experiment 2: Older children may
find it “more okay” to transgress against the robot and toy
bear targets.
The second and third predictions concerned mental life.
We predicted that older children would ascribe heightened
agency (2) and experience (3) to the human boy target (over
the robot and toy bear), whereas younger children would discriminate between targets to a lesser degree. Together, these
predictions align with our existing data: Adults clearly consider robots to be less experiential and less vulnerable to harm
than do children. Here, we explore whether this presumed
developmental effect is apparent in an additional measure of
moral standing.
We fit a mixed-effects model (setting participant as a random effect) to examine whether children’s moral standing beliefs shifted over development, and whether this varied by target assignment. As predicted, children’s moral standing beliefs varied by age and target, F(2, 18,546) = 130.1, p < .001.
This is to say that, in the bottom panel of Figure 3, the age trajectory for the human boy target (in red) differed from both
the robot (in green, β = -0.06, t = -9.51, p < .001) and toy
bear (in blue, β = -.10, t = -16.04, p < .001). This converges
with findings from Experiments 1 and 2. Like adults, older
children prioritized human moral standing, seeing it as “less
okay” to transgress against humans (as compared to both nonhuman targets).
This is evident also in contrasts between targets. Though
the youngest children in our sample (collapsing across ages
4 through 6) did distinguish between the moral standing of
the human boy target and robot target, t(43) = 2.24, p < .04,
the human boy target and the toy bear target, t(43) = 4.85,
p < .001, and the robot target and toy bear target, t(43) =
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Age effects also emerged for mental life. With age, the
children in our sample ascribed less experience (robot, β =
-.19, t = -28.70, p < .001; toy bear, β = -.15, t = -21.68, p <
.001) and agency (robot, β = -.11, t = -17.24, p < .001; toy
bear, β = -.24, t = -35.82, p < .001) to the robot target and
to the toy bear, as compared to the human boy. This suggests
that children dementalize both the robot and toy bear over the
course of childhood. Both of these metrics correlated with
moral standing evaluations (agency: r = .48, 95% CI [.40,
.55], p < .001; experience, r = .52, 95% CI [.45, .59], p <
.001). This converges with a wide range of papers connecting mental life with moral standing: Younger children’s tendency to anthropomorphize may correspond with maintaining
a more expansive moral circle (Wilks et al., 2021).

General Discussion

place robots in an “intermediary” category between natural
kinds and artifacts (e.g., Kahn, Gary, & Shen, 2013). Children seem to believe that robots can suffer (Experiment 1),
and that it is morally wrong to transgress against robots (Experiment 3) — though these beliefs diminish with age. By
contrast, adults, deny that robots have the ability to suffer
(Experiment 2).
All of this coincides with beliefs about mental life: Early
in development, children endorse that robots have rich mental
lives, capable of both agency and experience. Older children
and adults, by contrast, tend to deny that artificial minds are
capable of experience (Experiments 2 and 3). Tentatively, this
suggests that “speciesism,” granting privileged moral standing to humankind, may be learned and exclusive to later childhood and adulthood.

Limitations
There are a number of limitations to this set of experiments.
First, we focused on a narrow set of stimuli and collected data
exclusively from the United States. We recommend testing
these intuitions with broader stimuli and across other populations (e.g., Takahashi, Ban, & Asada, 2016) before interpreting these results as applying universally. Given the potential role of social learning in the formation of beliefs about
moral standing (e.g. Wilks et al., 2021), it is possible that
developmental trends could emerge differently across different cultures. These potential differences may constrain the
generalizability of our results.
A second concern has to do with children’s relatively high
ratings of mental life, vulnerability to harm, and moral standing for the toy bear. This was unexpected; both experimental
evidence (e.g., Carey, 1985) and everyday experience suggest that children do not actually think that toys are sentient
moral entities. When responding to our vignettes, children
may have instead been pretending or play-acting, the way
that one does when reading stories such as the “Berenstain
Bears.” This raises the concern that children were engaging
in pretense when evaluating the robot target as well. On the
other hand, children gave a similar pattern of responses for
the human boy. Here, they plainly were not pretending: It
seems obvious that children truly believe that other children
have mental states and moral standing. Perhaps they think the
same of robots. In future work, we plan to explore in more
detail the nature of children’s responses to robot stimuli.
Relatedly, we recognize that both children and adults may
have interpreted the phrasing of our harm vulnerability and
moral standing items in an unintended manner (e.g., endorsing that it was “not okay” to transgress against a robot because the action causes property damage, rather than an offense to moral standing). Given that people likely interpret
these items in the intended manner when directed towards the
human target (e.g., believing that it is “not okay” to transgress
against a human because the action is an actual offense to
moral standing), this potential difference of interpretation in
light of target further suggests a distinction between human
and robot moral standing. Robots may be perceived to have
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exclusively extrinsic moral standing (Zimmerman & Bradley,
2019). It would be valuable for future research to disentangle
these possible mechanisms.

Future Directions
We see the present set of experiments as an initial foray into
understanding developmental moral standing beliefs, particularly within the domain of artificial intelligence. Many future
directions remain. Children may ascribe greater moral standing to robots, but the implications of these beliefs is unclear.
Do they believe that robots have moral rights? What happens
if protecting a robot is in tension with protecting a human?
Some existing literature gestures at how children might evaluate these cases (Kahn et al., 2012), but there remains ample
opportunity for further research to shed light on these possibilities. Second, we focused our scope to people’s evaluations
of robots as victims of harm. It remains unknown whether
these patterns extend to evaluations of robots as perpetrators.
To speculate, we think it would be interesting if robots maintained an “intermediary” rank for moral responsibility — being evaluated as less accountable than a human for a moral
transgression (but more accountable than a non-agent; Kahn
et al., 2012).
This work also raises interesting questions concerning
mechanism. Here, we highlight the relationship between
mental life and moral standing, echoing a large existing literature in moral psychology (Gray et al., 2007; Schein & Gray,
2018). There are a host of other possible moderators which
may contribute to diminished perceptions of moral standing.
One such possibility is outgroup degradation. Given that
speciesism tracks with a range of human-based social prejudices (Everett, Caviola, Savulescu, & Faber, 2019), it may be
that adults’ apprehension toward granting non-humans with
moral privileges stems in part from distaste for “the other”
(e.g., artificial intelligence as part of a non-human outgroup).
Future work would do well to investigate these possibilities.
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Abstract
Discrete emotions are known to elicit changes in decisionmaking. Previous research has found that affect biases
response times and the perception of evidence for choices,
among other key factors of decision-making. However, little is
known how affect influences the specific cognitive
mechanisms that underlie decision-making. We investigated
these mechanisms by fitting a hierarchical reinforcementlearning decision diffusion model to participant choice data.
Following the collection of baseline decision-making data,
participants took part in a writing exercise to generate neutral
or discrete emotions. Following the writing exercise,
participants made additional decisions. We found that
exposure to discrete emotions modulates decision-making
through several mechanisms including rates of learning and
evidence accumulation, separation of decision thresholds, and
sensitivity to noise. Furthermore, we found that exposure to
each of the four discrete emotions modulated decision-making
differently. These findings integrate learning and decision
process models to expand on previous research and elucidate
processes of affective decision-making.
Keywords: emotion;
learning; drift diffusion

decision-making;

reinforcement-

Introduction
Emotions can direct us to make decisions to approach or
withdraw from other people or situations. For example, fear
can narrow our attention to thinking about possible escapes
or ways to avoid punishment, whereas desire can drive us
toward objects of our appetitive urges. Considerable extant
literature exists supporting the “affect-as-information”
hypothesis, which suggests that affect itself can support a
particular action (much like expected utility and cost;
Greifeneder et al., 2010; Schwarz, 2011). Emotion can also
influence the speed at which actions are taken, such as in the
case where negative valence strengthens post-error slowing
(Inzlicht et al., 2015). However, different discrete emotions
can have greatly disparate effects. For example, anger, while
a negative emotion, can lead to approach behaviors (Carver
& Harmon-Jones, 2009). This highlights a critical gap in the
literature, namely that the influence of different discrete
emotions on specific cognitive mechanisms underlying
decision-making remains unclear.
Affect-as-information theory suggests that valence,
intensity, and the weight of affect in evidence accumulation
processes all contribute to decision-making (Hartley &
Sokol-Hessner, 2018). It is possible that each of these
dimensions are independently weighted in the decisionmaking processes, giving rise to the observed behavioral
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effects of different discrete emotions. However, little work
has been done to test this hypothesis.
Rather, the variability in decision-making has traditionally
been explained by the confluence of choice behavior,
response time, and the integration of feedback by the
decision-maker. The former two indices can be modeled as a
process of evidence accumulation or drift (Ratcliff, 1978).
Decision diffusion models (DDM) explain how choices and
latencies arise from latent mechanisms of information
processing, such as drift rate, response biases, and decision
thresholds. The latter index can be modeled with
reinforcement-learning (see O’Doherty et al., 2017), which
typically formalize sequential decision-making as learning
processes influenced by reward prediction errors and noise.
Together, these two approaches to modeling decision-making
can identify which latent processes are affected by specific
discrete emotions.
Indeed, some prior work suggests that certain discrete
emotions modulate decision diffusion processes, such as
emotions induced with fear-related words (Mueller &
Kuchinke, 2016) and aversive images (Warren et al., 2020).
That said, these pursuits are sparse in the literature and it is
unclear how different discrete emotions comparatively
influence these processes. Furthermore, to the best of our
knowledge no study to date has incorporated reinforcementlearning attributes with DDM to investigate their combined
susceptibility to emotion. Considering these information
gaps, we aimed to develop a hierarchical reinforcementlearning DDM with applications for explaining decisionmaking influenced by four incidental discrete emotions –
happiness, sadness, anger, and desire – as compared to a
neutral emotional state. We fit this model to data from the
following experiment to explore relationships between
specific discrete emotions, information processing, and
learning. Inferences taken from this model are exploratory
and reported for completeness and to inspire future modeling
efforts. Replication is needed to validate the findings as
reported. Future modeling work can consider these findings
when defining prior expectations in emotion-related
parameter weights.

Method
Participants
Thirty-one individuals (15 women; mean age = 19.61, SD =
1.02) participated in this experiment. Participants were

recruited from a private Midwestern university and received
partial course credit for their participation. All participants
provided written informed consent in accordance with the
university’s institutional review board.
A

“Right Door” RT Distribution

B
𝜹
𝜷

𝜶
𝝉

situation that has made you the most angry/sad/happy you
have been in your life, and describe it such that a person
reading the description would become angry/sad/happy just
from reading about the situation.” Participants in the desire
condition were asked to, “In detail, please write about the one
situation that you most desire right now, and describe it such
that a person reading the description would have great desire
just from reading about the situation. Examples might include
acing a major test, kissing a person you’re attracted to, etc.”.
Participants in the neutral condition were instead asked to
write about their daily routine and “describe it such that a
person reading the description would have a clear
understanding of your daily routine”. After this manipulation,
all participants continued with their remaining two blocks of
the 2AFC task.
Participants also completed a computerized Discrete
Emotions Questionnaire (DEQ; Harmon-Jones et al., 2016)
both immediately prior to and after experimentation. The
DEQ was used to measure four distinct state emotions:
Happiness, sadness, anger, and desire. DEQ state emotion
scores were considered as manipulation checks for change in
subjective emotional experience.

“Left Door” RT Distribution

Hierarchical Drift Diffusion Model
Figure 1: Task and decision diffusion model. (A) The 2AFC
task. Participants were presented with images of two doors
representing different reward probability distributions, and
were asked to maximize their reward. (B) The decision
diffusion model. In this model, decisions are made by
continuously accumulating noisy evidence until a threshold
is reached. Participants respond according to whether the
threshold was met for either the upper or lower bound.

2AFC task performance was modeled by fitting a hierarchical
DDM to participant choice and response time data. The DDM
formalizes evidence accumulation by calculating the
likelihood of response time for choice x with the Wiener firstpassage time distribution:
𝑅𝑇(𝑥) ~ 𝑊𝐹𝑃𝑇[𝛼, 𝜏, 𝑧, 𝛿]

2AFC Task
All participants completed a novel 2-alternative forced
choice task (2AFC; Figure 1a.). At the start of each trial,
participants were presented with a centered white “click” box
and were instructed to move their mouse cursor to and click
on this box. Afterwards, the cursor was re-centered and the
box was replaced with images of two doors. Participants were
instructed to move their cursor and click on either of these
two doors with the goal of receiving a reward. Participants
were also made aware that each door represented a
probability distribution of reward; one had a 75% chance of
success (the exploitation door) whereas the other had only a
25% chance (the exploration door). Seven blocks of ten trials
each were completed for a total of 70 trials.

Discrete Emotion Manipulation
The 2AFC task was completed in five between-subjects
conditions differing in manipulated discrete emotion:
Happiness, sadness, anger, desire, and neutral (control). After
participants had completed the first five blocks, they were
asked to reflect on and write about a real-life experience that
made them feel the emotion congruent with their assigned
condition. For example, a participant in the angry/sad/happy
condition was asked to, “In detail, please write about the one
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The DDM decomposes response time entirely into four
parameters: boundary separation, non-decision time, initial
bias z, and drift rate (Figure 1b). For this 2AFC task, it is
assumed that participants noisily accumulate evidence at a
drift rate for either door, and select a door once the evidence
reaches its corresponding threshold. Thresholds are distanced
by a boundary separation, with larger separations demanding
the accrual of more evidence and reflecting an emphasis on
accuracy over speed. Initial bias represents that starting point
of the diffusion process, and non-decision time encompasses
time spent on extraneous processes such as stimulus encoding
and motor planning. We fit the model to participant data to
estimate the joint probability of participant choices and
response times from the values of these four parameters.
Reinforcement-Learning Parameters To account for the
influence of learning on this task, we modified the DDM to
update trial-by-trial expected values of reward using a delta
learning rule (Rescorla & Wagner, 1972). Each door was
associated with an expected value, calculated as the product
of its previous value plus the product of learning-rate 𝜂 and a
reward-prediction error:
𝑄𝑜,𝑖 = 𝑄𝑜,𝑖−1 + η(𝑅𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑𝑜,𝑖−1 − 𝑄𝑜,𝑖−1 )

Additionally, the choice rule for selecting reinforced options
was formalized as a softmax logistic function (Luce, 1959),
where the sensitivity 𝛽 scales the probability of choosing
option 𝑜 as a function of how much larger its expected value
is compared to other options 𝑛:
𝑝𝑜,𝑖 =

𝑒 (𝛽𝑥𝑄𝑜,𝑖)
∑𝑛𝑗=1 𝑒 (𝛽𝑥𝑄𝑗,𝑖)

Change in sensitivity is associated with the explorationexploitation dilemma (Daw et al., 2006). As 𝛽 → ∞, choice
becomes deterministic or exploitative. 𝛽=0 is purely
stochastic or explorative. Together, these two processes
capture learning in the model and introduce two additional
free parameters.
To combine these reinforcement-learning and DDM
processes, we further decomposed the drift rate parameter of
the DDM to be the scaled difference between the expected
value of reinforced options (Frank et al., 2015):
𝛿𝑖, 𝑡 = 𝑣𝑖 (𝐸𝑉𝑈 − 𝐸𝑉𝐿 )
Where i, t is the drift rate for participant i at trial t, and v
is a free parameter describing the rate at which the chooser
accumulates evidence for the expected value difference
between the upper and lower bounds.
Model Specifications To account for individual differences
in parameter estimates, the model was fit to individual
participants’ data using hierarchical Bayesian analysis and
were partially pooled such that subject-level parameters were
drawn from common normal group distributions. Posteriors
were inferred with the Hamiltonian Monte Carlo No-U-Turn
sampler, which is a specific Markov Chain Monte Carlo
sampler available in the Stan probabilistic programming
language (Carpenter et al., 2017). We collected 60,000
samples for each parameter across 6 chains run in parallel.
The first 30,000 samples of each chain were discarded as
warm-up. Chain convergence was diagnosed with traceplots
and the Gelman-Rubin convergence diagnostic (Gelman &
Rubin, 1992).
Priors for the group-level normal means and standard
deviations were weakly informative and set to standard
normal (normal (0, 1)) and half-Cauchy (half-Cauchy (0, 5)),
respectively. We re-parameterized the model to be noncentered (“Matt trick”) to optimize sampling and reduce
autocorrelation between group-level parameters (Betancourt
& Girolami, 2013).
Parameters were permitted to either vary freely between
experimental conditions or be fixed across conditions
(Vandekerckhove & Tuerlinckx, 2007). We fixed initial bias
to a non-biased value of 0.5 and assumed that non-decision
time would not vary with emotional state. As such, we
considered differences in the posterior distributions of four
free parameters (boundary separation, drift rate, learning rate,
and sensitivity) across four condition contrasts (HappyNeutral, Sad-Neutral, Angry-Neutral, and Desire-Neutral).
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Data preparation scripts and model code are available at
https://github.com/kjlafoll/emotionddm.

Equivalence Testing
After successful parameter estimation, we used Bayesian
equivalence testing to determine whether a null value was
among the credible values of the posterior distribution
differences for the four contrasts. This is analogous to
frequentist equivalence testing, but with highest density
intervals instead of confidence intervals. For each parameter
delta (difference in estimates between conditions) we
established the 95% highest density interval (HDI)
representing the 95% most credible difference values. We
further established a region of practical equivalence (ROPE)
around the null difference value, specified as half of Cohen’s
conventional small effect size (Cohen, 1988), the range of 0.1 to 0.1, scaled by the standard deviation of the dependent
observation variable, as suggested by Kruschke (2018).
Using a HDI+ROPE decision rule, we accepted that a
parameter difference was equivalent to null if the 95% HDI
fell completely inside the ROPE, and we rejected equivalence
to the null if it fell completely outside the ROPE. All other
cases where the 95% HDI was partially within the ROPE
were considered weakly informative and left to
interpretation.

Results
DEQ Manipulation Checks. A one-way ANOVA for DEQ
happiness change scores revealed a significant change in selfreported happiness; F(4, 26) = 3.13, p = 0.03; Happy M = 2,
Sad M = -0.625, Angry M = -2.6, Desire M = -0.37, Neutral
M = 0. A one-way ANOVA for DEQ anger change scores
also revealed a significant change in self-reported anger; F(4,
26) = 6.07, p < 0.001; Happy M = -3.33, Sad M = 0.125,
Angry M = 3.2, Desire M = 1.125, Neutral M = -0.428. These
results suggest that our task was successful in manipulating
conscious subjective experiences of happiness and anger.
One-way ANOVAs for DEQ sadness and desire change
scores failed to yield significant differences in sadness nor
desire. DEQ sadness was not found to significantly change
post manipulation; F(4, 26) = 2.02, p = 0.12, nor did DEQ
desire post-manipulation; F(4, 26) = 1.45, p = 0.24. These
results suggest that our task was not successful at
manipulating conscious subjective experience of sadness nor
desire.
Boundary Separation We found strong evidence supporting
a negative effect of the happiness condition on boundary
separation, such that the difference between the Happy and
Neutral estimates had a probability greater than 99.9% of
being negative (Mean = -0.11, 95% HDI [-0.220, 0.017];
Figure 2). This suggests that the happiness condition reduced
the amount of evidence necessary to reach a decision
threshold, and that happy individuals placed a greater
emphasis on speed over accuracy.
We also found strong evidence for positive effects of the
sadness, anger, and desire conditions on boundary separation.

The difference between the Sad and Neutral estimates had a
probability greater than 99.9% of being positive (Mean =
0.043, 95% HDI [0.035, 0.053]), as was the difference
between the Angry and Neutral estimates (Mean = 0.16, 95%
HDI [0.150, 0.170]) and the difference between the Desire
and Neutral estimates (Mean = 0.059, 95% HDI [0.049,
0.070]). This suggests that sadness, anger and desire
conditions all increase the amount of evidence necessary to
reach a decision threshold, shifting the emphasis on accuracy
over speed.
Happy vs. Neutral

Sad vs. Neutral

95% HDI

95% HDI

Angry vs. Neutral

Desire vs. Neutral

95% HDI

95% HDI

Figure 2: Posterior predictive density plots for effects of
condition on boundary separation. Black bar is the 95%
highest density interval, indicating the 95% most credible
values for the mean difference between conditions. Green bar
is the region of practical equivalence.
Happy vs. Neutral

95% HDI

Angry vs. Neutral

95% HDI

Sad vs. Neutral

95% HDI

Desire vs. Neutral

95% HDI

Figure 3: Posterior predictive density plots for effects of
condition on the drift rate scaler v.
Drift Rate We found strong evidence supporting negative
effects of the happiness and anger conditions on drift rate.
The difference between the Happy and Neutral estimates had
a probability greater than 99.9% of being negative (Mean = 0.13, 95% HDI [-0.180, -0.061]; Figure 3), as did the
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difference between the Angry and Neutral estimates (Mean =
-0.091, 95% HDI [-0.150, -0.041]). This suggests that
happiness and anger conditions both slow the rate of evidence
accumulation.
We also found strong evidence for positive effects of the
sadness and desire conditions on drift rate. The difference
between the Sad and Neutral estimates had a probability of
99.6% of being positive (Mean = 0.06, 95% HDI [0.015,
0.110]). The difference between the Desire and Neutral
estimates had a probability greater than 99.9% of being
positive (Mean = 0.17, 95% HDI [0.120, 0.220]). This
suggests that sadness and desire conditions both quicken the
rate of evidence accumulation.
Learning Rate We found weak evidence for positive effects
of the sadness and desire conditions on learning rate. The
difference between the Sad and Neutral estimates had a
probability of 96.6% of being positive (Mean = 0.018, 95%
HDI [-0.001, 0.036]; Figure 4). The difference between the
Desire and Neutral estimates had a probability of 75% of
being positive (Mean = 0.0065, 95% HDI [-0.012, 0.024]).
The HDI partially fell within the ROPE for both of these
difference estimates (ROPE [-0.013, 0.013]). While these
results neither support effects of condition nor equivalence,
should they continue in the positive direction, it would
suggest that sadness and desire both increase the weight of
prediction errors in expected value updating. This suggests
that sadness and desire conditions quicken learning but also
increase susceptibility to larger post-error swings.
We also found weak evidence for equivalence between the
happiness, anger and neutral conditions with respect to
learning rate. The difference between the Happy and Neutral
estimates had a probability of 58.7% of being negative (Mean
= -0.003, 95% HDI [-0.031, 0.022]) and the difference
between the Angry and Neutral estimates had a probability of
55.2% of being positive (Mean = 0.002, 95% HDI [-0.017,
0.021]). While the HDI only partially fell within the ROPE
for both of these estimates, the probabilities of direction were
near chance level, suggesting happiness and anger conditions
had no effect on learning rate.
Sensitivity We found strong evidence supporting positive
effects of the sadness and desire conditions on sensitivity.
The difference between the Sad and Neutral estimates had a
probability greater than 99.9% of being positive (Mean =
0.63, 95% HDI [0.260, 0.980]; Figure 5) as did the difference
between the Desire and Neutral estimates (Mean = 0.77, 95%
HDI [0.420, 1.100]). This suggests that sadness and desire
conditions both increase how deterministic or exploitative
individuals are in their decision-making.
We also found weak evidence for a negative effect of the
happiness condition on sensitivity. The difference between
the Happy and Neutral estimates had a probability of 95.7%
of being negative (Mean = -0.38, 95% HDI [-0.760, 0.026]).
Although the HDI did partially fall within the ROPE, this
does suggest that the happiness condition served to increase

stochasticity or exploration in decision-making (ROPE [0.027, 0.027]).
Lastly, we found weak evidence for equivalence between
the anger and neutral conditions with respect to sensitivity.
The difference between the Angry and Neutral estimates had
a probability of 69% of being negative (Mean = -0.094, 95%
HDI [-0.460, 0.300]), indicating that while the HDI only
partially fell within the ROPE, the probability of direction
was near chance level. This suggests that the anger condition
had no effect on sensitivity.
Sad vs. Neutral

Happy vs. Neutral

95% HDI

95% HDI

Desire vs. Neutral

Angry vs. Neutral

95% HDI

95% HDI

Figure 4: Posterior predictive density plots for effects of
condition on learning rate.

Sad vs. Neutral

Happy vs. Neutral

95% HDI

95% HDI

Angry vs. Neutral

Desire vs. Neutral

95% HDI

95% HDI

Figure 5: Posterior predictive density plots for effects of
condition on sensitivity.

Discussion
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first analysis of
reinforcement-learning and decision diffusion processes in
the context of manipulated discrete emotion. This analysis
demonstrates the utility of computational models in studying
the influence of affect on decision-making.
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With respect to the efficacy of our manipulation, we were
successful in increasing self-reported happiness and anger in
the Happy and Anger conditions, respectively. We were not
successful in manipulating self-reported sadness and desire.
When interpreting these results, it is important to remember
that the intent of this work is to present a novel reinforcement
learning DDM with applications for studying affective
decision-making, and that therefore all parameter inference is
de facto exploratory. We report these results for completeness
and to guide future replication efforts to ensure that these
effects are robust. Future research may consider why these
effects are observed if not for differences in subjective
emotional experience. For example, although our
manipulation of sadness was not sustained, participants may
have associated the explicitly recalled memory with implicit
mood-congruent memories, biasing behavior while
remaining unaware of unconscious emotions.
In the Happy-Neutral contrast we discovered that people in
the Happy condition had a greater emphasis on speed over
accuracy, a slower rate of evidence accumulation, and a
greater propensity to explore. Each of these findings are in
accordance with what theory would predict with the
exception of the reduced drift rate. Contrary to our findings,
Mueller and Kuchinke (2016) discovered that decisions
related to words with happy connotations had greater drift
rate than those related to neutral and fear-related words.
According to Personality Systems Interaction theory (PSI;
Kuhl, 2000), we should instead expect that negative affective
states diminish the attentional resources that are needed for
evidence accumulation, which in fact is supported by
empirical work (Smallwood et al., 2009). One possible
explanation for our observed smaller drift rate is that discrete
emotions on our task were incidental rather than integral.
Feelings-as-information theory would suggest that incidental
emotions might not influence unrelated target decisions
(Schwarz, 2011). Rather, target non-specific mood processes
may better explain the difference in observed drift rates.
Future studies should further investigate the role of incidental
emotion on drift rate.
In the Sad-Neutral contrast we discovered that people in
the Sad condition had a greater emphasis on accuracy over
speed, faster rates of evidence accumulation, faster learning
rates and a greater propensity to exploit. Both the emphasis
on accuracy and tendency to exploit could be consequences
of efforts to reduce current negative affect and maximize
utility (e.g., Tice et al., 2001). Interestingly, sadness was the
only discrete emotion associated with a greater learning rate,
suggesting that sadness was aversive to such an extent that
learning was accelerated at the expense of greater instability
when faced with unexpected outcomes. A possible
explanation for this is that sadness disproportionally weights
positive and negative feedback. Indeed, differences in
feedback valence have been related to differences in learning
rate (Gershman, 2015) and affect has been found to
differentially influence the perception of these outcomes
(Eldar & Niv, 2015). To better understand the independent
influences of positive and negative feedback on learning,

future studies can incorporate separate learning rates for
positive and negative prediction errors. This has been
accomplished in previous reinforcement-learning DDMs
(e.g., Pedersen et al., 2017), but outside the context of
discrete emotion where it could be especially important.
In the Angry-Neutral contrast we discovered that people in
the Angry condition had a greater emphasis on accuracy over
speed and slower rates of evidence accumulation. Curiously,
this combines the drive for accuracy that we associated with
sadness with the impairment to evidence accumulation that
we associated with happiness. With both far-reaching
thresholds and slowed diffusion, anger particularly
debilitates response time. It is possible that anger becomes
less debilitating as separation narrows, but our model cannot
evaluate this as we did not incorporate dynamic decision
thresholds. Fontanesi and colleagues (2019) accomplished
this by formalizing boundary separation as the natural
exponential of the sum of a fixed separation 𝜂i and the
average expected value of a decision scaled by a threshold
modulation parameter 𝜂c:
η𝑖, 𝑡 = exp(η𝑖𝑖 + η𝑐𝑖 (

𝐸𝑉𝑈 + 𝐸𝑉𝐿
))
2

In the Desire-Neutral contrast we discovered that people in
the Desire condition had a greater emphasis on accuracy over
speed, faster rates of evidence accumulation, and a greater
propensity to exploit. All three of these observations are in
accordance with what theory would expect of a positively
valenced, high intensity emotion such as desire. Furthermore,
these findings support the notion that desire motivates a sense
of urgency to approach, resulting in highly focused attention
(Gable & Harmon-Jones, 2010).
While the current analysis demonstrates the utility of
computational models at the junction of studying discrete
emotion and decision-making, our model is not without
limitations. Notably, our model did not incorporate effects of
discrete emotion at the algorithmic level. Rather, we
calculated differences in parameter estimates between
conditions by comparing the condition-specific posterior
predictive densities. In place of this rather binary approach to
appraising the weight of discrete emotion, future studies
should consider more directed concept-to-parameter
mapping. For example, the weighted integration model of
evidence accumulation posits that emotions varying in
valence and intensity can be differentially weighted in
evidence accumulation (Hartley & Sokol-Hessner, 2018).
Specifying such weights directly within a model could
provide a more precise measure of emotion’s influence of
specific decision-making processes.
Our findings are generally consistent with theories of
emotion regulation and integration, with some exceptions.
Unfortunately, little empirical work exists at the junction of
computational modeling and discrete emotions theory to
better interpret these exceptions. As a first step, this analysis
provides some empirical clarity at this junction and
demonstrates the advantages of modeling discrete emotion at
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the process-level. Furthermore, our findings motivate
interesting theoretical questions about dimension-specific
effects of emotion on processes of evidence accumulation
and encourage future work to consider the advantages of
sophisticated modeling for addressing those questions.
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Abstract

characterize nuanced social reasoning processes both qualitatively and quantitatively. Particularly relevant here is the
pedagogical model originally presented by Shafto and Goodman (2008). This account describes how recursive mentalstate reasoning between a teacher and a learner results in the
teacher sampling pedagogically, such that they select the set
of evidence that should maximally increase the learner’s belief in the target hypothesis. Specifically, the probability that
the teacher should present the learner with a particular set of
exemplars (or data, d), given that they are trying to communicate a target hypothesis h, is formalized as:

Models of pedagogy highlight the reciprocal reasoning underlying learner-teacher interactions, including that learners’
inferences should be shaped by what they believe a teacher
knows about them. Yet, little is known about how this influences learning, despite the fact that even young children make
rapid inferences about teaching from sparse data. In the current work, six- to eight-year-olds’ performance on a picturematching game was either overestimated, underestimated, or
accurately represented by a confederate (the “Teacher”), who
then presented three new matching games of varying assessed
difficulty (too easy, too hard, just right). A simple model of this
problem predicts that while children should follow the recommendation of an accurate Teacher, learners should choose easier games when the Teacher overestimated their abilities, and
harder games when she underestimated them. Results from our
experiment support these predictions, providing insight into
children’s ability to consider teachers’ knowledge when learning from pedagogy.
Keywords: Cognitive Development, Teaching, Evidence,
Pedagogical Model

p(d|h)teacher ∝ (p(h|d)learner )α

(1)

where α controls the degree to which a teacher selects useful examples. Learners, in turn, update their beliefs following
Bayesian inference, under the assumption that the data have
been pedagogically sampled by a knowledgeable teacher:

Introduction
From a young age, humans learn much about the world from
the people around them (Csibra & Gergely, 2009; Koenig,
Clément, & Harris, 2004). In order to communicate information effectively, informants must have a clear understanding of the learner’s prior beliefs and abilities. To illustrate
this point, imagine that the authors of this paper started by
jumping straight to the results of our experiment, assuming
that the reader already knew our research question and methods. This would render much of the resulting information
difficult to interpret, and clearly inappropriate for this audience. On the other hand, it might be equally unhelpful for us
to spend the majority of this introduction focusing on material that the reader likely already knows – for instance, providing a detailed review of classic fundamental work in psychology and cognitive science (e.g., see Bayes, 1763; Hume,
1748/1999; Karmiloff-Smith, 1996; Newell, Shaw, & Simon,
1958; Piaget, 1929). Without an accurate representation of
the learner’s prior knowledge and abilities, effective teaching
is difficult. Here, we ask whether young learners share this
intuition – and, if made aware that their teacher has inaccurate beliefs about their competence, whether they accordingly
calibrate subsequent choices about attempted task difficulty.

Models of Pedagogy & Representing Others’ Beliefs
To formally investigate the idea that good teachers should
accurately represent their learner’s prior knowledge, we appeal to computational models of cognition, which can help us
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p(h|d)learner ∝ p(d|h)teacher p(h)

(2)

Under this model, then, pedagogy is understood as a
set of recursive, mutually dependent inferences: The informant presents the evidence she believes will maximize the
learner’s belief in the target hypothesis; and the learner rationally updates her belief in that hypothesis, assuming that
the informant sampled the evidence pedagogically. (See also
Bonawitz & Shafto, 2016; Shafto, Goodman, & Frank, 2012;
Shafto, Goodman, & Griffiths, 2014).
Eq. 1 thus implies that good informants should select the
evidence that would be most likely to lead the learner to infer
the correct hypothesis. But what that “optimal” set of exemplars actually is will critically depend on what a particular
learner does or does not already know coming into a learning
problem. To illustrate, consider one of the tasks used by Bass
et al. (2019). Here, participants selected evidence to correct
different learners’ false beliefs about how a toy worked. The
toy actually activated when a red block was placed on top of
it; but one learner falsely believed that square blocks made
the toy work, while another thought that circular blocks made
it go. The evidence that would be most effective in communicating how the toy really worked would be different for the
first learner (who would need to see red, non-square blocks)
than it would be for the second learner (who would need to
see red, non-circular blocks). Indeed, Bass et al. (2019) found
that preschool-aged children are capable of selecting the particular evidence that would correct different learners’ false

beliefs. Thus, young children appear to be at least tacitly
aware that learners’ prior knowledge affects the evidence that
would be most likely to help them infer the target hypothesis.
Conversely, then, if an informant misrepresents what the
learner’s prior knowledge actually is, they may select evidence that is sub-optimal for that particular learner. While
many have investigated the nature of children’s evaluations and assumptions in pedagogical reasoning (e.g., Bass,
Bonawitz, & Gweon, 2017; Bonawitz et al., 2011; Gweon,
Pelton, Konopka, & Schulz, 2014; Yu, Landrum, Bonawitz,
& Shafto, 2018), much of this past work has been predicated on the default assumptions of the pedagogical model
– namely, that the teacher accurately represents the learner’s
prior knowledge. What are the consequences for learning
when this assumption is violated? Recent work begins to shed
light on this question: Yang and Shafto (2017) computationally compared the efficacy of pedagogy (i.e., a knowledgeable
teacher presenting helpful evidence) and active learning (i.e.,
a naı̈ve learner exploring the evidence that would maximize
information gain) under circumstances in which the teacher
and learner were conceptually misaligned to varying degrees.
Here, conceptual misalignment reflected circumstances in
which either the learner’s or the teacher’s hypothesis space
did not reflect the true state of the world (i.e., HW = HT 6= HL ,
or HW = HL 6= HT ). They found that when there was no conceptual misalignment (HW = HT = HL ), learning from pedagogy was generally superior to active learning. However, this
benefit diminished when the learner’s concept space was incorrect – which necessarily involved the teacher generating
examples that would have been useful for a learner with an
accurate hypothesis space. But because the learner’s hypothesis space was not accurate, these examples were less helpful
in leading that learner to the correct solution. This past work
thus suggests that learning may indeed be hindered when
the evidence selector has misrepresented the learner’s prior
knowledge. Critically, Yang and Shafto (2017) examined
cases in which the teacher and learner simply had different
hypothesis spaces with respect to the true state of the world;
whether the teacher’s beliefs about the learner’s knowledge
might shift the learner’s expectations about how that teacher
will sample data for them remains an open question.

Preliminary Evidence from Prior Work
Misrepresenting a learner’s prior knowledge could thus impede effective pedagogy. However, prior work also tells us
that young learners are quite flexible, and may engage in compensatory actions to maximize learning despite sub-optimal
teaching (e.g., Gweon et al., 2014). If made aware of a conceptual misalignment, might learners adjust their own actions
taken during subsequent exploration, compensating for pedagogy that was generated using an inaccurate representation
of their knowledge and abilities? Bonawitz et al. (2011) indirectly tested this question. Here, preschool-aged children observed an experimenter pedagogically demonstrate one function on a novel toy (which actually had four functions) in
one of three conditions: they were either directly shown this
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demonstration by the experimenter, or they observed the experimenter provide this demonstration to another child, or to
an adult. Children then explored the toy themselves. When
they were the direct recipients of pedagogy, children were
more likely to restrict their exploration to the demonstrated
function – which is in line with the predictions of the pedagogical model. Patterns of play were similar when children observed pedagogy provided to another child; but when
children observed pedagogy provided to an adult, they were
more likely to explore non-demonstrated features of the toy
(Bonawitz et al., 2011).
Why might we see this selective interpretation of pedagogical sampling? One explanation is that children understood
that the evidence the teacher would select for another child
might be similar to what she would select for the participant;
however, this assumption would not extend to sampling for
an adult, given the vast differences in their prior knowledge.
Therefore, children may attend to whether a teacher’s demonstration is likely to be relevant to them. However, these effects raise questions about how exactly children’s inferences
are shaped by what they believe a teacher knows about them
– which has yet to be directly empirically tested.

Current Work
The current work asks whether young learners use information about the correctness of their teacher’s beliefs about them
to contextualize pedagogical actions and optimize their own
choices. In particular, here we investigate how a teacher’s
representation of the learner’s competence could shape learners’ decisions about attempted task difficulty when learning
from that teacher in the future. This is in some ways different
from the concept and causal learning research in which investigations of the pedagogical model are often situated. However, notions of competence and knowledge may be tightly
related in the context of pedagogy. For instance, past work
has found that when acting as teachers themselves, preschoolers calibrate their own pedagogical demonstrations to their
learner’s competence (Gweon & Schulz, 2019), similarly to
how they do so in light of a learner’s beliefs (Bass et al.,
2019). Further, just as instruction can constrain exploration
in the context of novel toy exploration tasks (Bonawitz et al.,
2011), 18-month-olds have been shown to rationally integrate
information about their own abilities with parental feedback
about task difficulty, constraining their motor actions accordingly (Tamis-LeMonda et al., 2008).
We suggest that if a teacher’s representation underestimates a rational learner’s competence, that learner will independently seek out additional challenge in a subsequent learning task. Conversely, this kind of challenge-seeking might be
curbed if a teacher instead overestimates that learner’s abilities. We present a causal model that formalizes these intuitions. In our behavioral experiment, we test our predictions with a group of six- to eight-year-old children. It is
possible that children as young as four might be sensitive
to subtle cues about others’ knowledge in pedagogy (Bass
et al., 2019; Bonawitz et al., 2011). However, our task

may prove difficult for younger children for two main reasons: First, explicit second-order false belief reasoning abilities – which may be recruited when considering another’s
false belief about one’s own mental state – are still developing through the later preschool years (Wellman, Cross, &
Watson, 2001); second, the added attentional demands associated with running this task remotely via Zoom due to the
COVID-19 pandemic might make this task more difficult for
a younger sample.

Method
In order to investigate how children may use the accuracy of
an informant’s beliefs about their abilities to calibrate learning from that informant’s future demonstrations, we designed
a task in which a confederate (the “Teacher”) overestimates,
underestimates, or accurately represents participants’ performance on a picture-matching game (between-subjects). Using their prior “knowledge” of the participant’s ability, this
Teacher then presents three new matching games and evaluates them as much too difficult, not difficult enough, or just
right for the participant; children then rank their preferences
for which of these new games they want to play.

Participants
Methods, participant Ns, and analyses were pre-registered.1
We recruited 20 participants per condition such that our final
sample included N = 60 six- to eight-year-olds (M(SD)age =
88.1(9.58) months, range = 72 − 108 months; N = 29 female). An additional 3 children were dropped and replaced
due to failure to pass comprehension check questions (N = 2;
see Procedure), or asking to terminate the study early (N = 1).

Procedure
See Figure 1 for a schematic of our procedure.
Introduction to Teacher This task was administered over
Zoom, with stimuli displayed to participants using Open
Broadcaster Software. After signing onto the call with the
Experimenter, children were introduced to the “Teacher” –
who, children were told, would be joining the call periodically throughout the activity. Unbeknownst to participants,
the Teacher was actually a pre-recorded video. To explain
away the Teacher’s inability to interact with the participant, it
was established that she was experiencing a technical glitch
such that she could hear the Experimenter, but not the participant. The Teacher then (temporarily) signed off the call.
Novel Object Naming Because the task would later involve
the Teacher either accurately or inaccurately representing the
1 The

pre-registration for this experiment can be found at:
http://aspredicted.org/blind.php?x=bm68j7. In this pre-registration,
we neglected to re-run our power analysis after changing our primary dependent measure from a categorical variable to a continuous
variable. Therefore, although the pre-registration denotes our intention to run 30 participants in each condition, this was in error; 20
participants per condition should be sufficient for our anticipated effect sizes.
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learner’s abilities, we wanted to avoid the possibility that children would be more likely to follow the Teacher’s recommendation in the Accurate condition simply because she was a
more reliable informant; rather, we wanted to ensure that any
observed differences between conditions could be more readily attributed to a specific difference in the Teacher’s knowledge about the participant’s competence. To this end, the Experimenter familiarized the participant with the names of two
novel objects; then, she invited the Teacher back into the call,
and asked her to name the objects. In the conditions in which
the Teacher would later overestimate or underestimate the
child’s abilities, she correctly labeled one of the two novel objects. In the Accurate condition, she incorrectly labeled both
objects. Thus, in all three conditions, the Teacher was correct
on one of three total judgments throughout the task. We opted
to control for overall accuracy using a novel object naming
paradigm because a wealth of prior work suggests that children track this information, and use it to infer informant reliability (e.g., see Harris, Koenig, Corriveau, & Jaswal, 2018 for
a review). This manipulation also happened to be particularly
simple to implement: The pre-recorded video of the Teacher
naming the objects was identical across conditions, and the
Experimenter simply provided the child with different “correct” labels.
Experimenter’s Matching Games With the Teacher off
the call again, children were then shown how to play the
matching game task. This was a simple memory matching
game: Children were shown a target picture and an array of
cards with different colored shapes on them. This array of
cards was then briefly flipped over, revealing pictures on their
undersides. After flipping back over, children indicated the
color and shape of the card they thought the match was under.
Once the child identified the correct location for the match,
the experimenter moved the target picture to a “counter”,
which tracked the matches the child was able to complete.
After playing a practice game and displaying sufficient understanding of the task, children were told they would be
playing the Experimenter’s two matching games: first an easy
set, and then a hard set. Their goal would be to find as many
matches as possible before time ran out. In all conditions, the
task was controlled such that all children finished the easy set,
and no children completed any matches on the hard set.
Teacher Forms Representation The Experimenter then
pulled up a display of participants’ results on the screen.
In the Accurate condition, this display correctly showed 1/2
matching sets completed, and the Experimenter reiterated the
child’s actual performance (“The screen shows that you were
able to finish the easy set and not the hard set!”). In the Overestimate condition, the Experimenter “accidentally went to
the answers screen”, and the display showed 2/2 sets completed. In the Underestimate condition, the Experimenter “accidentally reset the counter”, and the display showed 0/2 sets
completed. The Teacher then re-entered the call and saw the
display; she said she was about to pick out some new match-

Figure 1: A schematic of the method used in our experiment.
ing games to play, and would keep the child’s performance in
mind when picking these new games. Due to the Teacher’s
previously established inability to hear the participant, children were not able to correct the Teacher if she saw an inaccurate display.
New Games & Rank Ordering The Teacher then returned
with three new matching games, each of which would be
worth a different number of points. Based on her purported understanding of the child’s performance on the Experimenter’s matching games, the Teacher thought one of
these games would be “just right” for the child, and each correct match would be worth 4 points. Correct matches on the
game that she thought “might not be hard enough” would be
worth 3 points each; and for the game that she thought would
be “much too hard”, matches would be worth 5 points each.
The participant was made aware that the Teacher would return later to see how many points they had earned. With the
Teacher again off the call, the Experimenter then asked the
child which game they wanted to play, given that they would
only have time to play one of the Teacher’s new games. After
the child made their initial choice, the experimenter feigned
an inability to open the game and asked participants what
their next choice would be if she couldn’t get their first choice
to work. By doing this, the experimenter elicited a natural
ranked choice of the participant’s game preferences.
Comprehension Checks After playing their selected
matching game (which was identical for all children, regardless of which game they chose) with the Experimenter,
and then saying goodbye to the Teacher, participants were
asked to recall: 1) how many of the Experimenter’s matching
sets the Teacher thought they were able to complete; and 2)
how many of the novel objects the Teacher correctly named.
Children who were not able to answer these questions correctly after two attempts and a forced-choice follow-up were
dropped and replaced prior to analysis.

Coding
Game choices were assigned different values (too easy = 1,
just right = 2, too hard = 3), and rankings were assigned
different weights (first choice = 2, second choice = 1, third
choice = 0). From this, we calculated a “difficulty score”,
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which was simply the weighted rank-ordering of children’s
choices (e.g., a first choice of the “just right” game and a second choice of the “too hard” game implies a difficulty score
of (2(2) + 1(3))/3 = 2.33). We computed this continuous
score as opposed to looking only at children’s first choices to
allow for more sensitivity in our measure; we suspected from
past work on epistemic trust that children might have a bias
to follow the teacher’s recommendation across conditions (a
pattern that was also supported by pilot data).

Model
In what follows, we present a simple causal framework for
the problem participants might be solving in this task. Although we do not test all of the variables in this model here,
this kind of formal causal framework is useful in formalizing
our predictions, and could also serve to illuminate additional
empirical questions that could be tested in future work.
When choosing to play one of the three presented games,
participants might compute something akin to the expected
value of playing each of the three games. This can be thought
of simply as the maximum number of points (or reward, R)
that could be earned by playing a particular game, weighted
by the child’s belief p(Sg ) that they will be able to successfully complete that particular matching game g:
E(g) = Rg p(Sg )

(3)

Importantly, to calculate p(Sg ), the learner needs to estimate the actual objective difficulty of each game, which is
unobserved. Therefore, this must be inferred from the available evidence – namely, the Teacher’s statement about how
difficult she thinks the game will be for the child, and the
Teacher’s beliefs about the learner’s competence.2 (See Figure 2 for a causal graphical model of this inference problem.)
Thus, the actual difficulty of each game (as known by the
Teacher) and the Teacher’s beliefs about the learner’s competence will mutually inform the statement the Teacher makes
2 In our model, p(S ) is also dependent on the Learner’s beliefs
g
about her own competence. We conceptualize this as the child’s performance on the Experimenter’s matching games, which was controlled across all participants in our task. Therefore, we do not consider this node further here – but see the Discussion for why it may
be critical to probe this variable in future work.

Experiment 2 (6- to 8-year-olds)
Difficulty Score for
Chosen Games

3

**

2.5

*

2
1.5
1

Overestimate

Figure 2: A causal graphical model of the inference problem
in our task. In order to estimate the probability of success
on a particular game, the learner must infer the true level of
game difficulty that would be most likely to lead the Teacher’s
evaluation of how difficult that game would be for the learner,
given her beliefs about the learner’s competence.
about how difficult she believes each game will be for the
learner. In particular, the model captures the intuition that
if the actual game difficulty is approximately equal to the
Teacher’s subjective appraisal of the learner’s abilities, the
Teacher will assess that game as being “just right”. On the
other hand, if the actual game difficulty exceeds what the
Teacher believes the learner is capable of, she will evaluate
the game as being “much too difficult”; conversely, if the
actual game difficulty level is lower than what the Teacher
has represented as the learner’s competence, she will instead
judge that game to be “not hard enough”.3

Results
In line with our pre-registered analysis plan, we first conducted a one-way ANOVA on the difficulty score for children’s preferred games. This ANOVA was significant:
F(2, 57) = 13.02, p < 0.0001, η2 = 0.314. Follow-up
Bonferroni-corrected pairwise comparisons further revealed
significant differences between the Overestimate condition
and the other two conditions. Specifically, when the Teacher
overestimated their competence, children selected easier
games (M = 1.58, SD = 0.40) than when she had been accurate (M = 1.97, SD = 0.42; p < 0.05) or when she had underestimated their abilities (M = 2.3, SD = 0.51; p < 0.01).
See Figure 3 for a summary of these results.
We also discretely analyzed children’s first choice of game
across conditions. A 3x3 Fisher’s exact test on these choices
was significant (p < 0.0001). To follow up on this result,
we compared the modal response in each condition to chance
(1/3) by exact binomial test. A majority of children in the
Accurate condition chose the “just right” (16/20, one-tailed
p < 0.0001). In the Overestimate condition, 10/20 children
picked the “just right” game (one-tailed p = 0.092); this was
closely followed by the predicted “too easy” game (9/20), although this latter proportion did not differ from chance. In
contrast, the most common choice in the Underestimate con3 The specific quantitative formalization of this can be further
specified, but the above details are sufficient to capture the pattern
of qualitative results presented here.
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Accurate

Underestimate

Figure 3: The average difficulty scores for children’s selected
games across conditions. Children preferred easier games
when the Teacher overestimated their knowledge, and harder
games when she underestimated their knowledge, while those
in the Accurate condition fell in between. ∗p < 0.05; **p <
0.01. Error bars represent (+/-) the standard error.
dition was the “too hard” game (11/20, one-tailed p = 0.038).
See Figure 4 for children’s ranked choices across conditions.
Together, these results are broadly in line with our predictions, suggesting that children’s choices were directionally
informed by what they thought the informant believed about
their abilities.

Discussion
We teach and learn from one another every day, yet this is no
simple cognitive feat. If informants are to select helpful evidence, they must consider what exactly their learner already
knows. And for learners to be able to interpret the meaning of presented evidence, they must consider whether their
informant is sampling appropriately for them. Can children
use a teacher’s beliefs about their abilities to directionally adjust their learning from that teacher’s future demonstrations?
The current work suggests the answer to this question may
be “yes”. When a teacher correctly understood their competence, six- to eight-year-old children were happy to play a
game that she thought would be about right for them. However, if she overestimated their knowledge, children compensated by choosing to play games that the teacher thought
might not be challenging enough for them; in contrast, when
she underestimated them, children instead preferred games
that she thought would be too difficult. Thus, beyond a
mere sensitivity to an informant’s beliefs about them, children may use this information to rationally calibrate choices
when learning from that informant in the future.
This work probes a previously untested prediction that falls
out of the original pedagogical model (Shafto & Goodman,
2008; Shafto et al., 2014), and provides insight into the processes that facilitate learning from sub-optimal evidence selections. While we propose a general model outlining these
inferences, we have yet to mathematically specify the underlying distributions in this model, and there are many more
specific predictions that could be tested. For instance, we
suggest that learners may gauge the probability of succeeding
at a task using both the difficulty of that task and their own

Figure 4: Children’s first and second choices of games, split by experimental condition. The 3x3 Fisher’s exact test on children’s
first choices was significant. Further, the proportions of children who chose the “just right” game in the Accurate condition,
and the “too hard” game in the Underestimate condition, both significantly differed from chance.
perceived competence. We held this latter variable constant
in the current work by controlling children’s performance on
the Experimenter’s matching games; future work could instead test the converse by holding the Teacher’s beliefs constant and manipulating the child’s abilities on the task. This
might illuminate the role that “confidence” plays in children’s
decisions about attempted task difficulty during pedagogy.
There were asymmetries in our data across conditions that
could be worth exploring further. On the one hand, difficulty
scores in the Accurate and Underestimate conditions did not
significantly differ; but on the other hand, a majority of children’s first choices in the Underestimate condition was the
predicted (“too hard”) game, while this was not the case in
the Overestimate condition. Perhaps this reflects something
about the trade-off between p(SG ) and Rg in the computation
of the expected value for each game across conditions, particularly with respect to the goals imposed by the experiment.
Indeed, children were told that the Teacher was going to come
back to see how many points they earned. This is distinct
from how developmental learning tasks are typically construed, in which exploration is relatively consequence-free;
thus, how the goals of our experiment might have asymmetrically incentivized choice patterns across conditions (e.g., see
Figure 4) would be an exciting question for future work.
There are also open questions about what exactly children
believed the Teacher was inferring about them. Did they think
her judgment of their performance was limited to this particular matching game task? Or might they have taken this to
be an evaluation of their competence in general? Answers
to these questions could inform our understanding of how
the current findings might extend to more formal pedagogical
contexts, such as classroom settings. Indeed, student-teacher
rapport is a key factor in predicting students’ academic success (see Wentzel, 2009 for a review). For instance, Skinner
and Belmont (1993) found that teachers’ support of individual
students’ autonomy predicted children’s motivation in grades
three through five; and correlations have been found between
student–instructor relationships and student achievement orientations even in samples of college students (Creasey, Jarvis,
& Gadke, 2009). While rapport is a rich and complex con-
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struct that likely incorporates a multitude of mutually dependent social judgments that extend beyond the confines of one
specific task (e.g., general liking of one another), it is possible that one component of rapport is this sense that a teacher
is providing evidence at the appropriate level for the learner.
If we are to ultimately connect the current line of work to the
formal education literature, it will be critical to investigate
how children believe teachers’ judgments of their competence
generalize across domains, tasks, and time.
It may be fruitful to expand the target age range of this
study in both directions. Testing younger children on this
task could shed light on the cognitive capacities that serve
as prerequisites for this kind of nuanced social reasoning in
pedagogy. While we suspect that false belief reasoning abilities might support performance on our task, we could directly
test this idea by collecting data from toddlers and preschoolers in an adapted paradigm. On the other hand, it might also
be worthwhile to investigate whether our findings extend into
adulthood, and how individual differences in traits such as
Need for Cognition (the degree to which an individual enjoys
engaging in cognitively challenging tasks; Cacioppo & Petty,
1982) might influence choices on this task. This developmental approach would also allow us to further flesh out our
model: Are these potential additional factors better thought
of as moderating variables, or unique causal nodes? Answers
to these questions could elucidate how these representations
might shift throughout the lifespan.
The information provided by other people can help us navigate an uncertain world. But even well-intentioned teachers
often have imperfect knowledge, both about the subject matter and about their learners. How does learning remain robust
in the face of non-ideal teaching? Here, we show how even
young learners may capitalize on subtle information about
others’ knowledge to make rational inferences during informal pedagogy. This work connects to a growing body of literature showing that from a young age, children deftly reason
both about evidence, and the people providing that evidence.
Although many open questions remain, we hope that we have
neither overestimated nor underestimated the potential implications of the current work.
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Abstract

The Development of Artifact-Based Social
Reasoning

Artifacts – the objects we own, make, and choose – provide a
source of rich social information. Adults use people’s artifacts
to judge others’ traits, interests, and social affiliations. Here we
show that 4-year-old children (N=32) infer others’ shared
interests from their artifacts. When asked who had the same
interests as a target character, children chose the character with
a conceptually similar object to the target’s – an object used for
the same activity – over a character with a perceptually similar
object. When asked which person had the same arbitrary
property (bedtime, birthday, or middle name), children did not
systematically select either character, and most often reported
that they did not know. Adults (N=32) made similar inferences,
but differed in their tendency to use artifacts to infer
friendships. Overall, by age 4, children show a sophisticated
ability to make selective, warranted inferences about others’
interests based solely on their artifacts.
Keywords: social cognition; cognitive development; social
inferences; shared preferences; artifacts; ownership

Introduction
Children grow up surrounded by human-made objects,
including tools and toys (Kelemen & Carey, 2007; Pugh,
2009). These artifacts are useful not only as tools, but also as
a source of social information: Adults interpret the artifacts
of others as cues to their identities, and intentionally use
artifacts as social signals, actively choosing and displaying
certain artifacts to shape others’ perceptions of them (Belk,
1988; Kleine et al., 1995; Solomon, 1983; Wheeler &
Bechler, 2021). Based solely on the artifacts a person owns,
adults form quick and accurate judgments about a person’s
traits, interests, and social affiliations (e.g., Gosling, 2008;
Richins, 1994). Overall, artifacts appear to play an important
role in adults’ social reasoning.
How does artifact-based social reasoning develop in
childhood? In the current work, we explore children’s ability
to infer shared or common interests between other people
from the artifacts they choose and own. This ability is
important because children are often tasked with navigating
novel social environments. Inferring common interests from
others’ artifacts could help children successfully initiate
conversations with new social partners, and allow them to
understand relationships between peers.
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Several cognitive foundations for artifact-based social
reasoning are in place in early childhood, including an
understanding of ownership (e.g., Nancekivell, Van de
Vondervoort & Friedman, 2013) and the relationship of
choice to preference (Diesendruck et al., 2015; Jara-Ettinger
et al, 2015; Pesowski, Denison, & Friedman, 2016). Young
children can also infer which individuals share preferences
from non-artifact-based information, like who previously
interacted prosocially (Afshordi, 2019).
Can children use objects to infer relationships between
other people, by considering how objects reflect ways in
which others may be similar? Young children can use objects
to relate other people to themselves: For instance, after
observing two people choose objects from pairs of toys, 2year-olds copied the choices of the person who had
previously chosen interesting toys when selecting between
visually inaccessible toys and books for themselves – thus
generalizing the idea that they tended to share preferences
with that person (Fawcett & Markson, 2010a). By age 3,
children also choose to play with someone who shares their
toy preferences (e.g., likes dinosaurs), and not someone who
has an arbitrary similarity (e.g., a similar-looking sticker;
Fawcett & Markson, 2010b).
However, for artifact-based social reasoning to inform
understanding of relationships between peers, children would
need to use objects to reason about relations between multiple
other people. The computations required for this process may
be more complex than for detecting maximum similarity to
the self: Knowing one’s own mental states (such as
preferences) is cognitively easier, and develops earlier, than
reasoning about the mental states of others (e.g., Wellman,
2014). In addition, children initially use some social
attributes like gender only in first-person reasoning, and only
later use them for third-person inferences (Shutts, Pemberton
Roben, & Spelke, 2013). Thus, the development of children’s
third-party inferences from artifacts may not parallel their
reasoning about who shares their own interests and
preferences.

Here we ask whether young children infer whether other
people have shared interests based on the artifacts (toys) that
they choose and own. In doing so, we aim to characterize the
type of cognitive processes children use to draw conclusions
about shared interests: A simple strategy based on matching
perceptual features of artifacts, or a more complex process of
explanation-based reasoning.

Two Accounts of Children’s Reasoning
We hypothesize that children will draw conclusions about
shared interests through explanation-based reasoning, as an
inference to the best explanation (Lipton, 2004; Tenenbaum,
Griffiths, & Kemp, 2006). Under this account, to explain
observed data (e.g., two people have similar artifacts), we
consider multiple hypotheses, and then choose the one that
offers the best explanation (e.g., they both enjoy the activity
the objects are used for). This type of inferential reasoning
occurs in childhood in multiple related domains, including
causal induction, and reasoning about others’ mental states
(Baker, Saxe, & Tenenbaum, 2009; Jara-Ettinger et al., 2015;
Pesowski et al., 2020).
This account makes the prediction that children should
infer that two people have shared interests when they own or
choose similar artifacts, and crucially should privilege
conceptual similarity over perceptual features. That is, if two
people have objects that are used for the same kind of activity,
but look different (e.g., a baseball and a catcher’s mitt), one
might infer that they both share an interest in that activity
(e.g., baseball). However, if two people have objects that look
similar, but are not used for the same kind of activity (e.g., a
baseball and a beachball), this would not imply a shared
interest, despite the perceptual resemblance.
There are two reasons to suspect that children may
prioritize artifacts’ conceptual similarity in this way when
making social inferences. First, children readily reason about
objects’ functions: They categorize and label objects by their
intended function rather than by their perceptual features
(e.g., Gelman & Bloom, 2000; Kelemen, 1999; Kemler
Nelson et al., 2000; Träuble & Pauen, 2007), and use
artifacts’ properties to reason about their intended purpose
(Kelemen, Seston, & Saint Georges, 2012). Second, children
are able to prioritize conceptual similarities over perceptual
similarities in some contexts, for example to infer which
natural kinds (animals, rocks) are similar to each other
(Gelman & Markman, 1986).
However, it is also plausible that young children may use
perceptual similarity as a heuristic, and ignore relevant
conceptual information. Since the work of Piaget, it has been
argued that young children use heuristics and superficial
features in this way, rather than engaging in deeper reasoning
(e.g., Jones & Smith, 1993; Piaget, 1929; Sloutsky, Kloos, &
Fisher, 2007). Over the preschool years, children have been
argued to shift away from prioritizing perceptual information
toward prioritizing conceptual information, as in the case of
the shape-to-taxonomic shift in word meaning extensions
from ages 3-5 (Imai, Gentner, & Uchida, 1994).
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If young children use objects’ perceptual features to make
social inferences, children may note the perceptual similarity
of object pairs, and infer that owners of similar-looking
objects are more similar to one another in other dimensions
as well. This should lead to specific errors when objects’
conceptual information and perceptual similarity are pitted
against one another: Children’s decisions should flip, such
that they pick the perceptual match over the conceptual match
in this case.

The Current Study
To test these two accounts of children’s reasoning, we
introduced children to three characters (a target and two
others), and a toy each one had brought from home to play
with after school. We manipulated whether the target’s toy
was conceptually similar to the other characters’ toys (in the
sense of being used for the same kind of activity), and/or
perceptually similar to the other characters’ toys. In half of
the trials, one toy was both conceptually and perceptually
more similar to the target’s toy than the other – i.e., the
conceptual and perceptual cues were congruent. In the other
half of trials, these cues were incongruent: One toy was
conceptually similar to the target’s, while the other toy was
perceptually more similar (i.e., it was of similar color and
shape). If children use relevant conceptual information to
reason about shared interests, then children should answer
that the character with a conceptually similar toy shares the
target’s preferences, even on trials where this toy is more
perceptually distinct.
We also asked whether children make specific, warranted
inferences about shared interests, or over-generalize by
inferring that people with similar artifacts are more similar on
any dimension. To test this, we asked children two kinds of
questions: Questions about relevant topics (liking the same
games, same activities, or being best friends), and other,
irrelevant dimensions (having the same bedtime, birthday, or
middle name). If children make specific reasoned inferences
about activity preferences, they should choose the character
with the similar toy only when answering questions about
relevant topics, not similarly-worded but irrelevant questions.
However, if children always use artifacts’ similarity in their
judgements, then they should make consistent judgments
regardless of the type of social inference they are asked to
make. We included the option for children to answer “I don’t
know” on all trials, which pilot testing suggested improved
children’s engagement with the task by minimizing
frustration (see Method).
To better understand the reasoning behind children’s
inferences, we also asked children to explain their judgments.
Because children younger than age 4 often have difficulty
providing adequate justifications (e.g., Kenward & Dahl,
2011; Terrier et al., 2016; Van de Vondervoort & Hamlin,
2017), we tested 4-year-old children in the current study. We
also chose 4-year-olds because at this age, children have a
sophisticated understanding of the artifact domain,
particularly about artifacts’ intended functions (e.g., Kelemen
& Carey, 2007), and their reasoning in other domains appears

to be actively shifting from using perceptual features to
conceptual information (e.g., a shape-to-taxonomic shift in
word meaning extensions, from age 3-5; Imai et al., 1994).
We also tested adults as a point of comparison, to determine
whether children’s inferences resemble those of adults. If
children and adults use explanation-based reasoning to infer
shared interests from artifacts, then both populations should
make only relevant and warranted social inferences, and
privilege conceptual over perceptual similarity. In contrast, if
4-year-old children have not yet shifted from prioritizing
perceptual information in this domain, then there should be
notable differences between children’s and adults’ social
inferences, with children always selecting the character with
the perceptually similar toy.
The experimenter script, sample images, data, and analysis
code are available at https://osf.io/tnv5z

Methods
Participants
32 four-year-old children (Mage= 4 years; 6 months, range=
4;1-4;10, 16 females) and 32 adults (Mage= 20.5 years, range=
18-29 years, 22 females) participated. Children were
recruited from the metro-Boston area from birth lists and
local community events. One additional child participant was
excluded from the final sample due to lack of attention and
failure to engage in the task. Adults were recruited from the
undergraduate student population at a large public university
in California, and earned course credit in exchange for
participation. One additional adult participant was tested but
excluded for failing an attention check question, which asked
participants to identify which one of several questions they
had not been asked during the task.
In addition, to validate our stimuli, we recruited a separate
sample of adults online using Prolific (N=40; Mage= 31 years,
range= 18-59 years, 20 female, 1 additional gender identity).
These participants were asked to judge which toy was more
perceptually similar to the target in each set (see Stimuli).

Design
The experiment used a 2x2 within-subject design (trial type:
conceptual and perceptual similarity congruent vs.
incongruent; question type: relevant vs. irrelevant). Children
completed 6 trials: 3 congruent and 3 incongruent. The
location of the non-target objects (left, right) and which type
of question was asked first (relevant, irrelevant) was
counterbalanced. There were three possible relevant
questions (likes same activities, games, best friends); and
three irrelevant questions (same bedtime, birthday, middle
name). Each of the six questions occurred twice, once in each
type of trial (congruent, incongruent), and were presented in
one of four different pseudo-random orders. The 3 congruent
trials were always presented first, followed by the 3
incongruent trials. Within each trial, all characters were of the
same gender; half of the trials had male characters and the
other half had female characters.
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Stimuli
Stimuli consisted of cartoon images of children, each paired
with a photograph of a toy or set of toys. The image of the
target character and toy was placed above the two other
characters, centered and equidistant. On congruent trials, the
target’s toy was conceptually and perceptually more similar
to one of the character’s toys than other (see examples in
Figure 1). On incongruent trials, one of the toys was
conceptually similar to the target’s, while the other toy was
conceptually different but perceptually more similar (i.e., was
the same shape and color as the target). The three incongruent
stimulus sets were: A set of paints (target), paintbrushes,
xylophone (similar colors and orientation to paints); Teapot
(target), teacups, watering can (similar shape and color to
teapot); Toy stethoscope (target), toy band aids, headphones
(similar shape and color to stethoscope).
To validate the idea that the perceptually similar toy looked
most similar to the target’s toy, an independent group of
adults were shown the same triads of toys, and asked: “Which
of the two objects below looks most similar (visually similar)
to the object above?”. Participants near-unanimously agreed
with our designations, selecting the perceptually similar toy
as looking most similar to the target (M=97.92%,
SEM=.44%; 235/240 total trials across 40 participants). This
was the case both in the congruent trials (M=100%, SEM=0;
120/120 total trials) and also in the incongruent trials
(M=95.83%, SEM= 1.23%; 115/120 total trials), validating
the idea that these items actually were perceptually more
similar, as intended by our manipulation.

Procedure
Children were tested individually in the laboratory, seated at
a small table next to the experimenter. Children first took part
in a brief training session regarding the “I don’t know”
option, in which they were introduced to an icon of a
character shrugging (gender-matched to the participant; see
Figure 1) and encouraged to use this icon in response to a
question where the answer was unknown (what was inside a
closed box).
On each trial, the experimenter pointed to the images, and
said: “This is [X], and [s/he] goes to kindergarten at Smith
Elementary School. [X]’s teacher told all the children in the
class to bring something in from home, to play with after
school. This is what [X] brought in to play with after school.
Here are two other children who are in the same class as [X],
and here are the things they brought in to play with after
school”. To ensure that children were familiar with the
objects, they were asked to identify and label the toys. If they
did not know, they were asked if they knew what the toy was
for; if not, the experimenter labeled the object and stated its
function. This occurred only rarely (12 out of 576 object
presentations).
On each trial, children were asked one relevant and one
irrelevant question. All questions took the same form: “Who
do you think [likes/does/has] the same [thing] as [Target]:
[character A], [character B], or you don’t know?”. For
example, “Who do you think likes to play the same kinds of

Congruent

Results

Incongruent

Conceptuallysimilar object is
also perceptually
similar

Conceptuallysimilar object is
perceptually more
different

Figure 1: Methods. Sample images used in the test trials.
The top character was the target; children answered by
selecting one of three options: the character on the left, the
other character, or “I don’t know” (represented by the
character on the right). In congruent trials (left panel), the
target object was conceptually and perceptually similar to
one of the objects; whereas in the incongruent trials (right
panel), the target object was conceptually similar to one
object, but perceptually similar to the other.
games as [Target]…?”; “Who do you think has the same
birthday as [Target]…?”. Children responded by indicating
one of the characters or by saying “I don’t know”, either
verbally or by pointing. Trials on which children responded
“both” or “neither” were excluded from analysis; this
occurred only rarely (6/192 trials). If children responded by
indicating one of the characters, they were asked to explain
their answer (“Why do you think that?”).
Adults were tested using a similar task, adapted for adult
participants and for online testing. Adults did not receive
training on how to respond “I don’t know”, were not asked to
label objects, and were not asked to explain their answers.
Adults saw the same images, with vignettes and questions
presented as text, and the “I don’t know” response option also
presented as text.

Coding of Children’s Explanations
Two coders naïve to the hypotheses and children’s judgments
independently coded children’s explanations of their answers
into four non-mutually-exclusive categories: toy-based,
character-based, I don’t know, and Other. Toy-based
explanations referred to the toys’ similarity, the toys
themselves, or stated that the characters like or would engage
in the activity the toys were for (e.g., “they both have soccer
balls”, “because she has books”). Character-based
explanations appealed to the characters’ features (e.g., faces,
hair, names). The ‘Other’ category encompassed
justifications that were irrelevant, ambiguous, or restated the
question. Two explanations were coded into more than one
category, and children failed to provide an explanation on 5
trials. Intercoder reliability was 98.24%, and disagreements
were resolved by a third coder, who remained unaware of the
other coders’ judgements.
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To test whether children made specific, warranted inferences
about others’ shared interests from their artifacts, we used a
logistic regression to predict children’s selection of the
character with the conceptually similar toy, with the
predictors of trial type (congruent/incongruent), question
type (relevant/irrelevant), the interaction of these two factors,
and subject (as a random factor). As predicted, there was a
main effect of question type (nested model comparison,
χ2(1)=38.06, p<.001), such that children were more likely to
choose the agent with the conceptually similar toy when
asked relevant questions (M=59%, SEM=4%) than irrelevant
questions (M=29%, SEM=3%). Follow-up analyses showed
that when answering relevant questions, children chose the
character with the conceptually similar toy at a rate greater
than chance (out of 3 options, chance=.33; t(188)=7.17,
p<.001); and selected this character at chance when
answering irrelevant questions (t(188)=1.34, p=.18). There
was no main effect of trial type, such that children chose the
character with the conceptually similar toy at similar rates in
congruent vs. incongruent trials (χ2(1)=3.25, p=.07).
However, there was a significant interaction between trial
type and question type (χ2(1)=6.88, p=.009): When
answering relevant questions, children chose the character
with the conceptually similar toy more often on trials with
congruent cues (M=69%, SEM=5%) than incongruent cues
(M=48%, SEM=5%); see Figure 2a.
We used a separate logistic regression model to test when
children tended to answer “I don’t know”, with the same
predictors. As predicted, there was a main effect of question
type (χ2(1)=20.33, p<.001), with children being more likely
to indicate they did not know in response to irrelevant
questions (M=43%, SEM=4%) than relevant questions
(M=24%, SEM=3%). Follow-up analyses showed that
children answered that they did not know at rates below
chance when responding to relevant questions (3 options,
chance=.33; 24%, t(188)=2.96, p=.004), and at rates greater
than chance when answering irrelevant questions (43%,
t(188)=2.87, p=.005). Neither trial type (nested model
comparison, χ2(1)=.78, p=.38) nor the interaction between
trial and question type (χ2(1)=2.46, p=.11) predicted the
tendency to answer “I don’t know”.

Differences by Question Topic
To determine if children’s responses differed by specific
question topic (activities, games, friendship; bedtime,
birthday, middle name), we also performed a logistic
regression within each question type (relevant/irrelevant),
with the predictors of specific question topic and subject (as
a random factor). Children selected the character with the
conceptually similar toy at equal rates when asked who liked
the same games and activities (71% and 64% respectively,
p=.33, logistic regression with activities as the reference
level). However, children were less likely to select this
character when inferring friendship (40%, b=-1.19, p=.004).
When answering irrelevant questions, children selected the
character with the conceptually similar toy at equal rates

In most regards, adults’ answers patterned with children’s,
with more consistency across participants (see Figures 2b,
3b). A logistic regression predicting adults’ selection of the
character with the conceptually similar toy, with the
predictors of trial type, question type, and subject (as a
random factor), revealed main effects of trial type
(χ2(1)=13.14, p<.001), such that adults were more likely to
select this character on congruent than incongruent trials
(55% vs. 44%); a main effect of question type (χ2(1)=242.12,
p<.001), with adults selecting this character more in response
to relevant than irrelevant questions (84% vs. 15%); and no
interaction between trial and question type (χ2(1)=.30,
p=.58). Adults were more likely than children to select the
character with the conceptually similar toy when asked
relevant questions (83% vs. 59%, b=-1.44, p<.001; logistic
regression, data from relevant questions only; predictors of
age group, and subject as a random factor). Similar to
children, adults selected the character with the conceptually
similar toy at equal rates when inferring who liked the same
games and activities as the target (97% and 91% respectively,
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Figure 3: Results broken down by question topic. Children’s
(a) and adults’ (b) mean responses (see legend).
p=.15, logistic regression with activities as the reference
level), and were less likely to select this character when
inferring friendship (64%, b=-1.93, p<.001). Notably, adults
were more likely than children to infer that the character with
the conceptually similar object was friends with the target
(64% vs. 40%, b=-1.03, p=.01); see Figure 3b.

The most common type of explanation children provided for
their answers were toy-based justifications (108 out of 254
justifications), followed by “I don’t know” (70/254),
character-based justifications (38/254), and ‘other’
explanations (38/254). Children were more likely to provide
toy-based explanations when answering relevant questions
than irrelevant questions (84 vs. 24 justifications, b=2.31,
p<.001; logistic regression with predictors of trial type,
question type, and subject as a random factor), and were more
likely to provide character-based explanations when
answering irrelevant questions than relevant ones (25 vs. 13
justifications, b=-1.28, p=.003). Children were also more
likely to say that they did not know why they selected a
character when answering irrelevant questions than relevant
questions (42 vs. 28 justifications, respectively, b=-1.92,
p<.001).
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when asked who had the same bedtime or birthday (38% and
27% respectively, p=.17, logistic regression with bedtime as
the reference level); however, they were less likely to select
this character when asked who had the same middle name
(21%, b=-.92, p=.03); see Figure 3a.
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Discussion
We find that 4-year-old children use the artifacts people own
and choose to make selective, warranted social inferences.
When asked to infer who had the same interests as a target
character, children chose the character with a conceptually
similar object to the targets’ – an object used for the same

Figure 2: Results. Children’s (a) and adults’ (b) mean
proportion scores by question type (relevant/irrelevant), trial
type (congruent/incongruent), and response chosen (see
legend).
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activity – over a character with a different object. However,
children did not infer that people with similar objects were
similar on every dimension: When asked which person had
the same arbitrary property (bedtime, birthday, or middle
name), children did not systematically select either character,
and most often reported that they did not know. These
findings show that preschool children draw specific,
warranted conclusions about others’ shared interests based on
their artifacts.
Children chose the characters with conceptually similar
objects as having shared interests even when another
characters’ object was more perceptually similar. Thus,
children were able to use relevant information over irrelevant
surface features, contrary to theoretical accounts of children’s
reasoning as superficial in nature (Piaget, 1929), and in line
with evidence of deeper conceptual reasoning in childhood
(e.g., Gelman & Markman, 1986). These findings contribute
to the current literature by showing that at four years of age,
children’s cognitive ability to prioritize conceptual over
perceptual information extends beyond kind-based
categorization judgments to the domain of artifact-based
social reasoning.
However, there was some effect of perceptual similarity:
Children’s performance was more consistent when
perceptual and conceptual cues were congruent than when
they conflicted. To a lesser extent, this was also true in adults.
This may be due to distraction: People often shift to using
surface features and heuristics when judgments are made
quickly, under cognitive load, or without focused attention
(e.g., Gigerenzer & Gaissmeyer, 2011).
Interestingly, children differed from adults in that they did
not infer that two people with conceptually similar artifacts
were best friends, despite inferring that they had shared
interests. This contrasts with previous research showing that
children believe that shared preferences are one of the most
important characteristics of friendships (Bigelow & Gaipa,
1975; Furman & Bierman, 1983; also see Afshordi &
Liberman, 2021). This could be due to the question itself: We
asked children to identify the “best” friend, a type of
friendship for which additional evidence may be required
(e.g., sharing secrets, Afshordi & Liberman, 2021).
Alternatively, 4-year-olds may need a greater quantity of
evidence to infer friendship, i.e., observing that two people
have many similar toys. With age, children need fewer
instances of people’s choices or behaviors to make social
inferences (Boseovski & Lee, 2006; Kalish, 2002; Pesowski
et al., 2016). Further, children in the current study might not
have believed that people’s shared preference for a single
activity would necessarily cause them to consistently play
together, an important feature of friendships for children
(Furman & Bierman, 1983).
One potential direction for future work could be to explore
artifact-based social reasoning in children with Autism
Spectrum Disorder (ASD). Current interventions for ASD
leave a number of residual deficits, including fewer
reciprocal friendships and lower peer acceptance (e.g.,
Chamberlain, Kasari, & Rotheram-Fuller, 2007). These
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problems are thought to stem in part from difficulties
identifying shared interests and common experiences, leading
to issues identifying appropriate social partners and
initializing conversations on topics of mutual interest
(Bauminger, 2002; Laugeson et al. 2009). Understanding
whether children with ASD fail to spontaneously infer others’
interests from artifacts could potentially lead to the creation
of novel interventions and social skills training programs that
help children with ASD use artifacts to determine others’
interests via explicit, conscious reasoning strategies.
Overall, these findings show that preschool children have
a sophisticated ability to draw specific, warranted
conclusions about others’ mutual interests based solely on
their artifacts. These findings suggest that children arrive at
school privy to a rich and ubiquitous source of social
information, such as the clothes, bags, and toys others own.
Based on these artifacts, children are able to infer others’
interests and relate other people to one another. From early in
development, social information from artifacts may serve as
implicit social glue, providing a foundation for smooth social
interaction in early life.
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Abstract
Selective attention involves attending to task-relevant information and inhibiting task-irrelevant information. While spatial
priming is known to efficiently shape selective attention, the
nature of language-mediated effects on selective attention is
not well-understood, particularly in young toddlers. We compare the impact of language-mediated and spatially-mediated
attention in an eye-tracking paradigm in which two objects are
presented in one of four possible locations and one of the objects is highlighted. The impact of labelling on attention orienting during a prime phase was tested in a subsequent probe
phase, where either the identity, location or both were manipulated, and compared to the impact of spatial priming. To elucidate the role of development on these effects, the study was
conducted with 18- and 26-month-old toddlers. The results
revealed that both language-mediated and spatially-mediated
priming lead to attention orienting during the probe phase: attended information during the prime phase facilitates attention
during the probe phase while ignored features are inhibited.
However, in contrast to spatially-mediated attention during the
prime phase, language-mediated attention can override these
inhibitory effects. The impact of language on overcoming
inhibitory effects is particularly noteworthy in the older age
group.
Keywords: selective attention; attention orienting; languagemediated attention; inhibition; negative priming; spatially mediated attention

Introduction
Selective attention plays a key role in determining what information from the available sensory input will be processed. It
involves filtering of the available sensory information: while
the relevant information is attended, interference from the remaining alternatives is filtered out (Amso & Scerif, 2015).
Some form of facilitation-based orienting is present even in
newborns. In contrast, selective attention orienting which involves inhibition is observed in 4–6-month-old infants (Amso
& Scerif, 2015). Inhibition of irrelevant information is
considered crucial for development, since attentional selection without inhibition would be random (Amso & Johnson,
2005). A recent study found that selective attention orienting is related to better learning and memory as compared to
facilitation-based orienting in 4-month-old infants, suggesting that inhibition plays an important role in cognitive development (Markant & Amso, 2016).
Two experimental paradigms commonly used to study the
development of selective attention are negative priming (hereafter NP) and inhibition of return (hereafter IOR). The negative priming paradigm reveals an impaired response to a target that was previously ignored (Frings, Schneider, & Fox,
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2015). Furthermore, variations of this paradigm engaging either location- or identity-NP have different effects suggesting
that object location is processed in a different way than object identity (Frings et al., 2015). One study found evidence
of negative priming even in 9-month-old infants, suggesting
that inhibitory mechanisms emerge late in the first year of life
(Amso & Johnson, 2005).
While NP paradigms focus on the ability to inhibit previously ignored information, IOR paradigms typically involve a
spatial cueing task, where, following brief exposure to a cue,
a target appears either in the cued or opposite location. IOR
studies tend to yield a crossover pattern: if the delay between
cue and target is very short (< 250ms), there is a facilitation
effect. If the delay is longer (> 250ms), the response is faster
to targets in the non-cued location as compared to the cued
location, revealing the operation of an inhibitory mechanism
or selective attention (Klein, 2000).
Studies using paradigms such as NP and IOR have demonstrated the development of selective attention mechanisms
during infancy and early childhood. While these studies
clearly show how spatial cueing can drive attention orienting and consequent inhibition of the unattended information,
it is not clear whether such orienting effects can be driven by
non-spatial means.
One non-spatial mean of attention orienting is language.
When hearing a name of an object present in her visual field,
a toddler will spontaneously shift her gaze towards the named
object (e.g. Chow, Aimola Davies, & Plunkett, 2017). While
it is clear that language orients attention towards the named
objects, the nature of the attentional processes driven by the
linguistic input is not fully understood. The present study
aims to fill this gap and examine how language directs attention and how this in turn affects visual orienting. More
specifically, we explore how language-mediated attention affects the encoding of identity and location information.
To elucidate the role of vocabulary development in
language-mediated attention orienting, in the present study
we tested 18- and 26-month-old toddlers, i.e., just before and
after notable developments in language skills (e.g., the vocabulary spurt typically observed towards the end of the second
year). A recent study demonstrated that the emergence of
inhibition of attention to no-longer relevant stimuli is associated with vocabulary development: inhibitory effects were
only observed in toddlers with larger vocabulary sizes (Chow,

Aimola Davies, Fuentes, & Plunkett, 2018). Therefore, we
expected that comparing attentional effects in pre- and postvocabulary spurt toddlers has the potential to provide a better
insight into the development of language-mediated selective
attention.
As attention orienting can involve different mechanisms,
some of which elicit inhibition and some not (Posner & Cohen, 1984), the present study aims to identify the nature of
language-mediated attention in encoding object identity and
location, and determine whether it engages both facilitatory
(enhancement of attended information) and inhibitory processes (suppression of the ignored information) in toddlers.
To test this, we developed a novel eye-tracking task in which
two objects are presented each in one of four possible locations and one object is highlighted during a prime phase.
Then, in a probe phase, either the previously attended, ignored or novel object is named and the objects reappear. The
objects appear in the same or in different locations as in the
prime phase. In the prime phase, we use labelling events
(language-mediated condition) or spatial highlighting (spatial
condition) to motivate attention to a specific object-location
binding.
If processing of the attended identity and location is enhanced during the prime phase, we expect that identification
of the previously attended target will be more efficient as
compared to identifying a previously ignored object. However, if there is negative priming, we expect that a response to
the previously ignored location will be impaired. A contrasting set of predictions derives from the literature on inhibition
of return. IOR predicts that responses to previously attended
objects will be inhibited in the present study.
To summarise, while it is established that visual spatial
priming efficiently drives visual selective attention in infants
(Markant & Amso, 2016; Amso & Johnson, 2005), the nature of language-mediated effects on visual selective attention is not well-understood. The aim of the present study was
to investigate the impact of language on visual selective attention, and compare the effects of language-mediated and
spatial attentional orienting. To determine the role of emerging language abilities in attentional orienting, we tested 18and 26-month-old toddlers, aiming to capture the languageattention interface before and after the vocabulary spurt.

Method
Participants
Eighty-six participants took part in this study, out of which
71 in the language-mediated condition, and 15 in the spatial
condition (data collection paused because of the pandemic).
Participants were recruited at the local maternity ward and all
were full-term babies with no known health conditions. All
participants came from homes where English was the only
language spoken. The study was approved by the University of Oxford Ethics Committee. Eight participants were
excluded (5 in the spatial condition), due to accumulating
fewer than half of the valid trials or equipment failure. Thus,
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the final sample consisted of 68 participants in the languagemediated condition (38 18-month-old and 30 26-month-old
toddlers) and 10 in the spatial condition (5 18-month-old and
5 26-month-old toddlers).

Stimuli
Visual stimuli were photographs of familiar, everyday objects. A total of 72 items were selected based on data from the
Oxford Communicative Development Inventory (Hamilton,
Plunkett, & Schafer, 2000). For each item, more than 70%
of 18-month-old infants understood the names for these objects according to OCDI norms. The objects belonged to
four broad categories (animals, food, vehicles and everyday
objects). Objects were edited from the original background
and placed on a grey background (5% grey, size: 410 x 410
pixels). Audio stimuli were recorded by a native Southern
British English female speaker, in infant-directed speech.

Experimental Design
A novel eye-tracking task was developed for the purposes of
this study. Each trial consisted of a prime and a probe phase.
In the language-mediated condition, the prime phase began
with a centrally presented attention getter accompanied by an
audio phrase (e.g. “Look at the teddy!”). Two pictures then
appeared on the screen, one of which was the named target
and the other the distractor (see Figure 1). In the spatial condition, instead of being named, the target was spatially highlighted by a looming effect (the target picture changing size
every 300ms during the same interval as the naming event
in the language-mediated condition). Locations of the targets and the distractors were carefully controlled. The target
appeared equally frequently in each of the four possible locations. Phonological, semantic and visual similarity were
controlled for target and distractor pairings.
The following probe phase was identical across conditions. The attention getter was displayed again whilst either the previously attended picture (e.g., “Teddy!”), the previously unattended picture or an entirely novel object was
named (e.g., “Brush!”). Then, the named picture (i.e., target)
and a distractor appeared on the screen (see Figure 1). Between each trial a short 2 seconds video was played to serve as
a memory flush between trials (e.g. dots of different colours
accompanied by a chimming sound).
To investigate how language- and spatially-mediated attention modulate identity-location bindings, the location and the
identity of the objects presented in the probe phase were systematically manipulated: attended, ignored and novel identity
were presented in old, conflicting or neutral locations. Location of the target, distractor and neutral locations were counterbalanced, and each location was equally likely to contain
targets and distractors.

for both eyes and the corresponding samples were flagged as
invalid. If the invalid data span was shorter than 100ms, it
was replaced with the last valid value. Data analysis and visualisation were performed in R (R Core Team, 2013).
Time-course data was modelled using growth-curve analysis (thereafter GCA), (Mirman, 2014) using the lme4 (Bates,
Mächler, Bolker, & Walker, 2015) and lmerTest packages
(Kuznetsova, Brockhoff, & Christensen, 2017). Fixation proportion was modelled using a linear and quadratic orthogonal
growth model with fixed effects of Age (18- and 26-mo), Location (old, neutral and novel) and Target Status (previously
attended and previously ignored), and a random effect of Participant on the intercept term. The fixed effects were added
to the base model and the effects were evaluated using model
comparisons (Mirman, 2014).
Given the small sample size in the spatial condition, statistical analysis was restricted to language-mediated condition.

Results
Prime phase

Figure 1: Experimental design. Each trial consisted of a
prime and a probe phase. During the prime phase, the target was either spatially highlighted or labelled. The probe
phase was identical across conditions: a target was labelled,
and presented either in the old, conflicting or a neutral location.

Experimental procedure and data processing
After written consent was obtained from the carer, the infant
was seated on their carer’s lap approximately 60 cm from
a 1920x1080 inch monitor screen in a sound-attenuated experimental booth. The carer was asked to keep their eyes
closed for the duration of the experiment. Gaze data was
recorded using a Tobii TX300 Eye Tracker with a 120 Hz
sampling frequency. The study was run with PresentMate, a
custom Matlab stimulus presentation software based on the
Psychophysics Toolbox. The session started with a six point
calibration procedure. Infants’ behaviour was monitored via
a centrally-located camera above the screen. In case infants
became distracted, between trials the experimenter talked to
them via a microphone in order to attract infants’ attention
back to the screen.
Fixations were calculated from raw gaze data using custom
Matlab routines. A second-order Savitsky-Golay filter with a
length of seven samples was used for data filtering (Nyström
& Holmqvist, 2010). Minimum fixation duration was 100 ms.
Eye-tracking data was considered valid if the eye-tracker validation flag indicated that at least one of the eyes was detected
and the recorded gaze was within the screen area.
Blinks were detected as sections of the data with an instantaneous rate of change of pupil diameter greater than 0.1 mm
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In the prime phase, participants were presented with 2 pictures, and one of of them was highlighted (labelled or spatially primed). To determine whether the highlighting event
resulted in orienting of attention towards the highlighted picture (target), we examined the time course of target looking.
As shown in Figure 2, participants systematically fixated the
target picture more than the other picture (chance = 0.5),
revealing that both language-mediated and spatial priming
events direct attention to the target. In the language-mediated
condition, there was no difference in the time course of targetlooking between 18- and 26-month-old participants. This
was confirmed by a GCA which revealed no effect of Age
(χ2(1) = 2.29, p = 0.13), i.e., 18- and 26-month-olds were
equally fast in fixating the target in the prime phase (average
proportion of target fixation was significantly above chance,
t(67) = 16.75, p < .001).

Figure 2: Time course of target fixation in the prime phase:
both language-mediated and spatial priming result in orienting attention to the target.
In sum, this result confirms that the highlighting events di-

rected attention towards the target picture equally for the two
age groups. Hence, any potential age-differences in looking
patterns during the probe phase cannot be attributed to a difference in the speed of target-fixation due to age.

Probe phase
Looking patterns in the prime phase also revealed that participants tend to fixate the target more than the distractor. In
the following set of analyses, we examine the impact of the
location and identity of the target named in the probe phase
once the pictures reappear.
Negative Priming. First, we tested for the presence of negative priming effects. We compared attention to the previously attended and previously ignored objects when they remain in the same locations as in the prime phase. In case of
negative priming, we would expect suppression of the previously ignored object-location combination relative to the previously attended object-location combination.
As shown in Figure 3, the pattern of results suggests that
language-mediated attention affects the ability to detect the
probe target in a way different than spatial priming. In the
spatial condition, there seems to be a substantial impact on attention to the previously ignored identity/location in the probe
phase. In contrast, the language-mediated condition suggests
that language helps overcome inhibition of the previously ignored location.

sults demonstrate that there is a suppression of the previously
ignored event (identity-location), providing support for the
negative priming hypothesis.
Inhibition of Return. Next, we explored whether there was
evidence of IOR by comparing attention to the previously attended identity when presented in its old location, a neutral
location and a conflicting location. If there is IOR, we would
expect suppression of the previously attended location relative to other locations on the display.
As shown in Figure 4, participants in both conditions are
very robust in identifying the target when it is presented in the
old or a neutral location. However, they are poor at identifying the target when it is presented in the previously ignored
location.
In the language-mediated condition, both 18- and 26month-old toddlers identified the previously-attended identity faster when it appeared in the old or neutral locations
relative to the conflicting location. This was confirmed in
a GCA where adding the effect of Location (Old vs. Ignored
vs. Neutral) significantly improved the model fit (χ2(6) =
122.41, p < 0.001). The model fit did not improve when Age
was included.
In sum, this pattern of results provides no support for IOR.
At the same time, it provides a further evidence of the inhibition of the previously ignored location.

Figure 3: Negative priming: time course of the target fixations to the previously attended and previously ignored identity (display remains the same as in the prime phase). Looking patterns suggest the presence of NP.

Figure 4: Inhibition of return: time course of the target fixations to the attended identity in an old, neutral or ignored
locations. Looking patterns provide no evidence for IOR.

Focusing on the language-mediated condition, both 18and 26-month-old toddlers identified the previously-attended
identity/location faster than the previously-ignored identity/location and there was no difference between the two
groups (Figure 3). This was confirmed by a GCA which
revealed that adding Target Status (previously attended vs.
ignored) to the base model significantly improved model fit
(χ2(3) = 16.73, p < 0.001), whereas Age did not. These re-

Taken together, the analyses thus far clearly show that
language- and spatially-mediated attention orienting lead to
enhanced processing of the attended information and inhibition of the ignored location. The following analyses aim to
elucidate which components of the attended information, i.e.,
identity-location binding, are affected by language-mediated
attention. We explore whether using language to direct attention affects primarily identity or also location of the ref-
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erent. To test this, we examine how violation of location affects attention to the ignored identity and a novel identity.
If language primarily indexes a referent (i.e., identity), we
would expect that identification of an ignored identity will be
delayed regardless of the location, while identification of a
novel identity should not be affected by the location.
Ignored Identity. To test the extent to which location of
the ignored event was suppressed we compared attention to
the previously ignored identity when it remains in the same
location as in the prime phase or moves to a neutral location.
If the location is suppressed, we would expect faster target
detection when a previously ignored object is presented in a
neutral location.
As shown in Figure 5, 26-month-olds in the languagemediated condition and participants in the spatial condition
were faster to identify the target when it is in a neutral location. In contrast, 18-month-olds are more efficient when the
previously-ignored target remains in the old location. GCA
of the fixation patterns in the language-mediated condition
revealed that including the Location x Age interaction significantly improved the model fit (χ2(5) = 23.49, p < 0.001).

These results demonstrate that 18- and 26-month-olds
identified a novel identity faster when the novel identity was
presented in a neutral location, as compared to when presented in a conflicting location, suggesting that the previously
ignored location has been inhibited. Taken together, this suggests that language is targeting, not only identity, but also the
location of the binding

Figure 6: Detecting a novel identity: time course of the target
fixations to the novel identity presented either in a previously
ignored (conflicting) or a neutral location.

General Discussion

Figure 5: Detecting previously ignored identity: time course
of the target fixations to the previously ignored identity presented either in the old or a neutral location.
Novel Identity. To test to whether the previously ignored
location is suppressed irrespective of identity, we compared
attention to a novel identity in the previously ignored location relative to the novel neutral location. Looking patterns
revealed that the previously ignored location is inhibited in
both language-mediated and the spatial conditions, and that
inhibition seems to be stronger in the spatial condition (see
Figure 6). Analysis of the looking patterns in the languagemediated condition revealed a significant effect of Location
(Ignored and Neutral) and Age (18 and 26) and an interaction Target Status x Age (χ2(5) = 21.52, p < 0.001). The observed interaction suggests that 26-month-olds are faster in
overcoming the inhibition of the previously ignored location
as compared to the 18-month-olds.
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The present study investigated the impact of language on attention. In a novel eye-tracking paradigm, participants were
presented with two pictures, one of which was named or spatially highlighted. In the following probe phase, one picture
was named and then a display with two pictures appeared.
The named object was either the previously attended target,
the previously ignored object or a novel one. At the same
time, location was systematically manipulated so that the target appeared in the old, conflicting or a neutral location. The
results revealed that both language and spatial cues orient attention and shape the strength of encoding of the identity and
location in 18- and 26-month-old toddlers.
Comparison of the looking patterns in the languagemediated and spatially-mediated conditions seem to suggest
that language-mediated attention affects the probe phase in a
way different from spatial priming. In particular, language
helps overcome inhibition of the previously ignored object.
Although the observed effects are stark, due to the small sample size in the spatial condition, these are only tentative proposals and further data collection for participants in the spatial condition will provide a better understanding of these effects.
Language input mediates attention processes
In this section, we focus on the effects of language on attention. The present study revealed that linguistic input shapes
visual processing by orienting of visual attention. When the
identity-location information is repeated, the previously at-

tended information is identified faster as compared to the previously ignored information.
The findings suggest that language-mediated attention results in specific inhibitory effects. There is clear evidence of
negative priming, where detection of the previously ignored
information was significantly hindered. At the same time,
there was no support for inhibition of return (IOR), as both
age groups were faster to identify the previously attended
identity in old and neutral locations relative to conflicting locations. As IOR is sensitive to timing parameters, i.e., delay
between the prime and the probe phase, it is possible that
manipulating the timing used in the present study might produce IOR-like effects. However, the present set of results supports the hypothesis that language-mediated attention during
the prime phase enables/facilitates identification of the same
object-location combination in the subsequent probe phase.
Manipulating the location of the previously attended identity revealed that both 18- and 26-month-old toddlers express
an inhibition of response when the target is presented in the
previously ignored location, whereas they were equally fast
to shift attention when the object was presented in the old or
neutral location. These results suggests that there is a negative priming effect and inhibition of the previously ignored
location for the previously attended object, rather than the
identify of the object itself.
Furthermore, 18-month-old toddlers were faster to identify
a previously ignored identity when presented in its old location than in the neutral location. In contrast, 26-month-olds
show the opposite pattern of results. In the latter case, target
identification was faster when the previously ignored identity is presented in a neutral location. These results suggest
that both 18-month-olds and 26-month-olds are successful in
forming identity-location binding of the ignored event, but
the stronger inhibition of location in the older group points
to the development of robust suppression of the previously
ignored location. This is further supported by the pattern of
results observed for the novel identity where both 18- and 26month-olds showed evidence of inhibition of the previously
ignored location.
The observed differences in the 18- and 26-month-old
toddlers’ performance suggest that vocabulary development
plays a role in the impact of language on attention. Although
there was no difference in the speed of target identification in
the prime phase, looking patterns in the probe phase suggest
that with development language becomes increasingly effective in overriding inhibitory effects. This highlights the role
language plays in determining which information from the
environment will be selected and processed.
Lastly, preliminary insights into the effects of spatiallymediated attention in this task suggest that spatial priming
seems to be very effective in directing attention, but, in contrast to language, not so effective in overcoming inhibition.
However, these are only speculations and further data collection will provide a clearer insight into these effects.
To summarise, the present study demonstrated that
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language-mediated attention facilitates encoding of the attended information, while suppressing the ignored. This inhibition effect is not absolute, as toddlers are still able to encode
information, and language seems to serve as a flexible orienting system as compared to spatially-mediated orienting.
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Abstract

location that the person reached to before). This finding,
replicated many times in many labs (e.g., Biro & Leslie,
2007; Daum et al., 2012; Feiman et al., 2015; Hernik &
Southgate, 2012; Luo & Johnson, 2009), has inspired over
two decades of research on the nature and development of
these expectations.

When people act on objects, their goals can depend on the
objects’ intrinsic properties and conventional uses (e.g., using
forks, not knives, to eat spaghetti), locations (e.g., clearing the
table, regardless of what is on it), or both (eating with the fork
next to your plate, not your dining partner’s). For adults,
objects’ intrinsic properties matter more than their locations in
most action contexts. Whereas 5-month-old infants privilege
objects’ intrinsic properties in attributing goals to people
reaching for objects, 3-month-old infants do not. Do younger
infants fail to view reaching as goal-directed, or are they
uncertain which properties of objects are relevant in different
contexts? Here we show that 3-month-old infants attribute
goals to others’ reaching actions when given information that
their actions depend on what, not where, an object is. Our
findings suggest that 3-month-old infants can learn about
others’ object goals, before they reach for objects themselves.
Keywords: infancy;
development

action

understanding;

Why Do Prereaching Infants Struggle to Infer the
Goal of Other People’s Reaching Actions?

cognitive

Introduction
The ability to represent others’ actions as goal-directed is an
important prerequisite for learning from others, cooperating
with others, predicting others’ future actions, and inferring
others’ beliefs, preferences, and intentions (Baker et al.,
2009; Jara-Ettinger et al., 2020; Tomasello et al., 2005). As
adults, we readily infer people’s goals from their actions. If a
person reaches for a teddy bear over a ball, for instance, we
infer that the person likely intended to contact the bear itself,
rather than whatever object stood at the bear’s location. Here
we probe the developmental origins of the ability to represent
others’ actions as directed to objects and as dependent, in
most cases, on objects’ intrinsic properties and affordances
(i.e., what objects are) rather than their locations (i.e., where
objects are).

Infants’ Understanding of Object-Directed Reaches
In a classic study, Woodward (1998) found that 5-, 6- and
9-month-old infants appreciate that others are likely to have
object-directed goals that privilege properties that indicate
what an object is rather than where it is. Specifically, infants
who are habituated to a person reaching for and grasping a
teddy bear over a ball expect that, if the bear and the ball
switch locations, the person will continue reaching for the
bear (the original object that she had reached for before, in a
different location) over the ball (a different object in the
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The expectation that others will reach for objects based on
objects’ intrinsic, location-invariant properties has been
found to develop between 3 and 5 months of age. When tested
in the same paradigm of Woodward (1998), 3-month-old
infants, who cannot reach for and pick up objects without
assistance, look equally following a reach to a different object
and to the same object: They do not expect that someone who
has reached for a teddy bear over a ball will continue doing
so after the objects switch locations (Gerson & Woodward,
2014a, 2014b; Sommerville et al., 2005). On one view,
infants come to appreciate that others have object-directed
goals based on their own motor experience reaching for and
grasping objects (e.g., Gallese & Goldman, 1998; von
Hofsten, 2004; Woodward, 2009). Consistent with this view,
most infants begin to reach for objects between 4 and 5
months of age (Woodward, 1998). This view, however,
leaves open what prereaching infants have yet to learn about
other people’s actions.
One possibility is that prereaching infants may know that
people direct their actions to goal objects, but they may not
yet know that reaching and contacting an object—the only
action in the original Woodward paradigm—is a prelude to
causal, intentional actions on the object. Evidence in support
of this possibility comes from studies of how prereaching
infants reason about the efficiency of reaching actions. Threemonth-old infants expect agents to act efficiently when their
actions cause a change in the state of the object they reach
for, but not when that object undergoes no change in state on
contact with the hand (Liu et al., 2019; Skerry et al., 2013).
Thus, prereaching infants are capable of representing the
object-directed goals of others’ reaching actions when those
actions have observable effects on objects.
Even if reaching is seen as causal, the goal of a person
reaching for a teddy bear over a ball may still be ambiguous:
In the studies of Woodward (1998), Sommerville et al.
(2005), and Gerson and Woodward (2014a, 2014b), infants

were habituated to displays involving a person who reached
not only for the same object, but for the same object in the
same location. Was the person reaching for an object because
of what the object was, where it was, or both? If young infants
are uncertain about which of these construals was more
important to the goal of the person who reaches for an object,
then they may find both reaches to a new object and reaches
to a new location to be equally novel when the objects switch
places for the test phase of these studies.
Both these accounts—that infants do not see reaching as a
causal intentional action, or that they are open-minded about
the goals of reaching—predict that 3-month-old infants’ goal
attributions will improve if the events of the Woodward
paradigm are altered to provide more information. The first
account predicts that providing infants with more evidence
that reaching is an intentional causal action will help them
infer that the person’s reach is object-directed. The second
account predicts that disambiguating an object’s intrinsic
properties from its location in habituation will allow
prereaching infants to infer the person’s goal in reaching for
the object.
To test these accounts against the prevailing account that
prereaching infants do not see reaching as goal-directed at all
when tested in the Woodward paradigm, we conducted two
experiments with 3-month-old infants, in which (i) the object
changed its state on contact with a person’s hand, providing
evidence that the action was causally efficacious (both
experiments); and (ii) the object’s intrinsic properties and
location were disambiguated, by varying the location of the
goal object (Experiment 2).

Experiment 1
In Experiment 1, we tested whether 3-month-old infants
attribute object-directed goals to a person if the person causes
objects to light up and play a sound on contact (as in Liu et
al., 2019). Infants were habituated to displays depicting a
person who repeatedly reached for and contacted one of two
objects, simultaneous with a change in the objects’ color and
the onset of a sound. In test trials, the objects switched
locations, and infants’ looking time was recorded as the
person alternately reached for each object.
Although both objects changed colors upon being touched,
and the accompanying sound could have come from either
object, past work provides evidence that 3-month-old infants
only see a person as having caused a change in an object if
physical contact occurs (Liu et al., 2019). If 3-month-old
infants struggle in the Woodward paradigm because they do
not understand that reaching and touching an unresponsive
object is a prelude to causal, intentional action, but they
privilege what an object is over where the object is in
inferring the goal of a reach, then this manipulation should
lead them to perform like older infants: They should look
longer in test trials when the person reaches for a different
object rather than the original object. In contrast, if 3-monthold infants are equally open to the possibilities that goals are
defined over an object’s intrinsic properties or location, or do
not see reaching as goal-directed at all, then infants should
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look equally to the reach for the different object and to the
reach for the original object, as in previous experiments.

Method
Hypotheses, methods, and analysis plans were preregistered
on the Open Science Framework. All preregistration
documents and stimuli can be found at https://osf.io/g7p3k/.
Participants Twenty 3-month-old infants contributed data
(12 girls, 8 boys; mean age = 3.47 months; range = 3;2 to
3;29). Three more participants began the experiment but were
not included in the final sample due to fussiness that ended
the experiment (n = 1) or experimenter error (n = 2). All
experimenters and observers were unaware of the particular
events infants saw (e.g. which object the person reached for,
which test trial came first), and thus made decisions to
exclude individual trials or participants without knowledge of
the data they contributed.
Our sample size was based on a power analysis over pilot
data (see preregistration for details).
Displays All events depicted a person reaching for one of two
objects (see Fig. 1A). There were 6 to 12 habituation trials, 1
pretest trial, and 6 test trials. All habituation trials began with
a person seated in front of two objects: a brown teddy bear on
one side, and a red ball on the other side. The person looked
to one of the objects, reached for it, and touched it with her
hand. Upon contacting the object, both objects became blue
and a bell sound played for 2.1 seconds, as though the
person’s actions had caused these changes in the object that
she touched. Then, the person retracted her hand, and the
objects returned to their normal colors and the sound stopped.
After the last habituation trial, a familiarization trial
presented the teddy bear and the red ball, with their locations
switched relative to habituation, for 15 seconds. Test trials
followed, with the person seated in front of the two objects,
each now in its new location. In alternating trials, the person
reached for either the original object, now in a different
location (“different location” trials), or a different object,
located where the person had reached during habituation
(“different object” trials).
Procedure Data collection was completed before the
pandemic and took place in a lab environment. Infants sat in
a car seat before a 60 by 40-inch projector screen. Caregivers
were seated behind their infants and asked to not speak or
influence their infants’ behavior.
Infants saw the same habituation video (with the person
reaching to the same object, in the same location) repeatedly
until they met the habituation criterion: either completion of
12 trials, or completion of three consecutive trials in which
looking was no more than half as long as on the first three
trials. Then infants saw the pre-test trial, which lasted for a
maximum of 20 s, and infants were required to look at it for
at least 5 s to move on to the test phase. Lastly, infants saw 3
pairs of test trials, presented in alternating order.

A Experiment 1

B Experiment 2

habituation

test

different object

different object

different location

different location

Figure 1. Stimuli in Experiments 1 and 2. In Experiment 1’s habituation trials (A), a person repeatedly reached for one of two
objects, which were always in the same locations. Then, at test, the two objects switched locations, and the person either
reached for a different object (in a familiar location), or for the original object that she had reached for during habituation (in
a different location). In Experiment 2’s habituation trials (B), a person repeatedly reached for one of two objects, which
switched locations between habituation trials. Then, at test, the person either reached for a different object (in a location that
he had sometimes reached to in habituation), or for the old object that he had reached for during habituation (in a different
location).
A coder who was unaware of which object the person
reached for, and the order of the test events, coded infants’
looking to the screen using the coding program PyHab
(Kominsky, 2019), from the time that the videos started until
the end of the trial, when infants had looked away for 2
consecutive seconds, or 45 total seconds had elapsed. A
second coder recoded 100% of test trials offline using
Datavyu (2014) software using the same thresholds. The
intraclass correlation coefficient between the two observers’
data was 0.88 (95% CI [0.83,0.91]).
Counterbalancing The following were counterbalanced
across infants: the identity of the original object that the
person reached for (ball or bear), the starting location of the
original object (left or right), and the order of test trials (first
reach to the original object vs. first reach to the new object).

Results
Preregistered Analysis All reported p-values are two-tailed.
To determine whether infants looked longer in test trials
following a reach for a different object or to a different
location, we examined looking times in a mixed-effects
model. The dependent variable was log-transformed looking
time. The fixed effect was trial type (different location vs.
different object). The random intercepts were trial type and
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trial number, with a by-participant random slope for trial
type.
We found that infants looked equally on the test trials
presenting reaches for the different object (meandiff object =
21.53 seconds) and reaches for the original object in a
different location (meandiff location = 21.30 seconds) trials (β =
-0.03, 95% of β [-0.35, 0.28], b = -0.02, t = -0.20, p = .843).

Discussion
In Experiment 1, we asked whether adding evidence that
reaching is a causal intentional action (as in Liu et al., 2019)
in the Woodward paradigm is sufficient to help infants infer
that other people reach for objects based on what, not where,
objects are. We found that this change was not sufficient for
success in this task, at least at the group level: As in past
research, the distribution of infants’ looking preferences
during the test trials centered on equal looking after the
person reached for a different object and to a different
location at test. This finding suggests that infants’ previous
failures are not simply due to a failure to understand that
people intend to cause a change in objects by reaching for and
grasping them.
In Experiment 2, we test whether this null result, and the
other results it replicates, are explained by infants’ failure to
appreciate that reaching is goal-directed, or by their failure to
expect that an object’s intrinsic properties are more likely to

viewed during habituation might inform them that the
person’s goal was to obtain a particular object. Thus, in test
trials, infants should expect the person to reach for the
original object in the new location, and they should look
longer when the person reaches for the other object. In
contrast, if 3-month-old infants struggle to represent objectdirected goals, even given clear evidence that a person sought
a particular object regardless of its location, then they should
look equally at the two test events, as they did in Experiment
1 and in past studies in which 3-month-old infants failed to
attribute object goals to a person who reached to a specific
object and location.

*ß = 0.38
ß = -0.01

***ß = -0.39

Method
Hypotheses, methods, and analysis plans were preregistered
on the Open Science Framework. All preregistration
documents and stimuli can be found at https://osf.io/g7p3k/.
Participants Twenty-four 3-month-old infants contributed
data (9 girls; mean age = 3.42 months; range = 3;00 to 4;00).
An additional 2 participants began the experiment but were
not included in the final sample due to fussiness.
Our sample size was based on a power analysis over pilot
data (see preregistration for details).

Figure 2. Results in Experiments 1 and 2, depicting the
amount of time infants looked to different location and
different object test trials. Red diamonds indicate means.
Pairs of connected dots indicate data from a single infant.
Horizontal lines within boxes indicate medians, and boxes
indicate interquartile ranges. The beta coefficients (ß)
indicate standardized effect sizes. Asterisks indicate
significant differences, following corrections for multiple
comparisons (*p < .05, ***p < .001; 2-tailed).
be relevant to people’s goals than is the object’s location.
Experiment 1, and past studies, presented infants with
confounded evidence for the person’s goal: 3-month-old
infants may look equally to a change in the location of the
reach and a change in the object of the reach, because they
are uncertain whether the actor reached for the object because
of its intrinsic properties or its location. By 5 months,
however, infants may come to appreciate that reaches are
more likely to be directed at an object based on what it is (this
teddy bear) than where it is (whatever object is here). In
Experiment 2, therefore, we ask whether 3-month-old infants
will infer that an actor reached for and acted on a particular
object, irrespective of its location, when presented with
evidence that dissociates the goal object’s intrinsic properties
from its location.

Experiment 2
In Experiment 2, infants were again tested in the Woodward
paradigm, modified as in Liu et al. (2019) to convey causal
information about the reach (i.e., the actor’s hand changed an
object’s state on contact). We asked whether infants can learn
that a person is reaching to a specific object, not to an object
at a specific location, when a person reaches for the same
object across a change in its location. If 3-month-old infants,
prior to first-person experience reaching for objects,
understand that people have goals but are open-minded about
whether goals are more likely to be defined over an object’s
intrinsic properties or its location, then the actions they
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Displays We modified the displays from Experiment 1 to
provide infants with clear evidence that someone was
reaching for a specific object based on what, not where, the
object was (see Fig. 1B). To accomplish this in the context of
the Woodward paradigm, Experiment 2 presented infants
with object-directed reaches in three different locations: the
left, middle, and right sides of the floor on which the actor
was seated. During habituation, the two objects occupied two
of the three locations and switched places between those
locations in alternating habituation trials. Regardless of
location, the actor always reached for the same object in
habituation. In the test trials, the original object that the
person had reached for was now in the third location, where
no object had appeared during habituation. The other object,
on which the person had never acted, was now in one of the
two locations to which he had alternately reached on the
previous habituation trials.
Otherwise, the displays from Experiment 2 closely
mirrored those from Experiment 1. All habituation trials
began with a person seated in front of two objects: a brown
teddy bear and a blue origami ball. One object was located in
the middle, directly in front of the person, whereas the other
object was located to the left or right. The person looked to
one of the objects, reached for it, and touched it. Upon
touching the object, both objects changed color (they turned
pink) and a bell sound played for 2.1 seconds, as though the
person’s actions had caused these changes in the object that
he touched. Then, the person retracted his hand, and the two
objects returned to their original colors as the sound stopped.
In alternating habituation trials, the two objects switched
locations, and the person always reached for the same object,
regardless of its location.

In the single familiarization trial, the bear and the ball
appeared, each on one side of the person. Importantly, the
object that the person had reached for was on the side that he
had not reached to before, and the other object was on the
side that he had reached to on half the habituation trials.
The 6 test trials began with the person seated in front of the
two objects, each now in their new locations. In alternating
trials, the person either reached for the same object that he
had reached for, presented at the new location, or for the other
object, presented at a familiar location.
Procedure Data collection occurred during the COVID-19
pandemic and took place over Zoom video calls. Infants sat
in their parents’ laps, and viewed displays either on laptop
screens (n = 22) or desktop screens (n = 2). Parents were
instructed to sit quietly, not influence their infants, and look
away from the displays in test trials. We used different
software (jHab, Casstevens, 2007) to code infants’ looking
and presented the displays through Zoom rather than PyHab
(used in Experiment 1 for in-lab testing), to minimize glitches
and delays.
Habituation trials continued until infants met our
habituation criterion: either the sum of the looking time on
three consecutive trials after the first three were less than half
the sum of the looking time on the first three, or 14 trials. To
align infants’ experiences better with the experiences of the
3-month-old infants tested in previous experiments using the
Woodward paradigm (especially Sommerville et al., 2005),
we increased both the maximum number of habituation trials
(from 12 to 14) and the maximum duration of all infant
controlled trials (from 45s to 120s). All other aspects of the
procedure were identical to Experiment 1.
Looking time was assessed, as in habituation trials, by an
online coder who was blind to the conditions and events. A
second blind coder recoded 95% of test trials offline using
Datavyu (2014) software. (One infant’s looking could not be
recoded because of an error in recording the session.) The
intraclass correlation coefficient between the two observers’
data was 0.97 (95% CI [0.96,0.98]).
Counterbalancing As in Experiment 1, we counterbalanced
the identity of the original object that the person reached for
(ball or bear), the starting location of the original object (left
or right), and the order of test trials (first reach to the original
object vs. first reach to the new object). In the first habituation
trial, the original goal object was located on either the left or
the right; across habituation trials, it alternated between that
location and the middle location.

Results
Preregistered Analyses As in Experiment 1, a mixed-effects
model with the dependent variable of log-transformed
looking time, the fixed effect of trial type (old or new object),
and the random intercept of trial pair, with a by-participant
random slope, served to analyze infants’ looking times on the
test trials. Infants looked longer, during test, at reaches to a
different object (meandiff object = 13.21 s) than at reaches to a
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different location (meandiff location = 9.52 s) trials (β = -0.38,
95% CI of β [-0.63, -0.14], b = -0.40, t(76) = -3.07, p = .002)
(see Fig. 2).
We next checked for influential participants in this model
using Cook’s Distance, a method for outlier detection. This
method identified two influential participants in our mixedeffects model. Excluding these participants from the analysis,
we found that infants still looked longer at reaches to a
different object than at reaches to a different location (β = 0.30, 95% CI of β [-0.55, -0.04], b = -0.28, t(68) = -2.29, p =
.026).
Exploratory Analysis In an additional analysis, we tested
whether the pattern of findings differed between Experiments
1 and 2, using a mixed effect model with the dependent
variable of log-transformed looking time and the fixed effects
of trial type, experiment, and the interaction between them.
With the random intercept of participant ID, and fixed effects
centered, the analysis yielded a significant effect of
experiment (β = -0.91, 95% CI of β [-1.26, -0.57], b = -0.92,
t(42) = -5.21, p < .001), such that infants looked longer at test
in Experiment 1 (meanE1 = 21.42 s) than in Experiment 2
(meanE2 = 11.37 s). This could be due to differences in testing
conditions (i.e. a large projector screen in a quiet, dark room
in Experiment 1, vs. a much smaller screen in a far less
controlled home environment in Experiment 2), the use of
more and longer habituation trials in Experiment 2, or
because infants in Experiment 1 did not know if the person’s
goal was defined over an object’s intrinsic properties or
location, and thus found both test events to be equally
informative.
There was further a significant effect of trial type (β = 0.21,
95% CI of β [0.05, 0.36], b = 0.20, t(140) = 2.65, p = .008),
pooling data across both studies, such that infants looked
longer at the test events in which the actor reached to the new
object. However, this effect was qualified by an interaction
(β = 0.38, 95% CI of β [0.07, 0.69], b = 0.38, t(140) = 2.43,
p = .016). Posthoc pairwise tests, correcting for multiple
comparisons using Holm’s method, revealed that the
difference in infants’ looking during “different object” and
“different location” test trials was significant in Experiment
2 (β = -0.39, b = -0.40, t(137) = -3.69, p < .001), but not in
Experiment 1 (β = -0.01, b = -0.01, t(139) = -0.14, p = .883).

Discussion
In Experiment 2, after seeing a person reach for the same
object when it appeared in 2 different locations, 3-month-old
infants looked longer during test trials when the person
reached for a different object than when the person reached
for the original object, even though it was now in a third,
novel location. These findings suggest that when infants see
other people reach for objects under conditions where an
object’s intrinsic properties are disambiguated from its
location, they can appreciate that reaching is a goal-directed
action, and that this goal can be a particular object.

General Discussion
Before infants learn to reach for objects, what do they know
about other people’s reaching actions? Past research has
shown that 3-month-old infants struggle to appreciate the
goals behind other people’s reaches. Here, we test whether
infants truly fail to represent reaching as goal-directed more
broadly, or whether they: (1) do not yet see reaching as an
intentional causal action, or (2) understand that people reach
with goals in mind, but do not yet know what these goals are.
We found that when infants are given clear evidence that a
person’s reach has causal consequences (because the object
changes its state on contact with the person’s hand) and that
the person reaches for the same object irrespective of its
location (because the direction of his reach changes as the
object changes location), they expect the person to continue
reaching for that object, even when it appears for the first
time on the opposite side of the array.
These findings build on evidence that 3-month-old infants,
in the absence of first-person experience with reaching, can
represent reaching as an intentional, costly, goal-directed
action (Liu et al., 2019; Choi et al., 2018). Contrary to some
views (e.g., Gallese & Goldman, 1998; Meltzoff et al., 2009;
Woodward, 2009), first-person experience reaching is not
necessary for infants to see others’ reaching as objectdirected. Three-month-old infants are not capable of reaching
for objects themselves, but when given both causal
information and information that disambiguated an object’s
location from its intrinsic properties, they can adaptively infer
the goals of other people’s reaching actions.
Together, these findings invite a reinterpretation of past
findings that prereaching infants do not look differently
following reaches to objects that a person has or has not
reached for before (Gerson & Woodward, 2014; Sommerville
et al., 2005). Past work had concluded from these null
findings that prereaching infants “fail to show sensitivity to
others’ reaching actions as goal-directed” (e.g., Woodward,
2013; see also, Filippi & Woodward, 2015; Woodward,
2009). By contrast, the present findings suggest that
prereaching infants are sensitive to the object-directed goals
of others’ actions, but that they are open-minded about
whether an object’s intrinsic properties or its location matter
more to a person. When these two types of object properties
are placed in conflict, 3-month-old infants require more
information to support their predictions of other people’s
future actions.
In disambiguating an object’s intrinsic properties from its
location, we found evidence that 3-month-old infants
represent object-directed goals, but two key questions
remain. First, can infants attribute location goals to agents? If
prereaching infants in past work did not demonstrate
sensitivity to object goals because of conflicting information
about which object properties are relevant to a person’s goal,
then infants may learn to attribute a location goal to an agent
who reaches for whatever object is in a specific location,
regardless of what object is there. We are currently testing
this possibility in ongoing research.
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Second, what is the role of causal information in 3-monthold infants’ goal attribution? Although our first experiment
suggests that causal information alone was not sufficient for
3-month-olds to attribute object goals, it is unknown if infants
would learn to attribute object goals to an agent who reaches
for one object in two locations, using the method of
Experiment 2, without changing the state of the object.
In sum, our findings provide evidence that prereaching
infants see others’ reaches as reflecting their goals, but that
they do not yet know whether an object’s intrinsic properties
or location are more relevant to the goals of others’ reaching
actions. Given that people’s actions sometimes depend on
objects’ locations, especially for foraging human groups who
learn to identify food sources by the locations of the plants
that produce them, infants’ open-mindedness to different
goals may be an adaptive strategy. In industrialized societies,
most of the objects that infants’ encounter will have the same
affordances wherever they are located. By observing people
who act on these objects in diverse locations, infants may
learn to weight intrinsic properties over locations in
predicting others’ object-directed actions.
What do 3-month-old infants see when watching other
people act? On one view, infants see bodies moving through
space, and are ignorant that intentions and goals guide other
people’s actions. Given the current findings, we submit that
infants are not ignorant, but instead open-minded. Infants
understand broadly that agents have goals, can produce costly
actions, and act so as to cause these goals to become real.
Given this understanding, infants still have to learn what
people want, which actions help them get what they want, and
how. These early-emerging over-hypotheses about how
agents work could serve to help infants to learn rapidly about
other people’s actions and minds.
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Abstract

Social interactions serve as the primary training ground for many of a
child’s positive cognitive and developmental abilities. Parent
responsiveness has been identified as one key mechanism through
which children gain more mature skills, but the question of how
children elicit responses from their parents remains to be fully
investigated. In this study, we utilized head-mounted eye trackers to
track moment-by-moment shifts in gaze, manual action, and speech
during parent-child toy play. This allowed us to identify the moments
preceding a parent response and the type and timing of the parent’s
response relative to the child’s behaviors. We found that child events
of attention and action – where they were both touching and looking at
a toy – were more successful in eliciting parent responses overall and
in eliciting multimodal parent responses than events of just child look
or child touch. The parent’s latency to respond to their child differed
by event type and duration, suggesting that child behaviors influence
parent responses. Implications and future directions are discussed.

Keywords: head-mounted eye tracking; dyadic toy play;
parent responsiveness; child attention and action

Introduction
Coordinated social interactions between a parent and child
serve as the primary training ground for many of the child’s
core cognitive abilities: sustained attention (Bornstein &
Tamis-Lemonda, 1997; Suarez-Rivera et al., 2019; Yu &
Smith, 2016), play abilities (Bornstein & Tamis-Lemonda,
1997), language development (Goldstein et al., 2003; Prime
et al., 2020; Tamis-LeMonda et al., 2014), and general
cognitive abilities (Landry et al., 2001). A necessary prerequisite to understanding the mechanisms through which
mature social partners influence a child’s cognitive
development is to understand if, when, and how the parent
responds to their child. Formally, parent responsiveness is
defined as a prompt, contingent, and appropriate behavioral
response of the parent following a child’s action (Ainsworth
et al., 1974; Bornstein & Tamis-Lemonda, 1997; Bornstein et
al., 2008). Positive development in child abilities following
parental responses can be observed both in the moment and
over developmental time, suggesting that parental responses
to child behaviors may scaffold the continued development
of more advanced skills (Goldstein et al., 2003; Landry et al.,
2001; Tamis-LeMonda et al., 2014).
The study of parental responsiveness has traditionally
adopted a unidirectional focus that highlights the role of the
parent in responding to their child, but not the role of the child
in eliciting responses from their parent. However, parentchild interactions can be viewed as a coupled system that
builds upon both the parent’s and the child’s abilities and
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actions (Richardson & Dale, 2005; Richardson et al., 2007;
Smith & Thelen, 2003; Thelen & Smith, 2007). It is likely,
then, that children play a critical role in the rate and type of
responses that they obtain from their parents. The results of a
few studies offer support for this hypothesis by suggesting
that the child’s language abilities, attention span, and rate of
manual actions predicted the rate of parent responsiveness
(Bornstein & Tamis-Lemonda, 1997; Brigham et al., 2010;
McDuffie & Yoder, 2010; Siller & Sigman, 2002). However,
these studies tend to use global ratings of parent
responsiveness that assume a consistent parenting style rather
than one that adapts to the needs of the child (Bornstein &
Tamis-LeMonda, 1990). Therefore, the moment-by-moment
changes in child behaviors that elicit different types of parent
responses remain to be fully investigated.
Two types of eliciting behavior that organize the parent’s
behavior are the child’s gaze and manual actions towards
toys. Studies utilizing head-mounted eye trackers to quantify
the dynamics of parent-child interactions have shown that
parents most often follow their child’s gaze to objects, but are
quicker to look at the object of the child’s attention when they
follow the child’s hands (Yu & Smith, 2013, 2017a). The
amount of time that children manually act on objects
correlates with the amount of time that they spend jointly
engaging with a toy with a parent (Elmlinger et al., 2019).
The child’s own manual actions also serve to extend their
attention to toys (Yurkovic et al., 2020). Further, the child’s
coordinated visual attention and manual action creates more
optimal learning opportunities for the child – the acted upon
object becomes large and centered in the child’s view and can
reduce the complexity of mapping the parent’s spoken words
to objects (Bambach et al., 2016, 2017). Additionally, parents
tend to coordinate their naming instances with the child’s
manual action or hand-eye coordination more than the child’s
visual attention (Chang et al., 2016; West & Iverson, 2017).
Additionally, the type of parent response (look, touch, or
naming the object) as well as the amount of parent response
(uni- or multimodal cues) have been identified as important
factors for the child’s development. Children extend their
attention to toys when their parent looks to the same toy (Yu
& Smith, 2016), especially when the parent is also talking or
is holding the toy (Suarez-Rivera et al., 2019; Yurkovic et al.,
2020). Further, parent responses that use multimodal cues
have been linked to positive scaffolding of child language
development (Tamis-LeMonda et al., 2014).
In this study, we examine the coordination of parent and
child behaviors, specifically focusing on moments where the

Figure 1: Experimental Set-Up. (A) The parent and child were both equipped with a head-mounted eye tracker. Parents and
children were given 24 toys to play with. Scene cameras, located on the center of the forehead, capture the (B) child and (C)
parent scene views. Eye cameras directed towards the right eye captured eye movements. Images of the eye view are visible
superimposed in the upper right corners of the (B) child and (C) parent views. (B-C) Calibration procedures result in a crosshair on the scene view that represents the location of the eye gaze at each moment of play.
child’s actions prompt parent responses. Using headmounted eye trackers, we identify parent responses that
follow the child’s attention and action and are time-locked to
the child’s behavior. We investigate how child look, touch,
and look-touch (hand-eye coordination) differentially relate
to parent responses. We will then examine the promptness
and contingency of the parent response to the child’s
behavior, and how these features may differ in relation to the
child’s moment-by-moment behaviors. Specifically, we will
analyze the rate of response, the promptness of the response
(measured as latency from child attention/action onset to
parent response), and contingency of the response (measured
as the type and modality of the parent’s response).

Methods

both the parent and child’s gaze to toys across both a vertical
and horizontal axis in the play space. This procedure
provided a starting point for later eye gaze calibration.
Additional cameras spread throughout the room captured
third-person camera views of the interaction.
Following head-mounted eye tracker set-up, parents and
children were given 24 everyday toys to play with, including
blocks, a doll, cars, and animals. The toys were spread out on
the carpet so that both the parent and child could see all of
them. Dyads were told to play together like they might at
home for 5-10 minutes. The interaction was only interrupted
if the eye trackers were bumped and no longer provided a
clear eye or scene view, in which case the experimenters
would pause the session and adjust the eye tracker.

Data Processing

Participants
Thirty-nine dyads (15 female) contributed data to the current
study. Participants ranged from 12 to 48 months old. Five
participants were excluded from analyses because we were
unable to collect or transcribe parent speech data. An
additional two children were excluded because they were not
tolerant of either wearing the eye tracker or allowing research
personnel to make the necessary adjustments. One additional
participant was excluded for vision concerns.

Stimuli and Procedure
Figure 1 shows the experimental set-up. Parents and children
were seated on the floor in a room resembling a playroom.
Both dyad members were equipped with head-mounted eye
trackers that allowed us to measure moment-by-moment gaze
shifts during play. The parent eye tracker resembled a pair of
glasses and the child eye tracker was affixed to a soft,
adjustable hat. The eye trackers contained two cameras: an
infrared camera pointed towards the right eye to detect eye
movements and a camera in the center of the forehead to
record the scene in front of the dyad member. Camera
positions were adjusted until a clear eye image and scene
view were attained. A laser pointer was then used to direct
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Eye Gaze Calibration. After the session, Yarbus software
(Positive Science, LLC) was used to map the child’s eye
movements from the eye camera to the objects in their firstperson view. Trained experimenters moved through the
synchronized videos frame-by-frame, indicating points on
the scene view where the child was looking. Points were
distributed throughout the x- and y-coordinates of the video
and across time to ensure an accurate calibration. This
process was repeated until the intra-point correlation was
greater than 95%. Following current best-practices (Hayhoe
et al., 2012), we repeated the calibration procedure 2-3 times
to reach a final calibration. The procedure was repeated for
the parent. A crosshair was generated on top of the scene
videos to indicate the point of gaze (Figure 1b-c).
Region of Interest and Speech Coding. Following eye-gaze
calibration, trained coders indicated the region-of-interest
(ROI) of the participant’s gaze. Using a custom program, the
continuous gaze stream was broken into individual looks
based on the velocity of eye movements. Coders then used
the crosshair generated after calibration to determine the ROI
of each individual look. Coders were able to see all camera
views, including the eye camera, during ROI coding to ensure

Figure 2: Child Event Identification and Parent Responses. The child’s behaviors (look, touch) and parent’s behaviors (look,
touch, naming) are visualized as data streams over time. Child events were defined as an unbroken sequence of attention and
action to a single toy. The current event is categorized as a Look-Touch event because of the presence of both child look and
touch preceding parent response. The latency to parent response is identified as the time from the onset of the child event to
the time of parent first action towards the toy of the child’s interest.
that they were correctly identifying each ROI. Possible ROIs
included the 24 toys or the other dyad member’s face.
Additionally, ROI coding was completed for objects that
came into contact with each dyad member’s hands. Trained
coders annotated a data stream for each hand individually,
indicating which of the 24 toys was being touched at any
moment during play. A toy was marked as being touched if
the participant’s hand came into contact with the toy. A
second coder independently coded a randomly selected
subset of 5 participants and the inter-coder reliability ranged
from 93% to 99% (Cohen’s kappa=0.96). The child touch
data streams were later merged to find events where one or
both hands were in contact with a toy.
Finally, parent speech was coded using Audacity. Trained
coders indicated when the parent was speaking during the
play interaction, and then transcribed the parent’s utterances.
Speech was segmented into separate utterances if there was a
silence of 400ms between speech sounds. Utterances
containing a label to one of the 24 toys were considered
naming utterances and are used in subsequent analyses.

Data Analysis
Child Event Identification & Classification. We first
identified all events of child interest in a toy, defined as an
unbroken series of looks to and touches of a toy. A single
event may consist of several overlapping looks to and touches
of the toy (Figure 2). Importantly, only events where the child
initiated the interest in the toy were considered – events
where the child interacted with a toy following a parent cue
towards that toy were excluded. Events were categorized
based on the behaviors occurring before the parent response
or, in the cases of no parent response, as the behavior
throughout the entire event. This approach ensured that only
the child behaviors that parents had the opportunity to
respond to were considered. Look events are those where the
child only looked at the toy before parent response or for the
entire event without parent response. Touch events are those
where the child only touched the toy. Look-Touch events are
those where the child both looked at and touched the toy.
Parent Response. We defined parent responses as any
behavior from the parent – look, touch, or naming – directed
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towards the object of the child’s interest. Responses began
after the onset of the child event (i.e., did not lead the child’s
attention) and began before the offset of the child event. The
latency of the parent to respond (Figure 2) and types of parent
behaviors used in the response were recorded.
Permutation Testing. We ran a permutation test to assess
chance levels of parent response by child event type. On each
of 1000 permutations, we assigned a parent response type to
each event that was sampled from the overall probability
distribution. We calculated chance levels of overall response
rate, type of parent response, and count of modalities in the
parent response by computing the 95% confidence interval
(CI) of the permuted distribution.

Results
Rate and Duration of Child Event Types
We first aimed to determine what types of behaviors children
generate for their parents to respond to. Children produced an
average of 25.87 events per minute of play (SD=7.89,
range=10.11-43.31). All child events were entered into a
corpus analysis, resulting in 5,839 events. Of the 5,839 events
generated by all children, 4363 (75%) were characterized as
Look only events, 877 (15%) were Touch only events, and
599 (10%) were Look-Touch events.
An analysis of variance (ANOVA) on a linear mixed
effects model (LME) of duration with fixed effects of event
type and random effects for participant revealed a main effect
of event type, F(2,5836)=359.92, p<0.01. The mean duration
of Look events was 1.26s (SD=3.96s), of Touch events was
3.86s (9.48s), and of Look-Touch events was 12.31s (25.21s).
Consistent with past research demonstrating that looks during
naturalistic toy play unfold on a quicker timescale than
touches (Yurkovic et al., In press), post-hoc analyses
revealed that Look events tended to be shorter than Touch
events, t(5238)=-12.93, p<0.01. Look-Touch events were
longer than both Look events, t(4960)=-26.49, p<0.01, and
Touch events, t(1474)=-9.09, p<0.01, reflecting that child
attention is related to child action (Yurkovic et al., 2020).

response rate that is greater than both other event types and
is well above what is expected by chance. The child’s own
coordination of attention with action appears to signal the
opportunity to respond to the parents.

Child Duration and Parent Responsiveness
We ran a generalized linear model of parent response as a
function of child event duration and child event type. There
was a significant effect of duration (b=0.83, p<0.001) such
that parent response became more likely as duration
increased. Additionally, there was a significant duration by
child event type interaction (bs>|0.95|, ps<0.001). In other
words, while duration does predict parent responsiveness,
child event type predicts parent responsiveness above and
beyond the role of duration. It should be noted that parent
response may extend the child’s attention (Yu & Smith,
2016) thereby contributing to the relationship between child
event duration and parent responsiveness.

Figure 3: Response Rate to Child Event Types. The y-axis
shows the count of events that did not receive a response
(lightly colored regions) compared to the count of events
that did receive a response (darker colored regions) overall
and for each event category. The response rate (RR) is
shown above each event type. Look events and Touch
events were overall less successful at eliciting parent
responses compared to Look-Touch events.

Parent Latency to Response

Parent Response Rate
We next determined which child behaviors elicited parent
responses (i.e., look, touch, and/or naming) (Figure 3).
Parents responded to 19.64% of child events overall. A c2 test
revealed that different event types related to greater parent
responsiveness, c2(1,N=5839)=954.99, p<0.001. Despite
making up the largest percentage of events, Look events
received a parent response only 12.97% of the time,
significant less than the 20.87% response rate to Touch
events, c2(1,N=5240)=37.14, p<0.001, and the 66.44%
response rate to Look-Touch events, c2(1,N=4962)=962.04,
p<0.001. Additionally, Touch events received fewer
responses than Look-Touch events, c2(1,N=1476)=309.75,
p<0.001. This result is consistent with past literature that the
child’s manual actions, specifically hand-eye coordination,
signal the opportunity for parents to respond.
We next compared actual response rates to those expected
by chance. The parent response rate to child Look events is
lower than expected by chance, 95% CI=19-20%, Cohen’s
d=34.92, p<0.001. The response rate to child Touch events
is within chance levels, 95% CI=19-22%, Cohen’s d=0.93,
p=0.15. Finally, the response rate to child Look-Touch
events is above that expected by chance, 95% CI=19-23%,
Cohen’s d=45.87, p<0.001.
The child’s gaze alone elicits low levels of parent
responsiveness relative to both other child event types and
chance. Child touch elicits more parent responsiveness than
the child’s gaze but does not elicit parent responses above
what we would expect by chance throughout the interaction.
Finally, the child’s hand-eye coordination elicits a parent
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Considering only the events that received a response, we next
determined how quickly parents responded to their child
(Figure 4). Parent response latency was defined as the time
from the onset of the child event to the first parent behavior
(look, touch, or naming). The overall median response
latency was 0.83s (SD=3.78s). An ANOVA on an LME of
parent latency with fixed effects for child event type and
random effects for participant revealed that response latency
differed by event type, F(2,1144)=93.61, p<0.01). Look
events had the shortest parent response latencies overall,
0.43s (0.69s), followed by Touch events, 1.00s (3.57s),
followed by Look-Touch events 2.20s (5.38s). The latencies
are most likely a function of the duration of child events, of
which Look events are the shortest and Look-Touch events
are the longest. Overall, parent attention and action are wellcoordinated with the attention and action of the child.

Types of Parent Responses
We next compared which behaviors parents used to respond
to their child: look, touch, or naming. A c2 test revealed a
significant difference in the count of all child events that
received a parent look, touch, or naming response,
c2(2,N=3441)=1389.23, p<0.001. We conducted post-hoc,
pairwise c2 tests to determine if there was a relationship
between parent response type and child event type. We also
assessed chance levels of parent response types (Figure 5a).
Parent look responses were generated in response to child
Look-Touch events more frequently than to child Look
(c2(1,N=964)=18.66,
p<0.001)
and
child
Touch
(c2(1,N=581)=5.73, p=0.02) events, which did not differ
(c2(1,N=749)=1.28, p=0.26). Child hand-eye coordination
elicits more parent looking than other child behaviors.
Parent touch responses were generated equally to child
Look, Touch, and Look-Touch events, c2(1,N=1147)=0.93,
p=0.63. Parent touch may be used in different ways (i.e.,

Figure 4: Latency to Parent Response. Raincloud plots
represent the kernel density (y-axis) of latency to parent
response (x-axis) and box plots below show the interquartile
range. Latencies greater than 10s (n=43) are not depicted.
Parent latency to response is quickest for Look events,
followed by Touch events, followed by Look-Touch events.
moving a toy closer, helping the child use the toy) that differ
by event type and are not captured in the current analysis.
Finally, parent naming was generated to child Look events
less frequently than to Touch (c2(1,N=749)=5.04, p=0.02)
and Look-Touch events ((c2(1,N=964)=27.01, p<0.001).
Child Touch and Look-Touch events did not differ in the rate
of parent naming response, c2(1,N=581)=2.83, p=0.09. The
presence of touch in a child’s behavior elicits more parent
naming than the absence of touch.
We assessed chance levels of each modality of parent
response to each child event type. We found that child Look
events were less likely than expected by chance to receive a
parent eye (d=7.59, p<0.001) or parent naming response
(d=9.73, p<0.001). In contrast, Look-Touch events were
more likely than expected by chance to receive a parent eye
(d=2.17, p=0.02) or parent naming response (d=2.51,
p=0.02). Child Touch events received responses at chance
levels (d=0.14–0.87, all p>0.23). Child Look alone relates to
less parent mutual gaze and naming opportunities compared
to Look-Touch events and compared to chance. By contrast,
child Look-Touch events relate to greater parent mutual gaze
and naming than compared to other event types and compared
to chance – further relating to more word learning
opportunities for the child.

Count of Parent Response Modalities
We then compared how many behaviors parents used when
responding to their child’s interest: one, two, or all three
parent behaviors. A c2 test revealed a significant difference
in the count of all child events that received a parent response
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using one, two, or three behaviors, c2(2,N=3441)=1008.63,
p<0.001. We conducted post-hoc, pairwise c2 tests to
determine if there was a relationship between the number of
modalities in a parent response type and child event type. We
also assessed chance levels of parent responses (Figure 5b).
Unimodal parent responses were less likely to be generated
in response to child Look-Touch events than to Look events
(c2(1,N=964)=26.87, p<0.001) and Touch events
(c2(1,N=581)=4.50, p=0.04), which did not differ
(c2(1,N=749)=3.06, p<0.08). Unimodal child behaviors were
more likely to generate unimodal parent behaviors.
By contrast, multi-modal parent responses were more
likely to be generated in response to child Look-Touch events
than child Look (Two-Behavior: c2(1,N=964)=17.26,
p<0.001; Three-Behavior: c2(1,N=964)=5.83, p=0.02)
events. The rate of multi-modal parent responses to child
Touch events did not differ from response rate to Look (TwoBehavior: c2(1,N=749)=3.58, p=0.59; Three-Behavior:
c2(1,N=749)=0, p=0.99) or Look-Touch events (Two
Behavior: c2(1,N=581)=1.56, p=0.21; Three-Behavior:
c2(1,N=581)=2.76, p=0.10). Child Look-Touch events
generate richer, more multi-modal parent responses than
child Look only events.
We assessed chance levels of the different counts of
modalities of parent responses to each child event type.
Consistent with cross-event type analyses, child Look events
were more likely than expected by chance to receive a
unimodal parent response (d=9.34, p<0.001) and less likely
than expected by chance to receive a multimodal parent
response (d=3.76-7.99, all p<0.002). By contrast, child
Look-Touch events were less likely than expected by chance
to receive a unimodal parent response (d=2.61, p=0.01) and
more likely than expected by chance to receive a multimodal
parent response (d=1.41-2.01, all p<0.04). Multimodal child
behaviors relate to greater-than-chance levels of parent
multimodal responses, suggesting that child behaviors can
serve to organize parent responses.

Discussion
The current study aimed to determine if different child
behaviors elicited different parent responses and, if so, how
the parent responses differed. We utilized head-mounted eye
trackers during toy play to capture parent and child momentby-moment gaze shifts and manual activity, as well as parent
speech. We found, overall, that children use multimodal
behaviors to elicit parent responses at a rate greater than
expected by chance and that parent responses differ in the
amount and type of modalities used.
We found that events of child attention that included both
look to and touch of an object (Look-Touch) were infrequent
but highly successful in eliciting parent responses relative to
other event types and to chance. The infrequency of these
events may be related to the length of the events, such that
there are few, extended moments of coordinated child action
and attention. Parents took longer to respond to child LookTouch events but tended to use multimodal responses that can

Figure 5: Type and Amount of Parent Response. (A) We examined the use of three parent response modalities: look, touch,
and naming. The sum of the proportions across event types may not equal one because some events received multiple
response types. Look events were responded to differently than Touch and Look-Touch events. The bottom panel shows the
chance distributions in gray and the actual proportions in the colored dots. (B) We examined the multi-modality of parent
responses by child behavior type. Look events were responded to unimodally more frequently and responded to multimodally
less frequently than Look-Touch events. The bottom panel shows chance compared to actual response proportions.
provide a rich experience for the child, including increased
rates of naming toys that can support child language learning.
The long latency to respond and the use of multimodal cues
most likely relate to the overall long duration of Look-Touch
events. The child’s coordination of their attention with their
actions constrains and extends their attention (Bambach et al.,
2016, 2017; Yurkovic et al., 2020). This extension provides
the parent with an extended window within which to
recognize the object of the child’s attention and to respond
(Elmlinger et al., 2019; Yu & Smith, 2013, 2017a), as well as
providing opportunities for extended parent speech discourse
about an object (Suanda et al., 2016). By coordinating their
own actions, children provided more of an opportunity for
parents to respond to their actions.
Further, we found that child events that included only Look
before the parent response were the most common but were
relatively ineffective at eliciting a parent response. Look
events tended to be shorter and, when parents did respond,
they did so quickly and less frequently with mutual gaze or
naming of the object and more likely with unimodal
responses compared to their responses to Look-Touch events
and to chance levels of response types. Past research has
shown that looks generated to toys while children are holding
a different toy tend to be short and exploratory (Yurkovic et
al., 2021), and many of the looks in the Look-only category
may fall into that camp (i.e., quickly glancing at a nearby
toy). A parent response to these looks may serve to redirect
the child’s attention from their primary focus, an action that
is thought to have overall negative consequences for child
development (Landry et al., 2001; Tomasello & Todd, 1983).
Finally, Touch-only events were relatively infrequent,
were relatively ineffective at eliciting parent responses, and
elicited response types that were more similar to Look-Touch
events but were at chance levels of receiving different types
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and parent responses. Child touch, either with or without
hand-eye coordination, may relate to some organization of
parent attention above and beyond child look alone. Similar
to child look, child touch alone does not relate to greater
mutual gaze and parent naming instances that can support
more positive developmental outcomes.
There are two key limitations to the current study. First, we
examined a wide age range of children in a corpus analysis.
Future analyses will aim to quantify how child age may
impact the type and frequency of parent responsiveness,
specifically as children transition through different physical
(i.e., crawling to walking) and cognitive (i.e., play and
sustained attention abilities) developmental stages.
Additionally, there is some level of inaccuracy that is
inherent when translating head-mounted eye tracking of a
participant’s gaze in a 3-dimensional space to a 2dimensional screen for post-processing. Coders are trained to
account for depth when processing the eye gaze data and both
child and parent actions can be used to infer point of gaze.
However, some looks may be coded improperly.
Future analyses will investigate individual differences in
child behaviors and parent responses. Previous work has
shown that when children do not frequently coordinate their
gaze with their hands, parents do not frequently follow their
child’s hands into joint engagement, suggesting that parents
are sensitive to the cues of their child (Yu & Smith, 2017b).
We will use clustering analyses to identify shared patterns
within children (i.e., types of cues), within parents (i.e., types
of responses), or within dyads (i.e., unique behavior-response
profiles). Additionally, future analyses will aim to capture the
dynamics of child action, parent response, and child further
action following the parent response. Research has
demonstrated that children generate more sustained manual
actions on toys when their parents are being more responsive

(McQuillan et al., 2019), highlighting the transactional nature
of parent-child interactions.
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Abstract
When people are unsure of the intended meaning of a word,
they often ask for clarification. One way of doing so—often assumed in models of communication—is to point at a potential
target: “Do you mean [points at the rabbit]?” However, what
if the target is unavailable? Then the only recourse is language
itself, which seems equivalent to pulling oneself up from a
swamp by one’s hair. We created two computational models of
communication, one able to point and one not. The latter incorporates inference to resolve the meaning of non-pointing signals. Simulations show agents in both models reach perceived
understanding equally quickly. While this means agents think
they are successfully communicating, non-pointing agents understand each other only at chance level. This shows that stateof-the-art computational explanations have difficulty explaining how people solve the puzzle of underdetermination, and
that doing so will require a fundamental leap forward.
Keywords: communication; pragmatics; Bayesian modeling;
agent-based modeling; computational modeling

Introduction
The puzzle of language use in interaction is elegantly illustrated by Quine’s famous gavagai thought experiment
(Quine, 1960): A rabbit scuttles across and someone shouts,
“gavagai!” How do you understand what the word means?
The difficulty of this puzzle is illustrated by the fact that 60
years later, we are still only scratching the surface. We know
people can understand each other, it is just very hard to explain how. Now consider the following variant to discover
how deep this rabbit hole goes: The other shouts “gavagai!”
You may wish to point at the rabbit asking “gavagai?”, but
alas it has run away. How can you still make sense of the
word now that you are unable to point at your displaced reference? Your only recourse is language itself, but now that
you are in a swamp of underdetermination how can you pull
yourself up by your own hair?
Prior solutions to the puzzle have leaned heavily on repair actions. Communicators can shore up understanding
piecemeal by asking and providing clarification (Dingemanse
et al., 2015; Schegleff, Jefferson, & Sacks, 1977; Clark
& Schaefer, 1987). While people seem flexible enough to
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deal with a great deal of referential inscrutability (Garfinkel,
1967), computational models of communication tend to assume more immediate forms of feedback: for instance by ostension (pointing at an intended or inferred referent) or even
providing direct shared access (Steels, 2015; Hawkins, Frank,
& Goodman, 2017).1 Even under these ideal conditions, it
has proven difficult to computationally explain how two communicators can come to understand one another. State-of-theart models operate on small contexts and languages, and they
require uncharacteristically many trial-and-error attempts or
fail to reach mutual understanding (Steels, 2015). We do not
take this merely as a negative result, but as an indication of
a truly hard to explain aspect of human communication. It
is challenging to explain how people can pull themselves out
of the swamp with an overhanging branch (direct access), let
alone by their own hair (ostensive signals), let alone when
they pull and realise they are wearing a wig (non-ostensive
signals).
In this paper, we present and compare two computational
models of communication. One to model cases where people
have access to unambiguous ostensive pointing signals, and
one to model cases where people rely on additional inference
to resolve the meaning of non-ostensive signals. Agent-based
simulations show that having access to ostensive signals allows agents to converge on a common lexicon and achieve
relatively successful referential communication. The agents
that rely on inferences over non-ostensive signals enjoy much
less success, despite their ability to leverage additional inference. This shows that sophisticated inferential abilities are
not enough to overcome the referential inscrutability of nonostensive signals.
To understand why, we distinguish between factual and
perceived states of understanding (Fig. 1). In doing so, we
contribute to prior work questioning dogmas of understand1 The

term ostensive has two senses: (a) referential transparency,
i.e., no (or little) reasoning is required to understand the meaning of
the signal, or (b) a signal that communicates its own communicative
value (Wilson & Sperber, 2002). Here, we use it in the first sense.

factual
understanding

X

green fruit

perceived
understanding

factual
understanding

?

green fruit

perceived
non-understanding

Figure 1: Two kinds of understanding. Without direct access to other minds, people can only use their own perceived
understanding as a proxy for factual understanding. When
they are in a state of perceived understanding, they assume
there is also factual understanding, which may or may not
be correct (top); and when they are in a state of perceived
non-understanding, i.e., they are uncertain about their understanding, they may not commit to any interpretation in which
case factual understanding remains undetermined (bottom).

ing in theories of human interaction (Clark, 1997). The first
refers to the state where both agents have the same referent
in mind (Clark, 1996), e.g., both think that gavagai refers to
the rabbit’s nose. Note that this state is a property defined
over two communicators, and that people cannot know if this
state is true or not. By contrast, perceived understanding is
an individual state. Namely, whether or not a person ‘thinks’
they have correctly understood the communicative signal. In
a follow-up analysis we show that, differently from the ostensive agents, non-ostensive agents incorrectly think that they
made correct inferences and decide to end the dialogue in a
state of factual misunderstanding. In our discussion we reflect
on theoretical challenges and opportunities for the field.

Computational models
We present two computational models based on the Rational Speech Act (RSA) framework (Frank & Goodman, 2012).
RSA formalizes Gricean cooperative communication (Grice,
1975) as Bayesian rational communication (Frank, Emilsson,
Peloquin, Goodman, & Potts, 2017). Speakers choose signals
relative to the probability that the chosen signal will be interpreted correctly (taking the listener’s perspective), and listeners infer meaning relative to the probability that a speaker
would have produced the observed signal given that meaning (taking the speaker’s perspective). RSA has been successfully used to explain language games (Frank & Goodman, 2012; Frank et al., 2017; Khani, Goodman, & Liang,
2018), implicatures (Goodman & Stuhlmüller, 2013; Bergen,
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Levy, & Goodman, 2016), noisy signals (Bergen & Goodman, 2015), polite speech (Yoon, Frank, Tessler, & Goodman, 2018), and convention formation (Hawkins et al., 2017;
Cohn-Gordon, Goodman, & Potts, 2018; Hawkins, Frank, &
Goodman, 2020).
We take the convention formation model by Hawkins et
al. (2017) as a starting point to model ostensive and nonostensive dialogue. The model explains how a listener can,
on the basis of previous ostensive communicative exchanges,
infer the probability of the possible signal-referent mappings
the speaker is using and uses this to infer the most likely intended meaning. We extend this model in two ways.
First, we extend it to capture ostensive dialogue between
two agents where, differently from existing models, both
agents can contribute to the conversation by speaking and
pointing. Ostensive communicators can request clarification
analagous to asking “gavagai?” and pointing at the rabbit,
making referentially clear what they believe the word “gavagai” refers to. Second, we provide a further extension to capture non-ostensive dialogue where ostensive signals are not
available. The crucial difference here is that the clarification
request ‘gavagai?’ is not accompanied by an ostensive signal.
In this model communicators are endowed with Bayesian inference to infer the meaning of the clarification signal, instead
of having it unambiguously provided.
In these models both agents produce and interpret signals,
so we introduce the terms initiator and responder. The initiator has the intention to communicate a particular referent
and starts the dialogue. The responder is trying to best understand which referent the initiator means and can request clarification to which the initiator can reply. This process repeats,
moving the dialogue forward. Dialogues in both models can
end in one of three ways (see Fig. 2): either the responder
believes they understood the initiator, or the initiator believes
that the responder understood them, or they give up after several turns. We next introduce RSA before we formalize ostensive and non-ostensive dialogue.

Rational Speech Act model
RSA provides a characterization of pragmatic speaking and
listening at the computational level (Frank & Goodman,
2012). It assumes that communicators can take each others’
perspective by reasoning recursively, determined by parameter n. For example, a pragmatic listener will infer “fruit”
refers to the apple, not the cherry, if the only other word avaiable is “red”. RSA abstracts language to a many-to-many
mapping between signals S and referents R. Such a mapping
is called a lexicon L . The speaking and listening capacities
formalized by RSA form the basis for the initiator and responder models below. Higher order speaking is defined as:
Sn (s|r, L ) ∝ exp (α log Ln−1 (r|s, L ) − cost(s))

(1)

This probability distribution over signals given a referent and
lexicon depends on the (presumed) inference made by a lis-

tener of one order lower Ln−1 :
Ln (r|s, L ) ∝ Pr(r) Sn (s|r, L )

(2)

The recursion bottoms out in a literal listener model L0 that
takes the lexicon on face value, apart from incorporating a
prior probability for each referent Pr(r):
L0 (r|s, L ) ∝ Pr(r) L (s, r)

(3)
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Figure 3: The distribution over all lexicons (lexicon likelihood) is computed from the lexical bias and conversation history. Non-ostensive agents (blue) require additional inference
to infer the meaning of clarification requests s0 , whereas ostensive agents (orange) get unambiguous feedback r.

S’ Y

inferred
referent Z

inferred
referent Y

S’

high/low certainty

non-ostensive agents
ostensive agents

conversation history

Figure 2: Structure for ostensive (orange) and non-ostensive
(blue) dialogue for one intended referent X. Black, orange
and blue arrows denote input-output of information. Gray arrows denote agents’ decisions for continuing or ending the dialogue. Agents remember all turns and take this into account
for future inferences. The key difference is that ostensive
agents base future inferences on the ostensively declared referent Y (orange rectangle) whereas the non-ostensive agents
base future inferences on a verbal signal S0 (blue rectangle).
The initiator infers referent Z from S0 to determine whether
they think that the responder understands them.

Formalizing ostensive communication
In ostensive communication, the responder can request clarification by producing a pointing gesture. Both agents remember all signals spoken by the intiator sinitial and the corresponding clarification gesture which is formalized as the inferred referent rinferred (S and Y in the orange boxes in Fig. 2).
Agents use conversation history h and their lexical bias Pr(L )
to infer the likelihood over all possible lexicons (Fig. 3):
PrLn (L | h) ∝ Pr (L )

∏

Ln (r|s, L )

(4)

(s,r)∈h

The distribution over referents given a signal and history can
now be formalized as:
PrLn (r | s, h) ∝ ∑ Ln (r|s, L ) PrLn (L |h)
L

(5)
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This distribution is used by both ostensive agents. The responder infers a referent given an observed signal by sampling rinferred from PrLn (r | sobserved , h). The initiator does the
same but given the observed clarification request srequest , to
try and understand the responder. Both agents use the entropy
H(.) of this distribution to decide if they are certain enough
of their inference, formalizing perceived understanding. The
responder makes a clarification request when uncertain, by
sampling a signal srequest given their inferred referent rinferred
from:
PrSn (s | r, h) ∝ e(α ln(∑L PrLn (L |h) Ln−1 (r|s,L ))−cost(s))

(6)

Here, the distribution over signals takes into account history, all possible lexicons and pragmatic reasoning. The cost
function could represent for example utterance length, and
α is the rationality parameter (higher values make sampling
the most probable signal more likely). The ostensive responder can both express srequest and point unambiguously to
their inferred referent rinferred , where srequest is sampled from
PrSn (s | rinferred , h). The agents signal a special change-ofstate token (cf. Koivisto, 2015; Selting, 1987) to indicate
when they perceive understanding: The responder can use
aha! to confirm they think they correctly inferred the intended referent rintended . Similarly, the initiator can use an
acknowledgement token like indeed! when they think the
responder has correctly inferred the intended referent (Clark,
1996). Table 1 illustrates an example conversation between
agents. For completeness we provide the formalization of the
ostensive responder and initiator below.
O STENSIVE R ESPONDER
Input: A set of signals S, a set of referents R, and
the conversation history h = ((sinitial , rinferred ), . . . ). An
observed signal sobserved ∈ S and an order of reasoning n. A
linguistic bias representing the agent’s preferred lexicons
Pr(L). A rationality parameter α, a certainty threshold η
and a cost function cost : S → N.


Output: A clarification request srequest , rinferred if
H(PrLn (r | sobserved , h)) > η; or otherwise the inferred
referent rinferred and a special confirmation signal aha!
Here, srequest is sampled from PrSn (s | rinferred , h) (Eq. 6)
and rinferred is sampled from PrLn (r | sobserved , h) (Eq. 5).

H(PrLn (r | sobserved , h)) > η (Eq. 5, Eq. 7); or otherwise a the inferred referent rinferred and a special
confirmation signal aha! Here, srequest is sampled from
PrSn (s | rinferred , h) (Eq. 6, Eq. 7) and rinferred is sampled
from PrLn (r | sobserved , h) (Eq. 5, Eq. 7).

O STENSIVE I NITIATOR
Input: A set of signals S, a set of referents R, and
the conversation history h = ((s, r), . . . ). A referential
intention rintended ∈ R and an order of reasoning n. A
linguistic bias representing the agent’s preferred lexicons
Pr(L). A rationality parameter α, a certainty threshold η
and a cost function cost : S → N. Optionally, an observed
clarification request srequest ∈ S.
Output:
The initial signal sinitial sampled from
PrSn (s | rintended , h) (Eq. 6) if no clarification request
was made, a clarification response sresponse sampled from
the same distribution if H(PrLn (r | srequest , h)) is above
η (Eq. 5), or a special confirmation signal indeed! if
entropy is below η and rintended matches rinferred sampled
from PrLn (r | srequest , h) (Eq. 5).

N ON - OSTENSIVE I NITIATOR
Input: Same as O STENSIVE I NITIATOR, except
 that the
conversation history h = (sinitial , srequest ), . . . consists
of pairs of initiator signals sinitial and the responder’s
clarification requests srequest .
Output:
The initial signal sinitial sampled from
PrSn (s | rintended , h) (Eq. 6, Eq. 7) if no clarification request
was made, or else a clarification response sresponse sampled
from the same distribution if H(PrLn (r | srequest , h)) is
above η (Eq. 5, Eq. 7), or a special confirmation signal
indeed! if entropy is below η and rintended matches
rinferred sampled from PrLn (r | srequest , h) (Eq. 5, Eq. 7).

Formalizing non-ostensive communication
In non-ostensive communication, communicators cannot use
ostensive signalling and build up a conversation history consisting only of initiator signals sinitial and corresponding clarification requests srequest (S and S0 in the blue boxes in Fig. 2).
Agents use this conversation history h and their lexical bias
Pr(L ) to infer the likelihood over all possible lexicons. Differently from the ostensive model, non-ostensive agents make
an additional inference
interpreting the clarification request

(Ln r|srequest , L below; Fig. 3):
PrLn (L | h) ∝
Pr (L )

∏

∑ Sn (sinitial |r, L ) Ln r|srequest , L

Table 1: Example conversations between ostensive (a) and
non-ostensive (b) agents for toy 2-by-2 lexicons (six possible in total). Lexical likelihoods PrLn (L | h) at ti are based
on lexical bias and history (indicated in bold) from t1 . . .ti−1 .
Ostensive agents have access to explicit feedback (i.e., referents pointed out by the responder), whereas non-ostensive
agents need to make do with ambiguous linguistic feedback.
The ostensive agents reach perceived understanding after two
turns, where the non-ostensive agents give up after six turns.
(a) Conversation between ostensive agents.

PrLn (L | h) Initiator
t1
t2



Responder

r2 →
r1 ←

s1
(s2 , r1 )?

→ r1
← r1

r2 →

s2
aha!

→ r2
← r2

PrLn (L | h)

(sinitial ,srequest )∈h r

(7)
The distribution over referents given a signal and history
PrLn (r | s, h) is formalized as Eq. 5 replacing PrLn (L | h)
with Eq. 7. Similarly to the ostensive agents, non-ostensive
initiator and responder infer referential meaning of signals
rinferred and their perceived certrainty thereof from this distribution. The responder makes a clarification request when
uncertain by sampling a signal srequest given their inferred
referent rinferred from PrSn (s | r, h) (Eq. 6), again replacing
PrLn (L | h) with Eq. 7.
N ON - OSTENSIVE R ESPONDER
Input: Same as O STENSIVE R ESPONDER, except
the

conversation history h = (sinitial , srequest ), . . . consists
of pairs of initiator signals sinitial and the responder’s
clarification requests srequest .
Output:
A clarification request srequest if
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(b) Conversation between non-ostensive agents.

PrLn (L | h) Initiator

Responder

t1

r1 →
r2 ←

s2
s1 ?

→ r2
← r2

t2

r1 →
r2 ←

s1
s2 ?

→ r2
← r2

t3

r1 →
r2 ←

s2
s2 ?

→ r2
← r2

t4

r1 →
r2 ←

s1
s2 ?

→ r2
← r2

t5

r1 →
r2 ←

s1
s2 ?

→ r2
← r2

t6

r1 →
r2 ←

s1
s1 ?

→ r2
← r2

PrLn (L | h)

Simulation
Method
We simulated 500 agent pairs for both models, for which
code, data, and analyses can be found at: https://osf.io/
caeb9/. The lexicon size was 4 (signals) × 3 (referents).
Asymmetrical lexical bias was generated using a binomial
distribution with X = .45 for agent 1 and X = .55 for agent 2.
We set the rationality parameter α to 5 and, since irrelevant to
our research focus, cost was set to 0. Each dialogue consisted
of an initiating agent trying to communicate an intended referent to a responder agent. A dialogue took at most 6 turns,
after which the pair gives up (given the limited lexicon, allowing for many or infinite turns will not provide further insight
into the development of perceived and factual understanding).
Furthermore, the agents performed six dialogues, with randomly determined intended referents.

Dialogue

Figure 4: Clarification sequence length decreases as the conversation progresses for both ostensive (orange) and nonostensive agents (blue). (Bars show the 95% CI and ribbon
the SD).

Analysis 1: Clarification sequence length
We investigated the number of back-and-forth turns it takes
for ostentively and non-ostentively communicating agents to
come to the belief that they understand each other (called
clarification sequence length). Fig. 4 shows a decrease in
clarification sequence length after the first dialogue for both
the ostensive and non-ostensive agents. This effect is consistent with other simulations and empirical observations that
show an important role for interactive repair early in referential communication tasks (Hawkins et al., 2017; Degen,
Trotzke, Scontras, Wittenberg, & Goodman, 2019; Mills,
2014). To get a better view of agents’ factual understanding
and of the distribution of clarification sequence lengths within
dialogues, we perform more fine-grained analyses next.

Analysis 2: Dialogue
For each of the six dialogues that agent pairs engage in, we
count the number of agent pairs that reach factual understanding (or not) and the number of turns they take, providing a distribution of repair sequence lengths (Fig. 5). Note
that some agent pairs do not reach a state of perceived understanding and so give up after six turns (shaded areas in
Fig. 5). While both models show a similar reduction in repair
sequence length, this analysis reveals important differences
in states of understanding for the two models.
First, ostensive agents achieve higher factual understanding overall. Here, factual understanding is formalized as the
responder’s inferred referent r being the same as the initiators intention i. Second, most ostensive agents reach a state
of perceived understanding in the first half of the conversation
(dialogues 1–3) and with short repair sequences (< 3). In contrast, many of the non-ostensive agents do not reach a state of
perceived understanding with short repair sequences until the
second half of the conversation (dialogues 4–6). Third, there
is a substantial population of ostensive agents that in the final dialogue do not reach a state of perceived understanding
and hence ‘give up’. This seems to correspond accurately to
the ratio of factual (mis)understandings they would have had,
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if they had to guess at this point. The non-ostensive agents
show a different pattern: by the fifth or sixth intention almost
all reach a state of perceived understanding but when they do,
their average factual understanding is poor.
This analysis shows that non-ostensive agents have a much
harder time achieving factual understanding than ostensive
agents. The ostensive agents can rely on the signal spoken
by the initiator sinit and the ostensive response (e.g. pointing
gesture) r by the responder. This provides them with a stable
ground to infer the same referential meanings, which is only
possible when their lexicon likelihoods align on a few compatible lexicons. The non-ostensive agents only have access
to the signals sinit and sreq without the benefit of identification
by pointing. They use pragmatic inference over all possible
lexicons to infer not only the original intention underlying
sinit but also the inferred intention of the responder’s clarification request sreq (Eq. 7 and 8). While this additional inference leads to high certainty in a reasonable number of turns,
it does not lead to factual understanding. This must mean that
the non-ostensive agents fail to infer compatible lexicon likelihoods. In the next analysis we investigate the relationship
between factual and perceived understanding.

Analysis 3: Factual and perceived understanding
We determined how many dialogues ended in factual understanding (see Table 2). Note that in the current simulation
only 3 referents are available, making the chance level for
Table 2: Percentage of dialogues that end in factual understanding split by whether the agents perceived understanding
or gave up. Chance level for factual understanding is 33.3%.

ostensive
non-ostensive

perceived understanding

give up

79.5 %
34.4 %

42.0 %
33.4 %

250

Dialogue1

Dialogue 2

Dialogue 3

Dialogue 4

Dialogue 5

Dialogue 6

Ostensive

Agent pairs

200
150
100
50
0
250

Factual Misunderstanding
Factual Understanding

200

Non-Ostensive

150
100
50
0

1 2 3 4 5 6 Give 1 2 3 4 5 6 Give 1 2 3 4 5 6 Give 1 2 3 4 5 6 Give 1 2 3 4 5 6 Give 1 2 3 4 5 6 Give
Up
Up
Up
Up
Up
Up

Turns

Figure 5: Structure of dialogue progression for ostensive (above) and non-ostensive agents (below). Conversation progresses
from left to right. Each graph shows for the ith dialogue the distribution of agent pairs over the repair sequence length. The
rightmost bars in each graph shows how many agent pairs gave up in that dialogue and the colors indicate factual understanding.
factual understanding 33.3%. We observe again that when the
ostensive agents reach a state of perceived understanding then
they are above chance for achieving factual understanding,
and when they give up they would have been below chance.
The non-ostensive agents’ factual understanding is always at
chance level, suggesting that there is disconnect between their
perceived and factual states of understanding.

Discussion
We formalized two models of communication: An ostensive
model in which communicators can directly point to inferred
referents to ask for clarification, and a non-ostensive model in
which communicators can only rely on signals without direct
access to referential identity. The agents in both models take
conversation history into account—though each of a different nature—to try and infer a common lexicon to overcome
differences in referential intention ascription between them.
Using agent-based simulations we showed that both models behave similar in one sense, namely, all agents become
increasingly confident in their inferences leading to reduction
in the number of turns taken per communicated intention.
However, the models behave differently in other important
ways. While ostensive agents have a high factual understanding when they perceive understanding, this is not the case for
the non-ostensive agents. The non-ostensive agents’ factual
understanding is at chance level while at the same time also
requiring more observations to gain enough certainty to stop
asking for clarification. Though some degree of misalignment
between factual and perceived understanding is fairly common in natural languages (Garfinkel, 1967; Enfield, 2007),
these agents have no alignment at all.
The poor performance of the non-ostensive agents may
seem surprising. While these agents lack physical copresence (Clark & Marshall, 1981), they can rely on sophisticated inference and linguistic co-presence to reverse engineer possible meanings of (clarification) signals by considering all possible signal-referent mappings and their conversa-
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tion history. This computationally far exceeds the inferential
capacities of human communicators (van Rooij et al., 2011).
Even so, these sophisticated inferences are not sufficient for
the agents to achieve mutual (factual) understanding.
We started the paper by posing the challenge of explaining how people can make sense of a word when unable to
point at a displaced referent. State-of-the-art models fail to
address this challenge head-on by providing what we might
call a Gavagai Shortcut: immediate access to the intended
referent (Steels, 2015; Hawkins et al., 2017). This greatly
simplifies the problem of converging on a common lexicon.
However, the shortcut obscures the fact that this is interactionally and computationally far from trivial. The simulation
results confirm that ostensive agents can achieve factual understanding, and they underscore the difficulty of computationally explaining non-ostensive communication. Without
referentially clear signals, non-ostensive agents have no way
of knowing when their inferences are factually correct. The
challenge is clear: Without direct feedback, what computational infrastructure allows communicators to attain sufficient
meta-understanding about their state of factual understanding? Given that the model presented here is not lacking in
inferential capacity, it seems that more reasoning of the same
kind is not the right answer. One might be tempted to introduce other shortcuts to ‘make the current model work’, but
shortcuts forgo explanation. In future, computational theories
of communication need to be expanded with a different kind
of reasoning, one that explains how people can use context,
background knowledge and other semiotic resources (Clark,
1997; Clark, 2006) to attain sufficient meta-understanding.
Without this awareness, computational agents are not just trying to pull themselves from a swamp of underdetermination
by their hair, but they don’t realise they are drowning.
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A Conceptual Framework for Empathy
and Its Application to Investigate Nonhuman Animals
Albert Newen
Maja Griem

Abstract

studies. This approach allows a detailed characterization of
the relation of empathy in humans and other animals. The
new framework will allow us to challenge a general denial of
empathic abilities in nonhuman animals without falling prey
to claiming that there are no differences in empathic abilities
of humans and other animals. In the following we can only
outline the core ideas.

Do nonhuman animals (hereafter “animals”) possess empathy
and if so to which degree? Can we develop a conceptual
framework that allows us to characterize similarities and
differences between implementations of empathy in humans
and animals? We aim to answer these questions in two steps.
First, we develop a new conceptual framework by
distinguishing different levels of empathy starting with
paradigmatic cases of human empathy developing in human
ontogeny. Second, we describe in detail which of these levels
of empathy can be found in other species based on animal
studies. This approach allows a detailed characterization of the
relation of empathy in humans and other animals.

2. Methodological Framework

Keywords: empathy; animal cognition; comparative cognition

1. Introduction
Until recently empathy has been thought of as a uniquely
human ability. This has been the common ground of most
researchers who still cling to the famous Bischof-Koehler
hypothesis stating that the behavior of nonhuman animals is
controlled only by their own current motivational states, and
therefore nonhuman animals cannot anticipate future
motivational states or act on the motivational and emotional
states of others. But the last two decades of research have
revealed increasing evidence for prosocial behavior in
nonhuman animals, especially rodents (Bartal et al. 2011).
Investigating the mechanisms underlying prosociality in
rodents we observe an interesting overlap of flexibility in the
behavior, similar behavioral dispositions as well as similar
brain circuits compared to humans (Meyza et al. 2017). Some
researchers have started a new perspective on animal
empathy, especially Frans de Waal and his group. He argues
that “being in tune with others, coordinating activities, and
caring for those in need isn’t restricted to our species. Human
empathy has the backing of a long evolutionary history” (de
Waal 2009). We think that this is exactly right although the
challenge to make a convincing argument for sceptics still
remains. We will suggest an argument in that direction in two
steps: first, we develop a new conceptual framework by
distinguishing different levels of empathy starting with
paradigmatic cases of empathy during human ontogeny, and
second, we describe in detail which of these levels of
empathy can be found in other species based on empirical
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To develop an adequate framework for a comparative
perspective concerning empathy, we start with a standard
example of our human life to characterize the typical features
of full-blown empathy. We furthermore benefit from a
conceptual suggestion used in developmental psychology
(Hoffman 2000) to describe different levels of precursors of
full-blown empathy. To do this in detail, we develop our own
multi-component model of empathy. This is to be understood
in the sense of a Wittgensteinian idea of family resemblance
of characteristic features starting out with the most typical
examples as core cases of empathy, rather than a description
of necessary and sufficient condition of empathy. The
resulting multi-component theory allows to account for a
variety of phenomena within this framework. In this paper we
focus only on a selection of ideal-typical cases to characterize
different levels of empathy which are pre-cursors of fullblown empathy. Finally, our aim is to give an overview of the
evidence for an implementation of these level in nonhuman
animals.

3. Criteria of Adequacy for a Concept of
Empathy Developed from a Typical Case
Tom lives with his old neighbor in Corona-times and she tells
him that she suffers from isolation and that she is sad that she
is no longer able to cook any complex meals but has to deal
with simple cooking due to her diminishing abilities. Since
Tom knows her quite well, he is aware of the fact that she
does not want any fancy meals one could easily order from a
restaurant but she prefers a special cuisine which has to be
self-made. Tom feels sorry for her and decides to cook and
bring her favorite meal for her upcoming birthday. She is
delighted.

This story involves the characteristic components of fullblown empathy. The core intuition is that empathy typically
involves the registration of the other’s relevant mental states
or processes (‘state’ for short in the following) including the
affective state. This is combined with the attitude to take care
of the other and the selection of a supporting action that
accounts for the mental states and the situation of the person.
More precisely: We think that we can cluster relevant
elements into three main components, namely (1)
registration, (2) attitude and (3) behavioral response. In this
example, you (1) register and/or activate the old ladies’ (1a)
affective state of being sad, (1b) the relevant situation she is
in, namely of not being able to adequately cook and (1c) her
relevant mindset, namely the desire for her favorite meals.
Furthermore, Tom acts based on (2) an attitude of care for
the other. [This needs a short explication: to avoid overintellectualizing this component, we allow for nonconceptual attitudes of caring. Although the attitude of caring
is normally understood as positive, it may also be understood
as negative here, i.e. ‘caring’ for the other by aiming to harm.]
And (3) Tom decides to act such that he fulfills her desires
(or needs), i.e. his action is typically other-directed. Thus, we
want to exclude behavior of a cognitive system which lacks a
relevant self-other distinction as a candidate of empathic
response behavior. But this still allows for self-directed
behavior although this is not typical for full-blown empathy,
e.g. if Tom would feel sorry for her but avoid any contact not
to be reminded of her situation.
We take these to be the paradigmatic criteria of full-blown
empathy understood as three typical components which can
be realized with typical sub-features in a case of empathy. A
Wittgensteinian understanding of the concept of empathy
allows us to exclude cases of non-empathy and to describe
borderline cases: if we have three characteristic components
of empathy then a phenomenon that does not realize at least
one of those is not a case of empathy. If from three
components, only one is realized, we have a borderline case.
If two of three components are realized, we enter the area of
fruitful descriptions of family resemblance cases.
How can we make use of this framework? First, we can use
it to illustrate deficits of two main alternative conceptual
frameworks and second, we will apply it to characterize
different types of empathy in nonhuman animals in a way that
is nicely in line with a fruitful theory of types of empathy in
developmental psychology (Hoffman 2000).

4. Criticizing Two Central Conceptual
Frameworks
The two most promising approaches on empathy and its
related phenomena are the so-called Russian doll model by
de Waal & Preston (2017) and the combination model by
Yamamoto (2017).
The basic pillar of the Russian doll model (de Waal &
Preston 2017) follows a developmental strategy: empathy
needs a mechanism of a perception-action coupling as a
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necessary basis and important applications of this mechanism
are the abilities of motor mimicry and emotional contagion.

Figure 1: The Russian Doll Model; adopted from: de Waal
& Preston, 2017.
According to the authors, all other empathic abilities are built
on this core element. This application of basic forms of
empathy is widened with the additional abilities of
sympathetic concern and consolation. Furthermore, the most
complex forms of empathy additionally involve highercognitive empathic abilities like perspective taking and
targeted helping. From a developmental view, this model
might look appealing at first sight and we appreciate the
ontogenetic perspective. Still, this conceptual framework is
inadequate since the doll model implies (i) that the relevant
cognitive abilities are unfolded one on top of the other and
(ii) that they contribute to a case of full-blown empathy in the
same way. (Ad i): Psychopathy is a counterexample to the
presupposition of a sequential unfolding of these abilities:
psychopaths typically lack sympathetic concern, but they are
experts in perspective taking and in principle also in targeted
helping although they might misuse this ability for achieving
their own goals (Anderson & Kiehl 2014). (Ad ii):
Furthermore, these abilities do not belong to the same
functional level: sympathetic concern is an attitude that is
activated in typical cases of empathy while perspective taking
is a specific cognitive ability that normally supports targeted
helping. It enables an advanced self-other distinction, which
is helpful for both the registration of the mental state of the
observed person and for the response behavior directed at this
person. We are better off with a framework that allows for
relevant cognitive abilities that are not necessarily grounded
on each other and we should aim for a characterization which
distinguishes different functional roles for cases of empathy.
A different approach is the combination model (Yamamoto
2017). They emphasize three organizing factors as typical
cognitive or behavioral goals of empathy: matching with
others, understanding others, and prosociality. The abilities
often discussed in the context of empathy can be mapped onto
these three factors. Matching with others includes synchrony,
mimicry, and emotional contagion. Understanding of others

involves perspective taking, Machiavellian intelligence, and
also Schadenfreude. Prosociality can be realized by food
sharing or prosocial choice. In this model more complex
cases of empathy can be assigned to specific overlaps of
factors, e.g. targeted helping consists of understanding others
and prosociality. Finally, for sympathy, consolation,

of another agent is copied, probably based on the activation
of mirror neurons: This is an interesting behavior but not a
case of empathy since motor mimicry does not involve the
registration of the other’s affective state (or any mental state),
nor any attitude directed towards the other. Furthermore, the
behavioral response does not involve any relevant self-other
distinction. Instead, it is only an automatically triggered
motor reaction of the observing agent. Thus, just matching
with others is also not sufficient for empathy. Here again we
lack the registration of any mental state of the other as well
as an attitude of caring.

5. A Multi-Component Model of Empathy

Figure 2: Combination Model; adopted from: Yamamoto,
2017.
calculated reciprocity, and advantageous inequity aversion,
all three factors are necessary. This approach avoids the
problems of the Russian doll model since the factors need not
be sequentially based on each other and the three factors
characterize different functional roles for sub-features
involved in empathy.
However, the model involves the claim that cases realizing
only one factor can be categorized as clear cases of empathy
even if those are basic ones. This is not convincing as can be
illustrated with two examples: If prosocial behavior is an
inborn reaction pattern or – more importantly – it is just
understood as a certain type of beneficial behavior
independent from the registration of the mental state of the
other and independent from the typical caring attitude
towards the other, then this is not a case of empathy: The
latter is e.g. realized if Tom is accidentally cooking the old
ladies favorite meal just because he aims at becoming a
specialized cook. He does not care for the old lady and forgot
about her sadness. But after his cooking event he brings a
portion to every neighbor waiting for the evaluation of his
cooking abilities and this involves bringing the old lady her
favorite meal just at her birthday. This case is not a case of
empathy because the behavior is neither a response to
registering the old lady’s sadness about her vanishing
cooking abilities nor acting with an attitude of caring for her.
This example cannot be handled within this conceptual
framework because the relevant factors alone are not
sufficient and e.g. prosociality as well as matching with
others only describes the behavioral response in typical cases
of empathy. But this approach is too inclusive. We need to
involve the registration of the other’s mental state as well as
an attitude of caring for the other as relevant factors in some
way. A second example which should be excluded from cases
of empathy is motor mimicry despite this being a typical case
of matching with others: In these cases, the motor behavior
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To develop a systematic overview of different forms of
empathy, we need to clarify which kinds of phenomena we
should account for. There are several sources describing
phenomena involving empathy and related phenomena (e.g.
Adriaense et al. 2020) but they remain unsystematic in their
selection. We can observe basic agreement in diverse
approaches that we need to offer a justified characterization
of motor mimicry: we already excluded it as a case of
empathy since it does not realize any of the three typical
components of full-blown empathy which we took as our
starting point. Which other phenomena should we account for
as precursors of full-blown empathy? One central source of
inspiration to systematically highlight relevant phenomena
comes from developmental psychology, especially the
ontogenetic model of Hoffman (2000). He defines five levels
of empathy in child development: (1) Emotional Contagion,
(2) Egocentric Empathic Distress, (3) Quasi-Egocentric
Empathic Distress, (4) Veridical Empathic Distress, and (5)
Empathic Distress Beyond the Concrete Situation. Number
(4) in his model is what we call full-blown empathy. Given
our focus on animal cognition here, we concentrate on the
stages (1) to (4). Furthermore, we benefit from a rough
characterization of the phenomena in the ontogenetic stage
model which we include below. But our component model is
a new account primarily because it systematically
distinguishes the core functional roles of registration, attitude
and behavioral response. And by spelling these out we
develop a new account of empathy which enables us to
precisely characterize the similarities and differences of the
relevant phenomena and types of empathy.
We suggest the following three components and subcriteria as motivated above:
Table 1: Components of Empathy

registration
attitude
behavioral
response

(i) affective state
(ii) situation
(iii) mindset
care for others
(a) no relevant selfother distinction
(b) self-directed
(c) other-directed

1

2

3

4

×

×

×
×

×
×
×

n

n

y

y

×

×

×
×

We can register the affective state, the relevant situation
and the mindset of the other. We can activate the attitude of
caring for the other in a positive or negative way; and we
realize a behavioral response which typically is otherdirected but can also be self-directed or may not involve a
relevant self-other distinction.
Most empathy researchers including Hoffman (2000)
suggest that emotional contagion (level 1), i.e. laughing when
someone else is laughing, should be evaluated as a case of
empathy. In our model it is at best a borderline case since it
fulfills only one out of three criteria. It involves the
registration of the affective states of the other (in contrast to
motor mimicry) and it then transfers this state onto the
observer, thereby leading to an affective response matching
that of the other. But this response is a fully automatic
reaction to registering the affective state, thereby lacking the
other two components, namely an attitude of caring and a
relevant self-other distinction as being involved in the
response behavior. Emotional contagion is demonstrated in
quite a variety of species, e.g. rodents (Langford et al., 2006),
dogs (Yong & Ruffman, 2014) and kea parrots (Schwing et
al., 2017). From an evolutionary perspective it is more
demanding than just motor mimicry, but it may also be
realized on the basis of mirror neurons since there is evidence
for mirror neurons active in the case of expressions of pain
and disgust.
Level 2 of the empathic phenomena is egocentric empathy
(Hoffman, 2000). Typical phenomena include aversive
behavior or what may be called an “as-if-it-was-me
behavior”. In the case of registering that another child is very
sad and needs help the child may just seek shelter with her
mother to move away from the stressful challenge. Children
(Hoffman, 2000), apes (de Waal, 2009), and rodents (Meyza
et al., 2017) demonstrate this kind of aversive behaviors
towards distressed conspecifics. In our model, egocentric
empathy involves two of three components, namely first, the
registration of the affective state of the other and of the
relevant situation; and second, the behavioral response. It
involves a relevant self-other distinction but it remains still
self-directed, i.e. the agent tries to deal with the affective
challenge by moving away from it (changing it for oneself)
but not by changing it for the other. What is lacking is the
attitude of caring for the other.
Level 3, which we call intermediate empathy, involves
active helping behavior observed in children as a typical
phenomenon: if a child observes the sadness of the other
person since he cannot get to his favorite toy without her help,
then this often leads to direct helping, roughly starting when
children are two years of age. In our model, this involves now
all three components, namely the registration of the affective
state and the relevant situation (sadness because of not getting
the toy), and there is an attitude of caring for the other
involved, as well as a response-behavior which is otherdirected (supporting him to get the toy). Can we observe this
in animals? Chimps help a human experimenter to obtain an
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out-of-reach object, irrespective of whether or not they are
offered a reward for doing so (Warneken et al., 2007).
Capuchin monkeys do so in low-cost situations only (Barnes
et al., 2008). Further evidence for level 3 type of empathy in
animals comes from studies in which one animal observes a
conspecific in distress and has the option to help by opening
a cage or reducing negative effects. This helping behavior is
shown at least for primates (Yamamoto et al., 2012) and
rodents (Sato et al., 2015). The animals demonstrate a
motivation to help others instead of receiving a reward.
Consolation behavior is a type of response that is more under
discussion. Since it not only directly reduces the other’s, but
also the observer’s distress, it is not settled, whether it is
indeed an other-oriented response rather than a self-oriented
one. There is evidence for consolation behavior in apes
(Romero et al., 2010; Clay & de Waal, 2013), other primates
(Palagi et al., 2014), as well as in dogs (Cools et al., 2008),
wolves (Zimen, 2003), elephants (Plotnik & de Waal, 2014)
and corvids (Seed et al., 2007), which would have to be
examined in more detail to prove that it is other-oriented in
nature. Interestingly, as in humans, mostly the losers of a
conflict are soothed in this way, supporting the hypothesis of
empathic consolation as a case of intermediate empathy
rather than gathering rank specific advantages or own
comfort only.
Level 4 is full-blown empathy which is typical for our
everyday life. Here we can remind you of our starting
example of the old lady. The important difference to level 3type of empathy is that the registration not only involves the
affective state of the other and the relevant situation but in
addition the registration of the other’s mindset (as different
form one’s own). Thus, it presupposes the ability of cognitive
perspective taking, which is usually tested by the false-belief
task, in addition to visual perspective taking. With the attitude
to care for the other, the spontaneous response behavior can
only result in cooking the old lady’s favorite meal if you are
aware of her preferences and account for them. If this is not
yet developed, children may bring their own favorite toy as a
birthday present for the mother, ignoring the different
preferences. Is there evidence of full-blown empathy in
animals? Yes, there is some direct and some indirect
evidence. Apes pass the false belief task in the variant called
the anticipatory looking paradigm (Krupenye et al., 2016),
There is further evidence that this is not an over-interpretation
since Buttelmann et al. (2017) demonstrate that apes are able
to pass an active helping paradigm which also involves an
implicit false belief understanding, i.e. this helping behavior
presupposes that the apes are sensitive to the conspecific’s
being misinformed. Taken together we may expect to find
even more evidence for full-blown empathy in apes and
maybe in some other species if they pass the implicit false
belief tasks. Interesting candidates at least for the latter are
corvids.

6. Advantages
The proposed multi-component model of empathy enables
us to connect a systematic theory of empathy with recent
findings from developmental psychology and to apply it to
animal cognition. Furthermore, the variety of components
characterizing types of empathy can also be used to describe
borderline and outlier cases: we evaluate them with a detailed
description of family resemblance to the idealized types of
empathy based on the characterization of each component
and special context conditions. Many special cases can be
described as realizing only one of the main components. For
example, prosocial behavior, an empathy-related
phenomenon, does not classify as a case of empathy, because
it describes only the response dimension. It need not involve
any realization of the registration: if the prosocial behavior is
a rigid reaction triggered by a key stimulus of a situation or it
is a reaction to a behavior of the other which does not express
the affective state, then this prosocial behavior is not a
response to registering the affective state of the other, which
is the only necessary condition of empathy. If a phenomenon
lacks the registration of the affective state of the other and it
furthermore is not based on an attitude of care for others, then
this should be excluded as being too far away from the case
of full-blown empathy. Another borderline case is knowing
another person’s mental states which may include knowing
the affective state and the mindset: such an extensive
knowledge of the others’ affective state and her mindset is an
important component of empathy but not a case of empathy:
if the attitude of care for others is lacking and no disposition
for a behavioral response is activated, then this is a purely
observational stance. Two main components of empathy,
namely the attitude of care for others and minimal behavioral
response are lacking. Thus, knowing another person’s mental
state is not a case of empathy but our framework captures this
phenomenon as implementing the registration component of
empathy.
With our proposal we suggest a new framework of a
systematic, component- and feature-based approach to
empathy. It enables us to outline an integrative theory suitable
for a combined investigation of empathy in humans and
nonhuman animals.

7. Summary and Conclusion
Our multi-component account allows us to characterize a
variety of levels of empathy from an evolutionary
perspective: we exclude motor mimicry and characterize
emotional contagion as a borderline case while there are three
cases of empathy: egocentric, intermediate, and full-blown
empathy. The demands for implementation are systematically
increased such that we find that less animals satisfy them. Our
account is open not only for being read as a systematic
cumulation of abilities but can also describe cases where just
some features are lacking. Let us only highlight pure
cognitive empathy as it is e.g. realized in psychopathy. In
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comparison to full-blown empathy a basic feature is missing,
namely the attitude of care for the other. Because of this
specific lack, a psychopath can use the registration of the
affective state, the situation, and the mindset of the other for
egoistic manipulation. This example also indicates that
human empathy contains many more special cases, but we
conclude with the focus on the comparison: For all levels of
empathy-related phenomena (level 1 to 4) we discussed we
can find some species implementing them; of course, the
more complex versions are only implemented in some
nonhuman species.
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Abstract
Most well-accepted models of cognitive evolution define the
modern human mind in terms of an amalgamation of speciesspecific cognitive mechanisms, many of which are described as
adaptive. Likewise, these models often use the rich archaeological
record of Homo sapiens to illustrate how ‘uniquely human’ mental
abilities gave our species an evolutionary advantage over extinct
hominins. Recent evidence from various fields, however, indicates
that closely related species, particularly Neanderthals and
Denisovans, likely had cognitive capacities very similar to ours,
and that several key aspects of ‘modern’ cognition are not
exclusive to our lineage. The sum of these data therefore requires a
timely revision of human cognitive evolution models. On the one
hand, claims of species-specific cognitive mechanisms have been
weakened. On the other hand, there are tangible differences among
extinct and extant humans that call for an explanation. One way to
accommodate these differences is to understand cognition as
shaped by sociocultural and environmental factors, and to argue for
culture-specific rather than species-specific cognition over the
course of human evolution.
Keywords: hominin cognition, human evolution, cognitive
archaeology, culture, cognitive diversity

Introduction
For decades, scholars have warned against the implicit
biases that span interpretations in palaeoanthropology and
particularly in cognitive archaeology, such as those
implying that modern humans embody the pinnacle of
evolution (Cartmill, 1990; Corbey & Roebroeks, 2001;
Gould, 1990; Landau, 1993). Despite increasing awareness
of these issues, recent reviews have found that the field of
human cognitive evolution is still largely dominated by
narratives which ultimately propose that our species has
been endowed with certain abilities that gave it an
evolutionary edge and allowed it to survive and outcompete
extinct hominins (Barham & Everett, 2020; Breyl, 2020;
Langbroek, 2012).
Those supposedly advantageous abilities, often referred to
as ‘species-specific’ behavioural or cognitive adaptations
(Tooby & Cosmides, 1992), include among others,
imitation, pedagogy, language, theory of mind, and
symbolic thinking. Namely, traits which are thought to
underlie much of modern human complex culture and
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sociality. Accordingly, their emergence has been assigned a
late evolutionary date, with or after the appearance of H.
sapiens, between 200 and 100,000 years ago (McBrearty &
Brooks, 2000).
The timing of the origin of such adaptations is sometimes
estimated on the basis of indirect archaeological evidence,
for example by using art or personal ornaments as proxies
for language and symbolic thought (d’Errico et al., 2005),
and other times just by inferring that due to their current
universality these traits must have been in place by the time
H. sapiens migrated out of Africa, minimally 100,000 years
ago (Mellars, 2006). This in turn has fuelled ongoing
discussions of whether the modern human mind and body
evolved gradually together (McBrearty & Brooks, 2000) or
if there was a lag between anatomical and
cognitive/behavioural modernity, with the latter evolving
much later than the former (Tattersall, 2017).
However, a growing number of archaeological finds
suggest that many of the allegedly species-specific
adaptations evolved neither with nor after the emergence of
our species,1 but prior to it. In fact, they were likely shared
with other ‘archaic’ humans, in particular Neanderthals and
perhaps Denisovans, whose cognitive capacities appear to
have been not too dissimilar to ours (Breyl, 20202; Shea
2011). Therefore, such traits can no longer be held as unique
to H. sapiens and cannot by themselves explain our
‘success’ as a species.
1

Following the phylogenetic species concept, a species is here
understood as a lineage of organisms, distinguished from other
lineages by its evolutionary trajectory, bound in time by its
origin in a speciation event and its eventual disappearance by
further speciation or extinction (Sterelny & Griffiths, 1999).
Accordingly, Neanderthals, Denisovans and Homo sapiens are
considered separate species (Stringer, 2012). This means that
whether these other human groups were absorbed by modern
African populations or died out, they constitute separate lineages
by virtue of their own particular evolutionary paths, which
diverged for at least 400,000 years, since the split from a last
common ancestor (Hublin, 2013). Therefore, in this paper ‘our
species’ refers to all individuals classified as H. sapiens (aka
modern humans), from the Jebel Irhoud fossils c.300,000 BP
(Hublin et al., 2017) to contemporary populations.

Hominin Brains and Complex Behaviour
Although several researchers have long argued for the
cognitive and behavioural complexity of Neanderthals and
other extinct hominins (Villa & Roebroeks, 2014), a series
of discoveries over the past few years have lent strong
support to those appeals. In addition to long-known facts
such as the Neanderthal’s big brains, complex hunting
strategies and technologies, and high social skills
(Roebroeks & Soressi, 2016), it has now been confirmed
that they were able to control fire (Henry, 2017), made
adhesives and produced composite tools of wood and stone
(Niekus et al., 2019), made rope and perhaps textiles out of
vegetal fibres (Hardy et al., 2020), created and frequented
ritual spaces (Jaubert et al., 2016), made and used pigments
and created some visual symbols (Hoffmann et al., 2018;
Rodriguez et al., 2014). It is argued that many of these
behaviours entail higher cognitive abilities (but see Tennie
et al., 2016) as well as cultural strategies for information
transfer such as pedagogical instruction and potential ‘funds
of knowledge’ (Moll et al., 1992).
As far as Denisovans are concerned, not yet much is
known but the fact that they interbred with both
Neanderthals and modern humans may be used as an
indicator of the probable abilities of those mysterious
hominins (Reich et al. 2010). Furthermore, they seem to
have produced visual symbols similar to those made by
Neanderthals and early modern humans (Li et al., 2019).
The issue of the chronology of language in our lineage is
still open to debate (Fitch, 2017). Nevertheless, a large
corpus of (indirect) evidence supports the presence of
complex linguistic capacities among extinct hominin species
(Barham & Everett 2020; Dediu and Levinson, 2013). In
any case, all the adaptations required for complex
vocalization were already in place by the time of the
assumed last common ancestor of Neanderthals and H.
sapiens, H. erectus, some half a million years ago, if not
earlier (de Boer, 2017). In addition, many of the hominin
behaviours mentioned above, like making composite tools,
may require verbal instruction (Ambrose, 2010). Finally, the
genetic contribution of extinct hominins to current
populations is another clue that they were probably capable
of communicating and sharing information with modern
humans through language (Mafessoni 2019; Villanea &
Schraiber, 2019).
Because Neanderthals had brains as big or even bigger
than H. sapiens, but were long portrayed as less cognitively
sophisticated, a frequent argument for explaining modern
cognitive abilities has been that it is not brain size that
matters, but brain structure (Klein, 1995; Mithen 1996). The
unexpected recent discovery of H. naledi has become
problematic to such claims. This small-sized, small-brained
hominin lived in South Africa between 335 -236,000 years
ago, which means that at some point it coexisted with the
earliest members of our species (Hawks et al., 2017). Brain
endocasts of the fossil specimens show that even though H.
naledi’s brain volume was on the lower side, within the
range of Australopithecenes (450- 600 cubic cm vs. 1,450
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cubic cm in H. sapiens), their brain structure was more
similar to ours. That is, naledi had a relatively welldeveloped frontal cortex, related to sociality, and presented
an occipital petalial asymmetry, related to language ability
(Holloway et al., 2018). Because naledi is a distant relative,
these data suggest that current brain structure may have
featured since the beginning of the hominin clade and that
behaviours characteristic of Homo like tool-making,
sociality, and hunting may not be the result of the evolution
of cognition but might themselves have acted as selective
pressures for brain organization (Holloway et al., 2018).
H. naledi thus demonstrates that, a) encephalization was
not a generalized trend in Homo (Montgomery, 2018) as it
has been assumed (Bruner et al., 2003); b) that the
Pleistocene African environment did not select strictly for
big brains (Dusseldorp & Lombard, 2021); and c) that a
large brain may not be a prerequisite for (rudimentary)
language ability (Holloway et al., 2018). It also suggests
that key neurological aspects of cognition, such as general
brain size and structure, and likely behavioural ones too,
may be traced back to the very start of the Homo genus
(Stade, 2020).

Modern Human Cognition and Culture
So, what, if anything, could be unique about modern human
cognition? Given the previous discussion, it has become
clear that any hypotheses of species-specific cognitive or
behavioural adaptations must either be supported by
evidence or predicted by it. Clearly, we can no longer
provide lists of traits presumed to be exclusive to modern
humans and then simply reverse-engineer multiple likely
functions (which often leads to unfalsifiable ‘just-so
stories’). If we propose that a trait evolved only in H.
sapiens, we need to back the argument with data preferably
from different fields, and put forward possible selective
contexts that would have led to the emergence of such trait
in our species and not in other related hominins (a testable
prediction). That is, we need to argue why the trait appeared
when it did (within the evolutionary range of our species,
over the past 300,000 years) and how it may have yielded an
advantage to H. sapiens populations in particular.
Preferably, such explanations should also incorporate
archaeological data, as this is the only empirical evidence
we have of the actual evolution of human cognition and
behaviour (Mellars & Gibson, 1996).
To illustrate this, visual art invariably features in lists of
uniquely modern human behaviours (Roebroeks, 2008).
Cognitive explanations have often linked the origins of
(visual) art to the emergence of symbolic capacity (Coolidge
and Wynn 2009; Deacon 1997; Mithen 1996), that is, the
ability to use one thing or situation to stand for another.
Because prior to 100,000 years ago evidence for ‘symbolic’
objects (e.g. aesthetic or non-utilitarian) is scarce,
researchers have often assumed that the ability to think
symbolically was also absent until then. Conversely, it has
been proposed that once symbolic thought was acquired, it
at once allowed for all sorts of behavioural and

technological innovations, including art (Mithen, 2005).
Thus, the hypothesis of a sudden, late emergence of
symbolism predicts that the earliest visual art will co-occur
with an increase in tool complexity and diversity, of the sort
expected among modern humans. But as the findings
discussed above show, many putative symbolic artefacts as
well as other markers of ‘modern’ cognition (e.g. artefact
diversity, specialized tool types, visual symbols) were
produced by pre- and early modern humans as well, and
show a gradual, mosaic-like pattern of development in
which innovations appeared and disappeared as needed and
often did not co-exist (McBrearty & Brooks, 2000).
Moreover, there are modern human populations whose
output of visual art would not leave an archaeological print
greater than those of many early MSA or Middle
Palaeolithic sites (e.g. the historical Tasmanians and
Californians, or the contemporary Pirahã). This means that
the archaeological absence of symbolic objects, such as
visual artworks, cannot be prescriptive of either the presence
or absence of symbol-based (modern) cognition, because
their relationship is not causal.
In addition, studies in comparative psychology indicate
that symbolic cognition might be more widespread across
lineages than assumed. By now it is well accepted that great
apes are able of successfully learning and using gestural,
graphic, and language-based symbols, and even if they do
not create or use them in the wild, this points to an incipient
symbolic capacity (de Waal 2001; Gillespie-Lynch et al.
2011; Matsuzawa 2009). Similarly, animal signalling
systems such as the alarm calls of vervet monkeys allude to
symbol-based communication (Ribeiro et al. 2007). So,
symbolic abilities may be shared with other primates and
certainly with hominins (Shea 2011). In addition to
symbolism, other aspects of human cognition that have been
traditionally thought of as ‘unique’ have been reported (not
without controversy) in non-human animals as well. For
example, ‘true’ imitation in great apes and dogs (Bates &
Byrne, 2010), theory of mind in apes, monkeys, and corvids
(Krupenye & Call, 2019), metacognition in dolphins, apes,
and monkeys (Kornell, 2014), and vocal learning in birds,
seals, and cetaceans (Fitch, 2000). In brief, some of the key
capacities which underlie human cognition, such as
symbolic understanding, complex problem-solving, and
language-like communication, likely evolved in other
lineages, under different selection pressures (Bräuer et al.,
2020). We must then confront the possibility that there may
be nothing fundamentally different about modern human
cognition compared to that of other recently extinct humans,
or even in general.

Diversity over Human Evolution
Established models of cognitive evolution are based on the
hypothesis that all non-African modern humans stem from a
single population of H. sapiens that migrated out of Africa
some 100,000 years ago. This single-origin, singlemigration hypothesis expects low cognitive and behavioural
diversity and supports the notion of a universal species-
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specific mental architecture (Tooby & Cosmides, 1992).
This ‘cognitive unity’ model, which has predominated over
the past three decades in cognitive evolution studies (Heyes,
2012), explains the observed variability in human culture
and behaviour as a response to environmental input, but
assumes that the cognitive mechanisms underlying it are the
same in all living humans, and have been so since the
beginning of our species.
That view, however, has been changing in accordance to
recent research which suggests that cognitive diversity is
actually prevalent among modern human populations and it
comes about not only through environmental factors but
from culture as well. That is, cultural practices and objects
(e.g. languages, symbols, artefacts) are not simply the
products of a uniform species-wide cognitive architecture,
but in fact can generate different cognitive architectures in
different populations (Bender, 2019; Henrich et al., 2010;
Levinson, 2012).
There are many examples of how people perceive and
process information distinctively across cultures, including
optical illusions (Ahluwalia 1978; Henrich et al., 2010),
numerical cognition (Bender & Beller, 2013), spatial
cognition (Bender et al., 2012), emotion processing (Beller
& Bender, 2018), and memory (Schwartz et al., 2014), just
to mention a few. Much of this variability hinges on cultural
and linguistic diversity (Henrich et al, 2010; Majid et al.,
2004), but individual cognitive differences can also arise
over a lifetime through learning and experience (Maguire et
al., 2000). Network accounts of cognition, for instance,
propose that the neural connections that guide brain function
emerge in ontogeny and remain somewhat plastic over a
lifetime (Luria, 2002; Spoorns, 2010). This means that
cultural and environmental input can actually shape how
those connections are formed and amount to actual
qualitative differences in cognition (Mithen & Parsons,
2008). This has highlighted the importance of considering
brain plasticity and ontogenic processes, alongside
phylogeny, in explanations of human cognition and its
evolution (Levinson, 2012).
Current research in palaeoanthropology also suggests that
there is no reason not to expect a similar level of cognitive
and behavioural diversity among pre- and early modern
human groups as well. Contrary to the single-origin
hypothesis, it now seems that the emergence of our species
can be traced back to several small, widespread populations.
In recent years, the oldest H. sapiens specimens have been
found in Morocco (Hublin, 2017), and Israel has yielded
fossil remains of a similar age as the oldest modern humans
from sub-Saharan Africa (Hershkovitz 2018; Trinkaus 2005;
White et al. 2003). This indicates that from early on, there
were enclaves of H. sapiens spread out through Africa and
the Levant. Likewise, the morphometric analyses of the
crania of some of the earliest modern human fossils has
shown that these groups were as diverse as current human
populations (Gunz et al., 2009). Such variation means that
soon after the origin of our species, there were intra-African
dispersals that ended up creating small isolated communities

that later expanded and mixed in and out of Africa at
different times (Gunz et al. 2009). The higher genetic
diversity of living African peoples also supports the
hypothesis of several small founder populations of modern
humans scattered over that continent (Bergström et al.,
2020; Campbell & Tishkoff, 2010). If early H. sapiens
groups were genetically and anatomically diverse and
widespread, then we should expect them to have been
culturally diverse too (McBrearty & Brooks, 2000).
Moreover, if we accept the possibility that extinct and
early modern humans had spoken language, as discussed
above, then they must have had linguistic diversity as well.
Given that language and culture generate cognitive
variability, i.e. different ways of perceiving, knowing,
doing, and thinking, we may infer that these hominins were
cognitively diverse.
We could argue, then, that like today, human cognition
over evolution was not species-specific but culture-specific.
If that is the case, to explain cognitive evolution we should
focus more on environmental, social, and information
transmission processes and contexts (Bender 2019; Heyes
2018). And to reconstruct past cognition, in addition to
brain size and structure we must also take into account
ecology, diet, demography and social structure, for instance.
This means that insights from anthropology, developmental
psychology, cross-cultural studies, and artificial learning,
among other fields, are needed to understand what aspects
of culture shape different cognitive mechanisms and how
(Bender, 2019). Only then will we be able to explain the
tangible differences between and within the archaeological
records of different hominin populations.
To go back to the visual art example, figurative art,
specifically image-making, developed relatively recently
and, as far as we know, was systematically practiced only at
the end of the Pleistocene by members of our species.
However, we now have evidence of mark-making behaviour
(a precursor of visual art) among H. erectus (Joordens et al.,
2015), Neanderthals (Rodriguez et al., 2014), early H.
sapiens (d’Errico et al., 2001), and perhaps Denisovans (Li
et al., 2019). Research into the psychology of art has shown
that mark-making minimally requires shared intentionality
and perspective-taking (Callaghan, 2008). So if we assume
that those archaeological examples of geometric patterns
were purposefully made by hominins, we can hypothesize
on the one hand, that these capacities were in place at least
since the time of H. erectus, and that the mark-makers
possessed social cognition skills related to collaborative
action and communication, on the other. So, to account for
the actual development of figurative art-making, it would
not suffice to invoke the cognitive uniqueness of our species
or attribute it with special symbolic or mark-making
abilities; but we would need to attend to the culture-specific
contexts of the groups that actually undertook figurative art
practices (Straffon, 2016). Cognitive evolution studies will
move beyond mere character lists and conjectures when
hypotheses about the evolution of particular cognitive or
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behavioural traits are rooted in both archaeological data and
empirical studies of (present-day) cognition.

Conclusion
Because cognition is shaped by the specific circumstances
of socialization, learning, way of life, and environment, we
may say that it is culture-specific. At the same time, we
could argue that diversity is what characterizes human, and
possibly hominin, cognition (Levinson, 2012). To explain
human cognitive evolution, a comprehensive study of
hominin cultures and ecologies could therefore contribute
towards more accurate accounts than the models available to
date. Additionally, differences between extant and extinct
humans may be understood in terms of cultural diversity
instead of cognitive ability, allowing us to do away with
implicit superiority arguments in favour of our species. In
sum, by understanding not only how cognition impacts
culture, but also how different aspects of culture shape
cognition, we should become better equipped to work out
well-informed inferences and put forward much-needed
falsifiable hypotheses and testable predictions about the
origins of the modern human mind. To that aim we must
keep in mind that ‘the evolutionary questions about
cognition are both of the evolution of cognition and the
effects of cognition on evolution’ (Lewontin, 1998).
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The Emergence of Cultural Attractors:
An Agent-Based Model of Collective Cognitive Alignment
J. Ben Falandays & Paul E. Smaldino
Abstract
Cultural attractor landscapes describe the time-evolution of
cultural variants over transmission events. When variants sit
at a local minimum of a stable attractor landscape, there will
be no cumulative error over transmissions, laying the foundation for cumulative culture. But because cultural attractors are
emergent products of dynamic populations of cognitive landscapes, which are in turn emergent products of individual experience within a culture, stable cultural attractor landscapes
cannot be taken for granted. Yet, little is known about how
cultural attractors form or stabilize. We present an agent-based
model of cultural attractor dynamics, which adapts a cognitive
model of unsupervised learning of phoneme categories in individual learners to a multi-agent, sociocultural setting wherein
individual learners provide the training input to each other. We
find that constraints at the level of cognition, development, and
demographic structure determine the tendency for populations
to self-organize into and dynamically stablilize a cultural attractor landscape.
Keywords: cultural evolution, cultural attraction, categorization, symbolic cognition, agent-based modeling

Introduction
In research on cultural evolution, there has been a historical and theoretical divide between approaches that emphasize information preservation, and those that emphasize information transformation (Buskell, 2017). The preservative
approach can be identified with Darwinian selectionist theories of culture, which tend to focus on the fitness consequences of cultural phenotypes, and to treat transmission as
analogous to biological inheritance with noise (Boyd & Richerson, 2005). The transformative approach can be identified
with Cultural Attraction Theory (CAT), which emphasizes
that cultural transmission is not a simple copying process, but
rather an active construction process in which cognitive biases can introduce error (Sperber, 1996). The distribution of
cognitive biases in a population can be thought of as comprising a cultural attractor landscape, whereby some transformations of artifacts become more likely than others.
The scientific consensus now appears to be that there is
room, and indeed need, for both approaches (Buskell, 2017).
Henrich, Boyd, and Richerson (2008) pointed out that Darwinian models of cultural selection are useful precisely because of the existence of cultural attractors: when attractors
are present, cultural variants will cluster in predictable ways
such that they can effectively be approximated as discrete
traits. This stance puts them in agreement with Claidière,
Scott-Phillips, and Sperber (2014), who argued that perfect
replication is a special case of attraction: when cultural variants sit at local minima of a stable attractor landscape, there
will be no cumulative transformation of the variant over repeated transmissions, allowing pure selection to dominate.
Thus, both schools of thought acknowledge that cultural attraction effects are important factors for cumulative culture.
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It has been suggested that cultural attractors are not actually explanations of anything, but rather something to be explained (Scott-Phillips, Blancke, & Heintz, 2018). Yet surprisingly little attention has been paid to actually explaining
how cultural attractors form, stabilize, or change over time.
The few computational models of cultural attraction that exist
instead treat attractors as if they are independent, pre-existing,
stable entities with their own causal powers (Claidière &
Sperber, 2007; Rafał, 2018; Acerbi & Mesoudi, 2015). In
these models, the primary mechanism invoked is that the likelihood of a cultural variant (i.e. a behavior, artifact) being
reproduced in the next generation is dependent on its proximity to an attractor point. As such, these models are little
more than selectionist accounts in new clothes, with the additional downside that the forces of selection have now been
abstracted away to a different level of explanation. Because
cultural attractors involve the influence of memories and biases that are themselves culturally learned, the landscape of
cultural attractors must necessarily emerge from dynamic cultural processes.
Culture is always changing. Therefore, any apparently stable cultural attractor landscape is only meta-stable, constituted by a shifting population of many individuals with (at
least partially) plastic cognitive landscapes. A cognitive landscape, in turn, refers to a particular system for parsing the
sensory world, storing information, and generating behaviors,
which can be adjusted through learning/development. As cultural artifacts are being produced, they influence the cognitive
landscapes of individuals, which can alter the cultural attractor landscape at the population level, etc. Furthermore, there
is overwhelming evidence that cognitive processes are massively interactive and dynamic (Falandays, Batzloff, Spevack,
& Spivey, 2020), meaning cognitive attractor landscapes are
in constant flux over real time and developmental time (Smith
& Thelen, 2003). Viewed in light of this constant culturecognition feedback loop, the existence of a stable cultural attractor landscape cannot be taken for granted.
While there exist several computational models of category
formation in groups (Ke, Minett, Au, & Wang, 2002; Steels
& Belpaeme, 2005; Baronchelli, Gong, Puglisi, & Loreto,
2010; Skyrms, 2010; Kirby, 2001; reviewed in Kallens, Dale,
& Smaldino, 2018), this work has tended to abstract over the
issue of cognitive alignment between individuals, instead assuming that signals can be reliably transmitted, regardless of
the potential cognitive differences between transmitters and
receivers. For example, a model of the self-organization of
vowel systems in groups from De Boer (2000) makes the assumption that, with just one exposure to a previously unheard
vowel, individuals can readily add a new category to their

cognitive repertoire that closely matches the new observation.
But since the shaping of cognitive landscapes is an ongoing,
dynamical process, it is not clear when such simplifications
are justified. Furthermore, simply requiring multiple exposures for individuals to acquire new signals, as in a model
by Reali, Chater, and Christiansen (2018), may not do justice to the way that prior experience shapes future perception
and learning. Even models that account for transmission errors, such as one by Nowak, Krakauer, and Dress (Nowak,
Krakauer, & Dress, 1999), often assume the existence of a set
of possible signals that is available to all agents. Therefore,
existing models do not address how cultural attractor landscapes can get off the ground.

In this paper, we present an agent-based model that can account for the emergence and dynamical stabilization of cultural attractor landscapes. We adapt a model of unsupervised learning of phoneme categories in individual learners
(Toscano & McMurray, 2010) to a multi-agent, sociocultural
setting wherein individual learners provide the training input
to each other. Agents attempt to use their limited cognitive resources to capture the distribution of sensory signals they observe from neighbors, then use their idiosyncratic perceptual
representations to generate new signals (or more broadly understood, new actions, artifacts, etc.). Beginning from a state
in which all agents possess a set of randomly distributed categories of uniform probability, under some conditions populations self-organize into identifiable, more-or-less stable clusters of signals, which reveal a cultural attractor landscape. We
explore the role of innate cognitive capacities, levels of transmission error, production biases, learning periods, lifespans,
and population sizes to understand the conditions that may
be favorable or unfavorable for cumulative culture to emerge,
via collective cognitive alignment.

For present purposes, we think of the signal clusters that
form as akin to proto-linguistic units, such as a phoneme
set, but they might also be taken to reflect any culturallyshared pattern of categorical distinctions–that is, those perceptual distinctions that allow the recognition and reproduction of sensory instances as members of a category. Deacon
(1998) explains how such distinctions are the foundation for
indexical knowledge (i.e. associations between categories),
and in turn how shared categorical and indexical associations
provide the foundation for symbolic communication. However, the level of categorical perception is relevant for virtually every aspect of culture, not just symbolic communication, because even seemingly simple, culturally-acquired
behaviors can be ”causally opaque” without relevant background knowledge, such that naive observers would be unable
to segment, identify and replicate the relevant parts (Csibra &
Gergely, 2011). The collective alignment of categorical perceptual distinctions therefore represents a critical, yet underexplored issue for cultural evolution.
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Model Description1
A schematic of the model dynamics are shown in Fig. 1. The
model population consists of a network of N agents arranged
on a fully-connected network. Agents are tasked with communicating and categorizing stimuli from one another. Stimuli are represented as points on a two-dimensional2 Euclidean
S × S space (we used S = 100). Each agent i possesses in
memory a set of K categories, where each category j is defined as a two-dimensional Gaussian distribution defined by a
mean µi j , standard deviation σi j , an amplitude φi j and a correlation ρi j between dimensions (though for simplicity, we
chose to keep ρ fixed at 0). Collectively, an agent’s set of
categories is referred to as a mixture of Gaussians (MOG),
and it is the agent’s mental model of the signal space. The
mean of each Gaussian represents the central tendency of the
category (similar to prototypes in some theories of categorization), while smaller standard deviations represent more specific categories. The amplitude φi j represents the prior probability that a random stimuli is a member of that category,
also known as the base rate of the category. Upon initialization, the mean of each category for each agent is randomly
drawn from a uniform distribution in [[0, 100][0,100]], with
an initial standard deviation of σinit (an innate inferential prior
expectation). The amplitude of each category is initialized at
1/K, representing the notion that all categories are initially
equally probable. Each agent also possesses an age, which
is the number of time steps for which it has been ”alive.” All
agents are initialized with age 0.
Dynamics of the model occur in discrete time steps, each
of which consists of two stages: communication and reproduction. In the communication stage, each agent is selected,
in random order, to communicate a signal to a randomly selected partner. Each agent randomly selects one neighbor
with whom to communicate (the target). The communicator
selects one category from their memory by probabilistically
sampling a category based on the prior probability distribution over categories, which is defined by the amplitude coefficients of each Gaussian. The communicator then generates a
signal by probabilistically sampling a point stimulus from the
selected category (so that the most maximally likely stimulus
is the category’s mean value). Communicating a signal involves two potential sources of deviation from the category’s
distribution as it is stored in memory. First, a “prototype bias”
parameter A in [0, 1] induces a bias towards the mean of the
category. In production, the standard deviations of the selected category in each dimension are scaled by 1 − A. This
means that as A approaches 1, agents always produce the
mean values of the selected category (because the scaled σ’s
are 0), effectively implementing a “prototype” model in pro1 The
code
to
run
this
model
is
available
as
a
Jupyter
notebook
on
our
Github
page:
https://github.com/bfalandays/CulturalAttractorDynamics
2 Note that while we do not expect the qualitative patterns of our
model to be dependent upon restricting the signal space to two dimensions, the effect of adding additional dimensions has yet to be
systematically explored.

likely of its own stored categories, then updates the properties
of its categories to reflect this new information. Critically, updating of the frequency parameter of Gaussians occurs based
on winner-take-all competition, such that only the most likely
Gaussian for a signal increases in frequency, while all other
decrease slightly. Because the mathematical description of
the learning process is somewhat complicated, for considerations of space we refer interested readers to the learning rules
as described in Toscano & McMurray (2010).
After each agent has had the opportunity to communicate
(not all agents will receive a signal, and some will receive
multiple signals on a given time step), the reproduction stage
occurs. On each step, each agent has a probability of 1/L
of dying, giving an expected lifespan of L iterations. Any
agent who dies is removed from the simulation and replaced
by a new agent, initialized in the same way as agents at the
beginning of each simulation. We also explored the influence
of a ”critical period” for learning, implemented by turning off
learning for agents over C iterations in age.

Step 1: All agents have a turn as communicator
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Blue agent randomly selects red
agent for interaction, then selects
the blue-highlighted category (with
probability based on frequency) from
which to produce a signal. The signal
is then randomly sampled from the
selected category.
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Red agent categorizes the
stimulus (true value shown in
dashed blue line) as belonging to
the red-highlighted category, as
this category has the highest
posterior probability of
containing the signal.
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After learning, all categories have
adjusted their means and standard
deviations, with the magnitude of
change dependent on each category’s
posterior probability of containing the
signal. Only the winning category
increases in frequency, while others
decrease.

Simulation Experiments
Baseline Model: Qualitative Analysis and
Visualization

Step 2: Deaths and births

Replacement

Each agent has a probability 1/L
of dying on each iteration, where
L is the expected lifespan.

Any agent that dies is replaced, in
the same position on the
network, by a newly initialized
agent, with randomly distributed
categories of uniform frequency.

Figure 1: An illustration of the model dynamics. Note that,
for ease of visualization, cognitive landscapes are illustrated
here as a mixture of 1-D Gaussians, when the actual model
used 2-D Gaussians.
duction. On the other hand, as A approaches 0, the probability density function of possible signals approaches the full
Gaussian distribution observed by the agent. The A parameter is intended to capture the fact that production of a category
within an individual i is less variable than production of that
category across observations i has made of other individuals. For example, while it is easy to recognize the same word
produced by many speakers with different accents, a single
individual will typically produce the word with only one accent. Second, after a “raw” signal is generated by an agent,
transmission noise is added, which is here implemented as
Gaussian noise with µ = 0 and σ = W .
Upon receiving a signal from a communicator, the target
agent uses Bayesian inference to categorize the signal and
adjust the parameters of their MOG representation in memory. The target first maps the signal as a member of the most
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In order to understand the influence of informational bottlenecks at the cognitive, developmental, and demographic levels on the tendency to self-organize into a stable cultural attractor landscape, it will be helpful to first qualitatively analyze the behavior of a baseline model. The parameters used
in the baseline model are presented in Table 1, in bold font.
Fig. 2 provides a representative illustration of the behavior of the model. The model begins with all agents possessing a set of equal-frequency Gaussians, uniformly distributed
throughout the signal space. Over the first 5000 time steps,
we can see the beginnings of cultural attractors emerging, as
nearby Gaussians begin to converge over the course of communication and learning. By 10,000 time steps, a clearly
distinguishable set of tight clusters have emerged, though
there remain some looser clouds of low-frequency categories,
driven by new learners entering the population. At this point,
the qualitative structure of the clustering pattern remains stable, but clusters continue to drift around the signal space
stochastically. Some categories move too near to each other
and merge3 , while new clusters emerge to fill empty spaces.
In other words, the dynamics of the baseline model result in
a number of discriminable, roughly-shared perceptual categories (i.e, cultural attractors) emerging in the population.
However, these patterns are unstable, which would likely impact their utility as scaffolds for other cultural constructions.
3 Note that categories at the level of agents do not merge.

Instead,
if two categories become too close to each other, they will compete
within an agent’s MOG, which can result in one category increasing
in frequency while the other diminishes. On the other hand, the categories detected at the population scale, using the k-means algorithm,
do not directly compete, and thus may be described as ”merging”
when the algorithm detects two nearby clusters at one time point,
but detects only a single cluster at a subsequent time point that en-
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_T = 3000_

_T = 4000_

_T = 5000_
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_T = 20,000_
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Figure 2: The states of all Gaussian across all agents in a population at nine time points of one run. Colors correspond to
different agents. Each agent has multiple categories in their
MOG, which correspond to individual points of a given color.
The size of points is proportional to the SD of the category,
and the transparency (alpha value) of the points is proportional to the frequency of the category, such that infrequent
categories become more transparent.

Outcome Measures
Our model of the emergence of cultural attractors is not a
model of cultural evolution per se, due to the fact that our attractors are currently completely arbitrary and fitness neutral.
Rather, it is a model of the emergence of some of the preconditions for cultural evolution to take place: shared perceptual
biases (e.g., analogical categories, iconic distinctions) that allow for cultural variants to be faithfully transmitted (Brand,
Mesoudi, & Smaldino, 2021). In other words, cultural attractor dynamics are necessary but not sufficient to explain cumulative culture, which requires at minimum the additional step
of mapping the attractor landscape onto a fitness landscape.
As a first step towards this, our goal at present was to characterize the behavior of the model in ways that plausibly relate
to the potential for cumulative culture under various parameter settings. To this end, we considered a number of measures
related to the 1) complexity, 2) discriminability, 3) stability,
and 4) conformity (i.e. degree of inter-agent agreement) with
respect to the inferred attractor landscape. We expect these
outcomes may be relevant in different ways for different cultural domains or problem spaces, and hence at this level of
compasses the former two.
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generality we cannot yet say which outcome patterns are ”optimal” for cumulative culture.
To obtain our measures, the model was observed every
1000 time steps by generating 500 signals from each agent
(using the same method as for communication). Additionally,
the state of all agents’ MOGs was recorded at the end of each
run, in order to characterize cognitive patterns at the agent
level. To characterize the emergent cultural attractor landscape at the population level, at each time slice of the data
we applied the k-means algorithm. To determine the optimal
value for k, the partition was calculated at each evaluated time
point using values of k ranging from 1-50. We then used the
gap statistic (Tibshirani, Walther, & Hastie, 2001) to select
the optimal value of k at each timepoint.
Based on the obtained optimal k-means partition at each
time step, we operationalized the complexity of the attractor landscape as the Shannon Entropy of the frequency distribution over clusters. The discriminability of clusters was
operationalized as the silhouette coefficient for the optimal kmeans partition of each sample of signals, a common metric
for validating clustering schemes. This value ranges between
[−1, 1], with values near 1 indicating well-separated clusters.
Next, to examine the relative stability of the population
signal distribution, we adopted a dissimilarity metric for
probability distributions known as the earth mover’s distance
(EMD). The EMD can be understood by imagining different probability distributions as different ways of piling up an
amount of dirt (or “earth”). The dissimilarity between two
distributions can be thought of as the minimal cost of moving one pile of dirt—a reference distribution—such that it
is transformed into a differently-shaped pile of dirt—a target distribution. Because our signal space is continuous, to
compute this measure we first constructed a discrete probability distribution based on the full set of signal samples at
each time point. The signal space was divided into a grid
of 20 × 20 evenly-spaced points (each square being 5 × 5)
and the number of observations in each square was counted,
creating a 2-D histogram. We then computed the EMD between the population distribution at each timepoint t to the
same population at time t - 1 (therefore there is no measure
taken at time 0). This provides a measure of the change in the
population distribution over the time between each evaluated
timepoint (the model was evaluated every 1000 timesteps).
Finally, to examine the conformity in cognitive biases
across agents, we computed the average dissimilarity of the
distribution of signals generated by an individual agent to the
distribution generated from the rest of the population. We will
refer to this as “nonconformity,” because this term captures
the notion of divergence from a population norm. To compute this metric, we again used the EMD described above. At
each evaluated timepoint, a 2-D histogram was constructed
from the signal samples from each individual agent i in a
population of size N, and was compared to another histogram
was constructed from the signal samples corresponding to every agent besides the focal agent (similar to the “jackknife”

resampling technique). Finally, we took the average of these
values across agents, which provides a measure of the relative
conformity vs. idiosyncracy, or generalization vs. specialization, in a population.
Data Normalization In order to understand the impact of
each informational bottleneck at the cognitive, developmental, or demographic scale, we varied parameters one at a time
from the parameter settings in the baseline model. The full
set of parameters explored are presented in Table 1. Learning rates were held fixed across runs. In order to summarize
the results, we first standardized all independent and dependent variables to allow for comparison. We next extracted
the mean value for each outcome measure, over the second
half of each of run (100 runs were conducted per parameter
value). Then, all parameters were entered as predictors into
a linear regression, treating each outcome measure as the dependent variable in turn. Finally, we extracted the regression
coefficients for each parameter with respect to each outcome
measure. These results are plotted in Fig. 3, which allows for
a rough comparison of the impact of each parameter on each
outcome measure. While this is a necessary simplification for
purposes of space, it should be noted that several of our parameters show non-linear, threshold-like effects with respect
to some outcome measures, which are of course not captured
by linear regression, and will require more fine-grained analysis the future.
Table 1: Variable model parameters. The values used in the
baseline model are presented in bold font.
Parameter
K (MOG size)
σinit (Init. cat. S.D.)
A (Prototype bias)
W (Trans. noise)
C (Crit. period len.)
L (Exp. lifespan)
N (Pop. size)

Values Explored
10, 20, 30
1, 5, 10
0, .25, .75, 1
0, 3, 10
2500, 5000, 10000, 20000, 40000
5000, 10000, 15000
10, 25, 50, 100, 200

Results and Discussion
To unpack our initial findings, we proceed upwards from the
scale of cognitive constraints, to the level of development, and
finally to the level of demographic constraints. Beginning
at the cognitive level, the first relevant parameter is K, the
number of Gaussians available in each agents MOG, which
corresponds to memory resources. K shows an intuitive positive relationship with complexity–when agents have greater
memory resources, populations sustain more complex repertoires. We also observe greater stability and conformity as K
increases. This is due to the fact that, as agents have more
memory resources available, they are more quickly and completely able to attune to the population distribution of signals.
While fitness consequences are not currently represented in
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our model, we expect that increased memory resources come
at a greater metabolic cost. As such, in future explorations
this parameter can allow for examining the co-evolution of
culture and the brain. This finding can also complements previous work showing how neural and cognitive limitations influence collective categorical alignment, such as the way that
the just-noticeable-difference in human color perception can
be sufficient to trigger cross-cultural patterns of color categorization (Baronchelli et al., 2010; Puglisi, Baronchelli, &
Loreto, 2008; Gong, Gao, Wang, & Shuai, 2019).

Figure 3: The estimated effect size of each IV on each DV
based on linear regression, after standardizing all variables.
Another constraint at this level relates to the fact that a only
a finite number of signals will be observed by any agent, introducing a role for cognitive ”priors” to guide inference: because learners are not exposed to all possible signals, repeated
inference processes can lead population distributions to converge towards prior expectations (Kirby, Cornish, & Smith,
2008). In our model, priors are implemented with the σinit parameter (as well as the initial locations of Gaussians, though
this is currently random rather than inherited), which determines the expected variability of categories. We find that
increasing σinit from the baseline value of 5 to a value of
10 has little impact on final outcomes, while decreasing σinit
from 5 to 1 results in a collapse of the cultural repertoire towards a single, central attractor (though this non-linearity is
not well revealed by Fig. 3). This threshold effect occurs
because when categories are initially very tight, they act as
extremely powerful cognitive attractors, heavily concentrating activation (on the basis of input) to just one category at a
time. These extreme competition effects eventually result in
only one major attractor in the global space.
The next set of parameters can be grouped as sources of
transmission noise. We considered both general transmission noise (W ) and noise introduced by production biases (A).
Note that the prototype bias parameter, A, is functionally the
inverse of the noise parameter W (greater values of A reduce
variability around the mean, while greater values of W in-

crease variability), which is consistent with the inverse patterns revealed in Fig. 3. In our model, we find that sources of
noise modulate a trade-off between complexity and discriminability, or stability and conformity. By limiting the fidelity
of transmission, low-moderate levels of noise make signalling
less precise, which slows learning rates and thereby stabilizes
the global pattern. This helps to promote cognitive conformity across individuals. However, too much noise limits the
discriminability of categories, and therefore the complexity
of the population-level clustering scheme–when categories
are highly variable, fewer of them can be maintained in the
same space. This result complements a point made in the
literature on ”stochastic resonance” that some noise is crucial
for the stability and sensitivity of complex dynamical systems
(Wiesenfeld & Moss, 1995; Turner & Smaldino, 2018).
Proceeding to the developmental scale, we next consider
the effect of a critical period for learning (C) as well as
the expected lifespan of individuals (L). In the case of culture, where meaningful distinctions may be fine grained and
rapidly changing, investment in learning is critical. However,
time spent learning is costly and detracts from reproduction,
therefore longer learning times should be selected against,
all else being equal (Hurford, 1991). This means that a cultural repertoire is constrained to being learnable, but the existence of the repertoire may itself drive selection for greater
investment in learning, which then allows for more complex
culture, and so on. Furthermore, individuals must live long
enough to transmit what they have learned, else the culture
will simplify or dissipate entirely.
We find that the presence of a critical period substantially
enhances the stability of the attractor landscape over time.
Shorter learning times also can increase the complexity of the
landscape (seen as a negative effect of critical period length
on complexity in Fig. 3). However, if learning times are
too short (e.g. 2500 time steps in our model), this leads to
a potential cost in terms of decreased discriminability of categories and increased non-conformity, as individuals are unable to converge to the dominant global pattern before the
critical period closes (note that this non-linearity is not well
revealed by Fig. 3). On the other hand, when learning proceeds over the entire lifespan, we find that longer lifespans
result in a decrease in complexity at the population-level,
which is attributable to competition between categories–the
more time spent learning, the more categories that will be
irrecoverably suppressed. With fewer categories, those that
remain then become more discriminable. These findings add
to a growing body of work on the evolution of critical or sensitive periods (Frankenhuis & Walasek, 2020) by suggesting
that, in the case of culture, long learning times may not be selected against only due to metabolic costs, but also by virtue
of their role in stabilizing a cultural attractor landscape.
Finally, at the demographic level, we considered the influence of population size N. Population size and/or density are considered important factors for cultural evolution
because these parameters constrain the number of neighbors
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from which an individual may learn, which can limit the complexity sustainable by a population (Henrich, 2004). In our
model, we find that smaller populations are able to maintain slightly more complex distributions, but that distributions are substantially more stable within large populations.
This is the inverse pattern typically pointed to in the literature (larger populations are thought to sustain more complex
repertoires), but we again point out that our cultural attractor
landscapes represent shared perceptual, categorical distinctions, whereas the cultural variants referred to in the literature on population size/density are generally combinatorial
productions scaffolded by iconic distinctions (i.e. tools). As
such, this finding is not contradictory to previous work, and
instead suggests interesting relationships between the complexity of perceptual category repertoires, and the complexity
of the combinatorial repertoires they support.

Conclusion and Future Directions
While much of the work on the cultural evolution of arbitrary
conventions has focused on the mapping between signals and
meanings, taking for granted a shared set of perceptual categories as a starting point, we have tried to show that this
is not trivial issue. It is only when factors at multiple levels of analysis dynamically constrain the degrees of freedom
in cultural transmission in complementary ways that a shared
set of cultural attractors may form and stabilize, which can
then provide the foundation for selection on symbolic systems (Jablonka & Lamb, 2014; Deacon, 1998). Viewing cultural attractor landscapes as a complex system of interacting constraints allows for straightforward integration of CAT
with Darwinian selectionist accounts: fitness-based selection
effects can be understood as yet another constraint promoting the formation of statistical attractor points. As such, we
believe this model may be useful for researchers interested
in the co-evolution of innate cognitive biases, developmental
tendencies, and demographic structure with culture.
Our model can be straightforwardly extended to incorporate biological inheritance of cognitive priors and/or developmental hyper-parameters, as well as to include fitness constraints, by placing our agents into any type of evolutionary
or communicative game. As such, our model can be used
to simulate the operation of selectionist dynamics and transformative dynamics simultaneously. A next step will be to
allow agents to generate sequences of signals, allowing us to
examine the entanglement between perceptual and combinatorial/syntactic cognition in cultural attractor dynamics.
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Abstract
Preference reversals in risky choice – where people favor lowrisk prospects in binary choice but assign higher prices to highrisk prospects – have led to models of response processes that
differentiate pricing from choice. Theories of intertemporal
choice do not distinguish between response processes, assuming instead that eliciting choices or prices will lead to the same
inferences about people’s preferences for delayed outcomes.
Here, we show that this assumption is incorrect. Participants
in a price-choice experiment showed systematic preferences
for smaller-sooner (SS) over larger-later (LL) options in binary choice, but reversed this apparent preference by pricing
the exact same LL options higher than the SS options. This
reversal in pricing results in less impulsive behavior, suggesting that pricing frames may reduce choice impulsivity. To explain these diverging price and choice findings in a common
framework, we propose a variant of a pricing model from risky
choice that accommodates these effects.
Keywords: intertemporal choice; price; preference reversal;
computational cognitive modeling

Introduction
Experimental and modeling work in risky decision making
supports the claim that the method of eliciting preference —
whether a decision maker assigns a price to a pair of options
separately or chooses between them directly — affects the
apparent preference order between risky prospects (Lichtenstein & Slovic, 1971; Slovic & Lichtenstein, 1983). Participants are generally more inclined to choose the safest option
when offered a choice between a “safe” lottery (e.g., 90%
chance of $4) and a “risky” lottery (e.g., 30% chance of $16).
Conversely, when participants are offered the chance to price
these options by specifying how much they would be willing
to pay to acquire it (WTP), how much they would be willing to accept to sell it (WTA), or what dollar value would be
equivalent to each option (certainty equivalent), they tend to
assign a higher price to the risky prospect than to the safe
one. Selecting safe options (p-bet) to risky ones ($-bet) when
making a choice and then assigning a higher value to risky
options over safe ones when pricing individually each option,
is referred to as preference reversalsin risky choice.
Such conclusions are problematic for many of the current
theories in risky choice, as they imply failure of procedure invariance, the idea that people should exhibit consistent preferences regardless the procedure used to measure their preference. Violations of procedure invariance led to the idea
that preferences are constructed when an answer is prompted
(Slovic, 1995),such that they are modified by the elicitation
process or even do not exist until elicited (Busemeyer et al.,
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2020). However, a common representation of value underlying both choice and pricing is feasible, as shown by different theories that reconcile the idea of procedure invariance in
terms of a common utility representation (Johnson & Busemeyer, 2005). True subjective values remain therefore unchanged, but the way people respond to different elicitations
change between decision and pricing contexts. Most effective explanations have been based on the ideas of anchoring
and adjustment (Tversky et al., 1990; Cubitt et al., 2004), or
on describing choice and pricing as dynamic, stochastic processes (Johnson & Busemeyer, 2005; Kvam & Busemeyer,
2020).
Despite extensive documentation of preference reversals in
risky choice, relatively little attention has been paid to the
potential of reversals in other domains, such as intertemporal choice. Indeed, “preference reversals” refer to a different
phenomenon in delay discounting, where people shift from
choosing one delayed prospect (x1 , t1 ) over another (x2 ,t2 )
when a fixed delay is added to both of them (x1 ,t1 + ∆t vs x2 ,
t2 + ∆t). While these types of preference reversals are important to understanding the functional form of delay discounting
(Mazur, 1987), they may have obfuscated the possibility or
prevalence of choice-price preference reversals in intertemporal choice where research mainly focus on reversals that
are induced by modifications of the stimuli, as opposed to
modifying the method of eliciting preference (Loewenstein
& Thaler, 1989).
Although choice-price reversals have not seen considerable
scrutiny in intertemporal choice, violations of procedure invariance still appear. Hardisty et al. (2011) reviewed three
types of intertemporal choice paradigms where discounting
rates may be elicited by either choice-based approaches (indifference points inferred from binary choice), matching (discount rates inferred from the SS value equated to the LL
value), and adaptive staircase procedures that titrate the value
or delay of the options until choices made in sequence switch
between favoring the LL and SS option. Each of these methods can reach different conclusions about the discounting
rates that participants are using to assess the value of delayed
prospects, suggesting that the apparent values that participants assign to their options are sensitive to how preferences
is measured (see also Frederick et al., 2002, for a review).
In principle, this suggests that intertemporal choice may be
suceptible to the same sorts of (apparent) violations of procedure invariance that we find in risky choice.

Previous work in behavior analysis has shown parallels between risky and intertemporal choice, in some cases modeling probability discounting and delay discounting as overlapping (if not entirely common) processes (Green & Myerson, 2004). Although the cognitive mechanisms involved
in risky choice and intertemporal choice appear dissociable,
they coincide much of the time (Myerson et al., 2011). If
the same mechanisms that drive preference reversals in risky
choice / probability discounting are also present in intertemporal choice / delay discounting, it stands to reason that there
should be choice-price reversals in intertemporal choice. Preliminary support for this hypothesis comes from work seeking to understand violations of procedure invariance by Tversky et al. (1990, Table 4), which hinted at the possibility of
preference reversals between price and choice in delayed outcomes. Tversky et al. showed reversals between a few example prospects: participants would choose the option to receive
$2500 in 5 years rather than $3550 in 10 years when given a
choice between the two, but would set a higher willingness to
accept (WTA; the lowest immediate cash payment at which
they would be willing to give up the delayed prospect) on
$3550 in 10 years than on $2500 in 5 years. Due to the large
sums of money involved, these choices were not actually carried out, but Tversky et al. were still able to show that over
50 percent of their participants appeared to switch from preferring the smaller, sooner (SS) option in choice to the larger,
later (LL) option in pricing.
The implications for research on delay discounting are
substantial. Early work on intertemporal choice, including
some of the seminal work on models like the hyperbolic
discounting model, commonly elicited dollar values such as
price equivalents to identify indifference points for delayed
outcomes (Kirby & Maraković, 1995), whereas later work
has focused almost exclusively on binary choices between
prospects (Bickel & Marsch, 2001). As we suggest below,
the apparent reversals between these two types of response
processes suggest that early participants may have been perceived as less impulsive than later ones.
An important distinction to be made between risky and intertemporal choice regards risk-aversion, which is typically
seen as a socially desirable outcome, at least in the sense
that “disordered” decision making and problem gambling involves frequently taking low-probability or unfavorable gambles (Ciccarelli et al., 2020). In a risky decision making scenario, asking an individual to engage in pricing will more
likely exacerbate these issues, causing a participant to favor
risky prospects ($-bets) even more strongly. A price-focused
intervention would not be suitable for reducing risk-taking
behavior or disordered gambling, but a similar manipulation
may be successful in intertemporal choice. A multitude of
behaviors connected to negative health outcomes (such as
substance use) are related to choice impulsivity, defined as a
propensity to favor the smaller, sooner outcome in intertemporal choice (Rung & Madden, 2018). Despite this, interventions to reduce discounting have proven troublesome to
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develop due to small effect sizes or practical challenges to
implementation (Rung et al., 2019). If we can show that eliciting intertemporal preferences through pricing as opposed
to choice consistently shifts responses toward the larger-later
option – as we should suspect given previous findings (Tversky et al., 1990) – then it may be possible to develop simple
and effective interventions that leverage choice-price reversals to reduce impulsive choice.
In the following section, we will describe an experiment which aimed to explore the robustness of choice-price
preference reversals across a wide variety of intertemporal prospects. Understanding reversals and their prevalence
can determine both how important they are to accommodate
within theories of value, as well as how effective interventions focusing on pricing might be.

Methods
To understand the prevalence and causes of choice-price
reversals in intertemporal choice, we ran an experiment
that manipulated the response format -– binary choice and
willingness-to-pay judgments — within subjects. A total of
46 participants were recruited through Prolific, receiving the
amount of $10 per hour for participation and an additional
bonus of up to $5 , based on the responses they provided.
Our experiment diverged from previous studies (Tversky
et al., 1990, which used huge payoffs and delays that were
purely hypothetical) in that participants received some of the
delayed payoffs, and the payoffs were sums of money most
participants could reasonably expect to encounter on a regular basis. To emphasize the importance of preference orders,
participants were rewarded based on their choices and their
order of pricing for individual delayed prospects, such that
they were more likely to receive delayed prospects to which
they assigned a higher price. Participants were awarded with
a delayed bonus (1-3 days later) based on which of four individual delayed prospects the assigned the highest price (participants were not told which delayed prospects these would
be) or received one of the delayed prospects that they chose in
one of the decision trials. The payoffs that participants could
receive in this payment scheme consisted of $1-5 and delays
of 1-3 days, although the range of payoffs and delays across
the experiment were larger.
The experiment took approximately 60 minutes to complete. Of the 46 participants, we removed 8 for failing attention checks, selecting dominated response options in the
choice trials (e.g., selecting $8 in 10 weeks over $12 today),
or assigning prices to delayed prospects that were more than
50% higher than the actual outcome on a total of at least two
occasions. Out of the 38 remaining participants, there were
20 men and 18 women who completed the experiment successfully. The average age of our participants was 32.82 years
(SD = 12.72).
During the experiment, subjects were presented with a total of 88 choice trials and 175 pricing trials, with choice and
price trials in separate blocks. The 88 choice pairs consisted

Figure 1: Scatter plot of the proportion of times participants chose the larger, later [LL] option over the smaller, sooner [SS]
option (x) against the proportion of times they priced the LL option higher than the SS option (y).
of 176 unique options paired together, including one SS option that had an immediate payoff ($1.50, Today). Aside
from the lone option with an immediate payoff, each of these
unique options was also shown in the pricing trials. The payoffs for all of the delayed prospects varied from $0-30, and
the delays varied from 0-365 days. In Qualtrics, the choice
trials consisted of two stimuli each, presented side by side,
while the pricing trials were presented as a single stimulus
with a sliding scale to enter price. With the exception of a few
catch trials that used dominated prospects, each choice trial
included one shorter-sooner (SS) and one larger-later stimulus (LL). The stimuli were randomly shuffled on the left and
right sides of the screen, to avoid participants developing a
bias toward one side or the other. The order of the stimuli
was also randomized within each block of trials.
For example, a choice trial might include an SS option of
receiving $15 in 40 days or an LL option of receiving $20 in
70 days. Subjects would indicate which option they preferred
by simply pressing the left or right mouse button to select the
respective prospect. For the pricing trials, participants entered
their willingness to pay (buying) prices using a slider tool on
Qualtrics that ranged from $0 (the minimum payoff in the
experiment) to $30 (the maximum payoff across all trials of
the experiment). In the pricing trials, only one stimulus was
presented at a time.
Since all the stimuli individually presented during pricing
trials were paired and included in the choice trials, we were
able to obtain a separate/individual price for every prospect
presented as a choice option, which allowed us to observe
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whether participants consistently priced and chose one type
of stimuli over the other (e.g SS over LL) or if instead they
engaged in choice-price preference reversal.

Results
A total of 46 participants completed the experiment, but only
38 were retained due to the 8 others failing multiple attention
checks. We used a Bayesian approach to estimate the proportions of participants that preferred the LL to the SS option
on each choice pair, and the proportion of participants who
priced the LL option higher than the corresponding SS option in the price trials. The first analysis was programmed
in JAGS, and looked at the overall rates of selecting the LL
over SS option by estimating the proportion parameter of a
Bernoulli distribution. For this proportion parameter, a simple uninformative uniform distribution U(0, 1) was used for
the prior. Here, we report the posterior mean estimate of
this proportion alongside the 95% Highest Density Interval
[HDI], which indicates the 95% most likely values of the
overall tendency to select the LL over the SS option.
Across all participants, choice pairs, and trials, the decisions that participants made in the choice condition consistently favored the SS option, M(Prchoice (LL > SS)) =
.32, 95% HDI = [.23, .42] indicating a general tendency toward choice impulsivity in our sample. Conversely, the
order of price responses largely favored the LL option,
M(Pr price (LL > SS) = .54, 95% HDI = [.44, .65]. The rate
of favoring the LL option in price trials was quite substantially and credibly higher than the choice condition, with
the contrast between price and choice M(Pr price (LL > SS) −

Figure 2: Scatter plot of the instances of preference reversals
(red dots) and consistent preferences (blue dots) as a function
of the difference in price between the LL and SS option (xaxis) and the difference in delay between LL and SS options
(y-axis). The size of each dot corresponds to the magnitude
of the difference between pricing and choice conditions, and
the density plots (shaded red / blue regions along each axis)
correspond to the relative frequency of reversals or consistent
choices (respectively) across the range of stimuli.
Prchoice (LL > SS)) = .22, 95% HDI = [.08, .36].
From these results, it is clear that there are consistent
choice-price preference reversals, favoring the SS option in
choice but the LL option in pricing. However, there was also
substantial variation in behavior across the different choice
pairs. This can be seen in Figure 1, which shows the proportion of participants favoring the LL option in the choice trials
on the x axis and the proportion of participants favoring the
LL option in the price trials on the y axis. Despite this, with
a few exceptions, there was generally a positive relationship
between the proportion of participants favoring the LL option
in choice and the proportion favoring the LL option in pricing (Pearson r = 0.38, Spearman ρ = 0.54). As we suggest
below in the model outline, this indicates that there may still
be a consistent value representation that is common to both
choice and price, but that the methods of eliciting responses
in the two conditions lead to diverging preference orders.
As a result of reversals of preference, our inferences about
discounting rates in each of our participants will differ based
on whether we use choices to estimate them or prices. We
fit a hyperbolic discounting model to the choice data and to
the pricing data using a hierarchical Bayesian implementation of the hyperbolic discounting model (Molloy et al., 2020;
Kvam et al., n.d.). For the choice data, the group-level estimate of the discounting rate was log(k) = −0.04 (95% HDI =
[−0.15, 0.10]). For the price data, the group-level estimate of
the discounting rate was significantly lower, log(k) = −7.14
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(95% HDI = [−7.96, −2.83]). As a result, the conclusions we
draw from the choice data indicate much steeper discounting /
greater impulsivity than those we would draw from analyzing
the pricing data using traditional delay discounting models.
To examine what characteristics of the choice pairs led to
reversals, we examined behavior on each pair of options individually. An analysis of how the differences in payoffs
and delays were related to the rates of preference reversals
is shown in Figure 2. Generally, very large differences in
payoffs or delays tended to lead to preference reversals between choice and price conditions (greater density of red dots
at high payoff differences and high delay differences), while
choices and prices were most consistent when the payoff differences was around $2-8 and delay differences were around
20-100 days. The further outside these ranges that the stimuli crept, the more common choice-price preference reversals
were.
Four illustrative examples are shown in Figure 3. Choices
and prices tended to be most consistent when there was a relatively small difference in the attributes of the options (left
panel) or when there was a clear “better” option (middle left
panel). The most common type of reversal, where the SS option was chosen but the LL option was priced higher, tended
to manifest when there was a substantial gap between the payoffs of the SS and LL option but where the direct comparison
was still somewhat difficult or slightly favorable to the SS option (middle right panel). These reversals heavily drove the
overall effect reported above, as they constituted the largest
overall portion of results (pink dots in the top left of Figure 1
out-number those in any other quadrant).
Although much more rare, reversals also occurred in the
other direction, where participants priced the SS option
higher, but chose the LL option when placed side by side.
Since this pair of outcomes were only observed on 5 out of
the 88 pairs, it is difficult to deduce systematically why they
occur as the amount information is constrained, but it seems
that they take place most often when both the SS and LL option have high outcomes and relatively short delays (right of
Figure 3).

Model
As with choice-price reversals in risky decision making, the
most common models of intertemporal choice are unable to
handle this pattern of results. This is because the same model
is typically used to account for both pricing and choice –
prospect theory being the most popular in risky choice (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979) and hyperbolic discounting in intertemporal choice (Mazur, 1987). In hyperbolic discounting,
the subjective value of a delayed prospect is calculated by
“discounting” its objective payoff according to a subjective
weight determined by the amount of time a person must wait
before they can receive it. Formally, the value of a delayed
prospect, v(x,t) where x is the amount a person could receive
and t is the time at which they would receive it, is calcux
. The discounting rate k determines how
lated as v(x,t) = 1+kt

Larger, Later option
1

$10, 100 days

$19, 70 days

$12, 250 days

$30, 80 days

$1.5, 15 days

$6, 50 days

$25, 5 days

Choice
Price

Pr(Favor LL > SS)

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0

$8.25, 13 days

Smaller, Sooner option

Figure 3: Examples of pairs of intertemporal prospects used in the experiments and the resulting preferences in the choice
(blue) and price (orange) conditions. The pair on the left (smaller sooner [SS] bottom, larger later [LL] top) yielded consistent
preferences for the SS option, while the pair second from the left yielded consistent preferences for the LL option. Conversely,
the pair second from the right yielded the most common type of preference reversal where the SS option was chosen in the
binary choice condition but the LL option was assigned a higher price more often, and the pair on the right yielded a less
common type of reversal where the SS option was assigned a higher price more often but the LL option was selected when the
two prospects were shown together.
much a payoff decreases in subjective value as it is pushed
further away in time. A participant should typically assign
v(x,t) (with some error) as the price of a delayed prospect,
and on average will choose a delayed prospect (x1 ,t1 ) over another delayed prospect (x2 ,t2 ) as long as v(x1 ,t1 ) > v(x2 ,t2 ).
Typically, a choice proportion is derived by including a logistic or softmax choice rule, such that the probability of choosing an LL over an SS option is
Pr(LL  SS) =

1
.
1 + exp(m[·v(LL) − v(SS)]

(1)

The failure to predict a reversals comes from the fact that a
person will tend to both price the SS (LL) higher and choose
the SS (LL) anytime v(SS) > v(LL). On a more fundamental level, the problem with the hyperbolic discounting model
(and nearly all other existing intertemporal choice models) is
that they posit a static, deterministic account of value that is
supposed to be common to any method of eliciting preference. To account for reversals, we instead have to look to dynamic and stochastic models that provide an account of how
elicitation (choice, price) affects apparent preference orders
(Johnson & Busemeyer, 2005).
To demonstrate how to account for reversals using more
nuanced models, we implement an adapted version of the
price accumulation model developed by Kvam & Busemeyer
(2020). For simplicity, let us assume that choice proportions
are computed exactly as in Equation 1 and focus on developing a model of price. Although the robust preference reversals necessitate a shift in how we model intertemporal pricing, a new model that accommodates these findings is fortunately not too difficult to construct. The only modification we
make to the price accumulation model is to assume that the
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accumulation process is driven by the payoff and delay rather
than the payoff and probability. Formally, we assume that the
1
and the
probability of stepping toward the payoff is p = 1+kt
probability of stepping toward $0 (the immediate payoff) is
kt
.
1 − p = 1+kt
A diagram of this model and its predictions is shown in
Figure 4. In this approach, a price is generated as a participant thinks about the attributes of the delayed prospect and
assesses its value. A participant making a price response first
anchors on the outcome of the delayed prospect (as in anchoring & adjustment Goldstein & Einhorn, 1987), generating a
“start point” for the price accumulation process. Formally, the
location of a person’s start point is specified by a proportion q
specifying how much a person uses the anchor (the polar angle of their start point is φ = π·$2max · q · x, where x is the payoff
of the delayed prospect and $max is the upper anchor of the
price scale. The strength of this anchor is given by another
free parameter sv specifying the distance (polar radius) of the
starting point from zero. The x and y Cartesian coordinates of
the starting point s are given as s = [sv cos(φ), sv sin(φ)]. This
creates an initial state that is biased toward high prices for
an LL option and biased toward low prices for an LL option,
and which changes based on the perspective of the participant
(e.g., higher for sellers and lower for buyers).
From this starting point, the participant then considers the
payoff of the delayed prospect and the time they would have
to wait to receive it. Thinking the payoff drives them toward
higher prices, resulting in their state s moving in the direction of the payout x, while thinking of the delay drives them
toward lower prices, resulting in their state s moving in the direction of $0 (what they will receive before the delay elapses).
We formalize this accumulation process y assuming that this

Figure 4: Example of how the response processes involved in choice (top) and pricing (bottom) can lead to diverging apparent
preferences between SS and LL options.
accumulation process is driven by the same valuation process as choice – in this case a hyperbolic function. Formally,
the probability p of moving toward the payoff at each step is
1
1+kt where t is the delay and k is the discounting rate. Conversely, the probability of stepping toward $0 at each step is
1
kt
1 − p = 1 − 1+kt
= 1+kt
. The accumulation process unfolds
as the participant steps in either direction at each moment in
time, forming an accumulation trajectory like the one shown
in the bottom middle panel of Figure 4.
A participant continues this accumulation process until
they obtain sufficient support for a price on the scale, where
one price j on the continuum meets the condition comp j (s) ≥
θ. The parameter θ controls how much support a price requires before it is selected, and creates a quarter-circular
boundary to the price accumulation process as shown in Figure 4. A higher value of θ will result in a longer accumulation process but one that yields prices closer to the hyperbolic discounting function, while a lower value of θ will result in a shorter accumulation process that yields prices that
are strongly influenced by the initial point / anchor.
The complete price accumulation process specified by this
model will produce a joint distribution of prices and response
times (Kvam & Busemeyer, 2020), but for our present purposes we only simulate the price distributions. Figure 4
shows an example where a person is pricing or deciding between an SS option ($15, 40 days) and an LL option ($20, 70
days). Setting the free parameters of the model to k = .03,
θ = 1.5, sv = .5, and q = 1 in the price model and k = .03 and
m = 2 in the choice model (top panels) results in a distribution
of prices that favors the LL option (bottom right of Figure 4)
but choice proportions favoring the SS option (top right of
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Figure 4). This illustrates how the same value representation
(k = .03 in both models) can lead to diverging preferences in
choice and pricing due to the SS / LL anchors in pricing (consistent with the explanation posed by Tversky et al., 1990)
and hinting that our pattern of results can be captured by this
modified price accumulation model.

Discussion
When first discovered, preference reversals between pricing
and choice in risky decision making were viewed as major
violations of procedural invariance, where apparently different representations of value seemed to be used when people
chose between options or assigned prices to them individually. Since then, several models of the pricing process have
been proposed that can account for reversals in observed preference orders while still using the same underlying valuation
process as decision making models (Johnson & Busemeyer,
2005). Despite widening use, the concepts proposed in these
models have not yet made it into the realm of intertemporal
choice modeling.
Although this approach to modeling provides an explanation for why preference reversals occur in principle, a complete account of choice-price reversals in intertemporal valuation ought to model individual-level decisions and prices.
The next step in developing these models of intertemporal
choice and pricing will estimate individual-level parameters,
and connect the two elicitation methods to a common set of
latent processes (as in Kvam & Busemeyer, 2020).
Naturally, our approach does not provide a complete account of all mechanisms that could have created preference
reversals between choice and price. One factor that may be

at play is that pricing trials show each option separately, potentially influencing the “anchors” that participants generate
for their responses (Rottenstreich & Tversky, 1997; Frederick
et al., 2002). This influence of context could be disentangled
from the elicitation method in future work by displaying a
pair of options on the screen (as in the choice condition) but
having participants only price one of them.
Here, we took the first steps toward a deeper understanding of choice-price reversals in intertemporal choice, showing that they are both widespread and systematic. In some
ways this phenomenon is positive: although taking a pricing
approach to measuring risk preferences leads to greater risktaking, taking a pricing approach to measuring delay preferences results in “shallower” discounting. Shifting choices
toward larger-later options over smaller-sooner ones is a potential route to reductions in choice impulsivity more generally. This can be done simply by phrasing a delay discounting problem as one of value (price them individually, then
compare prices) instead as one of choice (selecting between
them directly). It is possible that this could be leveraged in
interventions attempting to manipulate and reduce delay discounting as a mechanism related to problems like substance
use (Rung & Madden, 2018).
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Abstract

in some domains drive the prescription of intuition as a basis
for choice?
In the current paper, we explore people’s intuitive theories
of decision-making, including the prescribed roles of
intuition and deliberation. Across two studies, we make the
following novel contributions. First, we show that the basis
for a decision (intuition vs. deliberation) affects evaluations
of decision-makers, even after controlling for the
computational cost of each process, as well as the evidence
each process offers about the value of each choice. Second,
we show that judgments of a decision’s authenticity, but not
of the decision-maker’s confidence or commitment, track
how such judgments differ across domains. Third, we show a
causal influence of authenticity: when it’s important to make
a decision authentically, intuition is more likely to be favored.
And fourth, we show that judgments of authenticity have
downstream consequences: to the extent a decision’s
authenticity is valued, people are less likely to prescribe
following expert advice, be it from humans or machines.

People think they ought to make some decisions on the basis
of deliberative analysis, and others on the basis of intuitive, gut
feelings. What accounts for this variation in people’s
preferences for intuition versus deliberation? We propose that
intuition might be prescribed for some decisions because
people’s folk theory of decision-making accords a special role
to authenticity, where authenticity is uniquely associated with
intuitive choice. Two pre-registered experiments find evidence
in favor of this claim. In Experiment 1 (N = 631), we find that
decisions made on the basis of intuition (vs. deliberation) are
more likely to be judged authentic, especially in domains
where authenticity is plausibly valued. In Experiment 2 (N =
177), we find that people are more likely to prescribe intuition
as a basis for choice when the value of authenticity is
heightened experimentally. These effects hold beyond
previously recognized influences on intuitive vs. deliberative
choice, such as computational costs, presumed efficacy,
objectivity, complexity, and expertise.
Keywords: intuition; deliberation; decision domain;
authenticity; decision-making; social signaling; normative

Decision-making Across Domains

Introduction
In the months leading up to his engagement, Charles
Darwin evaluated the merits of marriage. An entry in his
journal reveals systematic deliberation and analysis: a list of
reasons favoring ‘marry’ on one side, those favoring ‘not
marry’ on the other (Darwin, 1838). Darwin’s analysis is
amusing not only because of the tragically outdated reasons
he enumerates (notably “charms of music and female chitchat” up against “terrible loss of time”), but because he
engaged in this analysis at all. For some modern readers,
decisions about marriage should reflect love and
commitment, not deliberation and enumeration. And yet, for
plenty of other decisions—from choosing a stock portfolio to
a medical treatment—Darwin’s strategy seems just right.
What accounts for this variation in decision-making across
domains? Prior work offers partial answers: Deliberation
requires time and effort (e.g., Tversky & Kahneman, 1974),
and intuition can sometimes be a reliable basis for choice
(e.g., Mikels et al., 2011). Research also suggests that
decisions made on the basis of intuition are associated with
greater authenticity (Maglio & Reich, 2018; Oktar &
Lombrozo, 2020) and reflect stronger commitment (Critcher
et al., 2012; Morewedge et al., 2014). Could judgments about
how decisions ought to be made stem from these
considerations? In particular, could a concern for authenticity
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Prior work has found that the extent to which people rely
on intuition and deliberation varies across domains. For
instance, Inbar et al. (2010) presented participants with 25
choices (e.g., “selecting an entrée”). Participants rated either
how much they thought one should rely on intuition vs.
reason in making that decision, or how objectively evaluable
outcomes are in that domain. They found systematic variation
across domains in ratings for intuition vs. deliberation, and
that deliberation judgments were correlated with ratings of
objective evaluability. A subsequent study also found an
association between complexity and deliberation. They
explained these results with a task-cuing hypothesis, whereby
features of decision problems, such as objectivity and
complexity, cue associated modes of processing.
Pachur and Spaar (2015) also found evidence for
systematic variation across domains in preferences for
intuition vs. deliberation. They asked participants to
complete a decision-style questionnaire for decisions in six
domains ranging from clothing shopping to medical
decisions. They found that preferences for intuition (but not
deliberation) were correlated with self-rated domain
expertise (r ~ .40), a factor argued to bolster the reliability of
intuition as a guide to better decision-making.
These results suggest that preferences for intuition vs.
deliberation could stem from intuitive beliefs about the

reliability of each process across domains, and about whether
the cost of deliberation is likely to pay off in better decisions.
However, two recent results suggest that the computational
cost of deliberation does not fully explain variation across
domains. First, Berman et al. (2018) found cross-domain
variation in the extent to which people think they ought to
rely on ‘objective measures’ vs. ‘personal feelings’ in
decision-making, as well as corresponding variation in the
use of objective metrics, even when they were available in all
domains (and hence incurred no additional cost). Second,
Oktar and Lombrozo (2020) found cross-domain variation in
whether people recommended following intuition or
deliberation, even once deliberation had taken place (and
hence its cost had been incurred). In fact, people sometimes
ignore costless and useful information to make and protect
sub-optimal, intuitive decisions (Woolley & Risen, 2018).
These results suggest that cross-domain processing
preferences are driven by factors beyond efficiency.
However, they do not fully rule out the role of perceived
reliability, nor incorporate a role for authenticity or
commitment – the two factors to which we now turn.

Authenticity
Beyond considerations of efficiency or reliability, intuition
could be favored for decisions that are thought to reflect one’s
authentic, ‘true’ self. There is a rich body of work that details
the properties of this folk psychological notion (see
Strohminger, Knobe, & Newman, 2017). This work suggests
that one’s true self is seen as inherently good (e.g., Molouki
& Bartels, 2017) and moral (e.g., Prinz & Nichols, 2016). If
decisions based on intuition (vs. deliberation) are seen as
more authentic or self-reflective, then people may think at
least some decisions ought to be made on this basis.
Two recent studies provide evidence in support of the link
between intuition and judgments of the self. Morewedge et
al. (2014) asked participants to recall events from their past
and to evaluate the self-insight that would be generated if
these recollections had occurred spontaneously or
deliberately. Spontaneous thoughts (including intuitions)
were rated as generating significantly more self-insight than
deliberative methods of reasoning. Relatedly, Maglio and
Reich (2020) found that when individuals made decisions
based on feelings (vs. deliberation), they perceived their
choices as reflecting their true selves to a greater extent, and
they reported increased certainty in their decision-making.
To test whether the perceived link between intuition and
authenticity/true-self might drive prescriptions regarding
how decisions ought to be made, Oktar and Lombrozo (2020)
presented participants with vignettes in which a character
makes a binary decision in one of 12 domains, where intuition
points to one choice, and deliberation to the other. They
found robust cross-domain variation in the extent to which
participants thought that a decision ought to be made on the
basis of intuition vs. deliberation. Crucially, they also found
cross-domain variation in the extent to which a decision
based on intuition was judged to be authentic, where this
variation closely matched the domain-based variation for
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prescriptions of intuition. This is consistent with the idea that
intuition is prescribed in some domains partially because it is
taken to be more authentic or to better reflect the self.

Commitment
A second hypothesis is that intuition is favored over
deliberation when it is important to signal confidence in, or
commitment to, one’s decision or one’s values. Research in
moral psychology finds that in some cases, people look
harshly upon those who deliberate about moral decisions
(e.g., Merritt & Monin, 2011; Tetlock, 2003), and that this is
in part because deliberation signals weak commitment to
values that guide choice (Critcher, Inbar, & Pizarro, 2012).
Relatedly, Barasch et al. (2014) found that emotionally
motivated decision-making signals sincerity and good moral
character, and Simmons and Nelson (2006) found that the
ease with which spontaneous thoughts come to mind
determines people’s confidence in their intuitive options (see
also Maglio & Reich, 2018). Generalizing from moral to nonmoral domains, these findings suggest that intuition may be
favored over deliberation when it is important to signal
confidence in one’s decisions and commitment to one’s
values (see Frank, 1988).
Oktar and Lombrozo (2020) also tested this commitment
hypothesis. They found that while intuitive decision makers
were generally judged to be more confident and committed
to their choices, these judgments did not track domain
variation in the extent to which intuition vs. deliberation were
prescribed. This challenges the idea that concerns about
signaling confidence or commitment drive differential
reliance on intuition, at least outside the moral domain.

Overview of Experiments
In sum, prior work supports the claims that intuition and
deliberation are differentially prescribed across domains, and
that intuition is associated with greater authenticity and
commitment. However, it remains unclear whether and how
these two claims are related. Do concerns about authenticity
or commitment drive the judgment that some decisions ought
to be made on the basis of intuition? And can such effects be
successfully isolated from concerns about the cost or relative
reliability of deliberation? In this paper, we present two preregistered experiments that tackle these questions.
In Experiment 1 we take up the latter challenge by
presenting participants with what we call “matched
information” scenarios. In these scenarios, two decisionmakers approach a binary decision (P vs. Q) in a specified
domain, where both their intuition and deliberative analysis
point to the same option (P). However, one decision-maker
bases her decision to pursue P on her intuition, and the other
opts for P because of her deliberation. Both decision makers
have thus incurred any cost associated with deliberation, and
so differences in judgments cannot stem from computational
costs or the fact that deliberation was pursued (cf. Critcher et
al., 2012). Unlike past work, however, intuition and
deliberation always point to the same choice (cf. Oktar &
Lombrozo, 2020). Thus, in a matched information scenario,

different evaluations of a decision-maker must reflect the
decision basis alone, in isolation from the cost of pursuing
deliberation, the fact that deliberation was pursued, or the
evidence from intuition or deliberation regarding the quality
of each choice (which we call “process-specific evidence”).
In Experiment 2, we take up the causal challenge, testing
whether the association between authenticity and
prescriptions regarding intuition found in Experiment 1 stem
from a causal relationship between authenticity and
prescriptive processing preferences. We also test the
downstream consequences of beliefs about authenticity for
reliance on expert advice.
Together, these studies fill important lacunas in our
understanding of why people sometimes choose to rely on
their guts over their thoughts. Intuition is believed to possess
unique capacities, such as access to one’s authentic self, that
make it a more appropriate basis for important decisions in
self-reflective domains.

Experiment 1
Experiment 1 had two core aims. The first was to isolate
effects of decision basis on how decision makers are
evaluated across domains, eliminating plausible confounds
by using matched information scenarios. We predicted that
even with such controls, we would observe different
judgments for intuitive vs. deliberative decision makers, and
that the magnitude of these differences would vary across
domains. The second aim was to see how evaluations of
authenticity and commitment relate to the prescribed role of
intuition vs. deliberation. We predicted that to the extent an
intuitive (vs. deliberative) decision maker is perceived to be
authentic, intuition is more likely to be prescribed.

Methods
Participants Participants were 631 adults (266 male, 362
female, 2 other, mean age = 42) recruited on Prolific
Academic in exchange for monetary compensation ($0.60 for
a 5 minute study). An additional 170 participants were
excluded for failing to meet pre-registered criteria for total
time (≥1.5 mins) or failing any of three
comprehension/attention checks. Participation across both
studies was restricted to American users with an approval
rating ≥98% on 500 or more previous tasks. Repeat
participation was restricted using the Prolific platform.
Materials and Procedure Participants were randomly
assigned to one of three decision domains: romance,
donations, or investment. These domains were chosen, based
on prior research, to range from the highly intuitive
(romance) to the highly deliberative (investment).
Participants read about two characters making a binary
decision within that domain, where for both characters,
intuition and deliberation pointed to the same choice.
However, one character ultimately bases her choice on
intuition, and the other on deliberation. In the domain of
romance, for example, participants read:
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Sarah is interested in starting a new romantic relationship.
She was recently at a café and met two individuals: Alex
and Taylor. At the café, she really felt in her gut that she
and Alex were likely to be a good fit for each other. When
she was interacting with Taylor, she did not feel like she
and Taylor were a good fit for each other at all.
Later, Sarah spends an afternoon listing out and weighting
the characteristics that are important to her about potential
romantic partners like Alex and Taylor (such as their
personality, priorities, etc.). She scores Alex and Taylor
using this list, and concludes Alex is a much better fit for
her than Taylor, in line with her intuition.
They then read a similar prompt about another character
(Jane) deciding between two different romantic partners
(Sam vs. Casey), where once again intuition and deliberation
point to the same choice. Participants then read:
Here is how Sarah and Jane ultimately make their
decisions.
Sarah, on the basis of her intuitive, gut reaction, decides to
ask Alex out. That is, although both her intuition and her
deliberative analysis point to Alex, it is her intuition and
gut feeling that makes Sarah ultimately decide to pursue
Alex.
Jane, on the basis of her deliberative analysis, decides to
ask Sam out. That is, although both her intuition and her
deliberative analysis point to Sam, it is her deliberative
analysis that makes Jane ultimately decide to pursue Sam.
Participants then answered three sets of questions (order of
items within each randomized). The first set was comprised
of Likert items from ‘definitely [decision-maker A]’ to
‘definitely [decision-maker B]’ [1-6], with no neutral
midpoint. These items are reproduced below:
Decision process: (i) Who made her decision in the right
way? (ii) Who made her decision for the right reasons?
Authenticity: (i) Who made her decision more
authentically? (ii) Whose decision is more reflective of her
true self?
Commitment: (i) Who is more committed to her decision?
(ii) Who has greater confidence in her decision?
Reliability: (i) Who would you expect to choose the better
option in this domain in the future? (ii) Who followed a
better strategy for making decisions in this domain?
Participants responded to four additional items designed to
identify relevant aspects of authenticity; we omit these here
in the interest of space.
Prior to providing demographics, participants responded to
the following two prescriptive processing items, both Likert
scales from ‘strongly disagree’ to ‘strongly agree’ [1-7]:

Intuition: One ought to rely on intuition and gut feeling
when making [domain] decisions like this one.
Deliberation: One ought to rely on reasoning and
deliberative analysis when making [domain] decisions like
this one.

Results and Discussion
As pre-registered, we created composite scores for the pairs
of items measuring decision process (α = .83), reliability (α =
.83), and commitment (α = .72). The two items measuring
authenticity were not collapsed, as they did not meet our
specified level of .7 for Cronbach’s α (α = .52). Scores were
then analyzed in linear regressions with domain as a
categorical predictor, using romance as the reference
category (see Table 1).
These analyses revealed effects of domain on decision
process, reliability, and authenticity (see Figure 1).
Deliberative decision-makers were seen as having relied on a
better decision process and as more likely to be reliable in the
future for investment decisions, but not for romantic
decisions. By contrast, intuitive decision-makers were judged
more authentic for romantic decisions, but not for investment
decisions. Donation decisions fell in between.
Judgments for self-reflection revealed a different pattern:
while the intuitive decision maker’s decision was reliably
judged to be more self-reflective than the deliberative
decision-maker’s, this pattern did not vary across domains.
And finally, consistent with Oktar and Lombrozo (2020),
commitment and confidence judgments did not show
significant domain variation, nor effects of decision basis.
For prescriptive processing ratings, we replicated Oktar
and Lombrozo (2020), with deliberation judged more
appropriate for investment than for romance (Mdel = 4.45 vs.
Mdel = 5.96), intuition judged more appropriate for romance
than for investment (Mint = 4.83 vs. Mint = 3.04), and donation
falling in between (Mdel = 5.16, Mint = 4.05).

Finally, we considered the relationship between inferences
about the decision-maker and prescriptive processing ratings
with the following pre-registered analysis. We created a
difference score from the two processing ratings (intuition –
deliberation) and then regressed this difference score on each
of our core variables, with domain as a potential moderator.
These analyses revealed reliable relationships between
inferences and difference scores for all measures (Figure 2).
However, only authenticity and self-reflection predicted
processing ratings in a manner that depended on domain.
In sum, our results support the hypothesis that decision
makers are evaluated differently depending on the basis for
their decision, even when decision basis is unconfounded
from the cost of deliberation, the choice to deliberate, and the
evidence for choice quality suggested by each processes’
output. Moreover, this evaluation varies by domain, with
authenticity uniquely tracking the prescribed role of intuition
in a domain-dependent manner.

Figure 2: Correlations between processing preference
difference scores and inference judgments, by domain.
Shaded area indicates the 95% CI. Authenticity and Selfreflection are collapsed for this graph only, as they show the
same trends.

Experiment 2
In Experiment 2 we go beyond correlation to test the causal
role of authenticity on prescriptive processing preferences.
We hypothesized that (i) more authentic decisions would be
prescribed a greater role for intuition, (ii) that this impact
would not be reducible to effects of previously-established
predictors (e.g., objectivity), and (iii) that authenticity would
have consequential downstream effects, namely the
endorsement of pursuing expert/algorithmic advice.

Methods
Figure 1: Mean ratings for inferential judgements between
two characters based on their basis for choice. Error bars
show the standard error of the mean, dotted line shows the
average expected response under a null effect.

Participants Participants were 177 adults (85 male, 89
female, 3 other, mean age = 37) recruited on Prolific
Academic in exchange for monetary compensation ($0.37 for
a 3 minute study). An additional four participants were
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Table 1: Regression analyses predicting outcome variables of interest from domain.
b
Intercept
R2
b
2
95% CI [LL, UL]
Intercept
95% CI
R
95% CI
[LL, UL]
[LL, UL]
Donation Investment
Donation
Investment
3.68**
[3.52, 3.84] -0.62**
-1.18**
[-0.85, -0.39] [-1.40, -0.95] .15** [.10, .19]
Decision Process
Authenticity
4.27**
[4.08, 4.46] -0.37**
-0.61**
[-0.63, -0.10] [-0.87, -0.35] .03** [.01, .07]
True Self
4.29**
[4.13, 4.45]
0.12
0.10
[-0.11, 0.34]
[-0.13, 0.32]
.00
[.00, .01]
3.53**
[3.36, 3.69]
-0.05
-0.12
[-0.28, 0.18]
[-0.35, 0.11]
.00
[.00, .01]
Commitment
3.47**
[3.31, 3.63] -0.68**
-1.17**
[-0.90, -0.46] [-1.39, -0.95] .15** [.10, .20]
Reliability
Intuition
4.83**
[4.63, 5.03] -0.78**
-1.79**
[-1.06, -0.51] [-2.07, -1.52] .21** [.16, .26]
Deliberation
4.45**
[4.30, 4.61]
0.71**
1.51**
[0.49, 0.92]
[1.29, 1.72]
.24** [.18, .29]
Note. Each line is a separate regression predicting the dependent variables (leftmost column) from domain, with romance as
the reference category. b represents unstandardized regression weights. LL and UL indicate the lower and upper limits of the
confidence interval. * indicates p < .05. ** indicates p < .01
Dependent
Variable

eliminated for failing to meet pre-registered criteria for
total time (≥1 mins) or failing the same attention check as
Experiment 1.
Materials and Procedure Participants were randomly
assigned to one of two conditions: authentic or inauthentic.
Participants first read one of two versions of the same
vignette [authentic / inauthentic]:
Imagine Alex is making an important decision. Alex thinks
that it is [extremely important / not important at all] that he
makes this decision in a way that reflects his true, authentic
self. That is, Alex thinks that this decision [should / need
not] reflect his deep, most sincere sense of who he is.

t(175) = -1.42, p = .16, R2 = .01, F(1, 175) = 2.02, p = .16,
though the effect was in the expected direction (see Figure 3).
To test our hypothesis that these effects were not aliasing
for the impact of authenticity on other determinants of
processing preferences, we included three of the strongest
predictors identified in the literature: objectivity, complexity
(Inbar et al., 2010), and expertise (Pachur & Spaar, 2015).
The inclusion of these covariates did not eliminate effects of
authenticity—in fact, the estimated effect was remarkably
robust to the controls, b = 1.12, t(175) = 4.12, p < .001.
Among the covariates, only objectivity had a significant
(though small) effect on intuition ratings, b = -0.14, t(175) =
-3.09, p < .001.

Participants then responded to the objectivity, intuition, and
deliberation items from the previous study, in addition to the
following items, presented in a random order and with Likert
scales from ‘strongly disagree’ to ‘strongly agree’ [1-7]:
Complexity: “Alex faces a complex choice.”
Expertise: “Alex has significant expertise in making
decisions like this.”
Expert Advice: “Alex should base his decision on an
expert’s recommendation.”
Algorithmic Advice: “Alex should base his decision on an
artificial intelligence's recommendation.”
Finally, participants provided demographic information.

Results and Discussion
To test our hypothesis that the authenticity manipulation
would have an effect on prescriptive processing judgments,
we performed linear regressions predicting these judgments
from authenticity as a binary categorical variable. As
predicted, this analysis revealed positive and significant
effects of authenticity on intuition ratings, b = 1.36, t(175) =
5.73, p < .001, R2 = .15, F(1, 175) = 32.87, p < .001. However,
there was no significant effect on deliberation, b = -0.33,
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Figure 3: Mean ratings for seven inferential judgements
from Experiment 2. Error bars show the standard error of
the mean.
To investigate whether the authenticity manipulation had
downstream consequences for advice, we conducted linear
regression analyses predicting Expert and AI advice ratings
from authenticity condition. Authenticity had a negative
impact on advice utilization for both Expert, b = -1.50, t(175)

= -6.44, p < .001, R2 = .19, F(1, 175) = 41.48, p < .001, and
Algorithmic, b = -1.70, t(175) = -8.26, p < .001, R2 = .28, F(1,
175) = 68.15, p < .001, recommendations. Again, the effect
of authenticity was not eliminated by including covariates,
for either Expert advice, b = -1.35, t(172) = -5.23, p < .001,
or Algorithmic advice, b = -1.48, t(172) = -6.38, p < .001. In
the former case, objectivity, b = 0.16, t(172) = 3.90, p < .001,
and complexity, b = 0.22, t(172) = 2.79, p < .001, both had
significant effects. In the latter case, the only significant
factor besides authenticity was objectivity, b = 0.16, t(172) =
4.20, p < .001.
These analyses confirm our hypothesis that manipulating
authenticity not only has a causal impact on processing
judgments, but also has downstream effects on advice-taking
judgments, beyond relevant covariates.

General Discussion
We began this paper with a puzzle: why is deliberation
prescribed when making some decisions, and intuition
prescribed for others? We found that people’s folk theory of
decision-making accords a special role to authenticity.
Decisions made on the basis of intuition are more likely to be
judged authentic, especially in domains where authenticity is
plausibly valued (Experiment 1).
When the value of authenticity is manipulated
experimentally, people are more likely to prescribe intuition
as a basis for choice (Experiment 2). Importantly, these
effects hold above and beyond previously recognized factors,
such as computational costs, presumed efficacy, objectivity,
complexity, and expertise, which were experimentally or
statistically controlled. A noteworthy aspect of these findings
is that effects of authenticity are not explicable on grounds of
valence or virtue either (i.e., indiscriminately attributing
positive characteristics to the “better” choice or decision
process), given that measures of commitment failed to
account for relevant variation in the data.
Experiment 2 also revealed that effects of authenticity
extend beyond prescriptions concerning internal processing
to prescriptions concerning the role of outside advice: when
authenticity was valued, participants were less likely to
indicate that the decision-maker should rely on expert or
algorithmic advice. Given recent findings connecting crossdomain variation in processing preferences to algorithm
aversion in real-world settings (Castelo, Bos, & Lehmann,
2019), our studies pave the way towards an exciting avenue
for future research: What role does authenticity play in
mediating attitudes towards (and judgments of) algorithmic
advice?
Another important question to pursue is what, precisely,
authenticity amounts to (Newman & Smith, 2016), and why
authenticity has the unique relationship to prescribed
intuition that our studies reveal. Put more concretely, which
aspects of decisions in intuitive domains is authenticity
tracking, and why? One plausible answer is that authenticity
might be tracking differences in the relevant goals that
decision-makers attempt to achieve across domains. For
decisions where the core desideratum being satisfied is one’s
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own experience, intuition might be seen as being a better
process by virtue of its unique ability to reflect or capture
one’s values or emotional state (see also Gallo, Sood, Mann,
& Gilovich, 2017).
Our experiments not only raise critical questions but also
outline a possible set of answers to our motivating puzzle:
People may devalue deliberation because of a perceived
connection between intuition and authenticity, and Darwin’s
decision may seem inappropriate not because he deliberated,
but rather because he did not appropriately favor intuition.
That is, he did not decide to be authentic.
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Abstract

outcome-based win-stay-lose-shift models also fit human
decision data successfully, highlighting the prevalence of
recency in decision making (Worthy & Maddox, 2014).
In the current study, we are interested in exploring
explanations for recency-based decision-making. We
compare two potential explanations, that it is either (1) a
deliberate strategy for adaptive decision making in real-world
environments, or (2) a product of computational limitations.

Recency effects—giving exaggerated importance to recent
outcomes—are a common aspect of decision tasks. In the
current study, we explore two explanations of recency-based
decision making, that it is (1) a deliberate strategy for adaptive
decision making in real-world environments which tend to be
dynamic and autocorrelated, and/or (2) a product of processing
limitations of working memory. Supporting explanation 1, we
found that participants strategically adjusted their recency
levels across trials to achieve optimal levels in a range of tasks.
Furthermore, they started with default recency values that had
high aggregate performance across environments. However,
only some correlations between recency values and WM scores
were significant, providing no clear conclusion regarding
explanation 2. Ultimately, we propose that recency involves a
combination of the two—people can strategically change
recency within the limits of WM capacities to adapt to external
environments.

Recency as a Deliberate Decision Strategy

Keywords: recency; decision making; working memory

Introduction
Humans (and other animals) often give exaggerated
importance to small samples of recent information. The
existence of such recency effects was initially demonstrated
through short-term memory recall tasks and was attributed to
retrieval of the last few list items from the item-limited shortterm memory store (Murdock, 1962). However, this initial
short-term memory conceptualization and explanation was
challenged as researchers found recency effects even in longterm memory tasks, where information had to be retained
across long stretches of time intervals interleaved with
distractor tasks (Bjork & Whitten, 1974).
Since these initial studies with memory recall, a wider
range of cognitive paradigms, such as decision-making tasks,
have demonstrated recency effects. For instance, in
sequential decision making (e.g., choosing among multiple
gambles repeatedly), researchers find that participants choose
alternatives that are successful in recent trials (da Silva et al.,
2017). The ubiquity of recency effects in decision making is
particularly evident in the wide-spread inclusion of a recency
weighting parameter that discounts the influence of older
outcomes in many reinforcement learning models (e.g., EVL
and PVL models; Busemeyer & Stout, 2002; Erev & Roth,
1998). In fact, researchers find that extremely simplistic last-
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Most natural environments are dynamic and autocorrelated,
both across time and space (e.g., fertility of land, cultural
customs). Recency is likely to be an advantage in such
environments where a small set of recent experiences is
usually representative of the current state of the world. Here,
averaging instead across a large pool of previous experiences
can obscure useful information. Recency as an adaptation to
real world distributions can be observed across animal
species. For instance, Real (1992) studied foraging behavior
of bees, finding that they made search decisions based on a
relatively small number of visits (approximately three)—an
effective strategy for the highly spatially and temporally
autocorrelated nectar distribution in their natural habitat.
Similarly, Anderson and Schooler (1991) found evidence for
temporal autocorrelation in informational environments that
humans regularly interact with (word frequencies in the New
York Times, emails, and parental speech). They argued that
stronger recall for recent events serves as an adaptation to
these external patterns, making the things that are likely to
reoccur more readily recallable from memory.
Recency has thus been proposed as an adaptive strategy
for decision making. Decision strategies may contain
learning mechanisms that enable flexible updating of
parameters so that they become more successful in the current
environmental structure (Gallistel, 1990). For instance,
environmental challenges such as deciding when to give up
seeking nectar from flowers can vary in how much to rely on
recency over time (for instance, from flower patch to flower
patch). For organisms facing such environments reliably, a
flexible strategy that can adjust its use of recency could be
more advantageous, and hence more likely to evolve, than an
inflexible recency strategy. Supporting this intuition, Wilke
and Barrett (2009) found that recent-outcome-based decision

Current Study

Figure 1: Decision task structures.
making was a default strategy for their (human) participants,
but it could be reduced with experience in random
environments (e.g., predicting coin tosses) where it was not
useful. In line with that work, we examine the default recency
used by participants and their ability to flexibly tune it to suit
the decision structure provided.

Recency Produced by Cognitive Limitations
Another possible explanation for the prevalence of small
sample recency in an agent’s behavior is that it arises from
inescapable limitations in the agent’s cognitive abilities.
Humans can maintain and manipulate limited amounts of
information at one time—this computationally limited
capacity is commonly referred to as working memory (WM;
Cowan, 2017). As stated earlier, researchers initially
conceived of recency as a product of retrieval from the shortterm store of the WM. Although this conceptualization does
not sufficiently explain recency effects found in tasks
involving long-term memory, it is possible that WM
limitations are also responsible for long-term recency since
they make it expensive to sample and process large amounts
of information for decision making simultaneously. Some
researchers suggest that the experience of mental effort or
fatigue with extensive information processing is a result of
sampling information from long-term memory and
processing it in WM, producing opportunity costs for the
information included in deliberations (Shenhav et al., 2017;
Vul et al., 2014). Since recent information is often more
valuable than older, humans needing to limit to small samples
of information might retrieve recent information
preferentially, and thus make decisions giving exaggerated
importance to it.
Such an account would suggest that recency effects are
contingent on WM limitations, and that smaller WM capacity
could lead to stronger reliance on more recent information.
Several studies have attempted to investigate relationships
between individual differences in recency and working
memory, obtaining inconclusive results. For instance, Luthra
and Todd (2019) found weak correlations (p<.1) of recency
with WM storage measures. Ashby and Rakow (2014)
obtained stronger correlations, but further analysis by Wulff
and Pachur (2016) found that their models had low
discriminability and potentially less reliable estimates of
recency. In the current study, we compare modelled recency
parameters across task structures to provide more conclusive
results on the relationship between recency and WM.
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We have provided two conceptualizations of recency—as a
strategy adapted to typical decision environments and as a
bias resulting from cognitive limitations. These explanations
are not mutually exclusive. For instance, in some
environments (where the optimal sample size for recencybased decision making is smaller than WM size), participants
might strategically choose to engage in recency, and in others
(where a larger sample is optimal or where humans are
already mentally overloaded) recency might be produced by
WM constraints.
The current study explores these alternative explanations
for recency (strategy, bias, or both) in a probability learning
task. This task entails sequential trials of choosing between
two mutually exclusive and exhaustive outcomes. For
example, in one setting participants are presented with two
lightbulbs—Bulb A and Bulb B with 0.8 and 0.2 probabilities
of turning on respectively—and on each trial, participants
must predict which lightbulb will turn on without knowing
these underlying probabilities. Researchers find that
responses in this type of probability learning task are
frequently influenced by recent outcomes (da Silva et al.,
2017). Under a static task structure (where probabilities of
lightbulbs remain constant across trials), recency would be a
comparatively poor strategy since it would produce noisy
calculations of expected value from small samples of only
recent events. On the other hand, under a changing and
autocorrelated task structure, recency would be a more
effective strategy, since only a small recent sample would be
representative of the current expected value.
In our current experiment, each participant was given
one of two task structures—gradual change (lightbulb
probabilities changed gradually across time) and sudden
change (there were sudden shifts in probabilities). We
compared our data with results from Luthra and Todd (2019)
where probabilities of lightbulbs remained constant across
time. This gives three task structures to consider—sudden
change, gradual change, and static (displayed in Figure 1).
These were chosen for two reasons. First, the two changing
task structures represent aspects of particular real-world
environments (which will often be more complex) where
events are autocorrelated and they either change gradually
(e.g., nectar content of flowers) or suddenly (e.g., appearance
of a predator). Second, the level of recency that is most
effective in each of the three environments differs—extreme
recency is adaptive in sudden change, less recency is adaptive
in gradual change, and recency is entirely maladaptive in the
static environment. The varying usefulness of recency in the
three environments is shown in Figure 2 which plots results
of simulations comparing performance of different values of
recency (defined as amount of temporal discounting—see
Modelling section below).
In our experiments we aim to determine whether
participants can tune their recency to appropriate levels for
each structure, providing support to the conceptualization of
recency as strategic. We also correlate recency values with
WM—high correlations between the two, and similar recency

colored squares (method similar to Cowan et al., 2006).
Symmetry and operation span involve short-term retention of
information (spatial positions of colored squares for
symmetry span and letters for operation span) across intervals
of distractor processing tasks (symmetry or arithmetic
accuracy judgements respectively; Oswald et al., 2015).
These specific WM tasks were selected because they
involve usage of functionally different WM components—
digit span and visual array use WM storage; symmetry and
operation span use WM control (see Cowan, 2008 for
difference between the two). They also use different content
modalities—digit and operation span are verbal numeric; and
symmetry span and visual array are visuospatial.
Figure 2: Performance of recency parameter values across
task structures. Asterisk indicates optimal recency parameter.
values across tasks (rather than adaptive tuning to each task),
would support the conceptualization of recency as a
computational bias. As mentioned earlier, participant
behavior might be produced by both combined—here, we
could find that in task structures calling for high recency (i.e.,
sudden change) participants strategically reduce their sample
size, and in task structures calling for no recency (i.e., static
environments) sample size is correlated with WM limits.

Methods
The current experiment with gradual and sudden change task
structures and the earlier experiment with the static structure
(Luthra & Todd, 2019) used very similar methods, so the
following description applies to both. We have specified any
divergences in procedures.

Participants
Sixty-five undergraduate students of Indiana University
served as participants for this study. Of these, data of four
participants had to be discarded due to failure to complete at
least one of the tasks. This was a between-groups study—34
and 31 participants were given the sudden and gradual change
conditions respectively. For the static task structure, data of
48 participants (out of 123 total) was used from Luthra and
Todd (2019), as explained below.

Procedures and Tasks
In both studies, participants were provided with five
computer-based tasks in the laboratory, beginning with four
tasks measuring WM capacity, followed by the probability
learning task.
Memory tasks. Participants performed the WM tasks in the
following order: symmetry span, digit span, visual array, and
operation span. The digit span is a classic short-term memory
task involving simple number recall (method similar to
Woods et al., 2011). The visual array task involves
identifying rapid color changes in arrays of 4, 6, 8, or 10
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Probability learning task. In the probability learning task
participants were presented with a ‘bulb-box’ on the
computer screen—a device containing two lightbulbs (Bulb
A and Bulb B). They were informed that one of the two bulbs
would turn on in each trial (across a total of 200 trials) and
they had to choose the correct bulb. For correct guesses,
participants gained a point and for incorrect guesses, they lost
a point. To motivate participants to perform optimally, they
were awarded with 0 to 3 nutritional bars depending on
performance.
In the sudden change condition, a randomly chosen bulb
would start initially with 0.8 probability of being correct.
After several trials, this probability would suddenly drop to
0.2 (the probability of the other bulb increased to 0.8). Across
200 trials, this flipping of optimal lightbulb occurred three
times (between trials 40-60, 90-110, and 140-160). In the
gradual shift condition, the bulbs changed probabilities
gradually across time, with the optimal bulb flipping
gradually at similar timepoints. The static condition data from
Luthra and Todd (2019) had only 100 trials, but each
participant performed the task thrice, each with a different
probability contingency—0.6, 0.7, and 0.8—in a random
order. For the current analyses, we only used data from the
48 participants who saw the 0.8 probability contingency (to
match the probability of the present experiment) in the first
task (preventing any practice effects). Figure 1 displays
examples of all three conditions.

Models
The collected data was fit with a recency and a random
Bernoulli model. We assumed that participants who were
better fit by random Bernoulli were using an alternate
unaccounted strategy (e.g., random guessing, pattern
matching) while participants who were better fit by the
recency model were using some variation of recency.
Therefore, we estimated the frequency of recency in the
sample (in comparison to random Bernoulli) and by fitting
the recency parameter, we estimated the strength of recency.
The recency model is a variant of the expectancy-valence
learning (EVL) model frequently used to fit decision making
data (Busemeyer & Stout, 2002). It has two parameters—
recency (R) and exploration (c). The model assumes that

participants assign a utility value u on every trial t to each
bulb j based on the current outcome x of the ‘bulb-box’:
1 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑥𝑥(𝑡𝑡) = 𝑗𝑗,
𝑢𝑢𝑗𝑗 (𝑡𝑡) = �
0 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑥𝑥(𝑡𝑡) ≠ 𝑗𝑗
Therefore, if the current outcome is j, bulb j is given utility of
1, and otherwise 0. Across trials, this utility is incorporated
into the running expected utility Ej of both bulbs while
discounting the value of older outcomes in proportion to the
recency parameter R:
1 1−𝑅𝑅
1 1−𝑅𝑅
𝐸𝐸𝑗𝑗 (𝑡𝑡) = �1 − � � � ∙ 𝐸𝐸𝑗𝑗 (𝑡𝑡 − 1) + � �
∙ 𝑢𝑢𝑗𝑗 (𝑡𝑡)
𝑡𝑡
𝑡𝑡
Here, R can vary from 0 (no recency, averaging of all
outcomes) to 1 (extreme recency, only last outcome included
in calculations; Hertwig et al., 2006). On each trial, the
expected utility Ej produces decisions D through a softmax
version of Luce’s choice rule which incorporates exploration:
Pr[𝐷𝐷(𝑡𝑡 + 1) = 𝑗𝑗] =

�

𝑒𝑒

2

𝜃𝜃(𝑡𝑡) ∙ 𝐸𝐸𝑗𝑗 (𝑡𝑡)

𝑘𝑘=1

𝑒𝑒 𝜃𝜃(𝑡𝑡) ∙ 𝐸𝐸𝑘𝑘 (𝑡𝑡)

𝑡𝑡

; 𝜃𝜃(𝑡𝑡) = ( ) 𝑐𝑐
20

Here, exploration c can range from 0 (high exploration) to 1
(high exploitation based on calculated utility). In the above
𝑡𝑡
equation, the ( ) 𝑐𝑐 term leads the model to gradually move
20
from exploration to exploitation across trials and fits data
better than a model assuming constant exploration. We
incorporated exploration in our model even though it is
irrelevant to our hypothesis because the model fit the data
better with its addition (despite punishing for increased
degrees of freedom), indicating that exploration was
important to participant responding.
The second model was a simple random Bernoulli model
with only one parameter—the probability that participants
choose bulb j. Therefore, this model predicts unequal
probabilities of choosing the two bulbs, independent of
observed outcomes. As mentioned earlier, this model is
useful for identifying participants who are using an
unaccounted strategy other than recency.
We used Bayesian hierarchical modelling for parameter
fitting and model comparison, implemented on JAGS via R.
We drew 20,000 samples using three MCMC chains. A
categorical distribution was employed to determine the best
fitting model for each participant—on each MCMC timestep,
one or the other model was sampled in proportion to their
probabilities of being the true model. Diagnostic plots and
effective sample size indicated appropriate convergence for
most parameters. Prior to fitting participant data, we
performed parameter recovery on simulated data to ensure
that modelling was able to appropriately estimate underlying
parameters.

Results
Overall, the recency model provided a good fit to data and
outperformed the random Bernoulli model. The posterior
probability P(model=recency|D) was 0.79, Bayes factor was
3.76, and 95 out of 113 participants across the tasks were
better fit by the recency model. Since Bayesian model fitting
automatically compensates for model complexity (Kruschke,
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Figure 3: Model fits to individual participants.
2014), we can be confident that the greater performance of
the recency model over Bernoulli is not because of its greater
degrees of freedom, but because participants made choices
fitting a recency approach to decision making. Figure 3
displays model fits to individual participant data.
Estimates of R obtained from the recency model were
then used to analyze recency as an adaptive decision strategy
and as a computational bias. Here, we present three analyses:
(1) We compared the use of recency by participants across
task structures to determine if participants could, through
experience, strategically adjust their recency to optimal levels
for their task (as displayed in Figure 2). (2) We analyzed
change in recency across trials within tasks—this helped us
determine the default recency used by participants (in the
beginning of the task) and observe how quickly participants
adjusted it to suit current task structure. (3) We calculated
correlations between recency and WM measures to determine
if recency strategy was a result of computational limitations.

Analysis 1: Recency across Task Structures
Figure 4 displays distribution of recency values across the
three task structures. As can be seen, participants used lowest
recency for the static task structure (M = 0.42; SD = 0.12),
higher recency for gradual change (M = 0.62; SD = 0.07) and
highest for sudden change (M = 0.78; SD = 0.04). The mean
recency values used roughly correspond with the optimal
values displayed in Figure 2. The difference in recency for all
three task structure comparisons was significant (p < .05),
suggesting that participants strategically tuned their recency
to the current task structure.

Analysis 2: Recency across Trials
To quantify the change in recency across trials, we divided
participant data into 50-trial phases and fit a different recency
parameter to each phase. Therefore, for the sudden and
gradual change conditions, we obtained four recency values,

Table 1: Correlations between WM and recency

Sudden
Gradual
Static

Visual
Array
-0.16
-0.1
-0.25+

Digit
Span
-0.32+
-0.15
-0.24+

Symmetry
Span
-0.08
-0.26
-0.29*

Operation
Span
-0.03
-0.13
-0.7

correlations seem weak and mostly not significant.
Correlations are highest for the static condition and
significant for the symmetry span WM task. Recency values
from just the last 50 trials of the tasks provided similar
correlation results.
Figure 4: Distribution of recency values across task
structures.

Discussion

each for a different 50-trial phase across the 200 trials. Since
data for the static condition from Luthra and Todd (2019)
consisted of only 100 trials, these were fit by just two recency
values. Prior to modelling, we used parameter recovery on
simulated data and confirmed that 50 trials were enough for
the model to accurately converge on parameter values.
Figure 5 displays the fitted recency values across trial
phases. Across all three task structures, recency in the first 50
trials is similar (no significant difference). The average
starting value (possibly a default recency value) is 0.52 (SD
= 0.17). From this initial starting value, recency parameters
in the gradual and sudden change condition are adjusted by
participants across trials to values closer to the optimal for
those task structures (shown in Figure 2). However, for the
static condition, the recency parameter values do not change.
There is a significant difference in recency values of the last
trial phase between the three conditions (p < .05).

Analysis 3: Correlations between Recency and WM
Table 1 displays correlations between mean recency
parameters from Analysis 1 and WM scores. Overall, the

Figure 5: Change in recency across trials for each task
structure.
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This study explores the use of recency as (1) a decision
strategy that can be flexibly adapted to the environment
and/or (2) a bias resulting from computational limitations.
Results from Analysis 1 suggest that participants successfully
tuned their recency strategy to adaptive levels for the task
structure they were provided. We investigated this more
closely through Analysis 2, where participant data was split
into 50-trial phases and a different recency parameter was fit
to each phase. Across all task structures, participants started
with similar recency values. In gradual and sudden change
environments, these were updated over trials to near-optimal
levels (seen in Figure 2). This provides support for the
conceptualization of recency as a decision strategy that can
be flexibly adapted toward optimality in the environment.
However, recency values remained constant for the static
condition, although optimal performance here is achieved at
0 recency (i.e., averaging over all outcomes seen). Two
possible explanations for this stand out. First, even though
optimal performance is achieved at 0 recency, performance is
close to plateauing at values below 0.5 (see Figure 2).
Potentially, participants compromised slightly on
performance in exchange for lesser mental effort (i.e., having
to process just a small recent sample rather than averaging
over all outcomes). This suggests that if rewards for using 0
recency were higher, participants would engage more mental
resources to include larger samples in their decision making.
Such an account is supported by Engle (2010), who finds that
WM control is state-dependent, being influenced by factors
such as motivation, exhaustion, etc. Second, it is possible that
there are strict WM limits preventing recency values below
0.5 which process larger samples. Both these explanations
would predict correlations between WM and recency scores
(possibly, the latter explanation predicts stronger correlations
than the former). However, correlation scores were not
entirely conclusive—only one WM test had a significant
correlation (p<.05) with recency values of the static condition
while two others had p<.1. For gradual and sudden change
conditions, recency values had non-significant correlations
with WM scores, potentially because the optimal sample
sizes for decision making were smaller than the typical WM
size and were therefore not limited by it. Overall, our results
do not negate the possibility of a combined influence of

strategy and computational limits on recency—potentially,
participants strategically reduced recency values when
optimality was achievable (in sudden and gradual change)
and maintained fixed values (limited by WM) when larger
samples were needed for optimality (in static task structure).
Further studies are needed to investigate the relationship
between recency and WM more conclusively.
On average, participants tended to start tasks around
recency value 0.52 (Figure 5), which could potentially be a
default strategy. Such a default would be useful if it was near
optimal across a wide range of environmental structures that
an individual is likely to encounter. To investigate this
possibility, we simulated static, sudden change, and gradual
change environments across a wide range of probability
contingencies (0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6) and estimated performance
of a range of recency values in these environments. We then
scaled performance of each environment to lie between 0 and
1 and aggregated this scaled performance (Figure 6). Here,
we see that the aggregate performance across these
environments peaks at recency value near 0.6. This is close
to the starting recency value we found in our data, which may
thus be used because of its adaptivity across environments.
Our results on recency align with previous work in the
area. Wilke and Barrett (2009) found that participants had a
default positive dependency to previous outcomes—if a coin
landed on heads, participants indicated that it was more likely
to land on heads again—which could be reduced with
experience. According to Wilke and Barrett, this default
response is an evolutionary adaptation to foraging in
autocorrelated environments—an explanation supported by
findings of similar behavior in rhesus monkeys (Blanchard,
Wilke, & Hayden, 2014).
Previous work on changing decision environments have
used approximations to Bayesian solutions (Brown &
Steyvers, 2009; Piray & Daw, 2020) to model human
behavior. Since Bayesian analyses are often computationally
intractable, these studies assume that humans approximate
the posterior Bayesian distribution of decision outcomes by
sampling from it by using MCMC methods like particle
filtering. These models differ from the non-Bayesian model
described in the current work—here, we suggest that
participants take small samples from a likelihood distribution

Starting
recency

Figure 6: Average performance of recency values
across decision environments
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consisting of previous experiences (giving preferentiality to
recent ones) while Bayesian models suggest that participants
store a posterior distribution of hypotheses of the current state
of the world (generated from the likelihood distribution and
priors) and take small samples from that distribution when
making predictions. Incorporating recency in such a particle
filter model entails tweaking its learning rate parameter
which determines how quickly a posterior distribution
changes based on recent experience—such a model was used
recently by Piray and Daw (2020). Future analyses can
compare the model used here with such Bayesian models.
The current study focuses on a one-way impact of
environments on decision making. However, it is more likely
that the two mutually interact with each other in a dynamic
fashion. That is, human environments influence human
decisions, and are in turn influenced by them. For instance,
the temporal autocorrelation studied by Anderson and
Schooler (1991) in human language-based environments
could both be a cause of and a result of recency in decision
making—autocorrelation in environments encourages
recency-based strategies in decision making which in turn
produce autocorrelation in human environments. Dynamical
interactions between behavior and environments provide an
interesting open direction for decision-making research.

Data Availability
The simulation code and data are publicly available at
https://github.com/mahiluthra/recency-decisions
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Abstract
We explore whether people’s judgments about the possibility
of events are predicted by their knowledge of similar events.
Participants read 80 events from a list including events that
were ordinary, unusual, and impossible. Participants rated
whether the events were possible or whether the events were
similar to events they knew to have happened. The averaged
ratings for each judgment were strongly correlated, and the
correlation remained significant in an analysis limited to a
subset of the events that were neither viewed as totally
impossible, or as extremely similar to known events. These
findings provide preliminary evidence that adults may judge
whether events are possible by relying on a memory-based
heuristic which aims to identify whether these events are
similar to known events.
Keywords: possibility; similarity; extraordinary events;
availability heuristic

Introduction
The ability to decide what is possible and impossible is
essential for both individuals and for society as a whole.
Individuals prioritize planning for possibilities, such as
unseen financial and medical crises, and avoid structuring
their lives around impossibilities, such as planting a money
tree or becoming young again. Similarly, societies allocate
resources to goals that seem attainable, such as curing cancer
and sending humans to Mars, while avoiding wasting time
and effort by chasing seemingly impossible outcomes, such
as attaining immortality or sending humans back in time. By
correctly differentiating the possible from the impossible,
people ensure that they do not miss out on important
opportunities or work towards unattainable ends.
Many possibilities are known to us by mere familiarity; we
have seen things happen, so we know that they are possible.
But how do we judge the possibility of events that we have
not encountered or heard about, or even the possibility of
events that have yet to occur for the first time? Here, we
explore whether people’s views about the possibility of
unfamiliar events are driven by knowledge of similar events
that are known to be possible (Goulding & Friedman, 2021).
If familiarity with an event is a prerequisite for it to be
considered possible, people should judge any unfamiliar
event as being impossible. Indeed, children often seem to do
exactly this (e.g., Cook & Sobel, 2011; Danovich & Lane,
2020; Goulding & Friedman, 2020; Lane et al., 2016; 2018;
Shtulman, 2009; Shtulman & Phillips, 2018). Young children
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always agree that a person could do something common and
familiar, such as wearing a hat or washing a car, but are either
ambivalent or dismissive towards most strange and
unfamiliar events, such as a person finding an alligator under
their bed or catching a fly with chopsticks. Yet adults
routinely judge these same strange events—which are
completely unfamiliar to them—as being perfectly possible,
despite having no confirmation that these events have
occurred or could occur (Shtulman, 2009; Shutlman & Carey,
2007). Further, adults often judge extraordinary events that
cannot yet occur, such as traversing the Milky Way or
performing a successful brain transplant, as being possible
(Shtulman & Tong, 2013). This is especially surprising given
that these events have occurred as often, and are therefore just
as rare, as events people know to be truly impossible, like
walking through a brick wall or growing younger (Shtulman,
2009). So these possibility judgments cannot be rooted in
mere familiarity, and must be driven by other mechanisms of
inference.
One potential explanation is that possibility judgments for
unfamiliar events are driven by knowledge of causal
circumstances. For instance, a person might feel they know
how an event could occur, even if they have not encountered
the event or heard of its occurrence. Some support for this can
be found in both children and adults’ justifications for their
possibility judgments. Adults often use conditional
explanations when justifying why an event can happen and
principled explanations when justifying why an event cannot
happen (Shtulman & Tong, 2013). Both conditional and
principled explanations appeal to causality in some sense;
conditional explanations identify circumstances that would
enable an event, while principled explanations identify causal
laws that would render events impossible. In contrast with
adults, children typically deny that rare events can occur, but
they too sometimes justify their decisions by appealing to
causal circumstances (Nolan-Reyes et al., 2016; Shtulman,
2009). Indeed, children even provide explanations that
reference mundane causal circumstances when asked to
explain how events they know to be impossible could happen
(Nancekivell & Friedman, 2017; Woolley & Cornelius,
2017). Together, these findings suggest that people hold
causal considerations in mind when inferring possibility, and
that greater knowledge of causal circumstances may be key
to viewing more events as possible.
But there is also evidence of other, less obvious factors
playing an important role in people’s reasoning about

possibility. Perhaps the clearest demonstration of this can be
found in the interaction between moral and modal judgment:
both children and adults are hesitant to endorse events as
possible when the events violate moral rules or social
customs (Browne & Woolley, 2004; Cimpian & Salomon,
2014; Chernyak et al., 2013; Kalish, 1998; Komatsu &
Galotti, 1986; Levy, et al., 1995; Lockhart et al., 1977; Miller
et al., 2000; Phillips & Cushman, 2017; Shtulman & Phillips,
2017; Shtulman & Tong, 2013). Some work suggests that
adults may even struggle to imagine fictional events and
worlds that violate their moral intuitions (Barnes & Black,
2016; Black & Barnes, 2020).
These findings suggest that causal concerns are insufficient
to explain modal intuitions. Further, it is difficult to fully
reconcile a causal account with adults’ affirmations that yetimpossible events are possible (e.g., travelling the Milk Way,
performing a brain transplant). Put simply: the circumstances
that would enable these events are not fully known to anyone,
hence why the events have yet to be realized. So people are
either relying on partial or vague circumstantial reasoning to
infer possibility, or their inferences are partly guided by
something else.
Here we explore an alternative mechanism for inferring the
possibility of unfamiliar events, where events are more likely
to be judged possible if they are similar to a known event
(Woolley & Ghossainy, 2013). This memory-based heuristic
is similar to an availability heuristic (Tversky & Kahneman,
1973), but involves recalling events that are only similar to
the event in question rather than the event itself. This
heuristic can explain why people view wholly unfamiliar
events as possible, as these events may be viewed as similar
to events that they know to have happened. It may also
explain why people view yet-impossible events as possible,
as they may view these events as superficially similar to
currently possible events. For instance, people may judge a
brain transplant as possible because it is “similar” to a heart
transplant, and may view travelling the Milky Way as
possible because it is “similar” to traveling to the moon.
Recent work suggests that children use such a strategy to
infer the possibility of improbable events (Goulding &
Friedman, 2021). When 4.5- to 6-year-old children are told
improbable facts (e.g., a person owning a pet elephant), they
often judge that similar improbable events are also possible
(e.g., a person owning a pet zebra), despite usually denying
the possibility of these same events. Importantly, the
similarity between the facts and events is important; children
do not simply affirm improbable events after hearing any
improbable fact. These findings suggest that children’s
possibility judgments are directly guided by their knowledge
of what has happened (Woolley & Ghossainy, 2013), and that
their beliefs about possibility can change without also
learning how events might occur. Further, this work suggests
that the development of modal reasoning (i.e., coming to
view improbable events as possible) at least partly hinges on
greater knowledge of unlikely occurrences. Some work has
also explored the relation between familiarity and modal
judgment in adults, finding that adults judge alternative,
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counterfactual worlds (e.g., a world in which fire freezes) as
more plausible if they also see these worlds as being similar
to reality (De Brigard et al., 2021). However, no work has
directly explored whether adults use knowledge of similar
events to infer whether strange and rare events are actually
possible.

The Current Experiment
Here, we explore whether adults’ possibility judgments are
predicted by their knowledge of similar events. We cannot
easily manipulate adults into believing that improbable
events are possible (since they usually already do), but we
can measure whether adults’ confidence that an event is
possible is predicted by their confidence that something
similar has already happened. To this end, we asked two
separate groups of adults to rate either their confidence that
events could happen or their familiarity with the events. This
between-subjects designed allowed us to obtain separate
ratings of possibility and similarity while keeping
participants ignorant to the fact that one judgment might
influence the other. This study therefore looks at inter-item
correlations rather than inter-participant correlations. In
other words, we investigated whether the likelihood that an
event is judged possible is predicted by its general familiarity
among American adults.
In the present study, we assessed adults’ judgments of
possibility by asking for graded rather than binary judgments.
Rather than judging events as “possible” or “impossible”, we
asked participants to rate each item on a 5-point Likert scale
for both possibility and similarity. Most studies of possibility
judgments have asked children and adults (when they have
been tested) for binary judgments. For example, participants
have been asked yes/no questions about whether events could
happen (e.g., Goulding & Friedman, 2020; (Phillips &
Cushman, 2017; Shtulman & Carey, 2007; Shtulman &
Phillips, 2018; Shtulman & Tong, 2013) or would require
magic to occur (e.g., Rosengren & Hickling, 1994;
Subbotsky, 2004). However, a few studies have asked for
more graded judgments in children (e.g., Lane et al., 2016;
2018) and adults (e.g., Phillips & Cushman, 2017; Shtulman
& Morgan, 2017), and have revealed comparable patterns.

Methods
The design and analysis plans were preregistered at
aspredicted.org
and
can
be
found
at
aspredicted.org/blind.php?x=m67a5d. We followed this
preregistration in all regards except for a design oversight in
Qualtrics leading participants to gain an extra attempt at
answering the first comprehension check.

Participants
We tested 303 American adults Mage = 36.6 years, 198 males,
103 females, 2 other) via Amazon Mechanical Turk. After
exclusions, 120 participants (Mage = 38.3 years, 65 males, 53
females, 2 other) were included in the analyses; our exclusion
criteria are described below.

Materials and Procedure
We created a list of 80 events borrowed largely from previous
work on children and adults’ reasoning about possibility
(Lane et al., 2016; Shtulman, 2009; Shtulman & Carey, 2007;
Shtulman & Tong, 2013). To ensure that our list captured the
breadth of adults’ intuitions about possibility, we included
items that we judged a priori to be ordinary (10), improbable
but currently possible (28), plausible in the future (14), and
patently impossible (28). The 80 events were grouped into
sets of 10 and presented to participants across 8 blocks. The
sets were randomly generated, and participants viewed events
and blocks in a completely random order.
Participants were randomly assigned to one of two
between-subjects conditions: possibility or similarity. In our
final sample of 120 participants, 56 were in the possibility
condition, and 64 were in the similarity condition. In the
possibility condition, participants were asked if they thought
the events could ever happen in real life. In the similarity
condition, participants were instead asked if they had heard
of the event, or a similar event, happening in real life. In both
conditions, participants gave their answers on a scale from 1
(Definitely No) to 5 (Definitely Yes).
To be included in the final analyses, participants had to
pass several comprehension checks. These checks were
preregistered and were meant to ensure that participants’
responses reflected genuine intuitions rather than lazy or
inattentive responding. First, participants were asked a 4option multiple choice question at the beginning of the study
to ensure that they read the instructions correctly; participants
were excluded if they did not pass this check by their third
attempt. Second, participants were excluded if they failed to
appropriately respond to two ordinary items (“A person
wearing a baseball cap”, “A person eating an apple”) with
ratings greater than 3, and if they failed to appropriately
respond to two impossible items (“A person eating lightning
for dinner”, “A person living for a thousand years”) with
ratings less than 3. Finally, participants were excluded if they
failed to respond to at least 75 events.

Results
See Figure 1 for average scores of possibility and similarity
for all 80 items. We first analyzed the correlation between
each event’s possibility and similarity score. This revealed a
very strong positive relation between possibility and
similarity, r(78) = .92, p <.001.
We then performed a second analysis with all decidedly
similar items and decidedly impossible items removed. For
our purposes, we considered any item with a modal similarity
score of 5 to be decidedly similar, and any item with a modal
possibility score of 1 to be decidedly impossible; these
criteria were pre-registered. Our reasoning for removing
decidedly similar items is that any fully familiar item is
necessarily possible; comparably, any decidedly impossible
item cannot be known to participants and is unlikely to be
similar to any other possible events. This left us with 18
ambiguous items that participants judged as neither entirely
possible nor entirely dissimilar from other events they know.
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Figure 1: Participants’ average judgments of possibility and
similarity for all 80 events, listed in descending order of
possibility. The 18 ambiguous events are red and bolded.

Figure 2: Scatterplot of the relation between possibility and
similarity for the 18 ambiguous items. Scores could range
between 1 and 5; note that these axes do not show the full
range of scores and have different start and end points.
For these items, we again examined the correlation between
participants’ average possibility scores and their average
similarity scores; see Figure 2. This analysis also revealed a
moderate correlation between possibility and similarity
judgments, r(16) = .61, p = .007.1

Discussion
We found that adults’ averaged ratings of whether various
events are possible correlate with their averaged ratings of
whether they could think of similar events. Moreover, these
sets of judgments remained correlated when we excluded
events that were widely regarded as impossible, and events
widely regarded as similar to known events. These findings
provide preliminary evidence that adults’ judgments about
whether events are possible may often depend on a memorybased heuristic. Adults may judge whether events are
possible by consulting their memory to see if they can recall
information about similar events having occurred.
The correlation between possibility and similarity ratings
is most informative if we focus on the 18 ambiguous events
from our set—the events that were neither viewed as outright
impossible or outright similar to known events. Almost under
any account of possibility judgment the correlation would be
expected for the other non-ambiguous events. For example,
it might seem inevitable that people would not know of
events similar to outright impossible events. However, for the
ambiguous events, this correlation was not inevitable and
1

Due to the large number of exclusions, we also performed both
analyses with the full sample of participants. This revealed similar
results: possibility and similarity strongly correlated, r(78) = .92, p
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might not be expected on alternative accounts of how people
determine whether events are possible. For example, this
correlation would not necessarily be expected if possibility
judgments stem from a process wherein adults ask if they can
identify causal principles that would prevent an event from
arising (Shtulman & Carey, 2007; Shtulman & Tong, 2013),
and affirm the event is possible if nothing comes to mind.
Recent work suggests that young children may also use this
memory-based heuristic to decide whether events are
possible (e.g., Bowman-Smith et al., 2018; Goulding &
Friedman, 2020, 2021). Prima facie the suggestion that
children and adults might use the same heuristic might seem
very odd! After all, previous research suggests that children
and adults reach very different conclusions about whether
events are possible. For example, most work in this area
suggests that children often deny the possibility of
improbable and unusual events, whereas adults
overwhelmingly affirm these events can happen (Cook &
Sobel, 2011; Shtulman, 2009; Shtulman & Carey, 2007;
Shtulman & Phillips, 2018).
We raise two points in response (to this potential concern).
First, developmental differences are anticipated by the
memory-based heuristic account. Adults have experienced
more than children, and have also acquired more second-hand
knowledge. So they should be able to draw on a broader array
of memories and knowledge when trying to call to mind
events similar to the event under consideration. It is likewise
possible that we might see developmental differences in
memory processes (e.g., the ability to search memory for
similar events; see Levy & Anderson, 2002) or the degree of
similarity required between the event under consideration
and any called to mind (Chen, 1996; Chen & Klahr, 2008; see
also Medin et al., 1993). Second, our findings hint that the
differences between children’s and adults’ possibility
judgments may be less stark than they might seem. Studies
on children have generally found that young children view
improbable events differently from impossible ones.
Although they often deny that improbable events can happen,
they are nonetheless more likely to deny this for events that
are outright impossible. They have also been shown to clearly
differentiate between improbable and impossible events (e.g.,
Weisberg & Sobel, 2012), despite usually denying the
possibility of both. And when we asked adults about these
same kinds of improbable items, their possibility scores were
often not at ceiling. Hence, both children and adults may view
improbable items as neither fully possible nor impossible.
The present findings provide a first hint that adults may use
a memory-based heuristic when judging whether events are
possible, but the findings are only preliminary. One
shortcoming is that we looked at correlations between ratings
averaged across many participants, which cannot tell us
whether a person’s likelihood of affirming an event is
dependent on whether they can recall a similar one. Stronger
evidence for relations between these two kinds of judgment
<.001, and a moderate correlation between similarity and possibility
emerged for the 18 ambiguous items, r(16) = .57, p = .010.

would come from a study assessing whether individual
participants show the same correlation. And stronger
evidence than this might require evidence from experimental
manipulations, where adults are shown to affirm new events
as possible after learning about similar events. As stated
earlier, this may be difficult given that adults usually affirm
that even the most unlikely events are possible at baseline.
However, future studies might seek to shake their confidence
in truly impossible events by presenting them with
superficially similar ones. For instance, presenting adults
with surface-level information about quantum superposition
may lead them to feel less confident in the strict impossibility
of an object being in two places at once.
It is important to know whether a correlation between
similarity and possibility would still emerge if participants
were instead asked to make binary judgments of possibility
(i.e., possible or impossible). As mentioned earlier, findings
from studies using binary versus continuous ratings of
possibility usually yield comparable results (e.g., Phillips &
Cushman, 2017). But a continuous rating of possibility is not
necessarily a true possibility judgment. Possibility is
binary—something can happen, or it cannot. So a scalar
measure of possibility might really be capturing something
else, such as beliefs about the likelihood than an event has
occurred or will occur. Our findings might therefore show
that knowledge of similar events impacts judgments about the
likelihood of events. Previous work with children suggests
that knowledge of similar events positively impacts strict
(i.e., binary) possibility judgments (Goulding & Friedman,
2021), so we might expect the same to be true for adults as
well. But a further study with a binary measure is necessary
to tease apart the role of similarity in driving beliefs about
likelihood versus strict possibility.
Further, a single continuous rating of similarity cannot
capture the source and kind of peoples’ memories. We asked
participants if they had heard of similar events occurring in
real life, but their judgments may rely on different kinds of
encounters. For instance, some participants may have
recalled first-hand experiences, whereas others may have
recalled facts they read in a book or on the internet. Children
who learn about events from different information sources
(e.g., hearsay, the internet) express varying levels of
confidence in whether the events could actually occur
(Danovitch & Lane, 2020; Lane et al., 2018). Future work
should explore whether the same holds true for adults, and
whether events learned from different sources lead to
different ratings of familiarity and possibility.
It is also unclear whether adults meaningfully quarantine
memories of events encountered in alternative worlds, such
as fictional books and movies, from events encountered in
real-life contexts, like first-hand encounters or the news,
when inferring possibility. Some work has shown that
children and adults integrate facts learned from fiction into
their understanding of the world (Appel & Richter, 2007;
Fazio & Marsh, 2008), though other findings suggest that
adults are less likely to do so when facts are presented in
highly fantastical contexts (Rapp et al., 2014). But it remains
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possible that adults’ possibility and similarity ratings for
events—especially the most extraordinary ones—are partly
driven by memories of fiction as well as reality.
One reason we suspect the memory-based heuristic
contributes to possibility judgments is that often, there may
be no other basis for determining whether events are possible.
For example, consider items like living for 120 years and
living for 200 years. These items received markedly different
possibility ratings (Shtulman, 2009; Shtulman & Tong,
2013), but it is unlikely that most people would be aware of
causal principles that might prevent (or enable) one outcome
but not the other. Instead, the difference could arise because
participants will be aware of individuals living to ages
approaching 120 years, but not to ages approaching 200. In
this sense, similar events may serve as anchors from which
we adjust to infer the possibility of the unfamiliar and
unknown (Tversky & Kahneman, 1974), despite knowing
little about how even common events arise.
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Abstract
There are many ways to go wrong when evaluating new
information, e.g. by putting unwarranted trust in non-experts, or
failing to scrutinize information about threats. We examined how
effective people were at evaluating information about the
COVID-19 pandemic. Early in the course of the pandemic, we
recruited 1791 participants from six countries with varying levels
of pandemic severity, and asked them to evaluate true and false
pandemic-related statements (assertions and prescriptions)
sampled from the media. We experimentally manipulated the
source of each statement (a doctor, a political/religious leader,
social media, etc.). Overall, people proved to be epistemically
vigilant: they distinguished between true and false statements,
especially prescriptions, and they trusted doctors more than other
sources. These effects were moderated by feeling threatened by
the pandemic, and by strong identification with some sources
(political/religious leaders). These findings provide optimism in
the fight against misinformation, while highlighting challenges
posed by politics and ideology.
Keywords: epistemic vigilance; trust; misinformation;
COVID-19

We are at a moment of historically unprecedented concern
about how true and false information spreads through
communities and around the world. This concern took center
stage with the arrival of the global COVID-19 pandemic in
early 2020. This pandemic has brought the dangers of false
belief contagion to the fore, increasing concerns about the
roles of social media and politics in disrupting public health
messaging. In a very real sense, COVID-19 has been both a
medical pandemic and a misinformation pandemic as well
(Tagliabue et al., 2020).
Soon after the beginning of the pandemic, in May 2020, we
conducted a study examining how various social and personal
factors impact peoples’ ability to evaluate true and false
information about the pandemic. The majority of what
laypeople know about the pandemic—for example, about the
efficacy of masks, mechanisms of disease transmission, and
procedures to guard against infection—is learned from other
people (as opposed to personal experience). Social learning,
or the acquisition of information from others, is notoriously
prone to error, because it involves trust (Boyd & Richerson,
1985). Many forms of social learning rely on the assumption
that information comes from knowledgeable, helpful and
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cooperative teachers who selectively convey information that
is true and maximally useful to the learners. Needless to say,
the reality does not always live up to this expectation.
Successful learners thus need to engage in epistemic
vigilance: the cognitive processes of evaluation and scrutiny
that individuals and communities use to determine whether to
trust or distrust a given testimony, based on its source and
content (Landrum et al., 2015; Sperber et al., 2010). With
proper settings, epistemic vigilance should guard recipients
against believing false claims, helping them hone in on true
information, although it does not guarantee it. The specific
information evaluation criteria, as well as the overall
propensity to (dis)trust, are likely to play a role in how
information and misinformation spread (O’Connor &
Weatherall, 2019). A universally relevant, widely discussed
and contested topic, such as an ongoing pandemic, presents a
particularly telling opportunity to examine epistemic
vigilance in action. Under the conditions of having to sort
through a sea of potentially relevant but often conflicting
information, selective endorsement of accurate beliefs can be
taken as evidence of “well-tuned” epistemic vigilance
processes, enabling a balance between being overly trustful
and being overly skeptical.
Theorists of cultural transmission have identified a variety
of social factors that are likely to influence the uptake and
spread of information, such as the source of information and
the relationship between the recipient and source (including
individuals, groups, and media) and information content
(Landrum et al., 2015; Sperber et al., 2010). For example,
people might deem doctors generally trustworthy sources of
medical information, but could discount a doctor’s claims if
contradicted by a trusted political leader. The source- and
content-based assessments are likely to interact in a variety
of ways, from mutually reinforcing to mutually cancelling,
complicating the link between epistemic vigilance and
accuracy of beliefs. E.g., people might exercise epistemic
vigilance by checking novel claims for internal coherence
and/or consistency with prior beliefs, but suspend, override –
or, on the contrary, intensify - such scrutiny depending on the
source of the claim. Implausible claims might become more
plausible if heard from a trusted source, or if supported by
many others in one’s social network.

Information content can also have direct effects. For
example, negative information is more likely to be attended
to, believed, and remembered than positive information
(Baumeister et al., 2001), possibly because the costs of
disbelieving information about potential threats is greater
than the benefit of ignoring false information about threats
(Fessler et al., 2014). The asymmetry in costs and benefits of
hazardous information is thought to bias people toward
epistemic trust and greater credulity toward this information.
Subjective perception of threat might further make
information about hazards in the environment more relevant,
such that people who perceive themselves particularly at risk
may lower their threshold to entertain something as true,
risking a false positive in order to avoid a costly miss (Fessler
et al., 2017; Haselton & Nettle, 2006).
Research on the spread of misinformation points to reasons
to be pessimistic about the capacity of epistemic vigilance to
ward off false beliefs. While prior work suggests that people
do often attend to cues of consensus—including scientific
consensus on matters such as climate change (Lewandowsky
et al., 2012)—a variety of factors can disrupt this, including
motivated cognition (rejecting findings that threaten core
beliefs or worldviews) and “echo chambers” that result from
self-assortment of information-sharing communities,
especially online (Kahan et al., 2011; Linden et al., 2017;
Vicario et al., 2016). Peoples’ perceptions of risks are shaped
by worldviews, political orientations, and other cultural
factors (D.M. Fessler et al., 2017; Kahan et al., 2011). Cues
from political leaders can sway peoples’ opinions away from
scientific consensus (Brulle et al., 2012). Sadly, there is
evidence that education and scientific literacy can actually
increase rather than decrease partisanship in views of science
(Lewandowsky & Oberauer, 2016). While none of this may
be surprising in 2021, it suggests that we might expect
peoples’ evaluations of statements related to the pandemic to
be influenced by the source of the information, their political
orientations, attitudes towards science, and perceived
personal risk from the pandemic. And, given the contested
nature of some information about the pandemic—for
example, widespread claims by prominent political leaders
about the efficacy of false cures, and skepticism about
masks—we might expect to see confusion in peoples’
judgments about what is true and false in this domain.
We examined how these and other factors shaped people’s
response to information about the coronavirus pandemic. One
objective was to examine how good people were at
discriminating true from false information about coronavirus,
during the pandemic. Another important goal was to examine
how the source of information—for example, doctors,
politicians, or social media—influences peoples’ ability to
discriminate true from false information. The third goal was
to examine how the source effects varied across peoples’
personal attributes, such as their ideological orientations, and
the extent to which they felt threatened by the pandemic.
Finally, we sought to examine possible differences across six
countries that varied, at the time of the study, in how severely
they were being hit by the pandemic: the U.S., Spain, and
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Ecuador (relatively high pandemic severity in May 2020),
and New Zealand, Germany, and Sweden (relatively low
pandemic severity at the time).
We presented participants with a set of real-world, factchecked statements and experimentally manipulated the
source of the statements. Each statement was attributed to a
doctor, a religious leader, a political leader from one’s own
or the opposition party, or presented as posted on social
media; we also had a set of statements from unspecified
sources as controls. Additionally, we measured person-level
descriptors, including demographic characteristics, beliefs,
and ideological orientations. We were thus able to examine
whether some sources, such as doctors and political leaders,
are deemed universally trustworthy, whether the capacity to
discriminate true and false claims varied across sources, and
whether these effects were moderated by individual-level
attributes.
In the face of a real-world, global threat to their health and
safety, how do people balance epistemic trust and vigilance
in an environment rife with conflicting information? If
epistemic vigilance is undermined by concerns of group
loyalty and ideology, then we would expect people to trust
sources that align with their group membership more than a
domain expert. And if threat biases people toward epistemic
trust, we would expect people who perceive themselves more
at risk to be more credulous toward pandemic-related
information, regardless of whether the information is true. On
the other hand, if epistemic vigilance is effective, we would
expect people to be effective at distinguishing true or false
propositions. We would also expect people to trust the doctor
as a domain expert more than respected figures in irrelevant
domains such as religion and politics.

Method
Participants
Participants (N=1791; age M = 44 years, SD = 15, range 1888) from USA, Ecuador, Spain, Sweden, Germany and New
Zealand were recruited through Qualtrics panel. Data
collection took place over 20 days in a relatively early stage
of the COVID-19 pandemic (May 1 – 21, 2020). Additional
participant information is available in the Online
Supplement.

Materials, Design and Procedure
Each participant was presented with 36 medically-relevant
statements and rated their confidence that the statement is
true or false. All statements were real claims that appeared in
the international media. The statements were fact-checked
(see OS for more details) and tagged as either true (supported
by the evidence) or false (unsupported by the evidence). Half
of the statements were true, and half were false. We will call
this factor truth. Twelve of the statements were coronavirus
related assertions (“COVID facts”), twelve were
coronavirus-related
recommendations
(“COVID
prescriptions”), and 12 and were medical assertions unrelated
to coronavirus (“non-COVID facts”)—we call this statement
type. Some statements were slightly edited to ensure clarity,

similar average length across statement types, and/or fact- vs.
prescription-format. Sample statements are shown in Table 1.
The complete list of statements and additional details on
constructing the stimulus set are available in the OS.
Each participant saw six blocks containing six statements
each. All statements in a given block were attributed to one
of six “sources”: a medical doctor, a self-aligned political
leader (a political leader representing the party or coalition
that the participant identified with most), an opposition
political leader (a political leader representing the party that
the participant specified as the most obvious and prominent
“opposition party” to their own), a religious leader of the
participant’s faith (or, if non-religious, a religious leader of
their family faith or the mainstream religion in their region),
or a statement posted on social media, or a statement from
an unspecified source (presented in isolation, not attributed
to any source). Specific content for political and religious
leaders was determined by a participant’s earlier responses
about their political affiliation and religiosity.
For example, on a trial attributing a false COVID
prescription to a doctor, participants might read: “A medical
doctor made the following statement: [statement text]. Rate
your confidence about this statement: [statement text]”; this
was followed by a rating scale ranging from 1 “very confident
it is false” to 5 “very confident it is true”, with the midpoint
labeled as “not confident whether it is true or false”. We will
refer to higher levels of confidence that a statement is true as
greater endorsement of the statement.
Specific statements rotated through sources following a
counterbalancing scheme which ensured that across
participants, all statement-source combinations occurred with
similar frequency. The order of source blocks was
randomized for each participant. In sum, the study had a 2

(truth: true or false) × 3 (statement type: COVID prescription,
COVID fact, or non-COVID medical fact) × 6
(source:doctor, self-aligned political leader, opposition
political leader, religious leader, social media, or unspecified)
within-subjects design.
To explore whether the effects of experimental
manipulations interacted with participants’ characteristics,
we included several additional measures. First, participants
evaluated the subjective level of threat from the coronavirus
pandemic, by indicating how threatened they personally felt,
on a scale from 1 (not at all threatened) to 5 (extremely
threatened). Second, participants rated their agreement with
five statements measuring their endorsement of science, e.g.
“The scientific method we have is the best method we have
for learning the truth about how the world works” (1 strongly
disagree – 5 strongly agree; one question reverse-scored);
responses were combined into a single weighted factor score
“scientism”. Third, participants rated the importance of
religion in their life (1 not at all important – 5 completely
important). Finally, participants rated their political
orientation (1 very much on the left / very liberal – 5 very
much on the right / very conservative), and indicated the
strength of affiliation with political party or coalition with
which they identify most (1 I barely identify with this party
at all – 5 Extremely strongly).
Additional demographic and supplementary measures are
described in the OS. The study was pre-registered at
aspredicted.org/be9g9.pdf; some analyses presented here
were exploratory and are clearly labeled as such below. All
materials
and
surveys
are
available
at
https://osf.io/xhsrc/?view_only=aa0ef8a218fa47628b1d860
91e6b25f8.

Table 1: Sample statements.
True
False
COVID fact
A child infected with Vaccines
against
coronavirus is less likely to pneumonia can protect you
show symptoms (fever, against COVID-19 by
cough, shortness of breath), triggering production of the
or will develop milder antibodies
that
attack
symptoms, than an infected coronavirus.
adult.
COVID prescription
You should limit the time You
should
avoid
children spend with elderly mosquitoes because they
adults and people with can transmit coronavirus
serious medical conditions from person to person.
who are at high risk for
severe
illness
from
COVID-19.
Non-COVID fact
Some heart attacks happen People who drink milk or
without
any
pain other dairy products when
whatsoever.
they are sick produce more
nasal mucus.

Analytic approach Statement endorsement ratings were
treated as an ordinal variable, and analyzed in a series of
regression models implemented using clmm command from
the ordinal R package, with flexible thresholds and random
intercepts for participants, items (individual statements), and
country (unless stated otherwise). We present model
comparison statistics between models with and without the
effect of interest and the relevant coefficient statistics for
models that significantly improved fit. Specific comparisons
for predictors with more than two levels were performed by
releveling and querying the same model.

Results

Effects of statement truth and type Truth of a statement
strongly predicted its endorsement, χ2 (1) = 23.12, p < 0.001:
true statements were endorsed more than false statements
(Mtrue = 3.64, Mfalse = 2.44). This effect varied across
statement types, χ2 (2) = 10.46, p = 0.005, although statement
type did not independently predict endorsement, χ2 (2) = 4.30,
p = 0.116. As Figure 1 shows, people tended to discriminate
between true and false statements more reliably for COVID
prescriptions than for COVID facts, b = 1.31, z = 1.957, p =
0.050, and Non-COVID facts b = 2.40, z = 3.54, p < 0.001,
although the former difference was marginal; COVID facts
showed a trend for a more reliable true vs. false
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discrimination than Non-COVID facts, but the difference did
not reach significance, b = 1.07, z = 1.59, p = 0.112.
Effect of statement source The source to which statements
were attributed also significantly affected their endorsement,
χ2 (5) = 380.68, p < 0.001. Statements attributed to doctors
were endorsed the most (M = 3.23, all pairwise ps < 0.001),
followed by statements from unspecified sources and selfaligned political leaders, which did not differ from each other
(Ms=3.05 and 3.04 respectively, p = 0.463). These in turn
were endorsed more (ps < 0.001) than statements from
opposition political leaders, religious leaders, and social
media, which did not differ from each other (M = 2.98, 2.98,
2.97, respectively; ps ≥ 0.470). The source effect did not
interact with statement truth or type, χ2 (10) = 13.88, p =
0.178. Since specific statements rotated through all sources
across subjects, the effect of statement source is not
attributable to statement content. Of these effects, the
privileged status of a doctor as a source was predicted, as well
as the difference between self-aligned and opposition
political leader. Contrary to predictions, social media did not
emerge as the least trusted source. Statements from
unspecified sources were endorsed highly, yielding only to
statements from doctors and aligned political leaders,
suggesting a fairly high baseline level of trust in information
not marked by source.
Source effects were not moderated by statement truth, χ2
(5) = 7.25, p = 0.201, or statement content, χ2 (10) = 13.25, p
= 0.210. That is, regardless of whether the statement was true
or false, participants were more likely to believe a doctor than
any other source. Finally, the three-way interaction between
statement truth, source and type was not significant, χ2 (10) =
9.74, p = 0.463

Interactions with individual-level predictors
Demographics We analyzed whether endorsement of
statements varied as a function of demographic variables,
specifically gender, age, education, and economic status (all
standardized), and the interaction between these variables
and truth, running separate models for each demographic
variable. Gender did not significantly relate to endorsement,
b = 0.03, z = 0.87, p = 0.384, and did not significantly interact
with truth, χ2 (1) = 1.95, p = 0.163. Age significantly
interacted with truth, χ2 (1) = 137.32, p < 0.001; older
participants were less likely to mistakenly rate false
statements as true, b = -0.20, z = -12.14, p < 0.001, but
endorsement of true statements did not vary with age, b = 0.03, z = -1.79, p = 0.074. Greater education was linked to
higher endorsement of statements in general, b = 0.04, z =
2.38, p = 0.017, equally for true and false claims, χ2 (1) = 0.03,
p = 0.856. Participants reporting higher economic status were
also more likely to classify statements as true, and this effect
was stronger for true (b = 0.07, z = 4.42, p < 0.001) than false
statements (b = 0.04, z = 2.29, p = 0.022; interaction χ2 (1) =
5.79, p = 0.016). To assess unique contributions of each
demographic variable, multiple variables were entered as
predictors at once. Adding economic status (with status x
truth interaction) significantly improved the fit over the
model with age (and age x truth interaction) only, χ2 (2) =
20.71, p < 0.001. Likewise, including age improved the
model over economic status only, χ2 (2) = 199.10, p < 0.001;
however, including education into the model with age and
economic status did not improve fit, χ2 (1) = 1.56, p = 0.212.
Thus, the best fitting model of demographics included the
age x truth and economic status x truth interactions; the
subsequent analyses on other individual predictors control for
these effects.
Perceived threat There was a three-way interaction between
participants’ perceived threat from COVID, statement type
and truth (χ2 (2) = 28.13, p < 0.001; see Figure 2). In general,
participants who felt more threatened were more likely to rate
statements as true. This effect was present for true and false
statements of each type; however, it was more pronounced
for true COVID prescriptions, b = 0.20, z = 9.45, p < 0.001,
than for all the other statement types, true or false (false nonCOVID fact, b = 0.06, z = 2.96, p = 0.003; false COVID fact,
b = 0.05, z = 2.49, p = 0.013; false COVID prescription, b =
0.05, z = 2.66, p = 0.008; true non-COVID fact, b = 0.05, z =
2.37, p = 0.018; true COVID fact, b = 0.06, z = 2.84, p =
0.005). There was no significant four-way interaction with
statement source, p=.635.

Figure 1. Distribution of confidence ratings by statement
truth and type. The x-axis shows the response categories to
the confidence question and the y-axis plots the probability of
that response.
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Scientism Participants’ with higher levels of endorsement of
science (‘scientism’) were less likely to endorse false
statements as true, b = -0.13, z = 7.34, p < 0.001, and were
more likely to endorse true statements as true, b = 0.20, z =
10.65, p < 0.001 (interaction χ2 (1) = 386.34, p < 0.001).
Greater scientism was also selectively associated with
stronger endorsement of statements coming from a doctor, b
= 0.08, z = 3.10, p = 0.002 (scientism × source χ2 (5) = 13.79,

Figure 2. Distribution of confidence ratings by statement truth, type, and participant’s perceived threat from coronavirus. The
x-axis shows the response categories to the confidence question and the y-axis plots the probability of that response.
p = 0.017). The three-way interaction between truth, source,
and scientism was nonsignificant, χ2 (10) = 11.89, p = 0.292.
Religious importance Participants who placed greater
importance on religion were more likely to endorse false
statements as true, b = 0.15, z = 12.58, p < 0.001. The effect
of religious importance on endorsement of true statements
was significantly less pronounced, b = 0.03, z = 2.78, p =
0.005 (interaction χ2(1) = 127.17, p < 0.001). Religious
importance also moderated source effects, χ2(5) = 25.42, p =
0.001. Participants who placed greater importance on religion
were more likely to endorse statements from a religious
leader as true, compared to less religious participants, b =
0.14, z = 8.74, p < 0.001. Endorsement of claims from other
sources was not as affected by participant religiosity, ps <
0.05. The three-way interaction between truth, source, and
religious importance was nonsignificant, χ2(10) = 11.39, p =
0.328.
Strength of Political identification
The extent to which participants identified with their political
party was related to their discrimination between true and
false claims, χ2(1) = 19.88, p < 0.001. Participants who
identified more with their party were more likely to endorse
true statements, b = 0.07, z = 4.10, p < 0.001, but were not
more likely to endorse false statements, b = 0.00, z = 0.05, p
= 0.957. Strong party identification was also associated with
endorsing statements coming from a self-aligned political
leader as true, b = 0.09, z = 3.86, p < 0.001, but did not predict
endorsement of statements coming from other sources, ps >
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0.05 (interaction, χ2(5) = 16.23, p = 0.006). There was no
three-way interaction, χ2(10) = 15.58, p = 0.112.
Political orientation High political conservatism was
associated with increased erroneous endorsement of false
statements, b = 0.09, z = 5.45, p < 0.001; in contrast,
endorsement of true statements was unrelated to political
conservatism, b = 0.03, z = 1.92, p = 0.055 (interaction χ2(1)
= 14.27, p < 0.001). Political orientation did not interact with
source, χ2(5) = 6.68, p = 0.246, and the three-way interaction
was not significant, χ2(15) = 16.56, p = 0.346.
Country effects Finally, we examined pandemic severity as
a country-level variable (this analysis omitted random
country intercepts). Our a priori classification of countries in
terms of high vs. low severity was confirmed by mean ratings
of perceived threat from COVID (Mhi=3.25, Mlo=2.57;
b=1.16, χ2(1)=16.56, p < 0.001, treating threat ratings as an
ordinal outcome). People in high severity countries were
worse at discriminating between true and false statements,
χ2(1)=48.31, p<.001, due to higher endorsement of false
statements, resulting in higher average statement
endorsement in high severity countries, χ2(1)=51.00, p<.001.
This effect was driven by the participants in the US and
Ecuador who rated false statements about COVID higher
than the other countries (ps<.001). On average, statement
endorsement ratings were the highest in the U.S. (all ps<.001),
followed by Ecuador (all ps≤.002), followed by Germany,
whose ratings were in turn higher than Sweden and Spain (ps
.013 and .010). New Zealand did not significantly differ from

Germany, Sweden or Spain (p=.128, .350 and .291), and the
latter two did not differ from each other (p=.900).

Discussion and conclusion
Our findings are particularly interesting in light of prior
literature on how information and misinformation spread, and
in light of the alarm over the misinformation pandemic
related to COVID-19 in particular (Tagliabue et al., 2020).
Particularly noteworthy is our main finding that people were
good at distinguishing true from false information in this
domain—which might be surprising given the highly
politicized and contested nature of information about the
pandemic. In fact, people were best at distinguishing true
from false prescriptions about how to behave during the
pandemic, suggesting that they were indeed tracking medical
consensus at the time, and were particularly focused on
actionable information about what to do.
Combined with the finding that doctors were the most
trusted source overall, we consider this good news. Epistemic
vigilance appears to have been operating well during this
emergency, at least for this set of participants and materials.
We suspect that participants’ accuracy was bolstered by the
fact that discussions of information about the virus were in
heavy circulation at the time, possibly increasing peoples’
degree of scrutiny and epistemic vigilance.
That said, we did find evidence of small biasing effects
acting on top of overall accurate epistemic evaluations. Some
of them were predicted and are consistent with other
literature. For example, after doctors, the second-most
trusted source overall (on par with unsourced information)
was self-aligned political leaders, consistent with prior
findings that politicians can sway people away from
attending to scientific consensus (Brulle et al., 2012). This
pattern is particularly concerning in countries where
politicians from different fractions disagree on matters of
science, such as deadliness of a virus or reality of climate
change. This generally shows a downside of epistemic trust,
when people trust “experts” who are not necessarily
appropriate to a particular domain. We also found that
personal orientation towards science enhanced peoples’
epistemic trust of doctors, which is reassuring, though it
indicates that evaluation of scientific information is shaped
by upbringing and ideology.
We also found, as expected, that perceived personal threat
from the pandemic influenced peoples’ epistemic vigilance,
but in a different way than we expected. Peoples’ self-rated
risk actually increased relative endorsement of true
prescriptions. This was in contrast to our original pessimistic
prediction that threat would in general give a stronger
credibility boost to false rather than true statements. It is not
straightforward how our pattern of results could be reconciled
with theories that argue asymmetries in the costs and benefits
of credulity toward hazardous information bias people
toward believing all threat-relevant information (Fessler et
al., 2014; 2017). The finding of threat-related improvement
in discriminating true from false guidelines for actions that
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mitigate one’s risk corroborates recent arguments that people
are better able to distinguish between information and
misinformation when motivated to do so (Pennycook &
Rand, 2021); people who consider themselves at high risk of
COVID may be more motivated to identify useful
information to prevent contracting or spreading the pathogen.
Our study was conducted across six countries, and the key
reported effects hold across these countries. However, we did
observe some country differences that are noteworthy. In
particular, the U.S. and Ecuador showed the highest degree
of epistemic trust overall--with the downside that people in
these countries were more credulous of false COVID facts
and prescriptions than elsewhere. These were among the
three countries we selected because of the heavy impact
COVID had already taken at the time (along with Spain,
which did not show the same credulity patterns). This
country-level differences in credulity are intriguing, but
attributing it to specific cultural and political differences or
the local pandemic situation is beyond the scope of this paper.
While we examined generalizability across several
countries, we only examined information from a medical
domain and we do not know if our design would have
produced similar results for a different threat, such as climate
change. Our results suggest that people are less epistemically
vigilant toward less immediate threats that are perceived to
pose less personal risk. Thus, threats such as climate change
may be more susceptible to misinformation. Our selection of
specific stimuli may further limit the generalizability of the
results; the specific statements may have been unusually
salient, making it easier for participants to distinguish
between true and false statements. The effect of epistemically
suspect sources or factors may in fact be larger with a
different set of stimuli.
A virtue of our study is that we used real-world statements
from the media environment fact-checked by trusted
authorities. This allowed us to estimate, at least for the tested
materials, how effectively people distinguish between true
and false information about the pandemic. This also provided
some ecological validity for our study: these are actual
statements that participants have to evaluate to potentially
guide their behavior.
In summary, we found that people were good at
discriminating true from false information about the
pandemic, during the pandemic. This is good news, and
suggests that the plausibly present forces of misinformation
and disinformation were not enough to derail epistemic
evaluation in this domain. Moreover, subjective threat from
the pandemic was associated with an improved ability to
discriminate true from false information in this domain. And
when people did use the source of a proposition to evaluate
whether a statement was true, they did so—mostly—in an
epistemically justifiable way, trusting a domain expert more
than other source. However, we did find evidence for the
kinds of processes thought to work against proper epistemic
evaluation, including effects of politics and group identity on
orientation towards sources, as well as effects of attitudes
towards or against science and religion.

Taken together, these findings provide grounds for
optimism in the fight against misinformation, but they also
reinforce the challenges posed by politics, ideology,
education, and degrees of risk people perceive in disasters
and emergencies.
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Abstract
People watching is a ubiquitous component of human
activities. An important aspect of such activities is the aesthetic
experience that arises naturally from seeing how elegant people
move their bodies in performing different actions. What makes
some body movements look better than others? We examined
how visual processing contributes to the aesthetics experience
from seeing actions, using point-light “creatures” generated by
spatially scrambling locations of a point-light walker’s joints.
Observers rated how aesthetically pleasing and lifelike each
creature looked in a video of the creature moving from left to
right. They viewed four kinds of creatures: The joints’
trajectories were either from an upright walker (thus exhibiting
gravitational acceleration) or an inverted walker (thus defying
gravity) and were either congruent to the direction of global
body displacements or incongruent (as in the moonwalk).
Observers gave both higher aesthetic and animacy ratings for
creatures with upright versus inverted trajectories, and
congruent versus incongruent movements. Moreover, after
regressing out the influence of animacy, the creatures that
move in a natural causal manner (in accordance with gravity
and their body displacements) were still preferred. The subtle
differences between different kinds of creatures suggest a role
of automatic perceptual mechanisms in these preferences.
Thus, while our thinking minds may enjoy watching the
magical moonwalk, our automatic minds, with a taste for
causality, may curtail the impression of its visual beauty.
Keywords: Action; Motion; Aesthetics; Animacy; Causality

Introduction
Most of us see people every day, and many of us enjoy such
activities. Whether through internet, televisions, or in person,
and whether it is a stranger or a friend, we frequently seek to
see someone in daily life. Among the things we can learn
from watching others, it is often what they are doing that
capture our interests. What do we notice when we look at a
person’s actions? We can certainly recognize what they are
trying to do with the particular movements they are making.
The experience is however much richer: From those
movements, we also form impressions about the person (e.g.,
friendly, elegant, or awkward; Kadambi, Ichien, Qiu, & Lu,
2020), which then influence how we interact with them.
One aspect of these impressions is particularly powerful in
influencing social interactions, that is, how attractive the
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potential interactive partner appears. Most research on
attractiveness focused on human faces and body shapes
(Rhodes, 2006; Weeden & Sabini, 2005), spanning from
basic facial features (e.g., Langlois & Roggman, 1990) and
waist-to-hip ratio (e.g., Singh, 1993), to modern
modifications such as makeups (e.g., Etcoff, Stock, Haley,
Vickery, & House, 2011) and plastic surgeries (e.g., Singh &
Randall, 2007). These static appearances, however, are not
the full picture. Dynamic cues can play an important role:
One may find an attractive person only to be disappointed
later by their awkward body movements; conversely, seeing
someone moves elegantly may make them look attractive.
What processes underlie aesthetic experiences with human
body movements? The aesthetics of actions is often viewed
as based upon higher-level judgments (e.g., dance style
preferences and physical health evaluations), or as fashions
that differ across time and cultures (e.g., walking styles; for
an interesting piece, see Anonymous, 1904). That said, a few
studies have examined the role of perceptual features in
perceived attractiveness of actions, focusing on specialized
art forms like dances (e.g., Calvo-Merino, Urgesi, Orgs,
Aglioti, & Haggard, 2010; Christensen & Calvo-Merino,
2013; Christensen, Pollick, Lambrechts, & Gomila, 2016),
and sexual dimorphism in walking styles (e.g., Morris,
White, Morrison, & Fisher, 2013; Provost, Troje, & Quinsey,
2008). However, these explorations aimed to identify
perceptual features linked to attractiveness, rather than to
isolate perceptual processes from judgements based on
knowledge or expertise in specialized artistic actions. It is
important to note that aesthetic experiences from viewing
dance performances may differ not only quantitatively but
also qualitatively from what one experiences from watching
other people move through their daily lives. This means that,
instead of focusing on the heightened experience of aesthetics
as previous studies did, we aimed to explore the breadth of
aesthetic experiences in everyday life.
Another aspect we aimed to explore is the possibility that
the aesthetic impressions of others’ actions simply arise in
part from some generic preferences for certain motion
signals, such as those produced by inanimate objects. There
has so far been little research on generic motion features
associated with aesthetic experience (but see Topolinski,

2010). However, many artists, historians, and psychologists
have speculated about the role of motion perception in
appreciating (realistic or abstract) static art that are not
depicting animate subjects (e.g., Cutting, 2002; Palmer &
Langlois, 2017; Thakral, Moo, & Slotnick, 2012).
In two experiments reported here, we ask what kinds of
processes underly the perceived beauty in body movements.
In particular, we assessed whether such aesthetic experiences
arise with novel stimuli from perceptual processing itself,
without any prior visual experience, and whether the
mechanisms are specialized for movements of animate agents
or generalized for all kinds of motions. To isolate visual
processes from the prior knowledge and from the static
appearances, we created point-light “creatures” by spatially
scrambling initial locations of joints in a point-light walker,
while maintained the same trajectories for each individual
point-light. These creatures created from spatially scrambled
point-lights (Figure 1a) prevent the viewers from accessing
prior knowledge and experience regarding human forms and
actions. We measured both aesthetic experience and
perception of animacy when viewing these novel creatures.

Experiment 1:
Upright vs. Inverted Trajectories
There are abundant of converging sources of evidence that
humans reveal innate ability in detecting biological
movements (e.g., Bardi, Regolin, & Simion, 2014), and such
sensitivity to the motion cues is a hallmark of biological
motion perception (e.g., Troje & Westhoff, 2006). Here, we
explored how a critical cue that signals biological motion—
gravitational acceleration in joint trajectories (e.g., feet
accelerate faster downward than upward)—can influence
aesthetic experience. This characteristic profile of joint
movements (due to the regularity from gravity) exists across
animate agents (e.g., humans and dogs), but is relatively
scarce in motions of inanimate objects. Our key question is
whether this biological cue that is perceptually processed
serves as a critical feature not only for animacy perception
but also for aesthetic experience with human actions.

Method
Participants Forty-nine naive observers (28 females, 11
males, and 1 other gender; all with normal or corrected-tonormal vision) from the UCLA community completed an
individual 20-min session online in exchange for a course
credit. Nine observers were removed based on predetermined
criteria (see details in Results and Discussion). Hence data
from forty participants were included in the analysis.

resolutions could vary dramatically, and so we report visual
stimulus dimensions below using pixel (px) values.
Forty point-light creatures were made from the right-side
view of a single point-light walker (walking toward the right
of the viewer) picked from the CMU Motion Capture
Database (http://mocap.cs.cmu.edu/). Using Biomotion
Toolbox (van Boxtel & Lu, 2013), 13 joint trajectories were
extracted (head, shoulders, hips, elbows, hands, knees, and
ankles) from a 2-second walking clip. The global motion was
removed (thus, the walker appeared to be walking on a
treadmill facing the right of the viewers). For 20 creatures in
the upright condition, we randomly scrambled the initial
position of the joints within a square bounding box of the
walker (250 px × 250 px), with the constraint that none of the
joints ever moves out of the bounding box in their 2-second
movements. The other 20 creatures in the inverted condition
were made by inverting the trajectories of the upright
creatures: We first found the vertical center of each joint’s
bounding box by averaging the max and min y positions the
joint reached during the 2-second movements. We then
locally flipped each trajectory upside-down by its vertical
center. In this way, the inverted creatures had inverted
trajectories that defy gravity yet retain the same global shape
from the corresponding upright creatures.
Each of the 40 creatures were made into a 2-second video
(800 px × 450 px) of it moving from left to right in a constant
speed (250 px/s; Figure 1b). The joints were illustrated with
black dots (12 px in diameter) in a realistic static background.
Procedure Observers were directed to a website where
stimulus presentation and data collection were controlled via
custom software written in HTML, CSS, JavaScript, and
PHP. Observers were not allowed to participate with phones
or tablets. The experiment had 2 blocks in fixed order of
tasks: aesthetic rating block and animacy rating block, which
were followed by debriefing questions. In both rating blocks,
the observers were shown 80 formal trials after 2 practice
trials: All 40 videos were shown in random order, and then
they were followed by a repeat of all videos in another
random order. In each trial, the observers rated their
impression of aesthetics or animacy, using a 6-point scale
(certainly not pleasing/lifelike, probably not pleasing/lifelike,
guess not pleasing/lifelike, guess pleasing/lifelike, probably
pleasing/lifelike, certainly pleasing/lifelike) 1 . They were
allowed to respond only after the video was done playing.
After completing both rating blocks, observers answered a
series of debriefing questions to ensure they had completed
the experiment without any issues.

Results and Discussion
Stimuli Since the experiment was rendered on observers’
own web browsers, viewing distance, screen size, and display

1

The instructions for the aesthetic rating task were explained with
various terms, including “visually pleasing”, “good/beautiful”, and
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Observer exclusion Nine observers were excluded using
criteria decided before data collection began, with some
observers triggering more than one criterion: 3 observers who
“preference”, to ensure correct interpretations of the word
“pleasing” in this context.

Figure 1. (a) Schematic illustrations of creature generation by
spatial scrambling of initial positions of point-lights, and
transformations introduced for different experimental
conditions; (b) Three example frames in the video.
reported that they did not understand the instructions or did
not take the experiment seriously, 1 observer who had a
browser viewport smaller than 800 × 600 px, 2 observers who
gave the same rating to more than 15 consecutive trials, 1
observer who hid the experiment browser tab more than 3
times during the trials, and 3 observers who took too long to
complete the experiment (2 SDs longer from the mean
duration from all observers before exclusions).
Aesthetic and animacy impressions Observers’ aesthetic
and animacy ratings from upright and inverted creatures were
averaged respectively. The gravitational acceleration cues
that signal biological movements were present in the upright
creatures (consisting of joints trajectories from an upright
walker), but were absent in the inverted creatures (consisting
of joint trajectories from an inverted walker). The results, as
depicted in Figure 2a, showed main effects of gravitational
acceleration on both aesthetic and animacy impressions:
Upright creatures appeared both more aesthetically pleasing
and more lifelike than inverted creatures (aesthetic: 3.6 (SD
= 1.3) vs. 3.4 (SD = 1.3), t(39) = 3.73, p = .001; animacy: 3.6
(SD = 1.4) vs. 3.4 (SD = 1.4), t(39) = 3.83, p < .001). The
higher animacy ratings for upright than inverted conditions
replicated previous findings of inversion effect on animacy
perception (e.g., Chang & Troje, 2008; Thurman & Lu,
2013). Furthermore, the results extended such effect to
aesthetic impressions of animate movements, showing
creatures with movement trajectories complying gravity
appear more visually pleasing than creatures moving in
violation of gravity.
Relationship between aesthetic and animacy Is the relative
positivity in aesthetic experience related to increased
animacy perceived in the lifelike creatures? We calculated
by-video correlations between aesthetic and animacy ratings
for each observer after averaging the 2 ratings from the 2
repeats for each video. This was done using ratings from
upright, inverted, and all creatures. We found positive
correlations between aesthetic and
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Figure 2. Results of Experiment 1: (a) Mean aesthetic and
animacy ratings for upright and inverted creatures; (b)
Correlation between aesthetic and animacy ratings for
upright and inverted conditions. All error bars are withinsubject 95% confidence intervals.
animacy impressions for the upright, inverted, and all
creatures (upright: rM = 0.27 (rSD = 0.26), t(39) = 6.65, p <
.001; inverted: rM = 0.18 (rSD = 0.25), t(39) = 4.48, p < .001;
all: rM = 0.23 (rSD = 0.21), t(39) = 6.74, p < .001). Importantly,
as shown in Figure 2b, the correlations between aesthetic
ratings and animacy ratings were stronger in upright than in
inverted creatures (upright vs. inverted: Mean rdiff = 0.09
(SDdiff = 0.27), t(39) = 2.18, p = .035). Thus, when the
impressions of animacy from the creatures increase, the
aesthetic experiences become more positive, and such a
relationship was stronger when the creatures move in
accordance with gravity in terms of their joint trajectories.
These results suggested that gravitational acceleration
influences aesthetic impressions partially through
mechanisms that are specific to animate agents.
Independent effect on aesthetic Are there independent
effects of gravitational acceleration cues on aesthetic
experiences beyond those associated with animacy
perception? To answer this question, we regressed out the
animacy z-scores from aesthetic z-scores for each observer
and performed a paired t-tests on the residuals between
upright and inverted conditions. After removing the impact
of animacy, the upright creatures were still more aesthetically
pleasing than the inverted creatures (t(39) = 3.25, p = .002),
suggesting a general effect of gravitational cues on aesthetic
impressions that are not rooted in specialized processes for
animate agents.
In summary, this experiment revealed that the critical cues
of gravitational acceleration for perceiving biological motion
can influence aesthetic impressions through both specialized

mechanisms that underlie perception of animate agents, and
general mechanisms that are sensitive to the physical
regularity from gravity in object motion. Moreover, given the
subtlety of gravitational cues and the novelty of the
scrambled creatures, these mechanisms likely belong in
perceptual processing, rather than relying on high-level
knowledge about actions.

Experiment 2:
Congruent vs. Incongruent Movements
How agents move in an environment are jointly determined
by multiple causal factors besides gravity. For example, when
humans move the limbs in certain ways to generate propelling
forces, that leads to displacements of the body towards a goal
position. This congruency between relative limb movements
and global body displacements is another important causal
phenomenon in biological movements (Peng, Thurman & Lu,
2017). Does this causal aspect of animacy perception also
relate to aesthetic experience with actions?

Method
This experiment was identical to Experiment 1 except as
noted here. In addition to the gravity factor, we manipulated
congruency to the creatures’ global motion: The 40 creatures
with trajectories that are congruent to their global motion
were generated in the same way as the 40 creatures in
Experiment 1. Another 40 creatures were created to show
incongruent trajectories to their global motions by locally
flipping each joint trajectory horizontally along its bounding
box’s horizontal center (the average of min and max x
positions for each joint throughout the 2-second video). This
way, the global forms of the creatures were fixed across all 4
conditions, while the gravitational cues and congruency to
global motion varied independently. The experiment
included 2 sessions, which were done within 1 week of each
other. Observers rated the videos in terms of their aesthetic
appeal in the first session, and animacy in the second session.
In both sessions, the 80 videos were first shown in a random
order after 2 practice trials, and they repeated once again in
another random order. A self-paced break was allowed
halfway through each session.

Results and Discussion
Observer exclusion Sixty observers participated in this
experiment. Twenty observers were excluded using criteria
decided before data collection began, with some observers
triggering more than one criterion: 1 observer who
encountered a technical difficulty during the experiment, 14
observers who did not followed the instructions or did not
take the experiment seriously, 3 observers who spent less
than 0.5 second to read at least one page of the instructions,
1 observer who had a browser viewport smaller than 800 ×
600 px, 6 observers who gave the same rating to more than
15 consecutive trials, 3 observers who hid the experiment
browser tab more than 3 times during the trials, 1 observer
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Figure 3. Results of Experiment 2: (a) Mean aesthetic and
animacy ratings; (b) Correlation between aesthetic and
animacy ratings in four conditions.
who gave a non-sensical response to one of the debriefing
questions, and 4 observers who took too long to complete at
least one session of the experiment (2 SDs longer from the
mean duration from all observers before exclusions).
Aesthetic and animacy impressions Observers’ aesthetic
and animacy ratings from 4 conditions were averaged
respectively. The results were depicted in Figure 3a.
Inspection of this figure reveals 2 clear patterns: First, upright
creatures appeared more aesthetically pleasing and animate.
Second, creatures with congruent motion appeared more
aesthetically pleasing and animate than creatures with
incongruent motion. Both of these observations were
confirmed by significant main effects: In aesthetic ratings,
there was a main effect of gravity (3.6 (SD = 0.5) vs. 3.4 (SD
= 0.5), F(1,39) = 21.44, p < .001) and a main effect of
congruency to global motion (3.7 (SD = 0.5) vs. 3.3 (SD =
0.6), F(1,39) = 15.87, p < .001), without an interaction effect
(F(1,39) = 1.75, p = .193). In animacy ratings, there was a
main effect of gravity (3.7 (SD = 0.4) vs. 3.4 (SD = 0.5),
F(1,39) = 69.81, p < .001), a main effect of congruency to
global motion (3.8 (SD = 0.4) vs. 3.3 (SD = 0.5), F(1,39) =
41.77, p < .001), and a significant interaction effect (F(1,39)
= 7.77, p = .008). The results again replicated the classic
inversion effect on animacy perception in previous studies
and the inversion effect on aesthetic judgement in
Experiment 1. It also replicated the effect of motion
congruency between relative limb movements and global
body displacements on animacy perception (Thurman & Lu,
2013), and extended such effect to aesthetic impressions of
animate movements.

Relationship between aesthetic and animacy To examine
the relationship between the aesthetic experience and
animacy perception, we calculated by-video correlations
between aesthetic and animacy ratings for each observer in
the same way as in Experiment 1. The results are depicted in
Figure 3b. There were positive correlations between aesthetic
and animacy impressions in all conditions (uprightcongruent: rM = 0.26 (rSD = 0.24), t(39) = 6.85, p < .001;
upright-incongruent: rM = 0.16 (rSD = 0.19), t(39) = 5.43, p <
.001; inverted-congruent: rM = 0.13 (rSD = 0.26), t(39) = 3.14,
p = .003; inverted-incongruent: rM = 0.13 (rSD = 0.24), t(39)
= 3.44, p = .001). We found a main effect of gravity, where
the correlation between aesthetics and animacy was stronger
in upright than in inverted condition (F(1,39) = 5.87, p =
.020), replicating the finding in Experiment 1. Neither the
main effect of motion congruency nor the interaction between
the two factors were significant (ps > .15). Thus, when the
creatures look more alive, the aesthetic experiences become
more positive, and such relationship were stronger when the
creatures moved in ways that are in accordance with gravity,
regardless of their congruency with the global motion. Again,
this suggests a role of specialized mechanisms for aesthetic
experiences from seeing biological motion.
Independent effect on aesthetic Does the gravity and
congruency information independently influence aesthetic
experience beyond effects through animacy perception? To
answer this question, we regressed out the animacy z-scores
from aesthetic z-scores for each observer and performed a 2
(gravity) × 2 (congruency) ANOVA on the residuals. Both
main effects of gravity and congruency persisted (gravity:
F(1,39) = 16.18, p < .001; congruency: F(1,39) = 9.11, p =
.004), and the interaction effect was still absent (p > .9).
These indicate a general effect of gravitational cues on
aesthetic impressions (as in Experiment 1), and potentially
independently, a general effect of motion congruency
between relative limb movements and global body
displacements on aesthetic impressions, both in addition to
specialized perceptual mechanisms for animate agents.

General Discussion
We investigated how aesthetic experiences arise from
watching movements of animate agents. Four main results
were revealed with spatially scrambled “creatures”: First,
gravitational cues and global-local movement congruency
impact not only animacy perception but also aesthetic
experiences. Second, creatures that look more alive appear to
be more aesthetically pleasing. Third, most importantly,
creatures that move naturally in a causal manner (in
accordance with gravity and their body displacements) are
perceived to be more aesthetically pleasing than creatures
that do not conform to expectations based on physical
causality. Fourth, both specific processes tuned to biological
motion and general perceptual processes contribute to
aesthetic preferences.
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Aesthetic experience from animacy perception
The functional goals of specialized processes for perceiving
biological motion of animate agents are often associated with
detecting potentially dangerous animals or harmful
conspecifics, finding suitable mates, or generating effective
social interactions. Detecting animate agents that move in
unfamiliar or unnatural ways may indicate that they are of
unknown species that could be aggressive, unhealthy
individuals that spread diseases, or sneaky social agents with
ill intentions. Thus, a negative aesthetic experience from
seeing biological movements with deviant patterns may
trigger avoidance of potential dangers.
Alternatively, movements that look more animate may
simply be processed more fluently (compare to those that
look less animate) because the specialized processes for
perceiving biological motion are highly efficient and have
been optimized over a long evolutionary history. This
perceptual fluency could lead to a positive aesthetic
experience, either serving as an internal reward for successful
recognition of the stimuli, or due to misinterpretations of the
positive affects from fluency as positive evaluations of the
stimuli (Reber, Schwarz, & Winkielman, 2004; Winkielman,
Schwarz, Fazendeiro, & Reber, 2003).
Animacy may also influence aesthetics through its effect
on attention, since biological movements is automatically
processed (e.g., Thornton & Vuong, 2004) and attracts
attention (e.g., Simion, Regolin, & Bulf, 2008; van Boxtel &
Lu, 2012). However, whether such attention preferences to
biological movements influence aesthetic experience
requires future research.

Aesthetic experience from motion perception
Besides animacy perception, other perceptual processes are
also sensitive to physical regularities, including causality
(e.g., Chen & Scholl, 2016; Peng, Thurman, & Lu, 2017),
gravity (e.g., Battaglia, Hamrick, & Tenenbaum, 2013;
Hubbard, 2020), and other physical forces (e.g., Little &
Firestone, in press). These processes are very effective in
making predictions about the physical environments based on
dynamic information (e.g., even in infants; Baillargeon &
Hanko-Summers, 1990) and thus support interaction with the
physical world. In fact, in the predictive coding framework,
the major function of perception is to enable accurate
predictions by updating our hypotheses about the world
through prediction errors generated during actual experience
(Rao & Ballard, 1999). A positive aesthetic experience
associated with causal expectations of dynamic movements
may thus strengthen the correct hypotheses about the physical
world.
However, the relationship between aesthetics and
predictions may be more nuanced. Efficient learning requires
not only confirmation of correct hypotheses, but also
curiosity to search for new information (Pathak, Agrawal,
Efros, & Darrell, 2017). Some evidence suggests that this
balance guides the appreciation of art (from perceptual to
conceptual levels: Muth, Raab, & Carbon, 2015; Van de
Cruys & Wagemans, 2011). Future research may examine

whether this balance of confirmation and curiosity plays a
role in aesthetics of biological motion.
A different kind of explanation on how general motion
perception influences aesthetics centers around the low-level
features themselves. For example, smooth movements are
more aesthetically pleasing (e.g., Miura et al., 2010). While
explorations in this direction have yielded fruitful findings in
the past, the current study cannot be easily explained this
way, due to the identical low-level motion features shared
across conditions.

High-level and perceptual influences
While the present study focuses on the impact of animacy and
causal perception on aesthetic experiences, we would like to
emphasize that by no means does our study rule out
contributions from higher-level. As pointed out by previous
studies, higher-level appraisals can modulate the experiences
that would have arisen solely from perceptual information
(Reber et al., 2004), and it is even possible that most aesthetic
experiences are better explained by higher-level judgments
(e.g., Leder, Belke, Oeberst, & Augustin, 2004). A salient
example is the famous dance move “moonwalk”, where the
dancers perform walking movements that are incongruent
with their global body displacements (so that they appear to
be magically sliding backward). This dance move is popular
and interesting to watch, potentially because it challenges
both our perceptual predictions and conscious expectations
from knowledge of physics (see Hagendoorn, 2005).
Aesthetic pleasures from dance moves might also arise from
a depth of explicit knowledge about how the movements are
achieved, their biomechanics, years of practice required to
learn, and their special place in history (e.g., Cross, Kirsch,
Ticini, & Schütz-Bosbach, 2011). These high-level
judgments might even override perceptual evaluations, and
thus, in some cases, only if the knowledge access is blocked
(e.g., with novel stimuli such as the spatially scrambled
creatures in the current study), the perceptual contributions
can be revealed. However, these kinds of aesthetic
experiences from high-level judgments have been argued to
differ in intensity and nature from the scrambled creatures
that simply “looks good” here (e.g., Makin, 2017; Brielmann
& Pelli, 2017), which is often what we experience in
everyday life outside of artistic contexts.
This study used a paradigm to minimize the impact of highlevel knowledge on aesthetic experiences, and demonstrated
that consistent behavioral patterns in aesthetic preferences
can be explained by perceptual mechanisms. This approach
allows us to identify potential evolutionary functions of
aesthetics, and, with hope, will lead us to part of the answer
of why we like what we like.
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Abstract
Temporal expectation for future events allows people to
prepare more efficiently for the future. In sensorimotor tasks,
it has been considered as an important factor that influences the
accuracy and speed of responding to specific sensory events.
However, there was no consensus whether the temporal
expectation functioning in sensorimotor tasks is simply an
emergent property of task-specific, low-level circuits, or an
abstract representation shared by higher-level cognition. In
four experiments, we asked whether two simultaneously
processed tasks—one of lower-level and the other of higherlevel cognition—would be influenced by the same temporal
expectation. One task was speeded response to a target
stimulus, where the target was cancelled on 30% of the trials.
The other task was a real-time gambling task, where
participants needed to predict from time to time whether the
current trial would end up with target or cancellation. Both the
target and cancellation latencies followed specific
distributions, with the distribution of cancellation latencies
varied across blocks. Participants’ choices in gambling
provided real-time measures of the updating of temporal
expectation over time, which suggest imperfect representation
of temporal distributions. Importantly, we found that on a trial
when participants predicted an ending of cancellation instead
of target, their subsequent response to the target was strikingly
slower (up to 1/3 increase in response time). It implies temporal
expectation is shared across higher-level and lower-level
cognitive tasks.
Keywords: Temporal expectation; Probability learning;
Temporal distribution; Dual task; Ideal observer

Introduction
We often wait for events whose occurrence is uncertain but
increasingly predictable. We update our temporal
expectations from time to time and change our behaviors
accordingly. For example, as a procrastinating academic, you
are desperately waiting for the extension of a conference
deadline. However, when it comes to the last week and you
realize that an extension is improbable, you start to wake up
early and stay up late, trying to squeeze out every minute to
write.
Temporal expectation works on many different time scales
(McGuire & Kable, 2013). On the time scale of hundreds of
milliseconds to seconds, it has long been found that people
can perceive more accurately or respond faster when they
learn the latency of the target event in advance (Niemi &
Näätänen, 1981; Rohenkohl et al., 2012). In perceptual and
motor tasks, temporal expectation also influences the
allocation of attention (Ghose & Maunsell, 2002) or motor
preparation (Cui et al., 2009) over time, and modulates other
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time-dependent behavioral phenomena such as priming
effects (Wang et al., 2020). In light of psychophysical and
neurophysiological evidence that sensory and motor timing
on the scale of hundreds of milliseconds is largely taskspecific (Merchant et al., 2013), several theories propose that
the effects of temporal expectation in lower-level cognitive
tasks may be emergent properties from task-specific, lowlevel circuits that involve no abstraction of temporal
information (Burr et al., 2007; Dragoi et al., 2003; Jepma et
al., 2012; Machado, 1997).
However, it is largely unknown whether the temporal
expectation implicit in lower-level cognition (i.e.,
sensorimotor tasks) is really task-specific, or is the same as
that used in higher-level cognition. In other words, there are
two alternative hypotheses: global temporal expectation
hypothesis and local temporal expectation hypothesis,
differing in whether temporal expectation is shared across
lower- and higher-level cognition.
To test between these two hypotheses, we designed a dual
task where two tasks—a simple response task and a novel
real-time gambling task—are based on the same temporal
structure. In the simple response task, also known as
foreperiod task in the literature (Niemi & Näätänen, 1981),
participants make speeded response to a visual target
presented after varying delays, whose response time (RT)
provides a conventional but limited measure of temporal
expectation. On some trials the target may be cancelled.
When participants are waiting for the target, they also need
to predict from time to time whether the target will be present
or absent and will receive reward for correct prediction or
penalty for incorrect prediction. This real-time gambling task
provides a more direct and continuous measure of temporal
expectations at different moments.
The simple response task is considered as a lower-level
cognitive task, for which temporal expectation is not
explicitly required and can in theory only function in taskspecific local circuits. In contrast, the gambling task is a
higher-level cognitive task, which would benefit from
explicit expectation of how the probabilities of occurrence of
different events change with time. If a global temporal
expectation is shared across tasks, the performances of the
two tasks should covary; otherwise, they should be
independent of each other.
We collected data from four Web-based experiments (371
participants in total) that had the same temporal structure and
simple response task but varied in the settings of the real-time
gambling task. Our goal here was two-fold. First,

Figure 1: Task procedure and temporal-context design. (A) For speeded response task, the participants were asked to capture
worms by pressing J on keyboard as quick as possible when a worm appears in harvest trials. However, the worm would not
appear in cancellation trials. And the participants did not which type of trial they were in. The participants need to gamble on
whether a worm will appear before event onset. (B) The same two temporal contexts were used in all experiments. Red bars
denote the trial proportion of harvest trial; blue bars denote the proportion of cancellation trials. The event latency of
cancellation trials in early-cancelled context is more likely to be short than that in late-cancelled context.
participants’ predictions in the real-time gambling task would
allow us to measure their temporal expectations on a realtime basis. Second, the relationship between participants’
predictions in the real-time gambling task and their RTs in
the simple response task would allow us to distinguish
between the global and the local hypotheses of temporal
expectation. The results of our four experiments provided
converging evidence for shared temporal expectation across
higher- and lower-level cognition: when participants
predicted that the trial would end up with cancellation, their
subsequent response to the target was strikingly slower (up to
1/3 increase in RT).

Methods

a basic payment of 4.5 GBP and a performance-dependent
bonus (mean of valid participants: 1.22 GBP).

Stimulus presentation and data recording
Experiments were implemented in PsychoPy, hosted on
Pavlovia.org and run on Web browsers. The standard
deviation of timing for visual duration and reaction time
under this setting is under 5 ms (Bridges et al., 2020).
We used a game-like interactive tutorial to provide task
instructions to participants, whose answers to postexperiment questionnaires as well as whose performances
during the experiment showed that they had well understood
the instructions.

Task procedure
Participants
A total of 371 English-speaking participants (aged 18 to 40,
240 male, 125 females, 6 unknown) were recruited on the
UK-based online platform Prolific. Participants had run our
experiments on computers or laptops. Among them, 40
participants were excluded from further analysis due to high
invalidity rate (>5% premature and time-out responses) in the
speeded response task. Our study had been approved by the
ethics committee of School of Psychological and Cognitive
Sciences at Peking University. All participants provided
informed consent prior to experiments. Participants received
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According to our cover story, participants were asked to catch
worms using magic cages (Figure 1A). On each trial, an open
cage was presented for 1–7 s until being filled with a worm
(if in harvest trial) or vanishing (if in cancellation trial).
Participants needed to perform dual tasks, both of which
provided performance-dependent bonus points that were
additive.
Speeded response task. In a harvest trial, a worm would
appear in the cage and participants were instructed to close
the cage by pressing the J key on keyboard as quick as
possible. Their RT was recorded. Each valid response would

result in a reward of +1 point. Time-out response (> 2 s)
would incur a penalty of -1 point. No speeded response would
be needed for a cancellation trial, where the cage vanished
without a worm.
Real-time gambling task. During the open-cage stage,
whether the trial would be a harvest or cancellation trial was
unknown to participants and they needed to decide whether
to protect the cage with a protective spell. The choices of to
protect and not to protect the cage would be favorable
respectively for cancellation and harvest trials and will be
respectively referred to as predicting cancellation and
predicting harvest, for simplicity. In particular, there were
four consequences: harvest trial with harvest predicted, 0
point; harvest trial with cancellation predicted, –0.5 point;
cancellation trial with harvest predicted, –1 point;
cancellation with cancellation predicted, 0 point. Participants
were explicitly informed of this payoff matrix before the
experiment. The penalty ratio of incorrectly predicting
harvest to incorrectly predicting cancellation was close to the
proportion of harvest to cancellation trials (70% to 30%, see
below), so that overall the two choices were almost equally
profitable.

Decision types and action mapping
In different experiments, there were two decision types:
participants made the prediction of harvest or cancellation
either for one time or continuously during the open-cage
stage. The four experiments also differed in whether pressing
key was mapped to predicting harvest or cancellation.
Decisions and their timing were recorded.
One-time harvest (OneHarv) experiment. Participants may
press the F key on keyboard once a trial at any time during
the open-stage stage to choose predicting harvest. No key
press was meant to choose predicting cancellation.
Continuous harvest (ContHarv) experiment. Participants
may switch their choices between predicting harvest (by
holding down F) and predicting cancellation (by releasing F)
as many times and at any time as they wish. Their payoff was
determined by their final choice at the onset of the ending
event (i.e., worm onset).
One-time cancellation (OneCanc) experiment. The same
as one-time harvest experiment, except that pressing F was
for predicting cancellation and no key press for harvest.
Continuous cancellation (ContCanc) experiment. The
same as continuous harvest experiment, except that holding
down F was for predicting cancellation and releasing F for
harvest.

Temporal-context design
The same two temporal contexts (Figure 1B) were used in all
four experiments. Each block consisted of 35 harvest trials
and 15 cancellation trials (i.e., 70% and 30%). In harvest
trials, the latency for worm appearing could be 1 s, 4 s, or 7
s, whose trial numbers followed the ratio 4:1:2. In
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cancellation trials, the latency for cage vanishing could be 2.5
s or 5.5 s for the early-cancelled context and 7 s or 5.5 s for
the late-cancelled context, whose trial numbers followed the
ratio 2:1. Harvest and cancellation trials with different event
latencies were randomly mixed in each block. The temporal
distributions of harvest and cancellation trials were chosen in
such a way that the relative expected gain of predicting
harvest versus cancellation would change with time to a
considerable extent. Each participant completed four blocks,
with two blocks for each temporal context. They were
randomly assigned to the order of E(arly)L(ate)EL or LELE.
There was a 30-second break between two blocks.
Participants were not explicitly informed about the temporal
structure of the experiment.

Ideal observer analysis
To evaluate participants’ choices in real-time gambling, we
modeled an ideal observer who knows the temporal structure
of each temporal context (i.e., joint probability distribution of
trial type and event latency, as we describe above) but whose
time perception is corrupted by a Gaussian noise following
Weber's law (Jazayeri & Shadlen, 2010).
At time 𝑡 of a trial, define 𝜑𝑡 (𝜏 ′ , 𝜏) as a Gaussian kernel
centered at 𝜏 with standard deviation 𝑘𝑡 ( 𝑘 as Weber
fraction):
φ𝑡 (𝜏 ′ , τ) =

1
√2π𝑘𝑡

(𝜏 ′ − τ)2
).
2(𝑘𝑡)2

exp (−

(1)

In continuous decision experiments where participants
could change their choice at any time as they wish until the
end of the trial, the ideal observer needs only to consider the
outcome distribution at the next moment, i.e., given that the
trial ends immediately after 𝑡. According to Bayes rule, the
ideal observer’s posterior estimate at time 𝑡 for the
conditional probability that the trial will be trial type 𝑇
(harvest or cancellation) if it ends at time 𝑡 is
∞

𝑝(𝑇|𝑡, 𝑡end ≥ 𝑡) =

𝛴𝑖𝑇 𝑞𝑇,𝑖𝑇 ∫𝑡 𝜑𝑡 (𝜏, 𝜏 𝑇,𝑖𝑇 )𝑑𝜏
∞

𝛴𝑇 𝛴𝑖𝑇 𝑞𝑇,𝑖𝑇 ∫𝑡 𝜑𝑡 (𝜏, 𝜏 𝑇,𝑖𝑇 )𝑑𝜏

,

(2)

where subscript 𝑖 𝑇 indexes event latency of 𝑇-type, 𝑞𝑇,𝑖𝑇 and
τ 𝑇,𝑖𝑇 respectively denote the proportion and event latency of
𝑇-type trials with the 𝑖 𝑇 -th latency in the temporal context.
In one-time decision experiments where participants can
only choose once, the ideal observer needs to consider the
outcome distribution in all moments after 𝑡, thus computing
∞

𝑝(𝑇|𝑡, 𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑑 ≥ 𝑡) =

𝛴𝑖𝑇 𝑞𝑇,𝑖𝑇 ∫𝑡 𝜑𝑡 (𝜏, 𝜏 𝑇,𝑖𝑇 )𝑑𝜏
∞

𝛴𝑇 𝛴𝑖𝑇 𝑞𝑇,𝑖𝑇 ∫𝑡 𝜑𝑡 (𝜏, 𝜏 𝑇,𝑖𝑇 )𝑑𝜏

.

(3)

Let 𝑝end (𝑇|𝑡) = 𝑝(𝑇|𝑡, 𝑡end = 𝑡 ) for continuous decision
experiments and 𝑝end (𝑇|𝑡) = 𝑝(𝑇|𝑡, 𝑡end ≥ 𝑡) for one-time
decision experiments. The expected value of a specific choice
(predicting harvest or predicting cancellation, denoted 𝐶) at
time 𝑡 is thus

𝐸𝑉(𝐶|𝑡) = ∑ 𝑟(𝐶|T)𝑝end (T|𝑡),

(4)

𝑇

where 𝑟(𝐶|𝑇) denotes the payoff of choice 𝐶 given trial type
𝑇 (see Figure 1A or see Task Procedure above for the payoff
matrix). The ideal observer will choose the option that
maximizes expected value.

Statistical analysis
For the simple response task, the mean and standard error of
RT were calculated in logarithmic scale and presented in
linear scale. For the real-time gambling task, predicting
harvest and cancellation at each specific time point were
respectively coded as status values 0 and 1. The probability
of predicting cancellation at a specific time point was defined
as the mean status value across trials for all trials that ended
after the time point.
Linear mixed-effects model (LMEM). We used LMEMs
with Satterthwaite's approximate F test and Wald test for
group-level statistical conclusions, where the random effects
of LMEMs followed keep-it-maximal rule (Barr et al., 2013).
To improve convergence and avoid singular fits, we
identified and trimmed redundant random effects based on
principal component analysis and the fitting of zerocorrelation models. RTs were transformed to log scale to
improve normality. Decisions (predicting harvest or
cancellation) were treated as binomially distributed random
variables when entered as dependent variable in generalized
LMEMs. All LMEMs and tests were implemented with R
packages lmer and car.
We applied Benjamini-Hochberg correction to multiple
comparison p values to control the false discovery rate.

Results
Real-time behavioral measures of temporal
expectation
During the open cage stage of each trial, an ideal observer
would keep updating her probabilistic estimate for the
incoming event and change her choice accordingly (see
Methods). Consider the ideal observer’s preference in the
continuous decision experiments under the early-cancelled
context (Figure 2B, green curve) as an illustrating example.
At the beginning of the trial, the ideal observer prefers
predicting harvest, because the first event on the time line is
harvest at 1 s (Figure 1B). But when it passes 1.5 s and no
event occurs yet, the ideal observer starts to prefer predicting
cancellation, which corresponds to the next event (2.5 s) on
the time line. That is, the temporal expectation of the ideal
observer at each moment determines her choice in a real-time
manner. In other words, if we assume human participants also
seek to maximize expected reward, we can use their choices
in the real-time gambling task as real-time measures of
temporal expectation.
A comparison of participants’ choices with those of the
ideal observer allows us to see in what aspects participants'
temporal expectation agrees with and in what aspects it
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Figure 2: Temporal dynamics of gambling for an ideal
observer and participants. (Cumulative) difference of
expected value between two decision options in one-time
gamble tasks (A) and continuous gamble tasks (B). See Ideal
observer analysis for detail. Participants linear mixed-effects
model. Green denotes early-cancelled context; purple
denotes late-cancelled context. Shades indicates difference
between two contexts. The color of the shades at each time
poing denotes which context has higher (cumulative) EV
difference favoring cancellation. (C-F) Probability of
predicting cancellation was the average of real-time
prediction at each time point (0, predicting harvest; 1,
predicting cancellation). Upper panels, examples of status
value change during a trial. The discrepancy between the EV
difference curves and participants’ prediction curves
indicates that the participants seem to have inaccurate
representation of temporal distributions. Red vertical lines
indicates the event latencies of harvest trials (1, 4, 7 s). Blue
vertical lines denotes the latencies of cancellation trials (2.5,
5.5, 7 s). Asterisks at five event latencies denote the
significance of difference between contexts in LMEM
analysis. ****, p < 0.0001; **, p < 0.01; *, p < 0.05. P values
were corrected for multiple comparison.
deviates from the ground truth. For continuous decision
experiments, an ideal observer should predict cancellation
when the expected value (EV) difference is greater than 0 and
predict harvest when the difference is less than 0. The ideal

observer's preferences for the two temporal contexts differ
around 2.5 s and 7 s (indicated by colored shadings in Figure
2B), but are almost identical for the rest of the time. In
contrast, on one hand, participants’ choices showed
significant across-context differences at 2.5 s in the correct
direction (Figure 2D & F, significance marked by asterisks).
On the other hand, their choices also showed significant
differences at 4 s and lack of significant differences at 7 s,
deviating from those of the ideal observer who has perfect
knowledge of the generative temporal distributions.
A remarkable bias in participants' choices was their
increasing probability of predicting cancellation up to the end
of the trial (Figure 2D & F; For participants' choice after 1s,
ContCanc, χ2 (1) = 222.29, p < 0.0001; ContHarv, χ2 (1) =
76.88, p < 0.0001) despite that cancellation would be
impossible after 5.5 s in the early-cancelled context.
In one-time decision experiments, participants made at
most one key press per trial and we would not know whether
their prediction ever changed after the key press. However,
when we described participants’ choices on each trial as a
step function, as if they stuck to the choice at the time of key
press, the resulting curves (Figure 2C & E) surprisingly
resembled their counterparts in continuous decision
experiments (Figure 2D & F) and disagreed with the ideal
observer’s preferences in one-time decision experiments. It
suggests that even when having no opportunity to choose
again, participants did not consider all possible events in the
future but only focused on the next moment.

RTs of speeded responses
We then examined the RTs of the speeded response task, the
more conventional part of our dual-task experiments, and
performed LMEM analysis on RTs to test the effects of event
latency and temporal context, separately for the four
experiments. The RTs observed in our experiments (Figure
3A) resembled previous simple-response studies with varied
event latency (Luce, 1986), no matter in the mean response
time or in the decrease of RT with increasing event latency
(1, 4, 7 s), which was significant in three out of four
experiments (OneCanc, F(1, 83.83) = 68.38, p < 0.0001;
OneHarv, F(1, 83.94) = 101.48, p < 0.0001; ContCanc, F(1,
82.01) = 0.42, p = 0.52; ContHarv, F(1, 80.93) = 25.50, p <
0.0001).
The RTs were also significantly influenced by temporal
context (early-cancelled vs. late-cancelled), according to the
main effect of temporal context (OneCanc, F(1, 83.22) =
25.61, p < 0.0001; OneHarv, F(1, 83.83) = 1.87, p = 0.175;
ContCanc, F(1, 81.77) = 6.58, p = 0.012; ContHarv, F(1,
81.02) = 6.58, p = 0.012) or the interaction between event
latency and temporal context (OneCanc, F(1, 83.70) = 3.43,
p = 0.067; OneHarv, F(1, 11206.72) = 11.49, p < 0.001;
ContCanc, F(1, 81.74) = 1.17, p = 0.28; ContHarv, F(1, 80.89)
= 1.57, p = 0.21). That RTs were smaller in the earlycancelled than in the late-cancelled context might be due to
the shorter average trial duration of the former than the latter,
which is consistent with the predictions of the temporal
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Figure 3: RT patterns under different temporal contexts (A)
and predictions (B). (A) Response time decreased with event
latency and differed between context, which was coherent
with previous studies (e.g., Niemi & Näätänen, 1981). Green
dots denote RT under early-cancelled context; purple dots
denote late-cancelled context. Error bars denote standard
error of mean. (B) Participants responded faster when they
predicted harvest trials than when they predicted cancellation
trials. The means and standard errors were calculated in
logarithmic scale and plotted in linear scale. Red dots denote
RT when participants predict a harvest trial; blue dots denote
RT when participants predict a cancellation trial. Some error
bars are too short to be seen.
discounting theory of motor control (Shadmehr, de Xivry,
Xu-Wilson, Shih, 2010).

Evidence for shared temporal expectation across
real-time gambling and speeded response
Participants confronted the same time structure in the dual
tasks of real-time gambling and speeded response. Did the
temporal expectation revealed by the gambling task also
influence participants’ response time on the same trial?
We split harvest trials into two categories, harvestpredicted vs. cancellation-predicted, depending on whether
harvest or cancellation had been predicted in gambling. For
continuous decision experiments, this classification was
based on the decision immediately before worm onset.

We found that the RTs of cancellation-predicted trials were
significantly longer than those of harvest-predicted trials
(Figure 3B), for all four experiments (main effect of decision,
OneCanc, F(1, 69.17) = 28.86, p < 0.0001; OneHarv, F(1,
80.80) = 441.14, p < 0.0001; ContCanc, F(1, 82.42) = 26.89,
p < 0.0001; ContHarv, F(1, 78.88) = 230.26, p < 0.0001). The
effect size of this effect was striking: in some experiments,
cancellation-predicted RTs were longer than harvestpredicted RTs by 150 ms, up to 1/3 of the latter.
Furthermore, the robustness of this effect in the four
experiments with different decision types and action
mappings allowed us to exclude many trivial explanations.
For example, if the effect had been a motor artefact due to
facilitation or inhibition of previous key press to later motor
responses, the direction of the effect should have been
opposite for experiments where action mappings were
opposite (i.e., OneHarv and ContHarv vs. OneCanc and
ContCanc).
Though it is unknown whether the effect reflects an
influence from gambling to speeded response, or the reverse,
or a common cause for both, we may safely conclude that
temporal expectation is shared, at least partly, across the two
tasks.

Discussion
In the present study, we introduce a real-time gambling task
to provide real-time behavioral measures for temporal
expectation, through which we identify patterned deviations
of participants’ temporal expectation from ground truth. We
also combine real-time gambling with a traditional simple
response task in the same trial to investigate whether
participants’ temporal expectations are task-specific or
shared across tasks. We find converging evidence in four
experiments for shared temporal expectation across the two
tasks.
The real-time gambling and speeded response tasks can be
considered as representative tasks respectively of higher- and
lower-level cognition that involve temporal expectation.
Though temporal expectation has been extensively studied in
both higher-level cognition, such as value-based decisions
(Frederick et al., 2002; McGuire & Kable, 2013), and lowerlevel cognition, such as perceptual and motor tasks (Cui et
al.,2009; Jepma et al., 2012), these two lines of research in
the literature almost never cross, with a few exceptions
(Shadmehr et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2020). It is probably
because temporal expectations in higher- and lower-level
cognition look so different: The former is often explicit, in a
time scale ranging from minutes to years, while the latter is
more implicit, ranging from milliseconds to seconds. It is
even hardly realized that the two should be studied in a
general framework.
However, there are reasons to believe the two are actually
not so different as they look to be. On one hand, task-specific
mechanisms proposed for low-level tasks to substitute for an
abstract representation of temporal expectation, such as
motor adaptation, can only explain some but not all temporal
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context effects in simple response tasks (Los & Agter,2005).
On the other hand, even animal conditioning studies suggest
a more sophisticated representation of temporal expectation
than that could be approximated by simple rules
(Starkweather et al., 2017).
Indeed, here we find that temporal expectation may be
shared across higher- and lower-level cognition. It should be
noted that shared and task-specific temporal expectations are
not necessarily mutually exclusive, given that timing is
implemented in the brain by a main core interacting with
multiple task-specific brain regions (Merchant et al., 2013).
What behaviors are guided by shared and what by taskspecific temporal expectations, how temporal expectations
learned in one task may generalize to a second task, and
whether the biases we observed in the real-time gambling
task apply to all tasks, are all interesting questions for future
research.
Our results also shed light on how well people can learn
temporal distributions from experience. Previous studies on
how temporal expectation influences perceptual and motor
processes often (implicitly) assumed that the participants
have accurate representations of temporal distributions
(Niemi & Näätänen, 1981; Rohenkohl et al., 2012), though
there was little empirical evidence for this assumption.
Instead, the considerable biases participants showed in our
real-time gambling task suggest that people may not able to
acquire accurate representations of temporal distributions, at
least not through hundreds of trials.
Meanwhile, the real-time gambling task we develop allow
direct and continuous measures of participants’ temporal
expectations. It can be further combined with pupillometry,
microsaccades, and neuroimaging measures to deepen our
understanding of human cognition.
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Abstract

be taxonomic (category), functional (purpose), encyclopedic
(attributes), or visual-perceptual (appearance), among others.
While some properties were affordances in themselves, most
reflected many affordances at once (e.g. “is a vegetable” means
that it could be planted, cooked, sliced, etc).

In order to interact with objects in our environment, humans
rely on an understanding of the actions that can be performed
on them, as well as their properties. When considering concrete
motor actions, this knowledge has been called the object affordance. Can this notion be generalized to any type of interaction
that one can have with an object? In this paper we introduce a
method to represent objects in a space where each dimension
corresponds to a broad mode of interaction, based on verb selectional preferences in text corpora. This object embedding
makes it possible to predict human judgments of verb applicability to objects better than a variety of alternative approaches.
Furthermore, we show that the dimensions in this space can be
used to predict categorical and functional dimensions in a stateof-the-art mental representation of objects, derived solely from
human judgements of object similarity. These results suggest
that interaction knowledge accounts for a large part of mental
representations of objects.
Keywords: affordance; object representation; embedding

Introduction
In order to interact with objects in our environment, we rely on
an understanding of the actions that can be performed on them,
and their dependence (or effect) on properties of the object.
Gibson (1979) coined the term “affordance” to describe what
the environment “provides or furnishes the animal”. Norman
(2013) developed the term to focus on the properties of objects
that determine action possibilities. The notion of “affordance”
emerges from the relationship between the properties of objects and human actions. If we consider “object” as meaning
anything concrete that one might interact with in the environment, there will be thousands of possibilities, both animate
and inanimate (see WordNet (Miller, 1998)). The same is true
if we consider “action” as meaning any verb that might be
applied to the noun naming an object (see VerbNet (Schuler,
2005)). Intuitively, only a relatively small fraction of all possible combinations of object and action will be plausible. Of
those, many will also be trivial, e.g. “see” or “have” may apply
to almost every object. Finally, different actions might reflect
a similar mode of interaction, depending on the type of object
they are applied to (e.g. ”chop” and ”slice” are distinct actions,
but they are both used in food preparation).
Mental representations of objects encompass many aspects
beyond function. Several studies (McRae, Cree, Seidenberg,
& McNorgan, 2005; Devereux, Tyler, Geertzen, & Randall,
2014; Hovhannisyan et al., 2020) have normed thousands of
binary properties for hundreds of objects. Properties could
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Recently, Zheng, Pereira, Baker, and Hebart (2019) and
M. Hebart, Zheng, Pereira, and Baker (2020) introduced
SPoSE, a model of the mental representations of 1,854 objects
in a 49-dimensional space. The model was derived from a
dataset of 1.5M Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) judgments
of object similarity, where subjects were asked which of a random triplet of objects was the odd one out. The model embedded each object as a vector in a space where each dimension
was constrained to be sparse and positive. Triplet judgments
were predicted as a function of the similarity between embedding vectors of the three objects considered. The authors
showed that these dimensions were predictable as a combination of elementary properties in the (Devereux et al., 2014)
norm that often co-occur across many objects. M. Hebart et al.
(2020) further showed that 1) human subjects could coherently
label what the dimensions were “about”, ranging from categorical (e.g. is animate, food, drink, building) to functional
(e.g. container, tool) or structural (e.g. made of metal or wood,
has inner structure). Subjects could also predict what dimension values new objects would have, based on knowing the
dimension value for a few other objects.
Our first goal is to produce an analogous ”affordance embedding” for objects, where each dimension of the space groups
together actions often applied to objects scoring high on that
dimension. Our approach is based on the hypothesis that, if a
set of verbs apply to the same objects, they apply for similar
reasons. We compile applications of action verbs to nouns
naming objects in large text corpora, and use the resulting
dataset to produce an embedding. This embedding represents
each object as a vector in a low-dimensional space, where
each dimension groups verbs that apply to similar objects. Our
second goal is to understand the degree to which affordance
knowledge underlies the mental representation of objects, as
instantiated in SPoSE. We do this by showing that most dimensions of the SPoSE representation of an object can be
predicted from its affordance embedding, in particular those
that are categorical or functional.

Related Work
The problem of determining, given an action and an object,
whether the action can apply to the object was defined as
affordance mining (Chao, Wang, Mihalcea, & Deng, 2015).
The authors proposed complementary methods for solving
the affordance mining problem by predicting a plausibility
score for each combination of object and action. Subsequent
work (Rubinstein, Levi, Schwartz, & Rappoport, 2015; Lucy
& Gauthier, 2017; Forbes, Holtzman, & Choi, 2019; Utsumi,
2020) predicted properties of objects in the norms above from
word embeddings (Mikolov, Chen, Corrado, & Dean, 2013;
Pennington, Socher, & Manning, 2014), albeit without a focus
on affordances. In addition to object/action plausibility prediction, Ji, Shi, Guo, and Chen (2020) addressed the problem of
determining whether a object1/action/object2 relationship was
plausible. Other papers have focused on understanding the relevant visual features in objects that predict affordances (Myers,
Teo, Fermüller, & Aloimonos, 2015; Sawatzky, Srikantha, &
Gall, 2017; Wang & Tarr, 2020). This has been combined with
text in robotics literature, but usually focusing on a restricted
set of objects and manipulation actions. For validation of the
rankings of verb applicability predicted by our model, we will
use the datasets from (Chao et al., 2015) and (Wang & Tarr,
2020), as they are the largest available human rated datasets.
In computational linguistics, P. S. Resnik (1993) introduced
computational approaches to determining selectional preference, the degree to which a particular semantic class tends to
be used as an argument to a given predicate. Several methods
have been proposed to do this, leveraging some grouping of
verbs and objects into classes (e.g. WordNet in (P. Resnik,
1996), or co-occurrence statistics of words in a corpus (Erk,
2007; Padó, Padó, & Erk, 2007; Séaghdha, 2010; VanDeCruys,
2014; Zhang et al., 2020). All of these methods could be used
to score verbs by how applicable they are to a given noun,
the ancillary task we use to make sure our embedding carries
the relevant information. Our proposed embedding space is a
latent variable model for verb-noun applications. While this
is also the case for these papers, they would require extensive modification to add sparsity assumptions – important for
interpretability – and to produce verb rankings.

Methods
Objects and Actions considered
We used the list of 1854 object concepts introduced in
(M. N. Hebart et al., 2019) and for which SPoSE embeddings
are available. This list sampled from concrete, picturable,
and nameable nouns in American English, and was further
expanded by an AMT study to elicit category1 memberships.
As we are not doing sense disambiguation for each noun that
names an object, we will use ”noun” or ”object” interchangeably. We created our own verb list by having three annotators
1 Main categories: food, animal, clothing, tool, drink, vehicle,
fruit, vegetable, body part, toy, container, bird, furniture, sports equipment, musical instrument, dessert, part of car, weapon, plant, insect,
kitchen tool, office supply, clothing accessory, kitchen appliance,
home decor, medical equipment, and electronic device.
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go through all verb categories on VerbNet (Schuler, 2005),
and selecting those that included verbs that corresponded to
an action2 performed by a human on an object. We kept only
those categories where all annotators agreed, and all verbs in
each category. The resulting list has 2541 verbs.

Extraction of Verb Applications to Nouns from Text
We used the UKWaC and Wackypedia corpora (Ferraresi,
Zanchetta, Baroni, & Bernardini, 2008), with approximately,
2B and 1B tokens, and 88M and 43M sentences, respectively.
The former is the result of a crawl of British web pages, while
the latter is a subset of Wikipedia. Both have been cleaned and
have clearly demarcated sentences, which is ideal for dependency parsing. We replaced all common bigrams in (Brysbaert,
Warriner, & Kuperman, 2014) by a single token.
We identified all sentences containing both verbs and nouns
in our list, and we used Stanza to produce dependency parses
for them. We extracted all the noun-verb pairs in which the
verb was a syntactic head of a noun having obj (object) or
nsubj:pass (passive nominal subject) dependency relations.
We compiled raw counts of how often each verb was used
on each noun within a sentence, producing a count matrix M.
Note that this is different from normal co-occurrence counts;
those would register a count whenever verb and noun were
both present within a short window (e.g. up to 5 words away
from each other), regardless of whether the verb applied to
the noun, or they were simply in the same sentence. Note also
that the counts pertain to every possible meaning of the noun.
Finally, we converted the matrix M into a Positive Pointwise
Mutual Information (PPMI (Turney & Pantel, 2010)) matrix P
where, for each object i and verb k:
✓
◆
P(Mik )
P(i, k) := max log
,0 ,
(1)
P(Mi⇤ ) · P(M⇤k )
P(Mi⇤ ) and P(M⇤k ) are marginal probabilities of i and k.

Object embedding in a verb usage space
Object embedding via matrix factorization Our embedding is based on a factorization of the PPMI matrix P (m
objects by n verbs) into the product of matrices O (m objects
by d dimensions) and V (n verbs by d dimensions), yielding
Pe := OV T ⇡ P. O is the object embedding in d-dimensional
space, and V is the weighting of each verb in each dimension.
Each column V:,k of matrix V contains a pattern of verb usage
for dimension k, which captures verb co-occurrence across all
objects. Intuitively, if two verbs occur often with the same
objects, they will both have high loadings on one of the ddimensions; conversely, the objects they occur with will share
high loadings on that dimension. The top-5 verb patterns for
most of the 70 dimensions are shown in Table 1.
The idea of factoring a count matrix (or a transformation
of it) dates back to Latent Semantic Analysis (Landauer &
2 Those

VerbNet categories contained ⇠ 10 50 verbs sharing
thematic roles and selectional preferences (e.g. fill-9.8, amalgamate22.2, manner-speaking-37.3, build-26.1, remove-10.1, cooking-45.3,
create-26.4, destroy-44, mix-22.1, vehicle-51.4.1, dress-41.1.1).

Table 1: Top 5 verbs in selected affordance dimensions.
Dimension
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
43
45
47
49
50
51
52
54
57
58
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
70

procedure removes entire blocks of the matrix at a time, and
reconstructs them using a decomposition of the rest of the
matrix, using a range of dimensionality and sparsity settings.

Top 5 verbs in each affordance dimension
invent, introduce, manufacture, develop
blanch, boil, steam, drain, cook
spot, observe, sight, hunt, watch
park, drive, hire, crash, rent
wield, grab, carry, hold, hand
squirt, formulate, dilute, smear, dissolve
capsize, moor, sail, beach, raft
grass, uproot, mulch, smother, clothe
wear, don, unbutton, match, button
coil, splice, braid, sever, thread
rouge, twinkle, flinch, twitch, sneer
mewl, breast, coo, breastfeed, swaddle
empty, fill, clean, clutter, line
tiptoe, totter, leer, yowl, mosey
serve, eat, cook, prepare, order
drink, sip, sup, swig, quaff
determine, compute, plot, ascertain
pasture, herd, slaughter, milk, tether
moo, pomade, gel, tweeze, primp
weave, drape, embroider, knit, sew
lob, hurl, fire, throw, explode
wet, moisten, rinse, soak, reuse
fleck, scallop, strew, emanate, pluck
sound, hear, play, blare, amplify
bare, swathe, waver, thump, tattoo
steal, recover, retrieve, discover, hide
freckle, moisturize, spritz, dehair, deflesh
close, open, shut, padlock, unlatch
sprinkle, mix, add, stir, blend
manufacture, buy, purchase, sell, design
dodder, skedaddle, snicker, roust, sober
extinguish, light, kindle, rekindle, flare
strangulate, fumble, glove, punt, bunt
unscrew, screw, slacken, disengage, tighten
declaw, leash, worm, feud, groom
hunt, kill, cull, exterminate, chase
unfasten, tighten, fasten, undo, loosen
dodder, skedaddle, snicker, roust, sober
deice, whir, flit, swagger, quiver
cloister, remarry, ostracize, unionize, intermarry
gabble, cluck, bridle, loll, lisp
winnow, mill, parboil, grind, reap
grill, baste, barbecue, marinate, brown
sharpen, blunt, wield, plunge, thrust
thicken, spoon, reheat, stir, simmer
sprain, hyperextend, flex, fracture, injure
eradicate, deter, swat, combat, discourage
cultivate, grow, plant, prune, propagate
pilot, board, rearm, crew, station
install, connect, disconnect, activate, operate
erect, carve, flank, adorn, construct
fish, catch, destress, whiff, degut
bake, leaven, ice, eat, serve
block, clog, dam, choke, flood
fit, mount, position, incorporate, attach
slice, peel, chop, dice, grate
unload, wheel, lug, load, transport
munch, scoff, eat, gobble, nibble

Estimating the verb usage pattern for each object Deriving a similar pattern for each object i, given its embedding
vector Oi,: = [oi1 , oi2 , . . . oid ], requires combining these patterns based on the weights given to each dimension. This
requires computing the cosine similarity between each embedding dimension O:,h and the PPMI values P̃:,k for each verb k
in the approximated PPMI matrix P̃ = OV T , which is
S(O:,h , P̃:,k ) =

O,V

OV T k2F + bR (O,V ),

(3)

Given the embedding vector for object i, Oi,: =
[oi1 , oi2 , . . . oid ], we compute the pattern of verb usage for the
object as Oi,: S. Thus, this is a weighted sum of the similarity
between every O:,h and P̃:,k . We will refer to the ordering of
verbs by this score as the verb ranking for object i.

Experiments and Results
Prediction of affordance plausibility

Dumais, 1997), and was investigated by many others (Turney
& Pantel, 2010). If factorized into a product of two low-rank
matrices, the structure of the matrix can be approximated while
excluding noise or rare events. Given that the PPMI matrix P
is positive, the matrices O and V are as well. We obtain them
through a non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) problem
O⇤ ,V ⇤ = argminkP

O:,h · P̃:,k
.
kO:,h k2 kP̃:,k k2

(2)

which can be solved through an iterative minimization procedure. For the regularization R (O,V ), we chose the sparsity
control R (O,V ) ⌘ Âi j Oi j + Âi j Vi j . We used the NNDSVD
initialization, a SVD-based initialization which favours sparsity on O and V and approximation error reduction. We found
that the optimal dimensionality and sparsity were d = 70 and
b = 0.3, respectively, using the two-dimensional hold-out
cross validation procedure described in the Appendix. This
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Affordance ranking task The first quantitative evaluation
of our embedding focuses on the ranking of verbs as possible
affordances for each object. We will use the Affordance Area
Under The Curve (AAUC) relative to datasets that provide, for
each object, a set of verbs known (or likely) to be affordances.
Intuitively, the verb ranking for object i is good if it places
these verbs close to the top of the ranking, yielding an AAUC
of 1. Conversely, a random verb ranking would have an AAUC
of 0.5, on average. This is a conservative measure, given that
a perfect ranking would still penalize every true affordance
not at the top. Hence, this is useful as a relative measure
for comparing between our and competing approaches for
producing rankings. More formally, given the K ground truth
verb affordances {gk }Kk=1 of object i, and its verb ranking
{vi }ni=1 , we denote `k to be the index such that v`k = ⇣gk 8k. We
⌘
then define AUCC for object i as AUCC =

1
K

ÂKk=1 1

`k
n

.

Datasets We use the two largest publicly available object
affordance datasets as ground truth. In the first dataset, WTAction (Wang & Tarr, 2020), objects are associated with the top
5 actions label provided by human annotators in response to
“What can you do with this object?”. Out of 1,046 objects and
445 actions in this dataset, there are 971 objects and 433 verbs
that overlap with those in our lists (⇠ 3.12 action labels per
object) . The second dataset, MSCOCO (Chao et al., 2015),
scores every candidate action for an object ranging from 5.0
(“definitely an affordance”) to 1.0 (“definitely not an affordance”). We consider only a 5.0 score as being an affordance.
Out of 91 objects and 567 actions, 78 objects and 558 verbs
overlap with ours (⇠ 34 action labels per object).

Baseline methods We compared the ranking of verbs produced by our algorithm with an alternative proposed in (Chao
et al., 2015): ranking by the cosine similarity between word
embedding vectors for each noun and those for all possible verbs in the dataset. We considered several off-the-shelf
embedding alternatives, namely Word2Vec ((Mikolov et al.,
2013), 6B token corpus), GloVe ((Pennington et al., 2014),
6B and 840B token corpora, Dependency-Based Word Embedding (DBWE, (Levy & Goldberg, 2014), 6B corpus), and
Non-negative Sparse Embedding (NNSE, (Murphy, Pratim, &
Tom, 2012), 16B corpus). The embeddings are 300-D in all
cases, except for NNSE (1000-D, similar results for 2500-D).
Finally, we also ranked the verbs by their values in the row of
the PPMI matrix P for each probed object, to see how much
our method of embedding through a low-rank approximation
allowed the extraction of additional information.
Table 2: AAUC of verb rankings by each method.
Dataset
WTA
MSC

Method
DBWE
0.60
0.56

NNSE
0.65
0.58

W2V
0.70
0.59

GV
0.75
0.65

G840
0.80
0.68

LSA
0.81
0.63

Figure 1: AAUC distribution on WTaction (top) and
MSCOCO (bottom) datasets using our method, against the 4
top embeddings and PPMI.

Ours
0.88
0.77

Results For each dataset, we reduced our embeddings O
and V according to the sets of objects and verbs available. We
then obtained the verb ranking for each object, as described
in the Methods section, as well as rankings predicted with
the different baseline methods in the previous section. Table 2 shows average AAUC results obtained with these verb
rankings on the two datasets. Our ranking is better than those
of all the baseline methods, as well as PPMI (0.77, 0.61), as
determined from paired two-sided t-tests, in both WTAction
and MSCOCO (all p-values ⌧ 0.01). The following figure
contrasts the AAUC distribution across objects for our method
with those obtained with the top 4 embeddings and PPMI, on
the WTaction and MSCOCO datasets, respectively.

Prediction of SPoSE object representations
The SPoSE representation and dataset The dimensions
in the SPoSE representation (M. Hebart et al., 2020) are
interpretable, in that human subjects coherently label what
those dimensions are “about”, from the categorical (e.g. animate, building) to the functional (e.g. can tie, can contain,
flammable) or structural (e.g. made of metal or wood, has
inner structure). The SPoSE vectors for objects are derived
from behaviour in a “which of a random triplet of objects is
the odd one out” task. The authors propose a hypothesis for
why there is enough information in this data to allow this:
when given any two objects to consider, subjects mentally
sample the contexts where they might be found or used. The
resulting dimensions reflect the aspects of the mental representation of an object that come up in that sampling process. The
question we want to answer is, then, which of these dimensions reflect affordance or interaction information. We used
the 49-D SPoSE embedding published with (M. Hebart et al.,
2020). We excluded objects named by nouns that had no verb
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co-occurrences in our dataset and, conversely, verbs that had
no interaction with any objects. We averaged the vectors for
objects named by the same polysemous noun (e.g. “bat”). The
resulting dataset had 1755 objects/nouns, and 2462 verbs.
Relationship between SPoSE and affordance dimensions
We first considered the question of whether affordance dimensions correspond directly to SPoSE dimensions, by looking
for the highest correlated match. Many of the 49 SPoSE
dimensions are similar to at least one of the 70 affordance dimensions, with the distribution of correlation of the best match
shown in the x-axis of Figure 2. Then, in order to determine
which SPoSE dimensions of an object could be explained in
terms of affordance dimensions, we predicted their value from
the affordance embedding of the object. Denoting the SPoSE
vectors for m objects as a m ⇥ 49 matrix Y, we solved this
Lasso regression problem for each column Y:,i
w⇤i = argmin
w2Rd ,w

0

1
2m

kY:,i

Owk22 + lkwk1 ,

i = 1, . . . 49, (4)

where l was chosen based on a 2-Fold cross-validation, with l
in [10e 7 , 10e3 ] with log-scale spacing. Since both Y:,i and our
embedding O represent object features by positive values, we
restricted w 0. Intuitively, this means that we try to explain
every SPoSE dimension by combination of the presence of
certain affordance dimensions, not by trading them off.
Overall, the cross-validated predictions of this regression
model are more similar to SPoSE dimensions than any individual affordance dimension, as shown in the y-axis of Figure 2. The best predicted dimensions are categorical, e.g.
“animal”, “plant”, or “tool”, or functional, e.g. “can tie” or

Figure 3: Top 10 verbs in the 5 most important affordance
dimensions (proposed affordance embedding versus GloVe
840B) for predicting the “animal” SPoSE feature.

Figure 2: For each SPoSE dimension, correlation with the best
matching affordance dimension (x-axis) and with the crossvalidated prediction of the regression model for it (y-axis).

“flammable”. Structural dimensions are also predictable, e.g.
“made of metal”, “made of wood”, or “paper”, but less so
for appearance-related dimensions, e.g. “colorful pattern”,
“craft”, or “degree of red”. What can explain this pattern of
predictability? Most SPoSE dimensions can be expressed as
a linear combination of affordance dimensions, where both
the dimensions and regression weights are non-negative. This
leads to a sparse regression model – since dependent variables
cannot be subtracted to improve the fit – where, on average,
5 affordance dimensions have 80% of the regression weight.
Each affordance dimension, in turn, corresponds to a ranking
over verbs. Figure 3a shows the top 10 verbs in the 5 most
important affordance dimensions for predicting the “animal”
SPoSE dimension. As each affordance dimension loads on
verbs that correspond to broad modes of interaction (e.g. observation, killing, husbandry), the model is both predictive
and interpretable. Whereas we could use dense embeddings
to predict SPoSE dimensions, they do not work as well (in
either accuracy or interpretability, see Figure 3b for GloVe).
For example, if we consider the top 5 verbs from affordance
dimensions used in predicting each SPoSE dimension, we see
that “tool” has “sharpen, blunt, wield, plunge, thrust” (D50);
“food” has “serve, eat, cook, prepare, order” (D15), or “bake,
leaven, ice, eat, serve” (D64); “plant” shares D2 with “food”,
but also has “cultivate, grow, plant, prune, propagate” (D57).
These results suggest that SPoSE dimensions are predictable
insofar as they can be expressed as combinations of modes
of interaction with objects. As described in Methods section,
we can combine affordance dimension verb rankings into a
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verb ranking for each SPoSE dimension. We replaced the embedding O in (3) with the SPoSE prediction Ye and we ranked
the verbs for dimension h according to S(Ỹ:,h , P̃k ). Table 3
shows, for every SPoSE dimension, ranked by predictability,
the top 10 verbs in its ranking. This table suggests that highly
predictable categorical dimensions correspond to very clean
affordances. The same is true for functional dimensions, e.g.
“can tie” or “container” or “flammable”; even though they are
not “classic” categories, subjects group items belonging to
them based on their being suitable for a purpose (e.g. “fasten”,
“fill”, or “burn”). Why would this hold for structural dimensions? One possibility is if objects having that dimension
overlap substantially with a known category (e.g. “made of
metal” and “tool”). Another is that the structure drives manual
or mechanical affordance (e.g. “elongated” or “granulated”).
Finally, what are the affordances for appearance dimensions
that can be predicted? Primarily, actions on items in categories
that share that appearance, e.g. “textured” is shared by fabric
items, “round” is shared by many fruits or vegetables. Prediction is worse when the items sharing the dimension come
from many different semantic categories.

Conclusions
In this paper, we introduced an approach to embed objects in
a space where every dimension corresponds to a pattern of
verb applicability to those objects. We view such a pattern as
a very broad extension of the classical notion of ”affordance”,
obtained by considering verbs that go well beyond concrete
motor actions, and objects that encompass many different categories beyond tools or household objects. We showed that this
embedding can be learned from a text corpus and used to rank
verbs by how applicable they would be to a given object. We
used our embedding to predict SPoSE dimensions for objects.
This allowed us to conclude that our ”affordance” embedding
knowledge predicts 1) category information, 2) purpose, and 3)
some structural aspects of the object. SPoSE dimensions to do
with visual appearance were poorly predicted. To go beyond
this, and conclude that our embedding is a valid model for
mental representations of objects – insofar as our interactions
with them go – would require additional experiments. One

Table 3: Affordance assignment for a selection of SPoSE dimensions mentioned in the text, ordered by how well they can be
predicted from the affordance embedding. The names of SPoSE dimensions are simplified.
Correlation
0.84
0.82
0.75
0.71
0.67
0.61
0.57
0.54
0.48
0.47
0.44
0.40
0.40
0.38
0.24
0.23
0.22
0.18

SPoSE dimension

Type

Affordances (Top Ten Ranked Verbs)

animal
food
wearable
plant
made of metal
tool
can tie
granulated
flammable
textured
round
made of wood
container
elongated
colorful pattern
craft
permeable
degree of red

categorical
categorical
categorical
categorical
structural
categorical
functional
structural
functional
appearance
appearance
structural
functional
structural
appearance
appearance
structural
appearance

kill, spot, hunt, observe, chase, feed, slaughter, sight, trap, find
serve, eat, cook, prepare, taste, consume, add, mix, stir, order
wear, don, match, knit, sew, fasten, rip, embroider, tear, model
grow, cultivate, plant, add, eat, chop, gather, cut, dry, prune
fit, invent, manufacture, incorporate, design, position, attach, utilize, carry, install
wield, grab, hold, carry, sharpen, swing, hand, pick, clutch, throw
fasten, tighten, unfasten, undo, attach, thread, tie, secure, loosen, loose
contain, mix, scatter, add, gather, remove, sprinkle, dry, deposit, shovel
light, extinguish, ignite, throw, carry, flash, kindle, place, manufacture, douse
remove, place, hang, tear, stain, spread, weave, clean, drape, wrap
grow, cultivate, pick, add, slice, place, eat, chop, throw, plant
place, remove, carry, incorporate, design, contain, bring, construct, manufacture, find
empty, fill, carry, place, clean, load, bring, dump, unload, leave
grab, carry, wield, hold, pick, place, throw, hand, bring, drop
manufacture, buy, design, place, remove, sell, invent, purchase, contain, bring
place, bring, remove, design, hang, call, buy, put, pull, manufacture
fit, incorporate, remove, place, design, manufacture, install, position, clean, attach
place, call, add, contain, remove, find, buy, bring, introduce, sell

possibility would be to explicitly ask human subjects ”given
objects that load highly on this embedding dimension, what
can you do with them”, and consider the typicality of verb
answers against the weight given to those verbs by the dimension. Given that our embedding is based on language data
about which verbs apply to which objects, we would expect
these experiments to give verb loadings coherent with ours.
A future direction of work will be to predict SPoSE dimensions that are not well explained in terms of affordance
embeddings. We plan to do this using embeddings produced
with the same framework, but from different co-occurrence
statistics. The first possibility will be to extract instances in
corpora where objects are the subjects of verbs, i.e. they act or
cause certain effects. The second possibility will be to consider
applications of adjectives to objects, given that those may contain information relevant to all 4 types of SPoSE dimensions.
Finally, we will consider reducing visual representations of
objects obtained through deep neural networks to embedding
vectors, as those contain both visual and semantic information.
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Appendix: Hyper-parameter Selection for
Non-negative Matrix Factorization
Denote Mt , Mv 2 {0, 1}n⇥m to be the mask matrices for indicating held-in and held-out entries of the input PPMI matrix P
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Figure 4: A zoom-in plot for the reconstruction errors.
in CV procedure, we then optimize for O⇤ and V ⇤ :
O⇤ ,V ⇤ = argminkMt
O,V

OV T )k2F + bR (O,V ).

(P

(5)

To apply the multiplicative update scheme in (Lee & Seung,
2001), we need the partial derivatives with respect to O and V .
Denote F(O,V ) ⌘ kMt (P OV T )k2F + bR (O,V ), we have
—O F(O,V ) = (Mt

OV T )V

—V F(O,V ) = (Mt

T T

OV ) U

(M
(M

P)V + b · 1

P)T U + b · 1.

(6)

We then have the following update rules that is guaranteed to
be non-increasing:
O(i+1)

O(i)

(i+1)

(i)

V

V

(Mt

(Mt P)V (i)
O(i) (V (i) )T )V (i) + b

(Mt

(Mt P)T U (i)
,
O(i) (V (i) )T )T U (i) + b

(7)

where the fraction here represents elementary-wise division.
For the choice of Mt and Mv , we follow the same approach
as proposed in (Kanagal & Sindhwani, 2010). We first split
the matrix into K blocks, with randomly shuffled rows and
columns. Denote r(k) and c(k) to be the index vectors for rows
(k)
and columns respectively, where ri = 1 if row i is in block k,
(k)
or c j = 1 if column j is in block k. The mask for k-th block
can then be expressed as M (k) = r(k) ⌦ c(k) . We then randomly
select q out of K blocks as holdout blocks, which gives
q

Mv =

Â r(ks ) ⌦ c(ks ) ,

s=1

Mt = 1

Mv ,

(8)

where ks is the index of selected block. The reconstruction
error E can thus be computed:
E = kMv

(P

O⇤ (V ⇤ )T )k2F + bR (O⇤ ,V ⇤ ).

(9)

Figure 4 shows a zoom-in plot of the reconstruction error under
different combinations of d and b. For every (d, b) setting,
we perform multiple optimization since NMF is sensitive to
initialization. We then choose d = 70 and b = 0.3 accordingly.
Empirically, we observe that the rank selection is quite robust
to over-fitting when there is a sufficient sparsity control, for
instance, b > 0.1 in our dataset. We also observe that whenever
d 2 [50, 150] and b 2 [0.05, 0.5], the results are similar.
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Abstract
The block design test (BDT), in which a person has to recreate
a visual design using colored blocks, is notable among cognitive assessments because it makes so much of a person’s
problem-solving strategy “visible” through their ongoing manual actions. While, for decades, numerous pockets of research
on the BDT have identified certain behavioral variables as being important for certain cognitive or neurological hypotheses, there is no unifying framework for bringing together this
spread of variables and hypotheses. In this paper, we identify 25 independent and dependent variables that have been
examined as part of published BDT studies across many areas of cognitive science and present a sample of the research
on each one. We also suggest variables of interest for future
BDT research, especially as made possible with the advent of
advanced recording technologies like wearable eye trackers.
Keywords: cognitive strategy; neuropsychological testing;
spatial skills; visuospatial reasoning.

Figure 1: An illustration of the block design test (BDT) from
Kohs’ original paper (Kohs, 1920).

Introduction
One hundred and one years ago, Samuel Kohs published the
manual for his Block Design Test (BDT), in which a person
has to rearrange colored blocks to recreate visual designs of
increasing difficulty (Kohs, 1920). The BDT has seen incredibly prolific use for the past century, both as a standalone test
and as a subtest on larger batteries like the Wechsler intelligence scales.
The BDT is routinely used as a measure of visuospatial
ability in research, educational, and clinical settings, with
performance scored as a function of per-item accuracies and
response times. However, the uniquely physical nature of the
test—i.e., the test-taker is continuously manipulating blocks
to construct their answer—has led to numerous studies of the
process by which people solve BDT items. In particular, the
BDT offers many opportunities to add independent and/or dependent variables to the mix that can help reveal aspects of
people’s otherwise unobservable cognitive strategies.
In fact, Kohs originally thought of his test as a general intelligence test precisely because it offers such a rich problemsolving environment to the test-taker (Kohs, 1920, p. 370):
“If ’intelligence’ involves the following mental operations; analyzing, combining, comparing, deliberating,
completing, discriminating, judging, criticising and deciding, then the block-design tests may, with justice, be
said to call upon the functioning of intelligence and to
that extent they are a measure of that mental capacity.”
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Interestingly, Kohs originally proposed that the BDT be
scored based on accuracy, time, and number of moves, with a
composite score that integrated all three measures. The scoring method was later revised, for ease of test observation and
scoring, to use just accuracy and time (Hutt, 1932).
While most BDT administrations use this simpler scoring
scheme, a wealth of studies over the decades have examined more nuanced measures of BDT performance in different populations, including healthy adults, people with brain
injuries, neurodiverse populations, and the very young or old.
These “extra” measurements range from error types, to block
ordering patterns, to gaze sequences. In addition, the past two
decades have seen advancements in technology, such as gazetracking devices and computerized versions of the BDT, that
allow researchers to increase the type, density, and precision
of behavioral measurements that can be collected.
Having this broader behavioral picture of a person’s BDT
performance can help researchers extract more inferences
from BDT results, as well as identify gaps in knowledge and
future research paths. In this paper, our contributions include:
• We identify 25 different independent and dependent variables that have been examined as part of published BDT
studies across many areas of cognitive science.
• In addition to explaining each variable, we present a sample of the research on each one.
• Finally, we suggest variables of interest for future BDT research, especially as made possible with the advent of advanced recording technologies like wearable eye trackers.

Method
We conducted a survey of the BDT literature to identify studies that adopted any kind of “extra” measures into the test administration procedure, including the addition of independent
variables (e.g., features of BDT designs given to test-takers)
as well as dependent variables (e.g., error patterns, gaze, etc.).
We started by searching for BDT papers using Google
Scholar. Search terms included “block design,” “block design task,” “block design study,” etc. We also combined these
terms with populations that cropped up in initial papers, such
as “dyslexia,” “brain injury,” “autism,” etc., as well as specific
variables, such as “errors,” “broken configuration,” etc.
After finding a paper, we first labeled it as a review versus
an empirical study, and we focused our remaining examination just on papers that presented original empirical data. We
eliminated papers that used just the standard BDT test with
standard scoring based only on accuracy and response time.
We then identified what “extra” independent and/or dependent variables each paper reported. Finally, for each paper
we found, we expanded our search for additional papers to
include looking at both forward and backward references.
Our survey yielded many published papers meeting the
above criteria. Due to space constraints, and the ongoing nature of our survey, we do not include the full list of papers
here, but we do present the full list of BDT variables that we
identified through this process. In the following sections, we
first describe independent variables and then dependent variables. A more detailed list of papers, along with demographics of each study and brief highlights of results, can be found
in online supplementary material at:
https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.14560593.v1
Figure 1 shows the number of papers in our survey that
studied each of the independent and dependent variables on
the BDT. Many papers studied two or more variables.

Figure 2: Block Design Test Independent Variables. (a)
Whole vs segmented design. (b) Perceptual coherence (low
to high). (c) Different design orientations.

Independent Variables
1. Whole vs Segmented designs. A multitude of studies
have been conducted to test whether the segmentation of the
design has an effect on performance (Figure 2a). Stewart et
al. (2009) measured whether those with high and low autism
quotients performed better or worse on segmented or unsegmented (whole) designs. The findings were that groups that
had a high autism quotient did better on the unsegmented designs but groups performed similarly on both types of designs. Across the many studies, the general trend is in the
direction that neurotypical and autistic individuals perform
better on segmented designs, but autistic individuals perform
better than neurotypical individuals on unsegmented designs.
2. Perceptual Coherence. Perceptual coherence is a measure of global coherence (i.e. there are discernible patterns
or shapes within the design) versus local coherence (i.e. the

Table 1: Number of papers that studied each variable. Full list: https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.14560593.v1
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blocks are randomly placed with no discernible shapes). For
example, the bottom-most design in Figure 2b has low perceptual coherence, while the top one has high perceptual coherence. This analysis of local versus global coherence has
been conducted in a plethora of studies. While findings vary
across studies, the conclusions trend in the direction that low
perceptual cohesiveness (local) is correlated with better performance whereas high perceptual cohesiveness (global) is
correlated with worse performance.
3. Different Orientations of Designs. BDTs have been
conducted where the participant must complete a design that
is both oriented squarely in front of them and at a 45 degree
angle (Figure 2c). A popular study conducted by Frith et al.
(1995) employed this type of test, where they oriented the
design at a different angle for the participant to complete.
The effect on performance and timing can be measured, compared, and analyzed for each differently oriented design.
4. Spatial layout of task (cost of gaze shifts and motor
actions). The spatial layout has an effect on where the participant maintains a focus. The layout of the task can have an
effect on the cost of gaze shifts, as measured by Burggraaf et
al. (2016), who used a pencil-and-paper version of the block
design to measure gaze shifts.
5. Spatial layout of task (dominant side versus nondominant side). This is a measure of whether the setup or layout of the BDT, specifically whether the block bank is placed
on the right or left side of the participant, and whether picking up blocks with the dominant or non-dominant hand has
an effect on timing. A measure on handedness in the BDT
was conducted in a study by Begum et al. (2017). There was
no significant difference found among the results but a slight
favor in right-handed scores.

Dependent Variables
Variables Related to Block Placement
6. Overall Cell Ordering Pattern. This measure describes the order in which the participant places the blocks,
one example of which is shown in Figure 3. The ordering pattern is commonly studied, and has been measured in
individuals with autism, typically developing children with
dyslexia, children with nonverbal learning disability, and different age groups. This measure was first pointed out by
Jones and Torgesen (1981), where they used this variable
alongside other variables to compare strategy between older
and younger children. In Rozencwajg and Corroyer (2001),
this variable was used alongside other variables to identify
different strategies (global, analytic, and synthetic) between
different age groups.

Figure 4: Block Placements. (a) Construction starting position. (b) Contiguous vs non-contiguous cell ordering. (c)
Time per block placement during construction. (d) An example of block changes and numbering. (e) An example of
block placement and numbering.
7. Starting Position. Studies recorded whether subjects
started on the left/right, top/bottom, and center to determine
if participants had a preference for a starting side (Figure 4a).
This variable has been measured in several studies. It was
first pointed out by Jones and Torgesen (1981), where it was
used to compare strategy across different divisions of the participants, including age. They found older children did not
consistently use different strategies than younger children (including where they started). Later, Akshoomoff et al. (1989)
recorded the starting point (left/right) to measure differences
between alcoholic and unilateral brain-damaged patients.
8. Contiguous Cell Ordering. This variable measures if
participants place blocks in adjacent sections or in disconnected sections (Figure 4b). This variable is not commonly
measured and was first identified by Dirks (1982) to measure
differences between children with and without experiences
with a commercial game similar to the BDT.
9. Time per Block Placement. This variable measures
the amount of time needed to place a block correctly in a cell
(Figure 4c). It is not commonly measured. In Schorr et al.
(1982), they measured a version of this variable; they tested

Figure 3: Sample Cell Ordering Pattern.
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the time to place a block as a function of solid vs two-colored
blocks, empty (placing first block) vs filled construction space
(placing last block), and number of interior edge cues.
10. Trial-and-error Block Changes. The number of times
a participant tries to fix errors after the first placement (i.e.,
the first placement does not count as a change) (Figure 4d).
This can be measured per block or per cell. The number of
trial-and-error block changes is equal to the number of trialand-error block placement attempts minus one. This variable is not commonly measured. It was first used by Joy et
al. (2001), where they counted the number of changes (“the
number of times a block was rotated in place or moved to a
different location after having been placed”) made by healthy
older adults. In Hoffman et al. (2003), they identified attempts to fix errors during and after building process, finding
that children complete more fixes and checking of designs
during the process.
11. Trial-and-error Block Placement Attempts. Participants tend to follow a pattern of manipulating a block, placing it down, checking if it is correct, and pick it back up to
re-manipulate it until it is correct. This variable measures
the number of attempts used to place a block correctly (Figure 4e). It can be measured as the number of attempts per
block or the number of attempts per cell. This variable is
very commonly measured, and has been measured in many
groups including individuals with autism, neurotypical individuals, learning disabled individuals, and individuals with
asperger syndrome. It was first measured by Jones and Torgesen (1981). Later, Troyer et al. (1994) measured multi-block
(two blocks correct with respect to each other but not the
overall design) and single-block errors in healthy older adults,
both in the final design and those self-corrected during construction. They found that these were very common.

an adapted computerized version of the block design test and
recorded the number of block manipulations as a measure of
efficiency. Another example of this measure is in Rozencwajg
(1991), where block rotations were used to help calculate anticipation scores; high anticipation implies the individual rotated the block in their hand before placement.

Figure 6: Block Orientation Selection in Block Bank. (a)
Block selected in the correct orientation from the block bank.
(b) Block selected that requires a 2D rotation. (c) Block selected that requires a 3D rotation.
13. Orientation of Selected Blocks. This measures
whether or not a participant picks a block that is already in the
correct orientation from the block bank (Figure 6). In other
words, the participant either 1) has a specific cell and block
orientation in mind and chooses a block with that needed orientation, or 2) picks up a block form the block bank and
then rotates it to the correct orientation. This variable is relatively common to measure. A version of this variable was
first pointed out by Schorr et al. (1982). Subjects were asked
to identify which block face from a set of blocks matched the
pattern for a marked target cell. This variable contributed to
their analysis of strategy and cognitive deficit in completing
the block design test. Later, this variable was similarly measured by Hoffman et al. (2003). They found children with
William’s syndrome struggle with spatial representations and
struggled to match specific block orientations to the correct
match in the design.

Variables Related to Errors
Figure 5: Rotation and Other Motor Actions. (a) 2D and 3D
rotations. (b) Block manipulation with different hands.
12. Block rotations in hand. This variable is very commonly measured. Some studies measure the number of manipulations a participant makes for a block. Other studies
measure whether a participant did or did not rotate the block
before placement. This can be further broken down into 2D
and 3D rotations. A 3D rotation is defined as rotating to a
new face of the block. A 2D rotation is defined as changing the orientation of one face of the block. Examples of
both types of rotations can be seen in Figure 5a. This variable was first measured by Salthouse (1987), where they used
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14. Broken Configuration. This is an error where a block is
placed outside of the area of the design (Figure 7e). This error is common to measure, especially in people with brain injuries, neurodiverse populations, and older adults. It was first
measured by Ben-Yishay et al. (1971) in people with brain
damage, where they found that people with left hemisphere
injuries made more of these errors. However, in most future
papers, such as Akshoomoff et al. (1989), people with right
hemisphere injuries were found to make more broken configuration errors. In Joy et al. (2001), this error was measured in
older adults, where it was found to increase with age, but was
also demonstrative of a trial-and-error strategy.
15. Rotated Design. This is an error where the whole design is rotated on an axis (Figure 7c). It is fairly common
to measure, and is studied most in people with brain injuries,

older adults, or in the general population to determine broad
strategy. It is often grouped with broken configuration errors. Schatz et al. (2000) studied rotation errors in children
with right or left hemisphere brain injuries, and found that
those with left hemisphere injuries made more rotation errors. Kramer et al. (1991) found that people who made rotation errors or broken configuration errors focused more on
local pattern similarities than people who did not.
16. Odd Angles. This is an error where a block is placed
at an angle to previously placed blocks (Figure 7b). It is very
uncommon to measure, appearing in only one identified paper. In this paper, odd angle errors were measured in 177
older adults and were found to increase with age. They also
found that participants who used a trial-and-error approach to
solving made more odd angle errors (Joy et al., 2001).
17. Non-squared Blocks. This is an error where a block is
placed flush with previous blocks but not aligned at the corners (Figure 7d). It is very uncommon to measure, appearing
in only one identified paper. In this paper, non-squared block
errors were measured in 177 older adults and were found to
have no significant change with age (Joy et al., 2001).
18. Stacking. This is an error where blocks are placed
on top of each other vertically (Figure 7a). It is very uncommon to measure, appearing in only one identified paper. In
this paper, stacking errors were measured in 42 neurologically impaired and 225 healthy older adults. Stacking errors
had a medium effect size, but was not significantly significant
(Paolo & Ryan, 1994).
19. Closing-in. Also called stimulus boundedness, this
is an error where the blocks are placed on top of or next to
the edge of the design (Figure 7f). It is fairly uncommon to
measure, but is usually measured in older and neurologically
impared populations. In Paolo and Ryan (1994), closing-in
was measured in 42 neurologically impaired and 225 healthy
older adults. Closing-in had a medium effect size, but was
not significantly significant. In Troyer et al. (1994), it was
observed to occur once in 145 healthy older adults.
20. Single-block Rotations. This is an error where a single block is incorrectly rotated (Figure 7g). It is a common

Figure 7: Types of Errors on the Block Design Test. (a)
Stacking. (b) Odd angles. (c) Design rotation. (d) Nonsquared blocks. (e) Broken configuration. (f) Closing-in. (g)
Single block rotation. (g) Gestalt rearrangement.
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error, especially during the construction process, but is fairly
uncommon to study. It has been measured in neurodiverse
or culturally distinct populations, such as Indigenous communities, and can be counted in the final design or during
construction. Vasterling et al. (2000) found that people with
PTSD made significantly more single block rotation errors
during construction, even though they performed similarly to
the control group on other measures. Pontius (1993) measured single block rotation errors in urban Indonesians and
the Dani and Asmat people and found that the Indigenous
groups made more of these errors.
21. Rearrangement of Gestalts. This is an error where
recognizable shapes in the design (gestalts) are reordered,
flipped, inverted, or otherwise rearranged (Figure 7h). It is
not commonly studied, appearing in only one author’s work.
Pontius (1993, 1995, 1997) all compare gestalt rearrangement in a few different Indigenous and non-Indigenous populations. They conclude that Indigenous individuals perform
more rearrangement of gestalts because of environmental necessities and cultural differences in thinking.

Variables Related to Gaze
22. Gaze Location. This variable records where on the table
the person is looking (at the design, block bank, construction
area, etc) (Figure 8a). It is very uncommon to study, partially
because of the lack of technology to accurately measure it
until recently. In Kunda et al. (2016), gaze location is included in their computational architecture of the block design
test, and is proposed as a determinant of strategy. In Cha et
al. (2020), they show the feasibility of combining overhead
and gaze cameras to record aspects of performance, including gaze location, and also suggest gaze as a measure of differentiating participants’ strategies and memory usage. Gaze
has also been studied in detail in the context of non-BDT but
similar block copying tasks (Hayhoe et al., 1998).
23. Frequency of Consulting the Pattern. This measures
how often the participant looked at the target design during
construction (Figure 8b). The frequency of consulting the
pattern can be measured physically, using gaze tracking technology, or virtually, e.g., by having participants click to reveal
the pattern in a computerized BDT. It has been used to look
at individual differences in children and adults in the the general population, but has also been used to look at age-related

Figure 8: Gaze Patterns on the Block Design Test. (a) Gaze
location. (b) Frequency of consulting the pattern.

differences. It is often combined with other variables to quantify different strategies. A majority of studies on this variable were carried out by the French researcher Rozencwajg
and colleagues (Rozencwajg, 1991; Rozencwajg & Corroyer,
2001; Rozencwajg et al., 2005; Rozencwajg & Fenouillet,
2012; Fenouillet & Rozencwajg, 2015). The frequency of
pattern consultation was first studied in Rozencwajg (1991),
where they used it to help differentiate three main construction strategies. Hoffman et al. (2003), studied this in children with and without William’s syndrome; children with
William’s syndrome looked at the design less frequently than
the control group.

Other Variables
24. Motor Actions. This measures whether the participant
manipulates (i.e. picks up, rotates, places down) a block using the left hand, right hand, or both hands (Figure 5b). A
study on this variable was carried out by tracking the “leading
hand” used to pick up and manipulate the blocks. This particular study, done by DeLuca et al. (1990), found that there
was a shift towards the usage of the left as the leading hand.
25. Within-Test Practice Effect. This measures if participants perform better on items later in the BDT, often measured by comparing the time taken to complete earlier vs.
later items. Miller et al. (2009) measured learning effects by
varying the presentation order of the design based on perceptual cohesiveness and set size uncertainty. The findings were
that varying the designs can help reduce the learning effect on
score results.

Discussion and Future Work
Behavioral measurements can provide valuable insight into
the cognitive strategies used by people completing the block
design test (BDT). Two people could have very similar overall scores based on response time and accuracy but approach
the task in very different ways; the simpler scoring scheme
flattens these rich individual differences into looking like the
same thing. In our review, we identified 25 different variables
in published BDT studies that allow for a more nuanced understanding of people’s task performance.
Of the independent variables, perceptual coherence (variable #2) and whole vs. segmented designs (variable #1) appear to have a more notable impact on performance than other
variables. These variables are useful for manipulating the difficulty or complexity level of BDT items.
In terms of dependent variables, when measuring variables
related to errors (excluding single-block rotations), many
studies agree that a small number of errors is normal, but
a high number of one error or combination of errors often
correlates with the presence of a neurobehavioral difference
(e.g., dyslexia or old age). Additionally, variables related to
gaze have been increasingly studied as technology becomes
more available and more integrated into the administration
of the BDT (whether in computer-based BDT settings or using wearable eye-trackers or other cameras in physical BDT
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settings), and these variables may be particularly useful for
understanding attention and memory on the BDT.
One issue facing this type of research is that there is a lack
of standardization in the measurement methods for particular variables across different studies. For example, starting
position has been categorized more broadly as left vs. right,
but also with more detail as 1) left/right/center and 2) upper/lower, left/right/center. In addition, researchers or clinicians may aggregate two or more lower-level variables to
create “higher-level” variables, such as strategy or internal
representation of the block. For example, Rozencwajg and
Corroyer (2001) integrated several dependent variables (overall cell ordering pattern, trial-and-error block placement attempts, and frequency of consulting the pattern) to define a
small number of qualitatively different strategies.
In the future, it may be practical to implement standardized
methods for the most commonly measured variables such as
overall cell ordering pattern and broken configuration. Increased standardization would make it easier to compare results across studies. However, too much standardization may
limit new ideas and discoveries, so it would be important for
the community to balance the advantages of both approaches.
Recent work on other tests like the clock drawing test
(Davis, Libon, Au, Pitman, & Penney, 2015) and on the BDT
(Cha et al., 2020) has pointed out new roles that technology
can play in advancing cognitive assessment methods. These
roles include (Kunda, 2019): 1) advanced sensors (such as
depth cameras, wearable eye trackers, etc.) or computerbased interfaces that can record rich streams of raw behavioral data; 2) pattern recognition algorithms that can be used
to convert raw data (e.g., pixels) into meaningful behavioral
measurements (e.g., block rotations); and 3) data mining algorithms that can be used to extract interesting higher-level
patterns from sequences of behavioral measurements.
We close with examples of other variables not found in our
review but that we expect would be of interest:
• The orientation of the blocks in the block bank, i.e., when
the test-taker is presented with the set of blocks to use, do
they take advantage of how the blocks are already oriented?
• Duration of first fixation (the time before construction begins), i.e., how long does the test-taker spend initially inspecting the design before starting to grab blocks?
• Adding one block vs. adding 2 or more during construction, i.e., to what extent does the test-taker use both
hands? (This variable is particularly interesting to consider
in light of standard “in-person” BDT formats versus newer
computer-based formats that were used in some studies.)
• Practice effects within specific designs, i.e., does the testtaker take a different amount of time to place the first half
of a given design vs. the second half?
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Abstract
Humans have the astonishing capacity to quickly adapt to varying environmental demands and reach complex goals in the
absence of extrinsic rewards. Part of what underlies this capacity is the ability to flexibly reuse and recombine previous
experiences, and to plan future courses of action in a psychological space that is shaped by these experiences. Decades of
research have suggested that humans use hierarchical representations for efficient planning and flexibility, but the origin of
these representations has remained elusive. This study investigates how 73 participants learned hierarchical representations
through experience, in a task in which they had to perform
complex action sequences to obtain rewards. Complex action
sequences were composed of simpler action sequences, which
were not rewarded, but whose execution led to changes in the
environment. After participants learned action sequences, they
completed a transfer phase. Unbeknownst to them, we manipulated either complex or simple sequences by exchanging
individual elements, requiring them to relearn. Relearning progressed slower when simple (rather than complex) sequences
were changed, in accordance with a hierarchical representations in which lower levels are quickly consolidated, potentially stabilizing exploration, while higher levels remain malleable, with benefits for flexible recombination.
Keywords: Hierarchical cognition, reinforcement learning,
action sequence learning, hierarchical reinforcement learning

Introduction
Solving complex problems requires abstraction. Even
the most common every-day problems (e.g., crossing the
road) are so high-dimensional that planning into the future
rapidly results in a combinatorial explosion of possibilities
(e.g. sequences of possible muscle movements; number
of possible future states of the road). One way to alleviate this issue is to represent problems at a more abstract
level in order to reduce the dimensionality of the problem
(e.g., percepts clustered into objects such as green/red lights;
muscle movements joined into meaningful actions such as
crossing/waiting). Hierarchical representations of perception
and/or action can provide such an abstraction. In real-world
problems, agents also need to flexibly adjust their behavior to
changing environmental circumstances, in a world that does
not provide clear feedback as to which individual actions
(e.g., typing a specific word) were adaptive, and often only
rewards complex chains of actions upon completion (e.g., a
completed essay). This problem of sparse rewards can also
be alleviated by abstraction and hierarchical representations:
Instead of relying solely on rewards at the end of extended action sequences, agents can set smart sub-goals along the way,
and continuously adjust their behavior based on their performance on each one.
Previous research on abstraction. Indeed, previous research across disciplines has shown that hierarchy plays a
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central role for complex problem solving: Artificial Intelligence (AI) research has developed algorithms that abstract
over time (Sutton et al., 1999), states (Finn et al., 2017; Vezhnevets et al., 2017), and learning itself (Wang et al., 2016) to
solve increasingly difficult problems. In Psychology, decades
of research have suggested that mental representations are hierarchical, most notably in the domains of cognitive control,
expertise, and sequential action (Cohen, 2000; Newell, 1994).
Recent research in psychology has increasingly tried to formalize this notion, using hierarchical Bayesian (e.g., Griffiths et al., 2019; Kemp and Tenenbaum, 2008; Solway et al.,
2014) and hierarchical Reinforcement Learning (RL) models
(e.g., Botvinick and Weinstein, 2014; Eckstein and Collins,
2020; Frank and Badre, 2012) to understand abstract cognitive processes. Lastly, neuroscience research has shown that
the brain itself is organized hierarchically (Miller and Cohen,
2001), exhibiting “processing hierarchies” and “representational hierarchies” (Badre, 2008). In the former, superordinate levels (e.g. FPC, dlPFC) operate over longer timescales
(e.g. general domain multi-step information) and asymmetrically modulate subordinate processing (e.g. striatal areas). In
the latter, information gets increasingly abstract when moving from lower to higher level of hierarchy, such that higher
levels favor generality over detail, and lower levels asymmetrically inherit information from higher ones.
The difficulty of learning abstraction. Even though it is
broadly accepted that appropriate hierarchical representations
are necessary to solve complex problems, it is still largely unknown how to create these representations; in AI, this issue
is called the “option discovery problem” (“options” are targeted multi-step policies; Sutton et al., 1999). For example,
humans have been shown to discover the Bayes-optimal task
decomposition of a complex problem (Solway et al., 2014),
but it is unclear how, given that they lack access to the full
state space and have limited computational resources. AI research has investigated some promising avenues, for example
equipping agents with intrinsic motivation so they can break
down complex problems into simpler sub-problems, and receive teaching signals along the way. Intrinsic motivation is
usually formulated as adding an artificial “intrinsic” reward
signal to the “extrinsic” rewards provided by the environment
(e.g., food; points in video games; Deci and Ryan, 1985).
Intrinsic rewards then guide learning in the same way as extrinsic rewards. Intrinsic rewards often mimic novelty seeking and curiosity (Gershman and Niv, 2015; Lieshout et al.,
2018; Pathak et al., 2017), in line with psychological theory
that defines intrinsic motivation as doing actions for their own
sake, rather than to achieve external goals (Deci and Ryan,
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exploration, and so on. This hypothesized creation of hierarchical structure allows participants to overcome reward sparsity because they can use environmental signals other than
rewards to motivate learning. It also allows them to overcome combinatorial explosion because relying on a specific
set of fixed multi-step actions is less planning-intensive than
assessing all possible combinations of one-step actions.

Invalid 2-key Valid 2-key
sequence sequence

New goal
star:

Star iteration
1st
2nd
3rd
4th

Trial

Figure 1: Design of the star-making task. (A) At the beginning of each block, the new goal star is introduced, and
remains visible on top of the screen throughout the block.
On each trial, participants sequentially enter four key presses.
Every time participants press a key, a colored circle appears
at the corresponding position on the response board. If participant press a valid 2-key sequence (see rules in part C),
a unique item appears. In the top row, keys 0 (subtrial 3;
orange) and 1 (subtrial 4; teal) led to item a (gear). In the
second row, the combination of 2-key sequences a (keys 0, 1)
and b (keys 2, 3) led to the appearance of star S0. (B) Rules
Methods
for valid sequences. Table “Learning phase rules” shows key
Experimental task. To test these predictions, we created
sequences for the learning phase. The column “Low rules”
a task in which participants learned to execute complex acshows valid 2-key sequences, with “Actions” referring to the
tion sequences, which were composed of simpler action seidentity and order of actions that need to be executed, and
quences (which were composed of basic actions; Fig. 1). Par“Item” referring to the resulting item. Keyboard keys were
ticipants were extrinsically motivated by points, which could
randomly assigned to actions, and images were randomly asbe obtained by creating stars using a star-making machine.
signed to items. The column “High rules” shows how valid 4The machine accepted 4 key presses per trial, and created a
key sequences were composed of 2-key sequences (“Items”)
star when a correct 4-key sequence was typed in. Participants
and to which star they lead. Table “Transfer phase rules”: In
were rewarded with 1 point only when the star matched the
the transfer phase, either low-level rules or high-level rules
trial’s goal star. Crucially, each star’s 4-key sequence was
were manipulated. For low-level (high-level) manipulation,
composed of two 2-key sequences, each of which led the mathe low-level (high-level) rules in the Learning table were rechine to create a specific item. Items were not rewarded with
placed by the low-level (high-level) rules in this table. Difpoints, but signaled (unbeknownst to the participants) that a
ferences between learning and transfer rules are highlighted
2-key sequence was “valid” (part of a star-making 4-key sein red. (C) Overview of stars presented during learning and
quence; see Fig. 1B). As such, they were a potential source
transfer phases. All four stars were learned, but only two
of intrinsic motivation. Participants encountered 4 different
were selected for the transfer phase. (D) Learning curves for
stars, which required four different 4-key sequences; the goal
learning (left) and transfer phase (right). Each dot represents
star changed in each block. This task has a hierarchical structhe average accuracy over all participants on each trial. Trials
ture: basic actions (individual keys) are at the lowest, valid
were counted as accurate when the goal star (shown on the
619 x-axis) was achieved.

2-key sequences at the intermediate, and star-making 4-key
sequences at the most abstract level. We designed the task
in this way to elicit learning of hierarchical structure that
was motivated intrinsically, i.e., by observing non-rewarding
events in the environment for the building blocks of complex
sequences.
After learning, participants encountered an unsignaled
transfer phase, in which some rules changed (Fig. 1B, 1C).
The transfer phase investigated whether participants represented the task hierarchically. In the low-level transfer manipulation, we modified some 2-key sequences by replacing
individual keys, such that previous valid 2-key sequences no
longer created items, and were no longer part of 4-key starmaking sequences. In the high-level manipulation, some 4key sequences were modified by exchanging entire 2-key sequences with each other (Fig. 1B, right), such that all initial
2-key sequences stayed valid, but had to be combined differently to make stars. We controlled for the numbers of individual keys that were affected by each manipulation (Fig. 1C),
and predicted that performance would differ between lowand high-level transfer if participants used a hierarchical representation: We argued that valid 2-key sequences were more
consolidated than 4-key star-making sequences and should be
more difficult to re-learn. 4-key sequences, on the other hand,
should be more flexible and malleable and less affected by
transfer.
Experimental details. All participants provided online informed consent in accordance with the Institutional Review
Board of the University of California, Berkeley, and completed a demographics form. Participants then performed the
task, which consisted of a tutorial, a learning and transfer
phase with one machine using one hand, and another learning
and transfer phase with a different machine using the other
hand. After the task, participants completed a questionnaire
about their task strategies.
On each trial, participants pressed four keys with the goal
of finding the current trial’s goal star, shown at the top of the
screen, to receive a point (Fig. 1A). A point counter showed
cumulative points. Each key press within a trial is called a
“subtrial”. Four keys were available on each trial, depending
on the machine: Q, W, E, and R (left hand); or U, I, O, and
P (right hand). Participants were allowed a maximum of 2.5
seconds for each trial; when the four key presses took longer,
participants were told to respond faster next time and the trial
was counted as missed. Each trial was followed by a 0.5second inter-trial interval, after which the next trial started.
Each key press was immediately visualized as a colored circle in a response box underneath the star machine, with a oneto-one match between key and color. When participants executed a valid 2-key sequence within the first (last) two slots,
an item immediately appeared on the left (right) side of the
machine’s window. Each of the four valid 2-key sequences
was represented by a unique item. When participants executed a valid 4-key sequence, a star immediately appeared.
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When the star coincided with the goal star, the point counter
incremented by 1 point. When a trial did not form a valid
4-key sequence, no star appeared. Incorrect trials were not
signaled otherwise.
Valid 2-key and 4-key sequences were constructed to maximize similarity between high-level and low-level transfer for
experimental control. The same abstract rules were used for
all participants (Fig. 1B-C). Systematic biases were avoided
by randomizing the assignment of actions to keys, 2-key sequences to items, and 4-key sequences to stars.
For each machine, participants completed 12 blocks of 25
trials (with 4 key presses each) during the training phase, and
8 blocks of 25 trials during the transfer phase. Each block
showed one goal star. Two of the four learning-phase stars
were selected for the transfer phase (Fig. 1C, 1D). The transition between learning and transfer phase was not signaled.
After completing the first machine (learning and transfer),
participants took a 1-minute break. After the break, they were
presented with a new machine, and were instructed to use the
opposite hand on a different set of keys to minimize carryover between the machines. Hand order and machine order
(low vs high transfer) were jointly randomized between participants. The new machine followed the same abstract rules
as the old machine, but keys were randomly re-assigned to the
new set of keys. A novel set of items indicated valid 2-key sequences, and a novel set of stars indicated star-making 4-key
sequences. The task was written in jsPsych, a JavaScript library that facilitates online data collection.
Participants. Seventy-three undergraduate students completed the task online for course credit (58 females, 13 males,
2 declined to answer). Four were excluded because they did
not meet demographic criteria (e.g., present or past psychological illness). Six were excluded because they missed more
than 50 trials (mean missed trials after exclusion: 11.6, sd:
9.2, min: 1, max: 35). Two were excluded because they took
more than 60 minutes for the task (mean duration after exclusion: 36 minutes, min: 26, max: 46, sd: 5.3). Eleven were
excluded because they used pen and paper or other external
devices to help with the task, which potentially obscured the
cognitive processes we aimed to investigate. (Because the
study was conducted online due to the Covid pandemic, we
could not monitor the use of pen and paper directly, and asked
participants in the post-experiment questionnaire.) In total,
17 participants were excluded, leading to a final sample of
56 participants (45 females, 10 males, 1 declined to answer;
mean age: 20.6, min: 18.1, max: 31.8, sd: 1.96).
Data analysis. We used Python for data analysis and visualization. Regression models were conducted using the
statsmodels package, which uses a Normal distribution to approximate p-values (and therefore does not implement the
Satterthwaite correction; Seabold and Perktold, 2010). Unless otherwise specified, we used mixed-effects models and
defined each participant as a group.

Results
Creating Hierarchy by Learning Action Sequences
We first investigated how participants learned new action sequences, focusing on just the learning phase.

Subtrial 2
Subtrial 4

C

D

***

Incorrect

Correct

Response time

***
***

***
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Item discovered on

1

2

3

***

4

1

Subtrial

2

3

*

Increased use of valid 2-key sequences. We next assessed
whether the overall proportion of valid compared to invalid

Post-item
slowing

**

Repetition of valid sequences. If the appearance of nonrewarding items indeed motivated participants to execute
valid 2-key sequences, their frequency should increase over
time. To tests this, we compared the frequency of all four
valid 2-key sequences, aligned to their first discovery in a
block, to four randomly selected invalid, but structurallysimilar 2-key sequences (Fig. 2B). We then calculated the
difference between the proportion of valid versus invalid sequences for each participant and each trial (Fig. 2B, inset), and used mixed-effects regression to predict this difference from the trial since sequence discovery. This analysis revealed a significant difference from zero (Intercept
β = 0.13, z = 14.7, p < 0.001) with a negative effect of trial
(β = −0.01, z = −6.6, p < 0.001), confirming that participants repeated valid 2-key sequences more often than invalid
ones, with a negative effect of time since first sequence execution. This analysis was restricted to trials in which participants did not reach the goal star (incorrect trials) because
correct trials naturally have a higher proportion of valid compared to invalid 2-key sequences (because all valid 4-key sequences are composed of valid 2-key sequences), and would
therefore bias the result. In sum, participants repeated valid
2-key sequences more than invalid ones, suggesting that the
appearance of items triggered intrinsic motivation.

A

*

Slowing after unexpected event. We had hypothesized
that unexpected items would trigger participants’ curiosity
and motivate them to repeat the 2-key sequence which led to
the item, thus facilitating learning. To assess this, we tested
whether participants slowed down after discovering a new
item for the first time. Slowing commonly arises after errors (Danielmeier and Ullsperger, 2011), rewards (Raio et al.,
2020), or surprising events (Parmentier et al., 2019), and is
usually interpreted as an orienting response, potentially related to learning and processing of prediction errors. We assessed response times for the third key press in a trial (subtrial
3) when an item was discovered for the first time in a block
on subtrial 2, comparing trials in which an item was discovered to the trials preceding and subsequent to the discovery
(Fig. 2A, red line). Repeated-measures t-tests, Bonferronicorrected for multiple comparisons, revealed that participants
were significantly slower on the trial of item discovery compared to both preceding (t(54) = 4.1, p = 0.0003) and subsequent trials (t(54) = 6.9, p < 0.001). This slowing was
a specific post-item effect rather than general slowing, as it
uniquely occurred on subtrial 3 when an item appeared on
subtrial 2, but not on subtrial 4 (Fig. 2A, blue line).

4

Figure 2: (A) Post-item slowing. Response times were elevated on subtrial 3 when a 2-key sequence was discovered
before (on subtrials 1 and 2; red), but not after (subtrials 3
and 4; blue), revealing specific post-item slowing. Dots represent means; error bars between-participant 95% confidence
intervals. (B) Repetition of valid and invalid sequences after
first discovery. Trial 0 shows the first execution of a 2-key sequence in a block. Subsequent trials show the proportion of
trials on which the same sequence was executed, separately
for valid (blue) and invalid (red) 2-key sequences. The inset
shows within-participant difference between valid and invalid
sequences. (C) Number of 2-key sequences executed per trial
(block 1 only). The blue line shows the average of the four
valid 2-key sequences (signaled by item appearance), and the
red line shows the average of four matched invalid 2-key sequences (not signaled by items). The maximum number of
2-key sequences per trial is two because each trial allows for
four key presses. The red and blue lines do not add up to two
because only matched invalid sequences were included in the
analysis. (D) Response time for each key press within a trial.
Colors indicate block number (dark to light). Stars show results of repeated-measures t-tests described in the main text
(* p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001).

Patterned response times. We next assessed the temporal structure of participants’ key presses, hypothesizing that
if participants treated valid 2-key sequences like stand-alone
actions, the two keys of the sequence would be executed in
quick succession, compared to slower execution at sequence
boundaries. Indeed, participants typed faster at sequence
completion than initiation, with faster response times on subtrial 2 compared to 1, and subtrial 4 compared to 3, for both
correct and incorrect trials, as revealed by repeated-measures
t-tests using 8-way Bonferroni correction (all t(55)s > 2.9,
all ps < 0.04; Fig. 2D). Interestingly, participants also responded faster on subtrial 3 compared to 1, and 4 compared
to 2, suggesting that participants might have frontloaded processing, such that the second 2-key sequence was already prepared before or during the first sequence. This pronounced
slow-fast-slow-fast response pattern suggests that participants
executed two distinct 2-key actions rather than four individual
actions, supporting our hypothesis that participants chunked
pairs of key presses into a single unit, consolidating 2-key
sequences into distinctive, temporally-extended actions.

Using Hierarchy for Exploration and Planning
We next investigated whether and how participants used their
learned hierarchical action space for exploration and planning, analyzing the transfer phase.
Using 2-key sequences for exploration. We first tested
whether participants actively moved 2-key sequences between “slots” (first slot: subtrials 1 and 2; second slot: subtrials 3 and 4). This would indicate that they did not just learn
2-key sequences as distinct, stand-alone actions, but also actively explored how to reach stars using them. Specifically,
we assessed the number of trials that passed between the first
discovery of a new 2-key sequence and its first use in the
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Transfer

Response times

A

Accuracy

sequences increased over the course of the first learning
block, in accordance with participants’ hypothesized expansion of the action repertoire (Fig. 2C). We used mixedeffects regression to predict the number (0, 1, or 2) of valid
and invalid 2-key sequences on each trial from sequence validity (valid vs invalid) and trial number (1-25), as well as
their interactions. The significant interaction between sequence validity and trial (β = 0.036, z = 7.1, p < 0.001)
confirmed that the trajectories of valid and invalid sequences
differed. Follow-up models revealed a positive slope for
valid sequences (β = 0.011, p = 0.04), indicating increase in
use, and a negative slope for invalid sequences (β = −0.025,
p < 0.001), indicating decreased in use. For the same reason as above, the analysis was limited to incorrect trials only.
These results suggest that participants expanded their action
repertoire by adding temporally-extended actions to the initial
set of individual keys (basic actions). Rather than continuing
to explore their environment using just basic actions, participants seemed to shift their exploration strategy toward using
2-key sequences.

Manipulation

Trial

Trial

Figure 3: (A) Number of trials to use a 2-key sequence that
was first discovered in one position in the opposite position of
a trial. (B) Performance in the transfer phase. Accuracy (left)
and response times (right) over trials, averaged over blocks,
for both high (red) and low (blue) transfer phases.

opposite slot, and compared it between valid and invalid sequences in each block (Fig. 3A). On average, participants
took 5.6 trials after discovery to transfer valid sequences but
6.2 for invalid ones. Mixed-effects regression on the difference revealed a significant intercept (β = −0.87, se = 0.33,
z = −2.63, p = 0.008), with no effect of block (β = −0.004,
p = 0.94), confirming that participants transferred valid 2key sequences faster than expected based on baseline (invalid
sequences). In sum, participants quickly transferred valid action sequences from the position in which they were originally discovered to the opposite position, suggesting flexible
reuse and exploration.
Differences between high and low transfer. Finally, we
assessed the transfer phase of the experiment, comparing the
impact of modifying 2-key sequences (low-level manipulation) versus 4-key sequences (high-level manipulation; Fig
1C). We predicted that the low-level manipulation would impair performance more because 2-key sequences were more
consolidated and less accessible to change once they became
part of participants’ abstract action space. We hypothesized
that the high-level manipulation would affect performance
less because the combination of 2-key sequences was less
consolidated than the 2-key sequences themselves, such that
new associations can be re-learned more easily. We tested
this prediction by probing differences between accuracy during high-level and low-level manipulation (Fig. 3B), using
mixed-effects regression to predict accuracy from transfer
type (high versus low), trial number (1-25), and their interaction. The model showed main effects of transfer type
(β = 0.10, z = 6.4, p < 0.001) and trial (β = 0.1, z = 15.7,
p = 0.10) and no interaction (β = 0.002, z = 1.6, p = 0.11),
revealing that performance was indeed more impaired during lower-level manipulation, and that this effect did not diminish over time. In sum, performance suffered more when
the lower level was manipulated compared to the higher one,
supporting the role of 2-key sequences as building blocks for
planning and complex action.

Discussion
This study provides an analysis of how humans create hierarchical action spaces, shedding light both on how hierarchy is created, and how it is subsequently used: Our results
suggest that participants create hierarchical action spaces by
continuously learning new action sequences, as evidenced by
the slowing after events that were unexpectedly triggered by
their own actions (Gershman and Niv, 2015; Parmentier et
al., 2019), the subsequent repetition of these actions to reproduce the event, and the increased use of the learned sequences
for future exploration. The use of the learned sequences was
characterized by its active, hypothesis-driven nature: Participants moved sequences between trial slots, and showed more
difficulty re-learning lower-level than higher-level sequences,
suggesting increased consolidation of lower levels (Goodman
et al., 2011).
Limitations of the current task design. One limitation of
the study is the inherent difficulty to directly compare lowlevel and high-level manipulations. By definition, action sequences are affected differently, and we experienced that controlling one aspect of experimental design (e.g., positions of
manipulated keys) often led to disturbances in others (e.g.,
number of manipulated keys). We aimed to address this issue
by choosing imbalances that worked against our hypothesis
(e.g., minimizing change in low-level manipulation), thereby
ascertaining that an existing effect (e.g., better performance
in high-level manipulation) was due to hierarchical structure,
rather than design imbalances.
Ambiguities around intrinsic motivation. The definition
of “intrinsic motivation” differs between fields (education,
psychology, AI), as well as between specific studies within
each field. The common denominator is that intrinsic motivation cannot rely on extrinsic rewards, but what information it
can employ is largely undefined. We reasoned that, despite
being intrinsic to agents, intrinsic motivation is likely still
tied to external events (e.g., inherent enjoyment of watching a movie, reading a book, listening to music, going on
a hike), even though exceptions might exist (e.g., pure joy
about a novel thought that occurred unrelated to current surroundings). Our experiment aimed to operationalize this intuition through action-triggered, but non-rewarding events.
However, some might argue that these events are too closely
related to the reward structure of the task to count as purely
“intrinsic” motivators. Future research might help settle this
question. For example, one could conduct a task variant in
which the appearance of items is not tied to the reward structure (e.g., 2-key sequences that create items are never part
of star-producing 4-key sequences, and vice versa). If participants still show signs of intrinsic motivation to perform
item-producing 2-key sequences in this variant (e.g., slowing down, increase in frequency, shuffling between slots), this
would prove that the appearance of items provides motivation
that is independent of rewards, and therefore intrinsic.
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Differences between intrinsic and extrinsic motivation.
An interesting question for future research is whether intrinsic and extrinsic motivators affect learning differently. In AI,
intrinsic and extrinsic rewards are often combined additively,
i.e., treated as the same entity. However, it is also possible
that each affects learning in a different way. To test this,
we are planning to use a task version that replaces all items
with explicit rewards (e.g., points). One possible outcome of
this study is that participants are less motivated to learn how
to create stars if they can also obtain rewards by performing much simpler 2-key sequences, depending on the relative
worth of 2-key sequences compared to stars. If this is the
case, it might be a fundamental role of intrinsic motivation to
continuously adjust the “rewardingness” of intermediate actions in order to continuously enable learning of increasingly
complex actions. Indeed, intrinsic motivation intuitively decreases with increased familiarity and skill, whereas extrinsic
rewards stay at the same levels infinitely (at least in theory;
Singh et al., 2009), making the former a more promising candidate for “life-long” learning.
Another important control will be to remove the intermediary items altogether, to shed light on the importance of intermediary feedback for learning complex actions. A likely
outcome of this study is that participants will have increased
difficulties to learn 4-key sequences without the scaffolding
provided by intermediary feedback for 2-key sequences. This
would support our hypothesis that non-rewarding environmental information can be crucial for the acquisition of complex action sequences, even when it is not itself rewarding.
Computational modeling. We have previously presented
an algorithm that formalizes our hypotheses about the creation of hierarchical action spaces and makes predictions
about task variants with more (or fewer) levels and more (or
fewer) basic actions (Eckstein and Collins, 2017). Our next
step will be to apply this algorithm to humans. The curiositydriven hierarchical reinforcement learning (“CHaRLy”) algorithm is based on the options framework (Sutton et al., 1999):
Whenever CHaRLy experiences an unexpected event (e.g.,
new item appears), the creation of a new “option” is triggered
(in this case, re-creating the unexpected event). Initiated uniformly, options are learned through RL value updating based
on experienced outcomes (Sutton and Barto, 2017). In this
way, each option eventually is a reliable policy to trigger one
particular event (item). Options make up the lower level of
hierarchy in CHaRLy. The high level is needed to choose
between all options and basic actions. This choice is guided
by another set of RL values, which operate at the high level.
The values of basic actions are updated based on whether an
extrinsic reward was obtained (e.g., goal star appears). The
values of options are updated based on both the achieved extrinsic and an additional intrinsic reward that reflects surprise.
CHaRLy uses the successor representation (Dayan, 1993) to
accurately represent the temporal structure of the task and
learn values that are appropriate for sequential actions.

The CHaRLy model contains the main features of hierarchy present in previous models of human hierarchical thought
(e.g., Collins and Koechlin, 2012; Eckstein and Collins,
2020; Xia and Collins, 2021), including the two-level structure and existence of distinct low-level policies. However,
it is unique in that it also combines more complex features,
including complex, temporally extended actions (Xia and
Collins, 2021) and curiosity (Singh et al., 2005), making it
a more comprehensive hierarchical RL model of human behavior. It is a good candidate to capture human behavior in
this task because it makes the right qualitative predictions,
and quantitatively describes our hypotheses.
Conclusion. Humans’ astonishing ability to learn from
sparse rewards in highly-flexible and ever-changing environments might therefore rely on an ability to create increasingly complex building blocks of behavior, based on curiosity
about non-rewarding environmental events. These building
blocks—shaped by the environment—can eventually facilitate the efficient discovery of reward.
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Abstract
One of the major debates in the field of word production is
whether lexical selection is competitive or not. For nearly half
a century, semantic interference effects in picture naming
latencies have been claimed as evidence for competitive
(relative threshold) models of lexical selection, while semantic
facilitation effects have been claimed as evidence for noncompetitive (simple threshold) models instead. In this paper,
we use a computational modeling approach to compare the
consequences of competitive and noncompetitive selection
algorithms for blocked cyclic picture naming latencies,
combined with two approaches to representing taxonomic and
thematic semantic features. We show that although our simple
model can capture both semantic interference and facilitation,
the presence or absence of competition in the selection
mechanism is unrelated to the polarity of these semantic
effects. These results question the validity of prior assumptions
and offer new perspectives on the origins of interference and
facilitation in language production.
Keywords: word production; computational modeling;
thematic representation; taxonomic representation; semantic
interference

Introduction
When choosing a word for production, do speakers consider
each candidate’s activation independently—selecting the
first to exceed a simple threshold—or do they compare each
candidate’s activation to that of the alternatives? This
question of competitive lexical selection has been a focus of
considerable debate for the past two decades. The empirical
fuel for the debate has focused on semantic interference
effects in picture naming experiments, especially those using
picture-word interference and blocked cyclic naming.
In the picture-word interference task, participants attempt
to name pictures while ignoring visually or auditorily
presented distractor words. Participants are typically slower
to correctly name pictures when the accompanying
distractors are semantically similar to the targets than when
they are unrelated (see, e.g., Bürki, Elbuy, Madec, &
Vasishth, 2020, for a review), a result that is typically claimed
as evidence for a competitive lexical selection process. The
most common interpretation is that perceiving a distractor
directly activates its lexical representation in the production
system, making it stronger competitor, and participants need
to work harder to select a target name when an alternative has
support from both the distractor process and the production
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process itself (e.g., Levelt, Roelofs, & Meyer, 1999).
However, that competitive interpretation is complicated by
another robust observation, that the precise nature of the
semantic relationship between the target and the distractor
also matters: while distractors from the same taxonomic
category as a target (e.g., dog/cow) will slow target naming,
distractors that are semantically associated with a target (e.g.
milk/cow) can instead produce facilitation (Alario et al.,
2000; Costa et al., 2005; Mahon et al., 2007). It is not
immediately obvious how a competitive system could
account for such a reversal in the polarity of the effect—
according to the basic competitive selection hypothesis,
anything that supports an alternative response should thereby
hinder target selection—so that facilitation has been
interpreted as support for the noncompetitive claim.
Blocked cyclic naming elicits a similar pattern of results.
This task does not involve ‘distractors’; instead, participants
simply name pictures one at a time. The paradigm draws its
name from a sequencing manipulation: researchers present
the pictures ‘cycling’ repeatedly through small sets of items
in ‘blocks’ where the items are either semantically related or
unrelated. Participants and are slower to correctly name items
when they occur in blocks from a single taxonomic category
(e.g., mammals) than when they represent different
categories, a difference that increases over successive cycles.
Like taxonomic picture-word interference, this taxonomic
interference effect is typically described as evidence for
competitive lexical selection (see Nozari & Pinet, 2020, for a
review): priming taxonomically related words makes them
more effective competitors, thus slowing target word
selection. And although there have been some reports of
interference from thematically associated blocks (e.g., Abdel
Rahman & Melinger, 2007), thematic interference effects
have invariably been weaker than the taxonomic interference
effects in the same experiments, and sometimes altogether
absent (e.g., de Zubicaray, Johnson, Howard, & McMahon,
2014). In other words, while the evidence for interference
induced by taxonomic relations is robust, the consequences
of thematic relations are less clear-cut, partly because many
studies that test thematic relations have not fully disentangled
them from taxonomic relations.
To disentangle these factors, McDonagh, Fisher, & Nozari
(2020) recently used a simplified version of the blocked
cyclic naming paradigm, including just two pictures per

block, controlled for quantitative measures of both taxonomic
similarity (Resnik scores) and thematic similarity
(association scores). They paired the same target pictures
once with taxonomically related pictures (high Resnik and
low association scores), once with thematically related
pictures (high association and low Resnik scores), and once
with pictures that were unrelated to the target in either
dimension (low scores on both measures). This double
dissociation, along with controlling for segmental overlap,
which can itself induce interference, allowed for
disentangling the two effects: compared to the baseline,
taxonomic similarity induced clear interference, while
thematic similarity produced marginal facilitation that also
significantly differed from the taxonomic interference.
To summarize, the behavioral evidence is clear: taxonomic
relations reliably induce interference, while thematic
relations often do not, and may even facilitate production.
The question is: Can these seemingly opposing effects be
captured using a single mechanism, and if so, is that
mechanism competitive or non-competitive selection?
In this paper, we use a computational modeling approach
to critically evaluate two core assumptions underlying the use
of both paradigms to assess the presence or absence of lexical
competition: (1) behavioral interference is evidence for
competitive lexical selection, and (2) behavioral facilitation
is evidence against competitive lexical selection. The first of
these assumptions has already received some scrutiny.
Regarding taxonomic picture-word interference, researchers
have proposed alternative explanations that do not require
competition at the level of lexical selection. The Response
Exclusion Hypothesis (e.g., Mahon et al., 2007), for instance,
posits that semantic picture-word interference results instead
reflect late, post-selection monitoring processes that
participants engage in response to the peculiarities of the
picture-word interference task. A participant might initially
choose a response quite easily but covertly re-evaluate it
before actually speaking it aloud. Such alternatives abound
because the complexity of the task hinders associating even
robust empirical results with specific properties of the
production system (Oppenheim & Balatsou, 2019).
Regarding interference in the blocked cyclic naming
paradigm, Oppenheim, Dell, & Schwartz, (2010) have
previously shown that such taxonomic interference naturally
emerges from domain-general incremental learning
processes, regardless of whether they are paired with
competitive or noncompetitive algorithms for lexical
selection. While the learning account is compatible with
competitive selection models, it renders any possible
competition in the selection algorithm superfluous.
The question that we now turn to is whether thematic
facilitation in such paradigms implies the absence of
competition. Under the competitive selection account, any
manipulation that increases the activation of an alternative
response is generally expected to delay target selection and
1
Though the term ‘feature’ can imply a localist approach to
semantic representation, the model is similarly compatible with
distributed approaches.
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thereby increase naming latencies, so the account struggles to
explain any systematic exception to that pattern (e.g., Levelt
et al., 1999). Associative facilitation in picture-word
interference might therefore require ad hoc assumptions that
semantic associates do not compete with targets for selection,
or be explained away as caused by other, non-selection
mechanisms. But because thematic interference in blocked
cyclic naming has repeatedly been claimed as evidence for
competitive lexical selection (e.g., Abdel Rahman &
Melinger, 2007), its absence in better controlled studies (e.g.,
McDonagh et al., 2020) is more problematic for the account.
In the following simulations, we offer a novel account of
the range of observed thematic effects in blocked cyclic
naming as emerging from variation in the contextdependence of thematic representations. Simulation 1 shows
that, when we represent thematic features in precisely the
same way as taxonomic features, contributing to lexical
retrieval regardless of context, they produce cumulative
semantic interference. Simulation 2 shows that, when we
instead assume that thematic features contribute more to
lexical activation in supporting contexts—for instance, when
they are shared by successive items—thematic relationships
can instead yield facilitation. In each simulation, we simulate
response times using both competitive and noncompetitive
algorithms for lexical selection, and in each simulation the
contrasting algorithms yield equivalent results.

Model Description
We assess the consequences of competitive lexical selection
and approaches to taxonomic and thematic representation
within the framework of Oppenheim, Dell, & Schwartz's
(2010) Dark Side model of incremental learning in
semantically driven word production, implemented in
R/C++. This simple model maps shared semantic features
onto words via a single layer of connections, adjusting the
connections after each retrieval to reduce activation error. It
was originally proposed as an explanation of taxonomic
cumulative semantic interference in tasks including blocked
cyclic picture naming, allowing us to straightforwardly
compare selection rules under two approaches to representing
thematic associations.

Architecture
As illustrated in Figure 1, the model consists of an array of
semantic nodes, described1 as semantic features, directly
mapped to an array of word nodes via a single layer of
learnable connections, initialized at zero.
Representations. Following Oppenheim et al. (2010), this
model represents each word as the unique intersection of two
semantic features. For instance, within its small vocabulary,
the output word ‘dog’ is the intersection of [mammal] and
[terrestrial] input features, while the output word ‘car’ is the

selection is a simple threshold function of the activation of
the most strongly activated word.
𝜏
𝑡.&/&0'!1% = log 2 0
2
Eq. 3
𝑎! '"

Semantic features

Second, a competitive formula (Eq. 4, following Eq. 12
from Oppenheim et al., 2010; cf. Krajbich & Rangel, 2011;
Nozari & Hepner, 2019) assumes that the time of word
selection is a relative threshold function of the activation of
the most strongly activated word compared to the next most
strongly activated word.

Words

Figure 1: Architecture of the base model as implemented in
Simulation 1. All connection weights are learned from
experience: excitatory in black, inhibitory in grey.

𝜏
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*
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intersection of the [vehicular] and [terrestrial] input features.
A simple extension of this approach could represent thematic
features like [birthday party] in exactly the same way.

Algorithms
Following Oppenheim et al. (2010), each trial consists of
three phases: activation, selection, and learning.
Activation. Each trial begins with the activation of two
semantic features, setting their activations to 1 and the
activations of all other nodes to zero. From these, we
calculate the initial activation of each output word as the
sigmoidal transformation of its net input, including a small
amount of normally distributed noise. Thus, the net input for
each word output node i is calculated in Eq. 1 as the sum of
the activation of each input node, aj, times the weight of its
connection to node i, wij:
net ! = % 𝑤!" 𝑎"

Eq. 4

We have selected these algorithms for the sake of
expository clarity, with the assumption that other plausible
algorithms will yield similar predictions when considered at
the same grain.
Learning. At the end of the trial, the weight of each
connection is adjusted according to the Widrow-Hoff (1960)
Delta Rule (Eq. 5), implementing a supervised corrective
learning algorithm:
Δ𝑤!" = 𝜂(𝑎! (1 − 𝑎! )(𝑑! − 𝑎! ))𝑎"

Eq. 5

Parameters. Model parameters are given in Table 1. These
are identical to the parameters used in Oppenheim et al.
(2010), with one exception: because we are only interested in
response times in these simulations, we reduced the
activation noise parameter from 0.5 to 0.1.

Simulation 1

Eq. 1

"

And the activation for each word output node i is given in
Eq. 2 as a sigmoidal function of the net input, plus a small
amount of normally distributed noise (with a mean of 0 and a
variance of 𝜈):
1
Eq. 2
𝑎! =
#(%&'
! ()(*,,))
1+𝑒
Selection. An active selection process plays out over time,
linking each word’s activation to its likelihood and timing of
selection. We assume that this selection emerges from an
evidence accumulation process, which ‘boosts’ task-relevant
activations toward a selection threshold, t, at a rate, b. The
functional nature of this selection process remains an active
topic of debate. While researchers universally assume that the
process imposes a winner-take-all function that links target
activation to the time of target selection, accounts differ on
the possible role of non-target activations in determining
target selection times. To address the range of theoretical
perspectives, we report selection times according to two
formulae.
First, a non-competitive formula (Eq. 3, following Eq. 11
from Oppenheim et al, 2010) assumes that the time of word
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In Simulation 1, we show that the model can capture the basic
taxonomic cumulative semantic interference effect in
McDonagh et al.’s (2020) modified blocked cyclic naming
paradigm, and test whether competitive selection is necessary
for demonstrating such interference. This demonstration and
test naturally extend to thematic interference if we assume
that speakers similarly use thematic ‘features’ to support
word retrieval.

Methods
The model was trained as in Oppenheim et al.’s (2010)
Simulation 2, with identical parameters as described above.
The only major difference is that, following McDonagh et
al.’s (2020) method, the testing phase implemented 6 twoitem cycles instead of four 6-item cycles.
Table 1: Model parameters.
Parameter
Learning rate (⌘)
Activation noise (⌫)
Boosting rate ( )
Threshold (⌧ )
Deadline (⌦)
Scaling constant for thematic input ( ; Sim 2 only)

Value
0.75
0.1
1.01
1
100
0.25

Discussion

Vocabulary. As in Oppenheim et al.’s (2010) Simulation 2,
the model was trained on a vocabulary that mapped 12
semantic features onto 36 words. Each feature was shared by
exactly six words, and each word represented the unique
intersection of two features.

Simulation 1 demonstrates that our model naturally accounts
for cumulative semantic interference in this simplified
blocked cyclic naming paradigm. As in Oppenheim et al.
(2010), the crucial mechanism underlying this interference is
incremental learning: strengthening and weakening
connections to reduce error leads the model to emphasize its
most recent experience even if doing so requires partially
forgetting previous knowledge (cf. McCloskey & Cohen,
1989).
Although the semantic features in our base model may most
obviously approximate taxonomic features from
taxonomically related items (e.g., where ‘cow’ and ‘bear’
share a ‘mammal’ feature), note that this simulation also
addresses the simplest case for thematic associations, where
thematic features are represented and used in a way that is
indistinguishable from taxonomic features (e.g., ‘cow’ and
‘milk’ share a ‘dairy farm context’ feature). That is, if there
is no real distinction between thematic features and
taxonomic features in general, then extending the scope of a
taxonomic feature-based model to include thematic features
is as simple as re-labeling the semantic features as ‘thematic’
and leads to the same interference for both taxonomic and
thematic relations. This demonstration is important because
thematic associations have sometimes been claimed to elicit
interference in the blocked cyclic naming paradigm (e.g.,
Abdel Rahman & Melinger, 2007). Crucially, however, a
model with a non-competitive selection rule is just as
successful at capturing such behavioral interference as one
with a competitive selection rule. In short, regardless of
whether it is attributed to taxonomic or thematic relations,
behavioral interference cannot distinguish between
competitive and non-competitive lexical selection.

Pre-training. All connection weights were initialized at 0.
Prior to simulating the experiment, we trained the model with
100 randomly ordered passes through its entire vocabulary,
updating connection weights after each trial.
Experiment simulation. To approximate McDonagh et al.’s
(2020) task, we ran the model separately on 1024 blocks in
each of two conditions: (1) a Baseline condition, where the
targets shared neither taxonomic nor thematic features, and
(2) a Semantically related condition, where the targets shared
one of their two input features; because this simulation
assumes equivalency between taxonomic and thematic
features, the shared feature can be assumed to represent
either. As in the empirical study, each block consisted of 6
randomly ordered ‘cycles’ through the two items.

Results
The simulation produced the expected cumulative semantic
interference effect: slower lexical selections in the
semantically related condition than in the semantically
unrelated condition, corresponding to the longer RTs that are
typically observed in human data. Figure 2 depicts the mean
per-cycle simulated selection times for 1024 blocks in each
condition, using both the competitive (Figure 2a) and
noncompetitive (Figure 2b) selection rules. Notably, the
model produces the same cumulative semantic interference
effect, increasing across cycles, when employing the
competitive selection rule as when employing the
noncompetitive one.

b) Non-competitive

45

Selection latency

Simulation 2 extends the findings of Simulation 1, by testing
whether a non-competitive selection mechanism is necessary
for explaining behavioral facilitation. In this simulation, we
consider the possibility that thematic features may crucially

Semantically related
(taxonomically or
thematically)
Baseline

40

Selection latency

a) Competitive

Simulation 2

Semantically related
(taxonomically or
thematically)
Baseline

30

25

35
1

2

3

4

5

6

1

Cycle

2

3

4

5

6

Cycle

Figure 2: Results of Simulation 1. Selection latencies in Panel (a) are calculated according to a strongly competitive
selection rule, while latencies in Panel (b) are calculated according to a non-competitive selection rule
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differ from taxonomic features in their context-dependence.
While taxonomic features tend to be central to the
representation of a word/concept, reliably activated
regardless of the context, we assume that thematic features
are only weakly associated, making their wider contextual
relevance more critical to their activation (e.g., Barsalou,
1982). As one way to implement this distinction, in
Simulation 2 we represent and train the contribution of
thematic associations as weak auxiliary semantic features
that require supporting contexts: each word is sufficiently
specified by its taxonomic features, as in Simulation 1, but
we assume that a ‘theme’ node provides an additional
retrieval cue when it has already been activated by the
preceding word. For instance, naming ‘cow’ and ‘tractor’
together may activate a ‘farm’ theme that then provides an
additional retrieval cue, but because that theme is not part of
the core representation of either concept, it provides no
support when encountering ‘cow’ in the context of farmirrelevant words like ‘bear’ or ‘stapler’.

Semantic
features

Words

Figure 3: Architecture of the extended model as
implemented in Simulation 2.
and was active in the previous trial, else its contribution
reduces to 0.
𝑎′4 = λ𝑎",0566&%' 𝑎",76&8!15.
Eq. 6
Although this implementation is admittedly ad hoc, Eq. 6
assumes that contextual support integrates activation patterns
across multiple trials, and crucially that thematic features
contribute more to word retrieval in supporting contexts.

Methods

Experiment simulation. The simulation followed the
methods of Simulation 1, except that it now included 1024
blocks of each of three conditions: (1) a Baseline condition,
where the targets shared neither taxonomic nor thematic
features, (2) a Taxonomically related condition, where the
targets shared one taxonomic feature but no thematic
features, and (3) a Thematically related condition, where the
targets shared one thematic feature but no taxonomic
features.

Methods followed Simulation 1, except as specified below.
Vocabulary As illustrated in Figure 3, we expanded the 12feature x 36-word vocabulary from Simulation 1 to include
an orthogonal set of six new ‘theme’ input features, each
associated equally often with each of the 12 taxonomic
features.
Thematic input feature activation. As discussed above, we
assume that features crucially differ from taxonomic features
in that they contribute more to word retrieval in supporting
contexts. We implement this assumption for Simulation 2 by
applying Eq. 6 in both pre-training and testing to calculate the
contribution of each thematic input feature to the net input for
the lexical layer. Each thematic input feature, aj, contributes
a scaled activation value, a’j, if it is active in the current trial
a) Competitive

Results
Mean selection times for Simulation 2 are depicted in Figure
4. If we assume that thematic features only contribute to word
retrieval in supporting contexts, this model again generates
the expected cumulative semantic interference for taxonomic
features, but it now predicts net facilitation instead of
b) Non-competitive

Baseline
Thematically related
40

Taxonomically related

Selection latency

Selection latency

Taxonomically related

35

1

2

3

4
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6

Baseline
30

Thematically related

25

1

Cycle

2

3

4

5

6

Cycle

Figure 4: In Simulation 2, semantic blocking with a thematic association creates facilitation rather than interference.
Selection latencies in Panel (a) are calculated according to a strongly competitive selection rule, while latencies in Panel
(b) are calculated according to a non-competitive selection rule.
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interference for thematically related blocks. Importantly, the
model yields the same pattern of results whether selection is
competitive (Fig. 4a) or non-competitive (Fig. 4b).

Discussion
Simulation 2 showed that taxonomically induced interference
and thematically induced facilitation can be simultaneously
captured within the same model. Is there something special
about thematic associations that turns interference into
facilitation? Not quite. The model applies the same
incremental learning processes in thematically related blocks
that it applies in the taxonomically related blocks, so both
should have the same basis for cumulative semantic
interference. The core reason for the thematic facilitation in
Simulation 2 is the assumption that the contribution from
thematic features is context-dependent: activating an extra
semantic feature in supporting contexts means that the target
word has more input in thematically related blocks because it
receives activation from three features instead of two. It
therefore predicts net thematic facilitation as a kind of fan
effect (from the memory literature) or a semantic richness
effect (e.g., Rabovsky, Schad, & Abdel Rahman, 2016).
Although behavioral studies tend not to report such robust
thematic facilitation in blocked cyclic naming, this
simulation captures two important features of their data.
First, thematic associations do reliably produce less semantic
interference than taxonomic associations, often resulting in
null effects. Second, thematic associations can elicit faster
responses than unrelated baseline conditions. While weaker
interference might simply be attributed to weaker
associations, the possibility of facilitation demands an
opposing force, and the context-dependent activation of
thematic features in Simulation 2 provides it. Moreover, by
capturing both interference and facilitation, the model
demonstrates a basis for interpolating between its states to
address intermediate outcomes such as weak or null effects.
Importantly, although the polarity of the thematic effect
has reversed from Simulation 1, the competitive and
noncompetitive selection rules again yield equivalent results.
In short, neither interference, nor facilitation, could
distinguish between competitive and non-competitive
mechanisms of lexical selection.

General Discussion
Our simulations have examined the importance of
(non)competitive lexical selection in extending taxonomic
feature-based word production models to incorporate
thematic associations. Two major results emerged. The first
is that simple feature-based representations of thematic
associations can capture the full gamut of theme-based
effects in single-word production. Representing thematic
features as equivalent to taxonomic features can produce the
kind of theme-based interference that has sometimes been
reported in blocked cyclic naming experiments (Abdel
Rahman & Melinger, 2007). Representing thematic features
as context-dependent auxiliary cues can instead produce
theme-based facilitation, as we have seen in our own blocked
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cyclic naming experiments and has often been shown in
experiments utilizing picture-word interference. And by
extension, the approach can account for intermediate results
by assuming stochastic variation in the way that individuals
represent and access specific features.
The second important result is that, within each simulation,
the competitive and noncompetitive selection rules produced
equivalent results. This finding clearly demonstrates that the
assumption of behavioral interference and facilitation
mapping directly on to competitive and non-competitive
mechanisms of lexical selection is false. The presence or
absence of competition in the selection mechanism is neither
necessary nor sufficient to explain the existence or polarity of
these effects.
Collectively, these results show that behavioral
interference and facilitation as a function of semantic
similarity have more to do with how semantic knowledge is
mapped on to the lexical items, as opposed to the details of
lexical selection. Our second simulation is a step in
formalizing this view: while classical accounts of knowledge
representations assumed objects and concepts to have stable
representations, contemporary behavioral and neuroimaging
evidence has shifted this view in favor of context-dependent
representations (see Yee & Thompson-Schill, 2016, for a
review). Naturally, the features most dependent on context
are thematic features, i.e., those that determine the
association between an item and other items under specific
themes. In contrast, taxonomic features are relatively stable
across contexts. Simulation 2 in this paper implements this
logic and demonstrates that it is sufficient to explain the
patterns of behavior observed when speakers name pictures
with different kinds of semantic relations. This general
approach can easily be extended to test how emphasizing
certain features or probabilistically manipulating a set of
features can shift the balance between interference and
facilitation, which we recommend as a future direction.
As for whether lexical selection is competitive or not, we
have provided unambiguous evidence that the question
cannot be addressed by appealing to behavioral interference
or facilitation. There is of course a wide range of possible
algorithms for competitive selection, including the possibility
that the system could shift between competitive and
noncompetitive states in response to task goals (Nozari &
Hepner, 2019). We have aimed to implement and assess
representative forms of the algorithms, because our goal here
has not been to identify the precise form of the selection
process. Instead, our main point is that the empirical evidence
does not warrant a strong commitment to a selection process
that is definitely competitive or non-competitive, so although
the process of computational modelling may require a
researcher to tentatively assume some specific form,
language production theories that strongly depend on such
specific properties of a selection algorithm are built on shaky
ground.
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Abstract
Many students fail to develop adequate understanding of
mathematical equivalence in early grades, which impacts later
algebra learning. Work from McNeil and colleagues proposes
that this failure is partly due to the format of traditional
instruction and practice with highly similar problems, which
encourages students to develop ineffective representations of
problem types (McNeil, 2014, McNeil & Alibali, 2005). In the
current study, we explore students’ learning trajectories in two
matched equivalence interventions. We show that, relative to
an active control, the principle-based treatment intervention
gives rise to a greater number of successful learners, a
designation that, in turn, leads to improved performance on
distal transfer assessments. We further demonstrate a
predictive relationship between students’ engagement with the
intervention, via workbook completion, and likelihood of
becoming a successful learner. Our findings have implications
for early detection of learning and subsequent scaffolding for
low-performing students.
Keywords:
Mathematical
representations;
mathematics education; randomized control trial

learning;

Introduction
What kind of early intervention can best help students learn
key concepts and prevent later struggles in algebra? Research
suggests that understanding mathematical equivalence is a
critical component of algebraic reasoning (Carpenter, Franke,
& Levi, 2003; Charles, 2005; Knuth, Stephens, McNeil, &
Alibali, 2006). However, the majority of US students fail to
reason with and apply concepts of equivalence (McNeil &
Alibali, 2005), making encoding errors when remembering
mathematical equations (e.g., McNeil & Alibali, 2004), and
interpreting the equal sign to mean “calculate the total” rather
than “two amounts are the same” (e.g., Behr, Erlwanger, &
Nichols, 1980).
McNeil and Alibali (2005) proposed a change-resistance
account of children’s difficulty with equivalence: traditional
arithmetic instruction that focuses on procedures (i.e., solving
problems such as 3 + 4 = _) promotes a misconception of the
equal sign as a request for an answer and interferes with the
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development of relational understanding. The majority of
examples of arithmetic problems in early elementary math
curricula show operations (e.g., addition and subtraction) on
the left of the equal sign and the “answer” on the right (Seo
& Ginsburg, 2003). Based on this observation, McNeil and
Alibali characterize the representations that develop in early
mathematics as “operational patterns” as they reflect an
understanding of arithmetic that focuses on the operators
(e.g., +, –, , ) rather than the relational nature of
mathematical equations. Once entrenched, children rely on
these potentially misleading patterns when encoding,
interpreting, and solving novel mathematics problems.
Students who expect all problems to have operations on the
left fail to correctly encode the problem being asked. For
instance, after briefly viewing the problem “7 + 4 + 5 = 7 +
__” many children rely on their knowledge of an “operations
= answer” problem format and erroneously remember the
problem as “7 + 4 + 5 + 7 = __” (McNeil & Alibali, 2004).
Students also struggle to interpret what a mathematical
problem is asking. When asked to define the equal sign—
even in the context of a mathematical equivalence problem—
many children treat it like an arithmetic operator (+ or - ) that
means they should calculate the total (McNeil & Alibali,
2005). Finally, entrenched patterns mislead students to solve
the problem “7 + 4 + 5 = 7 + __” by performing all given
operations on all given numbers and put 23 (instead of 9) in
the blank (McNeil, 2007; Rittle-Johnson, 2006). These
findings support the idea that children’s difficulties with
mathematical equivalence are partially due to inappropriate
knowledge derived from overly narrow experience with
traditional arithmetic.

ICUE: Improving Children’s Understanding of
Equivalence Intervention
As current math practice seems to promote the
development of faulty representations, the change resistance
account of “operational patterns” offers design principles for
instruction to improve students’ understanding of
equivalence. Initially, researchers hypothesized that greater

exposure to “non-traditional arithmetic” problems (e.g.,
presenting operations on the right side of the equation,
“_ = 2 + 4” and using relational phrases such as “is equal to”
instead of the equal sign in practice problems) may prevent
students from developing operational patterns (McNeil et al.,
2011). Though practice with non-traditional arithmetic led to
improved outcomes over traditional instruction, a number of
students failed to reach proficiency (McNeil, Fyfe, &
Dunwiddle, 2015).
To further promote mastery of equivalence, McNeil and
colleagues added additional design features beyond nontraditional arithmetic practice. The current version of the
materials, dubbed Improving Children’s Understanding of
Equivalence (ICUE), consists of second grade student
activities that reduce reliance on operational patterns and
promote deep understanding of mathematical equivalence
through four key components, outlined below, that have
independently been shown to be effective. Multiple pilot
studies have since found that the ICUE treatment intervention
is successful in improving student understanding of
mathematical equivalence (Byrd et al., 2015; Johannes et al.
2017; Johannes and Davenport, 2019).

1. Nontraditional arithmetic practice (McNeil, Fyfe, &

2.

3.

4.

Mid-level performance: Students evidenced mid-level
performance on pre- or post-intervention assessments if they
gave correct responses on between 5/14 to 9/14 items (i.e.,
33-66% accuracy).
High-level performance: Students evidenced high-level
performance on pre- or post-intervention assessments if they
gave correct responses on 10/14 or more items (i.e., above
66% accuracy).
Based on these divisions, we explore the following questions:
1.

2.

3.

Are students assessed as low performing, preintervention, in the Treatment condition more
likely to become high performing, postintervention, than those in the Active Control
condition?
Do students that improve from low to high
performing, independent of condition,
demonstrate higher accuracy on transfer
measures of mathematical knowledge?
Can we predict successful learning at
intermediate points in the intervention?

Assessing students’ knowledge of equivalence. We
assessed second-grade students’ knowledge of mathematical
equivalence before and after the intervention training with
researcher-developed measures of equation encoding,
equation solving, and defining the “=” symbol used in
previous work by McNeil and colleagues (Johannes et al.,
2017, 2019; McNeil et al., 2012; McNeil & Alibali, 2005b).

Dunwiddle, 2015; McNeil et al., 2011), in which
operations are shown on the right side of the equal
sign (e.g., __ = 3 + 6);
Lessons that first introduce the equal sign outside of
arithmetic contexts (e.g., “28 = 28”; 2 apples = 2
apples) before introducing arithmetic expressions
with operators (e.g., Baroody & Ginsburg, 1983),
Concreteness fading exercises in which concrete,
real-world, relational contexts (e.g., sharing stickers,
balancing a scale) are gradually faded into the
corresponding abstract mathematical symbols (e.g.,
Fyfe, McNeil, Son, & Goldstone, 2014); and
Activities that require students to compare and
explain different problem formats and problemsolving strategies (e.g., Carpenter, Franke, & Levi, L.
2003).

Equation encoding. The encoding measure consisted of
recalling four math expressions (e.g., 2 + 6 =2 + _) presented
one at a time. Each expression was visible for five seconds
and students were instructed to remember and write down
exactly what they saw. Responses were coded as correct if
the student wrote the equation exactly as shown (i.e., the
correct numbers and symbols in the correct order).

The current study. Previous findings (Byrd et al., 2015;
Johannes et al. 2017; Johannes and Davenport, 2019) support
greater learning outcomes for students who participate in the
Treatment intervention activities. In the current study, we
look at the learning trajectories for students in each condition.
We examine not only whether and how students improve over
the course of the intervention activities, but also how students
with different initial levels of proficiency progress
throughout the activities. We used matched pre- and postintervention assessments to identify three categories of preand post-intervention performance.
Low-level performance: Students evidenced low-level
performance on pre- or post-intervention assessments if they
gave correct responses on 4/14 or fewer items (i.e., below
33% accuracy).
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Equation solving. The equation solving measure consisted
of eight equations with operations on both sides of the equal
sign (e.g., 3 + 5 + 6 = 3 + __). For a response to be coded as
correct, a student needed to write the value that would make
the equivalence relation hold.
Defining = symbol. The defining the equal sign measure
prompted students to write responses to three questions about
the equal sign symbol (=): 1) What is the name of this math
symbol? 2) What does this math symbol mean? And, 3) Can
it mean anything else? Teachers read each question aloud and
waited for students to write their responses before moving on
to the next question. Responses were coded as correct (i.e.,
relational) definitions if the response defined the equal sign
as relating two sides of the equation (e.g., two amounts are
the same, something is equivalent to another thing).

Methods
Design
We used a randomized control trial design to examine the
impacts of the ICUE intervention training relative to an active
control program and analyzed learning outcomes at the
student level to assess individual learning trajectories.
Teachers were randomly assigned to use the either the ICUE
intervention or Active Control materials. The Active Control
consisted of workbook activities to control for time on task
and contained non-traditional arithmetic practice but not the
additional components present in the Treatment ICUE
condition, described above.
Participants. Eighty-seven second-grade teachers (45
Treatment, 42 Active Control) used the activities in their
classrooms in California. Class sizes ranged from 18 to 28,
and we analyzed data from 922 students who completed the
ICUE activities and 887 students who completed the Active
Control activities and measures. Additionally, we collected
student workbooks from 330 Treatment and 297 Active
Control students in the sample – approximately 8 students
per classroom – in order to examine students’ engagement
with the intervention materials at intermediate timepoints.

Distal transfer to mathematical explanations. We selected
two MARS items that tested second-grade students’
understanding of mathematical equivalence, described
below. Items were scored by project staff following scorer
training, calibration, and reliability procedures established by
MARS (Foster & Noyce, 2004).
Incredible Equations. In this task, students are asked to fill
in the missing parts of equations such as “__ + 8 + __ = 16”
and “11 + 5 = __ + 8.” Students are asked to explain how they
know their answer is correct. When 6,305 students took the
task in 2007, the mean score was 6.08 out of 10 with a
standard deviation of 2.5 (MARS, 2007).
Agree or Disagree? In this task, students are asked if they
agree or disagree with two number sentences:
“8 + 5 = 5 + 8” and “6 – 4 = 4 – 6”. Students are asked to
explain their answers using words, numbers, or pictures.
MARS administered this task to 4,585 second graders in 2004
and found the mean score was 3.10 out of 6 with a standard
deviation of 1.94 (MARS, 2004).
Active Control. Teachers in the Active Control condition
received a set of student workbooks and a teacher guide. A
sample workbook page is presented in Figure 1a.

Procedures and Materials
The procedures for ICUE Treatment and Active Control
conditions were identical, differing only in the content of the
materials used by teachers and students. Each teacher
received training on the study purpose, features of the
activities, and strategies for integrating the activities into their
typical mathematics curriculum.
Prior to starting the study, participating teachers completed
online surveys assessing their mathematics teaching
experience and classroom structure and dynamics.
After administering a pre-test, teachers used the study
materials for approximately 15 minutes twice each week for
16 weeks. In both conditions, teachers were asked to use the
study materials to supplement, rather than replace current
math instruction, and to limit the duration of the activities to
20 minutes per session. Weekly implementation logs,
completed by teachers, and samples of student workbooks
confirm that all teachers in our sample administered every
session within the general parameters laid out by the study
instructions.
Proximal measures of mathematical equivalence. After
completing the 32 sessions, teachers administered the same
pre-intervention measure of mathematical equivalence
understanding, which included the equation encoding and
solving items reported here, along with an item prompting
children to name and define the “=” symbol. We administered
an additional researcher-developed measure of transfer word
problems as well as a measure of computation fluency, but do
not report these here.
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ICUE. Teachers in the ICUE Treatment condition received a
set of student workbooks (sample page in Figure 1a), a
teacher guide, a set of classroom manipulatives including
balance scales and flashcards with accompanying interactive
stickers (Figure1b).

Figure 1a. Sample workbook page from the Active Control
(left) and ICUE Treatment (right) condition materials.

Figure 2b. Performance trajectories for students in the
Treatment sample, based on high-, mid- and low-level
performance on pre- and post-intervention assessments.

Figure 1b. Materials, including workbooks and
manipulatives, from the ICUE Treatment condition.

Results
Are low performing students at pretest in the Treatment
condition more likely to become high performing at
posttest than those in the Active Control condition?
Yes. Matched pre- and post-intervention assessments of
mathematical equivalence confirm that students that
performed “low” at pretest in the Treatment condition were
more likely to perform “high” at posttest as compared to
similar students in the Control condition. Pre-intervention,
Active Control (Figure 2a) and Treatment (Figure 2b)
samples show nearly identical proportions of low- (<33%
accuracy), mid- (33-66% accuracy), and high-performing
(>66% accuracy) students. However, a greater proportion of
Treatment students were reclassified as high performing on
the post-intervention assessment.

We used these learning trajectories to label categories of
students. Our primary category of interest was termed
“Successful Learners”. These students showed low- or midlevel performance on the pre-intervention assessment and
evidenced 25% or greater improvement, which typically
resulted in high-level performance, on the post-intervention
assessment. We defined three additional categories: “High
achievers” showed high-level performance at both pre- and
post-assessment; “Low achievers” showed low-level
performance at pre- and post-assessment; and students in the
“Other” category either showed a decrement in performance
(45 students) or showed no change in their mid-level
performance from pre- to post-assessment (46 students).
Table 1 gives a breakdown of each intervention sample
according to these categories.
Table 1. Percentage (and raw N) breakdown of Active
Control and Treatment samples into trajectories of learners
based on matched pre- and post-intervention assessments.
Category
High achievers
Low achievers
Learners
Other

Active Control
10.4% (92)
40.4% (358)
42.3% (375)
7.0%
(62)

Treatment
11.9% (110)
9.8% (90)
75.2% (693)
3.1% (29)

A greater proportion of students in the Treatment condition
were classified as Learners from pre- to post-intervention
than in the Active Control condition. Conversely, a greater
proportion of students in the Active Control condition were
classified as Low achievers than in the Treatment condition
(Fischer’s exact p <.0001). The two conditions did not
reliably differ in the proportion of High achiever students.

Figure 2a. Performance trajectories for students in the
Active Control sample, based on high-, mid- and low-level
performance on pre- and post-intervention assessments.

Is being a successful learner, independent of condition,
predictive of higher accuracy on transfer measures of
mathematical knowledge?
Yes. Our exploratory analysis demonstrated that students
classified as Learners, independent of their assigned
condition, were more likely to solve and explain transfer
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problems correctly, compared to Low achiever students and,
in some cases, unclassified (“Other”) students.
The Incredible Equations and Agree or Disagree? items
from the MARS assessment series (MARS, 2004) served as
our distal measures of knowledge transfer. Both items require
students to solve a series of mathematics problems and to
explain their solution or reasoning. We chose to examine
students’ overall scores for each item as well as isolated
performance on the explanation sections for each item.
We compared differences in students’ performance on
these transfer assessments using a series of linear regression
models to separately predict differences in total scores and
explanation sub-scores for the Incredible Equations (Figure
3) and Agree/Disagree? (Figure 4) items based on condition,
learner category, and their potential interaction.

scored reliably higher, compared to learners, both overall
(=0.23, SE=0.03, p<.001) and on the explanation sub-score
(=0.27, SE=0.04, p<.001), and this predicted difference did
not interact with condition.
Thus, students who were classified as Learners based on
matched pre- and post-intervention assessments were more
likely to correctly solve and explain post-intervention
transfer problems, compared to their Low achiever peers.

Figure 4. Performance on the “Agree/Disagree?” transfer
item and explanation sub-score across condition and student
learning classification.
Can we predict successful learning at intermediate points
in the intervention?
Figure 3. Performance on the “Incredible Equations”
transfer item and explanation sub-score across condition and
student learning classification.
Our regression models confirmed that students classified
as Learners responded with higher accuracy compared to
Low-achievers. For the Incredible Equations item, this
relationship held true at the level of both the total score
(=0.18-0.41, SE=0.02-0.04, p<.001), and the explanation
sub-score (=0.23-0.57, SE =0.05-.07, p<.001). Condition,
on its own, was not a reliable predictor of differences in either
students’ overall score or explanation sub-score for the
Incredible Equations item but interacted with learner
classification, such that the difference in overall score for
Learners compared to Low achievers was greater in the
Active Control condition (=0.18, SE =0.04, p<.001).
Finally, students classified as High achievers were predicted
to score reliably higher, compared to learners, both overall
(=0.16, SE=0.02, p<.001) and on the explanation sub-score
(=0.28, SE=0.05, p<.001), and this predicted difference did
not interact with condition.
Similarly, for the Agree/Disagree? item (Figure 4),
students classified as Learners responded with higher
accuracy compared to students classified as Low-achievers.
This was the case for both the total score (=0.35-0.48, SE
=0.03-0.05, p<.001) and the explanation sub-score  =0.270.56, SE =0.04-0.06, p<.001). Assigned condition, on its
own, was not predictive of differences in either the overall
score or explanation sub-score. As before, High achievers
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After students completed all intervention activities and
assessments, teachers were asked to collect and send in a
sample of eight student workbooks from their classroom,
stratified and randomly chosen by researchers based on preassessment scores. The workbooks were designed to be used
during each of the 32 intervention sessions and, thus, a
completed workbook reflected some aspect of engagement
on the part of the student. Critically, workbooks in each
condition featured different content, according to the design
principles of the ICUE Treatment and Active Control
interventions, discussed in the introduction. For each session,
we coded every page of the workbooks according to a 3-point
completion rating (complete, partially complete,
incomplete/blank) that captured whether the student had
engaged with the material for the session (i.e., irrelevant
drawings or scribbles were not counted), but did not capture
information about the accuracy of a student’s workbook
response.
We used this workbook completion data in a logistic
regression model to predict whether a student would be
classified as a successful Learner at the end of the
intervention on the basis of assigned condition and his or her
engagement with the intervention workbook activities. On
this model, successful learner classification was reliably
predicted by both total workbook completion: students who
completed a greater proportion of the workbook pages were
more likely to be classified as successful learners (=3.41,
SE=1.02, p<.01), and by assigned condition: students
assigned to the Treatment condition were more likely to

become learners (=3.55, SE=1.16, p<.001), but not their
interaction.
We were able to further predict successful Learners using
a combination of workbook completion at the halfway point
of the intervention (=2.86, SE=0.95, p<.01) in combination
with assigned condition (=2.53, SE=1.22, p<.05). As
before, the interaction between workbook completion and
condition was not reliable. Thus, for both the Active Control
and Treatment interventions, a student’s engagement with the
workbook activities, operationalized as workbook
completion without monitoring accuracy, predicted whether
they would show substantial learning gains from pre- to postintervention assessment.

Conclusions
We tested two interventions designed to improve secondgraders’ understanding of mathematical equivalence.
Although the randomly-assigned samples for each
intervention condition started with equal proportions of lowperforming students, our confirmatory analyses showed that
those in the Treatment condition, which featured principlebased classroom and workbook activities, were more likely
to become high-performing students at the end of the
intervention, compared to those in the Active Control
condition. Learners – students who progressed from low- to
high-performance – in both intervention conditions were
more likely to correctly solve and explain transfer problems,
compared to low achiever students. While Treatment students
were more likely to achieve Learner status, our exploratory
analyses suggested that condition, on its own, was not
predictive of a students’ success on the transfer items.
Consistent with this finding, previous work from McNeil and
colleagues’ (McNeil et al. 2011) reports that some students
are able to generalize key concepts from exposure to nontraditional arithmetic practice – the primary content of the
Active Control condition – alone. Thus, it is likely that
Learners in the Active Control condition have similar depth
of knowledge to Learners in the Treatment condition.
Additional exploratory analyses revealed that measures of
engagement with workbook activities predicted whether a
student would be classified as a Learner at the end of the
intervention. This relationship held for workbook
engagement measured as early as halfway through the
intervention. This measure of intervention engagement
doesn’t reflect all the practice and exposure that Treatment
students also engaged through in-class activities, or the
accuracy with which students responded to workbook
activities and practice problems,
but the predictive
relationship between attempting workbook activities and
learning trajectory is nevertheless informative.
Identifying early predictors of successful learning or,
conversely, potential warning signs by monitoring student
engagement with materials could serve to alert teachers to the
need for feedback (cf. McNeil & Alibali, 2000) and may be
especially feasibly within online learning systems. In future
work, we plan to address the time course of student
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engagement and its relationship to successful learning in
these types of targeted interventions.
Finally, the current study focused on two subpopulations
of students – successful learners in contrast to low achievers
– and effectively ignored the small but well-defined
subsample of high achieving students. These high achievers
were already approaching ceiling on pre-intervention
assessments and continued to excel on post-intervention
assessments. This subgroup also demonstrated the highest
performance on distal transfer measures, independent of
condition.
This work contributes to a growing body of findings on the
ICUE Treatment and Active Control interventions, including
confirmatory efficacy findings in authentic classroom
settings (Davenport et al., under review), and exploratory
analyses examining the relationship between students’
equation encoding and solving abilities before and after
participating in each intervention program. Follow-up
analyses will explore the depth of learning achieved by this
already high-performing group in order to determine whether
they are beyond the scope of the intervention materials or
have succeeded in learning deeper concepts from the
activities. In future iterations of work on the ICUE Treatment
intervention activities, we aim to refine and adapt these
highly efficacious materials for students and teachers to use
online.
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information from the more familiar situation (source) to the
less familiar one (target). Most importantly, the mapping of
one situation onto another must comprise the relational
structures underlying both situations. A surface similarity,
such as perceptual resemblance and semantic overlap, is
neither sufficient nor necessary for valid analogy, albeit when
analogous domains are closely related and their surface
similarity is congruent with their relational structure, source
retrieval is easier and the process is less error-prone.
Otherwise, when perceptually/semantically similar objects
play different relational roles, surface similarity may distract
from the key relational correspondence, leading to invalid
mapping (e.g., Chuderska & Chuderski, 2014; Gentner &
Toupin, 1986; Richland et al., 2006). The present study was
devoted to increasing our understanding of the way the
human mind copes with distraction during analogical
reasoning. To this end, two widely used analogy tasks were
modified.

Abstract
Three leading analogical reasoning paradigms: scene analogies
and pictorial A:B::C:D analogies (both semantically-rich) and
geometric analogies (semantically-lean) were solved by 251
participants. Pictorial analogies included four types of lures
among the response options (perceptual, categorical, semantic,
relational). Moreover, distractors related to both B and C were
introduced. Additionally, a fluid intelligence test was applied
to examine the relationship between the paradigms and general
reasoning ability. Results indicated that: (a) objects
semantically related to C yielded the strongest distraction in
four-term analogies, categorical and relational distractors
yielded moderate effects, perceptual distraction was negligible;
(b) distractors related to B were relatively easy to ignore,
suggesting that C is the primary object of reference during the
response selection; (c) whilst the three tasks correlated
significantly without control for fluid intelligence, only the
semantically-rich tasks did after fluid intelligence was
accounted for, suggesting a certain common mechanism,
independent of fluid intelligence, underlying the two.

Methods to investigate analogical reasoning

Keywords: analogy; reasoning; distraction; mapping

Introduction
Reasoning by analogy – the ability to draw conclusions about
one situation on the basis of relational similarity to another
situation – constitutes a fundamental mechanism underlying
intelligent and adaptive behavior (Gentner, 2003; Penn,
Holyoak, & Povinelli, 2008). Making analogies is prevalent
in human cognition, playing an important role in such
domains as problem-solving (Gick & Holyoak, 1980;
VanLehn, 1988), language use (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980),
and concept learning (Goldstone & Medin, 1994). It requires
a certain level of competence in relational representation and
inhibitory control (Doumas, Morrison, & Richland, 2018;
Gentner, 2003; Richland, Morrison, & Holyoak, 2006).
Reasoning by analogy, however, does not always lead to
valid conclusions. Specifically, certain conditions, for
instance distraction, can disturb analogical mapping.
Analogical reasoning comprises finding correspondence
between two situations and subsequently transferring
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Two hallmark paradigms to study reasoning by analogy
consist of scene analogies and pictorial four-term analogies.
In scene analogies, two pictures (scenes) presenting everyday
situations (e.g., giving, helping, etc.) are introduced to the
reasoner. One object is highlighted in the source scene. The
task is to identify an object in the target scene that plays the
same relational role as the one marked in the source scene.
Mapping of relations and their arguments is required to solve
the problem. Pictorial four-term analogies have the A:B::C:D
structure, meaning that the relation linking object A and
object B applies to object C and object D. For example, for
the analogy wheat:bread::tomato:ketchup the underlying
relation is material:product. To solve the problem, one must
select object D (ketchup) from the response options set.
Scene analogies and pictorial four-term analogies are both
intuitive and their instruction is relatively easy to follow,
which contributes to their vast popularity in studies on
children (e.g., Richland & Burchinal, 2013; Richland et al.,
2006) and clinical groups (e.g., Krawczyk et al., 2008, 2010,
2014; Kucwaj & Chuderski, 2020). Familiar content
(everyday situations and objects) makes these tasks

ecologically valid, as they resemble real-life problems.
Nevertheless, the course of the analogical reasoning process
varies between the paradigms. A crucial difference between
the, rather complex, scene analogies and the simpler fourterm analogies, the former depicting several objects and the
latter constructed of isolated objects, becomes significant at
the mapping stage. In the case of scene analogies, the
comprehensive mapping of relations and their arguments is
essential. It is especially important when similar or identical
objects from the source play different relational roles in the
target. By contrast, in the four-term analogies, the alignment
structure and arguments are already provided, and the
arguments need not be extracted from a broader context.
Therefore, a full-blown mapping is not necessary.
The third popular method of studying analogical reasoning
is geometric analogies. Unlike the two already discussed
analogies, it is semantically lean. It also has the four-term
structure, but as geometric shapes yield no associated
meaning, the reasoner must primarily rely on abstract
reasoning. Patterns A and B make the first pair in which
shapes share some common features but differ in some other
characteristics, such as size, color, thickness, orientation, etc.
The task is to analyze A and B, identify the changing features
therein, and find such a D that is related to C in the same way
as B is related to A. In the case of difficult items, several
features undergo transformation within each pair, making the
task very complex and heavily loading working memory.
Geometric analogies are often applied as a measure of fluid
intelligence (e.g., Chuderski, 2013; see Mackintosh, 1998).

Distraction during analogical reasoning
Pictorial four-term analogies are widely used to study
distraction during analogical reasoning, by means of applying
semantic and/or perceptual lures to object C among the
response options (e.g., Krawczyk et al., 2008; Kucwaj &
Chuderski, 2020). For example, for an analogy
wheat:bread::tomato:? the response options could include
ketchup (the correct answer), a red ball (perceptual distractor
to C – an object that shares the same shape and color as
tomato), a garden patch (semantic distractor to C – an object
that is semantically related with tomato), and unrelated object
(a kind of control condition). In the most frequent task
variant, the response options comprised the correct answer,
semantic distractor, and two unrelated objects (e.g., Glady,
French, & Thibaut, 2017; Krawczyk et al., 2008),
alternatively, they comprised the correct answer, semantic
distractor, perceptual distractor, and an unrelated object (e.g.,
Starr, Vendetti, & Bunge, 2008; Whitaker, Vendetti,
Wendelken, & Bunge, 2018).
For instance, it was found that patients with frontotemporal
lobar degeneration were less accurate in the distractor
condition of the analogy task, as compared to healthy controls
who easily ignored distractors (Krawczyk et al., 2008). In
children samples, analogies with semantic lures among
response options were found more difficult than problems
with perceptual lures (Thibaut, French, Venanza, Gérard, &
Glady, 2011). Moreover, children who performed worse in
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inhibitory control tests were more likely to choose distractors.
However, creating distractors that perfectly match assumed
criteria (e.g., of being a semantic distractor), especially in
semantically rich tasks, is not an easy task. It happens that
objects determined as perceptual lures have characteristics of
both perceptual and semantic distractors. For example, in
Krawczyk et al. (2008), a gavel was used as a perceptual
distractor to a hammer. These two objects have more in
common than simply appearance: both can be categorized as
a tool and used in a similar way (to hit things), etc. In some
languages (e.g., French), both have even the same name.
Thus, in order to study distraction precisely and univocally,
the response options should be designed carefully, with
semantic distractors not resembling targets perceptually, and
perceptual distractors belonging to a distinct category.
We also propose that the third distractor type should be
defined alongside the perceptual and semantic distractors.
Specifically, objects related to C both semantically and
perceptually seem to comprise categorical distractors. For
example, a red bell pepper could constitute a categorical
distractor for a tomato, as it both belongs to the same
semantic category and resembles the tomato perceptually.
Perceptual, semantic, and categorical lures do not exhaust
all potential sources of distraction. Consider the following
analogy: rose (A) is related to the sun (B) as a rabbit (C) is
related to ?. One may identify the relation correctly (source
of energy), but make a mistake at the stage of selection,
choosing a pizza, which is a type of food and provides energy,
but typically is not suitable for rabbits. This type of lure,
which we call a relational distractor, constitutes a potential
distraction to the target. Selecting this type of response option
would suggest that a mistake has been made at the late stage
of reasoning after the key relation had already been found.
In scene analogies, the effects of distraction are typically
studied by manipulating their level of so-called transparency,
which refers to a degree of perceptual and semantic similarity
between non-corresponding objects. Specifically, the lowest
transparency occurs in cross-mapping, when similar or even
identical objects play different relational roles in both scenes
(so mapping has to proceed despite this similarity, ignoring
it). For instance, when a boy is chasing a dog in the source
scene but is himself chased in the target scene (or just stands
by when two other actors take part in chasing), it would be a
mistake to match the boys together as their relational roles
differ in both scenes (chasing vs. being chased/standing by).
Numerous studies showed that reasoning in scene analogies
is impaired by low transparency in the case of children
(Gentner & Toupin, 1986; Richland, Morrison, & Holyoak,
2006), patients with brain injuries (Krawczyk et al., 2010),
and even healthy adults (Chuderska & Chuderski, 2014).

Research questions
On the one hand, studying distraction caused by strong but
irrelevant semantic and perceptual overlaps, occurring in
real-life situations, requires semantically rich contextembedded analogy problems. On the other hand, geometric
analogies can be considered a relatively purer method to

investigate analogical reasoning per se, as no specific domain
knowledge and vocabulary are needed to solve them, and
therefore reasoning performance cannot be affected by
ineffective retrieval and other processes beyond analogy.
Moreover, geometric analogies provide an objective way to
manipulate their difficulty level, by varying the number of
shapes and shape transformations (e.g., Hosenfeld, Van den
Boom, & Resing, 1997). Examining the extent to which the
three hallmark analogy tasks tap into either overlapping or
divergent processes can be potentially illuminating.
We applied all three analogical reasoning paradigms as
well as the Raven’s Advanced Progressive Matrices (RAPM;
a widely acknowledged measure of fluid intelligence) to a
large sample of participants in order to investigate the effects
of distraction on performance in semantically rich analogies
as well as to examine the mutual relationships of four-term
analogies, scene analogies, geometric analogies, and the fluid
intelligence test, to date applied in isolation. Importantly, we
designed a novel four-term analogy task to precisely
investigate the established (perceptual and semantic) and the
new distractor types (categorical and relational). Moreover,
we introduced not only distractors to object C, as studied so
far, but also applied distractors to object B, in order to track
a precise mapping strategy adopted by the participants.
Together with the introduction of cross-mapping in scene
analogies, our semantically rich analogies had the potential
to provide a comprehensive picture of the role of distraction
in analogical reasoning as well as of its relation with more
abstract types of reasoning.

to B and C, categorical distractor to B and C, perceptual
distractor to B and C, as well as exact copies of objects C and
B. In line with the above-presented definitions (and
examples), the perceptual distractor was an object of a similar
shape and color as B/C; semantic distractor was an object
associated with B/C in terms of the shared domain, function,
or occurrence (e.g., tomato and garden patch). A categorical
distractor was an object that belonged to the same category
and had a similar shape or color as B/C; a relational distractor
was an object that could potentially constitute an argument
for the relation in analogy, but not when the specific object
(C) played the role of agent. Exact copies of B and C were
introduced to monitor potentially thoughtless responding
(e.g., random guessing). Fig. 1 presents an example item from
a pictorial four-term analogy task.

Method
Participants
A total of 253 volunteers were recruited via the internet. All
gave written consent, were screened for normal or correctedto-normal vision and no history of neurological or psychiatric
disorders, and were informed that they could stop the
experiment at any time. All other procedural aspects of the
study conformed to the WMA’s Declaration of Helsinki. Two
participants were excluded from the analysis due to a very
short mean reaction time (RT) in computerized analogical
reasoning tasks, suggesting random responding (mean RT
less than 4 s). The final sample included 251 people (175
women, aged 18-41, M = 23.9 years, SD = 4.92 years).

Pictorial Analogy Task
It consisted of 40 four-term analogy problems. Each problem
had the A:B::C:D format. All stimuli were pictures of
familiar objects. Participants were asked to consider an
analogy according to the rule “A is to B as C is to D”. An
example was provided. The task was to choose D from a set
of possible response options to construct a valid analogy.
Participants were said that more than one object may seem to
go with C, but they should choose the one and only that is
related to C precisely in the same way that B is related to A.
The ten response options comprised the following options:
the correct answer, relational distractor, semantic distractor
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Figure 1: A sample item of the Pictorial Analogy Task. The
A:B::C:D? problem to solve is: puddle:rain boot::hot pot:?
Response options (below the problem) are the following: (1)
an oven mitt is the correct response, (2) a gas burner is a
semantic distractor related to C, (3) a frying pan is a
categorical distractor related to C, (4) a basket is a
perceptual distractor related to C, (5) an exact copy of C, (6)
an umbrella is a semantic distractor related to B, (7) a boot
is a categorical distractor related to B, (8) a chess piece is a
perceptual distractor related to B, (9) a rubber glove is a
relational distractor, (10) an exact copy of B. Actual order
of options was fully randomized for each participant.

The order of trials was randomized for each subject. A pilot
study (N = 61) verified the validity of consecutive problems
and response options (non-optimal items were then
improved). It also confirmed that the number of response
options (ten) neither was problematic for the participants nor
prevented the high solution rate to be observed (85% correct).

Scene Analogy Task
This task consisted of 36 problems from the Scene Analogy
Task originally developed by Chuderska and Chuderski
(2014). Participants were instructed to explore the left scene
in which one object was pointed at by an arrow or encircled
by a red rim. The task was to find an object in the right scene
which played the same role in a situation as the flagged object
in the first scene. Half of the problems involved crossmapping, defined as a condition when a categorical distractor
(according to the definition from the Pictorial Analogy Task:
an object similar but not identical perceptually, sharing the
same semantic category) was present in a target scene but
played a different relational role than the similar object in a
source scene. Therefore, the target-distractor was competing
for the reasoner's attention. What is important, in the Scene
Analogy Task applied in this study, a distracting object was
always involved in a relational structure, which is not typical
for scene analogies. For example, in the popular scenes
originally developed by Richland, Morrison, and Holyoak
(2006) distractor was the visually identical object (shown in
a different position or orientation) that played an important
role in the source scene but played no active role in the target
scene (e.g., a cat chasing a mouse vs. a cat sitting when a
woman is chasing a girl). We believe that distractors involved
within a relation are much more difficult to ignore and may
be better suited for healthy adult participants. The set of scene
problems was validated in the above-mentioned pilot study
(N=61). One item which yielded very low accuracy and poor
internal consistency was replaced. Fig. 2 presents an example
of a scene analogy with cross-mapping.

Figure 2: A sample item of the Scene Analogy Task with
cross-mapping. On the left-hand side, we see a woman
distracting a man who as a result overspills petrol. On the
right-hand side, we see a woman distracted by a neighbor
while watering her flowers and spilling the liquid as a result.
The four response options presented below the scenes
included the correct response (a boy), a distractor (a
woman), and two irrelevant (i.e., non-distractor) objects (a
watering can and hung laundry).

Geometric Analogy Task
This task consisted of 18 items in the form ‘A is to B as C is
to X?’ where A, B, and C were relatively simple shape
patterns. A and B were related according to transformations
of perceptual features (e.g., shape’s size, color, orientation).
Participants were asked to identify one pattern out of four that
was related to pattern C, as B was related to A. Fig. 3a
presents an item from the Geometric Analogy Task.

Figure 3: a) An exemplary item of the Geometric Analogy
Task and b) a RAPM-like item; the correct response (dashed
rim) is missing and has to be selected out of four options in
the case of the Geometric Analogy Task, and out of eight in
the case of RAPM matrices (not depicted in the example).

Raven’s Advanced Progressive Matrices

Procedure

This task consisted of 18 items out of 36 items of the original
test. Each problem comprised a 3x3 matrix of shape patterns
with a missing bottom-right pattern. The task was to
determine the rules that govern the matrix (e.g., pair-wise
progression, permutation, logical OR/AND), and apply them
to identify the missing pattern out of eight response options.
Fig. 3b presents an example of a RAPM-like item.

Pictorial Analogy Task and Scene Analogy Task were
computerized. Participants had 30 seconds to provide a
response in each trial. The time limit was set on the basis of
the pilot study and did not affect the solution rate, as
compared to the pilot results. The order of trials was random
for each participant. Each task was preceded by a written
instruction as well as two training problems with
feedback. Geometric Analogy Task and RAPM were
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administered in a paper-and-pencil form. Participants had 15
and 20 minutes, respectively, to solve 18 items in each test.
Both tests have typical progressive item order (from easy to
difficult). Between the computerized analogies and the two
paper-and-pencil tests, a battery of other cognitive tasks was
administered as a part of another research project unrelated
to the current study. Fig. 3 presents an item from the
Geometric Analogy Task and a RAPM-like item.

Results
Patterns of errors
Dependent variables in the Pictorial Analogy Task were
accuracy and error rate for each distractor type. Accuracy was
defined as the proportion of the number of correct responses
in all 40 trials in the task. The error rate for each distractor
type was computed as the proportion of the number of error
choices of each type to all errors committed in the task (in
total 1330 errors were committed, including 28 trials in which
no response was given, the latter were disregarded resulting
in the total number of errors of 1302). Accuracy in the
Pictorial Analogy Task equaled M = 86.8% (SD = 11.99%,
range 35% – 100%). Out of 251 participants, only 8
participants committed no error, and 218 choose distractors
in at least two items. Fig. 4 presents the rates for each error
option.

Figure 4: Percentage of error choices in the Pictorial
Analogy Task computed as the proportion of the number of
choices of each error option in the number of all errors
committed. Bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.
Overall, distractors to B (perceptual, semantic, categorical),
exact copies, and perceptual distractors to C were selected
very rarely, making from 1% to 8% of errors committed,
depending on the distractor type (21% of errors in total, less
than 1% of all trials). Thus, these options were not the actual
sources of distraction and were not analyzed further.
Semantic, relational, and categorical distractors to C
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comprised, respectively, 46%, 18%, 15% of all errors
committed (i.e., 79% of errors in total). A Wilcoxon SignedRanks test indicated that semantic distractors to C were
selected significantly more frequently than relational
distractors, Z = 8.37, p < .001, and categorical distractors,
Z = 9.63, p < .001. Relational distractors were chosen slightly
more often than categorical distractors, Z = 2.14, p = .032.
Accuracy in the Scene Analogy Task equaled M = 69.8%
(SD = 17.15%, range 14% – 97%). Accuracy in items with
cross-mapping equaled M = 59.4% (SD = 20.01%), without
cross-mapping it equaled M = 80.2% (SD = 17.38%), the
difference was significant, t(250) = 21.51, p < .001. Majority
of errors committed in the latter condition consisted of
selecting the distractor option (71% of all errors).
Accuracy in the Geometric Analogy Task equaled M =
65.7% (SD = 18.11%, range 11% – 100%). Accuracy in
RAPM was M = 61.1% (SD = 17.1, range 0% – 89%).

Correlations
Accuracy in the two semantically-rich tasks correlated
strongly, r = .605, 95% CI [.521, .678], p < .001. There was
no significant difference in the Scene Analogy Task
(Cronbach’s α = .83) correlation with the Pictorial Analogy
Task (α = .84) between the items with and without crossmapping. The Geometric Analogy Task correlated with the
Pictorial Analogy Task at r = .547 [.454, .628], p < .001, and
with the Scene Analogy Task at r = .457 [.354, .549],
p < .001. Respective correlations of semantically-rich tasks
with the Geometric Analogy Task (α = .72) were comparably
strong, r = .547 and r = .457, △r = .090, z = 1.92, p = .055.
Scores in RAPM (α = .78) correlated significantly with all
the three analogical reasoning tasks, r = .595 [.509, .669],
p < .001, for the Pictorial Analogy Task, r = .552 [.460,
.632], p < .001, for the Scene Analogy Task, and r = .692
[.622, .751], p < .001, for the Geometric Analogy Task. The
correlation between RAPM and the Geometric Analogy Task
was significantly stronger as compared to the RAPM
correlation with the Pictorial Analogy Task, △r = .097, z =
2.3, p = .021, and the Scene Analogy Task, △r = .140, z = 3.0,
p = .003. The two latter tasks correlated with RAPM
comparably strongly.
Correlations between all the three tasks that involved
analogical reasoning were controlled for RAPM in order to
investigate whether observed correlations could be entirely
explained by general reasoning ability, or perhaps the
mechanism underlying reasoning by analogy is more
specific. The correlation between the Geometric Analogy
Task and the Scene Analogy Task was no longer significant
after accounting for RAPM, r = .123, p = .051. The analogous
correlation for the Pictorial Analogy Task significantly
decreased after controlling RAPM, △r = .314, p < .001, but
was still significant, r = .233, p < .001. The correlation
between the two semantically rich tasks also significantly
decreased after RAPM was partialled out, △r = .192,
p = .012, but remained significant, r = .413, p < .001.

Discussion
The study comprehensively examined reasoning by analogy
by applying three leading paradigms: semantically-rich scene
analogies and pictorial four-term analogies, as well as
geometric analogies devoid of any semantic load. Also,
RAPM was applied to investigate the relationship between
these three tasks and fluid intelligence.
Firstly, important findings were made about distraction
sources in pictorial four-term analogies. Distractors related to
B were easy to ignore and did not affect the process of solving
analogies, while distractors related to C did attract the
reasoner’s attention. This result suggests that C comprises the
most important object of reference during reasoning by
analogy in the A:B::C:D problems. Presumably, the course of
solving four-term analogies starts with a focus on A and B to
abstract a relation between these two. At this stage, no
attention is given to the response choices. Then, the relation
is applied to C and the given alternatives, making the reasoner
especially vulnerable to C-related distractors but not Brelated distractors, since object B is no longer considered at
this stage. The precise definition of four distraction types
(perceptual, semantic, categorical, and relational), and the
analysis of error rates for each type, lead us to a conclusion
that semantic association is the most important source of
distraction in solving analogies. Newly defined categorical
and relational distractors turned out to be also important but
were chosen less frequently than semantic distractors. A
relatively high error rate for relational distractor suggests that
the process of response selection can be disturbed at the late
stage of solving analogy after the relation has already been
determined.
It is important to emphasize that the above conclusions
concern young, healthy adults. In the case of children and
clinical groups, it is likely that the pattern of errors would
differ. Moreover, it would be interesting to apply such an
extended version of pictorial analogies together with eyetracking in order to investigate whether behavioral data in
terms of error rates overlap with the amount of attention
devoted to each response option, as captured by more
sophisticated eye-tracking indices.
Secondly, the correlational analysis showed significant
intercorrelations between the three analogy tasks. The
semantically-rich tasks correlated comparably with RAPM,
while the Geometric Analogy Task correlated more strongly
with RAPM than with the former tasks, which is not
surprising taking into account the fact that geometric
analogies are often applied as a measure of fluid intelligence
(see Mackintosh, 1998). In both RAPM and geometric
analogies, abstract reasoning ability plays a crucial role.
Partial correlation analysis provided some insights into the
role of abstract reasoning ability. The correlation between the
two semantically-rich tasks and the Geometric Analogy Task
significantly weakened after the RAPM score was controlled
for, meaning that intelligence was responsible for some
portion of the shared variance. However, the correlation
between the Scene Analogy Task and the Pictorial Analogy
Task remained significant after controlling for RAPM. This
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suggests that these two tasks shared a common mechanism,
presumably related to semantic processing, which could not
be explained away by fluid intelligence.
Concluding, this study comprehensively investigated the
relationships between three popular analogical reasoning
paradigms. It provided important insights regarding varied
sources of distraction in the popular four-term analogy
paradigm, pointing at the role of semantic, categorial, and
relational distractors. Semantic distractors strongly affected
performance also in scene analogies. The study suggests that
performance in all three analogy tasks strongly relies on
abstract reasoning ability, as reflected by the fluid
intelligence test scores. The study also indicated that the two
semantically rich analogical tasks rely on some specific
mechanism, related to semantic processing, which cannot be
explained by fluid intelligence.
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Abstract
Understanding cause and effect relationships gives power to
produce desired effects and avoid negative outcomes. Despite
the power of causal explanations, people often lack full
understanding of how causes relate to or produce their
effects. In two experiments, we explored how people search
for information to enrich their causal explanations of realworld phenomena when given the chance. Participants
completed an information search task that provided a causal
relationship where they could seek out mechanistic
information at different steps between the cause and the
effect. We measured where people searched in the causal
chain of events that made the explanation. We found that
when allowed to search freely (Experiment 1) or when
instructed that they must search for information (Experiment
2) participants consistently sought out information closest to
the root cause in the explanation. We discuss implications for
how to improve the teaching of new explanations to
maximize the informational desires of the learner.
Keywords: causal reasoning; information search; explanation

Introduction
Knowing how causes bring about their effects allows us to
make predictions, perform interventions, and formulate
explanations for the phenomena we experience in the world
(Shanks, 2004; Hagmayer et al., 2007; Hagmayer &
Sloman, 2009; Fernbach et al., 2011). However, it is not
always the case that our understanding of cause and effect is
correct (e.g., based on fabricated information; Lazer et al.,
2018) or complete (e.g., Illusion of Explanatory Depth;
Rozenblit & Keil, 2002). These gaps in our understanding
can be problematic, as causal knowledge, accuracy
notwithstanding, often informs complex decisions (e.g.,
vaccination preferences; Cooper et al., 2008; Dube et al.,
2015). When people sense gaps in their knowledge, they
may search for more information to expand their causal
understanding. Multiple theories of why people engage in
information-seeking behavior have been proposed (e.g.,
functional explanation, Liquin & Lombrozo, 2020;
information gap theory, Lowenstein, 1994; map-mismatch,
Wong & Yuddel, 2015). When people have found
motivation to search, an open question is what information
they preferentially search for to support their causal
explanations. In this paper, we explore where in a causal
sequence of an explanation people choose to learn more
information to support their existing causal explanations.
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Causal explanations serve to answer “how” and “why”
questions regarding the occurrence of a phenomenon by
describing the process through which it is produced
(Lombrozo & Vasilyeva, 2017; Wellman, 2011). Causes
give rise to effects through intermediary processes that link
the cause and the effect (e.g., mechanism; Ahn & Kalish,
2000). These intermediary processes can range from simple
(e.g., a collision of billiard balls is mediated by the transfer
of momentum from the first ball to the second) to more
complex chains of events. Imagine the example of
generating an explanation for how prolonged exposure to
sunlight causes sunburn. Simply identifying UV radiation in
the sunlight as a causal factor is not a sufficient explanation
as to why it causes sunburn. Instead, a good explanation
traces the sequence of events that occurs between the initial
exposure to sunlight (cause) and the onset of sunburn
(effect). Even the simplest explanation involves a series of
intermediary mechanistic events: prolonged UV radiation
exposure damages DNA in skin cells, specialized cells
release melanin to protect damaged cells, unprotected cells
undergo programmed cell death, immune system senses cell
death and triggers inflammatory response to heal (sunburn).
For simplicity, we will use the term “intermediary steps” to
refer to those mechanistic links that connect a cause and
effect in a causal explanation.
To create a full explanation of a phenomenon like UV
radiation causing sunburn, people should have knowledge of
the intermediary steps that link the cause and effect. In
searching for information to enrich their causal explanation,
participants could search for information that relates to any
intermediary steps. However, the sequential nature of the
steps that link a cause and an effect in an explanation means
that there are inherent differences regarding the role each
step plays in the overall causal chain. The intermediary step
most proximal to the root cause is “responsible” for both the
greatest number of subsequent steps in the causal chain
sequence, as well as the ultimate effect indirectly through
those steps. The step most proximal to the effect, on the
other hand, is directly responsible for producing the effect,
but has no bearing on other steps in the explanation. In
short, where people learn information in a causal chain
sequence can provide differing amounts of knowledge about
the other steps in a causal explanation.
Given the different informational value of intermediary
steps in an explanation, where would people seek out

information to enrich their explanations? One possibility is
that people seek out steps that are closest to the root cause
of an explanation. Categorization research has found that
people place strong weight on root causes in causal chains
(e.g., Ahn & Kim, 2000; Ahn et al., 2000; Marsh & Ahn,
2006). Likewise, people have shown a preference to
intervene on root causes to bring about change in a causal
system (Bohm & Pfister, 2000; Edwards et al., 2008; 2015;
Green & McManus, 1995; Hagmayer & Sloman, 2005;
2009; Yopchick & Kim, 2009). This weighting of root
causes may result in a general preference to search for
information that is closest to the root cause of an
explanation, or the most root of the intermediary steps.
Not all research has found that people have this
preference for root causes, however. Under specific
conditions, people show preferences for immediate causes.
Previous work has shown a flip to a preference for
intervening on immediate causes when implementing shortterm solutions (Edwards et al., 2008; 2015). More generally,
in complex causal networks, such as ecological food webs,
people prefer to intervene on immediate causes, believing
that the power of any interventions on root causes will
attenuate as the effects spread throughout the complex
network (White, 1997). Combined, these findings suggest
limits to the preference for root causes. If people see a
causal explanation that contains many intermediate steps as
complex, they may focus on searching for information about
intermediary steps that most directly produce the effect. In
this way, people may prefer to search for information
closest to the effect they are trying to explain.
In this set of experiments, we test where people search for
information when learning more about causal explanations.
We developed an information search task that presented
participants with a cause (e.g., sunlight exposure) and an
effect (e.g., sunburn) that were linked by a varying number
of causal intermediary steps. We allowed people to select
steps in that causal sequence to learn more about the
mechanism that linked the cause and the effect. Through
this paradigm we can test what type of searching people do
in enriching their explanations for different causal
relationships. Given the large amount of work that suggests
a preference for root causes, we predict that participants will
demonstrate a preference for learning information closest to
the root cause, with subsequent searches following the steps
along the sequence from cause to effect. We test that
prediction through the following two experiments.

Experiment 1
In Experiment 1 we present a first test of where people
search for information in a causal explanation sequence. We
present people with varying amounts of intermediary steps
between a root cause and an effect to determine if the total
amount of information represented in a causal explanation
changes how people search for information (e.g., because
the relationship is seen as more complex). We also test
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search across domains to determine if search varies as a
factor of the type of information being searched for.

Method
Participants We recruited 49 (30 female, 17 male, and 2
non-binary) undergraduate students who were enrolled in an
introductory psychology course. Participants received
course credit as compensation. All participants completed
the study remotely. Across both experiments, participants
were screened to ensure that they had normal or correctedto-normal vision and were fluent in English. Approval for
both studies was obtained from the authors’ university IRB.
Materials We created a set of causal chains that each
depicted a cause and an effect linked by a series of
intermediary causal steps. A causal chain was presented to a
participant as a series of boxes that represented the various
pieces of information in a causal relationship. The boxes on
the left and right sides of the screen contained text
describing either the root cause or the final effect of the
causal relationship (with positions counterbalanced). The
boxes containing the root cause and the effect were
separated by a sequence of either three, four, or five
intermediary boxes, each labeled with the word “Step” and a
number that indicated the box’s position along the causal
pathway from the root cause to the effect (e.g., Step 2; see
Figure 1). 1 Each intermediary box occluded a piece of
information that explained what occurs at that particular
step in the causal pathway from the root cause to the effect.
Cause

Step
2

Step
3

Step
4

Effect

Figure 1: Example information search presentation.
Note. For the different causal chains used in the experiment,
the labels “cause” and “effect” would be replaced by
appropriate labels for that causal chain (e.g., “UV
Radiation” and “Sunburn”, respectively).
We developed causal chains representing three different
domains: natural phenomena, mechanics, and personal
health. We selected three scientifically-based causal chains
in each domain (e.g., health: “How does UV radiation make
you sunburned?”; mechanics: “How does a toilet flush?”;
natural: “How is lightning generated in clouds?”). We
additionally developed a set of causal chains that depicted
an overall true causal relationship (artificial domain: health:
“How do diets make someone lose weight?”; mechanics:
“How do digital cameras take pictures?”; natural: “How
1

Labels for intermediary boxes began with “Step 2” rather
than “Step 1” to avoid confusing participants who may have
intuited the root cause to be “Step 1” by default.

Figure 2: Example stimuli from natural (3-step), health (4-step), and mechanical (5-step) domains.
Note. Colors highlight the differing number of intermediatory steps, but were not used in the actual experiment.
does the sun influence ocean currents?”), but the
information in the steps did not represent true scientific
evidence of how that cause produced the given effect. We
included artificial chains to test if subsequent information
search differed when participants received a surprising piece
of information on their first search. Because of the different
research question relevant to the artificial chains, we do not
include data for those chains in further analyses.
Within each domain, we developed a chain that had 3
steps between the root cause and the effect, 4 steps between,
and 5 steps between. Overall, we developed a total of 12
causal chains, with participants seeing 3 chains, each of
different lengths, in each of the four domains. See Figure 2
for example chains of each length and in each domain.
Design and Procedure The study was programmed using
PsychoPy v2020.2.10 and was distributed through the
Pavlovia online experiment repository. Participants began
the experiment by reading a set of instructions that informed
them they would be presented with a series of cause and
effect relationships that they would be able to learn more
about. The pieces of information they would be able to learn
were the steps in the causal chain between the root cause
and the effect. Participants were instructed to imagine that
they had to explain the relationship to an expert in the field
when considering whether or not to search for more
information about the relationships. 2 They were then given
2

We used this instruction because in pilot work participants said
they would be most likely to search for information if they had to
make an explanation to an expert. We therefore used this goal to
try to maximize searching for any information.
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an example search task. After becoming familiarized with
the task, participants were told that they might be prompted
to produce a written explanation for one of the relationships
they have seen. This instruction was included to encourage
participants to engage with the task; no such written
explanations were requested.
Participants then started the information search tasks.
Prior to seeing the relationship in each search task, a prompt
reminded participants to imagine that they had to explain the
relationship to an expert in the field when considering
whether or not they would like to search for additional
information. In a search task, participants were free to
search for as much information about the causal relationship
as they wanted. To search for information at a particular
step, participants pressed the appropriate number on their
keyboard that corresponded with the step they would like
more information about, which would reveal the
information occluded by the box. After selecting a box,
participants could select to search for more information and
choose another box. When they searched for the next piece
of information, the previously searched information pieces
went back to being occluded. In this way, participants could
only see one intermediary step at a time on the screen with
the cause and effect. Participants could request to see a step
multiple times. When they deemed themselves ready,
participants pressed a key that indicated they were done
with searching and ready to move on. Once participants
finished information searching for a given chain, they
advanced to a screen and rated how confident they were in
their knowledge of the relationship using a 1 (not at all
confident) to 10 (extremely) scale. After making their
confidence judgment, participants moved on to searching

for information in the next chain. Once all 12 chains were
completed, participants were asked to report how familiar
they were with each of the 12 causal relationships prior to
their participation in the experiment using a 1 (not at all
familiar) to 10 (extremely familiar) scale.
The presentation order of all 12 chains was randomized
for each participant. The left-right screen positions of the
root cause and the effect were counterbalanced within
participants such that each chain had an equal likelihood of
being presented with the root cause on the left (arrows
flowing from left to right) or on the right (arrows flowing
from right to left). Collapsing across this position
manipulation should account for any preference of searching
left to right in the order of English reading.

Results
Amount of information searched We first explored how
much information search participants were doing overall.
Most participants (87.8%) searched for data in at least one
of the 9 causal chains of interest in these analyses (number
of chains searched: M = 5.31). A small number of
participants (12%) did not search for information in any
chain. We next analyzed whether for participants who did
search for information, if the length of the causal chain (3,
4, or 5 intermediate steps) influenced the amount of
information search participants completed. Because of the
missing nature of the data (participants could search in 1 to
9 total chains, with data missing for any chains they did not
search), we used mixed linear modeling (MLM) to analyze
the data. MLM models are robust to missing data and can be
used to analyze repeated measures data in an ANOVA-style
format. We entered domain (natural, mechanical, health)
and intermediate steps (3, 4, or 5) as fixed effects into the
MLM model, using a diagonal covariance matrix. Again,
participants who did not search for any information in any
chain were not included in this analysis. We found a
significant main effect of intermediate steps, F(2, 136.3) =
11.6, p < .001. These findings reflect that participants
searched for more information when there was more
information to search through across domains (3-step: M =
2.97, SE = 0.18; 4-step: M = 3.44, SE = 0.21; 5-step: M =
4.48, SE = 0.26). We did not find a significant main effect
of domain or a significant interaction, ps > .27.
We additionally examined whether our measures of
familiarity and confidence correlated with the number of
steps searched when participants chose to search for
information. We calculated mean familiarity ratings,
confidence, and number of steps searched across the three
domains at each step level for each participant. While all
correlations were negative, we did not find significant
correlations between familiarity and number of steps
searched for any chain lengths, ps > .14. We likewise did
not find significant correlations between confidence and
steps searched for any chain length, ps > .21.
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Location of search We next turned to our main question of
where in a causal chain people were searching for
information. We tallied the number of times people chose
each step in the causal sequence for a given chain on their
first choice of information search (first selections), second
choice (second selections), third (third selections), and so
on. As a reminder, participants could search for as much or
as little information as they liked. Therefore, some
participants did not make first choices in at least one chain
(n = 6) and many participants did not make second choices
in at least one chain (n = 11). Table 1 shows the proportion
of choices made for each step in a causal chain. We do not
present data beyond the third selection. A fourth selection
for a 4- or 5-step chain could provide novel information.
However, in a 3-step chain if participants have already
looked at the three intermediate steps, a fourth selection
could not provide novel information. Thus, comparing
searches beyond three selections is not equated in new
information value between different step-lengths so we do
not analyze those data here.
Table 1: Proportion of each step selected in Experiment 1

1st Selection
3-step (n=85)
4-step (n=84)
5-step (n=91)
2nd Selection
3-step (n=65)
4-step (n=60)
5-step (n=70)

Closest
to Cause

Intermediate
Steps

Closest
to Effect

.72
.76
.73

.13
.11
.06
.08 .10
.04

.15
.07
.05

.05
.05
.03

.88
.85
.08
.84 .03
.07

.08
.02
.03

3rd Selection
3-step (n=58)
.08
.06
.84
4-step (n=53)
.01
.07
.86
.03
5-step (n=67)
.02
.05 .86
.01
.02
Note. The total number of information selections across
participants is listed in parentheses next to each step
sequence. Bolding indicates the most commonly selected
step for each sequence length.
To examine search patterns, we compared the proportion
of participants who chose the intermediary step closest to
the root cause to the proportion who chose the step closest
to the target effect through Fishers' Exact test. We present
these analyses collapsed across domain because the same
pattern of results was found within each domain.
Participants preferentially chose to search for the step
closest to the root cause for all three step lengths in their
first selections, ps < .001.
After having learned about the intermediary step closest
to the root cause in their first selections, would participants

then choose to “skip ahead” to the intermediary step closest
to the effect or search sequentially along the causal chain?
For second selections, participants were significantly more
likely to select the subsequent step along the causal chain
(next-closest to the cause) than the step closest to the effect
for all step lengths, ps < .001. For third selections in 4- and
5-step chains, participants again chose the step next in the
sequence instead of closest to the effect, ps < .001. 3
While the majority of participants began searching for
information at the intermediary step closest to the root cause
and then selected consecutive steps when subsequent
selections were made, a subset of participants made their
first selection somewhere else in the chain. A small
percentage of participants started at the effect and searched
back toward the cause (3-step: 3.5%; 4-step: 1.2%; 5-step:
3.3%). Another small group of participants selected a step in
the middle and searched sequentially towards the effect
from there (3-step: 1.2%; 4-step: 4.8%; 5-step: 1.1%). The
remaining participants who did not select the step closest to
the cause during their first search exhibited random search
behavior across all three chain lengths where they did not
go in one specific direction in their selections (3-step,
23.5%; 4-step, 17.9%; 5-step, 23.1%). 4

Discussion
We demonstrated a search preference for information
closest to a chain’s root cause and subsequently searching
for information that flows next in the chain. One limitation
of the previous experiment is that many participants did not
search for information in a sizeable number of chains.
Would the patterns of search differ if people felt obligated
to search? It is possible that people may engage in more
exploratory behavior, searching for information closer to the
terminal effect or choosing information more at random. We
explore this possibility in Experiment 2.

Experiment 2
In Experiment 2 we tested whether requiring people to
search for information would change search patterns. It is
possible that any effects of searching closer to terminal
effects were lost because our participants were not searching
as often as they could in Experiment 1.

Method
Participants We recruited 48 (28 female, 19 male, 1
preference to self-describe) undergraduate students who
participated in exchange for course credit.
Materials, Design, and Procedure The method for
Experiment 2 was identical to Experiment 1 with the
3

The third step is the step closest to the effect in 3-step chains.
These percentages reflect the percent of chains searched using
the corresponding search pattern.
4
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exception that the instructions told participants they had to
select at least one piece of information on each trial.

Results and Discussion
Amount of information searched Our instructions told
participants they had to search for information and we did
see a corresponding increase in search from Experiment 1,
with all participants searching for data in at least one of the
9 causal chains. Because an individual trial allowed
participants to move on without searching, not all
participants searched in every single chain (number of
chains searched M = 7.14). We analyzed whether the length
of the causal chain (3, 4, or 5 intermediate steps) influenced
the amount of information search participants completed.
We again used mixed linear modeling (MLM) to account for
missing data. Participants who did not search for any
information were excluded. We entered domain (natural,
mechanical, health) and intermediate steps (3, 4, or 5) as
fixed effects into the MLM model, using a diagonal
covariance matrix. As in Experiment 1, we found a
significant main effect of intermediate steps, F(2, 193.1)
= 17.6, p < .001. Again, participants are searching for
more information when there is more information to search
through across domains (3- step: M = 2.56, SE = 0.15; 4step: M = 3.28, SE = 0.18; 5- step: M = 4.17, SE = 0.23). We
did not find a significant main effect of domain or a
significant interaction, ps > .09.
We again examined whether our measures of familiarity
or confidence correlated with the number of steps searched
for by participants who chose to search. We calculated
mean familiarity ratings, confidence, and number of steps
searched across the three domains at each step level for each
participant. We did not find significant correlations between
familiarity and number of steps searched for 3- or 4-step
chain lengths, ps > .07. There was a significant correlation
between familiarity and number of steps searched for 5-step
chains, r(46) = -.329, p = .022. We did not find significant
correlations between confidence and steps searched for any
chain length, ps > .16.
Location of search To examine participants’ patterns of
search, we once again ran a series of Fisher’s Exact tests to
compare the proportion of participants who chose the
intermediary step closest to the root cause to the proportion
who chose the step closest to the target effect. Results across
domain mirrored those found in Experiment 1, so we once
again present these analyses collapsed across domain. 5
Table 2 shows the proportion of choices made for each step.
5
We see the same pattern of means in all three domains.
Additionally, the significance holds in all chains, except for the 3step chain in the health domain. The difference here was not
significant while the pattern of means was in the same direction as
all other domains.

We replicate the basic pattern of Experiment 1. In their first
selections, participants chose the intermediary step closest
to the root cause over the step closest to the effect for all
three chain lengths, ps < .001. Comparisons of participants’
second and third selections reveal the same pattern;
participants are once again searching for the next closest
step to the root cause, ps < .001.
We also looked at the subset of participants who did not
select the step closest to the cause when making their first
selections. As was the case in Experiment 1, the majority of
these participants exhibited random search behavior (3-step,
36.8%; 4-step, 37.7%; 5-step, 35%). The remaining few
participants either searched sequentially from effect to cause
(3-step, 4.3%; 4-step, 5.3%; 5-step, 5.8%), or selected a step
in the middle and searched sequentially towards the effect
from there (3-step, 3.4%; 4-step, 7%; 5-step, 5%).
Table 2: Proportion of each step selected in Experiment 2

1st Selection
3-step (n=117)
4-step (n=113)
5-step (n=120)

Closest
to Cause

Intermediate
Steps

Closest
to Effect

.56
.50
.54

.28

.17
.15
.08

.25
.11
.14 .13
.08

2nd Selection
3-step (n=69)
.07
.78
.14
4-step (n=82)
.05
.66
.22
.08
5-step (n=89)
.08
.67 .07
.16
.02
rd
3 Selection
3-step (n=60)
.13
.1
.76
4-step (n=71)
.04
.16
.66
.12
5-step (n=81)
.07
.04 .72
.04
.08
Note. The total number of information selections across
participants is listed in parentheses next to each step
sequence. Bolding indicates the most commonly selected
step for each sequence length.

General Discussion
Across two experiments, we demonstrated a desire to search
for information close to root causes in causal chains. This
finding held when participants could search for as much
information as they liked (Experiment 1) or were requested
to search in every instance (Experiment 2). This finding
held for the first piece of information searched for, as well
as the second and third. Overall, this suggests that when
seeking out information about how causes produce effects,
participants seek out information proximal to the cause and
work toward the terminal effect.
In comparing the findings of Experiment 1 and 2, it seems
that participants had less of a bias toward the closest-tocause piece of information when they were requested to
search as in Experiment 2. This pattern may have arisen
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from a subset of participants in Experiment 2 simply
selecting a step at random during their first “forced”
selection. Looking at the differences between the total
number of participants who made first and second selections
across Experiments 1 and 2 suggests a greater number of
participants in Experiment 2 made first selections. However,
the rates of second selections are similar across experiments.
While it is possible that participants only wanted to search
for a single step of information, it might also be the case that
this pattern arose from a subset of participants not engaging
with the task and merely selecting a random step out of
obligation and then continuing on. It is a question for future
research how forcing people to search out more information
for an explanation (e.g., not allowing participants to move
on until they have selected at least three pieces of
information) may alter search patterns.
The desire to work from cause to effect in searching for
information provides additional support for the importance
of root causes in reasoning about causality (Ahn & Kim,
2000; Hagmayer & Sloman, 2009; Marsh & Ahn, 2006).
While support for preferring immediate causes has been
shown (e.g., White, 1997; Edwards et al., 2008; 2015), the
nature of our task did not invoke the conditions under which
these effects arise. Future research can explore if primed to
think an explanation will be very complex, will participants
then shift away from this preference for root causes.
While not our main measure of interest, we do see
evidence across experiments that participants are sensitive
to the number of possible steps and seek more information
when there are more possible steps. Interestingly, familiarity
or confidence did not correlate with the amount of
information searched. It is possible that people searched for
different reasons: some may have searched because they did
not have knowledge of that relationship and some may have
searched because they were looking to validate knowledge,
they believed they held. Future work can explore what
exactly motivates a person to look for a given step in filling
out a causal explanation.
An open question from our findings is whether
participants are conducting efficient search in moving from
the root cause toward the effect. For example, is it best to
include all steps in an explanation? It is possible that a
strategy of searching out the steps closest to the cause and
closest to the effect first could have allowed participants to
guess or fill in the remaining intermediate steps.
Likewise, selecting the most middle step in the sequence
may have allowed for the easiest guessing to fill out the rest
of the chain. Whether either of these other strategies would
be more efficient to completely understand the causal
relationship is a question for future research.
Future research could also examine how different
motivations for search change search behavior. We
instructed participants to generate an explanation suitable to
give to an expert in the field. Giving participants a different
goal for search (e.g., to search until they were able to
generate an explanation for a peer or an explanation they

personally found suitable), could result in different search
patterns. Beyond who the explanation is for, future work
could explore how the use of the explanation could
influence search. For example, participants could be given
the goal of explaining an intervention to prevent the effect
from occurring. People’s preferences for where to intervene
in causal systems can vary by whether the goal is a short- or
long-term intervention (Edwards et al., 2015). These
findings suggest that instructing participants of a specific
intervention goal has potential to change search. More
generally, future work can determine how people go about
finding information as their goals change in relation to
explaining a causal relationship.
In sum, our findings suggest that when people search for
information to support existing explanations of phenomena,
they exhibit an initial preference for steps closest to the root
cause and work towards the effect from there. In practice,
these findings have implications in learning environments.
If people are preferring to learn information closest to the
root cause, then teaching explanations of novel phenomena
may benefit from providing mechanistic information from
cause-to-effect in a step-by-step manner when describing
the process by which the phenomenon is brought about.
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Abstract
In this paper, we test people’s causal judgments when the
graphs have inhibitory causal relations. We find evidence that
a particularly important class of errors known as Markov violations extend to these settings. These Markov violations are
important because they are incompatible with causal graphical
models, a theoretical framework that is often used as a computational level account of causal cognition. In contrast, the
systematic pattern of errors are in line with the predictions of
a recently proposed rational process model that models people as reasoning about concrete cases (Davis & Rehder, 2020).
These findings demonstrate that errors in causal reasoning extend across a range of settings, and do so in line with the predictions of a model that describes the process by which causal
judgments are drawn.
Keywords: causal graphical models; causal reasoning;
Markov violations; rational process model
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Introduction
A large literature exists documenting the profound effect that
causal knowledge has on human cognition (Rehder, 2017a;
2017b; Rottman & Hastie, 2014; Sloman & Lagnado, 2015;
Waldmann, 2017). Moreover, the theoretical framework
known as causal graphical models (Pearl, 2009) has been
shown to provide a generally good account of human performance in numerous tasks. While causal graphical models
have been broadly successful at accounting for human performance, recent work has cast doubt on their success as a
model of human causal reasoning. One reason for this doubt
is that people systematically violate a core prediction of these
models known as the Markov condition. In this paper we
find new violations of the Markov condition across a range
of judgments, suggesting that the failure of CGMs to account
for human causal reasoning behavior is more pervasive than
previously thought.
To understand the source of these previously undocumented errors in causal reasoning, we compare people’s behavior against the predictions of a recent rational process
model of the cognitive mechanisms that underlie many causal
judgments (Davis & Rehder, 2020). The first section below
describes this model—the “mutation sampler”—and how it
explains some classic causal reasoning errors. We then derive new predictions for causal inferences when the reasoner’s
causal knowledge includes a mix of both generative (a cause
makes its effect more likely) and inhibitory (a cause makes its
effect less likely) causal relations. We then report the results
of a new experiment testing these predictions.
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EA

EB

1

Figure 1: (A) A common cause graph with generative causal
relations. (B) Possible states of a common cause graph. Filled
circles indicate a variable instantiated with a value of 1 (or
present), open circles one with a value of 0 (or absent). Edges
denote reachable states as defined by the mutation sampler’s
proposal distribution Q(q0 |q).

The Mutation Sampler
The mutation sampler carries out resource-constrained inference using causal graphical models. It assumes that, when
reasoning about a causal system, people think about concrete cases—states of a causal system in which all relevant
variables are instantiated with values. Consider the causal
graph in Fig. 1A in which variable C is the cause of variables EA and EB . Because the variables in this network are
assumed to be binary, the state space of this graph consists
of the eight states shown in Fig. 1B. The mutation sampler
assumes that reasoners sequentially sample these states using Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods, in particular, the Metropolis-Hastings (MH) rule, a computationally efficient rejection sampling method for estimating probability distributions (Hastings, 1970; Griffiths et al., 2015;
Van Ravenzwaaij et al., 2018). MCMC methods ensure
that the generated samples will, after normalization, approximate the true distribution, with convergence guaranteed as the
length of the chain of samples grows large. Whereas MCMC
models often deal with a continuous state space, the mutation
sampler samples over the discrete states of causal graphs like
the one in Fig. 1A.
The mutation sampler makes two additional assumptions.
First, MCMC sampling specifies a proposal distribution
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Figure 2: Joint probability distributions for the common
cause graph in Fig. 1A. Graph states are presented on the
horizontal axis. The blue line represents the true joint distribution entailed by the causal graphical model under a the
parameterization described in Footnote 2. Red lines represent
the joint distributions implied by the mutation sampler, with
thicker lines meaning fewer samples (thick: 4; medium: 8;
thin: 32).
Q(q0 |q) that determines which graph state should be proposed
as the next state in the chain. The mutation sampler assumes
a Q(q0 |q) that restricts reachable states q0 to those that differ from the current state q by the value of one binary variable. The mutation sampler derives its name from the fact
that potential proposals are those formed by “mutating” the
value of a single variable. Edges in Fig. 1B denote reachable states from some starting state. Reachable states have an
equal probability of being selected as a proposal.
The second assumption is that there is a bias in the starting point for sampling: Sampling always starts from one of
the causal graph’s prototype states. For example, when the
causal relations in Fig. 1A are all generative, the prototype
states are those in which nodes are either all present (000) or
all absent (111), corresponding to the states at the bottom left
and top right corners of Fig. 1B1 . The mutation sampler assumes these starting points because they are guaranteed to be
qualitatively consistent with the causal relations. Because the
prototypes include no instances in which a cause is present
but an effect absent (or vice versa), the reasoners can identify
them as consistent with the causal relations without attending
to aspects of the causal graph such as the strength, direction,
1 Throughout, a string such as ”101” refers to the states of C, E ,
A
and EB , respectively, namely that, C = 1, EA = 0, and EB = 1.
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Figure 3: Average conditional probability judgments from
Rehder & Waldmann (2017), in which participants judged the
presence of variable EA on a 0-100 scale. The three judgments
on the left are conditioned on C’s absence whereas those on
the right are conditioned on its presence. In each set, EB is either absent (0), unknown, or present (1). Fits of the mutation
sampler (red lines) and the normative model (blue lines) are
superimposed on the empirical ratings (gray bars). Details of
the fitting procedure are available in Davis & Rehder (2020).
or functional form of the causal relations.
Although the chain of MCMC samples converges to the
causal graph’s true joint distribution, the mutation sampler
assumes that people’s capacity for sampling is limited and
thus take only a few samples (on the order of a dozen rather
than thousands or millions). The effects of limited sampling
are illustrated in Fig. 2, which presents multiple joint distributions for the common cause graph in Fig. 1A. The blue line
represents the graph’s true joint distribution—that is, for each
of the eight graph states, the (joint) probability of that state—
under a particular graph parameterization.2 As expected, the
prototype states in which variables are either all absent (000)
or all present (111), shown on the far left and right, respectively, are highly probable states. The red lines represent
the approximation to the true joint distribution derived from
the mutation sampler for three different chain (i.e., sampling)
lengths: 4, 8, and 32.3 Examination of the mutation sampler’s
2 The joint probabilities are generated assuming that
p(C, EA , EB ) = p(EA |C)p(EB |C)p(C) and that p(Ei |C) =
1/(1 + exp(wCEi C + wEi )) where wCEi is the strength of the
causal relationship between C and Ei and wEi is the strength of
exogenous causes of Ei . In Fig. 2, p(C) = .5, wCEA = wCEB = 1,
and wEA = wEB = 0.
3 To make the predictions of the mutation sampler comparable

approximate joint distributions reveals that the probabilities
for the prototype states 000 and 111 are greater than those
in the true joint distribution, a consequence of sampling beginning at those states. Conversely, the probabilities for the
remaining graphs states are less than those in the true joint.
That the differences between the true joint distribution and
the mutation sampler’s approximations becomes small as the
chain length increases confirms that MCMC sampling converges to the true joint as the number of samples grows large.
The fact that the mutation sampler reproduces the general
shape of the true joint distribution while also introducing distortions explains both why people draw approximately veridical causal inferences and the common errors they make. For
example, Rehder and Waldmann (2017, Experiment 2) instructed participants on two generative causal relationships
taken from the domain of either economics, sociology, or
meteorology that formed a common cause network and then
asked them to draw a number of causal inferences. The
key inference ratings from that experiment in which subjects
predicted the presence of EA (EA = 1) conditioned on the
states of C and EB are presented in Fig. 3.4 On the positive side, subjects correctly judged that EA was more likely
to be present when C was present versus absent (e.g., that
p(EA = 1|C = 0) < p(EA = 1|C = 1)). However, their ratings
also violated the defining property of causal graphical models
known as the Markov condition.
The Markov condition stipulates that the two effects of a
common cause graph should be independent conditioned on
the cause (e.g., when the state of C is known, the probability
of EA should be unaffected by the state of EB ). That is, knowledge of C screens off EA from EB . The blue lines in Fig. 3,
which represents the best fits of the normative causal graphical model to these data, confirm that the probability of EB ’s
presence or absence should not change the probability of EA
when C’s value is known. In contrast, Fig. 3 reveals that participants consistently violated the Markov condition by judging that EA was more probable when EB was present (e.g., that
p(EA = 1|C = 0, EB = 0) < p(EA = 1|C = 0) < p(EA = 1|C =
0, EB = 1)), a finding that has been replicated in multiple studies (see Ali et al., 2011; Lagnado & Sloman, Fernbach & Rehder, 2013; Mayrhofer & Waldmann, 2015; Park & Sloman,
2013; Rehder & Burnett, 2005; Rehder, 2014; 2018; Rottman
& Hastie, 2016; among others). Importantly, the best fit of
the mutation sampler shown in Fig. 3 reveals that these independence violations are predicted by mutation sampling. This
prediction is a direct consequence of the distorted joint distribution induced by the biased starting points combined with a
relatively small number of samples (e.g., Fig. 2). Stated intuto the true joint, the samples it generates have been normalized by
dividing the number of visits to each state by the total number of
samples.
4 Because subjects were provided no information that distinguished C → EA and C → EB , the causal graph they were given is
symmetrical and so inferences regarding the presence EB are logically equivalent to those regarding EA (e.g., p(EA = 1|C = 1) is
logically equivalent to p(EB = 1|C = 1)). Thus, the data in Fig. 3
are averaged over both EA and EB inferences.
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itively, whereas the Markov condition states that EA and EB
are independent conditioned on C, commencing sampling at
one of the two prototype states (000 or 111) introduces a positive correlation between EA and EB conditioned on C, one
that manifests itself on the conditional probability judgments
derived from the sampled joint for short sampling chains.

Predictions for Inhibitory Causal Links
We now derive new predictions for the mutation sampler by
varying the sign of the causal relations, that is whether they
are generative (as they were in Rehder & Waldmann, 2017),
or inhibitory. The four experimental conditions shown in
Fig. 4 are a result of independently varying the sign of the
two causal relationship of a common cause network. It also
shows the prototype states that the mutation sampler assumes
for each graph. The charts in the bottom row of Fig. 4 shows
the qualitative predictions for both the normative model (blue
lines) and the mutation sampler (red lines) for the same conditional probability judgments as in Fig. 3.
Note that in all conditions the predictions of the normative
model consist of horizontal lines, as required by the Markov
condition. In contrast, those of the mutation sampler (red
lines) vary with condition. When both causal relations are
generative (Fig. 4A), the prototype states are 000 and 111.
As already demonstrated in Fig. 3, the consequence of those
prototype states is that the mutation sampler yields Markov
violations such that EA is more likely when EB is present versus absent even conditoning on C.
However, a different pattern emerges in Fig. 4B when
C → EB is inhibitory. Recall that the mutation sampler defines prototype states as those that are guaranteed to be qualitatively consistent with the causal relations. Because (a) the
inhibitory relation between C and EB suggest that those two
variables should have opposite values (i.e., present and absent
or vice versa) and (b) the generative relation between C and
EA suggest they should have the same values, the prototypes
for this network are 001 and 110. The lower panel of Fig. 4B
reveals that the mutation sampler continues to predict Markov
violations but, critically, the direction of those violations has
reversed: conditioned on C, EA is now less likely when EB
is present versus absent. This result obtains because the two
prototypes have introduced a negative correlation between EA
and EB conditioned on C.
In Fig. 4C it is now C → EA that is inhibitory and so the
prototype states are 010 and 101. As in Fig. 4B, the negative correlation between EA and EB introduced by these prototypes yields Markov violations with the reverse direction
compared to Fig. 4A. Note that because C → EA is now inhibitory, EA is now less likely to be present when C is (cf.
Fig. 4A and Fig. 4B).
Finally, in Fig. 4D both causal relations are inhibitory and
so the prototypes are 011 and 100. Because the correlation
between EA and EB introduced by these prototypes is once
again positive, the direction of the Markov violations is as it
was in Fig. 4A.
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Figure 4: Qualitative predictions of the normative model (blue lines, solid plot points) and the mutation sampler (red lines, open
plot points) for four experimental conditions. The top row shows the condition’s causal network and corresponding prototype
states. (A) Both causal links are generative. (B) C → EA is generative whereas C → EB is inhibitory. (C) C → EA is inhibitory
whereas C → EB is generative. (D) Both causal links are inhibitory. The weights on the generative and inhibitory relations were
1 and -1, respectively, and wEA = wEB = 0 (see Footnote 2).
These novel predictions are now tested in an experiment
that manipulates whether each causal relation in a common
cause structure was generative or inhibitory.

Method
Materials. Three domains were tested: economics, meteorology, and sociology. Subjects were first told that the domain they were about to study included three binary variables.
In the domain of economics the variables were interest rates
(either low or normal), trade deficits (small or normal), and
retirement savings (high or normal). In the domain of meteorology, the variables were ozone level, air pressure, and
humidity. In sociology they were degree of urbanization, interest in religion, and socio-economic mobility.
Subjects were then presented with a verbal description of
two causal relations that formed a common cause network.
Depending on condition the causal relationships were either
generative or inhibitory and included a description of the
mechanism responsible for that relationship. For example,
one of the economics generative relationships was “Low interest rates cause small trade deficits. The low cost of borrowing money leads businesses to invest in the latest manufacturing technologies, and the resulting low-cost products are exported around the world.” One of the inhibitory relationships
was “Low interest rates prevents high retirement savings. The
good economic times produced by the low interest rates leads
to greater confidence and less worry about the future, so people are less concerned about saving for retirement.”
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Procedure. Subjects first studied several screens of information about the domain, including the cover story, a description of the three variables, the two causal links, and a diagram
of those links. Participants then took a multiple-choice test of
this knowledge. While taking the test, participants could return to the information screens they had studied but doing so
obligated them to retake the questions they missed.
Subjects were then presented with the inferences test. Each
trial presented the values of one or two variables and asked
the subject to predict the state of another. For example, a
subject might be told that an economy has low interest rates
and a normal trade deficit and be asked the probability of it
having a high level of retirement savings. Subjects entered
their response by moving a tick on a rating scale whose ends
were labeled 0% and 100%. To ensure that subjects did not
have to rely on their memory, the causal relationships were
repeated on the bottom half of the screen. A total of 24 inference trials were presented, including those shown in Fig. 4
relevant to assessing Markov violations. The order of the 24
test questions was randomized for each participant.
Design and Participants. The experiment consisted of a 3
(domain: economics, meteorology, or sociology) × 4 (causal
network) between-subject design. Subjects were randomly
assigned to these 3 × 4 = 12 between-subject cells subject to
the constraint that an equal number appeared in each cell. 72
New York University undergraduates received course credit
for participating. These samples sizes are similar to those in
Rehder and Waldmann (2017).
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Figure 5: Empirical conditional probability ratings in four experimental conditions (gray bars). The blue and red lines are the
fits of the normative model and the mutation sampler, respectively. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals.

Results
Initial analyses revealed no effect of domain and so the key
inference ratings in each condition are presented in Fig. 5 collapsed over that factor.5
In all conditions ratings varied in the expected manner with
the state of variable C: When C → EA was generative (conditions A and B), EA was judged more likely when C was
present versus absent whereas when C → EA was inhibitory
(conditions C and D), EA was judged more likely when C was
absent versus present. The key result concerned the direction of the Markov violations in each condition. In condition
A, EA was judged more likely when EB was present versus
unknown versus absent, replicating previous research (e.g.,
Fig. 3). But when one of the two causal links was inhibitory
(conditions B and C), the direction of the Markov violation
reversed: EA was generally judged less likely when EB was
present versus unknown versus absent. Finally, when both
causal relations were inhibitory (condition D), the sign of the
Markov violation was in the same direction as in condition A
(albeit the magnitude of the violation appears smaller, especially when C was present). This overall pattern of results—
with an apparent positive correlation between effects when
the causal relations were the same sign and a negative correlation for one inhibitory and one generative link—was of
course the one predicted in Fig. 4.
5 Because of the symmetry mentioned in Footnote 4, data in panels A and D have been averaged over both EA and EB inferences.
Analogously, EA inferences in condition B are logically equivalent
to EB inferences in condition C and so those results have been combined and presented in panel B. EA inferences in condition C are
logically equivalent to EB inferences in condition B and so those
results are presented in panel C.
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These effects were assessed statistically with a model in
which C and the linear and quadratic effects of EB , plus their
interactions, served as predictors. The results are presented
in Table 1. Unsurprisingly, in every analysis there was a large
effect of C, indicating that the judged probability of EA varied
depending on the state of C. More importantly, the linear effect of EB was also significant in every condition, confirming
the presence of Markov violations.
Table 1 shows that another effect obtained in all conditions was the interaction between the C and the quadratic
effect of EB . For example, in condition A when C was absent, the rating for p(EA = 1|C = 0) (28.1) was slightly lower
than the average of p(EA = 1|C = 0, EB = 0) and p(EA =
1|C = 0, EB = 1) (17.5 and 38.8, respectively). But when
C was present, the rating for p(EA = 1|C = 1) (85.0) was
slightly higher than the average of p(EA = 1|C = 1, EB = 0)
and p(EA = 1|C = 1, EB = 1) (72.5 and 90.0, respectively).
That is, the sign of the quadratic effect of EB varied with the
state of C. This pattern obtained in all four conditions. Note
that this quadratic interaction is also apparent in the predictions of the the mutation sampler shown in Fig. 4.

Theoretical Modeling
Both the normative model and the mutation sampler were fit
to each subject’s 24 conditional probability judgments. The
results of these fits averaged over subjects are shown in Fig. 5
superimposed on the empirical data. As expected, the fits
of the normative model (horizontal blue lines) reflect the absence of Markov violations. In contrast, the fits of the mutation sampler (red lines) reproduce the sign of the Markov violations exhibited by subjects: positive in Conditions A and D

Table 1: Inferential statistics testing the effect of the states of C and EB on the inference of EA .
Condition A
p
BF

F

Condition B
p
BF

F

Condition C
p
BF

F

> 108

303

< 10−18

> 1015

246

< 10−16

> 1014

136

< 10−8

> 106

< 10−6
.710

> 104
.259

46.4
21.8

< 10−17
< 10−4

> 105
526

20.6
0.81

< 10−4
.374

373
.261

11.2
1.65

.003
.216

11.8
.494

.015
.009

3.61
5.74

5.53
11.7

.024
.002

2.00
20.8

1.98
6.83

.168
.013

.442
3.37

3.81
9.84

.068
.006

1.14
8.08

Effect

F

C
EB
Linear
Quadratic
C × EB
Linear
Quadratic

200

< 10−10

59.2
0.14
7.17
8.67

and negative in Conditions B and C. And, the mutation sampler reproduces the interaction between C and the quadratic
effect of EB . These effects resulted in the mutation sampler
yielding a better fit (AICs of 103.1, 121.2, 120.9, and 118.6
in conditions A, B, C, and D, respectively) as compared to
the normative model (120.3, 127.2, 127.0, and 123.5). In the
mutation sampler fits the median value of the chain length
parameter across the four conditions was 7.9.

Discussion
This article tested predictions regarding the presence of new
causal reasoning errors. Previous demonstrations of Markov
violations have all exhibited a characteristic direction: in a
common cause network, the presence of an effect is judged
more likely when the other effect is also present even when
the state of the common cause was known. This article’s empirical contribution is to demonstrate that this result does not
generalize to all common cause graphs. When one of the two
causal relations is inhibitory, the direction of the Markov violations reverses such that an effect is judged to be less likely
when the other effect is present.
These findings are inconsistent with some past characterizations of Markov violations. For example, Rottman and
Hastie (2016) proposed that causal inferences are guided by a
monotonicity principle in which the strength of a causal inferences is a function of the number of graph variables present
minus the number of variables absent. Relatedly, Rehder and
Waldmann (2017) proposed a rich-get-richer principle according to which reasoners assume that one variable is more
likely to be present to the extent that other variables in the
causal model are also present. The current results indicate
that neither of these principles generalize to causal graphs
with inhibitory links.
The reversal of the direction of the Markov violations was
predicted by the mutation sampler. As a rational process
model the mutation sampler explains why people draw approximately correct causal inferences but also why they make
systematic errors. In particular, starting MCMC sampling
at one of a graph’s prototype states combined with short
sampling chains yields a distorted joint distribution and, in
turn, causal inferences that violate the Markov condition. We
demonstrated how the prototype states for causal graphs with
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Condition D
p
BF

a mix of generative and inhibitory causal relations are sufficient to reverse the usual direction of Markov violations (i.e.,
rather than richer, the rich got poorer).
We also showed that the prototype states for a graph with
nothing but inhibitory links explained the traditional direction
of the Markov violation observed in that condition (Fig. 5D).
Nevertheless, note that the magnitude of those violations was
somewhat smaller than in the other conditions. Interestingly,
we also note that the effect of C was smallest in Condition D.
One possible explanation for these results is that the verbal
descriptions of the inhibitory relations led them to be viewed
as the less efficacious as compared to the generative relations.
It also possible that people generally reason less confidently
with inhibitory relations.
The mutation sampler shares some similarities with mental models theory (MMT) (Johnson-Laird, 1980), which also
posits that the fundamental units of reasoning are concrete
possibilities and gives special status to certain states (referred
to as initial mental models in MMT). Recently, Johnson-Laird
et al. (2015) defined a sampling process in which mental
models are stochastically generated, which then form the basis for a caual inference. Nevertheless the mutation sampler
and MMT posit different initial states in some circumstances
(Davis & Rehder, 2020). More fundamentally, the mutation
sampler but not MMT is an example of a rational process
model that approximates the normative standard to the extent
that sufficient cognitive resources are available.
Markov violations have been a key data point in assessing the suitability of the causal graphical model framework
for a psychological theory of causal cognition. The current
results indicate that those violations are both more prevalent
than previously thought and vary systematically with the relative mix of generative and inhibitory causal relations. The
mutation sampler, a model designed to account for Markov
violations with purely generative causal relations, in fact correctly anticipated the novel direction of those violations when
inhibitory relations are present. The mutation sampler makes
novel predictions for other causal network topologies that will
be tested in future work, in addition to other predictions that
can be derived from a process level account, such as response
times and the within-person variability of causal judgments.
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Introduction
Culture – the totality of traditions acquired in a community
by social learning from others – has increasingly been found
to be pervasive not only in humans but in many animals’
lives, with profound implications for comparative cognitive
science as well as evolutionary biology, anthropology and
conservation (Aplin, 2019; Brakes et al., 2019; Whiten,
2011; Whiten, 2017a; Whiten et al., 2017). Compared to
individual learning, learning from experienced others can
more safely and efficiently assimilate the wisdom already
accumulated in those individuals.

The Reach of Culture Across Species and
Behavioral Domains
Discoveries by my research group and others have charted
the reach of culture across an ever-expanding diversity of
vertebrate and invertebrate species, from primates to
cetaceans, birds, fish and insects (Whitehead and Rendell,
2015; Whiten, 2017a, 2017b, Lachlan and Whiten, 2020).
Over the present century this evidence has come to span
numerous behavioral domains ranging from foraging,
migration, vocal repertoires, tool use and social behavior.

The Reach of Social Learning Through
Animals’ Lifetimes
In many species cultural transmission is critical in juvenile
phases, but recent studies have shown it also to be relevant
through the lifetime, playing an important role where mature
individuals disperse to other groups (Whiten and van de
Waal, 2018). For example, in an experiment in which whole
groups of wild vervet monkeys were initially trained to avoid
one of two colored corn provisions because of a distasteful
additive and later tested with no additive, all of 27 infants
naïve to the corn took the color preferred in their group.
However, males who dispersed on maturity to groups that ate
a color opposite to that in their natal groups likewise readily
adopted the new local norm they witnessed, a dramatic effect
attributed to a generally adaptive disposition for social
conformity (van de Waal, Borgeaud and Whiten, 2013).

The Cognitive Reach of Social Learning
The psychological reach of culture is reflected in the
knowledge and skills an animal thus acquires, achieved via
an array of different social learning processes. These have
been found to range from the simplest, where learners’
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attention is simply channeled towards ecologically important
cues, such as in foraging, to those where there is evidence of
copying complex patterns of behavior or other elements such
as tool use techniques (Whiten, 2021a,b). The prediction that
cultural complexity will select for enhanced cultural
cognition and encephalization (van Schaik and Burkart,
2011) has been supported by recent large-scale analyses
across primates (Street et al., 2017).
Such social learning is further guided by a suite of adaptive
learning biases. A variety of such biases have been identified
in four major categories: those that are ‘state-based’ (e.g.
copy when uncertain), ‘frequency dependent’ (e.g. copy what
a majority of others do), ‘model-based’ (e.g. copy high
rankers) or ‘content based’ (e.g. copy behavior seen to earn
highest payoff) (Kendal et al., 2018). The complexity of
decision-making can span more than one of these. For
example, Bono et al. (2018) discovered that prediction of
biases in whom to learn from required knowledge of three
variables: the sex of the learner, the sex of the model
witnessed and the relative payoff of the option chosen by the
model.

The Question of Cumulative Culture
In humans, cumulative cultural change over generations has
generated the complex cultural phenomena we witness
today. Animal cultures have been thought to lack this
cumulative power (Tennie, Call and Tomasello, 2009), but
recent findings suggest that elementary versions may be
important in animals’ lives (Whiten, 2019).
Transmission chain experiments in which experienced
individuals are progressively replaced by naïve recruits in
small social groups of homing pigeons have begun to
demonstrate contexts in which such cumulative change may
occur (Sasaki and Biro, 2017). In wild populations of
bighorn sheep, groups translocated to areas naïve to them
initially ranged little, but over subsequent decades and
several generations they demonstrated progressively
enhanced skills in seasonal migrations exploiting higher and
more distant optimal foraging patches (Jesmer et al. 2018).
It now becomes of interest to unpick the spirals of
individual contributions and cultural transmission that these
occurrences implicate. For example, presenting
chimpanzees with a challenging foraging problem requiring
novel tool use, Vale et al. (2017) reported episodes in which
different individuals contributed separate solutions to
subcomponents of the task, which they then combined,
creating innovations that spread more widely among others
through social learning.
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many, the gap in evidence needed to unambiguously infer
animal consciousness is considered “as wide as ever”
(Dawkins, 2012).

Animal Conscious Awareness

In our recent paper (Ben-Haim et al., 2021) we departed
from all previous attempts to study consciousness and
developed a novel empirical approach that can allow
disentangling the two modes of processing. Specifically, we
harnessed a well-established double dissociation between
non-conscious and conscious visual awareness in humans. In
special circumstances, humans show characteristically
opposite performance signatures when processing
consciously accessible stimuli versus stimuli that are just
below the threshold of conscious detection. Using this
paradigm, we tested whether rhesus monkeys (Macaca
mulatta) also show these same opposite double dissociation
signatures of visual awareness. Because this approach
predicts that completely opposite signatures of performance
would emerge only if there are both conscious and nonconscious processing modes, this framework can be used to
reliably disentangle the two levels of processing in nonhuman species. Crucially, this approach can provide evidence
for the presence of non-conscious processing in non-human
animals, and the immediate corollary of conscious visual
awareness (or a similarly characterized processing mode) in
animals.

Conscious awareness to the events and stimuli around us is
a central part of our everyday experience. Yet, are humans
the only species that experiences conscious awareness? Since
non-verbal species cannot report their internal states,
philosophers and scientists have long debated whether the
question of animal consciousness is empirically testable, and
it still remains a topic of speculation (Dawkins, 2015;
Gutfreund, 2017). In the large spectrum of views, some
advocate that consciousness may require complex processes
like language, a capacity that is unique to adult humans
(Dennett, 1995) or a human-like theory of mind (Carruthers,
1998), which may extend to only a few selected species such
as great apes (e.g., Krupenye, Kano, Hirata, Call, &
Tomasello, 2016; but see Horschler, MacLean, & Santos,
2020). In contrast, others have used neuroanatomical
similarities to argue that a number of species (including some
birds and octopuses) are likely to be capable of generating
conscious experience (see, for example, the Cambridge
declaration on consciousness, 2012). Others argue that nonhuman animals are conscious on the basis of intelligent
behaviors which, at least in humans, seem to coincide with
conscious awareness as supporting evidence for animal
consciousness. These include behaviors such as planning
(Osvath & Osvath, 2008), or metacognition (Hampton,
Engelberg, & Brady, 2020; Rosati & Santos, 2016), for
review see Boly et al., 2013; Griffin & Speck, 2004. Yet,
since many complex human behaviors and high-level
functions can be performed outside of conscious awareness
(i.e., Hassin, 2013), it is difficult to determine whether nonhuman animals that display intelligent behaviors are indeed
conscious or not (Carruthers, 2018). Furthermore, given the
ambiguity and difficulty in disentangling conscious from
non-conscious processes in non-verbal species, many
consider the question of animal consciousness as far from
having been resolved (Dawkins, 2015; Gutfreund, 2017). For
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A Double Dissociation of Awareness
To establish a double dissociation between conscious and
non-conscious visual processing in humans, we first
presented participants (n = 36) with a novel forced guessing
task where a reward was hiding within one of two treasure
chests presented on a computer screen. On each trial, one of
the two chest locations was cued with an image displaying a
star. The cue predicted the location of the reward but in an
incongruent manner - the reward was always hidden in the
opposite chest. Note that in order to find the reward with
more than 50% accuracy (chance level), participants must use
this cue and choose the treasure chest presented in the
opposite side of the cue location. We also varied whether the
cue was always consciously accessible or presented

unconsciously (i.e., subliminally masked after 17/33
milliseconds thus it escaped awareness in naive participants).
We hypothesized that participants will quickly learn to
choose the opposite chest of the cue when the cue is
consciously accessible (supraliminal conscious condition).
Yet, in the non-conscious subliminal condition, we
anticipated that participants would perform significantly
worse than chance (<50%), as they will be more likely lured
to choose the flashed cue location without being aware of it.
Indeed, our results indicated that participants easily learned
to choose the chest opposite of the cue when it was
consciously accessible, but performed significantly worse
than chance in the subliminal condition (χ(1)=5.33,
P=0.021). Although our participants were not aware of the
cues as evident by their self-reports, their performance was
clearly affected by the subliminal cue as it was worse than
random guessing. This consistent non-random below-chance
performance suggests that the cues were processed nonconsciously and influenced participants’ behavioral choices.
Importantly, the clear above-chance performance with
consciously accessible cues, together with an opposite pattern
of worse-than-chance performance with subliminal cues
represents a canonical human double dissociation of visual
awareness.
Critically, we then used this same approach in rhesus
monkeys (Macaca mulatta) to test whether a non-human
species showed the same double dissociation between
conscious and non-conscious visual processing. Monkeys
strikingly mimicked exactly the double dissociation we
observed in humans, showing significant learning and correct
performance in the supraliminal conscious condition, but
performing significantly below-chance in the subliminal
condition with no signs of learning through hundreds of trials
(M=43.5% correct, with a combined binomial probability of
P=0.00018). While the observation that monkeys can learn
the task well with consciously accessible cues is not very
surprising, the fact that monkeys performed below-chance on
the subliminal trials suggests that monkeys may perceive the
cues much like humans do - non-consciously. The combined
results showing both non-conscious influence with
subliminal cues, and in contrast successful learning with
consciously accessible supraliminal cues, strongly suggests
that monkeys too may experience two modes of visual
awareness as humans do. These striking results, which we
replicated in two different dissociation tasks, demonstrate
that monkeys show the same double dissociation that humans
exhibit across conscious and non-conscious processing, thus
providing robust empirical support for conscious awareness
in a non-human animal. Taken together, these results strongly
support the existence of both non-conscious processing as
well as functional human-like visual awareness in nonhuman animals.
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Dutch (taken from Hoeks et al., 2006) and their structurally
identical English translations.
(1) The wizard guards the king and the princess protects
the prince with her life.
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Introduction
Recurrent neural network (RNN) language models that are
trained on large text corpora have shown a remarkable ability
to capture properties of human syntactic processing (Linzen
& Baroni, 2021). For example, the fact that these models
display human-like structural priming effects (Prasad, Van
Schijndel, & Linzen, 2019; van Schijndel & Linzen, 2018)
suggests that they develop implicit syntactic representations
that may not be unlike those of the human language system.
A rarely explored question is whether RNNs are also able to
simulate aspects of human multilingual sentence processing
(Frank, 2021) even though training RNNs on two or more
languages simultaneously is technically unproblematic.
Tsoukala, Broersma, van den Bosch, and Frank (2021) developed a bilingual version of the Dual-Path RNN model
of sentence production (Chang, Dell, & Bock, 2006). This
model not only code switches between its two languages
but can also can simulate cross-linguistic structural priming (Khoe, Tsoukala, Kootstra, & Frank, 2020), which is
well known to occur in bilinguals (Hartsuiker, Pickering,
& Veltkamp, 2004, among many others). However, because the model can handle only hand-crafted, miniature languages, it remains an open question whether bilingual RNNs
trained on large amounts of natural language emulate properties of human bilingualism. Here, we demonstrate that RNNs
trained on English and Dutch sentences account for a particular garden-path effect and are sensitive to structural priming,
both within and between languages.

Method
Materials Sentence (1) contains a local, structural ambiguity: “the princess” can be read as part of an object NP conjunction (“the king and the princess”) or as the subject of a
new clause (“the princess protects”). This is known as the
NP/S-coordination ambiguity. The latter reading turns out to
be correct when the disambiguating verb (“protects”) appears,
which leads to increased reading time (RT) in sentences like
(1) compared to unambiguous variants where a comma is inserted before the conjunction (“...the king, and the princess”;
Frank & Hoeks, 2019; Hoeks, Hendriks, Vonk, Brown, & Hagoort, 2006). Our simulations used 120 of such sentences in
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RNN models Five Long Short-Term Memory RNN models (Hochreiter & Schmidhuber, 1997), differing only in random initial connection weights, were trained on next-word
prediction. The networks had a 300-unit input embedding
layer, a single, 600-unit recurrent layer, and a 300-unit layer
before the output layer. The training corpus consisted of
nearly 17M sentences (225M word tokens) scraped from web
sources (Schäfer, 2015), approximately equally divided between Dutch and English. These languages were randomly
mixed at the sentence level, in a different order for each network training repetition. The joint lexicon comprised 36,648
word types, unmarked for language so that interlingual homographs received a single representation.
Procedure Word surprisal, which is well known to correlate with word RT (e.g., Smith & Levy, 2013), was recorded
on the disambiguating verb. The simulated garden-path effect
is the difference between the verb’s surprisal in an ambiguous
(no comma) and an unambiguous (comma) target sentence.
Successful structural priming reduces surprisal on a repeated
structure, so a stronger garden-path effect should appear after
an unambiguous compared to an ambiguous prime sentence.
All primes and targets were presented in both ambiguity
conditions and in both languages. Each sentence item (presented up to and including the critical verb) formed a prime
for all target sentences, excluding targets that were identical to the prime, or differed only in ambiguity or language.
Following Chang et al. (2006) and van Schijndel and Linzen
(2018), structural priming was modeled as error-based adaptation of connection weights, identical to network training.
The learning rate for priming was set to 0.2. After completing each prime test, connection weights were reset to their
pre-priming values.

Results
Figure 1 shows that a garden-path effect was indeed predicted
after all four types of priming. This effect is stronger after an unambiguous than after an ambiguous prime, that is,
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Figure 1: Mean garden-path effect after within- or betweenlanguage priming with an ambiguous or unambiguous prime
sentence. Error bars indicate 95% CIs.

the model is sensitive to structural priming. Moreover, priming is effective both within and between language, although
it is stronger within language. These conclusions were confirmed in a linear mixed-effect analysis with full by-network
and by-item random effect structure: The priming effect was
highly significant (b = 0.031, z = 4.72, p < .0001) and somewhat weaker between than within language (b = −0.002, z =
−4.96, p < .0001). Qualitatively similar results were obtained from analyses on Dutch and English targets separately.

Discussion and Conclusion
After training on a large number of Dutch and English corpus
sentences, RNNs displayed the garden-path effect caused by
the NP/S-coordination ambiguity. More importantly, the networks were sensitive to structural priming, both within and
between languages: The garden-path effect was stronger after priming with an unambiguous structure. Within-language
priming was more effective than between-language priming,
which is generally consistent with human sentence production experiments (Bernolet, Hartsuiker, & Pickering, 2013).
The current results further demonstrate that bilingual RNN
language models capture realistic aspects of the human bilingual syntactic system. However, their predictions remain to
be validated against data from human sentence reading experiments. To date, surprisingly few cross-language structural
priming experiments included RT as the dependent variable,1
although Weber and Indefrey (2009) did show RT effects of
priming between German and English active/passive structures.
1 Or at least, surprisingly few of such studies have been published.
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Breakthroughs and Remaining Challenges
The last few years have witnessed amazing breakthroughs
in machine intelligence. Google’s Neural Machine
Translation System, DeepMind’s AlphaGo, and current
‘Transformer’ based Language Models (BERT and GPT-3)
have amazed many with their success in addressing abilities
humans possess but were previously hard to capture with
machines. These models rely on neural networks of the
kind we advocated in Parallel Distributed Processing
(Rumelhart, McClelland et al, 1986). In these volumes, we
argued that people were smarter than machines, and that
human-like abilities would be easier to capture using neural
networks rather than the discrete symbolic approaches in
vogue at the time, and in some ways, this recent progress
bears this out. Yet in this talk, I will argue, in agreement
with other commentators (e.g. Lake et al., 2017) that we still
have a long way to go before we can say any machine has
truly captured human like cognitive and learning abilities.
Unlike Lake et al. and some other commentators,
however, I will argue that we should seek the reasons for
many of the amazing achievements of human intelligence
not so much in built in biases toward systematicity or
special purpose start-up software, but more in a fuller
appreciation of the roles of culture and experience. Within
culture and experience, I will argue for a central role for
culturally constructed formal systems as powerful tools that
extend human abilities beyond what can be achieved
without these resources.
These systems may be as
elementary as the counting numbers or as advanced as
quantum theory. Between these extremes lie principled
systems for logical reasoning and theorem proving, the
formal structures of linguistic theory, and the powerful tools
of modern computing languages. I will also argue for a
central role of language-based instruction and explanation.

Starting Places
A starting place for this is the idea that we should view
language as a system for transmitting information about
construals of situations between naturally and culturally
grounded learners, whether human or artificial. A situation
is a set of relationships between objects and their properties,
such as the one conveyed by the sentence ‘the cat is on the
mat’ or the one conveyed by the formal statement ‘for all θ,
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cos(-θ) = cos(θ)’. Both sentences implicate construals of
objects and relationships that are shaped by convention and
experience, though the first arose more naturalistically while
the second arose from efforts to predict the locations of
celestial bodies and to guide ships safely to their
destinations, efforts that gradually became the foci of
academic and scientific investigation. In recent work on
natural language processing, we (Rabovsky et al., 2018)
showed how a neural network model that maps language to
representations of situations could capture a wise range of
experimental data on the N400, a signal we argued reflected
the extent to which new incoming language input results in
an update in the listener’s internal representation of a
situation. In McClelland et al. (2020), we laid out a
characterization of the understanding system in the brain,
construed as a widely distributed collection of brain
structures that together allow information from multiple
sensory modalities as well as spoken or written language to
constrain the construction of situation representations.
In Mickey and McClelland (2017), we turned to a
consideration of trigonometry, construing it as the
codification (among other things) of facts about the
relationship between positions on a circle and ratios of
distances in orthogonal directions in space. Specifically, we
considered trigonometric expressions like cos(-θ) = cos(θ),
and demonstrated that when students are shown how to treat
such expressions as describing relationships between the
horizontal or vertical positions of points on a unit circle they
acquire a productive understanding of the expression that
generalizes to other trigonometric relationships, but when
they treat them as arbitrary rules, no generalization to other
relationships occurs.

Natural Numbers
Cognitive developmentalists once frequently proposed
that children possessed an understanding of the principles
underlying the natural or counting numbers, until the paper
by Gordon (2004) showed that indigenous Amazonians
whose language lacked number words displayed an
understanding of approximate but not exact number.
Number systems vary extensively across cultures,
suggesting that these systems may be culturally constructed
and thus must be acquired. In pursuit of an effort to
understand the learning processes that might lead to this, I
have worked with several others to develop neural network
learning systems that can learn to count and that display
behaviors reminiscent of the counting behavior of young

children. In both of the relevant efforts (Fang et al, 2018;
Sabatiel et al., 2020) we have envisioned the child as an
embodied learner, capable of learning to imitate the actions
of a skilled counter. In both studies, the skilled counter has
‘announced’ the task they are about to perform, allowing the
network to learn cue-able task specific procedures such as
counting all of the objects in an array, or ‘giving’ (picking
up and placing) a specified number of objects to a target
location. The first paper showed interesting hints that the
ability to count or produce numbers in the range 5-9
emerged at the same time, so that a network that could count
to 5 reliably could also count these larger numbers. In both
papers, the networks exhibited knowledge sharing across
task contexts, so that in general, the more number-related
tasks the network already knew, the more quickly it could
learn others. This work does not yet account for all aspects
of children’s early number behavior, but it points to the
possibility that a cultural-specific, experience-dependent
approach will provide a useful basis for understanding many
aspects of children’s performance as they learn to count.

Systematic Cognition
The final line of work takes up the role of instruction and
explanation in human learning. One way in which we as
humans exceed all non-human species is that we can use
direct instruction and explanation to guide our learning and
behavior. Some (Fodor & Pylyshyn, 1988; Lake et al.,
2017) have argued that the ability to think systematically is
a hallmark of human cognition. I agree that the special
powers that humans in advanced societies have exhibited
through the construction of advanced reasoning systems
require systematicity, but I argue that the ability to think
systematically is acquired, and the ability to do so in an
abstract and general way is only acquired by those with
advanced education or other experience thinking in a
formally structured way. Studies by both psycholinguists
(Gleitman & Gleitman, 1970) and mathematics educators
(Burger & Shaughnessy, 1986) support this view. These
works and recent work of ours (Nam & McClelland, in
preparation) support the view that the ability to rapidly
acquire a new systematic reasoning skill is associated with
more advanced educational achievement and with the ability
to provide an explanation of the basis of one’s correct
performance. I will also mention approaches to interfacing
language instruction and task performance (Abrahamson et
al., 2020; Lampinen & McClelland, 2020).
In sum, I hope to argue that one of the important reasons
why humans are still smarter than machines is that they rely
on language and culturally constructed systems of thought
to leverage their intuitive and more basic cognitive abilities.
Future work should seek ways to incorporate these features
into general purpose computational models that capture
these intuitive and more basic abilities.
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A Cognitive Approach to Wild Minds
Tools are peculiar parts of our environment and tool
manufacture remains one of the most prodigious
achievements of humankind over the last million years.
Chimpanzees, along with other non-primate species, also
use and sometimes manufacture tools. In my research, I
have investigated the cognitive, ecological, social and
emotional factors influencing tool use in wild and captive
apes, with a focus on Ugandan chimpanzees. In parallel, I
have researched cognitive aspects of the evolution of
emotional and intentional communication by studying
primate, particularly great ape, vocalizations. Finally, in
more recent years, I have investigated the same topics in
children, to investigate the possible homologies with
humans and our shared ancestry and specificities. My goal
is to understand the evolutionary pressures that launched
humans on the particular evolutionary pathway that have
allowed them to become the ultimate culture-bearers. I am
also interested in how other species, in turn, see the world.
The research program I develop integrates these interests in
a comparative, ecological, cognitive and socio-emotional
approach to cultural knowledge in great apes and humans.

A Cognitive Approach to Chimpanzee Tool Use
To do so, I investigate the behavior of wild chimpanzees
using a mix of observational and experimental techniques.
Crucially, I investigated experimentally whether the Sonso
chimpanzees of Budongo Forest, Uganda, were really ‘toolless’ chimpanzees (Reynolds, 2005), and if so, why. I
developed a field experiment exposing chimpanzees to a
honey-trap apparatus to investigate how they would extract
inaccessible honey from a hole (Figure 1). This initial study,
(Gruber, Muller, Strimling, Wrangham, & Zuberbühler,
2009), showed that members of two different chimpanzee
communities, Sonso and Kanyawara in Kibale Forest, used
different materials to manufacture tools, in line with their
cultural knowledge. In particular, no Sonso chimpanzee
used a stick to access honey but some manufactured sponges
from leaves. The Kanyawara chimpanzees in contrast, used
sticks, the usually preferred tools for chimpanzees to extract
honey (Figure 1). Interestingly, further exposure (Gruber,
Muller, Reynolds, Wrangham, & Zuberbühler, 2011) did
not lead Sonso chimpanzees to use sticks. Why is that?
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Figure 1: A member of the Kanyawara community of
Kibale Forest, Uganda, extracting honey from the honeytrap with a stick during an experimental trial (Courtesy of
Andrew Bernard).

Representing Cultural Knowledge
While the Sonso chimpanzees have experienced drastic
difficulties in developing stick use, in 2011, they found it
easy to develop a new tool use behavior: moss-sponging, the
use of moss instead of leaves to manufacture sponges.
Together with my colleague Dr. Cat Hobaiter, we
documented the spread this novel tool use in the Sonso
community. Incidentally, this publication was the first to
document, using social network analysis, the spread of a
novel tool use in wild chimpanzees (Hobaiter, Poisot,
Zuberbühler, Hoppitt, & Gruber, 2014). Further work
conducted by PhD student Noémie Lamon showed that the
transmission pattern, after an initial ‘ecologically-based’
trigger, followed kin affiliations (Lamon, Neumann, Gruber,
& Zuberbühler, 2017). In further work, we also showed that
moss-sponges are more efficient than ancestral leaf-sponges
(Lamon, Neumann, Gier, Zuberbühler, & Gruber, 2018).
Together, these results suggest that wild chimpanzees can
extend their cultures in the vicinity of what they already
know. However, it becomes harder for them to expand these
cultures to unknown material or substrates, raising doubts
about their abilities to fully represent their cultures (Gruber,
Zuberbühler, Clément, & van Schaik, 2015). This is despite
the fact that they are able to represent some parts of their
knowledge, including efficiency (Lamon, et al., 2018); and
the fact that certain objects are used as tools while others are
not (Gruber, Frick, Hirata, Adachi, & Biro, 2019). Yet, this
cognitive approach must be completed with affective
aspects if one wants a full picture of chimpanzee cultures.

Adding Socio-Emotional Motivations to the Model
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A possible answer to the limited tool use in Sonso has been
that chimpanzees simply did not need them because of
ample food supplies (Reynolds, 2005). Over a decade, our
experimental work has confirmed the absence of stick use in
Budongo Forest and our ecological surveys broadly support
the idea that Budongo chimpanzees indeed have benefited
from an ideal supply of food over the past decades.
However, the pattern of engagement with the honey-trap
experiment over eight years also suggested that necessity,
alongside opportunity (presence of tools and substrate), is a
major factor for tool use, with chimpanzees engaging more
with feeding opportunities using tools when food is scarce
and that they travel longer to obtain it (Gruber, Zuberbühler,
& Neumann, 2016). This first incursion in the domain of
affect (here under the scope of a general motivation to use
tools), has proven instrumental to build a new model of
social learning that integrates several domains of the
literature that have remained strangely dissociated.
Debates concerning social learning in the behavioral
sciences have indeed largely ignored the literature on social
influences in the affective sciences, despite having arguably
the same object of study. In a recent preprint (Gruber,
Bazhydai, Sievers, Clément, & Dukes, 2020), we argue that
this is a mistake and that no complete model of social
learning can exclude an affective aspect. In addition, we
argue that affect can allow bridging of the debates of the
unique characteristics of social learning in humans
compared to other animals. We review the two major bodies
of literature in non-human animals and human development,
highlighting the fact that the former has adopted a
behavioral approach while the latter has adopted a cognitive
approach, leading to irreconcilable differences. We then
introduce a novel framework, affective social learning
(ASL), which studies the way we and other species learn
about value(s). All in all, the affective, behavioral and
cognitive approaches are complementary and focus,
respectively, on feelings about, behavior towards, and
cognitions concerning objects, events and people in our
environment. All three thus contribute to an affective,
behavioral and cognitive story of knowledge transmission:
the ABC of social learning. We argue that this novel
perspective on the debate concerning social learning can
allow both evolutionary continuity and ontogenetic
development by lowering the cognitive thresholds that
appear often too complex for other species and non-verbal
infants. Yet, it can also explain some of the major
achievements only found in human cultures.
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The Evolution of Cooperation
The social brain hypothesis (Humphrey, 1976) poses that
the intricacies of social life may have been a significant
selection pressure for the evolution of mind. This evolution
may act on competition between group members and
strategies to outcompete others (Machiavellian intelligence
hypothesis: Byrne & Whiten, 1988), or on cooperative
tendencies between group-members that provide benefits that
cannot be reached by a single individual (Vygotskian
intelligence hypothesis: Moll & Tomasello, 2007). The latter
hypothesis, however, creates an evolutionary conundrum, as
cooperation is prone to free-riders, and with defection being
an evolutionary stable system, the occurrence and complexity
of cooperation in humans and other animals remains a puzzle.
Several theoretical advances have been made to explain the
evolution of cooperation nonetheless, with kin-selection
(Hamilton, 1964) and reciprocal altruism (Trivers, 1971)
being the most prominent ones. However, the proximate
mechanisms that foster the strategies proposed in the
Vygotskian intelligence hypothesis and the required
cognition in nonhuman animals, remain a hotly debated topic
(see Massen et al., 2019).

Birds
Most studies on cooperation in non-human animals have
focused on primates. Such studies are helpful in unraveling
the evolutionary history of a cooperation within the primate
lineage. However, to study potential selection pressures that
may have shaped the evolution of a certain behaviour,
comparative studies within a certain taxon are restricted,
since the common ancestor becomes the only reference point
if a certain trait is found among the members of that taxon.
As the behaviour and socio-ecology of that common ancestor
remains largely obscured because it left no fossils, inferences
about potential selection pressures are impossible (Massen,
2020). In contrast, comparing a trait like cooperation in more
distantly related species (e.g. birds) may allow ruling out
common ancestry when that trait is not present in the majority
of all living descendants, and subsequently generates data
from a lineage where this trait has evolved convergently.
Subsequent comparisons of the socio-ecologies of the species
from the different lineages in which this trait is then found
may help us pin-point specific selection pressures that may
have generated the evolution of this trait (Massen, 2020).
Such studies have now revealed striking similarities between
primates and birds like corvids and parrots that emphasize the
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role of social tolerance (Massen, Ritter & Bugnyar, 2015;
Schwing et al., 2016) and partner choice (Asakawa-Haas et
al. 2016) when cooperating, while also pin-pointing some
more elaborate cognitive skills that may be involved in
animal cooperation, like understanding the need for a partner
(Massen, Schaake & Bugnyar, 2020), long-term memory for
direct reciprocity (Müller et al. 2017) and inequity aversion
(Laumer et al., 2020).

Prosociality
In human literature it has been suggested that a prosocial
attitude may enhance cooperation, and this connection has
recently been shown in non-human animals too (Martin et al.,
2021). As such, prosociality may contribute to the spread of
cooperators in a population and thus to the evolution of
cooperation. However, the problem of free-riders remains,
and it is thus of significant interest to investigate the socioecological selection pressures that may have mitigated this
problem. Interestingly, prosocial tendencies have been
difficult to find among primates, even when considering our
closets living relatives (e.g., Silk et al., 2005). Similarly, clear
prosocial tendencies seem absent in another highly social and
intelligent animal, the common raven (Massen et al. 2015;
Lambert et al. 2017). In contrast, prosociality was found in
the cooperatively breeding common marmoset, and it is this
cooperative breeding lifestyle, which these New World
primates share with humans, that has led to the formulation
of the cooperative breeding hypothesis (Burkart, Hrdy & van
Schaik, 2009). This hypothesis states that the requirements of
this lifestyle have facilitated the evolution of prosociality. So
far, however, proof for this hypothesis only came from
primate studies, and with only two families showing such
cooperative breeding among the primates, i.e., Homo sapiens
and the callitrichidea, interpretations remained inconclusive.
To study the generalizability of the cooperative breeding
hypothesis, my lab has started investigating prosociality
among birds, which as a class show a much higher prevalence
of cooperative breeding and thus provide the possibility for
more elaborate comparisons. So far, in line with the
cooperative breeding hypothesis, we have shown high levels
of prosociality in a cooperative breeding corvid, i.e. the
azure-winged magpie (Horn et al. 2016; Massen, Haley &
Bugnyar, 2020). Moreover, a comparison of prosocial
tendencies across 8 different corvid species, indeed showed
that a cooperative breeding lifestyle predicts proactive
prosociality (Horn et al. 2020). Currently, we are extending
our test-sample to parrots (Laumer et al., in review; Dam &
Massen, in prep), as well as investigating the required
cognition and ecological relevance of the tests used to
establish evidence for prosociality (Horn et al., in review).

In sum, studies investigating the evolution of cooperation
and prosociality have long suffered a too narrow focus on
primates, and a broader scope of comparisons across different
animals with different socio-ecological backgrounds was
needed. Consequently, recent advances in the study of social
cognition of birds have not only informed us about the
remarkable cooperative and prosocial skills of these birds, but
it has also been proven paramount in identifying the selection
pressures that have shaped the evolution of cooperation and
prosociality.
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Abstract
There is a strong relation between children’s exposure to
spatial terms and their later memory accuracy. In the current
study, we tested whether the production of spatial terms by
children themselves predicts memory accuracy and whether
and how language modality of these encodings modulates
memory accuracy differently. Hearing child speakers of
Turkish and deaf child signers of Turkish Sign Language
described pictures of objects in various spatial relations to each
other and later tested for their memory accuracy of these
pictures in a surprise memory task. We found that having
described the spatial relation between the objects predicted
better memory accuracy. However, the modality of these
descriptions in sign, speech, or speech-plus-gesture did not
reveal differences in memory accuracy. We discuss the
implications of these findings for the relation between spatial
language, memory, and the modality of encoding.
Keywords: spatial language; spatial memory; sign language;
co-speech gesture

Introduction
Previous research shows strong relation between training
children in spatial language and their later spatial memory
accuracy (e.g., Gentner, 2016; Lowenstein & Gentner, 2005).
However, this link has been established through studies that
focus on speech alone and neglect sign languages and cospeech gestures (except for Gentner, Özyürek, Gürcanlı &
Goldin-Meadow, 2013 that focused on deaf children prior to
being exposed to a sign language). Visual-spatial forms of
communication through sign or co-speech gestures might
enhance memory more than arbitrary encodings in speech
due to the visually motivated mappings between the linguistic
form and the actual spatial configuration that it refers to (i.e.,
iconicity). In this study, we investigated the linguistic
encoding and spatial memory accuracy of Left-Right spatial
relations between objects, which are linguistically acquired
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late by speaking but not by signing children (Sümer, 2015).
We asked whether linguistic encoding of the spatial relation
between objects predicts better memory for the spatial
relations for children. We also asked whether and how the
modality of encoding (i.e., sign, speech, and speech-plusgesture) modulates differences in spatial memory accuracy.
Children from early on start to communicate and reason
about spatial relations (Landau, Dessalegn & Goldberg,
2011). Knowledge and use of spatial terms are strong
predictors of children’s spatial reasoning (Abarbanell & Li,
2021; Dessalegn & Landau, 2008; Gentner, et al., 2013;
Loewenstein & Gentner, 2005; Hermer-Vasquez, Moffet &
Muncholm, 2001; Miller, Andrews & Simmering, 2016;
Shusterman, Lee & Spelke, 2011; Simms & Gentner, 2019).
Using spatial terms such as left-right (Hermer-Vasquez,
Moffet & Muncholm, 2001), next (Miller, Patterson, &
Simmering, 2016), and middle (Simms & Gentner, 2019)
helps children perform better in spatial memory tasks that
contain these spatial relations. For instance, Lowenstein &
Gentner (2005) found that children who received instructions
containing spatial terms (i.e., top, middle, bottom)
outperformed children who were not trained on these terms
when tested for spatial memory both immediately and after a
2-day delay. However, this study lacks evidence as to
whether the use of spatial terms by children themselves
relates to their accuracy of spatial memory tasks that contain
these spatial relations.
Moreover, this previous work investigating the relation
between spatial language and spatial memory focused on the
linguistic encoding of space in speech alone. However,
language is a multimodal phenomenon and includes cospeech gestures and sign languages that operate on visualspatial modality. Sign languages incorporate linguistic forms
that bear visually motivated links to actual spatial relations
(e.g., Emmorey, 2002 for American Sign Language and

Sümer, 2015 for Turkish Sign Language [TİD]). For instance,
classifier constructions is one of the most frequent forms that
signers use (Perniss, Özyürek & Zwitserlood, 2015) which
employ handshapes resembling the size and shape of the
objects and place these handshapes onto the signing space in
an analog way to depict the spatial relation between the
objects (Figure 1a). Signers may also use Other linguistic
forms (Figure 1b&c) that encode spatial relations between
objects on the signing space in iconic ways. However, these
forms do not always encode information about size and shape
of the objects involved (Karadöller, Sümer, Ünal & Özyürek,
under review). Similarly, co-speech gestures can convey
information regarding the spatial relations in an analog way
together with speech (Figure 2). Despite the similarities
between sign languages and co-speech gestures in describing
spatial relations through visually motivated ways, they differ
in the way they are acquired. Children acquiring sign
languages are exposed to linguistic forms that bear visually
motivated links as part of their language system. However,
co-speech gestures are not learned as part of the linguistic
system of spoken languages, rather they form a composite
system together with speech (McNeill, 2005). Hence, there
may be variation in the way children are exposed to gestures
and the frequency and the type of gestures that are used by
children. When it comes to speech, spatial relations between
objects are represented through spatial terms that categorize
spatial information in arbitrary ways. For instance, in order
to describe the same picture in Figure 1a, an English speaker
may say “the straw is to the left of the moneybox”. Therefore,
speaking children need to learn arbitrary linguistic forms that
encode space in categorical ways.
Until now, prior work did not take into account sign
languages in investigating the relationship between spatial
language and spatial reasoning of children. Moreover, it also
underrepresented iconic forms in spoken languages by
neglecting co-speech gestures (but see Abarbanell & Li, 2021
and Miller, Patterson & Simmering, 2016 that focused on
gestures in isolation and compared them to speech directly).
Focusing on speech-gesture combinations, however, is
important to capture iconic aspects of spoken languages
together with arbitrary speech forms when comparing spoken
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language descriptions to sign (Goldin-Meadow & Brentari,
2017; Özyürek & Woll, 2019).
Linguistic encoding of Left-Right is a late aspect of
language development for speaking children (e.g., Benton,
1959; Harris, 1972; Piaget, 1972; Rigal, 1994; Sümer, 2015).
However, recent research has shown that such delayed
linguistic acquisition patterns obtained for speaking children
are not present for children learning TİD (Sümer, Perniss,
Zwitserlood & Özyürek, 2014). Earlier encoding of LeftRight spatial relations between objects by TİD-signing
children compared to Turkish-speaking children has been
attributed to the presence of visually motivated linguistic
forms to encode spatial relations in sign (Sümer, 2015; Sümer
et al., 2014). Furthermore, although Turkish-speaking 8-yearold children rarely use left-right spatial terms and instead use
general spatial nouns (e.g., side) in their speech alone, they
frequently use spatial co-speech gestures together with
speech to encode spatial relation between the objects in iconic
ways (see Figure 2; Karadöller, Sümer, Ünal & Özyürek,
2020). Therefore, iconic forms of communication might
provide new evidence and unique insights into the
relationship between spatial language and memory.

Basket
Newspaper
Sepet-in
yan-ın-da
gazete
Basket-GEN
side-POSS-LOC
newspaper
‘There is a newspaper at the side of the basket’

var
there-is

Figure 2. Example from a hearing child speaker of Turkish
using spatial gestures representing the size/shape and the
relative location of the objects while using less informative
“side” in speech.
Even though not directly studied within the spatial domain,
performing actions during encoding has been found to

promote better memory representations than verbal encoding
only for adults. This has been argued to be due to the
involvement of the motor system leading to richer and/or
stronger memory representations (see Cohen, 1989 and
Nilsson, 2000 for reviews). Sign language descriptions and
co-speech gestures may be comparable to performing actions
since the execution of signs and co-speech gestures recruit
hand movements that structurally resemble the movements
executed in tasks that are used in performing actions. This
claim has been supported by research showing that encoding
through signing results in better memory accuracy compared
to verbal encoding and this effect has been found to be as
strong as the performing actions (von Essen & Nilsson, 2003;
Zimmer & Engelkamp, 2003). Consequently, in addition to
the iconicity of information conveyed in sign languages and
co-speech gestures, the involvement of the motor system in
executing these forms could lead to differences in spatial
memory accuracy.

The Present Study
The present study investigates whether encoding a spatial
relation in a picture description predicts later recognition
memory accuracy for signing and speaking children. Besides,
it investigates whether differences in the modality of
encoding (“sign vs speech alone” or “sign vs speech-plusgesture”) lead to differences in recognition memory
accuracy. To address these questions, hearing child speakers
of Turkish and deaf child signers of TİD described pictures
of objects in various spatial relations to each other, after
which their memory for the described pictures was tested. We
coded the picture descriptions for the presence of spatial
relation in sign, speech, and co-speech gesture. We had the
following predictions:
(a) Following previous research, we expect descriptions
that convey spatial relation to have higher memory accuracy
than descriptions that do not convey spatial relation
regardless of the language of the participant.
(b) When the modality of encoding is concerned, we expect
descriptions in sign to predict better memory accuracy than
speech alone descriptions due to iconicity of the linguistic
encoding and the activation of the motor system.
(c) When gestures are considered as part of the spoken
descriptions, we foresee two possibilities. Descriptions in
sign and speech-plus-gesture might generate equal memory
accuracy. This might be because taking gestures into account
might better represent spoken languages by incorporating
iconic forms. Alternatively, signers might outperform
speaking children even when speaking children’s gestures are
taken into account due to the conventional and obligatory
ways to encode space in sign but not in co-speech gesture.

Method
The methods reported in this study have been approved by
the Ethics Review Board of the Radboud University.
Participants Data were collected from 26 child monolingual
speakers of Turkish (14 Female, Mean Age = 8;6) and 21
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child deaf signers of TİD (12 Female, Mean Age = 8;5). Deaf
children acquired their language from their deaf parents
following birth. Participation was voluntary.
Materials Stimuli of the description task consisted of 84
displays with 4 pictures showing the same two objects
(Figure and Ground) in various spatial configurations (i.e.,
Left, Right, Front, Behind, In, On). Ground objects (e.g., jar)
was always in the center of the pictures and Figure objects
(e.g., lemon) changed its location with respect to the Ground
Objects. As a result, 4-pictures in one display differed only in
terms of the position of the Figure object. This manipulation
aimed to foreground spatial relations between the objects
rather than the objects themselves and allowed us to ensure
that participants mentioned the spatial relation between the
objects as a distinguishing feature of the target picture in their
descriptions. Each display had one target picture indicated by
an arrow (Figure 3a).
Stimuli of the memory task consisted of a sample of the
same displays (n = 54) without the arrow. Display order and
the arrangement of the 4-pictures in one display were
randomized for the recognition memory task (Figure 3b).

a

b
Figure 3. Example displays of the description (a) and
memory (b) tasks.

Procedure Each participant was tested in a quiet room. All
instructions were given orally in Turkish to speaking children
by a Turkish speaking adult and in TİD to signing children
by a deaf adult signer of TİD. No written instructions were
used to avoid misunderstandings. The language status of the
addressee was also matched with the participants’.
In the description task, each trial started with a fixation
cross (2000ms), followed by a 4-picture display (1000ms).
Next, an arrow was presented for 500ms targeting one of the
pictures in the display (Figure 3a) and disappeared. Next, the
display with 4-pictures remained on the screen for an
additional 2000ms until the visual white noise screen
appeared. Participants described the target picture to an
addressee during the visual white noise. After the description,
the addressee chose the picture that the participant described
on her tablet. Participants moved to the next trial by pressing
the ENTER key. This task was video recorded from side-top
and front angles for later coding for the sign, speech, and
gesture.
Following the description task, participants completed a
Flanker Task as a distractor before the surprise recognition
memory task. Adult participants received the original Flanker
Task (duration 15mins) and child participants received the
child-friendly version with fish (duration ~5mins).

In the surprise recognition memory task, participants were
given the same displays and asked to click on the picture that
they had previously described by using the mouse. The
rationale for having this task as a surprise is to eliminate
possible influences on the production performance. After the
memory task, participants received the computerized version
of the Corsi Block Tapping Task in forward order.
Coding All descriptions were transcribed for target pictures
containing Left-Right spatial relation between the objects (n
= 20). These descriptions later coded for the presence of
spatial relation in sign, speech, and when speech and gestures
were combined. Transcription and coding were done using
ELAN (Sloetjes & Wittenburg, 2008).
In sign, participants used five different linguistic strategies
to encode spatial relation between the objects such as
classifier constructions (Figure 1a), pointing (Figure 1b),
relational lexemes (Figure 1c), tracing of objects’ size and
shape on the signing space, and lexical verb placements). All
of these forms provide the exact spatial information between
the objects in iconic ways. In speech, participants used
specific (e.g., left) or general spatial nouns (e.g., side).
Participants also used spatial gestures together with their
speech (Figure 2).
We grouped encodings by speakers into two categories
based on the modality of information conveyed in the
description to compare them with descriptions in sign. The
first category (i.e., speech alone) incorporated the use of
specific spatial nouns (i.e., left-right). Here, we excluded the
descriptions with general spatial nouns (i.e., side) which did
not specify the exact spatial relation between the objects. We
made this selection to ensure that descriptions in sign and
speech alone identified the pictures in similar ways and
differed only in terms of the modality of encoding. The
second category (i.e., speech-plus-gesture) consisted of
speech gesture combinations that included specific or general
spatial nouns with gestures.

intercepts for Subjects and Items. All models were fit using
lme4 package (Bates, Mächler, Bolker & Walker, 2015) in R
(R Core Team, 2018). This mixed effects approach allowed
us to take into account the random variability that is due to
having different participants and items. We did not include
random slopes in our models because doing so either did not
increase the model fit or the model was testing a between
subject variable that cannot be added as a random slope.
Memory Accuracy in relation to Spatial Encoding Signing
and speaking children varied in the frequency of encoding the
spatial relations between items. Signing children encoded the
spatial relation between items in 90% of their total
descriptions via linguistic strategies available in sign
languages. Speaking children encoded the spatial relation
between the items in 96% of their total descriptions
considering both speech (33%) and speech gesture
combinations (63%).1
We analyzed whether having encoded the spatial relation
between the items or not related to recognition memory
accuracy of signers and speakers differently. We used a glmer
model to test the fixed effects of Spatial Encoding (Spatial
Encoding, No Spatial Encoding) and Language Group
(Signer, Speaker) on binary values of Memory Accuracy (1
= Yes, 0 = No) at the item level (Figure 4). Fixed effects of
Spatial Encoding and Language were analyzed with centered
contrasts (-0.5, 0.5). The model revealed a fixed effect of
Spatial Encoding (β = 1.04, SE = 0.34, p < 0.01) in which
regardless of the Language Group, descriptions that encoded
spatial relation related to higher memory accuracy compared
to descriptions that did not contain a spatial encoding. There
was no effect of Language Group (β = 0.28, SE = 0.42, p =
0.52) and no interaction between Spatial Encoding and
Language Group (β = 0.69, SE = 0.68, p = 0.31).

Results
Control Measures
First of all, speaking and signing children were compared to
ensure similarity in terms of age and visual-spatial working
memory span (i.e., Corsi Block Tapping Task). Bayesian ttests assessed the probability of the mean difference (MDIFF)
greater than zero and less than zero using the R package
BayesianFirstAid (version 0.1; Bååth, 2014). Signing and
speaking children were similar in age (Bayesian two sample
t-test: MDIFF(-5) > 0: p = 0.556, MDIFF(5) < 0: p = 0.444)
and visual-spatial working memory (Bayesian two sample ttest: MDIFF(-5) > 0: p = 0.972, MDIFF(5) < 0: p = 0.280).

Memory Accuracy
Recognition memory data were analyzed with generalized
binomial linear mixed effects modelling (glmer) with random
1 These include left-right spatial nouns (14%), general noun side
(19%), and speech-plus-gesture combinations (63%).
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Figure 4. Memory accuracy of all descriptions across
Language Group and Spatial Encoding.
Note. Here and the following graphs colored dots represent
the mean memory accuracy for each participant. The black
diamond represents mean memory accuracy of the group.
The width of the violins represents the density of the data
distribution. The length of the violins depicts the range of
the data points.

Memory Accuracy in relation to Modality of Encoding
Next, we investigated whether the modality of information
conveyed in the descriptions of signers and speakers related
to recognition memory accuracy. To do so, we did two
comparisons: (1) Memory accuracy of descriptions with Sign
vs Speech alone (2) Memory accuracy of descriptions with
Sign vs Speech-plus-gesture.
First, we analyzed a subset of data which includes speech
alone descriptions with left-right spatial nouns of speaking
children (14% of the total descriptions) in comparison to all
descriptions in sign for signing children (90% of the total
descriptions). We tested to what extend the Modality of the
encoding related to memory accuracy. We used a glmer
model to test the fixed effect of Modality (Sign, Speech
alone) on binary values of Memory Accuracy (1 = Yes, 0 =
No) at the item level (Figure 5). The fixed effect of Modality
was analyzed with centered contrasts (-0.5, 0.5). The model
did not reveal a fixed effect of Modality (β = 0.61, SE = 0.56,
p = 0.29), in which encoding via Sign or Speech alone did not
lead to statistically significant differences in memory
accuracy.

Figure 5. Memory accuracy of descriptions with Sign vs
Speech alone.
Next, we analyzed speech-plus-gesture descriptions by
speaking children (63% of the total descriptions) in
comparison to all descriptions in sign for signing children
(90% of the total descriptions). We tested to what extend the
Modality of the encoding related to memory accuracy. We
used a glmer model to test the fixed effect of Modality (Sign,
Speech-plus-gesture) on binary values of Memory Accuracy
(1 = Yes, 0 = No) at the item level (Figure 6). The fixed effect
of the Modality was analyzed with centered contrasts (-0.5,
0,5). The model did not reveal a fixed effect of Modality (β =
0.58, SE = 0.36, p = 0.11) in which encoding via Sign or
Speech-plus-gesture did not lead to statistically significant
differences in memory accuracy.
These results suggest first of all that regardless of the
language used in the description, encoding the spatial relation
in the description related to higher recognition memory
accuracy than not encoding a spatial relation. Moreover, the
type of spatial information conveyed in the description via
different modalities did not lead to statistically significant
differences in memory accuracy.
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Figure 6. Memory accuracy of descriptions with Sign vs
Speech-plus-gesture.

Discussion
In this study, we investigated whether linguistic encoding of
the spatial relation between objects predicted better memory
for the spatial relation between objects and whether this effect
differs across signing and speaking children. Additionally,
we tested to what extend the modality of encoding predicted
memory accuracy. We had two key findings: First, encoding
a spatial relation predicted higher memory accuracy both for
signing and speaking children. Second, the modality of
encoding (Sign vs Speech alone or Sign vs Speech-plusgesture) did not predict statistically significant differences in
memory accuracy.
First of all, as for the relation between spatial language and
memory, our study is first to investigate the relation between
producing spatial terms by children themselves to encode
space and later accuracy in a memory task that involves these
spatial relations. Unlike the previous work (e.g., Lowenstein
& Gentner, 2005) that investigates training children in spatial
terms and its relations to later memory accuracy, we show
that spontaneous encoding of space by children themselves
relates to better memory accuracy. With this finding, we also
extend the literature on spatial language use and spatial
memory abilities of children (e.g., Abarbanell & Li, 2021;
Hermer-Vasquez, Moffet & Muncholm, 2001; Miller,
Patterson & Simmering, 2016; Simms & Gentner, 2019) in a
memory task that involves one-to-one correspondence to the
linguistic encoding task. Moreover, our findings provide
evidence to the view that encoding space through language
may function as an additional medium of representation for
space. This additional medium, in turn, result in enhanced
representations and augment representational power (see
Dessalegn & Landau, 2008; Gentner, 2016; see also Ünal &
Papafragou, 2016 for a general discussion on language and
cognition). Here, we showed that such an enhanced
representation predicted stronger or richer memory as
evidenced by higher accuracy when the spatial relation
between the items were present regardless of the modality of
the representation.
Our findings provide further evidence to the literature
showing a strong relation between encoding with speech and
later memory accuracy (Slamecka & Graf, 1978) and extend

this to encoding through sign and gesture (see also Gentner
et al, 2013 and ter Bekke, Özyürek & Ünal, 2019). We also
extend these findings to the domain of space (Clark, 1973),
where the modality of encoding might have an impact due to
the visually motivated link between the linguistic form and
its meaning while encoding via sign and gesture but not
speech alone. However, it seems that regardless of the
modality of encoding, once children encode the spatial
relation in their descriptions, they have better memory
representations compared to cases where they do not encode
the spatial relation.
Despite the literature that shows a facilitating effect of
encoding that incorporates actions on memory accuracy
(Cohen, 1989; Nilsson, 2000) as well as the facilitating effect
of encoding via sign over verbal encoding (Essen & Nilsson,
2003; Zimmer & Engelkamp, 2003), we did not find
differences between memory accuracy of descriptions that
are encoded via sign and speech alone. One possibility of
such a lack of difference might result from the fact that
speech alone descriptions consists of left-right spatial nouns.
It is possible that despite the iconicity of encoding and the
involvement of the motor system that might lead to stronger
memory representations while describing via sign, encoding
the Left-Right spatial relations between objects by using
spatial terms have their own challenges for speaking children.
It might be that encoding space through spatial terms that
categorize the spatial relation in arbitrary ways requires more
effortful processing than simply depicting the spatial relation
in iconic ways. Hence, results in memory representations that
are equally strong to encoding via iconic forms. This is
especially plausible for descriptions of Left-Right relations in
which children reported to have difficulties in cognitive and
linguistic encoding (Benton, 1959; Harris, 1972; Piaget,
1972; Sümer, 2015) possibly due to the lack of any
pragmatical cues to differentiate between symmetrical nature
of Left and Right (see Grigoroglou, Johanson, & Papafragou,
2019 for the discussion on pragmatical cues to distinguish
Front and Back).
Moreover, similar memory accuracy of descriptions in sign
and speech alone might have resulted from the experimental
differences of the verbal encoding condition as well as the
type of stimuli items used to generate encodings. Previous
studies showing a facilitating effect of encoding in sign over
verbal encoding considered reading silently (Zimmer &
Engelkamp, 2003) and hearing lists of words that were read
to participants (von Essen & Nilsson, 2003) as the verbal
encoding, in which participants were not actively producing
stimuli items as our participants did. It has been found that
having produced spoken descriptions generated better
memory than words that were read silently (i.e., the
production effect; e.g., Conway & Gathercole, 1987). Hence,
in our study, having produced descriptions aloud might have
generated stronger memory representations that can compete
with encoding in sign. Besides, in contrast to previous studies
that included lists of words to be encoded, our stimuli
consisted of pictures of items. It has been robustly reported
that pictures generates better memory than lists of words (i.e.,
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the picture superiority effect; e.g., Paivio, Rogers & Smythe,
1968). Possibly, using pictures as stimuli items induced more
unique representations than words (Nelson, Reed & McEvoy,
1977) or generated extensive conceptual processing of the
stimuli compared to words (Weldon & Roediger, 1987).
Finally, encoding via sign and speech-plus-gesture also
predicted equal memory accuracy. It seems that taking
gestures into account together with speech represented
spoken languages on equal grounds to sign languages by not
only focusing on arbitrary speech forms but also
incorporating iconic forms of communication represented by
co-speech gestures (Goldin-Meadow & Brentari, 2017;
Özyürek & Woll, 2019).
In conclusion, the present study contributes new evidence
to the link between the use of spatial language and later
memory accuracy of children. Our findings show for the first
time that the use of spatial language by children themselves
predicts better accuracy in memory tasks that require these
spatial relations. However, the modality of encoding via sign,
speech, or speech-plus-gesture does not further modulate
differences in memory accuracy of children.
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Abstract
Unlike English, German contains single words for “the day after
tomorrow” (übermorgen) and “the day before yesterday”
(vorgestern). How might these cross-linguistic differences influence
children’s acquisition of time words? Prior work shows that
English-speaking preschoolers learn the deictic status of time words
(e.g., yesterday was in the past) long before learning their precise
temporal locations (e.g., yesterday was exactly one day ago). Here
we ask whether the set of time words influences children’s
understanding of proximal (yesterday/tomorrow) and distal (day
before yesterday/day after tomorrow) terms. English- and Germanspeaking 3- to 7-year-olds (N = 253) marked the temporal location
of each term relative to today on a calendar template. While children
in both language groups demonstrated equal knowledge of deictic
status, German speakers were more likely to have precise meanings
for proximal and distal items, suggesting that having more
alternative time words available may help narrow the scope of
children’s meanings.
Keywords: cognitive development; temporal cognition; abstract
concepts; cross-linguistic comparison; word learning

Introduction
As adults, we have a highly structured concept of time that
underpins our interpretation of past memories, day-to-day
schedules, and future planning. How young children
experience time, think about time, and learn to encode time
in an adult-like way is a current topic of investigation among
cognitive development and language acquisition researchers.
Although children first begin to produce time words around
age 2 or 3, describing and measuring time in an adult-like
way using temporal language, conventional units of time, and
spatial artifacts, develops substantially later (Ames, 1946;
Friedman & Kemp, 1998; Grant & Suddendorf, 2011). This
raises questions about why there is a lag between production
and comprehension, how and when children converge on
precise meanings, and whether particular linguistic cues aid
in their acquisition of time words. In the current study, we
conduct a cross-linguistic comparison to examine how
different features of language impact early time-word
learning.
Deictic time words, like yesterday and tomorrow, encode
the temporal relationship between a given event and the
present. Thus, their reference depends on the context in which
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they are said, posing a particular challenge for language
learners. Children produce words like tomorrow as early as
age 3 (and typically produce tomorrow earlier than yesterday,
see Ames, 1946; Frank et al., 2016; Grant & Suddendorf,
2011) but do not demonstrate adult-like comprehension until
at least age 7 (Hudson & Mayhew, 2011; Tillman et al.,
2017). Acquiring adult-like meanings for deictic time words
may also be challenging for young children because their
meanings are multifaceted, including information about
whether the event is in the past or future (i.e., deictic status)
and the distance of the event from the present (i.e.,
remoteness).
Although it is widely known that children initially struggle
to comprehend deictic time words, there has been variability
across methods used to assess children’s knowledge of their
meanings and in researchers’ conclusions about the age at
which children acquire them. Some studies have focused
specifically on children’s discrimination of yesterday and
tomorrow. For example, when asked to select a toy “from
yesterday” or “for tomorrow,” 3-year-olds made fewer errors
in response to yesterday, while 4-year-olds made highly
accurate selections in response to both yesterday and
tomorrow, demonstrating their knowledge that yesterday
refers to the past and tomorrow refers to the future (Harner,
1975). Nonetheless, after hearing a puppet describe an action
that happened today, 5-year-olds in a recent study were still
more accurate in answering questions about what happened
yesterday relative to questions about what will happen
tomorrow (Zhang and Hudson, 2018). While neither of these
studies asked whether children know precisely how far into
the past or future the terms apply, other work indicates that
children’s early understanding of time words is impacted by
their remoteness from the present. For example, using a
timeline task, Hudson and Mayhew (2011) found that 5- to 6year-olds were less accurate when indicating far distances
(e.g., two weeks ago) than near distances (e.g., tomorrow).
Seven-year-olds, on the other hand, were highly accurate
across temporal distances.

Other findings suggest that children systematically learn
some aspects of time-word meaning before others. Tillman
and colleagues (2017) asked 3- to 7-year-old Englishspeakers to indicate where several time words belonged on a
timeline extending from the past (infancy) to the future
(adulthood). Most children were able to accurately place
items to the left (past) vs. right (future) of “now” by age 5.
This knowledge of deictic status emerged in tandem with
knowledge of the relative ordering of the terms, i.e. that last
week is farther in the past than yesterday. However,
knowledge of temporal remoteness emerged almost two
years later. Here, we use the term ‘precise meaning’ to refer
to knowledge of both deictic status and remoteness.
Interestingly, the components of time-word meanings that
first emerge in English-speakers could be linked to linguistic
cues available to them in their speech input. For example,
tense markings could be used to infer deictic status (e.g., “I
danced yesterday” indicates that yesterday is a time in the
past). Information about remoteness, on the other hand,
cannot be gleaned from tense cues in English.1 If children are
using the linguistic context to infer meaning, this might
explain why deictic status emerges prior to knowledge of
remoteness. Similarly, knowledge of the relative ordering of
terms could be inferred from contrastive uses and order-ofmention in discourse (e.g., “Last week she took the train, but
yesterday she walked home”), but, again, remoteness cannot.
Although previous results from English-speakers suggest that
linguistic cues play an important role in bootstrapping timeword acquisition, this hypothesis has not yet been directly
tested.
One way of exploring what linguistic cues might contribute
to time-word learning is to compare learning in speakers of
different languages. Although much of the research on
children’s acquisition of deictic time words has been
conducted in English, languages vary in the sets of time
words they contain and how their different facets of meaning
(e.g., deictic status and remoteness) are encoded. This raises
the question of whether there are cross-linguistic differences
in time-word acquisition.
Here we compare the acquisition of deictic time words in
English and German. Like in English, grammatical tense in
German provides a linguistic cue to the deictic status of time
words. Both English and German have a single term to refer
to a time exactly one day in the future (tomorrow/morgen) or
exactly one day in the past (yesterday/gestern). German has
additional compound words that refer to a time two days in
the future (übermorgen) or two days in the past (vorgestern),
but English speakers must use an entire phrase to indicate
those times (e.g., “the day before yesterday”).2 Thus, we
consider German to have a larger set of deictic time words.
Here we ask whether these differences between English and
1

This is not the case in all languages. For example, Inuktitut, an
Inuit language spoken in Alaska and northern Canada, contains
different tenses that are used to discuss events in the near vs. far past
and future (Swift, 2008).
2
Interestingly, while Old English also contained the terms
overmorrow and ereyesterday, they are no longer used.
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German could lead to differences in children’s acquisition of
time words, and, more specifically, differences in their
knowledge of each terms’ deictic status and remoteness.
We asked two related questions about German- and
English-speakers’ knowledge of deictic time words. The first
question was whether we would find a difference in
children’s acquisition of the distal terms that are lexicalized
in German but not in English. On the one hand, if it is simpler
to learn the meaning of a word (albeit a compound one) that
means “exactly two days ago,” than a complex phrase
involving both a sequential time word (before/after) and a
deictic time word (tomorrow/yesterday), we would expect
German speakers to have an advantage on these items. On the
other hand, learning prefixes like vor- and über- could be
equally challenging. Moreover, if the greater variation in how
the concept of “exactly two days ago” is expressed across
languages reflects the increased difficulty of the concept
itself, we would not necessarily expect to see a languagegroup difference in comprehension.
A second question was whether we would find a difference
in children’s acquisition of the proximal terms lexicalized in
both languages. If individual time words are learned
independently (i.e., by mapping each one onto a nonverbal
event representation), we would not expect to see a languagegroup difference. However, prior work on children’s
acquisition of duration words suggests that these terms are
not learned by mapping them onto perceptual representations
of time, but, instead, by inferring their relationship to other
time words (i.e., second < minute < hour; see Tillman &
Barner, 2015). On this account, the meaning of each
individual term is constrained by children’s knowledge of the
entire set. Consistent with this, as mentioned above, children
appear to learn the relative ordering of deictic time words
prior to learning their remoteness (Tillman et al., 2017).
If knowledge of other time words in the set influences the
acquisition of deictic time words, there are at least two
possible patterns of results we might find. One is that
German-speaking children have a disadvantage because they
have a larger set of terms to learn. Another possibility is that
having access to more tightly spaced distal terms might help
constrain children’s hypotheses about the scope of more
proximal terms. On this hypothesis, if a German-speaker
knows a word for “exactly two days ago,” they might also
figure out that yesterday means “exactly one day ago” sooner
than an English-speaker whose closest lexical alternative is
approximately six days away (i.e., last week).3
Lastly, we consider the possibility that the cross-linguistic
differences will have differential effects on children’s
knowledge of different facets of meaning. In particular, if
children are using the syntactic structure of language (e.g.,
tense) to acquire knowledge of deictic status, as prior studies
3

This difference is further complicated by the fact that the term
‘last week’ in English does not always refer to a time point one week
in the past. Instead, the remoteness of this term may be dependent
on the day of the week the utterance is spoken. For example, on a
Monday, “last week” could refer to the previous Friday, only 3 days
ago.

have proposed, we would not expect to find cross-linguistic
differences in children’s ability to assign items to the past or
future. This is because both languages have similar tense
systems, including an inflectional past tense but no
inflectionally marked future tense (Dryer et al., 2013). To test
these questions, we introduce a novel calendar task in which
children place proximal (yesterday/tomorrow) and distal (day
before yesterday/day after tomorrow) terms in one of seven
contiguous squares representing the days of the week. We
asked German- and English-speaking children aged 3-7 to
complete the calendar task to test their knowledge of (1) the
deictic status of each term and (2) the precise meaning of each
term (e.g., that yesterday is exactly one day before today).

Method

A)

B)

Figure 1: Correct placement for A) tomorrow (red sticker)
and B) the day after tomorrow (yellow sticker). On each trial,
the orange sticker represents today, and participants select the
placement for the target item, e.g. tomorrow.

Procedure

Participants
A total of 128 English-speakers (4 3-year-olds, 45 4-yearolds, 42 5-year-olds, 29 6-year-olds, 8 7-year-olds) recruited
from the United States in Austin, Texas, and 125 Germanspeakers (6 3-year-olds, 44 4-year-olds, 41 5-year-olds, 18 6year-olds, 16 7-year-olds) recruited from Vienna, Austria,
participated in the study. Four additional English-speaking
children were excluded due to experimenter error.
Participants were tested in their native language by
experimenters who were also native speakers. All study
procedures were IRB-approved.

Materials
Unlike the previously-used timeline task (Tillman et al.,
2017), the calendar task is a novel, discontinuous measure in
which children’s responses are constrained to individual
squares with precise distances from today. Thus, children’s
knowledge of each target word’s deictic status and
remoteness can be precisely measured and scored. Study
materials included a sheet of 8 rows of 7 contiguous squares
(see Figure 1) and five colors of round label stickers.

Children were tested one-on-one. The experimenter began
the session by asking the child to recite the days of the week.
The experimenter then placed the first row of squares in front
of the participant and labeled each square with the days of the
week (verbally from left to right). Each trial of the calendar
task began with an empty row of squares. The experimenter
first placed the orange sticker in the center square to represent
today, then gave the child a sticker to place in another square
(e.g., “If this one is today, can you put the red sticker in the
square for tomorrow”). Different colored stickers were used
for each target: yesterday/gestern, tomorrow/morgen, the day
after tomorrow/übermorgen, and the day before
yesterday/vorgestern. Children who did not place the sticker
in the correct square on the first try were presented with a
second row and a follow-up forced choice between the
proximal and distal squares on the correct side of today, e.g.
in the case of yesterday or the day before yesterday: Is it this
one [square 3] or this one [square 2].4 Trial order was
counterbalanced.
Finally, children were asked five verbal questions about the
calendar system: “which day comes after/before today,
tomorrow or yesterday?”, “what day of the week is it today?”,
“today is [name of the day], what day of the week was it
yesterday/will it be tomorrow?” Children also completed a
separate task involving a continuous timeline, either before
or after the calendar task. Due to space limitations, we will
not discuss results from the timeline task and verbal
questions.

Coding and Analyses
Each row of squares represented time extending three days in
the past to three days in the future, from today. On each trial,
the experimenter placed a sticker for today in the center
(square 4). The correct squares for

4

These data are not included in the present report. All data
reported in the Results reflect the child’s initial sticker placement.
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Figure 2: Sticker placements by English- (45 4-year-olds, 42 5-year-olds, 29 6-year-olds) and German-speaking (44 4-yearolds, 41 5-year-olds, 18 6-year-olds) children for each item. Red bars indicate the correct placement.
before-yesterday,5 yesterday, tomorrow, and after-tomorrow
were 2, 3, 5, and 6, respectively. To assess if children have
precise meanings for each term -- including both their deictic
status and remoteness -- we coded whether they placed the
corresponding sticker in the correct square. To assess
children’s knowledge of deictic status, we coded whether
they correctly placed stickers to the right or left of today. For
example, in the assessment of deictic status, a sticker
placement for tomorrow was coded as correct (1) if it was
placed in squares 5-7 and incorrect (0) if it was placed in
squares 1-3.
We conducted mixed-effects logistic regressions using the
lme4 package in R (Bates et al., 2015). We treat age as a
continuous, scaled variable in all models and include a
random intercept for subjects; all fixed effects were effect
coded with predictors centered around 0 [-1, 1]. We
performed Wald chi-square tests from type-III analysis-ofvariance tables using the car package (Fox & Weisberg,
2019) to determine whether models including each factor of
interest provided a significantly better fit to the data than
reduced models. We included all data (N =

5
Throughout the methods and results we abbreviate the day
before yesterday and the day after tomorrow to before-yesterday and
after-tomorrow, respectively.
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253) in the models, but we omit 3-year-olds (n = 10) and 7year-olds (n = 24) from figures due to the small sample sizes
in these age groups.

Results
When asked to recite the days of the week, 65% of Englishspeakers (including 40% of 4-year-olds, 76% of 5-year-olds,
and 79% of 6-year-olds) named all 7 days in order without
help from the experimenter. In contrast, only 28% of German
speakers (including 5% of 4-year-olds, 33% of 5-year-olds,
and 28% of 6-year-olds) did so.
The frequency distribution of children’s sticker placements
for each item is shown in Figure 2. To investigate crosslinguistic differences in children’s developing knowledge of
time words, we conducted two primary analyses. First, we
assessed children’s knowledge of the deictic status of both
proximal and distal terms. Second, we assessed their
knowledge of the precise meanings (i.e., remoteness from the
present and deictic status) of these words.

Knowledge of Deictic Status
To assess knowledge of deictic status, we asked whether
items were correctly placed to the right or left of today. We
first considered whether language spoken (German vs.
English), item, and/or age predicted children’s correct
placement of terms in the past or future. The model revealed
a main effect of age (𝛽 = 0.91, p < .01; χ2 (1) = 52.9, p < .01),
but we did not find evidence of a main effect of item (χ2(3) =
1.87, p = .599) or language (χ2(1) = 0.63, p = .429). Older
children in both languages were more likely to correctly
assign items to the past or future than younger children (see
Figure 3). The mean percentage of trials in which children
correctly assigned items increased with age: 48% (95% CI
[39.5, 55.5]) for 3-year-olds, 68% [65.8, 70.7] for 4-yearolds, 78% [75.5, 80.1] for 5-year-olds, 90% [88.3, 92.6] for
6-year-olds, and 97% [95.1, 98.7] for 7-year-olds.

were significantly more accurate on yesterday (English: ps <
.015) and tomorrow (English: ps < .015) than on beforeyesterday (see Figure 4). No other item-level comparisons
were significant, including comparisons of tomorrow and
yesterday in all age groups.
In light of the previous analysis suggesting that distal terms
might have been more difficult for the youngest children in
both languages, we next considered whether language,
temporal location (proximal vs. distal), age, or their
interaction predicted children’s correct placement. All three
factors significantly improved the fit of the model, and there
was no evidence of an interaction: older children were more
likely to place terms in the correct square than younger
children (𝛽 = 1.41, p <.001; χ2(1) = 72.73, p < .001); the
proximal terms that were lexicalized in both languages
(yesterday/tomorrow) were easier for children to identify
than the distal terms (after-tomorrow/before-yesterday; 𝛽 =
1.62, p <. 001; χ2(1) = 71.19, p < .001); and German speakers
were better at both distal terms that are only lexicalized in
German, and proximal terms that are lexicalized in both
languages (𝛽 = 0.78, p = .004; χ2(1) = 8.00, p = .004).
We also conducted an exploratory analysis considering
whether language, the deictic status (past vs. future) of the
item, age, or their interaction predicted children’s correct
placement. All three factors improved the model fit and we
found no evidence of an interaction: older children were more
likely than younger children to place items in the correct
squares (𝛽 = 1.24, p <.001; χ2(1) = 74.3, p < .001); future
terms (tomorrow/after-tomorrow) were easier for children to
identify than past terms (yesterday/ before-yesterday; 𝛽 =
0.27, p =. 001; χ2(1) = 10.7, p = .001); and German speakers
were better at both future terms and past terms (𝛽 = 0.32, p <
.001; χ2(1) =7.88, p = .004).

General Discussion
Figure 3: Proportion of children (N = 219 across language
groups), who correctly placed items in the past or the future.

Precise Knowledge
Next, to assess children’s knowledge of the precise meaning
of each term, we asked whether language (German vs.
English), age, and/or item predicted children’s correct
placement. All three factors significantly improved the fit of
the model: German speakers outperformed English speakers
(𝛽 = 0.80, p = .005; χ2(1) = 8.03, p = .005); older children
outperformed younger children (𝛽 = 1.44, p < .001; χ2(1) =
71.9, p < .001); and performance differed by item (χ2(3) =
78.7, p < .001).6
Follow-up item comparisons within each language group
using Wilcoxon signed-rank tests revealed that 4-year-olds
from both language groups were significantly more accurate
on tomorrow compared to before-yesterday (English: p =
.013; German: p < .001) and after-tomorrow (English: p =
.005; German: p = .009). English-speaking 5- and 6-year-olds
6

We did not find evidence of an interaction; the model failed to
converge when the interaction term was included. When random
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We conducted a cross-linguistic comparison to examine how
different features of temporal language impact time-word
learning. To our knowledge, this is the first study to
investigate the acquisition of deictic time words in both
German- and English-speaking children. Using a stickerplacement task, we showed that German-speaking 3- to 7year-olds were more likely than age-matched Englishspeakers to have precise meanings for both distal terms that
are lexicalized only in German (e.g., übermorgen/the day
after tomorrow) and proximal terms that are lexicalized in
both languages (e.g., gestern/yesterday). Importantly, this
was true despite the finding that a greater number of Englishspeaking children were able to recite the days of the week.
This result suggests that German-speakers were unlikely to
have a general advantage on the task and, instead, that the
presence of additional temporal terms in the lexicon might
specifically help to constrain children’s early time-word
meanings.

effects were removed from the model, all three factors still improved
model fit and there was no evidence of an interaction.

Figure 4: Proportion of English- and German-speaking children, by age, who placed each item in the correct square.
Although German-speaking children were more likely to
have precise meanings for time words, we did not find an
effect of language on children’s acquisition of the deictic
status of these terms (e.g., knowing yesterday refers to a time
in the past). This is consistent with previous findings in
English that different facets of meaning are acquired
separately, and that knowledge of deictic status precedes the
acquisition of adult-like meanings of time words (Tillman et
al., 2017). The lack of a language group difference in
children’s knowledge of deictic status is also consistent with
the idea that children were relying on linguistic cues to learn
a facet of meaning that did not differ greatly across
languages. In particular, both English and German contain
tense markings on verbs that could be sufficient to support
inferences about the deictic status of time words.
Why might having additional time words available in the
lexicon help German-speaking children acquire precise
meanings for time words, including those present in both
languages? Prior work suggests that children’s initial
meanings of time words, including both duration words and
deictic time words, are relational in nature. Despite using
time words inaccurately for several years, children as young
as age 4 know that time words form a common semantic
domain (Shatz et al., 2010), and by age 5 they also exhibit an
understanding of their relative ordering within that domain
(e.g., second < minute < hour; (1) last week, (2) yesterday,
(3) today; Tillman & Barner, 2015; Tillman et al., 2017).
Such findings indicate that prior to acquiring their precise
meanings, children’s knowledge of time words is constrained
by their knowledge of other words in the set.
While our results are consistent with the possibility that
simply having more time words in the lexicon is better, this
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seems unlikely to be a general rule. After all, having to learn
a new word for every possible temporal location would not
make matters easier for children. Another possibility is that
differences between English- and German-speaking
children’s early understanding of yesterday and tomorrow is
related to the difference in the proximity of their “nearest
neighbors” in the set of temporal terms. In English, the
closest temporal alternative to yesterday (that does not
require an entire phrase to specify) is last week, which is
typically much farther away from yesterday as vorgestern is
from gestern.3 A closer alternative word may help German
speakers restrict the scope of gestern at an age when English
speakers are still overextending yesterday to inaccurately
refer to more distant times in the past. This pattern is similar
to findings in other semantic domains, such as color, in which
meanings are initially overextended and narrow as alternative
terms are acquired (Wagner et al., 2013).
Given that children in our German- and English-speaking
samples were growing up in different cultural contexts, it
remains possible that German speakers showed an advantage
for some reason unrelated to differences in the lexicons. For
example, perhaps German speakers learn about the calendar
system before English speakers do. However, arguing against
this idea, we found that they were far less likely than English
speakers to be able to recite the days of the week. Moreover,
formal schooling typically begins earlier in the United States
than in Austria, suggesting that English-speakers may have
more exposure to the calendar system than German-speakers
of the same age. In future work, we plan to conduct additional
measures, such as a general language assessment, to examine
other possible contributors to the between-group differences.

The present results suggest that cross-linguistic
comparison is a fruitful avenue for exploring how temporal
terms and concepts are learned. In addition to varying in the
number of time words they contain, languages across the
world vary in which aspects of meaning those words encode.
For example, Yélî Dnye, an indigenous language spoken
offshore from Papua New Guinea, contains terms for up to 10
days in the past or future (Levinson & Majid, 2013) and thus
contains (many) more terms for precise days than does
German. In contrast to English and German, some time words
in Urdu specify remoteness from the present but do not
specify deictic status (e.g., “kal” refers to a time period that
is exactly one day away from the present, in either the past or
the future; Schmidt & La Schmidt, 1999). Other languages,
like Mandarin Chinese, do not have a morphological tense
system and instead rely on adverbials, aspect particles, and
situational context to communicate the past/future status of
events. These cross-cultural differences in language are
important to consider in ongoing investigations of how
temporal syntax and other linguistic cues influence children’s
acquisition of temporal words and concepts. For example, if
tense is a useful cue for bootstrapping the acquisition of
deictic time words, we might predict earlier acquisition of
these words by English- and German-speaking children
compared to Mandarin-speaking children. (Tillman et al.,
2015; see also Zhang & Hudson, 2018 for discussion). We
plan to explore additional cross-linguistic comparisons in
future work.
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Abstract

already express a rich repertoire of communicative intents
such as requests and questions. As their social-cognitive and
linguistic skills develop (e.g., in terms of Theory of Mind),
they become able to express more sophisticated speech acts
such as promise, deceive, and persuade. Using the same coding scheme, Rollins (1999, 2017) has shown, in a different
work, that the study of speech act development can also help
us study atypical cognitive development such as autism.
While this previous effort has been very influential in the
study of speech act development, it has relied on hand annotation to code the data, which has limited the researchers’
ability to explore how their findings generalize to larger population of children and across different interactive contexts. In
fact, INCA-A is a rather complex scheme with a large number of categories (e.g., 67 different types of illocutionary acts)
and its hand-annotation — including the effort of train annotators — is prohibitively expensive to deploy at a large scale.

Studies of children’s language use in the wild (e.g., in the context of child-caregiver social interaction) have been slowed by
the time- and resource- consuming task of hand annotating utterances for communicative intents/speech acts. Existing studies have typically focused on investigating rather small samples of children, raising the question of how their findings generalize both to larger and more representative populations and
to a richer set of interaction contexts. Here we propose a simple automatic model for speech act labeling in early childhood
based on the INCA-A coding scheme (Ninio et al., 1994). After validating the model against ground truth labels, we automatically annotated the entire English-language data from the
CHILDES corpus. The major theoretical result was that earlier findings generalize quite well at a large scale. Our model
will be shared with the community so that researchers can use
it with their data to investigate various question related to language use both in typical and atypical populations of children.
Keywords: first language acquisition; speech acts; automatic
annotation

Introduction

Current study

Research on language learning has mostly focused on investigating how children acquire language structures (e.g.,
phonology, lexicon, and syntax). Yet, an important aspect
of language learning, which has received less attention, is the
mastery of how to use language adequately in natural social
interactions. This mastery involves, in particular, using linguistic utterances to encoding and decode communicative intents (Grice, 1975) or speech acts that characterize the illocutionary force of an utterance (e.g question, assertion, etc.)
(Searle, 1976)
Several taxonomies have been proposed that purport to
capture children’s emergent repertoire of speech act categories in the context of early child-caregiver social interactions (for reviews, see Cameron-Faulkner (2014); Casillas
& Hilbrink (2020)), the most comprehensive to date is the
Inventory of Communicative Acts and its abridged version,
INCA-A (Ninio et al., 1994).
Snow et al. (1996) used INCA-A to study the emergence
of speech act major classes in a longitudinal corpus of children aged 14 to 32 months old. They documented several
important findings that not only informed our understanding of language use development, but also shed light on how
children’s emerging linguistic skills interface with the development of their social-cognitive competences. For example,
they showed that when children utter their first words, they
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The current study aims at addressing this gap using recent advances in automatic speech act labeling. Using Snow et al.’s
child-caregiver corpus and its INCA-A annotation, we tested
various models on their ability to map utterances to corresponding speech acts and we selected the one that provided
the best performance on a testing set made of unseen utterances from the same corpus.
In order to test how previous findings in speech act development generalize at scale, we proceeded in two steps: First,
we validated the chosen model by testing its ability to replicate key findings from Snow et al. (1996). Second, and after
successful validation, we used the model to automatically label the entire North American English-language section of
CHILDES (MacWhinney, 2017) and compared the results of
this large-scale analysis to the original findings.

Datasets and Methods
Datasets
New England Corpus For model training and validation,
we use ground-truth labels from the dataset collected by
Snow et al. (1996), which is the largest child-caregiver interaction dataset annotated for speech acts. This dataset was
collected for a longitudinal study of 52 children aged 14, 20
and 32 months old. Child-caregiver dyads were invited for

three sessions that consisited of semi-structured free play. All
conversations were recorded, transcribed, and annotated with
INCA-A coding scheme. There were 55,941 labelled utterances in total.
English-Language CHILDES In order to test how findings from Snow et al. generalize to a larger dataset of children
and across different international contexts, we use the entire
North American English-language subset of CHILDES made
of children in the same age range (i.e., between 14 and 32
month old), resulting in 2078 different transcripts totalling
354 children.1

INCA-A coding scheme
INCA-A is the most comprehensive coding scheme to date
that was designed to capture children’s emerging speech acts
it the context of spontaneous social interaction with a caregiver (Ninio et al., 1994). The coding scheme has two coding tiers: 1) the interchange level that annotates the topic of
the conversation (e.g., “discussing a recent event”), and may
span multiple utterances, and 2) the illocutionary force level
(e.g., “Ask a yes/no question”) which is determined at the
utterance level. Here, we focus on the illocutionary force,
more commonly known as the speech act. INCA-A has 67
different speech act types, which are grouped into several
high-level categories such as directives, declarations, commitments, markings, statements, questions, evaluations, and
other vocalizations.2

Automatic Classification of Speech Acts
While early work used Hidden Markov Models (Stolcke et al.,
2000), later work showed large performance improvements
by using Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) such as LSTMs
(Khanpour et al., 2016). More recent approaches combine
hierarchical deep neural network encoders with Conditional
Random Field (CRF) decoders (Kumar et al., 2018). While
the encoder is aware of relationships between the different utterances of a transcript and thus models dependencies in the
feature space, the CRF can model transition probabilities in
the label space. In this way, it can for example learn very
common adjacency pairs (Schegloff & Sacks, 1973) in conversation, e.g. that questions are usually followed by answers.
Following this brief review, we considered and compared
the following models.
Baselines a) Majority Classifier. As a first simple baseline, we consider the majority classifier which always predicts
the most frequent speech act. b) Random Forests. We use
the reference implementation of a random forests algorithm
from scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011). As features, we
1 For fair comparison, we excluded very short transcripts where
the number of children’s utterances was less than the minimum number of children’s utterances in transcripts of the New England corpus
at the same age.
2 Refer to the appendix for the full list of speech acts.
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provide the model with the speaker (caregiver or child), bagof-words, part of speech tags (that are present in the corpus3 ),
and the number of words in the utterance. c) Support Vector
Machine. Using the same features as for the random forests
model, we train and evaluate a linear support vector machine
from Scikit-learn.
Conditional Random Field We use the reference implementation from pycrfsuite4 the CRF. We extend the set of
features used by the baseline models and add bigrams and
repetitions (number of words that are repeated from the previous utterance) to provide the model with some context of
the previous utterances.5
Hierarchical LSTM + CRF We implement a hierarchical
LSTM encoder combined with a CRF decoder similar to the
implementation of Kumar et al. (2018).
The encoder processes the utterances within a transcript
on two levels. For each utterance, one-hot encodings of the
words (and a prepended speaker token) are passed through
word embeddings, and are then encoded using the wordlevel LSTM. The last hidden representation of this LSTM
forms the latent utterance representation which is then passed
into the utterance-level LSTM. This higher-level LSTM processes the utterances sequentially and generates conversationcontext-aware representations. The output of each timestep
of the utterances LSTM is then passed as features to a CRF,
which predicts the corresponding speech act.6 The model has
access to contextualized utterance representations as well as
the history of speech acts for the classification task.
BERT Given recent developments in NLP regarding the
success of pre-trained contextualized embeddings (Devlin et
al., 2018), we additionally test the performance of a model
where utterances are encoded using BERT. We replace the
word-level LSTM of the Hierarchical LSTM + CRF model
with a pre-trained publicly available implementation of DistilBERT (Wolf et al., 2020). The weights of BERT are finetuned on the task.

Results
First, we compare performance across all models presented
above on the New England corpus. Second, we choose the
best performing model and test the extent to which its predicted labels replicate major findings obtained using gold labels from Snow et al. (1996). Finally, we use the model to automatically label the North American section from CHILDES
and explore how original findings from Snow et al. (1996) on
3 The PoS tags in CHILDES were automatically generated using
the Morphological Analysis algorithm (MOR, MacWhinney 2000)
which yields a high accuracy rate on CHILDES adult data (above
99%).
4 https://github.com/scrapinghub/python-crfsuite
5 In preliminary experiments we tested adding the exact words of
previous utterances as features to the model but observed, if anything, a small degradation in performance.
6 More details on the model architecture and hyperparameters can
be found in the appendix.

Model

Accuracy

Majority Classifier
Random Forests
Support Vector Machine
Conditional Random Field
Hierarchical LSTM + CRF
+ BERT

13.44% (±2.81%)
62.81% (±6.29%)
62.42% (±6.97%)
72.33% (±4.23%)
69.77% (±3.70%)
68.50% (±4.29%)

Inter-Annotator Agreement

81% to 89%

Table 1: Accuracy for all models.
the emergence of speech acts generalize to this larger dataset.

Comparing models of Speech act labeling
We evaluate our models on the speech act annotations of utterances in the New England corpus (Snow et al., 1996). We
employ 5-fold cross validation and report mean and standard
deviation of the different models’ accuracies in Table 1. The
majority classifier had a high score given the relatively large
label space. This could be explained by the fact the label distribution is heavily skewed (Figure 1). A small set of speech
acts are used very frequently while several others are rarely
used. As for other baseline models, i.e., random forests and
support vector machine, the scores are relatively high despite
the fact that they do not have access to the conversation history. Our more sophisticated models (Hierarchical LSTM
with and without BERT) did not improve performance much,
which could be explained by the lack of large-scale training
data. Finally, we identified the CRF as best-performing. It is
the model we use for the rest of the paper.
Though the numbers were obtained when the model was
trained on 80% of the dataset (around 44000 utterances), the
learning curve in Figure 2 shows that CRF model actually
achieves decent scores (around 65% accuracy) when trained
on only 5,000 annotated utterances, and almost converged
when trained on about 20,000 annotated utterances.

Replicating findings from Snow et al. (1996)
Here we validate the CRF model by testing its ability to lead
to conclusions similar to the ones obtained in Snow et al.
(1996). To this end, we proceed in two steps: First, we replicate major findings in Snow et al. (1996) using their handannotated labels. Second, we compared them to the corresponding findings obtained using the labels that were predicted using our CRF model. In addition to replicating main
analyses from Snow et al. (1996) (i.e., development of the
size and distribution of speech acts), we also tested the models with a new, more specific task that consists of predicting
the precise normative age of acquisition of speech acts. We
define this age — by analogy to work on word learning (Braginsky et al., 2019) — as the age when at least 50% of children have acquired the speech act.
We only use predicted labels on parts of the corpus that
were not seen by the model in the training phase. To this
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Figure 1: Distribution of frequencies of all speech acts in the
New England corpus.

Figure 2: CRF: Accuracy as a function of training set size.
end, and to obtain labels for the whole New England corpus,
we used 5-fold cross-validation to train models on 5 different
training sets, always holding out 20% of the data. Then we
use each of the trained models to label their respective test
sets which together form a set of predicted speech act labels
for the whole New England corpus.
Development of the number of distinct speech acts Figure 3 shows the fraction of children producing a given number of different (and interpretable) speech act types for the
three age groups studied in Snow et al. (1996) (This is a direct replication of Figure 2 in that original paper). Next to
each bar obtained from the hand-annotation (in blue) we plot
the corresponding bar from the automatic labeling by CRF on
the same dataset (in orange).
We can see that the patterns observed in Snow et al. (1996)
are well captured by automatic labeling data: At 14 months,
most children produce only handful of speech act types, such
as statements (ST), repetitions (RT) and markings (MK). This
number increases on average for children aged 20 months

Figure 3: Fraction of children producing a given number of distinct speech act types at 14, 20, and 32 months old. Note
that the y-axis for the bottom two figures has been shortened for better visibility. Jensen-Shannon distances of automatically
annotated data (New England) compared to data from Snow et al. (1996): 0.262 (14 months), 0.367 (20 months), 0.186 (32
months). Jensen-Shannon distances of automatically annotated data (English CHILDES) compared to data from Snow et al.
(1996): 0.209 (14 months), 0.222 (20 months), 0.418 (32 months).
where now a substantial fraction of children become able to
produce around 10 different speech act types (now starting to
use for example requests (RP), stating intent (ST) and product
questions (QN)). Finally, at 32 months, children typically produce between 10 and 20 different speech act types (starting
to use for example polar questions (YQ). The model was able
to capture not only the rough number of speech act types produced at each age range, it was also able to capture quite well
the variability between children at each age.

served children use it7 . For each speech act S, we proceed as
follows:
1. For each age (14, 20 and 32 months), calculate the fraction
of children who are producing S at least twice.
2. Perform a logistic regression of the data points.
3. Measure the age of first production as the age where the
logistic regression curve surpasses the value 0.5 .

Development of the distribution of speech acts Figure 4
shows the replication of the analysis on the development of
the distribution of speech acts (cf. Table 9 in Snow et al.
(1996)). Similar to the previous graph, next to each bar obtained from the hand-annotation (in blue) we plot the corresponding bar from the automatic labeling by CRF (in orange).
We can see that the frequency distributions look remarkably
similar in each age group (see Appendix for the legend of
what each speech act label refers to.).

We successfully calculated the age of acquisition for a subset of 25 speech acts8 using both the ground-truth labels from
Snow et al. (1996) and the automatically generated labels
from the CRF on the same dataset. Then, we calculated the
Spearman rank-order correlation to examine whether the order of emergence of speech acts is correctly captured by the
automatically annotated data. The resulting high correlation
(see Figure 5 (left); r ≈ 0.82, p < 1 · 10−6 ) indicates that the
automatically generated labels can provide reasonable estimates for the developmental trajectory of speech acts.

Age of acquisition of speech acts In this section, we do
a new analysis that consists in calculating the precise age
of emergence of speech acts. By analogy to work in word
learning (Braginsky et al., 2019), we say that a speech act is
acquired (in terms of production), if at least 50% of the ob-

7 In line with (Snow et al., 1996), we consider that a child has
acquired a speech act if it is produced at least twice at a certain age.
8 These were the ones for which we could fit a logistic regression
using at least two data points. While the number of acts we keep may
seem small compared to the original size, it is due to the fact that the
frequency distribution is highly skewed: Most categories occurred
rarely in the corpus (Figure 2) and therefore did not provide enough
data to be used in the calculation of age of acquisition.
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Figure 4: Frequency distribution of speech acts for different ages. Note that the y-axes have been trimmed for better visibility
(The frequencies for YY at 14 months are around 0.6). Jensen-Shannon distances of automatically annotated data (New England)
compared to data from Snow et al. (1996): 0.089 (14 months), 0.103 (20 months), 0.080 (32 months). Jensen-Shannon distances
of automatically annotated data (English CHILDES) compared to data from Snow et al. (1996): 0.204 (14 months), 0.173 (20
months), 0.197 (32 months).
and to the variety of communicative contexts represented in
these new corpora.
More precisely, we trained the CRF on the whole New
England corpus (no held-out test set) and used it to annotate speech acts on transcripts of children aged between 14
to 32 months old in the North American English corpora of
CHILDES (excluding transcripts from the New England corpus). Next, we perform the same analyses as in the previous
section using the large-scale annotated data.

Figure 5: Correlation of age of acquisition as calculated using data from Snow et al. (1996) and automatically annotated
data for the New England corpus and CHILDES. Note that
some speech acts are not displayed because the axes limits
were set to 60 months for better visibility of early development. However, the correlation was calculated for all values.

Generalizing findings to data in CHILDES
In the previous subsection, we validated the model by comparing findings from predicted and hand-annotated labels of
the same data. Here, we use the trained model to automatically annotate data from English corpora in CHILDES. The
goal is investigate the extent to which findings obtained with
in Snow et al. (1996) generalize to a larger number of children
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Development of the number of distinct speech acts The
green bars in Figure 3 show the number of different speech
act types produced by children from CHILDES. Developmental patterns are very similar to the original graphs (in
orange), with the exception of the oldest age group (i.e., 32
months) where we found that more children produced a relatively larger number of different speech acts (more than 20).
Development of the distribution of speech acts We
present the frequency distribution of speech acts for children
from CHILDES in the green bars of Figure 4. Again, patterns
obtained by Snow et al. (1996) generalize very well.
Age of acquisition of speech acts We calculated ages of
acquisition using the predicted labels on CHILDES data. Figure 5 (right) shows the correlation with the ages calculated
using New England data. Spearman rank-order correlation
was r ≈ 0.81 (p < 1 · 10−6 ).

Development of speech acts beyond 32 months Since
CHILDES contains data for children beyond the age range
studied in Snow et al. (1996), we could also make predictions
about the age of acquisition of some speech acts that could
not be calculated using the New England corpus because they
were not yet acquired by children by 32 months. To this end,
we use all transcripts up to 54 months (data become sparse beyond that age). Using this larger set of annotations, we can for
example estimate the age at which children produce speech
acts such as prohibitions (PF, at 89.1 months), give reason
(GR, at 84.9 months), polite requests (RQ, at 66.2 months), and
make promises (PD, at 118.2 months)). These predictions are
consistent with the developmental literature showing a late
acquisition of some of these speech acts (Matthews, 2014).

Discussion
How children master language use in social interaction is an
important theoretical frontier in the study of language development (Sperber & Wilson, 1986) — and human cognition
more generally (Tomasello & Rakoczy, 2003) — with the
potential for applications in various fields raging from health
(e.g., early and automatic detection of communicative issues)
to engineering (e.g., design of conversational agents for children). However, the investigation of this phenomenon in ecological valid settings requires complex, large-scale data annotation which is prohibitively expensive to do by hand only.
In the current work, we introduced a simple model that allows for reliable automatic labeling of major speech act categories in the context of child-caregiver social interactions.
We trained the model on a dataset that was previously handannotated using INCA-A, a comprehensive coding scheme
for speech acts in early childhood (Ninio et al., 1994; Snow
et al., 1996). When tested on parts of the data it had not seen
in the training, the model predicted speech acts that captured
quite well the major findings reported in this earlier work such
as the average trajectory of speech act development and the
patterns of variations between children.
Besides providing a valuable tool that we make available to
the community, the major theoretical contribution of the paper was testing how earlier findings — obtained using hand
annotation of a small number of children — generalize to a
larger and different sample size. We tested this generality by
automatically labeling the entire American English section of
CHILDES for speech acts. We found that, across all major
analyses, children show, overall, patterns that were very similar to the ones reported by (Snow et al., 1996). The only difference was that older children in the larger dataset produced
noticeably more speech act types than children of similar age
in the original study (Figure 3, bottom). This difference could
be due to the fact that the larger dataset contains a richer set
of conversational contexts, giving children the opportunity to
perform more distinct speech act types.
Finally, the current model learns how to recognize speech
acts from their linguistic properties only. While the scores
are quite good and allow us to replicate major findings that
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were obtained using human annotations, there is still room
for improvement. In future work, we seek to build more comprehensive models that integrate multimodal cues — besides
verbal language — that likely play a role in signaling communicative intents including vocal and visual cues. Indeed,
such cues are picked up on by adults and children and are
integrated to optimize language understanding and learning
(e.g., Fourtassi & Frank, 2020; Fourtassi et al., 2021). This
effort will involve collecting multimodal data of spontaneous
child-caregiver conversations as well as the development of
machine learning methods for the automatic annotation of
speech acts using linguistic, acoustic, and visual features.
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Appendix
The appendix can be downloaded from the following OSF
project: https://osf.io/hvzs2/ .
Source code of all models and experimentation scripts
can be found here: https://github.com/mitjanikolaus/
childes-speech-acts.
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Abstract
Over their first years of life, children learn not just the words
of their native languages, but how to use them to communicate.
Because manual annotation of communicative intent does not
scale to large corpora, our understanding of communicative act
development is limited to case studies of a few children at a
few time points. We present an approach to automatic identification of communicative acts using a Hidden Topic Markov
Model, applying it to the CHILDES database. We first describe
qualitative changes in parent-child communication over development, and then use our method to demonstrate two largescale features of communicative development: (1) children develop a parent-like repertoire of our model’s communicative
acts rapidly, their learning rate peaking around 14 months of
age, and (2) this period of steep repertoire change coincides
with the highest predictability between parents’ acts and children’s, suggesting that structured interactions play a role in
learning to communicate.
Keywords: language acquisition, corpus analysis, computational modeling, pragmatics

From their first utterances, children are not just producing language but using it to communicate. A child who can
produce only one-word utterances can nonetheless convey
several communicative intentions: using variations in pitch,
she can use the word mama to identify a person, question
possession of an object, or to call for someone’s presence
(Dore, 1975). From 14 to 30 months of age, children quickly
branch out from communicative acts like requesting, protesting, and marking an event to agreeing to an action, stating intent, and asking and answering a variety of questions (Snow,
Pan, Imbens-Bailey, & Herman, 1996). Close studies of children’s conversations, using rich observations to infer intended
meaning in context, show that much of the action of language
acquisition happens at the level of what children mean to say.
Despite the centrality of communicative goals to even
infants’ comprehension and production of language
(Vouloumanos, Onishi, & Pogue, 2012), nearly all of
our formal models of language focus on acquisition of
words or syntactic categories rather than communicative
expressiveness (e.g. Johnson, Griffiths, & Goldwater, 2007;
Siskind, 1996; although c.f. Bohn & Frank, 2019). This
state of affairs is partly due to the fact that most large-scale
data on language acquisition concern the ages at which
children comprehend and produce words or correctly inflect
those words according to the grammar of their language
(Bergmann et al., 2018; Frank, Braginsky, Yurovsky, &
Marchman, 2017). We lack a quantitative description of the
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trajectory of children’s communicative capacities, or how
they bring these to bear in interactions with their parents and
peers.
Describing children’s communicative acts on a large scale,
however, is a challenging task. Without nuanced, contextsensitive human coding, communicative acts can be hard to
identify. Words are amenable to identification, storage, and
tabulation using common computational tools; perhaps due
to their ease of use, models of language development have
often approached language development at the level of words
(i.e., vocabulary learning). The goals and intentions underlying those words are less amenable to such manipulation.
We present an approach to modeling children’s communicative acts, working backwards from the words they produce:
we model communicative acts as the latent sources from
which words emerge, and characterize children’s engagement
in these acts across development.
Traditionally, studies of communicative acts among children have brought frameworks from adult communication,
such as Speech Act theory (Austin, 1962; Searle, 1969) and
Conversation Analysis (Sacks, Schegloff, & Jefferson, 1974),
to bear on children’s conversations. While these systems can
be useful to characterize children’s conversations, they may
not be the most relevant distinctions in children’s communication. Studying children’s communicative acts using an
unsupervised computational model allows us to extract communicative patterns across many children with less a priori
specification of what those patterns should be.
Here, we characterize children’s growing repertoire of
communicative acts using a Hidden Topic Markov Model.
This model observes utterances produced by parents and children and attempts to infer common underlying processes–
topics–that produced them. We first show that this model
extracts several communicative acts analogous to those observed in close case studies of children’s communication
without specifying them top-down. We then show that use of
these acts has a developmental trajectory in line with those
studies: children’s act usage quickly proliferates, growing
in diversity most quickly at around 14 months and reaching
parent-like diversity by 24 months. Further, these acts have
distinct developmental trajectories that are in line with prior
research. Finally, we show that parents and children engage
in these acts contingently within conversations, and that this
sequential contingency peaks around the same age that chil-

dren are expanding their act use most rapidly.

Method
Corpus
We used transcripts of conversations from the Child Language Data Exchange System (CHILDES), a database of
child conversation corpora (MacWhinney, 2000). These corpora predominantly record spontaneous conversations between children and their family members, often in the home.
We trained our model on transcripts from the North American English collection of CHILDES among children under 60
months old, and filtered these transcripts to include only utterances spoken by the target child or their parents. To exclude
transcripts with extremely sparse child utterances, our analyses include children 6 to 60 months old, and transcripts with
at least 10 child utterances and 10 parent utterances. Overall,
our training data included 4043 transcripts from 411 children,
and here we analyze 3016 transcripts from 372 children.

Model
We used a Hidden Topic Markov Model (HTMM) to extract
communicative acts from parent—child conversations (Gruber, Weiss, & Rosen-Zvi, 2007). Topic models represent documents as mixtures of topics, and topics as mixtures of words.
For instance, a simple topic model trained on news articles
may extract a topic whose distinctive words are fire, flood, and
aid and another whose distinctive words are speech, legislation, and administration. Based on its distribution of words,
an article about politicians’ provision of disaster relief may be
correctly inferred to feature these two topics, among others.
Intuitively, the goal of a topic model is to recover the underlying sources—topics—from which the words in a document
spring.
In contrast to a standard topic model, the Hidden Topic
Markov Model takes into account the sequential utterance
structure of a document, not just its static distribution of
words. The HTMM assumes that words within an utterance
are of the same topic, and that sequential utterances may be
more likely to be of the same topic. It represents topic transitions between utterances in a coarse-grained way: either
switch or stay. Gruber et al. (2007) developed this model
and used it to segment machine learning conference papers,
showing that the model can distinguish instances of the word
“support” in mathematical contexts (describing support vectors) from those in the context of acknowledgments.
We trained the HTMM on all the utterances in our corpus.
Some markers for unintelligible or non-word speech were removed; when this resulted in empty utterances, a ‘non-word’
token was included to preserve the temporal structure of the
dialogue. Transcribed babbling (e.g., “awaoo”) was included,
and words that were transcribed as compounds or contractions due to pronunciation (e.g., “gimme”) or idiosyncratic
transcription standards (e.g., “thank you”) were retained in
the corpus as written. Typically, function words are removed
from corpora before training topic models to aid detection of
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thematic content. Here, we aim to classify communicative
acts underlying utterances rather than thematic topics. We
expect function words to be highly diagnostic of these acts,
so we included them in our training data.
Topic models require pre-specification of the number of
topics. To determine the right number of topics, we trained
the model several times with different numbers of topics—
5 to 30 topics, in intervals of 5—with Dirichlet parameters
of α = 1/k, where k is the number of topics, and β = 0.01.
Each model produced a sequence of the most likely topic assigned to each utterance. Our selection metric was the proportion of other-topic transitions in this sequence: since we
aimed to characterize the temporal structure of topic transitions, we wanted to choose a model that had many transitions
between topics rather than long stretches of utterances all assigned to the same topic. However, increasing the number
of topics almost necessarily increases the number of othertopic transitions, and may make results harder to interpret as
topics proliferate; therefore, we balanced the proportion of
other-topic transitions against the number of topics. Plotting
this proportion across number of topics, we judged 15 topics
as an inflection point after which increasing the number of
topics had diminishing effect on other-topic transitions; we
therefore chose the 15-topic model.
To check that the 15-topic model was not capturing drastically different topic distinctions from other runs of the model,
we calculated the mutual information between utterance-level
topic classifications from the 15-topic model against the 10topic and 20-topic models. These mutual information values
were relatively high: between the 15- and 10-topic models,
mutual information was 1.53 (upper bound: entropy of 10topic model, 2.25) and between the 15- and 20-topic models, mutual information was 1.84 (upper bound: entropy of
15-topic model, 2.63). Thus, the model we chose captures
similar information to alternative runs of the model, and is
unlikely to represent a one-off set of distinctions.

Results and Discussion
We begin by showing that the model captures some aspects of
communicative acts and exploring the static structure of these
utterance types. We then examine trajectories of topic use
across development among parents and children. Finally, we
examine the temporal dynamics of topic use within discourse.

Part 1: The structure of communicative acts
After training, the model produces a set of topics with associated probability distributions over words. One can conceive
of these topics as bags of words, in which some words will
be highly likely to be produced and others will be unlikely
to be produced. Using this probability distribution of words
within topics, the model also produces a probability distribution over topics for each utterance in the corpus. Since we aim
to characterize communicative acts and not thematic content
or conversational topics, the label ‘topic’ for these types can
be misleading; from here on, we will refer to these types as
communicative acts rather than topics.

Figure 1: The most distinctive words in each topic. Distinctiveness is measured by the difference between a word’s probability
in a given topic and its average probability across all topics.
The most distinctive words of each communicative act in
the model, as measured by the difference between a word’s
probability within a type of act and its average probability
across all act types, are shown in Figure 1. Assigning labels to
these acts is subjective. We examined these most distinctive
words and looked at samples of utterances in each act type
to produce labels that capture the gist of each automatically
identified topic, for clarity of exposition.
Not all communicative act categories are equally coherent,
but even these top distinctive words are illuminating. These
distinctive words are largely function words and other very
common words, not content-related words. This suggests
that the model is picking up on distinctions between utterances that are not just conversational topics or themes. Further, several act types have fairly coherent sets of words, such
as backchannels and interjections (e.g., “okay”, “mm”, “no”,
“huh”), requests (e.g., “you”, “want”, “have”, “some”), and
counting (e.g., “two”, “one”, “three”, “dis”). On the other
hand, these types clearly do capture some aspects of thematic
content: the request type has several food-related words, and
while the body routines type (e.g., “on”, “put”, “head”, “off”)
contains many commands and statements about current activities, it is united by words about the body. These types are
likely capturing a mixture of semantic content and communicative function, which are likely quite correlated in children’s language environments.
Some of the act types align nicely with speech act or interchange types classified in prior research (Ninio, Snow, Pan,
& Rollins, 1994). For instance, the labeling and attention
type resembles the directing hearer’s attention interchange
type, the non-present events type resembles discussing the
non-present, and the proposed actions type resembles negotiating the immediate activity; further, the evaluations type
resembles the evaluations speech act, the proposed actions
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and requests types pull out directives, and the social routines
type contains many markings and performances. While we
do not aim to align these types perfectly with speech acts or
interchange types, this resemblance suggests we are capturing some of the same patterns as these classification systems.
To further validate our method, we considered sets of exchanges that share the same communicative act sequence but
vary in their participants and content. Here and in Part 2, we
consider patterns of usage when utterances are classified as
their most probable act type. Table 1 shows three exchanges
with the same act sequence between parents and their 23-, 39, and 57-month-olds. Each exchange begins with a proposed
action which receives a backchannel, the action is evaluated,
and a new action is proposed. Across these three examples,
the words in the utterances are different, and sometimes even
of opposite valence (e.g., “okay” vs. “no no”). The role of
the speaker also varies–the same act can be produced by both
parents and children. Nonetheless, there is a structural resemblance across them.
Bolstered by the coherence of communicative act categories and the resemblance of their sequences, we next provide first qualitative and then quantitative descriptions of parents’ and children’s production of these acts over development.

Part 2: Use of communicative acts over development
Children’s use of communicative acts changes drastically as
they grow (Figure 2). Early on, children’s utterances are
predominantly backchannels, interjections, and affirmations
or negations (e.g., “yeah”, “no”, “uh huh”). By around 20
months of age, social routines such as greetings and naming family members (e.g., “hi”, “bye”, “mommy”) displace
backchannels to become a substantial part of children’s repertoire. Around the same age, an increasing proportion of children’s utterances direct attention to or label things in the en-

act
5
12
4
5

23 months
C: put back
P: oh thank you
P: that is so nice
P: thank you for putting that back

39 months
P: i’m going to turn off the tape recorder
C: no no
P: why not
C: cause turn it on so i could reach

57 months
C: i’m gonna fold this
P: okay
P: why are you folding it
C: so it will fit me

Table 1: Three examples of the same communicative act sequence (5, 12, 4, 5) in conversations between different parents (P)
and children (C) at different ages. Though they involve different topical content, they follow a similar communicative pattern:
a suggestion or request regarding action and location; an affirmative or negative response; an evaluative statement or question;
and another suggestion regarding action and location.
Child

Parent

1.00

Communicative act proportion

mental states
labeling
counting

0.75

evaluation
proposed actions
non−present events

0.50

requests

misc

knowledge questions
location
social routines

0.25
backchannels
description
storytelling
body routines

0.00
12

24

36

48

60

12

24

36

48

60

Age (months)
Figure 2: The proportion of utterances classified as each communicative act type produced by children and parents across
development.
vironment (e.g., “what’s that?”, “there’s a. . . ”). Parents also
increasingly use these labeling utterances when their children
are around 15-30 months old; after about 30 months, these
utterances diminish in both parent and child speech.
Across our observed age range, both parents and children
consistently increase the proportion of their statements about
mental states and testimony (e.g., “know”, “think”, “said”).
This is consistent with prior work showing an increase in
mental state talk over the 3- to 5-year-old age range, which
is correlated with theory of mind task performance (Hughes
& Dunn, 1998; Villiers, 2000). It may also reflect growing
mastery of the complex syntax required to produce embedded constructions about mental states (e.g., “She thinks it will
rain”).
Notably, children at the lowest end of our age range start
with at least some representation of several communicative
act types, and expand their repertoire rapidly. One way to
characterize the diversity of communicative acts a person engages in is to measure the entropy of their communicative
acts. Children’s communicative act entropy increases dras-
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tically over development until around 24 months, at which
point it matches parents’ entropy and remains relatively stable across the rest of our age range, as shown in Figure 3.
Our automatically-identified communicative acts are therefore capturing some capacity that becomes more adult-like
across development.
To characterize the learning process for these acts and compare it to word learning, we plot parents’ and children’s act
entropies and the entropies of the words they produced in
each transcript and fit a sigmoid function to children’s trajectories (Figure 3). We find that for both words and acts,
children reach 90% of their final repertoire at roughly the
same age, 24 months. Children’s act entropy is growing most
steeply at around 14 months, and their word entropy is growing most steeply at around 12 months. Meanwhile, parents
are remarkably stable across all ages: parents provide a constant, high level of diversity of words and communicative
acts. Prior work on speech acts has found that productive
vocabulary relates to diversity of speech acts: Snow et al.
(1996) found that the number of speech act types children

Mutual Information (bits)

0.4

Child | Child

0.3

Parent | Child

0.2

0.1

Child | Parent
Parent | Parent

0.0
12

24

36

48

Age
Figure 3: Entropy of communicative acts and words produced
by children and parents over development.

use correlates highly with the number of word types they use.
We replicate that finding here: children’s number of communicative act types produced correlates with their word types
produced, even within one-month age intervals (lowest correlation, r = 0.512, p < 0.001).
Within these trajectories there is variability between individuals in their communicative act diversity. Parents’ and
children’s individual act entropies are correlated (r = 0.583,
p < 0.001), and when divided into one-month age intervals
remain correlated in all groups 12 months and older (lowest correlation, r = 0.321, p = 0.010): parents who use more
diverse communicative acts are talking to children who use
more diverse communicative acts.
Having characterized qualitative and quantitative changes
in children’s act repertoire across development, we now ask
how contingently parents and children use these acts in conversation.

Part 3: Dynamics of communicative acts in
conversation
Over development, children gain the ability to engage in more
structured dialogue, eventually becoming able to respond appropriately and contingently to their conversational partner
(Bruner, 1985). To characterize the temporal dynamics of
communicative acts in conversation, we turn our attention to
the transitions between utterances in parent-child conversations. One way to measure how contingent parents’ and children’s utterances are on each other is to calculate their mutual
information, a measure of how much knowing one piece of
information (a prior utterance) reduces uncertainty about another (the current utterance). However, discourse with adultlike structure may not maximize mutual information between
sequential utterances: because discourse has recursive structure, raising issues and closing them in an embedded way,
it may not be highly regular at the level of utterance-to-
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Figure 4: Mutual information between parents’ and children’s
communicative acts over development. We show mutual information for parents’ utterances given a child’s prior utterance (Parent | Child), children’s utterances given a parent’s
prior utterance (Child | Parent), children’s utterances given
their own most recent utterance (Child | Child), and parents’
utterances given their own most recent utterance (Parent | Parent).

utterance transitions (Sacks et al., 1974). Mutual information
between sequential utterances is maximized when utterances
are highly predictable based only on the utterance prior, and
can be dampened either because contingency is weak or because higher-order structure is at play.
To calculate the mutual information between parents’ and
children’s utterances, we use the full distribution of communicative act probabilities for each utterance produced by the
model. These probabilities are averaged within turns; that
is, if a child produced four utterances in a row, the probabilities are averaged to produce one probability per act type
per turn. We then compute conditional probabilities for each
current act type given each prior act type. These conditional
probabilities are used to calculate mutual information. We
calculate mutual information values for the parent’s utterance
given the child’s prior utterance, the child’s utterance given
the parent’s prior utterance, the child’s utterance given their
own prior utterance (their own most recent turn), and the parent’s utterance given their own prior utterance.
When children are young, mutual information is highest
between the child’s current utterance and their own last utterance (Figure 4). One way to interpret this is that the child is
on their own conversational track, steered less by what their
conversational partner just said than what they themself said
prior. By around 24 months, this tendency lessens considerably, but children remain more predictable based on their own
prior utterances than based on their parents’ utterances across
our age range.
Interestingly, there is an increase in mutual information in

all of our measures–parent given child, child given parent,
child given child, and parent given parent–from the beginning
of our age range peaking at about 12-18 months, after which
mutual information declines or stays steady. Though this is
an exploratory finding, it points to the possibility that parents
and children interact most contingently when children are still
quite young. That is, at the youngest ages, there may be
low mutual information between parents’ and children’s utterances because of disorganized interaction; mutual information may then increase as sequences become more orderly, but
discourse is not necessarily structured on longer timescales;
and mutual information may fall again as discourse structure
emerges that is not captured in sequential utterance transitions.
The point of highest mutual information coincides with the
point of steepest growth in communicative act entropy, between 12 and 18 months, suggesting that learning of communicative acts is most rapid when interactions have the most
sequential structure. During this period, children and parents
engage in high rates of social routine utterances and labeling and attention-directing utterances. This finding is in line
with theories of communicative development that emphasize
highly routinized interactions as crucial for learning to engage in structured discourse (Bruner, 1985). Future work
may further explore how sequentially predictable interactions
give children a foothold in discourse, and how this sequential
structure gives way to longer-range discourse structure over
communicative development.

General Discussion
In this paper, we present a method for characterizing children’s communicative acts on a large scale. In doing so, we
gain the ability to examine the communication of more children in more contexts and across a wider age range than afforded by hand coding, and to examine patterns of usage that
only become clear across such a wide range of data. Using
this method, we find that children start off with a few act types
at the beginning of our age range, and quickly branch out as
they grow. Parents and children produce these acts contingently, depending on the prior utterance, and we find a period
of heightened contingency when children are most rapidly expanding their act repertoire. These findings prompt further
exploration of individual differences in communicative act
development, longitudinal prediction of language measures,
and conversations’ discourse structure. Examining these patterns of broad developmental change and contingency would
be prohibitive without an automated approach.
Of course, this approach loses the nuance and specificity
captured by close observations of children’s interactions.
Children can achieve communicative goals even before they
can use language to do so: they can use gestures and vocalizations both to request a desired object and to call a person’s
attention to something in the environment (Bates, Camaioni,
& Volterra, 1975). Studies of children’s early one-word utterances demonstrate that they can use the same single word
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to fulfill multiple communicative goals (Dore, 1975). These
contextual and non-verbal factors are glossed over when we
examine communicative acts through words alone. Further,
the communicative acts we describe do not solely pick out
communicative intent: their distinctions likely reflect a mixture of communicative goals, semantic content, and common syntactic patterns, factors which are likely correlated in
children’s language environments (Cameron-Faulkner, 2014;
Shatz, 1979). Thus, we see this model as a complementary
approach to hand-coded observations of children’s conversations, picking up on some well-characterized distinctions
while allowing us to characterize new patterns in children’s
communication.
Understanding how children learn to use language to communicate is a puzzle at the heart of language development.
Our model provides one way to take advantage of corpora of
child conversations in the study of children’s communicative
development, offering a new angle from which to tackle this
puzzle.
All data and code for analyses are available at
https://github.com/cbergey/childlanguageinfo . The
corpus file with utterance classifications is available
at https://osf.io/wg6dc .
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Abstract
Children face the problem of extending a limited spatial lexicon to potentially infinite spatial situations. Previous work
has examined how spatial semantic categories may be formed
in child development, but it is unclear how children extend
these categories to novel situations over the developmental
time course. Drawing on cognitive linguistic theories of category extension, we present a framework that models the incremental extension of spatial relational words to novel situations
through time. We describe a longitudinal dataset and computational analyses for investigating the extension of spatial
word meanings in a developmental setting. Our preliminary
results suggest that the formation of spatial categories takes
place through an exemplar-based process of chaining, similar
to the process underlying the growth of linguistic categories in
history. Our work offers opportunities to explore the connection between ontogeny and phylogeny in the process of word
meaning extension.
Keywords: language and development; spatial language;
word meaning extension; chaining; exemplar theory

Introduction
Spatial cognition is fundamental to survival for many species.
One feature of spatial cognition unique to humans is our ability to describe space using language. While spatial language
is limited by a finite lexicon (Landau & Jackendoff, 1993), the
continuity of space entails a potentially infinite set of spatial
situations. This tension of extending a finite spatial lexicon to
unbounded novel spatial situations is prominent in children’s
language development, since young learners do not possess
adult-like spatial language yet have the need to communicate
novel spatial scenes. Here we explore in a formal framework
how children incrementally extend spatial categories to novel
spatial situations over the developmental time course.
In English and many other languages, spatial relations are
commonly expressed in a closed class of words known as spatial adpositions (e.g., on and in). A salient property of these
spatial categories is that they can extend to describe a diverse
set of scenes. For instance, English on may be used to describe scenes such as picture on wall, cup on table, or spider
on ceiling. Previous research has suggested that the formation of spatial semantic categories such as on and in relies
on the linguistic input that children receive in their environment (Bowerman & Choi, 2003; Levinson, Meira, Language,
& Group, 2003). Existing work has also shown that spatial
categories can be learned from stored exemplars of spatial
word usages (Bowerman & Choi, 2001) or co-occurrences
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with verb predicates (Johannes, Wilson, & Landau, 2016;
Landau, 2018). We extend these studies to examine how children incrementally adapt spatial categories toward novel situations when the mappings between the spatial words and the
novel spatial scenes have not yet been established.
Our starting point is the view by Vygotsky (1962) suggesting that one strategy in children’s conceptual formation
is through “chain complexes”. In a chain complex, a new object is added to a category if it is similar to existing objects
in the category, such that this new member, just like the other
pre-existing members, acts as a “magnet” for a series of other
objects (Vygotsky, 1962). This idea of chaining has been
independently discussed in cognitive linguistics as a mechanism for linguistic category extension, best known as radial
categories (Lakoff, 1987). Starting from a core meaning or
sense, a category extends by adding novel referents related to
existing members, and hence forming a chain-like structure
over time. As a classic example, Brugman and Lakoff (1988)
analyzed how the spatial word over may extend to a variety
of scenarios through the process of chaining. We believe that
chaining might explain how spatial categories like on and in
get extended incrementally to express a diverse set of spatial scenes. To our knowledge no existing work has formally
explored and evaluated this idea in the formation of spatial
semantic categories through childhood.
We present a computational framework that formulates the
formation of spatial semantic categories as chaining. At a
specific time during the developmental time course, we model
the categorization of a novel spatial situation based on its similarity with existing exemplars of spatial words in semantic
space; a spatial word is chosen when the situation is more
similar to its category members than to other competing categories. Throughout the time course, spatial categories are updated incrementally with exemplars observed from children’s
linguistic input. Figure 1 illustrates our framework.
Previous work has applied computational models of chaining to predict the historical growth of semantic and grammatical categories (Xu, Regier, & Malt, 2016; Ramiro, Srinivasan, Malt, & Xu, 2018; Habibi, Kemp, & Xu, 2020) and
children’s overextension in a cross-sectional setting (Ferreira
Pinto Jr. & Xu, 2019). In these cases, it has been suggested
that the process of chaining can be best understood as an exemplar model of categorization (Nosofsky, 1986). Our work
extends these studies by examining the relation of chaining

Time = t

Time = t-1
you might have a crown
in the other room

Figure 1: Illustration of chaining in a developmental setting: at time t − 1, an adult produces an utterance describing the spatial
situation crown in room, which the child stores as an exemplar for the category in; at a future time t when the child categorizes
a novel spatial situation circle in triangle, stored exemplars similar to the situation attract it to the category in. Each purple dot
represents a stored exemplar for a spatial situation observed in the past, and each brown dot represents a novel spatial situation.
and children’s spatial language development. Our proposal
is consistent with recent work suggesting that language acquisition relies on an exemplar-based mechanism as opposed
to stored abstractions (Ambridge, 2020). In our analyses, we
contrast an exemplar model with a prototype model that extends spatial categories using stored abstractions for the categories. Our work also relates to other computational studies
that learn from labelled data to classify spatial situations with
spatial words (e.g., Regier, 1996; Golland, Liang, & Klein,
2010; Xu & Kemp, 2010; Beekhuizen, Fazly, & Stevenson,
2014), but it differs critically in that it captures the incremental process in which spatial words extend to novel situations
as they emerge in child development.

Computational framework
Our computational framework involves two main components: 1) a class of models that capture the process of chaining and category extension, and 2) a mechanism for updating
the models under new observations of spatial word usage. We
assume a finite spatial lexicon w ∈ W and model a spatial situation s as a real-valued vector in some semantic space S.

Models of chaining
We formulate the extension of spatial words to novel situations as probabilistic inference over a finite set of known
spatial words. At a future time t, the model has access to previously observed usages of spatial words. Let xi = (wi , si ) be
the i-th word-situation pair, and suppose the model has access to n > 0 such pairs prior to time t. Further suppose a
novel situation s∗ has not been observed in x1 , ..., xn . Then,
the problem can be formulated as selecting the most likely w
describing s∗ incrementally at each future time t, given past
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observations prior to t:
arg max p(w|s∗ , x1 , x2 , ..., xn )

(1)

w

To model this process, we draw on recent work of chaining models (Ramiro et al., 2018; Habibi et al., 2020; Grewal
& Xu, 2020) that are based on formal models of categorization (Reed, 1972; Nosofsky, 1986; Ashby & Alfonso-Reese,
1995). In particular, this class of models can be derived by
applying Bayes rule to Equation 1:
p(w|s∗ , x1 , ..., xn ) ∝ p(s∗ |w, x1 , ..., xn )p(w|x1 , ..., xn )

(2)

Here the left-hand side is the category posterior, and terms on
the right-hand side correspond to the likelihood and the category prior, respectively. Intuitively, Equation 2 says the most
likely word can be inferred by computing the likelihood of s∗
given w and stored exemplars, in joint consideration with the
prior probability of using w.
Exemplar model. Exemplar models of categorization assign category labels to stimuli by computing their similarity
with the exemplars of a category (Nosofsky, 1986). The exemplar model can be reformulated in terms of Equation 2
when the likelihood is given by a specific kernel density estimator (Ashby & Alfonso-Reese, 1995), such that the likelihood of s∗ given w is estimated using a weighted sum of
distances between s∗ and previous situations described by w:
p(s∗ |w, x1 , ..., xn ) =

1
Kh (s∗ − si )
nw i:w∑
i =w

(3)

Here K(·) is the kernel function and h is its kernel width.
We drew on the generalized context model with a Gaussian
similarity function (Nosofsky, 1986), which corresponds to a

Gaussian kernel function:
Kh (s∗ − si ) ∝

1
d(s∗ , si )2
exp (−
)
m
h
2h2

(4)

Here d(·, ·) is the Euclidean distance between two situations
of dimension m. In the original general context model, h corresponds to a sensitivity parameter that determines the degree
to which the model generalizes from exemplars: a large h implies broad generalization, and vice versa. Originally, h is the
same for all categories. We also consider a variation where h
differs by category, following related work in machine learning (John & Langley, 1995). We will refer to the original
model as the exemplar approach, and the variation as the extended exemplar approach. In both cases, the parameter h is
estimated from previous observations.
Prototype model. An alternative to exemplar-based chaining models is based on the central tendency of a category,
specifically the category prototypes. Prototype models of
categorization assign category labels to stimuli by computing their distances from category prototypes in some feature
space (Reed, 1972). This can be reformulated in terms of
Equation 2 when we assume the category prior is uniform and
the likelihood is a certain Gaussian (Ashby & Alfonso-Reese,
1995). Following established work in machine learning (John
& Langley, 1995), we considered a variation of classic prototype models such that the prior is not uniform (see Equation 7). This yields a Gaussian likelihood for each spatial
word w:
p(s∗ |w, x1 , ..., xn ) ∝

d(s∗ , µw )2
1
exp (−
)
m
σw
2σ2w

(5)

where σw is the standard deviation of the Gaussian, and
µw is the prototype of the category. Following previous
work (Reed, 1972; Habibi et al., 2020), we also define µw
as the average of exemplar situations described by w:
µw =

1
si
nw i:w∑
i =w

(6)

Similar to h in Equation 4, σw determines the degree to which
the model generalizes from the category prototype. Like the
exemplar models, σw was estimated from previous observations. We will refer to this model as the prototype approach.
Category prior and baseline model. Similar to existing
work (Beekhuizen et al., 2014; Ferreira Pinto Jr. & Xu, 2021;
Habibi et al., 2020; Grewal & Xu, 2020), we define the prior
distribution based on word frequency. Specifically, we compute the prior probability of word w as the proportion of its
occurrences over past observations:
p(w|x1 , ..., xn ) =

nw
n

(7)

Here nw = ∑ni=1 1(wi = w) is the number of past observations
described by w, and 1(·) is the indicator function.
For comparison with our models of chaining, we considered a simple baseline model where category extension is
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only based on the frequency of stored usages of spatial words.
Specifically, this baseline models category extension for any
novel situation s∗ by simply selecting the most likely spatial
word w computed using Equation 7. We will refer to this
model as the frequency baseline.

Model update
Over time, more usages of spatial words are observed, which
need to be incrementally integrated into the chaining models
we described. Following previous exemplar models (Estes,
1986; Ashby & Alfonso-Reese, 1995), we assumed each new
observation xi∗ is stored in memory with a fixed probability
p, independently of other exemplars. Thus the number of
new exemplars stored at emerging time t, denoted k, follows
a binomial distribution:
k ∼ B(c, p)

(8)

When a novel scene s∗ needs to be referred to at t, the model
simply computes Equation 1 using the updated list of stored
exemplars x1 , ..., xn , xn+1 , ..., nn+k . Although c − k observations are not stored in memory, we hypothesized that they still
potentially influence future inference to some extent (e.g., affecting the kernel width parameter).

Data
In our computational formulation, each instance of observation or extension made by a child at a specific time t is a wordsituation pair, (w, s) ∈ W × S. To obtain these instances, we 1)
selected a subset of common spatial words W from the literature, 2) collected usages of these words and the co-occurring
figure ( f ) and ground (g) objects from time-stamped text data,
and 3) used semantic representation of these objects to construct a semantic space S.
Spatial words. We focused on two most common spatial
prepositions, in and on, as they are among the earliest spatial categories children encounter (Baillargeon, Needham, &
DeVos, 1992; Casasola & Cohen, 2002) and acquire (Clark,
1973; Bowerman & Choi, 2003). We treated each preposition
as a relational predicate, such that it takes two arguments: a
figure object (e.g., cup) and a ground object (e.g., table).
Objects. To obtain naturalistic usages of spatial words,
we collected their co-occurrence with figure and ground objects (i.e., nouns). We grounded our data in early linguistic environments using North American English data from
CHILDES (MacWhinney, 2000), a large collection of transcribed child speech (CS) and child-directed speech (CDS).
The collection includes 6,647 conversations involving 690
children, each containing a sequence of sentences and a
record of the age of the child involved. Each sentence is labelled by the identity of the speaker and is annotated with its
dependency parse tree and part of speech tags.
For a spatial word w ∈ W in a sentence, we set f as the
rightmost noun to the left of w, and we set g as the child of w if
it is a noun, or otherwise we selected the leftmost noun to the
right of w. We discarded cases where at least one of the two

Sentence
do you have a scratch on your arm
because she always put the nipple in into her mouth
you help me put the clothes in the dryer
I want bread and butter and jelly on my bread
she has spider on her arm
having sugar in her meat

Spatial word
on
in
in
on
on
in

Figure object
scratch
nipple
clothes
jelly
spider
sugar

Ground object
arm
mouth
dryer
bread
arm
meat

Table 1: Examples of word-figure-ground triples extracted from CHILDES. The top three sentences are examples of childdirected speech, and the bottom three are examples of child speech.
objects is missing. We further filtered the objects to exclude
idioms (e.g., in case, on time) using multi-word entries from
the Historical Thesaurus of English (Kay, Roberts, Samuels,
& Wotherspoon, 2017). All entities were lemmatized by the
WordNet lemmatizer in NLTK (Loper & Bird, 2002). Across
all corpora, this provided us with 23,012 unique triples of
(w, f , g) from CDS and 6,296 unique triples from CS.
Visual semantic space. We approximated the semantic
representation of situation s described by w using vector representations of the figure and ground objects that co-occur
with w. Since the geometry of the objects are relevant to the
semantics of spatial words to some extent (Landau & Jackendoff, 1993), we used visual embeddings from a convolution
neural network, VGG-19 (Simonyan & Zisserman, 2015),
which is pretrained on the ImageNet database (Deng et al.,
2009). We mapped each object to a 4096-dimension vector
following procedures in existing work (Ferreira Pinto Jr. &
Xu, 2021). To obtain a single vector for situation s, we concatenated the vectors of f and g; the semantic representation
of each situation s is thus m = 8182-dimensional. In Discussion, we outline the merits and limitations of this approach.
We intersected our set of (w, f , g) triples with ImageNet
which provides images for sets of synonyms (synsets) based
on WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998). Specifically, we only kept
triples where the figure and ground exist in WordNet and
the majority of their synsets are nouns. This yielded 3,886
unique word-situation pairs from CDS and 975 unique pairs
from CS. Table 1 shows examples of the extracted triples after intersection. Note that our concatenation method implies
all situations sharing the same figure and ground (e.g., hand
on mouth and hand in mouth) had the same representation s;
these situations covered 3.2% (n = 112) of the CDS pairs and
0.62% (n = 6) of the CS pairs.

Results
We first describe computational analyses to predict the extension of spatial words observed in child language development. We then interpret the results of our analyses.
Computational analyses. Assuming all samples of spatial
word usages are drawn from the same real-world distribution,
we constructed an early linguistic environment from which
a child observes examples of spatial word usage by pooling
word-situation pairs across CDS in CHILDES. We then obtained 6 sets of data from CS, where 4 sets corresponded to in-
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dividuals and 2 sets were pooled from multiple children to approximate the extended, fine-grained developmental trajectories. In the CDS set and in each CS set, every word-situation
pair was time-stamped based on its earliest occurrence in the
set. Pairs in CS sets were removed if they occurred earlier in
the CDS set, since our analyses focused on children’s extension of spatial categories to novel situations. Note although
word-situation pairs are unique in each set, they may still partially overlap (e.g., pillow on bed and jammies on bed).
Over the developmental time course, each of our models
was evaluated based on its ability to predict the extension of
spatial words in CS (child production) given observations in
CDS (child input). At time t, by maintaining a list of stored
exemplars up to t, we evaluated every model as follows: if a
data point (w, s∗ ) appears at t, we used the stored exemplars
and s∗ as inputs to compute a prediction w0 from Equation 1,
which was compared against w. Then, we updated the stored
exemplars following a simplified version of Equation 8: if c
observations were made at t, we randomly added a fixed 80%
of them to the list.1 We repeated these steps over the entire
developmental time course; the length of the time course was
determined by the CS set being used. Due to the randomness
in storing exemplars, we repeated the procedure 10 times.
To predict spatial word choice at each time t (Equation 1),
we also need to estimate model parameters using observations
prior to time t. For the two exemplar models, we estimate the
kernel width h by maximizing the following log likelihood
function:
log L (h) =

∑
∗

log p(w|s∗ , x1 , ..., xn ; h)

(9)

(w,s )∈Xt

Here Xt is the set of discarded observations complementary to the exemplars x1 , ..., xn stored prior to time t. Since
h > 0, we optimized with respect to the log transformation of h, using mini-batch gradient descent and the Adam
optimizer (Kingma & Ba, 2015) with the following settings: batch size N = 64, learning rate α = 0.01, decay rates
(β1 , β2 ) = (0.9, 0.999). For tractable computation, we applied early stopping after 20 epochs, and the parameters were
updated only if the total number of stored exemplars changed
by 100 since the last estimate. For the prototype approach,
we estimated σw using the same method.
1 We chose 80% to ensure the model has a sufficient number of
exemplars to use for prediction.

Child data
Pooled
Target Child (HSLLD)
Nina (Suppes)
Abe (Kuczaj)
Adam (Brown)
Mark (MacWhinney)

Frequency baseline
0.629
0.651
0.517
0.538
0.583
0.583

Exemplar
0.737 (0.009)
0.712 (0.015)
0.697 (0.016)
0.740 (0.018)
0.781 (0.015)
0.697 (0.025)

Exemplar extended
0.748 (0.007)
0.714 (0.011)
0.710 (0.013)
0.762 (0.016)
0.771 (0.011)
0.699 (0.021)

Prototype
0.672 (0.008)
0.644 (0.013)
0.646 (0.013)
0.635 (0.011)
0.688 (0.009)
0.611 (0.022)

N
975
146
145
91
72
72

Table 2: Summary of model predictive accuracy. The first column shows the name of each child and the relevant corpus in
brackets. The last columns shows the size of each CS set. Each other cell shows the average accuracy and its standard deviation
over 10 runs of experiment; bold font indicates the best performing model for each instance of child data.

Figure 2: Summary of model predictive accuracy over time.
Each point at age t shows the accuracy of the model for test
cases between the t − 0.5 and t, averaged over 10 runs of our
experiment. Ribbons indicate standard deviation.

Interpretation of results. Table 2 summarizes the performance of our models. Across all CS sets, we observe that the
exemplar models outperform the frequency baseline and the
prototype alternative. This is consistent with previous work
which finds the exemplar model of chaining to best predict
how numeral classifiers and adjectives apply to novel nouns
over time (Habibi et al., 2020; Grewal & Xu, 2020). We hypothesize the inferior performance of our prototype approach
is because a single prototype is unable to capture polysemous
usages of spatial words. For example, the spatial word on in
cup on table describes support, but it describes surface attachment in picture on wall; a single prototype is unlikely to be
prototypical for both support and attachment. However, under an exemplar model, separate clusters of exemplars enable
a category to occupy distinct subsets of the semantic space,
thus providing a more fine-grained representation of the category. We also observe the extended exemplar model tends to
provide more accurate predictions than the original version,
but the difference is marginal.
Figure 2 provides a detailed temporal perspective on the
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Figure 3: Changes in the value of optimal kernel parameters
over time. Values for h were from the exemplar model, and
those for hin , hon were from the extended exemplar model.
Each point is an average kernel value over 10 runs of our
experiments, which was estimated at a certain age of the child
(measured in days).

results summarized in Table 2. There is some degree of random fluctuation in model performance, which seems to be
the result of small sample sizes (see Table 2) as the fluctuations are stronger in the 3 CS sets with fewer test cases
than the others. Nonetheless, in both pooled CS sets and individual cases, we observe the patterns we saw for the aggregate results—with the exemplar model best accounts for the
data—hold over time. This provides evidence that children’s
formation of spatial relational categories can be explained by
an exemplar-based process of chaining.
Since the kernel width of our exemplar models were reestimated over time, we assess the temporal trend in how the
models generalize from stored exemplars. Figure 3 shows
that the kernel width became smaller over time. To quantify this trend, we fitted linear mixed models that regress kernel widths on instants of the developmental time course t (in
days); for each CS set, the model considers a random intercept for each run of our experiments to control for multiple

measurements. Table 3 summarizes the results for the exemplar model (and the results for the extended exemplar model
were similar). We observe that across all CS sets, the regression coefficient βtime is significantly negative, which suggests
that the model learned not to over-generalize over time, mimicking the process in which children learn from overextension
(large h) to narrowing (small h) in the usage of spatial words
such as in, on, and off (Clark, 1978; Bowerman, 1978).
Child data
Pooled
Target Child (HSLLD)
Nina (Suppes)
Abe (Kuczaj)
Adam (Brown)
Mark (Macwhinney)

βtime
-1.1e-5
-5e-6
-4.5e-5
-1e-5
-1e-5
-1.2e-5

p
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001

N
3,990
940
450
650
390
260

Table 3: Regression statistics between kernel values and time.

Discussion and conclusion
The continuity of space presents children with the problem of
extending a limited spatial lexicon to an infinite set of spatial
situations. Synthesizing work on spatial semantic categories
and category extension, we have presented a framework of
chaining based on stored exemplars that captures the incremental extension of spatial words to novel spatial situations.
To test our models of chaining, we reconstructed developmental trajectories using linguistic data from CHILDES and
we described a method to construct the semantic representations of observed exemplars. Our results provide preliminary
evidence that the formation of early spatial categories takes
place through a process of chaining that resembles the historical process of category growth.
In our work, we represented spatial situations using visual
embeddings for the figure and ground objects involved. The
motivation for our construction scheme was that it facilitates
the link between linguistic signals and visual representations.
In practice, it allowed us to approximate spatial situations
in a child’s environment directly using linguistic data from
CHILDES. In theory, we only had to assume the child understands the visual properties of the figure and ground objects
in usages of spatial words, and we did not have to assume
the situation was visible when they were observing spatial
word usages. Spatial situations described by spatial words
are not always visible; for example, consider the exemplar
from CHILDES, you might have a crown in the other room.
However, since our vector representation of spatial situations was a concatenation of object embeddings, the vector for the situation did not encode any relation between the
two objects. This stands in contrast with previous computational work where spatial relations were encoded in representations of spatial situations (Regier, 1996; Xu & Kemp,
2010; Beekhuizen et al., 2014). One consequence of figureground independence is any pair of distinct situations that
happen to contain the same figure and ground would be rep-
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resented identically by our approximation. For example, let
vhand , vmouth be the visual embeddings for hand and mouth,
respectively, then hand on mouth and hand in mouth will be
encoded identically as (vhand , vmouth ). Although they seem
relatively rare at least for in and on (see Data), it was impossible for our models to predict all such CS utterances correctly since they only had information on figure and ground.
In future work, we would like to test if our models can be
improved by using exemplars of full visual scenes beyond independent objects.
Here we focused on analyzing spatial adpositions and their
spatial semantic categories. Thus, we sought to exclude nonspatial usages of these adpositions from our analyses by intersecting the extracted figure and ground objects with ImageNet. Although this excluded non-spatial usages where the
objects are not physical (e.g., dream in mind), it still left us
with false negatives where the objects are physical (e.g., book
on animal, where on means about). In future work, one way
to address this limitation is to further intersect our dataset
with figure-ground-preposition triples grounded in real spatial situations, such as annotated naturalistic images. Another
potential future direction would be to extend our framework
to non-spatial usages of adpositions, where our current visual embeddings would likely be insufficient for modelling
abstract usages.
Our computational framework is inspired by previous computational formalisms of chaining, but it differs from previous approaches in two main aspects. First, our framework
formalizes the process of chaining at the agent level over a
developmental trajectory, whereas previous frameworks have
either formalized chaining as a (population-level) historical
process (Ramiro et al., 2018; Habibi et al., 2020; Grewal &
Xu, 2020) or not yet described how chaining is updated by
linguistic inputs over the developmental time course (Ferreira
Pinto Jr. & Xu, 2019). Second, our framework extends previous work by enabling chaining models to vary the degree
to which they generalize from exemplars across different categories. We might expect children to overextend or underextend unfamiliar words more often than familiar ones. This
extension offers the possibility to examine varying degrees of
overextension and underextension across different words in
the framework of chaining.
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Abstract
Attention can be biased by the previous learning and experience. We present an algorithmic-level model of this bias in visual attention that predicts quantitatively how bottom-up, topdown and selection history compete to control attention. In
the model, the output of saliency maps as bottom-up guidance
interacts with a history map that encodes learning effects and
a top-down task control to prioritize visual features. We test
the model on a reaction-time (RT) data set from the experiment presented in (Feldmann-Wüstefeld, Uengoer, & Schubö,
2015). The model accurately predicts parameters of reaction
time distributions from an integrated priority map that is comprised of an optimal, weighted combination of separate maps.
Analysis of the weights confirms learning history effects on
attention guidance.
Keywords: Visual attention; Selection history; Integrated priority map; Self information maximization; Feature integrated
theory; Ex-Gaussian distribution

Introduction
Selective visual attention is a brain function that filters irrelevant sensory inputs to facilitate focusing on relevant items.
Bottom-up and top-down mechanisms have traditionally been
proposed to control the process of attention guidance. Object
saliency and environment features shape the attentional process in a bottom-up manner while the top-down process is
mostly controlled by observer intentions and preferences.
In addition to top-down and bottom-up contributions also
‘selection history’ can play a significant role in guiding attention toward a specific target (Theeuwes, 2019). Selection
history (as a third category of attentional deployment) comes
into play when an object is emphasized just because of previous attendance in the same context (Awh, Belopolsky, &
Theeuwes, 2012). To clarify the distinction between topdown guidance and selection history, Theeuwes argued that
selection history is a fast, effortless, and automatic version of
attention control while top-down selection is slow, effortful,
and controlled (Theeuwes, 2018).
One special form of selection history has been investigated in (Feldmann-Wüstefeld et al., 2015; Kadel, FeldmannWüstefeld, & Schubö, 2017; Henare, Kadel, & Schubö,
2020). These studies combined an associative learning task
with a visual search task. The result showed that observers attend more to a stimulus which was predictive in the preceding
feature discrimination task. Considering to what extent selection history can be suppressed by top-down process, Kadel et
al. (2017) tested three different top-down-influenced modes
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of task preparations such as pretrial task cuing. As their results showed, attentional biases induced by selection history
persisted despite the task preparation.
An integrated priority map was proposed by Awh et al. as
a theoretical framework to explain how selection history and
other factors of attention guidance interact (Awh et al., 2012;
Theeuwes, 2019). Priority maps have been successfully employed by many authors (Fecteau & Munoz, 2006; Zelinsky
& Bisley, 2015; Klink, Jentgens, & Lorteije, 2014; Todd &
Manaligod, 2017; Veale, Hafed, & Yoshida, 2017; Chelazzi
et al., 2014) to explain the result of the processes which shape
attention. In a review, Klink et al. (2014) summarized how
goal-driven and stimulus-driven maps in cortex combine with
a value-based map in midbrain. This combination results in a
priority map for the frontal eye fields.
Stimulus-driven (bottom-up) models of attention were developed early on (Itti, Koch, & Niebur, 1998). These models
tend to ignore the effects of selection history, task or training
(Itti & Borji, 2015). Itti et al. (1998) implemented feature integration theory (three feature maps including color, intensity
and orientation), winner-take-all, inhibition of return and a
normalization method to model visual attention in a bottomup manner. Veale et al. (2017) validated a neural implementation of Itti’s model. In another bottom-up model, Bruce
and Tsotsos (2006, 2009) –using self information maximization (− log(p(x))), where x is a feature – proposed a computational model of saliency that is called ‘Attention based
on Information Maximization (AIM)’, because attention is
attracted by surprising, i.e. potentially informative, regions
of an image. Furthermore, thanks to deep learning advances,
there has been recent progress in deep visual saliency models
(Borji, 2019).
Beside above mentioned models, Itti and Borji (2015) reviewed more than 50 computational bottom-up models. They
also reviewed some computational top-down models. Such
models (Navalpakkam & Itti, 2005; Hwang, Higgins, & Pomplun, 2009; Borji, Sihite, & Itti, 2014) are less well researched than saliency models, which might be due to the fact
that they require information not available from the stimulus.
There are also some models on how bottom-up and top-down
work together in attentional guidance (Chikkerur, Serre, Tan,
& Poggio, 2010; Kimura et al., 2008). Chikkerur et al. (2010)
used a Bayesian framework to explain how a combination of
bottom-up and top-down attentional guidance work together

in cortex.
Despite substantial progress in building models of attention, there are still many open questions. Selection history has
hardly been modeled. One exception is Tseng et al.’s model
of the influence of inter-trial priming – a type of selection history effect – on attention guidance (Tseng, Glaser, Caddigan,
& Lleras, 2014). They implemented a Ratcliff-type diffusion
model (Ratcliff, 1978) for a 2-forced-choice task and showed
that the history can affect Ratcliff diffusion model parameters.
In this paper we introduce an algorithmic-level model (in
the sense of Marr (1982)) to show how bottom-up, top-down
and selection history compete against each other to guide visual attention toward a specific target. By selection history
here we mean the effect of learning from previous experience on the current task (see (Feldmann-Wüstefeld et al.,
2015; Kadel et al., 2017; Henare et al., 2020)). The model
comprises priority maps to integrate goal-driven, saliencybased and history-related biases in a winner-take-all manner. Bottom-up guidance, feature maps and subsequently
saliency maps are made based on ‘feature integration theory’ (Treisman & Gelade, 1980) and ‘self information maximization’ (AIM) (Bruce & Tsotsos, 2009). To reflect the
effect of selection history and learning in the model, a history
map contributes to the integrated priority map. Finally, taskrelevant information controls the map integration weights that
generate predictions for responses and response times. These
integration weights are our model for the top-down influences. We test this model on a behavioral database from an
experiment by Feldmann-Wüstefeld et al. (2015). The model
can predict the reaction time distribution parameters for each
participant and also across the experimental groups. To find
the best distribution of reaction times, several probability density functions are compared maximizing log-likelihood and
the best fitting one – an ex-Gaussian distribution (Matzke &
Wagenmakers, 2009)– is used in the model.

Materials and methods
Experiment
The data used in this study comes from the first experiment of
Feldmann-Wüstefeld et al. (2015). They investigated the impact of associative learning on covert selective visual attention. The experiment consisted of a ‘practice’ and a ‘main’
phase, in which two types of tasks (learning and search)
were performed. A central fixation cross was presented on
the screen, which was then surrounded by eight different elements on an imaginary circle (Figure 1). 28 participants
were divided randomly into 2 different groups, namely ‘color
group’ and ‘shape group’. They were first naive about their
group membership, but had to learn it on a trial and error basis
in the practice phase.
In the ‘practice phase’, participants had to learn that either
color or shape was the response relevant dimension in this
learning task (see Figure 1A). Members of the color group
had to report the color of the color singleton (blue or green),
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whereas members of the shape group had to respond to the
shape of the shape singleton (triangle or pentagon). They had
to use their left hands to press one of two buttons that were
placed on the left side of the response pad. Auditory feedback
indicated whether they pressed the incorrect key.
In the ‘main phase’ a second visual search task was added,
and participants performed both tasks in random order. In
the search task (Figure 1B), all participants had to report the
orientation of a line presented inside a diamond shape target.
In half of the trials, a response-irrelevant red circle was presented as distractor. Participants used their right hand to press
one of two buttons on the right side of the pad to indicate the
line orientation (horizontal versus vertical).
The results of this study showed that the history of selection acquired in the learning task affected the participants’
performance in the search task. Stimuli that were predictive
of the relevant dimension in the learning task biased attention in the visual search task. The authors suggested that the
participants’ history of either shape or color selection in the
practice phase had resulted in a selection history bias.
We presented a model of this selection history bias in the
current study based on the behavioral data from the main
phase, which comprises at total of 28672 trials across all participants. More details about the experiment can be found in
(Feldmann-Wüstefeld et al., 2015).

The Algorithmic Model
Based on the theoretical considerations outlined in the introduction and a preliminary data analysis, we assembled
an algorithmic-level model to explain how top-down and
bottom-up influences competitively interact with visual selection history to guide attention toward a specific stimulus.
The results of this preliminary analysis, that was aimed at
determining experimental factors influencing responses and
reaction times, are not shown here for space constraints. Inspired by the integrated priority maps in (Awh et al., 2012),
we used a ‘history map’ reflecting the influence of selection
history on current attention deployment, see Figure 2. Additionally, there is an overall saliency map for bottom-up influences. How these maps combine into an integrated priority
map is controlled by the task in a top-down fashion. Fig-

A

B

Figure 1: Learning task (A): Participants in the color group
had to respond to the color (green vs. blue) and participants
in the shape group had to respond to the shape (pentagon vs.
triangle). Search task (B): The orientation (horizontal vs. vertical) of the line embedded in the diamond had to be reported.
Distractor-absent trial (left). Distractor-present trial (right).

ure 2 also shows how the output of the integrated priority map
feeds into a two-part neural network that predicts ex-Gaussian
distribution parameters (Luce, 2008) of reaction times (left
exit path in the figure) and response likelihoods (the right exit
path).
The input stage of the model is based on feature-integration
theory (Treisman & Gelade, 1980). The model extracts three
types of features (color, shape and orientation) and feature
maps –as shown in Figure 2– are computed. In the next processing step, saliency maps that model the effect of bottomup control on visual attention (Koch & Ullman, 1985) are
formed from the feature maps. Shannon’s measure of SelfInformation is applied, similar to Attention Based on Information Maximization (Bruce & Tsotsos, 2009), to compute
saliency maps. Eq (1) and Eq (2) show the actual calculations behind map computation. Feature maps are M × N × K
vectors where M is the number of trials, N is the number
of objects in each trial and K is the number of distinct values that each feature can take on, i.e. we are using 1-outof-K encoding for the features, with the value 1 indicating which feature value is present. In the current experiment M = 1024 (for each participants), N = 8 and K = 4.
Figure 3 illustrates the method of building feature maps for
some example trials. For all trials, we take the feature maps
fi for i ∈ {color, shape, orientation} and compute the selfinformation Xi :

∀k : Xi [k] = −log

N

∑


fi [n][k]/N

(1)

n=1

attention while keeping the map interpretable as a probability
distribution. In our model, Eq 3 can be interpreted as the first
layer of a (two-layer) neural network. The second layer is a
(linear) mapping from the integrated priority map to reaction
time distribution parameters:
N

∀m : d =

∑ (p[m][n] ∗ wd ) + Bd

(4)

n=1

When w and B are weights and biases of ex-Gaussian distribution parameters’ for d[m] ∈ (µ[m], σ[m], τ[m]).
We also compute a 1-out-of-K representation of the target
information (g[m][n] in Eq 5, see also Figure 3) which is used
for machine-learning the weights with which the history map
and the saliency maps are combined. The weights (wh , wsi
and wd ) for a task are determined by maximizing the log of
the joint distribution of the reaction times (RT), the target g
under the distribution predicted by the integrated priority map
and the prior distributions over the model parameters δ:
M

L

=

m=1
M

+


ExG RT [m] | µ[m], σ[m], τ[m]

∑ log
N



∑ ∑ log(p[m][n]) ∗ g[m][n]

+δ

(5)

m=1 n=1

where ExG is ex-Gaussian distribution function. δ is computed as the sum of the logs of the following prior distributions:
w ∼ N (0.0, 1.0)

which yields the saliency of all trials si [n]:


∀n : si [n] = Xi arg max( fi [n][k])

Bµ ∼ N (600.0, 100.0)
Bσ2 ∼ N (75.0, 4.0)
(2)

(6)

Bτ ∼ N (200.0, 20.0)

k

where, due to the 1-of-K feature encoding, we can use
argmax to pick the self-information corresponding to the current feature value.
Saliency maps si are fed into the integrated priority map
along with history information (h) to compete in a soft
winner-take-all model (Theeuwes, 2019) for the predicted response target. Selection history, the third category of attentional guidance (Awh et al., 2012), carries the effect of learning (participants learned about color or shape in our experiment) into the priority map (p):


∀m, n : p[m][n] = soft max ∑ wsi ∗ si [m][n]
n

i


+wh ∗ h[m][n]

(3)

The weights (wh for history and wsi for i ∈
{color, shape, orientation}) are used to combine the
history map and the saliency maps and reflect the effect of
the task in a top-down manner. The softmax function is
used to ensure that the winning location receives the most
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Mean and standard deviation of these distributions are selected in a way that matches results from similar experiments
(Feldmann-Wüstefeld et al., 2015; Kadel et al., 2017). To
find the weights and biases that maximize the joint probability (Eq 5), we draw random initial values from these distributions and then optimize using Python 3.7.6, PyTorch
1.6.0 and Adam optimizer with learning rate 0.2. Code and
training data for the models can be found here: http://
dx.doi.org/10.17192/fdr/64.2

Results and Discussion
To investigate how selection history quantitatively influences
attentional guidance, three versions of the model with different history maps are tested. In the first version, the history map contains the response-relevant features in the learning phase (blue and green for the color group, triangle and
pentagon for the shape group). In the second version of the
model, the history map includes all color singletons (for participants in the color group) and all shape singletons (for participants in the shape group). The assumption is that the participants have learned response-predictiveness on the dimensional level (color or shape), not on the level of single features

Gray
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Red

Feature
Extraction

Circle
Triangle
Pentagon
Diamond

Color Map

Shape Map

None
Diagonal
Horizontal
vertical

Orientation Map

Self Information
Maximization

History Map

𝐵𝑑

𝑤𝑑

Saliency Maps
𝑤𝑠

𝑤ℎ

Integrated Priority Map
Goal-driven Information

frequency

Linear Mapping
Log Likelihood

(𝜇, 𝜎, 𝜏)

Observed Reaction Times

Target

Figure 2: An overview of the algorithmic model. The blue arrows show the direction of data flow from visual input to response
and gray arrows show the direction of feedback. ws , wh and wd are map weights. ws has three elements for color, shape and
orientation. wd has also three elements for distribution parameters(µ, σ, τ). Bd is distribution parameters’ bias containing Bµ ,
Bσ and Bτ .
(such as green or blue). So not only blue, green, triangle and
pentagon but also red and diamond are included. In the third
version we exclude the history map from the model testing
the assumption that only top-down and bottom-up guidance
direct attention. To compare these versions of the model,
we use a Laplace-approximation. We compute a secondorder approximation of the marginal log-probability of the
data given the different models’ assumptions. We employ
these log-probabilites for two Bayesian model comparisons
(Bishop, 2006; Barber, 2012; Endres, Chiovetto, & Giese,
2013): fitting one model per participant, and one model per
group. In both cases, a model that includes a history map and
maps for those features that were predictive during the learning phase is at least 1020 as probable as the alternatives. For
more details about the model evidences see Figure 4.
Under the assumption that there is a linear mapping from
the priority map to the reaction time distribution parameters,
the model machine-learns to predict the history map weight
(wh ), saliency map weights (ws ) and also the distribution parameters weights and biases (wd , Bd ) (see Figure 2). To compare the weights and also to see how they vary between the
color and the shape group see Figure 5, which shows the
weights for model version one.
As can be seen in Figure 5, the ‘history map’ has a higher
weight in the color group than in the shape group: to solve the
learning task, the color group model has to rely on its learning
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history features (blue and green) in half of the trials, i.e. in
the learning task. Although these colors could be found in
the ‘color map’ as well, there is another color (red) in this
map which is task-irrelevant and has to be suppressed. This
may be the reason for the increased attention capture by the
red distractor in color group members which is reported in
(Feldmann-Wüstefeld et al., 2015).
For the search task, a high orientation weight is employed
by the color group model, since this task can be solved by
spotting an orientation singleton, cf. Figure 1, B.
In contrast, the shape group model can afford to rely less
on its ‘history map’ because the items in its history (triangle
and pentagon) exist in the ‘shape map’ too (triangle, pentagon
and diamond), and there is no shape distractor. Therefore, by
using a high shape map weight, both the learning task can
be solved, and attention can be guided to the shape singleton
containing the target in the search task (diamond).
To summarize, the weight of the ‘orientation map’ is larger
in the color group than in the shape group, indicating that the
color group model employs orientation saliency in the search
task. Using orientation saliency, it does not need to attend to
the shape singleton in the search task. However, the shape
group model focuses on the ‘shape map’ which is responserelevant in both tasks.
Also, the weight of the ‘color map’ was higher in the color
group than in the shape group model, since the latter can ig-
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Figure 3: Feature maps, history map and goal-driven information for two random trials. We use 1-out-of-K encoding
for the feature vectors, i.e. all components but one are zero.
The nonzero component indicates the feature value (see the
green box). In each row of history map the location of learned
feature is marked. In the target (goal-driven) information the
location of response-relevant feature is marked.
nore color altogether.
The model approximates the reaction time distribution parameters (µ, σ, τ) very well (as can be seen in Figure 6). To
quantify how close the model-predicted distributions are to
the best fit to the data, we evaluate an approximation to the
KullbackLeibler (KL) divergence (Bishop, 2006):
Z

KL(p||q) =
≈

p(RT ) log

p(RT ) 
dRT
q(RT )

(7)

1 M
1 M
log p(RTm ) −
∑
∑ log q(RTm )
M m=1
M m=1

where RTm is the reaction time in trial m, p(RT) and q(RT) are
model-predicted and best-fit distributions respectively. For
both color and shape group RTs, we find KL(p||q) ≤ 10−4
which is very close to the minimal possible value.

Conclusion
We presented a model of selection history in visual attention. The model implements the idea that selection history
has a role in attention guidance as claimed by FeldmannWüstefeld et al. (2015). We compared different versions of
the model and the results show that the one which includes
selection history, beside bottom-up and top-down control, is
best suited for a quantitative description of the behavioral
(RT) results. Our model successfully implements an integrated priority map as proposed by Awh et al. (2012). To
determine if this integrated priority map approach is indeed
the best description of human behavior, future research needs
to investigate non-integrated alternatives. Furthermore, as humans use their attention system in a large variety of situations, a model of task switching needs to be added, rather
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Figure 4: Model comparison. We computed a Laplaceapproximation to the Bayesian model evidence across participants. Bigger evidence is better. Model version one, whose
history map contains relevant features, scores best. For model
descriptions, see text.
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Figure 5: Map weights. For both color group and shape
group, optimal map weights for model one are shown. A
higher weight means a stronger influence of the corresponding map onto the response and reaction time. The error bars
represent the standard deviations of the posterior, i.e. standard errors.

than training one model per task. The search for such alternatives might be facilitated if we knew what the attentional
system is actually trying to achieve on a quantitative level.
This is a question situated on the ‘computational level’ (Marr,
1982). Therefore, we intend to build a computational model
in a Bayesian/optimal feedback control framework for both
ideal and non-ideal observer-actors. Stochastic evidence accumulation approaches – that have been applied in some other
models such as Race Models (Mordkoff & Yantis, 1991) and
Drift Diffusion models (Luce, 2008) – might be useful to
this end. Another interesting avenue of investigation, which
would help in constraining the model, would be the addition
of physiological variables. For example, adding EEG signals to disentangle target and related sub-processes (such as
enhanced target processing or distractor suppression) would
shed further light on attentional guidance processes.
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Figure 6: Ex-Gaussian distributions of reaction times. Best
fits to the data (red) and model predicted distributions (orange) for participants in (A): color group (CG). (B): shape
group (SG).
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Abstract
The biological world includes many negatively-valenced
activities, like predation, parasitism, and disease. How do
parents discuss these activities with their children? Parents of
children aged 4 to 12 (n = 147) were asked to discuss an
illustrated book of animal facts to their child. Some facts were
neutral (e.g., “meerkats live in groups of 2 to 30”) and some
were negative (e.g., “meerkats wage war on neighboring
colonies to expand their territory”). Parents did not selectively
omit negative facts. Instead, they selectively embellished
those facts, adding their own comments and questions, often
couched in explicitly negative language. Children, in turn,
were more likely to remember the negative facts but less
likely to generalize them beyond the animal in the book.
These findings suggest that early input relevant to biological
competition may hamper children’s developing understanding
of ecology and evolution.
Keywords: conceptual development, science education,
folkbiology

Introduction
To understand ecology and evolution, one has to appreciate
not just the properties of individual organisms but also
relations among organisms, including the struggle for
existence within and between species. Is such information
available to young learners? Topics like illness (Legare &
Gelman, 2008), death (Slaughter & Griffiths, 2007), and
extinction (Poling & Evans, 2004) are emotionally-charged,
and emotionally-charged topics are frequently avoided in
conversation and popular media (Rosengren et al., 2014).
Here, we explore the representation of negatively-valenced
information in parent-child conversation, a source of input
central to the construction of early biological knowledge.
We explore not only the character of this input but also the
impact it may have on children’s interpretation of biological
processes.
Many biological processes occur within the life and body
of a single organism, such as digestion, circulation,
metabolism, and growth. These processes can be understood
within a vitalist framework for thinking about the relations
among internal organs (Inagaki & Hatano, 2004) or an
essentialist framework for thinking about the development
and expression of species-typical traits (Gelman, 2004).
Other biological processes occur at the level of the
population, pertaining to relations among organisms within
and across species. Such processes often entail competition.
Predators compete with prey; parasites compete with hosts;
diseases compete with carriers; members of the same
species compete for food, shelter, and mates. Competition is
an inherent property of biological systems, but many aspects
of competition may be deemed unpleasant or even immoral.
Such evaluations could lead adults to omit this information
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when describing or discussing biological phenomena with
children, and the absence of this input may wrongly imply
that negatively-valenced activities are absent from nature.
Research on how adults understand ecology and evolution
suggests that competition does not play a central role in that
understanding. Most adults view evolution as a noncompetitive process, where organisms are born with the
traits they need to survive, leading to the uniform
transformation of a species without any selection (Bishop &
Anderson, 1990; Shtulman, 2006). Many adults also believe
that stable ecosystems are characterized by ample food,
water, and shelter; a harmonious balance between
overpopulation and extinction; and the capacity for all
species to survive and reproduce (Zimmerman &
Cuddington, 2007).
When adults are asked to estimate the frequency of
various inter-organism behaviors, most overestimate the
frequency of cooperative behaviors, like altruism and
alloparenting, and underestimate the frequency of
competitive behaviors, like cuckolding and cannibalism,
particularly when the target of the behavior is a member of
the same species (Shtulman, 2019). Cooperative behaviors
are critical to biological systems just like competitive
behaviors, but it’s an open question whether people’s
emotional reactions to a behavior shapes whether and how it
is included in biological discourse, particularly if that
discourse is directed to young learners still attempting to
discern how biological systems work and what biological
processes constitute widespread regularities.
In Study 1, we explore how parents treat negativelyvalenced information when discussing nature books with
their children. We hypothesized that they would selectively
omit this information, particularly when conversing with
younger children. This hypothesis turned out to be wrong—
we find that parents actually fixate on negative information,
discussing it more than neutral information with younger
children and older children alike—and this discovery
inspired us to investigate what children learn from such
conversations. Parents’ fixation on negative information
may have the same impact as omitting that information, if
their comments and questions serve to mark the information
as anomalous. We explore this possibility in Study 2 by
asking children whether the facts they learned in the book
generalize to other animals.

Study 1
Method
Participants. Our participants were 75 parent-child groups
recruited from public parks in Los Angeles County. The
majority of groups (n = 64) consisted of one parent and one

child. The rest consisted of one parent and two children (n =
7), one parent and three children (n = 3), and one parent and
four children (n = 1). Multi-child groups were included in
the analyses, but our findings do not change if they are
excluded. The children in our sample ranged in age from 3
to 10, with a mean age of 5.0 years (SD = 2.0 years).
Age was treated as a continuous variable in our analyses,
but we split the groups by the age of the child involved for
the purposes of data presentation (Tables 2-4). Groups with
children under six are labeled “younger” (n = 50), and
groups with children over six are labeled “older” (n = 25).
We classified multi-child groups by the age of the youngest
child in the group because we expected that if parents
censor their speech, they would be more inclined to do so
for younger children. Fifty-one percent of the children were
female, and 77% of the parents were female. Preliminary
analyses revealed no effects of child gender or parent gender
in either study.
Materials. Participants were provided with a book
containing information about eight animals: chimpanzees,
orcas, meerkats, hippopotamuses, horned frogs, golden
eagles, sea turtles, and cuckoos. These animals were
selected for their taxonomic diversity, as well as their
involvement in behaviors that parents might find disturbing
or offensive. Animals were depicted with a photograph and
described with four facts. The facts included the animal’s
habitat, diet, social structure, and some additional fact about
its behavior or relation to humans. For instance, horned
frogs were said to (1) occupy the wetlands of South
America; (2) eat lizards, mice, and other horned frogs; (3)
live by themselves, and (4) make a croak that sounds like
the bellow of a cow. Meerkats were said to (1) occupy the
plains of Africa; (2) eat insects, spiders, snails, and lizards;
(3) live in groups of 2 to 30 individuals; and (4) wage war
on neighboring meerkat colonies to expand their territory.
One of the four facts for each animal was negatively
valenced, relating either to predation or aggression. The
negative fact about horned frogs was that they eat other
horned frogs, and the negative fact about meerkats was that
they wage war on neighboring colonies. The full list of
negative facts is shown in Table 1. Half pertained to the
animal’s diet, and half pertained to some other behavior.
Preliminary analyses revealed no differences in how the two
types of facts were treated, by parents or children, so we
collapsed this distinction in the analyses below. Complete
texts for the animal-fact book can be found on the Open
Science Framework at https://osf.io/g7e8y/, along with the
data for both studies.
Procedure. Parents were given the book of animal facts and
asked to discuss the book with their child (or children) while
we audio-recorded the conversation. Parents were told they
could discuss each animal as much or as little as they
wanted but were encouraged to cover all eight before
concluding the conversation.
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Table 1: The negative animal facts.
Animal
Chimps
Orcas
Frogs
Eagles
Meerkats
Hippos
Turtles
Cuckoos

Fact
Eat fruit, termites, red colobus monkeys
Eat fish, squid, penguins, seals
Eat lizards, mice, other horned frogs
Eat small mammals, including cats and dogs
Will wage war on neighboring meerkat
colonies to expand their territory
Kill more people each year in Africa than any
other wild animal
Lay their eggs in holes on the beach but few
babies survive the journey from beach to sea
Break all other eggs in the nest when they
hatch so they don't have to compete for food

Coding. For each fact, we coded whether the parent
repeated it from the book or omitted it. For repeated facts,
we further coded whether parents commented on it or asked
a question about it. Sample comments include: “[Hippos]
kill more people each year in Africa than any other wild
animal. Oh my gosh. Geez. That’s not nice;”
“[Chimpanzees] eat fruits, leaves, termites, and red colobus
monkeys. Oh, they eat monkeys. I didn’t know that. Don’t
think about that;” and “When [cuckoos] hatch, they break
all other eggs in the nest so they don’t have to compete for
food. Oh my goodness—I’m not sure we like them.”
Sample questions include: “Hippos kill more people each
year in Africa than any other wild animal. So do you think
they are friendly or do you think they are very rude?”;
“[Chimpanzees] eat leaves, termites, red colobus monkeys.
That doesn’t make any sense, does it? That they will eat
other monkeys?”; and “When a baby cuckoo hatches, it
breaks all the other eggs in the nest so they don’t have to
compete for food. Can you say survival of the fittest?”.
Comments and questions were coded a second time for
explicitly valenced language, where the behavior at hand
was characterized as bad, mean, or wrong. For example, the
parent who elaborated on cuckoo behavior with the
comment, “Oh my goodness—I’m not sure we like them”
was coded as providing a valenced response, whereas the
parent who elaborated on the same behavior with the
question “Can you say survival of the fittest?” was not.
We coded whether children made comments about each
fact as well. Children rarely asked questions, so we did not
code questions separately as we did for parents. The few
questions that children did ask were coded as comments
(comprising less than 3% in total). For groups involving
multiple children, we focus on comments made by the
youngest child, in line with our decision to analyze parent
contributions by the age of the youngest child. The results
remain the same if we exclude multi-child groups.
Two researchers independently tallied the number of
parent repetitions, parent questions, parent comments, and
child comments for each group and each fact. They agreed
on 89% of their codes across Studies 1 and 2 (Cohen’s
kappa = .78), and all disagreements were resolved through

discussion. Because the books contained more neutral facts
than negative facts, we analyze participants’ utterances by
their relative frequency. That is, we divided the number of
parent repetitions, parent questions, parent comments, and
child comments by 8 for the negative facts (one for each of
eight animals) and by 24 for the neutral facts (three for each
of eight animals).

Results
The language patterns from the storybook task are presented
in Table 2. We submitted each measure to a repeatedmeasures ANCOVA, in which fact type (negative vs.
neutral) was the repeated measure and age of the youngest
child in the group was a covariate. These analyses revealed
that parents were no more likely to repeat neutral facts than
negative facts (F(1,73) = 1.59, p = .211, partial η2 = .02),
but they were more likely to comment on negative facts
(F(1,73) = 9.05, p = .004, partial η2 = .11) and more likely
to ask questions about negative facts (F(1,73) = 12.12, p <
.001, partial η2 = .14). Children were slightly more likely to
comment on negative facts than neutral facts, but this trend
was not reliable (F(1,73) = 2.27, p = .136, partial η2 = .03).
In terms of age, parents with younger children repeated
fewer facts than parents with older children (F(1,73) =
17.80, p < .001, partial η2 = .20), but they made more
comments about the facts (F(1,73) = 4.23, p = .043, partial
η2 = .06) and asked more questions about them as well
(F(1,73) = 8.12, p = .006, partial η2 = .10). None of these
effects were qualified by interactions between children’s age
and the type of fact under consideration. In terms of
valence, parents’ comments and questions included more
negatively-valenced language for negative facts than neutral
facts (M = 11.3% vs. M = 0.4%; paired-samples t = 7.05, p
< .001). Most parents (53%) used valenced language in
reference to at least one negative fact, but few parents (11%)
used this language in reference to any neutral fact (χ2 =
31.37, p < .001). Parents’ use of valenced language was
uncorrelated with their child’s age (r = -.16, p = .16).
Table 2: Mean proportion of negative and neutral facts
(+SE) that elicited repetitions, comments, and questions, as
a function of the child’s age (Study 1).
Measure
Parent repetitions
Parent comments
Parent questions
Child comments

Fact type
Negative
Neutral
Negative
Neutral
Negative
Neutral
Negative
Neutral

Younger
.66 (.04)
.68 (.04)
.42 (.04)
.26 (.03)
.31 (.04)
.19 (.03)
.22 (.03)
.14 (.02)

Older
.86 (.04)
.84 (.05)
.30 (.06)
.16 (.03)
.17 (.05)
.10 (.03)
.20 (.05)
.10 (.03)

neutral ones. And they not only repeated negative facts but
also selectively elaborated on these facts, adding their own
comments and questions, often using explicitly negative
language. These trends held regardless of the child’s age.
While parents of younger children repeated fewer facts than
parents of older children, they omitted negative facts no
more often than neutral ones. And while parents of younger
children elaborated on the facts more than parents of older
children, parents were generally inclined to focus on the
negative facts. The consistency of this input indicates that
negatively-valenced concepts are flagged as distinct or
special for children of all ages.
Parents’ elaborations seemed to play several roles:
explaining the target behavior (“sad for the seal but the orca
has to eat too”), qualifying the behavior (“that’s what makes
it unusual”); condemning the behavior (“oh my God, that’s
horrible”), minimizing the behavior (“how silly”),
confirming that the child was unaware of the behavior (“did
you know that?”), criticizing the book (“this is awful to tell
children”), and expressing their own surprise (“whoa, whoa,
whoa, but they are so cute”). Relevant to this last role,
parents’ questions often seemed to be directed at the book or
the experimenter, not the child (“They eat monkeys? Is that
true?”), and we saw no indication that parents selectively
used questions for pedagogical purposes. Children’s
tendency to comment on the negative facts was correlated
with their parents’ tendency to ask questions about those
facts (r = .72, p < .001) but not substantially more than with
parents’ tendency to make comments (r = .63, p < .001),
suggesting that comments and questions played similar roles
in the conversation.
A limitation of Study 1 is that we did not measure what
children learned from the conversation: what they remember
about the animals and whether they interpret this
information as specific to the animal or more generally true.
In Study 2, we address this limitation by eliciting
conversations about the same book and adding a postconversation interview with the child. Of interest was
whether children might recall more negative facts than
neutral ones, as well as whether they might interpret the
negative facts as less generalizable. If so, parents’ selective
elaboration of negative facts may convey the message that
these facts are anomalies, specific to the animals in the book
rather than widespread patterns of behavior.

Study 2
Method

Discussion
Contrary to expectation, parents did not selectively omit
negative facts when discussing biological information with
their children but rather repeated negative facts as often as
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Participants. Our participants were 72 parent-child groups
recruited from the same public parks as in Study 1. Fiftyseven groups consisted of one parent and one child; 13 of
one parent and two children, and 2 of one parent and three
children. The children ranged in age from 4 to 11, with a
mean age of 6.3 years (SD = 1.7 years); 55% of the children
were female, and 65% of the parents were female.
Procedure. We used the same book from Study 1 and gave
parents the same instructions, that is, to review the book

with their child in whatever way they wanted as long as they
covered all eight animals. Following the conversation,
children were interviewed separately by the experimenter.
The interviews focused on three animals: horned frogs,
cuckoos, and meerkats. For each animal, children were
asked to recall information about that animal. The question
was open-ended (“What do you remember about horned
frogs?”) and was followed by one additional prompt
(“Anything else?”). To compare the recall rates for negative
facts and neutral facts, we divided the number of negative
facts recalled by three (one per animal) and the number of
neutral facts recalled by nine (three per animal).
Following the recall task, children were reminded of one
negative fact and one neutral fact about each animal,
regardless of whether they recalled that fact on their own,
and they were asked whether they thought that fact was
specific to the animal in the book or might be true of other
animals as well. The generalization questions were framed
in terms of the next highest level of folk categorization. For
horned frogs, children were asked whether other frogs
engage in the behavior (e.g., “Do you think horned frogs are
the only frogs that eat each other or might there be other
frogs who do that as well?”); for cuckoos, whether other
birds engage in the behavior; and for meerkats, whether
other mammals engage in the behavior. Children’s
judgments that a fact could be generalized to other animals
were summed separately for negative facts and neutral facts
and divided by three (one for each of three animals).

Results
Conversational Patterns. As in Study 1, parents did not
omit the negative facts when discussing the book with their
children but rather elaborated on those facts, regardless of
the child’s age (see Table 3). We confirmed these findings
with repeated-measures ANCOVAs, in which fact type
(negative vs. neutral) was the repeated measure and age of
the youngest child in the group was a covariate. These
analyses confirmed that parents repeated negative facts and
neutral facts with equal frequency (F(1,70) = 0.01, p = .913,
partial η2 = .00), but they were more likely to comment on
negative facts (F(1,70) = 12.40, p < .001, partial η2 = .15)
and ask questions about negative facts (F(1,70) = 6.39, p =
.014, partial η2 = .08). Children were more likely to
comment on negative facts as well (F(1,70) = 4.16, p = .045,
partial η2 = .06). None of these effects were qualified by
interactions with the child’s age.
Parents made more comments when conversing with
younger children than with older children (F(1,70) = 6.41, p
= .014, partial η2 = .08), but this was the only measure that
varied by age. Parents of younger children reviewed the
book in much the same way that parents of older children
did. Regarding the valence of parents’ comments and
questions, parents once again included more negativelyvalenced language for negative facts than neutral facts (M =
25% vs. M = 2%; paired-samples t = 9.25, p < .001). Most
parents (89%) used valenced language in reference to at
least one negative fact, whereas far fewer (32%) used this
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language in reference to any neutral facts (χ 2 = 36.71, p <
.001). As in Study 1, parents’ use of valenced language was
uncorrelated with their child’s age (r = -.16, p = .18).
Table 3: Mean proportion of negative and neutral facts
(+SE) that elicited repetitions, comments, and questions, as
a function of the child’s age (Study 2).
Measure
Parent repetitions
Parent comments
Parent questions
Child comments

Fact type
Negative
Neutral
Negative
Neutral
Negative
Neutral
Negative
Neutral

Younger
.84 (.03)
.83 (.03)
.56 (.04)
.34 (.04)
.38 (.05)
.28 (.04)
.44 (.06)
.32 (.04)

Older
.87 (.02)
.86 (.02)
.53 (.05)
.25 (.03)
.39 (.05)
.22 (.03)
.42 (.05)
.27 (.04)

Item Effects. Both Study 1 and Study 2 demonstrate
different patterns of behavior for negative facts than neutral
facts, but is it emotional valence that’s driving these
differences? Or might the negative facts be more distinctive
and, hence, more surprising? We explored this possibility by
recruiting a sample of lay adults (44 college undergraduates)
and asking them to rate each of the 32 animal facts on (a)
how surprising they are and (b) how disturbing they are
using a sliding scale from 0 to 100.
To determine whether participants’ conversational
patterns were driven by the facts’ negative valence above
and beyond their surprisingness, we ran a series of
hierarchical regressions in which the number of comments
or questions elicited by each fact, summed across studies,
were regressed against the facts’ negative-valence ratings
after controlling for their surprise ratings. For all measures,
a regression model that included negative-valence ratings
explained significantly more variance than a model that
included only surprise ratings (parent questions: ΔR2 = .13,
F(1,29) = 4.85, p = .036; parent comments: ΔR2 = .16,
F(1,29) = 10.20, p = .003; parent valenced responses: ΔR2 =
.37, F(1,29) = 60.40, p < .001; child comments: ΔR2 = .19,
F(1,29) = 7.94, p = .009). Thus, raters’ perceptions of how
disturbing the facts were predicted participants’ reactions to
those facts independent of their distinctiveness.
Post-Conversation Interviews. Children’s memory for the
facts, following the conversation, is displayed by fact type
in Table 4. Children recalled negative facts more often than
neutral facts, as revealed by a repeated-measures ANCOVA
(F(1,85) = 19.39, p < .001, partial η2 = .19). Older children
recalled more facts than younger children (F(1,85) = 18.20,
p < .001, partial η2 = .18), but there was no interaction
between fact type and age. Children’s tendency to
generalize the facts is also displayed in Table 4. On average,
they thought about half the facts could be generalized to
other animals (M = 53%, SD = 33%), but they judged
neutral facts as more generalizable than negative ones
(F(1,85) = 23.84, p < .001, partial η2 = .22). Older children
were more likely to generalize facts than younger children

(F(1,85) = 7.78, p = .007, partial η2 = .08), but the
difference in fact type held across age, as there was no
interaction between the two variables. We also found no
correlation between children’s ability to recall the negative
facts and their tendency to generalize them to other animals
(r = -.05, p = .677).
Table 4: Mean proportion of negative and neutral facts
(+SE) that children remembered and generalized, as a
function of the child’s age (Study 2).
Measure
Remembered
Generalized

Fact type
Negative
Neutral
Negative
Neutral

Younger
.17 (.05)
.06 (.02)
.34 (.06)
.51 (.06)

Older
.44 (.05)
.19 (.02)
.46 (.04)
.71 (.04)

In one final analysis, we compared children’s responses on
the post-conversation interview to their parents’ utterances
during the conversation. We summed the number of
comments that parents made about horned frogs, meerkats,
and cuckoos (the three animals covered in the interview)
and then compared those sums to children’s recall scores
and generalization judgments for each type of fact. We did
the same for parent questions. We found that the frequency
of parents’ comments predicted children’s memory for
negative facts (r = .34, p < .01), as did the frequency of
parents’ questions (r = .56, p < .001). Neither type of
utterance predicted children’s memory for neutral facts (all r
< .08), nor did they predict children’s generalization
judgments for negative facts or neutral facts (all r < .13).
Parents’ discussion of the negative facts appears to have
made those facts easier to recall, but that discussion had
little bearing on children’s memory for neutral facts or their
intuitions about generalizability.

Discussion
The main findings from Study 1 were replicated in Study 2.
Parents were as likely to repeat negative facts as neutral
facts, and they elaborated on negative facts with more
comments and questions. Children were also more likely to
comment on the negative facts. Parents of younger children
did not cover fewer facts than parents of older children, as
they did in Study 1, but parents of younger children once
again made more comments when reviewing the facts. In
both studies, there were no interactions between fact type
and children’s age, indicating that when parents highlighted
negative facts over neutral facts, they did so regardless of
whether their child was a young preschooler or an older
elementary schooler. They also used valenced language
when conversing with children of different ages, making it
clear that the negative facts described behaviors that were
bad, mean, or wrong.
Study 2 extends the findings from Study 1 by showing
that children interpret negative facts differently than neutral
ones. Children are more likely to remember the negative
facts but less likely to generalize them beyond the animal in
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the book. These effects held for both younger children and
older children, despite baseline differences in memory and
generalization. While it’s possible that children remembered
negative facts better than neutral facts because the facts
themselves are more salient, children’s recall of negative
facts was predicted by how often their parents elaborated on
those facts, implying that parental input facilitated
children’s memory. The lack of correlation with
generalization judgments, on the other hand, suggests that
negative facts may strike children as inherently unique,
possibly because their perceptions of nature are already
biased in favor of neutral or positive interactions.
Item analyses indicate that participants’ increased
responsiveness to negative facts was driven by how
disturbing they found the facts, not how surprising. The
books did, after all, include several surprising facts that did
not carry negative valence, such as that horned frogs sound
like cows or that golden eagles can see eight times farther
than humans. Still, future research could distinguish the
effects of surprise from the effects of negative valence more
directly, by describing the same phenomenon in either
neutral terms or negative terms. For instance, the negative
fact that horned frogs eat other horned frogs could be
compared to the neutral (but surprising) fact that horned
frogs can eat food as large as themselves. This design would
also help distinguish the roles of negative valence and
surprise in what children learn from conversations about
novel phenomena.
Future research could also explore whether parents tend to
characterize negative biological information in generic
terms (“horned frogs eat other horned frogs”) or more
individuating terms (“this one eats other frogs”) and how
such characterizations influence children’s interpretations.
Generic language is common in parent-child conversation
(Gelman et al., 2008), as well as discourse about scientific
ideas (DeJesus et al., 2019), but parents may refrain from
using such language if they think the information at hand
has limited generalizability. The current task was not
designed to probe differences between generic and nongeneric language, as all facts were expressed in generic
terms (e.g., “cuckoos break all other eggs in the nest when
they hatch”). But if the facts were expressed in non-generic
terms (e.g., “this bird breaks all other eggs in the next when
it hatches”), researchers could explore whether the valence
of those facts influences parents’ use of generics when
relaying them to their children. Generics foster a sense of
prevalence in both children (Brandone et al., 2015) and
adults (Cimpian et al., 2010), particularly when they convey
information about distinctiveness or danger, so this
language could counter children’s reluctance to generalize
negative facts when first encountered.
Other language patterns that could be analyzed in more
detail include parents’ use of anthropomorphic language,
their use of moral language (beyond valence), and their
discussion of the broader biological context in which the
behavior occurs. Anthropomorphic language and moral
language might further imply that negative behaviors are

atypical, but contextual information could hint at their
functional affordances and, hence, ecological value.

General Discussion
How do parents talk to their children about negativelyvalenced biological information? Contrary to expectation,
they do not hide that information but rather highlight it,
commenting on it and asking questions about it. This input
may reinforce the idea that unpleasant aspects of the
biological world are abnormal or even immoral (Piazza,
Landy, & Goodwin, 2014). Consistent with the latter
possibility, we found that children processed negative facts
differently than neutral ones, remembering them more but
generalizing them less. Negative information was marked as
unique by parents of younger children and older children
alike, suggesting that this input remains constant across
development.
If parents mark negatively-valenced information as
atypical, either directly through comments or indirectly
through questions, children may quarantine that information
and develop overly benevolent views of nature, where
organisms are thought to cooperate but not compete. Such
input is consistent with the ecological and evolutionary
misconceptions documented in older populations (Shtulman,
2006; Zimmerman & Cuddington, 2007) and may contribute
to those misconceptions. From a developmental perspective,
the earlier children can be taught a scientific framework for
understanding natural phenomena, the better, as this
framework promotes accurate encoding of domain-relevant
information and forestalls the entrenchment of naïve
misconceptions (Kelemen et al., 2014; Shtulman, 2017).
That said, it’s an open question whether biased input
about nature fosters misconceptions or is a consequence of
those misconceptions. Conceiving of ecosystems as a
hierarchical network of interdependent relations is difficult
(Hmelo-Silver & Pfeffer, 2004), as is conceiving of
evolution as the byproduct of selective reproduction within
a population (Shtulman, 2006). The simplistic views we
develop instead minimize the role of competition, and
competition, in turn, may become viewed as unusual or
unimportant. Future research is needed to determine
whether biased depictions of nature foster, rather than just
accompany, misunderstandings about ecology and
evolution, as well as whether providing children with more
realistic depictions is educationally efficacious.
It’s also an open question whether children would
interpret negative biological information differently from
neutral information regardless of its emphasis in parentchild conversation. In our post-conversation interviews,
children demonstrated increased memory for negative facts
but decreased willingness to generalize those facts. Might
these patterns hold in the absence of parental input marking
those facts as unique? Might they hold in contexts where
children are fully aware of negatively-valenced interactions
among organisms, either because they are exposed to more
realistic depictions of nature or because they can observe
those interactions firsthand? Research with children raised
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in rural environments or by parents with biological expertise
could help address these questions. Children raised in rural
environments demonstrate greater understanding of ecology
(Coley, 2012) and physiology (Ross et al., 2003), as do
children raised by parents with biological expertise
(Tarlowski, 2006). These children might also demonstrate
greater understanding of the importance and prevalence of
emotionally-charged biological processes.
If more accurate depictions of nature foster more accurate
conceptions of ecology and evolution, one could argue that
children should learn about all aspects of nature, not just the
ones lacking negative valence. But such an approach raises
questions about when, and how, children should be
introduced to such information. Animals engage in more
aggression and violence than portrayed in our book,
including rape, infanticide, and torture. Adults are often
unprepared to learn about such behaviors, let alone children.
Consider the public’s reaction to live video feeds of osprey
nests and eagle nests (Brulliard, 2016). Those nests are the
site of much biological competition: hatchlings attacking
one another, hatchlings stealing food from one another,
mothers neglecting one hatchling in favor of another, even
mothers eating their hatchlings. Members of the public who
have observed such behavior have launched campaigns to
save neglected hatchlings, expressing their outrage with
comments like “I realize this is nature but … you have a
responsibility to help save when in need” and “it is
absolutely disgusting that you will not take those chicks
away from that demented witch of a parent!”
These reactions betray naïve views of biology that could
benefit from remediation, but they also suggest that some
types of biological information may be too aversive to share
without proper scaffolding or contextualization. Children
are prone to learn more from positive sources of information
than negative ones (Boseovski, 2010; Boseovski &
Thurman, 2014), suggesting that early exposure to the
darker side of nature could demotivate them. Whether and
how children should be exposed to negative biological
information is thus an ethical question as well as an
educational one.
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Abstract
Chunks allow us to use long-term knowledge to efficiently
represent the world in working memory. Most views of
chunking assume that when we use chunks, this results in the
loss of specific perceptual details, since it is presumed the
contents of chunks are decoded from long-term memory rather
than reflecting the exact details of the item that was presented.
However, in two experiments, we find that in situations where
participants make use of chunks to improve visual working
memory, access to instance-specific perceptual detail (that
cannot be retrieved from long-term memory) increased, rather
than decreased. This supports an alternative view: that chunks
facilitate the encoding and retention into memory of perceptual
details as part of structured, hierarchical memories, rather than
serving as mere “content-free” pointers. It also provides a
strong contrast to accounts in which working memory capacity
is assumed to be exhaustively described by the number of
chunks remembered.
Keywords: chunks; chunking; hierarchical representations;
distributed memory; visual working memory; perception;
objects; binding

Introduction
A core principle of learning and memory is that we compress
frequently encountered information into “chunks”, and these
chunks allow us to efficiently represent the world (e.g.,
Feigenbaum & Simon, 1984). Chunking has long been
known to enhance our otherwise extremely limited working
memory capacity by allowing us to use learned knowledge to
structure working memory (Miller, 1956; Cowan, 2005). For
example, if remembering the set of letters “C”, “G”, “Q”,
there exists no long-term associations that will help facilitate
performance; whereas when remembering the letters “F”,
“B”, “I”, existing associations will help connect these items
together and thus they can be remembered as a single
“chunk”, improving working memory performance.
Despite a long history of work on chunking, key questions
about the very nature of chunk storage and representation in
working memory remain unaddressed. One particularly
critical question is whether access to perceptual details of the
particular instantiation is lost when you use a learned chunk
to remember something in working memory. Consider the
yellow circle inside of a white circle in Figure 1. If these were
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two arbitrary colors, you would need to store them as two
separate representations to remember the inner and outer
color (Wheeler & Treisman, 2002). However, in trying to
remember this particular set of two colors, you might notice
that this color pair corresponds to an existing chunk in your
mind – “egg” – and use this to efficiently represent the colors.
When you do this, does your working memory representation
consist solely of this abstraction (“egg”), with all itemspecific information accessed only by decoding the chunk
using long-term memories (Fig. 1, left)? If so, this would
suggest specific ways the perceptual instantiation of this
chunk in this situation would be largely lost (e.g., you would
know it was white and yellow, but not which exact white and
yellow) – a ‘content-free’ view of what is stored in working
memory. Alternatively, it could be that the ‘egg’ chunk
benefits memory by serving as an additional retrieval cue to
structure memory – a distributed model of memory where
you use the chunk pointer, like “egg”, to help you encode and
maintain the specific colors present in this instance, rather
than store it solely as an abstraction (Fig. 1, right). Such a
view sees memory as distributed and hierarchical, with
chunks and perceptual details maintained in parallel in
working memory.
The extent to which chunks serve as content-free labels vs
serve as retrieval cues to distributed memory representations
is a critical question. The most common view within the study
of working memory, is to see chunks in working memory as
‘content-free’ – single-level representations which rely on
decoding from long-term memory to access their content.
This is sometimes explicitly claimed (e.g., Huang & Awh,
2018), or sometimes implicit in the manner that chunks are
understood. For example, chunks are often used to measure
working memory capacity, and this is only a useful measure
of capacity if the chunk “pointers” (Ngiam et al, 2019) alone
make up the “capacity” of the system (e.g., Cowan, 2001).
Although less commonly considered, the distributed and
hierarchical view of chunks is also plausible and broadly
consistent with literature from visual working memory,
where, for example, visual objects seem to serve as ‘chunks’
(Cowan, 2001) but do not result in all-or-none abstractions
1

Figure 1. The nature of chunking. When remembering a
familiar chunk, do people remember solely the chunk ‘label’
or do they use this label to access the perceptual details?
(e.g., Brady et al. 2011). In fact, visual features ‘within’ an
object tend to be loosely structured, and forgotten
independently (Fougnie & Alvarez, 2011), more consistent
with a distributed, hierarchical account of how objects
structure memory. Chunks could function in a similar
manner, providing structure but not serving as solely
pointers. This view is aligned with “template theory” from
studies of chess expertise. In this theory, templates are seen
as structures that develop via chunk learning. Their “core”
information consists of details that are regular across
exposures and that are crucial for recognition and activation
of the template. However, rather than being “content-free”,
they also contain “slots” which, in the case of chess, are
positions that may be filled in variable, instance-specific
ways. Crucially, experts using such a template have a greater
memory for the instance-specific pieces, as well as the
regular, core properties of the learned template (Gobet &
Simon, 1996).
With few exceptions (e.g., Brady et al., 2009, Huang &
Awh, 2018), the existence of templates or chunks that can
facilitate the encoding and retrieval of instance-specific,
perceptual details has almost never been directly tested
within the study of working memory, however. In part this is
because chunking has traditionally been studied with discrete
stimuli (e.g., Gobet & Charness, 2018; Cowan, Chen &
Rouder, 2004). Where chess positions allow for some
variability between pre-learned positions and current
instantiations, verbal stimuli generally do not raise the issue
of whether perceptual details remain accessible within
chunks, because the chunk ‘pointer’ alone is sufficient to
capture all of the verbal information (De Groot, Gobet and
Jongman, 1996): if you chunk F, B and I into FBI, there are
no remaining details not captured by the chunk. Simply
knowing ‘FBI’ was the relevant chunk allows you to
“decode” all the verbal information that was present.
The study of visual working memory necessitates a
revision of theories of chunking to allow for continuous
stimuli typical in real-life vision. Without understanding
what chunks in visual working memory consist of, we cannot
interpret studies in which chunking improves apparent
working memory capacity. For example, Brady et al. (2009)
showed subjects 8 colors in a memory display arranged into
4 concentric colored pairs (as in the ‘egg’ in Figure 1). In a
‘patterned’ condition, the same color pairings were highly
likely to recur throughout the experiments, whereas in a
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matched ‘uniform condition’, the configurations of colors
were random on each trial. After learning occurred in the
patterned condition, participants were able to remember
twice as many colors as those in the uniform condition. The
impact of this kind of result on fixed-capacity accounts of
working memory rests on whether the chunks used to
remember more colors retained instance-specific perceptual
information of each display, or were abstractions which
required decoding from long-term memory in order to
respond at test. If chunking arises from pointers to long-term
memory, this data is consistent with a single fixed capacity in
terms of chunks (Cowan, 2001). However, if chunks are
richer and more distributed, such learning reflects a clear
increase in capacity, as participants would be holding more
perceptual information in the chunked case.
Huang and Awh (2018) provided the most relevant test of
this issue. Following up on Brady et al. (2009), they argued
that chunk learning in this paradigm was in fact content-free;
and thus suggested that fixed capacity models of working
memory were accurate. They presented two experiments, one
involving color-pairs as in Brady et al. (2009), and one with
letter pairs, either forming well-known words or not. They
found that reaction times for choosing targets at test were
consistently longer for chunked displays as compared with
displays with no opportunities for chunking, an effect which
increased as learning increased in the color-pairs study. They
suggested that this provided evidence for a content-free
account, based on the indirect inference that ‘decoding’ from
long-term memory might be slower than accessing items
actively stored in working memory. However, this approach
is quite indirect and does not address the core issue of what
is stored (e.g., Figure 1). In order to pull apart the contentfree position and the distributed, hierarchical view, it is
necessary to test chunks in which long-term representations
diverge somewhat from the particular instantiations on a
given trial. While this is difficult for verbal stimuli, in the
visual domain stimuli often vary continuously. In a case
where you have formed a chunk of the concept “egg”, these
views can be teased apart by asking whether you still know
the exact yellow/orange of the yolk on a particular trial. If
chunks are indeed content-free, then such instance-specific
information should be lost when performance reflects the use
of learned-chunks – i.e., there should be a trade-off between
memory for information that is captured by regularities and
memory for information that varies from trial to trial. If,
however, chunks act as hooks onto instance information, with
both activated as a hierarchical memory representation, then
the varying instance information should still be available at
test. In fact, if chunks actually facilitate the encoding and
retrieval of the lower-level information, there would be no
trade-off between instance specific information and chunk
learning, and memory should actually improve for low-level
details as chunks are formed.
In the current work, we provide the first direct test of this
critical question about chunking. Experiment 1 tests memory
for colored objects, and Experiment 2 tests memory for letters
arranged in pairs. We manipulate chunking by introducing
2

regularities in the displays in Experiment 1 (objects
frequently appear in the same color) and by using pre-learned
chunks in Experiment 2 (letter pairs that form words). In
order to tease apart content-free vs. distributed accounts, both
experiments include instance-specific information that varies
from trial to trial: In Experiment 1, the luminance of the color
varies, and in Experiment 2, letters appear in different fonts
unrelated to the long-term chunks. Thus, memory
performance on instance-specific information will uniquely
tell apart content-free accounts and the distributed accounts
of chunking.

Experiment 1: Learning chunks
Participants had to remember 3 colored objects on each trial.
Items varied in color, and their hues were predictable but not
deterministic across trials (e.g., the backpack was red 80% of
the time), allowing participants to learn chunks (e.g., ‘red
backpack’). Items also varied in luminance in an
unpredictable way across trials. Most trials probed for what
object and hue was in a given location (“regular tests”).
However, on a subset of trials we probed this luminance value
rather than the color hue of the object (“detailed tests”),
allowing us to examine how detailed trial-specific
information is affected by chunking.

Methods
Participants. Our sample consisted of 75 US-based Prolific
users between the ages of 18-45 who reported normal or
corrected-to-normal vision. 15 additional participants were
excluded based on a priori exclusion criteria. In particular, we
excluded individual trials with RTs less than 200ms or greater
than 5000ms, and excluded participants if they had more than
10% of trials excluded. We also excluded participants with
poor accuracy. Since the test trials that focus on trial-specific
information (luminance; “detailed tests”) would be expected
to result in poor performance according to the content-free
theory, we excluded participants based on accuracy only in
the regular, hue tests, not detailed tests (<60%, chosen based
on pilot data).
Stimuli and Procedure. We had 6 real-world objects, picked
such that they had no single representative color (backpack;
stapler; pot; dresser; garbage can; chair). They could each
appear in 6 possible colors, spaced equally along a color
wheel in CIELAB color space, and corresponding to roughly
red; yellow; green; teal; blue; purple. For each participant,
each of the objects was assigned a ‘high probability color’
which it appeared in 80% of the time. The other 20% of the
time the object would appear in a different, randomly chosen
color (see Fig. 2). To allow probing of trial-specific
information, our main question of interest, the items varied in
luminance as well as color: thus, even if the backpack was
generally red and was red on the current trial, it could range
from dark red to light red. Luminance values were sampled
from a normal distribution in L of LAB space with a standard
deviation of 10 units, with the exception of the fact that on
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Figure 2. Participants had to remember the color and
object at each of 3 locations. Colors and objects were paired
reliably (80%) but not deterministically for each participant.
detailed probe trials, L was always set to exactly -10 or +10
from the mean, so that the shown luminance and foil
luminance were always 20 units apart (2 stan. dev.) in L.
On each trial, participants saw 3 colored objects appear in
separate spatial locations for 1500ms and then after a 700ms
delay were probed on one of the items via a 4-alternative
forced-choice (4-AFC). Most (75%) 4-AFC trials consisted
of a 2x2 with the target object and another object that had not
been present on the display, both presented in the color the
target object had been vs. another unique color. However,
25% of trials instead consisted of a detailed color test: rather
than a unique color, the alternative color was a different
luminance of the same color (e.g., a dark vs. light yellow; see
Figure 3). Participants did 5 blocks of 60 trials each, and we
analyzed data separately by block to understand how learning
over the course of the experiment affected memory for the
objects and their colors, in both regular and detailed tests.

Results and Discussion
We found the expected performance improvement with block
in the regular tests (F(4,296)=7.81, p< 0.0001; Fig. 3). This
is consistent with participants forming and using chunks.
Note that in theory this increase could also arise due to a
reliance solely on ‘guessing’, rather than either content-free
or distributed chunking, to respond about the color:
participants could simply remember which object was in each
location while ignoring color, and then guess the probed
objects’ color based solely on long-term memory (what
Brady et al. 2009 called ‘post-perceptual inference’ in a
similar paradigm). To examine this, we looked at the trials
where items appeared in low probability colors. A solely
guessing-based account predicts that performance should
drop reliably on such trials as participants learn the chunks,
even to below chance levels, as they treat all trials like highprobability pair trials. Because there were relatively few such
trials, we compared the first and second half of the
experiment. We found performance on low probability trials
was similar in the halves (72.1% vs. 73.3%; t(74)=0.54,
p=0.590, dz=0.06), inconsistent with this guessing strategy.
This suggests participants are generally aware of not only
which object was in each location but also whether or not it
3

object-color pairings not being fully learned. To test this idea,
Experiment 2 relied on well-known words as chunks, probing
memory for letters as well as the fonts the letters appeared in
and manipulating whether words could be used as chunks to
store the letters. The structure of the experiment was similar
to Experiment 1, examining whether trial-specific
information is lost when chunking via a 4-AFC task that
combines trial-specific information with chunkable
information. The prediction of the content-free account is that
when participants use words to bolster memory performance
(e.g., “TO”, “WE”), they store them simply as pointers to a
long-term memory, losing instance-specific information (font
type, which varies across trials). By contrast, the distributed
memory account predicts that while chunking should
improve memory for the object, it should come at no cost —
and possibly a benefit — to memory for trial-specific details.

Methods

Figure 3. Participants improved at both regular and
detailed memory as they learned the chunks.

The participant number, exclusion rules and analyses were
preregistered: https://aspredicted.org/blind.php?x=cp4k8d

is in its usual color, consistent with both chunking-based
accounts.
Our major question was whether the improvement with
learning — as people learn to encode the objects as ‘chunks’,
like ‘red backpack’ or ‘yellow stapler’ — resulted in a cost to
their detailed memory (for what yellow was present), as
predicted by the content-free pointer account (e.g., Huang &
Awh, 2018); or whether performance stayed stable or even
increased in the detailed tests, as predicted by a distributed
memory account. We found evidence favoring the distributed
account. Performance in the detailed tests significantly
increased over block, (F(4,296)=4.78, p=0.0009).
Furthermore, detailed performance on only trials where
chunking was most likely to have taken place, those (1) from
the second half of the experiment, (2) where the item had
appeared in its most frequent color, and (2) where the correct
object was chosen (regardless of the color chosen), we found
that selection of the correct luminance was far above chance
(72.3% vs. 50% chance; t(74)=15.56, p<0.001, d z=1.80).
Within individual subjects, a strong correlation was also
found between performance on the regular tests and
performance on the detailed tests, across all blocks
(r(74)=0.68, p<.001), further demonstrating that chunks
benefit performance on both types of tests, rather than
inducing a trade-off.
Considering only the regular tests, we also found, in
contrast to Huang and Awh (2018), no difference in RT
between tests in which the target was a high-probability
pairing and tests in which the target was a novel pairing of
object and color, even in the second half of the study
(t(74)=0.02, p=0.98, dz=0.00).

Participants. Consistent with our preregistration, our final
sample consisted of N=75 participants. They were US-based
Prolific users between the ages of 18-45 who reported normal
or corrected-to-normal vision. Eleven additional participants
were excluded according to the preregistered criteria, which
were similar to Experiment 1 (performance below chance
overall; or more than 10% of trials with an RT>5s or
<200ms).
Stimuli and Procedure. Participants performed 160 trials of
a working memory experiment. On each trial, participants
saw an encoding display for 2000ms, with 4 spatiallyseparated sets of 2 letters and each letter randomly assigned
one of two fonts (bold or italic). This was followed by a
700ms delay, and then they were probed on a single randomly
chosen letter. The test was always a 4-AFC test where they
had to indicate which letter and font was present by clicking
the appropriate options (see Figure 4). The foil letter was
always a letter not presented on the display at all, and both
the target letter and foil letter were presented as options in
both of the possible fonts. Participants clicked to choose what
letter they had seen. The critical manipulation was that on
50% of trials, the letters were arranged so that each pair made

Experiment 2: Pre-learned chunks
Although learning was present in Experiment 1, performance
did not increase dramatically from block 1 to block 5. It is
therefore possible that the presence of instance-specific
information in Experiment 1 was a result of the chunks of
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Figure 4. Participants were probed on the letters and their
font in a 4-AFC task; the letters sometimes formed word
chunks and sometimes were randomly paired.
4

up a two-letter word (WE; TO; AS; IF; UP; MY), allowing
chunking to facilitate memory for letter identity. On the other
trials, the 8 letters were chosen randomly from the same set
of 12 letters.

Results and Discussion
When the items formed 2 letter words participants were more
accurate at knowing which letter was in the cued location
(regardless of font): t(74)=12.16, p<0.001, d z=1.40; see Fig.
5. This suggests participants did indeed form higher-level
‘chunks’ of the letters to facilitate memory.
Our critical question was what happens to memory for the
font when the items are chunked. The content-free account
predicts that font memory is worse for chunked items;
whereas the distributed memory account suggests memory is
better. The data were consistent with the distributed memory
account: considering font memory alone, independent of
letter, participants were more, not less accurate in reporting
the font of letters that were part of words (t(74)=5.21,
p<0.001, dz=0.60) even though the word chunks provided no
information about the font the letter had appeared in. This
benefit for font memory was also true only on trials where the
letter they choose was correct: when reporting the correct
letter, participants were more likely to report the correct font
on chunkable trials than randomly-paired letter trials
(t(74)=4.28, p<0.001, dz=0.49).
Finally, we asked about ‘boundness’ — how dependent
knowing the style was on knowing the letter. The contentfree account predicts that chunking letter identity decouples
letter identity from font, reducing boundness. Consistent with
our preregistration, we operationalized boundedness as
described by Brady et al. (2013). In short, the boundedness
score captures how much more likely you are to know the
font given you know the letter (vs. not), adjusting for overall
percent correct at both tasks. This adjustment is critical
because the difficulty of the two tasks is in many ways
arbitrary: by making the letters or fonts more vs. less distinct,
the forced-choice task could be made more or less difficult
for either. Thus, to assess their dependence on each other,
performance in both must be taken into account.
We found that the boundedness scores for chunked vs.
random displays were statistically indistinguishable (23.5%
vs. 22.7%; t(74)=-0.20, p=0.840, dz=0.02), and both were
greater than 0 (t74)=7.08, p<0.001, d z=0.82; t(74)=7.67,
p<0.001, dz=0.89). Thus, participants were more likely to
know the font of letters they knew than ones they didn’t
know, and this did not decrease with chunking.
Finally, contrary to the result found in a similar
experiment in Huang and Awh (2018), we did not find a
difference in reaction time between word and nonword
displays (t(74)=0.74, p=0.462, dz=0.09).
Overall, we find a benefit, rather than a cost, to trialspecific font memory when participants could encode letters
as part of chunks (but see Zimmer and Fischer, 2020), in
which chunking displays did not result in better memory for
character type). This was true even though there were four
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Figure 5. Chunking improves both letter knowledge and
trial-specific font knowledge.
‘chunks’ of letters on the display, leaving — under many
models (Cowan, 2001) — no extra storage capacity for
independently storing additional font information in separate
chunks. This suggests that the use of chunks enhanced, rather
than removed, access to perceptual details.

General Discussion
Across two experiments, we tested the nature of memory
representations that are present when chunking is used to
scaffold performance in a working memory task. In
Experiment 1, performance improved with increasing
exposure to the high-probability object-color pairings. In
Experiment 2, when letters formed words (pre-existing
chunks), more individual letters were remembered from the
display. Our key question for these studies was whether
chunking in these tasks reflects the use of “content-free”
chunks with no retention of instance-specific details, or
whether the use of chunking does not imply losing such
instance-specific detail, as in the proposed distributed
memory account. We find support for the distributed memory
account. In Experiment 1, the luminance of the objects’
colors varied throughout the trials. On 25% of tests, the foil
color at test was the same as the target color but with a
different luminance. On such tests, decoding from long-term
memory would not help decide between the foil and target,
since items were consistent only in their hue, not their
luminance. Thus, the content-free view would predict a tradeoff between regular and detailed tests as chunking increases.
However, Experiment 1 showed the opposite result. Using
chunks to scaffold performance on the regular tests actually
improved performance on the detailed tests too, supporting
the hypothesis that chunking facilitates the encoding and
retrieval of instance-specific information, and rejecting the
content-free view. The strong correlation between
performance on regular and detailed tests within individual
5

participants also provided support against the trade-off
predicted by the content-free view.
It is possible that the presence of instance-specific
information in Experiment 1 was as a result of the chunks of
object-color pairings not being fully learned. To account for
this possibility, Experiment 2 relied on words as pre-existing,
well learned chunks. The letter font varied trial to trial, and
in cases where subjects could use words as chunks to improve
memory, the content-free view would predict that they would
consequently lose the instance-specific information of font
type, which could not be decoded from long-term memory.
Again, the opposite result was observed: participants were
more accurate in reporting fonts when the letters were
chunked into words. An analysis of the extent to which font
was ‘bound’ with letter identity revealed that storage of the
font detail was integrated with letter identity. These results
support a view of working memory representations in which
information is distributed across hierarchical levels; with
learned chunks at one level facilitating efficient encoding of
the memory display whilst maintaining access to instancespecific information at lower levels.

Chunk decoding and reaction times
Previous evidence for the content-free view came from
differences in reaction times across two experiments of
Huang and Awh (2018). They found that subjects took longer
to respond on trials in which performance was boosted by
chunking, inferring that this reflected the “extra step” of
decoding the chunk from long-term memory. However, the
experiments reported here failed to replicate this result. No
reaction time difference was found in Experiment 2 between
the words and non-words conditions. Similarly, no difference
was found in Experiment 1 between high and low probability
test targets. It is unclear what to make of these reaction time
data. Reaction time results are likely influenced by multiple
factors other than any potential ‘decoding’ time that may or
may not be present. For example, both the strength of
participants’ memory as well as the complexity of the
memory probe that must be processed influence reaction time
(e.g., Baddeley & Ecob, 1973), so Huang and Awh’s previous
results may have simply reflected a confound of one of these
factors. Generally speaking, as an indirect measure, reaction
time does not provide strong evidence of chunks being
content-free. By contrast, the data from Experiment 1 and 2
test the nature of the chunked representations directly and
find them to contain rich instance-specific content.

Relation to other theories of chunking
The view of chunks as operating within levels of a
hierarchical, distributed memory representation proposed
here is supported by the “template theory” of chunking within
chess expertise (Gobet & Simon, 1996). A template’s “core”
information consists of details necessary for activation of the
template, i.e., details which are consistent across different
instantiations and which discriminate the template from other
templates. The template’s “slots”, on the other hand, are
capable of incorporating new information by virtue of the
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variability in information that can occupy those aspects of the
template’s structure across instantiations. These slots can
thus accommodate, and improve memory for, instancespecific information, while simultaneously using learned
representations (templates and chunks) to efficiently
compress perceptual input. The difference between these
views is that in the distributed, hierarchical view, the core and
variable information may occupy the same aspect of the
overall structure. The static and variable aspects of a chess
template are separate pieces which can be simultaneously
incorporated into a template and both encoded into memory.
In chunks within the context of visual working memory, the
regular, “core” information of learned abstractions such as
“egg” will likely consist of generic shades of colors that the
chunk is normally associated with, perhaps representing an
integration across instances of chunk activation in perceptual
contexts. The variable, instance-specific information in this
case will also be a color shade of the egg-yolk – the specific
shade of the current instantiation. Thus, the visual working
memory case uniquely requires a hierarchical approach, with
the pre-learned generic information at one level of the
hierarchy and the instance-specific color information at a
lower-level. Understanding how single pieces of information
such as ‘egg-yolk color’ can be represented differently at
multiple levels of the memory representation, and relatedly
how chunks can form over continuous information, represent
novel and potentially important areas of future research.

Working memory capacity
The proposed distributed view extends the historical view of
chunking (Miller, 1956; Cowan, 2001) in ways which allow
for a better understanding of the role of chunks in working
memory and suggest a major rethinking of the nature of
working memory capacity. Standard views of chunking
generally suggest that while the number of items that can be
remembered is increased by chunking, there is no genuine
increase in working memory ‘capacity’ per se when chunks
are used. For example, Cowan, Chen and Rouder (2004)
argued that although teaching word-pairs to participants
improved their recall of lists that included such pairs, they
none-the-less had ‘constant capacity’. This is because
according to their model of working memory, the pairs were
stored as content-free chunk pointers. Thus, both unpaired
individual words and learned word pairs each took a single
‘slot’ in memory, and the same number of slots were used in
all conditions.
By contrast, the data presented here suggest that when a
chunk is employed in order to encode a portion of a memory
display, this allows more of the lower-level information to be
captured as well. The chunk, as an encoding “hook”,
facilitates the encoding and retrieval of this lower-level
information into working memory, giving rise to a
hierarchical memory representation (e.g., Brady et al. 2011).
In this way, a single chunk allows for the encoding of a
conjunction of features within the display, and the working
memory representation consists of both the higher-level
chunked “hook” and the lower-level information it is
6

encoding. Thus, our work suggests that working memory
capacity is not exhaustively described at the level of how
many chunks are encoded. Rather, capacity should be
considered in the context of the full hierarchy. Under such a
view, Cowan, Chen and Rouder (2004) — as well as many
others — critically understate the improvement brought about
by chunks: even if participants store the same number of
‘pointers’ in both learned and unlearned conditions,
participants do not, in fact, store the same amount of
information actively in working memory in both conditions,
as chunks function to facilitate perceptual encoding as well
as being stored as pointers themselves.
The question of whether chunks within visual working
memory will always encode current-instance perceptual
details is not answerable with the data presented here. It is
possible that such details are available only because they are
tested in the task and so known to be relevant. The ratio of
regular to detailed tests in Experiment 1 (3:1) was designed
to prioritize attention to and thus learning of the generic
color-object pairings, but of course having so many detailed
tests will quickly orient subjects to luminance information as
well. Thus, the current work shows only that it is not a
requirement for chunks to be content-free: in at least some
cases, chunking can result in an increase in access to instancespecific information. Investigating when this does or does not
occur will be a question for future research.

Conclusion
We showed that chunks allow for a more efficient
representation of perceptual details in working memory.
Access to perceptual details is not lost when items are
chunked, as is commonly assumed, but is improved by
chunking. This is consistent with an account of chunks as
distributed and hierarchical representations, with perceptual
information at a lower level of the hierarchy accessed via the
chunks; and inconsistent with views that see working
memory capacity as described largely by how many chunks
can be encoded (Cowan, 2001).
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Abstract
In this study (n=144) we investigated the perceptual processes
that are the basis of the face inversion effect (better recognition
for upright vs inverted faces). We evaluated the effects of
disrupting configural information (i.e., the spatial relationships
among the main facial features) and disrupting holistic
information indexed by the face outline. We used scrambled
faces which are characterized by a disruption of configural
information and scrambled no-contour faces which in addition
to disrupted configural information they also suffered of
disruption of the face outline. Using an old/new recognition
task we obtained a robust inversion effect for scrambled faces.
No significant inversion effect was found for scrambled nocontour faces. Our results provide direct evidence that holistic
information plays a significant role in the inversion effect. We
also confirmed that it is possible to obtain a robust inversion
effect when configural information is disrupted.
Keywords: Face Recognition, Face Inversion Effect,
Configural Processing

Introduction
The study of face recognition has led to a debate about
the nature of the processing involved, which is generally
divided into two camps. The first asserting that there are
specialised mechanisms that are unique to the processing
of faces, and the other that face recognition skills are
based on general mechanisms that are also used for nonface stimuli. Key to this debate is the face inversion effect
(FIE), which refers to a reduction in performance when
we try to recognize upside-down faces (i.e., inverted)
compared to when presented in their usual upright
orientation (Yin, 1969; Civile, McLaren & McLaren,
2014; Civile, McLaren & McLaren, 2016; Civile,
McLaren & McLaren 2011). When it was first
discovered, this deficit to recognition for inverted stimuli
was reported to be greater for faces than for non-face
stimuli like for example images of houses, airplanes and
cars (Yin, 1969; Valentine & Bruce, 1986; Yovel &
Kanwisher, 2005). Thus, initially the FIE was attributed
to some specific mechanism unique to face processing
making their encoding highly reliant on orientation, thus
causing them to be severely disadvantaged by inversion.
This interpretation was challenged by Diamond and
Carey (1986) who found that an inversion effect
equivalent to that for faces can be observed using dog

images when presented to dog breeders (i.e., dog
“experts”). Diamond and Carey (1986) posited that
useful to recognition are three distinct types of
information: isolated features e.g., the nose, first-order
relational features e.g., the nose in relation to the mouth,
and second-order relational features e.g., the variation in
first-order relational features in comparison with the
prototype of that stimuli set. They argued that isolated
features and first-order information are used to
distinguish a group of facial features as a face (and are
largely consistent across all faces), but that second-order
relational information is required to recognise faces as
distinct from each other. Their results led to the
proposition that expertise with a prototype-defined
category, rather than face-specific processing, is what
causes the FIE. In particular, it is our life-long expertise
at exploiting the configural information in upright faces
that enhances our ability to recognise them. Inversion
disrupts our ability to exploit this configural information
leading to poorer performance.
Gauthier and Tarr (1997) provided additional support
for this account by generating a set of artificial novel
stimuli named Greebles that were specifically designed
to match as closely as possible the configural constraints
of faces and offer comparable levels of visual
homogeneity, difficulty in recognition and development
of expertise. They demonstrated that for these stimuli,
subjects who have been made experts through training
were more greatly disadvantaged by inversion than were
novices. McLaren (1997) and then McLaren and Civile
(2011) and Civile, Zhao et al (2014) further developed
the research on expertise and the inversion effect by
showing that it is possible to obtain a robust inversion
effect for prototype-defined categories of non-monoorientated (they do not have a predefined orientation)
checkerboards after subjects had been pre-exposed to
that category. This strengthened the argument that
expertise with stimuli that share a configuration is a key
factor contributing to the inversion effect. As a
consequence, researchers then set about investigating
how specific manipulations aiming to alter configural
processing and/or featural processing would influence
the inversion effect for face and object stimuli.
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Convincing evidence that disruption of configural
information occurs during inversion is provided by
Searcy and Bartlett (1996). They conducted an
experiment in which they used stimuli that had been
made grotesque by disrupting either the local features;
(e.g., blackening and discolouring teeth, reddening the
pupils of the eye), or the configuration of the facial
features; (e.g., moving their eyes/mouth up or down).
When asked to rate the grotesqueness of these sets of
stimuli subjects deemed those with configural changes to
be less grotesque (compared to normal) when inverted,
whilst those with the local features distorted were rated
as equally grotesque inverted as they were upright. This
indicated that processing of the configural changes was
more greatly disrupted by inversion than were local
changes. Similarly, Leder and Bruce (1998) distorted
either the local features or configural information of
faces to make them more distinct. Perceptions of
distinctness caused by distorted configural information
disappeared when the faces were inverted relative to
when they were upright or caused by distortion to local
features. These results are consistent with the notion that
configural information is a key component to the FIE.
Tanaka and Farah (1991) conducted a direct
assessment of the specific roles of first and second-order
relational
information
using
prototype-defined
categories of dot patterns. Hence, they generated dot
patterns that differed in the extent to which their
processing required second-order relational information,
with some being created as variations of a prototype and
some not prototypical. Subjects were trained to identify
the first-order and second-order patterns by male or
female names, and subsequently tested on their
identification of these patterns. An inversion effect was
found for both groups and did not differ between the first
and second-order patterns, even when prototypical
exemplars were altered to share a higher degree of
configuration with one another. They interpreted this
finding as in contrast of the Diamond and Carey (1986)
theory that second-order relation information is that
which becomes increasingly sensitive to inversion with
experience and concluded that both first and secondorder relational information may contribute to the FIE.
Further support for this is provided by Tanaka and
Sengco (1997), who theorised that when featural and
configural information are combined and the stimuli is
viewed as a holistic image, then disruption to configural
information ought to impact recognition of individual
features. To test this, subjects were trained with upright
faces, some of which had the configural information
altered by manipulating the distance between the eyes. It
was found that disruption of configural information
resulted in difficulty recognising individual features
(even those which has not been subject to the disruption)
and that this disadvantage was not present when the faces
were inverted. The authors concluded that changes to
second-order relational information affects recognition
of individual features only in upright faces.
In 2014, Civile et al conducted an experiment to assess
whether configural information is essential to the

inversion effect and whether without it no inversion
effect would exist. They created face stimuli with
scrambled features such that the eyes, nose, mouth, and
ears were rearranged into a different configuration than
normal. In Experiment 1b the scrambled faces were
designed to conform to one of four prototype categories
each with a different configuration of facial features.
They used an old/new recognition task, typically used to
study the FIE. In a study phase, subjects were presented
with a series of normal and scrambled faces to memorise
and then, in a recognition phase, were presented with
those same stimuli along with a new set not previously
seen. They were asked to identify whether or not a
stimulus had been seen in the study phase. They
discovered that the disruption to all configural
information through scrambling the faces was not
sufficient to eliminate the FIE. The inversion effect for
scrambled faces was as robust as that found for normal
faces. Following from this, Civile et al (2014) created
new stimuli named “50% Feature-Inverted and
Scrambled faces” by inverting half of the facial features
on the previously used scrambled faces. This meant that
50% of the features were upright no matter the overall
orientation of the face which allowed for the assessment
of the role of individual features in the inversion effect.
If featural information plays a main role in determining
the FIE then these new stimuli should result in an
elimination of the inversion effect, as half of the features
are always upright and half inverted. This result was
found and importantly, recognition for these stimuli was
significantly above chance. Thus, these stimuli served as
a baseline for the inversion effect obtained for scrambled
faces which was found to be significantly larger. Overall,
Civile et al (2014) demonstrated that after disruption of
the configural information the FIE still remains robust, it
is only when the single feature orientation information is
disrupted that the FIE is abolished.
Expanding on this work, Civile et al (2016)
investigated whether or not configural information is at
all essential to obtain the FIE. In order to control for the
effect of single feature orientation information they
created categories of “new Thatcherized” faces. The
original Thatcher illusion manipulation involved rotating
the mouth and each of the eyes (individually) by 180°
(Thompson 1980; Civile et al., 2012). However, Civile et
al (2016) introduced a new manipulation where they
rotated (by 180°) one eye (including eyebrow), one ear,
and either the nose or mouth of sets of normal faces. The
features that had been rotated were counterbalanced so to
create four different sets or categories of new
Thatcherized faces, each represented by a prototype.
Exemplar faces drawn from a particular category shared
the same orientation of the features with the category
prototype. This manipulation balances the number of
features that are upright in a face (whether the face itself
is inverted or not), thus controlling for the effect of
individual features on inversion to an extent that has been
shown to be effective in Civile et al (2014)’s
experiments. Importantly, this manipulation affects
second-order relational information by leaving the first-
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order relational information relatively unaltered. Direct
comparison of the FIE for scrambled faces in Civile, et
al. (2014) and that for new Thatcherized faces showed
that, as previously seen, a robust inversion effect was
found for scrambled faces and provided evidence for that
claim that an inversion effect exists for new Thatcherized
faces also. An additional experiment was conducted
comparing the inversion effect for Civile et al. (2014)’s
50% Feature Inverted and Scrambled faces and new
Thatcherized faces. These results confirmed that new
Thatcherized faces do produce an inversion effect and
that this is significantly greater than that for the baseline
stimuli which did not produce an inversion effect. Taken
together these results demonstrate that when local feature
orientation is controlled for, but first-order relational
information is unaltered a FIE is produced, indicating
that first-order relational information has a causal role in
the production of the FIE. Furthermore, they show that
only when both configural and local feature information
are manipulated is the inversion effect eliminated
entirely. Civile et al (2016) proposed that first-order
configural information is that which engages holistic
processing for familiar (upright) faces, thus when new
Thatcherized faces are upright they are processed
holistically due to their first-order configural information
remaining intact, giving them an advantage, but when
inverted they are no longer processed holistically and the
orientation of their individual features becomes more
important to recognition, reducing performance. This
interpretation is based on Hole, George, and Dunsmore's
(1999) theory in support of two distinct types of
relational processing that contribute to face recognition,
one being holistic processing and the other configural. It
is proposed that holistic processing occurs in response to
stimuli that follow the rough plan of a face and is that
which denotes them as being a face. Configural
processing on the other hand relates to the specific
position of individual facial features in relation to one
another. As such, upright new Thatcherized faces may
induce holistic processing as they still conform to the
basic outline of a face. Importantly, Hole et al (1999)’s
theory of holistic processing could be elicited also by
scrambled faces as despite the features being shuffled,
the outline (i.e., the contour) of the faces is relatively
unaltered.
The current work aims to assess directly the impact
that holistic information has on the FIE. In order to do so,
we directly manipulated the outline of the same
scrambled faces used in Civile et al (2014) and Civile et
al (2016) by eliminating the face contour. We then
compared the inversion effect for these scrambled nocontour faces vs that for “normal” scrambled faces.

Method
Subjects

credit. Another 72 were recruited through the third-party
recruitment service Prolific and received monetary
compensation adhering to the fair pay policies of Prolific
Academic. Analyses with Recruitment as a factor
(SONA or Prolific) showed no main effect (F[1, 142] =
.262, p = .60, η2p < .01) and it did not interact
significantly with any other factors in the study (max.
F[1, 142] = 2.57, p = .11, η2p = .018) uncorrected for
multiple comparisons). The sample size was determined
from earlier studies that used the same categories of
scrambled faces, counterbalance of the stimuli, and
behavioural paradigm (Civile et al., 2014; Civile et al.,
2016). We also conducted a post-hoc power analysis for
our sample size using G*Power software, based on the
effect size (η2p=.030) recorded from the overall 2 x 2
interaction (Face Type x Orientation). This revealed a
statistical power >.99 (Effect size f = 0.65, 1 group, 2
measurements [Face Type, Orientation]).

Materials
The study used the sets of scrambled faces adopted in
Civile et al (2014), Civile et al (2016) and Civile,
Elchlepp et al (2018). The original set consists of 128
male faces with neutral expression and the hair cropped,
standardized to a greyscale colour on a black
background. Four categories of scrambled faces were
constructed so as to conform to a prototype—that is, a
particular configuration, but not the normal one that
subjects would be familiar with. Six facial features were
used for creating the scrambled exemplars—that is, the
mouth, nose, two ears, and two eyes (including
eyebrows). Each of the four categories of scrambled
faces was represented by a particular configuration. The
scrambling manipulation consisted of selecting one of
the six facial features at random, then moving it to the
forehead chosen because this is the widest space inside
the face that can accommodate any feature. After this, a
second feature was selected and moved to the space left
empty by the first feature, and so on until all six facial
features had been moved, but their orientation remained
the same (i.e., upright). Within an individual category, all
the scrambled faces shared the arrangement of the
features in common with the prototype. Using the four
categories of scrambled faces we created the scrambled
no-contour faces by blurring the outline of the faces
(Figure 1). The faces were manipulated using Gimp 2.10
and all stimuli were 7.95cm x 6.28cm. Subjects were
presented with stimuli drawn from only one category of
scrambled faces (upright and inverted) and one different
category of scrambled no-contour faces (upright and
inverted). The four categories of scrambled and nocontour scrambled faces were counterbalanced across
eight participant groups as in Civile et al (2014) and
Civile et al (2016)’s studies. The study was run remotely
using the online platform Gorilla.

Overall, 144 subjects (55 male, 89 female; Mean age =
21.7, age range = 16-57, SD = 6.39) took part in the
study. 72 of these were students at the University of
Exeter who were recruited through the university online
recruitment SONA system and participated for course
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Figure 1. Examples of stimuli used in the study
showing one stimulus from each category, upright and
inverted. Each exemplar from a given category has the
same featural configuration.

The Behavioral Task
We used the same old/new recognition task paradigm
as that adopted in Civile et al (2014) and Civile et al
(2016). This consisted of a study phase in which subjects
were presented with 64 faces split by the four stimulus’
conditions (16 upright scrambled, 16 inverted scrambled,
16 upright scrambled no-contour, 16 inverted scrambled
no-contour) presented one at a time, in random order.
Each trial consisted of a fixation cue presented in the
centre of the screen (1s) followed by a face (3s). During
the study phase subjects were instructed to try to
memorise the faces and no response was required from
them. After further instructions, subjects then began an
old/new recognition phase. This consisted of 128 face
stimuli, 64 were the faces previously shown in the study
phase and 64 were novel stimuli, also evenly split
between the four stimulus’ conditions. During this phase
faces were once again shown one at a time, in random
order. Following a fixation cue (1s) a face was presented
for 3 seconds, and subjects responded by pressing either
“.” or “x” (depending on the counterbalanced condition)
to indicate whether or not they thought they had seen the
face in the study phase. If subjects did not respond within
3 seconds, they were timed out with the feedback “too
slow” and the next trial began.

Results
Our primary measure was performance accuracy. The
data from all the subjects in a given experimental
condition was used to compute a d-prime (d') sensitivity
measure (Stanislaw & Todorov, 1999) for the recognition
task (old and new stimuli for each stimulus type) where

a d' = of 0 indicates chance-level performance. To
calculate d', we used subjects’ hit rate (proportion of YES
trials to which the participant responded YES) and false
alarm rate (proportion of NO trials to which the
participant responded YES). Intuitively, the best
performance would maximize H (and thus minimizes the
miss rate) and minimizes FA (and thus maximizes the
correct rejection rate); thus, the larger the difference
between H and FA, the better is the subject’s sensitivity.
The statistic d' is a measure of this difference; it is the
distance between the signal and the signal + noise
distributions. However, d' is not simply H – FA; rather,
it is the difference between the z transforms of these two
rates: d' = z(H) – z(F) where neither H nor FA can be 0
or 1 (if so, they are adjusted slightly up or down).
Each p-value reported is two-tailed, and we report the
F or t value along with measures of effect size (η2p). We
assessed performance against chance (d' of 0) which
showed that both types of upright faces (scrambled and
scrambled no-contour) were recognized significantly
above chance (for each condition we found a p < .001).
Performance against chance for inverted no-contour
scrambled faces showed a trend towards significance (p
= .052) whereas just like in Civile et al (2014) and Civile
et al (2016) inverted scrambled were not recognized
significantly above chance (p = .45). We analyzed the
reaction time data to check for any speed–accuracy tradeoff. We do not report these analyses here because they do
not add anything to the interpretation of our results.
A 2 x 2 within subjects ANOVA using Face Type
(scrambled, scrambled no-contour) x Orientation
(upright, inverted) as factors revealed a significant
interaction, F(1, 143) = 4.41, p = .037, η2p = .030. A
significant main effect of Orientation was found (upright
better), F(1, 143) = 17.28, p < .001, η2p = .108. No
significant main effect for Face Type was found, F(1,
143) = .63, p = .425, η2p < .01. As in Civile et al (2014)
and Civile et al (2016) follow up, paired samples t-tests
were conducted to compare performance on upright and
inverted faces i.e., the face inversion effect, for each face
type. We found a large inversion effect for scrambled
faces with performance for upright (M =.31 SD =.48)
significantly better than that for inverted scrambled faces
(M = .04 SD = .53), t(143) = 4.71, p < .001, η2p = .036.
Although performance for upright scrambled no-contour
faces (M = .19 SD = .57) was numerically higher than
that for inverted ones (M = .09 SD = .51) no significant
inversion effect was found, t(143) = 1.62, p = .107, η2p =
.239. The significant interaction can thus be interpreted
as being due to a reduced inversion effect in the
scrambled no-contour faces (Figure 2).
Importantly, in similar fashion to Civile et al (2014)
and Civile et al (2016), we directly compared
performance for upright scrambled faces vs that for
upright scrambled no-contour faces and for inverted
scrambled faces vs inverted scrambled no-contour faces.
These comparisons are particularly appropriate because
the same stimulus sets are rotated across participants in a
counterbalanced manner; so that for each upright or
inverted face seen in a scrambled condition for a given
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participant will equally often serve as an upright or
inverted face in the scrambled no-contour condition.
Performance for upright scrambled faces was
significantly higher than that for scrambled no-contour
faces, t(31) = 2.07, p = .040, η2p = .029. No significant
difference was found between inverted scrambled and
inverted scrambled no-contour faces, t(31) = .846, p =
.399, η2p < .01.

Figure 2. The x axis shows the four different stimulus
categories. The y axis shows the mean d' for each of these
four stimulus conditions in the recognition phase. Error
bars show SE of the mean.

Discussion
In the current paper we report the results from a large
behavioural study where we investigated the perceptual
processes at the heart of one of the most robust
phenomena in the face recognition literature i.e., the face
inversion effect. Specifically, we measured the influence
of configural and holistic processing in determining the
inversion effect. Our work follows on from a series of
previous studies conducted by Civile et al (2014) and
Civile et al (2016) where clear evidence was found in
support of an inversion effect for sets of faces that had
their configural information disrupted through the
scrambling manipulation. In our study we provided
additional evidence for this effect, and so confirmed that
it is possible to obtain a robust inversion effect for
scrambled faces. This finding suggests that configural
information is not necessary to obtain a significant
inversion effect. The critical finding from our study is
that when holistic information, indexed by the face
contour, is removed, then the inversion effect for
scrambled faces is no longer significant. Hence, we find
a significant interaction between the inversion effect for
scrambled vs that for scrambled no-contour faces. This
finding suggests that holistic information plays an
important role in determining the inversion effect.
Our results contribute directly to the face recognition
literature in two main ways. Firstly, from Civile et al

(2014) we know that single feature orientation
information is important in the inversion effect. The
authors showed that the robust inversion effect for
scrambled faces was significantly reduced only when
single feature orientation information was disrupted.
Hence, three of the features within the scrambled faces
were turned upside down, and three were presented
upright. Thus, whether the scrambled faces were
presented upright or inverted, half of the features would
be always upright and half inverted. Our results introduce
a new manipulation able to significantly reduce the
robust inversion effect for scrambled faces i.e.,
disruption of the face outline. We now know that single
feature orientation and holistic information indexed by
the face contour, are both critically important in
determining the face inversion effect.
Secondly, our results provide additional support to
theories that distinguish between configural and holistic
processing. Hence, some authors have taken configural
and holistic processing as part of the perceptual process
and used the two terms interchangeably, or as holistic
processing specifically being an additional type of
configural processing (for a review see Maurer, Le
Grand, & Mondloch, 2002). A different approach was
that proposed by Rossion (2008) which referred to
configural processing as the physical information that
can be manipulated by changing the spatial relationships
among the main facial features (e.g., scrambling the
face). Instead, with the term holistic processing, the
author referred to the simultaneous integration of the
several features of a face into a single perceptual
representation. Thus, according to this proposition the
facial features are interdependent, so the perceiver cannot
focus on one feature only of the face without being
influenced by the other features at the same time. In a
similar vein, as mentioned in the introduction of this
paper, Hole et al (1999) suggested configural and holistic
processing as two distinct types of processes that both
contribute to face recognition. Specifically, holistic
processing is elicited by any source of the information
that would conform to the basic outline of a face, and
importantly it is holistic information that establishes that
the stimulus is a face as opposed to other types of nonface stimuli. Configural processing, on the other hand,
depends on the specific locations of the facial features
relative to one another.
Our results support the view that has configural and
holistic processing defined as different types of
perceptual processes. Based on Hole et al (1999)’s
theory, we find that the face contour is essential
information that upright scrambled faces benefit from
despite having their configural information disrupted. It
would seem that it is the contour of the scrambled faces
that elicits face-like perception leading to holistic
processing that benefits discrimination of upright
scrambled faces. This can be directly observed in the
statistical analysis conducted here where we compared
performance for upright scrambled vs upright no-contour
scrambled faces. Removing the face contour
significantly reduced performance for upright no-contour
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scrambled faces relative to upright scrambled faces. No
difference was found when we compared performance
for inverted scrambled faces to that for inverted nocontour scrambled faces.
Future studies should investigate the specific sources
of information that elicit holistic processing. Civile et al
(2016) for example, suggested that first-order configural
information may elicit holistic processing which would
then help recognition of upright new Thatcherized faces.
The authors found no differences between the inversion
effect for scrambled faces and that obtained for the new
Thatcherized faces. Our results are consistent with that
finding in showing that the inversion effect for scrambled
faces is based on holistic information in addition to the
single feature orientation information as demonstrated by
Civile et al (2014). Our results also suggest that it may
not just be the first-order configural information but also
the contour of the faces that engages holistic processing
for new Thatcherized faces (where single feature
orientation information is controlled by having 3 upright
and 3 inverted features) leading to the inversion effect
that the authors have repeatedly found. Future work
could investigate that directly, by removing the face
contour of the new Thatcherized faces and see if a
significant inversion effect is still obtained.
A final consideration regards the extension of our
findings to a recent line of research that uses transcranial
Direct Current Stimulation (tDCS) to study face
recognition. In 2016, Civile, Verbruggen et al (2016)
showed that anodal tDCS (for 10 mins at 1.5mA)
delivered over the left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex at
prefrontal area Fp3 during the same old/new recognition
task used by Civile, Zhao et al (2014) reduced the
checkerboard inversion effect. This was due to reduced
recognition performance for upright checkerboards
compared to sham (control) participants. The specific
tDCS montage was selected based on previous studies
that used this montage to modulate performance during a
checkerboard category learning task (Ambrus et al.,
2011; McLaren et al., 2016). Importantly, Civile et al
(2018), Civile et al (2019), Civile, Cooke et al (2020),
Civile, Waguri et al (2020), Civile, McLaren et al (2020)
and Civile, Quaglia et al (2021) extended the tDCS
procedure to an old/new recognition task this time testing
the inversion effect for normal faces. The authors found
a reduction (compared to sham) of the FIE after anodal
stimulation, in this case also due to an impaired
recognition performance for upright faces. These results
provided evidence that the inversion effect for
checkerboards and that for faces share at least some of
the same causal mechanisms. Importantly, whereas the
same tDCS procedure completely eliminated the
checkerboard inversion effect, the FIE despite being
significantly reduced compared to sham, was still
significant. The authors suggested that the remaining FIE
could be an index of face specificity mechanisms. In
further work, Civile, McLaren et al (2021) extended the
same tDCS procedure to examine the composite face
effect which constitutes better recognition of the top half
of an upright face when conjoined with a congruent

rather than incongruent bottom half. This effect has often
been used in the literature as index of holistic processing
in face recognition (for a review see Murphy et al., 2017).
Civile, McLaren et al (2021) found no effect of tDCS on
the composite face effect suggesting that holistic
processing may be the type of information specific to
faces and at the basis of the remaining FIE after anodal
tDCS. The results from this study add to this literature by
suggesting that holistic information is important in
determining the FIE, and that it may be the holistic
information engaged by the face contour that gives rise
to the remaining inversion effect in Civile et al (2018).
Future work should extend our contour removal
manipulation to the normal faces used in Civile et al
(2018) and examine whether the tDCS procedure would
in that case further reduce the FIE.
In conclusion, we provided here some evidence in
support of the importance of the face contour when
individuals try to recognize a series of faces that do not
share a familiar configuration. This suggests that
configural information is not the only type of information
we rely on when called upon to recognise others’ faces.
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Abstract
Physics and mind are two major causes of motion. In a leashchasing display, a disc (“sheep”) is being chased by another
disc (“wolf”), which is physically constrained by a leash attached to a third disc (“master”). A number of interesting motions can emerge from this simple system, such as a wolf being
dragged away from its target. Therefore, it is important for vision to jointly infer a physics-mind combination that can best
explain the motions. Here we reported two discoveries from
studying this display to support this theory. First, an intuitive
physical system like a leash can greatly lessen the detrimental effects of spatial deviation and the diminishing objecthood
on perceived chasing, strengthening its robustness. Second, a
mutual dependency exists between physics and mind, where
disrupting one will inevitably result in an impaired perception
on the other. These results collectively support a joint perception of physics and mind.
Keywords: Vision; Perceived Animacy; Chasing; Intention;
Theory of Mind; Intuitive Physics

Fig. 1. Illustration of pursuing a goal against a flow. The
dashed arrows represent velocity.

Introduction
“English policy is to float lazily downstream, occasionally putting out a diplomatic boat-hook to avoid collisions.”
—Robert Gascoyne-Cecil (1830-1903)
Despite all the underlying political implications, this quote
from a 3-time prime minister of the U.K. reveals an essential
fact: agents live in a world rich in physics, and they interact with physics in a wide variety of ways, sometimes taking advantage of the physical system by doing nothing (e.g.,
“float downstream”), and sometimes even fighting against the
physics (e.g., “put out a boat-hook to avoid collision”). Apart
from experiencing the world and producing actions from the
first-person perspective, humans are also constantly exposed
to other agents’ body movements. The question remains – as
third-party observers, how do humans explain others’ movements in terms of the underlying physics and mind?
Heider and Simmel’s classic animation display (1944)
has demonstrated that people are remarkably successful
at perceiving intention from the geometric shapes in a
physical environment. Yet more specifically, we are interested in finding out the interaction between physics
and mind. Anecdotal video demonstration from our lab
(https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLe7BbCETnjAnrZ
Ma296z2XiPMjB2N9m, Fig. 1) suggests that humans seem
to be exceptionally good at perceiving physics-mind interaction from motions. This demonstration contains a circle
accelerating and decelerating in two opposite directions, a
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static square, and a mass of dots flowing in one direction
with constant speed. The motion pattern of each geometric
shape is rather repetitive and tedious. However, when all
components are put into a single physical system (an object
moving in a field of dots), many observers reported perceiving animacy out of the scene, such that the circle is “fighting
against” a flow of obstacles to “reach” the square, gradually
“depleting its energy” and eventually being “carried away”
by the flow. The dynamics even evoked strong psychological
reactions from one viewer, who vividly reported “The circle
is basically me when I was trying to catch up with all my
emails.”
The richness in this display largely comes from the constraint imposed on the agent, and the same phenomenon can
be often observed in real life. For example, you may spot a
stationary cat, a dog being constrained by a leash while moving back-and-forth in various directions, and an owner holding the other end of the leash. In this case, the dog is being
dragged by the leash, making its motion deviate significantly
from its intended direction toward the cat. Despite the wavering direction of motion, we nevertheless infer the dog’s persistent intention, perceiving the scene as the dog is “chasing”
after its prey while “fighting against” the leash that is holding
it back.
From the above examples, two major characteristics of
real-life agents can be derived. First, social agents are not
omnipotent – they cannot always get what they want. Agents
sometimes even get pushed in undesired directions, resulting
in large deviations between intended paths toward the goal
and their actual motion track (e.g., circle moving back-andforth; dog swinging around). Second, agents do not simply
exist as individual objects. Instead, they exist as a part of a
larger physical system and thus are bound by various restrictions, often in the forms of connections, bonds, and contact
(e.g., the circle is in contact with the particles; the dog is
chained to a leash).

From the anecdotal video and introspective daily experience, humans seem to understand agency — its intention and
how it is constrained by the physical system — rather effectively despite interference from deviations and restrictions in
the world. However, there has been a lack of theories on vision that focus on the joint inference of physics-mind combination as a way to explain the observed motion. Understanding of physics and mind has been typically treated as
two separate core knowledge systems, each with a unique set
of properties. Furthermore, the lack of theoretical guidance is
also reflected in empirical research. In fact, existing empirical psychophysical studies seemingly suggest contradictory
results, further compromising the validity of a joint physicsmind inference mechanism. For the rest of the introduction,
we will first review existing psychophysical evidence as well
as theoretical literature on the understanding of physics and
mind, and then we will propose our framework that intends
to address this challenge.

Psychophysical Evidence
In recent years, the psychophysics of chasing has been systematically studied with a search-for-chasing paradigm, in
which a display contains one disc (the “wolf”) chasing another disc (the “sheep”) among several moving distractor
discs (Gao, Newman, & Scholl, 2009; Meyerhoff, Huff, &
Schwan, 2013; van Buren, Gao, & Scholl, 2017). The task
for participants was to identify whether chasing was present
in the display.
We focus on two case studies of perceived chasing that
are particularly relevant to physics-mind combination. One
study manipulated chasing subtlety (Fig. 2) through a maximum range of spatial deviation from the heat-seeking direction (Gao et al., 2009). The result revealed that a subtlety
value greater than 30° led to a significant decline in performance on chasing detection, suggesting that perceived chasing is highly sensitive to spatial deviations. Another study revealed the “object-based” nature of perceived chasing, showing that it is severely disrupted when the wolf and sheep are
connected to other objects by visible lines, therefore threatening their objecthood (van Buren et al., 2017).
Separately, each of the manipulations above effectively disrupt perceived chasing. When combined, they unsurprisingly
make a strong prediction that leash-chasing cannot be readily
perceived given the dual presence of spatial deviation and line
connection. According to these results, when the dog is connected to a leash and moving in various directions, humans
should experience a hard time identifying the dog’s intention
of chasing, an idea inconceivable to pet owners. The contradiction between psychophysical evidence and real-world observation leaves a question mark on whether humans can genuinely understand agency in a physical system.
Here we approach this question by attributing the fragility
in the perception of physics-mind to the arbitrary nature of the
physical disruptions introduced in the previous studies (e.g.
spatial deviation with no reason, connection between objects
that do not belong to a physical system). To take physics seri-
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(a) When the chasing subtlety
is 0˝ , the wolf always heads
directly toward the (moving)
sheep, in a “heat-seeking”
manner.

(b) When the chasing subtlety
is 30˝ , the wolf is not perfectly heat-seeking: Instead,
it can move in any direction
within a 60˝ window.

Fig. 2. An illustration of the chasing subtlety.
ously in understanding social minds, it is necessary to review
the existing theoretical accounts of the perception of physics
and mind, after which we shall propose our theory of joint
perception of physics and mind.

Intuitive Physics and Intuitive Psychology
Previous research has emphasized two distinct core systems
embedded in humans: intuitive physics and intuitive psychology. On one hand, studies on the intuitive physics system suggest that humans are endowed with naive understandings of
physical objects and physical rules, allowing them to effectively simulate how the physical world operates (Baillargeon,
Spelke, & Wasserman, 1985; Spelke, 1990; Carey, 2000;
Battaglia, Hamrick, & Tenenbaum, 2013; Ullman, Spelke,
Battaglia, & Tenenbaum, 2017). Based on physics, a Theory
of Body (ToB) was developed that explains agency from a
physical perspective (Stewart, 1982; Premack, 1990; Leslie,
1995; Luo, Kaufman, & Baillargeon, 2009). ToB makes a prediction that inanimate objects should move in observation of
physical laws such as the conservation of energy. From this
prediction, it naturally follows that any object that violates
this predication should be categorized as animate with an internal energy source. Since the theory is essentially based on
the prediction of inanimate objects, we refer to ToB as the
“weak” definition of agency. On the other hand, extensive
studies on Theory of Mind (ToM) suggest that humans are
able to interpret observed motions in terms of their underlying mental states (Wellman, 1992; Gelman, Durgin, & Kaufman, 1995; Leslie, 1995; Gergely, Nádasdy, Csibra, & Bı́ró,
1995; Saxe, Carey, & Kanwisher, 2004). ToM fundamentally
differs from ToB in the way it concerns the unique properties of agency. Specifically, it explicitly predicts that agents
should act rationally in pursuit of desires and intentions, given
its beliefs. Here we refer to ToM as the “strong” criterion
of agency. Understanding physically constrained agents like
a leashed dog falls between the weak and strong criteria of
agency. On one hand, it goes beyond merely violating predic-

tion of inanimate objects, and must be explained in terms of
desires and intention. On the other hand, it is not entirely social in a way that its mind exceeds the scope of a visual physical scene. Instead, understanding the composition of physical
forces driving its motion is still the key in revealing its intention. Building upon the two theories, our work aims to fathom
how ToM works on top of ToB as a result of interactions between the social mind and the physical environment. But first,
we will discuss a few limitations that lie within how ToB describes physical events.
One important assumption of ToB is that physics is certain,
in which case observers should form clear, certain predictions
of objects’ motions and corresponding energy sources based
on physics principles. Any violation of those predictions can
then be conclusively attributed to agency with internal energy.
Yet for humans, physics in the real world is less certain, with
many latent physical properties such as mass, friction, and
unlimited possibilities of field of force (Ullman et al., 2017).
Having sole access to the observed motions on the surface,
humans may not be immediately aware of objects’ energy
sources. For example, when we observe an object moving
downward at an accelerating speed, we may hold doubts on
whether the object is free-falling by gravity or intentionally
propelling itself downward. In this scenario, the uncertainty
of physics leads to an uncertainty of the agent’s mind.
Another limitation resides in the fact that ToB heavily relies on the rigid distinction between internal and external
forces. In fact, forces in the world are often more complicated. When an agent acts on a physical system, the system
“re-acts” back. In the leash-chasing example, when the dog
pulls the leash forward, the leash “pulls” it back. The force
of “pulling back” neither comes from internal energy (the
leash is certainly inanimate without internal energy for selfpropulsion) nor external energy (it is from the leash, not gravity or wind). According to the physics of rigid body dynamics, it is a “constraint” force that balances internal and external forces so that the motion will not break the physical system. Without accounting for this force, it would be impossible
to make a realistic description of the physical world. Therefore, our analysis here establishes a solid theoretical foundation for understanding physically constrained agents.

A Theory of Joint Physics-Mind Perception
We further develop the existing theories by proposing a joint
inference framework of physics and mind. We employ a “general equation of motion” (Eq. (1)) that has been widely used
in modern physics engines (Todorov, Erez, & Tassa, 2012) to
describe how an agent in a given physical system accelerates
in response to various types of forces, or, in terms of established branches of classical mechanics, how a specific force
diagram (kinetics) of a system leads to a set of equations that
mathematically describe its motion (kinematics). Specifically,
the force diagram of an agent in a given physical system may
consist of three types of forces. The bias force (c) refers to
forces coming from the global environment that equally ap-
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ply to every component within a physical system. It can be
considered as a major type of external force. In contrast, the
control force (τ) is an agent-specific force that sits at the core
of our theory. It is willingly exerted by an agent using internal energy. Further, we propose that the control force is
endowed with a unique duality nature: it connects the ending portal of mind to the starting point of physical interactions. On one hand, it carries the property of agents in the
way it is driven by the mind with beliefs, desires, and intentions (Bratman et al., 1987) following the rationality principle
(Gergely et al., 1995). On the other hand, it serves as a mechanical force sending off from the agents that marks the start
of physical computations. By applying this force, an agent
may elicit various responses from the environment. One type
of response the agent may receive is the constraint force ( f )
imposed by the physical system, as we have discussed in the
leash-chasing example.
By placing the control force into a physical system (bias
force (c) and constraint matrix (J T )), the equation of motion
takes those components as input and generates two solutions
simultaneously: 1) the constraint force f as the physical systems’ response to c and τ, and 2) the acceleration (v̇) of the
system by the composition of all forces. It is the acceleration
closest to the unconstrained acceleration from c and τ alone
without breaking the system.
M v̇ ` c “ J T f ` τ

(1)

However, when an agent serves as a third-party observer,
it does not have direct access to any underlying force but the
observed trajectory of a system, from which the acceleration
can be derived. That is, only the kinematics, but not kinetics,
of a system are available to an observer. Hence, for humans,
an inference takes place from kinematics (observed motions)
to kinetics (latent forces), yet it does not end with a force diagram level. The ultimate task of vision is to eventually jointly
infer a combination of mental states and physical systems
that controls the forces for explaining the observed motions
(Fig. 3). This very task can be achieved by Bayesian inference (Eq. (2)). Since motion is a common effect of physics
and mind, physics and mind become dependent conditioned
on motion (Pearl, 2009), therefore indicating a joint inference
process. In fact, the mind node can be further broken down
into belief-desire-intention (Bratman et al., 1987), extending
the general theory into a joint inference of multiple mental
states together with physics. In the present paper, we focus
on the perception of chasing as an intention, assuming that
there is no uncertainty in belief (the wolf sees the whole display) or desires (the wolf only desires to catch the sheep).
PpP, M|v̇q9

ÿ

PpPqPpMqPpτ|MqPpv̇|τ, Pq

(2)

τ

Related modeling work
Our work is deeply inspired by previous modeling work on
intuitive physics (Kubricht, Holyoak, & Lu, 2017; Ullman et
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Hooke’s Law
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Composed
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Sheep

Wolf
Control
force

F=K×X
Fig. 4. A leash chasing display.
Fig. 3. A casual model of joint perception of physics-mind.
al., 2017) and intuitive psychology (Baker, Saxe, & Tenenbaum, 2009; Jara-Ettinger, Gweon, Schulz, & Tenenbaum,
2016; Shu, Peng, Fan, Lu, & Zhu, 2018). In a parallel line
of work, Shu and his colleagues also investigated the inference of social agency in a physics engine, including animacy
from interactions (Shu, Peng, Lu, & Zhu, 2019) and hierarchical social and non-social goals (Shu, Kryven, Ullman, &
Tenenbaum, 2020). While our perspective is highly aligned
with theirs, our focus differs in the following ways. First,
our theoretical analysis is grounded in the equation of motion by explicitly connecting it to the classic ToB and ToM
(Gelman et al., 1995; Leslie, 1995). Second, we emphasize
the importance of the constraint force beyond the classic internal/external energy distinction. This guides us to study
perceived intention where an agent’s motion is simultaneously driven by multiple forces. Third, we emphasize a mutual, parallel interaction between physics and mind: not only
should the mind be perceived in the context of physics, but
the physics should also be perceived in the context of mind.
Fourth, we focus on automatic, spontaneous visual perception
instead of social inference in general. Therefore, we do not
adopt subjective ratings of agency, which could potentially
reflect higher-level cognitive inference. Instead, our study is
rooted in the psychophysics of chasing using search performance as an objective measurement of perceptual capacity
(Gao et al., 2009; Meyerhoff et al., 2013; van Buren et al.,
2017).

Leash Chasing
To simulate the real-life scenario that integrates physics and
intention, we designed a mock-up display of leash-chasing, in
which an agent is physically constrained by a leash (Fig. 4).
It contains three agents, a sheep, a wolf, master, and a masterwolf leash. An agent’s motion is generated by composing the
control force from its intention and the constraint force (if
any). Here, we first introduce the control force. The wolf is
endowed with a control force in a heat-seeking direction toward the sheep (Gao et al., 2009). In contrast, for the sheep,
a heat-avoiding heuristic will quickly get it cornered at a border, and thus we used deep reinforcement learning (Mnih et
al., 2015) to train an escape policy that returns a control force
given all agents’ states. In addition, the master simply exerts
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force randomly. Forwarding to the constraint forces, they are
only applied to the wolf and master through the leash, visually represented as a line. Physically, it is modeled by Hooke’s
law, with the magnitudes of the constraint force a linear function of the leash’s length. The constraint forces applied to the
wolf and master always have the same magnitudes but opposite directions, summing up to zero. The sheep is unconstrained.
Analyzing trajectories of leash-chasing showed that on average the wolf’s motion deviated from the sheep position by
69°, corresponding to a 138° chasing subtlety. Existing results
suggested that with such a large subtlety and a line disrupting
objecthood, perceived chasing should be severally disrupted.
However, the joint perception of physics-mind predicts that
vision can use the line as a physical cause to justify the large
subtlety, so that perceived chasing can be much more robust.

Psychophysics Experiments
General Method
We adapted the visual search task from Gao et al., (2009).
All displays were mutated from the leash-chasing introduced
above, with the leash or chasing disrupted in different ways
across experiments. To increase the search difficulty, a distractor that moved randomly was added. The dependence between physics and mind given observed motion implies that
disrupting one would disrupt the perception of the other. We
predicted that performance of identifying chasing would only
drop when the physical system was arbitrarily disrupted. In
parallel, the performance of identifying a leash system would
drop if the wolf’s chasing intention was disrupted arbitrarily.
Therefore, our strategy here was to manipulate either physics
or intention, and then measure its effects on the perception
of the other. This also allowed us to study spontaneous visual perception as the manipulations of physics or intention
were always task irrelevant. For all experiments, leash was
not mentioned at all if the task was to identify chasing, and
chasing was not mentioned if the task was to identify leash.
There were 12 new participants for each experiment.
The procedure and data analysis in the study largely followed the search-for-chasing paradigm (Gao et al., 2009).
Participants were required to detect whether or not such a
chase or leash system was present. If a chase or leash was indicated, they were asked to identify the corresponding agents
engaged in the chasing or objects within the leash system. In
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Random walk
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Wolf
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Random walk

Wolf
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Sheep

Sheep

Wolf
Distractor
Sheep
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(a) chasing-present

(b) chasing-absent

(a) master-wolf

(b) master-distractor

Fig. 6. Manipulation of the line connection in Expt. 1 & 3.

Fig. 5. Manipulation of the chasing presence in Expt. 1, 2, 3.
this paradigm, the identification accuracy, unlike a simple hit
rate in detection, relied on participants genuinely pointing out
the specific roles involved in a relationship. The chance performance in the identification task was 16.7%, much lower
than that in the detection task (50%), suggesting a greater difficulty of making a correct guess in the identification task.
Due to the advantage in preventing lucky guesses, the identification accuracy is considered as a more reliable measurement of perceived chasing or leash and thus is the main focus
of our analysis.

(a) Chasing identification in
Expt. 1

(b) Chasing identification in
Expt. 2

Fig. 7. Results of chasing identification in Expt. 1 & 2.

Expt. 1: Perceiving leash chasing
We started by proving perceived chasing could be more robust with a leash, despite large subtleties and line connection.
The chasing present condition (Fig. 5a) was simply a leash
chasing display with a distractor. The chasing-absent condition (Fig. 5b) was identical except that the sheep turned invisible, and another distractor was added into the display. Since
chasing was defined as “catching the sheep”, hiding the sheep
turned the wolf’s motion unintentional, while not changing
its motion. Therefore, the motions of the master, wolf, and
sheep (if visible) were identical across conditions. To reveal
the spontaneous effect from intuitive physics, two line conditions were introduced. In the master-wolf condition (Fig. 6a),
a line accurately representing the leash was presented. In the
master-distractor condition, intuitive physics was disrupted
by hiding the real leash and showing an arbitrary line connecting the master with a distractor (Fig. 6b).
Procedure Each trial started a motion display (18° by 18°)
with four discs (0.7°) that continued moving for 10 seconds.
After that, participants pressed a button to indicate whether
chasing was present (F) or absent (J). When chasing-present
was indicated, participants needed to identify the wolf and
sheep with mouse clicks. There was no feedback to participants’ responses. In total, there were 80 trials, with 20 trials
for each combination of the line connection (master-wolf vs.
master-distractor) and chasing (present vs. absent).
Results The accuracy of chasing identification was defined
as identifying both the “wolf” and “sheep” correctly when
chasing was present. It was much higher in the master-wolf
condition than the master-distractor condition (Fig. 7a, t(11)
= 22.76, p ă 0.001, Cohen’s d = 7.25). This result has two
implications. First, perceived chasing is not determined by
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the absolute value of chasing subtlety, but largely influenced
by whether the subtlety could be explained by an intuitive
physical constraint. Search performance here (51.3%) also
was much higher than those reported in Gao et al., (2009)
with similar subtleties (15% „ 30%), although their displays
were not exactly the same. Second, line connection as a disruption of objecthood does not necessarily impair perceived
chasing. Here perceived chasing was much more robust when
it was the wolf connected to a line. This was inconsistent with
the object-based account of perceived chasing, but consistent
with the joint physics-mind account, since the line highlighting the physical system largely explained the deviation observed in the wolf. Overall, we found it very intriguing that a
line connecting non-chasing objects yielded worse perceived
chasing.

Expt. 2: Perceiving chasing with an invisible leash
Our core argument is that vision jointly infers physics and
mind, which can best explain the observed motion. It brings
the uncertainty of physics into the perception of mind. To realize this physical uncertainty, we turned the leash invisible
(Fig. 8a), so that the physical system became latent and must
be inferred from motions. Without the line connection, we introduced a new baseline: a disrupted leash, in which the motion of the master was delayed by 500 ms (Fig. 8b). In other
words, the display mixed the current sheep and wolf with a
master from 500ms ago. Therefore, while the wolf and master’s motion may still be correlated, that correlation could not
be explained by intuitive physics. Other aspects of the design
were identical to Expt. 1.
Results Performance of chasing identification was much
higher in the invisible leash condition than the disrupted-leash
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Wolf

Sheep

Master-past
500ms offset
Sheep

Distractor

Distractor

(a) invisible leash

Wolf

(a) Leash identification

(b) disrupted leash

(b) Leash-fighter identification

Fig. 9. Results of identifying physical system in Expt. 3.

Fig. 8. Manipulation of the invisible leash system in Expt. 2.
condition (Fig. 7b, t(11) = 5.81, p ă 0.001, Cohen’s d = 1.49).
We found it very intriguing that manipulating the motion of
the master, a non-chasing object, could significantly impact
perceived chasing. This result indicated that even when leash
was not mentioned at all and there was no visual cue implying a leash, participants still spontaneously used the master’s
motion to explain the wolf’s large chasing subtlety. With the
disrupted-leash, performance was similar to those reported in
Gao et al., (2009), suggesting that it was the presence of an
intuitive physical system that improved perceived chasing.

Expt. 3: Perceiving leash through chasing
Finally we demonstrated the mutual physics-intention effect
by turning the table around: asking participants to identify
a physical system (Fig. 6) while intention was manipulated
(Fig. 5). As in Expt.1-2, chasing presence was still manipulated by the visibility of the sheep. However, it was no
longer the search task. Participants were instructed to identify whether the line connecting two objects was a leash or
just an arbitrary line connecting two independent objects. If
a leash was reported, they then identified which object was
more actively fighting against the leash’s constraint. This was
to measure the perception of the wolf’s control force (or internal energy), which was exerted regardless of whether the
sheep was visible or not. According to the joint perception of
physics-mind, turning the sheep invisible would disrupt identifications of the leash and the wolf’s control force against the
leash.
Results Fig. 9a showed that when the leash was presented,
the percentage of accurately identifying the leash was significantly higher in the chasing-present condition than the
chasing-absent condition (t(11) = 5.81, p ă 0.01, Cohen’s d
= 1.49). In addition, the percentage of identifying the wolf as
the leash-fighter was also much higher in the chasing-present
condition than the chasing-absent condition (Fig. 9b, t(11) =
3.35, p ă 0.001, Cohen’s d = 0.92). Note that in all these
cases, the wolf, the master, and the leash connecting them
were exactly the same, and the only difference came from
whether the sheep was visible. We found it intriguing that manipulating the visibility of an object outside of a physical system could nevertheless greatly impact the perception of that
system. It demonstrated that participants spontaneously used
intention as a cause for inferring control force, which sub-
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sequently facilitated the inference of constraint force, from
which a physical system could be identified.

Conclusion
In the present paper, we propose a theory of joint perception of physics-mind by iterating ToB and ToM with the classic equation of motion. The core of this theory is to recognize the duality of the “control force”, which is the output of
agency and the input to the equation of motion in physics. It
explains the motion of an agent when the motion is jointly
generated by multiple sources of force. This theory provides
a broader perspective for interpreting existing psychophysics
of chasing, suggesting that perceived chasing can be more robust than previously expected in the context of an intuitive
physical system. In addition, inferring control forces through
perceived intention is also critical for identifying a physical
system with constraint forces.
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Abstract
The pattern of implicatures of modified numeral ‘more than
n’ depends on the roundness of n. Cummins, Sauerland, and
Solt (2012) present experimental evidence for the relation between roundness and implicature patterns, and propose a pragmatic account of the phenomenon. More recently, Hesse and
Benz (2020) present more extensive evidence showing that implicatures also depend on the magnitude of n and propose a
novel explanation based on the Approximate Number System
(Dehaene, 1999). Despite the wealth of experimental data, no
formal account has yet been proposed to characterize the full
posterior distribution over numbers of a listener after hearing
‘more than n’. We develop one such account within the Rational Speech Act framework, quantitatively reconstructing the
pragmatic reasoning of a rational listener. We show that our
pragmatic account correctly predicts various features of the experimental data.
Keywords: modified numerals; more; rational speech act;

Introduction
Traditional pragmatics mostly limited itself to qualitative accounts of implicatures, in which an utterance in a context implicates some propositions, excluding or including some possible world states. For instance, ‘most cats knit’ implicates
that it is not the case that all cats knit. In the last twenty
years, new experimental and statistical methods have been
applied to capture subtler patterns in speaker behaviour (see
e.g. Cummins and Katsos (2019) for an overview). In particular, the development of Bayesian cognitive models of pragmatic language use and sophisticated experimental designs
have allowed researchers to test more fine-grained hypotheses about graded notions of implicature (Franke & Bergen,
2020).1 In this picture, rather than a qualitative difference between states pragmatically compatible or incompatible with
an utterance, a pragmatic listener has a full prior over states
which is updated after receiving the utterance. The semantic
and pragmatic content of the utterance contributes to the listener’s estimated probability of each possible state, allowing
for a graded and quantitative notion of compatibility between
an utterance and a possible state.
As a case study in this approach to pragmatics, in this paper we look at modified numerals, i.e. expressions such as
1 For lack of conventional and apt terminology, in the following
we will use slightly abuse the term ‘implicature’, using it for phenomena that might not traditionally count as such. We will for instance speak of an ‘accumulation of implicatures’. The context and
model will clarify what is meant in each case.
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‘more than 3’. Modified numerals usually convey information about the cardinality of the intersection of two sets. For
instance, ‘about 4 Frenchmen yawn’ conveys that the cardinality of the intersection of the set of Frenchmen and the set
of yawning things is not far from 4. Examples of modified
numerals are ‘at least 4’, ‘exactly 1’, ‘more than 3’. In this
paper, we focus on the latter expression: ‘more than n’ (for
some integer n). We develop an account of the shape of the
posterior distribution over numbers of a language user upon
hearing an expression containing a modified numeral.
While the meaning of ‘more than n’ might at first appear
straightforward, the usage of the expression is in some respects puzzling. First, as noticed already in Krifka (1999)
and experimentally confirmed in Geurts (2010), the standard
Horn account is at odds with the behaviour of modified numerals. Specifically, modified numerals do not seem to elicit
some of the predicted scalar implicatures, e.g. ‘more than 3’
does not seem to implicate ‘not more than 4’. Second, as
discussed in Cummins et al. (2012) the implicatures drawn
from ‘more than n’ are influenced by the roundness of n. For
instance, ‘more than 10’ seems to implicate ‘not more than
20’, although not ‘not more than 13’. This might be a consequence of ‘20’ being more round than ‘13’. Third, as discussed in Hesse and Benz (2020), the range of numbers for
which ‘more than n’ is used is influenced by the magnitude
of n. Specifically, the greater the magnitude of n, the greater
the range of numbers above n to which ‘more than n’ still
probably applies. For instance, ‘m is more than 10’ prima facie would not be used when m = 1010, but ‘m is more than
25000’ seems appropriate for m = 26000, although the difference between m and n is the same in the two cases.
The three patterns discussed above constitute qualitative
differences between the implicatures induced by various
modified numerals. However, the three discussed factors,
among others, follow from the full posterior distribution over
numbers induced in a listener after hearing ‘more than n’:
p(·|Speaker uttered ‘more than n’), which we abbreviate to
p(·|MT n). In other words, p(·|MT n) describes the probability that the listener attributes to m being each number after
hearing ‘m is more than n’ (with n known and m unknown).
p(·|MT n) could prima facie take various shapes. For instance, p(·|MT n) could approximate a discrete approximation of a (lower-truncated) normal distribution with mean m,
where m > n and the distance m − n could depend on the

Previous literature and data
Granularity-based approaches

Figure 1: Three possible usage distributions patterns for modified numerals ‘more than 10’ to ‘more than 19’ (the distributions are over integers albeit showed as continuous for ease of
visualization). Each line corresponds to a different utterance
of the form ‘more than n’, and shows the posterior distribution of a listener after hearing the signal. The n is shown
above each distribution’s peak. Blue lines are used for the
numerals of lowest roundness level, red line is used for ‘more
than 10’, which is more round.

roundness of n and its magnitude (option a in Figure 1). A
second option is that p(·|MT n) could resemble an discretized
exponential distribution shifted to start at n, with a variance
that again depends on granularity and magnitude of n (option
b in Figure 1). A third option is that p(·|MT n) looks like a
discrete uniform distribution from n to m, with m depending
on granularity and magnitude of n (option c in Figure 1).2
The three categorical implicature effects we discussed are
compatible with all three options from Figure 1. First, for all
three options ‘more than n’ can in general cover n + 2, implying that ‘not more than n + 1’ is not implicated. Second, in
all options ‘more than 10’ can behave differently from ‘more
than n’, with n less round than 10. Lastly, in all three options the relevant parameters can be sensitive to the n’s magnitude. This demonstrates that accounting for categorical implicatures is not enough to fully characterize the information
conveyed by modified numerals.
Little works has been done to predict, characterize, or describe this distribution as a result of pragmatic reasoning.3
The main aim of this paper is to propose a quantitative model
of p(·|MT n) which can account for the previously discussed
qualitative patterns as well as experimental data in previous
literature, and that can generate novel empirical predictions.
We start by discussing previous literature more in detail, and
we identify how previous accounts fall short of a full characterization of a listener’s understanding of ‘more than n’.
Then, we present a model in the Rational Speech Act framework, and show how it can account for previously puzzling
phenomena.
2 As we discuss below in more detail, experimental work in Hesse
and Benz (2020) shows that option b, with some caveats, is in fact
closest to how ‘more than n’ is actually interpreted.
3 Hesse and Benz (2020) give a partial characterization which we
discuss below. Moreover, Benz (2015) gives an account of implicature patterns of ‘more than n’ for round ns which is some ways
similar to the one presented in this paper, but stops short of characterizing the whole listener’s posterior.
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Early work on ‘more than n’ focused on roundness as a possible factor to explain the unusual implicature patterns discussed above. The concept of roundness can be analysed in
terms of the concept of scale. Scales consist of the set of multiples of certain numbers, e.g. 5, 10, 50, 100, which are particularly cognitively simple.4 One scale is more granular than
another if it divides the number scale in points that are closer
together. The roundness of a numeral can then be thought of
as the level of the least granular scale that the numeral belongs to. As an example, consider 30 and 200. 200 belongs
to many scales—e.g. the ones containing the multiples of 1,
of 2, of 10—but the least granular scale it belongs to is arguably the scale of multiples of 100. On the other hand, the
least granular scale 30 belongs to is that of the multiples of
10. 200 is therefore more granular than 30 because the former
belongs to a scale that is less granular than the most granular
scale where the latter figures.
Cummins et al. (2012) argue that roundness plays a role
in the pattern of implicatures of modified numerals.5 For instance, ‘more than 1000’ lacks the implicature ‘not more than
1001’. In order for the implicature to be calculated, the listener would have to assume that, had the speaker observed
e.g. 1002, they would have said ‘more than 1001’. However,
1000 is rounder than 1001, and therefore uttering 1001 comes
at an additional cognitive cost compared to 1000. For the
speaker, the additional cognitive cost is too great for the little additional information conveyed by uttering ‘more than
1001’. The listener cannot therefore infer that the speaker
would have said ‘more than 1001’ had they observed a state
(e.g. 1002) for which ‘more than 1001’ would have been only
slightly more informative than ‘more than 1000’.
Crucially, Cummins et al. (2012) note that the same argument does not apply when the implicated sentence contains a
numeral at the same roundness level as n. For instance, after observing 2300 a speaker would rather utter ‘more than
2000’ than ‘more than 1000’, everything else being equal,
because the two involved numerals are cognitively equally
costly, but the former utterance is more informative. Therefore, the listener would have reason to infer that if the speaker
uttered ‘more than 1000’, they did not observe a state for
which ‘more than 2000’ applies. More generally, ‘more than
n’ should generate a scalar implicature to ‘not more than m’,
4 Note that not all possible scales are used to determine roundness. For instance, 202 is less round than 200, despite being divisible by a number, 101, which is greater than the greatest divisor of
200, namely 100. This indicates that the scale of multiples of 101
does not play a role in determining roundness. We do not develop
an account of which scales influence roundness, but rather rely on
previous characterizations from the literature.
5 Cummins (2013) give a more theoretically grounded and precise account of the implicature patterns for modified numerals based
on Optimality Theory (Prince & Smolensky, 2008). While these
previous accounts include more phenomena than are discussed here,
they do not provide a full characterization of p(·|MT n). Therefore,
here we focus on the experimental results.

where m is the next numeral at the same roundness level of n.
Moreover, Cummins et al. (2012) point out that, for similar
reasons, ‘more than n’ should also implicate ‘not more than
m’ for any m at a higher roundness level than n. For instance,
‘more than 90’ is predicted to implicate ‘not more than 100’.
Based on these arguments, Cummins et al. (2012) makes
two experimental predictions. First, the rounder the n, the
higher responders’ estimates will be compared to n. Second,
in the range condition typical estimates will be of the form
‘n + 1 to m’, where m is the value after n with the same granularity as n or higher.
Cummins et al. (2012) then present an experiment to test
the two prediction. Participants (n = 1200) were presented
with 16 contexts. The following is one such context (varying
by condition as indicated):
Information A newspaper reported the following.
“[Numerical expression] people attended the public
meeting about the new highway construction project.”
Question Based on reading this, how many people do
you think attended the meeting?
Between
dition].

and

people attended [range con-

people attended [single number condition].
The numerical expression consisted of a quantifier (either
‘more than’ or ‘at least n’) and a numeral belonging to one
of three levels of granularity (multiples of 100, multiples of
10 but not 100, and non-round such as 93).
Overall, the results confirmed the two experimental predictions. The range of interpretation increases with the roundness of the numeral. Moreover, most responses in the range
condition were as predicted. For instance, ‘more than 100’
typically conveyed an upper bound at 150.

Hesse & Benz (2020)
Hesse and Benz (2020) consider two empirical predictions
from Cummins et al. (2012). First, the rounder the n in ‘more
than n’, the wider the range of potential values. Second,
the rounder the n, the further away from n will be the single most likely value. In a series of experiments, Hesse and
Benz (2020) test these two predictions for a wider range of
numerals than Cummins et al. (2012), and find that they are
not borne out.
The first experiment identifies some domains for which
participants do not have strong prior beliefs as to the size of
the involved numerals. In such contexts, prior belief does not
play a strong role in the estimation of the numerals, and therefore the effect of roundness and magnitude can be isolated
from other prior factors. Four such domains are identified:
petition signatures, audience size at a music concert, votes in
an election, spectators at a sporting event.
The second experiment is a replication of the experiment in
Cummins et al. (2012) for a wider range of numerals at four
different roundness levels (50, 90, 93, 100, 110, 130, 150,
200). Results do not corroborate the two predictions based on
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Cummins et al. (2012): the (median) distance between n and
the guessed number in the single number condition does not
increase the rounder the n is, and neither does the (median)
range in the range condition.
In the third experiment, numerals of a wider range of magnitudes are tested (20, 30, 40, 60, 70, 80, 120, 140, 160,
170, 180, and 190) and only the four contexts identified in
experiment 1 are used. In the combined data from the second
and third experiments (as well as in the data from the second
experiment alone), magnitude is a stronger predictor of the
range of produced values than roundness. The second and
third experiments in Hesse and Benz (2020) fail to find evidence for two the effects predicted by Cummins et al. (2012).
However, two different patterns emerge. First, the median
numbers in the single number condition are a constant distance of 10 above the modified numeral. Second, participants
tend to guess numbers with an upper bound located at the
next round number above the modified numeral. For instance,
when presented with ‘more than 120’, ‘more than 130’, or
‘more than 140’ participants tend to guess numbers up to 150
(a round numeral). This produces a ‘squeezing’ effects for
modified numerals immediately below a round number. Both
patterns can be observed in the left plot in Figure 2.
In the fourth and last experiment, Hesse and Benz (2020)
focus on larger numerals. They administer the same task,
with 6 contexts (number of signatures on a petition, size of
the audience at a music concert, turnout at an election, number of spectators at a sporting event, size of a meeting, and
budget for a reception) and larger numerals (1k, 1.1k, 1.4k,
15k, 16k, 19k, 20k, 21k, 24k, 25k). Like in the previous experiments, greater roundness does not per se cause a greater
range of guessed numbers or wider ranges in the range condition. Moreover, the two new patterns noticed in the previous
experiments persist, but scale proportionally to the magnitude
of the involved numerals. While in the 1-100 range the median guessed number was around 10 above the modified numeral, in the range of thousands it is 100 above, and in the
range of tends of thousands it is 1000 above. While the upper boundaries participants tend to select are at the roundness
level of multiples of 50 or 100 in the 100 interval, they are
multiples of e.g. 500 in the 1000 range and multiples of 5k in
the tens of thousands range. Both effects can be seen in the
right plot in figure 2.
Hesse and Benz (2020) also give a characterization of their
data in terms of a boundary function, and they propose an
explanation for the fact that larger ns lead to guesses with
a proportionally greater variance. The explanation relies on
the Approximate Number System (ANS), namely the cognitive mechanism that underlies the approximate perception of
magnitudes. When using the ANS, numbers are not encoded
precisely, but rather as distributions over numbers. Moreover,
the variance of this distribution increases with the magnitude
of the number. Hesse and Benz (2020) argue that, as the modified numeral gets larger, participants will associate the numeral with increasingly wide distributions, and therefore the

Figure 2: Some participants’ responses from the single numbers condition in experiment 2 (left, low magnitude) and
3 (right, large magnitude) in Hesse and Benz (2020). Responses for ‘more than n’ are shown on the right side of the
grey line, and n is shown on the top right of each subplots.

spread of their guessed numbers will also increase.
The account developed in Hesse and Benz (2020) paints a
clear picture of the patterns in production for modified numerals of the form ‘more than n’ and ‘less than n’. However,
the paper does not give a full model of the way a listener calculates a posterior over numbers. In order to evaluate their
proposal quantitatively, more detail would be needed for the
implementation, specifically concerning the relation between
the ANS component of their account and roundness. For instance, a bare ANS account alone leaves unexplained why
participants tend to produce signals at higher levels of roundness when dealing with larger numbers, rather than simply
producing from a distribution with greater variance. Among
the one thousand numerals guessed in the fourth experiments
for n ≥ 15000, only 88 were at a level of roundness lower
than 500. As we argue in the next section, a simple model
of recursive mindreading can explain various patterns in the
data.

A Unified Model

Figure 3: Simple RSA model with three possible utterances
u (y-axis) and three states s (x-axis). L1 calculates a scalar
implicature for utterances u1 and u2 (α = 4). The left, central, and right plots correspond to L0 , S1 , and L1 respectively.
The color indicates the probability of guessing a state given a
signal for L0 and L1 , and the probability of producing a signal
given a state for S1 .

calculates a posterior over states by Bayesian update, combining their prior over states with the probability that the pragmatic speaker S1 would have produced the utterance given
each state:
pL1 (s|u) ∝ pL1 (s)pS1 (u|s)
(1)
The pragmatic speaker in turn observes a state and produces an utterance with a probability that depends on a costrelated salience utterance prior (see Chapter 3 in Scontras,
Tessler, and Franke (2018)):
p(u;C) ∝ exp (−c(u))

and on the utility U(u|s) for a literal listener L0 given the
state:
pS1 (u|s) ∝ exp(αU(u|s))p(u;C)
(3)
where α is the speaker’s rationality parameter: the higher
the value of α, the more the speaker’s distribution will be
peaked at the most useful utterances. The utility U(u|s) is the
negative surprisal of the state given the utterance, so that the
speaker favours utterances that make the state less surprising
for the literal listener:
U(u|s) = log(pL0 (s|u))

The Rational Speech Act Framework
The RSA framework is meant to model the process of recursive mindreading that lies behind the pragmatic interpretation or production of utterances (Frank & Goodman, 2012;
Goodman & Frank, 2016; Franke & Jäger, 2016). RSA models usually start with a pragmatic listener who interprets utterances based on the simulated behaviour of a pragmatic
speaker. The pragmatic speaker in turn given an observation
tends to choose the most useful utterance for a literal listener
who interprets it based solely on its literal meaning. We will
first explain the simplest type of RSA model, and then a modification that will be useful to model modified numerals.
The simplest RSA model starts with a set of utterances u
and a set of possible states s. The meaning of each utterance
can be encoded as the set of those states that verify the utterance. The pragmatic listener L1 receives an utterance u and
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(2)

(4)

Finally, the probability that literal listener L0 attributes to
each state given an utterance is simply 0 if the utterance is not
verified by the state, and proportional to the prior for the state
otherwise:
(
pL0 (s) if s verifies u
pL0 (s|u) ∝
(5)
0
otherwise
Figure 3 shows L0 , S1 , and L1 in this simple RSA model. The
crucial phenomenon that can be observed in figure 3 is that L1
calculates a scalar implicature: although utterance u1 is, in its
literal sense, compatible with both s1 and s2 , S1 tends to produce u1 mostly for s2 , because when s1 is observed S1 tends
to use the more useful signal u1 . Therefore, when hearing u1
L1 is more likely to guess s2 .

A Simple Model of Modified Numerals
We make a few simple changes to the basic RSA model
above. First, rather than the 3 states in the toy model above,
the states in our model are the integers up to 10000, and the
signals all the expressions ‘more than n’ with 0 ≤ n ≤ 10000.
Second, we let cost depend on the roundness level in a way
consistent with Hesse and Benz (2020)’s measure of roundness, itself based on the measure in Cummins et al. (2012)
and inspired by Jansen and Pollmann (2001). Specifically,
we calculate cost as the inverse rank of roundness, in the following way:
Least
Granular
Scale
1000
500
200
100

Cost c(n)
0
1
2
3

Least
Granular
Scale
50
10
5
1

Cost c(n)
4
5
6
7

For instance, according to this measure 3000—whose greatest divisor in the table is 1000—gets cost 0, while 350—
whose greatest divisor in the table is 50—gets cost 4. The
relation between roundness level and cognitive cost is confirmed (for a different but related construal of roundness) by
Solt, Cummins, and Palmović (2017), which gives experimental evidence that the level of granularity influences cognitive complexity of the expressions.
Third, we specify a prior for both the literal listener, pL0
and the pragmatic listener, pL1 . For simplicity, we assume
that the two priors are identical. This corresponds to the default assumption that the literal listener assumes that the pragmatic speaker has an accurate representation of the listener’s
prior. Moreover, we assume for simplicity that this prior has
a geometric distribution.
Lastly, we assume that when higher numerals are mentioned, the distribution over the true state covers higher magnitudes. For instance, upon hearing ‘more than 4 people came
to the concert’, I attribute small variance to the number of
people that possibly came, and upon hearing ‘more than 10k
people signed the petition’, I attribute large variance. Note
that this is independent of the roundness effect: upon hearing
‘more than 10004 people came to the concern’, I still attribute
a priori high variance to audience size. Rather, this could be
an effect of ANS, as argued in Hesse and Benz (2020), or
an effect of knowledge about the underlying data-generating
process. This latter explanation is particularly plausible for
the items used in Hesse and Benz (2020), and provides an alternative to their ANS account. The number in most of the
contexts shown to participants, e.g. the size of the audience
at a music concert, are approximately Poisson distributed.
This implies that the larger the magnitude of the number, the
greater the plausible range of the number. The ANS account
and the generative-model account make different predictions
for cases where the variance does not increase with the mean
of a random variable, which could be tested experimentally.
Practically, in the model the listeners’ expectation about n
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Figure 4: Prior for small (blue) and large (red) numerals.
depends on the modified numeral n itself. Specifically, listeners in the model distinguish two types t of events, T =
{small, large}, e.g. small and large concerts.6 Listeners have
one prior distribution over the true state for small events—
with the geometric distribution’s k = 0.007—and another distribution over states for large events—k = 0.0002 (Figure 4).
We assume that when n is small, the listener concludes that
the event is small, and when the n is large, the listener concludes the event is large, and use the respective prior over s.
Formally, p(t = large|u) = 1 iff u contains a number in the
hundreds or smaller, and p(t = small|u) = 1 − p(t = large|u).
Equation 1 then becomes:
pL1 (s|u) ∝

∑ pL1 (t|u)pL1 (s|t)pS1 (u|s)

(6)

t∈T

The results of these modifications for small n can be seen
in figure 5.7 Some crucial features of the data are predicted.
First, as observed in the data in Hesse and Benz (2020), the
distribution for ‘more than n’ resembles option b in Figure
1. The reason for this, which as far as we are aware has not
been discussed in the literature, is an accumulation of very
weak scalar implicatures. If the listener hears ‘more than n’
and consider whether the true state is m, then they reason that
for all j such that n < j < m, the speaker had to choose to not
utter j, since all expressions ‘more than j’ would also be true.
Therefore, the greater the number of js, the less plausible it
is that the true state is m.
A second feature in the data that our model correctly models is the spread of the distribution as a function of the numeral’s roundness. In partial agreement with Cummins et al.
(2012), some round numbers have a greater variance than less
round numbers. For instance, ‘more than 0’ is predicted to
have greater variance than ‘more than 20’. However, contra Cummins et al. (2012) and consistently with Hesse and
Benz (2020), the effect is small for all numbers except 0 in
the model.
A third feature in the data captured by our model is the
squeezing effect. As the signal approaches a round number
from below, the probability mass becomes more concentrated
between n and the round number. This is clear in the right plot
in Figure 5 for numerals approaching 150 and 200. The effect
also exists, but to a lesser extent, for numerals of lower round6 In a more sophisticated and realistic version of the model, rather
than few event types there would more fine grained variation.
7 https://github.com/thelogicalgrammar/
modifiedNumerals contains all the code needed to reproduce
the results.

Figure 5: Left: listener’s posterior probability p(·|MT n) over
numbers, given each signal. The squeezing effect can be
visualized as the increasing concentration of posterior mass
approaching round numbers from below (α = 7). Right:
p(·|MT n) for n at intervals of 10. The squeezing effect—the
posterior distribution concentrating between n and the closest
round number above—is particularly clear for n = 140, 190.
ness levels. As already described in Cummins et al. (2012),
the effect is a consequence of an implicature. If the true number had been higher than a round numeral higher than the one
the speaker chose, the speaker would have chosen the higher
round numeral instead. Therefore, the number has to be lower
than any round numeral above the one actually chosen by the
speaker.
While the simple pragmatic listener model can account for
some feature in the experimental data, it differs in a crucial
way from the participants in the experiment. Namely, the
RSA pragmatic listener is a pure listener, while the participants were asked to produce a guess, and therefore are also
in a certain way speakers. In order to make predictions comparable to the experimental data presented in Hesse and Benz
(2020), we also propose a simple way that the listener might
use their posterior over states given a modified numeral to
give a response in the experiment. In our participant model,
listeners tend to produce states that have a high probability,
with an additional utterance prior against producing signals
with high cost:
p(Producing m | u) ∝ exp (ρ log(pL1 (m | u)) − c(m))
where u is the utterance shown to the participant and ρ is
the softmax (inverse temperature) parameter, encoding a tendency of the listener to select the signal with the highest posterior probability. This model of participant production reflects the speaker model of pragmatic RSA agents, for a listener who is asked to make a guess as to the world state.
Figure 6 shows the predicted production probabilities for a
participant in the single number condition. The predictions
resemble the observed data shown in the left plot of Figure
2, both in terms of which numerals are produced and more
generally in terms of the shape of the produced numerals.
Figure 7 shows the results for greater magnitudes (4k-5k
interval), using the prior for large numbers described above.
With a higher variance prior, the listener infers a greater possible range for each numeral. The figure shows that the assumption of a prior which increases with the magnitude of
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Figure 6: Predicted production probabilities for a simple
production model based on an RSA pragmatic listener L1
(α = 7, ρ = 3). The production model correctly describes the
participants’ tendency to guess a round number above the observed number.

Figure 7: Results for large numerals (α = 10). The squeezing
effect is stronger for numerals of higher roundness (e.g. 5000)
than lower roundness (e.g. 4500).

the numeral can explain the increasing ranges of guesses for
greater numerals observed in the data (right plot in Figure 2).

Conclusions
Overall, our account provided a quantitative account of some
aspects of the way participants understand the modified numeral ‘more than n’. Various feature of the data are predicted
by our model. First, and most importantly, the general shape
of the guesses are predicted to be similar to option b in Figure 1, which is consistent with the data in Hesse and Benz
(2020). Second, the model captures the patterns of implicature discussed at the beginning of the paper: the prima facie
surprising lack of strong implicatures for successive numerals
and the dependency of implicatures on roundness and magnitude. Third, a simple extension of the model captures some
crucial features of the production behaviour of participants in
experimental data. The model predicts the squeezing effect
below round numerals (Figure 5), an addition of a preference
for producing round numerals predicts the observed production patterns (Figure 6), and a prior with a larger variance
for the listeners produces the observed change in production
range for greater numerals 7).
The work in this paper could be extended in various ways.
First, a Bayesian statistical model can be developed to fit the
data in Hesse and Benz (2020), and Bayesian model comparison can be used to compare our account to the ANS account. The account proposed in Hesse and Benz (2020) is not
a quantitative account of production, and therefore it would

have to be extended to directly predict experimental data.
Second, the model could be extended to include more modified numerals. For instance, Hesse and Benz (2020) also
includes modified numeral ‘less than’. Other modified numerals that could be modelled are ‘at most n’ and ‘at least
n’, which has been shown to differ from ‘less than n + 1’ and
‘more than n − 1’ in interesting ways (Spector, 2020).
Third, a simplifying assumption in the model above is that
we only used two priors, one for small numerals and one for
large numerals. However, it is more plausible that the prior
changes continuously as a function of the numeral. Future
work can explore the functional relation between the prior
parameters and the magnitude of the modified numeral.
The model also makes some assumptions and predictions
beyond the data in Hesse and Benz (2020) that could be tested
experimentally. For instance, it assumes that listeners end up
with a full posterior distribution over numbers after hearing a
modified numeral. However, it is not obvious that language
users would possess representations of this kind, especially
over a infinite set of numbers. Moreover, a listener would in
principle need to calculate implicatures over an infinite set of
possible utterances, which is implausible from a processing
point of view. While we see the RSA model as a computational level model, these considerations should be taken into
account if the gap to the algorithmic level is to be bridged.8
We leave all these possibilities to future work.
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Abstract

The information content of a discourse referent can be
measured as its Surprisal (Hale, 2001; Levy, 2008), as follows:
Surprisal(r) = − log P(r|c)

The Uniform Information Density hypothesis (UID) predicts
that lexical choice between long and short word forms depends on the predictability of the referent in context, and recent studies have shown such an effect of predictability on
lexical choice during online production. We here set out to
test whether the UID predictions hold up in a related setting,
but different language (German) and different phenomenon,
namely the choice between compounds (e.g. Badewanne /
bathtub) or their base forms (Wanne / tub). Our study is consistent with the UID: we find that participants choose the shorter
base form more often in predictive contexts, showing an active
tendency to be information-theoretically efficient.
Keywords: psycholinguistics, information theory, compounds, efficiency, communication

Introduction
When talking about things or living beings in the world, we
can refer to them in different ways, for example choosing a
proper noun (Tom sold me some strawberries yesterday), or
a noun phrase (The grocer sold me some strawberries), or a
pronoun (He sold me some strawberries). When referring to a
discourse referent with a noun phrase, we often have a choice
between longer or shorter nouns, or between longer or shorter
versions of the same noun (greengrocer vs. grocer).
Predictability has been proposed to be one of the factors
influencing the speaker’s lexical choices. People make extensive use of the statistical properties of linguistic input in
comprehension and production (Aylett & Turk, 2004; FenkOczlon, 2001; Genzel & Charniak, 2002, 2003; Kuperberg
& Jaeger, 2016; Levy, 2008; MacDonald, 2013; Manin,
2006). The Uniform Information Density Hypothesis (UID)
claims that encoding mechanisms tend to optimize information transmission by distributing information over a message
in a uniform way, avoiding peaks and troughs in the distribution (Levy & Jaeger, 2007). One way of keeping the distribution of information uniform is to favor shorter encodings over
longer ones in more predictable contexts, to avoid spreading
out less informative content over a longer stretch of the message. This tendency has been shown to shape the lexicon,
as predictable words (e.g. function words) become diachronically shorter. It also influences production, as shorter encodings are chosen in more predictable contexts (Aylett & Turk,
2004; Bybee, 2007; Jaeger, 2006; Mahowald, Fedorenko, Piantadosi, & Gibson, 2013; Piantadosi, Tily, & Gibson, 2011;
Kanwal, Smith, Culbertson, & Kirby, 2017; Zipf, 1949).
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where, importantly, r is the probability of the referent, not
the probability of the referring expression. The probability
of the referent can be estimated by resolving all referring expressions to the referent, and then using them to estimate the
referent’s predictability.
Given two different encodings sharing the same meaning
and syntactic category (two words which can be used interchangeably), the UID predicts that speakers would choose the
shorter one in contexts where the referent is more predictable.
Mahowald et al. (2013) tested this hypothesis by contrasting
short / long word pairs such as chimp / chimpanzee. In a
corpus study, they found that average Surprisal estimates for
22 word pairs were significantly higher for long forms compared to short forms. In a behavioral study with a forcedchoice sentence completion task, they manipulated the predictability of the missing referent given the preceding context
(supportive or neutral context). The short form was chosen
significantly more often in supportive contexts (67%) than in
neutral contexts (56%), supporting the hypothesis that speakers have an active preference for conveying meanings with
shorter word forms in more predictive contexts. Mahowald et
al. (2013), however, focused on a phenomenon that is not very
pervasive in the lexicon: the target words are either acronyms
(e.g. US, UN) or are rather long words of foreign etymology
(e.g. limousine, rhinoceros), often referring to abstract entities (e.g. chemotherapy, mathematics), and shorter and longer
forms (e.g. math and mathematics) may also be used in a different register or style.
We present a sentence completion study, aimed at testing if
a preference for shorter encodings in more predictive contexts
can also be observed for a wider and more pervasive phenomenon, that is the reduction of German compound nouns
to their base form (e.g. Badewanne, bathtub vs. Wanne, tub).
Similar to Mahowald et al. (2013), we manipulated the predictability of the missing referent in context, but we introduced two main changes as we (1) manipulated predictability by activating or not a relevant script knowledge scenario
and (2) we adopted an open-choice task, where participants
were asked to provide a missing referent. We found that also

for this different type of contrast (German compound nouns
vs. base forms) predictability influences the speakers’ production choices, which show a tendency for the shorter base
form in more predictable contexts.

Reducing German compounds in predictive contexts
The target referring expressions in our study are German
compounds and their base forms (e.g. Badewanne vs. Wanne,
bathtub vs. tub). German is a morphologically-rich language
with very productive compound formation, where determinative bimorphemic compounds (Olsen, 2001) are pervasive.
In determinative compounds, the first constituent modifies the
second one: the second constituent (head or base form) is thus
a less specific or basic-level term (e.g. Kette, chain, could refer to a Fahrradkette, bike chain, or to Halskette, necklace, lit.
”neck chain”), whereas the compound unambiguously refers
to a subordinate-level concept. German compounds are typically used as naming devices (Schlücker & Hüning, 2009),
whereas phrases are used to provide descriptions (altes Papier is used to describe paper that is old, Altpapier is used
to refer to scrap paper). German compounds and their base
forms differ with regard to their length but not with regard
to their register, and thus constitute an ideal test bed for the
UID hypothesis. However, compared to their base forms,
German compounds are more specialized (scrap paper is a
more specific type of paper, not every paper that is old qualifies as Altpapier, Schlücker and Hüning, 2009). Compounding provides a means of lexical specification that is exploited
for ambiguity resolution: compounds, being more specialized, are preferred over their base form when naming an object in the presence a same-category distractor (e.g. Weinglas,
wine glass / Sektglas, champagne glass), and the number of
morphologically-complex answers increases in presence of
an addressee (Bölte, Böhl, Dobel, & Zwitserlood, 2009). For
this reason, we designed our stimuli such that no other referent sharing the same base with the target (e.g. Visitenkarte,
business card vs. Kreditkarte, credit card) would compete
with the target referent, and that the base form (e.g. Karte,
card) could unambiguously be used to refer to the target referent.

Script-dependent predictability
The predictability of a word in context can be estimated in
terms of its Surprisal (Hale, 2001; Levy, 2008). While Surprisal has in practice often been estimated based on its direct
local context (e.g., in n−gram models), research has shown
that the predictability of a word also depends on higherlevel situational representations (Kuperberg, 2016; Kuperberg & Jaeger, 2016; Zarcone, Van Schijndel, Vogels, &
Demberg, 2016) and on non-local discourse (Van Berkum,
Brown, Zwitserlood, Kooijman, & Hagoort, 2005; Xiang &
Kuperberg, 2015; Asr & Demberg, 2016), which may affect
the predictability of the word’s referent.
Our goal is not to manipulate the predictability of a word,
but rather to manipulate the predictability of a target referent
via discourse context and to assess its influence on the choice
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of longer vs. shorter form. In order to keep the local context
as similar between conditions as possible and avoid possible
confounding factors such as register, we aim to only manipulate the context outside the sentence in which the target referent occurs. One way of manipulating predictability, while at
the same time keeping local context as constant as possible,
is to manipulate the activation of a typical script knowledge
scenario (e.g. going to a restaurant). Knowledge of everyday activities, including the typical events and participants
involved in these scenarios (script knowledge, e.g. reading
the menu, ordering wine), is stored in our memory. It is central to our everyday interaction with the environment and is
frequently evoked during language comprehension and production as it allows us to communicate efficiently: typical
events (such as sitting down after entering the restaurant) can
be inferred by the comprehender without the speaker needing
to mention them explicitly. Activating a situation such as a
script knowledge scenario can affect a participant’s accessibility in the discourse (Kuperberg, Sitnikova, Caplan, & Holcomb, 2003; Metusalem et al., 2012), which in turn can affect
the way we refer to it (Vogels, Krahmer, & Maes, 2013).

Experiment
Participants
Eighty native German speakers on the crowdsourcing platform Prolific ( https://prolific.ac/ ) voluntarily chose to take
part in the study, were informed about the general purpose of
the study and were free to abandon the study whenever they
wanted without damaging their rating on the platform, which
endorses the principle of ethical rewards for participation in
studies on the platform. The study was approved by the Ethical Review Board of the Department of Computer Science of
our University, which has come to the conclusion that there
are no ethical concerns against the implementation of the research project.

Materials
We systematically exploit script knowledge for our experimental manipulation, by introducing a script in the predictive
condition (labeled script-supportive in Example (1) below),
and avoiding to do so in the neutral condition. This allows us
to keep the target sentence as well as the following sentence
identical across conditions.
1. [script-supportive] Sandra kam nach einem langen Arbeitstag nach Hause und ließ sich ein Schaumbad ein.
Sandra came home after a long workday and drew herself
a bubble bath.
[neutral] Sandra kam nach einem langen Arbeitstag nach
Hause.
Sandra came home after a long work day.
und schloss
[target] Glücklich legte sie sich in die
die Augen. Erst als das Wasser kalt geworden war, stand
sie auf und trocknete sich ab.

She happily got into the
and closed her eyes. Only
when the water had become cold did she get up and dry
herself off.
The script-supportive context introduces a scenario
(e.g. taking a bath) by mentioning at least one script-relevant
event or participant, whereas in neutral contexts, no scriptspecific event or participant is mentioned before the gap.
The target sentence is missing a participant of the scenario
(e.g. Badewanne, bathtub). The target word is always a concrete referent, which is part of the script. This also allows us
to avoid possible confounds related to whether the target is
abstract or concrete, or related to the conceptual complexity
of a word (Lewis & Frank, 2016). After the target sentence,
another short context sentence follows, completing the story
and disambiguating the scenario also in the neutral condition.
We constructed 36 items as in Example (1), each in a neutral and script-supportive version, and used them to create two
lists of 36 items each (18 neutral, 18 script-supportive)1 . In
order to rule out specificity as a confounding factor, we excluded the possibility that the base form of the target concept (Wanne / tub) could be misinterpreted as another concept sharing the same base form, so that both the compound
and the base form would unequivocally refer to the same discourse referent.

Norming study
Our study targets the effect of the referent predictability on
the form of the referring expression. In order to confirm (1)
that there was no other concept than the target that could be
referred to with the base form and (2) that our conditions did
indeed differ with regard to the incremental predictability of
the target, we estimated the predictability of the target referents from a comprehension perspective with an incremental
(left-context only) norming study.
The sentence completion study was also conducted on Prolific. Forty native German speakers took part in the norming
study and were excluded from participating in the main study.
Also the norming study was approved by the Ethical Review
Board. The same sentences were used in the norming study as
in the main study. The norming study was a completion study
where the sentences were presented up to but not including
the critical referent (e.g. Sandra kam nach einem langen Ar//
beitstag nach Hause. Glücklich legte sie sich in die
Sandra came home after a long work day. She happily got
into the
). Participants were randomly assigned to one
of the two lists and each of them saw each of the 36 items in
one version only. They were asked to provide one or more
words to complete each sentence.
Our first analysis is concerned with confirming that the target short form in our items was not ambiguous, i.e., that it
could not be used to refer to other concepts than the target
1 We

tried to avoid lexical overlap between the content words in
the context and the modifier of the compound, but 3 items did contain a small overlap (Schaumbad - Badewanne, Radtour - Fahrradkette and Fernsehsendung - Fernseher).
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referent. Therefore we looked for completions that shared
the same base form with our target long form but referred to
a different object. We only found very few cases where this
happened (< 1%), affecting only three items (Schreibwarenladen, stationery shop, for Friseurladen, hair salon; and Untertopf, flower pot saucer, for Blumentopf, flower pot; Handtasche, purse, and Brieftasche, wallet, for Einkauftasche,
shopping bag). We therefore conclude that the items were
well-constructed in terms of eliciting the target referent.
The second goal of the norming study was to test the predictability of the target referent. The target referent (either
in its compound or base form) was used to complete the sentence 74% of the time after script-supportive contexts but just
22% of the time after neutral contexts. This large difference
between conditions confirms that the manipulation of our experimental items in terms of predictability of the target referent is effective. We note that, compared to previous work,
the target word was slightly more predictable in neutral contexts (22% of completions matched the target referent in the
neutral contexts, whereas only 1.6% did in Mahowald et al.
2013).
In the neutral condition, we obtained a total of 161 target completions, whereas in the script-supported conditions,
there were a total of 530 target completions. The relatively
large number of target completions also in the neutral condition (albeit fewer than those in the script-supportive condition) allows us to estimate whether an effect of predictability on referring expression form can already be found in the
norming study. This analysis was not planned at the outset of the study (as we aimed to assess this point using the
main study reported in the next section), but nevertheless
provides a valuable data point. We found that the rate of
short forms in the neutral condition was lower (58%) than
in the script-supported condition (69%), which is in line with
the UID hypothesis. However, a linear mixed effects model
with form as a response variable and context type as the predictor variable did not support this difference as significant
(β = 0.4180, SE = 0.2406, z = 1.737, p = 0.082).

Procedure
The norming study allowed us to test the referent’s predictability in an incremental comprehension setting, that is
how expected a referent would be when one incrementally
processes the sentence. In the main study, we aim at testing our hypothesis that the choice of referring expression
during production is influenced by the referent predictability. We employ a left- and right-context cloze task, following the rationale that (1) language producers normally already
know what they will be talking about (Clark & Wasow, 1998;
Ford, 1982; Griffin & Bock, 2000; Griffin, 2003), and are not
guessing what might come up, as in the incremental cloze setting; and (2) it can be difficult to reliably estimate the usage
of long vs. short forms, when participants enter completions

Results
As the main study was also a sentence completion study, it
was possible for participants to complete the sentences with
a referent other than the target referent, as in the norming
study. When both left and right context were provided, the
target referent (either in its compound or base version) was
used to complete the sentence 89% of the time (93% in scriptsupportive contexts and 85% in neutral ones). We excluded
data points with nontarget referents from our analysis. None
of the excluded referents was a same-category distractor or
a non-target long form sharing the same base form as the
target referent. This confirms that in our materials the full
compound (Badewanne) and the shorter head (Wanne) were
meaning-equivalent and that any effect of long vs. short form
can not be justified based on disambiguation of the target concept.
Participants showed a baseline preference for the base form
independent of context (it was used 66% of the time, whereas
the compound version was used 34% of the time) and chose
the base form more often in script-supportive contexts (72%)
than in neutral contexts (61%). We analyzed the completions
with a mixed-effect logistic regression with full random effects structure and with the type of completion (compound
vs. base) as a binary dependent variable. The effect of context (neutral vs. script-supportive) on what form was chosen
was significant (β = 0.854, SE = 0.182, z = 4.69, p < 0.001)3 .
We also tested a model including a predictor that accounts for the potential difference in ambiguity of the long
form compared to the short form: for instance, the word
Nagel could be a fingernail but also a nail to be hammered,
while Fingernagel only has one meaning. This could favor longer forms in cases where the base form is ambigu2 Note that this is the reason why Mahowald et al. (2013) resorted
to a forced-choice design.
3 The R2 of the correlation between the fitted and observed values
was 0.42 for this model, whereas it was 0.38 without the context
predictor.
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Percentage of short−form target completions

which do not refer to the target concept2 .
We presented the complete contexts and only omitted the
target referent as in 1. The right-hand context is now present,
because in a production perspective speakers typically know
in advance what they are going to say. As the whole context is now available, participants will likely guess the correct
discourse referent. However, we predict that their perception of the incremental predictability of the discourse referent (its predictability from the comprehender’s point of view)
will lead them to choose a shorter encoding (base form) more
often during production in more predictable contexts.
Participants were asked to read the contexts and to type
a word to complete each sentence. We used the same lists
as those in the norming study, but in this study we used the
complete contexts and only omitted the target referent as in
1. Participants were randomly assigned to one of the two lists
and each of them saw each of the 36 items in one version
only.

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0
neutral

script−supportive

Context

Figure 1: Effect of referent predictability on length of referring expression.
ous. We estimated the number of senses as the number of
synsets for the base forms and the full compounds in GermaNet (Hamp & Feldweg, 1997; Henrich & Hinrichs, 2010)4
and included the difference between number of senses of the
base form and number of senses for the full compounds as a
predictor. The effect of sense difference did however turn
out to not be a significant predictor of word form choice
(β = −0.3865, SE = 0.2311, z = −1.672, p = 0.09) and including this predictor did not significantly improve model fit
(χ = 0.8904, p = 0.34).

Discussion
The UID hypothesis states that speakers choose among alternative linguistic encodings the one that optimizes information
transmission by distributing information in a uniform way,
for example by favoring shorter encodings in contexts where
a discourse referent is more predictable. In contrast to previous work (Mahowald et al., 2013), we tested this prediction
on a class of referring expressions (German compounds and
their base forms) that is more pervasive than abbreviations.
Our experimental design additionally contributes to the literature on UID effects by tightly controlling the stimuli to avoid
confounds in terms of register and using a more naturalistic
sentence completion task. We ran an incremental norming
study with left context only in order to both exclude the possibility that the referent form could be explained in terms of
specificity, and to estimate the incremental predictability of
the target referent from the point of view of a comprehender.
Our main sentence completion study included both left and
right context, in order to mimic the information available during production, when speakers plan ahead what they are going to say. The norming study showed that our discourse referents are less unpredictable in neutral contexts than those in
Mahowald et al. (2013) - 22% of target completions in the
4 We accessed Release 15.0 (May 2020) of GermaNet using the
GermaNet Rover web tool
https://weblicht.sfs.uni-tuebingen.de/rover/

neutral contexts in our study vs. 1.6% in Mahowald et al.
(2013). Despite that, our manipulation of script-driven predictability had a significant effect on the choice of encoding: participants used the base form more often in scriptsupportive contexts (72%) than in neutral contexts (61%).
Predictability on referring expression may also have influenced the completions from the norming study, where short
forms were preferred more often in the script-supported condition (69%) than in the neutral condition (58%), but the
effect did not reach significance (p = 0.082). Our results
successfully replicate findings for lexical choice during online processing, and is consistent with the results reported
in Mahowald et al. (2013). Our results furthermore extend
previous findings to the choice between base and compound
forms in German (e.g. Wanne vs. Badewanne).
Would our results also be compatible with alternative rational accounts of language processing other than the UID? The
Rational Speech Act framework (RSA) proposes that speaker
choice in language production and comprehender interpretation can be accounted for as a rational communicative process
(Frank & Goodman, 2012; Goodman & Stuhlmüller, 2013).
While a lot of the work in the RSA framework has addressed
pragmatic phenomena such as the usage and interpretation of
quantifiers, the theory does make specific predictions also for
our setting: rational speakers reason about the utility of alternative utterances with respect to their communicative success
and their production effort (or cost). If two variants are identical in terms of the communicative success of the interaction,
the speaker is predicted to choose the more cost efficient (i.e.,
shorter or more common) word. On the other hand, if one of
the forms is at a risk of being misunderstood by the listener,
the speaker would be more likely to choose the longer one
(Bergen & Goodman, 2015). In many settings, the UID and
the RSA would therefore make identical predictions: high
predictability often corresponds to a low risk of misunderstanding, and highly surprising contents on the other hand
would usually come with an increased risk of misunderstanding.
The RSA study that seems most closely related to the
present manipulation is a study by Graf, Degen, Hawkins,
and Goodman (2016), who show that speakers, when not constrained by contextual considerations, tend to refer to objects
using basic-level labels, which are typically shorter (e.g. dog
vs. German shepherd). The use of a more specific label is
motivated by the contextual informativeness of a description,
for example if a distractor of the same basic level is available
(e.g. dalmatian vs. German shepherd). An important difference to our study is that the presence of a same-category distractor in their manipulation (e.g. another type of dog), while
we made sure in our study that the use of the more specific
version (the compound) was not necessary, as shown by the
lack of completions referring to other concepts compatible
with the base form of the target referent in the norming study
and by an overall preference for the base form in the main
study. In the case of our stimuli, materials are carefully con-
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trolled such that there is little risk of misunderstanding at the
point of the target referent, and the following material (available to the participants of the main experiment) fully disambiguates the stories (and the referents). This is also supported
by the almost complete absence of non-target completions
in the norming study. Therefore, one could argue that the
present experiment makes a contribution also in showing that
the choice between base form and the full compound is also
determined by predictability, and not only by specificity.
Based on the original RSA formulation, our results may
therefore seem to be incompatible with the RSA, where the
longer form should only be chosen if at the end of the utterance, successful communication is at risk. This means that
speakers should happily choose the shorter form in both conditions in our experiment (especially in the non-incremental
main experiment where they are aware of the end of the sentence). Nevertheless, we find a high rate of long forms in the
neutral context condition. As Levy (2018) points out however, the cost term in RSA can be instantiated in terms of the
UID (peaks and troughs in information density are costly).
Under this formulation, the RSA is also consistent with the
findings of our experiment.

Conclusions
Our study provides additional evidence for information density control during language production and efficient communicative design not only as a diachronic process that shapes
the lexicon but also during active use of language. The highlevel predictability of the discourse referent, influenced by
the activation of the relevant script knowledge scenario, has
an influence on the lower-level surface form that is chosen to
refer to the target. The choice of a shorter form when the referent is more predictable, that is when it is less loaded with
information, and of a longer form when the referent is less
predictable (thus more informative) is an efficient strategy
to optimize information transmission by distributing information over a message in a uniform way.
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Abstract

variety of domains (Chater & Vitányi, 2003; Feldman, 2016).
Here we measure simplicity by the concept of minimal description length in a logical grammar (i.e., a language of thought),
a framework that has been used, e.g., in the domain of concept
learning (Feldman, 2000; Goodman, Tenenbaum, Feldman, &
Griffiths, 2008), language acquisition (Piantadosi, Tenenbaum,
& Goodman, 2013), and auditory memory (Planton et al.,
2021). We use this grammar to generate a collection of over
24,000 logically possible quantifiers, and we compute both
their complexities and their adherence to universal properties.
Using a logistic regression model, we show that quantifiers
with universal properties are simpler.

Despite wide variation among natural languages, there are linguistic properties thought to be universal to all or almost all
natural languages. Here, we consider universals at the semantic
level, in the domain of quantifiers, which are given by the properties of monotonicity, quantity, and conservativity. We investigate whether these universals might be explained by differences
in complexity. We generate a large collection of quantifiers,
based on a simple yet expressive grammar, and compute both
their complexities and whether they adhere to these universal
properties. We find that quantifiers satisfying semantic universals are less complex: they have a shorter minimal description
length.
Keywords: semantic universals; generalized quantifiers; logical grammar; complexity; minimal description length

Introduction
If you have ever tried to learn a new language, you will know
that this can be a challenge. You have to learn a lot of new
things that are different from the language you are used to.
While the world’s languages have many differences, at the
same time, interestingly, most languages also share a striking amount of similarities, called linguistic universals (Croft,
1990; Goddard & Wierzbicka, 2002; Greenberg, 1966). Here
we study such universals at the semantic level, in the domain of
quantifiers (Barwise & Cooper, 1981; von Fintel & Matthewson, 2008).
Quantifiers are semantic objects that express quantitative
relational properties, such as some, most, or all. It has been
observed that the quantifiers that are lexicalized (as monomorphemic words) in natural language share certain structural
properties, namely those of monotonicity, quantity, and conservativity (Barwise & Cooper, 1981; Keenan & Stavi, 1986).
When looking at the space of all logically possible quantifiers,
however, a large majority does not have these properties.
The question arises why these universals hold. Why do
quantifiers in natural language have precisely these properties?
A possible explanation for these universals lies in the interaction between these properties and our cognitive apparatus
(see, e.g., Gibson et al., 2019, Steinert-Threlkeld & Szymanik,
2020). This builds on the idea that the human cognitive system
is structured in such a way that it favors dealing with certain
meanings over others.
In this paper, we explore the following hypothesis: quantifiers having these semantic properties are simpler. Simplicity
as an explanatory concept in cognition has been studied in a
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This work extends the small-scale study by Van de Pol,
Steinert-Threlkeld, and Szymanik (2019), that used a measure
from the framework of algorithmic information theory—in
particular, an approximation to Kolmogorov complexity (Li
& Vitányi, 2008) based on the Lempel-Ziv compression algorithm (Lempel & Ziv, 1976)—and tested this for a handful of
quantifier pairs. Their study uses a minimal-pair methodology
to select pairs of quantifiers that are similar but differ with
respect to their adherence to universal properties—a method
that is, unfortunately, not scalable. We overcome these limits of scale by generating a large collection of quantifiers in
a principled manner and analyzing the association between
complexity and universal property for the entire space of quantifiers. Furthermore, to test the robustness of their methods we
also compute and analyse the Lempel-Ziv complexity of all
quantifiers in our study and compare results.
The paper is structured as follows. First, we introduce the
framework of generalized quantifiers and the properties of
monotonicity, quantity, and conservativity, and the semantic
universals in relation to these properties. Then, we define the
logical grammar that we use to generate a formal language
of quantifiers, and we describe the methods that we use to
compute their minimal description lengths and their LempelZiv complexities. We report on both descriptive statistics and
bootstrapped logistic regression results, by which we analyse
the relation between quantifiers satisfying universal properties
and those that do not, and their level of simplicity. Finally, we
compare our results to previous complexity results by Van de
Pol et al. (2019) and previous learnability results by SteinertThrelkeld and Szymanik (2020) and we make suggestions for
future research.

Quantifiers
Quantifiers are the semantic objects that are expressed by
(quantified) determiners,1 such as some, most, or all but
one, which describe quantity in a noun phrase. Determiners
are expressions that can combine with common nouns and a
verb phrase in simple sentences of the form Det N VP, like
“some bicycles are red.” We assume a division between simple
and complex determiners, where some and most are examples
of simple determiners and all but one is an example of a
complex determiner. Roughly speaking, one can think about
this as a division between quantifiers that are lexicalized (as
mono-morphemic words) and those that are not (Barwise &
Cooper, 1981; Keenan & Stavi, 1986).

Generalized Quantifiers
We use the framework of generalized quantifiers to represent
the meaning of quantifiers as a collection of models.2 A model
consists of a collection of objects and their properties. It can
be seen as a snapshot of a particular part of the world. For
instance, for the expression “some bicycles are red,” we look
at the collection of bicycles and the collection of red things,
and when those overlap we know that there are some bicycles
that are red.
Formally, a model M = h M, A, Bi consists of a domain,
the set M, and two subset of that domain, sets A, B ⊆ M,
where the sets A and B possibly overlap. Functionally, M
is called the domain of discourse, A is called the restrictor,
and B is called the scope. The sentence “some bicycles are red”
then means that there are some objects in A that are also in B.
In addition, we enumerate the objects in the domain, giving
us an ordering < over M, which allows to model sentences
in which the order of the objects matter, such as “the first 3
bicycles are red.” See Figure 1 for an illustration of a model
of the form M = h M, A, B, <i.
A quantifier can then be represented and defined by a quantifier expression: a formula in a set-theoretic language. The
quantifier is the collection of all models in which that quantifier expression is true. For instance, the meaning of the
quantifier all can be represented by the expression A ⊆ B.
Formally, we would express the meaning of all by JallK =
{h M, A, Bi : A ⊆ B}.

Universal Properties of Quantifiers
Using the framework of generalized quantifiers we can define
various properties. A quantifier is monotone3 when it is either
upward or downward monotone. Monotonicity expresses that
1 Not

all determiners express quantifiers. For instance, the demonstrative determiners—like those—do not express a quantifier. We
refer to determiners that express quantifiers as quantified determiners.
2 Specifically, we use the framework of type h1, 1i generalized
quantifiers. For a textbook treatment of generalized quantifiers see
Peters and Westerståhl (2006). For more details on computational
representations of quantifiers, see Szymanik (2016)
3 We use the general term monotone to refer to what is also called
right monotone for type h1, 1i quantifiers and monotone in the second
argument for arbitrary quantifiers. In our case (that of type h1, 1i
quantifiers) this means that a quantifier is monotone in the set B.
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Figure 1: An example of a model of the form M =
h M, A, B, <i. The numbers represent the objects in the domain and they correspond to the position of the objects in the
order <. The sentence “the first 3 bicycles are red” is true
in this model, as the first three objects in A (the objects with
position 1, 3, and 5 in the order < over the whole domain) are
also in B.
the meaning of a quantifier does not change when expanding
or contracting its scope, i.e., the set B. Formally, it is defined
as follows. Let Q be a generalized quantifier over ordered
models.4 Q is upward monotone when: if h M, A, B, <i ∈
Q and B ⊆ B0 , then h M, A, B0 , <i ∈ Q. Analogously, Q is
downward monotone when: if h M, A, B, <i ∈ Q and B0 ⊆ B,
then h M, A, B0 , <i ∈ Q. For example, the quantifier some is
upward monotone, few is downward monotone, and exactly
two is neither upward nor downward monotone and therefore
non-monotone.5 The following universal has been proposed
with respect to monotonicity:
• All simple (quantified) determiners express monotone quantifiers (Barwise & Cooper, 1981).6
The property of quantity7 expresses that the meaning of a
quantifier only depends on the sizes of A ∩ B, A \ B, B \ A,
and M \ ( A ∪ B). In contrast, its meaning does not depend on
the ordering of the objects in the domain or on their individual
identities or names. Formally, we say that Q is quantitative
when: if h M, A, B, <i ∈ Q and for M0 , A0 , B0 with A0 , B0 ⊆
M0 it holds that A ∩ B, A \ B, B \ A, and M \ ( A ∪ B) have
the same cardinalities as A0 ∩ B0 , A0 \ B0 , B0 \ A0 , and M0 \
( A0 ∪ B0 ), and <0 is an order over M0 , then h M0 , A0 , B0 , <0
i ∈ Q. For example, the quantifier three is quantitative, and
the quantifier the first 3 is not quantitative. The following
universal has been proposed with respect to quantity:
4 Note that the order < over the models plays no role in the definition of monotonicity. Neither does it play a role in the definition in
conservativity. Since it does play a role in the definition of the quantity property, we include it for the sake of uniformity of presentation.
5 We consider the literal meaning of quantifiers, not including their
implicatures or presuppositions.
6 In fact, the original claim by Barwise and Cooper (1981) is a bit
weaker, including not just monotone quantifiers, but also conjunctions
of monotone quantifiers.
7 The term quantity was introduced by Van Benthem (1984), it
refers to the same property that is called logical by Keenan and Stavi
(1986) and isomorphism closure by Peters and Westerståhl (2006).

• All simple (quantified) determiners express quantitative
quantifiers (Keenan & Stavi, 1986).
The property of conservativity8 expresses that to verify
a quantifier, the objects in B that are not in A are not relevant: the meaning of such a quantifier is really about the
noun and less so about the verb phrase. Formally, we say
that Q is conservative when: h M, A, B, <i ∈ Q if and only
if h M, A, A ∩ B, <i ∈ Q. For example, the quantifier most
is conservative, and exactly as many A’s as B’s is not conservative. The following universal has been proposed with
respect to conservativity:
• All simple (quantified) determiners express conservative
quantifiers (Barwise & Cooper, 1981; Higginbotham &
May, 1981; Keenan, 1981; Keenan & Stavi, 1986).9
We interpret these universals as constraints on language in
the form of general tendencies or biases, not as fully strict demarcations. An extensive discussion and defense of these universals falls outside of the scope of the current study. Instead,
we focus on how these properties relate to the complexity or
simplicity of quantifiers and whether simplicity could explain
the pervasiveness of these properties in natural language.

Methods
We use the following methods to generate a large body of
generalized quantifiers, in order to study their complexities in
relation to the universal properties being present or not.

Grammar and Language
To study the universal properties of quantifiers we need to
look both at quantifiers that do and that do not have these
properties. We use a principled way of generating a large space
of generalized quantifiers with and without these properties.
In particular, we use a logical grammar to generate quantifier
expressions, over which the meaning of a quantifier10 can be
computed.
We define a simple yet expressive grammar that consists of
basic building blocks and standard rules for how to combine
them. In particular, the grammar is defined by the collection of
operators presented in Table 1. These consist of standard settheoretic operators (∪, ∩, \, | · |, ⊆), integer operators (=, >),
and boolean operators (¬, ∧, ∨). In order to investigate the
property of quantity, we need an operator that is sensitive to
the ordering over objects. In fact, whenever we say set, we
mean a tuple of a set and an ordering < over the elements in
the set. We include such an index-like operator, namely ι(·, ·),
8 The term conservativity was introduced by Keenan (1981), it
refers to the same property that is called lives on by Barwise and
Cooper (1981), and intersectivity by Higginbotham and May (1981).
9 In fact, the original claim is even stronger, namely that all (quantified) determiners express conservative quantifiers, not just the simple
ones. See also Zuber and Keenan (2019) for an alternative definition
of the conservativity constraint.
10 The meaning of a quantifier is defined by the collection of models
in which a quantifier expression is true. This is also called the
extension of a quantifier.
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operator

type

∪
∩
\
ι(·, ·)
|·|
⊆
=
>
¬
∧
∨

× SET → SET
SET × SET → SET
SET × SET → SET
INT × SET → SINGLETON SET
SET → INT
SET × SET → BOOL
INT × INT → BOOL
INT × INT → BOOL
BOOL → BOOL
BOOL × BOOL → BOOL
BOOL × BOOL → BOOL
SET

gloss
union
intersection
setminus
‘object at index’
cardinality
subset equal
integer equality
integer larger than
negation
and
or

Table 1: The collection of operators used to generate quantifier expressions. Note that the sets are ordered, which is of
relevance for operator ι.

that, given a set and an index position, returns a singleton with
the object at that index position, given the ordering over the
set.
In addition to the operators, the grammar has two variables { A, B}—where A and B are placeholders for sets (with
an ordering)—and a collection of constants {0, 1, . . . , s},11
which represent integers. This grammar defines a formal language with quantifier expressions, which are the expressions
that return a Boolean value and that can be formed by using
the given variables, constants, and operators, adhering to the
type restrictions of the operators.

Minimal Expression Length
Quantifier expressions in this language are not unique. The
quantifier at most one can, for instance, be defined both
by (2 > | A ∩ B|) and by ¬ (| A ∩ B| > 1). The meanings of
these expressions are equivalent: they are true in exactly the
same models. We define the length of an expression by the
number of operators in it. So the length of expression (2 >
| A ∩ B|) is three and the length of expression ¬ (| A ∩ B| > 1)
is four. The minimal expression length of a quantifier in
this language is the length of the shortest expression for this
quantifier.
We generate the collection of quantifier expressions by the
following procedure. We first generate all expressions of
length 1, one by one, by going through the list of operators.
For each expression we compute its meaning for all models
from size 1 to size s. We compare this meaning to the meanings of expressions that we stored so far. If the meaning is
not yet present, we add this expression and its meaning to our
collection. If the meaning was already present, this means we
already included an equivalent expression of equal or shorter
length. Then we do not add it and continue with the next
quantifier expression in line. When finished with all possible quantifiers of length one, we continue with quantifiers of
11 Where s is the maximum model size that is considered, which,
to limit computational blow-up, we set to 8.

length two and repeat the procedure up to length `. This way,
we generated all 24,632 semantically unique quantifiers expressions, defined by this grammar, up until expression length
five.12 By virtue of this procedure, we know that all quantifier
expressions in this language are of minimal expression length:
their meanings cannot be expressed by a shorter combination
of operators in our grammar.

YES

NO

monotonicity -0.12 0.05
quantity
-0.15 0.03
conservativity -0.16 0.02
Table 2: Averge normalized ML scores of quantifiers with
versus without universal property.

To compare the meanings of the quantifier expressions, we
generate binary representations of those meanings. This works
as follows. We first encode each model as a sequence of
symbols. We give the different subareas in a model a label,
say A ∩ B 7→ d, A \ B 7→ e, and B \ A 7→ f ,13 we label the
objects by their area, and place each label in a sequence, based
on the order of the objects. The order of those labels in the
sequence represents the order over the objects. For example,
the model in Figure 1 is encoded by d f d f d f ee. Then, we
enumerate all models from small to large, up to a maximum
model size s, in a fixed order, in particular, in the lexicographic
order over the encodings of the model, i.e., the dictionary order
over the labels (d, e, f ).14 Finally, for each of the models in
the sequence, we put a 1 when the quantifier expression is
true in that model and a 0 otherwise. This results in a unique
representation for each quantifier meaning, up to a certain
model size. Unsurprisingly, computationally we can only deal
with finite sequences, and given the exponential blow-up of
the binary encodings of quantifiers in terms of the maximum
model size s, we limit the maximum model size to eight.
In addition to minimal expression length, we also compute
the Lempel-Ziv complexity of each quantifier, for comparison
with the results of the study by Van de Pol et al. (2019). This
complexity measure is computed over the binary encoding of
the quantifier meanings, using the Lempel-Ziv compression
algorithm, which measures the number of unique subpatterns,
when scanning the string from left to right. For further details,
we refer to Van de Pol et al. (2019).

% Quantifiers with universal property

Encoding Quantifier Meanings

Results
Using the described procedures we generated a collection of
24,632 quantifiers. For each quantifier we computed whether
they have the property of monotonicity, quantity, and conservativity, and we computed their complexity scores, both for
minimal expression length (ML) and Lempel-Ziv complexity
(LZ). To facilitate the comparison of the results for ML and
LZ, we normalized the complexity data by computing their
z-scores. The code that we used for generating these data and
12 The

number of quantifier expressions grows exponentially in the
maximum expression length `. To manage this exponential blow-up
we limited the maximum expression length to five.
13 We are assuming the property of extensionality, i.e., that the
subarea M \ ( A ∪ B) does not matter for the meaning of a quantifier
(Szymanik, 2016). Therefore the four subareas in Figure 1 are now
reduced to three.
14 In principle, any fixed ordering of the models can be used for
this.
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Figure 2: Percentage of universal property per minimal expression length.

the data themselves can be found at https://github.com/
ivdpol/QuantifierComplexity/tree/CogSci2021.

Descriptive Statistics
The descriptive statistics show a negative relation between
minimal expression length (ML) and universal property. For
each universal property, the average ML of quantifiers with
that property is consistently lower than the average ML of
quantifiers without that property. See Table 2. The fact that
these difference are only small is unsurprising given the high
total average of raw ML scores (of 4.84) over all quantifiers
(ML scores range between 1 and 5).15 Furthermore, for each
universal property, the average level of universal property
shows a negative relation to ML: the lower the minimal expression length, the higher the proportion of quantifiers with a
universal property. See Figure 2.

Logistic Regression Results
In addition to considering the descriptive statistics, we performed a logistic regression for each universal property, with
the universal property as dependent variable and complexity
as the independent variable. We used bootstrap resampling
to compute a distribution over the regression coefficient, and
we compared this to a baseline, which we generated by ran15 This high total average follows from the fact that the number of
different expressions grows exponential in expression length.

domly shuffling the actual complexity values over the different
quantifiers, each time before taking a sample. We computed
the coefficient for the original complexity data and the randomly shuffled complexity data in pairs, over the same random
samples of quantifiers.16 The regression results for all three
universal properties that we looked at show a negative relation
between ML complexity and the universal property, i.e., a
positive relation between simplicity and universal property.
See Figure 3.

[-0.37, -0.18]). For conservativity, the difference (per sample)
between the coefficient of the original (normalized) LZ data
and the coefficient of the randomly shuffled (normalized) LZ
scores has a mean of 0.20 (95% CI [0.08, 0.33]). For quantity,
the difference (per sample) between the coefficient of the original (normalized) LZ data and the coefficient of the randomly
shuffled (normalized) LZ scores has a mean of 0.03 (95% CI
[-0.09, 0.15]).

Discussion
Monotonicity The logistic regression results for monotonicity show a negative relation between ML and monotonicity.
The difference (per sample) between the coefficient of the original (normalized) ML data and the coefficient of the randomly
shuffled (normalized) ML scores has a mean of -0.15 (95% CI
[-0.24, -0.06]). See Figure 3.
Quantity The logistic regression results for quantity show
a negative relation between ML and quantity. The difference
(per sample) between the coefficient of the original (normalized) ML data and the coefficient of the randomly shuffled
(normalized) ML scores has a mean of -0.15 (95% CI [-0.26,
-0.04]). See Figure 3.
Conservativity The logistic regression results for conservativity show a negative relation between ML and conservativity.
The difference (per sample) between the coefficient of the original (normalized) ML data and the coefficient of the randomly
shuffled (normalized) ML scores has a mean of -0.15 (95% CI
[-0.28, -0.03]). See Figure 3.
Summary For all three semantic universals, these regressions show that, in general, quantifiers satisfying the universal
are simpler than those that do not: they have a shorter minimal
description length.

Lempel-Ziv Complexity
In addition to minimal description length, we also measured
Lempel-Ziv complexity, as used in (Van de Pol et al., 2019),
and ran the same regressions as for minimal description length.
The results for Lempel-Ziv complexity show a negative relation between LZ and monotonicity, a positive relation between LZ and conservativity, and no relationship between LZ
and quantity, both for the descriptive statistics and the bootstrapped logistic regression results. The average (normalized)
LZ complexity for quantifiers with versus without the universal property is -0.19 versus 0.08 for monotonicity, 0.18 versus
-0.02 for conservativity, and 0.03 versus 0.00 for quantity. The
logistic regression results are as follows. For monotonicity,
the difference (per sample) between the coefficient of the original (normalized) LZ data and the coefficient of the randomly
shuffled (normalized) LZ scores has a mean of -0.28 (95% CI
16 We use a sample size of 5,000 quantifiers and we repeat the
proces for 20,000 random samples.
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We investigated the complexity of quantifiers in relation to
semantic universals. We studied whether a bias towards simplicity could explain the semantic universals of monotonicity,
quantity, and conservativity. We used the framework of generalized quantifiers and a simple yet expressive logical grammar
(language of thought) to generate a formal language of over
24,000 quantifier expressions. For each of these quantifiers
we computed its minimal expression length and whether it has
the properties of monotonicity, quantity, and conservativity.
We found for each of these universal properties that quantifier
expressions that satisfy them are simpler: they have a shorter
minimal expression length. This suggests the following explanation for semantic universals in the domain of quantifiers:
meanings satisfying semantic universals are simpler.
We used the framework of generalized quantifiers because it
is a well-defined and well-studied framework for representing
the meaning of quantifiers. Our aim in defining the grammar
that we used to build a large collection of quantifier expressions, was to keep it as basic as possible, while at the same
time capturing a significant part of natural language quantifiers
and in addition also going beyond natural language. Where
possible, we avoided complex operators that are combinations
of more basic operators, thereby not including single operators
for, i.e., “is an empty set” or “is of an even number.” Since
there are multiple collections of basic set-theoretical and logical operators that are definable in terms of each other, i.e., that
in the infinite case define the same collection of expressions,
there is not just one unique grammar that satisfies these objectives. Future work includes investigating such alternative
grammars and comparing the results.
The descriptive statistics showed that there are quite a few
expressions with the relatively short expression length of two,
that do not satisfy one or more universal properties. The majority of these expressions include the ι operator—which takes
as input and integer i and a set P and returns a singleton with
the the i-th object in P—and all but one of these expressions
include an integer constant. For example, for i ∈ {1, . . . , 8} the
expression A ⊆ ι(i, B) is an expression in our language that
has length two and that does not satisfy monotonicity, quantity,
or conservativity. To our knowledge, there is no quantifier attested in natural language that expresses this meaning, which
could be described by “either there is no A or there is exactly
one A, which is the i-th B.” The prevalence of the ι operator
in these expressions suggests that the the ι operator might be
a less basic operator. Future work could include refining the

Figure 3: Bootstrapped logistic regression results for normalized ML scores.
definition of expression length by assigning different weights
to the operators, and possibly giving extra weight to the ι
operator.
Both the descriptive and logistic regression results for minimal expression length show a robust but relatively small difference in complexity between quantifiers with versus without the
universal properties. This suggests on the one hand that a bias
for simplicity might indeed be an explanatory factor for these
semantic universals and, on the other hand, that simplicity is
likely not the only force at play in shaping the semantic properties of quantifiers. Other likely candidates that could play a
role in either pushing towards or away from these properties
are cultural evolution (Carcassi, Steinert-Threlkeld, & Szymanik, 2019) and communicative needs (Steinert-Threlkeld,
2020).
In addition to the minimal expression length, we also computed the Lempel-Ziv complexities of the quantifiers, for comparison with the results of the study by Van de Pol et al. (2019).
For monotonicity, the LZ results for our collection of quantifiers were in line both with the ML results and with the LZ
results in the study by Van de Pol et al. (2019)—that looked
at a small collection of quantifiers, and compared between
minimally differing pairs of quantifiers satisfying and not satisfying a universal. Monotone quantifiers were found to have a
lower complexity in all of these three cases. For conservativity,
however, the LZ results were neither in line with the ML results that we found in the current study, nor with the LZ results
in the study by Van de Pol et al. (2019). Their study showed
no effect for the relation between LZ and conservativity, while
our study found opposite effects for LZ and ML with respect
to conservativity: conservative quantifiers have a lower ML
but a higher LZ than non-conservative quantifiers. Also for
quantity, the LZ results were neither in line with the current
ML results nor with the LZ results in the study by Van de Pol
et al. (2019). While their results for LZ in relation to quantity
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were not fully robust, they did find a tendency towards quantitative quantifiers being less complex. Our LZ results, however,
showed no effect for the relation to conservativity, while our
ML results, on the other hand, do show the effect that quantitative quantifiers are less complex, i.e., have a lower ML score.
Given the differences between the LZ results for the current
large-scale study and the LZ results for the small-scale study
by Van de Pol et al. (2019), we conclude that the Lempel-Ziv
complexity as a measure of complexity for quantifiers in the
context of semantic universals does not scale up robustly.
It is commonly expected that simplicity and learnability
will correlate (Chater & Vitányi, 2003), and it is plausible that
when a quantifier is simpler it is easier to learn. For monotonicity and quantity these simplicity results indeed agree
with the learnability results in the study by Steinert-Threlkeld
and Szymanik (2020). They found that monotone quantifiers
are easier to learn by a recurrent neural network than nonmonotone quantifiers, and idem for quantitative quantifiers.
For conservativity, they found no difference in learnability
for conservative versus non-conservative quantifiers. It is an
ungoing debate whether conservative quantifiers are indeed
easier to learn. While Hunter and Lidz (2013) found that
conservative quantifiers were easier to learn for children, this
effect was not found in a recent replication of their study by
Spenader and de Villiers (2019).
To further corroborate these results, future work would
ideally scale up our methods even further, both in terms of
the maximum expression length of the quantifiers that are
being considered, as well as in terms of the maximum model
size over which the meanings of the quantifiers are evaluated.
Given the computational blow-up inherent in the methods
used, it is not trivial how such scaling could be achieved. For
further comparison between the simplicity and learnability
of quantifiers in the context of semantic universals, similar
methods as used by Steinert-Threlkeld and Szymanik (2020)

could be used to compute the learnability of the collection
of quantifiers that we considered here. Finally, one could
extend the present framework to other domains than quantifiers
and possibly induce a maximally explanatory grammar over
multiple domains.
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Abstract
Speaking in a foreign accent has often been thought to carry
many disadvantages. Here we probe the social evaluation of
foreign-accented vs. native speakers using spoken utterances
that either obey or violate the pragmatic principle of
Informativeness. We show that listeners form different
impressions of native and non-native speakers with identical
pragmatic behavior: specifically, in contexts where violations
of Informativeness can be detrimental to or misleading for the
listener, people rated underinformative speakers more
negatively on trustworthiness and interpersonal appeal
compared to informative speakers, but this tendency was
mitigated in some cases for speakers with foreign accents.
Furthermore, this mitigating effect was strongest for less
proficient non-native speakers who were presumably not fully
responsible for their linguistic choices. Contrary to previous
studies, we also find no consistent global bias against nonnative speakers. Thus the fact that non-native speakers have
imperfect control of the linguistic signal affects pragmatic
inferences and social evaluation in ways that can lead to
surprising social benefits.
Keywords: underinformativeness; social cognition; sociopragmatic inferences; speech processing; pragmatics

Introduction
Foreign accents present several challenges for both the
speaker and the listener. Accented utterances contain
phonetic segments and prosodic contours that deviate from
native speech. Since speech comprehension is optimized for
one’s native language (Cutler, 2012), any perceptual
departure from the listener’s own accent can cause non-native
speakers to sound less intelligible (Bent & Bradlow, 2003;
Munro & Derwing, 1995). It is therefore unsurprising that
non-native speech is processed differently from native speech
(Gibson et al., 2017; Hanulíková, van Alphen, van Goch, &
Weber, 2012). From a social standpoint, non-native speakers
are more likely to face discrimination; as members of an
outgroup, they are considered less trustworthy, reliable, or
‘morally upright’ (Lev-Ari & Keysar, 2010; 2012; Tsurutani,
2012). Similarly, young children, and even infants, are less
likely to make friends with, and learn from, social partners
who speak in an unfamiliar foreign accent (Begus, Gliga, &
Southgate, 2016; Kinzler, Dupoux, & Spelke, 2017).
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Here, we take the position that non-native speech can affect
socio-pragmatic inferences in ways that might benefit the
non-native speaker. Specifically, the present research
explored how listeners process native and non-native speech
in contexts where the speaker is underinformative (i.e., says
less than is conversationally required). According to the
traditional
Gricean
framework,
speakers
are
underinformative for two main reasons: either because they
choose to be underinformative, being unwilling to reveal
additional information, or because they are unable to say
more (Carston, 1998; Grice, 1975).
Differences in attribution of speaker underinformativeness
can affect social cognition and future behavior in different
ways. Unwillingness can be perceived as a result of the
speaker’s intention to mislead, a violation of the cooperativeness principle (Grice, 1975) leading to
communication breakdown. By contrast, a failure to
communicate relevant information due to inability may be the
result of the speaker’s linguistic incompetence and thus be
treated more leniently. Sensitivity to unwillingness and
inability explanations of intentional actions in a rudimentary
form emerges early in both human development and
evolution. In one experiment, 9-month-old infants were more
likely to become impatient with an adult who appeared to be
unwilling to share a toy, compared to an adult who was
unable to do so (Behne, Carpenter, Call, & Tomasello, 2005).
Likewise, non-human primates showed more frustration
behaviors when interacting with an unwilling compared to an
unable experimenter (Canteloup & Meurnier, 2017).
Building on these patterns, it seems plausible that deficient
pragmatic behavior such as underinformativeness may be
processed differently for native and non-native speakers due
to perceived differences in underlying reasons for such
behavior (with underinformativeness being more likely to be
attributed to inability in non-native compared to native
speakers because of their imperfect control of the linguistic
signal). Support for this view comes from recent experiments
in which participants read and rated underinformative
English sentences involving scalar terms (e.g., “Some dogs
are mammals”) that were attributed to either a native speaker
of English with a strong Boston accent or a non-native

speaker with a strong Chinese accent; participants rated these
sentences more highly when they were attributed to a nonnative compared to a native speaker (Fairchild & Papafragou,
2018). In another demonstration (Fairchild, Mathis, &
Papafragou, 2020), a speaker’s underinformativeness made
people less likely to choose to learn from this person again,
but this effect was mitigated for non-native speakers.
These experiments suggest that language comprehenders
form different top-down expectations based on speaker
identity, and that such expectations drive further behavior
and learning. However, this evidence comes from
experiments involving written text where participants were
directly informed about the speaker’s native or non-native
status. This leaves open the question of how socio-pragmatic
processing emerges in conversation settings involving actual
speech input, where listeners are rarely given explicit
information about speaker identity. The present experiment
used spoken stimuli to provide a more direct test of
participants’ social evaluation of native and non-native
speakers. First, we examined whether listeners form different
impressions of underinformative native- and foreignaccented speech by directly testing their ratings of the
speaker on various personal traits. Second, we explored
whether listeners’ socio-pragmatic inferences depend on nonnative speakers’ L2 proficiency.
In the present experiment, listeners watched an illustrated
story. The story took place in a ransacked mansion with a
woman calling the owner to tell her about the robbery. We
manipulated the woman’s utterances to be native, non-native
without grammatical errors, or non-native with many errors.
We also manipulated whether the woman was informative
about a critical aspect of the scene (the presence of money).
After viewing the story, listeners rated the woman across
various social and intellectual dimensions. In choosing the
dimensions of evaluation, we followed decades of research in
social psychology suggesting that social cognition
universally consists of attributes relating to one’s social
nature and appeal known collectively as Warmth; these
attributes tend to be clustered together, and are distinct from
attributes related to one’s mental abilities, intelligence or
talents known collectively as Competence that also cluster
together (e.g., Asch, 1946; Rosenberg, Nelson, &
Vivikananthan, 1968; see especially Fiske, Cuddy, & Glick,
2007). We were also inspired by more recent work showing
that, within the Warmth domain, traits that indicate ‘moral
character’, such as trustworthiness, are separable from
attributes that simply indicate pure ‘social warmth’, such as
friendliness or sociability (Goodwin, Piazza, & Rozin, 2014).
We assessed the competence of the speaker and, most
crucially, two warmth dimensions: trustworthiness (e.g., how
honest the speaker is, or reliable as a source of future
information) and interpersonal appeal (e.g., how likeable the
speaker is, or how likely to be one’s friend).
Thereby, listeners were asked to rate the speaker in terms
of her intelligibility, competence, as well as the critical
warmth dimensions of trustworthiness (measured in terms of
her honesty, and the likelihood that she would be a good
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witness to the police) and interpersonal appeal (measured in
terms of her likability and the likelihood that she would be
the listeners’ friend). Based on pragmatic theory and prior
work, we hypothesized that listeners would rate non-native
speakers as less intelligible and less competent compared to
native speakers, with the error-prone non-native speaker
being considered more unintelligible and incompetent than
the errorless non-native speaker. Of primary interest was how
native and the two types of non-native speakers would be
rated along the tested social dimensions given these basic
differences. We also hypothesized that listeners would rate
the woman more negatively in terms of all social attributes if
she were underinformative than if she were informative (cf.
Fairchild et al., 2020). However, we predicted that listeners
would rate the underinformative foreign-accented speakers,
particularly the errorful speaker, less negatively than the
native-accented speaker (since their underinformativeness
was less likely to be intentional).

Experiment
Participants
The final sample comprised 576 adult participants (322
females, 4 non-binary). All participants were monolingual
native speakers of English and were recruited from Amazon’s
Mechanical Turk.

Materials and Procedures
Five pictures were used to create an illustrated story. The
story took place in a mansion that had been robbed and
vandalized and showed a woman calling the owner to tell her
about the robbery. Pictures of the mansion were retrieved
from a news article and edited using AdobePhotoshop2020.
The woman in the story was a volunteer who was
photographed from various angles speaking on a mobile
phone and later inserted into the pictures. There was no
narration in the story: using Qualtrics, the woman’s
utterances were played automatically as each picture slide in
the story progressed, so that the picture slides could be
presented like scenes in a movie clip. Each slide lasted for
approximately 7 seconds.
The woman’s utterances were recorded by a female
English-Greek native bilingual speaker who produced three
versions: native accented (NS), non-native accented without
grammatical errors (NNS), and non-native accented with
grammatical errors (NNS-Errors). The NNS-Errors condition
differed from the NNS condition in that the woman produced
many subject agreement and conjugation errors. These
sentences came in either a native accented version for the NS
speaker condition or the same non-native accented version
for both the NNS and the NNS-Errors conditions. In total
there were six between-subjects 2 (Informative vs.
Underinformative) X 3 (NS, NNS, NNS-Errors) conditions,
with 96 participants in each condition.
The woman in the story went through three rooms.
Participants first saw the woman in the foyer of the mansion
and said, “Hello Mrs. Jenkins I have bad news. Someone

intelligibility ratings (M = 2.51, SD = 1.54) than the
Underinformative condition (M = 2.81, SD = 1.78). As
expected, there was a main effect of Speaker Identity, F(2,
570) = 4.38, p = .013, 𝜂𝑝2 = .015, such that the NS (M =1.23,
SD = 0.62) had better intelligibility ratings compared to both
the NNS (M = 3.11, SD = 1.48), t(255.37) = -16.20, p < .001,
and the NNS-Errors (M = 3.64, SD = 1.62), t(245.04) = 19.16, p < .001; moreover, the NNS had better ratings than
the NNS-Errors, t(376.92) = -3.30, p = .001. There was no
Speaker Identity by Informativeness interaction, F(2, 570) =
1.03, p = .357, 𝜂𝑝2 = .004. Thus, participants distinguished
among the three types of speaker in terms of how intelligible
their language was (even though, perhaps unsurprisingly,
they also used informativeness to evaluate how
comprehensible the speaker’s English was).

Intelligibility

came to your house. They broke everything” (NS and NNS)
or “Hello Mrs. Jenkins. Me having bad news. Someone came
into your house. They broken everything” (NNS-Errors). In
the next scene, the woman was in an empty living room and
participants heard her saying “Your things are gone” (NS and
NNS) or “Your things gone” (NNS-Errors). In the third and
final scene, participants saw the woman in the kitchen and
behind her back were a crate of apples and a large pile of
cash. As her back was turned from the apples and money, the
woman said, referring to the robbers, “They took everything”
(NS and NNS) or “They took all things” (NNS-Errors).
Informativeness was manipulated in the final sentence (see
Figure 1). Here, the woman turned towards the crate of apples
and pile of money and said, “Oh! They left some apples and
money” (Informative) or “Oh! They left some apples”
(Underinformative).

Results
In order to test whether there were differences in listeners’
ratings as a function of Speaker Identity and level of
Informativeness, all ratings of interests were analyzed using
a 2-way between-subjects 2 (Informativeness: Informative
vs. Underinformative) X 3 (Speaker Identity: NS vs. NNS vs.
NNS-Errors) ANOVA. Levene’s adjusted p-values were
used in cases of violation of sphericity, and the significance
threshold (α = .05) for follow-up t-tests was Bonferroniadjusted.
We begin with intelligibility analyses to confirm that our
manipulation was effective (Figure 2). The analysis revealed
a main effect of Informativeness, F(1, 570) = 7.24, p = .007,
𝜂𝑝2 = .013: the Informative condition elicited better
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Figure 2: Intelligibility ratings (1 = Extremely easy
[to understand]; 7 = Extremely difficult [to understand]).
Turning to the speaker’s personal attributes, for
competence (Figure 3), results showed only a significant
main effect of Informativeness, F(1, 570) = 19.15, p < .001,
𝜂𝑝2 = .033; an Informative speaker (M = 3.50, SD = 1.52) was
considered more competent than an Underinformative one
(M = 4.08, SD = 1.67). There was no effect of Speaker
Identity, F(2, 570) = .070, p = .933, 𝜂𝑝2 = .000, and no
significant interaction, F(2, 570) = .075, p = .927, 𝜂𝑝2 = .000.

Competence

Figure 1: Picture during the final sentence.
After watching the story, participants were asked to rate the
woman on a 7-point Likert scale on various attributes in the
following order: competence (“How competent do you think
the woman in the story is?”), honesty (“How honest do you
think the woman in the story is?”); likability (“How likeable
do you think the woman in the story is?”); witness potential
(“How likely do you think the woman will be a good witness
for the police?”); intelligibility (“How easy to understand was
the woman’s English?”); and friendship potential (“How
likely would you be to be friends with the woman in the
story?”). We included 2 comprehension checks and excluded
failers from the final sample. At the end of the experiment,
participants in the Underinformative condition were also
asked, “Why did the woman in the story mentioned the apples
but not the money in the kitchen scene? Please explain”.

Figure 3: Competence ratings.
For the main analyses involving warmth attributes, we
combined the honesty and witness potential ratings (high
inter-item reliability, Cronbach’s alpha = .80) to compute
trustworthiness; similarly, we combined the likability and

between Informativeness and Speaker Identity, F(2, 567) =
2.22, p = .110, 𝜂𝑝2 = .008.

Interpersonal Appeal

friendship likelihood ratings (Cronbach’s alpha = .82) to
compute interpersonal appeal. For trustworthiness (Figure 4),
results revealed a significant main effect of Informativeness,
F(1, 570) = 231.99, p < .001, 𝜂𝑝2 = .289, such that the speaker
in the Informative condition (M = 2.74, SD = 1.40) was rated
better than in the Underinformative condition (M = 4.74, SD
= 1.77), t(544.99) = -15.00, p < .001. There was also a main
effect of Speaker Identity, F(2, 570) = 4.46, p = .012, 𝜂𝑝2 =
.015: the NNS-Errors (M = 3.47, SD = 1.76) was overall rated
better than the NS (M = 3.93, SD = 2.01), t(375.31) = 2.36, p
= .019, and marginally significantly better than the error-free
NNS (M = 3.83, SD = 1.85), t(382) = 1.94, p = .053; there
was no significant difference between the NS and the NNS,
t(382) = .50, p = .616. Importantly, there was a significant
interaction between Informativeness and Speaker Identity,
F(2, 570) = 6.55, p = .002, 𝜂𝑝2 = .022: this interaction was due
to the fact that, for the Informative condition, there was no
main effect of Speaker Identity (NS: M = 2.63, SD = 1.39;
NNS: M = 2.84, SD = 1.40; NNS-Errors: M = 2.76, SD =
1.42), F(2, 570) = .54, p = .586, 𝜂𝑝2 = .004, but for the
Underinformative condition, there was a main effect of
Speaker Identity (NS: M = 5.22, SD = 1.68; NNS: M = 4.81,
SD = 1.71; NNS-Errors: M = 4.18, SD = 1.79), F(2, 570) =
8.79, p < .001, 𝜂𝑝2 = .058. Specifically, the Underinformative
NNS-Errors was rated better than both the Underinformative
NS, t(190) = 4.14, p < .001, and the Underinformative NNS,
t(190) = 2.50, p = .013, but there was no difference between
the Underinformative NS and NNS, t(190) = 1.66, p = .099.

Figure 5: Interpersonal appeal ratings.
Turning to participants’ justification responses in the
Underinformative conditions, the majority invoked
unwillingness (specifically, deception; e.g., “She wanted to
keep the money). Even so, such responses were more likely
for the NS (85%) compared to the NNS (75%) and the NNSErrors groups (54%). Inversely, inability justifications were
rare for the NS (3%) but became somewhat more frequent in
the NNS (8%) and the NNS-Errors (13%). “Unsure” and
other non-deception justifications also became more frequent
for the two non-native groups (13% for NNS and 22% for
NNS-Errors, compared to 0% for NS). Thus, as predicted,
listeners interpreted underinformativeness differently across
Speaker Identity conditions.

Trustworthiness

Discussion

Figure 4: Trustworthiness ratings.
For interpersonal appeal (Figure 5), the ANOVA results
revealed a significant main effect of Informativeness, F(1,
567) = 155.15, p < .001, 𝜂𝑝2 = .215: the speaker in the
Informative condition was rated better (M = 3.40, SD = 1.27)
than in the Underinformative condition (M = 4.78, SD =
1.41), t(566.08) = -12.32, p < .001. There was also a
significant main effect of Speaker Identity, F(2, 567) = 6.12,
p = .002, 𝜂𝑝2 = .021, such that the NNS-Errors (M = 3.83, SD
= 1.44) was rated better than both the NS (M = 4.28, SD =
1.56), t(380) = 2.98, p = .003, and the error-free NNS (M =
4.18, SD = 1.49), t(380) = 2.35, p = .019, while there was no
significant difference between the NS and the NNS, t(380) =
.67, p = .503. However, there was no significant interaction
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Research over the past decades has shown that non-native
speakers are at a disadvantage, both because of adults’ and
children’s negative social attitudes and discriminatory
behavior, as well as because of listeners’ perceptual difficulty
in processing accented speech. Contrary to this long-standing
view, we found no global bias against non-native speakers.
In fact, in some respects, they reveal a social advantage in
how non-native speakers are evaluated in certain conditions.
Using spoken stimuli with different native vs. non-native
accents produced by the same speaker, we discovered
differences in listeners’ social evaluations of the different
speakers on various personal traits. As expected, listeners
rated speakers differently on intelligibility; the native speaker
was considered more intelligible than the error-free nonnative speaker, who in turn was more intelligible than the
error-prone non-native speaker. However, regardless of
speaker status, informative speakers were also considered
more intelligible than underinformative speakers.
Furthermore, listeners also rated informative speakers to be
higher in competence, but contrary to our predictions, there
were no speaker differences in these ratings; the non-native
speakers were not considered less competent than the native
speaker. Also noteworthy is that, regardless of
informativeness, the error-prone non-native speaker had
higher ratings on interpersonal appeal compared to both the
native and error-free non-native speakers. The present

experiment thus shows no global social bias against nonnative speakers.
Most striking about our findings are listeners’ ratings of the
speakers across the warmth dimensions. The intelligibility
differences did not lead to a global bias against non-native
speakers. In fact, for some personal traits, we found a social
advantage in how non-native speakers were evaluated.
Specifically, underinformative speakers had worse ratings
compared to informative speakers on a number of social
traits, including competence, trustworthiness and
interpersonal appeal. For trustworthiness, this effect was
attenuated in non-native speakers, particularly for the less
proficient speakers who were spared the deleterious
consequences of failures to inform. Somewhat surprisingly,
however, the protective effect of non-native speaker status
did not arise for judgments of interpersonal appeal.
Regardless, these findings show that individuals are not, by
default, biased in favor of native speakers. Instead, they show
that individuals form different social-pragmatic impressions
in accordance with cues to speaker identity. Importantly,
listeners were less likely to penalize non-native speakers in
contexts where the stakes of omitting relevant information
were high. When the important detail being left out involved
a word that is both highly frequent and denotes something
desirable and valuable (i.e., money), it would be more
intuitive to think that listeners would form negative attitudes
towards the speaker, regardless of speaker identity. The fact
that listeners’ attitudes still varied along the speaker’s
language background status indicates that speaker identity
plays a strong role in our socio-pragmatic inferences.
The present experiment provides a more nuanced picture
of how speech leads to social evaluation. Listeners can still
extract cues to speaker identity during language
comprehension to form social judgements, even after a very
brief encounter with another interlocutor. Our findings
extend support for the emerging view that cues to speaker
identity can alter listeners’ pragmatic interpretation in ways
that can bring unexpected social advantages or disadvantages
for different types of speakers (e.g., Fairchild et al., 2020).
Of particular significance is the fact that a social advantage
in non-native speakers was found despite the fact that we
used spoken stimuli. According to some theoretical accounts,
negative social attitudes towards non-native speakers arise
from intelligibility challenges associated with understanding
accented speech. On such approaches, listeners are less
tolerant of non-native speakers because foreign accents
introduce additional processing demands (e.g., Davis,
Johnsrude, Hervais-Adelman, Taylor, & McGettigan, 2005).
The present experiment does not support this hypothesis. In
our study, listeners rated the non-native speaker with
grammatical errors to be least intelligible and the native
speaker was considered most intelligible. Despite these
intelligibility differences, the non-native speakers,
particularly the error-prone speaker, were still at an
advantage over the native speaker in listeners’ interpretation
of underinformative utterances. This raises a question about
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the effect of intelligibility in listeners’ negative attitudes
towards non-native speakers in prior work.
From a methodological standpoint, our findings also shed
some light on the physical properties that define non-native
speech. By manipulating foreign-accented speech along
different levels of severity (i.e., error-free vs. error-prone),
we showed that the greatest advantage for listeners’ ratings
was found in the error-prone non-native speaker. A recent
study in 5- to 8-year-old children showed that phonological
deviations in accented speech trumped grammatical and
semantic errors in children’s identification of foreign
speakers (Hwang & Markson, 2018; see also Lev-Ari, van
Heugten, & Peperkamp, 2017). Nonetheless, listeners rarely
encounter non-native speakers with a strong foreign accent
but few errors in other language domains. The current
experiment addressed this issue by creating an extra speaker
condition involving an error-prone non-native speaker (while
keeping the accent severity constant).
It remains to be seen whether these results represent an
actual non-native benefit, or whether listeners simply cushion
non-native speakers from various kinds of social negativity.
Our own view is that the social advantage experienced by the
non-native speakers is more of a “negative lessening effect”.
As shown by the justification responses, listeners were more
likely to forgive the underinformative non-native speakers,
and considered them less dishonest than the native speakers,
because the non-native speakers were not in full control of
their linguistic production. This was unlike the justification
responses given for the underinformative native speaker,
whom listeners were more likely to think that they were
willfully withholding important information. Consistent with
previous findings (e.g., Fairchild et al., 2020), these
responses show that non-native speakers were at an
advantage only in contexts where ineptness is being
compared against a more severe alternative explanation for
unwanted social behavior.
It is not completely clear why the same negative lessening
effect did not appear for all attribute ratings (i.e.,
interpersonal appeal). One reason could be that sociability
and intellectual traits may contribute less to person
impressions than trustworthiness (i.e., traits indicating moral
character; see Brambilla, Rusconi, Sacchi, & Cherubini, &
Yzerbyt, 2012; Goodwin et al., 2014; Leach, Ellemers, &
Barreto, 2007). Also unclear is why informative speakers
were rated as more intelligible than underinformative
speakers. A likely reason could be the context of the story; it
is more reasonable to expect a competent and intelligible
speaker to mention information (i.e., the leftover money) that
is deemed important for the listener.
Finally, questions arise about the origins of the pattern we
have observed in human communication and social
cognition. Research in young children suggests that humans
may be predisposed to form social group categories and
preferences based on accents before race (e.g., Kinzler.
Shutts, Dejesus, & Spelke, 2009; see also, Baker, 2011).
Similarly, newborns can already distinguish their mother
tongue from other languages (Mehler et al., 1988), and by

five months of age, infants can detect other dialects of their
native language (Nazzi, Jusczyk & Johnson, 2000). Future
work needs to address whether social inferences from
pragmatic behavior of native and non-native speakers can
also be revealed in young children. If so, learners might also
be selectively biased in favor of non-native speakers in
certain types of evaluations.
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Abstract
Language is inherently flexible: people continually generalize
over observed data to produce creative linguistic expressions.
This process is constrained by a wide range of factors, whose
interaction is not fully understood. We present a novel study
of the creative use of verb constructions “in the wild”, in a
very large social media corpus. Our first experiment confirms
on this large-scale data the important interaction of category
variability and item similarity within creative extensions in actual language use. Our second experiment confirms the novel
hypothesis that low-frequency exemplars may play a role in
generalization by signaling the area of semantic space where
creative coinages occur.
Keywords: linguistic generalization; verb constructions; denominalization

Introduction
Language is flexible, enabling people to creatively express
new ideas or nuances of meaning. But such creativity is not
unconstrained; for example, it seems very natural to generalize from phrases like wrap up and snuggle up to use burrito
up as a verb in (1), but it is less natural to use bookshelf as a
verb in (2):
1. He slept burritoed up all night.
2. She bookshelfed up the novel.
A key issue in the cognitive science of language is understanding which aspects of linguistic experience drive generalizability and which creative extensions are more likely.
We investigate these issues with a novel study on language
use “in the wild”. Generalization happens at all levels of
language; here we focus on verb constructions – a rich domain that involves complex distributional factors and semantic constraints on the (potentially novel) verbs that can occur in them (e.g., Goldberg, 2006). Complementing previous
work on construction generalization using artificial language
experiments (e.g., Suttle & Goldberg, 2011), small case studies (e.g., Bybee & Eddington, 2006), or more formal corpora
(e.g., Perek, 2016), here we analyze data from a very largescale, informal, and interactive online discussion platform.
Moreover, we focus on denominalization: the use of a noun
as a verb, as in example (1). This linguistic process is a common source of creative usages (e.g., Clark & Clark, 1979; Yu
et al., 2020), enabling us to identify hundreds of one-off examples of denominal constructions in our extracted data. To
our knowledge, this is the first large-scale analysis of creative
generalization of verb constructions in social media data.
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A wide range of factors has been proposed to influence linguistic generalization, including both semantic and distributional factors (lexical statistics of various kinds) (e.g., Baayen
& Lieber, 1991; Goldberg, 2006; Barðdal, 2008; Suttle &
Goldberg, 2011; Perek, 2016; Barak & Goldberg, 2017; Pierrehumbert & Granell, 2018). Some of these factors have to
do with how generalizable a construction is. For example,
it has been proposed that constructions that are more variable (have a diverse set of exemplars) generate more novel
coinages (e.g., Barðdal, 2008; Perek, 2016) Other factors in
creative language use involve the “fit” of novel coinages with
the construction they extend. For example, burrito up’s acceptability may arise from its shared semantic properties with
existing exemplars such as wrap up and snuggle up. The key
question we are concerned with is: how does the generalizability of a construction affect how we assess the fit of a
new, creative coinage? In answering this question, we focus
on the semantic properties of constructions: the variability
of attested exemplars (generalizability), and the similarity of
novel coinages to attested exemplars (fit).
Suttle & Goldberg (2011) showed in an artificial language
learning experiment that the less variable a construction is,
the more people are attuned to semantic similarity. We explore this here by comparing two denominal verb constructions. As Fig. 1a illustrates, the Suttle & Goldberg (2011)
results suggest that people will be more stringent in extending a “low variability” construction, only permitting coinages
that are very similar to attested exemplars, but will extend a
“high variability” construction more freely, attending less to
the similarity of a novel coinage. In our first experiment, we
test this hypothesis on our constructions in the wild, finding
support for the interaction of variability and similarity in actual creative language use.
In our second experiment, we look at which exemplars
matter more in assessing fit, and whether this is affected
by the variability of a construction. Work on morphology
has shown that a high proportion of low-frequency examples
(specifically, singletons) is a signal to language users that a
construction is productive (Baayen & Lieber, 1991; Pierrehumbert & Granell, 2018). Building on this insight, we developed two novel hypotheses on how low-frequency exemplars
impact the process of generalization – beyond simply signaling that generalization has occurred. First, we propose that
for novel coinages, semantic similarity with low-frequency

(a) Do constructions with different levels of variability
have different “fit” functions?

(b) Are high or low frequency exemplars
more important in “fit” functions?

Figure 1: Key Questions
exemplars is more important than similarity with higherfrequency exemplars – i.e., low-frequency exemplars indicate
not only that a construction generalizes, but where in semantic space the generalization is happening (see Fig. 1b). Second, we expect that the affinity to low-frequency exemplars
will be stronger for low variability constructions: for these,
speakers may feel limited to extending only in the pockets of
semantic space where others have done so. We find support
for the more general of these hypotheses but not the second
one. To our knowledge, this is the first time that the semantic
properties of low-frequency exemplars have been suggested
to have a significant impact on generalization – a finding
that contrasts with the emphasis on high-frequency exemplars
from earlier studies on verb constructions (e.g., Bybee & Eddington, 2006; Casenhiser & Goldberg, 2005).

Case Study: Denominal Verbs and VPCs
We focus our case study on denominalization, a highly productive creative process in English and other languages (e.g.,
Clark & Clark, 1979; Yu et al., 2020). We first present two denominal verb constructions that we hypothesized would have
differing levels of generalizability (measured as variability),
enabling us to compare them on the properties of interest. We
then describe how we extracted a sample of instances of these
constructions from an online discussion platform.

Denominal Verb Constructions
The denominalizations we consider are uses of a noun as the
verb in a verb-argument construction, without explicit derivational morphology marking the denominalization. Such denominals have been proposed to communicate an event of
which a salient participant is expressed by the denominalized
noun (Clark & Clark, 1979). These denominalizations can
highlight various eventive participants, such as instruments
(e.g., fingernail the card to mean “mark the card using a fingernail”) or locations (e.g., casket the remains to mean “put
the remains into the casket”). The first construction we consider, which we refer to simply as Denominal Verbs (DVs), is
the broad range of uses of a “bare” denominal (in contrast to
the second construction described below). The semantics of
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DVs can be quite varied; e.g., even within instrument-derived
DVs, novel examples in our dataset range from fingernail the
edge of an ace for later to you can whataboutism the left all
you want.
Denominal verbs also commonly occur in conjunction with
a particle, such as up or out, as in I’m all hydroed up on good
old h2o and should I go with one color or rainbow it up?.
When a noun combines with a particle in this way we refer
to this as a Denominal Verb Particle Construction (DVPC).
DVPCs are more semantically constrained than DVs, since
each particle “selects for” a verb (noun) that has appropriate properties to combine with it. For example, with the particle up, DVPCs (like VPCs generally) often communicate
a sense of increasing or becoming more positive (Lindner,
1982), such that examples like I decided to friend him up
are more semantically acceptable than I decided to enemy
him up. Due to such semantic considerations, we expect that
DVPCs are less variable than DVs. We consider DVPCs with
a particular particle (up) in order to have a specific lexicallyanchored construction, in contrast to the general construction
of DVs. DVPCs with up are highly productive in our corpus.

Creating the E XEMPLAR and C OINAGE Datasets
We collected examples of DVs and DVPCs from Reddit,
a social media site that contains an abundance of creative language use. Specifically, we collected comment
data from 11 subreddits: AmItheAsshole, AskReddit,
explainlikeimfive, IAmA, legaladvice, mac,
malefashionadvice, movies, tifu, relationships,
and unpopularopinion. We selected these subreddits
because we anticipated they would have high amounts of
personal narratives, which we expected to be a good source
for creative language use. We determined which words
were acting as verbs or VPCs using a rule-based method
that took syntactic parses as input. A verb usage counted as
denominal if its lemma occurred at least twice as often as a
noun than as a verb. Using this approach, we extracted a total

of 1, 100, 144 DV tokens and 76, 195 DVPC tokens.1
To model how a construction is generalized to create novel
coinages, we need two sets of types for each construction: a
set of examples that speakers are exposed to (which we refer
to as the E XEMPLAR set), and a set of novel coinages (which
we refer to as the C OINAGE set). One approach would be to
treat all the one-off types (hapax legomena) as C OINAGES,
and take types that occur two or more times as known E X EMPLARS . A problem with this approach is that there are
also one-off usages among the examples speakers are exposed
to, so eliminating them from the E XEMPLAR sets does not
yield data that realistically represents the full set of usages
that speakers have likely seen. To allow inclusion of one-off
examples in the E XEMPLAR sets, we partition the data into
two parts, using one part to extract the E XEMPLAR types, potentially including one-offs, and the other as a pool for extracting hapax legomena, which we treat as C OINAGES.
Because we can’t know for certain which examples are
novel coinages (i.e., usages where the author extends a construction in a way they haven’t heard previously) and which
are simply low frequency usages, we make the necessary
simplification of treating most one-off examples as novel
C OINAGES. Pierrehumbert & Granell (2018) took a similar
approach, treating sufficiently low frequency items – below
0.01 per 1 million words – as novel. We estimate that items
in our C OINAGE sets are of comparably low frequency. The
C OINAGE sets we create are full of examples like to buzzword
it up (‘to use a lot of buzzwords’), to warrior up (‘to act like
a warrior’), to bystander a situation (‘to act as a bystander’),
and to yoda something (‘to make something sound like Yoda
said it’), which seem novel to us.
To be able to compare DVs and DVPCs, we create E XEM PLAR sets of similar sizes by selecting an appropriate number of tokens from each construction that yields comparable
numbers of types after filtering (manually removing examples that are false positives, such as parsing errors). That is,
we use a random sample of 1, 500 of the 1, 100, 144 DV tokens and 7, 619 of the 76, 195 DVPC tokens as our E XEM PLAR sets, which amount to 354 DV types and 301 DVPC
types after manual filtering. We then extract samples of oneoff types from the remaining tokens to form the C OINAGE
sets, similarly aiming for comparable numbers of types after
filtering. Specifically, we obtain 175 DV C OINAGE types and
205 DVPC C OINAGE types after filtering, from the remaining
1, 098, 644 DV tokens and 68, 576 DVPC tokens.
As semantic representations for our types, we used
word2vec pretrained on Google News articles (Mikolov et
al., 2013). Specifically, we used normalized embeddings of
the verb lemmas. There are some limitations associated with
using these embeddings. First, they are trained on news
data, rather than social media data. We used the original
word2vec embeddings trained on GoogleNews because they
1

The 76, 195 DVPC tokens are a subset of around 1.1 million
VPC tokens that we scraped. Because these started as separate
projects, we applied the denominal filter during extraction for DVs
and after extraction for DVPCs.
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have been evaluated for their efficacy across a multitude of
tasks and experiments in both natural language processing
and psychology (e.g., Schnabel et al., 2015; Hollis & Westbury, 2016). Future work should validate the analyses presented here using embeddings trained on social media data.
Pretrained static embeddings also do not capture regularities
in how denominalization affects meaning. In future work, we
hope to use vector representations that take denominalization
into account (e.g., Yu et al., 2020). Lastly, vector space models are not entirely representative of judgments of similarity
(Nematzadeh et al., 2017; Tversky, 1977), so it is important
to replicate our findings with other operationalizations of semantic similarity.
Table 1 shows the number of types, number of types having
a word2vec representation, and an example from each dataset.

Differing levels of variability
We selected our two constructions, DVs and DVPCs, on the
intuition that the former is more inherently generalizable than
the latter, so that we could investigate how factors of fit might
interact with generalizability. Variability is a measure of generalizability that refers to the spread of exemplars of a construction in semantic space. We follow Suttle & Goldberg
(2011) in assuming that the sub-clustering of exemplars of a
construction is crucial to capturing this property, but we differ
in using word embeddings and clustering methods to compute
variability in semantic space.2
Because variability is a measure over existing instances of
a construction, we perform this analysis using the E XEM PLAR datasets for DVs and DVPCs. The goal is to assess
how tightly clustered the E XEMPLARS are for each construction. Since the correct number of clusters for each dataset is
unknown, we use a k-means clustering algorithm, trying all
values of k = [1..20]. To compute the variability of a particular clustering, we do the following: We take the prototype
(centroid) vector of each of the k clusters and calculate the
average (cosine) similarity between each exemplar and the
prototype of its cluster. This average similarity indicates how
closely exemplars are clustered together, and thus expresses
the inverse of semantic variability for that clustering. We used
bootstrapping (1000 samples with replacement for each construction) to enable us to construct confidence intervals over
these values. The results for each value of k, for each construction, are shown in Fig. 2.3
We find that DVs have higher variability (lower intracluster similarity) than DVPCs for all values of k considered,
supporting our hypothesis that DVs are an inherently more
generalizable construction than DVPCs.4 To give an intuition
2
We also go beyond a qualitative assessment of semantic spread
of constructions using word embeddings, as in Perek (2016).
3
These results are not specific to the k-means clustering algorithm: We find the same pattern of results with hierarchical clustering.
4
Note that the significant difference in variability between the
constructions is not driven purely by one-off exemplar types. (By
one-off exemplar types, we refer to items in the E XEMPLAR sets

Table 1: Number of types, number found in word2vec, and an example, for each dataset.
Construction

Dataset

DV
DV
DVPC
DVPC

E XEMPLAR
C OINAGE
E XEMPLAR
C OINAGE

# types

# in w2v

354
175
301
205

354
164
301
201

Example
But serious question, I’m not trolling or joking. I’m honestly asking.
You can whataboutism the left all you want.
It is found in all sorts of consumer products that foam up.
I’m gonna have to karen it up later today ... I gotta self quarantine.

DV
DVPC

Density

4
3
2
1
0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5
0.6
MaxSim

0.7

0.8

0.9

Figure 3: Kernel density estimates for M AX S IM for the
DVPC and DV constructions.

Figure 2: Variability analysis by construction. Error bars
indicate 95% confidence intervals.
for this pattern, Fig. 1a shows a selection of items from a low
variability DVPC cluster (containing gear up, sweater up and
other examples related to clothing) and a high variability DV
cluster (containing items that range from vacuum to milk).

Variability and similarity
In this section, we test whether the level of a construction’s
generalizability affects how people assess the fit of a coinage.
Most existing work has looked at these factors – of level of
generalizability and semantic fit – independently: more variable constructions are likely to be extended more readily (e.g.,
Perek, 2016), while acceptability of a coinage is modulated
by its similarity to existing instances (e.g., Bybee & Eddington, 2006; Perek, 2016).5 Suttle & Goldberg (2011) go further to provide insight into the interaction of these factors: in
a comprehension experiment on an artificial language, they
found that the similarity of a coinage to existing exemplars is
most relevant to acceptability judgments when the construction has low variability.
Here, we similarly investigate the interaction of variability
and similarity, but ask instead if this effect holds if we look at
the production of novel coinages of actual constructions, as
that are sufficiently low frequency that they would have been considered C OINAGES had they been assigned to the C OINAGE partition).
Excluding such low frequency examples from the E XEMPLAR sets
gives the same pattern of results.
5
Though see Barðdal (2008) for a discussion of the relationship
between variability and similarity, among other factors in generalization.
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found “in the wild”. Our two constructions form an ideal test
case for this question: with DVs found to be more variable
than DVPCs, we hypothesize that DV C OINAGES are on average less similar to DV E XEMPLARS than DVPC C OINAGES
are to DVPC E XEMPLARS. That is, we expect similarity to
attested exemplars to be of less importance in the generalization of DVs than of DVPCs. We present two complementary
ways of studying this generalizability and fit interaction.

Variability and Maximally Similar Exemplars
Our first analysis explores whether variability influences the
level of (cosine) similarity found between a coinage and the
exemplar that it is maximally similar to (denoted M AX S IM,
cf. Suttle & Goldberg, 2011). M AX S IM provides insight into
the degree of semantic deviation of a construction’s coinages:
the lower the similarity of a coinage to the most similar exemplar, the more that coinage deviates from what a speaker
has already seen. When comparing the aggregated M AX S IM
scores across our two constructions, we predict the more variable construction (the DVs) to have lower scores than the less
variable construction (the DVPCs).
To give an intuition for this pattern, we show a selection of
exemplars alongside a novel coinage from each construction
in Fig. 1a. The novel DVPC coinage flannel up is very similar
to its nearest DVPC exemplar sweater up as well as with other
nearby exemplars, all related to clothing (gear up, sweater up,
mask up, etc). In contrast, the novel DV coinage fingernail is
not as strongly related to its nearest DV exemplar spoon, and
even less so to other nearby items (which range from vacuum
to milk).
Fig. 3 shows that the more variable construction (DVs;
N = 164) indeed has significantly lower M AX S IM scores
than the less variable construction (DVPCs; N = 201)
(Mann-Whitney U = 3.72, p < 0.005 1-tailed). This result

holds when we consider the average similarity not to just 1,
but to the k = [2..5] most similar exemplars as well. These
results support the hypothesis that greater generalizability
(as indicated by our measure of variability) allows for novel
coinages to be less similar to the set of attested exemplars.

Variability and Coinage Fit
M AX S IM provides insight into the relation between variability and semantic similarity (as measures of generalizability
and fit, respectively), but it abstracts away from the mechanisms of category extension assumed to underlie creative uses
of a construction. Here, we approach the generalizabilityfit interaction through models of semantic category extension
(e.g. Ramiro et al., 2018), which assess the goodness of fit of
an item to an existing category.
Specifically, we treat the novel C OINAGES for each construction as extensions of a semantic category, and use a category extension model, trained on the E XEMPLARS, to estimate how likely the novel C OINAGES are as extensions of
the construction. We then assess the fit of each coinage as an
extension of the construction (C OIN F IT for short) by ranking
the coinage’s likelihood score to the likelihood scores of a set
of hypothetical coinages: a set of 7085 nouns from our corpus that have not been attested in either construction in our
sample. The higher the rank of the coinage, the worse the fit
of the coinage to the model (relative to the fit of hypothetical coinages to the model). We take higher C OIN F IT scores
to reflect a greater permissiveness of the construction to allow more dissimilar novel coinages. Following our hypothesis that more variable constructions allow for more dissimilar
coinages, we predict DVs to have higher C OIN F IT scores than
DVPCs.
Different category extension models determine the likelihood of a novel coinage in different ways. To generalize over
these different approaches, we employ the same set of models used in (Ramiro et al., 2018): a prototype model, an exemplar model, and k nearest-neighbor chaining models for
k = 1 . . . 5, which are inspired by theoretical frameworks of
categorization (e.g. Rosch, 1975; Lakoff, 1987). Results for
both constructions given all models are shown in Fig. 4. Here,
we see that the DVs, the more variable construction, have
significantly higher C OIN F IT scores than the DVPCs (164
DVs, 201 DVPCs; Mann-Whitney U tests for each model: all
p < .001). This means that, in line with our hypothesis, novel
C OINAGES of the DVs on average have a lower fit with the
attested E XEMPLARS than the DVPCs (as estimated through
all the models).
As Fig. 4 shows, many hypothetical extensions are at least
as likely as the C OINAGES. This is to be expected, as the
C OINAGES are best thought of as only a small sample of
all likely extensions of a construction. However, a relevant
difference between the two constructions is that the average
C OIN F IT of the DVs does not differ from a random ranking of the DV C OINAGES, where we expect a coinage to
rank on average halfway down the list (the dotted line in
Fig. 4). Whereas DVPCs fall significantly below this line,
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Figure 4: Average C OIN F IT values for both constructions.
Lower values indicate that similarity is a better predictor of
whether an item is a coinage. Error bars are bootstrapped
95% confidence intervals.
DV C OINAGES are ranked at chance. This further supports
our claim that the lower variability of DVPCs highly restricts
the possibilities of category extension, compared to the fairly
weak restrictions found for DVs.

Discussion
Taken together, our analyses provide novel evidence, on a
dataset of actual language usage, for the interaction between
variability and similarity found in artificial language experiments by Suttle & Goldberg (2011). Our first approach
(M AX S IM), inspired by the findings of Suttle & Goldberg
(2011), measures how similar novel coinages are to the exemplar most similar to them. In line with our hypothesis, we find
that the C OINAGES from the (more variable) DV construction
are less similar to the E XEMPLARS closest to them, than the
DVPC C OINAGES are to their most-similar E XEMPLARS.
In our second approach, we study the interaction in a new
way, through the lens of category extension models. Here
we estimate how likely such models are to extend a construction to each example in our C OINAGE datasets, compared to
nouns not attested as denominals in our corpus. Using this
C OIN F IT measure, we observe that DVPC C OINAGES have
significantly lower rank than DV C OINAGES, whose ranks do
not differ from random. These results again show that the less
variable construction more strongly prioritizes coinages that
are similar to its exemplars.
These findings provide further evidence for the variabilitysimilarity interaction from two angles: both an isolated measure of similarity and a more integrated model of category
extension show that the more variable construction is more
permissive of novel coinages that have a comparably low semantic similarity. Importantly, our evidence for this interaction is found for a pair of actual constructions (vs. artificial ones; e.g., Suttle & Goldberg, 2011), is based on informal language data (vs. data from more formal registers e.g.,

Perek, 2016), and considers production data (vs. comprehension/acceptability data; e.g., Bybee & Eddington, 2006). Our
results thus lend important convergent evidence to the previous studies that we build on.

Frequency and similarity
It has been argued that high-frequency exemplars “serve as
the basis for the production of novel expressions” (Bybee &
Eddington, 2006), and that such exemplars have a privileged
role in the acquisition of grammatical constructions (Casenhiser & Goldberg, 2005). On the other hand, the ratio of
hapaxes has been proposed to indicate a construction’s productivity, because one-off examples signal to people that a
construction can be extended (e.g., Baayen & Lieber, 1991;
Pierrehumbert & Granell, 2018; Perek, 2018). Here, we propose that one-off examples also signal how a construction can
be extended: namely, such examples indicate the areas in semantic space that are open for extension.
Based on this insight, we present the novel hypothesis that
it is the low frequency exemplars that are attended to and that
form the basis for the generalization of a construction to novel
coinages. Formally, we expect the nearest neighbors of the
C OINAGES – the E XEMPLARS most similar to them, which
we’ll refer to collectively as the “nearest neighbor E XEM PLARS ” – to sit on the low end of the frequency distributions
over all E XEMPLARS. To be precise, we expect the frequency
of the nearest neighbor E XEMPLARS to be lower than the frequency of the average E XEMPLAR. Fig. 1b illustrates this
idea: the coinage flannel up is closer to the low frequency
example sweater up than to higher frequency items like gear
up. We further expect this effect to be more pronounced for
DVPCs, the less generalizable construction: if a construction
is not very generalizable, and similarity to existing exemplars
is very important, speakers may feel more comfortable extending it in creative ways in the area of semantic space where
they have clear evidence that other speakers have done so.
For each construction, we evaluated the influence of its
low frequency members by computing the average (logtransformed) relative frequency6 of the nearest neighbor E X EMPLARS , and comparing it, using a bootstrap test (Efron &
Tibshirani, 1994), to the frequency of the larger population of
E XEMPLARS. The bootstrap test involved drawing 10K samples (with replacement, from the full set of E XEMPLARS) of
the same size as our set of nearest neighbor E XEMPLARS, and
measuring if the average frequency of the nearest neighbors
was lower than the lower end of a 95% confidence interval.
(Having a directed hypothesis, we ran a one-tailed test.)
Fig. 5 shows that the mean frequency of the nearest neighbor E XEMPLARS is substantially lower than that of the average equal-sized sample drawn from the broader set of E XEM PLARS , and below the 95% CI. This supports our hypothesis
that it is the lower-frequency exemplars that have a privileged
6
We computed relative frequency for each type by dividing that
type’s frequency by the number of tokens in the E XEMPLAR sample
for the associated construction.
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Figure 5: Distribution of bootstrapped mean frequencies of
E XEMPLAR samples (density curves) and the mean frequency
of those E XEMPLARS that are the nearest neighbor of an item
in the C OINAGE set (vertical solid green line).
role in the generalization of grammatical constructions.

Discussion
Our results are compatible with accounts of productivity that
emphasize the role of one-off examples in generalization,
but go beyond those accounts by suggesting that the semantic properties of low-frequency exemplars are in fact used in
the process of generalizing a construction to a novel coinage.
This result contrasts with previous work that emphasized the
role of high frequency exemplars in generalization (Bybee &
Eddington, 2006), and more research will be needed to understand the complex relationship between exemplar frequency
and generalization.
Interestingly, we find similar results for both constructions.
While variability may influence how similar a novel coinage
needs to be to existing exemplars, variability does not seem
to modulate which exemplars play a central role in generalization. Regardless of construction variability, speakers seem
to prefer to generalize constructions by creating coinages that
share semantic properties with low frequency examplars, perhaps because those are creative usages themselves.

Conclusions
Creative extensions of a construction are not unconstrained
– some extensions are a better “fit” for a construction than
others. We explored how this assessment of “fit” may be affected by a construction’s inherent generalizability. For our
exploration, we used data from an informal online discussion
platform, where we find an abundance of creative language
use. We see this as a key contribution of our work: to our
knowledge, generalization of creative constructions has yet
to be explored using such informal corpora. Using this data,
we showed that a construction that is normally used to express a semantically limited set of meanings (less generalizable) will be extended in ways that are similarly limited. Conversely, a construction that has been used to express semantically diverse meanings will generate semantically diverse
coinages. Regardless of a construction’s inherent generaliz-

ability, however, we found novel creative expressions emerge
near other low-frequency expressions in semantic space, suggesting that creative (low-frequency) expressions inspire similarly creative expressions. This exploratory work is a first
step towards understanding the processes underlying creative
language use in the wild. Further research is needed to understand the complex interplay of factors that influence creative
generalization.
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thus no capacity for it to change. Indeed, it may well be
reasonable to assume in the standard scenario that the ‘test’
has been extensively conducted such that our confidence in
that 5% FPR being correct is so high that it is reasonable to
treat it as a fixed-point estimate.
However, what about situations where we have very
limited data on the accuracy of a test, and want to provide
the best ongoing estimate possible, such as during the early
stages of a clinical trial? How should the mere fact that the
test reports a positive result affect our estimate of its
accuracy? What if two such tests gave conflicting results?
For example, imagine we were trialing two early warning
tests for cancer with patients in a high-risk group, one using
blood, and another using a type of scan. We get the
predictions from the two tests and monitor patients for 20
years to see if they develop cancer or not. We have so far
had results from 10 patients, which can be seen below. For
both tests you can see how often they reported ‘cancer’
(‘positive’) and how often they reported ‘clear’ (‘negative’).
Next to these numbers you can see how often their reports
were correct or wrong. For example, the blood test reported
that 7 out of the 10 patients had cancer, and 6 of these
patients subsequently developed cancer (correct), while 1
did not (wrong). Similarly, the scan test reported that 7 out
of the 10 patients did not have cancer, and 4 of these did not
develop cancer (correct), while 3 did (wrong).

Abstract
The need to update our estimates of probabilities (e.g., the
accuracy of a test) given new information is commonplace. Ideally,
a new instance (e.g., a correct report) would just be added to the
tally, but we are often uncertain whether a new instance has
occurred. We present an experiment where participants receive
conflicting reports from two early-warning cancer tests, where one
has higher historical accuracy (HA). We present a model showing
that while uncertain which test is correct, estimates of the accuracy
of both tests should be reduced. However, among our participants,
we find two dominant approaches: (1) participants increase the
more HA test, reducing the other; (2) participants make no change
to either. Based on mixed methods we argue that both approaches
represent two sides of a ‘binary’ decision i.e., (1) update as if we
have complete certainty which test is correct and (2) update as if
we have no information.
Keywords: Categorical Reasoning; Bayesian; Uncertainty;
Causal; Confirmation Bias

Introduction
The Problem
Reasoning under uncertainty has been a major focus within
JDM for many decades. In the classic medical diagnosis
problem (e.g., Casscells, Schoenberger & Graboys, 1978),
below, participants are provided a population base rate for a
disease and the FPR of a test to detect that disease. They are
then asked to determine the chance that an individual who
has had a positive test result actually has the disease:
.
“If a test to detect a disease whose prevalence is 1/100
has a FPR of 5 per cent, what is the chance that a person
found to have a positive result actually has the disease,
assuming that you know nothing about the person’s
symptoms or signs?”

Figure 1. Test accuracy rate figures shown to participants in
the ‘blood’ condition

The Model
A huge amount of research has been conducted examining
why, when and for whom people can solve this problem
(e.g., Gigerenzer & Hoffrage, 1995). However, in this paper
we are interested in a secondary question that can be asked
following the positive test result, but which has not been
studied before. Instead of asking for the revised probability
that the person has the disease, we are interested in
participants’ estimates of the revised accuracy of the test for
positive reports. This question introduces a whole new set of
dynamics, requiring participants to wrestle with higher
orders of uncertainty (Kleiter, 2018).
Previous literature on this problem has assumed a fixedpoint estimate for the FPR (e.g., 5%), with no variance, and

Imagine now that we have a new patient from the same
high-risk group (50% chance of developing this type of
cancer over the next 20 years). We run both tests, and the
blood test gives a positive result, while the scan test gives a
negative. Before we potentially wait 20 years to find out the
result, is it possible to adjust our estimates of the accuracy
for these types of report (positive for the blood test, negative
for the scan test)? We constructed a model of this scenario
using Bayesian network software, which can be seen in
Figure 2.
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estimate converges on the frequentist estimate. The benefit
of this approach can be seen when estimating the TPR for
the blood test. Here we have six correct out of six, providing
a classical estimate of 100% and no variance, while the
Bayesian mean is only 87.5% (using LaPlace’s rule, 7/8 =
0.875). If the perfect accuracy were maintained with more
trials, this estimate would converge on 100%, but never
quite reach it, allowing that there is always the possibility of
a future error. For example, with 60/60, the model produces
a mean of 98.4% (61/62). We can also see that the TNR
mean for the scan test (also perfect so far but based on the
smaller sample size of 4/4) is a little further from 100%, at
83.33…% (5/6). Finally, as we will see, these specifics do
not affect the main findings of the paper, as we are
concerned with direction of change (decrease / no change /
increase) rather than specific numerical values or precise
magnitude.

Figure 2. A Bayesian model of the ‘two tests’ problem with
no observations made
While visually complicated, there is a lot of repetition in
the model such that it is simpler than it may first appear. In
the top center we have a node which represents the
probability of the patient having cancer (50:50). On the left
we have all the nodes relating to the blood test, and on the
right all equivalent nodes relating to the scan test. For
example, at the top left we have a distribution representing
the false positive rate (FPR) of the blood test, based upon
the above table (four patients were ‘clear’, and once it
misreported one of them as having cancer). On the bottom
left we have the true positive rate (TPR) for the blood test
(six patients had cancer, and every time it correctly reported
this).
When we move to the scan test on the right, we switch to
using true negative rate (TNR) / false negative rate (FNR)
labels instead of false positive / true positive. This is simply
a re-framing as the TNR is the complement of the FPR (i.e.,
if a test has a 75% TNR, it has a 25% FPR), and the TPR is
the complement of the FNR. We make this change because
in this scenario the blood test provides a positive report,
while the scan test provides a negative. Therefore, using the
‘positive’ framing of the rates for the blood test, and the
‘negative’ framing for the scan test makes the impact of
those observations on both tests clearer and requires fewer
mental gymnastics.
In this model each distribution begins as a uniform (0,1)
distribution, updated based upon the observations so far.
This does not produce a classical frequentist mean estimate.
For example, the FPR of the blood test in
Figure 2 provides a FPR mean for the blood test of
33.3…% rather than the classical frequentist estimate of
25% (1/4). This Bayesian approach takes sample size into
account when estimating the mean, unlike the classical
approach, and provides identical means to the values given
by LaPlace’s (1814) ‘rule of succession’:

Observations
We can make observations on the model, which effectively
fix certain nodes at ‘100%’ and the effects of these
observations on other nodes in the model can be calculated.
For example, when we observe that the blood test has
reported a ‘positive’ (i.e., that the patient has cancer) the
model increases both the FPR mean (to 36.0% [+2.66…%])
and TPR mean (to 88.5% [+1.0%]). This reflects the fact
that we know the test has made a ‘positive’ claim, but we do
not yet know which of these two it is (true or false), so the
‘value’ of this instance is spread between them based on this
uncertainty. The probability that the patient has cancer rises
to 72.4%, as can be seen in Figure 3.

Figure 3. A Bayesian model of the problem with an
‘observed’ positive blood test
However, when we observe that the scan test has reported
negative (Figure 4), the FPR mean of the blood test goes up
further (to 37.0% [+1.0%]), and the TPR mean comes back
down a little (to 88.3% [-0.2%]). This reflects the fact that
the positive report by the blood test is now more likely (but
not certain) to be a false positive than a true positive. This is
because the only other evidence we have (the scan test,
which is still an informative test, even if not as accurate as
the blood test) contradicts it. The probability that the patient
has cancer comes down to 61.2%, which is still higher than
the original 50% as we have two conflicting results but the

Equation 1. LaPlace’s (1814) ‘Rule of succession’ where x
represents the number of observed instances, while n
represents the number of trials
0.333 …
This approach is conservative, pulling mean estimates
towards 50% and away from the extremes. As n grows, the
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test saying ‘positive’ (blood) has been more accurate in the
past for these particular reports.

The initial figures provided set up the blood test as the
more accurate of the two for the specific reports made (most
notably, the FNR mean of the scan test is considerably
higher than the FPR mean of the blood test). In the ‘conflict’
situation we set up, it is therefore entirely appropriate to
conclude that the blood test is more likely to be correct on
this occasion than the scan test, even though we cannot
know for certain. However, when dealing with uncertainty
in a range of situations, people are known to often treat
uncertainties as categorical or digital values (0% or 100%)
i.e., to make assumptions. This seems to be especially the
case in multi-stage inferences, defined by Gettys, Kelly &
Peterson (1973) as:
“…a series of single-stage inferences where the output of
each previous stage becomes the input to the next stage”
(Gettys, Kelly & Peterson, 1973 pp.364)
This is relevant to the current situation where participants
may (stage 1) estimate which test is more likely to be
correct on this occasion and (stage 2) use this assessment to
update their estimates of the accuracy of each test for these
reports (e.g., positive for the blood test, negative for the
scan test). Both Gettys et al (1973) and Johnson, Merchant
& Keil (2020) have shown how in such situations,
presumably for the sake of computational simplification
(e.g., Lieder & Griffiths, 2019), the initial estimate is often
converted into categorical form for use in the next stage. In
the current context that would mean assuming the blood test
was correct this time when updating beliefs about how
accurate the two tests are for these types of reports.
In fact, we have tentatively observed these cognitive
processes in related work with different scenarios (Dewitt,
Fenton, Liefgreen & Lagnado, 2020; Dewitt, Lagnado &
Fenton, 2018). Dewitt et al (2018) presented participants
with a scenario where two nations, X and Y, are the possible
sources of a missile explosion where Y has a higher
historical record of successfully exploding missiles (4/6 vs
X’s 1/6). Participants were asked to update their estimates
of the proficiency of X and Y at exploding missiles after the
latest explosion. Dewitt et al (2020) presented participants
with a modified version of the classic taxicab problem (Bar
Hillel, 1980)2, but where the witness’s accuracy at judging
cab colours, rather than just being stated as 80%, was
established by them being accurate 4 times out of 5 on a
test. Furthermore, rather than focusing on participants’
estimates of the probability the cab involved in the hit and
run scenario is blue, our focus was on their estimate of the
witness’s accuracy after they report that the cab was blue. In
each of these problems, as well as the current problem we

Figure 4. A Bayesian model of the problem with ‘observed’
positive blood test and negative scan test
From the point of view of the scan test, the initial TNR
mean is 83.3% and the initial FNR mean is 50.0%1 (Figure
2). When we observe the negative scan result before we
make the blood test observation (not shown) these are
revised to 84.8% [+1.5%] and 52.1% [+2.1%] respectively,
as we do not know if this is a true negative or a false
negative. When we observe that the blood test has produced
a positive report (Figure 4), these are again revised to 84.3%
[-0.5%] and 53.4% [+1.3%], indicating that the negative
scan report is now more likely to be a false negative than a
true negative.
Finally, we can see the effect once we find out for certain
whether the patient really has cancer (Figure 5). If we
observe that they really did not have cancer, the TPR mean
of the blood test returns to its original level (87.5%), while
the FPR mean increases further (to 42.9% [+5.9%]). This
reflects our certainty that the blood test has produced a false
positive: this node effectively now has 2/5 rather than 1/4
(and using LaPlace’s law, 3/7 = 0.429). The TPR however is
now back to 6/6, so is unchanged from the baseline.
Additionally, we now know that the negative scan test
report was correct, so that TNR mean increases to 85.7%
(now at 5/5 so with LaPlace’s law, 6/7 = 0.857), and the
FNR returns to its original value (50%).

2

A cab was involved in a hit-and-run accident at night. Two cab
companies, the Green and the Blue, operate in the city. You are given the
following data: 90% of the cabs in the city are Green and 10% are Blue. A
witness identified the cab as Blue. The court tested the reliability of the
witness under the circumstances that existed on the night of the accident
and concluded that the witness correctly identified each of the two colours
80% of the time and failed 20% of the time. What is the probability that the
cab involved in the accident was Blue rather than Green?

Figure 5. A Bayesian model of the problem with
observations showing a positive blood test, negative scan
test, and that the patient really does not have cancer
1

Here we see that only at 50.0% do the Bayesian / LaPlacean
and frequentist estimates completely match.
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determine if they are dealing with the problem in a
categorical manner or in a graded / probabilistic manner. If,
after being told the results of the two tests, but before being
told if the patient has cancer or not, they operate
categorically, assuming the blood test is correct (and
therefore scan wrong), we expect them to increase their
accuracy estimate of the blood test for positive reports and
reduce their accuracy estimate of the scan test for negative
reports. However, if they operate in a graded / probabilistic
manner, avoiding assumptions, they will, like the model,
decrease their accuracy estimates of both tests.
Finally, we will be providing our participants with a range
of supplementary questions to give us as much data as
possible on their cognitive processes, including most
crucially, their certainty threshold for making the ‘as if’
response. In line with calls for more verbal protocol designs
(McNair, 2015) we will also be asking our participants to
explain their responses in open text boxes.

are asking participants to update their estimates of
propensities in light of an ambiguous new instance.
Across both previous experiments we found two modal
responses. First, around one third of participants appear to
update based upon similar assumption-based or ‘as if’
reasoning as predicted by Gettys et al (1973). In Dewitt et al
(2018) these participants increased their estimate of the
proficiency of Y, leaving X unchanged (although
normatively both should increase). In Dewitt et al (2020)
these participants increased their estimate of the witness’s
accuracy, even though it should decrease (because their
claim contradicts a strong base rate suggesting the cab is
green). A second modal response also made by around one
third of participants in each experiment was to make no
change at all. In Dewitt et al (2018) this meant leaving both
X and Y unchanged, and in Dewitt et al (2020) this meant
making no change to the witness’s accuracy.
These experiments in combination with the current
represent the three basic causal structures: a simple chain
(Dewitt et al [2020]), a ‘common effect’ (Dewitt et al
[2018]: X and Y are both potential causes of the explosion)
and now a ‘common cause’ (the patient’s cancer status is a
cause of both the blood and scan test reports). They also
represent quite different scenarios across major domains of
human endeavor: military reasoning, legal reasoning, and
medical reasoning. Part of the purpose of the present
experiment is therefore to add to the generalizability of this
suite of experiments. This experiment also involves a more
complex scenario, with the BN model having 15 nodes,
rather than 8 (Dewitt et al [2018]) or 5 (Dewitt et al [2020]).
A further key aim of the present experiment is to test a
theory that was developed over those two works about the
relationship between the ‘as if’ response, and the ‘no
change’ response. These two responses seem to represent
two sides of a ‘binary’ choice: either update as if you were
certain (e.g., that Y was responsible for the explosion / that
the witness is correct this time) or update as if you have no
information at all. What is lacking in these approaches is a
graded / probabilistic approach. Indeed, we have theorized
that these two response types in fact may have a similar
representation of the problem, seeing these two approaches
as the only two possible responses. The difference would
then be how ‘certain’ they need to be (i.e., their certainty
threshold) to make the ‘as if’ response. We have speculated
that ‘no change’ responders have a higher threshold for this
than ‘as if’ responders, and so withhold from making any
update, seeing that as their only alternative.
As with previous experiments, our aim in the present is
primarily to present participants with the current problem
and observe their response patterns. Importantly, we are not
interested in observing the magnitude of our participants
estimates, as the mathematics requires sophisticated
modelling, but instead are interested in their intuitions about
the direction of change i.e., whether, at various stages they
consider the tests to be more accurate than before (for the
given type of report), less accurate, or the same. Observing
their pattern of responses for both tests will allow us to

Method
Participants
Participants (n = 225) were recruited from Prolific
Academic and paid £9 per hour. Mean age was 28.8 (SD =
10.4), with a minimum of 18 and a maximum of 75.

Materials & Procedure
All materials and data can be found online at
https://osf.io/ucg92/. Participants were presented with the
scenario described in the introduction and given time with
the numbers in
Figure 1. They were then asked to make initial accuracy
estimates using sliders of each test for each report type
(Blood positive / negative; Scan positive / negative) based
on that table to ensure comprehension.
Participants were then told about the new patient and the
result of each test sequentially. After each result they were
asked, as another comprehension check, to indicate any
change in the patient’s chance of having cancer.
Participants were then asked, in light of the two reports, to
indicate on a sliding scale, whether their accuracy estimate
for each test, for the type of report made (positive for the
blood test, negative for the scan test) had increased,
decreased, or not changed.

Figure 6. The sliding mechanism for updating accuracy seen
by participants
The original frequencies (Figure 1) for both tests were
also provided on this page as a reminder. The participant’s
own initial estimate was also ‘piped in’ next to the word
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‘still’. We only recorded whether they increased, decreased
or made no change. Participants could not just do nothing to
be recorded as ‘no change’. They had to move the slider to
activate it and then put it back at ‘Still X’ for this to register.
Depending on which of the three response types
participants made (Decrease; No change; Increase), they
saw some identical, and some different follow up questions
to probe their reasoning. Firstly, all participants were asked
to indicate using a slider, their certainty that the blood test
was correct on this occasion, and their confidence in that
estimate. They were also asked ‘When deciding how to
update your accuracy estimates of the two tests, did you:’
1. Assume the blood test was correct this time
2. Assume the scan test was correct this time
3. Neither / Other [Plus accompanying open text box]
Following this, participants who made either no change,
or increased their estimate of the blood test’s accuracy for
positive reports, were asked to provide the certainty
threshold they would require for increasing their estimate.
To provide this they were given a series of options from
50% to 100% in 5% intervals.
Participants who made no change to either test were asked
an additional follow up question, requesting them to choose
which of the following options most closely captured their
reasoning:
1. Until I know for certain whether the blood test is
correct this time (i.e. whether the patient really has
cancer) it is incorrect to make any change to my
accuracy estimates.
2. I saw my estimate of the test’s accuracy as exactly
equalling its true accuracy, which cannot change,
whatever new information we get.
3. Although my accuracy estimate would change a little, it
is a negligible change from only one extra observation.
4. Other [Plus accompanying open text box]
At the end of the experiment all participants were told
that we eventually find out the patient really did not have
cancer, contradicting the blood test’s report. They were then
asked again to update their accuracy estimate of the two
tests for the report types made compared to their original
(prior) estimate. This again acted as a comprehension check
/ comparison with their estimate under uncertainty.
Finally, the experiment was run in a second version
with the figures for the blood and the scan test ‘flipped’ so
that the scan test was the more historically accurate, to rule
out possible confounding factors of world knowledge about
these types of tests and between positive / negative reports.
In the following results we combine both versions for
analysis, referring to the test with the more reliable statistics
(the blood test in the first version, the scan test in the
second) as the more historically accurate (HA) test.

/ negative) can be for both framings of the experiment
(where blood was the more HA / where scan was the more
HA). The reports made by the two tests in the scenario
(positive for blood, negative for scan) are highlighted in
grey.
Table 1. Participant estimates of the accuracy of the two
tests when providing positive / negative reports for both
framings of the experiment: [actual frequencies provided],
mean, (standard deviation).
Blood

Blood
more HA

Scan
more HA

Scan

Positive

Negative

Positive

Negative

[6/7]

[3/3]

[3/3]

[4/7]

76.3

85.8

82.5

53.8

(21.3)

(25.5)

(26.9)

(18.1)

[4/7]

[3/3]

[3/3]

[6/7]

56.8

84.8

86.1

80.2

(12.8)

(22.3)

(22.0)

(14.8)

Responses to the problem were coded according to how
participants changed their accuracy estimates for both tests.
Two major response types were found. The first was to
make no change to either (NC-NC), and was made by
32.4% of the sample. The second, was to increase the more
HA test, and reduce the other (INC-RED), and was made by
33.3% of the sample. No other response type was seen in
more than 6% of participants (only 6 individuals reduced
both), and the following analyses focus on understanding
the cognitive processes lying behind NC-NC and INC-RED.
In Table 2 we present the pattern of responses to a range of
questions.

Proportion
self-reporting…

Mean
(SD)

Table 2. Descriptive statistics for a range of questions
divided by the two major response types

Results
Quantitative
In Table 1 the initial estimates provided by participants
for each test (Blood / Scan) for each type of report (positive
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NC-NC

INC-RED

Total N (225)
Certainty more HA
test is correct

73
74.7%

75
76.3%

(18.7)

(15.0)

Confidence in above

66.0%

72.8%

(20.4)

(18.7)

Certainty threshold for
increasing accuracy
estimate of more HA
test

84.1%

76.4%

(12.4)

(12.1)

Assumed more HA test
correct

52.1%

81.3%

Assumed less HA test
correct

9.6%

6.7%

Assumed neither / other

38.4%

12.0%

All following linear regressions use NC-NC vs INC-RED
as independent variable (IV). Starting from the top of the
table, three linear regressions were run with (1) ‘Certainty’
as dependent variable (DV) (74.7% vs 76.3%: B=1.6,
F(1,146)=.334, p=.564), (2) ‘Confidence’ as DV (66.0% vs
72.8%: B=6.8, F(1,146)=4.5, p=.035) and (3) ‘Threshold’ as
DV (84.1% vs 76.4%: B=7.7, F(1,146)=14.2, p<.001).
Three binary logistic regressions, again with NC-NC vs
INC-RED as IV, were run to examine differences in terms
of whether they self-reported (1) assuming the more HA test
was correct (52.1% vs 81.3%: Wald(1) = 13.5, p<.001), (2)
the less accurate test was correct (9.6% vs 6.7%: Wald(1) =
.42, p=.517) and (3) whether they assumed neither / other
(38.4% vs 12.0%: Wald(1) = 12.5, p<.001).
Participants making the NC-NC response were presented
with a further multiple-choice question presenting three
theorized cognitive processes as well as an ‘other’ option.
Forty-four (60.3%) chose the option stating that it was
incorrect to update accuracy estimates until we are certain
whether the patient really has cancer or not. Fourteen
(19.2%) chose the option stating that the accuracy rates
were fixed and could not change, while a further 14 (19.2%)
chose the option stating that the change was negligible.
Only one individual chose ‘other’.
Finally, when told the patient’s result at the end of the
study (which in both versions was in contradiction to the
more HA test’s report) 60.3% of NC-NC responders
reduced their accuracy estimate for the more HA test and
56.2% increased their accuracy estimate for the less HA test.

emerged. Similar to INC-RED, 15 (20.5%) simply
mentioned the historical accuracies e.g., P25 “I trust the
blood test result more, because it has more accurate
outcomes from the same number of trials.”. However, nine
individuals (12.3%) made clear that they couldn’t change
their estimates while we were unsure which test was correct
e.g. P7 “We don't yet know whether the new participant
has/will develop cancer or not, so we don't have any new
data to influence the previous estimate.”, P160 “We cannot
change our predictions of the accuracies without knowing
the result of this patient” and P162 “As I do not know if the
patient does indeed have cancer, I can't update the
probabilities of either of the tests being right or wrong.”
Four participants wanted more data e.g., P5 “More data is
needed, I think, for me to be able to really adjust my
estimates.” Four participants simply stated that nothing had
changed e.g., P111 “Nothing has changed as far as I can tell,
and the statistics for the accuracy of the tests are still the
same” and three saw the new information as irrelevant for
updating propensities e.g., P21 “I don't see any change in
the predictive nature of either test based on the
circumstances.”

Discussion
As we see in the model, the normative approach to the
problem when both tests conflict with one another is to
increase estimates of both their error rates i.e., to decrease
estimates of their accuracy for the particular reports
provided. Once that uncertainty is removed, and we know
which test was correct, we would increase our estimate of
the accuracy of that test, while decreasing our estimate of
the accuracy of the one which was incorrect. However,
while the outcome is uncertain, this is spread in a graded /
probabilistic manner across the two tests according to how
likely they are to be correct this time.
Our two majority responses, either making no change to
the accuracy of either test (NC-NC), or to increase the
accuracy of the more HA test while reducing the accuracy
of the other (INC-RED) do not match the normative
response. Instead, the INC-RED response matches the
normative response when we know for certain that the more
HA test was correct. We therefore suspect, in line with
previous work, that these responders are using assumptionbased thinking, acting ‘as if’ they knew that the more HA
test was in fact was correct even while it is uncertain.
Indeed, as can be seen in Table 1, 81.3% of INC-RED
responders self-report as having made this assumption.
While most responses from the qualitative data simply
referenced the historical accuracy of the two tests, some
explicit mention of this assumption was also seen there.
The NC-NC response makes a different error: it is the
normative response if we had no information at all. Based
on the pattern of responses to the follow up questions, we
suspect that the NC-NC responders actually have a similar
representation of the problem to INC-RED responders but
are simply making a different choice of how to handle it.
We can firstly see this in the large number of participants

Qualitative
INC-RED. Out of the 75 INC-RED individuals, 51 (68.0%)
were coded as referencing the historical accuracy of the two
tests in their explanation of their response (21 [28.0%] were
coded as ‘unclassified’ as their reasoning could not be
determined). For example, P62 said “[The] blood test when
checking for cancer is more accurate. [The] scan test is less
accurate in the case of a "clear" patient”, P8 said, “The
blood test is more precise than the scan test” and P10 said,
“I think the blood tests are more accurate”. The majority of
these didn’t explicitly state that they believed one or the
other test was correct / incorrect this time. However some
did, such as P12 “…the blood test has a better history of
being accurate so it seems more likely that the blood test is
right”, and in the condition where the scan was more
reliable, P216 said “Statistically the scan is less likely to be
wrong on the diagnosis, that's why I think the blood test is
wrong” and P152 said “Well the blood test was only right
on 4 out of 7 positives. The scanner was pretty accurate
(6/7) on clears so in this case I think the person is more
likely to be clear than having cancer. So, the clear scanner
makes me think it’s a false positive on the blood test and
that the blood test has 50% accuracy”
NC-NC. No single dominant code could be established for
the 73 individuals who made no change (33 [45.2%] were
coded as ‘unclassified’), however some patterns of thinking
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reinforcing dynamic. In each of our three experiments these
assumptions are also based on a very small sample size. It
would be interesting to see how this updating process is
handled over multiple iterations i.e., if we saw several more
patients with conflicting results each time. Participants may
compensate e.g., after several times of assuming the blood
test is correct, they may ‘give one’ to the scan test, in
proportion to the priors. So, while they may not be using a
graded approach within one individual instance, it is still
possible that they may do so over time.

mentioning the historical accuracies of the two tests in the
qualitative data. However, unlike INC-RED responders,
many NC-NC responders say, even though they recognize
that one test has been more accurate than the other, they
cannot make change until they know for sure which one is
correct. The NC-NC response may therefore be a
‘conservative’ choice of how to deal with uncertainty i.e., to
wait until we know more and avoid updating based on
assumptions. This fits with the fact that 60.3% of NC-NC
responders chose the option stating that it was incorrect to
make updates under uncertainty, and around 60.0% made
the appropriate adjustment at the end of the study once they
did know the patient’s true status.
This general picture also fits with the quantitative data in
table 1, demonstrating the difference in responses to a range
of questions by the two approaches. Firstly, we can see that
there is no difference in certainty: both were equally certain
(around 75%) that the more HA test was correct on this
occasion. There is a possible difference in confidence in this
estimate, with INC-RED responders being more confident,
but this should be considered tentative. Importantly
however, there seems to be a clear difference (around 8%,
p<.001) in the threshold that each response type reports they
would require in order to increase their estimate in the more
HA test. Notably, this threshold is lower among INC-RED
responders and roughly matches their mean certainty
(76.4% vs 76.3%), than among NC-NC responders, where it
is considerably higher than their mean certainty (84.1% vs
74.7%). Connected to this, we can see that nearly 30% more
INC-RED responders self-reported as ‘assuming’ the more
HA test was correct. Correspondingly, around 25% more
NC-NC responders reported not making any assumptions.
This tentatively presents a picture where both NC-NC and
INC-RED responders have a similar representation of the
problem. Both think the more HA test is likely to be correct
this time, and the INC-RED responders are prepared to
update accuracy estimates based upon this assumption (their
certainty threshold has been met) while NC-NC responders
are not prepared to, and prefer to make no change, either
waiting for certainty, or for more data in general (until their
certainty threshold is met). The two responses therefore
seem to represent two sides of a ‘binary’ (or digital /
categorical) choice – either make no change, as if we had no
information at all, or make a change as if we were certain
that the more HA test was correct. What is lacking in these
responses representing two thirds of our sample therefore is
a ‘probabilistic’ or ‘graded’ response to this problem.
While we do not know why participants make these
responses, a general framework of ‘resource rationality’ is
plausible, as the approach certainly simplifies the problem.
However, as we have mentioned in previous work (Dewitt
et al., 2018; Dewitt et al., 2020), the INC-RED
‘simplification’ of the problem produces a belief updating
dynamic similar to that seen in the confirmation bias
literature, where, because e.g., the blood test has been more
accurate in the past, we update our beliefs based on the
assumption that it is correct this time, producing a self-
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Abstract
Counterfactual theories of causal judgment propose that people
infer causality between events by comparing an actual outcome
with what would have happened in a relevant alternative
situation. If the candidate cause is “difference-making”, people
infer causality. This framework has not been applied to
people’s judgments about unprecedented societal events (e.g.,
global pandemics), in which people have limited causal
knowledge (e.g., about effective policies). In these contexts, it
is less clear how people reason counterfactually. This study
examined this issue. Participants judged whether a mandatory
evacuation reduced population bite rates during a novel insect
infestation. People tended to rely on prior causal knowledge,
unless data from close alternatives (i.e., structurally similar
counterfactuals) provided counterevidence. There were also
notable individual differences, such that some people
privileged prior knowledge regardless of the available
counterevidence or privileged far alternatives (i.e., structurally
distinct counterfactuals), which may have implications for
understanding public disagreement about policy issues.
Keywords: causal judgments; counterfactual reasoning;
public policy

Introduction
Publicly available data indicates that the United States had
the highest number of coronavirus cases in the world in 2020.
While this outcome is evident, the causes of this outcome
remain a frequent topic of public debate. Was this outcome
affected by the delay in a mandatory lockdown? Did the
structure of the United States’ health care system play a role?
According to counterfactual theories of causal judgment,
people engage in counterfactual simulations to answer these
types of causal questions (Gerstenberg et al., 2021;
Kominsky & Phillips, 2019; Lewis, 1973; Mackie, 1974;
Woodward, 2005). Specifically, people compare the actual,
known outcome to a relevant alternative situation that
informs what would have happened had things been different.
If this counterfactual simulation reveals that the candidate
cause is “difference-making”, people endorse it as causal.
A key assumption of contemporary counterfactual theory
is that “people already have access to a generative model of
the domain” (Gerstenberg et al., 2021). In other words, it is
assumed that people have the requisite prior knowledge to
generate appropriate counterfactuals. This work has, in turn,
focused on domains in which people have robust prior causal
knowledge. For instance, many studies have examined
physical causation, in which participants can rely on intuitive
physics to simulate counterfactual situations. To illustrate, a
recent eye-tracking study found that, when determining
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whether Ball A caused Ball B to go through a gate, people
visualize the path that Ball B would have taken had it not been
hit by Ball A (Gerstenberg et al., 2017). Other work has
applied a counterfactual framework to understand people’s
causal reasoning about common life experiences, including
studying for an exam, taking pain medication, and preparing
food (Byrne, 2016).
It is less clear how people make counterfactual and causal
judgments about unprecedented events that have never
happened before, for example, about whether a particular
public policy was effective in controlling the spread of a new
pandemic. Indeed, while people have a lifetime of experience
observing and manipulating objects under various conditions,
they lack such rich experience with pandemics. Despite this,
it is notable that in almost any news outlet, there is plenty of
speculation about which policies are responsible for a
country’s outcomes (Beauchamp, 2020; Berlinger, 2020).
Moreover, prior research finds that both lay individuals and
historians frequently consider how things might have been
different when making causal and moral judgments about
historical events (Markman et al., 2008; Nolan, 2013; Tetlock
& Belkin, 1996). Thus, we do not consider whether people
make counterfactual and causal judgments about
unprecedented events, but rather how they do so. In the
present study, we examine how a counterfactual framework
of causal judgment may apply to these scenarios. Below, we
propose three possible accounts:

Account 1: Relying on (Limited) Prior Knowledge
One possibility is that people simulate counterfactuals in
the same way they do when reasoning about familiar events
by drawing on the limited knowledge that they do have. For
example, when judging whether a delay in initiating a
lockdown increased coronavirus cases, people may reason
that staying away from others generally prevents the spread
of disease and, to the extent that people follow the order, an
earlier lockdown would have prevented infections. In this
way, people would not seek data beyond the outcome of
interest (e.g., infections rates in the United States) to make a
causal judgment, as they can construct the relevant
counterfactual world on their own. This tendency to rely on
prior knowledge also aligns with alternative mechanistic
accounts of causal judgment, which propose that people seek
evidence for an underlying mechanism (e.g., transfer of
causal force) when inferring causality (e.g., Wolff &
Thorstad, 2017).

Account 2: Relying on Close Alternatives
A second possibility is that people may privilege data from
close alternatives, or structurally similar cases (e.g., other
societies with similar demographics), to generate
counterfactuals. Indeed, this appears to be a common practice
in journalism on the pandemic. For example, when
speculating about the causes of a target country’s outcomes,
news outlets typically report other countries’ coronavirus
case trajectories in the same graph, and cases are often
reported in units that allow for between-country comparison
(e.g., reporting number of cases per million residents;
Connolly, 2020). In line with this close alternatives account,
countries that are graphed together often have a similar
societal structure, including demographic and economic
characteristics (e.g., comparing western European countries
to one another). Thus, it may be that people rely on close
alternatives when making causal judgments about
unprecedented events, in that they rely on data from other
societies that are structurally similar, but differ in the
candidate cause of interest (e.g., policies).

Account 3: Individual Variability
A third possibility is that there are substantial individual
differences, such that some people privilege their own causal
knowledge and others privilege close alternatives. Further
individual variability may come from differences in which
alternatives people perceive to be relevant comparison cases.
Indeed, the fact that there is widespread disagreement in
many countries about whether their current administration
handled the pandemic well (Mordecai & Connaughton, 2020)
is suggestive that there may be notable individual differences
in people’s counterfactual reasoning and subsequent causal
judgments.

The Present Study
The present study aimed to answer which of these three
accounts best describes how people tend to make causal
judgments about unprecedented societal events. Rather than
manipulating participants’ judgments about the pandemic,
which may be difficult due to people’s strong prior beliefs,
participants were asked to reason about an unprecedented
event that was conceptually similar.
Specifically, participants read a news article about a novel
insect infestation in the target town, Hillsbrook,
Pennsylvania, and were asked whether a delay in mandatory
evacuation caused an increase in population bite rates and to
explain why they made that judgment. Prior to these causal
judgments, participants in the Baseline condition were only
presented data on population bite rates from Hillsbrook. We
purposely designed the bite rate trajectory to present
ambiguous evidence for whether or not the evacuation was
causal; specifically, there was a slowing down of bite rates
once the evacuation was ordered on day 5 (perhaps
suggesting a causal effect) but bite rates still showed a slight
upward trend (perhaps suggesting no effect).
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Participants in the other two conditions (Causal and Not
Causal) were presented this baseline data, and were also
presented with data from two other Pennsylvanian towns (i.e.,
close alternatives) and two towns from developing Asian
countries (i.e., far alternatives). Critically, participants were
informed that these other four towns had immediate
evacuations, and thus could be used to generate
counterfactuals about what would have happened had
Hillsbrook not had the delay. In the Causal condition, the
other Pennsylvanian towns had low bite rates and thus
supported a causal effect of the delayed evacuation. In the
Not Causal condition, the other Pennsylvanian towns had
essentially the same trajectory of bite rates as Hillsbrook,
suggesting that the delayed evacuation was not differencemaking. See Figure 1 for the data presented in each of the
three conditions. To test whether people privilege these close
alternatives, data from the Asian towns supported the
opposite causal judgment for each condition.
To determine which of the three accounts best describes
people’s reasoning, we leveraged participants’ causal
judgments and their explanations. If participants were only
relying on their limited prior knowledge (Account 1), then
their judgments should be insensitive to the type of data that
they are presented, and they should only mention causal
mechanism information in their explanations (i.e., their
beliefs about the effectiveness of evacuations). We assumed
that participants would generally believe that evacuations are
effective for avoiding poisonous insects, and thus would
endorse that the delayed evacuation caused high bites rates if
they were relying exclusively on their prior knowledge.
Alternatively, if participants privilege close alternatives
(Account 2), their causal judgments should vary as a function
of the data that they are provided, and they should specifically
reference the Pennsylvanian towns—but not the Asian
towns—in their explanations. Finally, Account 3 predicts that
people’s causal judgments and explanations should be linked
in a coherent manner, but that there will be individual
differences in whether prior causal knowledge, close
alternatives, or far alternatives are privileged.

Method
Participants
Participants were 64 undergraduate students (64% female,
31% male; 44% Asian, 19% White, 16% mixed race, 11%
Latinx, 8% Middle Eastern, 2% Black) who attended a large,
public university in the West Coast region of the United
States.

Procedure
Participants completed the study online via Qualtrics and
were assigned to one of three, between-subject conditions: (1)
Baseline (no data beyond the target town), (2) Causal (data
from close alternatives—i.e., other Pennsylvanian towns—
suggesting that the candidate cause is causal), or (3) Not
Causal (data from close alternatives suggesting the candidate
cause is not causal).

All conditions began with the same cover story regarding a
recent infestation of a poisonous novel insect:
In Hillsbrook, Pennsylvania, there was an infestation of a
novel flying insect, Zorphax seymora. Scientists found out
right away that the insect’s bite was highly poisonous to
humans. Scientists told Hillsbrook to order an immediate
evacuation to shelters further away from the infestation.
All participants were then told about a delay in
intervention, a mandatory evacuation:
Due to unexpected technical issues, Hillsbrook got the
evacuation message five days after it was sent. Once the
message was received, Hillsbrook ordered the evacuation.
Participants in the Baseline condition were then shown the
population bite rates of the target town (see Figure 1).

In the Causal condition, participants were presented data
in which the close alternatives (Allensville, Pennsylvania and
Johnston, Pennsylvania) suggested that the delayed
evacuation made a difference, while the far alternatives
(Dima, Malaysia and Kapung, Indonesia), suggested that
delayed evacuation did not make a difference. In the Not
Causal condition, the same exact data were presented but the
labels were reversed, thus supporting the opposite inference.
Participants were then asked to make a causal judgment,
specifically, “Did the delayed evacuation cause the high rates
of Hillsbrook residents being bitten?” They responded on a
scale from 0 to 100, with the anchors being “definitely no” at
0, “maybe” at 50, and “definitely yes” at 100. Following this,
they were asked to explain their answer (“Why do you think
that? Please write 1-2 sentences.”).
Participants also made a counterfactual judgment:
“Imagine instead there was an immediate evacuation in
Hillsbrook. Would it have led to a drop of at least 5% of
Hillsbrook residents being bitten?” Participants rated their
answers on the same response scale and were also asked to
provide open-ended justifications for their responses. The
order of presentation of the causal and counterfactual
questions was counterbalanced across participants.

Results

Figure 1: Study conditions.
In the Causal and Not Causal conditions, the story
described four additional towns (two towns that were close in
location, i.e., also in Pennslyvania, and two towns from
developing countries in another continent, i.e., Asia) that had
the same insect infestation but had an immediate evacuation:
The same insect infestation also happened in the following
towns: Allensville, Pennsylvania, Johnston, Pennsylvania,
Kapung, Indonesia, and Dima, Malaysia. In all of these other
towns, they ordered evacuations to shelters right away with
no delay.
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Causal judgments
Participants’ causal judgments by condition are graphed in
Figure 2, in which higher scores indicate stronger agreement
that the delayed evacuation caused the high bite rates in
Hillsbrook. A one-way ANOVA indicated that there was an
overall effect of condition, F(2) = 7.11, p = .002, η2 = .19.
Post hoc pairwise comparisons indicated that participants in
the Baseline condition were more likely to endorse the
delayed evacuation as causal than participants in the Not
Causal condition, t(40) = 3.55, p < .001, but no more likely
than participants in the Causal condition, t(39) = 1.07, p =
.29. Critically, participants in the Causal condition were
more likely to endorse a causal effect than the Not Causal
condition, t(41) = 2.52, p = .02. Taken together, we find that,
on average, participants’ quantitative judgments varied as a
function of data on close alternatives.
However it was also critical to examine participants’
explanations to confirm that they were indeed privileging
close alternatives (in line with the predictions of Account 2).
This was particularly important for understanding the results
of the Causal condition, as privileging either the data from
close alternatives or prior causal knowledge would both
result in stronger causal judgments.

Table 1: Types of explanations for causal judgments.

Figure 2: Causal judgments and explanations by condition.
Higher scores indicate participants more strongly endorsed
that the delayed evacuation caused high bites rates. Bars
represent standard mean errors. Asterisks above the brackets
indicate significant condition differences. Asterisks above
the standard error bars indicate that the mean is significantly
different from the midpoint, 50. *p < .05. **p < .01. ***p <
.001.
Explanations
When examining participants’ explanations, we considered
their relation to condition and causal judgments. All
explanations are color coded in Figure 2 and described in
greater detail in Tables 1 and 2. As summarized in Table 1,
explanations were coded into one of five categories: (1) PA
Only: participants only mentioned the other Pennsylvanian
towns’ data, and did not discuss the Asian towns (κ = .96),
(2) PA + Asia: participants referenced both data from other
Pennsylvanian towns and Asian towns (κ = 1), (3) Asia Only:
participants only mentioned Asian towns’ data (κ = .90), (4)
Mechanism: participants drew on prior knowledge and
discussed the effectiveness of evacuations in general or in this
specific case (κ = .94), or (5) Other: all other responses (κ =
.86). Explanations were coded by two independent coders
and disagreements were resolved via discussion.
In Table 2, we report the frequency of each explanation
type by condition, and the mean causal judgment for each.
Like before, higher scores indicate that participants more
strongly endorsed that the delayed evacuation was causal.
When participants had no additional data beyond the target
town (i.e., the Baseline condition), they most frequently drew
on their prior knowledge and discussed the causal mechanism
(86%), and this led to strong causal inferences (Mjudg = 82).
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Explanation
PA Only

Definition
Only data from other
Pennsylvanian towns
(and not Asian
towns) mentioned.

PA + Asia

Data from both
Pennsylvanian and
Asian towns
mentioned.

Asia Only

Only data from other
Asian towns (and not
Pennsylvanian towns)
mentioned.

Mechanism

Only causal
mechanisms about
the effectiveness of
evacuations in
general or in this
particular case are
mentioned.
Responses that did
not fit any category.

Other

Example
“Looking at the
other two towns in
Pennsylvania that
evacuated had high
bite rates even
though they
evacuated without
any delay.”
“Because in other
cities of
Pennsylvania there
were less residents
bitten. However, in
Indonesia and
Malaysia there was
still a high increase
in population being
bitten even after
being evacuated.”
“The data for
Kapung and Dima
suggest that there are
external factors that
contribute to the
population being
bitten aside from
evacuation time.”
“Evacuation
prevents people
being bitten.”

“I think it did.”

Table 2: Explanation frequency and mean causal judgment.
Condition
Baseline
Causal
Not Causal
Explanation
%
Mjudg
%
Mjudg
%
Mjudg
PA Only
0%
-19%
91
68%
24
PA + Asia
0%
-5%
55
5%
50
Asia Only
0%
-19%
29
9%
78
Mechanism 86%
82
38%
80
18%
90
Other
14%
38
19%
56
0%
-Note. Mjudg = the mean causal judgment for each explanation
in the respective condition; higher scores indicate a stronger
endorsement of the delayed evacuation as causal.

In the Not Causal condition (see the third column of Table
2), participants most frequently referenced the Pennsylvanian
towns (68%), and this was associated with weak causal
judgments (Mjudg = 24). Notably, however, some participants
mentioned Asia (14% in total), and this was associated with
stronger causal judgments (Asia Only, Mjudg = 78; PA + Asia,
Mjudg = 50). There were also participants who privileged their
mechanism knowledge (18%), which also was associated
with stronger causal inferences (Mjudg = 90).
With respect to the Causal condition, recall that
participants’ quantitative judgments could indicate either that
they were privileging the Pennsylvanian towns’ data or their
prior causal knowledge. Explanation data revealed that the
most frequent explanation referenced prior knowledge (38%;
Mjudg = 80), and a smaller fraction of people discussed the
Pennsylvanian towns (19%; Mjudg = 91). Participants who
mentioned the Asian towns (24% in total) had, as would be
expected, lower causal judgments relative to the rest of the
participants (Asia Only, Mjudg = 29; PA + Asia, Mjudg = 55).
Taken together, participants’ explanations provide support
for a more nuanced conclusion, merging aspects of Accounts
1 and 2. That is, people tend to privilege their prior causal
mechanistic knowledge when they do not have any additional
data and when the data on close alternatives support this
knowledge (i.e., in the Causal condition). However, when the
close alternatives counter their prior knowledge (i.e., in the
Not Causal condition), participants tend to override their
existing mechanistic knowledge and make causal judgments
based on close alternatives. Beyond these trends, it is also
important to note that there was substantial variability in
which alternatives people found most relevant. For example,
some participants focused on the Asian towns (i.e., far
alternatives), and this was associated with causal judgments
in the opposite direction of the overall means. Thus, the
explanation findings also provide at least some evidence in
support of Account 3, which proposes that people may vary
in the which counterfactuals they find relevant, leading to
opposing causal judgments.

Counterfactual judgments
Our study assumes that people’s counterfactual judgments
underscore their causal judgments. To check this assumption,
we examined the correlation between participants’ causal
judgments and counterfactual judgments (i.e., whether an
immediate evacuation would have resulted in at least 5%
fewer bites in Hillsbrook). We found that there was a strong
correlation between these two judgments, r = .72, p < .001.
Importantly, we found that counterfactual judgments also
varied systematically across conditions, F(2) = 8.07, p < .001,
η2 = .21, following the same pattern as the causal judgments.
Participants were more likely to endorse that the delayed
evacuation was difference-making in the Baseline condition
(M = 77) and Causal condition (M = 72) relative to the Not
Causal condition (M = 49), Baseline vs. Not Causal: t(41) =
3.43, p = .001, Causal vs. Not Causal: t(41) = 2.75, p = .009.
Taken together, counterfactual simulation likely undergirds
people’s causal judgments about unprecedented events.
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Discussion
This study examined how a counterfactual theory of causal
judgment can be applied to people’s reasoning about
unprecedented events. Our data suggests that people tend to
privilege their prior causal knowledge when they lack
additional data, and when evidence from close alternatives
supports this knowledge (in line with Account 1). However,
when data from close alternatives counters their prior causal
knowledge, people privilege this counterevidence over their
existing mechanistic beliefs (in line with Account 2).
Notably, while these were the average trends, we also found
individual variability in whether participants privileged close
alternatives, far alternatives, or their prior knowledge, and
this was coherently linked to differential causal judgments (in
line with Account 3). Taken together, a nuanced account is
warranted when describing how people make causal
judgments about unprecedented societal events.
By focusing on unprecedented events, our study builds on
contemporary counterfactual theory that has largely focused
on contexts in which people already have rich causal
knowledge. Our results suggest that, without additional data
beyond the target outcome, people will draw on the
knowledge they have rather than opt to withhold causal
judgment. Indeed, most people in the Baseline condition
discussed the effectiveness of evacuations to support their
strong causal inferences. This likely indicates that people
simulated what happens when an evacuation is or is not
delayed, similar to when they imagine what happens when a
ball is or is not present in making physical causal judgments.
However, as shown in the results from the Not Causal
condition, people will reliably override these simulations
when close alternatives support the opposite inference (e.g.,
that an evacuation had no effect). This suggests that
counterfactual simulation and subsequent causal judgments
about unprecedented events may be much more dynamic due
to people’s uncertainty, such that these judgments are highly
dependent on what evidence is available to them.
Recall that there were also several individuals in the Not
Causal condition who still privileged their beliefs about the
effectiveness of evacuations and inferred a causal effect. One
open question is: In what contexts are people more confident
in their existing generative models than available evidence
from close alternatives? Does the strength of these prior
beliefs lead them to disregard counterevidence? Future
experiments could test this by strengthening people’s beliefs
about a certain policy’s effectiveness, for example, saying
that a certain policy has always worked for addressing similar
problems in the past. In turn, participants may be willing to
privilege prior knowledge over data from close alternatives,
treating this disconfirming evidence as irrelevant.
Interestingly, there were also individuals who privileged
the far alternatives (i.e., data from the Asian towns) in their
causal judgments. This raises important questions about what
alternatives people find relevant. One likely factor that affects
relevance is the perceived stability of the causal relationship
across contexts (Woodward, 2006, 2010). On the one hand,
the effectiveness of a public policy intervention may be

perceived as highly context specific, such that people believe
that its impact would vary as a function of societal factors like
demography and local resources. Indeed, implementing an
evacuation could be much more effective in a society in
which people have greater resources (e.g., cars) to follow the
order and quickly move away. On the other hand, other
individuals may assume that the effectiveness of mandatory
evacuations should be generally the same across societies,
and thus view any data that suggests otherwise to be
important counterevidence.
One unexpected finding was that, despite the quantitative
judgments in the Causal condition suggesting that people
privileged the Pennsylvanian data, the modal explanation for
these judgments focused on the effectiveness of evacuations
(as opposed to Pennsylvania). This stood in contrast to the
finding that people most commonly cited the Pennsylvanian
data in the Not Causal condition. This indicates that people
override their prior causal knowledge and privilege data on
close alternatives only when it is disconfirming. One the other
hand, when the close alternatives data is confirming, people
will instead cite their prior mechanistic knowledge to justify
their judgments. This may be because people believe they
should cite specific data when making a causal judgment that
runs counter to their priors, but that they otherwise prefer
broad, mechanistic explanations. As noted above, this
preference also supports tenets of mechanistic accounts of
causal judgment.
While our study paradigm tests which data people privilege
when provided two sets of close and far alternatives, we note
that the real world is more complicated in several important
ways. First, when reasoning about real-world unprecedented
events, there are often many close alternatives to choose from
that may support different conclusions. For example, the
United States has been compared to a number of other
societies with different outcomes (e.g., Australia, Canada, the
United Kingdom). Thus, there may be even greater
individual variability than documented here when people
reason about public policies (Mordecai & Connaughton,
2020). Second, future research should test if certain
motivations (e.g., political) and sources (e.g., media) can
affect which alternatives come to mind and seem most
relevant (Tversky & Kahneman, 1973). For example, it is
possible that people may privilege certain alternatives that
support the causal inferences that align with their worldview,
and this may be further exacerbated by partisan media outlets
emphasizing these alternatives. Future work should explore
the extent to which different counterfactual simulations may
be an important source of political polarization on societal
issues (Markman et al., 2008).
An open question is the extent to which our findings, that
focus on unprecedented societal events, may apply to any
event in which people have limited prior knowledge. For
example, might this pattern of results emerge when people
make causal judgments about a novel physical object? We
suspect that participants will still draw on relevant prior
knowledge (e.g., about objects in general), and will privilege
close alternatives (e.g., another, similar object) if it counters
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their priors. However, there may be important differences
between societal events and events that are less politically
charged. For example, for societal events, people may be
more likely to reject counterevidence from close alternatives
if it violates deeply held existing beliefs. Testing the extent
to which our findings generalize to any unprecedented event
will be an important direction for future research.
In sum, we find that people tend to privilege prior causal
knowledge when making judgments about unprecedented
societal events, but that they will reliably override this
knowledge if data from close alternatives offers
counterevidence. However, there is also notable individual
variation in which alternatives people find most informative.
This research lays the foundation for future work on how
judgments about unprecedented societal events may be
influenced by the strength of people’s prior causal
knowledge, exposure to various types of evidence, and
motivations to make certain causal claims.
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Abstract
Do people cater their lies to their own beliefs or others’ beliefs? One dominant individual-based account considers lying to be an internal tradeoff between self-interest, norms, and
morals. However, recent audience-based accounts suggests
that lying behavior can be better explained within a communicative framework, wherein speakers consider others’ beliefs
to design plausible lies—highlighting the role of theory-ofmind in strategic lying. We tease apart these accounts by examining human lying behavior in a novel asymmetric, dyadic
lying game in which speakers’ beliefs differ from those they
ascribe to their audience. We compare participants’ average
reported lie (controlling for the truth) across conditions that
manipulated the player’s and the audience’s beliefs. We find
that people spontaneously tune their lies to beliefs unique to
their audience, more than to their own beliefs. These results
support the audience-based account of lying: estimates of how
listeners will respond determine how people decide to lie.
Keywords: deception; partial observability; theory of mind

Introduction
Human communication is generally honest—people speak
the truth, and they assume others do as well (Abeler,
Nosenzo, & Raymond, 2019; Levine, 2014)—but this expectation of honesty renders listeners susceptible to deceptive
speech. More generally, listeners’ expectations about reality
determine which statements are likely to be seen as lies. Do
liars spontaneously design lies in accordance with their estimates of their audience’s beliefs? The ability to lie at all
seems to require theory-of-mind (ToM), or the ability to reason about others’ mental states (e.g. Ding, Wellman, Wang,
Fu, & Lee, 2015), suggesting that representing the beliefs of
the audience is critical to lying. After all, intentional lying
is predicated on the understanding that the audience might
form beliefs different from the speaker. But other research
has called into question whether this level of ToM reasoning
is necessary to achieve human-like lying behavior.
One popular account proposes people’s lies are largely
constrained by their own beliefs, e.g. about around honesty
(Gino, Ayal, & Ariely, 2009) and morals (Mazar, Amir, &
Ariely, 2008). This individual-based account was designed
specifically to explain why people have a tendency to lie but
avoid large lies, even in situations without a risk of detection.
Invoking beliefs about morals, norms, and self-conception
has influenced policy-making: rather than policies focused
on detecting and punishing wrongdoers, a seemingly easier
method nudges people to behave honestly (but see Verschuere
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et al., 2018; Kristal et al., 2020 for failures to replicate prominent intervention experiments). Under the individual-based
account, people’s lies should be driven by their own values
and prior beliefs about the world. Speakers will avoid lies
that seem big to them, even if to their audience that lie would
be small, and undetectable, and vice versa.
Furthermore, a resource rational argument can be made for
why catering to audience-specific beliefs may be uneconomical, even when at risk of detection. First, people are practically at chance when detecting lies, as shown in experimental
studies (Bond & DePaulo, 2006), and this mediocre performance is in part attributed to people’s attention to ineffective cues (Vrij, Granhag, & Porter, 2010). Under a blanket
assumption that detectors are simply guessing, a liar need
not attribute sophisticated reasoning to their audience to succeed in duping them. Second, lying is effortful—it is cognitively demanding (Vrij, Fisher, Mann, & Leal, 2006) and incurs longer response times than telling the truth, even without
the risk of getting caught (Suchotzki, Verschuere, Van Bockstaele, Ben-Shakhar, & Crombez, 2017; Capraro, Schulz, &
Rand, 2019, but see Shalvi, Eldar, & Bereby-Meyer, 2012).
Applying a complex ToM process to reason about the audience would presumably add to the cognitive demand required
of lying (Apperly, Riggs, Simpson, Chiavarino, & Samson,
2006). Finally, given the scarcity of distinguishing information about others’ idiosyncratic beliefs, a heuristic that relies
only on the speakers’ own beliefs to choose a lie may be a
globally optimal heuristic.
In contrast to these individual-based accounts, some recent
work proposes that ToM is necessary to explain how people lie when an audience has the opportunity to detect lies,
as it is used to predict the listeners’ likely response. These
accounts are based on traditional economic approaches to
why people commit crimes in adversarial situations (Becker,
1968). Such audience-based accounts formalize the decision processes underlying lying (and lie detection) within a
communicative framework: when sending a message, people consider others’ beliefs to design plausible lies; when receiving that message, people consider others’ goals to discriminate likely from unlikely lies (Oey, Schachner, & Vul,
2019). Similar communicative frameworks have found success in explaining human preferences for various strategies of
deception across contexts (e.g. Montague, Navarro, Perfors,
Warner, & Shafto, 2011). For example, audiences’ coopera-

Figure 1: Design of the game. For the sender, beliefs about the base-rate are fully observable: the sender knows the distribution
of red and blue marbles observed by the receiver (in the inner white box), and the overall distribution (in the inner white and
surrounding black box). For the receiver, beliefs about the base-rate are partially observable: the receiver can only observe the
distribution of marbles in the window (the inner white box). Here, the sender believes the full population contains 20% red and
80% blue marbles, and they know the receiver observes a subset of the population that is 80% red and 20% blue marbles.
tive expectations drive deceivers to elect to be uninformative
over the alternative choice to mislead their audience to a false
conclusion (Ransom, Voorspoels, Navarro, & Perfors, 2019;
Franke, Dulcinati, & Pouscoulous, 2020). Moreover, general uncertainty about the audience’s intent leads people to
build plausible deniability into their message by speaking indirectly, such as in bribing (Lee & Pinker, 2010). And prominently, lying is more prevalent when it benefits the expected
payoff of the audience, as in white lie-telling (Gneezy, 2005;
Erat & Gneezy, 2012).
Broadly, the individual- and audience-based accounts generate distinct predictions about how robust human lying and
lie detecting behaviors are to beliefs about other agents’
minds. Rigorously testing the audience-based account of lying requires showing that people cater their lies specifically
to the opponent’s prior beliefs. Alternatively, if people only
cater their lies to their own prior beliefs, this evidence would
favor an individual-based account of lying. One study, Oey
et al. (2019), attempted to tease apart these accounts by manipulating global base-rate beliefs about the world to see if
they systematically influence how people produce lies (see
also Mazar et al., 2008). However, the manipulation perturbed shared information about base-rates, and so it could
not tease apart whether senders are adjusting to their own or
their opponent’s beliefs about base-rates. To clearly demonstrate that people can and do tailor their lies to their audience,
we must show that that the lies people tell vary based on what
they think their audience believes. To our knowledge, such a
study has yet to be described in the literature.
In this study, we aim to fill this gap by asking the nuanced question: do people tune the frequency and content
of their lies based on expectations about the unique beliefs
of their audience? We test this question in an asymmetric,
dyadic lying game where speakers are led to believe that listeners have beliefs that differ from their own. If people an-
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chor their lies based on their own belief instead of their audience’s, this would suggest a cognitive limitation in people’s lying ability—perhaps individual-based considerations
are sufficient to characterize human lying. Alternatively, if
people anchor their lies based on the audience’s belief, this
would support an audience-based account—people spontaneously consider the audience’s response when designing
their lies.

Experiment
Participants played a dyadic lying game, alternating between
both roles (sender and receiver) between each trial. To control
for the behavior of the opponent, participants played against
an AI. Participants were instructed that their goal was to defeat their opponent by the most points possible. This experimental lying paradigm was inspired by the sender-receiver
game used in Oey et al. (2019), with some key improvements.

Participants
291 participants were recruited from the undergraduate population at the University of California, San Diego to participate
in an online study. Participants received course extra credit
for their time. Of these, 33 were excluded for failing to sufficiently answer at least 75% of the attention check questions.

Design
In the game, the sender and receiver both observe a box containing some population of red and blue marbles. In private,
the sender randomly samples 10 marbles out of the box (“the
truth” is how many red marbles they sample), and then reports to the receiver how many red marbles they supposedly
sampled (which can correspond to either the truth or any lie
between 0 and 10). The receiver does not see the true sample,
and they decide whether to accept or reject (i.e. accuse as a
lie) the sender’s report.

The sender is motivated to report more red marbles for a
higher gain in points, but they are dissuaded from getting
caught in a lie for a penalty. If the receiver accepts the
sender’s report, the sender earns points for the red marbles
reported while the receiver earn points for the blue marbles
reported (ten minus the red marbles reported). For example,
if the receiver accepts when the sender reports that they sampled 7 red marbles, then the sender would receive 7 points,
and the receiver 3, regardless of how many red marbles the
sender actually saw. However, the receiver may choose to reject the report if they are suspicious. If the receiver rejects
the report, and the report was actually a lie, then the receiver
always gains 5 points while the sender loses 5. If the receiver
rejects a report that was actually true, then the sender gains
points for the number of red marbles seen and reported, and
the receiver gains points for blue marbles and pays a penalty
of 5 points for falsely accusing the sender of lying. Together
these payoffs motivate the sender to lie, but not be caught,
and the receiver to catch lies, but not make false accusations.
After four practice trials, participants only received intermittent feedback (every fifth trial) about their gameplay in the
form of both players’ cumulative points.
To tease apart the audience- and the individual-based accounts of lying, we manipulated the distribution of red and
blue marbles in the box visible to the sender and the receiver.
The box contains a window on one side (an inner white box)
through which the receiver can see the distribution of red and
blue marbles. The other side is open—the sender can see
what the receiver sees through the window (the inner white
box), as well as the full distribution of red and blue marbles
(the inner white box and the surrounding black box). In other
words, the population of marbles is fully observable for the
sender, but it is partially observable for the receiver. Furthermore, the sender can infer how the receiver’s base-rate differs
from their own, but the receiver has no information on which
to evaluate whether the sender has a belief different from their
own.
We used a 3 × 3 within-subject design: the sender’s baserate (total box) was 20%, 50%, or 80% red; the receiver’s
base-rate (inner white box) was 20%, 50%, or 80% red. These
conditions were randomly sampled for each trial. Altogether,
this set up made the receiver particularly susceptible to deception in certain conditions when the sender’s and the receiver’s
beliefs are asymmetric.
A possible concern of this setup is that participants’ beliefs
about the base-rate may not actually correspond to the veridical base-rate of marbles (the raw counts of red and blue marbles in the box). For instance, a key assumption of the study
is that senders’ beliefs about the receiver’s belief are different from their own. To test the soundness of our assumptions
about players’ beliefs, we asked participants to respond on a
slider scale about the distribution of marbles from their own
or their opponent’s perspective (shown in Fig. 2). The left
side of the slider bar was red and the right side was blue,
so that the further rightward the bar was dragged, the more
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Figure 2: Participants were asked about the distribution of
red/blue marbles from either their opponent’s (a, c) or their
own perspective (b, d). Their response was recorded using
a slider scale. (a) Senders believed receivers’ base-rate beliefs shifted with the receivers’ true base-rate as expected, but
surprisingly, the senders’ true base-rate also had a small influence on their response. (b) Senders accurately assessed their
own base-rate. Receivers responded the same for (d) their
own perspective as (c) their opponent’s perspective.
the bar was “filled in red.” Labels below the slider (“more
blue” to the left, “more red” to the right) helped to clarify the
scale’s direction. Participants were also intermittently asked
attention check questions about how many red marbles were
drawn or reported. The questions were randomly distributed
throughout the experiment. All participants received a total
of 19 base-rate and attention check questions, except three
subjects who received 18. Participants played for a total of
100 trials.1

Results
Manipulation Check
Did our manipulation of sender’s beliefs, receiver’s beliefs,
and sender’s beliefs about the receiver have the intended effects? For our manipulation to work, we required that three
conditions be satisfied. (1) The sender ought to recognize that
the distribution of red and white marbles in the inner white
box is visible to the receiver and guides the receiver’s beliefs. (2) In inferring the receiver’s beliefs, the sender must
1 Data and code for experiment and analysis are available at
https://github.com/la-oey/ConcealedLies

recognize that the players can hold different beliefs about the
base-rate of marbles. (3) For the receiver to be susceptible to
exploitation, the receiver needs to believe the base-rate they
see. Finally, although not critical to our primary experimental goals, it is useful to ask (4) does the sender accurately
assess the receiver’s belief? We considered whether participants’ base-rate estimates (ranging from 0 to 100) varied as
expected with player role (sender or receiver), question type
(own or opponent’s belief), and sender and receiver base-rate
conditions.
(1) Do senders notice receivers’ base-rate? We checked
if the study’s key manipulation was successful—that senders
were aware that they had access to what receivers could see
through the box’s window (Fig. 2a). A two-way ANOVA
with an interaction revealed a significant effect of receiver
base-rate (F(6, 636) = 17.06, p < 0.0001), suggesting that
senders understood that receivers’ beliefs about the base-rate
were constrained by the aperture. There was also a significant
effect of sender base-rate (F(6, 636) = 11.59, p < 0.0001),
indicating some “leakage” of senders’ beliefs into their assessment of receivers’ beliefs.
(2) Do senders believe receivers have different beliefs from
themselves? Our manipulations were specifically aimed to induce an asymmetry between senders’ beliefs about receivers’
beliefs (Fig. 2a) and the senders’ own beliefs (Fig. 2b). We
tested whether whose beliefs (sender or receiver) the sender
was asked about interacted with the receiver and sender baserate conditions, separately. For both interactions we found
a significant effect (with receiver base-rate: F(2, 1242) =
10.72, p < 0.0001; with sender base-rate: F(2, 1242) =
21.74, p < 0.0001). This means that our manipulations succeeded at separately influencing the senders’ estimates of the
base-rate, and their assessments of the receivers’ beliefs about
that base-rate.
(3) Do receivers assume senders share the same beliefs as
themselves? Another assumption of the study is that receivers
assume that the distribution of marbles visible to them approximately matches the distribution of marbles from which
the sender is sampling. As the receiver, the participant may
distrust that the sender’s distribution corresponds to the receiver’s. In this case, the receiver may instead assume, in
spite of the evidence for the distribution that they see, the
sender is actually sampling from a noisy distribution centered at 50% red. We compared receivers’ beliefs about
senders’ beliefs (Fig. 2c) and their own beliefs (Fig. 2d). We
tested a model with an interaction between sender and receiver base-rate conditions and an additive effect of question
type to predict receivers’ responses. We found that question type—whether the receiver was asked about their own,
or their opponent’s beliefs—did not significantly improve the
model (F(1, 1211) = 3.52, p = 0.06). This corroborates our
assumption that receivers default to the assumption that the
senders’ beliefs approximate their own.
(4) Do senders’ beliefs about receivers’ beliefs map onto
receivers’ own beliefs? While it is not necessary that senders
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Figure 3: The rate of lying (as opposed to telling the truth)
across conditions. There is as an effect of the receivers’ (x)
and the senders’ base-rate condition (panels). People lie more
when the receivers’ base rate belief is higher (e.g. 80%), suggesting that people recognize when their audience is more
exploitable.
accurately assess receivers’ base-rate beliefs, it is clear from
the data that sender base-rate has an additive effect on
senders’ assessment of receivers’ beliefs (Fig. 2a), when compared to receivers’ own beliefs (Fig. 2d). In other words,
senders’ beliefs about receivers’ beliefs are not perfectly accurate. However, our findings do not rely on the senders’
perfect assessment of receivers’ beliefs.
In aggregate, our manipulations worked. Senders recognized that receivers’ beliefs about the base-rate were different
from their own, and receivers used the information visible to
them to approximate senders’ likely beliefs.

Lies
The behavior of senders can be factored into (a) their rate of
lying (as opposed to truth-telling) and (b) the lie they told
when choosing to lie. Here, we define a lie as any reported
value that was false, regardless of its intention. As we cannot
pinpoint participants’ underlying intentions, reports grouped
into this category may have been intentional lies designed to
advance the player in the game, accidental false reports, etc.
We compute the rate of lying (a) as the proportion of false
reports to all reports. The lie told (b) is the report, conditioned
on the true number of red marbles sampled and the report
being false.
When do people lie? Our first analysis aims to characterize
the rate of lying. Broadly, in our data set, participants lied
40% of the time. We break this down by condition in Figure
3, where we show that senders’ lying rates vary as a function
of the true base-rate experienced by the sender (χ2 (2) = 665,
p < 0.0001) as well as the base-rate beliefs they attribute to
the receiver (χ2 (2) = 138, p < 0.0001).
A logistic mixed effect regression model including both
sender and receiver base-rate beliefs revealed significant differences across receivers’ base-rate conditions (50% vs 20%
red: βˆ = −0.23, z = −4.70, p < 0.0001; 50% vs 80% red:
βˆ = 0.34, z = 6.99, p < 0.0001). This means that people
tended to lie more when receivers’ beliefs about the baserate were higher (e.g. 80% red)—circumstances in which

Figure 4: The distribution of lies across each condition. Each
gray point was a false reported value. A linear mixed effect
model was fit to each condition, with intercepts centered at
Truth = 5. Intercepts were largely unchanged across different
levels of sender’s belief (columns), while they changed dramatically as a function of receiver’s belief (rows). This pattern shows that the lies people tell in our game reflect mostly
the receiver’s base-rate belief.
the sender may tell larger lies while maintaining plausibility.
These results imply that people can recognize when their audience is more exploitable, and they take advantage of these
situations.
How do people lie? In our second analysis, we focus on
how people chose which lies to tell. We examined how the relationship between the truth (i.e. number of red marbles truly
sampled) and reported lies (i.e. reported red marbles when
those differed from the truth) varied across sender base-rate
and receiver base-rate conditions (Fig. 4). We fitted a linear regression to the number of marbles falsely reported as a
function of a three-way interaction between the truth and the
senders’ and the receivers’ base-rate. Subject was included as
a random intercept. To facilitate comparisons across conditions, the truth values were centered on 5 so that the models’
intercepts correspond to the lies told when 5 marbles were
truly drawn. Thus, changes in the intercept reflect changes
in which lies are likely to be told in response to seeing 5 red
marbles actually drawn.
First, we examined the general relationship between what
the speaker saw, and what lie they reported. As expected,
people falsely reported larger numbers when they drew more
marbles in reality (βˆ = 0.21, t(5150) = 18.83, p < 0.0001,
r = 0.25). After all, it does not make sense to falsely report
fewer marbles than were actually seen, so if someone tells a
lie in response to a large number, it is likely to be a large lie,
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Figure 5: The average lie across conditions, computed from
the intercept of the linear fit (from Fig. 4). There is a strong
effect of the receivers’ base-rate condition (x), and little effect of the senders’ base-rate condition (panels). Star represents the senders’ estimates of the receivers’ belief about the
base-rate (from Fig. 2a), and the circle represents the sender’s
direct estimate of the base-rate (from Fig. 2b). The average
lie appears to closely track senders’ estimates of receivers’
beliefs, suggesting that senders use theory-of-mind to choose
how to lie.
in absolute terms.
This positive relationship also relates to the distance between the lie and the truth as a function of what the truth
is. Although there are good theoretical reasons to think about
this relationship, our task and data cannot meaningfully speak
to these because the results reflect largely the range of possible responses. If the goal of the sender is to over-report how
many red marbles they saw, then when the reality is that fewer
red marbles were sampled, there is a greater margin for overreporting. This means that people cannot possibly lie by the
same magnitude when they see a large number as compared
to when they see a small number. In Fig. 4, a slope of 1 would
indicate a constant difference between truth and lies regardless of how many red marbles were actually drawn. A slope
of 1 for these task results would be impossible unless the average lie magnitude was 0—when the truth was 10, speakers
cannot possibly lie in the positive direction, since they can
only report numbers between 0 and 10. Our results showed
a much shallower slope of 0.21, revealing that the magnitude
of the lie was smaller for larger truths. However, because this
result is inevitable given the structure of the task, we cannot
say whether the apparent behavior arises because people are
less inclined to tell big lies when the reality is already in their
favor. Such questions would require a different task without
a restricted reporting range.
Next, critically for our main question, we analyzed whether
the base-rate conditions influenced people’s lies. Both of
the base-rate conditions were significant predictors of the reported lies, but the receivers’ base-rate had a greater effect
on lies (χ2 (12) = 1214.7, p < 0.0001, ω̂2 = 0.119) than the
senders’ base-rate (χ2 (12) = 34.7, p = 0.0005, ω̂2 = 0.003).
Thus, senders weighed receivers’ prior beliefs more than their
own when deciding how to lie. These results point to peo-

ple’s abilities to construct gain-increasing lies around the audience’s unique beliefs.
To further elucidate how beliefs influence senders’ lying
behavior, we compared the elicited senders’ beliefs (about
their own and their opponents’ base-rate beliefs; Fig. 2)
against the average lie (i.e. intercepts in Fig. 4). This comparison shows that the average lie appears to track senders’
beliefs about receivers’ beliefs more than senders’ own beliefs (Fig. 5). These results support the claim that senders are
using an audience-based strategy to choose their lies.

Discussion
When, and how do people lie? The currently dominant
view considers lying to be an internal tradeoff between selfinterest, self-conception, self-serving justification, norms,
and morals (Jacobsen, Fosgaard, & Pascual-Ezama, 2018).
This view suggests that lies are limited by individuals’ desire
to be virtuous, and small lies are seen as smaller sins than
larger lies. This account seems to explain why people tend to
lie rarely, and why they avoid large lies; even when they are in
situations with minimal risk for getting caught (e.g. Mazar et
al., 2008). Meanwhile, a growing area of research, focused on
lying as an act of communication, has relied on assumptions
about the audience to explain people’s selection of deceptive
messages (e.g. Ransom et al., 2019; Oey et al., 2019). Under
an extreme formulation, these two accounts are fundamentally inconsistent: under the individual-based account, people are deeply inward-looking, considering only themselves,
and their own values when choosing whether and how to lie;
under the audience-based account, on the other hand, people
consider the listener when making the same choices.
The current work pitted the individual- and audience-based
accounts in direct competition, by considering how people lie
when there is an explicit mismatch between their own prior
beliefs and their estimates of their audience’s prior beliefs.
We introduced a novel dyadic lying game, in which a partially
observable world state guides the players to have asymmetric
beliefs. In these settings, we found that peoples’ lies are better predicted by beliefs about their audience, as opposed to
beliefs about themselves.
This study focused on beliefs about the world, one component of reasoning that drives behavior. Beliefs about the
world can be asymmetric, which functions well to contrast
individual- and audience-based accounts. However, in real
world settings, the strategic theory-of-mind speaker and the
moral individually-focused speaker are not mutually exclusive. People may lie by primarily trading off maximizing their
gain and avoiding audiences’ detection, but they may secondarily avert downright unethical lies. Both cognitive mechanisms are likely weighed variably across contexts, just as the
propensity to lie varies across experimental paradigms and
laboratory versus field studies (Gerlach, Teodorescu, & Hertwig, 2019). Our results indicate that human lying behavior is
not driven solely by individual-based considerations—people
do take the audience into account when designing lies. How-
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ever, that does not mean that there is no role for individual
preferences—at the very least there is likely to be individual
variation in aversion to lying, even though lies, when told,
are strategically designed for the audience. Future work may
more directly compare how other individual-based factors,
like moral reasoning, trades off with audience-based factors.
Ultimately, this work has implications for how effective
individual-based interventions for decreasing dishonesty (e.g.
honesty pledges; Kristal et al., 2020) may be expected to be,
compared to audience-based interventions (e.g. raising believed probability of detection). In addition, this work warns
of people’s potentially dangerous capabilities at exploiting
others’ idiosyncratic beliefs. For instance, fake news that
seems jarringly false to some readers may have been effectively pitched to the beliefs of a select group of readers, e.g.
alt-right news sources may design clickbait for their alt-right
audience, not constrained by keeping stories plausible to a
nonpartisan audience. With more information about the prior
beliefs of the target audience, fake news may be more effectively targeted, rendering the audience more susceptible to its
deception.
Overall, these findings show that people can spontaneously
tune their lies to their estimates of their audiences’ prior beliefs. These results support the claim that people may lie by
primarily capitalizing on theory-of-mind to evade detection
and exploit their audience’s expectations.
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Abstract
A considerable amount of cognition is, in some way, social.
Here we consider one example: our reliance upon experts for
information about phenomenon within a particular domain.
Novices and experts share some knowledge within a domain in
question which is crucial for knowing when to seek expert
advice and how to evaluate that advice. Just when we decide to
relinquish our own knowledge or skill in deference to an
expertise remains an important question for cognitive
scientists. Here we explored some conditions that might
influence when we choose to defer to experts. In two
experiments (N=570) we demonstrated that participants have a
greater willingness to defer when experts have provide
descriptive information (i.e., facts) about their domain of
expertise, than when they provide prescriptive advice about
what we ought to do with those facts. We interpret these results
from the perspective that individuals exercise greater vigilance
when given prescriptive advice in the form of normative
statements. From this perspective individuals feel threatened,
and therefore are less deferential, when experts tell them what
to do, rather than share knowledge with them.
Keywords: Trust; Expert testimony; Deference; Communities
of knowledge

Introduction
Although cognition is often conceptualized as occurring
within the minds of single individuals, there is considerable
evidence to suggest that many aspects of cognition are well
understood as distributed across individuals (Hutchins, 1995;
Rabb et al., 2019). Consider the distribution of knowledge
that exists across experts and novices. You might be capable
of completing small repairs to your vehicle, yet you defer to
a mechanic when there is a problem beyond your skill set.
But when do we seek help from experts, and how do we
determine their recommendations are trustworthy?
Our willingness to defer to experts rests on two aspects of
social cognition; that we place our trust in the knowledge and
skills of others and that in doing so we maintain a certain level
of vigilance so as to not be deceived or misinformed. Several
areas of research indicate that we have a strong disposition to
trust others. Trust is a fundamental component of
communication; individuals expect that a person has uttered
a statement in order to provide relevant information (Grice,
1975; Sperber & Wilson, 1995). We might challenge the truth
of a statement, but for the most part we trust that individuals
intend to provide relevant information. This tendency to trust
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the statements made by others is so strong that it can cause us
to disregard our own sensory experience (e.g., Gilbert &
Jones, 1986).
The disposition to trust others is inflated when
communication comes from experts. For example, research
in social psychology has shown that the expertise of a
communicator increases the persuasiveness of the message,
particularly when the expertise is relevant to the domain from
which the message comes (Petty & Wegener, 1998). Within
the field of cognitive science deference to experts has been
shown to play a central role in theories of concepts; the belief
that concepts have essential properties that determine their
observable features is held together by the assumption that
those essential properties are discoverable by appealing to
domain experts (Kalish, 2002; Medin & Ortony, 1989;
Murphy & Medin, 1985; see Sloman & Rabb, 2016 for
similar arguments).
Yet humans are not so gullible as to place their trust in just
any informant or message. Rather, we exhibit a suite of earlyemerging and persistent cognitive mechanisms to maintain a
level of epistemic vigilance (Sperber et al., 2010; see also
Harris et al., 2018; Mills, 2013). For example, by the time
they have reached 5 years of age children consider numerous
factors to determine whether to place their trust in the
testimony of an individual, such as the informants past
reliability (Birch et al., 2008; Jaswal & Neely, 2006), their
identity or status (Lawson, 2018; Rhodes, et al., 2010), and
their level of expertise within a particular domain (Lutz &
Keil, 2002). Just as young humans are equipped to place their
trust in others (e.g., Csibra & Gergely, 2009), they are equally
prepared to exercise caution in determining the constraints of
that trust.
This early vigilance extends into adulthood. In their
seminal work on pragmatic reasoning schemas Cheng and
Holyoak (1986) showed that in contrast to performance on
symbolic reasoning tasks (e.g., Wason 1968), adults obeyed
rules of deductive inference when doing so allowed them to
determine whether an individual had broken a social
convention. Drawing from these and related findings,
Cosmides and Tooby (1992) argued that humans evolved a
set of cognitive skills to be able to detect cheaters and
freeloaders. At least when it comes to evaluating social rules,

adults exhibit a keen attention to whether the behaviors and
actions of others are in accordance with the rules. Finally,
Mercier and Sperber (2011) provided a framework for
understanding human reasoning as a state of constant
vigilance in which we aim to defend, and perhaps revise, our
beliefs in the face of new information (i.e., counter
arguments).
Overall the findings from a broad range of disciplines
present the image of a deliberate set of processes used by
young and old humans to assess the merits of an informant
and the information they have presented to decide whether to
concede or defer to their advice. Most of this work has
focused on our ability to assess the content of the information
presented by the informant. In the present study we explored
whether the form in which the information is shared by
experts will impact our willingness to defer. In particular, we
assessed if participants’ willingness to defer to experts would
be different depending on whether the expert has simply
presented factual information about a domain or if they have
told participants what they ought to do with that information.
For example, compare a doctor who merely provides
information about the potential risks relative to the benefits
of a vaccine (descriptive facts) to one who suggests their
patients ought to get vaccinated to reap benefits of
vaccinations, relative to the risks (prescriptive advice). We
expected that participants would be less willing to defer to
experts when they were given prescriptive advice than when
provided descriptive facts.
This prediction may seem counterintuitive – it would seem
that experts would know best how to act on the information
specific to their domain of expertise and that deference to
their advice would be warranted (though see Fisher & Keil,
2015; Sloman & Rabb, 2016). However, there are several
reasons to think people may be less willing to defer when
experts provide prescriptive advice. In many cases
prescriptive advice is presented as deontic or normative (i.e.,
ought-is) statements and therefore is likely to be interpreted
in a unique way. Deontic statements are likely to elicit greater
vigilance in assessing the veracity of claims because such
claims bring to the foreground the intentions of the
communicator (Sperber et al., 2010; Sperber & Wilson,
1995). Simply being told “what to do” might cause
individuals to be more skeptical about whether or not to defer.
Descriptive facts and prescriptive advice also differ in their
relevance to individual behaviors or actions. For example,
descriptive facts tend to appeal to general information about
relationships within a domain (e.g., vaccinations carry risks
and benefits) that imply action or behaviors that are relatively
distal to a participant. In other words, the information does
not explicitly carry with it the expectation that an individual
should act in a particular way. In contrast, most prescriptive
statements highlight a relevant relationship within a domain
that has direct implications for an individual’s actions or
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behaviors (e.g., considering the benefits you should become
vaccinated). Thus, it is possible that prescriptive advice
warrants greater vigilance because it has greater personal
relevance. We explored this possibility in Experiment 2 by
testing the degree to which participants were willing to defer
to expert advice would be affected by whether the advice
appealed to the actions of an individual participant (e.g.,
“what you should do is…”) or collective actions (e.g., “what
we should do is…”).

Experiment 1
The main goal of this experiment was to test the prediction
that the way expert testimony is framed, as descriptive facts
or prescriptive advice, would impact a range of judgments
that involve granting deference to experts, such as the
decision to change one’s own behaviors or beliefs, or to trust
the advice given by the expert. Overall, we expected that
participants would be less deferential when experts provided
advice about what people should do than when experts
presented descriptive facts about something within their area
of expertise.

Method
Participants. Three hundred participants were recruited from
Mechanical Turk and were given $2 upon completion of the
task. All participants were over 18 years of age and had
obtained, at minimum, a US high school diploma or
equivalent. The data from 17 participants were dropped from
the study because these participants failed to complete all the
items (7) or the time in which they took to complete the study
was at least two standard deviations below the average (10).
There were an approximately equal number of females (151)
and males (132) in the final sample.
Design, Materials & Procedure. Participants responded to 16
items each of which included information about an expert and
some additional information (i.e., advice) provided by the
expert. The information about the expert was intended to
establish that the individual was credentialed, had extensive
experience in the discipline, and/or was respected within their
domain (e.g., “Dr. Riley is a well-known expert physician”).
An approximately equal number of participants were
randomly assigned to one of two Expert Advice conditions
(NDescriptive=140; NPrescriptive=143) which were designed to
manipulate the format of the information presented by the
expert. In the Descriptive condition the information provided
by the expert was presented as a simple statement of facts in
a format such as “She (Dr. Riley) stated that…”. In the
Prescriptive condition the additional information provided by
the expert was presented as normative advice in a format such
as “She (Dr. Riley) recommends that we should…”. For each
item participants were asked three questions that gauged their

willingness to defer to the advice provided by the expert. The
first question assessed whether participants would support the
advice provided by the expert. The second question asked if
the advice changed participants’ know1edge of the topic. The
final question asked participants to judge how much they trust
the expert. Below is a sample item.

farmer). There was an approximately equal number of items
from each of these three domains.
All items were presented in random order and the
procedure lasted approximately 10 minutes.

Descriptive: Dr. Riley is the head of the
experimental
research
division
at
St.
Christopher’s Hospital. She is a well-known
expert physician. Dr. Riley claims that the latest
research shows that the use of MDMA as a
treatment for depression and anxiety will reduce
symptoms by 40% after just six treatments.

Although there were two different question scales (both of
which ranged from 0-100) we viewed the responses to all
questions as a reflection of participants’ willingness to defer
to the information presented by the experts. Thus, the average
responses for each question were submitted to the same
mixed ANOVA with Expert Advice condition as the
between-subjects variable and Question type treated as the
within-subjects variable. The analysis provided mixed
support for the main hypothesis. Although the effect of
Condition was not significant (F<1.68, p=.20), there was a
significant Expert advice by Question type interaction,
F(2,562) = 22.84, p<.001, η2=.14.
As suggested by Figure 1, and supported by follow-up
analyses, participants exhibited the predicted pattern (i.e.,
Descriptive > Prescriptive) for the support advice question
F(1,281)=4.21, p=.04, and the knowledge change question,
F(1, 281) = 9.49, p=.002, but did not show an effect for the
Trust question. Exploratory analyses revealed that these
patterns were consistent in each of three domains of expertise
(physical, social, and environmental).

Prescriptive: Dr. Riley is the head of the
experimental
research
division
at
St.
Christopher’s Hospital. he is a well-known expert
physician. Dr. Riley recommends that we should
decriminalize the drug MDMA because the latest
research shows that doing so will reduce
symptoms of depression and anxiety by 40% after
just six treatments.

Question #1: Based on this information, how likely is it that
you would support the use of MDMA in treatment for
depression and anxiety?
Extremely unlikely
Extremely likely
0 —-———-————————— 100

Results and Discussion

100

Prescriptive

Greater deference

Question #2: Does this change what you know about
psychiatric treatment?

Descriptive

Not at all A moderate amount
A great deal
0 —————————————— 100
Question #3: To what extent do you trust this expert?

0

Not at all A moderate amount
A great deal
0 ————————————— 100

Support
advice

We generated items to cover a range of domains of
expertise. In particular we created items that fall within either
the physical domain (e.g., decision to vaccinate based on
advice from certified medical professionals), the social
domain (e.g., use of police cameras to decrease crime rates
based on advice from tenured police detectives), or the
environmental domain (e.g., use of genetically-modified
plants to increase crop yields based on advice from a certified
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Knowledge
change

Trust

Figure 1. Average responses for each question
type in both information framing conditions. Note
that greater deference refers to higher judgements
(closer to 100) for each of the questions. Bars
represents 1 +/- SE.
Overall, the results provided support for the prediction that
descriptive information provided by an expert would have a
greater (positive) impact on participants’ willingness to defer
to experts than prescriptive advice. The one exception was

trust judgements for which participants showed no difference
in their willingness to trust experts whether they provided
descriptive or prescriptive advice. It is important to note that
unlike the other two questions which referred to the content
of the expert testimony, the trust question solicited a
judgment about the expert. This result suggests that how an
expert frames information has less of an impact on
judgements of the expert and more of an impact on how we
judge the advice. One of the goals of Experiment 2 was to
further explore this possibility.

Experiment 2
We conducted Experiment 2 with three goals in mind. The
first was to provide a replication of the results from
Experiment 1. The second goal was to further explore the
impact on the descriptive versus prescriptive framing on trust
judgments. In particular we changed the trust question to
solicit judgments about the information provided by the
expert, rather than the expert themselves. Finally, we
manipulated whether the information provided by the expert
appealed to the participant personally or if the information
had more of a social appeal.
It is possible there will be no difference between the social
and personal framing; participants might be less willing to
defer to experts that provide prescriptive advice regardless of
whether the advice appeals to them or to other people. It is
also possible that the personal appeal will be seen as more of
a threat to participants and will therefore be especially likely
to elicit the pattern of decreased deference when experts are
prescribing what the participants ought to do.
Method
Participants. Three hundred participants were recruited from
MTurk and were compensated $2 at the completion of the
study. All participants were over 18 years of age and had
obtained (at least) a US high school diploma or equivalent.
The data from 10 participants was dropped from the study
because the time in which they completed the study was less
than two standard deviations from the average.
Design, Materials & Procedure. With two exceptions the
method was identical to Experiment 1. First, we modified the
Trust question to solicit a judgement about the information
provided by the expert. In this case the Trust question was,
“To what extent do you trust the information provided by this
expert?” Second, we included an Appeal condition for which
we manipulated (within-subjects) whether the information
appealed to the decision of individuals reading the items
(personal framing) or to the decisions of community members
(social framing). For this manipulation we randomly assigned
half the items to be phrased as advice about personal
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decisions that “you” should/can make or social decisions that
“we” should/can make as a society.
The Expert Advice conditions were manipulated in the
same manner as in Experiment 1 and, as was the case in that
experiment, there were an approximately equal number of
participants in each of the conditions (NDescriptive=144;
NPrescriptive=146).

Results and Discussion
As was the case in the first set of analyses, we submitted
the average responses to each of the three questions to a single
ANOVA with Expert advice as the between-subjects variable
and Question type and Appeal (personal, social) as the within
subjects variables. As was the case in Experiment 1, the
overall main effect of Expert advice was not significant
F<1.50. However, the Expert advice by Appeal interaction
was significant F(1,289)=11.36, p=.001, η2=.07. Moreover,
the analysis yielded a significant three-way interaction
between Question type, Appeal, and Expert advice,
F(2,288)=4.01, p=.007, η2=.05.
We explored this 3-way interaction by conducting separate
analyses for each question type. As suggested by Figure 2
these analyses revealed there was a common pattern of
responses for two of the questions. Participants exhibited the
predicted pattern (greater deference in the Descriptive
condition than the Prescriptive condition) when judging
whether they would support the advice provided by the expert
and whether they trusted the expert, participants exhibited the
predicted pattern (greater deference in the Descriptive
condition than the Prescriptive condition) under social appeal
(Support advice; F(1,289)=5.15, p=.02, η2=.06, and Trust:
F(1,289)=6.29, p=.01, η2=.07, but not under the personal
appeal. In contrast, the Knowledge question elicited an
overall Condition effect F(1,289)=5.41, p=.02, η2=.06 due to
higher deference judgments in the Social context and the
Personal context.
Additional comparisons across Appeal conditions
indicated that participants showed higher deference for
prescriptive advice under personal framing than social
framing when judging whether they would support the advice
and whether they would trust the expert, both Fs>6.20,
ps<.01 η2s>.09.
Overall these results were partially consistent with the
results from Experiment 1. When the framing of expert
advice influenced participants’ decisions to defer, the pattern
was in the predicted direction; participants were less
deferential when the advice was prescriptive than when it was
descriptive. There were no cases in which participants
favored the descriptive advice. However, in contrast to our
hypothesis, participants showed a pattern of lower deference

Descriptive

Prescriptive

Greater deference

100

Support advice

0
Personal framing

100

Knowledge change
Descriptive

Greater deference

Social framing

Prescriptive

0
Personal framing

Greater deference

100

Social framing

Trust
Descriptive

Prescriptive

0
Personal framing

Social framing

Figure 2. Average responses to each
question type in both framing conditions for
the Personal and Social scope conditions.
Bars represents 1 +/- SE.
when prescriptive advice appealed to the decisions that
should be made by members of society, rather than when it
appealed to the decisions that the individual participant
should make. Below we describe some potential explanations
for why participants might have responded in this way.

General Discussion
Research has indicated that humans are endowed with a set
of skills to help them determine which advice is worth
deferring to and which is not (Harris et al., 2018; Sperber et
al., 2010). Employing these skills is complicated by the fact
that knowledge and skills within a domain exists on a
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spectrum such that there is a good deal that is shared between
novices and experts (Fisher & Keil, 2015; Sloman & Rabb,
2016; Rabb et al., 2019). Thus, deferring to experts often
involves a concession, insofar as a reasoner must recognize
that there are limits to their own beliefs or skills. This aspect
of the cognitive division of labor highlights a potential
vulnerability one faces when they must confront the limits of
their own knowledge. We explored that vulnerability by
examining whether the willingness to defer to experts would
be impacted by the way the expert advice was delivered to
individuals.
The results from the two studies reported here showed that
participants were less willing to defer to the advice given by
experts when that advice was presented as a prescription
about what we ought to do (e.g., we should lobby for later
start days for schools) rather than when the advice was
presented as a descriptive fact (e.g., later start days lead to
better learning outcomes in students). We expected
participants would show this pattern of responses due to an
increased level of vigilance elicited by prescriptive advice
relative to descriptive facts. One reason we expected to find
these is because deontic statements, in which participants are
made to feel obliged to act, were expected to cause
participants to place greater scrutiny on the information
provided by the informant.
We also expected that participants would show greater
vigilance when prescriptive advice was framed as a personal
decision (i.e., something they should do) rather than a
collective decision (i.e., something we should do). Our
expectation was that the personal framing would elicit greater
vigilance because the proposed actions were more relevant to
the individual participants. This interpretation is at odds with
the findings from Experiment 2, in which participants showed
the opposite pattern - participants exhibited a greater
willingness to defer to prescriptive advice when it was framed
as a personal decision rather than a social decision.
One explanation for this apparent conflict is that the social
framing in fact posed a greater personal threat than the
personal framing. Consider that when prescriptions are
framed toward a single individual the person retains the
choice to disagree and stage their own counterarguments for
why the prescribed advice is/not relevant to them (e.g.,
Mercier & Sperber, 2011). The same does not apply when the
prescription applies to all members of the community. Group
decisions are outside of the control of the individual and
therefore pose an additional cause for concern. For example,
modifying how one thinks about whether to get vaccinated
costs them relatively little because they are in control of
holding or revising that belief in the future. However,
changes in how a community or society think of vaccines can
become a potential threat to one’s own beliefs. From this
perspective, expertise that has the potential to change the

community of knowledge one exists within requires greater
vigilance than changes in one’s personal knowledge.
It is also possible that the social framing in Experiment 2
warrants greater vigilance because the advice is less
compelling. The prescription that everyone ought to get
vaccinations ignores a wide range of considerations that
might challenge the degree to which that is in each
individual’s self-interest. Participants might recognize that
the more broadly applied the rule the greater the likelihood
there will be exceptions. Moreover, one would presumably
want evidence from more than one individual expert while
they deliberate on what an entire society ought to do. Whether
responses in Experiment 2 underlie a greater sense of
personal threat posed or greater doubt about the viability of
advice being applicable to the community remains a matter
for future study.
Overall, the findings reported here provide additional
support for the conclusion that humans exercise considerable
vigilance when assessing the information provided to them
by others (e.g. Sperber et al., 2010). Participants were
sensitive to minor modifications to the materials that signaled
that experts provided factual information rather than advice
(Experiment 1) or that the information was made in reference
to social rather than personal practices (Experiment 2). Thus,
while these results might be useful for understanding the
tendency of individuals to opt to distrust or ignore expert
advice (e.g., anti-vaxxers) they also paint a positive picture
about the careful effort we commit to deciding whether to
trust experts. Humans are disposed to trust others and spend
a considerable amount of effort to determine whether that
trust is warranted. The challenge for research in cognitive
science will be to determine how individuals maintain a level
of vigilance that matches the level of humility necessary to
defer to others.
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potential in using DFA for monitoring prospective control in
team contexts.

Abstract
In many team-based activities, members search for information
to gain situational awareness and thereby structure their own
behavior. The extent to which members are coupled and in
control of their surrounding environment can be accessed via
the fluctuations of their searching behaviors. To facilitate
prospective control, assistive technologies such as a head-up
display (HUD) can alleviate the demands of search and
facilitate team performance. This study investigated how threeperson teams divided their labor and structured their search
behavior when playing a multiplayer search-and-retrieval task
where first-person visibility and access to a HUD were
manipulated. Results showed that access to task relevant
information facilitated performance and division of labor, and
increased prospective control of searching behaviors, as
indexed by detrended fluctuation analysis (DFA). Over
multiple sessions, teams learned to use the HUD to structure
their behavior to achieve the task goal. Results indicate the

Keywords: team coordination; detrended fluctuation analysis;
head-up display; search behaviors; multiplayer video game

Introduction
In many task contexts, teams perform more efficiently than
individuals due a team’s ability to divide labor. For such
divisions of labor to be successful, team members must
effectively coordinate their actions in space and time, as well
adopt specific roles or responsibilities. The challenge,
however, is ensuring that team members have sufficient
information to coordinate their actions with those of the team
and the goals of the task. For instance, in sports such as
soccer, players constantly scan their environments to assess
their own position in relationship to their teammates, the ball,
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and opposing players, as well as to determine what actions
are afforded both now and in the future (Araujo, Davids, &
Hristovski, 2006; Silva et al., 2013). Accordingly, teams
whose members exhibit greater visual-search behaviors
perform better (Jordet, Bloomfield, & Heijmerikx, 2013;
Phatak & Gruber, 2019). The extent to which individuals
must perform search behaviors to enable effective team
coordination is also context dependent. For example, a soccer
player’s role, field position, whether they have the ball, and
phase of play all modulate the degree of visual-search
behaviors a specific team member must engage in to
maximize team performance (McGuckian et al., 2020).
The effective detection of task-relevant information
facilitates team coordination and performance by ensuring
team members maintain robust levels of situational
awareness. This enables team members to act prospectively
(act based on perceived future expectations) and effectively
adapt to task perturbations. Importantly, the extent to which
individuals maintain strong situational awareness can be
determined via the structure of their search behavior.
Specifically, the patterns of behavioral variability individuals
exhibit during a task can indicate the degree to which their
behavior is self-directed or prospectively adapting to task or
environmental events versus other-directed or reactive to task
or environmental events (Van Orden, Kloos, Wallot, 2011).
These patterns can be assessed using Detrended Fluctuation
Analysis (DFA), which indexes the degree to which the
patterning of behavioral fluctuations is random, persistent
(prospective), or anti-persistent (reactive) across timescales
(Washburn et al., 2015).
Importantly, an individual’s ability to behave prospectively
is also task- and experience-dependent. In foraging tasks, for
example, the structure of search behavior is dictated by the
availability of food sources (Raichlen et al., 2014; Sims et al.,
2012). As infants age, their gaze behavior becomes more selfdirected and persistent (Stallworthy et al., 2020). In tasks
which require sensitivity to perturbations, like surgery,
experts exhibit less persistent structure (Uemura et al., 2014).
Additionally, in cooperative contexts, the structure of the
variability of individuals is found to converge (Rigoli et al.,
2020) which may enable greater information flow between
individuals (West, Geneston & Grigolini, 2008).

Current Study
The 21st century is defined by sociotechnical systems
whereby assistive technologies can aid individuals in
facilitating team coordination (Fiore & Wiltshire, 2016). An
example of such technology is Head-Up Displays (HUDs).
While already employed in flight and vehicle control systems
(Charissis, Papanastasiou, & Vlachos, 2008; Rafi et al., 2018;
Smith et al., 2015; Sojourner & Antin, 1990; Ververs &
Wickens, 2000), the most widespread use of HUDs is in
single and multiplayer video games. The use of HUDs
provides individuals immediate access to task-relevant
information thereby reducing the need for information search
(Zammitto, 2008). Indeed, research by Caroux and Isbister
(2016) found that both Real Time Strategy and First-Person
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Shooter players spent significant time utilizing in-game
HUDs, which facilitated awareness of the game environment.
HUDs can thus be a useful source of task-relevant
information, enabling individuals to act prospectively and
facilitate team coordination. In their simplest form, HUDs
can provide an ‘eye-in-the-sky’ view, giving individuals
global, task-relevant information.
The current study explored the use of HUDs as an assistive
technology to enable greater situational awareness by
individual players. The study explored how access to global,
task-relevant information versus a local, first-person point of
view structured the behaviors of individuals in a team searchand-retrieval task. Task difficulty was also manipulated
(using ‘fog’) to obscure access to task-relevant information.
We expected that having access to global HUD information
would allow team members to behave more prospectively
when completing the task. Furthermore, in more difficult
conditions (i.e., in fog and/or without the HUD), players
would exhibit less persistent and more reactive search
behavior.
The study also explored whether access to global taskrelevant information (via a HUD) resulted in better team
coordination and performance. Specifically, we explored
whether access to the HUD afforded a more coordinated
division of labor between team members, allowing them to
better partition the task space (i.e., decrease the overlap in
player search areas).
Finally, teams completed the search-and-retrieval task over
four sessions to examine the effects of experience on team
coordination and the prospective nature of search behavior.

Method
Participants
Thirty individuals (16 female, 14 male) were pseudorandomly selected to participate in the study. Individuals
were placed into ten three-person teams. Teams consisted of
at least one female (5 teams with 1 female; 4 teams 2 females;
1 team 3 females). Participants were 18 to 45 years of age (M
= 23.19, SD = 4.71) and either native (N = 24) or fluent (N =
6) English speakers. All participants completed the
experiment remotely online using their own personal/home
computer (gaming experience was recorded but not reported
here). Participants received $30 AUD for each session, and a
bonus $40 AUD for completing all four sessions with the
potential to receive another $50 AUD if their team was
deemed to have the best performance in Session 4. The study
was approved by the Macquarie University Institutional
Review Board.

Materials and Design
Multiplayer Game. Across all sessions, teams played a
networked multiplayer game referred to as Desert Herding.
The game was designed using the Unity3D Game Engine
(Version 2018.4 LTS; Unity Technologies, San Francisco,
CA). Participants downloaded a standalone version of the
game and connected to the experiment server, which was

hosted on Amazon Web Services EC2 with Windows 10. The
server recorded all game state data at a 90-Hz sample rate. In
addition to interacting with each other in-game, participants
could verbally communicate via the use of internet
teleconferencing software (Zoom; San Jose, California).
The game involved locating, corralling, and containing a
set of Target Agents (TAs) who roamed about a large area of
desert terrain (500 × 500 m in game space). The goal of the
game was to contain the TAs within a fixed central location
(Fig. 1e) measuring 10 m in diameter. Participants interacted
with the TAs by controlling their own humanoid game avatar
(Fig. 1c). Participants controlled their avatars using a mouse
and the ‘W’, ‘A’, ‘S’, and ‘D’ keys on their keyboard.
Each trial terminated and feedback about a team’s
successful performance was provided whenever all TAs were
corralled within the containment area for 5 continuous
seconds; otherwise, the trial would terminate after 5
minutes with feedback about the team’s failure. At the start
of each session, and between each trial, participants’ avatars
were placed in a ‘lobby’ overlooking the game field (Fig. 1a)
for 10 s. This lobby contained a display screen showing how
many trials were completed, the numbers of successes, and
failures.
When a trial began, participants’ avatars were randomly
placed within 100 m of the containment location, while TAs
were randomly placed within 180 m of the containment
location (Fig. 1b). When unperturbed, the TAs exhibited
Brownian motion dynamics: a random force between 0 to 60
N was applied to the TA in a random (x, y) planar direction
at a rate of 1 Hz (TAs had 1 kg mass). When a participant’s
avatar was within 10 m of a TA, an additional repulsive force
was applied, moving the TA away from the avatar. This force
was inversely proportional to the distance between the avatar
and the TA (maximum force = 450 N). The Brownian and
repulsive forces were applied until the TA reached a
maximum velocity of 10 ms-1.
The TAs provided visual feedback about their status by
changing color; the ring around their middle was orange
when the TAs were unperturbed (and hence exhibiting
Brownian motion), red when fleeing an avatar, blue if
contained, and green when all TAs were contained (Fig. 1d).
Task Manipulations. Three manipulations were employed:
(1) target number, or the number of targets that had to
located, corralled, and contained (9 vs. 18); (2) visibility
within the game environment (fog vs. no fog); and (3) type of
information (local vs. global) provided by the HUD. In the
absence of fog, participants had near perfect visibility and
could see >150 m (Fig. 1e); with fog, visibility was restricted
to approximately 10 m (Fig. 1f). The HUD provided
either local information about only the cardinal heading of a
participants’ avatar (Fig. 1g) or global information (Fig. 1h)
about the relative location and heading of all avatars and
TAs, including the TAs ‘state’ (color). The HUDs always
indicated the containment location as a landmark.
For each session, teams completed two blocks, each
consisting of 8 trials representing all possible combinations
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of the task manipulations (Target Number, Visibility, HUD).
For the first three sessions, trial order for each block was
pseudo-randomized. For the fourth and final session, all
teams completed the same random trial order.

Figure 1: Task Environment & Experimental Manipulations.
See text for details.

Procedure
Prior to the study, participants were notified via e-mail about
their four allocated session times and asked to give informed
consent, provided links to download the game and both
general task and session instructions. Each participant in a
team was assigned a color (red, blue, or black) which served
as their name and avatar’s color during the trials.
Approximately one hour prior to a team's session,
participants received an e-mail containing the link to the
Zoom meeting. Participants were then asked to join an audio
(only) meeting 10 minutes prior to the scheduled session
time. For the experiment, an audio file was recorded for each
participant and for all participants in the team. This data was
not analyzed here but was recorded for the purposes of a
larger study (see Discussion for more details).
Each session lasted for a maximum of 90 minutes and
participants were asked to complete as many of the 16 trials
as they could within that period. After completing all trials or
the session time had elapsed, the Zoom call and experimental
session ended. This procedure was followed for all sessions.

Design and Measures
Only performance during the first and last session was
analyzed. Target number did not affect the pattern of results
and is thus not reported here. The analysis used a 2 (Session:
1, 4) × 2 (Visibility: no-fog, fog) × 2 (HUD: local, global)
repeated-measures design. All completed trials were
analyzed (i.e., successful, and unsuccessful) and all measures
were calculated for teams, averaged across trial blocks.
Task Performance. Task performance was measured in two
ways. The first measure, trial duration, was the mean length
of the trial in seconds. The second measure was the
proportion of TAs contained during the last 5 s of a trial.

of player displacement behavior (i.e., higher DFAα = more
persistent behavioral dynamics), with an increase in DFAα
reflecting an increase of prospective control (Van Orden et
al., 2011).
Team coordination was quantified by the degree of overlap
between players’ search areas; referred to as proportion
search overlap, with participant search areas defined as the
bounding polygon which best encapsulated a participant’s
movements (down-sampled to 1 Hz). Participant search-area
polygons were created using the alphashape toolbox2. (See
Figure 2 for an illustration of how this was calculated.)

Results
All post-hoc analyses were conducted using a Bonferroni
correction. A full listing of the means and SD for each DV as
a function of condition are listed in Table 1.
Table 1: Condition Means and SDs as a function of Session,
Visibility and HUD.

A

S1
S4

No Fog
Local
Global HUD
HUD
M
SD
M
SD
.60
.27
.63
.38
.88
.21
.98
.08

Local
HUD
M
SD
.18
.26
.38
.27

B

S1
S4

245
191

37
33

228
164

48
28

289
275

C

S1
S4

.80
.98

.19
.03

.79
1.00

.24
.00

D

S1
S4

.24
.13

.12
.06

.22
.09

E

S1
S4

.57
.61

.04
.03

.58
.63

DVs

Fog
Global HUD
M
.65
.85

SD
.43
.21

20
22

243
191

41
40

.54
.80

.26
.17

.73
.97

.39
.07

.08
.06

.31
.28

.08
.10

.15
.14

.04
.09

0.04
0.04

.58
.61

.04
.04

.60
.62

.03
.03

Figure 2: Exemplars of low (top panels: 12% overlap, 18/
No Fog/Global HUD) and high overlap (bottom panels: 54%
overlap, 9/Fog/Local HUD) from one team. Left panels
show raw movement data of players throughout a trial; right
panels show calculated polygons for players with gray
regions showing overlap.

Note: Dependent Variables (DVs): A = success rate; B = trial
duration; C = proportion contained; D = proportion overlap;
E = DFA.

Participant and Team Behaviors. Two measures were
identified to assess behaviors at the individual and team
levels. At the individual level, the persistent structure of
participants’ movement dynamics during search and
containment was quantified using DFA (Peng et al., 1994;
Hardstone et al., 2012). Specifically, differences in the
displacement direction of participants’ movement timeseries
(down-sampled to 5 Hz) was submitted to DFA using
the nolds python toolbox1. This analysis generates a measure
DFAα,
wherein
DFAα =
0.5
indicates
random fluctuations in participant displacement behavior
across time, akin to white noise, DFAα = 1.0 reflects
moderately persistent behavioral fluctuations, akin to pink
noise, and DFAα = 1.5 reflects highly persistent behavioral
structure, akin to Brownian motion. Accordingly, for the
present task, changes in DFAα, either across session or
between task conditions, measured changes in the persistence

Trial Duration. There were significant main effects of
Session [F(1,9) = 90.23, p < .001, ηp2 = .91], Visibility [F(1,9)
= 55.06, p < .001, ηp2 = .86], and HUD type [F(1,9) = 49.97,
p < .001, ηp2 = .85], with teams completing trials in less time
in Session 4, when visibility was unimpaired and when they
had access to the global HUD. The analysis also resulted in
significant two-way Session × Visibility [F(1,9) = 8.85, p
=.016, ηp2 = .50] and Visibility × HUD [F(1,9) = 27.06, p
=.001, ηp2 = .75] interactions, and a three-way Session ×
Visibility × HUD interaction [F(1,9) = 6.34, p =.033, ηp2 =
.41].
Given the three-way interaction, separate 2 (Visibility) × 2
(HUD) simple-interaction analyses were conducted for each
Session. For Session 1, this analysis revealed main effects of
Visibility [F(1,9) = 11.87, p = .007, ηp2 = .57] and HUD
[F(1,9) = 10.10, p = .011, ηp2 = .53], and a significant
Visibility × HUD interaction [F(1,9) = 15.67, p = .003, ηp2 =
.64], with the global HUD significantly reducing the impact

1

2

https://pypi.org/project/nolds/
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https://pypi.org/project/alphashape/

of low visibility (fog) on trial duration, compared to the local
HUD condition (p < .01). For Session 4, there were
significant main effects of Visibility [F(1,9) = 107.31, p <
.001, ηp2 = .92] and HUD [F(1,9) = 77.06, p < .001, ηp2 = .90],
and a significant Visibility × HUD interaction [F(1,9) =
23.30, p = .001, ηp2 = .72]. Post hoc analysis revealed that the
global HUD facilitated performance more in both full (p <
.01) and impaired visibility conditions (p < .01) compared to
the local HUD conditions, suggesting that, with practice,
teams learned to better utilize the global HUD effectively.
Proportion of Targets Contained. There was a significant
main effect of Session [F(1,9) = 11.44, p = .008, ηp2 = .56]
where, on average, teams contained a significantly higher
proportion of targets during Session 4 compared to Session 1.
There were also significant main effects of Visibility [F(1,9)
= 11.82, p = .007, ηp2 = .57] and HUD [F(1,9) = 14.35, p =
.004, ηp2 = .62] with greater visibility and/or access to the
global HUD resulting in more targets being contained. A
Visibility × HUD interaction was also found [F(1,9) = 39.36,
p = .001, ηp2 = .81]. There was no significant difference
between local and global HUD conditions in the proportion
contained when there was no fog (p > .05). But when fog was
present, teams contained significantly more targets in the
global HUD condition compared to the local HUD condition
(p < .01), further indicating that the global HUD provided
teams with enough information to mitigate the visual deficit
caused by the fog.
DFAα. The analysis of DFAα revealed significant main
effects of Session [F(1,9) = 12.78, p = .006, ηp2 = .59] and
HUD type [F(1,9) = 17.78, p = .002, ηp2 = .66], with
participants exhibiting more persistent movement patterns
with both practice and when given access to the global HUD.
There was also a Session × Visibility interaction [F(1,9) =
8.64, p = .02, ηp2 = .49]. Post-hoc analysis revealed that teams
exhibited more persistent search behaviors when fog was
present for Session 1 (p < .05) while Visibility did not
differentiate search behaviors in Session 4.
Proportion Overlap in Participant Search. There were
significant main effects of Session [F(1,9) = 36.97, p < .001,
ηp2 = .80], Visibility [F(1,9) = 28.92, p < .001, ηp2 = .76], and
HUD [F(1,9) = 38.33, p < .001, ηp2 = .81], with players
overlapping less in their search area in Session 4, when
visibility was unimpaired and when participants had access
to the global HUD. Session × Visibility [F(1,9) = 14.88, p =
.004, ηp2 = .62] and Visibility × HUD [F(1,9) = 18.16, p =
.002, ηp2 = .67] interactions were also observed. Post-hoc
analysis revealed that teams had more overlap in their search
areas in Session 1 compared to Session 4 in the no-fog
conditions (p < .01), but not in the fog conditions (p > .05).
This suggests that, with practice, teams became better at
partitioning the task space in the no-fog condition, but not in
the fog condition. Furthermore, there was no significant
difference in proportion overlap between local and global
HUD conditions in the no-fog condition (p > .05), but the
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global HUD resulted in less overlap than the local HUD (p <
.01) in fog trials.
Relationship between Participant Behavior and
Performance. To understand how participant behavior
influenced team performance, an analysis was conducted to
determine if the structure of participants’ search behavior (via
DFAα) and the extent to which their search areas overlapped
impacted team performance across task conditions. More
specifically, this analysis considered whether increases in the
persistence or prospective nature of participant movements
(i.e., increases in DFAα) and decreases in the amount of
player overlap were related to improvements in task
performance. To explore these relationships, standard
regressions (correlations) were conducted to determine the
magnitude of covariance between average participant (i.e.,
team) DFAα and player overlap with respect to trial duration
and the proportion of targets contained.
Regarding the proportion of overlap in participants’ search,
the analysis showed that the degree to which participants’
search areas overlapped also covaried with how long teams
took to complete the trials in the no-fog/local [β = 230.11, R2
= .56, p < .05] condition in Session 1, and in the no-fog/local
[β = 426.18, R2 = .41, p < .05] and fog/global [β = 376.92, R2
= .73, p < .01] conditions in Session 4, with less player
overlap leading to faster task completion (i.e., better
performance). When predicting the proportion of targets
contained, the amount of player overlap covaried with the
proportion of targets contained in the no-fog/local [β = -1.21,
R2 = .60, p < .01] and fog/local [β = -2.21, R2 = .49, p < .05]
conditions in Session 1, and the fog/global [β = -0.68, R2 =
.68, p < .01] condition in Session 4.
Regarding DFAα, the analysis revealed that the persistence
of participant movement only negatively covaried with how
quickly teams finished a trial during the no-fog/global
condition [β = -814.32, R2 = .42, p < .05] in Session 1.
However, DFAα did negatively covary with trial duration in
Session 4 for all but the most difficult task configuration
(fog/local) [β = -1160.6 to -584.779, R2 > .45, p < .05], with
those teams/participants that exhibited more persistent
movements (i.e., higher DFAα values) completing trials
across those conditions significantly more quickly. Similarly,
DFAα significantly covaried with the proportion of targets
teams could contain when global HUD information was
available [no-fog/global β = 0.16, R2 = .47, p < .05; fog/global
β = 1.799, R2 = .55, p < .05], and marginally significant when
there was no-fog/local HUD information [β = 0.591, R2 = .39,
p = .054], during Session 4. No significant relationship was
found for Session 1. Collectively, these regressions provide
support that more persistent and prospective participant
behavior did afford better task performance.

Conclusion
This study explored the use of a HUD to facilitate team
coordination using a dynamic, multiplayer search-andretrieval task. The results indicated that greater access to taskrelevant information, either via the HUD or via an

unobscured first-person field of view, afforded greater
prospective control of behavior by team members, as well as
a more effectively coordinated division of labor.
Furthermore, as teams gained experience with the task,
players appeared to learn to utilize the HUD to structure their
behavior more efficiently. However, ease of access to taskrelevant information did not necessarily equate to greater
overall task performance. Rather, the results indicated that
there are diminishing returns of HUDs when a player’s firstperson view is unobscured.
Importantly, the results indicate that the relationship
between the attunement of task-relevant information and the
prospective control of action (Van Orden, Kloos & Wallot,
2001; Washburn et al., 2015) extends to the dynamics of team
member behaviors in digital, multiplayer contexts. Thus, the
use of DFA to index player control may also be a useful signal
to monitor in team tasks to assess task difficulty or player
fatigue. Finally, although the use of HUDs may facilitate
team coordination, the role verbal communication has on
facilitating team coordinative performance in such
environments is less known. Understanding the interplay
between team communication and assistive technologies
such as HUDs have on team coordinative performance is less
understood. For instance, an unintended consequence of
making team members over reliant on such assistive
technologies as HUDs may be a reduction in team verbal
communication, potentially hindering team coordination.
Thus, future work should monitor the behaviors of team
members and design training methodologies to enable the
effective use of assistive technologies while also maintaining
resilience in case of technological failure (Gorman, Cooke, &
Amazeen, 2010).
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Abstract
People perceive, think, and act in a multitude of different ways
across cultures, and there is an extensive history of research
documenting these differences. At the heart of much of this
work is a contrast between Western and East Asian cultures
that has inspired important efforts to document human psychology in populations outside of the WEIRD (Western, Educated, Industrial, Rich, Democratic) demographic, which is
much overrepresented within psychological research (Henrich,
Heine, & Norenzayan, 2010). Recent recommendations for
measuring cultural distance (Muthukrishna et al., 2020) profile the US and China as focal points for cultural comparisons,
but define cultural distance using explicit self-report measures.
Here, we evaluate cross-cultural differences between the US
and China using implicit and experimental measures. We attempt to reproduce and test extensions of prior work demonstrating cross-cultural differences in reasoning, vision, and social cognition with convenience snowball samples of university
students. Few of these differences appeared in our sample.
Keywords: culture; replication; reasoning; attention; social
cognition; variation; US; China

Introduction
Differences in values and behavior across cultures are apparent and large, and psychologists have devised measures of
them for decades, resulting in a substantial literature. Comparisons between the United States and China have been especially well-researched, with differences attested in a range
of cognitive domains, including visual attention (Ji, Peng, &
Nisbett, 2000), language learning (Chan et al., 2011), executive function (Tan, 2020), relational reasoning (Carstensen
et al., 2019), similarity judgments (Ji, Zhang, & Nisbett,
2004), values (Spencer-Rodgers, Williams, Hamilton, Peng,
& Wang, 2007), preferences (Corriveau et al., 2017), and selfconcepts (Spencer-Rodgers, Boucher, Mori, Wang, & Peng,
2009). As a result, the US and China are increasingly becoming major cultural poles in efforts to assess and measure
differences (Muthukrishna et al., 2020) and correct for the
pervasive bias in psychology research toward WEIRD samples (Henrich et al., 2010).
Despite a long empirical tradition of comparisons between
these two cultures and an abundance of psychological accounts for observed differences, there is little consensus on
how cultural constructs and measurements relate to each
other. Additionally, research linking between cultural tasks
is inherently correlational, and does not control for other factors, putting causal inference on shaky ground. These measures are difficult to aggregate and compare because of vary-
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ing test populations, languages, and methods. Further, many
of these reports predate some of the methodological issues
that have been raised in the past 10 years (Open Science Collaboration, 2015) regarding the importance of limiting analytic flexibility in order to decrease false positives (Simmons,
Nelson, & Simonsohn, 2011). As a result, replication of these
results would provide important confirmation of the robustness of these effects. Accordingly, we report a systematic
replication of a set of cross-cultural tasks in an online format.
There is already some empirical evidence suggesting issues
in the reliability cross-cultural measurements. The few extant
direct comparisons between measures of cultural difference
suggest that theoretically related tasks, such as implicit and
explicit measures of the same construct, often do not cohere
(e.g., Kitayama, Park, Sevincer, Karasawa, & Uskul, 2009).
Further, in a study with twenty cross-cultural measures used
within a single US sample, Na et al. (2010) find a lack of coherence between tasks measuring social orientation and cognitive style, observing 8 correlations across 90 tests. The
authors note that their findings imply the measures are orthogonal, and conclude that group-level differences between
cultures are unlikely to relate to within-group individual differences. However, this study included only US participants
and was therefore unable to reproduce cross-cultural differences, leaving open the alternative (and perhaps simpler) possibility that the task measurement properties are simply poor.
Indeed, more recent work has raised concerns about low external validity and failed to replicate several related measures (Mercier, Yama, Kawasaki, Adachi, & Van der Henst,
2012; Mercier, Zhang, Qu, Lu, & Van der Henst, 2015; Zhou,
Gotch, Zhou, & Liu, 2008).
We seek to gain traction on both theoretical and methodological issues in relating tasks by replicating and comparing several implicit and experimental measures in a single
cross-cultural study. Our task selection process was shaped
by an interest in relational reasoning and accounts explaining it with reference to cross-cultural differences in visual attention and social cognition (e.g., Kuwabara & Smith, 2012;
Duffy, Toriyama, Itakura, & Kitayama, 2009). Specifically,
we sought to examine whether greater attention to the visual
context of objects or preferences for complex visual scenes
facilitate relational reasoning. Within the social domain, we
planned to test for self-focus, preferences for uniqueness, and
sensitivity to personal motivations, all of which could indi-

cate attention to the self at the cost of broader social and
contextual awareness; if this socialized neglect of context
generalizes to broader informational biases against context
then this could have a detrimental effect on relational reasoning. Additionally, we selected tasks that can be administered
to young children as well as adults, for use in future work
addressing developmental questions about the relative time
course of cross-cultural differences across the visual, social,
and cognitive domains. We incorporated four desiderata in
our task selection, preferentially choosing tasks that (1) have
been theoretically or empirically implicated in relational reasoning, (2) were associated with differential performance in
US-China comparisons or related cultural contrasts (e.g., East
Asian vs. Western cultures), (3) were relatively short, accessible tasks appropriate for web administration, and (4) were
linked to vision or social cognition accounts for relational reasoning. We further conducted a fairly extensive set of pilots to
ensure that participants understood instructions and that tasks
yielded interpretable data.

Methods
Participants
We recruited participants through snowball sampling seeded
at large universities in the US and China, in which participants directly recruited by the researchers recruited their
friends and family members; Talhelm et al. (2014) report
that this approach (in China) produces a broad cross-section
of the country with representation across geographic regions
and the 23 provinces. Participants in the US were compensated with $5 gift certificates (USD) and in China received
¥35 (CNY). We recruited 203 and 201 participants each from
the US and China, respectively. The sample size is chosen to
meet or exceed the sample sizes of the tasks in the literature.1
Our original preregistered exclusion plan was to exclude
people from the whole experiment if they failed quality
checks on any one task. However, due to the task demand
associated with the Symbolic Self-Inflation task, this criterion would have led to the exclusion of 85 people (US: 59,
CN: 26) from this task alone. As a result, we deviate from
our pregistration in including people who only failed at the
quality check for the sociogram task.
After exclusions (see SI), the US sample included 169 participants (44 Male, 114 Female, 9 Non-binary, 2 Declined to
answer), with a mean age of 21.79 years old, all of whom
were native English speakers. The China sample included
167 participants (51 M, 112 F, 1 NB, 3 declined to answer),
with a mean age of 22.49 years old, who were all native
speakers of Mandarin Chinese. This sample size is shared
among all tasks except for the Symbolic Self-Inflation task,
which has 110 US participants and 141 CN participants.
1 Our study sample was substantially larger than six of the eight
tasks we reproduce, comparable to one (Horizon Collage), and
smaller only than the previous sample for our exploratory measure
(Raven’s SPM). While effect sizes may vary across populations, this
sample should provide comparable power to detect a similarly robust
cross-cultural difference as in each of these original studies.
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Our sample covered a broad geographic cross-section of
both countries, with US participants from 36 of the 50 US
states and Chinese participants from 28 of the 34 Chinese
provinces. Subjective SES ratings (using the MacArthur ladder; Adler, Epel, Castellazzo, & Ickovics, 2000) were similar
across contexts, but slightly higher in the US sample (median
= 6; CN median = 5). Participants in both samples had lived
in the target country for most of their lives, with only 8.3% of
the US sample living abroad for 2 years or longer and 6.0%
of the CN sample. We included a question about international
travel as a proxy of globalization in our samples and found
that participants in the US sample generally had more experience traveling abroad (93.5% had traveled internationally,
and the modal response was “6 or more” international travel
experiences) than Chinese participants (39.5% had traveled
internationally, with a mode of zero visits).

Procedure
Participants completed eight tasks and a brief demographics questionnaire, administered online in English for the US
sample and in Mandarin Chinese for the China sample. To
control for the impact of order-related inattention, task order was randomized across participants with two exceptions:
(1) the two drawing tasks (Symbolic Self-Inflation and Horizon Collage) were always back-to-back in random order, and
(2) Uniqueness Preference was always the penultimate task
in keeping with the task cover story, which congratulates
participants on being nearly done with the experiment. In
total, the experiment took about 30 minutes to complete.
Detailed methods are available at https://osf.io/3hfwk/
?view only=04227ff032ad446fb126fa102ff056d6

Measures
Ambiguous RMTS Carstensen et al. (2019) observed crossculturally distinct developmental trajectories in a causal relational match-to-sample (cRMTS) task, and different preferences in an ambiguous formulation of this task. Specifically, when 3-year-olds saw evidence consistent with both
object-based (e.g., blue cubes make a machine play music)
and relational (pairs of different objects, AB, make a machine
play music) solutions, children in the US sample preferentially chose the object-based solution, while those in China
chose the relational solution. Because (US) adults perform
near ceiling on the causal relational match-to-sample task,
we used this ambiguous version of the task (Carstensen et
al., 2019, Experiment 3) to explore whether adults in the US
and China also show differing preferences for object-based
or relational solutions. Our participants saw two pairs of objects, AB and AC, activate a machine, and were given a forced
choice between an object-based solution (a same pair of A
objects, AA) and a relational solution (different pair BC).
Picture Free Description Imada, Carlson, & Itakura
(2013) found that children around the age of 6 showed cultural differences in describing pictures to others. Relative to
the US children, Japanese children tended to mention the objects in the background first, as opposed to the focal objects in

the picture. They also tended to provide more descriptive accounts of the background objects than their US counterparts.
In this task, we used a subset of seven images from the original study and adapted the task for adult participants, who
studied each image for 5 seconds and then typed a description. We coded the first mentioned item (focal or background)
and counted descriptors for focal and background elements.
Ebbinghaus Illusion Imada et al. (2013) found Japanese
children are more susceptible to the Ebbinghaus Illusion – in
which context alters the perceived size of a circle – than US
children. In this task, we followed the original implementation, with two testing blocks: the No Context block (10 trials) and Illusion block (24 trials). The No Context block establishes baseline accuracy for discriminating which of two
orange circles is larger. In the Illusion trials, the two orange circles are flanked by a grid of 8 gray circles, which
are all smaller or larger than the center circle. The illusion
occurs because the orange circles appear larger when flanked
by smaller gray circles, leading to distortions in comparing
the sizes of the two orange circles with differing contexts (i.e.,
small or large flankers). Across the 24 Illusion trials, we measure accuracy of circle size judgments as a function of the actual size difference and flanker context, which is helpful when
aligned with the correct answer and otherwise misleading.
Horizon Collage Senzaki, Masuda, & Nand (2014) found
that school-age children in Japan and Canada showed culturespecific patterns when creating a collage of an outdoor scene.
Japanese children would draw the horizon higher and put
more collage items in the picture, relative to Canadian children. We adapted the task from Senzaki et al. (2014) study 2,
in which participants were prompted to make a collage with
stickers. Our participants could drag any of thirty images
(line-drawings of people, animals, houses, etc.) onto a rectangular “canvas” in the middle of the screen. There was also
a sticker “horizon,” a horizontal line that spanned the length
of the canvas. All stickers, including the horizon, could be
clicked and dragged to the canvas to produce “a picture of
the outside.” Participants were asked to include a horizon and
any number of other stickers to create their image. We measured the height of the horizon, the number of stickers used,
and the total area occupied by stickers (Senzaki et al., 2014).
Symbolic Self-Inflation Kitayama et al. (2009) found a
difference between Western and East Asian cultures in the
size of circles participants drew to represent themselves relative to other people in their social networks. Japanese participants drew circles of similar sizes to represent themselves and
others, while those from Western countries (US, UK, Germany) tended to draw their self circles larger than those representing others, indicating a larger Symbolic Self-Inflation
in the three western cultures compared to Japan. We adapted
this task, asking participants to draw themselves and the family members they grew up with as circles by clicking and
dragging the mouse in a rectangular “canvas.” They then labeled each circle for the person it represents. We measured
the diameter of each circle and calculated a percent inflation
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score for each participant by dividing the diameter of the self
circle by the average diameter of circles for others.
Uniqueness Preference Kim & Markus (1999) tested East
Asians’ and Americans’ preferences for harmony or uniqueness by asking them to pick one gift pen from five provided
options differing only in barrel colors, and found that European Americans were more likely to choose the uncommon
color than East Asian participants. We adapted our task to
better fit the format of our online experiment by showing
a sticker book to measure progress through all tasks in our
study. At the end of each task, participants received a sticker;
for the uniqueness preference task, we let them select one of
five dinosaur stickers, e.g. four blue dinosaurs and one yellow.
Choice of the unique or repeated color was recorded.
Causal Attribution Previous work (Morris & Peng, 1994)
has found that Chinese media is more likely than US media
to attribute behaviors to situational contexts than to an actor’s personal traits, and that participants from each context
show corresponding preferences for situation (CN) or person
(US) attributions. In a review of attribution studies comparing
East Asian and Western styles, Choi, Nisbett, & Norenzayan
(1999) note that cross-cultural differences in causal attribution emerge mainly in situations where there is evidence in
favor of situational explanations. For this reason, we adapted
our study from the deterministic situation condition in Seiver,
Gopnik, & Goodman (2013), in which the corresponding behavior of two children who both engage in one activity and
avoid another suggests that situational constraints (e.g., the
latter activity being dangerous) may be guiding their decisions. Participants watched a series of four short, animated
vignettes in which two children both played in a pool and
neither child played on a bicycle. We then asked participants
to explain in text why each child did not play on the bicycle,
making for two test trials per participant. We used the prompt
question from Seiver et al. (2013), which explicitly pits person attributions against situational ones: “Why didn’t Sally
play on the bicycle? Is it because she’s the kind of person
who gets scared, or because the bicycle is dangerous to play
on?” We coded each response for per-trial count of (a) person
and (b) situation attributions.
Raven’s Standard Progressive Matrices As an exploratory measure of relational reasoning assessing performance rather than preference, we included the 12 questions
from Set E of Raven’s Standard Progressive Matrices. Su
(2020) found cross-cultural differences between adults in the
US and China in performance on this set, which was selected
as the most difficult subset, and the one most dependent on
true analogical reasoning (without alternative heuristic approaches like visual pattern completion).

Results
Analytic approach
The sample size, methods, and main analyses
were pre-registered and are available at https://
aspredicted.org/37y6a.pdf.
Data and analy-

sis scripts are available at https://osf.io/65hwd/
?viewonly=04227ff032ad446fb126fa102ff056d6. Departing from the heterogeneous approaches used by previous
authors, we attempted to follow current best practices by
using linear mixed effects models with maximal random
effect structure (Barr, Levy, Scheepers, & Tily, 2013), fit
to each task. In case of convergence failure, we followed
standard operating procedure of pruning random slopes first
and then random intercepts, always maintaining random
intercepts by participant. We report p-values derived from
approximating t-scores from z-scores, which is appropriate
for relatively large samples (Blouin & Riopelle, 2004). The
majority of results are visualized in Figure 1, except for the
Ebbinghaus Illusion data, in Figure 2.
While our main analyses followed our preregistered tests,
described above, in response to reviewer feedback, we included Bayes Factor (BF) analyses to evaluate evidence for
null hypotheses relative to test hypotheses. In each case, we
evaluated evidence for the full model specified in our preregistration (unless otherwise noted). We adopt a conventional
threshold of >3 of <.3 for interpreting the BF ratio as evidence for the test or null hypothesis, respectively.

M = 1.06; CN: M = 0.88; For background objects: US: M
= 1.31; CN: M = 0.94). For first mention, we ran a mixedeffects logistic regression predicting the type of first mention
(object or relation) with country (US or China) as a fixed effect and subject as random effect. We found a main effect of
country (β = 3.36, SE = 0.34, z = 9.94, p < 0.01). For descriptive accounts, we ran a mixed-effect Poisson regression
model predicting the number of descriptive accounts, with the
interaction between description type (focal or background)
and country (US or China) as fixed effect, description type
and subject as random effect, and by-picture random slope
for country. There was a significant main effect of culture
(with US participants providing more descriptions overall: β
= 0.36, SE = 0.13, t = 2.68, p < 0.01). The culture effect
interacted with the description types, but the effect was in
the opposite direction, with U.S participants provided more
background descriptions than focal descriptions, relative to
Chinese participants (β = -0.16, SE = 0.07, t = -2.16, p <
0.05). The result of our Bayes Factor analyses is consistent
with our model (BF = 174743.6). These mixed results underscore the importance of metric, and they should be interpreted
with caution.

Individual Task Results

Ebbinghaus Illusion This task was included as a second measurement for cultural differences in visual attention.
Imada et al. (2013) found that Japanese children are more
susceptible to Ebbinghaus illusion than US children. To test
whether perception of the Ebbinghaus illusion varied across
populations in our sample, we ran a mixed-effects logistic regression predicting accuracy on each trial, with country (US
or China), context (No Context or Illusion Context), and circle size difference (the percent of difference in diameters) as
fixed effects, with their interactions. As random effects, we
included intercepts for subjects, as well as by-subject random
slopes for the effect of context. We used this model instead
of the full model due to its lack of stable estimates. We found
main effects of context (with worse performance in the Illusion Context; β = 4.95, SE = 0.29, z = 17.03, p < 0.01) and
circle size difference (worse performance for smaller differences; β = 0.34, SE = 0.01, z = 27.33, p < 0.01). There was a
marginally significant main effect of country at the opposite
direction (US participants performed worse: β = 0.52, SE =
0.26, z = 1.95, p = 0.05) but no interactions with country (All
β < 0.01; All p > 0.05). Due to the runtime of the Bayes
Factor analysis on the full model, we ran the analysis on the
pruned model instead. The Bayes Factor suggested that the
results were in favor of the null hypothesis (BF = 26646.4).

The majority of tasks results are visualized in Figure 1, except
for the Ebbinghaus Illusion data, in Figure 2.
Ambiguous RMTS To examine whether adults in the US
and China show differing preferences for object-based or relational solutions, we ran a mixed-effects logistic regression
predicting response choice (object or relation) with country
(US or China) as a fixed effect. We included an intercept
per subject as a random effect, as well as by-subject random
slopes for trial number to model order effects (as participants
may be more likely to consider ambiguity in the task and
switch response strategies with time). This model did not
converge; following lab standard operating procedures, we
pruned the random slopes for trial number. There was no
main effect of country on response choice (object or relation;
US: M = 0.39; CN: M = 0.37; β = 0.14, SE = 0.89, z = 0.16, p
= 0.87). Due to the run time of the Bayes Factor analysis on
the full model, we ran the analysis on the pruned model. Our
results suggested that the evidence was in favor of the null
hypothesis (BF = 0.003).The preference for object-based solutions seen in US preschoolers and the corresponding preference for relational solutions observed in China in an ambiguous context did not extend to adults in our samples.
Picture Free Description We selected this task to investigate whether there are cultural differences in visual attention,
as measured by the content of picture descriptions. Based on
Imada et al (2013), we expected Chinese participants would
be more likely to mention background objects first and provide more descriptive accounts for background objects relative to focal objects, in comparison with US participants.
Our results extend previous findings with the former metric
(first mention; US: M = 0.9; CN: M = 0.56) but not the latter (number of descriptive accounts; For focal objects: US:
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Horizon Collage In the Horizon Collage task, three key
measurements are calculated from the “collage” participants
created: the height of the horizon (height in proportion to the
height of the frame), the number of stickers, and the total area
of the stickers covered (following the original analysis, we
added up the area occupied by each individual sticker). Senzaki et al. (2014) found that Japanese children tend to put the
horizon higher and include more stickers that cover more area
in their collage, compared to the Canadian children. We ran

Figure 1: Results from each task. Results from the CN sample are plotted in red (N = 167, N = 141 for Symbolic Self-Inflation
(SSI) Task), and the US in blue (N = 169, N = 110 for SSI). Only first-mentioned objects in Picture Free Descriptions showed
cross-cultural differences.

Illusion
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Figure 2: Ebbinghaus Illusion. The magnitude of differences
between the two circles is plotted on the x-axis, accuracy
on the y-axis. The left panel shows accuracy in the Illusion
block, and right in the No Context block. The red (China)
and blue (US) lines show that accuracy varies as a function of
trial and condition.

a fixed effect linear model with culture as the main predictor
for each of the measurements. We found that culture did not
significantly predict any of the three measurements (Sticker
height: US: M = 0.57; CN: M = 0.54; Sticker number: US:
M = 11.51; CN: M = 11.77; Sticker area: US: M = 16.98;
CN: M = 17.43; All β < 0.03; All p > 0.1). Bayes Factor
analyses suggest that we have equal evidence for the test and
null hypotheses regarding horizon height (BF = 1.00). For the
number of stickers and area covered by stickers, we observe
slightly stronger evidence for test hypotheses, but the results
were still inconclusive
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Symbolic Self-Inflation To test whether US adults show a
greater tendency toward symbolic self inflation than Chinese
adults, we ran a linear regression predicting percent inflation
score (calculated by dividing the diameter of the self circle by
the average diameter of circles for others) with country (US
or China) as a fixed effect. No difference was found in the degree of Symbolic Self-Inflation between US and China adults
based on percent inflation scores (US M = 0.95; CN M = 0.95;
β < 0.01, SE = 0.06, t = 0.04, p = 0.97). The Bayes Factor
also suggests that the current data are in favor of the null hypothesis (BF = 0.14). In order to test whether this null finding
resulted from the different ways of calculating inflation scores
between our study and Kitayama et al.’s (2009) original study,
we then tried to do a replication of the original analyses, using subtraction-based inflation scores (which may be subject
to baseline effects). The degree of self-inflation still did not
differ significantly between US and Chinese adults (US M
= -6.11; CN M = -13.58; β = 7.48, SE = 4.77, t = 1.57, p
= 0.12). The Bayes Factor for this alternative analysis suggested that the evidence is in favor of the test hypothesis (BF
= 40.91). The mixed results underscored the importance of
metrics; they should be interpreted with cautions.
Uniqueness Preference As the second task measuring
social cognition, this task was included to examine crosscultural preferences for uniqueness. We ran a simple logistic
regression predicting each participant’s single choice (minority or majority color) with country (US or China) as a fixed
effect. No cross-cultural difference was found in the likelihood of choosing the uniquely colored sticker (US: M = 0.57;
CN: M = 0.63; β = -0.23, SE = 0.22, z = -1.02, p = 0.31).Our

Bayes Factor analysis suggested that we have equal evidence
for the null hypothesis and the test hypothesis (BF = 0.95).
Therefore, we did not find support for the hypothesis that US
adults are more likely to show a preference for uniqueness.
Causal Attribution To test whether Chinese participants
tended to make more situational attributions, and US adults
more personal attributions, we ran a mixed-effects Poisson
regression predicting the number of attributions included in
each explanation, with attribution type (situation or person),
country (US or CN), and their interaction as fixed effects
and subject and trial as random effects, with by-subject random slopes for attribution type and by-trial random slopes
for country. This model failed to converge. Following the
standard pruning procedure, we pruned the model into a fixed
effect modle with attribution type, country, and their interaction.We found an interaction effect between description type
and country, but in the opposite direction as previous results
(β = 0.44, SE = 0.16, z = 2.84, p < 0.01). US participants
provided more situation attributions relative to personal attributions, compared to Chinese participants (Situation attribution: US: M = 0.65; CN: M = 0.65; Person attribution: US:
M = 0.33; CN: M = 0.51). Our Bayes Factor analysis was
consistent with our models’ results (BF = 12918.322 )
Raven’s SPM To test for differences in our exploratory
measure of relational reasoning performance in adults, we
ran a mixed-effects logistic regression predicting per-trial accuracy, with country as a fixed effect, random intercepts for
each subject and question, and by-question random slopes for
country. We found a main effect of country, with Chinese
participants outperforming those from the US (US: M = 0.68;
CN: M = 0.84; β = -1.31, SE = 0.23, z = -5.64, p < 0.01).
This finding replicates Su (2020) in finding an advantage on
this measure. In our context, we interpret the relatively high
scores we observed as evidence that participants were engaging fully with our tasks.

Conclusion
A rich literature investigates differences in cognition between
the US and China, with this comparison serving as a case
study for broader cross-cultural differences. Yet the robustness of this literature is difficult to ascertain due to limited
direct replications and widely varying methods and analyses.
To begin to address this situation, we planned a structured
replication of eight cross-cultural tasks with online convenience samples of US and Chinese university students.
We did not observe cross-cultural differences in the majority of the tasks we tested. The only exceptions were in picture
description and our exploratory measure of reasoning performance (Raven’s matrices). Many of our tasks do not have
a manipulation check and could yield null results simply by
virtue of inattention. However, the results of the Raven’s task
2 The test and null models had divergent transitions that were not
resolved by adjusting model parameters so the estimates may be unstable. However, this analysis is consistent with our main regression
in finding a main effect of culture and interaction which, taken together, are inconsistent with the original predictions.
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(and the Ebbinghaus Illusion) suggest that participants were
engaged in our tasks and performed at a high objective level.
We discuss other limitations of our study below, but – to a
first approximation – the low level of replication we saw was
dispiriting. Despite the self-evident cultural differences between the US and China, measuring differences in cognition
based on the previous literature may be non-trivial.
In Picture Free Description, the only one of our primary
tasks that showed a difference, US participants were more
likely to reference focal elements first when describing the
scene. This finding is consistent with the “culture task” account, by which practice with behaviors that are uniquely relevant in a given cultural context can produce culture-specific
psychological tendencies (Kitayama et al., 2009). Specifically, China has been characterized as a high-context culture,
where people are expected to pay close attention to context,
and integrate this information to interpret reltively subtle social cues. In contrast, the US has been characterized as a
low-context culture, where communication tends to rely on
explicit verbal information, contextual cues carry less weight,
and people are therefore less likely to prioritize background
information. However, we did not find cross cultural differences in the Horizon Collage task and Ebbinghuas Illusion
task, suggesting that not every task induces differential focus
on contextual elements for Chinese participants. Perhaps the
specific linguistic focus of picture description leads to crosscultural differences; other task comparisons would be necessary to probe this finding further.
None of the three social cognition measures we used
showed cross-cultural differences, though in each case we
made some modifications to the original task to adapt it for
our study. In the Symbolic Self-Inflation task, we asked participants to draw themselves and the family members they
grew up with instead of their “social network” (as in the original task). It is possible that size symbolism (e.g. drawing
larger parent circles) washed out cultural differences to some
extent, though this result is qualified by the suggestion that
some difference might be present on an alternative analysis.
Adapting the Uniqueness Preference task to an online format also may have trivialized the choice and undermined incentives for unique or harmonious behavior as the expression
of cultural values (consistent with the random responding we
observed). The null results in the Causal Attribution task are
perhaps more surprising, but it may be that situational explanations are too salient for adults in our version of the task
producing a ceiling effect. Nonetheless, our findings do provide qualifying evidence on the robustness of cross-cultural
differences in these tasks.
It seems likely that a combination of factors is responsible
for the lack of robust differences observed in these tasks, including both cultural convergence as a result of globalization
(increasing cultural similarity between the US and China),
and cultural heterogeneity within East Asia broadly or mainland China more specifically (limiting the generality of previous findings among other populations in East Asia). In the

latter case, these findings may serve as a cautionary note on
generalizations about East Asian culture based on a single
sample within East Asia.
Our study has a variety of limitations that should be noted
in the interpretation. First, as discussed above, our tasks and
analyses are typically adaptations of the original literature
rather than direct replications. Task or analytic differences
could in principle play a role in explaining our failures. Second, although our sample size is larger than many of the original studies, our design is underpowered to detect small cultural differences. Third, the young, well-educated, and relatively worldly student populations in our study do not provide
the most representative samples of their countries, especially
given that 20 or more years have elapsed since several of the
original reports. It may be the case that Chinese college students who were not born at the time of the original studies
have somewhat different cultural cognition than the original
participants. Further work with other samples would be critical to assessing the generality of our effect measurements.
In sum, we hope that our work here provides a foundation
for future studies that seek to establish a robust and replicable
science of cross-cultural difference.
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Abstract
Norms are central to social life. They help people select actions
that benefit the community and facilitate behavior prediction
and coordination. However, little is known about the cognitive
properties of norms. Here we focus on norm activation, context
specificity, and how those properties differ for the two major
types of norms: prescriptions and prohibitions. In two studies,
participants are exposed to a variety of contexts by way of
scene images and either (a) freely generate norms that apply to
the context or (b) decide whether each of a series of candidate
norms applies to a given context. Across both studies, people
showed high levels of context specificity and fast norm
activation, and these properties were substantially stronger for
prescriptions than for prohibitions.
Keywords: Social norms, moral norms, negation, cognitive
structure, network, deontics

Introduction
Norms are a crucial part of social life. They guide action that
benefits the community (Goldstein & Cialdini, 2007), they
offer strong priors for predicting others’ behavior (Cialdini,
Reno, & Kallgren, 1990), and they coordinate and facilitate
social interaction (Ullmann-Margalit, 1977). Research on
social norms has primarily focused on identifying different
types of norms and their influence on behavior (Cialdini et
al., 1991; Horne & Mollborn, 2020). Few studies have
explored the cognitive structure of norms—how they are
represented and organized in the mind and how they are
activated in specific contexts. For example, when we stand
behind a bookshelf in a library we keep the level of noise
down even if no other person is around, simply because the
norm is to be quiet in libraries (Aarts & Dijksterhuis, 2003).
Can a physical stimulus such as bookshelves directly activate
such a context-specific norm? And what does such activation
tell us about the cognitive structure of norms?
The literature on scene recognition provides initial insights
into the power of physical contexts to activate norm
representations (Rifkin, 1985; Tversky & Hemenway, 1983).
For example, Tversky and Hemenway (1983) asked
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participants to list activities that were “appropriate” to
perform in various scenes. Participants generated systematic
and organized activities suitable for those scenes, and while
the authors interpreted these results as revealing properties of
scene categorization, we believe that they also reveal
properties of norm representations—the mental structures
that guide socially appropriate actions in specific contexts.
Our goal is to make norm representations measurable and
study some of their cognitive properties. We ground our
studies in a working definition of norms that integrates
previous analyses (Andrighetto et al., 2013; Bicchieri, 2006;
Brennan et al., 2013; Cialdini et al., 1991; Malle et al., 2017):
A norm is an instruction, in a given community, to (not)
perform an action in a specific context, provided that a
sufficient number of community members demand of each
other to follow the instruction and do in fact follow it.
This working definition highlights several features. First,
norms come in two major types: as prescriptions (instructions
to act) and as prohibitions (instructions to not act). Second,
they govern and direct actions in specific communities and
conditional on specific contexts (Horne & Mollborn, 2020).
Third, norms exert a demand on people, and people will
comply with the norm to varying degrees (Cialdini et al.,
1990; Lindenberg, 2013). Thus, norm representations must
code for these numerous features: the relevant community,
norm type, action content, context conditions, and more. Here
we focus on the properties of context specificity, norm
activation, and how those properties differ for the two major
types of norms, prescriptions and prohibitions.
Humans interact in a vast number of settings that vary in
location, time, goals, roles, and social relations—constituting
different “contexts.” How does the mind store norms for
these contexts? The solution may lie in a tight link between
specific contexts and specific bundles of norms. Humans are
excellent at context-dependent learning and memory (Gould
& Bevins, 2012; Rovee-Collier & Haye, 1987); and even
infants demonstrate context-specific rule learning (Werchan
et al., 2015; Wyman et al., 2009). We therefore examine to

what degree, and how quickly, different contexts can
uniquely activate their associated norms.
These context-specific activation patterns may differ for
the two major types of norms: prescriptions and prohibitions.
The two are typically framed as tagging actions as,
respectively, desirable or aversive (e.g., Cushman, 2013). In
this framing, we might expect a negativity effect (Baumeister
et al., 2001) in that prohibitions, compared to prescriptions,
are more tightly linked to their contexts and thus cognitively
accessible. Alternatively, the distinct functional roles of the
two norm types (Janoff-Bulman et al., 2009) may have an
opposite impact on their cognitive accessibility. Because
prescriptions guide appropriate action, the context a person
enters may directly trigger a set of prescription norms and
thus enable appropriate courses of action. Prohibitions, by
contrast, block undesirable courses of action. It would be
cognitively inefficient if contexts activated a large number of
prohibitions to stop actions that the person would not have
thought of in the first place; instead, prohibitions may be
activated when the person considers an action that, in the
current context, must be suppressed. For example, because
some beaches permit nudity, and a given beach may enable
this possible action, explicit prohibitions against nudity will
be needed for certain beaches. However, no beaches allow
murder, and so no explicit prohibition is necessary. On this
account, when a person enters a context, prohibitions would
on average be less accessible than prescriptions.
To examine these questions of context-specific activation,
and the relative accessibility of prohibitions and
prescriptions, we developed two new experimental tasks,
corresponding roughly to the recall-recognition distinction in
the memory literature. The first is the norm generation task,
which borrows from research on scene categorization
(Tversky & Hemenway, 1983) and on semantic memory
representations (Kumar, 2021). In this procedure, we exposed
people to a set of “contexts” (pictures of everyday scenes)
and asked them to generate norms that are relevant to that
context (e.g., “What are you supposed to do here?”). The
second is the norm recognition task. It also relies on the
power of pictured scenes to invoke contexts but borrows from
the recognition memory and signal detection theory traditions
to assess how quickly and accurately people recognize
experimenter-presented norms as relevant to a particular
context, in contrast to those that are not relevant. This task
affords analyses of recognition sensitivity independent of any
speed-accuracy tradeoffs.

Methods
Materials To select a representative sample of everyday
contexts we considered a corpus of 40 physical contexts that
are typical of contemporary culture (e.g., classroom, elevator,
restaurant, library) and classified them on the dimensions of
(a) public vs. private; (b) work vs. recreational; and (c)
human-made vs. natural. We decided to examine only public
contexts because they have the greatest likelihood of eliciting
socially shared norms, and we selected scenes in equal
numbers from combinations of the human-made/natural
work/recreational categories. We chose ones that were likely
to be familiar to a broad range of people, were distinct from
each other, and could be easily captured by a picture. To
ensure generalizability we created two sets of four scenes
(Vegetable Harvest, Jogging Path, Restaurant, Public
Restroom; Cave, Beach, Boardroom, Library).
Procedure After providing consent, participants received
instructions, a practice trial, and four experimental trials.
Each trial featured a different scene. Participants were
assigned either the four scenes from set 1 or the four scenes
from set 2, and the four scenes were presented in randomized
order. In all four trials, participants were asked to generate
norms of one and the same type, elicited by a prescription
probe (What are you supposed to do here?), or a permission
probe (What are you allowed to do here?), or a prohibition
probe (What are you not allowed to do here?).
The norm-governed actions for a given scene can be very
different depending on one’s role (e.g., waiter vs. customer
in a restaurant). Each trial therefore began with a preparatory
sentence (presented for 2 sec) that specified the role
participants were to adopt in the scene (e.g., for the harvesting
scene: “You are a farm worker doing this:…”). Next, the
scene image appeared below the preparatory statement, and
the norm probe question (e.g., What are you supposed to do
here?) appeared below the picture. Participants were asked to
type answers to the probe question into a text box below.
They were instructed to type as many answers as possible for
up to 60 seconds and to hit Enter after each answer.
Because people express the same norm in linguistic
variants (e.g., be quiet, be silent, don’t talk), two coders
inspected the typed norms for each of the eight contexts and
assigned a common norm category to responses with highly
similar meaning (interrater agreement > .80%). However,
responses that could refer to different norms (e.g., serve
customers vs. deliver food) were kept separate.

Results

Study 1
Participants
121 participants were recruited via Amazon’s Mechanical
Turk and randomly assigned to a norm type (prescription,
permission, prohibition) and one of two context sets. Two
individuals had duplicate IDs, leaving 119 for analysis. Mean
age was 34.7 (SD = 10.5), 42.4% were female, 82.2% White,
9.3% Asian American, 5.9% African American, 2.5% Latinx.
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All reported results were consistent across the two stimulus
sets, with some expected variation from scene to scene. We
report aggregated analyses across all scenes or mixed-effects
analyses with scene as a random effect, allowing
generalization to similar other scenes. Controlling for age and
gender did not qualify any of the results.
Norms Generated People generated on average 6.11 norms,
with substantial individual differences and some scene

differences. Two thirds of responses occurred in the first 30
seconds, and the vast majority of people did not use the full
60 seconds to write norm entries. The number of entries
people did produce showed a marked effect of norm type. A
random-effects analysis, predicting number of generated
norms from norm type as a fixed effect and intercepts for
scene and subject as random effects, confirmed that people
generated fewer prohibition norms (M = 4.95, SD = 2.02)
than prescription norms (M = 6.37, SD = 2.98), t(114) = 2.78,
p = .006, while permission norms (M = 7.03, SD = 3.25) did
not differ from prescription norms, p = .21. Aggregating
across four scenes per person, the effect size of the
prescription-prohibition difference was d = 0.66.
We also examined whether the norm types differed in the
length of their verbal entries (measured in number of words
per entry). Though several variables significantly predicted
entry length (e.g., older participants had longer entries; earlier
entries were shorter), norm type did not predict length.
Further, when we controlled for length of entry, participants
with shorter entries generated more norms, but people still
generated significantly fewer norms of prohibition (estimated
marginal M = 5.38) than norms of prescription (M = 6.87) or
permission (M = 7.45), F(2, 114) = 8.4, p < .001.

2

Prohibition

Prohibitions
Prescription
Prescriptions
Permission
Permissions
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(95% CI)
Normtype
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Context Specificity We operationalized context specificity
with respect to the top-10 norms of each context (scene). A
norm is maximally context-specific if it occurs only in the
context in response to which it was generated and does not
recur among the top 10 norms of any of the other seven
contexts. The more often a norm recurs in other contexts, the
more it loses specificity. A conservative index of specificity
is to count, across all 8 contexts, how many top-10 norms
appeared uniquely in a single context and, if some recurred,
how often they did. Among 80 prescription norms, 87.5%
were unique; five norms each recurred in one other context.
Among prohibitions norms, 48.8% were unique, a rate that
was substantially lower than that for prescriptions, c2 = 24.7,
p < .001. Among permissions, 82.5% were unique, with
norms recurring one to three times.
Structural Indications We explored whether the order in
which people generated norms may reflect the importance or
centrality of a norm, indexed by its level of community
agreement. The results showed that more consensual norms
were reported earlier across the top-10 norms of all three
norm types (r = -.26).
Contents of Prescriptions vs. Permissions Prescriptions
and permissions overlap conceptually because all prescribed
actions are also permitted (though some permitted actions are
not prescribed). This overlap was reflected in permissions
and prescriptions showing high similarity in numbers of
Normtype
norms
generated, community agreement, and levels of
Normtype
(95%
CI)
context
specificity.
However, the particular permissions and
(95%
CI)
prescriptions
people generated were not identical. Of the 80
Permission
Permission
top-10
prescriptions, 37.5% did not recur in permissions for
Prescription
Prescription
the Prohibition
same contexts, and of the 40 top-5 prescriptions, 50% of
prescriptions
did not recur in permissions.
Prohibition

1.00
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prevalence
prevalence
Percent
Agreement

1

Norm agreement Next, we computed the “community
agreement” for each norm, defined as the percentage of
participants (in a given norm type ´ scene combination) who
generated that norm for the invoked context. We identified
the top-10 norms with highest agreement for each scene and
each norm type. Figure 1 shows the resulting agreement
gradients, averaged across scenes, from the most highly
agreed-on norms (rank = 1), declining in a mixed linear and
Rank
quadratic pattern. This pattern was consistent across scenes
substantially higher
3 but,4 as5 Figure
6
71 shows,
8
9 displayed
10
agreement for prescriptions than prohibitions (permissions
followed the prescription pattern).

Predicting agreement from norm type and rank as fixed
effects and varying intercepts across scene and varying slopes
for norm types across scenes as random effects, we found
that, aside from the obvious rank effect, prescription norms
had higher average agreement (M = 0.37) than prohibition
norms (M = 0.27), t(7) = 3.4, p = .011, while permission
norms (M = 0.38) did not differ from prescription norms, p =
.59. In addition, agreement differences by norm type were
primarily located in the most frequently mentioned norms,
reflected in an interaction term of norm type and rank, such
that prescriptions (and permissions) showed a steeper
decline, with significant linear and quadratic contrasts, ts >
2.9, ps < .004.
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Study 1 found that the norm generation task can activate
norm representations that (a) show considerable agreement;
(b) demonstrate substantial context specificity; and (c) hint at
structural organization such that more agreed-upon norms are
accessed earlier. Importantly, the number of norms
generated, level of community agreement, and level of
context specificity were consistently lower for prohibitions
than for prescriptions and permissions. Permissions and

10
10
10

Figure 1. Between-participant agreement in the norms
they spontaneously generate, ordered from 1st to 10th-most
agreed-on norms, averaged across eight contexts.
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prescriptions were similar in activation patterns but
distinguishable by their specific norm contents.
Replication. We sought to replicate these results in an
additional study, but because of space constraints we only
summarize its results. The study contained a number of
improvements. First, we collected a larger sample of
participants (120 per norm type) and allotted 30 seconds per
context. We found the same decrement among prohibition
norms for the number of generated norms, community
agreement, and context specificity. Second, we used different
verbal probes to elicit norm types. In particular, we removed
a concern with Study 1’s prohibition probe (not allowed),
which, as a negation, may have been processed more slowly
and thereby reduced the accessibility of prohibition norms.
Using the probe forbidden, the new study replicated all
prescription-prohibition differences. We also found that the
patterns of results for prescription norms were consistent
across three eliciting probes (should, obligated, required).
Finally, we explored two non-normative comparisons: one to
elicit what people would want to do in the given contexts and
the other to elicit what comes to mind in the given contexts.
The desire probe elicited overlapping but clearly
distinguishable sets of actions compared with prescriptions,
suggesting that the generation task does not simply elicit
desirable actions but rather norm-conforming actions. The
association probe elicited very different responses from those
of the norm probes. For example, for the restaurant scene,
only 1 out of the top 10 prescription norms shared content
with a top-10 response from the association probe. Thus, the
generation task does not elicit semantic or image associations
but genuine norm representations.

Study 2
One hypothesis to explain the unique features of
prohibitions, documented in the norm generation task, is that
contexts less readily activate prohibitions compared with
prescriptions. Instead, people must often consider an action
first before a prohibition may stop them from acting. As a
result, prohibitions are not linked as tightly with specific
contexts (i.e., show less context specificity), they are more
difficult to generate, and, due to these variabilities, people
also agree less in the prohibition norms they generate.
To test this hypothesis we developed the norm recognition
task that does not require people to generate norms on their
own but rather presents them with candidate actions one by
one and asks them to judge whether the particular action falls
under a selected norm type (e.g., “Are you forbidden from
doing this here?”). If a given scene activates context-specific
norm representations, then people should be fast at
recognizing offered candidates that match the pre-activated
representations.
Importantly, we elicited these recognition judgments both
for actions that were “local” to the given context (governed
by a norm frequently generated for that context in Study 1)
and nonlocal actions (governed by frequent norms generated
in other contexts). If a context (scene image) immediately
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activates its associated norms (as it may be for prescriptions),
then local candidate actions governed by these norms should
be primed and therefore quickly and accurately detected as
falling under the context-specific norms. Nonlocal candidate
actions, by contrast, would have to be retrieved, considered,
and often rejected—and even if accepted, the processing will
take longer than for local actions. For prohibitions, the
process may be different. If a context does not immediately
activate “its” prohibition norms but instead requires people
to consider candidate actions one by one (e.g., when
presented in the experiment), people would have to actively
retrieve from memory whether the action is forbidden in the
context and then make the appropriate judgment, leading to
longer response times. Assuming such contrasting processes,
people would more quickly detect local than nonlocal
prescription norms, because the local ones are immediately
activated by the scene image. By contrast, if both local and
nonlocal prohibitions are retrieved after being “offered” (in a
given experimental trial), no such speed advantage of local
over nonlocal norms should exist.

Methods
Participants A total of 360 participants were recruited
through Amazon Mechanical Turk and compensated $0.75.
Of those, 350 completed the study, and additional ones were
excluded because of invalid data (see below).
Design Participants were randomly assigned to one of three
norm types, implemented by one of two probe variants: “Are
you supposed to do this here?” and “Should you do this
here?” for prescriptions; “Are you allowed to do this here?”
and “Are you permitted to do this here?” for permissions; and
“Are you not allowed to do this here?” and “Are you
forbidden to do this here?” for prohibitions. Half of
participants were randomly assigned to see scene pictures
from Set 1, the other half from Set 2, as in Study 1.
Procedure After general instructions and a practice round,
participants worked through four blocks of norm recognition
trials, each block consisting of a scene picture shown on the
screen, the assigned norm probe below it, and a random
ordering of 14 actions one might take in the scene. For each
action, one after another, people answered the norm probe
with “Yes” or “No” (e.g., “Are you supposed to do this
here?”—Swimming). There were no time restrictions, and
people received no feedback. Key assignment (F or J for
“Yes” or “No”) was counterbalanced. A response triggered
display of the next action phrase. Participants worked with
the same norm type probe for the whole four blocks.
Materials We worked with the same two sets of scene
images (four each) as in Study 1. Among the 14 actions
accompanying each scene image, 7 were “local” to this scene
(for a given norm type)—that is, most frequently generated
in Study 1 as normative actions for the particular scene and
norm type. The other 7 were “nonlocal”—selected from
among the most frequently generated normative actions for
the other seven scenes, again for the given norm type. In a

few cases, a selected local norm had to come from just
outside the top 7 in Study 1 (in order to avoid repetitions), but
the nonlocal norms were never outside the top 7. For each set
of four scenes, the 28 local norms (7 per four contexts) were
unique, but the nonlocal norms had to be reused across
contexts. That was because some candidate nonlocal norms
were confusable with a local norm, and several candidate
nonlocal norms were so unique that they would have been
implausible to consider in any but their local context (e.g.,
checking out books in a public bathroom). These necessary
repetitions were equally distributed over norm types and
stimulus sets.

(estimated marginal M = 1235 ms) than nonlocal norms (M =
1341 ms), t(13081) = 8.9, p < .001. However, whereas prescriptions showed a strong locality speed advantage (1087 ms
vs. 1330 ms), as did permissions (1095 ms vs. 1318 ms), ts >
11.5, ps < .001, prohibitions showed a surprising reversal
(1522 ms vs. 1374 ms), t = 6.9, p < .001 (see Figure 2). These
“Yes” Reaction Times
patterns were highlyRank
consistent across the two stimulus sets.
1

Reactionrt time (ms)

0.00

ecnelaverp

0.25

Data preparation We used 400 ms as the reaction time cutoff below which it would be impossible to read a stimulus
and select a response (Malle & Holbrook, 2012), and for the
upper limit, we selected 5000 ms. (All reported results held
robustly both with higher and lower cut-offs, as well as under
various transformations, such as square root or inverse of
reaction times). Almost half of the resulting out-of-range
values came from 11 individuals who each had more than half
such values and were eliminated from analysis. Among the
remaining 339 participants, only 2.5% of all reaction times
were out of range. We then examined “Yes” response rates
for the 28 local items in each set to detect participants who
were noncooperative or misunderstood instructions. Local
items were, by design, expected to elicit high rates of “Yes”
responses, and 95% of participants indeed answered Yes to
more than half of the local items. The remaining 17
participants responded Yes to 5 or fewer items (out of 28),
and they were eliminated from analysis.
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Figure 2. Average speed of endorsing local actions and
nonlocal actions as falling under a given norm type
(“Yes” reaction times with 95% CIs)
Turning to the speed of rejecting the contextappropriateness of norms (“No” responses), we found that
people were overall faster at rejecting nonlocal norms (M =
1552 ms) than local norms (M = 1738 ms); t(3188) = 4.7, p <
.001. But, as Figure 3 shows, this locality effect in rejections
occurred in a very different speed range for prescriptions (M
= 1443 ms) compared with prohibitions (M = 1779 ms),
t(436) = 5.5, p < .001, and also compared with permissions
(M= 1715 ms), t(808) = 4.7, p < .001.
All results were consistent across the different probes for
each norm type. Importantly, although the prohibition probe
not allowed yielded about 100 ms longer RTs than the probe
“No” Reaction Times
forbidden, both probes were substantially slower than all
Rank
prescription and permission probes.

Results
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We first examined whether norm endorsements (Yes
responses to the norm probes) were higher for local than for
nonlocal actions and whether this locality effect varied by
norm type. A generalized mixed-effects logistic model,
predicting endorsements (1, 0) from norm type and locality
as fixed effects and varying intercepts across participants and
scenes as random effects, confirmed an overall locality effect:
local norms were endorsed far more often (estimated
marginal M = 0.94) than nonlocal norms (M = 0.62), z = 42.9,
p < .001. However, the locality effect was much stronger for
prescriptions (Ms = 0.95 vs. 0.51) than prohibitions (Ms =
0.83 vs. 0.68), z = 18.5, p < .001. Permissions (Ms = 0.98 vs.
0.65) were also stronger than prohibitions, z = 17.0, p < .001,
but did not significantly differ from prescriptions.
We next examined response times. Of particular interest
was the interaction between norm type and the speed of norm
endorsements (“Yes” responses) for local vs. nonlocal norms.
By hypothesis, a locality speed advantage suggests that the
scene context directly activated relevant norms, whereas a
lack of such an advantage suggests a retrieval-driven
response. A mixed-effects model, predicting “Yes” reaction
times from norm type and locality as fixed effects and
intercepts across participants and across scenes as random
effects, confirmed that people faster at accepting local norms
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Figure 3. Average speed of rejecting local and nonlocal
actions as falling under a given norm type
(“No” reaction times with 95% CIs)

Discussion
In a norm recognition task, people clearly discriminated
between local norms (i.e., norms frequently generated for a
displayed context) and nonlocal norms (i.e., norms frequently
generated for other contexts), thus providing further evidence
for the context specificity of norms. But this evidence is much
stronger for prescriptions (and permissions) than for
prohibitions, whose small locality effect is consistent with
their lower context specificity in Studies 1 and 2. Most
importantly, people were faster at recognizing (i.e., “Yes”
reaction times) local norms than at recognizing nonlocal
norms, again only for prescriptions and permissions. These
faster endorsements of local norms may result from contexts
(scene images) activating relevant prescription (and
permission) norms right when the image appears—perhaps
due to a norm analog of affordances (Gibson, 1966), where
norms reveal themselves in some subset of the perceptible
features of the physical environment. Probing local norms
therefore has the speed advantage of matching experimenterpresented norms to already pre-activated norms.
For prohibitions, by contrast, people appear to retrieve each
norm they are asked about (whether local or nonlocal), and
this process slows them down for all decisions—that a
prohibition is applicable or that it is not applicable. We do not
have a ready explanation for the slower reaction times in
recognizing local, rather than nonlocal, prohibition norms.
An ongoing replication with entirely new scene contexts
shows equally slow RTs for endorsing local and nonlocal
prohibitions, so the present result for prohibitions may be a
slight aberration; but this is no ways qualifies the strong
difference between prohibitions and other norm types.
Rejections (“No” reaction times) of nonlocal norms were
faster than (the relatively rare) rejections of local norms, for
all three norm types (see Figure 4). However, prohibitions
again showed this effect at a much slower speed than
prescriptions. Interestingly, people were also slower at
rejecting permissions (even though permission endorsements
were as fast as prescription endorsements). One possible
explanation for this pattern is that denying that an action is
permissible is tantamount to saying that it is impermissible,
which equates to the action being prohibited; and because
processing prohibitions is cognitively slower, we see slower
reaction times for permission rejections.

General Discussion
As a first step in identifying the cognitive properties of
norms, we examined the process of norm activation by
contexts and the context specificity of norms—with a
particular emphasis on how the processes might differ for
prescriptions and prohibitions. To investigate these questions
we developed a norm generation task, which asks people to
actively report the norms they consider applicable to a given
context, and a norm recognition task, which asks people to
endorse or reject whether candidate norms, offered by the
experimenter, are applicable to a given context.
Our main results illustrate the considerable context
specificity of norms. In Study 1, the mentioned norms in one
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context were often unique to that context (72.9% overall), but
this specificity was higher for prescriptions (and permissions)
than for prohibitions. In Study 2, people distinguished clearly
between norms that were local (previously generated in the
given context) vs. nonlocal (previously generated in other
contexts), but they discriminated contexts for prescriptions
and permissions more clearly than contexts for prohibitions.
Of note, the community agreement in generating the most
central norms for a given context (see Figure 1) can be
compared to the endorsement (“Yes” rates) for these central
(local) norms in Study 2. The high endorsements of 98% for
permissions and 95% for prescriptions suggest that people
agree more strongly on the applicability of local norms than
the norm generation task in Study 1 had been able to detect.
There, agreement even for the top five permissions and
prescriptions ranged between 30% and 75%—though this is
perhaps still impressive, given that the task is open-ended
rather than a two-alternative forced choice. At the same time,
participants in Study 2 were willing to say Yes (the norm
applies) to about half of nonlocal norms, which suggests that
true context specificity may be lower than the norm
generation task had assessed. Even if norms generated in
context A are not actively generated in context B, some of
those norms local to A may still apply (though more weakly)
in context B.
Given that the top-10 prohibitions are not as contextspecific as the top-10 prescription norms (according to Study
1), one might suspect that the smaller locality effect in Study
2 may be due to this greater cross-context applicability of
prohibition norms identified in Study 1 and used in Study 2.
However, in a signal detection analysis, prohibitions showed
substantially lower discrimination (Md’ = 0.50) than
prescriptions did (Md’ = 1.44), t(319) = 14.2, p < .001, and a
less “generous” response bias (Mb = 0.71) than prescriptions
(Mb = 0.37), t(319) = 11.2, p < .001. Thus, people do not
simply say Yes to nonlocal prohibitions because they might
be more applicable across contexts but because they have
genuine difficulties discriminating between local and
nonlocal prohibitions.
The present studies have a number of limitations. For one,
even though we selected eight everyday scenes as contexts,
their generalizability to a larger number of scenes has yet to
be established. The selected scenes were relatively distinct,
so overall context specificity may have been lower than, say,
across scenes depicting eight different eating establishments.
Nonetheless, even formal and informal restaurants or Asian
and French restaurants come with different sets of norms.
The specific scenes we selected may also have influenced
the overall lower accessibility of prohibitions. Certain
contexts—for example, those of high danger or risk—may
activate more prohibitions, at a higher level of community
agreement, and perhaps at a higher level of context
specificity. However, the consistency and strong effect sizes
in the present studies do make it plausible that, even across a
broader range of everyday contexts, prescriptions (and
permissions) will show a greater propensity, agreement, and
specificity of context-based activation than prohibitions do.

The variability and vast number of contexts in social life
raise the specter of one of the thorniest problems in cognitive
science: what a context is, what distinguishes two contexts,
or what makes them the same. Somehow, people are able to
keep track of a massive number of everyday contexts and
usually (though certainly not always) conjure up the
appropriate norms for a given context. How they achieve this
feat is currently unknown. Perhaps our initial work on norms
in contexts will encourage researchers to tackle once more
the question of how people deal with the challenge of context
identification and context differentiation.
A final limitation of the present studies is that we have no
direct evidence yet for the organizational structure of norm
representations, aside from a correlation between serial
position and degree of agreement of norms. Are norms
organized like networks, with properties such as centrality
and small-world connectivity (Steyvers & Tenenbaum,
2005)? Are norm representations directly associated with
each other in memory or are they activated jointly by copresent features of contexts? And how do people suppress
norm contents that have semantic associations with each
other but very different context applicability? Tables and
chairs are strongly connected in semantic memory, but it
would be unfortunate if norm representations blindly
followed this association. After all, we are expected to eat at
a table and sit on a chair, not the other way round.
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Abstract

in, limiting who can talk to who (Zollman, 2010). A second approach focuses on cognitive factors, such as the strategies used by the agents to tackle the problem, where some
strategies involve less communication than others (Pöyhönen,
2017; Thoma, 2015; Weisberg & Muldoon, 2009).
This second approach is particularly intriguing, as it is used
to argue that cognitive diversity helps groups to solve complex problems. Building on these agent-based simulations,
we demonstrate that, as things stand, this approach does not
in fact make a clear-cut case for cognitive diversity. We then
show how the inclusion of an additional factor — tolerance
for failure — fills this gap, thus enabling cognitive diversity
to yield a benefit.

Collective problem solving is supposed to benefit from cognitive diversity (e.g., when a team consists of individuals with
different learning strategies). However, recent evidence for
this claim fails to rule out an alternative explanation: that
the benefit is due to moderate non-conformity, not diversity.
We extend a previous agent-based simulation to distinguish
these hypotheses, and demonstrate that diverse learning strategies alone do not yield the expected benefit. We extend the
model further, based on an idea from the philosophy of science: Group-level benefits in complex problem solving often
entail individual-level failures. Accordingly, we parameterize
tolerance for failure, and show that there is an interaction between tolerance for failure and diversity. When tolerance for
failure is zero, heterogeneous and homogeneous groups perform equally; when non-zero, diverse groups can outperform
heterogeneous groups. Our agent-based simulations help clarify when cognitive diversity benefits collective problem solving.

A division of cognitive labor in epistemic landscapes

Keywords: communication; diversity; problem solving; social
learning; explore/exploit; epistemic landscape; agent-based
simulation

Collectively, humans can solve problems of astonishing
complexity. This success would be impossible without our
communicative abilities, which allow us to share information efficiently. However, communication is a double-edged
sword: communication is necessary to spread the information crucial to solving a problem as a group, but in doing so,
it reduces the diversity of information in the group (Lazer &
Friedman, 2007). This can lead to herding (Salganik, Dodds,
& Watts, 2006) or premature convergence on suboptimal outcomes (Zollman, 2010). It can also reduce people’s tendency
to engage in further exploration (Yahosseini, Reijula, Molleman, & Moussaı̈d, 2018) or to share relevant private information (Gigone & Hastie, 1993).
While a complete lack of communication is clearly a barrier to collective problem solving, these findings imply that
unconstrained communication is also not ideal. But how to
strike a balance? Agent-based simulations show how group
problem solving can be optimized by throttling communication to some extent. One approach focuses on social factors,
such as the network structure that the agents are embedded
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We draw from a modeling tradition rooted in the philosophy
of science, not only because science is a prime example of
the phenomenon of interest here — complex problem solving by human collectives (Muthukrishna & Henrich, 2016)
— but also because it involves a tension between the best
outcome for an individual and the best outcome for a group
(Kitcher, 1990). To illustrate: imagine that two researchers
are leading teams that develop vaccines, and each must decide which of two approaches (depending on the field, these
may be methods, theories, frameworks, or research questions)
to use during the upcoming year. Let’s say approach A has a
good chance of success while approach B has a poor chance
of success.
From the point of view of each individual researcher, the
optimal strategy is to choose approach A. However, given that
there is a chance that approach A will fail and that approach
B will succeed, from the point of view of the collective (i.e.,
medical science), the optimal strategy is for one researcher
to pick approach A and the other to pick approach B. Science thus benefits from a ‘division of cognitive labor’ where
individuals pursue different approaches, even if this means
some of them pursue approaches that are more likely to fail
(Kitcher, 1990). Two core ingredients for this division of labor, then, are: the pursuit of diverse approaches, and accep-

Figure 1: An epistemic landscape, with two hills of significant epistemic value topped by peaks of outstanding epistemic value.
tance of possible failure.
A subsequent research tradition uses epistemic landscape
models (Weisberg & Muldoon, 2009) to relate diverse approaches (features of the problem space) to cognitive differences (features of the individuals who explore that problem
space). In these models, a population of agents explores an
abstract landscape (Fig. 1). Each position on the landscape
represents some approach in a scientific field, and the height
the landscape at that point represents the epistemic value of
that approach: how much useful knowledge can be gained by
pursuing that theory or research question or method. In this
example, there are two peaks, so two scientific theories of
outstanding epistemic value. Generally, in such models, the
agents explore the landscape with the aim of discovering the
highest peaks.
Agents are imbued with various learning strategies, or
ways of exploring the landscape. Two main types of learning strategy are common across models. An individual learning strategy involves an agent gathering information about
the landscape directly: the agent moves on to new patches,
and thereby learns the epistemic value of those patches. A
social learning strategy involves the agents communicating
with each other, thereby learning the value of the patches that
the others are currently occupying. Thus, an agent can either
learn where a peak is by visiting it, or by hearing from another
agent who has discovered it.
A homogeneous population of mavericks (agents with ex-
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treme individual strategies) is inefficient, as nobody benefits
from sharing current knowledge about the location of potential hills, though such a group eventually succeeds in discovering both peaks. A homogeneous population of conformists (agents with extreme social learning strategies) typically does not succeed, as the group quickly discovers and
converges on one hill, but commonly does not to discover the
other. In a mixed population, consisting of some mavericks
and some conformists, the mavericks explore new patches
and reduce overall herding, preventing convergence on a single peak, while the conformists exploit the regions of known
potential value. Thus, such models typically conclude that
cognitive diversity leads to better collective problem solving
(Pöyhönen, 2017; Thoma, 2015).
However, there are two reasons for caution regarding this
conclusion, stemming from the fact that these models employ categorically different learning strategies (maverick vs.
conformist, or some terminological equivalent). A practical
concern is that human learning is not so categorical: there is
stable variation in people’s tendency to incorporate social information into their beliefs (Molleman, Kurvers, & van den
Bos, 2019). This limits the relevance of such findings for
human problem solving. A theoretical concern is that this
qualitative distinction in learning strategies means that such
models cannot distinguish between two possible hypotheses.
For the sake of illustration, say that conformists do 0% individual learning while mavericks do 100% individual learning, and that it turns out — for a population of 10 agents on
a given landscape — the optimal mix is 2 mavericks and 8
conformists. Is this due to the diversity of the group? Or
could it just be due to the fact that the average strategy in
the group is 20% individual learning? That is, perhaps a homogeneous population where everyone has the same 20% individual learning strategy would do just as well as a mixed
population of 2 mavericks (all of whom are 100% individual
learners) and 8 conformists (all 0% individual learners). In
that case the model would support moderate non-conformity
rather than cognitive diversity.
It is important to explore whether these two different compositions of collectives, that differ in diversity but not the
mean of their learning strategy, could produce distinctive collective behaviors. To address this, we adapt an epistemic
landscape model to include intermediate strategies, allowing
us to test whether group performance is driven by the average
level of social learning, or by its variance (i.e., cognitive diversity). Then, we further adapt the model to include a key
element of a division of cognitive labor mentioned above: it
involves variable risk of failure, so it is plausible that any benefits of diversity that derive from a division of cognitive labor
should be sensitive to that.

The broadcasting model
We take the ‘broadcasting model’ by Pöyhönen (2017) as our
starting point, as it offers two useful features for studying
cognitive diversity in collective problem solving.
The first important innovation in Pöyhönen’s model is how

epistemic success is evaluated. Rather than just exploring
the landscape, agents also do some epistemic work to extract value. Concretely, this involves excavating the landscape: at every time point, each agent depletes the value of the
patch that they are currently standing on by a small amount.
This means that only so much value can be extracted from
a patch before it becomes useless, analogous to how, in the
real world, a given theory cannot be exploited indefinitely for
epistemic gain. What this means, in terms of collective problem solving, is that it is not enough for one agent to discover
one peak and for another agent to discover the other peak,
because unless other agents come to collaborate with them
in mining those scientific positions, it will take a long time
for these two agents to fully excavate the hills of epistemic
value. The relevance for our interest in communication and
problem solving is that this makes collaboration crucial for
group success. Otherwise, the claim that it is useful to throttle communication would be trivial.
The second important innovation by Pöyhönen is the
eponymous ‘broadcasting’ implementation of learning strategies. An individual’s strategy is defined by their sociallearning threshold: how much of an improvement in epistemic value they could accept if they moved to where another
agent is (by analogy, adopting that other agent’s approach
or theory), relative to the distance they would have to travel
to get there. As this threshold amounts to the ratio between
height climbed and distance travelled, it can be thought of as
a slope m (Fig. 2). For a given threshold, an agent will consider learning socially from other agents that lie above that
slope. In the context of a 3D landscape, all places above a
given slope can be thought of as lying within a cone, centered
on the agent in question. In that case, a maverick strategy
involves a steep slope or narrow cone, whereas a conformist
strategy involves a flat slope or wide cone.
In this model, a simulation run of t time steps begins
with population of N agents with social learning thresholds
m1 . . . mN . The agents are randomly placed on low-value positions in the landscape (i.e., not on the hills).
At the start of the run (t0 ), every agent i learns the epistemic value of its starting position ei,0 . It then picks a random
heading, and starts moving in that direction at a constant velocity. At each subsequent time point (t j ), it learns the epistemic value of its new position ei, j and compares this to the
epistemic value of its previous position ei, j−1 . The difference
in value at that time ∆ei, j = ei, j − ei, j−1 indicates whether the
agent is going downhill (∆ei, j < 0) or not (∆ei, j ≥ 0).
If an agent is not going downhill (i.e., is improving or
maintaining its epistemic position), it simply continues along
its original heading. However, if it is going downhill, it abandons its heading, and decides between an individual or social
learning strategy on the basis of its social threshold mi . Every
agent polls all other agents who are above its social learning
threshold. That is, each agent can only learn from those others who are close enough or high enough that they lie within
its cone (Fig. 2).
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Figure 2: The broadcast implementation of social learning
(Pöyhönen, 2017). The focal agent has a social learning
threshold ma , and it is able to learn from other agents above
that threshold. In this illustration, the epistemic value gained
by traveling to target position B has slope mt , and as mt > ma ,
the focal agent considers it worthwhile to travel to position B.
Even though position A is within the focal agent’s cone, there
is nobody there: the cone does not represent a view of the
landscape, but rather a view of other agents. Even though
position C is closer than position B, it falls below the focal
agent’s threshold.
If there are no such others, the agent does individual learning: it explores its immediate vicinity and sets a new heading
in the direction of the highest adjacent patch (or a random
heading if all surrounding patches are lower than it). It thus
engages in local hill-climbing. But if there are other agents
above its social threshold, it does social learning: it identifies
which other agent represents the greatest gain for the least
travel, and sets its heading for that other agent. Regardless of
whether the new heading derives from individual learning or
social learning, it continues in that direction, checking its ∆e
at each time step, unless it goes downhill again, at which point
the process repeats. Agents’ thresholds do not change, so a
maverick agent is simply an agent with a very high threshold:
it will be unlikely to ever encounter other agents it considers
worth learning from. A conformist agent has a low threshold,
and will consider any agent a higher point at any position on
the landscape to be worth learning from.
As the final action of each time step, all agents do epistemic
work, excavating some value w from their position, depleting
the landscape by the equivalent amount. At the end of t time
steps, the epistemic success of the group is the sum of all
excavated values.
We stress that no agent has a god’s eye view of the landscape (which is why they have to explore), and they do not
build a representation of the landscape while they explore.
Each agent’s memory only retains the height of its current position and the height of its position at the immediately preceding time step. The only information it can access is the height
and distance of other agents within its cone, and it can only
access this information at a moment when it is going downhill

Simulation 1: Does cognitive diversity yield a
group-level benefit?

and deciding which learning strategy to employ next.

The DE-land model
Agents The first main departure in our Diversity in Epistemic landscapes (DE-land) model is how the social learning thresholds are set. For each run, an aggregate threshold m is selected from the range of possible thresholds (see
below for the parameter space), and the run is randomly assigned to one of two conditions (‘homogeneous’ vs. ‘heterogeneous’). In the homogeneous condition, N agents are all
initialized with threshold m. In the heterogeneous condition,
m1 . . . mN thresholds are randomly sampled from a Beta distriα
. Thus, both conditions
bution (α, β) that has mean m = α+β
have the same average threshold.
We note that samples from Beta distributions are in the
range (0, 1), so even our most maverick agent will choose
to learn from another agent whose position offers a climb of
1 for a travel distance of 1. Thus, our mavericks are not as extreme individualists as in previous models, where mavericks
are typically unwilling to learn from anybody, no matter how
large of improvement in epistemic value they offer. However, such extreme maverick attitudes are unlikely to reflect
the target phenomenon (doing science, yet being unwilling to
be influenced by anybody else, no matter how valuable their
approach or theory). Further, our results show a ceiling effect
around this maximum. Finally, previous work has shown that
the optimal group composition is mostly conformists with a
minority of mavericks (Pöyhönen, 2017), so the most interesting region of the parameter space is lower, rather than higher
social learning thresholds.
A further departure is that we parameterize the agents’ tolerance for failure. Previously, an agent abandoned its heading
and decided on a learning strategy every time it went downhill
(∆e < 0), which amounts to zero tolerance for failure. Now,
this decision kicks in when ∆e < f , with f representing the
tolerance for failure. Thus, with f = 0.2 an agent will tolerate a decrease in epistemic value of up to 0.2 in one time step,
continuing its original heading rather than making a decision
about which learning strategy to employ next.
Landscape The landscape is toroidal (wrapping around on
both sides), and has 2 peaks of equal height, situated maximally far apart and generated from multivariate normal distributions. To this is added a layer of Perlin noise, with variable
amplitude a: a higher amplitude means the base landscape is
noisier, with local hills and troughs (though far smaller than
the main 2 peaks). This allows us to parameterize problem
difficulty, as when a is low, the landscape is smooth, so social information about positive epistemic value reliably indicates the location of the 2 hills. With some noise, however,
one agent may end up following another agent who is higher
than it, but is not near the hills. At the beginning of the run,
the total amount of positive epistemic value on the landscape
is calculated as its total epistemic mass. A group’s problem
solving success is the proportion of this total mass excavated
during the run.
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A division of labor cognitive based on learning strategies is
one way to improve collective problem solving outcomes.
However, we raised the concern that this may be due to the
average level of conformity, rather than cognitive diversity, in
previous epistemic landscape models. For our first simulation, we compare homogeneous and diverse groups when, as
in previous models, there is no tolerance for failure ( f = 0).
We ran 3000 simulations each of 400 time steps with 40
agents on a 40 × 40 landscape, and all possible combinations
of the following parameters.
• Perlin noise amplitude a in: [1, 6, 10]
• Social learning threshold m from Beta(α, β) in: [(1, 9), (3,
7), (5, 5), (7, 3), (9, 1)]
• Condition in: [‘homogeneous’, ‘heterogeneous’]
Thus, for instance, in a heterogeneous run where the distribution parameters are (1,9), agents’ social learning thresholds
were sampled randomly from this distribution, whereas in a
homogeneous run, agents’ thresholds were set to the mean of
1
= 0.1).
this distribution (m = 1+9
Fig. 3a shows the main effect of social learning threshold. Having a higher social learning threshold produces better group outcomes, but this benefit plateaus in the middleto-upper end of our range (Fig. 3a). A balanced strategy
(m = 0.5) does quite well overall, and a moderately nonconformist strategy (0.5 ≤ m ≤ 0.9) only slightly better. Although all strategies start off similarly, the difference emerges
well into the run. All populations discover at least one hill
early on. But then conformist populations, having converged
on that hill, fail to explore much more and are unlikely to
discover the second hill (consistent with findings outlined in
the Introduction). In contrast, balanced and moderately nonconformist populations are quite likely to discover the second
hill, which is how they discover substantially more than 50%
of the landscape’s epistemic mass.
Fig. 3b shows the main effect of noise. Performance for
moderate noise (a = 6) was better than for low noise (a = 1).
This occurs because, in low-noise landscapes, as soon as any
agent starts climbing one of the hills, it represents an unambiguous signal as to where a peak is. The other agents converge, abandoning further exploration. In contrast, in noisier landscapes, even if one agent is starting to climb the hill,
some agents may not converge on it because they are distracted by other agents who are at higher positions, even if
those positions are only higher due to random noise. This
is enough to prevent premature convergence, and ultimately,
both peaks are discovered.
Fig. 3c shows the comparison between heterogeneous and
homogeneous populations, for varying levels of noise and social learning threshold. There is a clear interaction between
noise and social learning threshold: for low levels of noise,
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Figure 3: Results of simulation 1, showing aggregates across
simulation runs with Loess splines. (A) The main effect of
mean social learning threshold. A higher threshold implies
more maverick behavior; (B) The main effect of noise (C);
The interactions between threshold, noise and condition.
the threshold does not matter (the lines in the top row overlap). No matter whether an agent is more maverick or more
conformist, if they are on a fairly flat plain, and some other
agent starts climbing a hill, everyone converges on that point.
The previously described effect of social learning threshold
emerges for higher levels of noise. Thus, moderate nonconformity becomes valuable in noisier environments.
However, the most notable feature of Fig. 3c is the lack of
any substantial difference between homogeneous and heterogeneous populations. Thus, consistent with the concern we
raised earlier, even if epistemic landscape models claim to
show a benefit of cognitive diversity, in fact they really show
a benefit of a population that is, on average, moderately nonconformist. Moderate non-conformity can occur when the
entire population is moderately non-conformist, or when a
population has diverse strategies, but their average threshold
is moderately non-conformist.

Simulation 2: Does tolerance for failure
contribute to a benefit of diversity?
Variable chance of failure was one of the two elements of
the division of cognitive labor outlined above (Kitcher, 1990),
and the degree of failure that agents are willing to accept is
one factor that has not been implemented in previous epistemic landscape models. Converging evidence from social
epistemology (Thoma, 2015) and cultural evolution (Boyd &
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Richerson, 1985) shows that it is costly to explore individually, without the benefit of social learning. While some mavericks may encounter epistemic rewards, many do not, and
consequently do worse than the average conformist (Thoma,
2015). Nonetheless, their presence helps the group, as when
those rare mavericks discover a hill, this allows conformists
to follow them.
As occasional failure is an unavoidable part of the maverick strategy, perhaps tolerance for failure is what is missing,
for a mixed population of mavericks and conformists to do
well. To test this, we ran 9000 simulations as described in
Simulation 1, additionally setting tolerance for failure to f in
[0, 0.2, 0.4].
To facilitate presentation of results with the inclusion of
this additional variable, we focus on the epistemic mass excavated at the end of the run (at t = 400). Fig. 4 shows this
final standing. Here, the points where tolerance for failure is
zero simply recapitulate the end-points of the Loess splines
at t = 400 in Fig. 3c), where there is no substantial difference
between heterogeneous and homogeneous groups. What is
striking, though, is that values of f > 0 make a difference for
heterogeneous populations, but not for homogeneous ones.
For low levels of noise (a = 1), increasing tolerance for
failure decreases the overall performance of heterogeneous
groups (though there is still no effect of social learning threshold for low-noise landscapes). For higher levels of noise, the
outcome is more complex. The aforementioned decrease in
performance remains (if weakly) for more maverick diverse
groups, but performance improves with increasing tolerance
for more conformist groups. In particular, compare the red
lines (for m = 0.1) between heterogenous and homogeneous
groups. Whereas these more conformist populations do consistently poorly when they are homogeneous, tolerance drives
a marked improvement when they are heterogeneous. Thus,
tolerance for failure interacts with learning strategy to produce an effect of diversity, though the direction and strength
of this effect depends on landscape noisiness. When social
learning thresholds make a difference at all (i.e., when noise
a > 1), there is a major boost to performance for more conformist populations who are more tolerant to failure, but a
minor dip in performance for more maverick populations.

Discussion
Under the rubric of a division of cognitive labor, epistemic
landscape models are used to argue that cognitive diversity
benefits collective problem solving. However, we have shown
that this conclusion is premature, as the same findings can be
produced by homogeneous populations that are moderately
non-conformist. However, individual failure is another factor entailed by the division of cognitive labor, and mavericks
are on average more likely to fail. By parameterizing tolerance for failure (which was effectively at 0 in previous models), we have shown that epistemic landscape models do in
fact support an effect of diversity, though this interacts with
landscape noisiness and average social learning threshold.

heterogeneous

for homogeneous groups, and Fig. 4 shows that it does not.
This is not just individual learning by another name. Further, the effect of tolerance is sometimes negative (as in lownoise situations), so this is also not simply a matter of overparameterizing the model. Rather, it is specifically a matter
of leveraging diversity in cases where social information is a
flawed guide to the state of the wold.
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Figure 4: Results of Simulation 2, showing the final epistemic
value excavated at t = 400, for varying levels of landscape
noise (in 3 rows), mean social learning threshold (in color),
and tolerance for failure (along the x-axis). The lines for social threshold overlap substantially for noise a = 1.
We also replicate previous findings, from entirely different
paradigms (e.g., models with payoffs derived from two-arm
bandits and with agents embedded in social networks, Zollman, 2010), that some disruption to communication can in
fact benefit group epistemic outcomes. Here, this is accomplished by adding noise to the landscape, so that signals of
positive epistemic value are unreliable guides to the state of
the world.
Why is useful to know that the benefits of diversity are
clearest for more conformist groups (e.g., the red and orange
lines in Fig. 4)? These results are consistent with previous
findings that a minority of mavericks in a general population
of conformists yields the best group outcomes (Pöyhönen,
2017). More importantly, though, humans are a social species
and our greatest accomplishments depend heavily on cumulative culture (Muthukrishna & Henrich, 2016), and many of
our decisions weight conformity heavily (Cialdini & Goldstein, 2004). If there is to be any benefit of diversity in learning strategies for humans, this is the area of the parameter
space where that we should expect one.
Does tolerance for failure simply mean that agents have
fewer chances to engage in social learning, as this only occurs once they fail to improve, and as we vary what counts
as failure? If so, the results would be less interesting, as
they would simply recapitulate what Simulation 1 showed
about the benefits of moderate non-conformity. However,
if this worry were true, we would expect the same to hold
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In future work, a necessarily step will be a deeper and more
detailed exploration of the parameter space, including depletion rates or the size of the landscape (affecting the sparsity of hills). This includes alternative distribution families
for social learning: Here we have used the Beta distribution,
but other continuous non-negative distributions such as the
Gamma would allow for more extreme maverick behavior.
In addition to tweaking or redefining parameters in this way,
another goal will be to allow social learning thresholds and
tolerance for failure to covary: Here, tolerance for failure is
uniform across the population, but it will be interesting to
learn if this benefits everyone, or if it has better effects for
specific types of learning strategies (Thoma, 2015). Moreover, the model can be extended to include parameters (such
as flexibility or range of movement, Thoma, 2015) that contribute to group performance. Overall, a substantial challenge
will be to integrate two quite different traditions — cultural
evolution and the philosophy of science — that study individual vs. social learning and individual-level vs. group-level
benefits.
Moving beyond these models, it will be useful to understand the analogues of these parameters in real-world problem solving. Whereas our range of noise parameters was
chosen because it yielded interesting variation (e.g., no effect of learning threshold for noise = 1 in Fig. 3c, with this
effect maxing out by noise = 10), it would be useful to know
what concrete measures of noise or complexity in real world
problem solving show the strongest benefit of diversity (Sulik, Bahrami, & Deroy, in press). Similarly, whereas our parameter for tolerance of failure is an abstract decision threshold, failure in the real world may be a matter both of individual psychology (e.g., how people feel when they fail, or
what motivates them to persevere) and social context (e.g.,
how incentives are set up in societies or institutions in such a
way that encourages an optimal amount of risky exploration,
Mann & Helbing, 2017). Further, problem solving here focuses on discovery (e.g., discovering the peaks of high epistemic value), whereas doing science in the real world requires
a balance between discovering new things and checking that
they can replicate, and as this latter issue is another important
dimension in the study of diversity (Devezer, Nardin, Baumgaertner, & Buzbas, 2019), it would be useful to see whether
these dimensions (diversity of learning strategies and diversity of roles within science) are orthogonal or related.
In any case, do we really need more evidence for the benefits of cognitive diversity? There is already evidence pointing to such benefits (e.g., Hofstra et al., 2020). However,
the pressing issue is that there is also evidence pointing in

the opposite direction (e.g., Almaatouq, Yin, & Watts, 2020).
Thus, the question is not ‘Does cognitive diversity benefit
group epistemic outcomes?’ but rather ‘When does cognitive diversity benefit group epistemic outcomes?’ (Sulik et
al., in press). Identifying (and then expanding on) the limits
of computational simulations is one way to do just that.
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Abstract
Reasoning beyond available data is a ubiquitous feature of human cognition. But while the availability of first-hand data
typically diminishes as the concepts we reason about become
more complex, our ability to draw inferences seems not to.
We may offset the sparsity of direct evidence by observing
the statements of others, but such social meta-inference comes
with challenges of its own. The strength of socially-provided
evidence depends on multiple factors which themselves must
be inferred, like the knowledge, social goals, and independence
of the people providing the data. Here, we present the results
of an experiment aimed at examining how people draw conclusions from information provided by others in the context of
social media posts. By systematically varying the degree of
consensus along with the number of people and distinct arguments involved we are able to assess how much each factor
affects the conclusions reasoners draw. Across a range of topics we find that while people are influenced by the number of
people on each side of an argument, the number of posts is
the dominant factor driving belief revision. In contrast to well
established findings in simpler domains, we find that people
are largely insensitive to the diversity of the arguments made.
Keywords: reasoning; social meta-inference; consensus; induction; diversity; explanation.

Introduction
Learning is hard. Humans are constantly faced with situations where we have to make complicated inferences based
on very little data, like acquiring new concepts given only
a few examples or extrapolating intelligently about patterns
based on a handful of instances. This kind of induction based
on sparse data is something humans excel at: for instance,
given a few examples of animals with some property P, people draw reliable and sensible conclusions about what other
animals also have that property. In these relatively simple
situations, there is robust evidence that people’s generalisations are highly sensitive to the structure of the underlying
conceptual space as well as the diversity and number of the
examples provided (e.g., Osherson, Smith, Wilkie, Lopez, &
Shafir, 1990; Sloman, 1993).
These regularities are explained, at least in part, by how
people assume the data were generated. If they believe the
examples were strongly or helpfully sampled, people generalise less from additional similar examples (Hayes, Navarro,
Stephens, Ransom, & Dilevski, 2019) or repeated instances
(Perfors, Ransom, & Navarro, 2014; Xie, Hayes, & Navarro,
2020) but generalise more when they see more diverse ones
(Voorspoels, Navarro, Perfors, Ransom, & Storms, 2015;
Ransom, Perfors, & Navarro, 2016). This behaviour is con-
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sistent with normative statistical inference, which is sensitive
to assumptions about sampling and independence.
Unfortunately, most of the problems people are faced with
in the real world are far more complex than these simple situations. Consider somebody who hears the claim that “perfect
avocados are getting harder to find.” The problem of determining whether that claim is true somewhat resembles a more
complex category-induction problem in which the examples
are analogous to arguments or premises supporting the claim
and the property being generalised is gettingHarderToFind.1
However, there are many differences that make the situation
sufficiently more complicated that it is still unclear not only
empirically what people do in this kind of situation, but also
what a normative standard would say they should do.
Multiple factors make this problem more complex. First,
unlike the simple domains that most categorisation and category induction experiments operate over, we cannot fully or
accurately characterise the shape of the space (either as scientists or as reasoners). What is the shape of “argument space”
around the above claim about perfect avocados? Intuitively,
some arguments offer better support for the truth of that claim
than others and hence are closer in that space: if true, an argument that “avocado farms have been destroyed due to climate
change” is better support for the claim than one like “the price
of oranges is skyrocketing.” But how much better is it, and
why? In order for people to reason about how to generalise
from arguments, they must be able to figure out how to calculate these distances on the fly for any arbitrary argument.
Very little is known about how we do this.
Second, the generative process for the data (the arguments)
goes far beyond strong or helpful sampling. Individuals making arguments in support of a claim (e.g., on social media)
are embedded in a rich social system and have complicated
and often unknown goals. They may or may not be helpful or
knowledgeable; they might be sharing information in order to
be deceptive, to troll, or to signal their identity. All of these
possibilities have different implications for how a reasoner
should reason about the arguments they offer.
Finally, when multiple arguments are present, it is often unclear how independent they are. Normative statistical models
1 Of

course, reformulating category induction problems in this
more general way brings in additional issues surrounding explanation and meta-inference (Sloman, 1994). We return to this in the discussion, although space precludes a detailed treatment of this idea.

Figure 1: Example trial. [Left panel] On each trial participants view a brief neutral post on a given topic (here, about whether narcissists are
more political). They provide their prior beliefs by rating their agreement with that statement. [Right panel] Participants then view a number
of tweets replying to the original post, after which they update their agreement rating. Conditions vary in the number of distinct people and
arguments provided in support of or against the claim. In this example, four distinct people are all making essentially the same argument in
support, with very slight variations in wording (i.e., that narcissists like the attention they get in politics).

that assume independence almost certainly do not apply in social situations. If the same person offers multiple arguments,
was evidence for those arguments acquired and verified independently and then used to support the conclusion, or derived
post hoc from the conclusion? If multiple people offer the
same argument, did they independently conclude that it was
the most compelling, or did all of them view the same information? Standard treatments of evidence aggregation recognise the difficulty of integrating information from multiple
sources but are not designed for this level of social complexity (e.g., Budescu & Yu, 2007).
Although our ultimate goal is to build on existing models of
category-based induction, social sampling, and evidence aggregation to determine a normative standard for how people
should reason in this sort of situation, in this work we seek to
obtain empirical evidence about how people do reason. There
is substantial research on important aspects of this topic, of
course. It suggests that people sometimes (Whalen, Griffiths,
& Buchsbaum, 2018) but not always (Yousif, Aboody, &
Keil, 2019) reason appropriately when given sources that are
not independent. People are also sensitive to factors such as
the perceived confidence (Sah, Moore, & MacCoun, 2013) or
prestige of the source (Atkisson, O’Brien, & Mesoudi, 2012),
the number of people supporting a claim (Efferson, Lalive,
Richerson, McElreath, & Lubell, 2008; Lewandowsky, Cook,
Fay, & Gignac, 2019), or the complexity of explanatory arguments (Zemla, Sloman, Bechlivanidis, & Lagnado, 2017).
However, to our knowledge, there is nothing that systematically varies several of these factors at once, especially with
a wide variety of stimuli in a realistic social context. This
paper offers preliminary work in that direction. To be precise, the question we consider in the present study is how
people integrate evidence when reasoning about propositions
in which the basis for induction is unclear, the conceptual
space is complex and uncertain, and people vary substantially
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in their prior beliefs and access to information. When what
little data the reasoner has to go on is social in origin and may
be unreliable, which cues provide better support for a given
claim? Does the number of people providing arguments matter more than the content of what they say? Does repetition
(of individuals or of statements) improve or decrease support?

Method
We investigate these questions in an experiment where participants viewed arguments for and against a variety of claims,
presented as tweets via a mock twitter interface (see Figure 1). After reading a brief post introducing a claim people
rated their support for it, both before and after seeing arguments in favour or against it. By manipulating the diversity
of the arguments and the people making them, as well as the
raw number of tweets on either side of a claim, we investigated how the strength of people’s inferences are impacted
by each of these factors.

Design and procedure
Our experiment employed a 3 × 2 × 2 factorial design, illustrated in Figure 2. Two factors (source diversity and argument diversity) were varied within subjects, while a third
(consensus level) was manipulated between subjects. People
were allocated to one of three consensus level groups, and
thus participated in 4 out of 12 experimental conditions. The
experimental procedure was consistent across all groups and
conditions. Each trial began with the presentation of a social
media post depicting a proposition. After reading it, people
were asked to rate their agreement with the claim on a sliding
scale from 0 (“Don’t agree at all”) to 100 (“100% agree").
Following this initial rating, a number of reply tweets were
presented and people were given the opportunity to update
their rating. To ensure that all material was read, people had
to click on each tweet before the rating could be updated.

D IFFERENT ARGUMENTS

S AME ARGUMENT

S AME PERSON

D IFFERENT PEOPLE

S AME PERSON

D IFFERENT PEOPLE
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T

T0

T

T0

T

T0

(a) F ULL

(b) M AJORITY

(c) C ONTESTED

Figure 2: Experiment design. Our 3 × 2 × 2 design varied the relative quantity of information in favour or against the target statement
(between subjects), and the perceived quality of the consensus (within subjects). On each trial participants were shown a combination of
target tweets (T ) and opposing tweets (T 0 ). All trials involved four target tweets (either all in favour or all against the target statement). The
number of opposing tweets varied by condition, creating the appearance of: (a) a F ULL consensus; (b) a M AJORITY consensus; or (c) a
C ONTESTED consensus. Consensus quality was manipulated via two factors: source diversity – whether the target tweets were written by
the same person or different people; and argument diversity – whether each of the target tweets represented the same argument or different
arguments. All participants saw the full set of 20 scenarios (five trials in each of the four consensus quality conditions). The order of tweets
for a given trial, and whether the target tweets were in favour or against the target statement, was randomised across trials.

Consensus level In order to examine the degree to which
a numerical consensus among data points (tweets) drives belief revision independent of other factors, we systematically
varied the proportion of tweets on either side of a claim in
this between-subjects manipulation. For people in the F ULL
group, the four target tweets were always unopposed; for each
claim, people randomly saw either four Pro tweets arguing in
favour or four Con tweets arguing against, with no dissenters.
For the M AJORITY group the numerical advantage was 4 : 1
in favour of the target side of the argument (which was randomly set to either Pro or Con for each person). Lastly, for
people in the C ONTESTED group, there was no such advantage
– tweets were split 4 : 4 across all trials.
Source diversity A potentially important factor in how
people might evaluate the quality of an apparent numerical
consensus is the number of unique people making the argument. In this within-subjects manipulation, we therefore varied whether the four target tweets appeared to be written by
the same person or different people. Each distinct person was
randomly assigned to a distinct user icon and name, which
were prominently displayed alongside each tweet to enhance
the salience of this source information (see Figure 1).
Argument diversity A second within-subjects factor varied whether the tweets communicated the same or different
arguments. In the D IFFERENT ARGUMENTS condition each of
the tweets advanced a different reason, while in the S AME AR GUMENT condition the tweets were differently worded variants of the same underlying idea (sharing key words and
phrases to enhance similarity).
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Stimuli
The full set of stimulus material for each trial consisted of
a social media post containing a proposition statement on a
variety of topics (see Figure 3), as well as a set of associated
“reply” tweets. There were 20 different posts/topics in all,
and all participants saw all posts in random order. Posts were
designed to elicit a range of prior beliefs (cf. Figure 3), and
varied in degree of subjectivity as well as the extent of prior
knowledge that people were likely to have about the topic.
While each initial post was neutral with respect to the associated proposition, the reply tweets were either for or against
it. For each topic there were seven tweets of each kind (Pro
or Con), made up of four non-diverse tweets making the same
argument with slightly different words, and three additional
diverse tweets (making different arguments). On each trial,
between four and eight tweets were selected according to the
condition design (Figure 2), and presented in random order.
Each participant saw five trials from each of the four conditions to which they had been assigned, with a randomised
mapping between topic and condition. Whether the four target tweets were Pro or Con was randomised across trials.

Participants
A total of 345 participants were recruited via Amazon Mechanical Turk, with one excluded because of a failure to save
all of the data. The remaining 344 participants ranged in age
between 20 and 71 (median: 39.5 years), comprised 42%
females, and were drawn predominately from the U.S. and
Canada (86%). 78% of people identified as native English
speakers but all had been screened for English language competency prior to recruitment. Other demographic variables

Figure 3: Prior ratings by topic. Choices on a rating agreement
task for each of the 20 topics used in the study, aggregated across
participants and conditions. Distributions show participant agreement with each topic on a scale from 0–100 (where 0 is “not at all”)
before having seen any arguments for or against, based only on a
neutrally worded tweet placing the proposition in context. Prior beliefs varied widely across topics and people, allowing us to assess the
impact of our experimental factors across a range of circumstances.

which do not affect the analyses are not reported here. Due to
differences in experiment duration across the different consensus level conditions (which varied the number of tweets
that people were asked to read), participants were recruited
and compensated separately: 117 people in the C ONTESTED
condition were paid $5.00USD for 25–30 minutes participation, while 117 and 110 people in the F ULL and M AJORITY
groups respectively were paid $4.00USD for 20–25 minutes.

Results
Our work is focused on determining what cues people rely on
when presented arguments in a social situation. Are people
sensitive to the quantity of information on either side, irrespective of the number of unique sources or the number of
unique arguments? Or do these cues to consensus quality mediate people’s reasoning, indicating that people are making
more nuanced assumptions about how opinions are generated
and what it means to express them?
To address these questions, we first examined people’s levels of support for the propositions presented. People’s prior
beliefs for each topic, collected before any of the reply tweets
were viewed, are shown in Figure 3. As intended, the different topics elicit different degrees of prior support. Topics
vary in overall support (most people agree that golf is a sport
and that standardised tests should not be used more widely,
but have no strong opinions about clean coal technology) as
well as the distribution of beliefs (e.g., views on charitable
giving are somewhat bi-modal).
To analyse people’s posterior beliefs after having seen a
mixture of target and opposing tweets, we aggregated re-
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Figure 4: Main results. Ratings of agreement with post propositions as a function of the information provided in follow-up tweets
across 12 conditions. [Upper panel] Posterior density plots of agreement ratings according to whether the target tweets were in favour
of (Pro) or against (Con) the proposition, collapsed across all topics and participants. Vertical lines show distribution means. [Lower
panel] The mean degree of separation between Pro and Con distributions after controlling for people’s prior beliefs. Overall, posterior
beliefs were affected most strongly by the numerical advantage of
Pro versus Con tweets, with people shifting the most in the F ULL
condition and the least in the C ONTESTED condition. Target tweets
also had a greater impact when they appeared to come from different
people, rather than the same person. Whether or not each of target
tweets made the same point had little impact on belief revision.

sponses across topics separately according to whether the target tweets were in favour (Pro) or against (Con) the proposition. The degree of separation between the distributions,
shown in the upper panel of Figure 4, reflects how much
opinions differed based on whether people received primarily Pro or primarily Con arguments. The difference in means
(µPro − µCon ) for each condition after controlling for prior
ratings is shown in the lower panel of Figure 4. These results suggest that the main factor affecting belief revision is
how many more target tweets there are than opposing tweets.
When the number of target tweets is evenly matched by op-

Model

Consensus indicators

LOOIC

SE

1.
2.
3.
4.

—

-14965
-15799
-15860
-15898

337
332
331
332

P RIOR
P RIOR +
P RIOR +
P RIOR +

T WEETS
T WEETS + P EOPLE
T WEETS + P EOPLE + A RGUMENTS

Table 1: Comparison of how well four different regression models
capture people’s support for a proposition after viewing a number of
tweets for or against (lower LOOIC indicates better fit). The best
model contained predictors for the number of tweets, unique authors, and unique arguments, suggesting that all three factors affect
people’s posterior beliefs.

posing tweets (as in the C ONTESTED conditions) there is little separation between the Pro and Con distributions, despite
the fact that the opposing tweets always contain four distinct
arguments from four distinct people while the target tweets
varied in their diversity.
Although this numerical advantage is the largest factor affecting people’s beliefs, it is not the only one. People are
also sensitive to source diversity: when the target tweets
came from different people, reasoners drew stronger inferences than when a single person created all of them. In contrast, there is little to no effect of argument diversity: the same
person making essentially the same point four times was as
effective (if not slightly more so) than when the same person
offered four different arguments in support of their position.
To quantitatively assess the strength of evidence for these
findings we compared four nested generalised linear models
whose outcome variable is the posterior rating of agreement
with the proposition made by each person for each topic. For
the basis of comparison, our first model is a baseline which
assumes that people’s posterior support for a given proposition is affected only by their prior beliefs, not by any of
the tweets they saw. Our second model adds a predictor that
represents the numerical advantage (or disadvantage) of Pro
tweets over Con tweets; it captures the idea that people do update their prior beliefs in light of such numerical imbalance,
but in a way that is insensitive to potential cues about the quality of consensus that the imbalance reflects. The third model
assumes that people are additionally sensitive to whether arguments are provided by many people rather than a single individual. Lastly, the fourth model reflects the possibility that
people are also sensitive to the number of unique arguments
provided.2
Table 1 shows leave-one-out cross-validation information
criteria (LOOIC) for each of the models considered. A comparison of LOOIC reveals that the third model which captures
2 Models were fit using the brms package (version 2.14.4) in R
(version 4.0.3). Posterior ratings were scaled onto the range (0, 1)
and modelled as draws from a beta distribution via a logistic-link
function. All predictors were scaled and centered on the range
[−.5, .5]. To capture variability in the strength of (or reliance on)
prior beliefs across the different topics as well as between native and
non-native English speakers, all models included a random slope for
the prior that varied accordingly. To capture individual response
variability, the error term was modelled explicitly using a random
intercept term for each participant. For space reasons we omit a
discussion of the random effects here.
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Figure 5: Simulated marginal effects. Simulated shift in agreement ratings (on a scale from -100 to 100) for a novel proposition
based on fits obtained from the highest-performing (fourth) model.
The first three bars (top to bottom) represent the marginal effect
of seeing a full consensus (either Pro or Con) in terms of distinct
arguments, distinct people, or number of tweets respectively. For
comparison, the lower bar represents the combined effect of a full
consensus on the basis of distinct people and number of tweets (but
assuming an equal number of distinct arguments on both sides). The
number of tweets on either side of an argument has the greatest impact on belief revision, shifting agreement nearly twice as much in
both Pro and Con directions as the number of distinct people. Sharing distinct arguments rather than repeating them has a small negative impact.

sensitivity to source diversity, significantly out-performs both
the preceding models. However, the best-performing model
(with the lowest LOOIC) was the fourth one, suggesting that
argument diversity also had a small effect on people’s beliefs.
To visualise the relative strength of the three factors we simulated draws from the posterior predictive distribution obtained
from our fourth model and used them to make predictions for
a novel topic given a nominal prior (set to the overall prior
mean). The simulation results, shown in Figure 5, reveal that,
holding all else constant, the numerical advantage of target
tweets has the greatest impact on belief revision (approximately double the magnitude of the next-largest factor, which
is the number of unique people authoring the tweets). Interestingly, the effect of argument diversity is in the opposite
direction than might be expected: seeing the same argument
four times led to a slightly greater degree of belief revision
than seeing four different arguments once each.

Discussion
There is a well established literature that documents the many
ways in which people appear to depart from normative statistical principles when reasoning probabilistically. For instance, people appear to be blind to matters of sample construction (Fiedler, 2012), exhibiting (among other things) an
insensitivity to the interdependence of information sources
(Yousif et al., 2019). Indeed, models of stimulus generalisation (Shepard, 1987), property induction (Osherson et
al., 1990; Sloman, 1993), and category learning (Nosofsky,
1986) have enjoyed considerable success despite containing
no explicit mechanism for capturing different sampling assumptions. However, even in these relatively simple situations, a sensitivity to sampling can explain otherwise puzzling
aspects of generalisation (e.g., Ransom et al., 2016; Hendrickson, Perfors, Navarro, & Ransom, 2019). Moreover, this
sensitivity may become even more important as the concepts
we reason about become more complex: the psychological
“space” that we reason within is more complicated and un-

certain, and more of the data is socially generated rather than
directly observed (consisting of arguments, explanations, or
ideas that were themselves the product of inference).
In this paper we took a first step toward methodically mapping out how people reason in this situation. Using a socially realistic context, we systematically varied three factors
in which sampling assumptions are relevant: the total number
of arguments, the number of unique individuals offering that
data, and the number of unique arguments made. The first
offers a measure of data quantity, while the other two potentially reflect aspects of data quality. We found that data quantity was the largest factor affecting generalisation, followed
by the number of unique individuals.
Are these results consistent with normative standards of
statistical reasoning? While it is certainly appropriate to be
alert to sample size in the way our participants were, it is
less clear whether people “should” weight the same information more strongly if it comes from more people. Some
have argued that if those people arrived at their conclusions
non-independently, e.g., based on the same source, then multiple people should be treated the same as one distinct person
(Yousif et al., 2019). However, in our experiments – as is
common in real life – it was not obvious whether the distinct individuals were operating from the same information
or not; and even if they were, there still may be some benefit
in knowing that multiple people drew the same conclusions
from that information. As such, it is perhaps sensible that
people drew stronger conclusions when a more diverse set of
people were making the arguments.
Less straightforward is the finding that people were either unaffected by the diversity of arguments, or (if anything) drew slightly weaker conclusions when offered multiple distinct arguments rather than the same one repeated
several times. This contradicts robust evidence in the category induction literature finding that premise diversity yields
stronger conclusions (e.g., Osherson et al., 1990). One possibility is that people paid very little attention to the content of
the tweets, focusing instead on more readily available cues
like the number of tweets and the tweets’ authors. However, while we did not explicitly test comprehension, there
is reasonable evidence to suggest that people were reading
and thinking about the content of the tweets. Firstly, the only
indication that a tweet argued for or against a given claim was
the content of the tweet itself. The qualitative pattern of our
results (see Figure 4), whereby people’s belief in a claim was
strengthened by arguments in favour but weakened by arguments against, could only be obtained if people were indeed
reading and comprehending the tweets. Secondly, an analysis of trial durations indicated reading rates within the normal
adult range of 175–300 words per minute for silent reading of
English non-fiction (Brysbaert, 2019).3
3 Based on the mean tweet length of 21.8 words, and an estimated
15 seconds decision time per trial. A re-analysis of our data after
excluding all participants who appeared to have read too quickly by
this measure yielded the same qualitative pattern of results and the
same conclusions as our original analyses.
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Another possibility is that the lack of an argument diversity effect arose because the need to provide four distinct
arguments meant including weaker ones.4 If so, then the
value of additional arguments may have been diminished or
reversed due to a form of “weak evidence effect”. For example, Fernbach, Darlow, and Sloman (2011) found that people
judge arguments with weak reasons to be poorer than arguments with no reasons. This happens, they argue, because
people focus on the weak reasons mentioned and fail to think
of alternatives.
Along similar lines, studies of inductive reasoning suggest
that people interpret the absence of certain data differently depending on what they assume about the data generation process. For example, under a strong sampling assumption (but
not a weak one) the weight of positive evidence may be diminished (Hayes et al., 2019) or reversed altogether (Ransom
et al., 2016). A weak evidence effect might thus have arisen
in our experiment due to people’s assumptions about the way
that arguments are selected and what the absence of stronger
arguments signifies. Such absence may have led reasoners to
assume that there were no stronger arguments available (why
else would the weaker argument have been included?), or that
there was no single strong reason to believe the claim. Conversely, seeing the same or similar argument multiple times
may have been taken as an indication that the argument represents a strong reason to believe the claim and/or is based on
reliable evidence. In future work, we plan to explore the environmental conditions under which different assumptions may
be justified, and to investigate people’s sensitivity to such underlying conditions.
Repeating an argument may also increase its evidentiary
weight by improving recall when evidence is weighed at decision time, or by enhancing processing fluency (see Reber
& Unkelbach, 2010, for a review of some effects of processing fluency and why it may constitute a reliable cue to truth).
Exploring these issues further is the subject of ongoing work.
In particular, in an attempt to replicate the effect of repetition
to determine its robustness, we plan to run a study where the
total number of tweets presented is fixed across different consensus levels to allow a cleaner comparison than was possible
in the current study.5
Our work makes clear that there are many sources of variation in this area. Individuals varied considerably in their prior
beliefs as well as how willing they were to change their mind
in light of new data. Topics varied strongly in how much consensus there was beforehand as well as how easily that consensus could be changed. Topics also varied along a number
of important dimensions (albeit not systematically in this preliminary work): matters of fact versus matters of opinion, fa4 In future work, we plan to collect argument diversity ratings for
each topic, as well as argument strength ratings for single arguments.
5 Such a design is not without its challenges. The number of
tweets in the F ULL condition is somewhat constrained by the extent to which distinct but meaningful arguments can be generated
for each topic. But keeping this number manageable (i.e. low) potentially reduces sensitivity between consensus level conditions.

miliarity of topic matter, whether evidence given represented
first-hand experience or second-hand knowledge, and so on.
We have not had the space to delve into these details (nor the
statistical power at the topic-level to do so), but a full understanding of reasoning in these situations requires a comprehension of how and why these topic-based and person-based
differences matter. However, by measuring both prior and
posterior beliefs, over a wide variety of topics which differ
in meaningful ways, we were able to make more robust generalisations about how reasoning in these situations works in
general, without overfitting to any one topic or message type.
We believe that this sort of methodological generality is an
important characteristic of scientific work in this area, given
the level of variation that exists. That being said, in future research we plan to pursue the interaction between certain topic
dimensions (such as the epistemic beliefs/values distinction)
and the more general factors that we have explored.
Given the complexity of the issues involved in how people
weigh the evidence of consensus, much work remains in order
to understand the issue in its full generality. Nonetheless, our
work represents a first step towards a systematic exploration
of the factors that affect reasoning based on data from other
people, as well as what this reveals about the assumptions
people are making about how that information was generated.
We see this as an important real-world extension of a rich
tradition studying generalisation and explanation in simpler
contexts.
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Abstract
Frequency of occurrence in the input is a main factor determining the ease of acquisition in first language learners. However, little is known about the factors relevant for the acquisition of low-frequency items. We examine the use of aspectual
markers in a longitudinal corpus of Chintang (Sino-Tibetan,
Nepal) children (ages 2;1-4;5). Only 7.7% of all Chintang
verbs are overtly marked for aspect. Chintang has three aspect markers, one of which is substantially more frequent than
the others. One of the low-frequency markers is positionally
and prosodically more salient, appearing at the word-boundary.
Using a Bayesian beta-binomial model, we assess the distribution and flexibility of use of aspectual markers in the input and children’s production. Our analysis shows that the
most frequent marker is acquired earliest, as predicted. For
the low-frequency markers, position, segmentability and uniformity are better predictors of ease of acquisition.
Keywords: language acquisition; grammatical productivity;
verb morphology; frequency; salience; modeling; corpus study

Introduction
Language learning is a gradual process which takes several
years of exposure to surrounding and child-directed speech
and constant interaction (Tomasello, 2003; Lieven, Pine, &
Baldwin, 1997). For languages that use grammatical morphemes, this process includes identifying morphemes in the
input and learning how to combine them into word forms.
Questions concerning the factors determining order of acquisition have been central to language acquisition research from
the earliest corpus studies (cf. R. Brown, 1973), and has since
been studied for a host of linguistic phenomena in L1 and L2
acquisition. Multiple factors can play a role in the trajectory
and speed of this development. Here, we focus on frequency
distributions (cf. Naigles & Hoff-Ginsberg, 1998; Theakston,
Lieven, Pine, & Rowland, 2004; Ambridge, Kidd, Rowland,
& Theakston, 2015 for an overview), including presence of
an element in a wide variety of contexts (Naigles & HoffGinsberg, 1998; Küntay & Slobin, 2002), and salience of
cues, while acknowledging that both concepts can themselves
be broken down into many individual variables. Salience is a
concept that is frequently invoked but notoriously fuzzy and
varied in its definition (see e.g. Goldschneider & DeKeyser,
2001). It includes ease of segmentation from the speech
stream (Monaghan & Christiansen, 2010), salience due to
rare occurrence (Stoll & Bickel, 2013), prosodic structure
(Christophe & Dupoux, 1996), and position of the word
or marker in the phrase or word unit (Freudenthal, Pine,
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Aguado-Orea, & Gobet, 2007; Freudenthal, Pine, & Gobet,
2010; Longobardi, Rossi-Arnaud, Spataro, Putnick, & Bornstein, 2015).
Frequency of use is known to be one of the main determinants for the acquisition of elements (Ambridge et al., 2015);
the more frequent an element or category the easier and faster
it is expected to be acquired. So far, most attention has been
given to forms that are acquired earliest. In this paper, we focus on a relatively low-frequency grammatical feature and the
order of acquisition of the least-used markers of the category.
We examine the input distributions and production patterns of
aspectual markers in Chintang, a polysynthetic Sino-Tibetan
language spoken in Nepal. Grammatical aspect is used to express the inner temporal structure of individual events. While
this category is expressed obligatorily in some languages (e.g.
Slavic languages), thus presenting the children with many
exemplars of structure and use, other languages express aspectual meaning infrequently. Chintang overtly marks aspect infrequently, using three markers that differ along two
dimensions: frequency and positional and prosodic salience.
Here, we assess the role of frequency and salience on the development of use of these three markers. First, we compare
the frequency distributions of the markers in the ambient language to the target children’s production to examine whether
the children’s acquisition trajectory follows the input. For
the less frequent two markers, we then fit a Bayesian betabinomial model to characterize the flexibility of form use in
children as well as their preference for one of the markers.

Chintang and its verbal morphology
Chintang1 Verb structure is fairly complex: verb forms are
inflected for a large number of categories, expressed by affixes. Verbs inflect for agreement with up to two arguments
(in three persons, three numbers, and clusivity), tense, aspect,
mood, and polarity. These markers are encoded in up to 4
prefix and 11 suffix positions. The number of morphemes in
verb forms can also vary greatly. In the corpus, the number
1 Chintang

is both the name of the village and the language spoken by its inhabitants. It is located in the foothills of the Himalayas
in the district of Dhankutā in Eastern Nepal and belongs to the
Kiranti group of Sino-Tibetan. There are around 6,000 Chintang
speakers, who are bilingual in Nepali (Indo-European). At the time
of recording the language was still transmitted to children and used
in many everyday situations. However, children learn Nepali, the
lingua franca of Nepal, early in life.

of morphemes in child-surrounding speech varies between as
few as 2 and as many as 10. A further complication for learners is added by the fact that the relative position of affixes
within a word-unit can vary freely without a change in meaning (Bickel et al., 2007). These factors add up to a very large
number of morphemes and morpheme combinations 2 , which
leads to sparser distributions of individual categories and a
lower cue availability and reliability (cf. MacWhinney, 1978;
MacWhinney, Pléh, & Bates, 1985) for most markers save for
a few highly frequent ones.
Aspect markers in Chintang Aspect is morphologically
marked on a mere 7.7% of verbs in the input Chintang children hear; the marking of aspect is not obligatory. Chintang
has three aspectual markers, which have several allomorphs3 .
Two markers appear within the verb unit (-Ns and -akt), while
a third one is an enclitic (=ta), and thus, consistently appears
after the verb unit, at the word boundary.
The first word-internal morpheme, -Ns, expresses a meaning similar to the English present perfect (see examples 1 and
2).4 It marks events that happened in the past but resulted
in something that can still be perceived at speech time. The
marker -Ns appears predominantly with past tense.
(1)

them wad-o-Ns-e?
what put.on-3P-PRF-IND.PST

What is (he) wearing?
(2)

[CLLDCh1R12S02]

miPmuN na
a.little

TOP

dam-u-mai-phak-u-okt-a-Ns-eP
scratch-3nsS/A-NEG-scratch-3P-NEG-PST-PRF-IND.PST

naN copt-a-kha-nu-m-c-u-m!
BUT see-IMP-NMLZ-2/3p-1/2nsA-d-3P-1/2nsA

A bit has not been dug yet, look!

ba

balti bhayu

yuw-a-k-e.

DEM.PROX bucket DEM.PROX LOC.ACROSS
be.there-PST-IPFV-IND.PST

This bucket was here.

(4)

kanchi

a-ca-no=ta

elo?

youngest.daughter 2-eat-NPST=IPFV EMPH.Q

Kanchi, are you eating?

[CLLDCh3R01S03]

Since -Ns is relatively frequent in input, we expect that
children will use this marker more productively earlier on.
For the lower frequency morphemes, however, we expect frequency to be a bad predictor and salience features to play
a role. Since salience can encompass a whole host of subdomains, we focus on those that constitute a contrast between
the markers =ta and -akt, which could otherwise appear with
the same selection of lexemes. These features are
1. Positional salience: =ta appears at the word-boundary in
100% of cases, while -akt varies in its position within the
verb
2. Prosodic salience: =ta is prosodically less bound to the
word-unit and is therefore easier to perceive
3. Transparency (MacWhinney, 1978): =ta does not vary in
its surface form, while -akt has three allomorphs and is in
part similar to the past morpheme, which can appear in an
adjacent slot in the same verb form
Based on these criteria, we expect =ta to be acquired earlier.

[CLLDCh1R02S03b]

The second word-internal aspectual marker, -akt, marks
imperfective (i.e. focusing on internal structure of an
event) durative or habitual events and actions. According to
Schikowski, 2012, it is compatible with all verb forms, but
in practice, most -akt forms appear with past marking (see
example (3)).
(3)

The third aspectual marker is an enclitic =ta. It appears
reliably in the same position, at the end of the verb form,
and is phonologically less integrated with the verb form than
word-internal morphemes. =ta expresses non-past ongoing
actions. While it also denotes imperfective meaning, in contrast to -akt, =ta cannot express habitual or generic situations,
nor can it be used to express ongoing events in the past or future (Bickel et al., 2005), for example (4).

[CLLDCh2R01S02a]

These examples illustrate the variety in length of the word
units as well as the variation in number of other markers and
length of word-units. This variation might complicate the
learning task, since children cannot rely on a marker’s position, nor the similarity of the verb forms it appears in. Additionally, -akt has three allomorphs and can appear as -yakt,
-akt, or -kt.
2 Stoll, Mazara, & Bickel, 2017 counted 4,745 unique combinations of grammatical markers.
3 The description of Chintang aspect is based on Schikowski,
2012 as well as talks by Balthasar Bickel and corpus exploration.
4 All examples are taken from children’s input.
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Data
Table 1: Age spans of the target children and number of
words and verbs produced by the children and surrounding
adults
Focal
Child

Age
span

Number of
hours

3
4
5
6

2;1 - 3;6
2;1 - 3;5
3;0 - 4;5
2;11 - 4;3

42
45
48
48

N(tokens)
Child
Ambient
words verbs
words
verbs
24,222 4,254 118,210 35,654
23,408 4,309 128,986 37,072
37,446 8,011 105,305 28,029
32,897 6,225 157,635 42,235

Our data stem from a longitudinal audio-visual corpus (approx. 900k words) of language acquisition by 6 Chintang
children, who were recorded for 4 hours in monthly intervals
(Stoll et al., 2019). Here, we use the data of two children between the ages of 2;1 and 3;6 and two children between 3;0
and 4;55 . Since the children are mostly outside, surrounded
by many different people, the corpus includes a varied sample of ambient language. For the analyses in this paper, each
5 For

more information, see http://www.clrp.uzh.ch

child and their ambient language were examined separately.
Table 1 provides an overview of the transcribed and analyzed
recording hours and number of tokens for each child and the
surrounding speakers in their recordings.

Frequency Distributions
When frequency of occurrence of aspectual marking is calculated as a simple percentage of all verb forms, it only occurs
in 7.7% of all verbs in the ambient language, and 5.2% of
children’s verb forms. The amount increases with age, see
Figure 1.

i) All markers appear, albeit infrequently, in children’s production from around the age of 2;4-2;6; ii) for the infrequent
markers, both target children age groups exhibit a pattern that
does not align with the input. In adult language -akt is used
more frequently. The focal children, however, show a preference for the use of =ta.

Frequency in typical contexts
Another way of measuring frequency of occurrence is to compute the proportion of marker use in the typical contexts of
use (Stoll & Bickel, 2012). For the three aspectual markers,
the typical contexts are i) -Ns with past marking, ii) -akt with
past marking, and iii) =ta with non-past marking. Other contexts are attested, but much less frequently. Table 2 shows the
raw numbers of verbs with past and non-past marking used
in the ambient language, as well as in the two age groups of
focal children, and Table 3 shows the percentage of typical
contexts in which one of the markers appears. Examining
the use of markers in the typical contexts allows us to further
compare the behaviour of the learners with that of the speakers in their input.
Table 2: Number of past and non-past tokens in the ambient
language and the two age groups.
speaker group
Ambient language
Children 3 & 4
Children 5 & 6

Figure 1: Proportion of aspectually marked verb forms out
of all verb forms used by target children and in the ambient
language. (Children 3 & 4 are between 2;0 and 3;5, children
5 & 6 between 3;0 and 4;6.)
While these input proportions appear low, -Ns occurs upwards of 40 times per hour of recording. This means that, on
average, every 1.5 minutes the child is confronted with this
marker. The markers -akt and =ta, on the other hand, are used
less frequently and occur only 9.6 and 3.5 times per hour, respectively. Still, if a marker occurs several times per hour, this
suggest that the child is constantly reminded about it, which
supports memory consolidation. The frequent repetition of
words or morphemes in small time units are known to facilitate the acquisition of these elements (Schwartz & Terrell,
1983; Childers & Tomasello, 2002). However, if we assume
that frequency is the main relevant factor for acquisition, we
would predict that -Ns will be the easiest to acquire. For the
other two markers, -akt and =ta, predictions will depend less
on frequency, since they are both similarly infrequent. Even
though -akt is more frequently encountered in the input and
might, therefore, presumably, be easier to learn, the numbers
are so low that other factors might outweigh the small advantage of slightly higher frequency.
Figure 1 shows that the proportion of aspectually marked
verb forms increases in the older target children. As predicted, -Ns is the marker used most frequently by all focal
children. However, it also illustrates two more tendencies.
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past

non-past

31,756
2,508
3,767

34,582
1,801
3,942

Table 3: Percentage of the typical contexts of occurrence
that carry the respective aspectual marker.

-Ns + PST
-akt + PST
=ta + NPST

Ambient language

Children 3 & 4

Children 5 & 6

23.5%
4.5%
1.6%

5.8%
0.3%
1.8%

18.8%
1.5%
3.0%

Table 3 shows that overall the 3;0 to 4;6 year-olds use aspectual marking more frequently in the relevant contexts than
the younger children. However, they are not quite at the level
of adults yet. For -Ns, the proportion of marked forms in children’s production is below that in the input, yet it matches the
pattern in that it is the most frequently used form by far. For
the other two markers, however, children have the opposite
tendency and use =ta more frequently (especially the older
group).

Lexical diversity used with aspectual markers
Token frequencies in themselves are not informative enough,
since a child could be using the same form over and over
again without displaying flexible use of morphology. Therefore, we also assess the distribution of the number of lexical

types used with the three markers by the focal children as well
as surrounding speakers.

(a) Ambient language

(b) Children’s production

Figure 2: Number of distinct stems used with aspect
markers.

Figure 2a shows that -Ns occurs with the greatest variety of
stems in the input. A greater variety of contexts in which a
marker appears can also increase learnability by facilitating
the segmentation of the element from the word-unit (see for
example Küntay & Slobin, 1996; P. Brown, 1998b; CameronFaulkner, Lieven, & Tomasello, 2003; Stoll, Abbot-Smith, &
Lieven, 2009; Moran et al., 2019).
Figure 2b illustrates the development of flexibility. The
younger group uses all markers less and with fewer distinct
stems. In the older group, thee use of -Ns increases substantially. Additionally, the children seem to show a slight preference for the use of =ta. However, due to the low frequencies
of -akt and =ta, it is hard to observe their use in individual
recording sessions. Therefore, to assess the flexibility of stem
use and preference for one of the two low-frequency markers,
we run a Bayesian beta-binomial model.
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Beta-Binomial Model
We established that -Ns is the most abundantly and flexibly
used marker in the input, and this is also mirrored in the production of the focal children. In the following model, we
therefore disregard this marker and instead focus on the lowfrequency markers -akt and =ta. While there is a slight difference in their frequency distributions, it might not be large
enough to predict the speed of acquisition. However, as mentioned above, they differ in several salience feature, which
should make =ta easier to acquire.
Since Chintang verbs are not obligatorily marked for aspect, we cannot do an analysis of errors of omission. Therefore, we use a a Bayesian beta-binomial model, which allows
us to analyses the flexibility of use of the two markers across
verb stems as well as users’ preference for one or the other
marker (cf. Meylan, Frank, Roy, & Levy, 2017).
Beta-binomial models assume that collections of binary
discrete data are generated by shape parameters of an underlying beta distribution (a family of distributions generating
probabilities between 0 and 1), which determine the bias toward a particular variant.
We model the use of every stem in the sample with either
=ta or -akt as a draw from a beta-binomial distribution, where
0 represents the use of =ta and 1 the use of -akt. Each stem
can display a certain preference for one of the two markers,
or be equally likely to be used with both. We use Rstan (Stan
Development Team, 2018) to infer the posterior distributions
of the shape parameters of the beta distribution assumed to
have generated the observed data in our sample. If the inferred shape parameters correspond to a U-shaped beta distribution, it means that each stem tends to be used with either
one of the two markers, but not with both. A bell-shaped
distribution centered around 0.5 indicates that stems are used
with both markers, and the narrower the peak of the bell, the
more uniform or even the use of the stems is. When the distribution is skewed towards the left or the right side, the speaker
shows a preference for the use of the value coded as 0 (here:
=ta) or 1 (here: -akt) and shows little flexibility.
We ran an initial model with uninformative priors, drawing
the two shape parameters from a Gamma(1, 1) distribution,
which generates positive numbers concentrated around one
with relatively high dispersion. We inferred the shape parameters for each child and their surrounding speakers separately.
In a second model, we chose priors based on the distributions
empirically attested in the input to simulate the assumption
that children’s development should follow the distributions
encountered in their ambient language.
Finally, since the aspectual markers typically occur with
specific tense marking: (-Ns and -akt with past, and =ta with
non-past), we ran a third model to exclude the possibility that
children’s preference for =ta is simply an effect of their preferential use of non-past forms. This possibility is based on
the assumption that children might prefer referring to "here
and now" situations over past events. This model used an uninformative prior; non-past is coded as 0 and past as 1.

Results
Uninformative prior Table 4 shows the means and credible intervals of the fit for each speaker/speaker group, while
Figure 3 shows the density curves (0 represents =ta, 1 -akt)
based on the inferred posterior shape parameters of the model
with an uniformative prior6 . The modes and interpretations of
the results are given in Table 5.

Mean
α = 0.47; β = 1.99
α = 1.02; β = 1.12
α = 0.31; β = 0.63
α = 0.57; β = 1.13

Credible interval
[0.08, 1.39]; [0.44,4.87]
[0.15, 2.81]; [0.18,3.09]
[0.09, 0.78]; [0.17,1.62]
[0.13, 1.48]; [0.26,2.98]

Input 3
Input 4
Input 5
Input 6

α = 1.93; β = 1.32
α = 2.32; β = 0.78
α = 2.81; β = 1.65
α = 2.14; β = 1.19

[0.69, 3.97]; [0.53,2.57]
[0.92,4.69]; [0.34,1.52]
[1.30,5.28]; [0.81,2.93]
[1.03,3.93]; [0.61,2.04]

Speaker(s)
Child 3
Child 4
Child 5
Child 6
Input 3
Input 4
Input 5
Input 6

Table 4: Posterior parameter means and 95% credible
intervals for each speaker/speaker group for the model with
an uninformative prior.
Speaker(s)
Child 3
Child 4
Child 5
Child 6

Table 5: Modes of the distributions based on the inferred
shape parameters and interpretation of the results.
Mode
0
0.09
Bimodal (0,1)
0

Interpretation
preference for =ta
preference for =ta
uses both markers, stem use not flexible
preference for =ta

0.74
1
0.74
0.86

preference for -akt, some flexibility
preference for -akt
preference for -akt, some flexibility
preference for -akt, some flexibility

children, exhibit some flexibility in their use of stems with
the aspectual marking.
Prior skewed towards -akt The posterior distributions inferred in the second model, with a skewed prior, are given in
Figure 4.

Figure 4: Distribution based on the inferred shape
parameters which characterizes aspect marker preference
and flexibility for each child’s production using an empirical
prior based on input distributions. The line type differences
indicate individual children within the same age group.
Figure 3: Distribution based on the inferred shape
parameters which characterizes aspect marker preference
and flexibility for each child’s production as well as the
input. The line type differences indicate individual
children/their input within the same age group.
Table 5 shows that children do in fact prefer the use of =ta.
Even Child 5, who displays a bimodal distribution, shows a
higher density around 0, i.e. more use of =ta. Adults show
a preference for -akt across the board. They, unlike the focal
6 We run 4 chains with 4000 iterations each, of which 2000 each
are the burn-in period, sampling at every step. All models converged
with Rhat between 1 and 1.01.
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We use this model to test how robust the data are against
a prior that represents the assumption that frequency distributions in the input are the best predictor of ease of acquisition. The only child for whom the mode changed is Child
4. However, this was an expected result, since Child 4 uses
fewer than 20 tokens of -akt and =ta markers over the entire
recording period, which makes the data not powerful enough
to counteract the prior.
Model of past and non-past use Figure 5 shows the posterior distributions of the model that models the choice between non-past and past verb forms. If the preference for
=ta is due to a preference for non-past, the posterior distribu-

tion should be skewed towards 0. However, all but one line
are bell-shaped and centered close to 0.5, which means that
most of the children do not show any preference for either
past or non-past and use tense-marking flexibly across stems.
Counter-intuitively, perhaps, the younger two children skew
towards past forms, albeit Child 4 to a lesser degree.

Figure 5: Distributions based on inferred shape parameters
characterizing the use of past and non-past marking.

Discussion and outlook
We compared the acquisition of three aspectual markers in
Chintang along two dimensions: frequency, and salience.
Both -Ns and -akt appear within the word unit, making them
less positionally and prosodically salient. -Ns, however, occurs relatively frequently, while the frequency of -akt is very
low. On the other hand, -akt and =ta are both far less frequent
than -Ns. They differ in their position and prosodic properties,
since =ta appears at the word-boundary, which is a highly
salient position. This approach allows a direct comparison
between the effects of different predictors of ease of acquisition. As predicted, the most frequent marker in the input is
the one used most frequently by children early on. For the
low-frequency markers, frequency in the input was not a reliable predictor. Instead, =ta, the marker that is positionally
and prosodically more salient and represents a more reliable
cue due to its fixed position and surface form, is preferred by
children, while adults show a preference for the more opaque
and less salient marker -akt.
Disentangling frequency from other factors is not always
straightforward and many studies focus on the effect of frequency or find frequency to be the strongest predictor (cf.
Rowland, Pine, Lieven, & Theakston, 2003; Ambridge et al.,
2015). In many cases, the question revolves around which
items are acquired first (cf. Naigles & Hoff-Ginsberg, 1998),
which might obscure effects of other variables due to the predictive strength of frequency. If frequency is, in fact, the
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strongest predictor of ease of acquisition, then we might miss
the relative effects of other factors, which might play a greater
role for lower-frequency items.
When it comes to the relative effect of various variables
of salience, many accounts of first language acquisition focus
on word or construction learning (Naigles & Hoff-Ginsberg,
1998; Longobardi et al., 2015), while the effect of salience on
morphology acquisition is discussed more frequently in the
domain of L2 acquisition (cf. Goldschneider & DeKeyser,
2001; Ellis, 2017). This is most likely due to the nature of
early language acquisition and the studied languages, where
words are easily segmented. Because of this, polysynthetic
languages are especially interesting to look at because their
rich morphology provides an interesting test-case for the relative effects of various predictors such as frequency but also
positional or prosodic salience. Effects of perceptual salience
have been found in the early linguistic stage of children learning a number of polysynthetic languages, e.g. Mithun, 1989
for Mohawk, Pye, 1992 for Quiché Mayan, P. Brown, 1998a
for Tzeltal. On the other hand, Courtney & Saville-Troike,
2002 find no effect of salience on early verb form production in Quechua and Navajo, stating that children often omit
salient affixes.
To be able to make statements about the relative effect
of each of these factors, we must consider language-specific
properties and distributions in the input as well as the properties and distributions of each studied morpheme. Chintang
presents many opportunities to further examine the multifactorial nature of learning in detail due to its multitude of
affixes and complex verb forms. Future work will include
other carefully matched morphemes that might allow us to
disentangle this puzzle further.
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Abstract
To communicate successfully, we need to use words that our
conversational partner understands. Adults maintain precise
models of the words people are likely to know, using both prior
experience with their conversational partner and general metalinguistic information. Do children also know what words
others are likely to know? We asked children ages 4-8 (n =
62) to predict whether a very young child would know each
of 15 familiar animal words. With minimal information, even
children as young as 4 made reliable predictions about the target child’s vocabulary knowledge. Children were more likely
to judge that a younger child would know an early-acquired
word (e.g., dog) than a late-acquired word (e.g., lobster), and
this pattern became more robust over development. Thus, even
preschool age children are adept at inferring other children’s
vocabulary knowledge, and they could leverage this information to communicate effectively.
Keywords: communication, metalinguistic, knowledge reasoning, cognitive development

Introduction
Imagine visiting the zoo with your friend and their 2-year-old.
As you walk by the peacocks, you hear your friend say, “Do
you see those blue birds?” Immediately, you know that your
friend is talking to their child and not you. If they were talking
to you, saying “peacock” would be perfectly clear; however,
“blue bird” might be a better description for a child who has
never seen a peacock before. Even when talking about the
same object, we use different words depending on what we
think our conversational partners know and don’t know.
The fluency of our everyday conversations depends on exactly this kind of adaptation. A large body of work has documented the variety of ways in which adults take their communicative partners’ knowledge into account (e.g., Clark &
Murphy, 1982; Brown-Schmidt & Hanna, 2011). For example, when re-telling a story to someone who has heard it before, adults reduce the amount of information they give, but
not when re-telling the story to a new partner (Galati & Brennan, 2010). Adults can adapt even to partners who are quite
different from them, as in the case of parents and their children. Parents model the fine-grained details of their children’s
vocabularies and use these models in spontaneous communication (e.g., using “blue bird” to describe a peacock; Leung,
Tunkel, & Yurovsky, in press). Taken together, these studies
show that adults tailor their speech according to their conversational partner’s knowledge, previous interactions, and general metalinguistic knowledge.
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In comparison, children may be less flexible in their ability
to adapt to communicative partners. In studies that explicitly
highlight their conversational partner’s knowledge, children
can use this knowledge to guide their word choices (Baer &
Friedman, 2018). However, other studies have shown that
children struggle to adapt to their communicative partners
in more naturalistic conversational settings (e.g., Krauss &
Glucksberg, 1977). In children’s everyday interactions, effective listener design requires them to spontaneously reason
about their partner’s knowledge and adjust their speech accordingly. In our study, we directly probe one crucial component of listener design: the ability to infer a partner’s vocabulary knowledge.
Adults are able to make graded and surprisingly accurate relative estimates of when a word is generally learned.
Kuperman, Stadthagen-Gonzalez, & Brysbaert (2012) asked
adult participants to report the age at which they understood
a given word and obtained judgments for 30,000 English
words. These judgments were then directly compared with
age of acquisition data, i.e the typical age that a given word is
actually learned (hereafter referred to as AoA). While adults
typically overestimate the absolute age at which they learned
a given word, the estimated order in which words are acquired
is intact (Kuperman et al., 2012). This metalinguistic knowledge could allow adults to make reasonable inferences about
what different individuals (e.g., a young child) might know
and adapt their speech accordingly.
Can children use this same kind of information to predict
what words a younger child might know? Reasoning about
another person’s specific lexical knowledge could be difficult
for young children. Children often over-attribute knowledge
to others, especially knowledge they themselves already have
(Birch & Bloom, 2003; Ghrear, Fung, Haddock, & Birch,
2020). This bias to over-attribute knowledge could hinder
children’s ability to reason about a younger child’s knowledge.
However, even preschool age children can make nonegocentric knowledge judgments in some tasks. Asked about
variety of general knowledge skills, young children attribute
different levels of knowledge to infants, preschool children,
and adults (Fitneva, 2010; Taylor, Cartwright, & Bowden,
1991). While these studies sometimes include vocabulary
items (e.g., Taylor et al., 1991), they test whether children
make broad distinctions between different people’s knowl-

edge, such as an infant not knowing any words, a child knowing simple words (e.g., happy), and an adult knowing complex words (e.g., hypochondriac).
We ask whether children can infer another child’s specific
vocabulary knowledge to make word-level predictions consistent with normative age of acquisition. One study suggests
that children as young as 5 can accurately estimate the age
and order in which they learned a variety of words (Walley
& Metsala, 1992), but can they reason about other children’s
vocabulary knowledge? We introduced 4- to 8-year-old children to a younger fictional child, and asked them to make
judgments about the target child’s knowledge of various familiar words. Even 4-year-old children made judgments that
matched the estimated order of acquisition, such that they
judged the fictional child to be more likely to know earlyacquired words and less likely to know late-acquired words.
Older children’s judgments more reliably recovered the order
of acquisition. We end by discussing children’s own explanations for why the target child would know (or not know)
particular words.

Method
Stimuli
To create a coherent game that would be enjoyable for children, we selected stimuli from a single domain (animals). Our
stimuli consisted of 15 animal words, along with corresponding images of each animal. We pulled all animal images (n =
45) from a normed image set (Rossion & Pourtois, 2004; recoloring of Snodgrass & Vanderwart, 1980). To ensure our
stimuli spanned a range of ages of acquisition (AoAs), we
ranked the animal words from earliest to latest AoA, using
adult estimates from Kuperman et al. (2012), and split the
words into five bins. In order to select animal images that are
recognizable and typically identified by a single name, we
chose the three animals from each AoA bin with the highest
naming agreement according to a naming task with children
(Cycowicz, Friedman, Rothstein, & Snodgrass, 1997).
The resulting animal words, ordered by estimated AoA,
were dog, duck, cat, pig, fish, turtle, zebra, elephant, snake,
penguin, gorilla, owl, raccoon, leopard, and lobster. Although adult AoA estimates for these words range from 2.5
to 7.5 years old (Kuperman et al., 2012), all of these animal words are generally acquired by age 3 according to
parent-reported estimates of children’s vocabulary knowledge
(Frank, Braginsky, Yurovsky, & Marchman, 2017). Because
the youngest children in our study were 4 years old, we expected all participants to know these animal words.

Participants
We pre-registered a planned sample of 60 children ages 4-8,
with 12 children per year-wise age group. Due to overrecruitment, our final sample included 62 children (12 4-year-olds,
13 5-year-olds, 13 6-year-olds, 12 7-year-olds, 12 8-yearolds). Based on a pre-registered exclusion criterion, children
who failed to answer all of the questions were excluded and
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Figure 1: The structure of an example trial. The experimenter labeled the animal, then asked the child “Do you think
Sam knows that this is called an elephant?” Based on their
response, children were then asked to provide a confidence
judgment on a 3-point scale (a little sure, medium sure, very
sure). Confidence judgments were recoded into the 6-point
scale shown here.

replaced (an additional 6 children). Families were recruited
online, primarily through a US University database of families who have expressed interest in doing research or previously participated. Children completed this study over Zoom,
interacting with a live experimenter who navigated a slidestyle, animated Qualtrics survey.
A separate sample of 30 adults were recruited via Amazon
Mechanical Turk. The adult sample provides a simple test
that our task elicits robust inferences about the target child’s
lexical knowledge, and that these inferences correspond to
extant AoA data. Adult participants completed the same task
using Qualtrics, with minor modifications as described below.

Procedure
Introduction. Children were shown a picture of a child named
“Sam” (seen in Figure 1). Children were anchored to Sam’s
knowledge of various familiar skills, specifically some skills
that Sam has acquired (e.g., coloring), and some that Sam has
not yet acquired (e.g., reading). Children were then specifically anchored to Sam’s possible word knowledge in a nonanimal domain. They were given an example of one word
Sam knows (car), and one word that Sam does not know
(piano). This introduction was intended to ensure that children understand there are things Sam does not know yet (even
things children themselves likely know, such as how to read).
Trial structure. On each trial, children were shown a drawing of a familiar object or animal (Rossion & Pourtois, 2004).
The experimenter first labeled the object (e.g., “Look, it’s [an
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elephant]!”), and then asked about the target child’s knowledge (e.g., “Do you think Sam knows that this is called [an
elephant]? Yes or no?”). Based on their response, children
were then asked a follow-up question: “How sure are you that
Sam [knows/doesn’t know] that this is called [an elephant]–a
little sure, medium sure, or very sure?” All questions were
presented with accompanying pictures of thumbs [up/down]
of varying size (see Figure 1). Children as young as 3 are able
to engage in uncertainty monitoring and report their confidence, although these skills do develop in the preschool years
(Lyons & Ghetti, 2011). Children’s responses to these two
items were recoded onto a 1-6 scale from 1–very sure Sam
doesn’t know to 6–very sure Sam knows (Figure 1). Our twostep question structure allowed us to collect a gradient response while maintaining simplicity, as young children may
struggle to comprehend a 6-point scale.
The experimenter provided no evaluative feedback on any
trials, but did offer consistent neutral feedback (e.g., repeating the child’s answer or saying “Okay!”). When a child
failed to respond within about 5 seconds or offered a noncanonical response (e.g., saying “Maybe”), the experimenter
acknowledged the child’s answer and then repeated the question with the possible responses. If a child did not answer after the question was repeated, the experimenter moved on and
marked the trial as no response. These were considered “incomplete” sessions and these participants were not included
in the final sample.
Familiarization trials. Children first completed two nonanimal familiarization trials, one for an early-acquired word
(ball) and one for a late-acquired word (artichoke). These
trials followed the trial structure described above and were
intended to help familiarize children with the structure of the
questions and scales. These trials were always asked first and
in a fixed order.
Animal trials. Children were then shown 15 trials of the
same form (see example trial in Figure 1). For the 15 animal trials, trial order was randomized across participants to
control for any potential order effects in children’s responses.
Explanation. After completing the final animal trial,
children were asked an open-ended explanation question
about their final judgment (e.g., “Why do you think Sam
[knows/doesn’t know] that this is called [an elephant]?”). Because the trial order was randomized, the explanations concerned different animal words across participants.
Final check questions. Children were asked two questions
about Sam’s skill knowledge, one early-acquired skill (going
up and down stairs) and one very late-acquired skill (driving a car). These questions again followed the general trial
structure described above. The skill knowledge items were
included as an additional check that children at all ages were
able to use the scale appropriately, in case young children
failed to differentiate animal words based on AoA. Lastly,
children were asked to report how old they thought Sam was.
This question was intended to assess another aspect of children’s belief about Sam. Sam’s photo and skill knowledge
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Figure 2: Comparing adult AoA estimates (in years, taken
from Kuperman et al., 2012) and children’s judgments on our
6-point scale (1 = very sure Sam doesn’t know; 6 = very sure
Sam knows). The black lines show 95% confidence intervals
for each item. The shaded region shows the confidence interval based on a linear regression estimated from the raw data.
were intended to indicate toddlerhood.
Adult procedure. Adult participants completed a minimally adapted version of the same task online via Qualtrics.
Unlike children, adults were simply presented with the full
6-point scale (1–very sure Sam doesn’t know to 6–very sure
Sam does know). Additionally, the task was administered
asynchronously, so adult participants did not interact with an
experimenter or receive any feedback during the task. Otherwise, the adult task was identical to the child task described
above.

Results
Familiarization trials
Two familiarization items (ball and artichoke) were included
to help children get accustomed to the general trial structure.
We report children’s responses on these familiarization items
here. We used a mixed effects model using the lme4 package
in R (Bates, Mächler, Bolker, & Walker, 2015), predicting
children’s knowledge judgments from the item with a random
effect of participant.
Overall, children were significantly more likely to report
that Sam knows the word ball (mean = 4.65) than that Sam
knows the word artichoke (mean = 1.87, β = 2.77, t = 10.6, p
< .01). Analyzing judgments separately for each age group,
4-year-olds did not significantly differentiate the two familiarization items (β = 0.17, t = 0.21, p = .83). All other
age groups significantly differentiated the two familiarization
items (ps < 0.05).
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Figure 3: Children’s and adults’ judgements about the target child’s word knowledge across development, compared with adult
AoA estimates (in years, taken from Kuperman et al., 2012). Each point represents 1 of the 15 word items, with black lines
showing 95% percent confidence intervals for each item. The shaded region shows the confidence interval based on a linear
regression estimated from the raw data.
from the item with a random effect of participant. Children
were significantly more likely to report that the target child
knows how to go up and down stairs (mean = 4.1) than that
the child knows how to drive a car (mean = 1.4, β = 2.69, t =
10.29, p < .01). Analyzing judgments separately for each age
group, even 4-year-olds significantly differentiated the two
skill items (β = 2.33, t = 4.31, p < .01).
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Figure 4: Coefficient estimates of the effect of age of acquisition on children’s and adults’ knowledge judgments. Points
indicate means, error bars indicate 1 standard deviation.

Skill knowledge
As an initial check that children at all ages were able to
use the scale appropriately and infer knowledge in an easier case, we included two questions about the target child’s
skill knowledge. Note that the two skill items (going up and
down stairs and driving a car) are in line with children’s own
knowledge. That is, children should be able to answer these
questions appropriately even if they are reasoning egocentrically about their own knowledge.
Overall, children differentiated the target child’s skill
knowledge on these two items. We used a similar mixed
effects structure predicting children’s knowledge judgments
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Our primary analyses compare knowledge judgments on our
6-point scale to AoA estimates from adults (taken from Kuperman et al., 2012). Data were analyzed using a preregistered mixed effects model. We predicted knowledge
judgments from adult AoA estimates, including random effects for participant and word.
We expected that overall, children’s judgments would recover the ordinal shape of age of acquisition data for these
items. That is, children would infer that the target child is
most likely to know early-acquired words, and least likely to
know late-acquired words. As a result, we expected a negative relationship between judgments of the target child’s lexical knowledge and adult AoA estimates.
First, analyzing adults responses on our task, we saw the
predicted negative correlation between AoA and adults’ judgments of the target child’s knowledge (Figure 3, β = -0.63,
t = -8.71, p < .01). This confirmed that our task elicited reliable predictions from adults, and that adults’ inferences about
the target child’s knowledge match predictions from AoA estimation tasks (Kuperman et al., 2012).
Do children’s judgments about another child’s vocabulary knowledge also reflect a sensitivity to which words are
learned earlier or later? Overall, we found a significant nega-

Target child age
At the end of the study, participants were asked to guess the
target child’s age. While the familiarization phase included
information about the child’s language and skill knowledge,
no age was explicitly given. Looking at children’s responses,
the median response was that the target child was 3 years old.
Looking at adult’s responses, the median response was that
the target child was 4 years old.

Explanations
As an exploratory analysis, we examined the reasons children gave for why the target child would or would not know
a given word. While children sometimes offered spontaneous
explanations throughout the study, our analysis focused on
the explanations elicited after the final animal trial. The explanations were divided into 6 categories: Language, Experience, Location, Age, Unsure, and Other.
Language includes explanations that explicitly appealed to
language properties. Experience includes explanations that
appealed to real-world experience with the referent. Location
includes explanations that specifically referenced a particular
place the animal is associated with. Age includes explanations that referenced a particular age or general age group.
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Proportion

tive correlation between AoA and children’s judgments (β =
-0.65, t = -8.29, p < .001). As a group, children were more
confident that the target child would know an early-acquired
word (e.g., dog), and also more confident that the target child
would not know a late-acquired word (e.g., lobster, see Figure 2).
We then asked whether children develop sensitivity to
Sam’s vocabulary knowledge, with older children’s judgments recovering word-level AoA data more closely. We used
the same mixed effects model but included an effect of age
and an interaction between AoA and age. We again found a
reliable main effect of AoA (β = -0.65, t = -8.29, p < .001),
a main effect of age (β = 0.55, t = 3.68, p < .001) and a significant interaction between the two (β = -0.14, t = -5.1, p
< .001). As predicted, older children’s judgments were more
adult-like, such that they more robustly reflected adult estimates of the order of acquisition (Figure 3).
To test the robustness of children’s intuition at each age,
we ran the model separately for each pre-determined yearwise age group (Figure 4). We found a significant negative
correlation between AoA and children’s judgments at all age
groups (with the smallest effect in 4-year-olds: β = -0.33, t =
-3.01, p = .01). That is, even 4-year-old children judged that
late-acquired animal words were less likely to be known by
the target child. Interestingly, judgments from the older two
age groups of children were more closely correlated to data
from Kuperman et al. (2012) than were adult participants’
judgments (Figure 4). This appeared to be primarily driven
by a greater willingness to judge Sam as moderately or very
unlikely to know late-learned animal words, whereas adults
were less sure about these same judgments (Figure 3). We
return to this finding in the Discussion.
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Figure 5: Children’s explanations for why they think the target child knew or didn’t know an animal word. Categories
are not mutually exclusive.

Any child that failed to answer the explanation question or
expressed ignorance was coded as giving an explanation of
Unsure. An explanation that didn’t fall into any of the above
categories was coded as Other. Note that coding was not
mutually-exclusive, so explanations could be coded as including multiple categories. See Table 1 for examples of each
category. Figure 5 shows the proportion of children who gave
each type of explanation.
To understand how children’s explanations may change
over development, we divided participants into older (6-8
years old) and younger children (4-5 years old). Unsurprisingly, Unsure explanations were much more common in
younger children (44%) when compared to older children
(8.33%). Language explanations were used by the highest
proportion of children overall (27.27%). Do older children
account for all of those explanations? Although more of the
older children appealed to Language explanations (30.56%),
these explanations were also common in younger children
(24%). Thus, while young children were more likely to offer no explanation, the explanations they did offer seemed to
rely on factors similar to older children’s explanations.

Discussion
Our ability to infer other people’s knowledge is crucial for
successful communication. Young children are capable of
inferring others’ general knowledge, but are they also sensitive to another person’s specific knowledge? We asked 4- to
8-year-old children to estimate another child’s knowledge of
words, and found that children as young as 4 are sensitive to
a younger child’s vocabulary knowledge.
Our findings highlight that young children have robust metalinguistic knowledge (Walley & Metsala, 1992), and can use
that knowledge to make highly specific inferences about other
people’s vocabularies. The animal words used in our study

Category
Language
Experience
Location
Age
Unsure
Other

Example Utterance
Because it was a very long word.
Because it only has 3 letters.
Because maybe he has a dog.
Because gorillas are really rare animals
Because penguins live in the arctic and it’s too cold for little kids...
Because fish swim under the ocean.
Because I think I knew that when I was around 3...
Because if he went to preschool then he probably knew it...
I don’t know.
I’m not sure.
Because it had a longer beak than a bird.
Because it’s small.

Table 1: Example explanations from child participants for each of the five categories used for coding.
are generally learned within a 6-month period, yet young
children still distinguished early-acquired words from lateacquired words in this set. Prior studies have shown that children are sensitive to broad differences in vocabulary knowledge of infants, young children, and adults (Taylor et al.,
1991). Our study further demonstrates that children readily make specific, word-level predictions about the language
knowledge of another child.
Surprisingly, children’s judgments of another child’s
knowledge did not just approach adults’ judgments over development. Compared to adults, the oldest children in our
study gave more accurate judgments as measured by their correlation with an external measure of age of acquisition (Kuperman et al., 2012). While older children and adults were
both highly confident that a young child would know earlyacquired animals, adults were less confident that a young
child would not know the late-acquired animals. It is possible that children are more accurate in their judgments because they better remember learning the animal words (see
also Walley & Metsala, 1992), but our findings do not support
this account, since older children were more accurate than
younger children. Alternatively, adults’ caution in asserting
that the target child did not know the late-acquired animals
could have reflected their difficulty in estimating the child’s
age. In line with this account, adults judged Sam to be a year
older than children did on average. In future work, we plan
to explore these possibilities by asking children and adults to
make vocabulary judgments about children of multiple ages.
How are children in our study making estimates about
other people’s knowledge? Children’s own explanations suggest that they use various cues to make their estimates. Overall, language-related explanations were most common, and
even preschool age children appealed to this explanation.
However, such explanations are difficult to interpret, and the
mechanisms underlying children’s knowledge estimates are
outside the scope of the current study. Future work should
more directly probe the features underlying this inference–
to see if children are relying on their own uncertainty, word
length (and other linguistic cues), features of the referent it-
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self, or other features.
The current work lays the foundation for future research
on how children leverage their knowledge of other people to
communicate successfully. While some studies have found
that young children struggle in a variety of communicative
tasks (e.g. Krauss & Glucksberg, 1977), other work has
shown that by age 5, children selectively talk about general
or specific characteristics of an object based on their partner’s
knowledge state (Baer & Friedman, 2018). Why might children struggle in some situations and not others? Our work
can begin to address this question by mapping out whether
communicative difficulties stem from tracking an interlocutor’s knowledge, or problems using that information in language production. Young children eventually become effective communicators, and our work demonstrates that by age 4,
children may have one key ability in place: inferring others’
specific vocabulary knowledge.
Pre-registrations, stimuli, data, and analysis code
are available at https://osf.io/hw9r6/.
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Abstract
How do adults understand children’s speech? Children’s productions over the course of language development often bear
little resemblance to typical adult pronunciations, yet caregivers nonetheless reliably recover meaning from them. Here,
we employ a suite of Bayesian models of spoken word recognition to understand how adults overcome the noisiness of child
language, showing that communicative success between children and adults relies heavily on adult inferential processes. By
evaluating competing models on phonetically-annotated child
language from the Providence corpus, we show that adults’ recovered meanings are best predicted by prior expectations fitted specifically to the child language environment, rather than
to typical adult-adult language. After quantifying the contribution of this “child-directed listening” over developmental time,
we discuss the consequences for theories of language acquisition, as well as the implications for commonly-used methods
for assessing children’s linguistic proficiency.
Keywords: language development, child-directed speech,
noisy channel communication, spoken word recognition,
Bayesian inference

Introduction
The past five decades have seen extensive research dedicated
to characterizing how adults speak to infants and young children (Snow & Ferguson, 1977; Soderstrom, 2007), and to investigating the degree to which adults’ child-directed speech
directly supports language learning (Golinkoff et al., 2015).
By contrast, how caregivers understand the communicative
acts of young children — child-directed listening (CDL) —
has received far less attention. In this paper, we investigate
how English-speaking adults interpret English-learning children’s verbal productions, making meaning out of vocalizations that are often perceptually distant from targets in the
adult language (e.g., /wid/ for read; see Table 1A).
Here, we explore how adults’ behaviors in conversations
with young learners can be characterized in terms of a
“noisy-channel” account of spoken language interpretation,
a framework that describes how listeners overcome imperfect acoustic information, verbal ambiguity, distractions, and
speaker variability present in everyday conversation (Levy,
2008; Shannon, 1951; Gibson et al., 2013; Meylan et al.,
2021). Noisy-channel accounts posit that adult listeners recover meanings from highly noisy input by relying on their
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expectations about what speakers are likely to say, combined
with the perceptual similarity between what they heard and
various guesses as to what a speaker might intend. Childdirected listening includes, at a minimum, a specialized set of
expectations: beliefs that children will use some words and
constructions more often than others. That is, while /wid/
might typically suggest weed or wheat as an adult speaker’s
intended word (based solely on acoustic information), an
adult caregiver might instead recover read as the intended
word from a child speaker.1 While child-directed listening
may be a fairly straightforward application of adult inferential abilities (i.e., not altogether surprising as another instance
of noisy-channel processing), it may facilitate communication between children and caregivers in ways that change the
nature of the language learning problem faced by the former.
In what follows, we seek evidence for the role of childdirected listening in language development. We present a
computational framework to predict what adults are likely to
recover from children’s imperfect speech, and compare it to
what adults actually recovered. As a proxy for caregivers’
realtime interpretations, we use the orthographic annotations
made by trained in-lab transcribers of spontaneous at-home
child language recordings. This approach allows us to characterize the utility of adult listeners’ expectations, versus the
acoustic/phonetic signal produced by the child. To capture
the degree to which listening is truly child-directed (i.e., distinct from adult-directed listening), we compare the utility of
expectations tuned on large-scale adult corpora, versus expectations tailored to reflect the child language environment.

Task and Modeling Setup
We focus here on the adult listener’s task of recovering meaning from noisy child productions. Specifically, we look at
a large set of phonetically-transcribed productions (e.g., /A@
wAn d@ wid/ in Table 1A) from the Providence corpus (Demuth et al., 2006), and treat the challenge of inferring a word
identity in context (here, an orthographic word like read) as
1 One intriguing deviation from the classic noisy-channel setup is
that adults may “recover” messages when children do not intend to
communicate anything at all (i.e., drawing from a noise distribution).

Table 1: Examples of communicative success and failure, with samples from highest-ranked prior and posterior candidates.
†

†

PhonBank transcript

A. Communicative Success

%phon
gloss

MOT
MOT

this is
you want mamma let’s see

CHI

/ A@ wAn d@ wid /
I want to <read>
okay that’s fine
okay mommy’s gonna pick out a book

MOT
MOT

∗

Language Model
CDL + CONTEXT

‡
‡

BERT + CONTEXT
CHILDES -1 GRAM

B. Communicative Failure
MOT
CHI

do you want ta put some beans in your eggs?
no

CHI

/ ju mEIk yo@ô fEt /
you make your <unintelligible>→ yyy
can I make one?
no

MOT
MOT

∗

C. Best P RIOR Guesses for wid / fEt
see (.86) look (.03) go (.02) play (.01)
read (.49) see (.28) play (.04) know (.04)
I (.04) a (.03) the (.03) yeah (.03)

own (.74) house (.01) shapes (.01) friends (.01)
own (.25) choice (.24) point (.04) bed (.03) call (.03)
I (.04) a (.03) the (.03) yeah (.03) it (.02)

D. Best P OSTERIOR Guesses for wid / fEt
CDL + CONTEXT

‡

BERT + CONTEXT

‡

CHILDES -1 GRAM
∗

see (.967) watch (.012) read (.005) look (.001)
read (.61) see (.35) watch (.01) hear (.01)
we (.34) need (.11) and (.06) would (.04)

masked phoneme sequence

† MOT =

Mother, CHI= Child

a masked word prediction task (Devlin et al., 2019). To combine the contributions of caregiver expectations given the linguistic context with the specific sequence of phonemes produced by the child, we employ a Bayesian model of spoken
word recognition in the vein of Norris & McQueen (2008),
which assigns a probability to a candidate word identity w
given corresponding perceptual input d in context c:
P(d|w, c)P(w|c)
P(w| d, c) =
(1)
∑w0 ∈V P(d|w0 , c)P(w0 |c)
This cashes out the intuition that the probability assigned
to a candidate word w in spoken word recognition reflects
the combination of (a) fit to perceptual data and (b) linguistic
expectations. Fit to perceptual data is evaluated via a likelihood function, P(d|w, c), which reflects the probability that
the word w would generate the observed data d in context c.
Linguistic expectations are captured in the prior, P(w|c), or
the anticipated probability of the word in context c, absent
any perceptual data. The denominator in Equation 1 reflects
the summed strength of all competitor words w0 in the candidate vocabulary V . Thus, the predictions derived from the
model (a posterior) constitute a probability distribution over
candidate words, with highly favored interpretations receiving more of the probability mass than disfavored ones.
Our principal goal is to find a model that best simulates
how adults understand children. We discuss the likelihood
and prior of the set of models under consideration in turn. All
models used the same likelihood, derived from measures of
pairwise string similarity between a phonemic transcription
of the child’s production and phonemic forms of all candidate words (translated into the International Phonetic Alpha-
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‡

own (.59) feet (.27) foot (.02) food (.01) hat (0.01)
bet (.31) own (.24) cut (.06) shot (.04) bed (.03)
it (.15) that (.11) fit (.06) what (.06) feet (.05)

Model considers +/ − 20 utterances of surrounding context.

bet, IPA, via a dictionary of conventional English pronunciations). To illustrate, given the transcribed production /wid/,
the likelihood term for the candidate word weed (citation phonetic form /wid/) will be higher than the likelihood term for
the candidate word read (where the citation phonetic form
/ôid/ differs by one phoneme).
However, the inferential process sketched in Equation 4
foreshadows the inadequacy of the acoustic signal alone:
if children often produce noisy, idiosyncratic phoneme sequences, the prior must do more “work.” The priors we evaluate take the form of probabilistic language models: computational models that return a probability distribution over
word guesses based on the surrounding linguistic context (Table 1C). When priors from each model are combined with the
likelihood, they yield posterior distributions (Table 1D).
Here, we take advantage of a distinction within the transcripts of caregiver-child speech in the PhonBank database
(Rose & MacWhinney, 2014), which allows us to evaluate competing models on two different dimensions. First,
we evaluate models in their ability to reproduce the specific
words recovered by annotators, as a reasonable proxy for
caregivers.2 This analysis focuses specifically on what we
term communicative successes (Table 1A) — instances where
a phoneme sequence was not only phonemically transcribed
(PhonBank %phon tier), but also received a gloss, or orthographic transcription. This allows us to assess the probability
that each model assigns to the annotator-recovered word, with
the best model being the one that assigns the highest average
2 We cannot know whether the word recovered by an annotator
was the word intended by the child speaker.

probability (alternatively, the lowest surprisal, or negative log
probability3 ) to the glosses.
Second, we test whether models can predict when a child’s
production will not receive a gloss (reflecting the annotator’s
uncertainty as to the child’s intended word). This analysis
relies on the communicative successes described above, as
well as so-called communicative failures — instances where
phoneme sequences are transcribed, but lack a gloss, due to
difficulty in identifying the child’s intended word (Table 1B).
In the absence of an annotator-recovered word, surprisal cannot be calculated. Instead, we measure the “peakedness” of
the guesses regarding word identity by calculating the information entropy of the posterior distribution,
n

H(X) = − ∑ P(xi ) log P(xi ),

(2)

i=1

where P(xi ) is the probability of the ith candidate word. This
provides us with a concise index of uncertainty: if posterior
probability mass is centered on one or a few guesses for a
given phoneme sequence, then entropy will be low; if the
posterior is split across many candidate guesses, then entropy
will be high. The best model under this analysis will be the
one most able to discriminate failures from successes on the
basis of entropy. We measure this with the receiver operating characteristic, or ROC (Fawcett, 2006), which measures
the diagnostic ability of a classifier over the range of possible
thresholds.
In the third analysis, we quantify how much the estimate
of word identity changes as a function of 1) conditioning on
context (using a fitted prior) 2) conditioning on data (the posterior when using a uniform prior), or 3) conditioning on both
context and data (the posteriors reflecting the fitted priors).
As a baseline for comparison, we start with a uniform prior,
where all words in the vocabulary are equiprobable. We then
measure the per-word average information gain, or KullbackLiebler divergence (Kullback & Leibler, 1951), between that
uniform prior distribution and each of the distributions identified above,


P(x)
.
(3)
DKL (P k Q) = ∑ P(x) log
Q(x)
x∈X
Information gain can be interpreted as a measure of entropy
reduction, corresponding to the difference between the uniform prior and the somewhat more peaked estimates of word
identity under the fitted priors, and the (usually) yet more
peaked estimates under the posteriors. If the models are using the perceptual signal to identify words, then the prior information gain will be small in comparison to the posterior
information gain. If, by contrast, caregivers are relying heavily on their prior expectations, then the prior information gain
will be larger with respect to the posterior information gain.
A further question is how these measures of information
gain will track with developmental time. We expect prior information gain to increase over developmental time: as the
3 I.e.

the per-instance log-likelihood of the data under the model.
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child says more words in the surrounding context, the priors
can better constrain guesses for the masked words (placing
more mass on a smaller set of words, reflected in lower entropy). At the same time, as children’s productions approximate conventional pronunciations, we expect to see an increase in posterior information gain. It remains to be seen
how these two quantities will interact.

Methods and Model Details
We test several language models in their ability to predict
adult caregivers’ interpretations of children’s linguistic and
proto-linguistic vocalizations in the Providence corpus (Demuth et al., 2006). Utterances and phonological transcripts
with both phonemic and orthographic transcription were retrieved through childes-db 2020.1. (Sanchez et al., 2019). An
overview of the modeling approach is presented in Fig. 1.
Selecting Communicative Successes and Failures We selected as communicative successes all tokens produced by
children in the intersection of four criteria: (1) possessing
monosyllabic IPA forms (motivated below) (2) possessing no
unintelligible (CHILDES code xxx) or phonology-only (yyy)
tokens in the same utterance (3) with a gloss that appears as a
token in BERT (motivated below) and (4) with a gloss in the
Carnegie Mellon Pronunciation Dictionary (henceforth CMU
dictionary). Communicative failures had to meet the first criterion, but must have received the gloss of yyy (with no other
yyy or xxx in the same utterance). Under these definitions,
an utterance could contain several communicative successes,
but at most one failure.
Candidate Vocabulary The inventory of candidate words
considered by each model was the intersection of (1) words in
the CMU dictionary with one or two syllables and (2) tokens
present in BERT (motivated below) (3) tokens that appeared 3
or more times in CHILDES (to limit to words that might reasonably be said in this context). This means that while only
one-syllable phoneme sequences were analyzed, two-syllable
words were also considered as possible candidate interpretations. The final inventory of candidates, V , included 7,904
words. We reconcile IPA formats following a procedure detailed in our code.
Priors: Language Models For each communicative success and failure, we retrieve prior probabilities over candidate words using a suite of probabilistic language models.
As a “best” prior architecture, we use BERT (Devlin et al.,
2019), which has demonstrated extremely competitive performance for single-word completion tasks, including spoken
word recognition (Salazar et al., 2020). By virtue of its attentional mechanisms, BERT is able to effectively model long
distance dependencies (Jawahar et al., 2019), and capture
speech register and discourse-level information. We compute
the probabilities for the masked word P(w|c) from BERT, using a language modeling head with the transformers library
(Wolf et al., 2020). To clarify, we treat the identities of words
other than the masked word as sufficiently reliable to predict
the identity of the masked sequence (cf. Salazar et al., 2020).

Datasets
Providence
Corpus
(phonetically
transcribed)
CHILDES / Child
language corpora

Test Cases

Model Evaluation

Communicative Successes
Communicative Failures
Models
Fine-Tuned BERT
CHILDES Unigram

Exploration
Changes Over
Developmental
Time

Task 1:
Scoring completions in
communicative successes
Task 2: Predicting
communicative
successes vs. failures

Off-the-shelf BERT
Uniform Prior

Figure 1: Overview of the datasets, models, test cases, evaluations, and the exploratory analysis. CHILDES excludes PhonBank
56
datasets (including the Providence Corpus).
For each masked phoneme sequence, we take the real-valued
vector of predictions corresponding to the model’s vocabulary, extract the activations corresponding to the candidate
words, and compute the softmax to yield a vector of probabilities over the candidate words (Table 1).
We test an “off-the-shelf” model of BERT trained on large
quantities of (principally adult-directed) language scraped
from the internet, predicting the word by treating the immediate utterance only (BERT+O NE U TT). We additionally
test the predictions of a BERT model meant to best capture
adult expectations about children’s utterances. To do this we
“fine-tune” the above model on adult and child CHILDES utterance glosses, excluding PhonBank. In fine tuning, a new
model is initialized with an “off-the-shelf” model, then the
weights in the model are updated to best predict masks inserted into a new training set — in this case, the lines of
80% of CHILDES transcripts, consisting of 4,119,182 utterances and 15,885,051 words (an additional 20% of utterances
were held out for model validation). This fine-tuned model
(CDL+O NE U TT) should be expected to be more representative of adult linguistic expectations in understanding child
speech than the off-the-shelf model for three reasons. First, it
should assign higher probability to words that are common in
speech to and from children. Second, it should assign higher
probability to non-sentence fragments, which are ubiquitous
in conversational speech but somewhat less prevalent in adultdirected written language. Third, it may prove capable of developing an expectation for the dyadic, back-and-forth structure of scenes typically captured in transcripts.
In addition to fine-tuning the model, we manipulate
whether prior estimates reflect access to the larger discourse
context as captured by the transcript before and after a
phoneme sequence. In that these models are meant to be
representative of caregiver expectations, these models condition the prediction of the masked token on what the caregiver and child both say, both before and after the masked
token. We create priors parallel to those above by feeding
the models 20 utterances preceding and following each mask
(CDL+C ONTEXT and BERT+C ONTEXT).
The task of recognizing speech differs in important ways
between caregivers and annotators. Annotators can review
the preceding and following linguistic context as many times
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as they want, whereas the caregivers have to process as the utterances unfold in realtime. In this sense, the model setup presented here is more representative of the task faced by annotators. On the other hand, the caregivers participate firsthand in
the scene, and are often deeply attuned to the communicative
intentions of the child, as well as the broader non-linguistic
context; in some sense, giving the model (or for that matter,
annotators) access to this broader context may help soften this
disadvantage.
BERT has its own vocabulary, which imposes limitations
on the vocabulary in the analysis. Standard implementations
of BERT split longer words into “word pieces”, or most common repeated sub-sequences. In English, this often yields
morphological segmentation (e.g., fishing → fish ##ing),
but the process is highly noisy. For the purposes of predicting a masked word, BERT predicts only one word or word
piece. We limit the vocabulary to word-initial word pieces
like fish, and exclude continuations like ##ing from consideration.4 This also motivates the choice to predict monosyllabic phoneme sequences, in that the model does not allow us
to predict multiple words (which might be contained in yyy).
In addition to the BERT models, we also test two simpler
priors. The first is a simple smoothed unigram model estimated from counts in CHILDES. This model, CHILDES 1GRAM , assigns probability to all word types proportional to
their counts in the same CHILDES dataset used in the CDL
models, above. To account for unseen data, we add a small
pseudocount (.001) smoothing to all counts before computing probabilities. The second is the U NIFORM P RIOR model,
which assigns equal probability to all words (1/|V |, where
|V |is the number of candidates). This provides the comparison case of a maximally uninformative prior.
Likelihood For the likelihood, P(d|w), we use a transformation of string edit distance between the phoneme sequence
produced by the child and all candidate words. Specifically,
we use exponentiated negative edit distance (Levy, 2008):
(Levy, 2008):
0

P(d|w) ∝ e−β × dist(d :w, d)

(4)

4 Hence we do not consider each phonemic sequence as a possible
continuation of the preceding word.

Model
Average Posterior Surprisal (bits)

where dist is the Levenshtein distance (minimal number of
deletions, insertions and substitutions) between citation form
d 0 for candidate word w, designated here (d 0 : w), and the observed transcription (d). For the results presented here, we
grid sample β values between 1 and 6 by 0.1 increments, and
take the value that assigns the highest posterior probability to
a sample of 1000 communicative successes across all models
(β = 3.2). This treatment of edit distance does not take into
account phoneme similarity, i.e., that certain phonemes are
much more perceptually similar. We propose another more
sophisticated likelihood function that captures this in the Discussion.
All model training and analysis code, as well as the finetuned model can be accessed at osf.io/v7c3e/.

● CDL+Context
CDL+OneUtt
BERT+Context
BERT+OneUtt
CHILDES 1gram
UniformPrior

15

10
●
●

5
●

●

●

0

●

0

●

Lower is better
2

4

6

Edit Distance from Actual to Citation Form for Word

Results
Predicting Adult Recoveries A comparison of Bayesian
speech recognition models reflecting different priors reveals
that the CDL + CONTEXT prior assigns the lowest average surprisal (highest average probability) to the recovered word
gloss in the transcript. As Table 2 reveals, BERT models
making use of context perform better than those that do not,
and CHILDES-tuned BERT models outperform the respective off-the-shelf BERT models. All BERT models outperform the CHILDES 1 GRAM model, and all models with fitted priors assign significantly higher probability to the recovered glosses than the U NIFORM P RIOR model. These results
mean that the model that is (1) fine-tuned to the child environment and (2) uses the surrounding utterance context is
best able to predict the recoveries made by adults.
We next investigate how the prior probabilities in the previous analysis combine with likelihoods to predict word identity. That is, how do the adults’ prior expectations support
inference when children’s productions are more or less adultlike? Comparing average surprisal across edit distances (Figure 2) reveals that models using BERT-based priors assign
massively higher probability to word identities posited by annotators. For child productions that are 2 phonemes away
from the citation form (x = 2 in Fig. 2), CDL+C ONTEXT
assigns on average a probability of .24 (2−1 × surprisal ) to
Table 2: Average prior surprisal on n = 89,904 communicative successes from the Providence corpus (lower is better).
The difference in average probability assigned to the actual
gloss is 2diff , where diff is the difference between two model
scores.∗ Paired t-tests confirm sig. differences between models, p < 10−5 .
Model
CDL+C ONTEXT
BERT+C ONTEXT
CDL+O NE U TT
BERT+O NE U TT
CHILDES 1 GRAM
U NIFORM P RIOR

Avg. Prior Surprisal∗ (bits)
3.17
4.59
5.28
7.09
8.80
12.95
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Figure 2: Posterior surprisal (negative log probability) of the
recovered meaning for communicative successes. Error bars
indicate standard error of the mean.
the correct gloss. This compares favorably to .12 under
BERT+C ONTEXT, .08 under CDL+O NE U TT, .03 under
BERT+O NE U TT, .006 under the CHILDES 1 GRAM, and
.002 under U NIFORM P RIOR. CDL+C ONTEXT assigns uniformly higher probability (lower surprisal) to the correct word
identity, particularly when the phonetic form is more dissimilar (3 or more edits). This means that priors support recognition more when the perceptual input is noisier.
Predicting communicative failures A separate question is
which model best predicts whether a particular phoneme sequence will be a communicative success or failure. We address this by testing how well posterior entropy under the
models can predict communicative failures as measured by an
ROC analysis (Fawcett, 2006). As with the first analysis, the
CDL + CONTEXT model provides the best trade-off between
the prevalence of true positives and false positives (Figure 3).
As both U NIFORM P RIOR and CHILDES 1 GRAM models assign constant entropy to phoneme sequences (prior probabilities of candidates do not change as a function of context),
their posterior entropy only reflects the contribution of the
perceptual data. This analysis provides converging evidence
that a model that is tuned specifically to child language and
uses the surrounding utterance context — the one that best instantiates child-directed listening — is best able to replicate
adult inferences.
Quantifying prior vs. posterior information Finally, we
quantify the information gain over time in conditioning on
context (the fitted priors), conditioning on data (the posterior
under the U NIFORM P RIOR model), and conditioning on both
(the posteriors corresponding to the fitted priors). This analysis shows a larger shift in the probability distribution over
candidates (greater information gain) going from the uniform
prior to the CDL + CONTEXT prior compared to going from
the uniform prior to its corresponding posterior (red line vs.
green line in panel 1 of Figure 4). That is, the prior under the
CDL+C ONTEXT model contributes more information (bet-

Proportion of True Positives

1.00 Higher is better

0.75

0.50

BERT+Context (AUC = 0.85)
BERT+OneUtt (AUC = 0.79)
CDL+Context (AUC = 0.87)
CDL+OneUtt (AUC = 0.83)
CHILDES 1gram (AUC = 0.66)
UniformPrior (AUC = 0.64)

0.25

0.00
0.00

0.25

0.50

0.75

1.00

Proportion of False Positives
Figure 3: Classification performance in predicting communicative failures, as measured by the ROC of posterior entropy. The test set included 89,904 communicative successes
and 33,552 communicative failures. The solid line with slope
= 1 indicates chance. The area above this line indicates better
classification performance.
ter constrains guesses to word identity) than perceptual information alone. Contrary to our predictions, we find that the
information gain for the prior is relatively constant over 1248 mo. for the CHILDES-fitted models. This suggests that
child-directed listening can helpfully constrain adult listeners’ interpretations of children’s earliest verbal productions.
As expected, children’s improving articulatory abilities result
in an increase of all models’ posteriors over developmental
time, as the likelihood function shared across models is able
to contribute more and more to the task of interpretation.

Discussion
Language development is often characterized in terms of an
increasing facility with processes on the side of the learner:
developing motor planning, recognizing regularities of linguistic structure at different levels, and relating structure to
entities and communicative contexts in the world. The current work suggests that early verbal communication depends
not only on these well-studied developmental processes, but
also on cognitive processes in the minds of adult caregivers.
While this ability of child-directed listening can be explained
as another instance of adults’ remarkable inferential abilities
in noisy-channel communication, it may have substantial implications for the nature of the learning challenge faced by
children.
We note three limitations with the current work before
discussing its implications. First, the simple measure of
edit distance does not capture the perceptual confusability of
phonemes: under the model here, bug and rug are equally
good candidates for pug. One potential elaboration would
be to use a weighted edit distance measure that takes into
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account the perceptual confusability of the phonemes. For
example using a probabilistic finite state string transducer
would allow assigning edits different “costs” according to
experimentally-obtained confusion probabilities ( e.g., Cutler
et al., 2004). PFSTs could also provide a way to capture the
structure of children’s articulatory approximations, for example that children may commonly be substitute w for r even
though it is acoustically dissimilar (as in Tab. 1).
Second, we make the simplifying assumption that inferences made by adult annotators in the lab are representative
of the inferences made by adult caregivers in the moment,
communicating in real time with children. While the inferential capacities of annotators are likely substantially less
than those of adult caregivers (who have access to the nonlinguistic context, as well as significantly more shared history with the child), research assistants may well be a decent
proxy for adult listeners, due to their training as transcribers
and exposure to child language. Potential differences in the
inferential capacities of caregivers relative to other adult “listeners” should be tested experimentally.
Third, fine-tuning of models presented here is very coarse,
in that we fine-tuned BERT to the child language environment
only once, using a broad sample of child language. With sufficiently large datasets and ample computing resources, BERT
(or indeed other models) could be fine-tuned to specific children, specific age ranges, or even both of these factors. Adults
expectations regarding their children’s language usage surely
vary with age, and may be more easily characterized with
such models.
The prevalence of child-directed listening has several
methodological implications, especially for the interpretation
of caregiver reports of child vocabulary and the analyses of
orthographically-transcribed child language corpora. To the
first point, vocabulary production measures on the Communicative Development Inventories (CDI; Fenson et al., 2007)
have been historically interpreted as an index of children’s
vocabulary size and articulatory maturity. While caregiver biases have long been recognized as a potential confound in the
CDI, the current work suggests that such biases may emerge
as a natural consequence of adult inferential processes. The
current work may be extended into quantitative methods to
gauge and correct for the prevalence of such biases. Regarding the second point, the relative frequency of many grammatical phenomena of interest (e.g., past tense verbs) in large
language corpora may depend heavily on annotator’s inferential processes (e.g., over-attributing past-tense verb forms to
young children when contextually appropriate, but not phonetically supported). In this case, the framework of childdirected listening may provide ways to predict how adult expectations may introduce biases during the transcription process.
Furthermore, our data invite a reconstrual of the nature of
feedback in early language development. For example, if we
assume that successful communication is itself reinforcing,
child-directed listening might provide feedback to the child
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Figure 4: Average information gain from conditioning word prediction on context only (red, corresponding to the prior),
perceptual data only (green), and context and perceptual data (blue, corresponding to the posterior) relative to a uniform prior.
learner even in the absence of child-directed speech: a caregiver who interprets a child’s production of “uh” to mean
“up” may not say anything in response to the child’s production, but provides feedback by effecting change on the part of
the child when they pick the child up. This, in turn, leads to
new puzzles: if adult caregivers can help many deficient communicative acts succeed, what presses children to get better?
Finally, we speculate regarding the role that child-directed
listening might contribute to the emergence of language, both
on evolutionary timescales and cases of rapid language emergence like Nicaraguan Sign Language. The current work suggests that successful recovery of meaning from child speech
acts reflect not only the inductive biases, linguistic knowledge, and articulatory maturity of speakers, but also the inferential biases of listeners.

Conclusion
We present a suite of Bayesian models of spoken word recognition to characterize the process of child-directed listening,
or how adult caregivers find meaning in the noisy and often
non-conventional speech productions of young children. We
find that priors capitalizing on recent neural architectures —
when trained specifically on child speech samples, and taking
advantage of the greater linguistic context to make predictions — are best able to simulate adult inferential processes
when interpreting noisy child speech. This research paves the
way for understanding how children learn to employ language
as goal-seeking agents in the presence of others.
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Abstract
How do adults understand children’s speech? Children’s productions over the course of language development often bear
little resemblance to typical adult pronunciations, yet caregivers nonetheless reliably recover meaning from them. Here,
we employ a suite of Bayesian models of spoken word recognition to understand how adults overcome the noisiness of child
language, showing that communicative success between children and adults relies heavily on adult inferential processes. By
evaluating competing models on phonetically-annotated child
language from the Providence corpus, we show that adults’ recovered meanings are best predicted by prior expectations fitted specifically to the child language environment, rather than
to typical adult-adult language. After quantifying the contribution of this “child-directed listening” over developmental time,
we discuss the consequences for theories of language acquisition, as well as the implications for commonly-used methods
for assessing children’s linguistic proficiency.
Keywords: language development, child-directed speech,
noisy channel communication, spoken word recognition,
Bayesian inference

Introduction
The past five decades have seen extensive research dedicated
to characterizing how adults speak to infants and young children (Snow & Ferguson, 1977; Soderstrom, 2007), and to investigating the degree to which adults’ child-directed speech
directly supports language learning (Golinkoff et al., 2015).
By contrast, how caregivers understand the communicative
acts of young children — child-directed listening (CDL) —
has received far less attention. In this paper, we investigate
how English-speaking adults interpret English-learning children’s verbal productions, making meaning out of vocalizations that are often perceptually distant from targets in the
adult language (e.g., /wid/ for read; see Table 1A).
Here, we explore how adults’ behaviors in conversations
with young learners can be characterized in terms of a
“noisy-channel” account of spoken language interpretation,
a framework that describes how listeners overcome imperfect acoustic information, verbal ambiguity, distractions, and
speaker variability present in everyday conversation (Levy,
2008; Shannon, 1951; Gibson et al., 2013; Meylan et al.,
2021). Noisy-channel accounts posit that adult listeners recover meanings from highly noisy input by relying on their
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expectations about what speakers are likely to say, combined
with the perceptual similarity between what they heard and
various guesses as to what a speaker might intend. Childdirected listening includes, at a minimum, a specialized set of
expectations: beliefs that children will use some words and
constructions more often than others. That is, while /wid/
might typically suggest weed or wheat as an adult speaker’s
intended word (based solely on acoustic information), an
adult caregiver might instead recover read as the intended
word from a child speaker.1 While child-directed listening
may be a fairly straightforward application of adult inferential abilities (i.e., not altogether surprising as another instance
of noisy-channel processing), it may facilitate communication between children and caregivers in ways that change the
nature of the language learning problem faced by the former.
In what follows, we seek evidence for the role of childdirected listening in language development. We present a
computational framework to predict what adults are likely to
recover from children’s imperfect speech, and compare it to
what adults actually recovered. As a proxy for caregivers’
realtime interpretations, we use the orthographic annotations
made by trained in-lab transcribers of spontaneous at-home
child language recordings. This approach allows us to characterize the utility of adult listeners’ expectations, versus the
acoustic/phonetic signal produced by the child. To capture
the degree to which listening is truly child-directed (i.e., distinct from adult-directed listening), we compare the utility of
expectations tuned on large-scale adult corpora, versus expectations tailored to reflect the child language environment.

Task and Modeling Setup
We focus here on the adult listener’s task of recovering meaning from noisy child productions. Specifically, we look at
a large set of phonetically-transcribed productions (e.g., /A@
wAn d@ wid/ in Table 1A) from the Providence corpus (Demuth et al., 2006), and treat the challenge of inferring a word
identity in context (here, an orthographic word like read) as
1 One intriguing deviation from the classic noisy-channel setup is
that adults may “recover” messages when children do not intend to
communicate anything at all (i.e., drawing from a noise distribution).

Table 1: Examples of communicative success and failure, with samples from highest-ranked prior and posterior candidates.
†

†

PhonBank transcript

A. Communicative Success

%phon
gloss

MOT
MOT

this is
you want mamma let’s see

CHI

/ A@ wAn d@ wid /
I want to <read>
okay that’s fine
okay mommy’s gonna pick out a book

MOT
MOT

∗

Language Model
CDL + CONTEXT

‡
‡

BERT + CONTEXT
CHILDES -1 GRAM

B. Communicative Failure
MOT
CHI

do you want ta put some beans in your eggs?
no

CHI

/ ju mEIk yo@ô fEt /
you make your <unintelligible>→ yyy
can I make one?
no

MOT
MOT

∗

C. Best P RIOR Guesses for wid / fEt
see (.86) look (.03) go (.02) play (.01)
read (.49) see (.28) play (.04) know (.04)
I (.04) a (.03) the (.03) yeah (.03)

own (.74) house (.01) shapes (.01) friends (.01)
own (.25) choice (.24) point (.04) bed (.03) call (.03)
I (.04) a (.03) the (.03) yeah (.03) it (.02)

D. Best P OSTERIOR Guesses for wid / fEt
CDL + CONTEXT

‡

BERT + CONTEXT

‡

CHILDES -1 GRAM
∗

see (.967) watch (.012) read (.005) look (.001)
read (.61) see (.35) watch (.01) hear (.01)
we (.34) need (.11) and (.06) would (.04)

masked phoneme sequence

† MOT =

Mother, CHI= Child

a masked word prediction task (Devlin et al., 2019). To combine the contributions of caregiver expectations given the linguistic context with the specific sequence of phonemes produced by the child, we employ a Bayesian model of spoken
word recognition in the vein of Norris & McQueen (2008),
which assigns a probability to a candidate word identity w
given corresponding perceptual input d in context c:
P(d|w, c)P(w|c)
P(w| d, c) =
(1)
∑w0 ∈V P(d|w0 , c)P(w0 |c)
This cashes out the intuition that the probability assigned
to a candidate word w in spoken word recognition reflects
the combination of (a) fit to perceptual data and (b) linguistic
expectations. Fit to perceptual data is evaluated via a likelihood function, P(d|w, c), which reflects the probability that
the word w would generate the observed data d in context c.
Linguistic expectations are captured in the prior, P(w|c), or
the anticipated probability of the word in context c, absent
any perceptual data. The denominator in Equation 1 reflects
the summed strength of all competitor words w0 in the candidate vocabulary V . Thus, the predictions derived from the
model (a posterior) constitute a probability distribution over
candidate words, with highly favored interpretations receiving more of the probability mass than disfavored ones.
Our principal goal is to find a model that best simulates
how adults understand children. We discuss the likelihood
and prior of the set of models under consideration in turn. All
models used the same likelihood, derived from measures of
pairwise string similarity between a phonemic transcription
of the child’s production and phonemic forms of all candidate words (translated into the International Phonetic Alpha-
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‡

own (.59) feet (.27) foot (.02) food (.01) hat (0.01)
bet (.31) own (.24) cut (.06) shot (.04) bed (.03)
it (.15) that (.11) fit (.06) what (.06) feet (.05)

Model considers +/ − 20 utterances of surrounding context.

bet, IPA, via a dictionary of conventional English pronunciations). To illustrate, given the transcribed production /wid/,
the likelihood term for the candidate word weed (citation phonetic form /wid/) will be higher than the likelihood term for
the candidate word read (where the citation phonetic form
/ôid/ differs by one phoneme).
However, the inferential process sketched in Equation 4
foreshadows the inadequacy of the acoustic signal alone:
if children often produce noisy, idiosyncratic phoneme sequences, the prior must do more “work.” The priors we evaluate take the form of probabilistic language models: computational models that return a probability distribution over
word guesses based on the surrounding linguistic context (Table 1C). When priors from each model are combined with the
likelihood, they yield posterior distributions (Table 1D).
Here, we take advantage of a distinction within the transcripts of caregiver-child speech in the PhonBank database
(Rose & MacWhinney, 2014), which allows us to evaluate competing models on two different dimensions. First,
we evaluate models in their ability to reproduce the specific
words recovered by annotators, as a reasonable proxy for
caregivers.2 This analysis focuses specifically on what we
term communicative successes (Table 1A) — instances where
a phoneme sequence was not only phonemically transcribed
(PhonBank %phon tier), but also received a gloss, or orthographic transcription. This allows us to assess the probability
that each model assigns to the annotator-recovered word, with
the best model being the one that assigns the highest average
2 We cannot know whether the word recovered by an annotator
was the word intended by the child speaker.

probability (alternatively, the lowest surprisal, or negative log
probability3 ) to the glosses.
Second, we test whether models can predict when a child’s
production will not receive a gloss (reflecting the annotator’s
uncertainty as to the child’s intended word). This analysis
relies on the communicative successes described above, as
well as so-called communicative failures — instances where
phoneme sequences are transcribed, but lack a gloss, due to
difficulty in identifying the child’s intended word (Table 1B).
In the absence of an annotator-recovered word, surprisal cannot be calculated. Instead, we measure the “peakedness” of
the guesses regarding word identity by calculating the information entropy of the posterior distribution,
n

H(X) = − ∑ P(xi ) log P(xi ),

(2)

i=1

where P(xi ) is the probability of the ith candidate word. This
provides us with a concise index of uncertainty: if posterior
probability mass is centered on one or a few guesses for a
given phoneme sequence, then entropy will be low; if the
posterior is split across many candidate guesses, then entropy
will be high. The best model under this analysis will be the
one most able to discriminate failures from successes on the
basis of entropy. We measure this with the receiver operating characteristic, or ROC (Fawcett, 2006), which measures
the diagnostic ability of a classifier over the range of possible
thresholds.
In the third analysis, we quantify how much the estimate
of word identity changes as a function of 1) conditioning on
context (using a fitted prior) 2) conditioning on data (the posterior when using a uniform prior), or 3) conditioning on both
context and data (the posteriors reflecting the fitted priors).
As a baseline for comparison, we start with a uniform prior,
where all words in the vocabulary are equiprobable. We then
measure the per-word average information gain, or KullbackLiebler divergence (Kullback & Leibler, 1951), between that
uniform prior distribution and each of the distributions identified above,


P(x)
.
(3)
DKL (P k Q) = ∑ P(x) log
Q(x)
x∈X
Information gain can be interpreted as a measure of entropy
reduction, corresponding to the difference between the uniform prior and the somewhat more peaked estimates of word
identity under the fitted priors, and the (usually) yet more
peaked estimates under the posteriors. If the models are using the perceptual signal to identify words, then the prior information gain will be small in comparison to the posterior
information gain. If, by contrast, caregivers are relying heavily on their prior expectations, then the prior information gain
will be larger with respect to the posterior information gain.
A further question is how these measures of information
gain will track with developmental time. We expect prior information gain to increase over developmental time: as the
3 I.e.

the per-instance log-likelihood of the data under the model.
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child says more words in the surrounding context, the priors
can better constrain guesses for the masked words (placing
more mass on a smaller set of words, reflected in lower entropy). At the same time, as children’s productions approximate conventional pronunciations, we expect to see an increase in posterior information gain. It remains to be seen
how these two quantities will interact.

Methods and Model Details
We test several language models in their ability to predict
adult caregivers’ interpretations of children’s linguistic and
proto-linguistic vocalizations in the Providence corpus (Demuth et al., 2006). Utterances and phonological transcripts
with both phonemic and orthographic transcription were retrieved through childes-db 2020.1. (Sanchez et al., 2019). An
overview of the modeling approach is presented in Fig. 1.
Selecting Communicative Successes and Failures We selected as communicative successes all tokens produced by
children in the intersection of four criteria: (1) possessing
monosyllabic IPA forms (motivated below) (2) possessing no
unintelligible (CHILDES code xxx) or phonology-only (yyy)
tokens in the same utterance (3) with a gloss that appears as a
token in BERT (motivated below) and (4) with a gloss in the
Carnegie Mellon Pronunciation Dictionary (henceforth CMU
dictionary). Communicative failures had to meet the first criterion, but must have received the gloss of yyy (with no other
yyy or xxx in the same utterance). Under these definitions,
an utterance could contain several communicative successes,
but at most one failure.
Candidate Vocabulary The inventory of candidate words
considered by each model was the intersection of (1) words in
the CMU dictionary with one or two syllables and (2) tokens
present in BERT (motivated below) (3) tokens that appeared 3
or more times in CHILDES (to limit to words that might reasonably be said in this context). This means that while only
one-syllable phoneme sequences were analyzed, two-syllable
words were also considered as possible candidate interpretations. The final inventory of candidates, V , included 7,904
words. We reconcile IPA formats following a procedure detailed in our code.
Priors: Language Models For each communicative success and failure, we retrieve prior probabilities over candidate words using a suite of probabilistic language models.
As a “best” prior architecture, we use BERT (Devlin et al.,
2019), which has demonstrated extremely competitive performance for single-word completion tasks, including spoken
word recognition (Salazar et al., 2020). By virtue of its attentional mechanisms, BERT is able to effectively model long
distance dependencies (Jawahar et al., 2019), and capture
speech register and discourse-level information. We compute
the probabilities for the masked word P(w|c) from BERT, using a language modeling head with the transformers library
(Wolf et al., 2020). To clarify, we treat the identities of words
other than the masked word as sufficiently reliable to predict
the identity of the masked sequence (cf. Salazar et al., 2020).

Datasets
Providence
Corpus
(phonetically
transcribed)
CHILDES / Child
language corpora

Test Cases

Model Evaluation

Communicative Successes
Communicative Failures
Models
Fine-Tuned BERT
CHILDES Unigram

Exploration
Changes Over
Developmental
Time

Task 1:
Scoring completions in
communicative successes
Task 2: Predicting
communicative
successes vs. failures

Off-the-shelf BERT
Uniform Prior

Figure 1: Overview of the datasets, models, test cases, evaluations, and the exploratory analysis. CHILDES excludes PhonBank
56
datasets (including the Providence Corpus). Arrows from both test cases and both models to the exploratory analysis are omitted
for simplicity.
For each masked phoneme sequence, we take the real-valued
vector of predictions corresponding to the model’s vocabulary, extract the activations corresponding to the candidate
words, and compute the softmax to yield a vector of probabilities over the candidate words (Table 1).
We test an “off-the-shelf” model of BERT trained on large
quantities of (principally adult-directed) language scraped
from the internet, predicting the word by treating the immediate utterance only (BERT+O NE U TT). We additionally
test the predictions of a BERT model meant to best capture
adult expectations about children’s utterances. To do this we
“fine-tune” the above model on adult and child CHILDES utterance glosses, excluding PhonBank. In fine tuning, a new
model is initialized with an “off-the-shelf” model, then the
weights in the model are updated to best predict masks inserted into a new training set — in this case, the lines of
80% of CHILDES transcripts, consisting of 4,119,182 utterances and 15,885,051 words (an additional 20% of utterances
were held out for model validation). This fine-tuned model
(CDL+O NE U TT) should be expected to be more representative of adult linguistic expectations in understanding child
speech than the off-the-shelf model for three reasons. First, it
should assign higher probability to words that are common in
speech to and from children. Second, it should assign higher
probability to non-sentence fragments, which are ubiquitous
in conversational speech but somewhat less prevalent in adultdirected written language. Third, it may prove capable of developing an expectation for the dyadic, back-and-forth structure of scenes typically captured in transcripts.
In addition to fine-tuning the model, we manipulate
whether prior estimates reflect access to the larger discourse
context as captured by the transcript before and after a
phoneme sequence. In that these models are meant to be
representative of caregiver expectations, these models condition the prediction of the masked token on what the caregiver and child both say, both before and after the masked
token. We create priors parallel to those above by feeding
the models 20 utterances preceding and following each mask
(CDL+C ONTEXT and BERT+C ONTEXT).
The task of recognizing speech differs in important ways
between caregivers and annotators. Annotators can review
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the preceding and following linguistic context as many times
as they want, whereas the caregivers have to process as the utterances unfold in realtime. In this sense, the model setup presented here is more representative of the task faced by annotators. On the other hand, the caregivers participate firsthand in
the scene, and are often deeply attuned to the communicative
intentions of the child, as well as the broader non-linguistic
context; in some sense, giving the model (or for that matter,
annotators) access to this broader context may help soften this
disadvantage.
BERT has its own vocabulary, which imposes limitations
on the vocabulary in the analysis. Standard implementations
of BERT split longer words into “word pieces”, or most common repeated sub-sequences. In English, this often yields
morphological segmentation (e.g., fishing → fish ##ing),
but the process is highly noisy. For the purposes of predicting a masked word, BERT predicts only one word or word
piece. We limit the vocabulary to word-initial word pieces
like fish, and exclude continuations like ##ing from consideration.4 This also motivates the choice to predict monosyllabic phoneme sequences, in that the model does not allow us
to predict multiple words (which might be contained in yyy).
In addition to the BERT models, we also test two simpler
priors. The first is a simple smoothed unigram model estimated from counts in CHILDES. This model, CHILDES 1GRAM , assigns probability to all word types proportional to
their counts in the same CHILDES dataset used in the CDL
models, above. To account for unseen data, we add a small
pseudocount (.001) smoothing to all counts before computing probabilities. The second is the U NIFORM P RIOR model,
which assigns equal probability to all words (1/|V |, where
|V |is the number of candidates). This provides the comparison case of a maximally uninformative prior.
Likelihood For the likelihood, P(d|w), we use a transformation of string edit distance between the phoneme sequence
produced by the child and all candidate words. Specifically,
we use exponentiated negative edit distance (Levy, 2008):
0

0

P(d|w) ∝ e−β × dist(d :w , d)

(4)

4 Hence we do not consider each phonemic sequence as a possible
continuation of the preceding word.

Model
Average Posterior Surprisal (bits)

where dist is the Levenshtein distance (minimal number of
deletions, insertions and substitutions) between citation form
d 0 for candidate word w, designated here (d 0 : w), and the observed transcription (d). For the results presented here, we
grid sample β values between 1 and 6 by 0.1 increments, and
take the value that assigns the highest posterior probability to
a sample of 1000 communicative successes across all models
(β = 3.2). This treatment of edit distance does not take into
account phoneme similarity, i.e., that certain phonemes are
much more perceptually similar. We propose another more
sophisticated likelihood function that captures this in the Discussion.
All model training and analysis code, as well as the finetuned model can be accessed at osf.io/v7c3e/.

● CDL+Context
CDL+OneUtt
BERT+Context
BERT+OneUtt
CHILDES 1gram
UniformPrior

15

10
●
●

5
●

●

●

0

●

0

●

Lower is better
2

4

6

Edit Distance from Actual to Citation Form for Word

Results
Predicting Adult Recoveries A comparison of Bayesian
speech recognition models reflecting different priors reveals
that the CDL + CONTEXT prior assigns the lowest average surprisal (highest average probability) to the recovered word
gloss in the transcript. As Table 2 reveals, BERT models
making use of context perform better than those that do not,
and CHILDES-tuned BERT models outperform the respective off-the-shelf BERT models. All BERT models outperform the CHILDES 1 GRAM model, and all models with fitted priors assign significantly higher probability to the recovered glosses than the U NIFORM P RIOR model. These results
mean that the model that is (1) fine-tuned to the child environment and (2) uses the surrounding utterance context is
best able to predict the recoveries made by adults.
We next investigate how the prior probabilities in the previous analysis combine with likelihoods to predict word identity. That is, how do the adults’ prior expectations support
inference when children’s productions are more or less adultlike? Comparing average surprisal across edit distances (Figure 2) reveals that models using BERT-based priors assign
massively higher probability to word identities posited by annotators. For child productions that are 2 phonemes away
from the citation form (x = 2 in Fig. 2), CDL+C ONTEXT
assigns on average a probability of .24 (2−1 × surprisal ) to
Table 2: Average prior surprisal on n = 89,904 communicative successes from the Providence corpus (lower is better).
The difference in average probability assigned to the actual
gloss is 2diff , where diff is the difference between two model
scores.∗ Paired t-tests confirm sig. differences between models, p < 10−5 .
Model
CDL+C ONTEXT
BERT+C ONTEXT
CDL+O NE U TT
BERT+O NE U TT
CHILDES 1 GRAM
U NIFORM P RIOR

Avg. Prior Surprisal∗ (bits)
3.17
4.59
5.28
7.09
8.80
12.95
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Figure 2: Posterior surprisal (negative log probability) of the
recovered meaning for communicative successes. Error bars
indicate standard error of the mean.
the correct gloss. This compares favorably to .12 under
BERT+C ONTEXT, .08 under CDL+O NE U TT, .03 under
BERT+O NE U TT, .006 under the CHILDES 1 GRAM, and
.002 under U NIFORM P RIOR. CDL+C ONTEXT assigns uniformly higher probability (lower surprisal) to the correct word
identity, particularly when the phonetic form is more dissimilar (3 or more edits). This means that priors support recognition more when the perceptual input is noisier.
Predicting communicative failures A separate question is
which model best predicts whether a particular phoneme sequence will be a communicative success or failure. We address this by testing how well posterior entropy under the
models can predict communicative failures as mesured by an
ROC analysis (Fawcett, 2006). As with the first analysis, the
CDL + CONTEXT model provides the best trade-off between
the prevalence of true positives and false positives (Figure 3).
As both U NIFORM P RIOR and CHILDES 1 GRAM models assign constant entropy to phoneme sequences (prior probabilities of candidates do not change as a function of context),
their posterior entropy only reflects the contribution of the
perceptual data. This analysis provides converging evidence
that a model that is tuned specifically to child language and
uses the surrounding utterance context — the one that best instantiates child-directed listening — is best able to replicate
adult inferences.
Quantifying prior vs. posterior information Finally, we
quantify the information gain over time in conditioning on
context (the fitted priors), conditioning on data (the posterior
under the U NIFORM P RIOR model), and conditioning on both
(the posteriors corresponding to the fitted priors). This analysis shows a larger shift in the probability distribution over
candidates (greater information gain) going from the uniform
prior to the CDL + CONTEXT prior compared to going from
the uniform prior to its corresponding posterior (red line vs.
green line in panel 1 of Figure 4). That is, the prior under the
CDL+C ONTEXT model contributes more information (bet-
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BERT+Context (AUC = 0.85)
BERT+OneUtt (AUC = 0.79)
CDL+Context (AUC = 0.87)
CDL+OneUtt (AUC = 0.83)
CHILDES 1gram (AUC = 0.66)
UniformPrior (AUC = 0.64)
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Proportion of False Positives
Figure 3: Classification performance in predicting communicative failures, as measured by the ROC of posterior entropy. The test set included 89,904 communicative successes
and 33,552 communicative failures. The solid line with slope
= 1 indicates chance. The area above this line indicates better
classification performance.
ter constrains guesses to word identity) than perceptual information alone. Contrary to our predictions, we find that the
information gain for the prior is relatively constant over 1248 mo. for the CHILDES-fitted models. This suggests that
child-directed listening can helpfully constrain adult listeners’ interpretations of children’s earliest verbal productions.
As expected, children’s improving articulatory abilities result
in an increase of all models’ posteriors over developmental
time, as the likelihood function shared across models is able
to contribute more and more to the task of interpretation.

Discussion
Language development is often characterized in terms of an
increasing facility with processes on the side of the learner:
developing motor planning, recognizing regularities of linguistic structure at different levels, and relating structure to
entities and communicative contexts in the world. The current work suggests that early verbal communication depends
not only on these well-studied developmental processes, but
also on cognitive processes in the minds of adult caregivers.
While this ability of child-directed listening can be explained
as another instance of adults’ remarkable inferential abilities
in noisy-channel communication, it may have substantial implications for the nature of the learning challenge faced by
children.
We note three limitations with the current work before
discussing its implications. First, the simple measure of
edit distance does not capture the perceptual confusability of
phonemes: under the model here, bug and rug are equally
good candidates for pug. One potential elaboration would
be to use a weighted edit distance measure that takes into
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account the perceptual confusability of the phonemes. For
example using a probabilistic finite state string transducer
would allow assigning edits different “costs” according to
experimentally-obtained confusion probabilities ( e.g., Cutler
et al., 2004). PFSTs could also provide a way to capture the
structure of children’s articulatory approximations, for example that children may commonly be substitute w for r even
though it is acoustically dissimilar (as in Tab. 1).
Second, we make the simplifying assumption that inferences made by adult annotators in the lab are representative
of the inferences made by adult caregivers in the moment,
communicating in real time with children. While the inferential capacities of annotators are likely substantially less
than those of adult caregivers (who have access to the nonlinguistic context, as well as significantly more shared history with the child), research assistants may well be a decent
proxy for adult listeners, due to their training as transcribers
and exposure to child language. Potential differences in the
inferential capacities of caregivers relative to other adult “listeners” should be tested experimentally.
Third, fine-tuning of models presented here is very coarse,
in that we fine-tuned BERT to the child language environment
only once, using a broad sample of child language. With sufficiently large datasets and ample computing resources, BERT
(or indeed other models) could be fine-tuned to specific children, specific age ranges, or even both of these factors. Adults
expectations regarding their children’s language usage surely
vary with age, and may be more easily characterized with
such models.
The prevalence of child-directed listening has several
methodological implications, especially for the interpretation
of caregiver reports of child vocabulary and the analyses of
orthographically-transcribed child language corpora. To the
first point, vocabulary production measures on the Communicative Development Inventories (CDI; Fenson et al., 2007)
have been historically interpreted as an index of children’s
vocabulary size and articulatory maturity. While caregiver biases have long been recognized as a potential confound in the
CDI, the current work suggests that such biases may emerge
as a natural consequence of adult inferential processes. The
current work may be extended into quantitative methods to
gauge and correct for the prevalence of such biases. Regarding the second point, the relative frequency of many grammatical phenomena of interest (e.g., past tense verbs) in large
language corpora may depend heavily on annotator’s inferential processes (e.g., over-attributing past-tense verb forms to
young children when contextually appropriate, but not phonetically supported). In this case, the framework of childdirected listening may provide ways to predict how adult expectations may introduce biases during the transcription process.
Furthermore, our data invite a reconstrual of the nature of
feedback in early language development. For example, if we
assume that successful communication is itself reinforcing,
child-directed listening might provide feedback to the child
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Figure 4: Average information gain from conditioning word prediction on context only (red, corresponding to the prior),
perceptual data only (green), and context and perceptual data (blue, corresponding to the posterior) relative to a uniform prior.
learner even in the absence of child-directed speech: a caregiver who interprets a child’s production of “uh” to mean
“up” may not say anything in response to the child’s production, but provides feedback by effecting change on the part of
the child when they pick the child up. This, in turn, leads to
new puzzles: if adult caregivers can help many deficient communicative acts succeed, what presses children to get better?
Finally, we speculate regarding the role that child-directed
listening might contribute to the emergence of language, both
on evolutionary timescales and cases of rapid language emergence like Nicaraguan Sign Language. The current work suggests that successful recovery of meaning from child speech
acts reflect not only the inductive biases, linguistic knowledge, and articulatory maturity of speakers, but also the inferential biases of listeners.

Conclusion
We present a suite of Bayesian models of spoken word recognition to characterize the process of child-directed listening,
or how adult caregivers find meaning in the noisy and often
non-conventional speech productions of young children. We
find that priors capitalizing on recent neural architectures —
when trained specifically on child speech samples, and taking
advantage of the greater linguistic context to make predictions — are best able to simulate adult inferential processes
when interpreting noisy child speech. This research paves the
way for understanding how children learn to employ language
as goal-seeking agents in the presence of others.
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Abstract
Learning to count is an important example of the broader human capacity for systematic generalization, and the development of counting is often characterized by an inflection point
when children rapidly acquire proficiency with the procedures
that support this ability. We aimed to model this process by
training a reinforcement learning agent to select N items from a
binary vector when instructed (known as the give-N task). We
found that a memory-augmented modular network architecture based on the recently proposed Emergent Symbol Binding
Network (ESBN) exhibited an inflection during learning that
resembled human development. This model was also capable
of systematic extrapolation outside the range of its training set
- for example, trained only to select between 1 and 10 items,
it could succeed at selecting 11 to 15 items as long as it could
make use of an arbitrary count sequence of at least that length.
The close parallels to child development and the capacity for
extrapolation suggest that our model could shed light on the
emergence of systematicity in humans.
Keywords: counting; development; give-N; reinforcement
learning; memory-augmented neural networks

Introduction
Humans are capable of systematic generalization, that is, performing well outside the range of values on which they were
trained (Marcus, 2001; Chollet, 2019). For example, a human could fetch 12 apples if asked, despite having only ever
grabbed up to 9 apples in the past. Although this capacity
falls short of perfect systematicity (Lake, Linzen, & Baroni,
2019), artificial neural networks have much greater difficulty
performing well in contexts outside the convexity of their
training data (Lake & Baroni, 2018; Barrett, Hill, Santoro,
Morcos, & Lillicrap, 2018). Learning to count is one of the
earliest systematic behaviours acquired in human development, and is foundational with respect to further development
of abstract procedures like mathematics. Here, we present a
counting model that exhibits both a developmental trajectory
similar to humans as well as systematicity.
The development of counting in childhood has previously
been summarized by the knower-level theory (Wynn, 1990,
1992; Carey, 2001; Sarnecka & Carey, 2006). This theory
suggests a number of distinct stages in acquiring an understanding of the cardinal meaning of numbers. A child begins as a pre-numeral knower, with no understanding of cardinality, and then becomes a subset-knower, learning subsequent numbers in order (i.e., becomes a one-knower, then a
two-knower, then a three-knower, etc). Around the time a
child becomes a five-knower, there appears to be an inductive
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transition, after which the child becomes a cardinal-principleknower (CP-knower), and understands the cardinal meaning
of numbers as high as they can count. Some data have supported this view, though children pass through knower-levels
at different rates (Sarnecka & Lee, 2009), and early stages
may be more approximate than previously thought (Wagner,
Chu, & Barner, 2019), while other data have called into question whether a true semantic induction underlies this apparent
transition (Davidson, Eng, & Barner, 2012).
The knower-level theory has generally been based on data
from the widely used give-N task (Wynn, 1990, 1992; Frye,
Braisby, Lowe, Maroudas, & Nicholls, 1989). In this task, a
child is instructed to ’give N objects’, and is typically considered an N-knower if they can select the correct number
of objects twice as often as they make an error (66 % accuracy). Our goal was to train a neural network to perform
the give-N task and examine its performance and developmental trajectory. We suggest the give-N task is most realistically modelled using a reinforcement learning framework.
First, the task can be successfully completed in many different ways (i.e. by selecting objects in various orders), so
a reinforcement rather than a more specific instructive signal is appropriate. Furthermore, children receive a substantial amount of reinforcement from adults when learning tasks
like these (”good job!”). Finally, the give-N task can easily be
expressed as a decision process with discrete actions, which
therefore lends itself naturally to reinforcement learning.
We report simulations of a model that, trained to perform
the give-N task using reinforcement learning, displays both
an inflection point consistent with the human developmental trajectory, as well as the capacity for systematic extrapolation when presented with stimuli out of the range of its
training. The model extended the Emergent Symbol Binding
Network (ESBN) (Webb, Sinha, & Cohen, 2021), in which
internal representations of a control network were separated
from task inputs, interacting only through binding in a differentiable external memory module. We developed a variant of
the ESBN within a reinforcement learning framework to address how its capacity for symbol-like behavior might support
the development of systematic counting proficiency. We also
softened the separation constraint, giving the ESBN access to
both internal and input streams (and thus the option to over-fit
to training inputs), and it still exhibited symbol-like behavior and the capacity for systematic generalization. Baseline
models did not display inflection or extrapolation, suggest-

ing variable binding and dot-product similarity evaluation as
the relevant architectural inductive biases that promoted systematicity and emulated human development. This work also
supports the broader idea that the development of abstract
conceptual knowledge may be supported by the learning of
systematic procedures.

Related Work
There have been various attempts to model counting. One
line of inquiry investigated the ability of neural networks to
estimate numerosity by, for example, looking at an image of
objects (Chen, Zhou, Fang, & McClelland, 2018; Stoianov
& Zorzi, 2012; Zorzi & Testolin, 2018). Another study used
counting equivariance relations to support the learning of visual representations (Noroozi, Pirsiavash, & Favaro, 2017).
However, such perceptual tasks do not address the capacity
for systematic counting behavior. Other work has shown that
recurrent neural networks can keep track of counts in order to
predict the next character in a string derived from some grammar (Rodriguez, Wiles, & Elman, 1999; Rodriguez, 2001).
Though accuracy was limited, some of these networks could
extrapolate to longer strings than those on which they were
trained. However, this was a character prediction task rather
than a counting task, making the parallel to human counting
development unclear. Finally, Bayesian models have been
proposed to address the development of systematic counting in humans (Piantadosi, Tenenbaum, & Goodman, 2012;
Lee & Sarnecka, 2010). These models generally assumed
knower-levels (including CP-knower) as primitive hypotheses. The model we propose does not include such primitives,
seeking to explain systematicity as an emergent property that
arises through learning.
Some neural network modeling studies have directly addressed learning to count. Lu and McClelland (2016) introduced a feed-forward network with a visual attention mechanism that was trained through a combination of reinforcement learning and ‘social scaffolding’ (demonstrations from
a teacher) to perform the how-many task (a simpler counting
task that children often master before they can perform the
give-N task). Fang, Zhou, Chen, and McClelland (2018) developed an extension of this model that used a recurrent network and operated over more realistic two-dimensional inputs. Although this network learned numbers in the correct
order (passing appropriately through subset-knower levels),
it did not display an inflection point for higher numbers, and
was not tested on extrapolation for numbers outside the range
on which it was trained. Sabathiel, McClelland, and Solstad
(2020) expanded further on this work by training a recurrent
convolutional network to perform a variety of counting tasks,
including give-N. However, the give-N task did not display a
familiar developmental trajectory (for example, it learned to
give-1 last rather than first), and this model was also not tested
on numbers outside the training range. A common element of
these studies was the use of teacher-guided learning; that is,
networks were trained to imitate a specific way of solving the
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task, rather than learning from reinforcement alone. Imitation has in fact been shown to improve learning of multiple
tasks in a rich 3D environment, but interestingly, in that work,
agents still struggled most with learning to count (Abramson
et al., 2020). Although imitation likely plays a role in the development of many skills, here we investigated to what extent
a model trained from reinforcement alone could account for
the relevant developmental phenomena.

Methods
Environment
We represented a set of objects in the give-N task as a binary
vector in which 1’s corresponded to the presence of an object at a given location. For example, the vector [0,1,0,1,1,0]
indicated that there were objects at locations 2, 4, and 5. Vectors were of length 40 so that the space of possible object
arrangements was combinatorically large (240 states), in order to prevent memorization. All models were trained on the
give-N task as follows: given an initial object vector o0 , and
an instruction to give N objects (represented by the one-hot
vector xN ), the model should select N unique objects one at
a time from the object vector to produce a correct response. If
a location with an object was selected at time t − 1, the value
at that location changed from 1 to 0 in ot . The binary object
vector can be interpreted as the output of an object segmentation model; focusing on this intermediate level of abstraction
was motivated by the desire to understand the acquisition of
counting competency separately from the details of sensory
processing and object segmentation.

Model
First, we pre-trained a counter module that consisted of an encoding function e (a 128 unit linear projection), a successor
function s (another 128 unit linear projection), and a decoding
function d (a 15 unit linear projection). Given a 15-unit onehot vector xn representing an integer n ∈ {1, 15}, the counter
was trained to produce an embedding z such that z = e(xn ),
xn = d(e(xn )), and xn+1 = d(s(e(xn ))). In this way, s was
a successor operation that could iterate through a learned sequence of z embeddings, e was an encoder that could translate a one-hot instruction into one of the embeddings in that
sequence, and d was a decoder that could translate embeddings back into one-hots (in the our models, d only played a
role during pre-training). These components implemented a
counting capability assumed to have been acquired by children at the time they are asked to perform the give-N task.
The temporal structure of the counter outputs was the same
for all models (Fig. 1a), where zt represented the embedding
produced by the counter and passed to the networks at teach
time step t. At t = 0, the task instruction xN was passed
through the encoder e to generate z0 . At t = 1, the one-hot
representing the start of the count sequence, x1 , was passed
through e to generate z1 . For each subsequent time step,
the embedding from the previous time step zt−1 was passed
through the successor function s to generate the embedding

(a) Counter

(c) Dot-product

(b) ESBN

(d) LSTM

(e) Transformer

Figure 1: Schematics. Temporal count sequence shown in
(a), spatial architecture of models in (b-e). The counter (a)
consisted of the encoder e (which translated one-hot vectors
xN / x1 into count embeddings z0 / z1 ), and the successor
function s (which iteratively produced zt from zt−1 starting
with z1 ). The ESBN model (b) consisted of an LSTM controller which at each time step received a concatenation of
key krt (read from memory), object vector ot and count embedding zt as inputs, wrote key kwt to memory, and selected
action at . The count embeddings also interacted with the
controller via a key/value memory system indicated by matrices Mk /Mv . In the dot product model (c), only the cosine
similarity (dot symbol in brackets) of each count embedding
zt with the instruction embedding z0 was input to the LSTM
controller along with ot . In the LSTM baseline (d), zt and
ot were input directly into the LSTM controller. In the transformer baseline (e), the full history of count embeddings and
object vectors up until time t was input into a transformer
layer.
for the next number in the count list zt = s(zt−1 ) (representing the counter reciting its learned count sequence).
The ESBN model consisted of a set of components outlined in Fig. 1b. The controller was an LSTM (Hochreiter &
Schmidhuber, 1997) augmented with a differentiable (external) memory separated into keys (Mk ) and values (Mv ). The
memory was initialized with one learned key/value pair so it
did not start out empty, and an additional key/value pair (kwt
/ zt ) was written to memory at each subsequent time-step.
Note the value here was the zt just described.
As in the original ESBN, the LSTM controller had a single
layer with 512 units. The controller received a concatenation
of three vectors as input at each time step: krt , zt , and ot . The
input krt was a key initialized to zeros at t = 0, and retrieved
from memory at each subsequent time-step. To retrieve krt ,
the cosine similarity was calculated between zt and all previous values in memory Mvt−1 , passed through a softmax to
produce a set of weights wkt , and used to calculate a weighted
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sum over Mkt−1 , the keys in memory. The second input to the
controller, zt , was the count embedding itself (so that the decision to use krt , zt or some combination thereof to solve the
task was left up to the model). The third input was the object
vector ot .
The ESBN model had two output heads. The action head
was a fully-connected layer with input size 512 and output
size 41 (corresponding to the 40 possible object locations,
plus an additional done action). A softmax activation was applied to the output logits to produce a vector of action probabilities. The controller also had a key output head (256 units
with ReLU nonlinearities) that produced the key kwt written
to memory at each time step .
We compared the ESBN model to a set of models that
lacked key/value memory modules. The dot-product model
(Fig. 1c) was meant to elucidate the role of similarity-based
memory retrieval in the success of the ESBN model, albeit in
a manner that is specifically tailored to the counting task (unlike the original ESBN). We computed the cosine-similarity
between zt and z0 directly, so the controller only received
ot and the scalar similarity score as inputs. In the LSTM
baseline (Fig. 1d), the controller simply received ot and zt
as inputs. Finally, in the transformer baseline, the controller
was a single transformer layer (Vaswani et al., 2017) (8 selfattention heads, 512-unit MLP, positional encoding) which at
each time step received the entire past sequence of o0..t and
z0..t , concatenated as shown in Fig. 1e.

Training
Pre-training Counter The counter was pre-trained on its
auto-encoding and successor functions. Given a one-hot input
vector xn where n ∼ Uniform(1, 15), the counter produced
an output of d(si (e(xn ))). si represented iterating s, the successor function, i times in a row, with i ∼ Uniform(0, 15 − n).
This allowed for interleaved learning of both encoding and
decoding between one-hot space and embedding space, as
well as iterating through the learned embeddings sequentially
with the successor function. The loss was computed as the
mean-squared-error between the output vector and the desired
one-hot vector xn+i . As well, a similarity penalty on the embeddings was added to the loss (for i 6= 0) as the dot product
e(xn ) · si (e(xn )). Without this penalty, repeated applications
of the successor function caused embeddings to drift apart
from their corresponding one-hot encodings. The Adam optimizer (Kingma & Ba, 2014) was used to perform weight
updates on mini-batches of 1 with a learning rate of 10−4 .
The weights of the counter network were frozen before being
used in the subsequent reinforcement learning task.
Reinforcement Learning of give-N Task During training,
action at was sampled at each time-step from a categorical
distribution using action probabilities produced by our models. We used a two-step training curriculum.
In the first step, agents were trained only to select 1s and
not 0s. The object vector was the only input (all other input
units were set to zero), and the agent received a reward of 0 if

it selected an object slot that contained a 1 and a reward of -1
otherwise. Episodes ended after 20 time-steps.
In the second step, we switched to the give-N task. Each
training episode started by randomly selecting an integer N
between 1 and Nmax , represented as the one-hot instruction
vector xN . Nmax was initialized to 1, and incremented by
1 once the network achieved at least 66% accuracy on giveNmax . This curriculum progressed until Nmax was fixed at 10.
Having selected N for a given episode, the object vector was
populated with j objects, where j ∼ Uniform (N + 10, 35).
This was done to reduce the correlation between N and the
number of objects in the object vector, while keeping the
space of possible object arrangements very large.
If the agent selected an object location containing a 1, that
object was replaced with a 0 on the next time step, and the
agent received a reward of 0. If the agent selected a location
containing a 0, it received a reward of −1. Finally, if the agent
selected done (ending the episode), it received a reward of +5
if it had by that time selected exactly N objects, and otherwise
a reward of −|N − n| if it had selected n 6= N objects.
At the end of each episode, one gradient descent step in
weight space was performed according to the REINFORCE
policy gradient algorithm (Williams, 1992) (chosen because
it was the simplest algorithm capable of learning the task).
The Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 5 × 10−5 was
used for a total of 500,000 episodes (50,000 episodes on step
1 and the remaining 450,000 episodes on give-N). A set of 30
randomly initialized models were trained for each condition.

Testing
In order to track developmental trajectories, models were
tested on give-N at check-points during training every 1000
episodes. At each check-point, an accuracy score was produced by calculating the proportion of correct responses out
of 30 new object vectors (unseen during training) for each
requested N ∈ {1, 10}. Actions were selected during testing
based on the maximum action probability rather than categorical sampling. A correct response was defined as receiving no
negative rewards during the complete episode (based on our
reward scheme, this meant the agent selected exactly N objects, and did not select any empty locations, before indicating done). The episode at which training accuracy exceeded
a threshold of 66% was recorded for each N ∈ {1, 10}. This
produced a developmental trajectory for the accuracy of each
model, and we compared how well these trajectories were fit
by linear, exponential, logarithmic or sigmoidal functions using the Bayesian information criterion (Schwarz, 1978).
Finally, best performance as well as extrapolation performance was determined by calculating the accuracy of each
model at the episode during training that had the highest average accuracy across N ∈ {1, 10}. The extrapolation set was
defined as N = {11, 15}, a set of instructions for give-N that
was never presented to the model during training, but was
nevertheless tested for accuracy at each checkpoint. Occasionally, our models exhibited unstable behavior (i.e., initially
learning the task well, but then dropping in performance prior
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(a) ESBN Model

(b) Dot-product Model

(c) LSTM Baseline

(d) Transformer Baseline

Figure 2: Accuracy on the give-N task for all trained models.
Two bars are displayed for each N: the point during training with the highest average accuracy across N from 1 to 10
(dark blue) and the best accuracy for each N at any point in
training (light blue, left out for extrapolation to avoid using
extrapolation performance to select when to test the model).
Bars in each subplot represent mean and standard error across
an ensemble of 30 trained models. The red line separates the
training regime (left) from the extrapolation regime (right).
to the final episode). This required us to select an appropriate
testing point, intentionally not using accuracy on the extrapolation set to determine this point in order to avoid test-set
leakage into our results. In order to evaluate more modest
success, particularly for the baseline models, we also report
the best performance for each N ∈ {1, 10} at any point during
training individually.

Results
Overall performance and extrapolation performance are
shown in Figure 2. The ESBN model learned the task
well, and achieved significant extrapolation. The dot-product
model did even better in these respects. In contrast, while the
baseline models performed well for N up to around 5, performance degraded in various ways past that. For example,
unlike the ESBN and dot-product models, the LSTM baseline
struggled to perform well for higher values of N simultaneously, indicated by the difference between best accuracy at
any time during training, and best accuracy when the model
was doing its best on average. The transformer baseline struggled as N increased, with only 3 models ever crossing threshold on Give-10. The baseline models were also incapable of
extrapolation (N=11-15; Fig. 2c and 2d).
The developmental trajectory of performance on the training set is shown in Figure 3. In order to be included in the
plot, a model had to have crossed threshold at some point during training for all N displayed. The ESBN and dot-product
models achieved criterial accuracy (66%) for all values of N
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(a) ESBN Model

(b) Dot-product Model

(c) LSTM Baseline

(d) Transformer Baseline

Figure 3: Developmental trajectories for all models. For each
requested N on the x-axis, the episode at which a threshold of
66% accuracy was crossed is displayed on the y-axis (which
begins after 50,000 episodes of the step-1 curriculum). Insets show zoomed-in trajectories, colours represent individual models, and error bars represent standard deviation across
models. Out of a training ensemble of 30 models, only those
that reached threshold performance for all N at some point
during training were included (n=30/30 for ESBN and dotproduct models, n=25/30 for LSTM baseline, and n=3/30 for
the transformer baseline).
for 30/30 models; in contrast, only 25/30 LSTM baseline and
3/30 transformer baseline models met this criterion. Though
not shown, the transformer model also failed when we input
the object vector after rather than before the transformer layer.
All models that met criterion displayed sequential learning, with higher values of N crossing the threshold later than
lower values of N (this occurred even without being enforced
by curriculum training, but those results are not shown).
However, the ESBN and dot product models achieved these
thresholds much earlier in training (∼ 100k episodes) compared to the baseline models (∼ 450k episodes). However,
only the ESBN displayed an inflection point, past which criterial performance for higher N’s were reached after many
fewer epochs of training, and sometimes almost immediately.
This was confirmed using a Bayesian information criterion
to compare linear, exponential, logarithmic and sigmoidal fits
to the development trajectory of the ESBN model. The sigmoidal fit best; and, when fit to the trajectory of individual
instances of the model to quantify the N of inflection, exhibited a mean of 4.38 ± 0.39 (mean ± sd).
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We showed that a model of counting based on the ESBN architecture, and trained with reinforcement learning, exhibited
a developmental trajectory qualitatively similar to the one observed in humans learning to count, as well as the capacity for systematic extrapolation. A model that implemented
only the retrieval operation required for the counting task
(the dot-product similarity operation) displayed good performance and extrapolation, but not a clear inflection in its developmental trajectory. Baseline models using either an LSTM
or transformer as a controller, but without the external memory component, displayed much slower learning overall, no
inflection in the learning trajectory, and no capacity for extrapolation. The transformer model did particularly poorly,
possibly because standard transformers are ill-suited to processing adjacent time-steps (Mishra, Rohaninejad, Chen, &
Abbeel, 2017).
One explanation for the success of the ESBN model was
identified where it was first described (Webb et al., 2021).
There, the authors argued that because the information stream
accessible to the controller was isolated from the incoming
data stream by the key/value memory, the controller was free
to produce and respond to abstract representations needed to
perform the task, without being shaped or tied to individual items (tokens); these could be thought of as fulfilling the
role of symbols in traditional architectures. Here, the key associated with (i.e. bound to) the instruction embedding z0
was this symbol, which functioned as N in the give-N task.
Since the controller’s job was to report when the correct count
was reached, it simply had to recognize when kr was close
enough to this key. Once learned, it could quickly gain the
capacity to give any N for as high as it could count.
Here, we relaxed the isolation of the controller from the
data, giving it access to both the key and value streams at
every time-point, and allowed it to learn which source of information was most useful. In principle, the network could
have ignored the input from its external memory (the retrieved keys), performing the task only on the basis of the
count embeddings that it received directly as input. However,
this likely would have resulted in overfitting to the count embeddings observed in the training set, preventing extrapolation to new count embeddings, as was observed for the LSTM
and transformer baseline models. Surprisingly, the ESBN did
not display this overfitting, suggesting that it was indeed performing the task on the basis of information retrieved from its
external memory.
We hypothesize that this occurred because the gradients
associated with the direct input of count embeddings at the
beginning of an episode tended to vanish over the course
of the episode, whereas the information retrieved from external memory was available at the time point immediately
before the relevant action (done) was taken. This suggests
that the strict architectural separation in the original ESBN
model might not be necessary to achieve systematic behavior. It is also interesting to note that both baseline models

had good performance until around N = 5, past which performance degraded, reflecting the possibility that increased task
difficulty after this point pressured the transition from a specific to a systematic solution in the ESBN model. It could be
that a similar mechanism is responsible for the transition seen
around N = 5 in children.
We found that a simpler version of the model, incorporating only the dot-product similarity operation, displayed a
comparable level of task performance and extrapolation. This
suggests that, in the context of this task, this dot-product operation was the key inductive bias that enabled the ESBN to display systematic counting behavior. However, this simpler version of the model was specifically designed for the counting
task, since the relevant similarity value (between the instruction and the count at each time step) was passed directly to
the controller, rather than being embedded in a more generalpurpose memory architecture. Furthermore, this version of
the model did not exhibit an inflection in its learning trajectory, suggesting that this inflection may reflect the difficulty
of learning to interact with memory. For these reasons, this
model should be viewed as an attempt to better understand the
operations of the ESBN, rather than a competing theoretical
account.
One concern with the developmental trajectory displayed
by the ESBN might be that, although it exhibits an inflection,
that is softer than a more discrete transition to the CP-knower
stage suggested by some developmental data (Wynn, 1992).
It is worth emphasizing that this data was collected at longitudinal intervals of a minimum of 5-8 weeks, and so may
not have adequate temporal resolution to clearly distinguish
between these two possibilities. Future work involving more
fine-grained longitudinal evaluation might test whether this
transition is truly discrete, or closer to the sigmoidal trajectory displayed by the ESBN.
We exploited a form of curriculum learning in the present
work, first pre-training networks to iterate through the count
sequence, then training them to select objects, and finally to
perform the give-N task. It was possible for networks to learn
all of these tasks at the same time, but we chose a curricular
approach to mirror the fact that children are typically able to
memorize arbitrary sequences early on, and often can count
to numbers much higher than they are able to successfully
employ in tasks such as give-N (Fuson, Richards, & Briars,
1982). Importantly, the pre-learned count sequence could be
used as scaffolding to support extrapolation to numbers outside the range of training on the give-N task.
Some have argued that the transition to being a CP-knower,
as measured by the give-N task, marks a more general semantic induction of abstract number concepts, as measured by
other related tasks (such as the ability to judge which of two
numbers is greater) (Sarnecka & Carey, 2008). Our model,
which was only trained to perform the give-N task, offers
an alternative interpretation: the developmental trajectory observed in this task might reflect the learning of a systematic,
but narrow, procedure, rather than a general understanding
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of cardinality. In line with this view, there is some evidence
to suggest that children can often succeed on the give-N task
while failing to perform closely related tasks (Davidson et al.,
2012). Thus, similar to our model, children may indeed undergo a phase in which their ability to perform related counting tasks is not yet integrated, and is better characterized as
a set of ‘blind’ procedures specific to each task, despite being able to perform those procedures in a systematic manner. This is in line with the ‘knowledge-in-pieces’ view of
development, whereby early concepts are not immediately integrated into a coherent whole (DiSessa, 2014).
Limitations and Future Work Despite the limitation of
having trained our models on only one task, it is possible that
the ESBN architecture may not only facilitate the learning
of systematic procedures in specific tasks (as demonstrated
here) but in a multi-task learning context as well. In future
work, we plan to train networks on multiple related tasks (e.g.
the how-many task, unit task, and direction task (Sarnecka &
Carey, 2008)) and study whether the ESBN affords a similar
benefit in terms of the ability to perform these tasks systematically, and in a manner that mirrors the human developmental
trajectory. We are also interested in allowing the controller to
select the most useful stream of data to bind to its memory
depending on its goal, so that we don’t need to hard-code its
use of the pre-trained counter. Preliminary data suggest the
model is capable of making this selection.
Additionally, some instances of the baseline models failed
to learn the full task, and some of the ESBN models were
unstable, learning the task well initially but then having performance drop as training progressed. This could have been
due to the high-variance of the policy gradient estimator (the
REINFORCE algorithm). We tried to replicate the human
ability to learn from a single episode at a time, but off-policy
learning methods (e.g. replay) might be required to ensure
all networks reliably learn the task. As well, more advanced
policy gradient algorithms might improve performance of our
models, and are left to future work for implementation.
Finally, our model was restricted in that it could only count
as high as the length of the count sequence it was trained to
memorize, representing an intermediate level of human development (i.e. the stage when children cannot count higher
than their memorized count sequence, despite being presumed CP-knowers). Most adults are capable of counting to
arbitrarily large numbers, using a recursive, hierarchical algorithm; that is, cycling through digits and keeping track of
place values. We believe that introducing hierarchical structure, context segmentation and normalization (Webb et al.,
2020), together with recursive application of the counter’s
ability to iterate through a fixed sequence, might permit the
capacity for unbounded counting. This offers the promise
of providing a neurally plausible mechanism for symbolic
counting, which lies at the heart of many powerful cognitive
functions of which humans are capable, including mathematical reasoning.
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Abstract
Prediction error is known to enhance priming effects for
familiar syntactic structures; it also strengthens the formation
of new declarative memories. Here, we investigate whether
violating expectations may aid the acquisition of new abstract
syntactic structures, too, by enhancing memory for individual
instances which can then form the basis for abstraction. In a
cross-situational artificial language learning paradigm,
participants were exposed to novel syntactic structures in
ways that either violated their expectations (Surprisal group)
or that conformed to them (Control group). Results from a
delayed post-test show that participants in the Surprisal group
developed stronger representations of the structures’ formmeaning mappings and were better able to generalize them to
new instances, relative to the Control group.
Keywords: language acquisition; syntax; prediction error;
cross-situational learning; artificial language learning

Introduction
Is it possible to ‘surprise’ a learner into acquiring a new
structure in a foreign language? A growing body of
literature suggests that unpredictable input favours language
learning, in various ways. For instance, violated
expectations about a structure’s usage contribute to the
acquisition of that structure in the long term (Robenalt &
Goldberg, 2016; Goldberg, 2016). Additionally, structural
priming – an increased likelihood to use or expect the
syntactic structures we are exposed to, often called
adaptation when it persists in the long term – is likely one
of the mechanisms by which we tune into the patterns of our
language (Peter & Rowland, 2019). There is evidence that
prediction error drives adaptation to syntactic structure, both
from computational modelling (Chang, Dell, & Bock, 2006)
and empirical studies with both first language (L1) and
second language (L2) speakers (Fazekas, Jessop, Pine, &
Rowland, 2020; Montero-Melis & Jaeger, 2019). Fazekas et
al. (2020) looked at the adaptation to two different syntactic
structures in competition with each other: the direct object
dative (DOD) and prepositional dative (PD). They used
“prime surprisal”, a method based on priming paradigms,
relying on the fact that the two structures have different
likelihoods of occurring with specific verbs. For instance,
the verb give is more likely to occur with a DOD structure,
while bring is more often used with a PD. Priming for either
dative structure is generally greater when it is encountered
with a non-typical verb (Peter, Chang, Pine, Blything, &
Rowland, 2015; Jaeger & Snider, 2013). Fazekas et al.
extended this paradigm by adding an immediate post-test to
look for evidence of adaptation in production as a
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consequence of surprisal, in both children (5- to 6-year-old)
and adults. In that post-test, both children and adults showed
a greater shift towards producing the DOD if it had been
presented with non-typical verbs in the priming procedure.
Structural priming and adaptation phenomena affect
representations that have already been acquired; what
changes as a consequence of exposure, and is further
increased by prediction error, is the strength of existing
structural representations. However, evidence shows that
prediction error can also enhance the formation of new
individual memories: events or associations which violate
our expectations are remembered better than those that
conform with them (one-shot declarative learning). Novel
associations are better remembered if they violate an
established pattern (Greve, Cooper, Tibon, & Henson, 2019;
Brod, Hasselhorn, & Bunge, 2018). Stimuli that benefit
from one-shot declarative learning include picture-word
associations (Greve, Cooper, Kaula, Anderson, & Henson,
2017) and translation word pairs (De Loof, Ergo, Naert,
Janssens, Talsma, Van Opstal, & Verguts, 2018). Surprising
feedback, too, is better remembered. In Fazio & Marsh
(2009), participants answered general knowledge questions
(rating their confidence in their answers) and were then
shown the correct answer, which was displayed in either red
or green letters. When feedback was unexpected (either
following a high-confidence incorrect answer, or a lowconfidence correct one – in the latter case, it would
unexpected because participants did not expect their answer
to be the correct one) participants retained better memory of
the feedback message. Specifically, they were better at
remembering the font colour in which unexpected feedback
was displayed, compared to feedback that was expected.
This suggests that surprising feedback leads to a greater
effort to encode it (known as the surprise hypothesis),
resulting in better ‘source memory’ (defined as memory for
the conditions in which the feedback is encoded, including
everything that gets encoded besides the content of the
feedback itself). While the Fazio & Marsh (2019) study is
not directly concerned with the acquisition of new linguistic
structures, it shows that learners form stronger
representations of material that is presented in a surprising
fashion. This suggests the possibility that new linguistic
structures, too, may be better remembered when they a
presented in an unexpected way, a possibility which we will
explore in the present study.
There is also more direct evidence that the effect of
violation expectation on novel memory formation can aid
language acquisition: Stahl & Feigenson (2017) showed that
violation of expectations promotes vocabulary learning in

young children. In their study, 3- to 6-year-old children
were exposed to novel events which were either entirely
possible or which violated core properties of the objects
involved (e.g., a cup vanishing and reappearing in a
different location). They were then taught the verb
corresponding to the action (Experiment 1) or the noun
denoting one of the objects (Experiment 2), and were tested
immediately on its meaning. Children were significantly
more accurate in their responses for verbs and nouns that
they had learned in surprising events than for those they had
learned in expected events (on which they performed at
chance level). The effect was limited to nouns and actions
involved in the surprising event: If children were taught the
name for an object that was present during the event but did
not participate in it, there was no learning effect
(Experiment 4). This suggests that violated expectation did
not aid learning simply by increasing attention1 or arousal,
but that it led children to revise their predictions about
specific objects and events (Stahl & Feigenson, 2017).
We are now beginning to form a picture of the ways in
which expectation violation can aid learning with regards to
different aspects of language. If a learner already has the
relevant abstract syntactic representation, encountering the
structure in an unexpected context appears to strengthen that
representation. Prediction error can also facilitate the
acquisition of new declarative memories for lexical items,
such as nouns or verbs, leading to stronger memory
formation than non-surprising contexts. But what about the
acquisition of new, syntactic representations among adult
learners who have already established their L1 system? In
this study, we address an unexplored gap in the literature,
asking whether expectation violation could also aid the
development of new abstract structural representations,
including acquisition of their specific form-meaning
mappings, rather than just strengthening existing ones.
Following a usage-based approach to language acquisition,
we assume that structural knowledge emerges through
abstraction from individual learned exemplars (Bybee &
Hopper, 2001; N. Ellis, 2002; N. Ellis, Römer, &
O’Donnell, 2016). If expectation violation can aid memory
for individual instances, then we hypothesise that it may
also aid the acquisition of structural knowledge through
abstraction from these individual instances.

The Present Study
To investigate whether expectation violation could aid the
development of new syntactic representations, we carried
out a controlled learning experiment using an artificial
language (Yorwegian). We used an adapted version of the
cross-situational learning paradigm used by Walker,
Monaghan, Schoetensack, & Rebuschat (2020), in which
participants simultaneously learn the vocabulary and
grammar of a novel language by listening to new sentences
1
Surprisal does also lead to greater attention in infants,
however, with evidence suggesting that there is an “optimal” level
of surprisal beyond which attention decreases again (Kidd,
Piantadosi., & Aslin, 2012).
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and choosing between possible interpretations for them.
Learners were first introduced to a default syntactic
structure, the active construction, which they learned while
they were also learning the vocabulary of the language.
Then, once this structure had been learned and consolidated,
participants were exposed on the second day to a more
complex alternative, the passive construction. This
simulates to some extent the real-life learning experience of
many L2 English learners, who are likely to encounter the
passive construction at a later stage in their learning due to
its lower frequency and higher complexity, relative to the
active construction. In this context, we manipulated the
utterance containing the passive construction (in what we
called a ‘feedback’ turn), so as to make it either unexpected
(Surprisal group) or expected (Control group) relative to the
pattern established during training. We hypothesised that
participants in the Surprisal group would develop stronger
representations for the passive sentences encountered in
feedback, leading to improved learning of the passive
syntactic structure itself.

Method
76 native English speakers (59 females, MAGE = 31, SD =
7.62) were recruited from online research platform Prolific
and completed the study over the course of three
consecutive days, receiving a compensation of £12.
Participants were all resident in the United Kingdom at the
time of taking part in the study. Participants were randomly
assigned to either the Surprisal (n = 39) or Control (n = 37)
group on the first day of the study. The slight numerical
imbalance between groups is a consequence of attrition,
which is more difficult to control in an online study relative
to a lab-based one (participants were evenly assigned to the
two conditions on Day 1, but not all completed all three
days: of 104 participants who began the experiment, only 76
finished it).

Materials
Participants were trained in an artificial language called
Yorwegian, consisting of four nouns (glim, blom, prag,
meeb – man, woman, boy, girl), eight verbs (flug-, loom-,
gram-, pod-, zal-, shen-, norg-, klig- – call, chase, greet,
interview, pay, photograph, scare, and threaten), one
determiner (lu - the) and one preposition (ka - by). The
specific word meaning pairs within the noun and verb
categories were randomly assigned for every participant.
All sentences were SVO, but there were two possible
syntactic structures, differentiated by verbal inflection and
use of the preposition ka. These were the Active structure
(e.g., Lu meeb flugat lu prag, “The girl calls the boy”) and
the Passive (e.g., Lu prag fluges ka lu meeb, “The boy is
called by the girl”). This type of passive construction is
naturally found in Scandinavian languages. It was chosen so
as to have a way of forming passive structures that would
not be entirely familiar to L1 English speakers (as there is
no equivalent of the BE auxiliary in Yorwegian), while still
being ecologically valid.

We used a set of 208 black and white photographs
depicting transitive actions, which we adapted from
materials used by Segaert, Menenti, Weber, Petersson, &
Hagoort (2012). The main set of training and testing
pictures used on all three days (192 images) depicted the
eight verbs: call, chase, greet, interview, pay, photograph,
scare, and threaten. There were four characters which could
fill the roles of Agent and Patient: man, woman, girl and
boy. All possible combinations of different characters were
included for each training verb, which yielded 12 possible
Agent-Patient combinations (the Agent and Patient were
always played by different characters). In the training set,
the 12 Agent-Patient combinations were repeated for each
of the eight verbs, yielding a total number of 96 possible
scenes. Each scene was enacted twice, each with different
actors, giving a total of 192 unique pictures. One set of 96
pictures was used in training blocks, on Day 1 and then
again on Day 2, while the other set was reserved for testing
blocks. Each picture could appear with one of two possible
syntactic structures (Active and Passive constructions), for a
total of 384 unique picture-sentence combination. Noun and
verb meanings were randomly assigned for each participant.
An additional generalisation set was also used (16 images).
The pictures in this set depicted four additional transitive
verbs (dress, hug, pull, and push) and were used in a
generalisation structure test block on Day 3, to test
participants’ ability to process the syntactic structures they
had been previously exposed to when used with novel verbs.

followed the exact same protocol. On Day 2, participants
followed the same procedure with the exception of four
blocks (blocks 5-8), where we introduced the surprisal
manipulation (described in the next section). On Day 3, both
groups again followed the same protocol throughout.
Participants were given a debriefing questionnaire at the end
of the experiment to assess the development of any explicit
rule knowledge.
Cross-situational Learning Task Participants received no
explicit instruction on either the grammar rules or
vocabulary of Yorwegian. They were taught using an
adapted version of the cross-situational task used by Walker
et al. (2020), which was also used for testing. Participants
heard individual sentences in Yorwegian, while two pictures
appeared on screen side by side. Their task was to select the
picture that corresponded to the sentence they just heard
(target) by pressing the left or right arrow on their
keyboard; in normal learning and testing trials, they
received no feedback on their answers. Trials were
presented in blocks of 16 items each (Figure 1). There were
four different types of trials: learning trials, vocabulary test
trials, structure test trials, and learning trials with feedback
(which included the critical between-group manipulation),
as follows:
Learning trials. Distractor Agent, Patient and Verb were
picked at random by the experimental software.
Lu meeb flugat lu blom

Surprisal
Group
Control
Group

Figure 2: Example of a learning trial

Figure 1: Cross-situational learning task schedule

Procedure
Participants did a cross-situational learning task online over
the course of three consecutive days (Figure 1). The average
total duration of the study was ~75min, with each of the
three sessions taking approximately 25min. On each day,
participants had to complete the session between 10am and
6pm. Subjects were randomly assigned to one of two
groups, Surprisal or Control. On Day 1, the two groups
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Learning trials with feedback. On Day 2, all learning
blocks (Blocks 2-3 and 5-8), contained a proportion of
learning trials with feedback. 12 out of 16 learning trials in
each of these blocks were followed by feedback on the
answer just given: after making their choice (in a learning
trial), participants were shown the correct picture which
they should have picked, regardless of whether they had
picked it or not (in a feedback screen). The saw the correct
picture displayed on its own, in the centre of the screen, and
they also heard the sentence which they had responded to
once again. More precisely, they heard a sentence with the
same agent, patient and verb as the one they had responded
to, but the syntactic structure used to describe the scene

could either be the same (congruent feedback) or different
(incongruent). In Blocks 2 – 3, all feedback was congruent
and evenly spread across structures: both groups received
feedback on 6 passive and 6 active learning trials per block,
and the sentence they heard during feedback matched the
one they had responded to in both content and structure.
In Blocks 5 – 8, we introduced the between-group
‘surprisal’ manipulation. Feedback was still given on 12 out
of 16 trials, and both groups still received congruent
feedback on 8 of these trials (4 active and 4 passive). The
remaining 4 learning trials with feedback were manipulated
so that the feedback they were followed by was congruent
for the Control group, but incongruent for the Surprisal
group. In the Control group, these four critical trials
required participants to respond to a passive sentence, while
in the Surprisal group participants would respond to an
active one. This was done to ensure that the feedback itself
– the sentence learners were exposed after giving their
answer, as they saw the correct picture again – would be in
the passive for both groups. In this way, both groups
received feedback on their answers 12 times over the course
of each block, and of these 12 times, it was accompanied by
a passive structure 8 times, and by an active one 4 times2.
Over the course of the whole experiment, participants saw
16 critical learning trials with feedback (with incongruent
feedback for the Surprisal group, but congruent for Control).
Each of these critical trials was followed by a structure test
trial, which is described below.
Structure test trials. All parameters in the pictures were
kept constant apart from Agent and Patient roles, which
were reversed from target to distractor (e.g., if the target
picture was The girl interviews the man, the distractor
would be The man interviews the girl). The following
parameters were always randomly chosen: the position of
target and distractor picture on screen (left / right), and the
position of Agent and Patient characters inside the pictures
(left / right). Structure test trials were included in structure
test blocks and also immediately following critical feedback
trials.
Noun test trials. All parameters in the pictures were kept
constant apart from the Patient noun (e.g., if the target
picture was The girl interviews the man, the distractor could
be either The girl interviews the woman or The girl
interviews the boy). Noun test trials were included in
vocabulary test blocks only.
Verb test trials. All parameters in the pictures were kept
constant apart from Verb. Verb test trials were included in
vocabulary test blocks only.
Debriefing Questionnaire At the end of Day 3, participants
were administered a debriefing questionnaire. The first part
2
The numerical imbalance between active and passive feedback
was intentional, given that the passive was the ‘minority’ structure
that we intended to boost through increased exposure. This is also
why only 12 of 16 learning trials per block were followed by
feedback – giving feedback on all 16 would have caused
participants to see an equal amount of active and passive feedback.
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of the questionnaire included questions on the participants’
educational and language background. The second part
included specific questions on the experiment itself, aimed
at probing participants’ awareness of the structures and of
the functional distinction between them (“Did you notice
that a new type of sentence was introduced on Day 2
(yesterday's session)?”, and if Yes, “What were the two
types of sentence you learned, and what do you think the
difference was between them?”).

Results
A total of 70 participants were included in the analysis. Four
participants were excluded for failing to listen to the items
before giving their responses (the criterion response time for
this exclusion decision was under 1s on at least six trials per
block, in any given block). One participant was excluded
due to suspect unfair means (such as taking notes, based on
response times over 10s and 100% accuracy from Block 1
of the cross-situational learning task on Day 1). One
participant was excluded for failing to finish the Day 2 task
in one sitting. We report data from the three structure test
blocks (one at the end of Day 2, and two on Day 3) and
from the debriefing questionnaire. Data from structure trials
during the learning phase was analysed but is not reported
for space reasons (no significant differences were observed
between groups in these trials).

Structure Test Blocks
We analysed accuracy data as a binary outcome (correct /
incorrect) at the trial level. We used generalized linear
mixed-effect models (GLMER) for binomial data, which we
implemented in R version 4.0.3 (R Core Team, 2020) using
the lme4 package (Bates, Mächler, Bolker, & Walker,
2015). Following Barr, Levy, Scheepers, & Tily (2013) we
used the maximal random structure supported by the model.
For each model, we first created a formula containing the
maximal fixed effect structure and the maximal random
effect structure (random intercepts by subject and item as
well as random slopes for subjects and items by each of the
fixed effect predictors, and their interactions). We used the
package buildmer (Voeten, 2020) to automatically identify
the maximal random structure that would allow the model to
converge. We then used buildmer again on the resulting
formula to do stepwise backwards model selection using
likelihood-ratio tests, eliminating fixed-effect predictors one
by one (starting from higher-level interactions) and only
retaining them if they significantly improved model fit. We
analysed data from the three structure test blocks in
individual glmer models, entering Group, Structure (Active
vs. Passive) and their interaction as predictors in the initial
model for each. We report the coefficients of the mixedeffect models converted to odds ratios (OR) to provide a
measure of effect size, together with the statistical
significance of the effects (p values).

% correct

Group

Surprisal

respective functions. To assess whether the experimental
manipulation had made participants in the Surprisal group
more likely to develop explicit knowledge of the Active /
Passive distinction, we constructed a simple logistic
regression with explicit knowledge as a binary outcome and
Group as predictor. While the Surprisal group had a
numerically higher rate of explicit knowledge, the effect
was not significant (OR = 0.50, 95% CI [0.19 – 1.28], p =
.15). However, a post-hoc power analysis carried out using
G*Power (Faul, Erdfelder, Buchner, & Lang, 2009) showed
the debriefing questionnaire to be underpowered (0.24
power), meaning that we cannot draw definitive conclusions
form the lack of a significant effect.

Control

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
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passive

active

Structure

Discussion

Figure 3: Day 3 structure test block (new verbs). Dotted
line represents chance (50%) level accuracy. Shaded
rectangles mark 95% CIs.
Day 2 (trained verbs) In the structure test block on Day 2,
there was a numerical trend towards higher accuracy in the
Surprisal group and for Active sentences (Surprisal group:
Active M = 74.7% (SD = 43.6%), Passive M = 66.7% (SD =
47.2%); Control group: Active M = 65.4% (SD = 47.6%),
Passive M = 57.4% (SD = 49.5%), but there were no
statistically significant effects of either Group or Structure.
Day 3 (trained verbs) In this test block, we found a
significant effect of Structure (OR = 2.80, 95% CI [1.50 –
5.23], p = .001), due higher accuracy for Active relative to
Passive, in both groups (Surprisal group: Active M = 78.4%
(SD = 41.2%), Passive M = 62.8% (SD = 48.4%); Control
group: Active M = 75.4% (SD = 43.2%), Passive M = 58.5%
(SD = 49.4%). There was no significant effect of Group.3
Day 3 (new verbs) In the generalisation structure test
block (Figure 2), we found significant main effects of Group
(OR = 2.42, 95% CI [1.28 – 4.61], p = .007) and Condition
(OR = 3.05, 95% CI [1.56 – 5.95], p = .001), but no
interaction between the two. Subjects in the Surprisal group
were more accurate than the Control group, and both groups
had higher accuracy for active structures (Surprisal group:
Active M = 83.7% (SD = 37%), Passive M = 65.3% (SD =
47.7%); Control group: Active M = 69.5% (SD = 46.1%),
Passive M = 54.4% (SD = 49.9%).

Debriefing Questionnaire
21 out of 36 subjects in the Surprisal group and 14 out of 34
subjects in the Control group developed sufficient explicit
knowledge of the structures to be able to verbalise their

Our research question concerned the effect of prediction
error on the acquisition of new structural knowledge. We
hypothesised that violating expectations at the item level
would lead to stronger abstract structural knowledge in the
Surprisal group: Our results broadly support this hypothesis.
We found that participants in the Surprisal group performed
significantly better than those in the Control group in a
structure comprehension test using novel verbs, which
shows that the Surprisal group had developed stronger
abstract knowledge than the Control group, and were able to
use that knowledge to generalize that structure to a new
lexicon.4 The effects we observed, however, were not
limited to the passive construction as we had hypothesised,
given that the manipulation was on passive items only. In
the comprehension test, the advantage for the Surprisal
group was found across both structures. We consider these
findings below, offering possible interpretations for the
observed pattern of results and discussing their implications.
In the structure test on Day 3 (new verbs), we found a
main effect of Structure and one of Group: Both groups
were better at selecting the correct interpretation of active
sentences than they were for passive ones, and the Surprisal
group was overall more accurate than the Control group.
The effect of structure is compatible with our experimental
design: Given that participants had received more and
earlier exposure to this structure than to the passive, it is not
surprising that they developed higher accuracy on it. We
also expected the Surprisal group to perform better than the
Control group in the structure test, which was confirmed.
However, the effect was found for both Active and Passive
structures (and was numerically greater for active ones),
whereas we had expected to find an advantage specifically
4

3

We can only draw limited conclusions from the results of the
Day 3 (trained verbs) test block, however, as this block was
affected by a counterbalancing error which meant that half of the
participants (equally spread among groups) saw the exact same
items as in the Day 2 structure test (while the other half saw the
same pictures but described using the opposite structure, which
was the intended design). This does not affect the following test
block (Day 3, new verbs), which used entirely novel Agent – Verb
– Patient combinations, with verbs not encountered during training.
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While we claim that participants developed abstract structural
knowledge, we do not make any specific claims with regards to the
relationship between the novel Yorwegian structures and those in
the participants’ L1 (English). It is possible that participants simply
learned an extension of the English active / passive distinction, to
which they added the novel morphemes. But it may also be the
case that they acquired the new structures as separate
representations, which would them become linked to their L1
representations for the active / passive structure.

for passive sentences, given that they were the target of our
experimental manipulation. There is, however, a plausible
way in which better knowledge of the passive construction
could also lead to higher accuracy on active trials, by
providing negative evidence that could help participants rule
out the incorrect alternative. In our structure test, the
competitor (incorrect) picture always depicted the same
action happening with agent and patient roles reversed,
meaning the two constructions were effectively put in
competition against each other. If the sentence was in the
active form, e.g., Lu meeb flugat lu prag (“The girl calls the
boy”), then the target picture would depict a girl calling a
boy, while the competitor would depict a girl being called
by a boy. This means that a sentence with the same nouns in
the same positions as the target sentence could be used to
describe the competitor picture, but only if it had different
morphosyntax, that is, Lu meeb fluges ka lu prag, (“The girl
is called by the boy”). Being sensitive to this distinction
would help participants make the correct choice by ruling
out the competitor picture, that is, by providing negative
evidence of what the active sentence could not describe.
Crucially, however, this requires specific sensitivity to the
morphosyntactic distinction, which would in turn depend on
accurate knowledge of the passive construction, as well as
the active. Relying only on vocabulary would not be of help
in this context, as both pictures could be described by
sentences containing the same verb and nouns in the same
order.
Another potential explanation for our findings is that
surprising feedback did lead to better structural learning, but
not in the way we had hypothesised. In this study, we opted
to generate surprisal by violating expectations about
experimental setup, rather than expectations about a specific
structure being used in a specific context, as done in verb
surprisal studies (e.g., Fazekas et al., 2020). The reason we
opted to do this was to avoid conflating the effect of
surprisal with that of variety: To violate expectations,
participants in the Surprisal group would have to be exposed
to the passive structure in novel contexts, besides those to
which both groups were exposed, which would result in the
Surprisal group encountering passive sentences in a greater
variety of contexts compared to Control. Evidence from
artificial language studies shows that the acquisition of
novel structures is positively influenced by context
variability (e.g., Gómez, 2002), so we sought to avoid
potential confounds by violating expectations in a way
which would not result in greater context variability.
However, in doing so, we unwittingly ran into another
potential confound. It is possible that what drove the effect
of the surprisal feedback trials was actually the juxtaposition
of an active and passive sentence used in sequence to
describe the same event, rather than the passive feedback
sentence being better encoded due to it being unexpected.
This would have showed learners that the two structures
could be used to describe the same event, potentially
prompting them to pay more attention to the specific formmeaning mappings in the two structures. If learners follow a
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“uniqueness principle” and assume that any given meaning
can only be encoded by one grammatical form (Pinker,
2009), then the presence of two superficially equivalent
forms may trigger a search for functional distinctions that
may justify the existence of both forms in the grammar. If
that were the case, we may expect the Surprisal group to
have greater awareness of the functional distinction between
the structures.
Unfortunately, we are not able to assess the possibility
that juxtaposition of structures is what was driving learning.
Firstly, while the debriefing questionnaire did not show any
significant differences in awareness between groups,
limitations with the tool we used mean we cannot draw any
definitive conclusions. The questionnaire had low statistical
power, and retrospective verbal report is generally not a
very sensitive measure of awareness (Rebuschat, 2013).
Secondly, the link we make between the juxtaposition
explanation and the emergence of awareness is speculative;
as it stands, we have no way to confirm or rule out this
explanation given the currently available data. One future
development of this research will address the issue by
including a measure of item memory, testing for specific
memory of the feedback sentences received in the critical
feedback trials. If participants do show better memory for
passive feedback sentences encountered in the surprising
condition, this will lend support to our original hypothesis,
that the surprisal manipulation improved memory for
individual items, which in turn lead to better generalisation.
However, this would not entirely rule out a role for the
second potential mechanism just described (i.e.,
juxtaposition of two structures leading to more accurate
representations of structure-meaning mappings). In order to
fully investigate this point, further research could include a
different way to generate surprisal, that does not result in
juxtaposition of an active with a passive sentence describing
the same picture. If the same effects are observed, it would
suggest that the effect of our experimental manipulation was
not primarily driven by the nature of our experimental
design.
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Abstract
Symmetry is ubiquitous in nature, in logic and mathematics,
and in perception, language, and thought. Although humans
are exquisitely sensitive to visual symmetry (e.g., of a
butterfly), linguistic symmetry goes far beyond visuospatial
properties: Many words refer to abstract, logically
symmetrical concepts (e.g., equal, marry). This raises a
question: Do representations of symmetry correspond across
language and vision, and if so, how? To address this question,
we used a cross-modal matching paradigm. On each trial,
adult participants observed a visual stimulus (either
symmetrical or non-symmetrical) and had to choose between
a symmetrical and non-symmetrical English predicate
unrelated to the stimulus (e.g., “negotiate” vs. “propose”). In a
first study with visual events (symmetrical collision or
asymmetrical launch), participants reliably chose the
predicate matching the event’s symmetry. A second study
showed that this “matching” generalized to static objects, and
was weakened when the stimuli’s binary-relational nature was
made less apparent (i.e., one object with a symmetrical
contour, rather than two symmetrically configured objects).
Taken together, our findings support the existence of an
abstract relational concept of symmetry which humans access
via both perceptual and linguistic means. More broadly, this
work sheds light on the rich, structured nature of the
language-cognition interface, and points towards a possible
avenue for acquisition of word-to-world mappings for the
seemingly inaccessible logical symmetry of linguistic terms.
Keywords: symmetry; abstract language; visual relations;
language-cognition interface; conceptual structure

Introduction
Language and thought are imbued with highly abstract
logical properties, including negation (e.g., no, not),
quantification (e.g., some, all), and symmetry (e.g., similar,
disagree). Such properties and their combinatorics underlie
high-level reasoning and are essential to how we construct,
understand, and evaluate utterances. To what degree and
how do such abstract elements correspond across different
cognitive systems? In the current work, we examine the
mental representation of one of these properties, symmetry,
across language and vision. We focus on symmetry because
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— although it is an abstract property in logic — it has
visuospatial reflexes that, if suitably structured, might
enable cross-domain correspondence.
Symmetry is pervasive in the natural and manmade world:
in biological and physical systems (as in the structure of
plants, animals, or crystals), artistry (as in sculptures or
paintings), and more. In general, symmetry can be
characterized as invariance under transformation. In logic,
symmetry is a property of binary relations that are invariant
under inverse transformation: a relation R is symmetrical if
and only if for all x,y: if R(x,y), then R(y,x) (Partee, 2008).
Thus, if x equals y, then y must equal x. In geometry,
symmetry is a property of figures or spatial arrays that are
invariant under transformations such as rotation, reflection,
or translation. For example, a butterfly’s wings show
reflective symmetry.
The questions we ask in our studies are the following: (1)
Is the abstract logical symmetry of lexical items mentally
accessible, even though it is not consistently marked
morphologically (in English)? (2) Does visual processing
also elicit an abstract representation of symmetry? and (3)
Do representations of symmetry correspond across language
and vision, and under what conditions?
A secondary motivation is that the abstract nature of
symmetry presents a problem for the language learner, who
must discover which words map onto such properties
(Gleitman, 1990; Yuan et al., 2012). If we find a
visual/linguistic correspondence for symmetry in the mind,
it may shed light on the initial steps undertaken by the
learner to discover which unfamiliar words map onto
abstract meanings (as we outline in the General Discussion).

Symmetry in Language and in Vision
Symmetry is crucial in both logical and geometric
reasoning; thus, it is not surprising that notions of symmetry
appear prominently across cognitive domains. Symmetry is

threaded throughout the vocabulary of natural languages,
and words with symmetrical content appear in virtually
every part of speech: Noun (cousin vs. father), verb (equal
vs. exceed), adjective (similar vs. larger), preposition (near
vs. above), and conjunction (and vs. because) (Partee, 2008;
Winter, 2018). Moreover, children appear to have an
adult-like understanding of such terms by four years of age
(Chestnut & Markman, 2016; Miller, 1998). Logical
symmetry as a property of lexical items can be appreciated
by examining the examples below:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

rather than as a purely low-level feature (Shao & Gentner,
2019). Additionally, there is some evidence for an intuitive
linguistic-visual link that operates over binary relations.
Recent work has demonstrated that speakers of Nicaraguan
Sign Language (NSL), an emerging language among deaf
individuals, spontaneously express logically symmetrical
concepts such as “high-five” iconically, using signs with
mirror-reflective symmetry (Gleitman et al., 2019). Does
such a linguistic-visual link also hold for non-signing
observers, and what is the nature of this link?

Present Studies

The shirt and the button match.
The shirt and the button match one another.
The shirt matches the button.
The button matches the shirt.
*The shirt matches.

It can be observed that if (1) is true, it entails the reciprocal
(2), as well as the sub-event in (3) and its inverse (4). Notice
also that because symmetry is a property of binary relations,
an utterance with a singular subject (5) is ill-formed
(Gleitman et al., 1996).1
The visual system also appears to be exquisitely sensitive
to symmetrical structure. Figural symmetry of single objects
or patterns — especially reflective symmetry across the
vertical (left-right) axis — is extracted rapidly and
automatically, and functions as a Gestalt property of
perceptual organization (for reviews, see Wagemans, 1997;
Wagemans et al., 2012). It is even available to preverbal
infants by 4 months of age (Bornstein & Krinsky, 1985).

Symmetry Across Language and Vision
Although symmetry appears in both language and vision, it
is unknown whether representations of symmetry are
compatible across the domains. After all, visual symmetry is
traditionally considered a property of figures or patterns,
while linguistic symmetry is a property of relations. For
visual information to be useful for learning words with
symmetrical meanings (our secondary motivation), visual
stimuli must be recognized as symmetrical in a way that
readily maps to the logical notion of symmetry.
One way these two notions of symmetry may be made
more compatible is via binary relations, what we call
“relational symmetry”. Notice that we not only observe
symmetry in figures or patterns (where it holds over object
parts or points in space), but we also observe binary
relations that are symmetrical, e.g., kisses and handshakes.
Yet the extent to which we analyze such visual relations as
symmetrical per se is unknown (cf. Baylis & Driver, 2001).
Nevertheless, recent work using a match-to-sample task
suggests that under the right conditions, young children may
process between-object symmetry as explicitly relational,
1

Although there has been controversy over whether true
symmetry is psychologically real (Tversky, 1977), Gleitman and
colleagues (1996) convincingly demonstrated that such items are
logically symmetrical, with asymmetries introduced by
asymmetrical (transitive) syntactic structures.
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Here we ask to what extent representations of symmetry
correspond across these cognitive systems, and we
characterize the conditions under which this correspondence
is available to the mind. To do so, we utilize a cross-modal
matching paradigm, which Strickland and colleagues (2015)
used to reveal an intuitive bias to map linguistic telicity or
“boundedness” (in English predicates) to visual
boundedness (in sign language signs). We took the same
approach here, using simple stimuli with geometric shapes
to isolate specific aspects of visual symmetry. This
paradigm bears similarities to relational match-to-sample
tasks used for investigating such mappings within-domain
(e.g., Hochmann et al., 2017; Shao & Gentner, 2019).
On each trial of our experiments, participants viewed a
visual stimulus (symmetrical or non-symmetrical), and then
had to choose between two English predicates (one
symmetrical, one non-symmetrical) that best matched what
they saw. Crucially, the predicates were not semantically
related to the visual stimuli in any direct way, apart from the
property of symmetry. We predicted that participants would
prefer to associate or “match” symmetrical predicates with
symmetrical visual stimuli, and non-symmetrical predicates
with non-symmetrical visual stimuli.
In Experiment 1, we used dynamic visual events
(symmetrical collision vs. asymmetrical launch). In
Experiment 2, we collected symmetry ratings to ask whether
symmetry was the best explanation for our effects. In
Experiment 3, we used static objects, manipulating the
number of objects (two vs. one) to change the salience of
the visual symmetry’s binary nature. To preview our results,
we found a robust matching effect across experiments, and
we determined that the binary nature of the stimulus is
important to engender a robust correspondence.
Sample sizes, experimental designs, and analysis plans for
Experiments 1 and 3 were pre-registered (available on our
repository at the Open Science Framework [OSF]).

Experiment 1: Visual Events
Participants
60 adults (U.S. IP addresses only) were recruited from the
online platform Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk).
Participants were excluded for failure to contribute a
complete dataset, reporting that they were not native English
speakers, or responding with extremely fast RTs (<200ms)

on >20% of trials. Five of these participants were excluded.
Remaining fast RT trials were also excluded.

prevalence of such items across the set of symmetricals and
non-symmetricals. Pairs appear in Table 1.

Stimuli

Visual Events. In symmetrical events, two objects
approached one another, made contact, and bounced away,
always with equal velocity. Non-symmetrical events were
Michottean causal launches: object A approached object B
(static), A made contact with B, and A stopped moving as
object B continued along A’s same trajectory. Across trials,
objects varied in color (red, green, or blue), shape (rectangle
or oval), and angle of trajectory (0 to 360 degrees,
45-degree increments). Stimuli had duration 1250ms and
size 640x400px. Examples are in Figure 1B; dynamic
versions may be viewed on our OSF repository.

There were two types of stimuli: linguistic (English
predicates) and visual (events between geometric shapes).
Table 1: Symmetrical (Sym) and Non-Symmetrical
(Non-Sym) Predicate Pairs.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Sym
box
tango
collide
date
chat
intersect
be identical
combine
separate
debate
marry
meet

Non-Sym
punch
lead
hit
befriend
tell
interfere
be inferior
expand
withdraw
lecture
adopt
greet

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

Sym
interact
match
disagree
clash
unite
be equal
be similar
agree
correspond
negotiate
collaborate
differ

Non-Sym
intervene
gauge
reject
confront
dominate
exceed
be typical
consent
contact
propose
contribute
alter

English Predicates. We generated 24 pairs of predicates,
each with one symmetrical and one non-symmetrical item.
We selected predicates across physical, social, or mental
domains. Predicates ranged from concrete to abstract.2
Symmetrical predicates had to meet several criteria. First,
they had to exhibit logical symmetry: for all x,y, if R(x,y)
then R(y,x). For example, if x equals y then y equals x, but if
John drowned Bill, it does not entail that Bill drowned John.
Second, they had to exhibit linguistic symmetry: that the
intransitive entails the reciprocal, as in (1) and (2) above
(Gleitman et al., 1996). If x and y are equal, x and y are
equal to each other, but the utterance John and Bill drowned
does not entail that John and Bill drowned each other. This
linguistic criterion was used to inform decisions about
logical symmetry. For example, if John loves Bill, then Bill
may in fact love John. But the sentence John and Bill love is
infelicitous, and does not entail that they love each other.
To select a yoked non-symmetrical foil for each
symmetrical, we found a predicate as close in meaning as
we could, apart from the property of symmetry. For
example, “to chat” and “to tell” are both verbs of
conversing, but chat refers to a symmetrical relation, while
tell does not. We also ensured that non-symmetricals failed
the logical and linguistic symmetrical criteria outlined
above. Predicate pairs were closely matched in length, log
frequency, and concreteness (Brysbaert et al., 2014). Since
in English, collectivity is sometimes marked with the prefix
“co-” (e.g., collaborate), we also attempted to balance the
2
We constrained our investigation to English predicates, as these
have been the primary focus of previous work (e.g., Dimitriadis,
2008). However, future work may test the correspondence for other
types, like kinship terms (e.g., cousin) or prepositions (e.g., near).
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Figure 1: (a) Example trial (Exps. 1 and 3). After observing
a visual stimulus, participants chose between two predicates,
one symmetrical and one non-symmetrical. (b) Example
stimuli in Experiment 1 and (c) Experiment 3.

Design and Procedure
The trial structure is schematized in Figure 1A. Participants
were told to select the phrase that best matched the visual
display. On each trial, participants viewed the same visual
stimulus twice (either symmetrical or non-symmetrical),
preceded by a fixation cross (350ms). The stimulus
disappeared and then a predicate pair appeared below it.
Each predicate was preceded by infinitival “to” (e.g., “to
box” vs. “to punch”), with order of display (symmetrical or
non-symmetrical first) randomized. Participants pressed the
F or J key to make their choice. Note again that no predicate
pair (besides the “collide”/“hit” item) was directly related
semantically to the visual events. Trial order was
pseudorandomized (24 trials total). Predicate pairs were
randomly assigned to each stimulus.

Analysis
To test for the effect of the type of visual stimulus on
predicate choice, we ran mixed effects logistic regression on
trial-level data. The dependent variable was “symmetrical
choice”: choosing the symmetrical predicate (rather than
non-symmetrical). The key independent variable was Visual
Type (symmetrical vs. non-symmetrical, sum-coded). A
main effect of Trial Number (centered) was included in the
baseline model to account for general order effects, and its
interaction with Visual Type was also tested in case the
effect of interest changed over the course of the study. We
tested for significance of factors in models by using

likelihood ratio tests on the Chi-square values from nested
model comparisons with the same random effects structure.3
The key prediction was a significant “matching” effect:
for symmetrical choices to be higher for symmetrical vs.
non-symmetrical visual stimuli (which would manifest as a
main effect of Visual Type).

predicates referred to an easily observable event or situation
(e.g., “tango”) or not (e.g., “agree”).

Experiment 2: Symmetry Ratings
Next we collected ratings of the symmetry of predicates and
related these to the matching effect of Experiment 1. If the
effect was driven by construal of symmetrical predicates as
such, we should observe that symmetry ratings predict the
degree to which participants matched a symmetrical
predicate to a symmetrical visual stimulus.

Participants
32 participants were recruited from MTurk. Seven of these
participants were excluded for low catch-trial performance.
Demographic factors were the same as in Experiment 1.

Stimuli, Design, and Procedure
Stimuli were the 48 predicates from Experiment 1.
Participants were instructed to rate how symmetrical each
predicate was (one at a time), from 1 to 6. Participants were
told a word is symmetrical if its meaning is “mutual”. They
were given contrasting examples for explanation (“cousin”
vs. “father”; “next to” vs. “on top of”).

Figure 2: (a) Experiment 1 results. Participants matched
symmetry across predicates and visual events. Item means
±95% CIs (within-item error bars). *** p < .001. (b) The
difference in predicate symmetry ratings (Exp. 2) predicted
the Exp. 1 “matching” effect, moreso for symmetrical visual
events (p < .001) than non-symmetrical events (p = .58),
with a marginal interaction between the two (p = .106).

Analysis

Results
Our prediction was confirmed: As can be seen in Figure 2A,
when participants viewed visual events that were
symmetrical, they more often selected an English predicate
with a logically symmetrical meaning (e.g., “equal” or
“meet”) than when they saw a visually non-symmetrical
event, χ2(1) = 19.90, p < .001 (a main effect of Visual Type).
In other words, symmetry across domains was “matched”
together in the minds of our participants. This was also
evident non-parametrically: 50/55 participants and 21/24
predicate pairs went in the direction of this effect. Moreover,
the effect was stable throughout the experiment: there was
no interaction between Visual Type and Trial Number, χ2(1)
= 0.31, p = .58.
Remarkably, this effect was true regardless of the
concreteness of the predicate pair. As can be seen in Table 1,
predicates varied from highly abstract (e.g., “to differ”) to
highly concrete and observable (e.g., “to box”). However,
average concreteness of the predicate pair was not a
predictor of the magnitude of the matching effect, χ2(1) =
1.16, p = .28 (concreteness norms from Brysbaert et al.,
2014).4 Thus, people tended to choose symmetrical
predicates for symmetrical visual events whether the
3

The random effects structure in all analyses was the maximal
structure that converged, with random intercepts and random
slopes by both participants and items (predicate pairs).
4
In fact, the effect of concreteness trended in the opposite
direction: the higher the average concreteness of the predicate pair,
the lower the matching effect (β = –0.16, s.e. = 0.15, z = –1.09).
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Symmetry ratings for each predicate were z-scored
within-participant and then averaged across participants.
The key measure was a “symmetry rating difference” for
each predicate pair: the difference in average symmetry
rating between a symmetrical predicate and its yoked
non-symmetrical counterpart.
To test how well symmetry ratings predicted the
“matching effect”, we used the symmetry rating difference
as a predictor in mixed effects logistic regression on
trial-level data from Experiment 1. Specifically, the
dependent variable was “match choice”: choosing the
predicate that matched the symmetry of the visual stimulus
(“symmetrical choice” for visual symmetry trials, and
“non-symmetrical choice” for visually non-symmetrical
trials). Independent variables were Visual Type
(symmetrical vs. non-symmetrical, sum-coded) and
Symmetry Rating Difference (centered). We predicted a
main effect of Rating Difference.

Results
First, ratings confirmed that across predicate pairs, our
symmetrical predicates are conceived of as more
symmetrical than their non-symmetrical counterparts. All
pairs had a positive z-scored Symmetry Rating Difference
(M=1.23, SD=0.56), ranging from “correspond”/“contact”
(0.12) up to “be identical”/“be inferior” (2.42).
As predicted, the difference in symmetry ratings
correlated with the matching effect: a model with the
additional factor of Symmetry Rating Difference was a
better fit than one with only a main effect of Visual Type,
χ2(1) = 11.69, p < .001.

Surprisingly, as can be seen in Figure 2B, this relationship
was stronger for collisions than launches: we observed a
marginal improvement of a model with the interaction of
Symmetry Rating Difference and Visual Type over one
without this interaction, χ2(1) = 2.61, p = .106. In separate
analyses on each visual type, we found that for collision
trials, a model with Rating Difference was a significantly
better fit than one without (χ2(1) = 13.14, p < .001), while
this was not the case for launch trials (χ2(1) = 0.31, p = .58).
Our interpretation of this difference between visual types
is the following (which we note is necessarily speculative).
We suspect that when observers view visually symmetrical
stimuli such as those in Experiment 1, these stimuli
inextricably evoke a notion of symmetry. This makes
symmetry available and salient as a dominant factor for
matching, beyond the other rich semantic information these
predicates also convey. By contrast, non-symmetrical visual
stimuli do not strongly evoke symmetry (or even absence of
symmetry), leaving other properties available for matching.

Experiment 3: One vs. Two Static Objects
Experiment 1 demonstrated that a correspondence exists
between logically symmetrical predicates and visual stimuli,
and Experiment 2 showed via symmetry ratings that this
correspondence was driven by symmetrical construal per se
(in both language and vision). What is the nature of this
cross-domain correspondence?
In particular, first we asked whether dynamic stimuli such
as the visual events of Experiment 1 are necessary to elicit
such correspondence. There is reason to think not. After all,
logically symmetrical predicates refer not just to events
(e.g., “to box”, “to collide”), but also to states (e.g., “to
match”, “to differ”). Likewise, the visual symmetry of static
figures is a core property extracted automatically in visual
processing (for review, see Wagemans, 1997).
Second, we asked whether construal of the visual stimulus
as a binary relation between entities (i.e., “relational
symmetry”) makes such correspondence more salient. There
are reasons to think it might. Recall that in language,
symmetry is a property of binary relations: i.e., relations
holding between two discrete entities. It turns out that
certain visual processes such as attention also operate over
discrete entities — visual objects — and not just over
features (e.g., edges, parts) or spatial regions (for review,
see Scholl, 2001). Remarkably, this even extends to
perception of certain relations: For example, chasing is
better detected when it occurs between discrete objects
rather than object parts (van Buren et al., 2017) — even
though such parts can be cognitively construed as discrete
entities. Indeed, the visual events of Experiment 1 occurred
between two objects and elicited a strong matching effect.
Here we asked whether the visual/linguistic symmetry
correspondence extends to static objects that convey
symmetry, and we tested whether such correspondence is
stronger for two discrete visual objects, where perceptual
accessibility of the relation’s binary nature is more salient.
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Participants
100 participants were recruited from the online platform
Prolific. Demographic factors and exclusion criteria were
the same as in Experiment 1 (one participant was excluded).

Stimuli
Linguistic stimuli were the predicate pairs from Experiment
1. Visual stimuli were simple objects constructed using
similar methods to Baylis and Driver (2001). Objects were
eight rectangular blocks (pseudorandom width) connected
adjacently, top to bottom. Each object was surrounded by a
black border and was placed with a slight shadow on a
textured background; together these cues bias interpretation
of the objects as figure rather than ground. Objects were
filled in red, green, or blue. Examples appear in Figure 1C.
Two factors were crossed in this experiment. First, visual
stimuli were either symmetrical or non-symmetrical.
Second, visual stimuli were either one or two objects. For
single symmetrical objects, rectangular blocks were
mirror-reflected about the vertical axis. Two-object versions
of each single object were created by making two
differently-colored objects face each other with the same
center-facing contour as the contour of the single
symmetrical object. Non-symmetrical versions of each
stimulus were made by offsetting 75% of the blocks
horizontally by a pseudorandom amount.

Design, Procedure, and Analysis
Design, procedure, and analysis were similar to Experiment
1, but with one additional factor: Object Number (One or
Two). There were two blocks of 12 trials: a One-Object
block and a Two-Object block (Block Order
counterbalanced across participants). Within-block, trials
were evenly divided between Symmetrical and
Non-Symmetrical visual stimuli (trial order randomized).
Block Order (sum-coded) was included as an additional
factor in model comparison. Images were displayed at
536x402px for 2784ms, preceded by a 350ms fixation cross.
Once again, the key prediction was a significant
“matching” effect, i.e., for symmetrical choices to be higher
for visually symmetrical vs. non-symmetrical stimuli (which
would manifest as a main effect of Visual Type). We also
predicted an interaction between Visual Type and Object
Number, whereby the “matching” effect for the Two Objects
condition would be greater than the One Object condition.

Results
Data appear in Figure 3. First, as in Experiment 1,
participants matched symmetrical predicates to symmetrical
visual stimuli more often than to non-symmetrical visual
stimuli, χ2(1) = 13.24, p < .001 (a main effect of Visual
Type). Confirming our second prediction, the matching
effect was stronger for Two-Object than One-Object trials.
This manifested as a significant interaction of Visual Type
and Object Number, χ2(1) = 4.76, p = .029 (compared to a
model with only main effects of these factors).

Finally, there were no order effects: the Two-Object
advantage for the matching effect held whether participants
viewed the One-Object or Two-Object block first (no
significant interaction of Block Order, Visual Type, and
Object Number, χ2(3) = 0.84, p = .84). This suggests that by
default the mind analyzes two symmetrically configured
visual objects in terms of a binary relation, which can then
more readily be associated with symmetrical predicates.

would reveal whether perception itself may automatically
furnish symmetry for observed situations, which could be
utilized for other cognitive processes such as word-learning.
Our data in Experiment 2 may suggest as much: The
symmetry rating difference between paired predicates
predicted the matching effect for symmetrical visual events
(collisions), but less so for non-symmetrical ones
(launches). This suggests that visually symmetrical events
made linguistic symmetry especially salient in the mind.
Future work may confirm and enrich this conclusion.

Implications for Learning Symmetrical Predicates

Figure 3: Experiment 3 results. Participants matched
symmetry across predicates and static objects, moreso for
two objects than one. Item means ±95% CIs (within-item
error bars). *** p < .001; ** p < .01; * p < .05.

General Discussion
Our studies show that the abstract property of symmetry is
represented and placed into correspondence across cognitive
systems, and reveal several aspects of its nature. First,
individuals have access to the formal property of symmetry
for predicates. Second, individuals are sensitive to visual
cues to symmetry. Third, the commonality in symmetry
across vision and language is intuitive, such that individuals
in our studies associated symmetrical items across these two
domains. This was true even though the predicates (e.g.,
“equal”, “differ”) did not in general relate transparently to
the visual stimuli — nor indeed to visual concepts at all.
We also identified the generality of this mapping, and
some of its constraints. It held not only for dynamic events
(Exp. 1), but also static figures (Exp. 3). Furthermore,
making the visual stimuli’s binary nature less apparent (as in
Exp. 3, single objects) weakened the ability to recognize this
correspondence. Apparently, symmetry across cognitive
systems is most obvious when it is “relational”, i.e., when it
holds for a binary relation, in both cases. This finding is
consistent with previous work showing qualitative
differences in processing within- and between-object
symmetry (Baylis & Driver, 2001; Shao & Gentner, 2019).

Perceived Symmetry?
A stimulus being visual does not on its own entail that all of
its high-level properties (such as symmetry) are perceived
via rapid, automatic visual processes. Instead, one might
infer the property by reasoning over more basic visual
features, such as contours or motion trajectories. Is the
visual symmetry for cross-domain correspondence inferred
via higher-level cognitive processes, or genuinely perceived
(Hafri & Firestone, 2021)? This is a crucial question, as it
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Despite the ubiquity of symmetry in natural language,
surprisingly little is known about how children acquire it.
As Gleitman et al. (2019) showed with the spontaneous
emergence of symmetry in NSL, the abstract notion of
symmetry is available to the mind, even before knowledge
of individual symmetrical lexical items develops. Thus, this
is at its core a mapping problem: discovering which
phonological forms encode which (abstract) meanings.
How does this knowledge develop? For highly abstract
words, observation alone, however sophisticated, cannot be
sufficient. Nonetheless, our results, if they generalize to
young children, suggest one possible learning story: There
might exist perceptual “gems” for observable symmetrical
situations (e.g., shaking hands, hugging) that could enable
the child to acquire more concrete symmetrical words, if
they happen to be uttered in such contexts.5 Children could
then use knowledge of the syntactic structures of these
learned symmetrical items to acquire more abstract ones:
so-called syntactic bootstrapping (Gleitman, 1990; Yuan et
al., 2012).
The ultimate solution will certainly prove complex, as
symmetricals pose a unique challenge for acquisition via
syntactic-distributional evidence: There is no one structure
(in English) unique to logical symmetry (examine examples
(1) to (5)). Nevertheless, we suggest that such a route is a
fruitful avenue for future research.

Concluding Remarks
The property of symmetry goes far beyond sensory
experience, to social situations (e.g., marry, meet) and even
to the abstractions pervasive in scientific reasoning (e.g.,
equal, similar). Our findings support the existence of an
abstract relational concept of symmetry which humans
access via both perceptual means (from certain observable
events or situations) and linguistic means (from terms
referring to symmetrical concepts). More broadly, this work
sheds light on the rich, structured nature of the
language-cognition interface, and points towards a possible
avenue for acquisition of word-to-world mappings for the
seemingly inaccessible logical symmetry of linguistic terms.
5
In ongoing work, we have generalized our paradigm to ASL
signs that iconically represent symmetry but otherwise differ in
myriad ways. This suggests that our proposal is plausible even for
rich naturalistic visual stimuli.
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Abstract
Planning is hard. The use of subgoals can make planning
more tractable, but selecting these subgoals is computationally costly. What algorithms might enable us to reap the benefits of planning using subgoals while minimizing the computational overhead of selecting them? We propose visual scoping,
a strategy that interleaves planning and acting by alternately
defining a spatial region as the next subgoal and selecting actions to achieve it. We evaluated our visual scoping algorithm
on a variety of physical assembly problems against two baselines: planning all subgoals in advance and planning without
subgoals. We found that visual scoping achieves comparable
task performance to the subgoal planner while requiring only a
fraction of the total computational cost. Together, these results
contribute to our understanding of how humans might make
efficient use of cognitive resources to solve complex planning
problems.
Keywords: planning; problem solving; physical reasoning;
spatial reasoning; task decomposition; hierarchical reinforcement learning

Introduction
Imagine you are preparing a meal. You need to wash, chop,
heat, sauté, move around, boil. How do you know what to do
next? Planning every action in advance is practically impossible: the number of potential sequences of actions grows exponentially with one’s action repertoire and the number of steps
needed to reach the goal state. Not planning at all is no better:
some actions must precede others (you can’t sauté without
heating the pan), and timing matters too (e.g., adding sauce to
uncooked pasta). How do humans manage to routinely solve
such complex planning problems in everyday life?
Classical approaches to planning formulate such problems
as search over a space of actions (Newell & Simon, 1972;
Kirsh, 2009), augmented with heuristics and stochastic methods to more selectively search the space of possible actions
(Geffner, 2013). Even with heuristics and stochastic methods, planning complex tasks in a rich environment is computationally prohibitive, because the space of potential plans
that needs to be searched grows rapidly with both the number of possible actions available and the number of actions
required to achieve the task (Bellman, 1957). The computational complexity predicted by the classical approach is at
odds with the effortlessness with which people act in the real
world (Kirsh, 2009).
A promising alternative approach from hierarchical reinforcement learning (Botvinick, Niv, & Barto, 2009) permits an agent to learn abstractions over sequences of actions, which can then be invoked as subgoals during plan-
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ning (Maisto, Donnarumma, & Pezzulo, 2015; Zhang,
Lerer, Sukhbaatar, Fergus, & Szlam, 2019; Bapst, SanchezGonzalez, Shams, et al., 2019). However, while proposing
good subgoals can reduce the computational cost of planning
the sequences of actions (Correa, Ho, Callaway, & Griffiths,
2020), actually choosing which subgoals to propose can itself
be highly costly. How might people manage these costs?
What these formal approaches tend to ignore is that when
people confront such tasks they are often embedded in physical environments that can be reconfigured to suit their current
goals (Kirsh, 1995). For example, one could gather all the
vegetables on the cutting board and then focus on chopping
what is there, ignoring what could be done elsewhere in the
kitchen. After achieving this subgoal, it may be worth considering what the next subgoal should be (e.g., sautéing the
vegetables), then focusing on that task (e.g., only considering
actions available near the stove), and so on. We call this visual
scoping—manipulating the visual environment to select the
next subgoal. While such a strategy would not be expected to
always identify the optimal sequence of subgoals, it may reduce the overall cost of jointly inferring subgoals and actions
without leading to devastating consequences. This paper aims
to establish a basic understanding of how such a visual scoping mechanism constrains planning behavior and impacts the
overall computational cost of planning. Our investigation of
visual scoping takes inspiration from recent work exploring
how agents intervene on the world to aid in physical reasoning and planning (Dasgupta, Smith, Schulz, Tenenbaum, &
Gershman, 2018; Allen, Smith, & Tenenbaum, 2020). Unlike
these studies, we focus not on experimental or perceptual interventions which yield new information, but rather on interventions that select already present information to aid physical and spatial reasoning (Kirsh & Maglio, 1994).
As a case study, we consider planning in block-tower reconstruction problems, in which an agent uses an inventory
of rectangular blocks to recreate a specific block tower. The
combinatorial nature of construction leads to an explosion in
the number of possible states to consider when planning block
placements. To explore how visual scoping may influence
problem solving in this challenging domain, we conducted a
set of computational experiments comparing its behavior to
that of both classical planning algorithms and more recent
approaches which decompose the task into subgoals in advance of action-level planning (Correa et al., 2020). We discovered that visual scoping can approximate the success and

in dead ends.1 As a simplification in our current experiments,
blocks were also “glued down” after they were placed, preventing towers from toppling over. The trial ends either when
the target shape is perfectly reconstructed, when no further
block can be placed or when the planner chooses to not place
a further block. The trial is considered successful if the target
shape has been exactly reconstructed. 16 unique silhouettes
were used in our experiments, spanning a range of difficulty
levels for the planner. This is a challenging task for human
participants: human subjects average 22.4% perfect reconstruction, albeit without glued blocks (McCarthy et al., 2020).

Visual scoping
Figure 1: We relate three different strategies for planning
using subgoals: no subgoals, planning only the next subgoal
(scoping) and planning all subgoals in advance (full-subgoal
planning). A schematic search tree of potential actions is
shown at the bottom. Both the number of possible different
actions (breadth of tree) and the length of sequences of action
(depth) increases with the size of the subgoal.
efficiency of full task decomposition on a block-tower reconstruction task while requiring a much smaller computational
budget overall. We also find that in trading off quick progress
and low planning cost in choosing the next subgoals, valuing minimizing planning costs leads to more subgoals and
poorer performance. Together, these findings help advance
our knowledge of how perceptual and cognitive constraints
interact to support efficient problem solving.

Approach
Block-tower reconstruction task
Three specific considerations motivated the choice of blocktower reconstruction for our experiments: (1) it requires planning over somewhat extended time horizons, (2) it is familiar
enough to people that they can easily predict the consequence
of their actions, and (3) it is inherently spatial, enabling visual scoping to select regions of the environment to focus
on that could constitute plausible subgoals. Here we use the
block tower reconstruction task, which entails assembly of
two-dimensional block towers in a gridworld running simulated physics (McCarthy, Kirsh, & Fan, 2020). Similar block
tower construction tasks have been used to study planning
and physical reasoning in artificial agents (Sussman, 1975;
Bapst, Sanchez-Gonzalez, Doersch, et al., 2019) and humans
(Dietz, Landay, & Gweon, 2019; Cortesa, Jones, Hager, &
Khudanpur, 2018; McCarthy et al., 2020).
On each trial, the planner is presented with an outline of
a shape and has to recreate it by placing blocks from a fixed
inventory in a building area. An action consists of the choice
of a block (eg. 2x1) and a horizontal location. The block is
then placed on top of the highest block or the ground in that
horizontal location. Once a block has been placed it cannot
be removed, necessitating planning in order to not get stuck
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The use of subgoals can reduce both the number of possible different actions and the length of sequences of actions
needed to reach the (sub)goal (see Figure 1). Visual scoping
attempts to reap this computational benefit while minimizing
the cost of subgoal selection by only choosing the next subgoal depending on the current state of the environment. Our
visual scoping planner works by interleaving two operations:
(1) identifying the next subgoal to achieve, and (2) using an
action-level search algorithm to plan the sequence of actions
to achieve that immediate subgoal (Algorithm 1, Figure 1).
Subgoals are defined spatially: a subgoal is defined as a region of space rather than as a specific state of the world. The
set of potential subgoals we consider are horizontal layers, eg.
the first or the first three rows of the target shape. Splitting a
construction problem into horizontal layers is sensible given
the incremental nature of building: it is easier to place blocks
on top of other blocks rather than below them. Cortesa, Jones,
Hager, Khudanpur, and Shelton (2017) show that young children naturally adopt a layerwise strategy on a related block
construction task. In our block-tower reconstruction setting,
this corresponds to identifying the height of the subtower the
agent seeks to reconstruct, then searching over potential action plans for doing so.

Planners
Subgoal level planners We implemented two hierarchical
subgoal planners, scoping and full-subgoal planning (see Algorithm 1 for a comparison of the algorithms), as well as a
baseline of not using subgoals at all. The scoping planner
considers all potential next subgoals given the current state of
the environment. After a subgoal has been chosen, the subgoal is passed on to the action-level search algorithms and the
actions it returns are applied to the environment. The process
repeats until the target shape is completed or no subgoal that
is perfectly solvable can be found. It has to trade off immediate progress and computational cost when selecting a subgoal: does it prefer more substantial subgoals (i.e., making
1 If actions can be undone, planning is not technically necessary
(Kirsh, 2009): one could just try out actions and backtrack if they
fail. However, placing and then undoing physical parts is costly and
not always possible. Reasoning about the consequences of actions
is thus important, particularly in domains where most paths do not
lead to the goal.

it into subgoals.
These planners use a given action-level search algorithm to
determine for each potential subgoal the computational cost
of solving the subgoal with the action-level search algorithm.
This is done by running the action-level search algorithm repeatedly on a subgoal until a solution is found or the cost
threshold b is exceeded. It is necessary to sample repeatedly,
since the action-level search algorithms used here break ties
randomly between equally good plans and therefore might
yield different results. Since not all subgoals are achievable for a certain action-level search algorithm, a threshold
is needed after which the subgoal is considered unsolvable.
Only solvable subgoals are considered by the subgoal level
planner. Finally, the subgoal planner selects the subgoal or
sequence of subgoals that maximizes progress (the proportion
of the target shape solved) while minimizing the cost of solving the subgoals using the action-level search algorithm. Because the subgoal planners minimize the planning cost of the
action-level search algorithm, they perform resource-rational
task decomposition. (Correa et al., 2020). Our implementation of resource-rational task decomposition differs from
Correa et al. (2020) in three specific ways: (1) the use of
abstract subgoal states (rather than specific world states serving as subgoals), (2) the ability to only plan a certain number
of steps ahead as mediated through λ, and (3) the ability to
handle impossible subgoals and stochastic action-level search
algorithms.

Algorithm 1: Full-subgoal & scoping planner
Input: action-level search algorithm LLP, target shape G,
environment E
Parameters: weight parameter λ, computational budget b
ctotal ← 0
Run once:
-4pt
While E 6= G:

Full
Scoping

Φ ← {(g1:m1 ), (g1:m2 ), . . . , (g1:mn ) where gm1 = gm2 =
. . . = gnm = G} possible complete sequences of subgoals given E
Full
Φ ← {(g1 ), (g2 ), . . . , (gn ) where g1 , g2 , . . . , gn > E}
possible sequences of subgoals given E of length 1
Scoping
For each (g) in Φ:
s = Empty
For each g in (g):
rg ← Area(g) − Area(s)
planning
While s f inal 6= g and cg
< b:
solution
c
=0
[(a1 , . . . , al )g , csolution
, s f inal ] ← LLP(s, g)
g
planning
cg
+ = csolution
g
planning
total
c
+ = cg
if s f inal = g: if subgoal is solved
s ← s f inal

else:
planning
cg
=∞
Continue to next (gk ) ∈ Φ
For each (g) in Φ:
planning
V(g) ← ∑g∈(g) rg − λ ∗ cg
Apply (a1 , . . . , al )g∈argmax(V(g) ) to E Choose sequence
with highest score and apply all actions
Full
Apply (a1 )g∈argmax(V(g) ) to E Choose sequence with
highest score and apply only the first action Scoping
define LLP(s, g):
Attempts to find a sequence of actions from s to g
return [(a1 , a2 , . . . , an ), csolution , s f inal ]

rapid progress) even at the cost of higher computational cost,
or more modest subgoals that are easier to solve? This tradeoff is controlled by the λ parameter. The higher the value of
λ, the more the scoping planner works to minimize actionplanning cost. When λ = 0, the scoping planner maximizes
progress no matter the cost. The full-subgoal planner finds
one sequence of subgoals from the beginning of building to
the final structure in one go. It first considers all possible sequences of subgoals that end in the full target shape, selects
the one that minimizes the action-level search algorithm computational cost and builds the structure from start to finish, as
in Correa et al. (2020). Finally, to compare the use of subgoal
planners to a baseline of pure action-level search not using
subgoals at all we also apply the pure action-level search algorithm directly on the target structure without decomposing
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Action-level search algorithms The subgoals planners are
hierarchical agents: they find a subgoal decomposition both
using a particular action-level search algorithm, and specifically for that particular algorithm. An action-level search
algorithm searches the space of possible actions to find a
sequence of actions to reach a certain goal. Since the
space of potential states (different placements of blocks in
the building area) is very large—there are roughly 3515 ≈
1.5 × 1023 different states—exhaustively searching the entire
space of states for a complete sequence of actions is not feasible. Therefore, the action-level search algorithms are implemented as lookahead planners: if a path to the solution cannot
be found within a certain computational budget, the planner
plans a sequence of actions as long as it can given a computational constraint with ties broken randomly, then takes the
first action of that sequence and plans again, now on the basis
of the state resulting from the action just taken. We chose two
classical search algorithms: one performing brute search, the
other performing search informed by a heuristic.
Breadth first search lookahead (BFS) exhaustively explores all possible placements of blocks in the target shape n
steps into the future or until a perfect reconstruction is found,
then chooses the sequence of actions that maximizes the area
of the target shape filled out.
A* lookahead runs the A* search algorithm (Hart, Nilsson, & Raphael, 1968) either until a sequence of actions resulting in a perfect reconstruction is found or until a specified
computational budget is exceeded. A* chooses to explore the

action that minimizes f (s) = g(s) + h(s), where g(s) is the
cost of reaching the current state from the start measured in
number of blocks placed down and h(s) is the heuristic for
how expensive the target is to reach from the current state.
Here, h(n) is the number of cells left in the target shape divided by the size of the smallest block, so it provides a upper bound for the number of blocks left to fill out the target
shape.2
Hypotheses The full-subgoal planners considers the largest
set of subgoal decompositions, so we expect that it has the
highest rate of perfect reconstruction as well as the lowest action planning cost of the solutions themselves compared to
the scoping planner. However, we hypothesize that this optimality comes at a steep cost: we expect the subgoal-planning
cost incurred by the full-subgoal planner to be higher than
that incurred by the other two. By contrast, we predict that
the scoping planner will trade off higher performance and
cheaper action-level planning for a large decrease in the cost
of finding the subgoals. Finally, we predict that not using
subgoals at all will lead to a much lower rate of perfect reconstruction and higher action-level algorithmic cost of the
solution that is found.
Experiments We ran each planner 32 times on each of the
16 structures using different random seeds. For the scoping
planner, we used 64 different values of λ each.

Results

Figure 2: Scoping can approximate the success and action
planning cost of full-subgoal planning while requiring a much
smaller cost in choosing subgoals. (A) Each dot corresponds
to a combination of subgoal planner (no subgoals, scoping,
full-subgoal planning) and action-level search algorithm (A*,
BFS). The cost of planning the actions given the sequence of
subgoals and the rate of perfect reconstruction is shown. (B)
Same as (A), but with the cost of selecting the subgoals shown
instead. Costs are measured in evaluated number of states.
Error bars represent bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals.
Pure action-level search To establish a baseline for both
success and planning cost, the action-level search algorithms
2 Note

that the heuristic h(s) is not strictly admissible: for states
that cannot possible reach a perfect reconstruction (for example, if a
hole has been left and covered by a block), this locked in dead end
is not going to be apparent in the heuristic.
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Search

Budget

Accuracy

95% CI

Cost

95% CI

Random

None

0.038

[0.000, 0.125]

0

[0, 0]

BFS

Depth 1

0.100

[0.000, 0.250]

8.294 × 101

[8.200 × 101 , 8.480 × 101 ]

BFS

Depth 2

0.187

[0.063, 0.313]

1.520 × 103

[1.447 × 103 , 1.593 × 103 ]

BFS

Depth 3

0.263

[0.125, 0.438]

2.454 × 104

[2.216 × 104 , 2.692 × 104 ]

BFS

Depth 4

0.410

[0.188, 0.625]

3.518 × 105

[3.150 × 105 , 3.833 × 105 ]

A*

8 Iterations

0.062

[0.000, 0.188]

1.202 × 102

[1.148 × 102 , 1.260 × 102 ]

A*

64 Iterations

0.083

[0.000, 0.188]

3.420 × 102

[3.277 × 102 , 3.707 × 102 ]

A*

4096 Iterations

0.123

[0.000, 0.250]

1.653 × 104

[1.453 × 104 , 1.853 × 104 ]

A*

65536 Iterations

0.100

[0.000, 0.250]

1.574 × 105

[1.393 × 105 , 1.732 × 105 ]

Table 1: Increasing the budget of action-level search increases success somewhat, but costs grow exponentially. The
table shows the cost and accuracy of various action-level
search algorithms without resampling on a single attempt on
the block construction task.
were used to try to find solutions to the 16 target shapes. Table
1 shows the success and planning cost of solutions found for
a number of configurations of BFS lookahead and A* lookahead without resampling. Two particular action-level search
algorithms will be used in conjunction with the scoping and
full-subgoal planner: BFS lookahead with a search depth of
3 and A* lookahead with a budget of 4096 iterations. Using pure-action level search with resampling, BFS achieves
a rate of perfect reconstruction of 0.438 (95% confidence interval (CI): [0.438, 0.438]; CI derived by computing the mean
reconstruction rate across towers on each of 1000 iterations,
where each iteration is defined by a novel permutation of the
random seeds used to initialize search); A* achieves 0.313
(95% CI: [0.313, 0.313]). Block construction is a challenging
task: pure action-level search is far from performing at ceiling. Increasing the search budget of the action-level search
algorithms leads to an increase in success, but with it comes
a ballooning of planning costs.
Full-subgoal planning We sought to replicate the finding
that using subgoals in planning can reduce action planning
cost (Correa et al., 2020). We apply the full-subgoal planner
to the same 16 structures, using both BFS lookahead and A*
lookahead as action-level search algorithms. The full-subgoal
planner achieves a perfect reconstruction on every attempt.
The action planning cost of those solutions is cheaper compared to pure action-level search (1.903 × 104 fewer states
evaluated, 95% CI: [1.790 × 104 , 2.354 × 104 ], p < 0.001;
A*: 2.651 × 104 , 95% CI: [2.651 × 104 , 2.651 × 104 ], p <
0.001; CI derived by computing the mean paired difference
in planning cost between agents on each of 1000 iterations,
where each iteration is defined by a new set of random seeds)
compared to the respective action-level search algorithm
without subgoals. While the chosen subgoals themselves are
easy to solve, the cost of coming up with the sequence of
subgoals is very large (BFS: M = 1.028 × 107 states evaluated, 95% CI: [1.001 × 107 , 1.139 × 107 ]; A*: 1.394 × 107 ,
95% CI: [1.394 × 107 , 1.394 × 107 ]).
Scoping To capture the planning behavior over a broad
range of values for λ, we average over the dynamic range
of λ (BFS: [0, 0.008], A*: [0, 0.003]) for the following anal-

Figure 3: An overview over the different decompositions chosen by each planner. Each vertical stripe corresponds to a single attempt of the planner to build a certain target shape. Each
chosen subgoal is marked in a different color, with blue indicating a the first and orange the eight chosen subgoal. The
columns are organized by target shape and for the scoping
planners sorted by λ.
ysis. The scoping planner achieves a slightly lower success
compared to full-subgoal decompositions perfect success rate
(BFS: 0.104 lower rate of perfect reconstruction compared to
full-subgoal planner, 95% CI: [0.000, 0.188], p = 0.042; A*:
0.145, 95% CI: [0.063, 0.250], p = 0.008). The scoping planner finds more expensive solutions (BFS: 9.107 × 103 more
states evaluated, 95% CI: [3.767 × 103 , 1.701 × 104 ], p <
0.001; A*: 1.484 × 104 , 95% CI: [8.268 × 103 , 2.546 × 104 ],
p < 0.001). However, the subgoal planning cost is dramatically lower (BFS: 9.528 × 106 fewer states evaluated, 95%
CI: [9.079 × 106 , 1.067 × 107 ], p < 0.001; A*: 1.306 × 107 ,
95% CI: [1.299 × 107 , 1.316 × 107 ], p < 0.001) —see Figure
2. Figure 3 shows the chosen task decompositions made by
the planners.
When building block towers, the planner can choose to
use large blocks, making progress quickly, or to apply a
more conservative strategy of using smaller blocks. The average number of blocks in a successful solution measures this
tendency. Using BFS lookahead, the scoping planner uses
more blocks on average compared to pure action-level search
(5.331 more blocks used per solution, 95% CI: [2.688, 7.875],
p < 0.001), but insignificantly fewer than the full-subgoal
planner (2.272 fewer blocks, 95% CI: [−1.689, 6.064], p =
0.064). Thus, the scoping planner using BFS lookahead
finds somewhat longer solution solution compared to pure
action-level search, but not full subgoal decomposition. Under A* lookahead, the scoping planner uses fewer blocks than
both pure action-level search (1.414 fewer blocks, 95% CI:
[−2.500 × 10−1 , 3.313], p = 0.027) and full-subgoal planning (3.095 fewer blocks, 95% CI: [1.563 × 10−3 , 6.188],
p = 0.015).
Trading off immediate progress and action planning cost
To analyze the tradeoff between avoiding costs and making
progress, we apply the scoping planner under a range of values for λ—see Figure 4. As expected, valuing reducing planning cost indeed results in a reduction in action planning cost
(BFS: Pearson’s r(62) = −0.927, 95% CI: [−0.929, −0.925],
p < 0.001; A*: r(62) = −0.581, 95% CI: [−0.581, −0.581],
p < 0.001, all confidence intervals bootstrapped). Along with
this comes a reduction in success (BFS: r(62) = −0.955, 95%
CI: [−0.955, −0.955], p < 0.001; A*: r(62) = −0.840, 95%
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CI: [−0.840, −0.840], p < 0.001): with lower action planning costs comes an increased chance of building oneself into
a corner. When increasing λ, the number of subgoals also
increases (BFS: r(62) = 0.982, 95% CI: [0.976, 0.986], p <
0.001; A*: r(62) = 0.964, 95% CI: [0.964, 0.964], p < 0.001.
Paradoxically, trying to minimize action planning costs increases the total subgoal planning cost (BFS: r(62) = 0.961,
95% CI: [0.950, 0.970], p < 0.001; A*: r(62) = 0.920, 95%
CI: [0.920, 0.920], p < 0.001. This is due to the increase in
the number of subgoals, as smaller subgoals tend to be easier
to plan. More subgoals means that the costly subgoal planning cost needs to be performed more often. This illustrates
that cognitive resource limitations can lead to a larger total of
cognitive resources used, albeit in smaller increments.
Finally, the found solutions themselves qualitatively differ
across values of λ as well as action-level search algorithms.
Increasing λ leads to more blocks being placed when using
BFS as a action-level search algorithm, but a slight decrease
with A* (BFS: r(62) = 0.560, 95% CI: [0.420, 0.678], p <
0.001; A*: r(62) = −0.054, 95% CI: [−0.248, 0.132] p =
0.143). Valuing making progress over avoiding planning cost
thus leads the scoping planner with BFS lookahead to shorter
solutions, whereas avoiding costs leads to more conservative,
longer solutions.

Discussion
We found that both scoping and full-subgoal planning outperformed pure action-level search, consistent with the notion that decomposing complex problems can be beneficial.
While full-subgoal planning succeeds in finding the best task
decompositions, the cost of finding this decomposition into
subgoals is much higher than the scoping planner requires
to achieve comparable task performance. In order to be a
plausible proposal for how people approach these planning
problems, both kinds of costs need to be taken into account.
Here we assume that subgoal planning cost as defined is a
plausible proxy for the actual cost of finding subgoals: while
humans likely don’t fully search for actions for all potential
subgoals, the cost of subgoal planning arguably depends on
the number of potential subgoals as well as their difficulty.
Taken together, our findings suggest that visual scoping may
be a promising way to reap the benefits of utilizing subgoals
while minimizing the overhead of subgoal planning, thereby
making efficient use of limited cognitive resources.
Given the way that scoping exploits spatial information to
manage the computational overhead involved in planning, it
may also be a useful source of insight into how people solve
similar spatial reasoning problems. Towards this end, we are
developing a novel behavioral paradigm allowing people to
visually define subgoals during planning, enabling us both to
make inferences about cognitive resource constraints and to
observe how they interleave planning and action over time.
A promising direction for future work is the evaluation of a
broader array of scoping strategies, such as those forms of
scoping closer to full-subgoal planning that plan more than

Figure 4: Parameter λ governs the tradeoff between choosing a subgoal that is easy to solve and one that maximizes progress.
(A) A higher emphasis on minimizing action planning cost as opposed to maximizing progress (increasing λ) leads to a decrease
in action planning cost, (B) a lower rate of perfect reconstruction, (C) an increase in the number of subgoals the planner actually
ends up using, (D) as well as the total subgoal planning cost, since the scoping planners need to find the next subgoal more
often. (E) It increases the number of blocks used for BFS lookahead, but not for A* lookahead.
one subgoal into the future at a time before taking action.
Likewise, we aim to extend visual scoping from simple twodimensional grid worlds to richer three-dimensional environments, where effective use of cognitive resources is crucial.
In the block tower reconstruction task, the environment is deterministic. When the effect of the actions are uncertain—
when the environment is stochastic or its dynamics aren’t
fully known to the planner—the benefit of only planning subgoals into the near future is likely going to be more relevant. A future direction is to investigate how people scope
in non-deterministic environments. Finally, visual scoping
understands the planners as embedded in space and time: the
planner exploits the structure of its environment to propose
subgoals, and those subgoals are proposed on the basis of actions the planner has taken before. In this sense, visual scoping connects classical algorithmic models of problem solving
with the notion of cognition being always situated in and dependent on an environment (Kirsh, 2009).
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Abstract
People can identify the number of objects in small sets rapidly and
without error but become increasingly noisy for larger sets. However, the cognitive mechanisms underlying these ubiquitous psychophysics are poorly understood. We present a model of a limitedcapacity visual system optimized to individuate and remember the
location of objects in a scene which gives rise to all key aspects of
number psychophysics, including error-free small number perception and scalar variability for larger numbers. We therefore propose that number psychophysics can be understood as an emergent
property of primitive perceptual mechanisms — namely, the process
of identifying and representing individual objects in a scene. To
test our theory, we ran two experiments: a change-localization task
to measure participants’ memory for the locations of objects (Experiment 1) and a numerical estimation task (Experiment 2). Our
model accounts well for participants’ performance in both experiments, despite only being optimized to efficiently encode where objects are present in a scene. Our results demonstrate that the key
psychophysical features of numerical cognition do not arise from
separate modules or capacities specific to number, but rather from
lower-level constraints on perception which are manifested even in
non-numerical tasks.

Introduction
Numerosity perception has been studied for at least 150 years
(Jevons, 1871) and its psychophysics have been well characterized. Most notably, for small sets of up to about four objects, people are error-less; above that, error scales roughly
linearly with numerosity (Feigenson et al., 2004; Jevons,
1871; Revkin et al., 2008). Weber fractions, which describe
the rate at which internal noise scales with numerosity, are by
far the most common measure in the field of numerical cognition. However, while providing a good descriptive characterization of number psychophysics, Weber fractions are entirely
agnostic to mechanism — i.e., it is entirely unclear what cognitive limitations are responsible for the internal noise. While
there has been interest in characterizing what visual features
people may rely on to estimate numerosity (e.g. Anobile et
al., 2018; Gebuis et al., 2016; Lourenco, 2015; Lourenco &
Longo, 2011; Sokolowski et al., 2017), there have been only
a handful of formal models aimed at understanding how people convert a scene into the summary statistic of number (Dehaene & Changeux, 1993; Stoianov & Zorzi, 2012; Testolin,
Dolfi, et al., 2020; Testolin, Zou, et al., 2020).
These recent models of numerosity perception have largely
used unsupervised neural networks that learn to extract statistical features of visual scenes; linear classifiers are then
trained on hidden layer representations to test latent numerical discrimination ability (Stoianov & Zorzi, 2012; Testolin,
Dolfi, et al., 2020; Testolin, Zou, et al., 2020). These models
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have demonstrated that numerosity is naturally extracted as
a useful statistical component of visual scenes; and, like humans, the networks have representations of number that are
intertwined with other correlated visual dimensions such as
the surface area or density of objects. They also reproduce
the signature scalar variability observed in large number estimation, though none of them produces the phenomenon of
error-free “subitizing”.
While it is widely believed that subitizing and large number estimation involve separate cognitive processes (Carey,
2009; Feigenson et al., 2004), other recent modeling work of
ours has called this theory into question. In a recent paper, we
demonstrated that any optimal but resource-constrained system should demonstrate a discontinuity in estimation ability
from zero error for small numbers to scalar variability beyond
(Cheyette & Piantadosi, 2020). Furthermore, we showed
that the model predicts many aspects of human number psychophysics — including when subitizing should transition to
estimation — at different amounts of available visual information. However, this model only explains in theory how
a bounded-optimal number system should behave — but neither this nor any other model has demonstrated what cognitive
mechanisms actually produce number psychophysics.
In this paper, we propose that number psychophysics arise
from the process of identifying and representing individual
objects, a theory we formalize in a computational model of
bandwidth-limited scene memory. Given a scene as input,
the model forms beliefs about where individual objects exist in space; these beliefs can then be straightforwardly converted into beliefs about the number of objects in that scene.
Even though the model is explicitly optimized only to detect and remember the presence of objects in various locations, we show that the resultant probability distributions
over numerosities nonetheless predict many key properties of
number psychophysics, including both subitizing and scalar
variability. The full set of model predictions that match
previously reported findings in human numerosity perception include: i) exact or near-exact estimation of small sets
(subitizing) (Jevons, 1871; Kaufman et al., 1949; Mandler
& Shebo, 1982); ii) a subitizing range that increases as a
function of display time (Cheyette & Piantadosi, 2020); iii)
roughly normally-shaped response distributions for estimation (Nieder & Dehaene, 2009; Pica et al., 2004); iv) increasingly noisy estimation (scalar variability) for larger sets (Dehaene, 2011; Feigenson et al., 2004; Jevons, 1871); v) estima-

Figure 1: This figure conceptually illustrates how the model works, simplifying it to assume that there are only 4 pixels for clarity. In this
example, a person sees a scene with 3 objects, which is represented as a probability distribution over all possibilities of what she saw. Possible
arrangements of objects are grouped by numerosity, shown as different colors. To get the probability of a numerosity k, the model simply
sums the probability of all possible scenes with numerosity k, highlighted at the bottom.
tion acuity that increases with display time (Inglis & Gilmore,
2013); and vi) an under-estimation bias for large sets that diminishes with increased display time (Cheyette & Piantadosi,
2019, 2020).
At higher information capacity bounds, the model predicts
both a greater ability to remember the location of objects and
also sharper acuity in estimation. Thus, in order to plausibly
account for number psychophysics, people’s observed ability
to detect and store the locations of objects has to be consistent with their observed estimation acuity. To test the model’s
predictions about both spatial memory and numerosity perception, we ran two experiments: a change-localization task
to probe participants’ memory for the locations of objects;
and a numerical estimation task. In both experiments, we
manipulated the amount of information available to participants by varying the exposure time of the presented objects.
To preview our results, we find that participants’ ability to
remember the locations of objects — both for different exposure times and for different numbers of objects present — is
entirely consistent with the observed psychophysics of number under analogous conditions.

Model
Setup
The model aims to capture how an idealized, informationlimited perceptual system would perform if its only aim was
to accurately store the presence or absence of objects in various locations. Although this formalizes the idea of object
memory—not specifically numerical estimation—its output
nonetheless yields psychophysical properties seen in number.
For a given, observed scene containing objects s, we will consider the probability distribution Q(s0 | s), giving the system’s
belief that s0 was observed instead of s. We analytically derive an optimal form of Q, by specifying three components:
(i) a prior distribution representing how likely the model is
to encounter a given scene a priori, (ii) a loss function representing how good or bad a given representation of the scene
is, and (iii) an information capacity bound, representing the
maximum allowable information processing. These three el-
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ements define a constrained optimization problem, which can
be solved to determine the optimal psychophysical distribution Q( · | s), corresponding to the optimal perceptual system.
This process is not identical with, but is somewhat analogous
to, Bayesian inference that begins with a prior distribution
and combines it with evidence to produce a “posterior” distribution; the key difference is that the shape of the “posterior”
Q( · | s) is not derived from Bayes rule, but rather from minimizing the loss function (ii) subject to an information bound
(iii).
Figure 1 illustrates the basic setup, assuming for the sake
of clarity that there are only 4 possible object locations (or
pixels). When a person sees a particular scene, they encode a probability distribution over each possible possible arrangement of objects, which is a weighted combination of a
prior for small numbers and the how well the representation
matches their observation (akin to a likelihood). This probability distribution over objects can in turn be converted into
a probability distribution over numerosities by summing the
probabilities of each scene with a given number of objects.
One key simplifying assumption we make in modeling this
setup is that spatial memory encodes the presence or absence
of objects in various locations as a discrete matrix. In other
words, we assume that visuospatial memory represents a matrix with M black and white pixels to specify where there are
objects (and where there aren’t). We further assume a prior on
binary matrices where the number of 1’s in a matrix matches
the naturalistic frequency of a given number. Specifically,
the naturalistic frequency of a number n follows a n12 law,
where n represents cardinality (Dehaene &
 Mehler, 1992; Piantadosi & Cantlon, 2017). There are Mn matrices with cardinality n,so a given
 matrix s with cardinality n has prior
M
2
P(s) ∝ 1/ n · n .
When shown the matrix s, we assume the model’s goal is
to represent s with as high fidelity as possible, remembering
whether an object was present at each row i and column j, si j .
Below we will define a loss function L(s, s0 ) specifying how
closely a matrix s0 matches s, or how costly it would be to represent s with s0 . We will assume that the loss function L (s, s0 )
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Figure 2: a) The model’s predicted accuracy in a change detection task at information bounds ranging from 12-30 bits, assuming a 7x7
grid size and loss function parameter α = 1/3 (as derived from model fitting). b) The implied psychophysics of number from the model of
spatial memory. Each line shows posterior beliefs (Q(k|n)) over estimates (k) given numbers n = 1...15. Each facet shows the results of the
optimization at various information bounds (increasing left-to-right and up-to-down).

is proportional to some (perhaps unequal) combination of the
proportion of false negatives, P(s0i j = 0 | si j = 1), and the proportion of false positives, P(s0i j = 1 | si j = 0). The reason we
separate the contribution of false negatives and false positives
here is simply that it is natural to think that the visual system
might care about one more than the other. We can therefore
write,

L (s, s0 ) =

α · P(s0i j = 0 | si j = 1) +

(1 − α) · P(s0i j = 1 | si j = 0),

(1)

with α as a weighting parameter, where 0 ≤ α ≤ 1.
Given a loss function and prior, we now seek a function
Q(· | s) that minimizes the expected loss between possible
inputs s and representations s0 . If the set of all possible matrices (for both inputs and representations) is S, we can write
the expected loss as,


0
0
0
E L (s, s ) = ∑ P(s) ∑ Q(s | s) · L (s, s ).
s∈S

(2)

s0 ∈S

(
1, if s = s0
Q(s | s) =
0, otherwise.

DKL [Q( · | s) k P( · )] =

Q(s0 | s)·log
∑
0

s ∈R

Q(s0 | s)
≤B
P(s0 )

∀s ∈ S.

(4)
Now we have the components to set up a constrained optimization problem. We have an objective function (2) which
quantifies how accurate a given function Q is at representing
the world. We also have a bound on how costly any given Q
is in terms of information processing (4). Using the method
of Lagrange multipliers, we can derive an analytic solution to
maximize accuracy while keeping the information processing
below the information bound s0 ,


P(s)
0
0
0
Q(s | s) ∝ P(s ) · exp −
· L (s, s )
(5)
λs
for λs chosen to satisfy the bound in (4) for each scene s.

Results

Unconstrained, the function Q(· | s) that minimizes the expected loss would of course be,
0

formation processing required. Given a KL-bound B we then
have the constraint,

(3)

However, cognitive systems are constrained by the amount
of information they can process over a given span of time.
We incorporate this constraint into the model as a bound on
the maximum allowable Kullback-Leibler divergence (KLdivergence) between the prior distribution P(·) and posterior
distribution Q(· | s) over displays. The KL-divergence here
represents the amount of information in bits needed to represent the posterior distribution Q(· | s) starting with the distribution P(·), which is equivalent to the total amount of in-
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We generated predictions from the model assuming a 7x7 grid
of possible object locations, as will be used in the eventual
experiments. We first simulated the model’s predicted performance on a change detection task in which the model has
to guess which location on the grid has changed — with an
object either appearing or disappearing — between two subsequent presentations (see Experiment 1). Figure 2a shows
the model’s predicted accuracy (y-axis) on this task as a function of the number of objects in the scene (x-axis), at different
information bounds (color). At each information bound, performance decreases as a function of the number of objects,
reflecting both the decreasing prior over numerosities and the
fact that there are more ways to arrange more numerous sets
in the range shown. Also apparent is that as the information bound increases, the model saturates in performance for

small numbers, meaning it can veridically recall the scene it
viewed.
As described above, the model’s probability distribution
over possible object arrangements can be converted into a
probability distribution over the total number of objects. Figure 2b shows the implicit posterior (y-axis) over numerical
estimates (x-axis) for each number 1-15 (lines), at the same
information bounds given in Figure 2a. The model demonstrates many key properties of number psychophysics, most
notably including a transition from subitizing to scalar variability. The exact point of transition, as well as the acuity of
estimation, are both functions of the information bound. The
model enforces a relationship between the ability to individuate and store the locations of objects in space with the ability
to estimate the numerosity of the set. In this way, manipulating the information bound — e.g. by varying the presentation
time of a set of objects — should allow us to test whether
this relationship actually holds. That is, the psychophysics
of number derived from the model are consistent with only a
particular level of ability at encoding the locations of objects.

Experiment 1
The goal of Experiment 1 is to determine how much spatial information people represent about objects in a scene,
which will allow us to generate predictions about number
psychophysics. To do this, we constructed a change detection
task in which items flashed on a screen, disappeared, and then
re-appeared with a single modification. Participants’ goal was
to guess what changed from the first to second presentation —
either which object is new or which object wasn’t there previously. Each participant completed 90 trials. For half the
trials, an object always appeared and for the other half an object always disappeared (split by first half of trials one way,
second half the other); participants knew whether an object
would be appearing or disappearing. For the sake of simplicity, we restricted the space of locations to a 7 x 7 grid with
defaultly white cells, some of which (between 1 and 15) were
filled gray on each trial. Finally, in order to manipulate the
amount of available visual information, we varied the exposure duration (50ms, 150ms, or 450ms).

Methods
Participants We recruited 40 registered users of Prolific,
an online psychology experiment platform. Participants were
18 years old or older, fluent English speakers, and physically
present in the United States based on pre-screening questions.
Each participant who completed the task received compensation of $3.
Materials The experiment was designed in JavaScript using the psiTurk framework (Gureckis et al., 2016). There
were 49 grid cells (7 x 7), with each grid cell 35px2 and
an equal margin separating the cells. Unfilled grid cells
were white and filled grid cells were gray with hex color
#A0A0A0. When a cell was clicked in the task, its border
was bolded and turned red. The noise mask was multicolored
static and had a size of 455px2 to cover the entire grid.
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Design There were four within-subject variables manipulated in the study: the number of cells filled (1-15); the exposure time of the displayed pattern (50ms, 150ms, 450ms); and
the direction of the changed cell from the first to second presentation (white-to-gray or gray-to-white). Each three-tuple
of number, time, and direction was shown exactly once, for a
total of 15 x 3 x 2 = 90 trials. The initial direction of changed
cell was randomly chosen and then remained constant for the
first 45 trials, with the last 45 trials assigned to the opposite
direction. Within that constraint, the order of the trials was
randomized, i.e. number-time pairs were assigned randomly
within each direction of change. The positions of the filled
cells were chosen randomly on each trial. If the direction
of change was white-to-gray, a random white cell from the
initial exposure would turn gray on the second presentation;
conversely, if the direction of change was gray-to-white, a
random gray cell would turn white.
Procedure After providing consent and reading instructions, participants began the first section of the experiment.
Both halves of experiment — the white-to-gray section and
gray-to-white section — started with 3 practice trials. Participants were informed whether a cell would be changing from
white to gray or vice-versa. Each trial started with a fixation
cross displayed on the center for 1000 ms, followed by the
grid with some cells filled in (50-450ms) and then a noise
mask for 600 ms. Then, the grid reappeared, with one modified cell. Subjects then clicked the cell they thought changed
color and proceeded to the next trial.

Results
Our primary interest in this experiment is determining how
accurate people’s spatial memory for objects is as a function of the total number of objects presented and the exposure duration. Crucially, we want to test whether the model
we proposed captures the key trends and provides an overall
good fit to the data. To do this, we first fit model parameters
to the experimental data. We assumed that the information
bound changes as a function of time according to a power
law B = a ·t k , where s and k are free parameters and t is exposure time in seconds. The third free parameter of the model
is the weighting parameter in the loss function α, capturing
the extent to which false negatives (high α) or false positives
(low α) are more costly. To account for attention lapses and
mis-presses, we also included a guessing-rate parameter, pg ,
which captured the rate participants chose randomly from the
set of valid alternatives (as opposed to via the model).
The Maximum Likelihood Estimates (MLE) for the parameters were, a = 35.1, k = 0.21, pg = 0.16, and α = 0.34
with an overall log likelihood of -1,719,. This entails information bounds of 18.7, 23.6, and 29.7 bits at 50ms, 150ms,
and 450ms, respectively. The relatively high inferred rate
of guessing likely reflects the fact that the model does not
account for spatial errors, treating each cell independently.
Figure 3a shows human accuracy (points and error bars) the
model’s predicted accuracy (lines) as a function of the total
number of cells filled in, grouped by the exposure duration.
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Figure 3: In (a) and (b) model predictions are shown as lines and human data from the change-localization task are shown as points with
bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals. (a) Accuracy (y-axis) in the change-localization task as a function of the number of grid cells filled
(x-axis) at each exposure duration (color). (b) Accuracy (y-axis) as a function of number (x-axis) grouped by whether or not a cell appeared or
disappeared from first-to-second presentation (color). (c) The correlation between model predictions (x-axis) and average human performance
on each trial type (y-axis), i.e. trials grouped by numerosity and duration.

The model captures the effect of decreasing performance with
larger quantities and increasing performance as a function
of exposure duration quite well. Figure 3b depicts accuracy
grouped by whether a cell appeared or disappeared from the
first to second display, and shows that participants performed
substantially better on “appear” trials than “disappear” trials
— a trend the model captures. The model would capture this
trend even if α were fixed to 0.5, and in fact higher values of α
exaggerate rather than reduce the gap between “appear” and
“disapear” trials. Finally, as shown in Figure 3c, the correlation between model predictions and human accuracy across
trials grouped by numerosity and exposure duration was 0.93
(R2 = 0.88), indicating a good fit to the data.

Experiment 2
The goal of Experiment 2 is to replicate previously reported
properties of number psychophysics and to test whether the
model is able to capture these effects as well. To do this,
we ran a number estimation task with a design matched to
Experiment 1. The procedure and display was identical to
experiment 1 up to the noise mask. After the noise mask,
however, participants were asked to estimate the number of
cells that were filled. 42 adult participants from Prolific again
completed 90 trials, with each number (1-15) paired with duration (50ms, 150ms, 450ms) displayed twice.

Results
We fit the same parameters in the model with the estimation
data as with the change detection task. The overall log likelihood was -6,658 and the MLE parameters were a = 32.6,
k = 0.21, pg = 0.01 and α = 0.32. The implied information
bounds are therefore 17.4, 21.9, and 27.6 bits at 50ms, 150ms,
and 450ms respectively. This is slightly lower than the estimates derived from the change-localization task data, but the
differences at each exposure duration are small. The resulting
psychophysical curves from the model (lines), along with the
data from the experiment (points and error-bars), are shown in
Figure 4. The model captures the key psychophysical trends
observed in the data: an underestimation bias that diminishes
with exposure time; a subitizing range that increases with ex-
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posure time; scalar variability in estimation; and acuity in
estimation that increases with exposure time. One notable
difference between the inferred parameters between the two
tasks is the guessing rate, which is much lower than in the
change-localization task.
We compared the fit of the model to a standard psychophysical model of numerical estimation as well as a modified one that accounts for the effects of time. In the first, we
assume that participants’ estimates are drawn from a Gaussian centered around the number shown, n, with mean n and
standard deviation w · n, where w is a free parameter (called
a “Weber fraction”). We also fit a version of this where the
standard deviation could vary as a function of time, such that
w = ew0 +wt ·t , where w0 and wt are fit and t is time in seconds.
The MLE w fit in the non time-varying version was 0.25, with
log likelihood -6,983. The MLE w0 was -1.10 and wt was 1.61, giving w’s of 0.31, 0.26, and 0.16 at 50ms, 150ms, and
450ms respectively, and had log likelihood -6,738. The Weber models thus did not fit as well as our model, with AIC
differences of over 10 (644 and 156).

Discussion
We have shown that number psychophysics emerge naturally
from a model only explicitly optimized to detect and remember the locations of objects. This has some surprising implications. First, because the model accounts for subitizing
as well as large number estimation, it demonstrates how a
single mechanism might give rise to the observed discontinuous psychophysics. Second, it implies that the psychophysics
of large number estimation — widely accepted to be a form
of “gist” perception without object-level representations —
may in fact arise from the process of individuating objects
and tracking their locations. Finally, though the large-number
system is commonly thought to represent analog magnitudes
on a continuous scale (Carey, 2009; Feigenson et al., 2004),
the model demonstrates how noisy beliefs over discrete representations can give rise to what appears to be analog behavior.
There has been a long-running debate about whether performance in the subitizing range actually just reflects the approximate number system, since even if Weber’s law applied
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Figure 4: Model predictions (lines) and data from the estimation experiment (points and 95% CI). Number is shown on the x-axis and each
line represents a different exposure duration. On the y-axis: (a) mean estimates; and (b) the standard deviation of estimates.

to the small-number range, very few errors would be expected
(Dehaene & Changeux, 1993; Gallistel & Gelman, 1991).
The consensus view now is that the small-number range really is privileged, after carefully controlled studies found that
estimation in the 1-4 range is easier than estimation of the
deciles 10-40 (Revkin et al., 2008) — these have a matched
ratio, and thus should be equally difficult according to Weber’s law. Somewhat ironically, however, our theory posits
that approximate numerical estimation is really an extension
of subitizing, rather than the other way around. The difference between exact and inexact estimation, on our account,
is whether the amount of information needed to represent an
arrangement of objects falls above or below a capacity bound.
We previously showed that a single system optimized to
estimate numerosities can explain the discontinuity in estimation ability at four as well as other aspects of number psychophysics (Cheyette & Piantadosi, 2020). However, because
that model did not account for how scenes are actually encoded by vision, it made the rather unrealistic assumption that
small and large numerosities are equally easy to process and
that the difference in estimation precision arises purely from
the fact that people need to represent small numbers more
frequently (Dehaene & Mehler, 1992; Piantadosi & Cantlon,
2017). The current model, on the other hand, has the major
advantage of accounting for each stage of the process, from
perceptual encoding to numerical representation. So unlike
the previous model, the current model predicts that large numerosities are fundamentally harder to encode with high fidelity because there are more ways to arrange many objects
in space.
It is worth noting that some studies have found a strong
relationship between object-tracking ability, visual memory
capacity, and estimation acuity outside the subitizing range,
as predicted by our model (Bugden & Ansari, 2016; Green
& Bavelier, 2003, 2006; Passolunghi et al., 2015). However,
other studies have found a stronger link between an individual’s visual working memory capacity and their subitizing
range than with their estimation acuity (Piazza et al., 2011;
Revkin et al., 2008), which might seem to contradict predictions of our theory. Importantly, though, while the model
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does link both subitizing range and estimation to visuospatial information capacity, differences in information capacity
do not necessarily cause equally large changes to the subitizing range and estimation acuity. Specifically, modulating the
information bound tends to affect the subitizing range substantially more than the (implicit) Weber fraction.
Finally, we highlight two important limitations of our
model and experiments that leave room for future work. First,
the model and experiments were only designed to capture numerical perception in the domain of vision. However, innate
numerical abilities have been documented in audition, touch,
and across modalities (Barth et al., 2003; Meck & Church,
1983; Plaisier et al., 2009). Though the model we presented
here was designed to deal with spatial rather than temporal
integration, we believe similar principles of information processing apply and hence the methods used in this paper could
be adapted to capture (e.g.) the processing of auditory sequences. The other main limitation is our use of simplifying
assumptions to model spatial memory — specifically, in discretizing the space so coarsely and in assuming objects to be
identical. The model would thus likely need to be extended
to capture, for instance, the influences of continuous visual
features such as surface area, convex hull, and density on
numerosity perception (e.g. Gebuis et al., 2016; Gebuis &
Reynvoet, 2012; Lourenco, 2015; Lourenco & Longo, 2010,
2011; Sokolowski et al., 2017). In fact, the methods we employed in this paper may be useful to understanding some
of these effects: since continuous features like surface area
are correlated with numerosity in the real world, principles of
efficient information compression dictate that their representations will not be independent.
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Abstract
Studies in psycho-linguistics have provided compelling evidence that theoretical syntactic structures have cognitive correlates that inform and influence language perception. Generative grammar models also present a principled way to represent
a plethora of hierarchical structures outside the domain of language. Hierarchical aspects of musical structure, in particular,
are often described through grammar models. Whether such
models carry perceptual relevance in music, however, requires
further study. To address the descriptive adequacy of a grammar model in music, unfamiliar musical phrases consisting of
chord progressions within the Jazz idiom were used, and zero
to three chords were cut from the end of each phrase. A total
of 150 participants were then presented with these stimuli and
asked to provide a Closure Response, that is to predict how
many more chords (0, 1, 2, or 3) were expected before the
chord progression was complete. Simultaneously, a grammar
model of hierarchical structure as well as a bigram model were
trained over a corpus of 150 expert-annotated Jazz tunes. The
models were then used to estimate probability distributions of
Closure Responses in the stimuli presented to the participants.
Bayesian mixed-effects models reveal that the models carry
predictive value for the participants’ response distributions and
that the hierarchical model contains incremental predictive information over the bigram model. The present results suggest
that – akin to language – hierarchical relationships between
musical events have a cognitive correlate, which influences the
perception and interpretation of music.
Keywords: Syntactic models; music perception; cognition;
tree models; hierarchical structures

Introduction
From a computational perspective, a grammar is a modelling
tool to construct and infer the syntactic structure of symbolic sequences, such as sentences comprising a language
(Manning & Schütze, 1999). Syntactic structures account
for hierarchically organised constituents and dependencies
between the symbols within a sequence (Chomsky, 1957).
Symbols linked by a dependency relation in turn are expected to be perceived as forming an implication/realisation
pair (Rohrmeier, 2013, 2020), thus eliciting expectations that
may be observed experimentally. If a sequence can be associated with several plausible syntactic structures by the same
grammar, the grammar may also specify the probability of
each alternative and, consequently, the probabilities of eliciting specific expectations.
Syntactic parsing, that is the computational process of
mapping from sequences to syntactic structures afforded by
a grammar, is a natural candidate as a model of the cognitive
processing in domains that exhibit hierarchical organisation.
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However, a “descriptively adequate” grammar (Chomsky,
1965) needs to characterise syntactic relationships as they are
perceived by listeners. Descriptive adequacy may be tested
by showing that probabilistic predictions from a grammar
model carry predictive value towards behavioural or neural
responses that depend on the syntactic relationships amongst
the elements of a stimulus. If they do, then this suggests that
a cognitive representation exists that entails the information
contained within the grammar model.
In the psycho-linguistic literature, empirical evidence for
a cognitive representation of the hierarchical structures in
language is abundant, which contributes to our understanding of the organisational principles of language and provides
insight into the information that humans use to interpret a
linguistic utterance (see, e.g., Uddén, Martins, Zuidema, &
Fitch, 2020). Nevertheless, other domains such as dance
(Charnavel, 2019), narrative (Van den Broek, 1988), action
planning (Greenfield, Nelson, & Saltzman, 1972), or music
(Lerdahl & Jackendoff, 1983) are also hypothesised to exhibit hierarchical organisation that influences perception (for
a review see Cohen, 2000; Fitch & Martins, 2014). In music specifically, a long tradition of music-theoretical accounts
suggests that the harmonic idiom of tonal music exhibits
structures that may be modelled by a grammar of context-free
complexity but not by a linear or local grammar. Instances of
such structures are recursively nested relationships and nonlocal dependencies among individual harmonies (Steedman,
1984). The requirement for such grammars have not only
been theoretically described (Rohrmeier, 2020) and computationally evaluated (Harasim, Rohrmeier, & O’Donnell, 2018;
Granroth-Wilding & Steedman, 2014), but have also seen
some empirical support in neural and behavioural responses
of music listeners that show the existence of non-local dependencies (Cheung, Meyer, Friederici, & Koelsch, 2018;
Koelsch, Rohrmeier, Torrecuso, & Jentschke, 2013).
To capture these hierarchical structures in music, grammars have been proposed and formalised (e.g., Rohrmeier,
2020; Harasim et al., 2018; Steedman, 1984), and it is a topic
of ongoing empirical research whether the hierarchical structures they predict are descriptively adequate, have a cognitive
correlate, and predict as well as influence perception. In this
study, we directly tackle the issue of testing the descriptive
adequacy of a grammar model for the harmonic idiom of Jazz
(Levine, 1995).

Hierarchy in tonal harmony
The idea that music exhibits hierarchical structure is linked to
the understanding that individual musical events may be recursively elaborated, so that a variety of diachronic sequences
are generated through the application of a limited set of generative principles (Lerdahl & Jackendoff, 1983). In this understanding, perceiving structure requires sensitivity to the relationships between events, even when such events are not
adjacent in time because of an embedded elaboration. While
recursive elaboration may be applied at all levels of representation within pieces, from individual notes to large-scale
form, we here focus on harmony and adopt a symbolic representation of music in which a musical piece is represented
as a sequence of chords. Each chord thus constitutes an event
that may be elaborated recursively by other chord events, and
the chords’ internal structure (e.g., voicing) is not considered
in this study.

Hierarchy and expectations
Previous research suggests that hierarchical structures in music influence listeners’ perception, for example by highlighting responses to the violation of non-local dependencies
(Koelsch et al., 2013). Furthermore, specific hierarchical dependencies can be learnt implicitly from the exposure to an
artificial musical language (Rohrmeier & Cross, 2009).
To test specific grammars, psycho-linguistic studies benefit
from the availability of clear referential semantics when conducting experimental studies that explore the perception and
cognition of hierarchical structures in language. For example, consider the sentence ”The dog chasing the cat is grey”.
Asking a participant which of the two animals is the grey
one provides an easy approach to investigate the (non-local)
structural interpretation that a participant has formed of the
given stimulus. The responses can then be compared to the
predictions of a grammar model. In non-linguistic stimuli,
such as music, without a comparably clearly defined referential semantics, other approaches must be considered. A useful
property of probabilistic grammars in such circumstances is
that they afford quantitative predictions about necessary future events, which may model perceived expectations on part
of the listener (Rohrmeier, 2013). For example, when asked
to estimate how many more words are expected to come before a sentence is complete, the stimulus ”I like pizza” would
likely lead to fewer estimated words than the stimulus ”I
like”, whereas the stimulus ”I like and” would likely lead
to a higher number of estimated words. This is because the
first stimulus is grammatical as is, whereas the second stimulus requires at least one word to form a grammatical sentence. The third stimulus, on the other hand, can not form a
grammatically correct sentence with less than two additional
words, because an object (e.g. ”pizza”) is required to fulfil
the grammatical implication of ”like” and an additional verb
(e.g., ”eat”) is required to fulfil the grammatical implication
of ”and”. Since English grammar does not allow a single
word to fulfil both the role of the object and of the verb at the
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same time, a minimum of two additional words is required.
Whilst asking participants to provide referential semantic interpretations provides methodological difficulties in music, it
is possible to ask participants to provide Closure Responses,
that is how many more musical events (e.g., chords) are expected to come, before a musical piece can be complete. The
same task can also be performed by a grammar and the results
compared to those observed in participants. Observing predictive value of the probabilities of the continuation lengths
for participants’ Closure Responses would be consistent with
the hypothesis that participants’ behaviour is informed by the
dependencies entailed by the grammar.
In this study two grammar models – a local (bigram) and a
hierarchical (probabilistic context-free) one – are trained on
expert annotations of dependency structures within the songs
of a Jazz corpus. Both models are used to predict the dependency structures of previously unseen Jazz pieces and the
results are compared against expert annotations. Afterwards,
the trained models are used to predict perceptual responses
of listeners participating in a behavioural study where participants were tasked to guess how many more chords they expected to come until the end of an interrupted musical piece.

Hierarchical Model
The hierarchical grammar model used here is an instance of a
Probabilistic Context-Free Grammar (PCFG), a standard formalism to quantitatively describe hierarchical structures in
sequential data (Manning & Schütze, 1999). A PCFG analyses the structure of a sequence (here a chord progression)
by re-creating it through recursive elaboration of shorter sequences. For example, Figure 1 shows a derivation tree of a
stimulus from the present perceptual experiment, which represents the hierarchical relations between the chords.
A PCFG consists of sets of terminal symbols T , nonterminal symbols N disjoint to T , grammar rules
R ⊆ { A −→ α | A ∈ N, α ∈ (T ∪ N)+ },

(1)

and a start symbol S ∈ N, where (T ∪ N)+ = k≥1 (T ∪ N)k
denotes the set of nonempty sequences of a mix of terminal
and nonterminal symbols. A derivation of a sequence is defined as a list of rule applications that successively generate
it from the start symbol. For each grammar rule A −→ α,
there is additionally a real number 0 ≤ πA−→α ≤ 1 such that
∑α πA−→α = 1 for all nonterminals A ∈ N (where πA−→α = 0
if and only if A −→ α 6∈ R). Under mild technical conditions, πA−→α can be interpreted as the probability of the rule
A −→ α (Booth & Thompson, 1973). The probability of a
derivation is then defined as the product of its rules, and the
probability of a sequence of terminal symbols is the sum of
the probabilities of all its derivations.
In this study, we adopt an existing grammar model
(Harasim, Finkensiep, Ericson, O’Donnell, & Rohrmeier,
2020). Terminal and nonterminal symbols both are chord
symbols encoded as strings that represent the chord’s root
note and chord form (e.g., Cmaj7, Dmin7, G7). In addition,
S

Cmaj7
the nonterminal symbols contain an artificial start symbol S.
Cmaj7
The set of rules R is partitioned into five classes that express
G7
different kinds of harmonic dependencies. Each rule is either
Cmaj7
a start rule S −→ A, a duplication rule A −→ A A, a leftFmaj7
headed rule A −→ A B, a right-headed rule A −→ B A, or a
Fmaj7
terminal rule A −→ Ā, and all possible rules are included in R
C7
Cmaj7
(A, B ∈ N such that A 6= B, and Ā ∈ T such that A and Ā refer
Cmaj7 G7 Cmaj7 G7 Cmaj7 Gm7 C7 G7 Cmaj7 Fmaj7
to the same chord).
    


 




The rule probabilities are inferred from a corpus of expert-                         
created derivation trees (Harasim et al., 2020) by a stan-  
       




dard estimation that was similarly applied to model chord
                
sequences in previous research (Harasim, O’Donnell, &
PENDULUM
STIMULUS
COMPLETION
Rohrmeier, 2019). The success of the inference is then asFigure 1: Example Stimulus. The musical phrase was intersessed by comparing the predictions of the inferred grammar
rupted at the red-line, and participants were asked to provide
to the expert analyses. For each nonterminal A, the probabilClosure Responses, that is to estimate the number of chords
ities of all rules with A on their left-hand side are considered
they expected to complete the phrase. A derivation tree is
a categorical distribution over applicable rules A −→ α, on
shown above the stimulus.
which we put a symmetric Dirichlet prior with concentration
parameter κ = 0.01. Denoting the i-th derivation tree in the
corpus by ti and the total number of trees by n, we estimate
performance of the original and the adjusted model. To obtain
πA−→α by its expected value under the posterior distribution
the adjusted distribution, we divide p(λ | σ) by the original
given the derivation trees,
model’s length bias p(λ) and renormalise.

π∗A−→α := E p({πA−→α }α |t1 ,...,tn ) [πA−→α ]
=

κ + ∑ni=1 #(A −→ α | ti )
∑A−→β∈R (κ + ∑ni=1 #(A −→ β

(2)
| ti ))

,

(3)

where #(A −→ α | ti ) denotes the number of occurrence of
rule A −→ α in the i-th derivation tree. The grammar model
uses the inferred probabilities to predict the derivation tree
of an unseen sequence of chords as its derivation with the
highest probability.
To model the probability of a specific completion length,
consider a chord-progression stimulus σ and a completion τ
(i.e., a chord progression of length 0, 1, 2, or 3) as shown
in Figure 1, and denote the length of τ by len(τ). After the
observation of a stimulus σ, the probability of a completion
length λ = len(τ) is given by:
p(λ | σ) =

p(λ, σ)
∑ λ p(στ)
= 3 τ∈T
p(σ)
∑λ0 =0 ∑τ∈T λ0 p(στ)

(4)

Note that all information from the model is contained in the
joint distribution p(λ, σ), which is given by marginalising
over all completions τ with length λ. Dividing by p(σ) makes
the completion length’s probability p(λ | σ) independent from
how likely (i.e., well-formed) the stimulus σ is. Since a
longer chord sequence requires the application of more grammar rules, longer completions tend to have lower probabilities. The model therefore favors shorter completions. Precisely, the trained model’s prior distribution over completion
lengths p(λ) is (.33, .26, .22, .19).
In order to test whether the bias for shorter completions
is beneficial for modelling the participants’ behavioural responses, we also compute the probabilities of the completion
lengths based on a uniform prior and compare the predictive
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Bigram Model
The local model used in this study is a bigram model with a
weak uniform smoothing. A bigram is a pair of two chords; it
represents a chord transition. The bigram model generates sequences, one chord at a time from the start to the end, where
the probability of any chord only depends on its immediate
predecessor. This results in a strictly right-branching tree
structure, with the probability of a sequence only depending
on its local chord transitions. The bigram probabilities p(a.b)
are inferred from the chord sequences in the corpus of Jazz
standards by counting, smoothing, and normalization, so that
p(a.b) =

s + #(a.b)
,
|T |s + ∑b0 ∈T #(a.b0 )

(5)

where T is the set of chord symbols, a.b denotes a bigram
(i.e., a chord transition from a ∈ T to b ∈ T ), and the smoothing parameter s is set to 0.1. An artificial end-of-sequence
symbol E OS is added to the set of chords in order to model
the termination of the sequence generation. The smoothing is
used to account for chord transitions not seen in the corpus.
The probability of a completion length λ is given by Equalen(τ)+1
tion 4 together with p(στ) = ∏k=1
p(τk−1 .τk ), where
τk denotes the k-th element of the sequence τ for k ∈
{1, . . . , len(τ)}, τ0 stands for the last element of σ, and
τlen(τ)+1 stands for the end-of-sequence symbol E OS. The
assumption that a sequence can only end on the tonic chord
Cmaj7 is encoded into the bigram model by setting p(a.E OS)
to zero for all other chords a ∈ T \ {Cmaj7}. Note, that similiar to the hierchical model without a uniform prior, the
bigram model has a bias towards shorter completions.





Aims and hypotheses
This study aims to shed light on the descriptive adequacy
(Chomsky, 1965) in the musical domain of hierarchical grammars that incorporate music-theoretical insights about structure. To this end, we train and evaluate an existing hierarchical grammar as well as a bigram model using a recently
published data set of expert-annotated music (Harasim et al.,
2019, 2020). We then compare the models’ structural analyses with participants’ Closure Responses in a new perceptual
experiment. We hypothesise (i) that expert structural analyses are better captured by a hierarchical compared to a bigram model, (ii) that a bias towards shorter grammatical completions – which is intrinsic to the probabilistic hierarchical
and the bigram model – also exists in participants. (iii) that
the structural analyses generated by the hierarchical model
carries incremental predictive power over the bigram model
when it comes to predicting listeners’ Closure Responses.

Method
Grammar Evaluation
The bigram as well as the hierarchical grammar model were
used to generate tree analyses for 150 Jazz tunes. The models’ predictions were compared with the expert analyses using
leave-one-out-cross-validation. The unlabeled tree accuracy
was calculated for each tune by ignoring the nonterminal labels and identifying the number of correctly predicted constituents relative to the total number of constituents, where a
constituent is defined as a subtree’s terminal sequence (i.e., its
leafs). As a baseline, the same measure was used for a large
set of randomly generated derivation trees for each piece.

Perceptual Experiment
Participants. A total of 150 members of the general public
took part in the experiment during the École polytechnique
fédérale de Lausanne Open Days. Participation was voluntary, took place in an experimental booth located at a public site, and was fully self-administered and unsupervised.
The study received local ethics board’s approval (HREC 0092019/21.02.2019). Due to the public location of the experiment, the sample is representative of the broader community,
but no sensitive, personal, or demographic data was collected.
After reading the instruction and providing informed consent,
the study took approximately 30 minutes to complete. The
entire experiment was completed by 99 participants. However, as the results between the participants that completed
the entire experiment and those that did not were not significantly different from one another, the final analysis includes
the data of all 150 volunteers (3585 observations).
Stimuli. Isochronous stimuli in the harmonic idiom of the
common Jazz-standard repertoire (Levine, 1995) were generated, which consisted of 6 to 9 chords. The last 0, 1, 2, or
3 chords of each stimulus were deleted, and the remaining
stimulus was merged with a preceding Imaj7 -V7 pendulum. A
fade-in combined with the pendulum functioned to establish
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the global key of the current stimulus and to blur its metrical organisation, which could otherwise potentially influence
participants’ responses. The result was a total of 32 stimuli
of equal length. Figure 1 shows an example stimulus.
Perceptual task. Participants were instructed that they
would hear the last few chords of a song which may or may
not be interrupted early. It was their task to provide Closure Responses, that is to estimate how many more chords
they expected to come before the song was completed. Each
participant performed 32 trials in which they were presented
with one stimulus in a random transposition (max. six semitones up or down). After each presentation, participants were
prompted to estimate the number of missing chords (0, 1, 2,
or 3), where 0 indicated that they perceived this stimulus to
be complete as presented. Feedback was provided implicitly
by playing the ending of each stimulus after a response was
given. This was done to reinforce the musical idiom used
in the present study. Analogous to the ”Pizza” example in
the introduction, the task utilises the fact that the representation of a grammar also affords structural orientation which
would allow predictions for stimuli generated by that grammar. The task tests whether the ability to navigate the hierarchical structure of a stimulus, which can be demonstrated in
language, is also available in music. This would provide evidence that hierarchical relations between chords have a cognitive correlate that influences the interpretation of music.

Statistical approach
We use Bayesian mixed effects models to account for crossrandom effects of Response Category and Stimulus effects.
Each model was provided with weakly informative priors
t(3, 0, 1), and we report coefficient estimates (β), Estimated
Errors in the coefficients (EE), and evidence ratios (Odds) for
the individual hypotheses. For convenience, we indicate effects that can be considered significant at an α = 0.05 level
with * (i.e., odds ratio greater 19; Milne & Herff, 2020). All
continuous variables are scaled (M = 0, SD = 1).
To further assess the ability of the grammar models to
predict perceptual responses on unseen data, we use ParetoSmoothed Importance Sampling with approximate LeaveOne-Out cross-validation (PSIS-LOO; Vehtari, Gelman, &
Gabry, 2017), and report Expected Log point-wise Predictive Densities (ELPDs). An ELPD difference of ∆ means that
the likelihood ratio between the two models, given the priors
and out-of-sample data, is e|∆| in favour of the model with the
higher ELPD.

Results
All data, code, stimuli, and fitted models can be obtained
from https://osf.io/9wjyg/.

Grammar Evaluation Results
A Bayesian mixed effects model was used to predict the accuracy values for each piece using the Model (Random vs.
Bigram B vs. Hierarchical H) as predictor, whilst control-

ling for a random effect of musical piece. Strong evidence
was observed in favour of higher accuracy in the hierarchical
model compared to the random baseline (βH = 1.61, EEH =
.07, Odds (βH > 0) > 9999*). The bigram model, however,
did not show better accuracy than the baseline (βB = -.11,
EEB = .07, Odds (βB > 0) = .07). This is visualised in Figure
2. This result supports hypothesis (i), and suggests that the
hierarchical grammar is a better model of the abstract syntactic competence (Chomsky, 1965) of the Jazz harmonic idiom,
as reflected in expert annotations.

Density
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10

Random
Hierachical
Bigram

5

0
0.25

0.50
Accuracy

0.75

Figure 2: Model accuracy in predicting expert structural annotations of 150 previously unseen musical pieces. The hierarchical model (green) performed significantly better than
chance (red), whereas the bigram model (blue) did not.
However, to what extent such syntactic competence is also
reflected in non-expert listeners’ performance when listening to music is yet unclear. To address this point, we compare now the effectiveness of the hierarchical and the bigram
model in utilising information contained in expert annotations
to predict non-expert listeners’ perception of closure

Perceptual Results
For each stimulus and each of the four possible responses
(0, 1, 2, 3), the proportion of the participants that gave that
response was predicted using Bayesian mixed effects models. Each model was provided with Random Effects (RE) for
stimulus and response category.
A bias towards shorter completions. To assess hypothesis (ii), two models were compared. The first model was
provided with the predictions of the hierarchical model that
favours shorter completions in addition to the random effect
structure (H + RE). In addition to the random effects, the second model was provided with the predictions of the hierarchical model that uses a uniform length prior, to remove the
intrinsic bias towards shorter completions (H(uniform length prior)
+ RE). Both models were compared with each other and a
baseline model that only contained the random effects (RE).
Table 1 shows that both hierarchical models outperformed the
baseline model. However, the model favouring shorter completions slightly (|∆ELPD| = 1.7) outperformed the model
with a uniform length prior, supporting hypothesis (ii).
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Table 1: Model comparison between a hierarchical model
favouring shorter perceived completions and one that does
not. The difference in ELPD between each model and the
best models (∆ELPD), as well as the standard error of this
differences are reported ( SE∆ ).
Predictors

∆ELPD

SE∆

Hierarchical + RE
Hierarchical (uniform length prior) + RE
RE

0
-1.7
-8.7

0
0.6
4.6

Hierarchical model contains incremental predictive
power. To assess hypothesis (iii), the hierarchical model
favouring shorter completions (H + RE) was compared with a
model containing the predictions of the bigram model as well
as the random effect structure (B + RE). As seen in Table
2, both the hierarchical as well as the bigram model outperformed the baseline model (REF). However, the hierarchical
model also showed slightly (|∆ELPD| = 1.7) better predictions than the bigram model.
We further assessed the incremental predictive value of the
hierarchical model by implementing a model that contains the
predictions of both the bigram and the hierarchical model, as
well as the interaction between the two (H + B + H:B + RE).
Within this model, the hierarchical predictor (βH = .18, EEH
= .09, Odds (βH > 0) = 42.68*), as well as the Hierarchical:Bigram interaction (βH:B = .17, EEH:B = .07, Odds (βH:B
> 0) = 127.44*) carried predictive value, but the bigram predictor did not (βB = .07, EEB = .09, Odds (βB > 0) = 3.25).
This is likely because the information contained in the bigram
predictor was already captured by the other predictors. As a
result, we implemented another model, identical to the previous one, but dropping the individual bigram predictor (H +
H:B + RE). Table 2 shows that of all the models tested, this
model descriptively performed best and, specifically, better
than the bigram model alone.
Note that predictions of the hierarchical and the bigram
model are correlated (r = .72). It is possible that the information contained in the hierarchical:bigram interaction was
the result of a quadratic link between the hierarchical prediction and perceptual data. We tested for this possibility
by including a H+H2 +RE model. Table 2 shows that this
model was outperformed by the model containing the hierarchical:bigram interaction, suggesting that the bigram predictor did provide the model with an independent contribution, but only in its interaction with the hierarchical predictor.
Taken together, these results support hypothesis (iii).

Discussion and conclusion
We used a hierarchical model to generate analyses that incorporate the music-theoretical understanding of harmonic
structure (Harasim, 2020), as encoded by expert analyses in
a corpus of Jazz chord progressions (Harasim et al., 2020).
As hypothesised, the hierarchical model captured expert annotations of musical pieces, whereas a bigram model did

Table 2: Model comparison between bigram and hierarchical
predictions.The difference in ELPD between each model and
the best models (∆ELPD), as well as the standard error ( SE∆ )
of this differences are reported.
Predictors

∆ELPD

SE∆

Hierarchical+Hierarchical:Bigram+ RE
Hierarchical+Bigram+Hierarchical:Bigram+ RE
Hierarchical+RE
Hierarchical+Hierarchical2 + RE
Bigram+RE
RE

0
-0.5
-2.7
-3.2
-4.3
-11.4

0
.5
3.2
2.8
3.7
5.3

not. Nevertheless, both the bigram as well as the hierarchical model carried predictive information for the distribution
of listeners’ responses in a behavioural task, in which the
participants were asked to estimate how many more chords
they expected to come before a musical piece could be complete. Model comparison revealed a small bias in listeners to
prefer shorter completions. Furthermore, a predictive model
containing the predictions of the bigram model improved significantly when additionally provided with the predictions of
the hierarchical model as well as an interaction term, mediating the link between the hierarchical and the bigram models’
predictions, and the participants’ responses.
The incremental predictive value of the hierarchical model
for predicting the proportion of participants that respond with
a certain completion length for a specific stimulus supports
the descriptive adequacy (Chomsky, 1965) of the grammar.
This does not necessarily mean that the cognitive representations of syntactic structure formed by the listeners are identical to those generated by the present hierarchical grammar
model. However, this study supports the hypothesis that, at
the computational level of description, the task performed by
the hierarchical grammar model in predicting the completion
lengths based on the grammar’s rules and their inferred probabilities does model cognitive processes that are relevant for
music perception. This includes two aspects.
First, the model’s rule probabilities are inferred from a corpus of ecological musical material annotated by experts. The
predictive performance of the model then suggests that some
of the music-theoretical relationships captured by the annotators and modelled through the grammar are also available to
the listeners and influence their perception. Note that the specific dependencies found in the Jazz corpus require a grammar that is able to express long-term dependencies or center
embedding, such as a context-free grammar (Harasim et al.,
2020).
Second, the predictions of the grammar model were tested
against a behavioural response, the Closure Response, which
quantifies participants’ expectations towards future events.
Since the hierarchical grammar model bases its predictions on
dependency relations being open at the moment the terminal
sequence is interrupted, our results support the understanding
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that open dependency relations manifest themselves perceptually and behaviourally in terms of expectations (Rohrmeier,
2013). In this respect, it is important to consider that the hierarchical grammar model, differently from the local bigram
model, affords multiple dependency relations to be nested
into one another, which would translate into multiple expectations to coexist in perception. While the bigram model was
also able to predict participants’ responses, the hierarchical
model carried incremental predictive information, supporting
that nested dependencies may capture an aspect of music perception. Note that it was not the objective of the present study
to find the best way of predicting participants’ responses in
the perceptual task. Instead, this study aimed at finding a
suitable grammar that models the link between expert annotations and perceptual predictions.
The predictions of the hierarchical as well as the bigram
model used here are biased towards shorter completions. This
is because the models estimate the probability of a completion as the product of the probabilities of the rules used to
generate the completion. As the grammars do not contain
substitution rules, and each generative rule can not produce
more than two children, longer sequences are indicative of
more applied rules, thus more multiplicative steps. A model
comparison showed that this bias also carries a small incremental predictive value for participants’ responses. This bias
towards shorter completion is a shared feature of rule-based
models and reflects the cost of additional rule applications on
the likelihood of an entire derivation. As participants also
favour shorter completions, a similarly incremental application cost for generating longer sequences could apply to the
cognitive representation of musical structure.
In a direct comparison, the hierarchical and bigram grammar models used in the present study are much simpler compared to state-of-the-art models in language (Brown et al.,
2020). This is worth noting, as the models carry great predictive value for perceptual responses despite their simplicity,
and further refinement may even further increase the models’ performance. However, it is also important to note that
we did not directly test syntactic structure as perceived by
participants. In contrast, the present study can be seen as a
musical implementation of the “pizza” example presented in
the introduction. It is possible, albeit unlikely, that the participants formed structural representations that are different from
those predicted by the grammar model and share closurerating distributions only coincidentally. For example, the response bias for shorter sequences may also have been the result of a specific response strategy, such as a search strategy
that begins with shorter completions to save resources. Other
effects may also influence participants’ predictions, such as
aesthetic preference. Future studies could investigate the precise syntactic structure formed by the participants using novel
paradigms (Cecchetti, Herff, & Rohrmeier, 2021) to assess
whether the cognitive representation of musical structure is
not only quantitatively, but also qualitatively, best captured
by a hierarchical grammar model.

The present study supports the view that the underlying
organisational principles of language and music are comparable, and that hierarchical structures identified by music theorists indeed carry perceptual relevance in addition to local
structures. However, this does not mean that implementation of hierarchical syntactic processing is identical in the two
domains. Indeed, recent neuroscientific insights suggest that
the neural structures involved in the processing of hierarchical structure in language and music rely on domain-selective
neural populations that are inversely lateralised (Friederici,
2020). By establishing the perceptual relevance of hierarchical structures in other domains beyond music and language,
future research could describe how the processing of seemingly unrelated stimuli – that are structured according to common syntactic principles – shows commonalities and differences in order to reveal fundamental principles of both cognitive as well as neural architecture.
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Abstract
Conversational interaction involves integrating the perspectives of multiple interlocutors with varying knowledge and beliefs. An issue that has received little attention in cognitive
modeling of pragmatics is how speakers deal with the choice of
words like come that are inherently perspectival. How do such
lexical perspectival items fit into a speaker’s overall integration
of conversational perspective? We present new experimental
results on production of perspectival words, in which speakers have varying degrees of certainty about their addressee’s
perspective. We show that the Multiple Perspectives Model
closely fits the empirical data, lending support to the hypothesis that use of perspectival words can be naturally accommodated as a type of conversational perspective taking.
Keywords: language production; perspective taking; computational pragmatics; perspectival elements; modeling

Introduction
Because people have differing experiences, conversation occurs between interlocutors with differing knowledge and beliefs. Successful communication thus requires interlocutors
to continually consider their own and each other’s perspectives. In the domain of language production, speakers accommodate to their addressee’s perspective, while also showing
the influence of their own. For example, in describing an object whose name is unknown to the listener, speakers may use
both the name known to the speaker and a description of the
object (e.g. Isaacs & Clark, 1987; Heller et al., 2012). In other
cases, object descriptions differentially reflect the knowledge
of the listener depending on the speaker’s goals (Yoon et al.,
2012). Thus, managing ‘conversational perspectives’ – the
knowledge each interlocutor brings to the interaction – is an
inherent aspect of communication.
Research on conversational perspective has generally focused on the linguistic phenomena of reference: the production and comprehension of labels for objects. However, perspectives are also central in other linguistic domains. The
best known lexical items that depend on a perspective for interpretation are deictic words such as there, tomorrow, and
you, whose meaning depends on an anchoring space, time,
and set of conversational participants, respectively (Kaplan,
1979). But other elements have also been argued to be perspectival, because their interpretation also depends on the perspective of an anchor, who may be one of the conversational
partners or another attitude-holder. For instance, predicates of
personal taste, such as the adjective tasty, depend on the perceptual experience of the anchor (Lasersohn, 2005; Kaiser &
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Lee, 2017). In another example, certain motion verbs, such as
come, depend on the anchor’s location relative to the direction
of motion (Hockett, 1990; Oshima, 2006; Anderson & Dillon,
2019): A speaker may say Rose is coming to the fire station,
if the speaker is located at the fire station, because from their
perspective this is a ‘coming’ event in which the speaker is
the anchor. Because in these cases the perspective holder – or
the anchor – is part of the lexical semantics of the word, we
refer to such elements as involving ‘lexical perspective’.
The current project aims to ask whether lexical perspective
can be treated as a kind of conversational perspective. We approach this problem from the theoretical stance of the Multiple Perspectives Model (MPM; Heller et al., 2016; Mozuraitis
et al., 2018), a probabilistic model of pragmatics previously
used in modeling reference. Taking the view that perspective taking is the driving force of communication, MPM proposes that speakers and listeners are always simultaneously
integrating both of their perspectives. Our prediction is that
the same approach to weighing conversational perspectives
can account for behavior observed with elements that have
been argued to involve lexical perspective, integrating these
two views on perspective.
Inspired by Anderson (2020), we conducted a production
experiment to elicit descriptions of motion events, examining
how the production of come is affected by the location of the
speaker and the listener. To further investigate the interaction
of lexical and conversational perspectives, we also manipulated the speaker’s certainty about the location of the listener.
We find that, even in the presence of uncertainty, the speaker
balances their perspective with their listener’s, suggesting that
speakers cannot simply “turn off” perspective taking.
MPM is shown here to naturally capture the phenomenon
of lexical perspective using its core mechanism of integrating two conversational perspectives, accurately modeling the
rates of come in our experiment. In some ways this is similar
to Anderson & Dillon (2019) (see also Anderson, 2020), who
extended the Rational Speech Acts (RSA) model from Goodman & Frank (2016) to accommodate both the speaker’s and
the addressee’s perspectives. However, while the model of
Anderson & Dillon (2019) weighs perspectives, as in MPM,
the authors did not connect their model of perspectival expressions to general perspective taking behavior.
Providing an integrated account of (lexical) perspectival expressions and (conversational) perspective taking con-

tributes to both research areas, which have been largely separate up to this point. First, research on perspective taking has
mainly focused on reference, and addressing how perspectives are managed in use of perspectival expressions provides
a new domain for testing theories of perspective taking. Second, work on perspectival expressions has typically focused
on a small subset of lexical expressions that are considered
perspectival, and has not considered how their use fits in with
other linguistic phenomena related to perspective. In addition to providing an integrated account of conversational and
lexical perspective, our results using MPM suggest that perspective taking in communication is similar for both referring
expressions and (at least some) perspectival elements, bringing us a step closer to understanding how perspective taking
plays out across linguistic domains.

Method
Participants We report data from 119 participants on Prolific (paid £2.92), who self-reported as monolingual English
speakers residing in the US. Sixteen participants were excluded because they described the situations incorrectly, and
nineteen because they used either no verb or the same verb on
all trials.

Production Experiment
We conducted an online production experiment to examine
how the verb used to describe a motion event depends on
the (depicted) location of the conversational partners. Participants were asked to communicate to a listener the destination
of a third party character named Rose. We focus on use of the
verb come, a perspectival element whose meaning depends on
having an appropriate anchor at the destination of the motion
event. Like Anderson (2020), we first manipulate whether the
speaker and the listener are – or are not – at the destination.
We further examine the interaction of lexical and conversational perspectives by introducing cases where the speaker
is uncertain of the listener’s location. This manipulation contrasts with other work on reference production in which the
speaker has uncertainty about things the listener can see that
the speaker cannot (Hawkins et al., 2021). In the reference
task, the speaker risks producing an ambiguous label if they
do not consider the uncertain information (what items are in
the listener’s visual field) when formulating a description. In
our task, the speaker can always communicate Rose’s motion
towards the destination without considering the uncertain information (the listener’s location); for example, the speaker
could say Rose is walking to the DESTINATION. This experimental manipulation thus complements and extends other
work on uncertainty in perspective taking by posing a situation in which the speaker could safely ignore their uncertain
knowledge without risk to successful communication, and
seeing whether they do so.
If, as we theorize, lexical perspective can be subsumed by
conversational perspective, then use of lexical perspectival elements like come should also exhibit perspective weighing
behavior. In keeping with this, we predict that, when the
speaker is certain about the listener’s location, they will use
come the most when both interlocutors are at the destination,
and least when neither are.1 We further predict that speakers
will continue to engage in such perspective weighing even
when they have uncertainty regarding the listener.
1 Anderson

(2020) made similar predictions, but their results differed from ours, as we return to below.
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Figure 1: Sample maps in the Listener-Certain condition
(left) and Listener-Uncertain condition (right).
Materials and design Thirty-two (32) maps displayed
three (varying) locations and three (constant) figures: “you”
(the participant) and Indigo (the listener), depicted as communicating over phones, and Rose, with a line to her intended
destination (Figure 1). Each map displayed two large and one
small location. The large locations (e.g., stadium, hospital)
were chosen such that two people could plausibly be at the
same place without being able to see each other.2
The design was a 2x2x2 within-subjects design. The first
two factors manipulated the speaker’s location (SPK: destination vs. not) and listener’s location (LIS: destination vs.
not), yielding four conditions, named for who is at the destination: Both, Speaker, Listener, and None. The third factor
manipulated the speaker’s certainty about the listener’s location (UNC: certain vs. uncertain). In the Certain conditions,
Indigo was depicted in purple in a single location; in the Uncertain conditions, Indigo was transparent, and appeared in
two possible locations, with a question mark (Figure 1).
A list design cycled the 32 maps through the 8 conditions,
so that each participant saw each map once. Across participants, each map occurred in all eight conditions. Item order
was randomized for each participant, while ensuring the same
condition appeared no more than twice in a row.
Procedure Participants were given the following instruction at the beginning of the experiment: “Rose has told you
(the yellow figure) her destination, and you need to relay the
information to Indigo”. Participants were also instructed on
how to interpret the Uncertainty maps. On each trial, the par2 This allows for the situation where the speaker may be uncertain

about whether the listener is at the same location as the speaker. In
these cases, we depicted the speaker and listener on opposite sides
of a large building.

ticipant was shown one map, and prompted with “Hey Indigo,
Rose is” followed by a text completion box that ended with a
period (to encourage single sentence responses).
Annotation We used NLP tools to automatically annotate
responses. First, we identified the first destination mentioned:
either with a direct place name (e.g., fire station), or with a
pronoun referring to one of the characters (e.g., Rose is meeting me refers to the location of the speaker). Then, we extracted the verb (e.g., coming) or other predicate (e.g., on the
way) that immediately preceded this destination. If the destination was not expressed, we took the last verb in the response. If the response contained no predicate (e.g., Rose is
at the fire station), the response was labelled no-verb.3

Results
Figure 2 plots, for several motion verbs, the mean proportion
of use across the eight experimental conditions. While this
provides a rich data set for studying motion verbs, here we
focus on come as a well-studied verb that is presumed to involve lexical perspective. We note, first, that the rates of come
are higher when (at least) one interlocutor is present at the
destination, and those rates drop in some of the Uncertainty
conditions (specifically, Both and Listener).4
We first examine these patterns statistically by fitting a
2x2x2 mixed-effects logistic regression model; fixed effects
were sum coded. The dependent variable was whether or not
the verb come was used. The main effect of SPK (speaker
at destination) was significant (β = 0.97, SE = 0.30, z =
3.28, p = .001), indicating that come was used more when
the speaker was at the destination. The main effect of LIS
(listener at destination) was also significant (β = 0.66, SE =
0.13, z = 5.22, p < .001), indicating that the listener being
at the destination also led to an increase in using come.
The main effect of Certainty was not significant (p = .88),
but the Uncertainty × LIS interaction was significant (β =
−0.37, SE = 0.13, z = −2.93, p = .003), indicating that using come was affected by uncertainty about the location of
the listener. The SPK × LIS interaction was also significant,
(β = −0.35, SE = 0.13, z = −2.75, p = .006), an effect carried by the difference between the Certainty and Uncertainty
conditions (the three-way interaction was not significant).
For our modeling, we needed to compare the rates of
come across the four conditions: Both, Speaker, Listener,
and None. To this end, we fitted a separate mixed-effects
logistic regression model for each of the Certainty and Uncertainty conditions. Fixed effects were coded using repeated
contrasts (Schad et al., 2020); the models are summarized in
3 Two alternative annotation schemes – one using the first verb
of the response and another using the last verb of the response –
yielded the same qualitative and statistical results.
4 We further note that the combined rates of come and go are
roughly similar across conditions, meaning that go trades off with
come. However, we do not consider go here, since its status as a
perspectival verb is a subject of debate in the literature. Most other
verbs are not affected by our manipulations, with the exception of
meet, which depends on someone being at the destination. We will
explore patterns involving go and meet in future work.
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Figure 2: Verb use across the eight conditions.
Table 1: Repeated contrasts analysis in the Certainty and
Uncertainty conditions. Significant effects (p < 0.05) are
bolded.
Fixed Effect
1. BothVsSpeaker
2. SpeakerVsListener
3. ListenerVsNone
1. BothVsSpeaker
2. SpeakerVsListener
3. ListenerVsNone

Certainty
β
SE
0.941 0.235
0.723 0.262
3.013 0.632
Uncertainty
0.167 0.250
2.686 0.434
1.046 0.702

z
4.012
2.766
4.767

p
<0.001
0.005
<0.001

0.668
6.188
1.490

0.504
<0.001
0.136

Table 1. In the Certainty conditions, all contrasts were significant, matching our hypotheses: the use of come was more
likely: (1) when Both interlocutors were at the destination
compared with just the Speaker;5 (2) when the Speaker was at
the destination compared with just the Listener; and (3) when
the Listener was at the destination compared with None of the
characters.
The pattern in the Uncertainty conditions was different:
(1) Both did not differ from Speaker, and (3) Listener did
not differ from None, but (2) there was a difference between
the Speaker and the Listener conditions. At first glance, this
suggests that when the location of the listener is uncertain,
5 This contrasts with the results of Anderson (2020), who found
no significant difference between the Both and Speaker conditions.
The difference may arise due to aspects of the experimental design:
our task uses maps that emphasize spatial delineation of venues and
participant locations.

speakers privilege their own presence at the destination more
than the listener’s; we discuss the implications of this for our
proposal of perspective mixing in the modeling section below.

Computational Modeling with MPM
MPM is a probabilistic approach to modeling pragmatics
based on the fundamental assumption that language users simultaneously weigh both their own and their interlocutors’
(conversational) perspectives (Heller et al., 2016). Thus far,
evidence for this approach has been found in the production and comprehension of referring expressions in situations where the speaker and listener have different knowledge
about objects, such as objects occluded from the view of one
interlocutor. In such cases, both perspectives must be taken
into account to correctly model the patterns of how speakers formulate referring expressions (Mozuraitis et al., 2018;
Heller & Stevenson, 2018), and of how listeners interpret
them (Heller et al., 2016), including in dyadic interactions
(Ryskin et al., 2020).
Here we explore whether the MPM mechanism of simultaneous perspective weighing can also account for how speakers use the verb come which depends on lexical perspective.
If, as we hypothesize, the use of lexical perspectival expressions is governed by the same general mechanisms of (conversational) perspective weighing, then MPM – a model designed to capture conversational perspective taking – should
be able to capture patterns in the use of verbs like come without having to add any new, special mechanisms specific to
lexical perspective.
In addition, we use MPM to further examine whether and
how speakers weigh perspectives in our task when they are
uncertain about the listener’s perspective. Other work has
adopted the MPM perspective weighing approach in modeling speaker uncertainty about what the listener can see in a
reference production task (Hawkins et al., 2021). As noted
earlier, referential tasks are different because, in such a task,
not taking uncertainty into account can potentially lead to
communicative failure. In contrast, in our task, speakers
could produce a motion verb that does not depend on perspective (e.g., walk or head). Our work here thus extends the
understanding of how speakers deal with uncertainty. In the
following subsections, we use MPM to test various hypotheses of how uncertain knowledge affects perspective weighing.
In language production (Mozuraitis et al., 2018), MPM models the choice of a linguistic expression e given the meaning
m to be expressed, taken over all perspectives a, as:
(1)

a

The standard case is dyadic communication where a refers to
either the speaker’s (S) or listener’s (L) perspective:
P(e|m) = P(e|m, a = S) P(a = S) + P(e|m, a = L) P(a = L)
= ω P(e|m, a = S) + (1 − ω) P(e|m, a = L)

P(come|Speaker)
= ω P(come|m = [dest(S), ¬dest(L)], a = S)
+ (1 − ω) P(come|m = [dest(S), ¬dest(L)], a = L) (3)

MPM and Probability Estimates

P(e|m) = ∑ P(e|m, a) P(a)

where we use ω as shorthand for P(a = S). The ω parameter
captures the extent to which a speaker weighs their own perspective, where a value of 1 indicates a speaker who is completely egocentric, and 0 indicates a speaker who has completely adapted to the listener’s perspective. Finding the optimal value of ω allows us to assess how much each perspective
is weighed: this is the value that provides the best fit of the
model predictions (probabilities) to the experimental findings
(proportions of expressions used by participants).
Our critical hypothesis here is that the perspective weighing mechanism of MPM can be directly used (without any
extensions) to account for lexical perspective. To test this, we
use the setting of the perspective variable, a ∈ {S, L}, to also
represent the setting of the anchor for a perspectival expression; namely, we treat conversational perspective and lexical
perspective as the same, such that the anchor for a usage of
come must be the conversational perspective taker. For our
experiment, since we focus on modeling usage of the lexical
perspectival verb come, we set the expression e to be come
(a usage of the lemma come); a then is the available perspective/anchor for come.
We consider the meaning m to be those relevant aspects of
the situation that license a felicitous use of come: because
come needs a perspectival anchor at the destination, m is used
to encode whether the speaker and/or the listener are at the
destination. We represent the speaker as at, or not at, the destination as dest(S) or ¬dest(S), respectively, and represent the
listener location analogously. Thus each meaning m is a pair
of such specifications; for example, for the Speaker condition, m = [dest(S), ¬dest(L)]. However, given our critical
assumption that the anchor for lexical perspective is equivalent to the conversational perspective taker (a in Eqn. (2)),
the meaning m thus simplifies when considered from the perspective of either the speaker or the listener. That is, while
the full meaning m for each experimental condition specifies
the value of dest for both the speaker and the listener, only
the value of dest(a), where a is the current perspective taker,
matters for a usage of come.
For example, to predict the rate of come in the Speaker
condition of the experiment, we instantiate Eqn. (2) as:

(2)
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= ω P(come|dest(S))
+ (1 − ω) P(come|¬dest(L))

(4)

where Eqn. (3) can be simplified as in Eqn. (4) because of
our assumption that the anchor of the perspectival expression,
come, must be the same as the conversational perspective
taker (a). This means that, here, from the speaker’s perspective, when a = S, the only part of the meaning that matters is
dest(S), and from the listener’s perspective, when a = L, the
only part of the meaning that matters is ¬dest(L).
We can analogously express the probability of come

in the other three experimental conditions (Both, Listener, and None) as an ω-weighted combination of
P(come|dest(S)) or P(come|¬dest(S)) with P(come|dest(L))
or P(come|¬dest(L)). The question now is, how do we estimate each of these probabilities?
First, we assume that the speaker’s preference for using come is the same regardless of which perspective
they are reasoning from, their own (S) or the listener’s
(L).
That is, P(come|dest(S)) = P(come|dest(L)) and
P(come|¬dest(S)) = P(come|¬dest(L)). This means we need
only estimate two values, P(come|dest) and P(come|¬dest),
where (bare) dest indicates whether the perspective taker is at
the destination.
Since there is no norming data for determining reasonable
estimates of these two probabilities, we consider some of our
experimental conditions as base values of the probabilities of
interest, and use those to estimate the values of the probabilities in other conditions (cf. Mozuraitis et al. (2018)). In particular, we estimate these probabilities from the behavioral
data in the Both-Certain and None-Certain conditions, and
use these two values to derive the predictions for the other six
conditions:
P(come|Both) = ω P(come|dest) + (1 − ω) P(come|dest)
= P(come|dest)
P(come|None) = ω P(come|¬dest) + (1 − ω) P(come|¬dest)
= P(come|¬dest)
We thus estimate P(come|dest) from the observed mean proportion of come responses in the Both-Certain condition
(0.20), and P(come|¬dest) from the observed proportion of
come responses in the None-Certain condition (0.01).6

Modeling Certainty Trials
To test whether lexical perspective can be treated as a special
case of conversational perspective taking, we need to examine whether combining perspectives as described above can
provide a good fit to our experimental data. We first examine the Certainty conditions: we ask whether by using estimates based on the empirical data in Both-Certain and NoneCertain, we can find a value of the perspective weighting parameter ω that predicts the values of the Speaker-Certain and
Listener-Certain conditions.
Searching over values 0–1 in increments of 0.01, we find
an optimal ω of 0.63 that minimizes the sum of squared error (SSE < 0.0001) between the model’s predicted probabilities of come and the empirical proportions of come in the
Certainty trials.7 Figure 3 shows our model’s predictions
6 We use Both-Certain and None-Certain as base conditions
because each involves an ω-weighted sum of the same value
(P(come|dest) or P(come|¬dest), respectively), simplifying to 1
times that value. Similar results are obtained when we instead solve
the system of equations for P(come|dest) and P(come|¬dest) using
the Speaker-Certain and None-Certain conditions, showing the robustness of the approach to how these probabilities are estimated.
7 The SSE is calculated only on the two predicted values, for
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(a) Experimental results

(b) Model predictions
(SSE < 0.0001)

Figure 3: Certainty conditions: (a) Human data, and (b) modeling results. In (b), conditions used to estimate base probabilities are shown in a lighter color, since they are not model
predictions.
compared to the human values, highlighting the remarkable
fit MPM achieves despite its simplicity. Importantly, this
excellent fit depends on mixing perspectives, and cannot be
achieved by considering only a single perspective, either the
speaker’s or the listener’s. This result supports our hypothesis that the use of lexical perspectival expressions can be
naturally accommodated within MPM’s general mechanism
of integrating conversational perspectives.

Modeling Uncertainty Trials
Our uncertainty manipulation enables us to explore the impact of the speaker’s uncertain knowledge about the listener’s
perspective, in a task where (in contrast to earlier work) simply avoiding perspectival expressions that depend on the uncertain knowledge could be an effective communicative strategy. In line with the MPM view that all interaction involves perspective weighing, our hypothesis was that speakers would continue to use come in a way that takes the listener’s perspective into account even in this situation.
The Egocentric Model (Figure 4b). We must first test
whether, contrary to our hypothesis, speakers simply behaved
egocentrically, ignoring the listener’s perspective because
they lack reliable information about it, instead only considering their own. This is implemented in MPM by setting ω = 1,
which allots all the weight to the speaker’s perspective. Under this assumption, the model’s predictions are equivalent to
P(come|dest) in the Both-Uncertain and Speaker-Uncertain
conditions, and P(come|¬dest) in the Listener-Uncertain and
None-Uncertain conditions; see Figure 4b. This model predicts a much higher rate of come in Both and Speaker than we
find in the experimental results, incurring an SSE of 0.0114,
a much poorer fit than in the Certainty conditions above.
It may seem surprising that the Egocentric Model yields a
higher rate of come in the Speaker-Uncertain condition than
what we found in our earlier modeling of the Certainty conditions (see Figure 3b). How can the rate of come be higher
Speaker and Listener, and not on the Both and None values we used
as base conditions. (But note that including those does not change
the SSE, since they are identical to the empirical values.)

(a) Experimental results

(b) Egocentric Model
(SSE = 0.0114)

(c) Two Listeners Model
(SSE = 0.0018)

(d) Non-Dest Listener Model
(SSE = 0.0002)

Figure 4: Uncertainty conditions: (a) Human experimental results, (b–d) modeling results for the three models considered,
where all probabilities are predictions of the model.
here when only considering that the speaker is present at the
destination? This happens because, in the Egocentric Model,
the speaker is not weighing in the perspective of a listener
not at the destination, with its lower rates of come, as we did
in the modeling of the Certainty conditions in Figure 3. Indeed, the poor fit of the Egocentric Model to the human data
suggests that speakers are taking the listener perspective into
account, as expected under MPM.
The Two Listeners Model (Figure 4c). One possibility for
modeling the listener’s perspective is to create two separate
listener representations, one for each of Indigo’s possible locations. This results in a model which combines three perspectives, one for the speaker and two for the listener, splitting the weight of the listener among these two perspectives.
For example, in the Listener-Uncertain condition in Figure 1,
we would have one listener perspective where the listener is at
the destination (Indigo at the fire station) and another where
the listener is not at the destination (Indigo at the book store).
Here we find that the best ω is 0.58, similar to the ω = 0.63
we saw for the Certainty conditions. This means that a weight
of ω = 0.58 is allotted to the speaker perspective, and the remaining weight of (1 − ω) = 0.42 is split evenly among the
two listener perspectives (0.21 each). This model, with SSE
of 0.0018, yields a much better fit to the human data than the
Egocentric Model (see Figure 4c).
However, the Two Listeners Model’s predictions are not
consistent with the human data. Specifically, it predicts increased rates of come when the listener could be at the destination: Both-Uncertain is higher than Speaker-Uncertain,
and Listener-Uncertain higher than None-Uncertain; see Figure 4c. The absence of such differences in the human data
suggests that, while speakers are not ignoring the listener (as
in the Egocentric Model), they are not considering the possibility that the listener is at the destination.
The Non-Destination Listener Model (Figure 4d). Our final model encodes the possibility that the speaker acts conservatively and, lacking certainty about the listener’s location,
assumes that the listener is not at the destination. This model
weighs both the speaker’s perspective and a single listener’s
perspective. Instead of splitting the listener’s probability of
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(1 − ω) between the two possible perspectives of the listener,
as in the Two Listeners Model, here we allot the entire probability (1 − ω) to one listener who is not at the destination. For
example, this model of a conservative speaker would assume,
for the situation in Figure 1, a listener perspective in which
Indigo is at the bookstore (which is not the destination).
The model predictions in Figure 4d show a very strong
qualitative fit to the empirical data, and we find the lowest
SSE yet of the possible models of uncertainty, at 0.0002. Interestingly, the optimal ω, of 0.60, is very similar to what
we found for the Certainty conditions. This result supports
the MPM view that interlocutors are continually engaging in
perspective weighing, while shedding light on how speakers
integrate listener perspectives in the presence of uncertainty.

General Discussion
Our starting point was the proposal that lexical perspectives
can be subsumed under the more general weighing of conversational perspectives. We began examining this question by
asking how speakers produce motion verbs, some of which
are known to be perspectival (e.g., come); our production experiment was inspired by the paradigm of Anderson (2020).
We found that the presence of both interlocutors at the destination increased the rate of usage of the perspectival motion verb come over the cases when only one interlocutor was
at the destination, revealing that the perspectives of both interlocutors was considered. These results differ from those
of Anderson (2020); this may be due to design details. We
demonstrated that the Multiple Perspectives Model (MPM)
attains an excellent fit to our experimental data, providing
initial support for the view that lexical perspectives can be
subsumed under conversational perspectives.
A key novel aspect of our experiment was the introduction
of uncertainty about the listener’s location. An intuitive prediction is that, when a speaker is uncertain about the listener’s
perspective, they will exhibit more egocentric behavior (i.e.,
weighing their own perspective more). Importantly, even in
these cases, the best fit of the model to the human data was
achieved by integrating the speaker and listener perspectives.
This result lends further support to the fundamental claim of

MPM that perspective integration is an inherent aspect of language use. Interestingly, we find that speakers assume a listener’s perspective where the listener is not at the destination.
This may be due to Grice’s Maxim of Quality: When uncertain about the listener’s location, the speaker conservatively
behaves as though the listener is not at the destination, in order to not trigger a potentially false presupposition.
In the current experiment, we considered cases where only
the speaker’s and the listener’s perspectives were considered
as possible anchors for lexical perspectival elements. However, a verb like come can also take a non-interlocutor as the
perspective holder, as in Felix thinks that Rose is coming to
the fire station, where Felix – but not the speaker or the listener – is at the fire station. While this possibility goes beyond the scope of the current study, we note that since the
MPM formulation can accommodate any number of perspectives (cf. Eqn. (1)), it has the potential to be extended to model
these cases as well.
Usage of perspectival lexical elements has previously been
modeled using Perspectival RSA (PRSA; Anderson & Dillon, 2019; Anderson, 2020), which sought to account for perspectival expressions by mixing two RSA models: one based
on truth-conditions from the speaker’s perspective, and another based on truth-conditions from the listener’s perspective. While PRSA is able to account for the empirical patterns
similar to MPM, this extension of RSA was thought of as a
specialized mechanism tailored to account for a limited set of
lexical items. In contrast, MPM views perspective weighing
as an inherent aspect of language: Lexical perspective is modeled through the very same perspective weighing mechanism
used for all communication.
The finding that speakers weigh multiple perspectives in
producing the verb come is particularly interesting because in
our experiment, speakers are not required to use perspectival
expressions in order to succeed at the task of communicating Rose’s location to Indigo; instead, they could say walk or
on her way. This contrasts with previous work on referential
communication, where perspective taking was essential for
communicative success. For example, Hawkins et al. (2021)
found perspective combination in situations where speakers
directed a listener to choose an object while being uncertain
about the array of objects available to the listener. In such
communicative situations, a rational approach would be for
the speaker to attend to the listener’s perspective to ensure
that the object description picks out the intended object in
the listener’s array. In our task, however, including perspectival information is not required for successful communication,
and so a rational approach might be for speakers to choose a
different strategy under uncertainty. We nevertheless find that
speakers weigh the two perspectives – their own and the listener’s – using a similar weight across the certain and uncertain trials (i.e., about 0.60). This finding is similar to Heller
& Stevenson (2018) who found that speakers used similar
weights independent of how this might affect communicative
success in two different referential situations. Taken together,
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these findings indicate that interlocutors do not “turn off” perspective integration even when it is not required for communicative success, supporting the idea that integrating multiple
perspectives is an inherent aspect of communication.
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Abstract

Examples (2)-(3) further illustrate potential variation in
interpretation preferences for the same quantifier-negation
configuration. Both (2) and (3) feature universal every, yet our
intuitions suggest that the inverse interpretation is preferable
in (2), while the surface interpretation seems preferable in (3)
(preferred interpretations bolded).

Traditional investigations of quantifier-negation scope ambiguity (e.g., Everyone didn’t go, meaning that no one went or
not everyone went) have focused on universal quantifiers, and
how ambiguity in interpretation preferences is due to the logical operators themselves and the syntactic relation between
those operators. We investigate a broader range of quantifiers
in combination with negation, observing differences in interpretation preferences both across quantifiers and also within the
same quantifier (confirmed by corpus analysis). To explain this
variation, we extend a computational cognitive model that incorporates pragmatic context-related factors, and which previously
accounted for every-negation, to predict human interpretation
preferences also for some and no. We evaluate the model’s
predictions against human judgments for quantifier-negation
utterances, finding a strong qualitative and quantitative match
when the listener has particular expectations about the world in
which the utterance occurs. These results suggest that pragmatic
factors can explain variation in interpretation preferences.
Keywords: ambiguity resolution; scope; computational models

Introduction
Utterances like (1) that involve a quantified subject and sentential negation (i.e., quantifier-negation utterances) are reported to be ambiguous, allowing both a surface interpretation,
(1a), and an inverse one, (1b), depending on the logical scope
of the quantifier relative to negation (e.g., Musolino, 1999).
(1)
Every horse didn’t jump over the fence.
a. No horses jumped.
(every>n’t)
Surface scope: ∀x[horse(x) → ¬jump(x)]
b. Not all the horses jumped.
(n’t>every)
Inverse scope: ¬∀x[horse(x) → jump(x)]
Given the structural mechanism that delivers the two interpretations (e.g., “quantifier raising”; May, 1977), we might
expect that identically-structured utterances should be similarly ambiguous. That is, if the particular logical operators
(here: universal every and negation n’t) and the syntactic relation between them are the most important factors determining
scope interpretation, we might expect similar interpretation
preferences for the same quantifier-negation configurations.
However, the existing experimental literature claims that native
English speakers exhibit a range of interpretation preferences
for utterances like (1) with universally-quantified subjects (i.e.,
every, all): sometimes they prefer inverse scope (Carden, 1973;
Musolino et al., 2000; Musolino and Lidz, 2006), sometimes
surface (Conroy et al., 2008; Lee, 2009), and sometimes they
show no preference (Lee, 2009).
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(2)

Everyone isn’t going to college.
a. No one is going to college.
(every > n’t)
b. Not everyone is going to college. (n’t > every)

(3)

Everyone isn’t going to live forever.
a. No one is going to live forever.
b. Not everyone will live forever.

(every > n’t)
(n’t > every)

Our world knowledge about probable interpretations appears
to help disambiguate (2) and (3). In (2), we know that many
people do attend college, so the surface interpretation is unlikely to be true. In (3), our knowledge of human biology tells
us that the surface interpretation is highly likely to be true.
Beyond variation within the same quantifier (i.e., within
every-negation constructions), there is also variation across
quantifiers: that is, different quantifiers privilege different
interpretations in quantifier-negation utterances. For instance,
in (1), every seems relatively ambiguous in combination with
negation, with inverse scope perhaps preferred. In contrast,
existential some in (4) and no in (5) seem to favor the surface
interpretation: (4) seems to do so strongly while the preference
in (5) may be less obvious.
(4)

Some horse didn’t jump over the fence.
a. There’s a horse that didn’t jump. (some > n’t)
Surface scope: ∃x[horse(x) & ¬jump(x)]
b. There are no horses that jumped. (n’t > some)
Inverse scope: ¬∃x[horse(x) & jump(x)]

(5)

No horse didn’t jump over the fence.
a. There isn’t a horse that didn’t jump. (no > n’t)
Surface scope: @x[horse(x) & ¬jump(x)]
b. There aren’t zero horses that jumped. (n’t > no)
Inverse scope: ¬@x[horse(x) & jump(x)]

Taken together, these observations about variation in the interpretation preferences of quantifier-negation utterances suggest that preferences depend on (i) the structural configuration
of logical operators (i.e., the quantifier-negation construction
itself, which licenses ambiguity), (ii) the lexical content (i.e.,

the specific quantifiers involved), and (iii) the broader context
(e.g., our world knowledge about which interpretations are
more or less likely). We aim to show how probabilistic models of scope ambiguity resolution that take all these factors
into account—particularly context—stand the best chance of
explaining within-quantifier and across-quantifier variation.
We first seek to confirm within-quantifier variation of interpretation preferences in context by examining naturallyoccurring every-negation utterances in the Corpus of Contemporary American English (Davies, 2015) and crowd-sourcing
human interpretation preferences for these utterances. We
indeed find a good deal of variation: some every-negation
utterances show a strong preference for surface interpretations,
others show a strong preference for inverse interpretations,
and others remain ambiguous. We then review how a computational cognitive model of scope ambiguity resolution proposed
by Savinelli et al. (2017), which incorporates the pragmatic
factors of world expectations and conversational goals, could
explain the variation we document. Next, we extend this
model beyond every-negation utterances to explore the lexical source of variation introduced by different quantifiers,
namely some and no. We assess the predictions of the extended model against human interpretation preferences for
some-negation and no-negation utterances; we find that the
model’s predictions have both a good qualitative and quantitative fit, but only when the listener has particular pragmatic
expectations. We discuss the implications of our findings for
theories of quantifier-negation ambiguity representation, and
for the pragmatics of ambiguity resolution more broadly.

Human-annotated corpus analysis
Corpus search of every-negation
We extracted 390 instances of every-negation utterances in
the speech genre of the Corpus of Contemporary American
English (COCA), where quantified subjects precede and ccommand sentential negation (not or contracted n’t). COCA
contains transcripts of spoken conversations from American radio and TV programs from 1990 to 2012 (≈9 million clauses).

preceding sentences, a single bolded potentially-ambiguous
clause, and one following sentence. Beneath the excerpt, participants rated paraphrases of the surface and inverse scope
interpretations on a scale between “definitely not” and “definitely”. Because the ambiguous clauses took the form quantified noun phrase–negation–verb–remainder (e.g., Everybody’s
not doing it), surface scope paraphrases took the form none/no
one/nobody/nothing–verb–remainder (e.g., nobody is doing
it) and inverse scope paraphrases took the form not all/not all
things–remainder (e.g., not all are doing it).

Figure 1: Sample paraphrase-endorsement trial from the
crowd-sourced corpus analysis.
Results. We report preliminary results from the ratings by
the 48 participants who passed all controls; limiting ourselves
to items with at least two different participant ratings, this process yielded scores for 223 of the 390 utterances. Judgments
tended to show a negative correlation between the agreement
with the surface and inverse scope paraphrase, with few judgments showing strong agreement or disagreement with both
paraphrases (see Figure 2).

Crowd-sourcing interpretation preferences
Following Degen (2015), we annotated ambiguous utterances
with their interpretations by asking participants to rate these
utterances in their context. Interpretations were measured on
a sliding scale following the paraphrase-endorsement methodology of Scontras and Goodman (2017), described below.
Participants. We recruited 150 participants with U.S. IP
addresses through Amazon.com’s Mechanical Turk (MTurk)
crowd-sourcing service. Of these 150, we assess data from 48
participants (43% female; mean age: 41) who passed attention
and understanding controls and indicated that English was
their only native language. Each received $2.00.
Design. Participants were asked to “choose the best paraphrase for the bolded part” for fifteen randomly-selected conversation excerpts (see Figure 1). Excerpts consisted of three
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Figure 2: Individual participant endorsement ratings of the
surface and inverse paraphrases of individual items (r=-.93).
Given this general negative correlation, we decided to use
the mean difference between participant endorsement of the
surface and inverse scope paraphrases (see Figure 3) as the
measure of an item’s preferred interpretation. This mean difference ranges between -1 (maximum endorsement of inverse in-

terpretations, with surface paraphrases rated as “definitely not”
[0] and inverse paraphrases as “definitely” [1]: 0 − 1 = −1)
and 1 (maximum endorsement of surface interpretations, with
surface paraphrases rated as “definitely” [1] and inverse paraphrases as “definitely not” [0]: 1 − 0 = 1).

Figure 3: Mean difference between surface and inverse scope
interpretation agreement per item in the corpus analysis.
Figure 3 shows the wide range of interpretation differences
for the every-negation utterances in our preliminary corpus
analysis. This evidence suggests that many naturally-occurring
potentially-ambiguous utterances elicit strong, reliable intuitions such that they are indeed unambiguous in context: 43%
of our sample had scores below -0.5 (strongly inverse) while
17% had scores above 0.5 (strongly surface). More importantly, we see that different every-negation utterances receive
different interpretations in context. These within-quantifier
interpretation preferences must rely on factors beyond the
quantifier semantics or quantifier-negation configuration, since
these elements are the same in our sample.
We illustrate some of the observed variation with examples of a strong surface scope preference in (6) (mean
difference≈1.0), a strong inverse scope preference in (7)
(mean difference≈-1.0)), and true ambiguity in (8) (mean
difference≈0.0). For each example, we report the number of
participants who judged the item, the mean difference score,
and the standard deviation.
(6)

Surface: I wanted to hear like a real type of radio. Everybody was milquetoast. Everybody was middle of
the road. Everybody didn’t want to offend everybody else [N = 5, M = 0.97, SD = 0.06] and it was
boring.

(7)

Inverse: It won’t happen in a day, but people should
start talking and taking hands and say now we know
this happened but everyone on campus isn’t a racist
[N = 3, M = -0.93, SD = 0.05]. Everyone doesn’t hate
black people [N = 3, M = -0.99, SD = 0.02], every
black person doesn’t hate white people [N = 4, M =
-1.00, SD = 0.005].

(8)

Ambiguous: Shoshanna, how were you treated? JOHNSON: Surprisingly humanely. It wasn’t perfect. Everything wasn’t kind and, you know, sweet or anything like that [N = 6, M = -0.07, SD = 0.81], but
during captivity, the worst things come to mind.
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Model
Our hypothesis about the influence of pragmatic factors on
interpretation preferences is formalized as an extension of
the proposal by Savinelli et al. (2017). They use a Rational
Speech Act (RSA) model (Frank and Goodman, 2012) to
formally articulate the cognitive process that yields observed
interpretations of scopally-ambiguous utterances. In particular,
a listener’s expectations about the world and the speaker’s
conversational goal are salient pragmatic components that
make different interpretations more (or less) informative. So,
considering the informativity of an interpretation in context
could cause that interpretation to be viewed as more (or less)
likely. Importantly, these pragmatic factors can vary both
within and across quantifiers and so potentially lead to the
variation we observe. We adapt Savinelli et al.’s model, which
describes scope ambiguity resolution for every and negation,
to additionally account for quantifiers some and no.
Here, we follow Savinelli et al. (2017) and assume that a
speaker chooses from a set of utterances U which consists of
the particular quantifier-negation utterance or saying nothing
at all (null): {every/some/no-negation, null}.1 In this way,
the different quantifiers rely on different utterance alternatives, and so we avoid claiming that the three quantifiers are
necessarily alternatives to each other (as they would be if
U ={every-negation, some-negation, no-negation}).
For the utterance context, speakers describe a scenario with
three marbles such that the possible world states are the number of marbles that are red: w ∈ W = {0, 1, 2, 3}. Speakers
and listeners know the utterance semantics to be a mapping,
parameterized by the scope interpretation i ∈ I = {surface, inverse}, from world states w ∈ W to truth values Bool = {true,
false}. In other words, speakers and listeners share a common semantics for the utterances (9), which determines which
states are true for a given interpretation. For example, the
every-negation utterance (i.e., Every marble isn’t red) maps
world {0} to true under surface scope and worlds {0,1,2}
(w6=3) to true under inverse scope.
(9)
Utterance semantics [[u]]i :
a. [[every-negation]]surface = λw. w = 0
b. [[every-negation]]inverse = λw. w 6= 3
c. [[some-negation]]surface = λw. w 6= 3
d. [[some-negation]]inverse = λw. w = 0
e. [[no-negation]]surface = λw. w = 3
f. [[no-negation]]inverse = λw. w > 0
g. [[null]] = λw. true
The speaker’s conversational goal is to address the topic of
conversation by guiding the listener to a set of intended world
states. This set is determined by the question under discussion
1 Savinelli et al.’s model is meant to capture truth-value judgments,

where participants choose between endorsing or not endorsing the
ambiguous utterance—hence the forced choice between the utterance and saying nothing (i.e., null). See Scontras and Goodman
(2017) for an alternative model of ambiguity resolution that models
paraphrase-endorsement data, as we do here. Future work can incorporate additional alternative utterance sets and explore their impact
on predicted interpretation preferences.

(QUD). For instance, the QUD all? indicates that a speaker
wants to resolve whether all the marbles are red (w∈{3}) or
not (w∈{0,1,2}). The model implements a QUD as a mapping
from worlds to partitioned sets of worlds x, as in (10); the full
set of QUDs q ∈ Q = {all?, none?, how-many?}.
(10)
QUD semantics [[q]]:
a. [[all?]] = λw. w = 3
b. [[none?]] = λw. w = 0
c. [[how-many?]] = λw. w

key factor for adult-like interpretations is a prior over world
states that favors the all state (e.g., w = 3 in our 3-marble
world) . We term this belief a “high positive expectation”.
Our corpus data support the plausibility of a high positive
expectation: many every-negation items are echoic, explicitly
repeating and denying previous content that asserts a high
positive expectation. Some examples of this use appear in (15)(18), with the content causing the high positive expectation in
bold italics and the every-negation utterance in bold.

The RSA model implements a series of recursive reasoning
layers, with a speaker choosing utterances by reasoning about
how a listener would interpret them, and a listener interpreting
utterances by reasoning about the speaker who generated them.
Here, a pragmatic listener L1 reasons about the speaker S1 who
generated the utterance, and imagines that S1 was reasoning
about a literal listener L0 when generating that utterance. The
hypothetical literal listener L0 hears an utterance u and knows
its intended interpretation i; L0 then reasons that the true state
of the world w is any of the world states that are true, given
the semantics of the ambiguous utterance [[u]]i from (9). The
model implements this reasoning as a filter on the possible
world states δ[[u]]i (w) , which returns 1 when [[u]]i (w) is true
and 0 otherwise. L0 then weights the possible worlds by L0 ’s
prior beliefs about their probabilities P(w).

(15)

Mr. DEITCHMAN: Everybody on 86th Street here
is young, so they all enjoy it, they all like it.
STOSSEL voice-over: Well, everyone on the street
isn’t young and lots of people don’t like it.

(16)

Dr. SHALALA: We do have a health care crisis in
this country and every American knows it.
LIMBAUGH: No, every American doesn’t know it

(17)

I don’t think you should allow every doctor to do
it—that’s just my personal opinion—because every
doctor can’t do it, by religion or philosophy or personality.

(18)

MICHAEL: I went back there and knocked on the
door to see if everything was OK.
RIVERA: Mm-hmm.
MICHAEL: And Mama said everything wasn’t OK,
so I called the police...

(11)

PL0 (w|u, i) ∝ δ[[u]]i (w) · P(w)

L0 takes the QUD q into account by inferring the intended
set of world states x determined by [[q]](w), as in (12). The
model implements this inference via the filter δx=[[q]](w) , which
is 1 when x =[[q]](w) and 0 otherwise.
(12)

PL0 (x|u, i, q) ∝ ∑ δx=[[q]](w) · PL0 (w|u, i)
w

The speaker S1 selects u, knowing the particular intended
world w, scope interpretation i, and QUD q as in (13). This
calculation is based on the the perceived utility of u, which
depends on the probability of u communicating the intended
set of world states x to L0 . This decision process is mediated by
a softmax function and free parameter α which controls how
the speaker perceives the relative contrasts between potential
options; contrasts can be sharpened (α >1), smoothed away
(α <1), or perceived as is (α=1).
(13)

PS1 (u|w, i, q) ∝ exp(α · log(PL0 (x|u, i, q)))

Hearing a quantifier-negation utterance, a pragmatic listener
L1 reasons jointly about the true world state w, scope interpretation i, and QUD q that would have been most likely to lead
S1 to produce the utterance that was observed. L1 considers
the prior probabilities of w, i, and q as well, as shown in (14).
(14)

PL1 (w, i, q|u) ∝ P(w) · P(i) · P(q) · PS1 (u|w, i, q)

Parameter setting. Savinelli et al. focused on modelling
how child interpretation behavior differs from adult behavior
for every-negation utterances in context; they found that one
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Motivated by Savinelli et al.’s analytic results and our impressions from the corpus, we set a high positive expectation in our model using Savinelli et al.’s parameter values (P(w = 3) = 0.9). We also followed Savinelli et al. by
keeping uniform priors over QUD and scope interpretation.
We set α = 1 (i.e., the speaker perceives probabilities as is,
neither sharpening nor smoothing away relative contrasts.)
Predictions. Under these parameter settings, the model predicts that the proportion of inverse interpretations depends on
the quantifier, with every-negation most likely to receive an inverse interpretation, then no-negation, and then some-negation
(see model predictions in Figure 8). Savinelli et al. showed
how utterance informativity is a driving factor in model behavior, especially in cases of within-quantifier variation. Another
factor relevant to the across-quantifier variation we observe
in the current simulations is the assumption of cooperativity
encoded in the model: listeners assume the speaker is being cooperative, which means that listeners assume that the speaker
said something true. When interpreting an ambiguous utterance, then, listeners will be biased to resolve the ambiguity
in a way that makes the utterance true. So, one source of interpretation preferences comes from preferring interpretations
that will be true more often.
More specifically, the not all interpretations of everynegation (its inverse scope) and of some-negation (its surface
scope) should be preferred to the alternative none interpretations. The reason is the same for both quantifiers: given the
prior expectation that all marbles are red, both interpretations

of these quantifier-negation utterances convey that the prior
high positive expectation is false (i.e., that w 6= 3). Learning
that this strong prior belief is false is extremely informative.
However, there are more ways for not all to be true (w could
be 0, 1, or 2) than for none to be true (w must be 0). The listener reasons that the utterance is true, and so the speaker most
likely intended the meaning that is true in more situations: the
not all meaning (i.e., inverse for every-negation and surface
for some-negation).
In contrast to the strongly-biased interpretation preferences
predicted for every-negation and some-negation, no-negation
is predicted to be more ambiguous, with no strong pressure
toward either interpretation. Both its surface scope (all) and
inverse scope (some) are compatible with the high positive
expectation, and so are equally (un)informative because they
convey that this expectation is true (and so the listener doesn’t
learn much). However, all is slightly preferred to some because
all is most compatible with the high positive expectation (i.e.,
w = 3; some includes the possibility that w = 1 or 2, which
are less compatible)—in this sense, all might then be viewed
as (slightly) more likely to be true. For this reason, the all
interpretation is then slightly preferred.
We note that another potential factor in interpretation differences across quantifiers is the particular logical relationship
between the surface and inverse scope interpretations. For
every-negation and some-negation, the model-predicted preferred interpretation is the entailed not all meaning. With
every-negation, the surface scope interpretation (none) asymmetrically entails the inverse scope interpretation (not all): if
none succeeded, then not all necessarily succeeded; in contrast,
if not all succeeded, it might not be that none did. Likewise
with some-negation, the inverse scope interpretation (none)
asymmetrically entails the surface interpretation (not all), for
the same reasons. However, entailment relations predict the opposite of the model for no-negation, because the surface scope
all asymmetrically entails the inverse scope some: if all succeeded, then some necessarily succeeded; in contrast, if some
succeeded, then it might not be that all did. So, entailment
relations predict a preference for the inverse interpretation
(some). This means that entailment relationships align with
our model’s predictions for two of three quantifiers.

Figure 4: Communication scenario in experiments 1 and 2.

Experiment 1: Paraphrase validation
To verify that our paraphrases of scope interpretations for the
paraphrase-endorsement task would be understood as the intended scope interpretation, we asked participants to complete
a reference task (sample trial in Figure 5). Given a paraphrase,
participants select the picture the paraphrase likely describes.
Participants. We recruited participants with U.S. IP addresses through MTurk. 95 participants (42% female; mean
age: 37) indicated they understood the experiment and English
was their only native language. Each received $0.50.
Materials. The surface/inverse paraphrases were these: every: None/Not all of the marbles are red; some: Not all/None
of the marbles are red; no: All/Some of the marbles are red.

Experiments
To test our modeled pragmatic listener’s predictions about
the preferred scope interpretation (which is captured by L1 ’s
marginal posterior distribution over i), we measured interpretation behavior in a paraphrase-endorsement task similar to
the corpus-annotation task but with invented utterances using
the quantifiers every, some, and no. We first use a pictureselection task to validate the relevant paraphrases. We then
asked participants to rate paraphrases corresponding to surface
vs. inverse interpretations (e.g., None/Not all of the marbles
are red) for a potentially-ambiguous utterance (e.g., Every
marble isn’t red). Figure 4 shows how the communication
scenario was set up for both experiments.
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Figure 5: Reference task sample trial for inverse scope interpretation of every-negation in the paraphrase-validation task.
Design. The experiment began with a scenario intended to
establish that the utterances to be interpreted were communication acts with a single likely meaning (Figure 4). Participants
then saw an utterance and chose the scenario they thought the
utterance described. For each utterance, participants chose
between an image consistent with the surface scope and an
image consistent with the inverse scope (e.g., between not-all-

red-marbles and no-red-marbles in Figure 5). The quantifiers
every, some, and no were tested as a between-subject condition; participants completed a series of three trials in random
order: one for the quantifier-negation utterance, one for the
surface paraphrase, and one for the inverse paraphrase.
Results. Figure 6 shows the proportion of the time that participants chose the image indicating the inverse interpretation,
grouped by utterance type (ambiguous, inverse, surface) and
quantifier condition. Participants chose at ceiling the image
consistent with the intended scope interpretation for each of
the paraphrases (Figure 6: the middle panel shows inverse proportions near 1.0 for the inverse paraphrase and the right panel
shows inverse proportions near 0.0 for the surface paraphrase).
These results validate the paraphrases of every-negation, somenegation, and no-negation. For the potentially-ambiguous utterance, we found a non-significant trend (Figure 6, left panel)
in line with the model predictions: every allows more inverse
than no, which allows more inverse than some. We revisit this
trend in the next experiment with a different and potentially
more sensitive measure of interpretation preferences.

Figure 6: Paraphrase validation results. Error bars are bootstrapped 95% CIs.

Experiment 2: Paraphrase endorsement
We used the validated paraphrases to measure interpretation preferences for every-negation, no-negation, and somenegation utterances, following the paraphrase-endorsement
methodology from Scontras and Goodman (2017).
Participants. We recruited 60 participants with U.S. IP addresses through MTurk. Of these, we assess data from the 47
participants (32% female; mean age: 36) who indicated they
understood the experiment and English was their only native
language. Each received $0.50.

Figure 7: Sample paraphrase-endorsement trial.
Design. Participants saw the same communication scenario
as in the previous experiment (Figure 4) and then rated two
validated paraphrases of a potentially-ambiguous quantifiernegation utterance on a sliding scale (e.g., Figure 7), similar to
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the crowd-sourced corpus study. Participants completed three
trials (one for every, some, and no) in random order.
Results. Figure 8 shows endorsement rates for validated surface and inverse paraphrases as well as model predictions for
the marginal distribution over surface and inverse interpretations, grouped by quantifier. We found that ratings for the
surface and inverse scope interpretations were negatively correlated per quantifier (every: -0.51; no: -0.40; some: -0.67),
suggesting that endorsing one interpretation led to reduced
endorsement for the other interpretation. To assess significance, we fit linear mixed effects models predicting the logittransformed responses on each of the sliders by quantifier,
with random intercepts for participant; all differences were
significant. From left to right in Figure 8: every allowed the
most inverse interpretations (95% CI [0.65, 0.84]), no allowed
an intermediate proportion (95% CI [0.27, 0.47]), and some
allowed the fewest (95% CI [0.07, 0.18]).

Figure 8: Results comparing model predictions and human
data. Grey bars: Model predictions for L1 marginal distribution over interpretation i, with P(w = 3) = 0.9. Yellow bars:
Degree of endorsement of each paraphrase in the paraphraseendorsement task. Error bars are bootstrapped 95% CIs.
We also see that the model predictions closely match the behavioral data. The model predicts 0.74 probability of inverse
scope interpretations for every, 0.47 for no, and 0.26 for some.
These predictions fall within the 95% CI for mean inverse
scope probability for every and no, but slightly overpredict
inverse scope interpretations for some. Model exploration
revealed that the parameter setting allowing the model to capture the human data is the high positive expectation that all the
marbles are red (P(w = 3) = 0.9).
Discussion. With a high positive expectation for the state of
the world, the model predictions for the pragmatic listener’s
marginal distribution over scope interpretations align with
interpretation patterns in the paraphrase-endorsement task:
inverse scope is preferred for every-negation, slightly dispreferred for no-negation, and dispreferred for some-negation.
These results support our model of ambiguity resolution and
the importance of the high positive expectation. Importantly,
our model not only captures the qualitative patterns in our data,
but also largely captures the quantitative patterns.

General Discussion
We have strengthened the empirical basis for the idea of variation in quantifier-negation utterance interpretations. In par-

ticular, in a crowd-sourced corpus analysis of spontaneous
speech, we find within-quantifier variation in interpretations
of naturalistic every-negation utterances. Using behavioral
experiments, we find across-quantifier variation in interpretations of quantifier-negation utterances with a universal (every),
existential (some), and negative (no) quantifier.
We further find that a hypothesis of ambiguity resolution
incorporating pragmatic factors, as formally articulated in our
computational cognitive model, can explain the documented
across-quantifier variation. Our model implements the hypothesis that interpretations (i) depend on a cooperative, efficient
speaker, and (ii) build on certain prior expectations about the
world. In particular, the model’s ability to account for the
data from our experiment depends on a high positive expectation about the world state (i.e., that all the marbles are red).
With this expectation in place, the model predicts that the
most likely interpretation is the most informative one that is
most likely to be true: not all for every-negation, none for
some-negation, and all for no-negation.
While our model used prior modeling work to set the precise
value for the high positive expectation, the general idea that a
high positive expectation is important for scope interpretation
preferences finds support in our own every-negation corpus
data. In particular, we found that the high positive expectation
surfaced as content immediately preceding the potentiallyambiguous every-negation utterance; interestingly, this content often was the same linguistic form (e.g., everything was
OK), so that the potentially-ambiguous utterance echoed a
substantial part of that linguistic form (e.g., everything wasn’t
OK). Future work can continue to test the extent of repetition
between the preceding discourse and ambiguous utterance, as
well as explore patterns in the repeated content. To the extent
that we can find positive expectations preceding quantifiernegation utterances, our findings will be in line with theories
that negation use (such as the negation in quantifier-negation)
is more felicitous in contexts that set up the corresponding
affirmative information (e.g., Wason, 1961; Givón, 1978).
We also note that in the case of some, human responses were
more categorical than the model predictions for some-negation,
which may be due to some’s status as a positive polarity item
(PPI) that doesn’t scope under negation (Szabolcsi, 2004).
However, our modeling results offer an explanation for why
some might behave as a PPI in the first place: interpreting some
under negation can result in an utterance that is uninformative,
has an unlikely meaning, and is therefore inefficient.
Future work can continue expanding the empirical basis
for variation in scope interpretations, exploring both withinquantifier and across-quantifier variation via the kind of crowdsourced corpus analysis presented here. With computational
modeling, we have shown how across-quantifier variation may
be accounted for by the model’s tendency to resolve ambiguity
in a way that preserves truth; we hypothesize that withinquantifier variation of the sort documented in our preliminary
corpus analysis arises through the interaction between contextual information and the model’s tendency to resolve ambiguity
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in a way that yields more informative interpretations. Our findings thus underscore the usefulness of computational cognitive
modeling for specifying the role that pragmatic factors, such
as expectations about the state of the world, may play when
we interpret ambiguous utterances in context.
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Abstract

objective expression, as in (1b). Here, one of the two
interlocutors must be wrong about where the wine is grown.

When two people disagree about matters of taste, neither is in
the wrong: There is nothing contradictory in a dialog where
one interlocutor says ‘The rollercoaster was scary!’ and the
other responds ‘No, it was not scary.’ This contrasts with
disagreements about objective facts. This phenomenon is
known as faultless disagreement, and is central for theorizing
about subjective expressions. Faultless disagreement is
typically assumed to stem from subjective expressions having
a special semantics. We present evidence that people’s
judgments of faultless disagreement are sensitive not only to
the lexical content of a sentence, but also to the broader
discourse context (properties of the interlocutors in the
dialog) and to extra-contextual factors (participants’ own
attitudes about that particular domain). These results
problematize arguments that faultless disagreement stems
directly from the semantics of subjective lexical items.

(1a) Faultless disagreement => both people can be right
Sam: This wine is tasty.
Alex: No, this wine is not tasty.
[subjective]
(1b) ‘Regular’ disagreement => one of the people is wrong
Sam: This wine is grown in Oregon.
Alex: No, this wine is not grown in Oregon. [objective]

Faultless disagreement

Keywords: subjectivity; predicates of personal taste; faultless
disagreement; expertise; discourse context; semanticspragmatics interface

Introduction
The information that we encounter on a daily basis involves
both objective facts about the world and people’s subjective
opinions. This distinction is also reflected in language:
Words that express an individual’s subjective opinion about
something (e.g. adjectives like tasty, fun, amazing,
irritating) differ fundamentally from words conveying more
objective facts (e.g. adjectives like wooden, gluten-free,
Californian, or descriptions like grown in Oregon). By
definition, subjective expressions are perspective-sensitive
and reflect someone’s opinion or attitude. In other words,
they are anchored to an opinion-holder or judge, to use a
term popularized by Lasersohn (2005).1
Because subjective adjectives express the opinion of a
particular individual, in a dialog such as (1a), both speakers
can be right in the sense of having made no factual
mistakes. In this situation, Sam is expressing the opinion
that the wine is tasty-for-Sam, while Alex is expressing the
opinion that the wine is not tasty-for-Alex. No one is in the
wrong; each interlocutor is entitled to their own opinion and
point-of-view. More colloquially: There’s no accounting for
taste. Ex.(1a) contrasts starkly with a dialog with an

1

In this paper, we use the term ‘judge’ in a theory-neutral way.
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In the semantics and philosophy literature, the dialog in (1a)
is described as licensing an inference of faultless
disagreement: neither interlocutor is felt to be wrong or at
fault (e.g., Koelbel 2004 and many others). This contrasts
with ‘faulty’ disagreements (1b), where one person must be
wrong (at fault). In essence, presence of faultless
disagreement – a situation where two people seem to
disagree but actually, neither one is felt to be in the wrong –
is widely used by linguists and philosophers as a diagnostic
to detect subjective, opinion-based content.
Although the intuition of faultlessness is simple, it has
far-reaching theoretical consequences. Despite being a
truism since antiquity, faultless disagreement is surprising
and problematic for standard semantic assumptions, on
which for any proposition p, either p or ¬ p must be false.
Indeed, this holds for examples like (1b) – either the wine is
grown in Oregon or it is not grown in Oregon. But how can
it be that in (1a), neither interlocutor is in the wrong, even
though one says the wine is tasty and the other says the wine
is not tasty? This poses a challenge for standard semantic
assumptions.
As a result, faultless disagreement has led to proposals in
both linguistics and philosophy that assign a special
semantics to subjective expressions, including the wellknown class of subjective adjectives known as predicates of
personal taste (PPTs, e.g. tasty, fun, amazing) – which are
the focus of this paper – as well as many other kinds of
subjective expressions including epistemic modals (e.g.
must, might), and aesthetic and moral terms (e.g. beautiful,
wrong, see Lasersohn 2005, Stephenson 2007, MacFarlane
2014, McNally & Stojanovic 2017, and many others).
Faultless disagreement has also been put forward as an
empirical diagnostic for subjectivity, which is argued to

carry explanatory weight with respect to other linguistic
phenomena, including syntactic patterns such as adjectiveordering preferences (the big red car vs. ?*the red big car;
see e.g. Scontras et al. 2017).
Despite the central importance of faultless disagreement
to motivating exceptional analyses of subjective expressions
and its status as a widely-used test for subjectivity,
surprisingly little attention has been given to its empirical
profile. Given the importance placed on the phenomenon of
faultless disagreement as an empirical desideratum for
various proposals, it is important to gain a better
understanding of what it is actually diagnosing and how it
works.

Prior experimental work
In recent work (Kaiser & Rudin 2020), we argued that
contrary to what is often (implicitly) assumed by prior
approaches, faultless disagreement is not simply a property
of the subjective predicate2 on its own. We provided
experimental data that judgments of faultless disagreement
are modulated by the prevalence of opinions in a population,
which crucially varies with the object of predication.
In a study with U.S.-based participants, we compared
disagreements about widely-liked foods (e.g. chocolate,
donuts, pizza) and divisive foods (e.g. blue cheese,
anchovies). We hypothesized that if judgments of faultless
disagreement are determined only by the (subjective) nature
of the predicate on its own, the level of consensus about a
particular food’s tastiness (or lack thereof) should have no
effect. However, our results show that disagreements about
divisive foods (ex.2b) were rated more faultless than
disagreements about widely-liked foods (ex.2a).
(2a) widely-liked food (high level of consensus)
One person says: Chocolate is delicious.
Another person says: Chocolate is not delicious.
(2b) divisive food (lower level of consensus)
One person says: Blue cheese is delicious.
Another person says: Blue cheese is not delicious.
Intuitively speaking, participants were more willing to say
that both people are in the right when the food is known to
elicit disagreements (e.g. blue cheese), but if the food is
widely-liked (e.g. chocolate), the disagreement was judged
relatively more ‘faulty’ (i.e. more towards the ‘one person is
wrong’ end of the scale).
These results indicate that judgments of faultless
disagreement are sensitive to the lexical content of the entire
sentence. We concluded that instead of what is often
assumed, judgments of faultless disagreement do not
directly reflect the subjectivity of a predicate – rather,
participants’ judgments of whether a disagreement is
faultless are modulated by object of predication. People’s
2
Following semantic tradition, we often use the term ‘subjective
predicates’ (or ‘predicates of personal taste.’) For the experiments
reported here, these are synonyms with ‘subjective adjectives.’
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judgments of faultlessness depend on the prevalence of a
judgment within the relevant population.

Going beyond the lexical content of the sentence
The results of our earlier work (Kaiser & Rudin 2020)
provide initial evidence that judgments of faultless
disagreement cannot be derived purely from the subjective
adjective itself: we also need to consider the specific object
being judged (the object of predication; e.g. cake vs. blue
cheese). Thus, that work indicates we need to consider
sentence-level information beyond the adjective.
In the present work, we extend the domain of inquiry
beyond the lexical content of particular sentences. As
illustrated in Figure 1, we test whether participants’
judgments of faultlessness are influenced by (i) properties of
the two interlocutors having the dialog, and/or by (ii)
properties of the participants themselves (e.g. participants’
own attitudes and opinions).3
We use the phenomenon of expertise to investigate these
issues. In what follows, we present an experiment showing
that people’s judgment of faultless disagreement about
claims in a particular domain (e.g. wine tasting) is sensitive
to the expertise of the interlocutors making the claims, as
well as to the experimental participants’ own beliefs about
the validity of expertise in that particular subjective domain.
We test four domains: wine tasting, beer tasting, art and
movies. Our results – reported below – show that faultless
disagreement is sensitive both to the context (properties of
the interlocutors) and to extra-contextual factors (the
judger’s own attitudes about the particular domain).
Thus, we conclude that, far from being a fixed property of
individual predicates, judgments of faultless disagreement
are modulated by factors entirely independent of the lexical
content of the sentence. This problematizes the status of
faultless disagreement as a desideratum for the semantics of
individual predicates; any account of subjective predicates
must account for the ways in which faultless disagreement is
sensitive to extra-sentential context.

Expertise
It is often implicitly assumed that when faultless
disagreement obtains in dialogs like (1a), both interlocutors
3
In an attempt to assess effects of participants’ own opinions, in
an unpublished study we used the same stimuli as the original
Kaiser & Rudin (2020) study to test how participants’ own
opinions about particular foods modulate their faultless
disagreement ratings. We replicated the same pattern we found in
our original study: disagreements about divisive foods are rated
more faultless than disagreements about high-consensus foods.
This occurs both when a participant’s own opinion diverges from
the norm and when it matches the norm. We also found modulating
effects of participants’ own opinions. These results, first,
corroborate the earlier findings and, second, provide evidence that
the properties of the individuals judging the disagreement also play
a role, but do not address the question of whether properties of the
actual interlocutors themselves matter. We address that question in
the experiment reported here.

are on an equal footing in the sense that both are ‘normal
tasters’ and have “adequate grounds for their claims”
(Koelbel 2009, see also Ninan 2014 on the Acquaintance
Inference). Even if the interlocutors differ in terms of their
expertise, it is often assumed that faultless disagreement still
obtains (see e.g. Lasersohn 2005).

Predictions regarding Expertise Differential Effects
We use the term ‘Expertise Differential Effects’ when
investigating if judgments of faultless disagreement are
modulated by whether one of the speakers is an expert. If
faultless disagreement is simply a reflex of a semantic
property of sentences, it should show no sensitivity to
properties of the speakers of those sentences. However, if
the interlocutors’ expertise levels modulate participants’
judgements of faultless disagreement – i.e., if we find
Experiment Differential Effects – this would mean that
faultless disagreement cannot be a ‘fixed’ property of
lexical items and instead depends on contextual information
about the interlocutors.

Predictions regarding Participant Attitude Effects

Figure 1. (Some of the) Layers that we propose modulate
judgments of faultless disagreement
However, Furey (2017), Wolf (2016) and others suggest
that the situation may not be so straightforward. Consider a
context like (1c), where only one of the speakers is a wine
connoisseur. Is the disagreement in (1c) as faultless as what
we saw in (1a)? Or do we defer to the authority of the wine
expert, and consequently view the non-expert’s opinion as
‘wrong’? Thus, by looking at contexts where the two
speakers differ in terms of their expertise, we can tap into
the question of whether judgments of faultless disagreement
are sensitive to properties of the interlocutors.
(1c)
Sam (who has no wine expertise): This wine is tasty.
Wine connoisseur: No, this wine is not tasty.
Furthermore, it could be that someone’s judgment of the
faultlessness of the disagreement in (1c) is modulated not
only by the context in which the dialog occurs, but also by
that person’s own attitudes towards wine experts – e.g.,
whether someone views wine experts’ views as being
privileged or believes that both experts’ and non-experts’
opinions are equally valid.
Thus, by asking about participants’ own attitudes, we can
tap into the broader question of whether judgment of
faultlessness is sensitive to extra-contextual properties of the
specific individual who is judging the disagreement.
The present work tests whether factors entirely
independent of the lexical content of the sentence, namely
the discourse context (properties of the interlocutors) and
extra-contextual factors (the judger’s own attitudes about
the domain) influence judgments of faultless disagreement.
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We use the term ‘Participant Attitude Effects’ to refer to
potential effects of participants’ own attitudes. If judgments
of faultless disagreement are modulated by the judger’s own
attitudes about whether expert opinions in a domain are
more valid than laypeople’s opinions, this would provide
even more evidence that faultless disagreement does not
follow directly from the lexical content of a sentence. More
concretely, if Participant A holds the opinions of wine
experts in high regard, but Participant B does not, will they
attribute different levels of faultlessness to (1c)? If yes, this
would indicate that faultless disagreement judgments
depend not only on the lexical content of a sentence, and
indeed not only on a sentence/context pair, but on the
judger’s own attitudes about the subjective domain.

Potential differences between domains
If judgments of faultless disagreement are sensitive to the
judger’s attitudes about the specific domain, the judgments
may vary from domain to domain. There may be differences
between ‘high-culture’ domains where expert status is
established and valued (e.g. wine, art) vs. ‘popular culture’
domains (e.g. beer, movies) which, while having publiclyacknowledged experts, are viewed as more accessible to
untrained consumers. We use the terms more vs. less
expertise-oriented to refer to this distinction.
In our study, we first check whether people’s attitudes
about the value of expert opinions in the four different
domains actually reflect this proposed distinction. Then, we
assess whether this distinction modulates perceived
faultlessness: We may find stronger Expertise Differential
Effects in more expertise-oriented domains (wine, art) than
less expertise-oriented domains (beer, movies).

Experiment
We tested dialogs like ex.(3a,b), and manipulated (i)
expertise differential (whether the dialog was between two
experts or a non-expert and an expert) and (ii) which
domain (see Table 1) the dialog concerns. (Only one
adjective was displayed to participants for a given item; two
example adjectives are given in ex.(3a,b) to highlight that

fact that we tested a mix of positive and negative subjective
predicates.)
(3a) [two-expert version]
This is a conversation between two wine experts.
One wine expert says: This wine is {tasty/revolting}.
The other wine expert says: No, this wine is not
{tasty/revolting}.

point scale to indicate whether they thought both speakers
could be right or whether one is wrong (see Figure 2), where
1 means ‘One of the two people is wrong’ and 6 means
‘Both people can be right.’ Thus, higher ratings indicate
higher faultlessness.

(3b)
[one-expert version]
This is a conversation between Andy (who has no expertise
in wine) and a wine expert:
Andy says: This wine is {tasty/revolting}.
The wine expert says: No, this wine is not {tasty/revolting}.
Table 1. The four domains investigated in this experiment
(The art domain items were about paintings)

Method
Participants We report data for 84 adult native speakers of
U.S. English who participated over the internet.
Materials and design Participants read dialogs like (3a,b)
In one-expert conditions, the non-expert spoke first, to avoid
creating an odd context where a non-expert ‘corrects’ an
expert. We used 8 positive (e.g. delicious, amazing,
inspiring) and 8 negative subjective adjectives (e.g.
revolting, boring, confusing). The subjective adjectives we
used all belong to the semantic class known as predicates of
personal taste (PPTs). The study consisted of 16 targets and
24 fillers, presented using a Latin-Squared design.
Across participants, each gustatory-condition adjective
was presented with both wine and beer, and each visualcondition adjective with both art and movies. This ensures
that any differences between more and less expertiseoriented domains cannot stem from individual subjective
adjectives. Each person saw each subjective adjective only
once.
Participants saw both positive and negative adjectives in
both one-expert and two-expert conditions. Whether the
initial sentence used a positive or negative adjective had no
clear effect, so we collapse polarity in the following
discussion.
Procedure The study consists of two main task types, both
implemented using the Qualtrics interface.
Faultlessness ratings During the main experiment, we
elicited ratings of faultless disagreement. People used a six-
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Figure 2. Sample items with rating scale (top image: from
the beer domain, bottom image: from the art domain)
Participant attitudes: After the main experiment, we
collected information about participant attitudes regarding
expert opinions. Participants were asked, for each domain,
whether they view expert opinions as more valid than nonexpert opinions or whether everyone’s opinion is equally
valid (see Figure 3). This is step that allows us to check the
validity of our assumption that the domains of wine and art
are more expertise-oriented than beer and movies.
After the main experiment, we also asked participants if
they self-identify as experts in any of the four domains.
Very few did (average 4%), so we do not discuss these data
further. (We do not have enough statistical power to
compare self-identified experts to non-experts, given the
low number of self-identified experts).

Figure 3. Post-experiment question about attitudes
regarding expert opinions in the four domains

Participant Attitude Effects

Results
We first report the outcomes of the initial sanity-check
analysis checking whether the domains of wine and art are
more expertise-oriented than beer and movies, and then turn
to analyses pertaining to our main questions regarding what
kinds of contextual and extra-contextual information impact
ratings of faultless disagreement: (i) Expertise Differential
Effects: Are judgments of faultless disagreement modulated
by whether one or both of the speakers is an expert? (ii)
Participant Attitude Effects: Are judgments of faultless
disagreement modulated by the judger’s own attitudes about
whether expert opinions in a domain are more valid than
laypeople’s opinions?

Figure 5 shows faultless disagreement ratings as a function
of domain and participant attitudes about (non)expert
opinions in the domain. In expertise-oriented domains
(wine, art), disagreements are rated more faultless (higher
bars) by those who view everyone’s opinions as equally
valid, compared to those who view expert opinions as
privileged (wine: beta = 1.027, SE = 0.328, t > |3.1|, art:
beta = 1.59, SE = 0.305, t > |5.2|, mixed-effects regression
(lmer) with R). Less expertise-oriented domains (beer,
movies) show the same trend, but it does not reach
significance (t’s < |1.6|). (Following convention, t > |2| is
treated as significant.)

Attitudes about the status of expert opinions in
different domains
The results of the post-experiment questions about attitudes
regarding expert opinions in the four domains we tested (see
Figure 3) are shown in Figure 4. We find that in all
domains, most participants feel that everyone’s opinions are
equally valid (darker grey), but crucially, participants are
more likely to report that they view expert opinions as
privileged (lighter grey bars) in the domains of wine and art
than in the domains of beer and movies. A chi-squared
analysis confirms that participants’ preference to give more
weight to expert opinions is stronger with wine and art than
beer and movies (𝜒2(1)=8.91, p<.003). This confirms our
assumptions about expertise-orientation.4

Figure 4. Responses to post-experiment questions on
participants’ own attitudes about expert opinions

Ratings of faultless disagreement (6=both people can be right,1= one person is wrong)
6
5.5
5
4.5
4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
everyone's
opinions
equal
ART

expert
opinions
privileged

everyone's
opinions
equal

expert
opinions
privileged

WINE

everyone's
opinions
equal

expert
opinions
privileged

everyone's
opinions
equal

MOVIES

one-expert context

Figure 5. Faultless disagreement ratings as a function of
domain and participants’ attitudes about expertise

4

Here, we do not distinguish between different kinds of
expertise (e.g. vintner/sommelier); we leave this for future work.
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expert
opinions
privileged

BEER

two-expert context

Expertise Differential Effects
Let us now take a closer look at how the one- vs. two-expert
context manipulation interacts with participants’ attitudes.
Figure 5 shows that less expertise-oriented domains (beer,
movies) show no clear effects of expertise differentials (one-

vs. two-experts) on faultless disagreement, confirming our
expectation that expertise is not central in these domains.
However, in the wine domain, participants who hold
experts’ opinions in high regard show stronger expertise
differential effects than those who view all opinions as equal
(1-expert vs. 2-expert x attitude interaction, beta = 0.644,
SE = 0.174, t > |3.7|). Expertise-valuers rate one-expert
disagreements as more faulty than two-expert disagreements
(beta = -0.535, SE = 0.267, t > |2|). This can be seen in the
fourth pair of bars (from the left) in Figure 5.
There are no effects of expertise differentials in the art
domain. Even art-expertise-valuers feel that all art-related
disagreements are comparably faulty. Notably, this lack of
an effect is due to all disagreements being judged relatively
faulty, unlike the movies and beer domains where lack of
expertise differential effects is due to all disagreements
being judged relatively faultless.
We leave a fuller investigation of the asymmetry between
the wine and art domains to future work. However, it is
worth acknowledging the numerical and ratings-based
nature of wine appreciation, especially compared to art. The
asymmetry between wine and art may stem at least partially
from the fact that, compared to the other domains, wine has
become relatively more ‘objectivized’ due its focus on
ratings/rankings (arguably more so than movies, for
example, see e.g. Zahradka (2020) for related discussion).

Discussion
Our experimental data indicate that judgments of faultless
disagreement can be sensitive to (i) individual differences in
judgers’ (participants’) views about expertise in a given
domain (participant attitude effects), (ii) differences
between domains, and (iii) properties of the interlocutors
(expertise differential effects). These results show that
faultless disagreement cannot be regarded as a reflex simply
of the lexical content of the sentence.
Theories of subjective predicates have generally focused
on how to semantically encode information about in whose
judgment the predication obtains, and on the role played by
perceptual experience in the semantics of these predicates.
The factors we have observed here are orthogonal to those
issues, and so to the extent that prior theories are attempting
to explain faultless disagreement, they have done so
inadequately. Our data indicate that faultless disagreement
is sensitive both to the context (properties of the
interlocutors) and extra-contextual factors (the judger’s own
attitudes about the domain). This adds at least two layers
mediating between judgments of faultless disagreement and
the semantics of subjective predicates (Figure 1),
problematizing the argument that faultless disagreement is
an empirical desideratum that must be explained directly by
the semantics of these predicates.
Our results also have consequences for research that does
not focus specifically on faultless disagreement per se, but
that uses it as a ‘tool’ or diagnostic for detecting
subjectivity. The notion of subjectivity has been argued to
be relevant for a wide range of other linguistic phenomena,
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and faultless disagreement judgements have been used as a
diagnostic for the purposes of identifying subjective
expressions and hypothesizing about the consequences of
subjectivity for other phenomena, including syntactic
patterns (e.g. adjective ordering, Scontras et al. 2017). Our
finding that faultless disagreement judgments do not follow
directly from the lexical content of a sentence complicates
its use as a diagnostic for lexical-level subjectivity.
We suggest that our results make theories where there is
nothing particularly special about the semantics of
subjective predicates (e.g. Rudin & Beltrama 2019, Willer
& Kennedy 2020) more appealing than they might have
previously seemed, given that faultless disagreement does
not appear to be a stable, consistent property of these
predicates, as a theory that hard-codes the licensing of
faultless disagreement into their semantics would predict.
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Abstract
The current study examined the extent to which the cohesion
detected in readers’ constructed responses to multiple
documents was predictive of persuasive, source-based essay
quality. Participants (N=95) completed multiple-documents
reading tasks wherein they were prompted to think-aloud, selfexplain, or evaluate the sources while reading a set of four
texts. They were then asked to write a source-based essay
based on their reading. Natural Language Processing
techniques were used to automatically analyze the cohesion of
the constructed responses at both within- and acrossdocuments levels. Results indicated that within-document
cohesion was negatively related to essay quality, whereas
across-documents cohesion was positively related to essay
quality. Further, these relations differed by instructional
condition such that strategic instructions to either self-explain
or evaluate sources seemed to promote across-text integration,
compared to thinking aloud. Overall, this study indicates that
the cohesion of constructed responses to text can provide
insights into the coherence of the mental representations
readers construct while reading multiple documents.
Keywords: comprehension;
language processing

cohesion;

writing;

natural

Introduction
The processing and comprehension of texts is a complex
process that is ubiquitous in our contemporary, informationdriven society (Rouet et al., 2017). Despite its prevalence,
reading is difficult and relies heavily on multiple levels of
knowledge (e.g., vocabulary, domain) and strategies for
integrating this knowledge with text content (McNamara &
Magliano, 2009). The majority of text comprehension models
agree that the outcome of this process is a mental
representation of the text content (e.g., Gernsbacher, 1990;
Kintsch, 1998). This representation is said to be coherent to
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the extent that a reader establishes connections amongst the
text information, as well as to relevant prior knowledge.
Thus, successful comprehension relies on creating,
maintaining, and updating these connections while reading.
Importantly, much of the prior work in this area has
focused on how individuals process, comprehend, and
remember single texts, despite the fact that individuals rarely
rely on only one text when they are attempting to learn new
information (Magliano et al., 2018). In response to this gap,
there has recently been a growing interest in examining how
individuals comprehend multiple documents, particularly
when they may include of mixture of reliable and unreliable
sources or contain conflicting or inaccurate information. In
this multiple document (MD) context, individuals must not
only have the knowledge and strategies necessary to
comprehend each individual document, but also to evaluate
the quality of the sources, integrate the information presented
across the documents, and use this information to ideally
provide a well-reasoned argument (Braasch et al., 2018).
Despite these differences, it has been commonly assumed
that the basic processes in single text comprehension contexts
go relatively unchanged in MD contexts. Research has
therefore predominantly focused on examining the influence
of source reliability rather than examining how basic
processes, such as integration, unfold in this MD reading
context. The purpose of the current study was to conduct a
fine-grained analysis of the processes underlying MD
comprehension and to examine how those processes might
vary across instructional conditions. Below, we provide a
brief overview of prior work on MD comprehension followed
by a discussion of how constructed responses (e.g., thinkaloud protocols) have been used to examine individuals’
online processes during reading. We then provide a

description of the current study, our results, and a discussion
of limitations and directions for future work.

Multiple Document Comprehension
Theories of MD processing emphasize the importance of
sensitivity to the sources of documents (i.e., sourcing) as an
important process for comprehending texts (Rouet et al.,
2017; Braash, & Braten, 2017) – this process involves the
evaluation of the authors, their credentials, the publisher, etc.
Source is seen as important for MD processing because there
can be dramatic differences in the reliability of the sources
that may be encountered in an MD task. This importance is
evident in an era where anyone can publish information on
the internet (Magliano et al., 2018). However, effective
sourcing requires a strategic evaluation of the creditability of
the information being provided in the texts (Rouet et al.,
2017). As such, interventions in MD contexts have
commonly focused on increasing individuals’ attention to
source information through either instructions to engage in
sourcing or through more extensive source evaluation
training (Braasch, et al., 2018).
Source-based Essays MD comprehension is commonly
evaluated with source-based essays, both due to their
theoretical alignment with the comprehension process and
their practical alignment with classroom activities. These
source-based essay tasks often ask participants to read a set
of documents to then compose an argumentative essay. Less
skilled students tend to construct source-based essays that are
either over-compartmentalized (e.g., abstract stacking) or too
generalized (i.e., a “mush model”). By contrast, high quality
source-based essays are well-organized in a way that reflects
the integration of ideas spread across the document set.

Constructed Responses During Reading
Prompting readers to generate constructed responses as they
read is a common method of both engendering different
comprehension processes and a way of studying the cognitive
processes that occur during reading. In the present study, we
used three constructed response types that are relevant for
multiple document comprehension: think-aloud, selfexplanation, and source evaluation (described above).
Think-alouds are perhaps the most well-established
procedure for collecting individuals’ thoughts during reading
(Pressley & Afflerbach, 1995). When thinking aloud, readers
are intermittently interrupted and asked to report their
thoughts as they come to their mind; as such, these
instructions are relatively neutral in that they do not bias
readers to adopt a particular strategy (Ericsson & Simon,
1994). Think-aloud studies have aided in the identification of
processes involved in comprehension across a variety of
contexts (Magliano et al., in press). Particularly relevant to
the current study is work suggesting that skilled readers tend
to not only generate more inferences, but also tend to make
more global connections, rather than only local connections
(e.g., at the level of adjacent sentences; Millis et al., 2006).
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MD tasks require readers to represent important
relationships conveyed both within and across texts (Rouet &
Britt, 2011). Readers must develop goals and strategies that
promote integration across texts and, in particular, when the
task requires such integration (e.g., writing an essay based on
multiple documents (Rouet et al., 2011). Self-explanation is
one strategy that may help readers make these connections.
Self-explanation
involves
monitoring
your
own
understanding and explaining the text to yourself as you read.
Engaging in self-explanation can lead to increased inference
generation and connections to prior knowledge, which
supports deeper comprehension (McNamara, 2004).
Establishing these types of connections is especially critical
in MD scenarios in which there are more distal connections
between ideas and fewer discourse markers to support
inference generation than in single document scenarios
(Goldman & Rakestraw, 2000). Indeed, think-aloud
protocols collected during MD tasks have demonstrated that
skilled readers are more likely to engage in self-explanation
strategies than less skilled readers (Anmarkrud et al., 2014;
Goldman, et al., 2012). Despite this, there have been few
investigations into the extent to which self-explanation may
actually increase across-document connections and promote
the successful comprehension of multiple documents.
Cohesion in Constructed Responses As previously
described, the connections individuals generate during
reading are representative of the coherence of their mental
representation of the text. Coherent mental representations
have been shown to be important for deep comprehension of
texts (McNamara & Magliano, 2009). However, coherence
cannot be directly measured but instead must be inferred from
comprehension assessments or computational models that
simulate comprehension processes (e.g., Kintsch, 1998).
One way to assess coherence indirectly is by measuring
cohesion. Cohesion refers to the explicit cues in text that
establish connections amongst text content (Gernsbacher,
1990; McNamara et al., 2014). For example, repeated words
across the sentences of a text can signify that the sentences
are focused on similar concepts. Recent work suggests that
the cohesion of individuals’ constructed responses during
reading may be indicative of the coherence of their mental
representation (Allen et al., 2015; 2016). Allen and
colleagues (2016) found that the cohesion of constructed
responses was higher when readers were prompted to selfexplain compared to paraphrase, and that the cohesion of
individuals’ constructed responses increased over the course
of self-explanation training. Thus, research suggests that
cohesion may be indicative of coherence-building processes
during comprehension; however, this hypothesis has yet to be
tested in a MD comprehension context.

Current Study
The purpose of the current study was to examine the extent
to which the cohesion detected in readers’ constructed
responses was predictive of persuasive, source-based essay
quality. Here, we adopt a methodological approach that relies

on theoretically motivated natural language processing
(NLP) techniques wherein we use the language that
participants produce as they read to understand how they are
establishing connections within and across the texts in a
multiple-documents scenario. In particular, we manipulated
the instructions that participants were given before reading a
set of texts. Participants were instructed to think-aloud, selfexplain, or evaluate the source material. We then calculated
linguistic indices related to the cohesion of these constructed
responses that we hypothesized would be indicative of
coherence-building within and across the documents.
Natural language can exhibit cohesion in a variety of
different ways. Here, we focus on one form of cohesion lexical cohesion (Crossley et al, 2018). Lexical cohesion
refers to cohesion that manifests in the form of overlapping
words across a text. That is, if a participant’s constructed
responses often repeat the same (or semantically similar)
words, that participant is demonstrating high lexical cohesion
across their responses.
Importantly, prior studies have shown that withindocument cohesion is predictive of comprehension and
reading skill for single text comprehension (Allen et al.,
2015; 2016); however, this finding has yet to be generalized
to a multiple document context. In the current study, we
calculate lexical cohesion not only at the individual document
level (within-document cohesion), but also across an entire
document set (across-document cohesion). Thus, we examine
the extent to which both within- and across-documents
lexical cohesion manifests in individuals’ constructed
responses and whether this cohesion relates to the quality of
essays written after the reading task. We expect that in the
context of MD comprehension, more complex connections
captured by across-documents cohesion measures will be
more important for performance than the role of withindocument cohesion seen in single text scenarios. Finally, we
examine whether these relationships between cohesion and
essay quality are moderated by instructional condition.
Thus, we aim to answer two primary research questions.
The more focal question was How do the within- and acrossdocument cohesion indices in participants’ constructed
responses relate to the overall quality of participants’ postreading source-based essays? We also manipulated reading
instructions in order to generate a variety of types of
processes that readers engage in during both single and
multiple-documents comprehension tasks. These different
strategies have been shown to differentially impact
comprehension (e.g., Allen et al., 2015; Britt & Aglinskas,
2002). Thus, a second research question was: To what extent
do different comprehension strategies (i.e., constructed
response instructions) influence the relation between the
cohesion in the responses and source-based writing quality?

Method
Participants
Participants (N = 95) included 46 high school students (Mage
= 16.3, SDage = .99) who participated in the study in the
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Summer of 2019 and 49 college freshmen students who had
graduated high school the previous year (Mage = 18.1, SDage =
.89) and participated in the Fall of 2020. All participants were
native speakers of English. Data for two participants were
removed from the analyses for failure to follow instructions,
leaving 93 participants in the final analysis.

Materials & Measures
Constructed Response Instructions Participants were
assigned to one of three instructional conditions; think-aloud,
self-explanation, and source evaluation. The think-aloud
condition served primarily as a control condition wherein
participants were asked to “report their thoughts” as they read
through the texts to try to match for time-on-task. Participants
in the self-explain condition were asked to try to explain the
text to themselves as they read. Participants in the source
evaluation condition were asked to reflect on the source (i.e.,
author, publication, date/locations, audience) of the text
while they read.
Document Sets Each document set contained four texts; one
set was focused on the effects of global warming and the
other was focused on cell phone use. The presentation of the
texts was counterbalanced and randomly assigned. For the
global warming set, there were two texts that discussed
whether the causes of global warming were natural or
manmade and two that discussed the negative and positive
consequences of global warming. For the cell phone use set,
two of the texts focused on the argument that cell phone use
could increase cancer risk and two discussed the argument
against radiation from cell phone use causing cancer.
At pre-determined sentences (6-9 sentences in each
document), participants were prompted to generate their
constructed response (e.g., think-aloud, self-explanation,
source evaluation).
Source-Based Essay After reading the document sets,
readers were asked to write an essay that either 1) explained
the effects of climate change for life on earth and the extent
to which humans are responsible or 2) explained the effects
of cell phones on humans and the extent to which cell phone
use poses health risks. Participants were asked to elaborate
on the information in the text instead of summarizing. They
were also asked to use information from the texts to support
their ideas, but to put ideas in their own words.

Study Procedure
Participants completed the study using the MD module of
iSTART (McNamara et al., 2004). They completed two MD
tasks on different topics (global warming, dangers of cell
phone use). In each task, they read four texts and then wrote
an essay. Before reading, participants were given a chance to
skim the texts before engaging in the deeper reading process.
During the actual reading portion of the experiment,
participants were prompted to think-aloud (n = 30), selfexplain (n = 32), or evaluate the sources (n = 31). They were
then given 25 minutes to write a source-based essay. In a

second session, they completed the same reading and writing
task with the alternate text set.

Analyses
Automated Cohesion Analyses To prepare participants’
constructed responses for cohesion analysis, we aggregated
the responses in two different ways: within-document (all
constructed responses for a given text) and across-document
(all constructed responses for a given document set).
Participants’ constructed responses were analyzed using
TAACO (Crossley et al., 2018). For the purposes of the
current study, we selected indices that were representative of
lexical cohesion at within- and across-document set levels.
For each level, we looked at four types of cohesion: content
words, verbs, arguments, or all words.
Source-based Essay Quality The essays were evaluated
using a scoring rubric that included four analytic scores and
one holistic score. Given the scope of the current paper and
the relatively small sample size, here we focus only on the
holistic scores, which ranged from 1 (very poor) to 6
(excellent). Human ratings for the scores were provided by
two teams of two expert raters each. The raters were PhD
students in an English composition program, who had over
three years of experience teaching writing at the university
level and rating experience with standardized rubrics. The
raters were first trained on the rubric using essays that were
not part of the corpus used in this study. When raters reached
an acceptable level of reliability (Kappa > .70), they scored
the source-based essays in the current study such that two
raters scored each essay. After initial scoring, Kappa scores
ranged from .48 to .65. Raters then adjudicated their scores
together. If any differences in scores were greater than 1,
raters discussed the scores and made adjustments as needed.
After adjudication, all Kappa scores were greater than .6.

Results
For all participants, we collapsed the cohesion and essay
scores across document sets. Thus, each participant had an
average set of cohesion indices as well as an average essay
score. The average holistic essay scores did not differ for
participants who were randomly assigned to the think aloud
(M = 2.82; SD = 0.85), self-explanation (M = 2.91; SD =
0.90), or source evaluation (M = 2.70; SD = 0.95) conditions,
suggesting that the experimental manipulation did not lead to
differences in overall essay quality [F(2, 90) = 0.41, p =
0.67].

Cohesion and Essay Quality
Our first research question considered whether the withinand across-document cohesion of participants’ constructed
responses were related to the overall quality (i.e., holistic
score) of their essays. Pearson correlations between average
within-document cohesion and holistic essay scores revealed
reliable negative correlations, indicating that connections
made at the individual document level were negatively
related to overall essay scores (see Table 1 for all
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correlations). Conversely, across-document cohesion indices
were positively correlated with essay score, suggesting that
connections made across documents in the document set
were indicative of higher quality source-based essays.
Table 1: Correlations between Lexical Cohesion and
Holistic Essay Quality
Index
Content Words
Verbs
Arguments
All Words
*p < .05; **p < .01

Within
-0.22*
-0.18
-0.23*
-0.21*

Across
0.31**
0.27**
0.30**
0.33**

We conducted a multiple regression analysis to determine
how much variance could be explained in participants’ essay
scores from the within- and across-documents cohesion
indices. For this model, we selected only the two indices with
the highest correlation from each of the within and across
cohesion groups. Thus, our independent variables were
within- and across-documents content word and argument
cohesion, respectively. This analysis yielded a significant
model that accounted for approximately 19% of the variance
in the holistic essay scores, R2 = .19, F (2, 90) = 10.34, p <
.001. Importantly, there were main effects of both within (p <
.001) and across documents cohesion (p < .001), indicating
that connections made during reading at local text levels as
well as across the entire document set were related to the
overall quality of the essays produced after reading.
Overall, the results of this first set of analyses suggest that
the cohesion of participants’ constructed responses in a
multiple document context is predictive of holistic score on a
source-based essay. Importantly, within- and acrossdocuments cohesion exhibited different patterns of relations
with essay quality. Connections made across the document
set were positively related to essay quality, whereas withindocument cohesion was negatively related to quality. This
suggests that while cohesion is a relevant predictor, it not the
case that more cohesive responses are inherently better for
source-based writing.

Effects of Instructional Condition
As mentioned previously, the instructional condition had no
significant effect on overall essay quality. However, it is
likely that these instructions influenced the types of
comprehension processes that participants engaged in as they
read (e.g., Allen et al., 2015). Thus, our second research
question regarded whether the relationship between the
within- and across-documents cohesion indices and essay
scores was moderated by instructional condition. In other
words, we aimed to determine whether instructions to simply
think-aloud, self-explain the texts, or evaluate the source
material would alter the relationship between cohesion and
essay quality. To this end, we first computed group-level
Pearson correlations for both within- and across-documents
cohesion and holistic essay quality (see Table 2). Here, we

used the same cohesion indices that were used in the prior
analysis; thus, the variables for within- and across-documents
cohesion were calculated for content word and argument,
respectively.
Table 2: Group-Level Correlations between Lexical
Cohesion and Holistic Essay Quality
Index
Think-Aloud
Self-Explain
Source Evaluation
*p < .05; **p < .01

Within
-0.40*
-0.24
-0.03

Across
0.14
0.35*
0.48**

Results indicated that there were differential relations
between cohesion indices and essay quality as a function of
condition. For within-document cohesion, the think-aloud
condition exhibited a reliable (negative) relationship with
essay quality; however, the relations in the other two
conditions did not achieve significance. Conversely, for
across-document cohesion, the self-explanation and source
evaluation conditions exhibited positive correlations with
essay quality, whereas the think-aloud condition did not.
In a follow up analysis, we examined whether there was an
interaction between the cohesion indices and condition. This
interaction did not reach significance for either within- (p =
0.45) or across-documents cohesion (p = 0.40). Thus, while
the correlational analyses reveal some interesting patterns,
there was not a reliable moderation effect of condition.

Exploratory Analysis of Condition Effects
As an exploratory analysis, we examined simple slopes in
order to determine whether there were differences in the
correlations between the cohesion indices and essay scores
across the conditions. Despite the lack of significant
interaction, there was a significant difference in the simple
slope for the think-aloud condition for within-document
cohesion (p = .05; see Figure 1). For across-documents
cohesion, the simple slopes for self-explanation and source
conditions were significant (p = .04 and p < .01, respectively;
see Figure 2). These results indicate that for individuals in the
think-aloud condition, the negative influence of local
connections was more important for essay quality, whereas
for participants in the strategic instructional conditions (i.e.,
self-explanation and source evaluation), integration across
the document set during reading was more predictive of essay
quality. It is important to note that this analysis was purely
exploratory and future research is needed to determine how
these experimental conditions may differentially impact the
relations between constructed response cohesion and sourcebased essay quality.
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Figure 1: Simple Slopes of Within-Document Cohesion
Predicting Holistic Essay Score by Instructional Group

Figure 2: Simple Slopes of Across-Documents Cohesion
Predicting Holistic Essay Score by Instructional Group

Discussion
The current study investigated the hypothesis that cohesion
could serve as a signature of the coherence of a reader’s
mental representation; thus, we aimed to examine whether the
cohesion of participants’ constructed responses was related
to the overall quality of their source-based essays. We
anticipated that within- and across-documents cohesion
would behave differently, given that integration of multiple
documents may rely on more strategic processing than within
a single document. Thus, we expected across-documents
cohesion to relate positively to source-based essays, as
success on this task relied heavily on individuals’ integration
of information across the document set. Additionally, we
examined whether these relations were moderated by
instructional condition.
The results of our analysis provided evidence in support of
our first prediction. Specifically, cohesion indices of
participants’ constructed responses were related to holistic
essay quality. Consistent with the assumption that MD tasks
require integration across a document set (Rouet & Britt,
2011), across-documents cohesion was positively related to
essay quality. Conversely, within-document cohesion was
negative correlated with essay performance. This may seem

anomalous because evidence of within-text integration in
think aloud protocols is typically positively correlated with
comprehension outcomes (e.g., Magliano et al., in press).
One interpretation of this finding is that participants who had
higher levels of within-text cohesion were adopting a strategy
for the MD task that involved comprehending the texts in
isolation, rather than creating an integrated representation.
Our second research question was exploratory and
examined whether instructional condition moderated the
relationship between cohesion and essay quality. The
relationship between type of cohesion and performance
varied across conditions. The negative relationship between
within-texts cohesion. and essay performance was present in
the think aloud condition, suggesting that thinking aloud may
have encouraged readers to focus on comprehending the texts
in isolation. Conversely, across-documents cohesion was
positively correlated with essay scores in the self-explanation
and source evaluation conditions. These instructions may
have more effectively oriented participants to engage in the
within-text integration necessary to write effective essays.
These findings are important for multiple reasons. First,
they provide further evidence for a theoretical link between
cohesion and coherence and suggest that cohesion cues in
constructed responses can potentially provide a proxy for
coherence-building processes during reading. Second, they
extend prior work in this area to a MD reading context; in
particular, this study attempts to more systematically
examine how integration within and across documents relate
to comprehension. Importantly, we found that withindocument and across-documents cohesion were differentially
related to post-reading essay scores, suggesting that
integration within a single document is orthogonal to acrossdocuments integration processes.
Importantly, this study is only an initial exploration of our
research questions and thus has a number of limitations.
Additional studies will be necessary to more thoroughly
examine relations between cohesion and post-reading
outcomes in MD contexts. First, we only focused on lexical
cohesion of participants’ constructed responses. Research has
identified a number of ways in which individuals can
establish cohesion in text (Crossley et al., 2018). More
nuanced comparisons of different forms of cohesion may
shed light on the relations between cohesion and coherence,
particularly in MD contexts. Second, the current study was
not sufficiently powered to conduct thorough examinations
of our experimental groups. Thus, future studies are planned
to replicate these findings and further examine whether and
how instructions moderate relations between cohesion and
essay quality. Finally, further research is needed to examine
the generalizability of our results across different types of
document sets and different types of comprehension goals.
Overall, the current study takes an important step towards
understanding the role of integration in MD comprehension
tasks; in particular, it provides preliminary evidence that the
cohesion of participants’ constructed responses can provide
insights into the coherence of mental representations. Results
of this and future work can strengthen our theoretical

understanding of MD comprehension processes, as well as
how these relate to source-based writing performance.
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Abstract
Systems of personal pronouns (e.g.,‘you’ and ‘I’) vary widely
across languages, but at the same time not all possible systems
are attested. Linguistic theories have generally accounted for
this in terms of strong grammatical constraints, but recent experimental work challenges this view. Here, we take a novel
approach to understanding personal pronoun systems by invoking a recent information-theoretic framework for semantic systems that predicts that languages efficiently compress meanings into forms. We find that a test set of cross-linguistically
attested personal pronoun systems achieves near-optimal compression, supporting the hypothesis that efficient compression
shapes semantic systems. Further, our best-fitting model includes an egocentric bias that favors a salient speaker representation, accounting for a well-known typological generalization of person systems (‘Zwicky’s Generalization’) without the
need for a hard grammatical constraint.
Keywords: person systems; pronouns; semantic typology; information theory; efficient coding

Introduction
Systems of personal pronouns, or person systems for short,
categorize entities based on their conversational role: speaker
(s), addressee (a), or non-participant others (o, i.e., entities
without an active role in the conversation). Personal pronoun
paradigms are a universal device by which languages express
these categories (Cysouw, 2003). The person category of a
given personal pronoun specifies its focal referent. For example, the first person pronouns ‘I’ and ‘we’ have the same
focal referent (i.e., the speaker). Person distinctions also interact with number; while the pronoun ‘I’ refers only to the
speaker, ‘we’ refers to a group which includes the speaker.
As in other semantic domains, like color and kinship,
pronominal paradigms vary widely across languages, but at
the same time not all attested systems are equally likely. To
see this, assume (as we will throughout) that there are three
basic person roles, s, a, and o, which interact with three number categories, exactly one, exactly two, and more than two.
Assuming a single speaker, a single addressee, but potentially
any number of others,1 the basic person roles can be combined to form person referents with one or more entities (e.g.,
the inclusive meaning s+a). The resulting semantic space,
* Equal contribution.
1
Following Harbour (2016), this assumption is motivated primarily by the observation that no known language has a unique form
for multiple speakers or for multiple addressees (but see Bobaljik,
2008; Sonnaert, 2018).
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shown in Figure 1A, has 11 referents. Figure 1B shows that
languages can express all referents using unique forms (as
in Māori); or they can feature homophony such that some
meanings are expressed by the same form (as in English); or
they can feature redundancy (as in Mandarin, where the inclusive meaning can be expressed by ‘zánmen’ or ‘wŏmen’).
Given this space and the possibility of homophony, there
are a whopping 678,570 logically possible paradigms (B11 ).
And yet very few seem to be attested across the world’s languages (Cysouw, 2003).
What characterizes the unattested systems? One possibility is that some homophony patterns are more common than
others. For example, Zwicky (1977) noted that homophony
in the expression of the inclusive meaning you and us appears to be restricted. In many languages, this meaning is
homophonous with the first person plural form (e.g., ‘we’ in
English). By contrast, in no known language is the inclusive
meaning homophonous with the second or third person form.
We refer to the common system as first-inclusive and to the
unattested systems as second- and third-inclusive respectively
(see Figure 1B).
Linguistic theories tend to account for typological regularities like these by positing inviolable grammatical constraints
on possible person systems (Harbour, 2016; Harley & Ritter,
2002, inter alia). These constraints, often conceived of as reflecting characteristics of our language faculty, are designed
to account for existing person systems, while preventing the
derivation of systems which are believed to be unattested. For
example, Harbour (2016) accounts for Zwicky’s observation by positing a “hard-coded” asymmetry in the linguistic
representation of the speaker and addressee. However, recent experimental results challenge the strong nature of these
constraints, pointing instead to the possibility that soft biases
shape person typology (Maldonado & Culbertson, 2020).
Here, we take a different approach to understanding
pronominal paradigms, using a recent information-theoretic
framework for semantic systems (Zaslavsky, Kemp, Regier,
& Tishby, 2018; Zaslavsky, 2020). This approach hypothesizes that languages evolve under pressure to efficiently compress meanings into forms by optimizing an informationtheoretic tradeoff between the complexity and communicative
accuracy of the lexicon, known as the Information Bottleneck
principle (IB; Tishby, Pereira, & Bialek, 1999). This principle is grounded in Rate–Distortion theory (RDT; Shannon,

A.

B.

person

s

s+o

s+o+o
…

s+a

s+a+o
…

a

a+o

a+o+o
…

o

o+o

o+o+o
…

Maori

Tuaripi

Mandarin

Taiwanese

Slovenian

2nd inclusive

Kalam

Sierra
Popoluca

English

Spanish

Slave

3rd inclusive

number

unattested

Figure 1: A. The person space consists of the 11 possible referents shown in this table. Rows correspond to person distinctions:
speaker (s), addressee (a), and other (o). Columns correspond to number distinctions: exactly one, exactly two, and more than
2. B. Person systems derived from the pronominal systems of 10 well-documented languages, and two systems that are believed
to be unattested, plotted against the person space shown in A. Colors correspond to distinct pronominal forms.
1948), the branch of information theory that characterizes
efficient data compression, and has been shown to explain
cross-linguistic patterns in several semantic domains, such
as color and container naming (Zaslavsky et al., 2018; Zaslavsky, Regier, Tishby, & Kemp, 2019a). It is also closely
related to a prominent notion of communicative efficiency
in semantic typology (Kemp, Xu, & Regier, 2018), which
is not grounded in RDT but has been applied to domains
that are qualitatively more similar to person, such as kinship (Kemp & Regier, 2012), numeral systems (Xu, Liu, &
Regier, 2020), quantifiers (Steinert-Threlkeld, 2020), and indefinite pronouns (Denic, Steinert-Threlkeld, & Szymanik,
2020). Therefore, the person domain poses an important test
case for the broader applicability of RDT to the lexicon.
To summarize: we find that a cross-linguistic test set of personal pronoun systems achieves near-optimal compression,
suggesting that these systems have indeed evolved to be efficient in the RDT sense. Importantly, our model is also able to
account for Zwicky’s observation about inclusive systems, by
including a (soft) egocentric bias, i.e. a bias towards keeping
the speaker distinct, similar in spirit to inviolable constraints
proposed in the linguistics literature.

Typological sample of personal pronoun systems
To investigate personal pronoun systems in the RDT framework outlined above, we first need to establish a reliable
typological sample. The largest available sample was collected by Cysouw (2003), and consists of 265 individual
person marking paradigms from the world’s languages, including both pronominal and agreement paradigms. At first
glance, this would be the obvious sample to use, however
Cysouw’s dataset is problematic for us in a number of respects. First, Cysouw codes for a smaller domain than the one
in Figure 1A, one which consists of only 8 possible referents
obtained by combining four core person categories (s, s+a,
a, o) with two number categories (singular and augmented).
More importantly, Cysouw counts individual paradigms, not
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languages, which means that two paradigms from the same
language can be counted as two different person systems.
Moreover, the sample was compiled with the goal of including as many examples of rare paradigms as possible, but not
necessarily every case of commonly occurring patterns (see
Cysouw, 2003, pp.19-20), which means that the dataset is
skewed in favor of rare paradigms. For these reasons, we use
Cysouw’s dataset as a secondary source, and compile our own
dataset to use as our primary source.
The dataset we use consists of ten different person
systems, derived from the pronominal systems of Māori
(Austronesian), Tuaripi (Eleman), Mandarin (Sino-Tibetan),
Taiwanese (Sino-Tibetan), Slovenian (Indoeuropean-Slavic),
Spanish (Indoeuropean-Romance), English (IndoeuropeanGermanic), Kalam (Trans-New Guinea), Sierra Popoluca
(Zoquean), and Slave (Athabascan). Seven of these systems
were drawn from (Cysouw, 2003), and the rest from a range
of different sources2 . These languages were selected on the
basis of being both fairly well-documented and belonging to
a varied range of language families. When possible, we additionally carried out interviews with informants (native speakers) to corroborate the information provided by the grammars. An illustration of the resulting personal pronoun systems is given in Figure 1B. Following an analogous procedure, we also generated the two unattested systems ruled out
by Zwicky’s generalization.

Theoretical framework and predictions
In what follows, we first review the theoretical framework
of Zaslavsky et al. (2018) and show how it can be applied to
the domain of personal pronouns. We then derive two compression models that embody different cognitive representations of the domain, and test their ability to account for our
2
Detailed systems for each language and source list appear in the Appendix: https://osf.io/3vsa5/?view only=
542fc7f8a3bb4ec8aa9b4f2755cd6910.

accuracy

Maximizing accuracy alone yields a highly complex system
that requires encoding the domain with a unique form for
each referent. In between, there is a range of optimal systems
that balance a tradeoff between these two competing goals by
optimizing the IB objective function:

q(w|mt )
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Fβ [q] = Iq (Mt ; W ) − βIq (W ; U ) ,

dataset of personal pronoun systems as well as Zwicky’s observation.

Communication model and theoretical bounds
The framework of Zaslavsky et al. (2018) is based on a
basic communication model (Shannon, 1948), in which a
speaker and a listener communicate about a shared domain U
(see Figure 2). In our case, U corresponds to the person space
shown in Figure 1A. Given a target t ∈ U, sampled from a
prior distribution p(t), the speaker mentally represents t with
a probability distribution mt (u) over the domain, which reflects uncertainty that the speaker may have, and then communicates it to the listener by producing a signal w using
a probabilistic encoder q(w|mt ). The listener interprets w
by reconstructing from it a mental representation m̂w (u), reflecting their inference about the speaker’s intended meaning.
In our setting, the encoder q(w|mt ) corresponds to a person
system.
Given these assumptions, optimal communication systems
are those in which the speaker and listener jointly satisfy the
IB tradeoff between minimizing complexity and maximizing accuracy. In IB, as in RDT more generally, complexity
roughly corresponds to the number of bits required for communication and it is measured by the mutual information between target meanings and signals,
Iq (Mt ; W ) =

X

p(t)q(w|mt ) log

t,w

q(w|mt )
,
q(w)

(1)

P
where q(w) = t p(t)q(w|mt ). The accuracy of the system
intuitively corresponds to the similarity between the speaker’s
and listener’s mental representations. It is measured by
Iq (W ; U ), and maximizing this informational term amounts
to minimizing the expected Kullback-Leibler divergence between mt and m̂w ,3
"
#
X
mt (u)
. (2)
Eq [D[mt km̂w ]] = E
mt (u) log
m̂w (u)
p(t)
u
q(w|mt )

Minimizing complexity alone yields a non-informative system that compresses the entire domain into a single form.
3

Equation (2) is negatively related to accuracy, i.e., Iq (W ; U ) =
−Eq [D[mt km̂w ]] + constant, and we take m̂w to be the optimal
Bayesian estimator (see Zaslavsky et al., 2018, for derivation).
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where the parameter β ≥ 0 controls the tradeoff. Every value
of β provides an optimal encoder qβ (w|mt ), and the IB theoretical limit is defined by the set of optimal systems as a function of β. Zaslavsky et al. (2018) hypothesized that semantic
systems evolved under pressure to remain near this theoretical limit. If this hypothesis is true in our case, then we expect
that attested systems will achieve near-optimal tradeoffs, and
will tend to be more efficient compared to unattested systems.
To test this prediction for person systems, we need to specify two components that are required for instantiating the
communication model: the prior distribution p(t), also referred to as need distribution (Regier, Kemp, & Kay, 2015)
as it reflects the frequency with which referents are communicated; and the structure of the speaker’s mental representations, mt . Next, we discuss these two components.

Inferring patterns of communicative need
Previous work has often assumed a uniform need (e.g., Regier
et al., 2015; Gibson et al., 2017) or a non-uniform but universal need distribution (e.g., Kemp & Regier, 2012; Zaslavsky
et al., 2018). However, it seems unlikely that all the elements
of the domain are equally needed, and it has been noted that
communicative need may vary across languages (Kemp et
al., 2018). To address these challenges, we infer languagespecific need distributions from corpus frequencies using a
recent domain-general method (Zaslavsky, Kemp, Tishby, &
Regier, 2019b) based on the maximum entropy (MaxEnt)
principle. This method infers a need distribution under minimal assumptions by finding the MaxEnt prior p(t) that is consistent with the system and the normalized corpus frequencies
p(w) associated with
P its forms. Formally, this means that the
prior must satisfy t p(t)q(w|mt ) = p(w) for all w.
Av. MaxEnt need distribution

English

100

10−1

Spanish

Mandarin

CHILDES

Figure 2: Communication model (adapted from Zaslavsky et
al., 2018). See main text for details.

10−2

10−3

UD

complexity

(3)

10−4

Figure 3: Inferred maximum-entropy (MaxEnt) communicative need distributions for the person domain. Left: Average MaxEnt need distribution. Right: Language-specific need
distributions inferred from the CHILDES (top) and UD (bottom) corpora for each language.

We inferred corpus-based MaxEnt need distributions for
English, Spanish, and Mandarin, the three languages in
our dataset for which we have word frequency data both
from the UD Treebank corpus (Nivre et al., 2017), that is
based on written language, and from the CHILDES corpus (MacWhinney, 2000), that is based on spoken language
(see Appendix). Figure 3 shows the inferred need distributions. For each language, the differences across corpora are
relatively small. In addition, while this analysis shows interesting cross-language variation in the inferred needs, the
main differences appear to be in very low probabilities, which
are typically difficult to estimate, and the higher need probabilities actually reveal interesting patterns that are shared
across languages. For example, in all three languages, the
singular concepts tend to have greater need probabilities, with
p(s) ≥ p(a) and p(o) ≥ p(a). This observation supports the
simplifying universal need assumption, echoing a similar observation in the case of color (Zaslavsky et al., 2019b). It
also suggests that using language-specific need distributions,
which adds a huge overhead in model complexity, may not
be necessary in order to account for cross-language variation
in this domain. Therefore, we consider here only the average
need distribution (Figure 3, left panel) and test the extent to
which it may account not only for the three languages from
which it was inferred, but for all systems in our dataset.

Domain representation
The second component we need to define is the structure
of the speaker’s mental representations of the domain. We
ground these representations in a 5-dimensional binary feature space, where the first three bits correspond to the conversational roles s, a, o, and the two additional bits encode
the three number distinctions. For example, s corresponds to
the feature vector (1, 0, 0, 0, 0) and a+o to (0, 1, 1, 0, 1). Following Regier et al. (2015), we then define the mental representations of each target referent t ∈ U by a similarity-based
distribution, mt (u) ∝ exp(−γd(u, t)), where here we take
d(u, t) to be a weighted Hamming distance4 between the feature vectors of t and u. The free parameter γ reflects the degree of speaker uncertainty. Following Eisape, Levy, Tenenbaum, and Zaslavsky (2020), we set γ by assuming that the
memory capacity of the speaker is fixed relative to the entropy
of target referents (see Eisape et al., 2020, for more details).
By manipulating the weights of each feature, this formulation
allows us to derive precise quantitative predictions as to how
cognitive biases in the mental representation of the domain,
combined with pressure for efficient compression, can shape
person systems across languages.

number distinction are considered as a single feature. However, it seems unlikely that this model instantiation, which we
refer to as the unbiased model, will account for Zwicky’s observation. Most accounts of this observation posit an inherent
asymmetry between the representation of the speaker and addressee (Harbour, 2016; Harley & Ritter, 2002). Based on
experimental results suggesting that unattested inclusive systems may nevertheless be learnable, Maldonado and Culbertson (2020) propose that Zwicky’s observation may arise from
a soft ‘egocentric’ bias favoring a salient speaker representation. A bias of this sort, perhaps stemming from a tendency to
perceive the world as a function of our presence in it, has also
been observed in early pronoun acquisition (Charney, 1980;
Moyer, Harrigan, Hacquard, & Lidz, 2015).
Here, we aim to test this proposal by formulating an egocentric bias within our theoretical framework. Specifically,
we introduce such a bias to our model by increasing the relative feature weight of s in the mental representation of the
domain. We also consider a secondary asymmetry proposed
in the literature between participants (speaker and addressee)
and non-participants in the conversation (e.g., Harbour, 2016;
Harley & Ritter, 2002), which we formulate by decreasing
the relative feature weight corresponding to o. We refer
to this type of model instantiation as an egocentric model.
Grounding empirically the exact values of the feature weights
requires substantial experimental work, which we leave for
future research. Here, we set the feature weight vector to
(16, 1, 0.1, 1), corresponding to weights for s, a, o, and number, while verifying that our results are robust within a range
of reasonable weights that satisfy these asymmetries.5
If an egocentric bias shapes person systems, in addition
to pressure for efficiency, then we expect that the egocentric model would provide a better account of attested systems compared to the unbiased model. Further, the biased
model should be able to distinguish between attested and
unattested systems, such as the second- and third-inclusive
systems. Each model predicts that person systems across languages should lie near its theoretical bound, and therefore,
following Zaslavsky et al. (2018), we take as our primary
measure for evaluation the deviation from optimality attained
by actual person systems (i.e., the minimal distance from the
optimal value of (3), across all values of β).

Results

One simple way of setting the feature weights in our model
is by treating all features equally, where the two bits for the

For each model instantiation (unbiased and egocentric), we
evaluated the IB theoretical limit for personal pronoun systems, defined by the set of optimal systems derived from that
model for different tradeoffs β between complexity and accuracy. Additionally, we evaluated the complexity and accuracy tradeoffs of the attested and unattested systems of Figure 1, by treating them as encoders and plugging them into
equations (1) and (2). The results for the egocentric model

4
The Hamming distance is a natural metric for binary vectors.
To evaluate the influence of the choice of metric, we also considered
a weighted Euclidean distance and obtained similar results.

5
Specifically, we got qualitatively similar results when varying
the s-weight ∈ {4, 8, 16, 20}, the a-weight ∈ {0.75, 1, 1.25, 1.5},
and the o-weight ∈ {0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 0.75}.

Returning to Zwicky’s observation
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Figure 4: The theoretical limit of efficiency for person systems given the egocentric model (black curve). Blue dots
correspond to the attested systems shown in Figure 1B. Most
attested systems achieve near-optimal compression, in contrast to most of their hypothetical variants (gray points) and
to the two unattested systems (black crosses).

are shown in Figure 4. It can be seen that almost all of the
attested systems lie very close the theoretical limit derived
from the egocentric model, suggesting that they achieve nearoptimal compression. The two unattested systems lie further
away from the curve, indicating that they are less efficient, at
least when an egocentric bias is at play.
These results are shown quantitatively in Figure 5 (left
panel), along with comparison to the unbiased model. All
attested systems but one (Slave, which we will discuss later),
achieve near-zero deviation from optimality with respect to
the egocentric model, and deviate more from the unbiased
model. This suggests that attested systems are more communicatively efficient in the presence of an egocentric bias. By
contrast, the unattested second-inclusive and third-inclusive
systems deviate more from optimality and are thus less efficient under the egocentric model. Under the unbiased model,
however, the two unattested systems deviate less from optimality and are actually predicted to be as efficient as attested
systems. Thus, as expected, the egocentric model captures
Zwicky’s observation better than the unbiased model.
To test whether the attested systems are more likely to be
near-optimal than expected by chance, we compared them to
a large set of hypothetical systems. For each attested system,
we constructed 300 hypothetical variants by randomly permuting the labels they assign to referents. Figure 4 shows that
these 3,000 hypothetical systems are widely spread below the
curve defining the theoretical limit of the egocentric model.
Figure 5 (right panel) shows the distribution of the efficiency
scores of these hypothetical systems for the two models. In
both models, all attested systems are more efficient than most
of their hypothetical variants, and lie at the lower tail of the
distribution (which is bounded below by zero). This suggests
that it is unlikely that the attested systems arrived at the theoretical limit by chance, without pressure for efficiency. We
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Deviation from optimality

0.0

0.5

1.0

Deviation from optimality

Figure 5: Left: Deviation from optimality of attested and
unattested systems with respect to the egocentric model (blue
dots) and unbiased model (orange dots). Lower values correspond to higher efficiency (zero is optimal). The dashed
black line shows the median efficiency of attested systems
given the egocentric model. Right: Density estimation for the
efficiency of the hypothetical variants of each language (colored regions), given each model. Colored dots and the dashed
black line are the same as in the right panel.

also note that the egocentric model predicts a larger efficiency
gap between attested and hypothetical systems, lending further support to the egocentric model.
The fact that the Slave-type system is less efficient given
the egocentric model is not particularly surprising because
this system uses the same pronominal form for groups containing and excluding the speaker. However, this system is
relatively rare among the world’s languages, appearing in
roughly six languages, all within a single family (Athabascan). Further, it has been shown to be dispreferred by learners
in recent work using artificial language learning (Maldonado
& Culbertson, 2020). Having said that, it is worth noting that
given both models, this system is more efficient than most of
its hypothetical variants, implying that it is still non-trivially
efficient. One possibility is that this system is shaped by pressure for efficient compression, but the egocentric bias is less
active for some reason.
Because the sample we use above is quite small, we test the
extent to which our results generalize to a larger set of attested
systems, namely the large typological dataset of Cysouw
(2003). As noted earlier, one limitation of this dataset is that
it documents a reduced domain with only 8 referents (collapsing the middle and right columns of Figure 1A, except
s+a). We therefore adapted our models accordingly and repeated the same analysis as before. As with our smaller sample, we again find that the vast majority of systems in this
larger dataset are near-optimal given the egocentric model
(Figure 6A), and that the egocentric model outperforms the
unbiased model (Figure 6B) while also predicting a larger ef-
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0.5
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1.5
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Complexity (bits)
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Cysouw’s dataset

1.50

C. Hypothetical systems

Deviation from optimality

0.25
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1.00
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Unbiased Egocen. Egocen.
(MaxEnt) (MaxEnt) (uniform)
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Figure 6: Analysis of the Cysouw (2003) dataset. A. The
black curve is the theoretical limit of efficiency given the egocentric model, adapted for the smaller domain documented
by Cysouw. All frequent (≥ 6) systems are highly efficient,
while less efficient systems tend to be rare. B. Efficiency of
the attested systems from the Cysouw dataset. The egocentric
model (blue) achieves the best overall performance compared
to the unbiased model (orange), and to an egocentric model
with a uniform need distribution (green). C. Efficiency of hypothetical variants (note that different scale compared to B).

ficiency gap between attested and hypothetical systems (Figure 6C). However, as in the case of Slave, we observe in Figure 6A a cluster of very rare systems that are inefficient under
the egocentric model. Nonetheless, given that this dataset is
heavily skewed in favor of rare paradigms, it is remarkable
that so many systems are in fact aligned with the egocentric
model. Finally, we also tested the influence of our inferred
MaxEnt need distribution by considering a variant of the egocentric model that is based on the uniform need distribution.
The egocentric model with uniform need performed worse
than our original egocentric model (Figure 6B), further supporting the proposal that substantial patterns of communicative need may be shared across unrelated languages.

Discussion
We have shown that personal pronoun systems across languages achieve near-optimal compression, replicating findings in qualitatively different semantic domains (Zaslavsky
et al., 2018, 2019a), and providing converging evidence for
the idea that pressure for efficient compression may be a fun-
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damental principle shaping the lexicon. Additionally, our
approach provides a formal and principled way of testing
the ability of the egocentric bias proposed by Maldonado
and Culbertson (2020) to account for Zwicky’s observation (Zwicky, 1977). Our findings support this proposal, and
suggest that personal pronoun systems may be shaped by soft,
rather than hard constraints. Under this view, pressure to
maintain efficient compression schemes drives languages toward the IB theoretical limit of efficiency, which is in turn influenced by underlying cognitive mechanisms that shape our
mental representation of the world.
Our work suggests a number of avenues for further research. Most obviously, our models should be tested on a
more balanced dataset of personal pronoun systems, documenting the full meaning space. Beyond that, our findings
suggest the possibility that languages (or cultures) may differ
in the degree to which they are subject to an egocentric bias,
or indeed operate under other biases in the representation of
this domain. Our approach can be used to address this by
formalizing alternative biases within the same informationtheoretic framework. The language-specific analysis of communicative need reported above is also noteworthy, as it suggests that substantial patterns of communicative need may be
shared across languages. However, this does not rule out the
possibility that the cross-linguistic variation we observed in
communicative need may be meaningful. An important direction for future work is to further probe these differences.
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Abstract
Numerous studies in cognitive development have provided
converging evidence that Joint Attention (JA) is crucial for
children to learn about the world together with their parents.
However, a closer look reveals that, in the literature, JA has
been operationally defined in different ways. For example,
some definitions require explicit signals of “awareness” of
being in JA—such as gaze following, while others simply
define JA as shared gaze to an object or activity. But what if
“awareness” is possible without gaze following? The present
study examines egocentric images collected via headmounted eye-trackers during parent-child toy play. A
Convolutional Neural Network model was used to process
and learn to classify raw egocentric images as JA vs not JA.
We demonstrate individual child and parent egocentric views
can be classified as being part of a JA bout at above chance
levels. This provides new evidence that an individual can be
“aware” they are in JA based solely on the in-the-moment
visual information. Moreover, both models trained on child
views and those trained on parent views leveraged the visual
properties associated with visual object holding to improve
classification accuracy—suggesting a critical role for object
handling in not only establishing JA, as shown in previous
research, but also in inferring the social partner’s attentional
state during JA.
Keywords: joint attention; computational modeling; eyetracking and visual attention; parent-child social interaction

Introduction
The coordination of parent-child attention shapes infants’
early learning experiences. Moments of Joint Attention
(JA), or sharing attention to an object or task, provide
opportunities for word learning (Tomasello & Farrar, 1986),
as well as “scaffolding” to help infants sustain their
attention on objects for extended periods of time (Yu &
Smith, 2016). The ability of dyads to enter into and maintain
JA has also been linked to numerous developmental
outcomes, including later language, cognitive, and selfregulation abilities (e.g., Tomasello & Todd, 1983; Mundy
& Newell, 2007). JA has been studied at the “macro-level,”
with researchers defining attention at the timescale of many
seconds or minutes, as well as the “micro-level”, at the
timescale of milliseconds and seconds. Although the
importance of JA has been demonstrated across timescales,
there is a disagreement in the field regarding the key
mechanisms underlying JA and its impacts on later
outcomes.
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Macro-level definitions of JA require both the parent and
the infant to demonstrate an “awareness” of their social
partner’s engagement (e.g., Tomasello & Farrar, 1986). This
perspective typically focuses on gaze-following as a central
organizing mechanism but may also necessitate behaviors
that explicitly initiate and respond to JA—such as pointing,
speaking, or shifting gaze between an object and the social
partner (Gabouer, Oghalai, & Bortfeld, 2018). Such
definitions paint JA as a “sophisticated” behavior and miss
moments when dyads fail to demonstrate awareness, but
still share attention to an object. The importance of
awareness in macro-level JA is grounded in theories of early
word learning. For infants to learn language, they need to
form correct object-label mappings. One piece of that puzzle
is knowing what a caregiver is looking at as they speak.
However, a growing body of evidence shows that gaze
following in parent-toddler dyadic interactions is less
prevalent than previously assumed (e.g., Deák et al., 2016;
2018; Yu & Smith, 2017a), weakening the foundations of
these perspectives and leading to contrasting approaches.
Micro-level definitions of JA study dyadic sensory-motor
behaviors at the level of milliseconds and seconds, often
using head-mounted cameras or eye trackers (e.g., Yu &
Smith, 2016). The operational definition of JA at this level
often involves a simple rule: are the parent and infant
looking at the same object at the same time? This binary
decision is made for every frame of the experiment (often at
a rate of 30 frames/sec). Frames that match can then be
classified as JA and neither member of the dyad needs to
show overt awareness of being in JA. Micro-level studies
have shown that not only do parents and infants have
markedly different views of the world (objects tend to be
larger and dominate the infant’s field of view; Yu & Smith,
2012), but that they flexibly use different multimodal
strategies to engage in JA (Yu & Smith, 2017b). Although
multimodal behaviors (such as holding the attended object
or talking) are not included in the micro-level definition of
JA, coinciding behaviors do have real time effects on JA.
Object holding seems to play a mechanistic role in both
initiating JA (Yu & Smith, 2017a, 2017b) and extending the
duration of attention to objects (Suarez-Rivera, Smith, &
Yu, 2019). Furthermore, the amount of time a dyad spends
attending to each other’s hands is even predictive of how
often they are in JA (Yu & Smith, 2013, 2017a). For both
parents and infants, hands create a pathway into JA, similar

Figure 1: Experimental setup showing (A) first-person parent, (B) first-person toddler and (C) third-person views capturing a
moment of Joint Attention (JA) on the praying mantis while the dyad plays together with a set of 24 toys in a naturalistic
environment while wearing head-mounted eye-trackers. Crosshairs in the first-person views estimate point of fixation.
to the hypothesized function of gaze-following in macrolevel perspectives, but without a need for overt “awareness.”
Even at the micro-level, there is evidence showing JA
supports infant attention to objects in ways that can predict
language outcomes (Yu, Suanda, & Smith, 2019). Thus,
building on recent work by Siposowa and Carpenter (2019),
we hypothesized that a more graded form of “awareness”
must exist—one that does not depend on gaze following. To
test this hypothesis, we take a modeling approach that builds
on recent advances in computer vision and machine
learning. In the field of computer vision, the use of small
head-mounted cameras and eye-trackers have allowed for
the collection of fine-grained ego-centric views during
naturalistic behaviors. Meanwhile, in the field of machine
learning, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) have
made it possible to use such real-world data in
computational models. The combination of egocentric
vision and deep learning models offers unique opportunities
for cognitive and developmental researchers to analyze
egocentric video data collected from young children (e.g.,
Bambach, Crandall, Smith, & Yu, 2018; Orhan, Gupta, &
Lake, 2020; Tsutsui, et al., 2020).
In the current study, we follow this contemporary
approach. We first collected a dataset of toddler and parent
ego-centric video and gaze data as dyads played with a set
of toys in a naturalistic environment (Figure 1). This
allowed us to both capture the actual visual experiences of
the dyad as they interact and to precisely determine
moments of JA at the frame level. We then use this data to
build computational models that process the raw sensory
data available in each individual’s views to classify
moments as being in an episode of JA or not. In other
words, the first aim is to provide new evidence on whether
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the visual information perceived from the egocentric view
contains signals allowing for infants and/or parents to be
“aware” they are in JA with the other during social
interactions. Considering the important role of holding
objects in establishing JA, our second aim is to investigate
whether object holding also provides signals for social
partners to infer the attentional state of the other during JA,
and by doing so, contribute to “awareness” during JA.

Method
Data collection
Twenty-seven toddlers (mean age = 19.22 mos [range: 15.224.2]; female = 13) and their parents participated in a study
on naturalistic interactions during free toy play (Figure 1).
Parent-toddler dyads played on the floor in a naturalistic
playroom for an average of 7.51 minutes [range: 3.9311.64]. Parents were asked to play with a set of 24 toys
(initially spread randomly on the floor) like they would at
home, but to keep their child sitting on the floor because of
the cord attaching the ego-centric camera and eye-tracker to
the computer. The egocentric (visual field 108°, 480 x 640
pixels per frame), infrared eye-tracking (Positive Science
LLC) and 3rd person cameras all sampled at a rate of 30 Hz.
The head-mounted eye-tracking setup and calibration
procedure followed validated best practices for achieving
the closet approximation to actual ego-centric views and
accurate fixation estimates (Slone et al., 2018). After the
experiment, all cameras were synchronized, and software
was used to create crosshairs on the parent and toddler
egocentric views estimating fixation locations. These
generated videos were then used to manually code 25

Figure 2: Overview of our modeling pipeline, performed separately for child (shown) and parent models. First, for each
subject, “looks” (i.e., sequences of sequential frames with fixations to a particular object ) were divided into 10 look sets.
Second, balanced look sets were created by sampling 2,000 JA and 2,000 not JA images from each look set. We then used
between look training and testing, in which individual images and associated Ground Truth (GT) classifications from 9 out of
10 looks sets were fed into a deep learning (ResNet) model to learn to classify images as JA vs. not JA, after which the model
was tested on the remaining look set. Model classifications made on test data were then recorded and used to determine
accuracy for each of the 40,000 frames for each dyad member.
regions of interest (the 24 toys and social partner’s face),
frame by frame, using an in-house coding program.

Detecting Joint Attention
To explore the first aim of determining whether a model
trained on raw egocentric toddler or parent views can
determine when a frame is actually in JA, hereafter referred
to as Ground Truth (GT) JA, bouts of JA were defined as
continuous coordination of parent and toddler gaze to the
same toy for at least 500ms but including brief looks
elsewhere of less 300ms, following precedent (e.g., Yu &
Smith, 2017a). However, as the model makes classifications
at the level of individual frames, we cleaned the dataset by
removing all frames within bouts of JA during which either
dyad member was briefly looking away. Furthermore, as we
are specifically interested in whether the model can detect
JA when the viewer is fixating an object (but not, for
example, when they are staring at the wall), we performed
the additional cleaning step of removing all frames when the
viewer was not fixating an object. This included removing
all frames between “looks”—defined as sequences of
sequential frames with fixations to a particular experimental
object, and all looks to the partner’s face. This resulted in a
child dataset containing a total of 106,202 JA frames and
152,587 not JA frames, and a parent dataset containing a
total of 106,197 JA frames and 113,370 not JA frames.

Computational modeling
As shown in Figure 2, for each dyad member, for each
subject, “looks” were randomly assigned to one of 10 look
sets. 1 From each look set we then sampled 2,000 JA and
2,000 non-JA images to create 10 balanced look sets (for a
total of 40,000 images in the train/test datasets for each dyad
member). We then used between look training and testing,
in which individual images and associated Ground Truth
(GT) classifications from 9 out of 10 looks sets were fed
Note that, by definition, consecutive images with fixations to a
given target object were never put in separate look sets.
1
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into a deep learning model to learn to classify images as JA
vs. not JA, after which the model was tested on the
remaining look set. Thus, for each dyad member, 10 models
were trained and tested. Also, to be absolutely clear, child
models were trained and tested only on child egocentric
views. Likewise, parent models were trained and tested only
on parent egocentric views. Our models consisted of stateof-the-art ResNet 50 (He, Zhang, Ren & Sun, 2016) CNNs,
trained using stochastic gradient descent implemented via
the Adam optimizer in Pytorch (Paszke et al., 2019). The
models were pre-trained on ImageNet (Russakovsky et al.,
2015) and the backbones were frozen (i.e., the only trainable
parameters were in the final linear layer), so that the
network can avoid having to re-learn low-level visual filters
from the ground up. The networks output a SoftMax
probability distribution over the two classification options:
JA and not JA. Images were resized to 224x224 pixels, as
required for input to ResNet 50, using bilinear interpolation,
and training was performed over 30 epochs with a batch size
of 128 and learning rate of 0.0005. Number of epochs and
learning rate were chosen based on a grid search centered
around default values. Model classifications made on the
test data were then recorded and used to determine accuracy
for each of the 40,000 frames for each dyad member.

Determining visible holding status of gaze targets
To explore the second aim, investigating whether successful
models use object holding as a signal for classifying a
moment as JA, for each of the 80,000 images we coded
whether the object fixated by the viewer was visible in the
image and whether viewer and/or partner were holding the
object. This coding is the combination of three basic
variables: 1) viewer gaze target, 2) viewer/partner object
holding, and 3) automated object detections. First, for each
frame, we determined which object was being fixated by the
viewer. Second, we manually coded whether the viewer or
partner was holding an object in either hand using an inhouse software program, using the synchronized 3rd person
views (Fig 1C). Third, we used the well-established YOLO

Figure 3: Example of YOLO object detector output for the
toddler (left) and parent (right) raw images from figure 1.
object detector (Redmon, Divvala, Girshick, & Farhadi,
2016) to automatically identify objects in each frame and
determine whether they were “visible” (Figure 3). For
further details, please see the original article for which this
was performed (Bambach et al., 2018).
By using the combination of these three variables we
were able to pull out four clean visible object holding
categories for which we might predict differences in model
JA detection performance, and one catch all category for
remaining instances that are not of interest for the current
research question:
•
•
•
•
•

Neither holding: Neither viewer nor partner
holding a visible object (i.e., an object detected by
the YOLO detector).
Only viewer holding: The viewer is holding and
fixating a single visible object, while the partner is
not holding a visible object.
Only partner holding: The partner is holding a
single visible object that is fixated by the viewer,
while the viewer is not holding a visible object.
Both holding (the same object): The viewer and
partner are jointly holding a single visible object
that is fixated by the viewer.
Other: All other cases.

Figure 4: Mean test classification accuracy across the 10
models run for each dyad member. The dashed line shows
chance accuracy. Error bars show 95% confidence intervals.
*** p < .001.
for each of the 20 ResNet models, and then plotted the
means and 95% confidence intervals of those values, by
dyad member, in Figure 4.
Two-tailed, one sample t-tests revealed that models
trained on both child, MN=0.62, SD=0.02, t(9)=16.363,
p<.001, d=5.17, and parent data, MN=0.62, SD=0.01,
t(9)=28.464, p<.001, d=9.0, are able to classify whether
egocentric images belong to a bout of JA or not at
significantly above chance values. This confirms that there
is enough in-the-moment information for toddlers and their
parents to be “aware” of the moments they are in JA with
their social partner. With such information readily available
in their egocentric views, social awareness within JA
episodes can be achieved without the need for more
sophisticated behaviors such as gaze following.
Furthermore, a Welch two sample t-test comparing mean
test classification accuracy for models trained and tested on
child images versus those trained and tested on parent
images was not significant, t(14.041)=0.533, p=.6. In other
words, both child and parent views contain visual
information that allows for similarly accurate inference of
social awareness.

Examining the role of visible object holding

Results
Detecting JA from individual egocentric images
Here we address our first aim to examine whether the model
can detect whether the social partner was attending to the
same object attended by oneself, based solely on in-moment
visual information perceived from the egocentric view. To
achieve this aim, we first explore whether computational
models trained respectively on either toddler or parent
egocentric views can learn to classify whether individual
images are part of an episode of JA at above chance
accuracy. We first calculated the test classification accuracy
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We next address our second aim of investigating whether
object holding provides useful signals for detecting whether
the social partner was attending to the same object at the
same moment. Previous empirical findings demonstrate that
object handling is related to both the initiation of JA bouts
and the extension of child attention to objects. Accordingly,
we hypothesize the moments with object handling by either
the viewer or partner provide more useful information to
detect joint attention than the moments without object
handling. To test this hypothesis, we examine whether the
accuracy with which models classify images as JA vs not JA
is impacted by whether viewer and/or partner are holding
visible objects. However, for our models to actually learn to

Table 1: Proportions (normalized by row) and total numbers
of child and parent egocentric images coded with each of
the four combinations of viewer and partner visible object
holding of interest: neither holding, only viewer holding,
only partner holding, and both holding; and “other”
remaining combinations not of interest to the current work.
neither only
only
both other
N
viewer partner
Child viewpoint
not JA 0.22
JA
0.06

0.16
0.28

0.09
0.22

0.02
0.08

0.50
0.35

N

8933

6267

2027

17138

Parent viewpoint
not JA 0.15
0.14
JA
0.04
0.19
N
3870
6450

0.07
0.19
5263

0.01
0.06
1422

0.63
0.52
22992

5635

20000
20000

20000
20000

use these signals, they must be aligned with the
classification task within our training data. Thus, before
exploring the impact of visible object holding on
classification accuracy, we first characterize the proportions
of child and parent images containing the different
combinations of viewer and partner visible object holding.
Table 1 shows the proportions and total numbers of child
and parent egocentric images coded with each of the four
visible object holding categories of interest, and for the
catch all “other” category (included for completeness, but
not discussed nor included in analyses). We first note that
the overall patterns of proportions and total numbers are
very similar for child and parent viewpoints. Next, looking
at each of the holding combinations, we see that frames with
neither holding are heavily skewed towards GT not JA
images. In contrast, the remaining combinations that include
viewer and/or partner holding are all skewed towards GT JA
images. In other words, for both child and parent egocentric
images, the patterns of visible object holding are aligned
with the classification task and could theoretically be used
by the ResNet models to determine JA classification.
We next explore whether our models actually make use of
visible object holding by viewer and/or partner, for either
child or parent egocentric views. To simplify our analyses
and inferences, we limit our analyses to images that were
actually part of JA bouts (i.e., GT JA images) and that were
categorized as one of the four visible object holding
categories of interest (i.e., images from the “other” category
are not included). We first built a logistic mixed effects
model predicting test classification accuracy as a function of
the holding variable (with levels: neither holding, only
viewer holding, only partner holding, and both holding),
dyad member viewpoint (with levels: child and parent), and
the interaction of holding and viewpoint variables, with test
set as a random effect, using the lme4 package (Bates et al.,
2015) in R (R Core Team, 2020). Model fit and pairwise
comparisons were estimated using type III ANOVA using
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Figure 5: Test detection accuracy for GT JA images by
visible object holding state, by dyad member viewpoint,
with 95% confidence intervals. The dashed line shows
chance accuracy. Accuracy for the “other” holding category
is included here for completeness but is not included in
analyses.* p < .05. *** p < .001.
Satterthwaite’s method via the car (Fox & Weisberg, 2019)
and emmeans (Length, 2020) packages. Figure 5 shows the
mean test classification accuracies for GT JA images by
visible object holding states and dyad viewpoint.
Analyses revealed significant main effects of holding
state, χ²(3) = 578.17, p < .001, and dyad member viewpoint,
χ²(1) = 11.86, p < .001, and a significant interaction, χ²(4) =
76.381, p < .001, on test classification accuracy. Pairwise
comparisons across the object holding states revealed the
main effect of holding is driven by increased accuracy for
viewer, coef. estimate = 0.592, SE = 0.05, z = 11.772, p <
.001, partner, coef. estimate = 1.116, SE = 0.0513, z =
21.754, p < .001, and both holding, coef. estimate = 1.574,
SE = 0.064, z = 24.758, p < .001, relative to neither holding;
greater accuracy for partner, coef. estimate = 0.524, SE =
0.049, z = 16.431, p < .001, and both holding, coef. estimate
= 0.982, SE = 0.0492, z = 19.951, p < .001, relative to only
viewer holding; and higher accuracy for both holding
relative to partner holding, coef. estimate = 0.457, SE =
0.05, z = 9.114, p < .001. Pairwise comparisons of child and
parent view within each of the holding states revealed the
main effect of dyad viewpoint is driven by greater accuracy
for child vs. parent views for viewer holding, coef. estimate
= 0.242, SE = 0.0426, z = 5.668, p < .001, and both holding,
coef. estimate = 0.473, SE = 0.089, z = 5.327, p < .001,
though models trained on parent views showed greater
accuracy for neither holding, coef. estimate = 0.313, SE =
0.0909, z = 3.444, p = .013, and only partner holding, coef.
estimate = 0.152, SE = 0.0471, z = 3.216, p = .028.
Altogether, these results demonstrate both models trained
on child egocentric views and those trained on parent

egocentric views make use of visual object holding by the
viewer and partner in similar ways to improve classification
accuracy for GT JA images: with below chance accuracy for
images with neither holding, at or slightly above chance
accuracy for images with viewer only holding, greater
accuracy for images with only partner holding, and the
highest accuracy for images in which the viewer and partner
are jointly holding a visible object. However, models trained
on child images are able to make greater use of this
information, particularly for images in which only the
viewer is holding a visible object and those in which both
viewer and partner are jointly holding a visible object.

Discussion
Decades of research has emphasized the importance of
“awareness” while engaging in JA. However, recent work
has shown that while gaze following in parent-toddler
interactions is less prevalent than previously assumed (e.g.,
Deák et al., 2016; 2018; Yu & Smith, 2017a), there are still
real-time impacts of JA on child behaviors (e.g., Yu &
Smith, 2016; Yu et al., 2019). We aimed to use a modeling
approach as a first step to examine whether infants and/or
parents can detect JA based solely on in-the-moment visual
information perceived from egocentric views.
We found that models trained on child or on parent
egocentric views were both able to classify whether images
were part of a bout of JA. Model classifications were based
solely on the visual features directly available in the
egocentric views. Our results confirm that it is theoretically
possible that dyads can be “aware” of the moments they are
in JA without the need for more sophisticated behaviors
such as gaze following.
We also present evidence that hand-following is an
important cue of JA that is available to children and parents.
The child-view and parent-view models both leverage the
visual properties associated with visual object holding to
improve classification accuracy, as would be expected based
on the reviewed empirical results. However, not all visual
signals of holding are equally useful—both models trained
on child views and those trained on parent views were able
to detect JA more accurately when the partner or both the
partner and the viewer were holding a visible object. As for
the moments when only the viewer was holding an object,
only models trained on child views were able to leverage the
visual information enough to detect JA at above chance
levels. One explanation is that models trained on child
views are benefiting from the stronger alignment, relative to
parent views, of the only viewer holding category with the
modeling task, as shown in table 1. Another non-exclusive
explanation is that physical differences between child and
parent (e.g., children have shorter arms) could be shaping
the visual properties in a way that makes the viewer holding
signal clearer in child egocentric images.
These findings have a number of implications for our
understanding of JA in naturalistic dyadic interactions. First,
these results indicate that coding schemes that actualize JA
as a “sophisticated” behavior necessitating explicit signals
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may be underestimating the amount of time that dyads
spend in social joint attention. This inference depends in
part on a recently proposed conceptualization of awareness
of JA as graded, rather than dichotomous in nature
(Siposowa & Carpenter, 2019). This perspective in turn
places purportedly qualitatively different types of JA (e.g.,
triadic vs. shared gaze) on a dynamic continuum that is
impacted by correlational patterns with lower-level features
immediately available in the visual scene—in line with
proposals highlighting infants’ perceptual skills and
structured social environments as key drivers in the
development of social attentional skills (e.g., Triesch,
Teuscher, Deák, & Carlson 2006). Finally, we note we are
not meaning to say that more explicit behaviors signaling
JA are without value. Indeed, such behaviors could be
thought of as real-world equivalents of the training signal
our models used to learn the associations between JA and
the visual features. Crucially, once those associations are
learned, being “aware” of being in JA without the need for
incessant gaze-following means that children can benefit
from the knowledge their parent is looking at the same
object while simultaneously engaging in unbroken periods
of sustained attention and gaining the consequent positive
impacts on learning outcomes (e.g., Yu et al., 2019).
Finally, while much progress has been made in detecting
JA from the egocentric views of two or more individuals
(e.g., Huang, Cai, & Sato, 2020), it is worth noting that the
thus far unexplored task of learning to accurately classify
whether an individual is in JA with a social partner solely
from their own egocentric views may also lead to interesting
applications not only in cognitive science research but in
human-computer and human-robot interactions in the real
world. As the first attempt at solving this problem, the
model we used here is a vanilla implementation of
ResNet50 with a frozen, pre-trained backbone and minimal
fine-tuning of parameters. Furthermore, it makes no use of
cross-frame temporal information, placing a relatively low
ceiling on model detection accuracy—due, in part, to the
relatively shorter timescales of the eye fixations used to
define JA compared to the longer timescales of the
behavioral signals available in the egocentric images used
by the models to detect JA. Thus, in future work, we plan to
employ more advanced models that allow us to consider
visual information spanning multiple frames, enabling the
models to take advantage of links between the dynamics of
holding and the time courses of JA episodes—such as how
parents use object motion to attract child attention and
initiate JA (e.g., Deák et al., 2016).
In conclusion, the current work takes a novel
computational modeling approach to demonstrate that dyad
members could in principle know that their partner is with
them without having to explicitly check the other’s gaze. In
addition to gaze following, there is more than one way to
achieve social awareness in joint attention.
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Abstract
Humans have a remarkable ability to go beyond the observable. From seeing the current state of our shared kitchen, we
can infer what happened and who did it. Prior work has shown
how the physical state of the world licenses inferences about
the causal history of events, and the agents that participated
in these events. Here, we investigate a previously unstudied
source of evidence about what happened: social evaluations. In
our experiment, we present situations in which a group failed
to optimally coordinate their actions. Participants learn how
much each agent was blamed for the outcome, and their task
is to make inferences about the situation, the agents’ actions,
as well as the agents’ capabilities. We develop a computational model that accurately captures participants’ inferences.
The model assumes that people blame others by considering
what they should have done, and what causal role their action
played. By inverting this generative model of blame, people
can figure out what happened.
Keywords: blame attribution; counterfactual reasoning; social
cognition; Bayesian inference; computational modeling.

Introduction
A remarkable aspect of human intelligence is the ability to
draw sophisticated inferences that go beyond what can be perceived directly. For example, from observing the current state
of the physical world, people can infer what must have happened in the past (Smith & Vul, 2014; Gerstenberg, Siegel,
& Tenenbaum, 2018; Kirfel et al., 2020). These inferences
about the past include physical events (e.g. the wind must
have pushed the window open), as well as events involving
other people (e.g. my roommate must have been hungry at
night and left the fridge open). Research has shown how people can use physical evidence to infer what actions agents
took (Schachner & Kim, 2018), what goals they had (LopezBrau et al., 2020), and what their knowledge states were (Pelz
et al., 2020). To infer what happened, people also naturally
draw on psychological evidence, such as the emotional expressions of others (Weiner, 1985; Wu et al., 2021). For example, a sad and disappointed sports fan reveals who won
the game. Here, we investigate a source of information about
what happened that hasn’t been explored: social evaluations.
Humans are evaluative creatures and social evaluations,
such as attributions of responsibility and blame, form an important part of our everyday lives (Malle, 2021; Alicke et
al., 2015; Lagnado et al., 2013). Social evaluations provide
a rich source for inferences about what happened, because
the way in which we hold each other accountable for our actions follows systematic patterns. If people’s intuitions about
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how blame should be attributed are generally shared, then
knowing someone else’s blame judgment provides diagnostic information about what happened. For example, hearing that a soccer defender was blamed for the team’s loss
leads to a different picture of what happened than hearing
that the striker was blamed. The systematic factors that determine how blame is allocated include normative considerations about how a person should have acted, as well as a
consideration of what causal role the person’s action played
in bringing about the outcome (see Malle, 2021; Gerstenberg,
Ullman, et al., 2018).
Here, we focus on people’s inferences from social evaluations for a class of situations in which a group failed to optimally coordinate their actions. This may happen, for example, when a sports team fails to coordinate on their defense,
or when a political party fails to pass some legislation. What
can people infer from learning how much each individual was
blamed for the suboptimal outcome? To model this kind of
situation, participants in our experiment were introduced to a
village of fishermen (see Figure 1). The fishermen each fish
in their own lake, sell their catch, and evenly split their earnings. The fishermen can only sell their fish if the road to the
village is not blocked by trees. A fisherman’s strength determines how many sacks of fish they can catch if they decide to
fish, or how many trees they can remove from the road if they
decide to clear the trees. Going fishing or clearing the trees
takes all day, so each fisherman has to decide what to do.
Because the fishermen live far away from one another, they
cannot communicate to coordinate their actions. Each fisherman knows how strong everyone is, and how many trees are
blocking the road.
Consider the situation shown in Figure 1a. Fisherman A
has strength 3, and fishermen B and C both have strength 1.
Three trees are blocking the road. What should each fisherman do in this case? The best possible outcome they can
achieve is to sell two sacks of fish. For that to happen, fishermen B and C should go fishing, and fisherman A should
go and clear the trees. Here the optimal solution is relatively
simple to achieve. However, consider the situation shown in
Figure 1b. Here, there are two trees blocking the road and
both fishermen A and C have strength two. All three fishermen ended up going fishing. To what extent should each of
the fishermen be blamed for the suboptimal outcome?
Our work here builds off of Allen et al. (2015), who in-

(a) Prediction: What should each fisherman do?

(b) Blame: How much is each fisherman
to blame for the suboptimal outcome?

(c) Inference: How strong is fisherman A?

Figure 1: The fisherman paradigm. Allen et al. (2015) explored the prediction task (a), and the blame task (b). Here, we focus
on the inference task (c): Can people use information about how much each fisherman was blamed to figure out what happened?
In this case, the question is whether fisherman A’s strength is 1, 2, or 3.
vestigated judgments of blame in the fisherman paradigm. In
their Experiment 1, participants saw a number of trials for
which they knew each fisherman’s strength and how many
trees blocked the road, and their task was to say what action
each fisherman should take (just like in Figure 1a). In Experiment 2, participants saw situations in which the fishermen
failed to achieve the optimal outcome and their task was to
judge to what extent fisherman A was to blame for the suboptimal outcome (similar to what’s shown in Figure 1b).
To predict participants’ judgments of what each fisherman
should do in Experiment 1, Allen et al. developed a recursive reasoning model in which each fisherman best responds
to what they think the other fishermen will do (explained in
more detail below). In Experiment 2, Allen et al. showed that
participants’ blame judgments were sensitive both to what
a fisherman should have done, as well as to the causal role
that their action played. Fishermen were blamed more if they
would have secured the optimal outcome had they acted differently. So both what a fisherman did and how much it mattered, affected participants’ blame judgments. In this paper,
we test whether participants can use such blame judgments in
the fisherman paradigm to draw inferences. These inferences
could be about actions (whether each fishermen went fishing
or clearing trees), capacities (how strong each fisherman is),
or aspects of the situation (how many trees were blocking the
road). Consider the situation shown in Figure 1c. Given that
fisherman A was blamed a lot whereas fishermen B and C received little blame, we may be able to infer that fisherman A’s
strength must have been 3 (or 2) in which case he should have
cleared the trees rather than gone fishing.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We first lay
out the computational modeling framework, discussing both
the generative model of blame as well as how that model can
be inverted to make inferences about what happened. We then
test the model using the fisherman paradigm, asking participants to fill in missing information from judgments of blame.
We conclude by discussing limitations of the proposed model,
and by sharing future research ideas.

Computational Model
We first outline the generative model of blame which was de-
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veloped in Allen et al. (2015), and then show how this generative model can be inverted to form a posterior distribution
over unknown situational factors.

A generative model of blame
Allen et al.’s (2015) generative model of blame has two components: a rationality component which computes whether
a person did what they should have done, and a pivotality
component which computes what causal role a person’s action played in bringing about the suboptimal outcome. We
describe each component in turn.
Rationality component: What should a person do? In a
cooperative situation, agents should act in order to maximize
the group’s expected reward. A person is blamed to the extent
that they failed to act rationally. Assigning blame involves
comparing an agent’s actions against how they should have
acted, given their knowledge of the number of fallen trees
and strengths of each fisherman. For example, fisherman A
in Figure 1a should recognize that only he can clear the trees
and take that action himself.
We model rational decision-making as a recursive reasoning process, where each agent acts in response to the others
at a level k depth of reasoning (see, e.g. Yoshida et al., 2008).
At level k = 1, each agent assumes that the other agents act
randomly, and chooses the action that maximizes the group’s
expected reward given the expected actions of the others. At
further level k, each agent chooses an action assuming that
the other agents have done k − 1 reasoning. We model the
probability of fisherman f choosing action a f at level k as a
softmax distribution with parameter βr over expected reward
outcomes associated with alternative actions:
pk (a f ) =

exp(βr r̂k [a f ])
,
∑ exp(βr r̂k [a f ])

(1)

a f ∈actions

where r̂k [a f ] is the expected reward for fisherman f to take
action a f based on level k of reasoning. The softmax temperature parameter βr can range from 0 (ignoring expected
rewards and responding randomly) to infinity (deterministically choosing the action with highest expected reward). The

rationality component’s predicted blame b̂ for fisherman f is
their deviation from rational action:
b̂rationality = 1 − pk (a f )

(2)

Pivotality component: How much did a person’s action
matter? The generative model’s rational action component
prescribes how someone should act, given a state of uncertainty. However, in retrospect there may be situations where
one agent’s actions seem reasonable ahead of time but they
end up being responsible for the group’s failure to sell as
many fish as possible. For example, in Figure 1b, it may
have been reasonable for A or C to go fishing. Because they
both went fishing, however, they are both responsible for the
group’s failure. The group could have gotten the optimal outcome had one of them decided to go clear the trees instead.
Following Allen et al. (2015), we define the causal responsibility of an agent’s action for the outcome by considering
how many of the other agents’ actions would have needed
to be different in order for that agent’s action to have been
pivotal to the group achieving the optimal outcome (see also
Chockler & Halpern, 2004; Lagnado et al., 2013). Formally,
the pivotality components’ predicted blame b̂ for fisherman f
is
1
,
(3)
b̂pivotality =
Nf + 1
where N f is the number of other fishermen whose action
would have needed to be different in order for the group’s
success to be counterfactually dependent on the action of fisherman f . Returning to the situation in Figure 1b, the pivotality of fishermen A and C is 1 here because if either of them
had acted differently, the group would have achieved the best
possible outcome (number of changes to be pivotal N f = 0).
If fisherman B had gone to clear the trees in the actual situation, then the pivotality of fishermen A and C would have
been 0.5 (N f = 1). Now neither A nor C are pivotal in the actual situation, but would have been pivotal if B’s action was
changed.
Combining model components Allen et al. (2015) found
that participants attributed blame by taking into account both
the rationality of an agent’s action, as well as what causal role
it played. Following them, we model people’s judgments of
blame for fisherman f as a weighted mixture of the blame
values predicted by the rationality and pivotality models
b̂ = w · b̂rationality + (1 − w) · b̂pivotality ,

(4)

with the weighting parameter w controlling how much each
component affects the blame judgment.
We will refer to a version of the model in which w = 1
as the rationality model (because it only considers that component of the model), a version with w = 0 as the pivotality
model, and a version in which 0 < w < 1 as the mixture model.

Inferring what happened by inverting the
generative model of blame

for a given situation. In our setting at least one aspect of
the situation is unknown, and the task is to infer the missing
pieces of information based on how much blame each agent
received together with what was known about the situation
(see Figure 1c). For example, in Figure 1c, the only missing
piece of information is how strong fisherman A was. There
are three possible situations: fisherman A’s strength could either be 1, 2, or 3. Computing a probability of a situation si ,
given an assignment of blame to fisherman p(si |b f ) involves
inverting the generative model of blame using Bayes’ rule:
∏

p(si |b) =

f ∈fishermen

∑
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∏

i∈situations f ∈fishermen

L (b f |b̂ f )p(b̂ f |si )p(si )

,

(5)

where si is a potential situation, b̂ f is the generative model’s
predicted blame for fisherman f , and b f is the blame that
the agent actually received. We assume a uniform prior over
possible situations p(si ) but assign 0 probability to situations in which the optimal possible outcome would have been
achieved, as participants in our experiment were told that the
fishermen were blamed for failing to achieve the best outcome.
The generative model’s blame values for each fisherman
p(b̂ f |si ) are deterministic given the parameters of the model.
The likelihood function L (b f |b̂ f ) involves a comparison of
the observed blame values b f against the blame values predicted by the generative model of blame in each situation. In
our experiment blame judgments only took 3 values (“low”,
“medium”, or “high”; see Figure 1c). Because the model’s
predictions are continuous, we converted each qualitative
blame judgment into a value (.2, .5, .8, respectively), and
computed the likelihood of a model blame value as normally
distributed with standard deviation of 0.1 (chosen so that 90%
of the probability density function for each qualitative judgment is within its corresponding third of the 0 to 1 scale).
This likelihood captures that there is some uncertainty about
what continuous value a “low”, “medium”, or “high” blame
judgment maps onto.
Decision noise The final modeling step is to convert a posterior distribution over possible situations to a prediction of
the probability with which a participant chooses a response
option for each question (such as fisherman A’s strength in
Figure 1c). When there is more than one unknown feature of
a situation (e.g. both fisherman A’s and B’s actions are unknown), computing the probability of a participant selecting
response option o j for one question (e.g. whether fisherman
A went fishing or cleared the trees) involves first marginalizing over other unknowns (fisherman B’s action in this case),
then softmaxing over the resulting posterior distribution of
that factor:
p(o j ) =

The generative model outlined above assigns blame to agents

L (b f |b̂ f )p(b̂ f |si )p(si )

exp(βd p(o j |si ))
∑ exp(βd p(o j |si ))

o j ∈options

(6)

Experiment
Methods
All materials, data, modeling, and analysis code are available online here: https://github.com/cicl-stanford/
inference from social evaluations
Participants 50 participants (24 female, 25 male, 1 prefer
not say, age: M = 41, SD = 11) were gathered on Amazon Mechanical Turk and compensated with $2.75. It took
participants 10.2 (SD = 5) minutes on average to complete
the experiment. 40 additional participants were excluded because they failed the preregistered criterion of passing both
of the attention checks (pre-registration: https://osf.io/
x37rj). In the attention checks, participants were given full
information about the scenario and had to correctly say how
many fish sacks would be sold.
Procedure & Design Participants were informed of the
overall setting of the task and then required to answer comprehension checks that established that they understood that
the fishermen shared their earnings equally, two questions establishing how many sacks of fish would be sold in a given
situation, and three situations where the number of trees and
strengths of all fishermen were known and they were asked
“what should each fisherman do, so that together they sell the
most fish?”. To familiarize them with attributing blame in
our setting, participants viewed three situations in which the
fishermen failed to achieve the optimal outcome, and judged
“how much is each fisherman to blame for the group’s failure
get the best possible outcome?”.
After completing the instructions, participants learned that
they would get information about how much each fisherman
“was to blame” for the suboptimal outcome, and that their
task was to fill in the missing pieces. This wording was designed to be vague in terms of who provided the blame judgment, but make it clear that the fishermen didn’t blame each
other. For a given trial, participants were presented with images like the one in Figure 1c, with text at the top stating “Try
to fill in the missing information”. Participants responded using dropdown menus overlaid on the image, options were [1,
2, 3] for a fisherman’s strength, [“1 tree”, “2 trees”, “3 trees”]
for fallen trees, and [“trees”, “fish”] for a fisherman’s actions.
36 trials were presented in random order.
The trials varied what inferences participants were asked
to make (trees, choices, and/or strength) and how many of
those pieces of information were missing (from one to three).
To assess whether participants were sensitive to how much
each fisherman was blamed, roughly half of the trials involved
cases where the situation was held constant but the amount of
blame assigned to each agent varied. For example, in trials
1 and 2 in Figure 2 there was one fisherman with strength 3
and two others with strength 1, and all went fishing. Whereas
in trial 1, the weak fishermen received high blame and the
strong fisherman received low blame, in trial 2 the pattern
was reversed. Similarly, in trial 3 vs. trial 4, the situation
was identical (considering the symmetry between fisherman
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A and B) except for the blame that fishermen A and B received. Both received medium blame in trial 3 versus low
and high blame in trial 4.
The rest of the trials were selected so that there was a conflict between how much blame would be assigned according
to versions of the model that only consider the rationality
component (see Equation 2), or only the pivotality component (see Equation 3). For example, in trial 6 the pivotality
model infers that the strength of fisherman B is most likely
to have been S(B) = 2 because, in this case, his action would
have been pivotal (hence the high blame). If fisherman B’s
strength was 2, then they could have achieved the optimal
outcome had he gone for the trees instead of fishing. The
rationality model, on the other hand, infers that S(B) = 3 is
most likely. If S(B) had been 2, it would have been reasonable
to go fishing assuming that fisherman C would clear the trees.
The reasonableness of B’s going fishing in this case would be
incompatible with the high blame he received. These trials
helped to distinguish between the rationality and pivotality
models by reducing the correlation between their predictions
which was r(rationality, pivotality) = .57 across all trials.

Results & Discussion
Figure 2 shows a selection of 8 trials from the experiment.
Each trial shows the probability with which participants selected the different response options, together with the model
predictions. These results show that participants’ inferences
are sensitive to the blame information. For example, trials 1
and 2 are identical in terms of the fishermens’ strengths and
choices (except for shuffling), but differ in how much blame
each fisherman received. Whereas participants were most
likely to infer that there was one tree in trial 1, they inferred
that there must have been three trees in trial 2. The models
correctly capture these inferences. Trials 3 and 4 also only
differ in the blame information. Even though fisherman C
takes the same action and receives the same amount of blame
in both settings, participants were able to use information
about how much the other fishermen were blamed to infer
how strong fisherman C must have been. In cases where the
models qualitatively disagree, participants’ choices are better
accounted for by the rationality model (see trials 5 to 7). Generally these situations were ones like trial 6 discussed above,
where the unknown factor implied either that the fisherman
acted unreasonably but it didn’t end up mattering, or that they
acted reasonably but happened to end up being pivotal to the
group’s success. There were also a number of situations like
trial 8 for which participants’ selections deviated from our
models’ predictions. We will return to these in the General
Discussion.
Table 1 shows the best-fitting parameters of the different
models, together with a measure of fit. Maximum likelihood
estimation was performed by grid search, with the two softmax parameters (βr and βd ) ranging from 0.25 to 9, the klevel reasoning parameter from 1 to 3, and the weight w in
the mixture model that takes into account both rationality and
pivotality from 0 to 1. The mixture model used the best fitting
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Figure 2: Participants’ selections for a subset of trials. Bars show percentage selected with 95% bootstrapped confidence
intervals. The symbols show the predictions of the rationality model (blue point), pivotality model (red diamond), and mixture
model (purple triangle). Note: a, b, c stand for the three fishermen; T = going for the trees, F = going fishing, t = trees. For
example, in trial 1, participants had to infer how many trees there were. In trial 3, the missing piece was fisherman c’s strength.
In trial 5, participants had to infer fishermen a and c’s actions, and how many trees there were.
k and βr parameters for the rationality model, and fit w and
βd . As a baseline, we included a random model that predicts
that each response option is chosen with equal probability.
Figure 3 shows the correlation between model predictions
and the probability with which participants’ selected each response option across all 36 trials (45 total judgments) in the
Table 1: Model comparison. Columns w, k, βr , and βd
show the best-fitting parameters for each model determined
via maximum likelihood estimation. For the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) lower values indicate better fit.
model
Random baseline
Pivotality
Rationality
Mixture

w

.9

k

2
2

βr

βd

BIC

1
1

1.5
1.5
1.5

3,931
3,841
3,653
3,652

experiment. The rationality model and the mixture model
correlate better with participants’ responses than the pivotality model. Even after penalizing for the additional free parameters in these models, they provide a better account of
participants’ responses (see Table 1). While the mixture
model has a higher correlation than the rationality model and
lower Bayesian Information Criterion value than the rationality model, the marginal difference and high correlation between the models’ predictions (r(mixture, rationality) = .96)
suggests that the rationality model accounts for the majority
of variance in participants’ responses. As Table 1 shows, the
best-fitting version of the mixture model places most of its
weight on the rationality component (w = 0.9).

General Discussion

w = the mixture model’s weight on the rationality component (Eq. 4)
k = depth of recursion in the k-level reasoning model (Eq. 1)
βr = softmax parameter in the fishermens’ decision function (Eq. 1)
βd = softmax parameter in the participants’ decision function (Eq. 6)
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Humans are sophisticated detectives: from scant physical evidence, they can recreate the causal history of events (Gerstenberg, Siegel, & Tenenbaum, 2018; Smith & Vul, 2014; LopezBrau et al., 2020; Pelz et al., 2020; Schachner & Kim, 2018;
Chen & Scholl, 2016). Here, we show how social evaluations
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Figure 3: Scatter plots showing how well the the rationality model (A), pivotality model (B), and mixture model (C) account
for people’s inferences. The shading of the points indicates what kind of information was missing: a fisherman’s choice (light),
their strength (medium), or the number of trees (dark). r = Pearson’s correlation coefficient, rmse = root mean squared error.
provide a rich source for making inferences about what happened. Judgments of blame reveal what actions agents took,
what capacities they had, and what the situation was like.
We studied inferences from blame in the fisherman
paradigm in which a group of agents failed to coordinate their
actions to achieve an optimal outcome. The more blame a
fisherman received in our setting, the more likely participants
were to infer that he must have failed to do the right thing.
This provides converging evidence for the model introduced
by Allen et al. (2015) in which attributions of blame are sensitive to normative expectations about how a person should
act. Allen et al. (2015) also found that participants’ blame
judgments were affected by the causal role that a fisherman’s
action played. Fishermen were blamed more when their action was pivotal, that is, when the optimal outcome could have
been achieved had they acted differently.
We found that the inferences that people made from blame
judgments mostly reflected whether the agent did the right
thing (the rationality component of the model), and were less
affected by the causal role that their action played (the pivotality component). This may be the result of a number of
different features of the inference process. For one, computing pivotality is computationally demanding. In Allen
et al.’s (2015) setting, participants saw what actually happened so computing pivotality was relatively straightforward.
However, in our setting, participants have to consider several
possibilities and then compute what the agent’s causal role
would have been in each situation. Computing the rationality of an action, in contrast, is less demanding. For example, evaluating whether an agent did the right thing doesn’t
require considering what actions the other agents took. The
fact that there is a slight mismatch between how people assign blame (pivotality matters), and the inferences that people
make based on these judgments (pivotality matters less), suggests that people may sometimes draw the wrong inferences
about what happened from others’ social evaluations.
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Overall, our model did a good job of capturing participants’ inferences (see Figure 3). However, for some trials
the model’s predictions were off. For example, in trial 8
in Figure 2, the rationality model captures participants’ belief that the most likely situation was one in which fisherman B’s strength was 2. However, it doesn’t capture participants’ preference S(B) = 1 over S(B) = 3. The rationality model’s ambivalence between these two situations stems
from a risk/reward trade-off in the two situations. If S(B) = 1,
then it never helps the group if he goes for the trees but it also
doesn’t hurt much (only one fish sack would be wasted). If
S(B) = 3, then it’s possible that going for the trees can help
the group (assuming both fishermen A and C decided to go
fishing), but this situation is unlikely to arise (so three fish
sacks could be wasted). The fact that participants were more
likely to infer that fisherman B’s strength was 1 rather than 3,
suggests that they would have expected that fisherman to receive high blame if three fish instead of one had been wasted.
This paper takes a first step toward looking into how social evaluations support inferences about what happened. We
have only considered a small subset of the factors that are
known to influence attributions of blame (Malle, 2021; Alicke
et al., 2015). In future work, we will look into how people
make inferences about an agent’s mental states from social
evaluations. For example, when two agents took the same action but only one got blamed, we can infer that their mental
states were different: one intended to take the action whereas
the other acted accidentally (Young & Saxe, 2011). Combining physical evidence and social evaluations licenses inferences about an agent’s capacities. When two agents achieved
the same outcome but one is praised more than the other, this
suggests that one agent exceeded the expectations whereas
the other just met them. Social evaluations provide a rich
source of information about what happened. A source that
we regularly draw on in our everyday lives, and one that we
only begin to understand scientifically.
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Abstract

the deficit from collaboration occurs because individual
retrieval strategies are disrupted during group activities (B.
H. Basden, Basden, Bryner, & Thomas, 1997).
While a large body of experimental research and verbal
conceptual frameworks exist in collaborative memory, there
are currently no formal computational models to guide the
field. The goal of the current paper is a first attempt at
modifying a prominent model of individual memory (the
SAM model of Raaijmakers & Shiffrin, 1981), well validated
at explaining the mechanisms responsible for phenomena in
individual memory experiments, to the level of collaborative
groups. We develop a collaborative framework and then test
the ability of multiple SAM models performing tasks together
to produce the patterns of collaborative inhibition seen in
human data. Our simulations support the retrieval disruption
hypothesis, and provide a formal framework going forward
to unify individual and collaborative memory research.

While humans routinely encode and retrieve memories in
groups, the bulk of our knowledge of human memory comes
from paradigms with individuals in isolation. The primary
phenomenon of interest within the relatively new field of
collaborative memory is collaborative inhibition: the tendency
for collaborative groups to underperform in free recall tasks
compared to nominal groups of the same size. This effect has
been found in a variety of materials and group compositions
(Rajaram & Pereira-Pasarin, 2010). However, the majority of
research in this field is guided by verbal theories without
formal computational models. In this paper we adapt the
Search of Associative Memory (SAM; Raaijmakers & Shiffrin,
1981) model to collaborative free recall. We present a
framework to scale SAM to collaborative paradigms with
multiple SAM models working together. Our simulation
results with the collaborative SAM model suggest that retrieval
disruption, responsible for the part-set cuing effect in
individuals, is also the cause of collaborative inhibition when
multiple models are working together. Our work provides an
existence proof that SAM can act as a unified theory to explain
both individual and collaborative memory effects, and offers a
framework for future predictions of scaling to increased group
sizes, shared knowledge, and spread of false memories.

Collaborative Inhibition

Keywords: collaborative memory; collaborative inhibition;
memory model; search of associative memory

Introduction
Outside of the laboratory we regularly encode and retrieve
memories in collaboration with others, but almost all
empirical research in human memory has historically
involved participants performing tasks in isolation. The
experimental study of collaborative memory is a
comparatively young field focused on revealing the cognitive
mechanisms involved in group interaction in memory tasks.
The field primarily scales up experimental paradigms and
theories originating in individual memory to the collaborative
group level.
The primary focus within the field is collaborative
inhibition—the tendency for collaborative groups to
underperform in free recall tasks compared to nominal groups
of the same size. This effect is robust and has been found in
a variety of materials and group compositions (Marion &
Thorley, 2016; Rajaram & Pereira-Pasarin, 2010). Currently,
there are several competing explanations for the recall deficit,
but the explanation with the most empirical support is the
retrieval disruption hypothesis. This hypothesis posits that
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The experimental paradigm typically used within the
collaborative memory field is an extension of classic
paradigms previously used and validated in the field of
individual memory. This paradigm involves participants
learning a list of words, performing a distractor task
individually, and then performing a recall task (typically free
recall or cued recall) together in small groups (Harris,
Paterson, & Kemp, 2008). As expected, collaborative groups
perform better in the recall task than individuals. However,
to compare group performance, collaborative group recall
must be compared to nominal group performance, not
individual performance. In both collaborative and nominal
group conditions, subjects learn a list of items individually in
the study phase. Then, in the collaborative group condition,
subjects are asked to work together with other group
members to recall items on the list. The collaborative group
response is calculated by counting all non-overlapping
responses produced by the group. In the nominal group
condition, subjects are asked to recall items on the list
individually and do not recall together. The nominal group
response is calculated by counting the total, non-overlapping
responses produced by individual group members. When
collaborative group recall performance is compared to
nominal group recall performance in this way, there is a
significant deficit in recall in the collaborative group (B. H.

Basden et al., 1997; Weldon & Bellinger, 1997)—called
collaborative inhibition.

Mechanistic Hypotheses of Collaborative Inhibition
There are three viable theories explaining the collaborative
inhibition effect: social factors, the retrieval disruption
hypothesis, and the production blocking hypothesis. The
social factors hypothesis posits that social factors, such as
social loafing, are the primary cause of collaborative
inhibition. Social loafing as a possible mechanistic
explanation for collaborative inhibition is implied by
previous group research in a wide variety of fields that show
a similar loss of individual productivity (Diehl & Stroebe,
1987; Ingham, Levinger, Graves, & Peckham, 1974; Latane
& Nida, 1981). However, while this hypothesis seems
intuitive given the social nature of collaboration, little
experimental evidence has been found to support it
(Andersson, Hitch, & Meudell, 2006; Weldon, Blair, &
Huebsch, 2000).
The most popular mechanistic hypothesis is the retrieval
disruption hypothesis which posits that the deficit from
collaboration occurs because individual retrieval strategies
are disrupted during group recall (B. H. Basden et al., 1997).
According to this hypothesis, each group member develops a
unique strategy of organizing information in memory during
the study phase of a recall task which is then disrupted by
mismatched cues from other group members when asked to
recall in a group. This hypothesis originates from a
mechanistic explanation for the part-set cuing effect found in
the individual memory literature.
The individual memory analogue to collaborative
inhibition is commonly believed to be the part-set cuing
effect (Andersson et al., 2006; B. H. Basden et al., 1997; B.
H. Basden, Basden, & Henry, 2000). Typically, when an
individual is asked to use cues to aid recall, their recall
performance increases (Tulving, 1974). However, the partset cuing effect produces the opposite. When an individual is
presented with a random selection of a memorized list as
cues, their recall for the remaining words on the list is
inhibited (Nickerson, 1984; Slamecka, 1968). Crucially, the
part-set cues must be a random subset of the study list for the
effect to occur. It is hypothesized that when randomly chosen,
the part-set cues interfere with the subject’s internal
organization of the study list, thus interrupting their
idiosyncratic retrieval strategy (D. R. Basden & Basden,
1995). It is theorized that in a collaborative setting, group
members provide part-set cues for others in the group—
causing collaborative inhibition. B. H. Basden et al. (1997)
were the first to provide experimental evidence tying
collaborative inhibition to the part-set cuing effect and
supporting retrieval disruption as a mechanistic explanation
for collaborative inhibition. Additionally, there is some
evidence to show that retrieval inhibition occurs during
collaborative recall (Barber, Harris, & Rajaram, 2015).
Retrieval inhibition occurs when unrecalled items are not just
disrupted during recall but also inhibited such that they are
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less likely to be recalled later when the influence of
collaboration is removed. Nonetheless, a majority of
evidence favors the retrieval disruption hypothesis.
While the retrieval disruption hypothesis has the majority
of supporting evidence in the literature, there are some cases
where the production blocking hypothesis cannot be ruled out
as a mechanistic explanation for collaborative inhibition. The
production blocking hypothesis posits that the process of
waiting to respond while other group members produce
responses inhibits, or blocks, the ability to produce
information (Diehl & Stroebe, 1987). This hypothesis has
comparatively more empirical support than the social factors
hypothesis but less than the retrieval disruption hypothesis.
While there is some evidence of dual-processing accounts
involving both production blocking and retrieval disruption,
most studies involving production blocking during
collaborative recall have concluded that while the production
blocking hypothesis and retrieval inhibition cannot be ruled
out, these mechanisms are insufficient to fully account for
collaborative inhibition (Andersson et al., 2006; Finlay,
Hitch, & Meudell, 2000).

Modeling Collaborative Memory
Currently, research that takes advantage of social media
information such as community detection, “fake news”
detection, topic modeling, misinformation detection and
prevention dominates the group behavior literature. This
research stems from the fields of network science and
linguistics and tends not to incorporate or consider cognitive
concerns in their models. Until now, the only attempt at
modeling collaborative memory was made by Luhmann and
Rajaram (2015) whose main goal was to model information
transmission at network-scale by taking an agent-based
modeling approach. Though their main goal was not to model
collaborative inhibition, during the verification phase of their
model, the authors were able to produce collaborative
inhibition when groups of 3 agents were tasked with
performing collaborative recall. Additionally, they were able
to model some predictions of the collaborative memory field,
namely the effect of group size on collaborative memory.
However, while this model included psychologically based
agents that were able to encode and retrieve memories, the
main goal of the study was to examine the effect of
information transmission on network behaviors. This model
also did not aim to synthesize both individual and
collaborative memory outcomes which is the broader goal of
the current enterprise.
Because modeling collaborative inhibition was not the
main focus of the Luhmann and Rajaram (2015) study, there
were a few simplifications and implementation choices
which are inconsistent with the individual or collaborative
memory literature. First, the agents performed the
collaborative recall task in a turn-taking manner to avoid
complications of free-for-all recall. While this style of
collaboration has some experimental precedent (B. H.
Basden et al., 1997), the majority of collaborative memory
studies use the free-for-all method because the turn-taking

method tends to increase memory intrusions (Meade &
Roediger, 2009; Rajaram & Pereira-Pasarin, 2010). Second,
while the authors found evidence of collaborative inhibition
and emergence of memory similarity during group recall,
their model does not explicitly address how the collaborative
agents’ memories become more similar. In their model,
memory similarity could be detected during the collaboration
phase. In behavioral experiments memory similarity is
detected in post-collaborative recall, where the cascading
effects of retrieval disruption - primarily responsible for
collaborative inhibition - as well as re-exposure to others’
recall during collaboration are posited to homogenize
memories as detected in the recall performance of former
group members (e.g., in the shared/collective memory
measures, e.g., Congleton & Rajaram, 2014). The SAM
model aims to explicate the mechanism primarily responsible
for collaborative inhibition and that also contributes to
memory homogenization, i.e., retrieval disruption. Thus,
SAM offers a more in-depth and established cognitive model
and would be more useful for studying the inhibitory effects
of retrieval disruption on collaborative recall.

Search of Associative Memory (SAM)
An ideal model to study the cognitive mechanisms at play
during collaborative memory is the Search of Associative
Memory (SAM) model (Raaijmakers & Shiffrin, 1981). The
motivation for using SAM over other possible cognitive
models is as follows. First, SAM is well-studied and is the
most widely used model in episodic memory research
(Wilson & Criss, 2017; Wilson, Kellen, & Criss, 2020).
Second, SAM is one of the only cognitive models that has
previously been shown to successfully model the part-set
cuing effect in individual memory (Raaijmakers & Shiffrin,
1981). Finally, the architecture of the model affords a
coherent framework to extend to multiple models working
collaboratively. If we can modify SAM to explain
collaborative phenomena without changing the fundamental
architecture, any of the SAM models in isolation would still
retain the explanatory power for the range of behavioral
phenomena in individual memory paradigms thus producing
a unified account of both individual and collaborative
memory phenomena.
SAM is a cue-dependent probabilistic search theory of
retrieval and is typically applied to simulations of free recall
and free recall with cues. The model makes use of a two-stage
memory system: short-term memory and long-term memory.
The short-term memory system is where processes such as
encoding and rehearsal are carried out. This system is limited
in capacity and uses a buffer rehearsal system so that items
that co-occur in the short-term buffer for longer tend to have
higher associations with each other when committed to longterm memory. The long-term memory system is where
information is transferred from short term memory and stored
permanently. The long-term memory storage consists of an
association matrix of study items and environmental context
(item-context information) and item to item-plus-context
information (item-item information). The strength of the
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association between item-context pairs is proportionate to the
amount of time an item remained in the short-term memory
buffer. The strength of association between item-item pairs is
proportionate to the amount of time two items co-occurred in
the short-term memory buffer. In this model, item
information represents information that would allow a
subject to recall the name of an item while context
information represents any information available during
encoding that’s not directly related to recalling an item name,
such as emotions, sensations, or environmental details.
Learning associations can occur during the retrieval process
in addition to the initial encoding during study.
Retrieval from long-term memory in SAM is a
probabilistic, cue-dependent process. When searching
through long-term memory during recall, the model uses cues
assembled in short-term memory as probes for long-term
memory. These cues include context cues, CT, and words
from the study list, W1T, W2T, … WnT. The T subscript is used
to indicate a cue at test. During retrieval, a probe set consists
of only CT or CT with a word cue. The probability that an item
will be sampled from any given probe is dependent on the
associations stored between the memory probe and the items
stored in memory (see Equation 1a and 1b). Equation 1a gives
the probability of sampling a word, WiS, using only context,
CT, as a memory probe. Equation 1b gives the probability of
sampling a word, WiS, given both context, CT, and a word
cue, WkT, as a memory probe. The S subscript indicates the
item as it is stored in memory.

𝑃! (𝑊"! |𝐶# ) =

!(%! ,'"# )
∑%
$&' !*%! ,'$# +

𝑃! (𝑊"! |𝐶# , 𝑊,# ) =

(1a)

!(%! ,'"#)!('(! ,'"# )
∑%
$&' !*%! ,'$# +!*'(! ,'$# +

(1b)

Once an item is sampled from memory, the recovery
process begins. The probability of successfully recovering
sufficient information to name the memory item is based on
the association strength between the memory probe and the
sampled memory item (see Equation 2a and 2b). Equation 2a
shows the probability of successfully recovering a word
image, Wi, given only context as a memory probe and
Equation 2b shows the probability of successfully recovering
a word image given both context and a word cue as a memory
probe.
𝑃- (𝑊" |𝐶# ) = 1 − 𝑒𝑥𝑝{−𝑆(𝐶# , 𝑊"! )}
𝑃- (𝑊" |𝐶# , 𝑊,# ) = 1 − 𝑒𝑥𝑝 2

(2a)

−𝑆(𝐶# , 𝑊"! )
3 (2b)
−𝑆(𝑊,# , 𝑊"! )

The original SAM model is able to account for various free
recall effects established by behavioral research including list
length effects, presentation duration effects, serial position
curves, extended recall, and repeated recall. Additionally, the

model is easily adapted to simulate categorized free recall and
cued recall (Raaijmakers & Shiffrin, 1980). While these feats
make SAM a viable cognitive model of recall, the most useful
ability for modeling collaborative memory is the previous
success in modeling the part-set cuing effect.
Part-set Cuing Effect in SAM In the original formulation
of the SAM model, Raaijmakers and Shiffrin (1981) were
able to successfully model the part-set cuing effect.
Typically, the SAM model uses internal cues to perform free
recall. In the case of part-set cuing, the model must first use
external cues, provided by the experimenter, to perform recall
before transitioning to internal cues once the external cues
have been used. The first simulation compared recall
performance of a control model, which was given no external
cues, and a cued model, which was given external cues. Both
models were trained on lists of size 30 and with a presentation
time of 2 seconds per item. The cued model was given 15
cues during recall. Additionally, the interitem strength
parameter of the models was varied during this experiment to
better adhere to the original experiment detailing the part-set
cuing effect (Slamecka, 1968). When the control model and
the cued model performances were compared, Raaijmakers
and Shiffrin (1981) found that the cued models recalled fewer
critical items (non-cue items) across all values of the
interitem strength parameter, as was predicted by the part-set
cuing effect.
This result was interesting not only because the cued group
performed worse than the control group but because the
performance hit occurred in spite of a factor that aids the cued
group. A recovery rule of the SAM model makes it so the
probability of recovery after a memory item is sampled using
an item-plus-context cue is greater than when a memory item
is sampled using a context only cue. That is, during the
memory search process, the model can either use context cues
or previously recalled item cues to further aid in memory
search. In the original model implementation, the model
would typically begin free recall by using a context cue
(stored during the study phase) to probe its long-term
memory storage. Then, once the model successfully recovers
an item from memory, that item is then used in conjunction
with context as the next memory probe. So, it is somewhat
surprising, given the fact that the recovery rules of the model
favor item-plus-context cues, that the cued models would
consistently perform worse than the control models.
Adapting SAM to Collaborative Free Recall Given its
success at modeling the part-set cuing effect in individual
memory, adapting the SAM model to collaborative recall
could provide valuable insights into the cognitive
mechanisms behind collaborative inhibition. There were two
ways to adapt the SAM model to perform a collaborative
recall task. First, a turn-taking procedure could have been
implemented that’s similar to the experimental design used
by B. H. Basden et al. (1997) and the modeling approach
taken by Luhmann and Rajaram (2015). However, as
mentioned previously, this method is less common in the
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literature because the turn-taking method has been shown to
increase memory intrusions (Meade & Roediger, 2009;
Rajaram & Pereira-Pasarin, 2010). The second method,
which we implemented, is to allow a free-for-all recall
method. Because of technology limitations, it is difficult to
instantiate multiple SAM models and have them interact in
real time like humans do. However, there are ways to work
around this problem and effectively simulate the free-for-all
response method. Additionally, while this method is
comparatively more difficult than the turn-taking method, it
is more similar to the method used in the majority of the
collaborative recall behavioral experiments.
Figure 1 is a flowchart of how we simulated the free-forall method. First, we created a shared memory buffer, called
the group response, between two or more models which
represents words “spoken” aloud by the models. To begin,
the models perform context recall separately. The first
response produced by any of the models is added to the
shared buffer and the other models in the collaborative group
are able to access this response. Then, the models all use the
new response in the shared buffer as a cue for recall. Similar
to the context recall phase, the models all perform cued recall
separately and the response produced first is added to the
shared buffer. The models continue using new responses as
cues for recall until all models reach Lmax at which point all
models return to context recall. This continues until all
models reach Kmax and the memory search ends. In this way,
we are able to simulate the free-for-all method of
collaborative recall with the SAM model.

Figure 1. Flowchart of collaborative recall between two or
more SAM models.
Fitting SAM to Collaborative Recall Data After
implementing a version of SAM able to perform
collaborative recall, we fit the model to averages of

experimental data of uncategorized list recall (Weldon &
Bellinger, 1997) and categorized list recall (B. H. Basden et
al., 1997). While fitting the model, we allowed 5 parameters
to vary between the collaborative and nominal groups and
between categorized and uncategorized conditions. Those 5
parameters were sam_e (the incrementing parameter for
context-to-word association), sam_f (the incrementing
parameter for word-to-word association), sam_g (the
incrementing parameter for word-to-self association), Kmax
(the maximum number of retrieval failures before searching
stops), and Lmax (the maximum number of retrieval
attempts).
Figure 2 shows the results of fitting the model to
individual, nominal, and collaborative recall on an
uncategorized list. Figures 3 and 4 show the results of fitting
the model to individual, nominal, and collaborative recall on
categorized lists: one list with 6 categories that had 15 words
in each (Figure 3) and another list with 15 categories that had
6 words each (Figure 4).

Figure 2. SAM model fit to uncategorized list data taken from
the original Weldon and Bellinger (1997) paper detailing
collaborative inhibition. Subjects were tested in groups of 3
on a list of 40 unrelated words.

Figure 3. SAM model fit to categorized list data from B. H.
Basden et al. (1997). Subjects in groups of 3 were asked to
recall from a list of 90 words grouped into 6 total categories
with 15 items in each category. The larger category size
results in a more prominent collaborative inhibition effect.
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Figure 4. SAM model fit to categorized list data from B. H.
Basden et al. (1997). Subjects in groups of 3 were asked to
recall from a list of 90 words grouped into 15 total categories
with 6 items in each category. The smaller category size
results in a less prominent collaborative inhibition effect.

Figures 2-4 show that not only is the SAM model able to
accurately reproduce the collaborative inhibition effect found
in experimental data, but that it also supports the retrieval
disruption hypothesis. The experimental data from B. H.
Basden et al. (1997) used to fit the model (Figures 3 and 4)
supports this as it shows that collaborative inhibition is
stronger when study materials are less organized. In the first
condition (Figure 3) study materials are less organized
because the group sizes are larger—allowing room for more
idiosyncratic organization within categories. In the second
condition (Figure 4) the study materials are more organized
because the group sizes are smaller—allowing less room for
idiosyncratic organization within categories. When the
internal organization of study items is dissimilar between
group members, collaborative inhibition increases because
the cues from other group members are more likely to disrupt
individual search strategies. Because the SAM model is able
to reproduce this effect, it supports the retrieval disruption
hypothesis. Future research will be dedicated towards teasing
apart the production blocking and retrieval disruption
hypotheses and investigating retrieval inhibition.
In addition to fitting the SAM model to aggregate
experimental data, we briefly looked into the effect
collaboration had on the similarity of model memory.
Luhmann and Rajaram (2015) found that their model was
able to produce collaborative inhibition, but they suggested
that this was due to the agents’ memories becoming more
similar as they collaborated. There is support for this in the
experimental literature (Congleton & Rajaram, 2014),
suggesting as people collaborate together, their memories
become more similar—giving rise to shared memory. Given
the increase in memory similarity due to collaborative recall,
it seemed pertinent to determine whether SAM exhibited
such properties as well.

With our SAM-based framework validated on the standard
patterns of collaborative inhibition seen in the literature, we
can now go forward fitting individual data from specific
experimental manipulations and using the optimal parameters
to better understand the internal mechanisms producing the
behavioral phenomena. Having a formal computational
framework allows the field to generate new predictions and
experiments to help differentiate between theories of group
memory that are currently unresolvable using only
experimental data. In addition, the number of SAM models
interacting can be scaled up significantly, a feat not possible
in experimental studies, allowing us to better understand how
individual cognitive mechanisms give rise to group memory
inhibition at scales closer to what we see in shared learning
on massive social media discussions.
Figure 5. Word association correlation between 2 of 3 models
during uncategorized collaborative recall.
Figure 5 is the result of calculating the average correlation
between two model’s word association matrices every time a
new item was added to the group recall buffer. That is, each
time a group member successfully “said” a word (and each
group member’s internal associations were updated), we
calculated the correlation between 2 out of 3 group member’s
association matrices. As shown in Figure 5, the average word
association correlation between two models in a collaborative
group does increase during recall. Additionally, the average
increase in word association correlation across 200
collaborative recall groups was r = 0.09.

Discussion
The implications of collaborative memory research are
much larger than participants recalling lists of words in
experimental settings. The cognitive mechanisms being
studied by this basic science are the same that play a role in
crucial applied phenomena such as the spread of
misinformation, memory contagion, fake news, eyewitness
testimony, and even conspiracy theories. To date, there are
no formal computational frameworks within which to
understand how the memory mechanisms of individuals
interact to produce emergent phenomena when collaborating.
In this paper we took a first step towards this goal by
modifying the well-validated SAM model of Raaijmakers
and Shiffrin (1981), and providing an existence proof that
multiple SAM models working together can produce the
basic patterns of collaborative inhibition seen in experimental
data. The results of the simulation suggest support for the
retrieval disruption hypothesis in the collaborative memory
literature. In addition to basic uncategorized lists,
collaborative SAM naturally produces the patterns seen in
categorized lists, namely greater collaborative inhibition
when study materials are less organized. Importantly, each
SAM model in isolation would still retain the explanatory
power for the range of behavioral phenomena in individual
memory paradigms, providing a unified model to understand
both individual and collaborative memory.
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Abstract

Gilbert et al. (2015) show that the difference in people’s
causal attributions to knowing vs. ignorant agents is mediated by counterfactual thinking. In their studies, they find
that in case of agents who know about the (negative) consequences of their actions, participants generate more counterfactuals about ways the outcome could have been different
that the actor could control. Notably, their results suggest that
the influence of epistemic states is driven by whether, and especially what counterfactuals people consider (Spellman &
Gilbert, 2014).

Epistemic states, what an agent knows or beliefs, play a crucial role in people’s moral evaluations of the agent’s actions.
Whether and to what extent epistemic states also influence an
agent’s perceived causal contribution to an outcome remains
the subject of debate. In three experiments, we investigate
people’s causal and counterfactual judgments about ignorant
causal agents. We find that agent’s epistemic states, the conditions of their ignorance as well as their epistemic actions influence how causal an agent is perceived, but also the kind of
counterfactual alternatives people consider. We take these findings to indicate the crucial role of epistemic states in causal
cognition and counterfactual models of causation.
Keywords: causal judgment; counterfactual reasoning; epistemic states; ignorance; blame

Counterfactual Causation and Epistemic States

Introduction
If Dr. Jones unknowingly prescribes her patient a drug that
causes unforeseen side effects, we will likely attenuate our
blame response in light of her ignorance about the consequences of her action. But how do we judge her causal role
in this scenario? Recent studies in causal cognition find evidence that epistemic states like knowledge or ignorance influence how causal people perceive an agent for the outcome
of their action (Lagnado & Channon, 2008; Lombrozo, 2010;
Hilton, McClure, & Moir, 2016). Agents lacking knowledge
(Gilbert, Tenney, Holland, & Spellman, 2015) or foreseeability of the consequences of their actions (Lagnado & Channon,
2008) are judged to be less of a cause for these outcomes. In
causal chains, the causality of knowing agents is rated higher
than that of ignorant ones (Hilton et al., 2016; McClure,
Hilton, & Sutton, 2007; Lombrozo, 2010). If the proximal
cause is a human action, the agent is judged as more causal
if the agent was aware of the causal opportunity created by
prior events (Hilton et al., 2016). Likewise, people’s preference for abnormal actions as causes has been shown to be
mediated by the agents’ knowledge states (Kirfel & Lagnado,
2021; Samland & Waldmann, 2016).
Why do epistemic states matter for causal assessments?
Given the essential role of mental states for moral judgments,
epistemic influences on causal attributions have been argued
to be influenced or biased by moral evaluations (Alicke, Rose,
& Bloom, 2012; Alicke & Rose, 2012). On the other hand,
it has been suggested that the influence of epistemic states
might uncover something more fundamental about how people judge about the causality of agents (Lombrozo, 2010).
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According to counterfactual theories of causation, C is a
cause of E if E is counterfactually dependent on C, that is,
E would not have happened in the absence of C (Lewis,
2013; Woodward, 2007). Counterfactual dependence is assessed in terms of hypothetical interventions (Woodward,
2007; Halpern, 2016; Pearl, 2009) or mental simulations
(Gerstenberg, Goodman, Lagnado, & Tenenbaum, 2020) over
causal candidate variables, often represented in form of a dooperator that sets a certain variable to a certain value do(X =
x)) (Pearl, 2009). Halpern (2016) extends to this framework
to the evaluation of counterfactual dependence under different “contingencies”, i.e. non-actual possible worlds in which
certain background variables are different.
Counterfactual models of causation have been shown to accurately capture the structural aspects that influence people’s
causal judgments about a cause (Gerstenberg et al., 2020).
However, these theories seem to fail to account for a fundamental aspect in people’s causal thinking: the difference in
people’s causal judgments about knowing vs. ignorant causal
agents. In the case of social or agent causation, it is often assumed that counterfactual interventions target an agent’s action (Halpern, 2016; Gerstenberg et al., 2020), that is, testing
whether the undoing of the Doctor giving the drug leads to
a difference in the outcome, the patient’s health problems.
Such a counterfactual dependence test however is insensitive
towards the agent’s epistemic states, as it would render the
doctor a cause of the outcome, irrespective of whether the
doctor knew about the side effects of the drug, or not.
Hypotheses Drawing on previous research by Gilbert et al.
(2015), we aim to explore the question if the influence of
epistemic states on causal judgments can be accounted for by

counterfactual theories of causal reasoning. Here, we put forward the hypothesis that the intervention that people perform
in counterfactual reasoning about ignorant agents targets the
agent’s epistemic state and epistemic conditions. Rather than
assessing whether Dr Jones’ not prescribing the drug would
have made a difference to the outcome, intuitively we might
want to change her epistemic state from ignorance to knowledge first, or even think about potential ways in which she
could have acquired the relevant knowledge. In three experiments, we aim to test whether people’s causal judgments are
sensitive not only to the agent’s epistemic state, but also to the
agent’s “epistemic actions”, i.e. their knowledge-seeking behaviour. Crucially, we hypothesise that these epistemic conditions are reflected in people’s counterfactual thinking.
1. Hypothesis 1
(a) Causal Judgment: Ignorant agents are judged as less
causal than knowing agents.
(b) Counterfactual Reasoning: If the causal agent is ignorant, people intervene on epistemic states, rather than on
causal actions.
2. Hypothesis 2
(a) Causal Judgment Ignorant agents who could have
changed their epistemic states are judged more causal
than those who could not.
(b) Counterfactual Reasoning If the causal agent is ignorant, people intervene on the agent’s epistemic actions,
rather than on causal actions.
Hypothesis 1 aims to test more generally whether people
intervene on an epistemic states. Comparing a knowledgeable vs. an ignorant causal agent, we predict that the latter
is judged less causal, and that counterfactual reasoning will
target the agent’s epistemic state (Experiment 1: Knowledgeable vs. Ignorant Agents). Hypotheses 2 makes predictions
for cases in which a causal agent is ignorant, but could —
by their own epistemic actions — have changed their state of
ignorance and acquired knowledge. We will test Hypothesis
2 for two different cases of epistemic action conditions. In
the most basic case, an agent is ignorant and either could or
could not have acquired knowledge by their own actions (Experiment 2: Externally vs. Self-Caused Ignorance). In such a
case, we predict that the agent who could have changed their
epistemic state will be judged as more causal, and that people
will intervene on this’ agent’s epistemic (non-)action. Finally,
we turn back to the idea that counterfactual dependence is
assessed under different contingencies (Experiment 3: Epistemic Actions under Different Contingencies). We predict that
an agent whose epistemic action did not lead them to acquire
knowledge in the actual world, but would have led them to
acquire knowledge under different circumstances, is judged
less causal than one who would remain ignorant in both actual and possible world.
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Experiment 1
In Experiment 1, we aimed to investigate people’s causal
judgment and counterfactual reasoning about an agent who
knows vs. does not know the consequences of their action.

Participants and Design
We recruited 145 participants on Amazon Mechanical Turk.
23 participants were excluded for failing one or more of
the four comprehension check questions, and one participant
was excluded for providing a non-sensical counterfactual response (see below, leaving a final sample size of N = 121
(M age = 38.42, SDage = 11.15, N female = 40). We adopted a
2 knowledge (knowledge vs. no knowledge) × 3 scenario
(“hospital” vs. “garden” vs. “bakery”) design. The ‘Knowledge’ condition was manipulated as within-participants contrast in order to allow for the contrastive nature of counterfactual reasoning (Schaffer, 2005; McGill & Klein, 1993).
‘Scenario’ was manipulated between participants.

Materials and Procedure
Participants read both the ‘knowledge’ as well as the ‘no
knowledge’ condition of one of the three scenarios (“hospital”, “garden”, “bakery”) in randomised order. All three
scenarios follow the same content structure: As part of their
work, an agent usually applies a certain a product (“medical
drug”, “fertilizer”, “baking flour”). A newly acquired product
is of the same quality, but has potentially harmful properties
or consequences.
(Vignette “Hospital”)
“Dr Jones works as doctor in a local hospital. Dr Jones
often administers her patients the blood-thinning drug
“Heparine” in order to prevent thrombosis and blood
clots. Normally, blood-thinning drugs do not cause any
side effects with certain blood types.
The hospital has recently started to order an additional
blood-thinning drug, ‘Afibo’, that is cheaper than ‘Heparine’. ‘Afibo’ is as effective as ‘Heparine’, but has one
side effect. It causes mild leg cramps in patients with
blood type ‘AB-positive’. ”
In dependence on the ‘knowledge’ condition, the middle part
of the vignette manipulated whether the agent possesses relevant knowledge about the harmful properties of the item.
Knowledge / No Knowledge “Although [Because] the
drug ‘Afibo’ has only recently been ordered, Dr Jones
knows [does not know] that this drug causes mild leg
cramps in patients with blood type ‘B-negative’. ”
After reading the first part of the vignette, participants had
to answer two comprehension check questions. Participants
then proceeded to the last part of the vignette. The final part
of the vignette described the agent’s (knowing or unwitting)
use of the item, resulting in harmful consequences.

Causal Question After the final part of the vignette, participants had to answer a causal rating question, and generate a counterfactual alternative in an open-text response. The
causal rating question asked participants to what extent they
agree with the statement “Dr Jones [agent] caused the patient’s leg cramps [outcome]” on a 7-point Likert scales (1‘strongly disagree’, 7-‘strongly agree’).
Counterfactual Question In order to probe counterfactual
thoughts, participants were instructed to write down what
could have gone differently so that the patient would not have
, the
suffered mild leg cramps in a free text response (“If
patient would not have suffered leg cramps [effect absent]”).
This open-text counterfactual question allowed us to elicit the
individual point of intervention in people’s imagined alternative scenarios. Based on participants’ written responses, we
developed a four-part coding rubric. The first category “Action” (N = 112) covered all responses that described a change
of just the agent’s action that led to the outcome, i.e. the use
of the item that caused the outcome (fertilizer/drug/baking
flour) (e.g. “If Dr Smith had not administered Corus to the
patient”). The second category “Epistemic state” (N = 75)
covered all responses that described a change in the agent’s
epistemic states (e.g. “If Dr. Jones had known about the side
effects of Afibo...”, unspecified how / caused by the agent /
caused by others). Remaining answers did not show a specific theme, so we clustered the answers around two broad
categories. The third category included any changes related to
the causal agent, “Agent-related“ (N = 30) (additional action
/ prior action / character trait). The fourth category “Environment” (N = 25) included all kinds of changes that did not
relate to the agent (change in environment / modifications in
the properties of the item used, etc.). Participants’ responses
were coded by the first author and a researcher assistant. Inconsistent codes were resolved by discussion.

Figure 1: Experiment 1 Causal Ratings. Big dots are group means ,
error bars depict 95% Confidence Intervals. Coloured backgrounds
represent the probability distribution of the data, small dots are individual participants’ judgments.

1.46, OR = .23, SE = .46, z = 3.16, p < .001), more likely to
imagine a change in the agent’s epistemic state (b = 2.77, OR
= 16.00, SE = .72, z = 3.86, p < .001) and less likely to indicate an agent-related change (b = -2.01, OR = .13, SE = .64, z
= -3.16, p < .01), compared to a change in the environment.
(see Figure 2).

Results
A likelihood ratio test indicated that a model including
knowledge provided a better fit for the people’s causal ratings than a model without it, χ2 (1) = 92.5; p < .001. People’s
causal ratings decreased (b = -2.03, SE = .35, t = -5.87) when
the agent was ignorant (M =3.96, SD = 2.20, 95% CI [3.57,
4.35]) compared to a knowing agent (M =6.22, SD = 1.30
95%, CI [5.99, 6.46]) (see Figure 1). Adding scenario (χ2 (2)
= 2.66; p = .27) and an interaction with knowledge (χ2 (2)
= 5.37; p = .07) did not provide a significantly better fit to
the data. A multinomial logistic regression was performed
to model the relationship between the knowledge condition
and the type of counterfactual response (“action”, “epistemic
state”, “agent-related”, “environment”), with “environment”
as reference category. Addition of the knowledge predictor
to a model that contained only the intercept significantly improved the fit between model and data, χ2 (3) = 121.49; p <
.001, R2 = .21. When the agent’s epistemic state changes from
knowledge to ignorance, people are less likely to imagine a
counterfactual change that concerns the agent’s action (b = -
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Figure 2: Experiment 1: Counterfactual responses

Discussion
The first experiment replicated previous findings demonstrating the influence of agentic epistemic states on people’s
causal attributions (Lagnado & Channon, 2008; Lombrozo,
2010; Gilbert et al., 2015). Ignorant agents are perceived as
less causal than knowledgeable agents. At the same time,
the agent’s epistemic state also shifts the focus of an imagined counterfactual change in the actual scenario. In case of
ignorance, people are less likely to refer to a change in the
agent’s causal action, but prefer to imagine a change in the
agent’s knowledge state. In the scenarios of Experiment 1,
the reasons for the agent’s ignorance about the outcome were

underspecified. The vignette leaves open whether and to what
extent the agent could have changed their own state of ignorance. We were therefore interested if the conditions under
which an agent’s ignorance came about also influence how
causal the agent is perceived, as well the kind of counterfactuals people imagine.

Experiment 2
In the second experiment, we aimed to assess judgments
about agents whose ignorance was either self- or externally
caused.

Participants and Design
We recruited 179 participants on Amazon Turk. 27 participants were excluded for not answering all eight comprehension check questions correctly, and two participants were excluded for providing a nonsensical counterfactual responses.
The final sample consisted of 150 participants (M age = 37.78,
SDage = 11.67, N female = 50). We adopted a 2 ignorance (selfcaused vs. externally caused) × 3 scenario (“hospital” vs.
“garden” vs “bakery”) design. ‘Ignorance’ was manipulated
within participants and ‘scenario’ was manipulated between
participants.

Material
In Experiment 2, agents were ignorant about the consequences of their action in both conditions, and we manipulated how their state of ignorance was brought about. In
this vignette, an e-mail that contains the relevant information
about the harmful properties of an item is sent to the agent.
In the “externally caused ignorance” condition, this e-mail is
deleted due to a technical default. In the “self-caused ignorance” condition, the agent does not obtain the information
because they fail to read the e-mail.

(N = 173) included all types of epistemic state changes of
which the agent was the primary cause (by reading the e-mail
/ by an additional information-gathering action, etc.). “Epistemic state change by other” (N = 92) included changes in the
agent’s epistemic that were not primarily caused by an action
of the agent themselves (by information given by a third-party
agent, by a change in the e-mail system etc.). Finally, the category “Environment” (N = 5) included changes in the environment or setting that did not affect the agent’s causal action
or epistemic state.
Knowledge and Blame for Ignorance In addition to
causal and counterfactual questions, participants had to indicate their agreement with the statement “Dr Jones [agent]
could have known that ’Afibo’ causes leg cramps [effect]”
on a 7-point Likert scale (1-‘strongly disagree’, 7-‘strongly
agree’). This question allowed us to examine the degree to
which people perceived the agent’s ignorance as mutable. Finally, participants answered the question “How blameworthy is Dr Jones [agent] for not knowing that ‘Afibo’ causes
leg cramps [effect]?” on 7-point agreement scale (1-‘Not at
all’, 7-‘Completely’). In addition to the perceived possibility
of knowledge, we also wanted to assess people’s judgments
about the agent’s blameworthiness for their ignorance.

Results
Causal and Counterfactual Question A Likelihood ratio
test indicated that type of ignorance was a significant factor in
predicting participant’s causal responses, χ2 (1) = 108.54; p <
.001. People’s causal ratings decreased (b = -2.21, SE = .29, t
= -7.69) when the agent’s ignorance was caused externally (M
= 3.52, SD = 2.19, 95% CI [3.17, 3.87]) rather than by choice
(M = 5.73, SD = 1.59 95%, CI [5.48, 5.98] ) (see Figure 3).
There was no significant effect of scenario (p = .90) and no
interaction between ignorance and scenario (p = .99).

Externally caused “Dr Jones checked her inbox, but she
did not see the e-mail of the pharmacy manager because
it was erroneously marked as spam and automatically
deleted from the account.”/ Self-caused “Dr Jones read
her inbox and saw the e-mail of the pharmacy manager,
but did not read it.”
In both conditions, the scenarios ends with the agent applying the relevant item, unknowing about the harmful properties
of the item. As a result, a bad effect obtains.
Causal Rating and Counterfactual Question Causal and
Counterfactual Question were asked as in Experiment 1. We
excluded the responses from eight participants who indicated
that the agent in the “externally caused ignorance” condition
could have looked into the spam-folder and read the e-mail,
signalling a misunderstanding of the scenario. The first category “Action” (N = 11) was used as in Experiment 1. “Direct
epistemic change” (N = 11) referred to responses that suggested a direct change of the agent’s knowledge about the
item without specifying how (“If Sandra had known about
the walnuts...”). “Epistemic state change by agent action”
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Figure 3: Experiment 2: Causal Ratings.

Addition of the ignorance predictor to a multinomial logistic regression model that contained only the intercept significantly improved the fit for predicting counterfactual responses, χ2 (3) = 146.41; p < .001, R2 = .26. Changing the
epistemic condition of ignorance from self-caused to exter-

nally caused is associated with a decrease in indicating a selfcaused epistemic change (b = -1.39, OR = .24, SE = .63, z =
-2.19, p = .03), and an increase in an externally caused epistemic change responses ( b = 2.93, OR = 16.00, SE = .79, z =
3.67, p < .001) (see Figure 4).

ing to counterfactual theories of causation, causality is determined by the counterfactual dependence of the outcome on
the candidate cause in the actual world, but also under different ‘contingencies’, e.g. when background circumstances are
different (Chockler & Halpern, 2004; Halpern, 2016; Gerstenberg & Lagnado, 2014). In Experiment 3, we want to
apply this idea to epistemic conditions. That is, we wanted
to test whether people take into account agents’ epistemic actions, even if these actions do not lead to the acquisition of
knowledge in the actual scenario, but would have under different circumstances.

Experiment 3
In our third experiment, we were interested in testing whether
people take into account an agent’s information acquisition
under actual and possible circumstances.

Participants and Design

Figure 4: Experiment 2: Counterfactual responses.

Knowledge and Blame The condition under which ignorance came about significantly predicted people’s modal
judgement about the agent’s epistemic state, χ2 (1) = 114.50; p
< .001. People’s agreed less that the agent could have known
(b = -2.64, SE = .29, t = -8.40) when the agent was ignorant
because of a technical default (M = 3.55, SD = 2.11, 95%
CI [3.20, 3.90]) compared to ignorance caused by the agent
themselves (M = 6.02, SD = 1.69 95%, CI [6.72, 5.77] ). Type
of ignorance also influences people’s judgement about the
agent’s blameworthiness for their ignorance, χ2 (1) = 237.15;
p < .001 (b = -3.46, SE = .28, t = -12.15), with people assigning less blame when the ignorance was externally caused (M
= 2.75, SD = 1.84, 95% CI [2.40, 3.10]) vs. self-caused (M =
6.09, SD = 1.27, 95% CI [5.84, 6.35]).

We recruited 171 participants on Amazon Mechanical Turk.
34 participants were excluded for failing one or more of
the four comprehension check questions, and 2 participants
were excluded for providing a non-sensical counterfactual response, leaving a final sample size of N = 133 (M age = 38.36,
SDage = 11.38, N female = 57, 1 = unidentified). We adopted a
2 ignorance (information search vs. no information search) ×
3 scenario (“hospital” vs. “garden” vs. “bakery”) design. ‘Information acquisition’ was manipulated within participants
and ‘scenario’ was manipulated between participants.

Material

Discussion

In the frame story of Experiment 3, an email about the relevant item is (successfully) sent to the agent. However, in
this e-mail, the crucial information about the harmful property of the item is missing. We then varied whether the
agent read (“information-seeking”) or did not read the e-mail
(“not information-seeking”). As before in Experiment in 2,
in both conditions the agent unwittingly applies the harmful
item with negative consequences.

Experiment 2 demonstrated that the epistemic condition of
ignorance influences people’s causal judgement about the
agent, their modal judgements about the agent’s epistemic
state, as well as how blameworthy the agent is considered for
their ignorance. The perceived causal and blame difference
is mirrored by the target of counterfactual change. In dependence of whether the access to relevant information is prevented by an external cause or the agent’s own actions, people
vary in how likely they are to imagine an epistemic state that
is brought about by the agent’s action. Notably, a substantial
proportion of people (26%) still indicated a self-caused epistemic change in the “externally caused ignorance” condition,
mostly by referring to alternative information-seeking actions
the agents could done. This finding suggests that people generally give weight to agentic actions when imagining how an
agent’s epistemic states could have been different. Accord-

Rating Questions & Counterfactual Question Causal
Ratings, Counterfactual Question as well as Knowledge and
Blame Ratings were asked as in Experiment 2. We excluded
those counterfactual categories from the analyses that had less
than 5% of participants’ responses across both “informationseeking” conditions. “Epistemic state” (N = 17) included all
responses that stated an epistemic change without indicating
how, “... by info” (N = 90) referred to responses indicating
the presence of the relevant information in the e-mail and “by
info + reading e-mail” (N = 44) added the action of reading
the e-mail to the response. The category “by additional action of agent” (N = 61) referred to responses indicating the
agent acquiring knowledge by additional means, and “... by
someone else” (N = 24) encompassed all responses that indicated an epistemic state change induced in the agent by a
third-party agent.
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Forward-looking causal judgments In order to investigate
whether people’s causal judgments about the actual scenario
reflect their causal considerations under different contingencies, we included a follow-up scenario. Participants were
prompted to imagine a future scenario in which there is a
new pain killer “Innohep” (bakery: flour brand, garden: weed
killer) in hospitals. However, this pain killer causes nausea in
patients who take beta-blockers. As usual, an e-mail has been
sent out to all doctors that introduces the new pain killer, but
this time the e-mail includes the information that this pain
killer causes nausea in patients taking beta-blockers. Participants were then asked to estimate the likelihood that the
agent from the “information-seeking” and the agent “noninformation seeking” would read that e-mail in this future
scenario: “How likely is it that Dr Jones [Dr Smith] would
check the e-mail of the pharmacy manager about ‘Innohep’?”
(0 - “Extremely unlikely”; 100 - “Extremely likely”). In addition, they were asked about the likelihood of a bad outcome given that either agent would be in charge of a patient
with the sensitive condition: “How likely is it that a patient
who takes beta-blockers would suffer from nausea if Dr Jones
were treating this patient [Dr Smith were treating this patient]” (0 - “Extremely unlikely”; 100 - “Extremely likely”).
The responses to these questions serve as a proxy for people’s forward simulation of the agents’ future causality based
on their prior epistemic actions.

Results
Causal and Counterfactual Question The “information
seeking” factor was a significant predictor for participants’
causal responses, χ2 (1) = 41.33; p < .001. People judged the
agent to be less of a cause (b = -.71, SE = .22, t = -3.29) when
the agent read the e-mail with the missing information (M =
3.07, SD = 2.22, 95% CI [2.69, 3.45]) than if they did not (M
=3.96, SD = 2.14, 95%, CI [3.6, 4.3] ) (see Figure 5). The

Figure 5: Experiment 3: Causal Ratings.

information acquisition condition also significantly predicted
people’s counterfactual responses χ2 (4) = 140.73; p < .001,
R2 = .21. When the agent did not read the e-mail, people were
less likely to indicate a change that consisted in the addition
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of just the missing information in the e-mail (b = -2.59, OR =
.07, SE = .63, z = -4.14, p < .001), compared to a change in
just the epistemic state (see Figure 6).

Figure 6: Experiment 3: Counterfactual Responses.

Knowledge and Blame Rating Information-seeking behaviour significantly predicted modal judgments about the
agent’s epistemic state χ2 (1) = 14.08; p < .001, as well as
blameworthiness for ignorance χ2 (1) = 55.56; p < .001. The
agent who did not read the e-mail containing missing information was judged to could have known about the relevant
information to a slightly greater extent (M = 3.42, SD = 2.24,
95% CI [3.05, 3.78]) and to blame slightly more for their ignorance (M = 3.47, SD = 2.13, 95% CI [3.10, 3.84]) than the
information-seeking agent (“Could have known”: M = 2.90,
SD = 2.24, 95% CI [2.53, 3.29]; “Blame”: M = 2.43, SD =
2.04, 95% CI [2.05, 2.81]).

Figure 7: Experiment 3: Likelihood of agent reading a e-mail (XAxis) and likelihood of future outcome (Y-Axis), grouped by previous epistemic action (reading vs. not reading e-mail).

Forward looking causation The likelihood of a bad outcome in a future scenario was predicted by the likelihood of
the agent’s information acquisition χ2 (1) = 38.05; p < .001

as well as an interaction between the e-mail reading condition
and the likelihood of information acquisition χ2 (1) = 4.16; p
= .041. Likelihood of outcome was negatively predicted by
likelihood of information acquisition when the agent had read
the e-mail (b = -.66, SE = .16, t = -4.18), and to a weaker extent when the agent hadn’t read the e-mail (b = -.32, SE = .07,
t = -4.30) (see Figure 7).

Discussion
Experiment 3 showed that an agent who unsuccessfully attempts to acquire knowledge is still seen as less causal for the
unforeseen outcome of their action than an agent who does
not attempt to do so, even if the attempt would be have been
equally unsuccessful. We also found this difference in people’s judgments about blame as well as their judgments about
whether the agent could have known about the outcome. The
fact that information-seeking is taken into account for the perceived causal strength of the agent likely results from people
integrating alternative scenarios with different circumstances
into their counterfactual thinking. In a world in which the email had contained the relevant information, the agent who
read the e-mail would have found out about the negative outcome, and the outcome would potentially not have occurred.
People’s forward-looking causal judgments in the follow-up
scenario supported this.

General Discussion
In three studies, we have investigated people’s causal and
counterfactual reasoning about ignorant agents. We have
shown that people judge an agent as less causal if i) they
are ignorant vs. knowledgeable about their action consequences, ii) their ignorance was externally vs. self-caused and
iii) their epistemic action in the actual scenario would have
made a difference to their epistemic state under different circumstances. Crucially, these differences in causal judgments
were mirrored in respective responses about counterfactual
changes in agents’ epistemic states or epistemic actions. Our
results support the idea that people use a causal model that
includes different levels of epistemic states and epistemic actions, and that people use counterfactuals over these models
to assign causality to agents. Likewise, our results show that
our manipulations also affected judgments about blame for
ignorance. Causal judgments therefore could have been affected by how blameworthy people judged the agent for their
ignorance, and in consequence by their judgements of blame
for the unforeseen outcome (Alicke & Rose, 2012). While
further research is needed to address the exact relationship
between cause, blame and counterfactuals in these scenarios,
this study lays the basis for the fundamental role of epistemic
states in causal and counterfactual reasoning.
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Evaluating Transformative Decisions
Vladimir Chituc, L.A. Paul, M.J. Crockett

Abstract
Recent philosophical work has taken interest in the decisiontheoretic problems posed by transformative experiences, or
experiences that are epistemically revelatory and lifechanging (like becoming a parent). The problem is roughly as
follows: if we cannot know what it’s like to be a parent (its
subjective value) before actually becoming one, then how are
we to decide whether to become one? This topic has received
recent empirical attention, some of which has challenged the
central importance of subjective value for transformative
decision-making. Here, we present empirical work that
suggest these findings can be explained by the evaluability
bias, in which people weigh decision criteria not based on
their importance, but how easy they are to evaluate.
Participants not only find subjective value important, but they
report willing to pay a great deal of money to get this
information. Furthermore, participants who were most
uncertain about whether to undergo a transformative decision
we most likely to report interest in seeking out information
about subjective value. We conclude by considering the
philosophical and empirical implications of this work.
Keywords: Transformative Experience; Experimental
Philosophy; Judgment and Decision Making; Subjective
Value

Introduction
How do we make decisions about novel experiences?
Oftentimes, we are able to combine and simulate relevant
past experiences as an approximation, just as we might get a
decent sense of how an unfamiliar dish will taste based on
the ingredients listed on a menu (see e.g.: Barron, Dolan and
Behrens, 2013; McCoy et al., 2019; Kappes and Morewedge
2016; Williamson 2016). This straightforward picture
breaks down, however, in the case of transformative
experiences.
Transformative experiences—like the gain or loss of
sensory capacities, becoming a parent, emigrating to a
country with a culture very different from one’s own, or
fighting in a war—are epistemically revelatory and lifechanging. By undergoing a transformative experience, we
learn what a new kind of experience is like, and this gives us
new abilities to imaginatively represent and accurately
simulate possible states of affairs involving this experience
(Jackson 1986, Lewis 1990, Paul 2014, Paul 2015a, Paul
2015b). Such discoveries can then lead the person to change
in some deep and personally fundamental way; for example,
some of their core personal preferences or values might
change. Thus, transformative experiences are defined as
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experiences that are both epistemically and personally
transformative.
Transformative experiences pose a problem for the
straightforward solution to novel decisions we described
above. Paul (2014) argues that this is because such decisions
hinge on subjective value, leading to a decision-theoretic
bind. Here, subjective values are experientially grounded
values that include an assessment of the nature of what it’s
like to live “in this,” as John Campbell (2015) puts it.1 The
difficulty, however, is that a person must decide whether to
undergo the transformative experience without knowing the
subjective value of that experience, since they have not had
the epistemic and personal changes that the experience
entails.
For example, to know the subjective value of being a
loving parent, a person has to actually be a loving parent. To
be a loving parent, however, profoundly changes the way
someone experiences, and thus evaluates, their life in many
other respects, including how they understand themselves in
relation to other people, how they evaluate career and life
goals, and the way they experience vulnerability and loss,
and so on. This is an important reason why, in real-world
contexts, testimony from other parents about how one’s life
will change is famously insufficient for prospective parents
to be able to grasp what their new, post-partum, lives will be
like.
In recent empirical work on transformative experiences,
Reuter and Messerli (2018) argue that the problem posed by
transformative experiences is not actually a problem at all,
arguing that people do not care about subjective value when
making transformative decisions. If this is the case, and if
subjective values are not important in real-life decision
making, then the inaccessibility of such values is not a threat
for practical decisions in transformative contexts.
In this work, we contribute to the rapidly expanding body
of experimental research on transformative decision making,
and in the process, we mark out a novel empirical
interpretation for assessments of subjective value in
transformative contexts. Our argument proceeds as follows.
We start by providing an overview and critique of Reuter
and Messerli (2018)’s claims about subjective value,
arguing that, often, people attach more weight to decision
1
Note: the use of subjective value here and in the broader
literature on transformative decisions is distinct from how the term
is used by economists and neuroscientists (c.f.: Kable and
Glimcher, 2007).

criteria that they can know — a phenomenon known as the
“evaluability bias”. Therefore, if people cannot know the
subjective value when making a decision, they are unlikely
to attach subjective value much weight, even if they care
about it. Next, we describe an empirical study that supports
this interpretation of Reuter and Messerli’s findings. Our
results suggest that evaluability bias is indeed at play in
transformative decisions, and we find support for the
hypothesis that subjective value matters to people when they
make transformative decisions.

The Evaluability of Subjective Value
Reuter and Messerli (2018) develop a choice model for
making rational transformative decisions that specifies
“weights” on decision criteria. In the case of deciding
whether to have a child, for example, these criteria include
the preferences of one’s partner, the costs of having a child,
and the subjective value of having a child. Accordingly, the
overall utility of the decision to have a child is determined
by multiplying the extent to which each criterion favors
having a child by the weight placed on that criterion, and
summing across these weighted values. Their model
indicates that as long as the weight on subjective value
(wwhatitslike) is less than the sum of the weights on all other
decision criteria (wpartner, wcosts, and so on) then
transformative decisions can be rational. That is, if wwhatitslike
< 0.5, then subjective value is not “the central” decision
criterion and can be safely cast aside in the decision, if, as
they claim, it is “not important enough to influence the
decision process” (p. 11).
To get to this claim, they conducted empirical studies in
attempts to discover the actual weights people attach to
various decision criteria, including subjective value, when
making transformative decisions. Participants were asked to
consider three different types of transformative
experiences—having a child, becoming a vampire, and
living on Earth under alien rule—and to indicate how much
they would weigh each of six different decision criteria in
order to arrive at a decision. Participants did not weigh
subjective value higher than they weighted other decision
criteria, and based on these findings, Reuter and Messerli
conclude that “...the importance of the subjective value is
often much lower than has so far been assumed by Laurie
Paul [sic] and other scholars working on this topic” (p. 24).
We disagree with this conclusion and suggest there is a
more interesting phenomenon in play. Taking Reuter and
Messerli’s data at face value, if it is indeed the case that
people report they do not weigh subjective value more
strongly than other criteria in transformative decisions, does
it follow that they think subjective value is not an important
criterion in those decisions?
We think not. Participants in these studies were asked
“How would you arrive at a decision?”, which is
fundamentally a question about how people think they
would weigh different criteria in their decision process, and
research on decision-making shows that people weigh
decision criteria in proportion to how easy they are to
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evaluate (Bazerman, Loewenstein, & White, 1992; Hsee,
1996; Hsee & Zhang, 2004, 2010; Caviola et al., 2014).
This phenomenon, known as the “evaluability bias,” shows
that people place a low weight on certain decision criteria
because they are difficult to evaluate, not because they
consider such criteria unimportant.
Consider two diamond shoppers: an expert gem trader and
a naive shopper who knows very little about gemstones. The
expert is likely to heavily weigh several criteria when
deciding which stone to buy and how much to pay for it,
including cut, color, clarity, and carat (size). The more
knowledge the expert has about these criteria (e.g., how to
evaluate the clarity of a stone), the more sensitive she will
be to variations in these criteria when determining how
much a stone is worth to her (e.g., decreases in clarity
among stones will track more closely with decreases in
value).
The naive shopper, in contrast, lacks the ability to
evaluate some of these criteria. As a consequence, he will be
insensitive to variations among stones on those criteria he is
unable to evaluate, and base his decision only on those
criteria that are easy to evaluate (e.g., carat size). If he does
not know how to evaluate clarity, for instance, he will not
demand a lower price for a stone with poor clarity. But that
doesn’t mean he does not care about clarity and would not
value clarity if he were taught how to evaluate it; it just
means that he lacks the knowledge necessary to evaluate
clarity, and therefore cannot weigh clarity in his decision
process. When he decides which diamond to buy, he will
not assign a significant role to judgments of clarity. He may
even make a suboptimal decision: an unscrupulous seller,
detecting the naive shopper’s lack of knowledge, could
charge him a higher price for a large stone with poor clarity
than he could charge the expert gem trader.
The naive shopper’s over-reliance on carat size in his
decision process is an instance of the evaluability bias.
Classic work by Kahneman and colleagues demonstrated
that what people predict will make them happy (predicted
utility) and the values people base their decisions on
(decision utility) often substantially differ from what
actually makes them happy (experienced utility; Kahneman,
2000; Kahneman & Snell, 1990, 1992; Kahneman, Wakker,
& Sarin, 1997; c.f. Hsee & Zhang, 2004). That is, there is
extensive empirical evidence showing that when people are
asked to evaluate multiple decision criteria and predict
which ones will make them happy in the future, they are
notoriously bad at doing this. Hsee & Zhang (2010)
comprehensively review studies showing that when
deciding between two options that differ on criteria that are
easy and difficult to evaluate, decision-makers
inappropriately over-weight criteria that are easy to
evaluate. For example, when deciding between an
interesting job that pays $60,000/year and a tedious job that
pays $70,000/year, people overestimate the impact that the
$10k difference in salary will have on their future
happiness, because salary differences are easy to evaluate
(whereas the distinction between an “interesting” and a

“tedious” job is less easy to evaluate). This can lead to
suboptimal choices, such as choosing the tedious $70,000
job over the interesting $60,000 job, even if the latter would
bring them more happiness (Hsee & Zhang, 2004).
Thus, subjective value may well be important, but it may
not be a criterion that people are easily able to evaluate
when contemplating a transformative decision. Thus, they
may not weigh it heavily when they decide. Consider the
fictional vampire case from Paul (2014): imagine that you
have a one-time only chance to become a vampire.2 By
definition, as a mere human, you know that you can’t
understand what it’s like to be a vampire until you actually
become one. If you care very much about what it would be
like to be a vampire and think it should play a major role in
your decision, how are you to make your choice?
Contemporary research on decision making and the
evaluability bias suggests that, when making your decision,
you are likely to place a low weight on the subjective value
of life as a vampire in your decision process—not because
you don’t care about what it’s like, but simply because you
know you can’t know this ahead of time. That is, you know
you can’t properly consider the subjective value in your
decision-making process, so you don’t. Instead, given these
practical constraints, you focus on what you can know.
Perhaps, as you decide, you accord significant weight to
criteria such as whether friends and relatives have also
become vampires, or to other factors that you can assess,
such as the value of sunning yourself on a beach or looking
fabulous in black. Despite the fact that the subjective value
of being a vampire is very important to you, you don’t
weigh it heavily when contemplating your transformative
decision. The relevance of this point for Reuter and
Messerli’s (2018) work should be clear: even if, when
considering whether to become a vampire, people do not
weigh subjective value higher than they weigh other
decision criteria, this does not mean they would not consider
subjective value to be an important or even a central
criterion.
In sum, participants in Reuter and Messerli’s (2018)
experiments may suffer from the evaluability bias. They
may report that subjective value is not central in how they’d
make a transformative decision, but this is not necessarily
because subjective value is not an important criterion;
rather, it may be because subjective value is difficult to
evaluate. Reuter & Messerli’s interpretation of their results
fails to take into account the well-confirmed possibility of
evaluability bias.
Our line of reasoning leads to a straightforward
prediction: if subjective value is not central in the decision
process because it is difficult to evaluate (as opposed to
being unimportant), then people should value the
opportunity to gain information about it. To test our
prediction, we ran a replication of Reuter & Messerli
(2018), with some additional, key questions. We describe
this work in the following section.
2
Modern vampires drink artificial blood, so assume any major
ethical concerns can be set aside.
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Procedure and Results
We recruited 100 adults (mean age: 27; 51 females, 49
males) from the crowdsourcing website Prolific Academic.
Because our survey concerned the decision of whether to
have a child, we recruited only participants aged 18-40 who
did not already have children. This sampling procedure
ensured that our dataset only included participants for whom
the decision to have a child was (a) transformative (as it
may not be for those who already have children), and (b)
likely to be one they were actively contemplating (as people
outside this age range are less likely to be considering
having a child). The procedure was approved by the Yale
University Institutional Review Board, and participants
were paid at a rate of $7.65/hour for completing the survey.
After providing informed consent, participants were
presented with the same parenthood scenario and questions
as in Reuter and Messerli (full survey text is available
online in Appendix 1 at https://osf.io/dbc8p/):
Imagine considering becoming a parent
and having to decide whether or not to
have a child. How would you arrive at a
decision?
Participants rated six decision criteria based on how
important they were on a scale from 0 (not at all important)
to 10 (extremely important). These decision criteria
included discussing the decision with one’s partner
(“partner”), financial costs (“cost”), whether becoming a
parent is consistent with life goals (“consistent”), what it
will feel like to have the experiences and emotions of being
a parent (“subjective value”), whether they are happy to
undergo changes to personality (“openness”), and reading
about the pros and cons of having a baby (“reading”). See
Table 1 for participants’ average ratings of these criteria.
We replicated the findings of Reuter and Messerli in terms
of the rank ordering of the decision criteria, suggesting that
our participant samples are equivalent and the conclusions
we draw from our dataset are likely to apply to Reuter and
Messerli’s dataset, as well.
We also added a number of key questions to specifically
test our hypothesis: that subjective value doesn’t weigh
heavily when making transformative decisions because it is
difficult to evaluate, not because it is unimportant. To test
this, we presented participants with the following scenario:
Next, imagine that you have the
opportunity to be transported into a
possible future where you have your child.
You would get to spend 24 hours
experiencing what it is like for YOU to be
a parent. When you come back from being
transported, no time will have passed in
the present, but you will have perfectly
vivid memories of this daylong experience
of your life as a parent.

We asked participants several questions regarding this
scenario. First, we asked them if they would take this
opportunity. Second, we asked them to explain why or why
not in their own words. Third, we asked them how much
money they would be willing to pay for this opportunity.
Following this, we asked a number of additional
demographic questions, including whether or not they
wanted to have children, and how certain they were about
this preference.
Our results strongly support (i) the claim that the
evaluability bias may be in effect for transformative
decisions, and (ii) the claim that people value the
opportunity to gain information relevant to subjective value.
First, 76% of our participants indicated they would take this
opportunity. Of these participants, 91% indicated they
would be willing to pay for the opportunity. Willingness to
pay was highly skewed (mean $137,450; median $150),
with some participants indicating they would be willing to
pay very high amounts (up to $10 million).
Table 1: How people weigh different criteria in
parenthood decisions. The table below displays the mean
rating and standard deviation for each criterion in Reuter
and Messerli (2018) and our replication.
Criterion

R&M
original

Replication

Partner

8.66 (2.52)

9.27 (1.56)

Costs

8.26 (2.24)

8.95 (1.55)

Consistency

7.85 (2.69)

8.7 (1.61)

Subjective
value

7.68 (2.26)

8.01 (2.08)

Openness

6.43 (3.04)

7.51 (2.38)

Reading

5.45 (3.34)

6.96 (2.93)

was associated with a significantly higher likelihood of
wanting to take the transporter (t(67)=2.31, p = 0.02),
controlling for preference. That is, regardless of whether
participants leaned toward wanting children or not, being
uncertain about that preference significantly increased the
likelihood of wanting to take the transporter. This supports
our claim that people want to seek out information relevant
for assessing what it’s like to be a parent, particularly when
they are uncertain about this transformative decision.
Second, participants’ explanations for why (or why not)
they would take the transporter support our additional claim
that, in particular, gaining information relevant to assessing
subjective value is valuable to them. Of those participants
who reported they would take the transporter, most of them
explicitly mentioned they would take it to see what it is like
to be a parent, i.e., to gain information relevant to subjective
value. In addition, many of the participants who reported
that they would take the transporter explicitly mentioned
that they thought the experience would help them make a
better decision about whether to have a child. Meanwhile,
those participants who reported that they would not take the
transporter gave rather different explanations, for example
mentioning concerns that the experience would be negative,
or explicitly mentioning that they are certain they don’t
want kids and therefore have nothing to gain from the
experience. Many of our participants reported that they
sought further information about how they’d evaluate many
other changes in their life that would flow from becoming a
parent, including (but not limited to) changes in other
relationships, career goals, and so on.

% who would take transporter

100
80
60
40
20
0

Furthermore, willingness to take the transporter varied
both as a function of whether participants indicated they
wanted children and how certain they felt about this (Figure
1). Only 47% of participants who were very certain that they
did not want children said they would take the transporter.
In contrast, those who were most willing to take the
transporter were those who reported that they did want
children, but were uncertain about it (96%). Of those
participants who reported a preference for having children
one way or another, being uncertain about that preference
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certain uncertain not sure uncertain certain
no
no
yes
yes

Figure 1: Percentage of participants who would take a
transporter to have a daylong experience of their life as a
parent, conditioned on wanting to have a child (yes, no, or
not sure) and uncertainty around that preference (certain
or uncertain).
Overall, these data reinforce the claim that people think
that having a child leads to new experiences that can't be
anticipated. They further support the claim that having these

new experiences could profoundly change the assessment of
many other aspects of one's life. Raw explanation data and
coding are provided online in Appendix 2 at
https://osf.io/dbc8p/.

Conclusion
We’ve shown that the evaluability bias may be in effect
for transformative decision-making. In our study, the vast
majority of participants valued the opportunity to learn
information relevant to subjective value. That is, they
valued the opportunity to learn information about what it
would be like to be a parent. Our results confirm previous
empirical work on the evaluability bias while strongly
supporting the possibility that people place a low weight on
subjective value in transformative decisions because they
lack knowledge about subjective value—and they
understand, at least implicitly, that they lack this knowledge.
These findings support our hypothesis that participants do
not place a low weight on subjective value when they are
deliberating because they do not think it is important.
Instead, participants place a low weight on subjective value
because it is difficult to evaluate.
At this point, a critic might argue something like the
following. Perhaps our pattern of results has little to do with
subjective value, since participants are receiving
information about subjective value from an extremely novel
and unique experience. It could be that participants just
want to live a day in the life of their future selves, are
willing to pay for that opportunity, and gaining knowledge
about subjective value is merely incidental. We think this
interpretation is unlikely. To start, a mere preference for
novelty seeking would be unable to explain why those who
were most uncertain about whether or not to have a child
were most willing to take the transporter.
Even so, we aim to conduct follow up work to rule out
this possibility and more directly support our hypotheses.
First, we might ask whether participants would take the
transporter for a decision where there isn’t the same
inability to know the subjective value of an outcome. For
example, would the pattern of results look different for
parents deciding to have a second child? Since these parents
would already have a sense of the subjective value of
parenthood (and thus could evaluate it), we would predict
that they would weigh subjective value more highly.
Accordingly, we would expect them to be less willing to
take the transporter. If our results are driven instead by the
novelty of time travel, we should expect no such pattern.
Second, if the pattern of results obtained by Reuter &
Messerli (2018) is explained by evaluability bias, we might
expect the weights to change following the transporter
manipulation. If participants had access to information
gained from taking the transporter, we should expect them
to weigh subjective value more heavily afterwards. If
subjective value plays little role in the decision to become a
parent, participants would be unlikely to incorporate
information from the transporter into their decision.
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Our results are important for at least three reasons. First,
the role and importance of subjective value is much
discussed in the philosophical literature surrounding
transformative experience, for example, in Paul (2015b),
Campbell (2015), Kauppinen (2015), Kind (2020), and
Arpaly (2020). Our work highlights the significance of these
discussions. Second, the work overturns prior theoretical
interpretations of this type of data (Reuter and Messerli
2018). Third, our ideas about evaluability bias and its
relation to transformative decision making develop new
connections between philosophy, behavioral economics and
social psychology, potentially opening up new avenues for
interesting interdisciplinary research.
We hope that future empirical research will continue to
explore paths between practical deliberation, formal
epistemology, and social psychology, and in particular that
the expanding interest in conducting empirical
investigations of transformative decision making will
continue to shed light on the philosophical questions about
the self and value at the heart of practical deliberation and
rational choice.
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Abstract
Curiosity drives much of human behavior, but its open-ended
nature makes it hard to study in the laboratory. Moreover, computational theories of curiosity – models of how intrinsic motivation promotes complex behaviors – have been challenging
to test because of technical limits. To circumvent this problem,
we develop a new way to assess intrinsic motivation for building: we assume people build what they find interesting, so we
asked them to rate the “interestingness” of visual stimuli – in
this case, simple block towers. Adults gave a range of ratings
to towers built by children, with taller towers rated higher. To
probe interestingness further, we developed controlled tower
stimuli in a simulated 3D environment. While tower height
predicted much of the variation in ratings, people also favored
more precarious towers, as inferred from geometric features
and simulated dynamics. These ratings and features therefore
give a clear target for computational accounts of curiosity to
explain.
Keywords: curiosity; play; intrinsic motivation; intuitive
physics; visual abstraction

Introduction
Given a set of blocks, toddlers within the first 17-32
months of life readily stack them to produce block towers and
other stable physical configurations (Bullock & Lütkenhaus,
1988). By 4-8 years of age children are capable of reasoning about how existing towers are built (Dietz, Landay, &
Gweon, 2019; Dietz et al., 2019), an ability that continues
to be refined into adulthood (McCarthy, Kirsh, & Fan, 2020).
Building towers from blocks is perhaps the most basic version of our more general capacity to create new structures,
from tall buildings to novel molecules and complex software
programs.
While we often undertake a building project to achieve an
instrumental goal (e.g. creating shelter or medicine), building
things can also be fun. Following one’s curiosity to imagine
and construct alternative configurations of the world has long
been recognized as a critical component of human learning
(James, 1983) and cognitive development (Gopnik, Meltzoff,
& Kuhl, 1999; Piaget & Cook, 1952). However, there are
few theories that explain what intrinsically drives people to
explore and play with their environment (Kidd & Hayden,
2015). A satisfying theory should account for why, in a simple setting like a room full of blocks, people build structures
* denotes equal contribution
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instead of flinging objects randomly, and why they choose to
build some structures over others.
Computational models of behavior can be used to articulate quantitatively precise theories of intrinsic motivation.
For example, when artificial agents are “motivated” to create scenarios whose dynamics the agents cannot easily predict, they both begin to perform nonrandom behaviors (e.g.,
preferentially attending to movable objects, object gathering,
and smashing objects together) and to better recognize objects in their environment (Haber, Mrowca, Wang, Fei-Fei, &
Yamins, 2018). Other forms of artificial curiosity (AC) have
been proposed, in various domains, to account for the emergence of more complex behaviors and to drive learning about
the world (Schmidhuber, 1991, 2010; Aubret, Matignon, &
Hassas, 2019). These include recent methods for formalizing learning progress (Oudeyer & Kaplan, 2009; Oudeyer,
Baranes, & Kaplan, 2013; Kim, Sano, De Freitas, Haber,
& Yamins, 2020), for creating scenarios that violate expectations (Pathak, Agrawal, Efros, & Darrell, 2017), and for
novelty-seeking (Burda, Edwards, Storkey, & Klimov, 2018).
To date, though, none of these types of AC has induced
artificial agents to perform more elaborate object stacking or
physical assembly behaviors in a physically realistic setting.
One reason this could be is due to technical difficulties getting
artificial agents to perform any complex behaviors using leading methods; state-of-the-art reinforcement learning agents
require millions of trials just to learn short sequences of a few
possible actions in simulated 2D environments (Burda, Edwards, Pathak, et al., 2018). Moreover, it has been technically
infeasible to simulate interactions between many objects in a
physically realistic 3D environment, although the ability to do
so would enable much stronger comparisons between natural
human behavior and that of artificial agents. An alternative
reason that existing AC proposals may have failed so far is
because they are wrong. For example, the drive to seek out
physical scenarios that are hard to predict may not be sufficient to explain the emergence of complex physical assembly
behavior, given that the dynamics of physical structures are
in some ways easy to predict, especially if they remain static
over time. Thus, there is a strong need to test theories of AC
without the confounding influence of current technical shortcomings in artificial agent behavior.
The present project has two goals: The first is to develop
an alternative approach for testing ideas about artificial cu-

interesting
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Figure 1: Left: Example structures built by children in Experiment 1. Each child was given 9 different blocks and one minute
to construct a “cool tower”. Right: Mean interesting ratings for each tower by tower height. Taller towers were consistently
judged as more interesting by adult raters.
riosity against human behavior. Instead of trying to measure complex artificial construction behaviors and comparing
them with what people do, we characterize what people find
interesting about pre-built structures. If we assume people
choose to imagine and build what they find interesting, then
the same visual stimuli that are interesting to people should
also be interesting to AC models – that is, they should elicit a
strong feedback signal to construct these over “boring” stimuli. Thus, judgments of “interestingness” provide an observable that current and hypothetical forms of AC should quantitatively account for.
The second goal is to propose quantitative features of block
towers that can predict interestingness judgments of these
stimuli – and thereby indicate what makes a tower desirable to
build. While such features may not immediately generalize to
theories of AC in other physical domains, any satisfactory and
general form of AC should at least explain why these particular features are interesting in the tower domain. Furthermore,
simple heuristic models of tower interestingness may suggest
what features a successful AC model should be sensitive to
– for instance, the number of discrete objects arranged in a
stable configuration.
We performed two experiments to probe judgments about
interesting block towers. In the first, children were instructed
to “build a cool tower” with a set of variably shaped blocks.
This was conducted at the end of a larger experiment which
explored how children selectively drop and collide these same
objects. This exploratory study allowed us to observe the
types of structures that children were inherently motivated to
build and to measure which of these towers adults found interesting, testing our core assumption that interestingness judgments can provide us with clues about assembly behaviors.
The results of this first study suggested that interestingness
was related to tower height; however, they did not indicate
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whether tall towers were interesting per se or whether they
were interesting because they contained a more diverse set
of blocks, were more precarious (and therefore represented
harder feats of construction), or simply more visually pleasing.
To distinguish these possibilities, our second experiment
asked for both interestingness and stability ratings on a set
of parametrically controlled tower images, which were generated in the physically realistic, Unity-based simulation environment ThreeDWorld (Gan et al., 2020). This study directly manipulated the height and stability of towers, and revealed that both of these factors led to more interesting structures. By contrast, differences in color and viewpoint did
not impact ratings of interestingness, suggesting that these
judgments were primarily about towers’ physical properties,
rather than incidental aspects of their visual appearance. Finally, we found that we could predict perceptual judgments
with simple heuristic models of tower precariousness, computed from the ground truth states of the simulated towers and
counterfactual physical dynamics (i.e., stochastically shifting
blocks horizontally.) Thus, people may base their judgments
of towers on particular inferences about their static geometry and possible dynamics, with the most interesting towers
being taller and on the verge of falling over.
The fact that judgments of towers are both reliable and predictable suggests that current and future AC models should
register more interesting towers as more worthy of building.
Our results also hint that successful AC models will need to
represent physical, not just visual, features of their environment, and general forms of intrinsic motivation should “reduce to” the particular physical feature combinations identified here when placed in a block tower-building environment.

Experiment 1: What kind of block towers are
children motivated to build?

Experiment 2: What kind of block towers do
adults find most interesting?

Our preliminary study explores the properties of towers children find intrinsically motivating to build, which could further lend insight to a common origin of physical ”interestingness” judgements among adults. We collected images of towers built by children using plastic blocks in an open-ended,
semi-controlled assembly task. Then we elicited adult ratings
of how interesting these tower structures were.

From the results of Experiment 1, we were motivated to more
systematically investigate the relationship between tower
height and stability in humans’ perceptions of interestingness.

Methods
Participants We recruited 53 children from the Children’s
Discovery Museum of San Jose and Bing Nursery School.
Participant exclusions were made based on cases where i)
child received help from researcher during tower assembly
task or ii) the parent did not consent for video recording of
study. After exclusions, results from 50 children were analyzed, including 6 2-year-olds, 17 3-year-olds, 15 4-yearolds, 10 5-year-olds, and 2 6-year-olds.
Stimuli Stimuli were 3D-printed plastic objects produced
using Blender 3D-modeling software. The nine objects were:
bowl, cone, dumbbell, octahedron, pentagonal prism, pipe,
pyramid, torus, and triangular prism. The printed objects
were all yellow, rigid plastic material and designed to fit comfortably in a child’s hand (dimension range: 3.8-10.1 cm).
Examples of these blocks can be seen in the sample towers
shown on the left of Figure 1.
Procedure We asked the child to “make a cool tower” with
any of the nine toy blocks for about one minute. A video
camera was used to record the play session from an angle
above the tower assembly space. Once the child completed
the task, a researcher took a photo of the final tower to be
saved for annotation.

Results
The average height of the constructed towers was 3.43 blocks,
95% CI [3.10, 3.76]. We examined tower height as a function
of age, and found that older children tend to build taller towers (r(44) = .32, p = .028).
To investigate what made these towers “interesting” to
adult viewers, we recruited 25 adults on Prolific to provide interestingness judgments ranging from 1 (not interesting at all)
to 5 (extremely interesting). We estimated the effect tower
height had on the rated interestingness using linear mixed effects models (LME) with a single fixed effect for tower height
and random effects for each rater and tower. We found that
the height of the tower was indeed a strong predictor of the
rated interestingess; (b = 0.377, t = 6.823, p < 0.001). While
it is possible that tall towers are interesting by virtue of being
tall, we hypothesized that the height and stability interact to
predict what adults find interesting to look at. To test this, we
designed a tower rating experiment based on computer generated towers inspired by the child-built structures.
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Methods
Participants We recruited 180 US adults via the online
platform Prolific who were randomly assigned to either a stability or interestingess conditions. Prior to data collection, we
determined to exclude any participants who did not complete
the entire study, or who failed to pass two attention checks
presented during the experiment. In total 17 were excluded,
resulting in 74 participants in the interesting condition, and
93 in the stability condition.
Stimuli The towers were generated using the ThreeDWorld
physics environment (Gan et al., 2020). Each tower was comprised of cube blocks that were stacked vertically, and systemmatically generated to vary along the horizontal and vertical axes. Variation along the horizontal axis was determined
according to a jitter in the x–position of each block, and variation in the vertical direction was determined by the number of blocks in the tower. We used a 3x3 design with three
levels of x–jitter (“low”, “medium”, and “high”) and three
possible numbers of blocks (2, 4, or 8 blocks). Jitter was defined by the variance of x–positions of each of the blocks.
The x–coordinate of each block in the “low”, “med”, and
“high” condition towers were sampled from a uniform distribution ranging from 0, 1/3, and 1/2 block widths from center, respectively. This sampling method yielded towers whose
variance along the x–axis subtly increased across conditions.
Within each condition we generated 8 towers from two different viewpoints yielding 144 target towers. The left side
of Figure 2 shows example stimuli in each of the block number/jitter conditions, rendered from the upper right viewpoint.
Procedure Participants were randomly assigned to provide
ratings on either tower interestingness or stability for 144
tower images. The order of the towers was randomized and
each tower was shown individually. Participants rated the
tower on a 1-5 scale ranging from “not interesting (stable)
at all” to “extremely interesting (stable).”

Results
Our goal was to characterize which features of pre-built structures people find interesting. Because interestingness has not
previously been studied in this domain, we first measured its
reliability and compared it to that of stability ratings, which
have been more widely studied. We then conducted a series
of model comparisons to test how much these interestingness
judgments rely on purely visual properties (i.e., color or viewing angle), geometric properties (i.e., height), or more complex physical properties (i.e., precariousness, as revealed by
counterfactual simulations of physical dynamics).
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Figure 2: Left: Example stimuli generated in the ThreeDWorld physics environment. We utilized a 3x3 stimulus design where
we systemmatically varied height (2,4,8 blocks) and x–jitter (low, med, and high jitter). Each tower was also rendered from
two viewpoints, from the lower left and upper right. Right: Mean interesting and stability ratings for each tower. Towers with
more blocks and greater jitter were rated as more interesting, and there was a significant interaction between the two variables.
Viewpoint did not significantly predict either measure.
Interestingness judgments are as reliable as stability judgments. We first compared how reliable ratings across participants were for the stability versus interestingness judgments. Both conditions had very high reliability in average
tower rating across participants; mean Spearman-Brown corrected correlation coefficient for split-halves of participants
in the “stable” condition (0.997±0.001) and the “interesting”
condition (0.996 ± 0.001). We also calculated the proportion
of responses for each tower that matched the mode response
for that tower. Again, there was strong agreement across individuals in both conditions; proportion of modal agreement
51.7±2.7 and 54.2±3.1 for stable and interesting judgments,
respectively. Finally, the average standard deviation of responses within each tower was similar across conditions; 0.79
and 0.77 for stable and interesting, respectively. These results
suggest that interestingness ratings are highly reliable across
participants and comparable in reliability to stability ratings.
Physical tower parameters account for interestingness
judgments. Assessing stability calls for physical inferences
about a structure and its components, rather than mere judgments of low-level visual properties like viewing angle, color,
texture, and apparent (versus actual) size. Insofar as stability and interestingness are related, we hypothesized that
a tower’s generative physical parameters, (1) number of
blocks/height (“height” in Figure 4) and (2) amount of jitter in the block positions (“jitter” in Figure 4), would predict
interestingness ratings better than the purely visual parameter, (3) viewpoint (“viewpoint” in Figure 4). The first three
rows of Figure 4 shows the R2 values for LME models with
random effects for participant and tower, and fixed effects
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for viewpoint (R2 = 0.000), jitter (R2 = 0.017), and height
(R2 = 0.515). Consistent with Experiment 1, height supplied
the majority of predictive power in interesting ratings. To test
whether (2) and (3) further improved performance above (1)
alone, we conducted likelihood ratio tests on a sequence of
LME models. We found that, as predicted, a model with an
interaction between (1) and (2) performs significantly better
than a simpler model with (1) and (2) as additive fixed effects (χ2 (2) = 32.699, p < 0.001). The right side of Figure
2 shows the interaction of (1) and (2) in interestingness and
stability ratings. Adding (3) as a fixed effect to the interaction model did not significantly improve model performance
(χ2 (1) = 1.726, p = 0.189), consistent with our hypothesis
that both types of judgment would be insensitive to physically
irrelevant properties of the tower stimuli.
Judgments are based on visual inference of physically relevant tower properties. The interaction of height and jitter strongly suggested that people make interestingness judgments by inferring physical features of the scene they are
viewing and performing some (possibly complex) computation on those features. To test this idea, we created new
models for predicting ratings from various components of the
tower’s visible silhouette and its “ground truth” physical state
in the simulator (rather than from the discrete stimulus categories above, which participants did not know about.) Specifically, we calculated the height of each tower and the variance in the horizontal positions of its blocks (“variance” in
Figure 4), properties that can be visually estimated to some
degree; this approach circumvents the question of how accurately people can actually estimate the physical state of

a set of objects from visual input, so the predictive power
of our models should be considered an upper bound. We
again found that, even with image-computable features, an
interaction between height and x-variance (b = 1.906,t =
6.451, p < 0.001) – accounted for a significant portion of
variance in interestingness ratings. Likewise, adding a nonphysical visual property, the mean RGB color intensity across
blocks (“color” in Figure 4), did not improve this model
(χ2 (1) = 1.122, p = 0.289).

interesting
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Figure 3: A counterfactual analysis of tower stability. Original towers were generatively resampled with noisy perturbations to block placement. The x-axis shows the “counterfactual sensitivity” – the percent of counterfactual towers that
fell; and y-axis shows the mean interestingness rating for each
tower.
A counterfactual model of surprisal predicts interestingness. The models explored so far appeal directly to properties specific to our tower stimuli, namely their height, their
arrangement of blocks, and their colors. While these models
explain a substantial proportion of the variance in interestingness judgments, they are heuristics that do not apply to more
general physical stimuli and therefore could not act directly
as intrinsic motivation signals. A more general model of interestingess would need to explain why taller and more precarious towers are more interesting without direct reference
to their being towers or to tower-specific properties. Inspired
by work on dynamical simulation as a model of judging physical stimuli (Battaglia, Hamrick, & Tenenbaum, 2013) and by
the fact that towers judged less stable were also judged more
interesting (Figure 2), we developed a “counterfactual sensitivity” model of interestingness (“counterfactual sensitivity”
in Figure 4). For each of the original towers, we created
25 counterfactual versions in which each block had a 50%
chance of being shifted from its original location in a random
horizontal direction and with a random magnitude (sampled
from a normal distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation equal to 1/4 of the block width.) The counterfactual
sensitivity of each tower was then computed as the proportion of these alternative towers that, after forward simulation,
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reached a different static equilibrium from the original – that
is, fell over.
Remarkably, this single feature explained most of the
variance in mean tower interestingness ratings (Figure 3).
Consistent with our hypothesis, as counterfactual sensitivity increased (high proportion of counterfactual towers fell
over), mean interestingness ratings increased (b = 2.846,t =
18.716, p < 0.001). We also found that a LME model that
adds this counterfactual measure outperformed the height/xvariance interaction only model (χ2 (1) = 13.298, p < 0.001).
Crucially, constructing this model does not depend on the
stimuli being towers: any arrangement of physical objects
could be counterfactually perturbed and simulated in this
way, then assessed for whether the outcome was the same or
different from what was observed. Thus, capturing a probabilistic notion of “how the scene might have been” (Battaglia
et al., 2013) could provide a more general principle underlying interestingness judgments. This formulation also closely
mirrors some accounts of artificial curiosity, in which agents
find it intrinsically rewarding to see outcomes that violate
their expectations of how a scene will unfold (Achiam & Sastry, 2017; Haber et al., 2018). In the present domain, this
measure of surprisal captures a notion of tower precariousness, but it could be extended to explain the interestingness
of other entity types (e.g. nonrigid bodies, fluids) and physical scenarios (e.g. collisions, drops). In future work we will
explore the extent to which dynamical simulation and inference can capture what makes other domains interesting.

Discussion
Studying intrinsic motivation in the laboratory or in simulated environments has been challenging because curiosity
most naturally arises in complex, open-ended contexts where
current computational models struggle. In this work we began to address this issue by proposing “interestingness” as a
measure of intrinsic motivation that can be assessed through
perceptual judgments.
The particular stimulus features that people found interesting here suggest clear ways to extend the set of judgments.
Tower height was the dominant predictor of tower interestingness; properties related to “precariousness” – but not physically irrelevant visual properties – played a second-order role.
These simple features however do not explain all explainable
variance, and indeed even including the mean stability ratings for each tower left much variance to be explained. We
also showed that models inspired by counterfactual simulation can capture much of the variance in mean interestingness
ratings, suggesting there may be domain general relationships
between expectation violation (what might have been) and
what people find interesting.
Further work will be required to find out what else determines interestingess. In our experiments, tower height was
confounded with the number of blocks (since these were of
uniform size), so future work should test whether equally tall
towers made of variable numbers of blocks are more or less

Figure 4: Linear mixed effects model comparisons; columns denote fixed effects and rows with a circle denote that effect was
included in the model; all models included random effects for participant and tower. Interactions between fixed effects are
denoted with a “:”. Blue columns are experimental conditions; yellow columns are visually computable features (tower height
is both an experimental and image computable feature); red columns are features that require physical inference. Marginal R2
and AIC are computed for each model.
interesting. The “cool towers” built by children in Experiment 1 also hint that including non-cubic blocks may produce
even more interesting towers, as they allow for both new precarious shape combinations and non-rectilinear geometries.
By expanding the set of stimulus variables and range of perceptual judgments, these further experiments will give an increasingly precise target for artificially curious models to hit.
Our results indicate that interestingness judgments could
be used to compare people and computational accounts of curiosity. Because judgments spanned a range of interestingness
values and people generally agreed about which tower stimuli
were interesting, these data are rich targets for such accounts
to explain: if a given model of artificial curiosity observed
or imagined a highly rated tower and found it boring (i.e.,
the tower did not elicit a strong construction-motivating signal), then the model would not be a satisfactory explanation
of human curiosity and exploratory behavior. Testing existing forms of artificial curiosity on the data collected here is
therefore a critical next step in this line of work.
Already, though, our results raise several possible reasons
that current artificial agents do not build elaborate structures.
Taller towers are dramatically more interesting than twoblock “towers” here, but artificial agents struggle to learn
even to stack one object on top of another when placed in
a physically realistic environment and given a realistically
large set of plans to choose from (Haber et al., 2018). Thus,
whether or not they would perceptually judge a tall tower as
worth building, the current generation of reinforcement learning algorithms is likely hampered more directly by technical
failure to get off the ground (Curtis, Xin, Arumugam, Feigelis, & Yamins, 2020). Models most interested in situations
that violate their model of the world (Schmidhuber, 1991;
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Pathak et al., 2017; Haber et al., 2018) may never encounter
tall towers, let alone acquire expectations about them; models of artificial curiosity focused on novelty (Burda, Edwards,
Storkey, & Klimov, 2018) likewise will not come across tall
towers by chance. Intuitively, methods that involve setting
“interesting” goals for oneself (Campero et al., 2020) and
tracking learning progress (Kim et al., 2020) might nudge
agents toward building tall towers, but to be useful models
they will have to explain why these structures are interesting
– in other words, why general curiosity “reduces to” building tall towers in this simple environment. All of these considerations further stress the need to test theories of artificial
curiosity as independently as possible from models of motor
behavior and planning.
Finally, our findings suggest a few ingredients that may be
important for an artificially curious agent. People appear to
ignore physically irrelevant properties of stimuli (viewpoint,
color) and apply physical intuition about stability in judging
towers. As such, computational models that abstract visual
inputs into physical objects (Bear et al., 2020) and simulate
their dynamical behavior (Battaglia et al., 2013; Li et al.,
2020) may be necessary, though not sufficient (Curtis et al.,
2020), for getting artificial agents to make human-like judgments and building decisions. Directly comparing models
with these ingredients to human judgments will test whether
they give a quantitatively better account of “interestingness”
than simpler models of visual processing. In developing a
new approach to measuring intrinsic motivation, our broader
aim is to better understand what common principles underlie
the rich and complex behaviors that both adults and children
exhibit in realistic physical environments.
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Abstract
Humans are social beings, and most of our decisions are influenced by considerations of how others will respond. Whether
in poker or political negotiations, the riskiness of a decision is
often determined by the variance of the other party’s possible
responses. Such socially-contingent decisions can be framed
in terms of adversarial games, which differ from other risky
situations such as lotteries because the risk arises from uncertainty about the opponent’s decisions, and not some independent stochasticity in the world. We use chess as a lens through
which we can study human risk-taking behavior in adversarial
decision making. We develop a novel algorithm for calculating the riskiness of each move in a chess game, and apply it to
data from over 1 billion online chess games. We find that players not only exhibit state-dependent risk preferences, but also
change their risk-taking strategy depending on their opponent,
and that this effect differs in experts and novices.
Keywords: risk taking; adversarial games; chess

Introduction
Humans are social beings, who spend much of their time
making decisions based on how they think others will respond. Political and business dealings often involve this adversarial, game-theoretic flavor, where the quality of a decision depends on the other side’s response. Studying risk in
these adversarial games is interesting because the measure of
risk is explicitly defined in terms of possible opponent responses. This can be contrasted with taking risks in a lottery
game, in which the riskiness of a decision is based on some
irreducible stochasticity in the world, and not the response of
another person. While there are many studies of risk-taking
behavior, which factors influence risk preferences, and how
and when we choose to take risks, the adversarial aspect of
risk-taking remains relatively unexplored. There is reason
to suspect that risk preferences will differ when risk is arising from a sequentially-choosing adversary, because an adversary’s choice seems more controllable. It seems like we
might trick an opponent, and thus out maneuver them. Indeed, many biases evident in lottery choices (such as the gambler’s or the hot-hand illusion) seem consistent with a mistaken belief that a sequentially-independent mechanical random process is somewhat sequentially-dependent, and perhaps non-stationary, as though it were generated more organically. Such biases suggest that even when playing against
an immovable randomness generator, people believe that it
might be swayed by prior outcomes in the sequence, like humans are (Brockbank & Vul, 2020). Thus, it seems all the
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more likely that people may treat risk generated from an unknown adversary — one that truly is organic — differently
from a mechanical lottery process.
Risk-taking behavior and risk preferences have been
widely studied in a variety of fields and it has been shown
that taking risks goes beyond simply evaluating the probabilities and expected values (Slovic, 2000; Kahneman &
Tversky, 2013). How one evaluates risks and chooses to
accept them can depend on many environmental and individual factors, such as: expertise, current performance, and
past performance. Experts and lay-people not only perceive
risks differently (Bostrom, 1997), but may also behave differently in risky situations. For example, expert helicopter
pilots exhibit a tendency for increased risk-taking in simulations of adverse events over less experienced candidate pilots (Thomson, Önkal, Avcioğlu, & Goodwin, 2004). Similar
changes in risk-taking can be seen within the same person depending on circumstances and past performance. Tversky and
Kahneman (1991) propose a reference-dependent model of
decision making in which choices depend on a reference point
and the status quo. Similarly, prior gains or losses can affect risk preferences, generating effects such as “playing with
house money”, wherein recent gains can lead to increased risk
taking (Thaler & Johnson, 1990). Though these effects have
been theorized or shown to hold in experiments where risk is
determined by the environment, there remain open questions
as to whether risk-taking behavior may be different when the
risk arises from the choices of another person.
In the laboratory setting, lotteries, in which subjects choose
between guaranteed and non-guaranteed payoffs, have been
by far the most popular procedure for studying risk preferences (Kahneman & Tversky, 2013; Mata, Frey, Richter,
Schupp, & Hertwig, 2018). While these lotteries come in
a variety of different forms (for a comprehensive review of
the many methods of this form see Harrison, Rutström, et al.
(2008). The crucial component is that subjects choose between a risky option with high variance of outcomes and a
safer option, and that the probabilities of payouts are generated from the world. These studies often have subjects choose
between payouts with fully-specified probabilities (Harrison
et al., 2008), or be required to infer the payouts and probabilities across repeated trials, as is the case in bandit tasks (Meyer
& Shi, 1995), or other decisions from experience (Hertwig &
Erev, 2009). The key difference between these settings and

many human-to-human interactions is that the source of risk
comes entirely from stochasticity in the environment. In other
words, the participant’s choice is not dependent on possible
responses of another agent.
Behavioral game theory, however, does seek to study these
types of human-human interactions in which decision makers
interact, and uncertainty arises from the indeterminacy of an
opponent’s choice. Unlike lotteries or bandits, the quality of
one’s decision depends upon the decisions made by the other
party. Behavioral game theory instead studies decisions in
terms of optima and equilibria (Osborne et al., 2004), where a
quality move is one with high expected value given the possible choices of the opponent. However, these studies are rarely
focused on the risk-taking aspect of decision making, preferring instead to emphasize move quality with respect to an
equilibrium or the expected value. Finally, while behavioral
games can be immensely useful in generating customized
models of local settings, the simplifications they impose on
decision making may not generalize to more complex, highly
strategic, or highly incentivized domains (Camerer, 1991).
One promising domain in which we can study adversarial
risk taking is chess. Chess is a popular lens through which
research can study a variety of cognitive processes because
the well-defined environment and rules provide a tractable,
yet sufficiently complex model to study perception, memory,
problem solving and risk taking. Furthermore, chess uses the
ELO rating system which is a precise, zero-sum measure of
player skill ranging from novices (ELO < 1200) to experts
(ELO > 2200). Additionally, algorithms such as Stockfish
(Stockfish: Strong open source chess engine, n.d.) allow for
objective evaluations of move quality and positional advantage that would be difficult or impossible to define in many
other naturalistic settings. Finally, chess is a popular game,
with game data widely available at massive scales not attainable in a laboratory setting, which allows for analyses across
cultures(Chassy & Gobet, 2015), genders (Gerdes & Gränsmark, 2010), ages (Charness, 1981), and skill levels (Chassy
& Gobet, 2020). The combination of well-specified evaluation algorithms with difficult, highly strategic game play
makes chess an attractive middle ground between naturalistic,
adversarial situations and controlled laboratory experiments.
A measure of risk in adversarial games needs to take into
account how opponents respond to a particular action, rather
than an a priori evaluation of that action. Indeed, classic measures of risk in chess rely on the distribution of outcomes
observed from professional chess games. In particular, risk
in chess has previously been measured based only on the first
few moves: whether the opening move choice (Chassy & Gobet, 2015) or the first few moves yielded a relatively high rate
of draws (Dreber, Gerdes, Gränsmark, & Little, 2013; Gerdes
& Gränsmark, 2010) at the end of the game. The logic of this
measure is that a risky opening is one that reduces the probability of draws while increasing the probability of wins as
well as losses. This measure may be useful for evaluating
the strategy of a professional chess player who picks among
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a number of well-studied openings, however, it is predicated
on a risk assessment arising from a forecast of a full game
trajectory. This measure falls short of our goals in two ways.
First, we want to apply a measure of risk to multiple individual moves in a game, so as to enable the analysis of risk seeking behavior as it varies with changes in game state. Second,
we want a measure of risk that would represent an organic
online calculation — such as may be undertaken by amateur
players — rather than a strategy chosen based on a priori
study of eventual game outcomes by an expert.
To this end, we propose a new algorithm to measure risk
in chess that can be evaluated at each individual board-state,
providing a measure of risk for each move not available
through current measures. Specifically we measure risk of
a given move as the variance of expected outcomes after the
opponents immediate response. This 1-step lookahead variance is consistent with measures of risk from economics and
finance that define risk as the variance around an expected
value (Rothschild & Stiglitz, 1970; Damodaran, 2007). The
1-step lookahead measure is not only better aligned with how
amateurs evaluate the outcomes of their moves, but also naturally varies from move to move. We applied this measure of risk to over 1.3 billion online chess games across
all skill levels, ranging from novices (ELO < 1200) to masters (ELO > 2200). We present evidence that: (i) risk-taking
strategies depend on the skill of the player and change depending on the skill of their opponent, (ii) players are more
risk averse when games are close, and (iii) players are more
risk-seeking following a blunder.

Methods
Measure of Riskiness
To measure the relationship between current decisions and future outcomes present in the real world, our measure of risk
is defined in terms of the opponent’s probable responses to
a given decision. Specifically, to measure risk of any given
move, each possible subsequent board state needs to be evaluated for quality, i.e., whether the resulting position is advantageous for the player, as well as tabulated for frequency,
i.e., how often that response is played. With the probability
or weight (wi ) and quality (xi ) of possible subsequent game
states, we can evaluate the riskiness of a move in terms of the
weighted variance of possible outcomes,
σ2 =

N
V1
wi (xi − µ∗ )2 ,
2
V1 −V2 i=1

∑

where V1 is the sum of the weights (wi ), V2 is the sum of the
squared weights, and µ∗ is the weighted average of game state
qualities (xi ). This formulation of weighted variance corrects for the uncertainty arising from potentially undersampling groups of responses (i.e. from not having certain possible moves included in the dataset) (Statistics, n.d.), however
given the scale of the data, using a frequency weighted variance yields very similar results. Intuitively, risky moves are
those that result in a high variance among possible opponent

Figure 1: A representation of the move graph. The root node represents the starting board position, with each subsequent board
state represented with its own node. Each node stores: the empirical count of times it was played in the dataset, an evaluation
of the board state using the Stockfish algorithm, and σ, the standard deviation of possible response moves, weighted by their
empirical frequencies.

To calculate a weighted variance of possible outcomes,
we need to accurately measure the value of each subsequent
game state for the player as well as the probability of the opponent choosing that state. To evaluate the quality of a given
board state, we rely on the Stockfish evaluation engine which
uses advanced alpha-beta pruning search to evaluate a particular board state (Stockfish: Strong open source chess engine,
n.d.). Since play based on these board-state evaluations allows Stockfish to achieve super-human chess performance,
we take them to be the "ground truth" evaluation of the quality of a position. These board state evaluations allow for a
measure of game state quality relative to the player (i.e. are
they in an advantageous or trailing position) for each state
represented in our game-state graph.
To get the probability of each of the possible game states
following a particular move, we compute the empirical distribution across all 1-step future states from historical games.
However, to be effective, this method requires a volume of
data not previously used in other chess research. Chess has
an estimated branching factor of around 35, which means in
any given game state a player has approximately 35 legal
moves. Each move in turn leads to myriad possible countermoves, and the number of possible game-states blows up
exponentially, requiring increasingly large amounts of data to
have meaningful empirical counts for each board state only
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a few moves into the game. To address this, we used the
lichess.com online chess database and big data parsing techniques to extract all games played on the site between January
2013 and June 2020. The resulting dataset is several orders
of magnitude larger than other recent large-scale studies of
human decision making via chess, and dwarfs the amount of
data accessible in a traditional lab setting.

150,000,000

Count

responses; i.e. moves that could either greatly strengthen or
weaken the player’s position. Inversely, moves with low variance amongst outcomes, are correspondingly less risky. This
method not only leverages classical definitions of riskiness
as a measure of variance, but also utilizes the rich empirical
distributions of actual past games.
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Figure 2: The number of games in the dataset as a function of
the game depth (number of moves) represented in the graph.
This does not reflect the complete game depth because we
retain only game states that had occurred in at least 500 out
of the 1.3 billion total games.

Data Collection
We collected 1,337,825,050 classical and Blitz chess games
from the open source lichess.org database (lichess.org open
database, n.d.). These games were read in as .pgn files and
parsed to extract pertinent information, such as player ELO

1.8

1.7

Risk (avg log sd)

rating, timing data, and the list of moves played. The parsed
move sequences were then parsed into a directed acyclic
graph with nodes representing unique board states. A given
board state was included in the graph if it had been observed
in at least 500 games. This constraint yielded a total of
904,563 nodes, or possible game states. Each node consisted
of a unique board state, its empirical frequency (number of
games in which it appeared), and Stockfish evaluation. We
then traverse the graph and calculate the risk of a given move
in terms of the variance of game-state evaluations of its immediate "children" (subsequent game states).
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Results
With our move graph built and risk calculated for each board
state, we can begin to answer questions about how player
characteristics and game dynamics affect risk preference. Of
particular interest is how decision making changes in this adversarial setting, where each decision (move) is made in consideration of opponent responses, and the current world state.
We focus on three key questions 1) Are there expertise effects in risk preference? 2) Are there state-dependent effects
in risk-taking? and 3) Do people take more risk following a
mistake?

Experts take less risk
Previous research has suggested that experts and novices perceive risk differently, suggesting that while experts have more
accurate perceptions of risk (Bostrom, 1997), they may be
prone to be more risk seeking in skill-based tasks (Thomson
et al., 2004). These results however have not been shown
in adversarial games. In fact, a recent study of risk-taking
in chess showed the opposite effect; that players with higher
ELO ratings played less risky opening moves (i.e., moves that
had higher draw percentages), than amateurs (Chassy & Gobet, 2020). This analysis however was limited only to the
opening move, so we are interested in whether this effect
holds over the course of the game, where the complex dynamics could conceivably influence this result. We grouped
players into ELO bins ranging from novices (ELO <1100) to
experts (ELO >2100). Figure 3 shows the mean risk taken
(log standard deviation) by player ELO. Since ELO is a rating of player skill we see a clear decrease in risk taking by
stronger players [F(9, 984600) = 704.3, p < 0.001].
These expertise effects led us to investigate whether players exhibit a consistent risk-taking strategy in all games, or
whether they adapted to the strength of their opponent.

Opponent-dependent risk-preferences
A key difference between lotteries and adversarial games is
that the source of the risk is determined by the choices of
the other party and thus riskiness is opponent-dependent. To
explore whether players indeed exhibit differing risk preferences depending on their opponent, we binned players
by their ELO and calculated the mean riskiness for each
player/opponent ELO combination. Figure 4 shows two main
effects: first, as reported above, stronger players are more
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Figure 3: Mean log risk taken by ELO group, with standard
error bars shown in black. The average risk across all groups
is shown in red.
risk-averse; and second, as the quality of their opponent increases, players, regardless of strength, become increasingly
risk-averse. For players with the highest ELO ratings, their
behavior seems constant regardless of opponent’s rating.
These results suggest that players do change their risktaking strategy depending on who their opponent is. One
possible interpretation is that risk taking is an effort to fool
or outmaneuver an opponent (e.g., gambits) and that as the
opponent becomes stronger, these outmaneuvering attempts
decrease. One caveat is that there are likely to be complex
game dynamics that govern the risk decisions of players, especially in games among weaker players who may exhibit
“risky” behavior out of erratic incompetence rather than an
informed risk-seeking strategy. To further understand how
game states may influence risk preference we next explored
how the evaluation of the game state (whether a player is winning or losing) influences their tolerance for risky play.

Figure 4: A heatmap of the mean log risk taken by players
binned by the player ELO and the ELO of their opponent.

State-dependent risk-preferences
How does risk-taking behavior change as a result of past
performance? These effects are commonly studied in reference to gambling behavior, and a variety of effects have
been observed that make potentially contradictory predictions
(Ayton & Fischer, 2004). For example, the “hot-hand” fallacy

predicts that riskiness increases after a series of successes
(Gilovich, Vallone, & Tversky, 1985), and the “house money”
hypothesis similarly predicts increased risk when well in the
lead (Thaler & Johnson, 1990). These can be contrasted with
the gambler’s fallacy which predicts that gamblers will be less
willing to bet after a big win and more willing to bet following a string of losses since they are “due” to win (Clotfelter
& Cook, 1993). Finally the “break-even” hypothesis predicts
that players will become more risk averse as they get closer to
a neutral winning point (Tversky & Kahneman, 1974; Thaler
& Johnson, 1990). A study of professional online poker players explored these competing hypotheses and showed that
players play consistent with a “break-even” strategy; taking
more risk following big losses and avoiding risk when they
approach their break-even point (Smith, Levere, & Kurtzman,
2009).
To determine whether this effect holds in chess, we calculated the value of the game state prior to each move. A
positive game score suggests the player is in an advantageous
position, while a negative score suggests they are at a disadvantage. Figure 5 shows the mean log risk taken by game
score. The average risk taken by players is shown in blue and
the maximum risk they could have undertaken in their position is shown in grey. While the maximum risk is fairly stable
across game scores, the U shaped blue area shows increased
risk-taking in games where the player is materially leading
or trailing, but relative risk aversion in close games. Essentially the proportion of risk undertaken increases in winning
and losing positions despite similar maximum possible risks
in each position. These results are consistent with the “breakeven” findings in poker, with increased risk following losses
and risk aversion when scores are close. Interestingly, we
also find support for the “house money” hypothesis in which
risk-taking increases in winning positions.

We have shown that risk-taking behavior changes based on
the result of previous actions and the current world state, but
the previous results do not account for how one got into the
winning or losing position. One unique aspect of adversarial
games is that the game state is determined by the cunning
and mistakes of both the player and their opponent. Here we
explore whether players increase risk-taking following a big
mistake in an effort to compensate for lost ground.
The Stockfish evaluation of a given game state assumes that
the opponent will make the best possible move on the next
turn. Consequently, if the Stockfish score is 50 for white (-50
for black) after white’s move, the best move black could make
would yield exactly the same evaluation (-50 for black) after
black’s move. Any other move for black would yield a worse
score. Based on this logic, we can objectively determine the
quality of any given move relative to Stockfish, and define a
blunder as a move that yields a value at least 100 centipawns
below the optimal evaluation.
Figure 6A shows the histogram of moves binned by their
difference from the optimal Stockfish move, with the blunders shown in red. Although our binning dedicates most
bins to blunders, as a whole they are not especially common (≈ 15.5%). Nonetheless, they represent a large swing
in the quality of one’s position. Figure 6B shows that following a move in which the player commits a blunder, the
subsequent move is on average riskier than moves played following non-blunders [F(9, 929013) = 1627, p < 0.001], despite risky moves being available across all bins (shown in
grey). To address the fact that weaker players are more likely
to commit blunders, and blunders are more likely to happen
later in the game, we conducted multiple regression to control for these factors. We found that even when controlling for
move number and player ELO, moves are significantly more
risky following blunders (β = 0.101, p < 0.001).

Discussion
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Figure 5: Mean log risk taken by players binned by current
game score is shown in blue with black standard error bars.
The maximum possible risk (as measured by greatest risk
taken in that position in the dataset) is shown in grey. Positive scores indicate the player is in a winning position before
making the move.
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The ability, or perceived ability, to control how adversaries respond in games make the study of risk taking in these settings
fundamentally different than games with a purely mechanical source of risk, such as lotteries. The current work uses a
large-scale dataset of chess games, and novel measure of risk
taking, to explore how past performance, expertise, and the
current world state influence risk taking in strategic, adversarial games. Specifically, we show that players take more risk
when in clearly winning or losing positions, and prefer a more
risk-averse strategy when games are close. These findings are
consistent with “house-money” and “break-even” accounts of
risk-taking behavior (Smith et al., 2009). We also show that
expert players prefer a more risk-averse strategy compared to
novices; an expert–novice difference that may not be present
in games with mechanistic risk.
In addition to state-dependent effects, we also find
opponent-dependent effects on risk-taking behavior. Consistent with (Chassy & Gobet, 2020), we find that players’ pref-
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erence for risk depends on who they are playing. In future
analyses we plan to explore the extent to which these risk
taking patterns represent meaningful strategies versus uninformed poor play. In particular we are interested in studying in what circumstances risky play is optimal, reflecting
an strategic weighing of risk and reward, and the extent to
which it correlates with win percentage. While these results
are preliminary and will require further investigation into the
complexities of chess games and why these results arise, they
offer a promising future direction for cognitive scientists trying to understand how people reason about risk in different
settings.
Chess provides a valuable lens through which we can study
risk taking in adversarial settings. The combination of objective world state evaluations, reliable player competency
measures, and massive amounts of available data make it a
tractable, yet complex research vehicle. We leveraged these
features to develop a novel measure of risk-taking that is in
line with definitions in economics and behavioral finance.
This new method for calculating risk in chess, combined with
the wide accessibility of chess data from a variety of sources
means this work could be extended to study a variety of otherwise intractable questions in areas beyond chess, such as cultural or gender differences in risk taking. Future work should
also explore the extent to which other key findings in stochastic risk settings are mirrored in adversarial settings, and the
extent to which these results generalize to other adversarial
settings such as negotiations.
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Abstract
Evidence has shown that goals systematically change risk preferences in repeated decisions under risk. For instance, decision
makers could aim to reach goals in a limited time, such as
“making at least $1000 with ten stock investments within a
year.” We test whether goal-based risky decisions differ when
facing gains as compared to losses. More specifically, we examine the impact of outcome framing (gains vs. losses) and
state framing (positive vs. negative resource states) on goalbased risky decisions. Our results (N=100) reveal no framing
effects; instead, we find a consistently strong effect of the goal
on risk preferences independent of framing. Computational
modeling showed that a dynamic version of prospect theory,
with a goal-dependent reference point, described 87% of participants best. This model treats outcomes as gains and losses
depending on the state-goal distance. Our results show how
goals can erase standard framing effects observed in risky
choices without goals.
Keywords: risky choice; framing; energy budget rule; risk sensitivity; goals; choice modeling

Introduction
In many situations, people make risky choices under consideration of a future goal and a finite time horizon, for instance
when people make stock investments they often have a goal
of a specific annual return. Such a goal-driven risky decision
represents a dynamic problem of resource accumulation of
interest for cognitive and economic psychologists. To date,
the research on risk taking with goals has mainly focused on
gain outcomes and little is known about the role of the outcome domain, such as gains versus losses. A vast literature in
psychology discusses the effect of outcome domains on risky
decisions without goals. Almost forty years of research and
formal risky choice models, such as cumulative prospect theory (Tversky & Kahneman, 1992), suggest increased risk taking (variance preference) in the loss compared to the gain domain (hereafter gain-loss framing effects, Kühberger, 1998;
Tversky & Kahneman, 1981). This research, however, has
given little attention to the influence of goals.
The relevance of goals in risky choice has been highlighted
in recent work. Results have shown that in the presence of
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goals people shift from risk aversion (variance avoidance) to
risk seekingness as the risky option’s chance to reach the goal
increases over the safe option’s chance (Fujimoto &
Takahashi, 2016; Jarecki & Rieskamp, 2020; Korn & Bach,
2018, 2019; Mishra et al., 2012; Pietras et al., 2003; Pietras
& Hackenberg, 2001; Searcy & Pietras, 2011). Critically, the
standard model for risk taking with goals does not account
for gain-loss framing effects; rather, it treats behavior as
guided only by the chance to reach the goal (Houston &
McNamara, 1988).
The few investigations of gain-loss framing effects in risky
choices with goals (Mishra et al., 2012; Mishra & Fiddick,
2012) have yielded mixed results, and the generalizability of
these tests is somewhat limited because the tasks were oneshot risky choice tasks with goals (e.g., “reach a goal of
$11000 in one choice”). This one-shot task differs from almost all research into risky decisions with goals in which decision makers have a longer time horizon to reach the goal.
The time horizon is crucial because a short time horizon drastically reduces the computational complexity of risky choices
with goals (Jarecki & Rieskamp, 2020).
We investigate if gain-loss framing effects that have been
found in risky choices without goals generalize to risky
choices with goals. To this end, we employ two frames to
demonstrate framing effects (see Task Design): The outcome
framing, which refers to a change in the option's outcomes
from gains into losses, and the state framing, which refers to
the resource states (hereafter states). The state framing alters
the state at the beginning of a choice task and the goal (e.g.,
by an additive shift of the initial state and the goal), but importantly it does not change the distance between the initial
state and the goal. In addition, we investigate how optimal
people behave in framed risky choices with goals and compare three formal choice models.

Risky Choice Models for Goals and Domains
The standard optimal choice model for risk taking with goals
(risk-sensitive foraging model) can describe an effect of goals
on risk taking but has not been specified in a way to deal with

gains versus losses. A standard risky choice model for framing effects (cumulative prospect theory) can model the effect
of gains and losses but cannot model goal-based shifts in risk
taking. An extension of prospect theory (dynamic prospect
theory) can describe goal-dependent risky choices that deviate from the optimal choice.
Optimal Risk-Sensitive Foraging Model. The benchmark
model for risky choices with goals is the risk-sensitive foraging model (Houston & McNamara, 1988), it provides an optimal model for risky choices with a goal and limited time. It
yields the choice that maximizes the chance to reach the goal
in the remaining time. We investigate repeated choices between two risky options that occur at discrete times (hereafter
trials) until a time horizon T is reached. The optimal choice
in trial t depends on the number of remaining trials, the options, the goal g, and the state st-1 prior to the tth choice. The
model yields the chance to reach the goal for each possible
state st in each trial t using stochastic dynamic programming
via backward induction (for reasons of space we will describe
the model only briefly here, for further details, see Houston
& McNamara, 1988; Jarecki & Rieskamp, 2020). To this end,
the model enumerates the possible future decisions and the
obtainable future states for all trials. Given the obtainable
states after the last choice sT, it calculates a reward, which we
take to be an indicator of the state sT meeting the goal g:
0, if 𝑠𝑇 < 𝑔
(1)
𝑅(𝑠𝑇 , 𝑔) = {
1, if 𝑠𝑇 ≥ 𝑔
Based on the rewards for all possible states sT after the last
choice, the model calculates the expected reward in trial T-1
for both options for each obtainable state sT-1 in the trial before the last. The expected reward is the expected probability
to reach the goal by choosing an option in a state in a trial
given future optimal choices. The expected reward for selecting the risky option R in a state s in T-1 is:
𝐸𝑅𝑅 (𝑜𝑅 , 𝑠, 𝑇 − 1) = ∑ 𝑅(𝑠𝑇−1 + 𝑥𝑖 , 𝑔) × 𝑝𝑖 ,

(2)

𝑖

where xi and pi denote a risky option’s ith outcomes and probabilities, g is the goal. The expected reward of the safe option,
𝐸𝑅𝑆 is computed analogously. The optimal choice 𝑎 ∗ maximizes the expected reward for each state s in trial T-1:
(3)
𝑎∗ (𝑠, 𝑇 − 1) = 𝑀𝑎𝑥{𝐸𝑅𝑅 , 𝐸𝑅𝑆 }.
The optimal model assumes a deterministic choice of the optimal option. Based on the optimal choice 𝑎∗ in T-1, the
model then calculates the expected reward of both options for
all possible states in T-2. For instance, for the risky option:
𝐸𝑅𝑅 (𝑜𝑅 , 𝑠, 𝑇 − 2) = ∑ 𝑎∗ (𝑠𝑇−2 + 𝑥𝑖 , 𝑇 − 1) × 𝑝𝑖 , (4)
𝑖

and the expected reward of the safe option, 𝐸𝑅𝑆 in T-2 is computed analogously. Based on the expected rewards in T-2, the
optimal model defines the optimal choice 𝑎 ∗ for all potential
states s in T-2. Given the optimal choice 𝑎 ∗ in T-2, the model
determines the optimal choice 𝑎∗ for all potential states in T3. This process of backward optimal choice selection, given
optimal future choices, repeats until the first choice in the first
trial is reached. Thus, the optimal model returns the optimal
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option for each state in each trial and it assumes that the decision maker deterministically chooses the optimal option,
which yields the highest probability to reach the goal conditional on selecting the optimal option in all subsequent trials.
Broadly speaking, in risky choice tasks with rather high
goals (which makes goal achievement difficult) the risky option’s expected reward is tendentially higher than the safe option’s expected reward, and therefore the optimal model prescribes that decision makers favor the risky option over the
safe option in difficult tasks, and vice versa for easy tasks.
Framings such as the domain of the outcomes (gain vs. loss
outcomes) or the domain of the state (positive vs. negative
state) should not affect risk taking, if the conditional chance
to reach the goal (expected reward) does not differ across the
domains.
Cumulative Prospect Theory. Cumulative prospect theory
is the standard model describing the effect of gain-loss framing on risky choice without goals (Kahneman & Tversky,
1979; Tversky & Kahneman, 1992). The theory assumes that
people always choose the option with the highest subjective
prospect. The utility u of an option o (i.e., "prospect") is calculated by the sum of the subjective values 𝜐 of the outcomes,
each multiplied by a decision weight 𝜋: 𝑢(𝑜) =
∑𝑖 𝜐(𝑥𝑖 )𝜋(𝑝𝑖 ), where xi and pi denote the risky option’s ith
outcomes and the probabilities, respectively. The value function is 𝜐(𝑥) = 𝑥 𝛼 for x  r and 𝜐(𝑥) = −(−𝑥) for x < r, in
which λ is the loss aversion parameter and r is a reference
point. Outcomes below the reference point represent losses,
and outcomes above the reference point represent gains. The
cumulative decision weight (𝑝𝑖 ) is defined by
(𝑝𝑖 ) = 𝜔( ∑𝑥𝑖  𝑥 𝑝𝑖 ) − 𝜔( ∑𝑥𝑖  𝑥 𝑝𝑖 ) for x  r and
𝜔( ∑𝑥𝑖  𝑥 𝑝𝑖 ) − 𝜔( ∑𝑥𝑖  𝑥 𝑝𝑖 ) for x  r. The probability
weighting function is 𝜔(𝑝𝑖 ) = 𝑝𝛾 ⁄( 𝑝𝛾 + (1 − 𝑝)𝛾 )1⁄𝛾 with
+ for x  r and − for x  r.
Via the parameters α, β and  the shape of the value function 𝜐(𝑥) can differ for gains and losses, and consequently,
can produce risk aversion for gains and risk seekingness for
losses. This can describe the observed framing effects in risky
choices without goals in the sense of higher risk seeking for
losses compared to gains (Tversky & Kahneman, 1981). Importantly, cumulative prospect theory in its standard form
does not consider goals, time horizons, or states in goal-based
risky choices. Cumulative prospect theory therefore can predict gain-loss differences but cannot predict differences in
risk taking based on the distance to goals when no modifications to the standard model are incorporated (Houston et al.,
2014; Jarecki & Rieskamp, 2020; McDermott et al., 2008;
Payne et al., 1980).
Dynamic Prospect Theory. Dynamic prospect theory (Jarecki & Rieskamp, 2020) is an extension of cumulative prospect theory that specifies how goals change risk taking. Its
prediction need not to correspond with optimal choices. Contrary to standard prospect theory it assumes a dynamic reference point rt that depends on the distance to the goal. The
dynamic reference point corresponds to the average outcome

necessary to obtain for reaching the goal. The dynamic reference point is defined by the distance between the current state
st and the goal g, and the remaining number of trials (T-t):
(𝑔 − 𝑠𝑡 )
𝑟𝑡 =
.
(5)
𝑇−𝑡
For each trial the reference point rt is calculated and the
outcomes of the options are transformed into gains or losses
by subtracting the reference point rt from the outcomes: x -rt.
The dynamic reference point allows an adaption of risktaking behavior to the current state and the goal. A high distance between current state and goal, and few trials left,
which is typical for a difficult choice problem, lead to a high
reference point. For high difficulty the dynamic reference
point rt tends to be higher than the outcomes, thus the outcomes are perceived as losses, resulting in risk seekingness
according to standard prospect theory. Vice versa, for low
difficulty (lower goals, higher state, or a longer time horizon)
the reference point tends to be lower than the outcomes, outcomes are perceived as gains, resulting in risk-aversion.
In summary, dynamic prospect theory models the perception of outcomes as gains or losses relative to a dynamic reference point, which depends on the distance to the goal, and
not on whether the outcomes are actually gains or losses. Dynamic prospect theory predicts that risk taking adapts to the
difficulty of reaching the goal in the remaining time. It predicts no framing effect for the outcome domain (gain vs. loss)
if the underlying mathematical structures of choice problems
are identical, because in dynamic prospect theory the outcomes are transformed into gains and losses based on their
distance to the reference point (Eq. 5). Similarly, the theory
predicts no effect of the state domain (positive vs. negative
resource state) if the distance between state and goal does not
differ across domains, because a mere shift of the state or goal
by an additive factor does not change the dynamic reference
point.

Experiment
To examine framing effects in risky choices with goals, we
conducted an experiment employing a risky choice task with
goals and different outcomes and states (see Fig. 1).
Participants. 106 participants recruited from Prolific Academic completed an online study, six participants were excluded (because they failed multiple attention check choices),
leaving a final sample of N = 100; 71 males, 29 females, the
mean age was 26 years (Med = 23, SD = 9, range 19-58
years), data were collected from November 2020 to December 2020, the study was approved by the ethics committee of
the Faculty of Psychology at the University of Basel. The
mean study duration was 48 minutes (Med = 43, SD = 18.93).
The study was incentivized (four randomly drawn problems
were rewarded with a bonus payment when reaching the
goals in the different problems).
Task Design. Our design manipulated the presentation
(framing) of risky choices using 2x2 within-subject conditions (Fig. 1), keeping the mathematical properties of the
choice problem equivalent across conditions. It involved 24
two-option risky choice problems with T=5 trials to reach
goals; options had two outcomes, equal expected values but
unequal variances. One experimental factor manipulated the
outcome domain by presenting options with gain vs. loss outcomes (Fig. 1b-c). This allowed a test of the outcome domain's effect on goal-based risk taking, aligning with classic
gain-loss framing. The second factor manipulated the state
domain, where state refers to the experienced resource states
(Fig. 1d). We presented negative vs. positive/zero initial resource states, defined as the number of points at the start of
the task. This allowed a test of the state domain’s effect on
goal-based risk taking.
Outcome framing and state framing were combined as follows. Half the problems (12 of 24) offered gains with a goal

Figure 1. The 5-trial choice problems. (a) Example choice in a positively framed gain problem with a threshold of 22 in trial 2
of 5. The right option is chosen, an outcome is drawn and feedback is provided; the outcome raises the point state from 8 to 13,
and the trial counter increases from 2 to 3. (b) Example gain task with positive state frame, an initial state of 0, and a threshold
of 22. (c) Example loss task with positive state frame, an initial state of 28 points and a threshold of 0. (d) The negative state
framed gain and loss problem corresponding to (b), and (c) respectively. (e) Experimental procedure, see text.
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to reach or exceed a point threshold (gain problems, Fig. 1b);
the remaining 12 problems offered losses with a goal to not
fall below a point threshold (loss problems, Fig. 1c). In half
of the gain problems the points started with an initial state of
0 and moved upwards towards a threshold greater 0 (positive
state problems), the remaining gain problems started in a negative state < 0 moving towards a threshold of 0 (negative state
problems). In half of the loss problems the points started from
a positive state > 0 moving to a threshold of 0 (positive state
problems), the remaining loss problems started with a state of
0 moving towards a negative threshold < 0 (negative state
problems). A positive state frame means that state is primarily positive throughout the task, while a negative state frames
means is primarily negative (Fig. 1d). Overall, we presented
24 unique problems, repeated them three times, resulting in a
total of 72 choice problems.
We optimized the design of the choice problems to be
mathematically equivalent across the four framing conditions. This means that across gain-loss framing we selected
the choice problems such that gain and loss problems had the
same expected rewards (as per the optimal model) for each
possible obtainable state for each possible trial. Also, across
positive-negative state framing the states and thresholds differed only by an additive factor. The mathematical equivalence of problems across all framing conditions allows testing
for framing effects while controlling for the risky and the safe
option's expected rewards, that is the option’s expected
chance to reach the goal as per the optimal model (Eq. 4).
The choice problems had two levels of difficulty, measured
as the best chance to achieve the goal as per the optimal
model (the expected reward in the first trial, Eq. 4). Easy tasks
had a 72%-79% chance, and hard tasks had only 47%-54%.
These difficulty levels resemble the difficulty levels in previous goal-based risky choice experiments (Jarecki & Rieskamp, 2020; Searcy & Pietras, 2011).
Procedure. After task familiarization, participants completed 72 choice problems with goals. They chose five times
between two risky options instructed to achieve a goal; the
screen displayed the point threshold, the point state, the options, and a trial counter, as shown in Fig. 1a. After participants made their choice, one outcome was drawn from the
chosen option and the point state changed by the value of the
outcome. After five choices, the point state was reset to the
predefined initial state; no points were carried over between
problems. New problems involved different options, thresholds, and initial states.
To avoid confusion about the goal in a particular problem,
we presented the differently framed problems in blocks: gain
tasks with positive states, gain tasks with negative states, loss
tasks with positive states, and loss tasks with negative states.
1

Mixed effect regression; predicting choices from the fixed effect
predictors outcome domain + state domain + difficulty and the random effect predictor by-participant random intercept.
2 BF
(0) = Bayes Factor for  = 0; BF(+) = Bayes Factor for  > 0;
BF(−) = Bayes Factor for  < 0
3 Mixed effect regression; predicting choices in trial 1 from the fixed
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The block order and the problem order within blocks was randomized across participants. Each block contained 6 unique
problems repeated 3 times resulting in 18 problems per block
(Fig. 1e).

Results
Analyses were conducted in R (v4.0.2, R Core Team, 2020);
inferential statistics are based on Bayesian models with a normal prior on the coefficients (µ = 0, σ = 10) using the brms
package (v2.13.5, Bürkner, 2017); modeling used the cognitivemodels package (v0.0.10, Jarecki & Seitz, 2020).
Risk Preferences. Overall, participants chose the risky option in 49% of all choices (SD = 9.5%). Table 1 shows that
the participants selected the risky option equally often in each
framing condition: Across conditions, the proportion of risky
choices ranged from 0.48 to 0.49. A regression1 revealed evidence for a null effect of the outcome domain ( = 0.00, 95%
CI[-0.05, 0.04], BF(0) = 498.53) and the state domain ( =
0.02, 95% CI[-0.02, 0.06], BF(0) = 296.74) on risky choice2.
The proportion of risky choices increased with the difficulty
from easy (M = 0.48, SD = 0.11) to hard (M = 0.50, SD =
0.11, estimated  = 0.10, 95% CI[0.06, 0.14], BF(+) > 1000).
A comparison of models showed that a model including only
the predictor difficulty outperformed the full model containing three predictors (BF > 1000). Previous findings have
shown that repeating conditions might change framing effects
(Kühberger, 1998). Thus, we analyzed only the first block,
treating the two framing conditions as between-subject variables. The results showed an effect opposite to the classic outcome framing effect ( = -0.11, 95% CI[-0.20, -0.03], BF(-) =
189.48) with higher proportion of risky choices for gains (M
= 0.51, SD = 0.11) than for losses (M = 0.48 , SD = 0.13), and
no effect state framing ( = 0.00, 95% CI[-0.08, 0.09], BF(0)
= 248.36). Furthermore, because in trials 2-5 of a problem the
states depend on the realized outcomes of previous trials we
also run a robustness check3 to control for path dependency.
The results4 regarding framing did not change substantially.
The finding that framing did not affect risky choices in
risky choice tasks with goals are in line with the predictions
of the optimal model and dynamic prospect theory and contrary to the predictions of cumulative prospect theory. The
findings are also at variance with previous findings regarding
framing effects and risk taking (Tversky & Kahneman,
1981). The subsequent analysis will show the effect of framings on the task performance and choice optimality.
Task Performance. Collapsed across framing conditions
participants achieved the goal in 52% of all choice problems
(SD = 6.8%), which is smaller than the success rate of 63%
effect predictors outcome domain + state domain + difficulty and
the random effect predictor by-participant random intercept.
4 Outcome domain,  = -0.05, 95% CI[-0.15, 0.05], BF = 119.43;
(0)
State domain,  = -0.02, 95% CI[-0.12,0.08], BF(0) = 188.19; difficulty,  = -0.29 , 95% CI[-0.39, -0.18], BF(−) > 1000.

expected by the optimal model, BF(−) > 1000. Table 1 displays the success rate separately by framing conditions. Gainloss framing seemed to affect successes: Participants
achieved the goal more often in gain problems (M = 0.53, SD
= 0.10) compared to loss problems (M = 0.50, SD = 0.09);
regression  = -0.13 95% CI[-0.23, -0.04], BF(−) = 799.00).
We found no evidence for an effect of the state domain on the
success rate ( = 0.00, 95% CI[-0.10, 0.09], BF(0) = 219.48).
As expected by the optimal model participants reached the
goal more often in easy (M = 0.64, SD = 0.09) than in hard
problems (M = 0.39, SD = 0.09),  = -1.03 (95% CI[-1.12, 0.93], BF(−) > 1000).
Two aspects of these findings are worth highlighting: the
observed success rate is smaller than the success rate expected by the optimal model, which is in line with previous
results (Jarecki & Rieskamp, 2020; Korn & Bach, 2018).
Moreover, the deviation from optimality seems more pronounced for losses than for gains, which we will analyze in
more detail next.
Table 1. Proportion of risky choices and success rate
Success rate
Pr. of risky choices
Framing
OutprepreState
observed
observed
come
dicted1
dicted1
Gain positive
0.63 0.53 (0.13) 0.55 0.49 (0.11)
Gain negative
0.63 0.53 (0.12) 0.57 0.49 (0.11)
Loss positive
0.63 0.50 (0.11) 0.56 0.49 (0.15)
Loss negative
0.63 0.50 (0.13) 0.58 0.48 (0.15)
Note: Shown are means and standard deviations (in parentheses); success rate = the proportion of successful problems.
1
Predicted by the optimal model.
Choice Optimality in Framed Choices with Goals. Overall, 68% of the observed choices aligned with the optimal
model. A regression5 showed that participants were less optimal in the loss domain ( = -0.08, 95% CI[-0.12, -0.03],
BF(−) > 1000) but the state domain did not affect optimality
( = 0.01, 95% CI[-0.03, 0.06], BF(0) = 391.17). To obtain a
continuous measure of choice optimality, we calculated the
predicted advantage a of the risky option over the safe option
from the optimal model (Jarecki & Rieskamp, 2020). The advantage is a continuous measure of whether the risky or the
safe option yields a higher chance to achieve the goal. We
computed the advantage a for all experienced states and trials
by subtracting the risky option’s expected reward (ERR) from
the safe option’s expected reward (ERs), a = ERR − ERS. For
a > 0, the risky option is advantageous over the safe option,
a = 0 means no advantage, and for a < 0, the safe option is
advantageous. The higher the absolute value of a, the stronger
the advantage. According to the optimal model, agents deterministically choose the advantageous option for a  0 and
5

Mixed effect regression; predicting optimality of choices from the
fixed effect predictors outcome domain + state domain + difficulty
and the random effect predictor by-participant random intercept.
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randomize for a = 0 independently of framing.
Contrasting the advantage with behavior, we found that
participants followed the advantage in a soft-max fashion (Sshaped curve) rather than in a deterministic manner in each
framing condition. Fig. 2 shows that across framing conditions, the risky choice proportions at zero advantage were
close to 50%, which corresponds to the optimal behavior. A
regression6 showed more risky choices with a higher advantage of the risky option, which is in line with the optimal
model ( = 4.91, 95% CI[4.71, 5.11], BF(+) > 1000). But critically, neither the outcome domain ( = -0.03, 95% CI[-0.07,
0.02], BF(0) = 213.74) nor the state domain ( = 0.05, 95%
CI[0.00, 0.09], BF(0) = 62.12) affected risky choice when controlling for advantage. A model comparison showed that exclusion of the outcome domain and the state domain greatly
improved the model fit (BF > 1000).
The choice optimality analysis seems to show less optimal
choices in the loss domain, but this measure does not consider
the strength of the advantage of the optimal option over the
other option. Controlling for advantage, we found no substantial framing effects on choice optimality. Our results replicate
previous research; the result revealed that risky choices follow the advantage in a soft-max fashion (Jarecki & Rieskamp, 2020). Interestingly our results showed that human
choices approximate optimality independent of the framing.

Figure 2. Observed risky choices across framing conditions
by advantage (see text) of the risky option as per the optimal
model. Lines = best-fitting regressions; colors = framing conditions; N = observation count at each advantage.
Model Comparison. To test which model best describes behavior in framed risky choices with goals we compared the
performance of cumulative prospect theory (CPT), dynamic
prospect theory (DCPT) and the optimal model (OPT). Each
model was implemented with a soft-max choice rule (Sutton
& Barto, 2018). The OPT had one free parameter (choice rule
parameter ), CPT and the DCPT had a total of six free parameters; parameters were estimated using maximum likelihood at the individual level. We included a random-choice
model predicting Pr(Risky)=0.50 as baseline model (BASE).
6Mixed

effect regression predicting choices from the fixed effect
predictors outcome domain + state domain + advantage the random
effect predictor by-participant random intercept.

We compared the models using an individual-level strategy
classification based on Akaike weights (Wagenmakers &
Farrell, 2004) as measure of evidence strength (values of 1
indicate strong evidence for a model) and classified using a
threshold of  0.75. The results (Fig. 3) show that DCPT described the majority of participants best (87 of 100), CPT described n=7, and OPT described n=2 best (BASE described
n=2; n=4 were unclassified). The models’ mean Bayesian information criterion (BIC) across all participants equaled
BICDCPT = 424.04, BICOPT = 467.43, BICCPT = 498.06 and
BICBASE = 499.07. The mean Akaike information criterion
(AIC) was AICDCPT = 400.72, AICOPT = 463.54, AICCPT =
474.75 and AICBASE = 499.06 (lower values indicate better
model fit).

the risky option are diminished to 2.9, whereas the safe option’s 0.6 points are boosted to 0.65, increasing the safe option’s relative attractiveness. Secondly, the participant underweights the risky option’s 40% gain outcome stronger than
the safe option’s 70% gain; further the risky option’s 60%
loss weights stronger than the safe option’s 30% loss. This
enables DCPT to capture the preference for the safe option,
although the options have the same EV. It is worth highlighting that the key mechanism of DCPT involves the conceptualization of outcomes in goal-based risky choices as psychological gains and losses relative to the dynamic reference
point, that is the distance to the goal. In other words, DCPT
can capture the absence of classic gain-loss framing effects
by assuming a psychological re-framing of risky outcomes as
a loss when the outcome falls short of the average goal distance in the remaining time horizon.

Figure 3. Evidence strength by participant. BASE = baseline model, DCPT = dynamic prospect theory, CPT = cumulative prospect theory, OPT = optimal model
Illustration of Differences Between Dynamic Prospect
Theory and Optimal Model. To illustrate the differences between DCPT and OPT, we take a closer look at the choices
of participant 83, who is well described by the DCPT but not
by the OPT. Fig. 4 shows their choices in trial 1 in the gain
problems compared to the model predictions. The DCPT parameters for participant 83 are =0.83, =0.58, =2.15,
+=2.00, −=0.66 and =0.26, and =0.12 for OPT. Consider
the choices in problem P4 that offered a risky option R “8
with 40% or 2,” a safe option S “5 with 70% or 3,” and a
threshold of 22 points (option’s EVs = 4.4). In P4 the participant consistently selected the safe option. DCPT describes
this behavior, and OPT does not. According to the optimal
strategy, OPT, the expected reward of a risky choice ERR =
0.72 is almost identical to the safe option’s expected reward
ERS = 0.70. Thus, OPT predicts a slight preference for the
risky choice, Pr(R | OPT) = 0.53, which is not in line with the
data. Unlike OPT, DCPT transforms the outcomes relative to
the reference point as follows. Relative to DCPT’s reference
point (r=4.4, Eq. 5) the risky option is perceived as “3.6 with
40% or -2.4,” and the safe option as “0.6 with 70% or -1.4.”
DCPT computes the risky option’s utility7 u(R) = -1.15 as
lower than the safe option’s utility u(S) = -0.43; thus, DCPT
predicts a strong preference for the safe choice in line with
the data; Pr(R | DCPT) = 0.06.
DCPT’s parameters matter here. The value parameter ’s
diminishing marginal utility means the 3.6 points offered by

uRisky = υ(xR1)(pR1)+ υ(xR2)(pR2) = 2.9  0.22 + (-3.57)  0.50 =
-1.15; uSafe = υ(xS1)(pS1)+ υ(xS2)(pS2) = 0.65  0.64 + (-2.61) 
0.32 = -0.43
7
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Figure 4. Participant 83, model predictions (dots) and M
across three observed choices (bars). OPT = optimal model,
DCPT = dynamic prospect theory

Discussion
In the current study, we have shown that classic gain-loss
framing exhibits no systematic effect on goal-based risk taking. Rather than being affected by framing, risk preferences
were sensitive to the goal. Participants were risk-seeking if
the risky option increased the chance to meet a goal. This dynamic goal-induced change of risk preferences was not affected by framing: neither the outcome domain (gains vs.
losses) nor the state domain (positive vs. negative) affected
people’s risk taking stronger than the goal. A dynamic version of prospect theory described behavior very well. It holds
that choice outcomes are psychologically re-framed as a loss
if outcomes fail to meet the average remaining goal distance.
Importantly, in this study, we tested two specific difficulty
levels in goal-based risk taking. We therefore cannot generalize our findings across different difficulties. It is conceivable that in extremely easy problems that involve very low
goals, framing effects might be found because the goal becomes less important for decision makers in very easy goalbased risky choices. Further research is needed to address this
question.
Taken together, the results show that goals, rather than
presentation formats, serve as strong reference points in risky
decision making.
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Abstract
From navigation in unfamiliar environments to career planning, people typically first sample information before committing to a plan. However, most studies find that people
adopt myopic strategies when sampling information. Here we
challenge those findings by investigating whether contingency
planning is a driver of information sampling. To this aim, we
developed a novel navigation task that is a shortest path finding problem under uncertainty of bridge closures. Participants
(n = 109) were allowed to sample information on bridge statuses prior to committing to a path. We developed a computational model in which the agent samples information based on
the cost of switching to a contingency plan. We find that this
model fits human behavior well and is qualitatively similar to
the approximated optimal solution. Together, this suggests that
humans use contingency planning as a driver of information
sampling.
Keywords: Planning; Uncertainty; Decision-Making; Markov
Decision Process

Introduction
Acquiring information for the purpose of planning is common in the real world; ranging from navigation to searching
for information to plan one’s career. Such information acquisition typically serves to avoid large costs, such as avoiding
a time-consuming traffic jam, or choosing an education that
does not prepare for a desired profession. In this study, we
examine how contingency planning drives information sampling. We operationalize planning as the mental simulation
of potential futures, and consider uncertainty that arises from
incomplete knowledge of the environment. We define a contingency plan as an alternative when the original plan turns
out to be infeasible or too costly. For example, in navigation,
taking a detour after encountering a roadblock can be seen as
a contingency plan. Importantly, the cost of switching to a
contingency plan can be high, e.g., having to turn back and
drive far back to access an alternative route. The basic hypothesis of the current study is that people efficiently collect
information to reduce the costs of switching plans.
If sampling information for the purpose of planning is indeed governed by the cost of switching to the contingency
plan, then sampling information for planning is a form of ‘interested active sampling’ (Chambon et al., 2020; Gureckis
& Markant, 2012; Markant & Gureckis, 2014; Rouault et
al., 2021). Interested sampling specifies that the sampling
decisions are guided by the economic utility of the information. In contrast, disinterested sampling specifies that agents
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sample to reduce uncertainty about the world (i.e., reduce entropy) without considering the economic utility of the sample. The distinction between “interested” and “disinterested”
sampling has been an open question in the literature on information sampling for several decades (Chater, Crocker, &
Pickering, 1998; Gureckis & Markant, 2012; Coenen, Nelson, & Gureckis, 2019). The present work adds to this question by assessing, specifically, if people value information to
avoid costly replanning.
Intuitively, sampling information to avoid costly replanning seems to be a natural part of intelligent human behavior.
For example, when travelling in an unfamiliar area, people
gather information to determine how to reach their destination rather than taking a trial-and-error approach. Despite its
ubiquity, planning paradigms within cognitive science (e.g.
those described in (van Opheusden & Ma, 2019)) do not typically allow for sampling along a future plan. Decision making is usually about which next step to take, whereas in many
everyday tasks we can consider a plan in advance and take
actions to reduce uncertainty about the possible roadblocks
to that plan.
We study a particular class of planning under uncertainty
tasks called the Canadian Traveler problem (Papadimitriou &
Yannakakis, 1991). Specifically, the task is to reach a goal
while minimizing travel distance in a known graph but with
parts of the roads (bridges) that might be blocked and therefore untraversable (by avalanches caused by heavy snowfall).
Bnaya, Felner and Shimony (2009) developed a generalization of this paradigm that allows for sampling information,
with the goal to minimize the sum of travel cost and sampling
actions. In the current study, we take this approach to examine information sampling for the purpose of planning. The
task is realistic, intuitive, and complex while still tractable to
computational analysis.

Methods
Participants and procedure We collected data online from
109 participants via Amazon MTurk. After signing the consent form, participants completed our task, followed by the
Barratt Impulsiveness Scale-11 (BIS-11; Patton et al., 1995),
which measures trait impulsivity and the Future Orientation
Scale, which measures the degree to which individuals perceive, anticipate, and plan for the future in daily life (Steinberg et al., 2009). These two questionnaires were included to

assess whether the information sampling choices in our task
correlated with planning in daily life. Since planning requires
reasoning about future states, planning was expected to be inversely correlated with trait impulsivity.
Sheep Traveler Task is based on the structure of the
original Canadian Traveler Problem (Papadimitriou & Yannakakis, 1991; Bnaya et al., 2009). We programmed the task
in C#, using the Unity game engine for visualization. For
each puzzle, participants viewed a map of bridges consisting
of 10-60 bridges, their avatar’s position ( Figure 1, sheep),
and a goal (Figure 1, flag). They were asked to navigate the
avatar to the goal in as few actions as possible. Crucially, the
status of a bridge could be “open”, “closed”, or “unknown”.
All bridges were “unknown” at the start of a new puzzle.
The task consisted of two stages, in stage 1, the participant
could sample the status of up to ten bridges anywhere in
the puzzle. Once the participant had either sampled the
status of ten bridges or clicked a button to indicate being
finished with sampling, they enter stage 2. In stage 2, the
participant had to get the sheep to the goal by moving it
across bridges. For unknown bridges, the status (open or
closed) was revealed when the participant tried to move the
sheep over it. An action in stage 1 was sampling a bridge’s
status, in stage 2 an action was a move or attempt to move the
sheep across a bridge. Each action incurred a cost of $0.05.
The task was completed after 85 puzzles, then 3 puzzles
were pseudo-randomly chosen and their summed cost was
subtracted from a $8.50 participation fee. Participants were
told that some bridges cause a long detour when closed, so
they could keep the cost lower by sampling wisely in stage
1. Participants were informed of the probability that a bridge
was closed was 0.2 and that all closures were independent
of each other. They completed 10 practice puzzles to
familiarize themselves with the task and the probability of
closed bridges. This was followed by a quiz to check the
comprehension of the instructions before starting the task.
An incorrect response on the quiz led the participant back to
the tutorial. Participation was terminated if there were more
than 3 incorrect attempts. Otherwise, the main task with 85
puzzles started. The order of the puzzles was randomized per
participant.
The puzzle finished when: a) the sheep avatar reached the
target; b) when the bridges of known status showed with certainty that the puzzle had no solution (i.e., the sheep cannot
reach the goal). The puzzles (bridges, the sheep’s starting position, goal location, and a hidden bridge status map) were designed to distinguish between the (near-)optimal solution and
a myopic policy. Specifically, puzzles were designed such
that a myopic policy would result in less reward.
Computational model The task can be described as a
Markov Decision Process with a large state space. In stage 1,
actions, a, are remote samples. In stage 2, actions are moves
to an adjacent node and attempts to do so. The state, s, is
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defined by the combination of the avatar’s location and board
state. The board state is the collection of locations and statuses of all bridges which can be unknown, open, or closed.
Our main model accounts for actions in both the remote
sampling stage and the moving stage. The intuition for the
model is that people think about the possible paths that they
could choose from in the moving stage. On those paths
they evaluate how long the detour would become if a given
bridge is closed. This allows the model to identify bottlenecks, which are bridges that would cause a long detour when
closed. These two aspects of the model are then combined
such that bridges on paths with a shorter effective length and
long potential detour are more likely to be sampled in stage
1. These evaluations and sampling continue until the potential
detour is shorter than a free parameter (a stopping threshold)
or ten samples, which is the maximum samples per puzzle. In
stage 2, the agent chooses a path proportional to the effective
length.
Formally, we define a path, P, as a contiguous set of nonclosed bridges without repetitions (without moving back and
forth), leading from the avatar’s current location to the goal
location. The state of a bridge on a traversable path is open
or unknown. We denote the set of the states of all the bridges
along a path P by SP . We define the effective length L of a
path as
L(P, SP ) ≡ Nopen (P) + ωNunknown (P),

(1)

where Nopen and Nunknown are the numbers of open and unknown bridges in the path, respectively, and the number
of unknown bridges on the path is weighted by an uncertainty aversion parameter ω. The uncertainty aversion
heuristic is based on well-established findings in the field of
risky decision-making, showing that people prefer to choose
options with a known probability of winning over an unknown probability of winning, known as the Ellsberg paradox
(Ellsberg, 1961).
The value of a path is its negative effective length, biased
by a preference k for paths on which bridges were previously
sampled:
Vpath (P, SP ) = −L(P, SP ) + k χP ,

(2)

where χP = 1 for all paths P that contain any previously sampled bridge and 0 otherwise.
We assume that the probability of choosing path Pi is given
by a softmax on this path value:
p(choose Pi ) =

eβpathVpath (Pi ,SPi )
β

V

∑ e path path

(Pj ,SP j )

.

(3)

j

Note that the participants do not explicitly have to indicate a
path but rather, they choose bridges to sample. It is assumed
that these bridges are on paths that they consider for moving
the sheep to the goal.
We now consider what happens when sampling causes the
status of an unknown bridge, indexed by j, on a path P to
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Figure 1: Example of sampling strategies in a small puzzle in the remote sampling in the Canadian Travel Task. The upper
row (a) shows an agent who selects a highly informative sample, as discovering that this bridge is closed saves the agent from
having to take a long detour. The lower row (b) shows an agent who selects a less informative sample, as this sample does not
save the agent from a long detour in stage 2, even if it were closed. The sampling strategies influence the reward, as agent ”a”
ends the puzzle with a lower total cost than agent ”b”. In the actual task, the puzzles consisted of more bridges than in this
example.
change to open or closed. If it were to change to open, the
path P would remain valid but the status SP would change
0 . If it were to change to closed, then the agent would
to SP,
j
have to consider an alternative path P0j , which we will refer
to as a detour. This detour length is given by the path length
to bridge j plus the shortest path from bridge j to the goal
under the assumption that all unknown bridges are open. We
then calculate the cost incurred by taking the detour as the
difference between the effective length of the detour if the
jth bridge were closed and the effective length of the original
path if that bridge were open:
∆L j (P) = L(P0j , SP0j ) −
| {z }
length of detour

0
L(P, SP,
j)
| {z }

.

(4)

length of primary path

(In the special case that a closed bridge results in an unsolvable puzzle, ∆L j (P) is the length from the agent to that
bridge.) To compute the expected detour cost of bridge j, we
then consider all paths Pi that run through j, weighting them
by the probability that the path on which the bridge lies is
actually chosen:
E [∆L j ] = ∑ φi j p(choose Pi )∆L j (Pi ),

(5)

i

where φi j = 1 if path Pi passes through bridge j and φ = 0
otherwise. We now define a value function for bridges. The
value of sampling bridge j is
V j = E [∆L j ] − λd j ,

(6)

where d j reflects the (shortest) distance from bridge j to the
position of the avatar, measured along open and unknown
bridges. This “near avatar bonus” accounts for the fact that
some people might have a preference for sampling closer to
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the avatar than on other bridge locations along a path. Indeed,
people sometimes adopt myopic strategies when sampling information (Schulz & Gershman, 2019). Such myopic behavior is usually not optimal in our task because it does not save
you from a long detour.
We assume that the probability to stop sampling before all
ten samples are used is a softmax function of the highest unknown bridge value:
!−1
−βstop,0 +βstop,1 max V j
j
p(a = stop|S) = 1 + e
. (7)
Where βstop,0 is the stopping intercept and βstop,1 is the softmax temperature. Finally, if the agent does sample, we assume that the sampling probabilities are given by a softmax
on the bridge values:
p(a = sample bridge j|S, a 6= stop) ∝ eβbridgeV j .

(8)

The full model has seven free parameters: ω, k, d j , βpath ,
βbridge , βstop,0 , and βstop, 1 . The model was fitted with the
fmincon function in Matlab using 100 random initializations
to avoid local minima.
Alternative detour models We fitted the full model described above and compared this to all versions without the
three heuristic free parameters. Specifically, we compared
the full model to the model without: 1. uncertainty aversion
ω, 2. the preference to keep sampling on the same path k,
3. the near avatar bonus d j , 4. uncertainty aversion and the
near avatar bonus, 5, uncertainty aversion and the same path
preference, 6. same path preference and near avatar bonus, 7.
uncertainty aversion, same path preference, and near avatar
bonus. For model comparison, we computed the 95% confidence interval of the median difference in BIC between the

full model and each lesion model. We used bootstrapping
implemented in the R package “boot”. We consider the difference not significant if the interval contains 0.
Alternative heuristic models One alternative hypothesis is
that sampling is not driven by contingency plans, but rather
by the features of the bridge network. To test this, we developed a heuristic Feature model, in which the agent’s samples
are based on weighted graph theoretic features. Specifically,
for each bridge and on each observed state, we computed the
following four features: 1. Betweenness centrality, which is
the number of shortest paths from the sheep to the goal that
run through the bridge, 2. Distance to avatar, which is the
number of bridges between the current bridge and the avatar
using the shortest not closed path, 3. Detour length, which is
the shortest detour length from the current bridge to the goal
if the current bridge were closed, 4. Degree, which is the
number of connected bridges to the nodes attached to the current bridge. The model uses a weighted sum of these features,
augmented with a constant term to determine V j , the value of
bridge j. The probability of stopping is given by Eq. (7), and
the probability of sampling is given by:
p(a = sample bridge j|S, a 6= stop) ∝ eV j .

3. Rollout. A game is simulated until an end state is reached
(either the sheep reached the goal or when it is proven that
the sheep cannot reach the goal). We applied greedy rollouts with exploration noise to avoid bias in the trees.
4. Backpropagation. The reward is backpropagated up the
tree to update the value of the parent nodes. The reward
is the negative number of actions in stage 1 and 2 combined, as the task goal was to minimize the total number of
actions. The visit count of the parent nodes is also updated
by 1.

(9)

For this model, we also fitted the full model and compared
this to all versions with dropped-out features using the 95%
CI of the median BIC difference.

Approximating optimal behavior
Due to the large state space, computing the optimal solution
through dynamic programming is near-intractable. We therefore approximate the optimal policy using Monte Carlo Tree
Search (MCTS) and use its performance as a benchmark for
human behavior (Silver et al., 2016). MCTS is a decision tree
search algorithm in which evaluation of a node is done by
simulating actions until the game ends, the reward is then determined and backpropagated to its parent nodes. In standard
MCTS, the tree search is performed by iteratively building a
tree where the nodes represent states and the edges that connect the nodes represent actions. However, in our task, an
action did not always lead to the same state. Stochasticity
needed to be introduced to the tree because actions in which
the agent sampled or attempted to cross an unknown bridge
could result in either a state in which the bridge was open,
or a state in which it was closed. Therefore, we used MCTS
for stochastic environments, in which the tree had alternating
action nodes and chance nodes (Veness, Ng, Hutter, Uther, &
Silver, 2011). Action nodes describe the action space (i.e.,
all legal moves in the current state), and can these can have
two child nodes, called chance nodes, which represent the resulting state (i.e., one node for an open bridge and one for
a closed bridge). A single iteration can be described in four
steps:
1. Node selection. A node is chosen for expansion

We ran the algorithm for minimally 100,000 iterations per
node, calibrated to ensure that a stable policy is reached. The
Upper Confidence Bound for Trees (UCT) was used to choose
the node to expand (Kocsis & Szepesvári, 2006). UCT balances between exploitation of promising nodes and exploration of less often visited nodes. The leaf node with the
highest UCT value was selected for expansion.
The UCT forq

ln(Ni )
i
mula is as follows: UCT = −L
Ni + c
ni , where Li is the
cumulative number of actions of all games played at node i
to complete the puzzle. ni is the number of visits to node i,
Ni is the total number of visits to the root node, and c is the
exploration weight, here set√to 25 (corresponding to the theoretically optimal weight of 2 expected actions) to avoid bias
in the tree.
The resulting MCTS policy is not fully deterministic, for
example when a state contains action nodes in which visit
counts are uniformly distributed. We therefore generated data
of 100 MCTS agents to compare their policy to human data.

Results
How much information did people sample? We were first
interested in how often people sampled information overall.
In stage 1, people sampled before moving the sheep in stage
2 (m = 7.07; SD = 2.94 out of the ten possible remote samples
per puzzle). Next, we approximated the optimal policy using MCTS and compared sampling quantities between MCTS
and humans. Using a Mann-Whitney U test, we found no significant difference in the number of samples between humans
and MCTS in stage 1 of the task (U = 814, p = 0.491). However, human participants did make more moves in stage 2 than
was approximately optimal according to MCTS (U = 440, p
= 0.002, Figure 2a) and overall took more actions to complete the task than was optimal (U = 551, p = 0.02). Interestingly, this suggests that humans were roughly well calibrated
to the optimal amount of information sampling but possibly
the specifics choices for these samples were not as effective
at improving the avatars movements. In addition, after sampling a closed bridge, people often switched to sampling on
the new shortest path (Figure 2b). This suggests that people
switched to sampling on the next best plan after discovering
that the original plan could not lead to the goal.
Detour model shows the best fit The full model without a
preference k to sample bridges on the same path fitted best.

2. Expansion. The node is expanded by simulation
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Figure 2: Sampling data. A. Average number of actions in each stage for humans (orange) and the optimal policy approximated
using Monte Carlo Tree Search (blue). “Samples” are the remote samples in stage 1. “Moves” are the sheep avatar’s moves in
stage 2. The error bars show the between-subjects standard error of the mean. B. The proportion of samples on the new shortest
path after sampling a closed bridge (human data). On the x-axis, 0 = the new shortest path, 1 = a path that is one bridge longer
than the new shortest path, 2= two bridges longer, etc.
This model included free parameters for uncertainty aversion
and a near avatar bonus (Figure 3). This model also fitted
somewhat better than the best Feature model (median BIC
difference = -213, 95% CI [-355,-9]). Thereby suggesting
that sampling is driven by contingency planning, rather than
the visual representation of the graph’s features.
Action-by-action fits The primary choice data for this task
are rich and high dimensional (structured on a graph and depending on the agent’s position). As a result, the match between the model’s simulated data and the human data is best
evaluated on key features of the behavior. To visualize the
relationship between data and model fit, we plotted the probability of sampling an edge as function of various graph theory features that best describe the relation of each bridge to
the full puzzle. We also generated data using the parameter estimates of our computational model to compare this to
human data. Figure 3 shows the human data and the data generated by the fitted model as function of each graph feature.
This figure shows that the model fitted well and accounted
for qualitatively similar patterns as the human data. As expected, people preferred to sample bridges that would cause
a long detour length if closed (high detour length), were on
the shortest paths (high betweenness centrality), and had few
other bridges connected to them (low degree). The intuition
for preferring bridges that are connected to nodes with a low
degree is that alternative paths are less easily accessible from
those nodes. In an extreme case the bridge can be a bottleneck. As shown by the U-shaped curve for distance to avatar,
the near avatar bonus induced a bias to sample bridges that
were close to the goal, and in some cases biased to sampling
bridges that were close to the avatar (Figure 3b). The computational model also fitted human data better than the optimal
approximation derived by MCTS Figure 3). The fitted model
also performed better than a random strategy (median BIC
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difference = -126 in favor of our main model, with 95% CI
[-171, -55]).
Individual differences We next characterized individual
differences in sampling strategies. By using Ward’s hierarchical clustering method on the Euclidean distance between
estimates in the 6D parameter space, we found similarities
between subjects that translate into distinct behavioral strategies. Specifically, we found three distinct sampling strategies; sparse sampling near the goal, sampling from the goal
towards avatar on the shortest path, sampling from the avatar
towards the goal on the shortest path. Out of these three
strategies, sparse sampling near goal was the least prevalent
(about 10% of the subjects), while the other two strategies
were almost evenly prevalent. In our puzzles, sampling from
the goal towards the avatar is usually the better strategy as it
can save the agent from having to take a long detour. Sampling from the avatar towards the goal, however, might reflect
a myopic strategy.
We found a modest negative correlation between scores on
the Future Orientation Scale and the near avatar bonus parameter (r = -0.275, p = 0.006). This shows that people who
are less future oriented in their daily lives also sampled more
myopically on the task. There were no significant correlations between uncertainty aversion estimates and the scores
on the Future Orientation Scale or between trait impulsivity
as measured with the BIS-11 and either of the two parameter
estimates (all p ≥ 0.18).

Discussion
We aimed to identify guiding principles by which people
sample for the purpose of contingency planning. Past studies have established that people rarely consider a longer time
horizon when determining the sequence of information sampling (Meder, Nelson, Jones, & Ruggeri, 2019; Ma, Sanfey,

b) Feature model comparison

a) Detour model comparison

c) Model fits

Figure 3: Model comparisons and model fits. A. Detour model comparisons. B. Feature model comparisons. The x-axis shows
the 95% CI of the median BIC difference, which was computed using bootstrapping. A larger BIC difference indicates a better
fit. The difference is not significant if the 95% CI contains zero. A. model comparisons for the Detour model. B. Model
comparisons for the Feature model. C. Data and model fit as function of the four graph features. The black line graph with
error bars show the man and SEM of the human data using quantile bins. The shaded area depicts the SEM of the generated
data using the fitted model using the same bin centers as the human data. Red shaded region = Detour model. Blue = Feature
model. Grey = the optimal policy approximated using MCTS. Note that the y-axis range of the detour length plot is larger.
& Ma, 2020). Instead of planning ahead for their information
search they tend to adopt a myopic strategy, which is suboptimal (Nelson, Meder, & Jones, 2018). Yet, information sampling is often instrumental to planning and planning requires
thinking about future states. In daily life, people often gather
information to determine if their plans may or may not come
to fruition. We designed a novel planning task that allows
for information sampling prior to committing to a plan. In
this task, the utility of a sample can be determined by thinking about one’s future states in a given plan and compute the
cost of switching to a contingency plan. The utility of the
sample then increases with the cost of switching to a contingency plan. Using this task and a computational model of
contingency planning, we find that people do in fact identify information that is relevant over a longer time horizon
when they sample for the purpose of planning. This concept
is somewhat distinct from the question if people use stepwise
or optimal information utilities to guide search but does show
how representations of future actions can structure information sampling.
The samples generated by our computational model of contingency planning were qualitatively similar to the approxi-
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mated optimal solution derived with MCTS, and far outperformed a random strategy. We found that the computational
model fitted human behavior reasonably well and better than
a model in which the agent samples based on graph theoretic features, suggesting that people use the cost of switching to contingency plans to guide their sampling decisions.
We added two heuristics to the final model; uncertainty aversion and a near avatar bonus. These improved the model fit,
showing that people tend to avoid paths with a higher uncertainty and sometimes look insufficiently ahead. Insufficiently
looking ahead was ostensibly sensitive to individual differences and related to diminished orientation to the future in
daily life. Importantly, adding these heuristics does not abolish the effect of detour length, demonstrating that people use
the costs of contingency plans to determine where to sample.
A third heuristic, the bias to keep sampling on paths on which
previous samples were drawn, did not improve the model fit
and was therefore not included in the final model.
A recent study proposed that active information seeking
reveals which plans an individual considers, as information
search is directly observable whereas planning itself is not
(Callaway et al., 2021). This paper used a navigation un-

der uncertainty task in which information about rewards and
losses associated with road sections could be sampled. In
contrast to our work, they found that sampling was strongly
influenced by a myopic bias similar to our “near avatar
bonus”. This discrepancy might be due to the fact that we
intentionally designed our task to test whether contingency
planning drives sampling. This resulted in puzzles in which
some paths had a much higher cost of switching to the contingency plan (i.e., longer potential detour) than others.
One critical element of our model is the identification of
the shortest paths and identifying the approximate length of
the detour. It is likely that these computations are implemented efficiently by the perceptual system. Earlier work
on human performance on the Traveling Salesman problem
shows that humans far outperform simple construction algorithms, for review see (MacGregor & Chu, 2011). People also
perform much better in terms of solution speed and accuracy
when the Traveling Salesman problem is visually presented
than when it is presented as a table with intercity distances
(Polivanova, 1974). Nevertheless, a resource rational model
of sampling for contingency plans might be a more realistic
account. In future work this can for example be achieved by
adding a pruning parameter to the model (Huys et al., 2012)
such that the agent considers only a limited number of paths.
Information sampling studies typically show that people
adopt myopic strategies when sampling information. Here
we show that information sampling and planning are tied together and that people do consider their future states when
sampling for the purpose of planning. Our work thereby connects the planning and sampling literature.
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Abstract
There have been recently multiple calls to investigate the rhythmic behaviors (RBs) of nonhuman animals, as a way
to gain insight into the evolution of human rhythm cognition and musicality. Currently, the empirical data from nonhuman species is scarce. Most strikingly, we lack data from chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes), our closest genetic relatives.
Here, we present an observational study conducted at three sites (N=41), in which we systematically documented RBs
in chimpanzees, with a particular focus on functional contexts, sex differences and emotional correlates. We found that
RBs were frequent in chimpanzees, occurred primarily in social contexts, and often had social consequences. RBs were
not exclusively associated with high arousal or playfulness. RBs were more frequent in males than females, but sex did
not affect their social efficacy. Our findings are consistent with social theories on the evolution of musicality, but also
highlight a role for RBs in chimpanzee inter-sexual communication.
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Goffin’s cockatoos learn to discriminate objects based on weight alone in an object
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Abstract
Paying attention to weight is important when deciding upon an object’s efficacy or value in various contexts (e.g. tool use,
foraging). Proprioceptive discrimination learning, with objects that differ only in weight, has so far been investigated in
a handful of primate species. Here we show that while Goffin’s cockatoos learn faster when additional colour cues are
used, they can also quickly learn to discriminate between objects on the basis of their weight alone. Ultimately, the birds
learned to discriminate between visually identical objects on the basis of weight much faster than primates, although
methodological differences between tasks should be considered.
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I Know You Know I’m Signaling: Novel gestures are designed to guide observers’
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Abstract
For a gesture to be successful, observers must recognize its communicative purpose. Are communicators sensitive to
this problem and do they try to ease their observer’s inferential burden? We propose that people shape their gestures to
help observers easily infer that their movements are meant to communicate. Using computational models of recursive
goal inference, we show that this hypothesis predicts that gestures ought to reveal that the movement is inconsistent
with the space of non-communicative goals in the environment. In two gesture-design experiments, we find that people
spontaneously shape communicative movements in response to the distribution of potential instrumental goals, ensuring
that the movement can be easily differentiated from instrumental action. Our results show that people are sensitive to
the inferential demands that observers face. As a result, people actively work to help ensure that the goal of their
communicative movement is understood.
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Abstract
Co-creating meaning in conversation is challenging. Success is often determined by people’s abilities to coordinate their
language in strategic ways to signal problems and to align mental representations. Here we explore one set of grounding mechanisms, known as interactive linguistic alignment, that makes use of the ways people re-use, i.e., “align to,” the
lexical, semantic, and syntactic forms of others’ utterances. In particular, the focus is on the temporal development of
multi-level linguistic alignment and examine how its expression is related to communicative outcomes within a unique
collaborative problem-solving paradigm. The primary task, situated within an educational video game, requires creative
thinking between three people where the paths for possible solutions are highly variable. We find that over time interactions are marked by decreasing lexical and syntactic alignment, with a trade-off of increasing semantic alignment.
However, a greater semantic alignment does not necessarily translate into better team performance. Overall, these findings provide greater clarity on the role of grounding mechanisms in complex and dynamic collaborative problem-solving
tasks.
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Abstract
Two very different kinds of views exist of how infants learn about physics: on the one hand, through domain-specific
rules, on the other, through general purpose simulation. We attempt to reconcile these two views through a model that
uses simulation to bootstrap rule learning. This model makes a variety of predictions about rapid concept acquisition in
young infants which are consistent with experiments performed by developmental cognitive scientists. Consistent with
the developmental literature, our model learns physical rules from just a few examples, but only when those examples are
consistent with general physical principles. A model without simulation shows no such biases. Our approach provides
a general mechanism for explaining how simulation and rule learning might bootstrap off of each other throughout
development, and opens up a number of new questions about how children learn physical representations.
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Abstract
This study examines how linguistic knowledge is manifested in eye movements in reading, focusing on the effect of two
key word properties: frequency and surprisal, on three progressively longer standard fixation measures: First Fixation,
Gaze Duration and Total Fixation. Comparing English L1 speakers to a large and linguistically diverse group of English
L2 speakers, we obtain the following results. 1) Word property effects on reading times are larger in L2 than in L1. 2)
Differences between L1 and L2 speakers are substantially larger in the response to frequency than to surprisal. 3) The
functional form of the relation between fixation times and frequency and surprisal in L2 is superlinear. 4) In L2 speakers,
proficiency modulates frequency effects as a U shaped function. We discuss the implications of these results on theory of
language processing and acquisition, as well as the general interpretation of frequency and surprisal effects in reading.
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Abstract
When inferring the goals that others are trying to achieve, people intuitively understand that others might make mistakes along the way. This is crucial for activities such as teaching, offering assistance, and deciding between blame or
forgiveness. However, Bayesian models of theory of mind have generally not accounted for these mistakes, instead modeling agents as mostly optimal in achieving their goals. As a result, they are unable to explain phenomena like locking
oneself out of one’s house, or losing a game of chess. Here, we extend the Bayesian Theory of Mind framework to model
boundedly rational agents who may have mistaken goals, plans, and actions. We formalize this by modeling agents as
probabilistic programs, where goals may be confused with semantically similar states, plans may be misguided due to
resource-bounded planning, and actions may be unintended due to execution errors. We present experiments eliciting
human goal inferences in two domains: (i) a gridworld puzzle with gems locked behind doors, and (ii) a block-stacking
domain. Our model better explains human inferences than alternatives, while generalizing across domains. These findings indicate the importance of modeling others as bounded agents, in order to account for the full richness of human
intuitive psychology.
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Abstract
Coordinated hunting is widely observed in animals, and sharing rewards is often considered a major incentive for this
success. However, it is unclear what causal roles are played by this reward-sharing mechanism. In order to systematically
examine the effects of sharing rewards in animal coordinated hunting, we conduct a suite of modeling experiments using
a state-of-the-art multi-agent reinforcement learning algorithm. The models are trained and evaluated with a task that
simulates real-world collective hunting. We manipulate four evolutionarily important variables: reward distribution,
hunting party size, free-rider problems, and hunting difficulty. Our results indicate that individually rewarded predators
outperform predators that share rewards, especially when the hunting is difficult, the group size is large, and the action
cost is high. Moreover, predators with shared rewards suffer from the free-rider problem. We conclude that sharing
reward is neither necessary nor sufficient for modeling animal coordinated hunting through reinforcement learning.
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Abstract
Normative learning theories dictate that we should preferentially attend to informative sources, but only up to the point
that our limited learning systems can process their content. Humans, including infants, show this predicted strategic
deployment of attention. Here we demonstrate that rhesus monkeys, much like humans, attend to events of moderate
surprisingness over both more and less surprising events. They do this in the absence of any specific goal or contingent
reward, indicating that the behavioral pattern is spontaneous. We suggest this U-shaped attentional preference represents an evolutionarily preserved strategy for guiding intelligent organisms toward material that is maximally useful for
learning.
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Embodied morality: Repetitive motor actions change moral decision-making
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Abstract
Can the body affect our morals? In the present study, we tested if motor system activation can change our moral
decisions. Participants (N = 70) were presented with the choice to kill one person in order to save several lives. The
action was described by means of hand (e.g., “push”) or foot (e.g., “kick”) verbs. As a secondary task, they moved
rhythmically either their hands or their feet. Participants refused to act more often in both hand and foot dilemmas
when they had been moving the same effector. We propose that the repetitive rhythm activates motor areas, leading to
a more detailed simulation of the harmful act, so making more difficult the decision to carry it out. These findings reveal
that mundane activities of the body can affect our most elevated decisions and suggest a causal implication of the motor
system in moral cognition.
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Abstract
In a recent theoretical paper, Birsch, Schnell & Clayton (2020) introduced a multidimensional framework of animal
consciousness. In two online studies, we adopted their classification system and asked which of these dimensions contribute most to moral concern for non-human beings. Participants placed moral value on mental attributes more than
physical similarity to humans in biology, appearance, and size. Specifically, behavioural indications of rich and complex visual processing had strong effects on both consciousness ratings and moral concern, more so than indications of
self-awareness. Furthermore, moral worth was highly correlated with consciousness ratings, across items and participants. We discuss our findings in light of the philosophical debate over the moral significance of functional aspects of
consciousness (Carruthers, 2019; Danaher, 2020; Levy, 2014), and in relation to the relevance of the scientific study of
consciousness to ethics.
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Automatic computation of navigational affordances explains selective processing
of geometry in scene perception: behavioral and computational evidence
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Abstract
One of the more surprising findings in visual cognition is the apparent sparsity of our scene percepts. Yet, scene perception also enables planning and navigation, which require a detailed, structured analysis of the scene geometry, including
exit locations and the obstacles along the way. Here, we hypothesize that computation of navigational affordances (e.g.,
paths to an exit) is a “default” task in the mind, and that task induces selective analysis of the scene geometry most relevant to computing these affordances. In an indoor scene setting, we show that observers more readily detect changes
if these changes impact shortest paths to visible exits. We show that behavioral detection rates are explained by a new
model of attention that makes heterogeneous-precision inferences about the scene geometry, relative to how its different regions impact navigational affordance computation. This work provides a formal window into the contents of our
scene percepts.
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Perception of soft materials relies on physics-based object
representations:Behavioral and computational evidence
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Abstract
When encountering objects, we readily perceive not only low-level properties (e.g., color and orientation), but also seemingly higher-level ones–including aspects of physics (e.g., mass). Perhaps nowhere is this contrast more salient than in
the perception of soft materials such as cloths: the dynamics of these objects (including how their three-dimensional
forms vary) are determined by their physical properties such as stiffness, elasticity, and mass. Here we hypothesize
that the perception of cloths and their physical properties must involve not only image statistics, but also abstract object representations that incorporate ”intuitive physics”. We provide behavioral and computational evidence for this
hypothesis. We find that humans can visually match the stiffness of cloths with unfamiliar textures from the way they
undergo natural transformations (e.g. flapping in the wind) across different scenarios. A computational model that casts
cloth perception as mental physics simulation explains important aspects of this behavior. Full paper can be found at
https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.05.12.443806v1.
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Abstract
Inferences about other people’s knowledge and beliefs are central to social interaction. In many situations, however, it’s
not possible to be sure what other people know because their behavior is consistent with a range of potential epistemic
states. Nonetheless, this behavior can give us coarse intuitions about how much someone might know, even if we cannot
pinpoint the exact nature of this knowledge. We present a computational model of this kind of broad epistemic-state
inference, centered on the expectation that agents maximize epistemic utilities. We evaluate our model in a graded
inference task where people had to infer how much an agent knew based on the actions they chose. Critically, the
agent’s behavior was always under-determined, but nonetheless contained information about how much knowledge
they possessed. Our model captures nuanced patterns in participant judgments, revealing a quantitative capacity to
infer amorphous knowledge from minimal behavioral evidence.
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Abstract
We propose a computational model of social preference judgments that accounts for the degree of an agents’ uncertainty
about the preferences of others. Underlying this model is the principle that, in the face of social uncertainty, people
interpret social agents’ behavior under an assumption of expected utility maximization. We evaluate our model in two
experiments which each test a different kind of social preference reasoning: predicting social choices given information
about social preferences, and inferring social preferences after observing social choices. The results support our model
and highlight how uncertainty influences our social judgments.
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Abstract
Despite their apparent importance for the acquisition of fullfledged human intelligence, mechanisms of intrinsically motivated autonomous learning are poorly understood. How do humans identify useful sources of knowledge and decide which
learning situations to approach in the absence of external rewards? While the recognition of this important problem has
grown in psychological sciences over the recent years, an intriguing proposition for the possible mechanism comes from
artificial intelligence, where efficient autonomous learning is
achieved by programming agents to follow the heuristic of
maximizing learning progress (LP) during exploration. In this
study, we set out to examine the empirical evidence for this
idea. Using computational modeling, we demonstrate that humans show signs of following LP while they freely explore
and practice a set of multiple learning activities of varying difficulty, including an activity that is impossible to learn. Different approaches to operationalizing the notion of LP and their
plausibility in light of empirical data are also discussed. We
also show that models combining several types of intrinsic rewards fit better human exploration data than single component
models considered so far in theoretical accounts.
Keywords: intrinsic motivation; curiosity; learning progress;
computational modeling; model comparisons;

Introduction
Intrinsically-motivated learning is a major force in human development (Oudeyer & Smith, 2016; Gopnik, 2020). Also
known as curiosity-driven learning, it allows humans to efficiently explore a variety of experiences and enables them to
become more knowledgeable and competent, and thus more
prepared for the challenges that the future might bring. The
ability to autonomously control one’s engagement in learning
activities is important because the complex world offers our
equally complex minds infinitely many tasks to try. These
tasks vary in how many resources they require from individual learners and can even be inherently unlearnable. In
order to efficiently navigate through the space of intellectual challenges, humans rely on a cognitive machinery for
self-regulated learning (Gottlieb, Oudeyer, Lopes, & Baranes,
2013). However, the precise mechanistic principles underlying intrinsically-motivated learning in humans – specifically, the mechanisms of task selection – remain insufficiently
understood (Oudeyer & Smith, 2016; Gottlieb & Oudeyer,
2018).
Related literature on information-seeking in instrumental
contexts (Gershman, 2019) proposes that purposeful exploration is guided by reward uncertainty. Exploring uncertain
options is traded-off for exploiting rewarding ones with the
purpose of potentially increasing the instrumental value in
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the long-run. A recent study that departs from instrumental
decision-making and focuses on information demand for the
sake of knowing (Kobayashi, Ravaioli, Baranès, Woodford,
& Gottlieb, 2019) reports that humans attribute value to information based on at least two distinct factors. Participants
in this study showed individual variability in their tendencies
to request information that reduces outcome uncertainty and
maximize anticipatory utility.
However, curiosity-driven investigations in humans often
span longer time periods than most of the literature on intrinsically motivated information-seeking, including (Kobayashi
et al., 2019) considers. Such investigations are often concerned with a related but distinct problem of identifying and
characterizing sources of information, rather than seeking individual pieces of information (Gottlieb & Oudeyer, 2018).
Learning even the basic competences often requires prolonged periods of practice and in the world of many potential
things to learn one must constrain the search for information
to tasks that are not just unknown but also learnable.
This problem of time-extended exploration is widely recognized in artificial intelligence, where there is a need to
explicitly model decision processes over self-imposed goals
(Forestier, Portelas, Mollard, & Oudeyer, 2017; Pathak,
Agrawal, Efros, & Darrell, 2017). One prominent idea circulates in developmental robotics (Oudeyer, Kaplan, & Hafner,
2007; Colas, Fournier, Chetouani, Sigaud, & Oudeyer, 2019),
a field that studies artificial learning in realistic world settings. Here, the agent is provided with means to metacognitively track its competence progress (also called learning progress, or LP) across different tasks (also called goal
spaces), and uses this measure to assign interest to tasks that
are neither too easy nor too difficult – tasks on which progress
in learning is high. In such contexts, agents that maximize
uncertainty or incompetence are prone to getting stuck in attempting to learn impossible tasks (Gottlieb et al., 2013).
Effectiveness of autonomous learning in humans raises a
possibility that a self-monitoring architecture of the type studied in artificial agents is implemented in the human brain. Yet
the empirical support for this idea is sparse. A few related
studies provide indirect evidence by reporting human preferences for items and tasks of intermediate difficulty (e.g.,
Kidd, Piantadosi, & Aslin, 2012; A. F. Baranes, Oudeyer, &
Gottlieb, 2014). One recent infant study (Poli, Serino, Mars,
& Hunnius, 2020) showed an association between LP and
allocation of attention, but did not investigate this link in a

multi-task, time-extended learning setting. Finally, our recent
study presented direct evidence for adult humans’ reliance on
LP computation in a multitask setting with a distractor activity Ten, Kaushik, Oudeyer, & Gottlieb, 2021. However,
we only considered one particular form of LP (i.e., absolute
competence progress over the recent past in a fixed-size memory). The current study is an immediate extension of our previous work (Ten et al., 2021) investigating the role of LP in
a multiple-task setting where learning is self-regulated and
time-extended. We use behavioral data from the so-called
”internal goal” group of participants from Ten et al., 2021.
These participants were required to complete a minimum
number of trials (see Methods/Behavioral task) but were otherwise free in a way they wished to interact with the available
learning activities. The novelty of the current study over our
previous work is mainly in considering a much wider range
of decision-making models that are incidentally more expressive.
Our main objective was to assess whether humans rely
on LP for guiding their intrinsically-motivated exploration of
multiple tasks. For this, we defined two distinct types of LP
and used a computational model of decision-making to estimate the individual degree of reliance on these measures. Additionally, we studied the related ideas of competence (Elliot
et al., 2000) and uncertainty (Gershman, 2019; Kobayashi et
al., 2019) optimization, and used information-theoretic model
comparisons to evaluate the involvement of these factors in
individual decision-making. Since we set out to fit a separate model to each decision-maker, our secondary goal was
to examine the individual differences in self-organized exploration. Finally, as we model the mechanisms of LP computation explicitly, we were also interested in exploring which
parameter values for these mechanisms best explain human
behaviour.

stimuli could be correct or incorrect. Before beginning the
free exploration task, participants underwent a familiarization stage, which consisted of 4 blocks of 15 trials with randomly sampled exemplars from each activity, such that each
block included samples from one activity. After familiarization, participants gave their subjective judgments of the future learnability of each activity and proceeded to complete
250 free-choice trials.
To control the difficulty of the learning activities we manipulated the complexity of their categorization rules. Classification in each activity (except the random activity) was based
on the visual features of the exemplars. In the easiest activity
(A1), the classes were based on variation along a single variable feature. The next easiest activity (A2) had exemplars that
varied along two features only one of which determined the
exemplar class. In the most difficult activity which was still
learnable (A3), the classification rule was based on a combination between 2 variable features. Lastly, the 4th activity
(A4) was essentially unlearnable as feedback provided to the
participants was sampled randomly with equally probability
of correct and incorrect on each trial. Crucially, we did not explicitly provide any information about the classification rules
of the stimuli. Participants had to discover the rule of each
family (or lack thereof) through trial-end-error and could only
achieve high classification accuracy on learnable activities by
repeatedly choosing to interact with them.

Methods
Behavioral task
Participants (N = 159), recruited on the Amazon MTurk platform, were paid $1 to perform an online task in which they
were allowed to repeatedly choose between four learning activities (Fig. 1). Each trial started by prompting the participant to choose one of 4 activities depicted as families of
fictional creatures. After choosing an activity (Fig. 1a, 1 ),
the participant received a randomly drawn exemplar from the
corresponding activity, then guessed the category which that
exemplar belonged to (categories were strictly nested within
activities; Fig. 1a, 2 ), and after, received binary feedback
regarding their guess (Fig. 1a, 3 ). No additional compensation was provided based on performance during the task.
The only explicit requirement given in the instructions was
to complete at least 250 trials of the task. Importantly, the
instructions conveyed no expectations for what needed to be
done, in what order, or how. The instructions also remained
neutral with respect to feedback the participants would receive, stating only that their attempted classification of the
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Figure 1: Trial structure during free play. a, (adapted from (Ten
et al., 2021)). The panels show 3 example trials. Each trial is completed in 3 steps.A trial begins with a choice of the learning activity
among the 4 icons of the menu on the left 1 . This triggers a presentation of a random exemplar from the chosen stimulus family and
a prompt to classify the exemplar into one of two family-specific
classes. Upon providing a response 2 , the participant receives
feedback 3 and proceeds to step 1 of the next trial. b, Activity
selection rates across time were mostly uniform, but a slight preference for A1 can be seen. c, Performance, measures as percentage
of correct responses over the familiarization trials. The ordering of
objective performance is in line with the designed difficulty of the
four activities.

Computational modeling

∆Vt|α,c = |Vt|α −Vt|c·α |

We model activity selection on each trial of self-directed exploration as a value-based probabilistic choice. We assume
that the choice of activity partly depends on the subjective
utility of the choice options which is itself a function of several factors. We generate a large space of hypotheses about
these latent factors and assess evidence for these hypotheses using information theoretic criteria. Our hypothesis space
was based on a set of four variables corresponding to different
types of intrinsic rewards:
• Competence (M) defined as the (exponentially weighted)
mean of correct responses over time; Change in
competence (∆M) defined as the difference between
competence over a recent versus distant past (a form of
learning progress).

Each of the four definitions provides a formal specification of
the space of hypotheses about how a learner might compute a
given aspect of his or her performance on a task, and we have
to treat them as hypotheses because we do not know what the
values of the recency-weight parameters might be, i.e., we
do not know the time extent of LP computation. However,
these are not the only hypotheses we are seeking to evaluate
in the study. Our focus is on assessing what combination(s) of
the four features – however they are parameterized – best explains how people self-organize their activities. To that end,
we define a set of utility functions that define the ”interestingness” in each activity as a linear combination of activity
features:
Ui,t = β1 Mi,t|α + β2Vi,t|α + β3 ∆Mi,t|α,c + β4 ∆Vi,t|α,c

• Uncertainty (V ) defined as the (exponentially weighted)
variance of received feedback over time; Change in
uncertainty (∆V ) defined as the difference between
uncertainty over a recent versus distant past (another a
form of learning progress).
Each of these variables represents a separate utility component that is dynamically updated for the sampled activity
by receiving feedback, xt ∈ {0, 1}, where t is a time index.
Competence and uncertainty are computed, respectively, as
exponentially-weighted mean (eq. 1) and variance (eq. 2) of
the incoming feedback (see Finch, 2009):
(1)

Vt|α = (1 − α)(Vt−1 + α(xt − Mt−1 )2 )

(2)

Here, α ∈ [0, 1] is a recency-weight parameter that controls
the extent to which the latest feedback, xt , influences the current estimates M and ∆V . We use the ”|α” notation to indicate that the corresponding quantity is parameterized by α.
The change in each of these estimates is computed by taking
the absolute difference between the current estimate (respectively, Mt|α and Vt|α ) and the estimates Mt|c·α and Vt|c·α computed with a smaller recency-weight c · α, where c ∈ [0, 1].
Scaling down the α parameter by c produces estimates that
are relatively more representative of the more distant past.
The contrast between two estimates representing different
time scales provides an estimate of the temporal derivative
(or a slope) of the recent estimate. Taking the absolute value
of the contrasts1 causes the utility model to be attracted to
positive and negative changes in performance. Therefore, we
can compute changes in competence (∆M) and uncertainty
(∆V ) as follows:
∆Mt|α,c = |Mt|α − Mt|c·α |

(3)

1 The

idea of using the absolute value of the difference comes
from the machine learning literature where it was shown to work
well for guiding the curiosity-driven exploration (A. Baranes &
Oudeyer, 2013; Colas et al., 2019)
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(5)

where i indexes a learning activity. Equation 5 represents
many different utility models, some of which exclude some
or all of the features by settng the corresponding β coefficient
to a constant value of 0. Thus, the set of 4 task-performance
features gives us 16 hypothesis spaces of variable dimensionality; each hypothesis space is spanned by combinations of
free parameters β as well as the recency-weight parameter α
and a scaling parameter c where it is applicable.
We model the trial-by-trial choice of a learning activity as
a utility-based stochastic process (see Daw, 2011):
pt (choicei ) =

Mt|α = Mt−1 + α(xt − Mt−1 )

(4)

eUi,t ×τ
∑k∈K eUk,t ×τ

(6)

where Ui,t is the subjective value of activity i at time t, and k
indexes all items in the set of available activities K (including
i); the additional free parameter τ, controls choice stochasticity.
Parameter estimation was performed using the choice and
feedback data from individual trials of free play by minimizing the negative sum of log likelihood values over those trials
(see Daw, 2011). Parameter optimization was performed using the L-BFGS-B nonlinear numerical optimization method
(Byrd, Lu, Nocedal, & Zhu, 1995) with bound constraints of
[-1, 1] for the β coefficients, [0, 1] for α and c, and [0, 1000]
for τ. We randomly initialized 10 optimization bouts for each
participant and each model form and selected the best fitting
models for the reported analyses. All code use for modeling
and analyses is freely available at https://github.com/
flowersteam/utility-space-cogsci-2021

Results
Time allocation and learning
As expected, providing minimal cues about the external expectations of the experimenters resulted in a highly variable
choice behavior (Fig. 1b). At any point in time participants
where approximately equally distributed across the four activities, with occasional peaks of popularity for certain activities (e.g., A1 in the beginning and in the end, A4 around trial

160). There was also a lot of variability in the overall percentage of correct responses, but the success rates varied systematically with the designed difficulty of the learning activities (Fig. 1c). A one-way ANOVA of the initial performance
measured by % of correct response by activity was significant
(F(3, 1344) = 136.28, p < .001)) and post hoc contrasts using Tukey’s HSD correction confirmed that performance was
significantly different between any pair of learning activities
(p < .01). Thus, the difficulty manipulation worked as expected and provided a basis for exploring the set of activities
by difficulty.
One potential concern for a behavioral task that empowers the participant to choose their own activities is a potential
for unaccounted choice variables. Such potential nuisance effects were minimized by randomizing difficulty levels across
monster types: monster families had constant difficulty for
each participants, but different families had different difficulties between participants. The benefit of letting the participant decide what to learn when is in mimicking the natural
learning environment to better capture the ongoing decisionmaking process that is concurrent with learning.

Figure 2: Model comparisons. Different colors identify model
forms across the subpanels. a, Distributions of AICc scores. The
boxes show the interquartile range, with lines inside them representing the median values. The whiskers include the entire range of
each distribution. The vertical red line shows the AIC score of the
random-choice model (AIC = 693.15). b, Frequency of the best
models. The plot shows the frequencies of finding each model form
as the highest-ranking model within participants.

Model comparisons

model provided worse fit in 91.82% of participants.

What model forms best explain the choices? We fitted
each of the 16 models forms of the variable set to each participant’s data (note that the null model that excludes all the utility components corresponds to a uniform-choice model with
0 parameters). The fitted models can be compared within
each participant (but not across participants) using the AICc
scores (Symonds & Moussalli, 2011). Fig. 2 presents the distributions of AICc scores of all models, grouped by model
form (Fig. 2a) and the frequencies with which various model
forms had minimum AICc scores within participants. Across
participants, the most frequently encountered best model was
a trivariate-utility model that included the M ∆M and ∆V
components. It was also the model with the lowest median
AICc. However, other models forms were also frequently
found to be the best models and in general, multivariate models with 3 to 4 components explained participants’ choices
better than models with less components.
We also compared 4 bivariate model forms with the fixedsize memory competence and learning-progress bivariate
model forms from Ten et al., 2021 in order to examine
whether fitting the time horizons of competence and LP computations lets us fit the choices better. The fixed-size memory model included 2 utility components: (1) a flat-average
competence component computed over the last 15 trials on
an activity, and (2) a learning-progress component computed
as the absolute difference between flat-average scores of the
first one-third of the last 15 trials and the last one-third of
these trials (see Ten et al., 2021 for details). The 4 bivariate
models from the present study included the following utility
compositions: M + ∆M; M + ∆V ; V + ∆M; and V + ∆V . One
of these model forms had lower AICc than a fixed-size memory model in 65.41% of participants. Compared to any model
form from the present study, the bivariate fixed-size memory

Whereas criteria like AICc are useful for quantitative assessments of relative likelihoods, it is important to inspect
how the models reproduce the relevant patterns in the observed behavior. For this purpose, we simulated freely exploring learners using coefficients from the fitted models to
see if the simulated task choices would match the observed
choices and in what way might the multivariate models provide a superior fit. We show the results in Fig. 3.
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The simulations demonstrate that the best-fitting univariate
models could qualitatively reproduce time allocation trends
for simpler strategies, like preferring the easiest activity (A1),
as seen in the entire sample as well as in the worst 30 learners in our sample2 . However, the univariate models did not
do well at reproducing more sophisticated behaviors, like allocating time in proportion to activity difficulty (as seen in
the best 30 learners; Fig. 3, middle row). On the other hand,
the best-fitting trivariate models, which included at least one
variant of the LP component, were able to reproduce the this
pattern well.
Both quantitative and qualitative evaluations of fit of multivariate models strongly suggest that 1) at least one form of LP
is present in the most likely models, and 2) activity choices
are likely shaped by a combination of different decision factors and no single component can adequately explain selfdetermined exploration. In the next section, we explore the
covariation among the fitted utility-component coefficients
across individuals and discuss its relationship with learning.

2 The best and worst learner groups were determined by the
difficulty-weighted %correct score. The weights were assigned by
ranking activities by their relative difficulty (i.e., A1 measures were
weighted by 61 , A2 by 26 , and A3 by 36

Examining variability in fitted utility parameters
It is possible that a combination of individually weak components can make up a very strong component. To better understand how people might combine utility components we
analyzed the variability of fitted coefficients. Specifically, we
used the principal component analysis (PCA) which allowed
us to assess how these fitted coefficients varied together in
order to identify the main dimensions of variability.
What are the main dimensions of variability across individuals? A preliminary fit showed that 2 components were
enough to explain 77% of variation in the fitted coefficients.
We used the raw (non-standardized) coefficients, as they were
all on the same scale due to the bound-constrains between 0
and 1 on parameter optimization. However, since we used the
coefficient values from the best fitting models in each participant, we had to substitute the missing values of the coefficients in models that did not include a certain component
with 0, which is consistent with that component not influencing the overall utility in any way.
We present the table of correlations of model coefficients
with the fitted PCs (Table 1). The correlations clearly show
that variations in ∆V and V coefficients were the most prominent in our participants. The first PC captures the tendency
to chose tasks according to the changing uncertainty and to
much lesser extents to the estimates of uncertainty and change
in competence. The second component is most strongly related to sensitivity to the current estimates of uncertainty,
characterizing learners who seek to maximize the feedback
variance. This, variation in the two uncertainty-based components seem to explain most of variability among the coefficients of the best-fitting models.
How does the observed variability relate to learning?
While most of the best-fitting model forms in Fig. 2 which
compares fits by AICc included the M component, the PCA
shows that this factor – while important for explaining task
choices – did not vary systematically with any of the PCs.

PC1

PC2

Variance explained

.49

.27

∆V
V
∆M
M

.62
.18
-.12
.01

.11
-.46
-.13
.02

Table 1: Correlations of the original variables (fitted coefficients) and two principal components.

Most of variability in the fitted coefficients was attributable
to V and ∆V which suggests that participants relied on these
signals to varying degrees. We were interested in whether this
variation was related to learning.
First, we measured each participant’s overall improvement
by subtracting (1) the initial difficulty-weighted performance
scores computed from the first 15 trials of each learnable
task from (2) the final difficulty-weighted scores computed
from the last 15 trials on each learnable task. This gave us
a measure of the difference between final and initial performance (higher values correspond to more improvement). We
then tested whether Pearson correlation coefficients between
these scores and each of the PCs was different from 0. The
tests showed positive and marginally significant correlation
between learning and PC1 (r(157) = 0.162, p = 0.041) and
a negative correlation between learning and PC2 (r(157) =
−0.158, p = 0.047), but no correlation between learning any
of the individual coefficients except V (r(157) = 0.211, p =
0.008). Overall, this shows that combinations of components
of learning dynamics predict improvement better than individual components. The positive strong correlation between
improvement and V is not necessarily at odds with this conclusion, because high feedback variance can indicate changing performance (∆M) while low feedback variance can indicate either consistently high or low performance (M).

Temporal extent of progress computation

Figure 3: Simulated choices based on fitted parameters. The
simulations were performed by first bootstrap-sampling 1000 bestfitting trivariate or univariate models from either the full sample of
participants (top row), or 30 best learners (middle row) or 30 worst
learners. The bootstrapped models were then used to make free
choices for 250 trials using simulated feedback generated with the
actual correct-response probabilities observed in the full sample.
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What time-scales for computing LP explain the data best?
To answer this question we examined the distributions of
the fitted recency-weights taken from the best fitting models of each participant that had either ∆M or ∆V or both
in their best model. To simplify the interpretation of the
recency-weight parameters, we computed their reciprocals
1
) which measure, respectively, the extent
(n1 = α1 and n2 = c·α
to which the computations of recent competence and uncertainty depend on older data (n1 ), and the extent to which longterm competence and uncertainty estimates depend on it (n2 ).
Thus, higher values of an ni parameter can be interpreted as
longer time-windows over which a weighted estimate is computed. Estimates computed with lower ni parameter values
are more noisy and less inert.
The top-left histogram of Fig. 4a (note the logarithmic
scale) shows the distribution of the fitted n1 parameters. Most
of the values are concentrated at the low end of the distribu-

tion3 , suggesting that the running estimates of competence
and uncertainty were computed over relatively small timewindows (n1 ≤ 10). The bottom-left plot shows that the contrasting long-term estimates tended to include information
about more data from the past as indicated by a less pronounced tail. Nevertheless, the majority of n2 values were
between 1 and 100. The top-right histogram, is also interesting, as it shows the differences in n1 and n2 parameters. Corresponding to the distribution of n2 , these spanned up to three
orders of magnitude but where mostly contained between 1
and 100. Importantly the same pattern in n2 − n1 differences
was observed in a sub-sample of top 30 learners as measured
by their difficulty-weighted final %correct. These distributions show that the fitted models used relatively short time
windows for the running estimates of competence and uncertainty, but a range of relatively long and short temporal contrasts to track changes in these estimates. These are in the
range in which both the recent estimates and the changes in
these estimates are relatively well-behaved (not too noise and
3 Some participants had very small c · α values which resulted in
log10 transforms that were too high for further processing. These
values where clamped to n2 derived from the minimum c · α in the
data set. This is why there is a stump at the high end of each distribution involving n2

Figure 4: a. Distributions of log10 -transformed temporal coefficients, n1 = 1/α and n2 = 1/(c · α). The log10 transformation
makes the values easy to interpret. Each bin of the histograms has
a width of 0.5, so the first bin contains values of ni approximately
between 1 and 3, the next bin has values in [3, 10], then [10, 30],
[30, 100], [100, 300] and so on. The bottom-right plot shows the
distribution of log10 (n2 − n1 ) scores in the top 30 learners. b, Comparison of using fixed vs fitted feature computation. Brighter
colors indicate higher relative values (within the panels). In each
panel, each pixel shows the value of the labeled quantity for each
task, averaged across subjects and for all past trials (i.e., a moving
average). Only the best learners where used to generate these plots
(top 30 participants in difficulty-weighted final performance across
learnable activities).
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not too inert).
What forms of LP indicate learnability better? Previous work on modeling free choice in multi-task settings used
fixed temporal window sizes for computing running estimates of competence and competence progress (see Ten et
al., 2021). We extend this work by explicitly modeling the
computation of task features. We are thus in a position to assess the validity of different approaches to operationalizing
LP. Ten et al., 2021 used a fixed-size memory approach in
which both competence and LP were computed over a moving window of a constant size (15 trials). Specifically, competence was computed as a flat average of correct guesses over a
moving window and LP was computed as the absolute difference between the first 10 and the last 9 trials of that window.
Moreover, Ten et al., 2021 did not consider any equivalents
of V or ∆V but these are easily implemented for fixed-sized
windows, so we can compare the validity of LP computation
of competence- and uncertainty-based variants as well as the
fixed vs. fitted temporal parameterization.
First, we selected the top 30 learners (as measured by their
final difficulty-weighted % correct score). It was important
to isolate ”good learners” because our instructions did not require participants to learn. While some participants underchallenged and seemed to be mainly driven my maximizing
percent progress, for the present analysis we were specifically interested in ways to model the role of LP in motivated
learners. We used this sub-sample’s response-feedback histories in each activity to compute the estimates of ∆M and
∆V using both fixed and fitted time-scale parameters. Fig. 4b
presents the resulting estimates for the first 50 trials on each
activity (starting from trial 16 to accommodate the fixed time
windows, which corresponds to the first trial of the free-play
stage). The estimates were averaged across participants and
smoothed over time to reveal the patterns.
A good measure of LP should reflect changing performance on any task: (1) it should be initially high but decreasing for very easy tasks (A1 and A2), reflecting the initial
surge and an eventual plateau, (2) it should also be relatively
stable and steady for difficult tasks on which the performance
changes slowly (A3), and (3) it should be consistently low for
an unlearnable task (A4).
These properties of a good LP measure were observed sporadically across contrasted measures of LP. Fig. 4b shows the
initially high but decreasing signal for fixed ∆M, fixed ∆V ,
and fitted ∆M. A constantly low and unchanging signal was
given by fixed ∆V and fitted ∆M. Finally, a relatively high
and consistent signal for the intermediate-difficulty task (A3)
was provided only by the fitted V measure. Overall, these
sporadic patterns might explain why the best models combine
multiple features. Moreover, given that the fixed M measure,
as used in Ten et al., 2021, does not seem particularly optimal
for providing a good LP signal, this analysis also points to
the potential benefits of parameterizing and fitting the timehorizon of LP computation, as well as considering different
forms of LP.

Thus, the issue of approximating the veridical time-scales
over which the LP computation might occur is important if
we want to test theoretical predictions about the role of LP
in exploration. Therefore, future work addressing this issue
more systematically and with more focus will undoubtedly
be important for promoting our level of understanding of the
mechanisms for self-directed learning.

Conclusion
Our study provides an exploration of the idea that humans
rely on LP in organizing free exploration. We present some
early evidence for this idea by using a behavioral task that
is appropriate for probing information-seeking over extended
periods of time. Specifically, we show that humans rely
on a combination of decision factors, including how much
progress they are making in reducing outcome uncertainty,
but also the running estimates of competence and uncertainty.
We also show that people rely on a wide range of strategies,
but primarily and orthogonally differ in their sensitivities to
change in uncertainty and to the level of uncertainty. Finally,
we provide some indication that uncertainty progress might
be a more efficient form of LP for tracking difficult but learnable tasks while avoiding tasks that cannot be learned.
Future research investigating the ecological roles of different kinds of intrinsic rewards and detailing the principles of
their interaction will be useful for advancing our understanding of curiosity-drivel learning in humans.
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Abstract

the topic of non-arbitrariness in language from a broader perspective, showing that adults can associate visually presented
characters (Koriat & Levy, 1977) and auditorily presented
words (Berlin, 1995) of a foreign language to their meaning,
with an accuracy above chance. Furthermore, it has been
shown that participants perform above chance when pairing
up words with opposite meanings in languages to which they
have not been exposed (Nuckolls, 1999), and when estimating
the concreteness of words from languages unknown to them
(Reilly et al., 2017).

The present paper addresses the study of cross-linguistic
phonosemantic correspondences within a deep learning framework. An LSTM-based Recurrent Neural Network is trained
to associate the phonetic representation of a word, encoded as
a sequence of feature vectors, to its corresponding semantic
representation in a multilingual and cross-family vector space.
The processing network is then tested, without further training, in a language that does not appear in the training set and
belongs to a different language family. The performance of
the model is evaluated through a comparison with a monolingual and mono-family upper bound and a randomized baseline.
After the assessment of the network’s performance, the distribution of phonosemantic properties in the lexicon is inspected
in relation to different (psycho)linguistic variables, showing a
link between lexical non-arbitrariness and semantic, syntactic,
pragmatic, and developmental factors.
Keywords: Phonosymbolism; cross-lingualism; deep learning

Introduction
The relation between sound and meaning has held a particular fascination over philosophers and linguists since time
immemorial. In the history of Western thought, the first documented inquiry dates back to the platonic dialogue Cratylus,
where Socrates initially suggests that words fit their referents
in virtue of the sounds they are made of. Other endeavors from
ancient times that attempted to lead the semantic properties
of referents back to their phonetic realization are found in the
Hinduist (Aitareya Aranyaka III.2.6.2) and Buddhist (Kūkai’s
Shôjijissôgi) heritage. In recent times, this fascinating hypothesis has progressively lost the interest of scholars, especially
in the structuralist linguistic tradition, which emphasized the
arbitrariness in such relation (Saussure, 1964). The topic has
recaptured its original attractiveness in the field of cognitive
science, which has included in its domain of study topics
whose inquiry traditionally fell under the wing of philosophy.
Within this framework, the attention has particularly focused
on the link between sound and shape. A prominent example of
the naturally biased mappings came from Köhler’s finding that,
when asked to match two novel shapes with the non-words
‘maluma’ and ‘takete’, English-speaking adults tended to label as ‘maluma’ the curled shape, and as ‘takete’ the sharp
one (Köhler, 1929). This germinal study paved the way to
a number of replications and expansions of its findings, that
reproduced Köhler’s results in different geocultural contexts
(Bremner et al., 2013) and at different developmental stages
(Maurer et al., 2006). Since then, different studies have tackled
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Recently, the notion of a sound-symbolic mapping between
phonetic and semantic representations has gone from being
a marginal – although appealing – matter to being integrated
into broader theories of language evolution (Ramachandran &
Hubbard, 2001), processing (Lockwood & Tuomainen, 2015)
and acquisition (Asano et al., 2015; Imai et al., 2008). Indeed, rejecting the assumption of a totally arbitrary mapping
between sound and meaning sensibly reduces the problem
space of language emergence, establishing constraints on the
consensus on word choice. Furthermore, a systematic relation
between a sound and its referent might help with memory
consolidation in the process of language acquisition (Sathian
& Ramachandran, 2019). Phonosemantic correspondences
have been shown to affect different cognitive faculties other
than language, such as memory (Ramachandran & Hubbard,
2001), categorization (Lupyan & Casasanto, 2015), and emotion recognition (Slavova et al., 2019); moreover, they exert
an influence on actional processes such as phonatory behavior (Parise & Pavani, 2011), spatial navigation (Rabaglia et
al., 2016), and hand grip (Vainio et al., 2013). Given their
widespread effects, it is reasonable to suspect that phonosemantic biases might not be limited to few circumscribed phonetic or semantic clusters, but may instead pervade the lexicon
beyond the aforementioned anecdotal cases.
Within the computational framework, the analysis of
phonosemantic biases has mainly followed two general trends
(Gutiérrez et al., 2016): a localist approach, aimed at identifying some islands of non-arbitrariness in language (Sagi & Otis,
2008; Abramova et al., 2013; Abramova & Fernández, 2016),
and a global program, directed toward an assessment of its pervasiveness and sistematicity (Shillcock et al., 2001; Monaghan
et al., 2014; Tamariz, 2008; Dautriche et al., 2017). The first
part of our work fits into the second trend, and aims to extend

the previous findings through an exploration of phonosemantic regularities beyond the limits of a single language. To
our knowledge, few studies have tackled the topic of sound
symbolism from a cross-linguistic perspective, generally focusing on a small set of concepts or words on a massively
multilingual scale (Blasi et al., 2016; Wichmann et al., 2010;
Johanssohn et al., 2020). Our study, in contrast, aims to perform a lexicon-wide analysis on a selected set of languages.
In the present work, we evaluated the performance of a
Long Short-Term Memory network (LSTM) in associating
phonetic vector sequences with semantic vectors in a multilingual space, reporting an above-chance score of the model in an
unseen language. We constructed and compared three different
models, based on the same neural architecture but characterized by different linguistic distances between the items in the
training and in the test set. A cross-family model was trained
in seven languages belonging to seven language families, and
tested in a language that did not appear in the training set and
corresponded to a different family. The performance of the
cross-family model was compared with the results of (a) a
mono-family model, trained and tested on eight Indoeuropean
languages, and (b) a monolingual model, trained and tested
on different subsets of the Italian lexicon. Our multilingual
experiments were configured as zero-shot transfer tests, where
the internal representations learned by the models were applied without further training to unseen vocabularies. The
performances of the three networks were contrasted with their
randomized counterparts, showing that the LSTMs learned
a generative process where the semantic representation produced in response to a word’s sound resembled the word’s
actual meaning more than it would be expected by chance.
Then, we proposed an attempt to bridge the gap between localist and globalist approaches to phonosymbolism exploiting the
LSTM predictions to derive a metric of a word’s phonosemantic transparency. Finally, we adopted that metric to inspect the
relation between the induced degree of non-arbitrariness and
different (psycho)linguistic factors.

Methods
In the present study, an LSTM-based Recurrent Neural Network was trained to associate the phonetic to the corresponding
semantic representation of a word. Semantic representations
consisted in 300-dimensional word embeddings in a multilingual vector space, whereas their corresponding phonetic
features were expressed as sequences of phonetic vectors in
22 dimensions. The experimental pipeline is summarized in
the flowchart in Figure 1.

Set

Language

Family

Training (cross-family condition)

Arabic
Hungarian
Indonesian
Thai
Vietnamese
Turkish
Tamil
Bengali
Hindi
Polish
Ukrainian
Dutch
French
Spanish
Italian
Italian

Afroasiatic
Uralic
Austronesian
Tai-Kadai
Austroasiatic
Turkic
Dravidian
Indoeuropean
Indoeuropean
Indoeuropean
Indoeuropean
Indoeuropean
Indoeuropean
Indoeuropean
Indoeuropean
Indoeuropean

Training (mono-family condition)

Training (monolingual condition)
Test

Table 1: Languages and relative language families by experimental condition
with the RCSLS method (Joulin et al., 2018)1 . The present
study was conducted on word embeddings from fifteen languages, belonging to different language families and combined
according to the experimental condition.

Phonetic vectors
For each word in the embedding dataset, we obtained its
phonemic transcription with Epitran, a Python library for
transliterating orthographic text in the International Phonetic
Alphabet (IPA) format. Then, we converted the IPA string into
a sequence of feature vectors with PanPhon, a package that
traduces IPA segments into subsegmental articulatory features
(Mortensen et al., 2016). We agree with Jakobson & Waugh
(2011) when they assert that “most objections to the search
for the inner significance of speech sounds arose because the
latter were not dissected into their ultimate constituents” (p.
182). Hence, we chose not to directly hot-encode the IPA
strings in order to allow the network to exploit the underlying
similarities that make different phones more or less related to
each other. For instance, [p] and [b] are similar in that they
only differ in the feature [+/– voiced], whereas [t] and [u] differ by 13 subsegmental features. These internal asymmetries
would have been lost with a raw hot-encoding over the IPA
vocabulary. Before being loaded into the LSTM model, all the
sequences were padded, with a maximum length of 29.

Semantic vectors
The semantic representations included in the model, provided
by Facebook Research, consisted in multilingual word embeddings, generated with fastText from Wikipedia data (Bojanowski et al., 2017) and aligned in a common vector space
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Neural architecture
An LSTM-based Recurrent Neural Network was trained to
map the sequences of phonetic feature vectors in input into the
semantic vectors in output, with a many-to-one topological
structure. The model was built with Keras, a deep learning
framework for Python (Chollet et al., 2015); it included a
masking layer, followed by a single LSTM layer and a dense
layer. The number of hidden units of the masking and the
1 Publicly available at
aligned-vectors.html

https://fasttext.cc/docs/en/

Semantic vector

fastText

[-0.0920, . . . -0.0271]

Letter string

LSTM

‘stagione’

Epitran

Phonemic
transcription

PanPhon

>
/stadZone/

Phonetic vector
sequence
[-1, -1, . . . 0, -1],
[-1, -1, . . . 0, -1],
···

Figure 1: Schematic representation of the experimental pipeline
dense layers matched the dimensionality of the input and
output vectors, respectively, whereas the LSTM layer was
configured with 200 units, a dropout of 0.2 and a recurrent
dropout of 0.2. Cosine similarity was used as both objective
function and metric, and the Adam optimization method was
employed for training (Kingma & Ba, 2014), with learning
rate set to 0.01. We adopted the tanh activation function
for the output layer, since its codomain corresponds to the
range (-1, 1), in which the semantic vectors are defined. The
hyperparameters were set without tuning.

Experimental conditions
The experimental conditions were characterized by different
combinations of training and test sets. In the cross-family
condition, the model was trained for one epoch on the Arabic,
Hungarian, Indonesian, Thai, Vietnamese, Turkish, and Tamil
datasets, and then tested in Italian. All the languages employed
in the cross-family model belonged to different language families, as shown in Table 12 . In the mono-family condition, the
model was trained for one epoch on the Bengali, Hindi, Polish,
Ukrainian, Dutch, French, and Spanish datasets, and tested
in Italian. All the languages in this condition were Indoeuropean, including the test set. In order to make meaningful and
unbiased comparisons between the performances of the crossand the mono-family models, we randomly selected a subset
of the original data for the Indoeuropean condition, matching
the size of the cross-family training set. In the monolingual
condition, which defined the upper bound of the network’s
performance, the LSTM was trained and tested on different
subsets of the Italian dataset, with a train-test split ratio of 0.2.
In order to partially compensate for the different size of the
training set (roughly one fourth of the multilingual sample),
the monolingual model was trained for four epochs. To define
a baseline for the evaluation of the models’ performances, we
trained a randomized equivalent of each experimental model
described above by randomly shuffling the output vectors of
the relevant condition. All the words whose orthographic form
2 Following the Omniglot genealogical classification of languages
at https://omniglot.com/writing/langfam.htm
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was present in the training set were removed from the corresponding test set, in order to prevent the cross-linguistic
consistency of proper names and lexical borrowings to inflate
our results 3 .

Results
Table 2 reports the results of the models paired with their
random counterparts. The first column of the table specifies
the experimental condition; the second and third columns
present the average cosine similarity between the target semantic vector and the experimental (exp) or the random (r)
model’s prediction for every item in the test set. We evaluated
the statistical significance of our results through a set of paired
samples t-tests between the element-wise cosine similarity of
the target semantic vectors with the vectors generated by the
two alternative models. The last two columns of the table
present the t statistic and the associated p-value for each of
the contrasts evaluated by the test. All the experimental models outperformed their respective randomized baselines; as
expected, we found a consistent negative association between
the linguistic distance of the languages in the training and in
the test set and the results of the models: the monolingual
performance was stronger than the one achieved by the crossfamily model, with an ample difference of 0.1913 in the metric.
Moreover, the mono-family model scored between the results
achieved by the monolingual and the cross-family models.
The results of the experimental models may reflect different levels of correspondence between phonetic form and
meaning. In the monolingual condition, it is not possible to
discern the effects of compositionality-induced regularities
from proper phonosemantic systematicity; in the mono-family
condition, another possible source of non-arbitrariness which
is not phonosemantic in nature is the etymological relatedness between words in typologically close languages. Conversely, the features extracted by the cross-family network
can be considered phonosemantic in a narrow sense, being
etymology- and compositionality-agnostic. The above-chance
performance of the cross-family network is in line with our
3 We

thank Reviewer #1 for bringing this issue to our attention.

Model

Ntrain

Ntest Cosexp

Cosr

t

p

Sensory modality

Monolingual 691259 172815 0.5105 0.3411 534.15  0.001
Mono-family 2742222 331475 0.3882 0.3383 242.59  0.001
Cross-family 2742222 558791 0.3192 0.2986 126.11  0.001

Auditory
Gustatory
Haptic
Olfactory
Visual

Table 2: Test results by experimental condition
predictions, and consistent with the hypothesis that a certain
degree of cross-linguistic correspondence between phonetic
and semantic representations is already encoded in language;
moreover, it shows that, with sufficient training, this correspondence can be efficiently captured by a computational system,
and not only for a subset of (relatively) culture-independent
concepts (Blasi et al., 2016; Wichmann et al., 2010), but at a
lexicon-wide level.

Follow-up analyses
In light of the results we reported, a natural question that arises
is whether phonosemantic information is uniformly distributed
in the lexicon, or some linguistic subspaces tend to incorporate stronger links with their phonetic realization. Our aim
was to inspect the nature of these linguistic subspaces through
a theory-driven quantitative analysis. In order to assess the
potential influence of a set of linguistic factors on lexical
phonosymbolism, we needed a proper metric to formalize the
dependent variable. We chose to operationalize the degree of
phonosemantic transparency of a word as the cosine similarity
between the target semantic vector and the cross-family network’s prediction for the items in the test set. The rationale
under this choice was that since the network succeeded in the
mapping from the phonetic to the semantic representational
format, the words predicted with higher precision by the model
would exhibit a higher rate of the phonosemantic features that
the model managed to capture.
The following subsections illustrate the results of different
regression analyses with various cognitively motivated predictors and the metric defined above as dependent variable.
All the analyses described below include Twitter-based lexical
frequency estimates (Gimenes & New, 2016) and word length
as linear covariates.

Semantic factors

B
B̂

t

-0.0019
0.0061
0.0110
0.0051
0.0092

-1.049
2.489
6.280
2.289
3.442

p
0.295
0.013
< 0.0001***
0.022
0.001**

R2
0.008
0.012
0.041
0.011
0.017

Table 3: Results of the regression models with perceptual
strength ratings as predictors of phonosemantic transparency.
The asterisks indicate the statistical significance of the model
after a Bonferroni correction is applied on the α-level (* =
0.05/5; ** = 0.01/5; *** = 0.001/5). The sample is composed by the items that were present in the test set, the Italian
perceptual norms, and the frequency estimates (N = 1092).
visual modalities, whereas the predictors based on the auditory,
gustatory and olfactory ratings do not reach statistical significance4 . Perceptual availability in the modalities receptive to
plastic attributes (shape, position, orientation, depth) seems
thus to be associated with higher phonosemantic transparency,
even if lexical frequency and word length are controlled for.

Syntactic factors
Systematic cross-linguistic studies (Woodworth, 1991; Johansson & Jordan, 2013) have shown a consistent correspondence
between spatial orientation and phonological realization for
the grammatical class of demonstratives. In order to verify the
generalizability of this idea to the superclass of function words,
we trained a unigram tagger on a 100M subset of the Paisà
corpus (Lyding et al., 2014), and derived the coarse-grained
POS-tags for the items in our test set. We then collapsed
the obtained tags into two superclasses as content (adjectives,
nouns, verbs) and function words (conjunctions, determiners, prepositions, interjections, numerals, pronouns, articles,
predeterminers). The items that did not fall unambiguously
into the previous classes (adverbs, non-tagged words) were excluded from the analyses. We ran a linear regression to predict
the previously defined index of lexical non-arbitrariness from
the grammatical superclass of the word, with content words
dummy-coded as 0 and function words as 1 (N = 54305). Although the amount of variance explained by the model was
low (R2 = 0.005), the positive value of the unstandardized
regression coefficient (B̂ = 0.0211) and its high statistical significance (t = 5.942, p < 0.001) provide empirical support
for the hypothesis that function words in general might be
associated with a privileged link between sound and meaning.

Reilly et al. (2017) showed that the concreteness of a lexical item could be inferred with an above-chance accuracy
by English-speaking participants in languages to which they
had never been exposed. Aiming to dissect this composite
perceptual variable in its inner constituents, we constructed
five ordinary least squares regression models with the perceptual strength ratings for each of the five perceptual modalities
provided by Vergallito et al. (2020) as predictors of lexical
non-arbitrariness. The results are summarized in Table 3.

We aimed to extend our analysis of the linguistic variables
that affect lexical phonosymbolism to pragmatic factors; with
the limitations of a word-level study, we directed our inquiry
towards interjections. Interjections should be regarded as

Although the variance explained by the models, expressed
in terms of R2 , is consistently low, the results report a significant, positive effect of perceptual strength in the haptic and

4 The values of the overall significance of the models are not
considered to be of theoretical interest, since they include the effects
of the linear covariates.
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Pragmatic factors

universal pragmatic markers (Norrick, 2009). They express
spontaneous feelings or reactions (Bloomfield, 1984) and can
be closely related to their natural manifestation (Wharton,
2003); hence, it would not be surprising to find a more transparent link between their phonoarticulatory expression and
their meaning.
In order to investigate the hypothesis of a favoured phonosemantic mapping in interjections, we ran a linear regression to
test whether a word being an interjection or not could predict
its phonosemantic transparency. We collapsed the unigram
tags for all the word classes that were not interjections, and
binarily coded interjections as 1, and non-interjections as 0
(N = 54305). Again, the amount of variance explained by the
model was low (R2 = 0.006), but the positive unstandardized
coefficient (B̂ = 0.0711) and the regressor’s high statistical
significance (t = 6.702, p < 0.001) provide experimental evidence for a privileged link between the pragmatic valence of
a word and its degree of phonosymbolism. Moreover, this result is consistent with various anecdotal findings documented
in the literature. For instance, Winter et al. (2017) reported
that interjections are judged as the most non-arbitrary Parts of
Speech by English speakers. Additional converging evidence
comes from a cross-linguistic approach to a single pragmatic
marker: Dingemanse et al. (2013) showed that the interjection
“Huh?” is a universal, found in roughly the same form and
function in spoken languages across the globe.

Developmental factors
Non-arbitrariness has been integrated into different theories
of language acquisition (Asano et al., 2015; Imai et al., 2008;
Massaro & Perlman, 2017) in order to alleviate Quine’s logically insurmountable problem of linking the phonological
form of a novel word with its meaning (Quine, 1960), and
the speech segmentation (or word discovery) problem, i.e. the
initial difficulty in the localization of word boundaries in a
continuous speech stream without the knowledge of any word.
Massaro & Perlman (2017) demonstrated empirically that
phonosemantic transparency is more prevalent in the lexicon
at early acquisition stages, later diminishing with increasing
age and vocabulary. We aimed to inspect whether this developmental tendency was reflected by a broad association
between phonosemantic transparency and the age of acquisition of a word. We conducted a regression analysis relying on
the Italian age of acquisition norms released by Montefinese
et al. (2019). The regressor of interest reached high statistical
significance (t = -8.236, p < 0.001), although the model explained a low portion of the variance (R2 = 0.042, with N =
1946). The negative regression coefficient (B̂ = -0.0067) confirmed our expectation that words learned in earlier stages of
the acquisition of the lexicon tend to be associated with higher
phonosemantic transparency, in line with previous behavioral
results. Phonosymbolic links could then help children learn
semantic concepts, and discover structures across spoken and
contextual input.
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Discussion
Most of our findings align with the psycholinguistic literature on non-arbitrariness: a negative relationship with age of
acquisition has been reported by Massaro & Perlman (2017)
and Perry et al. (2015), among others. Furthermore, Winter
et al. (2017) have shown that words with meanings related to
the senses display a stronger link with their phonetic realization than words with abstract meanings, and that interjections
achieve the highest ratings of form-to-meaning transparency.
Nonetheless, a few major differences between our results and
the main trends in the aforementioned psycholinguistic studies
are worthy of mention. Among sensory modalities, Winter
et al. (2017) found that auditory and tactile words were considered to be less arbitrary than those related to the other
senses; Perry et al. (2015) and Winter et al. (2017) showed
that adjectives were rated as more iconic than function words.
To address this apparent contradiction, we wish to highlight
a profound difference between our operationalization of the
construct and the one employed in these studies: while for
the latter non-arbitrariness was assessed through explicit ratings, where participants were asked to evaluate how iconic a
word sounded in a specific language, we employed an implicit
measure of how well the phonetic representation of a word
could enable a cross-linguistic network to infer its meaning.
We deem that our novel measure of language-independent
non-arbitrariness could complement traditional explicit measurements in the investigation on how languages relate sound
to meaning.
The conflict between the phonosemantic transparency of
function words on the one hand and of perceptually available
terms on the other might raise the problem of how these two
tendencies can coexist in their apparent contradiction. The two
trends are not directly in contrast within our study, since the
perceptual norms on which we performed our semantic analyses only contained content words; hence, our results could
simply reflect the effect of a concreteness gradient limited
to content words. Nonetheless, we speculate that these two
opposite effects might be the result of two distinct tendencies,
namely effectiveness and efficiency. For content words, it is
efficient to establish a link between sounds and referents if
the latter have salient physical attributes that can be related to
linguistic sounds. For function words cementing such links
is more demanding, but at the same time their presence is
more effective in the context of language learning. Indeed,
for most function words there is no possibility of learning by
ostension, and a higher transparency might be more beneficial
in the acquisition of the lexicon. Moreover, the results of
the analyses on semantic and syntactic factors might reflect
different facets of non-arbitrariness. In the former case, the
detected effects might reflect instances of iconicity, a form of
non-arbitrariness in which aspects of the form and meaning
of words are related by means of perceptuomotor analogies;
in the latter case, the higher phonosemantic transparency of
function words might be driven by systematicity, a different
form of non-arbitrariness prompted by statistical regularities

between sound and usage patterns of word classes (Dingemanse et al., 2015). Dingemanse et al. (2015) suggest that
the phonological cues that help in discerning between word
classes might be language-specific, and characterized by ample cross-linguistic differences. We believe that our results
concerning function words provide empirical evidence against
this view; the favoured form-to-meaning mapping in function
words cannot be considered as iconic in a narrow sense – with
the exception of spatial demonstratives –, and yet, the relationships between their phonological profiles and their relative
position in the embedding space can be transferred across
different language families.
The findings presented in the previous subsections suggest
that phonosemantic information is not uniformly distributed
in the lexicon: the consistency of the mapping between sound
and meaning seems to be influenced by semantic, syntactic,
pragmatic, and developmental factors. We remark that the
list of variables examined in the present study is not exhaustive, and we leave for future research the assessment of other
linguistic factors entangled with lexical phonosymbolism.

Conclusion
In the present study, we showed that an LSTM model trained
in a cross-linguistic setup can identify a possibly universal
sound-symbolic substrate underlying diverse language families, and yield language-independent generalizations in the
mapping from sound to meaning. Our results substantiate the
claim that linguistic phonosymbolism, being entangled with
language at different levels of analysis, should be regarded as a
widespread linguistic phenomenon. While in the present work
we dissected the semantic space to find privileged phonosemantic regions, we leave for future research an assessment of
the precise contribution of the phonetic features that shape the
iconic correspondences permeating the lexicon.
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Abstract
As a step toward computational modeling of cognitive processes and interpretation of creativity, we present an extended
theory of computational creative systems that aims to better define the evaluation of creative systems and processes. Previous
research has focused largely on the generation aspect of creative systems. This paper extends this formalism by modeling
the judgment of creativity through computational models of
observer systems. As a concrete illustration of its applicability,
we show how this theory can support the interpretation of MacGyver problems—problems defined in the cognitive systems
research community as classical planning problems designed
to elucidate the cognitive process of creative problem solving. Finally, we demonstrate how this theory provides an interpretation to previous empirical work in approximation of an
aesthetic measure in artistic domains for individual and group
preferences over photographs and gestural performances. Our
overall contributions are: (a) an initial formal model of creativity that incorporates a generative process and a given observer
(b) application of the theory to interpretation of results from
both symbolic (classical planning) and statistical (preference
learning) approaches.

Introduction
The motivation for our work on understanding creativity and
the creative process begins with Boden’s seminal work on
understanding creative behavior described in her book, The
Creative Mind (2004). In this book, Boden sets out to describe human creativity, creative behavior, and how computers can help us understand creativity. Boden’s approach
is qualitative and provides insight into the development of
a formal framework to explain the ideas in a way that is
amenable to computational analysis and representation. This
paper presents work that provides an initial computationally
amenable formalization of creative systems. Furthermore, it
incorporates an account of creativity that takes into account
an observer/evaluation system. Prior research on creativity
primarily looks at creativity from the point of view of creation, not interpretation. The key contribution that we provide in this paper is a detailed formal account of creativity
that affords study of design, perception, and evaluation of creative systems. The formalization defines a generator/creator
in terms of a machine that creates a range of artifacts given
a domain vocabulary and a set of composition rules, and an
observer machine that interprets given artifacts given a set of
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symbols and rules. Creativity can then be quantified in terms
of the expressive range of generator systems, comparison of
their domain vocabulary and rules, and efficiency of generating artifacts with respect to a given observer.
Wiggins (2006) proposes a detailed framework for describing, analyzing, and comparing creative systems. Inspired by
Boden’s description of psychological creativity, we propose
an extension to Wiggins’ framework to account for the subjective evaluation of potentially creative systems and artefacts. In this extended framework, we present the perception
of creativity as the subjective judgment of an observer with
varying amounts of domain knowledge. We then expand Wiggins’ initial definition of evaluation in creative systems by
putting forth general criteria of subjective evaluation based on
previous empirical work regarding aesthetic measure across
artistic domains.
In addition to presenting the formalism, we show how this
theory can express accounts of creativity across two very
different perspectives, one from cognitive systems and one
from empirical models of aesthetic evaluation. In particular,
we reinterpret MacGyver problems described by Sarathy and
Scheutz (2018). The formulation of MacGyver problems represents a step towards designing creative cognitive systems
while also introducing a fruitful class of problems for the cognitive systems research community to tackle.

Background: Research Foundation
Boden on creativity
Boden (2004) defines creativity as the ability to “come up
with ideas or artefacts that are new, surprising and valuable”. Researchers generally agree that novelty and value are
two essential criteria for creativity (Oman & Tumer, 2009)
and we will do the same in our framework. Boden’s analysis of creativity starts by defining two particular cases of
creativity: psychological creativity and historical creativity
(also referred to as P-creativity and H-creativity respectively).
Psychological creativity describes a creative process through
which an idea is created that is new to the person who came
up with the idea. Historical creativity is a special case of
P-creativity wherein an idea is created that no one else has

ever had before (i.e. completely new in a societal context).
P-creativity and H-creativity are very context-specific. Our
analysis of creativity will focus primarily on the fundamental
idea of P-creativity which frames any evaluation of creativity
as an evaluation of creativity from an individual’s perspective.

Wiggins’ creative systems framework
Wiggins’ (2006) creative systems framework begins by defining a universe, U , a multidimensional space that can represent anything. All possible concepts exist as distinct points
in the multidimensional space defined by U . Following the
state-space analogy of Boden’s initial conceptual space definition, U is capable of representing all abstract and complete
concepts and contains both complete and incomplete artefacts; this includes the empty concept >. Hence, U contains
all possible concepts, including the empty concept >. Additionally, all concepts in U are distinct (i.e. no two concepts
in U are identical to one another).
To define the conceptual spaces of U , two rule sets, R and
T , are introduced. R represents the rules that constrain (i.e.
sculpt) the conceptual space and T represents the rules that
determine how to traverse the conceptual space. In the context
of answer set programming, R can be likened to constraints
which omit potential solutions exhibiting properties that the
constraints specify as invalid—thereby constraining the space
of potentially valid solutions (Smith & Mateas, 2011). In the
context of state-space search, T can be likened to search
strategies (e.g. heuristics) for informed search through states.
R and T are further defined as belonging to a language L
composed from an alphabet A . The last step required for formally defining a conceptual space is defining an interpretation
function. [[.]] is defined as a partial function that maps from
L to real number functions that return a real number in [0,1]
which is then mapped to either true or false depending
on its value. With the above definitions of U , R, and the interpretation function [[.]], a conceptual space, C , is defined
as:
C = [[R]](U )
(1)
By this definition, a conceptual space, C , is defined by the
interpretation, [[.]], of rules defining how to constrain and define a conceptual space, R, applied to a larger multidimensional space, U . Additionally, now the distinction between
R and T is more apparent; R defines rules that apply to U
to describe a whole domain of acceptable artifacts whereas T
defines traversal rules (e.g. heuristics) for exploring possible
artifacts within the domain defined by R.
In order to account for the traversal (i.e. exploration) of
conceptual spaces via T , another interpreter hh.,.,.ii is defined. hh.,.,.ii takes as input three subsets of L , namely R,
T , and E which will be briefly described soon. hh.,.,.ii operates on a totally ordered subset of U , cin , and maps it to
another totally ordered subset, cout . Namely,
cout = hhR, T , E ii(cin )

(2)
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These formalizations more rigorously define Boden’s idea
of conceptual spaces for creativity and can already describe
Boden’s (2004) exploratory and transformational creativity.
Transformational creativity can be achieved by either transforming R or T .
E is described as a set of rules that allows for the evaluation of concepts in C and determination of their value. For
reasons that will become apparent later, Wiggins’ framework
consciously chooses to avoid discussing how to evaluate these
concepts and leaves it as an important issue to be discussed at
a later time.
It should be noted that previous research has explored how
to evaluate artefacts and provide preliminary frameworks for
evaluating creativity in specific domains but little research
has been done to define the evaluation of creativity in terms
of an explicit observer of varying knowledge and expertise
(Ritchie, 2001).

Theory of creative systems
Defining an observer
We start by defining an observer, O, of a creative process:
Definition 1 (Observer). An observer, O, is an entity capable of representing concepts in the multidimensional space
U.
Given that U defines the universe of possibilities of a creative
process’ conceptual space, O describes an observing entity
with the potential to re-represent concepts in the universe of
possibilities U . By our definition an observer can be a human or even a computational system. In fact, observers can
be represented as generative systems that produce artefacts
in their respective conceptual spaces. This idea of potential
re-representation is particularly important because not every
observer, O, can be assumed to be capable of representing
any and all concepts in U . It is for this reason that we define
a special type of observer which we shall call the omniscient
oracle Oo . The omniscient oracle is an observer capable of
representing any and all concepts in U . By our definition, the
omniscient oracle as described here is an observer for which
nothing is creative due to its complete representation of U .
This distinction between observers and the omniscient oracle
leads to the following axiom:
Axiom 1 (Restricted observer representation). Any observer, O, that is not the omniscient oracle can only represent conceptual spaces, C , that are proper subsets of U .
C (U.
The above axiom restates the conclusion that any observer
that is not the omniscient observer can only re-represent parts
of U but never the entirety of U . We would also like to explicitly state that multiple observers can exist simultaneously.
Given the definition stating that an observer, O, can potentially re-represent concepts in the universe U , we now define
how observers represent these concepts.

Defining an observer’s conceptual space
A fundamental property of observers is that all observers possess their own, individual rule sets Ro and To . These rule sets
are analogous to R and T defined earlier except that they
are particular to an observer, O, rather than being generally
defined for a creative process. Hence, Ro represents an observer’s specific rules for constraining a conceptual space and
To represents their specific rules for traversing a conceptual
space. In practice, these rule sets represent the extent to which
an observer is able to define domains within U as well as explore concepts within it. As such, these rule sets effectively
represent an observer’s knowledge of domains in U .
Using the interpretation function [[.]] from earlier which
works on well-formed rule sets described in a language L ,
we can define the conceptual space of an observer O as follows:
Co = [[Ro ]](U )
(3)
There are a few things which should be stated:
1. The interpretation function [[.]] is defined such that as long
as a constraining rule set, R, is a well-formed rule set,
it can be successfully interpreted and this interpretation
works for any well-formed rule set in U .
2. Given that the conceptual spaces of any observer, Co , must
exist within U , interpreting Ro within U yields Co .
3. The same universe, U , can be used to describe the conceptual spaces of different observers with different rule sets.
This definition formalizes the idea that observers’ conceptual
spaces are subsets of the universe of possibilities U .
We would also like to revisit how conceptual space restraining rules may be interpreted by a system. Let r be a rule
defined in the rule set R. We refrain from stating that concepts that violate r are immediately excluded from the constrained conceptual space given that numerous rules can be
defined in R and they need not be mutually exclusive. For
example, consider the following rules in the context of music
composition:

Figure 1: Illustration of how two example conceptual spaces, C
and Co , exist within U . Left: No intersection of concepts belonging to the creator and the observer. Right: Intersection of concepts
belonging to the creator and the observer.

Defining the observer in relation to the creator
We begin our theory’s components on subjective evaluation
by first highlighting the relationship between the observer and
the general creative process defined by Wiggins’ (2006) preliminary creative systems framework. This process is a formalization of how some entity (henceforth called the creator)
defines its conceptual space and explores and transforms conceptual spaces to exhibit potentially creative behavior in the
course of creating new and valuable artefacts in the context
of a universe of possibilities U . We use the term “creator” to
emphasize the fact that the entity engaging in exploring and
redefining conceptual spaces in U seeks to generate creative
artefacts and can be a human creator or another generative
system. We can now phrase an observation from earlier as
follows:
Observation 1 (Shared universal context). The creator and
observer(s) share the same universal context U .
This illustrates that the conceptual spaces of the creator and
the observer(s) all exist within the same universe. Given that
our viewpoint of the observer defines an observer as an independent onlooker to the creator’s creative process, the creator’s conceptual space defining rule sets, R and T , are independent from those of the observer(s), Ro and To . This leads
to the follow observation which is illustrated in Figure 1:

2. Produce musical scores using at least two different instruments.

Observation 2 (Independence of creator/observer concepts). The conceptual space of the creator, C , and the
conceptual space of the observer, Co , are defined independently of each other but are both subsets of U . (Note: If
there are multiple observers, each respective Co is defined
independently of the other observers’ conceptual spaces.)

If the rules are not explicitly defined as being mutually exclusive, acceptable concepts can include artefacts that only use a
tempo of 120 bpm, only use at least two different instruments,
or both. If these are the only two rules applied to U , then C
will include concepts that satisfy at least one of the rules in R
while excluding the rest. Regardless, the issue of rule exclusiveness is a design choice which can be delegated to the rule
interpretation function [[.]]. We envision that a key challenge
in an implemented system will be being able to recognize and
handle rules that conflict and or contradict each other.

The idea of independence between these conceptual spaces
only extends to how they are independently defined by their
individual originators. If R and Ro contain similar rules, C
and Co will overlap which in turn means that the observer is
able to conceive of some concepts in the conceptual space of
the creator (as determined by the amount of intersection) and
vice versa. This is evident in the image on the right in Figure 1. With this knowledge we are now able to state how and
when the observer might consider the creator (and its corresponding creative process) as being creative.

1. Produce musical scores using a tempo of 120 beats per
minute (bpm).
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An initial definition of the subjective evaluation of
creativity
Our definition of an observer’s subjective evaluation of creativity begins with the following postulate:
Postulate 1: an observer is likely to consider concepts that
are not explicitly defined in their conceptual space, Co , but
appear in the conceptual space of a creator, C , as being
creative.
These concepts represent artefacts and ideas that lie outside of
the observer’s explicitly known artefact range and represent a
class of concepts that are new to the observer. We have based
this postulate on the essential criteria of creativity which suggests that creative ideas and artefacts are novel.
We can also represent concepts that are new to the creator
by framing the creator as its own observer. Therefore, even if
another observer may not consider a creator’s concept as creative, if the creator came up with a novel idea within their own
perspective, the creator can still think that their newly formed
idea is creative. An example of this could be a mathematics
student independently deriving and proving the Pythagorean
theorem despite never being taught it. From the perspective
of that student, the result may very well be creative but to the
larger mathematics community, the result itself would not be
considered creative. This is directly related to Boden’s initial formulation of P-creativity and reinforces the contextual
aspect of creativity.
The rule sets of the creator and the observer affect the observer’s perceived creativity of the creator and its concepts.
When the creator’s conceptual space includes concepts that
are outside of the observer’s conceptual space, these concepts are more likely to be deemed creative by the observer.
Namely, these concepts exhibit one of the essential criteria of
creativity: novelty. This leads to the following claim:
Claim 1: an observer’s perceived creativity of a creator’s
process or artefact results from rules that the creator possesses but the observer has not yet incorporated into their
own rule set with respect to some application domain.
In consideration of the claim of perceived creativity mentioned above, one might also conjecture that if that an observer adopts previously unknown rules into their rule set,
then the observer may no longer consider concepts relying
on those rules to appear creative. This describes an observer
who expands their domain knowledge as they encounter new
concept rules. In this case, the “learned observer” highlights
a fundamental challenge of the perception of creativity: the
struggle of continuing to be perceived as creative by observers
who learn from their exposure to new ideas.

MacGyver problems in cognitive systems research
on creative problem solving
Our formulation of the creative systems framework—in particular its emphasis on rule comparison-based creativity
evaluation—shares an interesting connection to MacGyver
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Figure 2: Illustration of the initial states of sample MacGyver problems informally described in the extended creative systems framework. Left: No intersection between the space of valid solutions
and the observer’s known world conceptual space at the initial state.
Right: Intersection between the space of valid solutions and the observer’s known world conceptual space at the initial state.

Problems in cognitive systems research (Sarathy & Scheutz,
2018). MacGyver problems are defined as a class of classical
planning problems that are initially unsolvable for an agent
given their current knowledge and are designed to showcase
how humans solve previously unsolvable problems. As such,
MacGyver problems are defined in such a way that if an agent
sufficiently expands its domain representation or understanding of its world within the context of a larger universe, the
problem can ultimately be solved. These problems are presented as an initial step towards designing creative cognitive
systems. Similar to Wiggins’ initial framework and subsequently our extended framework, MacGyver problems define
a universe consisting of numerous worlds whose conceptual
spaces within the universe are shaped by the abilities of individual agents of which these agents are either aware or unaware. A key component of the world definition is that worlds
only represent portions of the universe that are both perceivable and actionable by their respective agents. Hence, worlds
can be likened to conceptual spaces in U .
We can represent a MacGyver problem in our framework
by letting a conceptual space CM c describe a class of solutions to a MacGyver problem and by letting the agent trying
to solve the MacGyver problem be the creator. By the definition of MacGyver problems, we know that the agent’s conceptual space will not initially include any solutions in CM c .
In order to solve the problem, the agent (i.e. creator) is free to
explore and transform their conceptual space by defining and
redefining their rule sets to hopefully achieve a valid solution
defined in CM c . This is analogous to an agent in a MacGyver
problem expanding its domain representation and world understanding. We also define an observer of the agent which
represents an onlooker of the agent’s attempts at discovering
a solution. Once the agent discovers a solution, the onlooking
observer can then determine whether or not the agent’s solution is creative. For instance, if the agent adopted a rule to
solve the problem that the observer had not previously considered or defined within their own world’s conceptual space,
then the observer may very well consider the agent’s overall problem solving process or solution as creative. The subjective aspect of the observer’s evaluation of the agent’s creativity defined by our framework can also describe a situation wherein the observer does not consider a particular solution to be creative. An example of this would be when the

creator’s solution (i.e. expanded world knowledge to reach
a solution) already exists within the observer’s world. The
observer’s conceptual space intersects with some part of the
class of solution CM c . This would mean that the agent’s solution happened to be a solution of which the observer was
already aware. Hence, even if the agent’s solution was creative based on their initial knowledge when solving the problem, an observer might not consider it to be creative in their
own context. Figure 2 illustrates these two scenarios via their
respective images.

Figure 3: Applied to polygons, Birkhoff’s formula for aesthetic
value gives a square the highest rating. A five-pointed star (not
shown) similar to the one that appears on the flag of the United States
has a rating of 0.90. (Ivas Peterson, Science News, May 2004)

General aesthetic measure metric for E
We now return our attention to the evaluation rule set E from
Wiggins’ (2006) creative systems framework. In terms of the
essential criteria of creativity, E represents value. One of the
most difficult aspects of formalizing E results from the fact
that the criteria used for E can vary depending on the desired
attributes of artefacts and the domain. Characterizing E mirrors one of the key challenges in the design, development,
and evaluation of generative systems: defining a metric for
the comparison of created artefacts. Numerous researchers
have also noted that a further challenge in characterizing the
creativity of a generative system is to utilize the metric of
comparison with respect to an observer to evaluate the perceived creativity of generated artefacts of the generative system (Karimi et al., 2018; Grace & Maher, 2016).
In order to better define E in the context of a generalizable, formal framework with an observer, we present empirical work in two artistic domains that illustrates abstract, general properties of aesthetic measure for the evaluation of artefacts.
Generative systems need self- and external-validation in
terms of being creative by means of comparison of the artefacts it generates. Such a comparison, particularly in terms
of creativity, can be seen as a relative measurement of its
aesthetic (broadly speaking) appeal to its audience (e.g. an
observer). Birkhoff(1933), in his detailed monograph titled
Aesthetic Measure, defined aesthetic measure as the ratio of
Order over Complexity. This can be understood as the complexity of interpreting the number of features an artifact includes and the amount of regularity observed in the construction of the artifact. Birkhoff demonstrated this by deriving
aesthetic values of shapes of varying line compositions and
lengths. Birkhoff provides extensive calculations to justify the
aesthetic scores that are calculated with his measure for this
domain. Some shapes are reproduced in Figure 3.

A contemporary interpretation of aesthetic
measure
Computational models of aesthetic measure are challenging
to develop due to the lack of functional and interpretable inputs, noise in naturally occurring data sets, and unreliable
self-reported data due to different interpretations of embedded content. As a significant component of the evaluation rule
set E , aesthetic evaluation of generated artefacts is an impor-
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Figure 4: Collage of in-game photographs taken from the game
Panorama, developed at UC Santa Cruz.

tant piece in characterizing creativity. For this, we present empirical work in two domains, namely photographic composition and full-body gestural performance (dance), and present
experimental results on measuring aesthetic preference for
viewers. In these experiments, researchers respectively created corpora with automatically annotated features, and collected human preference ratings through crowdsourcing platforms to get a judgment of goodness of artefacts as a proxy
for aesthetic evaluation.

Domain 1: Photographic composition
For understanding visual composition preferences, Swanson,
Escoffery, and Jhala (2012) created a corpus of synthetic photographs through a game, Panorama, that procedurally generated panoramas with limited palettes of shapes, colors, and
objects. Their goal was to create models to compute the overall composition quality of an image with respect to composition features as well as capturing the difference in preferences of individual viewers (see Figure 4). Top-down design
of composition metrics, based on photography rules, were
combined with bottom-up statistical analysis to correlate aesthetic quality with viewer preferences. Color coded badges in
the game functioned as an aesthetic meter, encouraging players to take pictures that rated highly for Rule of Thirds, Balance, and Symmetry. Using their corpus to conduct a preference study, viewer perception of image quality was rated
through crowd sourcing on Mechanical Turk.
Within the vocabulary of greyscale panoramic images with
a small number of shapes for buildings, trees, meadows, and
windmills, the game provided an expressive range of over 250
features such as number of objects, size of objects, location
in frame, etc. They conducted a study with pairwise comparison and trained Support Vector Machine based models for
aesthetic evaluation. The key insight was that human raters,
for whom the algorithm was able to predict with high accu-

Figure 5: Aesthetic evaluation of dance performance using Balance,
Readability, and Asymmetry as higher level features and joint positions and angles as low-level features.

racy ratings for unseen photographs, were consistent in their
choice of features for aesthetic evaluation. Users for whom
the algorithm was unable to get high prediction accuracy were
not consistent with the presence of features in their high rated
images. These results highlight some of the challenges for
empirical work related to modeling general preferences over
features of artifacts by different evaluators due to the amount
of variation and consistency in raters. There is correlation between prior knowledge and experience with the domain, and
consistency of ratings.

Domain 2: Aesthetics of dance
The insights from results of empirical work in photographs
are also apparent in similar evaluation of gestural aesthetics. Maraffi, Ishikawa, and Jhala (2013) took the notions of
Balance, Symmetry, and Readability in full body gestural
performances and defined these high level features in terms
of low level joint positions and angles that were captured
through a motion-capture camera. Performers in this experiment played the Michael Jackson Experience (MJE) dance
game with the Microsoft Kinect. The MJE game provides ingame score to provide feedback on the dances performed by
players in terms of degree of match with the original dance
for respective songs. This provides three measurements: the
in-game score, raw animation data collected from the front
facing Kinect depth camera, and high resolution capture from
a 14 camera system.
An example performance with high level features is shown
in Figure 5. Through an initial survey, performers were
divided into two clusters, gamers with experience playing Kinect games but not experienced dancers, and skilled
dancers without much experience playing games. The hypothesis was that if the definitions of high level aesthetic features were correct then the algorithm would be able to classify good and bad dancers from observation of their gameplay
regardless of their score on the game. Results of this work indicate that the high level features of balance, symmetry, and
readability are good indicators of performer skill as judged
by independent observers outside the context of gameplay.

Conclusion
In this paper, we extended Wiggins’ (2006) creative systems
framework by adding a formalism describing an observer inspired by Boden’s (2004) description of psychological cre-
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ativity. To demonstrate applicability of the theory, we reinterpreted MacGyver problems within this framework as an
agent’s creative search process of expanding its domain descriptive rules well enough to reach any number of problem
solutions in a universe of possibilites (Sarathy & Scheutz,
2018). The judgment of whether or not an agent’s process of
solving a MacGyver problem is creative is then determined
by an observer of that agent’s creative process. We further related this theory to empirical work on evaluation of aesthetic
preferences in creative domains of photography and dance.
We have presented this work with the belief that research on
formal theories of creativity from the perspective of generation and evaluation systems can greatly benefit how creative
processes and artefacts can be fostered by designers of creative cognitive systems and extended to applications such as
co-creative and human-computer mixed-initiative systems.
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Abstract
Recent advances in neural architectures have revived the problem of morphological rule learning. We evaluate the Transformer as a model of morphological rule learning and compare
it with Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) on English, German, and Russian. We bring to the fore a hitherto overlooked
problem, the morphological gaps, where the expected inflection of a word is missing. For example, 63 Russian verbs lack
a first-person-singular present form such that one cannot comfortably say *oščušču (‘I feel’). Even English has gaps, such
as the past participle of stride: the function of morphological
inflection can be partial. Both neural architectures produce inflections that ought to be missing. Analyses reveal that Transformers recapitulate the statistical distribution of inflections in
the training data, similar to RNNs. Models’ success on English
and German is driven by the fact that rules in these languages
can be identified with the majority forms, which is not universal.1
Keywords: Morphology, Neural Networks, Cognitive Modeling

Introduction
A well-recognized aspect of language acquisition is the learning of productive morphological rules, such as the English
past tense (e.g. walk + /-d/; walked) (Berko, 1958; Albright
& Hayes, 2003; Lignos & Yang, 2018). Neural networks
were first proposed as models of learning such morphological rules decades ago (Rumelhart & McClelland, 1985),
and were faced with a seminal critique that highlighted their
numerous linguistic inadequacies (Pinker & Prince, 1988).
In light of the recent advancements in the field of natural
language processing (NLP), the encoder-decoder recurrent
neural network (RNN) architecture, a sequence-to-sequence
model commonly used for machine translation (Sutskever,
Vinyals, & Le, 2014), has been reconsidered as a model for
learning productive morphological rules (Kirov & Cotterell,
2018). Corkery, Matusevych, and Goldwater (2019) compared the performance of the RNN architecture to human behavior on English past tense, and concluded that the fit to
human data is weak. Similarly, McCurdy, Goldwater, and
Lopez (2020) used the German plural to demonstrate that
the RNN’s behavior does not match human subjects and the
model is susceptible to frequency distribution in the data, an
argument first raised by Marcus, Brinkmann, Clahsen, Wiese,
and Pinker (1995).
Evidently, the encoder-decoder RNN is insufficent as a
cognitive model of morphological rule learning. However,
1 Our

code and data are available at github.com/denizbeser/gaps
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RNNs are no longer regarded as the state-of-the-art system
for language modeling in NLP. Vaswani et al. (2017) introduced the Transformer architecture, a neural architecture that
relies on attention mechanism and does not use recurrence.
The Transformer architecture has since outperformed RNNs
across a wide range of tasks (Vaswani et al., 2017; Liu et al.,
2019; Brown et al., 2020), including morphological inflection
generation (Wu, Cotterell, & Hulden, 2021). The outstanding
performance of the Transformer calls for an evaluation as a
cognitive model for learning productive morphological rules.
In this paper, we first compare the performances of the
Transformer architecture and the encoder-decoder RNNs
across morphological phenomena in natural language that
suggest humans seek certain structures in the languages
they hear in order to learn productive morphological rules.
Namely, we use the productivity observed in English past
tense (Berko, 1958; Albright & Hayes, 2003) and the nonmajority productivity in German plurals (Elsen, 2002; Bartke,
Rösler, Streb, & Wiese, 2005; Zaretsky & Lange, 2015)
which have previously been used for assessing RNNs as
models of morphological learning (Kirov & Cotterell, 2018;
Corkery et al., 2019; McCurdy, Lopez, & Goldwater, 2020).
We then evaluate both architectures on a set of Russian verbs,
an example of gaps in morphological productivity where native speakers of the language fail to generalize a productive
rule and produce an inflected form (Sims, 2006; Pertsova,
2016; Gorman & Yang, 2017). Our analyses on the English
and German languages show that the Transformer architecture is susceptible to the same analogical and distributional
errors as RNNs. Likewise, both neural architectures produce
inflected forms for the gapped Russian verbs while native
speakers cannot. We argue that the models’ predictions on
the gapped words evince a fundamental challenge for both
Transformers and RNNs as models of language learning and
underline the need for additional structural priors for neural
models to capture how humans expect and utilize structure in
language data to generalize a rule productively.

Background
Majority Productivity: The English Past Tense
What is the past tense of the verb google? The English past
tense is a prevalent example of morphological productivity
in linguistic literature; a vast majority of English verbs follow a typical inflectional pattern (e.g. walk-walked, kisskissed) and a smaller subset of the verbs are exceptions (e.g.

run-ran, think-thought) (Rumelhart & McClelland, 1985; Xu
& Pinker, 1995; Albright & Hayes, 2003; Lignos & Yang,
2018). Children can learn these morphological rules from a
young age despite sparsity of the data and even though they
might not have heard the past tense of ‘look’ before, they can
effortlessly produce the past tense ‘looked’ (Berko, 1958).
They do not memorize all the words and their past tenses, but
extract a productive rule and apply it to novel words. Importantly, this productive rule-learning is categorical in nature as
children consistently apply to novel words and generally do
not make analogical errors of ‘overirregularization’; they categorically produce the past tense pair bling-blinged, despite
the existence of an irregular pair sing-sang) (Berko, 1958;
MacWhinney, 1978; Xu & Pinker, 1995). This rule-learning
paradigm is further evindenced by patterns in language acquisition, including overgeneralization errors (Marcus et al.,
1992) as children tend to apply learned rules to irregular verbs
to produce regular inflections (e.g. think-thinked) and then
correct the behavior over time. Previous work on the RNN’s
effectiveness on modeling the English past tense found that
the model performs worse than rule-based systems and does
not correlate strongly with human behavior (Corkery et al.,
2019).
Since most of the English verbs follow this productive
rule, a simple majority-rule could explain the productivity of
the English past tense; however, there are telltale paradigms
observed in language acquisition across different languages
which show that the learning behavior is much more complicated, where the majority rule is not the productive one
(Zaretsky & Lange, 2015; Gorman & Yang, 2017).

Non-Majority Productivity: The German Plural
While the English past tense can be expressed by a simple
majority rule, sometimes no marker may form a majority, and
even the least frequent marker may be applied productively
(Elsen, 2002; Bartke et al., 2005; Yang, 2016). The German
plural is a fitting example for non-majority productivity in
rule learning as native speakers use multiple plural markers
productively (Zaretsky & Lange, 2015; McCurdy, Goldwater, & Lopez, 2020). German has three grammatical genders
and primarily five different types of suffixes that mark plural nouns (e.g. die Frau - die Frauen) partially categorized
by gender. The most frequent of these markers is the /-(e)n/
with 48% type and 45% token ratio, and the least frequent of
these is /-s/ with 4% type and 2% token ratio. The other three
common suffix types for German plurals are /-e/, /-er/, and
/-Ø/ denoting no change (Sonnenstuhl & Huth, 2002; Yang,
2016). See figure 1 for an overview of the distribution of plural markers in German.
German speakers certainly do not memorize the plural
form of every noun; despite the lack of an apparent majority, they learn to produce plural forms using productive rules.
However, there has been mixed arguments on the nature of
the German plural: while the minority plural suffix /-s/ was
first found to be applied to novel words (Clahsen, Rothweiler,
Woest, & Marcus, 1992) and argued to be the default produc-
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Figure 1: Types of German plural suffixes and their distribution with examples, based on the CELEX corpus
(Sonnenstuhl & Huth, 2002; Yang, 2016).
tive marker (Marcus et al., 1995), recent research suggests
that the more frequent suffixes /-e/ and /-(e)n/ are also used
productively on novel words (Zaretsky & Lange, 2015) and
the inflections are influenced by both gender and phonological properties (McCurdy, Lopez, & Goldwater, 2020). Our
analyses in this paper follow the perspective of the most recent studies on this subject that suggest there are multiple
productive rules applied based on gender and phonological
features (Zaretsky & Lange, 2015; McCurdy, Goldwater, &
Lopez, 2020). Previous work on evaluating RNNs performance on German plurals have found that the model is biased toward the most frequent suffix (McCurdy, Goldwater,
& Lopez, 2020) and is oversensitive to gender (McCurdy,
Lopez, & Goldwater, 2020).

Morphological Gaps: Defective Verbs in Russian
Besides the majority productivity of English past tense and
non-majority rules observed in German plurals, there are numerous cases across languages where there is a gap in productivity, where the speakers fail to comfortably produce an
inflected form, despite an apparent majority pattern (Sims,
2006; Pertsova, 2016; Gorman & Yang, 2017). For instance,
consider the past participle of the English verb stride. Native speakers of English struggle to pick a past participle for
this verb (strode, stridden, strided, ...) as there is no apparent
productive rule for English past participle (Gorman & Yang,
2017).
In Russian, there is a defective gap of this kind in 63 second conjugation verbs (Sims, 2006; Pertsova, 2016). These
defective verbs have stems ending in dental consonants (t, d,
s, z), and in the first person singular (1SG) present form, they
are expected to alternate with a palatal or alveo-palatal fricative (Pertsova, 2016). Yet, native speakers of Russian struggle to come up with an absolute 1SG word form for this set of
second conjugation verbs (Pertsova, 2016). Some examples
of these gapped verbs include ‘to vacuum’ (*pylesosit’), ‘to
feel’ (*oščutit’), and ‘to misbehave’ (*škodit’). We evaluate
how this paradigm may pose a challenge for the Transformer
and RNNs due to neural networks’ distributional tendencies

All Verbs
Irregulars

Train
96.8
-

RNN
Dev Test
98.2 80.2
18.5

/-d/ %
97.6
96.3

Train
99.3
-

Transformer
Dev Test /-d/ %
98.6 94.0
99.6
7.4
92.6

Prediction
Correlation
0.877
0.734

Prediction
Similarity
94.6
88.9

Table 1: Breakdown of model performance on the two English test sets, one that consists of regulars and irregulars, and one
that consists of irregulars. The model is trained once on all verbs, a set of regular and irregular verbs, and then tested on both
all verbs and a subset of irregular verbs. The /-d/ % column reports the percentage of predictions that use the /-d/ productive
rule. The last two columns compare the Spearman correlation (p<0.01) and similarity of models’ inflection predictions on the
test set as explained in the Evaluation Overview section.
(Corkery et al., 2019; McCurdy, Lopez, & Goldwater, 2020)

Evaluations
Overview To compare the performances of the Transformer
and RNN architectures on morphological patterns in each language, we train the separate instances of both architectures
on pairs of bare and inflected word forms, where each word
is represented as a sequence of space-separated characters
(Kirov & Cotterell, 2018; Wu et al., 2021) In other words,
the models learn to translate one sequence of characters to
another. During testing, we perform ‘wug tests’ on the models by presenting novel words to the models and evaluating
the inflected word forms the models predict (Berko, 1958).
In our evaluations, we assess prediction accuracy on relevant
test sets for the language and the distribution of inflections
predicted by the models. We also measure the Pearson correlation coefficient and prediction similarity (measured as accuracy across predictions) between the inflection predictions
of the RNN and Transformer architectures.
Implementation Details The Transformer models use
eight attention heads, have two layers, model dimension of
312, and feed-forward network dimension of 512. The decoder uses beam search with beam size of 12. The Transformer models are trained for 20,000 steps.
The RNN implementation is kept identical to Kirov and
Cotterell (2018). The RNNs are trained for 100 epochs, with
a batch size of 20. Both encoder and decoder RNNs are bidirectional LSTMs (Schuster & Paliwal, 1997) with two layers
and 100 hidden units, with a vector size of 300. The RNN
decoder also uses beam search with beam size of 12. Both
the RNN and the Transformer implementations are based on
OpenNMT (Klein, Kim, Deng, Senellart, & Rush, 2017).

The English Past Tense
Method We train the models on pairs of English verbs
with the infinitive and past-tense form sampled from English
CELEX (Baayen, Piepenbrock, & Gulikers, 1995). The verbs
are represented in phonetic form. The dataset uses type frequency for training; i.e each verb appears once in the training
dataset. The dataset had 4,000 datapoints for training, 500 for
development, and 500 for testing. During testing we use test
accuracy, the prediction rate of the /-d/ majority productive
rule, and the correlation and similarity between the models.
In addition to evaluating the model performance on the com-
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plete test set which contains both regular and irregular English past tense verbs, we also measure the performance on
the irregular subset of test verbs.
Results and Discussion The results of English evaluation
are shown in Table 1. The Transformer architecture achieves
a higher prediction accuracy and /-d/ prediction rate than the
RNN when tested on all 500 test verbs. This trend is reversed when the models are tested on the irregular verbs; in
this case, the Transformer has a lower test accuracy and /-d/
prediction rate than the RNN. There is a high resemblance
between the predictions made by the models; when tested on
all verbs, the correlation between the models is 0.877, and
94.6% of predictions are identical. When tested on irregular
verbs, the correlation and the similarity between the models
are both lower, 0.734 and 88.9%, respectively. Both models
achieve high /-d/ rule prediction rates, meaning that they prioritize the correct productive rule. However, when this rule
prediction rate is compared across test conditions, we see that
both models have a lower rate when tested on irregular verbs.
The drop in the /-d/ prediction rate when tested on irregulars,
which is higher for the Transformer than for the RNN, suggests that both models, especially the Transformer, are susceptible to analogical errors that are made by adults but not
by children (Berko, 1958; Albright & Hayes, 2003) and that
neither model does not in fact learn a single productive rule.

The German Plural
Method 1: Model Comparison To compare the models on
the acquisition of the German plural, we train both networks
with singular-plural verb pairs marked with their gender. 2
The training, development, and test datasets for German had
4000, 500, and 500 datapoints, respectively. After training is
complete, each model is wug-tested on the two test sets. In
the first dataset, all test nouns are marked with neuter gender.
In the second dataset, each noun is marked with its correct
gender. We then evaluate the prediction rates of each plural
marker on different subsets of the test datasets, separated by
the original gender marker of the nouns in the dataset.
Method 2: Human Data Comparison In our second evaluation for German, we use data provided by McCurdy, Goldwater, and Lopez (2020) to compare the two models with
2 We

use the German CELEX dataset (Baayen et al., 1995)

Figure 2: The cumulative distribution of predicted inflections for German nouns across model types and test datasets. Prediction
accuracy on test sets separated by gender are marked on the x axis.
the human behavior. Similar to McCurdy, Goldwater, and
Lopez (2020), we train 25 separate instances of the RNN and
Transformers. For each model instance, we use a different
4000/500/500 train/dev/test random split from 5000 German
CELEX verbs pairs in orthographic form.3 We test the models on the CELEX test set, and use the experiment test set
provided by McCurdy, Goldwater, and Lopez (2020) for human behavior comparison.
Results and Discussion The test performance for both
models with the distribution of the predictions for each test
set are shown in Figure 2. The models achieve a high test
accuracy and make similar predictions when tested on an unseen test set of 500 novel nouns marked with the correct gender. The correlation of predictions of two architectures is 0.67
(p<0.01) when tested with correct gender. The accuracy of
both models drop significantly when tested in no-gender and
neuter gender test sets, which aligns with RNNs oversensitivity to gender (McCurdy, Lopez, & Goldwater, 2020). Both
models produce a higher number of inflections that are different from the plural markers when the test set is not marked
with gender information. While this positively indicates that
the models learn some associations between a noun’s gender
and its inflected form, it also shows that the models’ weakness in making inference with partial information and the predicted inflections may depend too much on the grammatical
gender.
When evaluated with the second method based on
McCurdy, Goldwater, and Lopez (2020), neither model is
found to be correlated strongly to human behavior across any
condition, as shown in Table 2. When the performance is
measured across suffixes (Table 2, left), both models perform best (F1 >= 0.90) with the /-(e)n/ suffix, which has
the highest type frequency in the German corpus, but perform relatively poorly on other suffixes. Despite the lack of
a strong and statistically significant correlation between the
3 The RNN is trained for 50 epochs and the Transformer is trained
for 10,000 steps.
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two model’s predictions, the similar trend in the precision,
recall, and F1 scores of the models across suffixes suggest
that the Transformer performs similarly to the RNN and also
struggles to generalize productive rules in minority classes.

/-(e)n/
/-e/
/-Ø/
/-s/
/-r/
other

Pr.
.91
.79
1.00
.40
.51
.00

RNN
Rec.
.90
.74
.61
.29
.48
.00

F1
.90
.74
.74
.30
.45
.00

Transformer
Pr. Rec. F1
.94
.91
.93
.74
.90
.81
1.00
.42
.57
.71
.21
.31
.70
.39
.48
.00
.00
.00

Correlations
R - T R - H T- H
-.25
-.07
.23
.41
.00
.05
.00
.00
.00
.32
.44
.01
.55
.22
.44
.00
-.31
.00

Table 2: Model performance (precision, recall, F1) on
each suffix in CELEX test set, averaged across 25 splits
(left).
Spearman correlation between models and human data (RNN-Transformer, RNN-Human, TransformerHuman) when tested on the experiment data set (right). Only
one of the correlations were statistically significant (p<0.01),
marked in bold. The Transformer did not predict any /-(e)n/
when tested on this test set.

The Russian Morphological Gap
Method In order to test the models’ behavior on the gaps
observed in Russian, we train and evaluate multiple separate
instances of both models on 5 different datasets consisting of
pairs of non-gapped Russian verbs in present infinitive and
their present first person singular form with Cyrillic alphabet.4 Each training dataset consists of all or a subset of the
Russian verbs and their inflected forms, selected based on the
criteria listed on Table 3. We use a 80% training, 10% and
10% testing split for each dataset.5 During testing for each
dataset, we wug-test the models on the corresponding 10%
4 Training and testing word forms are obtained from the
Russian Dictionary dataset: https://github.com/Badestrand/russiandictionary
5 Training steps for the Transformer are increased proportionally
to the training dataset size.

Dataset
All Verbs
1st and 2nd Conjugation
1st Conjugation
2nd Conjugation
Dental-stem 2nd Conj

RNN
88.5
82.2
84.8
83.9
83.8

Transformer
82.1
83.1
86.4
84.1
84.6

Correlation
0.855
0.848
0.879
0.888
0.844

Similarity
93.0
93.0
96.0
90.6
93.7

Table 3: Model comparison on Russian verbs. The reported numbers are accuracy scores on the unseen test set within the
dataset per model, and finally the Spearman correlation prediction similarities between the predictions made by the models. All
correlation scores have p<0.01.
English
to protest
to yell
to dream
to itch

Russian Inf.
бузить
голосить
грезить
зудеть

RNN
бужу’
гололошу’
грежу’
зуде’ю

Transformer
бу’жу
голоси’ю
гре’жу
зуде’ю

Conclusion & General Discussion

Table 4: Examples from the predictions produced by the RNN
and the Transformer models on the set of gapped verbs.

test set, as well as a special test set that consists of the gapped
verbs.6
Since it is technically infeasible to provide the neural
sequence-to-sequence models with an explicit option to reject
inflecting a given word other than using the models’ implicit
ability to return the original form, in order to assess whether
the models have any difficulty in producing inflected forms
resembling the cognitive block humans experience, we compare the models’ prediction confidence across the test sets by
measuring the likelihood of the predicted inflected forms. If
the models struggle to produce inflected forms for the gapped
verbs, we would expect to see a statistically significant drop
in the models’ prediction confidence for those verbs.

Results and Discussion
The results of the Russian evaluation are shown in Tables 3
and 4. Regardless of the verb data used to train the models, both neural architectures achieve similar accuracy scores.
The architectures make similar predictions, as indicated by
statistically significant correlations and high predicted inflection similarities between the predictions made by the two
models across all conditions. Examples of the gapped verbs
and corresponding inflected forms produced by the neural
models are presented in Table 4. We find no significant
change in the models’ prediction confidences across the regular and gap test sets. When trained on the ‘all verbs’ dataset,
the change in prediction confidences across the test sets is less
than 10% for both models, a decrease from 0.95 (σ = 0.12) to
0.86 (σ = 0.18) for the RNN model, and a decrease from 0.46
(σ = 0.11) to 0.39 (σ = 0.13) for the Transformer model,
which suggests that neither model captures the gaps in productivity.
6 We

use the list of gapped words provided by Pertsova (2016).
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We evaluated the Transformer architecture as a model for
morphological rule learning and compared it to encoderdecoder RNNs. In our evaluations, we have used three telltale
phenomena in morphology that show how children and native
speakers expect certain structure in language that cannot be
extracted from data per se. Specifically, we have evaluated
models on the English past tense where the productive morphological rule is the majority form (Berko, 1958; Albright
& Hayes, 2003; Lignos & Yang, 2018), the German plural
where multiple non-majority morphological rules are applied
productively (Marcus et al., 1995; Zaretsky & Lange, 2015;
McCurdy, Goldwater, & Lopez, 2020), and finally the gaps
observed in 63 Russian dental-stem second conjugation verbs
for which native speakers cannot comfortably produce a firstperson-singular present form (Sims, 2006; Pertsova, 2016).
In our evaluations on the English past tense, we observed
that the Transformer architecture, perhaps due to having more
power in capturing distributional properties, is more susceptible to analogical errors when tested on irregular verbs. Our
analyses on German plurals suggest that the Transformer,
similar to the RNN, is sensitive to the grammatical gender
of nouns, is biased towards the most majority suffixes, and
does not correlate with human behavior. When evaluated on
the gapped Russian verbs, both neural architectures produce
inflected first-person-singular forms that are not produced by
native speakers, suggesting that the models extract patterns
from data and apply them to novel examples without employing the necessary linguistic priors.
As evinced by the models’ predictions across the English
past tense, the German plurals, and the Russian gaps, a fundamental challenge for neural architectures such as Transformers and RNNs as models of language learning is the need for
additional structural priors that can enable learning categorical productive rules. Incorporating such priors into the neural architectures may not only make them more suitable for
cognitive modeling, but also strengthen their generalization
capabilities.
In sum, we did not find any evidence that would suggest
Transformers are better cognitive models of morphological
rule learning than RNNs. Both neural architectures recapitulate the statistical distribution of inflection alternatives in the
training data, and hence are susceptible to similar analogical and distributional errors, suggesting that these models do

not seek the necessary linguistic structures sought by humans
during morphology acquisition. We also suggest that morphological gaps can be used for measuring the effectiveness
of neural architectures as cognitive models in the language
domain.
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Abstract
The N400 brain potential has been used as a neural correlate of meaning-related processing in the brain, but its underlying computational mechanism is still not well understood.
Although efforts to model the N400 as an update of a probabilistic representation of meaning have been promising, the
limited scope of earlier models has restricted experiments to
highly simplified sentences. Here, we expand modelling of
the N400 to naturalistic sentences using a large-scale, state-ofthe-art deep learning language model (GPT-2). We investigate
the correspondence between updates in the internal state of the
model and the N400 in one quantitative experiment and four
qualitative experiments. Our findings suggest that activation
updates in the model correspond to several N400 effects, but
cannot account for all of them.
Keywords: sentence comprehension; event-related potentials;
N400; deep neural networks; language models

Introduction
Language ultimately aims to convey meaning. The brain potential that is most commonly used to investigate the processing of meaning in language is the N400 component of the
event related brain potential (ERP), a negative deflection over
centro-parietal electrodes peaking around 400 ms after the
presentation of a potentially meaningful stimulus. N400 amplitudes have been shown to be modulated by a large number
of lexical-semantic variables, being larger for sentences with
semantic violations (‘I take my coffee with cream and dog’
as compared to ‘sugar’), low cloze as compared to high cloze
probability continuations, earlier rather than later positions of
a word in a sentence, target words presented after an unrelated
as compared to a related prime (table – dog rather than cat –
dog), and words that generally occur with lower as compared
to higher lexical frequency, among many others (see Kutas &
Federmeier, 2011, for review). Despite its widespread use
and even though it seems relatively clear that the N400 is
somehow related to meaning processing, the functional basis of the N400 continues to be actively debated. Recently,
Rabovsky, Hansen, and McClelland (2018) and Rabovsky
(2020) simulated a broad range of overall 17 distinct empirically observed N400 effects using the Sentence Gestalt
(SG) model (St. John & McClelland, 1990), a neural network model of sentence comprehension that maps from sequentially incoming words to the situation or event described
by a sentence. N400 amplitudes were simulated as the magnitude of change of an internal hidden layer activation state
that implicitly represents expected sentence meaning. The
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observed correspondence between N400 amplitudes and this
activation change was taken to suggest that N400 amplitudes
reflect the change of a probabilistic representation of meaning
corresponding to an implicit semantic prediction error (see
also Rabovsky & McRae, 2014).
A limitation of this previous modelling work was that the
SG model was trained on a small synthetic corpus and thus
could not be presented with the same naturalistic stimuli presented in empirical experiments. There are various ways to
address this limitation. One way is to scale up the SG model
(Lopopolo & Rabovsky, 2021). The other way, which we
pursue here, is to ask whether the change of a probabilistic
representation of meaning as implemented in the SG model
can be similarly captured by state-of-the-art large-scale language models, which bear some family resemblance to the
SG model, such as e.g., GPT-2 (Radford et al., 2019).
The GPT-2, released by OpenAI in 2019, is a state-of-theart deep neural network language model trained for next-word
prediction (Radford et al., 2019). Like most current state-ofthe-art language models, the GPT-2 is based on the Transformer architecture (Vaswani et al., 2017). Although not explicitly trained to perform other tasks than next-word prediction, the GPT-2 performs surprisingly well in a variety of language tasks such as text summarisation, machine translation
and question answering (Radford et al., 2019). This makes it
an interesting candidate for modelling sentence comprehension in a more naturalistic setting than the limited universe of
the small scale SG model.
The GPT-2 relies on masked self-attention, whereby the
model remembers all previous inputs in a text segment and
dynamically assign attention to words which are deemed to
be important in processing the current word. This means that
even distant previous words can attract the model’s attention
when it processes complex material with long-range dependencies. Although this unreasonably large memory buffer
means that Transformer models process language in a less
biologically plausible fashion compared to recurrent models
such as the SG, recent studies suggest that they outperform
recurrent models in predicting N400 amplitudes (Merkx &
Frank, 2020) as well as psychometric measures such as reading times (Wilcox, Gauthier, Hu, Qian, & Levy, 2020; Merkx
& Frank, 2020). However, these studies focus on the output of
the models (such as model-derived lexical surprisal), and say
little about how meaning is represented internally by Trans-

former models. Another strand of recent work suggests that
activation patterns in Transformer models such as the GPT-2
can accurately predict activity in the human language system
(Schrimpf et al., 2020; Caucheteux & King, 2020). These
results are particularly surprising given the relatively low biological plausibility of Transformer models compared to recurrent models, and raise the question of whether these models form on-line semantic representations similar to those of
the human brain. This question has not yet been directly addressed.
For the purposes of modelling processing of meaning
in general, and the N400 specifically, it is clear that the
SG model and the GPT-2 are two very different creatures.
Whereas the SG model is prompted to map a sentence to the
corresponding described situation or event, and thus learns
by linking language to the world, the GPT-2’s training is
language internal and the model is only implicitly engaged
in interpreting the meaning of the sentence insofar as it is
needed for the prediction of its continuation. Nonetheless,
its (mostly) coherent continuations of stories in response to
prompts and its performance in a variety of language comprehension tasks suggest that it does implicitly represent meaning. Furthermore, several recent studies have argued that it
is exactly this principle of prediction that underpins the correspondences between Transformer models and brain activity
(Caucheteux & King, 2020; Schrimpf et al., 2020; Heilbron,
Armeni, Schoffelen, Hagoort, & de Lange, 2020). Thus, the
prediction-driven spontaneous interpretation the GPT-2 is engaging in may be an interesting model of human language
processing, but it is most likely carried out within a subspace
of the model (for example, certain layers of the deep neural
network), and may be associated with certain computational
stages. For example, in analogy with evidence of hierarchical
processing within deep neural networks for image classification (Khaligh-Razavi & Kriegeskorte, 2014), one may hypothesise that integrated semantic representations may arise
at deeper layers of the GPT-2. Finally, the notion of ’update’
may have different meanings in the two models due to the
differences in how they process text. Although they both read
a sentence from left to right and interpret each word in the
context of previous words, the SG model forms a single, integrated representation of the sentence which is updated incrementally, whereas the GPT-2 retains access to previous states
by the attention mechanism. Thus, in the GPT-2, the interpretation of a sentence may not be fully contained in its last state,
but rather distributed over many of its states. This means
that the GPT-2 could employ other strategies than incrementally updating a single representation of meaning. Although
recent work suggests similarities between recurrent models
and transformers (Katharopoulos, Vyas, Pappas, & Fleuret,
2020), it remains to be investigated whether activation updates in the GPT-2 show similarly interpretable patterns as
those of the SG model.
In this study, we test whether the correspondence between
the N400 and updates in the probabilistic representation of
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meaning in the SG model (Rabovsky et al., 2018) can be extended to the GPT-2. If this is the case, representations of
meaning in the GPT-2 may provide insight into those of the
human brain. Our investigation is two-pronged. In a quantitative experiment, we compare updates in the GPT-2 to electrophysiological responses in an EEG experiment containing no
explicit experimental manipulations of the N400. Here, we
quantitatively evaluate the evidence for a correspondence between the N400 potential and updates in internal states of the
GPT-2 on naturalistic sentence stimuli. Additionally, in four
qualitative experiments, we investigate the effect of explicit
experimental manipulations on the internal dynamics of the
GPT-2.

Experiments
Experiments were run using the pre-trained GPT-2 model
gpt2-large publicly available from the Huggingface
transformers library (Wolf et al., 2020). This model implementation contains an embedding layer followed by a stack of
36 Transformer decoder modules, which each has 1280 units
in its output layer. These activations are used as inputs to
the next decoder module, and finally used to estimate a probability distribution over possible next words. Although the
model contains more units – notably the attention modules –
we focus our analyses on the decoder output activations. We
investigate whether the finding by Rabovsky et al. (2018) that
the amplitude of the N400 correlates with the size of the update in the representation of sentence meaning generalises to
the GPT-2. In analogy with their study, we define the size in
network update u(n) at word position n as
D

u(n) = ∑ |a(n)i − a(n − 1)i | = ka(n) − a(n − 1)k1

(1)

i=1

where ai (n) is the activation of unit i in some Ddimensional layer, to the presentation of word n. In our N400
experiments, n will be the position of the target word, for example sugar in the stimulus sentence ’I take my coffee with
cream and sugar’, which will be compared to the activation at
word n − 1, i.e. and. We calculate the update at each decoder
output layer separately, resulting in one update measure for
each of the 36 decoders. As the GPT-2 may split words into
multiple tokens each associated with an internal state, we defined the update at word wt as the change in activation from
the first token of wt and the last token of the previous word
wt−1 .
We tested the correspondence between the N400 and activation update in the GPT-2, defined in Equation (1), using
two complementary approaches. In the quantitative experiment, we compared the GPT-2 update to the N400 using experimental data collected by Frank and colleagues (Frank, Otten, Galli, & Vigliocco, 2015, 2013). We presented the same
stimuli to the GPT-2 as to the subjects in the electrophysiological study and investigated whether the update significantly
predicted the N400 amplitude of the subjects. Moreover, we
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Figure 1: Results of the quantitative experiment, plotted by layer in the GPT-2. The left panel shows evidence for the GPT-2
update predicting the N400, indicated by the χ2 test statistic. Significant χ2 values are indicated with triangles. The right panel
shows the influence of three lexical and sentence level variables on the GPT-2 update. Significant coefficients, marked with
triangles, have the same sign as the corresponding regression coefficients for the N400, indicating that the GPT-2 update and
the N400 are similarly influenced by these variables.
investigated whether lexical-semantic variables that naturally
vary across the stimuli such as word frequency, sentence position and lexical surprisal, have a similar influence on the
GPT-2 update as on the N400.
In the qualitative part of the study, we investigated whether
the GPT-2 update is sensitive to explicit experimental manipulations of semantic congruence, expectancy, role reversals
and priming. These manipulations have all produced clear effects on the N400 in earlier electrophysiological experiments.
Here, in the absence of EEG data we tested whether experimental conditions differed in the same direction as reported
in previous experiments. The stimuli in the qualitative experiments may be less familiar to the GPT-2 than those in the
quantitative experiment, as the GPT-2 is trained on texts from
the internet, reflecting the statistical patterns in online texts.
Thus, although the ’unnatural’ stimuli in such experiments
may mean that they are less representative of language comprehension under naturalistic conditions, they are a test of the
generality of the model’s behaviour. The priming experiment
lies furthest away from the GPT-2’s training data, probing
the model on word pairs rather than the sentence stimuli it is
trained to parse, in contrast to previous sentence-based priming experiments on transformers (Misra, Ettinger, & Rayz,
2020). Ideally, a model correlate of the N400 would give reliable and clear effects also for stimuli which are relatively
unfamiliar to the model.

Quantitative experiment
In the quantitative experiment, we investigated whether updates of the GPT-2 can predict the N400 amplitude in response to naturalistic sentences. Additionally, we investigated whether the GPT-2 updates are similarly modulated by
three naturally varying lexical and sentence level variables as
the N400: sentence position, lexical frequency, and lexical
surprisal. The N400 is known to decrease through the course
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of a sentence, with lower amplitudes for words presented late
in the sentence (Van Petten & Kutas, 1991). Moreover, infrequent words yield a larger N400 compared to frequent words
(Van Petten & Kutas, 1990), as do words which are surprising
given the previous words in the sentence (Frank et al., 2013).
We used a publicly available EEG dataset, collected for a
previous study conducted by Frank et al. (2013). The experiment material consisted of 205 sentences, which did not
contain semantic or syntactic violations, or other types of
unnatural language. Event-related potentials were collected
from 24 subjects, who read the sentences word by word in
a pseudo-random order. Lexical frequency was calculated as
each word’s log-transformed word frequency in the British
National Corpus, and surprisal was estimated using an n-gram
model, following the original study (Frank et al., 2015). For
more details on the data acquisition and EEG pre-processing,
see Frank et al. (2013, 2015).
Investigating first whether the GPT-2 update can predict the
N400, we computed the GPT-2 updates in response to the experimental stimuli, at each of the model’s 36 decoder output
layers. For each set of GPT-2 updates representing a layer of
the model, we fit a linear mixed effects model predicting the
N400 of the experimental subjects from the updates. In addition to the GPT-2 updates, we included a fixed effect of the
ERP baseline amplitude, which was not subtracted from the
N400 component following the original study (Frank et al.,
2015). Random intercepts for each subject and lexical item
were furthermore included in the model. Subsequently, each
of these 36 linear mixed effects models were compared to a
base model including only the fixed effect of ERP baseline
and the random effects of subject and lexical item. The evidence for the effect of the GPT-2 update was estimated for
each layer using a likelihood ratio test between the model including the GPT-2 update and the base model. The evidence
was deemed significant if the χ2 statistic satisfied p < 0.05

after Bonferroni-Holm correction for multiple comparisons.
Results of the model comparison are displayed in the left
panel of Figure 1. The model evidence for the GPT-2 update was significant in 31 of the model’s 36 layers, with insignificant layers all being close to either the input layer or
the output layer of the GPT-2. The evidence appeared to be
largest (as indicated by a large χ2 -value) in the deep intermediate layers 21 − 25.
Secondly, investigating the influence of the three lexicalsemantic variables on the GPT-2 update and the N400, we
estimated the contribution of each variable to the GPT-2 update and the N400, respectively, and compared the direction
of the effects. To this end, we fit a linear mixed effects
model at each layer of the GPT-2, predicting the GPT-2 update at each item from its sentence position, lexical frequency
frequency and surprisal, with a random intercept for lexical
item. Regression coefficients were extracted at each layer
and deemed significant if their t-value satisfied p < 0.05 after
correction for multiple comparisons. Similarly, we fit a linear mixed-effects model predicting subjects’ N400 amplitude
from the same independent variables, additionally including a
fixed effect of the baseline ERP amplitude and random intercepts for lexical item and subject. As the N400 is a negative
ERP component, we multiplied the amplitudes by −1 in order to facilitate comparison with the GPT-2 updates (which
are non-negative). The mixed effects model of the N400 revealed a positive coefficient for surprisal (β = 0.064, t = 7.49,
p < 0.0001) and a negative coefficient for sentence position
(β = −0.058, t = −10.42, p < 0.0001). Additionally, there
was a negative regression coefficient for lexical frequency
(β = −0.007, t = −0.514, p > 0.05 ), but this was not significant in the current dataset, contrary to other N400 studies
(Van Petten & Kutas, 1990).
The regression coefficients for the lexical and sentence
level variables on the GPT-2 updates are plotted in the right
panel of Figure 1. Apart from the 5 deepest layers, the variables significantly affect the GPT-2 update in the same direction as the N400: regression coefficients for surprisal are
positive, whereas those of lexical frequency and sentence position are negative.

Qualitative experiments

In the qualitative experiments, we followed classical N400
experimental paradigms, recording the response to a target
word wt presented in a context w1 , . . . , wt−1 . We conducted
four experiments, listed in Table 1. Experimental conditions
were compared statistically by one-sided paired t-tests in the
direction of the hypothesis, using a significance level of α =
0.05 corrected for multiple comparisons by the BonferroniHolm method.
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Table 1: Qualitative N400 Experiments
1.
2.
3.

Experiment
Semantic violations
Cloze probability
Reversal anomalies

4.

Priming

Hypothesis
violation > congruent
unexpected > expected
incongruent > reversal
≥ congruent
unrelated > related

In Experiment 1, we tested the effect of semantic violations (such as ’I take my coffee with cream and dog’) on the
GPT-2 activation updates. In line with the well-known result
from Kutas and Hillyard (1980) on the N400, we predicted
that semantically incongruent sentence continuations elicit a
larger update compared to congruent continuations (such as ’I
take my coffee with cream and sugar’). This hypothesis was
tested using a set of 350 congruent and 350 incongruent sentences, collected by Valderrama, Beach, Sharma, AppaiahKonganda, and Schmidt (2020).
In Experiment 2, we tested the effect of the cloze probability on target words, as demonstrated by Kutas and Hillyard
(1984). Here we compared the update for expected endings
(’The children went outside to play’) to improbable, but not
strictly incorrect endings (’The children went outside to talk’).
We used a set of 498 sentences with high-cloze endings constructed by Block and Baldwin (2010), with manually added
low-cloze completions of the same sentences. We predicted
a larger N400 (and thus a larger update in the GPT-2) for low
cloze compared to high cloze endings.
In Experiment 3, we tested whether reversal anomalies
produced similar effects on the GPT-2 update as on the N400.
In reversal anomalies, such as ’For breakfast the eggs would
only eat. . . ’, despite the implausibility of eat in this context,
only a small increase in the N400 is observed compared to
congruent sentences such as ’For breakfast, the boys would
only eat. . . ’ (Kuperberg, Sitnikova, Caplan, & Holcomb,
2003). Thus, we tested whether the GPT-2 update is smaller
for reversal and congruent conditions compared to a fully
incongruent condition (’For breakfast, the boys would only
plant. . . ’). Moreover, we tested whether the reversal condition produces a larger update in the GPT-2 compared to the
congruent condition. We used a set of 180 sentences in congruent, incongruent and reversal anomaly conditions in this
experiment, constructed by Kuperberg et al. (2003) 1 .
In Experiment 4, we tested whether the GPT-2 network
update could simulate the N400 reduction for semantically
(eg. ’school – university’) or associatively (eg. ’school –
teacher’) primed words compared to unrelated word pairs
(Koivisto & Revonsuo, 2001). We selected the set of 1000
most strongly associated word pairs from the English Small
World of Words project (De Deyne, Navarro, Perfors, Brys1 The stimuli, kindly provided by the authors upon request, overlapped with those of the 2003 study but were not completely identical with them.
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Figure 2: Results of the qualitative experiments, plotted by layer in the GPT-2. The solid lines represent the mean difference in
update between conditions, with error bands representing a 95% confidence interval. In the Priming experiment, each condition
is plotted separately, instead of their difference. The dotted lines indicate layers where significant effects in line with the
hypotheses were found.
baert, & Storms, 2019) and used the first and second words
as prime and target words, respectively. We compared the
primed condition to an unrelated condition, containing the
same set of targets with scrambled primes. Scrambling was
done prior to tokenization, in order to avoid that words split
up into multiple tokens were separated.
Results of the qualitative experiments are displayed in Figure 2. In Experiments 1 − 2, we find the predicted differences
(incongruent > congruent in the semantic violations experiment, unexpected > expected in the cloze probability experiment) localised mainly to the deeper intermediate layers of
the model. In Experiment 3, effects are similarly located in
the deeper intermediate layers of the GPT-2, but results are
more mixed. Incongruent targets elicited a larger GPT-2 update than congruent targets, in line with the hypothesis – however, contrary to our prediction there was no significant difference between the incongruent condition and the reversal condition. Finally, in the priming experiment, the model’s update
is larger for unrelated target words as compared to primed, in
line with the hypothesis. In contrast to the other experiments,
the effect was significant in all layers of the GPT-2, indicating that word pair associations are encoded already at initial
processing stages of the model.

Discussion
In this study, we investigated whether internal state changes
in a deep learning language model – the GPT-2 – can be used
to model on-line representations of meaning in human language comprehension, as measured by the N400 potential.
Prompted by earlier research using the SG model (Rabovsky,
2020; Rabovsky et al., 2018), we used the update in internal
representation as a potential correlate of the N400.
In the quantitative experiment, we investigated whether the
GPT-2 update could predict N400 amplitudes from a reading
experiment using naturalistic sentences. Here, we found significant evidence for the GPT-2 update predicting the N400 in
all but the outer (shallowest and deepest) layers of the model
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(see Figure 1). However, this does not imply that all layers
of the GPT-2 are necessarily engaged in meaning-related processing. Rather, as we found in our investigation into the effect of lexical-semantic variables on the GPT-2 update, early
stages of processing are dominated by effects of lexical frequency and sentence position. As these variables also influence the N400, it is not surprising that even shallow layers
of the GPT-2 can predict the N400 to some extent. However, the effects at the shallow layers may follow relatively
trivially from the architecture and training objective of the
GPT-2. First, prior probabilities for single words should be
well-represented in a statistical model for next word prediction such as the GPT-2. Second, as Transformer models explicitly encode the position of each word token in the text
input (Vaswani et al., 2017), it is plausible that the GPT-2 has
learned to grade the importance granted to a word by its positional embedding. On the other hand, in humans sentence
position effects on N400 amplitudes are presumably not due
to direct position encoding, but rather due to increasing predictability of later as compared to earlier parts of the sentence.
The layers for which the evidence is highest are located
deeper within the network, coinciding with an increase in the
influence of surprisal on the updates. These layers seem to
provide the best candidates for an N400 correlate within the
GPT-2. A notable difference between the GPT-2 update and
the N400 is the effect of lexical frequency on each measure.
Whereas lexical frequency has the numerically largest effect
on the GPT-2 update of all three variables, its effect on the
N400 amplitudes in the corresponding EEG experiment was
non-significant. Although a significant effect of lexical frequency on the N400 has been established in other studies (cf.
Van Petten & Kutas, 1990), it is possible that the GPT-2 may
be more focused on lexical frequency than human readers,
due to its training on next word prediction. Further study is
needed in order to ascertain whether this discrepancy between
the model and human subjects is limited to the current EEG
dataset or an indication of a general pattern.

In the second part of our investigation, we investigated the
effect of specific experimental manipulations on the GPT-2
and tested whether experimental conditions differed in the
same direction as the N400. Manipulating semantic congruence and expectation, respectively, we found significant
N400-like responses in the deeper intermediate layers of the
GPT-2 (see Figure 2). Here, we found that a larger update
was elicited for semantic violations compared to congruent
target words, and for unexpected compared to expected target words. Interestingly, these effects were observed at layers
overlapping with those that most strongly predicted the N400
in our quantitative experiment.
In the reversal anomaly experiment, we expected a larger
update for incongruent targets compared to the congruent and
reversal condition. This prediction was not fulfilled, as we
found no significant difference between the incongruent and
reversal conditions. Thus, whereas the role reversal is not
reflected at the N400 processing stage in humans, the GPT2 seems to process these inputs differently. In this sense
they resemble measures of surprisal, which have also been
shown to capture N400 amplitudes quite well in general, but
fail in some specific situations such as reversal anomalies
(Rabovsky et al., 2018). Here, semantic update in the SG
model is more in line with empirical N400 data, possibly because the SG model is not trained on next word prediction
but rather is trained to estimate sentence meaning based on
both syntactic and plausibility based constraints such as word
order and event probability; see (Rabovsky et al., 2018) for
discussion.
Finally, in the priming experiment, we found that related
word pairs induced a smaller update in the GPT-2 compared
to unrelated pairs, at all layers. This more wide-spread effect
could potentially arise because the association between words
is already represented at the stage of word embedding, and –
it seems – preserved as the information is passed through the
deep neural network.
In summary, we have found partial evidence for similarities in on-line semantic updates in the GPT-2 and the human
brain, as indicated by correspondences between GPT-2 network updates and the N400 brain potential. In our quantitative experiment, we found that the GPT-2 update predicted
N400 amplitudes from a reading experiment, with strongest
evidence at deeper intermediate layers. Moreover, in our
qualitative experiments we found modulations of semantic
congruence and expectancy overlapping with the quantitative
N400 effects, and finally we found a wide-spread effect of
priming. These findings are notable, given that the GPT-2
(in contrast to the SG model) is not explicitly trained to estimate sentence meaning, nor is it architecturally constrained
to incremental processing. Thus, the effects we found at deep
intermediate layers of the GPT-2 suggest that incrementally
updated semantic representations may to some extent be an
emergent property of prediction-based language processing,
even in the absence of the memory constraints imposed in recurrent neural networks. However, the absence of difference
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between the incongruent and reversal sentences in the reversal
anomaly experiment suggests differences between the GPT-2
update and the N400, pointing to possible limitations to the
validity of such a model as an analogy for how humans understand language. All in all, our results suggest that the Transformer architecture may not provide a perfect model for the
neural process underlying the N400, but may well be useful
in modelling certain types of meaning-related processes at a
level of comprehension performance currently unmatched by
more biologically plausible deep learning language models.
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Abstract
From a young age, we can select actions to achieve desired
goals, infer the goals of other agents, and learn causal relations in our environment through social interactions. Crucially,
these abilities are productive and generative: we can impute
desires to others that we have never held ourselves. These
abilities are often captured by only partially overlapping models, each requiring substantial changes to fit combinations of
abilities. Here, in an attempt to unify previous models, we
present a neural network underpinned by the linearly solvable
Markov Decision Process (LMDP) framework which permits
a distributed representation of tasks. The network contains two
pathways: one captures the desirability of states, and another
encodes the passive dynamics of state transitions in the absence of control. Interactions between pathways are bound by
a principle of rational action, enabling generative inference of
actions, goals, and causal relations supported by gradient updates to parts of the network.
Keywords: Inverse reinforcement learning; Social causal
learning; Multitask LMDP

Introduction
Being able to reason accurately about the intentions and actions of other agents is critical for social animals like humans.
For instance, even from a young age, we can infer likely goals
of agents and generalize this knowledge to predict their actions in novel contexts (Heyes & Frith, 2014; Shafto, Goodman, & Frank, 2012). While there exists striking descriptive
evidence of these abilities across human development and in
many other species, it is unclear what computations underpin them. Some elements of these abilities have been captured by the powerful Bayesian Theory of Mind formalism
(Baker, Saxe, & Tenenbaum, 2009; Shafto et al., 2012; Rabinowitz et al., 2018), in which actions, goals, and causal
world structure are linked together through approximately rational planning, allowing them to be inferred from limited
evidence using Bayesian inference. These models are effortlessly productive–they can plan actions to achieve novel combinations of goals, infer an agent’s intentions from their actions, and react instantly to changed environmental structure–
and they account for a variety of behavioral data. However,
they are often computationally intensive and difficult to scale
to large state and hypothesis spaces.
By contrast, deep reinforcement learning systems have recently been shown to scale to large real-world problems, e.g.
(Mnih et al., 2015), but they are often not productive (in their
model-free incarnation), or similarly require computationally
intensive rollouts through internal models (model-based RL).
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Moreover, inferring an agent’s goals from their actions in
both deep RL and Bayesian frameworks often requires solving the inverse RL problem. Current IRL algorithms repeatedly solve reinforcement learning problems in their inner loop. For this reason, little work has focused on generic
goal inference in neural network models, and still less has addressed complex phenomena like social causal learning (but
see Rabinowitz et al. (2018)). One of the key problems in the
standard MDP framework inherent in these approaches is that
the optimal actions associated with different tasks do not typically compose together linearly. To take a spatial navigation
example, suppose an agent learns two tasks to navigate to goal
locations A and B respectively. The optimal policy for the
composite task “navigate to goal A or B” is not a simple linear
sum of the optimal actions for the component tasks. To begin
to address this problem, we propose a neural network architecture that permits a distributed representation of tasks based
on work relying on the LMDP formulation, which at the cost
of additional constraints on the problem formulation enjoys a
form of compositionality across tasks (Todorov, 2009; Saxe,
Earle, & Rosman, 2017; Piray & Daw, 2019). The network
can express an infinite set of tasks as weighted combinations
of a finite set of prior ‘basis’ tasks, analogously to how an infinite set of images may be represented as a distributed pattern
of activity across a basis of V1-like edge detectors. Leveraging this distributed representation, the network can represent
novel tasks as a combination of previously learned tasks, immediately knowing how to act optimally once the task blend
is known; or infer a novel goal for an agent by expressing it
as a particular combination of previously learned tasks. So
long as a novel input lies within the span of these basis tasks,
it can be represented exactly with a distributed code, even if
it has never been seen before. Here, we apply this network
to a popular set of cognitive science tasks across action selection, goal inference, and social causal learning scenarios, and
show that the resulting model can behave approximately like
sophisticated Bayesian models (and human subjects), while
retaining the flexibility of model-based reinforcement learning.

A Neural Network with an Intentional Stance
We base our formulation on the multitask linearly-solvable
Markov decision process (MLMDP) framework introduced
by (Todorov, 2009; Saxe et al., 2017), which we briefly re-
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Figure 1: A neural network for intentional action reasoning. (A) The network contains a value pathway (top) and a dynamics
pathway (bottom). The value pathway decomposes instantaneous rewards for reaching each terminal state using a set of task
bases B. The resulting distributed task blend determines the composite desirability function for each state, i.e., the total expected
future returns. The dynamics pathway receives a one-hot vector denoting the current state of the agent, and predicts the
distribution over next states in the absence of exerting control (the ‘passive’ dynamics). The composite desirability and next
state distribution are multiplied and renormalized to obtain a desired action, which is a distribution over next states. Sampling
from this distribution yields the state of the agent at the next time point. The interaction of these elements is governed by
a principle of rational action (see text), such that sampling from the action distribution will maximize expected reward. (B)
Illustration of inputs given (green) and targets (grey) to be computed by the network for flexible action selection (top panel),
inferring intentions (middle panel) and causal inference (bottom panel).
view here for completeness. The agent exists in a world with
N discrete states. These may represent different spatial positions in a navigation task, different block configurations in
the Tower of Hanoi task, or different equations in an algebraic task. We represent the current state of the agent at time
t as a one-hot column vector s(t) ∈ RN with a one in the index corresponding to the current state of the agent, and a zero
otherwise. The environment offers instantaneous rewards for
arriving in each state, which can be collected into the column vector r ∈ RN . If the agent does not exert control effort,
the state transitions will evolve according to passive dynamics specified by the matrix P ∈ RN×N , where Pi j specifies the
probability of transitioning from state j to state i.
Rather than choosing from a discrete set of actions as in the
standard MDP framework, the agent’s action in the LMDP
framework is a choice of distribution over next states. This
distribution can be written as the column vector a(t) ∈ RN .
The LMDP framework penalizes actions which deviate from
the passive dynamics, thereby rewarding efficient action selection. In particular, the instantaneous reward for arriving in
state s and taking action a is

R (s, a) = rT s − λKL(a||Ps)

(1)

where KL(x||y) denotes the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the distributions x and y, and λ is a parameter controlling the strength of this KL control cost. We note in passing that the discrete actions available to the agent are usually
recoverable from the non-zero entries in P, as these reflect
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“links” between states.
Here we adopt the finite exit formulation of the MDP, such
that the set of states is divided into Ni internal states and Nb
absorbing boundary states. The agent transitions through internal states accruing reward, and when the agent enters a
state in the set of absorbing states A , the episode terminates.
The goal of the agent is to select actions which maximize total
expected future reward,
(
∗

a = argmaxa E

T

s(t+1)∼a(t)

ε=min{t:s(t)∈A }

ε−1

)

r s(ε) + ∑ R (s(t), a(t)) .
t=0

(2)
Following (Todorov, 2009), we define the desirability of a
state as the exponentiated cost-to-go function of that state,
which we collect into the vector z ∈ RN with components
zk = evk /λ where vk is the cost-to-go (expected reward from
state k if acting optimally). Analogously, we denote the exponentiated instantaneous rewards as the vector q ∈ RN with
components qk = erk /λ . Further, we make use of the decomposition into Ni internal states and Nb absorbing terminal
states and similarly partition the desirability, reward, and transition functions into their constituent internal and absorbing
parts, e.g. zi and zb denote the instantaneous and boundary
desirabilities, respectively.
As shown in (Todorov, 2009), this formulation has the benefit that the Bellman equation reduces to a linear system,


I − Mi PiT zi = Mi PbT qb ,

(3)

where Mi = diag(qi ). We may then solve for zi explicitly; or
iteratively in an analog of value iteration,
zi ← Mi PiT zi + Mi PbT qb ;

(4)

or through online exploration and a feedback-driven update
known as Z-Learning (the LMDP analogue to Q-Learning),
described in detail in (Todorov, 2009).
With the desirability function in hand, the optimal action
in any state can be shown to be (Todorov, 2009)
a∗ (t) ∝ z ◦ [Ps(t)]

(5)

where ◦ denotes the Hadamard (element-wise) product. That
is, we take the product of the desirability of each state with
its probability under the next state distribution for the passive dynamics. We then renormalize to ensure the action is a
probability distribution, e.g. using the softmax function analogously to action sampling in standard RL. In this way, the
passive dynamics are shifted toward states which offer greater
expected future reward. The fact that the optimal policy takes
this particularly simple form is a distinctive property of the
LMDP framework.
So far, we have explained how optimal actions can be selected for one fixed reward structure in the LMDP. Now following Saxe et al. (2017), we exploit the linearity of the Bellman equation to enable acting towards diverse goals. We
suppose we have learned optimal actions for a library of
τ = 1, · · · , Nτ tasks, where each task shares P, qi , and λ but
differs in its boundary rewards qτb . Wehcan form the iNb × Nτ

task exponentiated reward matrix Q = q1b q2b · · · qNb τ , which
collects these boundary rewards in its columns, and compute
the matrix
h
i of associated task desirability functions Zi =
Nτ
1
2
zi zi · · · zi as
Zi = I − Mi PiT

−1

Mi PbT Q.

(6)

Now suppose we receive a new task to perform, with immediate boundary rewards r, and suppose that we can express
these exponentiated rewards q = exp(r/λ) as a linear combination of the task exponentiated reward matrix,
q = Qw

(7)

for some w ∈ RNτ . Then we can compute the optimal desirability function zi by simply blending the desirability functions of the component tasks linearly,
−1
zi = I − Mi PiT
Mi PbT q
(8)

T −1
T
= I − Mi Pi
Mi Pb Qw
(9)
= Zi w.

(10)

Hence, this multitask network can optimally perform any task
that lies within the span of its exponentiated rewards (we note
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that tasks must also satisfy the technical requirement Qw ≥ 0
due to the exponential relationship between r and q).
To find appropriate task blend weights w for a given new
task, define the task basis matrix B = Q† where † denotes the
pseudoinverse. We can take the exponentiated task rewards q,
and pass them through the task basis matrix to obtain the required weights, w = Bq. The matrix B thus decomposes new
reward functions into a weighted combination of previously
learned tasks.
Overall then, the computation of optimal actions in the
multitask LMDP framework can be cast as a particular neural network architecture, as shown in Fig. 1A. The network
contains two pathways (values and dynamics). The value
pathway receives the task to execute, specified as a vector
q of instantaneous boundary rewards. These pass through
synaptic weights corresponding to the task basis matrix B to
come up with activations representing the current task blend
w. This task blend is passed through synaptic weights encoding the desirability matrix Z to obtain the composite desirability function z, which constitutes the output of the value
pathway. In essence, the value pathway transforms instantaneous rewards into total expected future rewards under the
optimal policy for each state. The dynamics pathway receives
the current state, encoded as a one-hot vector s(t), and computes the distribution over next states using the passive dynamics matrix P. The dynamics pathway thus predicts how
the state might evolve one time step into the future. Finally,
the value and dynamics pathways converge to construct the
optimal action, which is given by element-wise multiplication of the representations in each pathway followed by sumnormalization. In contrast to many neural network schemes,
our architecture optimally performs any task that lies in the
span of the task basis. Further, the ‘synaptic weight’ parameters in the pathways (B, Z, P) are linked by specific relations
(the Bellman equation) which guarantee this optimality and
build in a principle of rational action.
In the following we will illustrate three key benefits of this
framework that all capitalise on the explicitly compositional
architecture of the network. As depicted in Fig. 1B, we will
show how the model can harness this architecture to fill in the
gaps if one of the inputs is missing and how it responds to
perturbations of the value pathway.

Flexible Action Selection
The choice problem we consider here is best described by
differences in the reward function: How can the agent make
decisions in novel situations when goals or reward have
changed? Here, the intentional action network enables the
agent to formulate novel policies by composing and blending
previously learned tasks. Due to the linearity of the LMDP,
the agent can harness its existing task base to behave optimally as long as the new optimal reward function lies within
the span of the previously learned tasks. Importantly, this
simple linear combination of previous tasks is not commonly
optimal in standard MDP formulations. One notable excep-
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Figure 2: Flexible action selection. (A) After latent learning of the transition structure in a maze, the agent can immediately
navigate to a new rewarded location (red squares). Sample trajectories shown in black are overlaid on the inferred composite
desirability function. (B) Tower of Hanoi problem. The agent can solve the typical task (reward given for moving the tower
to the right-most peg). The rules of the game allow only some transitions between states (edges between points in the graph).
Novel goals such as ‘place the large block on the middle peg’ correspond to a collection of states being rewarded. The agent
can optimally act toward this new goal by decomposing it into the pathways illustrated in Fig.1. (C) Revaluation in sequential
choice. The classic ‘two-step’ task tests for the ability of agents to rapidly adapt to new reward contingencies (diagram to the
left). It yields different patterns of responses for model-free (left bar plot) and model-based behaviour (middle bar plot) after
an uncommon (low probability, in red) transition from the A states to following states. The multitask LMDP network (right bar
plot) behaves like model-based systems, immediately adapting to changes in terminal reward, as it does contain a model but
does not explicitly roll out possible futures.
tion to this is the Successor Representation and the associated
Successor Features framework, where a new reward function
may be represented linearly over previously learned policies
(Momennejad, 2020; Borsa et al., 2019; Tomov, Schulz, &
Gershman, 2021). However, unlike the MLMDP framework,
these composite policies evaluate the value function for a specific policy, not the optimal policy, and are therefore not guaranteed to be optimal for new tasks.

in the classic sequential two-step task (Doll, Simon, & Daw,
2012). Here, the network behaves like a model-based system
(Piray & Daw, 2019). However, unlike many other modelbased systems, the model does not engage in active multistep planning, but rather contains the necessary information
to adapt to new rewards in its value and dynamics pathways.

For action selection, our results closely follow those in
Saxe et al. (2017), but we apply the model to commonly studied tasks in cognitive science. We illustrate the network’s
behavior in Fig. 2 using three classical tasks from the cognitive sciences. Firstly, in the four rooms environment, the
agent can immediately execute optimal policies to rewards at
several locations once it has acquired knowledge about navigating to specific locations. Secondly, we consider the Tower
of Hanoi task, where the agent needs to move a tower of discs
onto a different peg (typically the right most peg), but can
only place smaller pieces onto larger ones. Having learned
the dynamics (in this case: the allowed transitions between
states) and policies to individual states, the model can immediately compute the optimal policy for new targets (e.g.
move the largest disc to the middle peg). Lastly, we demonstrate that the model can adapt to novel reward contingencies

To infer intentions, we make use of the fact that the log probability of a controlled trajectory transitioning through a specific sequence of states s1 , · · · , sN has a simple expression
(Dvijotham & Todorov, 2010). For our multitask setting, it
is
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Inferring Intentions

N

L[w, P] =

∑



− log wT Z T sn+1 + log wT Z T Psn + log sTn+1 Psn .

n=1

(11)
To infer the task blend that an agent is using, therefore, we can
find the task blend weights w that maximize the probability
of the observed trajectory. To do this, we perform gradient
ascent on w,
∆w = η


N 
Z T sn+1
Z T Psn
∂L
=η∑
−
T T
∂w
wT Z T Psn
n=1 w Z sn+1

(12)

where η is a small learning rate. In essence, this procedure
attempts to find the task blend most likely to generate the observed sequence of state transitions.
The gradient update in Eq. (12) requires observing and
memorizing the complete trajectory for performing the inference. We can also create an approximate online scheme,
in which we update the task blend as a running average of
updates after observing each new state transition. After observing the nth transition, we make the update

 T
Z T Psn
Z sn+1
− T T
(13)
∆w = −αw + η T T
w Z sn+1 w Z Psn
where the parameter α controls the length of the running average. This procedure is fully online, showing how approximate goal inference could be a relatively cheap and automatic
operation once Z and P are known.
We illustrate the network’s inference behavior in a task introduced by Baker et al. (2009). Human participants observed
a sequence of state transitions in a grid maze and had to infer,
after different numbers of steps, which of three possible goal
locations the agent was aiming for (Fig. 3A, top panel). To
simulate this, we presented the model several steps of a trajectory. The model then infers a task blend over the three possible goal locations, either using the entire observed trajectory
(batch update, Fig. 3A, middle panel), or in a step-by-step
fashion (online update, Fig. 3A, bottom panel). The results of
the two update schemes are remarkably similar, with the differences in predicted goals slightly more pronounced in the
batched case. Note that a sparsity constraint could be added
here to associate more weight with the most likely goal. Importantly, once the task blend w is inferred, by switching back
to selecting actions, the network can generate forward predictions of where the agent is likely to go next without needing
to re-solve this forward problem for the inferred task weight
blend (Fig. 3B grey). Here, the forward prediction is greedy
with respect to controlled dynamics for the purpose of illustration. Note that the forward prediction depends on all entries in w, not just the highest weight. For instance, during the
early phase of observation in the top panel in B, the inferred
behaviour is indifferent between all three goals and the network may thus predict navigating to the closest (rather than
the marginally most likely) goal. Fig. 3C shows a reproduction of Figure 4a-c of (Baker et al., 2009) across six example
trajectories with our model fits added in the bottom row. Our
results are qualitatively very similar to both observed participant behaviour and the Bayesian model applied in (Baker
et al., 2009). Note, however, that our model would need to
be augmented with a prior to capture that participants’ inferences are not uniformly distributed across goals at the first
judgment points.

Social Causal Learning
In social settings where the goal of the agent is known, we
can also observe controlled state transitions in order to infer ‘causal’ structure, here formalized as the passive dynam-
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ics P that describes how states evolve in the absence of control input. We use the word ‘causal’ in line with prior work
(Goodman, Baker, & Tenenbaum, 2009), but note that this
may differ from other definitions of causality.
To perform this inference, we start again from the probability of observing a controlled state sequence given by
Eq. (11). Now we observe the task blend w and a sequence
of states s1 , · · · , sN , and we find the state transition matrix
P which maximizes the probability of the sequence through
∂L
, where after each upprojected gradient ascent, ∆P = η ∂P
date we project P back to the probability simplex by clipping
negative elements to zero and renormalizing each column to
sum to one (we also note that when taking the derivative, Z
depends on P).
The key feature of interest of this formulation is that the
network’s inferences depend critically on the observed task
blend w. For instance, consider the case of observing an agent
operate a machine whose mechanism (its passive dynamics
P) is unknown and needs to be inferred. Settings of this type
have been studied in developmental psychology, where children learn causal relations in the environment through social
observation (Waismeyer, Meltzoff, & Gopnik, 2014). We illustrate such a setup in Fig. 4A. If the model (or child) knows
the agent’s intentions (via the task blends w), it can infer
likely causal relationships under the assumption that the agent
acts rationally, i.e. they behave optimally with respect to their
intentions. For instance, if the network knows that the agent
wants the tortoise, and sees the agent place both tokens in the
machine, it infers that the machine only dispenses the tortoise
toy when given both tokens (not one or the other) (Fig. 4B).
This inference can be made even before the machine in fact
produces the tortoise. However, if the agent’s intentions are
unknown to the model (e.g. uniform weights w), the model
will make no such attributions (Fig. 4C).

Goal-directed Induced Movement
Finally, formulating the multitask LMDP as a neural network
allows us to make links to neural recording and stimulation
studies. For example, (Graziano, Aflalo, & Cooke, 2005)
stimulate locations in monkey pre-motor cortex and find that
this elicits limb movements that end in a stereotyped location
or limb configuration irrespective of starting configuration as
if these neurons induced behaviour towards a ‘goal’. We simulate this here by assuming that a 2D space is mirrored in the
neural code, such that adjacent locations in physical space
are also represented in adjacent locations on the cortical surface, similar to retinotopic maps in V1. We then stimulate a
given location (e.g. the centre point) in the value pathway,
elevating its desirability and that of surrounding points, and
pass this perturbed activation through the network. This elicits a feedback control loop towards the stimulated location,
Fig. 5A. By contrast, randomly perturbing the weight vector
w (to reflect intrinsic noise) elicits random movements similar
to those observed after ‘mock-stimulation’ (where no current
is applied) in (Graziano et al., 2005), Fig. 5B.
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Figure 3: Model predicted intentions given a sequence of observations. (A) Task blends across possible goals predicted by the
model at each judgment point. The top panel shows the example trajectory, starting from the bottom left and ending at the top
right. The middle panel shows the results from a batch update (entire trajectory), whereas the bottom panel shows the predictions
using an incremental, step-by-step update. (B) Model predicted (optimal) desirability functions overlaid with observed (black)
and predicted (grey) trajectories at early, mid, and late stages of observations. This illustrates how the model can generate
optimal desirability functions from the inferred task blends and use these to make forward predictions. (C) Comparison of our
model (bottom row) in the task employed by (Baker et al., 2009) (top three rows). Row (a) shows decision setting and judgment
points (numbered), row (b) shows averaged participant inferences over goals, row (c) shows the model fits from the original
paper, and the bottom row shows the model fits obtained from our model in eq. 12. Reproduced with permission according to
creative commons license CC BY-NC-SA 3.0 from: http://hdl.handle.net/1721.1/60852

Discussion
Here, we presented a network model based on a recent multitask extension of the LMDP framework (Saxe et al., 2017)
which gives rise to compositionality across learned tasks.
This enables distributed representations of task goals, which
can be blended linearly to produce novel, optimal task policies so long as they lie within the span of learned tasks. In
the context of action selection, this scheme shares some similarities with other recent advances, for instance the successor representation (Momennejad, 2020), successor features
(Borsa et al., 2019), and the default representation (Piray
& Daw, 2019). Going beyond this, the network model can
also capture well-known effects from social and causal learning by extending the inverse optimal control described in
(Dvijotham & Todorov, 2010) to the multi-task case. Notably,
inferring the intentions of other agents is achieved through
a cheap and simple iterative scheme that updates the likelihoods of each hypothesis in proportion to the sum of two simple ratios, which only depend on the passive dynamics of the
environment and the previously learned task bases. The network can readily be combined with other recent work (Earle,
Saxe, & Rosman, 2018) to scale the network to larger state
spaces using hierarchical decompositions of task bases. The
present work only considers the simple case in which most aspects of the task are known and have been learned perfectly.
Future work could build on our results using well-established
Z-learning algorithms to investigate the development of these
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abilities, as they are learned in an incremental fashion. Another exciting future direction would be to use function approximators at every layer of the network to avoid the need
to pre-specify the state space and task bases. Together, these
directions would add flexibility to the framework.
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Abstract
The N400 component of the event related brain potential is
widely used to investigate language and meaning processing.
However, despite much research the component’s functional
basis remains actively debated. Recent work showed that the
update of the predictive representation of sentence meaning
(semantic update, or SU) generated by the Sentence Gestalt
model (McClelland, St. John, & Taraban, 1989) consistently
displayed a similar pattern to the N400 amplitude in a series
of conditions known to modulate this event-related potential.
These results led Rabovsky, Hansen, and McClelland (2018)
to suggest that the N400 might reflect change in a probabilistic
representation of meaning corresponding to an implicit semantic prediction error. However, a limitation of this work is that
the model was trained on a small artificial training corpus and
thus could not be presented with the same naturalistic stimuli presented in empirical experiments. In the present study,
we overcome this limitation and directly model the amplitude
of the N400 elicited during naturalistic sentence processing
by using as predictor the SU generated by a Sentence Gestalt
model trained on a large corpus of texts. The results reported in
this paper corroborate the hypothesis that the N400 component
reflects the change in a probabilistic representation of meaning
after every word presentation. Further analyses demonstrate
that the SU of the Sentence Gestalt model and the amplitude
of the N400 are influenced similarly by the stochastic and positional properties of the linguistic input.
Keywords: N400; sentence processing; semantic prediction;
modelling; Sentence Gestalt Model; artificial neural networks;
naturalistic stimuli.

Introduction
The N400 event-related potential (ERP) component is a
negative deflection at centro-parietal electrode sites peaking
around 400 ms after the onset of a word or another potentially meaningful stimulus. Its amplitude has been shown to
be affected by a wide variety of linguistic variables. For instance, N400 amplitudes tend to decrease over the course of
a sentence (van Petten & Kutas, 1990). Smaller amplitudes
are observed for targets after semantically similar or related
as compared to unrelated primes, and for repeated words as
compared to a first presentation (Bentin, McCarthy, & Wood,
1985). The N400 shows larger amplitude to congruent continuations with lower as compared to higher cloze probability
(Kutas & Hillyard, 1984). In general, the amplitude of the
N400 seems to be sensitive to the stochastic properties of the
word, both in terms of lexical frequency and surprisal (van
Petten & Kutas, 1990; Parviz, Johnson, Johnson, & Brock,
2011; Frank, Otten, Galli, & Vigliocco, 2015), with lower
amplitudes observed for high frequency words and for words
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with lower surprisal. Despite the large body of data on N400
amplitude modulations and the agreement that the N400 is
related to meaning processing, the computational principles
and processing mechanisms underlying N400 amplitude generation are as yet unclear. Various theories propose, e.g., that
the N400 reflects, among others, lexical-semantic access or
semantic integration processes (Kutas & Federmeier, 2011).
Recent studies linking the N400 to computational models in order to better understand the underlying mechanisms can be ascribed to two broadly defined categories,
(neuro)cognitively motivated small scale models linking the
N400 to internal processes in the models and large-scale natural language processing (NLP) based models computing surprisal. As examples of the latter type, Frank et al. (2015);
Aurnhammer and Frank (2019); Merkx and Frank (2020)
have shown that the N400 amplitude is significantly influenced by word-level surprisal, computed by a variety of language model implementations trained on a next-word prediction task. An advantage of these models is that they are
trained on large linguistic datasets, approximating human language exposure so that they can be directly linked to empirical N400 data. However, the measure that is used to predict
N400 amplitudes, surprisal, is an output measure of the models that can be computed in many different ways and thus does
not directly speak to the internal cognitive processes and neural activation dynamics underlying N400 amplitudes, which
is our main interest here.
On the other hand, cognitively motivated computational
models of sentence comprehension that have been used to
model the N400 (Brouwer, Crocker, Venhuizen, & Hoeks,
2017; Brouwer, Delogu, Venhuizen, & Crocker, 2021; Fitz
& Chang, 2019; Rabovsky et al., 2018; Rabovsky & McClelland, 2020; Rabovsky, 2020) link N400 amplitudes to internal hidden layer activation processes and dynamics, thereby
providing computationally explicit (neuro)cognitive theories
of the processes giving rise to the N400. Most of these models were trained to map sequentially incoming words to estimated sentence meaning, which is arguably an important part
of human language comprehension. On the downside, these
cognitively motivated models proposed to account for N400
amplitudes have as of yet been only trained on small artificial
language corpora, which makes the relationship to empirical
N400 data somewhat abstract.
Here, we aim to combine the advantages of both ap-

proaches by training a cognitively motivated model of language processing that has been used to model the N400,
the Sentence Gestalt (SG) model (Rabovsky et al., 2018;
Rabovsky & McClelland, 2020; Rabovsky, 2020), on a largescale language corpus, to directly test our computationally
explicit (neuro)cognitive theory of the processes underlying
N400 amplitudes on single trial empirical ERP data.
Specifically, Rabovsky et al. (2018) proposed an explanation of the N400 ERP component in terms of update of a probabilistic representation of meaning as captured by the change
of the inner states of the SG model, a connectionist model of
language processing that maps a sentence to its corresponding event (McClelland et al., 1989). At every given moment
during sentence processing, this representation not only contains information provided by the words presented so far, but
also an approximation of all features of the sentence meaning
based on the statistical regularities in the model’s environment internalized in its connection weights. Rabovsky et al.
(2018) showed that the SG model update simulates a number of N400 effects obtained in empirical research including
the influences of semantic congruity, cloze probability, word
position in the sentence, reversal anomalies, semantic and associative priming, categorically related incongruities, lexical
frequency, repetition, and interactions between repetition and
semantic congruity. These results foster the idea that N400
amplitudes reflect surprise at the level of meaning, defined as
the change in the probability distribution over semantic features in an integrated representation of meaning occasioned
by the arrival of each successive constituent of a sentence.
In the present study, we attempt to directly predict the amplitude of the N400 generated during sentence processing by
using as predictor the update of the inner representation of a
SG model trained on a large corpus of naturalistic texts. We
used EEG data collected while subjects were asked to read
sentences extracted from narrative texts. Such stimuli were
not designed to elicit specific conditions, but to be close to
everyday conditions faced by humans.
The hypothesis that N400 amplitudes reflect the change
in a probabilistic representation of meaning after every word
presentation is supported by the results reported in the present
study, which show that the SG model update successfully
predicts N400 amplitudes. Moreover, in order to further investigate the relations between the inner dynamics of the SG
model and the N400, we conducted analyses aimed at assessing whether the update of the inner representation generated
by the model and the amplitude of the N400 component are
influenced in the same way by the word frequency, surprisal
and position of the words making up the stimulus.

The Sentence Gestalt Model
As a model of language processing, the SG model maps sentences to a representation of the described event approximated by a list of role-filler pairs representing the action, the
various participants (e.g., agent and patient) as well as information concerning, for instance, the time, location, and
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Fig. 1: The architecture of the Sentence Gestalt Model,
with the update network on the left hand-side and the
query network on the right hand-side.

the manner of the event described by the sentence itself
(McClelland et al., 1989).
(1) The boy ate soup during lunch
agent action patient
time
For instance, when processing Sentence 1, the SG model
recognizes that ate is the action, and that the boy and soup
are its agent and patient respectively and that at lunch is a
modifier specifying the moment when the event takes place.
The SG model consists of two components: an update network (encoder) and a query network (decoder), as described
in Fig. 1. The update network sequentially processes each
incoming word to update activation of the SG layer, which
represents the meaning of the sentence after the presentation
of each word as a function of its previous activation and the
activation induced by the new incoming word. The query network, instead, extracts information concerning the event described by the sentence from the activation of the SG layer.
The sentence comprehension mechanism is implemented in
the update network. The query network is primarily used for
training.
In the present study, the update network of the SG model
is composed of an input layer, which generates a vectorial
representation ~wt for each input word it of the incoming sentence, and a recurrent layer implemented as a long short-term
memory (LSTM) unit generating a SG representation s~gt as
a function of ~wt and previous gestalt s~gt−1 (Hochreiter &
Schmidhuber, 1997). LSTM have the advantage of being better at processing long and complex sentences compared to
traditional recurrent layers, and being still simpler in structure and number of parameters compared to even more performative types of deep learning components (e.g. Transformers). In the original formulation of the update network,
the SG representation s~gt is obtained from the activity of a
hidden layer which combines the previous SG representation
s~gt−1 and the vector of the current word w
~ t . The adoption of

LSTM in the present implementation of the SG model is justified by the significantly more complex nature of the training
material as compared to the original implementation of the
model which was trained on short and artificially generated
sentences. Nonetheless, the basic principles of the update
network are retained in this novel formulation, since in both
cases the network is essentially a recurrent neural network encoding a string of words as a function of the current presented
word and the words preceding it. The query network instead
has the same structure as the original SG model implementation. Its hidden state ~ht is generated by combining the SG
vector s~gt and probe vectors ~pi . The output ~ôi of the query
network is generated from the hidden state ~ht .
The task the SG model is asked to perform is to map a sentence to its corresponding situation or event, defined as a list
of role-filler pairs representing an action or state, its participants (e.g. agent, patient, recipient), and eventual modifiers.
A sentence is defined as a sequence of words, each represented as an integer it , defined on a vocabulary associating a
unique index to every word. Figure 2 exemplifies the mapping from words to event performed, word-by-word, by the
SG model.

As shown in Fig. 3.a, the event consists of a set of rolefiller vectors ~oi , each of which consists of the concatenation
of the feature representation of a word and a one-hot vector
of the role of that word in the context of the event described
by the sentence. Sentence 1 above consists of a sequence
of 7 one-hot word representation vectors. Its event contains
4 role-filler combinations representing each role of its event
(agent, action, patient, time) with its corresponding concept
filler (boy, eat, soup, lunch).

Fig. 3: The role-filler vector ~oi (a), and its corresponding
two types of probes ~pi (b) and (c). The left hand-side of
the vectors correspond to the embedding representation
of the filler concept, whereas the right hand-side to the
one-hot representation of the thematic role played by the
filler. When probing for the thematic role, probe (b) is
presented. When probing for the filler instead, probe (c)
is presented. In both cases the SG model is expected to
produce the full role-filler vector (a).
During training, the model is presented with sentences
(fed word by word to the input layer) such as ‘The boy ate
soup during lunch’. Every time a word is presented, the
model is probed concerning the event described by the sentence. The model is probed concerning the complete event,
even if the relevant information has not yet been presented at
the input layer. A probe consists of a vector ~pi of the same
size of a corresponding role-filler vector ~pi , but with either
the thematic role identifier zeroed (Fig. 3.b) – if probing for
roles –, or filler features zeroed (Fig. 3.c) – if instead probing for fillers. Responding to a probe consists therefore of
completing the role-filler vector. When probed with either
a thematic role (e.g., agent, action, patient, location, or situation; each represented by an individual unit at the probe
and output layer) or a filler, the model is expected to output the complete role-filler vector. Fillers are represented using word embeddings obtained by binarizing Fasttext, a computational semantic model representing 1 million words and
trained on both the English Wikipedia and the Gigaword 5
corpora (Bojanowski, Grave, Joulin, & Mikolov, 2017). The
discrepancies between the observed role-filler vector ~oi and
generated output ~ôi is computed using cross-entropy and is
back-propagated through the entire network to adjust its parameters in order to minimize the difference between modelgenerated and correct output. Binarization of the filler semantic feature representations was performed in order to allow
for a probabilistic interpretation of the model generated activation of semantic feature units afforded by the cross-entropy
error used during training.

Fig. 2: Example of how the SG model processes the sentence he opened the door. The model is trained on identifying the roles and fillers constituting the event described
in the sentence. Here, for reasons of space, we focus only
on mapping filler to role patient, but the model also estimates the agent and action of the event. Sentences are
presented word-by-word. Initially (a), the model is first
presented only with word he, leading to a list of wrong
predicted patient fillers. Subsequently (b), the model is
presented with word opened, causing the prediction of potentially correct fillers. Finally (c), when the model is presented with the whole sentence, it converges on the correct
patient of the described event: door.
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Fig. 4: This study aims to model the amplitude of the N400 as a function of the update of a probabilistic semantic representation (SU) generated by a SG model trained on a large scale corpus of naturalistic texts. N400 amplitudes elicited by
reading a sentence (e.g., the boy ate soup...) are matched by the SU generated by the model.

Materials and methods
Previous implementations of the SG model have been trained
on artificially generated sentences, constructed in order to
sample basic word and role-filler combinations. In the present
study, the model is trained on a large-scale training corpus approximating the real life language experience of human participants. This approach allows for simulation of empirical
experiments with the exact same stimuli on a single-trial basis.

Training corpus and hyper-parameters
The SG model was trained on the British National Corpus section of the Rollenwechsel-English (RW-eng) corpus
(Sayeed, Shkadzko, & Demberg, 2018). The RW-eng corpus is annotated with semantic role information based on
PropBank roles (Palmer, Gildea, & Kingsbury, 2005) and obtained from the output of the SENNA semantic role labeller
(Collobert et al., 2011; Collobert, 2011) and the MALT syntactic parser (Nivre, 2003). Each sentence annotation consists of the list of event frames it describes. An event frame
is defined by its main predicate (usually a finite verb) and its
arguments. Following PropBank, RW-eng frames can contain
arguments of 26 types spanning from agent, patient, benefactive, starting and end point and a series of modifiers describing the temporal, locational, causal, final and modal circumstances of the event. Therefore, the SG model in this study is
trained on mapping each RW-eng sentence to its PropBankstyle event structure as provided in the RW-eng corpus. For
more detail on the argument structure proposed by PropBank
we refer to Palmer et al. (2005). A sentence can contain multiple event frames.
The parameters of the SG model were optimized using
Adamax (Kingma & Ba, 2015) with learning rate equal to
0.0005. The data was split in mini-batches of 32 sentences
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each. Training was conducted for a maximum of 400 epochs
on 90% of the batches, the remaining 10% was kept for validation. Only sentences having between 4 and 25 words and
having a maximum of 10 frames were used for training. Sentence length and number of frames were constrained in order to limit the number of complex subordinate events and
to facilitate the mini-batch training. That yielded a total of
64017 training batches (2048544 sentences) and 7113 validation batches (227616 sentences).
The size of the hidden layers (including the SG layer) was
2400, whereas the input layer generates per-word embeddings
of size 600 for the 8000 word forms accepted. The probe and
output layers had size 337 due to the concatenation of the
300-size binarized embedding vector, the frame number and
the argument type.

EEG dataset
The elecrophysiological recordings of the N400 were obtained from an EEG dataset provided by Frank et al. (2015).
The dataset consists of data collected from twenty-four participants (10 female, mean age 28.0 years, all right handed
and native speakers of English) while they were reading sentences extracted from English narrative texts.
The stimuli consisted of 205 sentences (1931 word tokens)
from the UCL corpus of reading times (Frank, Monsalve,
Thompson, & Vigliocco, 2013), and originally from three little known novels. The sentences were presented in random
order, word by word. The N400 amplitude for each subject
and word token was defined as the average scalp potential
over a 300-500 ms time window after word onset at electrode
sites in a centro-parietal region of interest.
For further details regarding the stimuli see Frank et
al. (2013). More detailed information regarding the EEG
dataset, its stimulation paradigm and preprocessing can in-

stead be found in Frank et al. (2015).

Analyses
In order to assess the hypothesis that the N400 component
reflects the change of the neural representation of predicted
meaning after every word presentation, we fitted a linear
mixed effect model with the aim of predicting the amplitude
of the N400 as a function of the update of the semantic representation generated by the SG model during language processing (the Semantic Update or SU). The SU is computed as
the mean absolute error between s~gt and s~gt−1 generated by
the SG layer of the update network. Fig. 5 presents a graphical summary of our approach. Since the N400 is a negative
deflection of the electrophysiological signal, the SU is multiplied by −1.
In addition, we compared two separate models containing
positional and stochastic measures, one predicting the amplitude of the N400, the other predicting the SU. The aim
of this second analysis is to investigate whether the SU and
the amplitude of the N400 are influenced in the same way by
the stochastic and positional properties of the sentence. Both
analyses are aimed at investigating the validity of the SU as
approximation of the processing dynamics underpinning the
generation of the ERP component under scrutiny.

Predicting the N400
Tab. 1 contains the results of a linear mixed effect model
(LME) predicting the N400 ERP component amplitude obtained from Frank et al. (2015) as a function of the SU over
the stimulus words. SU is included together with the ERP
baseline (the activity of the 100 ms leading to the onset of
each word), which is not subtracted directly from the dependent variable, but instead included as a variable of no interest
in the model. The model is fit with per-subject and per-word
random intercepts.

ERPbase
SU

β
-0.11
0.07

CI.
-012 – -0.10
0.05 – 0.08

z
-21.03
9.52

p
<0.001
<0.001

Fig. 5: Relation between the amplitude of the N400 and
the SU as estimated by the LME model described in Tab.
1.
containing also SU. Both models were fit with random persubject and per-word random intercepts. Table 2 reports the
results of the log-likelihood test between the two models,
showing the difference in model fit to be significant (χ2 =
79.03, p < .0001).
model
Null
Full

The results in Tab. 1 clearly indicate that SU significantly predicts the amplitude of the N400 (β = 0.07, z = 9.52,
p < 0.001). Larger word-wise updates of the SG layer representation correspond with stronger negative deviation of the
ERP signal in the N400 time segment.

Comparing the effect of surprisal and of SU as
predictors of the N400
In order to assess the contribution of the SU on the amplitude of the N400 above and beyond the effect of surprisal,
we fitted two nested linear mixed effects models, one (called
Null) containing as predictors only surprisal, the other (Full)
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BIC
51405
51336

loglik
-25671
-25631

χ2

Pr

79.03

< .0001

Tab. 2: Results of log-likelihood comparison between
Null and Full model.
Table 3 contains the β estimates for the Full model predictors. Even with the presence of surprisal (β = −0.06,
z = −8.08, p < 0.001), SU makes a significant contribution
to the amplitude of the N400 (β = 0.06, z = 8.90, p < 0.001).

ERPbase
surprisal
SU

Tab. 1: Results of a LME model fitted with the SU and
aimed at predicting the amplitude of the N400 component.

AIC
52354
51277

β
-0.11
-0.06
0.06

CI.
-012 – -0.10
-0.08 – -0.05
0.05 – 0.08

z
-21.03
-8.08
8.90

p
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

Tab. 3: Results of a Full model fitted with both surprisal
and SU and aimed at predicting the amplitude of the N400
component.

Comparing the effect of predictors on SU and N400
Tab. 4 and Fig. 6 contain the results of two linear models,
one predicting SU, and the other predicting the N400 amplitude from Frank et al. (2015). As in the previous section, SU
values were generated using the stimuli contained in Frank et
al. (2015). Both models contain as predictors word position
in the sentence, word frequency, and word surprisal. Word
frequency was obtained from the BNC (Clear, 1993). Surprisal was computed using SRILM (Stolcke, 2002), also on

p = 0.005), and on the amplitude of the N400 (β = −0.06,
z = −7.23, p < 0.001). This indicates that the more unexpected a word is in a given context, the larger is the update of
the inner representation generated by the SG model, and the
larger is the negative deflection corresponding to the N400
evoked potential component. Overall, these results seems to
indicate that both the SU and the N400 respond similarly to
the effects of the position of a word in the sentence, its overall frequency and the probability of appearing in a specific
context.

Discussion

Fig. 6: Influence of word position (1st row), frequency
(2nd row), and surprisal (3rd row) on the amplitude of the
N400 (1st column) and on the SU (2nd column).

the BNC. For the model predicting the N400 we also included
the ERP baseline and per-subject and per-word random intercepts, as in the analyses reported in Tab. 1.

pos
freq
surp

β
0.06
0.01
-0.06

N400
z
10.30
0.56
-7.23

p
<0.001
0.313
<0.001

β
0.71
0.28
-0.01

SU
z
216.61
61.00
-2.82

p
<0.001
<0.001
0.005

Tab. 4: Influence of word position (pos), frequency (freq),
and surprisal (surp) on the amplitude of the N400 and on
the SU measure.
Word position in the sentence has a significant positive effect on both variables, indicating that the magnitude of these
variables decreases as a function of the position of the word
it is computed on (N400: β = 0.06, z = 10.30, p < 0.001,
SU: β = 0.71, z = 216.61, p < 0.001). Frequency has a significant positive effect on SU, meaning that more frequent
word forms elicit a smaller update of the SG layer representation (β = 0.28, z = 61.00, p < 0.001). Frequency shows
also a positive, albeit not significant, effect on the amplitude
of the N400 (β = 0.01, z = 0.56, p = 0.313). Please note
however that other ERP studies did find significantly smaller
N400 amplitudes for more high frequent words, which would
be consistent with our modelling results (Rabovsky, Álvarez,
Hohlfeld, & Sommer, 2008). Surprisal has a negative effect on the magnitude of the SU (β = −0.01, z = −2.82,
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Previous studies have already suggested that N400 amplitudes reflect the change of a probabilistic representation of
meaning corresponding to an implicit semantic prediction error. This was based on showing how the SU responds similarly as the N400 amplitude to a series of lexical semantic
manipulations including semantic congruity, cloze probability, semantic and associative priming, and repetition, among
others (e.g., Rabovsky et al., 2018). The analyses reported
in this paper showed a significant relation between the amplitude of the N400 component and the update of the probabilistic semantic representation (SU) generated by a SG model
trained on a large scale corpus of naturalistic texts (Tab. 1
and Fig. 5). Further analyses indicate that word position,
word frequency and surprisal have, in relative terms, similar
effects on the SU as they have on N400 amplitudes (Tab. 4
and Fig. 6). Both these analyses suggest that the SU is a valid
approximate of the ERP component under examination. The
fact that the update of a probabilistic semantic representation
(the SU) observed in a corpus-trained SG model predicts the
fluctuation of N400 amplitudes reinforces the intuition that
the model itself is a valid approximation of sentence processing and that the N400 reflects an internal temporal difference
prediction error at the level of meaning.
These results were obtained on electrophysiological data
that was collected on quasi-naturalistic stimuli, i.e. stimuli
that were not explicitly designed to elicit a strong N400 effect,
but that were sampled in order to cover the natural complexity
of linguistic material. This would not have been possible with
the previous small scale implementation of the SG model. In
general, despite advantages in terms of transparency and interpretability, one important limitation of small scale models
trained on synthetic environments is the indirect relation between model and human data, making the testing of the hypothesis implemented in the model also somewhat indirect
and based on the assumption that the small synthetic environment adequately captures the relevant statistical properties of
human environments. A model trained on a large scale corpus allows to test the hypothesis implemented in the model in
a much more direct way and thus seems crucial to rigorously
test the model.
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Abstract
Visual perception initiated with a low-level derivation of
Spatio-temporal edges and advances to a higher-level
perception of filled surfaces. According to the isomorphic
theory, this perceptual filling-in is governed by an activation
spread across the retinotopic map, driven from edges to
interiors. Here we propose two biologically plausible spiking
neural networks, which demonstrate perceptual filling-in by
resolving the Poisson equation. Each network exhibits a
distinct dynamic and architecture and could be realized and
further integrated in the brain.
Keywords: cognitive architectures; computational perception;
perception; vision; computational modeling; neural networks

Introduction
Visual perception initiates with low-level processing in the
retina, from which it is propagated to the Lateral Geniculate
Nucleus (LGN) and the primary visual cortex (V1). While in
V1, visual data is transformed to represent Spatio-temporal
edges (Marr, 1982), the perceived image has complete filledin surfaces, suggesting that the brain reconstructs visual
constructs from their edges (Von Der Heydt et al., 2009)
(Figure 1).
Numerous visual phenomena shed light on the underlying
neural mechanism of perceptual filling-in (Komatsu, 2006).
Among them are the watercolor illusion (Pinna et al., 2001),
the neon color spreading (Van Tuijl and Leeuwenberg, 1979),
the Cornsweet illusion (Cornsweet, 1970), afterimage fillingin (Barkan and Spitzer, 2017; Van Lier et al., 2009) and the
filling-in in the blind spot (Ramachandran, 1992). Extensive
empirical research on these phenomena has led to two
prominent theories governing perceptual filling-in (Komatsu,
2006): (1) Symbolic or cognitive theory, according to the
contrast information at the surface edges is represented by
low-level visual areas and the color and shape of the surface
are described as metadata in higher areas; and (2)
Isomorphic theory, according to perceptual filling-in,
occurs as an activation pattern spreads across the retinotopic
map of the visual cortex, from the surfaces’ edges to interiors.
This activation pattern propagates across a two-dimensional
grid of neurons, representing a planar field of view.
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The underlying mechanism of perceptual filling-in remains
unclear, as there are experimental evidence supporting both
hypotheses (Komatsu, 2006).
A recent computational model (Cohen-Duwek and Spitzer,
2018; Cohen Duwek and Spitzer, 2019) demonstrates many
of the visual illusions, governed by perceptual filling-in,
described above. The authors described a Poisson equationbased model, which can be used to reconstruct an image from
its gradients. While the model describes a mathematical
formulation for perceptual filling-in, it does not imply how
and where it is realized with the visual system's neural
activity.
In this work, we propose two neuronal implementations of
the model proposed by Cohen-Duwek et al. (2018) using
Spiking Neural Networks (SNN). These implementations
support the isomorphic theory and demonstrate how
biologically plausible neuronal models can lead to a
perceived reconstruction of an image from its gradients.
Particularly, we solve the Poisson equation by two distinct
networks: (1) feedforward SNN in which a weight matrix was
optimized to generate a solution (Figure 2, top); (2) Recurrent
SNN, which follows evidence-based feedback connections,
or horizontal connections (Gilbert and Wiesel, 1979; Hirsch
and Gilbert, 1991) (Figure 2, bottom).

Figure 1: Illustration of perceptual filling-in. A perceived
image is reconstructed from Spatio-temporal edges that
emerged in V1 using surfaces' filling in. Image was
modified form Miquel Perello Nieto; CC BY-SA 4.0.

Figure 2: Two SNN architectures for perceptual filling-in. (top) Feedforward SNN. Dense connections of two spiking
neuronal layers reconstruct an image from an input gradient image. (bottom) Recurrent SNN. Image is reconstructed
iteratively over time through recurrent (horizontal) connections. Dog image by Hebrew Matio; CC BY-SA 4.0.

Neural Engineering Framework

Methods
Filling-in model
The model proposed by (Cohen-Duwek and Spitzer, 2018,
2019) demonstrates a variety of filling-in illusions through
the reconstruction of an image from its gradients by using the
diffusion/heat equation:
!"!
!#

− ∆𝐼$ (𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑑𝑖𝑣(∇𝐼% ),
!

!

(1)
!"

!"

where ∇= .!& , !'/ is the gradient operator, ∆= .!& " + !'" / is
the Laplacian operator, 𝑑𝑖𝑣 is the divergence (𝑑𝑖𝑣 𝑭 =
!($
!'

!(#
!&

+

), 𝐼$ is the perceived image (i.e., the reconstructed image),

and 𝐼% is the input image (stimulus). With the diffusion
model, the perceived image’s surfaces are gradually filled in
from edges to interiors.
In accordance with previous psychophysical reports, the
perceived image is assumed to be reconstructed very fast
(Barkan and Spitzer, 2017; Pinna, 2008; Van Lier et al.,
2009) and was referred to as "immediate filling-in" (Von Der
Heydt et al., 2009). Considering this fast dynamic, the
!"!
dynamic phase of the diffusion equation !# can be ignored,
reducing the diffusion equation to the steady-state Poisson
equation:
∆𝐼$ (𝑥, 𝑦) = −𝑑𝑖𝑣(∇𝐼% ).

(2)

While the Poisson equation can be realized numerically by
various techniques (Mikula, 2002; Simchony et al., 1990;
Weickert, 1996), here, it is solved with SNNs.
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SNNs closely follow biological, computational principles.
They were utilized to design a broad spectrum of
neuromorphic (brain-inspired) frameworks ranging from
robotic control (Zaidel et al., 2021) to visual processing (Tsur
and Rivlin-Etzion, 2020). In this work, we utilized the Neural
Engineering Framework (NEF) (Stewart and Eliasmith,
2014) for SNN design and optimization. NEF brings forth a
theoretical framework for neuromorphic encoding of
mathematical constructs with spiking neurons, allowing for
the implementation of functional large-scale neural networks
(Stewart and Eliasmith, 2014). It provides a computational
framework with which information, given in terms of vectors
and functions, can be transformed into a set of interconnected
ensembles of spiking neurons. A version of NEF was
compiled to work on both analog and digital neuromorphic
hardware (Hazan and Ezra Tsur, 2021). In NEF, spikes train
𝛿) of neuron 𝑖 in response to stimulus 𝑥 is defined with:
𝛿) (𝑥) = 𝐺) 5𝛼) 𝑒) + 𝐽)* 9,

(3)

where 𝐺) is a spiking neuron model, 𝛼) is a gain term, 𝑒) is
the neuron's preferred stimulus (encoding vector) and 𝐽)* is a
fixed background current. An ensemble of neurons can
encode a high-dimensional vector, which can be linearly
decoded as 𝑥: using:
𝑥: = ∑+
) 𝑎) (𝑥)𝑑) ,

(4)

where 𝑁 is the number of neurons, 𝑎) (𝑥) is the postsynaptic
low-pass filtered response of neuron 𝑖 to stimulus 𝑥 and 𝑑) is
a linear decoder that was optimized to reconstruct 𝑥 using
least squared optimization. As the number of neurons 𝑁

Figure 3: Simulation results. The original image and its Laplacian are at the 1st and 2nd columns, respectively. The results of
the feedforward and recurrent (at iteration 1000) networks are at the 3rd and 4th columns, respectively. Recurrent methods at
iteration 10-50 are at the 5th to 9th columns. Landscape image by BerryJ, Dog image by Hebrew Matio, Einstein photo by
Miquel Perello Nieto, CC BY-SA 4.0.
increases, the mean squared error decreases as 1/𝑁 , .
Neuron's postsynaptic response is defined using:
𝑎) (𝐱) = ∑- ℎ) ∗ 𝛿) (𝑡 − 𝑡- (𝐱)),

(5)

where ℎ) is the synaptic response function (usually an
exponential with a time constant 𝜏 determined by the
neurotransmitter type at the synapse), "*" is the convolution
operator, and 𝛿) (𝑡 − 𝑡- (𝐱)) is the spike train produced by
neuron 𝑖 in response to input 𝐱, with spike times indexed by
𝑗.
Equations (3) and (4) describe how vectors are encoded
and decoded using neural spiking activity in neuronal
ensembles. Propagation of data from one ensemble to another
is realized through weighted synaptic connections (Stewart
and Eliasmith, 2014), formulated with a weighted matrix.
By integrating NEF's representation and transformation
capabilities, we can realize intricate dynamic behavior by
recurrently connecting neuronal ensembles. Particularly,
NEF can be used to resolve a dynamic 𝑑𝑥F𝑑𝑡 = 𝑓H𝑥(𝑡)I +
𝑢(𝑡), where 𝑢(𝑡) is an input (the input can be from another
neural population), by defining a recursive connection which
resolves the transformation: 𝜏 ∙ 𝑓(𝑥) + 𝑥.

SNN architectures
Here, two NEF-based SNN architectures are proposed: 1) a
feedforward SNN that solves the Poisson equation using a
feedforward approach (Figure 2, top); and 2) a recurrent SNN
that iteratively solves the Poisson equation using a recurrent
approach (Figure 2, bottom).
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Feedforward SNN
The feedforward SNN solves the Poisson equation by using
matrix manipulations as follows. By using a finite difference
numerical method (Volpert, 2014), the Poisson equation can
be rewritten as a linear system:
𝐴𝑢
M⃗ = MM𝑏M⃗ ,

(6)

where 𝑢
M⃗./×1 and 𝑏M⃗./×1 are column vectors representing the
pixels of the image 𝑈.×/ to be reconstructed and the edges
(Laplacian) of the input stimulus, respectively (arranged in a
natural ordering). 𝐴𝑚𝑛×𝑚𝑛 is the Laplace matrix defined with:
𝐷
⎡−𝐼
⎢
⎢0
𝐴𝑚𝑛×𝑚𝑛 = ⎢
⎢ 0
⎢ 0
⎣ 0

−𝐼 0
𝐷 −𝐼
−𝐼 𝐷
⋮
0 0
0 0
0 0

0 0 0
0 0 0 ⎤
⎥
0 0 0 ⎥
⋱
⋮
⎥,
𝐷 −𝐼 0 ⎥
⋯ −𝐼 𝐷 −𝐼⎥
0 −𝐼 𝐷 ⎦
⋯

(7)

where 𝐼/×/ is the identity matrix and 𝐷/×/ is given by:
4
⎡−1
⎢
⎢0
𝐷/×/ = ⎢
⎢ 0
⎢ 0
⎣ 0

−1
4
−1
⋮
0
0
0

0
0 0
−1 ⋯
0 0
4
0 0
⋱
⋮
0
4 −1
⋯ −1 4
0
0
0 −1

0
0
0

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥.
0⎥
−1⎥
4⎦

(8)

Figure 4: Raster plot for the black box image in the
feedback (top) and the recurrent (bottom) methods.
Spikes for the 100 neurons representing the central 5
pixels are shown (each pixel is represented by 20
neurons).
Note that 𝐴 is composed of 𝑚 × 𝑚 blocks, each is a 𝑛 × 𝑛
matrix. 𝐷 and 𝐼 are 𝑛 × 𝑛 blocks. The size of 𝐴 depends on
the input dimensions. Here, we assume that the visual system
is represented with a fixed 𝑊./×./ , where 𝑊 = 𝐴41 , and
the reconstructed image vector 𝑢
M⃗ can be calculated as
follows:
MMM⃗.
𝑢
M⃗ = 𝑊𝑏

(9)

This solution was implemented with a SNN by connecting
two neuron ensemble layers with a weight matrix 𝑊 (Figure
2, top). It should be noted that although 𝐴 is a sparse matrix,
𝑊 is not as sparse (𝐴 is not a block diagonal matrix, but rather
a “tridiagonal with fringes” matrix) (Press et al., 1986).
Accordingly, 𝑊 represents an all-to-one connectivity
scheme.
Recurrent SNN
The Recurrent SNN solves the Poisson equation iteratively
by using the heat/diffusion equation dynamics. Rearranging
!"
the dynamic form of diffusion Eq. 1, as: !#! = 𝑑𝑖𝑣(∇𝐼% ) + ∆𝐼,
would allow us to define the feedback connection for the
realization of the Poisson equation as:
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Figure 5: Convergence plot of the feedback method with 20
neurons per pixel (A) and with 10 neurons per pixel (B). xaxis represents the number of iterations and y-axis represents
the maximum absolute difference between two sequential
iterations. Only landscape 1 was shown in Figure 3.
𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘(𝐼) = 𝜏 ∙ (𝑑𝑖𝑣(∇𝐼% ) + ∆𝐼) + 𝐼,

(10)

which can be iteratively defined using:
𝐼5 = 𝜏 ∙ (𝑑𝑖𝑣(∇𝐼% ) + ∆𝐼541 ) + 𝐼541 .

(11)

The recurrent method iteratively reconstructs the perceived
image 𝐼5 for each time step 𝑘. This equation can be
discretized using:
𝐼5 = 𝜏 ∙ H𝐿(𝐼% ) + 𝐿(𝐼541) I + 𝐼541 ,

(12)

0 −1 0
where 𝐿 is the discrete Laplace operator: h−1 4 −1i.
0 −1 0

A solution to Equation 12 for a perceived 2D 𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦)5 image,
in which the value of a pixel in location (𝑥, 𝑦) at time step k
image is:
𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦)5 = 𝜏 ∙ (𝑑𝑖𝑣(∇𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦)% ) + 𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦 − 1)541 + 𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦 +
1)541 + 𝐼(𝑥 − 1, 𝑦)541 + 𝐼(𝑥 + 1, 𝑦)541 − 4 ∙
𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦)541 ) + 𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦)541 .
(13)
For each neuron, Equation 13 specifies four feedback
connections to four neighboring neurons and one feedback
connection to itself. In each time step 𝑘, neural activity is
spread to the neuron’s neighbors.
We implemented the recurrent Poisson solution using SNN
with a single layer, where feedback connections were defined
from the layer to itself. Therefore, this connectivity scheme
can be referred to as horizontal connections (Gilbert and
Wiesel, 1979; Hirsch and Gilbert, 1991) (Figure 2, bottom).
It should be noted that the recurrent method is not restricted
to horizontal connections, as it can also be implemented with
multiple neural layers. Thus, instead of horizontal
connections, signals can be transmitted to a higher layer and
then transferred back to the original layer with recurrent
connections (top-down feedback loop).

Simulation and pre-processing
To evaluate our SNNs, we implemented them using the
Nango neural compiler, with which high-level descriptions
can be translated to low-level spiking neurons (Bekolay et al.,
2014). The inputs to both simulations were the image
Laplacian. The Laplace operator is commonly used as an
approximation to the Difference of Gaussian (DOG)
operator, representing the receptive fields of retinal ganglion
cells (Marr, 1982). 10-20 spiking neurons encoded each pixel
of the image's Laplacian with Spiking-Rectified-Linear
activation function. Simulations were executed on an Azure
virtual machine (6 cores, 56 GB RAM) and were accelerated
by a GPU (Nvidia Tesla K80).

Results
We demonstrate both models' performance by comparing
them with four different images (a photograph of Einstein, a
dog, landscape, and black square). Figure 3 shows the
original images, the image Laplacian (the divergence of the
image gradients), and the resulted reconstruction (i.e., the
perceived image) for both the feedforward and the recurrent
methods shown.

Feedforward method
The results of the simulations are presented in Figure 3. The
reconstructed images (the perceived images) are almost
instantly reconstructed (or filled-in) from the image gradient
(Laplacian). This filling-in process is rapid as the synaptic
time constants determine its latency. The feedforward
process's instantaneous nature is also demonstrated in Figure
4, top, where the neuronal activity is homogenous over time.
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Recurrent method
In contrast to the feedforward method, the recurrent method
requires numerous iterations to converged and reconstruct the
image. Notably, convergence is also apparent in the neuronal
activity, as shown in the raster plots presented in Figure 4
(bottom). The absolute maximal change across all pixels in
the perceived image, over sequential iterations, is shown in
Figure 5. Convergence is indicated when maximal change
reduces to zero. To further realize the neuron number
constraint, we monitored convergence, where the number of
neurons representing a pixel reduced from 20 to 10 (Figure 5,
A). It seems that with a small number of neurons, the solution
diverges rather than converges, except the landscape image,
which features long and continuous edges on many small
surfaces (Figure 5, B).

Discussion
We introduced two biologically plausible computational
methods in this work, which can serve as potential filling-in
underlying neural mechanisms in the brain. Both methods
were implemented using SNNs and were demonstrated with
the reconstruction of an image from its Laplacian. Both
methods are consistent with the isomorphic hypothesis since
their resulted reconstruction was not directly stimulated by
the input image.
Although both approaches solve the same equation, their
neural mechanisms are distinctive. While the recurrent
method iteratively solves the Poisson equation using a
horizontal connectivity scheme (Figure 2, bottom), the
feedforward method uses a weight matrix representing direct
dense connectivity to do the same (Figure 2, top).
Several experimental findings support the spread of fillingin activities in V1 area. For example, Huang and Paradiso
(2008), found that the response to a surface interior is
delayed, relative to the response to the surface's edge, in a
time constant proportional to the distance between a receptive
field and the edge. Our recursive method is consistent with
this result, as the surface's interior is filled in at a later
iteration than the area near the edges (Figure 3). Thus,
suggesting that the recursive method may emulate the fillingin process in V1.
As demonstrated by the black square example in Figure 3,
filling-in is not complete for input images containing a large
surface. This uncompleted filling-in phenomenon is
consistent with experimental findings. For instance, Zweig et
al., (2015), measured V1 responses to spatially uniform
chromatic and achromatic squares using voltage-sensitive
dye imaging in macaque monkeys. They found that V1
response to the center of the achromatic square increased with
time, partially filling-in its center. Note that for small surfaces
or input with multiple edges (such as a natural image with
many small surfaces), the filling-in is completed, as no holes
remain. It implies that natural images (with numerous edges)
can be reconstructed at V1. This is also consistent with our
findings, according to the filling-in of natural landscapes is
less prone to neuronal resources. Both Zweig et al., (2015)

experimental findings and our model reveal an unfilled hole
in the V1 area, suggesting that the recurrent model is
insufficient to explain the neuronal representation of large
uniform surfaces. Therefore, an additional mechanism might
play a role in perceptual filling-in.
In contrast to the recurrent method, the feedforward is a
non-iterative, direct method. Its filling-in performance is
better than the recurrent method, as the hole in the center of
the black square image example was filled. In terms of
biological plausibility, the drawback of this technique is that
it entails all-to-one connections (dense matrix). This implies
that neurons at a higher layer are connected to almost every
neuron at a lower layer. A dense connectivity scheme is
inconsistent with the receptive field organization, often a
characteristic of neuronal visual layers (Salin and Bullier,
1995). This biologically implausible architecture might be
resolved by separating the visual field into distinct regions.
Independent visual regions can be reconstructed (from their
local gradients), and "stitched" together at a higher visual
layer. Therefore, when searching for data to support a
biologically plausible implementation of this method, we
may wish to concentrate on higher visual areas. Indeed,
experimental evidence for neural activity related to the
filling-in process in the Cornsweet illusion, texture filling-in,
and afterimage filling-in was found in V3 and V4 areas (De
Weerd et al., 1995; Hong and Tong, 2017; Roe et al., 2005).
It is important to note that neither the recurrent nor
feedforward mechanisms of perceptual filling-in can
comprehensively explain the filling-in governed visual
illusions. Filling-in illusions involve other neuronal
processes, such as attention and lateral inhibition, beyond the
current model's scope. The color dove, Cornsweet, and
watercolor illusions, for example, involve the projection of
contextual information by feedbacks (Devinck and
Knoblauch, 2019). Therefore, feedback connections, which
inhibit or induce neuronal activity in the V1 area, are required
to predict these illusions. The mathematical model suggested
by Cohen-Duwek et al. (2018, 2019) describes these illusions
by using a weight function that reflects the neuronal
processes by modifying the stimulus edges ahead of
reconstruction. By utilizing SNNs, we may implement the
neuronal lateral inhibition and feedback processes and
compare the recurrent and feedforward approaches with
experimental findings to better understand the underlying
mechanism of perceptual filling-in.
Examining both approaches, the recurrent method
represents a slow spread of neural filling-in activities in V1,
whereas the feedforward method represents fast neural
filling-in activities at higher visual areas. It might be possible
that both approaches are present in the brain, where feedback
represents slower computation of surfaces in lower visual
areas, and the feedforward represents a faster reconstruction
of surfaces in higher visual areas. The fast pathway might be
involved in cognitive functions such as attention and
learning. Notably, these cognitive functions are projected
back via recurrent signals to modulate isomorphic processes
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in early visual areas (De Weerd, 2006; De Weerd et al., 2006;
Herzog et al., 2016; Lin and He, 2012).
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Abstract

from the theory. Figure 1 presents further predictions that
can be derived. The six predictions are supported by the
theories and data noted in the Kim et al. (2013) review. We
review some of the data and theories that support the KRK
theory and discuss some further empirical and theoretical
work that may provide further support and limitations for
the theory.

We use a model to explore the implications of ACT-R's learning and forgetting mechanisms to understand learning and
retention on a complex task. The model performs a spreadsheet task that has 14 non-iterated subtasks. The model
predicts a learning curve and knowledge decay for different
learning stages. The model's learning curve fits the human
data well for the first four trials without decay. When decay is
examined, however, we have to make modifications to the
retention equation for the model's predictions to match data
and the shapes predicted by the other learning theories. To fix
this anomaly, we modified the effect of time on decay
(adjusting time outside the experiment to less than the effect
of time in the experiment) and the strength of newly learned
memories (less well known than the previous default value).
From these results, we learn that training and testing have
been confounded in many studies.
Keywords: learning; decay; ACT-R; cognitive architecture;
procedural knowledge

Introduction
The study of learning theories often presents a three-stage
framework to describe the progression from novice to
expert. Kim, Ritter, and Koubek (2013) provided a review
of learning theories presented as a summary theory. Their
theory is primarily based on learning theories by Fitts
(1964), Rasmussen (1986), and VanLehn (1996). Their
theory is also consistent with further work in that review, as
well as other theories of learning (e.g., Posner, 1973) and
other data on learning (e.g., Seibel, 1963). Figure 1 shows a
diagrammatic representation of this theory.
Here, we will test this theory. We use a task model in the
ACT-R cognitive architecture (Byrne, 2012; Newell, 1990;
Ritter, Tehranchi, & Oury, 2018) to make predictions about
learning and forgetting, including where the learning stages
might appear in short and long decay. We examine and
illustrate this theory's predictions using existing data (Kim
& Ritter, 2015) and modify an existing model (Paik, Kim,
Ritter, & Reitter, 2015; Tehranchi & Ritter, 2018a, 2018b).
The paper concludes with insights and new predictions
derived from incorporating new schedules and memory
types to ACT-R.

Review of Related Work
We start with the KRK theory (Kim, 2008; Kim et al.,
2013) and its predictions. Table 1 summarizes predictions
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Figure 1: The KRK theory and some of its implications.
Taken from Kim et al. (Kim & Ritter, 2016; 2013).
Table 1: Predictions for human performance based on the
KRK theory, including established predictions derived from
Kim et al. (2013) and Kim and Ritter (2015).
Predictions (Kim et al., 2013; Kim & Ritter, 2015)
(1) Learning follows the power-law curve of learning
Time = A + BN-C (A, B, C are constants)
(2) Three stages of knowledge:
Acquiring declarative and procedural knowledge
Consolidating the acquired knowledge
Tuning the knowledge towards overlearning
(3) Retention of declarative knowledge decays quickly and
catastrophically
(4) Retention of mixed declarative and procedural knowledge
decays moderately
(5) Retention of proceduralized knowledge has the least decay
(6) Recognition and perceptual-motor knowledge have
different learning curves than procedural or declarative.

The KRK theory's predictions
In this paper, we propose two new predictions that are
developed by considering the inclusion of perceptual-motor
and recognition memory within the KRK theory: (a) Ideal
training schedules will vary by knowledge-type; perceptual-

motor may require minimum training block size and
(b) Retention of perceptual-motor knowledge appears to
decay little. We review each of the predictions for human
performance.
A major prediction of the KRK theory is the rapid degradation of new declarative memories. This idea has been
proposed in several theories, such as the ACT-R architecture
and the levels of processing framework (Craik & Lockhart,
1972).
The forgetting curve and catastrophic decay have been
demonstrated in several experiments and models. For example, the effects of massed or distributed practice on simple
declarative memory tasks (e.g., word-pair memorization,
typing) have been modeled using ACT-R in several experiments (Anderson, 1993; Anderson, Fincham, & Douglass,
1999; Pavlik, 2007; Pavlik & Anderson, 2005).
Simple declarative tasks will show simple outcomes for
forgetting (e.g., lack of recall leads to no performance). For
example, the optimal practice schedule for learning complex
subjects implies a similar catastrophic memory failure for
low-practice memories (Pavlik, 2007; Pavlik & Anderson,
2008). Complex tasks, with multiple knowledge sources
(Kim et al., 2013), will have more complex outcomes
(Halverson, Gunzelmann, Moore, & Van Dongen, 2010;
McKenna & Glendon, 1985).
While this theory has been proposed within the context of
ACT-R and Soar (Laird, Newell, & Rosenbloom, 1987), the
research mostly falls short in reporting and modeling
catastrophic forgetting for complex, multi-step tasks. In a
complex task, the results where the task or subtask is
forgotten are more complex. In the case of memory failure,
a performer might have several strategies to recover and
measure small failures, and it may be difficult to understand
how behavior changes. With decay, the performance may
slow down, may shift to be environmentally led (rather than
recall-led), and might skip, invert, or invent steps rather than
completely fail (Brown & Burton, 1980; Brown &
VanLehn, 1980; Burton, 1982; VanLehn, 1982). These
effects will make computing a summary score of performance more difficult.
Anderson (1993) studied learning, retention, and transfer
of programming algorithms. They assumed that the
knowledge was (essentially) declarative. They found that
time on task (thinking time) for the second trial was about
46% of trial 1 when done immediately, but showed significant increases after even a 20-minute delay (56% of trial 1
with a 20-minute delay) and further performance loss after
24 hours delay (67% of trial 1). Compared to performing the
second trial immediately, the delay causes statistically
significant performance loss after only 20 minutes.
Paik and Ritter (Paik, 2011; Paik & Ritter, 2016) showed
the effects of training schedules and training strategies on
learning varies by knowledge type. Their study investigated
three knowledge types: declarative, procedural, and
perceptual-motor. They introduced a hybrid practice that is a
mixed training schedule that blends distributed and massed
practice. Then, hybrid-distributed, hybrid-massed, distrib-
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uted, and massed training schedules were compared. This
study's results show hybrid training schedules were able to
predict and produce better performance than purely distributed or massed training schedules. In other words, the
results indicate training schedules with some spacing and
some intensiveness may lead to better performance. Unlike
other studies and theories, perceptual-motor and recognition
were considered in the Paik study.
Therefore, the types of knowledge used during tasks are
expected to influence the optimal training schedule appropriate for any given task. This differentiation by knowledge
type is proposed in several theories (e.g., Paik & Ritter,
2016).
For declarative memories (e.g., learning new foreign language nouns), Pavlik (2007; Pavlik & Anderson, 2008) used
experimental data and later ACT-R modeling to show that
the ideal practice schedule is distributed and follows a nonlinear approach. It is determined according to each
declarative item's expected memory strength on each trial.
For procedural tasks like solving math problems, the
ACT-R theory predicts that the distributed practice schedules become superior in the long-term (Anderson et al.,
1999; Pavlik, 2007; Pavlik & Anderson, 2005).
Work by Anderson, Fincham, and Douglass (1999)
collected experimental data on the long-term retention of a
rule-based task (up to 400 days between trials) following
delays between training sessions. As subjects completed
upwards of 240 trials, the performance was compared
within-days and between sessions. They found that ACT-R's
activation equations could account for performance changes
within the experimental periods. Still, the scaling of time
outside of the task was necessary to account for the asymptotic forgetting occurring over the significant time between
trials (Pavlik & Anderson, 2005).
Overall, there are several problems with the empirical
support for the complete set of hypotheses in Table 1. The
forgetting or retention curves often are from single points of
learning rather than at different levels of learning (e.g., Kim,
2008). In addition, most of the studies that are used to
derive and support these hypotheses consider only simple
tasks, such as choice reaction times (e.g., Pashler and
Baylis, 1991; Seibel, 1963), word association and vocabulary (e.g., Bahrick, Bahrick, Bahrick, & Bahrick, 1993;
Taatgen and Anderson, 2002), mental arithmetic (Tenison &
Anderson, 2016), and most of the tasks in Newell and
Rosenbloom (1981).
Studying and validating the KRK theory predictions could
be best accomplished with an empirical study of a complex,
multi-step task with multiple training sessions and longer
retention intervals. This study would need to explore the full
set of predictions and would be a significant commitment.
To prepare for such a study, we use a cognitive model of
a complex task built-in architecture with learning and forgetting and multiple skill representations. With this model,
we explore the study and assess the model's predictions for
learning and retention under a broader array of situations,
including variations in practice frequency and schedule.

ACT-R

Method
We next describe the theoretical components used to generate quantitative predictions as an example of a complex
task. We first describe the Dismal task. Dismal is used for
three reasons: (a) it is complex and has been previously used
to study learning, (b) we already have some human
performance data on the task for different schedules, and
(c) there is a functional running model that shows learning.
We then describe the modeling architecture, a model of a
person performing the task, and the human data. The data
provides insights regarding running the model with decayscale and predicting learning and retention in a complex task
using this model.

The Dismal task
The Dismal task is a complex spreadsheet task (Table 2)
that can be used to measure procedural knowledge and skills
learning and decay (Kim & Ritter, 2015). The revised and
interactive Dismal model performs the task in the task
environment using a new tool (JSegMan) that allows
cognitive models to interact with the same, uninstrumented
interfaces (Tehranchi & Ritter, 2018a, 2018b). The revised
Dismal model is used here. The Dismal task consists of
fourteen unique subtasks such as opening a file in Emacs
that require attention shifts, encoding information, attending
to information, key presses, and mouse moves/clicks. This
range of actions allow us to study different types of
knowledge: recall of keystroke commands and recognition
of menu-based commands. Participants completed the task
each day for 4 days. Then, participants were divided in three
separate delay groups and completed the task after 6, 12, or
18 days.
Table 2: The 14 Dismal spreadsheet subtasks and sequence.
Dismal Procedure
Open a file, named normalization.dis under the
(1)
"experiment" folder
(2)
Save as the file with your initials
Calculate and fill in the frequency column (B6
(3)
to B10)
(4)
Calculate the total frequency in B13
Calculate and fill in the normalization column
(5)
(C1 to C5)
(6)
Calculate the total normalization in C13
(7)
Calculate the length column (D1 to D10)
Calculate the total of the "Length" column in
(8)
D13
Calculate the Typed Characters column (E1 to
(9)
E10)
Calculate the total of the "Typed Characters"
(10)
column in E13
(11) Insert two rows at A0 cell
(12) Type in your name in A0
(13) Fill in the current date in A1 using a command
(14) Save your work as a printable format
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ACT-R is a theory of the mechanisms that make up cognition. It is an example of a unified theory of cognition
(Byrne, 2012; Newell, 1990; Ritter et al., 2018) that intends
to predict and explain human behavior by simulating the
steps of cognition with a fixed set of mechanisms. ACT-R
predicts behavior and activation of brain regions by using
mechanisms, including procedural and declarative
knowledge, and working memory as activation, to perform
tasks.
The ACT-R Memory equation to calculate learning for
chunks during the task procedure that is used in this work is
Optimized Learning (OL) is shown in Equations 1. Equation
1 uses variables n, d, L, and βi.
Equation 1: The Optimized Learning Equation (OL)
𝑛
𝐵𝑖 = ln (
) − 𝑑 ∗ ln(𝐿) + 𝛽𝑖
1−𝑑
n: The number of presentations for chunk i
d: The decay parameter set using the :bll parameter
L: The lifetime of chunk i (the time since its creation)
βi: A constant offset set using the :blc parameter
We previously (Oury, Tehranchi, & Ritter, 2018)
compared the performance of memory equations in their
accuracy and computational cost. The OL equation
simplifies the equation to primarily rely on the number of
presentations and performance more accurately; a pairedsample t-test between human task time (N=30) and model
(N=5) predictions of task time was significant (t=-2.538,
p<.05). This model has 29 production rules and 1,159
declarative memory elements. The decay was set to d =
0.25, and the noise was 0.15 in ACT-R 7.5.
The Dismal spreadsheet task demonstrated that the
learning and task knowledge from four practice trials did not
decay catastrophically after six, twelve, or eighteen days
without completing the task.
This paper extends previous work on how time-based
decay can be more accurately implemented in ACT-R (Oury
et al., 2018; Tehranchi & Ritter, 2018a). In addition to the
previous work, we analyze the Dismal Task model under
different conditions (i.e., training schedules and ACT-R
parameters). The results below (a) present solutions that can
make ACT-R more robust and accurate for modeling tasks
over the course of days or weeks, and (b) extend the theory
on the cognitive implications of procedural learning and the
KRK theory.

Results
A series of models are run to explore how the ACT-R model
of the Dismal task predicts learning and decay. The model
runs using ACT-R's optimized learning (Equation 1).
We use a two-part naming convention that describes the
decay conditions on the model. The first part is a proportion
of the model's decay-time (i.e., internal ACT-R time) to
real-time (as experienced by participants). For example, a

condition labeled 1:4 would have 1 hour of ACT-R time
decay for every 4 hours of real-time passage (i.e., 1:4 means
ACT-R time is ¼ of real-time). The second part of the name
indicates whether decay is applied between the first four
practice trials. A model labeled "incorporated decay" indicates a 23-hour decay begins after the first trial, and a model
labeled "delayed decay" indicates decay begins only after
the fourth training trial.

Overview of results
Figure 2 shows that the human data (black X's) for days 1-4
match the Dismal model predictions (blue triangle) for trials
1-4 without daily decay. This is how models have typically
been run for repeated trials (e.g., (Paik et al., 2015);
Tehranchi and Ritter, 2018a), even when the training
sessions are on separate days.
To explore retention, we adjusted the model's knowledge
by adding corresponding decay periods for days 10, 16, and
22 to the model and running it again. Figure 2 shows that
these human data (black X's) at retention are not particularly
close to the predictions in blue triangles. For example, on
day 16, the model predicts that performance will be essentially indistinguishable from a novice learning the task for
the first time (Trial 1 ≈1300s on day 1 vs. Trial 5 ≈1600s on
day 16). Yet, the human data clearly suggests that more
knowledge is retained. Thus, the model appears to need
some correction to how quickly knowledge decays.
To further understand how realistic decay affects the
model predictions, we also tested the model when decay
was added between every single trial, not just after trial 4
(as shown by the red line with circle icons in Figure 2).
We added this because the participants did not, in fact,
perform the task four times in a row but performed the task,
and then waited a day and performed the task again. This
curve shows trial 2 for the model—the 1:1 Incorporated
Decay condition—taking nearly twice as long as trial 1,
even though the task has already been practiced once.

Figure 2: A comparison between human performance
(N=30) and Dismal model (N=5) predictions when decay
occurs between trials.
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These large divergences from the human data suggest that
the memories and learning modeled in ACT-R are being
overpowered by time-based decay (red circles), even for
established memories (blue triangle).
The human data shows that repeated daily practice leads
to lower task times and some retention of the task
knowledge, even after a delay of up to 12 days (on day 16).
Yet, the model is unable to make useful predictions for that
type of extended practice schedule. This issue is explored
further below.

What happens when the decay length is adjusted?
We explore the effects of decay by including a 24-hour
decay period after each practice to simulate the passage of
real-time as experienced by the participants. The addition of
time-based decay to the model is intended to provide greater
accuracy for the simulated performance, and further analysis
of different time scales may provide a solution.
We test the model predictions with different time scaling
factors. Figure 3 shows how different time scales for intertrial time affects the model's predictions. Different scales for
the decay period length are based on the psychological time
parameter estimates from previous ACT-R research
(Anderson et al., 1999; Pavlik & Anderson, 2005).
The addition of decay periods to the model leads to unrealistic predictions in later days. Model–1:1 Incorporated
Decay—shows how 24 hours of decay causes Day 2's time
to be ≈900s slower than the initial trial (≈1300s to ≈2200s).
Further tests with adjusted time scaling factors of 1:2 and
1:4 brought the results closer in line with the human data.
Still, they did not adequately model the expected results as
demonstrated by the large spike on Day 2.
We next adjust the decay time scale even further, as seen
in some other ACT-R studies (e.g., Anderson et al., 1999;
Pavlik and Anderson, 2005). Figure 4 expands upon Figure
3 by including additional time scales, 1:10 and 1:20,
alongside the 1:1 decay time, 0:1 decay time, and the human
data.
The model predictions with the 1:10 and 1:20 time scales
provide stronger correlations with the human data than
lower time scale adjustments. It takes reducing the time
scale from 1:1 to 1:20 to finally model a learning and retention curve for this task that does not spike upwards on the
second trial (i.e., day 2 being slower than day 1). RMSE
between the human and model data showed that the 1:20
time scale was closest to the human data for OL (Human vs.
1:20 Incorporated Decay, OL: RMSE = 178.64).
These findings are consistent with Pavlik and Anderson's
(2005) ideas that memory decays more slowly between
trials with regards to time-based decay. After testing up to a
1:20 time scale adjustment, we find that including a timescale adjustment improved the RMSE and correlations.
We pushed this modification further to assess where the
optimal time-scale adjustment may be. Table 3 shows the
additional time scale adjustments that were computed and
showed that 1:25 incorporated decay had the highest
correlation and lowest RMSE. Figure 5 shows the model

predictions for 1:25 incorporated decay, the best fit of the
model. In all figures, error bars are smaller than the symbol
size.

Figure 3: Predictions for task completion time when
adjusting the length of decay periods. The model simulates
four consecutive days of trials followed by either 6, 12, or
18 days without practice.

were fired and used in trials, the number of DMs that were
retrieved, and the average activation value for all chunks in
trials. The results illustrate the number of fired productions
only dropped after the first trial, but with a longer decay,
fewer productions were fired.
Again, we notice the same pattern for the number of
declarative memories retrieved. The model gets faster while
with lower activation values. For instance, in the second
trial, the model uses the trial one activation values and new
production rules that are generated by the first trial.
So, this model suggests that after proceduralization, the
model gets faster in later trials through increased declarative
memory strengthening (tuning in DM), not further rule
learning. This is a single model of a single task, so we can
only speculate about learning in other tasks, which we
suspect may differ. The model's learning is almost entirely
ascribable to declarative memory decay is apparent in
Figure 6, showing the number of fired production rules and
chunks being used by the model do not change with
practice. Chunk's activation and the associate time to
retrieve chunks mostly changed.
Table 3: Comparing the fit of learning and retention
curves to human data for the Dismal task with time scale
adjustments and the OL equation. The best fit is in bold.
Model Condition
1:10 Incorporated Decay
1:20 Incorporated Decay
1:25 Incorporated Decay
1:30 Incorporated Decay
1:40 Incorporated Decay

Figure 4: Predictions for task completion time when
adjusting the decay periods' length, using optimized learning
equation. The model simulates four consecutive days of
trials followed by either 6, 12, or 18 days without practice.

Figure 5: Predictions of task time compared to human
data for the 1:25 adjusted length of decay period. The 1:1
decay condition is also shown for comparison.
What and how the model learns
To further our analysis, we look into the models' performance, and we describe how they learn based on new
metrics: productions fired, declarative memories (DMs)
retrieved, and mean chunk activation. Figure 6, in addition
to response time, shows the number of productions that
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RMSE
(Human vs.
Model)
236.45
178.64
168.73
177.17
185.94

Correlation
(Human vs.
Model)
.60
.66
.70
.68
.68

Discussion and Conclusions
This model provides several insights about learning and the
ACT-R memory procedure that helps to understand gradually how to model memory and what to model in memory
during learning and decay.
There are many models of memory that do not include
default decay outside of experiments or across days between
sessions. Here, we show at a ratio of 1:25, the effect of
outside-lab time on decay is small. ACT-R's decay function
does not appear to predict cognition and decay when the
model is applied across multiple days of a task. While
realistic memory decay is expected to affect task performance, the model predictions demonstrate that ACT-R's
decay model exaggerates the performance loss found in
human data for tasks trained over consecutive days.
These effects may be caused by ACT-R's linkage between
activation of a memory and its associated decay rate.
Because activation drives both recall probability and decay
rate for a memory chunk, ACT-R's current memory
equations fail to account for spacing effects on relearning
during multi-day learning. An alternate model of learning
and relearning called the predictive performance equation
(PPE) separates storage strength from retrieval strength in
determining activation, and this may account for ACT-R's

Figure 6: Time, productions fired, declarative memories retrieved, and mean chunk activation plotted for the 1:1 model and
1:25 model. Trial 5 occurs on either day 10 (5a), 16 (5b), or 22 (5c) following the standard 4-day training period.
deficiencies described here (Walsh, Gluck, Gunzelmann,
Jastrzembski, & Krusmark, 2018; Walsh, Gluck,
Gunzelmann, Jastrzembski, Krusmark, et al., 2018). Future
work should consider whether ACT-R's memory equations
would be improved by separating recall probability and
decay similar to Bjork and Bjork's new theory of disuse
(Bjork & Bjork, 1992). This effect might also be caused by
interference of other memories and processing, which these
models do not have.
As a final exploratory analysis on improving the Dismal
Model's predictions, a pattern of parameter manipulations
for parameters in ACT-R was generated that affect the
declarative module and is compared with the 1:25 model
predictions. Manipulating these parameters individually did
not lead to a better fit than the default parameters that were
used in the Dismal model. These manipulations were done
one at a time. It is possible that combinations would lead to
better fits or would be more appropriate, and there are tools
that could be used to do this fit. Finally, Figure 6 raises
interesting questions about how the model learns.
Participants must be learning continually, but the model
changes procedural knowledge only on the first day without
any major strategy or knowledge representation changes in
later days. These results do not illustrate the clear division in
the learning stages shown in the KRK theory. However, it
suggests that this task can be proceduralized at trial 1.
Looking at the subtask level model can provide more
insights about where and when participants are learning
complex tasks. Participants are not mastering the same subtasks each session. Still, they are often learning different
subtasks each session or a different mix, but this suggests
that perhaps individual subtasks follow the KRK theory
better than the full task. Also, this work does not address
retention decay and the task environment decay problem.
New experiments are needed to examine this phenomenon,
and more complex and additional tasks are required to test
the KRK theory.
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Abstract

curiosities about certain “corner cases”, but instead they illustrate how the visual system operates at the “long-tail” of what
can happen in the world. Here we ask: What computations
and representations are needed to accomplish such versatile
processing and broad generalization in the visual system?

The visual system does not require extensive signal in its inputs
to compute rich, three-dimensional (3D) shape percepts. Even
under highly degraded stimuli conditions, we can accurately
interpret images in terms of volumetric objects. What computations support such broad generalization in the visual system?
To answer, we exploit two degraded image modalities – silhouettes and two-tone “Mooney” images – alongside regular
shaded images. We test two distinct approaches to vision: deep
networks for classification and analysis-by-synthesis for scene
inference. Deep networks perform substantially sub-human
even after training on 18 times more images per category compared to the existing large-scale image sets for object classification. We also present a novel analysis-by-synthesis architecture that infers 3D scenes from images via optimization in a
differentiable, physically-based renderer. This model also performs substantially sub-human. Nevertheless, both approaches
can explain some of the key behavioral patterns. We discuss
the insights these results provide for reverse-engineering visual cognition.
Keywords: analysis-by-synthesis; differentiable rendering;
silhouette; mooney; shape-from-x

To answer, we exploit two highly degraded image modalities: silhouettes and Mooney images, alongside with regular
shaded images. In a behavioral experiment, we first establish that humans robustly generalize object shape information
despite simultaneous viewpoint and image modality differences. We hypothesize that such broad generalization can be
understood in terms of three key elements: (i) a hypothesis
space over 3D object shapes, (ii) an internal model of the optical or graphics processes by which 3D scenes are projected
and filtered to individual image modalities, and (iii) an efficient method to solve the inverse problem of inferring 3D
shapes from image inputs.

Introduction
Vision scientists studied many cues as possible routes to 3D
object shape perception, including texture gradients, shading
patterns, contour geometry, highlights, stereo disparity, and
motion parallax (Bulthoff & Yuille, 1991). A striking observation across these studies is that the visual system does
not require much signal in its inputs to construct rich, threedimensional (3D) shape percepts. Even under highly degraded or atypical stimuli conditions, e.g., under dim light,
behind occluders, or at unusual viewpoints, we can accurately interpret images in terms of an underlying volumetric
object. A classical example of such degraded stimulus conditions is the two-tone, black and white “Mooney” images (e.g.,
Mooney, 1957; Moore & Cavanagh, 1998) (Fig. 1). These
two-tone images lack shading, hue, or texture cues entirely,
and can distort outline and contour information. Yet, most
observers report a strong sense of seeing 3D objects and surfaces in such images. These observations do not just reflect
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We implement this hypothesis in a novel analysis-bysynthesis (AbS) architecture that builds upon and extends
recent advances in computer graphics: deep implicit surface representations that are learned from an object repository to capture an expressive hypothesis space over shapes
(Park, Florence, Straub, Newcombe, & Lovegrove, 2019); a
physically-based differentiable renderer to capture graphics
processes (Nimier-David, Vicini, Zeltner, & Jakob, 2019);
and optimization through this renderer to infer shapes that
best reconstruct input images (Remelli et al., 2020). In this
model, perception of shape is a form of causal inference, going back from images to their underlying 3D scenes. Thus,
in principle this model can generalize across viewpoints and
image modalities as long as it can account for such variation
using its hypothesis space. Indeed, we find that this model
is able to compute consistent 3D shape percepts across both
regular and degraded image modalities.
We compare this analysis-by-synthesis architecture to the
current standard approaches in vision based on deep convolu-

Figure 1: Example stimuli used in the experiment showing shaded images (top row), Mooney images (middle row), and
silhouettes (bottom row) from four different object categories including tables, airplanes, chairs, and cars and viewpoints
(canonical and randomized).
tional neural networks (DCNNs; LeCun, Bengio, & Hinton,
2015) trained to classify (object category or identity information) through a hierarchy of non-linear transformations.
Unlike our analysis-by-synthesis model, which aims to explain the variation in the image via a generative model, the
functional goal in these models is to “untangle” the category
(or identity) information, learning to classify objects despite
variation in viewing conditions (DiCarlo, Zoccolan, & Rust,
2012). These models have not only enabled impressive engineering applications (LeCun et al., 2015), but they can also
explain aspects of the variance in neural data along the visual
processing hierarchy (Yamins et al., 2014; Khaligh-Razavi &
Kriegeskorte, 2014). However, they are brittle to novel image modalities (e.g., line drawings, “stylized” images, etc.;
Geirhos et al., 2018) and require further training (or finetuning) in each such domain to attain invariance. In this work,
we explore how much training is needed for DCNNs to generalize across the viewpoints and image modalities we consider
here.
We evaluate these models by comparing their performance
to that of human observers on a shape generalization task
across viewpoints and image modalities. Extending previous behavioral work (Hayward, Tarr, & Corderoy, 1999), we
consider everyday object categories (including chairs, cars,
airplanes, and tables) with complex geometries and test threeway generalization across not only silhouettes and shading
images, but also two-tone black and white images.
We find that human performance in this task is still the
golden standard. Humans substantially outperform both the
best performing DCNN variant as well as the analysis-bysynthesis model (by about 10%). We find that even after training on thousands of images on each category (as high as 18
times the number of images per category in the large-scale,
industry-standard ImageNet dataset (Deng et al., 2009)), the
DCNNs still perform considerably below the human-level
performance. The analysis-by-synthesis model performs as
well as the best DCNN and thus still performs below humanlevel. In finer-grained comparisons between behavior and
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models, we find that the analysis-by-synthesis model and a
variant of the DCNN model robustly explain some of the variance in human performance. These results provide insights as
to the nature of computational substrate needed to understand
the versatility of human shape perception and cognition.

Task: Generalizing shape information across
viewpoints and image modalities
We studied shape generalization abilities in humans, DCNNs, and in a novel analysis-by-synthesis architecture using
a match-to-sample task that required matching across viewpoints and image modalities (Fig. 2).
The stimuli for this task were generated using 3D models
of 60 unique objects from each of the following four everyday
object categories: airplanes, cars, chairs, and tables. This
resulted in a total of 240 meshes to create 120 unique mesh
pairs (30 pairs per category).
The two meshes in a pair were rendered multiple times to
produce 6 trials for each pair of meshes: one trial per permutation of the 3 images modalities across the target item,
matching item, and distractor item. Thus, on each trial, all
three image modalities were present, but their assignment
to the target, matching, and distractor items were varied.
This results in a total of 120 · 6 = 720 trials, uniformly distributed across categories and each trial featuring all three
image modalities. The target item was always rendered at
a canonical viewpoint (three-quarters view; see Fig. 2 top
images). The two test items were rendered at random view
points (spanning [-30◦ ; 30◦ ] roll, [0◦ ; 360◦ ] yaw, and [-30◦ ;
30◦ ] pitch).

Physically-based rendering
Rendering was performed using a differentiable, physicallybased renderer (Mitsuba2; Nimier-David et al., 2019). In
contrast to the standard shaders such as Phong and Gouraud,
physically-based rendering allows us to more realistically
capture shadow patterns including ambient occlusion via raytracing, which is crucial in the context of producing Mooney

Figure 2: Three example trials from our match-to-sample task. The target item (the top image in each triplet) is a shaded image
on the left panel, a silhouette on the middle panel, and a Mooney image on the right panel.
images that induce a strong 3D percept.
Shading images In rendering shading images, we use an
area light (in the shape of a rectangle) that is located at x=y=4
units distance relative to the object. The camera is fixed at 45◦
azimuth , 15◦ elevation, and 3.5 units distance relative to the
object; for new viewpoints, we rotate the object instead. Each
object is rendered with a homogeneous texture that ensures a
smooth surface appearance and equates texture-related variations.
Mooney images To create Mooney images, we first apply
a differentiable Gaussian filter to the shading image. Then
we compute a threshold using the average illumination of the
blurred image ignoring the background. A final differentiable
thresholding operation using Pytorch’s tanh function (Paszke
et al., 2019) effectively assigns high and low illumination to
lighter and darker regions, respectively.
Silhouettes To create silhouette images, we remove the
area light and replace it with an ambient light. We also change
the texture color of the object to black. Rendering such scenes
results in silhouettes with white background; to equate with
other image modalities, we invert the pixel values.

Task-specific training with DCNNs
We first explore DCNNs as one approach to solve our generalization task. Here the idea is that if we can aggregate
datasets for each new generalization domain, and train or finetune neural networks on those specific domains, they will accomplish generalization. Here we empirically explore how
much data might be needed to accomplish human-level generalization in our task. What is the order of magnitude of the
required number of images for human-level generalization?
Answering this question in the general case requires a theory of DCNNs, which so far has proven elusive. Thus, we
have to make decisions about the architectural details, loss
function, learning rate, optimization method, and training set
distribution. Here, we followed a methodology in which we
first explored the following dimensions in preparatory simulations semi-systematically.
• We explored two pre-trained backbones for training including a small network VGG-11 (Simonyan & Zisserman,
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Figure 3: Accuracy plot for DCNNs trained on data generated
from different numbers of unique meshes and different numbers of unique images per category. The dashed line indicates
the average human performance in our task.
2014) and a large one, Inception-v2 (Szegedy, Vanhoucke,
Ioffe, Shlens, & Wojna, 2015).
• We explored several embedding sizes to use for the classification layer including 10, 20, 30, 50, and 100.
• We explored three
10−3 , 10−4 , 10−5 .

learning

rate

parameters:

• We explored two optimization methods including Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) and Adam (Kingma & Ba,
2017).
Based on these initial explorations, the most promising settings were as the following: VGG-11 as the pre-trained backbone, classification layer size of 20, learning rate of 10−3 , and
SGD optimizer with momentum = 0.9.
Given these settings, we directed our effort to investigating
the training set sizes systematically. To that end, we considered two dimensions: the number of unique meshes and the
number of unique images per category. The number of unique
meshes per category could be 5, 10, 100, 300, 1000, or 2000.
The number of unique images per category was 9 times (3
image modalities times 3 stimuli items) the number of mesh

pairs, resulting in the following number of unique images per
category: 45, 90, 900, 2,700, 9,000, and 18,000. We considered all pairings of unique number of meshes and images
where the number of images was greater than or equal to 9
times the number of unique meshes.
Given the meshes and the number of images, we constructed the training sets using the same rendering pipeline
that underlies our task stimuli (Fig. 1). Using triplets from
these images, we trained DCNNs using a triplet margin loss
that minimizes the distance between target and matching
items while maximizing the distance between target and distractor items. During training (and evaluation), if the targetmatching distance was smaller than the target-distractor distance for a given triplet, that triplet was considered a ”hit”.
We find that increasing the size of the training set in terms of
the number of images is key to improve performance of the
networks on this task (see Fig. 3): Highest generalization performance was achieved by selecting a moderately sized pool
of unique meshes (100) and a large number of unique images
rendered from them (18,000). Because these 18,000 images
are obtained from 2000 mesh pairs out of 100 unique meshes,
we refer to this model as DCNN-2000/100 in the following
sections.

Analysis-by-synthesis (AbS) Model
We also explored analysis-by-synthesis (AbS) as an alternative approach to accomplishing generalization in our task.
AbS involves computations that are distinct from the feedforward non-linearities learned in DCNNs for pattern classification. In AbS, shape perception amounts to inverting a
generative model (or a “synthesis” function) that describes
how 3D scenes form and project to images. Importantly, unlike DCNNs, AbS uses 3D scenes to explain the variation
in the image (“analysis”) in terms of the synthesis function.
In order to perform our generalization task, we built a novel
analysis-by-synthesis architecture that consists of three components (see Fig. 4): (i) an expressive category-specific, hypothesis space over 3D shapes for each category, (ii) a differentiable, physically-based renderer projecting 3D shapes
to images (including degraded image modalities) using raytracing, and (iii) an optimization procedure that inverts this
process to map images to their underlying shapes. In the following, we describe the synthesis function (components (i)
and (ii)) and then the analysis function (step (iii), the optimization procedure).

The synthesis function
In order to capture the detailed shape of objects such as those
present in our stimulus set, we equip the AbS model with
a recently proposed learning-based model that can express
high-quality shapes as continuous Signed Distance Functions (SDF) (Park et al., 2019). This model learns to map
a latent vector z and a query point in 3D space x ∈ R3 to
the signed (indicating outside or inside) distance between x
and the learned shape surface via a Multi-Layer-Perceptron
(MLP; this architecture is also referred to as auto-decoder;
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Fig. 4). The shape surface is therefore the zero-level-set of
the learned implicit function that we further use to produce
an explicit mesh-based surface representation using Marching Cubes (Lorensen & Cline, 1987). We train one shape
model per category with 300 unique meshes from that category following the data-preparation and training procedure in
Park et al. (2019).
The synthesis function also includes the same differentiable, physically-based renderer and the differentiable image
modality filters for two-tone Mooney images and silhouettes
(Fig. 4; see the Task section).

The analysis function (Inference)
We infer shapes from stimuli by inverting the generative
model using optimization. We initialize optimization with
a random latent vector z, read out the corresponding shape
from the generative model, produce an (optionally filtered)
image given a viewpoint, and compute L2 loss between the
output image and observed stimulus. Exploiting the closedform expression of the derivative of a surface sample with
respect to the underlying implicit field (Remelli et al., 2020),
we preserve end-to-end differentiablity of loss with respect
to z despite the raytracing-based renderer. We update z using Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) with a learning rate
of 0.005 following (Remelli et al., 2020). We found 100 iterations to be sufficient to reliably infer shape for most of the
stimuli. Fig. 5 showcases detailed shape reconstructions of
an observed example stimulus under each of the three image
modality conditions.
In our current implementation, object shape is the exclusive
target of inference while lighting, viewpoint, image modality, and object category are fixed at their true values. (We
note that we found image modality and, to a lesser extent,
object category to be linearly decodable from the later layers
of VGG-11 pre-trained on ImageNet (Deng et al., 2009) using just five meshes and a small number of images from each
category. See Discussion for future work in the context of
building hybrid architectures.)

Simulation details
For each image in the stimulus set, we perform 6 randomly
initialized optimization runs, collect the latent vectors associated with the smallest loss in each run, and compute the average of these 6 latent vectors. We determine “hit” for a given
triplet if the linear correlation between ztarget and zmatching is
higher than the linear correlation between ztarget and zdistractor .
We refer to this model as AbS in the following.

Behavioral Experiment
Participants
We recruited 15 subjects over Prolific, a crowdsourcing platform, each compensated $3.00. We implemented the matchto-sample task in the psiTurk framework (Gureckis et al.,
2016).

Figure 4: Analysis-by-synthesis (AbS) Model. Inference in this model is via SGD-based optimization to reduce the L2 loss
with respect under a differentiable physically-based renderer and differentiable image filters.

Results
Human observer accurately generalized across viewpoints
and image modalities with an average performance of 91%.
Observers’ average performance per category is shown in Fig.
6B. We can see that the performances across all categories
are all high, but not uniform: the airplane and car trials were
harder than the table and chair trials. In the next section, we
use models to understand this level of accuracy and its variability across categories.

Model vs. behavior comparisons

Figure 5: AbS shape inference examples. The object in
the observed images is accurately reconstructed for all image modalities. Reconstruction: Same viewpoint with same
rendering settings used for inference. Re-rendered: Different
viewpoints at higher quality.

Stimuli and Procedure
We used the stimuli described in the Task section. Each trial
displayed all three images (the target item, matching item,
and distractor item) simultaneously. Those three images were
spatially organized such that one of them –the target image–
was presented at the top and the other two images were presented at the bottom. The images were presented for an unlimited period of time, until the participant responded by indicating their match judgment.
The participants performed 10 training trials before proceeding to 120 test trials. They were provided feedback in the
form of a running average of their performance every 10 trials. We recorded their choices as well as their response times.
For each participant, the 120 test trials were drawn from the
population of 720 trials, equating samples from each category
and controlling for the number of permutations. The order of
the trials was randomized for each participant.
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We present the average accuracy of models and compare to
behavior, in terms of both the average performance and a
finer-grained trial-level comparison. Strikingly, we find that
none of the models we explored reach human-level performance – in fact, humans dominate the best models (AbS and
DCNN-2000/100) by more than 10% (Fig. 6A). It is not clear
how many more images per category it would take to bring
the DCNN models to human-level; possibly another 18,000
images per category (cf., Fig. 3).
Notice that the shape prior in the AbS model is categoryspecific, although this shape prior was learned in a manner
agnostic to the generalization task at hand. It is possible that
if we trained category-specific DCNNs (one DCNN per category), that could help bring the performance of these models to human-level, or at least improve over the categorygeneral models. To test this possibility, we trained a separate
DCNN for each category using the best-performing configuration from Fig. 3 (18,000 images, 100 unique meshes). We
refer to this model as “DCNN-2000/100-spec”. Surprisingly,
we found that the average performance of these categoryspecific DCNN models was almost identical to the categorygeneral model (80% vs. 79%; Fig. 6). This indicates that
the underlying DCNN architecture had sufficient capacity for
category-general training.
Despite their overall lower performance, both models captured the main pattern observed in the accuracy levels of the
human observers: Their accuracy was lower for the car and
airplane categories than the chair and table categories. Encouraged by this correspondence, we finally compared the
models to behavior at the level of individual mesh pairs. Remember, our total of 720 task trials come from 120 unique
mesh pairs. This allows for an opportunity to compare mod-

Figure 6: Comparisons between models and behavior. (A) Overall accuracy. (B) Category-wise accuracy. (C) Linear correlation
between human and model accuracy based on all 120 mesh pairs. (D) Model vs. human accuracy in-depth for AbS and DCNN2000/100-spec based on all 120 mesh pairs. Error bars/regions depict 95% CI.

Discussion

generalize in our task. However, in the settings we have explored them, such generalization would require implausibly
many images, on the order of, approximately 30,000 images
per category (extrapolating from Fig. 3). Still, this sample
ineffiency can be improved with further research in this area.
However, we are most excited about hybrid architectures that
take advantage of optimization at both learning and test time,
for example by integrating amortized proposals for making
inferences about image modalities or categories to then drive
inferences in the AbS model.

Our work dovetails and extends computational and behavioral
studies reported in Erdogan and Jacobs (2017) and Moore
and Cavanagh (1998). We extend this approach to familiar
object categories (but unfamiliar individual examplars from
those categories) by utilizing a flexible, learning-based prior
over shapes. We go beyond their work by modeling multiple
image modalities at once (not just shaded images as they do,
but also Mooney images and silhouettes).
In a study using two-tone Mooney images, Moore and Cavanagh (1998) argued that perception of such scenes involves
“top-down” processing where the scene illumination is factored out in the context of familiar objects retrieved from the
memory. Here we provide concurring evidence and go beyond to show how these mechanisms can be implemented in
a computational model. Consistent with this proposal and extending it, we find that the category-specific models (DCNN2000/1000-spec and AbS) are the only models that significantly correlate with behavior. We wish to further explore this
interesting concurrence by using the unfamiliar stimuli from
Erdogan and Jacobs (2017) under our stimulus conditions to
dissect the nature and impact of shape hypothesis spaces underlying our generalization abilities.
We note we are not claiming that a DCNN cannot learn to
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els to behavior at a fine level of granularity while still leaving capacity to average accuracy across multiple trials. We
would expect a small effect size for all models, but we ask
if any of the models can explain any significant variance in
the data. Correlations of the models to behavior are shown in
Fig. 6C. We observe that only two models, the AbS and the
category-specific DCNN (DCNN-2000/100-spec) show significant correlations with the data (Fig. 6C, D).
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Abstract
The ability to represent semantic structure in the environment —
objects, parts, and relations — is a core aspect of human visual
perception and cognition. Here we leverage recent advances
in program synthesis to develop an algorithm for learning the
part-based structure of drawings as represented by graphics
programs. This algorithm iteratively learns a library of abstract
subroutines that can be used to more compactly represent a set
of drawings by capturing common structural elements. Our
experiments explore how this algorithm exploits statistical regularities across drawings to learn new subroutines. Together,
these findings highlight the potential for understanding human
visual concept learning via program-like abstractions.
Keywords: program synthesis; library learning; perceptual
organization

Figure 1: Human faces are configured in consistent ways
across varying degrees of visual abstraction. (McCloud, 1994)

Introduction
As humans, we can readily represent semantic structure in
our environment — objects, parts, relations, etc. For example,
we can effortlessly grasp the correspondence between a real
human face and a line drawing of a face (Fig. 1), even without
auxiliary cues such as color and texture. Moreover, we immediately know that the two dots in the line drawing represents
the eyes, the line beneath it represents the mouth, and the big
circle represents the head. How are visual concepts organized
such that they robustly encode such abstract correspondences?
Here we explore the notion that this robustness reflects the
inherently generative and compositional organization of human conceptual knowledge (Palmer, 1977; Tenenbaum, Kemp,
Griffiths, & Goodman, 2011). In this paper we present: (1) a
proof-of-concept method for learning abstract structural units
within objects, represented as subroutines in a graphics library;
and (2) computational experiments exploring how the resulting library of learned subroutines is jointly determined by the
data distribution and the cost of learning.
There is a long tradition within cognitive science of seeking
to characterize the perceptual units by which humans parse
the visual world (Palmer, 1977; Goldstone, 2003). Proposed
solutions have ranged from feature representations discovered
via dimensionality reduction techniques (Lee & Seung, 1999)
to those learned by neural networks (Yamins et al., 2014),
or recovered by probabilistic inference (Austerweil & Griffiths, 2013). While many approaches have focused on learning image-like internal representations, here instead we aim
to learn graphics programs, a procedural representation that
inherently captures the compositionality of visual concepts
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(Lake, Ullman, Tenenbaum, & Gershman, 2017; Overlan, Jacobs, & Piantadosi, 2017; Stuhlmuller, Tenenbaum, & Goodman, 2010; Lake & Piantadosi, 2020; Yildirim & Jacobs,
2015), inspired by “vision-as-inverse-graphics” (Kulkarni,
Kohli, Tenenbaum, & Mansinghka, 2015; Yildirim, Kulkarni, Freiwald, & Tenenbaum, 2015).

Graphics Programs to Represent Visual Concepts
Our graphics programs are generative models expressed in
a domain-specific language (DSL), which contains drawing primitives (circles, lines, etc), geometric transformations
(translation, scaling, etc), and, most importantly, supports
defining (and calling) new subroutines. Here we explore the
use of graphics programs with subroutines to model two important aspects of human perceptual organization: (1) abstraction:
the ability to adapt to input statistics; and (2) compositionality: the ability to encode the internal part-based organization
of objects. We model abstraction by learning novel subroutines with parameters, as required to explain common patterns
across objects. An example of a more abstract subroutine
is face (x ,y) , where the parameters x and y stand for the
shapes of eyes and mouth; the face subroutine represents
the abstract concept of a face, which captures the positions
of facial features inside the face, but not their exact shapes.
We model compositionality by learning sets of subroutines
that can be composed to capture more complex objects. For
example, we can model the drawing of a face wearing a hat
with a program that calls two subroutines, face and hat ; this
model captures part-based organization by grouping together
all the facial features into the concept of a face.
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head
right eye
left eye
mouth

noisy face

‘ = set((move 4.0 3.0 0.1 0.1 (scale 9.0 0.1 circle)),
(move 5.0 2.0 0.1 0.1 (scale 1.0 0.1 circle)),
(move 3.0 2.0 0.1 0.1 (scale 1.0 0.1 circle)),
(move 4.0 4.0 0.1 0.1 (scale 2.0 0.1 circle)))

0.1 line)),
0.1 line)),
0.1 circle)),
0.1 line)) )

F
f(x) = set((move 4.0 3.0 0.01 0.01 (scale 9.0 0.01 circle)),
(move 4.0 4.0 0.01 0.01 (scale 2.0 0.01 x)),
(move 5.0 2.0 0.01 0.01 (scale 1.0 0.01 x)),
(move 3.0 2.0 0.01 0.01 (scale 1.0 0.01 x)))

‘’=

B

f(line) rewritten using new subroutine
‘ ’ = f(circle)

f1, f2 , ...

probabilistic
programs
‘,

‘

propose
‘’,

‘’

score
best fi

rewrite

learned
library
fi , ...
+
structured
programs
‘’,

‘’

Figure 2: Overview of our algorithm. The algorithm takes as input a dataset of line drawings (A), which are represented as
graphics programs (C) written in a base DSL (B). Spatial clustering transforms input programs into probabilistic programs (D).
Subroutine learning rewrites probabilistic programs using learned subroutines (E), following an iterative process shown in F.

Program Synthesis
How could such compositional abstractions be learned automatically from a corpus of drawings? To answer this question
we turn to an area of computer science called program synthesis, which studies algorithms to search for an optimal program
within a DSL that reconstructs given data. Program synthesis has recently been used to model how humans recognize
and generate handwritten characters (Lake, Salakhutdinov, &
Tenenbaum, 2015). This prior work, however, used a fixed
DSL and hence could not model the emergence of novel concepts by learning subroutines. Perhaps the study most related
to the current paper comes from Tian, Ellis, Kryven, and
Tenenbaum, which aimed to model motor structure learning
using a recently developed program learning method (Ellis,
Morales, Sablé-Meyer, Solar-Lezama, & Tenenbaum, 2018)
that could iteratively augment the DSL with new subroutines.
In this paper we use a similar learning method, but to our
knowledge we are the first to: (1) apply this method to learn
structured object concepts, and (2) systematically explore how
the data distribution and model parameters affect which abstractions are learned.

Computational Model
As a proof-of-concept, we apply our learning method to the
domain of “smiley faces.” Fig. 2 presents an overview of our
model. The model takes as input a dataset of N line drawings
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of faces, each represented as a collection of circles, lines, and
other geometric primitives (Fig. 2A). In these drawings, facial
features can take different shapes, are slightly jittered, and
some features (like hats) are optional. The model produces
as output: (1) a library of learned subroutines, and (2) N
graphics programs that produce the same image as the input
drawings, but might contain calls to the learned subroutines
(Fig. 2E). The goal of the model is to minimize the overall
description length of the output corpus, which forces it to
learn subroutines that capture common structure in the input
drawings, and hence can be reused multiple times.
The learning process is organized into two main stages:
spatial clustering and subroutine learning, which respectively
handle continuous and discrete variation in the input dataset.
The first stage abstracts away the jitter in the input drawings by
inferring which geometric primitives across examples are most
likely to represent the same part. The second stage abstracts
away shape variation by extracting common fragments of the
drawing into subroutines. We will use the running example in
Fig. 2 to explain these two stages in more detail.

Smiley Face Dataset
Each smiley face in the input dataset is represented as a program in the base DSL, which contains 8 primitive shapes, as
well as compound shape expressions that represent geometric
transformations and sets of shapes (Fig. 2B). Fig. 2C depicts
two smiley faces from the dataset expressed in the base DSL;

as you can see from the figure, the input programs are “flat”
and lack any structure: each program is simply a set of primitive shapes, and each shape is individually moved, scaled,
and rotated to appear at the right position (in the figure, we
omit rotations in the interest of brevity, but our experiments
do use rotations). More generally, each smiley face consists of
five features: head, mouth, left and right eye, and an optional
hat; out of these features, the head is always a circle , the
hat is always a line , and the other features can manifest as
any primitive shape. The positions of each of the five features
are consistent between the different faces in the corpus, but
only approximately: to model our visual environment more
realistically, we added noise to each facial feature’s location,
size, and rotation.

Abstracting Over Continuous Variation via Spatial
Clustering
Due to small amounts of spatial variation in the absolute locations of parts across faces, the two heads in Fig. 2C are at
slightly different locations (4.1 vs 4.2) and of a slightly different sizes (9.2 vs 8.9). If our model is to learn a structured
representation of a face, it first needs to understand that these
two circles are describing the same facial feature: the head
(note that the order of shapes within each input program is
arbitrary, so we cannot assume e.g. that head is always the
first shape). In other words, we need to cluster the shapes
across the input programs based on their spatial proximity (i.e.
the numeric parameters of move and scale). The results of
such clustering are depicted in Fig. 2D, where clusters are
visualized as colors (red is head, blue is mouth, etc).
To perform the clustering, we assume that the positions
of shapes that represent the same facial feature are drawn
from the same Gaussian distribution. We then use an existing
algorithm called the Chinese Restaurant Process (CRP) (Blei,
Griffiths, Jordan, Tenenbaum, et al., 2003; Salakhutdinov,
Tenenbaum, & Torralba, 2012), which has the benefit that the
number of clusters need not be known a-priori. For example,
CRP is able to infer that the scale ratios of the two heads
in Fig. 2C are drawn from the same Gaussian with mean
µ = 9.0 and standard deviation σ = 0.1; similarly, the move
vectors of these two shapes are also drawn from the same
distribution; hence these two shapes are clustered together into
the “red” cluster. Note that clustering only takes into account
the parameters of move and scale, but not the primitive shape
they are applied to; for example, the two mouths Fig. 2C are
clustered together as “blue”, despite having different shapes.
As a result of clustering, each input program pk is rewritten into a probabilistic program p0k , where intuitively pk is a
sample from the distribution encoded by p0k (Fig. 2D). These
new programs are written in the probabilistic DSL, which is a
slight modification of the base DSL, where all geometric transformations have µ and σ parameters. For example, instead of
scale(9.0) , which denotes a single scaling transformation,
we now write scale(9.0 , 0.1) , which denotes a Gaussian distribution of scaling transformations with µ = 9.0 and
σ = 0.1. Fig. 2D demonstrates how this probabilistic scale
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is used to describe the head in both p0i and p0j (the same parameters are used in both heads, since they were clustered together
by CRP).

Abstracting Over Discrete Variation via Subroutine
Learning
Consider the two probabilistic programs in Fig. 2D: they share
the same structure in the sense that they place four facial features at the same (probabilistic) positions, but they differ in the
shapes of eyes and mouth. Our model represents this common
structure and variation explicitly by rewriting the corpus of
probabilistic programs using a library of learned subroutines.
Fig. 2E demonstrates this rewriting for our running example.
Here the learned subroutine f(x) has the same structure as
p0i and p0j , but the concrete shapes of eyes and mouth are replace with a parameter, x ; with this subroutine at hand, we can
rewrite the two programs more compactly by simply making
a call to the subroutine with different arguments: f( line )
and f( circle ) , respectively. Note that the representation
in Fig. 2E is more compact: while the total size of p0i and p0j
is 37 × 2 = 74 tokens, after the rewriting, the total size of f ,
p00i and p00j is only 38 + 2 + 2 = 42 tokens (the size of f is the
size of its body plus the number of parameters). This dataset
compression is achieved thanks to a careful choice of the
subroutine, which maximally captures the common structure
between p0i and p0j and abstracts away the differences.
Our model learns a library of subroutines automatically by
repeatedly performing the following three steps: (1) proposing fragments from the probabilistic programs as candidate
subroutines; (2) scoring these candidates according to how
well they compress the dataset; and (3) re-writing all programs
using the highest scoring candidate and adding it to the library
(Fig. 2F). In the rest of this section, we describe the three steps
in more detail.
Propose In the first step, our model proposes a set of candidate subroutines by extracting fragments from the given
probabilistic programs, matching those fragments against fragments of other programs in the dataset, and abstracting away
their differences into parameters using a technique known as
anti-unification (Plotkin, 1970). Let us illustrate this procedure on our running example. Given the program p0i , we first
generate a fragment for each of the 15 non-empty subsets of
its shapes; for example, the following fragment f 4 represents
just the head and f 7 represents head and mouth (we omit the
σ parameters in this section for brevity):
f 4 = move(4.0 , (scale(9.0 , circle )))
f 7 = set(move(4.0 , (scale(9.0 , circle ))) ,
move(4.0 , (scale(2.0 , line ))) )

Finally f 15 = p0i is a fragment representing the whole face.
Next, the model attempts to match (or anti-unify) each fragment fik from p0i with each fragment f jm from p0j ; for the match
to be successful, we require that the numeric parameters of
move and scale must coincide, while the primitive shapes in

the two fragments might differ, in which case they are replaced
by a parameter. For example, matching f 4 with the mouth
fragment from p0j fails, since their positions differ. Matching
f 4 with the head fragment from p0j succeeds and yields f 4
itself as a candidate subroutine, since the two fragments are
identical; this subroutine is a constant, i.e. has no parameters. Finally, matching f 15 against the whole p0j succeeds and
yields a unary subroutine f(x) from Fig. 2E, i.e. a subroutine
with a single parameter, x, which replaces the mismatched
shapes. This subroutine is unary because all mismatches between the two fragments are of the same form: line on the
left vs circle on the right. More generally, matching two
incongruent faces (where the shape of the mouth differs from
the shape of the eyes), may yield a binary subroutine f(x ,y)
with two parameters: one for the shape of the eyes and the
other one for the shape of the mouth. In total, a dataset with
just {p0i , p0j } yields 15 candidate subroutines, because each
fragment of p0i has a unique matching fragment in p0j . For a
larger dataset, the number of candidates can grow if we include
faces with hats and/or incongruent faces.
Score In each iteration of the loop in Fig. 2F, we add a single
most promising candidate subroutine f to the current library L .
To pick such f , we score each candidate using the following
loss function:
∑Nk=1 MDL(p0k | L ∪ { f })
(1)
N
This loss function consists of two terms: the first is the size
of the new library, with f added, and the second one is the
average minimum description length (MDL) of a probabilistic program conditioned on the new library. The size of a
library is the total number of tokens in all its subroutines; the
contribution of the library size term is controlled by a weight
parameter, w, reflecting the cost of learning. The MDL of a
program conditioned on a library is defined as:
loss( f ) = w×size(L ∪{ f })+

L ∗

MDL(p | L ) = min{size(p0 ) | p0 −
→ p}

(2)

L ∗
p0 −
→

Here
p means that the program p0 can be rewritten into
p by substituting calls to subroutines from L with their definitions. Intuitively, the MDL is the size of the most compact
version of p written in terms of the library L . For example,
the minimal description length for p0i in Fig. 2D using the
base library is 37, and when we augment the base library with
f(x) , this terms becomes 2: one for the function itself and
one for function application, shown in Fig. 2E.
The candidate f with the minimal loss hence provides maximal compression of input programs while minimizing expansion of the library. In our running example, among the
15 candidates proposed for the dataset {pi , p j }, the highestscoring candidate is the unary subroutine f(x) from Fig. 2E,
which represents the whole face. For example, with w = 0.5,
adding this subroutine to the empty library changes the loss
from 0 + 37 = 37 to 0.5 × 38 + 2 = 21 In contrast, adding e.g.
the constant subroutine f 4 defined above would result in the
loss of 0.5 × 9 + 29 = 33.5.
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const binary unary

const binary unary

const binary unary

Figure 3: Heat map representing the relative frequency with
which different kinds of subroutines (i.e., constant, unary,
and binary) were learned, for different values for the cost of
learning (x axis) and different degrees of covariance between
features (y axis). The patterns are similar across different ws,
and more pronounced for higher values of w.

Rewrite After the candidate subroutine with the highest
score has been selected and added to the library, all current
programs are re-written to make use of the new subroutine.
For example, as shown in Fig. 2(E), the programs p0i and p0j
are rewritten in terms of the newly added subroutine f(x) .
The resulting programs p00i and p00j are used as the input to the
next iteration of library learning. The process stops when none
of the proposed candidate subroutines improve the loss any
further. In our example, p00i and p00j each contain only a single
fragment, and the result of matching these fragments is a unary
candidate subroutine g(x) = f(x) . Rewriting p00i and p00j in
terms of g(x) does not change their size (it simply replaces f
with g ); hence this candidate is rejected, since it increases the
size of the library without compressing the corpus.

Computational Experiments
The goal of our experiments was to explore how different
constraints on learning, supplied either by external variables
(i.e., the data distribution) or internal components of the model
(i.e., the cost of learning w in Eq. 1), jointly influenced the
subroutines our algorithm learned.

Experiment setup
Building on classic work investigating perceptual learning in
cognitive science (Goldstone, 2003; Austerweil & Griffiths,
2013), we designed our data distributions to vary along two
dimensions:
• Number of shapes: We varied the number of different
shapes that the eyes and mouth could take, which could

be any number between two ( circle and line ) and eight
( circle , line , heart , etc.).

We generated 100 samples from each data distribution, each
sample containing 100 smiley faces. We then ran our algorithm for each sample and analyzed the library of learned
subroutines. To measure how the data distribution affects
the level of abstraction of the learned concepts, we analyzed
whether each library contained a “ face subroutine” (i.e. a
subroutine with a head, two eyes, and a mouth) with different
number of parameters:
• Constant face (e.g. p0i in Fig. 2): these subroutines contain
constant shape primitives, reflecting cases where the model
fails to learn more abstract structure but instead memorized
subsets of the original input programs. These subroutines
tend to only be applicable to a small number of faces, and
thus not reusable across examples.
• Unary face (e.g. f(x) in Fig. 2): these subroutines have a
single parameter, and hence are able to abstract over a single
shape inside the face (e.g. eyes and mouth in a congruent
face). This kind of subroutine is more expressive than the
constant subroutine because it can be applied to new shapes
that the model has never seen before so long as they exhibit
the same structure.
• Binary face: this subroutine has two parameters, one for
the the eyes and one for the mouth. Is is the most flexible
abstraction, since it captures all variations of facial features
in our dataset.

Manipulating the cost of learning
First we explored the consequences of varying w, the cost
of learning, over a range, 0 ≤ w ≤ 0.07 (Fig. 3). This costof-learning parameter can be interpreted as a simple proxy
for various constraints on human learning and memory that
can vary widely across task contexts, such as cognitive load
(Sweller, 1988). We found that at a low level of w (w=0.01),
the model is free to learn all three types of subroutines, because it has very little pressure against memorization. As w
increases, learning constant subroutines is disfavored (from
left to right in Fig. 3, the frequency of constant subroutines
decreases), forcing the agent to discover regularities in the
data distribution and learn abstractions that are reusable across
a larger proportion of the dataset. And at a high level of w
(w=0.07), the binary subroutine dominates, because it is the
most expressive one and thus gives the best compression of
the visual environment.
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• Covariance between features: We varied how strongly
particular facial features co-occurred. Specifically, the probability Pcong that the shape of eyes and mouth are congruent
varied between 0.0 (where the eyes and mouth were always
represented by different shapes) and 1.0 (where the eyes
and mouth matched).
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Figure 4: Proportion of samples in which a given type of
subroutine was learned as a function of number of shapes that
the eyes and mouth could take. Error bands reflect 95% CIs.

Manipulating the covariance between features
Insofar as our model can exploit statistical regularities in the
co-occurrence of parts across different smiley faces, we hypothesized that it would be better able to learn meaningful
correlations between different parts (i.e., that line-eyes and
line-mouths tend to appear within the same face) when the
data distribution supported these inferences. Over a wide
range of w, we found that when most faces are incongruent
(Pcong = 0.1), the model hardly ever learns unary subroutines.
As faces become more likely to be congruent, the probability
that the model learns unary subroutines gradually increases,
while the prevalence of binary subroutines remains stable. In
the perfectly congruent distribution, the model only learns the
unary subroutine (Fig. 3).

Manipulating the number of shapes
In the experiments conducted so far there were always eight
different shape primitives that the eyes and mouth could take.
To explore how varying the number of unique shapes constrained the kinds of subroutines the model learned, we varied the number of primitives between 2 and 8, but otherwise
replicated the same settings as in the above experiments. We
computed the proportion of each type of learned subroutine
by summing over values of Pcong and w (Fig. 4). We found
that when there are only two shapes, the model tends to memorize each face rather than learn abstractions. However, as
the number of shapes increases, the model is able to acquire
a more compact representation of the visual environment by
learning more abstract subroutines, as it becomes increasingly
expensive to memorize specific combinations of features.

Manipulating the prevalence of features
So far we have we assumed that all faces always have the same
four features (head, left eye, right eye, and mouth) and focused on different types of face subroutine the model learned
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Figure 5: Each heat map corresponds to a different data distribution with a Phat . Each row indicates a different value
of w, each column indicates a different value of Pcong . Each
cell represents the proportion of samples in which the hat
subroutine was learned as a separate concept.

under different settings. A key challenge for learning good
perceptual representations is to determine when to learn a unified, albeit more complex concept (e.g., a binary face subroutine) and when to instead learn separate, but simpler concepts
(Goldstone, 2003). To explore this trade-off, we conducted
a new set of experiments in which we manipulated the probability that a face would be wearing a “hat” (Phat ), the cost
of learning (w), and covariance between features (Pcong ), and
measured how often hat was learned as a separate concept
from the face (Fig. 5). We found that all three of these variables interact to determine how likely it is for the model to
learn a separate hat subroutine: specifically, it is more likely
to do so at higher values of Pcong when it is clearer that the
shape features within the face and the hat are statistically independent. Moreover, for higher values of Phat , the threshold
for w at which the model learns a separate hat subroutine is
also higher. This result reflects the fact that for higher values of Phat the model observes the “hat” together with faces
more often, making it more beneficial (i.e., for reducing MDL)
to learn a “unitized” face_hat subroutine, rather than two
separate face and hat subroutines.

Discussion
In this paper, we presented a proof-of-concept method for
learning abstract structural units within objects, represented
as subroutines in a graphics library, and investigated how the
resulting library of learned subroutines is jointly determined
by the data distribution and the cost of learning. Our approach
takes inspiration from “vision-as-inverse-graphics”, whereby
structured visual representations are learned by synthesizing
graphics programs whose internal structure captures statistical
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regularities in the input.
A key step in learning part-based abstractions in graphics
programs is proposing novel subroutines that may represent
these parts. The method we developed uses anti-unification
(Hwang, Stuhlmüller, & Goodman, 2011; Rule, 2020), an
algorithm widely used in computer science to discover commonalities between symbolic expressions, and which is also
closely related to structure mapping, an influential algorithm
that has been used to model analogical reasoning in cognitive
science (Falkenhainer, Forbus, & Gentner, 1989). A promising
avenue for future research would be to apply related programsynthesis techniques to model how humans detect and propose
analogies.
A critical open question concerns the scalability of the algorithm, as the drawings used in the current experiments are
highly simplified: the input data are represented not as images
but as programs, in which key structural primitives have already been segmented (e.g., the shapes). A way to address
this issue is to apply modern visual encoding algorithms to extract symbolic expressions from raw pixel input (Ellis, Ritchie,
Solar-Lezama, & Tenenbaum, 2017), building on recent advances using neural networks to learn more structured, graphbased latent representations (Mrowca et al., 2018; Battaglia et
al., 2018; Bear et al., 2020) that explicitly represent object-like
primitives and relations. A promising direction for future work
is to combine such modeling techniques with techniques from
program synthesis to model human visual concept learning
under realistic levels of image complexity and variation.
In the current set of experiments, each facial part was already categorized as being either continuous (e.g., location) or
categorical (i.e., shape) variables, which determined whether
clustering or anti-unification was applied to them to learn more
abstract representations. However, in more realistic settings
learners are generally not told which features are which, and
thus future work should develop models that can infer what
type of learning approach is appropriate.
It may also be valuable to explore applications of this learning algorithm to make predictions about which abstractions
people infer when learning to parse and generate novel symbols, and what kind of experience is necessary to support such
inferences (Tian et al., 2020; Lake et al., 2015). Although
we focus in this paper on modeling such analogical structure
in graphics programs, there is potential for applying related
to techniques to model learning of compositional structure
in other types of input, such as speech (Saffran, Aslin, &
Newport, 1996). In the long run, these modeling approaches
have strong potential for leading both more robust artificial
intelligence and a deeper understanding of human cognition.
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Abstract
Human learning transfer takes advantage of important cognitive building blocks such as an abstract representation of concepts underlying tasks and causal models of the environment.
One way to build abstract representations of the environment
when the task involves interactions with others is to build a
model of the opponent that may inform what actions they are
likely to take next. In this study, we explore opponent modelling and its role in learning transfer by letting human participants play different games against the same computer agent,
who possesses human-like theory of mind abilities with a limited degree of iterated reasoning. We find that participants deviate from Nash equilibrium play and learn to adapt to the opponent’s strategy to exploit it. Moreover, we show that participants transfer their learning to new games and that this transfer is moderated by the level of sophistication of the opponent.
Computational modelling shows that it is likely that players
start each game using a model-based learning strategy that facilitates generalisation and opponent model transfer, but then
switch to behaviour that is consistent with a model-free learning strategy in the later stages of the interaction.
Keywords: Opponent modelling; Zero-sum games, Learning
transfer; Hidden Markov models

Introduction
Being able to transfer previously acquired knowledge to a
new domain is one of the hallmarks of human intelligence.
This ability relies on important cognitive building blocks,
such as an abstract representation of concepts underlying
tasks (Lake, Ullman, Tenenbaum, & Gershman, 2017). One
way to form these representations when the task involves interactions with others, is to build a model of the person we are
interacting with that offers predictions of the actions they are
likely to take next. There is evidence that people learn such
models of their opponents when playing repeated economic
games (Stahl & Wilson, 1995).
In this paper, we are specifically interested in the way in
which people build and use models of their opponent to facilitate learning transfer, when engaged in situations involving
an interaction with strategic considerations. Repeated games,
in which players interact repeatedly with the same opponent
and have the ability to learn about the opponent’s strategies
and preferences (Mertens, 1990) are particularly adapted to
this task. The early literature on learning transfer in repeated
games has mostly focused on measuring the proportion of
people who play normatively optimal (Nash Equilibria) or
salient actions (e.g Risk Dominance) in later games, having
had experience with a similar game environment previously
(Ho, Camerer, & Weigelt, 1998; Camerer & Knez, 2000).
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This doesn’t allow for the possibility of learning about the
opponent’s strategy and potentially exploiting it.
When studies have specifically explored this aspect, they
have used computer opponents that were generally programmed not to change their strategies over the course of
the task, allowing better experimental control. However, they
have mostly looked at the ability of players to detect and exploit action-based learning rules (Spiliopoulos, 2013; Shachat
& Swarthout, 2004). The strategies implemented by the computer opponents had a style of play that was not ”human-like”
in the sense that humans are not very good at playing specific mixed strategies with precision, or at detecting patterns
from long sequences of past play. Thus, in this study, we
aim to explore opponent modelling and its transfer with the
use of computer agents endowed with human-like limited degrees of iterated reasoning. The agents are either a level-1 or
level-2 player, mimicking “I know that you know that I know”
type reasoning, and the limited recursion depth they exhibit
(Goodie, Doshi, & Young, 2012). A level 1 player adapts
their play to what they believe their opponent will play, without considering what their opponent might believe they will
play. A level 2 player, on the other hand, takes their opponent’s belief about their actions into account, assuming they
face a level 1 player, and choosing actions to beat the actions of that player. The choice of this type of strategy is
also motivated by evidence that humans strategically use information from last round play of their opponents in zero sum
games (Batzilis, Jaffe, Levitt, List, & Picel, 2016; Wang, Xu,
& Zhou, 2014).
We measure transfer of learning about the opponent’s strategy between games with varying degrees of similarity. The
first two games we use are structurally identical, except for
action labels. The third game is strategically similar to the
first two, but descriptively different. Participants face the
same opponent throughout the three games, and the opponents are randomised to be either level-1 or level-2 players.

Method
Participants and design
A total of 52 (28 female, 24 male) participants were recruited
on the Prolific Academic platform. The mean age of participants was 31.2 years. Participants were paid a fixed fee
of £2.5 plus a bonus dependent on their performance which
averaged £1.06. The experiment used a 2 (computer opponent: level 1 or level 2) by 3 (games: rock-paper-scissors,

fire-water-grass, numbers) design, with repeated measures on
the second factor. Participants were randomly assigned to one
of the two levels of the first factor.

Task
Participants played the three games against their computer
opponent. These games were rock-paper-scissors, fire-watergrass, and the numbers game. A typical rock-paper-scissors
game (hereafter RPS) is a 3x3 zero sum game, with a cyclical
hierarchy between the two player’s actions: rock blunts scissors, paper wraps rock, and scissors cut paper. If one player
chooses an action which dominates their opponent’s action,
the player wins (receives a reward of 1) and the other player
loses (receives a reward of -1). Otherwise it is a draw and
both players receive a reward of 0. RPS has a unique mixedstrategy Nash equilibrium, which consists of each player in
each round randomly selecting from the three options with
uniform probability. The Fire-Water-Grass (FWG) game is
identical to RPS in all but action labels: Fire burns grass, water extinguishes fire, and grass absorbs water. We use this
game as we are interested whether learning is transferred in
a fundamentally similar game where the only difference is
in the description of the possible actions. This should make
it relatively easy to generalize knowledge of the opponent’s
strategy, provided this knowledge is on a sufficiently abstract
level, such as knowing the opponent is a level 1 or 2 player.
Crucially, learning simple contingencies such as “If I played
Rock on the previous round, playing Scissors next will likely
result in a win”, as might be learned by a simple reinforcement learning algorithm, will not be able to generalize to such
a game, as these contingencies are tied to the labels of the actions. The numbers game is a generalization of RPS. In the
variant we use, 2 participants concurrently pick a number between 1 and 5. To win in this game, a participant needs to
pick a number exactly 1 higher than the number chosen by
their opponent. For example, if a participant thinks their opponent will pick 3, they ought to choose 4 to win the round.
To make the strategies cyclical as in RPS, the game stipulates
that the lowest number (1) beats the highest number (5), so if
the participant thinks the opponent will play 5, then the winning choice is to pick 1. This game has a structure similar to
RPS in which every action is dominated by exactly one other
action. All other possible combinations of choices are considered ties. Similar to RPS and FWG, the mixed-strategy Nash
equilibrium is to play each action with equal probability in a
random way.
The computer opponent was programmed to use either a
level-1 or level-2 strategy in all the games. A level 1 player
is defined as a player who best responds to a level 0 player.
A level 0 player plays in a non-strategic way and does not
consider their opponent’s actions. Here, we assume a level 0
player simply repeats their previous action. There are other
ways to define a level 0 player. For instance, as repeating
their action if it resulted in a win, and choosing randomly
from the remaining actions otherwise. As a best response to
a random action is itself a random action, defining a level 0
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player in such a way would make a level 1 opponent’s strategy much harder to discern. Because we are mainly interested
in generalization of knowledge of an opponent’s strategy to
other games, which rests on good knowledge of this strategy,
we opted for this more deterministic formulation of a level 0
player (whilst also introducing some randomness in the computer opponent’s play). A level-2 computer opponent, will assume in turn that the participant is a level-1 opponent, playing
according to the strategy just described. We also introduced
some noise over the actions of computer opponents making
them play randomly in 10% of all trials. Table 1 shows the
way level-1 and level-2 computer agents would play the RPS
game, based on last round play.

Procedure
Participants were informed they would play three different
games against the same computer opponent. Participants
were told that the opponent cannot cheat and will choose
its actions simultaneously without knowledge of the participant’s choice. After providing informed consent and reading
the instructions, participants answered a number of comprehension questions. They then played the three games against
their opponent in the order RPS, FGW, and NUMBERS. A
total of 50 rounds of each game was played with the player’s
score displayed at the end of each game. The score was calculated as the number of wins minus the number of losses. Ties
did not affect the score. In order to incentivise the participants
to maximise the number of wins against the opponents, players were paid a bonus at the end of the experiment that was
proportional to their final score. Each point is worth £0.02.
An example of the interface for the RPS game is provided
in Figure 1. After playing all the games, participants were
asked questions about their beliefs about the computer opponent, related to whether they think they have learned their
strategy and how hard they found playing against that particular opponent. They were then debriefed and thanked for their
participation.

Figure 1: Screenshot of the Rock-Paper-Scissors game

Human last

Agent last

level-1 Agent

level-2 Agent

Paper
Scissors
Rock
...

Rock
Scissors
Paper
...

Scissors
Rock
Paper
...

Scissors
Paper
Rock
...

Table 1: Example of how a level-1 and level-2 computer agent
plays in response to actions taken in the previous round.

Results
On average, participants obtained the lowest score in the
RPS game (M = 0.289, SD = 0.348), followed by NUMBERS (M = 0.31, SD = 0.347). Participants’ performance
was highest in the FWG game (M = 0.454, SD = 0.354).
Scores in each game were significantly different from 0, the
expected score of random play (RPS: t(51) = 7.26, p < .001;
FWG: t(51) = 10.04 , p < .001; NUMBERS: t(51) = 7.17,
p < .001). To assess learning within and between games, we
used a 2 (condition: level-1, level-2) by 3 (game: RPS, FWG,
NUMBERS) by 2 (block: first half, second half) repeatedmeasures ANOVA, with the first factor varying between participants. This showed a main effect of Game (F(2, 100) =
8.54, η2 = 0.05, p < .001), indicating that average scores varied significantly over the games. Post-hoc pairwise comparisons showed that performance in the FWG game was significantly higher than in the RPS game (t(100) = 3.78, p < .001)
and the NUMBERS game (t(100) = 3.32 , p = .002). The
score in RPS was not significantly different from the score in
NUMBERS (t(100) = 0.45 , p = .65). The main effect of
Block (F(1, 50) = 22.51 , η2 = 0.03, p < .001) shows that
the score in the first half of each game (M = 0.29) was significantly lower than in the second half (M = 0.40), which
indicates within-game learning. The main effect of Condition
(F(1, 50) = 5.44, η2 = 0.05, p = .024) indicates that scores
were higher against the level-1 player (M = 0.43) than against
the level-2 player (M = 0.27). Thus, it appears that is was
harder for participants to exploit the strategy of the more sophisticated level-2 opponent than the comparatively less sophisticated level-1 opponent.

Learning Transfer
As a measure for learning transfer, we focus on participants’
scores in the initial 5 rounds after the first round (rounds
2-6) of each game (see Figure 2). We exclude the very
first round as the computer opponent plays randomly here
and there is no opportunity yet for the human player to exploit their opponent’s strategy. Players with no knowledge of
their opponent’s strategy are expected to perform at chance
level in these early rounds. Positive scores in rounds 2-6
reflect generalization of prior experience. The FWG early
score score is significantly higher than 0 (t(148.85) = 4.584,
p < .001). This is also the case for the NUMBERS game
(t(148.85) = 3.00, p = .009). We did not expect positive
scores for the RPS game, as it was the first game played and
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Figure 2: Average scores in rounds 2-6 by game and type of
opponent. Error bars reflect 95% confidence intervals for the
mean.
there was no opportunity for learning about the opponent’s
strategy. Scores in this game was indeed not significantly different from 0 (t(148.85) = 1.04 , p = .89).
Next, we explore whether learning transfer is moderated by
the type of opponent and game similarity. We expected better transfer between more similar games (i.e. better transfer
from RPS to FWG than from RPS/FWG to NUMBERS), and
worse transfer for the more sophisticated level 2 agent. Figure 2 indicates that the pattern over the games is indeed dissimilar between level-1 and level-2 players. To explore this,
we used a 2 (condition: level-1, level-2) by 3 (game: RPS,
FWG, NUMBERS) repeated measures ANOVA with the first
factor varying between participants. There was a main effect of Game (F(2, 92) = 3.35, η2 = 0.04, p < .04). We then
run statistical tests on early round scores by game and opponent against the null hypothesis of 0 (no transfer). For level1 facing players, there is evidence of learning transfer from
RPS to both FWG ( t(150) = 3.96, p < .001) and NUMBERS
(t(150) = 3.74, p < .001). For level-2 facing players, there
is evidence for transfer from RPS to the similar game FWG,
albeit scores are lower than for level-1 player (t(150) = 2.48,
p = .01) but not to the dissimilar game of NUMBERS.
These results indicate that learning transfer to the more dissimilar game (NUMBERS) we found earlier is exclusively
driven by level-1 facing players, as average early round scores
in the NUMBERS game of level-2 facing players are close
to 0. Therefore, both participants facing level-1 and level-2
agents can transfer learning to the similar FWG game, but
only those facing the less sophisticated opponent are able to
generalise to the less similar NUMBERS game.

Computational Modelling
To gain more insight into participants’ strategies against their
computer opponents, we constructed and tested several computational models of strategy learning. The baseline model
assumes play is random, and each potential action is chosen
with equal probability. Note that this corresponds to the Nash
equilibrium strategy. The other models adapted their play to

the opponent, either by reinforcing successful actions in each
game (reinforcement learning), or by determining the type
of opponent through Bayesian learning (Bayesian Cognitive
Hierarchy models). We also include the Expected Weighted
Attraction (EWA), which is a popular model in behavioral
economics.
We use the following notation. In each game g ∈
{RPS, FWG, NUMBERS}, on each trial t, the participant
chooses an action at ∈ Ag , and the opponent chooses action
ot ∈ Ag , where Ag is the set of allowed actions in game g,
e.g. ARPS = {R, P, S}. The participant then receives reward
rt ∈ {1, 0, −1}, and the opponent receives −rt . We use the
state variable st = {at−1 , ot−1 } to denote the actions taken in
the previous round t − 1 by the participant and opponent.
In the following, we will describe the models in more detail, and provide some intuition into how they they learn about
the game and/or the opponent.

Reinforcement learning (RL) model
We first consider a model-free reinforcement learning algorithm, where actions that have led to positive rewards are reinforced, and the likelihood of actions that led to a negative
reward is lowered. Since the computer players in this experiment based their play on the actions in the previous round,
a suitable RL model for this situation is one which learns the
value of actions contingent on plays in the previous round,
i.e. by defining the state st as above. The resulting RL model
learns a Q value (Watkins & Dayan, 1992) for each stateaction pair:
Qt+1 (st , at ) = Qt (st , at ) + α (rt − Q(st , at ))
where Q(st , at ) is the value of taking action a when in
state s at time t, α ∈ [0, 1] the learning rate. For instance,
Qt ({R, S}, P) denotes the value of taking action “Paper” this
round if the player’s last action was “Rock” and the opponent
played “Scissors”. Actions are taken according to a softmax
rule:
exp{λQt (a, st )}
Pt (a|st ) =
∑a0 ∈Ag exp{λQt (a0 , st )}
While this RL model allows the players to compute the values
of actions conditional on past play, crucially, it will not be
able to transfer learning between games, as each game has a
different action space Ag , and there is no simple way to map
actions between games.
The RL model has two free parameters: the learning rate
(α) and the inverse temperature parameter of the softmax decision rule (λ).

Experience-weighted attraction (EWA) model
The self-tuning Experience Weighted Attraction (EWA)
model (Ho, Camerer, & Chong, 2004) combines two seemingly different approaches, namely reinforcement learning
and belief learning. Belief learning models are based on the
assumption that players keep track of the frequency of past
actions and best respond to that. By contrast, reinforcement
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learning does not explicitly take into account beliefs about
other players, but simply increases the probability of repeating a more rewarding action. The self-tuning EWA model has
been shown to perform better than either RL or belief learning alone in various repeated games and has the advantage
of having only one free parameter, the inverse temperature of
the softmax choice function. The EWA model is based on updating “Attractions” for each action over time. The attraction
of action a time t is written At (a) and is updated as
At+1 (a) =

φ N(t) At (a) + [δ + (1 − δ) I(at = a)] R(a, ot )
φ N(t) + 1

where I(x) is an indicator function which takes the value 1
is its argument is true, and 0 otherwise, and R(a, ot ) is the
reward that would be obtained from playing action a against
opponent action ot , which equals the actual obtained reward
when a = at , and otherwise is a counterfactual reward that
would have been obtained if a different action were taken.
Unlike reinforcement learning, this uses knowledge of the
rules of the game to allow reinforcing actions that were not
taken. We can see that setting δ = 0 leads to reinforcement of
past actions, while positive and high delta parameters make
the update rule take into account foregone pay-offs, which
is similar to weighted fictitious play (Cheung & Friedman,
1994). While the assumption in expanding the update rule
above is that φ and δ are free parameters (Camerer, Ho, &
Others, 1997), the self-tuning aspect of the model comes from
the fact that these are now self-tuned using the formulas expanded in Ho et al. (2004). N(t) represents an experience
weights and can be interpreted as the number of ”observationequivalents” of past experience. We initialise it to 1 so initial attractions and reinforcement from payoffs are weighted
equally.
As in the models above, actions are chosen based on a softmax decision rule:
exp{λAt (a)}
Pt (a) =
0
∑a ∈At exp{λAt (a0 )}
The self-tuning EWA has one free parameter: the inverse
temperature of the softmax decision rule (λ).

Bayesian Cognitive Hierarchy (BCH) model
In what we call the Bayesian Cognitive Hierarchy (BCH)
model, the participant attempts to learn the type of opponent
they are facing through Bayesian learning. We assume the
participant considers the opponent could be either a level 0,
level 1, or level 2 player, and starts with a prior belief that
each of these types is equally likely. They then use observations of the opponents actions to infer a posterior probability
of each type:
P(level = k|Dt ) ∝ P(Dt |level = k) × P(level = k)
where Dt = {a1 , o1 , . . . , at , ot } is the data available at time t.
The likelihood is defined as

t 
1
+ (1 − θ) fk (o j |a j−1 , o j−1 )
P(Dt |level = k) = ∏ θ
|Ag |
j=1

Figure 3: Histogram of best fitting computational models by
condition
where fk (ot |at−1 , ot−1 ) = 1 if ot is the action taken by a level
k player when the previous round play was at−1 and ot−1 ,
and 0 otherwise. Note that the likelihood assumes (correctly)
that there is a probability θ ∈ [0, 1] that the opponent takes
a random action. The posterior at time t − 1 forms the prior
at time t. We assume a participant chooses an action by using the softmax function over the best response to predicted
actions:
2

Bt (a) =

∑ ∑

b(a, o)Pk (o|at−1 , ot−1 )P(level = k|Dt−1 )

k=0 o∈Ag

Pt (a) =

exp λBt (a)
∑a0 ∈Ag exp λBt (a0 )

where b(a, o) = 1 if action a is a best response to opponent’s
action o (i.e. it leads to a win), and Pk (o|at−1 , ot−1 ) = θ |A1g | +
(1 − θ) fk (o|at−1 , ot−1 ) is the probability that a level k agent
takes action o, as also used in the likelihood above.
Unlike the models above, the BCH model allows for
between-game transfer, as knowledge of the level of the opponent can be used to generate predictions in games that have
not been played before. However, the participant might also
assume that the level of reasoning of their opponent does not
generalize over games. We hence distinguish between two
versions of the BCH model. In the No-Between-Transfer
(BCH NBT) variant, participants assume a uniform probability of the different levels at the start of each game (and hence
do not transfer knowledge of their opponent between games).
In the Between-Transfer model (BCH BT), participants use
the posterior probability over the levels of their opponent as
the prior at the start of a new game (i.e. complete transfer of
the knowledge of their opponent). Both versions of the BCH
model have two free parameters: the assumed probability that
the opponent chooses a random action (θ), and the temperature parameter of the softmax function (λ).

Estimation and model comparison
We fitted all models to the data of each individual participant,
across all three games, estimating the model parameters by
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Figure 4: Likelihood by trial by game and opponent faced
maximum likelihood. We used the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) to determine the best fitting model for each participant. Figure 3 shows the number of participants best fit by
each model. We can see that the RL model clearly described
most participants’ behaviour best, followed by the random
(Nash) model. Only a few participants were best described
by one of the BCH models, or the EWA model.

Using Hidden Markov Model to explore strategy
switching
The computational modelling indicates that most players are
best fit by an RL type model which reinforces successful actions within each game. As this model does not allow for
between-game transfer, this finding is at odds with the behavioral results of learning transfer. To gain more insight into
this discrepancy, Figure 4 plots the average likelihood by trial
and game, according to the Nash, RL, and BCH BT model.
In the FWG and NUMBERS game, we see that in the initial
rounds of these games, the likelihood of actions is highest according to the BCH BT model (which incorporates betweengame transfer), but that over time, the RL model exceeds the
predictive quality of the BCH model. The fact that the likelihoods of these strategies cross over is consistent with participants switching between strategies as each game progress.
In order to more formally assess evidence for such strategy
switching by participants, we fitted hidden Markov models
in which the latent states are the 3 strategies (Nash, RL, and
BCH BT). Hidden Markov models are a useful framework to
model switches between latent strategies. We used the three
models fitted to the individual participant data above to define
the likelihood of actions according to each latent state (strategy). The model then contains free parameters for the initial probability of each state 1, 2, 3 at the start of each game,
and the transition probabilities for switching from state i to
state j during the games. These parameters were estimated by
maximum likelihood with the depmixS4 R package (Visser &
Speekenbrink, 2010).
As a test of strategy switching, we also fitted a restricted
version of the hidden Markov model, which only allows

Figure 5: Posterior probability of strategies by game and opponent faced
self-transitions between the states (i.e., no switches between
strategies during each game). An approximate likelihoodratio test shows that the full HMM, which allows for strategy switches during the games, fitted significantly better than
the restricted model (χ2 (6) = 167, p < .001). This is further
statistical evidence in favour of the hypothesis that participants switch between strategies during the games. In order
to understand at which stage of the games the switching occurs, and whether there are any differences between games
and type of opponents faced, Figure 5 shows the posterior
probability of each strategy (state) at each trial of a game,
averaged over participants. This figure shows a similar pattern for all games and opponents, in that in the initial rounds,
the probability of the BCH model is highest, while in later
rounds, the RL model takes over.
The HMM model thus shows clear evidence in favour of
strategy switching by participants, from a Bayesian Cognitive Hierarchy strategy at the initial stages of each game, to a
model-free RL model.

Discussion
The results of our experiment show that the majority of participants learn to adapt their play to their opponent’s strategy, and generalise knowledge of their opponent’s strategy
to other games. Transfer to the more dissimilar NUMBERS
game was moderated by the degree of sophistication of the
agent, with evidence for transfer when players face the less
sophisticated Level-1 agent but not the more sophisticated
Level-2 player.
Initial computational modelling of observations using all
available data seems to indicate that the most likely model
was a reinforcement learning model, which learns rewarding
actions based on the previous round’s play. However, as this
model is unable to generalize to new games, this finding is
inconsistent with the behavioural evidence for learning transfer. Using a hidden Markov model, we showed that this discrepancy appears to be due to participants switching between
strategies during the games. They start the early rounds of a
new game acting in a way consistent with a Bayesian Cog-
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nitive Hierarchy learning strategy, which determines the opponent’s level of iterative reasoning, and best responds to the
action predicted from this opponent model. While accurate
and generalisable, working through the required steps of iterative reasoning (“I think that you think that I think...”) may be
cognitively expensive. Model-free RL, to which participants
switch in later rounds, is consistent with a more habitual type
of learning and may be cognitively less taxing. Switching
between these strategies then shows flexibility in the use of
learning strategies. As the games progress, more and more
information is acquired about rewarding actions in the current
game, which provides efficient training data to a model-free
RL learning algorithm, allowing participants to successfully
rely on a this cognitively less taxing strategy. The preference for less computationally demanding strategies is well
established (Kool, McGuire, Rosen, & Botvinick, 2010), and
the ability to flexibly switch between different learning strategies is consistent with evidence of switching between modelbased and model-free RL strategies according to environmental demands (Simon & Daw, 2011).
It can be argued that participants are learning simple behavioral rules (Brockbank & Vul, 2020), rather than a model
of the opponent’s strategy or the value of particular actions
as in the RL framework. The best response to a level-1 opponent would be to choose the action that beats the opponent’s previous action, and for a level-2 strategy, a winning
rule would be to choose the action that would be beaten by
the agent’s own previous action. Such rules can mimic the
predictions of our iterative reasoning and Bayesian Cognitive
Hierarchy account, without seemingly requiring the cognitive
effort needed to reason through what another player knows
about what you know about them. On the other hand, the
number of possible behavioural rules is much larger than the
set of contingent actions predicted by a cognitive hierarchy
model. If the generation of a constrained set of plausible behavioural rules rests upon a form of iterative reasoning as we
have proposed here, then those rules could be reinforced afterwards, much like successful actions can be reinforced in
a model-free RL strategy. Such an account would then be
mostly equivalent to ours.
In conclusion, the results of our experiment are consistent
with work in behavioural game theory showing that human
players can deviate from Nash equilibrium play when their
opponent does so also. In these cases, it may be possible to
adapt to the opponent’s strategy and exploit their deviations
from equilibrium play. There is however a high degree of heterogeneity amongst players. As such, some players may have
a higher ability to detect patterns in their opponent’s play and
learn how to exploit them. We plan to run a future experiment to address this individual heterogeneity by designing
tasks where the participants face different types of opponents
sequentially. This will allow for more opportunities to measure and model learning transfer as well as explore its determinants in a within-subject design.
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We model the sense-making process of diagrams as conceptual
blends of the diagrams’ geometric configurations with apt image schemas. We specify image schemas and geometric configurations with typed FOL theories. In addition, for the latter, we
utilise some Qualitative Spatial Reasoning formalisms. Using
an algebraic specification language, we can compute the conceptual blends of image schemas and geometry as categorytheoretic colimits. We show through several examples how this
model captures the sort of direct inferences we confer to diagrammatic representations due to our embodied cognition. We
argue that this approach to sense-making might be of value for
the design and application of diagrammatic and graphical visualisations, as well as for AI in general.

1

ab

ownerOf

C
N

bc

Account

Figure 1: Geometric configuration of an ER diagram. Labels ‘1’ and ‘N’ denote that one customer may have many
accounts, but a single account belongs to one customer. The
remaining letters label the closed curves and the lines.

Keywords: diagrammatic reasoning; sense-making; image
schema; conceptual blending.

Introduction
Sense-making refers to the process by which we structure our
percepts into constructs that are more meaningful for us. In
this work, we model the sense-making of diagrams as conceptual blends of image schemas—reflecting early embodied
sensorimotor experiences (Johnson, 1987; Lakoff, 1987)—
with the geometric configuration of diagrams. To the best of
our knowledge, modeling the sense-making of diagrams in
this manner is novel. We believe that formalising this sensemaking process could be of value for fields pertaining to
human-human or human-machine communication by means
of graphical aids.
To illustrate our approach, take for instance the EntityRelationship (ER) diagram of Fig. 1. Its geometric configuration comprises rectangle-shaped region boundaries A and C, a
diamond-shaped region boundary B, and lines ab and bc, intersecting with A and B, and with B and C, respectively. Some
of the possible ways one could make sense of this diagram are
that the three regions form a path from A to C; or that A with
B, and B with C, form pairs of entities symmetrically linked
by lines. The diagram may also be thought of as consisting of
three linked regions, on a path going from A to C. These conceptualizations allow the emergence of some direct diagrammatic inferences, such as an association of region A with C,
due to being on the same path. Such interpretations are considered direct because they are drawn by the observers with
zero inference steps (in terms of transformation steps effected
on the representation). Moreover, this variety of understandings of the diagram leads to different conclusions, depending on whether the ‘path’ or the ‘link’ conceptualisation, or
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Figure 2: We distinguish the diagram geometry (left) from the
diagram we make sense of (bottom). The latter arises when
image schemas are blended with each other and
with the geometry.

both, are at play; one imbues direction, while the other imbues symmetric association. This shows that diagrams, taken
as geometric configurations, do not bring up a unique way of
making sense of them.
Our proposal is to model the aforementioned sense-making
process as follows: A configuration consists only of geometric entities. The ability to do inference with the diagram is
not a result merely of its geometry. We claim that the sense
and understanding, which make such inference possible, arise
when image schemas with their rich internal structure, such as
SOURCE - PATH - GOAL ( PATH , in short) and LINK , are blended
with each other, and subsequently with the geometry, structuring it into a meaningful diagram (Fig. 2). We model examples of such a sense-making process for diagrams from
computer science and mathematics.

Background

a

In this section we present the theoretical background upon
which our model is based.
The literature of diagrammatic reasoning has been valuable for formally studying the informational content and the
efficacy of diagrams for inference. In order to reach such conclusions, a one-to-one correspondence between the geometry
(the syntax) and the semantics of the diagram is typically assumed. However, as shown, a certain geometric configuration
does not always evoke a unique understanding. Furthermore,
the interpretation of diagrams does not simply rely on discovering a mapping, but may entail a constructive and imaginative process (May, 1999). This is in line with the process
of sense-making, which we are modeling computationally in
this work.
Sense-making is defined within the scope of enactive cognition as the process of an autonomous agent bringing its own
original meaning upon its environment (Varela, 1991). Image
schemas are fundamental for such a process, because they
have the capacity to organise and structure our experience
(Lakoff, 1987, p. 372). The theory of image schemas analyses such mental structures, formed early in life and constituting structural contours of repeated sensorimotor contingencies such as SUPPORT, VERTICALITY, and BALANCE. Using
the latter as an example, Johnson explains that the meaning of
balance emerges through embodied action and not from learning some rules (Johnson, 1987, p. 74-75). The repeated experience of different instances of balance leads to the formation
of a mental structure reflecting what is invariant among them.
This mental structure is a gestalt, i.e., a set of interrelated
parts that make up a whole (Johnson, 1987; Lakoff, 1987).
Image schemas can structure our perception and reasoning
by transferring this internal structure to various domains, according to the principles of conceptual blending (Fauconnier
& Turner, 2002). We model this structuring process by considering the image schemas and the geometric configuration
of a diagram as constituents of a blend representing the interpreted diagram.
Conceptual blending is a process by which several mental
spaces —coherent and integrated chunks of information that
underlie cognition and which comprise entities, and relations
or properties that characterise them—are put into correspondence with each other via cross-space relations, so as to be
combined to yield a blend with novel structure (Fauconnier &
Turner, 2002). In this case, the original mental spaces can be
referred to as input spaces, and the resulting blend as blended
space.
In this paper, we propose to model the way one makes
sense of a sensory stimulus (such as a diagram), by means of
cross-space correspondences between an input space reflecting this stimulus and input spaces reflecting image schemas.
These correspondences enable the construction of a blended
space, which integrates some substructure of each of these input spaces. Within this blended space, the emergent structure
resulting from integrating the structures of the input spaces,

b

c

d

e

f

g

h

Figure 3: Geometric configuration of a Hasse diagram.
contains novel inferences that were not possible in each input
space alone.
For the ER diagram of Fig. 1, the input space of the geometric configuration, comprising rectangular and diamondshaped regions and lines, can be blended, for instance, with
the input space of a PATH schema, of a LINK schema, or with
the blend of both schemas. Each of these blends would yield
alternative blended spaces that capture some of the different
ways we can make sense of the diagram, e.g., as comprising
(respectively) a directional structure, symmetrically associated entities, or a directional structure whereby each pair is
symmetrically associated.

Approach
We now present, by way of several examples, our computational model of the sense-making of diagrams. We capture
sense-making as the process of building the correspondences,
and the resulting blend, between the geometric configurations
of a given diagram, and the image schemas that provide structure to these configurations. We also show how certain direct
inferences of these diagrams arise within these conceptual
blends. To that end, for each example diagram we provide:
1. A formal specification of the geometry of the diagram.
Qualitative Spatial Reasoning (QSR) formalisms model
several aspects of spatial configurations at a level compatible with human perception (Freksa, 1991). Here, we use
QSR to be able to capture the geometry of the diagram using typed first-order logic (FOL) theories.
2. Formal specifications of the structure of the relevant image
schemas by means of typed FOL theories. The schemas
discussed are CONTAINER, LINK, PATH, VERTICALITY,
and SCALE.
3. A formalisation of suitable correspondences between
image-schema structures and the geometric configuration.
Given such correspondences, each conceptual blend can be
modeled as a particular kind of category-theoretical colimit
(Schorlemmer & Plaza, 2021).
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Diagrammatic notations
We now briefly introduce the four diagrammatic notations of
our case studies.
A Hasse diagram (Fig. 3) represents a partially ordered set
(poset). It consists of edges and vertices, drawn as points and

P

R

Q

Figure 4: Geometric configuration of an Euler diagram.
C
c

R

E

D

Figure 5: Geometric configuration of a Concept diagram.
lines. Each point represents one element of the poset. Assuming elements x, y and z of the poset, ordered by the ‘<’ relation, then the syntactic rules are that if x < y, then x is shown
in a lower position than y in the diagram, and that x and y are
connected by a line in the diagram iff x < y or y < x, and there
is no element z such that x < z and z < y.
ER diagrams (Fig. 1) represent entity types and relationships among them. Entity types are represented as rectangles.
A relationship between two entity types is represented by a
diamond, intersecting by lines with the rectangles representing the entities. In Fig. 1, the entity types involved are ‘Customer’ and ‘Account,’ and they are associated by the relationship ‘owner-of.’ Numbers on the lines at each side can specify
how many instances of the entity of that side can participate
in a relation with one instance of the entity on the opposite
side (Chen, 1976).
Euler diagrams (Fig. 4) can represent inclusion and intersection relationships between sets. Their syntax consists of
closed curves. Each curve represents a set, and separates the
plane into two regions, whereby the interior represents the
members of the set, and the exterior the non-members.
Concept diagrams (Fig. 5), an extension of Euler diagrams,
can represent ontology specifications (Howse, Stapleton, Taylor, & Chapman, 2011). An external rectangle represents
Thing, the class that all individuals are members of. Circles
represent classes and dots represent individuals. The topology
of both denotes their class membership, as in Euler diagrams.
An arrow linking a circle (or dot) at their tail, to a circle (or
dot) at their head represents a binary relation, with its domain
and range. Therefore, the configuration of Fig. 5 represents
that, for any individual c of class C, there is a relation R between an individual c in C and some individual in E, the latter
being a subclass of D.

A formal model of sense-making
In this subsection, we discuss the formalisation of each geometric configuration and of the image schemas corresponding
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to it. Hasse diagrams are described in some detail by providing fragments of the actual formalisation. The other diagrams
are discussed more succinctly, since the blends corresponding
to them are modeled with the same principles.1
In order to describe the geometric configurations at hand,
we draw from formal systems of the QSR literature. Regarding topology, existing formalisms enable us to characterise spatial entities as points, lines, and regions and to
describe their topological relations (Egenhofer & Herring,
1991). Complex shapes can be described by identifying the
points where, and the manner with which, two sides converge
(e.g., acute or obtuse angle). An algorithm can automatically
identify these points in digital images, and generate a qualitative description of the shape in natural language (Falomir,
Gonzalez-Abril, Museros, & Ortega, 2013). The orientation
of 2D objects of any shape can be formalised using eight relations (left, back-left, right, front-right, etc.) that specify the
qualitative position of a primary object, with respect to a reference one (Hernández, 1991).
As for the image schemas, their structure is captured by
a logical specification, based on conceptual descriptions in
the literature (Johnson, 1987; Lakoff, 1987). As an example,
here is a possible axiomatisation of the LINK schema in typed
FOL:
∀s ∈ LinkSchema : linked(anEnt(s), anotherEnt(s))
∀e1 , e2 ∈ Entity : linked(e1 , e2 ) → ∃s ∈ LinkSchema :
(anEnt(s) = e1 ∧ anotherEnt(s) = e2 ) ∨
(anEnt(s) = e2 ∧ anotherEnt(s) = e1 )
∀l ∈ Link ∃!s ∈ LinkSchema : link(s) = l
∀e ∈ Entity : ¬linked(e, e)
∀e1 , e2 ∈ Entity : linked(e1 , e2 ) → linked(e2 , e1 )

Elements of type LinkSchema are constituted of two components of type Entity and one component of type Link, which
are obtained with functions anEnt, anotherEnt, and link, respectively. The axioms above state that the two entities of a
LINK schema are always linked; that linked entities are always part of some (not necessarily unique) LINK schema; that
a link is always part of a unique LINK schema; and that the
linked predicate is irreflexive and symmetric.
Hasse diagrams. The Hasse configuration of Fig. 3 has
eight points (a to h) and twelve lines (ba, ca, etc.). Each
line intersects with a pair of points. Below is a fragment of
the specification of this configuration, which states the topological and orientation relations between some entities of the
configuration, with respect to point a:2
1 The complete formalisation of the blends modeling the
sense-making of the four kinds of diagrams can be downloaded from https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/
1jcQdJT0qbnAua3uXIgTEW8zV3kF 2R14?usp=sharing.
2 Predicates such as intersects state the topological relations as
defined in (Egenhofer & Herring, 1991), while predicates such as
right back state the orientation of entities as defined in (Hernández,
1991). Constants a, b, etc. are of type Point; constants ba, ca, etc.
are of type Line.

the Hasse geometric configuration and the CHAIN blend can
be expressed as pairs of a binary relation R between entities of
the two spaces. For example, the sequential points a, d, g, and
h and the lines da, gd and hg of Fig. 3 are related through R
with components of schema instances s1 , s2 , s3 ∈ LinkSchema
present in the CHAIN blend:

a
b
e

c

d

f

g

h

R(anEnt(s1 ), a)
R(anotherEnt(s1 ), d)
R(link(s1 ), da)

R(anEnt(s2 ), d)
R(anotherEnt(s2 ), g)
R(link(s2 ), gd)

R(anEnt(s3 ), g)
R(anotherEnt(s3 ), h)
R(link(s3 ), hg)

The image schemas that participate in the sense-making of
the Hasse configuration are LINK, PATH, VERTICALITY, and
SCALE (Fig. 6). This process is modeled as the complex conceptual blend of several simpler blends (Fig. 7), discussed
below.
The first blend involved is the CHAIN,3 comprising a blend
of the PATH and LINK schemas. The PATH schema relates to
directed motion. It comprises a path of contiguous locations,
with a source and a goal location at its endpoints. The LINK
schema pertains to the notion of association, either physical
or abstract. It comprises two distinct entities, linked with a
link. To blend instances of these two schemas, each pair of
linked entities is put into correspondence with a pair of contiguous locations in a path. Subsequently, we can compute
the image-schematic CHAIN blend, whereby serially linked
entities comprise a CHAIN with a source and goal as its endpoints.4 The blend thus contains the inferences that serially
linked entities on the same CHAIN are associated with each
other, and that any CHAIN has two endpoints, and a direction
from the source to the goal endpoint.
Ultimately, a sequence of points connected by lines in the
Hasse configuration (e.g., points a, d, g, and h in Fig. 3),
can be put into correspondence with a particular instance of a
CHAIN by relating connected points (such as a and d, d and
g, and g and h) with linked entities of CHAIN, and end points
(such as a and h) with the source and the goal of CHAIN.
A line intersecting with a pair of points is put into correspondence with the links of the CHAIN. More precisely, these
cross-space correspondences between the mental spaces of

These correspondences between the input spaces of CHAIN
and of the geometric configuration, enable integrating them
into a new blended space, as we will see later.
The Hasse configuration is also structured by a blend of
the VERTICALITY and SCALE schemas (Fig. 7). VERTICAL ITY reflects the structure we experience from standing upright
with our bodies resisting to gravity, or from perceiving upright objects like trees. Serra Borneto (1996) argues that the
VERTICALITY schema comprises an axis reflecting the trajectory an object subjected to gravity would follow, or the
axis of an object standing upright. In either case, a base or
ground is involved as reference point. Given all the above information, we model VERTICALITY as a unique vertical axis
with some marks on it, among which ‘base’ is the lowest one,
and as a simple distinction between up and down. Lastly, the
SCALE schema relates to a gradient of quantity. It comprises
a structure of several grades and it has a cumulative property;
if one has 15 euros, they also have 10. Consequently, we
formalise SCALE as a total order on grades. Putting into correspondence the marks of VERTICALITY with the grades of
SCALE schemas enables the construction of the VERTICAL SCALE blend. This blend comprises blended levels oriented
with respect to the down-up axis. The lowest of those levels corresponds to the base of VERTICALITY. An instance of
VERTICAL - SCALE can be put into correspondence with the
Hasse geometric configuration so that levels whereby one is
ordered immediately above the other correspond to pairs of
points that intersect with the same line, and one is oriented
‘back’ of the other.
In summary, the entire complex conceptual network of image schematic correspondences and blends, blended with the
Hasse geometric configuration, yields the Hasse diagram as
we make sense of it, with the following inferences: The
Hasse diagram comprises several chains of linked elements,
arranged at several levels of generality along a down-up vertical axis; some of these elements of different chains are on
the same level of generality; there is a unique source ordered
before all other elements of the diagram, and a unique goal ordered after all other elements. Mathematically, we formalise
these blends as category-theoretic colimits of typed FOL theories (Schorlemmer & Plaza, 2021).

3 In this paper we extend the convention of typesetting the names
of image schemas in small caps, to image-schematic blends as well.
4 The resulting blended entity type is now governed by the union
of the axioms of LINK and PATH in the blend.

Entity-relationship diagrams. We model the sensemaking of the ER diagram in an analogous way to that of
the Hasse diagram, i.e., as a network of blends among the

Figure 6: Conceptual blend of a Hasse diagram. The imageschematic blends CHAIN and VERTICAL - SCALE (right) are
blended with the geometric configuration (left), yielding the
Hasse diagram as we make sense of it (bottom).

intersects(ba, a)
intersects(ca, a)
intersects(da, a)

right back(a, b)
back(a, c)
left back(a, d)

right back(a, e)
back(a, h)
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LINK

PATH

SCALE VERTICALITY

Hasse configuration

boundaries D and E.

Related work

CHAIN

VERTICAL SCALE

Hasse diagram made sense of

Figure 7: The network of blends modeling the sense-making
of the Hasse diagram.

CONTAINER , LINK , and PATH schemas, and the ER geometric configuration. The latter has three region boundaries, two
rectangle-shaped ones (A and C) and a diamond-shaped one
(B), as well as two lines (ab and bc) that intersect with them
in pairs (Fig. 1). The difference here is the contribution of
the CONTAINER schema. CONTAINER captures the structure
of entities that are hollow, and can enclose and protect other
entities, ranging from a fence to a balloon. It consists of a
boundary, an inside and an outside. Its structure dictates that
an entity can be either in the inside or on the outside, but not
both, and the transitivity of containment. Our formalisation
closely follows this.

The correspondences involved between the LINK and PATH
schema are the same as before, yielding a CHAIN blend. Additional correspondences are that one boundary corresponds
to one entity of the CHAIN. Given these correspondences, a
second blend, namely CHAIN - OF - CONTAINERS, can be constructed. Finally, CHAIN - OF - CONTAINERS is put into correspondence with the ER configuration so that one boundary
corresponds to one region boundary of any shape, and that
boundaries whereby one is outside of another correspond to
region boundaries that are disjoint.
Consequently, an additional inference that emerges in the
ER diagram, thanks to CONTAINER, is that the three region
boundaries are on the outside of each other. The remaining
emergent inferences are as before, i.e., region boundaries A,
B, and C all become associated due to being parts of a CHAIN
configuration with direction from left to right.
Euler and Concept diagrams. The modeling of these
blends is done exactly as before. Here, the most prominent
schema is CONTAINER. It can be inferred that some shapes
are indirectly inside, or outside, some region boundaries. This
is possible through the axioms in the CONTAINER specification, which are projected into the blend. In particular, in the
Euler diagram of Fig. 4, region boundary Q is outside region
boundary R. As for the blend capturing the sense of the Concept diagram of Fig. 5, it can be inferred that region boundary
D is inside region boundary A, and point c is outside region
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In this section we situate our contribution within the context
of previous related work.
In diagrammatic reasoning it is often posited that the efficacy of diagrams lies in their sharing structural properties with their referents. These properties allow observers to
draw direct interpretations (Stapleton, Jamnik, & Shimojima,
2017). Therefore, the more the properties of the geometry of
a diagram match the properties of its semantics, the more efficacious this diagram would be to represent this semantics.
Here, we expanded in this direction by modeling the origin
of these properties as the blending of image schemas with the
geometry of a diagram.
A few research groups have worked on formalising image schemas and the relations among them. Rodrı́guez and
Egenhofer (2000) provide a relational algebra inspired by the
CONTAINER and SURFACE schemas, used to model, and reason about, spatial relations of objects in an indoor scene. Image schemas have also been used to model planning and actions of agents St Amant et al. (2006). Some image schemas
were recursively defined as compositions of other schemas.
In both these works, the formalisations are inspired by image
schemas, rather than faithful representations of their descriptions in the literature. Embodied Construction Grammar formalises (Bergen & Chang, 2005) and implements (Bryant,
2008) language understanding by mapping components of
specific schemas (image schemas, and others) to phonemes.
This work is analogous to our own, except the stimulus made
sense of is a diagram and not a spoken sentence.
Kuhn (2007) formalised image schemas as ontology relations using functional programming in a relatively abstract
manner. In a recent, comprehensive work, Hedblom (2020)
modeled image schemas as families of interrelated theories,
with each schema comprising a combination of primitive
components. QSR formalisms that capture the spatiotemporal content of schemas were used. In the present approach,
we chose not to use such formalisms to capture the internal
structure of image schemas.
There have also been several efforts to provide mathematical models that formalise a blending process for given
input spaces. Related to our approach, Goguen (2006) applied algebraic specifications and their category-theoretic operations for modeling the cognitive understanding of space
and time when solving a riddle. Building on this work,
Schorlemmer, Confalonieri, and Plaza (2016) modeled the
creative problem-solving process of tackling the same riddle
by way of a category-theoretic characterisation of blending,
based on typed FOL specifications of image schemas. In a
similar vein, Hedblom (2020) also implemented a small example of blending linguistic concepts using image schemas.
As with the work by Schorlemmer et al., image schemas are
used to establish shared structure between two input spaces.
Image schemas have also been used to interpret an icon by

blending a description of the schema with a QSR description of the icon (Falomir & Plaza, 2019). This approach is
a conceptual equivalent of the current computational model,
referring to the sense-making of icons, instead of that of diagrammatic configurations.

Discussion
In this paper we have presented a formal framework of the
sense-making of diagrams, modeling the way observers structure diagrams by unconsciously projecting preexisting mental
structures — i.e., image schemas — on the geometry of a diagram, giving rise to direct inferences.
We have already described some interpretations that observers can make directly when encountering specific types
of geometric configurations, and which are not fully determined by that configuration itself. Here, these interpretations
are made precise and formal. In the case of the Euler diagram (Fig. 4), the inference of region boundaries R and Q
being disjoint is directly observable from the configuration,
because of its inherent structural properties (Stapleton et al.,
2017). Here, we model such direct inferences as arising in the
blend. Likewise, in the Hasse diagram (Fig. 6), the transitive
ordering of points in terms of their degree of the VERTICAL SCALE schema, the inference that the source of an instance of
CHAIN is ordered before all others (minimal element), and the
goal is after all others (maximal element), as well as the existence of distinct instances of CHAIN (maximal chains), are
all direct inferences made possible by the blending of image
schemas with the geometric configuration.
Therefore, some geometric configurations are more efficacious for representing a given semantics, than others,
due to having more similar properties with this semantics
(Stapleton et al., 2017). For example, set membership is represented more efficaciously with enclosure in closed curves
(Fig. 4) than with points of a line (Mineshima, Sato, Takemura, & Okada, 2014), because curve enclosure is transitive
and asymmetric (geometrical property), as is set inclusion
(semantic property). Taking one step back, our conjecture
is that this correspondence between geometric and semantic
properties, is explained by the fact that some geometric configurations can be integrated with image schemas that lead
to inferences compatible with the intended semantics. Such
examples are: the CONTAINER schema, in the case of Euler
diagrams and the semantics of set inclusion, and the SCALE
and VERTICALITY schemas, in the case of Hasse diagrams
and the semantics of posets. The above will be further explored formally in future work.

Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we have modeled the sense-making of diagrams,
and the inferences carried out with them, as conceptual blends
of an observer’s embodied cognitive structures —crystallized
as image schemas— with the geometry of a diagram. The
novelty of our framework lies in the fact that it is not merely
conceptual but also written in a formal, computer-processable
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language. We contribute to the literature with a reusable set
of formalized image schemas. Importantly, our framework is
general enough to be applicable to different types of stimuli.
Therefore, although in this paper we have modeled a blending process to represent the sense-making of geometric configurations of diagrams, the stimuli made sense of could in
principle be any structure that is expressible in typed FOL.
Furthermore, the entire framework could eventually be generalised in a representation-independent manner as described
in (Schorlemmer & Plaza, 2021).
One limitation of the current work is the lack of a quantitative metric of evaluation of the outcome of the sensemaking process. However, the view of the theories of conceptual blending, image schemas and enactivism is precisely
that sense-making has no ground truth, as sense arises subjectively for each organism through its experience with relation
to a body and an environment. In the framework of conceptual blending, correspondences are not prescriptive and there
is a variety of different ways to blend input spaces and obtain
new meaning. Nonetheless, even in this subjective and relational view, a good blend would be one that is well integrated
(Fauconnier & Turner, 2002, ch. 16) and, in our approach,
one that leads to emergent structure containing valid inferences. More concretely, in the current work, as in most of the
literature of diagrammatic reasoning, we prescribed the crossspace correspondences, and thus the blends, so that they give
rise to inferences that are consistent with the intended semantics of a diagrammatic notation.
The issue of generating and evaluating alternative blends
for a given configuration, including those that model erroneous interpretations, i.e., inconsistent ones with the intended
semantics, will be explored in the future. To that end, we
intend to model a wider range of image schemas, obtaining
a reusable, comprehensive library. In another direction, we
would like to extend our research to formally explore why
some diagrams are interpreted faster or more accurately than
others. This information is of value for human-computer interaction because it could provide guidelines for the design of
efficacious diagrammatic and graphical visualizations.
Although our direct contributions pertain to diagrams, our
formal framework could be useful for other areas in AI. Image schemas reflect invariants across states of affairs, enabling their abstraction into a specific concept. For example, cups of various shapes and materials, perceived through
vision or touch, are a CONTAINER. It has indeed been proposed that the generalisation capabilities of AI systems regarding knowledge about the physical world, which some animals possess, could be improved through the acquisition of
abstract concepts like gravity, container, and motion along
a path (Shanahan, Crosby, Beyret, & Cheke, 2020; Thosar
et al., 2020). Interestingly, such concepts correspond directly
to image schemas, and future developments of our blending
framework could model the way agents use these concepts to
make sense of various states of affairs they perceive.
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Abstract
A critical aspect of the way humans recognize and understand
meaning in sequential data is the ability to identify abstract
structural repetitions. We present a novel approach to discovering structural repetitions within sequences that uses a multiple
Smith-Waterman self-alignment. We illustrate our approach
in the context of finding different forms of structural repetition in music composition. Feature-specific alignment scoring
functions enable structure finding in primitive features such as
rhythm, melody, and lyrics. These can be compounded to create scoring functions that find higher-level structure including
verse-chorus structure. We demonstrate our approach by finding harmonic, pitch, rhythmic, and lyrical structure in symbolic music and compounding these viewpoints to identify the
abstract structure of verse-chorus segmentation.
Keywords: Structural Inferrence; Musical Sequence; Selfalignment

Introduction
Human-level concept learning relies on the ability to model
artifacts at increasing levels of abstraction (Lake, Salakhutdinov, & Tenenbaum, 2015). In visual imagery, pixels form
strokes which form shapes which form objects. In natural language, letters make words which make phrases which make
sentences. The ability to learn high-level features is critical
to an effective model of the domain, either for discrimination
or generation.
Often features of interest are abstract, that is they are not
explicitly represented in an artifact description. In poetry
or lyrics, features such as rhyme scheme are not usually labeled; however, even beginning readers are capable of identifying intentionally rhymed phrasing (Englemann & Bruner,
1974). In music, features such as verse-chorus segmentation
and repeated motifs are infrequently labeled but are nonetheless readily inferred by even non-musicians from what is represented (e.g., chords, melody). This structure significantly
relates to meaning (Nunes, Ordanini, & Valsesia, 2015), and
although audiences will find structure even where it was not
intended, they readily express criticism of artifacts in which
they perceive little or no structure. Human-level reasoning
about artifacts and domains hinges on the ability to infer abstract structural features from looking only at primitive features (i.e., features that are labeled). Abstract features are
helpful for evaluating, classifying, comparing, and/or generating structured artifacts (Bodily, Bay, & Ventura, 2017). In
addition, style-transfer and cross-domain translation of ideas
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is better facilitated by the ability to elucidate abstract structural representation (LeCun, Bengio, & Hinton, 2015).
Much work in the area of probabilistic constrained modeling has focused on the design of generative models that impose unary and binary structural constraints in sampling sequence solutions (Papadopoulos, Pachet, Roy, & Sakellariou,
2015; Roy et al., 2016; Perez & Régin, 2017). Although the
sequential transition probabilities of these models are trained
from data, the constraints they impose are generally assumed
to be predefined as part of the problem definition, begging the
question of how the constraints themselves—and the binary
constraints in particular—might be learned from data. Different forms of poetry, for example, may have different rhyme
schemes. Rather than rely on manually encoding each structural pattern, how might a system be taught to autonomously
recognize these higher-level patterns of repetition? These
types of patterns span lengthy regions of text and music and
are therefore not readily captured by Markovian processes.
For this reason the problem has been referred to as the longterm dependency challenge (Collins & Laney, 2017).
Much related work exists for finding long-term dependencies in sequential data. A common approach known as “templagiarism” attempts to elucidate high-level structure from an
existing artefact for reuse in the creation of novel artefacts
(Pachet, Papadopoulos, & Roy, 2017). Meredith, et al. discover patterns of multidimensional repetition using maximal
translatable patterns (MTPs) (Meredith, Lemström, & Wiggins, 2002). Collins, et al. follow up on this work with a
pattern discovery algorithm called SIACT to discover translational patterns in baroque keyboard works (Collins, Thurlow, Laney, Willis, & Garthwaite, 2010), which they later use
in extracting patterned repetitions in music (Collins & Laney,
2017). Lattner, et al. use bootstrapping in feed-forward neural networks to perform unsupervised melody segmentation
(Lattner, Chacón, & Grachten, 2015). Other work has approached the musical sequence segmentation problem using
restricted Boltzmann machines (Lattner, Grachten, Agres, &
Chacón, 2015).
In contrast to these methods, we turn to a class of algorithms long used for learning sequence structure in bioinformatics. Sequence alignment algorithms—such as the
Needleman-Wunsch (NW) (Needleman & Wunsch, 1970)
or Smith-Waterman (SW) (Smith & Waterman, 1981)
algorithms—have traditionally been used to align genetic

sequences, although their implementation usually focuses
on finding similarity between rather than within sequences.
Alignment algorithms have typically been used on sequences of discrete tokens belonging to finite-length alphabets, making it easy to derive static scoring matrices (e.g.,
PAM (Dayhoff, Schwartz, & Orcutt, 1978) and BLOSUM
(Henikoff & Henikoff, 1992)) for defining a pairwise scoring
function.
We present an approach to inferring abstract structural features in music that uses genetic algorithms (GAs) to determine viewpoint-specific scoring functions for structural sequence alignment. The approach is readily applicable across
domains where structure can be modeled in terms of selfsimilarity (e.g., bioinformatics, natural language, and audio
signal processing). As a concrete example for the purposes of
demonstration, we examine the inference of abstract structure
in lyrical, sectional-form music lead sheets, with the goal of
identifying patterns of repetition within musical aspects and
at the more abstract levels of detecting chorus and verse structures.

with their respective ranges is sufficient to define a intractable
number of unique musical events (Table 1).

Methods

where G represents the cost of inserting a gap into the alignment and s(a|a| , b|b| ) represents a pairwise scoring function
which evaluates to a score representative of the cost of aligning the element a|a| with b|b| . Some variations (including
our own) differentiate between a gap open cost, Go , and
a gap extend cost, Ge , where the former is used the first
time a gap is inserted and the latter is used for subsequent,
consecutive gaps. In this manner the presence and length
of a gap can be penalized independently. In practice, a
NW alignment sequentially fills in a (|a| + 1) × (|b| + 1)
matrix, M, where the value M(i, j) at the ith row and jth
column represents S((a1 , · · · , ai−1 ), (b1 , · · · , b j−1 )) (where if
i = 0 or j = 0 the corresponding sequence evaluates to the
empty sequence). The global alignment score is the value
of M(|a| + 1, |b| + 1). The alignment is produced by starting at position (|a| + 1, |b| + 1) and tracing back through the
matrix according to the cells which were used (in the max
function) in computing the current cell’s value: moving diagonally from (i, j) corresponds to aligning ai with b j ; moving
up aligns ai with a gap; and moving left aligns b j with a gap.
Backtrack continues as long as i > 0 and j > 0.
The SW local alignment algorithm alters aspects of the
NW global alignment to find the highest scoring subsequence
alignment between two sequences (Smith & Waterman,
1981). Modifications are primarily three-fold. First, S(a, b)
is constrained to be non-negative, essentially allowing the algorithm to discover the beginning of the optimal alignment
anywhere in the alignment matrix M. Second, the local alignment score (for the optimal local alignment) is the maximum
value in M. The row i and column j where this value appears
mark the termination of the local alignment. Backtracking
proceeds as in the NW algorithm as long as M(i, j) > 0.
We are interested in locally aligning musical phrases. We
are interested in more than simply the optimal local alignment; we would like to find all significant local alignments.

The fundamental premise of the approach is that structure in
an artifact exists by virtue of self-similarity. In music, the
verse-chorus structure is a product of similarity across viewpoints such as melody, chords, and (for choruses) lyrics.
A primary challenge in alignment is determining alignment
parameters. Sequence alignment algorithms generally require
defining a gap or insertion/deletion cost, G, as well as a scoring function s(x1 , x2 ) for two arbitrary sequence elements x1
and x2 . These definitions are non-trivial because they can dramatically affect the resulting alignment.
In traditional alignment domains, the definition of a scoring function is relatively straight-forward because sequence
elements are easily represented using a (relatively) small alphabet. In this case the scoring function usually consists of
a simple lookup table where values in the table represent the
likelihood that one element is aligned with any other element
(Henikoff & Henikoff, 1992).
However in considering the alignment of musical sequences, a sequence element or event is significantly more
complex for a few reasons. First, music—both acoustic and
symbolic—represents a continuous sequence of sound. It
may be discretized at various intervals (e.g., acoustic sampling rates, metrical beats, etc.), but how the sequence is
discretized will directly impact the ability to detect patterns
across various viewpoints. Because the time and space required per alignment increase exponentially with the sampling rate, we chose a sampling rate of 2 events per beat.
The second complexity involved in a musical sequence element is that, even given a particular discretization of musical
events, a single event (e.g., Figure 1) is composed of many
different viewpoints. Even if we consider a relatively simple representation of music such as a lyrical lead sheet, combining the number of features to consider per musical event
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Multiple Smith-Waterman Self-Alignment
The strength of the NW and SW algorithms is that they do not
require exact matches, but rather tolerate some noise while
still recognizing structurally similar subsequences. A traditional NW global sequence alignment is a dynamic programming algorithm (Needleman & Wunsch, 1970). For a sequence a = (a1 , · · · , an ), let a0 = (a1 , · · · , an−1 ). The optimal
score S(a, b) for the alignment of sequences a and b (with
lengths |a| and |b|) is defined as a function of the optimal
scores for subalignments of a and b:


|a| ∗ G
if |b| = 0




|b| ∗ G
if |a| = 0

S(a, b) = max(S(a0 , b) + G,



S(a, b0 ) + G,
otherwise



 S(a0 , b0 ) + s(a , b ))
|a| |b|

Table 1: Features for a music sequence event
Event Feature

Description

Range

is rest(E)
pitch(E)

True if E occurs during a rest
the MIDI note value being voiced at E

measure(E)

the measure in which E occurs (0-based)
the offset in beats within measure measure(E) (0based)
the duration in beats of the note or rest being
voiced at E
True if the measure and beat of the onset of the
note or rest being voiced at E equals measure(E)
and beat(E)

[True, False]
[0,127]
(∅ if is rest(E))
Z>0

beat(E)
duration(E)
is note onset(E)
lyric(E)
is lyric onset(E)
harmony(E)
is harmony onset(E)

Feature Value for
E in Figure 1
False
69
3

R>0

0.5

R>0

2.5

[True, False]

True

the lyric being sung at E

Set of all valid syllables
∪∅

“try”

True if the measure and beat of the onset of the
lyric being voiced at E equals measure(E) and
beat(E)
the harmony (represented using chord symbols)
being voiced at E
True if the measure and beat of onset of the harmony being voiced at E equals measure(E) and
beat(E)

[True, False] (∅
lyric(E) = ∅)

False

if

Set of all valid chord
symbols ∪ ∅

F

[True, False] (∅
harmony(E) = ∅)

False

if

Figure 1: Example of a music sequence event. Musical sequences are non-discrete and thus events must be sampled. Table 1
describes the features and feature values for the event sampled at the dotted red line.
We thus adapt the SW algorithm to achieve what we call
a multiple Smith-Waterman (MSW) self -alignment. In this
variation we find multiple backtrack points in M. We define a
local maximum threshold, τ, and a minimum event match distance, ε, such that M(i, j) is a local maximum iff M(i, j) ≥ τ
and M(i, j) ≥ M(k, l) for ∀k = i ± ε and ∀l = j ± ε. Backtracking proceeds as in the SW algorithm. Because we are
doing self-alignment, we need only compute the upper diagonal of M (i.e., j ≥ i). We are not interested in alignments that
are too close to the diagonal (i.e., the alignment of an event
with itself). We therefore only compute M where j ≥ i + ε
(see Figure 2). For our implementation, ε = 4 (i.e., minimum
distance between “motifs” is 2 beats).

Genetic Algorithm Parameters
Here we define the pairwise scoring function s(ai , b j ) and the
general alignment parameters Go , Ge , and τ. We describe
several viewpoint-specific definitions for s(ai , b j ) below, each
of which defines several scoring function parameters. These
viewpoint-specific parameters, along with the general alignment parameters, are learned via GA (see Figure 3).
Initially we generate a population of 20 unique parameterizations where each parameter is randomly initialized in the
range [-3,3] (τ is randomly initialized in the range [0,20)).
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For each of 5000 generations of the GA, we generate 10 new
parameterizations via 1) crossover of two parameterizations
randomly selected from the population and 2) mutation where
each parameter has a 0.2 probability of adding a random number in the range [-10,10] to its value (with 0.2 probability τ is
multiplied by a factor in the range [0,2)).
Alignment Fitness Function We manually labeled a small
subset of the Wikifonia leadsheet dataset with structural repetitions across viewpoints. These labels essentially represent
which events we expect to be aligned via our MSW alignment. An event can be aligned with 0, 1, or many other
events. We can evaluate a parameterization Γ according to the
number of event pair alignments that are true positive (T P),
false positive (FP), and true negative (T N) when Γ is used in
our scoring function:
F1 (Γ) =

(1 + β2 ) ∗ T P + 1
(1 + β2 ) ∗ T P + β2 ∗ FN + FP + 1

with β = 1.0 to equally weight recall and precision. We add
1 to the numerator and the denominator to ensure F1 is defined when no T P are possible (e.g., Twinkle, Twinkle, Little
Star has no verse). Averaged over all songs in the training
data, the F-score represents the fitness of an individual pa-

MB (e1 , e2 ) for this offset alignment as
(
ιB
if b1 = b2
MB (e1 , e2 ) =
∆B + δB ∗ |b1 − b2 | if b1 6= b2
where bi = beat(ei ) and ιB , ∆B , and δB are weights determined for each viewpoint by the GA.
Harmony A harmony harmony(ei ) represents a set of
pitches which we denote notes(harmony(ei )) = {p1 , · · · , pn }
where each pitch pi is a MIDI note value modulo 12 to normalize values to a common octave. Using the shorthand Ni for
notes(harmony(ei )), we define a harmonic scoring function
SH (e1 , e2 ) as follows:
Figure 2: Finding pitch structure via sequence alignment.
Representing the song Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star as a sequence of discrete events, we align the song against itself
using a multiple Smith-Waterman alignment and a pitchspecific pairwise scoring function. The longer diagonal represents the repetition of pitch between two choruses in the song.
The shorter diagonal represents repetition of pitch within the
bridge section. Weights for the scoring function are learned
via GA (see Figure 3). After 27 generations weights were
found to maximize the fitness function.

rameterization in our GA. Using this fitness function, we find
the optimal parameterization Γ∗v for each viewpoint v via its
respective alignment scoring function as described below.
F-score should be viewed as a relative rather than absolute measure of performance for several reasons. First, structure is inherently an abstract concept. This means that what
should be labeled in our training data as structure is sometimes ambiguous and can be represented along a spectrum
of granularity (e.g., hierarchical rhythmic structure). Second,
the scoring functions described below are meant primarily to
be illustrative. We found that structure learning is sensitive
to which features are included and how they are combined.
Third, GAs are stochastic by nature, and the (efficiency of)
structure learning is sensitive to this stochasticity. Fourth, we
intentionally chose songs with non-trivial structure to see how
well this approach would generalize. Thus, even suboptimal
F-scores are in many cases reflective of alignments that yield
significant structural representation.
Alignment Scoring Functions We define six different
scoring functions: one scoring function for each of the primitive viewpoints of harmony, pitch, rhythm, and lyrics, and one
scoring function for each of the derived viewpoints representing chorus and verse structures. Each scoring function scores
the similarity of two musical events using a unique subset of
event features indicative of self-similarity in that viewpoint.
Since structural repetitions in music tend to preserve meter,
all viewpoint alignment functions are designed to consider
the offset within the measure of the two events being aligned.
For events e1 an e2 we define a beat matching subfunction
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SH (e1 , e2 ) = IH (e1 , e2 ) + OH (e1 , e2 ) + MB (e1 , e2 )
with the identity subfunction IH (e1 , e2 ) computed as
(
ιH
if N1 = N2
IH (e1 , e2 ) =
∆H + δH /Z(N1 , N2 ) if N1 6= N2
where the set similarity function Z(N1 , N2 ) is defined as
Z(N1 , N2 ) = (2 ∗ |N1 ∩ N2 |/(|N1 | + |N2 |))
Letting oi = is harmony onset(ei ),


ΩH if o1 ∧ o2
OH (e1 , e2 ) = ωH if o1 ∨ o2


γH otherwise
In this manner, ιH , ∆H , δH , ΩH , ωH , and γH represent weights
to be learned by the GA.
Pitch Letting ri = is rest(ei ) and pi = pitch(ei ), we compute the pitch score SP (e1 , e2 ) of events e1 and e2 as


if r1 ∧ r2
R
SP (e1 , e2 ) = ρ
if r1 ∨ r2


γR + MP (e1 , e2 ) otherwise
with MP (e1 , e2 ) representing the pitch matching subfunction
for scoring two events:
MP (e1 , e2 ) = IP (e1 , e2 ) + OP (e1 , e2 ) + MB (e1 , e2 )
with
(
ιP
if p1 = p2
IP (e1 , e2 ) =
∆P + δP ∗ |p1 − p2 | if p1 6= p2
letting oi = is pitch onset(ei ),


ΩP
OP (e1 , e2 ) = ωP


γP

if o1 ∧ o2
if o1 ∨ o2
otherwise

Again R, ρ, γR , ιP , ∆P , δP , ΩP , ωP , and γP represent weights
to be learned by the GA.

Generation: 1
F1 = 0.34

Generation: 2
F1 = 0.65

Generation: 9
F1 = 0.80

Generation: 15
F1 = 0.80

Generation: 23
F1 = 0.80

Generation: 27
F1 = 1.0

Figure 3: Learning weights for pitch. As scoring function weights are adjusted via the GA, different alignments result. We use
a multiple Smith-Waterman alignment approach to find local alignments that result in a score above a threshold τ (determined
by the GA). As weights are found that more accurately align pitch repetitions, the F-score increases. Shown is the alignment of
Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star.
Rhythm Letting ri = is rest(ei ) and di = duration(ei ), we
compute the melodic rhythm score SR (e1 , e2 ) as

with

SR (e1 , e2 ) = MR (e1 , e2 )∗(ID (e1 , e2 )+OP (e1 , e2 )+MB (e1 , e2 ))
with MR (e1 , e2 ) representing the
for scoring two events:


R
MR (e1 , e2 ) = ρ


γR

rest matching subfunction

if r1 ∧ r2
if r1 ∨ r2
otherwise

(
ιL
IL (e1 , e2 ) =
∆L

Letting oi = is lyric onset(Ei ),


ΩL
OL (e1 , e2 ) = ωL


γL

if l1 = l2
if l1 6= l2

if o1 ∧ o2
if o1 ∨ o2
otherwise

R, ρ, N, ν, ιL , ∆L , ΩL , ωL and γL are learned by the GA.

with
(
ιD
if d1 = d2
ID (e1 , e2 ) =
∆D + δD ∗ |d1 − d2 | if d1 6= d2
R, ρ, γR , ιD , ∆D , and δD are weights learned by the GA.
Lyrics Intuitively structural patterns in lyrics are a product
of word sequences that repeat. This happens, for example, in
choruses or taglines. Different iterations of the chorus may
contain added words or phrases for which some flexibility is
needed. Thus we design the lyric scoring function in order to
allow the GA to learn appropriate weights for pairs of notes
in which one or both notes are either rests or non-lyrical. We
design the lyric scoring function to learn weights that favor
the alignment of lyric onsets.
For two events e1 and e2 , we compute the lyric score
SL (e1 , e2 ). Letting ri = is rest(ei ) and li = lyric(ei ),


R
if r1 ∧ r2





ρ
if r1 ∨ r2

SL (e1 , e2 ) = N
if l1 = ∅ ∧ l2 = ∅



ν
if l1 = ∅ ∨ l2 = ∅



M (e , e ) otherwise
L 1 2
with ML (e1 , e2 ) representing the lyric matching subfunction
for scoring two events with non-empty lyrics:

Chorus and Verse Having defined scoring functions for
primitive viewpoint alignments, we can define compound
scoring functions for more abstract feature alignment. For
example, a chorus is generally defined as a musical subsequence in which harmony, pitch, rhythm, and lyrics repeat. A
verse is generally defined as a musical subsequence in which
harmony, pitch, and rhythm repeat, but lyrics do not. Given
both of these abstract features consider the same set of primitive features, we define a single compound scoring function
that can be used (with different parameterizations) to learn
structure for both.
For two events e1 and e2 , we compute a compound alignment score SC (e1 , e2 ) as
SC (e1 , e2 ) = wH ∗ SH (e1 , e2 ) + wP ∗ SP (e1 , e2 )+
wR ∗ SR (e1 , e2 ) + wL ∗ SL (e1 , e2 )
with wH , wP , wR , and wL representing the weights (to be
determined by the GA) of the viewpoints harmony, pitch,
rhythm, and lyric respectively, and each of the viewpointspecific scoring functions as defined above. In learning these
abstract features we use optimal parameterizations Γ∗H , Γ∗P ,
Γ∗R , and Γ∗L for the subscoring functions as learned on the
respective viewpoint-specific alignment tasks1 . For learning
verse structure, values of ιL and ∆L in Γ∗L are swapped because
Γ∗L is trained to find similar lyrics and verses contain different
lyrics (in similar positions). General alignment parameters
Go , Ge , and τ for subscoring functions are ignored.
1 learned

ML (e1 , e2 ) = IL (e1 , e2 ) + OL (e1 , e2 ) + MB (e1 , e2 )
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weights are available upon request

Harmony
F1 = 0.90

Pitch
F1 = 0.95

Rhythm
F1 = 0.78

Lyric
F1 = 0.94

Chorus
F1 = 0.78

Verse
F1 = 0.80

Twinkle,
Twinkle
Little Star
F1 = 0.99

Over the
Rainbow
F1 = 0.97

Hey Jude
F1 = 0.66

Take Me
Home,
Country
Roads
F1 = 0.87

Imagine
F1 = 0.81

Figure 4: Structure Detection. We extract structure for each musical aspect for each song. For each viewpoint (i.e., column), the
same scoring function weights were used, suggesting a common scoring function can find structure across songs. The Chorus
and Verse columns use scoring functions composed of primitive viewpoint scoring functions. Average F1 accuracy scores for
each row and column are shown.

Results and Discussion
For each primitive viewpoint v we trained for 5000 generations to find the Γ∗v which maximized F1 (Γv ) on the training
data. These parameterizations are used to identify structure
in several songs (see Figure 4). We manually curated and
labeled 5 songs composed of varying numbers of (8th-note)
musical sequence events: Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star (96
events); Over the Rainbow (256); Hey Jude (562); Take Me
Home, Country Roads (736); and Imagine (448). Together
these 5 songs comprise a dataset of 2,098 instances. We tested
for how well results generalize to unseen data (Table 2).
Each row in Figure 4 effectively represents a 6-faceted
song structure. In each column, patterns across primitive
viewpoints emerge, combining to yield structural information about abstract features. For example, note how overlapping the first 4 columns effectively identifies choruses
whereas overlapping the first 3 and subtracting the 4th identifies verses. These patterns reinforce that each song has a
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characteristic abstract structure that is learnable via MSW
self-alignment.
Significant patterns also emerge within columns. Harmony
and pitch, for example, tend to show up in longer isolated
bands with limited horizontal (or vertical) overlap. Rhythmic
structure often shows up as “pyramids” of lines with significant horizontal overlap. These patterns suggest that rhythmic structure is more frequent and hierarchical as compared
to structure in other viewpoints. Lyric structure is similar to
harmony and pitch structure, but with fewer, shorter bands,
suggesting that patterns in harmony and pitch usually span
longer ranges within a song whereas lyric patterns are made
up of short, dispersed repetitions.
Song-specific and viewpoint-specific structural trends are
significant for different reasons. Song-specific trends make
it possible to effectively compare the similarity of two songs
at an abstract, musical level. This has implications for being
able to classify music, recognize different arrangements of

Table 2: Generalizability. (Top) Average F-scores from a 5fold cross-validation on a song dataset of 2,098 data instances
(1000 generations). (Bottom) Results aggregated from 2 of
the 5 cross-folds in which the holdout song is of simpler composition (Twinkle, Twinkle and Over the Rainbow). Even with
limited training, generalization is possible, particularly when
generalizing to less complex compositions.
H
P
R
L
C
V
Train
Test

0.90
0.83

0.95
0.88

0.73
0.66

0.82
0.75

.79
.52

.75
.50

Train (hard)
Test (easy)

0.90
0.84

0.94
0.99

0.69
0.91

0.89
1.00

0.74
0.75

.67
1.00

the same song, and recommend music with similar structural
elements. Viewpoint-specific trends are significant in being
able to generate novel structures for novel music, aiding songwriters and musical metacreationists to discover novel, meaningful structures. These trends have implications for probabilistic parsing, referring to the ability to compute a probability representing how well a musical sequence fits within a
particular genre or appeals to a particular audience.
The approach, results, and implications we have demonstrated are not constrained to the symbolic music domain—
similar functions, alignments, and patterns can be derived in
other domains. For example, MSW self-alignment applied
to musical audio signals can be used for chorus-detection, an
area that has garnered significant interest (e.g., (Gao & Li,
2015)). MSW self-alignment applied to linguistic features of
poetry or lyrics can be used for rhyme scheme detection.
The ability to infer abstract structural patterns imbues computational systems with the ability to analyze artifacts such as
music in a way that more closely approaches their underlying
meanings and intentions.
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Abstract
Most theoretical accounts of non-instrumental information
seeking suggest that the magnitude of rewards has a direct influence on the attractiveness of the information. Specifically,
the magnitude of rewards is assumed to be proportional to the
strength of information seeking (or avoidant) behaviour. In
a series of experiments using numerical and pictorial stimuli,
we explore the extent to which observed information seeking
behaviour tracks these predictions. Our findings indicate a robust independence of information seeking from outcome magnitude and valence with preferences for information largely remaining constant across different reward valence and magnitudes. We discuss these results in the context of current computational models with suggestions for future theoretical and
empirical work.
Keywords: information seeking; reward magnitude; reward
valence;

Introduction
Information is often sought out to guide action under risky
situations. For instance, the avid poker player may look for
specific patterns of behaviour in their opponent (i.e., a tell) to
gauge whether the opponent may be bluffing. However, information about uncertain outcomes can also be attractive even
when it appears non-instrumental in the decision-making process, that is, when the information cannot be used to guide
any decision relevant to the task. For instance, a voter may
be keen to follow the news on how the candidates are performing even though such news cannot change their vote (because it was already cast). Roulette players continue to eye
the moving ball and wheel even though such information (i.e.,
ball trajectory and wheel speed) cannot change the bets already placed for that game. If information is valued only for
its instrumentality to making task-relevant decisions, then in
neither of these cases should the decision-maker expend resources to seek out such information.
Empirical evidence demonstrating non-instrumental information seeking behaviour has been robustly produced in a
number of different studies (Sharot & Sunstein, 2020; Vasconcelos, Monteiro, & Kacelnik, 2015). The strength of such
behaviour appears to depend on a number of key features of
risky choice, including the probability of rewards (Iigaya et
al., 2020; Charpentier, Bromberg-Martin, & Sharot, 2018),
the delay between the presentation of an informative cue and
the outcome (Iigaya, Story, Kurth-Nelson, Dolan, & Dayan,
2016; Embrey, Liew, Navarro, & Newell, 2020), and the valence of the outcome itself (i.e., whether the outcome is de-
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sirable or repulsive; Charpentier et al., 2018; Zhu, Xiang, &
Ludvig, 2017).
However, not all features of risky choice tasks have been
investigated. Notably, the effect of outcome magnitude on
information preference has received minimal attention. Perhaps the closest empirical investigation into possible effects
of outcome magnitude is seen in Bennett, Bode, Brydevall,
Warren, and Murawski (2016), who used a task where participants gradually revealed (sometimes costly) cues on uncertain outcomes. Bennett et al. (2016) found that increasing
the cost of informative cues directly reduced the preferences
for such advance information. The cost of informative cues
was not explicitly presented, instead they were shown as reductions in the eventual reward on each trial (e.g., obtaining
$2 on a winning trial instead of $3 due to the the information cost of $1). These results may hint towards a positive
relationship between the eventual outcome magnitude and information seeking behaviour.
The lack of empirical work investigating the relationship
between outcome magnitude and information seeking is striking for a number of reasons. First, outcome magnitude is
a core feature of risky events, without which it is impossible to determine the expected value of the event. Assuming
that people are cognizant of outcome magnitudes when engaging in risky choices, it does not seem a stretch to assume
that these magnitudes play a role in how information on those
risky choices are perceived. Second, current theories of information seeking invariantly include outcome or reward magnitude in their computation of information preferences. According to the framework described by Sharot and Sunstein
(2020), people seek out non-instrumental information for its
hedonic (or affective) utility. Within this framework, more
positive outcomes (i.e., rewards of greater magnitude) can result in greater hedonic utility, and consequently greater seeking of information. More formally, the Reward Prediction
Error with Anticipation model (RPE-A; Iigaya et al., 2016)
assumes that information seeking is a function of the anticipation of positive outcomes––consequently, more positive
outcomes (higher reward magnitude) would result in greater
anticipation and thus more information seeking.
The present work aims to provide a rigorous exploration of how different outcome magnitude structures can affect information seeking behaviour. We first discuss three
empirically-tested models of human information seeking (in-

cluding RPE-A) and their qualitatively distinct patterns of
outcome-dependent information seeking in more detail in the
next section, while also considering two additional models as
a theoretical baseline. Following this, we present two novel
experiments investigating magnitude-dependency in humans.

Information Seeking Models
Instead of providing the technical specifications of each
model in their entirety, we briefly indicate the central assumptions of each model and their relevant treatment of reward outcomes. For each model we identify the core rewardintegration function that is proportional to the actual predictions of the model––these functions serve as concise summaries of model behaviour.
The Reward Prediction Error-Anticipation (RPE-A) model
designed by Iigaya et al. (2016) is a reinforcement learning
model that assumes information preferences result from the
savouring of information about positively valenced outcomes,
and conversely, information avoidance results from the dread
experienced from information about negatively valenced outcomes. If a gamble has two strongly positive outcomes (e.g.,
gaining either $100 or $500), RPE-A would predict higher
information preferences than a gamble with two weakly positive outcomes (e.g., gaining either $1 or $5). The predictions
of RPE-A (i.e., the probability of choosing to seek information) are essentially proportional to the average reward magnitude from both outcomes:
rw + rl
Pr(Info) ∝
2
where rw and rl indicate the rewards from a winning and losing outcome respectively. Since the denominator is a scaling
constant, we can simplify the expression:
Pr(Info) ∝ rw + rl

(1)

For our purposes here, we assume that every gamble has equal
outcome probability (i.e., probability of winning and losing is
.5).1
The Anticipated Prediction Error model (APE; Zhu et al.,
2017) is also an anticipation-based reinforcement learning
model, but instead of being driven by the savouring of anticipated futures, it assumes information seeking is the result of
anticipatory signals from different attentional weights to the
winning and losing outcomes. Crucially, APE only considers
the absolute quantity of the mean reward value. It predicts
the same amount of information preference for a risky choice
between gaining $100 or losing $100 and gaining $200 or
losing $200. More formally, we can define its information
preference as proportional to the absolute value of the mean
(or equivalently, the total) outcome value:
Pr(Info) ∝ |rw + rl |

(2)

1 This suggests that Equation 1 can be more generally expressed
as the expected value of the gamble. However, since varying probabilities is beyond the scope of the present study, and to maintain a
level of comparability of this equation across all models, we keep
this special formulation here.
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Bennett et al. (2016) formulated the Uncertainty Penalty
model (UP) which assumes that people seek information to
resolve the uncertainty inherent in risky choices. Unlike RPEA, UP is agnostic to the valence of the rewards themselves
and consequently does not predict information avoidant behaviour. Unlike APE which takes the absolute quantity after the summation of outcomes, UP’s predictions are proportional to the summation of the absolute magnitudes of outcomes:
Pr(Info) ∝ |rw | + |rl |
(3)

Model Predictions
To allow for a comprehensive comparison of different magnitude structures, we define a series of gamble conditions each
with 50% probability of obtaining the winning or losing outcome. We vary the outcomes such that they can take either
one of two magnitudes a or b where a < b, and can be either
positive or negative in valence (i.e., a or −a). No condition
can include outcomes with both equal magnitudes and valences. This results in six possible conditions, described as
pairs of outcomes with the winning outcome followed by the
losing outcome: 1) −a, −b; 2) a, −a; 3) a, −b; 4) b, −a; 5)
b, −b; and 6) b, a.
Across the six gamble conditions, each model produces
a distinct pattern of predictions. For instance, while RPEA would predict lowest information seeking in condition 1
(where rw + rl = −a − b) and highest in condition 6 (rw + rl =
a+b), UP would predict lowest information seeking in condition two (|rw | + |rl | = a + | − a| = 2a) and highest in condition
5 (|rw | + |rl | = b + b = 2b). We present these diagnostic predictions for all conditions in Figure 1. Note that RPE-A is
unique in predicting information avoidant behaviour when all
outcomes are negative (i.e., condition 1). While these predictions were directly generated by the models, we present them
here at a qualitative rather than a quantitative level (e.g., RPEA’s probability of seeking information at condition 6 would
be highest relative to the other conditions, but it need not be
strictly close to 1.0).
For theoretical rigour we also consider other simple models
that adopt orthogonal assumptions to the current models. All
current models assume that some combination of magnitude
has a proportional impact on information seeking, and among
these models only RPE-A assumes that outcome valence can
change the direction of information seeking. We can consider a model that does the opposite, that is, it ignores the
absolute values of magnitude while allowing the polarity (or
sign) of valence to drive the direction of information seeking.
Like RPE-A, this sign-only model would predict lowest information preference at the condition 1, and highest preference
at condition 6, but with every other condition producing intermediate information preference (Figure 1, second column
from the right). More formally, we can express this sign-only
model’s predictions as a proportion of the average valences
of the outcomes:
rl
rw
+
(4)
Pr(Info) ∝
|rw | |rl |

Table 1: Core Assumptions of Information Seeking Models
on Outcome Values
Model

Valence

Magnitude

Mechanism

RPE-A

Yes

Yes

rw + rl

APE

No

Yes

|rw + rl |

UP

No

Yes

|rw | + |rl |

Sign-Only

Yes

No

rw
|rw |

Null

No

No

500 points (e.g., in condition 1 participants could win either
100 points or lose 500 points). The overall task procedure
is presented in Figure 2. Participants were provided with a
starting score of 3000 points to minimise the risk of finishing
the task with a negative score.

Results and Discussion

+ |rrl |
l

-

For completeness, we also consider a null model where neither outcome valence nor magnitude have any effect on information seeking. We summarise all core model assumptions
and features in Table 1.

Experiment 1
To observe how information seeking behaviour changes with
different outcome magnitudes, we adopt the secrets task also
used in Iigaya et al. (2016) and Embrey et al. (2020). In this
task, participants on each trial are given the option to either
”Find Out Now” (FON) about the outcome of a gamble, or
”Keep it Secret” (KIS), after which they receive the outcome
(a gain or loss of points) after a fixed delay. Outcome magnitudes were manipulated to follow the six-condition structure
described for model predictions.

Method
Participants We recruited 49 people (21 females, 28 males,
Mage = 34.02 years) via the Amazon Mechanical Turk platform. Participants were compensated with 6.00 USD for participating in the task and could earn bonus amounts depending on the gamble outcomes on each trial (Mbonus = 3.00
USD). Bonus amounts were converted from the total points
accumulated at the end of the session at the rate of 1.00 USD
per 1000 points.
Design and Procedure On each trial, participants were presented with a gamble between two equally probable outcomes
(of different magnitudes) and could choose to either receive
information about the gamble outcome immediately or after
a 20 second delay, with the clarification that their choices did
not affect the outcome of the gamble. Choosing to FON presented participants with either a smiling face in the event of a
winning outcome or a frowning face otherwise. Choosing to
KIS presented participants with a confused-looking face. No
matter their choice, participants had to wait 20 seconds after
cue presentation before receiving the reward. The total reward value accumulated thus far was visible to participants on
every trial. Participants faced six conditions, with ten trials in
each condition. The conditions differed from each other only
in outcome values according to the structure defined earlier
for model predictions, with a fixed to 100 points and b set to
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Overall, a Bayesian t-test indicated decisive evidence2 for information seeking (M = .59, BF10 = 1.52 × 1017 ; Figure 3,
upper panel). However, a Bayesian ANOVA indicated decisive evidence for no differences in information preference
between conditions (BF01 = 936.64). A visual comparison of
these results in the upper panel of Figure 3 with the qualitative predictions in upper panels of Figure 1 suggests that the
null model offers the closest approximation.
It is possible that the observed invariances in information
preferences is due to the perceptual similarities in the magnitudes across conditions. That is, participants may not have
viewed quantities such as ”100” as being entirely different to
”-100” or ”500” (at least, for the purposes of evaluating information about the gamble).

Experiment 2
In Experiment 2, we use pictorial depictions of the outcomes
to increase the perceptual salience of the rewards, hypothesising that this increase in outcome salience can lead to stronger
differences in processing reward magnitudes, resulting in corresponding differences in information seeking behaviour. We
also increased the number of trials per condition while reducing the number of conditions to allow for a more powerful
test for any possible differences between conditions.

Method
Participants Participants were 50 people (18 females, 32
males, Mage = 39.34 years), screened to ensure they had not
participated in Experiment 1. Compensation procedures were
identical to those in Experiment 1.
Design and Procedure Experiment 2 used a near-identical
design and procedure to Experiment 1 with three notable exceptions. First, to increase the salience of the reward magnitudes, the outcomes were presented as graphics instead of
numbers. Each gain of 100 points was indicated by a picture
of one moneybag, and each loss of 100 points was indicated
by a cartoon picture of one robber (see Figure 2). Second,
we use three conditions in Experiment 2 (instead of six previously). We include conditions 1 and 6 from Experiment 1,
and add a new condition with a separate quantity c, −c where
c is fixed to 200 points. To clarify, the three conditions in Experiment 2 are 1) −a, −b; 2) c, −c; 3) b, a. Third, 15 trials of
each condition were run (instead of 10).
2 Our interpretations of Bayes factors follow the guidelines set
forth by Kass and Raftery (1995)

Experiment 1
Pr(FON)

0.5

Experiment 2
Pr(FON)

1.0

0.5

RPE-A

1.0

APE

UP

1.0

SignOnly

1.0

1.0

Null

0.5

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.0-a,-b a,-b b,-b
-a,-b a,-b b,-b
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0.5
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0.5
-a,-b
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b,a

Figure 1: Qualitative predictions of information seeking models across varying outcome magnitude conditions. Blue markers
and lines indicate model predictions, orange discontinuous line indicates Pr(FON) = .5.

Experiment 1

1.0

P(FON)

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0

-100,-500
100,-500
500,-500
100,-100
500,-100
500,100

Condition

Experiment 2

1.0

Figure 2: General experimental design. On each trial participants selected either Find Out Now or Keep It Secret. The
former option revealed a cue indicating the outcome, while
the latter option revealed an ambiguous cue. The outcome is
presented 20 seconds after the cue. Experiment 1 outcomes
were presented in numerical points, Experiment 2 outcomes
were presented using graphical representations of points (1
moneybag = 100 points, 1 robber = -100 points).

P(FON)

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0

-100,-500

200,-200

Condition

500,100

Figure 3: Violin plots of information seeking behaviour for
Experiment 1 (upper panel and Experiment 2 (lower panel).
Orange discontinuous line indicates the level where Pr(FON)
= .5
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Results and Discussion
A Bayesian t-test indicated decisive evidence for information
seeking on average (M = .64, BF10 => 1020 ; Figure 3, lower
panel). A Bayesian ANOVA again indicated strong evidence
for no differences in information preference between conditions (BF01 = 96.27).
Despite increasing the perceptual salience of the stimuli
and increasing the number of trials, information seeking behaviour did not seem to change across across gambles with
different outcome magnitude structures. Similar to Experiment 1, a visual comparison of these results in Figure 3 (lower
panel) with the corresponding qualitative predictions in the
lower panels of Figure 1 suggests that the null model offers
the closest approximation of the data.

General Discussion
Our experiments found that varying the magnitude of gamble
outcomes did not meaningfully alter information seeking behaviour, challenging the various assumptions of current models. Qualitatively, the best account we have for our data appears to be the null model, which suggests that neither reward
valence nor magnitude factor into people’s decision processes
about information preference.
The observed invariance in information seeking across different magnitude structures appears to be the norm rather than
the exception. We observed this in our experiments using
both numerical as well as graphical outcomes. Further, the results of Experiment 2 closely resemble the findings reported
by Embrey et al. (2020) who ran a comparable study using
primary reinforcers. Primary reinforcers can be understood as
rewards that can be immediately enjoyed and contrasts with
secondary reinforcers, which are rewards provided as a proxy
for primary reinforcers (e.g., money, a secondary reinforcer,
being used as a medium to buy food, a primary reinforcer).
More specifically, Embrey et al. (2020) exposed participants
to a similar information seeking task as the present study, but
offered chocolates as a positively valenced stimulus and an
aversive microphone feedback sound as a negatively valenced
stimulus. Across three conditions analogous to Experiment 2
of the present study (i.e., one where participants either won a
chocolate or nothing, one where they either won a chocolate
or received the aversive sound, and one where they either received the sound or nothing), Embrey et al. (2020) found consistent levels of information seeking averaging around 60% of
choices, similar to the values found in the present study.
Our results initially appear to contradict the findings of
Bennett et al. (2016), who found that increasing the cost of
information (thereby decreasing the eventual reward) made
people less likely to seek out information. However, we contend that the present study is investigating a fundamentally
different effect. To clarify, in the task by Bennett et al. (2016),
the actions taken by the decision-maker (to receive advance
information or not) directly affected the expected reward in
the task, creating differences in outcome magnitude within a
trial. Decision-makers were always able to avoid the cost of
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information if they so wished. Consequently, the decrease
in information seeking preferences can be the result of maximising the objective expected reward (i.e., choosing not to
know because it has highest reward) as opposed to receiving
less hedonic utility from a lower-valued outcome. In contrast,
in the present study the choices made by the participant had
no effect on the expected reward, and only differences in outcome magnitude between trials were analysed. Participants
could not avoid changes in outcome magnitude from one trial
to another, so any changes in their information preferences
must be due to how they perceived outcome magnitude and
not the result of maximising objective rewards.
Ignoring magnitude may appear to be an implausible assumption––not only do all of the current models explicitly
consider magnitude (albeit with different mechanisms), but
it may seem counter-intuitive to suggest that people care
equally about advance information when considering small
versus large rewards. Before addressing why this is occurring
it may be worth considering how it is occurring. One possible
mechanism for this behaviour may be that decision-makers
perform feature normalisation when considering information
from risky choices. Seen more commonly in the machine
learning literature (e.g., Ekenel & Stiefelhagen, 2006; Aksoy
& Haralick, 2001) feature normalisation is a process of transforming stimuli values onto a common scale. For instance,
min-max normalisation takes the set of stimuli values and
proportionally scales it such that the minimum and maximum
values are at some predefined boundaries. What is preserved
after this process is the relative differences in stimuli values
and not the absolute values they once contained.
The specific reason as to why people seem to ignore magnitudes (whether by feature normalising or not) still remains
unclear. It is possible that the outcome magnitudes used here
were simply not different enough from one condition to another. Although rewards were presented in the order of hundreds of points, participants may have been converting the
points to their actual monetary value and consequently not see
much difference between winning/losing $0.10 on one trial
and winning/losing $0.50 on another. Perhaps differences in
information preference can be expected to arise when considering gambles that are orders of magnitude apart; for example, having one gamble with equally probable outcomes of $1
and $2 versus another with outcomes of $1000 and $2000.
On another level, future work could consider systematically exploring how information seeking is affected by
within-gamble outcomes (and consequently, its certainty).
For instance, it is reasonable to expect that people would be
much less motivated to seek advance information on gambles which have very similar outcomes (e.g., an equal probability of winning $100 or $101 indicates high certainty of
getting some value around $100), compared to gambles that
have very different outcomes (e.g., equal probability of winning $1 or $200). Indeed, by varying the probabilities of
the outcomes, Charpentier et al. (2018) and Iigaya et al.
(2020) have demonstrated a positive relationship between

the certainty of a positive outcome and information seeking
behaviour–whether this relationship holds when the certainty
is increased by manipulating the outcomes (and not the probabilities) is yet to be seen.
Ultimately, our results do not suggest that reward magnitude is unimportant in decision making in general–only that
the extent to which it affects non-instrumental information
seeking appears to be minimal. The present work represents more than a simple observation of the null effect of
reward magnitude by offering a challenge to current information seeking theories and forcing the re-examination of how
reward values should be considered in the decision making
process.
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Abstract
One of the consequences of the pandemic is that throughout 2020
virtual interactions largely replaced face-to-face interactions.
Though there are few studies of how social media impacts body
image perception across genders, research suggests that socializing
through a virtual self-body image might have distinct implications
for men and women. On an online study, we examined whether type
of social pressure and body-ideal exert distinct pressures on
members of the X, Y, and Z generations. Results showed media
pressure affected body image satisfaction significantly more than
other kinds of social pressure across genders and generations, with
young males reporting a higher impact compared to older males.
Males experienced more pressure to be muscular and women to be
thin, especially for the younger generation.Future research should
focus on social media as a potential intervention tool for the
detection and prevention of body image disorders in both young
female and male adults.
Keywords: Social Pressure; Social Media; Body Image;
Traditional Media. terms or keywords; kindly use a semicolon;
between each term

Introduction
Body image is a complex construct that affects the cognitive
attitudes and evaluations that we make of ourselves; it
determines how we perceive our ‘look’ and how we relate to
other people through how we experience their ‘looks’. As a
construct, it does not reflect the physical characteristics of the
body but rather it is built on a systematic bias in the
perception of anthropometric body dimensions (Sadibolova
et al., 2019; Linkenauger et al., 2015) that, in turn, recruits
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cognitive-affective and social perception processes
(Linkenauger et al., 2017). The body image changes and
adapts as the body changes (e.g., during adolescence or with
large weight fluctuations) and its open to the external social
influences that range from friends and family to the cultural
forces such as the body ideal promoted by the media. These
influences affect self-perception, the evaluative judgments
people make about their own body image in relation to the
environment. When the discrepancy between evaluative
judgments about the body and its physical characteristics is
too great, it results in a dysfunctional body image or body
image disorder (Pitron, Alsmith, & Vignemont, 2018). The
ability to detect the degree of perceived body image distortion
early in risk populations is critical and may be the most
successful way of reducing their incidence in the general
population.
In the last two decades, changes in the forms of social
interaction afforded by digital tools have introduced a new
medium through which the social environment influences
body image formation and the emergence of related
disorders. Social media refers to ‘‘a group of internet-based
applications that build on the ideological and technological
foundations of Web 2.0, and that allow the creation and
exchange of user-generated content’’ (Kaplan & Haenlein,
2010). Social networks are a very popular phenomenon
among Internet users in Argentina, where more than 90%
participate in one or more of these (Carrier, 2016; Ravalli &
Paoloni, 2016). Among internet users, younger people are the
ones who are connected the longest. The internet is a central
and indispensable element in the lives of adolescents and
young adults more so that of older adults’ (Delfino, 2017;

Dogliotti, 2020). According to an Argentinian study, people
use the internet for two main purposes: social engagement
(eg, chatting with friends) and utilitarian use (eg, reading
news). This study and other local studies found clusters, made
up of mostly young people, who made intensive use of the
Internet and social networks (i.e., more than 4 hours per day);
their activity consisted largely on sharing photos and moods
(Solano & Lupano Perugini, 2019). Within internet users,
communication and the use of social networks is associated
with body image problems, disordered eating behaviors, and
changes in the body (such as dietary restriction and muscle
development) in younger generations (Rodgers et al., 2020).
A generation of people is defined by a set of historical
events and related phenomena that distinguish a cultural gap
(Parry & Urwin, 2011). A relatively recent Pew Research
study (Taylor & Keeter, 2010) defined five generations: the
silent generation (those born between 1922 and 1945), the
baby boomers (born from 1946 to 1964); Generation X (born
from 1965 to 1977); and millennials (born from about 1977
to 1993) and Generation Z, youth born in the mid-1990s
through the late 2010s. Younger generations that are
constantly exposed to computers and other technologies are
considered to ‘‘digital natives’’ (Bennett, 2012), while older
generations are considered ‘‘digital immigrants’’ that have to
learn to use these new tools in adulthood (Prensky, 2001). In
particular, Generation Z individuals are considered true
digital natives because they never experienced life before the
Internet. As a consequence, they have become accustomed to
interacting and communicating in a world that is connected
at all times (Turner, 2015).
For the most part studies have looked at social media as a
new force that has a singular influence but have not directly
compared the pressure it exerts on body image for both
genders across generations with long established sources of
pressure (i.e., family, peers, traditional media) (Fardouly &
Vartanian, 2016). A recent study found that that younger
adults use Facebook more frequently and are significantly
more emotionally impacted by the site than older adults
(Hayes, van Stolk-Cooke, & Muench, 2015). However, a
cross-sectional study found that having and using a Facebook
profile is associated with poorer body satisfaction for both
men and women, and across all ages (Stronge et al., 2015).
Recently, the worldwide quarantine forced us to be alone
with ourselves, reporting negative psychological effects
(Brooks et al., 2020). Social media exposure has been
positively associated with prevalence of mental health
problems during the COVID-19 outbreak. Social media
related content has conveyed strong fears of gaining weight
or becoming “fat” (Pearl, 2020). Social distancing has
changed how we relate to our bodies, not only by being
isolated from social pressures but also through changes in
eating patterns as well as body presentation. The new reality
brought up by social isolation during the pandemic that has
limited human contact for the most part to digitally mediated
social interactions highlight the importance of
comprehensive studies of body satisfaction social media and
other influences on body image formations. In Argentina, a
significant percentage of women experienced negative
changes related to their diet and their body image during
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quarantine, including behaviors considered risky for the
development of eating disorders (Sanday, 2020).
Current Study
The current study examined whether social media pressure is
different to other kinds of social pressure and has a distinct
effect on people’s body image depending on their generation
and gender. To assess this issue, we administered a modified
version of the Sociocultural Attitudes Towards Appearance
Questionnaire SATAQ-4R that included questions about
social media use to a wide sample of individuals (18 to 55 yrs
of age) of both genders. The study was conducted online 3
months into a strict quarantine that prevented all types of
social distancing (May-June 2020). The main hypothesis
guiding this project was that social media pressures on body
appearance perception—not included in the SATAQ-4R—
could have a distinct influence compared to other kinds of
pressure and in particular traditional media pressure. We
expected that social media would affect people differently
depending on their age (i.e., the generation they belonged to)
and that, in line with previous work, external pressures would
have a more pronounced effect on women compared to men.

Methods
Participants
Between May and June 2020, 957 subjects (528 females, 419
males, 11 other gender; M = 30.42 years old, SD = 11.20
years) answered an online survey that included an initial set
of demographic and social media use questions and the
modified version of the SATAQ-4. Participants were
recruited through online ads and posts in Facebook and
Instagram, and through WhatsApp groups of college
students. Before the beginning of the survey participants gave
their informed consent to participate in the study. Informed
consents followed the norms of the declaration of Helsinki
and were adapted to be administered online. All respondents
completed high school education or higher, and were born
and lived in Argentina, they came from different cities across
the country, therefore all questionnaires were in Spanish. A
number of respondents were excluded from the final sample,
due to their very small representation in the final sample,
were transgender, foreigners, underage and over fifty-five,
and those ones that failed to answer all required questions.
The sample submitted for analyses included 827 respondents
grouped according to their age in three generations:
Generation X (40-55-yrs-old); Generation Y (26-39-yrs.old), and Generation Z (18-25-yrs.-old). Table 1 includes all
demographic data for the relevant variables measured before
the administration of the modified version of SATAQ-4.
Table 1: Age and body mass index (BMI) mean (M) and
standard deviation (SD), age range, gender and social
network sites daily usage (SNS use) for the 3 generations
(Gen).
Gen

Gender

Age

BMI

SNS
Use

Z
(18-25
yrs old)

189

177

21-67
(1.98)

23.84
(12.93)

4,08
(0.84)

Y
(26-39
yrs-old)

213

138

31,45
(3.83)

24,45
(4.37)

3,40
(0.94)

X
(40-55
yrs old)

65

51

45,68
(4.53)

25,88
(4.72)

3,39
(0.96)

female), we performed a three-way repeated measures
Repeated Measures ANOVA and follow up factorial
ANOVAs for each type of pressure and each type of bodyideal were performed with gender and generation as factors

Results

Questionnaires
A demographic and social media use questionnaire was
developed and the Sociocultural Attitudes Towards
Appearance Questionnaire-4-Revised (SATAQ-4R) was
translated to Spanish (Schaefer, 2017), based on the
Argentinian validation of SATAQ-3 (Murawski et al., 2015)
and the Spanish validation (Llorente et al., 2015).
Demographic questions asked about age, sex, gender,
education, physical activity, weight, height, birthplace,
residence place, chronic disease, eating disorders and, kind
and number of people they cohabited with (family,
roommates, etc.). Social media use questions asked which
SNS they used, how often, what type of content they
uploaded, whether they looked at their own profile, if their
personal information was accurate in the cites (i.e., not edited
or modified), how many online friends did they knew outside
of social media, and what were their main purposes for using
it. Questions were sourced from a combination of wellknown demographic and social media questionnaires
(Andreassen, 2012; Jenkins-Guarnieri, Wright, & Johnson,
2013) and updated to include the most commonly used social
media platforms. Following these questions, participants
completed a modified online version of the female or male
version of the SATAQ-4R scale (Schaefer, 2017). The
SATAQ-4R-Female is a 31-item scale encompassing seven
factors: (1) Internalization–Thin/Low Body Fat, (2)
Internalization–Muscular,
(3)
Internalization–General
Attractiveness, (4) Pressures–Family, (5) Pressures–Peers,
(6) Pressures–Media, and (7) Pressures–Significant Others.
The SATAQ-4R-Male is a 28-item scale that encompasses
the same seven factors but contains eight additional items.
Each item is rated on a five-point Likert scale ranging from 1
(“definitely disagree”) to 5 (“definitely agree”). Per the main
goal of this study, we added an eighth factor: (8) PressuresSocial Media. The items added were based on the items from
the Pressures-Media factor; questions were identical for both
factors but for replacing the wording ‘media’ for ‘social
media’. These items were added at the end of the female and
male scale so as not to bias the expected responses to the
SATAQ-4R.

Analyses
In order to evaluate the relationship between type of social
pressure (family, peer, significant other, media, and social
media), generation (X, Y, and Z), and gender (male and
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A significant three-way interaction effect was found between
gender, generation and type of social pressure (see Figure 1).
ANOVA performed on each type of pressure with generation
and gender as factors showed: no significant effects for
significant other pressure (F (2, 827) = 2.30, p = 0.10, ŋp2 =
.005), a distinct effect of family pressure for each gender (F
(1, 827) = 22.77, p = 0.00, ŋp2= .003) with females
experiencing more pressure than males regardless of their age
(p = 0.00) and an effect of peer pressure depending on
generation and gender (F (2, 827) = 11.51, p = 0.00, ŋp2 =
.027). Post-hoc analyses showed that comparing genders in
generation Z, male respondents experience more pressure
than females’ respondents. And comparing between
generation Z and Y, younger respondents experience more
pressure than older respondents. Analyses of traditional
media showed a significant effect between gender and
generation (F (2, 827) = 3.73, p = 0.02, ŋp2 = .008). As for
gender, post-hoc analysis showed that females experience
more pressure than males (F (1, 827) = 91.96, p = 0.00, ŋp2 =
.010). As for generation, there’s no difference in females.
However, Z males experience more pressure than X males (p
< 0.00). Analyses of social media showed no significant
effect of interaction for gender and generation. However,
there were differences between each factor individually:
females are the ones who experience the most pressure from
social media (F (1, 827) = 82.85, p = 0.00, ŋp2 = .009) and
younger generations are the ones who experienced most
pressure (F (2, 827) = 10.88, p = 0.00, ŋp2 = .002).

Figure 1: Three-way repeated measures analysis of
variance with effect sizes and powers, comparing type of
pressure, gender and generation.
Moreover, a significant three-way interaction effect was
found between gender, generation and pressure of body-ideal
experienced (see Figure 2). ANOVA performed on each type
of body-ideal with generation and gender as factors. The

results showed: no significant interaction in generation X; in
generation Y significant effects of gender (F (1, 698) = 36.61,
p = 0.00), type of body-ideal were found (F (2, 698) = 19.93,
p = 0.00) and the interaction between them (F (2, 698) =
26.23, p = 0.00). Post-hoc analysis showed that comparing
females and males, there were differences between each type
of ideals; Y males had no differences between type of bodyideal, however Y females experimented more pressure in the
body-ideal of General Attractiveness. Lastly, in Generation Z
there were significant effects of gender (F (1, 728) = 35.25, p
= 0.00) and the interaction between gender and type of bodyideal (F (2, 728) = 95.75, p = 0.00). Post-hoc analysis showed
that comparing females and males, there were differences
between each type of ideals; in Z males experienced the
body-ideal of Muscularity with more pressure compared to
the other two types of body-ideals. On the other hand, in Z
females General Attractiveness is the body-ideal experienced
with more pressure, followed by Low Body Fat and
Muscularity.

Figure 2: Three-way repeated measures analysis of variance
with effect sizes and powers, comparing type of body-ideal,
gender and generation.

Discussion
The aim of this project was to assess how, during a pandemic
that forces individuals to abstain from face-to-face
interactions and engage in social interactions virtually,
different social pressures and specifically social media
influence the body image. This study is the first to evaluate
different sources of social influence that include social media
on both genders and across age groups. A modified version
of the SATAQ-4 (Schaefer, 2017) was used to evaluate social
pressures and relationship to different types of body ideals.
Recently the SATAQ-4, the most used test to evaluate
social pressure on appearance, has been updated (Schaefer,
2017). However, this new version does not differentiate
between social networking sites and traditional media. No
other research with this questionnaire has evaluated
differences between generations (or age related) or social
media use. Some studies have found cultural differences
(Burnette et al., 2020), appearance pressures and ideals
extend beyond thinness or muscularity. And beyond this
questionnaire, research on body image rarely evaluates older
people, and specifically men of all generations. We sought to
assess sources of social influence in a population including
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three generations (X, Y and Z), in both female and male, and
adding questions at the end of the SATAQ-4R that
specifically asked for social media influence.
Overall significant differences were found between
generations and genders for traditional media and social
media. Both types of media pressure exerted a similarly high
degree of perceived social pressure on appearance, higher
than any other type of pressure (family, peers and significant
others). While no significant differences were found between
traditional and social media, social media did not impact each
male generation in the same way, while traditional media had
a more uniform effect on both men and women of all ages.
Significant other pressure showed no differences for either
gender, or generations. Family pressure was higher for
females but showed no differences within generations.
Finally, peer pressure influence was only significantly
different within generations. Furthermore, regarding type of
body-ideal results, it was demonstrated that younger males
(generation Z) experienced the body-ideal of Muscularity
with more pressure. As for younger females (Z generations)
General Attractiveness is the body-ideal experience with
more pressure, followed by Low Body Fat and Muscularity.
In line with previous studies (Grogan, 2016; Thompson &
Stice, 2001), men tend to aspire for a muscular body (capable
of becoming muscular dysmorphia disorder) and women
aspire for a thin body, and "attractive” in general (capable of
resulting in a possible eating disorder).
The main interest of this study was to evaluate whether a
fifth type of social pressure on physical appearance was
relevant to consider, considering gender and generational
differences. Even though we found a significant interaction
effect between genders and generations, and within type of
pressure, this effect was only present between generations
when comparing only traditional and social media. We did
expect lower perceived pressure from older males from the
media, but we expected a difference in type of media pressure
within generations. In this regard we have two possible
interpretations. First of all, currently traditional media has an
online presence, and this is a present quality for younger
generations that are digital natives, therefore being difficult
to differentiate both. Secondly, the questionnaire does not
specify the difference between both: for example, talking
about Facebook and Instagram for social media, and
television and journals for traditional media. Social influence
on appearance regarding peers did not differentiate gender or
generations. This constituted an unexpected result,
particularly for younger generations, where social media had
a higher influence than other types of pressure (such as
significant others and family) and where the differences were
significant between generations. However, due to only
including adults in the Z generation, perhaps the effect of
peers' importance in teenage years was diluted (De Vries et
al., 2016; Kenny et al., 2017; Chua & Chang, 2016).
Nevertheless, this constitutes a relevant result, that could
indicate that media (aside from being traditional or social)
exerts influence on younger generations through social
comparison of non-peers, such as celebrities (Brown &
Tiggemann, 2020; Brown & Tiggemann, 2016; Ho, Lee, &
Liao, 2016).

Regarding the limitations of our research, we consider that
we could have had a bigger sample on the male population.
Even though the sample is not small, and its size was
considered on the statistical analysis, there are more
published works on the topic on women, even the original
validation of the test had a bigger sample in women than men.
Furthermore, due to sample size limitations, some groups
were excluded, in particular transgender and older people.
Previous research has shown body dissatisfaction in the
former (Brewster et al., 2019; McClain & Peebles, 2016;
McGuire et al., 2016; Van de Grift et al., 2016), but none has
addressed particularly social media influence in this group.
Also considering the significant difference between
generations, if we had added the boomer one, it would
illuminate whether the tendency to see less impact of media
in appearance is maintained for older people.
On the other hand, we performed the data collection during
the quarantine in Argentina due to COVID-19, a time where
the use of social media in general has increased (Cellini et al.,
2020). A follow-up post-pandemic should be done in order to
see if these differences are maintained. In addition, we are
aware that the SATAQ-4R evaluates other factors that
influence pressure on appearance, such as InternalizationMuscular. Concerning physical activity, we asked in the
sociodemographic questionnaire if they practice any, how
often, and what type of activity they do. Just as the use of
social networks could have been affected by the quarantine,
the same could have happened with the frequency of physical
activity. And specifically, taking into account the
Argentinian population, running was prohibited the first 3
months of isolation. It is for this reason, and because of the
lack of control that we could access this information, that we
decided not to evaluate the relationship that exists between
physical activity, gender and generations. In particular, we
decided to focus on studying the potential origins of body
image disorders (that is, the pressures) and not so much on
their consequences (that is, the ideal of beauty). It would be
interesting to be able to evaluate in future studies the
incidence of physical activity with genders and generations.
Future research should focus on validating the test for the
Argentine population, including the last questions regarding
social media, and in particular, in teenagers. Considering our
results, it constitutes a clear goal to deepen these results in
younger people. Our results showed that BMI and social
media use functioned as predictors of social influence
difference between genders and generations. Also,
considering the fact that social media use has been associated
with mental health issues (Barry et al., 2017; O'Reilly et al.,
2018), eating (Mabe, Forney, & Keel, 2014) and body image
disorders (Perloff, 2014; Rodgers & Melioli, 2016), we
consider that studying population with these pathologies is a
matter of importance. Finally, this study only included people
from Argentina, and considering previous studies that found
differences between cultures in body ideal internalization
(Ricciardelli et al., 2007; Lee et al., 2014), a multicenter study
comparing different cultures would be of interest.

Conclusions
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Over the past two decades, virtual interactions have become
a significant means of socialization. Never has this been more
evident than during the current covid-19 pandemic. In this
study we find that interacting with a virtual self-body has
profound effects on how people of different genders and
generations perceive their body image. These effects are
more pronounced for younger generations and specifically
younger males. This finding highlights the role of social
media in our daily lives and how our cognitive system adapts
to it. In the future, it would be important to take into
consideration how social media tools might affect individuals
distinctly based on their gender and age and whether they can
be used to promote realistic body images, encourage healthier
behaviors, and help ameliorate their negative effects on how
we construe our body image.
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Abstract
It is a long standing challenge to devise a formal model of
ACT-R as a basis for formal reasoning on ACT-R. The ACT-R
architecture is a composition of components (such as modules)
with predefined interfaces between components and predefined
interactions on the interfaces. Reasoning over the correctness
of a formal model of ACT-R benefits from the separation of
abstraction levels i.e. reasoning on the level of interfaces and
interactions between components in isolation from the concrete
behaviour of each component.
We propose a formal semantics of ACT-R that preserves the
structural properties of architectural components, i.e., the interfaces of modules to the remaining architecture as well as
communication between modules within the architecture. We
demonstrate how our new formal semantics of ACT-R serves to
prove the correctness of the timed automaton based operational
semantics for ACT-R (TA-ACT-R) on the level of architectural
components.
Keywords: ACT-R; Cognitive Architecture; Formal Operational Semantic;

Introduction
The cognitive architecture ACT-R (Anderson, 2007) is widely
used to model and validate psychological theories. To do
so, the psychological theory is realised as a cognitive model
and executed on the ACT-R architecture, with the subsequent
evaluation of statistical data.
Commonly, the ACT-R architecture is seen as one parameterised architecture that is used to execute cognitive models.
This view is reinforced by the ACT-R tool (Bothell, 2013),
which allows us to enable or disable certain modules and to
influence the simulation through certain numerical parameters
(like activation decay value). Going back to the ACT-R theory (Anderson, 2007), we see that ACT-R is actually defined
as a whole family of architectures in the previous sense. Following Anderson, an architecture is a composition of modules
that each model a self-contained aspect of human cognition
such as memory, or a function of perception. What these modules have in common is that they interact exclusively through
an interface that is described in (Anderson, 2007). The interface consists of working instructions (called actions) and
shared memory (called buffers) with additional restrictions,
e.g., that one buffer can only contain one chunk at a time.
The executions of a cognitive model on a given architecture
emerge from interactions between the production rules in the
cognitive model and the composition of modules in the considered architecture, and the interplay between the modules:
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Production rules can access modules’ buffers in order to check
whether their precondition is satisfied, that is, whether the rule
is enabled. If a production rule is enabled, it can be executed,
that is, it requests actions of the modules in the architecture.
It is a long standing challenge to devise a formal, mathematical model of the ACT-R architecture and the behaviour
of cognitive models on an adequate level of abstraction, because (Anderson, 2007) only provides an informal description.
As of today, many details are clarified by the implementation in the ACT-R tool (Bothell, 2013), that is, the implementation effectively provides a precise ACT-R semantics
(cf. Figure 1 on page 2). A formal, mathematical model of
ACT-R in contrast would allow to prove that the ACT-R tool
(and re-implementations in other programming languages) all
correctly implement the ACT-R theory. Quite a number of
approaches to define ACT-R formally exist. There are earlier
works like (Stewart & West, 2007), which was designed to support the development of a new simulation tool, or (Schultheis,
2009) for the investigation of complexity theory questions. In
recent years, a branch of research emerged that is driven by
the need to exhaustively analyse cognitive models for certain
kinds of modelling errors (Gall & Frühwirth, 2014; Gall &
Frühwirth, 2018; Langenfeld, Westphal, Albrecht, & Podelski, 2018). These works are based on a formal operational
semantics F-ACT-R (Albrecht & Ragni, 2014) (and its later refinement in (Gall & Frühwirth, 2018)). What these works have
in common is that they focus on the behaviour of cognitive
models and abstract the cognitive architecture into one monolithic unit (cf. Figure 1). Recent research like (Langenfeld,
Westphal, & Podelski, 2019) has shown the scalability of exhaustive (symbolic) analysis and simulation of architectures
and models (here executed on the Timed Automaton-based
architecture model TA-ACT-R). Yet proving correctness of
such models with regard to a monolithic formalisation such
as F-ACT-R (Albrecht & Westphal, 2014) turns out to be difficult, as the proof has to mix different abstraction levels, i.e. the
proof has to regard not only the behaviour of all components of
the architecture at their interfaces but also the (possibly complex) behaviour of the components itself. Such proof would
greatly benefit from decomposition (or rather compositionality) of a formalisation. Hence there is a need for a formal
semantics of ACT-R that highlights the structural properties
of the architecture and explicitly formulates the expected behaviour of each component as stated in (Anderson, 2007). An
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Figure 1: The different models of the ACT-R Theory in relation. For each model of ACT-R represented by a grey background, the upper rectangle represents a cognitive model and
the lower rectangle represents the architecture.

additional benefit is that such a modular formal semantics of
ACT-R can also be well-suited for architecture research, that
is, the investigation of modules beyond the standard set, and a
rigorous investigation of the interfaces and the module interaction on an abstract level, as the behaviour of a model is largely
dependent on the interplay of the different modules within the
architecture. Other works such as (Ragni et al., 2018) use a
different level of abstraction as they aim at a generalisation of
in particular (Albrecht & Ragni, 2014) into a general cognitive
architecture that is supposed to abstractly model the computations of different cognitive architectures (such as ACT-R or
SOAR) in order to compare, e.g., the outcome of cognitive
models on different architectures.
In this work, we propose a formal semantics of ACT-R that
preserves the structural properties of architectural components,
i.e., the interfaces of modules to the remaining architecture as
well as communication between modules within the architecture. We uses a formalism that is inspired by process calculi.
The idea of the new formal model is that each module and
each rule becomes a process with a well-defined interface.
The interfaces define which information is accessed by (or
shared with) other parts and the allowed interactions. The
behaviour of a cognitive model on a particular architecture
is then defined by the parallel composition of the rule and
module processes. To demonstrate the usefulness of our formalisation, we outline how to show that TA-ACT-R is a correct
implementation (or refinement) of our process-based semantics (and thus the ACT-R cognitive architecture) by showing
that TA-ACT-R correctly implements the given interfaces and
interactions. On the example of TA-ACT-R, the benefits of
the P-ACT-R view for architectural research become particularly evident: Showing that a newly proposed module is a
proper ACT-R model amounts to showing that it implements
the general module interface and the abstract cycle of action
processing (cf. Figure 1).
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Processes are defined over a set Chan of channels (on which
processes can synchronise) and a set Var of variables (which
processes can read or write). A process is a tuple π =
((I,V ), (O,W )), with incoming channels I ⊆ Chan and outgoing channels O ⊆ Chan. A process offers a set of outgoing
variables W ⊆ Var to be read by other processes, and requires
a set of incoming variables V ⊆ Var to be readable by itself.
Intuitively, the channels allow to express that information from
another process is required (thus waiting for a process sending
on a certain channel) or that the continuation of a computation
by another process is required (thus waiting for a process receiving on a certain channel). Additional parameters can be
exchanged over the shared variables when a synchronisation
happens (and only then).
Each process has a set C of configurations. A configuration
c ∈ C provides a value for each outgoing variable w ∈ W , and
may include any number of other information. We write cJwK
for the value of w in c.
Two configurations c, c0 of a process are in a transition
relation if the process is synchronising on a channel, either
by receiving or sending, or if the process is waiting without
any synchronisation. Transitions depend on the values of the
incoming variables, these values are provided by an environment ε. Processes can have three kinds of transitions from
configuration c to successor configuration c0 : (i) The process
receives a synchronisation on an incoming channel α ∈ I; these
α?
α?
transitions we write as [ε]hci −→ c0 , (or c −→ε c0 for short), (ii)
The process initiates a synchronisation on an outgoing channel
α!
α ∈ O, denoted; these transitions we write as [ε]hci −→ c0 , (or
α!

c −→ε c0 for short). (iii) A process can also wait for duration
t
t ∈ R+
− c0 .
0 as a transition; these transitions we write as c →
The parallel composition of a set of processes π1 k . . . kπn
has configurations (c1 , . . . , cn ), with ci being configuration of
process πi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n. There are two kinds of transitions beα
tween such configurations. There is a transition (c1 , . . . , cn ) −
→
α!

(c01 , . . . , c0n ) if [c1 , . . . , ci−1 , ci+1 , . . . , cn ]hci i −→ c0 , α ∈ Oi and
α?

[c1 , . . . , c jk −1 , c jk +1 , . . . , cn ]hc jk i −→ c0 , α ∈ I jk , i.e., one sender
and all receivers on channel α do a joint transition while
the configurations of all other processes form the environment (i.e., offer values) for the input variables. Alternatively,
all processes can wait simultaneously. There is a transition
t
t
(c1 , . . . , cn ) →
− (c01 , . . . , c0n ) if ci →
− c0i for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

The ACT-R Process Semantic (P-ACT-R)
In this section, we propose a new compositional operational
semantics for the ACT-R architecture with an explicit representation of structural properties. The main idea is to view a
cognitive architecture as a parallel composition of processes,
one for the procedural and one for each other module, and to
view a cognitive model as a parallel composition of finitely
many rules with a compatible cognitive architecture. Each process has a well-defined interface (which consists of input and
output channels, and sets of variables that are read or written

by other processes) that defines its structural view, and a set
of possible transitions that define its behaviour. The emphasis
of the P-ACT-R formalisation lies on the possible interactions
between components. The architecture hence abstracts from
all computations inside the modules that are not necessary to
describe these possible interactions, for example, the particular
computation of rule enabledness. In the section on TA-ACT-R
below, we outline how it is possible to refine these aspects of
the P-ACT-R semantics into concrete computations.

Chunks
Let C be a possibly infinite set of chunks including the null
chunk ⊥. The null chunk is used by actions that do not pass
any ordinary chunk (see below). Note that, in ACT-R process
semantics (similar to (Ragni et al., 2018)), we abstract from
the complex data structure of a chunk (including slots and
their values) hence chunks in C can be seen as unique chunk
identities that are identified with the concrete, structured chunk
that they denote.

Module
The following Definition 1 provides an abstract formalisation
of ACT-R modules as processes. Recall that, in ACT-R, a module models a self contained cognitive process, such as access
to memory or the visual apparatus. Modules communicate
with the remainder of the ACT-R architecture and the rules
over buffers that offer information in the form of chunks, and
status information in the form of boolean flags (called queries)
to the architecture. A module can be triggered to perform a socalled action, like remembering or shifting the visual attention.
In ACT-R, a module does offer a set of discrete actions, e.g., to
remember something. In many cases, arguments are added to
the action e.g., to remember something that is blue. The result
of an action as well as the (possibly instantaneous) delay produced by performing the action, is up to the implementation
of the module.
Definition 1 (P-ACT-R Module). A module in the ACT-R
process semantics is a process m = ((I,V ), (O,W )) with
m
/ O=
I = {τm , am
1 (γ), . . . , an (γ), harvest(γ) | γ ∈ C }, V = 0,
{bc, harvest(γ) | γ ∈ C }, and W = {Bm , Qm }, whose set of
configurations is partitioned into stable and unstable configurations, and whose behaviour always has one of the following
two forms:
50

α?

50

α?

t

c −→ c0 −→ c1 →
− c0
t

(1)
bc!

c −→ c0 −→ c1 →
− c2 −→ c0

(2)

Here, c, c0 are stable and ci are unstable configurations.
Actions are modelled in P-ACT-R by a set of channels
m
am
1 (γ), . . . , an (γ). Executing a buffer action (for example, to
remember something) is modelled by synchronising on the
according channel with all arguments of the action passed as
a chunk γ. The incoming channel harvest(γ) is to be able to
receive a chunk γ from other modules, e.g., as part of a fact
learning mechanism. The action τm is a special action that
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can be sent to the module in order to request that the module
does not do anything. The outgoing channels bc and harvest
are channels that are internal to the architecture. Channel bc
is used to inform the procedural module (see below) of the
fact that an action with non zero delay has ended. Channel
harvest is used to announce a chunk to the processes in the
architecture to realise ACT-R’s harvesting concept (Anderson,
2007). Buffers are modelled by the output variables Bm with
type C and buffer queries by the output variables Qm with
boolean type. Note, that we consider Bm to be exactly one
buffer for simplicity. In Definition 1, Sequence (1) models
the case where the module waits for an action, executes the
action (followed by a possibly zero delay). Sequence (2)
models the case where, after some time, the end of the action
is communicated to the procedural system via the bc channel.
Note, that the harvest action is not part of the transition
sequences for simplicity. It may appear as a synchronisation
between two modules before or after an action (including τm ).

Procedural
The following Definition 2 provides an abstract formalisation
of ACT-R procedural. Recall that, he procedural is responsible for choosing and executing production rules. After a
waiting period that shall model the time spent on selecting a
production rule, the procedural evaluates the precondition of
all production rules in the current cognitive state. Amongst the
rules whose precondition is fulfilled, the procedural chooses
one rule, and executes its action. If no rule is applicable because no precondition is fulfilled, the procedural waits for the
cognitive state to change e.g. due to a module finishing its
action.
Contrary to the common view that the procedural is also a
module, we define the procedural on its own, because neither
its interface nor its behaviour matches that of modules.
Definition 2 (P-ACT-R Procedural). Let R be the set of
production rule identities. A procedural is a process p =
((I,V ), (O,W )) with I = {bc}, V = {E r | r ∈ R }, O =
{cr, fire(r) | r ∈ R } and W = 0/ whose set of configurations is
partitioned into stable and unstable configurations, and whose
behaviour always has one of the following two forms:
50

cr!

fire(r)!

50

cr!

t

c −→ c0 −→ c1 −−−→ c0

(3)

bc?

c −→ c0 −→ c1 →
− c2 −−→ c0
t

bc?

c→
− c0 −−→ c0

(4)
if t ≤ 50

(5)

Here c, c0 are stable and ci are unstable configurations.
The procedural has only one incoming channel bc, which is
used by modules to inform the procedural that an action has
finished and thus the configuration of the module may have
changed. To choose a rule for execution, the procedural can
access if the precondition of a production rule r was satisfied
by reading the variable E r . Also, in contrast to ACT-R where
the procedural is responsible for checking the precondition
and execution of the action of a rule, in the P-ACT-R the procedural is only responsible for scheduling. In other words, the

proc. c

50

50

fire(r)!

cr!

−→

−→

c0

−−−→
a?

50

...

proc. c0
d0

−→

−→

mod. d

−→

−
→

...

mod.

mod. e

−→

50

−
→

b?

e0

...

mod. e0

−→

mod. g

−→

50

−
→

τ?

g0

...

mod. g0

−→

rule

−→

a! b! τ!

r0

...

rule

r0

−→

50

cr?

−→

r

fire(r)!

−−−→

−
→−
→−
→

(a) In this example transition sequence, rule is fired and all actions
are exeucted.

proc. c0

−→

20

−−→

bc?

c00

−→

50

20

bc!

d 00

50

−→
50

mod.

d0

−→

mod.

e0

20

−→

e00

−→

mod.

g0

20

−→

g00

50

−→

rule

r0

−→

20

r00

−→

−→

50

cr!

−→

cr?

−−−→

cr?

−−−→

...

50
50

50

−→

fire(r)!

...

(b) All modules in the prefix executed their action instantaneously.
The next rule execution cycle runs wihout interuption.
50

−→

20

−−→

bc?

c00

−→

20

bc!

d 00

50

−→

−→

20

−→

e00

50
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50

20
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g00

50

−→

20

r00

−→

cr!

...

proc. c0

...

mod.
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−→
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mod.

e0

50
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mod.

g0
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...

rule

r0

−→

...
−→

cr!

50

d0

r

fire(r)!

−→

(c) The next rule execution cycle starts, but a module finishes its
action after another 20-delay. A new execution cycle is started afterwards.

−→

50

−→

cr?

−→

−→

−→

50

50

...
...
...
...
...

(d) The next execution cycle starts, but no precondition of a production rule is fulfilled. After a 70-delay a module finishes its action. A
new execution cycle is started afterwards.

Figure 2: Example transition sequences of the P-ACT-R semantic. All sequences begin with a prefix (Figure 2a), and extend the
transition sequence by the different possible cases of interaction between procedural, an exemplary production rule and modules.
P-ACT-R procedural synchronises with all production rules
on cr to let the production rules check their precondition, and
it synchronises with one production rule on fire(r) to let the
rule execute its action. Sequence (3) models the basic cycle of
waiting, letting all production rules check their preconditions,
and firing one enabled rule. Sequence (4) models the case, in
which after the check no rule can fire and the procedural waits
for the cognitive state to change (i.e. a module has ended its
computation and synchronises on bc) (5) models the case in
which a module changes the cognitive state before a rule is
chosen and executed, causing the rule execution cycle to start
from the beginning.

Cognitive Architecture
We define a cognitive architecture in ACT-R process semantics as the parallel composition pkm1 k . . . kmn of a procedural
p and finitely many modules m1 , . . . , mn .
Note that the channels bc and harvest(γ) are only used for
the communication between modules and procedural resp.
only modules (i.e., inside the architecture) and could thus be
hidden from the rules.

Production Rule
The following Definition 3 provides an abstract formalisation
of ACT-R cognitive models. A cognitive model in ACT-R
consists of a set of production rules modelling the researched
cognitive task. Production rules have two parts: A precondition and an action. The precondition is a proposition over all
buffers and buffer queries that defines when the rule is enabled.
A rule action (or action for short) is a set of module actions
with parameters, at most one per module in the architecture.
A rule action could, for example, consist of the ‘remember’
action of the declarative module with a parameter that says ‘of
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colour blue’, and the ‘clear’ action of the imaginal module.
Definition 3 (P-ACT-R Production Rule). A production rule
is a process r = ((I,V ), (O,W )) with I = {cr, fire(r)}, V =
{Br1 , . . . , Brnr , Qr1 , . . . , Qrmr }, O = {ar1 , . . . , arnr } and W = {E r }.
whose set of configurations is partitioned into stable and unstable configurations, and whose behaviour always has one of
the following two forms:
t

c→
− c

(6)

cr?

c −→ c0
cr?

fire(r)?

arn !
0

arn !
k

c −→ c1 −−−−→ c2 −−→ · · · −−→ c0

if c0 JE r K = 0

(7)

if c0 JE r K = 1

(8)

Here, c, c0 are stable and ci are unstable configurations.
After synchronising on the cr channel, a production rule
may receive a message on the fire(r) channel, if c0 JE r K = 1.
The concrete semantics of the check is not part of the P-ACT-R
formalisation. After a synchronisation on the fire(r) channel,
an action for each module in the architecture is executed. If no
specific action is required of a module, τm is used. Sequence
(6) models waiting for other processes, sequence (7) models if
the precondition is not fulfilled and sequence (8) models if the
precondition is fulfilled and the rule is fired.

Cognitive Model
We define a cognitive model in ACT-R process semantics as
the parallel composition of an architecture with production
rules r1 to rM , with all interfaces being satisfied, i.e., for each
input variable v of a rule, there is a unique module that provides
the variable as an output (in W ). For each output channel
of a rule in O, there is a unique module that provides it as
part of its incoming channels I, and the output channels of

each rule include the internal action τm of each module of the
architecture.
The computations of a cognitive model consist of transition
sequences where fire(r) is followed by exactly N actions, one
for each module in the process model (and hence one for
each buffer). An example of possible computations resulting
from different delays of modules are depicted in Figure 2. A
cognitive model configuration (c p , cm1 , . . . , cmN , cr1 , . . . , crM )
is stable if and only if all components are stable
A stable state models a configuration of the module (and
other processes) that is relatable to cognitive states in the
execution of an ACT-R model (on the ACT-R architecture).
Unstable states make the inner workings of the architecture
and the causes of executions visible.

TA-ACT-R: A concrete instance of P-ACT-R
The process-based model P-ACT-R from the previous section
is meant to be a theoretical formal model of the concepts
from (Anderson, 2007) on a directly corresponding level of
abstraction. To this end, P-ACT-R aims at having a one-toone relation between activities described in (Anderson, 2007)
(such as checking rules for enabledness, delay, notifying the
procedural of module changes, etc.) and transitions in the
execution of a cognitive model on a cognitive architecture in
P-ACT-R. P-ACT-R in particular abstracts from the syntax
of rules’ premises and actions and from the way how the
enabledness check is conducted for the premise of a given rule
and how actions are interpreted by modules.
In this section, we show that a concrete, simulatable, verifiable model of cognitive ACT-R models (in the sense of the
ACT-R tool (Bothell, 2013)) that uses the formalism of timed
automata and for which we can make plausible that it is a
proper model (Langenfeld et al., 2019), is in particular an
instance of the P-ACT-R model of ACT-R-like cognitive architectures and models in general. In other words, the TA-ACT-R
model that we introduce in the following correctly realises
rule-based cognitive reasoning as specified by the processbased P-ACT-R model.
This section is structured as follows. For self-containedness,
we briefly recall the definition of timed automata. In the
following subsections, we outline a construction procedure
for timed automata for the procedural, for modules, and for
rules given an ACT-R model (e.g., in form of an input file
of the ACT-R tool (Bothell, 2013)). In the last subsections,
we recall the notion of a weak (bi)simulation and outline
how to prove that there is such a weak bisimulation relation
between networks of timed automata constructed according
to the TA-ACT-R procedure and the P-ACT-R model for the
same cognitive model.

Timed Automata
Timed Automata (TA) (Alur & Dill, 1994) are a formal operational model of real-time systems. In its simplest case, a timed
automaton is a tuple A = (L, B,V, X, I, E, `init ) with L being
a finite set of locations (including the initial location `init ), a
set of channels B, a set of variables V , and a set of clocks X,
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a function I labelling each location with a clock constraint
(called an invariant), and a finite set of edges E. An edge is
a tuple (`, α, g, ρ, `0 ) with source location ` and destination `0 ,
action α (being either an internal action τ, output b! or input
b? on a channel b ∈ B), a clock constraint g as a guard, and an
update ρ ⊆ X of clocks to reset.
The operational semantics of a network of timed automata
N = A1 k ... k An (with k denoting parallel composition) is a
labelled transition system over configurations h~`, νi with ~`i
being a location of Ai and ν : X → R+
0 being a valuation of
λ
clocks. Two configurations are in a transition relation h~`, νi →
−
0
~ ~0
h~`0 , ν0 i iff λ ∈ R+
0 , ` = ` and ν = ν + λ satisfy the invariants
~
of ` (delay transition), or there is an edge (`, α, g, ρ, `0 ) ∈ Ei so
that ~`i = ` and ~`0i = `0 , g is satisfied by ν and ν0 by resetting all
clocks in ρ (internal transition), or there are two edges enabled
in two different automata in N with complementary input and
output actions (rendezvous transition). A computation path
is a sequence of configurations starting with h~`0 , ν0 i with ~`0
being the set of all initial locations, ν0 has all clocks at zero,
and all subsequent transitions are in a transition relation.
We use a graphical representation of timed automata, where
the double outline location is initial, and locations with a
superscript ‘C’ are committed locations, which inhibit delay.
Invariants at locations (if not equal to true) are shown in purple.
Edges are annotated with actions (in orange), guards (in green),
and updates (in blue).

Chunks
In ACT-R a chunk is seen as a number of slots which themselves can only contain other chunks. The leaves of the resulting tree are chunks without any slots themselves. In the
timed automata model, we implement the concept of chunk
identities and have (in the set of variables V ) a lookup table
that is indexed by chunk identities where each entry contains
slot/value pairs. As most operations in the ACT-R architecture
work by value, i.e., slot contents of buffers in the architecture are copied to other buffers, chunk identity lookups are
only necessary in the case of a dereference action, and during
interaction with declarative memory.

Modules
The TA model of a module m is a timed automaton
Am = (L, B, X,V, I, E, `ini )
with
chanm , bc, done, harvest},
nels
B = {am
,
.
.
.
,
a
variables
n
1
V = {bm , bq , bv , bop }, and the locations and actions as
shown in Figure 3. The schematic automaton includes one
example of an action where the result is available after a delay,
and an example where the result is available instantaneously.
Recall that the P-ACT-R semantics summarises module
actions into one process action with a chunk parameter. The
timed automata formalism does not support this brevity hence
we implement module actions with a combination of channels
m
v
am
1 , . . . , an , a variable b that contains arguments for the action
and another (optional) variable bop that contains operators.
Compared to a cognitive model in the input language of the

¬(enabledr0 ∨ ... ∨ enabledrn )

bm := c
t ≥d
t ≤d
`init

am
2?

`C2

c := Bma2 (bv , bop )

`Cn

done!

done!,
bm := Bma1 (bv , bop )

am
1?

cr!
t ≥d

`wait

`delay

`C1

t ≤d
`init

bc?
t := 0

`C1

Figure 3: An example of a TA-ACT-R module with an instantaneous actions (am
1 ) returning to `init without time passing,
and an action am
delaying
for a time d in location `a2 . Dot2
ted edges may be realised by not only one direct edge, but
may include complex behaviour or communication with other
automata (without time being allowed to pass) e.g. an environmental model.
ACT-R tool, this partition corresponds to the pattern of action,
value, and comparator. E.g. the action to remember something,
the value blue for a colour slot, and the equality comparator for
the colour slot, together formulating the action to remember
something blue. The other channel of P-ACT-R that passes
arguments of chunk type, harvest(γ), is realised in the same
way by the combination of a channel (harvest) and shared
variables on the receiving side.
Functionality of the channels and buffers directly matches
the one of P-ACT-R. A module may either make all its computations within no time after receiving the action, or it may start
a longer lasting computation and may later finish sending the
bc message. The computation of the effect of an action is indicated by the update ‘c := Bma ’ in Figure 3, where the function
Bma models the actual computation of a resulting chunk from
a and the provided arguments. After completing the computation of effects (without time passing in between), the module
synchronises on channel done with the rule which issued the
command. This cycle of am
n , updates, and done realises the
synchronous execution of actions in the P-ACT-R model. In
both cases, timely or delayed completion, the module must
be able to accept all action-channels (am
i ) without blocking
while time in the model passes (probably skipping the current computation for a new action, or discarding the action
internally).
Module automata never cause deadlocks and we can observe
that they do not synchronise on channels of other modules.
Neither do they change any variables that belong to other
modules (except for harvest). Note, that modules are not
prohibited from communicating with, e.g., a model of the
experimental environment as long as this communication does
not interfere with the architecture.

Procedural
Given a set R of rule identities, the TA-ACT-R model of the
procedural is the timed automaton A p = (L, B, X,V, I, E, `ini )
with channels B = {bc, cr, fire(r) | r ∈ R}, variables V =
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∃r
enabledr
firer !
t := 0
bc?
t := 0

Figure 4: An example of a TA-ACT-R procedural. A rule
execution cycle starts in `init , and enters `C1 after time d synchronising on cr. If there is a rule r with enabledr true, the
rule is fired, if not the procedural enters `wait waiting for bc.
The existential quantification over r does function as a short
hand for a specialised copy of the edge existing for each production rule.
firer

`c1

cr?

I JφK

`c2

`init

enabledr := 1
a2 ...ak

a1 !

`c3

done?

Figure 5: An example of a production rule of TA-ACT-R. The
precondition is evaluated on the self loop of `init . Beginning
at the firer synchronisation, the rule executes actions by synchronising on ai and done (analogous for actions a2 , . . . , ak ).
{enabledr }, and locations and transitions as given by Figure 4. The procedural does not write any variables, but may
read the enabledr variables of rules (modelling E r , see below).
Consequently the procedural of TA-ACT-R does never deadlock, yet it may wait for a bc message forever if there is no
rule applicable and no module with pending actions.

Rules
The timed automata model of a rule is Ar =
(L, B, X,V, I, E, `ini ) with channels B = {firer , cr, a1 , ..., an }
(where a1 , ..., an follow the partitioning of actions, slot values
and arguments of the modules as discussed above) and
variables V = {enabledr }. Locations and transitions are given
by Figure 5.
Semantically, a TA-ACT-R rule can wait arbitrarily long
in its idle location (see Figure 5). If the guard is enabled
(i.e. the interpretation I of the precondition φ is fulfilled), a
rule can synchronise on cr, setting enabledr to true on the
edge. If the production system decides to fire production
rule r, it synchronises on fire(r), which results in a sequence
of edges executing without time advancing. The edges are
labelled in sequence with the actions a1 , ..., an , using bvm and
op
bm as described in the module section. After each action, the
rule waits for the module to finish its initial computations by
synchronising on done. After the sequence of edges, the rule
automaton returns to its idle location.

Equivalence of Computations
Assume there is a cognitive model M consisting of the parallel
composition of processes p, m1 , . . . , mN (the architecture) and
rule processes cr1 , . . . , crM . In the following, we want to establish that the behaviour (the set of computation paths) of the
corresponding TA-ACT-R model N is related to the behaviour
of the cognitive model in a certain way which in particular
allows us to conclude from the reachability of configurations
in N to the reachability in M . Since there exist effective
reachability checkers for timed automata (cf. (Langenfeld et
al., 2019)) we then obtain an effective procedure to check
cognitive models for reachability properties such as absence
of deadlocks.
The relation between a P-ACT-R model M and its TA-ACTR model N is a weak bisimulation. That is, there is a so-called
simulation relation on the configurations c of M and configurations h~`, νi of N such that (a) the initial configurations
are related, (b) for each transition sequence of M from a stable configuration c to the next stable configuration c0 , if c is
related to h~`, νi, then there is a transition sequence in N to a
configuration h~`0 , ν0 i such that c0 and h~`0 , ν0 i are related, and
(c) M can simulate transition sequences of N .
A central role in the definition of the simulation relation
plays the location `wait of the procedural (the production cycle
delay location). A configuration h~`, νi of N that has just
entered `wait characterises stability in the TA-ACT-R model.
Then a stable configuration c of M and a stable configuration
h~`, νi of N are related if the state of the buffers of a module
m resp. M is equal cJBm K = ν(bM ) (similarly for Qm ), and for
all production rules r it holds that cJE r K = ν(enabledr ).
If we now assume that the guard expression IJφK (cf. Figure 5) correctly implements the rule enabledness checks in M ,
and that the updates c := Bm (bv , bop ) (cf. Figure 3) correctly
implement the module behaviour, we are able to show that N
weakly simulates M by matching the transition sequences in
Figure 2 step by step against transitions of the timed automata.
Here, the network of timed automata will sometimes need
two or more transitions to counter one transition in M , for
example with the synchronisation on done which is not present
in M . The other direction (M weakly simulates N ) follows
similarly.

Conclusion
We have presented P-ACT-R, a new abstract, operational, formal model for the cognitive architecture ACT-R. The new
model faithfully reflects the structural aspects of cognitive
models and the interactions between their components. In contrast to earlier formalisations, P-ACT-R explicitly proposes
structural and behavioural interfaces for model components
and thereby provides a convenient framework for architectural
research. The example of TA-ACT-R shows that the P-ACTR model can be concretised into fully operational models
that can be used with tools for step-wise simulation and exhaustive state space exploration, the (formerly) ad-hoc model
TA-ACT-R (Langenfeld et al., 2019) is thereby supplied with
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a solid formal underpinning.
On the level of TA-ACT-R, we also see how the new approach supports rigorous architecture research. Adding a new
module to the TA-ACT-R model amounts to the development
of a new timed automaton. To guide this process, the new
automaton should realise the desired module behaviour behind
the well-defined interface and can then be checked for preserving properties like absence of deadlocks as discussed above.
Changing existing module automata for experiments is even
easier and guaranteed not to interfere with other components.
For future work, we will explore the relation between the
different existing formalisations of the ACT-R framework,
such as (Albrecht & Westphal, 2014) as well as continuing
to explore the application of P-ACT-R on TA-ACT-R, starting with modelling the defined interfaces within the timed
automaton formalisation.
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Abstract
The study of emergent languages in deep multi-agent simulations has become an important research field. While targeting
different objectives, most studies focus on analyzing properties of the emergent language—often in relation to the agents’
inputs—ignoring the influence of the agents’ perceptual processes. In this work, we use communication games to investigate how differences in perception affect emergent language.
Using a conventional setup, we train two deep reinforcement
learning agents, a sender and a receiver, on a reference game.
However, we systematically manipulate the agents’ perception
by enforcing similar representations for objects with specific
shared features. We find that perceptual biases of both sender
and receiver influence which object features the agents’ messages are grounded in. When uniformly enforcing the similarity of all features that are relevant for the reference game,
agents perform better and the emergent protocol better captures conceptual input properties.
Keywords: language emergence, deep learning, reinforcement learning, groundedness

Introduction
Sparked by the rapid advances in machine learning, there has
been growing interest in studying language emergence in artificial agents that communicate to solve a common task. The
underlying idea is that language derives its meaning from its
use, and accordingly many of its aspects cannot be captured
by supervised learning. Different research objectives come
together in this new framework. On the one hand, it is used
to analyze how artificial agents communicate and to improve
this communication, for example in terms of learning speed,
performance, or generalization ability (e.g., Das et al., 2019;
Kharitonov & Baroni, 2020). On the other hand, it is used to
investigate the pressures leading to the emergence of natural
language properties, such as compositionality (e.g., Lazaridou, Hermann, Tuyls, & Clark, 2018; Harding Graesser, Cho,
& Kiela, 2019; Rodrı́guez Luna, Ponti, Hupkes, & Bruni,
2020).
Fundamentally, a shift from supervised learning to grounding language in interactions with the environment requires an
understanding of how linguistic expressions relate to that environment as experienced through perception (Harnad, 1990).
This is definitely important when using deep multi-agent simulations for drawing conclusions about the emergence of natural language properties. In natural language, the formation
of linguistic expressions is strongly influenced by perception, not only for concrete concepts like colors (Regier, Kay,
& Khetarpal, 2007) but also abstract ones (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980). While neural networks commonly used as vi-
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sual modules in artificial agents exhibit parallels to how the
brain processes information, there are also important differences (Lake, Ullman, Tenenbaum, & Gershman, 2017). E.g.,
Peterson, Abbott, and Griffiths (2018) show that object representations in humans differ from those in neural networks in
terms of similarity judgements, which in turn leads to different semantic relationships. Even if the objective is to improve
communication between artificial agents, awareness of how
to best process sensory input is crucial. For example, susceptibility to adversarial attacks or inherent biases of neural
networks may pose challenges to the formation of efficient
protocols. Taking these points into consideration, modern
language emergence research should account for the entanglement of perception and the formation of language.
Although the field has experimented with various setups,
the role of perceptual processes has been largely ignored.
Many designs skip any form of perception by using symbolic input (e.g., Bouchacourt & Baroni, 2019; Kharitonov
& Baroni, 2020). Others use pixel input, which is more realistic, and can capture natural differences in object appearance (e.g., Havrylov & Titov, 2017; Rodrı́guez Luna et al.,
2020). Notably, Bouchacourt and Baroni (2018) examine the
alignment between agents’ internal representations and conceptual input properties to determine whether emergent language captures such properties or relies on low-level pixel
information. However, all these setups extract object representations from pretrained convolutional neural networks
(CNNs), and do not manipulate the perceptual process systematically. While emergent language and agents’ representations can be related to differences in the input, the impact
of differences in perception remains undetermined.
When using pretrained classifiers as visual modules, one
cannot control the resulting similarities between object representations. However, developing a system of similarity relationships along relevant perceptual dimensions (e.g., color,
shape, magnitude, texture) is an integral part of human concept formation and judgments of similarity are central for
many cognitive processes (Gärdenfors, 2004). The transition
from defining object similarities based on global perceptual
resemblance, to having a system of dimension-sensitive similarities, is therefore an important step in child development
(Smith, 1989). With this in mind, our goal is to use emergent
language games as an experimental method for evaluating
the impact of enforcing particular object relationships, based
on perceptual differences along basic quality dimensions, in

order to explore the relationship between neural representations, similarity relationships, and emergent communication
strategies.
Ideally, perceptual representations are manipulated directly, irrespective of input stimulus. We show how this can
be achieved via relational label smoothing (Marino, Nieters,
Heidemann, & Hertzberg, 2021). We use a conventional language emergence setup with two agents, a sender and a receiver, playing a reference game. In line with the studies
above, we focus on visual perception and process the pixel
inputs with CNNs. However, during CNN training, we manipulate the class labels such that for different conditions the
resulting representational similarities between object classes
vary. We use this setup to explore two different directions.
First, we test whether perceptual biases are carried over into
the emergent languages. More precisely, we ask if agents
that perceive object similarities more strongly with respect
to some features than others tend to ground their language
in these specific features. We also evaluate the influence of
sender versus receiver bias on such changes. Second, after showing that CNN representations do not preserve object
similarities accurately, we test whether enforcing the preservation of similarity relationships for conceptually relevant
features improves language emergence in terms of training
process and emergent protocol.

differing in at least one of the three concept-defining features). Based on the message from S, it tries to select the
target object.
If the receiver selects the target object, the agents receive a
positive reward, r = 1, else r = 0. We use vocabulary size
|V | = 4, message length L = 3, and k = 2 distractors in all
simulations. In principle, this allows agents to use a distinct
word for each object and thereby to achieve maximal reward.
As the number of distractors is low, however, the agents may
achieve relatively high rewards with suboptimal strategies. It
is in the variation of such local solutions that we hope to identify linguistic differences that reflect perceptual biases.

Reinforcement learning
The sender maps the input object, o, to a probability distribution over messages, πS (m | o), by sequentially generating a probability distribution across words conditioned on the
words produced so far. The receiver maps the input message
onto a probability distribution over objects, πR (o | m). These
distributions define the agents’ policies. The agents minimize the negative expected reward, −E[r], and their trainable
weights are updated using REINFORCE (Williams, 1992).
During training, actions are sampled from the policies; during testing, the arguments of the maxima are used.

Agent model

General Methods

Sender and receiver have very similar architectures. The
model components and their interactions in the communication game are shown in Figure 1.

Code, results, and analyses are publicly available.1

Data set
We use the 3dshapes data set (Burgess & Kim, 2018). The
data set contains images of 3D shapes in an abstract room,
with the following aspects being varied: floor color (10 values), wall color (10 values), object color (10 values), object
size (8 values), object shape (4 values), and object orientation (15 values). We use a subset of four different object colors (red, turquoise, purple, yellow), and four different object
sizes (equally spaced from smallest to largest); amounting to
96000 different images. For our purpose, we define objects by
size, shape and color of the geometric shape, such that there
are 43 = 64 different objects. So, the term ‘object’ refers to
an object class, such as ‘tiny red cube’, with each image representing an instance (or example) of such an object.

Communication game
Two agents, sender S and receiver R, play a reference game
where one round of the game proceeds as follows.
1. A random object is selected as target, t.
2. S sees an image of t and produces a message. Messages have length L and consist of a sequence of words
(w1 , ..., wL ) from vocabulary V .
3. R sees a possibly different image of t and additionally k
random distractor images, showing objects other than t (so
1 https://osf.io/83z5x/
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Vision module. Each agent uses a CNN as vision module,
v(·). The CNN is pretrained on an object classification task,
and the agents use the output of the penultimate fully connected layer as object representation. The weights of the vision module remain fixed during the communication game.
Language module. Each agent has a language module,
l(·), consisting of an embedding layer and a gated recurrent
unit (GRU) layer. The sender has an additional fully connected layer, which we call hidden-to-word, htow(·). At each
time step t it projects the GRU hidden state, ht , to a log
probability distribution across words, forming the sender’s
L
policy πS (m = (w1 , ..., wL ) | o) =
 ∏t=1 πS (wt | ws<t , o), with
πS (wt | ws<t , o) ∝ exp htow(ht ) .
Vision-to-hidden layer. Each agent has a fully connected
layer, vtoh(·), mapping from vision to language module. For
the sender, this layer is used to initialize the GRU hidden
state. For the receiver, the dot product between vision-tohidden output and final GRU hidden state determine
 its selection policy: πR (o | m) ∝ exp vtohR (vR (o)) · lR (m) .

Training
We use a train/validation split of 0.75/0.25.
CNN pretraining. The architecture consists of two convolutional layers with 32 channels, followed by two fully con-

Figure 1: Schematic visualization of sender and receiver architecture and their interaction in one round of reference game. The
initial input to the sender’s language module, hSi, is a zero vector of the same dimensionality as the embedding layer.

nected layers with 16 nodes, and a final softmax layer. The
first convolutional layer is followed by a 2 × 2 max pooling
layer. We use stochastic gradient descent (SGD) with learning rate 0.001 and batch size 128, and train for 200 epochs.
Communication game. We train agents for 150 epochs using Adam with learning rate 0.0005 and batch size 128. Embedding and GRU layer each have a dimensionality of 128.
We add an entropy regularization term (Mnih et al., 2016) of
0.02 to sender and receiver loss to encourage exploration.
Relational label smoothing. In order to enforce perceptual
biases in the CNN models, we use a form of relational label
smoothing based on work by Marino et al. (2021), which calculates the target at training time as a sum of the usual one-hot
target, y0 , and a relational component, yr , according to
y = σyr + (1 − σ)y0 ,

(1)

where σ ∈ R is the smoothing factor, controlling the strength
with which the relationship(s) should be enforced.
To enforce object similarities along one specific object feature (or dimension), f , we make use of the single-level hierarchical version of relational label smoothing. If i is the
true object class, we define superclass Ci as the set of object
classes having the same feature value as i for f . Then yr is
given by

(n − 1)−1
j ∈ Ci and i 6= j
yri j =
,
(2)
0
else
where n is the number of object classes in Ci . In order to
enforce multiple feature relationships in a single model, we
generalize the previous definition to include yr to be a sum
over relational components,
1
yr =
N

N

∑ yr f ,

(3)

f =1
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where N is the number of feature relationships, and yr f represents the relational component from feature f .

Evaluation: Perception analysis metrics
Let F = {color, shape, size} be the set of object features and
A f all values that feature f ∈ F can take on, e.g. Asize =
{tiny, small, big, huge}. All feature values together define
S
the set of attributes, A = f ∈F A f .
Representational similarities. For every class (object
type), ci ∈ C, we extract the agent’s visual representations for
N = 100 images, using v(·), and calculate the average cosine
similarity between all pairwise combinations of classes:
simi, j =

1 N N
∑ ∑ cos sim(v(oik ), v(olj )) ,
N 2 k=1
l=1

where oi denotes an instance of class ci . As the vision module
output lies in positive space simi, j ∈ [0, 1].
Feature-wise perceptual bias. Let aif ⊂ A f be the value of
feature f in class ci . To analyze whether an agent is biased towards a specific feature f , we calculate the average similarity
between object classes having the same value for that feature, as well as the average similarity between object classes
having different values for that feature. The perceptual bias,
B( f ), is calculated by subtracting the two values:
o
n
o
n
B( f ) = Avg simi, j 1[ai =a j ] − Avg simi, j 1[ai 6=a j ] ,
f

f

f

f

for i 6= j. In our case B( f ) ∈ [−1, 1], where 1 means maximal
bias, 0 no bias, and −1 maximal anti-bias.

Evaluation: Language analysis metrics
Feature-wise effectiveness. We aim to measure how much
information about individual features is contained in the messages. We extract 10000 random images from the training set

and use the trained sender to generate corresponding messages. Given a specific feature, f , we extract the object’s
feature value, o f ∈ A f , for each image. The conditional entropy of the objects’ feature values, O f , given the generated
messages, M,
H(O f | M) = −

p(m, o f ) log

∑

m∈M, o f ∈O f

p(m, o f )
,
p(m)

Introducing perceptual biases

quantifies how much information about feature f is not communicated in the messages. We can therefore define the
feature-wise effectiveness score as
E(O f , M) = 1 −

H(O f | M)
,
H(O f )

where H(O f ) is the marginal entropy of the feature values.
The average effectiveness across all features,
E(O f , M) =

1
|F|

∑ E(O f , M) ,

f ∈F

can be used to measure how well all conceptually relevant
features are communicated.
Zero-shot generalization. Zero-shot generalization measures how well the agents generalize to unfamiliar data. We
retrain agents on a subset of the training data, leaving out
specific objects for testing. We leave out four different objects with distinct values for each class-defining feature, such
that all 3 · 4 = 12 feature values are covered.
Residual entropy. The residual entropy can be used to
measure a strong form of compositionality, where each feature is encoded by the words at specific positions of the message (Resnick, Gupta, Foerster, Dai, & Cho, 2020). As the
message length, L = 3, corresponds to the number of features, we consider all permutations of word-positions, π =
{1, 2, 3} → {1, 2, 3}. For each permutation, p ∈ π, we calculate the residual entropy given that the features, f1 = color,
f2 = size, f3 = shape, are encoded at the message positions
given by the permutation,
RE(p) =

all pairwise cosine distances of representations in one space
and all pairwise cosine distances of the corresponding representations in the other space. We represent objects by a k-hot
encoding of their class defining features and use a subset of
50 random examples of each class.

1 |F| H(O fi | M[pi ])
∑ H(O f ) ,
|F| i=1
i

with messages, M, and feature values, O f , as above. To measure compositionality, the permutation creating the smallest
entropy is used, RE = arg min p∈π RE(p). The measure ranges
from 0 (compositional) to 1 (not compositional).
Representational similarity analysis (RSA). RSA compares the similarity structure of two sets of representations
(Kriegeskorte, Mur, & Bandettini, 2008). Like Bouchacourt
and Baroni (2018) we use it for pairwise comparisons of
sender space, receiver space, and input space—sender and
receiver space being the respective RNN hidden states. We
calculate the RSA score as the Spearman correlation between
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Our goal is to systematically manipulate the agents’ perception. We aim to have four conditions, next to the unmanipulated default. Specific biases for either of the object-defining
features—color, size, and shape—make up three of these conditions. E.g., in the color condition, color similarities are
amplified. In addition, we experiment with an all condition,
where we amplify similarities for all three features simultaneously. To introduce these biases, we apply relational label
smoothing to the CNN training. For the individual feature
conditions, we use hierarchical label smoothing, as in Equations (1) and (2), defining the superclasses by the respective
feature values. E.g., in the color condition, if the training
sample is a red object, the relational component, yr , is a uniform distribution of σ/(16−1) across the class indices of the
other 15 red objects. To calculate the relational component
for the all condition, we average all relational components
from the individual feature conditions, as in Equation (3).
We set smoothing factors as high as possible while keeping
the classification accuracy close to maximal. This gives us
smoothing factors of 0.6 for color, size, and shape. For all,
the weight is distributed across more classes, which allows
for a higher smoothing factor of 0.8. All networks achieve
validation accuracies > 97%.
Figure 2 illustrates the effects of label smoothing for the
default, color, size, and shape conditions. Shown are pairwise similarities between object classes in the penultimate
fully connected layer of the trained CNNs. Object features are
structured periodically in the data set. For object class c, color
is determined by (c − 1) mod
 16, shape by c − 1 mod 4, and
size by (c − 1) mod 16 //4, where mod is the modulo
operator, and // division without remainder. These periodic
patterns are reflected in the similarity matrices. However, the
patterns are not perfect as similarities in the penultimate layer
are still influenced by the input topology and not entirely determined by the label distribution.
As the agents’ vision modules use object representations
from the penultimate layer, we quantify the CNN biases for
that layer using the perceptual bias metric. The results in
Table 1 show that targeting specific object features with the
smoothing factor has the intended effect of inducing a perceptual bias for these features. The color, shape, and size
networks are biased towards their specific feature, and only
to that one. The all network is biased towards all three features although individual biases are weaker. Even if corrected
for mutual attenuation they only increase to 0.117 for color,
0.099 for size, and 0.112 for shape. In addition, we find a
color bias in the default condition. This inherent color bias
is probably due to the networks’ direct access to color infor-

Results
General performance. All agent pairs learn to communicate successfully, with average validation rewards ranging
from 0.921 to 0.968, with chance being 0.333.

Figure 2: Pairwise class similarities of the penultimate CNN
layer for default, color, size, and shape conditions.

Effect of perceptual biases on language grounding. We
begin by analyzing the effect of perceptual biases on emergent language when both agents have the same bias. We use
the feature-wise effectiveness score to measure how much information the messages contain about specific features. The
results for each type of bias and each feature are shown in Figure 3 (A). The five blocks on the x-axis show the perceptual
bias conditions while the three colors encode the three features color, size and shape. In the default condition (left) the
messages are strongly grounded in color features. This can
be attributed to the inherent color bias of the default CNN.
Each agent pair with color, size, and shape bias (central three
blocks), grounds its messages to a large extent in the feature
towards which it is biased. If similarities for all three features
are amplified (right), the messages contain a relatively high
amount of information about each feature.

mation via the RGB channel input (Hill, Clark, Hermann, &
Blunsom, 2020). In conclusion, per default object representations extracted from CNNs are biased towards color information, but relational label smoothing can shift this bias to (even
multiple) other features.
Table 1: Feature-wise perceptual biases, B( f ), in the penultimate fully connected CNN layer for each condition.

B(color)
B(size)
B(shape)

default
0.234
0.023
0.004

color
0.507
-0.024
-0.024

size
-0.020
0.424
-0.021

shape
-0.015
-0.016
0.371

all
0.081
0.056
0.074

The influence of differences in perception on
emergent language
We now look at the influence of different perceptual biases
on the emergent language, focusing on two different aspects.
First, we test whether perceptual biases influence what the
agents preferably talk about, i.e. what features they ground
their messages in. Second, we examine whether amplifying
similarities across all class-defining features (all condition)
improves the training process or the emergent language.

Methods
For all CNNs (default, color, shape, size, all) we train a
sender-receiver pair where both agents use the same network
as vision module, and thus have the same bias. In addition,
to evaluate the impact of sender versus receiver bias we run
additional experiments combining a default sender with each
type of receiver, and combining a default receiver with each
type of sender. We report mean and standard deviation across
ten runs for each agent combination.
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Figure 3: Feature-wise effectiveness for different pairings of
senders and receivers: (A) biased sender and biased receiver,
(B) biased sender and default receiver, (C) default sender and
biased receiver. Perceptual biases are given on the x-axis,
features ( f ) for calculating the effectiveness scores are color
coded. We report means and standard deviations across ten
runs.

Influence of sender versus receiver bias. Feature-wise effectiveness scores for varying sender bias in combination
with a default receiver are shown in Figure 3 (B), and for
varying receiver bias in combination with a default sender in

Figure 3 (C). The results for default from part (A) are repeated as reference. Comparing part (B) to part (A) of the
figure, and singling out the effects of color, shape and size
biases, biasing only the sender has similar effects as biasing both agents. For each of these biases the language is
grounded largely in the corresponding feature. Still, the color
bias of the default receiver leads to an increase in color effectiveness for the size and shape conditions. Comparing (C)
to (B), also a receiver bias is carried over into the emergent
language, even though its influence is weaker, which can be
seen from the dominating color bias of the default sender.
Looking at the all condition, an interesting pattern emerges.
If both agents have an all CNN as in (A), the message information is more evenly distributed across all features than in
the default condition. However, if either of the agents uses a
default CNN, as in (B) or (C), this effect is reversed and the
messages are mostly grounded in color, which is likely because the ‘flexible’ all agent adapts to the inherent color bias
of the default agent. In sum, perceptual biases of both sender
and receiver are reflected in the emergent language, but due
to the asymmetry of communication the sender bias is more
influential. Also, agents that rely strongly on all conceptually
relevant object dimensions for perceptual categorization can
flexibly adapt their language to suit communication partners
with more narrow perceptual discrimination abilities.
Language improvement. We are interested in whether
sharpening the agents’ perception with respect to classdefining object features improves language learning or language properties. Table 2 compares a pair of all agents, having such enhanced perception, to a pair of default agents. Statistical significance in a two-tailed t-test with α = 0.01 is indicated by an asterisk. In the upper half of the table the training
process is evaluated. While all agents do not learn significantly faster than default agents, they do achieve significantly
higher training and validation rewards.
In the lower half of the table the emergent languages are
compared. Differences in zero-shot generalization are not
significant. Generalization ability is largely driven by the
size of the input space (Chaabouni, Kharitonov, Bouchacourt,
Dupoux, & Baroni, 2020), and enforcing conceptually relevant similarities does not seem to yield an additional advantage. There is also no difference in residual entropy,
and overall there is only little compositional structure in the
languages. This is maybe not surprising given that even
symbolic input—with fully structured object similarities—
increases compositionality in comparison to pixel input but
does not yield high absolute values (Lazaridou et al., 2018).
However, looking at the average effectiveness score across all
features, all agents communicate more conceptually relevant
information than default agents. Together with the featurewise effectiveness scores above, it seems that enforcing conceptually relevant similarity structures helps the agents overcome categorization biases, such that they can better communicate all relevant features instead of forming semantic
categories based on individual features. Similarly, the RSA
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values show that given the right perceptual similarity structures, sender and receiver space each stay closer to the input
space. While the RSA score between sender and receiver is
typically high if communication works, RSA scores with respect to the input space indicate how much the emergent language captures conceptual rather than low-level input properties (Bouchacourt & Baroni, 2018). The higher values for
all show that perceiving conceptual differences more clearly
increases their use for linguistic reference.
Table 2: Evaluation of training process (top) and emergent
language (bottom) for a sender-receiver pair with default vision modules, and one with all vision modules. Acquisition
speed is given by the number of epochs until training reward
r ≥ θ is reached. Displayed are mean and standard deviation
across ten runs, with better values highlighted. ∗ indicates
statistical significance in a two-tailed t-test with α = 0.01.

train reward
validation reward
speed θ = 0.87
θ = 0.90
θ = 0.93

zero-shot reward
RE
E(O f , M)
RSA sender-input
receiver-input
sender-receiver

default
0.956 ± 0.006
0.959 ± 0.006
2.9 ± 1.1
5.0 ± 2.8
13.9 ± 9.5
0.887 ± 0.026
0.773 ± 0.023
0.674 ± 0.028
0.289 ± 0.034
0.378 ± 0.021
0.561 ± 0.057

all
± 0.006
0.968∗ ± 0.006
2.1 ± 0.3
2.8 ± 0.7
8.5 ± 10.4
0.860 ± 0.06
0.752 ± 0.028
0.736∗ ± 0.037
0.359∗ ± 0.055
0.509∗ ± 0.023
0.546 ± 0.070
0.968∗

Discussion
Deep multi-agent language emergence simulations have become popular over the last years as a means to study language
emergence in artificial agents themselves but also to draw inferences about the formation of natural language properties.
Our experiments show that in a typical language emergence
setup, agents’ perceptual biases shape their linguistic biases.
Importantly, such perceptual biases arise in default architectures and training conditions. For example, the organization
of pixel inputs into dedicated color channels makes color information more easily accessible than other object information, and thereby induces a color bias. Given that this is just
one of many ways in which neural networks process visual input differently from humans, future research should take into
account the effects of such differences.
Besides, we investigate whether enforcing the ‘right’ similarity relations in the CNN representations improves emergent communication. Indeed, agents that perceive objects as
similar along category-defining features achieve higher performance in the communication game and can more flexibly
adapt to different communication partners than agents with a
default CNN. In addition, the emergent language suffers less

from semantic categorization biases and better captures all
conceptually relevant features.
The simple task structure with few distractors allows the
agents to resort to local strategies, which we exploit to identify linguistic biases. The simple data set, where object features vary along specific dimensions, allows us to quantify
these biases in a precise way. In future work, it is important
to extend our findings to more complex setups, working with
natural images, and more demanding communication games.
In particular, the effect of enforcing contextually relevant features, should be reassessed for tasks that more strongly pressure the agents to develop optimal communication strategies,
e.g. by increasing the number of distractors. Aside from that,
we would like to extend our setup to study the reverse effect
of how language can influence perception, and test whether
the task-based formation of semantic categories can alleviate
perceptual biases and improve visual processing.
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Abstract
Humans are highly efficient learners, with the ability to grasp
the meaning of a new concept from just a few examples. Unlike popular computer vision systems, humans can flexibly
leverage the compositional structure of the visual world, understanding new concepts as combinations of existing concepts.
In the current paper, we study how people learn different types
of visual compositions, using abstract visual forms with rich
relational structure. We find that people can make meaningful
compositional generalizations from just a few examples in a
variety of scenarios, and we develop a Bayesian program induction model that provides a close fit to the behavioral data.
Unlike past work examining special cases of compositionality,
our work shows how a single computational approach can account for many distinct types of compositional generalization.
Keywords: concept learning; Bayesian inference; few-shot
learning; visual learning; compositionality
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Introduction
Humans have a remarkable capacity to learn new concepts
from limited data. Early in development, children can make
meaningful generalizations from just one or few positive examples of a new word (Smith et al., 2002; F. Xu & Tenenbaum, 2007), an ability known as few-shot learning. Critical to few-shot learning is compositional generalization, the
reuse and manipulation of preexisting knowledge of parts and
relations to understand novel combinations (e.g., Biederman,
1987). For example, people who are familiar with coffee
maker, toaster oven and griddle can effortlessly grasp the
concept of breakfast machine upon seeing it for the first time
(Fig. 1A).1 On the other hand, computer vision models, while
highly successful in many applications, are far more limited
in their abilities to form compositional generalizations (Lake
et al., 2017). For instance, a pre-trained ResNet-50 (He et
al., 2016) classifies the new concept in Fig. 1A as a “waffle
iron,” whereas a strong image captioning system (K. Xu et
al., 2015) describes it as “a close up of a toaster oven with
some muffins in it.”
There are qualitatively different types of composition
present in real-world visual concepts, posing a challenging
learning problem that demands manipulating parts and relations at various levels of abstraction (see examples in Fig.
1B). A concept like bicycle stipulates a fixed configuration of
parts and relations (e.g. bikes have handlebars, a seat, and two
wheels in a consistent configuration), whereas a concept like
vehicle allows category members to have freer combinations
of parts and relations (varying numbers of wheels, motors,
etc. are acceptable). A concept like sun shield requires selectivity of object orientation, in order to fulfill a given conceptual constraint. Finally, a concept like clothing that comes in
1 Example

from Vicarious Research Blog.
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Figure 1: Visual concept learning requires flexible notions of compositional structure. (A) Humans can learn the concept of breakfast
machine with a single example by recognizing familiar components
and reasoning about their relations. Leading computer vision models
tend to struggle with this concept. (B) Real-world visual concepts
are defined by different types of compositions: 1. A bicycle is a welldefined collection of parts in a consistent configuration; 2. vehicles
allow a set of stereotyped parts to be combined more freely; 3. To be
a sun shield, an upright orientation is required; 4. Wearable objects
that come in pairs stipulate a repetition of wearable elements. The
rightmost column contains examples of experimental stimuli that are
analogous to these concepts.

pairs requires an additional degree of compositional abstraction, allowing a variety of parts to fill a role as long as they
are duplicated.
Although previous work on few-shot learning has examined special cases of compositionality, we are still far from
understanding the full variety of compositions present in realworld visual concepts (Fig. 1B). In a seminal study, F. Xu and
Tenenbaum (2007) examined word learning as Bayesian inference over tree-structured hypothesis spaces. Their model
explains how children can make meaningful inferences from
just a few examples, but compositional concepts were not
considered. Lake, Salakhutdinov, and Tenenbaum (2015) developed compositional models of learning handwritten characters, although individual characters are highly constrained
in how their parts and configuration are allowed to vary
(as in the 1st row of Fig. 1B). Other studies have considered sequential patterns (Overlan, Jacobs, & Piantadosi,
2017; Lake, Linzen, & Baroni, 2019) and recursive structures (Stuhlmuller, Tenenbaum, & Goodman, 2010; Lake &
Piantadosi, 2020) more akin to the 4th row of Fig. 1B, or
free combinations of parts akin to the 2nd row of Fig. 1B ar-
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{
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}

{
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Figure 2: Examples of trial types tested in the experiments. Top: example alien figures given to participants to study on a given trial. Bottom:
simplified parse tree of the most likely concept inferred by the Bayesian program induction model for each trial. The grammar over programs
specifies primitive shapes and operations including the attach function, which returns the set of all possible configurations of two parts,
and the attach* function which returns a set containing the single specified configuration. We can see that the spatial arrangement among
components cannot be described with simple relations such as left, right, above or under.

ranged in grid-like scenes (Orbán, Fiser, Aslin, & Lengyel,
2008), although each of these concept types considered relatively simplistic spatial relations.
Our goal here is to study these various types of visual composition in a single experimental paradigm, and evaluate the
success of Bayesian program induction in accounting for the
inferences people make. To do so, we consider a domain of
visual concepts that is richly hierarchical, compositional, and
relational. Using “alien figures” as our stimuli, we conducted
two experiments on few-shot concept learning, asking participants to make generalization judgements on test items after
observing only a small number of positive examples. Following previous modeling work on Bayesian program induction in the visual domains (Stuhlmuller et al., 2010; Lake et
al., 2015; Overlan et al., 2017; Lake & Piantadosi, 2020),
we formalize learning in the alien categorization game as
a search for the best programs for explaining the examples
under a Bayesian score. The space of possible programs is
constructed using a probabilistic language of thought (PLoT)
(Goodman, Tenenbaum, Feldman, & Griffiths, 2008; Piantadosi, 2011; Piantadosi & Jacobs, 2016), allowing for a wide
range of compositions and abstractions. We found that our
Bayesian program induction model provides an excellent account of experimental data, outperforming alternative models
that lack key capacities to represent relations and compositionality. In addition, the fitted model parameters are psychologically meaningful, providing insight into people’s inductive biases for these few-shot learning tasks.

adapted the few-shot learning paradigm of F. Xu and Tenenbaum (2007) for our purposes, as described below.
Stimuli. The stimuli were described to participants as
“alien figures,” which were programmatically generated by
composing one to three shape primitives (see examples in Fig
2). A composition of two parts is considered valid when they
are non-overlapping and connected via two sides of identical length. Participants saw black-and-white outlines of each
primitive2 . We left these primitives uncolored to motivate
closer observations of stimulus shapes. As a visual aid in the
experiment, rolling one’s mouse over a primitive led all identical primitives in the display to become highlighted. The
primitives were constructed through an additional level of
compositionality, as they were composed of four isosceles
right triangles. To form each set of training examples, we
varied (1) which primitives can appear, (2) how many primitives appear in each exemplar (3) how the parts are composed
and (4) if the configuration has a fixed orientation.
Task. Participants took part in an “alien figure categorization game” in which they are the assistant to a professor
who collected samples of alien figures on a newly discovered
planet. Their job in the game is to help the professor categorize a series of unnamed alien figures based on a small set of
named examples.
During each trial, participants were first familiarized with
four different shape primitives. They were also informed that
all relevant figures within the trial were built from these four
primitives and no other primitives were possible. Next, par-

Behavioral Experiments
Our experiments aimed to evaluate the flexibility of human
compositional learning across a range of concept types. We
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2 In this paper, all alien figures are shown with color-coded shape
primitives for clarity.

ticipants were given a small set of example figures that shared
a common name (see Fig. 4 for example trials). To minimize
the effect of memory demands on learning, a display of the
examples and primitives remained on screen throughout the
trial. After an untimed observation period, participants entered a test stage in which they categorized a series of 9-13
unnamed alien figures. Specifically, participants chose ‘yes’
or ‘no’ for each test image to indicate whether it belongs to
the same named category as the example images. We constructed each test set to cover a wide range of both possible
and impossible extensions of potential concepts.
We conducted two separate experiments with identical task
procedures. The two experiments differed only in terms of
the training and test sets in each trial. In Experiment 1, for
every participant we tested 11 trials with each trial containing one to three training examples, followed by judgments on
the test examples. Experiment 2 consisted of 10 trials and
considered concept types that were more complex compared
to those used in Experiment 1. We also used Experiment 2
to evaluate out-of-sample model predictions, since all model
parameters were fit on the basis of Experiment 1. To study
the effect of the exemplar set size on learning, participants in
Experiment 2 were randomly separated into two conditions,
based on whether they saw three or six exemplars of each
concept. Trial orders were randomized for each participant;
the set of allowable primitives were also randomized per participant per trial.
Participants. We used Amazon Mechanical Turk to recruit
participants for both online experiments. Forty participants
took part in Experiment 1, and 30 for each condition of Experiment 2. Responses from participants that failed one or
more attention checks during either task were excluded. In
the end, generalization judgements from 32, 25 and 20 participants were used in our reported analyses of Experiment 1,
the 3-example condition of Experiment 2, and the 6-example
condition of Experiment 2, respectively. All participants finished the task within an hour and were paid $5.00 at the completion of the experiment.

Computational models
We explored several types of computational models, with
the aim of characterizing human generalizations in computational terms.

Bayesian program induction
To provide a unifying computational account of the wide
range of generalization behavior elicited by various composition types, we developed a Bayesian program induction
model that considers explicit, structural hypotheses as explanations for novel visual concepts. The model updates its
beliefs over these hypotheses using a Bayesian framework
(Goodman et al., 2008; Piantadosi & Jacobs, 2016) which
generates human-like graded predictions with very limited
data. In particular, the alien concepts were represented as
probabilistic programs, which are structured generative mod-
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Figure 3: Core grammatical rules used to generate concept programs. The hypothesis space used in the study consisted of valid
compositions of these primitives. Full grammar and code will be
available online: https://github.com/yanlizhou/AlienFigures.

els that produce distributions of examples. The goal of the
learner is to infer programs consistent with the observed examples and the prior beliefs over programs. Inspired by
Piantadosi (2011) and Piantadosi, Tenenbaum, and Goodman
(2016), we formed a compositional hypothesis space using
a probabilistic grammar based on λ-calculus. The grammar
defines a set of primitive parts and operations which can be
combined to build up programs of various levels of complexity (see Fig. 2 for examples of programs and output). Each
sample from the grammar corresponds to a visual concept,
and the production rules of the grammar specify the infinite
space of possible concepts.
Prior over programs. To generate a concept, our grammar
begins with expanding the START symbol into downstream
nodes according to applicable rewrite rules. These nodes are
subsequently rewritten until no further expansions are possible. Fig 3 shows the core set of rules used to generate the programs (concepts) considered in our study. The output of each
program is the set of all possible alien figures under such concept. In the example (rotate (attach1 p1 p2 ), 180),
the inner most expression is first evaluated and returns the 1st
allowable configuration of primitives p1 and p2 , which gets
passed on to the outside expression that generates a rotated
copy at 180◦ . This program has only a single element in its
output set, as it corresponds to a generative process that fully
specifies the types of parts, their configuration, and overall
rotation. Figure orientation is based on four discrete possibilities, and two identical configurations at different rotations
are considered distinct alien figures.
The grammar also supports λ-expressions; together with
mapping and set operations, the grammar can produce abstract concepts like (map (lambda x (attach x x)) S)

which outputs the set of all possible configurations of two
identical components sampled from the set S. Other function primitives in the grammar support hypotheses that do not
fully specify a composition process. For example, (has p)
returns the set of all possible alien figures with p as a part.
Likelihood and inference. In Bayesian concept learning,
the learner aims to compute the probability of a hypothesis h given a set of examples X = {x1 , . . . , xk }, or the posterior probability P(h|X), which can be calculated by applying
Bayes’ rule: P(h|X) ∝ P(X|h)P(h). The first component, the
likelihood of X assuming hypothesis h is true is defined as
k

P(X|h) = ∏ P(xi |h) =
i

that are psychologically meaningful, and we fixed the rest of
expansions to have uniform probabilities. These two grammar parameters encode participants’ preferences for orientation invariance and configuration invariance, respectively.
We discuss the implications of the fitted values of these parameters in the Results section. The model-fitting procedure
closely followed the one implemented by Piantadosi et al.
(2016), in which we performed stochastic search for the best
fitting parameters via MCMC. The prior over the parameters
used beta distributions with uninformative, uniform priors for
~θ, α and β.

Alternative models

1
,
|h|k

where |h| is the size of the concept. A likelihood function that
is inversely proportional to the concept size, in our case the
number of all unique outputs of a program, reflects the size
principle which assigns more weight to smaller hypotheses
(Tenenbaum, 1999). The second component P(h), the prior
probability of a concept, can be naturally derived from the
grammar (Goodman et al., 2008). Since each production of
the grammar is a sequence of expansions of non-terminals,
the probability of the production is the product of the probabilities associated with each expansion. This formulation operationalizes an important psychological preference for simplicity (Chater & Vitányi, 2003) as shorter programs require
fewer multiplications of expansion probabilities. To generate a model prediction for each test item y after making a
set of observations, we calculate the probability that the label
ly ∈ {0, 1} of y is consistent with the set of observed examples
X as
P(ly = 1|X) = ∑ P(ly = 1|h)P(h|X)
h∈H

where H is the hypothesis space considered in our study.
Approximate posterior inference was implemented in the
LOTlib3 software package (Piantadosi, 2014). For each trial,
we ran three Monte Carlo chains for 100,000 steps of a treeregeneration Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) procedure
(Goodman et al., 2008).
Parameter fitting. Given behavioral data collected in our
experiments, we are interested in finding the set of grammar
parameters that most likely generated people’s generalization
patterns. Formally, we would like to infer the probability of
the set of parameters of interest, given human response data:
arg max~θ,α,β P(~θ, α, β|R,Y ), where ~θ, α and β are parameters
of the learning model and R is the set of human responses to
the set of test items Y . To account for possible response noise
in our collected generalization judgements, we fit a lapse rate
α, which determines the probability that a response was made
at random. In the case of a lapse trial, we also represented a
baseline preference for answering Yes with parameter β. ~θ
is the set of grammar parameters, which are the probabilities associated with the distribution of expansions for each
non-terminal. We only considered two grammar parameters
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We compare the Bayesian program induction model with two
versions of an exemplar model known as the Generalized
Context Model (GCM) (Nosofsky, 1986). In a GCM, the
probability of extending a category label ly to a new stimulus y is based on its similarity to the training examples X:
P(ly = 1|X) ∝

1 k
exp(−w · d(y, xi ))
k∑
i

where d is a distance function and w a scaling parameter. We
evaluated two variants of the GCM with different distance
measures.
Pixel-GCM. We used a deep convolutional neural net
(CNN) to extract features of our visual stimuli from raw pixel
data. A pre-trained 50-layer ResNet (He et al., 2015) was
used to encode all images into vectorized representations.
Cosine distance between two feature vectors was calculated
as a measure of their similarity.
String-GCM. We also used a weighted Levenshtein distance to measure the distance between the string representations of two alien figures. For every image, its string format is
a concatenation of 3 substrings that separately encode shape
primitive types, primitive configurations and orientation. For
example, an alien figure consisted of two primitives p1 and
p2 connected according to their 1st allowable configuration
and rotated to 180◦ can represented in the string format as
“(p1 p2 ) + 1 + 180”. We fit a weight parameter for each type
of substring and the overall distance is a weighted average of
the distances between each pair of corresponding substrings.

Results
The scatter plots in Fig. 5 summarize the correlations between human responses and model predictions for every trial
type and model. Fig. 4 shows examples of model predictions
alongside human data. Overall, we found that the Bayesian
model provides an excellent account of human behavior with
an average correlation of r = 0.955 across all trial types studied in both experiments. We observe that the Bayesian model
consistently assigns high probabilities to the test item that
human participants found most likely, and produced graded
predictions that tracked people’s willingness to extend the

A

C

B

Here are 3
examples of
a “dax”:

D

Here are 3
examples of
a “blicket”:

Here are 3
examples of
a “lug”:

Here are 3
examples of
a “wif”:

Figure 4: Model predictions on four of the trial types used in Experiment 2. The set of training examples is shown on the top of each panel;
examples of test items were shown at the bottom. Identity test items are identical to one of the examples; Part test items are parts that
appeared in one of examples; Novel configurations items were new configurations of parts in examples; Novel part items were conceptually
consistent with examples but contained unseen parts; Higher-level items were configurations with one of examples as subpart; No repetition,
No common and Other items in B,C and D were conceptually inconsistent with examples; Wider items in D are samples from a wider concept
for which the set of possible extensions is a superset of the concept of interest.
Table 1: Fitted parameters values.

Type
Orientation invariance
Configuration invariance
α (1-lapse rate)
β (base rate for responding ‘yes’)

Probability
0.999
0.725
0.839
0.714

concept. Importantly, the Bayesian model makes robust outof-sample predictions. Using maximum-a-posteriori (MAP)
parameters fit based on Experiment 1, the model was able
to make good predictions for the more complex concepts in
Experiment 2 (r = 0.952 for Experiment 1, r = 0.948 for
3-exemplar condition of Experiment 2 and r = 0.947 for 6exemplar condition of Experiment 2). All Bayesian model
predictions regarding Experiment 2 trials reported were generated in this manner.
On the other hand, the two GCM variants fit the human
data less closely, with average correlations of r = 0.604 for
the pixel-GCM and r = 0.874 for the string-GCM. In the case
of the pixel-GCM, the model responds strongly to the identity match, but unlike people, it does not clearly distinguish
between the other types of generalization (Fig. 4). The pretrained CNN seemingly fails to perceive the stimuli in terms
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of their underlying parts and relations, at least without further
fine-tuning. The string-GCM is a reasonably good account of
the trial types with example figures sharing common parts,
with no additional configuration constraints (e.g Fig. 4A).
This is unsurprising since the string format precisely encodes
which shape primitives are present in each alien figure. The
string-GCM struggles with more abstract rules that extends
to unseen primitives (e.g. Fig. 4B) or contain configurations
of primitives not previously observed (e.g. Fig. 4C). It also
has a hard time grasping partial configuration constraints in a
concept (e.g. Fig. 4D).
The MAP values of fitted free parameters are reported in
Table 1. Values of the two grammar parameters reveal two
inductive biases people brought to bear when performing this
visual concept learning task. The first parameter is the probability that a given concept contains images of the same configuration at different orientations. This probability is found
to be very high, suggesting that our participants had a strong
preference for orientation invariance when judging unnamed
alien figures. People may have been influenced by their experience with named objects in the real world, which are usually
orientation invariant. People were also biased towards concepts that do not require fixed configurations of parts. This is
exemplified by their willingness to generalize to novel configurations, even when all examples shared the same configu-

Figure 5: Comparison between human responses and model predictions for each trial type of Experiment 1 (top row), 3-exemplar condition
of Experiment 2 (middle row), and 6-exemplar condition of Experiment 2 (bottom row). Each dot in a scatter plot indicates the probability
of responding ‘Yes’ for each test item. The color of dots corresponds to the model type: blue for the Bayesian model, yellow for pixel-GCM
and purple for string-GCM. Human-model correlations are also shown for each trial.

ration.

Discussion
We carried out an investigation of human few-shot visual concept learning, with an emphasis on concepts that compose
primitives together in different ways. We studied “alien figures” that are richly structured, defined in terms of visual
shapes connected in different systems of relations and at various levels of abstraction. Extending previous work on fewshot learning, we provided new empirical results on a set of
concepts that better reflect the variety of ways parts combine
in real wold visual concepts.
Our Bayesian program induction model provided predictions that closely matched human generalization patterns. Although the model is formulated exclusively to describe the
class of alien figures, the model is flexible enough to be further extended by incorporating more or different primitives,
or by adding grammatical rules to represent other types of visual concepts. Alternatively, we can formulate a set of different grammars and perform model comparison to distinguish
between different language of thought theories within our existing framework.
Importantly, our paradigm is readily applicable to other
learning approaches such as neural network (NN) models.
The probabilistic grammar used in our studies can be used
to sample many more concepts, as is needed for training NN
models capable of few-shot learning through meta-learning
(Vinyals et al., 2016). By training NN models on this distribution of concepts, we can examine their ability to make
compositional generalizations. We can also further refine NN
models by fine-tuning them on a subset of the behavioral data,
with the aim of better capturing more complex types of inductive bias. Direct comparisons between human and model behavior may further inform how to build machines with more
compositional forms of learning (Lake et al., 2019), and help
identify potential ingredients that can endow NN models with
more human-like capabilities.
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In addition, various architectures and algorithms have been
developed for problems such as Raven’s Progressive Matrices
(Zhang et al., 2019) and Bongard problems (Nie et al., 2020).
In these datasets, simple visual forms are used to compose
problems that test for compositional and relational reasoning
abilities. Our task is related in some ways, but with a greater
focus on understanding a variety of different types of composition. It’s not obvious that models developed for these other
domains will generalize to our tasks, but it’s an important path
for future work to consider.
Using our framework, we also plan to compare humans and
computational models on generative tasks. Our Bayesian program induction model can generate new examples; however,
generative tasks can provide a particularly direct window into
human inductive biases, and it’s likely that some modification
will be needed to bring the prior closer to human expectations. We hope that generative tasks, building on the findings
presented here, will further inform efforts to develop models
of flexible, human-like compositional learning.
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Abstract
Understanding a sequence of images as a visual narrative is
challenging because it requires not only the understanding
of what is shown at a particular moment but also what has
changed, been omitted or is out of frame. The human cognitive system makes inferences about the state of the world
based on transitions between sequential frames. In this paper, we present a principled analysis of the stylistic differences
between two dominant styles of multi-modal narratives, western comics and manga. These two styles differ in terms of
screening, ballooning, layout, language, and reading order. We
first provide a systematic account of these differences based
on an annotated dataset consisting of both comics and manga.
We then annotate these datasets with a new feature set and
evaluate the contributions of these features through development of a computational model of multi-modal comprehension. The model evaluation is presented through the cloze test
that measures the accuracy of the model in predicting unseen
next frames given the prior frames in a sequence. Our results
provide initial benchmarks and insight into the fundamental
challenges that the multi-modal narrative understanding task
presents for computational models both for language and vision.
Keywords: visual narrative understanding; Japanese manga;
comprehension;

Introduction

Figure 1: The layout of western comics is mainly on a
grid layout and is consistent across the entire story. Manga
has more variety of panel arrangements across pages even
within the same story.(Examples from #446 13, #446 17 in
COMICS, AosugiruHaru ©Woquda in Manga109)
Using a sequence of images to narrate ideas has a longstanding history in human expression. They occur in different
forms which range from ancient cave paintings to modernday comic books (McCloud, 1993). While a sequence of images generally serves as a visual mode of communicating a
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narrative, each culture has its own language that is used in
interpretation of the story content. Currently, western comics
and Japanese manga are among the more popular sequential
visual narratives. They share some common characteristics
such as the combination of images and texts, the balance between explicit information and omissions, the exaggerated
expressions of emotions and effects, and so on. On the other
hand, they also have a number of differences in art style, composition, symbol usages, language etc.
Through the recognition of the content of images, understanding the links between changes, and figuring out causal
relations inside comic/manga panels, humans develop a mental model of the story told by the images through the comprehension process. A number of theories have been proposed
in cognitive science and media studies ranging from perceptually motivated to higher level discourse understanding motivated. The perceptually motivated ones, such as the Scene
Perception and Event Cognition Theory(SPECT), focus on
frame-level attentional features such as movement of eyegaze to identify the salient focal points of the frame (Loschky
et al., 2020). On the other hand, Parallel Interfacing Narrative
Semantics(PINS) focuses on overlaying a cognitive model of
an event structure in the reader’s mind for story understanding
at the semantic level (Cohn, 2019). There is a gap between
these models that misses the interpretation that happens in a
reader’s mind due to the changes in frame-level features between consecutive framesFor the understanding of a sequence
of images, McCloud provides a discussion of several features
of comics from a design perspective (McCloud, 1993). One
is the process of a reader in drawing inferences about story
content from the transitions between panels. McCloud presented a categorization of the types of transitions according
to the type of inferences that are made about content that is
not explicitly included in the given frames.
Although both western comics and Japanese manga are
composed of a sequence of panels, they differ in other aspects of the visual syntax. While western comics often tend
to be read from left to right and top to bottom, the reading order of manga is top to bottom and right to left, as illustrated in
Figure 1. Comics generally have rectangular frames overlaid
on a grid. Japanese manga usually have more complex layout compositions in terms of shape and placement of frames.
Western comics tend to use more color to present the content,
Japanese manga tends to represent the content in grayscale

with a strong contrast between light and shading for emphasis. Furthermore, the use of speech bubble shapes and way
text is embedded in them also varies between styles. These
are important aspects to consider in the design of computational models for visual narrative comprehension.
The project described in this paper contributes the design and implementation of a multiple-LSTM based computational model that models the reading comprehension process of multi-modal narratives on two culturally different
styles of comics. We contribute an openly available annotated dataset of Manga books to augment previously released
western comics dataset. We show initial results on the visual narrative comprehension tasks through a set of multimodal cloze tests on text-only, image-only, and combined
tasks. These results provide an insight into the complexity of
comprehension in two culturally different multi-modal narrative media and the ability of computational models to provide
a simulation environment for the study of human multi-modal
cognition.

Manga dataset
Comics are an art form that tells their stories in sequences
of panels or single frames that can contain both images and
text. In Japan, a specialized term manga is defined to be the
comics or graphic novels that originating from that country
and is used to refer to both static sequences and to moving
animations. Outside Japan, typically, the word is used to refer
to art style that is from the static comics originally published
in Japan.
Data Source and format: There are several existing
western comic datasets such as the COMIC (Iyyer et al.,
2017) dataset. Manga109 is a dataset of manga that is composed of 109 volumes drawn by professional artists in Japan.
This data set has been compiled by Matsui et. al. (Aizawa
et al., 2020) . The purpose of this dataset is to serve as a
resource for academic research on this art form. The annotations in this dataset include information about the positions
and an index of characters, faces, bodies, frames, and so on.
It also includes transcriptions of text included in scene description and speech bubbles within each frame.
The annotations that we have described thus far take into
account intra-panel elements, i.e. the relationship between
the presentation and composition of elements such as characters, text bubbles, objects, etc. within a frame. A key aspect
of narrative comprehension is the inference that takes place
in moving between static panels, the spaces between panels
that are often referred to as gutters. In the model presented
here we incorporate both intra- and a new set of inter- panel
transitions.

Annotations
To interpret visual narrative content from a cognitively
grounded perspective(Cohn, 2019; Loschky et al., 2020), we
augment the MANGA109 dataset with three types of annotations. The first type of annotation incorporates information about page layouts. The second type of annotation
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Figure 2: Tree representation of the page layout from subdivisions
on a comic page (#1994 19 in COMICS dataset) generated by the
reading order algorithm. The top and left borders of panels are used
as a reference for the structure annotations.

is the translated text. The third type of annotation is the
transitions between panels, also grounded in the theory of
comics(McCloud, 1993; Iyyer et al., 2017).
Layout and reading order annotations: The layout of
the page influences the reading order of panels on a page.
Western comics are generally laid out on a grid where the
panels are read left to right and top to bottom (as shown in
Figure 2), the subdivisions of the page as rectangles make it
easier to determine reading order of panels. Manga, on the
other hand, generally has more variety in shapes and placement of panels(see Figure 3). In order to capture the differences in reading order, we employ a tree representation
of subdivision of the page to annotate individual panels and
their relative positions based on reading order (Tanaka et al.,
2007). The algorithm for determining reading order annotations is described below and illustrated in Figures 2 and 3.

Figure 3: Tree representation of the layout from subdivisions on
a manga page generated by the reading order algorithm. The top
and right borders of panels are used as a reference for the structure
annotations.

In Figures 2 and 3, the circled numbers denote panel number based on reading order of the panel on the page. The table
beside the image in the figures shows the subdivision structure that is used to label the panel. The left side of the image
denotes the horizontal row cut, so they are marked with R and
the top borders of panels are the anchors of vertical column
numbers marked with C. Determination of reading order happens by first moving along the left border with annotation of
a row cut whenever a horizontal panel edge is encountered on
the edge. This is followed by movement along the top border with annotations for columns whenever a vertical panel
edge is encountered. The process then recursively continues

(a) Panels that
appear to be
arbitrarily arranged
and spaced on the
page.(AosugiruHaru
©Woquda, P49 )

(b) Page that
includes nested and
overlapping panels.(BakuretsuKungFuGirl
©Ueda, )

Figure 4: Unusual layouts of panels on manga pages

by moving the top border down to the first row edge and then
annotating further rows followed by columns along that edge.
The process terminates when all horizontal and vertical edges
have been explored. For any node where no further subdivisions are found, a panel number is added as the leaf node in
the structure. The resulting in-order traversal listing out leaf
nodes gives the reading order of the page.
Automatic annotation of layouts: Due to the inherent
complexity of parsing Manga pages, 72.5% of pages in our
dataset were accurately annotated by the algorithm. The remaining 28.5% were manually annotated. Figure 4 shows two
examples of unusual panel composition in terms of determination of reading order that present challenges in automatic
annotation.
Text annotation: The final step of processing the manga
data to directly compare with western comics is language
translation. The text content transcribed in the Manga109
dataset is in Japanese. The text analysis models we use are
trained on English so we employed the google-translate API
to pre-process textual content.

Reading Between the Panels
In order to develop an understanding of narrative that is presented as a sequence of static image and text panels, it is important to model the inferences that a reader makes in going from one panel to the next. Iyyer et. al. (Iyyer et al.,
2017) annotated the COMICS dataset with a set of inter-panel
transitions to categorize the types of transitions between panels. These 6 categories shown with visual examples from the
Manga109 dataset in Figure 5 are based on Scott McCloud’s
influential book Understanding Comics (McCloud, 1993).

Inter-panel Transitions
In the analysis of inter-panel transition, we manually annotate randomly selected 2228 pairs of consecutive panels from
manga pages. Each pair of consecutive panels is annotated for
intra-panel behavior that is the transition category that best
describes the change between them.
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Moment-to-moment, 12.6%: Moment-to-moment transition captures small changes with very little to no passage of
time in the story world between the two panels. An example
of this transition is shown in Figure 5(a).
Action-to-action, 33.2%: This transition shows a subject doing an action over a sequence of panels. In some cases, actions begin and end at different frames with a number of intermediate panels. We are only looking at pairs of panels in
our annotations so we consider this annotation whenever any
part (beginning, middle, end) of the same action is present in
both frames. An example of this transition is shown in Figure 5(b).
Subject-to-subject, 20.4%: This transition indicates change
or introduction of subjects between panels. In manga, there is
a common method that authors often use to guide the reader’s
attention, which is to change focus between a group of subjects. We also consider these changes as members of this
category even if the last focused subject may still exist in the
next panel. An example of this transition is shown in Figure 5(c).
Scene-to-scene, 10.1%: This transition transport the reader
across a significant distance of time and space between two
panels. An example of this transition is shown in Figure 5(d).
Aspects-to-aspect, 8.3%: This transition indicates a shift to
an abstract scene similar to an interlude to indicate passing
time such as a falling leaf. This is an important category for
manga as it is commonly used to slow down or emphasize
characters’ actions, their feelings, and moment of an event is
to change the view angles of the same subject. We categorize
this kind of change as aspect transitions as well. An example
of this transition is shown in Figure 5(e).
Non-sequitur, 11.6%: This transition indicates that there is
no perceivable relationship between panels.
Other, 3.5%: This category provides flexibility for annotators to indicate that there is some relationship between frames
but it either cannot be fit into one of these categories or it
could fit into multiple categories without a clear indication of
the dominant category.
Inter-rater reliability in the annotation process: We have
4 annotators who are non-expert readers of comics/manga involving in the annotation process. Selected panel pairs are
divided to include duplicate pairs across annotators. We provide a graphical interface that displays the manga pages side
by side and allow annotators to record transitions and layout
structures by clicking options. In addition to 2228 pairs of
panels in the Manga109 dataset, we also annotated 200 selected pairs from the COMICS dataset to test for agreement
between the two sets in terms of these labels. The percentage of each type of transitions are presented in the table 1.
Overall agreement among our annotators is 82%.

Layout and Text
Characterizing the complexity of page layout: As was
illustrated earlier in Figure 4, manga pages have sometimes
unusual layouts. Based on the subdivision algorithm to determine reading order we can determine the complexity of panel

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 5: Annotation of inter-panel transitions based on Understanding Comics (McCloud, 1993). (a) is from AosugiruHaru ©Woquda.
(b), (c), and (e) are from BEMADER P ©Hasegawa. (e) is from AisazuNihaIrarenai ©Yoshimasako.

Table 1: Presence of different inter-panel annotation categories in the annotated pairs from COMICS and Manga109 datasets.
Transitions

COMICS
(Iyyer’s 250)

COMICS
(New 200),1st

Moment-to-moment
Action-to-Action
Subject-to-subject
Scene-to-scene
Aspect-to-aspect
Non-sequitur
Other

0.39%
34.6%
32.7%
13.8%
–
–
17.7%

4%
25%
17%
26%
4%
14%
10%

composition in a given manga book. We do this with the following process. First, we take the standard regular grid layout of panel arrangement. This arrangement when presented
to the subdivision algorithm yields a tree structure of depth
3 with terminal nodes at level 3. We label these as average
complexity with a score of 0. If the layout of the page contains > 3 layers but can be unambiguously created then we
label it as complex with a score of 1. If the structure cannot
be represented with a unique parse tree then we give it the
complexity score of 2 and label it as a non-regular page. If
the page has a single row or column, or fewer than 3 panels
then we label it with the simple category and a score of −1.
Table 2 lists out the complexity scores calculated from some
of the manga books in the dataset.
Text density: Next we characterize the usage of text within
panels in manga. We calculate this as the proportion of the
number of textboxes on a page. We then use the idea to separate text rich manga with image heavy pages. The average
text proportion over the entire Manga109 dataset is 1.47, and
the average over COMICS is 2.63. This indicates that every
image will interact with 1.47 and 2.63 textboxes on average
to convey the story content together correspondingly. This
shows the importance of both modalities in being successful
at the overall comprehension task.
Information amount in panels: If we interpret a panel as
a unit that authors used to transfer stories, this information
amount inside a panel may decide how easy it is to be understood. The formula (1) estimates the information score
to separate between complex panels with simple ones. The
higher score implies each panel in a chosen book may possess more information. The IA indicates how much area is
covered by the image; it is the panel’s size minus the textbox
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COMICS
(New
200),2nd
4%
22%
26%
15%
12%
15%
6%

Manga109
(2228)
12.6%
33.2%
20.4%
10.1%
8.3%
11.6%
3.5%

area. The LS stands for layout score, PN denotes the average number of panels on a page, and T N presents the textbox
number inside the panel. The formula is designed by assuming that as the layout complexity may influence the difficulty
of interpreting reading orders, if more panels are on the same
page, each panel area will be shrunk, so the panel’s image
may have lower complexity. Meanwhile, the text density implies the extent to which the author conveys details through a
textbox rather than an image. The information score will be
normalized between [0, 1] when adding as features.
i score = w1 ∗ IA + w2 ∗ LS + (−1) ∗ w3 ∗ PN + w4 ∗ T N (1)

Closure Tasks and Comprehension Model
Closure is a process that involves understanding of individual
panels and making connective and often complex inferences
between consecutive panels. To characterize the differences
in the performance of the computational model developed
for COMICS on the Manga109 dataset, we employed two
cloze tasks: text cloze and visual cloze (Iyyer et al., 2017). A
model’s ability to understand narratives and characters given
a few panels of context is tested through these tasks. In the
Reading between the panels section, we observed differences
in the proportion of different types of transitions between the
two datasets.
Cloze Tasks: Here is how the two tasks are defined: Panels
pi−1 , pi−2 , . . . , pi−n are given as context to the model.
The model prediction for the content of pi in terms of the
respective aspect (text or visual) is recorded. Consistent with
the original design of Cloze tasks (Taylor, 1953), there is a
single correct option among c candidates. In the text cloze
task, the model is asked to rank the a set of candidates on

Table 2: The three examples of complexity scores of books from the manga dataset.
Manga examples

Nonregular
layout

Simple layout

Average
layout

Complex
layout

Complexity
score

AosugiruHaru (Figure 4(a))
BakuretsuKungFuGirl(Figure 4(b))
BEMADER P(Figure 5(a)(b))

0.26
0.42
0.04

0.06
0.11
0.13

0.33
0.21
0.41

0.33
0.26
0.45

0.8
1.0
0.4

their likelihood to be in a particular textbox given preceding
context panels (text and image) and the visual layout of the
current panel image with text removed. The visual cloze task
is set up in a similar way in terms of inputs but is provided
with visual panels as options for ranking.
Model Description: To conduct experiments on the analysis

Table 3: Experiment 1(b). Compare the performance of adding
different style features

Task

W/
panel
text,text,easy,M 35.4
text,text,hard,M 33.5
image,vis,easy,M 70.1
image,vis,hard,M 67.8

W/
text
32.2
37.8
70.3
64.1

W/
layout
36.6
37.2
70.1
67.6

W/
info
36.0
36.6
70.3
67.8

Experiments
ith

Figure 6: Architecture of the model. pi is the panel at index. zi is the corresponding visual image. tix is the xth textbox
on panel pi . ci is the style features. In our baseline, learned
text features combine with image features in the hierarchical LSTM to get context representation. Then the style features are added as new information of context (BEMADER P
©Hasegawa)
of how the stylistic features cause differences in the two sets
of visual narratives, we incorporate the computational model
that encodes panels with a hierarchical LSTM architecture (Hochreiter & Schmidhuber, 1997). The model is asked
to predict the next panel from candidate panels after it gets
the preceding n panels as context. The context information
from a sequence of panels includes panel features based on
annotations described earlier in the paper. It also includes
features of elements within the panel including image and
text features. The hierarchical LSTM uses a combination
of these two sets of features for learning transitions. The
hierarchical LSTM architecture is shown in Figure 6. It
collects the element-level representations within the same
panel in sequence. And then, the element representations are
combined as panel-level representations, that are then passed
into the second level as the context representation. The
model consists of intra-panel LSTM and inter-panel LSTM.
The text-only baseline has access to text within the panel.
Each xth text element of panel i, tix , is represented with a
word embedding sum which is then combined with multiple
textboxes through the intra-panel LSTM. For visual cloze,
the pretrained f c7 layer of VGG-16 is projected down to
the word embedding dimensionality with a fully connected
layer. This overall context representation is then passed into
the inter-panel LSTM.
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Our experiments have two main groups with four treatments
per group. One is the comparison between the accuracies that
the comprehension model can achieve on the text, visual, and
multi-modal cloze tasks. The other one is the comparison between subsets that vary on stylistic features. Varying encodings of features that are different across the two styles allows
us to characterize the contribution of these features on the
performance of the model.
Feature Selection: The image features we used in context representation was the pre-trained VGG-16 fc7 features
trained on ImageNet. As a next step, we compare the model
that combines different style features to choose the most influential factor in later experiments. Four style features can be
retrieved from our annotations: the average number of panels,
text density in a panel, layout complexity, and the information
score combine all the features with the weighted formula (1).
The results are in the table 3. For each task, the model is
asked to score the answer candidates given the preceding n
panels as context. From the table, we can see that the accuracy is not significantly better than chance in the text-cloze
tasks. Because the texts in the Manga109 dataset are written in Japanese, we suspect that language translation performance might be responsible for this. This would merit further
investigation to see if expert translated manga would improve
results over the baseline we present in this paper.
Manga109 comparison with style features: In the second experiment, we compare the performance between baseline context representation with the version involving style
features. The results in table 4 indicate that trained models’
accuracy is better than chance for all models. While the models on both context representation share this phenomenon,
there are also interesting differences. Using style features
performed around 10% 20% percent better than the baseline

Table 4: Experiment 2. the performance comparison between the
baseline (without style features) and adding style features

Tasks

Base
easy

Base
hard

Text-only,text
Image-text,text
Image-only,visual
Image-text,visual

42.4
42.4
51.4
47.6

51.5
45.4
47.9
44.7

W/
style
easy
36.0
34.7
70.3
60.9

W/
style
hard
36.6
37.2
67.8
55.8

Discussion

Table 5: Experiment 3. the performance comparison between sorting panels with original recorded order and with analyzed orders.
Similarly, the table show the comparison between baseline and with
style features.

Tasks

Base
random

Base ordered

Text-only, text
Image-text, text
Image-only, visual
Image-text, visual

39.6
35.9
54.6
48.8

51.5
45.4
47.9
44.7

W/
random
34.2
34.3
63.7
53.6

W/
ordered
36.6
37.2
67.8
55.8

in visual-cloze tasks, but the performance in text-cloze led to
lower accuracy. We suspect the main reason for it is the style
feature we choose to discuss.
Reading order comparison: Our third experiment belongs to the second group that is trying to compare subsets
with various stylistic features. In this experiment, we consider the reading order of panels. The comparison is done
between the model that is provided reading order features
against one that does not have this information. The results
of these experiments are presented in table 5. When solving
the text-cloze task, the reading order affects the text comprehension task. Reading order does not have a significant effect
on visual comprehension tasks.
Layout complexity: Our fourth set of experiments captures differences in model predictions due to the complexity
of panel layouts. As mentioned earlier, page layouts are more
varied in the manga, often even within the same book. We incorporate the panel complexity we defined in the earlier section here. By scoring the complexity level in table 6, we split
the whole dataset with a threshold (complexity score ≤ 0.39
– the average score of the annotated dataset).
In table 6, the style features on visual-cloze tasks aren’t as
Table 6: Experiment 3. the performance comparison between the
subsets with lower page layout complexity and with higher layout
complexity.

Model

Image-only,vis
Image-text,vis

Low
complexity
50.4
48.2

High
complexity
50.9
47.3

W/
low

W/
high

58.3
51.7

47.3
48.6

significant as other divisions. only 8% higher on accuracy for
low layout complexity set. Pages with lower layout complexity tend to have larger panels or simpler panel arrangements.
We considered these may carry more information through images than texts on the same page.
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In recent years, the preponderance of data and data-driven
models have renewed interest in complex human capabilities
like storytelling. Within Cognitive Science there has been interest in developing theoretical and computational models of
how humans perceive and make sense of narrative through
multiple modalities. Several datasets that focus on these
questions have been proposed on related narrative operations
(such as image description, summarization, etc.). Multimodal narrative comprehension is a challenging task for computational models. We have provided an in depth account
of investigation into the these challenges based on a systematically annotated dataset of two prominent styles of multimodal narratives. This method is founded in well-established
cognitive and phenomenological theories and evaluated based
on rigorous comprehension metrics. We have further presented benchmarks with a baseline computational model and
provided observations that could potentially lead to interesting advances both on the computational modeling side and on
using computational models within cognitive systems to better understand human cognitive processes for interpretation
and generation of multi-modal narratives. The dataset, the
feature set, and these benchmarks could be valuable in evaluating more sophisticated neural models as well as computational cognitive models of visual narrative comprehension.
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Abstract

does he do next? If his goal is purely for her to eat some wild
berries, then he has achieved his goal. However, to teach her
to forage robustly, he must provide her rewards to incentivize
her to leave that bush and seek new ones. How do people
teach agents using rewards and punishments, and how does
their teaching depend on their knowledge of the internal dynamics of how the learner updates their beliefs?

Successful teaching requires an assumption of how the learner
learns - how the learner uses experiences from the world to
update their internal states. We investigate what expectations
people have about a learner with a behavioral experiment: Human teachers were asked to teach a sequential decision-making
task to an artificial dog in an online manner using rewards and
punishments. The artificial dogs were implemented with either
an Action Signaling agent or a Q-learner with different discount factors. Our findings are threefold: First, we used machine teaching to prove that the optimal teaching complexity
across all the learners is the same, and thus the differences in
human performance was solely due to the discrepancy between
human teacher’s theory of mind and the actual student model.
Second, we found that Q-learners with small discount factors
were easier to teach than action signaling agents, challenging
the established conclusion from prior work. Third, we showed
that the efficiency of teaching was monotonically increasing as
the discount factors decreased, suggesting that humans’ theory
of mind bias towards myopic learners.
Keywords: theory of mind; machine teaching; reinforcement
learning

Introduction
People regularly teach other agents (e.g., children, pets, machines) in their environment using evaluative feedback (rewards and punishments). For example, Andrew is teaching
his six-year-old daughter Jane to forage for wild berries. To
do so, he first brings her to a bush with edible berries. What
1 Equal

Contribution
Author

2 Co-Senior
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Although not always presented from this perspective, foraging is an example of the exploration-exploitation problem
within reinforcement learning: How should an agent balance
exploiting rewards based on their current knowledge while
still exploring for berries? This problem has been extensively
studies across humans, animals, and idealized agents (Cohen,
McClure, & Yu, 2007; Gopnik, 2020; Reid et al., 2016;
Stephens, Brown, & Ydenberg, 2007). Many natural agents
stop exploiting rewards before the resource is exhausted so
that they can explore other states. To do so, there must be
some mechanism that provides an implicit or explicit punishment to the agent. Although many natural agents forage
efficiently in their environmental niche, the mechanisms used
to tune their behavior often are not robust to environments
outside of their niche. Although foraging itself (and learning
while foraging) has been extensively studied within reinforcement learning and other mathematical frameworks, to the best
of our knowledge, teaching others to forage is an open question. In this paper, we explore this question for teaching
agents a full policy in a task that requires the teacher to first

incentivize sub-optimal actions so that the learner learns what
they should do in states they otherwise would not encounter
(because they start close to their ultimate goal).
Teaching the correct actions to take in a domain while exploring the domain is a social task involving the interaction of the
teacher, a learner, and the environment. Researchers have examined how people teach others, formalized this process, and
created automated methods to teach. One unifying computational framework across these areas is the Bayesian pedagogy
framework, where the learner and teacher are Bayesian agents
that assume both know the teacher is providing information to
help the learner (Shafto, Goodman, & Griffiths, 2014). However, this framework is mechanism-agnostic and assumes humans are doing ideal Bayesian updates, which can be a problematic assumption. Instead, we take the perspective of machine teaching, where we examine human teaching from the
perspective of optimized teaching for a particular learning
mechanism.
In this paper, we focus on Q-learning, a family of modelfree reinforcement learning algorithms that learns the optimal
policy as the agent interacts with a Markov Decision Process
(MDP; Sutton & Barto, 2018). We designed a study where a
human teacher intervenes in the agent-MDP loop by selecting
the reward signal at each time step. They were incentivized
to teach the optimal policy as fast as possible. We tested
human performance at teaching multiple Q-learning agents
(students) with different parameters. If human teachers could
teach some agents better than others, it would provide support
that those agents’ parameters are closer to human teachers’
assumptions about how students learn.

Prior Work
From children to adults, when asked to teach, people provide different information than if they are simply asked to
convey some information to another learner. In pedagogical
situations, the MDP framework captures human performance
fairly well. For example, when asked to show how to do a
task, people will take actions that are strictly unnecessary for
completing the task but convey information to a learner. However, if they are asked to do a task, they only do the necessary
actions for completing the task (Ho, Littman, MacGlashan,
Cushman, & Austerweil, 2016).
Recent work in cognitive science and human-machine interaction has explored human teaching strategies and to what
extent they are optimal. For example, work in Bayesian
pedagogy has shown that when teaching a range of simple concepts by example, people can teach others near optimally (Shafto et al., 2014). Similar research on linguistic
pragmatics demonstrates that people’s language use reflects
an intention to be optimally informative (Grice, 1975; Goodman & Frank, 2016). Moreover, these findings on human
teaching have been shown to generalize to more complex settings, such as sequential decision making (Ho et al., 2016).
However, others have found that in more complex settings,
human teaching is misaligned with an MDP framework (Ho,
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Cushman, Littman, & Austerweil, 2019), which motivates research into learning algorithms tailored to human teaching
strategies (Knox & Stone, 2009; MacGlashan et al., 2017).
Although prior work provides a useful perspective on how
people ought to teach others who know they are being taught,
it does so for an idealized Bayesian agent assumed to be
maximizing environmentally provided rewards. Albeit a useful assumption for examining human teaching, people do not
teach or learn as an idealized Bayesian agent. In the 1990s,
researchers learned how difficult it can be to train a reinforcement learner to complete simple tasks that contained necessary conditions that need to be completed by the learner before the last steps of their task, which are closer in the state
space to their current location (e.g., Ng, Harada, & Russell,
1999). Based on this intuition, recent work demonstrated that
people fail to teach simple model-free and model-based reinforcement learners how to get from a start state to an end
state while staying on a trail in a 3 × 3 Grid World (Ho et
al., 2019). The learners often pick up on “positive net reward
cycles”, which enable them to get an arbitrarily large reward
while not completing the task.
Computational Teaching: Since computational teaching
was first proposed by Shinohara and Miyano (1991), optimal
teaching has been studied for various learning mechanisms
and settings (for a recent review, see Zhu, Singla, Zilles, &
Rafferty, 2018). Of particular interest to us are works on
teaching online learners such as Online Gradient Descent
(OGD) (Liu et al., 2017; Lessard, Zhang, & Zhu, 2018),
active learners (Hanneke, 2007; Peltola, Çelikok, Daee, &
Kaski, 2019), and other sequential learners (Hunziker et al.,
2019; Mansouri, Chen, Vartanian, Zhu, & Singla, 2019). For
OGD, an optimal control formulation is required as the learning mechanism updates sequentially. Recent work studied
teaching of reward functions using demonstrations (i.e., Inverse Reinforcement Learning; IRL) (Tschiatschek, Ghosh,
Haug, Devidze, & Singla, 2019; Kamalaruban, Devidze,
Cevher, & Singla, 2019). Finally, computational teaching for
reinforcement learning has been studied recently (Zhang, Ma,
Singla, & Zhu, 2020; Rakhsha, Radanovic, Devidze, Zhu, &
Singla, 2020), where optimal teaching is solved for teachers
using rewards and/or state transitions. The present work instead focuses on using computational teaching theory to understand how humans teach.

Computational Analyses of Sequential Decision
Making
We study the interaction between three entities: the RL agent
(dog learner), the teacher, and the underlying environment.
In this work, we assume that the environment is a rewardless Markov Decision Process (MDP) parametrized by M =
(S , A , P, µ0 ) where S is the state space, A is the action space,
P : S × A → ∆S is the transition probability function where
∆S denotes the probability simplex over S , and µ0 ∈ ∆S is the
initial state distribution. The reward is provided instead by
the teacher.

Learners
In our human experiment, we focused on two sets of learners (jointly denoted by L ), that have been widely studied as
potential models of theory of mind for human learners: (1)
standard Q-learning and (2) Action Signaling (AS). The two
learners mainly differ in their internal knowledge representation and how they perform learning updates.
A Q-learning agent stores an estimate of the Q table, Q :
S × A → R, which approximates the future cumulative rewards that the agent can receive after performing an action
a ∈ A in a state s ∈ S (Watkins, 1989). The learning update rule is defined by two parameters: the learning rate α
and the discount factor γ. α determines how aggressive the
learner updates its current belief given the new experience,
and γ indicates how much the learner prefers future rewards
compared to immediate rewards. Given an experience for a
time step t, et = (st , at , st+1 , rt ), Q-learning updates the (st , at )
entry of its Q table as


0
Qt+1 (st , at ) = (1 − α)Qt (st , at ) + α rt + γ max Qt (st+1 , a )
a0

An Action Signaling (AS) agent stores a multinomial probability distribution over actions for each state, representing
its current belief distribution of the optimal action. We included this type of agent because the action-signaling model
was proposed to describe people’s assumptions about a learning agent when they teach the agent (Ho et al., 2019). In this
paper, we represent the multinomial distribution also with a
table, Q : S × A → R, where ∑a∈A Q(s, a) = 1. The learning
update of an AS agent is defined by a single parameter, the
learning rate κ, which serves an analogous as α in Q-learning.
Given a new piece of experience et = (st , at , st+1 , rt ), an AS
agent updates the belief distribution over the current state st .
If rt > 0, the probability w.r.t. at will increase, whereas if
rt < 0, the probability w.r.t. at will decrease. In contrast to
Q-learning, an AS agent does not make use of the next state
st+1 , and does not aim at optimizing the long term reward.
Specifically,
Qt+1 (st , a) =

Qt (st , a)e1[a=at ] κrt
1[b=at ] κrt

∑b∈A Qt (st , b)e

, ∀a ∈ A.

(1)

We further assume that all learners behave according to the
ε-greedy policy w.r.t. the current Q table, i.e.

arg maxa Qt (st , a), w.p. 1 − ε
ε
at = πt (st ) =
(2)
uniform from A,
w.p. ε.
The teacher’s goal is to drive the learner to learn a target policy π† , which specifies the action a† ∈ A the teacher wishes
the learner to take at any state s† ∈ S. This example goal
can be expressed as a target set of Q tables that satisfy
Q † := {Q : Q(s† , a† ) > Q(s† , a), ∀a 6= a† }. The teaching succeeds if the learner’s Qt falls into Q † at some time step t,
in which case the teaching process terminates. The teachers
were asked to achieve the teaching goal as quickly as possible.
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The computational difficulty of teaching all learners
in L is the same.
In this subsection, we show that all learners in L have the exact same teaching complexity, despite taking different forms
and having different parameters. To demonstrate that, let us
first show that the optimal teaching problem forms a higherlevel teaching MDP N = (Ξ, ∆, ρ, τ): (1). The teacher observes the teacher state ξt ∈ Ξ, which jointly characterizes
the environment and the learner at time t: ξt := (st , at , st0 , Qt ).;
(2). The teacher’s action space consists of all possible rewards rt ∈ ∆ := R; (3). The teacher receives a constant
cost of ρt = 1 for every time step before the teaching goal
is accomplished; (4). The teaching state transition probability is specified by τ(ξt+1 | ξt , rt ). The resultant teacher state
0 ,Q
ξt+1 = (st+1 , at+1 , st+1
t+1 ) is generated as follows: st+1 is
0
ε (s
0
copied from st in ξt ; at+1 ∼ πt+1
t+1 ); st+1 ∼ P(·|st+1 , at+1 );
Qt+1 is the learner’s updated Q table.
The optimal teaching policy is one where the teacher miniT
mizes its cumulative teaching action cost ∑t=0
ρt , s.t. QT ∈
Q . Due to the randomness of the MDP as well as the
learner’s behavior policy, this quantity is a random variable, and thus we instead minimize its expected value. Formally, the teacher seeks a time-invariant teaching
policy φ∗ :

T
∗
†
φ = arg minφ:Ξ7→∆ EN ∑t=0 ρt , .s.t QT ∈ Q . The shortest
expected time step to achieve the teaching goal is the teaching dimension, i.e.
"
#
T

T D(M, L, Q0 , π† ) = min EN
φ:Ξ7→∆

∑ ρt , s.t. QT ∈ Q †

(3)

t=0

Using this formalism, we show that all learners in L have the
same teaching dimension for any MDP environment. Specifically,
Theorem 1. For any two teaching instances defined by
(M, L, Q0 , π† ) and (M, L0 , Q00 , π† ), where L, L0 ∈ L , if Q0 and
Q00 satisfies that Q0 (s, a) ≥ Q0 (s, a0 ) if and only if Q00 (s, a) ≥
Q00 (s, a0 ) for all s ∈ S , a, a0 ∈ A , then T D(M, L, Q0 , π† ) =
T D(M, L0 , Q00 , π† ).
Theorem 1 states that an optimal teacher can teach any learner
in the family L equally fast, given that the learner starts with
the same initial policy induced by Q0 (see the Appendices for
the proof). This finding suggests that if a teacher tries teaching each kind of dog in L and practice well enough, he/she
can teach each dog with the same efficiency. Notably, the
optimal teacher does not need to know the values of the student’s internal parameters (e.g., the learning rate α, κ and the
discount factor γ) or the student’s learning formula (i.e., the
update rule) (see the next section for how the optimal teaching policy was derived).

The Comparison of the Machine Teacher to
Human Teachers
Unlike the theoretical optimal teacher described in the previous section, our human teachers do not know what learning

algorithm or parameters the students use. This allows us to
probe what people assume about students learning using evaluative feedback. We expect that when a student algorithm is
closer to the human preconception of a student, the human
teacher will be better at teaching that student.
How does human teaching compare to machine teaching in
a task where a person needs to teach a reinforcement learner
a full policy when the learner starts one action away from
its environmental goal? Figure 1 presents an idealized
exploration-exploitation scenario, where the dog’s initial state
is one tile left of its goal (the door of its home). The teaching
goal is to teach the dog to go home from every tile. Whenever the dog reaches its home, it restarts learning on the initial
state. To teach the dog to get home from every tile, the teacher
must incentivize the dog to explore, which results in the dog
moving away from its ultimate goal: It must punish moving
to the goal and/or reward going away from the goal. Once the
dog has gotten to the leftmost tile, the teacher can begin to
“undo” their prior teaching and teach the dog to go right.
Calculating the optimal teaching policy. To derive the optimal teaching policy, we used the machine teaching method
described in the Appendices. The learner starts indifferently
with Q0 (s, a) = 0 for every feasible state-action pair (s, a). As
we have shown in Theorem 1, the optimal teaching dimension is the same for all learners in L . For concreteness, we
assume that the learner is parameterized as follows: α = 0.9,
γ = 0.9, and ε = 0.1. Given this configuration, the optimal
teaching policy is precisely the one discussed above (get the
dog to move all the way left with minimal reward/punishment
and then teach it to move right at every state). The number
of steps to teach is a random variable whose outcomes depend on what actions are selected when the dog is indifferent
and when suboptimal actions are taken. Thus, we approximated the expected number of steps via Monte Carlo (simulating teaching dogs using the optimal teaching policy and
recording the number of steps it took for the full target policy to be taught). On average, the optimal teaching policy
takes 11 steps to teach the dog the full target policy, with
100% success rate. Recall that by Theorem 1, it is 11 regardless of the learner type or the value of α and γ. Changing ε
affects the optimal teaching policy and expected number of
steps quantitatively, but the optimal teaching policy follows
the same qualitative procedure as before. In light of this, we
set ε = 0.1 as a constant throughout the study.
Although our machine teaching results suggest all learners
in L should be equally efficient to train in this task, is this
the case for human teachers? Are there some learners that
are easier for people to train? Previously, Ho et al. (2019)
found that traditional parametrization of Q-learners was extremely challenging for people to train even on simple tasks
and that the action-signaling model was much easier for people to train. However, they only examined one learner configuration. In this study, we investigate the role of learner
parameters for a different simple teaching task. In particular, we show that the discount factor greatly impacts human
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teaching success, and a Q-learner with a small discount factor outperforms an action-signaling learner (opposite of their
previous work).
Remark (why not change α and κ): Note that in our experiment, we only varied the discount factor γ of the Q-learners,
but fixed the learning rate α (for Q-learning) and κ (for AS).
This is because we can show formally that the learning rate
parameter does not affect teaching performance. In particular,
0 be two AS-learners with learnProposition 2. Let LAS , LAS
0
ing rate κ, κ respectively and assume that Q0 = 0. Then,
0
given any sequence of experiences (st , at , rt , st0 ), LAS and LAS
will learn the exact same policy, i.e. arg maxa Qt (s, a) =
arg maxa Qt0 (s, a) for all s.

The similar behavior holds for Q-learning. As a result, the
learning rate does not provide meaningful variations to the
experiments and was therefore fixed to α = 0.9 for Q-learners
and κ = 1 for AS-learners.

Human Experiment
Participants. We recruited 330 participants through Amazon
MTurk. The number of participants was chosen a priori based
on the authors’ intuition from similar previously conducted
studies. We excluded 15 participants (5 for not finishing the
experiment, 6 due to experiment error, and 4 who selected
“do nothing” for more than 90% of the steps). We analyzed
the 915 training sessions from the remaining 305 participants.
Interface/Stimuli. The dog training task took place in a 4 ×
1 MDP with an absorbing state on the right. Figure 1 shows
the visual interface that the participants interacted with. Four
states were represented by four tiles that the dog could walk
on, and the absorbing state was represented by a door. At each
step, the dog could only go right or left one step. If the dog
went left at the leftmost tile, the dog would stay at the same
tile. If the dog went right at the rightmost tile, the dog would
enter its home, and learning restarted with the dog placed
back at the rightmost tile. A dog training session ended either
if the dog learned the full target policy (successful training),
or the dog had already taken 40 steps (unsuccessful training).
Once the training of one dog ended, participants continued
to train a new dog (a dog in a different color). The internal
states were displayed to participants as two rows provided by
a “brain scanner”, which corresponded to the dog’s current Q
table Qt and the current policy for non-greedy actions (i.e.,
arg maxa Qt (st , a), ∀a ∈ A). At the beginning of each training session, the dog was placed at the rightmost tile with an
initial Q table Q0 where the Q value of each state-action pair
was zero for Q-learners and 0.5 for the AS-learner. Participants responded via a continuous slider (feedback of -1 to 1),
or could select a button to “do nothing” (feedback of zero).
Procedure. Participants taught three dogs to go home from
any tile. They were given an extensive quiz about the instructions and could not continue until every question was
answered correctly. There was one between-subjects condition: learner type. Each participant was assigned to either one
of the four traditional Q-learners (γ ∈ {0.0, 0.1, 0.45, 0.9}) or

Figure 1: The dog training task took place in an environment
comprised of four tiles and a door on the right. The dog’s current Q table (labeled “Preference”) and policy (labeled “Action Plan”) were shown above the garden. In the Q table, four
cells corresponded to the Q values of each of the four tiles.
In each cell, arrows pointing to the left/right encoded the Q
value of moving to the left/right at that tile. Blue solid arrows encoded positive Q values, whereas red dotted arrows
encoded negative Q values. The policy was derived from the
current Q table, where the arrow pointed in the direction with
maximal Q value for the given state. When the dog’s policy at
a tile dictated going towards the door, the background of the
cell turned green, indicating the policy at that state matched
the target policy. After the dog took its action, the participant
was asked to provide feedback to the dog. The participant
could use the slider to select the feedback value or clicked the
“do nothing” button to give zero feedback. After the participant chose the feedback, the dog’s Q table and target would
be updated, and the dog performed its next action. The number of steps was displayed in the bottom-right corner.

the AS-learner.
The learning dynamics were shown to the participant in the
form that the dog’s internal state was displayed to the participant while the participant was sliding to decide the feedback
value. The reason that we showed the internal states and the
learning dynamics was to ensure the human teachers could
access the as much information as the optimal teacher did. On
each trial, the dog would move from one state to another. It
followed an ε-greedy policy (ε = 0.1) with respect to the current Q-table. When a random action was selected for the dog,
a squirrel would appear in the direction of that action (participants were told that when a squirrel appeared, the dog would
move towards it no matter what its internal states were). After the dog moved, the participant would respond by dragging
the feedback slider or hitting the “do nothing” button. After
finishing training three dogs, they took a short survey to ensure that they treated the slider symmetrically and to gathered
standard demographic data.
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Figure 2: Participant success rate (right panel) and teaching length at training the full policy(left panel) for different
learner types. The blue dotted horizontal lines above the bars
(in the left panel) indicate significant differences between the
bars, tested by Tukey post-hoc pairwise comparisons (see the
main text for details). The dotted horizontal line (in the right
panel) denotes the teaching length based on the optimal teaching policy. Error bars denote 95% confidence intervals. AS:
Action Signaling; Qγ=x : Q-learner with γ = x.

Results and Discussion
Figure 2 shows the success rate of participants at training
the full policy and the average number of steps taken when
a dog is successfully trained. To analyze the success rate,
we fitted a mixed-effects logistic regression model where the
binary dependent variable was whether the training session
was successful, with learner type being the fixed effect, and
participant being the random effect. The learner type significantly influenced the training success rate, χ2 (4) = 24.35, p <
.001. Follow-up pairwise comparisons were performed with
Tukey adjustment. Critically, the training success rate was
significantly larger for Qγ=0 than the success rate for AS,
z = 3.25, p = .010. The training success rate for Qγ=0 was
also significantly larger than the training success rate for
Qγ=0.9 , z = 4.28, p < .001, so did Qγ=0.1 compared to Qγ=0.9 ,
z = 3.61, p < .005. All other pairwise comparisons were not
significantly different.
On the other hand, we also fitted a mixed-effects linear regression model to analyze the number of steps taken when
successful (the right panel of Figure 2), with learner type being the fixed effect, and participant being the random effect.
The learner type had no significant effect on the number of
steps when successful, F(4, 171) = 0.43, p = .786.
Are humans good teachers? How well did people teach the
dogs? Clearly, they were suboptimal – the success rate ranged
from 28.43% to 56.14% (AS: 35.35%, Qγ=0.9 : 28.43%,
Qγ=0.45 : 42.11%, Qγ=0.1 : 51.46%, Qγ=0 : 56.14%), and when
successful it took 17.19 to 18.89 steps (AS: 17.57, Qγ=0.9 :

17.19, Qγ=0.45 : 18.49, Qγ=0.1 : 18.89, Qγ=0 : 18.28). In contrast, the optimal teaching policy had a success rate of 100%
and took an average of 11 steps regardless of the learner type.
In sum, we observed that human teachers were suboptimal:
they did not always succeed in teaching the policy to an agent;
and when they did, they required more steps compared to the
11 steps of the optimal teaching algorithm.
Which student aligns best with humans’ theory of mind?
Our experimental results suggest that the human teachers expect students to be myopic (i.e. γ = 0, which is its smallest possible value). One interpretation is that the teacher are
better at teaching students that are predictable (without any
complications arising from discounted future rewards when
γ > 0 ). Critically, our results were inconsistent with the results of Ho et al. (2019), showing that teaching a Q-learning
agent with a small discount factor was easier than teaching
an action-signaling agent. One limitation of our results is that
the task, the MDP, and the population were different between
the present study and Ho et al. (2019)’s study, and future work
is required to clarify the generalizability of our findings.
Why is Qγ=0 easier to teach than an AS-learner? At the
first glance, the AS-learner is similar to a Q-learner with γ = 0
in that they both don’t take future expected award into account. The AS-learner, however, has a critical difference from
Qγ=0 . Note that according to the AS’s update rule (Equation
1), when Q(s, a) approaches 1 for any (s, a), the effect of the
feedback r on the Q value of other actions a0 at the same state
s diminishes. In other words, once the AS-learner has developed a strong belief for a specific action a at a state s, it becomes harder for the learner to change its belief if the teacher
decides to teach a new action. This indeed poses a challenge
when the teacher wants to ”undo” what the learner has learned
before, e.g., once the dog reaches the leftmost tile, or when a
wrong policy was learned. In contrast, the Qγ=0 learner does
not suffer from this complication.

Conclusions
In this paper, we investigated how people taught learners to
solve the exploration-exploitation tradeoff, which is a common problem in everyday life. We did so by first formulating
it as a machine teaching problem. Our first contribution was
a theoretical result showing that, from the point of view of
the computational difficulty, both the Q-learner and the ASlearner considered were equally hard to teach regardless of
their internal parameters (e.g., learning rate, ). We then ran
a behavioral experiment of an idealized scenario to see how
well people trained artificial agents to solve the explorationexploitation tradeoff when the teaching goal was an entire
policy. We found that people were suboptimal and that teaching was the easiest with a Q-learner that had a small discount
factor γ. Future work is required to clarify the generalizability
of our findings.
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Appendices
Proof of Theorem 1. First, we denote Qt ≡ Qt0 if Qt (s, a) ≥
Qt (s, a0 ) if and only if Qt0 (s, a) ≥ Qt0 (s, a0 ) for all s ∈ S , a, a0 ∈
A . The proof is based on a key technical lemma:
Lemma 3. For any teaching policy φ for teaching instance
(M, L, Q0 , π† ), there exists a matching teaching policy φ0 for
teaching instance (M, L0 , Q00 , π† ), such that for any time t, if
0 .
Qt ≡ Qt0 and ξt = ξt0 , then Qt+1 ≡ Qt+1
Lemma 3 implies that with the same random seed, for L, L0 ∈
0
L , the relationship Qt+1 ≡ Qt+1
will remain invariant through
teaching when φ is used on (M, L, Q0 , π† ) and φ0 used on
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(M, L0 , Q00 , π† ). Thus, Qt ∈ Q † if and only if Qt0 ∈ Q † . Therefore, if there exists an optimal φ that achieves the teaching dimension for (M, L, Q0 , π† ), then the matching φ0 also achieves
the same teaching dimension for (M, L0 , Q00 , π† ). Thus, the
T D for both teaching instances must match. What remains is
to prove Lemma 3.
Proof of Lemma 3. Given a particular Qt and an experience
tuple ξt = (st , at , st0 ), the Q-learning will only modify the
value of Qt (st , at ) based on the teacher provided reward rt =
φ(ξt ). Define the rank of (st , at ) in Qt as rankQt (st , at ) =
|{a|Qt (st , a) > Qt (st , at )}|. On the other hand, while the
AS update rule changes the Qt (st , a) for all actions, the rank
among all the other actions a 6= at remains unchanged because their values are only renormalized with a shared denominator. Therefore, under either the Q-learning update rule
Qt+1 (st , at ) = (1 − α)Qt (st , at ) + α(rt + γ max Qt (st+1 , a0 )),
a0

or the AS-learner update rule
Qt+1 (st , a) =

Qt (st , a)e1[a=at ] κrt
1[b=at ] κrt

∑b∈A Qt (st , b)e

, ∀a ∈ A.

it is obvious that there exist rt such that the rank of (st , at ) in
Qt+1 can be any of 0, 1, ..., A − 1. Assume now that the rank
of (st , at ) in Qt+1 becomes k after updating with rt = φ(ξt ).
Define φ0 such that rt0 = φ0 (ξt0 ) will also update the rank of
0
(st , at ) in Qt+1
to be k. Then, since Qt ≡ Qt0 and for both Qt+1
0
0 .
and Qt+1
the rank of (st , at ) becomes k, we have Qt+1 ≡ Qt+1
This concludes the proof.

Deriving the Optimal Teaching Policy
To derive the optimal teaching policy, we used Twin Delayed DDPG (TD3) (Fujimoto, van Hoof, & Meger, 2018),
a state-of-the-art Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) algorithm that solved continuous control problems. The hyperparameters for TD3 were described in Table 1. The hyperparameters were selected via grid search on the Dog MDP. Each
experiment was run for 5000 episodes, where each episode is
200 iterations long. The learned policy was evaluated for every 50 episodes, and the policy with the best evaluation performance was used for the computation of the teaching dimension. In the computation of the teaching dimension, we
ran the best-found TD3 policy for 1000 episodes, and took
the average number of steps to teach the target policy. This
gave 11.0.
Parameters
exploration noise
batch size
discount factor
policy noise
noise clip
action L2 weight
buffer size
optimizer
learning rate critic
learning rate actor
τ
policy frequency

Values
0.5
100
0.99
0.2
[−0.5, 0.5]
50
107
Adam
10−3
5−4
0.002
2

Description
Std of Gaussian exploration noise.
Batch size for both actor and critic
discount factor for the attacker problem.
Noise added to target policy during critic update.
Range to clip target policy noise.
Weight for L2 regularization added to the actor network loss function.
Replay buffer size, larger than total number of iterations.
Use the Adam optimizer.
Learning rate for the critic network.
Learning rate for the actor network.
Target network update rate.
Frequency of delayed policy update.

Table 1: Hyperparameters for TD3.
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Abstract
There has been a widely held view that visual representations
(e.g., photographs and illustrations) do not depict negation, for
example, one that can be expressed by a sentence “the train is
not coming”. This view is empirically challenged by analyzing the real-world visual representations of comic (manga) illustrations. In the experiment using image captioning tasks, we
gave people comic illustrations and asked them to explain what
they could read from them. The collected data showed that
some comic illustrations could depict negation without any aid
of sequences (multiple panels) or conventional devices (special symbols). This type of comic illustrations was subjected
to further experiments, classifying images into those containing negation and those not containing negation. While this
image classification was easy for humans, it was difficult for
data-driven machines, i.e., deep learning models (CNN), to
achieve the same high performance. Given the findings, we
argue that some comic illustrations evoke background knowledge and thus can depict negation with purely visual elements.
Keywords: negation; comic; illustration; real world data; image captioning; image classification; machine learning

Introduction
Negation plays an important role in our thinking and communication. In natural language, we can express the negation
of a proposition “the train is coming” by making a negated
sentence “the train is not coming.” Similarly, in symbolic
logic, negation is viewed as an operator (e.g. ¬A) to flip the
truth value of a proposition. The meaning and use of negation in linguistic representations has been widely studied in
AI and logic (Wanshing, 1996), semantics and pragmatics
(Horn, 1989), psycholinguistics (Kaup & Zwaan, 2003; Dale
& Duran, 2011; Nordmeyer & Frank, 2014), and psychology
of reasoning (Khemlani, Orenes, & Johnson-Laird, 2014).
Compared to linguistic representations, it is not straightforward to express negation in visual representations such as
photographs and illustrations. For example, suppose that you
send a picture of a railway station platform with no trains
to let your friend know that there is no train coming. Perhaps this visual way of communicating negation is not as reliable as a text message. This raises the question: are there
visual representations that can be recognized as expressing
negation? This is the question to be addressed in the present
paper.
One influential reaction to this question was given in the
study of diagrammatic reasoning. Among others, Barwise
and Etchemendy (1992) have built a logic learning support
system called Hyperproof that uses heterogeneous modules
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combining linguistic (symbolic) and visual representations.
Regarding the possibility of representing negation in such a
hybrid system, they say, “. . . diagrams and pictures are extremely good at presenting a wealth of specific, conjunctive
information. It is much harder to use them to present indefinite information, negative information, or disjunctive information ” (p.79). Behind this view may be found the following philosophical claim; Wittgenstein (1914/1984) remarked
in the draft leading to the Tractatus that a picture (what is depicted) cannot be denied (Notebook, 26 Nov 1914). A similar
view is widely found in the literature on philosophy of mind
and language (Heck, 2007; Crane, 2009).
Against this widely held view, we will argue that negation can be depicted in various interesting ways. To our
knowledge, empirical investigation on visual representations
of negation is remarkably understudied. While there are
studies that empirically evaluate visual representation systems that support devices to express negation, such as Hyperproof (Stenning, Cox, & Oberlander, 1995) and logic
diagrams (Jones, McInnes, & Staveley, 1999; Sato & Mineshima, 2015), these previous studies focus on the type of
representations that are designed and created in a top-down
manner, mainly to conduct controlled evaluation experiments.
Instead, we focus on the type of visual representations that
naturally occur outside the scientific domain and are used to
express and communicate human thoughts in everyday situations. In this sense, we take a data-driven approach, according to which we collect and analyze real-world visual representations that are actually used by people and survive as a
design in our culture.
Among various types of real-world visual representation,
we focus on comic (manga) illustrations in the present study.
We first provide an analysis of syntactic components that
make up comics. Then we introduce a dataset that collects
comic illustrations related to negation. We introduce the image captioning task that asks participants to explain what
they can read from a given illustration. This will show evidence that some visual representations can express negation.
To further analyze what enables illustrations to depict negation, we introduce a task of classifying illustrations related
to negation, comparing machine learning (deep learning) performance and human performance. Overall results suggest
humans can exploit presupposed knowledge evoked by comic
illustrations to recognize negation.

B
B
B
B
B
B
B

speech balloon
conventional device
(special symbol)→

@ B
@ B
@ temporal
sequences

 (multiple panels)




tations of conventional devices for negation such as crosses
and lines and evaluate empirical data collected from humans.
The upshot of this analysis is that in comics, not only
purely visual elements of illustrations but also various syntactic components play a role in delivering semantic information
including negation. Thus, to answer the question of whether
negation can be depicted in visual representations, it is necessary to identify each potential factor contributing to the information delivered by comics. Accordingly, we ablate various elements from comics by, for example, extracting a single
panel (i.e., ignoring temporal sequences), hiding linguistic utterances in balloons, and removing conventional devices, and
see how the resulting representations work to depict negation.



Datasets




To study comics as complex visual representations, we introduce comic datasets collected from the real world.




Manga109 and masterpiece list
Fig. 1: A case of comic, retrieved from p.26 of “Tetsu-san” ©
Kengo Kawaguchi/TokyoSanseiSha

Syntactic components of comics
To understand the role of negation in visual representation,
we give a preliminary analysis of syntactic components of
comics, which are best characterized in comparison with
other forms of non-linguistic representations, in particular,
photographs and videos (cf. Sato & Mineshima, 2020).
First, videos and comics are distinguished from photographs in that they consist of temporal sequences, which
typically represent sequences of multiple events or scenes.
For example, in the case of the comic “Tetsu-san” in Fig.1,
the contents are presented as multiple panels in a temporal
sequence. The fact that the notion of sequence is an important element in videos and comics has been emphasized in
various recent studies on images. Thus, in the study of video
captioning, sequential images, rather than single images, enable humans and machines to describe certain actions (e.g.,
jump) (e.g., Yeung et al., 2018). Regarding comics, Iyyer et
al. (2017) presented a deep learning model to predict subsequent panels according to the sequences of coherent stories.
Second, comics are distinguished from photographs and
videos in that they have a variety of conventional devices for
expressing thoughts, emotions, and other non-visual properties. These devices range from special symbols having some
iconic character such as motion-lines, fight clouds, and what
Cohn (2013) calls “affixes” like thundercloud and stars circling over a head to express anger, to more linguistic ones like
speech balloons to show a character’s utterance or thought
(Maier, 2019). In the comic example in Fig.1, linguistic utterances are indicated inside balloons and special symbols
such as effect lines are used. By contrast, photographs and
videos typically do not involve conventional devices, though
they can be enriched with symbols or linguistic materials; see
Giora et al. (2009), which discusses various possible interpre-
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We use Manga109 (Matsui et al., 2017; Aizawa et al.,
2020)1 , a standard dataset of Japanese comics. We also
use some masterpiece works not included in Manga109.
This additional set was selected from Japanese manga works
by authors who have won two major manga artist awards;
(1) Japan Cartoonists Association Award (JCAA), Minister
of Education Award and (2) Tezuka Osamu Cultural Prize
(TOCP), Special Award. We collected award-winning works
in either JCAA, TOCP, Shogakukan Manga Award, Kodansha Manga Award or Bungeishunju Manga Award. Our
list of masterpiece works include Osamu Tezuka’s Black
Jack, Budda, Hinotiri (Phoenix); Shotaro Ishinomori’s Cyborg009, Jun, MangaNihonKeizaiNyuumon (Introduction to
Manga Japan Economy), SabuToIchiTorimonohikae; Tetsuya
Chiba’s 1·2·3To4·5·Roku, NotariMatsutaro, OreWaTeppei;
Chikako Mitsuhashi’s ChiisanaKoiNoMonogatari; Shigeru
Mizuki’s TeleviKun (TV Kids).

N EG C OMIC dataset
From the Manga109 and the masterpiece list, we created the
N EG C OMIC dataset in the following way. (1) Images related
to negation that consists of multiple pages were collected by
one of the authors; 122 images. (2) Three evaluators (including the author in (1)) assessed whether the collected images
were relevant to expressing negation. (3) The pages (and most
relevant panels) that were judged as expressing negation by at
least two evaluators were finally selected; 111 images. In (2)
and (3), the following instruction was given to the evaluators;
By negation, we mean information typically paraphrased as
“there is no ,” “ does not exist,” “ is not ,” “ disappeared,” “ is empty,” “ cannot do ,” “ does not
move,” etc.
As a baseline for data analysis, we also created a negationfree image set. From the same pages as the negation images
1 The comic images included in Manga109 have been given permission to use for research purposes. All of the comic images in this
paper are from the Manga109 dataset.

selected above, we asked three evaluators (including one of
the authors of the paper) to choose panels that are not related
to negation. We included those panels that were selected by
at least two evaluators in the negation-free image set.
We categorize negation depicted in images into two types.
(1) Existence negation expresses absence of entities—one
typically expressed by sentences such as the cup is empty,
there was not a cat here, and I lost my wallet; In formal notation, it corresponds to the negation of existential proposition,
¬∃xPx (there is nothing that satisfies the condition P). (2)
Property negation expresses that an entity referred to does
not have a property or does not perform an action. It is typically expressed by sentences like the signal is not green and
my body does not move; formally, it corresponds to formula
¬Pc where c refers to a particular entity and P to a property (or action). Drawing on Bloom (1970), Nordmeyer and
Frank (2014) use a similar distinction between non-existence
and truth-functional negation to examine children’s ability to
comprehend negated sentences.
We annotated a gold-standard type (existence negation or
property negation) to each image. Eighty seven images were
classified to existence negation and the other 24 images to
property negation. The annotations of 81 images (out of all
111 images) were automatically done by searching typical
phrases for each type in the comic images (we use the phrase
patterns described in Table 2 below) and those of 26 images
were manually given by two of the authors in this paper.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2: (a) Task example of condition 1 (sequential image) (the first
panel of the left page, surrounded in red, is specified); (b) condition
5 (one-panel images in the negation-free); (c) condition 6 (one-panel
images without conventional devices). Retrieved from pp.21-22 of
“Arisa2 ” © Ken Yagami / Kadokawa-Shoten

Image captioning task
To answer the question of whether there are visual representations that can be recognized as expressing negation, we gave
people comic illustrations and asked them to explain what
they could read from the illustrations.

Method
Participants Four hundred and fifty-nine participants were
recruited by using an online crowdsourcing platform in Japan,
CrowdWorks. The mean age of participants was 38.15 (SD =
9.53) with a range of 20-74 years. All participants declared
that they could read and write Japanese without difficulty (the
sentences and instructions were provided in Japanese.). All
participants gave informed consent and were paid for their
participation. Experimental procedures were approved by the
ethics committee of the University of Tokyo.
Tasks Regarding each image in the N EG C OMIC set, six
versions were prepared:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

sequential images (the original 111 images)
sequential images in the negation-free type
sequential images without conventional devices
one-panel images (111 images)
one-panel images in the negation-free type
one-panel images without conventional devices

We divide images into those with temporal sequences (sequential images) and those without (one-panel images). Here
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negation-free conditions (2 and 5) served as a baseline for
analysis and were compared with sequential or one-panel images (1 vs. 2 and 4 vs. 5) and images without conventional devices (3 vs. 2 and 6 vs. 5). Since our focus is on the question
of how pictures (illustrations) can depict negation, we ablated
all linguistic materials in comic images from the N EG C OMIC
set. In conditions 3 and 6 (26 images), conventional devices
which are relevant to negation were removed from the original images (conditions 1 and 4). They included broken lines
tracing contours (see Fig.3b), radial lines (see Fig.2), question marks, crossing marks, blanks inside speech balloons,
overlaid contour lines (for shaking), black filled panels, and
fading lines. If condition 1 is better than condition 2 and condition 4 is better than condition 5 (and if condition 3 is better
than condition 2 and condition 6 is better than condition 5 in
case there is a conventional device), the illustration would be
counted as a visual representation expressing negation.
The following instructions were given to the participants:
(1) You are given comic images (the linguistic parts are mosaicked), so please write down what you can read in Japanese.
(2) Don’t write your feelings or opinions. (3) If you are familiar with the work and clearly remember the content of the
relevant part, skip this question (image).
Examples of tasks are shown in Fig.2 These images were
presented with the instruction “Explain the specified panel in
as much detail as possible.” Note that Fig.2c is the one-panel
image that does not contain the conventional device of radial

Table 1: Data examples obtained in the condition 1 task of “Arisa2 ”
(Fig.2a); Checkmark means that the data is judged as expressing
(existence) negation. The bracketed text in the bottom row is written
in Japanese.
1.
2.
3.

The boy has not been there.
(otokonoko ga i naku na tte i ta.)
The guy just disappeared.
(otoko no hito ga kie ta.)
A girl is surprised to find a boy she likes.
(shoujo ga suki na ko wo mitsuke te bikkuri si te iru.)

!
!

line. By contrast, the original image, Fig.2a, is sequential and
has a conventional device in the panel with a red outer frame.
Procedures Participants were randomly divided into one of
the six conditions. Each participant was presented with 26
items; that is, in conditions 1, 2, 4, 5, 26 items out of all task
items were randomly presented. The task presentation and
data collection were managed using an interface implemented
in Qualtrics.

Results
Average 23.95 text data per image (in each condition) was
obtained from the participants; meta-phrases such as “I can’t
explain this image” as one’s own opinion were not included in
our analysis. For example, regarding condition 1 in “Arisa2 ”
(Fig.2a), text data as shown in Table 1 was obtained (only
data for three participants is shown here; MeCab2 was used
here for the morphological analysis of Japanese text).
To count the occurrences of negation clauses in the obtained text data, we listed the clauses belonging to each type
of negation: existence negation and property negation (Table
2). In addition to the correct answer annotations, synonyms
of the correct words (of the verb class) were set to be included
in the negation clauses, before the data-collecting. We used
word2vec3 (learned from the full texts of Japanese Wikipedia
articles) to extract an initial set of synonyms, and selected the
words that overlap with synonyms found in Japanese WordNet4 or WLSP5 . Furthermore, after the experiment, we manually checked the data and judged which type of negation an
expression with the negative morpheme (nai) belongs to. The
results are shown in the italicized phrases in Table 2.
Occurrences of all phrases belonging to each type were
counted for each image and compared to the baseline (conditions 2 and 5) using Fisher’s Exact Test (with the Bonferroni correction). For example, consider the above case of the
condition 1 task of “Arisa2 ” (Table 1; Fig.2a). This case is
annotated as the existence negation in advance, and so we
check whether appearances of all the phrases in table 2(a) are
included in the text data. In the examples in Table 1, text 1
and text 2 include phrases not been there and disappeared,
2 https://github.com/taku910/mecab
3 We

used Python library gensim.

Table 2: Negation phrase lists for (a) existence negation and (b)
property negation; bold means correct annotations, normal fonts
mean their synonym, italic means what was added after the experiment. Phrases include all forms of tense; phrases with ‡ include only
past or perfect tense. Phrases with † are included only when persons
or objects appear as subjects. The morpheme nai is a lemma for nu
and mase-n.
a.
nigeru‡/nigedasu‡/nukedasu‡/tousou‡/tabidatsu‡/hassuru‡/
zurakaru‡(run away)
e.g., kare wa nige ta (he ran away)
nusumu‡(stolen)
e.g., saihu ga nusuma re ta (my wallet was stolen)
kieru†/kiesaru†(disappear)
e.g., kare qa kie ta (he disappeared)
nakunaru†/ osimai/mu-ni-modoru/mu/karappo/aku/utsuro/
monukenokara/ hai-tte-nai/noko-tte-i-nai†/oka-re-te-i-nai/
no-tte-i-nai (nothing, empty)
e.g., subete ga mu ni modo tta (everything returned to nothing)
yasumu/suwa-tte-i-nai (absent)
e.g., kare wa kyou yasun de iru (he is absent today)
kaeru‡(leave)
e.g., kare wa mou kae tta (he has already left)
i-nai/ga-nai†/ha-nai†/or-a-n (be not here)
e.g., kare wa koko ni wa i nai (he is not here)
mitsukara-nai/miatara-nai (not find)
e.g., teki ga mitsukara nai (I can’t find the enemy)
ko-nai/modo-tte-ko-nai/kae-tte-ko-nai (not come)
e.g., kare wa mou kae tte ko nai (he is not coming back)
b.
wasureru (forget)
e.g., shorui wo hikitoru no wo wasure te i ta
(I forgot to pick up the documents)
sibireru/itamu/furueru (numb)
e.g., te ga sibirete iru (my hands are numb)
“. . .nai” (not) other than the above list of existence negation
e.g., mie nai (cannot see)

respectively; thus they are judged as expressing negation. By
contrast, text 3 does not include any negation phrases, so this
case is judged as not expressing negation.
In 56.3% of images with the annotation of existence negation (49 out of 87 images) and 33.3% of images with the
annotation of property negation (8 images out of 24 items),
people significantly described negation, compared to baseline
images (conditions 2 and 5).
Detailed data of each image is presented in Appendix6 .
Seventeen images were able to depict negation without the
need for sequences or conventional devices, i.e., by means of
pure visual elements (16 images for existence negation; 1 image for property negation). Fig.3a is an instance of this type
(existence negation); p < .01 for condition 1 vs 2 and p < .01
for condition 4 vs 5. Thirty-four images were able to depict negation under the constraint of using sequences (29 images for existence negation; 5 images for property negation).
Fig.3c is an instance of this type (existence negation); p < .01
for condition 1 vs 2 and p > .1 for condition 4 vs 5. Two images were able to depict (existence) negation under the constraint of using conventional devices. Fig.3b is an instance of

4 http://compling.hss.ntu.edu.sg/wnja/
5 https://github.com/masayu-a/WLSP

6 https://www.dropbox.com/s/niffpzg99p07dlv/app cs21.pdf
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(a)

(a)

(b)

(b)

Fig. 4: Task example of classification tasks, “HighschoolKimengumi vol.20” pp138-139 © Motoei Shinzawa / Shueisha; (a)
negation type image, (b) negation-free type image

(c)
Fig. 3: (a) Negation can be depicted without any aids: “MoeruOnisan vol.19”, p.58©Tadashi Sato / Shueisha; (b) Negation can be depicted with conventional devices: “Akuhamu”, p.77 ©Satoshi Arai
/ Kodansha; (c) Negation can be depicted with sequences: “BurariTessenTorimonocho”, pp.36-37 (the fourth panel of the left page
is specified) ©Atsushi Sasaki / Shueisha

this type; p < .01 for condition 1 vs 2, p > .1 for condition
3 vs 2, p < .01 for condition 4 vs 5, p > .1 for condition 6
vs 5. Three images were able to depict (existence) negation
under the constraint of using either sequences or conventional
devices (2 images for existence negation; 1 image for property negation). Fig.2 is an instance of this type (existence
negation); p < .01 for condition 1 vs 2, p < .1 for condition
3 vs 2, p < .01 for condition 4 vs 5, p = .030 for condition 6 vs 5. One image was able to depict negation under the
constraint of using both sequences and conventional devices.
“ChiisanaKoiNoMonogatari vol25” (p.131) by Chikako Mitsuhashi is an example of this type (the image is included here
because the permission to use has not been obtained yet);
p < .01 for condition 1 vs 2, p > .1 for condition 3 vs 2,
p < .01 for condition 4 vs 5, p > .1 for condition 6 vs 5.
Given these empirical findings, we were able to offer a positive answer to the question of whether there are visual representations that can be recognized as expressing negation.
Some of the comic illustrations, especially 17 images (as in
Fig.3a), could depict negation without the aid of sequence or
conventional devices.

also revealed the salient syntactic components expressing
negation in illustrations. The next step is to challenge the
question: what distinguishes illustrations that represent negation from those that do not? To address the question, we analyzed machine learning (deep learning) performance and human performance in the task to classify illustrations into those
containing negation or those not containing negation.
Here our analysis focused on the 18 images that were
judged as depicting negation without the need for sequence
or conventional devices (we added one image whose statistical significance was found at a reduced threshold of 10% to
the 17 images obtained in the experiment 1) and the corresponding negation-free images.

Machine (deep) learning
Setup The procedure of analyses was as follows.
(1) Data augmentation. 36 images were augmented into
648 by using the standard techniques such as contrast adjustments, smoothing, noise addition, and reverse turning in
OpenCV7 .
(2) Data split. The images were divided into training, validation, and test sets. The three sets were completely independent. The test set consisted of two images, negation (e.g.,
Fig.4a) and negation-free (e.g., Fig.4b); here the corresponding augmented images were removed from the analyses. Five
hundred and four images (18 original images) belonged to 2
classes (negation, negation-free) for learning and 108 images
(6 original images) belonged to 2 classes (negation, negationfree) for validation. The assignment was randomly conducted
and repeated 18 times; that is, 18 conditions were made.
(3) Learning. We build a training model on a convolutional
neural network (CNN) with a fine tuning technique using the
pre-trained model of VGG16 (Simoyan & Zisserman, 2015),
in the environment of Python deep learning library Keras.
Key parameters are as follows: we use sequential model, activation function for intermediate layer is Relu, dropout rate is
0.5, activation function for output layer is Softmax, VGG16
model weights for up to 14 layers, loss function is Crossentropy, optimizer is SGD, batch size is 18, and epoch is 3.
Test results Our CNN model showed that average 61.1% of
the 18 negation images were correctly classified as negation,

Image classification task
The analyses so far have resulted in the construction of
the N EG C OMIC dataset with fine-grained annotations, which
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7 https://github.com/opencv/opencv

Table 3: Average accuracy of image classification tasks
negation
negation-free

CNN
61.1%
61.1%

et al., 2018). The overall results of human and machine experiments using image classification tasks suggest that background knowledge can play an important role in recognizing
negation.

Human
84.3%
84.1%

Conclusion and future works
as in Table 3. The rate of the negation-free images also was
the same as that of the negation images (see the Appendix for
each image result data in machine and human experiments).

Human experiment
In addition to the machine learning experiment, we examined
the corresponding performance of ordinary people.
Method Two hundred and five participants were recruited
online; the basic setup was the same as in the experiment 1.
The mean age of participants was 39.69 (SD = 9.66) with a
range of 20-72 years. The participants were asked to classify comic illustrations as those containing negation or those
not containing negation. They were given the instruction on
typical cases of negation: “there is no ”, “ does not exist”, “ is not ”, “ disappeared”, “ is empty”, “
cannot do ”, “ does not move”. First, they were asked
to classify 18 images (half for negation, the other half for
negation-free), which were randomly selected from 18 negation images and 18 negation-free images. After answering the
questions, they were given information to confirm if their answers were correct. Then, this process was repeated using the
same images. The main test of image classification follows
the second phase of training. Four images (half for negation,
the other half for negation-free) were randomly selected from
the images other than the above 18 ones used for training.
Test results In human participants, average 84.3% in the
18 negation images were correctly classified as negation, as
in Table 3. The rate of the negation-free images was 84.1%.

Discussion
The percentage of correct responses in the human negation
classification task was high (84%); the participants were able
to distinguish negation images from negation-free images to
some extent. Fig. 3(a) shows a case with a high percentage
of correct responses. The percentage of correctly classified as
negation was 100% (21 out of 21 persons). While the caption
of this image is There is no toilet paper, the target of this description (toilet paper) is not directly depicted in the image.
This suggests that some background knowledge (“toilets usually have toilet paper”) is needed to recover the relevant information. The use of background knowledge can be made for
other images that had a high percentage of correct answers.
The overall correct response rate (61%) for the deep learning model is not much different from the 50% chance level,
suggesting that the model struggled with the classification of
negation images and negation-free images. Although the size
of the training data is limited, this in turn suggests that the
difficulties of learning background knowledge can be a bottleneck in this task (cf. Bernardi et al., 2016; Garcia-Garcia
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The data collected in image captioning tasks showed that
some comic illustration images can depict negation even
without the aid of sequence or conventional devices. This
type of comic image was subjected to further human and machine experiments on image classification. The performance
results shed light on the view that some comic images evoke
the knowledge presupposed when recognizing negation and
thus can depict negation with purely visual elements. This
is substantially different from linguistic representations that
express negation while referring to the situation or the object
to be negated, such as “the train is not coming” as mentioned
in Introduction. To recognize the negation from the image,
it is crucial to infer what is being negated from a piece of
background knowledge that is not directly depicted in a given
image.
In the next stage, more research will be directed to providing a mechanism to focus on specific background knowledge and to clarifying the semantic conditions for contextdependent knowledge. Although the experiments suggested
some negative results on the machine learning model, we do
not intend to argue the limitations of machine learning approaches in general. Rather, we aim to shed light on the
interaction between cognitive science and machine learning,
which could contribute to achieving the overall goal in AI,
i.e., to build a machine that thinks and understands images
like humans (cf. Lake et al., 2017). Currently, image recognition based on deep learning is often said to rival or surpass human accuracy (e.g., Rawat & Wang, 2017). However,
our experiments suggest that the accuracy of a deep learning
model is achieved in a different way from the actual human
cognitive process that crucially involves knowledge and common sense.
In addition to negation, we plan to expand our research to
include disjunction (or), conditionals (if... then), and quantifiers (all, most, some). The ability to manipulate such logical information seems to be an inherent ability of humans,
who manipulate languages. It would be interesting to examine from empirically collected data whether it is possible to
handle such logical information as a visual representation.
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Abstract
The ability to learn temporal relationships and use that knowledge to simulate future events is among the most remarkable aspects of cognition. Recently introduced behavioral task
called Judgment of Imminence (JOI) combined with a wellknown Judgment of Recency (JOR) task pointed to a remarkable symmetry between the temporal organization of memory
and prediction. The data were consistent with the hypothesis
that both memory and prediction can be organized as a compressed mental timeline. This means that the past and future
can be remembered or simulated sequentially relative to the
present. The compression implies that events closer to the
present, regardless of whether they are in the past or in the future, were represented more accurately than those further from
the present. Here we used the existing JOR model based on
a compressed memory timeline to build an associative representation that can learn the temporal relationships and create a
timeline of the future, which mirrors the timeline of the past.
We show that this approach can simultaneously account for
response times and accuracy in both JOR and JOI. This work
provides a time-local neural-level mechanistic account for how
the temporal organization of the memory can be used to learn
the temporal structure of the world and simulate the future in
an efficient manner as a compressed mental timeline.
Keywords: Associative memory, Timeline, Scale-invariance,
Prediction, Sequence learning.

Introduction
The brain’s remarkable ability to learn temporal relationships
and use them to predict the future has been in the focus of
many cognitive scientists. Here we evaluate a computational
hypothesis that proposes using associative memory to learn
temporal relationships and construct an estimate of the future (Howard, Shankar, Aue, & Criss, 2015; Shankar, Singh,
& Howard, 2016; Tiganj, Gershman, Sederberg, & Howard,
2019). In a nutshell, this hypothesis makes two major assumptions: 1) Memory of the recent past is maintained as
a compressed neural timeline: the memory about what happened when is carried in a population of sequentially activated, stimulus-specific neurons. Importantly, the more recent past is represented with more neurons. Those neurons
have narrower firing fields, resulting in a gradual decay of
temporal resolution from more recent to more distant past.
This memory representation was used to account for different behavioral experiments, including time estimation and recency judgments (Howard et al., 2015; Tiganj, Cruzado, &
Howard, 2019). Sequentially activated neurons, called time
cells, were observed in different parts of the brain, especially
in the hippocampus (MacDonald, Lepage, Eden, & Eichenbaum, 2011; Pastalkova, Itskov, Amarasingham, & Buzsaki,
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2008; Tiganj, Kim, Jung, & Howard, 2015). Neural recordings also suggest that time cells are stimulus-specific (different stimuli activate different time cells) (Tiganj, Cromer, Roy,
Miller, & Howard, 2017; Cruzado, Tiganj, Brincat, Miller, &
Howard, 2020), supporting the existence of a memory timeline. 2) Input stimuli are associated with the memory timeline
through Hebbian learning. The associations store the average
temporal history for every stimulus. The temporal history of
a stimulus contains information about which stimuli preceded
that stimulus and when. The average history is then used to
compute the average future (Tiganj, Gershman, et al., 2019).
To evaluate the proposed hypothesis here we focus on the
data published in a recent behavioral study that examined
the similarity between memory and prediction (Tiganj, Singh,
Esfahani, & Howard, 2020). In this study, participants completed two tasks, a well-established relative judgment of recency (JOR) and a new task, called judgment of imminence
(JOI). In JOR participants are presented with a sequence of
stimuli followed by a probe consisting of two letters from the
sequence. The participants have to select the letter that was
presented more recently (Figure 1a). The study confirmed the
classic finding that in JOR response time (RT) in correct trials depends on the lag to the more recent probe but not on the
lag to the less recent probe (Hacker, 1980; Hockley, 1984).
This finding is consistent with a self-terminating backward
scan along a temporally-organized memory representation
(Hacker, 1980; Hockley, 1984; McElree & Dosher, 1993). In
addition, Tiganj et al. (2020) found that in correct trials, the
RT scales sublinearly with the lag of the more recent probe.
This is consistent with the hypothesis that memory is organized as a compressed neural timeline, as demonstrated in a
computational model (Howard et al., 2015; Tiganj, Cruzado,
& Howard, 2019).
JOI task was designed as a future-time analog of JOR. By
analogy to the way the JOR evaluates participants’ ability to
judge the relative time at which past events occurred, this new
paradigm tested participants’ ability to judge the imminence
of future events over a scale of a few seconds. The relative
JOR task requires the participant to select the probe item from
the previous list that was presented closer to the present. In
contrast, the JOI paradigm asks participants to select the future probe item that is anticipated closer to the present (Figure 1b). Here we review the computational model for JOR described in Howard et al. (2015); Tiganj, Cruzado, and Howard

a

b

Judgment of recency (JOR)

Judgment of imminence (JOI)

Figure 1: Judgment of recency (JOR) and judgment of imminence (JOI) behavioral tasks. a. Schematic of the JOR task.
Participants are shown a list of letters (such as RYT . . . ) followed by a probe containing two letters from the list (here, G and
T). Participants choose the probe item that was experienced more recently. In this example, probe G is the correct answer. Lag
of each probe is defined as the number of steps backward in the list necessary to find the probe. b. Schematic of the JOI task.
In JOI, participants learn a probabilistic sequence. The sequence usually follows a predictable sequence (clockwise movement
along the circle) with occasional random jumps (light-grey arrow). After learning these transition probabilities, the sequence is
interrupted by a probe containing two letters (here, G and T). Participants choose the letter that is likely to occur sooner. In this
example, the letter T is the correct answer. Lag for each probe is defined as the number of steps forward at which one would
expect to find the probe if the sequence continued along its most likely path. From (Tiganj et al., 2020).
(2019) and develop a computational model for JOI that drives
inspiration from previous theoretical work (Tiganj, Gershman, et al., 2019). We will show that the same computational
framework can model the results from both tasks.

Description of the model
We model JOR and JOI using the same computational
framework. First, for JOR we construct a logarithmicallycompressed memory timeline. Then for JOI we use that timeline to form associations between past and present.

Compressed memory timeline
The approach we used to construct the memory timeline is
equivalent to the previous work (Shankar & Howard, 2012;
Howard et al., 2015; Tiganj, Cruzado, & Howard, 2019) so
here we will only provide a brief review. We encode each
stimulus as a one-hot vector f. For instance, for a list of 7
letters, the length of f is equal to 7. Each element in f is
then fed into a two-layer recurrent network with analytically
computed weights. The first layer is recurrent and for the i-th
element of the input, vector f has the following dynamics:

Associative memory
To create the associative memory we use the approach described in (Shankar & Howard, 2012; Tiganj, Cruzado, &
Howard, 2019). At each time t, associative memory tensor
M is updated with the outer product of the current input state
f and f̃. Hence M is a three-tensor. At each moment, M is
updated with the simple Hebbian learning rule:
M∗ (t) = M∗ (t − 1) + f(t)f̃∗ (t),
τ

τ

τ

(3)

where f is a column vector and f̃∗ is a row vector, both of
τ
length N and M∗ is N by N matrix. Formation of the associaτ
tive memory is illustrated in Figure 3b, where the thickness
of the green arrows represents the strength of the associations
stored in M.

Compressed timeline of the future

(i)

dFs (t)
(i)
= −sFs (t) + f(i) (t).
dt

∗

where τ = k/s is a vector of logarithmically spaced values.
This results in a bell-shaped impulse response that activates
∗
(i)
sequentially across units in f̃∗ with peaks at τ (Figure 2, botτ
tom row). For a sample trial of JOR task, the activity of the
nodes in f and f̃ is shown in Figure 3a.

(1)

Here s is an N long vector, where N is the number of neu(i)
rons in Fs . The impulse response of the neurons in the recurrent layer decays exponentially with rate constants s (Figure 2, middle row). This layer encodes an approximation of
the Laplace transform (see Shankar and Howard (2012) for
more details). To obtain a timeline that estimates f(i) (t 0 < t)
we invert the Laplace transfrom using the Post approximation:
(−1)k k+1 d k (i)
(i)
f̃∗ (t) =
s
Fs (t),
(2)
τ
k!
dsk
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The associative memory is used to construct prediction of the
future. To achieve this, we followed the approach described
in Tiganj, Cruzado, and Howard (2019). M stores the pairwise temporal relationships between all stimuli subject to logarithmic compression. For instance, if we had two stimuli A
and B presented with spacing ∆, M will store that temporal
relationship. Note that the knowledge that A was presented
∆ time before B implies that B was presented ∆ time after A.
In other words, M stores the average history, but we can use
that information to compute the average future. Specifically,
multiplying M from the left with f(i) will extract the average
history of the i-th stimulus (average f̃(i) ). On the other hand

multiplying M from the right with f(i) will extract the average
future of the i-th stimulus, which we label as p(i) :
p∗ = M∗ f
τ

τ

(4)

Analogous to f̃, p is as a 2-D matrix indexed by stimulus iden∗
tity and τ. Note also that instead of learning the average history we could have directly learned the average future via the
successor representation (Momennejad & Howard, 2018).

*
*
*

*

Figure 2: Schematic of the memory model. Left panel:
The input stimulus f i feeds into a layer of leaky integrators
(i)
Fs that implement a discrete approximation of the Laplace
transform. Each neuron in the first layer has a characteristic
(i)
(i)
rate constant si . Fs projects onto f̃∗ through a set of weights
τ

defined with the operator L−1
k which approximates the inverse
Laplace transform. Neurons in the second layer each have
∗
their characteristic peak time relative to the input onset τi .
Right panel: A response of the network to a delta-function
input. Activity of only three neurons in each layer is shown.
(i)
Neurons in Fs decay exponentially with rate constants si and
(i)
neurons f̃∗ activate sequentially following the stimulus preτ
sentation. The width of the activation of each neuron scales
∗
with the peak time determined by the corresponding τ, making the memory scale-invariant.

Implementation of the JOR model
To model JOR we used the memory timeline stored in f̃, as
illustrated in Figure 3a. We ran the model for 5000 trials
with each trial consisting of 7 letters. We represented letters as delta pulses spaced by 100 time steps, followed by
a probe composed of two randomly selected letters. Parameters of the memory representation were as follows: k = 8,
the number of sequentially activated units for each letter was
100, the peak time of the first unit in the sequence was at 50,
and the peak time of the last unit was 2000. After the probes
were presented, the model scanned sequentially (from more
recent towards more distant past) the memory representation
f̃ and integrated the activation of units for each probe. Once
the threshold of 0.005 was reached for one of the probes, the
scanning stopped and that probe was given as a response. The
model was run in a noise-free case and with added noise. In
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the latter case, the readout from f̃ for each probe at every step
of the scanning process was multiplied by a random amount
of noise. The random amount was chosen from a uniform
distribution with the lower limit of 0.15 and the upper limit
of 1.85.

Implementation of the JOI model
In the JOI model, we presented a sequence of 12 letters 24
times in order to learn the associative representation stored in
M, as illustrated in Figure 3b. While we could have presented
the sequence only once and learn the temporal associations,
presenting the sequence multiple times helped with minimizing the edge effects. Parameters of the memory representation
were the same as in the JOR model. After the sequence was
learned, 5000 probe trials were presented, each containing a
stop position for the sequence (e.g. letter R in Figure 1b) and
two randomly selected letters from the sequence that were
used as probes (e.g. letters T and G in Figure 1b). Similar
to the behavioral experiment from Tiganj et al. (2020), the
probe letters had a lag between 2 and 7. The scanning procedure was analogous to JOR, except that instead of integrating
the activation of units in the timeline of the past f̃ we integrated the activation of the units in the timeline of the future
p (which is equivalent to integrating corresponding weights
stored M). Similar to the JOR model, for JOI we also used a
noise-free and noise case, with the same type of noise as in
JOR.1

Results
We quantified the results from the model in terms of RT and
accuracy. We compared the results with the behavioral data
from Tiganj et al. (2020). All of the results resembled those
obtained in the behavioral versions of JOR and JOI. For correct trials, RT depended only on the lag to the more recent
(JOR) / imminent (JOI) probe and not on the lag to the less
recent/imminent probe as evidenced by the flat lines in Figure 4. This was a direct consequence of the fact that we used a
serial self-terminating search type of model for both memory
and prediction. Furthermore, for correct trials, the RT grew
sublinearly with the lag (Figure 5). This was a result of the
log-compression in the model timeline for both past and future. Finally, the accuracy generated by the model resembles
the accuracy observed in the behavioral data (Figure 6). For
the noise-free cases, the accuracy was 1 by construction.

Discussion
We showed that an associative model based on a compressed
timeline can account for major properties of RT and accuracy in both JOR and JOI. The noise-free results of the model
shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5 illustrate the theoretical
property of the model to provide mathematically exact logarithmic compression of the memory representation. Adding
noise to the representation increased the variability of the responses and introduced some incorrect responses, but it did
1 Both JOR and JOI models were implemented using Python and
the code is available on https://github.com/zorant/JOIR-model.

a

…

Time

b

Time

Figure 3: Schematic of the model for JOR and JOI tasks. a. Schematic of the memory timeline in JOR. An input sequence
of 7 letters is presented sequentially. Letter presentation is marked with the white color of the letter box. Each letter has
a corresponding working memory representation, which consists of sequentially activated neurons. Each box under a letter
symbol represents an individual neuron in f̃(i) where i is the index of the letter. The level of activation is coded with shades
of gray such that brighter shades represent higher activation. After all 7 letters are presented, two randomly selected letters
are presented as probes (in this example T and G). At that time, the memory nodes contain a compressed timeline that stores
what happened when. To appreciate the compression of the timeline, notice that the white trace of activity in the memory
representation is curved and gradually spreads from letters that were presented more recently to letters that were presented less
recently. To provide a response, the model sequentially scans the memory representation from top to bottom and integrates
the amount of activation until a threshold is reached. In the provided example, when integrating from the top to the bottom,
activation for letter G will reach the threshold before the activation for T. b. Schematic of the associations formed between the
memory timeline and the input. These associations are used to model JOI. When letter R (the first letter in the sequence) is
presented, no associations are formed since the memory representation is empty. When letter Y is presented, the memory units
corresponding to R that are active early in the sequence are now firing, and the associations are formed between those units
and letter Y. The associations are represented with the green arrows, and the thickness of the arrows represents the strength of
the associations (the weight). When letter T is presented, associations are formed with the memory units corresponding to R
that activate later in the sequence and the memory units corresponding to Y that activate early in the sequence. Note that after
each letter is presented, the memory weights are updated without erasing previous weights. Therefore the associations formed
between Y and the early activated units of R are preserved after T is presented. After all of the letters in the sequence are
presented, a wide range of associations is formed (not shown). When the probes are displayed, the memory representations of
the last active letter is scanned from top to bottom. Instead of integrating activation of the memory nodes as in JOR, in JOI we
integrate the strength of the associative weights. The sum of associative weights will reach the threshold for probe letter that
is more imminent faster than for the probe letter that is less imminent. For instance, if after R was presented, letters Y and T
appeared as probes, scanning from top to bottom through the associations formed between f̃(R) and neurons representing f(Y )
and f(T ) would results in reaching the threshold for Y faster than the threshold for T.
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Figure 4: RT depends on the lag of the more recent/imminent probe but not on the lag of the less recent/imminent probe for both data and the model. This result is consistent with the hypothesis of serial self-terminating
search over a timeline of the past and a timeline of the future.
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Figure 5: The model captures the sub-linear dependence
of the median RT on the lag of the more recent item indicating the compression of the memory representation.
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Figure 6: The model resembles the accuracy observed in
the data.

the range from 1 to 100.
The accuracy observed with the model was higher than the
accuracy in the behavioral data. While this could be compensated by increasing the amount of noise in the integrator, it is
worth noting that other sources of noise likely also contribute
to the behavioral results. For instance, participants may occasionally press the wrong button by a mistake. Adding such
noise to the model would decrease the accuracy and it would
not change the profile of responses (e.g., the functional form
of relationship between RT and lag). While we did conduct
the analysis for incorrect trials, the results are not shown since
the amount of the behavioral data was not sufficient for a
strong evidence. In incorrect trials, the model predicts that
the RT will depend on the less recent/imminent item.
The proposed model is constructed on a neural-level, generating not only behavioral but also neural predictions. Existing neural data supports some of the predictions, such as
sequentially activated stimulus-selective time cells (Tiganj et
al., 2017; Cruzado et al., 2020) as well as exponentially decaying cells (Tsao et al., 2018; Bright et al., 2019). The JOI
model also predicts the existence of sequentially activated
future-time cells: neurons that activate at a characteristic time
before a particular stimulus is expected to occur. Such cells
have not yet been observed, and their existence would be an
important neural validation of the model.
This data is rather challenging for alternative modeling
approaches. In model-free learning approaches (Sutton &
Barto, 1998), an agent could learn a correct answer, but there
is no reason for RT to depend only on the lag of a more recent/imminent probe. On the other hand, model-based approaches (e.g. (Daw, Niv, & Dayan, 2005; Russek, Momennejad, Botvinick, Gershman, & Daw, 2017)) could learn state
transitions and reapply the transition matrix until the more recent/imminent probe is reached. However, such an operation
would predict a linear increase of RT with the lag, which is in
contradiction with the observed behavioral data (Figure 5).
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in a complex way at multiple levels: language is undeniably
one kind of experience that affects CP at the low-level
perception in humans, and so is the high-level cognition
abilities. In other words, we suggest there is no need to put
language in a distinct position from other forms of
experience.

Abstract
This paper reviews the existing literature on categorical
perception of sounds and colors in different animals including
humans. We highlight that categorical perception is a
combination of nature and nurture; to be specific, categorical
perception is innate with a phylogenetic root, but it can also
be modified by postnatal experience. We also suggest that
language is not wholly the basis for categorical perception, as
what Sapir-Whorf hypothesis posits; instead, language is one
type of experience that can affect the nurture part of
categorical perception across domains and modalities in
humans.
Keywords: categorical perception,
language, sounds, colors, simulation

nature,

The nature-nurture essence of CP

nurture,

Introduction
Categorical perception (CP) is to perceive continuous
physical stimuli into discrete categories (Goldstone &
Hendrickson, 2010). Language, as a human unique trait, has
been proposed to play a critical role in CP. However, the
nature of CP and its relation to language are still under
debate (Holmes & Wolff, 2012; Simanova et al., 2016). As
for the nature of CP, firstly, whether it is innate or acquired
remains controversial. Secondly, there exists evidence that
CP could simply be a phenomenon at the perceptual level
(e.g. Pilling et al., 2003), whereas other evidence implies
that CP is a reflection of high-level cognition (e.g. Roberson
& Davidoff, 2000). As for the CP-language relation, a
number of existing experiments have showed that how one
categorizes perceptual stimuli actually depends on the
language(s) he/she speaks, thus showing a diversity, which
appears to be in favor of the early version of Sapir-Whorf
hypothesis that language determines thought. On the other
hand, universality has also been identified in the way
perceptual stimuli from certain domains such as colors are
categorized across different languages (e.g. Kay & Reiger,
2003).
This paper attempts to discuss the nature of CP and its
relation with language from a perspective of evolution and
development. To address the inquiry about the nature of CP,
we would like to review CP of sounds and colors in
nonhuman animals and humans, which suggests that the
domain- and modality-general CP is a combination of
innateness and experience across species, i.e., CP results
from both nature and nurture. With respect to the role of
language in CP, we would like to stress that although being
a form of high-level cognition, language affects perception
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World objects are perceived categorically by living
organisms. CP is to qualitatively differentiate continuous
stimuli into discrete categories. The mechanism of CP is one
of the basic questions of cognitive science (Harnad, 1987),
since it presents interaction between high-level
conceptualization and low-level perception (Goldstone &
Hendrickson, 2010). The psychophysical approach has been
widely used in experimental paradigms on CP, in which
subjects were asked to discriminate and label a set of stimuli
presented to them. However, CP is a broader phenomenon
across domains and modalities, suggesting that CP has its
phylogenetic origin. Indeed, existing literature has shown
that nonhuman animals also exhibit CP cross-domain and
cross-modality, and skills acquired by them for survival and
reproduction could have shaped their CP progressively. We
will review CP of sounds and colors in nonhuman animals
in the following parts. Ontogenetically speaking, studies on
infants and adults also indicate that CP has its innate part
and is “refined” by postnatal experience. Therefore, from
the perspectives of development, CP is partly innate and
partly influenced by experience across species. In this sense,
both universality and diversity should be observed in
humans because of the heterogeneous postnatal experiences
from different cultures.

CP in nonhuman animals
This section reviews studies on CP in invertebrates and
vertebrates to show that CP is a conserved phenomenon, and
postnatal experience affects CP. We focus on CP of sounds
and colors.

CP of sounds
CP has been investigated in some invertebrates across
modalities. For example, male crickets sing calling song to
attract mate and courtship song to promote copulation, both
of which are at low-frequency (Alexander, 1961). Crickets
are also sensitive to high-frequency ultrasounds emitted by
their predators, bats (Nolen & Hoy, 1984). Using the

psychophysical labeling and habituation-dishabituation
paradigm, Wyttenbach et al. (1996) have found that
Polynesian field crickets (Teleogryllus oceanicus) were able
to discriminate both attractive and repulsive sounds with the
sharp boundary lying between 13 and 16 kilohertz. The
discrimination happening within this large gap between
communicative songs produced by crickets around 4 to 5
kHz and ultrasounds produced by bats around 25 to 80 kHz
is closely related to survival. Interestingly, ter Hofstede et al
(2009)’s experiments showed that such crickets lack
reaction to echolocation of sympatric gleaning bats on the
ground, suggesting that the acoustic response of wild
crickets could be adapted by the environment, where bats
mainly prey in the air. In this sense, it seems that the
frequency range between 13 and 16 kHz also bridges the
innateness, i.e. their communication calls, and experience,
i.e. ultrasounds of their predators, suggesting that the
observed CP of sounds in crickets is a combination of nature
and nurture.
Concerning vertebrates, for example, Baugh, Akre, &
Ryan (2008) have demonstrated that female tungara frogs
respond to mating calls from males in a categorical fashion,
which is critical for reproduction. This is possibly the only
study on CP of sounds in frogs.
CP in auditory modality has been intensively studied in
avian species. Dating back to 1980s, the psychophysical
methods were used to investigate CP of auditory systems in
birds. Combining the operant conditioning and
multidimensional scaling, Dooling, Brown, et al., (1987)
found that budgerigars have exceptionally low threshold of
discrimination frequency at 2-4 kHz, which fall into the
spectrum of their contact calls produced when separated
(Dooling, Park, et al., 1987). This suggests that budgerigars’
auditory system could be modified by experience of
separation. The subsequent study also demonstrated that
perceptual learning can alter the salience of perceptual
categories (Brown et al., 1988), suggesting that experience
affects CP of sounds in birds. However, the similar
perception of major call classes of budgerigars in humans
and budgerigars also indicate a shared mechanism of
auditory discrimination system in birds and humans (Brown
et al., 1988). Such findings prompt researchers to wonder
whether birds could categorically perceive continuous
human speech sounds absent in their environment, and if so,
whether their CP is similar to that of humans or not.
A number of studies around the late 1990s investigated if
birds are able to discriminate continuous natural and
synthesized human speech sounds. Dooling, Okanoya, &
Brown (1989) have found that budgerigars share with
humans and other animals in the range of VOTs (voice
onset time) from 0 to +70ms in the perceptual change of
bilabial, alveolar, and velar continua. However, it is possible
that the budgerigars could refer to temporal feature as
perceptual cues, since VOTs involve variants of temporal
instead of spectral information. Dooling & Brown (1990)
took naturally produced vowels as the stimuli to examine
the perceptual categorization of purely spectral features that
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had been reported to be engaged in vowel perception in
humans. The results demonstrate that budgerigars utilize the
same cues as those of humans—the relation between F1 and
F2 formant frequencies—to discriminate vowel categories.
Using synthesized vowels, wild blackbirds and pigeons are
also able to discriminate between four vowels (Hienz et al.,
1981). Besides, after training, Japanese quails were reported
to be capable of categorizing explosives [p, d, g] combined
with different vowels (Kluender et al., 1987). These data
seem to reflect that categorization of speech sounds is not
limited to humans, but general auditory processing across
species. However, detailed discussions are needed for such a
conclusion, which is not the focus of the current paper (cf.
Kriengwatana, Escudero, & Cate, 2014).
The same question of whether CP of speech sounds is
species-general or human specific has also been explored in
nonhuman mammals, since their auditory systems are more
similar to that of humans. Chinchillas, a rodent species, had
been shown to successfully discriminate voiced and
voiceless alveolar plosive consonants naturally produced by
different talkers and label the phonetic boundaries of the /d//t/ continuum similarly to that of English-speaking adults
(Kuhl & Miller, 1975). The follow-up study confirmed the
same result in discrimination and labelling of bilabial and
velar plosives by chinchillas (Kuhl & Miller, 1978). Apart
from consonants, chinchillas were also evidenced to be able
to discriminate vowels /a/ and /i/ recorded by American
English talkers with three pitch levels (high, natural, and
low) (Burdick & Miller, 1976). With human-like absolute
auditory sensitivity, Mongolian gerbils were selected as an
animal model to investigate CP of speech sounds. Presented
with synthesized vowels, liquids and stops (plosives)
continuums, the Mongolian gerbils also exhibit phonetic
boundaries of all these three kinds of stimuli comparable to
humans (Sinnott & Mosteller, 2001). Furthermore, a number
of studies have focused on CP of speech sounds in rats.
Reed, Howell, Sackin, Pizzimenti, & Rosen (2003) have
shown that rats can be trained to discriminate fricatives and
affricates and label the phonetic boundaries of the
continuums with the rise time as the salient cues. What is
interesting about rats is that they resemble human infants in
that the unimodal or bimodal distributional exposure to
phonetic continuums has an effect on the subsequent
performance of the discrimination of these phonemes (Pons,
2006; Eriksson & Villa, 2006). This indicates that
experience also shapes CP of non-conspecific sounds in rats.
Although there exist no studies on CP of conspecific sounds
(e.g. CP of ultrasonic vocalizations) in rodents, the data
collected so far implicate a general mechanism of CP of
vocalizations across mammals including humans.
As our closest relatives, nonhuman primates have also
become the subjects for investigating CP of non-speech
sounds, conspecific calls, and speech sounds. A series of
early studies took old world monkeys and macaques as
references to explore the same question on species-general
or species-specific CP of sounds in human speech. The
results showed that although monkeys performed a little

worse than humans in frequency of pure tone perception
(Sinnott, Brown, & Brown, 1992), their performance on
discrimination of speech sound continuum including
English liquid contrast /ra-la/ (Sinnott & Brown, 1997),
VOT /ba-pa/ (Sinnott & Adams, 1987), place of articulation
/ba-da/ (Sinnott, Beecher, Moody, & Stebbins, 1976), stopglide /ba-wa/ (Sinnott, Brown, & Borneman, 1998), and
front and back vowels (Sinnott, 1989; Sinnott & Kreiter,
1991) indicate that monkeys perceive speech sounds also in
a categorical manner. Concerning conspecific monkey calls,
inconsistent results have been obtained. Japanese macaques
were reported to be able to perceive contact calls
categorically (May et al., 1989). However, neither humans
nor macaques exhibited CP of the synthesized coo calls
continuum (Hopp et al., 1992), suggesting that the CP of
conspecific calls have to be natural instead of synthesized.
These data also indicate that nonhuman primates may
already possess auditory ability for speech perception, albeit
quantitatively less capable.

CP of colors
Before going into details of CP of colors in nonhuman
animals, we need to clarify that the fact that one species is
capable of categorically perceive colors does not amount to
what type of color vision they have. Rather, what we argue
is no matter the color vision they possess is dichromatic or
trichromatic, the species are able to perceive color in a
categorical fashion, and tune the categories according to the
postnatal environment.
In visual modality, bees have been investigated to explore
color discrimination. By adjusting the light intensity of the
stimuli, von Helversen (1972) (from Hempel de Ibarra et al.,
2014) tested whether bees are sensitive enough to the
spectrum of colors and capable of discriminating the
wavelength. Three spectral sensitivity peaks at the UV, blue
and green ranges of the spectrum correspondingly matched
the three types of photoreceptors in honeybees. In addition,
two minima were found to show the wavelength
discrimination function between the peaks of S- and M-, and
M- and L-receptors respectively. These findings strongly
suggest that color vision of honeybee exhibits the
trichromatic nature. Further studies training bees to learn
color discrimination in a short period of time indicated that
the CP of color wavelength could be shaped by learning
(Menzel, 1967) (from Hempel de Ibarra et al., 2014).
Besides, the color visual system of bees was shown to be
tuned to the variability of environmental flowers (Garcia et
al., 2018). The neuroanatomy of color processing in bees
also suggests that multiple systems in the brain mediate
color discrimination dependent on individual experience
(Dyer et al., 2011). All these reflect the fact that that
environmental experience plays an important role in shaping
CP of colors in bees.
CP of colors was also examined in goldfish. Using a
generalization approach, in which the fish was trained to
obtain a reward in the presence of colors with different
wavelengths, and afterwards tested whether generalization
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occurred when presented with novel colors, Goldman et al.
(1991) reported that, controlling both wavelengths and
brightness, goldfish exhibited color boundaries accordingly
to the training stimuli. However, Kitschmann & Neumeyer,
(2005)’s simultaneous testing on wavelength discrimination
and generalization demonstrated that “generalization
measurements are not suitable to uncover possible color
categories”. In order to exclude the possibility of
remembering the training colors after weeks of training,
Poralla & Neumeyer (2006) used six wavelengths for
training goldfish, and found that goldfish exhibited humanlike “focal” colors. Similar to bees, experience could also
reshape the color vision of goldfish (Neumeyer & Arnold,
1989), and its color vision system exhibits considerable
developmental plasticity (Wagner & Kroger, 2005). This
confirms the role of experience in CP of colors in goldfish.
When it comes to avian species, early studies found that
pigeons also show spectrum transition, but at different
points from those of humans (Wright & Cumming, 1971).
For example, Jones, Osorio, & Baddeley (2001) investigated
how poultry chicks responded to wavelength continuum.
The chicks preferred intermediates if they were initially
trained to two colors. Moreover, although songbirds
communicate mainly by vocalizations, visual perception is
also important in their daily lives. Recently, a couple of
studies have shown that birds exhibit CP of color signals.
Mating choice of female zebra finches is crucial for
reproduction since they are socially monogamous. Thus,
proper evaluatingsuch body condition of males visually
should be gained through evolution by females. Because the
carotenoid-based color of male beak reflects their immunity,
namely the darker the beak the better the immune system
functions (Blount et al., 2003), females prefer redness than
orangeness in their mating choices (Collins & Cate, 1996).
Caves et al. (2018) provided evidence that female zebra
finches could perceive carotenoid-based spectrum ranging
from light orange to dark red categorically associated with
an assessment signal, namely color of the male beak, which
reflects immunity condition of males. This in turn implies
that CP of colors in birds is closely related to reproduction.
Subsequently, the same research group found that zebra
finches also show CP of blue-green range, suggesting a
general mechanism for CP of colors (Zipple et al., 2019).
CP occurs in both orange-red and blue-green ranges
suggestive of general mechanisms, which are innate, and the
better discrimination of orange-red range over blue-green
range could be influenced by mating choice and natural
surroundings important for reproduction and survival, which
are experience.
Coming to nonhuman primates, experiments of CP of
colors had been conducted using psychophysical and
naming paradigms. Macaques were evidenced to categorize
the spectrum into the same basic hues as humans, namely
green-blue-yellow-red (Sandell et al., 1979). To address the
linguistic relativity inquiry, Matsuzawa (1985) tested not
only color categorization but also color naming in a
chimpanzee. The result showed that the chimpanzee was

capable of both tasks, and the named colors were consistent
to the focal colors observed in human language.
Furthermore, using the matching-to-sample tasks, a later
study showed that the experience of training also affects the
color naming of two chimpanzees, one of whom had a
longer training period than the other (Matsuno et al., 2004).
However, also using the matching-to-sample paradigm,
baboons were reported to be good at color discrimination,
but incapable of matching individual boundaries as humans
do. Instead, their performance exhibited two boundaries
corresponding to the training stimuli (Fagot et al., 2006).
The data reviewed above on nonhuman primates also lead to
the conclusion that CP of colors seems to be endowed,
while how primates categorize colors depends on their color
vision systems (trichromatic or dichromatic) and also
appears to be affected by later experience or training.

CP in humans
The linguistic relativity hypothesis has encouraged crosslinguistic investigations on how particular languages affect
thinking, most of which focused on CP of colors, and the
discussion about whether CP of color is universal or diverse
is still under dispute. However, as argued in the previous
section, CP seems to have a phylogenetic root that is innate
and still influenced gradually by environmental experience
ontogenetically. In this sense, to some extent, the observed
universality and diversity of CP of colors could amount to
both nature and nurture of CP cross-modality and crossdomain as reviewed above.

Revisiting the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis
This hypothesis posits that the language one speaks
affects his/her thinking. Perception is an important part of
thinking. In light of this hypothesis, colors of a spectral
wavelength have been proposed to be perceived
categorically with reference to the particular linguistic
system that describes colors. Similar influence of specific
languages on perception that is categorical can also be found
in the modality of speech sounds.
The term of the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis is coined from
the debate by Edward Sapir and Benjamin Lee Whorf on the
proposal that a particular language one speaks could affect
the speaker’s thoughts. The hypothesis is also known as the
linguistic relativity hypothesis. Specifically, Whorf
proposed that languages with their specific lexical and
grammatical categories that were groupings of experience
were expressed by speakers analogically across-language in
the form of speech, and the way the linguistic categories
assemble is a coherent system of reference, which guides
the habitual interpretation of experience in speakers (Lucy,
2001). This guidance is unwitting, in the sense that speakers
are not aware of the association between their native
language and the way they perceive the world. Whorf’s
classical work to contrast the concept of time in Hopi and
English elegantly illustrated the effects different languages
have on thoughts. Three types of approaches used in
empirical studies were summarized by Lucy (2001):
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Structure-centered, domain-centered, and behavior-centered.
In this section, we focus on the domain-centered approach,
especially on the CP of colors and speech sounds. The
influence of different languages on color perception,
whether universal or specific, has been intensely studied
using behavioral methods and later neuroimaging
techniques with relation to the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis
across languages. However, although also strongly
influenced by native language, the perception of speech
sounds was rarely linked to the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis.
Furthermore, the reason why the linguistic camp
concentrates on the role of language in human thoughts is
likely to be that language is regarded as a special trait of
humans. However, as postnatal experience(language) in a
species (humans), it is not surprising that language affects
the thinking (nonhuman animals thinking?) of such species.
In this sense, the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis falls into a general
belief in cognitive psychology that experience plays a
crucial role in the development of cognition (Taylor, 2005),
and in evolutionary biology that cognition could have been
modified by the acquisition of language in evolution
(Lupyan, 2015).
It is worth noting that we do not mean that the SapirWhorf hypothesis or linguistic relativity is wrong or deny
the crucial impact language has on shaping CP. Indeed, we
admit that as a complex system, language must have
influenced CP in a complex way. However, the focus of the
current paper is not how language could have reshaped the
CP of humans, but the fact of language as a kind of
experience belonging to nurture.

CP of speech sounds in humans
This section reviews studies on CP of speech sounds from
the perceptive of ontogeny, namely from preverbal infants
to monolingual and multilingual adults to illustrate that CP
of speech sounds is also a combination of innateness and
experience in humans, and the role language plays is beyond
the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis, which is one of many
environmental factors that influence CP.
Using the /b-d-g/ identification task, Liberman, Harris,
Hoffman, & Griffith (1957) found that the listeners tend to
divide this plosive continuum into three sharp categories.
After that, a large number of studies have been conducted to
investigate how speakers with different native languages
categorize speech sounds. As the empirical work
accumulated, more questions on CP of speech sounds arose.
One is whether CP of speech sounds is specific to human
language or belongs to general auditory perception. This
could extend to the inquiry of the current paper that whether
CP of sounds is shaped by experience—language, or
innate—general auditory perception. The question has been
approached by investigating how nonlinguistic creatures,
including nonhuman animals and prelinguistic infants,
categorize speech sounds. Concerning prelinguistic infants,
technically speaking, they are not fully nonlinguistic since
before birth, the fetus could hear the mother talk from 25week gestation onward (Graven & Browne, 2008).

Therefore, we prefer to say infants are preverbal instead of
prelinguistic. Another question concerns how multilinguals
categorize the same continuum if the phonemic boundaries
locate at different points within the continuum. For example,
the phonemic boundary of plosives in English and Spanish
lies at different points of VOT. How will an early bilingual
of English and Spanish categorize the plosives? If learning
affects CP of sounds, will late learning of a new foreign
language affect the CP of the speaker? Studies on
multilinguals could provide interesting insights on the
innateness and learning effects of CP of speech sounds in
humans.
To explore whether CP of speech sounds is languagespecific, or whether speech perception in development is
auditory-general, preverbal infants serve as the best
candidates. Using the high-amplitude sucking paradigm,
infants as early as one month were shown to be able to
perceive speech sounds (plosives) categorically (Eimas et al.,
1971). Employing a cardiac orienting response paradigm,
Miller & Morse (1976) demonstrated that infants of 3 to 4
months old can categorically discriminate the cues of place
of articulations. A series of worksbody have revealed that
infants before 6 months old were able to discriminate speech
phonemes in all languages, even nonhuman primate calls
(Perszyk & Waxman, 2016), but from 6 months on, such
ability wanes and infants become tuned to merely
discriminate contrastive sounds in their ambient language(s)
(Werker & Tees, 1984; Kuhl et al., 2006), indicating the key
impact of language as experience in speech perception.
Studies on categorization of speech sounds in infants of 612-month-old surrounded by multilingual environments
further implicate the role of language in reshaping the CP.
For example, English-French bilingual infants at 10- to 12month were reported to be able to discriminate native
boundaries of both languages (Burns et al., 2007).

CP of colors in humans
It has been argued that the CP of colors may derive from
color naming of a particular language. The languagespecific color naming system seems to determine how
speakers of such language categorize colors, for instance,
the categorical boundaries of green-blue continuum
observed in native speakers of Welsh, English and Turkish
(Lazar-Meyn, 2004; Özgen & Davies, 1998). Such findings
appeared to be evidence for the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis, or
linguistic relativity, in the sense that color naming is
determined by particular language(s) one speaks. However,
as reviewed in the previous section, nonhuman animals who
lack language also display CP of colors. This not only
shows that language is not a necessity for CP of colors, but
also demonstrates that CP of colors has an evolutionary
origin, which in turn predicts that preverbal infants will also
perceive colors categorically. As shown in CP of speech
sounds, infants from diverse cultures could perform
similarly in the task of color categorization, and as they are
exposed to ambient language(s), their CP of colors would be
tailored to the color naming system in that language. In this
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sense, instead of abody prerequisite, language only serves as
environmental experience that modifies color categorization.
In preverbal infants, behaviorally, using the habituationdishabituation paradigm, Bornstein, Kessen, & Weiskopf
(1976) have found that 4-month-old infants perceive hues
categorically, similarly to normal adults. Utilizing the eyetracking technique, Ozturk et al. (2013) have reported that
8-month-old infants can also perceive colors categorically,
and detect the between-category stimuli faster than the
within-category stimuli. Besides, 7- to 8-month-old infants
were reported to be able to distinguish stimuli between
yellow and gold (Yang et al., 2013). This is exceptional,
because both the chromaticity and surface specular
reflectance decide the perception of colors, which is twodimensional. Taking the full hue circle into consideration,
Skelton et al. (2017)’s findings suggested that the
recognition memory of 4- to 6-month-old infants parses hue
continuum into red, yellow, green, blue, and purple, and a
correspondence was detected between the categorical
distinctions the infants performed and those seen in color
naming lexicon. These data demonstrate that CP of colors is
partially innate before acquiring language, which could
already be biologically rooted in early invertebrates.
When does acquiring a particular language affect CP of
colors? Before discussing this, we would like to clarify that
the universality of CP of colors can be understood from two
aspects. On the one hand, it refers to the universal
boundaries between colors. It has been proposed that color
boundaries are universal across cultures, which are hardwired in human visual systems (Berlin & Kay, 1969). On
the other hand, it also denotes the mechanisms underlying
CP of colors, which are biologically endowed, meaning the
perception of color spectrum into categorization. In this way,
the universality of CP of colors reflects both interpretations,
yet the diversity corresponding to different languages seems
to refute the former but the later. In other words, what we
argue here is that CP is a biological trait and modified by
postnatal experience like language. The connection between
CP of colors and language is mediated by naming or
labelling, reflected by color lexicon. This must have
happened consequentially to CP of speech sounds, since
words are acquired later than sounds. To put it another way,
the influences from language exposure in CP of speech
sounds and colors might be different. CP of speech sounds
was proposed to be inferred from statistical learning, based
on the distribution of different sounds (Saffran et al., 1996).
In contrast, CP of colors is affected by lexicon learning,
which involved meaning. Franklin et al. (2005) have shown
that there is little cross-language/culture knowledge that
affects CP of colors in Himba and English in 2- to 4-yearold toddlers. Lexicon acquisition occurs in such ages. Thus,
the perceptual reorganization of CP of colors under the
influence of particular language(s) happens in concordance
with lexicon acquisition. In this regard, we do not deny the
influence of language on CP, but include language as one
type of postnatal experience.

Conclusion
From the perspective of evolution and development, this
paper reviews CP of sounds and colors in animals including
humans and demonstrates that CP not only has its
phylogenetic root (nature) but also can be modified by
postnatal experience (nurture). The findings in nonhuman
animals provide explicit evidence for the nature aspect of
CP, whereas the nurture aspect of CP is too complex to
capture using the traditional behavior and newly developed
neuroimaging methods. Other approaches, such as
computational simulation, become necessary to better
understand how CP is affected by experiences such as
language (or vice versa) (e.g., Puglisi et al., 2008 or Filatova
& Miller, 2015).
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Abstract
Although orangutans are closely related to humans, very little
is known about their ontogenetic development. In particular,
there is a lack of systematic research on the maternal behaviors
that mediate skill development in early infancy. To address this
topic, we conducted a longitudinal study in which a Sumatran
orangutan (Pongo abelii) mother-infant dyad was
systematically observed across 28 months, starting with the
infant’s birth. Our data revealed several classes of maternal
behavior that potentially influenced infant skill development.
The timing of these behaviors was contingent upon infant
competence level, as active interventions were intense during
periods of skill acquisition. The same behaviors were flexibly
deployed independent of whether the infant was in the process
of acquiring foraging, locomotor or social skills. Our findings
suggest that the maternal behaviors that mediate infant skill
development in Sumatran orangutans have features
reminiscent of human scaffolding, and raise questions about
intentionality in such behaviors.
Keywords: orangutan ontogeny, skill acquisition, scaffolding,
teaching

Introduction
Orangutans are among our closest genetic relatives, sharing
96,4% of our genetic makeup. Surprisingly, in spite of this
close relatedness to humans, very little is known about their
ontogenetic development. In particular, research on skill
development in Sumatran orangutans (Pongo abelii) during
early infancy is lacking. It is therefore unknown how
orangutans’ journey towards becoming skillful foragers and
competent social individuals begins. In the most informative
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study to date (Chevalier-Skolnikoff, 1983), four orangutan
infants were periodically assessed using behavioral
parameters derived from Piaget’s sensorimotor stages for
human ontogenetic development (Piaget, 1952). In humans,
these stages include skills that are acquired between birth and
two years of age through trial and error, and range from
reflexive motor activity (first stage, at one month) to insightbased problem solving (sixth stage, at 24 months). In this
study, orangutans achieved the first piagetian stages earlier
than humans, but lagged at reaching the later stages. Stage
five behaviors, which involve exploration through relational
experimentation (e.g., flailing ropes, tossing objects in the
air), were first displayed at 12 months of age, while the sixth
stage was completed between five-eight years of age.
Additional observations come from less systematic reports
of orangutan development in early infancy, which mention
first attempts at hanging, standing or back-riding (seemingly
assisted by the mother), food manipulation, first contact
breaking, infant genital exploration by the mother, instances
of social play, and solitary play (e.g., Maple, Wilson, Zucker
et al., 1978; Miller & Nadler, 1981).
A first limitation of some of these studies is that there is no
distinction between orangutan species. Yet this is highly
relevant, since recent research documents significant sociocognitive differences between Bornean (Pongo pygmaeus)
and Sumatran (Pongo abelii) orangutans, which seem to be
related to different sociality styles (Forss, Willem, Call et al.,
2016). As such, Sumatran orangutans are more gregarious
and socially tolerant than their Bornean counterparts, show
superior problem-solving skills (Forss et al., 2016), and have
broader repertoires of culturally transmitted behaviors, which
encompass both social and ecological skills (e.g., Schuppli,

Meulman, Forss et al., 2016). It is therefore imperative to
study the early development of skills separately for each of
the orangutan species.
Additional limitations derive from the impoverished
housing conditions of the involved individuals. Rearing
conditions have a major impact on the socio-emotional and
cognitive development of primates (e.g., Maestripieri, 2018).
Continuous contact with the mother - so that the physical and
social needs of the infants are appropriately attended to nurtures the development of social and communicative skills,
and ensures optimal cognitive, social and emotional
outcomes. In contrast, social deprivation has a tremendously
negative impact on all these developmental outcomes. As
such, only tentative conclusions can be drawn from studies
on nursery-raised individuals, such as, e.g., the study on
orangutan sensorimotor development by ChevalierSkolnikoff (1983). In addition, restrictive housing conditions
(as in Maple et al., 1978; Miller & Nadler, 1981) negatively
impact the normal development of young primates. For
example, in the study by Miller and Nadler (1981), the
studied individuals were housed in 2,4 m high cages with an
area of 5,76 m2 indoors and 9,6 m2 outdoors. This drastically
limits the expression of species-specific behaviors by the
mother, thus limiting the repertoire of behaviors and skills
that the infant is exposed to, and has the opportunity to
acquire through social learning. Restrictive housing
conditions are also likely to affect maternal physical and
psychological well-being, leading to increased levels of stress
and depression. In turn, insufficient maternal welfare
negatively impacts infant socio-emotional and sociocognitive development (e.g., Maestripieri, 2018). More
recent studies, especially if conducted in the wild, bypass
these issues. However, these studies usually do not include
the early stages of infancy (e.g., Bard, 1995; Schuppli et al.,
2016). If young infants are included, Sumatran orangutans
are not represented, or data recorded from infants is minimal
(e.g., Scheider, Call & Liebal, 2012).
In this paper, we present a longitudinal study of skill
development in the early infancy (0-28 months of age) of a
Sumatran orangutan female, in which we focus on maternal
behaviors that mediate the maturation of locomotor, foraging
and social skills. In particular, our aims are (1) to report the
findings of a systematic qualitative analysis of such
behaviors, as documented in over 300 hours of observations
of the mother-infant dyad, and (2) to outline the details of a
method for the systematic investigation of such behaviors.
There is widespread agreement that, in all primate species,
the mothers constitute the most important source of influence
on infant development, and that such influence is exerted on
several levels: physiological, reproductive, behavioral,
emotional, cognitive and social (for recent reviews see
Maestripieri, 2018; Whiten & de Waal, 2018). This is
especially the case for Sumatran orangutans, who display the
longest period of maternal dependency in the animal
kingdom (of up to 10 years), as well as the longest interbirth
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interval of all mammalian species, since females with
offspring do not reproduce (van Noordwijk & van Schaik,
2005). Moreover, given the semi-solitary nature of
orangutans, developmental influences from other
conspecifics than the mother are nearly absent during
orangutan early infancy, although, starting with three years
of age, immatures begin to increasingly socialize with others
(Schuppli et al., 2016).
Available data suggests that, in nonhuman apes, maternal
influences on skill development are passively exerted, with
the offspring being primarily responsible for skill acquisition.
For great apes, this relationship has been described using an
apprenticeship analogy, whereby the novice’s presence (the
immature offspring) is tolerated by the skilled master (the
mother), and the novice is motivated to acquire the skill
through observation learning (Matsuzawa, 2001). By keeping
close proximity to the mother, immatures are provided with
learning opportunities by mere exposure to speciesappropriate actions in social and non-social contexts. As
such, infants will explore and eventually consume the food
items consumed by their mothers, thus acquiring the speciesappropriate foraging repertoire, while also learning the
location of food sources (e.g., Schuppli et al., 2016). By
watching their mothers interact with conspecifics, infants will
acquire their social skills (e.g., Maestripieri, 2018). The
cognitive mechanisms implicated in such learning processes
are likely to be stimulus and local enhancement (e.g., More,
2013; Whiten & de Waal, 2018). In great apes, who
frequently engage in complex forms of food processing, more
advanced mechanisms such as emulation or even imitation
may be also involved (as reviewed by Moore, 2013; Whiten
& de Waal, 2018). To date, imitation learning in great apes is
primarily documented in juveniles, although Russon and
Galdikas (1995) also report a small number of occurrences in
younger Bornean orangutans starting with three years of age.
Note that an active maternal involvement in this learning
process is not reported in any of these cases.
The literature, however, is not completely devoid of
examples in which primate mothers appear to take a more
active role in shaping infant skill acquisition. Such examples
are reminiscent of interventions that in the human literature
are regarded as scaffolding, whereby the expert (e.g., the
mother) engages in activities that mediate skill acquisition in
the pupil. An important feature of scaffolding is that skill
acquisition should take place in the so-called zone of
proximal development of the pupil, meaning that the expert
needs to be sensitive to the knowledge level of the pupil.
Another relevant feature is that such facilitation (the
‘scaffold’) is gradually removed by the expert, as the pupil
becomes more proficient (e.g., Palincsar, 1986).
In the animal literature, such scaffolding behaviors have
been described as a form of functional teaching. This notion
is meant to capture the functional consequences of facilitating
learning in others, as opposed to intentional teaching, which
is based on an explicit intention to cause an individual to learn

(e.g., Caro & Hauser, 1992). In functional teaching, a skilled
individual modifies its behavior in the presence of novices,
thereby actively facilitating learning in the novices, i.e. the
latter learns a skill earlier, more rapidly or efficiently than in
the absence of the expert’s behavior, or even bypasses the risk
of not learning that skill at all (Caro & Hauser, 1992).
Examples of functional teaching have been described for a
number of species, including ants, birds, and a number of
mammalian taxa, such as felids, meerkats, cetaceans,
pinnipeds, and primates. In primates, the most prominent
examples of functional teaching include maternal
encouragement and discouragement, as well as tool transfer
in chimpanzees (as reviewed, e.g., by Maestripieri, 2018;
Moore, 2013; Whiten & de Waal, 2018).

Methods
Site and participants
Data collection was conducted at Lund University Primate
Research Station Furuvik, where a mother-infant dyad
(Dunja-Indah) was observed for 28 consecutive months,
starting with the infant’s birth, in November 2017 and ending
with March 2020, when travel to the research station was
restricted due to the pandemic. Dunja was 25 years old at
parturition, and Indah is her firstborn. The mother-infant
dyad is housed in a semi-naturalistic enclosure that consists
of an indoor area and an outdoor area. The indoor enclosure
has natural flooring, and is enriched with logs, platforms,
hammocks, and ropes. Adjacent to it, there are three smaller
rooms, which have been built for research purposes. Glass
walls separate the indoor enclosure from the visitor area,
which runs as a long corridor parallel to the enclosure. The
outdoor area consists of two islands, which are cultivated
with edible plants. On the islands, there are also wooden
platforms, logs, trees and bushes. In the outdoors, the visitors
can watch the orangutans from several wooden platforms that
are built around the enclosure.
The mother-infant dyad shares this enclosure with the male
that sired Indah (Naong), who was 26 years old at Indah’s
birth. Naong was separated from Dunja a few weeks prior to
parturition, and joined the dyad about four weeks after
Indah’s birth. During this separation time, the orangutans had
visual access to each other. Occasionally, they could also
come in close proximity, which enabled tactile interactions
through the mesh. The orangutans are fed a varied diet,
composed of vegetables, fruits, seeds, nuts, vitamin-enriched
pellets and various protein sources. To limit the intake of
soluble sugars, fruit is primarily provided as reinforcement
during husbandry training and experimental research. Several
food items are provided on a daily basis as part of various
enrichment routines, based on a weekly updated schedule.

Data collection
Data collection relied on continuous observation, with
systematic video-recording of mother-infant activities for
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subsequent micro-analysis. The observations were taken
primarily from the visitor areas, and occasionally from
restricted areas. An all-occurrence sampling approach was
used, which targeted the dyad’s activities. Written notes were
also taken if activity onset was sudden, or if relevant activities
were in progress at the start of a session of data collection,
before the filming equipment was set up. Whenever the dyad
was inactive or out of sight (hidden behind a log, under a
blanket, up in a hammock, etc.), data collection was
complemented with five-minute scan sampling.
The observation schedule varied with the infant’s age,
since the level of activity and the predictability of the
orangutans’ activity budget varied as a function of age. Thus,
the observation schedule was very intense during the first
month of the infant’s life, amounting to six hours daily for at
least 24 hours / week. During this month, there was a high
risk of missing relevant behaviors, as the orangutans’ activity
level was low, and the occurrence of activity periods highly
unpredictable. Toward the end of the first month, however,
activity periods had become predictable, and relevant
behaviors re-occurred with sufficient frequency to justify a
reduced observation schedule. From now on, the dyad was
followed for a minimum of two hours / weekly, thus totaling
337 hours and 27 minutes of observation for the overall 28month period of data collection.

Data analysis
Given the absence of previous systematic research on
maternal behaviors that support skill development in
orangutan infants, the first stage of data analysis consisted of
systematic qualitative analysis. The filmed material was
screened in its entirety, to extract suitable themes and
categories of behavior. In order to study the kind of maternal
responses (henceforth maternal behaviors) that influence
skill development, it was important to also record the infant’s
activities that were likely to trigger a maternal response. To
determine the immediate effects of maternal behaviors on the
infant, we also examined the infant’s response whenever an
active maternal behavior was recorded.
To follow up with a quantitative treatment of target
behaviors (i.e., maternal behaviors, infant responses), the
filmed material is annotated using the video-annotation
software ELAN. To this end, relevant tiers have been set up
in ELAN, including Indah’s activity, Dunja’s activity,
maternal behavior, infant response. Annotations
corresponding to these categories are entered in the
respective tiers whenever relevant behaviors are identified on
film. Indah’s activity is meant to capture infant actions that
could elicit a maternal response, while Dunja’s activity is
meant to capture the actions carried out by the mother
concomitant with the activities of the infant, and, thus, prior
to a maternal behavior. The categories annotated as activities
are based on commonly used ethograms and include: Rest
seated, Rest lying / sleeping, Eat seated / lying, Forage,
Nursing, Travel horizontal, Travel vertical, Nesting, Solitary

locomotor (play), Social play, Agonistic interaction (with
Naong), Grooming, Object manipulation, Oral exploration,
Other social interaction, Other activity.
Each annotated episode is also recorded in a spreadsheet,
where we also record information about the date and duration
of each behavior, and codify relevant variables, such as
proximity, gaze direction and timing of facial expressions.

Findings
In this paper, we present the main findings of the qualitative
analysis, in particular an inventory of maternal behaviors that
have the potential to influence skill development in orangutan
infants, as well as an inventory of infant responses triggered
by active forms of maternal behavior. We also delineate the
longitudinal progression of target behaviors, and discuss a
number of examples. Finally, we also present preliminary
results from the quantitative analysis of maternal behaviors
targeting infant object-directed actions.

Maternal behaviors
Based on the qualitative data analysis carried out for the
purposes of this study, maternal behaviors with a potential to
mediate infant skill acquisition were classified in the
following categories: tolerate, interference, approach,
ignore, molding, take-over, co-action, social visits.
Tolerate comprises a class of situations in which the
infant’s activity is carried out within the mother’s visual field,
so that the mother can observe it, but the mother does nothing
to respond to it, other than monitoring the infant’s activity.
This behavior was recorded in response to a great variety of
actions performed by the infant, including locomotion,
foraging, object manipulation, social interaction, etc.
Developmentally, tolerate was often preceded by
interference, and succeeded by ignore. In this category, we
have also included a number of examples that in previous
anecdotal observations have been presented in more active
terms, as encouraging or supporting infant locomotion. For
example, we observed that the infant used the mother’s
stretched arm as a support during her first attempts to stand,
or used the mother’s body as a ladder or bridge for climbing
or crossing a gap. We classified these examples as tolerate,
since it was not possible to ascertain that the mother was
actively supporting the infant’s actions.
Interference refers to situations in which the mother
intervenes, and stops the infant’s activity within the first 30
seconds of infant engagement in that activity. For example,
Dunja prevents Indah to continue climbing on the mesh, by
removing her from the mesh, or prevents Indah to put objects
(bark, food, toys) into her mouth, by removing them from her
hand or mouth. This type of intervention (also called
discouragement) is considered to be the most common
expression of active maternal influence on infant skill
development (e.g., Maestripieri, 2018). Our data suggests a
developmental progression with respect to interference
targets. Initially, interference seemingly targeted resting, i.e.
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the mother actively intervened to activate her infant after a
period of rest. Once the infant was able to grasp, and achieved
hand-mouth coordination, interference was frequently
observed when the infant attempted to explore objects,
including food items, bark pieces, small containers, blankets,
sheets, etc. Interference that targeted object exploration was
intensively documented during a short period of time (of
several weeks), after which, in these very same situations, the
dominating response was tolerate. Interference targeting
locomotor attempts (climbing, walking away) was
manifested for a longer period of time (of several months). A
final target of intensive interference documented in this
study was social interaction, in particular attempts to
socialize with the male Naong.
Approach captures situations in which the activity of the
infant triggers the mother to approach from some distance,
and to monitor the infant’s activity, but without any further
intervention. It can be argued that, in such situations, the
mother’s interest acts to increase the salience of the activity
carried out by the infant, thereby reinforcing it.
Ignore includes situations in which the mother does not
appear to monitor the infant’s activity in any way. This also
includes situations in which the infant’s activity is carried out
in a location that is not within the mother’s visual field, and
the mother does not make any effort to gain visual access to
the activity in which the infant is engaged. Ignore was
frequent in the second year of the infant’s life, when the
infant achieved good proficiency at foraging, feeding,
locomoting, and manipulating certain objects. The last
category of infant activity to be responded to with ignore, at
about two years of age, was engagement in social interactions
with Naong.
Molding refers to situations in which the mother places the
infant in a specific position or location. Molding has been
previously described in the literature, and anecdotal
observations have been reported in chimpanzees. For
example, the sign-language trained chimpanzee Washoe was
observed to mold her foster infant’s hand as to sign FOOD
(Fouts, Fouts & van Cantfort, 1989). In our data, molding was
represented by situations in which the mother actively placed
the infant into a position that facilitated mutual gaze (a
behavior described in chimpanzees by Bard, MyowaYamakoshi, Tomonaga et al., 2005), placed the infant in a
nursing position, attempted to place the infant in a backriding position, or placed the infant on the ground in the
context of independence training. Mutual gaze facilitation
was observed during the first month of Indah’s life only, with
mutual gaze being achieved by the infant within this period.
The first back-riding attempt was first documented when
Indah was two-month old, and then again at five, six and 16
months of age. All these attempts were unsuccessful.
Independence training was serendipitously captured across
two consecutive days, when Indah was nine-month old. The
first occurrence was documented on an outdoor island, where
Dunja was seen placing Indah on the ground, among tall

grasses, and moving away from her while keeping eye
contact. Indah reached to her mother, and clung onto her.
Dunja, again, placed Indah on the ground, then slowly backed
away, while keeping eye contact with Indah. Shortly after she
returned to Indah. On the following day, in the indoor
enclosure, the dyad sat in close proximity when Dunja slowly
pushed Indah away. A gap of several meters was created
between the two, before Dunja returned to Indah and patted
her with the back of the hand. Dunja moved away from Indah
once more, but Indah no longer seemed to react to the
separation.
Take-over captures situations in which the mother
interrupts the infant’s activity, and engages herself in that
activity. Situations that prompted take-over were situations
in which the infant manipulated, e.g., a food item, which was
then removed by the mother, who consumed it. Based on
current knowledge and data, it is difficult to determine if such
behavior could be interpreted as a scaffolding behavior, or if
the mother behaves selfishly. Either way, the behavior has
stimulus enhancing effects, and is, thus, likely to contribute
to skill development in the infant.
Co-action refers to situations in which the mother and the
infant are simultaneously or sequentially (i.e., taking turns)
engaged in the same activity or act on the same or similar
material. Here, we present two examples from our data, in
which, during co-action, the mother performed a more
skillful version of the infant’s activity, which, in turn,
resulted in apparent behavior copying by the infant. The first
case occurred when Indah was seven-month old, and several
structures in the enclosure had been baited with porridge as
part of an enrichment activity. Traveling around to lick, and
dip for porridge was a novel experience for the infant. After
foraging for porridge with the mouth or fingers at several
stations, the mother-infant dyad stopped in the vicinity of a
rock formation that was also baited. The travel was initiated
from a nearby platform, where they foraged using mouth and
fingers. Before initiating travel to the ground, Dunja collected
an approximately 25 cm long stick from the platform. Upon
arriving at the rock formation, Dunja slightly modified one
end of the stick, and two larger splinters of about 8 cm each
fell on her chest, within Indah’s reach. Dunja glanced briefly
to Indah as she picked one of the splinters with her lips and
the other with her hand. Subsequently, Dunja turned her gaze
to the porridge and leaned forward touching the rock with the
stick she held between her lips. Indah watched her mother’s
action, and almost touched the rock with the splinter she
carried in her hand. As her mother leaned back, Indah’s
attention moved to the splinter. As Dunja inserted the other
end of the stick into her mouth, Indah did the same with her
splinter. Dunja bit off a splinter for herself, and, as she placed
the larger stick on the ground looked toward Indah who was
intently looking at her own splinter and the porridge.
Subsequently, Dunja leaned forward to collect porridge,
causing Indah to also lean forward and attend to the foraging
process. Indah too attempted to touch the rock with her own
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splinter, but she lost the tool. Dunja glanced briefly toward
Indah then to the baited crevice, released her own splinter and
foraged with the lips. Indah watched intently, then both
continued foraging with the lips, yet on different, but nearby
located spots. Dunja, once more, dipped her splinter into a
crevice on Indah’s side, while Indah watched intently. As
Dunja leaned back, Indah (who was attached in ventrolateral
position), leaned forward, collected her lost splinter and
placed it between the lips. Dunja glanced at Indah during this
time, then switched to monitoring the male (Naong), who was
foraging at another station in the vicinity. Indah turned
around, and looked away in the same direction as Dunja.
Dunja dipped her splinter into the porridge pool once more,
but Indah no longer showed interest in foraging. Within
seconds, they traveled away from the baited station. Although
tool use is prominent in the episode described above, it has to
be noted that Dunja is typically not a tool user. She
commonly approaches this type of enrichment by using her
fingers or her lips to the bait (porridge, honey, peanut butter,
etc.).
The second case occurred when Indah was 12-month old,
and she found herself, again, in a novel situation. It was the
first fall day when the outdoors temperature had fallen below
the freezing point. Frost in the outdoors occasionally causes
one of the windows in the enclosure to be covered with a thin
sheet of ice. Dunja (carrying Indah) approached the frosty
window, and collected ice, either by scraping it with her
fingers or by licking it. Indah watched Dunja intently for
nearly two minutes, after which, when Dunja stopped,
approached the window and attempted to scrape ice using her
fingers. After a while, Dunja began watching Indah’s
attempts, and briefly interrupted her scraping actions to lick
the ice collected on Indah’s nails. They left shortly after, but
Indah returned alone about ten minutes later, and began
foraging ice from the window. Rather than scraping the
window without interruption as previously, she would now
stop to lick the ice collected on her nails after a couple of
scraping movements.
Social visits. Shortly after being reunited with Naong,
Dunja (carrying Indah) began making short visits to wherever
Naong was located at that time of the day. There was no
obvious trigger to these visits, and they did not happen on a
precise schedule. Once in proximity to Naong, Dunja would
sit close to him for several minutes. Body contact between
Naong and Indah was, however, not allowed during these
visits, at least not until Indah had achieved locomotor
proficiency.

Preliminary results: maternal responses to the
infant’s object-directed actions
A total of 336 bouts of object-directed actions were
identified through systematic data coding (as described
above) in the data analyzed so far, which spans the interval
between birth (November 21st 2017) and December 30th
2018. Of these, 124 bouts are manual actions (reaching,

exploration) and 212 are bouts of oral exploration of objects.
During this period of 12 months and 10 days, the great
majority of maternal responses to the infant’s object-directed
actions took the form of interference (N=77) and tolerate
(N=240). An additional number of 19 responses were
approach, co-action or take-over. Of the 77 interference
responses, 32 were in response to oral object exploration and
45 were in response to manual actions directed at objects. Of
the 240 tolerate responses, 163 were in response to oral
exploration and 77 were in response to manual actions.
Nearly half of the interference responses documented
between birth and December 2018 (i.e. 49.35%) was
deployed in February-April, i.e. during the period when oral
and manual exploratory skills were under development
(between 3-5 months of age). For comparison, only 61
(25.42%) tolerate responses were documented during the
same period. In addition, the ratio of interference-totolerate responses decreased constantly from 1.1 in March to
0.5 during April, to then decline to 0.3 in May and June, then
to 0.2 and 0.1 in July and August respectively. Finally,
preliminary data show that the mean latency of maternal
interference had significantly increased (t(35)=3.359,
p=0.002) from March (M=7.91 seconds, SEM=1.866) to
April (M=17.19 seconds, SEM=1.610), suggesting that the
amount of time that the mother allowed the infant to
(manually or orally) explore objects had gradually increased
during this period of skill maturation.

Infant responses
The qualitative analysis revealed five categories of infant
responses to active forms of maternal behaviors: (1)
compliance: infant ceases activity, and does not engage in a
new activity; (2) compliance followed by mother-initiated
activity: infant ceases activity and engages in an activity
initiated by the mother; (3) compliance followed by selfinitiated activity: infant ceases ongoing activity and directly
engages in a new one; (4) re-start: the infant re-engages in
the same activity as previously, after a brief (up to one
minute) interruption; (5) protest: infant does not adjust the
ongoing activity, and may display protesting gestures (e.g.,
push, charge, bite). Since the main focus of this paper is on
maternal behaviors that influence skill development, here we
discuss only category (2) compliance followed by motherinitiated activity. This was observed to occur especially if
maternal interference was unsuccessful, and the infant restarted the activity shortly after the interference. In such
cases, immediately after a new interreference the mother
engaged the infant in finger-sucking, play, foraging, or
manipulating an object, as if to distract the infant from the
activity that she attempted to discourage.

Conclusions
In this study we sought to examine maternal behaviors that
potentially mediate skill development in Sumatran orangutan
infants, by conducting a systematic qualitative analysis on the
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activities of a mother-infant dyad across 28 months, starting
with the infant’s birth. The findings of this study suggest
several important conclusions. First, we found that orangutan
mothers begin to deploy maternal behaviors that have a
formative effect on the infant already from birth, and several
such behaviors are displayed already in the first few months
of life. Second, from early on, these behaviors target
locomotor and foraging skills (as noted by previous anecdotal
observations), but also social skills. Thirdly, the timing of
these maternal behaviors appears contingent upon the
infant’s competence level in a given domain, thus exhibiting
similar timing features as described for human scaffolding.
We documented the intensive occurrence of more active
forms of maternal behaviors (molding, interference, takeover, co-action) during periods when infant skill in the
targeted domain (e.g., mutual gaze, object manipulation,
locomotion, food repertoire, foraging techniques) was under
development. As the infant’s skills developed, such active
forms were supplanted by passive ones, i.e. tolerate, and
eventually ignore. This conclusion is also supported by
preliminary results from a quantitative treatment of responses
to infant object-directed actions, which show that active
interference peaked during a period of skill acquisition
between 3-5 months of age, being subsequently replaced by
tolerate. By the end of the observation period, visual
monitoring of the infant’s activities was rare, and ignore was
the dominating maternal behavior documented.
As mentioned in the Introduction, examples of functional
teaching have been described for several non-primate
species. In all these species, however, the behaviors described
as teaching were limited to one domain and one skill only. In
contrast to these species, our data show that such scaffolding
behaviors exhibit context flexibility, targeting locomotor,
foraging and social skills. This finding is intriguing
considering that such flexibility (and generalizability) is
discussed as a key feature of human intentional teaching (e.g.,
Caro and Hauser, 1992; Moore, 2013), thus raising the
question of intentionality in the maternal behaviors that
scaffold skill development in orangutans, and in great apes,
in general. Even more so in the light of recent evidence
suggesting that great apes are capable of understanding
others’ goals (Kano & Call, 2014) and intentions (Frölich,
Wittig & Pika, 2019), are sensitive to others’ knowledge
states (Krupenye, Kano, Hirata et al., 2016) and competence
(Kendal, Hopper, Whiten et al., 2015), and may exhibit
shared intentionality, i.e. a motivation to promote shared
psychological states with others (as discussed in Persson,
Sauciuc & Madsen, 2018).
We hope that the method and data presented here will
stimulate similar research in additional mother-infant dyads
(to address the inherent limitations of cases studies, such as
the one presented here), and in other primate species. Data
from detailed and systematic observations will enable more
systematic and bias-free comparisons with human parenting
behaviors, and will further our understanding of processes
and mechanisms that support skill development in Hominids.
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Abstract
Labels may play a role in the formation and acquisition of object categories. We investigated this using a free-categorization
task, manipulating the presence or absence of labels and
whether labels were random or reinforced one of two alternative categorization cues (taxonomic or thematic relationships).
When labels were absent, participants used thematic and taxonomic cues equally to categorize stimuli. When present, labels
were used as the primary cue for category formation, with random labels leading participants to attend less to taxonomic and
thematic relations between stimuli. When labels redundantly
reinforced either thematic or taxonomic cues, the use of the
cue in question was boosted along with the use of labels as
a cue for categorization. Most interestingly, in spite of previously observed associations between labels and taxonomic
grouping, labels did not preferentially boost the use of either
taxonomic or thematic cues in comparison with the other.
Keywords: category learning; labels; thematic relations; taxonomic relations

Introduction
The role of language in object categorization has long been
of philosophical and scientific interest. Labels are known to
highlight similarities between category members, with redundantly correlated linguistic cues reinforcing learning of perceptual distinctions determining category membership (Yu,
Yamaychi, & Schumacher, 2008; Yoshida & Smith, 2019).
For example, hearing the word “dog” consistently paired with
floppy ears and a wagging tail might strengthen the association of these cues with the conceptual category DOG. There is
also evidence that labels boost the perceived similarity of category exemplars, such that when two perceptually distinct objects are labeled with the same word, learners adjust category
boundaries to include both items (Gelman & Markman, 1986;
Landau & Shipley, 2001; Plunkett, Hu, & Cohen, 2008).
Research in children mirrors results in adults. Plunkett et
al. (2008) found that 12-month-olds formed a single category
given a single label for a diverse set of stimuli; presented with
two labels that correlated with visual cues to category membership, they successfully divided the same stimuli into two
categories, but not when with randomly assigned labels. This
effect of labels on category formation, whereby labels collapse low-level differences within a category while exaggerating differences between a named category and other stimuli,
has been termed the “conceptual grouping effect” (Lupyan,
2008). Labels also accentuate category membership. Children, adolescents and adults all rely on perceptual characteristics when making comparisons for category membership
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(Sloutsky, Lo, & Fisher, 2001). However, when labels are
available, young children continue to rely on overall similarity, while adults and pre-adolescents treat labels as the most
predicative attribute of category membership (Sloutsky et al.,
2001; Sloutsky, 2010; Deng & Sloutsky, 2013).
Labels also serve to simplify complex category knowledge.
Lupyan, Rakison, and Mcclelland (2007) reported that adult
participants learned classifications more quickly when they
also learned names for the stimuli, suggesting that the presence of labels protect learned categories from the interference of novel stimuli. Category labels also support inductive inference (even when the label contradicts similarity information; Yamauchi & Markman, 1998) and expedite decisions about membership, resulting in more homogeneous and
polarized categories (Yamauchi & Yu, 2008). Labels may
further serve as “invitations to form categories” (Waxman &
Markow, 1995) and may bear some of the conceptual and
processing burden of the categories they represent (Connell,
2018). Linguistic information may be used to re-code nonlinguistic stimuli, particularly those with a high cognitive
load, such as category rules (Gleitman & Papafragou, 2005). .
In fact, it is easier to learn rule-based categories if they consist
of easier to name features; a compact verbal label can facilitate hypothesis formation (Zettersten & Lupyan, 2018). Labels may further help by activating the visual features that indicate category membership, aiding the processing of objects
associated with them (Lupyan & Swingley, 2012). Murphy
and Ross (1994) suggested that people make predictive judgments based on the most salient signifier of category membership, so it could be that the effects of labels are not unique
to words, or language at all. Establishing a redundant correlation, of any type, might reinforce the strength of an association that impacts category membership. Nonetheless, linguistic cues do seem to be privileged over other cue types. Words
improve categorization in comparison to non-linguistic cues,
such as geometric frames (Fairchild, Mathis, & Papafragou,
2018) and associated-locations (Lupyan et al., 2007), numbers, symbols (Gervits, Johanson, & Papafragou, 2016),
highly-associated sounds (Boutonnet & Lupyan, 2015) and
tones (Fulkerson & Waxman, 2007). More specifically, nonsense words (Lupyan et al., 2007), consistently but not variably applied conventional words (Waxman & Braun, 2005),
both arbitrary and perceptual facts (Johanson & Papafragou,
2016), and for bilinguals, ill-formed words, (Fairchild & Pa-

pafragou, 2019) all boost categorization.
Labels interact with other object features during the process of category formation. The exemplar view of categorization holds that an object is a member of that category if it
is sufficiently similar to some existing conceptual exemplars
(Ross & Makin, 1999). Prototype theory, alternatively, argues
that category decisions are based on a hypothetical, ideal or
average object – the “prototype” (Rosch & Mervis, 1975).
Both theories are highly compatible with taxonomic organization, whereby members of a category are arranged hierarchically. Taxonomic grouping abounds in language. For
example, consider the taxonomy associated with the concept
“terrier”. Terriers belong to the basic category of dog and
dogs belong to the superordinate category of animals. Due
to this nesting, members of taxonomic categories are usually
clearly related perceptually, sharing a “family resemblance”
(Medin, Wattenmaker, & Hampson, 1987). Moreover, taxonomic structures carry rich information to support inferences
about category membership: If we know a terrier is a dog, we
can assume it is an animal too.
Thematic relations, in contrast, are based on “external or
complementary relations among objects, events, people, and
other entities that co-occur or interact together in space and
time” (Lin, 1996). Thematic categories, unlike taxonomic
ones, are not related by perceptual similarity. A terrier, for
example, might be thematically associated with a dog leash.
This information can then be used to make inferences about
the co-occurrence of objects and events. If someone is holding a leash, there is probably a dog attached to it.
Many researchers have suggested that adults favor taxonomic organizations (Ross & Murphy, 1999; Smiley &
Brown, 1979; Tare & Gelman, 2010; Olver & Homsby, 1966;
Imai, Gentner, & Uchida, 1994). Smiley and Brown (1979)
reported that preschoolers and the elderly prefer thematic relationships, while school age children and college-age adults
prefer taxonomic ones, with young children increasingly favoring taxonomic categories as they age. Recent work, however, has challenged this trend. Blewitt and Toppino (1991),
Murphy (2001), and Lin (1996) failed to replicate Smiley and
Brown (1979). Moreover, the latter two studies found that
adults were frequently (and occasionally, dominantly) thematic (Murphy, 2001; Lin, 1996). Thematic responses persist when factors such as word frequency, association strength
and co-occurrence frequency are controlled for (Simmons &
Estes, 2008) and when tasks are designed to promote taxonomic understandings (Lin, 1996; Lawson, 2017). However,
this is not to say that individuals are consistently thematic.
Waxman and Namy (1997) found no pervasive evidence for
thematic over taxonomic choices in two-year-olds.In parallel
with this result, Honke and Kurtz (2019) only found an overall preference for thematicity when learning was unguided
or people were specifically asked to base decisions on associativity. Thematic responding additionally became less frequent with task experience (Honke & Kurtz, 2019).It appears
that adults and children rely on both methods of processing
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(Nguyen, 2007; Mirman & Graziano, 2012), with category
creation and access dependent on particular goals (Barsalou,
1991), contexts (Ross & Murphy, 1999), and personal preference (Mirman & Graziano, 2012; Murphy, 2001). Since the
proportion of thematic versus taxonomic processing depends
on their relative strength in the stimulus materials (Murphy,
2001) and formal education correlates with increased taxonomic understanding (Estes, Golonka, & Jones, 2011), results supporting a thematic-to-taxonomic shift may reflect of
task- or context-specific processing preferences and may be
overstated in the literature (Estes et al., 2011).
Taxonomic organizations seem to be preferentially tied to
labels. Markman and Hutchinson (1984) found that children shift their understanding of novel objects from thematic
to taxonomic when presented with labels. People also respond taxonomically 85% of the time when instructed to select items that could share the same name (Lin & Murphy,
2001). The construction of taxonomically related words may
also be prioritized during acquisition (Whitmore, Shore, &
Smith, 2004). For example, while bilingual adolescents were
aware of taxonomic relations between words in their native
and second language, they had difficulty accessing thematic
relations in their second language (Li, Zhang, & Wang, 2010).
In a large free-classification task, Lawson (2017) found that
participants consistently made more thematic clusters than
taxonomic ones. Nevertheless, in the same experiment, the
generation of single word associates to concrete object categories was largely taxonomic. Work on the interaction of labels with these different kinds of organization is more sparse.
Here we present an experimental study designed to contribute to this question. Participants completed a free categorization task, grouping a set of novel objects designed to
exhibit both thematic and taxonomic relationships. In one
condition, the objects were not labeled. In three other conditions, labels were introduced that reinforced thematic relationships, reinforced taxonomic relationships, or reinforced
neither.Of primary interest was whether or not labels would
interact differently with thematic or taxonomic cues. Given
the existing literature, labels redundantly correlated with taxonomic relationships may better support category formation
in comparison to those tied to thematic ones. We also predicted, in line with earlier work, that the mere presence of
labels would lead participants to categorize objects based on
them, with less regard for function or visual similarity.

Method
241 Participants (154 female, 86 male, one non-binary), aged
between 18 and 73 (M = 33.18565, SD = 12.03382) were
recruited from Prolific. All participants were native English
speakers and were compensated $2 for their time.

Stimuli
A set of 18 novel objects were created using Vectr, an online
vector graphics editor (Fig. 1). The stimuli were structured
around six “base objects”. Each base object had a taxonomic

screen for 60s. In three conditions (see below) there was a
box above each object indicating the word the aliens used
for the object. The second subphase consisted of one slide
illustrating how the base objects could interact with their thematic counterparts. The interaction slide (Fig. 2 remained on
screen for 60s.

Figure 2: Interaction Subphase

Figure 1: All stimuli objects
associate – an unfamiliar object that belonged, based on appearance, to the same superordinate category or type. Members of taxonomic pairs were similarly structured, but differentiated along several dimensions. Every base object was also
paired with a thematic associate – an object not of the same
kind as the base, but functionally related to it.
Piloting confirmed that taxonomic and thematic relations
were similarly salient to participants. Participants were
shown a 2 × 2 box containing four objects: the base object, its
thematic associate, its taxonomic associate and an unrelated
object. Participants were then instructed to choose two objects that went “together”. For participants who picked the
base object, the thematic associate (M = 0.45, SD = 0.38)
and taxonomic associate (M = 0.54, SD = 0.38) were chosen
equally often, t(11.99) = 0.40, p = 0.6997. Pilots also suggested that color provided a competing categorization cue, so
all images were drawn in gray scale.

Procedure
Participants were informed that they were on a mission to an
alien planet and needed to acquaint themselves with things
they might encounter there. After this introduction, participants proceeded to the familiarization phase. This involved
two subphases presented in counterbalanced order. One subphase, designed to familiarize participants with the objects
individually, consisted of two slides, each featuring nine objects chosen at random from the entire stimuli set (with no
overlapping objects between slides). Each slide remained on
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Following the familiarization phase, participants began the
categorization phase, in which they were asked to group all
of the stimuli objects as they wished by dragging them into
groups (of any size) on screen. Each object was presented
along with its label in a gray circle of identical size. To make
a group, participants were told to ensure circles overlapped.
Conditions There were four between-subjects conditions.
In the random label condition, each object was randomly assigned one of five novel labels (neert, ridu, urtasu, sunel,
potum), visible in both the familiarization and categorization
stage. The labels were selected to not reinforce any thematic
or taxonomic relations between objects. In the thematic label condition, thematically related objects shared the same label. In the taxonomic label condition taxonomic pairs shared
a label. In the thematic and taxonomic conditions, objects
belonging to the non-relevant organizational structure were
assigned labels randomly. Finally, In the no-label condition
there were no labels at all, including in the familiarization
phase.
Analysis Groups created in the categorization task were
rated based on the proportion of objects involved in taxonomic, thematic, or label-based categorizations. Objects not
explicitly related to other items through one of these dominant categorizations were coded as “Other”. The inclusion of
objects in one organization type did not prevent the grouping
of the same objects in another organization type as well. That
is, if a group included an object with one label associate, and
one taxonomic associate, the object was included in counts
for both label-based and taxonomic organizations. In conditions where labels served to emphasize organization types,
objects were counted towards both the reinforced organization and a label organization. (In the random label condition,
labels were purposefully applied so that no such overlap oc-

curred.) Each participant was given a score for for each organization type, calculated as the mean of that type across all
groups created.
We used R (R Core Team, 2017) and lme4 (Bates, Mächler,
Bolker, & Walker, 2015) to perform a linear mixed effects
analysis of the relationship between mean organization scores
for each condition and organization type, with organization
type as a fixed effect and by-participant random slopes. The
Satterthwaite approximation of degrees of freedom was used
to obtain a p-value from a t-value.

of condition, F(1, 472) = 0.77, p = 0.38. Likewise, an analysis of the taxonomic participant means in the taxonomic label
condition(M = 0.51, SD = 0.18) and the thematic participant
means in the thematic label condition (M = 0.46, SD = 0.22)
was not significant, t(112.46) = 1.23, p = 0.22. These analyses collectively reveal that labels did not differentially impact
thematic or taxonomic organizations.

Results
Fig. 3 shows mean scores for different organization types.
There was a significant effect of organization type in the random label condition (F[3, 232] = 21.6, p < 0.001), the thematic label condition (F[3, 236] = 72.43, p < 0.001) and the
taxonomic label condition (F[3, 236] = 110.24, p < 0.001),
suggesting that the organizations inherent to the stimuli impacted participants groupings. However, this was not the case
in the no-label condition (F[2, 177] = 2.37, p = 0.097).
We conducted further analysis to investigate whether there
was an interaction between categorization type and condition. A significant type × condition interaction would suggest
that differences in categorization related to thematic or taxonomic relationships between stimuli were modified by the
role played by the different kinds of labels. Indeed, there were
significant main effects of type (F[2, 705] = 7.98, p = 0.0003)
and condition (F[3, 705] = 17.79, p < 0.001) and a significant interaction between type and condition (F[6, 705] =
28.54, p < 0.001). This pattern of results holds when the nolabel condition is excluded.
In the random label condition, a post-hoc paired t-test
found no significant difference between Taxonomic (M =
0.25, SD = 0.26) and Thematic (Mean = 0.20, SD = 0.22)
organizations, t(113.86) = 1.27, p = 0.21. In the no-label
condition, similarly, there was no significant difference between frequencies of Taxonomic (M = 0.39, SD = 0.20) and
Thematic (M = 0.32, SD = 0.22) organizations, t(117.15) =
1.92, p = 0.06. Thus, in both the presence and absence of
labels, participants generally did not favor one type of organization over others.
A planned comparison revealed that taxonomic scores
in the taxonomic-label condition (t[115.89] = −3.24, p =
0.002) and thematic scores in the thematic label condition
(t[118] = −3.52, p < 0.001) were higher than in the no-label
condition. When labels superfluously supported existing thematic or taxonomic cues, the use of the coordinated cue was
augmented relative to the no-label condition.
To disambiguate the relative effects of a label on thematic
or taxonomic organizations, post-hoc tests were conducted on
a reduced model containing only data from the taxonomic label and thematic label conditions. This revealed a significant
main effect of categorization type, F(3, 472) = 125.71, p <
0.001, and an interaction between categorization type and
condition, F(3, 472) = 49.09, p < 0.001, but no main effect
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Figure 3: Means for organizational types in all conditions.
Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals

Discussion
We investigated the role of labels in category formation by
asking adults to categorize novel objects. Our results replicate earlier work in two ways. First, our adult participants
seem to have relied on both thematic and taxonomic relations for categorization. That is, in the absence of labels or
the presence of random labels, both thematic and taxonomic
strategies were used equally often. Second, we found that labels dominated categorization strategies. For all conditions
in which labels were available, they were the preferred basis for categorization, boosting taxonomic or thematic categorization where they corresponded to these relations in the
meaning space. Most interestingly, the inclusion of labels
did not affect taxonomic and thematic relations differently.
When labels corresponded to thematic relations in the meaning space, thematic categorization strategies were boosted to
the same extent as taxonomic strategies were when labels corresponded to taxonomic relations.
A way of interpreting our results, consistent with (e.g.)
Landau and Shipley (2001), is that labels influence the placement of category boundaries by giving participants an easily
available and salient cue to categorization, encouraging them
to attend less to differences and similarities between the stimuli themselves. This is evidenced in particular by the results
of the random label condition, in which label-based groupings
dominated even though labels did not correspond reliably to
any obvious features of the stimuli, and in spite of competing cues— namely taxonomic and thematic relations between
items—being built into the stimuli. It was not the case, however, that participants were simply not aware of these relations. In the absence of labels, they seem to have made use of
taxonomic and thematic relations in organizing stimuli.

An interesting comparison can be made here with previous work that found that arbitrary labels disrupted category
formation (Plunkett et al., 2008; Yu et al., 2008). We found
that the inclusion of such labels inhibited the formation of
categories along thematic or taxonomic lines but encouraged
the formation of categories that were consistent with the labels. In the thematic- and taxonomic-label conditions, our
findings were consistent with this work and with other work
finding that redundant labels facilitate categorization according to existing taxonomic or thematic structure (e.g., Lupyan
et al., 2007).
In other words, our participants used labels as the primary
cue to category membership, regardless of their correspondence to existing structure (cf. Sloutsky et al., 2001). It seems
therefore that labels do more than simply highlight existing
cues in the meaning space. Rather, they themselves can serve
independently as cues. Another way of thinking about this is
that “labels serve as invitations to form categories” (Waxman
& Markow, 1995), for which learners might then proceed to
seek out physical or perceptual commonalities. For example,
if a learner sees a chihuahua and komondor as their first instances of the named category “dog”, the common physical
properties of dog may not be initially recognized or understood to a sufficient degree to facilitate extension of the category. Until a true conceptual knowledge is built for “dog”,
the label might serve as a placeholder until the learner has
enough information to generalize based on physical properties. There seem to be many categories that function like this.
Many people can identify mushroom as a type of fungi, but
not the specific characteristics that make it so.
However, the results of our thematic-label and taxonomiclabel conditions bring nuance to this pattern. Label-based
categorizations were used more frequently in these conditions
than in the random-label condition, suggesting that while people may use random labels to guide category creation, labels
become more attractive as cues to category formation when
they coincide, and do not compete, with alternative cues.
Along similar lines, thematic and taxonomic categorization
were used more when redundantly reinforced by labels than
when they were not. Our thematic and taxonomic labels can,
in line with prior literature, be thought of as inviting physical comparison between objects, highlighting within-group
similarities (Landau & Shipley, 2001), serving as a point of
contrast with out-group members (Lin & Murphy, 2001), and
adding redundancy to existing perceptual cues (Yoshida &
Smith, 2019).
Our finding that participants did not prefer either taxonomic or thematic categorization cues, in the absence of labels, contrasts with the findings of earlier work, such as that
of Smiley and Brown (1979), but is consistent with more recent literature (e.g., Estes et al., 2011).
It is particularly interesting, however, that redundant labels did not preferentially benefit either taxonomic or thematic categorization. It is somewhat unusual (at least for
English-speaking participants) for thematic categories to bear
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straightforward labels, and earlier work suggests that people treat labels as corresponding preferentially to taxonomic
groupings (Markman & Hutchinson, 1984; Lin & Murphy,
2001; Li et al., 2010). We might thus expect—contrary to our
results—that labels would feel less appropriate for these categories than for taxonomic categories, leading to a difference
in the degree to which taxonomic and thematic cues would be
boosted by labels. One possibility is that labels invite participants to treat a thematic category as potentially taxonomic.
Learners are known to interpret novel labels as belonging to
basic-level category objects (Markman, 2002). For example, a speaker might assume a new word used to refer to a
Yorkie means “dog”, as opposed to “terrier” or “animal”. In
our study, participants presented with a consistent novel label
might have assumed that all the thematic objects belonged
to a previously unencountered taxonomic category. Alternatively, it may be that apparent inconsistencies between taxonomic organization and labels operate at a different level and
are less relevant to the kind of task we gave our participants.
As we found in our no-label condition, learners are known to
use both taxonomic and thematic cues based on context and
need (Mirman & Graziano, 2012) and the results of our label
conditions may simply reflect this.
A potential limitation of our study concerns the difficulty
in establishing taxonomic or thematic relations in novel stimuli. Real-world objects participate in multiple, overlapping
organizational schemes, and it is in principle possible that our
results represent some artifact of the experimental paradigm.
However, we took various measures (including counterbalancing and piloting to ensure equivalent salience of cues) to
mitigate this possibility. It is also notable that earlier work
suggested two-dimensional depictions of objects might encourage taxonomic processing (Gelman, Chesnick, & Waxman, 2005). We did not find this in our own results. Nonetheless, presentation of taxonomic groupings nonetheless differed in some respects from the presentation of thematic relations; while the similar treatment of both cues by participants
seems to suggest that this does not have consequences on behavior, in future work it would be interesting to investigate
the role or presentation of such relationships in more detail. A
further limitation concerns the structure of the meaning space
we designed. For simplicity, the taxonomic and thematic relationships that we designed between our stimuli were all twoway relationships. However, the labels corresponded to larger
sets of items. While it seems unlikely that this would influence the relative role of labels with respect to taxonomic or
thematic categorization, it is possible that it played a role in
encouraging the use of label-based cues overall. This would
be important to control for in future work.
In summary our findings expand upon previous research
studying the role of labels in categorization, suggesting that
participants use both thematic and taxonomic cues in categorization and that random labels impact category formation.
Most interestingly, redundant labels boost thematic and taxonomic organization to a similar extent.
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Abstract

To illustrate how suboptimal behavior can arise from
everyday experiential learning, consider the example
illustrated in Figure 1. Here, early experience (e.g., reading
the first page of a research paper) leads to a more general
negative belief (e.g., “this is a dull paper”). This in turn leads
to subsequent selective avoidance (avoiding reading the rest
of the paper current paper being read) which limits further
learning about the “true” value of the stimulus). In doing so,
the learner is protected from further negative experiences.
However, this behavior pattern also limits the opportunity for
revising inaccurate beliefs formed early in the learning
process (e.g., interesting results that appear later in the paper).
Thus, an interaction between a person’s experiences, beliefs,
and decisions “traps” the learner into a pattern of behavior
that, in the long run, is maladaptive for reward and learning.
Learning traps thus form an especially stubborn and
pernicious class of errors in experiential learning, and can be
observed in maladaptive behavior across a number of
domains (e.g., Denrell & March, 2001; Fazio, Eiser, &
Shook, 2004). For example, the hot stove effect (Denrell &
March, 2001) describes risk aversion as a product of adaptive
sampling; even if a risky option is positive on average,
inherent uncertainty in its outcomes means that there will be
times when recent experience will be negative, often leading
to the future avoidance of risky options. A similar process is
also thought to play a role in prejudice formation and ingroup bias (Denrell, 2005; Liu, Eubanks, & Chater, 2015);
negative biases about outgroups are likely to persist as this
belief leads to the avoidance of corrective experience.

Recent work has demonstrated robust learning traps during
learning from experience – decision-making biases that
persist due to the choice-contingent nature of outcome
feedback. In two experiments, we investigate the effect of
outcome valence on learning trap development. Participants
chose to approach or avoid category exemplars associated
with rewards or losses, and, to maximize reward, must learn
a categorization rule based on two stimulus dimensions. We
replicate previous findings showing that when outcome
feedback was contingent upon approaching exemplars,
people frequently fell into the trap of using an incomplete
categorization rule based on only a single dimension, which
was suboptimal for long-term reward. Notably, learning trap
development was attenuated in an environment with frequent
loss outcomes, even when participants received explicit
information about the base rates of gains and losses. The
implications of these findings for theoretical models and
future research are discussed.
Keywords: categorization; learning traps; decision-making;
valence; approach-avoid behavior

People are often required to learn about the world from
interacting with their environment, rather than from
passive observation alone. The ability to learn from one’s
experiences is critical, for example, for a young child to
learn which foods they dislike, or about whom they can
rely upon to provide security. However, in some situations,
mechanisms that operate in experiential learning can lead
to the development of persistently suboptimal patterns of
behavior. The process whereby such suboptimal behaviors
are developed and sustained has been termed a learning
trap (Erev, 2014).

The Role of Categories in Experiential Learning
Everyday learning often involves representing a
multidimensional environment in a way that enables learning
and decision making to our benefit. To aid adaptive
functioning, we must therefore learn appropriate
categorization rules that will allow us to predict relationships
between combinations of object features and outcomes.
Using a modified category learning paradigm with an
“approach-avoid” component, Rich and Gureckis (2018)
recently demonstrated how mechanisms in category learning,
combined with the choice-contingent nature of experiential
learning, can “trap” us into patterns of suboptimal behavior.
In this task, participants approached or avoided stimuli that
belonged to one of two categories – “friendly bees”, yielding
a 1-point reward if approached, or “dangerous bees”, yielding
a 3-points loss if approached. Bee exemplars varied on four
binary dimensions, two of which were relevant for predicting
approach outcomes; a specific combination of features on the

Figure 1: The interaction between experiences, beliefs, and
decisions in learning trap formation. Since experiences are
decision-contingent, erroneous initial beliefs cannot be
corrected when the belief itself leads to the avoidance of
corrective experience (represented by the “X”).
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two relevant dimensions predicted “dangerous” bees, while
the remaining stimuli were “friendly”. A two-dimensional
rule was therefore needed to correctly classify all stimuli, and
to develop the correct strategy for approach-avoid decisions.
Crucially, when outcomes associated with stimuli were
only available upon approach, in a contingent feedback
condition – resembling the typical case when learning from
experience in real life – less than 25% of participants
successfully learned the two-dimensional rule, despite ample
opportunity to learn. Instead, the majority learned a simpler,
suboptimal rule involving approaching bees based on their
feature on a single relevant dimension. In contrast, most of
those in a full-information feedback condition, who received
outcome feedback regardless of approach, successfully
learned a two-dimensional rule.
Rich and Gureckis (2018) explained these results by
suggesting that mechanisms in experiential learning (as
outlined in Figure 1), coupled with selective attention
mechanisms and a preference for learning simpler rules, led
those in the contingent feedback condition into a persistent
learning trap. Early in learning, participants in the contingent
feedback condition may notice that certain features on one of
the relevant dimensions sometimes lead to losses, and then
prematurely develop the belief that this dimension is always
associated with negative outcomes. Crucially, in subsequent
learning, the participant avoids any instances with this feature
– and hence does not receive the feedback that would correct
the one-dimensional rule – forgoing many trials where they
could have received a reward. Consequently, a persistent
learning trap develops, leading to suboptimal performance in
the long term and preventing learners from exploring the
environment in a way that allows them to revise their
erroneous belief.

Valence Asymmetries in Attention and Exploration
One factor that may affect a learner’s propensity to continue
exploring learning environments, but has not yet been
considered in the context of learning traps, is related to the
valence of outcomes associated with learners’ choices.
Although early work in decision-making highlighted the
concept of loss aversion (e.g., Kahneman & Tversky, 1979;
Tversky & Kahneman, 1992), recent findings have called into
question its generalisability (e.g., Walasek & Stewart, 2015).
These findings suggest that the risk of losses does not always
lead to behavioral avoidance of particular choice options. A
more robust finding is that the prospect of a loss increases
attention to options more than the prospect of an equal gain –
a phenomenon termed loss attention (Yechiam & Hochman,
2013; see Lejarraga et al., 2019 for a review).
Using simple two-choice tasks, studies have demonstrated
the increased choice exploration of options involving losses
relative to options that involve gains. For example, Yechiam
and Hochman (2013; Experiment 1) presented participants
with a safe alternative with a certain gain (e.g., +35 points
with 100% probability) and a risky alternative. The risky
alternative involved either an uncertain sure gain (+1 or +200
points, each with .5 probability), or a large gain or a small
loss (-1 or +200 points, each with .5 probability). They found
that the preference for the risky alternative was higher when
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it involved small losses compared to when it did not.
Increased attentional exploration of losses relative to gains
has also been demonstrated using process-tracing methods
(e.g., Lejarraga et al., 2019; Pachur et al., 2018). Such studies
suggest that negatively valenced options – that is, options that
lead to losses – may increase both attention to item features
and behavioral exploration of choice options, relative to
positively valenced options that lead to gains.

Loss Attention and Learning Traps
These findings of valence asymmetries in attention and
exploration suggest that the valence of choice options may be
an important factor in the development of learning traps like
those studied by Rich and Gureckis (2018). In a payoff
structure such as the one used by Rich and Gureckis (2018),
gains are frequently encountered (75% of items) while losses
are less common (25% of items), and therefore levels of loss
attention would be relatively modest. In contrast, studies of
loss attention suggest that a payoff structure where losses are
encountered more frequently than gains may enhance
attention to relevant category dimensions, thereby resulting
in learners being less likely to fall into a one-dimensional
learning trap.
Given the converging evidence in the domains of attention
and decision-making, the literature raises the possibility that
negatively valenced category environments could attenuate
learning trap development. This question, however, has not
yet been examined, and constitutes the primary question of
interest in the present studies.

The Current Studies
To address this aim, we examined learning in two contrasting
payoff schedules; frequent-gains, where most exemplars
predict positive outcomes (small gains), and frequent-losses,
where most exemplars predict negative outcomes (small
losses). Payoffs in the frequent-gains condition were identical
to those used by Rich and Gureckis (2018), while the valence
of these payoffs was reversed in the frequent-loss condition.
Both payoff conditions required attention to two stimulus
dimensions in order to optimize performance. Figure 2 shows
a summary of this structure.
By comparing participants’ approach and avoidance
responses in each category structure, we assessed whether the
valence of payoff schedules could affect learning trap
development. To create baseline versions of each type of task,
we also presented corresponding full feedback conditions for
each payoff condition, where feedback about the gain or loss
outcome associated with each stimulus was provided
regardless of whether the stimulus was approached.
In an environment with frequent-gains, we expected to
replicate the main result from Rich and Gureckis (2018):
when feedback about outcomes is choice-contingent, learners
will likely fall into the trap of using a simpler, yet incomplete,
one-dimensional decision rule. That is, we expect learners
will choose to approach and avoid exemplars based on their
values on a single feature dimension, resulting in an
avoidance of some “friendly bee” exemplars.
In contrast, in the frequent-losses condition with contingent

feedback, we expected that increased loss-induced attention
will enhance attention to the relevant category dimensions.
This should lead to less use of the suboptimal onedimensional (“1D”) rule compared to the corresponding
frequent-gains condition; likewise, we expected that learners
would be more likely to learn the correct two-dimensional
(“2D”) categorization rule. Since learning traps arise from
choice-contingent feedback, we expected that the onedimensional learning trap would be less evident in the full
feedback conditions for both payoff conditions.

Experiment 1
Method
Participants 215 adults (Mage = 37.68 years, 142 male, 72
female, 1 other) from the United States were recruited, and
participated, online through Amazon Mechanical Turk.
Participants were paid a base amount, plus a bonus depending
on points they earned during the task (M = $3.66 AUD).
Materials Stimuli were computer-generated images of bees
that varied along four binary visual dimensions. Stimuli were
constructed by selecting one of two possible feature values
on each of four visual dimensions. The dimensions were
antennae (two or none), body (spotted or striped), legs (two
or six), and wings (round or long). As such, the four
dimensions generated a total of 16 unique stimuli.
Two out of the four stimulus dimensions were randomly
chosen to be relevant for the outcomes of approach-avoid
decisions. For the two relevant dimensions, a combination of
feature values was selected to form the target combination
(see Figure 2 for an example).

combination were “friendly” and approach led to a gain of 3
points; the remaining stimuli were “dangerous” and approach
led to a loss of 1 point.
Procedure Participants were first presented with a cover
story which described that there were friendly and dangerous
bees, and that their goal was to collect as much honey as
possible from friendly bees, which would then translate into
points for a bonus payment. Participants were informed that
it was possible to predict which bees are friendly and which
are dangerous using each bee’s features.
Participants then completed a learning phase, beginning
with a balance of 50 points. The learning phase consisted of
eight blocks of 16 trials, so that each possible combination of
the four dimensions (i.e., each of 16 unique stimuli) was
encountered eight times. Hence, the total values of points
gains/losses associated with 2D and 1D rules were identical
across payoff conditions. Within each block, stimuli were
pseudo-randomized such that in the frequent-gains condition,
every eight stimuli contained six friendly and two dangerous
bees; while in the frequent-losses condition, every eight
stimuli contained two friendly and six dangerous bees.
On each trial, participants were presented with a bee
stimulus and decided whether to approach (“harvest”) or
avoid it. There was no time limit to respond. Approach led to
a gain or loss in points, depending on the payoff condition
and the stimulus, and avoidance led to no change in points.
Participants in the contingent feedback group were shown
the number of points they earned after approaching the bee,
but received no feedback about outcomes if they avoided it.
Those in the full feedback group were also given feedback
after approaching the bee; however, if they avoided it, they
were still shown whether the bee was friendly or dangerous.
Following feedback, a new stimulus was displayed with an
onscreen counter updated to reflect the participant’s current
point balance.
A test phase consisting of two blocks of 16 trials followed
the learning phase, such that each combination of the four
stimuli features was encountered twice. Trials were identical
to those in the learning phase, but no feedback about the
outcome of approach or avoid decisions was given.

Results and Discussion

Figure 2: Example reward structure in Experiments 1 and 2,
with legs and body as the relevant dimensions. The target
combination is outlined in red. Here, a possible 1D rule
involves approach-avoid decisions based on only the legs
dimension.
In the frequent-gains condition, stimuli with the target
combination of features were “dangerous” and approaching
them led to a loss of 3 points; the remaining stimuli were
“friendly” and approach led to a gain of 1 point. Conversely,
in the frequent-losses condition, stimuli with the target
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Classifying Participant Behavior The 1D and 2D rules in
the frequent-gains and frequent-losses conditions led to
different expected patterns of approach-avoid decisions
across a 16-trial block.
To illustrate how choice patterns for 1D and 2D rule-use
were calculated, let us consider the frequent-gains payoff
schedule shown in Figure 2. According to the 1D rule,
within a 16-trial block, a participant would approach items
based only on feature values from a single relevant
dimension; if the 1D rule is defined on Dimension 1 (legs),
they would avoid all items with a feature value of 1 on
Dimension 1 (six legs), and only approach those with a
feature value of 1 on the same dimension (two legs). That is,
the participant would approach only eight items (i.e., only
2/3 of all “friendly” items), and avoid the other eight items

(i.e., erroneously avoid 1/3 of all “friendly” items). (Recall
that the 16 items comprising any given block were all
distinct from one another.)
In contrast, if a participant made choices according to a
2D rule in a single 16-trial block, they would avoid only
four items (e.g., those with feature combination [1,1] on
dimensions 1 and 2 respectively). They would approach the
12 remaining unique items (e.g., those with feature
combinations [0,1], [1,0] and [0,0] on dimensions 1 and 2).
For the frequent-losses condition, choice patterns for 1D
and 2D rule use was calculated in a similar manner.
Following on from the previous example where participants
form a 1D rule based on Dimension 1, participants could
now approach all items with a feature value of 1 on
Dimension 1 (i.e., [1,1], [1,0] on dimensions 1 and 2
respectively; 8 out of 16 unique items in a given block) and
avoid the remaining 8 items. On the other hand, if a
participant followed a 2D rule, they would approach 4 items
(e.g., those with feature combination [1,1] on dimensions 1
and 2) and avoid the 12 remaining unique items (e.g., those
with feature combinations [0,1], [1,0], and [0,0]).
In the learning phase, if choices conformed to either the 1D
or 2D pattern of approach-avoid decisions on at least 15 out
of 16 trials within a given block, they were classified as using
that rule. Since there are two possible 1D rules, we calculated
the number of trials on which choices adhered to each of the
possible 1D rules, and then took the maximum over these two
quantities. (Note that classification of a block as adhering to
a 1D or 2D rule are thus mutually exclusive.) If the criterion
for neither rule was met, participants were considered as
using an “unclassified” rule.
In the test phase, since no feedback is given and thus no
learning occurs, we combined the two test-phase blocks (i.e.,
blocks 9 and 10) into a 32-trial block. Consequently, the
criteria for classification as following a 1D or 2D rule during
the test phase was 30 rule-congruent responses out of 32
trials; otherwise, the participant was “unclassified”.
This method of rule classification was identical to that used
by Rich and Gureckis (2018).
Task Performance During Learning and Test Phases
Participants’ rule use on blocks across the learning and test
phase is shown in Figure 3, which show the proportion of
participants using a 1D or 2D rule on a given block. (Note
that we only present the data for 1D and 2D rule use here,
since unclassified rule use is a complement of the other two
proportions, and of less relevance to our research question.)
Since rule classification consisted of three mutually
exclusive categories, we used multinomial logistic regression
to analyze rule use. Using likelihood ratio tests, we conducted
a forward selection procedure on the variables of interest.
From the forward selection procedure, we selected a reduced
parsimonious model from which we then extracted test
statistics associated with each predictor (Matuschek et al.,
2017 for a discussion of parsimonious vs. maximal models).
We found that receiving full feedback, instead of
contingent feedback, increased participants’ likelihood of
using a 2D rule rather than a 1D rule by more than 2 times in
the learning phase (OR = 2.97, 95% CI [2.10, 4.19], p < .001);
and by the test phase, by more than 4 times (OR = 4.12, 95%
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CI [1.64, 10.31], p = .003). Replicating Rich and Gureckis
(2018), these results indicate when feedback was not
contingent upon approach decisions (in a baseline full
feedback condition), most people experiencing a payoff
schedule with frequent gains learned the optimal twodimensional rule. However, in the contingent feedback
frequent-gains condition, which replicated the payoff
schedule used by Rich and Gureckis (2018), a majority
tended to adopt an incomplete one-dimensional rule (39.1%
during test) – indicating the development of a learning trap.
Turning to our primary question of whether payoff
schedule valence (frequent-gains vs. frequent-losses) affects
learning trap development, we found that in the contingent
feedback conditions, a frequent-losses payoff schedule
increased the likelihood of using a 2D rule as compared with
a frequent-gains schedule, by more than 3 times in the
learning phase, OR = 3.89, 95% CI [2.72, 5.55], p < .001; and
in the test phase, by more than 8 times , OR = 8.23, 95% CI
[2.84, 23.89], p < .001. This indicated that a learning
environment with frequent small losses reduced the use of an
incomplete 1D rule, and encouraged the use of a complete 2D
rule, relative to an environment with frequent small gains.

Figure 3: The proportion of participants in each condition
classified as adopting the correct 2D rule, or falling into the
1D learning trap, over the course of Experiment 1.
The results of Experiment 1 therefore appear congruent
with the account that loss attention led to those in a frequentlosses condition to explore different feature combinations on
early trials, which then increased the likelihood of
discovering that a combination of features from two
dimensions are needed to optimise reward.

Experiment 2
Experiment 1 found an advantage for those in a learning
environment with frequent losses, showing that they were
less likely to fall into the one-dimensional learning trap, and
more likely to learn a complete two-dimensional rule on the
current task. However, another explanation for this advantage
is that individuals may have prior beliefs about the proportion
of good versus bad items that lead to a higher likelihood of
avoidance. As such, individuals in the frequent-gains
condition may inadvertently fall into the learning trap. If this
was true, having some prior knowledge of the relevant base

rates in the frequent-losses (i.e., many dangerous, few
friendly) and frequent-gains (i.e., many friendly, few
dangerous) conditions should decrease 1D responding, and
reduce differences between the frequent-gains and frequentlosses conditions in 2D rule use.
As such, the primary goal of Experiment 2 was twofold:
first, to replicate the finding suggesting an effect of outcome
valence; and second, to follow up on one possible alternative
explanation that might lead to differences in how people
respond in the two payoff conditions.

Method
Participants 198 US adults (Mage = 38.08 years, 127 male,
71 female) participated online through Amazon Mechanical
Turk. The payment scheme was identical to Experiment 1
(M = $3.48 AUD), and those who had previously completed
Experiment 1 were excluded from participation.
Materials and Procedure Participants completed the same
decision-based category learning task used in Experiment 1,
with two differences. First, given that the primary aims of
Experiment 2 concerned further investigating the learning
trap that arises from choice-contingent feedback, the full
feedback condition was omitted.
Second, we added groups who received additional
instructions about the base rates of friendly and dangerous
bees. In the no base-rate tip condition, task instructions were
identical to those in Experiment 1. In the base-rate tip
condition, participants were explicitly instructed about the
relative proportions of positive versus negative stimuli during
task instructions. In this condition, a comprehension check
question was added after the instructions to ensure that
participants remembered the base rate information given.

Results and Discussion
Task Performance Participants’ rule use over the course of
the learning and test phase is shown in Figure 4.

contingent frequent-gains conditions, participants who
experienced the frequent-losses payoff conditions were more
than 10 times as likely to use a 2D rule over a 1D rule during
the learning phase (OR = 10.59, 95% CI [6.57, 17.06], p <
.001); by the test phase, they were more than 16 times as
likely (OR = 16.57, 95% CI [4.49, 61.10], p < .001).
Comparison of test-phase rule use in the present frequentlosses conditions (i.e., tip and no tip) with the corresponding
frequent-losses condition in Experiment 1 (i.e., contingent,
frequent-losses) suggests that 2D rule use was relatively less
common in the present experiment (27.16% in Experiment 2,
vs. 51.79% in Experiment 1). Nevertheless, statistical
analysis still indicated that the effect of payoff schedule on
two-dimensional rule use was robust.
An effect of base-rate tip was also found, but only for the
learning phase. During the learning phase, receiving a tip
instead of no tip increased a participant’s likelihood of using
a two-dimensional rule by a factor of two, OR = 2.06, 95%
CI [1.42, 2.98], p < .001; by the test phase, no effect of baserate tip was found (p = .43). Although a visual inspection of
the data suggests that receiving a base-rate tip may contribute
to increased 2D rule use in the frequent-gains condition
(17.39% without tip, 28.26% with tip), levels of 1D rule use
still remained high in the frequent-gains condition (41.30%
without tip, 36.96% with tip); consequently, analysis did not
indicate a significant interaction between base-rate tip and
payoff condition (learning phase: p = .29; test phase: p = .76).
In summary, Experiment 2 generally replicated the primary
findings of Experiment 1. An environment with a frequentlosses payoff schedule led learners to be more likely to use a
complete 2D rule instead of falling into a 1D learning trap,
relative to frequent-gains. Additionally, informing
participants about the base rates of positive and negative
stimuli prior to commencing the task did not completely
account for the outcome valence effect on learning trap
attenuation. Receiving information about base rates had a
limited effect on attenuating the learning trap during the
learning phase, but did not affect decisions by the test-phase.

General Discussion

Figure 4: The proportion of participants in each condition
classified as adopting the correct 2D rule or falling into the
1D learning trap, over the course of Experiment 2.
Replicating the key finding of Experiment 1, the 1D
learning trap was attenuated in a contingent-feedback
frequent-losses condition. Compared to participants in
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The present experiments examined how we may attenuate the
development of a suboptimal behavioral learning trap that
emerges during experiential category learning. We replicated
previous findings demonstrating a persistent learning trap
(Rich & Gureckis, 2018), in which the choice-contingent
nature of learning from experience prevents the correction of
a learning error. In a frequent-gains environment (i.e., a
category structure involving frequent gains and infrequent
losses), we found that this behavioral learning trap frequently
led people to selectively attend to only a single dimension,
and prevented people from learning about the true twodimensional structure of the task.
A novel finding that emerged across the two experiments
was that the learning trap was attenuated in a frequent-losses
environment (i.e., a structure involving frequent losses and
infrequent gains), and that levels of learning the complete and
optimal categorization rule was higher, relative to a frequentgains environment. Moreover, Experiment 2 showed that this
effect of payoff schedules persisted, even when we attempted

to correct potentially erroneous prior beliefs about the base
rates of positive versus negative stimuli.
The effect of frequent losses in encouraging the use of an
optimal two-dimensional rule, as opposed to an incomplete
one-dimensional rule, was shown to be statistically robust
across the two experiments. Nevertheless, we would like to
note that 2D rule use in the frequent-losses condition
appeared less frequent in Experiment 2 than in Experiment 1.
These results could suggest that while frequent losses helped
people avoid the learning trap, this does not always mean that
the optimal two-dimensional rule will be learned.
The present results are consistent with previous findings
from simpler, gamble-type tasks that demonstrate a valence
asymmetry in attentional and choice exploration (i.e., loss
attention). These studies have found loss-induced increases
in attention both when operationalized through choice (e.g.,
Yechiam & Hochman, 2013), and through process-tracing
measures of attention such as cursor-tracking tools (e.g.,
Lejarraga et al., 2019). Following on from these findings, we
speculated that increased “loss attention” in a learning
environment with frequent losses (and infrequent gains) may
enhance attentional exploration of the relevant category
dimensions. Present results were consistent with this notion;
frequent losses appear to have increased attention to learning
the specific combinations of features that predicted gain or
loss outcomes, thereby increasing the likelihood of learning
a complete two-dimensional rule.
It is notable that a frequent-losses environment was able to
attenuate the development of a one-dimensional learning
trap, given the previously demonstrated persistence of this
trap. With the goal of slowing the narrowing of attention to a
single feature dimension, Rich and Gureckis (2018) tried
three separate “interventions” within the choice-contingent
feedback paradigm: introducing stochasticity to exemplaroutcome associations, random occlusion of dimensions, and
adding individuating features to each unique exemplar during
learning. All three had limited success; none of these
strategies effectively aided the learning of optimal 2D rule,
and any attenuation in 1D responding was likewise
accompanied by reductions in 2D responding, indicating that
participants found it difficult to learn any type of dimensional
rule. Our findings thus show that loss-induced increases in
choice and attentional exploration may help people overcome
a persistent error in experiential learning.

Future Directions
An important question that remains is exactly how people
learn about the category environment – and consequently
how learning traps develop or are attenuated – on a trial-bytrial basis. By assessing how formal models of category
learning relate to our data, we may be able to better
understand the mechanisms that explain the formation of
learning traps, and their attenuation, in this study.
One model that has been assessed against behavior on the
frequent-gains version of the present task is a modified
version of the popular exemplar-based connectionist
categorization model, ALCOVE (Kruschke, 1992), called
ALCOVE-RL (Jones & Cañas, 2010; Rich & Gureckis,
2018). Similar to ALCOVE, ALCOVE-RL classifies a new
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stimulus based on its similarity to category exemplars stored
in memory. Since not all features are relevant to
discriminating between categories, a key feature of
ALCOVE-RL is a selective attention mechanism, which
shifts attention following errors in predicting category
outcomes. In addition to the core ALCOVE architecture,
ALCOVE-RL includes a reinforcement learning and choicecontingent feedback mechanism, such that network nodes are
updated when instances are approached and outcome
feedback is received, but not when they are avoided.
ALCOVE-RL was able to successfully simulate the higher
rate of learning a suboptimal 1D rule in the frequent-gains
contingent feedback condition as compared with the full
feedback condition. However, the model underpredicted the
extent to which the learning trap developed when compared
to data in the frequent-gains version of the present task.
Future modelling work will involve refinement of
ALCOVE-RL’s feedback mechanism to better simulate
actual learning, and extension of the model to explain the
current findings of learning trap attenuation in the frequentlosses conditions. It will also be useful to examine whether
the current data can be better explained by other formal
models of category learning, such as ATRIUM (Erickson &
Kruschke, 1998), which is a hybrid exemplar- and rule-based
model. One key feature of ATRIUM is that it can learn a
general categorization rule that applies to most training
stimuli, but separate rules that apply to “exception” items. In
the current context, ATRIUM may fall into a learning trap by
learning an incomplete and simpler rule on early training
trials and – due to the choice-contingent nature of feedback –
failing to identify important exceptions to this rule.

Implications
The present work addresses an important intersection
between category learning and reinforcement learning that is
ubiquitous in everyday scenarios, where we must learn to
represent a multidimensional world in a way that helps us
make decisions. As noted by Radulescu, Niv, and Ballard
(2019), current accounts of reinforcement learning still
cannot fully account for how we represent multidimensional
environments to maximize favorable outcomes. On the other
hand, little work has been done in category learning to
address the same question, despite the clear relevance of
categorization in accomplishing this important task; category
learning studies that have considered the role of outcomes in
learning performance have noted the pitfall of considering
rewards but not losses (e.g., Schlegelmilch & von Helversen,
2020), even though both occur in real-world learning.
To this end, we extend an emerging literature that addresses
how suboptimalities in learning may emerge in the
intersection between reinforcement and category learning, by
considering an addition theoretical dimension – the valence
of one’s learning environment. Present findings thus offer a
starting point to suggest how we may overcome a persistent
and consequential bias in human experiential learning. Given
the implications of learning traps for our everyday lives, the
understanding of mechanisms that influence their formation
– which, in turn, informs how we may be able to prevent such
traps – constitutes a compelling area for future inquiry.
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Abstract
Decades of empirical and theoretical research on human
decision-making has broadly categorized it into two, separate
realms: decision-making under risk and decision-making under uncertainty, with the Allais paradox and the Ellsberg paradox being a prominent example of each, respectively. In this
work, we present the first unified, resource-rational account
of these two paradoxes. Specifically, we show that Nobandegani et al.’s (2018) sample-based expected utility model provides a unified, process-level account of the two variants of
the Allais paradox (the common-consequence effect and the
common-ratio effect) and the Ellsberg paradox. Our work suggests that the broad framework of resource-rationality could
permit a unified treatment of decision-making under risk and
decision-making under uncertainty, thus approaching a unified
account of human decision-making.
Keywords: decision-making under risk; decision-making under uncertainty; Allais paradox; Ellsberg paradox; resourcerationality; sample-based expected utility model

1

Introduction

When choosing among several alternatives, either the objective probabilities associated with the possible outcomes of
each alternative are fully known, or these objective probabilities are partially or fully unknown. The former is known
as decision-making under risk, while the latter is studied under the rubric of decision-making under uncertainty (Knight,
1921; Weber & Camerer, 1987; Camerer & Weber, 1992).
Decades of empirical and theoretical research on human
decision-making has extensively studied decision-making under risk and decision-making under uncertainty, predominantly treating them as two distinct modes of decisionmaking, with potentially different cognitive underpinnings
(e.g., Camerer & Weber, 1992; Bonatti et al., 2009; Johnson & Busemeyer, 2010; Buckert et al., 2014; De Groot &
Thurik, 2018). However, recent work has called for a unified
treatment of decision-making under risk and decision-making
under uncertainty (e.g., Hsu et al., 2005; Deany & Ortoleva,
2017), potentially understanding them as limiting cases of a
broader framework (Hsu et al., 2005).
Initially introduced as two major violations of expected
utility theory, the Allais paradox (1953) and the Ellsberg paradox (1961) have been a driving force for developing models of decision-making under risk and decision-making under uncertainty, respectively. However, as Deany and Ortoleva (2017) point out, among the remarkably large number of
decision-making models developed in the literature, few of
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them can explain both paradoxes (we discuss these models in
the Discussion section).
As a step toward a unified treatment of these two
types of decision-making, here we investigate whether the
the broad framework of resource-rationality (Nobandegani,
2017; Lieder & Griffiths, 2020) could provide a unified account of the Allais paradox and the Ellsberg paradox. That is,
we ask if these two paradoxes could be understood in terms
of optimal use of limited cognitive resources. Answering this
in the affirmative, we show that a resource-rational process
model, sample-based expected utility (SbEU; Nobandegani
et al., 2018), provides a unified, process-level account of the
two variants of the Allais paradox (the common-consequence
effect and the common-ratio effect) and the Ellsberg paradox.
This paper is organized as follows. We first elaborate on
the computational underpinnings of SbEU (Sec. 2). We then
introduce the Allais paradox (Sec. 3) and the Ellsberg paradox (Sec. 4), and present our simulation results. We conclude
by discussing the implications of our work for a unified treatment of decision-making under risk and under uncertainty,
and, more broadly, for human rationality.

2

Sample-based Expected Utility Model

SbEU is a resource-rational process model of risky choice
that posits that an agent rationally adapts their strategy depending on the amount of time available for decision-making
(Nobandegani et al., 2018). Concretely, SbEU assumes that
an agent estimates expected utility
Z

E[u(o)] =

(1)

p(o)u(o)do,

using self-normalized importance sampling (Hammersley &
Handscomb, 1964; Geweke, 1989), with its importance distribution q∗ aiming to optimally minimize mean-squared error
(MSE):
Ê =

1
∑sj=1

s

wi u(oi ),
wj ∑

∀i : oi ∼ q∗ , wi =

i=1

s
∗

q (o) ∝ p(o)|u(o)|

√
1 + |u(o)| s
√ .
|u(o)| s

p(oi )
,
q∗ (oi )

(2)

(3)

MSE is a standard measure of estimation quality, widely used
in decision theory and mathematical statistics (Poor, 2013).

In Eqs. (1-3), o denotes an outcome of a risky gamble, p(o)
the objective probability of outcome o, u(o) the subjective
utility of outcome o, Ê the importance-sampling estimate of
expected utility given in Eq. (1), q∗ the importance-sampling
distribution, oi an outcome randomly sampled from q∗ , and s
the number of samples drawn from q∗ .
SbEU assumes that, when choosing between a pair of risky
gambles A, B, people consider whether the expected value of
the utility difference ∆u(o) is negative or positive (w.p. stands
for “with probability”):

oA
w.p. PA
A=
(4)
0
w.p. 1 − PA

B=

oB
0


u(oA ) − u(oB )



u(oA ) − u(0)
∆u(o) =
u(0) − u(oB )



0

w.p. PB
w.p. 1 − PB

(5)

w.p.
w.p.
w.p.
w.p.

(6)

PA PB
PA (1 − PB )
(1 − PA )PB
(1 − PA )(1 − PB )

2019; Nobandegani et al., 2019a). There is also experimental
confirmation of a counterintuitive prediction of SbEU: deliberation makes people move from one cognitive bias, the framing effect, to another, the fourfold pattern of risk preferences
(da Silva Castanheira; Nobandegani, & Otto, 2019). Importantly, SbEU is the first, and so far the only, resource-rational
process model that bridges between risky, value-based, and
game-theoretic decision-making.

3

Introduced as a violation of expected utility theory, the Allais paradox (1953) has been a driving force for developing
models of decision-making under risk (Kahneman & Tversky,
1979; Katsikopoulos & Gigerenzer, 2008; Dean & Ortoleva,
2017). The Allais paradox has two variants: the commonconsequence effect and the common-ratio effect. We present
each of these variants and demonstrate that SbEU provides a
unified, resource-rational, process model of them.

3.1

In Eq. (6), u(·) denotes the subjective utility function of a
decision-maker. Consistent with past work (Nobandegani et
al., 2018; Nobandegani et al., 2019b; Nobandegani, Destais,
& Shultz, 2020, Nobandegani & Shultz, 2020a), in this paper
we use the following utility function:
 0.85
x
if x ≥ 0,
u(x) =
(7)
−2|x|0.95
if x < 0.
Nobandegani et al. (2018) showed that SbEU can explain
the well-known fourfold pattern of risk preferences in outcome probability (Tversky & Kahneman, 1992) and in outcome magnitude (Markovitz, 1952; Scholten & Read, 2014).
Notably, SbEU is the first rational process model to score
near-perfectly in optimality, economical use of limited cognitive resources, and robustness, all at the same time (see
Nobandegani et al., 2018; Nobandegani et al., 2019).
Relatedly, recent work has shown that SbEU provides a
resource-rational mechanistic account of cooperation in oneshot Prisoner’s Dilemma games (Nobandegani et al., 2019b),
inequality aversion in the Ultimatum game (Nobandegani et
al., 2020), emotions in both one-shot Prisoner’s Dilemma
and the Ultimatum games (Lizotte, Nobandegani, & Shultz,
2021), and human coordination strategies in coordination
games (Nobandegani & Shultz, 2020a), thus successfully
bridging between game-theoretic and risky decision-making.
SbEU can also account for violation of betweenness in risky
choice (Nobandegani, da Silva Castanheira, Shultz, & Otto,
2019a) and the centuries-old St. Petersburg paradox in human
decision-making (Nobandegani & Shultz, 2020b,c). SbEU
also provides a resource-rational process-level explanation of
several contextual effects in risky and value-based decisionmaking (da Silva Castanheira, Nobandegani, Shultz, & Otto,
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The Allais Paradox

The Common-Consequence Effect

As its name implies, the common-consequence effect (CCE)
concerns choosing between two risky gambles that share
a common consequence, with known objective probability.
As a canonical example of the CCE, imagine choosing between the following two risky gambles (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979):

w.p. 66%
 z
$2, 500
w.p. 33%
(8)
A=

0
w.p. 1%

B=

z
$2, 400

w.p. 66%
w.p. 34%

(9)

As can be seen, if you choose A or B, you will get z dollars
with probability 66% either way (hence, the term commonconsequence effect).
When choosing between A, B, according to expected utility
theory, preference should not be affected by the value of z.
The rationale behind this is as follows. Note that the gap
between the expected utility of gamble A, EU(A), and the
expected utility of B, EU(B), does not depend on z:

EU(A) − EU(B) = u(z) × 0.66 + u($2, 500) × 0.33 −

u(z) × 0.66 + u($2, 400) × 0.34
= u($2, 500) × 0.33 − u($2, 400) × 0.34.
Therefore, varying z will not change the sign of EU(A) −
EU(B). (If EU(A) − EU(B) < 0, gamble B should be chosen,
and if EU(A) − EU(B) > 0, gamble A should be chosen.)
Hence, a decision-maker who follows expected utility theory
should make the same choice, regardless of the value of z.
However, empirical evidence reveals that the value of z
does affect choice: when z = 0 (Condition 1), the majority of
participants (83%) chose gamble A, with the trend reversing

Figure 1: Comparing human data (Kahneman & Tversky,
1979) with SbEU model prediction for the Allais paradox
(the common-consequence effect). For model prediction,
Chi-squared test confirms that gamble A should be chosen
more often when z = 0 than when z = $2, 400 (χ2(1) = 40467,
p < 10−15 ), consistent with the empirical data (Kahneman &
Tversky, 1979). We simulate 100, 000 participants with s = 2.
Error bars indicate binomial 95% CI. ∗∗∗ p < 10−15 .
when z = $2, 400 (Condition 2), in which case only a minority (18%) chose gamble A (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979); see
Fig. 1.
Consistent with the empirical data, SbEU predicts that the
majority of people (74.44%) should choose gamble A when
z = 0 (χ2(1) = 23896, binomial 95% CI = [74.17%, 74.71%],
p < 10−15 ), with the trend reversing when z = $2, 400, in
which case only a minority (29.49%) should choose gamble A (χ2(1) = 16820, binomial 95% CI = [29.21%, 29.78%],
p < 10−15 ). We simulate 100, 000 participants with s = 2; see
Fig. 1.1

3.2

Figure 2: Comparing human data (Kahneman & Tversky,
1979) with SbEU model prediction for the Allais paradox (the
common-ratio effect). For model prediction, Chi-squared test
confirms that gamble C should be chosen more often when
r = 0.25 than when r = 1 (χ2(1) = 39955, p < 10−15 ), consistent with the empirical data (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979).
We simulate 100, 000 participants with s = 2. Error bars indicate binomial 95% CI. ∗∗∗ p < 10−15 .

As can be seen, the probability that any of these gambles
yields a non-zero payoff depends on a common factor r.
When choosing between C, D, according to expected utility theory, preference should not be affected by the value of
r ∈ (0, 1]. That is, a decision-maker should make the same
choice, regardless of the value of r. The rationale behind this
is as follows. Note that the gap between the expected utility
of gamble A, EU(A), and the expected utility of B, EU(B), is
given by:
EU(C) − EU(D) = u($4, 000) × 0.8r − u($3, 000) × r

= u($4, 000) × 0.8 − u($3, 000) × r.

The Common-Ratio Effect

The common-ratio effect (CRE) concerns choosing between
two risky gambles that each would yield a non-zero payoff
with probability proportional to a positive common factor
0 < r ≤ 1. As a canonical example of the CRE, imagine
choosing between the following two risky gambles (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979):

$4, 000
w.p. 0.8r
C=
(10)
0
otherwise

D=

$3, 000
0

w.p. r
otherwise

(11)

1 In the original paper introducing the paradox, Allais (1953)
considered two slightly different gambles, which, nevertheless, followed the general template of the gambles given in Equations (8-9).
The SbEU model can also explain change of preference for the original gambles of Allais (1953).
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Therefore, varying r ∈ (0, 1] does not change the sign of
EU(C) − EU(D). (If EU(C) − EU(D) < 0, gamble D should
be chosen, and if EU(C) − EU(D) > 0, gamble C should
be chosen.) Hence, a decision-maker who follows expected
utility theory should make the same choice, regardless of the
value of r ∈ (0, 1].
However, empirical evidence reveals that the value of r
does have an effect on choice: when r = 0.25 (Condition
1), the majority of participants (65%) chose gamble C, with
the trend reversing when r = 1 (Condition 2), in which case
only a minority (20%) chose gamble C (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979); see Fig. 2.
Consistent with the empirical data, SbEU predicts that
the majority of people (72.31%) should choose gamble
C when r = 0.25 (χ2(1) = 19917, binomial 95% CI =
[72.04%, 72.59%], p < 10−15 ), with the trend reversing
when r = 1, in which case only a minority (27.62%)

should choose gamble C (χ2(1) = 20040, binomial 95% CI =
10−15 ).

[27.34%, 27.9%], p <
pants with s = 2; see Fig. 2.

4

We simulate 100, 000 partici-

The Ellsberg Paradox

Introduced as a violation of expected utility theory, the Ellsberg paradox (1961) has been a driving force for developing
models of decision-making under uncertainty (e.g., Gilboa &
Schmeidler, 1989; Ghirardato et al., 2003; Dean & Ortoleva,
2017). A canonical example of the Ellsberg paradox concerns
an urn containing 90 balls: 30 of the balls are red; the remaining 60 are either black or yellow in unknown proportions.
The balls are well mixed so that each individual ball is as
likely to be drawn as any other. There are two experimental
conditions. In Condition 1, participants are asked to choose
between the following two gambles:
A) You receive $100 if you draw a red ball
B) You receive $100 if you draw a yellow ball
And in Condition 2, participants are asked to choose between
the following two gambles (about a different draw from the
same urn):
A) You receive $100 if you draw a red or black ball
B) You receive $100 if you draw a yellow or black ball

.

$100
0

w.p. 2/3
otherwise



$100
0

w.p. 1/3
otherwise

3
1/

.p

w

w.p. 1/3
B
.
.p
3

1/

0

and gamble A of Condition 2 as:

.



$100
0

w.p. 2/3
otherwise



$100
0

w.p. 1/3
otherwise

3
1/

.p

w

w.p. 1/3

EU(A) − EU(B) = u($100) × pred − u($100) × pyellow

=
pred − pyellow u($100).



w

As can be seen, the objective probability of winning $100 in
gamble A of Condition 1 is fully known (it is 1/3), while the
objective probability of winning $100 in gamble B of Condition 1 is only imperfectly known (it could be anything between 0 and 2/3). Likewise, in gamble B of Condition 2, the
objective probability of winning $100 is fully known (it is
2/3), while the objective probability of winning $100 in gamble A of Condition 2 is only imperfectly known (it could be
anything between 1/3 and 1).
According to (subjective) expected utility theory, a
decision-maker should make the same choice in both conditions (i.e., either to choose A in both conditions or choose B in
both conditions). Hence, choosing A in one condition and B
in the other constitutes a violation of expected utility theory.
The rationale behind this is as follows. Let pred , pblack , pyellow
denote a decision-maker’s subjective probability of drawing
a red, black, and yellow ball from the urn, respectively. In
Condition 1, the gap between the expected utility of gamble
A, EU(A), and the expected utility of B, EU(B), is given by:

Therefore, the gap between the expected utility of gamble A,
EU(A), and the expected utility of B, EU(B), is the same
in both conditions, implying that the same choice should be
made in both conditions (i.e., either A should be chosen in
both conditions or B should be chosen in both conditions).
However, empirical evidence reveals that people do change
their choice across the two experimental conditions (e.g., Weber & Tan, 2012). In Condition 1, the majority of participants
(59.78%) chose gamble A, while, in Condition 2, only a minority (28.49%) chose gamble A (Weber & Tan, 2012); see
Fig. 3.
Next, we show that SbEU can account for the Ellsberg
paradox. We first model the two ambiguous gambles (gamble
B of Condition 1 and gamble A of Condition 2), for which the
probability of winning $100 is only imperfectly known, as
two-stage gambles. Specifically, to formally capture the state
of maximal uncertainty regarding the objective probability of
winning $100 in these two gambles, we assume that the agent
induces a uniform prior distribution on the range of possible
probability values. That is, for gamble B of Condition 1, the
agent assumes that the probability of winning $100 is equally
likely to take on any value between 0 and 2/3. Similarly, for
gamble A of Condition 2, the agent assumes that the probability of winning $100 is equally likely to take on any value
between 1/3 and 1. For ease of analysis, next we assume that
the agent’s uniform prior distribution is defined over a finite
set of states (here, we assume three canonical states), allowing us to model gambles B of Condition 1 as:

A
.

.p

w
3

1/

And, in Condition 2, the gap between the expected utility of
gamble A, EU(A), and the expected utility of B, EU(B), is
given by:

$100

The top branch of gamble B corresponds to the case where all
of the 60 balls (whose composition are unknown) are yellow,
implying that pyellow = 2/3; the middle branch of gamble B
corresponds to the case where half of the 60 balls are yellow,

EU(A) − EU(B) = u($100)(pred + pblack ) −
u($100)(pyellow + pblack )

=
pred − pyellow u($100).
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5

Figure 3: Comparing human data (Weber & Tan, 2012) with
SbEU model prediction for the Ellsberg paradox. For model
prediction, Chi-squared test confirms that gamble A should be
chosen more often in Condition 1 than in Condition 2 (χ2(1) =
80554, p < 10−15 ), consisted with the empirical data (Weber
& Tan, 2012). We simulate 100, 000 participants with s = 2.
Error bars indicate binomial 95% CI. ∗∗∗ p < 10−15 .

implying that pyellow = 1/3; and finally, the bottom branch
of of gamble B corresponds to the case where none of the 60
balls are yellow, implying that pyellow = 0. In the same vein,
the top branch of gamble A corresponds to the case where half
of the 60 balls (whose composition are unknown) are black,
implying that pblack = 1/3 and hence pred + pblack = 2/3; the
middle branch of gamble A corresponds to the the case where
none of the 60 balls are black, implying that pblack = 0 and
hence pred + pblack = 1/3; and finally, the bottom branch of
gamble A corresponds to the case where all of the 60 balls are
black implying that pblack = 2/3 and hence pred + pblack = 1.
To simulate choice behavior, we first apply SbEU on the
risky gambles residing at the end of each branch.2 Doing that
reduces each of the two two-stage gambles A, B given above
to a classic one-stage risky gamble of the type we deal with
in Sec. 2 and Sec. 3.
Consistent with the empirical data (Weber & Tan, 2012),
SbEU predicts that the majority of people (84.8%) should
choose gamble A in Condition 1 (χ2(1) = 48430, binomial 95%
CI = [84.57%, 85.02%] p < 10−15 ), with the trend reversing in Condition 2, in which case only a minority (21.46%)
should choose gamble A (χ2(1) = 32593, binomial 95% CI =
[21.20%, 21.71%], p < 10−15 ). We simulate 100, 000 participants with s = 2; see Fig. 3.
2 As the risky gambles residing at the end of each branch involve
only a single non-zero outcome, to evaluate their expected utility using SbEU, we first decompose them as a sure amount (equal to their
expected value, EV) plus a zero-EV risky gamble, and subsequently
use SbEU to evaluate their expected utility.
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Discussion

Originally introduced as two major violations of expected
utility theory, the Allais paradox (1953) and the Ellsberg paradox (1961) have been a driving force for developing models
of decision-making under risk and decision-making under uncertainty, respectively (see Dean & Ortoleva, 2017).
Decades of empirical and theoretical research on human
decision-making has broadly categorized it into two separate
domains: decision-making under risk and decision-making
under uncertainty. However, recent work has called for a unified treatment of these purportedly distinct domains (Hsu et
al., 2005; Deany & Ortoleva, 2017), possibly viewing them
as limiting cases of a broader framework (Hsu et al., 2005).
In this work, we present the first unified, resource-rational
account of the Allais paradox and the Ellsberg paradox.
Specifically, we show that a single parameterization of
sample-based expected utility model (SbEU; Nobandegani et
al., 2018) provides a unified, process-level account of the
two variants of the Allais paradox (the common-consequence
effect and the common-ratio effect) and the Ellsberg paradox, demonstrating that the paradoxes can be understood in
terms of optimal use of limited cognitive resources. As such,
our work takes an important step toward effectively bridging between decision-making under risk and decision-making
under uncertainty, using the broad framework of resourcerationality (Nobandegani, 2017; Lieder & Griffiths, 2020).
Among the remarkably large number of decision-making
models developed in the literature, few of them can explain both the Allais paradox and the Ellsberg paradox (e.g.,
Wakker’s (2001) and Deany and Ortoleva’s (2017)). SbEU
differs from those models, both conceptually and in terms of
breadth of explanation. At the conceptual level, the main contrast between SbEU and those is that SbEU retains the basic
assumption that agents maximize expected utility — à la expected utility theory. More specifically, SbEU assumes that
agents maximize expected utility as best as they can, given
their cognitive resources. As such, SbEU can be seen as an
algorithmic implementation of the integration of two broad
theories: expected utility theory and resource-rationality. In
terms of breadth of explanation, SbEU is markedly superior
to those models, as it accounts for a wider range of empirical
phenomena (see Sec. 2 for details), in a unified fashion.
As noted earlier, SbEU has already bridged between risky,
value-based, and game-theoretic decision-making, explaining
a range of empirically well-established regularities in each
of these domains (Sec. 2). As we show in this work, SbEU
can also account for two well-known paradoxes in decisionmaking under risk and under uncertainty (the Allais paradox and the Ellsberg paradox, respectively), thus bridging between these two realms of decision-making. Together, these
bridges suggest that integration of expected utility theory and
resource-rationality, as two broad theories of cognition, is a
fruitful direction for uncovering the algorithmic foundations
of human decision-making, and will likely bring us closer to
developing a unified account of human decision-making. We

see our work as a step in this important direction.
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Abstract

on these findings, researchers have begun to use this task as
a tool to investigate ToM within clinical populations and in
conjunction with behavioral endocrinology (Drayton, Santos,
& Baskin-Sommers, 2018; Yue, Jiang, Yue, & Huang, 2017).
However, despite the DPT’s popularity within psychological
research, there are outstanding questions regarding the task’s
external validity in capturing theory of mind.

Recent research has found evidence for implicit theory of
mind, suggesting that humans quickly and involuntarily compute the mental states of others. One highly influential task
within this literature, known as the Dot Perspective Task
(DPT), purports to demonstrate implicit visual-perspective taking within adult subjects. However, some studies, consisting
of variations of the DPT, have challenged these findings suggesting that the DPT does not demonstrate genuine perspective taking. Instead, they argue that these results are reflective
of simple attentional cueing. Additionally, some researchers
have argued that the DPT is sensitive to unintended attentional
and intentional factors. We report the preliminary findings of
an on-ongoing meta-analysis which analyzes participant-level
data from 23 experiments and 1381 individual subjects. We
find evidence for both directional cueing and implicit perspective taking within the DPT, although the effects of directional
cueing are significantly larger. Additionally, we find that the
effects of perspective taking are sensitive to attentional and intentional factors. These results cast doubt upon much of the
evidence which has been taken to demonstrate implicit theory
of mind. At the same time, they suggest that future work may
utilize a carefully controlled version of the DPT in order to
measure genuine implicit theory of mind more accurately.
Keywords: Theory of Mind, Automaticity, Submentalizing,
Dot Perspective Task, Implicit, Visual Perspective Taking

The Dot Perspective Task

Theory of mind (‘or ‘mentalizing’) capacities allow us to
enjoy rich and complex social lives. We mentalize when we
plan surprises, infer goals, keep secrets, or reason about differing beliefs. Given the pervasive presence of mentalizing in
human interactions, researchers have suggested that theory of
mind (ToM) representations may be computed in a highly efficient way, emerge early in ontogeny, and operate mandatorily (Southgate & Vernetti, 2014; Kovács, Téglás, & Endress,
2010). In other words, researchers have sought evidence for
an implicit ToM system.
To investigate this hypothesis, researchers have designed
paradigms which test for ToM while ensuring that subjects
are unable or unlikely to employ explicit ToM reasoning. One
such strategy has utilized eye-tracking and interactive helping experiments with children before the age of four, while
they are still unable to pass explicit false-belief tasks; see
Barone, Corradi, and Gomila (2019) for a review. Another
strategy has focused on automatic visual perspective taking in
adults by employing paradigms in which explicit mentalizing
is task-irrelevant. The most popular of these visual perspective taking tasks, known as the dot perspective task (DPT), is
widely interpreted as providing evidence that adults automatically compute the visual perspectives of others (Samson, Apperly, Braithwaite, Andrews, & Bodley-Scott, 2010). Based
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Originally conceived by Samson et al. (2010), the DPT requires subjects to make speeded yes/no responses concerning
the number of dots in a scene that are visible to either themselves or to a target agent. The scene consists of a lateral
view of a room, an avatar (or other target stimulus) in the
center of the room, and 0-3 red dots on one or two walls (see
Figure 1). The avatar appears in profile, facing either the left
or right wall. Thus, the avatar’s visual field is always a subset
of the whole room, while the room is visible in its entirety
to the subject. Crucially, if all of the dots within the scene
are located on the wall which the avatar faces, then the subject’s and avatar’s visual perspectives are consistent. However, if one or more dots appear on the wall behind the avatar,
then the avatar’s visual perspective is inconsistent with the
subject’s. In each trial, subjects are shown a perspective cue
(SHE/HE or YOU) and number cue (0-3), followed by either
a consistent or inconsistent scene. If the number cue matches
the number of dots that are visible to the cued perspective,
then the subject should answer ‘Yes’, and if not, ‘No’.

Figure 1: Sample avatar stimuli as originally used by
(Samson et al., 2010) where directional consistency and perspective consistency are not dissociated.
Samson et al. (2010) found that in ‘self’ trials (i.e., perspective cue = YOU) subjects were slower and less accurate when responding to scenes in which the agent saw an

Figure 2: A: Directionally Inconsistent & No Perspective
(Santiesteban et al., 2014), B: Directionally Consistent & Perspective Inconsistent (Santiesteban et al., 2014), C: No Directionality & No Perspective (Nielsen et al., 2015), D: Directionally Inconsistent & Perspective Inconsistent (Marshall
et al., 2018)
inconsistent (rather than consistent) number of dots. It is
suggested that this result provides evidence for implicit mentalizing, wherein the participants automatically compute the
avatar’s perspective and must suppress this perspective during inconsistent ’self’ trials. Although this consistency effect
has been widely replicated, its theoretical upshots remain debated. Some researchers argue for a more deflationary explanation of the DPT involving directional or experimental cues,
and domain general processing.

The Current Debate
Is this Truly ToM?
A challenge to the ‘mentalizing’ interpretation of the DPT
has come by way of a ‘submentalizing’ account. According
to the ‘submentalizing’ explanation of the DPT, the consistency effect is not due to the ascription of a visual perspective.
Rather, it arises from other domain-general ‘submentalizing’
processes. Although these results align with the expected effects of mentalizing, they do not involve the computation of
mental states (Heyes, 2014). For example, Heyes and colleagues argue that the consistency effect found in the Samson
DPT results from attentional cueing which is caused by the
directional features of the avatar. When the avatar ‘points’ to
the complete set of dots which are relevant to the task, there
is a performance advantage. In the original Samson task,
‘perspective consistency’ (consistency between the subject’s
and avatar’s visual perspectives) and ‘directional consistency’
(consistency between the subject’s visual perspective, and the
number of dots which are pointed to by the avatar) cannot be
dissociated (see Figure 1).
Subsequent research has sought to settle the mentalizing/submentalizing dispute by introducing novel variations of
the DPT which dissociate directional and perspective consistency (Figure 2). There have been three major approaches.
First, researchers have replicated the DPT using an arrow
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(in place of an avatar) which has directional features, but is
not an appropriate candidate for visual perspective attribution
(Santiesteban et al., 2014; Conway, Lee, Ojaghi, Catmur, &
Bird, 2017; Wilson, Soranzo, & Bertamini, 2017; Nielsen et
al., 2015; Gardner, Hull, Taylor, & Edmonds, 2018; Marshall et al., 2018) . Second, researchers have obstructed
the avatar’s visual access to the dots via ‘occluders’ such
that perspective attribution is hindered, but directional consistency is not (Baker, Levin, & Saylor, 2016; Cole, Atkinson, Le, & Smith, 2016; Langton, 2018; O’Grady, ScottPhillips, Lavelle, & Smith, 2020). Finally, researchers have
depicted avatars wearing opaque goggles or blindfolds in order to make the avatar’s visual perspective irrelevant without
altering directional features (Furlanetto, Becchio, Samson, &
Apperly, 2016; Wilson et al., 2017; Conway et al., 2017; Marshall et al., 2018).
Despite extensive research, there is no clear consensus on
the extent to which perspective taking and directional cueing underlie the consistency effect. In some cases, promising
studies utilizing opaque and transparent goggles, such as that
by Furlanetto et al. (2016), have partially or fully failed to
replicate (Wilson et al., 2017; Conway et al., 2017; Marshall
et al., 2018). In other cases, there have been severe theoretical hurdles to interpretation (for the limitations of ‘arrow’
experiments, see Cole et al., 2016; O’Grady et al., 2020).
This body of work is especially difficult to interpret qualitatively because the manipulation of directional and perspective consistency has often been confounded with variations
in the experimental design, task instructions, and stimuli. By
re-coding participant-and-condition-level behavioral data according to each of these factors, the present meta-analysis can
dissociate the effects of directional and perspective consistency.

Is This Truly Automatic?
In addition to questioning whether genuine ToM is at play
in the DPT, researchers have questioned the extent to which
the underlying process is truly automatic. This question has
been discussed in terms of ‘implicitness’, ‘spontaneity’, and
‘automaticity’. Although some researchers have been clear in
defining these terms, in other cases, they have been used interchangeably. For the sake of clarity, we will use ‘implicit’ as a
broad term which refers to processes which occur without explicit and conscious effort. We take automatic processes to be
those which are stimulus-driven, happen reflexively, and cannot be self-inhibited (Back & Apperly, 2010); see Melnikoff
and Bargh (2018) for an opposing view. In contrast, spontaneous processes, while fast and unconscious, may be dependent upon such factors as attention or intention (Bukowski,
Hietanen, & Samson, 2015; O’Grady et al., 2020).
Given these definitions, it would be very difficult to oppose the implicitness of the DPT consistency effect (as, given
the task-irrelevance and time constraints within critical ‘self’
trials, it is extremely unlikely that the consistency effect results from an effortful process). The present analyses there-

fore concern whether the process underlying the DPT is automatic, or instead merely spontaneous. Because automatic
and spontaneous processes are differentiated by their sensitivity to attention and intention, we can make progress on
this question by quantitatively investigating whether the DPT
consistency effect is dependent upon attentional or intentional
factors.
Researchers have sought to investigate automaticity within
the DPT through a collection of changes to the experimental
design, task instructions, and stimuli used. In some experiments, ‘self’ and ‘other’ trials were intermixed within experimental blocks. It has been suggested that this self/other
mixing may elicit carryover effects, whereby participants are
more likely to be distracted by the avatar’s perspective when
they are explicitly concerned with that perspective in preceding trials (Ferguson, Apperly, & Cane, 2017; Conway et
al., 2017). Put simply, perspective-taking is not truly taskirrelevant in any experimental block which includes ‘other’
trials. The mixing of self and other trials therefore influences
the attention and intention of participants, making the avatar’s
perspective more relevant. A process which is elicited only
when such cues are present should not be considered automatic. A range of other design choices are likely to have a
similar impact upon the the attention and intention of the participants within each experiment. In some experiments, for
example, the task instructions explicitly included reference
to perspective-taking, while others did not. In other cases, visual cues used within the experiment were either social words
(such as ’you’ or ’he’) or nonsocial words (such as ‘total’ or
‘block’). In the present meta-analysis, the behavioral data
from each included paper have been classified according to
the ‘perspective-taking cues’ in that study. Our analyses will
seek to determine the relevance of these factors to the observed consistency effect.

Methodological Validation
In addition to the theoretical debate surrounding the DPT,
there is a practical concern over the sensitivity of error rate
and reaction time (RT) data in capturing implicit mentalizing effects. In particular, many studies report minimal errors
across conditions and thus do not report significant effects
using error rate data (Conway et al., 2017; O’Grady et al.,
2020; Schurz et al., 2015). In contrast, others have found significant mentalizing effects on error rate (Samson et al., 2010;
Marshall et al., 2018; Santiesteban et al., 2014; Furlanetto et
al., 2016). One hypothesis for these varying results is that
small sample sizes are not able to reliably capture error rate
effects. By taking a meta-analytic approach, our analyses are
uniquely powered to investigate the sensitivity of these measures.

The Present Meta-Analysis
The present meta-analysis combines participant-by-condition
level data from DPT studies and codes them according to the
directional and perspective consistency in each experimental condition. Other variables of interest include experimen-
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tal design, stimuli, and task instructions used in each experiment. These variables are then used as predictors of error rate
and response time in a series of linear mixed-effects models.
This approach allows us to quantitatively determine the relative strength and robustness of directional and perspective
consistency effects, and how these effects are influenced by a
range of contrasting experimental conditions.
These analyses will not only bare on the plausibility of the
mentalizing and submentalizing hypotheses, but also the extent to which the observed effect should be considered automatic. A key question in this debate is whether perspective
consistency adds predictive power beyond directional consistency. If so, then the DPT results cannot be due to simple directional cueing. Further, investigating how attentional
and intentional manipulations interact with the effects of perspective consistency can shed light on whether the underlying
process should be considered fully automatic or only spontaneous. Finally, the present meta-analysis sheds new light on
the relative sensitivity of error rate and response time when
used as measures of performance in an implicit ToM task.

Method
Our meta-analysis currently consists of 11 papers comprised
of 23 experiments published between 2010 and 2020. These
papers include 264 different experimental conditions and
1381 individual subjects. See Appendix 1 for a list of papers.

Study Selection
Studies were included if they 1) were replications or variations of the DPT, 2) tested neurotypical adult subjects, and 3)
utilized error rate and/or response time as dependent measures. In cases where only some of the conditions within
an experiment satisfied these criteria, only the satisfactory
conditions were included. In order to find eligible studies, we first conducted a literature search using connectedpapers.com, google scholar, and recommendations from colleagues, and searched within all papers which cited Samson
et al. (2010) (the paper which introduced the DPT). Papers
were filtered according to keywords which are likely to appear in DPT literature, and were screened for inclusion according to the aforementioned criteria. We have identified
50 peer-reviewed publications which utilize the DPT in their
own experimental work. The present preliminary analyses
include data from 11 publications, from which raw subject
data have been received, categorized, and incorporated into
our database. Data collection from the other publications remains ongoing.

Data Aggregation
Raw behavioral data were solicited from the corresponding
authors of each paper or taken from publicly available supplementary materials. For studies in which non-behavioral
data were collected (such as neuroimaging data) only behavioral data (error rates and response times) were requested.
For consistency, all data were transformed into participantby-condition averages for both reaction time data and/or error

rate data. Each data-set was cleaned according to the exclusion criteria outlined in the original paper. Finally, all ‘no’
response trials (in which the correct response was ‘no’) were
removed. Such ‘no’ trials may create uneven task demands
across consistent and inconsistent trials, leading most studies
to exclude these trials from analyses (Samson et al., 2010;
Santiesteban et al., 2014).

Coding
Each experimental condition was coded according to variables of theoretical interest, such as directional consistency
and perspective consistency. This allows for the potential
to dissociate these oft-confounded variables. Both directional consistency and perspective consistency have three
levels, consistent, inconsistent, and no direction/perspective.
In perspective-consistent and perspective-inconsistent conditions, the number of dots visible to the subject is either consistent or inconsistent with the number of dots which are visible
to an avatar, or similar animate agent. In no-perspective conditions, there is no animate agent depicted within the scene
(i.e., there is no object within the scene to which one could
appropriately attribute a visual perspective).
Similarly, in directionally-consistent and directionallyinconsistent trials, the number of dots visible to the subject is either consistent or inconsistent with the number of
dots which are oriented to by a directional stimulus (e.g.,
an avatar or arrow). In no-directionality conditions, no directional cue is depicted within the scene (e.g. the avatar
is replaced by a rectangular block). Directional and perspective consistency therefore depend both upon the type
of agent/stimulus, as well as the distribution of dots relative to this stimulus. To illustrate: trials which utilized arrows could be either directionally-consistent or directionallyinconsistent, but were always no-perspective trials. This is
because arrows have directionality but do not have a visual
perspective.
Experimental conditions were also classified according to
task instructions, such as which perspective, if any, participants were asked to attend to. An ‘explicitly-tracking-otherperspective’ variable was coded to classify papers according
to whether ‘self’ and ‘other’ trials were intermixed within experimental blocks, thereby making both self and other perspectives explicitly relevant to the task. Similarly, each experiment was classified according to the type of word cue utilized (social or nonsocial) and whether participants were explicitly asked to track their own perspectives. Re-classifying
the data according to these theoretically motivated variables
allows for cross-study analyses of automaticity.
Finally, conditions were classified according to unique paper id, unique participant id, timeout procedure, device utilized within the task (mouse or keyboard), and stimulus variant (for conceptually analogous, but non-identical stimuli).
While unlikely to bare on our theoretical questions, these
variables could prove useful to others interested in using the
DPT. Upon publication, we will make our dataframe publicly
available.
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Analysis Approach
To investigate our hypotheses, we used the lme4 package in
R to compare linear mixed-effects models using reaction time
and error rate as dependent variables (Kuznetsova & Brockhoff, 2016). The significance of an effect of interest was determined by comparing a model that included the key term
to a model that did not, while holding fixed all other factors
that were not under investigation. The significance of the effects were computed using the anova function in R for model
comparison; here, we report the associated chi-square and pvalues.

Results
Theory of Mind Analyses
To investigate whether the results are driven by submentalizing, we conducted an analysis of the relationship between
perspective consistency and directional consistency. We first
analyzed only ’self’ trials to isolate those trials in which others’ perspectives can be said to influence one’s own. This is
widely taken as the key Theory of Mind test in the DPT. These
models also estimated random slopes and intercepts for each
study within a paper, as well as random intercepts for each
subject and stimulus/agent.
In support of submentalizing accounts, we found a large
effect of directional consistency on reaction time, controlling
for perspective consistency (χ2 = 15.11, p < .001). However,
in support of mentalizing accounts, we found a smaller but
still significant effect of perspective consistency, even when
controlling for directional consistency (χ2 = 6.23, p = .044).
In both cases, consistent trials were faster than inconsistent
trials.
Turning to participants’ error rates, the effects of directional and perspective consistency were not cleanly dissociable. While neither had an effect controlling for the other,
directional consistency did predict reductions in error on its
own (χ2 = 18.09, p < .001), as did perspective consistency
(χ2 = 19.62, p < .001).
These results suggest that both perspective consistency and
directional consistency can influence participant responses,
with reaction time serving as a generally more sensitive measure. Thus, studies in which manipulations of perspective and
directional consistency are not carefully disentangled, and especially those which rely upon error rates, should cautiously
interpret the theoretical implications of their findings.

Automaticity vs. Spontaneity Analyses
We next investigated the extent to which the perspective consistency effect could be driven by attention or intention, by
looking for an interaction between perspective consistency
and whether the condition involved explicitly tracking the
avatar’s perspective. This allowed us to ask whether the effect
of the avatar’s perspective is dependent upon a task design
which makes that perspective salient. We again restricted our
analyses to only ’self’ trials.

Figure 3: Mean reaction time as a function of explicit tracking
and perspective consistency. Points depict participant-level
means; violin plots depict group-level distributions; and error
bars depict group-level means +/-1 standard error.

Figure 4: Mean error rate as a function of explicit tracking
and perspective consistency. Points depict participant-level
means; violin plots depict group-level distributions; and error
bars depict group-level means +/-1 standard error.

For reaction time, we found that perspective consistency
interacted significantly with whether the task involved explicit tracking (controlling for directional consistency), χ2 =
11.47, p = .003. This interaction can be attributed to a significantly larger effect of perspective consistency when the task
involved explicitly tracking the avatar’s perspective (vs. when
it did not), see Fig. 3. A similar interaction between perspective consistency and explicit ‘other perspective’ tracking
was apparent in participants’ error rates (controlling for directional consistency), χ2 = 18.02, p < .001, see Fig. 4. This
interaction suggests that the perspective consistency effect
is strongly influenced by attentional cues and thus is likely
largely accounted for by spontaneous rather than automatic
Theory of Mind processing.
However, the effect of perspective consistency remained
significant when participants were not explicitly instructed
to track others’ perspectives, even when analyzing only directionally consistent trials and only trials in which an animate agent was present (i.e. no arrows or rectangles). In
these trials, there was a significant effect of perspective consistency on reaction time (χ2 = 16.10, p < 0.001) and error
rate (χ2 = 8.14, p = 0.004). So, although the effect of perspective consistency is significantly influenced by attentional
and intentional factors, the present analyses cannot establish
that the effect is wholly dependent upon these factors.

away by appealing to directional consistency as a confounding variable. As such, our findings do not support the submentalizing hypothesis, at least insofar as it argues the effects
in the DPT are fully explained by directional cueing. However, while our analyses find a significant effect of perspective consistency, this effect accounts for a smaller amount of
variance than does directional consistency. This demonstrates
that DPT results are largely predicted by directional cues. So,
although the DPT is not solely dependent upon the influence
of directional cueing, our analyses support the conclusion that
directional cueing accounts for a large portion of consistency
effects found within implementations of the DPT.
These findings have several implications for the future of
the DPT. First, they suggest that the DPT is genuinely ’onto
something,’ in that consistency effects found within the task
are at least partially responsive to the visual perspectives of
the avatar. However, because of the comparatively large effect
of directionality, there is reason for caution in using the DPT
as a tool for the investigation of ToM, for example, within
clinical populations. After all, the consistency effect observed
within the task is not solely (or even primarily) responsive
to the perspective of the avatar. Nevertheless, when cleverly
designed experiments disentangle directional and perspective
consistency while controlling for attentional cues, these revised versions of the DPT may indeed demonstrate the implicit calculation of others’ perspectives.
In addition, our analyses were able to dissociate directional
and perspective consistency within response time data, but
not error rate data. This suggest that response time serves
as a more sensitive metric to perspective and directional consistency manipulations than does error rate. Future research

Discussion
The results of this meta-analysis illustrate that both directional and perspective consistency significantly influence responses in the Dot Perspective Task. These findings show
that the effect of perspective consistency cannot be explained
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should investigate the best experimental designs for dissociating these variables.
Finally, our analyses demonstrated a significant interaction
between perspective consistency and the explicit relevance of
others’ perspectives, suggesting that the results of the DPT
are highly sensitive to changes in participants’ attention and
intentions. These findings support the hypothesis that the
DPT is mostly capturing a spontaneous process which occurs as external cues make tracking others’ perspectives relevant. This builds upon work from Ferguson et al. (2017) and
O’Grady et al. (2020) who found that perspective consistency
effects were sensitive to manipulations of task design or instructions.
While the analyses reported thus far have been limited to
those that most directly inform the submentalizing and automaticity debates, the collection of data sets we are building
will allow for a wide range of additional analyses including
estimating the effect of the perceived animacy of the avatar or
central stimulus, differences in task instruction, differences in
exclusion criteria, and a variety of other variables. Our future
analyses will investigate these variables while adding more
DPT data sets to this collection.

Appendix 1: Papers Included
Capozzi, Cavallo, Furlanetto, and Becchio (2014); Ferguson et al. (2017); Ferguson, Brunsdon, and Bradford (2018);
Furlanetto et al. (2016); Gardner et al. (2018); O’Grady et al.
(2020); Qureshi, Apperly, and Samson (2010); Santiesteban
et al. (2014); Simpson and Todd (2017); Todd and Simpson
(2016); Todd, Cameron, and Simpson (2017)
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Abstract

Structure

People’s active interventions play a key role in causal learning.
Past studies have tended to focus on how interventions help people learn relationships where causes are independently sufficient
to produce an effect. In reality, however, people can learn different rules governing how multiple causes combine to produce
an effect, i.e., different functional forms. These forms are examples of causal overhypotheses—abstract beliefs about causal
relationships that are acquired in one situation and transferred
to another. Here we present an active “blicket” experiment to
study whether and how people learn overhypotheses in an active
setting. Our results showed participants can learn disjunctive
and conjunctive overhypotheses through active training, as measured in a new disjunctive task. Furthermore, intervening on
two objects led to better conjunctive judgments, and complementarily, conjunctive training predicted more objects in future
interventions. Overall, these results expand our understanding
of how active learning can facilitate causal inference.
Keywords: causal learning; active learning; transfer learning;
overhypothesis; intervention

Causes (Parents)
X1

Effect (Child)

X2

X3

X4
Isolated Node

P(X3 | Pa(X3)) = P(X3 | X1, X2) = f(X1, X2)
Functional Form

Figure 1: Causal graph. The edges (arrows) define the causal
structure: For a given edge, the source node is the “parent”
(cause) and the destination node is the “child” (effect). Isolated
nodes are not involved in any causal relationships. The child
node X3 has a conditional probability P defined by the functional form (one type of overhypothesis) of the relationship
with its parents Pa(X3 ).

When learning causal relationships, people often play the role
of an active experimenter, choosing actions to intervene on a
causal system and observing the consequences of those interventions. Several studies have shown that our interventions
tend to be informative, providing more information than passive observations or arbitrary intervention choices (Bramley,
Lagnado, & Speekenbrink, 2015; Coenen, Rehder, & Gureckis,
2015; Steyvers, Tenenbaum, Wagenmakers, & Blum, 2003;
Cook, Goodman, & Schulz, 2011; Sim & Xu, 2017; Oaksford
& Chater, 1994). Thus, interventions play a key role in learning and making accurate inferences about causal relationships.
However, past active learning studies focused mainly on
discovering the structure of a causal relationship—which objects or events are causes and which are their effects (Figure 1).
The nature of the relationship, on the other hand, was either
explicitly described or consistent with the simple expectation
that causes are independently sufficient to produce or prevent
an effect. The independence assumption holds for a wide variety of phenomena in causal inference and appears to be a
default expectation people have in unfamiliar contexts (Cheng,
1997; Gopnik & Sobel, 2000; Griffiths & Tenenbaum, 2005;
Lu, Yuille, Liljeholm, Cheng, & Holyoak, 2008). In reality,
however, this assumption is not always appropriate and people
may not know what kinds of causal relationships are plausible
in a novel context. For example, a child might have to learn to
use multiple simultaneous batteries in a circuit to activate an
LED. In such a situation, people must learn different kinds of
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causal relationships, e.g., that multiple causes are required to
produce an effect, and use these beliefs to guide their causal
inferences in new contexts (Lucas & Griffiths, 2010; Griffiths
& Tenenbaum, 2009; Griffiths, Sobel, Tenenbaum, & Gopnik,
2011; Lu, Rojas, Beckers, & Yuille, 2016).
Formally, people can learn different functional forms of
causal relationships—rules governing how multiple causes
combine to produce an effect (Figure 1). Functional forms
are essential to causal learning because they are examples of
causal overhypotheses—abstract beliefs about causal relationships that transfer across different contexts, accounting for the
prior knowledge that people use to constrain their learning in
new contexts (Lucas, Gopnik, & Griffiths, 2010; Kemp, Perfors, & Tenenbaum, 2007). For example, in a passive learning
setting, Lucas and Griffiths (2010) demonstrated that overhypotheses about the functional form transfer to future causal
judgments. Participants were asked to identify “blickets” (true
causes) from a set of blocks (prospective causes) by observing
how different combinations of blocks caused a machine to
activate (effect). One group of participants was trained using
a disjunctive functional form, where the machine activated in
the presence of any single blicket; another group was trained
using a conjunctive form, where the machine activated to two
simultaneous blickets. In a subsequent testing phase with new
blocks and blickets, both groups of participants observed am-

biguous evidence that was plausible under both disjunctive
and conjunctive forms. Crucially, Lucas and Griffiths (2010)
found that participants with disjunctive training were more
likely to judge a singleton block to be a blicket, while participants with conjunctive training were more likely to judge
a pair of blocks to be blickets. In other words, overhypotheses about the functional form constrained participants’ causal
judgments in a new situation.
Intuitively, it follows that overhypotheses about the functional form can also constrain people’s intervention strategies.
Returning to our example, if the child has the overhypothesis
that multiple batteries are necessary to activate the LED, then
they might proceed to test combinations of batteries, rather
than individual batteries. Empirically, the past studies described above showed that people can learn overhypotheses
about different functional forms and that they can also choose
informative interventions based on their causal beliefs. However, to the best of our knowledge, no study has investigated
the relationship between the two. Investigating the relationship
between causal overhypotheses and active learning is important for improving our understanding of how people’s intervention choices can facilitate better causal inferences. Therefore,
we explore this relationship through the three questions below.
Question 1: Can people learn overhypotheses about the
functional form in an active setting? More concretely, if
we now allow participants to control their own observations
through active interventions, can we still confirm that they
learn overhypotheses, as measured by their causal judgments
in a new situation? We investigate this question by assigning participants to active training with either the disjunctive
or conjunctive form and then measuring their causal judgments about a new task. The new task has either a matched
or mismatched form with the training phases. A significant
difference in matched vs. mismatched judgments would show
that people can successfully learn the overhypothesis from
their active training.
This first question serves two purposes. The first is to
replicate people’s ability to learn different functional forms
in active settings; this ability was previously established by
Lucas and Griffiths’s (2010) results in passive settings. In
active learning settings, people’s interventions tend to be informative, allowing them to learn different causal structures
of disjunctive relationships (e.g., Bramley et al., 2015); we
expect that their informative interventions will extend to learning about other functional forms, such as conjunctive relationships. Furthermore, Sim and Xu (2017) studied another
type of causal overhypothesis—whether objects have matching features (colors and shapes)—and showed that even small
children’s interventions during free play allowed them to learn
overhypotheses. Therefore, by reasoning from these past findings, we anticipate replicating that people can learn overhypotheses about the functional form in an active setting.
The second purpose of asking whether people can learn
functional forms in an active setting is to consider the negative
alternative: Under a time constraint (such as the time limit
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in our experiment), it is possible that people mainly employ
a positive testing strategy (Coenen et al., 2015); when this
strategy combines with their prior preference for disjunctive
relationships (Lucas & Griffiths, 2010), people might test only
singleton objects and, upon observing no positive effects and
running out of time, conclude that there are no causal relationships. In this case, they would not learn other overhypotheses
like a conjunctive relationship, which is revealed by testing
combinations of objects. Therefore, although we anticipate
that people will be able to learn overhypotheses in an active
setting, we also do not discount the negative alternative.
Question 2: How do people choose interventions that help
them learn overhypotheses? If we find a positive answer
to the first question, we can pursue a more detailed second
question about how exactly people choose informative interventions to learn about a functional form. We explore this
question by measuring the number of objects in each participant’s first intervention and their subsequent causal judgment
accuracies, predicting that testing more objects leads to better
conjunctive judgments and worsened disjunctive judgments.
Question 3: Complementary to Question 2, how do previously learned overhypotheses affect intervention choices
in a new situation? Namely, what interventions do people
consider informative given a previously learned overhypothesis? We explore this question using the same intervention
measure as Question 2: the number of objects in each participant’s first intervention in a new causal learning task, where
they need to rely on their previously learned overhypothesis. We predict that a conjunctive overhypothesis will lead to
testing more objects than a disjunctive overhypothesis.
To address these questions, we extend Lucas and Griffiths’s
(2010) blicket experiment to an active learning setting. The
blicket experiment format allows us to measure causal judgments that indicate whether people learned different functional
forms; we additionally measure interventions by allowing participants to interact with objects in the experiment. Finally,
we discuss opportunities for improving our experiment design
and directions for continuing to investigate the relationship
between causal overhypotheses and active learning.

Experiment
Participants 212 participants were recruited using Amazon
Mechanical Turk (HIT Approval Rate ≥ 99%, Number of
HITs Approved ≥ 1000, Age ≥ 18) for the 8 experimental
conditions described in Tables 1 and 2. From top to bottom in
Table 2, each condition in the Disjunctive column has 27, 29,
29 and 26 participants; each condition in the Conjunctive column has 25, 26, 25 and 25 participants. They were paid $1.5
for completing the study (7.36 minutes on average, excluding
the instructions) and received a bonus of up to $1.05 for their
questionnaire performance (mean total compensation: $2.32).
Design As in Lucas and Griffiths’s (2010) experiments, we
present participants with blocks and a “blicket machine”, and
we ask them to identify “blickets” among the blocks by observ-

Table 1: Phase Definitions
Phase

Num. Blocks

Num. Blickets

1 (training)
2 (training)
3

3
6
9

1 (D) or 2 (C)
3
4

Table 2: Experimental Conditions
Phase 3 Form

Training
Length

Match with
Training Form

Disjunctive

Conjunctive

Long

Same
Different

D1 D2 D3
C1 C2 D3

C1 C2 C3
D1 D2 C3

Short

Same
Different

D1 D3
C1 D3

C1 C3
D1 C3

Table 1: In each phase, the blickets are a subset of the blocks.
In Phase 1, the D (disjunctive) variant has one blicket while
the C (conjunctive) variant has two. Table 2: Each of the 8
between-participant conditions is a sequence of D/C training
phases (1-2) followed by a final D/C Phase 3, representing a
manipulation of the training length, match with training form,
and Phase 3 form. For example, D1D2D3 is one condition
representing a long training (D1D2) with the same form as the
Phase 3 disjunctive form (D3).

Figure 2: Web interface for our active blicket task (Phase 3).
Participants could intervene on the blocks (initially on the left),
i.e., click on them to move them on or off the “blicket machine”
(right; embellished with cogs) in arbitrary combinations. They
could then press a button to test the machine’s binary response
(“activation” with a green color or “nothing happened” with
no color change). Their history of tested combinations was
recorded at the bottom, and they could test any number of
combinations within a time limit of 45 seconds.

ing the machine’s response. Whereas Lucas and Griffiths’s
study involved fixed and passive sequences of events, ours
uses a computer-based presentation that allows participants to
produce their own sequences of events through active interventions (see Figure 2; more details in our preregistration1 ). Our
experiment contains three phases with successively more challenging tasks, requiring increasingly selective interventions.
To focus on the relationship between overhypotheses and
interventions, we only consider simple causal structures and
deterministic functional forms. In graphical terms (see Figure 1), all nodes have binary states (0 or 1), blickets are parent
nodes, the machine’s activation is their common effect, and the
non-blicket blocks are isolated nodes. The conditional probability of the machine’s activation (i.e., the effect E) is defined
by either the disjunctive form (D), where the presence of any
blicket (i.e., any parent node X ∈ Pa(E) with a value of 1) activates the machine [P(E|Pa(E)) = (∑X∈Pa(E) X) ≥ 1], or the
conjunctive form (C), where at least two simultaneous blickets activate the machine [P(E|Pa(E)) = (∑X∈Pa(E) X) ≥ 2].
Our instructions suggest to participants that the only structural problem is to identify the true parent nodes (blickets)
that have edges directed toward the blicket machine node.
However, to make accurate judgments about the identity of
blickets and the behavior of the blicket machine, participants
must understand how to make informative interventions given
the functional form of the causal relationship. For example,

blickets can be identified by intervening on single blocks in
tasks with a disjunctive form, but this strategy would not reveal
any blickets in tasks with a conjunctive form.
Each experimental Phase (Table 1) has a blicket machine
with either a disjunctive or conjunctive form. The three phases
have the same 45 second time limit for the active task (Figure 2) but different objects and causal structures; later phases
increase the structural complexity by adding more blickets
(parent nodes) and non-blicket blocks (isolated nodes).
The earlier Phases 1-2 serve to train participants to successfully learn an overhypothesis about the functional form,
e.g., Phase 1 uses a simple three-node causal structure (with 1
blicket for the disjunctive form or 2 for the conjunctive form),
where all 23 = 8 possible combinations of blocks can be tested
within the time limit. Furthermore, this structure replicates
the structure used in Lucas and Griffiths’s (2010) experiments,
where people have previously succeeded in learning disjunctive and conjunctive overhypotheses from passive data.
The final Phase 3 serves to investigate how overhypotheses
learned from previous training phases inform causal judgments and interventions in this final phase. The task here is
more combinatorially complex, involving finding 4 blickets
among 9 blocks within 45 seconds. Critically, this complexity
increases the importance of relying on overhypotheses from
preceding phases, as opposed to finding a brute force solution,
e.g., testing all 29 = 512 combinations of blocks, which is
impossible under the time limit.

1 Preregistration:

https://osf.io/n9cx2
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Figure 3: Questionnaire performance in Phase 3 grouped by match, Phase 3 functional form, and training length. The grouping
variables are defined in Table 2. Chance (.5) accuracy is shown with a dotted green line. Error bars in either direction denote
the magnitude of the standard error. Mean participant accuracies for A blicket classification and B activation prediction are
calculated separately for the full and filtered data.
Procedure Each participant encountered either a long training with Phases 1 and 2 or a short training with only Phase 1.
Following training, they performed the final Phase 3 (see Tables 1 and 2).
Within each phase, participants interacted with the active
causal learning task described in Figure 2 and then answered a
questionnaire. In the active task, the blicket machine’s underlying functional form was either disjunctive or conjunctive. The
corresponding questionnaire included two types of causal questions: judgments about whether each block was a blicket or
not, and predictions about the activation of the blicket machine
in the presence of seven different combinations of blocks. The
latter contained combinations with zero, one and two blickets
along with other non-blicket blocks, as well as one combination with all blocks in the phase. To allow participants to
learn overhypotheses through their own interventions, we only
gave between-phase feedback and bonus compensation for activation prediction questions, but not for blicket classification
questions.
Overall, we manipulated the number of training phases, the
underlying functional form in Phase 3 (disjunctive or conjunctive), and whether the training Phases 1-2 had a matched
functional form with Phase 3, creating 8 between-participant
experimental conditions (Table 2).

Results
We explored overhypothesis learning in an active setting,
focusing on causal judgments and interventions in a new
situation—Phase 3. Therefore, we analyzed 2 the questionnaire accuracies and intervention measurements in Phase 3.
Filtering To represent the data accurately while accounting
for potential data quality issues, we report results for both the
full data set (N = 212) and a filtered subset (N f = 181), which
2 Analysis code:
https://github.com/chen10an/active
-blicket-comp/tree/1.0.x/analysis
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includes only participants who made at least 9 interventions
in Phase 3. We chose this filtering criterion3 on the basis that
9 is the minimum number of interventions required to learn
the easier variant of the Phase 3 form, i.e. the disjunctive form
(Lucas & Griffiths, 2010). Therefore, this filtering aims to
consider only participants who were actively engaged with
learning the Phase 3 form. From top to bottom in Table 2,
each condition in the Disjunctive column has 23, 22, 22 and
24 filtered participants; each condition in the Conjunctive
column has 23, 25, 20 and 22 filtered participants. We address
this filtering in the Discussion section.
Active Overhypothesis Training We initially predicted1
that active training (Phase 1-2) with functional forms would
affect participants’ causal judgments in Phase 3, facilitating more accurate inferences when the earlier phases have
a matched functional form. Conversely, a mismatched form
would lead to lower accuracies. A significant difference in the
matched and mismatched Phase 3 judgments would show that
participants can successfully use active training to learn overhypotheses and apply these overhypotheses in a new situation.
We also predicted that this difference would be larger in long
conditions, where the matched or mismatched overhypothesis
is reinforced with more training.
In other words, we expected the match of overhypotheses from preceding phases (same or different compared to
Phase 3’s functional form), the length of training (long or
short), and their interaction to be predictors of Phase 3 questionnaire performance, considering the Phase 3 functional
form (disjunctive or conjunctive) as a covariate. Thus, we
used these variables to fit two logistic regression models to
3 In an earlier filtering approach, we considered only 116 participants who judged at least one block as a blicket and made at least one
intervention in Phase 3. This yielded similar results to our current
inferential statistics. We use the current approach to exclude fewer
participants and to avoid conditioning our filtering on participant
judgments, as suggested by anonymous reviewers.
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Figure 4: Judgments and interventions in Phase 3. Mean participant accuracies for A blicket classification and B activation
prediction questions in Phase 3 are grouped by the number of blocks in the first intervention and the Phase 3 functional form.
The mean is calculated separately for the full (solid lines) and filtered (dashed lines) data. Error bars in either direction denote
the magnitude of the standard error but are omitted for points with a single participant, where the standard error is ill-defined.
Chance (.5) accuracy is shown with a dotted green line. C Number of blocks tested in the first intervention in Phase 3, compared
to the functional form of preceding phases. The box-and-whisker plots show the quartiles of the full or filtered data; each overlaid
point is a participant.
predict the per-participant accuracy percentage in Phase 3
blicket identification (binomial with 9 trials) and activation
prediction (binomial with 7 trials) questions, respectively. For
blicket classification accuracy, we confirmed a significant main
effect of the match of overhypotheses (z = 2.62, p = .009; filtered: z f = 3.25, p f = .001). For activation prediction accuracy, the main effect of match was not significant in the full
data (z = 1.24, p = .215), but was significant for the filtered
participants who were more actively engaged with the Phase 3
task (z f = 2.53, p f = .012). Surprisingly, the length of training and its interaction with the match of preceding phases
were not significant predictors for either type of question (all
p ≥ .326). Consistent with past results suggesting that people
find disjunctive relationships easier to learn (Lucas & Griffiths,
2010), the Phase 3 functional form had a significant main effect for both blicket classification (z = 3.99, p < .001; filtered:
z f = 4.78, p f < .001) and activation prediction (z = 3.67, p <
.001; filtered: z f = 4.23, p f < .001).
The non-significant effect of the training length interaction
in both models may be attributable to weak match effects in
Conjunctive Phase 3 (C3) conditions. Therefore, we used
Welch t-tests (two-tailed) to investigate the specific effects of
match between pairs of conditions, where each comparison
is also visualized in Figure 3. The Disjunctive Phase 3 (D3)
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comparisons were mostly consistent with our predictions that
matching overhypotheses would improve performance: in the
full data, the mean blicket accuracy showed a trend toward improvement from mismatched to matched conditions with long,
t(47.82) = −2.00, p = .051, and short training, t(49.76) =
−1.80, p = .078. These trends became significant improvements in the filtered data (long: t f (42.10) = −2.18, p f = .035;
short: t f (43.99) = −2.47, p f = .017). The D3 activation
prediction accuracy also improved significantly from mismatched to matched conditions with long training, t(50.00) =
−3.04, p = .004 (filtered: t f (42.37) = −4.18, p f < .001).
The short training improvement was not significant in the full
data (t(52.70) = −1.45, p = .154), but was significant in the
filtered data (t f (43.89) = −2.31, p f = .025). In the long and
short C3 conditions, however, the difference between matched
and mismatched accuracies was non-significant for both types
of questions (all p ≥ .164). It is possible that even with a
matching overhypothesis and longer training, the C3 task was
too difficult, which could account for the non-significant effect
of the training length interaction in our modeling. We address
C3’s difficulty in the Discussion section.
How Interventions affect Overhypotheses To explore
how intervention choices affect overhypothesis learning, we
measured the number of blocks in the first intervention of

Phase 3 and analyzed how this intervention affected subsequent causal judgment accuracies. We predicted that choosing
more objects would lead to higher accuracies in Conjunctive
Phase 3 (C3) and decreased accuracies in Disjunctive Phase 3
(D3). Figure 4A shows this effect in the blicket judgment
accuracy, especially in the filtered data. Specifically, the disjunctive blicket accuracy has a decreasing trend as the number
of blocks increases, while the conjunctive blicket accuracy
peaks at two blocks. Figure 4B suggests that the relationship between the number of blocks and activation prediction
performance is more complex.
To investigate the trends in Figure 4A-B, we fitted two
(binomial) logistic regression models to predict blicket classification (9 trials) and activation prediction (7 trials) accuracy,
respectively. The predictors included the number of blocks
tested in the first Phase 3 intervention, the functional form
of the Phase 3 relationship (disjunctive or conjunctive), and
their interaction. The model results were largely consistent
with our previous observations in Figure 4A-B: For blicket
classification accuracy, there was a significant main effect
of the Phase 3 functional form (z = 4.26, p < .001; filtered
z f = 4.90, p f < .001), underscoring the relative difficulty of
the conjunctive condition, and no significant main effect for
the number of blocks (all p ≥ .382), suggesting that any effect
of the number of blocks was not due to choosing more (or
fewer) blocks being a better general-purpose policy. Rather,
the effect of the number of blocks was due to being informative of a particular Phase 3 form: this interaction did not reach
significance in the full data (z = −1.73, p = .084), but was significant for the more engaged participants in the filtered data
(z f = −2.02, p f = .043). For activation prediction accuracy,
there was also a significant main effect of the Phase 3 functional form (z = 3.38, p < .001; filtered: z f = 4.29, p f < .001),
but no other significant effects (all p ≥ .078). Figure 4A-B
suggests that, even though participants were able to identify a
larger subset of blickets with efficient interventions (A), this
partial knowledge was not sufficient to perform better in the activation prediction questions (B), which had a larger coverage
over blickets and their combinations with other blocks.
How Overhypotheses affect Interventions We also used
the first Phase 3 intervention to explore how previously learned
overhypotheses about the functional form shaped interventions
in a new task. The first Phase 3 intervention occurred before
participants learned anything about the functional form in
Phase 3, making it a simple marker of how their interventions were informative under an overhypothesis learned from
previous phases. Under a disjunctive overhypothesis, testing
individual blocks would be a straightforward and efficient way
to identify blickets, requiring only nine interventions in all. In
contrast, testing individual blocks would be completely uninformative under a conjunctive overhypothesis. This intuition
is consistent with the trends in Figure 4C.
To further test the trends in Figure 4C, we used a linear
model to predict the number of blocks in the first intervention,
where the predictors were the functional form in the previ-
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ous training phases (disjunctive or conjunctive), the length
of training (long or short), and their interaction. There was
a significant interaction effect (t(205) = −3.59, p < .001;
filtered: t f (177) = −3.46, p f < .001) and significant main
effect of training length (t(205) = 3.38, p < .001; filtered:
t f (177) = 3.66, p f < .001). The non-significant main effect
of the preceding functional form (p ≥ .322 for both the full
and filtered data) may be attributable to weaker effects in
the short conditions—see the C1 and D1 box-and-whisker
plots in Figure 4C. Consistent with these model results and
with the trends in Figure 4C, the mean number of blocks
tested in the first intervention was significantly higher after
conjunctive training (C1 and C1C2) than after disjunctive
training (D1 and D1D2), t(183.39) = 4.62, p < .001 (filtered:
t f (144.96) = 4.75, p f < .001).
Similarly, in the free-text responses, participants often reported intervention strategies that were shaped by the functional form they had learned in previous phases: participants
with longer disjunctive training tended to test “each block
individually knowing that it would activate whether alone or
with others”, while those with longer conjunctive training
tended to test more blocks at once, e.g., “groups of three to
find blicket pairs, groups of two to narrow it further, known
blickets against the remaining unknown single blocks”.

Discussion
Our experiment explored three questions about the relationship between overhypotheses about the functional form and
people’s interventions during active causal learning. First, we
asked whether people can learn overhypotheses about the functional form in an active setting: we found positive results in the
final disjunctive phase, where people’s judgment accuracies
largely showed they had succeeded in learning the functional
form from their active training. Their judgments were more
accurate following a matched training (disjunctive) but less
so following a mismatched one (conjunctive). Second, we
asked how people’s interventions help them learn about the
functional form: we measured the number of blocks in the
first intervention of the final phase, finding that this intervention measure predicted blicket judgments in the filtered data,
where participants were more engaged with the task. While a
singleton block indicated better blicket judgments about disjunctive relationships, a pair of blocks indicated better blicket
judgments about conjunctive ones (Figure 4A). Finally, we
asked the complementary question about how people’s previously learned overhypotheses shape their intervention choices
in a new task: using the same intervention measure in the last
phase, we found that participants who trained with a disjunctive functional form in previous phases predominantly started
by testing a singleton block, while those who trained with a
conjunctive form tested more blocks; this pattern became more
apparent with longer training (Figure 4C). Overall, these results begin to expand our understanding of causal interventions
to a new perspective—overhypotheses about the functional
form of causal relationships.

In addressing whether active training helps people learn
about the functional form, there were also surprising results.
We expected a strong effect of active training (matched vs. mismatched) in Conjunctive Phase 3 (C3) judgments, especially
in the long C3 conditions that gave additional training opportunities to learn about the underlying functional form. Instead,
we found a non-significant trend. One possible explanation
would be that participants were not learning the conjunctive
overhypothesis through active training (i.e., C1 or C1C2), and
thus, participants with a matched conjunctive training were
performing no better than those with a mismatched disjunctive
training. However, this explanation seems unlikely in light of
a small additional study we conducted. In that study, we used
the same dependent measure as Lucas and Griffiths (2010) to
test whether participants learned a conjunctive overhypothesis (0-10 ratings of object D being a blicket; see Lucas and
Griffiths’s paper for details) after training in our active C1.
We compared this to our active D1 training as well as our
replication of the passive disjunctive training in Lucas and
Griffiths’s Experiment 2. There was a significant effect of C1
(M = 7.40, SD = 2.30) vs. disjunctive (M = 1.25, SD = 2.50)
training, despite a small sample size, t(6.28) = 3.80, p = .008
(two-tailed Welch). This result suggests people have little trouble learning conjunctive overhypotheses during C1 training.
Therefore, the non-significant effect of match in C3 conditions
was likely due to other factors.
These factors might include participant fatigue or frustration
during C3, regardless of matched or mismatched training. For
example, participants were not given enough time (45s) to
test all 36 pairs of blocks. In contrast, the same time limit
allowed participants to gather exhaustive information about
D3 by testing all 9 singleton blocks. Indeed, performance was
lower in C3 conditions than in D3 conditions (p < .001 for
both blicket classification and activation prediction questions
in the full and filtered data). The lower C3 performance might
be further compounded by the factor that motivated our data
filtering (N f = 181 remained in the filtered data, out of Ntotal =
212): lack of participant engagement for making at least 9
interventions during the active learning task. These factors
are limitations that follow-up studies may address by using
different schemes for resource limits (e.g., requiring a constant
number of total interventions and/or lowering the number of
blocks) and improving the in-experiment engagement checks.
Finally, future work is needed to expand this paper’s answers to the questions about how interventions and functional
forms influence each other. For example, can we characterize
people’s intervention strategies beyond counting the number
of blocks? Are these intervention strategies consistent with
the goal of maximizing information gain about the functional
form? Addressing these future questions will require extending the kinds of Bayesian models developed in previous active
causal learning studies (Bramley et al., 2015; Steyvers et al.,
2003; Coenen et al., 2015).
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Abstract
Learning new languages is a complex cognitive task involving
both implicit and explicit processes. Batterink, Oudiette,
Reber, and Paller (2014) report that participants with vs.
without conscious awareness of a hidden semi-artificial
language regularity showed no significant differences in
behavioral measures of grammar learning, suggesting that
implicit/explicit routes may be functionally equivalent.
However, their operationalization of learning via median
reaction times might not capture underlying differences in
cognitive processes. In a conceptual replication, we compared
rule-aware (n=14) and rule-unaware (n=21) participants via
drift-diffusion modeling, which can quantify distinct
subcomponents of evidence-accumulation processes (Ratcliff
& Rouder, 1998). For both groups, grammar learning was
manifested in non-decision parameters, suggesting anticipation
of motor responses. For rule-aware participants only, learning
also affected bias in evidence accumulation during word
reading. These results suggest that implicit grammar learning
may be manifested through low-level mechanisms whereas
explicit grammar learning may involve more direct
engagement with encoded target meanings.
Keywords: artificial language; drift-diffusion; evidence
accumulation; second language; grammar; implicit; explicit

Background
Learning a new language is a complex cognitive task
involving both explicit and implicit processes (i.e., that do/do
not involve conscious awareness). Understanding how these
processes interact is essential to a full account of second
language (L2) learning (for a review, see Leow, 2015). One
way to study implicit and explicit language processing comes
from semi-artificial language paradigms involving covert
regularities in pseudoword articles encoding word meaning
(e.g., a word’s living/non-living status). Such studies indicate
that learning an untaught rule can proceed in the absence of
conscious awareness in rule-unaware participants, as indexed
by above-chance accuracy on forced choice tasks (e.g.,
Williams, 2005) and by reaction time slowdowns to ruleviolating exemplars (e.g., Batterink, Oudiette, Reber, &
Paller, 2014; Leung & Williams, 2011; but cf. FarettaStutenberg & Morgan-Short, 2011), suggesting that explicit
knowledge is not strictly necessary for learning to occur. At
the same time, other studies with untaught rules demonstrate
that learners are likely to acquire both implicit and explicit
knowledge (e.g., Grey, Williams, & Rebuschat, 2014). A core
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question that underlies the interpretation of such studies is
whether rule-aware and rule-unaware participants in such
semi-artificial language paradigms take qualitatively
different routes to grammar processing, or if their
performance is underlyingly based on the same mechanisms.
One possibility is that participants with rule awareness
consciously and willfully apply strategies such as rule
searches, generation of explicit predictions, and systematic
hypothesis testing (Leow, 2015). Indirect evidence for such
an account comes from word sequence learning paradigms
that suggest that experiment-initial instruction can improve
performance on rule-adhering trials but worsen detection of
rule-violating trials, suggesting functional differences
between rule-aware/rule-unaware processing (Batterink,
Reber, & Paller, 2015). However, the presence of explicit
knowledge does not preclude the possibility that other, more
implicit kinds of learning can drive task performance
(Rebuschat et al., 2013). In support of such an interpretation,
Rose, Haider, and Büchel (2010) found that neural and
behavioral markers of learning can emerge at time points in
the experiment before participant reports of the emergence of
rule awareness, suggesting that conscious rule awareness
might emerge as a consequence of implicit learning.
The available evidence on grammar processing in semiartificial language experiments (e.g., Leung & Williams,
2011; Rebuschat, et al., 2013; Batterink et al., 2014) is not
sufficient to determine whether rule-aware and rule-unaware
participants use different grammar-processing mechanisms.
Such studies have typically used linear analyses of measures
of central tendency (e.g., means or medians) to compare
reaction times, such that grammar learning can be measured
as general slowdowns to rule-violating trials relative to ruleadhering trials. However, a finding that rule-aware and ruleunaware participants do not differ in these measures (as in
Batterink et al., 2014) does not allow one to infer that the
underlying processes were not different in subtler ways that
do not affect means or medians directly in ways that can be
detected through a traditional linear analysis (Balota &
Spieler,
1999;
Whelan,
2008).
Although
electroencephalography (EEG) data from one study using a
semi-artificial language paradigm showed different brain
responses for rule-aware vs. rule-unaware participants
(Batterink et al., 2014), as the authors note, interpretation of
these components is problematic because overlap in

component timing may cause EEG signals to essentially
cancel each other out. As such, in addition to the processing
signal that rule-aware participants evidenced (claimed to
reflect explicit processing), they may have also engaged the
same grammar processing activity as rule-unaware
participants. This processing signal (claimed to reflect
implicit processing) may have been obscured by overlap with
processing signal that was detected in these learners.1 Due to
limitations of previous behavioral and EEG data analysis
approaches, it is not yet established whether grammar
processing in rule-aware/rule-unaware participants involves
distinct mechanisms.
This study aims to address this gap in the extant research
through drift-diffusion modeling (Ratcliff & Rouder, 1998),
which belongs to a family of evidence-accumulation models
that allow one to determine precisely how different
participant groups might vary in their response time
characteristics even when the central tendencies of their
reaction time distributions are the same. The drift-diffusion
model is based on the idea that each decision in a two-choice
context is made in a continuous fashion by sampling noisy
evidence that accumulates until a decision boundary
threshold has been crossed in favor of one response or the
other for each trial. Because such models simultaneously fit
response times and accuracy/choice direction, drift-diffusion
modeling can also account for speed-accuracy tradeoffs.
Drift-diffusion modeling allows us to determine whether
participants differ in terms of model parameter estimates that
capture certain constructs from cognitive psychology, i.e.:
• v: speed of evidence accumulation towards the response
in each experimental trial;
• z: bias in evidence accumulation towards one response
or another, at the start of each trial;
• t0: time spent in non-decision-related processes, e.g.,
tied to factors like speed of motor responses or of lowlevel perception;
• a: threshold of accumulated evidence before a response
is provided in each experimental trial
Trial-to-trial within-person variance in any of the parameters
listed above can be formally included in the model, e.g., as
sv, the standard deviation of v; as sz, the standard deviation of
z, etc. Finally, testing for significant differences in these driftdiffusion parameters allows one to determine how
experimental manipulations can affect manifestation of the
constructs from cognitive psychology mentioned above.
How can the drift-diffusion modeling approach be
leveraged to determine whether and how conscious rule
knowledge affects grammar learning? In the original
experiment design from Batterink et al. (2014; based on the
semi-artificial language from prior studies, e.g., Williams,
2005; Leung & Williams, 2011; Faretta-Stutenberg &
Morgan-Short, 2011), participants are shown four novel
articles (gi, ul, ro, and ne) and told that these encoded the

distance of a co-occurring English noun, such that two of the
articles are used with distant referents and two are used with
nearby referents. However, there was also an underlying,
untaught regularity in the semantic features encoded by these
articles: namely, two of the articles were usually used with
living things (e.g., horse,), and two articles usually used with
inanimate nouns (e.g., stereo,). As such, learning of the
underlying rule can be captured via response
times/accuracies to a “living/non-living” response task across
trial conditions that adhere to vs. violate the underlying rule.
Critically, in the experiment presented in Batterink et al.
(2014), the trial design is such that the living/non-livingencoding article is presented with an English noun together
on a screen simultaneously. However, if the pseudoword is
shown before the English noun, then it is possible to
disentangle different cognitive processes as described below.
How might the drift-diffusion model parameters align
conceptually with different hypothesized cognitive processes
of grammar learning in our experiment design? We argue that
the effects of reading the meaning-encoding article in
isolation can be manifested in at least two (non-mutuallyexclusive) ways: if the information provided by the
pseudoword article regarding the correct button selection for
the upcoming living/non-living response involves any degree
of motor response anticipation (i.e., if participants become
attuned to the button response assignments in the experiment
and thus learn to predict which button is usually associated
with the correct upcoming response, regardless of what the
button “means” in terms of grammatically-encoded
semantics), then differences between rule-adhering and ruleviolating trials would be manifested to some degree via the t0
parameter, which captures time spent in decision processes
that are not tied to evidence accumulation from presentation
of the stimulus that initiates the evidence accumulation
process, i.e., the English noun in the case of our experiment).
By contrast, if the information provided by the pseudoword
article involves any degree of higher-level processes (e.g.,
mentally activating the concept of “living-ness” from the
semantics grammatically encoded by the artificial language
article), then effects would be manifested through one of the
other drift-diffusion model parameters. More specifically, if
participants start each trial with pre-activation of the
semantics encoded by the pseudoword article such that
evidence towards the correct living/non-living response is
“pre-accumulated,” then differences between rule-adhering
and rule-adhering trials would be manifested via the z
parameter, which captures biases in evidence accumulation at
trial start. By contrast, if participants’ rule-learning entails
become faster at activating semantics when a noun appears in
a rule-adhering (vs. rule-violating) context, then differences
between these trials would be seen in the v parameter, which
captures speed of evidence accumulation towards the correct
response. Alternately, participants could react to ruleviolating combinations by changing the threshold of overall

1 In this same study, slow-wave and REM sleep showed similar benefits for ruleaware and rule-unaware participants, suggesting a similar neural mechanism underlying
both kinds of processing (Batterink et al., 2014). However, this does not rule out the

possibility that sleep benefits were due to factors that were not strictly cognitive (e.g.,
effects on mood, physical comfort, etc.).
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accumulated evidence that they require before providing a
living/nonliving response in each trial (parameter a). Finally,
it is possible that rule-adhering and rule-violating trials could
differ systematically in how much any of these parameters
vary on a trial-to-trial basis, in which case we would expect
significant differences (across rule-adhering/rule-violating
trials) in the parameters related to variance (i.e., the standard
deviations captured in parameters sv, sz, and st0 for v, z, and t0,
respectively). These interpretations of the drift diffusion
model parameters in the context of our experiment are
visualized in Figure 1 below.

Participants
Participants for this study were right-handed native speakers
of English (N = 40, 27 female). All participants were
undergraduate students at a large urban university who
received psychology course credit for their participation.
Table 1 shows participant attributes collected via a shortened
version of the Language Experience And Proficiency
Questionnaire (LEAP-Q; Marian, Blumenfeld, &
Kaushanskaya, 2007)
Table 1. Attributes of participants with reported
languages of all participants.
Attribute
Mean (SD)
Gender
27 female, 13 male
Age
18.73 (0.91)
English reading proficiencya 4.86 (0.34)
English writing proficiency
4.84 (0.44)
English-speaking proficiency 4.84 (0.44)
% reporting additional lg.
90.45%
Add. lg. reading proficiency
3.54 (1.36)
Add. lg. writing proficiency
3.26 (1.45)
Add. lg. speaking proficiency 3.85 (1.14)
Note: aSelf-report scale ranges from 1 to 5 with 1 labeled “low
proficiency” and 5 labeled “high proficiency.”

Figure 1: Visualization of drift-diffusion model in the
context of our experiment paradigm. Not pictured:
parameters capturing standard deviation of v, t0, and z
Visualization inspired by Fig. 1 in Vinding et al. (2018)

Procedure

As discussed above, drift-diffusion modeling allows us to
determine whether rule-aware vs. rule-unaware participants’
response times differ in terms of model parameter estimates
that capture constructs from cognitive psychology such as the
speed of evidence accumulation; bias in evidence
accumulation; the criterion threshold of evidence before
response in each trial; and time spent in non-evidence-related
processes, e.g., tied to factors like speed of motor responses
or of low-level perception. Testing for significant differences
in these drift-diffusion parameters would allow us to infer
whether and how conscious rule knowledge affects grammar
learning. We ask:
Research Question 1: Do learners in a semi-artificial
language experiment show evidence of grammar learning
without conscious awareness (conceptually replicating
Batterink et al., 2014)?
Research Question 2: Do learners with vs. without
conscious awareness of a covert grammar rule differ in
grammar processing as revealed by drift-diffusion modeling,
and if so, how?

Methods
Our study comprises a conceptual replication of a prior semiartificial language learning experiment (Batterink et al.,
2014) following a popular paradigm in the field of second
language acquisition first introduced by Williams (2005).
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Participants first provided informed consent and then
completed a short language background questionnaire to
confirm their native English proficiency. Then, they
performed a vocabulary pre-training to become familiar with
the four novel articles of the semi-artificial language (see
Table 2). Subsequently, two blocks of the experimental
reaction time task were performed. Finally, a debriefing was
conducted to gauge participants’ level of rule awareness.
Table 2: Living/non-living and distance assignment of the
four semi-artificial language articles.
Participants are not told…
Living
Non-living
Participants are told…
Near
Far

gi
ul

ro
ne

Vocabulary Pretraining Participants were explicitly told
that gi and ro denote nearby referents (e.g., “gi bear,” “ro
typewriter”) whereas ul and ne denote distant referents (e.g.,
“ul snake,” “ne teacher”). They then performed a written
forward translation task and an audio-based backward
translation task to criterion, just as in Batterink et al. (2014).
Reaction Time Task Each experimental trial (Figure 2)
began with the presentation of a fixation cross for 1000 ms,
followed by a pseudoword (ul, gi, ro, or ne) for 500 ms, and
a noun (presented until a living/non-living response was
provided until a maximum of 500 ms, after which point a
blank screen replaced the noun on the display). After the
living/non-living response, participants saw the cue
“Near/Far?” until this second response was provided based

on the pseudoword for that trial. Following Batterink et al.
(2014), the four response options (living/nonliving/near/ far)
were assigned unique buttons on a standard keyboard.

or second experimental block were classified as rule-aware.
Otherwise, they were classified as rule-unaware.

Analysis

Figure 2: Trial structure for reaction time task.
Half of the presented nouns were living (e.g., horse) and the
other half were non-living (e.g., stereo). Six out of every
seven trials were rule-adhering in that they conformed to the
living/non-living assignment presented in Table 2, with gi
and ul preceding living nouns and ro and ne preceding nonliving nouns. One randomly selected (rule-violating) trial in
each set of seven consecutive did not follow this pattern. To
avoid confounds related to the specific nouns assigned to the
rule-adhering/rule-violating conditions, stimuli were
counterbalanced such that a given noun was presented in the
context of a rule-adhering trial for six out of seven
participants and in the context of a rule-violating trial for the
seventh participant. Additionally, for each participant’s
stimulus list, nouns assigned to rule-adhering vs. ruleviolating conditions did not differ on orthographic word
length, frequency, concreteness, positive/negative valence, or
arousal. Each noun’s order of presentation was randomized
within blocks, and assignment of nouns to either the first
block or second learning block was counterbalanced across
participants. Participants performed a short initial practice
block of six (rule-adhering) trials followed by two learning
blocks (each comprising 308 experimental trials) with a
timed five-minute break in between.
Rule Awareness Debriefing Following the main
experimental task, a systematic debriefing was administered
to assess the extent of participants' rule awareness.
Participants were first asked if they had noticed any pattern
about when the different articles were used, beyond the
overtly taught near/far rule. If at this point participants
spontaneously reported that certain articles co-occurred with
living/nonliving referents more often than others, participants
were asked at what point they had noticed this pattern (i.e.,
during the first block, the second block, or only when directly
asked during the debriefing). Following the procedure in
Batterink et al. (2014), participants who produced the correct
pattern and reported having noticed it during either the first
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Linear Analysis. To replicate Batterink et al.’s (2014) linear
analysis procedure as closely as possible for Research
Question 1, our initial measure of rule learning was the Rule
Learning Index (RLI), which comprises response time
slowdowns for the living/non-living response in ruleviolating trials relative to rule-adhering trials. Data from each
of the two experimental blocks were divided into four epochs
of equal length, yielding eight total epochs. Participants’
median RLIs were compared using a Greenhouse-Geissercorrected mixed 2x2x8 ANOVA, with Awareness (ruleaware vs. rule-unaware) as a between-participants factor and
Trial Condition (rule-adhering vs. rule-violating trial) and
Epoch (for each of eight experimental epochs) as withinparticipant factors. Only trials with correct responses to the
living/non-living judgment were included in this analysis.
Drift-Diffusion Analysis. To test for differences between
rule-aware/rule-unaware participants as per Research
Question 2, drift-diffusion modeling was performed on the
living/non-living responses using the rtdists package
(Singmann, Brown, Gretton, & Heathcote, 2020) for the R
scripting language. Data were first cleaned by removing
reaction times faster than 200 ms and slower than 3000 ms,
and only correctly-responded trials were included. Only data
from the second block were used, to ensure that enough time
had elapsed for sufficient rule-learning to have occurred.
Separate models were fit for each participant’s rule-adhering
and rule-violating trials following the model-fitting
procedure used in Singmann (2020), with seven parameters:
v (rate of evidence accumulation for the living/non-living
response); z (bias in evidence accumulation at start of each
trial); t0 (non-decision-related times); their standard
deviations (sv, sz, and st0, respectively); and finally a
(threshold of accumulated evidence before the living/nonliving response was provided). For each model-fitting
iteration, starting values for each of the parameters were
drawn from a random distribution and fitting proceeded until
relative convergence was achieved as per the nlminb()
optimizing function. For each of the seven output parameters
in the model, separate 2x2 mixed effects Analyses of
Variance (ANOVA) were performed with the withinparticipant factor Trial Condition (rule-adhering vs. ruleviolating trials) and the between-participant factor
Awareness (for rule-aware vs. rule-unaware participants).
Significant interactions were followed up via Bonferroni-

Figure 3: Epoch median response times to rule-adhering vs. rule-violating trials, calculated per
participant. This is shown both overall and separately for rule-aware vs. rule-unaware participants.
corrected t-tests with degrees-of-freedom correction for
unequal variances using the emmeans package for R (Lenth,
2020). Note that because these data comprise only one
observation per participant per parameter, running mixed
effects models to account for random effects is not possible.

119.68) = 19.90, p < .001, ηp2 = .38. By contrast, there were
no significant main effects or interactions with Awareness
(all p > .05), reproducing Batterink et al. (2014) and
suggesting that the learning effect was not different between
rule-aware and rule-unaware participants, at least when
measured in terms of median reaction times.

Results
Of the 40 recruited participants, two were excluded due to
technical issues and three were excluded due to excessively
low accuracies that were not significantly different from
chance levels (50%) as per a one-sample t-test on binarilycoded trial-level values (1=correct, 0=incorrect). Of the
remaining 35 participants, 14 were coded as aware and 21 as
unaware based on their debriefing questionnaire responses.
Linear Analysis Results. Figure 3 shows epoch median
response times to rule-adhering vs. rule-violating trials
overall as well as separately for rule-aware and rule-unaware
participants. For both participant groups, we found
decreasing reaction times over the course of the experiment
and slower responses to rule-violating trials relative to ruleadhering trials, as confirmed by our three-way ANOVA
which yielded a significant main effect of Trial Condition,
F(1, 33) = 7.36, p = .011, ηp2 = .18, and of Epoch, F(3.63,

Drift-Diffusion Results. Figure 4 shows boxplots with driftdiffusion model parameters estimated separately for ruleadhering vs. rule-violating trials and for rule-aware vs. ruleunaware participants. Our mixed-effects ANOVAs showed
no significant effects from either Trial Condition, Awareness,
or their interaction on the parameters v, a, sv, sz0, or sz. For the
t0 parameter, there was a main effect of Trial Condition, F(1,
33) = 15.41, p < .001, ηp2 = .32 such that rule-violating trials
showed higher t0 values (M = 0.46, SD = 0.19) relative to ruleadhering trials (M = 0.39, SD = 0.16), t(33) = 3.93, p < .001.)
Neither Awareness nor the interaction of Trial Condition and
Awareness showed statistically significant effects on t0 (ps >
.05). The z parameter showed a significant interaction of
Awareness by Trial Condition, F(1, 36) = 6.14, p = .018, such
that rule-aware participants showed higher bias towards the
correct response for rule-adhering (M = 0.54, SD = 0.11)
relative to rule-violating trials (M = 0.43, SD = 0.17), t(33) =

Figure 4. Drift-diffusion model parameters for rule-adhering vs. rule-violating trials, shown
separately for rule-aware vs. rule-unaware participants.
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2.51, p = .017. By contrast, for rule-unaware participants,
bias at the start of the trial did not differ significantly between
rule-adhering (M = 0.46, SD = 0.08) and rule-violating (M =
0.51, SD = 0.15) trials, t(33) = 1.36, p = .183.

Discussion
We aimed to explore whether and how awareness of a covert
grammatical rule would affect reaction times in a semiartificial language learning task. For Research Question 1,
our linear analysis reproduced prior findings from Batterink
et al. (2014) in that both rule-aware and rule-unaware
participants showed slow-downs to rule-violating trials,
indicative of grammar learning. This aligns with other
findings using a similar experimental paradigm (e.g.,
Williams, 2005; Leung & Williams, 2011) and contradicts
the failure to replicate grammar learning effects in ruleunaware participants from Faretta-Stutenberg et al. (2011).
More broadly, it suggests that overt instruction might not be
necessary for learners to acquire L2 grammar regularities.
However, as discussed above, such a linear analysis that is
based on measures of central tendency might not capture
subtleties in how rule-aware and rule-unaware participants
might perform differently in this task, even if the overall
slowdown effect is similar (e.g., Balota & Spieler, 1999;
Whelan, 2008). For this, we turn to our results from Research
Question 2. Our drift-diffusion models suggest that rule
learning (as captured by differences between rule-adhering
vs. rule-violating trials) affected (a) non-decision-related
response times (e.g., tied to factors like motor response speed
that lie outside of the process of evidence accumulation) in
all participants, and (b) bias in evidence accumulation (i.e.,
towards or against the correct response, at the beginning of
each trial) in rule-aware participants only. The fact that
significant differences were found between rule-aware vs.
rule-unaware participants in the first place suggests that rule
awareness is indeed tied to differences in task performance.
This answers in the affirmative the question of whether rulelearning makes a difference for grammar learning. We turn
now to a discussion of how rule-learning makes a difference.
We found that, for both rule-aware and rule-unaware
participants, the rule-learning effect was manifested in the t0
parameter, such that rule-violating trials had longer nondecision times than rule-adhering trials. Recall that the t0
parameter captures processes that lie outside of evidence
accumulation from the presented stimulus (in this case, the
English noun). For instance, t0 could be affected if
participants anticipate the correct button press prior to the
presentation of the noun. This seems plausible in the case of
our experiment design, which (as mentioned above, and
following prior work with this semi-artificial language
paradigm, e.g., Leung & Williams, 2011; Batterink et al.,
2014) assigns a unique button for each of the possible
response options in the trial (“near,” “far,” “living,” and
“non-living”), making it possible for participants to prepare a
living/non-living response immediately upon seeing the
ul/gi/ro/ne pseudoword. Although this approach would not
yield the correct response for the rule-violating trials, it
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would be sufficient for correctly responding to six-sevenths
of the trials (i.e., the rule-adhering trials) and achieving 86%
accuracy in the experiment overall. However—and most
critically for the purposes of investigating how people learn
grammatically-encoded meanings—this outcome would
merely reflect arbitrary motor preparation responses from our
specific idiosyncratic experiment context, devoid of the
semantic meaning that is purportedly the target of learning.
For rule-aware participants only, rule learning was also
manifested in the z parameter, such that rule-adhering trials
showed significantly more bias towards the correct answer
relative to rule-violating trials. Recall that the z parameter
reflects bias in evidence accumulation at the start of each
trial, i.e., if participants have acquired evidence for a
living/non-living response before the noun is presented. This
is distinct from other possible mechanisms of learning that
could be detected by the drift-diffusion model, e.g.,
accumulating evidence from the noun more slowly or
responding more cautiously to rule-violating trials relative to
rule-adhering trials. Importantly, the z parameter is distinct
from the t0 parameter in that bias from the z parameter
interacts with other decision-related components like the
evidence accumulation rate (parameter v) and the response
boundary threshold (parameter a), in affecting the reaction
time that is ultimately measured for each trial. By contrast, t0
is “agnostic” to these other components and instead shifts the
entire evidence accumulation process to an earlier/later
ultimate response time, regardless of the relative timing of its
subcomponents. Seen in this way, our findings seem to
distinguish between learning that involves higher-order
cognitive processes (e.g., pre-activation of the semantics of a
noun based on grammatically-encoded meaning) vs. learning
that involves lower-level mechanisms (e.g., motor
anticipation based on recurring patterns particular to a task
context).A
Our findings provide evidence that rule-aware and ruleunaware grammar learners engage different mechanisms.
However, at this stage, our evidence cannot speak to the exact
relationship between implicit and explicit learning. In what
has been referred to as the “interface debate” (for a review
see Leow, 2015), prior competing models in the field of
second language acquisition have argued as to whether
explicit L2 learning helps, has no direct relationship with, or
(as in Ellis & Sagarra, 2010) can even hinder L2 implicit
learning. Hopefully future studies can leverage the power of
drift-diffusion modeling to expand on this line of inquiry,
e.g., by determining whether the higher-level learning
associated with conscious rule-awareness is predicated on
lower-level learning tied to motor response prediction in this
paradigm. As Rebuschat et al. (2013) write, “one needs to ask
what processes contributed to participants suddenly
becoming aware of a feature in the first place.”
We have identified several future directions for this line of
research. First, we have adapted this experiment so that motor
response preparation from the hidden semi-artificial language
grammar rule is not possible, e.g., by randomizing button
assignment on each trial so that the correct response cannot

be anticipated prior to noun presentation. This would allow
us to test whether implicit grammar learning can occur in
regard to word meaning, vs. in regard to lower-level
processes related to motor anticipation of idiosyncratic
button-pressing sequences in a particular task design. We are
currently undertaking data collection for precisely such a
study. Because this round of data collection also involves
counter-balancing this new, randomized-button trial design
with the non-randomized trial design presented in these data,
we aim for a controlled comparison across the two conditions
as well as a larger dataset to validate the findings presented
in the current study. This would also allow us to investigate
how differences in prior language experience across
experiment participants can affect grammar learning in our
experiment paradigm.
Beyond contributing to theoretical debates on
implicit/explicit language learning, our findings may be
relevant for teaching praxis in illustrating a crucial distinction
between L2 grammar learning that is based on understanding
of underlying encoded meanings vs. learning that is based on
exploiting aspects of the task design that allow learners to
produce correct answers without necessarily attending to the
target meanings directly (e.g., systematically choosing the
verb “are” instead of “is” because the preceding noun ends in
-s, without understanding that this suffix denotes plurality).
We are enthusiastic about the translational potential of driftdiffusion modeling for language teaching praxis, e.g., by
suggesting how educators might (at different times and for
different short-term teaching purposes) intentionally exploit
vs. avoid features of classroom task design that invoke the
kind of low-level learning processes we describe here.
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Abstract
We report the results from two experiments (n=192) examining
the congruency effect (better performance for congruent vs
incongruent stimuli) for prototype-defined checkerboard
composites. We used a complete matching task design as that
used to study a robust index of face recognition i.e., the
composite face effect. The results from both experiments reveal
an effect of order of presentation for congruent and incongruent
trials. Critically, participants presented with incongruent first
and then congruent trials revealed a significant congruency
effect. In contrast, participants presented with congruent first
and then incongruent trials showed no congruency effect. These
results contribute to the composite effect literature by reporting
the first evidence of a congruency effect for artificial non-face
stimuli which do not have a predefined orientation. Also, they
provide evidence in support of test order as a determining factor
potentially modulating the composite effect.
Keywords: Composite effect, Congruency effect, Face
recognition

Introduction
Recognition performance for a set of stimuli generated
from the same prototype-defined category can be
enhanced if we have prolonged exposure to, or experience
with these stimuli. As one example, if we pre-expose
someone to a set of checkerboards, all of which are
produced by imposing random variation on one original
prototype, then this will have the effect of making them
better able to distinguish between exemplars generated in
this way. They will now be able to tell two similar
checkerboards apart where once they might have found it
difficult to do so, and this pre-exposure improves their
ability to identify checkerboards they have been asked to
memorise in a subsequent recognition test. This
phenomenon is called perceptual learning and has been
suggested as one of the mechanisms that contribute to our
face recognition skills. McLaren (1997), McLaren and
Civile (2011), Civile, Zhao et al (2014) used prototypedefined checkerboards to investigate an analogue of one
of the most robust phenomena in the face recognition

literature; the face inversion effect (FIE, Yin, 1969; Civile
et al., 2014; Civile et al., 2016; Civile et al., 2011)
The inversion effect refers to impaired performance at
recognizing upside down faces, as opposed to when
presented in their usual upright orientation. The initial
discovery of this was interpreted as a marker for
“specificity” of face processing, as the effect was found
to be larger for faces compared to other images of objects
(Yovel & Kanwisher, 2005). However, first Diamond and
Carey (1986)’s finding of a robust inversion effect for dog
images when participants were dog breeders (i.e., “dog
experts”) and then Gauthier and Tarr (1997)’s finding of
an inversion effect for mono-orientated artificial objects
named Greebles after participants had become familiar
with them, suggested that “expertise” plays a key role in
determining the face inversion effect.
Perhaps the strongest evidence emerged from the
perceptual learning approach begun by McLaren (1997).
Civile, Zhao et al (2014) used an old/new recognition task
typically employed to study the inversion effect. They
first engaged participants in a categorization task (the preexposure phase) where they were asked to sort a set of
checkerboards created from two prototype-defined
categories. Following this, participants were asked to
memorise new checkerboards drawn from one of the two
familiar categories previously seen (in the categorization
task) and from a novel category not seen previously. Half
of the checkerboards were presented the orientation
familiarized during the categorization task i.e., upright,
and half were rotated by 180 degrees i.e., inverted. The
checkerboards used are non-mono-orientated (do not
have a predefined orientation) for those drawn from a
novel category, so here the participants had no sense of
an upright or inverted orientation. Hence, they served as
a baseline for the inversion effect obtained for exemplars
drawn from the familiar category. In the final recognition
task, the “old” exemplars (seen in the study phase) were
intermixed with “new” ones split by the same conditions,
familiar upright/ inverted, novel upright/inverted, and the
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participants were asked to recognize the exemplars, they
had or had not seen previously in the study phase. The
results showed a robust inversion effect for
checkerboards from the familiar category vs that for the
novel category, partly due to an increased performance
for upright checkerboards from the familiar category.
Importantly, recent research based on using a particular
transcranial tDCS procedure has provided evidence that
the inversion effect for checkerboards and that for faces
share at least some of the same causal mechanisms. In
2016, Civile, Verbruggen et al (2016) showed that anodal
tDCS (for 10 mins at 1.5mA) delivered over the left
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex at prefrontal area Fp3
during the same old/new recognition task used by Civile,
Zhao et al (2014) reduces the behavioral checkerboard
inversion effect for familiar checkerboards. This was due
to a reduction in recognition performance for upright
checkerboards compared to sham. The specific tDCS
montage was selected based on previous studies that used
this montage to modulate performance during a
checkerboard category learning task (Ambrus et al., 2011;
McLaren et al., 2016). Critically, Civile et al (2018),
Civile et al (2019), Civile, Cooke et al (2020), Civile,
Waguri et al (2020), Civile, McLaren et al (2020) and
Civile, Quaglia et al (2021) extended the tDCS procedure
to an old/new recognition task this time testing the face
inversion effect and found a reduction (compared to
sham) of the face inversion effect after anodal
stimulation, in this case also due to an impaired
recognition performance for upright faces. The results
from the studies reviewed here suggest that expertise
plays a key role in face recognition and that a robust
phenomenon such as the inversion effect can be obtained
with checkerboards which are artificial stimuli that share
no similarities with faces and critically do not have a
predefined orientation. Thus, with these stimuli the
development of expertise can be fully controlled. The
current study examines further the analogy between the
effects obtained face vs checkerboards stimuli.
Several authors have attributed face recognition skills
to configural/holistic processing which relies on the small
differences in the relationship between face components
across the entire face (for a review about different types
of configural processing see Maurer et al., 2002). One of
the most convincing demonstrations of this is the
composite face effect. People are less accurate at
recognising the top half of one face presented in
composite with the bottom half of another face when the
composite is upright and aligned than when the two
halves are offset laterally (misalignment, a manipulation
that disrupts configural processing). This effect suggests
that when upright faces are processed, the internal
features are so strongly integrated that it becomes difficult
to separate the face into isolated components, leading the
composite to be perceived as a "new" face (for a review
see Murphy et al., 2017). As for the case of the inversion
effect, some authors have suggested the composite effect
as an index of face specificity. Hence, when composite
faces are aligned and shown upright the presence of the
intact facial arrangement may therefore permit access to
face-specific processing, responsible for the effect (Tsao

& Livingstone, 2008). In contrast some authors argue that
the composite effect may reflect a form of processing
recruited by objects of expertise. Consistent with this, a
few studies have reported a composite effect for non-face
objects including cars (Bukach et al., 2010), words
(Wong et al., 2010) and Chinese characters (Wong et al.,
2012). A composite effect was also found for monoorientated artificial stimuli (e.g., Greebles or Ziggerins)
after participants were trained with them (Gauthier & Tarr
2002; Wong et al., 2009) and for images of bodies with
expressive postures (Willems et al., 2014). In contrast,
other authors have failed to obtain a composite effect with
dog images (Robbins & McKone, 2007), Greebles
(Gauthier et al., 1998) and with neutral bodies (Soria et
al., 2011) opening the debate about the characteristics of
the design and the specific stimuli (including the
emotional valence) used across studies that have and have
not obtained a composite effect with non-face stimuli.
In the two experiments reported here we made a first
step towards the investigation of a composite effect for
checkerboards. We adopted the same complete design as
used in studies that have obtained a composite effect for
artificial non-face stimuli (Gauthier & Tarr 2002; Wong
et al., 2009). A key difference between complete and
partial/original designs is in the congruency effect which
is a key component determining the composite effect. In
the complete design composites can be congruent or
incongruent “same” and “different”. Congruent trials
occur when the top half and bottom half of a composite
are such as to facilitate the required response to the top
half. In the “same” condition target and test composites
are identical whereas in the “different” condition the test
composite is made by two completely different (from the
target composite) halves. Incongruent trials occur when
the bottom half of the composite promotes the opposite
response to the top half. In the “same” condition target
and test composites have matching top halves but
different bottom halves whereas in the “different”
condition target and test composites have mismatching
top halves and matching bottom halves. In line with
previous literature, a significant congruency effect
(higher performance for congruent vs incongruent
stimuli) is found in aligned composites. However, this
effect is reduced for misaligned composites. The
difference between the congruency effect in aligned vs
misaligned composites constitutes the composite effect.
Here, as a first step, we aimed to investigate the
congruency effect in aligned checkerboard composites.

Method
Participants
Experiment1a. 96 naïve students from the University
of Exeter (mean age = 20.5, age range = 18-58) were
recruited through the university online recruitment SONA
system. They were compensated with course credits. The
sample size was determined from earlier studies using the
same checkerboard stimuli (Civile, Zhao et al., 2014), and
studies on perceptual learning in the composite face effect
(Civile, Milton et al., 2021).
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Experiment 1b. 96 naïve participants (mean age =
23.8, age range = 18-38) were recruited via Prolific. They
had an approval rating of at least 90% from participation
in other studies and received monetary compensation
adhering to the fair pay policies of Prolific Academic. We
conducted a post-hoc power analysis for our sample size
in Experiment 1a using G*Power software, based on the
effect size (η2p=.025) recorded from the overall 2 x 2 x 2
interaction. This analysis revealed a statistical power of
.87 (Effect size f = 0.16, 2 groups [CongruentIncongruent, Incongruent-Congruent], 2 measurements
[Congruency, Familiarity]). The same analysis for
Experiment 1b (η2p=.029) revealed a statistical power of
.91 (Effect size f = 0.39, 2 groups, 2 measurements).

Materials
Both Experiment 1a and 1b used 4 prototype-defined
categories of checkerboards (A, B, C, D) previously used
in Civile, Zhao et al (2014, Experiment 1a). Category
prototypes (16 x 16) were randomly generated with the
constraint that they shared 50% of their squares with each
of the other prototypes and were 50% black squares and
50% white. Exemplars were generated from these
prototypes by randomly changing forty-eight squares
thus, on average, 24 squares would be expected to alter
from black to white or white to black. Composite
checkerboards were presented at the resolution of 256 x
256 pixels on a grey background. The composites
consisted of top and bottom halves of different
checkerboards (each containing 16 x 16 squares) drawn
from the same prototype-defined category (e.g., A65 Top,
A73 Bottom). Both experiments were programmed and
run using the Gorilla online platform.

The Behavioral Task
Experiment 1a. The study comprised of a
categorization phase (pre-exposure phase), a training
phase, a test phase (checkerboard-matching task).
Categorization phase. Upon providing consent,
participants were shown instructions for the
categorization phase (Civile, Zhao et al., 2014). They
would be shown exemplar checkerboards from categories
A and C one at a time in a random order. They were
instructed to sort these exemplars into two categories (AC) through trial-and-error, by pressing one of the two
keys on the keyboard. They were given immediate
feedback on whether their response was correct or
incorrect. If they did not respond within 4 seconds, they
were timed out. A fixation cross preceded each stimulus
presentation in the center of the screen for 1 second.
Participants saw 64 exemplars drawn from each of
category A and category C (total of 128 stimuli)
Training phase. The aim of this task was for the
participants to associate the response keys “x” and “.”
With one of the words SAME and DIFFERENT,
according to the counterbalanced condition they were
allocated to. 48 trials (24 SAME, 24 DIFFERENT) were
presented randomly, one at a time for <1 second after a
fixation cross (1s). Participants were instructed to press
the “x” or “.” as quickly as possible when classifying

them as either SAME or DIFFERENT. They received
feedback on each response as correct or incorrect.
Checkerboard-Matching task. This phase involved a
matching-task with composite checkerboards (128 trials).
Each trial commenced with a fixation cross (1s), followed
by a TARGET composite checkerboard stimulus (1s), an
interstimulus interval (1.5s), and a TEST composite
checkerboard stimulus (≤2s). Participants were to press
either the ‘x’ key or ‘.’ key to identify the top halves of
the TARGET and TEST stimulus as same or different
(using the response keys from the previous training
phase). Participants were randomly assigned to either one
of the two groups. Half of the participants were first
engaged with the congruent trials and following this the
incongruent trials. The other half of the participants had
the reverse order. This was particularly important
considering that this was the first study in the literature to
investigate the congruence effect on non mono-orientated
artificial stimuli. Within congruent and incongruent trials,
the familiar and novel composites were presented at
random.
In the congruent familiar trials, participants first saw a
TARGET composite checkerboard created by selecting
the top and bottom halves of two different new (not seen
in the categorization task) exemplars selected from the
familiar categories (A-C) previously seen in the
categorization phase (e.g., top-half of exemplar A65 and
bottom-half of A73 or top-half of exemplar C65 and
bottom-half of C73). In the TEST trial, they would either
see the “same” composite or a “different” one created by
selecting the top and bottom halves of two different
exemplars within the same categories (e.g., top-half of
A89 and bottom-half of A81 or top-half of exemplar C89
and bottom-half of C81). Overall, 32-A and 32-C
composites were presented (16 same, 16 different) in a
random order. An A-TARGET composite would
correspond to an A-TEST composite, and a C-TARGET
composite would correspond to a C-TEST composite.
The congruent novel trials TARGET and TEST “same”
or “different” composites were also created by selecting
the top and bottom halves of exemplars drawn from
prototype-defined checkerboard categories (B and D in
this case, 32 each, 16 same and 16 different) not seen
during the categorization task. As in the case of familiar
composites, the novel composites were also created from
exemplars drawn from the same novel category (either B
or D). So that a B-TARGET composite would always be
followed by a B-TEST composite, and to a D-TARGET
composite would always be followed by a D-TEST
composite.
Incongruent familiar and novel trials utilized a different
combination of the composites from the congruent trials.
Here, the TARGET and TEST would be considered
‘same’ if the top halves of the composites were the same,
but both would have different bottom halves (e.g.,
TARGET: A65/81; TEST: A65/A73). The converse was
for different, wherein the top halves of the TARGET and
TEST are different, but have the same bottom halves
(e.g., TARGET: A89/A73; TEST: A65/A73) (Figure 1).
Participants saw 128 trials (64 “same”, 64 “different”)
split by four stimulus conditions: 32 familiar congruent
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(16 A and 16 C), 32 novel congruent (16 B and 16 D), 32
familiar incongruent (16 A and 16 C) and 32 novel
incongruent (16 B and 16 D).
Experiment 1b. The only difference from Experiment
1a was that the 4 categories of checkerboards were fully
counterbalanced. Across all participants in the
categorization and test phases, categories A-C and B-D
were presented equal number of times as familiar or novel
stimulus’ conditions. Furthermore, after a careful
examination of the stimuli used in Experiment 1a, we
found imprecisions in the way that 12 novel composites
had been made. Experiment 1b fixed that.

Figure 1 illustrates the study design. In each
checkerboard pair, the first composite is the target, and
the second one is the test. In the congruent condition, the
target and the test composite halves are either both the
same or are both different. In the incongruent condition,
the bottom halves of the target and test composites have
the opposite relationship to that in the top halves.

Results
In both experiments the primary measure was the
accuracy data from all participants in a given
experimental condition which we used to compute a d'
sensitivity measure (Stanislaw & Todorov, 1999) for the
matching task (same and different stimuli for each
stimulus type) where a d' of 0 indicates chance-level
performance. To calculate d’, we used subjects’ hit rate
(H), the proportion of SAME trials to which the
participant responded SAME, and false alarm rate (F), the
proportion of DIFFERENT trials to which the participant
responded SAME. We assessed performance against
chance to show that stimulus’ conditions were recognized

significantly above chance (for all four conditions we
found p <.001). We analyzed the reaction time data to
check for any speed-accuracy trade-off. We do not report
these analyses here because they do not add anything to
the interpretation of our results.
Experiment 1a. In the categorization phase, the mean
percentage correct was 58%. We then computed a 2 x 2 x
2 mixed model design using as within-subjects factors,
Congruency (congruent or incongruent), Familiarity
(familiar or novel) and the between-subjects factor Order
of Trials (congruent-incongruent or incongruentcongruent) for our matching data. Analysis of Variance
(ANOVA) showed no significant main effect of
Congruency F(1, 94) = .932, p = .337, η2p = .010, nor of
Familiarity F(1, 94) = 2.62, p = .108, η2p = .027, nor of
Order of Trials F(1, 94) = .709, p = .402, η2p < .01. The
three-way interaction was not significant, F(1, 94) = 2.44,
p = .121, η2p = .025, nor was the interaction between
Congruency x Familiarity, F(1, 94) = 1.04, p = .308, η2p
= .011. We did find a significant Congruency x Order of
Trials interaction, F(1, 94) = 5.63, p = .020, η2p = .057,
and a significant Familiarity x Order of Trials interaction,
F(1, 94) = 5.14, p = .026, η2p = .052.
To further explore these interactions with Order of
Trials we conducted some additional analyses. A pairedsample t-test between performance for Congruent (M=
1.84, SE=.14) vs Incongruent (M= 1.96, SE=.15) stimuli
in the group where congruent trials were presented before
incongruent trials, revealed no significant differences,
t(47) = 1.38, p = .174, η2p = .038. A paired-sample t-test
this time comparing Congruent (M= 1.89, SE=.13) vs
Incongruent (M= 1.60, SE=.16) stimuli in the group
where incongruent trials were presented before congruent
trials, revealed a trend towards a significant difference,
t(47) = 1.94, p = .058, η2p = .073 (Figure 2a) with an
advantage for congruent trials, the opposite effect
(numerically) to that with the other trial order.
We conducted a paired t-test between performance
across Familiar (M= 1.88, SE=.15) vs Novel (M= 1.91,
SE=.13) stimuli in the group where congruent trials were
presented before incongruent trials, which revealed no
significant differences, t(47) = .510, p = .612, η2p < .01.
The same analysis across Familiar (M= 1.85, SE=.13) vs
Novel (M= 1.64, SE=.12) stimuli in the group where
incongruent trials were presented before congruent trials,
revealed a significant difference, t(47) = 2.51, p = .016,
η2p = .117 with an advantage for familiar stimuli.
Experiment 1b. In the categorization phase, the mean
percentage correct was 63%. Analysis of Variance
(ANOVA) revealed no significant main effect of
Congruency F(1, 94) = 2.27, p = .135, η2p = .024, nor of
Familiarity F(1, 94) = 1.62, p = .206, η2p = .017, nor of
Order of Trials F(1, 94) = .017, p = .897, η2p < .01. The
overall three-way interaction (Congruency x Familiarity
x Order of Trials) was not significant, F(1, 94) = 2.77, p
= .099, η2p = .029, nor was the interaction Congruency x
Familiarity, F(1, 94) = .754, p = .388, η2p < .01. We found
a significant Congruency x Order of Trials interaction
again, F(1, 94) = 7.58, p = .007, η2p = .075, and a
significant Familiarity x Order of Trials interaction, F(1,
94) = 5.28, p = .024, η2p = .053.
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To further explore these effects of Order of Trials we
conducted the same additional analyses. A paired-sample
t-test between performance for Congruent (M= 1.65,
SE=.15) vs Incongruent (M= 1.79, SE=.16) stimuli in the
group where congruent trials were presented before
incongruent trials, revealed no significant differences,
t(47) = .943, p = .350, η2p = .018. A paired-sample t-test
this time comparing Congruent (M= 1.97, SE=.12) vs
Incongruent (M= 1.52, SE=.16) stimuli in the group
where incongruent trials were presented before congruent
trials, revealed a significant difference, t(47) = 2.83, p =
.007, η2p = .146 (Figure 2b) showing an advantage for
congruent trials. We conducted a Bayes analysis on the
significant difference between the d’ values for
Congruent and Incongruent stimuli in Experiment 1b
when incongruent trials were presented before congruent
trials. We used as the priors the difference found in
Experiment 1a setting the standard deviation of p
(population value | theory) to the mean for the difference
between the Congruent vs Incongruent stimuli (0.29). We
used the standard error (0.15) and mean difference (0.45)
between the Congruent vs Incongruent stimuli in
Experiment 1b. This gave a Bayes factor of 31.80, which
is very strong evidence (greater than 10) that these results
are in line with what shown in Experiment 1a i.e., a better
performance for Congruent vs Incongruent composites
when incongruent trials were presented before the
congruent trials.
Finally, a paired-sample t-test between performance
across Familiar (M= 1.62, SE=.14) vs Novel (M= 1.82,
SE=.15) stimuli in the group where congruent trials were
presented before incongruent trials, which revealed a
significant difference, t(47) = 2.38, p = .021, η2p = .108
with familiar trials worse. The same analysis across
Familiar (M= 1.77, SE=.12) vs Novel (M= 1.72, SE=.13)
stimuli in the group where incongruent trials were
presented before congruent trials, was not significant,
t(47) = .773, p = .443, η2p = .012.

Discussion
In the two experiments reported here we investigated
one of the main contributors to the robust composite face
effect often used as an index of configural processing.
Specifically, we focussed on the congruency effect which
consists of better performance at detecting the top half of
a face when in the congruent condition compared to when
presented in the incongruent condition. In order to further
extend our understanding of the role of perceptual
learning in face recognition, we used sets of artificial non
mono-orientated stimuli previously used in the inversion
effect research (Civile, Zhao et al., 2014). We have
succeeded in finding an effect of congruency for our
checkerboard composites, but we have also uncovered
other effects that may call into question previous
demonstrations of such an effect.
Only two previous studies reported a composite effect
for non-face artificial stimuli after participants had been
trained with them in the lab. One study used Greebles and
the other used Ziggerins (Gauthier & Tarr 2002; Wong et
al., 2009). Both studies used a complete design which
allows the composite effect to be calculated by

subtracting the congruency effect (better performance for
congruent vs incongruent composites) in response to
misaligned stimuli from the large congruency effect
obtained with aligned composites. In contrast, Gauthier et
al (1998) did not find a composite effect for Greebles
when a partial/original design was used. Hence, the way
the congruency effect is extracted plays a main factor in
the final composite effect. Critically, studies have shown
that composite effects calculated using the complete and
partial/original designs do not correlate (Richler &
Gauthier, 2014). Despite many authors arguing that the
partial design may be influenced by differences in
responses in response bias the debate remains still open.
Our results contribute to the previous literature showing
that using a complete design we can obtain a congruency
effect for non mono-oriented composite checkerboards
after participants received a brief pre-exposure to them.
The critical result is that the effect of congruency is only
found in participants that were first presented with
incongruent trials and followed by congruent ones. In
both experiments the order of presentation of the trials
had a significant impact on the congruency effect.
On one hand our results now set the scene for a full
extension to the aligned vs misaligned composites version
of the study testing the composite effect as defined
according to the complete design. Hence, future studies
should investigate how misaligning the composite
checkerboards may modulate the congruency effect found
for the aligned checkerboards. Specifically, if similarly,
to Greebles and Ziggerins the composite effect can be
obtained with checkerboards, we would then expect a
reduced congruency effect for misaligned composite vs
that for aligned composites.
On the other hand, these results also reveal a new
pattern of effects specifically related to the order based on
which the composite checkerboards were presented. This
is the first evidence in the literature where the order of the
congruent and incongruent trials revealed to be
modulating the congruency effect. A potential
explanation could be based on the effects that
generalization from the categorization phase may have
when congruent trials are presented before incongruent
trials. This seems to be primarily affecting familiar
stimuli on congruent trials which may lead the order
effects found for both familiarity and congruency. This is
because for congruent trials the generalization leads to the
different stimuli to seem more recent in the familiar
category case. This would result in a decreased d-prime
for congruent familiar composites vs to novel ones if
those trials come first, but not if they come second where
the “normal” effect of expertise (bigger d-prime for
familiar stimuli) are seen. In each experiment numerical
reduced d-prime for congruent familiar composites can be
seen if comparing performance when congruent trials are
presented first vs when presented second. Importantly,
when the data from the two experiments are pooled
together, that difference is significant [p=.01] suggesting
how overall the order of presentation for congruent and
incongruent trials would seem to modulate performance
in response to congruent familiar composites. Future
work should investigate this further.
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Critically, to our knowledge this is the first series of
experiments where the order of presentation for the
congruent and incongruent trials has been systematically
investigated using a between-subjects experimental
design. This finding could contribute to one of the main
debates in the composite effect literature. Hence, while
research has addressed differences in individuals’
susceptibility to the composite effect, less research has
examined other factors. While it has been found for
example that some facial composites induce a stronger
composite effect than others, little explanation has been
offered for these differences. Some of the variability may
be due to the low-level image differences including image
scale, spatial frequency and colour. Differences in shape
and texture variation may also be important (Murhpy et
al., 2017). Our findings suggest that also the order of
trials, at least for non mono-orientated composites, has an
effect. Future studies should systematically investigate
the order effect in the traditional composite face effect
hence to determine whether it is found only for artificial
non-face stimuli. More in general, our results contribute
to the perceptual learning and face recognition research
showing how a congruency effect (key contributor to the
composite effect) can be obtained with prototype-defined
categories of checkerboards previously used in the
literature to study the inversion effect.

Figure 2. Panel a reports the results from Experiment 1a.
Panel b reports the results from Experiment 1b. In both
panels, the x-axis shows the stimulus conditions, the yaxis shows d'. Error bars represent s.e.m.
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Abstract
Alzheimer’s disease leads to a decline in both episodic and semantic memory. Free recall tasks are commonly used in assessments designed to diagnose and monitor cognitive impairment, but tend to focus only on episodic memory. Our goal
is to understand the influence of semantic memory on the sequence of free recall in a clinical data set. We develop a cognitive process model that incorporates the influence of semantic
similarity and other stimulus properties on the order of free
recall. The model also incorporates a decision process based
on the Luce choice rule, allowing for different levels of response determinism. We apply the model to a real-world data
set including free recall data from 2392 Alzheimer’s patients
and their caregivers. We find that semantic similarity between
items strongly influences the order of free recall, regardless of
impairment. We also observe a trend for response determinism
to decrease as impairment increases.
Keywords: semantic memory; episodic memory; free recall;
odd-one-out task; Alzheimer’s disease

Introduction
Alzheimer’s disease causes changes in memory that are distinct from normal aging. In cognitively healthy adults, memory for past events (episodic memory) tends to decline over
time, but memory for facts (semantic memory) typically remains intact (see Balota et al., 2000, for a review). Memory deficits over and above those seen in healthy aging can
be a sign of cognitive impairment (Nebes & Brady, 1990).
Patients with Alzheimer’s disease display deficits in both
episodic and semantic memory early in the disease, with
deficits in memory increasing with the severity of cognitive
impairment (Mortamais et al., 2017).
A commonly used task in memory assessment is the free
recall task, which is widely used to study memory and decision processes. In this task, a participant is presented with
a list of items and then – immediately or after some delay
– must recall those items, in any order. There are several
common ways to analyze free recall data. Techniques such
as serial position analysis, in which effects of primacy and
recency are typically observed (Murdock, 1962), rely on the
order of items presented at study. Conditional response probabilities and lag-recency effects (Howard & Kahana, 1999)
are concerned with the temporal relationship of successively
recalled items at test. Simple recall accuracy is a quick and
easy way of analyzing memory performance, but it is not sensitive to any information about the presentation order of items
or the order of recall output.
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Often, in a recall task, stimuli are controlled on various
dimensions, such as word frequency, word length, age of acquisition, emotional valence, or semantic similarity. These
kinds of controls are implemented because semantic memory
can influence episodic memory. For example, people tend
to recall words in semantically-related clusters, both between
categories (Bousfield, 1953) and within categories (Romney
et al., 1993). Because of this, stimuli in free recall tasks tend
to be controlled for their semantic relationships, to prevent
semantic associations being used in recall. These controls,
however, limit the ability of free recall behavior to inform our
understanding of a basic feature of human memory, which
is to organize stimuli and represent meaning. Understanding the semantic relationships between successively recalled
items can provide valuable insight into memory and decision
processes, including how semantic memory is affected by impairment in Alzheimer’s patients (Ribeiro et al., 2007).
The goal of this paper is to model the sequence of free recall in a clinical data set in an effort to understand how semantic similarity and other features of stimuli guide the recall process. In the next section, we describe the clinical data set and
an initial analysis of first-order transition probabilities. We
then describe a cognitive model of free recall output based on
the similarity to other recalled words, as well as several other
properties of the words themselves. We find that people do
not tend to use different cues as they become more impaired.
Instead, free recall output tends to become more random as
impairment increases, as measured by a cognitive parameter
corresponding to response determinism. Finally we discuss
the implications and limitations of our findings.

Data
The data were collected as part of a routine assessment of
Alzheimer’s patients and their caregivers at a clinic specializing in neurodegenerative disorders. All participants
completed the Mild Cognitive Impairment Screen (MCIS:
Shankle et al., 2009), which is used to help diagnose and
monitor cognitive impairment. This screen includes an oddone-out comparison of animal names task and an unexpected
free recall task of those animal names. The odd-one-out comparison task draws stimuli from a pool of 21 animal names:
antelope, beaver, camel, cat, chimpanzee, chipmunk, cow,
deer, dog, elephant, giraffe, goat, gorilla, horse, lion, monkey, rabbit, rat, sheep, tiger, and zebra. For each triad of

Table 1: Identifying characteristics for each FAST stage, the
number of participants in each stage, and descriptive statistics
for the number of words correctly recalled.
Stage
1&2
3
4
5
6

Description
n
M SD
no deficit or subjective deficit
518 6.8 1.6
objective deficit in complex tasks 782 5.6 1.9
mild dementia evident in IADLs 770 4.1 2.0
moderate dementia
152 3.5 2.0
moderately severe dementia
170 3.0 1.8

animal names, the participant must choose which animal is
least like the other two. For example, if presented with
the words “cow”, “elephant”, and “giraffe”, a person might
choose “cow” as the odd one out. The clinician does not offer
any feedback after each choice, as there is no correct answer
for this task. In accordance with a λ-2 balanced, incomplete
block design (Burton & Nerlove, 1976), nine animal names
are drawn from the pool for each participant, and each of the
selected animals is presented verbally in a triad with every
other animal over the course of 12 trials. After a delay, in
which participants complete other unrelated tasks, there is an
unexpected free recall task of these animal names. The instructions are to try to recall as many of the animal names as
possible, in any order.
The data set includes assessments from 2392 participants
(52% female, age range 16–101 years, mean age 74 years).
At the time of assessment, all participants were also classified
using the Functional Assessment Staging Test (FAST: Reisberg, 1988). The FAST assessment is an evaluation of a person’s ability to perform Instrumental Activities of Daily Living (IADLs: Lawton & Brody, 1969), such as cooking, cleaning, and managing finances, as well as Activities of Daily
living (ADLs: Katz et al., 1963), such as dressing, bathing,
and grooming. Participants in FAST stages 1 and 2 have either no functional deficit or only a subjective deficit and are
considered to be cognitively healthy for the purposes of this
analysis. Those in stage 3 have mild cognitive impairment
and are beginning to show an objective deficit in accomplishing more complex tasks. Participants in stages 4, 5, and 6,
have been diagnosed with mild, moderate, and moderately
severe dementia, respectively. The FAST assessment is made
independently of the MCIS, and so it provides a way to group
participants by impairment, in order to study changes in free
recall. A summary of the number of participants grouped into
each FAST stage is presented in Table 1.
In an initial analysis of the data, we wanted to determine
whether the semantic similarity of the animal names influenced the order of free recall output, and if so, whether this
influence varied with cognitive impairment. First we inferred animal similarity data from the odd-one-out compar-
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ison task.1 For each pair of animal names, we counted the
number of times neither animal was chosen as the odd one
out in a triad and divided that by the total number of times
that pair was presented in a triad. In effect, this means that
the similarities of pairs of animals increase to the extent neither is chosen as the odd one out when they are both present in
a triad. Then we calculated first-order transition probabilities
to measure the probability of the next recalled word given the
most recently recalled word, similar to semantic conditional
response probabilities (Howard & Kahana, 2002).
In Figure 1, for each stage, all 21 animals are presented
on the circumference of a circle that arranges them by similarity. Transition probabilities are represented by arrows of
varying width. Higher transition probabilities are represented
by thicker arrows and lower transition probabilities are represented by thinner arrows. Transitions occurring around the
edge of the circle are indicative of similarity-based search,
while transitions through the middle of the circle indicate
some other process, inconsistent with similarity. In stages
1 & 2, most of the transitions occur around the edge of the
circle, between animals that are semantically similar to each
other. Transitions between similar animals such as “gorilla”,
“chimpanzee”, and “monkey” are common, while transitions
between dissimilar animals, such as “camel” and “dog”, are
much less common. In stages 3 and 4, many of the transitions occur around the edge of the circle, between semantically similar animals, but there is a relatively greater number
of transitions that cross through the center of the circle between dissimilar animals. In stages 5 and 6, there appear to
be as many transitions between similar animals as dissimilar
animals, with a great many transitions crossing through the
center of the circle. From these plots, it is clear that as FAST
stage increases, transitions are more and more likely to cross
through the middle of the circles. In other words, as cognitive
impairment increases, transitions become less consistent with
similarity of the animal names.

Model
A description of the model follows and is broken into two
parts: a regression function, allowing for the influence of
between- and within- stimuli factors on memory, and a
decision-making process that produces choice probabilities.
We applied the model to each FAST stage separately, rather
than attempting to estimate a linear or otherwise monotonic
progression across FAST stages. While our purpose was to
measure change across FAST stage, we did not want to incorporate such a strong assumption into the model itself.
The model was written in R (R Core Team, 2018) and implemented in JAGS (Plummer, 2003) via the rjags package
1 There are many ways to calculate similarity, including free association measures (De Deyne et al., 2019; Nelson et al., 2004), latent
semantic analysis (LSA: Landauer & Dumais, 1997), and vector cosine similarity via an algorithm such as word2vec (Mikolov et al.,
2013). We measure animal similarity from the odd-one-out comparison task following Romney et al. (1993) because the odd-one-out
data and the free recall data were collected from the same people.
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Figure 1: First-order transition probabilities for the animal free recall task. Animals are arranged around the circumference of
each circle in terms of similarity. Transitions are represented as red arrows, where higher transition probabilities are represented
by thicker arrows and lower transition probabilities are represented by thinner arrows. As impairment increases, transitions
become less consistent with animal similarity.
(Plummer, 2016). JAGS provides a high-level scripting language for implementing probabilistic cognitive models that
allows for computational Bayesian analysis using Markovchain Monte Carlo sampling methods (Lee & Wagenmakers, 2014). The results are based on three chains of 10,000
posterior samples collected after 1000 discarded burn-in samples, with a thinning factor of 10. We assessed convergence
of chains by visual inspection and through the R̂ statistic
(Brooks & Gelman, 1998).

Regression function
The regression function contains weights of theoretical interest α, which express the influence of various psychological
features on recall probabilities. Specifically, we assume that
the memory strength Q allowing for the recall of animal j on
trial k given that animal i has just been recalled on trial k − 1
(i.e., yk−1 = i) is a function of both the similarity of animal j
to animal i, and specific features of word j:

For each animal name, we obtained the word frequency, word
length, age of acquisition, and emotional valence from The
English Lexicon Project (Balota et al., 2007). Word frequency corresponds to the log-transformed Hyperspace Analogue to Language (HAL: Lund & Burgess, 1996) frequency
norms. Word length is defined as the number of syllables. We
also include oddness, which is the number of times a participant chose an animal name in the odd-one-out comparison
task, as a word-level feature. All of the predictors were rescaled to be in the range of 0 to 1.
We assume each FAST stage has its own regression
weights, and they are given a Dirichlet prior. This choice
of prior ensures that the weights sum to one and allows us to
interpret the weights as the relative importance of each predictor on memory:
α ∼ Dirichlet(1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1).

(2)

Luce Choice Rule

(1) Since there is a discrete number of possible animal names,
the free recall task can be thought of as a multinomial choice
+α3 ×frequency j −α4 ×length j −α5 ×aoa j −α6 ×valence j .
task. We use the Luce choice rule (Luce, 1959) extended to
Qk ( j|yk−1 = i) = α1 × similarityi j + α2 × oddness j
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incorporate response determinism, which allows us to assign
a probability to each of these response options. According to
the Luce choice rule, choice probabilities S are defined as:
S ( j) =

exp (γQ ( j))
,
∑m exp (γQ (m))

(3)

where j refers to one of the recalled animal names, the summation in the denominator is over all recalled animal names,
and the function Q is defined in Equation 1 (and the conditioning on the previous observation yk−1 is now implicit).
Finally, the response determinism parameter γ determines the
degree to which a participant chooses a response consistent
with the regression function Q. If γ = 0, Q is ignored, and
the probability of choosing option j becomes m1 . If γ = 1,
decisions become consistent with probability matching. As
γ increases, the decision becomes more deterministic based
on Q, and a participant will eventually always pick the option
with the highest Q. In this way, the determinism parameter
can be interpreted as the consistency of decisions. Following
Lee et al. (2016), we assume each FAST stage has its own
response determinism, and assume a gamma prior:

γ ∼ gamma 2, 1 ,
(4)
which has a mode corresponding to probability matching, but
allows for higher and lower values.
Censoring repeated recall. For the purposes of this analysis, we removed extra-list intrusions, but it is still possible for
the participant to recall the same word repeatedly. Because
this type of task error could be related to cognitive impairment, we extend our model to include a censoring component
that captures the ability to inhibit repeated recalls.
The probability of choosing a response option on a particular trial is determined by the Luce choice rule and a censoring
index δ, which is a binary indicator that takes the value 1 for
words that have not been previously recalled. This index can
be pre-calculated and treated as observed data.
Whether a participant is in a state of censoring on a trial is
determined by parameter z. If z = 0, the participant is not in a
censoring state, and the probability of recalling alternative j
is determined by the Luce choice rule. If z = 1, then the participant is in a censoring state, and the probability of recalling
alternative j is equal to δ times the Luce choice rule:
(
S ( j) ,
if zk = 0
Pk (yk = j) =
(5)
δ j S( j), if zk = 1.
The parameter z has a Bernoulli prior with hyperparameter φ:
zk ∼ Bernoulli(φ).

(6)

In our application of the model φ is a person-specific parameter that captures the individual’s ability to censor previously
recalled words. φ can range from 0 (no censoring) to 1 (perfect censoring), and is given a standard uniform prior:

φ ∼ uniform 0, 1 .
(7)
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First word recall
For first word recall our regression equation changes slightly,
because recall of the first word depends only on the properties of the individual word, and not on the similarity to a
previously recalled item. Additionally, there is no need for
a censoring component for first word recall. To distinguish
first word recall from subsequent word recall, we denote the
regression weights with β (instead of α) and the response determinism parameter with κ (instead of γ). The regression
function governing first word recall is now:
Qk=1 ( j) = β1 × oddness j + β2 × frequency j
− β3 × length j − β4 × aoa j − β5 × valence j . (8)
As before, the regression weights are given a Dirichlet prior:
β ∼ Dirichlet(1, 1, 1, 1).

(9)

The probability of choice in Equation 3 becomes:
S ( j) =

exp (κQ ( j))
,
∑m exp (κQ (m))

(10)

where κ has the gamma prior:

κ ∼ gamma 2, 1 .

(11)

Results
We have a clear expectation for response determinism. As
impairment increases, free recall output should become less
consistent with the memory of the items. In other words, response determinism should decrease as FAST stage increases.
However, we are also interested in the relative influence of
each of the regression predictors on the structure of free recall, and whether they change across impairment.

Model descriptive adequacy
We quantified model fit by creating a confusion matrix for
each FAST stage that compares the true word recall of the
participants to the model-described word recall. From these
matrices we were able to calculate the overall descriptive accuracy of the model, which was between 40% and 57% for
each stage. A model that predicted outcomes completely ran1
, or 5%. While far
domly would have an accuracy of only 21
from perfect, this suggests that the model provides a reasonably accurate description of the data, and performs an order
of magnitude better than a random chance model.

Regression weights
The posterior distributions for the regression weights α of
each of the predictors are presented in Figure 2. The regression weights for similarity are very high overall, meaning
that the similarity between items is particularly important in
the sequence of free recall. Oddness and emotional valence
have relatively less influence on recall order compared to similarity. The weights for the other item-dependent properties,
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Figure 2: Posterior distributions of regression weights α for each FAST stage. The panels represent (A) similarity between
items, (B) probability of odd-one-out selection, (C) word frequency, (D) word length, (E) age of acquisition, and (F) emotional
valence.
word frequency, word length, and age of acquisition, are all
very close to zero.
It appears that the regression weights are fairly stable
across stages. To quantify the stability of the weights across
FAST stage, we calculated Bayes factors between adjacent
stages for each of the regression weights. Our results are presented in Table 2 as Bayes factors in favor of the null. Overall,
the regression weights do not tend to shift across FAST stage.
In other words, people do not tend to use different cues in the
free recall task as they become more impaired.

Response determinism
The posterior distributions for response determinism γ are
presented in Figure 3. There seems to be a visual trend
wherein determinism tends to decrease as FAST stage increases. Again, we computed Bayes factors to quantify any
differences between adjacent FAST stages. In this case, the
Bayes factors in favor of the null were 2.8, 4.5, 1.5, and 1.5
for comparisons between stages 1 & 2 vs. stage 3, stage 3
vs. stage 4, stage 4 vs. stage 5, and stage 5 vs. stage 6, respectively. Response determinism is trending in a way that
would suggest free recall output becomes less consistent with
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the model and more random as impairment increases. However, the Bayes factor magnitudes represent suggestive rather
than clear evidence of differences between adjacent stages.

First-word recall
While subsequent word recall was well-described by the regression model and Luce choice rule, first-word recall was
not. The posterior mean regression weights for oddness
ranged between 0.41 and 0.80 across impairment, while the
mean regression weights for emotional valence ranged between 0.09 and 0.26. The other predictors – word frequency,
word length, and age of acquisition – had mean regression
weights all very close to zero for all FAST stages. However,
interpretation of these regression weights is complicated by
the fact that the mean posterior response determinism is either very close to one, in the case of stages 1, 2, and 3, or
less than one, for FAST stages greater than 3. This observation means that many participants are responding in a way
that is more random than probability matching. It is possible
that we failed to incorporate relevant predictors for first-word
recall into the model, or that our modeling assumptions are
otherwise inappropriate for first-word recall. Accounting for

5

Table 2: Bayes factors for the comparison of each regression
weight across adjacent FAST stages. All Bayes factors are
presented in favor of the null.
1&2 vs. 3
3 vs. 4
4 vs. 5
5 vs. 6
Similarity
2.4
1.5
0.3
0.9
Oddness
3.0
0.2
2.1
1.6
Frequency
12.6
8.4
4.0
2.4
Length
25.9
13.8
3.8
2.7
AOA
8.0
4.3
2.6
2.0
Valence
3.6
3.3
1.5
1.5
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Figure 3: Posterior distributions of response determinism γ
for each FAST stage. Response determinism tends to decrease as impairment increases.
first-word recall requires more attention in further model development.

Discussion
We created a cognitive process model to try to understand
the sequence of free recall output in a clinical data set. The
model has two main components: a regression-type equation
that describes the influence of within- and between-item factors, and a decision process based on the Luce choice rule.
We found that the similarity between words has a very high
influence on word choice for all stages, while oddness and
emotional valence have a smaller influence. Word frequency,
word length, and age of acquisition seem to matter very little in terms of word choice for this particular set of stimuli.
The fact that these word-specific characteristics had little influence on the order of recall is not surprising in this particular context. These animal names were chosen for this task
to be similar on several dimensions. However, in all cases,
the weights of each of these between- and within-item factors
was consistent across all FAST stages. In other words, participants did not appear to use different cues for word choice,
regardless of impairment.
Response determinism has a trend such that determinism
decreases as FAST stage increases. A decrease in response
determinism means that decisions become less consistent
with the regression model and more random. However, Bayes
factor comparisons between successive stages revealed that
any differences were not large enough to make strong claims.
Our use of a response determinism parameter is similar to the
model described in Lee et al. (2016). We assume that all participants have the same underlying semantic representation,
but the ability to access that information decreases as impairment increases (Nebes & Brady, 1990). In other words, cognitive impairment limits the ability to access stored semantic
information in memory. This is essentially the same conclusion about the impacts of impairment reached by Westfall &
Lee (in press) in their model-based analysis of the odd-one-
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choice behavior that we used to determine semantic similarity.
A major assumption of this model is that we know what
items will be recalled. The model is only concerned with the
order of free recall output given the words that were recalled
successfully. A complete account of the sequence of free recall should be able to predict the words that will be recalled,
given the memory stimuli, as well as providing a better account of first-word recall.
Nevertheless, the modeling results advance our understanding of the factors that influence the free recall of withincategory items. In particular, the use of a cognitive model
allows us to identify patterns and relationships not observable in standard data analysis. Measuring latent psychological parameters potentially provides a more precise measurement of semantic clustering than other more common behavioral methods, such as the California Verbal Learning Test
(CVLT-II: Delis et al., 2000). The model allows us access to
information that would otherwise be lost in a typical account
of free recall accuracy, and helps us understand recall order
when information on study order is unavailable or ambiguous.
Most importantly, our modeling provides an insight into how
semantic memory drives free recall, and how this interaction
changes with memory impairment.
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Abstract
People’s causal judgments exhibit substantial variability, but
the processes that lead to this variability are not currently understood. In this paper, we studied the within-participant variability of conditional probability judgments in common-cause
networks by asking participants to respond to the same causal
query multiple times. We establish that these judgments indeed
exhibit substantial within-participant variability. This variability differs by inference type and is related to the extent to which
participants commit Markov violations. The consistency and
systematicity of this variability suggests that it may be an important source of evidence for the cognitive processes that lead
to causal judgments. The systematic study of both within- and
between-person variability broadens the scope of behavior that
can be studied in causal cognition and promotes the evaluation of formal models of the underlying process. The data and
methods provided in this paper provide tools to enable the further study of within-participant variability in causal judgment.
Keywords: causal reasoning; process models; variability;
Markov violations

Introduction
Causal relationships are a central way in which humans experience the world. Causal knowledge affects what decisions
we make, how we categorize objects, and what counts as
a good explanation (for summaries, see Sloman, 2005; Sloman & Lagnado, 2015; Waldmann, 2017). One of the main
tools in studying causal cognition has been the theoretical
framework known as causal graphical models (CGMs) (Pearl,
2000). CGMs have been shown to provide a generally good
account of the causal judgments that people make. However,
causal graphical models provide a computational level account that specifies what causal judgements are made, but not
necessarily how people make them. Given the importance of
causal knowledge to higher-level cognition, surprisingly little attention has been given to the processes by which people
make such sophisticated judgments. In addition, recent empirical investigations have identified multiple systematic deviations from CGM predictions in human data (Rehder, 2014;
Rehder & Waldmann, 2017; Davis & Rehder, 2020; Rottman
& Hastie, 2016; Davis & Rehder, 2017). To account for these
deviations, researchers have developed multiple, mostly descriptive, theories (Rehder, 2014, 2018; Rottman & Hastie,
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2016; Trueblood et al., 2017). These theories have been hard
to distinguish as they have been developed to account for the
same data, and they vary in how much light they shed on the
process by which people generate causal judgments.
How can we evaluate which process generated a judgment?
The predominant approach is to assess the predictions of multiple models against the average judgments of participants.
This approach is principled and effective, but in a field as rich
as causal cognition, utilizing only averaged data has not been
able to convincingly identify the best model out of the multitude that have been proposed (Rehder, 2014, 2018; Rottman
& Hastie, 2016). Other data can help with this underdetermination problem. For example, in judgment and decision
making the popular diffusion decision model has exhibited
considerable success in not merely accounting for mean judgments, but also explaining full distributions of response variables (Ratcliff et al., 2016). In this project, we use the full
distribution of causal judgments as a new source of information about underlying cognitive processes involved.
A few studies have remarked on the considerable variability in human causal judgments (Davis & Rehder, 2020; Rehder, 2014; Rottman & Hastie, 2016). However, it is hitherto
unclear to what extent that variability represents within- or
between-participant variability. Measuring within-participant
variability requires a large number of independent measurements of the same type of judgment from the same participant. Whereas some studies have measured the same judgment type more than once, practical concerns have prevented
them from being gathered on a scale large enough to estimate
a full response distribution.
The major difficulty is that asking subjects to make the
same judgment repeatedly is likely to yield measures that are
not independent. Other areas that commonly elicit repeated
measurements often have stimuli such as random-dot motion
arrays that can be presented repeatedly without participants’
awareness. Typical causal judgments do not have this property. Stimuli like ours that are composed of discrete symbols
(such as states of causal variables) are susceptible to be recognized and memorized. This can be a problem particularly
for studying higher order cognition, such as causal reasoning,
due to its more deliberative and conscious nature. In fact,

storing previous judgments for future use has been proposed
to be an important source of computational savings for limited agents (Dasgupta & Gershman, 2021). Our challenge
was to design an experiment that elicits independent judgments for repeated causal queries by reducing the likelihood
that participants’ judgments are informed by prior computations or memory. We attempt to do so by using a symmetrical causal structure, querying participants regarding both the
absence and presence of causal factors, and using the same
parametrization across different domains in order to obtain
multiple measures.
This project aims to understand some features of withinparticipant variability in causal judgments. Firstly, we aim to
establish whether there is meaningful within-participant variability in causal judgments. Secondly, we look to compare
variability across different inference types. Are there differences between forward (from cause to effect) and backward
(from effect to cause) inferences? Does the information on
which a participant is to base their inference impact variability? Thirdly, we investigate whether individual level variability is related to a tendency to commit an important systematic
reasoning error known as Markov violations. We then describe potential models of variability in the causal reasoning
process and provide a comparison of the observed variability against their qualitative predictions. We conclude by discussing the connections between the patterns of variation observed in our study with existing findings in causal cognition
and opportunities for the use of full response distributions in
the study of how people reason with causal information.

Experiment
Materials. We tested causal judgments in five domains: biology, astronomy, economics, meteorology, and sociology.
Participants were first told that the domain they were about
to study included three binary variables. For example, in the
domain of economics they were told that interest rates could
be either low or normal, trade deficits that were small or normal, and retirement savings that were high or normal.
Participants were then presented with a description of two
causal relations that formed a common cause network in
which one variable (henceforth referred to as Y ) was a cause
of the two others (X1 and X2 ). Each causal relationship was
generative and included a description of the mechanism responsible for that relationship. An example in the domain
of economics is “Low interest rates cause small trade deficits.
The low cost of borrowing money leads businesses to invest in
the latest manufacturing technologies, and the resulting lowcost products are exported around the world.” All these materials have been validated by and used in multiple other studies
(Rehder, 2014, 2018; Rehder & Waldmann, 2017).
Procedure. Subjects first studied several screens of information about the overall task that established the domains being studied and the types of inferences that would be presented during the study. Then, for each domain, initial
screens presented a cover story and a description of the do-
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main’s three variables and subsequent screens presented the
two causal links and a diagram of those links. A common
cause network was used in every domain, and participants
were informed that each variable’s baserate was 50% and that
each cause produced its effect “75% of the time”.
When ready, participants were asked three multiple-choice
questions to assess their understanding of the causal relationships. This comprehension check established that they had
learned which variables were causally related, the direction of
those relationships, and that the relationships were probabilistic rather than deterministic. Participants were given three attempts to answer all questions correctly. Once they answered
all questions correctly or after the third attempt participants
could continue with the experiment.
Subjects were then presented with the inference test. Each
trial presented the values of one or two variables and asked
to predict the state of another. For example, a subject might
be told that an economy has low interest rates and a normal
trade deficit and be asked the probability of it having a high
level of retirement savings. Subjects entered their response by
moving a tick on a rating scale whose ends were labeled 0%
and 100%. As an attention check, participants were asked a
comprehension check question at the end of each block. The
order of the five domains, and the 24 test questions within
each domain, was randomized for each participant.
Design and Participants. We chose six particular inference types to be tested based on the relevant comparisons
they would allow. Firstly we wanted to compare diagnostic
or ‘backward’ inferences in which one has to judge the probability of a cause based on knowledge of its effects with predictive (or ‘forward’) inferences in which one reasons from
cause to effect. Second, we assessed the effect of the information on which participants had to condition their inference:
consistent information (where the states of the known variables are in line with the stipulated causal relationships, e.g.
Xi = 1,Y = 1), inconsistent information (e.g. Xi = 1,Y = 0),
and incomplete information (e.g. Xi = 1 and Y unknown).
These factors lead to the six inference types presented in Table 1. To obtain multiple measurements, within each domain
each inference type was queried four times by (a) varying
whether the role of Xi was filled by X1 or X2 (possible because of the symmetry of the common cause structure) and
(b) asking about both the presence and the absence of the tobe-inferred variable (using P(Xi = 1|Y ) = 1 − P(Xi = 0|Y )).
This resulted in each inference type being queried 20 times
over the five domains and a total of 120 queries per participant. In those trials where we queried the absence of a variable, we flipped the responses around the midpoint of the
probability scale. Table 1 also presents the normative conditional probabilities based on the 50% base rates and 75%
causal strengths.
It is noteworthy that all of the predictive inferences have
the same normative probability of 80%. These inferences
have been shown to exhibit “Markov violations”, a pattern of
responses in which, rather than adhering to the independence

Figure 1: Per participant distributions of responses for each inference type. Rows correspond to participants, columns correspond to judgment types, the x-axis indicates the responses in percentage points, and the height corresponds to kernel density
estimate of participant responding at this probability. Each density plot is based on 20 responses.

Table 1: Inference Types and Normative Answers
Consistent
Incomplete
Inconsistent

Diagnostic
P(Y |Xi = 1, X j = 1)
= 94%
P(Y |Xi = 1)
= 80%
P(Y |Xi = 1, X j = 0)
= 50%

Predictive
P(Xi |Y = 1, X j = 1)
= 80%
P(Xi |Y = 1)
= 80%
P(Xi |Y = 1, X j = 0)
= 80%

relations between variables stipulated by CGM theory, participants’ responses are instead influenced by independent and
hence irrelevant variables (Rehder, 2014; Rottman & Hastie,
2016). For these inferences, the value of one effect (X j )
should not provide information regarding the other effect (Xi )
once the value of Y is known.
All participants made all judgments for all five domains.
37 participants were recruited from Prolific (www.prolific.co)
and received £5.70 for on average 47 minutes (SD = 20.1) of
participation. 8 (22%) participants were removed from analyses for failing at least two attention checks, as had been established by the authors before the running of the study.

Results
As described in the Design section, our materials utilized
multiple sources of redundancy to maximize the number of
observations of a single inference. Results were collapsed
over these factors for a total of 20 judgments per inference
types per participant.3
3 Due to an error in the materials three diagnostic trials were removed from the Economics domain for all participants, resulting in
19 judgments for the diagnostic inferences.
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Figure 1 plots the individual response distributions per inference type. This plot shows substantial between-participant
variability, as we see that some participants’ responses are
more spread out than others, and some participants exhibit
bimodality in some or most judgements whereas others do
not at all. We see similar patterns in the within-participant
variability. The first thing to note is that there is substantial variability in each participant’s responses. Moreover, the
overall spread and the modality of the response distributions
differs per inference type for many participants.
Figure 2 illustrates the response distributions per inference
type over all participants. The first aspect to note is that the
distributions vary by judgment type. If the only source of
variability is unrelated to the process by which causal judgments are generated (such as general response noise), we
would expect similar variability across judgments. The bimodality of the response distributions in Figure 2 is also noteworthy. In particular, we observe a ”spike” of responses at
50%, which has been reported previously (Rottman & Hastie,
2016). This peak at 50% seems to vary along the Information factor, with the largest peaks for inconsistent inferences
and smallest for inferences with consistent information. As
expected, the peak is largest for inconsistent diagnostic inferences for which the normative answer is 50%.
Figure 3 shows the means of within-participant standard
deviations and mean judgments per inference type. Note
in Figure 3 that while variability differs by inference type,
it does not track with the mean, suggesting that these results are not driven by an artifact of the scoring system. We
tested whether variability differs over the inference types using an repeated measures ANOVA with the standard deviation in responses as the dependent variable and Diagnostic
(yes, no) and Information (consistent, incomplete, inconsis-

Figure 2: Overall response distributions per inference type.
Vertical grey lines indicate mean responses. Dotted vertical
black lines indicate normative response

tent) as factors. The main effect of Information is significant
(F(2, 140) = 9.58, p < .001, BF > 100). This indicates that
the variability is lower for inferences with incomplete information (Mean = 10.4, SE = 1.4), than for inferences with
complete information (consistentMean = 14.1, SE = 1.4,
inconsistentMean = 13.7, SE = 1.4). We find mixed evidence of an effect of Diagnostic (F(1, 140) = 4.24, p = .041,
BF = .893). Variability was marginally higher for diagnostic
inferences (Mean = 13.5, SE = 1.3) than for predictive inferences (Mean = 11.9, SE = 1.3) when conducting a post-hoc
contrast (di f f erence = −1.58, SE = 0.766, t(140) = −2.01,
p = .041). There was no evidence for a Diagnostic × Information interaction (F(2, 140) = 2.52, p = .084, BF = 1.16).
That there are differences in variability over inference types
suggest that it results from some underlying process of generating causal judgements.
To test whether variability and Markov violations are related, we first separated participants into three (low, medium,
high) equally sized groups based on the standard deviation of
their responses on predictive inferences. Figure 4 plots the
mean predictive judgments by variability group, revealing an
apparent increase in non-normative responding as variability increases. We conducted an ANOVA on the responses
on predictive inferences with Information as factor and participant’s standard deviation as a covariate. We find a significant main effect of Information (F(2, 1575) = 29.6, p < .001,
BF > 100), which indicates that overall participants committed Markov violations, as normatively the Information factor
should not have an effect as the normative response to all predictive inferences is 80%. We find evidence for a main effect
of each participant’s standard deviation (F(1, 1575) = 51.2,
p < .001, BF > 100), indicating that participants with more
variable judgments overall give lower responses, this is also
seen in Figure 4. Most interestingly, we find very strong evidence for an interaction between Information and the grouping variable (F(2, 1575) = 12.5, p < .001, BF > 100), indi-
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Figure 3: Barplot: Mean within-participant standard deviations per inference type. Floating dashes: Mean responses
per inference type. Black vertical lines indicate standard error. Horizontal dotted lines indicate normative probability.
cating that high variability participants commit larger Markov
violations. This interaction is illustrated in Figure 4 by the
thick black line, which becomes steeper (larger Markov violations) for the higher variability groups.
We also asked whether the observed variability was related
to cross-domain variability or fatigue effects, rather than the
reasoning process itself. We conducted a repeated measures
ANOVA on the within-participant standard deviation using
the order of blocks as presented as a predictor. We find an
significant effect of block order (F(4, 112) = 3.62, p < .001,
BF = 4.15). Post-hoc contrasts reveal that the first block is
significantly different from the latter blocks, which do not
differ from each other (Mean SDs: first block 18.5, second
16.3, third 15.6, fourth 15.4, fifth 14.6). That variability
stayed constant after the first block suggests that it is unlikely to be due to fatigue. This result also argues against
strategy changes over the blocks, which indicates we largely
succeeded in eliciting independent repeated judgements. One
would expect an increase in variability over the latter blocks
had subjects recognized that they were repeatedly being asked
the same judgment type and so settled on a consistent response strategy. To test whether the content domains affected
variability we conducted a repeated measure ANOVA on the
within-participant standard deviation with Inference type and
Domain as factors. We find evidence against an effect of Domain on variability (F(4, 789) = 1.03, p = .39, BF < .01)
and against an interaction of Domain with Inference type
(F(20, 789) = 1.01, p = .44, BF < .01).

Sources of variability
What processes explain the variability in responses to causal
queries? As a guide for future research, in this section we
outline a number of candidate models of the variability in
conditional probability judgments. While fitting these models against participants’ response distributions is beyond the

Figure 4: Plots of markov violation per variability group.
Participants were first separated into three (low, medium,
high) equally sized groups based on the variability in their
responses on predictive inferences. Grey thin lines represent the mean responses of individual participants on the predictive inferences. Black thick lines represent the mean responses per group, the vertical bars indicate standard errors.
The dashed lines represent the normative response of 80%.
scope of this paper, we discuss the correspondence of their
qualitative predictions with the results of our experiment.
One possibility is that the observed variability in responses
is entirely independent from the cognitive process by which a
causal judgment is generated. It could be that people have a
stable causal representation and strategy to arrive at a causal
judgment, but that the process of responding to a query results in some noise, e.g. through motor noise in using a slider
or some general task noise. In this case one would expect
response distributions that are centered at the normative answer, such as predicted by the Beta inference model (Rottman
& Hastie, 2016). Our findings provide evidence against this
possibility: response distributions are often multi-modal (see
Figure 2), and variability differs by inference type and seems
to be related to patterns of non-normative responding.
Another possibility could be that the source of variability
in causal judgments stems from uncertainty about the parameters of the described causal network. For example, rather
than believing that the causal strength of A on B is precisely
.75, this value may have some variance. Because the CGM
framework models causal judgments as being computed from
a causal network, this would result in variation in the resultant causal judgments if a participant reasoned with slightly
different parameter values for each inference. Such an account may explain increased variability in diagnostic inferences, as according to the CGM framework these require the
processing of an additional parameter, the base rate of the
cause (Fernbach et al., 2011). It is unclear how this approach
would explain why judgments where two pieces of information are given are more variable than only one piece, as the
CGM framework would predict that there is no change in the
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number of parameters that need to be considered. In addition,
this CGM-based account is incompatible with our observed
Markov violations. See the General Discussion for further
discussion of these patterns of judgments.
One salient pattern in the data is the “spiking” at 50%.
This has also been observed in between-subjects data like that
from Rottman and Hastie (2016. Responses at 50% may reflect guessing or responding in some default manner. One
possibility is that one of the above models, in combination
with a probability of responding at 50%, can explain the observed variability. While this may account for some variance,
such a model would still need to explain why the prevalence
of these 50% responses in varies by inference type. In particular, it has to provide an account of why those spikes are
largest for inconsistent inferences and smallest for consistent
inferences. One explanation could be that participants are
more likely to guess when the information provided for an
inference is more ambiguous.
Both response noise and uncertainty about parameters are
compatible with the normative CGM framework being the underlying process used to generate causal judgments. Other
models of causal reasoning predict variability as a consequence of the reasoning process itself. The mental model theory of causation stipulates that causal judgments are rendered
from imagined concrete states, as determined by the causal
structure that is being reasoned about (Johnson-Laird et al.,
2015). A similar account from Davis & Rehder (2020) models these imagined states as being the result of a structured
mental search through the space of possible situations, in the
form of a Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampling process. The
stochastic nature of this sampling process introduces variability. And while not explicitly designed as a process model,
quantum models of causal reasoning may make unique predictions by virtue of participants varying in the dimensionality of their representations (Trueblood et al., 2017).
While all of these accounts make predictions about response distributions, the Mutation Sampler is the only model
for which predictions about response distributions have been
explicitly reported (Davis & Rehder, 2020). One of these predictions is that of spikes at 50% (resulting in multimodal distributions), which appear to be borne out in our data. Moreover, the Mutation Sampler predicts an increase in spikes for
inconsistent trials because it incorporates a mechanism for
default responding at 50% when the sampling process does
not provide information to answer the query. This is more
likely for inferences with inconsistent information as states
with incongruous variable values are sampled less often.

Discussion
This article takes the first step in bringing the field of causal
reasoning in line with other domains of cognitive science that
take into account the variability of judgments and not just
their averages. As exemplified by the prolific use of the diffusion decision model (Ratcliff et al., 2016), response distributions provide more sensitive signals to underlying cognitive

processes. We consider the development of an experimental
design that elicits multiple measurements of the same causal
query to be a primary contribution of this project.
Our findings show, for the first time, that there is indeed
meaningful within-participant variability in causal reasoning.
That our data exhibit similar variability to that in betweensubjects studies, suggests that it largely arises from the processes by which individuals generate causal inferences. That
it varies with the type of causal inference supports the additional conclusion that the variability at least partly reflects a
decision-making process rather than noise (e.g., noise in motor responses) or some other factor about individual participants (Rottman & Hastie, 2016).
We found mixed evidence that the direction of reasoning
might matter: Diagnostic (from effect to cause) inferences
were overall more variable than predictive (cause to effect)
inferences. This squares nicely with the often repeated claim
is that it is easier to think in the direction from cause to effect
(Tversky & Kahneman, 1982). This finding adds to the existing empirical literature on differences between diagnostic
and predictive reasoning, which has reported that people take
longer to respond to diagnostic queries (Fernbach & Darlow,
2010) and that they do not neglect possible alternative causes
(which they tend to do for predictive inferences) (Fernbach et
al., 2010). It has also been argued that diagnostic reasoning is
more comparative (Fernbach et al., 2011), and CGM theory
stipulates that diagnostic reasoning requires the incorporation
of additional information, namely the prior probability of the
cause. That the more variable diagnostic judgments have also
been found to be more difficult suggests that the observed response distributions reflect the processes by which these judgments are rendered.
The information provided to participants in conditional inferences also matters: knowledge of all non-queried variables
leads to an increase in variability, while incomplete information seems to reduce it. These findings are somewhat surprising. One might expect that additional information would
result in less uncertainty over the possible values of an unknown variable. We find the opposite. It might be that more
pieces of information result in more variability by virtue of
there being more ways to process two pieces of information
versus one. A related explanation appeals to stimulus encoding. When more pieces of information are provided as part
of the stimulus, it might be more probable that there is more
variation in whether one or more pieces of the stimulus are
encoded incorrectly on a portion of the trials.
We also found a relationship between violations of the
causal Markov condition and variability over participants.
Participants who are more variable tended to exhibit stronger
Markov violations. This finding squares with a large literature suggesting that Markov violations are a key source of
evidence for the claim that the normative CGM framework
is not an accurate model of the true underlying process that
people use to draw causal judgments (Rehder, 2014; Rottman
& Hastie, 2016; Trueblood et al., 2017). Importantly, Markov
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violations are by definition incompatible with any model that
uses the CGM framework as its core representation, and
therefore defies simple interpretations of the observed variability as response noise or uncertainty about the parameters
of the causal model. Instead, it appears to signal that a common underlying process drives both Markov violations and
part of the observed variability. This underlying process may
be related to individual factors. One such factor might be a
difference in reasoning strategy or style, which would be in
line with findings relating Markov violations to tendency to
engage less in reflective thought (Trueblood et al., 2017). Another possible factor may be limitations in working memory
capacity, as proposed by Davis and Rehder (2020).
The experimental design used in this study has limitations.
A major experimental obstacle was eliciting 24 unique judgments for identical causal queries. Variability in judgments
may have resulted from variability in interpretation of experimental materials, rather than in the causal reasoning process
itself. For example, people may have different beliefs about
the causal relationships between societal factors than between
features of stars. We believe this possibility cannot account
for all the observed variability, as we found no differences in
variability over domains and our usage of the same parameters for all domains reduces this possibility further (see also
earlier discussion of uncertainty in parameters as a source
of variability). Another limitation is our use standard deviation as an index of variability. Since the distributions are
not unimodal this measure does not necessarily capture all
relevant information in the response distributions. Lastly, we
only tested a subset of the possible inferences in one particular causal inference task. The extent to which our findings
apply to other inferences or tasks is an open question.
We discussed the correspondence between our findings and
the qualitative patterns of variability in potential models of
the causal reasoning process. Fitting full response distributions is a challenging computational and statistical problem
that goes beyond the scope of this paper. We do wish to emphasize that future efforts should focus on this challenge, as
modeling more than just averaged judgments will help improve our understanding of the cognitive processes underlying causal reasoning.

Conclusion
Causal reasoning is a core cognitive activity. Understanding the processes by which people generate causal judgments
will help us better understand a range of cognitive activities from decision-making to categorization. In this paper
we presented the first investigation of within-participant variability in causal judgments. This variability differs by inference type, is related to systematic reasoning errors, and is not
easily explained by simple additions to the dominant CGM
framework for causal inference. We hope that the data and
methods presented in this paper will be useful in broadening
the scope of behavioral signals used to study how people draw
causal inferences.
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Abstract
People’s desire to seek or avoid information is not only
influenced by the possible outcomes of an event, but the
probability of those particular outcomes occurring. There are
competing explanations however as to how and why
people’s desire for non-instrumental information is affected
by factors including expected value, probability of outcome,
and a unique formulation of outcome uncertainty. Over two
experiments, we find that people’s preference for noninstrumental information is positively correlated with
probability when the outcome is positive (i.e., winning
money) and negatively correlated when the outcome is
negative (i.e., losing money). Furthermore, at the aggregate
level, we find the probability of an outcome to be a better
predictor of information preference than the expected value
of the event or its outcome uncertainty.
Keywords: information seeking; information avoidance;
uncertainty; anticipation; probability; expected value

Introduction
Animals are reliant upon information. Whether the purpose
is to source food, sex, or money, information is often the
means to a desired end. Classical theories of informationseeking (Hirshleifer & Riley, 1979; Raiffa & Schlaifer,
1961) posit that humans and other animals value
information for its ability to inform and guide subsequent
decisions – in other words, the information’s
instrumentality. Examples of this type of information
search could be checking reviews before going to a
restaurant, reading policies before voting, or checking the
weather before leaving the house. Information such as this
updates our understanding of the world and guides our
behaviour accordingly.
Recent research (Bennett et al., 2016; Embrey, Liew,
Navarro, & Newell, 2020; Iigaya, Story, Kurth-Nelson,
Dolan, & Dayan, 2016) has focussed on the finding that
human and non-human animals tend to value information
beyond its instrumental value. People seek information
about upcoming monetary (Bennett et al., 2016) and food
rewards (Embrey et al., 2020), as well as show preferences
for information about negative outcomes like electric
shocks (Averill & Rosenn, 1972; Lanzetta & Driscoll,
1966, 1968) and aversive sounds (Embrey et al., 2020), all
in circumstances where they cannot use the obtained
information to influence the eventual outcome.
While the aforementioned research has primarily used
abstract laboratory tasks, the phenomenon of noninstrumental information seeking (or avoidance) is not
wholly divorced from real world behaviour. For instance,
many people want to know the answers to obscure trivia
questions, seek answers to the newspaper’s weekly
crossword, or check emails for typos after they’ve been
sent. Anecdotally, much of the information we actively

consume has little ‘instrumental value’ and wouldn’t be
considered valuable by classical information-seeking
theories.
The majority of the literature investigating noninstrumental information seeking has focused on a simple
paradigm involving an event with two equiprobable
outcomes (e.g., winning money or not). In day-to-day life
however, outcomes are rarely equiprobable (unless you
spend your days flipping coins) and we often have insight
into how likely the outcomes of an event are (e.g., the
likelihood of winning the lottery).
Recent research (Charpentier, Bromberg-Martin, &
Sharot, 2018) finds that the probability of an outcome’s
occurrence influences people’s desire for information
about the corresponding event. Specifically, their results
suggest that the more likely a positive outcome (negative
outcome) is to occur, the more likely someone is to seek
(avoid) information about it.
While it has been demonstrated that outcome
probability plays a role in information preference
(Charpentier et al., 2018), the generality of this influence is
unclear. For instance, when gambles have a very high
probability of reward (e.g., 99% chance of winning $100
vs. 1% chance of winning nothing), it is hard to imagine
people would seek advance information about the result
given the near-certainty of a win. It is therefore unclear to
what extent reward probability accurately tracks
information seeking behaviour and whether other factors
are at play, such as expected value (EV).
For instance, research pitting outcome variance against
EV (Kobayashi, Ravaioli, Baranès, Woodford, & Gottlieb,
2019) found EV to be a stronger motivation to seek
information than outcome variance. Specifically,
Kobayashi and colleagues (2019) found participants would
rather know about an event with a high EV (e.g., 300
points) with a low variance (e.g., ± 10 points) than an event
with a lower EV (e.g., 210 points) and high variance (e.g.,
± 80 points). A finding which suggests EV plays an
important role in people’s desire (or distaste) for
information.
To capture these variance-based measures of events we
apply two different formalizations of uncertainty. The first,
is the entropy of the event (e.g., see Bennett et al., 2016),
where entropy is highest when an event has two equally
likely outcomes (50-50) and reduces as the likelihood of
either outcome approaches 100% . Formally:
2

𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑦 = − ∑

𝑃(𝑥𝑖 )𝑙𝑜𝑔2 𝑃(𝑥𝑖 )

(1)

𝑖=1

where P(x1) is the probability of the first possible outcome
(e.g., winning points) and P(x2) the probability of the
alternate outcome (e.g., 0 points) in a binary outcome task.
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Another way to capture the uncertainty of an event is to
measure outcome uncertainty (OU) as formalized by van
Lieshout and colleagues (2018); a measure which aims to
capture the subjective experience of uncertainty. It
considers not only the raw entropy of the event, but also the
range of possible outcomes. Formally:
2

𝑂𝑈(𝑋) = ( − ∑
𝑖=1

𝑃(𝑥𝑖 )𝑙𝑜𝑔2 𝑃(𝑥𝑖 )) × | 𝑅1 − 𝑅2 | (2)

where R1 and R2 are the point values associated with the two
possible outcomes.
This formulation of OU by van Lieshout and colleagues
(2018) is conceptually distinct from both EV and outcome
probability as it combines the entropy of an event with the
values of the event’s possible outcomes. For example, an
event with a 50-50 chance of winning $1000 (or nothing)
would have a greater OU value than an event with a 50-50
chance of winning $100 (or nothing). This consolidation
leads to novel predictions about human information
seeking and previously outperformed alternative models in
predicting information seeking behaviour (van Lieshout et
al., (2018).
The current set of experiments aim to delineate the
possible roles that the probability of outcome, EV, and
entropy have on people’s preference for non-instrumental
information. Furthermore, we examine whether the specific
formulation of subjective OU offered by van Lieshout et al.
(2018) is sufficient for explaining observed behaviour.

Experiment 1
The first experiment aimed to establish the role that
outcome probability has on people’s preference for
advanced, non-instrumental information. The experiment
was a modification of the secrets task where participants
have the option to either find out or keep secret the
outcomes of a future event: in this instance, winning 100
points or receiving 0 points. Rather than there being an
equal chance of either winning points or no points (i.e., a
50-50 chance), the probability of a win was manipulated
within-participants (see also Iigaya et al., 2020 for a similar
design).
Following Charpentier et al. (2018), we expected to see
an increase in information preference as the probability of
reward increased. However, if OU is instead the main
motivator of information preference, we would expect to
see greatest information preference on trials with close to
50% probability of winning (where OU is greatest) and
least information preference at the probability extremes
(where OU is the smallest) (see Eq. 1). If entropy drives
information preference, maximum information preference
will occur when both outcomes are equiprobable (i.e., 5050) and reduce as the probability of either outcome
increases towards 100%. The predictions for OU and
entropy are therefore equivalent in Experiment 1 (as they
would be for any design with fixed outcome values).

Method
Participants Fifty two participants were recruited via
Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (mTurk), six did not complete
the experiment, leaving 46 who were included in the
analysis (Mage = 35.17, 31 males, 15 females). Participants
were paid $6 USD for completing the experiment and an

added bonus for the points earned during the task (M = $3
USD).
Materials The experiment was coded in jsPsych (de
Leeuw, 2015) and participants completed the experiment
on their own laptop or desktop. We also used the
Intolerance of Uncertainty Scale (Carleton et al., 2007) as
a measure of potential individual differences in
information-preference.
Design On each trial in the task participants were required
to choose whether to ‘find out’ or ‘keep secret’ the outcome
of an event: whether they will win 100 points or receive 0
points after a 20 second delay.
When choosing Find Out Now (FON) participants were
immediately presented with either a smiley face or sad face.
A smiley face indicated they would win 100 points and a
sad face indicated 0 points would be received after the
delay. Conversely, if Keep It Secret (KIS) was chosen a
confused face was always presented, providing no
information as to whether points will be won or not.
Regardless of the participant’s choice, the number of points
received was displayed on screen after 20 seconds.
The likelihood of winning points (and conversely,
receiving 0 points) changed between trials. There were five
probability levels (win:no-win) in the experiment (1:99,
25:75, 50:50, 75:25, 99:1) which participants were
informed of via a pie chart on each trial (Figure 1). There
were 10 trials of each probability level in the experiment
(50 trials in total) and trials were randomised withinparticipants.

Figure 1. The participants’ view of a trial with a 99%
chance of winning 100 points and a 1% of zero points.
Procedure Participants began the experiment with 0 points
and were told how the two options allowed them to receive
or avoid early information about the delayed outcome.
They were also told (truthfully) that their choice would not
influence the outcome. After reading the instructions
participants completed a short three-item multiple choice
questionnaire to ensure they understood the instructions.
Questions were simple, such as, “How long is the delay
length?”
Participants completed the 50 trials in a randomised
order. Once the decision-making task was finished,
participants completed the Intolerance of Uncertainty Scale
(IUS) comprised of 12 Likert-scale questions. Once both
tasks were finished, participants received a written debrief
and a code to return to mTurk where they were
compensated for their time. Bonus payments were paid
dependent on the points earned: 1000 points = $1 USD.

Results
The results for Experiment 1 are displayed in Figure 2. The
graph shows a positive relationship between the probability
of winning 100 points and the average proportion of Find
Out Now choices across participants.
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Figure 2. Left: The average proportion of FON choices for the five probability levels across all participants. Right.
Individual FON preference across the five probability levels.

To analyse the observed relationship between outcome
probability and choice proportion, we used generalised
linear mixed models (GLMM) at the individual level. The
baseline model contained only random intercepts and was
compared to a model using intercepts and slopes, and a
model using random intercepts and slopes, plus probability
as a fixed factor.
Compared to the baseline model, the addition of
random slopes significantly improved the fit (p < .001).
Furthermore, the addition of probability as a fixed factor
further improved fit to the data (p < .001, implying
probability of reward was a strong determinant of people’s
choice preferences. No relationship was found between
individual’s choice preferences and their score on the IUS.
The Pearson correlation between FON choice proportion
(averaged across probability levels) and the IUS was
r = -0.05 (p = 0.78).

Discussion
Experiment 1’s results are commensurate with earlier
findings (Charpentier et al., 2018) in that people’s
information preferences are positively related to the
likelihood of winning reward. Furthermore, these results do
not appear to support theories which argue demand for noninstrumental information is driven by an aversion to
uncertainty/entropy (Bennett et al., 2016), nor are the
results commensurate with the predictions of OU (van
Lieshout et al., 2018).
The above results, at a qualitative level, are best
predicted by the probability of the reward occurring:
people’s preference for information increases as the
probability of the best outcome (winning 100 points)
increases. In other words, participants seem to want
information about events which are likely to be good
(which they can savour) and are less likely to want
information about events which are expectedly bad (which
they may dread; see, Sharot & Sunstein, 2020).
While these results suggest a general dependency of
information preference on outcome probability,
Experiment 1’s design conflates the influence of reward
probability and EV on information preference.
Specifically, as the probability of reward increases so does
the EV of the event, making it difficult to determine which

one is the primary driver of the observed pattern of
information preference. The design is also limited, as noted
earlier, because it predicts indistinguishable patterns of
information preference for OU and entropy.

Experiment 2
Experiment 2 builds on Experiment 1 but delineates
probability of outcome from EV, allowing us to determine
which has greater influence on people’s information
preferences. Here, expected value was held constant at 500
points while the probability of outcome fluctuated from 1%
to 99%, analogous to experiment 1. By changing the
probability of outcome while maintaining EV, we also
systematically alter the OU value between each probability
condition, such that OU decreases as the probability of the
outcome increases. This design gives us four contrasting
predictions, depending on which factor (EV, OU, entropy,
or probability of outcome; Figure 4) is assumed the primary
driver of outcome-predictive information seeking.
If EV drives preference, then we should not observe
information preference differences between the five
probability levels. If OU is important, then people’s
preference for information should reduce as the probability
of outcome increases (see Design section for clarification).
If entropy is the main driver, we should see an inverse U
shape where information seeking is maximised at 50% and
drops as either outcome becomes more likely. Finally, if
the probability of outcome influences information
preference, the results should be analogous to Experiment
1.
A loss condition was also added to test the prediction
that information preference should diverge for win and
losses of equivalent magnitude and probability. The win
and loss conditions were run sequentially with different
participants due to the length of the task (approximately 45
minutes). Participants in the win condition started with 0
points, whereas participants in the loss condition started
with 50,000 points.
The IUS was not administered as no relationship was
observed with FON preference in Experiment 1.
Participants Fifty participants signed up for Experiment 2
(win) via Amazon Mechanical Turk. Four participants were
excluded from the analysis for failing the post-instruction
quiz more than three times leaving 46 participants (Mage =
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36.80; 16 females, 29 males, 1 other). Fifty-one
participants enrolled in Experiment 2 (loss), but the data for
five participants was excluded for failing the instructionbased quiz more than three times. Forty-six participants
were therefore included in the analysis (Mage = 35.73; 18
females, 28 males). All participants were paid $6 USD for
completing the task and a bonus depending on their
earnings throughout the task (M = $1.99 USD).
Materials The materials in the second experiment were the
same as Experiment 1 except the IUS was not administered.

Figure 3. The participants’ view of a loss condition trial
with a 50% chance of losing 1000 points and a 50% chance
of zero points.
Design The five probability levels and their corresponding
outcomes were as follows: a 1% chance of 50,000 points,
25% chance of 2,000 points, 50% chance of 1,000, 75%
chance of 667 points, and 99% of 505 points. These points
were either won or lost depending on which condition

participants were in (i.e., win or loss). The alternative
outcome was 0 points. The expected value was 500 (or 500) points regardless of the probability of winning (or
losing).
The numerical relationships between OU, entropy, EV,
and the probability of win/loss are collated in Table 1.
Procedure In both the win and loss conditions the
procedure was analogous to Experiment 1. Participants did
not complete the IUS scale after the decision task.

Results
The results of Experiment 2 (for both win and loss
conditions) are summarised in Figure 5. Inspection of the
figures suggests that preference for information increases
with probability as points are won and decreases with
probability as points are lost. In other words, preference for
information increases with the probability of the better
outcome occurring (i.e., winning points in the win
condition; 0 points in the loss condition).
Analogous to Experiment 1, a GLMM analysis was
conducted. For the win condition, the addition of
probability did not significantly improve the fit over a
model with random slopes and intercepts (p = .052), but a
model including random slopes and intercepts was better
than a baseline model with only random intercepts. For the
loss condition, a model including probability significantly
improved fit over a model with random slopes and
intercepts (p = .024).

Figure 4. Left: Predicted relationship (not to scale) between probability of win and OU, entropy, and EV for the win
condition. Right: Predicted relationship (not to scale) between probability of loss and OU, entropy, and EV for the loss
condition.
P(Win/Loss)

Entropy
(bits)

EV
(points)

OU

1%
25%
50%
75%
99%

0.08
0.81
1.00
0.81
0.08

500 / -500
500 / -500
500 / -500
500 / -500
500 / -500

4040
1623
1000
540
41

Table 1. The relationship between probability of a win (or loss) and entropy, EV, and OU in numerical terms. If
separated by a slash (/) the left value corresponds to the win condition and the right to the loss condition, otherwise the
values are the same for both (e.g., entropy).
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Discussion
The results of Experiment 2 are similar to Experiment 1 in
that proportions of FON choices fluctuate across
probability levels, with a switch in outcome valence
causing a switch in the relationship between probability of
outcome (win or loss) and FON preference. These results
however are less pronounced than in Experiment 1 for the
win condition (i.e., differences in FON preference across
probability levels was statistically non-significant).
Despite this, the experiments still illuminate which
factors are important in driving information preference in
the secrets task paradigm. Qualitatively, it appears that
probability of outcome is best predictor of information
preference. Moreover, van Lieshout and colleagues’ (2018)
formulation of OU does not appear to provide a reliable
prediction of information preference in our participants.
Uncertainty, formulated as entropy here, also appears to
play little role in individuals’ information preferences. The
potential role of EV is considered further in the General
Discussion.

General Discussion
The results of Experiments 1 and 2 are further evidence of
people’s willingness to seek information, even when it
possesses no instrumental use. Furthermore, these two
experiments enlighten and demarcate the factors important
in determining whether people seek, avoid, or are
indifferent to non-instrumental information about future
events.

Earlier work has shown the importance of delay length
(Iigaya et al., 2016), reward type (money or food; Embrey
et al., 2020), and the probability of reward (Charpentier et
al., 2018) on non-instrumental information preferences.
Experiments 1 and 2 aimed to further assess the last of these
findings, in particular, how and why fluctuating
probabilities of rewards (or losses) influences people’s
desire for advanced information.
The results of Experiment 1 reflect similar findings by
Charpentier and colleagues (2018) in that people’s desire
for information increases as the likelihood of reward
increases and decreases as the likelihood of a negative
outcome increases. Experiment 2 builds on this finding and
also incorporates predictions by van Lieshout et al. (2018)
which use a novel formulation of outcome uncertainty
(OU). Here, rather than maximum uncertainty being
experienced when outcomes are equally likely, subjective
uncertainty is fundamentally tied with the magnitude of the
possible outcomes and the event’s entropy.
Experiment 2’s results, while not entirely dismissive of
the possible role of entropy and outcome value, are at odds
with the predictions obtained by OU. If OU was a key
driver of FON preference here, the relationship observed in
the win condition would be inverted – most information
seeking at a 1% chance of winning, least at 99% chance.

Figure 5. Left: average (top) and individual (bottom) FON preferences across levels of probability for the win condition.
Right: average (top) and individual (bottom) FON preferences across levels of probability for the loss condition.
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Moreover, while previous work has found entropy to
play a major (Bennett et al., 2016) or minor role
(Charpentier et al., 2018) in non-instrumental information
seeking, no such role is observed here.
The influence of expected value (EV) however is less
clear. Despite EV being held constant across probabilities,
people’s preferences for information still fluctuated when
the likelihood of either winning or losing changed (Figure
5). Probabilities’ influence however was not as marked in
Experiment 2 as Experiment 1 which could be interpreted
as EV having some role in people’s preference for early
outcome-predictive information. Comparing Experiment 1
to Experiment 2’s win condition, FON preferences are
higher at low probabilities of reward and lower at high
probabilities; in Experiment 1, low probability trials had
comparatively low EVs (1 point at 1% chance of winning)
and high probability trials had comparatively high EVs (99
points at 99% chance of winning), whereas EV was
constant in Experiment 2. Consistent with Kobayashi and
colleagues’ findings (2019),1 this suggests increases in EV
may boost information seeking. EV’s possible role
however would need to be relative to other experienced
trials, as average information preference does not differ
between win (EV = 500) and loss (EV = -500) conditions.
Further research of the role of EV on non-instrumental
information preference is therefore warranted.
With regard to the cognitive modelling of human
information seeking behaviour, these results present new
challenges. Liew and colleagues’ (2021) analyses of
different information seeking models find uncertainty
aversion-based accounts better explain non-instrumental
information seeking behaviours than anticipation-based
models in a secrets task. It is not clear however how such a
model would account for the behaviours observed here.
Regardless of whether uncertainty is formalised as OU or
entropy, our results are seemingly incompatible with such
uncertainty-aversion based models. Conversely, we find
information seeking is positively correlated with the
likelihood of the better outcome.
The behaviour observed here is intuitively better
aligned with anticipatory accounts. Broadly, anticipation is
dependent on the expected outcome: good outcomes are
savoured, and negative outcomes are dreaded. Formal
anticipation-based accounts such as that proposed by Iigaya
and colleagues (2020) can therefore account for the pattern
of information seeking observed here: as the likelihood of
a good outcome increases so does preference for
information about the outcome. Adjustments however need
to be made to account for the general lack of information
avoidance observed in experimental tasks such as the
secrets tasks.
In our current experiments and others (Iigaya et al.,
2020; Charpentier et al., 2018) information seeking, on
average, never drops below 50% across all levels of
probability. In the current task for example, on average,
participants show above 50% preferences for information,
even when the likelihood of a win is 1% and the likelihood
of a loss 99% (Figure 5). Furthermore, when outcomes are

negative primary reinforcers (i.e., electric shocks, aversive
sounds), participants still show preferences for information
(Averill & Rosenn, 1972; Embrey et al., 2020; Lanzetta &
Driscoll, 1966, 1968) and at least indifference when the
outcomes are ‘mutilation’ images (Zhu et al., 2017).
Presumably, information seeking in these instances serves
some function – such as bracing for the aversive outcome
– nevertheless, evidence for information avoidance is often
observed in case studies (Golman, Hagmann, &
Loewenstein, 2017; Hertwig & Engel, 2016) and
hypothetical questionnaires (Gigerenzer & GarciaRetamero; 2017). Future work should investigate whether
information avoidance can be induced in the lab and the
specific factors responsible for strong information
avoidance.
Future research should also aim to develop cognitive
models which describe how factors such as entropy,
probability, and expected value influence people’s
information preference and fit models at the individual
level. Such work might also assess whether individual
participants have stable traits which can be probed by
questionnaires (other than the IUS, that we tried here)
which might account for the observed heterogeneity in
information preferences (see right panel of Figure 2 and
bottom panels of Figure 5). For example, Bennett et al.
(2020) found both anxiety and obsessive-compulsive traits
to be associated with non-instrumental information
seeking, and Ho, Hagmann, and Loewenstein (2021) have
developed a scale specifically designed to measure
people’s desire or aversion to potentially unpleasant
information about future events.
It should also be emphasised the analysis of the
experiments presented here is largely qualitative and run at
the aggregate level. A thorough analysis of the role
probability, EV, entropy, and OU have on information
preference should incorporate such factors into more
sophisticated models (whether cognitive or not) and also
assess behaviour at the individual level (which is highly
heterogeneous).
Overall, these experiments strengthen the previously
observed effect that probability of outcome has on people’s
information preferences in the secrets task. Moreover, it
adds to the literature by demarcating the predictions of
expected value from probability of outcome, and further
tests the novel predictions of van Lieshout and colleagues’
(2018) formulation of outcome uncertainty.

It should also be noted that Kobayashi and colleagues’ (2019)
design pitted two events (with different EVs) against one another
– participants could only ‘find out’ the result of one event. In

this design, they found EV to be a strong predictor of which
event participants would prefer information about.
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Abstract
Theory of Mind (ToM) or mentalizing is the ability to infer
mental states of oneself and other agents. Theory of mind plays
a key role in social interactions as it allows one to predict other
agents’ likely future actions by inferring what they may intend
or know. However, there is a wide range of ToM skills of increasing complexity. While most people are generally capable
of performing complex ToM reasoning such as recursive belief
inference when explicitly prompted, there is much evidence
that humans do not always use ToM to their full capabilities.
Instead, people often fall back to heuristics and biases, such as
an egocentric bias that projects one’s beliefs and perspective
onto the observed agent. We explore which (internal or external) factors may influence the mentalizing processes that humans employ unsolicitedly, i.e., employ without being primed
or explicitly triggered. In this paper we present an online study
investigating unbalanced decision problems where one choice
is significantly better than the other. Our results demonstrate
that participant’s are significantly less likely to exhibit an egocentric bias in such situations.
Keywords: Theory of Mind; Egocentric bias; Behavior prediction;

Introduction
Mindreading, often also called Theory of Mind (ToM), is
the ability to infer the mental states of oneself and others
(Premack & Woodruff, 1978). This ability allows us to infer the intentions and beliefs that determine other agents’ actions, thus making their actions more understandable. ToM
is crucial for social interactions, both cooperative as well as
competitive, as it allows the prediction of other agents’ future
actions, allowing one to react and adapt appropriately.
Over the past decades, a lot of research has gone into understanding the development and limits of human’s ToM capabilities. While it is not yet clear if any or how many of these
abilities are innate or developed during childhood, different levels of sophistication in people’s ToM capabilities have
been discovered: Children learn to first infer another agent’s
desires before their (potentially false) beliefs and finally their
emotions (Wellman & Liu, 2004). Recently, Bayesian Theory of Mind (BToM), which is based on inverse planning
in causal probabilistic models, has been very successful in
matching people’s mentalizing responses for a range of different scenarios and mental states, including intentions, beliefs,
preferences but also emotions (C. Baker, Saxe, & Tenenbaum,
2011; C. L. Baker, Jara-Ettinger, Saxe, & Tenenbaum, 2017;
Ullman, Tomer, Baker, Macindoe, Goodman, & Tenenbaum,
2009; Jern, Lucas, & Kemp, 2017; Velez-Ginorio, Siegel,
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Tenenbaum, & Jara-Ettinger, 2017). These studies usually
explicitly query participants to make judgments regarding an
observed agent’s mental state in a particular situation and
compare these judgments to the model’s predictions. Mental
inferences can even be recursive up to several levels, albeit
with increasingly more errors (Dunbar, 1998).
However, at the same time, there is substantial research
documenting cases where people do not employ their mentalizing capabilities to their fullest extent and/or fail to accurately infer another agent’s mental perspective. These findings emerge primarily in scenarios where participant’s were
asked to predict behavior or act themselves without being explicitly queried about the mental state of the other agent (e.g.
(Keysar, 2007; Pöppel & Kopp, 2019)). We will refer to such
mental processes that people employ without being primed
or explicitly triggered as unsolicited1 . It is unclear to what
extend participants in these unsolicited mentalizing scenarios
actually perform explicit reasoning. The mentioned findings
may also be the result of a lack of explicit reasoning. However, we conjecture that adults can “choose”, potentially automatically, to employ explicit or deliberate mentalizing processes unsolicitedly.
Studies with such unsolicited mentalizing have shown that
participants appear to be likely to employ heuristics resulting in biases, such as an egocentric bias where participants
project their own mental state onto the observed agent, even if
they have sufficient evidence to infer that the observed agent’s
mental state should be different. For example, the general
BToM framework, which models an ideal observer, has been
adapted by Nakahashi and Yamada to account for situations
in which participants were less primed to consider the actual
mental states of agents (Nakahashi & Yamada, 2018). Pöppel
and Kopp, similarly, had to modify a BToM model to make
strong use of visual heuristics to best fit participants’ predictions regarding an observed agent’s future actions (Pöppel &
Kopp, 2019). Interestingly, they found that asking a question related to the observed agent’s knowledge, before asking
for a prediction, would significantly influence people’s predictions to be closer to predictions made by an unmodified
BToM model.
Other evidence for heuristics or biases in mentalizing can
1 This should not be confused with implicit social cognition
which is argued to be present from a very young age (Frith & Frith,
2008).

be found in the work by Keysar: He observed that participants in an object naming task did not take the perspective
of their interlocutor into account correctly (Keysar, 2007).
Participants would often make decisions based on their own
perspective instead of the known different perspective of the
other agent. While criticism regarding these findings has been
raised (Hawkins & Goodman, 2016), other studies such as
(Pöppel & Kopp, 2019; Nakahashi & Yamada, 2018) provide
similar evidence in different scenarios. The study presented
here will also provide additional evidence for egocentric biases in unsolicited mentalizing.

the predictions that human observers make for it. In this situation, participants will need to employ a ToM to assess utilities from the agent’s perspective. We assume that participants are likely to exhibit egocentric biases when performing
unsolicited mentalizing, as projecting their own perspective
is easier then actually inferring another agent’s mental state.
Yet, we also hypothesize that participants will perform more
elaborate mentalizing, less susceptible to an egocentric bias,
in situations where the observed agent is forced to decide between two unbalanced options, i.e. in a scenario where the
expected utilities for the two options differ greatly.

These diverging findings raise the question about the cause
for these different “modes” of mentalizing. One explanation
could be that there are differences in the complexity between
different ToM processes which may incur considerable computational demands. One can assume that mentalizing, much
like general decision-making, is subject to bounded rationality (Simon, 1955), i.e. it needs to take into account not only
the external factors but also internal ones such as mental resources. Following the “resource rational analysis” paradigm
by Lieder et al. (Lieder & Griffiths, 2019), it is only rational to employ heuristics to approximate mental inferences in
face of limited resources depending on the context and the
involved costs. Under this assumption, it is likely that egocentric biases arise from the use of heuristics to simplify the
mentalizing task, e.g. by not explicitly inferring the other’s
belief state but instead assuming it is identical to one’s own.

Method
In order to be able to draw conclusions with regard to possible
factors influencing unsolicitated mentalizing, the design of
the presented study had to fulfill three conditions:
1. Judge mental state inferences without priming participants
with respect to the mentalizing they employ explicitly.
2. Control alternative factors that may influence participant’s
mentalizing.
3. Account for strong subjective differences between people’s
mentalizing capabilities and tendencies.

We generally assume that unsolicited mentalizing is subject to a (often automatic) choice that takes the costs and benefits of different ToM processes into account. This process
needs to balance the computational costs of more complex
inferences against the higher accuracy of the inferred mental states. In this way, we would expect a poker player in
the finals of a tournament to employ much more elaborate
ToM processes to infer the mental state of their opponent
than a person just taking a walk would employ to infer the
mental state of other pedestrians she needs to avoid. In the
former case, the inferred state can directly determine their
tournament placement, while failing to (correctly) infer the
other’s mental state would in the worst case result in a slightly
awkward situation in the latter case. While it may be obvious that there are differences in the mentalizing employed in
these very different situations, it is unclear what factors (or
“costs”), both externally and internally, influence a person’s
unsolicited mentalizing processes in general. Likewise, it is
unclear how significant these factors need to be before a different, more complex mentalizing process is employed that,
in turn, may change the inferred mental state.
In this paper we present first results towards uncovering
the role of different factors for different “modes” of mentalizing. In particular, we conducted a study on the effects
of the observed agent’s decision situation on the observer’s
mentalizing. More specifically, we look at how the relation
between the (subjectively) expected utilities of two alternative actions an observed agent may choose from, influences
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The stimuli, procedure and used conditions outlined below address these three requirements. In particular, previous research with the BToM framework has shown that directly querying participant’s inferred mental state is likely to
prime them to employ more sophisticated mentalizing. Indirect measurements for participant’s inferred beliefs, here in
the form of predictions for the observed agent’s next action,
need to be used instead. The chosen stimuli was designed
to allow these kinds of predictions while keeping the second
requirement in mind.

Stimuli
Behavior in complex domains can be explained by multiple
alternative mental states. In order to be able to study the effect
of a particular factor on participant’s mentalizing (requirement #2), we needed a very simple domain (cf. (C. Baker et
al., 2011)). The domain needs to limit or at the very least control any other factors that may influence participant’s mentalizing. After much experimentation, we settled on a simple 2D
home scenario (see Figure 1). For this study, the agent living
in the home can have a belief regarding the position of a book.
The book can be in any of three bookshelves (represented as
green squares in Figure 1).
Participant’s would be shown a trajectory of the agent looking for the book. The agent would take a rational path depending on its mental state, e.g. if the agent knew that the
book is located in the top left bookshelf it would go there directly. For the study reported here, the agent did not know
the books location. Furthermore, the book is always located
in the bookshelf that is furthest away from the agent’s starting
position, resulting in a search behavior that checks all three

Figure 1: Overview of the used environment in two orientations (third bookshelf DOWN on the left and UP on the right).
The red line indicates the agent’s trajectory. At three query
points (QP), participants have to predict the agent’s next move
(QP1 and QP3 shown on the left; QP2 and QP3 on the right).
The possible predictions (Black or Red tile) were only presented when the agent reached that particular QP.
bookshelves in a rational order. The agent’s behavior in combination with the structure of the home environment were set
up such that we can make judgments about the inferred mental state based on participants’ predictions (requirement #1):
From the point of view of an observer, the agent’s behavior
should only depend on the agent’s belief regarding the book’s
location once its desire and competence are established: The
agent could either know the book’s true location and would
thus directly head towards the correct bookshelf. Alternatively, the agent would believe the book to be at a wrong location (false belief), in which case it would still head directly
towards the wrong bookshelf before having to reconsider. Finally, the agent may not know where the book is located and
a rational search behavior would be the most expected behavior. The 2nd case would also likely turn into the third after
confirming that the initially targeted bookshelf was incorrect.

Procedure
Participants would be made aware of the agent’s desire in order to control for possible other desires participants may attribute to the agent (requirement #2) In this case participants
were told that the rational agent they are observing is trying
to get a blue book as quickly as possible.
In order to allow participants to “choose” their mentalizing unsolicitedly instead of priming specific processes, we did
not ask for predictions regarding an agent’s mental state but
rather regarding that agent’s next action. Participants would
be shown the agent move in the 2D environment and be asked
to predict the agent’s next action at different query points
(QP) along the trajectory.
For this study, participants were given only two options
for the agent’s next actions which were highlighted on the
environment next to the agent at each QP (Black and Red
tiles in Figure 1). Participants would then choose one of the
two options with 3 different certainty ratings each: Certainly,
Very Likely, Likely. Alternatively, participants could state “I
do not know” if they did not want to commit to either option,
resulting in a 7-point Likert scale.
In this study we used the three QPs along the trajectory
shown in Figure 1 which were chosen deliberately: The first
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one (QP1) is an initial check right at the start before participants could realistically infer the agent’s mental state. This
serves to measure any prior assumptions participants may
make about the agent. QP2 followed closely after and serves
primarily as an attention check as well as to ensure participants realize that the agent first goes towards the left.
The third and final QP (QP3) was the important one that
we argue allows the correlation between participants’ prediction and inferred mental state: As can be seen in Figure 1, the
third QP forces a decision at the intersection between the second and third bookshelf, after the agent had already checked
the first one. A rational agent should usually check the closer
bookshelf first, if it did not know the book’s location. A prediction for the longer path assumes that the agent knows that
the book is located there. If a participant predicts the agent to
take the longer path, they either did not infer the mental state
of the agent correctly, or did not take the agent’s mental state
into account when making the prediction.

Conditions
In order to determine if the agent’s situation, in particular the
expected utilities for its possible actions, can influence an observer’s ToM process, we varied the distance towards the third
bookshelf that always contained the book. A longer distance
would result in a higher cost if the agent were to go there
in vain thus reducing the expected utility for that option. In
the SHORT condition, the final bookshelf is only marginally
further away from the intersection than the 2nd one. In the
LONG condition, the difference is very significant as can be
seen in Figure 2.
In order to account for subjective differences in participant’s ToM reasoning (requirement #3), we constructed a
“baseline” condition by varying the book’s visibility for the
observing participants, as can be seen in Figure 2. In the HIDDEN conditions, participants would not see the book’s location until the agent actually found the book, i.e. they effectively had the same mental state regarding the book’s location
as the agent by design. Conversely, participants in the VISIBLE condition could directly see the book’s location from the
start of the trajectory. Since participant’s knowledge is identical to the agent’s in the HIDDEN condition, we would assume
that there cannot be a directed egocentric bias of projecting
their belief regarding the book’s location onto the agent. In
the VISIBLE condition, however, the participants’ knowledge
differs from the agent’s and if they, in this case incorrectly,
project their mental state onto the agent, they would be more
likely to predict the agent to go directly towards the bookshelf containing the book. By considering the difference between these two visibility conditions, we can measure the influence our distance variable has on participant’s egocentric
bias while accounting for individual differences. With these
conditions, the following hypotheses can be formulated:
• Participants should be more likely to predict the agent to
go directly towards the book’s location in both the SHORT
and VISIBLE conditions as compared to their counterparts.

In the case of the VISIBLE conditions this would show an
egocentric bias.
• The differences in participants’ responses between the two
visibility conditions should be larger in the SHORT conditions than in the LONG conditions.
Additionally, we introduced two variants of the SHORT
and LONG conditions where we flipped the right hand side
of the environment as a counter-balancing variable. You can
see the flipped version of the LONG conditions in Figure 1.
This was intended to counter-balance any effect the visual location of the bookshelves may have.
Overall, these variables constitute a 2x2x2 between-subject
design. While within-subject studies allow us to better filter out individual differences, we realized in earlier experiments that participants were often influenced by what they
saw in previous conditions when encountering subsequent
ones. This influence was even present when introducing
“new” agents and environments.

book was introduced. Note that only participants in the VISIBLE conditions did actually see the book. We then informed
the participants that they will be asked to predict the agent’s
next action while they observed the agent.
We deliberately did not state whether or not the agent knew
in which bookshelf the book was placed as this belief was to
be inferred by the participants.

Participants
After eliminating participants that did not give responses at
all QPs, i.e. that aborted the study, we ended up with 242
participants from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk. These participants were randomly assigned to the eight different conditions resulting in 31 participants in the VISIBLE, LONG,
DOWN, 30 in the HIDDEN, LONG, DOWN, 36 in the VISIBLE, LONG, UP, 30 in the HIDDEN, LONG, UP, 29 in
the VISIBLE, SHORT, DOWN, 26 in the HIDDEN, SHORT,
DOWN, 30 in the VISIBLE, SHORT, UP and 30 in the HIDDEN, SHORT, UP condition. We only ordered participants
that had a rate of completed HITs greater than 80%. Participants were financially compensated.

Results

Figure 2: Overview of the layouts for the different conditions
in the DOWN orientation from the participant’s point of view.
Each query point (QP) only became visible once the agent
reached that tile.

Instructions
At the start of the study, participants were told that they were
going to see “a rational agent, shown as a smiley, navigating
in his home, a place it knows well.” On the instruction screen
participants would see the home environment corresponding
to their distance condition, as in the top two images in Figure
2, but without an agent and the QPs. Participants were further
told, that a friend brought a blue book and placed it in one of
the three bookshelves in the agent’s house and that the agent
was now “in urgent need of the book”, stating that the agent
wants to get the book “as quickly as possible”. We emphasized the agent’s rationality as well as their urgency to limit
the possible explanations participants could come up with regarding the agent’s behavior. The colored squares were introduced as the bookshelves in question and an image of the
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The rating options were always presented to participants in
the same order (“Certainly Black”, “Very Likely Black”,
“Likely Black”, “I do not know”, “Likely Red”, “Very Likely
Red” and “Certainly Red”) which we coded from 1 to 7 for
numerical analysis. The orientation condition only affects the
3rd QP. We converted the responses for UP orientation so
that they represent the same meaning with respect to the actual book location as in the DOWN orientation for the results
presented here. This way, values from 1 to 3 (or involving
“Black”) always correspond to predictions towards the next
closest bookshelf (away from the actual location of the book),
while values of 5 to 7 (“Red”) correspond to predictions towards the book’s actual location for all query points.
Since neither the non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test
(H=2.24, p>0.1) nor a chi-square test on the Likert values
(χ̃2 (5, N = 242) = 3.317, p = 0.673) revealed a significant
difference between participants’ predictions in the two orientations (UP and DOWN), we collapsed the data and only
report on the effects for the visibility and distance variables.
Figure 3 presents the average Likert scores for the different QPs by their conditions. The figure reveals strong differences between the visibility conditions for the QP1, most
notably in the LONG condition: A Scheirer-Ray-Hare-Test
(SRH) (an extension of the Kruskal-Wallis test to also take interactions into account) revealed significant main effects for
both visibility (H=24.72, p<0.0001) and distance (H=7.21,
p<0.01) as well as a significant effect for the interaction
(H=18.50, p<0.0001). In order to better understand the interaction, we tested the effect both factors individually on the
two sub-groups of the other factor, e.g. the effect of visibilty
in the SHORT conditions. A Kruskal-Wallis test on these subgroups revealed significant differences for visibility in both
distance conditions (H=22.88, p<0.0001 for LONG; H=5.91,

Response Ratings
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again between the visibility and distance conditions in Figure
3.

HL
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The SRH test revealed significant main effects for both visibility (H=13.35, p<0.0004) and distance (H=5.66, p<0.02)
as well as for the interaction (H=20.04,p<0.0001). Regarding the sub-groups tests for this third QP, we find significant
differences for visibility in the SHORT conditions (KruskalWallis H=11.95, p<0.0006). Similarly, we find a significant
difference for distance in the VISIBLE conditions (KruskalWallis H=4.727685, p<0.03). This means, that the differences between participants’ responses in the VISIBLE and
HIDDEN conditions were only significant in the SHORT conditions, not in the LONG ones. This interaction can be seen
in the boxplot for the third QP shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 3: Average response values and their standard deviations for the different query points and conditions. The
dashed line represents the “I do not know” response. Values
below 4 correspond to predictions towards the next closest
bookshelf, while those above towards the book’s actual location.
p<0.02 for SHORT)). However, distance only has a significant effect in the HIDDEN conditions (H=10.92, p<0.001).
For QP2 the SRH test reveals a main effect for visibility
(H=7.65, p<0.006) and the interaction (H=18.48, p<0.0001)
but not for distance. The Kruskal-Wallis test on the subgroups only reveals a significant difference for visibility in
the LONG conditions (H=5.721734, p<0.02).

QP 3 Responses by conditions
7

So far we have looked at significant differences in participants responses on the Likert scale. The differences found
so far could, however, have been differences in certainty or
confidence for the same bookshelf instead of resulting in actual differences in the predicted bookshelf. In order to test
this possibility, we combined all predictions towards a particular direction (towards the closest bookshelf or book’s actual
location). Figure 5 shows the resulting relative frequencies
of participant’s responses. Performing a statistical analysis
on this collapsed data for the critical QP3, we find the same
significant effects as before: Main effects for both visibility
(H=9.50,p<0.003) and distance (H=4.24,p<0.04) and the interaction (H=20.54,p<0.0001). Likewise the pairwise comparison also reveals the same effects: We find a significant
effect for visibility only in the SHORT conditions (H=10.911,
p<0.001) and for distance only in the VISIBLE conditions
(H=6.90,p<0.001).

*
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Figure 4: Box-and-whisker plot including the means for the
responses for QP3 by conditions. The * symbolizes the
significant difference for visibility in the SHORT conditions
(Kruskal-Wallis H=11.95, p<0.0006).
The critical QP3 does show some noteworthy differences
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Figure 5: Proportion of participant’s predictions when
grouped by their predicted direction (towards the closest
bookshelf or towards the book’s actual location). No participant chose the “I do not know” option at QP3.

Discussion
The results for QP1 give additional evidence to earlier findings of an inherent egocentric bias in unsolicited mentalizing.
A significant portion of participants predicted that the agent
would go towards the right despite the left bookshelf being
closer when they knew the book’s location in the VISIBLE
conditions. This difference was not influenced by the distance condition. Participants in the HIDDEN condition were,
however, more likely to predict the closest bookshelf in the
LONG condition compared to those in the SHORT condition.
However, an initial egocentric bias may actually be reasonable in this situation: Participants did not know whether or
not the agent would know the book’s location and the agent’s
behavior up to this point did not allow for any clear inference
regarding that question. An alternative explanation could be
that there are two bookshelves on the right and only one on
the left. While this did not appear to make much of a difference for the HIDDEN visibility conditions, it may influence
some participants to lean towards that direction.
At QP2 the majority of participants predicted the agent to
go towards the closest bookshelf with certainty. This is not
surprising, as the agent clearly headed towards that location.
This condition primarily serves as an attention check to see if
participants inferred the intent of the agent at all. The significant difference for visibility does indicate, that the few participants that predicted the agent would go back towards the
right side of the home, primarily belonged to the VISIBLE
condition.
The critical QP3 reveals interesting differences between
the conditions in line with our hypotheses. Both variables
distance and visibility have significant main effects on participants’ responses by themselves. The main effect for distance
confirms our first hypothesis: Participants were more likely
to predict the agent to go to the closer bookshelf, if the distance to the other one is larger. These results are in line with
what we would expect from rational decision-making, as the
costs for having to turn around is larger if one takes the long
route without finding the book there. At the same time, such
a response would be expected if participants employ visual
heuristics for choosing the likely next target, even without
employing mentalizing about the other agent.
Conversely, participants were more likely to predict the
agent to directly take the longer path when they knew the
book is located there. This is also in line with rational
decision-making, assuming the agent knew where the book
was located. Yet, in all conditions, the first part of the trajectory up to QP3 should have made it clear that the agent did
not know where the book was located. We suspect that participants in the VISIBLE conditions were more likely to ignore
this information and instead projected their own knowledge
of the book’s location onto the agent, thus exhibiting an egocentric bias. Crucially, when considering the two distances
separately, there is no significant difference for visibility in
the LONG conditions but only in the SHORT ones. Since the
significant difference between our HIDDEN “baseline” and
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target VISIBLE conditions vanishes in the LONG conditions,
we can accept our second hypothesis: Higher costs for the observed agent, here in the form of a longer distance towards a
potentially wrong target, influences participant’s mentalizing
in such a form that they are less likely to exhibit an egocentric
bias.
The second significant interaction for distance only in the
VISIBLE conditions also serves as a quality check for our experiment. Participants that did not know the book’s location,
i.e. that were in the HIDDEN conditions, were not significantly influenced by the different distances towards the two
bookshelves. Instead, the majority predicted the agent to go
the closer book first.
Our hypothesis does not make any claims about the reason for this effect. There is evidence for automatic ToM
components, usually referred to as implicit mentalizing (Frith
& Frith, 2008). Different studies have discovered automatic
components involved in empathy. According to these studies, at least some components involved in perspective-taking
operate automatically; e.g. (Li & Han, 2010; Zaki, 2014).
One explanation for this effect could be that participants
take the observed situation, including the utilities or costs
the observed agent faces into account for their own mental decision-making process. Similar to how people share
other’s feelings, the absolute costs the observed agent faces
could be added to their own internal and external costs. The
higher total costs based on the situation may then offset the
higher costs for the more thorough mental inference process
that actually infers the agent’s likely mental state. If the (perceived) external costs of the observed agents are smaller using
a simpler heuristic resulting in egocentric bias may be more
resource-rational.
Another explanation could judge the complexity of the situation the agent faces: In the SHORT conditions, both options have similar expected utility if the book’s location is
unknown. If a participant realizes that the agent’s decision
does not have a large effect on the outcome, it may be more
beneficial to save the mental resources by employing heuristics. Conversely, if the observed decision problem is more
complex it may be worse the additional mental effort to consider the situation more carefully.
A distinction between these two explanations could potentially be made in future work by performing a similar study,
that also includes a condition where both options lead to long
paths but where there is only a small, if any, difference between the distances. The second explanation would assume
that similar distances would be a fairly simple situation for
the agent regardless of the distance, as its decision does not
matter all too much. It would, therefore, not predict to find a
reduction of the egocentric bias in that condition.

Conclusion
In this paper we have presented a study designed to investigate whether an observed agent’s potential costs for wrong
actions can influence an observer’s unsolicited mentalizing

by reducing the likelihood for making predictions with an
egocentric bias. We believe that the presented study design
can be used to study other potential factors that may influence the unsolicited mentalizing processes. The effect of an
egocentric bias is measured by the difference between the
baseline and target condition, thus reducing the effect of individual differences. Our results confirm our hypotheses by
revealing a significant increase in egocentric bias only in the
scenario where the observed agent’s costs are close for both
possible actions. We did not find such an effect when there is
a large difference in expected utility between the actions for
the observed agent. We hope that uncovering and understanding these factors will help to understand people’s unsolicited
mentalizing capabilities and potentially replicating them in
intelligent systems.
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Abstract
How do we represent other people? Our representations are
prone to a wide range of biases. We project our mental states
onto others (especially when we assume they are similar to
us), or rely on existing stereotypes (when we think they are
different). But sometimes, it can be unclear how similar or different a person actually is from us. How does this affect how
we represent their preferences? Here, subjects declared their
favorite and least favorite colors and were introduced to another person whose preferences were neither completely similar or dissimilar. Across experiments, people successfully remembered the other person’s preferences, but they also tended
to falsely ascribe their own lower ranked preferences to the
other player in multiple memory and decision-making tasks.
These results suggest a tendency to distance ourselves from
preferences we identify with the least in our hierarchy of preferences, and to associate them instead with the “other”.
Keywords: self, memory, preferences, perspective-taking

Introduction
We make decisions for ourselves and for others. Decisions
for others can range from simple (e.g. what to give our partner for their birthday), or weightier ones (e.g. whether to
continue treatment for a loved one who can no longer decide
for themselves). Making these choices requires “perspectivetaking”: we need to remember and keep track of another
person’s preferences, while performing a calculation that is
consistent with these preferences. The nature of this calculation can depend on how similar or different another person
is from us. But people are complicated: often times, a person’s preferences can be similar to ours in some respects, and
different in others. How, then, do we adjust to this complexity? Sometimes, it can be good to represent the preferences
of others as similar to our own, as when we need to reach
a common ground. Other times, it can be important to represent another person’s preferences as different, as when we
need to make decisions for them that we would not otherwise
make for ourselves. Given the complexity of people’s preferences in relation to our own, do we default to the ways they
are similar to us? Or the ways they are different?

Representing others as similar
The egocentric bias is the tendency to overestimate the extent that other people (and by extension their preferences)
are similar to us. In other words, it is the tendency to infer other people’s thoughts, beliefs, and affective states from
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our own point of view. People often fail to discriminate between their own and other people’s beliefs (e.g. Keysar, Lin,
& Barr, 2003), are prone to project their own affective states
onto others (e.g. Van Boven & Loewenstein, 2003), and tend
to overestimate the salience of their actions in the eyes of
others simply because it is salient from their own egocentric
point of view (e.g. Gilovich, Kruger, & Medvec, 2002). People’s preferences can also influence the very way that they
learn about another’s preferences (e.g. Tarantola, Kumaran,
Dayan, & De Martino, 2017).
This egocentric bias can be helpful, especially when we
are interacting with people who are similar to us. But there
are many other instances when this bias can lead to errors,
primarily because others can think, feel, and judge differently from the way we do. A great deal of work has explored how we can become more adept at correcting this
bias, perhaps by adjusting our inferences to move closer to
what the other person may actually be feeling (e.g. Epley,
Keysar, Van Boven, & Gilovich, 2004; Tamir & Mitchell,
2013). This process of ‘correction’ can be moderated by a
person’s own disposition or motivations to connect or distance themselves from another person. For instance, empathic individuals tend to mimic other people’s postures and
mannerisms (e.g. Chartrand & Bargh, 1999), and conversely,
psychopaths fail to automatically take the perspective of others (e.g. Drayton, Santos, & Baskin-Sommers, 2018).

Representing others as different
Another mechanism by which we represent other people and
their mental states is through stereotypes. Stereotypes are
beliefs about categories of people that give us information
about what they might be likely to think or prefer. For example, if a person is a member of a conservative political
party, this might inform the way we represent their preferences, where we consider what other people in this party
might typically prefer. How much these stereotypes matter
to our representations seems to be a function of similarity
between self and other. For instance, students project their
own attitudes onto other students of the same university, but
rely instead on stereotypes to infer attitudes of students of a
different university (e.g. Ames, 2004).
When making decisions for other people, some work
also suggests that we observe different neural patterns when
choosing for ourselves than for another person (e.g. Nicolle

(a)
Subject’s
Preferences

(b)
Cover
Story
Please wait while we
match you with another
player on the server...

(c)
Other Player’s
Preferences

(d)
Memory
Task

(e)
Decision-making
Task

THEIR FAVORITE COLOR

Was this in the sequence
you just saw?

Which color would
the other player prefer?

YES / NO

LEFT / RIGHT

time

Figure 1: Experiment flow. (a) Subjects chose their favorite and least favorite colors from an interactive color wheel. (b)
Subjects were matched with an ‘other player’ on the server. (c) Subjects were shown the favorite and least favorite colors of
the other player. (d) Subjects performed a recognition memory task. (e) Subjects were asked to choose which of two colors the
other player would prefer.

et al., 2012). Consider an inter-temporal discounting task.
Subjects would be asked to choose between a large value
delivered later (e.g. $30 in 3 months) and a smaller value
delivered sooner (e.g. $10 today). Critically, sometimes,
subjects would be asked to choose for another person. A
particular activity pattern across brain regions was observed
in trials where subjects chose for themselves—which was
qualitatively different when subjects instead chose for their
partner. This suggests a ‘switching’ of representations that
occurs when we make decisions for others.

The current study
So far, we’ve discussed accounts of how we represent others
when they are similar to or different from us in a particular
dimension. But sometimes, setting biases and stereotypes
aside, people can be both similar and dissimilar to us across
multiple dimensions, and across a hierarchy of preferences.
For instance, your favorite cuisine might be Italian, and another person’s favorite might be Chinese, but you both also
like Mexican. Or your favorite color might be red, and another person’s favorite color might be yellow—but for each
of you, your second favorite colors may be some shade of
blue. One’s preferences can be more or less similar to another person’s preferences in complex ways.
This is where the interaction between representation and
decision-making can matter. Even when we can remember
another person’s preferences well, we might rely on heuristics when deciding for them. If so, do we presume similarity,
or do we presume difference? Thus, we tested not only people’s ability to make decisions for others, but also how they
remembered another’s preferences in the first place. Subjects first declared their own preferences (Figure 1a)—their
favorite and least favorite colors—and were then presented
with another player’s preferences (Figure 1b-c). This player
was in fact just an ‘avatar’, introduced with minimal information to avoid stereotype-reasoning from being deployed.
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The color preferences of this other player were manipulated to be neither completely similar nor dissimilar from
the subject’s own preferences. These manipulations were designed to avoid swaying people one way (e.g. triggering the
egocentric bias because the other player is obviously similar) or another (e.g. triggering the stereotype bias because
the other player is obviously dissimilar). To blur obvious
similarities or dissimilarities, we leveraged the structure of
color space and color preferences. First, because of the nature of color space, some colors will be obviously different
(as when two colors are on opposite sides of the space, e.g.
red and blue), but for most of the time, colors are sampled
on the continuum (such that it is unclear what the boundary
between light-orange or yellow, or green-blue or blue-green
actually is). Second, it was important that we never presented subjects with only one color as a presentation of the
other player’s preferences. Rather, we let them build a hierarchy of the other player’s preferences across multiple colors.
Thus, even if some colors in the other player’s palette were
obviously different from the subject’s, other colors could be
similar. In Figure 3, for example, the player’s favorite color
could be red, while the other player’s favorite color could be
yellow – but their next favorite colors are may be a shade
of blue-indigo. This allowed us to create complexity in the
way the other player’s hierarchy of preferences related to the
subject’s.
To tap into how they were representing other people’s
preferences, subjects were first tested for their memory of
the other player’s preferences (Figure 1d). To look at how
they make decisions for the other people, we then tested
their ability to correctly identify the other player’s preferences in a two-forced choice task (Figure 1e; Experiment
1), or to correctly choose for them (Experiments 2 and 3).
To ensure that results were due to subjects’ own preferences,
and not just prior stimuli interfering with reasoning about an-

other person’s preferences (i.e. maybe the most recent colors
we see or interact with interfere with memory more), results
were compared to a Memory-Control condition where subjects were shown a random set of colors prior to the introduction of the other player’s preferences.

Experiment 1: Representing the ‘Other’

Add to Palette Finalize Palette

How do we represent other people’s preferences, when these
are not entirely different from our own? Subjects encountered another person’s preferences and were subsequently
tested in recognition and two-forced choice tasks. Across
tasks, we wanted to see whether they could accurately identify the other person’s preferences.

Method
All methods and analyses were pre-registered
https://aspredicted.org/blind.php?x=wb73id.

at:

Participants. 200 non-excluded subjects were recruited
online through Prolific (www.prolific.co). This sample size
was chosen based on pilot experiments, was pre-registered,
and is the same across the experiments reported here. We
excluded subjects based on the following criteria: We asked
subjects in a post-experimental debriefing phase how well
they paid attention (on a continuous scale, with 1 being very
distracted and 100 being very focused), and we excluded
subjects who reported an attention level of 80 or below.
We also excluded subjects whose total experiment time was
more than 2 standard deviations from the population mean.
These subjects were replaced until we obtained our target
sample size.
Stimuli. The entire experiment was programmed using the
jsPsych library (De Leeuw, 2015) and custom javascript
plug-ins. Due to the nature of online experiments, we cannot
specify here the exact size, color, or brightness (etc.) of the
stimuli because we cannot know each subject’s viewing conditions. However, any distortions or differences would have
been equated across all stimuli and conditions.
The main stimuli in the experiment involved an interactive
color wheel, and color tiles that subjects had to respond to.
The color wheel was adapted for our purposes from an existing code library, https://github.com/techslides/huewheel, and
its colors were defined in HSL values (see Figure 2). Saturation of the colors was always fixed at 80%, and brightness,
at 50%. Square colored tiles (such as those in Figure 1c-e)
were defined in similar HSL values.
Procedure and Design. In the first section, subjects first
saw a color wheel at the center of their screen, with a row of
four rectangles that formed an empty color ‘palette’ that was
always visible at the bottom of the screen. Subjects could
either be assigned to one of two conditions. In the ‘Self’
condition, subjects could interact with the color wheel using
the yellow-white triangle, and click a button to add colors to
their palette. They were told to choose their favorite, second best, third best, and least favorite colors, and the palette
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Build your color palette.
ADD YOUR FAVORITE
COLOR

2ND BEST COLOR

3RD BEST COLOR

LEAST FAVORITE
COLOR

Figure 2: Sample color wheel display with color palette in the
bottom. In the Self condition (Experiments 1 and 2), subjects
filled in their favorite and least favorite colors, as depicted
here. In the Memory-Control condition (Experiments 1 and 2),
subjects were presented four randomly chosen colors from
the wheel. In the Interactive-Control condition (Experiment
3), subjects chose four colors corresponding to blue, purple,
orange, and red (in a different random order for each subject).

rectangles were labelled accordingly (see Figure 2). In the
Memory-Control condition, subjects saw the exact same display, except the yellow-white triangle was removed, and subjects were told to wait as four colors were randomly selected
and added to the palette. Palette rectangles were instead simply labelled with 1, 2, 3, and 4. The rates at which these colors were sampled and added matched the average time it took
for subjects to choose colors in the Self condition. Once four
colors were selected, subjects proceeded to the next section.
In the next section (the Memory task), subjects were told
that other players chose their own favorite and least favorite
colors, and that they would now be matched with one of
these players. These ‘players’ were ultimately computergenerated avatars. To construct this other player’s color
palette, we took the subject’s reported color preferences,
shuffled them around, and varied the hues by differing degrees (see Figure 3). For the other player’s favorite color,
we took the subject’s least favorite color—i.e. their lowest
ranked color—and added/subtracted 30 ◦ (i.e. a red hue at
H=0◦ would then be orange at H=30◦ ). For the other player’s
lowest ranked color, we took the subject’s favorite color and
added/subtracted 30◦ . For the other player’s second best and
third best colors, we used the subject’s second best and third
best colors, and added/subtracted 60◦ (i.e. a red hue at H=0
would be yellow at H=60◦ ). Thus, the colors from the other
player’s color palette were not completely similar or dissimilar from the subject’s preferences. We further ensured that
no colors were ever the same in raw hue value, randomly jittering values within the range of 5-10◦ . Subjects were then
shown the other player’s colors (that appeared in square tiles
for 1000ms) one by one (see Figure 1d), and were simply
asked to remember each color as best as they could. Each
color was accompanied with the corresponding label of ‘favorite color’, ‘2nd best color’, ‘3rd best color’, and ‘least
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2ND BEST COLOR

3RD BEST COLOR

LEAST FAVORITE COLOR

False Alarm Rate

YOUR FAVORITE COLOR

Other Player’s Preferences

THEIR FAVORITE COLOR

2ND BEST COLOR

3RD BEST COLOR

LEAST FAVORITE COLOR

Figure 3: Sample hierarchies of color preferences of the subject and the ‘other player’. Here, the player’s favorite color
is of a red hue, while the other player’s favorite color is of
a yellow hue—but their second favorite colors are both of a
blue-indigo hue, and their third favorite colors are both of a
purple-pink hue.

favorite color’. After subjects saw all four colors, they were
tested for their memory of the other person’s colors. They
were shown a square tile and determined if this was in the
other player’s palette. Half of the time, the tile’s color would
be from the other player’s palette. The other half of the time,
the color would be from the first section (from the set of their
own selected colors, or of the randomly selected ones).
In the final section (the Decision-making task), subjects
saw two colored square tiles, and decided which the other
player would prefer (see Figure 1e). Subjects were presented
with three choice pairs in the same sequence: (1) the other
player’s favorite (highest ranked) color vs. the other player’s
least favorite (lowest ranked) color; (2) the other player’s
second ranked color vs. the subject’s favorite color; and
(3) the other player’s favorite color vs. the subject’s lowest ranked color. In all these three choice pairs, the ‘correct’
choice was always either the other player’s favorite or second
ranked color. These three choice pairs were designed to test
whether subjects could accurately identify the other person’s
preferences (pair #1), and whether subjects would confuse
their highest ranked and lowest ranked colors with the other
player’s highest ranked and lowest ranked colors (pairs #2
and #3).

Results and Discussion
First, we looked at whether subjects successfully encoded
and identified the other player’s color preferences. Memory
performance for the other player’s color preferences (measured in terms of a hit rate, or whether the subject said
‘yes’ when the color was indeed from the other player’s
palette) was above chance for both the Self (M=75.12%;
t(99)=12.57, p<.001, d=1.26) and Memory-Control conditions (M=81.12%; t(99)=21.99, p<.001, d=2.20). Thus, regardless of the condition, when shown the preferences of another player, subjects accurately kept track of which colors
belonged to the other player.
But would the subject’s own preferences interfere with
how they represented the other player’s color preferences?
To assess this, we looked at whether subjects false alarmed
when they were presented with their own colors. Results
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Figure 4: Main results from Experiment 1. (a) False alarm
rates between Self and Memory-Control conditions for favorite (first) and lowest ranked (last) colors. False alarms
were greater for the subjects’ lowest-ranked colors compared
to the the last colors they saw in the Memory-Control condition. (b) Proportions of choosing one’s personal preferences
over the other player’s preferences. Subjects were more likely
to choose their favorite and least favorite colors compared
to critical Memory-Control conditions. Error bars reflect 95%
corrected and accelerated bootstrapped confidence intervals.

revealed significantly higher false alarm rates in the Self
condition than the Memory-Control condition (t(198)=2.02,
p=.045, d=0.29), demonstrating a trace of subjects’ preferences on their representations of the ‘other’. Further probing
revealed that this ‘self-intrusion’ was driven by false alarms
for the last color that subjects chose compared to the last
color they were shown (Self vs. Memory-Control, Fisher’s
test, p=.002), but not the first color they chose compared to
the first color they were shown (Self vs. Memory-Control,
Fisher’s test, p=.882)—with a reliable interaction across conditions (F(1, 198)=6.17, p=.013, np 2 =.015); see Figure 4a. In
other words, when shown their lowest ranked color, subjects
tended to false alarm and report that they saw this color in
the other player’s palette—and this was not just because this
color was the most recent color that subjects interacted with
or saw in the first section. That we only find an effect for the
lowest-ranked color and not the highest-ranked color suggests that this is not just a mere ”preference” bias. Instead,
the misattribution errors here were sensitive to the ranks of
the subjects’ preferences.
Does this self-intrusion carry over to more explicit evaluations of the other player’s preferences? We then looked at
the likelihood of subjects’ choosing the right colors for the
other player in a forced-choice task. When choosing between
the other player’s favorite vs. their lowest ranked color, subjects correctly chose the other player’s favorite colors above
chance (binomial test, 82 of 100, p<.001)—and there was no
difference between the Self and Memory-Control conditions
(Fisher’s test, p=.484). This suggests that subjects could accurately assess the other player’s preferences when choosing
between two of the other player’s colors.

The next two choice pairs involved choosing between
the subject’s chosen colors versus the other player’s colors. Note, though, that the task was still the same: select the color that the other player would prefer. So, subjects simply had to ignore their chosen colors, and instead
choose the other player’s colors. However, results revealed
that this is not what they did. When choosing between the
other player’s second ranked color vs. the subjects’ favorite
color, more subjects chose their favorite color instead of
the other player’s second ranked color in the Self condition
than in the Memory-Control condition, when subjects were
shown the first color they saw in the earlier section (Fisher’s
test, p=.019). When choosing between the other player’s favorite vs. the subjects’ lowest ranked color, more subjects
chose their lowest ranked colors instead of the other player’s
favorite color in the Self condition than in the MemoryControl condition (Fisher’s test, p<.001); Figure 4b. Subject’s choices in these last two choice pairs were striking because these decisions were ultimately about the other player
and their preferences. These results suggest that traces of
our preferences can intrude in our evaluations of another person’s preferences, perhaps confusing us, even when the decision is supposed to be for the other and not for ourselves.

Experiment 2: A More Ecological Replication
Does this self-intrusion carry over to actual decisions that
we have to make for another person? Instead of merely asking subjects to about the other player’s preferences, we now
asked them to make a selection for the other player.

Method
This experiment was identical to Experiment 1, except where
noted. 200 unique subjects were again recruited through Prolific. To test whether color preferences translated to more
ecological choices, we generated 36 mugs in 36 different
hues (the first mug started with a hue of 0◦ , and we changed
the mug’s hue in 10◦ increments all the way to 350◦ ). To
determine which mug corresponded to a hue, we rounded
hues up/down to the closest tens (e.g. we used a mug of
a 160◦ hue when the color hue was 162◦ ). In the Decisionmaking task, instead of choosing between two colors, subjects decided which of two mugs they would select for the
other player (see Figure 5).

Results and Discussion
Memory performance for the other player’s colors was
again above chance for both the Self (M=75.50%;
t(99)=13.33, p<.001, d=1.33) and Memory-Control conditions (M=80.38%; t(99)=18.30, p<.001, d=1.83)—with
significantly higher false alarm rates in the Self condition
than the Memory-Control condition (t(198)=2.68, p=.008,
d=0.38). Further probing revealed that this self-intrusion was
again driven by false alarms for the subjects’ lowest ranked
colors (Self vs. Memory-Control, Fisher’s test, p<.001), but
not their favorite colors (Self vs. Memory-Control, Fisher’s
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Which mug would you select for the other player?

LEFT / RIGHT

Figure 5: Sample decision-making display in Experiment 2.
test, p=.771)—with a reliable interaction across conditions
(F(1, 198)=10.70, p=.001, np 2 =.026); Figure 6a.
When choosing between mugs in the other player’s favorite vs. lowest ranked color, subjects again correctly
chose the correctly colored mug (i.e. the mug in the other
player’s favorite color) above chance (binomial test, 63 of
100, p=.012)—and there was no difference between the Self
and Memory-Control conditions (Fisher’s test, p=.768). For
the next two choice pairs, subjects again just had to ignore
the mugs in their chosen colors and choose the mugs in the
other player’s colors. In the first of these two, when choosing between the other player’s second ranked color vs. the
subjects’ favorite color, subjects’ preferences did not seem
to intrude and they did not choose differently across the Self
and Memory-Control conditions (Fisher’s test, p=1). (This
is different from the previous experiment, but we suspect
that this may partly be because of the different nature of
the task.) Critically, however, when choosing between the
other player’s favorite color vs. the subjects’ lowest ranked
color, more subjects again chose mugs in their lowest ranked
colors instead of mugs in the other player’s favorite color
in the Self condition than in the Memory-Control condition
(Fisher’s test, p<.001)—with a reliable interaction across
conditions (F(1, 198)=7.21, p=.008, np 2 =.015); see Figure
6b. These results serve as a more ecological replication of
the results from the previous experiment. They further confirm an intrusion of the self in both our representations of the
other’s preferences, and decisions that we might then make
for them. But they also point to a very specific, counterintuitive type of intrusion—such that consistently, across
memory and decision-making tasks, this intrusion (surprisingly) came in the form of our ascription of our lowest ranked
preferences to the other person.

Experiment 3: A Mere Interaction Bias?
In the previous experiments, the Memory-Control condition
ensured that whatever memory/decision effects involving the
subjects’ least preferred colors were not simply due to these
colors also being the most recent colors that they chose. But
in the Memory-Control condition, another critical difference
was that the colors were randomly presented to the subjects.

(a) Intrusion in Memory
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Figure 6: Main results from Experiments 2 and 3. (a) False
alarm rates between Self, Memory-Control, and InteractiveControl conditions for favorite and lowest ranked colors. False
alarms were greater for the subjects’ lowest-ranked colors
compared to the the last colors they saw (or interacted
with) in the Memory-Control and Interactive-Control conditions. (b) Proportions of choosing one’s personal preferences
over the other player’s preferences. Subjects were more
likely to choose their least favorite colors compared to critical Memory-Control and Interactive-Control conditions. Error bars reflect 95% corrected and accelerated bootstrapped
confidence intervals.

Perhaps the intrusion of the self in the previous experiments
was not about preferences per se, but rather about active engagement with the color wheel? Here, to isolate the effect of
preference versus engagement, we ran a separate InteractiveControl, where subjects interacted with the color wheel, but
were not asked to choose their favorites.

Method
This experiment was identical to the Memory-Control condition in Experiment 2, except where noted. 100 unique subjects were recruited through Prolific. In the first section, instead of subjects simply being presented random colors, subjects could interact with the color wheel (as in the Self condition), but this time, were asked to choose a blue, purple,
orange, and red color (in a different random order). This preserved the ‘interactive’ aspect of the Self condition, without
explicitly asking subjects for their color preferences.

Results and Discussion
Memory performance for the other player’s colors was again
above chance (M=85.50%; t(99)=14.26, p<.001, d=1.42),
and when choosing between mugs in the other player’s favorite vs. lowest ranked color, subjects again correctly
chose the correctly colored mug (i.e. the mug in the other
player’s favorite color) above chance (binomial test, 72 of
100, p<.001). The key result, however, was how false alarm
rates and choice biases especially involving subjects’ lowestranked preferences would compare to the Self and MemoryControl conditions from Experiment 2. False alarm rates
in this Interactive-Control condition was not significantly
different from the Memory-Control condition (t(198)=0.34,
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p=.737 d=0.05), but was significantly different from the Self
condition (t(198)=2.37, p=.019, d=0.34)—with this difference again present only for subjects’ lowest ranked colors (Self vs. Interactive-Control, Fisher’s test, p=.004),
but not their favorite colors (Self vs. Interactive-Control,
Fisher’s test, p=.958)—with a reliable interaction across conditions (F(1, 198)=4.33, p=.038, np 2 =.011); Figure 6a. The
proportion of choosing the other player’s favorites as opposed to one’s own was again no different between Self and
Interactive-Control (Fisher’s test, p=.474)—and critically,
when choosing between the other player’s favorite color vs.
the subjects’ lowest ranked color, more subjects again chose
mugs in their lowest ranked colors instead of mugs in the
other player’s favorite color in the Self condition than in
the Interactive-Control condition (Fisher’s test, p=.046)—
with a reliable interaction across conditions (F(1, 198)=5.28,
p=.023, np 2 =.011); see Figure 6b. (There were no differences across either choice pair between the Memory-Control
and the Interactive-Control, Fisher’s test, p=.389 and p=.172
respectively).
These results confirm the role of one’s own preferences,
and not just mere interaction or engagement, in memory and
decision-making—an effect that is particularly driven by the
misattribution of our lowest ranked preferences to the other
person.

General Discussion
One of the most complex features of our representations of
others involves the set of preferences they hold. When we get
to know another person, whether acquaintance, colleague, or
partner, we can discover ways that we are similar to and different from each other, encoded in ways our preferences are
similar or different. Previous work has mostly treated the
relationship between self and other as all-or-none, with the
“other” as simply similar or dissimilar to a subject. Here, we
blur this simple distinction, through making the other person’s preferences and their relation to ours more complex.
Our results can be summarized in three main findings.
First, people successfully identified the other person’s preferences in memory and decision-making tasks. But second,
and more interestingly, people falsely remembered their colors (especially their lowest ranked colors) as being in the
other player’s palette—and this was not simply because the
colors were the most recent colors people saw (i.e. the
Memory-Control condition), or because these colors were interacted with (i.e. the Interactive-Control condition). Third,
when making color-based choices for the other, they were
more likely to choose their own personal colors (especially
their lowest ranked colors) for the other. These results show
an intrusion of our preferences in how we represent others:
we dissociate from the “other” and falsely ascribe to them
our “lesser likes”, or our lower-ranked preferences.
This ascription of our lesser likes to the other was surprising to us. Given the work on the egocentric bias (e.g.
Van Boven & Loewenstein, 2003), we expected people to as-

sume that their preferences would be shared by others, which
should have led them to falsely ascribe their favorite colors.
Why then are we seeing a different result—where beyond
just a mere preference bias, people are instead ascribing their
least valued preferences? Because of confusion stemming
from a self-other dissociation.
We think our results speak to how we represent ourselves
in relation to others. Intuitively, our concept of self involves our preferences—and existing work has shown this
to be true across people’s own self-descriptions (e.g. Kanagawa, Cross, & Markus, 2001). Moreover, we can understand preferences ordinally, taking some options to be better than others, and this ranking matters for how we understand ourselves. Options that rank higher for a person might
seem closer or ‘more essential’ to who they are, and those
that rank lower, further away. Previous work has explored
where the self might be ‘located’ in the physical body (e.g.
more associated with one’s eyes than with one’s feet; Starmans & Bloom, 2012), and here we instead focus on where
a self might be located in the representational space of one’s
preferences. Our results further suggest where the “other”
might be located in relation to ourselves. To the extent that
we distance ourselves from our lesser likes, this might affect
our representation of the preferences of the “other”. People might be take preferences that are less essential to who
they are as a proxy for this separate person or the “other”.
If people representationally distance themselves from both
their lesser likes and from the “other”, this might lead to the
confusion that we observed with false memories and faulty
decisions. We’re curious about how such ‘distancing’ may
be amplified or reduced as we get to know an “other” better.
Here, we focused on color preferences because we think
these seemingly inconsequential preferences still form part
of people’s concepts of self, affecting how they behave and
think of themselves. Beyond this, such a test case in a minimal context can also suggest new ways of thinking about
how our preferences might interfere with how we represent
others, in a way that might be obscured in more complex
decision-making tasks. But of course, deciding for others can often also involve morally/politically-colored preferences (e.g. Harman, 2009; Van Boven, Loewenstein, Dunning, & Nordgren, 2013)—sometimes even involving lifeand-death decisions, as whether to terminate treatment for
someone who cannot decide for themselves. It can become
crucial to be able to dissociate ourselves from the other person, especially when their preferences differ from ours. Further work can explore whether we might find simultaneous
self-projection and dissociation in these weightier contexts.
When we preserve the complexity of the “other”, it seems
that we project onto them, but also simultaneously represent
them as distinct from us. These together demonstrate one
aspect through which we construct a representation of the
preferences of the “other” in relation to our own—which can
have further consequences for how we ultimately make decisions for them.
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Abstract
People intuitively distinguish between uncertainty they believe
is potentially resolvable and uncertainty that arises from inherently stochastic processes. The vast majority of experiments
investigating decisions based on experience, however, have focused exclusively on scenarios that promote a stochastic interpretation by representing options as images that remain identical each time they are presented. In the current research,
we contrasted this method with one in which the visual appearance of options was subtly differentiated each time participants encountered them. We found that introducing this variability to the appearance of options influenced the way people
interpreted uncertainty. Although there was little evidence of
an impact on exploration, these differences in interpretation
may reveal other limitations to the generalisability of previous
decision-making tasks.
Keywords: uncertainty; decisions from experience; exploration; ambiguity aversion; risky choice

Suppose that you were asked the question "what was John
Lennon’s middle name?"1 and also asked to guess the outcome of a single roll of a six-sided die. Unless you happen
to be an aficionado of Beatles’ trivia, these questions would
both entail some degree of uncertainty, but your perception
of that uncertainty would likely differ considerably. Uncertainty about the trivia question would be interpreted as arising
from a lack of knowledge whereas uncertainty regarding the
die roll would be interpreted as resulting from an inherently
stochastic process.
These interpretations reflect the two dimensions of uncertainty that Fox and Ülkümen (2011) suggest we intuitively
differentiate. Epistemic uncertainty is attributed to insufficient information about a specific instance for which the truth
is knowable, in principle, and is represented as confidence in
one’s knowledge or understanding of the underlying causal
system. Aleatory uncertainty, in contrast, is perceived as arising from processes that are inherently stochastic, and as such,
is represented as subjective probabilities over a class of possible outcomes. People generally use confidence statements
("sure", "certain") to refer to epistemic uncertainty and likelihood statements ("chance", "probability") to refer to aleatory
uncertainty; in their use in natural language, these statements
differ on a wide range of attributes including whether they
refer to the past or future, the propensity to quantify uncertainty numerically, and the perceived level of control (Ülkümen, Fox, & Malle, 2016). Assuming that these linguistic dif1 For

those playing at home, the answer is Winston.
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ferences either reflect or shape people’s conceptualisation of
uncertainty, this provides at least some evidence for a meaningful dichotomy.
The ability to determine whether outcomes are potentially
knowable is particularly important when interacting with
other agents—if a used car dealer offers to sell you a car at
an unbelievable price, you might want to consider what they
know and what you are missing. Avoiding options involving
epistemic uncertainty might, therefore, offer a sensible strategy to avoid exploitation by an adversary with greater knowledge. Consistent with this, people strongly prefer gambles
where probabilities are explicitly presented than ones where
the odds are ambiguous (Ellsberg, 1963). They are also more
likely to accept a gamble regarding stock prices in the future than the past (Heath & Tversky, 1991). Even children as
young as four years old have been shown to be sensitive to
whether outcomes have been resolved or whether they are yet
to be decided (Robinson, Rowley, Beck, Carroll, & Apperly,
2006). Participants in each of these experiments seem to have
made their decisions based on the amount they knew relative
to the amount that they believed was knowable.
Responding to uncertainty is less straightforward, however,
when choosing some options yields information that can reduce uncertainty when making future choices. When this is
the case, epistemic interpretations—that uncertainty can be
reduced by acquiring information—should lead to greater exploration than aleatory interpretations that uncertainty is irreducible. Furthermore, it makes sense to prefer options for
which uncertainty is epistemic because acquiring information
can increase future performance. Consistent with this, people
are more likely to choose ambiguous options when they are
presented repeatedly, which allows them to take advantage of
epistemic uncertainty and improve their future choices (Liu
& Colman, 2009). They are also more likely to search for
patterns when the task is described as problem-solving as opposed to gambling (Goodnow, 1955). As such, in situations
where it is possible to learn from experience, epistemic uncertainty is a double-edged sword; it indicates both the possibility that you might be less knowledgeable than others but
also that your performance might improve over time.
So how do people solve this dilemma? The studies described above suggest that both aspects might influence behaviour but the impact of the interpretation of uncertainty has
received very little attention regarding decisions made based

on experience. This is likely because most prominent theories of decision-making assume an aleatory interpretation of
uncertainty—they represent uncertainty as subjective probabilities over classes of events rather than specific instances
(e.g., Kahneman & Tversky, 1979). As a result, the experiments designed to test these theories have almost exclusively
used options that were represented by images that were identical each time they are presented (for a review, see Wulff,
Mergenthaler-Canseco, & Hertwig, 2018). This is quite different from the decisions we face in our daily lives where
variability in the outcomes is usually correlated with variability in the observed features of options.
There is an implicit assumption that decision-making experiments will generalise to these everyday situations but
there is at least some evidence suggesting the contrary, that
people interpret uncertainty as being more epistemic when
they are presented with non-identical stimuli and that this,
in turn, influences their choices (James & Koehler, 2011).
As a concrete example, apples at a supermarket come in distinct varieties but each apple is subtly different from the others. The presence of this variability suggests that it might be
possible to map the variability in the apples’ sweetness (the
uncertain outcome) onto their colour, shape, or size (the observed features), and therefore, the uncertainty regarding the
sweetness of the apples is more likely to be interpreted as
epistemic. If instead there was no variability in the observed
features of apples—as is often the case with options in decisions from experience experiments—mapping the outcomes
onto observed features would not seem possible, and therefore, uncertainty would be interpreted as aleatory.
In this paper, we manipulated the amount of variability in
the observed features of options to examine whether people
interpret uncertainty differently in standard decision-making
tasks compared with situations that allow them to map uncertainty onto observed features of options. In doing so, we
aimed to examine whether epistemic interpretations are more
likely in situations with more naturalistic variability and determine whether people respond by avoiding or seeking epistemic uncertainty.

Experiment 1
The first experiment aimed to assess whether introducing
more naturalistic variability to the appearance of options
would influence the way people interpret uncertainty, as measured using the Epistemic–Aleatory Rating Scale (EARS) developed by Fox, Tannenbaum, and Ülkümen (2016). We expected that participants who made choices between pairs of
safe and risky options represented by images that remained
constant across trials, as is usually the case in a standard bandit task, would report higher aleatory and lower epistemic
uncertainty associated with the risky option than participants
who made choices between options that were subtly differentiated, more analogous to the choices made in daily life.
In both conditions, the safe option should be associated with low levels of uncertainty—both epistemic and
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aleatory—because the outcome only ever varies by a couple
of points. As a result, disparity in the proportion of choices
for the risky option between conditions may reflect the way
participants are interpreting uncertainty regarding the risky
option. We expect that participants will interpret uncertainty
in a more epistemic fashion in the condition where options
are differentiated, and therefore, if participants are averse
to epistemic uncertainty, we would expect them to show a
stronger aversion for the risky option in this condition, relative to the condition where options were identical. In contrast, if epistemic uncertainty leads to greater exploration, we
would expect the opposite pattern, with participants preferring the risky option in the condition where each instance is
slightly different because they are more likely to believe they
can improve their future performance.
The results of Experiment 1a suggested the possibility that
participants were responding to the EARS questionnaire with
reference to the uncertainty in the appearance of the options
rather than in the outcomes. Experiment 1b aimed to minimise that possibility by emphasising that the questionnaire
referred to the outcome of a specific future choice. It also
aimed to increase the likelihood that participants were correctly differentiating between the safe and risky options by
paying them based on their performance and making the outcome distributions more distinct. These and other relevant
differences between Experiment 1a and 1b are discussed below but the results are presented together because the observed patterns of behaviour were sufficiently similar.

Method
Participants A total of 240 undergraduate psychology students from UNSW Sydney participated in Experiment 1 (120
each in Experiment 1a and 1b). The average age was 19.3
years (SD = 2.4) and 175 participants were female. In addition to receiving course credit, participants in Experiment
1b were able to earn a small amount of money depending on
their performance in the task (M = AU$5.67, SD = AU$1.48).
Design and procedure Participants completed the experiment in individual testing booths. At the beginning of the
task, they were presented with written instructions that they
would complete a task that required them to repeatedly make
choices between pairs of options presented on a screen and
that they should aim to earn as many points as possible. They
were not given information about the distributions of points;
instead they were required to learn about options by receiving
feedback—the number of points received—about the selected
option. Participants did not receive feedback on options that
were not selected.
Participants completed 110 trials that each consisted of a
choice between a low outcome-variance (safe) and a high
outcome-variance (risky) option that had the same expected
value. In Experiment 1a the outcomes of both options were
drawn from a Gaussian distribution with a mean of 50 points.
The standard deviation of the safe option was 1 point and the
risky option was 20 points—this distribution was truncated

so that all outcomes were two-digit numbers between 10 and
90. The outcome distribution for the risky option in Experiment 1a was centred on the same mean as the safe condition,
and therefore, 50 points was the most likely outcome for both
options. To accentuate the different levels of risk associated
with each of the options in Experiment 1b, a bimodal distribution that had peaks at 30 and 70 points was used for the
risky option.
Participants were randomly allocated into two conditions
that differed in the degree of variability in the appearance of
each option across trials. In the constant image condition, the
safe and risky options were differentiated by colour (red/blue)
and by their position on the screen (left/right) and the images
used to represent them remained identical across trials. In the
unique image condition, the images were, likewise, differentiated by colour and position, but a slightly different image
was used to represent each option one every trial (see Figure 1 for examples of these images). Importantly, the amount
that the images varied was the same for the safe and risky options and although each stimulus was unique, the outcomes
were still drawn from the same distribution as the options in
the constant image condition, thus providing both conditions
with the same amount of relevant information.

Figure 1: Examples of pairs of images associated with the
safe and risky options.
Following the task, participants completed the ten-item
EARS questionnaire with reference to the risky and safe options. In Experiment 1a, the participants were asked to think
about the outcomes (numbers of points) that they received
when they chose a red/blue option, responding to items on
a seven-point Likert-scale that either indicated an epistemic
interpretation (e.g., "The outcomes were in principle knowable in advance") or an aleatory interpretation (e.g., "The outcomes could play out in different ways on similar occasions").
The questionnaire in Experiment 1a was phrased in reference to past choices and referred collectively to the blue or
red options—as opposed to a specific future choice—and it
is possible that some participants responded with reference to
the variability in the appearance of the options. Experiment
1b aimed to address this issue by presenting the epistemic
uncertainty scale with reference to a future choice regarding
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a specific stimulus. Participants were asked to imagine that
they were going to choose an option displayed on the screen
and were presented with the epistemic uncertainty scale regarding the "outcome (number of points)" that would result
from that choice.
Analysis All posterior distributions were determined by
Hamiltonian Monte Carlo using the brms package in R
(Bürkner, 2017). Weakly regularising priors were used for
each parameter: for the logistic regression models, Gaussian
distributions with a mean of 0 and standard deviation of 1
were used for the intercept and slope parameters and a halfCauchy distribution with a location of 0 and scale of 1 was
used for the standard deviation parameter in the hierarchical model of choices. For the uncertainty questionnaire responses, a Gaussian distribution with a mean of 0 and standard deviation of 3 was used for the intercept and slope parameters. A half-Cauchy distribution with a location of 0 and
scale of 3 was used for the standard deviation parameters. All
parameters had an effective sample size greater than 10000
and an R̂ < 1.01 indicating adequate chain convergence.
Results and discussion We hypothesised that participants
who were presented with unique images on each trial would
report higher epistemic and lower aleatory uncertainty associated with the risky option compared with participants
who were always presented with the same images. To assess this, responses to the EARS questionnaire (see Figure 2)
were analysed using Bayesian linear regression predicting
mean responses to the aleatory and epistemic items, with experiment, condition (unique/constant), and uncertainty type
(aleatory/epistemic) as fixed predictor variables and varying
intercepts for each participant. Responses to the risky option
were consistent with our hypothesis and the mean posterior
estimate for the interaction between condition and uncertainty
type was 0.74 (95% CI = 0.14, 1.33) suggesting that, compared with the standard bandit task, people interpret uncertainty as being more resolvable and less inherently stochastic
when there is variability in the appearance of options.
Regarding the safe option, we expected that there would be
little uncertainty and that responses to the uncertainty questionnaire would be similar across conditions. This was not
what we observed. Responses to the EARS questionnaire for
the safe option showed the opposite pattern as responses to
the risky option and the mean posterior estimate for the interaction between condition and uncertainty type was -1.28
(95% CI = -1.90, -0.65). This suggests that participants interpreted the safe option as less epistemic and more aleatory
when they were presented with a unique image on each trial.
One possible reason why this pattern emerged is that participants reported their uncertainty regarding the visual appearance of the options rather than their outcome. To address this, we designed Experiment 1b to emphasise that the
EARS items refer to the outcome of a specific future choice,
but the results were nearly identical to Experiment 1a, reducing credence in this explanation. Another explanation is
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Figure 2: Mean responses to the epistemic and aleatory subscales of the EARS questionnaire in Experiment 1.

Figure 3: The proportion of trials on which participants chose
the risky option in Experiment 1.

that variability in the appearance of options in our daily life
is usually positively correlated with variability in their outcomes. Congruity between these two forms of variability
may prompt epistemic interpretations that uncertainty is resolvable whereas a mismatch may increase aleatory interpretations that the outcomes are random.
The second main question we aimed to address in the first
experiment was whether an epistemic interpretation would
produce exploration or avoidance of the risky option. We
examined this using Bayesian hierarchical logistic regression
predicting the choice on each trial, with experiment and condition as fixed predictor variables and varying intercepts for
each participant. Participants were six percent more likely to
select the risky option when unique images were presented on
each trial compared with when images remained constant (see
Figure 3). This might indicate the possibility of a slight increase in exploration of the option with higher epistemic uncertainty, but the mean posterior log-odds for condition were
0.17 (95% CI = -0.09, 0.43) providing only weak evidence
that this reflects an actual difference.

choice, and therefore, obtain a clearer picture of whether epistemic uncertainty leads to exploration independent of potential aversion to epistemic uncertainty when making choices.

Experiment 2
The first experiment demonstrated that variability in the appearance of options influences the way uncertainty is interpreted but evidence regarding its influence on choices was far
less definitive. There was some weak evidence that epistemic
uncertainty leads to an increase in exploration but because
participants were required to choose the option with higher
epistemic uncertainty to gain the perceived benefits of exploration, it remains a possibility that aversion to epistemic
uncertainty attenuated exploration in the task. The second
experiment aimed to separate exploration from consequential
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Method
Participants 137 undergraduate psychology students from
UNSW Sydney participated in Experiment 2. The average
age was 19.2 years (SD = 2.3) and 100 participants were female. In addition to receiving course credit, participants were
able to earn a small amount of money depending on their performance in the task (M = AU$4.59, SD = AU$0.68).
Design and procedure Similarly to the first experiment,
participants completed a decision task in which they were
randomly allocated to either the constant image or unique image condition—the stimuli associated with each option and
outcome distributions were identical to Experiment 1b. The
key difference was that after choosing an option on each trial,
instead of having the points both displayed on the screen and
added to their total score, participants were required to decide
whether they wanted to observe or claim the points associated
with the option.
If they chose to observe, the number of points associated
with the option was displayed on the screen but not added to
their final score. If on the other hand, they chose to claim
the outcome, the number of points was not displayed but was
added to their final score and "points added to total" was presented on the screen. The distinction between observing and
claiming was explained in detail prior to beginning the task
and participants were told that they would complete a total of
100 trials. They were also required to obtain a perfect score
on a short multiple choice questionnaire designed to ensure
adequate knowledge of the task.
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Figure 4: Mean responses to the epistemic and aleatory subscales of the EARS questionnaire in Experiment 2.

As was the case in the first experiment, participants were
not given information about the outcome distributions and the
only way to learn about options was to choose to observe the
outcome. Doing so required them to forego the opportunity of
claiming the points associated with the option, and therefore,
it only made sense to observe an outcome if they believed it
would provide information that could be exploited in future
choices.
Analysis The same priors were used as in the first experiment. All parameters had an effective sample size greater
than 10000 and an R̂ < 1.01 indicating adequate chain convergence.
Results and discussion Similarly to the first experiment,
we were interested in whether variability in the appearance
of options influences the interpretation of uncertainty. To
address this question, we analysed responses to the EARS
questionnaire (see Figure 4) using Bayesian linear regression predicting mean responses to the aleatory and epistemic
items, with condition (unique/constant), and uncertainty type
(aleatory/epistemic) as fixed predictor variables and varying
intercepts for each participant. As we observed in the first
experiment, participants who were presented with unique images on each trial reported higher epistemic uncertainty and
lower aleatory uncertainty than those who were presented
with the more standard bandit task: the mean posterior estimate for the interaction between condition and uncertainty
type was 0.74 (95% CI = 0.20, 1.27).
In the first experiment, we unexpectedly found that the
EARS questionnaire referring to the safe option produced the
opposite pattern of responses as the risky option. We tentatively proposed that aleatory interpretations may arise when
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Figure 5: The proportion of trials in Experiment 2 separated
by whether the participant chose the safe or risky option and
whether they chose to observe or claim the outcome.

there is incongruity between the amount of variability in the
appearance of the option and variability in the outcomes. We
did not observe this pattern again in the second experiment
and the mean posterior estimate for the interaction between
condition and uncertainty type was 0.84 (95% CI = 0.31,
1.48). This pattern is quite similar to the one observed with
the risky option and it is quite likely that participants were not
differentiating between the riskiness of the options. Many
participants explored each option less than five times, and
therefore, they might not have perceived the mismatch in variability levels as unusual.
The second question we aimed to address was whether
epistemic uncertainty would lead to higher exploration when
doing so was no longer tied to consequential choice (see Figure 5). Because responses to the EARS questionnaire were
similar for both options, we analysed overall exploration between the unique and constant image conditions. We used
Bayesian hierarchical logistic regression predicting whether
the participant claimed or observed the outcome, with condition (unique/constant) and choice (safe/risky) as fixed predictor variables and varying intercepts for each participant. The
mean posterior log-odds for condition were -0.10 (95% CI =
-0.46, 0.26) suggesting that there was a similar level of exploration regardless whether images were constant or unique on
each trial. As mentioned above, many participants chose to
observe the outcome of an option around five times during the
task and chose to claim the outcome on the remaining trials.
Although there was certainly no evidence for a large difference in exploration between conditions, it is possible that the
low levels of exploration rendered the task insufficiently sensitive to detect differences across conditions.

General Discussion
The main purpose of the current study was to determine
whether introducing subtle variability to the visual appearance of options would influence the interpretation of uncertainty in a task that required participants to learn from experience. The reason for doing so was that many of the decisions we make in our daily lives involve repeated interactions with options that are slightly different each time we encounter them whereas experiments studying decision-making
exclusively present participants with options that are always
identical. The experiments presented here demonstrate that
people interpret uncertainty quite differently in these two
contexts—variability precipitates a more epistemic interpretation of risky options—suggesting that we may need to investigate the degree to which findings from previous experiments can be generalised to everyday choices.
We also uncovered an unexpected finding that participants
rated the safe option as higher in aleatory uncertainty when
unique images were presented on each trial. One possible
explanation is that the surface features of options are usually
correlated with the underlying causal structure and variability
in an option’s appearance can be indicative of variability in its
outcomes. This correspondence was violated in the first experiment and it might explain why uncertainty was perceived
as more stochastic. It is also worth considering, however, that
aleatory uncertainty was lower and epistemic uncertainty was
higher for the safe option, which could indicate that aleatory
items—such as "The outcome is unpredictable"—could also
be capturing the total amount of uncertainty. It may be beneficial to integrate some measure of total uncertainty into future
scales to investigate this possibility.
One seemingly plausible consequence of the differences in
the interpretation of uncertainty is that it might influence the
amount that people choose to explore options. If you think
that your uncertainty could be resolved by acquiring more
knowledge, it makes sense to explore. Despite this, neither
experiment provided convincing evidence that increased epistemic uncertainty leads to increased exploration. Why might
this be the case? Although there is a strong rational argument that epistemic uncertainty should lead to more exploration than aleatory uncertainty, there is surprisingly little experimental evidence supporting this claim. The relationship
may be less straightforward than anticipated and people often use simple heuristics when performing exploration rather
than conforming to rational solutions (Wilson, Geana, White,
Ludvig, & Cohen, 2014); this might be the case with epistemic uncertainty.
Regardless, the current investigation into the interpretation
of uncertainty in decisions based on experience has flagged
an area that has been neglected because uncertainty has typically been treated as a unitary construct. The study of epistemic and aleatory interpretations of uncertainty is still in its
infancy but there is evidence that people differentiate between
them in several aspects of natural language (Ülkümen et al.,
2016) and the consequences this distinction are slowly be-
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coming apparent in areas such as the extremity of judgements
(Tannenbaum, Fox, & Ülkümen, 2017). The absence of stark
differences in the choices made between conditions in our research may provide reassurance about the generalisability of
some findings that ignore epistemic uncertainty, but further
inquiry may be required before its impact is fully realised.
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Abstract
Interacting through understanding others’ roles based on
perspective taking is important for achieving a group goal.
However, complex and dynamic interactions, such as group
non-verbal behaviors with three or more members, have not
been fully examined. Our theoretical contribution expands
the range of the theory applied to problem solving and
learning in cognitive science to group non-verbal behavior
with three members. In this study, participant triads repeatedly
engaged in a coordinated drawing task, operating reels to
adjust the thread tensions and moving a pen connected to the
three threads to draw an equilateral triangle. We measured
the pen positions and tensions. Analyzing group behavior
quantitatively, the results showed that the role of stretching
the thread a little signiﬁcantly contributed to improved
performance for drawing quickly. It suggests that maintaining
overall balance through individuals’ understanding others’
roles based on perspective taking, is key to coordination.
Keywords: coordination;
perspective taking; role

group behavior;

interaction;

Introduction
Sociality is the tendency to spontaneously involve oneself
with others (DeJaegher, DiPaolo, & Gallagher, 2010).
Humans often try to achieve a group goal based on sociality,
and the planned coordination (Knoblich, Butterﬁll, & Sebanz,
2011) is a foundation for living our lives. Investigating
mechanisms of coordination is therefore a meaningful subject
in cognitive science. Since teamwork in sports and orchestras
are representative examples (Sebanz, Bekkering, & Knoblich,
2006), researchers need to study such complex and dynamic
non-verbal interactions among three or more members to
understand cognition related to coordination. However, these
interactions have not been fully considered. We hence
focused on group non-verbal behavior with three members
and investigated individuals’ understanding others’ roles
based on perspective taking.
Previous psychology studies have shown that it is
important to represent roles, monitor and anticipate others’
behaviors for coordination, and such elements are needed for
various group activities (e.g., Sebanz et al., 2006; Sebanz
& Knoblich, 2009; Sebanz, Knoblich, & Prinz, 2003).
Cognitive science studies of problem solving and learning
have analyzed dialogue when implementing a task with others
and found that the interaction structure is key for achieving a
group goal and facilitating a positive learning effect. These
studies have indicated that each member should interact and
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share roles by taking others’ perspectives (e.g., Hayashi,
Miwa, & Morita, 2006; Lombrozo, 2006). Increasing the
number of members does not necessarily facilitate problem
solving and a positive learning effect (e.g., Laughlin, Bonner,
& Miner, 2002; Stasson, Kameda, Parks, Zimmerman, &
Davis, 1991). The ﬁndings are consistent with the distributed
cognition theory (Hutchins, 1995), which indicates that an
overall group function works through interactions based on
relationships among subsystems, where each subsystem is
regarded as a role. The sports science study (Fujii et al., 2016)
has found that cooperated and defensive group behavior
in a basketball game involves switching and overlapping
hierarchical roles depending on the emergency level.
According to these previous ﬁndings, interacting through
understanding others’ roles based on perspective taking is
important to achieve a group goal. However, these studies
(e.g., Hayashi et al., 2006; Sebanz et al., 2006) have
not observed complex and dynamic coordination, such as
group non-verbal behaviors with three or more members.
As complexity, it is more difﬁcult to model and interpret
interactions among three members than those among two
members (Yokoyama & Yamamoto, 2011).
Dynamic
coordination involves a time-varying characteristic, such as
continuous body movement (Braun, Ortega, & Wolpert,
2009). Relative static movements were hence not included
in the present study, such as posture, gesture, or pressing
a button for a presented stimulus used in the Simon task
(Sebanz et al., 2006). Some problem solving and learning
studies have investigated verbal interactions among three
or more members in a school setting (e.g., Engle, 2006;
Saito & Miyake, 2011), but none have examined group
non-verbal behaviors. Biology and sports science researchers
have employed quantitative analysis using position data
to investigate characteristics and mechanisms of animal
group behaviors and teamwork in sports with three or more
individuals (e.g., Bialek et al., 2012; Fujii et al., 2016;
Yokoyama & Yamamoto, 2011). However, these studies
have not fully investigated cognition related to complex and
dynamic group behaviors. The novelty of this study was to
quantitatively analyze group non-verbal behavior with three
members and examine the relationship between coordinated
group behavior and understanding others’ roles based on
perspective taking.
The purpose of this study is to investigate understanding

Table 1: Three roles in the coordinated drawing task that
correspond to Figure 1.
Side
<1>
<2>
<3>

[1]
Loosen
Stretch a little
Stretch

Operator
[2]
Stretch
Loosen
Stretch a little

[3]
Stretch a little
Stretch
Loosen

others’ roles based on perspective taking through quantitative
analysis of group non-verbal behavior. We observed the
process of improved task performance in a triad, analyzed
group behavior, and related coordinated group behavior to
the cognition. Our theoretical contribution expands the range
of the theory applied to problem solving and learning (e.g.,
Hayashi et al., 2006; Lombrozo, 2006) to group non-verbal
behavior with three members. It is similar to the study by
Braun et al. (Braun et al., 2009), which expands the range
of classical game theory by two players in decision making
to continuous body movement. We focused on the role of
balancing overall coordination, which requires to understand
others’ roles based on perspective taking, regardless of the
type of group activities. Identifying the importance of this
role may inﬂuence theories in other research ﬁelds, such
as sports science. This study further hypothesized that
maintaining overall balance contributes to achieving a group
goal.

Figure 1: Coordinated drawing task showing the pattern
diagram (upper) and the experiment image (lower). The
length and width of each triangle side are 30 cm and 2 cm,
respectively.

Method
Coordinated drawing task
This study used a coordinated drawing task (Maruno, 1991),
where each operator in a triad adjusts the thread tension using
a reel, which moves a pen connected to the three threads to
draw an equilateral triangle. The length and width of each
triangle side are 30 cm and 2 cm, respectively (Figure 1). The
thread stretches or loosens as the operator turns a reel inward
or outward. The group goal is to draw the triangle directly
without deviating from the side speciﬁcations.
During this task, the triad should share three roles:
“stretching”, “loosening”, and “stretching a little”, and should
switch these roles counterclockwise when a drawn side
changes. The stretching and loosening roles serve to move
the pen as if an operator pulls it closer to his or her hand
and to keep with the pen moving smoothly, respectively. The
stretching a little role balances overall coordination without
deviating from the length and width or increasing the time it
takes to complete the drawing. Table 1 presents the roles that
correspond to Figure 1.
The task allows observation of controlled group behavior
because the group goal and roles are clear. In addition, it
allows us to quantitatively evaluate the roles by measuring
the thread tensions. Understanding others’ roles based
on perspective taking is key to improving the required
performance.
The perspective taking is reﬂected by
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simulating the pen position as seen by others and their reel
operations. Such cognitive processing is important for the
stretching a little role of balancing overall coordination.

Participants
Eight triads by 24 participants (four male and four female
triads) engaged in the coordinated drawing task.
All
participants were right-handed, knew and often talked with
each other prior to their participation. Two triads (one
male and one female) were excluded from the analysis
because they did not engage in the task according to
the experimenter’s instructions. The average age of the
remaining six triads was 20.78 years (SD = 1.31).
Each participant’s perspective taking ability was measured
before the task by a subscale of the Japanese version of the
Interpersonal Reactivity Index (IRI) (Himichi et al., 2017)
because it might inﬂuence interactions and task performance
as an intra-individual factor. The average score across a
group was 15.72 of 28 (SD = 0.97), and no triads recorded
an average score outside the ±2SD range.
We explained to participants how we would video-record
and collect data, and obtained written informed consent from
all participants. This study was approved by the ethics and
safety committee of Kanagawa University.

Procedure and environment
The experimenter instructed participants that the group goal
was to move a pen by operating each reel and to draw
an equilateral triangle directly without deviating from each
side’s length and width. Participants were instructed on how
to use the reel to stretch or loosen the thread by turning inward
or outward, but were not instructed on the details of the three
roles. Time limit to draw three sides was 90 seconds per
trial. The rules; the pen’s start and goal positions and the
direction to draw counterclockwise, were the same across all
trials (Figure 1). A practice trial was conducted without the
time limit. After the practice, each triad repeated the task
for 20 minutes per session. Three sessions were conducted
with a ﬁve-minute break between sessions. Conversation and
gesture were prohibited during the task.
Figure 2 shows the experimental environment. Each
thread tension was recorded on a personal computer
(Panasonic, Let’s note CF-SX3) at 100 Hz using three sensors
(Tokushukeisoku Co., Ltd., TK-A-30N), ampliﬁer equipment
(KYOWA Co., Ltd., PCD-300B), and dedicated software
(KYOWA Co., Ltd., DCS-100A ver. 04.43). A positive
value (N) was recorded in response to tension when a reel
was turned inward; the tension decreased when it was turned
outward. Black curtains were placed in front of participants
so that they could not see each other’s facial expression
and make eye contact. The task activities each trial were
recorded from a bird’s-eye view using a video camera (Sony,
HDR-CX680) (Figure 1). The video images (W 1280 px *
H 720 px) were automatically digitized by motion analysis
software (DITECT Co., Ltd., DIPP-Motion V/2D ver. 1.1.31)
to capture the pen positions in two dimensions at 20 Hz.

Analysis
Performance We analyzed two performance indices; the
degree of deviation on a side (cm) and the time to draw
a side (sec). The former index, which represented the
average degree of pen deviation from each side’s width, was
calculated using the following equations:

Dev( fi ) =

1
Pver(i+1) − P ver(i) ∥
∥P

P ver(i+1) − P ver(i)
P pen( f ) − P ver(i)

Dev( f ) = min(Dev( fi ) ),
Dev =

1
F

,

(1)
(2)

F

∑ Dev( f ) .

(3)

f =1

The ﬁxed positions directly beneath each vertex of the
triangle were P ver(i) = (xPver , yPver ) and P ver(i+1) =
(i)

(i)

(xPver
, yPver
), with the range 1 ≦ i ≦ 3. If i = 3,
(i+1)
(i+1)
then P ver(i+1) indicates coming back to P ver(1) . The lines
connecting these points represented the median lines of
width. P pen( f ) = (xPpen , yPpen ) and F represented the pen
(f)
(f)
position in the current time frame f and the number of
time frames for each side, respectively. We calculated the
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Figure 2: Experimental environment.

distances between the pen position and each median line, and
regarded the minimum value Dev( f ) as the degree of deviation
(cm) on a side in the current time frame f . The index of
the time to draw a side represented the time to change the
combination of i and i + 1 when calculating Dev( f ) . For
example, in Figure 1, the combination to calculate Dev( f )
changed from i = 1 and i + 1 = 2 to i = 2 and i + 1 = 3 when
a drawn side switched from < 1 > to < 2 >.
Smaller values of both indices indicated faster drawing
time without deviating from each side’s width.
Role We analyzed two indices for the stretching and
stretching a little roles, considering the sensor speciﬁcations.
The former index was the match between a participant
who recorded a maximum peak of the three tensions and
an operator who should play the stretching role on each
side (match: 1, mismatch: 0). The latter index was the
frequency of tension peaks by a participant who should play
the stretching a little role on each side.
A low-pass ﬁlter was applied to the tension data at 0.5
Hz to remove high-frequency noise. In addition, a threshold
value of 0.2 N was applied to extract at least one tension
peak in each sensor. With the index for the stretching role,
we investigated a participant who recorded a maximum peak
of the three tensions on each side. If an operator played the
stretching role, the pen was pulled closer to his or her hand
and the tension was relatively large. When the operators
who recorded maximum peaks were [2], [3], and [1] on
each side (Table 1), it indicated that the stretching role was
properly switched. Meanwhile, the operators who should to

Before the ﬁrst regression, Augmented Dickey-Fuller
(ADF), Point Optimal (PO), and Durbin-Watson tests were
conducted on the time series data of performance through
trials at the 5% level to investigate pseudo correlations
between the dependent and independent variables. All
statistical analysis were conducted with R-3.6.1 using the
lme4, lmerTest, tseries, urca, and lmtest packages.

Results

Figure 3: Analysis procedures pattern diagram of the roles
that correspond to Figure 1 and Table 1.

play the stretching a little role were [3], [1], and [2] on each
side (Table 1). This role was required to balance overall
coordination without deviating from each side’s width or
causing time loss during the task. When participants who
should play the stretching a little role recorded tension peaks,
this suggested handling and breakthroughs against others’ or
their own misses. Conversely, if the frequencies of tension
peaks were low, it suggested that participants understood
others’ roles based on perspective taking and prevented the
problems mentioned above to maintain overall balance.
Figure 3 presents the pattern diagram of these analysis
procedures that correspond to Figure 1 and Table 1.
All analysis including performance were conducted using
MATLAB R2016b. Two trials in one group and three trials
in another were missing data due to measurement problems,
such as thread breaking.
Statistical modeling We investigated whether performance
was improved through trials, then evaluated the relationship
between improved performance and the roles. Regression
analysis were conducted using a linear mixed model to
investigate the relationship between performance and trial or
roles, considering the variabilities between triads or sides.
In the ﬁrst regression, performance index; the degree of
deviation on a side or the time to draw a side, was regarded as
the dependent variable, respectively. Trial was a ﬁxed effect
of the independent variable, and six triads and three sides
were regarded as random effects. If the ﬁxed effect gradient
of trial was signiﬁcant at the 5% level, the second regression
was conducted, where an index, which would indicate a
signiﬁcant gradient, was regarded as the dependent variable.
Here, two indices for the stretching and stretching a little roles
were ﬁxed effects of the independent variables, and six triads
and three sides were regarded as random effects. Moreover, in
both regressions, we calculated Akaike Information Criterion
(AIC) values to determine whether random effects should be
set in the gradient, intercept, or both elements. In the second
regression, the AIC values were also used to determine
whether an interaction between the independent variables
should be included.
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Triads engaged in the task for the average 24.5 trials (SD =
2.06). There were 18 time series data of each performance
index through trials based on a combination of six triads
and three sides. All time series data for the index of the
degree of deviation on a side and 15 data for the index
of the time to draw a side were signiﬁcantly unit root and
cointegration, or neither unit root nor autocorrelation of
residuals. These results indicated that pseudo correlations
between the dependent and independent variables were not
present in most of the limited amount of experimental data, as
conﬁrmed ADF, PO, and Durbin-Watson tests. We therefore
conducted the ﬁrst regression using all the time series data.
We reported the overall characteristics for the relationship
between performance and trial or roles. In the ﬁrst regression
for both indices, the models were selected, where random
effects were set in both gradient and intercept. For the index
of the degree of deviation on a side, AIC values in the models
were 138.153, 4.564, and 2.304, respectively, where random
effects were set in the gradient, intercept, and both elements.
For the index of the time to draw a side, those in the same
models were 2498.9, 2475.8, and 2463.7, respectively. Table
2 presents the result details. The ﬁxed effect gradient of
trial was signiﬁcant only for the index of the time to draw
a side (coefﬁcient: -0.395, SE = 0.086, p = 0.005). The
ﬁrst regression indicated that triads signiﬁcantly drew the
triangle quickly through trials while maintaining a certain
amount of pen deviation. In the second regression, the model
was selected, where random effects were set in both gradient
and intercept, but an interaction between the independent
variables was not included. AIC values in the models were
2566.9, 2579.9, and 2566.4, respectively, where random
effects were set in the gradient, intercept, and both elements,
but an interaction between the independent variables was not
included. The values in the models were 2568.7, 2580.2,
and 2567.4, respectively, where random effects were set in
the gradient, intercept, and both elements, and an interaction
between the independent variables was included. Table 3
presents the result details. The ﬁxed effect gradient of
the index for the stretching a little role was a signiﬁcant
trend (coefﬁcient: 1.062, SE = 0.475, p = 0.074). Figure 4
shows the scatter plot, in which the vertical and horizontal
axes are the indices of the time to draw a side and the
frequency of tension peaks in the stretching a little role. This
regression indicated that lower frequency of tension peaks in
the stretching a little role was signiﬁcantly related to faster
drawing on a side. It suggested that the tension was adjusted

Table 2: Relationship between performance and trial considering the variabilities between participant triads and sides.

Dependent
variable

Random effects
Group
Side
Intercept
Gradient Intercept Gradient Intercept
p-value Coefﬁcient
SE
p-value Variance Variance Variance Variance
0.848
0.705
0.208
0.065
0.000
0.014
0.000
0.121
0.005
24.041
1.921
0.001
0.025
5.305
0.007
7.909
Deviation is the degree of deviation on a side (cm); Time is the time to draw a side (sec).
Fixed effect

Gradient
Coefﬁcient
SE
Deviation
-0.001
0.004
Time
-0.395
0.086
Note. Independent variable is trial.

Table 3: Relationship between performance and the roles considering the variabilities between participant triads and sides.
Random effects
Fixed effects
Independent
Group
Side
variables
Gradient
Intercept
Gradient Intercept Gradient Intercept
Coefﬁcient
SE
p-value Coefﬁcient
SE
p-value Variance Variance Variance Variance
Match
-0.724
0.590
0.232
0.169
3.607
0.000
0.000
17.728
1.347
0.000
Frequency
1.062
0.475
0.074
1.160
0.210
0.008
2.481
Note. Dependent variable is the time to draw a side (sec). Match is the match between a participant who records a maximum
peak of the three tensions and an operator who should play the stretching role (match: 1, mismatch: 0); Frequency is the
frequency of tension peaks in the stretching a little role.

to prevent time loss during the task.
Those results supported the hypothesis that the role
of maintaining overall balance through individuals’
understanding others’ roles based on perspective taking
contributed to improved performance.

Discussion
The results conﬁrmed that the stretching a little role
of maintaining overall balance signiﬁcantly contributed to
improved performance. Tension peaks recorded in the
role suggested the occurrence of others’ and their own
mishandling. For example, the pen did not move when
drawing side <1> because operator [1] played the stretching
role by mistake (Table 1). In such a conﬂict situation,
operator [3] might inform operator [1] of the tension
relationship among three members by thread stretching. This
behavior would induce operator [1] to correct the wrong
role. Here, the tension relationship among three members
indicated that operators [2] and [3], who positioned opposite
from operator [1], needed to increase the tensions relatively.
Conversely, low frequency of tension peaks in the stretching
a little role suggested that the tension was adjusted to
prevent the problems mentioned above. It was be related
to understanding others’ roles based on perspective taking,
indicating that participants simulated the pen position as seen
by others and their reel operations. The role of balancing
overall coordination is also required in teamwork in sports
and debate. Previous sports science studies (e.g., Yokoyama,
Shima, Fujii, Tabuchi, & Yamamoto, 2018; Yokoyama
& Yamamoto, 2011) have investigated characteristics and
mechanisms of group behaviors comparing between expert
and novice players. In this study, we observed signiﬁcantly
improved performance in novice participants. Triads might
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therefore acquire skills related to the role through trials. Our
ﬁndings may inﬂuence theories in other research ﬁelds, such
as sports science.
This study did not conﬁrm the signiﬁcant relationship
between performance and the stretching role (Table 3).
We found that the role of maintaining overall balance
contributed more to improved performance than that of
mainly moving the pen. Previous studies (e.g., Hayashi
et al., 2006; Lombrozo, 2006) have analyzed dialogue to
identify the importance of taking others’ perspectives for
coordination. Our ﬁndings suggest that the theory for
problem solving and learning in cognitive science can be
applied to more complex and dynamic interactions, such as
group non-verbal behaviors with three members. Although
we did not explain the role of maintaining overall balance
to participants, they spontaneously played the role. As a
basis for understanding others’ roles based on perspective
taking, they might represent roles, and monitor and anticipate
others’ reel operations (e.g., Sebanz et al., 2006; Sebanz
& Knoblich, 2009; Sebanz et al., 2003). Meanwhile, the
role might work bahavioral dimensional compression and
reciprocal compensation in coordination explained by Riley
et al. (Riley, Richardson, & Shockley, 2011). In future
works, our results will be also needed to discuss in term of
the dynamical systems approach (Warren, 2006).
There is a still room to discuss cognition, which contributes
to coordination. In this study, it was difﬁcult to investigate
what behaviors in others should be anticipated and when
participants should anticipate their behaviors. Multi-agent
simulation methodology is effective in solving this problem.
In our future work, we plan to focus on the stretching a little
role, model the cognition of anticipating others’ behaviors,

Figure 4: Scatter plot between the time to draw a side (sec) and the frequency of tension peaks by a participant who should play
the stretching a little role. Two trials in group C and three trials in group F were missing data due to measurement problems,
such as thread breaking.
and investigate how performance is affected by changing
parameters related to anticipation of others’ behaviors. We
will attempt to understand the cognition that underlies the role
of balancing overall coordination, by establishing cognitive
model and comparing the results of this study and simulation.
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Abstract
People can explain phenomena by appealing to temporal
relations, e.g., you might explain a colleague’s absence at a
meeting by inferring that their prior meeting did not end on
time. Cognitive scientists have yet to investigate temporal
explanations, and explanatory reasoning research tends to
focus on how people assess causal explanations; it shows that
reasoners often generate causal explanations to resolve
conflicts. We posit that temporal explanations help reasoners
resolve temporal conflicts, and describe three experiments that
test the hypothesis. Experiment 1 provided participants with
temporal information that was consistent or inconsistent and
elicited their inferences about what followed. Participants
spontaneously provided temporal explanations to resolve
inconsistencies, and many of them also provided more
conservative refutations. In Experiments 2 and 3, participants
evaluated explanations and refutations in light of conflicting
information. The studies showed that participants
spontaneously generate temporal explanations, and in certain
cases, they prefer temporal explanations when a more
conservative refutation was available. The research is the first
to examine patterns in temporal explanatory reasoning.
Keywords: temporal explanations; conflicts; inconsistencies;
duration; event cognition

Introduction
These three sentences are inconsistent:
The football game went from 1pm to 5pm.
Ria arrived at the game at 6pm.
She attended the game.

The situation is impossible: how can Ria attend the game if
she arrived after it occurred? One of the three premises must
be false, i.e., they cannot all be true at the same time.
Psychologists since William James have argued that people
cope with conflicts by minimally revising their information,
i.e., they reject as few of the premises as possible. But recent
work shows that reasoners generate explanations to resolve
conflicts (Khemlani & Johnson-Laird, 2011, 2012). Here are
some plausible explanations that might suffice:
Ria attended the game virtually.
The posted schedule was wrong.
Ria is the Queen; she shifted the schedule.
Ria attended a different game.
The game was delayed.

[spatial]
[epistemic]
[causal]
[temporal]
[temporal]

Explanations help reasoners understand the past and
predict the future (Anderson & Ross, 1980; Craik, 1943;
Einhorn & Hogarth, 1986; Gopnik, 2000; Lombrozo &
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Carey, 2006; Ross, Lepper, Strack, & Steinmetz, 1977), and
many cognitive scientists argue that they are a hallmark of
human rationality (Harman, 1965; Horne, Muradoglu, &
Cimpian, 2019; Johnson-Laird, 1983; Lombrozo, 2007),
though they also serve as the basis of magical thinking,
conspiracy theory, and pseudoscience (Gronchi, Zemla, &
Brondi, 2017; Weisberg, Keil, Goodstein, & Rawson, 2008).
They add new relations or entities into the discourse that were
not present in the given information (e.g., a virtual game, the
posted schedule, Ria’s royal status). The consequences of a
particular explanation can help guide reasoners to reject
information, e.g., if a reasoner infers that Ria attended the
game virtually, then they may tacitly reject the second
premise that she arrived at the game at 6pm. Many types of
explanation can help reasoners resolve the conflict, e.g., a
spatial explanation appeals to spatial locations, and an
epistemic explanation appeals to knowledge and belief.
The majority of empirical research into explanatory
reasoning has focused on how people assess causal
explanations (e.g., Ahn & Kalish, 2000; Alicke, Mandel,
Hilton, Gerstenberg, & Lagnado, 2015; Fernbach, Macris, &
Sobel, 2012; Johnson-Laird, Girotto, & Legrenzi, 2004;
Lombrozo, 2016; Sloman, 2005). One reason for the focus on
causality may be because people tend to spontaneously
generate causal explanations when given the opportunity in
the laboratory (Khemlani & Johnson-Laird, 2011) and in
more natural contexts (Zemla, Sloman, & Bechlivanidis,
2017). In particular, reasoners are more likely to generate
causal explanations to resolve conflicting, inconsistent
information rather than to elaborate on a consistent
description (Khemlani & Johnson-Laird, 2011, 2012, 2013;
Legare, 2012). Consider this description from Khemlani &
Johnson-Laird (2013):
If a person does regular aerobic exercises then the person
strengthens her heart.
Someone did regular aerobic exercises, but she [did / did
not] strengthen her heart.
What, if anything, follows?

If the woman strengthened her heart, there is nothing to
explain, and reasoners often respond that “nothing follows”.
If she did not strengthen her heart, however, the two premises
are inconsistent with one another, i.e., reasoners can draw
contradictory conclusions from them. They often infer
explanations to eliminate the conflict, e.g.,
Perhaps she has a health condition that prevents her heart
from getting stronger.

Since prevention is a causal relation, the explanation is causal
in nature, and reasoners rely on causal knowledge to resolve
other kinds of inconsistencies, too (Khemlani & JohnsonLaird, 2020). They need not have constructed an explanation:
a more conservative response would have been to directly
refute the premises, e.g., they could have inferred that the first
premise is strictly false (it describes a generalization that has
exceptions). But, as studies show, people prefer causal
explanations to refutations and generate them more often.
In the example above, the first premise describes a causal
relation: regular aerobic exercises cause a person’s heart to
strengthen. So, in retrospect, it may not be surprising that
reasoners infer causal explanations to resolve causal
conflicts. But conflicts can arise in other sorts of information,
too, e.g., temporal descriptions can contain conflicts.
Reasoners can make sophisticated inferences about time and
duration (Hoerl & McCormack, 2019), and they can detect
conflicts in temporal descriptions. Consider this description
(from Kelly, Khemlani, & Johnson-Laird, 2020):
The meeting happened during the conference.
The sale happened before the conference.
The meeting happened before the sale.

The three sentences cannot all be true at the same time, and
reasoners have little difficulty detecting the inconsistency –
indeed, they often inaccurately assess descriptions to be
inconsistent, because they fail to consider all the possibilities
consistent with the sentences.
When people detect an inconsistency in temporal
information, they may try to explain it by introducing new
events and temporal relations to the discourse, i.e., they may
try to construct temporal explanations. Cognitive scientists
have yet to examine temporal explanations in humans, and no
studies have assessed whether people make them in response
to temporal conflicts. This paper accordingly examines how
reasoners construct and evaluate explanations of time as a
way to cope with conflicts. Three studies test the hypothesis
that conflicts should prompt reasoners to generate temporal
explanations and consider them as sensible more often than
more conservative refutations. Experiment 1 shows that
people produce temporal explanations to resolve conflicting
information; Experiment 2 reveals cases in which people
prefer temporal explanations to refutations, and Experiment
3 controls for a confound in Experiment 2 and further shows
that participants often prefer explanations. We conclude by
describing how temporal explanations differ from other kinds
of explanation and why they are a particularly helpful
strategy for resolving conflicts in information.

Experiment 1
Experiment 1 sought to test whether reasoners can generate
temporal explanations in a systematic way. It gathered
reasoners’ natural responses to conflicting temporal
information. Participants typed out their responses to
problems such as:
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Suppose that you are told the following:
The blood drive was open from 9am to 4pm on Monday.
Trisha arrived at the blood drive at 5pm on Monday.
You discover the following fact:
Trisha gave blood at the blood drive.
What, if anything, follows?

The set of premises is inconsistent, because they describe a
scenario in which Trisha gave blood at a blood drive after it
had closed. The study varied whether the premises described
consistent or inconsistent scenarios; previous work on causal
explanations suggests that reasoners should generate
explanations more often for inconsistent scenarios.

Method
Participants. 51 participants completed the experiment for
monetary compensation ($2) through Amazon’s Mechanical
Turk. 6 participants produced a majority of nonsensical
responses, so we dropped their data. The analyses reported
are based on the remaining 45 participants (18 female, mean
age = 37.2). The participants were native English speakers,
and 6 had taken one or more courses in logic.
Preregistration and data-availability. The experimental
designs, predictions, and analyses for Experiments 1-3 were
pre-registered through the Open Science Framework
platform (https://osf.io/v23ah/). The same link provides the
corresponding experimental code, materials, and data.
Task, materials, and design. Participants completed 8
problems which each presented a participant with
information concerning the duration of an event, information
about when an individual arrived to the event, and
information about whether or not that individual took part in
the event. Provided that an individual can take part in an
event only if they arrive sometime between when the event
started and when it ended, the premises in each problem could
conflict with one another. For instance, the set of premises
provided in the example above is inconsistent, because Trisha
arrived after the drive ended – but a change to the first
premise makes the set of premises consistent:
The blood drive was open from 9am to 8pm on Monday.

In this description, Trisha arrived during the event hours and
therefore it is consistent to say she gave blood at the event.
Half of the problems were consistent and half were
inconsistent; the experiment randomized the consistency of
each problem. Participants’ typed their response to the
question, “What, if anything, follows?” into a response box.
The experiment required participants to type a response at
least 1 character long for each problem.
The premises of the problems in Experiment 1 came from
8 separate scenarios that concerned everyday events (e.g.,
attending a class, speaking at a meeting, picking up a
prescription), and each set of premises could be made
consistent or inconsistent by manipulating the interval of the
event described. There was an error in one scenario such that

Table 1. The types of responses produced by participants in Experiment 1; the percentages of those responses; examples of
each response type; and the percentages of responses that unambiguously refuted or explained one of the three premises,
along with relevant examples.
Type of response
Example
%
Direct refutation of premises:
“Kiana did not pick up her medication.”
38%
Temporal explanations:
“The staff meeting was postponed.”
37%
Other explanations:
5%
Causal:
“Kiana broke into the pharmacy after it closed.”
<1%
Epistemic:
“The hours given for the doctor's office were inaccurate.”
<2%
Spatial:
“Ria attended the meeting remotely.”
<2%
[omitted for brevity]
Miscellaneous:
<1%
Premise that was either refuted or explained:
Premise 1:
“The blood drive location decided to stay open later.”
32%
Premise 2:
“Ria got to work early before … the meeting.”
5%
Premise 3:
“Ria did not make the meeting, she was too late.”
10%
Note: Percentages describing responses were orthogonal to one another and do not add to 100%.
the timeline was incoherent if taken literally, i.e., “The party
was scheduled to occur from 7pm to 12am on Friday.” The
analysis below focuses on the remaining 7; excluding the
erroneous scenario had no qualitative effect on the results.
Rejection and coding criteria. The first author coded
participants’ typed responses. Responses that appeared
nonsensical, copied from the premises, or otherwise
inappropriate to the task were dropped from further analysis
(14% of the data from the 51 original participants; 2% of the
data from the 45 participants included in the analyses). The
subsequent analyses concerned the remaining 309 responses
(see Table 1 for examples). If participants generated more
than one plausible response (this occurred for 6% of the
trials), we coded only their first response.
We coded responses on the following four criteria:
1. Did the response directly refute one of the premises? Each
response was coded on whether it explicitly denied the
truth of one of the premises (e.g., “The blood drive didn’t
close at 4pm, it was still open at 5pm.”).
2. Did the response explain the premises by reference to
some temporal concept? Temporal explanations are
responses that introduce a new temporal relation, e.g.,
“The class was pushed back that day”, or a new event,
e.g., “She left after the meeting and then came back.”
3. Did the response explain the premises in some other way?
Other explanations concerned responses that introduce
non-temporal entities or relations, such as spatial,
epistemic, or causal relations, or else relations that were
ambiguous in nature.
4. Which premise did a response refute or explain?
Refutations or explanations could concern: the event’s
time interval (premise 1); the time an individual arrived at
the event (premise 2); or whether the individual attended
the event (premise 3). Responses that were equivocal
were not considered for further analyses.
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Results and Discussion
Participants produced temporal explanations on 37% of the
trials and direct refutations on 38% of the trials; Table 1
provides a breakdown of the different types of responses.
Participants produced more explanations for inconsistent
problems than for consistent problems (75% vs. 4%;
Wilcoxon test, z = 5.78, p < .0001, Cliff’s 𝛿 = .87), and 40
out of 45 participants exhibited this pattern (binomial test, p
< .0001). The pattern is analogous to how individuals cope
with conflicts in causal sets of premises (Khemlani &
Johnson-Laird, 2011). Likewise, participants produced
refutations more often for inconsistent versus consistent
problems (67% vs. 4%; Wilcoxon test, z = 5.79, p < .0001,
Cliff’s 𝛿 = .89), a pattern that 41 out of 45 participants
displayed (binomial test, p < .0001). The pattern was robust
to the different materials, as well; when aggregated by the 7
different scenarios, all 7 revealed more temporal explanations
and more refutations for inconsistent problems than
consistent problems (binomial tests, ps < .01).
Experiment 1 revealed that individuals could
spontaneously construct temporal explanations. They did so
on roughly 3 out of 4 inconsistent trials. Many of the
participants’ responses (29%) to inconsistent trials directly
refuted the premises, e.g., “The meeting started later than
10am.” We had not anticipated such responses, given that
they seldom occur in the case of causal conflicts (Khemlani
& Johnson-Laird, 2011, Experiment 1). We suspect that the
ability to type open-ended responses, as well as ambiguities
in the materials themselves, allowed participants to
immediately infer the consequences of the explanations they
generated. But, the data obscured the participants’ preferred
strategies in coping with temporal conflicts. Experiment 2
accordingly tested participants’ relative preferences between
explanations and refutations. It used a forced choice task to
directly compare participants’ preferences between the two.

Experiment 2
Experiment 2 tested whether participants prefer temporal
explanations to direct refutations when coping with premises
that describe a temporal inconsistency. On half of the trials,
participants received problems and response options such as:
Suppose that you are told the following:
The concert was occurring from 9pm to 11pm.
Ruthie arrived at the concert hall at 11:30pm.
You discover the following fact:
Ruthie attended the concert.
What, if anything, follows?
Ruthie did not attend the concert.
[refutation]
The concert was delayed by two hours.
[explanation]
Nothing follows from the given information.

On the remaining trials, participants compared the same
response options for consistent problems, e.g., a problem akin
to the one above except where the concert ended at midnight,
after Ruthie arrived. Refutations are simpler than
explanations because explanations introduce concepts not
present in the premises, e.g., the explanation above
introduces the concept of a delay while the refutation does
not introduce anything. Hence, a conservative response may
be to prefer refutations over explanations. But, as previous
research on causal explanations shows, people often prefer
explanations to refutations because explanations provide a
more complete narrative of what gave rise to the
inconsistency.

Method
Participants. 55 participants completed the experiment for
monetary compensation ($2.50) through Amazon’s
Mechanical Turk, commensurate with minimum-wage
standards. We dropped data from 5 participants who took less
than 2 minutes to complete the task, gave nonsensical
responses to the debriefing questions, or were non-native
English speakers. Of the remaining 50 participants, all but 12
had taken one or fewer courses in introductory logic. Their
mean age was 39.1; 17 participants were female, 32 were
male, and one preferred not to say.
Task and design. As in Experiment 1, participants were
presented with 8 problems, half of which were consistent and
half of which were inconsistent. Each problem presented a
forced choice task between 3 possible responses to the
prompt, “What, if anything, follows?”
Materials. The 8 scenarios were based on participants’
natural responses from Experiment 1. Some of the problems
in Experiment 1 contained various ambiguities that permitted
participants to construe the problems as consistent when they
were designed to be inconsistent. The materials in
Experiment 2 were modified so that they described
unambiguous event intervals. For each scenario, the
experiment provided three response options: a temporal
explanation, a refutation, and “Nothing follows from the
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Table 2. The percentages of participants’ selections of the
three different response options in Experiment 2 as a function
of whether the problem was consistent or inconsistent.
Type
Explanation
Refutation
Nothing follows

Consistent
22%
5%
73%

Inconsistent
82%
10%
8%

All
51%
7%
41%

given information.” The temporal explanation implied a
change to the interval described in the first premise, e.g., an
extension or a postponement. The refutation focused on the
third premise by denying that the agent attended the event or
that they carried out the action that required attending the
event, e.g., “Yasmine did not speak at the meeting.” The
explanations and refutations were constructed to have the
same number of syllables (see OSF for materials). There was
an issue with the same scenario as in Experiment 1. The
analysis we report was conducted on the other 7 scenarios;
excluding the erroneous scenario did not qualitatively affect
the results.
Procedure. Each problem began by displaying the event
information and the question. After a 3 second delay, the
three response options appeared in a randomized order.
Participants selected a response to move to the next problem.

Results and Discussion
Table 2 provides the percentages of participants’ choices for
explanations, refutations or ‘nothing follows’ responses in
Experiment 2. Participants preferred temporal explanations
over refutations (51% vs. 7%; Wilcoxon test, z = 5.76, p <
.0001, Cliff’s 𝛿 = .89) and ‘nothing follows’ responses (51%
vs. 41%; Wilcoxon test, z = 2.29, p = .022, Cliff’s 𝛿 = .33).
Their pattern of responses depended on the consistency of the
scenario, X2(2, N = 350) = 155.07, p < .0001. The results
validate the prediction that participants should prefer
explanations over refutations in the inconsistent condition
(82% vs. 10%; Wilcoxon test, z = 5.49, p < .0001, Cliff’s 𝛿 =
.85). Participants chose explanations more frequently in the
inconsistent condition than the consistent condition (82% vs.
23%; Wilcoxon test, z = 8.89, p < .0001, Cliff’s 𝛿 = .79). In
the consistent condition, participants preferred ‘nothing
follows’ responses over the other response options (73% vs.
27%; Wilcoxon test, z = 4.45, p < .0001, Cliff’s 𝛿 = .71).
Experiment 2 directly tested participants’ preferences for
refutations, explanations, and ‘nothing follows’ responses as
answers to consistent and inconsistent problems. One
limitation of the study is that it confounded the type of
response with the premise under consideration. That is,
explanations explained the first premise (the premise
describing the time interval of the relevant event) and
refutations refuted the third premise (the premise describing
the agent’s participation in the event). Experiment 3
addressed the confound by presenting explanations and
refutations that both concerned the first premise.

Experiment 3
Experiment 3 was similar to Experiment 2: it provided
participants with three response options to consider, i.e., an
explanation, a refutation, and a ‘nothing follows’ response.
The explanations and refutations both concerned the first
premise. For example, one problem in the study included the
following premises:
Suppose that you are told the following:
The pottery class was Thursday from 6:30pm to 8pm.
Matteo arrived at the pottery studio at [7pm/9pm] on
Thursday.
You discover the following fact:
Matteo attended the pottery class.

The response options were:
The class did not end at 8pm on Thursday.
The teacher was late delaying the start of the class.
Nothing follows from the given information.

Method
Participants. 50 participants completed the experiment for
monetary compensation ($2.50) through Amazon’s
Mechanical Turk. We dropped the data from 1 participant
who took less than 2 minutes to complete the experiment. The
analyses reported below are based on the remaining 49
participants (24 female, mean age = 36.4). All of the
participants were native English speakers and 32 had taken
one or fewer courses in introductory logic.
Task, design, and procedure. Same as in Experiment 2.
Materials. The refutations for this experiment stated that the
event interval did not end at the time provided, e.g., “The
blood drive did not end at 4pm on Monday” (see OSF for
materials). Unlike in the two previous experiments, the first
premise did not vary based on consistency. The experiment
manipulated the arrival time described in the second premise
to create consistent and inconsistent problems, e.g., “Viv
arrived at the blood drive at [2pm / 5pm] on Monday.” The
length (i.e., number of syllables) between the refutations and
explanations were roughly matched.

Results and Discussion
Table 3 provides the percentages of participants’ choices for
explanations, refutations and ‘nothing follows’ responses in
Experiment 3. Participants did not prefer explanations over
refutations or over ‘nothing follows’ responses; indeed, all
three responses types did not differ reliably from chance
(Wilcoxon tests, zs < 1.78, ps > .07). However, their response
preferences varied as a function of the consistency of the
scenario, X2(2, N = 392) = 120.06, p < .0001. Participants
preferred ‘nothing follows’ responses over other response
types in the consistent problems (65% vs. 35%; Wilcoxon
test, z = 2.56, p = .01, Cliff’s 𝛿 = .41), but they preferred
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Table 3. The percentages of participants’ selections of the
three different response options in Experiment 3 as a function
of whether the problem was consistent or inconsistent.
Type
Explanation
Refutation
Nothing follows

Consistent
24%
11%
65%

Inconsistent
37%
50%
13%

All
30%
31%
39%

explanations over ‘nothing follows’ responses in the
inconsistent condition (37% vs. 13%, Wilcoxon test, z = 3.44,
p < .001, Cliff’s 𝛿 = .48), and they likewise preferred
refutations over ‘nothing follows’ responses in the
inconsistent condition (50% vs. 13%; Wilcoxon test, z = 4.71,
p < .0001, Cliff’s 𝛿 = .68).
Participants chose refutations more often than explanations
in the inconsistent problems, but the difference was not
reliable (50% vs. 37%; Wilcoxon test, z = 1.73, p = .083,
Cliff’s 𝛿 = .25). Participants chose explanations frequently
more often when there was an inconsistency to resolve (37%
vs. 24%; Wilcoxon test, z = 8.63, p < .0001, Cliff’s 𝛿 = .26).
Experiment 3 tested participants’ preferences among
explanations, refutations, and ‘nothing follows’ responses for
consistent and inconsistent scenarios when the information
being explained and refuted were the same, i.e., the event
interval. Participants generally chose either a refutation or an
explanation over ‘nothing follows’ for inconsistent scenarios
but they did not show a preference between the two.
When compared with Experiment 2, the present results
suggest that the preference for explanations over refutations
in Experiment 2 could be due to differences in the contents
of the information being considered. It may also be a result
of our problem format which presents the third premise, i.e.,
the agent’s participation, as new information that could be
have called into question the veracity of the previous
information. Regardless, in the present experiment
participants chose to resolve inconsistencies with
explanations just slightly less often than they chose
refutations. The refutation is simpler and doesn’t add in new
information yet it is not grossly preferred over the temporal
explanations.
All three experiments, reveal new patterns of reasoning
about temporal explanations. They show that: participants
generate temporal explanations (Experiment 1); they can
prefer temporal explanations over refutations to resolve
inconsistencies (Experiment 2); and that they endorse
explanations at a similar rate to refutations when possible
confounds are eliminated from the study design.

General Discussion
We describe evidence that reasoners can spontaneously
generate temporal explanations – i.e., explanations that
introduce novel events and temporal relations – particularly
when those explanations resolve conflicts in premises that
describe temporal relations. A series of experiments
presented participants with problems of the following form:

The party occurred from 7pm to 10pm on Friday.
Maryam arrived at the party at 10:30pm on Friday.
Maryam attended the party.
What, if anything, follows?

The premises explicitly concern temporal information, i.e.,
the durations of the events and a particular individual’s
arrival time, and people have no difficulty assessing the
consistency of such descriptions (though they have difficulty
when durational relations yield ambiguous mental
simulations; see Kelly, Khemlani, & Johnson-Laird, 2020).
For instance, the premises above are clearly inconsistent: they
cannot all be true at the same time.
Participants in Experiment 1 typed out their natural
responses to such problems. In theory, their responses
needn’t have appealed to temporal explanations: the premises
imply other relations. For instance, if Maryam arrived at the
party, it may be reasonable to induce that she knew that the
party was happening (an epistemic relation). Maryam arrived
at the party, which means that she hadn’t been in the same
spatial location as the party (a spatial relation). Arrival at the
party demands some means of moving from one location to
another (a causal relation). And so, in theory, participants
could have appealed to any number of explanations to resolve
the conflict, such as this epistemic explanation:
Maryam mistakenly thought the party was happening until
midnight.

Instead, reasoners preferred to resolve the conflict by
introducing novel temporal relations, as in this explanation:
Participant 43: “The party ran later than scheduled.”

The relation later is temporal, and it helps to resolve the
conflict by implicitly refuting the first premise in the
description. Other temporal explanations are possible, e.g.,
Maryam went to the after-party, not the main party.

This explanation introduces a novel event (the after-party),
which presumably occurs directly after the main party, and
so it does not refute the first premise; it refutes the second.
Perhaps participants’ tendency to generate temporal
explanations was an artifact of the generative task in
Experiment 1, i.e., there may be a cognitive burden associated
with constructing an explanation from scratch (Horne et al.,
2019). Experiments 2 and 3 accordingly provided
participants with several options to resolve inconsistencies,
including an explanation and a direct refutation. In
Experiment 2, participants chose the explanation far more
often than they chose the refutation, though the experiment
was confounded such that the two options implicitly refuted
different premises. In Experiment 3, participants chose the
refutations more often to resolve conflicting information, but
they nevertheless chose explanations far more often than the
most conservative response option, i.e., that nothing follows
from the premises. All three experiments show that temporal
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explanations help reasoners resolve inconsistencies in
temporal information, and they serve as the first datasets on
explanatory reasoning about time.
Yet all three experiments are limited, particularly the latter
two: they presented participants with multiple options to
consider, which demands that participants compare and
weigh the options in tandem. Future studies should ask
participants to assess the merits of each option in isolation to
eliminate any noise that is a consequence of comparisons.
In sum, we report the discovery of a novel class of noncausal explanation: temporal explanations. Reasoners
generate them and evaluate them systematically, and
temporal explanations may help explain a trade-off in
explanatory reasoning: explanations demand cognitive
resources to produce and evaluate, but they yield a better and
more coherent understanding of the world.
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Abstract
Many cognitive models assume that stimuli can be represented
as points in a latent psychological space. However, it has been
difficult to provide these spaces with a geometric structure
where the distance between items accurately reflects their
subjective dissimilarity. In this paper, we propose a new
method to give psychological spaces a geometric structure by
equating the amount of change undergone by a stimulus with
the arc length of a curve in psychological space. We then assess
our method with a categorization experiment where
participants classified continuously changing visual stimuli
according to their rate of change. Our results indicate that
individuals’ judgements are well predicted by arc length,
suggesting that it may be a promising geometric constraint for
psychological spaces in other contexts.
Keywords: similarity; psychophysics; selective attention;
psychological spaces

One of the fundamental principles of behavior is that
sufficiently similar stimuli evoke similar responses. To
embody this principle, many cognitive models assume that
stimuli lie in a latent psychological space, where subjectively
similar stimuli are assigned coordinates with similar values.
For example, in the Generalized Context Model of
classification (GCM; Nosofsky, 1986), items are represented
as points in a metric space, where the similarity of items is a
decreasing function of the distance between them. Models
such as the GCM that employ a psychologically meaningful
notion of distance are known as geometric models and have
been applied in a variety of domains, such as categorization,
recognition, and semantics (e.g., Love, Medin, & Gureckis,
2004; Gӓrdenfors, 2017).
Despite their successes, many researchers are skeptical that
distance in a psychological space provides a good model of
subjective similarity. A major reason for this skepticism is
that explicit similarity judgements between two items may
require a more complex comparison mechanism than is
allowed by a metric (Tversky, 1977; Hahn, Chater, &
Richardson, 2003).
In this paper, we propose a new method to give
psychological spaces a geometric structure reflecting the
subjective difference between stimuli. However, unlike
previous approaches, our method does not make use of
similarity judgements or the confusability of items. In
everyday life, we encounter many stimuli that change through
time. For example, the individuals we know may change in
height, weight, age, hair color, spatial location, and in a
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myriad of other ways. Additionally, not all stimuli appear to
change at the same rate; it may seem like a stimulus has
changed a greater or lesser amount through a period of time.
In the sections that follow, we propose an account of
psychological space that equates the amount of change an
individual perceives a stimulus to undergo with the arc length
of the curve that the changing stimulus follows in
psychological space. This constraint paired with certain
psychophysical hypotheses is sufficient to induce a geometric
structure on psychological space and thus a way to calculate
the distance between any two stimuli without relying on
previously criticized tasks such as explicit similarity
judgements. In the first section, we present a mathematical
model of psychological space and derive an expression for
the arc length of continuous curves, corresponding to stimuli
that change continuously in time. Then, in section two, we
test whether the predicted arc length of a curve is related to
individuals’ judgements of the amount of change undergone
by a stimulus.

Arc Length in Psychological Space
Finding Psychological Space
Suppose that a collection of stimuli varies according to 𝑛
continuous, measurable dimensions. We will place these
stimuli into a psychological space by finding a function Φ
that maps the objective coordinates of a stimulus – its values
on each measurable dimension – onto a manifold ℳ
embedded in a typically higher-dimensional space. A highlevel depiction of this approach can be seen in Figure 1.
Formally, we will assume that the measurable dimensions
of a stimulus set form a coordinate system Φ: 𝐴 ⊂ ℝ → ℝ
for a differentiable manifold ℳ, embedded in ℝ ,
corresponding to an individual’s representation of those
stimuli in psychological space. For example, Gabor patches
are grating-like stimuli that vary according to two continuous
dimensions, spatial frequency and orientation (Turner, 1986).
For these stimuli, 𝐴 represents the subset of ℝ
corresponding to the objective spatial frequencies and
orientations making up possible Gabor patches, such as those
used to generate the stimuli in Figure 1. Furthermore, since
orientation is a measure of the angle of the grating, and an
angle of 0 radians is identical to an angle of 2𝜋 radians, the
manifold given by these coordinate functions does not have
the topology of a plane, but rather a cylinder, which can be

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the modeling approach.
embedded in ℝ . This treatment of psychological manifolds
can be further generalized, and generalization may be
necessary to study some stimuli or cognitive phenomena, but
for simplicity we consider only this case.
With this formulation, we will find an expression for Φ in
two parts. First, we will transform the objective coordinates
of stimuli by incorporating information about which
dimensions are currently being attended and the
psychophysics of those dimensions. Then, to form the
manifold ℳ, we will embed the transformed space into a
typically higher-dimensional space so that stimuli that are
perceived to change in continuous ways are assigned
continuous curves on the manifold.
Incorporating Attention and Psychophysics. When
perceiving or reasoning with stimuli, humans can selectively
attend to the subset of the available information that is
relevant to their goals (Carrasco, 2011; Driver, 2001). A key
characteristic of selective attention is that, when dimensions
are attended to, stimuli are more discriminable along those
dimensions (Ho, Brown, Abuyo, Ku, & Serences, 2012; Ling,
Liu, & Carrasco, 2009). In line with models such as the GCM,
we assume that this process is well-modeled by a scaling
mechanism, where each dimension is assigned a
multiplicative attention weight between 0 and 1 that expands
or compresses its scale. We will refer to these weights as
𝑎 , … , 𝑎 corresponding to the 𝑛 dimensions in our stimuli.
Additionally, we will assume that attention is a finite
resource, so that ∑ 𝑎 = 1.
We will now specify the psychophysical transformation
which will modify the objective coordinates of stimuli. Our
strategy will be to give a coordinate transformation on the
objective parameter space 𝐴 under the constraint that
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distances in the new parameter space should coincide with
known psychophysical laws when complete attention is paid
to single dimensions. For simplicity, we restrict the
discussion below to the orthogonal case, where changes in the
value of one dimension do not necessitate changes in the
values of other dimensions. This assumption may seem
limiting; however, the method shown here can be generalized
to any case where a researcher has an explicit hypothesis of
interactions between dimensions.
With this assumption, consider what happens when all
attentional resources are paid to a single dimension 𝑖. In this
case, the discriminability of stimuli is only determined by
their value on dimension 𝑖. Discriminability along a single
attended dimension is a heavily studied area of
psychophysics, and experimental methods for determining
the psychophysical mapping for a single dimension are well
developed (Gescheider, 1997). Assume that researchers
know, either a priori or through experimentation, the form of
the psychophysical functions 𝜓 , … , 𝜓 obeyed by each
dimension in the current experimental context under total
attention.
We will use these psychophysical mappings to induce a
coordinate transformation on the objective parameter space.
Let Ψ: 𝐴 → ℝ be the transformation given by Equation 1.
Ψ(𝑥 , … , 𝑥 ) = (𝑎 𝜓 (𝑥 ), … , 𝑎 𝜓 (𝑥 ))

(1)

Intuitively, Ψ may be thought of as the subjective coordinates
used by an individual to represent stimuli under a particular
attentional setting. Notice that this transformation will
reproduce the above psychophysical functions (𝜓′𝑠) as
curves in ℝ when all attention is paid to a single dimension,
and where the distance along the curve indicates the

subjective difference between two stimuli. Additionally, if
the orthogonality assumption from above is violated, the
form of Ψ may be substantially more complicated; but if
dimensional interactions are hypothesized, a suitable
coordinate transformation can still be derived.
Specifying the Manifold. To specify the manifold
corresponding to an individual’s subjective representation of
the stimulus set, we must now embed the subjective
coordinate space (𝑅𝑎𝑛(Ψ)) into a typically higherdimensional space where continuously changing stimuli are
assigned continuous curves on the manifold. A stimulus that
changes continuously is a sequence of stimuli where each
stimulus is hard to discriminate from those that appear near it
(Hénaff, Goris, & Simoncelli, 2019; Callahan-Flintoft,
Holcombe, & Wyble, 2020). More rigorously, a continuous
sequence of stimuli can be described for our purposes as a
function 𝑓: [0, 𝜏] ⊂ ℝ → ℝ such that Φ ∘ 𝑓 is differentiable
(and thus also continuous). For stimuli that change through
time, the function 𝑓 maps the time 𝑡 to the objective
coordinates of the stimulus at 𝑡, and 𝜏 represents the total
duration of the sequence. Informally, this definition indicates
that a continuous sequence is one where small changes in
time result in small changes to the perceived values of
stimuli, and the function 𝑓 returns the objective coordinate
representation of the changing stimulus at each time.
Having the subjective coordinates Ψ(A) used by an
individual, we now need to specify the manifold
corresponding to an individual’s subjective representations of
stimuli. This must be done on a case-by-case basis such that
continuous curves on the manifold correspond to continuous
sequences of stimuli as defined above. For example, as we
explained above, Gabor patches can be well described by a
cylinder in ℝ , while other two-dimensional stimuli may be
better modeled as a plane (e.g., spatial frequency and
saturation) or a torus (e.g., orientation and hue).
In general, for orthogonal dimensions, a plausible manifold
can be obtained from the quotient topology of the parameter
space 𝐴, where the ends of dimensions are identified when
that dimension is homeomorphic to a circle. Once a choice is
made, an embedding 𝑒: 𝑅𝑎𝑛(Ψ) → ℝ can be chosen that
equates or well-approximates distances along single
dimensions in this new space to distances along the manifold
in ℝ . (In the next section, we will see how to calculate the
length of curves on the manifold once it is specified.) With
this specification, we obtain the coordinate map Φ = 𝑒 ∘ Ψ.

Arc Length of Curves

Let a continuous sequence of stimuli 𝑓 be represented with 𝑛
component functions, so that 𝑓(𝑡) = 𝑢 (𝑡), … , 𝑢 (𝑡) . With
this formulation, the line element of the manifold ℳ can be
determined via Equation. 2.
𝜕Φ 𝜕Φ 𝑑𝑢 𝑑𝑢
∙
𝜕𝑢 𝜕𝑢
𝑑𝑡 𝑑𝑡

ds =

(2)

In this equation, the line element 𝑑𝑠 corresponds intuitively
to the instantaneous distance traveled by 𝑓 along ℳ at 𝑡.
With this specified, the arc length along ℳ traversed by 𝑓
from 𝑡 = 0 to 𝜏, is given in Equation 3.
𝑠=

(3)

𝑑𝑠 𝑑𝑡

Typically, this integral cannot be solved exactly. However,
it can be estimated with arbitrary precision for any continuous
sequence of stimuli.
Arc Length for Two Dimensional Stimuli. Consider the
example where a stimulus space is made up of Gabor-like
stimuli varying in spatial frequency and saturation, such as
those in Figure 2. Suppose that, in generating the stimuli, we
used an objective parameter space 𝐴 ⊂ ℝ , providing a
nonnegative value for the spatial frequency and the
saturation. Prior research has found that a power law provides
an acceptable psychophysical representation of both
frequency and saturation in relation to objectively measured
units (Stevens, 1957). Thus, we can obtain the coordinate
transformation:
Ψ 𝑥 ,𝑥

= 𝑎 𝜓 (𝑥 , 𝑎 𝜓 (𝑥 ))
= (𝑎 𝑥 , 𝑎 𝑥 )

In this expression, the subscripts 𝑓 and 𝑠 correspond to
frequency and saturation respectively, while the two 𝑐
parameters correspond to power coefficients.
Since neither frequency nor saturation are homeomorphic
to a circle, we can embed our transformed parameter space in
ℝ via the identity map. Thus, coordinates of our manifold
can be given by Φ 𝑥 , 𝑥 = (𝑎 𝑥 , 𝑎 𝑥 ).
Consider a continuous sequence of stimuli that follows an
ellipse in objective coordinates:
𝑓(𝑡) = (𝑟 𝑠𝑖𝑛(2𝜋𝑡) + 𝑦 , 𝑟 cos(2𝜋𝑡) + 𝑦 )

The most important assumption of our modeling approach
is that the arc length of a continuous sequence of stimuli on
the manifold is a measure of the magnitude that the stimulus
is perceived to change during the sequence. In the previous
section, we showed a method to obtain a representation of
psychological space as a manifold embedded in ℝ with a
coordinate system Φ = 𝑒 ∘ Ψ. With this complete, the arc
length of curves can be determined in the standard way
(Kreyszig, 1959). Recall that 𝑓: [0, 𝜏] → ℝ is a continuous
sequence of stimuli, defined such that Φ ∘ 𝑓 is differentiable.
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(4)

From Equations 2, 3, and 4, the arc length of this sequence is
given in Equation 5.

𝑠 = 2𝜋

𝑎 𝑐 𝑟 𝑥
𝑎 𝑐 𝑟 𝑥

cos 2𝜋𝑡 +
sin 2𝜋𝑡

𝑑𝑡

(5)

Methods
Participants. This study utilized data collected online during
the COVID-19 pandemic. Our sample was recruited from
university students (N=24) taking an introductory psychology
course, and participants received course credit for
participation. All procedures used in this study were
approved by the appropriate Institutional Review Board.
Stimuli. This study employed continuously changing two
dimensional Gabor-like gratings varying in spatial frequency
and saturation. All stimuli were presented 20° clockwise
from a vertical orientation, while spatial frequency ranged
from 0.3 to 11.2 cycles per stimulus (rescaled 0 to 1 for
modeling analyses), and saturation values were determined
on a 0 to 1 scale. Still images of these stimuli can be seen in
Figure 2. Changing stimuli were created by saving static
stimuli to a video file at a rate of 60 frames per second, where
each frame was created using the GratingStim function in the
Python 3 implementation of PsychoPy.
In order to change continuously, stimuli needed to follow
a curve in its objective parameter space (the set 𝐴 from
above). For these curves, we chose to use ellipses parallel to
the two coordinate axes, parameterized by center values radii
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Two sets of stimuli were constructed: exemplars and
generalization items. The ellipses followed by both sets of
items were evenly distributed over the four centers seen in
Figure 3. The radii of exemplar items were chosen from two
extreme values for both dimensions. Taking all possible
combinations of a center and two radii, there were sixteen
total exemplar items. In contrast, generalization items were
created with four intermediate radius values for both
frequency and saturation, resulting in 64 stimuli.

0.2

In the previous section, we derived a model of psychological
space that predicts the amount of change that an individual
will perceive a stimulus to undergo throughout a
transformation. To assess this model, we conducted an
experiment to determine whether Equation 5 accurately
predicts individuals’ judgements of the average rate of
change for two dimensional Gabor-like stimuli. We decided
to assess the average rate of change for stimuli rather than the
total distance because online pilot participants found
instructions based on the speed that images were changing
more intuitive than other formulations. Therefore, in what
follows we assume additionally that the average rate of
change perceived by a subject for a changing stimulus is
proportional to its arc length. Furthermore, all stimuli have
an identical duration of change (1.0 seconds).

Figure 2. Two example stimuli varying in spatial
frequency and saturation.

Slow
Fast

0.0

Testing the Model

as in Equation 4. Examples of these curves are shown in
Figure 2.

Saturation

In this expression, the lengthy sum goes from the top line to
the bottom line, all under the radical. The arc length 𝑠 is
hypothesized to correspond to an individual's representation
of the total amount that the Gabor-like stimuli changes from
𝑡 = 0 to 𝜏.
From Arc Length to Distance. With a representation of the
arc length of curves in psychological space, the distance
between two points is canonically defined as the minimum
arc length of a curve connecting them on the manifold, or the
geodesic distance between those points. To test the model
with continuous sequences of stimuli, we do not need to
derive the geodesic distance. However, any attempt to define
arc length will induce a geodesic distance between stimuli in
this way. It can then be empirically determined whether the
geodesic distance corresponds to the subjective difference
between individual stimuli.

0

2
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6

8

10

12

Spatial Frequency
Figure 3. Four ellipses in parameter space corresponding to
the paths taken by four changing stimuli. The four pictured
items are each exemplar items and show one example from
each center location and one example with each
combination of radii. Note that “Slow” and “Fast” examples
are distinguished by change in spatial frequency.
Procedure. This experiment was conducted online via the
experimental platform Gorilla. Participants were first
welcomed to the experiment and then introduced to static
versions of the stimuli via text and images on their screen.
They were informed that the stimuli could vary in two ways:
“color” and “frequency” and were shown examples of static
stimuli with varying saturation and frequency respectively.
Then participants were introduced to changing stimuli and
instructed that some were changing “Fast” while others were
changing “Slow”. Participants were informed that they

should attend to the frequency dimension and judge whether
a stimulus was changing fast or slow.
After the instructions, participants were given a multiphase categorization task. During both phases, they were
instructed on every trial to answer the question “Is this one
changing fast or slow?” and presented with two response
options labeled “Fast” and “Slow”. A video stimulus was
placed in the center of the screen, and participants could play
the video as many times as desired by clicking on it.
During Phase 1, participants were shown each exemplar
stimulus once and given feedback regarding their
performance, determined only by the radius of the frequency
dimension. Saturation was irrelevant for feedback, consistent
with the instruction to pay attention to frequency. After eight
and sixteen trials, participants were reminded via a text
prompt to pay attention to changes in frequency.
In Phase 2, stimuli were randomly assigned into fifteen 8trial blocks. Each block consisted of four exemplar stimuli
chosen at random (with replacement) and 4 generalization
stimuli chosen at random (without replacement). Feedback
was provided as in Phase 1 for the exemplar stimuli.
Additionally, between every block, participants were
instructed to pay attention to changes in frequency.
Modeling. Responses from each participant in Phase 2 were
predicted as a logistic regression of arc length given attention
and power parameters. A response y was modeled as a
Bernoulli variable using the relation
𝑦 ~ 𝐵𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑙𝑖(𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡

(𝑚𝑠 + 𝑏))

Here, 𝑚 and 𝑏 are slope and intercept parameters fit for each
subject individually, while 𝑠 is the arc length calculated
according to Equation 5. To estimate the integral in Equation
5 under different parameter values, we used the trapezoid
rule, breaking the interval into 24 regions and taking the sum
of the area of a trapezoid in each region. Finally, since 𝑎 +
𝑎 = 1, a single attention parameter 𝑎 was used.
In order to estimate the values of latent parameters, a
Bayesian modeling approach was implemented using
RSTAN, the R implementation of the STAN modeling
framework (STAN Development Team, 2017). For each
participant, we gave latent parameters the following priors:
𝑎 ~ Beta(1, 1)
𝑐 , 𝑐 ~ Gamma(1, 1)
𝑚, 𝑏 ~ Normal(0, 10)
Here, the Gamma distribution is parameterized by shape and
rate, while the Normal distribution is parameterized with
mean and standard deviation. Once the model was specified,
STAN used Hamiltonian Monte Carlo sampling to estimate
the joint posterior distribution over parameters.

Results
Behavioral. In aggregate, participants were able to learn the
two categories (“Fast” and “Slow”) by the end of the two
training blocks, showing a mean accuracy of 0.81 over the
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final eight trials (Bayes Factor K = 1.62 × 10 against a
model with chance level responding; Rouder et al., 2009;
Morey & Rouder, 2018). Accuracy continued to improve for
exemplar items into Phase 2, where participants achieved a
mean accuracy of 0.88 (𝐾 = 2.61 × 10 ). This provides
evidence that participants in aggregate learned the categories.
Additionally, we examined responses to generalization
items based on their two radii and center parameters. If
nonlinear psychophysical laws affect the perception of
subjective change, we should expect both the radius of a
curve as well as its center to predict subjective distance.
However, if participants experience stimuli veridically, we
would expect no effect of the ellipse’s center.
To test this hypothesis, we converted responses to
generalization items into a binary variable, where 1 stands for
“Fast” responses. We then used a linear model with both radii
and centers as predictors to see which aspects of a changing
stimulus predicted participant responses. We found that all
four predictors increased the Bayes Factor of the linear
model, with strong evidence that the two radii and the center
of the frequency dimension predict generalization responses
(increase in 𝐾 > 10 against a model with only an intercept),
and only marginal evidence for the center of the saturation
dimension (increase in 𝐾 = 1.81). This pattern of results
supports the need for a coordinate transformation such as Ψ
above, as with veridical representations, there would be no
reason for the center of the frequency dimension to predict
the speed of change. Additionally, stronger evidence for
psychophysical effects on the frequency dimension may be
explained by the instructions and the category structure
encouraging participants to attend to frequency.
Modeling. Our first modeling analysis aimed to determine
whether arc length can predict subjective speed judgements.
Fitting our model with RSTAN, we obtained samples from
the joint posterior distribution of all parameters for each
participant. A representation of these posterior distributions
can be seen in Figure 4. From these posterior distributions,
we found that the slope parameter (𝑚) was positive with 95%
or greater posterior confidence for 22/24 participants. This
suggests that arc length, calculated as in Equation 5, is a
reliable predictor of subjective speed of change judgements
at the individual level.
Additionally, we examined whether the model could
determine that participants were instructed to attend to the
frequency dimension of stimuli (indicated by 𝑎 > 0.5). We
found that there was 95% or greater confidence that 𝑎 > 0.5
for 18/24 participants, with no participants showing the
opposite pattern (6 participants showed ambiguous
evidence). This suggests that, for many participants, the
model is able to capture the top-down attentional bias
specified in our instructions. However, it is unclear if the
model is unable to identify this parameter for the remaining
six participants or if this reflects a meaningful individual
difference, such as a difference in attentional control.
We also analyzed the two power parameters to examine the
effect of psychophysics on participant responses. For the
frequency dimension (𝑐 ), there was 95% or greater

sequence of stimuli using a discrimination paradigm. By
combining multiple geometric constraints such as arc length
and curvature, future research can determine if these
measures are in conflict and work toward a unified geometric
framework for perception, attention, and representation.
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confidence that nine participants had a power parameter less
than one, corresponding to a negative concavity in their
psychophysical function. For these participants, we have
evidence that a nontrivial psychophysical transformation (Ψ)
is important to predicting their judgements of changing
stimuli. The remaining participants showed ambiguous
evidence; however maximum a posteriori point estimates for
22/24 participants showed a power parameter less than 1.
Together, these findings suggest that psychophysical
parameters are important for some participants, though more
trials may be needed to identify these parameters.
Finally, the power parameter for the saturation dimension
(𝑐 ) was more uncertain relative to its expected scale than
other parameters. MAP estimates for this parameter found
that 13/24 participants showed a value less than 1 (mean =
0.70), with 11 participants greater than one. This likely
reflects the fact that participants attended to the frequency
dimension. As 𝑎 approaches a value of one, stimuli become
less discriminable on the saturation dimension, and in the
limit (𝑎 = 1) all values of 𝑐 result in the same model
predictions.
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In this paper, we presented a new method to assign
psychological spaces a meaningful notion of distance as the
arc length traversed by a stimulus through psychological
space. We then derived an expression for arc length for 2-D
stimuli (Equation 5) where each dimension is orthogonal and
modeled psychophysically via a power law. We tested this
prediction with an experiment where participants classified
changing stimuli based on their rate of change. We found that
arc length is a powerful predictor of the magnitude of change
and found evidence that the attention parameter of the model
accurately captures the dimension to which participants
selectively attended. Finally, we found indirect evidence that
a psychophysical model is needed to predict responses as well
as explicit evidence that some participants deviate from a
veridical representation of stimuli. Together, these results
provide powerful preliminary evidence that arc length can be
used as a geometric constraint for psychological spaces.
As discussed above, any model which can measure the arc
length of continuously changing stimuli can also be used to
induce a notion of geodesic distance, where the geodesic
distance between two stimuli is the minimum length of all
curves between the two points. Defined in this way, the
geodesic distance is a kind of “transformational distance”,
measuring the magnitude of the shortest transformation that
would convert one stimulus into another by continuously
changing its attributes (Hahn, Chater, & Richardson, 2003).
In the future we hope to explore commonalities and
differences between geodesic distance and currently used
distance functions in cognitive models, such as in the GCM.
Additionally, the results of our approach can be compared
to other methods attempting to estimate the geometric
properties of psychological spaces. For example, Hénaff,
Goris, & Simoncelli (2019) provide a method to estimate the
curvature of the curve corresponding to a continuous

5

10
Participants

Figure 4. Mean posterior estimates with 95% credible
intervals for each parameter. Each plot corresponds to an
estimated parameter, with one posterior estimate for each
participant. Note that two intervals for 𝑐 are cut off because
they extend far beyond the upper bound of the plot.
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Abstract

seems to suggest that people expect the to-be-learned probability distribution to be unimodal or Gaussian. However,
later studies show that people may not have a general difficulty in learning multimodal distributions. For example,
people can learn a distribution with as many as four modes
from as few as 70 samples (Sun et al., 2019) or use multimodal prior distributions for inference (Acerbi et al., 2014;
Sanborn & Beierholm, 2016). Bimodal or U-shaped distributions are not slower to learn or reduced to Gaussian distributions unless samples are associated with high perceptual or
mnemonic noises (Yeung & Whalen, 2015). As Tran et al.
(2017) pointed out, mistakenly reporting multimodal distributions as Gaussian may simply reflect a failure to learn the
distribution except for its mean.

Probability density estimation is widely-known as an ill-posed
statistical problem whose solving depends on extra constraints.
We investigated what prior beliefs people might have in their
learning of an arbitrary probability distribution, especially
whether the distribution is believed to be unimodal or multimodal. In each block of our experiments, participants repeatedly reconstructed a one-dimensional spatial distribution after
observing every 60 new samples from the distribution. The
probability distribution function (PDF) they reported on each
trial was submitted to a spectral analysis, where the powers
for 1-cycle, 2-cycle, . . . , n-cycle components respectively indicate participants’ tendency of reporting unimodal, bimodal,
. . . , n-modal distributions. In two experiments, the reported
PDFs showed significant bimodality—that the 2-cycle power
was above chance and even larger than the 1-cycle power—not
only for bimodal distributions, but also for uniform distribution. Such illusory bimodality for uniform distribution was
first found when we used an adaptive procedure analogous to
“human MCMC”, updating the generative distribution of samples from trial to trial to reinforce potential biases in PDFs
(Experiment 1). However, even when we fixed the generative
distribution across trials (Experiment 2), the illusory bimodality did not vanish. The illusory bimodality was even observed
before participants experienced any bimodal distributions in
the experiment . We considered a few kernel density models
and discuss further computational explanations (e.g. prior beliefs following Chinese Restaurant Process) for this new phenomenon.
Keywords: Probability density estimation, human MCMC

Introduction
Learning a probabilistic model of the world lies at the heart
of categorization (Flannagan et al., 1986), inference (Griffiths
& Tenenbaum, 2006), optimal foraging (Stephens & Krebs,
1986), and more generally, the human ability of generalizing
from a few instances of experience (Tenenbaum et al., 2011).
However, the learning of such model as probability density
estimation is itself an ill-posed statistical problem that cannot be solved without extra constraints (Vapnik, 1995). What
prior beliefs do people have when they learn arbitrary probability distributions?
According to some early studies, people are slower in
learning U-shaped than learning Gaussian distributions (Flannagan et al., 1986) and may mistakenly recall multimodal distributions to be unimodal (Nisbett & Kunda, 1985), which
† Corresponding

author
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In studies where probability distributions are reasonably
learned, evidence even points to the reverse direction: In
a motor decision task, people are found to represent their
Gaussian-like, unimodal motor error distributions as multimodal distributions (Zhang et al., 2015). Multimodal instead of unimodal representations are also found for inference based on very few (four) samples from a Gaussian distribution (Schustek & Moreno-Bote, 2018). In one study of
temporal distributions (Acerbi et al., 2012), hints of multimodal representations for unimodal distributions, though not
being described in the text, are visible in their figures. These
pieces of evidence together suggest that people’s prior beliefs
for probability distributions may be (counterintuitively) multimodal instead of unimodal. But this is far from a conclusion,
partly because the assertion is too counterintuitive to be built
on only a few studies, and partly because the estimation of
distribution representations in all these studies is indirect, relying on sophisticated modeling analysis whose assumptions
are not necessarily true.
Here we developed a new distribution report task and data
analysis method to more directly and sensitively detect the
potential multimodality in participants’ prior beliefs for probability distributions. In each block of our experiments, we
asked participants to reconstruct a distribution on a 20-bin
distribution reporter, after observing every 60 new samples
generated from the distribution. An adaptive procedure was
applied to the generative distribution after each trial so that it

changed slightly towards participants’ report on the trial. Inspired by the idea of human Markov chain Monte Carlo (human MCMC, Sanborn and Griffiths (2008)) and more closely
by Lew and Vul’s (2015) cascading method, this adaptive procedure was designed to reinforce the biases in participants’
behavioral patterns and thus to more efficiently capture the
influences of prior beliefs that might otherwise be transient.
A common practice of previous distribution report studies (Nisbett & Kunda, 1985; Yeung & Whalen, 2015) was to
average the reported probability distribution functions across
trials and participants, which might have cancelled out different multimodal distributions in different trials or participants.
To avoid so, we applied spectral analysis to the reported probability distribution functions in single trials and averaged the
power separately for different frequency components. The
1-cycle component corresponds to unimodal, 2-cycle component corresponds to bimodal, and so on.
In two experiments, we found participants not only were
able to reconstruct real bimodal distributions, but also showed
bimodality in their reconstruction of uniform distributions—a
phenomenon we termed “illusory bimodality”. Further statistical and modeling analysis have allowed us to exclude a few
trivial explanations for illusory bimodality. We discuss its implications for human prior beliefs in representing probability
distributions.

Methods
Participants
Forty-eight students from Peking University participated in
our experiments (Experiment 1: 24 participants, 2 male, aged
18–28; Experiment 2: 24 participants, 9 male, aged 19–25).
The study was approved by the ethics committee of School
of Psychological and Cognitive Sciences at Peking University. All participants provided written informed consent. Participants received a base payment of 60 RMB plus a bonus
that could range from 0 to 60 RMB according to their performance.

Experiments
Participants were required to reconstruct a visually-presented
one-dimensional probability distribution based on the samples they saw, in a cover story of “collecting meteors on planets” (Figure 1A). On each planet, participants watched animated meteors falling down to the ground and were told that
the horizontal locations of the fallen meteors followed a specific distribution. They were encouraged to learn this distribution and allocate “meteor-collecting machines” among the
possible locations proportional to each location’s likelihood
of welcoming meteors. Participants would receive bonus
points for the collected meteors. The scoring rule of our task
was designed in such a way that matching the allocation of
meteor-collecting machines to the generative distribution of
meteor locations would maximize expected reward and participants were explicitly instructed so. That is, participants
were motivated to reconstruct the generative distribution of
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locations as accurately as they could.
Each block was accompanied by a unique background image of a planet. Participants were told that the meteor locations on each planet (block) had its own distribution. Each
planet (block) started with an initial 60 meteor samples and
proceeded through 30 trials, on each of which participants reported the distribution of meteor locations on the planet and
then received 60 more samples as feedback.
Samples. During the presentation of samples, each meteor
appeared at one of 20 possible horizontal locations, falling
to the ground from the same height and at the same speed.
Every 100 ms a new meteor appeared and lasted for 500 ms,
resulting in no more than 4 meteors on the screen at a time
and a total presentation time of 6400 ms for 60 samples.
Distribution report. The distribution report was selfpaced, where participants could either click the mouse on
a bar or drag the mouse through bars to set the heights of
20 bars to indicate the relative probability of each location.
Participants could change their report as many times as they
needed before clicking on the “OK” button to confirm. In the
subsequent feedback, the relative probabilities participants
reported were scaled to adding up to 1 and shown as the background for the next 60 samples.
Adaptive procedure. In Experiment 1 (“adaptive-change
experiment”), to amplify the potential biases in participants’
report, after each trial the reported distribution was used to
update the generative distribution of next trial. According to
the adaptive procedure (dashed-line box at the bottom of Figure 1A), the generative distribution Pt+1 on trial t + 1 is a
weighted summation of the reported distribution Rt and the
generative distribution Pt :
Pl,t+1 = α · Rt + (1 − α) · Pl,t .

(1)

The updating factor α was set to 0.2, which is small enough
to prevent participants from discovering the adaptive procedure and meanwhile large enough for the generative distribution and participants’ report to converge. In Experiment 2
(“fixed-distribution experiment”), the generative distribution
was fixed in each block and no adaptive procedure was used
between trials, equivalent to setting the α in Eq. 1 to be 0.
Design. Except for the presence or absence of the adaptive procedure, the two experiments were identical in stimuli, procedure, and design. In both experiments, each participant completed a practice block of 5 trials and six experimental blocks of 30 trials, which took approximately 80 minutes. A block might start with one of three different generative distributions (see Figure 1B): a uniform distribution
and two bimodal distributions that are mixtures of two (discretized) left- or right-skewed beta-distribution components
(“skewed bimodal distributions”). The practice block used
the uniform distribution. The six experimental blocks used
an ABCABC design for the three different distribution conditions, with their orders counterbalanced across participants.
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Figure 1.

Repeated reconstruction of probability distributions. A, Task. Each planet (block) started with an initial 60 meteor samples
(visualized as falling firing balls) and proceeded through 30 trials. On each trial, participants were required to report the distribution of the
horizontal locations of the meteors on the planet. To do so, they used the mouse to adjust the heights of the 20 bars and clicked on OK to
confirm. They then received 60 more samples as feedback. In each block, the generative distribution for samples was initially one of three
distributions (one uniform distribution and two bimodal distributions, as shown in B). In Experiment 1 (“adaptive-change experiment”), the
generative distribution was updated after each trial according to an adaptive procedure (weighted summation of reported distribution and the
previous generative distribution, see dashed-line box). In Experiment 2 (“fixed-distribution experiment”), the generative distribution was fixed
throughout each block. B, Response convergence in Experiment 1. Each panel is for one of the three different initial generative distributions
(black curve). The reported probability density functions (PDFs) of the last 1–3 trials, 4–6 trials, and 7–9 trials, averaged across participants,
overlapped with each other, indicating that participants’ responses well converged at the end of each block.

In other words, participants would not experience the same
distribution condition in two consecutive blocks. Neither
were they informed that two different blocks might have the
same distribution.

Statistical analysis
Across-block consistency. We first tested whether participants’ reports in two blocks of the same distribution had
a higher similarity than those of different distributions, using the procedures as follows. Distribution reports in each
block were averaged across 30 trials, which resulted in a 20dimensional vector (i.e., the averaged PDF) for the block. The
similarity of two blocks were defined as the cosine value of
the angle between their vectors. For each participant, 6 blocks
were divided into the first 3 blocks and the last 3 blocks. Between one block from the first group and another block from
the last group, there were 9 similarities, among which, 3 were
between two blocks with same initial distribution and 6 were
not. We averaged the similarities within each participant and
obtained the similarity between blocks of same distribution
and the similarity between blocks of different distributions
for each participant. Last, a paired t-test was applied to see
whether the two similarities were different.
Spectral analysis. For each participant and trial, we applied Fast Fourier Transform (implemented by the fft function of the Python 3 library Numpy) to the PDF (i.e., a series
of 20 probabilities) participants reported.
Permutation test. In both Experiment 1 and Experiment 2,
we generated surrogate data by randomly shuffling the series
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of 20 probabilities separately for each trial and each participant, and applied the Fourier transformation procedures described above for real data to the surrogate data. This permutation procedure was repeated for 1000 times to obtain the
distribution of chance-level powers for each frequency, based
on which we tested whether the powers at particular frequencies in real data were significantly above the chance level.

Modeling
Histogram model. The histogram model assumes an observer who has perfect memory and who separately counts
the number of samples fallen into each bin of the distribution
report task. Up to trial t of a block, the observer has observed
a total of 60 ·t samples. The reported probability for bin location l(l ∈ [1, 20]) is thus the proportion of samples cumulated
at the location:
Rl,t =

Σtτ=1 Nl,t
.
60 · t

(2)

where Nl,t is the cumulated number of samples at location l
up to trial t.
Gaussian model. The Gaussian kernel model takes the limited capacity of working memory as well as perceptual and
mnemonic noises into consideration. It assumes that the observer can only use the 60 samples observed in the last trial.
Each sample influences not only the hit location but also its
nearby locations, with the strength of influence following a
Gaussian kernel function centered at the hit location. The re-

Uniform

ported probability for bin location l(l ∈ [1, 20]) is thus

.

(3)

where ϕ denotes the density function of standard Gaussian
distribution. The Gaussian kernel model has one parameter,
the kernel width σ.
Mexican-hat model. We adopted the Mexican-hat curve
widely used in modeling neuronal receptive fields (Marr &
Hildreth, 1980) as another kernel function to model the potential influence of a sample on locations other than the hit
location. It assumes that each sample has positive effects for
nearby locations but negative effects for more distant locations. Otherwise the model is similar to the Gaussian kernel
model described above. The reported probability for bin location l(l ∈ [1, 20]) is thus
Rl,t =

ReLU(Σ20
N · ψ(l − ξ, σ))
ξ=1 l,t
20
0
0
Σ20
l 0 =1 ReLU(Σξ=1 Nl ,t · ψ(l − ξ, σ))
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.
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0
0

where ψ is the Mexican hat wavelet with width σ. The rectification function ReLU(.) sets negative values to 0 and does
not change positive values. The Mexican-hat model has one
free parameter σ.

Results
We first verified that participants in our task did learn from
samples and make reliable report of probability distribution
functions (PDFs). Figure 1B shows the PDFs reported in the
last a few trials of a block, separately for the three distribution
conditions (uniform, left-skewed bimodal, and right-skewed
bimodal) and averaged across all 24 participants in Experiment 1. There were little differences between the last 1–3,
4–6, and 7–9 trials, all of which resembled the starting generative distribution in the block. Moreover, each participant
completed two separate blocks for each distribution condition, which allowed us to evaluate their consistency across
blocks, in other words, to test whether the PDFs reported for
the same condition were more similar to each other than those
of two different conditions (see Methods). As expected, the
between-block cosine similarity was significantly higher for
the same distribution condition than for two different distribution conditions (t23 = 3.60, p = 0.002).
Meanwhile, participants’ report had patterned deviations
from the initial generative distribution (Figure 1B), among
which one pattern was counterintuitive: The reported PDFs
for the uniform distribution seemed to have two modes. As
we will see, this “illusory bimodality” is more pronounced in
single trials, because averaging multimodal PDFs with varying mode positions across trials or participants might cancel
out the modes. Next we look into single trials and, to circumvent the cancelling-out issue, we use a spectral analysis
to provide group-level measures of illusory bimodality.
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Figure 2. Ridgeline plots for reported PDFs of the 30 trials
across the block. Top and bottom rows are respectively for one
block from an example participant and the group average. Left
and right columns are respectively for the uniform and skewedbimodal conditions (left- and right-skewed collapsed). Closelylocated modes in adjacent trials would overlap with each other to
form vertical ridges, that is, darker bands along the vertical axis.
Two separate ridges are visible not only for the skewed-bimodal condition whose generative distributions were really bimodal, but also
for the uniform condition, especially in the plot for one block of one
participant, which demonstrates the existence of illusory bimodality
in single trials.

Illusory bimodality in uniform distributions
The reported PDFs for each of the 30 trials in a block are
shown in Figure 2 as ridgeline plots, where closely-located
modes in adjacent trials would overlap with each other to
form vertical ridges (i.e., darker bands). Two separate ridges
are visible not only for the skewed-bimodal condition (leftand right-skewed collapsed) whose generative distributions
were really bimodal, but also for the uniform condition, especially in the plot for one block of one participant (upper-left
panel of Figure 2), which demonstrates the existence of illusory bimodality in single trials.
To measure bimodality and higher-order multimodality
signals, we performed a spectral analysis on the reported
PDF, which decomposes the PDF of each trial (i.e., a series
of 20 probabilities) into frequency components of 1-cycle, 2cycle, . . . , 9-cycle. The resulting power spectrum was then
averaged across participants and blocks, shown separately for
trials 1–30 in a block (Figure 3A). The power spectrum of the
skewed-bimodal condition was evidently dominated by the 2cycle component. Our further statistical analysis thus focused
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Skewed bimodal

Histogram

Though the adaptive procedure in Experiment 1 provides a
sensitive measurement for prior beliefs that might otherwise
be too elusive to grasp, its results are potentially open to some
trivial explanations. For example, participants might have realized their response could influence future stimuli and tried
to take advantage of the adaptive procedure. If so, however,
they should have placed all collecting machines into one bin,
instead of spreading them out over two modes, let alone shifting the modes from trial to trial (Figure 2). As a second concern, early random patterns in samples, after amplified by
the adaptive procedure, might have led to illusory bimodal-
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on the power spectrum of the uniform distribution.
Compared with random permutations (see Methods), the
reported PDFs for the uniform distribution had significantly
higher power in 1-cycle (p < 0.001), 2-cycle (p < 0.001) and
3-cycle (p < 0.001).We further tested the power of these three
frequencies separately for the 30 trials in the uniform blocks
and found significant 1-cycle and 2-cycle power across almost all trials (Figure 3B).
Could this illusory bimodality arise naturally from samples? We considered three kernel density models, which differ in the assumed functional form for the kernel, or in cognitive terms, the way each sample influences the reported PDF.
Among them, the histogram model assumes that the reported
PDF is a histogram of all samples, with each sample contributing to the bin it belongs to. In contrast, the Gaussian
model applies a Gaussian kernel to each sample, echoing
visuo-motor Gaussian noises. The Mexican-hat model assumes a difference-of-Gaussian kernel (mimicking the shape
of a Mexican hat), so that each sample increases the density of
its neighboring regions but decreases the density in more distant regions, which is motivated by psychophysical findings
(Marr & Hildreth, 1980). The histogram model has no free
parameters and for the other two models, we estimated the
kernel width parameters that minimize the summed square
errors between the PDFs participants reported and those predicted by the model (see Methods).
We compared the power spectrum predicted by these models to the data in Experiment 1 (Figure 3A), focusing on the
qualitative differences in the pattern. The prediction of the
histogram model bore little similarity to the data. The Gaussian model captured the higher power in lower frequencies
but contradicted the data in predicting a lower power in 2cycle than in 1-cycle for the uniform condition. The prediction of the Mexican-hat model was close to the Gaussian
model.
The over-simplified models we considered above were
used to provide computational insights for the cognitive processes behind illusory bimodality. Together, they suggest that
illusory bimodality can hardly arise from simple kernel density models, where each sample is treated as equal. Later we
will discuss prior beliefs and more structured representations
of probability distributions.
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Figure 3. Powers of frequencies for Experiment 1. A, Power
spectrum for all frequencies (from 1-cycle to 9-cycle) averaged
across participants for each of the 30 trials in the block. Left and
right columns are for the uniform and skewed-bimodal distributions.
Colors code power spectrum on the logarithmic scale. Darker colors
denote higher values. Rows from top to bottom: power spectra of
the reported PDFs from real data, shuffled data and three different
model simulations. The powers of lower-frequency components, especially the 1-cycle and 2-cycle components, were visually higher
in real data than those of shuffled data (see B for results of statistical
tests). See text for the implications of model simulations. B, Powers for the 1-cycle and 2-cycle components in the uniform condition.
Both the 1-cycle and 2-cycle powers in real data (blue and red solid
curves) were higher than the 95% quantile of those of shuffled data
(blue and red dashed curves, overlapped).

ity. But this possibility is also largely ruled out, according to
the modeling analysis we reported above.
Still, one may have some other reasons to doubt that the bimodal illusion observed in Experiment 1 was an artefact from
the adaptive procedure. To exclude this possibility and to further test whether illusory bimodality can be washed out by
continuing exposure to uniform distribution, we performed
Experiment 2 (with 24 new participants), which was identical to Experiment 1 except that there was no adaptive procedure and the generative distribution was fixed throughout
each block.
Under such fixed generative distributions, we still observed
illusory bimodality (Figure 4A), with the 2-cycle power in the
uniform condition significantly above the chance level (p <
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Figure 5. Power spectra of the reported PDFs in the two
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Power spectrum of the reported PDFs for Experiment 2. Conventions follow Figure 3. A, Power spectrum for all frequencies (from 1-cycle to 9-cycle) averaged across participants for
each of 30 trials in the block, separately for the uniform and skewedbimodal condition but also in the uniform condition. B, Powers for
the 1-cycle and 2-cycle components in the uniform condition. Similar to Experiment 1, the above-chance-level 2-cycle power in the
uniform condition (“illusory bimodality”) persisted throughout the
block in Experiment 2, while the 1-cycle power was indistinguishable from chance.

0.001). Moreover, the significance in the 2-cycle power was
throughout all 30 trials in the uniform blocks (Figure 4B).

Illusory bimodality emerges even before real
experience of bimodal distributions
In our experiments, each participant completed two blocks
of uniform condition and four blocks of bimodal conditions.
The illusory bimodality in the uniform condition might be
explained by an influence from earlier bimodal blocks. For
example, participants might use the distribution learned in a
previous block as their prior for the present block, though
this would not explain why illusory bimodality did not vanish
even after participants had observed up to 1800 samples from
the uniform distribution.
We further extracted the first block of the participants
whose experiment started from the uniform condition (Figure 5). We found that even in these blocks (8 participants
for each experiment), the 2-cycle power was still significantly
above chance (p < 0.001 for both experiments).

Discussion
In the present study, we asked human participants to reconstruct probability distributions from samples. Despite their
fast learning and overall accurate reconstructions, we found
a counterintuitive bias—illusory bimodality—in participants’
reconstructions of uniform distributions, that is, participants
reported a bimodal distribution after observing samples from
a uniform distribution. We first found the bias in Experiment
1, where an adaptive procedure was used to reinforce participants’ biases. In Experiment 2, we excluded the possibility
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uniform blocks for the participants whose experiment started
from the uniform condition. Conventions follow Figure 3A. Left
and right columns are respectively for the first and second uniform
blocks in the experiment. Top and bottom rows are respectively for
Experiments 1 and 2, each of which had 8 participants whose experiment started from the uniform condition. Even in these participants’
first uniform block, the 2-cycle power was the 2-cycle power was
still significantly above chance (p < 0.001 for both Experiments 1
and 2).

that illusory bimodality could be an artefact of the adaptive
procedure: when the adaptive procedure was removed, we
still observed illusory bimodality. Remarkably, participants
exhibited illusory bimodality even before they were exposed
to any other distributions in our experiments and even after
they had continuously observed 1800 samples from the uniform distribution.
Some biases we found in representing real bimodal distributions (Figure 1B) had been reported in earlier studies, such
as the loss of local details in variance (Tran et al., 2017) or
skewness (Sun et al., 2019). But why was not illusory bimodality found in earlier studies? An important reason, we
think, is our use of more sensitive experimental paradigm and
data analysis methods, including the adaptive procedure, multiple times of reconstructions and spectral analysis. Had we
used a one-time test for each distribution or directly averaged
the reported probability distributions across trials or participants, as many previous studies did, we would probably have
lacked the statistical power to detect illusory bimodality.
Our finding of illusory bimodality provides further evidence for the hypothesis that people may have multimodal
representations for unimodal distributions (Zhang et al.,
2015). Unlike previous evidence for the hypothesis (Schustek
& Moreno-Bote, 2018; Zhang et al., 2015), our results do not
rely on complicated modeling methods.
What is the origin of illusory bimodality? Illusory bimodality was found even in the first block, that is, before
exposure to any non-uniform distributions in the experiment,
which suggests that bimodality is already part of participants’
prior beliefs before our laboratory experiments.
Though seeming counterintuitive at first sight, a prior belief of multimodality is consistent with the fact that the world
is often “bumpy”, with clustered distributions of resources
(Orhan & Jacobs, 2013) and co-existence of multiple causes

(Gershman & Blei, 2012). Meanwhile, multimodal representations may also reflect a discretized representation, probably of basis functions (Anderson & Van Essen, 1994; Poggio,
1990), which serves as a useful approximation under limited
cognitive resources (Tran et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2015).
How are prior beliefs of multimodality used to constrain
the learning of arbitrary probability distributions from samples? From the perspective of Bayesian inference, distributions resulting from a Chinese Restaurant Process can serve
as a flexible prior to accommodate distributions with indefinite number of modes (Gershman & Blei, 2012). Predictions
from these perspectives need to be tested in future research.
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Abstract
We report a supervised category learning experiment in which
the training phase contains both classification and observation
learning blocks. To explain the use of different categorization
strategies, we propose an account in which use of a stimuli dimension depends on how well the dimension is learned. Our
results show that there is an overall preference for a unidimensional categorization based on the perfectly diagnostic dimension. The preference for unidimensional categorization is negatively correlated with how well participants learn the partially
diagnostic dimensions. Preference for unidimensional categorization is also negatively correlated with the mean response
time. Bayesian modeling results show that participants use a
partially diagnostic dimension only when it is learned with a
very high level of accuracy. Different strategies are used for
categorization depending on how well the perfectly and partially diagnostic dimensions are learned.
Keywords: supervised category learning; classification learning; observation learning; Bayesian modeling

Introduction
Classification learning and Observation learning are two
types supervised category learning paradigms commonly
used in the literature (Nelson, 1984; Levering & Kurtz, 2015).
In classification learning, instances of two different categories
are presented one by one and participants are asked to classify each instance. Feedback is given and participants learn
through trial and error. In observation learning, instance of
a category is presented along with its category label. Participants observe each labelled instance before moving to the
next instance. No feedback is given in observation learning.
Studies have consistently reported that in classification
learning participants preferred a unidimensional categorization based on the perfectly diagnostic feature (Nelson, 1984;
Rabi, Miles, & Minda, 2015). For observation learning, the
results showed that there was a greater preference for a similarity based strategy that was based on all the diagnostic features (family resemblance structure) of a category (Nelson,
1984; Smith & Shapiro, 1989). However, Ward and Scott
(1987) showed that participants preferred a unidimensional
rule plus exception strategy for both classification and observation learning.
Levering and Kurtz (2015) showed that the perfectly diagnostic dimension was learned with 100% accuracy for both
observation and classification learning. Levering and Kurtz
(2015) also showed that the accuracy for the partially diagnostic features was significantly higher in observation learning (85%) compared to classification learning (72%). We
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think that a greater preference for a similarity based strategy
in some observation learning studies is due to better learning of the partially diagnostic features. For example, Thomas
and Srinivasan (2020) showed that the preference for a unidimensional strategy (based on the perfectly diagnostic feature)
decreased when participants were made to memorize the partially diagnostic features.
This study aims to check whether there is a relation between preference for a unidimensional strategy and how well
partially diagnostic features are learned. In our study, we have
used both observation and classification learning in the training phase. We show that the perfectly diagnostic dimension
is learned better compared to the partially diagnostic dimensions, which is consistent with the results by Levering and
Kurtz (2015). We show that the percentage of unidimensional
categorization is negatively correlated with how well the partially diagnostic features are learned; also, the participants
whose average response time was longer made fewer unidimensional responses. We use Bayesian modeling to show
that participants use a dimension only when they have learned
the dimension with a high level of accuracy. We use the results of Bayesian modeling to propose an alternative theoretical position where the preference for unidimensional strategy
is stronger when accurate knowledge about diagnosticities of
features are not available. We argue that this alternative theoretical position has a broader explanatory power.
In the rest of this article, we refer to the categorization strategy based on the perfectly diagnostic feature as the CA (criterion attribute) strategy, and the categorization strategy based
on all the diagnostic features as the FR (family resemblance)
strategy. We refer to the perfectly diagnostic dimension as
CA (criterion attribute) dimension, and we refer to the partially diagnostic dimensions as FR (family resemblance) dimensions.

Experiment
Thomas and Srinivasan (2020) reported that participants
showed a preference for the CA strategy even when both observation and classification learning blocks were used in the
training phase. In this experiment, we wanted to replicate the
results when there are no explicit memorization conditions.
We hypothesized that there would be a correlation between
preference for the CA strategy and how well the FR features
are learned.

Method
Subjects Forty five volunteers (5 females; mean age = 21.5
years) participated in this experiment. The results of linear regression reported by Thomas and Srinivasan (2020) indicated
that there was an effect between the accuracy for FR features
and percentage of CA categorization (R2 = .16 in condition
M0). Power analysis (Bausell & Li, 2002) indicated 44 subjects are needed for power = .80, R2 = .16 and two-tailed α
=.05 for a significant effect between the accuracy for FR features and percentage of CA categorization.
Materials Figure 1 shows the fish-like stimuli that were
used in Experiment 1. The stimuli consisted of five dimensions — shape of the tail, shape of the upper-fin, shape of
the lower-fin, shape of the mouth and the body pattern. Each
stimuli dimension could take one of two possible values. One
of the five feature dimensions was perfectly diagnostic of category membership (CA dimension); the remaining four feature dimensions were partially diagnostic (FR dimensions).
In Figure 1 shape of the mouth is the CA dimension and shape
of the tail is one of the four FR dimensions. The stimuli in
the first two rows of Figure 1 formed the training stimuli. The
stimuli in the last two rows formed the transfer stimuli. The
transfer stimuli were constructed by flipping the CA feature
of the training stimuli. In other words, each transfer stimulus contained the CA feature and FR features from opposite
categories.
We used five different sets of stimuli, where a different
stimuli dimension formed the CA dimension in each set. For
each participant, one of the five sets of stimuli was used. Each
of the five stimuli sets was used 9 times in the experiment
(9 × 5 sets = 45 participants). In each of the five sets, the CA
dimension was always black in colour, two FR dimensions
were always yellow, and the remaining two were always blue.
The colour on its own did not help in identifying the categories (as can be see in Figure 1). Colours can make the FR
dimensions more salient, but a pilot study revealed that participants continued to show a strong preference for the CA
strategy. In the extended version of this study, we plan to run
an experiment where colours covary with the FR features.
Procedure We developed a web application using the
Django framework for collecting the behavioral data. The
link to the web application was sent to participants over
an email. Participants responded in a self-paced manner
throughout the experiment.
The experiment started with a training phase. In the training phase, participants were asked to learn to differentiate category A objects from category B objects. The instructions
given to the participants were neutral and did not indicate the
categorization strategy that they were expected to use. Each
block in the training phase consisted of an observation learning sub-block followed by a feedback learning sub-block. In
the observation learning sub-block, the 10 training stimuli
were presented one by one along with the correct category
label. In the classification learning sub-block, the 10 train-
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Figure 1: Training stimuli and transfer stimuli used in the
experiment. Here, the shape of the mouth is the perfectly
diagnostic (CA) dimension, and the remaining features are
partially diagnostic (FR) features.
ing stimuli were again presented one by one and participants
were asked to categorize each stimulus. Feedback was given
after every response and indicated whether the response was
correct. At the end of the classification learning sub-block,
participants were shown their accuracy for the classification
learning sub-block. Participants had to achieve an accuracy
of 90% twice (learning criterion) in order to proceed to the
next phase. The training phase was repeated until participants
could achieve an accuracy of 90% two times.
The training phase was followed by the transfer phase. In
each block of the transfer phase, all the 10 transfer stimuli
were presented one by one and participants were asked to
categorize each stimulus. No feedback was given. The transfer phase contained three blocks. So, participants categorized
each transfer stimulus three times.
The transfer phase was followed by an all features test
phase, where participants were asked to identify the category
in which a given feature occurred more commonly in. Participants were not informed that there will be an all features test
phase. There were two features along each of the five stimuli
dimensions. So, there were ten features in total. In one block,
all the ten features were tested once. No feedback was given.
There were three blocks in the all features test phase.
After the all features test phase, participants were asked to
describe how they categorized the items.They were requested
to describe their strategy with sufficient clarity so that another
person may read the description and replicate their categorization pattern.

Results
In the transfer phase, 30 participants (out of 45) preferred
the CA strategy more than 90% of the times. A one-sample
t-test showed that the overall percentage of CA categorization (M = 74.44%, SD = 38.03) was above the chance level
(50%); t(44) = 4.26, p = 0.0001, d = 0.64. This shows that
there was a strong preference for the CA strategy.
In the all features test phase, the mean and standard devia-

Table 1: The four columns represent the groups based on
participants’ categorization descriptions. The rows show the
number of participants in each group (row 1), the average CA
categorization responses in the transfer phase (row 2), mean
response time for the transfer stimuli (row 3), mean accuracy
for the CA dimension in the all features test phase (row 4),
mean accuracy for the FR dimensions (row 5) and the average
number of FR dimensions for which a participant achieved
100% accuracy in the all features test phase (row 6).

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

No. of participants
CA strategy
Mean RT
CA accuracy
FR accuracy
FR 100% accuracy

CA
28
97%
1.6s
96%
73%
1.6

MULTI
7
48%
4.5s
90%
77%
2.0

FR
6
29%
9.1s
95%
87%
3.0

OTHER
4
36%
3.0s
67%
80%
2.0

tion for the CA and FR dimensions were (M = 92.59%, SD =
19.10) and (M = 76.02%, SD = 17.35) respectively. A onesample t-test showed that the accuracy for the CA dimension
was above chance level (50%); t(44) = 14.79, p < .0001, d =
2.20. The accuracy for the FR dimension was also above
chance level (50%); t(44) = 9.95, p < .0001, d = 1.48. A
paired-sample t-test showed that the difference in accuracy
for the CA and FR dimensions was significant; t(44) =
4.47, p < .0001, d = .67. This shows that participants learned
the CA dimension better than the FR dimensions.
To further understand feature learning and categorization
strategy, participants were divided into four groups based on
their categorization descriptions (Table 1). Participants who
used only the CA dimension were labeled as CA (column 2
in Table 1). Participants who used two to four stimuli dimensions were labeled as MULTI (column 3). Participants who
used all the five dimensions were labeled as FR (column 4).
Participants who used other strategies (like counting number
of pointy features) were labeled as OTHER (column 5). Some
participants used the CA strategy 100% of the time, but described their strategy to be multidimensional. We put such
participants in the MULTI group (and not in CA). Due to this,
the number of participants in the CA group is 28, and not 30
as reported above. Importantly, no participant claimed to have
used a unidimensional strategy based on a single FR dimension. This is possibly due to the learning criterion of 90% accuracy in the training phase, which cannot be achieved using
a unidimensional strategy based on a single FR dimension.
The third row shows that the mean RT for the transfer stimuli was more for the MULTI and FR groups compared to the
CA group. The sixth row in Table 1 shows the average number of FR dimensions with 100% accuracy (i.e. no error). On
average, participants in the FR group could learn 3 FR dimensions with 100% accuracy, whereas this number was only 1.6
for the CA group. This data becomes relevant in the light of
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our results in the Bayesian modeling section.
Table 1 suggests that there is a correlation between CA
strategy and accuracy for the FR dimensions. The results of linear regression indicated that the accuracy for the
FR features is a significant predictor of the percentage of
CA categorization, β = −.32, t(43) = 2.24, p = .03, R2 =
.11, adjusted R2 = .08. The percentage of CA strategy decreased with increase in accuracy for the FR dimensions.
Table 1 also suggests that there is a correlation between the
CA strategy and the mean RT. The results of linear regression
indicated that the mean RT is a significant predictor of CA
categorization percentage, β = −.61, t(43) = 5.11, p < .0001,
R2 = .38, adjusted R2 = .36. The percentage of CA strategy
decreased with increase in the mean RT. In fact, none of the
participants whose mean RT was more than 4s showed a preference for the CA strategy. These results are consistent with
the finding that a multidimensional strategy is more effortful and takes more time (Milton, Longmore, & Wills, 2008;
Wills, Milton, Longmore, Hester, & Robinson, 2013).

Bayesian Modeling
In classification learning, it has been shown that participants
show a strong preference for the CA strategy (Nelson, 1984;
Rabi et al., 2015). This has been explained as follows:
Theoretical position A. Classification learning promotes analytical processing of information. Due to this, participants
test unidimensional rules until they find the best rule (Nelson,
1984). This leads to a greater preference for the CA strategy
and FR features are not learned well.
Our results show that 74.44% of the overall categorization
responses were based on the CA strategy. This can be explained using theoretical position A. However, we also found
that participants with a higher accuracy for the FR dimensions showed less preference for the CA strategy. We used
Bayesian modeling to check whether there is an accuracy
threshold below which participants ignore the FR dimensions.
Figure 2 shows the Bayesian model that we have used.
The shaded nodes represent the observed variables. The unshaded nodes having a single border represent the free parameters whose value depends on a prior probability distribution.
The square-shaped nodes take discrete values, while circular
nodes take continuous values. The nodes with double borders
are the deterministic nodes whose value depend on the parent
node(s).
A . The
We have used three observed variables: ~xi , ~tk and rki
variable ~xi is a five dimensional vector that corresponds to
the logical representation of the ith transfer stimulus. As
described earlier, we have used five different sets of stimuli, where each set had a different stimuli dimension forming
the CA dimension. We have used a logical representation in
which the first dimension is always the CA dimension. Suppose that for a stimuli set the third stimuli dimension is the
CA dimension. Then the third stimuli dimension is mapped
to the first logical dimension, the fourth stimuli dimension
is mapped to the second logical dimension and so on. After

A. So the distance dkia will increase if stimulus ~xi contains
fewer diagnostic features of category A. We have found the
distance dkiA as follows:
5

dkia =

∑ w j sk j |xi j − a j |

(1)

j=1

Figure 2: Graphical representation describes the stochastic
processes that generate the observed data from unobserved
parameters for model I.
the fifth stimuli dimension we rotate back to the first stimuli
dimension and continue the mapping.
The second observed variable that we have used is ~tk ,
which is also a five dimensional vector. The jth component of
vector ~tk (denoted by tk j ) contains the accuracy of the kth participant for the jth logical dimension. This means that the first
component of vector ~tk will always contain the accuracy for
the CA dimension. In each block of the all features test phase,
every stimuli dimension was tested twice (because each dimension has two features). In total there were three blocks.
This means that each stimuli dimension was tested six times
in the all features test phase. The accuracy for the jth logical
dimension for the kth participant (i.e. tk j ) was found by dividing the number of correct responses for each dimension by 6.
So, tk j can have one of the following discrete values: 0, .17,
.33, .5, .67, .83 or 1. The accuracy values have been rounded
to two decimal places.
A tells us how many times the
The third observed variable rki
th
k participant categorized the ith transfer stimulus to category A. In the transfer phase, there were three blocks. So,
every participant categorized every transfer stimulus three
A will be 0,
times. For this reason, the value of variable rki
A
1, 2 or 3. The deterministic parameter pki gives the probability that kth participant will categorize a transfer stimulus ~xi
A is gento category A. In our model, the observed variable rki
erated from a Binomial distribution with probability pAki and
three Bernoulli trials (see Figure 2).
The probability pAki was determined using distances dkia and
b
dki . Distance dkia is the distance of stimulus ~xi from the prototype of category A (denoted by ~a). The prototype ~a will
contain the diagnostic features (both CA and FR) of category
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where w j is the attention weight for logical dimension j and
sk j is a parameter that can be either 0 or 1. The parameters w j
and sk j are explained below. In Eqn. (1), |xi j − a j | will be 0
if ~xi and ~a have the same jth feature, otherwise |xi j − a j | will
be 1. We find the distance dkib in a manner similar to Eqn. (1),
where ~b denotes the prototype of category B.
In Eqn. 1, parameter sk j determines whether the kth participant used the jth dimension for categorization. We have
hypothesized that participant k would use the jth dimension
only when the accuracy tk j is above some threshold (θ). To
capture this relation we have used a unit Step() function.
(
Step(tk j − θ1 ), if j = 1
sk j ←
(2)
Step(tk j − θ2 ), if 2 ≤ j ≤ 5
The value of the Step() function is 1 when its argument is
positive, otherwise it is 0. So, parameter sk j will be 1 if the
accuracy tk j is above some threshold, otherwise sk j will be 0.
If sk j is 0, then the jth logical dimension will be ignored while
computing the distance in Eqn. (1). In Eqn (2), we have used
threshold θ1 for the CA dimension (i.e. j = 1), and threshold
θ2 for the four FR dimensions (i.e. 2 ≤ j ≤ 5). This is because we are working with the logical representation where
different stimuli dimensions can map to the same logical dimension depending on the stimuli set being used. For this
reason, we did not want to differentiate between the different
FR dimensions and have used the same threshold θ2 .
The threshold parameters (θ1 and θ2 ) are generated from a
uniform prior distribution over the following discrete values:
−.01, .16, .32, .49, .66, .82 and .99. These values are .01
less than the accuracy values that tk j can take. We have used
discrete values for the threshold because the accuracy values
are also discrete 1 .
In Eqn. (1), we have used attentional weights w j for each
dimension. These weights are determined as follows:
(
1 − α, if j = 1
wj ←
(3)
α/4,
if 2 ≤ j ≤ 5
where α is a parameter having a uniform prior distribution
in the interval (0, 1). Determining the weights in the above
manner ensures that all the weights sum to 1. Eqn. (3) allows
the weights for the CA dimension to be different from the FR
1 We could have used a continuous prior distribution (i.e
Uni f orm(0, 1)) for the threshold parameters. In that case, the posterior distribution would lie in the open interval ( 64 , 56 ) and ( 56 , 1)
instead of being concentrated at .82 and .99 respectively (See Figure 3). Since we are only interested in the minimum accuracy with
which a dimension should be learned, we have used discrete values.

Figure 3: Posterior distribution for CA attentional weight
(w1 ), CA accuracy threshold (θ1 ), FR attentional weight (w2 )
and FR accuracy threshold (θ2 ) for model I shown in Figure 2.
dimensions. However, the attentional weights for the FR dimensions are the same. The reason for this is (again) that we
don’t want to differentiate between different FR dimensions
in the logical representation for the stimuli.
If the distance dkia is small, it would mean that stimulus
~xi has many diagnostic features of category A; therefore, the
probability pAki must be closer to 1. The probability pAki was
determined from distances dkia and dkib as follows:
pAki = 1 −

dkia + .01
dkia + dkib + .02

(4)

where dkia and dkib lie in the range 0 to 1. The distances dkia and
dkib can both become zero for a participant who has learned
all the dimensions poorly (low accuracy), because sk j will be
0 for all the dimensions. To avoid the divide-by-zero error in
Eqn. (4), we have added constant values .01 and .02 in the
numerator and the denominator respectively 2 . These values
are small compared to the distances and will not have much
effect when the distances are non-zero. If both the distances
become zero, then the probability pAi will become .5 because
of the constant values. This will model the fact that the participant who is not sure of the diagnosticity of any of the dimensions is probably giving random categorization responses.

Results
We have used the R2jags library (Su & Yajima, 2012) in
R to obtain samples from the joint posterior distribution of
parameters using Gibbs sampling. We have monitored the
attentional weights (~w) and the accuracy thresholds (θ1 and
θ2 ). All our results are based on three chains of 4,000 samples
each (total 12,000 samples). Each of the three chains had
a burn-in of 1,000 samples, and the samples were thinned
by taking every tenth sample. The convergence of the three
chains were checked using the standard R̂ statistic (Brooks &
Gelman, 1998).
Our model has three free parameters: α, θ1 and θ2 . We
had 450 data points (45 participants × 10 transfer stimuli).
Figure 3 shows the posterior distribution for the parameters
w1 , θ1 , w2 and θ2 . The marginal posterior distribution for the
2 Instead of .01 and .02 we have tried using c and 2 × c, where c
is a free parameter. The results obtained were identical. By using
constants .01 and .02 we have tried to minimize the free parameters.
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threshold parameters θ1 and θ2 was concentrated at .82 (M =
.82, SD = 0) and at .99 (M = .99, SD = 0) respectively. These
results indicate that when participants use the jth dimension,
they are sure of the diagnosticity of the features along that
dimension (i.e. tk j > .82). The means and standard deviation
for parameters w1 and w2 were (M = .58, SD = .02) and (M =
.10, SD = .01) respectively. The attentional weight for the CA
dimension (w1 ) was greater than the attentional weight for
the FR dimensions (w2 ), which shows participants paid more
attention to the CA dimension.
We compared two theoretical positions T1 and T0 . Theoretical position T1 states that an FR dimension will be used
only when it is learned with a high level of accuracy (i.e.
tk j > .99). We modeled this theoretical position by letting
the prior distribution for θ2 to be concentrated at .99 (i.e.
θ2 ∼ DUni f orm([.99])). Theoretical position T0 states that an
FR dimension may be used even when it is not learned with
a high level of accuracy. Theoretical position T0 is the null
hypothesis for T1 and was modeled by letting the prior distribution for θ2 to be DUni f orm([−.01, .16, .32, .49, .66, .82]).
Note that in model T0 we don’t allow θ2 to take a value of
.99. All the other details of models T1 and T0 were same as
model I shown in Figure 2. To reiterate, Model T0 allows an
FR dimension to be used at any level of accuracy, whereas for
model T1 the accuracy must be high (tk j > .99).
We used Bayes factor (Kass & Raftery, 1995) to compare
model T1 and model T0 . Bayes factor was found as follows:
BF10 =

P(Data|model T1 )
P(Data|model T0 )

(5)

where P(Data|model Ti ) is the marginal probability of generating the data given model Ti . The marginal probability was
calculated by averaging over the 12,000 samples generated
from the joint posterior distribution of the parameters using
the same procedure described for model I.
The results of Bayes factor comparison between model T1
and model T0 shows that model T1 provides a better explanation for the data (BF10 > 100, extreme evidence). This means
that the participants who used an FR dimension were highly
accurate for that dimension.
Next we checked whether the data can be explained purely
based on theoretical position A described earlier. If we
strictly follow the theoretical position A, then participants
must always use the CA dimension because that is the best analytical solution to the classification problem. Also, the best
analytical answer would remain the same irrespective of how
well participants learn the FR dimensions. For this reason,
we have modelled theoretical position A by setting the attentional weights for the FR dimensions in model T1 to zero. So,
in model TA parameter α is always set to 0. All the other details of model TA are the same as that of model T1 . We have
modified model T1 to obtain model TA because we wanted to
compare two models that differ in just one parameter.
The results of Bayes factor comparison between model T1
and model TA shows that model T1 provided a better explanation for the data (BF1A > 100, extreme evidence). This shows

that the data cannot be explained purely on the basis of analytical processing. Participants used the FR dimensions, but
only when they were highly accurate for those dimensions.
The conclusions drawn from the results of Bayesian modeling are consistent with the data shown in Table 1. The average
number of FR dimensions learned with 100% accuracy (sixth
row in Table 1) is lowest for the CA group and is highest for
the FR group. In the groups shown in Table 1, the percentage of CA responses decreases as more FR dimensions are
learned with 100% accuracy.

Discussion and Conclusion
Our results show that participants use a dimension only when
it is learned with a high level of accuracy. Participants who
deviated the most from the CA strategy had a high accuracy
for several FR dimensions (see Table 1). Rabi et al. (2015)
have reported similar results for classification learning, where
participants showed an overall preference for the CA strategy. However, four participants who performed the best in the
all features test preferred the FR strategy (Rabi et al., 2015,
p.164). Our results are also consistent with the finding that
a multidimensional strategy is more effortful and takes more
time compared to a unidimensional strategy (Milton et al.,
2008; Wills et al., 2013).
We have used distance from the category prototypes to predict the probability of categorizing a stimulus to category A.
However, we do not argue in favor of prototype-based theories. The set of stimuli we have used does not help us differentiate between the prototype and exemplar theories. We only
make a claim that some stimuli dimensions will be ignored
during categorization, unless their diagnosticity is learned
with a high level of accuracy.
Our results have non-trivial implications. Consider two
groups of participants (X and Y) having three participants
each. Let participants in group X have an accuracy of 60%,
65% and 100% for an FR dimension. Let group Y participants have an accuracy of 53%, 85% and 85% for the same
FR dimension. The mean and SD of the two groups are similar. However, one participant in group X (having 100% accuracy) is much more likely to use the FR dimension compared
to the other participants. This pattern in the data gets hidden
when we look only at the mean and SD values of accuracy.
Our results indicate the importance of checking whether individual participants have learned a dimension with a high level
of accuracy.
A similar effect happens when a computational model has
attentional weight parameters. During model fitting, these
weights get adjusted depending on how many participants
have used a stimuli dimension on an average. Once again the
underlying pattern, in which some participants completely ignore a stimuli dimension, gets hidden.
Here, we propose an alternative theory (Theoretical position B), which postulates that participants will use the FR dimensions only when they have learned it with high accuracy
and if not, will use a unidimensional strategy because it is less
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effortful. Theoretical position B can explain the preference
for CA strategy in classification learning. Initially, participants do not know the diagnosticity of any feature. So, they
use the less effortful unidimensional strategy. Theoretical position B can also predict the results of observational learning.
Observational learning can lead to better learning of the FR
dimensions (Levering & Kurtz, 2015). Model T1 predicts that
when more participants accurately learn the FR dimensions,
there will be a lesser preference for the CA strategy. This can
explain why some observational studies report a preference
for a unidimensional categorization (Ward & Scott, 1987).
In match-to-standards procedure, participants are shown
the prototypes of two categories and told that the prototypes
belong to opposite categories (Regehr & Brooks, 1995; Milton et al., 2008). Participants are then asked to categorize
a transfer stimulus 3 . In this experimental procedure, accurate knowledge of the diagnosticities of all the dimensions are
(perceptually) available to a participant. Theoretical position
B predicts that in such a situation there would be a lesser preference for unidimensional categorization and a greater preference for FR categorization. The results for the match-tostandards procedure (Regehr & Brooks, 1995; Milton et al.,
2008) are consistent with this prediction.
Accuracy of stimuli dimensions are contingent on the attention allocated to the stimuli dimensions. Rehder and Hoffman (2005) have shown that in classification learning participants tend to allocate attention to stimuli dimensions in
a manner that optimizes category discrimination. Once the
errors get sufficiently reduced, participants start allocating
more attention to other stimuli dimensions as well. The learning criterion of achieving 90% accuracy twice could have enabled participants to allocate more attention to the partially
diagnostic features, thereby learning those features better.
The results reported by Rehder and Hoffman (2005) predicts
that a more lenient learning criterion might lead to a greater
preference for the CA strategy.
The attention allocated to the partially diagnostic dimensions also depends on the experimental procedure used. In
the training phase of inference learning (Yamauchi & Markman, 1998; Chin-Parker & Ross, 2004), each stimulus is presented along with it category label, but one of the features
is missing. Participants need to correctly predict the missing
feature. Feedback is provided. The results showed that inference learning led to better accuracy for the partially diagnostic features compared to classification learning. Also, inference learners rated the typicality of an item based on both
the perfectly and partially diagnostic features, but the classification learners relied solely on the perfectly diagnostic features (Chin-Parker & Ross, 2004). These results are consistent with our finding that participants use a partially diagnostic dimension only when it is learned more accurately. Fur3 Match-to-standards procedure is often considered to be an example of unsupervised categorization. However, it can also be
thought of as a special case of supervised categorization where participants must generalize after being shown one member of each category.

ther studies need to determine whether the pattern revealed by
Model T1 also exists for classification and inference learning.
The categorization descriptions given by participants suggest that participants have ignored the colour information.
Using colours for partially diagnostic features should make
it more salient. However, our results are similar to the results
reported for the black version of the same stimuli (Thomas &
Srinivasan, 2020). In the extended version of this paper, we
will be reporting the results of an experiment where colours
covary with the partially diagnostic features.
It has been shown that for some types of two dimensional
stimuli, similarity-based grouping takes less time (Ward,
1983). Also, salience of features have an effect on categorization strategy (Hammer, Sloutsky, & Grill-Spector, 2012).
The nature of instructions given during the experimental procedure also influences the stimuli dimensions used for categorization (Medin & Smith, 1981; Kurtz, Levering, Stanton, Romero, & Morris, 2013). Theoretical position B cannot
explain the effect due to these (and possibly other) factors.
However, we believe that theoretical position B has better explanatory power compared to theoretical position A.
Thomas and Srinivasan (2020) have used an explicit manipulation where participants were made to memorize the FR
features of a category. The results showed that as participants
learned the FR features better there was a corresponding decrease in the preference for the CA strategy. This result is
also consistent with theoretical position B. To conclude, our
current empirical and modeling results show the flexible use
of categorization strategies depending on the dimensions that
were learned accurately.
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Abstract
To what extent do human reward learning and decision-making
rely on the ability to represent and generate richly structured
relationships between options? We provide evidence that
structure learning and the principle of compositionality play
crucial roles in human reinforcement learning. In a new multiarmed bandit paradigm, we found evidence that participants
are able to learn representations of different reward structures
and combine them to make correct generalizations about options in novel contexts. Moreover, we found substantial evidence that participants transferred knowledge of simpler reward structures to make compositional generalizations about
rewards in complex contexts. This allowed participants to
accumulate more rewards earlier, and to explore less whenever such knowledge transfer was possible. We also provide
a computational model which is able to generalize and compose knowledge for complex reward structures. This model describes participant behaviour in the compositional generalization task better than various other models of decision-making
and transfer learning.
Keywords: Compositionality; Reinforcement learning; Transfer learning; Gaussian Processes;

Introduction
Humans have a remarkable propensity for discovering structure in data. For instance, we can easily recognize that
certain quantities, like global CO2 emissions, increase approximately linearly with time, or that the quality of certain
fruits and vegetables varies periodically with the time of year.
Moreover, having learnt such representations, we can combine and compose them to generate more sophisticated structures. For instance, if we know that a variable increases linearly over years, and periodically within years, we can combine this knowledge into a compositional representation of
the statistical relationship between the variable and time.
Compositionality is argued to be indispensable to various parts of human cognition, such as language and reasoning (Hauser, Chomsky, & Fitch, 2002; Fodor, 1987), but its
role in reinforcement learning (RL) has received less attention. Recent work shows that structure and function learning
support reward prediction and guide exploration in RL tasks
(Schulz, Franklin, & Gershman, 2020; Stojić, Schulz, P. Analytis, & Speekenbrink, 2020). The ability to combine such
learnt representations compositionally could prove highly advantageous to performance in novel and complex RL situations.
Seeking to expound upon these ideas, we introduce the
compositionally-structured bandit task, a paradigm for study-
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ing compositional generalization and transfer learning in a
class of RL tasks in which an agent needs to sequentially
choose between options (the “arms” of the bandit), balancing
exploration and exploitation in order to accumulate as much
reward as possible. Crucially, in our paradigm, certain reward functions the agent encounters are compositions of reward functions encountered previously, allowing the agent to
gain more rewards by harnessing the appropriate compositional inductive biases.
To foreshadow our results, we found substantial evidence
that participants composed knowledge of previously learnt
reward structures to make generalizations about rewards in
novel situations. This compositional knowledge transfer afforded participants the ability to make more informed decisions in these novel situations, allowing them to focus their
decisions and exploration on more rewarding options and
hence accumulate more rewards earlier on. We also propose
a novel computational model that combines symbolic reasoning, embodied in a generative grammar, with statistical inference, embodied in Gaussian process regression, which can
reproduce human behaviour in our task. Ultimately, our results suggest that the principles of compositionality may play
a crucial role in human reward learning and decision-making.

The compositionally-structured bandit
In traditional bandit tasks, the agent selects at each trial t an
option/arm at ∈ A from the choice set A , which produces a
reward rt drawn from an option-specific reward distribution.
In structured bandit tasks (Schulz et al., 2020; Stojić et al.,
2020), each arm a is described by a set of features xa , and
rewards are drawn from a joint distribution that is governed
by a latent function f :
rt = f (xat ) + εt

(1)

where εt ∼ N (0, σ2 ). As such, rewards are determined by
a latent function defined over the features of the arms in the
choice set. Critically, this function defines a structural relation between the features and rewards. For instance, rewards
may increase linearly with certain features of the arms, such
as their spatial position, their color, and so forth. Learning the
structures that govern the rewards can significantly improve
performance, as it allows the agent to generalize from past
observations to novel, unexplored options of the choice set.

The compositionally-structured bandit extends this
paradigm by allowing rewards to be governed by multiple
latent reward functions, where each reward function is associated with a set of contextual features f. In such multi-task or
contextual bandit problems, the expected rewards associated
with each arm changes depending on the contextual features
f, i.e. which latent function currently governs its reward
distribution. As such, the agent is tasked with learning a
separate reward function for each context. Finally, in our
paradigm the features of a context may be composed of other
features which the agent explored and learned about in the
past. That is, certain contexts will contain the features of
multiple other contexts which the agent encountered in the
past. We call such contexts compositional. Crucially, in our
setup the latent reward function in these contexts is always
an additive composition of the latent functions governing
rewards in the corresponding constituent contexts. This way,
the agent can make informed predictions about the reward
structure in compositional contexts by composing the reward
functions learnt in the relevant prior contexts.
We implemented this bandit task in a game where participants had to sequentially choose which dish (arm) to offer
to alien customers in order to maximise the customers’ payment (reward). Each dish was made up of a specific amount
of two visually distinct ingredients (features), x. Alien customers were adorned with visual attributes, which reflected
the contextual features f. Rewards were defined by contextspecific reward functions over the two-dimensional features:
rt = f (xt , ft ) + εt . Crucially, the reward functions for some
contexts were compositions of the reward functions of other
contexts. The game was structured in four rounds, each containing several contextual reward functions (both compositional and not), for which participants had a set amount of
trials to select arms. With this task, we set out to investigate
how humans explored and exploited options in a task which
allowed both for structure learning and compositional generalization. We hypothesized that participants would compose
representations of reward-structures learnt in the past to make
informed decisions when the latent function and contextual
features were compositional. As such, we expected the rewards obtained on the first trial of compositional contexts to
be higher than those of non-compositional contexts. Moreover, we reasoned that if participants composed reward functions from past contexts, then uncertainty around the compositional context would be significantly reduced, and the
need for exploration would decrease. We therefore hypothesized that participants would explore less in compositional
contexts.

Method
Participants
We recruited 47 participants (22 female, Mage = 28.3,
SDage = 7.5) through Prolific. All participants had an approval rate of 95% or more, were fluent English speakers and
had no color vision deficiencies. To improve the quality of the
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data, participants had to complete a tutorial before beginning
the task. Participants were rewarded a base payment of £1.92
and a performance-dependent bonus payment of £1 on average. It took participants 22.9 minutes to complete the task on
average (SDtime = 6.9).

Task and procedure
Participants gave their informed consent and were instructed
that they would play a game where their job was to combine
two types of ingredients to make and sell food items to aliens.
The aliens would then give money for the served food and
the amount of money they gave depended on how much they
liked the food they were served. Participants were also informed that the aliens had different colored symbols on their
bellies that signal their food preferences, and that aliens with
similar features had similar preferences.
On each trial, participants were presented with an alien
customer (contextual cue), and then selected a dish to serve
from a two-dimensional ingredient space, in which each dimension corresponded to the amount (between 0 to 10) of an
ingredient. Formally, each possible dish from the 11×11 grid
representing the feature space was a reward-generating arm in
a contextual bandit task. Participants were also informed how
many trials were left in the current round.

Figure 1: Screenshot from the task. The option features correspond
to amounts of ingredients, which can be selected by adjusting the
sliders.

For each context, the reward function was either a noncompositional linear or periodic function defined over a single dimension in the input space, or an additive composition
of such functions (see Figure 2). Which latent function currently governed the reward distributions was determined by
the contextual cues (i.e. the colored symbols on the alien’s
belly). The non-compositional functions were accompanied
with either a star or triangle symbol, rendered in either red
or blue. The symbol type always matched the type of reward function (linear or periodic), whereas the symbol color
always matched which input dimension this function was defined over (i.e. the first or second ingredient). Allocation
of functions and dimensions to symbol types and colors was
randomized for each participant. For contexts featuring two
symbols, the latent reward function was a composition of the
functions related to each symbol in isolation. In total, participants were tested on 10 unique reward functions, six of which
were compositional (see Table 1).

Figure 2: A: The linear reward functions used in the four rounds. B: The periodic reward function, reused for all rounds. C: The compositional,
linear-periodic reward function from Round 1.

Round

Latent function

Trials

1

Lin(X), Per(Y ), Lin(X) + Per(Y )

40, 40, 20

2

Lin(Y ), Per(X), Lin(Y ) + Per(X)

20, 20, 20

3

Lin(X), Per(Y ), Lin(Y ), Per(X),
Lin(X) + Per(X), Lin(Y ) + Per(Y )

10, 10, 10,
10, 10, 10

4

Lin(X), Per(Y ), Lin(X) + Lin(Y ),
Per(X) + Per(Y ), Lin(X) + Per(X),
Lin(Y ) + Per(Y ), Lin(X) + Per(Y ),
Lin(Y ) + Per(X)

10, 10, 10,
10, 10, 10,
10, 10

Table 1: The four rounds, and the latent reward functions they feature. Lin denotes the linear function, and Per the periodic function.
The X’s and Y ’s point to the dimension over which the function was
defined. The trial column indicates how many trials participants had
to select arms for the respective functions in that round. Reward
functions appeared in the order they are shown in the table, except
for in round 4, where the order was randomized. When a function
only mentions one dimension (e.g. Lin(x)), the other dimension (Y )
is unrelated to reward.

Behavioral Results
In all rounds, participants gained significantly more rewards
than the chance levels of those rounds (round 1, t(146.56) =
36.38, p < .001, round 2 t(146.05) = 27.29, p < .001,
round 3 t(312.14) = 32.58, p < .001, round 4 t(392.91) =
35.32, p < .001), indicating that they were able to learn about
and exploit the latent reward functions.

Transfer learning
To test for transfer learning, we analysed the reward obtained
on the first trial of each context. Compositional generalization is indicated by a higher reward for the first encounter
with a compositional context than for the first encounter with
the constituting simple contexts. As numerical rewards varied with reward functions, we first normalized all obtained
rewards as the fraction of the maximum attainable reward for
that context. We then used a linear mixed-effects model predicting these normalized rewards from reward function type
and round (expressed as orthogonal contrast codes). The
model also included participant-specific random intercepts
and slopes to account for individual differences in learning.
Rewards obtained on the first compositional trials were significantly higher than rewards obtained on the first trials of the
simple functions t(846) = 6.35, p < .001. On average, participants scored 17.15% higher on the first trial of compositional
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contexts than on the first trial of simple contexts. Before having been given the chance to learn from it directly, participants were significantly more likely to select an optimal arm
on the first trial in the compositional contexts than chance
level (computed as the number of optimal arms divided by
the total number of arms), both in the first (t(46) = 4.05, p <
.001) and the second round (t(46) = 5.24, p < .001). Interestingly, on the first trial of the compositional context in
round 1, participants had not yet had the opportunity to learn
that compositional contexts had compositional reward functions, indicating that their employment of compositional generalization reflected an a priori inductive bias, rather than
something they learnt through trial and error.
We also investigated whether participants improved in harnessing compositionality to make informed decisions in compositional contexts. To assess whether there was such a
learning-to-learn effect (Harlow, 1949) for compositional inference, we tested whether mean rewards for the first compositional trial in round 1 were significantly different from those
in round 2. Indeed, a t-test revealed that mean rewards for the
first compositional trial in round 2 were significantly higher
than those of round 1, t(46) = 2.51, p = .02. Furthermore,
more participants selected the optimal arm on the first trial of
the compositional context in round 2 than in round 1 (40.4%
percent compared to 29.8% percent), though this difference
was not statistically significant, t(46) = 1.3, p = .2. Though
the number of participants who selected an optimal arm on
the first trial of the compositional context in round 3 was
not significantly different than chance t(93) = 1.06, p = .2, in
round 4 significantly more chose an optimal arm than chance
on the first trial of contexts containing functions composed of
two linear functions t(46) = 4.76, p < .001, or two periodic
functions t(46) = 4.82, p < .001.

Exploration
To assess how participants explored in the task’s different
contexts, we sought to predict exploration with a mixed effects model, using the same predictors as the transfer learning model, and random intercepts and slopes for the effect
of round. We operationalized relative exploration through the
Shannon entropy of the distribution over participants’ choices
over the two-dimensional feature space in each context. Informally, the entropy of a distribution quantifies its unpredictability. As a distribution approaches uniform, its entropy

increases, and vice versa. Consequently, in contexts where
participants explore a larger portion of the choice set, the corresponding choice distribution will be more uniform, and entropy will be high. As such, entropy will be low when participants exploit more, or employ more strongly guided exploration.
Participants explored less in compositional contexts compared to simple contexts: There was a significant difference between the entropy of participants’ choice distributions in the compositional and simple contexts, t(751.03) =
−8.71, p < .001, indicating that participants explored more
for simple functions, and exploited more for compositional
functions.

f (x1 ), ..., f (xn ) follow a joint (multivariate) Gaussian distribution, f ∼ GP . In our case, the input points x are the features of the arms (ingredient combinations) in the contextual
bandit task, and the outputs f (x) are the rewards.
A GP is defined by a mean function m(x) = E[ f (x)] and
a covariance function k(x, x0 )) = E[( f (x) − m(x))( f (x0 ) −
m(x0 ))]. The latter is also known as the kernel and defines
how the random outputs of any two input points covary. The
posterior distribution over the outputs, given observations
Dn = {Xn = [x1 , ..., xn ], yn = [y1 , ...yn ]}, is also a GP with
mean and kernel function
mpost (x) = kT (K + σ2 )−1 yT
0

0

T

(2)
2 −1

kpost (x, x ) = k(x, x ) − k (K + σ ) k

Figure 3: A, B: Mean rewards per trial obtained for compositional
and average of non-compositional reward functions in round 1 and
2. C, D: Entropy histograms for compositional and average of noncompositional reward functions in round 1 and 2. Plotted lines represent the kernel density estimate of the histograms.

Model-based analysis
The behavioral results indicate participants were able to transfer their knowledge between contexts, composing new reward functions by combining simpler reward functions in a
productive fashion. To account for this, we now propose a
computational-level model which is able to learn and compose such structures through Bayesian inference and knowledge transfer over a grammar of functions.
Earlier work has modelled human function learning as
Gaussian process (GP) regression (Griffiths, Lucas, Williams,
& Kalish, 2009; Schulz et al., 2020). This is a non-parametric
Bayesian method for inferring functions from data, and when
coupled with a decision strategy such as Upper Confidence
Bound (UCB) sampling, also provides a good account of
human behaviour in multi-armed bandit tasks (Stojić et al.,
2020; Wu, Schulz, Speekenbrink, Nelson, & Meder, 2018).

Gaussian Processes
A Gaussian process defines a distribution over functions,
such that for any set of input points x1 , ..., xn , the outputs
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(3)

(Schulz, Speekenbrink, & Krause, 2018) where k(x, x0 ) is the
kernel function, k is the kernel matrix containing the prior
covariance between testing and observed input points, and K
is the kernel matrix containing the covariance between all observed input points. Consequently, in our task, the rewards
generated at each arm are modelled as normally distributed
random variables in a GP. To make predictions about rewards
in a given context c, we derive the posterior GP using the rewards already observed in c, and use its mean function m(x)
to make predictions.
The kernel is central to GP regression: There are several
kinds of kernels, each specifying different structures which
are imposed on the functions modelled by the GP, and each
encoding assumptions about the functions’ structure, such as
linearity and periodicity, smoothness and noise. As such,
how a GP interpolates and extrapolates from observations is
determined by its kernel. Another crucial property of these
positive-definite GP kernels is that they are closed under addition and multiplication, such that if k is a kernel function and
k0 is a kernel function, then so is k + k0 and k × k0 (Duvenaud,
2014). Consequently, there is an infinite set of kernels available to model the covariance structure of a function. This
makes GPs able to express a vast range of rich functional
forms. Unfortunately, this also complicates the task of selecting an appropriate kernel for a particular regression problem,
as there is an infinite set of arbitrarily complex candidate kernels to select from, each of which will have a different likelihood of generating the data.
Exploiting the compositional properties of kernels, we rely
on a compositional kernel grammar (Duvenaud, 2014; Janz,
Paige, Rainforth, van de Meent, & Wood, 2016) to solve
this problem for the various reward structures participants
encounter. The kernel grammar is a generative model of
covariance functions which probabilistically produces kernels. In our approach, it starts by sampling a kernel from
a base set containing the standard kernels used in the literature, namely the linear, periodic, and radial basis kernels
(Duvenaud, 2014), B = {kLin , kPer , kRB }, and recursively expands this kernel through a sequence of steps in which it samples a new kernel k ∼ B and either adds or multiplies it with
the current kernel. At each step, there is a probability γ that

the grammar stops and returns the current production. As
such, the parameter γ controls the productivity of the grammar, and the complexity of the kernels being produced.
As this grammar implicitly defines a prior over kernel functions, we seek to approximate the posterior over kernels, embodying the hypothesized structure of the reward function being modelled, given the observations. We do this by first sampling 100 kernels from the grammar and computing the corresponding posterior GPs. We then obtain each GP’s marginal
likelihood, using their respective kernel in our hypothesis set,
and compute the posterior probability of these kernels, given
the reward data observed.
p(k | D ) ∝ p(D | k)p(k)

(4)

With this posterior distribution we compute a final posterior GP, which is the sum of all posterior GPs (using their respective kernels), weighted by their posterior probability. We
rely on this procedure to capture the structure of the reward
functions we tested participants on in our experiment.

Choice probabilities
The model derives a GP with a mean vector m(x), describing
the predicted rewards at
peach arm, and a covariance function
k(x, x0 ), with σ(x) = k(x, x) reflecting the uncertainty of
its predictions. We use both of these components to devise a
decision strategy for the model. In particular, we evaluate the
quality of each arm Q(x) using the Upper confidence bound
sampling (UCB) algorithm (Sutton & Barto, 2018)
Q(x) = m(x) + βσ(x),

where β is a parameter controlling how reducing uncertainty
should be traded off against exploiting higher-rewarding
arms. As such, this strategy attempts to strike a balance between pure exploration and pure exploitation strategies, and is
a solution to the exploration-exploitation trade-off. We convert the arms’ Q-values to choice probabilities using a softmax function (discarding the temperature parameter τ)
P(x) =

Transfer learning
For the model to be able to compose reward structures from
past contexts and tasks, we equipped it with what has been
referred to as a Neural Dictionary (Pritzel et al., 2017). This
dictionary consists of a set of keys, which are vectors fc
encoding the features of encountered contexts c, and corresponding values which are the posterior GPs learnt for c.
Upon computing a posterior GP for a context, as per the last
section, it writes an entry into the dictionary whose key is the
feature vector of the context, and whose value is this posterior
GP. If the context has been visited previously, it overwrites
the old posterior GP with the new one. Crucially, whenever the model encounters a context whose reward function
is composed of two previously seen functions, we ask it to
transfer knowledge from previously explored contexts. This
is achieved by computing the similarity between the current
context c and all previously seen contexts c0 , κ(c, c0 ) where
κ(·, ·) is a similarity measure. This assigns a similarity score
0 ≤ κ(c, c0 ) ≤ 1 to each c0 in the dictionary, which we normalize by the total similarity. We found cosine similarity to
be a suitable measure for our task
fc · fc0
.
(5)
κ(c, c0 ) :=
kfc k · kfc0 k
With these similarity scores, we derive a new GP which
is the sum of the posterior GPs stored in the dictionary,
weighted by their similarity to the current context c∗ .
!
N
κ(c∗ , ci )
GP ∗ = ∑ GP i
(6)
∑mj κ(c∗ , c j )
i
This not only allows the model to use informed priors about
the current context’s reward function based on its similarity to
tasks encountered in the past, but also to compose previously
learnt representations of the reward structure by adding them
together, if the contexts in which these representations were
learnt are similar to the current context.
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(7)

exp(Q(x))
∑Ni exp(Q(xi ))

(8)

Results
We estimated how likely our model, which we will refer to as
the GP-grammar model, was to produce participants’ choices
on the first trials of the compositional contexts. The complexity penalty γ for the kernel grammar was set to 0.8, and the
exploration parameter β for the UCB strategy was set to 1.96
(reflecting the 95% confidence interval of the estimated reward). We compared the GP-grammar model to several alternatives: a random model which assigns to all arms a uniform
probability of being selected P(x) = 1/121, three lesioned
versions of the GP-grammar model, employing only a linear,
periodic, or RBF kernel, respectively, but retaining the Neural
dictionary for transfer learning, and lastly a Universal Value
Function Approximator (UVFA) (Schaul, Horgan, Gregor, &
Silver, 2015). The UVFA is a state-of-the-art transfer learning model which, in our task, learns rewards both across options and contexts. In our approach, the UVFA took the form
of a GP with an RBF kernel, using both option features and
context features to learn and predict rewards. Since the RBF
kernel is universal (Schölkopf & Smola, 2002), the UVFA
and the lesioned RBF models could recover the compositional
ground truth. The advantage of the GP-grammar model, however, lies in its ability to elicit the appropriate priors about the
latent structure more strongly and with less data by performing Bayesian inference. Crucially, the models were tested
on choices made before participants had observed any reward
function values for this context. As such, any computational
model that does not transfer knowledge from prior contexts
on these trials will make identical predictions to the random
model on these trials as well.
To estimate the GP-grammar model’s performance in reproducing participants’ choices, we sequentially derived the
posterior GP for each context encountered by participants as
described in the last section, conditioning the corresponding

GP on all input-output points that participant had observed
for that context. We endowed each context with a one-hot
encoded vector, encoding whether the context featured a star,
a triangle, or both, and whether the symbol(s) were blue or
red, respectively. In contexts whose latent reward function
was compositional, we computed the contextually informed
GP, based on the cosine similarity between the relevant context vectors, as per equations (5) and (6). Making use of the
mean and covariance function of this GP, we computed the
Q-values for all possible arms and converted them to choice
probabilities, using (7) and (8) respectively. The lesioned
models were trained the same way, and the UVFA was simply
conditioned on all previously seen observations, including the
relevant context vectors as features. For each participant, we
obtained the average probability of generating their choices
for all models, and summed up the models’ log likelihoods
across participants. With these quantities we computed the
posterior probability of the models, assuming a uniform prior,
as well as McFadden’s pseudo-R2 values (McFadden et al.,
1973), R2 = 1 − L (ML (M) ) , quantifying the degree to which
random
a model explains the variance over and above chance, where
R2 = 0 correspond to chance levels, and R2 = 1 corresponds
to a model infinitely more accurate than chance.
We found the GP-grammar model was substantially more
likely to reproduce participants’ choices than the other models, obtaining a posterior probability of P(M | y) > 0.999, and
an R2 score of 0.29, also higher than all alternative models (UVFA: R2 = 0.04, linear kernel: R2 = 0.23, periodic
kernel: R2 = 0.05, RBF kernel: R2 = 0.05). That the GPgrammar model outperformed both the lesioned and UVFA
models suggests that human compositional generalization in
contextual bandit tasks not only relies on the ability to discover sophisticated reward structures, but also on the the ability to compose such structures.

Figure 4: A: Participant performance in the compositional context
of the first round compared to the performance of our full model
(”Grammar”) and that of a GP using an RBF kernel. B: McFadden’s
R2 for all models. Our full model is denoted by ”Grammar”.

Moreover, our results suggest that this propensity relies
both on the ability to discover richly structured representations of how rewards are distributed in a choice space and
on being able to compose and combine such representations
when contextual features call for it. As such, our Bayesian
grammar-based approach for discovering viable covariance
functions for GPs combined with a compositional transfer
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learning mechanism, presents itself as a suitable, Bayesian
model of generalization in compositional bandit tasks.

Discussion
We assessed the extent to which humans harness compositionality to support reward learning and decision-making in
RL settings. Our results indicate that participants were able
to learn representations of the abstract structures governing
how rewards were generated, and more importantly, make
informed, compositional generalizations from these simpler
representations. This is indicated by first rewards being significantly higher for contexts containing compositional latent
functions: Since the compositional functions were always
preceded by the simple functions from which they were composed, participants could make informed predictions about
rewards in compositional contexts before having observed
any input-output pairs. That participants explored less in
compositional contexts offers further compelling evidence for
this transfer of knowledge: By harnessing compositionality in
novel contexts, participants could sidestep the need for exploration, and compose representations of past reward functions
to select higher-rewarding options earlier. Ultimately, these
results suggest that compositionality, a principle commonly
invoked in linguistics and cognitive science to account for the
productivity and systematicity of human cognition (Fodor,
1987; Lake, Salakhutdinov, & Tenenbaum, 2015), should be
central in theories of human RL and decision-making as well.
We also developed a novel computational model able to
reproduce core aspects of the compositional generalization
observed in the behavioural data. This model conceptualizes reward-structure learning as GP regression, where the
kernel embodying the latent structure is discovered through
Bayesian inference over a set of compositional kernels produced by a generative grammar. The ability to compose such
representations is conceptualized as similarity-based knowledge transfer, in which a novel representation is constructed
as an additive composition of prior learnt representations,
weighted by the similarity between the prior and present contexts. This model was substantially more likely to generate
participant choices on the first trial of the compositional contexts than lesioned counterparts and another transfer learning
model. In the end, our modelling results suggest that structure
learning in humans may be supported by symbolic, grammarlike computations, and that contextual similarity judgements
underpin how humans compose latent structures.
One current caveat is that we only tested participants’
propensity for compositional knowledge transfer in settings
where the latent function was an additive composition of
two simpler functions. To gain further evidence for our hypotheses, in future work, we aim to test whether these behavioural effects persist in tasks with more complex compositional structures, such as multiplicative or change-point
functions (Duvenaud, 2014), and extend our model to be able
to generalize about such compositions as well.
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Abstract

Biases like the hindsight bias have typically been taken
as evidence of human irrationality, but recent work has suggested that many apparently irrational biases can be made
sense of within rational models (Lieder, Griffiths, Huys &
Goodman, 2017; Feldman & Griffiths, 2007; Hemmer &
Steyvers, 2009, Parpart, Jones and Love, 2018; Sher, McKenzie, 2006). Here we pursue a similar approach, providing a
rational account of the hindsight bias.

Hindsight bias is exhibited when knowledge of an outcome
(i.e., an anchor) affects subsequent recollections of previous
predictions (i.e., an estimate). Hindsight bias usually leads
to estimates being remembered as closer to the anchor than
they actually were. The exact amount of hindsight bias exhibited depends on the anchor value and the anchor plausibility, with experimental results showing that hindsight bias is
elicited only when the anchor is perceived to be plausible. In
this paper we present a Bayesian model that captures the relationship between hindsight bias and anchor plausibility. This
model provides a rational account of hindsight bias by considering memory recall as a statistical problem, where the goal is
to reconstruct the original estimate using the anchor as new evidence. Simulations show that the modeled trends align closely
with previously published human data.
Keywords: hindsight bias; rational analysis; Bayesian inference; anchor plausibility; prior

Introduction
Imagine you are at a soccer game with your friend. Before the
game begins, you predict that your favorite team is going to
win by 10 points. However, at the end of the game, they only
win by 2 points. While discussing the game with your friend
afterwards, you recall that you always knew it was going to be
a close game. This difference between the original estimate,
your prediction of a certain team winning by 10 points, and
your recalled estimate, the game being a close one, is called
hindsight bias – the recalled estimate is biased towards the
outcome, known as an “anchor” (Synodinos, 1986; Tversky
& Kahneman, 1974). Hindsight bias is also known as the
“knew it all along” effect (Roese, 2012).
Previous studies show that hindsight bias does not always
occur, but rather depends on the plausibility of the anchor
(Wegener, Petty, Detweiler-Bedell & Jarvis, 2001; Chapman
& Johnson, 1994). The plausibility can be manipulated in a
continuous manner by varying the distance between anchor
and the original estimate: an anchor is perceived as increasingly implausible as this distance increases (Hardt & Pohl,
2003).
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We focus on explaining the plausibility effect. Specifically,
we focus on modeling the experimental results in Hardt &
Pohl (2003), as it provides continuous measures of anchor
distances, which allows for examining a range of values on
anchor plausibility. The exact relationship between hindsight
bias and anchor distance is shown in Figure 1. As we can see
in Figure 1, the extent an anchor influences memory depends
on how much it is inferred to be plausible: when the anchor
is considered to be plausible, the relationship between the
anchor distance and hindsight bias is directly proportional.
However, beyond a certain anchor distance, the anchor is considered to be more and more implausible, and the relationship
is inversely proportional. Previous modeling work by Pohl,
Eisenhauer & Hardt (2003) provides a mechanistic account
of hindsight bias, but no current model accounts for the effects of anchor plausibility.
In this paper, we define and evaluate a Bayesian model of
the relationship between hindsight bias and anchor plausibility. The paper is organized as follows. In the following section, we provide a brief overview of existing work regarding
hindsight bias. Next, we develop the mathematical model for
how the anchor and perceived plausibility update the prior.
This sets us up to apply the formalization to simulate the relationship between hindsight bias and anchor distance as in Figure 1. Finally, we review the relationship between hindsight
bias and anchor plausibility, restate our assumptions, and lay
out future directions for this work.

Figure 1: Hindsight bias and its dependence on anchor distance as reproduced from Figure 4 of Hardt & Pohl (2003).
The magnitude of hindsight bias, shown on the vertical axis,
is the amount that the revised estimate moves from the original estimate towards the provided anchor. Positive and negative labels indicate whether the anchor values were above or
below the original estimate, respectively.

knowledge quantity and knowledge precision (Pohl, 1998).
Studies on the effect of anchor plausibility on hindsight
bias have produced inconsistent findings. In one experiment,
Strack and Mussweiler (1997) found no differences between
the influences of plausible and implausible anchors. In another, Chapman and Johnson (1994) found the anchoring effect of extremely implausible anchors to be insignificant.
Hardt and Pohl (2003) revisited anchor plausibility, focusing on the idea that the subjective plausibility of anchors is
the key variable. Using measures of the extent to which participants perceived continuously varying anchors as plausible,
they were able to produce more nuanced results than previous
studies. In their study, participants were given several questions (e.g., how old was Gandhi when he died?) and asked to
give the minimum and maximum values that they considered
to be plausible answers to each question, as well as an exact estimate of the answer. After a week, participants were
brought back and presented with what they believed were
other participants’ estimates for each of the questions, before
recalling their own estimates from the week prior. The influence of these presented estimates, (i.e., anchors), on the
recollection depended upon how plausible the anchors were
perceived to be by the participants.

Existing Modeling

Background: The Hindsight Bias in Hindsight
Hindsight Bias Effect
Hindsight bias occurs when people feel that they “knew it
all along” (Roese, 2012; Roese and Vohs, 2012). It is
elicited in human memory by the presentation of an anchor. Estimates are generally recalled to be closer to the anchor than they had been in reality (Christensen-Szalankski
& Beach, 1984), which has been postulated to take place either during recollection or during reconstruction of memory
(Erdfelder, Brandt, & Broder, 2007). Meta-analysis across
many studies has shown that effects of hindsight bias can
be moderated by the type of anchor information presented
and the subject’s familiarity with the task. Observed inconsistencies in the effects of hindsight bias suggest that
it may be a result of cognitive factors rather than motivational ones (Christensen-Szalanski & Willham, 1991). Overall, studies have underscored the robustness of hindsight bias
(Christensen-Szalankski & Willham, 1991). Therefore it is
worth exploring the manipulations that interrupt the effects
of anchor presentation on recollection of the original estimate
(Hawkins & Hastie, 1990).

Hindsight bias has been modeled by Pohl, Eisenhauer and
Hardt (2003) using the SARA model, a simplified and focused version of the associative memory model SAM (Search
of Associative Memory; Raaijmakers & Shiffrin, 1980;
Shiffrin & Raaijmakers, 1992). SARA is a process model designed to better understand each process of the hindsight bias
phenomenon: estimate generation, anchor encoding, and estimate recollection. In this model, estimates are generated by
a probabilistic sampling process that samples knowledge representations from long-term memory and compiles all these
representations to create an estimate. Presented anchors are
automatically encoded, and this encoding process strengthens
the representations that are most like the presented anchor.
This makes these representations more likely to be recalled
in subsequent processes that use this knowledge to reconstruct the original estimate. The reconstruction of the original estimate is thus biased towards the anchor and representations similar to the anchor, producing hindsight bias. While
SARA successfully models the hindsight bias processes, it
does not capture the effect of anchor plausibility on hindsight
bias (Pohl, Eisenhauer & Hardt, 2003).

Hindsight as Bayesian Inference

Effect of Anchor Plausibility
Previous studies have shown that anchor plausibility is a function of the anchor’s agreement with the individual’s prior
knowledge of the relevant subject (Pohl, 1998; Strack &
Mussweiler, 1997). Intuitively, invalidating anchor data undermines its functionality, thereby diminishing the hindsight
bias (Hasher, Attig & Alba, 1981). Determining an anchor
to be implausible is an example of such an invalidation. The
two factors that describe anchor plausibility are known to be
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Our model frames memory recall as a problem of statistical
inference. The goal is to reconstruct the original estimate using the noisy memory representation of the estimate and the
additional evidence from the anchor. It is rational to incorporate information from the anchor to the degree that it is
plausible.
To express this model formally, we introduce variables m,
s and a, where m is the original estimate, s is the memory of

the original estimate, and a is the presented anchor. The goal
is to reconstruct m, based on the evidence provided by the
noisy memory trace, s, and the anchor, a. s is assumed to be
centered around the true value of the original estimate, m:
p(s|m) ⇠ N(m, s2s )

(1)

and p(m) is assumed to be a uniform distribution. The anchor
a provides another source of information relevant to m, being
an answer to the estimation problem. If m is a good estimate
of a, then the two should be related and p(a|m) will focus on
values close to m. Reconstructing m is then simply a matter
of Bayesian inference, with p(m|a, s) µ p(a|m)p(s|m)p(m).
However, there is a catch: this analysis assumes that a is
a plausible anchor. In practice, people infer whether an anchor is reasonable. To capture this we introduce a third variable, z, to represent the plausibility of a. The implausible
case is denoted by z = 0, and the plausible case is denoted
by z = 1. The two categories of anchors can be captured by
defining p(a|m, z) to be Gaussian distributions for each value
of z. Intuitively, the larger the anchor distance, the lower
the perceived plausibility. Therefore the plausible anchors
are centered closer to m, whereas implausible anchors have
a larger variance, making p(a|m, z) look relatively uniform.
This results in the distributions shown in Figure 2, which can
be written as:
(
N(m, s20 ), z = 0
P(a|m, z) ⇠
(2)
N(m, s21 ), z = 1
where s20 >> s21 . This makes intuitive sense because in the
plausible case (z = 1), the distribution will have larger probability values near the mean of the memory, whereas for the
implausible case (z = 0), the distribution will be relatively
flat. While s20 can be infinitely large, regardless what question is answered; s21 may be question dependent, related to
the typical range of plausible answers to that question. We
also assume that the prior probabilities assigned to the plau-

Figure 3: Generative Model for how the prior of original estimate, m, is updated using the anchor (a) and the plausibility
(z).
sible and implausible categories, p(z), are equal:
1
p(z = 0) = p(z = 1) = .
2

(3)

Given the aforementioned assumptions, we express the relationships between these variables using a generative model.
Here the anchor, a, is produced either from a plausible source
or implausible source, z, both centered at m. s is a noisy representation of the original estimate m. The inference of plausibility and the incorporation of the anchor is determined by
the distribution of original estimate, m, giving our generative
model the structure shown in Figure 3.
Now that we have all our assumptions finalized for our
model, we can define how we will quantify hindsight bias.
The goal of our model is to determine how the anchor updates the memory, p(m|a, s), and to use this to compute the
hindsight bias. Once we have updated the memory, we can
take hindsight bias, Dh, to be the difference between the posterior mean, E(m|a, s), and the original estimate, m:
Dh = E(m|a, s)

m.

(4)

If the plausibility of the anchor is known, it is straightforward
to infer m by computing p(m|s, z, a). However, in the case
we don’t know the plausibility of the anchor, we need to sum
over the possible values of z when computing p(m|a, s):
p(m|a, s) = Â p(m|s, z, a)p(z|a, s)
z

(5)

where p(z|a, s) reflects the inferred plausibility for a given anchor and p(m|s, z, a) is the posterior distribution over m computed by assuming that the anchor is either plausible or implausible.
We can rewrite the posterior distribution by applying
Bayes’ rule:
p(m|s, z, a) µ p(a|m, z)p(s|m)p(m)
Figure 2: p(a|m, z) for values of a with s0 = 10 and s1 = 200.
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(6)

Given that p(a|m, z) and p(s|m) are normally distributed as
seen from Equations 1 and 2 and p(m) being uniform, we can

write the posterior p(m|s, z, a) as
p(m|s, z = 0, a) ⇠ N
p(m|s, z = 1, a) ⇠ N

✓
s20
s2s
1
1
a
+
s,
+
s2s s20
s2s + s20
s2s + s20
s2s

s2s + s21

a+

s21

s2s + s21

s,

✓

1
1
+
s2s s21

more when the anchor is plausible (z = 1), whereas a being
weighted less when the anchor is not plausible (z = 0).

◆ 1!
(7)
◆ 1!

.

(8)

Finally, the two components of the posterior are weighted by
p(z|a, s) in Equation 5. We can apply Bayes’ rule to get:
p(z|a, s) µ p(a|z, s)p(z)

(9)

p(a|z = 0, s) ⇠ N(s, s2s + s20 )

(10)

N(s, s2s + s21 )

(11)

We also have

and

p(a|z = 1, s) ⇠

which are derived by incorporating the additive noise from
Equation 2 into the normal distribution in Equation 1.
Given a value of an anchor, we can calculate the exact values of p(a|z = 0, s) and p(a|z = 1, s) using Equations 10 and
11. Combining them with Equation 9 and the property that
p(z = 0|a, s) and p(z = 1|a, s) sum to 1, we can find the exact
values of p(z = 0|a, s) and p(z = 1|a, s). By substituting them
into Equation 5, together with Equation 7 and 8, we obtain the
updated memory, p(m|a, s). Now that we understand how the
anchor updates the memory, p(m|a, s), we can compute the
hindsight bias using Equation 4.

Figure 4: Simulation of p(m|s, z, a) for a fixed anchor value,
a = 120. Dotted lines represent the mean of the memory, s,
and the anchor value, a.
For each anchor value, we can obtain p(z = 0|a, s) and
p(z = 1|a, s). Figure 5 shows the distribution of p(z|a, s) for
different values of the anchor, a. Consistent with Equation
10 and 11, when the anchor is farther from the noisy memory, s, it is more likely to be implausible, which explains the
high values at the edges for the black curve, p(z = 0|a, s) and
the low values near the center. Similarly, when the anchor is
closer to the noisy memory, s, it is more likely to be inferred
as plausible, z = 1, explaining the high values in the center
and low values near the edges of the gray curve.

Simulations
Having derived a Bayesian model of the effects of plausibility
on hindsight bias, we now show that this model can reproduce
the relationship between anchor distance and the magnitude
of this bias shown in Figure 1. A foundation of the model is
the relationship between the plausible and implausible distributions (s0 and s1 ). It is important that s0 >> s1 . Plausible
anchors are centered closely around the original estimate, m,
and implausible anchors are further away from it.
In order to simulate hindsight bias, which can be written as
E(m|a, s) m, where p(m|a, s) = Âz p(m|s, z, a)p(z|a, s), we
must first find p(m|s, z, a), which is the the posterior probability characterizing one’s best estimate of the true state of
m given noisy memory content s and new evidence a, conditioned on whether the new evidence is plausible or not z. Figure 4 shows how p(m|s, z, a) is dependent on anchor plausibility. Intuitively, when the anchor is considered to be plausible,
p(m|s, z = 1, a), memory is biased toward the anchor, which
in this case we fixed at a = 120; when the anchor is considered to be implausible, p(m|s, z = 0, a) is centered around the
noisy memory content s = 60 and not biased by the anchor
(we took s = 60 for this example, assuming the memory trace
is veridical). This effect is evident from Equations 7 and 8.
Given s20 >> s21 , this leads to the anchor a being weighted
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Figure 5: Simulation of p(z|a, s) for values of a. While the anchor is implausible, it is more likely to have a value far from
the mean of the expectation. When the anchor is plausible, it
is more likely to be close to this mean.
Because our posterior distribution is a Gaussian mixture
model with different means and variances, E(m|a, s) is simply the mean of the distributions p(m|s, z, a) weighted by the
probabilities p(z|a, s). We calculated the analytical mean by
computing the mean of each category, p(m|s, z = 0, a) and

p(m|s, z = 1, a), and averaging by p(z = 0|a, s) and p(z =
1|a, s) respectively.
To create the final curves, the values of hindsight bias,
E(m|a, s) m, were graphed against the magnitude of the
anchor distance, |a m| in Figure 6. A graph of hindsight
bias versus anchor values is also included in Figure 7. Figure 6 provides a close match to the desired curve in Figure
1, capturing the inverse U-shape relationship between anchor
distance and hindsight bias. The model does not show a difference between negatively directed anchors and positively
directed anchors as seen from the experiment in Figure 1. We
will discuss this discrepancy as part of the future work.

Figure 6: Hindsight bias (Dh = E(m|a, s) m) and its dependence on anchor distance (|a m|) as predicted by the
Bayesian model for m = s = 60. The model captures the inverse U-shape relationship between anchor distance and hindsight bias in Figure 1.

consequence of optimally solving the statistical problem of
memory reconstruction using additional knowledge from the
observed anchor. Hardt and Pohl (2003) hypothesized that the
U-shaped relationship between anchor distance and amount
of hindsight bias is the result of two independent processes.
More precisely, the impact of the anchor increases with anchor distance, but the probability of a biased reconstruction
depends on anchor plausibility. However, we proposed that
the impact from anchor distance and the impact from anchor
plausibility are not two independent processes; our computational model captures how they jointly affect the amount of
hindsight bias. The amount of hindsight bias exhibited depends on both anchor distance and the extent the anchor is
perceived to be plausible.
The current work closely relates to the existing literature
on modeling the effects of category structure on perception.
In the model presented by Huttenlocher, Hedges and Vevea (2000), people used category structure to compensate for
uncertainty in memory of sizes; in Feldman and Griffiths’s
(2007) model, category structure is used to correct for uncertainty in speech signals. The key difference between these
models and our own is that in our model, the inference of
category is from the additional evidence of the anchor rather
than from the original stimuli.
The proposed model simulates the qualitative patterns of
the inverse U-shaped relationship between anchor distance
and amount of hindsight bias. Hindsight bias increases
as the anchor distance increases, as long as the anchor is
considered to be plausible; However, as anchor distance
keeps increasing, the anchor is considered to be more and
more implausible, hindsight bias starts decreasing. One
direction for future work is to evaluate the model’s fit to
individual subject data. Another direction for future work
entails explaining the additional finding that hindsight bias
was larger for negatively directed anchors than for positively
directed anchors in Figure 1. Hardt and Pohl suggested
that the direction effect is potentially contributed to by
the distribution of the estimates. When the distribution is
skewed, anchors in one direction will become unacceptable
sooner than anchors with the same amount of deviation
in the opposite direction (Hardt & Pohl, 2003). Further
experimental and modeling research is needed to verify this
hypothesis.

Acknowledgements
Figure 7: Hindsight bias and its dependence on specific anchor values as predicted by the Bayesian model. Note that the
hindsight bias is negative when the anchor is less than m, positive when the anchor is greater than m, and zero when equal
to m.

Discussion
The results presented in this paper establish that the effect of
anchor plausibility on hindsight bias can be explained as the
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Abstract

the changes in the slope from the pre-intervention to postintervention period (Bernal, Cummins, & Gasparrini, 2016).

Interrupted time series analysis (ITSA) is a statistical procedure that evaluates whether an intervention causes a change in
the intercept and/or slope of the time series. However, very
little research has accessed causal learning in interrupted time
series situations. We systematically investigated whether people are able to learn causal influences from a process akin
to ITSA, and compared four different presentation formats of
stimuli. We found that participants’ judgments agreed with
ITSA in cases in which the pre-intervention slope is zero or in
the same direction as the changes in intercept or slope. However, participants had considerable difficulty controlling for
pre-intervention slope when it is in the opposite direction of the
changes in intercept or slope. The presentation formats didn’t
affect judgments in most cases, but did in one. We discuss
these results in terms of two potential heuristics that people
might use aside from a process akin to ITSA.
Keywords: causal learning; interrupted time series analysis;
presentation formats

Causal Learning from Interrupted Time Series

Introduction
For assessing cause-effect relationships in time series data,
randomised controlled experiments are usually not available.
For example, when a patient wants to test the efficacy of
a new medicine for treating their depression, they can only
track their depression from before to after taking the medicine
to tell whether the depression has been improved by the
medicine. Or similarly, when a country makes a change in
the economy (e.g., lowers the interest rate) and wants to look
for changes in economic variables, it makes sense to track the
trend before and after the change to see if there has been a
change in the time series. Importantly, in such situations, reasoners need to control for the temporal trend of the outcome.

Interrupted Time Series Analysis
Interrupted time series analysis (hereafter ITSA) is a useful
method to assess the influence of an intervention within time
series data (Hartmann et al., 1980). A simple ITSA is modeled with three components using a regression model:
Y = β0 + β1 T + β2 X + β3 XT

(1)

where T is the time since the start of first observation; X is
a dummy variable indicating whether or not the intervention
has been conducted; β0 indicates the intercept of the outcome
when T = 0, β1 indicates the pre-intervention slope of the
time series, β2 indicates the changes in the intercept from
pre-intervention to post-intervention period, and β3 indicates
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Despite time series being an important sort of data for people to make causal inferences from, only a few studies have
examined how people make causal inferences in interrupted
time series situations. One study by White (2015) has found
that people are not sensitive to the pre-intervention trends in
the time series. Participants were shown time series data
which contained a period in which the data increased and
were asked to judge the causal strength of an intervention.
The intervention occurred either before, in the middle of, or
after the increasing period. Surprisingly, in most cases, participants judged that the midway intervention was as effective
as the intervention which happened prior to the increasing
period. That is, they failed to understand that the trend was
already increasing before the intervention, so any additional
increase along the same trajectory could simply be a continuation of the prior trend. White proposed the ‘after-minusbefore’ model to explain participants’ logic, which involves
simply comparing the mean level of the pre-intervention and
post-intervention time periods, and ignoring the possibility of
a trend that started before the intervention. However, White
(2015, 2017) did find exceptions that were not captured by the
after-minus-before model: (1) the intervention with immediate effects received higher causal strength judgments than the
intervention with delayed effects; (2) with graphical presentation of stimuli, participants were somewhat able to control
for the pre-intervention slope and gave lower causal strength
judgements for interventions that occurred in the middle of
the slope.
Though there has been little research specifically on interrupted time series situations, there have been some other studies on how people make causal inferences from time-series
data (e.g., Rottman, 2016; Derringer & Rottman, 2016). The
important distinction between these studies and the prior ones
is that these involved multiple changes to the potential cause
(among other differences). However, these studies have found
two important things. First, people tend to focus on how
the effect changes when the cause changes (i.e., changes in
trends), which often allows people to control for temporal
trends in the data, not merely what the correlation is between
the cause and the effect (similar to the after-minus-before).

Furthermore, there is some evidence that, similar to White
(2017), the presentation of the data, be it in a graph vs. numbers presented all at once vs. stimuli presented trial by trial
can make different patterns more or less salient and affect
the accuracy of participants’ judgments. For example, Soo
and Rottman (2020) found that dynamic presentations helped
people accurately learn causal relationships by focusing on
changes in the cause and effect, whereas static and numerical
presentations led them to focus on the simple correlation and
not account for trends.

Potential Theories
In the current research we investigated three potential theories for how people might make inferences from interrupted
time series data. First, they might implement a process similar to formal ITSA, and look for changes in the intercept or
slope after the intervention compared to before. Second, they
might use the after-minus-before heuristic proposed by White
(2015), which involves compare the mean of the data after the
intervention vs. before.
We also propose a third theory which we call ‘postintervention trend’ (or ‘post. trend’ for short) that involves
simply focusing on the slope of the post-intervention trend.
We initially came up with this theory from some participants’
explanations for judgments in a pretest. The idea is that a
positive (negative) post-intervention trend is interpreted as
evidence that the intervention increases (decreases) the outcome. This sort of inference is clearly non-rational (e.g., a
trend could have increased even more if the intervention did
not occur). However, it could be understood from a perspective of feeling that something must be responsible for changes
in the outcome, and repeated experiences of the cause could
be responsible for repeated changes in the effect.

Current study
The main goal of the current research is to extend the research
conducted by White (2015, 2017) by investigating interrupted
time series situations, but in a more systematic way. White
only investigated a limited set of cases, and did not actually
use interrupted time series data analysis to generate the stimuli. In the current study we generated a spectrum of situations that either do or do not have pre-intervention slopes,
and have various post-intervention changes to the intercept or
to the slope. We also examined the effect of four presentation
formats of the interrupted time series in order so that the findings are relevant to data presented in a summarized graphical
forms and also data experienced sequentially over time.

Methods
Participants
402 participants were recruited on Mechanical Turk; the preregistraction said we would recruit 400 and 2 additional participants did the study without submitting the HIT. All participants had an overall HIT Approval Rate that is greater than
or equal to 95%. The experiment lasted 10-15 minutes and
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participants were paid $2. This is our first study on this topic
so we do not have estimates of effect size of potential effects.
The study is within-subjects providing a fairly high degree of
power.

Cover story
Participants were told to imagine that they work for a
medicine company that is testing the efficacy of new medications. They reviewed 9 datasets, each with a different medicine (e.g., SNP27), and a different symptom (e.g.
headache, back pain). Each depicted the data for a single
patient over an initial week without and one week with the
medicine.

Stimuli and Design
The experiment was a 4 (presentation formats; betweensubjects) × 9 (interrupted time series conditions; within subjects) mixed design.
Data for Nine Time Series Conditions For the 9 interrupted time series conditions, see the first column in Figure 1.
These 9 include situations with and without pre-intervention
slopes, and with and without changes in the intercept or slope
to systematically examine a broad variety of interrupted time
series situations. We did not investigate situations that have
changes to both the intercept and the slope. Table 1 shows the
predictions made by the various theories.
Though some of the conditions are self-explanatory, a couple need to be explained. The B. Pre-Intervention Slope condition is similar to White’s (2015) condition in which the intervention occurred in the middle of a slope.
The E. Slope Change (maintain) condition is similar to the
D. Slope Change condition, in that they both involve a slope
change, however for Condition E, the post-intervention slope
is zero. According to ITSA participants should infer positive
causal efficacy. According to after-minus-before they should
infer negative, and according to post-intervention-trend they
should not infer any influence of the cause (Table 1).
Conditions F-I involve either changes to the intercept or
slope in addition to having a pre-intervention trend. We
call F and G ‘congruent’ in that the change in the intercept
or change in the slope is in the same direction as the preintervention slope. This means that all three theories make
the same predictions for the congruent conditions. However,
in Conditions H and I, the changes in intercept and slope are
‘incongruent’ with the initial slope (e.g., in H the intercept
change is positive whereas the initial slope is negative). For
Conditions H and I, the theories do not all make the same
predictions; see Table 1.1
1 The post-intervention mean in Conditions H and I were slightly
lower than the pre-intervention mean but the difference is so small
it might be hard for participants to notice even if trying. The reason
that it was not exactly 0 was due to way we set up the same value
of coefficients across conditions, though in future research it would
also be valuable to make these exactly 0. This is why in Talbe 1 they
are listed as slightly negative.

Table 1: ITSA coefficients, model predictions, and simplified empirical data results for the 9 time series condition
ITSA Coefficients
Model Predictions
Condition
Pre. Slope Intercept Change Slope Change
ITSA After-before Post. Trend
A. Flat
0
0
0
0
0
0
B. Pre-intervention Slope
3.85
0
0
0
+
+
C. Intercept Change
0
+20
0
+
+
0
D. Slope Change
0
0
+3.08
+
+
+
E. Slope Change (Maintain)
-3.08
0
+3.08
+
0
F. Intercept Change (C. - PS)
3.85
+20
0
+
+
+
G. Slope Change (C. - PS)
3.85
0
+3.08
+
+
+
H. Intercept Change (I. - PS)
-3.85
+20
0
+
slightly I. Slope Change (I. - PS)
-3.85
0
+3.08
+
slightly +
Note: This table only presents coefficients for positive datasets.
C.-PS: congruent pre-intervention slope; I.-PS: incongruent pre-intervention slope;
Pre. Slope is short for Pre-intervention Slope; Post. Trend is short for Post-intervention Trend.

Except for the A. Flat condition, we included two parallel datasets for each time series condition. These parallel
datasets simply involved flipping the Y axis, for generality.
For all these other conditions (B-I), participants saw one version or the other (4 from the versions depicted in first column of Figure 1, and 4 from the flipped version) randomly
selected. For data analysis, all judgments were reverse coded
for the flipped versions and analyzed together.
The numbers for the datasets were generated in the following way, and always produced numbers between 0 and 100.
First we created the baselines functions for the 9 time series
conditions using the coefficients in Table ) and Equation 1.
We then then added pseudo-Gaussian noise to the baseline
functions and rounded the datasets to be whole numbers. We
created 20 predetermined noise sequences. Each of the 20
noise sequences used the following set of noise both for the
pre and post intervention phase: [-2, -1, -.5, 0, .5, 1, 2]. The
noise was randomly ordered among those 7 trials, however,
for all 20 sequences we verified that even after adding the
noise ITSA produced the correct inferences. Specifically, for
all stimuli, ITSA uncovered coefficients similar to those in
Table 1, and all p-values for the non-zero coefficients were
in the range of [10−9 , 10−7 ]. Table 1 shows both the ITSA
coefficients, and also the simplified model predictions; the
ITSA model predicts a positive outcome whenever the intercept change or slope change are positive.
Four Presentation formats Figure 2 shows the four presentation formats (static graph, dynamic graph, trial-by-trial
dot [hereafter TbT-dot], or trial-by-trial number [hereafter
TbT-number]).
In the static graph condition, all 14 observations were presented in a dot chart. The pre- and post-intervention periods
were indicated by different colored backgrounds. The dynamic graph condition was identical to the static graph condition, except that a data point was added to the graph each
time participants clicked a button.
In the TbT-dot condition, participants saw one observation
per trial. Each trial contained an icon which indicated the
status of the intervention (medicine) on the left, and a bar
(a narrow dot chart) with a dot which showed the level of
the outcome. Participants clicked a button to see the next
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Empirical
Data
0
+
+
+
0
+
+
-/0
+

trial. The TbT-number condition was identical to the TbT-dot
condition, except that the dot chart was replaced by a number
of the level of the outcome. To avoid participant from going
through the observations too fast, we set a 1-second waiting
time between each click in the dynamic graph and two trialby-trial conditions.
In static graph format, the questions were shown at the
same time with the graph. In the dynamic graph format, the
questions were shown below the graph once all the 14 data
points were revealed. In the two trial-by-trial formats, the
questions were shown on a new page after the 14 trials.

Measures
After participants reviewed the observations in a dataset, they
answered three questions about the influence of the medicine.
We measured the causal strength by asking participants
“Did taking [medicine] cause the [symptom] to get better or
worse?” on a scale from 1-9 scale: 1 (the medicine caused
the symptom get much worse - higher), 5 (the medicine had
no influence on the symptom), to 9 (the medicine caused the
symptom get much better - lower).
We measured the ‘future use’ by asking participants “Do
you think this patient should continue to take the medicine
to treat the symptom?” on a 1-9 scale: 1 (should definitely
stop taking the medicine), 5 (unsure whether to continue or to
stop), to 9 (should definitely continue to take the medicine).
They also answered a free-response question: “Please explain how you answered the questions above.” We do not analyze this question in this article.

Results
The
analysis
follows
our
pre-registered
plan
(https://osf.io/uzt37).
Since we included two parallel
datasets for each time series condition, we inversely coded
the responses from those datasets with a positive preintervention slope in Condition B and positive changes
in slope or intercept in Condition C to I, because when
a medicine caused the level of a symptom to get worse
(higher), that would correspond to a causal judgment below
the mid point on the scale. We also inversely coded Condition A to make the judgements have the same meanings
as other conditions. We then collapsed two parallel datasets

Dataset

Causal Strength

Future Use

100 = very bad symptom,
0 = no symptom

Medicine causes symptom to get: (4) much
worse - higher (-4) much better - lower

Should definitely: (4) stop taking the
medicine (-4) continue to take the medicine
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Figure 1: Stimuli and results. Column 1 shows example stimuli. The red arrow indicates the influence of intervention according
to ITSA (→ = no influence; ↑ = positive influence). Columns 2 and 3 show a summary of the results in the four formats.

Static Graph

Dynamic Graph

Trial by Trial - Dot

Trial by Trial - Number

Figure 2: Screenshots of four presentation formats.
of each time series condition for data analysis. For ease of
interpretation, we centered the measures around zero so that
the ranges were [-4,4]. In Figure 1, we plotted the datasets
in which changes in slope or intercept that make symptoms
get worse/higher (positive datasets), and for the dependent
measures, higher means the medicine caused the symptom to
get worse.
For both two measures, we conducted two analysis. First,
we conducted one sample t-test against zero for each time series condition and format to see if the judgments fit the ITSA
predictions. Second, we conducted ANOVA to compare four
presentation formats within a time series condition.
Figure 1 depicts all the results as well as inferential statistics. We provide p values and Bayes Factors (BFs, Kruschke,
2014). BFs less than 1 favor the null, and greater than 1 favor the alternative hypothesis. The red arrow shows the true
answer according to ITSA - whether the judgments should be
greater than, less than, or equal to zero. The Empirical Data
column in Table 1 shows a simplified summary of the results,
which can be compared against the three model predictions.

Nine Datasets
The results for conditions A, C, D, F, G, and I all show that
participants’ inferences were in line with the predictions of
ITSA. In conditions C, D, F, G, and I, all judgments were
above zero, as predicted (ps < 0.001, BFs > 100). In the
flat condition, Condition A, participants appropriately gave
causal strength judgments around 0 (ps > 0.05, BFs ranged
from 1/3 to 1/10). In the flat condition, participants gave positive future use judgements (ps < 0.001, BFs > 100) which
indicates that the participants thought the patient should stop
using the medicine (intervention). Though this numerically
differs from causal strength, it makes sense if participants believe that if a medication has no benefit, it should not be used.
Participants’ judgments differed from the predictions of
ITSA in conditions B, E and H. First, in Condition B in which
there is only a pre-intervention slope, the causal strength
judgements were higher than zero (ps < 0.001, BFs > 100).
Second, in E. Slope Change (Maintain) condition, the
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causal strength judgements were close to zero (ps > 0.05,
BFs were between 0.11 to 0.23), and the future use measures
were close to zero for the static graph (p = 0.268, BF = 0.20)
and TbT-number (p = 0.563, BF = 0.13). For the TbT-dot
there is a bit of evidence of judgments higher than zero; the
p-value was significant (p = 0.019) but BF was unconvincing
at 1.64. The judgments for the dynamic graph were higher
than zero (p = 0.004, BF = 6.48).
Third, in Condition H where the intercept change is in the
opposite direction to the pre-intervention slope, two measures
in the static and dynamic graph were close to zero (ps > 0.05,
BFs between 0.28 and 0.73) and they were lower than zero in
two trial-by-trial formats (ps < 0.001, BFs > 100).
The rightmost column in Table 1 summarizes the findings
qualitatively. None of the theories can explain all of the results, and the patterns are discussed more in the discussion.

Effects of Presentation Formats
Figure 1 shows Bayesian ANOVA results on the top of each
graph. For eight out of the nine conditions there were no
reliable effects of presentation formats. All but the future use
judgments in Condition B and E had a p value larger than
0.05 and a BF between 1 and 1/10 in favor of the null model
(the future use judgments in Condition B: p = 0.023 but BF =
0.717 in favor of null, in Condition E: p = 0.015, BF = 1.13).
We did find a main effect of presentation format in Condition H (causal strength judgment: p < 0.001, BF = 60.68; future use judgment: p < 0.001 , BF = 18.16). The judgements
with the static and dynamic graph formats were close to zero
but the TbT-dot and TbT-number formats were less than zero.
We tested all comparisons by Tukey test and bayesian t test.
The static graph group was higher than the TbT-dot group
(p = 0.007, BF = 17.91) and TbT-number group (p = 0.038,
BF = 3.79). The dynamic graph group was also higher than
the TbT-dot group (p = 0.003, BF = 55.53) and TbT-number
group (p = 0.018, BF = 9.08). There were no differences for
the remaining comparisons (ps > 0.05, BFs between 1/10 to
1/3). The future use judgments had a similar pattern, except
that we didn’t find reliable differences in the comparisons dy-

namic graph vs TbT-number (p = 0.284, BF = 0.58) or static
graph vs TbT-number (p = 0.082, BF = 2.87).

Discussion
This is the first study to systematically investigate causal
learning under interrupted time series data. We manipulated
the intercept change, slope change and pre-intervention slope
to create various interrupted time series datasets, and presented the data in four formats. Our main finding was that
participants were only capable of accurately learning simple interrupted time series where there is no pre-intervention
slope or the pre-intervention slope is congruent with the
changes caused by the intervention; participants have difficulty controlling for pre-intervention slope when it is incongruent to the changes caused by the intervention. Furthermore, the format only affected learning in one of the datasets.
Comparison of Models There are at least three potential
theories for how people assess the influence of intervention.
As can be easily seen in our results (Table 1), none of these
three theories can explain all the results. It is possible that
the participants used a mixture of these reasoning processes
of that there are other explanations as well.
The rational way to analyze the causal influence in interrupted time series is to evaluate the changes in slope and intercept from pre- to post-intervention period akin to ITSA,
thereby controlling for the pre-intervention slope. An ITSA
approach accounts for the results 6 out of 9 conditions and
failed to explain the results in Condition B, E and H.
The after-minus-before theory agrees with ITSA and also
correctly predicted participants’ judgments in five conditions
(A, C, D, F, G). Unlike ITSA, it also correctly predicted the
results in Condition B. However, it failed to explain the results in E and I. For Condition H, it predicts a small negative
finding, so is somewhat in line with the empirical results, but
does not explain the differences across the formats.
The post-intervention-trend theory also agrees with ITSA
in 5 out of the 9 conditions (A, D, F, G, and I). It correctly
predicted the results for 7 conditions. However, this theory
cannot explain that participants learned the causal influence
in Condition C - Intercept Change, one of the simplest, in
which the post-trend is flat. It also explains half of the results in Condition H; it correctly predicts that participants
gave negative judgments in the two trial-by-trial conditions,
but in the static and dynamic graph conditions participants
gave responses around zero.
In sum, none of the three theories can explain all the results on their own, which means that either participants used
a combination of these theories, that there are mixtures of different groups of participants, or that there are other theories
that better explain the results.

poses the direction of the pre-intervention slope.
First, in Condition H (positive datasets), the pre and post
trend is negative and the intercept change is positive. However, the static and dynamic graph groups judged the intervention as having no influence on average, and the two trial-bytrial groups inferred a negative causal influence. It is possible that participants in different presentation formats adopted
different strategies. In the static and dynamic graph condition, one possibility is that since they could see all the data
at once, they could more easily implement the after-minusbefore strategy, which in this case revealed only a slight negative influence - close to zero. Another possibility in this condition is that participants were aware both of the positive intercept change (ITSA) and also the negative post-intervention
slope, and that they gave judgments near zero because of the
opposing thoughts. In the trial-by-trial formats participants
tended to give negative judgments. One hypothesis is that
they primarily focused on just what was happing during the
intervention, not comparing the period during the intervention to the period prior to the intervention. It may be somewhat hard to remember the earlier period in these trial-by-trial
conditions.
Second, in Condition I, participants tended to correctly infer a positive influence; however, their inferences were quite
weak compared to Condition D. In fact, both Conditions I and
D had the same degree of slope change according to the regression coefficients, but in Condition I the post-intervention
slope was fairly close to flat. This could suggest that participants were using the post-intervention slope rather than the
change in slope.
Third, in Condition E the judgments were close to zero but
should have been positive. The most reasonable explanation
is that participants were biased by the flat post-intervention
trend and thought the intervention as ineffective, which fits
with the explanation for Condition I.

Conclusions
This research provides a systematic understanding to how
people make inferences from interrupted time series results.
The participants made a number of errors of reasoning that involve failing to correctly account for a pre-intervention slope
and therefore not picking up on the intercept change, slope
change, or lack thereof. In one condition we found that format moderated the magnitude of this error. In the future it will
be important to study how to improve judgments for these
conditions. Furthermore, since none of the theories can independently explain all the results, it will be important to understand if there are subgroups of participants using different approaches, or if there are other theories that can explain more
of the findings.

Effects of Incongruency and Format
Aside from Condition B, participants had difficulty correctly
assessing causality in the three ‘incongruent’ conditions. Incongruence is when the the influence of the intervention op-
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Abstract
We explore the link between children’s gesture production and
analogical reasoning. Specifically, we ask whether children
who spontaneously gesture when completing a retelling task
are more likely to engage in analogical transfer, compared to
those who do not gesture. To test this, 85 5-7-year-olds listened
to three superficially distinct stories that shared a common
abstract problem and solution. After each of the first two
exemplar stories, participants were asked to retell the story
events to a naïve listener and their speech and spontaneous
gesture(s) were coded. For the third story, participants were
asked to generate the analogous solution themselves. Results
indicate a significant relationship between children’s
analogical transfer and gesture production. This preliminary
study suggests that children’s spontaneous gestures may
provide a window into their analogical processing. We discuss
future directions aimed at further examining the mechanism
underlying this relationship.
Keywords: cognitive development; gesture; analogical
transfer; abstract reasoning

Learning requires more than acquiring new knowledge; it
depends on the application of that knowledge to new
contexts. Analogical reasoning—the ability to go beyond
perceptual cues to identify abstract structural similarity
between events—is therefore of particular significance for
learning, since it enables knowledge transfer. For example,
if a Windows user switches to a Mac, the ability to map
functions from one system to the other will facilitate learning
how to use the new computer. For instance, recognizing that
the function of the Command key on a Mac is analogous to
that of the control (CTRL) key on a PC will allow a novice
Mac user to apply their prior knowledge of their PC to
execute specific tasks.
In order to successfully draw this analogy, the learner must
ignore salient surface differences (e.g., between the words,
symbols, and placement of the keys) and recognize the
abstract similarities between their functions (e.g. Brown et
al., 1986; Richert et al., 2011). This type of task often poses
a challenge for children, who tend to privilege perceptual
over structural similarity (e.g., Gentner & Toupin, 1986;
Gentner, 1988; Gentner & Rattermann, 1991; Holyoak et al.,
1984).
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A variety of minimal scaffolds have been used to support
children’s recognition of abstract structure, including
prompts to compare or explain (e.g., Christie & Gentner,
2010; Walker & Lombrozo, 2017) and providing relational
language (e.g., Christie & Gentner, 2014). In one classic
study by Brown and colleagues (1986), 3- to 5-year-olds were
told a story in which a protagonist solves a problem (i.e.,
transferring objects across a barrier) by repurposing a flat
object to create a hollow tube and passing the objects through
(Brown et al., 1986). Four- and 5-year-olds successfully
applied this abstract solution to a new story that was
structurally similar, but superficially distinct. Critically,
however, children’s success in this task was mediated by their
ability to recall the “goal structure” (i.e., the protagonist, the
goal, the obstacle, and the solution) of the problem in the
original story. The authors concluded that the key factor
predicting transfer was whether children represented the
underlying abstract structure.
Here we consider whether children’s gestures may be
linked to their success in a similar analogical reasoning task.
Several recent proposals suggest that representational
gestures (i.e., gestures that reference information related to
the content of concurrent speech or thought; McNeil, 1992)
facilitate knowledge transfer by selectively schematizing
some features over others (e.g., Kita et al., 2017). Indeed,
prior work shows that observing co-speech gestures (Guarino
& Wakefield, 2020; Guarino et al., 2021) and receiving
training to produce gestures (Novack et al., 2014) supports
abstraction during early learning. However, there are few
studies exploring whether children’s spontaneous gesture
production plays a similar role (e.g., Church & Goldinmeadow, 1986). Below, we review existing theoretical and
empirical work that provides support for this hypothesis and
describe our novel approach.

Gesture Production Facilitates Abstract Reasoning
According to the gesture-for-conceptualization hypothesis
(Kita et al., 2017), gestures serve to schematize information
for both communication and thinking by stripping away
superficial details. This, in turn, shapes the various functions
of gesture:
First, gestures activate relevant knowledge that supports
reasoning and facilitates problem-solving (Church & GoldinMeadow, 1986). For example, when children are asked to

explain a Piagetian conservation task, those who are allowed
to use their hands tend to activate spatial features (e.g. height,
width), which scaffolds their understanding (Goldin-Meadow
& Wagner, 2005).
Second, gestures manipulate abstract concepts, often
independently from the particular context in which they
appear. For example, 4- to 6-year-old children who were
taught to use gestures as a strategy for solving mental rotation
tasks performed better than those who were trained to
physically move objects (i.e., Wakefield et al., 2019). These
findings suggest that isolating structural information from the
visual and physical details of the problem fosters abstract
reasoning.
Third, gestures help learners to package relevant
information into units that can be flexibly recruited and
combined across different contexts. For instance, when
children were trained to use gestures as a strategy for solving
problems using the equality principle (e.g. a+b+c = ___ + c),
they were more likely to transfer this concept to novel
contexts than those trained to manipulate sets of magnetic
number tiles representing each value (Novack et al., 2014).
This provides additional evidence that gesture production
may support knowledge transfer.
Finally, gestures allow learners to explore various potential
solutions for a problem before they have identified the correct
one. In fact, children often produce relevant information in
their gestures before it appears in their speech. These gesturespeech incongruities have been interpreted to indicate that the
learner is in a transitional period of conceptual change
(Alibali, Kita & Young, 2000; Church & Goldin-meadow,
1986; Pine et al., 2004).
Here, we build on this prior work to examine whether
children’s spontaneous gesture production may provide a
window into their analogical transfer. As noted above, the
majority of prior work examining the relationship between
children’s gestures and learning has relied on training or
explicitly prompting children to use gestures. Far fewer
studies have observed children’s spontaneous co-speech
gestures during reasoning tasks (e.g., Church & GoldinMeadow, 1986; Iverson & Goldin-Meadow, 1997), and, to
our knowledge, no previous studies have observed children's
spontaneous gestures during analogical transfer. Findings
with adults provide support for the hypothesis that
spontaneous gesture production may be related to analogical
reasoning. Specifically, Cooperrider and colleagues (2016)
demonstrate that adults often spontaneously recruit gestures
to represent abstract relationships while explaining causal
events (e.g., stock values rising and falling). Indeed, over
70% of the total number of gestures adults produced
referenced structural information. In fact, evidence suggests
that spontaneous gesture may be a more effective scaffold for
abstraction than prompts to use co-speech gestures. In one
study, adults who received explicit instructions to produce
gestures while providing verbal explanations were less likely
to engage in analogical transfer than those who gestured
spontaneously (Hostetter et al., 2016).
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The Current Study
This initial study explores the relationship between children’s
analogical transfer and their spontaneous gesture production.
We consider two questions: First, do children who
spontaneously produce gestures perform better on analogical
transfer tasks, compared to those who do not? Given that
successful analogical transfer hinges on children’s
recognition of common abstract structure (e.g., Brown et al.,
1986), and that spontaneous gestures have been shown to
promote abstraction (e.g., Church & Goldin-Meadow, 1986;
Cooperrider et al., 2016; Kita et al., 2017; Pine et al., 2004),
we predict greater rates of analogical transfer in children who
spontaneously gesture when retelling exemplar stories.
Second, does the type of spontaneous gestures produced
(i.e., solution-relevant vs. solution-irrelevant) correspond to
children’s success on analogical transfer? Given that
spontaneous gestures tend to reflect abstract relationships
over superficial details (e.g. Cooperrider et al., 2016), we
predict a higher rate of success among children who produce
solution-relevant gestures.
Following Brown and colleagues (1986), we presented
children with three superficially distinct stories in which the
protagonists each shared a common goal and discovered a
common solution. The first two exemplar stories were each
followed by a retelling task. We included two exemplar
stories to promote comparison and facilitate abstraction (e.g.,
Gentner & Hoyos, 2017). The third story presented an
analogous problem, and children were asked to provide the
solution themselves. We included children aged 5- to 7-,
since they are capable of succeeding in similar narrativebased analogical transfer tasks with minimal scaffolding (e.g.
Richert et al., 2011; Holyoak et al., 1984).

Method
Participants
Eighty-five 5- to 7-year-olds participated in the study (M =
6.51 years, SD = 0.83, range = 5.0-7.92 years), with half of
these children tested in person (n = 43, M = 6.56 years, SD =
0.89, range: 5.0-7.92 years) and the other half tested remotely
(n = 42, M = 6.45 years, SD = 0.78, range: 5.17-7.67 years).
An additional 9 participants were excluded (2 in person and
7 remote) due to stimuli malfunction (1), experimenter error
(2), technological issues (5) or interruption by a sibling (1).
Children who participated in-person were recruited and
tested at a local museum, an aquarium, or at local preschools,
and received small gifts. Children who participated remotely
were recruited through the lab database, and received a $5
Amazon gift card.

Materials
Three stories, including two exemplar stories (presented in
counterbalanced order), and an analogical transfer task, were
presented as PowerPoint slides on a 13-inch laptop screen (in-

Figure 1. Stimuli. Three stories with a common abstract problem and solution were used. In Exemplar Story 1, a bunny
wanted to deliver eggs to the other side of the river. The bunny rolled a picnic mat into a hollow tube, and passed the eggs
through it. In Exemplar story 2, a genie wanted to move his jewels to a new lamp across a wall. The genie rolled his magic
carpet into a hollow tube, and passed the jewels through it. Exemplar Stories 1 and 2 were each followed by a retelling task.
In the Analogical Transfer Task story, a farmer wanted to deliver the cherries across a fallen tree in the road. Children were
presented with tools (including the target tool, a flat truck cover), and asked to solve the problem themselves.
person) or via an online presentation platform (slides.com)
during a Zoom session. Each story included static images of
a protagonist, a set of tools, and a barrier. Stories were
modified versions of those used in Brown et al. (1986) (see
Fig. 1).
The first few slides of the exemplar stories presented the
protagonist’s goal (i.e., a bunny wants to deliver painted eggs
to children on the other side of a river; a genie wants to move
his jewels to a new lamp across a wall), followed by a
description of the barrier (i.e., a river; a wall). The next slide
displayed six tools that the protagonist could use to solve the
problem, including the target object (i.e., a picnic mat; a
magic carpet). The exemplar stories also included solution
slides demonstrating how the protagonist solved the problem.
On the first slide, the protagonist rolled a flat material (the
target object) into a hollow tube. Then, on the second slide,
the protagonist passed the objects (i.e. the painted eggs; the
jewels) through the tube to the other side of the barrier.
The third story was used for the analogical transfer task.
The first few story slides presented a new character with an
analogous goal (a farmer wants to transfer the cherries in his
truck across the road, which is blocked by a fallen tree). The
next slide displayed six tools, including the target object (a
flat truck cover). Since children were prompted to generate
the solution themselves, no solution slides were provided.
Other materials included a photograph of a child, which
was used for the retelling tasks after the exemplar stories.

Procedure
In-person version. Children were tested, one-on-one, in a
quiet area of a museum or preschool classroom. All materials
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were presented on a laptop screen. Participants were told that
they would be listening to three stories, and that they would
be asked to answer some questions about the stories.
The experimenter read the first exemplar story, which
introduced a protagonist and his goal, followed by a
description of the barrier (see Fig. 1). After describing the
problem, the experimenter proceeded to the tools slide, and
labeled each of the six tools available, while pointing to the
objects on the screen. The experimenter briefly prompted the
participant to consider what the protagonist could do to solve
his problem, but did not give them sufficient time to answer.
Instead, the experimenter proceeded to the solution slides and
completed the story.
In the retelling task for the first exemplar story, the
participant was asked to look at a picture of a gender-matched
child attached to the video camera, and were told that the
child would be watching this video later on. With the laptop
screen closed, the participant was prompted to tell the child
what happened in the story and how the protagonist solved
the problem. The experimenter said: “This is a picture of
another child named Alex. Alex won’t get to hear this story.
Instead, he/she will be watching your video! Can you tell
Alex what happened in the story and how [character] solved
the problem?” Participants were not prompted to gesture, but
the study session videos were coded offline to record
children’s speech and spontaneous gestures.
Afterwards, the experimenter began the second exemplar
story, which presented an analogous problem and solution
(see Fig. 1). Again, children were prompted to look at the
camera and retell the story events for another child to watch.
The third story was used to assess analogical transfer. After
presenting the analogous problem, the experimenter told the

child that they will be solving the problem themselves this
time. The experimenter labeled the available tools that the
protagonist could use. Then, the experimenter asked the child
how the protagonist could solve his problem using one of the
tools (e.g. “Can you tell me, how can Farmer Jones move his
cherries across the big fallen tree?”). Here, we coded whether
children used a similar solution from the previous stories.
Modification for the online version. The online version of
the experiment was conducted on Zoom. Stories were
presented using Slides.com. Before beginning the session,
parents were instructed to set up their webcam at an angle that
could capture both the child’s face and hands. Although the
procedure for the online version was identical to the in-person
version, the narration for each story was pre-recorded. In
place of pointing, an animated arrow indicated each object as
it was introduced.
Coding. Children’s spontaneous gestures were coded from
the video by a naive researcher. Children who produced
spontaneous gestures while retelling either of the exemplar
stories were coded as 1, and those who did not gesture at all
were coded as 0. This variable was used to form post-hoc
groups (gesture, no-gesture) for analysis, which served as a
binary predictor variable in logistic regressions.
Among the participants who produced gestures, we also
coded whether those gestures were relevant to the analogical
solution. Gestures that were spontaneously produced while
describing the solution (e.g., rolling, passing through) were
given a score of 1 (solution-relevant), and all other gestures
were given a score of 0 (solution-irrelevant). Solutionrelevant gestures included, for example, rotating both hands
or placing both fists next to each other and tilting the wrists
forwards and back (for rolling), and then moving one hand to
the other (for passing objects through). Solution-irrelevant
gestures included non-referential gestures (e.g. finger tapping
for particular words), or gesturing superficial content that was

not central to the abstract solution (e.g. using both hands to
simulate lowering the picnic mat down to the ground).
Children who produced solution-relevant gestures at least
once during either of the retelling tasks were categorized into
the solution-relevant gesture group. Children who only
produced solution-irrelevant gestures were categorized into
the solution-irrelevant gesture group.
Children’s performance on the analogical transfer task was
coded based on whether they described the abstract solution
(i.e., rolling a flat material into a tube and passing the objects
through). A minority of children who only mentioned the first
part of the solution (i.e., rolling the flat material into a tube)
in their descriptions were also coded as correct. The
participant videos were coded independently by two
researchers, and the overall inter-coder reliability on
children’s gesture production and analogical transfer ratings
was 84.1%. Any discrepancies were resolved in discussion
with a third researcher.

Results
Chi-square tests indicated that the testing medium (in person
vs. online) was not related to children’s spontaneous gesture
production, c2(1) = 0, p = 1), or children’s analogical transfer
performance, c2(1) = 0.10, p = 0.75. We therefore combined
the two participant samples for all analyses.
As noted above, children were categorized into two
groups: those who produced spontaneous gestures during at
least one of the two retelling tasks (gesture group, n = 48 out
of 85, 56.5%) and those who did not (no-gesture group, n =
37 out of 85, 43.5%).
The overall analogical transfer rate in our sample (23%)
was low, but consistent with findings from prior work in this
age group when no additional hints or scaffolding are
provided (e.g., Brown et al., 1986; Holyoak et al., 1984; Kim
& Choi, 2003). Among children in the gesture group, 16 of
48 succeeded at the analogical transfer task (33.3%), whereas
in the no-gesture group, only 4 of 37 participants succeeded

Figure 2. Results. The diagram on the left shows the proportion of participants who gestured during the retelling tasks, the
proportion of participants who produced solution-relevant and solution-irrelevant gestures, and the rates of transfer for
each group. The chart on the right shows the number of participants in each group who engaged in analogical transfer.
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(10.8%). A chi-square test of independence indicated a
significant relationship between children’s spontaneous
gesture production and their tendency to engage in analogical
transfer, χ2(1) = 4.71, p = 0.03. This finding was confirmed
using logistic regression, Wald-Z-test; χ2(1) = 5.4, p = 0.02.
These results support our main hypothesis that children who
produced spontaneous gestures would perform better on the
subsequent analogical transfer task, compared to children
who did not produce gestures.
Age did not significantly predict gesture production,
Wald Z-test; c2(1) = 0.27, p = 0.60 or analogical transfer c2(1)
= 0.01, p = 0.92. Adding age as an additional variable to our
main model did not perform better than the model alone;
c2(1) = 0.32, p = 0.57 (nested model comparison).

Relevance of Gesture to the Goal-structure
Thirty-six of the 48 participants in the gesture group
produced solution-relevant gestures (75.0%), and 13 of these
36 participants also engaged in analogical transfer (36.1%).
In contrast, 12 out of 48 participants produced only solutionirrelevant gestures (25.0%), and only 3 out of these 12
participants engaged in analogical transfer (3/12, 25.0%, see
Fig. 2). Despite this numerical difference in the rate of
analogical transfer between groups, this was not statistically
significant, χ2(1) = 0.13, p = 0.72.

Individual Differences in Speech
As a proxy for individual differences in engagement, we
analyzed the total number of words produced during both
retelling tasks, excluding any verbal disfluencies (M =
49.08). Although we found a significant correlation between
word count and children’s spontaneous gesture (Mgesture =
58.30, Mno gesture = 37.10; r = 0.31, p = 0.004), word count was
not correlated with participants’ success on analogical
transfer (r = 0.14, p = 0.20) or their tendency to produce
relevant gestures during retelling (r = 0.08, p = 0.43). Finally,
adding word count as an additional predictor to our main
model did not increase the explanatory power of the model;
c2(1) = 0.31, p = 0.57 (nested model comparison).

Discussion
In the current paper, we aimed to establish a relationship
between children’s spontaneous gestures and their
subsequent analogical transfer. Our results provide
preliminary evidence for this: Children who produced
gestures when retelling one or both of the exemplar stories
were significantly more likely to abstract a common solution
to a superficially distinct target story. We also sought to
determine whether the type of gestures produced mattered for
transfer. Although we observed a numerical difference in the
rates of analogical transfer, with a higher rate of success in
children who produced solution-relevant gestures, this
difference was not statistically significant. Since this null
result may have been due to the small sample size of the
gesture group, future work will replicate this study with a
larger sample.
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Also, given that we used relatively inclusive criteria for
coding gesture content, ongoing work will apply a more finegrained approach, coding the type and semantic content of
gestures, as well as the co-occurrence between spontaneous
gestures and speech. Future work will also examine any
differences in the occurrence or type of gestures produced
during the first and second retelling tasks. This will allow us
to explore specific effects of spontaneous gesture production
before and after children had the opportunity to compare
solutions between structurally-similar stories (see
Cooperrider & Goldin-Meadow, 2014 for related findings in
adults).
Critically, although we find evidence for a relationship
between children’s spontaneous gesture production and
analogical transfer, the correlational design of this study
cannot establish causality. Indeed, several other variables
may have plausibly contributed to this relationship.
Specifically, children who were more attentive or engaged
during storytelling may have been more likely to produce
gestures during retelling and also more likely to succeed on
the analogical transfer task. As a proxy for engagement, we
analyzed the total number of words produced by each child
during the retelling tasks. Although word count was
correlated with gesture production, it was unrelated to
success on analogical transfer. It is therefore unlikely that
increased transfer in the gesture group can be explained by
differences in verbal production. Future studies will further
explore the relationship between engagement, speech and
gesture production, and analogical transfer by including
additional measures to capture potential differences in
attentiveness (e.g., memory questions).
Additional work is also necessary to determine whether
spontaneous gestures facilitated analogical reasoning or were
a by-product of this process. In future studies, we plan to
manipulate children’s gesture, by either restricting it (e.g., by
asking children to sit on their hands) or by increasing gesture
production by explicitly prompting them to use their hands
during retelling. These interventions will not only help to
establish whether gesture supports relational transfer in our
task, but will also shed light on the potential differences
between spontaneous and prompted gesture in children (see
Hostetter et al., 2016 for related work in adults).
In addition to further examining the relationship between
gesture and abstraction, these studies may have important
implications for research on the development of analogical
reasoning. As noted in the introduction, children’s gestures
have been shown to reveal latent concepts that are not yet
manifest in speech (Church & Goldin-Meadow, 1986;
Goldin-Meadow & Wagner, 2005; Pine et al., 2003). For
example, Church and Goldin-Meadow (1986) report that
some children who provided incorrect verbal explanations in
a Piagetian conservation of liquid task (i.e., emphasizing
differences in the height of the glass), produced gestures that
referenced the width of the glass, indicating their nascent
understanding of the relevant variable. Children who
produced these speech-inconsistent gestures were more
responsive to later instruction than children who produced

speech-consistent gestures or no gestures at all. The authors
argued that children’s spontaneous gestures can sometimes
reveal the “thoughts at their fingertips” (Goldin-Meadow &
Wagner, 2005), signaling a transitional state during learning
and conceptual change. Given that gestures have been
proposed to function as a comfortable middle ground
between concrete and abstract concepts (Novack et al., 2014),
spontaneous gestures may provide a novel tool for assessing
the emergence of analogical reasoning.
In sum, this study provides initial evidence for the
relationship between children’s spontaneous gestures and
their analogical transfer, suggesting that gesture may provide
a window into early abstract reasoning.
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Abstract
Relational reasoning is an important component of abstract
thought that emerges early in development but shows
substantial variation across contexts, with children in the US
and China following distinct developmental trajectories in one
paradigm between 18m and 4y. To understand the mechanisms
through which variation in the learning environment influences
the development of relational reasoning, we examine early
relational reasoning in Punjabi speakers in India, who share
some cultural and linguistic elements of their experience with
children in both the US and China. In a causal relational matchto-sample task, we find that 3-year-olds in India exhibit
performance that is intermediate to their high-performing peers
in China and the relatively poor performance observed in the
US at this age. These results suggest complexity and variability
in the development of relational reasoning and lay a foundation
for future research designed to tease apart the factors associated
with early diversity in relational reasoning.
Keywords: cognitive development; relational reasoning;
culture; language; variation

Relational reasoning and cultural context
How do children come to reason abstractly, transcending
their immediate sensory experiences to think in terms of
categories that are not perceptually apparent like snack,
relations like sister, or similarity that is structural rather than
featural, like seeing a hermit crab’s shell as a house? One of
the most influential perspectives on the development of
abstract thought is the relational shift (e.g., Gentner, 1988).
On this view, children’s initial understanding of similarity is
perceptually driven, based on shared features and, with
experience, shifts to encompass relational similarity as well.
However, recent studies have found cross-cultural
differences in early relational reasoning (e.g., Richland et al.,
2010, Kuwabara & Smith, 2012), and evidence that children
in some cultures may follow different developmental
trajectories in their early reasoning about similarity
(Carstensen et al., 2019).
Specifically, Carstensen et al. (2019) find support for a
relational shift, with linear improvement over time, in
Chinese children between 18 months and 4 years on a causal
relational match-to-sample task. Meanwhile, American
children in the same task follow a U-shaped trajectory,
performing above chance at 18 months, decreasing to chance
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between 3-4 years, and improving thereafter. In addition to
documenting these cross-cultural differences in the early
trajectory of relational reasoning, Carstensen et al. show that
the differential performance observed in 3-year-olds is
accompanied by complementary biases in reasoning: Chinese
preschoolers, who perform well in the relational reasoning
task, also prefer relational solutions in an ambiguous context,
while American preschoolers prefer object-based solutions
instead. These differences in bias, together with the different
developmental trajectories of performance observed in this
study, suggest that the development of relational reasoning is
influenced by the environment in which children grow up.
But what are the critical environmental factors? In
particular, what causes the decline in relational reasoning
performance observed among children in the US? And why
isn’t this decline observed in China? There is currently no
consensus explanation, with a range of accounts implicating
differences in language (Hoyos et al., 2016; Carstensen et al.,
2019), executive function (Richland et al., 2010), attention
(Kuwabara & Smith, 2012), and social reasoning (Duffy et
al., 2009) to explain early differences in relational reasoning
between the US and several East Asian populations
(specifically, mainland China, Hong Kong, Japan). The
common thread across all four of these accounts is that
children from East Asian cultures (and particularly speakers
of Chinese languages in the language account) show an early
propensity for reasoning in context, attending to and
incorporating information that is more spatially and
temporally distributed than their peers in Western cultural
contexts. For example, it may be that increased attention to
visual context, like the background of a scene, promotes
children’s relational reasoning in East Asia by helping them
focus on relations between objects instead of the objects
themselves. Accounts implicating social reasoning suggest a
similar differential attention to context, but driven by social
factors like interdependence rather than visual mechanisms,
whereas the executive function account emphasizes better
performance in attending to such information. These factors
are not mutually exclusive, and likely complement each other
in explaining developmental variation, perhaps to lesser and
greater extents depending on the cultural context (reviewed
in more detail in the discussion).
Ultimately, the majority of these accounts (excluding the
language account) make similar predictions within East

Asian cultures or those of Europe and North America. To
begin to tease apart these accounts, it is crucial to study
relational reasoning in cultural contexts outside of canonical
East Asian and Western traditions, where developmental
differences in executive function, attention, and social
reasoning may show less covariance and accordingly be less
confounded. India, as a crossroads between East Asian and
Western cultural traditions, provides a testbed for such a case
study. Here, we assess the early development of relational
reasoning by examining the performance of Punjabi-speaking
children from India in a causal relational match-to-sample
(cRMTS) task, with a narrow focus on development between
3 and 4 years old, the age at which variation in performance
is most pronounced in comparisons between children in the
US and China.
India shares some historical and structural features with
Western Europe and the US, including an educational and
political system modeled after that in the UK (Arnove, 1984),
and some with China, such as the legacy of a centralized
economic system (Sun & Johnston, 2009) and social
networks characterized by small, tightly-knit social groups
(Grupe & Rose, 2010). In other ways, however, India is
unlike both Western and East Asian heritage cultures, with
dissimilar indigenous philosophies (a large part of which are
based on Hindu as opposed to Greek or Confucian thought;
Nakamura, 1964), unique religious systems (Nakamura,
1964; Singh, Huang, & Thompson, 1962), a highly structured
caste system (Berreman, 1960), and other distinctive social
structures (strong society-oriented values, but with some
focus on individuality; Singh, Huang, & Thompson, 1962).
Indian culture is also characterized by unique socialization
goals, with cultural and parental practices valuing obedience
and interdependence while also supporting individual
differences and autonomy (Rao, McHale, & Pearson, 2003;
Keller et al., 2006) and a strong urban-rural divide (least
urbanized and greatest urban-rural disparities relative to the
US and China; Mukherjee & Zhang, 2007; Chauvin et al.,
2017).
We recruited participants for our study in and around
Amritsar in Punjab, a northern state with slightly higher GDP
per capita than the national average and a Sikh religious
majority. Our participants come from a relatively urban area
in a major agricultural region.1

The present study
While the United States and China serve as two extreme
examples with a stark contrast in language and culture, India,
though perhaps more similar to China in several respects,
offers a more moderate cultural environment in which to
document cRMTS performance in 3-year-olds. Carstensen et
al. (2019) suggest that a cultural focus on objects and a
linguistic focus on nouns in the US could direct children’s
1

Punjab is a predominantly wheat-farming state, but rice is
commonly farmed during the summer across the region. Talhelm
and colleagues (2014) find evidence for a rice-wheat spilt in Chinese
culture, where residents of historically rice-farming areas tend
toward more interdependent practices and think more holistically
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attention to objects and their properties at the cost of
relational information. At the same time, a converse focus on
context and on more relational language (as opposed to
nouns, which tend to pick out objects) in China could orient
children’s attention to relational structure. For Punjabi
learners in India, to the extent that there is a more balanced
cultural focus on both objects and relations (Mendel et al.,
2009; Sinha & Tripathi, 1994), and an intermediate linguistic
focus on nouns (Prasad, 2001), these factors may provide for
more balanced attention to objects and relations.
Accordingly, this experiment affords a test of generality for
both the pattern of linear improvement in relational reasoning
seen in China, and the U-shaped trajectory characteristic of
US performance. Is the unique mixture of cultural features in
India associated with one or the other developmental path—
or a unique and intermediate one altogether? We examine a
relatively narrow developmental window, and accordingly it
is beyond the scope of this study to characterize the full arc
of cRMTS performance examined in previous work
(Carstensen et al., 2019), much less document the many
potential co-varying factors. However, this study represents
a necessary first step in exploring a wider range of cultural
variation in both relational reasoning paradigms and related
cultural and developmental factors, in order to elucidate the
environmental factors and cognitive mechanisms that shape
the development of relational reasoning, a core component of
cognition.

Methods
We assess early relational reasoning among Punjabi-speaking
3-year-olds in India using a variation on the causal relational
match-to-sample (cRMTS) task from Walker et al. (2016).
While cross-cultural variation in relational reasoning has
been observed with other paradigms (Richland et al., 2010;
Kuwabara & Smith, 2012), we used cRMTS for our study
because previously observed cross-cultural variation was
most pronounced in this measure, with children from the US
and China showing qualitatively different performance
(numerically and statistically at or above chance,
respectively) on this task between 3 and 4 years of age
(Carstensen et al., 2019). Of these cross-culturally varying
measures, cRMTS is also the only one documented to show
the early success and later decline in performance that make
up the U-shaped trajectory observed in the US, and the factors
motivating this U-shaped curve are one of several phenomena
which we ultimately hope to inform through additional crosscultural comparisons.
Our methods and analyses were preregistered and are
available at https://aspredicted.org/uj5c3.pdf.
Participants Our sample included a total of 76 Punjabispeaking children between 36 and 47 months old (M = 42.7
than those from wheat-farming areas. While there is some
suggestion of a comparable rice-wheat culture split in India
(Talhelm et al., 2014; Talhelm, 2019), the evidence is mixed (cf.
Von Carnap, 2017).

months; 32f, 44 m). We failed to satisfy our Bayesian optimal
stopping criterion (i.e., a Bayes factor of 10 in favor of the
test or null hypothesis) with fewer participants, and
accordingly followed our preregistered plan to cap data
collection at 76 children, as in Carstensen et al. (2019). All
participants were native speakers of Punjabi, reported by their
parents to primarily speak Punjabi (75% of the time or more),
and recruited and tested at preschools in the rural and semiurban regions of Tarn Taran and Amritsar in Punjab, India.
Procedure Children were tested individually, seated across a
table from the experimenter (see Figure 1). All children were
tested in Punjabi by a native speaker (T.D.). Before the task
began, there was a brief warmup to familiarize the child with
the experimenter and with the task of pointing in response to
the experimenter’s questions.
During the initial training phase, the experimenter placed
four pairs—two matching and two mismatched—of painted
wooden blocks on top of an opaque box that appeared to play
music in response to certain blocks. In fact, the experimenter
discreetly activated the music with a wireless doorbell.

Figure 1: A 3-year-old participant selecting a pair of blocks
exemplifying the same relation in the causal relational
match-to-sample task.
To begin the task, the experimenter placed an opaque box
on the table and introduced the toy to the child by saying,
“This is my toy! Sometimes, when I put things on top of my
toy, my toy plays music and sometimes, when I put things on
top of my toy, it does not play music. Let’s see how it works.”
The experimenter then presented a causal pair of blocks for
the first training trial, said “Let’s try!” and put both blocks on
top of the toy together while activating the music. She
exclaimed “Music!” and once the music stopped playing, the
experimenter picked up the blocks, said “Let’s try that
again!” and repeated the procedure. This time, the
experimenter said “These ones made my toy play music!” In
the second training trial, the experimenter repeated this
procedure with a novel inert pair of blocks in the opposite
relation (i.e., with a mismatched pair if the first training trial
showed a matching pair and vice versa). The experimenter
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did not activate any music and said “No music! These ones
did not make my toy play music.” This pattern was repeated
for another two training trials with new pairs of blocks (see
Figure 2). The experimenter always began with a causal pair
of blocks followed by an inert pair, but alternated between
causal and inert pairs for the last two training trials.

Figure 2: Schematic illustration of the causal relational
match-to-sample task (cRMTS) showing training and one
test trial. Reprinted from Carstensen et al. (2019).
After four training trials, the experimenter began the first
test trial, saying “Now that you know how my toy works, I
need your help finding the things that will make my toy play
music! I have two choices for you.” The experimenter then
presented two trays—one with a novel pair of identical blocks
and one with a novel pair of non-identical blocks—on either
side of the box. Holding up each tray once, the experimenter
said, “I have these… and I have these. Only one of these trays
has the things that will make my toy play music. Can you
point to the tray that has the things that will make my toy play
music?” The experimenter recorded the first pair the
participant pointed to as the response. Over the next three test
trials, the experimenter repeated the same procedure with
novel blocks, introducing hand puppets of a dog, a parrot, and
a rabbit who needed help choosing blocks to play the music,
always following the same relational rule as on the first trial
(with same or different pairs causal). The side with the correct
pair of blocks was counterbalanced across the four test trials.
After this first set of training and test trials were completed,
participants performed a coloring task for one minute while
the experimenter stepped out of the room to change the
doorbell to a new tune and replace the box with a new one.
Upon returning, the experimenter presented the new box by
saying, “This is my other toy” and followed the same
procedure as in the first four training and test trials except that
the causal relation was switched (from same to different or
vice versa).
The materials and procedure were adapted from Carstensen
et al. (2019; study 1), with three exceptions: (1) the
instructions were given in Punjabi, (2) same and different
conditions were run within-subjects as separate blocks (order
counterbalanced), and (3) a total of four test trials were
conducted per condition. We ran both blocks within-subjects
and included four test trials instead of one to maximize data
collected during a relatively short field trip, improve our

estimates of individual performance, and evaluate an
exploratory hypotheses about the potential effects of block
and trial order. English instructions were translated and backtranslated by two different English-Punjabi bilinguals (the
back translator naive to the original script), and the
backtranslation was checked against the English instructions
and revised to ensure accuracy.

Results
All data and analysis scripts are available at https://osf.io/
vmxp6/?view_only=e6715e6a778e48d097f699c51582067b.
Confirmatory analysis Following our preregistration, we
used one-tailed t-tests to evaluate whether performance
across trials in the same or different condition was above
chance (50%). The 3-year-old Punjabi speakers in our study
did not perform above chance in the same condition (M =
0.50, t(76) = 0.16, p = .4) but did in the different condition (M
= 0.56, t(75) = 2.31, p = .01).
Exploratory analysis We planned and preregistered three
exploratory regressions, all of which were run as Bayesian
binomial regressions using the BRMS package in R
(Bürkner, 2018). The first regression tested for training order
effects, evaluating the hypothesis that training first with the
same and then different condition facilitates performance in
the different condition. The model predicted response as a
function of age (in months, centered), condition (same or
different), block order (same or different first), and their
interactions (all fixed effects). The posterior distribution for
each of these effects overlapped with zero in the 95% credible
interval (age: β = -0.04, 95% CI = [-0.10, 0.02]), that is, we
did not observe any reliable effects.
In our second exploratory regression, we tested for effects
of age, condition, and trial number (1-4, per condition), as
well as interactions between age and condition, and condition
and trial, to evaluate the hypothesis that children will select
the relationally correct solution initially and be more likely to
(exploratorily) select relationally incorrect solutions on
subsequent trials. We also did not find any reliable effects in
this analysis (trial: β = 0.11, 95% CI = [-0.10, 0.31]).
Our third exploratory regression examined the relationship
between caregiver education and cRMTS performance. We
modeled each response as a function of age, condition, their
interaction, and caregiver education (coded ordinally). We
did not find any reliable effects.
Comparison with US and China data Finally, we
conducted an exploratory analyses comparing our data with
previous findings in China and the US from Carstensen et al.
(2019). Because we found no block or trial order effects in
our previous analyses, we included the full data (four trials in
each of two conditions) from each child in the India sample
for this comparison, though children from the US and China
in Carstensen et al. completed only one trial each. We fit a
Bayesian binomial mixed-effects model predicting cRMTS
performance on each trial as a function of age (in months,
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centered), condition (same or different), country (India, US,
or China), and their interactions, as well as trial (1-4 per
condition for Indian participants; always 1 for US and China
participants), all as fixed effects. We included random
intercepts for each participant. Figure 3 shows performance
plotted by country, age, and condition, with 95% credible
intervals from this model.
Standard practice with this analysis is to report estimated
coefficients (β) and 95% Bayesian credible intervals for
effects in which the 95% CIs do not include zero, meaning
that there is a 95% chance that the true effect size is nonzero.
The only coefficient whose posterior 95% CI did not overlap
with zero was for country: China (mean: 73%), with India as
the baseline level (mean: 53%), indicating that Chinese
participants had higher accuracy than those in India (β = 1.15,
95% CI = [0.21, 2.20]).

Figure 3: Performance of 3-year-olds in India, China, and
the US on cRMTS. Relational match (1) and nonmatch (0)
choices are plotted overall (top) and by condition (bottom),
with trend lines and 95% Bayesian credible intervals.
Some researchers have suggested that 89% CIs should be
used to define notable effects since they provide a more stable
estimate of true coefficients, particularly when the effective
sample size is below 10,000 (Kruschke, 2014), as it is for all
effects in our analysis. By this approach, we would report an
additional effect of country: US (mean: 46%) relative to India
(β = -0.63, 89% CI = [-1.26, -0.06]), describing better
performance among Indian participants than American. We

also observe an interaction between condition and country for
comparisons between India and the US (β = 0.91, 89% CI =
[0.06, 1.71]; see Figure 4).

Figure 4: Bayesian coefficient estimates of cRMTS
performance for children at 3.5 years old within each
sample, with 95% credible intervals (indicating the region
where 95% of the posterior draws fall).
Together, these results suggest that performance among 3year-olds in India is both similar and dissimilar to the US and
China. These findings lend support to the trend visible in
Figure 3, which shows intermediate performance, overall and
in the different condition specifically, for the Indian
preschoolers relative to their peers in the US and China.

Discussion
Relative to their Mandarin-speaking Chinese and Englishspeaking US peers, 3-year-old Punjabi speakers in India
exhibited intermediate performance in identifying relational
structure in the cRMTS, though additional work is needed to
assess whether children in this context follow a different
developmental trajectory for relational reasoning.
Although numerically intermediate between children from
the US and China, we found only modest statistical evidence
distinguishing the Indian children’s performance from either.
In part this is likely due to our overall level of statistical
power, as well as that of the previous study (which had only
one trial per participant instead of eight). Although our
sample in this study was limited by a brief data collection
window, future work will document cRMTS performance
with a larger age range, and in relation to measures implicated
in accounts of relational reasoning. While the exact nature of
3-year-olds’ relational abilities in our sample remains
unclear, our findings here suggest a way forward in
deconfounding accounts of relational reasoning which argue
for multiple facilitating effects in China and decrements in
the US.
In the remainder of our discussion, we consider some
possible scenarios regarding the development of relational
reasoning in Indian children and then turn to factors that
might influence this developmental trajectory.
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Relational reasoning in India
While we cannot conclude that relational reasoning is
comparable in our Indian and American samples, we do
observe qualitative similarities. One possibility is that the
early trajectory of relational reasoning proceeds similarly for
Indian and American children, i.e., following a U-shaped
curve, but that this trajectory is shifted slightly earlier for
children in India, such that the low point of the U, before the
subsequent increase in performance, is seen around 3 years in
the US but earlier in India.
Alternatively, it may be that cRMTS performance in India
does not follow the U-shaped trajectory observed in the US
and there is no decline in performance in India at all. In this
case, successful relational reasoning in this task may appear
for the first time after age 3 in Indian children, and follow a
linear trajectory similar to that seen in China (but with much
later emergence). If this is the case, then the trajectories
observed in India and China would be most consistent with
the relational shift view described by Gentner (1988), in
contrast to the U-shaped trajectory seen in the US.
However, it is also possible that children in India do not
follow either of these previously established trajectories, and
instead follow a third, contextually-dependent developmental
path. This outcome, taken together with the US and China
findings, would suggest that variation is the norm in
developmental trajectories for this task, and perhaps that
variation is the norm more broadly in the early development
of abstract reasoning. With all possibilities still open,
additional research with Indian children from a larger range
of ages is needed to document the developmental trajectory
in this population, and to elucidate the contextual factors that
shape this developmental variation across cultures.

Sources of variation in relational reasoning
While there is clear evidence for variation in early relational
reasoning across cultural and linguistic contexts in the
cRMTS task, it is much less clear which of the many
differences across these contexts shape this variation in the
emergence of relational reasoning. Here, we briefly
summarize accounts implicating four culturally co-varying
factors that could explain variation across India, China, and
the US, and review some of the data for each.
Language One account for differences in relational
reasoning between the US and China is language learning
during early childhood. Language may promote relational
reasoning by emphasizing word classes, like verbs, that
highlight relational meanings, or hinder it by emphasizing
objects instead (Hoyos et al., 2016). English and Mandarin
Chinese learners differ in their early lexical bias, and it may
be that these differential biases in early language learning can
scaffold (in the case of Mandarin verb bias; Tardif, 1996;
Chan et al., 2011) or impair (English noun bias; Waxman et
al., 2013) relational reasoning, contributing to the differences
observed between China and the US.
To our knowledge, there is no work documenting lexical
bias in early Punjabi learning, or in closely related languages

like Hindi. However, research documenting the childdirected speech of mothers speaking a broad range of Indian
languages has found that this speech was roughly balanced
with respect to nouns and verbs, or slightly verb-biased
(Gogate, Maganti, & Bahrick, 2015). If these findings can be
taken as a proxy for early lexical bias in Punjabi, this would
suggest that English has the strongest noun bias and
Mandarin the weakest (or perhaps a flipped bias in favor of
verbs), with Punjabi falling somewhere between the two.
Accordingly, if the degree of noun bias in early language
learning impairs relational reasoning, we would expect the
greatest decrement in English learners, then Punjabi, and the
least in Mandarin Chinese learners.
Executive function The maturation of selective attention and
related executive functions is also culturally variable, and
implicated in relational abilities. Richland et al. (2010) find
better analogy performance in Hong Kong Chinese than US
preschoolers, which they link to greater inhibitory control
resources.
Developmental research on executive function in India is
limited, but extant work has found some advantages within
Indian populations, though they are confounded with
bilingualism (e.g., Bialystok, 2010; Bialystok &
Viswanathan, 2009). If broader cultural differences play a
role in these findings, this might indicate that children from
India, like their East Asian neighbors, develop some
executive function abilities earlier in life than their Western
peers. Consequently, we might expect to see cross-cultural
differences in relational reasoning as a result of differences
in the development of executive function.
Visual attention Cross-cultural studies on visual attention
suggest that people from East Asian cultures preferentially
attend to relational patterns while people from Western
countries attend more to individual objects (Kuwabara &
Smith, 2016; Duffy et al., 2009; Kitayama et al., 2003;
Masuda & Nisbett, 2001; Ji, Peng, & Nisbett, 2000). This
East Asian tendency to integrate visual context may facilitate
pattern detection in relational reasoning tasks.
Other work has found parallel evidence for contextual
attention in India and China, relative to the US (Mendel et al.,
2009; Chua, Boland, & Nisbett, 2005). These studies find that
Americans often attend more to focal objects and less to
relations than East Asians. Meanwhile, people from East
Asian and Indian cultures attend relatively more to peripheral
and background visual contexts, which could facilitate
relational reasoning.
Social cognition and processing styles Tendencies toward
holistic or analytic processing also vary across cultures (Choi,
Nisbett, & Norenzayan, 1999), and variation in these
processing styles has, in turn, been implicated in relational
reasoning and analogical problem solving (e.g. Riding &
Cheema, 1992; Duffy et al., 2009). Childhood socialization
with a strong focus on interpersonal relationships might
selectively guide children’s attention to relations even
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outside the social realm, and indirectly promote relational
reasoning. Witkin et al. (1974) argue for this socialization
route in establishing culture-specific processing styles.
In India, evidence on processing styles suggests a mixture
somewhere between US analytic and Chinese holistic
tendencies (Monga & John, 2007; Asthana, 1956). These
findings suggest that India may be intermediate between the
US and China with respect to processing style.

Conclusion
This study finds strong evidence for differences in
preschoolers’ relational reasoning in India and China, and
modest evidence for differences between India and the
United States. Future work is needed to address several open
questions about the time course of these differences over
early development, and their generality across different
measures. However, these initial findings suggest that Indian
children’s relational reasoning may be intermediate between
their peers in China and the US at this age, lending further
support to the view that differences in learning environments
shape variation in the emergence of relational reasoning, a
core component of abstract thought. Because relational
reasoning is critical for early education, and STEM learning
in particular, this work may have broad implications, with the
potential to inform educational practices, and to do so in a
culturally-informed and a context-specific fashion. More
immediately, this work provides a foundation for future
research designed to tease apart accounts of contextual
influences on relational reasoning that are confounded in
mainstream American and Chinese cultures, but may not be
in Indian cultural contexts.
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Abstract
Elementary schools provide students with their first encounters
with formal science, creating both foundations for students’
knowledge of science content, and impressions of what it
means to learn science. Here, we examined adult, including K12 teachers’, intuitions regarding different types of content
relevant to elementary school science, namely, labels, function,
and mechanism. We focused primarily on perceptions of
mechanistic explanations—causal explanations that explain
how something works. This focus stems from children’s
curiosity and aptitude for mechanism. Across four studies we
predicted, and found, that participants deprioritize mechanistic
explanations relative to more superficial explanation types:
labels and function. This intuition, which appears to be
reflected in formal science curricula, misestimates children’s
abilities and attitudes towards mechanistic information.
Keywords: Explanations; Mechanistic Thinking; Science
Learning; Children; Cognitive Development

Introduction
Adults often have a paradoxical impression of young
children’s capacities for learning. Children are
simultaneously viewed as intellectual sponges able to quickly
absorb new information, but also as immature minds that are
unable to grasp complex concepts. These intuitions may
influence how we interact with children, for example the
types of explanations that we deem most appropriate for
child-directed teaching.
In the context of science curricula, what do adults and
teachers think should be the focus of these formal lessons?
Should young children learn about internal mechanisms? Or
should they start by developing a broad vocabulary of
scientific terms? To address this question, we contrasted
adults’ beliefs surrounding the prioritization of superficial,
nominal features of learning and deeper, mechanistic content
in elementary school science across elementary school age
groups. Such perceptions should reflect adults’ estimation of
developing cognitive capacities.
Young children certainly have cognitive limitations, such
as reduced performance levels in tasks that impose heavy
loads on memory and attention (Hambrick & Engle, 2002).
But memory and attentional deficits should not be equated
with sweeping conceptual difficulties. Even infants have
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impressive foundational core capacities for cognitive
reasoning (i.e., core knowledge; Spelke, 2000). Lay adults
may underestimate such cognitive abilities in children even
when considering the most basic cognitive processes. For
example, adults erroneously believe that children lack the
capacity for simple numerical discrimination (Wang &
Feigenson, 2019) and more complex cognition, such as
understanding race (Sullivan, Wilton & Apfelbaum, 2020).
Even some cognitive developmental research appears to
underestimate children’s cognitive capacities by discounting
the role of previous learning opportunities surrounding that
topic (Duschl, Schweingruber & Shouse, 2007). Such
misestimations could impede opportunities for learning.
Elementary school science curriculum is an example of a
formalized learning system at risk from misestimations of
children’s cognitive capacities. Indeed, the U.S. elementary
science curriculum has been criticized for lacking
explanatory depth, perhaps due to underestimating children’s
ability to learn more in-depth concepts (e.g., Duschl et al.,
2007; Kelemen, 2019). Current U.S. elementary school
science seems to focus on superficial content, such as briefly
introducing a large number of topics (e.g., Schmidt, Wang &
McKnight, 2005), or developing children’s vocabularies of
scientific terminology (Snow, 2008). While terminology is
important to learn, such superficial content can be taught
simultaneously with richer, more satisfying explanations,
such as mechanism (e.g., Betz & Keil, under revision).
Although frequently omitted from elementary school
lessons, the development and communication of mechanistic
explanations are central to the scientific process. Mechanistic
explanations break a phenomenon down into its component
parts and describe how these parts interact to cause the
phenomenon (Bechtel, 2011). These explanations answer
“how” or “why” questions, and most directly, “How does
that work”. Mechanisms provide causally-rich information
that resonates with young children’s natural scientific
curiosity (Kelemen 2019), fueling future scientific interest
(Haeusler & Donovan, 2020).
Moreover, emphasizing in-depth content (e.g.,
mechanism) over breadth in the classroom benefits future
science learning. For example, students who covered at least
one topic in depth in high school performed better in college
level science courses than students whose curricula only

focused on breadth (Schwartz et al., 2009). Similarly,
elementary school children learn more after being given a
mechanistic learning goal over more superficial goals (Betz
& Keil, under revision). These and other findings (e.g.,
Haeusler & Donovan, 2020) highlight the importance of
teaching both mechanism and in-depth scientific
explanations to children from an early age.
Despite these short- and long-term benefits of causal
understandings, current educational practices in the
classroom instead focus on providing students with
superficial understanding of a breadth of scientific topics.
Motivated by this incongruity, we examined lay adults’ and
teachers’ perceptions of what types of explanatory content is
appropriate from elementary-level science, thereby
assessing lay intuitions about children’s cognitive capacities
for in-depth learning. In Studies 1 and 2, we assess
intuitions regards the content currently included in
elementary school lessons. In Studies 3 and 4, we assess
intuitions regarding what should be included in lessons.

Study 1
Study 1 sampled lay adults and K-12 teachers, examining
intuitions regarding the relative likelihood that three types of
explanations (i.e., mechanism, function, labels) are taught to
elementary school students. We predicted that adults would
expect mechanistic explanations to be less likely to be taught,
especially when considering younger learners.

Method
Participants. We recruited two samples of 180 adults via
Amazon Mechanical Turk. One sample consisted of the
general MTurk population (Age M=36.5; 57 female, 121
male, 2 non-binary), and the other consisted of K-12 teachers
(Age M=39.7; 115 female, 65 male). A majority of the K-12
teachers reported teaching STEM courses (67.8%), and a
majority also reported teaching elementary school students
(75.6%). All participants were at least 18 years old, United
States residents, and fluent English speakers.
Materials & Design. Stimuli were short vignettes describing
an elementary school teacher teaching her students various
topics about science (e.g., “The science teacher is teaching
her first-grade students about this microscope”). An image of
a teacher standing next to the lesson topic (e.g., a microscope)
accompanied each vignette.
In this 3 (grade) x 2 (domain) between-subjects design,
participants were randomly assigned to one of six conditions
that determined the content of these vignettes. These
conditions varied in terms of the grade of the students in the
teacher’s classroom—either first, third, or fifth grade
students—and the domain of scientific topics covered in the
vignettes—either biological entities or artifacts.
Participant viewed eight vignettes, each representing a
different topic. Participants rated the likelihood that the
teacher would teach each of the three target scientific
explanations within her lesson: 1) mechanistic (i.e., how the
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parts of the entity worked), 2) labels (i.e., what the parts of
the entity are called), and 3) function (i.e., what functions the
parts of the entity serve). Ratings were made on a scale
ranging from 1 (Extremely Unlikely) to 6 (Extremely Likely).

Results & Discussion
Data Coding. For each participant, we computed the average
likelihood ratings for each of the three explanation types.
(i.e., mechanism, labels, function).
Do Adults and Teachers think that Mechanism is Less
Likely to be Taught? We predicted that adults, including K12 teachers, would expect less mechanistic explanations to be
taught compared to other explanations. To test this, we
computed a 2x3x2x3 mixed effects ANOVA on likelihood
ratings, with population (K-12 teacher or lay adults) vignette
age group (first, third, fifth) and item domain (biology,
artifact) as between-subjects variables, and question type
(mechanism, labels, function) as a within-subjects variable.
We found an overall effect of explanation type on
likelihood ratings: F(1.71, 596.44)=28.78, p<.001, eta2=.11.
Adults perceive mechanistic explanations to be significantly
less likely to be taught in elementary schools (M=4.6,
SD=.99) than labels (M= 4.9, SD =.88) or functions (M=4.8,
SD =.86).
This effect is qualified by a significant interaction
between explanation type and domain: F(1.71, 596.44) =
7.42, p=.001, eta2 =.02. The difference in likelihood ratings
across conditions was stronger among participants
considering lessons about biology than those considering
lessons about artifacts. In both conditions, participants rated
mechanistic explanations as less likely to be taught in
lessons than both functions and labels (all Bonferroni
p’s<.05). However, the larger effect when considering
biology lessons suggests that adults, including teachers, may
consider biological mechanisms to be especially omitted
from elementary school science lessons.
We also found a main effect of age of students in
vignette: F(2, 348) = 7.58, p = .001, eta2 =.04. Participants
thought that all explanations were less likely when teaching
first grade students (M=4.5) than third (M=4.8; Bonferroni
p=.002) and fifth graders (M=4.9; Bonferroni p=.003).
However, age of students in the vignettes did not interact
with explanation type (p=.42. Age also did not interact with
domain (p=.82), Thus, the preference for superficial
explanations appears to persist across elementary school,
regardless of topic.
Notably, there was no effect of population (p=.29) and
population did not interact with explanation type. The only
effects of population were tangential to our research question
(i.e., compared to the general population, teachers attributed
higher likelihood ratings for all three explanation types when
considering biology lessons). Thus, K-12 teachers and lay
adults share the intuition that elementary school students are
less likely to be taught mechanistic information in their
science classes, particularly when considering lessons about
biology. No other significant effects emerged.

Study 2
Study 1 revealed that adults, including K-12 teachers,
expected mechanistic explanations to be less present in
elementary school science lessons compared to more
superficial explanations (i.e., labels). Study 2 investigated a
potential explanation for this intuition: the perceived
difficulty of learning mechnaisms. We predicted that
participants would judge mechanistic information to be more
difficult to learn than other explanations, particularly for
younger children. We further predicted that perceived
difficulty would inversely predict likelihood ratings. Given
the negligible difference in responses between K-12 teachers
and the general MTurk population in Study 1, we henceforth
sampled only from the general MTurk population.

Method
Participants. One hundred and eighty adults (89 male, 88
female, 2 nonbinary, 1 undisclosed; age M=38.5) participated
via Amazon Mechanical Turk. All participants were at least
18 years old, resided in the United States, and were fluent
English speakers.
Materials & Design. The materials and design were identical
to that of Study 1, with the addition of a second vignette block
assessing perceived difficulty for students to learn each of the
three scientific explanations. Participants thus rated each
topic twice: for likelihood to teach and for difficulty to learn.
Difficulty ratings were made on a scale ranging from 1
(Extremely Easy) to 6 (Extremely Difficult). The order of the
likelihood and difficulty rating blocks was counterbalanced.

Results & Discussion
Data Coding. For each participant, we computed the average
likelihood ratings and difficulty ratings for each of the three
explanation types (i.e., mechanism, labels, function).
Do Adults think that Mechanism is Less Likely to be
Taught? We predicted that adults would again believe that
mechanism is less likely to be taught in elementary school
than other explanations. To test this, we computed a 3x3x2
mixed effects ANOVA on likelihood ratings, with question
type (mechanism, labels, function) as a within-subjects
variable and vignette age group (first, third, fifth) and item
domain (biology, artifact) as between-subjects variables.
We fully replicated all results from Study 1. We again
found a main effect of age group [F(2,348)=6.34, p<.001,
eta2=.07], the main effect of explanation type, [F(2,
348)=33.67, p<.001, eta2=.16.] and the interaction between
explanation type and domain [F(2, 348)=15.29, p<.001,
eta2=.08.], with the same patterns of results.
Do Adults Think Mechanism is More Difficult to
Learn? We predicted that participants would perceive
mechanistic information to be more difficult to learn than
labels or functional explanations, particularly for younger
children. To test this prediction, we computed a 3x3x2 mixed
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effects ANOVA on difficulty ratings with explanation type
(mechanism, labels, function) as a within-subjects variable
and vignette age group (first, third, fifth) and item domain
(biology, artifact) as between-subjects variables.
We found a main effect of explanation type: F(2, 348)
=64.47, p<001, eta2=.27. As predicted, mechanistic
explanations were seen as more difficult to learn (M=3.9,
SD=1.0) than either labels (M=3.1, SD=1.0; t(179)=10.1,
p<.001) or function (M=3.5, SD=1.0; t(179)=6.4, p<.001).
Further, functional explanations were seen as more difficult
than labels: t(179)=5.99, p<.001.
Surprisingly, there was no interaction between
explanation type and age (p=.92). Thus, adults do not think
that scientific explanations (e.g., mechanism) become easier
for children to comprehend across elementary school.
Does Difficulty Predict Likelihood Ratings? We
expected perceived difficulty to inversely predict likelihood
ratings. In line with predictions, we found significant
negative correlations between perceived difficulty ratings
and likelihood ratings for all three explanation types:
mechanism [Rho(180)=-.460, p<.001], label [Rho(180)=
-.395, p<.001], and function [Rho(180)=-.430, p<.001].
Moreover, we found inverse relationship (p’s<.03) when
comparing perceived difficulty and likelihood for individual
exemplars across all three explanation types, with the
exceptions of two marginal inverse relationships and one
non-significant inverse relationship (train mechanism;
p=.29). This reveals a general tendency to believe that
elementary school children are learning less difficult content.
To further explore the role of perceived difficulty to
learn on likelihood for content to be taught in lessons, we
computed a mediation analyses investigating perceived
difficulty as a mediator between explanation type and
perceived likelihood for content be taught. We used the
Sobel test for mediation using the bootstrapping method
(5000 resamples) with bias-corrected confidence estimates
of coefficients (MacKinnon, Lockwood & Williams, 2004).
We used a dummy-coded categorical predictor variable for
explanation type (i.e., mechanistic, labels, or function),
which creates two paths surrounding the predictor
variable—one comparing mechanistic and labels
explanations (MvL) and one comparing mechanistic and
function explanations (MvF).
For both MvL and MvF paths, perceived difficulty
significantly mediated the relationship between explanation
type and perceived likelihood. In the MvL path, the indirect
effect was .30, 95% CI [.20, .40]. In the MvF path, the
indirect effect was .14, 95% CI [.05, .23]. These indirect
effects were reliably different from zero, indicating
significant mediation (Dearing & Hamilton, 2006). As
evidenced by significance of direct effects, difficulty
partially mediated the MvL path (β=.21, p=.02), but fully
mediated the MvF path (β=.16, p=.06).

Study 3
Studies 1 and 2 revealed that adults believe that children
are less likely to be taught mechanistic explanations of
scientific content. One factor contributing to this effect
appears to be the perception that mechanism is more difficult
for elementary students to learn than relatively superficial
explanations.
In Studies 3 and 4, we explored what adults think
elementary school students should be taught in science
lessons, examining the type of content that adults prioritize.
In Study 3, participants saw vignettes describing teachers
who were pressed for time and forced to omit one type of
explanation from their science lessons. We predicted that
adults would select to cut the mechanistic explanations more
than the labels or functional explanations when considering
biological lessons. Given the relatively weaker differences in
explanation ratings when considering artifacts in Studies 1
and 2, we did not have strong predictions about which would
be cut when teaching about artifacts.

(M=2.4, SD=2.8; Z=2.91, p<.001) or functions (M=2.1,
SD=2.4; Z=3.63, p<.001).
However, explanation type interacted with domain. The
Chi Square comparing decisions to cut across explanations
was only significant among participants considering lessons
about biology: χ2(16) = 71.23, p<.001 (artifacts p=.29). As
predicted, participants who read vignettes about biology
lessons were more likely to choose to cut mechanistic
explanations compared to labels (Z=4.67; p<.001) or
function (Z=3.69; p<.001; see Figure 1), while participants
who read vignettes about artifacts cut all three explanations
more equitably (all p’s>.18).
These findings suggest that adults deprioritize
mechanistic explanations when teaching elementary school
children about biological entities, instead prioritizing more
superficial content like labels or function.

Method
Participants. One hundred and eighty adults (99 male, 81
female; age M=36.91, SD=10.58) participated via Amazon
Mechanical Turk. All participants were at least 18 years old,
United States residents, and fluent English speakers.
Materials & Design. The materials were similar to those
used in Study 1, apart from the following changes. First,
Study 2 vignettes describe an elementary school science
teacher who is short on time for her lesson (e.g., “The science
teacher is teaching her first-grade students about this
microscope. She only has time to teach two of the three
explanations below).
Second, for each vignette, participants answered the
following question instead of likelihood or difficulty ratings:
which of the three following scientific explanations they
think that the teacher should cut for time: 1) mechanistic, 2)
label, and 3).The content of the explanation options were
identical to those in Studies 1 and 2.

Results & Discussion
Data Coding. For each participant, we summed the number
of times (out of eight) they selected each explanation (i.e.,
mechanistic, label, and functional).
What Explanations do Adults Cut for Time? We
expected adults who rated biology lessons to more often
choose to cut mechanistic explanations when pressed for
time. To test this, we computed a set of Chi Square analyses
with explanation type (mechanism, labels, function), age
(first, third, fifth), domain (biology, artifact), and the
interactions thereof on decisions to cut from lessons.
Overall, decisions to cut differed by explanation type:
χ2(16) = 46.08, p<.001. Participants chose to cut mechanism
from lessons (M=3.4, SD=2.8) more than both labels
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Figure 1: Effects of Vignette Domain on Choice of
Explanation to Cut for Time. Error bars represent 95%
confidence intervals. ***p<.001. +p<.10.

Study 4
Mechanistic explanations are one example of how
teachers can provide in-depth explanations of a scientific
entity. Thus, in Study 4, we assessed whether adults believe
that elementary school children should be taught broad,
superficial lessons that teach several labels or focused, indepth lessons about a mechanistic process. We predicted that
participants would believe that it is more important for
elementary school students to be briefly introduced to a large
number of topics in their science classes (i.e., superficial
breadth) than to be taught a comprehensive explanation about
how one scientific process work (i.e., mechanistic depth).

Method
Participants. One hundred and eighty adults, (94 male, 84
female, 1 nonbinary, 1 undisclosed; age M=36.53, SD=
10.56) participated via Amazon Mechanical Turk. All

participants were at least 18 years old, United States
residents, and fluent English speakers.
Materials & Design. The main testing block contained a set
of short vignettes asking participants to imagine that they are
a member of the Parent Teacher Association and that an
elementary school teacher is asking for their input on which
lessons to teach. For each of eight topics, participants rated
how likely they would be to recommend that the teacher
teaches each of two lessons. Both lessons are summarized by
descriptive titles that highlight that the lessons focus on
mechanistic depth (e.g., How Does That Work? The Way
Mushroom Parts Work Together) or superficial breadth (e.g.,
What is That Called? The Mushroom and Other Fungi). As
in this example, the lesson options focusing on superficial
breadth would teach the labels of a series of related entities,
while the lesson option focusing on mechanistic depth would
teach a mechanistic process within one entity. Ratings were
made on a scale ranging from 1 (Extremely Unlikely to
Recommend) to 6 (Extremely Likely to Recommend).
After answering questions for all eight vignettes,
participants rated the general importance of teaching both of
the following types of content in the science classes: “a
comprehensive explanation about how a small number of
topics work,” and “a brief introduction to a large number of
topics.” The order of these questions was counterbalanced.
Ratings were made on a scale ranging from 1 (Extremely
Unimportant) to 6 (Extremely Important).
Participants were randomly assigned to one of six
experimental conditions that determined the topics and
grades of children within the vignettes and the grade specified
in the importance question in a 3 (grade: first, third, fifth) x 2
(domain: biology, artifact) between-subjects design.

Results and Discussion
Data Coding. For each participant, we computed the average
rated likelihood to recommend and importance of both of the
information types (i.e., mechanistic depth, superficial
breadth).
Do Adults Recommend Lessons Focusing on
Superficial Breadth? We predicted that participants would
be more likely to recommend elementary school lessons
focusing on superficial breadth over mechanistic depth. To
test this, we computed a 2x3x2 mixed effects ANOVA on
likelihood ratings with information type (mechanistic depth,
superficial breadth) as a within-subjects variable and vignette
age group (first, third, fifth) and item domain (biology,
artifact) as between-subjects variables. We found a main
effect of information type on recommendation likelihood
ratings: F(1, 174)=9.94, p=.002, eta2=.05. As predicted,
participants were more likely to recommend lessons focused
on superficial breadth (M=4.5, SD=1.0) over mechanistic
depth (M=4.2, SD=1.1).
This effect was qualified by a significant interaction
between information type and age: F(1, 174)=9.15, p<.001,
eta2=.10. Participants who viewed vignettes about first
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graders showed the predicted preference for lessons focusing
on superficial labels (p<.001), but this preference decreased
as the age of the students in the vignette increased.
Participants who viewed vignettes about third graders
showed a marginal preference for superficial labels (p=.08),
while participants who viewed vignettes about fifth graders
showed no preference (p=.20). These data partially support
our prediction that adults prioritize superficial lessons in
elementary science classes, with the caveat that this
preference decreases across elementary school. This pattern
helps to explain why young elementary school children may
be taught to learn science by focusing on developing a
scientific vocabulary, rather than focusing on developing a
foundation for mechanistic thinking.
Finally, we found a significant effect of domain on
recommendation likelihood ratings: F(2, 174)=5.52, p=.02,
eta2=.03. Overall, adults were more likely to recommend
lessons focused on biological content (M=4.47, SD=.81) than
lessons focused on artifact content (M=4.18, SD=.88). This
suggests that adults may deprioritize engineering or
technological-focused content in the science classroom.
Do Adults Think Superficial Breadth is More
Important for Elementary School Science? We predicted
that adults would report that it is more important for
elementary school students to be taught superficial breadth
than mechanistic depth. To test this, we computed a 2x3x2
mixed effects ANOVA on likelihood ratings with content
type (mechanistic depth, superficial breadth) as a withinsubjects variable and vignette age group (first, third, fifth)
and item domain from main testing block (biology, artifact)
as between-subjects variables. We found a main effect of
information type: F(1, 174) = 21.39, p<.001, eta2=.11. As
predicted, participants thought that it was more important for
elementary school lessons to teach superficial breadth
(M=4.8, SD=1.2) than mechanistic depth (M=4.2, SD=1.3).

Figure 2: Adults’ perceived importance to teach superficial
breadth or mechanistic depth in elementary school classes,
across student age groups. Error bars represent 95%
confidence intervals. ***p<.001. **p<.01.

This effect was qualified by a significant interaction
between age and information type: F(2, 174)=4.98, p=.008,
eta2=.05 (see Figure 2). Importance ratings for mechanistic
depth were significantly higher than superficial breadth for
participants who read vignettes about either first (breadth
M=4.95, depth M=3.83; Bonferroni p<.001) or third grade
students (breadth M=4.93, depth M=4.13; Bonferroni
p=.002). Importance ratings did not differ among those who
read about fifth grade students (p=.81) Further, mechanistic
depth was perceived as more important when considering
fifth grade students than first graders (t(118)=2.87, p=.005).
Thus, adults’ prioritization of breadth over mechanistic depth
decreases across elementary school age groups.

General Discussion
Even though lay adults shape children’s learning of
science by assisting with their formal and informal
education, little is known about adults’ intuitions about the
content of elementary school education. Such intuitions can
speak to adults’ misestimations of children’s learning
abilities and preferences. We investigated adults’ descriptive
beliefs about the presence of mechanistic content (Studies 1
and 2) as well as beliefs surrounding what content should be
prioritized (Studies 3 and 4) in elementary school classrooms.
More specifically we asked: What intuitions do adults have
regarding mechanism in elementary school science? and Do
adults prioritize superficial breadth over mechanistic depth?

Adults expect less mechanism in elementary lessons
Lay adults and K-12 teachers alike expect mechanistic
explanations to be relatively uncommon in elementary school
science classrooms. Notably, this bias does not just describe
perceptions of content taught in current classrooms but
extends to adults’ beliefs of what should be prioritized.
Adults more often choose to cut mechanistic content, rather
than function or labels, from lessons when pressed for time.
To the extent that these perceptions accurately reflect
current elementary school science classes, this bias against
mechanism contradicts overt guidelines from the Next
Generation Science Standards (2013) that emphasize the
importance of teaching more in-depth explanations across the
K-12 science curriculum. Limiting mechanistic explanations
in elementary schools means avoiding teaching children the
explanations that they find most important and interesting,
potentially shaping expectations of science as a collection of
dissatisfying, superficial content (e.g., terminology).
Indeed, elementary-aged children are quite curious about
how things work (e.g., Mills et al., 2011) and teaching
mechanism enhances science interest (Hauseler & Donovan,
2020). If these mechanistic curiosities are not satisfied in
science classrooms, students may grow frustrated. Over time,
these frustrations may contribute to longer-term
disenchantment towards formal science if they expect future
science lessons to be similarly superficial and unsatisfying.
Further, adults perceived mechanistic content to be
relatively difficult for children to understand in elementary
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school science, particularly in the younger years (i.e., first
grade). This perceived difficulty to learn mediated the
relationships between explanation types and perceived
likelihood for explanations to be taught. Adults appear to
think that mechanistic explanations are not taught in
elementary school classrooms in large part because the
content is too difficult for children to learn.
Notably, however, young children are able to successfully
learn and understand mechanistic explanations even prior to
elementary school. Children as young as three can have
rudimentary mechanistic understandings of simple machines,
like gear trains (e.g., Metz, 1991) and children as young as
five can understand abstract causal principles of evolutionary
inheritance (e.g., Kelemen et al., 2014). Thus, mechanistic
explanations can be successfully tailored to young children.
Adults’ bias against mechanism may be linked to a
preference to teach young children purportedly easy,
superficial information such as labels. However, these goals
need not compete with each other. Children can glean
information about superficial details (e.g., names of parts of
an entity) from learning more satisfying mechanistic stories
(e.g., Betz & Keil, under revision). This approach could allow
children to learn more cursory information in a way that
children find more interesting and explanatorily satisfying.
Interestingly, there were stark differences in explanation
preferences across domains. While adults and K-12 teachers
consistently deprioritized mechanistic information about
biology, this effect was less consistent when considering
artifacts. This may reflect stronger associations among adults
between mechanisms and artifacts, or perceptions that
teachers may not have the foundational knowledge to teach
biological mechanisms. Indeed, almost a third of elementary
school teachers express low confidence in their ability to
teach science to children (Banilower, 2019).

Adults prioritize breadth over mechanistic depth
Adults generally prioritized superficial breadth over
mechanistic depth when considering elementary school
science lessons. As children mature, adults transitioned
towards focusing on both depth and breath.
This shift in prioritization from breadth towards
mechanistic depth aligns with the timing of the welldocumented decreased interest in formal science that occurs
around fifth grade (Potvin & Hasni, 2014). One explanation
for this declining interest is a shift in the complexity and
difficulty of content taught in science classes from
elementary to middle schools (Kelemen, 2019). By teaching
children scientific mechanism earlier in elementary school,
educators may be able to better prepare students to learn more
detailed, complex mechanistic information later on
(Kelemen, 2019). Moreover, teaching in-depth mechanisms
can create a foundational understanding of science as a
process of developing formal causal understandings.

Implications for Intuitions about Explanations
Although our tasks directly assess intuitions regarding
teaching science to elementary school students, our findings

may shed some light on adults’ intuitions about explanations
more broadly. In particular, adults preferred superficial labels
over more in-depth explanations such as mechanism or
functions. While we inquired about child-directed
explanations, this preference accords with perceptions that
explanations containing labels are more explanatorily
satisfying (Griffin, Wilkenfeld & Lombrozo, 2017), and adult
preferences for explanations with labels even when the labels
provide no additional explanatory information (Hemmatian
& Sloman, 2018). Indeed, the perceived explanatory utility of
labels may explain adults’ partiality for teaching labels to
elementary school children. Thus, our effects may result from
an interaction of erroneous intuitions: the overestimation of
explanatory power of labels, the perceived difficulty of
mechanistic content, and the underestimation of children’s
abilities. In the context of science education, these intuitions
may delay the introduction of satisfying, in-depth
mechanistic explanations about science.
While adults and instructors might be trying to
strategically choose lessons that they believe are better suited
to their students’ abilities, they may be building educational
expectations for superficial information that do not persist
beyond elementary school. If educators can avoid a bias
against teaching mechanism, they have an opportunity to put
students on a mechanism-rich science trajectory, fostering
scientific enjoyment and future science learning.
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Abstract
Across the lifespan, humans direct their learning towards information they are curious to know. However, it is unclear what
elicits curiosity, and whether and how this changes across development. Is curiosity triggered by surprise and uncertainty,
as prior research suggests, or by expected learning, which is
often confounded with these features? In the present research,
we use a Bayesian reinforcement learning model to quantify
and disentangle surprise, uncertainty, and expected learning.
We use the resulting model-estimated features to predict curiosity ratings from 5- to 9-year-olds and adults in an augmented
multi-armed bandit task. Like adults’ curiosity, children’s curiosity was best predicted by expected learning. However, after
accounting for expected learning, children (but not adults) were
also more curious when uncertainty was higher and surprise
lower. This research points to developmental changes in what
elicits curiosity and calls for a reexamination of research that
confounds these elicitors.
Keywords: curiosity; learning; development; exploration

Children come into the world with a great deal to learn, and
they actively direct their learning by selectively attending, exploring, and asking questions. Often, such information search
is motivated by curiosity, the phenomenological experience
of wanting to know (Liquin & Lombrozo, 2020b). Curiosity
not only directs learning, but can potentially improve it: older
children and adults better remember facts about which they
were more curious (Fandakova & Gruber, 2021; Kang et al.,
2009), and young children learn object labels better after
pointing at the object (perhaps indicating curiosity; Lucca &
Wilbourn, 2018). While targets of curiosity may enjoy an advantage for learning, it is not clear how those targets are chosen—especially by young children. In the current paper we
ask: what elicits curiosity, and how might this change over
the course of development?
Though curiosity might enhance learning when new and
valuable information is obtained, many quests for information fail: we do not always find new and useful information when we seek it. In order to maximize the chance of
successfully achieving learning, an ideal learner should experience curiosity about—and hence direct their information
search towards—queries that have the greatest potential to
yield such information. In the present research, we test
whether children and adults are “optimal” in this sense, experiencing curiosity selectively when learning is likely to occur.
We contrast this optimal strategy with a simpler strategy:
learners might instead use indirect “heuristic cues” to
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expected learning, such as surprise and uncertainty—two
plausible elicitors of curiosity based on prior research.
Surprise and uncertainty are “heuristic cues” because they
are reasonable but imperfect guides to expected learning, and
because they are likely easier to gauge. Surprise and uncertainty often co-occur with expected learning: for example, a
magic trick might elicit surprise, uncertainty about how the
trick worked, and the expectation that one could learn by
questioning the magician. However, surprise and uncertainty
can also lead a learner astray. For example, a child might
watch cars driving past and wonder whether their colors form
a pattern. As each new car appears, the child will be surprised
by its color and uncertain about the pattern—but there is no
pattern to be found, and thus no opportunity for learning.
Moreover, surprise and uncertainty may be easier to compute
than expected learning: the former rely solely on prior beliefs,
while the latter also incorporates beliefs about the future.
Do children and adults experience curiosity when learning
is likely to occur, or do they rely on heuristic cues (surprise
and uncertainty)? Though these potential elicitors of curiosity
might often co-occur, disentangling their influence on curiosity can shed light on the mechanisms that drive curiosity
and offer the potential to develop interventions that elicit curiosity when it would be beneficial (e.g., in educational settings). Below we briefly review prior work on what elicits
children’s and adults’ curiosity, which largely does not differentiate between the optimal strategy of tracking expected
learning and the use of simpler heuristic cues. We then introduce a method that allows us to tease apart expected learning,
surprise, and uncertainty. To preview our results, we find that
adults’ curiosity tracks expected learning almost exclusively,
whereas children’s curiosity tracks expected learning less
strongly, with additional roles for surprise and uncertainty.

Triggers of Curiosity
Prior research has not typically measured curiosity directly,
especially in children. Instead, prior work has investigated
the cues that shape attention, exploration, and question asking, behaviors that are likely to be at least in part triggered by
curiosity. This research has suggested an important role for
surprise (violation of expectation) and uncertainty in eliciting
information search. Children explore and attend to objects
that violate their expectations, whether those expectations are
based on core knowledge, intuitive theories, or probabilistic
evidence (Bonawitz et al., 2012; Kidd et al., 2012; Sim & Xu,
2017; Stahl & Feigenson, 2015). Moreover, children

preferentially explore when they are uncertain—for example,
when two equally likely hypotheses are compatible with observed evidence (Cook et al., 2011; Schulz & Bonawitz,
2007). In adults, surprise and uncertainty are associated with
both self-report measures of curiosity (Kang et al., 2009;
Vogl et al., 2020) and behavioral measures of information
search (Itti & Baldi, 2009; Kobayashi et al., 2019).
For adults, there is also evidence that curiosity tracks expected useful learning (Abir et al., 2020; Dubey & Griffiths,
2020), above and beyond heuristic cues including surprise
and uncertainty (Liquin et al., 2020; Liquin & Lombrozo,
2020a). In contrast, research on children’s information search
has not disentangled surprise and uncertainty from expected
learning. For example, a child who observes a surprising
event (e.g., a ball rolling through a solid wall; Stahl &
Feigenson, 2015) might also expect to learn by exploring. Because surprise and uncertainty are confounded with expected
learning, it remains unclear what elicits children’s curiosity.
Are children more curious when they expect to learn? Or does
children’s curiosity instead track surprise and uncertainty,
which may be reasonable (but sometimes unreliable) cues to
when learning is likely to occur?
Two lines of research offer initial insight into these questions. First, recent studies have disentangled some heuristic
cues to expected learning. In one study, infants did not explore after a surprising event that was immediately explained
away (Perez & Feigenson, 2020), suggesting a potential role
for uncertainty or expected learning above and beyond surprise. Another study (Poli et al., 2020) found that surprise,
uncertainty, and learning each explained variance in infants’
attention—but the authors tested learning from the just-observed trial (i.e., previous learning) rather than learning from
future exploration (i.e., expected learning). Like surprise and
uncertainty, previous learning may be a cue to expected
learning, but these quantities are distinct.
Other research has investigated how children select which
question to ask (which could be partly determined by curiosity), focusing on expected learning as the optimal determinant
of a question’s quality (for a review, see Jones et al., 2020).
Like adults (Rothe et al., 2018), preschoolers can select the
optimal question from a small set of alternatives (Ruggeri et
al., 2017), suggesting that children might have the capacity to
detect expected learning. However, this research has not contrasted expected learning with surprise and uncertainty.

The Present Research
In the present research, we investigate to what extent children’s curiosity tracks surprise, uncertainty, and expected
learning. Building on an experimental paradigm and computational model introduced by Liquin et al. (2020), we operationalize these candidate triggers precisely, allowing us to
tease apart their roles in guiding curiosity.
In our reinforcement learning task (adapted from Dorfman
et al. 2019), participants choose between two options (candy
machines) over 20 trials. Each option has a fixed probability
of producing a rewarding outcome (candy). However, there
is an additional causal influence, such that each outcome can
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be caused by either the option itself or by an intervening
agent. On each trial, the participant reports their curiosity
about the cause of the outcome (the machine or the agent).
Using a Bayesian reinforcement learning model, we quantify
surprise, uncertainty, and expected learning on each trial, allowing us to test whether curiosity tracks each feature.
In addition to testing several potential triggers of children’s
curiosity, we compare children’s curiosity to that of adults.
Computing expected learning is a complex operation in terms
of its cognitive and metacognitive demands. Perhaps reflecting these demands, 7- to 10-year-olds are more likely than
adults to ask questions that do not provide any new information (Ruggeri et al., 2016) and are less attuned to expected
learning in their exploration (Nussenbaum et al., 2020). Similarly, we might expect children’s curiosity to be less attuned
to expected learning (and perhaps more attuned to surprise
and uncertainty) than adults’ curiosity. To test this, we compare adults with 5- to 9-year-olds, an age range in which children show some sophistication in question-asking ability yet
still differ from adults (Jones et al., 2020).
We measure curiosity through self-report. As we previously suggested, decisions to direct one’s attention, explore,
or ask a question might be partly motivated by curiosity.
However, these behaviors can arise even when curiosity is
not present (e.g., a child might ask a question to facilitate a
social exchange), and curiosity can be experienced but not
pursued (e.g., a child might wonder about an object’s label
but not ask their parent about it). As a result, the study of information search does not provide conclusive evidence regarding the elicitors of curiosity. Thus, departing from most
prior research, we attempt to measure curiosity more directly,
by asking participants to give explicit ratings of how curious
they are (i.e., how much they “want to know”).

Computational Model
We modeled the hypothesized determinants of curiosity using a Bayesian reinforcement learning model developed by
Liquin et al. (2020). The model tracks the probability of receiving candy or no candy from a given candy machine.
On each trial, 𝑡, the candy machine generates candy with
probability 𝜃. However, a hidden agent intervenes with probability 𝜀 (with 𝜀 = 1/3).The intervention is modeled as a latent variable, 𝑍! ∼ Bernoulli(𝜀), where 𝑍! = 1 means an intervention occurred on trial 𝑡. When an intervention does occur, candy is instead produced with probability 𝜃" , which is
set to 1 or 0 depending on the experimental condition. As a
result, the reward 𝑅! for a trial is distributed: 𝑅! ∼
Bernoulli(𝜃(1 − 𝑍! ) + 𝜃" 𝑍! ).
The model estimates 𝜃, that is, the probability of a machine
producing candy. We assume a uniform prior on 𝜃 between 0
and 1. The posterior is computed by marginalizing over the
sequence of interventions, 𝑧⃗,
𝑝( 𝜃 ∣ 𝑟#:! , 𝜃" , 𝜀 ) ∝ 8 9 𝑝(𝑧! | 𝜀)𝑝(𝑟! | 𝜃, 𝜃" , 𝑧! ).
"⃗

!

As noted by Liquin et al. (2020), marginalizing over 𝑧⃗ directly is intractable, but the posterior can nonetheless be computed because it depends only on the number of times each

Table 1: Definition of each model estimated feature, and associations with curiosity in simple linear regression models.

b [95% CI]
Feature
Surprise-IT
Surprise-Full
Surprise-Mean
Surprise-MAP
Value Uncertainty
Query EIG/Uncertainty
Value EIG

Definition
Unlikeliness of received reward, based on machine's estimated value and possibility of intervention
Difference between received and expected reward based
on estimated value and possibility of intervention
Difference between received and expected reward based
on mean estimate of the machine's value
Difference between received and expected reward based
on most likely estimate of the machine's value
Uncertainty about the machine's value
Expected learning/uncertainty about whether an intervention occurred (the target query)
Expected learning about chosen machine's value if the
target query were to be answered

possible combination of (𝑟, 𝑧) occurs. We assume that 𝜃" and
𝜀 are known. For concision, we omit the dependence on these
parameters in later equations.
This model estimates 𝜃 for a given candy machine; the
model is copied to estimate 𝜃 for a second candy machine.
On each trial, in addition to estimating 𝜃, the model computes
a number of quantities, defined below (see also Table 1).
Surprise features capture the extent to which the outcome
on a given trial is unexpected in light of prior beliefs. We
consider four possible definitions of surprise. One definition
captures information-theoretic surprisal (Shannon, 1948)
which has been previously used to model infants’ attention
(Kidd et al., 2012; Poli et al., 2020). The other three definitions capture unsigned reward prediction error, which has
been previously used to model adults’ attention (Stojić et al.,
2020). Because both information-theoretic surprisal and unsigned reward prediction error have been used in prior research, we model both.
Information-theoretic surprisal (surprise-IT) is defined as
the negative log posterior predictive probability of the observed reward given the history of previous rewards,
− log 𝑝(𝑟! |𝑟#:!&# ). The posterior predictive is defined
#

𝑝(𝑟! |𝑟#:!&# ) = > 𝑝 ( 𝜃 ∣ 𝑟#:!&# ) 8 𝑝(𝑧! ) 𝑝(𝑟! | 𝜃, 𝑧! ) 𝑑𝜃.
'

"!

Unsigned reward prediction error is defined |𝑅! − 𝑟! |, or
the absolute difference between expected reward and received reward. We consider three possible definitions of expected reward 𝑟! . First, the full Bayesian estimate, taking into
account both the current estimate of 𝜃 and the possibility of
full
intervention, is 𝑟! = 𝑝(𝑅! = 1|𝑟#:!&# ). Two additional definitions do not consider the possibility of intervention: the
posterior mean estimate of 𝜃 prior to the current reward,
#
mean
𝑟!
= ∫' 𝑝 ( 𝜃 ∣ 𝑟#:!&# )𝜃 𝑑𝜃 and the maximum a posteriori
MAP
(MAP) estimate of 𝜃 prior to the current reward, 𝑟!
=
argmax( 𝑝( 𝜃 ∣ 𝑟#:!&# ). This results in three additional
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Children

Adults

-0.21 [-0.27, -0.16]

-0.28 [-0.34, -0.23]

-0.20 [-0.26, -0.14]

-0.28 [-0.34, -0.23]

-0.005 [-0.06, 0.05]

0.20 [0.14, 0.25]

-0.08 [-0.13, -0.02]

0.12 [0.06, 0.18]

0.08 [0.02, 0.14]

0.11 [0.05, 0.16]

0.27 [0.21, 0.32]

0.53 [0.48, 0.57]

0.25 [0.19, 0.31]

0.52 [0.47, 0.57]

surprise features: surprise-full, surprise-mean, and surpriseMAP.
Uncertainty features describe uncertainty about model estimates, defined using the information-theoretic measure entropy (Shannon, 1948). The first feature, value uncertainty,
captures uncertainty about the estimated value of the chosen
machine (i.e., its probability of producing candy, 𝜃). This is
#
defined 𝐻( 𝜃 ∣ 𝑟#:! ) = − ∫' 𝑝 (𝜃 ∣ 𝑟#:! )logB𝑝( 𝜃 ∣ 𝑟#:! )C𝑑𝜃.
The second feature, query uncertainty, captures uncertainty
about whether an intervention occurred (i.e., the target query
about which participants rate their curiosity). This is defined
as the entropy of the intervention’s predictive distribution,
𝐻(𝑍! ∣ 𝑟#:! ) = −𝑧! log𝑧! − (1 − 𝑧! ) log(1 − 𝑧! ) where 𝑧! =
𝑝(𝑍! = 1 ∣ 𝑟#:! ) is the conditional probability of the agent
having intervened on this trial given all observed rewards,
#
𝑝(𝑟! | 𝜃, 𝑍! = 1)𝑝(𝑍! = 1)
𝑧! = > 𝑝 ( 𝜃 ∣ 𝑟#:! )
𝑑𝜃.
∑" " ∈{',#} 𝑝(𝑟! | 𝜃, 𝑧!. )𝑝(𝑧!. )
'
!
Expected learning features encode how much learning is
expected to occur if the target of one’s curiosity (whether an
intervention occurred) were to be revealed. We define expected learning using a measure of expected information gain
(EIG) that has been influential in the study of inquiry (see
Coenen et al., 2019). First, expected learning about the chosen machine’s value, or value EIG, is the expected reduction
in entropy of the posterior distribution of 𝜃 after observing
the value of 𝑍! , ∑"∈{',#} 𝑝 (𝑍! = 𝑧 ∣ 𝑟#:! )𝐻(𝜃 ∣ 𝑟#:! , 𝑍! = 𝑧) −
𝐻(𝜃 ∣ 𝑟#:! ). Second, expected learning about whether an intervention occurred, or query EIG, is the expected reduction
in entropy in the predictive distribution, 𝐻( 𝑍! ∣ 𝑟#:! ), after
observing the value of 𝑍! . Because observing the value of 𝑍!
would reduce entropy to zero, query EIG is equal to query
uncertainty, and we refer to this as “query EIG/uncertainty.”
To summarize, though surprise, uncertainty, and expected
learning often co-occur (see Fig. 1), the provided mathematical definitions allow us to pull apart these features, including
several possible definitions of surprise and several possible

targets of uncertainty/expected learning. In the following section, we describe an experiment in which we test how well
these features predict children’s and adults’ curiosity.

Value EIG

1

Query EIG/Uncertainty
Value Uncertainty

Experiment

1

Surprise−MAP

Method

Procedure All children and adults completed the experiment
on a computer. Child participants were supervised by their
parents. The full procedure was narrated by a pre-recorded
“experimenter” and illustrated with animated videos.
The procedure was modified from Dorfman et al. (2019)
and Liquin et al. (2020). Participants were introduced to virtual candy machines, which sometimes produced virtual
candy when clicked. Some machines “work really well” and
provided candy often, while other machines “don’t work so
well.” Participants practiced clicking on two machines,
which differed in their probability of producing candy.
Participants were then introduced to a squirrel named AJ,
who interferes with the candy machines’ performance. In the
donor condition (N = 25 children, 30 adults), participants
were told that AJ likes to give people candy, while in the thief
condition (N = 30 children, 25 adults), participants were told
that AJ likes to take away people’s candy. Participants
learned through practice with two machines that AJ intervened on one-third of trials; when AJ intervened, they received candy (in the donor condition) or no candy (in the thief
condition) with 100% probability.
During this training, participants were also introduced to a
curiosity rating scale. On the first practice trial after learning
about AJ, the experimenter narrated, “Huh, I wonder whether
we [got candy/didn’t get any candy] because AJ [put it
there/took it away], or because of how well the machine
works!” (with the text in brackets dependent upon condition).
The experimenter then introduced a four-point rating scale,
based on the idea that “in school, you raise your hand when
you want to know something.” Participants were shown four
cartoon images of raised hands, varying in size. For each
hand, the experimenter described varying levels of “wanting
to know whether AJ made that happen,” with higher levels of
“wanting to know” corresponding to larger hands. Participants practiced selecting a hand to indicate their curiosity on
multiple trials and answered several questions assessing their
understanding of the rating scale (with corrective feedback).
Participants then advanced to the main task. Participants
were shown two new candy machines, which differed in color
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Surprise−Full
Surprise−IT
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Participants We recruited 55 five- to nine-year-old children
(2 five-year-olds, 13 six-year-olds, 14 seven-year-olds, 14
eight-year-olds, and 12 nine-year-olds; 32 female, 23 male),
using a laboratory registry and word-of-mouth. We also recruited 55 adults (ages 18-62; 33 female, 20 male, one nonbinary, and one unspecified) from Prolific, who were required to be in the United States and have a history of participating in at least 100 studies with a minimum 95% approval
rate. An additional 12 children and five adults were excluded
for providing the same curiosity rating on all trials.

1

Figure 1: Pearson correlations between all model-estimated features, over all trials for both child and adult
participants.
(blue or green) and were visually distinct from the practice
machines. Participants were instructed that they needed to
learn how well the machines worked over 20 trials. On each
trial, participants chose to click on one machine, receiving
either candy or no candy. After each outcome, participants
rated their curiosity about whether AJ had intervened.
Whether or not AJ intervened was not revealed. Across all
trials, the machines produced candy with 70% and 30% probability (side and color counterbalanced).
Finally, we assessed learning. Participants were told, “Another kid played this game, and she clicked on the
[blue/green] machine four times.” Participants selected how
many candies they thought were received on those turns. This
measure was completed twice for each machine, resulting in
a “value estimate” for each machine ranging from zero of
eight trials (0%) to eight of eight trials (100%).

Results
Children’s Engagement We first assessed whether parents
reported any difficulty with the task. Only five out of 55 parents reported any technical difficulties, all minor. One parent
reported influencing their child’s responses “once or twice,”
while the remaining reported no interference. Fifty-three parents reported their children were somewhat or very engaged,
and only one parent reported that their child took any breaks.
In sum, the majority of children were engaged, provided their
own responses, and encountered no technical problems.
Qualitative Predictions Next, we tested several qualitative
predictions, which together allow us to assess whether participants understood the task and utilized the four-point curiosity scale as instructed. We tested these predictions separately
for children and adults.
First, if participants attended to the observed outcomes, we
would expect final value estimates to be higher for the 70%
machine than the 30% machine. We fit a mixed-effects regression model predicting participants’ value estimates as a

function of machine, with random intercepts for participant.
We tested the effect of machine using a likelihood ratio test.
Children provided higher value estimates for the 70% machine (M = 0.69, SD = 0.22) than for the 30% machine (M =
0.52, SD = 0.29), c2(1) = 571.89, p < .001, as did adults (70%
machine: M = 0.66, SD = 0.20; 30% machine: M = 0.43, SD
= 0.24), c2(1) = 1116.70, p < .001.
Second, if participants understood the hidden agent and the
curiosity rating scale, curiosity ratings should be low after an
outcome that could not have been caused by AJ: candy in the
thief condition, and no candy in the donor condition. We fit a
mixed-effects regression model predicting curiosity ratings,
with fixed effects for outcome, agent condition, and their interaction and with random intercepts for participant. We compared this model to a reduced model excluding the interaction, revealing a significant interaction in both children, c2(1)
= 88.25, p < .001, and adults, c2(1) = 472.65, p < .001. Curiosity followed the predicted pattern in both groups: participants were less curious after receiving candy (vs. no candy)
in the thief condition, and vice versa in the donor condition.
Triggers of Curiosity Next, we tested whether curiosity
tracked surprise, uncertainty, and expected learning. To test
whether each feature was associated with curiosity in isolation, we fit several mixed-effects regression models predicting curiosity ratings for adults or children. Each model included one feature as a fixed effect. Following Liquin et al.
(2020), curiosity ratings were z-scored within participants, to
account for variation in use of the rating scale. We also included by-participant random intercepts in each model. The
results of this analysis are presented in Table 1. For both children and adults, the strongest predictor of curiosity was query
EIG/uncertainty, closely followed by value EIG.

Surprisingly, surprise-IT and surprise-full were negatively
associated with adults’ and children’s curiosity, and surpriseMAP was negatively associated with children’s (but not
adults’) curiosity. The former associations could be explained
by the negative correlations between query EIG/uncertainty
and surprise-IT/surprise-full (see Fig. 1). On trials where
query EIG/uncertainty is high, unlikely outcomes can be partially explained away by the possibility of intervention and
thus are less surprising. On trials where query EIG/uncertainty is low, unlikely outcomes are less likely to be attributed
to the intervention and are thus more surprising. Therefore, if
curiosity is positively related to query EIG/uncertainty, it will
be negatively related to surprise-IT and surprise-full. This is
not the case for surprise-mean and surprise-MAP, which do
not account for the intervention.
Though this analysis reveals the strongest single predictors
of curiosity, it does not disentangle these predictors. For example, value EIG might be related to curiosity merely by virtue of its strong association with query EIG/uncertainty (r =
0.72, see Fig. 1). To disentangle the influence of each feature,
we fit several multiple regression models. Because the candidate surprise features were highly correlated (or highly correlated when controlling for other features), we fit a separate
model for each surprise feature. Each model also included
fixed effects for value uncertainty, query EIG/uncertainty,
value EIG, age group, and the interactions between age group
and each feature, as well as by-participant random intercepts.
We label these models by the included surprise feature: IT
model, full model, mean model, or MAP model.
All four models were nearly equivalent in AIC: IT model
5674, full model 5676, mean model 5678, and MAP model
5676. Because the models achieved comparable fit to the
data, we analyzed the coefficients of all four models.
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Full Model

Surprise−IT

Surprise−Full
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*
***
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Figure 2: Regression coefficients predicting curiosity in children and adults, with 95% confidence intervals. Coefficients and
confidence intervals are estimated from multiple regression models fit within each age group. Asterisks indicate statistical
significance of interactions between age group and features in the cross-age models; * p < .05; ** p < .01; *** p < .001.
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First, to test whether any features were differentially predictive of curiosity in children versus adults, we tested
whether each interaction term was significant using likelihood ratio tests. The interaction terms between age group and
surprise, value uncertainty, and query EIG/uncertainty were
significant in all models (see Fig. 2). To further probe these
interactions, we fit separate regression models to children’s
responses and adults’ responses, allowing us to investigate
the association between each feature and curiosity within
each age group (see Fig. 2). Children’s curiosity was negatively related to surprise across models, such that curiosity
was higher after outcomes that were less surprising (when uncertainty and expected learning were held fixed). Adults’ curiosity, in contrast, was unrelated to surprise in all models but
the IT model, where it was positively related to surprise.
Across models, children’s curiosity was positively related to
value uncertainty, while there was no evidence that adults’
curiosity tracked value uncertainty. Both children’s and
adults’ curiosity tracked value EIG, but children’s curiosity
did not track query EIG/uncertainty when controlling for
some definitions of surprise.
In summary, when the candidate triggers of curiosity were
disentangled, we found that children’s curiosity was higher
when expected learning was higher (holding surprise and uncertainty fixed), when uncertainty was higher (holding surprise and expected learning fixed), and when surprise was
lower (holding uncertainty and expected learning fixed).
Adults’ curiosity was higher when expected learning was
higher (holding surprise and uncertainty fixed), but there was
little evidence for an additional effect of surprise or uncertainty. All four definitions of surprise produced similar multiple regression results, suggesting similar associations with
curiosity despite subtly different definitions.

Discussion
By precisely quantifying and disentangling candidate triggers
of curiosity, we found that children’s curiosity, like adults’
curiosity, tracks expected learning—above and beyond heuristic cues (namely surprise and uncertainty). However, we
also found evidence for developmental change. Whereas
adults’ curiosity was triggered almost exclusively by expected learning, children’s curiosity was also related to surprise and uncertainty, tracking expected learning less closely.
What accounts for this developmental change? One possibility is that with increasing age, the elicitors of curiosity genuinely shift from heuristic cues (that may be easier to compute) towards “optimal” cues (that best track expected learning). However, it is also possible that this pattern of results
reflects other developmental changes. First, the Bayesian
model from which we estimated surprise, uncertainty, and expected learning could provide a better account of adults’
learning than children’s learning. For example, children
might not fully integrate beliefs about the task’s causal structure (e.g., the possibility of AJ intervening) into their learning
(Cohen et al., 2020). Our model-estimated features capture
surprise, uncertainty, and expected learning according to the
optimal learner—and to the extent that children (or adults)
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are not well-approximated by the optimal learner, these features may not be appropriate predictors of children’s or
adults’ curiosity. Future work would benefit from testing alternative models that make different assumptions about children’s and adults’ learning.
In addition, children and adults might have different
goals—for example, there may be a shift from exploration to
exploitation (Gopnik, 2020), or from guiding learning to
guiding action. Such a shift might be accompanied by a
change in curiosity itself: from a non-instrumental drive, as
posited by classic theories (Loewenstein, 1994), to a motivational state more integrated with considerations of utility
(Dubey & Griffiths, 2020). In the context of our task, a
learner could aim to learn the probability of reward from each
machine (as assumed by our model), or instead the best machine to choose. The “optimal” trigger of curiosity will depend on what the learning goal is, so future research might
explore additional learning goals.
In addition to considering other sources of developmental
change, future work would benefit from investigating developmental change within childhood. When do the elicitors of
curiosity change from more “child-like” to more “adult-like,”
and why? And is there an earlier period in development
where children only track surprise and uncertainty?
Finally, the finding that children are more curious after outcomes that are less surprising (controlling for uncertainty and
expected learning) is unexpected in light of prior research. It
is possible that children’s curiosity about unsurprising outcomes is specific to our task. Indeed, the surprising outcomes
in our task were statistically unlikely, but they did not violate
principles of core knowledge or intuitive theories (Bonawitz
et al., 2012; Stahl & Feigenson, 2015), and thus only captured
a low to moderate range of surprise. However, it is also possible that children’s responses to surprise in prior research in
fact reflect a preference for uncertainty or expected learning,
which were confounded with surprise. If this is the case, a
surprise that does not generate uncertainty or expected learning would not elicit curiosity (see Perez & Feigenson,
2020)—and might actually depress curiosity. Unsurprising
observations could elicit more curiosity because they provide
a unique opportunity to confirm one’s beliefs, aligning with
children’s use of a “positive test strategy” during exploration—choosing questions or actions that are expected to provide confirmatory evidence for one’s working hypothesis
(Nussenbaum et al., 2020; Ruggeri et al., 2016). Future research could shed light on these issues.
In sum, we found both continuity and change in the triggers
of curiosity across development. Although expected learning
appears to be an important driver of curiosity in both children
and adults, children show more sensitivity to other features
and track expected learning less closely. Our findings raise
important questions about children’s information search: why
do children attend, explore, and ask questions when they do?
We suggest that surprise, uncertainty, and expected learning
may all be at play—but these features must be disentangled
to fully understand self-directed learning, including how it
changes across the lifespan.
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Abstract
How do people ask questions to zero in on a correct answer?
Although we can formally define an optimal query to maximize information gain, algorithms for finding this optimal
guess may impose large resource costs in space (memory) and
time (computation). To understand how people trade off the
information gain and the computational difficulty of choosing the ideal query, we turned to a large dataset of 380,000
guesses made during a number-guessing game with Amazon
Alexa. We analyzed whether the arithmetic difficulty of following the optimal strategy predicts how far a guess deviates
from theoretically optimal query. We find that when memory
load is higher, and when more arithmetic operations need to be
performed, human guesses deviate more from the most informative query. These results suggest human computational resource constraints limit how people seek out informative questions.
Keywords: optimal experiment design; resource rationality;
mental arithmetic; decision theory; information gain

Introduction
In situations as wide-ranging as medical diagnosis, asking
for directions, and debugging software, people must come up
with good questions to reach a suitable answer (Coenen, Nelson, & Gureckis, 2019). However, identifying the best question to ask is a difficult computational problem, even before
considering the limited cognitive resources available to humans. How do people balance the need to find informative
questions with the computational constraints of their cognitive resources?
Research on active learning and optimal experiment design
reveals that in a wide range of circumstances, people are fairly
effective at asking informative questions (Coenen et al., 2019;
Nelson, 2005; Gureckis & Markant, 2012). People ask informative queries when classifying unfamiliar alien creatures
(Nelson, 2005), finding battleships (Gureckis & Markant,
2009), and teasing out causal models (Steyvers, Tenenbaum,
Wagenmakers, & Blum, 2003; Cook, Goodman, & Schulz,
2011) Although people are sensitive to the informativeness of
questions, they do not always ask the most informative questions. For instance, in a battleship game, participants selected
the most optimal choice with a high frequency, but still chose
*

indicates equal contribution
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non-optimal spaces often (Gureckis & Markant, 2009). What
explains this deviation from optimality?
Finding the most diagnostic question can be a challenging
computational problem, so it may be the case that people fail
to find optimal questions because of their cognitive resource
constraints (Coenen et al., 2019). Cognitive psychology has
documented numerous limits in resources including memory (Baddeley, 1997), central processing capacity (Pashler,
1984), attention (Cavanagh & Alvarez, 2005), and processing speed (Ratcliff & Rouder, 1998). Recently, these cognitive constraints have been studied using algorithm analysis from computer science (Lieder & Griffiths, 2020; Gershman, Horvitz, & Tenenbaum, 2015; Dasgupta & Gershman, 2021), clarifying the roles that limitations to memory
(space), computational speed (time), and language (communication throughput) have had on shaping human cognition
(Griffiths, Lieder, & Goodman, 2015; Griffiths, 2020). Algorithm analysis allows researchers to incorporate resource
constraints in models of cognition to postulate “resource rational” algorithms that balance task objectives with the execution costs (Lieder & Griffiths, 2020; Gershman et al., 2015).
Such bounded-rational analyses have succeeded in explaining peculiarities of human cognition in domains ranging from
sentence parsing (Levy, Reali, & Griffiths, 2009) to hypothesis generation (Dasgupta, Schulz, Goodman, & Gershman,
2018).
Despite thorough analyses of the effect of cognitive limitations on various inference and decision-making algorithms,
how these cognitive limitations apply to active learning and
optimal experiment design is less clear. Some analyses have
indicated that people are able to maximize their information
gain given what they already know; however, the relative efficiency of the posed question varies as a function of the search
space (Gureckis & Markant, 2009). Cognitive limitations
might influence human active learning in at least two ways.
First, memory constraints mean that finding diagnostic questions in larger hypothesis spaces is harder, as it requires evaluating the diagnosticity of a question with respect to a larger
set of hypotheses. Second, algorithms for finding the most
diagnostic question might be limited by time – some hypoth-

Figure 1: In the number guessing game, players try to guess
which number between 1 and 100 a computer voice assistant
has chosen. The player repeatedly queries the voice assistant with a guess and receives feedback of either “lower”,
“higher” or “correct” as the answer. Each guess rules out a
part of the number space, and the game ends when the player
has guessed the correct number. The optimal strategy—
binary search—is guaranteed to halve the interval in which
the target number could lie at each guess, and will find the
correct answer in at most 7 guesses.
esis spaces might be more conducive to efficient calculations
of optimal questions. Although these possible influences of
cognitive resources on active learning have long been evident,
measuring the influences of these factors require a fairly constrained problem with well-defined cognitive constraints, and
with large amounts of data.
To study the role of cognitive constraints on human information seeking, we turn to a large dataset showing human performance on the relatively simple Number Guessing
Game on Amazon Alexa (Dobson, 2019). With the number guessing game, the integer interval domain allows us to
explicitly map well-studied memory and computation constraints onto the arithmetic properties of the interval underlying each guess. This precision in turn allows us to measure
how the efficiency of questions varies as a function of these
cognitive constraints, to ask whether guesses for intervals imposing larger memory or computational costs are further from
optimal.

Alexa Number Game
We used the Alexa Number Game dataset, which included
380,000 guesses across 50,000 games and 14,000 players,
with date, outcome, and unique player IDs for all games. In
each game, the computer randomly picks an integer between
1 and 100, and players have to find that number by making sequential guesses of integers (see figure 1). After each guess,
players receive feedback about whether the target number
matches their guess, or—if not—whether the target is higher
or lower than the guessed number. Feedback constrains the
plausible interval for the target, so that after guessing “50”,
and receiving the feedback “higher”, the player knows that
the target number is in the interval bounded by 51 and 100.
The target number can be reached in the fewest number of
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guesses, on average, by following a binary search strategy:
guessing the midpoint of the current interval. Given the configuration of the game, the binary search strategy not only
yields the earliest correct answer, on average, but also maximizes the expected information gain of the query.
This dataset offers several key advantages. First, the size
of the dataset yields fine-grained measurements of human
behavior in a variety of circumstances, rather than limiting
analyses to particular pre-designed conditions. Second, this
game reflects naturalistic information-seeking by voluntary
players, reflecting the behavior of motivated individuals in
lifelike situations, rather than in artificial lab settings where
people might make different tradeoffs between cognitive cost
and performance. Third, the game has a simple optimal solution, yet finding that optimal solution requires a variable
amount of cognitive effort, depending on the specific interval
in question. Fourth, the game sets up a straight-forward distribution over the target location: it is equally likely to be any
point in the interval not yet already ruled out. This allows
us to assume that the players correctly represent the uncertainty at each guess, which allows us to look for sources of
errors beyond incorrect estimations of the potential locations
of the target. Finally, the simple game structure — restricting
hypotheses to a set of integers — allows us to use the rich literature on human cognitive limitations in integer arithmetic
to define, a priori, the difficulty of information search in different circumstances.
Since this dataset reflects people interacting with their
smart speakers in a variety of circumstances, the dataset necessarily contains an admixture of people who do not appear to
be intentionally playing the game. Fortunately, the structure
of the game means that completely inattentive play can be
easily detected and discarded. The available dataset already
excluded games that were not completed within 15 guesses,
or that contained guesses that could not be parsed by Alexa,
and we further excluded 33,442 games (176,107 guesses) that
contained guesses outside the bounds of the current interval (45.8%). We also excluded from analysis 9,459 guesses
where there was only one candidate within bounds, as no information can be gained in these circumstances. These exclusions left us with a dataset of relatively attentive play, consisting of 12,115 players, playing 32,480 games for a total
of 198,487 guesses. To evaluate how well people pose questions in the number guessing game, we need to quantify the
efficiency of a given query, as well as the algorithmic difficulty of posing a good question in a given circumstance. The
next two sections describe these measures in detail.

Relative Expected Information Gain
How good is a particular guess? Although there is a large
number of candidate criteria for optimal experimental design
(Nelson, 2005; Coenen et al., 2019), in the case of the number
game, their subtle differences are largely irrelevant. We will
evaluate the quality of a guess in terms of how much information one expects to gain from the answer: how much uncertainty (as measured by entropy) is expected to be reduced

evaluate the quality of a particular guess, we calculate a relative Expected information gain by normalizing the EIG(x)
of the guess by the optimal EIG∗ : rEIG = EIG(x)/EIG∗.
This Relative Expected Information Gain measure asks what
proportion of the maximum available information gain was
realized by the participant’s guess.

Arithmetic measures of algorithmic difficulty

Figure 2: How much can we expect a guess to reduce our
uncertainty about the target number? The higher expected
information gain (EIG), the more informative the guess. The
distribution of EIG of human players (blue) is compared to
simulations of two key baselines: a random guessing strategy
(red) and the optimal strategy of binary search (green). On
average, human guesses are less efficient than optimal, but
much more diagnostic than random.
by getting an answer to the question posed (Shannon, 1948).
This ”expected information gain” (Lindley, 1956; Fedorov,
1972) not only maps onto the optimal binary search strategy,
but also explains human intuitions in a number of querying
tasks (Nelson, 2005).1 In our case, the expected information
gain, for a given guess x is defined as:
EIG(x) = H (a) − ∑ H (b)p(b)

(1)

b∈B

Where H (a) is the entropy (in bits) associated with the
current interval (a), so if the interval is 1 to 78, H (a) =
log2 (78) = 6.28. B is the set of possible intervals after the feedback is received for guess x. So if one were
to guess x = 53, the set of possible intervals is B =
{[1, 52], [53, 53], [54, 78]}. We average the entropy of each of
these resulting posterior intervals, weighted by their probability, p(b) = |b|/|a|, to obtain an expected posterior entropy
of the interval: ∑b∈B H (b)p(b) = 5.7(0.67) + 0(0.013) +
4.64(0.32) = 5.29. The expected information gain for guess
x amounts to the difference between the current entropy, and
the expected posterior entropy: how much the guess is expected to reduce our uncertainty. Here EIG(x = 53) = 0.997.
For the number guessing game, EIG is maximized for a
simple optimal strategy: binary search. Binary search entails
repeatedly dividing the list of possible outcomes in half to
maximally narrow the list of possibilities. For example, if
starting with the interval [1, 78], the first guess ought to be
39 or 40, and if given the response ”lower”, the next guess
would be 19, which bisects the ”lower” possibilities ([1, 38]).
On average, idealized binary search should be able to guess
the number in log2 (n) guesses, where n is the number of candidates. For this game, n=100; thus, the number of guesses
required is at most 7. Because of the possibility of the guess
being correct, the optimal guess (39 or 40 for an interval of
[1, 78]) does not have an expected information gain of exactly
1 bit. Instead, in this case the optimal EIG is 1.086 bits. To
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In many domains, characterizing the cognitive constraints inherent in enumerating, evaluating, and searching over the hypothesis space is an open challenge. Fortunately, in the domain of numbers and arithmetic these constraints are well
documented and each factor maps onto known cognitive limitations. These cognitive constraints fall into two general categories: limited space in working memory, and limited time
for computations. In arithmetic, the size and quantity of numbers to be kept in working memory indicate the memory demand of the calculation (Dehaene, 2003), and the number of
individual operations that need to be performed indicate the
time cost.
In order to estimate the processing cost of calculating the
optimal guess at each decision point, we make several assumptions about how the player might determine the midpoint of the interval. We assume that users store the lower
bound, L, and upper bound, U, of the interval in which the
target can lie. They then calculate the interval, I = U − L,
and divide the interval by 2: J = I/2. Finally they add the
quotient to the lower bound to find the midpoint of the two
numbers, M = L + J.
We identify four features of this calculation which might
index processing cost: interval size, midpoint, carrying, and
number of operations. Formally, we define the interval size as
U − L, and the midpoint as (U + L)/2. We identify 4 potential
carrying operations throughout the three steps of mid-point
calculation (subtraction, division, and addition). Carrying is
required during subtraction if the ones-place of L is greater
than the ones-place of U, during division if the tens-place
digit and/or the ones-place digit of the I is not divisible by
2 (e.g. 34/2; 43/2), and during addition if the sum of the
addends in the ones-place is > 10 (e.g. 5 + 7). There are
values of U and L for which all of these conditions are met
(e.g. U = 100, L = 23), and others for which none are met
(U = 69, L = 41). Therefore, the number of carries ranges
from 0 to 4.
To define the number of operations, we decompose the
midpoint calculation into single-digit operations (e.g. 42 + 12
can be decomposed into 2 + 2 and 4 + 1) (Hitch, 1978). If
we assume that adding or subtracting 0 from a single digit
number does not constitute an operation (as the value of the
other operand does not change), then there are 6 potential op1 It is possible to evaluate actual information gained from each
guess, conditional on the answer. However, such a measure would
only noisily reflect the quality of questions people pose. Because,
absent any clairvoyance, when people make a guess, they cannot
know what answer will follow, therefore their choice of query must
be made based on the expected, rather than observed, answer.

Figure 3: (A) Each pixel indicates the relative frequency of a particular interval the true number must be encountered by the
players. Every game starts in the top-left corner. Note the regular patterns on 10s and 5s. (B) Human guess efficiency as
a function of interval location. The average relative Expected Information Gain (rEIG)—how much information is gained
relative to following the optimal strategy?—for each interval is shown.
erations: 2 during subtraction (one if L > 10, another if L
is greater than zero in the ones-place); 2 during division (1
if I > 10, another is always necessary); and 2 during addition (1 if either J < 10 or L < 10, another if either J or L
have a 0 value in the ones-place. The number of operations
ranges from 6 (e.g. when U = 96, L = 72), to 2 (e.g. when
U = 80, L = 0).
Both the size of the interval and the value of the midpoint place constraints on memory. As the size of the interval between the two numbers increases, the number of available hypotheses about the target number increases (Zbrodoff,
1995). As the magnitude of the bounds of the interval increases, keeping the size of the interval constant, a higher fidelity of representation is necessary to account for the change
in relative proportion of size and bounds (Dehaene, 2003)—
the midpoint of the interval measures the magnitude of the
bounds. The need to carry or borrow terms when calculating requires additional numbers to be kept in working memory, and increases the number of operations that need to be
performed (Imbo, Vandierendonck, & Vergauwe, 2007). Finally, each single-digit operation will take some amount of
time and processing effort to perform. Therefore, as the number of single-digit operations increases, the total processing
cost for the calculation should increase.
We predict that when the processing cost of finding the
optimal guess as indexed by these measures is high, users
will avoid incurring this cost by using easier but less accurate
strategies. Therefore, we predict that as processing cost increases, the optimality of guesses—as measured by rEIG—
will decrease. In other words, how informative the chosen
guess is will depend on how difficult it is to identify the optimal query. This would indicate that users’ querying behavior
is sensitive to cognitive effort in determining the most informative guess.
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Results
To establish a baseline against which to compare the optimality of human guesses, we ran two simulations. To simulate
random guessing, we generated numbers from a uniform distribution with limits at the current lower and upper bounds.
For optimal guessing, we calculated the optimal guess at each
decision point using binary search. Figure 2 shows the distribution of EIG across guesses for each simulation and the user
data.
User guesses had a significantly higher EIG on average
(mean=0.997, sd=0.324) than would be expected if they were
randomly guessing (mean=0.814, sd=0.164, z = 30.64, p <
0.001). However, the EIG of human guesses falls well short
of what would be expected following the optimal strategy
(mean=1.224, sd=0.241; z = 278.3, p < 0.001). This demonstrates that human players perform much better than chance,
but much worse than optimal. Next, we examined whether
the deviation from optimality can be explained by processing
costs incurred during calculation of the optimal guess.

Effect of processing cost on optimality
An overview of the frequency and the mean rEIG for each
interval is shown in Figure 3. Although some patterns are
suggested in the heatmap, we aim to characterize the variation pictured, in terms of the arithmetic properties of each
interval, as well as the computational difficulty it imposes on
the guesser.
To investigate whether the difficulty of computing the midpoint of the interval predicts the rEIG of a guess, we constructed linear mixed effects models to predict rEIG using
our measures of arithmetic difficulty. We constructed separate linear models, which tested the effect of each measure
in isolation as well as a full model with all four measures included. All models were constructed using the lmerTest R
package (Luke, 2017) and t statistics are computed via Satterthwaite’s degrees of freedom method (Satterthwaite, 1946;

Table 1: Standardized coefficients for a full model predicting
rEIG from the arithmetic properties of the interval.
(Intercept)
Interval size
Midpoint
Carrying
No. of operations

Std. Coef
0.882
−0.135
−0.011
−0.078
−0.002

Std. Error
0.002
0.002
0.003
0.003
0.003

df
78 194.4
194 588.6
194 421.8
194 417.4
196 532.3

t value
442
−60.3
−4.2
−30.2
−0.8

Pr( |t|)
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
0.411

Luke, 2017). All models used the same random effects structure: random intercepts by user.
There was some ambiguity about how users might update
their bounds. A rational user would update their bound to
exclude their most recent guess: after guessing “50” and receiving “higher” as feedback, the players would update their
lower bound to 51. However, we hypothesized that many
players may have stored their most recent guess itself as
the bound due to its saliency. We ran a version of our full
model with and without adjustment for this effect. Then, we
computed the Akaike information criterion for both (AIC adjusted: −25407, AIC unadjusted: −24584), which indicates
that the adjusted model better fits the data. All reported results and figures therefore include this adjustment.
Interval Size Larger intervals impose higher memory loads
by virtue of requiring that a larger hypothesis space be
kept in mind. Insofar as memory limits the efficiency
of posed questions, we would expect lower rEIG for
larger intervals. Figure 4 confirms this effect of interval size on rEIG: rEIG decreases with increasing interval size t(191700.8) = −53.89, p < 0.001; 95% CI
[−7.940 × 10−4 , −7.380 × 10−4 ]. This effect holds in the full
model (Table 1), controlling for other arithmetic properties
of the interval: t(194588.6) = −60.312, p < 0.001; 95% CI
[−1.010 × 10−3 , −9.440 × 10−4 ]. Less informative guesses,
from participants when there are large intervals, is consistent with the interval size imposing a working memory load.
However, part of the effect is driven by poor performance at
interval sizes between 50 and 100. These interval sizes can
only contain data from people who had made particularly inefficient early guesses, and thus, ought to be expected to make
bad guesses in the future. However, this adverse selection
process is not responsible for this effect, for even when we
consider only interval sizes less than 50, the negative linear
trend still holds (t(120963.54) = −13.028, p < 0.001; 95%
CI [−7.100 × 10−4 , −5.240 × 10−4 ]).
Midpoint The magnitude of numbers is known to cause delays in processing during mental arithmetic (Dehaene, 2003),
consistent with a role for the approximate number system
in such calculations. If the approximate number system influences the efficiency of search, we would expect intervals
bounded by larger numbers to yield less efficient guesses.
The midpoint of the upper and lower bounds indexes the
mean magnitude of both bounds and is orthogonal to interval size. Therefore, as the midpoint increases we expect the
cost of calculating the optimal guess to increase and there-
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Figure 4: Relative Expected Information Gain as a function
of interval size. rEIG is lower when the interval is larger
(r = −0.147), with some notable exceptions at 100 (first
guess), 50 and 25 (second and third guess following the optimal strategy), and 2-3 (final guess).

Figure 5: rEIG as a function of the magnitude of the interval midpoint. rEIG decreases as midpoint increases (r =
−0.026).
fore rEIG of each guess to decrease. A linear model confirms
this negative effect (t(191472.5) = −11.93, p < 0.001; 95%
CI [−3.070 × 10−4 , −2.210 × 10−4 ]; Figure 5). This effect
holds in the full model, controlling for other predictors, including interval size (t(194421.8) = −4.17, p < 0.001; 95%
CI [−1.520 × 10−4 , −5.470 × 10−5 ]). Although these results
do support our hypothesis, the effect size is negligible (an
expected change of ∼ 0.01 rEIG across the whole range of
possible midpoint values).
Carrying When doing multi-digit arithmetic, carrying
across decimal places requires one to temporarily store additional pieces of information and perform additional operations on an internal representation of the number. Carrying thereby imposes costs both in terms of memory and the
time needed to perform a calculation (Imbo et al., 2007). We
therefore expect users’ performance to decrease as the number of required carry operations increases. A linear model
confirms this effect (t(195207.03) = −17.52, p < 0.001; 95%
CI [−0.009, −0.007]; Figure 6). The marginal effect of carrying remains even when controlling for other factors including midpoint, and thus the overall size of the num-

bers in play (t(194417.4) = −30.17, p < 0.001; 95% CI
[−0.018, −0.016]).

Figure 6: rEIG as a function of the number of carries required
for a calculation. rEIG decreases as the number of carries
increases (r = −0.049).
Number of Operations Finally, the total number of
arithmetic operations involved in finding the midpoint
is expected to decrease efficiency. Indeed, we found
an effect on rEIG when marginalizing over all other
variables (t(198070.66) = −2.698, p = 0.007; 95% CI
[−1.760 × 10−3 , −2.783 × 10−4 ].
However, the effect is not robust to controlling for the effect of other factors. In the full model it is attenuated and
no longer significant (t(196532.3) = −0.822, p = 0.41; 95%
CI [−1.406 × 10−3 , 5.759 × 10−4 ]). This likely reflects that
the negative marginal effect above arises from correlations
with factors such as interval size, midpoint, and the number
of carry operations.

lation required to find the optimal guess. Rather, these results
indicate that people trade off information gain and cognitive
effort. Because the queries were undertaken in a game rather
than an explicit study that rewards people for their participation, the reduction in optimality shows how people weigh
information gain against effort in play, without an external reward. As such, this finding hints not at absolute limitations
of human cognition, but rather at the weighing priorities and
effort: people choose to accept less information gained per
guess when the alternative is to expend significant cognitive
effort. As there is no explicit cost associated with multiple
guesses, performing multiple less-than-optimally informative
guesses can be a rational strategy when determining the optimal query is time consuming. Without information on how
long each guess took, this hypothesis is hard to confirm.
In sum, our paper presents a novel source of evidence for
the claim that information gathering behavior is guided by
cognitive effort. This connects fundamental measures of information to the human cognitive limitations and suggests
that humans balance the cost and gain of gathering information.
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Discussion
We found that the efficiency of questions posed by humans,
compared to the optimal question, varies systematically as
a function of the magnitude and arithmetic properties of the
current interval. People were less efficient when faced with
larger intervals, intervals comprised of bigger numbers, and
intervals requiring more elaborate arithmetic operations. Together, these results highlight the role of cognitive limitations and processing constraints in shaping human information search. Understanding how people trade off cognitive
ease with their effectiveness in gathering information is crucial to explaining how people can efficiently make sense of
an uncertain world.
The finding that the midpoint of the interval predicts reduction in rEIG independent of the size of the interval hints
at an additional hypothesis on mental arithmetic: that certain
computations are not actually computed, but merely retrieved,
or estimated from the approximate number system (Dehaene,
2011; Zbrodoff, 1995).
These findings should not be taken to suggest that players
are incapable of the simple operations needed to calculate the
optimal guess: it is to be expected that given sufficient time
and motivation, most players would be able to solve the calcu-
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Abstract

(Lewandowsky & Farrell, 2011). The experiment was originally designed to probe active inference on a behavioral level
(Belardinelli, Lohmann, Farnè, & Butz, 2018; Lohmann, Belardinelli, & Butz, 2019). In particular, significant anticipatory cross-modal interactions between light and tactile stimulations show that our minds anticipate future bodily states relative to the surrounding environment. Our normative model
implementation offers an algorithmic explanation of these interactions based on computational theories of active inference
and event-predictive cognition.

According to theories of event-predictive cognition, neural
processing focuses on the next relevant interaction targets. Evidence for this notion comes from the anticipatory crossmodal
congruency effect (aCCE), which implies that spatial body representations are mapped onto future goal locations in advance
of a goal-directed action. Here we present a free energy based
normative process model that accounts for the aCCE quantitatively by applying crossmodal mappings between vision and
touch as well as active inference. A comparison with a diffusion model shows that our model accounts for the response
time distributions and the aCCE with a sparser set of parameters. However, the temporal dynamics of the model require
further fine tuning to account for all aspects of the aCCE. The
model shows how the free energy framework can be used to
account for behavioral data in general and how to implement
theories of event-predictive cognition in a normative cognitive
process model.

Active Inference on a Behavioral Level

Keywords: active inference; free energy; event-predictive
cognition; crossmodal congruency

Introduction
Theories of event-predictive cognition suggest that the central
nervous system develops internal generative event models,
predicting its environment in order to facilitate the invocation
and interpretation of goal-directed behavior (Butz, 2016; Kuperberg, 2020; Zacks, Speer, Swallow, Braver, & Reynolds,
2007). Event models encode predictions about the event dynamics as well as start and end conditions, which characterize event boundaries. In neuroscience, the concept of generative models was introduced by Rao and Ballard (1999) in
their predictive coding theory, which implements perception
as an inference process, where top-down predictions disambiguate bottom-up sensory signals. Discrepancies between
top-down predictions and sensory signals yield a prediction
error that can be used to adapt the model. Meanwhile, active
inference can invoke actions as the realization of top-down
proprioceptive predictions via muscular activation (Adams,
Shipp, & Friston, 2013). Together, predictive coding and active inference provide a general formalism to describe neural
computations. Combined with event-predictive models, active inference does not only activate immediate sensory consequences, but also potentially anticipated event boundaries
and subsequent events.
In this paper we introduce a variational active inference
framework, which models response times from a behavioral experiment by means of a normative process model
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Eye-tracking studies allow to probe the information sampling
processes unfolding during goal-directed actions. The observed gaze patterns imply an anticipatory mode of control,
where the eyes are ahead of the hand and thus tend to fixate
next relevant hand targets (Hayhoe, Shrivastava, Mruczek, &
Pelz, 2003). More recently, Belardinelli, Stepper, and Butz
(2016) have shown that the fixations while preparing to and
grasping an object predict the type of grasp that is going to be
applied. The eyes tended to look towards future index finger
positions, presumably because the index finger was the first
one to pass and then touch the object. This selective sampling of critical information regarding a certain sensorimotor
prediction fits well with the assumptions of active inference.
However, an exact algorithmic explanations of the involved
inference processes and underlying representational formats
is missing. Our model closes this explanatory gap.
The eyetracking results imply that the future hand and finger locations on the target object are predicted in advance of
the actual action. Note, though, that this does not necessarily
mean that the whole prediction process takes place in an eyecentered frame of reference or that the finger locations are
predicted precisely. We hypothesize that coarse predictions
are made relative to the effector and the target object. These
predictions may then be mapped into an eye-centered frame
of reference. Such crossmodal mappings are a core feature of
certain spatial body representations, namely of peripersonal
space (PPS; Fogassi et al., 1996).
In line with the definition of Bufacchi and Iannetti (2018),
we consider PPS as a set of response fields, whose activation
depends on the behavioral relevance of a certain stimulus.
Hence, PPS is not primarily constrained by distance but by
the relevance to interact with or to avoid a certain object. In

order to realize this function, PPS provides spatial mappings
between modalities, for instance between haptic perception
and motor codes, allowing for a fast response to tactile sensations without looking. Direct mappings between sensory
modalities, such as vision and touch, exist as well, yielding
crossmodal congruency effects (CCE; Spence, Pavani, Maravita, & Holmes, 2004), where visual stimuli facilitate the detection of touch when presented close to the stimulated body
surface (congruent condition), while they partially interfere
when presented close to other relevant body parts (incongruent condition).
If PPS is indeed used to generate predictions and thus provide control signals regarding the future hand position, one
would expect to observe, for example, a CCE at the future
hand position. Such findings would not only support the idea
that the predictive process observed in eyetracking studies
is rooted in PPS. They would also support one of the central claims of event-predictive cognition in general, as this
would indicate a focus of neural processing on the next relevant event boundary. Indeed, PPS has been found to be highly
adaptive and to change with interaction possibilities and interaction goals. While modulations of PPS due to tool use are
well established (cf. Bufacchi & Iannetti, 2018), recent findings show that PPS is remapped to the future hand position
during goal-directed object interactions.

Anticipatory Crossmodal Congruency Effect
One of the first experiments indicating that PPS is indeed
mapped onto the target of a goal-directed movement was reported by Brozzoli, Cardinali, Pavani, and Farnè (2010). Participants had to perform either a grasping or a pointing movement towards a cylinder. Before, at movement onset, or during the movement, participants received an electric stimulation at the thumb or index finger. At the same time, a LED
was flashed at the target object, either at the approximate
landing position of the thumb or index finger. Brozzoli et
al. (2010) observed a CCE between the visual and the tactile stimulus. The advantage for congruent stimulation became stronger for later stimulations, i.e. the CCE was larger
for stimulations during the movement than for stimulations
before the movement. The authors argued that these results
indicate an action-related remapping of PPS towards the target object. Seeing that the observed CCE occurred with respect to the future finger positions, we call it the anticipatory crossmodal congruency effect (aCCE). Several followup studies probed the properties of the aCCE. These results
imply that the aCCE (i) is tied to movement planning and
occurs on a trial-wise basis as soon as the target becomes
visible (Belardinelli et al., 2018; Lohmann et al., 2019), (ii)
becomes stronger for later stimulations (Belardinelli et al.,
2018; Lohmann et al., 2019), (iii) is modulated by planning
certainty, that is, it is reduced if the sensorimotor mapping
becomes less predictable (Lohmann et al., 2019), and (iv) occurs mainly for the currently relevant movement target in a
sequential interaction (Lohmann & Butz, 2020).
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The aCCE supports theories of event predictive cognition
in general, but so far there is no formal normative model to account for it. The quantitative model introduced here provides
a free-energy based account for the anticipatory remapping of
PPS, which is considered as an active inference process. Furthermore, the model also models the relation between the predictive state of the agent and the response to the tactile stimulation. Due to the assumed crossmodal mappings, the anticipatory remapping emerges due to the activation of future
goal states by active inference. The next section describes
the central model formalism. After introducing the model,
we evaluate our model in comparison to a diffusion model,
which we use as the baseline.

Model Description
In the following, we follow the Free Energy method as described by Friston (2010) and Buckley, Kim, McGregor, and
Seth (2017). An overview of the model is shown in Fig. 1.
The general idea is to model a reaching action in the light of
its final goal state, that is, the grasp of the target object. In
terms of event-predictive cognition, the final goal state can
be encoded by an event boundary, which indicates the end of
the particular event that generates the goal state (Zacks et al.,
2007). In our simulations, the active inference process essentially invokes a goal-directed motion by the pre-activation of
the desired goal posture (i.e. a grasp).
The environment of the agent is modeled as a multidimensional state variable ϑ. It consists of a hand and a bottle, both
of which are located and rotated in space along one depth
axis. Both, hand and bottle have a certain rotation along that
axis. The index finger and the thumb, as well as the left and
right grip points on the bottle are described using cylindrical
coordinates with a fixed radius. Furthermore, the angles of index finger and thumb as well as left and right grip points are
assumed to have a fixed difference of 180◦ . The considered
environmental state can thus be characterized by
ϑ = [xh

xb

αh

αb

st

sv ]T ,

where xh and xb specify the positions of hand and bottle along
the depth axis, and αh , αb their respective rotations. Quantities st and sv encode the state of the tactile and the visual stimulation as binary variables (either index/thumb tactile stimulation or right/left visual distractor). Fig. 1 shows how the
environmental reality is encoded into the state variables in ϑ.
The agent perceives the environment via sensory data ϕ.
The process linking ϑ and ϕ is referred to as the generative
process g, which is a (possibly non-linear) mapping of the
state of the environment to the mean of a Gaussian distribution of sensory data,
ϕ ∼ N (g(ϑ), Π−1
ϕ ),
where Πϕ is the precision (i.e. the inverse covariance) of the
generated sensory data. The agent then tries to estimate the
b given ϕ and its own internal model
current state of the world ϑ
b In our model, the agent
of the world, described by gb and Π.
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Figure 1: While reaching for a bottle, the distance d = xb − xh reaches zero, while the angular orientation of the hand αh is
adjusted to the bottle’s orientation αb . At some point while the reaching behavior is initiated and executed, tactile stimulation
st on one of the fingers and a concurrent visual distractor sv are applied. In reaction to st the system models a verbal response
r, which is influenced by the anticipated proximity of the stimulus sv , yielding a compatible or incompatible reaction influence
dependent on the bottle’s orientation αb and the side of the distractor sv . The box on the left top shows how differences
between expected and perceived sensory information trigger actions a (reaching motion) as well as adjustments of the internal
b The box on the bottom right depicts a schema of the diffusion model.
environmental state estimations ϑ.

t

is allowed to perceive the world directly (with added noise),
so g(ϑ) = ϑ.
The dynamics of the environment ϑ are described using a
mapping f ,
ϑ0 ∼ N ( f (ϑ, a), Π−1
ϑ0 ),
with an action variable a, which the agent invokes as motor
activation. In our model, the agent can set the velocity of
the hand using ah and the velocity of the hand rotation aα ,
essentially aiming at a particular target state ah of the hand
position xh and a particular target hand orientation aα for the
hand’s actual orientation αh :

 

xh
ah
 xb   0 

 

 αh   aα 





.
f 
 = 

 αb   0 
 st   0 
sv
0
The generative model of the agent encodes the relationship
between environmental states in a different fashion, namely
via a hyperprior
b ∼ N (h(ϑ), Π
b −1 ),
ϑ
ϑ
b ϑ reflects the confidence in the assumed interdepenwhere Π
dence. Thereby we essentially model the hypothesized eventpredictive active inference nature of the agent, who has the
goal to align its hand position and orientation with the bottle.
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We thus encode the hyperprior by:
 

xh
 xb  
 

 αh  
 = 


h 
 
 αb  
 st  
sv

xb
xb
αb
αb
st
sv





.




The agent then tries both to infer the true state of ϑ given
its model of the world and to change the world to match its
expectations via action. This is achieved by minimizing the
Free Energy within the model. Because the above probability
densities are Gaussian, the resulting Laplace approximation
implies that minimizing the Free Energy involves minimizing
the quantity (Friston, Trujillo-Barreto, & Daunizeau, 2008):
1 Tb
b
(ε Πε − ln |Π|),
2
with a block diagonal precision matrix


bϕ
Π
b
Π=
bϑ ,
Π
and prediction errors
#
 "

b
εϕ
ϕ − gb(ϑ)
ε=
= b
.
b
εϑ
ϑ − h(ϑ)
On this quantity, gradient descent is performed:
b = ϑ0 − k p
∆ϑ

r

∂εT b
Πε,
b
∂ϑ

−θ

with a learning rate k p . In addition to adapting the estimated
b to minimize its prediction errors, the
environmental state ϑ
agent is assumed to have learned how its actions can change
its sensory data. This knowledge is encoded in a quantity
∂ϕ
∂a∂t . The optimal action at any point in time is then given by
a = −ka

Z ∂εT
ϕ

∂a∂t

b ϕ dt,
Πε

which essentially invokes hand motions towards the target object with the target orientation.
In the end, the agent is supposed to deliver a response indicating which finger was stimulated. Therefore, it can set
a response variable r taking on possible values of st , and it
should do so while integrating the estimated tactile and visual stimuli. This is assumed to happen in a Bayes-optimal
fashion:
b tϕ + µ(sbv )Π
b vϕ
sbt Π
,
r=
b vϕ
b tϕ + Π
Π
b tϕ is the tactile stimulus component of Π
b ϕ, Π
b vϕ is the
where Π
visual distractor component, and µ is a mapping representing
the integration of the stimulus.
This integration process is driven by the crossmodal mappings inherent to peripersonal space. The strength of these
mappings is affected by distance (cf. Spence et al., 2004),
however, the exact relation between distance and integration
strength remains open. For simplicity we assume a linear relationship, with no integration at the initial hand position and
full integration at the target location,
µ(sv ) = ki sgn(sv st )(1 − d)
d

(1)

= xh − xt ,

with an integration coefficient ki reflecting the strength of the
integration.
The response time is then determined as the duration between the appearance of the bottle stimulus and the point
where r reaches a threshold θ, with an additional offset ρ as
the non-response time. The evolution of r over time can be
described as a random walk with normally distributed increments. Hence, it is similar to a Wiener process that is used to
model response times in diffusion models.
To sum up, the model can describe changes in the hand
position and orientation over time, as well as the response
time for the tactile discrimination task.1

Results
To evaluate our model, we fitted the response time data from
the second experiment reported in Lohmann et al. (2019). We
focus here on the consistent condition with a predictable sensorimotor mapping. We fitted the data with a diffusion model
and our free energy model and compared the goodness of fit
1 A python implementation of the model can be found in the online supplementaries: https://osf.io/p7zwn/.
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of both approaches. The data set consists of 2926 response
times from 24 experimental conditions. In the experiment we
varied the bottle orientation (upright or upside down), the side
of the visual distractor (on the left side of the bottle, or on the
right side), the stimulated finger (index or thumb), and the
time point at which the visual and tactile stimuli were applied
(either after 250 ms after showing the bottle, at movement onset, or after 50% of the distance between starting position and
bottle was covered). The onset time of the stimulation relative to the stimulus onset or movement onset is referred to as
stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA). All of the 21 participants
completed six trials, yielding up to 126 response times in total, per condition. Only trials with responses were considered.
These data were used to fit the models. Thus, we trained both
models on response time distributions across participants.

Diffusion model
To assess the quality of the free energy model, we fitted the
data also with a diffusion model (Ratcliff, 1978). Diffusion
processes can be used to model response times in binary decision tasks, like responding with thumb or index finger given a
tactile stimulation in a crossmodal congruency task. A preference for either one of the two options is considered as a onedimensional quantity that changes over time, until it reaches
either one of two threshold values, referred to as decision
boundaries. The change of evidence over time is described
in terms of a Wiener diffusion process, where a systematic
component yields a constant change of evidence over time,
while an additional random component adds Gaussian noise.
Diffusion models allow to estimate response time distributions for binary decision tasks by sampling the diffusion
process given a set of parameters. Different extensions of the
simple diffusion model have been discussed (Wagenmakers,
2009). Here we use a basic version with four free parameters
per condition: the interval between the decision boundaries
(a); the strength and direction of the systematic component
of the diffusion process, that is, the drift rate ν; the duration
of a non-decision process contributing to the response time
(t0 ), which serves as a constant response time offset; and the
starting value of the diffusion process (z), which biases the
random component. For the optimization of the respective
parameters we used the partial derivative method proposed by
(Voss & Voss, 2007), and their fast-dm algorithm. We applied
the model separately to each experimental condition, yielding
four free parameters for each of the 24 conditions.2 .
After estimating the parameters, we randomly sampled
1000 values from the modeled distribution per condition and
determined the KL divergences between the predicted and
observed distributions. To estimate the KL divergence of
two empirical density distributions, we used the algorithm
from Pérez-Cruz (2008). The KL divergences ranged between 1.7 and 2.3 with an average of 2.0. Two examples
2 The

raw data, the estimated parameters, as well as the settings file for fast-dm can be found in the online supplementary, along with the R scripts used to generate the distributions
(https://osf.io/p7zwn/).

rates k p = .1, ka = .5 were determined such that the simulation would be numerically stable. Similarly, the precision
parameters involved in the grasping task were chosen so that
the hand of the agent performs a natural motion. The remaining five parameters (visual and tactile stimulus perception, ki ,
θ and ρ) were fitted for all the 24 conditions at once using
a Covariance matrix adaptation evolution strategy (CMA-ES
Hansen, 2006). We simulated 100 trials for each condition,
determined the KL divergence between simulated and empirical data, and added up the squares of all divergences.

Figure 2: A comparison of fits provided by the diffusion
model (left) and our free energy model (right). Red histograms show examples of the estimated distributions. The
observed data is shown in blue. Data in the upper panels
(congurent condition) was obtained with upright bottles, visual stimulation on the right side and tactile stimulation at the
index finger during movement onset. Data in the lower panels
(incongruent condition) was obtained with rotated bottles and
otherwise the same stimulation setup. The free energy model
was fitted to all conditions at once, yielding a less precise fit
but still modeling the difference between the condition.
for estimated response time distributions are shown on the
left side of Fig. 2. We estimated linear mixed models for
the various factors and their combinations and performed a
hierarchical model comparison. Only the SOA had a significant influence on the KL divergences. The respective
Spearman correlation indicated a significant positive association between the ordered SOA levels (250 ms, movement onset, and during movement execution) and the KL divergences
(rs(22) = .61, p < .001). The KL divergences obtained with
the diffusion model thus provides a performance reference for
the free energy model. The reduced fit for later SOAs imply
a systematic deviation from a typical diffusion process.

Free Energy model
The fit of the Free Energy model to the empirical data was
carried out as follows. First, for simplicity, all precision matrices were assumed to be diagonal. The estimated precisions
b iϕ were set equal to the true precisions Πiϕ , following the
Π
theoretical assumption that precisions are learnt by agents in
a long-term learning process, i.e. longer than the duration of
the experiment. Due to the structure of the h function in the
b ϑ , only Π
b xh and Π
b αh have an
model, out of the values in Π
ϑ
ϑ
influence on the update equations. Therefore, the remaining
b ϑ can be set to 0. The values for the learning
components of Π
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The KL divergences were more broadly distributed than for
the diffusion model and ranged between 1.07 and 9.61 with
an average of 5.09. Two examples for estimated response
time distributions are shown on the right side of Fig. 2. Regarding the aCCE, the free energy model could reproduce its
general magnitude, but the predicted SOA variation of the
congruency effect was smaller than in the observed data (Fig.
3). Most likely this is due to the assumed linearity in (1),
which should be investigated further.

Figure 3: Observed (data taken from Lohmann et al., 2019)
and predicted aCCE in the respective congruent (red bars) and
incongruent (blue bars) conditions. Error bars show the standard error of the mean. The free energy model reproduces the
congruency effect and its increase in strength qualitatively.

As we did for the diffusion model, we analyzed the KL divergence variations between the experimental factors by estimating linear mixed models for the various factors and their
combinations and performed a hierarchical model comparison. Again, only the SOA had a significant influence on the
KL divergences. The respective Spearman correlation indicated a significant positive association between the ordered
SOA levels (250 ms, movement onset, and during movement
execution) and the KL divergences (rs(22) = .47, p = .019).
Especially for stimulation at movement onset, the KL divergences were larger.
Like the diffusion model, our free energy approach had difficulties to account for responses at later SOAs. Compared to
the diffusion model, the KL divergences show more variation
in general and are overall higher, however, the free energy
approach uses much less parameters.

Comparison
While the diffusion model is agnostic regarding the actual experimental setup, the free energy approach tries to capture
core processes of the setup, like the assumed remapping of
peripersonal space. This yields a lower number of free parameters compared to the diffusion process, however, fitting our
free energy model to all conditions at once, led to systematic
deviations, most notably for conditions with stimulation at
movement onset. Given the sum of KL divergences in all conditions, one can obtain an upper bound on the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) score for both models using Jensen’s
inequality (Needham, 1993) as
BIC ≤ p ln n ≤ 2 ∑ KL + p ln n,
with p as the number of free parameters (96 for the diffusion
model, 12 for the free energy model) and n as the number of
observations (in this case the 2926 response times in the 24
conditions). Due to smaller number of parameters the according BIC value for the free energy model is 340, compared to
961 for the diffusion model.

Discussion
Theories of event-predictive cognition and active inference
essentially hypothesize that action effects and final event outcomes guide behavior (Butz, 2016; Friston, 2010; Kuperberg,
2020; Zacks et al., 2007). We introduced an event-predictive,
free energy-based normative model, which is able to model
behavioral dynamics. In particular, we focused on simulating behavioral response time data generated by means of an
anticipatory crossmodal congruency effect (aCCE) paradigm.
To elicit an aCCE, participants are asked to interact with an
object and to concurrently report tactile finger stimulations as
fast as possible (Brozzoli et al., 2010; Lohmann et al., 2019).
While preparing and executing the action, light stimuli at the
target object systematically interact with tactile stimulation
on the hand before the hand actually reaches the object. In
our model we assume that the agent predicts its future hand
location before starting the action. This prediction is assumed
to be realized by remapping peripersonal space to the future
hand location. By means of free energy minimization the
agent then tries to align its current hand position and orientation with the predicted one through action. The generation
of the verbal response is modeled by a diffusion process that
accumulates the evidence for a stimulation of either thumb or
index finger. We assume an automatic, mandatory integration
of visual and tactile stimuli within peripersonal space. Hence,
the remapping of peripersonal space yields an integration of
vision and touch at the goal location. This effect is assumed
to become stronger the closer the hand is to the goal location. The results show that our model implementation elicits
the aCCE across the different conditions, including a slight
increase in strength for later SOAs—where the hand is closer
to the bottle—in qualitative accordance with available data.
We contrasted the performance of our model with a diffusion process model, which modeled the different conditions
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separately, and thus the aCCE patterns from the data directly.
This yielded a lower bound for the KL divergence, which
can be obtained when fitting the data with a diffusion process. Meanwhile, the diffusion model has many more free
parameters compared to our free energy model. A BIC-based
model comparison confirmed that our event-predictive free
energy model yields a better fit. Our model indeed produces
a consistent congruency effect over the different SOA conditions. However, compared with the observed data, the increase of the congruency effect for later SOAs is not captured
well. While our model predicts a larger difference between
response times in congruent and incongruent conditions at
later SOAs, the magnitude of this effect is much smaller than
in the observed data. The reason for this mismatch is probably twofold. First, the variance in the observed data is higher
for later SOAs. Since the KL divergence is asymmetric and
punishes distributions that are too wide more than distributions that are too narrow, the KL-based optimization tends to
produce distributions that underestimate the variance. Second, the discrepancy indicates that the assumption of a linear
relationship between distance and the strength of the crossmodal mapping is not warranted. However, this relationship
can be probed on a behavioral level and according data will
help to improve the model.
While the results seem promising, showing that our free
energy model can account for the data with a much sparser
set of parameters than a saturated diffusion model, our study
also indicates limitations in the current model implementation. Most notably, the model has difficulties to capture the
magnitude of the observed variation of the aCCE over SOAs.
This implies that the temporal dynamics of the modeled congruency effect require further fine tuning. Furthermore, the
integration mapping µ, which plays a crucial role in modeling the dynamics of the effect, was designed by hand. For
a pure free-energy account, further work would be required
to derive this mapping from the underlying FEP framework
instead. Finally, both models had difficulties to account for
response times obtained at later SOAs. This might be due
to the increased variance in response times for later SOAs. A
closer examination or a computational explanation about how
this data pattern comes about is pending. The assumptions of
the free-energy model are yet to be empirically investigated.
In particular, it remains unclear if the modeled direct access
to the real world obscures additional behavioral effects when
facing real visual data. The model also provides predictions
with respect to the dependence of the aCCE on the precision
parameters, which may be studied in an experimental setup
where the variance of the sensory information can be altered.
A virtual reality environment seems especially suitable to this
end, as visual noise can be flexibly applied to the grasping target before or during the action.
Overall, the proposed model allows to simulate response
times from unrolling an active inference process in a variational predictive model. This is a promising first step in applying the free energy framework to model actual behavioral

data. In a next step we plan to model further data regarding the aCCE. For instance, we have shown that the aCCE is
selectively reduced at movement onset if an unexpected mismatch between seen and felt hand movement is introduced
(second experiment in Lohmann et al., 2019). Our model
should be able to reproduce this finding by variations in the
prediction errors. Improving our models ability to account
for the temporal dynamics of the aCCE and probing its predictions on a behavioral level, will provide a useful tool to
investigate the predictions of active inference in general, and
event-predictive cognition in particular.
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Abstract

Introduction

Spacing is a highly effective encoding strategy that has been
shown to benefit memory in a variety of domains. Recent work
has emphasized the evaluation of spaced practice under
conditions that more closely reflect daily life. This work found
that spacing repetitions over days, weeks, or months is effective
over retention intervals as long as one year. One aspect of spaced
study that has received less attention, however, is the relationship
between the number of acquisition sessions and final retention.
That is, if a student preparing for an exam plans to allocate 10
hours to preparing for that exam, is there an optimal, or perhaps
minimal, number of study sessions that they should engage in to
best leverage the benefits of spacing? In the present experiment
we had participants complete 16 practice tests of JapaneseEnglish pairs (e.g., boushi – hat). These practice tests were either
all completed in one session, or distributed across two, three, or
four sessions. These sessions were spaced either 1, 7, 30, or 90
days apart. Participants completed four test trials following a
retention interval of 90 days, 180 days, or some variable length.
Our results suggest that the number of acquisition sessions
monotonically enhanced first-trial test performance as well as
relearning, though evidence for enhanced relearning between one
and two sessions was ambiguous. Unexpectedly, these monotonic
trends were stable across practice lags and retention intervals.
These findings suggest that, in addition to the temporal lag
between practice episodes, the number of sessions over which one
elects to distribute those episodes also has ramifications for longterm retention, and that each additional session yields meaningful
benefits.

Spacing one’s practice of information is a powerful technique
for enhancing retention. This spacing effect was first
discovered in the late nineteenth century (Ebbinghaus, 1885)
and has since been replicated with various stimuli, groups of
learners, and learning environments (see Carpenter, Cepeda,
Rohrer, Kang, & Pashler, 2012, for a review). For example,
spacing has been shown to benefit simple stimuli such as
single words (e.g. Madigan, 1969) and word pairs (e.g.,
Glenberg, 1976); and has been shown to benefit more
complex stimuli such as lectures (Glover & Corkill, 1987),
math problems (e.g., Rohrer & Taylor, 2006), and secondlanguage vocabulary (e,g,, Bahrick, 1979). Spacing has also
been shown to be effective for learners of all ages, ranging
from infants (Cornell, 1980) to older adults (Balota, Duchek,
& Paulin, 1989).
Ebbinghaus (1885) provided the first empirical
demonstration of the spacing effect. He noted that
distributing practice of nonsense syllables and poetry stanzas
over a period of days led to faster relearning of those
materials than did a greater number of exposures over a single
session (this effect of spacing on relearning was recently
emphasized by Walsh et al., 2018, and is also addressed in
the present study). Subsequent work quickly established that
spacing was effective for a variety of materials and for

Keywords: spacing effects; relearning; practice schedules;
learning; memory
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learners of various ages (see Ruch, 1928, for a review of these
early studies).
Two major empirical findings emerged in the latter half of
the twentieth century. First, Melton (1967) found that
increasing lags (time between repetitions within a session)
monotonically enhanced retention (i.e., the lag effect).
Second, Glenberg (1976) qualified the lag effect by noting a
lag-by-retention-interval interaction. That is, lags are
monotonically beneficial only to a degree and will impede
retention if they are disproportionately longer than an
upcoming retention interval.
Soon after these seminal discoveries, researchers began
evaluating lags and retention intervals at larger scales with an
eye towards evaluating the ecological validity of spacing
effects (e.g., Bahrick, 1979). More recent work has been
focused on evaluating the benefits of spacing at timescales
that more directly correspond to those found in educational
practice, whereby the effects of spacing, practice lags, and
retention intervals have been replicated at intervals spanning
days and weeks (e.g., Gerbier, Toppino, & Koenig, 2015) to
months and years (e.g., Cepeda, Vul, Rohrer, Wixted, &
Pashler, 2008).
The spacing-effect literature has established the
significance of lag length and retention interval (among other
phenomena) for distributed practice, but one issue that has
received little attention is the number of sessions1 over which
a fixed amount of practice should be distributed. We
addressed this point in the present experiment by
manipulating the distribution of practice such that it occurred
over one, two, three, or four sessions. Our participants were
given 16 practice opportunities, with each session consisting
of multiple, spaced practice episodes. We were interested in
evaluating the benefits of the number of acquisition sessions
over and above the benefits already afforded by withinsession spacing.
In considering the possible outcomes of manipulating
number of practice sessions, we appealed to accounts of
spacing effects that have emphasized a role of forgetting and
subsequent relearning (e.g., Benjamin & Tullis, 2010; Bjork
& Bjork, 1992; Pavlik & Anderson, 2005). These accounts
posit that the benefits of spacing are derived primarily from
remembering past stimuli following forgetting of the stimuli
over the spacing lag, and more difficult relearning
corresponds to better long-term retention. Lags can become
costly, however, if memory for a stimulus is attenuated to the
degree that learners will not recall it upon a subsequent
exposure (Benjamin & Tullis, 2010). These dual effects of
forgetting (i.e., potentiating relearning while also risking
unsuccessful
recall)
allows
these
theories
to
straightforwardly account for fundamental phenomena in the
spacing literature (namely, the lag-by-retention-interval
interaction and superadditivity [Begg & Green, 1988]).
The notion that too little or too much forgetting between
practice episodes may hinder memory raises the possibility
1

Note that we use the term “session” for convenience, and
acknowledge that it is the larger spacing lag between sessions that
drives the effects of sessions.
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that (a) there may be some minimum number of sessions that
a learner should complete, or (b) that the benefits of more
spacing might quickly asymptote or even be nonmonotonic.
First, regarding a possible minimum number of sessions, it
might be the case that learners do not experience enough
forgetting between sessions. This is of particular concern
when completing more practice trials in fewer sessions. Thus,
relearning on an ensuing session will be too slight to benefit
long-term retention.
Second, regarding limitations on the benefits of more
sessions, it might be the case that distributing practice over
an excessively large number of sessions results in too few
exposures during any single session, leading to poor
encoding of information to an extent that makes it difficult to
overcome forgetting between sessions (that is, forgetting may
become costly). In this scenario, each new acquisition session
is akin to learning information for the first time.
Finally, it could also be the case that more sessions are
monotonically better if the amount of inter-session forgetting
grows increasingly optimal as the number of within-session
repetitions decreases. This scenario seems plausible in light
of findings suggesting that spaced practice tests are beneficial
by virtue of spacing alone, and not retrieval success on those
tests (Pashler, Zarow, & Triplett, 2003; see also Kornell,
Klein, & Rawson, 2015). Such a scenario places primary
importance on the spacing between first repetitions of each
session. In sum, the relationship between the number of
acquisition sessions and final retention has no obvious a
priori relationship. Here, we seek to clarify the nature of this
relationship.
We also evaluated whether presentations distributed over
four sessions might be more beneficial if the number of those
presentations is gradually decreased. This question was
motivated by past studies demonstrating that a gradual
expansion of time between practice tests is beneficial for
retention (e.g., Landauer & Bjork, 1978). We analogously
scaffolded the difficulty of practice tests in this experiment
by manipulating the number of within-session practice tests,
rather than the time between sessions. If more practice tests
early on in acquisition render items more robust to intersession forgetting, then this decreasing condition should be
more beneficial than the uniform four-session practice
schedule.

Method
Participants
Participants were 241 nursing students who performed this
task as part of a study on effective cardiopulmonary
resuscitation (CPR) skills refresher training (see Oermann,
Krusmark, Kardong-Edgren, Jastrzembski, & Gluck, in
press).

Table 1: Number of participants in each practice lag by
retention interval condition (lags and intervals are in days).
Retention interval
Lag

90

180

Variable

Total

1
7
30
90

17
21
21
18

18
20
18
9

29
27
22
21

64
68
61
48

Total

77

65

99

241

Stimuli
Our stimuli included 104 Japanese-English word pairs (e.g.,
boushi – hat) taken from previously published spacing effect
research (Pavlik & Anderson, 2005). A random subset of 27
pairs (3 pairs per schedule) was sampled for each participant
and randomly assigned to each condition. The English targets
were selected from the MRC Psycholinguistic database to
have similar familiarity and imageability ratings.

Design
We used a 5 (within-subject manipulation of practice
schedule: one to four sessions and a decreasing condition in
which we tapered the number of within-session practice trials
across 4 sessions.) by 4 (between-subject random assignment
to training lag between sessions: 1, 7, 30, or 90 days) by 3
(between-subject random assignment to retention interval: 90
days, 180 days, or variable [range of 7 to 180 days]) mixed
design (see Table 1 and 2 for details).
Table 2: Number of trials per item in each practice condition
and experiment phase. (See Table 1 for the distribution of
participants across possible lags between acquisition
sessions, and possible retention intervals between “Acq. 4”
and “Test.”)

session to offset primacy effects. Three items each were
randomly assigned to each practice condition. Over the
course of the entire study, each item received an initial study
trial followed by a total number of 16 practice trials. Table 2
presents the distribution of these trials over sessions for each
of our practice schedules. Items were presented according to
a scheduling algorithm that ensured an equivalent lag length
between within-session repetitions of each item.
Participants saw the complete pair during the initial study
trial and only the Japanese cue during subsequent practice
trials. These trials proceeded identically except for the
different prompts (see Figure 1). The Japanese cue (or pair)
was presented for up to five seconds and participants were to
provide the English target. The cue (or pair) was removed
after five seconds, at which time participants had two
additional seconds to provide a response if they had not
already done so. Seven seconds after stimulus onset, or upon
submission of their response, participants were shown the
complete pair for two seconds and explicitly told that their
response was either correct or incorrect. A half-second
interstimulus interval separated the trials.
Participants were randomly assigned to an inter-session lag
of either 1, 7, 30, or 90 days. After completing the final
acquisition session, participants completed a test following a
retention interval of either 90 or 180 days, or some varying
interval (range of 7 to 180 days). This varying interval was
determined by a learner-adaptive schedule that prescribed
personalized retention intervals based on performance from a
different task (a CPR-training task; see Oermann et al., in
press) that participants completed in tandem with the wordlearning task. As such, personalized learning intervals were
prescribed independent of verbal-learning performance on
this paired-associate learning task. Participants completed
four test trials of each critical item.

Condition
Phase

Decrease

4 ses.

3 ses.

2 ses.

1 ses.

Acq. 1
Acq. 2
Acq. 3
Acq. 4

6
5
3
2

4
4
4
4

-6
5
5

--8
8

---16

Test

4

4

4

4

4

Figure 1: Time course of initial-study and practice trials.

Results

Procedure
Participants completed four acquisition sessions. The first
session consisted of items from the four-session condition,
the second consisted of items from the four- and three-session
conditions, and so on (see Table 2). Because the number of
critical items varied between sessions, filler items were
included to ensure that the same number of items (i.e., 18)
was practiced on each day. Furthermore, three filler items
were practiced for three trials each at the beginning of every
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We relied on Bayesian mixed-effects models for all reported
analyses. Additionally, all our models used a robit linking
function for binary data (Liu, 2004), which has been shown
to be more robust to influential observations than logit or
probit links. Model estimation was carried out in Stan (Stan
Development Team, 2020) via the “brms'' package (Bürkner,
2018) in R statistical software. We placed a Cauchy prior
(location = 0, scale = 1) on all population-level coefficients;
we used default priors for all other parameters for all reported
analyses. Additionally, each model had practice schedule (in

the case of decreased versus uniform presentation) or number
of sessions as the lone population-level predictor, and we
included participants, stimuli, practice lag, and retention
interval as grouping variables2 (the latter two were entered as
a single, crossed variable so that effects were estimated for
each cell of our design; this policy allowed us to test for a lagby-retention interval interaction) with group-level effects
estimated for each. We will report estimated effects of
practice lag and retention interval for all analyses included
here.
We relied on Bayesian hypothesis testing for evaluating
our population-level regression coefficients. Specifically, we
calculated Bayes factors via Savage-Dickey ratios
(Wagenmakers, Lodewyckx, Kuriyal, & Grasman, 2010),
which are the ratios of zero-point-densities of the prior and
posterior distributions, and we report Bayes factors in terms
of support for the alternative hypothesis (BF10). Following
recommendations by Jeffreys (1961), we considered
evidence to be convincing if either the null or alternative
hypothesis was supported by at least a factor of 3 (BF10 ≤ 0.33
or BF10 ≥ 3, respectively).

the monotonic trend. Because differences between levels are
estimated individually, monotonic regression can more
accurately estimate nonlinear monotonic trends relative to
linear regression.

First test trial
Decreasing versus uniform trials First-trial test
performance is plotted in Figure 2. We first tested for
differences between the decreasing and uniform four-session
schedule. Our mixed-effects robit-regression model yielded
evidence against a difference between the two conditions (β
= 0.04, SD = 0.10; BF10 = 0.16), suggesting that a decreasing
schedule did not enhance initial test performance relative to
a uniform schedule. Furthermore, all group-level estimates
for crossed levels of practice lag and retention interval
yielded a 95% credible interval3 that included zero, and the
estimated standard deviation for these trends supported the
null (βSD = 0.16, SD = 0.11; BF10 = 0.09), suggesting that this
null effect was consistent across those variables.
Number of sessions To evaluate whether performance
monotonically improved as a function of number of sessions,
we analyzed the data using a Bayesian mixed-effects
monotonic regression (Bürkner & Charpentier, 2020).
Monotonic regression, as implemented here, yields
normalized, simplex estimates (that is, all estimates sum to
one) of differences between levels of an ordinal variable, as
well as a scale parameter indicating the size and direction of
2

The appropriate treatment of variables as population-level
predictors (usually with corresponding group-level effects) or
grouping variables in hierarchical models is much-discussed with
little consensus (see Gelman, 2005). Our choice to treat our
between-subject manipulations as grouping variables, rather than
population-level predictors, arose from two considerations: 1)
constraints of our study, owing to a primary task (i.e., CPR training)
that required a unique population of participants, resulted in limited
sample sizes for each cell of our experimental design; in such cases
the estimated effects of variables are usually more generalizable
when treating them as grouping variables (Gelman, 2005), and 2) a
model comparison (conducted via leave-one-out cross-validation;
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Figure 2: Average first-trial test accuracy as a function of
practice lag (rows) and retention interval (columns).
Contours of the colored regions indicate the distribution of
participants’ average accuracy. Black dots indicate observed
overall means. Red dots indicate averaged fits from our
monotonic robit-regression model (the decreasing condition
was not included in that model). The red shaded regions
indicate averaged 95% credible intervals.
Averaged model fits are indicated by red points in Figure
2. We obtained strong evidence for an overall positive
monotonic trend (β = 0.43, SD = 0.06; BF10 = 3.28 × 1016).
The simplex estimate for the difference between one and two
sessions was 0.23 (SD = 0.10; BF10 = 3.40), between two and
three sessions was 0.40 (SD = 0.10; BF10 = 1.40 × 1013) and
between three and four sessions was 0.37 (SD = 0.07; BF10 =
Vehtari, Gelman, & Gabry, 2017) for first-trial test performance
showed a very strong preference for a model with lag and retention
interval treated as grouping variables rather than population-level
predictors. Critically, we did not elect to treat these variables as
grouping variables because we were not interested in them; we
accordingly still report estimates for these variables throughout the
manuscript.
3
We placed a prior on the standard deviation of group-level
trends and not the magnitude of those trends. We were therefore
unable to calculate a Bayes factor for group-level estimates.

8.09 × 1016). Thus, we found convincing evidence for
differences between each successive number of sessions. All
group-level estimates for crossed levels of practice lag and
retention interval yielded 95% credible intervals outside of
zero, and the estimated standard deviation for these trends
supported the null (βSD = 0.03, SD = 0.02; BF10 = 0.01). These
results suggest that the monotonic trend of number of
sessions was roughly uniform across those conditions.

Figure 3: Average trial of first successful recall as a function
of schedule, practice lag (rows), and retention interval
(columns). See Figure 2 for an explanation of plot elements.

did not affect relearning relative to a uniform number of
practice trials. Furthermore, all group-level estimates for
crossed levels of practice lag and retention interval yielded
95% CIs that included zero, and the estimated standard
deviation for these trends supported the null for both trial of
first recall (βSD = 0.05, SD = 0.04; BF10 = 0.05) and
probability of never recalling (βSD = 0.11, SD = 0.09; BF10 =
0.09), suggesting that this null effect was consistent across
those variables.

Relearning over all test trials

Figure 4: Proportion of items never recalled at test as a
function of schedule, practice lag (rows) and retention
interval (columns). See Figure 2 for an explanation of plot
elements.

Decreasing versus uniform trials We next analyzed
relearning at test by looking only at those items that were
recalled incorrectly on the first test trial (see Walsh et al.,
2018). Eighty-nine percent of items were initially recalled
incorrectly. Overall test performance for these initial errors
was 49%, 71%, and 81% in the respective final three trials.
We operationalized relearning as the trial of first successful
recall. Some items were never recalled and so we also
evaluated the probability of no successful retrieval. Our first
analysis evaluated whether these two outcomes varied
between the decreasing and uniform, four-session condition.
We fit a multivariate mixed-effects model in which we
simultaneously estimated effects for both of our response
variables (we assumed a t distribution for trial of first recall
to ensure robust estimates). We found evidence suggesting
that trial of first recall was approximately the same in both
conditions (β = 0.01, SD = 0.05; BF10 = 0.11), as was the
probability of never recalling an item (β = 0.06, SD = 0.14;
BF10 = 0.07). Thus, decreasing the number of practice trials

Number of sessions Finally, we evaluated whether
relearning was enhanced as a function of the number of
acquisition sessions. To do so, we fit a model much like the
one reported in the preceding section but estimated the effect
of the number of sessions via monotonic regression.
Averaged fits from this model are presented in Figures 3 and
4. We found strong evidence for an overall negative
monotonic trend on trial of first recall (β = -0.08, SD = 0.01;
BF10 = 3.26 × 1026). The simplex estimate for the difference
between one and two sessions was 0.23 (SD = 0.12; BF10 =
1.38), between two and three sessions was 0.45 (SD = 0.16;
BF10 = 23.09) and between three and four sessions was 0.33
(SD = 0.14; BF10 = 5.04). Thus, all differences supported the
alternative, but only the latter two yielded convincing
evidence. All group-level trends for crossed levels of practice
lag and retention interval yielded 95% credible intervals
outside of zero, and the estimated standard deviation of these
trends supported the null (βSD = 0.01, SD = 0.01; BF10 =
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0.005), suggesting that this monotonic effect of acquisition
sessions was stable across those conditions.
We also found evidence for an overall negative monotonic
trend on proportion of items never recalled (β = -0.11, SD =
0.04; BF10 = 8.20). The simplex estimate for the difference
between one and two sessions was 0.20 (SD = 0.13; BF10 =
0.91), between two and three sessions was 0.22 (SD = 0.17;
BF10 = 0.69) and between three and four sessions was 0.57
(SD = 0.19; BF10 = 38.98). Thus, only the difference between
three and four sessions yielded convincing evidence. Most
group-level trends for crossed levels of practice lag and
retention interval yielded 95% credible intervals outside of
zero, except for the 90-by-90 and 7-by-180 conditions. That
said, the estimated standard deviation of these trends
supported the null (βSD = 0.03, SD = 0.03; BF10 = 0.01),
suggesting that this monotonic effect of acquisition sessions
was relatively stable across those conditions, with the caveat
that two conditions did not yield a reliable trend.

General Discussion
Our findings suggest that more acquisition sessions
monotonically improve several aspects of retention, and that
these effects are generally applicable to long, ecologically
relevant timescales. First, initial levels of retention were
higher with more sessions. Second, items that were initially
retrieved incorrectly at test were relearned faster if they were
acquired across more sessions. Finally, among those same
items, the probability of never recalling an item over four
trials monotonically decreased with more sessions. Recall
that, in our design, more sessions came at the expense of
fewer spaced practice opportunities within each individual
session (see Table 2), raising the possibility that more
sessions could be costly. Clearly, however, the benefit of
more sessions consistently outstripped the benefit of more
within-session practice trials.
We also found that decreasing the number of trials over
four sessions relative to a uniform schedule had little impact
on retention. However, analyses not presented here suggest
that the decreasing schedule also had no meaningful impact
on practice accuracy relative to the uniform schedule. To the
degree that we would expect a decreasing schedule to yield
benefits by facilitating practice success, we cannot make any
strong claims about the relative benefits of a decreasing
versus uniform schedule.
The monotonic effect of the number of sessions was
extremely stable across manipulations of practice lag and
retention interval. One possible reason for this invariance is
lack of experimental power, as discussed in footnote 1.
Another possibility is that participants were able to
substantially relearn material during their multi-repetition
practice sessions, and relearning has been shown to attenuate
the effects of spacing (Rawson & Dunlosky, 2013). Finally,
it might also be the case that inter-session spacing entails
critical boundary values, and that longer intervals are not any
more beneficial once they have reached, for example, 24
hours. More work is clearly needed to more precisely
delineate the relationship between the number of practice
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sessions and other important variables pertaining to
distributed practice.
Our findings suggest that practicing in smaller doses over
more sessions is preferable to larger doses in fewer sessions
(see also Rawson & Dunlosky, 2011). We have demonstrated
here the value of distributing practice among sessions, a
consequential dimension of distributed practice that has until
now received scant attention in the spacing literature.
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Abstract
Computational models are greatly useful in cognitive science
in revealing the mechanisms of learning and decision making.
However, it is hard to know whether all meaningful variance
in behavior has been account for by the best-fit model selected
through model comparison. In this work, we propose to use
recurrent neural networks (RNNs) to assess the limits of predictability afforded by a model of behavior, and reveal what (if
anything) is missing in the cognitive models. We apply this approach in a complex reward-learning task with a large choice
space and rich individual variability. The RNN models outperform the best known cognitive model through the entire learning phase. By analyzing and comparing model predictions, we
show that the RNN models are more accurate at capturing the
temporal dependency between subsequent choices, and better
at identifying the subspace in the space of choices where participants’ behavior is more likely to reside. The RNNs can
also capture individual differences across participants by utilizing an embedding. The usefulness of this approach suggests
promising applications of using RNNs to predict human behavior in complex cognitive tasks, in order to reveal cognitive
mechanisms and their variability.
Keywords: recurrent neural network; model comparison;
probabilistic reward learning; sequential decision making

Introduction
Computational models of human cognition have greatly
helped us in understanding the way people learn and make
decisions. For example, reinforcement learning (RL) models
reveal how people learn to acquire reward from trial-and-error
experience; Bayesian inference models demonstrate how people combine prior knowledge and observations to form beliefs about the world. However, despite the great power of
these models and what they have taught us about human
mind, much variance in the data is often left unexplained
even with the best-predicting cognitive models at hand. For
example, in a multi-dimensional probabilistic learning task
(Song et al., 2020), an average likelihood of p = 0.22 per
trial was achieved using the best cognitive model. It is unclear
whether this seemingly low model likelihood is purely due to
the stochastic nature of human behavior, or whether it indicates room for improvement and potentially a better model.
This is particularly relevant for complex sequential learning
tasks, where decisions depend not only on the current stimulus, but also the history of experience; and is further complicated when there is a large number of candidate choices
(e.g. 64 different choices in the above study), making it hard
to precisely predict participants’ behavior.
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Understandably, most cognitive modeling work focus on
relative model comparison, which identifies the best-fit model
out of a number of alternatives under consideration. Studies
do not, however, commonly evaluate the absolute goodness
of fit of models, or estimate how far they are from the best
possible model. In theory, there exists an upper bound for
model log likelihood (i.e., the negative entropy of the data
(Cover, 1999)). However, estimating this bound is practically
impossible in sequential tasks, because the exact same experience is never repeated (it may be possible, however, in simpler perceptual decision-making tasks where the same choice
can be tested repeatedly (Shen & Ma, 2016)). In this work,
we propose an alternative empirical approach: to use recurrent neural networks (RNNs) to predict human choices.
RNNs are neural networks with recurrent connections that
can pass information from one time point to the next. They
are widely used to model temporal dynamics, making them
particularly suitable for capturing the sequential dependence
of human behavior. Compared to cognitive models that have
carefully-crafted assumptions based on knowledge about human cognition, RNNs are agnostic to cognitive processes.
They usually have thousands of free parameters (as compared to cognitive models with around 10). The flexibility means that RNNs can potentially capture more variance
than do cognitive models, given a sufficient amount of training data (and at the expense of a clearly understood process
model of how the participant made their decision). Despite
the fact that RNNs have been widely used to solve cognitive
tasks (Yang et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2018; Lu et al., 2020),
only a handful of works have used RNNs to directly model
the way people solve these tasks by predicting their behavior on a trial-by-trial basis (Dezfouli, Griffiths, et al., 2019;
Dezfouli, Ashtiani, et al., 2019; Fintz et al., 2021). In these
works, RNNs have been applied to bandit problems with very
sparse reward (Dezfouli, Griffiths, et al., 2019) or no clearly
better options (Fintz et al., 2021), and were able to predict either counter-intuitive win-shift-lose-stay behavior, or stereotyped alternation of options, both of which common cognitive
models (e.g., reinforcement learning models) failed on. In
fact, due to the uninformativeness of reward signals in those
specific tasks, heuristics or stereotyped behavior were more
likely, which may explain the success of RNNs as compared
to reinforcement learning models.
In the current work, we sought to apply this approach to

more standard reward-learning scenarios, in a task with a
large enough choice space that will ensure sufficient variance
to be explained. We thus considered the probabilistic multidimensional reward learning task mentioned in the beginning
(Song et al., 2020). In this task, participants tried to learn
about multi-dimensional rules through actively configuring
three-dimensional stimuli (color, shape and pattern) and receiving probabilistic feedback for their configuration. Prior
work found that participants’ learning strategy consisted of
a combination of reinforcement learning and hypothesis testing with rich individual differences. The best available cognitive model, the “value-based serial hypothesis testing model”,
out-performed many commonly-used cognitive models, and
was able to account for individual differences in belief space
and choice policy. However, it still deviated from the data in
some important aspects, as we detail below.
We applied RNNs to fit participants’ behavior in this task,
and found that RNNs predicted choices better than the best
cognitive model (average likelihood increased by about 0.04
per trial, from the original p = 0.22), suggesting room for
improvement for cognitive models. We investigated the underlying reasons for RNNs’ superior performance, and found
at least two: RNNs were more accurate at capturing the dependency between consecutive choices, and RNNs worked
well with the large choice space by identifying the subspace
which participants used more accurately than the best cognitive model. We further considered the rich individual difference observed in this task, and incorporated it into the RNN
by adding an embedding of individual participants. Participant embedding helped model fits, especially for the first few
trials of each independent “game”. The embedding space encoded meaningful cognitive variables whose variance across
participants was not captured by an RNN without embedding.

Reward learning task and cognitive models
In this section, we briefly introduce the reward learning task
and how participants performed in this task. We summarize
participants’ performance and choice behavior, as well as the
results of previous computational cognitive models. For details on the task and modeling, please see (Song et al., 2020).
In the “build-your-own-stimulus” reward-learning task
(Figure 1), participants were asked to configure stimuli by
choosing their color, shape and/or pattern (each from three
options), and received probabilistic binary reward feedback.
On each trial, they would select what feature to use for each of
the three dimensions, or leave any dimension blank to let the
computer randomly decide for that dimension, resulting in 64
possible choices in total (a “choice” is defined as a combination of decisions on all dimensions). In each game, the probability of reward for each possible stimulus was determined
by an underlying rule. The rule specified what dimension(s)
were reward-relevant in that game (ranging from one dimension to all three dimensions, corresponding to 1D, 2D and
3D conditions); within each relevant dimension, one of the
features was designated as the “rewarding feature”, and was
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Figure 1: The build-your-own-stimulus task. On each trial,
participants built a stimulus by selecting a feature (marked
by black squares) in each of 0-3 dimensions. After hitting
“Done”, the stimulus showed up on the screen, with features
randomly determined for any dimension without a selection
(here, circle was randomly determined). Reward feedback (1
or 0 points) was then shown.
more likely to generate reward than the other two features.
Participants’ goal was to figure out the underlying rule and
build stimuli with rewarding features to earn as many reward
points as possible. In half of the games (“known” games),
participants were instructed on the number of reward-relevant
dimensions; in the other half (“unknown” games), they were
not. This resulted in six game types in total.
102 participants performed this task on Amazon Mechanical Turk. Each participant completed 18 games (3 games for
each type), with 30 trials in each game.
In all six game types, participants’ performance improved
over the course of a game (Figure 2A). Games were harder
(i.e., participants were less able to learn all the rewarding features) as game complexity (the number of relevant dimensions) increased. Participants showed distinct choice behavior in different game types (Figure 2D): in “known” games,
they systematically selected more features on each trial in
more complex games; in “unknown” games, the number of
selected features was not different across game complexities.
Several cognitive models were tested, including a Bayesian
rule learning model, a feature-based reinforcement learning
model, and serial hypothesis testing (SHT) models. Through
extensive model comparison, the cognitive model found
to best predict participants’ choices was the value-based
SHT model, which combines both value-based reinforcement
learning and rule-based hypothesis testing strategies. This
model also included parameters specifying each participant’s
hypothesis space and choice policy, allowing it to capture individual differences. Model performance (simulated with the
best-fit parameters for each participant) is shown in Figure
2B and 2E. The model achieved an geometric average trialwise likelihood of p = 0.22, compared to chance level of
p = 0.0156 (random selection among 64 possible choices). It
was also able to capture how performance depended on task
difficulty, and correctly predicted the qualitative difference
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Figure 3: RNN model structure. (A) The RNN model.
(B) The RNN with participant embedding model. Circled arrows indicate recurrent connections. Dashed squares indicate
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Figure 2: Performance and choice behavior by game type.
(A-C) The average reward, and (D-F) the number of features selected per trial over the course of 1D, 2D and 3D
games (left, middle and right columns); red and blue curves
represent the “known” and “unknown” conditions, respectively. Shaded areas: 1 s.e.m. across participants. Dashed
lines: chance level for that type of game. (A,D): participants’
behavior; (B,E): simulation of the best cognitive model;
(C,F): simulation of the RNN model.

between known and unknown games on the number of features selected. However, the model deviated from human data
quantitatively. Cognitive modeling therefore provided important insights for understanding human strategy in this task: it
supported the existence of two learning systems (value-based
and rule-based), and shed lights on how the integration of the
two systems depended on task condition (for more details, see
Song et al. (2020)). Unsurprisingly, however, even the best
cognition model could not fully account for all the variance
in behavior.
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In this work, we used recurrent neural networks (RNNs) to
fit behavior in this task. The RNN model used here consists
of an input layer, a recurrent layer, and an output layer (Figure 3A). On each trial, the input variables consist of a gamestart indicator (1 if it is the first trial, 0 otherwise), the game
type, the participant’s choice (ct−1 ), the configured stimulus
(st−1 ), and the outcome (rt−1 ), with the last three variables
taken from the previous trial and are zero on the first trial
of a game. Each input variable is one-hot encoded, forming a concatenated binary input vector. The recurrent layer
is a long short-term memory (LSTM) layer, followed by a
linear feed-forward connection to the output layer, which is
then transformed by a Softmax function (with inverse temperature fixed at 1) to determine the probability for choices
on the current trial (ct ). We used the cross-entropy loss, i.e.,
log likelihood of participant’s choice, as the cost function. We
optimized the network using the Adam optimizer in PyTorch.
Hyper-parameters of the models included learning rate, batch
size, and the size of the recurrent layer.
We split data into training, validation and test sets. The
training set consisted of 16 games from each participant (augmented 1024 times through shuffling the dimensions and features; see Discussion for details), and the validation and test
sets each consisted of 1 game per participant. The game
type and game index were balanced (to the extent possible) in
each set to reduce potential bias or order effect. The weights
of the networks were trained on the training set, the hyperparameter values were selected based on the validation set
(the selected values were as follows: learning rate of 0.001,
batch size of 10000, recurrent layer size of 50, and early stopping at epoch 28), and all results reported were evaluated on
the test set using the best fit network.

Compare RNN with the best cognitive model
The RNN performed better than the best cognitive model, and
the advantage persisted through the course of a game (Figure 4A). Because the same network was used to predict all

A

B

C

D

E

F

Figure 4: Comparison between the RNN and the best cognitive model reveals the advantage of RNN in predicting
switch trials and the number of features selected per trial.
(A) Log likelihood difference between the RNN and the best
cognitive model, over the course of a game. Positive values
indicate better prediction by RNN. (B) Log likelihood differences between the models for stay and switch trials respectively. (C) Probability that the models assigned for staying
or switching on “stay” or “switch” trials, respectively. For
“switch” trials, the probability was calculated as the sum of
all possible switch choices. Blue bars: best cognitive model;
orange bars: RNN; same in (D,E). (D) Model prediction on
switch trials only, showing separately the probability that the
model predicted for stay, correct switch, and incorrect switch
choices (further divided into “fewer”, “more” and “same”, depending on the number of features selected in each choice,
nselected , relative to the true choice). (E) Mean absolute error
in the number of features selected by the two models, calculated by taking the expectation over all possible choices with
respect to the predicted probability of each choice. (F) Difference in log likelihood between the RNN and best cognitive
model as a function of their difference in absolute error on
nselected , for each participant. The better the prediction on the
number of features selected, the better the RNN did in fitting
the participants’ overall behavior in the test game. Shaded
area (A) and error bars (B-E): 1 s.e.m. across participants.
participants, the RNN described above could not be personalized for individual participants; this is in contrast to cognitive
models that fit a separate set of parameters for each participant. This can explain the worse fit of the RNN compared to
the best cognitive model on the first trial of each game.
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In the following, we try to identify the reasons for the
RNN’s good performance, and how they might help us understand what is lacking in the cognitive models. First, we
divided all trials into two types: trials where participants
repeated the previous trial’s choice (“stay trials”) and trials
where they did not (“switch trials”); this analysis ignored the
first trial of each game, which does not fall into either category. The advantage of the RNN over the cognitive model is
primarily due to the switch trials (Figure 4B). This result was
not due to the RNN being biased towards predicting switches.
In fact, when examining how accurate the models are at predicting whether a trial would be a stay or switch trial, the
RNN assigned a higher probability for both choice types than
did the cognitive model (Figure 4C)1 , suggesting that it was
better at correctly identifying how the next trial depended on
the previous one (stay or switch).
We focused on switch trials to further investigate the
RNN’s better performance (Figure 4D). We categorized all
possible choices into mistakenly predicting stay, predicting
the correct switch, or predicting a switch to an incorrect
choice. In the latter case, we further categorized the choices
based on whether they involved selecting fewer, the same
number, or more features than did the participant. Consistent with the results above, the RNN made fewer mistakes on
switch versus stay (lower predicted probability for stay, and
higher for correct switch). When it did make a mistake, the
RNN was more likely to at least correctly predict the number of features selected. This was confirmed by an overall
lower absolute error on predicting the number of features selected (Figure 4E). Finally, across participants, a lower absolute error in predicting the number of features selected by
the RNN as compared to the cognitive model was correlated
with a greater log likelihood advantage (i.e., a better fit) for
the RNN model (Figure 4F).
Taken together, these analyses showed that the RNN was
better at correctly predicting the number of features selected.
This is particularly useful when the choice space is very large
(as in this task), as it helps the RNN identify the correct subspace of the true choice. This is, however, not the complete
story: the RNN was more likely to predict the true choice
even within the correct subspace (predicted probability ratio between the true choice and all switch choices with the
correct nselected is 0.304 for RNN and 0.241 for the cognitive
model), the reason behind which remains to be investigated.

Embedding captures individual differences
So far, we used the same RNN, referred to as the RNN
model, to predict data from all participants. This works well
if all participants use the same strategy. By fitting cogni1 Note that (1) predicting “switch” means correctly identifying
the “switch” choice type, but not necessarily correctly predicting
what the participant switched to; (2) stay trials were relatively easy
to predict for both models, thus their likelihood was much higher
than switch trials; additional improvement when the likelihood is
high contributes less to the total log likelihood (cross-entropy loss),
explaining the small difference between the models in Figure 4B.

A

A

B

B

C

tive models to individual participants, however, we obtained
different parameter estimates, suggesting that there might be
strategy differences across individuals. Thus, we considered
the RNN with participant embedding model (Figure 3B),
by adding an embedding of individual participants to the input layer of the original RNN. The embedding was trained
end-to-end together with the rest of the network. The size of
the embedding layer was an additional hyper-parameter. As
with the other hyper-parameters, its value was selected based
on model performance on a validation set. The best-fit RNN
with participant embedding model used the following values:
learning rate of 0.001, batch size of 10000, recurrent layer
size of 50, participant embedding size of 3, early stopping at
epoch 23.
Adding the participant embedding improved the performance of the network (Figure 5A), most notably in the first
two trials of each game (Figure 5B).
Despite the limited improvement in prediction, the embedding was crucial for reproducing individual differences. To
investigate what information is encoded in the embedding,
we performed a PCA analysis on the embedding activity. The
three principal components (PCs) were correlated with the
following cognitive variables of individual participants, respectively (Figure 6 top row): (1) PC1: average number of
features selected per trial; (2) PC2: average number of dimensions changed on switch trials; (3) PC3: the overall proportion of switch trials.
We tested how well the network models captured individual differences by comparing the histograms of these variables in data with those obtained from model simulations.
The RNN model failed to capture individual differences; in
fact, it could only predict the mean of these variables. In contrast, the RNN with participant embedding model, was able to
capture the distribution of all three variables, demonstrating
the usefulness of the embedding. Inspired by the finding that
adding embedding improved model fits primarily in the first
two trials (Figure 5B), we further tested the RNN model by
providing it with participants’ data (choices and outcomes)
for the first two trials in the simulation. With such information, the RNN model without embedding was able to capture
the variance of some variables (e.g., number of features se-
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embedding
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RNN

Frequency
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Figure 5: RNN model comparison shows the effect of embedding. (A) Model likelihood comparison between the best
cognitive model, RNN and RNN with participant embedding.
(B) Log likelihood difference between RNN with and without
embedding, over the course of a game. Shaded area: 1 s.e.m.
across participants.

RNN
(real data in
first two trials)

Figure 6: Participant embedding encodes individual differences. Top row: the first three principle components of
the embedding layer are correlated with (A) average number
of features selected per trial; (B) average number of dimensions changed on switch trials; (C) the proportion of switch
trials. Bottom rows: histograms of the corresponding variables in participant data and model simulations of the RNN
model, the RNN with participant embedding model, and the
RNN model that used participants’ data in first two trials of
the game.

lected), but still failed on others (e.g., proportion of switch
trials). This suggests that the embedding layer encodes information beyond what can be extracted from first two trials of
data.
Taken together, these results show the usefulness of an embedding layer in RNNs in capturing the characteristics of individual participants. The embedding layer can then be used
to measure similarity between people and serve as the basis
of finding sub-groups in a population. In fact, similar work
has been done in (Dezfouli, Ashtiani, et al., 2019), where an
RNN with embedding model was fit to two-armed bandit task
data. One of the two dimensions of the embedding space was
found to differentiate between healthy, depressed and bipolar
populations, showing the usefulness of embedding in diagnosing patients with cognitive tasks.
Moreover, it is worth noting that the embedding activity
was found to encode cognitively-meaningful information in
the current task. This is promising if generalizable to other
tasks. Neural networks are notoriously hard to interpret despite being powerful prediction tools. The participant embedding, however, helps to make RNNs more interpretable,
and can be useful in identifying important task variables that
determine participants’ strategies. Related, if the embedding
vector is found to be correlated with certain cognitive functions (e.g., working memory capacity), the measurement of
such cognitive functions can then be used to predict a participant’s behavior on the task, and vice versa.

Figure 7: Dependency of RNN performance on training
data size, and effect of data augmentation. We simulated “data” of varying sizes (1 to 1296 times of the original dataset) with the best cognitive model using best-fit parameters, and used the RNN model to fit these datasets.
Red dashed line: ground-truth likelihood of the generative
model; blue dots: likelihood of the RNN model. RNN performance improved with data size, asymptotically approaching
the ground truth. We augmented the simulated data of size
1 by 6, 216, and 1296 times through shuffling dimensions
(shuffleD), features (shuffleF) or both (shuffleDF; as we did
for the true data), and fit the RNN model to the augmented
datasets; results shown in black asterisk. Data augmentation
helped increase the effective data size, but only by roughly 10
times.

Discussion
We showed that RNN models fit human behavior better than
cognitive models in a complex reward-learning task. The best
cognitive model previously developed for this task used a hybrid strategy that combines reinforcement learning and serial hypothesis-testing, and considered individual differences
in how participants understand instructions, their hypothesistesting policy, and choice policy. However, such a sophisticated cognitive model still failed to fully explain participants’
choices. RNN models, in contrast, made no assumption about
cognitive processes, but were able to generate more precise
predictions both at the group level and for individual participants. Analyses of model predictions revealed that the advantage of RNNs persisted throughout the course of learning. In particular, RNNs were better at predicting “stay” versus “switch” trials, i.e., how the current choice related to the
previous one, as well as predicting what subset of the large
choice space was used by participants (i.e., the number of
features selected). As a next step, we can utilize the insights
gained from RNNs to improve cognitive models, in order to
achieve a better account of human behavior in this task.
We hope to demonstrate with this work the general value in
training RNNs to predict human behavior in complex cognitive tasks. This approach has so far been under-utilized, with
only a handful of endeavors (Dezfouli, Ashtiani, et al., 2019;
Dezfouli, Griffiths, et al., 2019; Fintz et al., 2021). This is potentially due to the large amount of data required for training
neural network models. In the current work, we were able to
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augment the training set by utilizing the symmetric task structure. Assuming that participants’ strategies did not depend
on specific dimensions or features, we generated auxiliary
data by shuffling the dimensions and features in each game
(for both choices and stimuli), which effectively increased the
training data size by about 10 times (although still less than
the ideal size, and we ran the risk of under-fitting; Figure 7).
Such data augmentation may not be possible for every task. A
more general solution for using limited amount of data more
efficiently may be to use cognitive models as priors for neural
network models (Bourgin et al., 2019). As big data becomes
more and more common in cognitive science (Suchow et al.,
2020), this approach would become more powerful.
The RNN approach has been successfully applied in scenarios where the available cognitive models (most often RL
models) are not good candidates for explaining observed behavior that is largely heuristic or stereotyped (Dezfouli, Ashtiani, et al., 2019; Fintz et al., 2021). The current work, in
contrast, showcases another use case for this approach: complex cognitive tasks with rich individual variability. In tasks
such as the current “build-your-own-stimuli” task, where the
best available cognitive model cannot fully capture the richness in behavior, RNNs can be useful in (1) finding the empirical upper bound for goodness of fit; (2) revealing what is
missing in the cognitive models; (3) capturing the richness of
individual behavioral differences. In this work, we achieved
these goals by conducting model comparison, analyzing the
winning RNN models, and developing RNN models with participant embedding. Future work can seek to apply RNNs in
other similarly complex cognitive tasks to improve our understanding of human cognition and its variability.
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Epistemic verbs produce spatial models
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Epistemic verbs are often paired with complementizers,
e.g., that, to embed independent clauses, e.g., it’s sunny. So,
epistemic verbs can be embedded recursively, as in (2):

Abstract
Verbs such as ‘know’ and ‘think’ help people describe mental
states, and reasoners without any training in logic can make
epistemic inferences about mental states. For instance, verbs
such as ‘know’ are factive, i.e., they describe true propositions,
and the statement Ora knows that it’s sunny licenses the
inference that it’s sunny. Logicians have accordingly
developed epistemic logics capable of characterizing valid and
invalid epistemic inferences based on operators that serve as
analogs to verbs such as ‘know’ and ‘think’. Recent work
suggests that no existing logical system can capture the
inferences that naïve individuals tend to make. This paper
describes a new theory of epistemic reasoning that operates on
the assumption that reasoners represent epistemic relations as
spatial models. The theory accords with recent theoretical
advances, existing data, as well as two novel experiments that
show how reasoners cope with nested epistemic verbs, e.g.,
Ami knows that Ora thinks it’s sunny.

2a. Ami knows that Ora knows that it’s sunny.
b. Ami knows that Ora believes that it’s cold.

Keywords: epistemic reasoning, mental states, knowledge,
belief, factive presupposition

Introduction
“He knows nothing; and he thinks he knows everything,”
said Mr. Undershaft in George Barnard Shaw’s play Major
Barbara, before quipping: “That points clearly to a political
career” (Shaw, 2000). People can keep track of the beliefs
and knowledge of others, as Mr. Undershaft’s critique shows,
and scholars since antiquity have argued that doing so is a
prerequisite for effective communication (Boh, 1993).
Certain verbs such as think, know, believe, remember,
discover, and conclude describe the mental states of agents,
and young children are able to understand and produce
discourse that includes them (e.g., Adrián, Clemente, &
Villanueva, 2007; Abbeduto & Rosenberg, 1985; Booth &
Hall, 1995; Forrester, 2017; Lewis, Hacquard, & Lidz, 2017;
MacWhinney, 2000; Moore, 2013; Perner & Roessler, 2012;
Schwanenflugel, Henderson, & Frabricius, 1998). Various
literatures refer to such verbs as “propositional attitude
verbs”, “cognitive verbs”, “mental state verbs”, “epistemic
verbs”, “verbs of knowledge”, and so on. A subset of them,
i.e., verbs such as know, realize, and discover, are factive in
nature: their objects presuppose some true condition about
the world (e.g., Cohen, 1992, p. 91; Dudley, Rowe,
Hacquard, & Lidz, 2017; Kiparsky & Kiparsky, 1970;
Stalnaker, 1999, p. 55; but cf. Hazlett, 2012). Because
factives concern truths, their presuppositions yield immediate
inferences. Consider this statement:
1. Ora knows that it’s sunny.
It’s valid to infer that it’s sunny, since it is true in any
situation in which (1) is true (Jeffrey, 1981).
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These recursive embeddings can have complex and subtle
inferential properties. For instance, the sentences in (2) both
describe Ami’s understanding about another individual’s
mental states. And neither licenses the inference that Ora
knows that Ami knows that it’s sunny, since epistemic
relations are not symmetric (see Goodwin & Johnson-Laird,
2005). But they differ in what they presuppose: (2a)
presupposes that it’s sunny, but (2b) does not presuppose that
it’s cold, i.e., it’s possible that Ora’s belief is mistaken. Verbs
such as think, believe, and assume are not factive, which in
part explains why (2a) and (2b) license different inferences.
The difference between knowledge and belief undergirds
the epistemic logics developed in the mid-20th century
(Hintikka, 1962); these systems of logic stipulate the sorts of
valid conclusion that follow from sentences that describe
epistemic relations. Simple epistemic logics are based on the
semantics of logical operators for the knowledge and belief
of a particular agent, e.g., (2) above would be written as
follows in orthodox epistemic logics:
3a. KAmi KOra sunny
b. KAmi BOra cold
where KOra sunny symbolizes that Ora knows it’s sunny, BOra
cold formalizes that Ora believes it’s cold, and so on. Like
many other families of formal logic, epistemic logics are
based on interrelated sets of axioms. For instance, one
common axiom, known as the “knowledge axiom”,
formalizes the notion of factivity by stipulating that the
proposition P is true whenever Ki P is true, or in other words,
if an agent i knows P, then P is a fact. Another axiom
common to orthodox epistemic logics formalizes the idea of
“logical omniscience”, which states that if Ki P is true, and if
P implies Q, then Ki Q is true too, i.e., that agents know every
implication of their knowledge. The axiom is not
psychologically plausible, as logicians recognize (Hintikka,
1962, p. 30), but systems of formal logic can be useful in the
absence of psychological plausibility (Fagin, Halpern,
Moses, & Vardi, 2003). More complex systems of epistemic
logic (e.g., Baltag & Renne, 2016; Hendricks, 2006; Meyer
& van Der Hoek, 2004; Van Ditmarsch, van Der Hoek, &
Kooi, 2007) characterize how states of knowledge change
between multiple agents, though most of them operate on a
common set of axioms (i.e., the “S5” axioms; see Rendsvig
& Symons, 2019). The systems were intended to explore

ideal reasoning, but because they rely on certain implausible
assumptions (such as logical omniscience), they do not serve
as a feasible account of human mental state reasoning (Ragni
& Johnson-Laird, 2018, 2019).
Psychologists have conducted extensive programs of
research into aspects of epistemic reasoning, such as the
ability to understand false beliefs (e.g., Gopnik & Wellman,
1992; Perner, Huemer, & Leahy, 2015; Saxe, Carey, &
Kanwisher, 2004) and certain egocentric biases that occur
when individuals know things that others don’t know (Birch
& Bloom, 2007; Surtees & Apperly, 2012). And research into
the acquisition of verbs such as know, think, guess, and
believe (e.g., Kuhn, 1989; Kuhn et al., 1995; Montgomery,
1992; Sodian & Wimmer, 1987) shows that epistemic verbs
mature at different rates, e.g., children understand verb know
before they understand think, and the verb guess matures well
into later childhood (Abbeduto & Rosenburg, 1985). Recent
theoretical frameworks posit the centrality of knowing over
believing (Philipps et al., 2020).
Despite these discoveries, no theory explains the mental
representations and processes that underlie the human
reasoning about others’ mental states. In particular, accounts
of theory of mind in children and adults concern the relative
difficulty of false beliefs, i.e., when an individual knows that
another agent’s belief is wrong. They don’t predict or explain
more prosaic patterns of epistemic reasoning, such as how
people mentally represent or reason about the statements in
(2) above. For that reason, experiments have not investigated
any relative difficulty in how people process such statements.
The present paper addresses the deficit. It first spells out a
new theory of the mental representations that underlie the
verbs know and think: it argues that people construct smallscale spatial simulations to represent others’ mental states. It
shows how people can perform directional scans on the
models to make epistemic inferences about who knows what.
It then derives two predictions from the theory, and reports
on experiments that tested and corroborated them. The theory
and the experiments open new avenues for research into
mental state reasoning, and the paper concludes with a
discussion of existing controversies and how future research
can address them.

Spatial models of know and think
A viable theory of epistemic reasoning must explain two
central patterns of mental state inference: the first is factivity,
i.e., that some epistemic verbs help reasoners make
inferences about the real world, not just mental states. The
second is that people can have knowledge about knowledge,
i.e., knowledge about whether another individual has
knowledge, as in (2a). At first blush, the second phenomenon
may seem to suggest that representations of mental states are
recursive in nature (see Figure 1 for an illustration). But
recursive structures pose problems for embedded epistemic
operators, as in (2a). If (2a) is recursively embedded, as in
Figure 1a, then accessing the presupposed fact – that it’s
sunny – requires individuals to first access Ami’s knowledge
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sunny

b)

Ora's knowledge
Ami's knowledge

a)
c)

Ami:

Ora:

sunny

"Ami knows that Ora knows that it's sunny."
Figure 1. How might reasoners represent the statement in (2a)? The
statement concerns the mental state of an agent, Ami, depicted
graphically in (a). It can be represented as a recursive structure, as
in (b). It can also be represented spatially along a single dimension
(c), i.e., a spatial model. The latter representation can be scanned
directionally to yield epistemic inferences.

about Ora, then Ora’s knowledge about the state of the world.
The complexity of the procedure seems at odds with the
simplicity of the inference: reasoners should not find it
difficult to infer that it’s sunny from statements such as (2a).
Likewise, recursive structures predict an increase in difficulty
with each additional recursive relation, i.e., it should be easier
to make inferences from (2a) than, e.g., the statement: Dev
knows that Ami knows that Ora knows that it’s sunny. Finally,
it is not clear how recursive representations support simple
epistemic inferences, such as the inference that Ami knows
that it’s sunny.
An alternative account is that reasoners make epistemic
inferences by building mental simulations of epistemic
relations. A prominent theory of mental simulation argues
that people build simulations of possibilities – mental models
– that mimic the structure of the situations they represent
(Johnson-Laird, 2006, 2010). Models explain how people
reason about time (Schaeken et al., 1996; Kelly, Khemlani,
& Johnson-Laird, 2020), causality (Goldvarg & JohnsonLaird, 2001; Johnson-Laird & Khemlani, 2017; Khemlani et
al., 2021), kinematics (Khemlani, Mackiewicz, Bucciarelli,
& Johnson-Laird, 2013), and various other kinds of relation
(Goodwin & Johnson-Laird, 2005). For instance, Ragni and
Knauff (2013; see also Knauff, 2013) show how reasoners
construct models to compute spatial inferences. To interpret,
e.g., descriptions such as:
4. The farmer is to the left of the baker.
The brewer is to the right of the farmer.
reasoners construct small scale spatial models of the relevant
scenario, e.g.,
farmer

brewer

baker

Such models represent what is common to any real-world
situation consistent with (4). And they can be scanned to yield
inferences, e.g., scanning the model above from left to right

yields the simple deduction that the brewer is to the right of
the baker.
Spatial models – indeed, models in general – help explain
many patterns of human reasoning, such as why reasoners
make systematic errors (e.g., Ragni, Sonntag, & JohnsonLaird, 2016) and why they exhibit predictable biases (Jahn,
Knauff, & Johnson-Laird, 2007). Moreover, models help
explain how reasoners without any training in formal logic
and other cognate disciplines can make valid inferences.
The processes that underlie spatial reasoning may apply to
epistemic reasoning as well. I posit that reasoners represent
statements such as (1) above as spatial models that concern
an agent and a particular state of knowledge, e.g.,
Ora:

sunny

The first token – Ora: – denotes that anything that follows is
a part of Ora’s knowledge. The second token, sunny,
represents what Ora knows. Hence, a spatial model of (2a) is:
Ami:

Ora:

sunny

Unlike typical spatial models, epistemic models can only be
scanned in a single direction, i.e., from a knower (e.g., Ami)
to the knower’s knowledge. Hence, a directional scan yields
the following acceptable inferences:
Ora knows it’s sunny.
Ami knows it’s sunny.
It’s sunny.

Ami:

*Ora:

sunny

The statement embeds a factive proposition, i.e., “Ora knows
that it’s sunny”, so orthodox linguistic analyses (e.g.,
Kiparsky & Kiparsky, 1970) might suggest that the statement
presupposes that it’s sunny. But, if reasoners make inferences
based on epistemic models, and if they scan such models
from knower (i.e., Ami) to knowledge (i.e., that it’s sunny) to
draw inferences, some reasoners may mistakenly process the
suppression token as they scan the model. And doing so may
cause them to suppress the inference that it’s sunny. Hence,
the epistemic model theory makes the following prediction:
Prediction: People should infer P from X knows that Y
knows that P more often than for X thinks that Y knows that
P.
In what follows, I describe two experiments that tested and
validated the prediction.

Experiment 1
Experiment 1 tested the prediction above. It presented
participants with problems such as the following:
Suppose that Jesse and Winter come across a particular
animal. Jesse thinks that Winter knows that the animal
is a toad.

But it does not yield these inferences:

Do you agree with the following statement?
The animal is a toad.

Ora knows that Ami knows it’s sunny.
Ami knows that Ora knows that Ami knows it’s sunny.
and so on, which is just as well, since none of them are valid.
How do reasoners separate between factive verbs, such as
know, and non-factive verbs, such as think? The theory argues
that they represent a token that suppresses a directional scan.
For example, reasoners should represent the statement, Ami
knows that Ora thinks that it’s sunny, as follows:
Ami:

statement, Ami thinks that Ora knows that it’s sunny, which
is as follows:

Ora: *sunny

The model is identical to the model reasoners represent for
(2a), except that a token suppresses the inference that it’s
sunny. Hence, the model permits only this inference, which
is valid:
Ora thinks it’s sunny.
And it does not permit any of the following invalid
inferences:
It’s sunny.
Ami knows that it’s sunny.
Ami thinks that it’s sunny.
Ora thinks that Ami thinks that it’s sunny.
One consequence of the theory is that it can make
predictions about unexplored patterns of epistemic reasoning.
Consider the mental model people might build for the
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The study varied the second premise of the problems, which
were in one of four sentence forms:
X knows that Y knows that P.
X knows that Y thinks that P.
X thinks that Y knows that P.
X thinks that Y thinks that P.

[knows/knows]
[knows/thinks]
[thinks/knows]
[thinks/thinks]

where X and Y stand in place of the names of individuals, e.g.,
“Jesse” and “Winter”, and where P stands in place of a
sentence describing an animal, e.g., “The animal is a toad.”
Likewise, it varied the conclusion that participants had to
evaluate, which could have been in one of three sentence
forms:
P.
X knows that P.
Y knows that P.

[presupposition]
[immediate inference]
[immediate inference]

The study therefore generated 12 separate problems, and each
participant carried out all 12. Accounts based on factivity
alone should predict no difference between knows/knows and
thinks/knows problems, and no difference between
knows/thinks and thinks/thinks problems, because P in each
case should depend on only the factivity of the epistemic
verb. The model theory predicts otherwise.

Method
Participants. 52 participants completed the experiment for
monetary compensation ($2 and a 10% chance of a $10
bonus) through Amazon Mechanical Turk. All of the
participants stated that they were native English speakers.
Open science. Data, materials, experimental code, and
analysis scripts for both this experiment and the following
one are available through the Open Science Framework
platform (https://osf.io/q57tk/).
Design and materials. Participants acted as their own
controls and assessed whether a conclusion holds for 12
separate problems. The experiment manipulated the
epistemic verbs in statements such as:
Kamryn [knows/thinks] that London [knows/thinks] that
the animal is a katydid.
to yield four separate types of problems: knows/knows,
knows/thinks, thinks/knows, and thinks/thinks. For each
problem, the names of the individuals, e.g., “Kamryn” and
“London” were randomized, unique, and non-gendered.
Likewise, the animals in the study were unique for each
problem, and randomized such that no participant ever saw
the same combination of names of individuals with animals.
Participants pressed a button marked “yes” or “no” to indicate
whether they agreed with a given conclusion. The
conclusions were in one of three forms:
The animal is a katydid.
Kamryn knows that the animal is a katydid.
London knows that the animal is a katydid.
Hence, the study yielded a 4 (problem types) x 3 (conclusion
forms) fully repeated-measures design. The 12 resulting
problems occurred in a different random order for each
participant.

Results and discussion
Table 1 presents the percentages of participants’ “yes”
responses as a function of the four types of problems and the
three types of conclusions in the experiment. Friedman
nonparametric analyses of variance revealed that their
responses differed as a function of the four different problem
types (Friedman test, χ2 = 81.39, p < .0001), but not as a
function of the different conclusion types (Friedman test, χ2
= 3.62, p = .16). The results suggest that reasoners who infer
a particular conclusion, e.g., the animal is a katydid, are likely
to also infer that Kamryn knows that the animal is a katydid
and London knows that the animal is a katydid. Subsequent
Pearson correlations revealed that agreement data between
the three types of conclusion were highly intercorrelated
(Pearson tests, rs > .45, ps < .0001). Hence, data for the
separate conclusions were pooled for subsequent planned
comparisons.
An initial planned comparison confirmed that participants
responded sensibly throughout the experiment: they accepted
conclusions more often for the three problems that contained
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Table 1. The percentages of participants’ ‘yes’ responses to
conclusions as a function of the four types of problems and the three
types of conclusions they evaluated across Experiment 1.
Conclusion type
Problem type
X knows that Y knows that P
X knows that Y thinks that P
X thinks that Y knows that P
X thinks that Y thinks that P

P

X knows
that P

Y knows
that P

96
37
71
35

98
38
58
25

90
35
60
25

one or more instances of the verb ‘know’ than for the problem
that only contained the verb ‘think’ (65% vs. 28%, Wilcoxon
test, z = 5.69, p < .0001, Cliff’s δ = 0.62). Additional planned
comparisons tested the predictions of the spatial model
theory. Participants accepted reliably more conclusions for
knows/knows problems than thinks/knows problems (95% vs.
62%, Wilcoxon test, z = 5.51, p < .0001, Cliff’s δ = 0.57),
which corroborates the prediction outlined above. And they
accepted more conclusions for knows/thinks compared to
thinks/thinks (36% vs. 28%, Wilcoxon test, z = 2.34, p = .019,
Cliff’s δ = 0.10). Hence, Experiment 1 validated the
prediction of the spatial model theory.
In Experiment 1, participants provided binary responses,
i.e., “yes” or “no”, to assess each conclusion, and those
responses may have ridden roughshod over their intuitions.
For instance, the task may have inflated agreement to
problems of the form X thinks that Y thinks that P, because
reasoners who do may think P might be possible were forced
to agree with the statement in its entirety. Hence, Experiment
2 replicated the design of Experiment 1, but it allowed
participants to register their responses on a 7-point Likert
scale.

Experiment 2
Experiment 2 was similar to Experiment 1 in all respects,
except that participants responded to a different question,
namely: “To what extent do you agree with the following
statement”? They registered their responses by manipulating
a slider to mark their preference on a 7-point Likert scale.
Hence, the experiment was a 4 x 3 fully repeated measures
design.

Method
Participants. 50 participants completed the experiment on
Amazon Mechanical Turk for monetary compensation ($2
and a 10% chance of a $10 bonus). All of the participants
stated that they were native English speakers.
Open science. The OSF link is stated in Experiment 1.
Design, materials, and task. The design and materials of the
Experiment 2 were the same as in Experiment 1. Instead of a
binary response option, participants registered their
responses using a 7-point Likert scale (-3 = definitely false, 0
= I cannot be certain, +3 = definitely true). At the start of

each problem, the scale’s value defaulted to 0. Participants
were not permitted to move on to the next problem before
clicking on the scale to mark their choice.

Table 2. The mean of participants’ belief ratings (which ranged
from -3 to +3) as a function of the four types of problems and the
three types of conclusions they evaluated in Experiment 2.
Conclusion type

Results and discussion
Table 2 presents the percentages of participants’ mean
ratings as a function of the four types of problems and the
three types of conclusions in the experiment. The study
yielded a significant main effect of the type of problem
(Friedman test, χ2 = 81.39, p < .0001), but and a marginal
effect of the different conclusion types (Friedman test, χ2 =
4.78, p = .09). The results replicate the previous study, and
further establish that reasoners tend to rate inferences such as
the animal is a katydid as similarly acceptable to inferences
such as Kamryn knows that the animal is a katydid and
London knows that the animal is a katydid. Pearson
correlations revealed that highly correlated ratings between
the three types of conclusion (Pearson tests, rs > .39, ps <
.004). As in Experiment 1, data for the separate conclusions
were pooled for subsequent planned comparisons.
A planned comparison confirmed that participants
understood the task and responded in a manner that reflected
intuitions about factives, i.e., they rated conclusions higher
for the three problems that contained one or more instances
of the verb ‘know’ than for the problem that only contained
the verb ‘think’ (.95 vs. -0.04, Wilcoxon test, z = 3.39, p <
.0001, Cliff’s δ = 0.41). Participants rated conclusions to
knows/knows problems higher than thinks/knows problems
(1.91 vs. .57, Wilcoxon test, z = 5.09, p < .0001, Cliff’s δ =
0.64) and thereby corroborated the theory’s prediction. They
also rated conclusions for knows/thinks higher than for
thinks/thinks, also in line with the model theory processing
constraints, but the pattern was not reliable (.00 vs. -.27,
Wilcoxon test, z = 0.80, p = .42, Cliff’s δ = 0.12).
In sum, Experiments 1 and 2 corroborated the model theory
of epistemic reasoning, which shows how mental simulations
can be scanned to make mental state inferences.

General discussion
A viable theory of epistemic reasoning must explain at
least two things: how people distinguish factives from nonfactives, and how they mentally represent embedded
epistemic relations. Indeed, many researchers have examined
specific scenarios that concern embedded epistemic relations:
false belief tasks concern a scenario in which one agent
knows that another agent’s belief is false (Gopnik &
Wellman, 1992; Perner, Huemer, & Leahy, 2015; Saxe,
Carey, & Kanwisher, 2004). But no general theory explains
how adults reason about epistemic relations such as know and
think. The theory I describe reduces epistemic reasoning to a
form of spatial inference: it posits that reasoners construct
spatial models of epistemic relations, and that they scan those
models directionally to yield systematic inferences.
The advantages of the theory are at least two-fold. First, the
theory explains how reasoners make common epistemic
inferences, e.g., it explains how they infer that it’s sunny from
statements of the form, Ami knows that Ora knows that it’s
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Problem type
X knows that Y knows that P
X knows that Y thinks that P
X thinks that Y knows that P
X thinks that Y thinks that P

P

X knows
that P

Y knows
that P

2.00
0.10
0.74
-0.04

1.70
-0.02
0.70
-0.28

2.02
-0.08
0.28
-0.48

sunny. They build a spatial model, as depicted in this
diagram:
Ami:

Ora:

sunny

and they scan the model from knower (i.e., Ami) to
knowledge (i.e., that it’s sunny). This procedure explains not
just common inferences, but also how people avoid drawing
invalid conclusions, e.g., that Ora knows that Ami knows that
it’s sunny: they do not scan the model in a way that permits
such an inference.
Second, the theory explains how people make certain
mistakes in epistemic reasoning. Linguists argue that this
sentence: Ami thinks that Ora knows that it’s sunny,
unequivocally presupposes that it’s sunny, but reasoners in
two experiments did not draw such a conclusion as often as
they did for the sentence Ami knows that Ora knows that it’s
sunny, which yields the same presupposition. No theory until
now could predict or explain such differences in
performance.
The model theory of epistemic reasoning accords with a
recent theoretical framework proposed by Phillips and
colleagues (2020). They marshal data from studies on nonhuman primates, children, and non-neurotypical populations
to argue that representations of knowledge are more primitive
than representations of belief. The theory presented above
separates knowledge and belief (linguistically realized by the
use of verbs such as know and think) based on the different
epistemic models that reasoners build to process such verbs.
Epistemic models of the verb thinks are complex. The
statement, Ami thinks that Ora knows that it’s sunny is:
Ami:

*Ora:

sunny

where the * symbol indicates a point at which directional
scans are suppressed. This difference may explain, e.g., why
children learn and use know before they use think (Abbeduto
& Rosenburg, 1985).
I highlight one final advantage of the theory: certain
neurocognitive measures can be used to trace the kinds of
spatial models reasoners build when they engage in spatial
reasoning tasks (Alfred, Connolly, Cetron, & Kraemer, 2020;
Fangmeier, Knauff, Ruff, & Sloutsky, 2006; Knauff, 2009;
Ragni, Franzmeier, Maier, & Knauff, 2016). If epistemic
reasoning is a form of specialized spatial inference, then
imaging data may help assess the theory I outline and its
novel predictions.
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Abstract
Most psychological studies focused on how people reason
about generative causation, in which a cause produces an effect. We here study the prevention of effects both on the
general and singular level. A general prevention query might
ask how strongly a vaccine is expected to reduce the risk of
contracting COVID-19, whereas a singular prevention query
might ask whether the absence of COVID-19 in a specific vaccinated person actually resulted from this person’s vaccination.
We propose a computational model answering how knowledge
about the general strength of a preventive cause can be used
to assess whether a preventive link is instantiated in a singular case. We also discuss how psychological models of causal
strength learning relate to mathematical models of vaccination
efficacy used in medical research. The results of an experiment
suggest that many, but not all people differentiate between preventive strength and singular prevention queries, in line with
the formal model.
Keywords: prevention; causal strength; vaccination efficacy;
general causation; singular causation; computational modeling

On December 31, 2019, the World Health Organization’s (WHO) country office in China picked up a media
statement by the Wuhan Municipal Health Commission
on cases of viral pneumonia in Wuhan. After only a
short time, it became apparent that these cases of illness were caused by a novel virus, SARS-CoV-2. The
virus turned out to be spreading so rapidly that the outbreak had to be declared a pandemic on March 11, 2020
(see
https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/
novel-coronavirus-2019/interactive-timeline?).
One of the most effective means to combat viruses, such as
SARS-CoV-2, is vaccination. Accordingly, great efforts have
been made to develop vaccines against SARS-CoV-2. The
first effective vaccines were developed and licensed within
just one year. A key parameter in the development of vaccines is their preventive efficacy (see, e.g., Orenstein et al.,
1985), which typically is understood as a vaccine’s capacity
to reduce the risk of severe disease progression, assessed in
the context of a clinical trial. For example, the vaccines of
Moderna and BionTech-Pfizer, which have already been approved by several countries, are expected to have a preventive
efficacy of about 95 percent (see, e.g., Zimmer, 2020).
From a psychological perspective, the urgent search for
vaccines during a pandemic forcefully illustrates that it is
important to understand how people learn and think about
preventive causal relations. In preventive causal relations,
the occurrence of a target cause (e.g., getting vaccinated)
is associated with the absence of an effect (e.g., not contracting a disease). Although preventive causation is captured by different theoretical frameworks of causal induction
(e.g., Cheng, 1997; Goldvarg & Johnson-Laird, 2001; Wolff,
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2007), psychological studies on causal learning and reasoning mostly focused on how people learn and think about generative causal relations (e.g., Griffiths & Tenenbaum, 2005)
(see also Waldmann, 2017, for overviews), in which the occurrence of a target cause is associated with the occurrence
of a target effect (but see, e.g., Lu, Yuille, Liljeholm, Cheng,
& Holyoak, 2008; Walsh & Sloman, 2011; Wolff, 2007, for
exceptions).
We here investigate how reasoners acquire and apply their
knowledge about preventive causal relations. In particular,
we focus on the question of how knowledge about the general strength of a preventive causal relation can be used to
determine the probability with which this preventive relation
is actually instantiated in a singular case. Knowledge about
the general strength of preventive causal relations is, among
other things, important to plan successful interventions (e.g.,
should vaccine A or B be selected for the vaccination campaign?). Being able to assess how likely it is that a preventive measure has actually worked in a singular case is also
important, however. For example, people who believe that
vaccination actually prevented them from contracting a disease may be more willing to get vaccinated against another
disease in the future. In contrast, vaccinated people who believe that it was not the vaccination (but something else) that
actually prevented them from contracting the disease might
be less willing to do so.
To answer the question of how the presence of a singular instance of prevention can be assessed based on knowledge about the general strength of a preventive cause, we propose a novel equation inspired by the generalized power PC
model of singular causation judgments (Stephan, Mayrhofer,
& Waldmann, 2020; Stephan & Waldmann, 2018). The
model has previously been used to model singular causation
judgments in generative cases, but not singular prevention
judgments. Staying close to the introductory scenario, our
running example will be the vaccination against a novel disease. Since a crucial component of our model of singular
prevention is knowledge about the general strength of a preventive cause, a further theoretical goal is to compare and
connect mathematical models used in medicine to assess vaccination efficacy with psychological computational models of
causal strength induction. We also present the results of a
first experiment, in which we asked subjects to answer either
general preventive efficacy or singular prevention queries. To
foreshadow our results, in line with the formal analysis, subjects tended to give different answers to the two types of
queries. The general and singular prevention judgments of
many subjects were predicted well by the formal models.

a)

b)

Figure 1: Two example contingency data sets. In a) vaccination is a sufficient but not a necessary preventer of the disease. In b) vaccination
is a necessary but not a sufficient preventer.

nated individuals (ARV ) is 60/120 = 0.5. The numerator of
Equation 1 measures how much the probability of the effect
decreases in the presence compared to the absence of vaccination. The attack rate reduction given vaccination is identical
in Fig. 1a and b, ARU − ARV = 0.5, or 50%. To control for
the fact that some individuals may survive even without vaccination, the observed attack rate reduction is then restricted
to the proportion of individuals in whom the vaccination can
be expected to make a difference. As ARU is an estimator of
this proportion of individuals, this is achieved by dividing the
attack rate reduction through ARU. As a result, despite identical reduction rates, the estimated vaccination efficacy differs
between Fig.1a and b. In Fig. 1a, it is V E = ARU−ARV
· 100 =
ARU
0.5−0
·
100
=
100%.
In
Fig.1b,
V
E
is
equal
to
the
reduction
0.5
rate, V E = ARU−ARV
· 100 = 1.0−0.05
· 100 = 50%.
ARU
1.0
The examples illustrate that Equation 1 measures the degree of sufficiency of a preventive cause. In Fig. 1a, the vaccine appears to be perfectly effective, captured by V E =
100%, whereas this does not seem to be the case for the vaccine in Fig. 1b, despite identical observed reduction rates.
It has already been established by Yule and Greenwood
(1915) that Equation 1 is a reliable estimator for a vaccine’s
preventive efficacy only if certain conditions are met (Yule &
Greenwood, 1915, pp. 115):

However, we also found that some subjects appear to have
confused singular prevention queries with general preventive
strength queries. We discuss theoretical and empirical implications of our findings and conclude with an outlook on future
studies.

Estimating a vaccine’s preventive efficacy
The standard mathematical formula used by medical researchers to determine the preventive efficacy of a vaccine has
been developed by Yule and Greenwood (1915), who evaluated the outcomes of numerous clinical studies investigating
the success of vaccination (called preventive inoculation at
the time) against typhoid and cholera. The version of their
mathematical formula most often used today was proposed
by Orenstein et al. (1985). It is given by the following equation:
ARU − ARV
· 100.
(1)
ARU
ARU denotes the attack rate among unvaccinated individuals,
which is the proportion of cases of the disease that occurred
during a defined period of time in the population of unvaccinated individuals. ARV denotes the attack rate among vaccinated individuals. It represents the proportion of cases of
the disease that during the same period occurred in the vaccinated population. To express V E as a percentage, the fraction
is multiplied by 100.
Fig. 1 shows two graphical illustrations that are useful to
demonstrate how Equation 1 works. The left panel in each
figure represents a population of 120 vaccinated individuals
and the right panel represents a population of 120 unvaccinated individuals. The effect in this example is “contraction
of a fatal disease caused by a bacillus”. Individuals who survived and who died from the disease are depicted as green
and grey circles, respectively. The pipettes with the warning label next to each panel illustrate that both the vaccinated
as well as the unvaccinated populations had been exposed
to the bacillus. In Fig. 1a, the attack rate among unvaccinated individuals (ARU) is 60/120 = 0.5, whereas the attack
rate among vaccinated individuals (ARV ) is 0/120 = 0. By
contrast, in Fig. 1b all unvaccinated individuals have died,
ARU = 120/120 = 1, while the attack rate among vacciVE =

1. The persons must be, in all material respects, alike.
Under all material respects Yule and Greenwood (1915)
understand factors that might affect the liability to the disease
or, if the outcome is the fatality rate as in our example, the
probability to die from the disease. These factors may include
age, medical condition, or the history of prior infections.
2. The effective exposure to the disease must be identical in
the case of inoculated and unvaccinated people.
3. Inoculation and disease should have occurred independently.
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The second criterion would be violated, for example, if
vaccinated individuals were systematically exposed to a less
potent variant of the virus than unvaccinated individuals. In
this case, Equation 1 can be expected to overestimate V E.

ba

ba

C

A

pc

Estimating the probability of actual prevention
qa

E

Figure 2: Causal Bayes net in which C and A combine according
to a noisy-AND-NOT function. C represents a preventive cause of
effect E. A summarizes all generative causes of E. bc and ba denote
the causes’ base rates. pc and qa denote the causes’ preventive and
generative strength, respectively.

The third criterion would be violated, for example, if the sample of unvaccinated subjects contained a higher number of individuals who already had contracted (and survived) the disease. As the attack rate among unvaccinated patients (ARU)
can be expected to be reduced in this case, Equation 1 would
underestimate V E.

A causal Bayes net representation of vaccination
efficacy
From a causal Bayes net perspective (Griffiths & Tenenbaum, 2005; Pearl, 2000), the assumptions under which
Equation 1 yields a reliable estimate of a vaccine’s general
preventive efficacy V E instantiate a common-effect network
in which the causes of the target effect combine according
to a noisy-AND-NOT function. An illustration is shown in
Fig. 2. C (e.g., a vaccine) represents a preventive cause of E
(e.g., a disease), and A represents a conglomerate of generative causes of the effect (or only a single generative cause,
such as a novel virus). Under a noisy-AND-NOT parameterization, C prevents E with strength pc and A generates E with
strength qa (or ba · qa if A is unobserved). It is also assumed
that C and A, when simultaneously present, influence E independently, that a cause’s strength does not depend on its base
rate, and that E does not occur unless it is caused (Cheng,
1997). Under these assumptions, the generating function of
the effect is: P(e+ |a, c; qa , pc ) = ba qa − ba qa bc pc . As Cheng
(1997) showed, the preventive strength (or power) pc of C can
then be estimated based on the observed contingency between
C and E by:
∆P
P(e+ |c+ ) − P(e+ |c− )
=−
.
(2)
P(e+ |c− )
P(e+ |c− )
Equations 1 and 2 can be directly related. If E represents
the contraction of a fatal disease caused by a virus and C
represents vaccination, then P(e+ |c+ ) and P(e+ |c− ) correspond to ARV and ARU, respectively. Thus, V E = pc · 100
VE
or pc = 100
in this case. Furthermore, both equations express that a candidate cause’s preventive strength can only be
determined if the probability of the effect in the absence of
the candidate cause (P(e+ |c− ) or ARU) is > 0; both equations are undefined for ARU = P(e+ |c− ) = 0. One reason
why the efficacy of Corona vaccines could be determined relatively fast is that (sadly) ARU was notably larger than 0 in
the beginning of the pandemic.
pc = −
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We now show how, under the above conditions, pc (or V E)
can be used to estimate the probability with which a preventive cause has actually prevented the effect in a singular case.
To accomplish this, we build on the generalized power PC
model of singular causation judgments (Stephan et al., 2020;
Stephan & Waldmann, 2018), which models singular causation judgments in generative causal scenarios. In the generative case, in which C is assumed to produce E with strength
qc , the model provides answers to queries like “How likely
is it that C caused E in this particular case in which c+ and
e+ actually co-occurred?” by estimating P(c+ → e+ |c+ , e+ ),
which is given by:
qc − qc ba qa α
qc − qc ba qa α
=
.
qc + ba qa − qc ba qa
P(e+ |c+ )
(3)
The numerator term qc ba qa α represents the probability with
which the target cause c+ was causally preempted by a competing generative cause a+ on an occasion, which needs to be
subtracted from the target cause’s strength qc . Since causal
preemption can occur only on occasions on which competing
generative causes are actually strong enough to produce e+ ,
one part of this term is qc ba qa , which identifies these occasions. On these occasions it needs to be specified whether a+
causally preempted c+ . The parameter α determines the proportion of cases on which this is the case. According to the
theory, α can be determined based on temporal information
(see Stephan et al., 2020).
In a preventive context like the vaccination scenario, we
may accordingly ask “What is the probability that the vaccination of this individual actually prevented this individual
from contracting the fatal disease caused by the virus?”. Importantly, unlike previous studies that solely focused on general preventive causal strength (e.g., Lu et al., 2008), we here
distinguish between cases in which a cause prevents an effect from happening, i.e., cases in which an effect is initially
absent and remains absent, and cases in which a preventive
cause makes an effect disappear. The notation we introduce
for cases in which a cause prevents an effect from happening,
which are the ones we focus on, is P(c+ ( e+ |c+ , e− ). By
contrast, the notation we suggest for cases in which the presence of a preventive cause initiates a change of the effect’s
status from present to absent is P(c+ → e− |c+ , e− ). A key
difference between these two cases is that a singular instantiation of prevention in which the target cause keeps the effect
from happening (c+ ( e+ ) requires that (1) the generative
cause of the effect is present and (2) sufficiently strong to produce the effect. The idea here is that actual prevention cannot
occur in a specific case unless there actually is a generative
cause of the effect present that would lead to the occurrence
of effect (e+ ) if the preventer was not present. By contrast,
in cases in which a preventive cause leads to a change in the
effect’s status from present to absent (c+ → e− ), the base rate
and strength of the generative cause(s) that generated the efP(c+ → e+ |c+ , e+ ) =

fect (e+ ) can be neglected for the computation of the probability of actual prevention of e by c. Written in terms of the
parameters of the underlying causal Bayes net, the equation
estimating P(c+ ( e+ |c+ , e− ) is:
P(c+ ( e+ |c+ , e− ) =

pc ba qa
.
1 − (ba qa − pc ba qa )

(4)

The product pc ba qa in the numerator of Equation 4 represents the relative frequency of cases in which C is strong
enough to prevent E if the generative cause A is simultaneously strong enough to generate E. This term is the theoretically most important element of the equation. It expresses
the assumption that a preventive target cause can actually
have prevented the target effect only on occasions on which
a generative cause of that effect is present and strong enough
to generate the effect. Expressed in counterfactual terminology, a preventive cause actually prevented an effect only if a
present generative cause would have produced the effect if the
preventive cause had been absent. Furthermore, since according to Fig. 2 the target cause C is not competing with further
explicit preventive causes, the problem of causal preemption
does not occur. The influence of additional unobserved preventive causes is assumed to be expressed implicitly in A’s
parameters (and thus ARU). For example, if ARU = 1, one
can conclude that no preventive causes other than C exist. The
denominator of Equation 4 represents the relative frequency
of cases in which the target effect actually remained absent in
the target cause’s presence. Equation 4 can also be expressed
purely in terms of observable probabilities:
P(c+ ( e+ |c+ , e− ) =

P(e− |c+ ) − P(e− |c− )
,
P(e− |c+ )

(5)

or in a form using the medical terminology of Equation 1:
P(v+ ( a+ |v+ , a− ) =

V E · ARU
.
1 − ARV

(6)

In the latter equation, v denotes vaccination and a denotes
attack by the disease. To illustrate these equations, we return
to Fig.1. We consider a randomly sampled vaccinated individual who survived. In Fig.1a, the probability that the vaccination actually prevented a fatal attack in this individual is
P(v+ ( a+ |v+ , a− ) = 1·0.5
1−0 = 0.5. Equation 6 takes into account that 50% of the individuals are not attacked by the disease even without vaccination (e.g., due to natural immunity).
It predicts that vaccination did not actually prevent the disease
in such a case, even though it is generally a hundred percent
effective. Thus, in this case vaccination is not necessary to
stay healthy. A different prediction is obtained for the exam0.5·1
ple in Fig.1b. In this case P(v+ ( a+ |v+ , a− ) = 1−0.5
= 1.0.
Since all unvaccinated individuals are attacked by the disease,
vaccination is necessary to stay alive. The model predicts that
every healthy vaccinated individual must therefore have been
protected by the vaccination, even though vaccination does
not guarantee health.
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Figure 3: Predictions for different data sets tested in the experiment.
Red lines show preventive strength values (Equations 1 and 2). Blue
lines show singular prevention predictions (Equations 5 and 6).

Fig. 3 shows the predictions for different data sets. Red
lines show the general preventive strength as computed by
Equations 1 and 2. Blue lines show the predictions for actual/
singular prevention as computed by Equations 4, 5, and 6.
The left panel displays data sets in which the target cause is a
sufficient but not a necessary preventer of the effect, whereas
the right panel displays data sets in which the cause is a necessary but not a sufficient preventer.

Experiment
The goal of the experiment was to evaluate to
which extent lay people answer general vs.
actual
preventive strength queries as predicted by the models.
The experimental data and all materials can
be accessed at https://simonstephan31.github.io/
singular prevention proceedings. The different contingency data sets we tested are those shown in Fig. 3, which we
used because they clearly dissociate between the two different types of queries. The experimental scenario was about a
group of biologists conducting laboratory studies with mice
to test the efficacy of a candidate vaccine against different
strains of a novel dangerous bacillus. The scenario described
a randomized controlled trial (RCT) in which different random samples of mice either were or were not vaccinated
against a certain strain of the novel bacillus. Subjects learned
that they would see the results of four experiments conducted
by the biologists in which they tested the candidate vaccine
against four different strains of the bacillus. Subjects were
told that the results of each experiment would be presented
one after another in the form of short animations. The illustrations in Fig. 1 show snapshots of the animations. Finally,
subjects were informed about the type of test query (a general
preventive vs. a singular prevention query) that they would be
asked for each of the observed data sets.

Methods
Participants One hundred and four subjects (Mage = 37.34
years, Rangeage = 18 − 77 years, 56 female, 47 male, 1
non-binary) recruited via Prolific (www.prolific.co) par-

Table 1: Experimental results
Sufficient Preventer

Necessary Preventer

0/120
120/0

0/120
90/30

0/120
60/60

0/120
30/90

90/30
120/0

60/60
120/0

30/90
120/0

0/120
120/0

Mstrength
SD
95% CI

97.9
6.5
[90.9; 100]

93
15.9
[86.0; 100]

88.3
20.1
[81.3; 95.3]

87.2
26.5
[80.2; 94.2]

28.1
12.1
[21.1; 35.1]

54.2
7.2
[47.1; 61.2]

70.5
10.1
[63.5; 77.5]

99.6
1.1
[92.6; 100]

Msingular
SD
95% CI

97.5
8.6
[90.5;100]

89.9
11.0
[82.9; 96.9]

81.9
18.1
[74.9; 88.9]

66.8
30.6
[59.8; 73.8]

63.2
32.6
[56.2; 70.2]

76.8
22.4
[69.8; 83.8]

88.8
15.0
[81.8; 95.5]

94.8
18.0
[87.8; 100]

ticipated in this online study and provided valid data. The
inclusion criteria were a minimum age of 18 years, English
as native language, and an approval rate obtained in previous
studies of 90 percent. Subjects were asked not to participate
via smartphone or tablet.
Design, Materials, and Procedure The study had a 2 (type
of test query: general preventive strength vs. singular prevention; varied between subjects) × 2 (type of preventive cause:
sufficient vs. necessary; varied between subjects) × 4 (contingency data set: four per condition as shown in Fig.3; varied
within subject in random order).
A demo video of the study can be found at https://
tinyurl.com/32dbmtbt. Subjects were first given some
general information about the experiment. They then read the
scenario description and received additional procedural information. During the learning and test phase they were shown
four animations conveying the contingencies displayed in
Fig. 3. The animations were presented on separate screens.
Subjects saw that all mice were alive in the beginning. After two seconds, all mice were simultaneously exposed to the
bacillus, which was indicated by pipettes that appeared and
released the bacillus into the mice panels. An example animation can be viewed at https://tinyurl.com/9cwvv38m.
Every animation lasted 16 seconds and subjects could watch
them as often as they wanted.
The test question was shown below each animation. Subjects in the “general preventive strength query” condition
were asked: “How effectively does the vaccine prevent mice
from dying from the disease that can be caused by the investigated strain of bacteria? To rate the vaccine’s effectivity, imagine a new group of 100 unvaccinated mice who all
died from the disease caused by the studied strain of bacteria. Based on what you have learned, if these 100 mice
had been vaccinated, how many do you think would have survived?” The wording followed formulations used in previous
studies on causal strength learning (see, e.g., Lu et al., 2008).
Ratings were provided on a continuous slider with endpoints
labeled “None of them (0)” and “All of them (100)”. Participants in the “singular prevention query” condition were
asked: “Imagine one of the living mice is randomly selected
from the vaccination group. Based on what you have learned,
how confident are you that it actually was the vaccination that
prevented this mouse from dying from the disease that can be
caused by the studied strain of bacteria?” Ratings were pro-
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vided on a continuous slider with endpoints labeled “Certain
that it was not the vaccination that prevented the mouse from
dying (0)” and “Certain that it was the vaccination that prevented the mouse from dying (100)”. To encourage subjects
to think thoroughly, we also asked them to write short explanations for their ratings.

Results and Discussion
Table 1 and Fig. 4 show the results. The bold colored lines
show the mean ratings (error bars denote 95% bootstrapped
CIs) and the Jittered pale lines show subjects’ individual ratings. Subjects tended to answer general preventive strength
and singular prevention queries differently. The overall pattern are generally consistent with the predictions shown in
Fig. 3. Subjects’ preventive strength ratings largely followed
Equations 1 and 2, whereas their singular prevention judgments were better explained by Equations 5 and 6. In line
with the predictions, a mixed ANOVA (with GreenhouseGeisser correction applied) yielded significant interaction effects between (1) “Type of test query” and “type of preventive cause”, F(1, 100) = 24.10, p < .001, η2p = .194, and
(2) between “Type of test query” and “contingency data set”,
F(2.03, 202.63) = 20.22, p < .001, η2p = .168. The threeway interaction between all factors did not reach significance,
however, p = .127.
Table 1 and Fig. 4 also show that we observed high interindividual variability in subjects’ ratings, particularly in
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Figure 4: Experimental results. Bold lines show the mean ratings
(error bars show 95% bootstrapped CIs). The jittered thin pale lines
show subjects’ individual ratings.
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Figure 5: Results of the model cluster analysis. Bold lines show mean ratings of the clusters (error bars denote 95% bootstr. CIs).

their singular prevention ratings (blue lines). The pattern indicates two distinct subgroups. While the singular prevention
ratings of one subgroup closely followed the predictions of
Equations 4, 5, and 6, a second group tended to answer the
singular prevention queries as if they were responding to the
general preventive strength query. As for the generative prevention judgments, the red lines in the “sufficient preventer”
condition indicate that a small subgroup of subjects tended to
report the observed probabilistic difference (ARU − ARV or
|∆P|) instead of V E.
To further examine the individual rating patterns, we conducted a model-based cluster analysis. In the “general preventive strength query” condition, the included models were
Equation 1 and ARU − ARV (or |∆P|). In the “singular prevention query” condition, we included Equations 6 and 1.
Subjects were assigned to model clusters based on the minimum mean distance of their ratings from the predictions of
the models. Fig. 5 shows that the general preventive strength
ratings (a) of most subjects were best predicted by V E (or
pc ). The ratings of a small group followed ARU − ARV (or
|∆P|). As for the “singular prevention query” condition, the
results corroborated the rating pattern indicated in Fig. 4. In
the condition in which subjects saw that vaccination was a
necessary preventer, half of the subjects gave singular prevention ratings in line with Equation 6. The other half seems
to have responded with the general preventive strength (V E or
pc ) of the cause. In the “sufficient preventer” condition, the
proportions were 40 and 60 percent, respectively. A review
of subjects’ explanations corroborated the cluster analysis.
Prototypical explanations given by subjects assigned to the
“general preventive strength” cluster were: (1) “The vaccination didn’t help much because there was still a lot of deaths”
or (2) “From the videos it looks as if the mice have a 50%
chance of survival if vaccinated”. The explanations of subjects in the “Equation 6” cluster tended to express the logic
behind the equation. Two examples are: (1) “100% fatalities
in the control group, but something helped 25% of the vaccinated mice to survive. Not a tremendous success rate but nevertheless, in the absence of other known factors the vaccine
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seems likely to be the reason”, and (2) “All of the mice that
were not vaccinated died so I concluded that any mouse that
survived in the vaccinated group was a result of being vaccinated”. Some of the explanations suggest that some subjects
also doubted the general efficacy of the vaccine, especially for
the data sets in which its preventive strength was low. These
subjects seemed to have had a strong prior for high preventive strength, which does not seem implausible in a vaccination scenario. As Stephan and Waldmann (2018) have shown,
high confidence in the existence of a general causal link is a
prerequisite for high confidence in a singular instantiation of
this link. In sum, the results suggest that many reasoners differentiate between general preventive strength and singular
prevention queries, but responses to the latter type of query
were more heterogeneous than those to the first.

General Discussion
In the present research we provided a formal answer to the
question of how singular instances of causal prevention can
be assessed in light of knowledge about the general strength
of a preventive causal relation. The new model we presented
computes the probability with which a preventive target cause
C prevented a target effect E from happening given that C occurred and E failed to occur, P(c+ ( e+ |c+ , e− ). We also
showed that the mathematical formula used by medical researchers to determine vaccination efficacy can directly be
related to computational models of causal strength learning
developed by psychologists and computer scientists. We furthermore showed how our equation of actual singular prevention (Equation 4), expressed in the form of causal Bayes net
parameters, can be translated into the terminology used by
medical researchers (Equation 6). Finally, we reported the results of a first empirical test of our model of actual prevention
judgments.
The key assumption of our equation of singular prevention is that actual prevention can only take place on occasions
on which a sufficiently strong preventive cause meets a sufficiently strong generative cause. Our experiment showed that
lay people seem to differentiate between general preventive

strength and singular prevention queries, roughly in accordance with the formal models. However, these initial results
also suggest that singular prevention queries might be more
difficult to answer than general preventive strength queries.
In future studies, we plan to present additional contingency
data sets and to vary the base rate of the generative cause
(e.g., the prevalence of the bacillus). This will allow us to
ask subjects about test cases in which the preventive cause is
present but the generative cause is absent. Our model predicts
that subjects should rule out a singular instance of prevention
in such cases. To generalize beyond vaccination scenarios,
we also plan to test additional cases of prevention. Finally, we
plan to test and compare scenarios in which a preventer keeps
an effect from happening (c+ ( e+ ) with those in which a
preventive cause makes an effect disappear (c+ → e− ).
Acknowledgments This work was supported by the Deutsche
Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG) Grant WA 621/24-1.
The experimental materials and data can be accessed at
https://simonstephan31.github.io/singular prevention
proceedings.
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Abstract
Research shows that anxiety can disrupt learning processes,
but few studies have examined anxiety’s relationships to
online learning behaviors. This study considers the interplay
between students’ anxiety about science and behavior within
an online system designed to support self-regulated science
inquiry. Using the searching, monitoring, assessing,
rehearsing, and translating (SMART) classification schema
for self-regulated learning (SRL), we leverage microanalysis
of self-regulated behaviors to better understand how science
anxiety inhibits (or supports) different learning operations.
Specifically, we show that while science anxiety is positively
associated with searching behaviors, it is negatively associated
with monitoring behaviors, suggesting that anxious students
may avoid evaluation, opting instead to compensate with
information-seeking. These findings help us to better
understand SRL processes and may also help us support
anxious students in developing SRL strategies.
Keywords: Education; e-learning; data mining; science
anxiety; learning technology; self-regulated learning; selfefficacy

Introduction
As a basic human emotion, anxiety refers to an ensemble
of cognitive, affective, somatic arousal, and behavioral
components, evoked in response to mental representations of
a threat or danger in the environment (Zeidner, 2014). In
educational contexts, test anxiety may be the most commonly
discussed form of anxiety (Zeidner, 2007), but research has
also considered anxiety surrounding specific subjects or
fields (Mallow & McDermott, 1988), including science
anxiety – the focus of this work.
Students suffering from science anxiety are often calm and
productive in nonscience courses, including mathematics, but
experience anxiety in science classes. Science anxiety is
distinct from general anxiety (Mallow & McDermott, 1988)
and can be caused by an array of sources, including lack of
role models, gender/racial stereotyping, and the stereotyping
of scientists in the popular media (Udo et al., 2004). Female
students can be especially affected, and some research
indicates that female students are significantly more likely to
experience science anxiety than their male peers (Udo et al.,
2004). Research suggests a number of short term (e.g., lower
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self-efficacy) and long term (e.g., avoiding certain careers)
effects of science anxiety (Udo et al., 2004).
Anxiety has also been linked to avoidance behaviors
(Middleton & Midgley, 1997) and task-level performance
and behavior (Eysenck et al., 2007). Neuroscience research
has shown that anxiety can enhance neural patterns
associated with error detection (Moser et al., 2013), which
can prove advantageous in some learning contexts. However,
anxiety is also thought to inhibit both working memory (Wu,
2018) and the goal-directed attention system (Eysenck et al.,
2007). Further investigations into attentional control suggest
anxiety often inhibits students’ efficiency more than their
performance (Eysenck et al., 2007). Theoretically, this
suggests that anxiety limits students’ ability to use prior
knowledge/expectations to monitor their progress on current
goals (Corbetta & Shulman, 2002; Eysenck et al., 2007) – a
crucial underpinning to self-regulated learning (SRL).
At a high level, SRL is a process in which learners take
initiative to identify their learning goals and then regulate
their learning strategies, cognitive resources, motivation, and
behavior to optimize their learning outcomes (Pekrun et al.,
2002; Winne, 2017). Since it was first characterized by
Zimmerman (1989), SRL’s essential role in learning has
become well established (Klug et al., 2011). Indeed, Dent &
Koenka’s (2016) recent meta-analysis found that SRL
practices were moderately correlated with academic
achievement (r=0.20) and science outcomes specifically
(r=0.26). Prior work has also examined the relationship
between science anxiety and measures of SRL, but those
measures have often been collected with self-report (e.g.,
Tärning et al., 2017), which can be susceptible to presentation
effects, and may be particularly unreliable in this case given
anxiety’s negative impacts on cognition and reasoning.
In classrooms, teachers may employ several techniques to
support anxious students (Finlayson, 2014), but learning
technologies are often self-led environments with minimal
external supports (Azevedo et al., 2010). Students must
instead use SRL tactics to allocate their time and complete
the learning task. As such, it is important to understand how
anxiety influences SRL within learning technology.
This study examines the impact of science anxiety on how
students interact with Betty’s Brain, a learning-by-teaching
tool for middle school science. Through a study of 99 sixth-

graders, we examine how science anxiety relates to student
behavior, performance, and perceptions of the learning
technology. We examine student behavior through the lens of
the COPES and SMART models of SRL (Winne, 2017). The
COPES model classifies elements of SRL into five
categories: Conditions, Operations, Products, Evaluations,
and Standards). In this work, we categorize all student actions
recorded in the logs as “operations” within the COPES model
(defined as “cognitive and behavioral actions applied to
perform the task”). We then further subcategorize these
operations using Winne’s (2011) SMART model, which
distinguishes operations based on their inputs and the
products generated (more detail below).
To our knowledge, this paper presents the first exploration
of the relationship between anxiety and SRL behaviors within
learning technology. Through this approach, we provide
detailed insight into the learning methods a student is
employing as well as understanding how effective these
methods may be.

adapted questions to refer to science topics instead of
mathematics (Figure 2), and responses were averaged to yield
a final science anxiety score between 1 and 6.

Figure 1. A partial causal map in Betty’s Brain
“Mathematics makes me feel
uncomfortable and nervous”
Modified
“Science
makes
me
feel
uncomfortable and nervous”
Figure 2. Example of modification to MAS items
Original MAS

Methods
This study explores the relationship between measures of
science anxiety (adapted from Betz, 1978) and students selfregulatory behaviors (Winne, 2017) within the open-ended
computer-based learning environment Betty’s Brain.

Betty’s Brain Platform
Betty’s Brain uses a learning-by-teaching model (Biswas
et al., 2004), where students must teach a virtual agent named
Betty by creating a causal map of a scientific process (e.g.,
climate change). Betty shows her “learning” by taking
quizzes that are graded by a mentor agent, Mr. Davis. As
students construct Betty’s map, they must navigate various
learning resources, including hypermedia resources and a
teaching manual that explains how to represent causal
reasoning. In this open-ended system, students choose how
they build their maps, how often they quiz Betty, and how
often they interact with Mr. Davis, who supports their
learning and teaching efforts (Biswas et al., 2016).
Betty’s Brain is a suitable environment for studying SRL
behaviors for two reasons. First, students choose when and
how to perform each step of the learning process (both their
own and Betty’s). Indeed, the Betty’s Brain’s pedagogical
agents are designed to facilitate the development of SRL
behaviors by encouraging the gradual internalization of
effective learning strategies. Second, students’ interactions
are logged with detailed timing information, enabling the
microanalysis of student actions (Siadaty et al., 2016) for the
measurement of SRL strategies.

Anxiety Measure
Science anxiety was measured using an adapted version of
the math anxiety survey (MAS): a ten-item survey that uses
a six-point Likert scale. MAS was chosen since it is suitable
for younger learners (Johnston-Wilder et al., 2014) and has
high test–retest reliability (Pajares & Urdan, 1996). We
2
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Measures of Self-Regulated Learning
We study SRL in the context of the COPES, and
subsequent SMART, models of SRL. The COPES model,
grounded in information processing theory, characterizes
SRL as a series of events that happen over recursive stages.
These stages are (1) task definition, (2) goal setting and
planning, (3) studying tactics, and (4) metacognitively
adapting studying techniques. Each stage is then
characterized by Conditions, Operations, Products,
Evaluations, and Standards (COPES). Further work from
Winne provided additional subcategories within the COPES
model – the SMART model of operations (Winne, 2017). The
SMART model presents a more detailed approach,
categorizing operations into five kinds of activities:
searching, monitoring, assembling, rehearsing, and
translating.
We assigned each of the possible student actions within
Betty’s Brain (see above) to one of the SMART categories,
paying particular attention to student agency. Betty’s Brain
requires students to decide when to look for information and
how to build, refine, and test their causal map, but some
quizzes, for example, are system-initiated. Each category is
briefly described below, and specific examples are given; for
more details, see (Winne, 2011, 2017).
Searching. Learners who are searching choose to focus
their attention on a particular knowledge base or resource to
update working memory (e.g., search the virtual textbook).
Monitoring. Learners who are monitoring evaluate their
perceptions compared to available standards (e.g., reviewing
quiz feedback).
Assembling. Learners who are assembling connect new
knowledge items to networks of prior knowledge,

strengthening working memory (e.g., adding a causal link to
the map).
Rehearsing. Learners who are rehearsing repeatedly direct
attention to information they are currently working on to
reinforce that information in working memory. Betty’s Brain
logged no rehearsing actions, so this category was not
analyzed.
Translating. Learners who are translating reformat
information into a new representation, creating the potential
for alternate interpretations (e.g., taking notes about the
readings).
We elected to categorize operations that added new items
to the concept map within Betty’s Brain as assembling and
operations that edited existing items on the map as
monitoring. However, we used student agency to help
distinguish between translation and monitoring tasks. On the
one hand, we determined that submitting a causal map for
Betty to take a quiz (a student-initiated action) was
monitoring because it was an action designed to elicit an
evaluation. On the other hand, submitting a multiple-choice
question – an evaluative action which requires a student to
convert knowledge from the virtual textbook into a new
format – was classified as either monitoring or translation,
depending on whether the student or the system had initiated
the action. That is, actions that were initiated by the system
were classified as translating even if they had a strong
evaluative component.
To operationalize these constructs, we leverage the
timestamps logged for each action and calculate proportion
of time spent on actions in each SMART category. We use
time as out measure as opposed to number of actions in each
category, as action counts did not necessarily reflect the
amount of each category being performed. This was because
some types of actions take considerably more time than
others, this giving a misleading interpretation. For example,
there are more monitoring actions than searching actions;
however, it is common for students to spend considerably
more time searching than monitoring. Thus, for analysis
purposes, we calculated the time spent on each action instead
of raw action counts.
We combine these with measures of knowledge,
perceptual and motivational constructs, outlined in Table 1.
We also included a measure of off-task behavior, calculated
as the proportion of time which the student neither 1) viewed
an information source for at least 30 seconds; nor 2) edited
their map.

Data Collection
Data was collected at an urban Tennessee middle school,
from 99 sixth-graders who used Betty’s Brain in their regular
science class. This school’s population is 60% White, 25%
Black, 9% Asian, and 5% Hispanic, with 8% enrolled in the
free/reduced-price lunch program. Individual demographics
were not collected.
Students used Betty’s Brain to complete two science
inquiry scenarios conducted in December 2018 and February
2019. In the first scenario, students spent four days (approx.
3
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50 min/day) using Betty’s Brain to complete a causal map
about climate change. In the second scenario, students spent
three days modeling thermoregulation. Students completed a
pre-test of their prior knowledge before each scenario and an
identical post-test after each scenario. Learning was then
operationalized as post-test minus pre-test in both cases,
yielding one learning score per scenario.
Items from the self-efficacy and task value scales (Table 1)
were evenly split between the start and end of the first
scenario (and later recombined). Finally, at the end of the
second (thermoregulation) scenario, science anxiety surveys
were administered alongside questions about students’
perceptions of difficulty and familiarity of the topic and
questions about Mr. Davis. Between the two scenarios, minor
changes were made to Betty’s Brain, including small changes
to make Mr. Davis seem more polite. All other procedures
were identical.
Table 1. Additional measures examined
Measure
Pre/Post
Test
Perc.
Diff.
Perc.
Fam.
SelfEfficacy
Task
Value
Off-Task
Behavior

Level
Type
Scenario Test
Scenario Survey
Scenario Survey
Student Survey
Student Survey
Scenario Derived
fr/ logs

Description
Assessed knowledge of the current topic
before and after Betty’s Brain
Single Likert scale of students’ perceived
difficulty of each scenario
Single Likert scale of perceived familiarity
with each scenario
Seven-item measure of self-efficacy derived
from (Pintrich et al., 1991)
Five-item measure of value of science
(Pintrich et al., 1991)
Time spent idle/disengaged from the task
(Segedy et al., 2015)

Results
Anxiety was approximately normally distributed, but a
paired-samples t-test showed significant differences in prior
knowledge for the two topics (climate change: M=6.24,
SD=2.65; thermoregulation: M=5.74, SD=2.25; t(98)=-10.64,
p < 0.001). Given these differences and known links between
anxiety and performance (Mallow, 2006), we used a linear
mixed-effects model (implemented in R with Bates et al.’s
(2007) lme4 package) to regress pre-test scores on anxiety
and topic, with student as an intercept-only random effect.
This approach was chosen due to the repeated (multiple
sessions per student) and nested structure (sessions nested
within students) of the data (Pinheiro & Bates, 2006).
Because prior knowledge varied significantly as a function of
the topic (p = .028) and anxiety (p = .001), we Z-scored both
tests by topic and retained pre-test as a covariate in future
models. Descriptive statistics for each variable in our analysis
below (splitting by topic where appropriate) are shown in
Table 2 and Table 3.

Table 2. Student-level descriptive statistics
Science
Anxiety
Task Value
SelfEfficacy

Mean

SD

Min

Max

2.41

0.69

1.00

4.40

3.40

0.54

1.40

5.00

2.38

0.46

1.29

4.28

Table 3. Topic-level descriptive statistics

Student Perceptions
Perceived Difficulty
Perceived Familiarity
Student Performance
Pre-Test
Post-Test

Climate Change
Mean SD Min Max

Thermoregulation
Mean SD Min Max

2.82 1.09 1.00 5.00
3.80 0.94 1.00 5.00

2.47
2.10

1.25 1.00
1.15 1.00

6.32 2.65 2.00 13.00 5.81 2.25 1.00
9.28 3.28 2.50 17.00 10.22 4.34 2.00

5.00
5.00
13.00
21.50

students’ procedural familiarity with Betty’s Brain
influenced this perception. More research is required to test
this hypothesis since procedural familiarity was not
measured, but objective learning measures are compatible
with this premise. Despite lower familiarity and lower pretest scores in the thermoregulation scenario, the completion
rate and post-test scores were higher for it than they were for
the climate change scenario. In the climate change scenario,
science anxiety was not significantly correlated to any of the
behaviors labeled with the off-task model or SMART
categories. However, in the thermoregulation scenario,
science anxiety was positively correlated with searching
behaviors and negatively correlated with monitoring
behaviors. These relationships held when controlling for pretest, meaning that the behavior differences are not attributable
to low prior knowledge and instead warrant further
investigation.

Overview of Results

Student Motivation

We first calculated correlations between science anxiety
scores and other student measures. Table 4 gives these results
separately for each scenario and shows that science anxiety is
significantly correlated with prior knowledge (defined by
pre-test) for both scenarios. Due to this, as well as the known
impact of prior knowledge on student regulation and
motivation (Winne, 2017), we also computed partial
Spearman correlations that control for prior knowledge. Posthoc p-value correction was conducted using the false
discovery rate method.

We also correlated science anxiety to two motivation
constructs – self-efficacy and task value – repeating our
method of computing partial Spearman correlations to
control for prior knowledge. The results indicated that
students with higher science anxiety show lower selfefficacy. This finding is in line with similar findings for
mathematics anxiety (Jameson & Fusco, 2014). We also
observed that students with higher science anxiety placed a
lower value on Betty’s Brain tasks in ways that seem to align
with avoidance strategies and/or reactions to a perceived
external threat (Eysenck et al., 2007). Taken together, selfefficacy and task value form part of student motivation,
implying that students with higher science anxiety are less
likely to actively engage in science tasks.

Table 4. Spearman correlations with science anxiety
across both scenarios and partial Spearman correlation
controlling for pre-test (prior knowledge).
Climate Change
Spearman Partial

Thermoregulation
Spearman Partial

Student Perceptions:
Perc. Difficulty
-0.088
-0.091
-0.361**
Perc. Familiarity
-0.286** -0.231* -0.09
Student Performance:
Pre-Test
-0.29**
-0.244*
Post-Test
-0.378** -0.258* -0.303**
Learning
-0.168
-0.258* -0.2
Proportion of Time:
Off-task
0.128
0.066
0.136
Searching
0.144
0.155
0.235*
Monitoring
-0.184
-0.175
-0.207*
Assembling
-0.162
-0.032
-0.003
Translating
0.141
0.118
0.043
Note: Sig. findings in bold, *=p<0.05, **= p<0.01

Table 5. Spearman correlation between science anxiety
and measures of self-efficacy and task value

-0.332**
-0.084

Self-Efficacy

Partial Spearman

-0.525**

-0.488**

Task Value
-0.329**
-0.296**
Note. Bold values indicate a significant correlation, * = p < 0.05, ** = p
< 0.01

-0.23*
-0.23*
0.1
0.191
-0.209*
0.013
0.099

Performance Measures

We note that science anxiety was significantly related to
the perceptual measures administered in this study, but was
inconsistent across the scenarios. In the climate change
scenario, anxiety correlated with lower familiarity, but
correlated to lower difficulty in the thermoregulation
scenario. These relationships held even when controlling for
prior knowledge.
Although the thermoregulation finding is somewhat
surprising, it suggests that anxious students felt more
prepared to complete this (second) scenario. It’s possible
4

Spearman
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To further examine science anxiety’s effect on student
performance, we again constructed linear mixed-effects
models for each performance measure (post-test or learning
gains). Specifically, each model regressed a performance
measure (Z-scored by topic) onto the students’ science
anxiety score, with student as an intercept-only random effect
(which adjusts the model intercept per student) and student’s
pre-test score as a covariate. Perceived familiarity and offtask behavior were covariates in these models, but perceived
difficulty was excluded to avoid suppressor effects. Table 6
gives standardized coefficients and shows anxiety negatively
predicted student learning gains even when accounting for
prior knowledge (via pre-test) and off-task behavior, which

may also be influenced by anxiety (Mallow, 2006; Udo et al.,
2004).
Table 6. Std β coef. regressing performance on anxiety
Post Test
Pre-Test
.42**
Science Anxiety
-.19**
Perceived Familiarity
.08
Off-task Behavior
-.14**
Note: Sig. findings in bold, *=p<0.05, **=p<0.01

Learning
.28**
-.22**
.09
-.18**

Student Behavior/Self-regulation
Finally, we examined the relationship between anxiety and
the five student behavior variables, namely the proportion of
time spent off-task and the four SMART categories (Winne,
2017) found in our data. We again constructed linear mixedeffects models, with the same approach described above for
each variable in turn. We included off-task behavior as a
covariate in models predicting the SMART variables to avoid
any potential confounds. Table 7 gives the resulting
standardized beta coefficients.
Our results indicate that science anxiety influences how
students use the system, specifically the degree to which they
choose to engage in searching and monitoring behaviors.
Searching involves reviewing “gold standard resources,”
whereas monitoring actions involve the student comparing
their own work to external standards and making some kind
of evaluation (e.g., “this is an accurate map of what I just
read”) (Winne, 2017).
Our results show that anxious students spend more time
searching (relying on existing resources) and less time
monitoring their work by reviewing feedback and/or making
edits. When combined with performance measure results
discussed above, these behavioral differences suggest that
anxious students’ ineffective self-regulation in the learning
technology may be reducing their opportunities to learn.
These results suggest that to facilitate online learning, we
must acknowledge and address students’ individual anxiety
levels (discussed more below).
Table 7. Std β coef., regressing behavior on anxiety
Translating

Pre-Test
-.09
-.09
.00
Science Anxiety
.09
.19**
-.22**
Perc. Familiarity
.01
.06
-.07
Off-task Behavior
.15**
-.19**
Note: Sig. findings in bold, *=p<0.05, **=p<0.01

Assembling

Monitoring

Searching

Off Task

Dependent Variables

0.2**
-0.02
0.01
-0.2**

.15
.01
.00
.04

Limitations and Future Work

Discussion and Conclusions
Science anxiety can impede a student who otherwise would
excel, especially if it interferes with the increased use of
online learning systems, which expect considerable use of
SRL strategies.
Our results indicate that students with high science anxiety
have low self-efficacy and low perception of task value.
5

Notably, they ultimately performed worse while reporting
lower levels of perceived difficulty, which may be related to
how they self-assess their own abilities. That is, anxious
students with low self-efficacy may not be able to adequately
judge the difficulty of a particular learning context because
they blame struggles on their own low skills. These effects
were consistent even when controlling for factors like prior
knowledge, demonstrating the clear impacts of science
anxiety on student experiences.
We have also shown that science anxiety is linked to
significantly different SRL behaviors, even when controlling
for prior knowledge. Specifically, anxious students were
more likely to spend their time searching for knowledge than
monitoring/evaluating the work they have already completed.
This finding aligns with work showing that anxious students
avoid ego-threatening activities (Middleton & Midgley,
1997) and demonstrates an important mechanism underlying
anxiety’s to less learning. That is, if anxious students monitor
their work less often, they are skipping important
opportunities to reflect on feedback – a known precursor to
learning (Pekrun et al., 2002) – and thus (unknowingly)
limiting their learning experiences.
One key application of this work is the development of
scaffolding for high-anxiety students. We have shown that
anxious students are less likely to monitor their work. By
analyzing student actions in real-time, we can follow their
progress and provide additional guidance for high anxiety
students. For example, we could have the mentor agent direct
the student to a different task or evaluate their progress.
However, we should be mindful that students with high
anxiety may be sacrificing their self-regulated learning
techniques (i.e., monitoring) in order to better self-regulate
their anxiety. That is, if monitoring behaviors invoke anxiety
by forcing students to compare their performance to
standards (potentially coming up lacking), encouraging such
tasks directly may not be appropriate. Alternate approaches
such as a human-the-loop design (i.e., the teacher) should
instead be considered. On the other hand, if the primary
connection between anxiety and lower educational
performance is the avoidance of monitoring behaviors (as our
results may suggest), nudges by the system or scaffolding
students to participate in monitoring behaviors may help
mitigate this problem.
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Throughout this work we have relied on self-report
measures, which in turn relies on students being cognizant of
their own thinking and responding honestly. However, due to
the highly internal nature of some of the constructs being
measured, self-report presents the best viable option. To
mitigate potential confounds, we leveraged a previously
validated anxiety scale with reported high internal validity
(Johnston-Wilder et al., 2014). One issue with our approach
was that many of the self-reports happened only once during
the study, either at the beginning or end. Future work should
collect multiple reports throughout the learning session and
perhaps also find ways to automatically detect some of the

constructs and behaviors measured here, such as selfefficacy, task value, and perceived difficulty.
This work did not consider other factors (e.g., gender or
general anxiety level) that may influence science anxiety.
Future work should explore how such factors effect the
interaction between anxiety and SRL.
In this work, we have used log file data to conduct a
microanalysis of the operations part of the COPES model
(Winne & Hadwin, 1998), categorizing the SRL behaviors
using the subsequent SMART model (Winne, 2011). Future
work should also consider broadening this approach to better
represent the other COPES model elements, such as
conditions and products. This more in-depth analysis will
provide an even more detailed understanding of selfregulated learning within learning technologies and thus
provide even greater potential to support students.

Concluding Remarks
This paper investigates the relationship anxiety has to the
SRL strategies that students use in computer-based learning.
Our analyses, focusing specifically on science anxiety,
indeed showed that anxiety was related (if modestly) to
students’ SRL strategies, even after controlling for prior
knowledge. These findings contribute to scientific
understanding of anxiety in learning with technology and will
inform practical implementations of efforts to reduce science
anxiety. Reducing science anxiety is critical because of the
adverse effects associated with it. Thus, we envision this
paper ultimately contributing to better science learning and
more positive perceptions of science.
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Abstract
On the road to a more fair and just world, we must recognize ubiquitous disparities in our society, but awareness alone
is not enough: Observed disparities between groups often get
wrongly attributed to inherent traits (e.g., African Americans
are disproportionately arrested because they are more prone to
crime), creating a self-perpetuating feedback loop. As shown
in a past study (Meng & Xu, 2020), such reasoning can result
from the Naı̈ve Utility Calculus (NUC, Jara-Ettinger, Gweon,
Schulz, & Tenenbaum, 2016): If an agent knows a target trait’s
“hit rate” in every group and avoids unnecessary sampling, it
is rational to infer that groups sampled from more often have
higher hit rates. The previous study used non-social categories (robot chickens) as stimuli, which raises the question
of whether the results generalize to the social domain. In the
current study, we replicated past findings using novel social
groups (aliens): Overall, people were more likely to check
groups examined more often by the agent but when observed
hit rates did not support the agent’s sampling behavior, people
incorporated both information sources to infer group hit rates.
This work brought NUC-based models one step closer towards
tackling disparities in the real world consisted of social groups.
Keywords: social cognition; disparities; theory of mind;
Bayesian models of cognition

Introduction
Quaerendo invenietis (“Seek and ye shall find”).
— J. S. Bach, Canon No. 9

The arc of the moral universe may bend toward justice, but
not by the awareness of injustice alone. Seeing, for instance,
that Black men are 100 times more likely to get killed by the
police than Asian women over the life course (Edwards, Lee,
& Esposito, 2019), those in power may reinforce the status
quo, possibly out of fear that groups disproportionately punished by the criminal justice system are indeed more prone
to crime (Hetey & Eberhardt, 2014, 2018). Ironically, the
more we scrutinize these groups, the more crime we discover,
the more readily we justify our decisions, creating a feedback
loop that forever amplifies accidental differences, or worse,
deliberate biases (Ensign, Friedler, Neville, Scheidegger, &
Venkatasubramanian, 2017; Kearns & Roth, 2019).
So how can we break free from this vicious cycle? Hetey
and Eberhardt (2018) suggested that we offer historical context for how disparities came to be, challenge stereotypes
associating certain groups with certain traits, and highlight
systemic forces behind disparities. While these measures are
important and long overdue, they are not the end-all and beall of the fight for social justice: Even without stereotypes
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and biases, disparities may still get perpetuated by low-level
social cognitive processes. A recent study (Meng & Xu,
2020) examined how the “Naı̈ve Utility Calculus” (NUC,
Jara-Ettinger et al., 2016) alone can reproduce observed disparities: If we believe an agent (e.g., a police officer) knows
the “hit rate” of a target trait (e.g., committing a crime) in
each group and samples group members to check in a costefficient manner, we should infer that groups from which
the agent sampled more often have higher hit rates; given
the chance, we should also sample more from these groups.
This is worrisome because we end up reproducing disparities in the agent’s sampling behavior without prior stereotypes against any groups. The authors offered a solution,
which was to show people what proportion out of group members checked by the agent actually had the target trait. They
found that participants considered both sample hit rates and
the agent’s check rates when making inferences about groups:
Groups that were checked often but had low sample hit rates
or those rarely checked but had high sample hit rates were
both thought to have moderate population hit rates. A key social implication of these findings is that, when exposing racial
disparities in policing, we need to show both the number of
police searches in different groups as well as the outcomes.

Social groups vs. non-social categories
While Meng and Xu (2020) attempted to examine disparities in society, the agent in their study sampled from robot
chickens1 rather than social groups. They used non-social
categories as stimuli to prevent people from potentially bringing in existing stereotypes about actual social groups but
this choice limits how well their findings generalize to social
groups. It may well be the case that people reason differently
about social groups and non-social categories.
One possibility is that social groups are considered more
variable than non-social categories. For instance, even young
children have strong intuitions that agents, not inanimate objects, can cause events to occur probabilistically—the latter
1 In

Meng and Xu’s (2020) cover story, robot chickens lay
eggs that may or may not contain a golden ticket and players
can choose between buying an egg or letting it go. Participants
watched a knowledgeable, utility-maximizing player interact with
each chicken and were asked to infer the chicken’s reward rate and
decide whether to buy an egg from it. The game structure mirrored
police encounters (player ↔ officer, chicken ↔ group, egg ↔ group
member, reward ↔ crime).

tend to work as deterministic causes (Schulz & Sommerville,
2006; Wu, Muentener, & Schulz, 2016). In a similar vein,
people may believe that the mental process behind crime is
more subject to change than whatever mechanical process
that controls reward rates in robot chickens. If a group of people are more unpredictable than a collection of robots, then
sample hit rates may not generalize so well to populations.
However, one can also make a case for the opposite. Social
essentialism (Rhodes & Moty, 2020) may lead us to think
members of a meaningful social group share an “essence”,
which cannot be said about eggs that merely share the space
inside the same robot chicken. In this case, sample hit rates in
essentialized social groups should generalize better to populations than those in non-essentialized non-social categories.
A final possibility is that, despite potential differences between social groups and non-social categories, the same inferential process underlies how we infer population hit rates
from an agent’s sampling behavior and sample hit rates.

Goals of current research
The primary goal of the current research is to examine
whether findings in Meng and Xu (2020) generalize to social groups. If we find no major domain differences, it brings
NUC-based models one step closer towards explaining and
tackling real-world disparities. If the NUC does not capture
people’s hit rate inferences in social groups, then future studies are needed to find formal accounts in the social domain.
Apart from the nature of the groups, several aspects in
Meng and Xu (2020) can also be made more true to life.
For instance, in the robot chicken game, the trait that the
agent was looking for was positive (i.e., containing a reward)
whereas in police encounters, the target trait is most definitely
negative (e.g., committing a crime). A plethora of research
suggests that people tend to weigh negative outcomes more
heavily than positive ones (e.g., Baumeister, Bratslavsky,
Finkenauer, & Vohs, 2001; Fazio, Eiser, & Shook, 2004). So
if letting a criminal roam free is more consequential than winning a reward in a game, an agent should adopt a lower threshold for when to check in the former case—as a result, the
same observed check rate would imply a lower population hit
rate. To match outcome valence in police encounters and similarly high-stake scenarios, we used negative outcomes in the
current study. Another major concern about Meng and Xu’s
(2020) study is that there were as as many “critical trials” in
which sample hit rates contradicted the agent’s check rates as
there were “control trials” in which the two rates in agreement. Upon seeing so much counterevidence, people may no
longer trust the agent, which breaks the core assumptions of
the NUC about the agent’s knowledge and efficiency, making
it tricky, if not impossible, to infer population hit rates from
the agent’s sampling behavior. To protect the agent’s “reputation’, our study included more control than critical trials.

Overview of experiment
To achieve the aforementioned goals, we created a “Gem Patrol” game, which was structurally similar to the “Golden
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Figure 1: The “Gem Patrol” game: In each trial, a group of
6 aliens from the same planet (e.g., Aera) went through border security before leaving planet Obos. Some may attempt
to leave with stolen gems, which can be detected by a special
machine. Border patrol officer Alex knows the theft rate of
aliens from each planet and only scans visitors if necessary.
In the “Check Rate Only” condition, participants saw how
many visitors Alex scanned but not the results. In the “Check
+ Hit Rates” condition, participants also saw how many stole
a gem out of those scanned. At the end of each trial, participants were asked to infer the theft rate of all aliens on a planet
and decide whether to scan a new visitor from there.
Ticket” game in Meng and Xu’s (2020) study. Our game is
set on the planet Obos that produces a rare and precious gem.
Aliens from nearby planets often visit Obos to buy gems,
some of whom attempt to leave without paying. Unpaid gems
emit a signal that can be detected by a special machine, which
runs on expensive reagents and can be slow, making scanning costly. Border patrol officers decide whether to scan
each visitor or let them go directly. Alex is said to be the
best officer because they know the “theft rate” of aliens from
each planet and only scan visitors if necessary. Participants
watched Alex interact with visitors from a series of planets.
After each planet, they were asked to infer the theft rate of all
aliens on that planet and decide whether to scan a new visitor from there. Figure 1 illustrates an example trial. In the
“Check Rate Only” condition, scan results were never shown
to participants so they could only infer theft rates based on
Alex’s check rates. In the “Check + Hit Rates” condition,
participants got to see how many visitors actually stole a gem.

Computational Modeling
Given data in a sample, how should people infer the theft rate,
or more generally, the hit rate of the population? To answer
this question, we adopted computational models in Meng and
Xu (2020), which are shown graphically in Figure 2.

NUC-based models
One class of models are based on the NUC (Jara-Ettinger et
al., 2016), which assumes the agent Alex maximizes expected
utilities when deciding whether to scan a visitor. This assumption creates a link between Alex’s check rate µ of aliens

Figure 2: Computational models for inferring population hit
rates. In Naı̈ve Utility Calculus (NUC) models, the agent
Alex’s check rate µ for aliens from a given planet is linked
to their population hit rate θ via a logistic function, whose
intercept β0 and slope β1 are estimated from population hit
rates inferred by participants and their scanning decisions. µ
is inferred from the number of visitors Alex scanned (S) out
of the total number of visitors they encountered (P). In the
“Check Rate Only” condition, θ can only be inferred from
µ (“Check Rate Only” model). In the “Check + Hit Rates”
condition, θ can also be simultaneously inferred from µ and
the number of gem thieves (H) out of P (“Check + Hit Rates”
model). The non-NUC “Hit Rate Only” model ignores µ and
infers population hit rates solely from sample hit rates.

from a given planet and the population hit rate θ on that
planet. If each scan costs c and catching a gem thief returns a
reward r, then the expected utility of scanning a visitor is:
E[U(scan)] = rθ − c.

(1)

E[U(scan)] is then connected to µ via a logistic function:
µ=

1
,
1 + e−E[U(scan)]/τ

(2)

where the temperature parameter τ captures Alex’s decision
noise: Under extremely low temperatures (τ → 0), Alex will
scan a visitor as long as E[U(scan)] > 0; when temperatures
are extremely high (τ → ∞), Alex randomly chooses between
whether or not to scan. The logistic function is a special case
of the softmax function (under binary choices), which is commonly used to convert unbounded action values into action
probabilities bound by 0 and 1 (Sutton & Barto, 1998).
By plugging Equation 1 into Equation 2, we can rewrite
the original logistic function as follows:
µ=

1
,
1 + e−(β0 +β1 θ)

(3)
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where the slope β1 is r/τ and the intercept β0 is −c/τ. Both
parameters can be empirically estimated from participants’
hit rate inferences (“Out of N random new visitors from this
planet, how many may be thieves?”) and their scanning decisions (“Do you want to scan a visitor from there?”). Estimates
of β0 and β1 can be plugged back in Equation 3 to infer θ from
µ; µ itself is inferred from how many visitors Alex scanned,
S, out of P visitors from a given planet—S ∼ Binomial(µ, P).
In the “Check Rate Only” condition, the “Check Rate
Only” model is the only one for population hit rate inference.
In the “Check + Hit Rates” condition, learners can also take
account of sample hit rate information, simultaneously inferring θ from µ as well as the number of gem thieves, H, out
of S visitors that Alex scanned—H ∼ Binomial(θ, S). Such
an inferential process is captured by the “Check + Hit Rates”
model. Alternatively, learners may ignore hit rate information
and still rely on the “Check Rate Only” model like before.

Non-NUC model
Both the “Check Rate Only” and the “Check + Hit Rates”
models hinge on the agent’s utility maximization. However,
learners may turn a blind eye to the agent’s sampling behavior
and infer population hit rates solely based on sample hit rates.
This type of learning is captured by the non-NUC “Hit Rate
Only” model, which infers θ from the number of gem thieves,
H, out of S visitors Alex scanned—H ∼ Binomial(θ, S).

Experiment
Methods
Participants We recruited 145 participants living in the
United States from Amazon Mechanical Turk. Each participant gave informed consent before participating and was paid
$2.5 for about 15-20 minutes of their time. Sixty-three2 were
excluded from analysis for failing to answer all comprehension check questions correctly. Among the remaining 82, 46
(mean age = 34.28 years, SD = 9.5) were in the “Check Rate
Only” condition and 36 (mean age = 34.31 years, SD = 8.2)
were in the “Check + Hit Rates” condition.
Design Table 1 summarizes the trial content. In the “Check
+ Hit Rates” condition, there were 6 critical trials where sample hit rates contradicted Alex’s check rates and 10 control
trials where sample hit rates and check rates were agreed with
one another (both high, low, or moderate). In all trials, the total number of visitors Alex encountered was fixed to be 6. In
the “Check Rate Only” condition, participants only saw how
many visitors Alex scanned in each trial but not how many
of them stole a gem. Participants were randomly assigned to
one of the two conditions and the trial order was randomized
for each person.
2 The high attrition rate (43.4%) may be a result of the COVID-19
pandemic: After the imposition of sheltering in place and an influx
of new workers, average workers in the Amazon Mechanical Turk
pool were less attentive than before (Arechar & Rand, 2020). To
address the concern that the sample here was biased after exclusion,
we replicated this experiment as part of a follow-up study on Prolific
and found similar results at a much lower attrition rate (12.0%).

Table 1: Summary of trial content. The total number of visitors Alex encountered was always 6 in all trials. The number
of gem thieves was only revealed in the “Check + Hit Rates”
condition but not in the “Check Rate Only” condition.
trial type

critical

control

# scanned

# thieves

6
6
5
5
2
1

1
0
1
0
2
1

6
6
5
5
4
4
3
3
2
1

6
5
5
4
3
2
2
1
0
0

Figure 3: Reproduction of disparities: The proportion of participants deciding to scan a new visitor as a function of how
many visitors Alex scanned in all trials (left) and critical trials
(right). (Error bars indicate the 95% confidence intervals.)

Procedure To begin, participants watched a short video introducing the “Gem Patrol” game as previously described and
were tested on the utility structure of the game (costs, rewards), what makes Alex the best border patrol officer (that
they know the theft rate of aliens from each planet and maximize expected utilities of scanning), and randomness in small
samples (that 6 visitors may not represent aliens on an entire planet). Only those who answered all the comprehension
check questions correctly were allowed to continue.
Each trial began with a picture of 6 aliens from one planet
lining up to pass border security. Those from each planet had
unique body colors. The next page depicted how many visitors Alex scanned or let pass, which was the only information
available in the “Check Rate Only” condition. In the “Check
+ Hit Rates” condition, it was also revealed how many stole
a gem out of those scanned. In both conditions, participants
answered two questions at the end of each trial. The first
was that, out of 6 random new visitors from a given planet,
how many might be gem thieves. This measured participant’s
inferences of population hit rates. The second question was
whether they wanted to scan a new visitor from that planet,
the answers to which were used to estimate free parameters
β0 and β1 in NUC-based models.

Results
Did people copy Alex’s sampling behavior? As shown in
Figure 3 (left), overall, people followed Alex’s footsteps: In
both conditions across all 16 trials, the higher the proportion
of visitors Alex scanned out of the total from a given planet,
the more likely participants would choose to scan a new visitor from there. To test this observation, we fit two general-
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Figure 4: Population hit rates inferred by people vs. models: In the “Check Rate Only” condition (upper), the “Check
Rate Only” model is the only hit rate inference model. In
the “Check + Hit Rates” condition (lower), the “Check +
Hit Rates” model takes account of both check and hit rates
whereas the other two models rely on one of the two. (Solid
black bars indicate the 95% confidence intervals in human inferences. Dashed gray bars indicate the 95% highest density
intervals of posterior distributions in Bayesian models.)

ized linear mixed models (GLMMs) with data from each of
the two conditions using the Python package Pymer4 (Jolly,
2018): Participants’ scanning decisions (1 = scan; 0 = let
pass) were the outcome variable and the number of visitors
Alex scanned (out of 6) was the fixed effect; this model has
random intercepts and slopes for participants and trials3 . As
expected, the fixed effect was significant in the “Check Rate
Only” condition: With each additional visitor Alex scanned,
the odds ratio for participants scanning a visitor increased by
2.19, which was significantly higher than chance, Wald’s χ2
= 14.98, p = .00011. This was also true in “Check + Hit
Rates” condition where sample hit rates contradicted Alex’s
check rates in several trials: With each additional visitor Alex
scanned, the odds ratio for participants scanning a visitor increased by 1.60, which was significantly higher than chance,
Wald’s χ2 = 5.12, p = .023. These results showed that, in
general, participants copied Alex’s sampling behavior, even
in the face of occasional contradictory information.
However, on the 6 critical trials where sample hit rates
were inconsistent with Alex’s check rates, did participants
still copy Alex blindly? According to Figure 3 (right), this
did not seem like the case. To test this new observation, we
fit another GLMM with critical-trial data in the “Check + Hit
Rates” condition. The fixed effect was no longer significant:
With each additional visitor Alex scanned, the odds ratio for
participants scanning a visitor decreased by .03, which was
not distinguishable from chance, Wald’s χ2 = .17, p = .68.
How did people infer population hit rates? As with Meng
and Xu (2020), a key assumption behind this work is that people’s scanning decisions are driven by inferred population hit
rates. Figure 2 illustrated three different inferential processes,
each of which was implemented by PyMC3 (Salvatier, Wiecki,
& Fonnesbeck, 2016), a Bayesian modeling library in Python.
For NUC-based models (“Check Rate Only” and “Check +
Hit Rates”), we estimated4 parameter values of β0 and β1 in
Equation 2 using people’s inferred hit rates and scanning decisions. The estimates were β0 = −1.98 and β1 = 4.67 in the
“Check Rate Only” condition and β0 = −2.87 and β1 = 9.48
in the “Check + Hit Rates” condition, respectively. The nonNUC model (“Hit Rate Only”) has no free parameters.
In all three models, population hit rates are derived from
first principles rather than inferred from human data, so
model comparison metrics such as log-likelihood, AIC, BIC,
etc. do not apply here. To compare our models, we can examine how well each model’s predictions align with human
inferences by looking at Pearson’s r and root-mean-square
error (RMSE). As shown in Figure 4 (upper), in the “Check
Rate Only” condition, population hit rates inferred by people were qualitatively similar to predictions of the “Check
3 The formula of all GLMMs used in this paper is scan ∼
n checked + (1 | participant) + (1 | trial).
4 Meng and Xu (2020) obtained maximum a posteriori (MAP)
estimates of β0 and β1 before feeding them to NUC models. Here
the choice model is built into NUC models so posterior distributions
of parameter values, not MAP estimates, are used to infer hit rates.
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Rate Only” model. The two were strongly correlated, Pearson’s r = .55, p < .001. In the “Check + Hit Rates” condition, all model inferences correlated with human inferences:
The “Check + Hit Rates” model the most strongly, Pearson’s r = .66, the “Hit Rate Only” model the least so, Pearson’s r = .41, and the “Check Rate Only” model in between,
Pearson’s r = .58. We can also use RMSE to measure how
much each model’s predictions deviated from human inferences; lower values suggest less deviation. In this regard, the
“Check + Hit Rates” model was the closest to humans among
the three, RMSE = .23, the “Hit Rate Only” model the furthest, RMSE = .29, and the “Check Rate Only” model once
again in between, RMSE = .26. According to both metrics,
the “Check + Hit Rates” model best captured human inferences, as shown in Figure 4 (lower). Upon a closer look,
the “Check Rate Only” model overestimated population hit
rates when Alex scanned a large proportion of visitors, even
though sample hit rates were very low. The “Hit Rate Only”
model made the opposite mistakes, overestimating population
hit rates when sample hit rates were high, even though Alex
scanned few visitors. By comparison, like people, the “Check
+ Hit Rates” model inferred moderate population hit rates to
reconcile conflicting check rates and hit rates in the samples.

Discussion
The current study replicated Meng and Xu’s (2020) findings
in the social domain. First of all, if a knowledgeable, utilitymaximizing agent frequently sampled members from a social
group to check at a cost, participants also tended to check a
new member from this group. This pattern was found in both
the “Check Rate Only” and the “Check + Hit Rates” conditions across all trials, suggesting that people generally trusted
the agent and reproduced their sampling behavior, despite occasionally receiving contradictory information (i.e., sample
hit rates were low in groups that the agent checked often but
high in groups that the agent did not check much). Importantly, however, on critical trials where sample hit rates deviated from the agent’s check rates, people no longer copied
the agent’s behavior. This finding suggested that providing
information on sample hit rates may be an effective way to
curb the reproduction of disparities in the social domain.
We argue that people’s sampling decisions are informed
by their inferences about population hit rates in different social groups. To examine the underlying inferential process,
we implemented three Bayesian models learning from different sources of information (“Check Rate Only”, “Hit Rate
Only”, and “Check + Hit Rates”) and compared their predictions with people’s hit rate inferences. Among these, the
“Check + Hit Rates” model resembled humans the most and
captured major patterns in our participants’ inferences, suggesting that people may combine both sample hit rates and
the agent’s check rates when inferring population hit rates.

General Discussion
Disparities between different demographical groups are
deeply rooted in all aspects of our society, from education,

employment to public health, criminal justice, just to name
a few. How we interpret evidence of disparities is like the
Rorschach test: Some attribute observed disparities to individual or systemic biases and some to traits inherent to the
groups. The latter impedes progress if people believe certain
groups are to blame when historical data are distorted by selffulfilling prophecies. A recent study (Meng & Xu, 2020) provided a formal account to explain why we may attribute disparities to inherent group traits and offered a potential solution. The explanation was based on the Naı̈ve Utility Calculus
(NUC, Jara-Ettinger et al., 2016): If an agent knows the hit
rate of a target trait in different groups and avoids sampling
(e.g., hiring, arresting, paroling) group members unnecessarily, then it is rational to infer that groups sampled from more
often are more likely to possess that trait. The solution was to
show people the hit rates in the samples so they could combine this new information with the agent’s sampling behavior
to adjust inferences about true trait prevalence in groups.
Critically, however, the previous study stripped away the
social context of groups that the agent sampled from, using
robot chickens so that participants could not rely on stereotypes they might have about actual groups. To see whether
past results could generalize to the social domain, we designed a new study in which the agent sampled from novel
social groups (e.g., aliens from different planets), thereby preserving the social nature of groups while keeping away existing stereotypes. We replicated Meng and Xu’s (2020) findings that, overall, people tended to copy a knowledgeable,
utility-maximizing agent’s sampling behavior but not when
sample hit rates contradicted the agent’s check rates. In the
latter case, participants relied on both the sample hit rates and
the agent’s check rates to infer groups’ hit rates and decided
whether to check a new group member accordingly. The current results brought NUC-based explanations and solutions
closer towards the real world consisted of social groups.

Future directions
From alien planets to the world we live in, there is a long way
to go. Ultimately, we wish to understand why it is that awareness of disparities can sometimes lead to future disparities
and, most importantly, find ways to stop this vicious cycle of
injustice. There are many directions in which we can go.
First of all, the current NUC models operate on the premise
that the agent is always knowledgeable, cost-efficient, and
well-intentioned, which often cannot be further from the
truth, such as when former police officer Derek Chauvin suffocated George Floyd to death, whose only crime was using
a 20-dollar counterfeit bill at a grocery store. Challenging
people’s blind trust in the agent is potentially another effective way to stop the reproduction of disparities. To this end,
we need models that jointly update how learners think about
groups and how much they still trust the agent after receiving
evidence contradicting the agent’s knowledge and efficiency.
Another way to make NUC models more realistic is to incorporate uncertainty into the choice model. That is, if some
groups are rarely sampled from, we should know little about
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their true hit rates; as such, the expected utility of checking is
highly uncertain and we should probably discount this information when making critical decisions (e.g., Li & Ma, 2020).
Moreover, we plan on using actual social groups in followup studies. The merit of using novel social groups is that we
can steer away from people’s existing stereotypes; however,
it is real social groups that we care about—How will people
think and act when new statistical information clashes with
their prior social knowledge? Do they still rely on the same
NUC to draw or update inferences about groups? Or, does the
answer depend on what kind of prior knowledge they have
and other social factors (e.g., political positions, demographics)? These are important questions to investigate next.
Last but not least, we hope to examine the developmental
origin of the current results: Do children also reproduce disparities that they see without prior biases? Does the NUC also
underlie their decisions and inferences about social groups?
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Abstract
In two studies we show that a speaker’s choice to obey or violate the pragmatic maxims of Relevance and Informativeness
– as well as the reasons behind these choices (Inability vs. Unwillingness) – affect how the speaker is socially perceived, revealing a connection between pragmatic reasoning and social
evaluation. Our findings further suggest that core dimensions
of social evaluation (Competence vs. Warmth) are differentially informed by different aspects of a speaker’s conversational behavior. We conclude that, even after a brief exposure
to someone’s conversational behavior, people draw social inferences about the speaker by reasoning along the same principles that inform pragmatic inferences. Our results highlight
how pragmatic reasoning, social evaluation and person perception jointly underlie the meaning conveyed by linguistic utterances in communication, bringing together different areas of
research in a novel way.
Keywords: social evaluation; linguistic inferences; pragmatic
reasoning; maxims; conversation

Introduction
Research across linguistics and psychology has shown that
listeners systematically compute the message that they extract from an utterance by drawing inferences of two different kinds. Pragmatic inferences allow listeners to fine tune
the message of an utterance by enriching its literal meaning
via reasoning about the interlocutor’s communicative intentions and the discourse context. For example, if Kim asks
“Is Gail dating anyone?” and John responds “She’s been going to Cleveland every weekend”, Kim can infer that Gail
is (likely) dating someone in Cleveland (adapted from Grice
1975). While these inferences have been modeled in different ways (Grice 1975; Horn 1984; Levinson 2000; Goodman
& Frank 2016 i.a.), these accounts by-and-large share the assumption that communication is intentional – for these inferences to be drawn, Kim must assume that John wants to communicate that particular message – and cooperative – John
and Kim must be working jointly to achieve the purpose of
attaining an effective exchange of information by following a
set of communicative Maxims (e.g., Quantity, Quality, Manner & Relevance: Grice 1975; see Horn 1984; Sperber &
Wilson 1986; Levinson 2000 for alternative proposals).
Social inferences, by contrast, allow listeners to evaluate
and form impressions about the speaker’s social and personal
qualities based on how they speak. For example, if John pronounces the final consonant in going as goin’, Kim might infer (among other things) that John is – or would like to come
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across as – from the Southern US, easy-going and unpretentious, in a relaxed mood, and better disposed towards rural
than urban areas (Campbell-Kibler 2007). These inferences
have been traditionally investigated by the discipline of sociolinguistics, with most of the work focusing on how these
inferences arise in connection to particular sounds (Labov
1963; Eckert 2008, Campbell-Kibler 2007; Levon 2014 i.a.)
and, less frequently, morpho-syntactic constructions (Bender 2000; Hilton 2018). Social inferences are not limited to
language; work in social psychology has shown that, more
broadly, any domain of human behavior can serve as a cue
for people to form an impression of someone’s personality
and identity – and thus provide a window onto the processes
whereby we judge and evaluate others on a variety of levels
based on what they do (Fiske, Cuddy, Glick $ Xu 2002; Fiske
2018; Stolier, Hehman & Freeman 2020 i.a.).
Social inferences are crucially different from pragmatic
ones. First, they target the social identity and personality of
the speaker, as opposed to the message; second, they do not
necessarily assume intentionality or cooperativeness. As a result, they have been traditionally investigated independently
of pragmatic ones. This divide has been recently questioned
by work showing that, besides sounds, social inferences can
be systematically generated also in connection to the choice
of using linguistic forms that come with non trivial semantic
content, and whose deployment is therefore (at least in part)
intentional. These include intensifiers (e.g., totally: Beltrama
& Staum Casasanto 2017), demonstratives and determiners
(e.g. this/that/the: Acton & Potts 2014; Acton 2019), discourse markers (e.g., like: Dinkin & Maddeaux 2017); or
numerals (Beltrama 2018). In a parallel fashion, recent neoGricean proposals have modeled pragmatic and social inferences as jointly emerging from pragmatic reasoning – modeling these inferences with a probabilistic approach (Goodman
and Frank 2016; Burnett 2019; Yoon et al. 2020). Combined together, the findings from these endeavors highlight
the value of exploring the link between social and pragmatic
inferences, pointing to a connection between these domains.
At the same time, these studies also feature an important limitation, in that they all focus on the use of language in communicative situations in which cooperativeness can be assumed
on the part of all interlocutors – even when it comes to cases
in which the conversational choices of a speaker seemingly
appear to deviate from one or more maxims. In particular,

previous work has focused on cases in which such violations are flouted to help the listener further their goals in the
conversation – for instance by indirectly signaling relevant
propositional information (Grice 1975); by emphasizing particular social effects (Acton & Potts 2014); or by serving a
face-saving function (e.g., Mazzarella et al. 2018; Bonnefon,
Feeney & Villejoubert 2009).
Yet, the move of assuming cooperativeness falls short of
covering the whole range of communicative situations in
which listeners draw inferences from linguistic utterances. In
particular, we routinely witness conversations in which some
speaker effectively violates one or more pragmatic maxims –
and does so with no particular reason: for example, speakers
might over-describe or under-describe things with no benefit to the interlocutor; mislead the interlocutor; or fail to address the interlocutor’s questions or concerns. Although pragmatic theory typically sees these instances as conversational
breakdowns (but see Sperber & Wilson 1995), these cases
appear to be a productive site for listeners to form an impression of the speaker – often in negative terms (Bradford, Bitterly & Schweitzer 2020; Gaspar, Methasani, & Schweitzer
2019 i.a). Furthermore, Fairchild and Papafragou (2018) and
Fairchild, Mathis and Papafragou (2020) show that the social evaluation of uncooperative behavior is crucially modulated by the perceived reason behind a violation: in particular, under-informative speakers are perceived as less helpful
and trustworthy than adequately informative ones, but only in
situations in which their violation can be ascribed to unwillingness to cooperate (i.e., when they are native speakers of a
language), as opposed to inability to do so (e.g., when they
are non-native speakers). This finding resonates with the observation that, even outside the domain of linguistic communication, unwillingness to be cooperative has a higher social
cost than inability to do so, as shown by studies on both infants and primates (Behne et al 2005; Canteloupe & Meunier,
2017 i.a.). Taken together, these considerations suggest that,
in order to attain a comprehensive picture of conversational
behavior and pragmatic reasoning one should systematically
consider cases in which cooperativeness cannot be assumed,
and violations cannot be reconciled with a benevolent intention on the part of the speaker.

Current study
The present study undertakes this endeavor by asking: does
maxim violation carry social costs in terms of social evaluation? And how are these costs modulated by the specific type
of violation, as well as the reason behind it – and in particular, by whether violations can be attributed to unwillingness
vs. inability to cooperate? On the pragmatic side, we focus on
two maxims: Relevance – i.e., how related the speaker’s utterances are to the conversation topic (or the Question Under
Discussion; see Roberts 2012) – and Informativeness – i.e.,
how much information the speaker conveys in the context.
On the social perception side, we assess participants’ evaluations along the two core dimensions that have been claimed
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to underlie social traits ascription: the evaluation of someone’s intentions and disposition towards others, most commonly known as Warmth – e.g., sociability, likability, friendliness; and the evaluation of someone’s individual skills and
ability to achieve goals, commonly known as Competence –
e.g., knowledgeability, capability, assertiveness (Fiske 2018,
Stolier, Hehman & Freeman 2020 i.a.). We predict that, by
virtue of undermining the interlocutor’s quest for information
in the conversation a speaker failing to observe either Relevance or Informativeness should be socially penalized along
both Competence and Warmth. Furthermore, we expect that
the social penalty for pragmatic violations should be mitigated in situations in which such violations are due to the
speaker’s inability, as opposed to unwillingness to cooperate.

Experiment 1
Methods
Participants Four hundred adult native speakers of English
were recruited on Amazon MTurk (100 per condition) and
compensated $0.30.
Materials and Procedure The experiment was designed
with PC Ibex (Zehr & Schwarz 2018) and administered online. It consisted of a single trial, which included three different parts. First, participants were shown the following text
on the screen: “In this study, you will see a conversation
between two co-workers, named John and Kim. After the
conversation, you will be asked several questions”. Second,
Kim and John appeared on the screen as two black silhouettes
and began a conversation, with each utterance represented as
written text within a speech bubble. The conversation implemented a 2x2 between-subjects design, resulting from crossing two factors: Relevance and Informativeness. Kim started
the dialogue by expressing the desire to go on either a skiing
vacation or on a tropical vacation, and mentioning possible
destinations. John always responded by telling Kim that he
had been to all these places. John’s final utterance always
consisted of him telling Kim his experience vacationing in
Zermatt, Switzerland, regardless of whether Kim had wanted
a skiing vacation (+ Relevance) or a tropical vacation (– Relevance). John’s answer was either a detailed description of the
location where he had gone skiing (High Informativeness), or
a short utterance in which he simply disclosed the name of
that location (Low Informativeness). The fact that John’s final utterance was always prefaced by “I’ve been to all these
places” made it clear that John was epistemically able to address Kim’s comment, and that any pragmatic violation in his
final response could be therefore ascribed to unwillingness to
cooperate. All dialogue combinations are reported in Table 1.

Table 1: Full dialogue & conditions for Experiment 1
Kim I’d like to go on a skiing vacation
but I don’t know where to go.
Kim I’m thinking Austria, Switzerland
or Italy
Kim I’d like to go on a Caribbean vacation but I don’t know where to
go.
Kim I’m thinking Antigua, Barbados or
Bahamas. &
John I’ve been to all these places. Let’s
see. . . .
John I recently went to Zermatt,
Switzerland. It has the best slopes
and views of all skiing places I’ve
been to
John I recently went to Zermatt,
Switzerland.

Sets up + Relevance

Sets up – Relevance

—Figure 2: Average Competence and Warmth ratings for Exp1

High Informativeness

Low Informativeness

The conversation was presented incrementally: each utterance was shown for 7 seconds and then replaced by the subsequent utterance. After the conversation ended, the silhouettes
of John and Kim were removed from the screen and participants were presented with four questions, reported in Figure
1 below. Responses consisted of a rating between 1 (lowest
value) and 7 (highest value).
Competence:
How knowledgeable do you think John is in the conversation?
How competent do you think John is as a person?
Warmth:
How considerate towards Kim do you think John is in this
conversation?
How likable do you think John is as a person?
Figure 1: Evaluation questions

Results
The average ratings for the speaker’s Competence (α = 0.86)
and Warmth (α = 0.86) in Experiment 1 are shown in Fig. 2.
A 2 (Relevance: + Relevance, – Relevance) by 2 (Informativeness: High Informativeness, Low Informativeness) factorial ANOVA was performed on participants’ evaluations of
Competence. There was a main effect of Relevance (F(1,
341) = 151.31, p < .001, η2p = 0.30), such that + Relevance responses led to higher Competence ratings than — Relevance
ones (M = 5.78, SD = 0.99 vs. M = 3.94, SD = 1.74). There
was also a main effect of Informativeness (F(1, 341) = 8.02,
p <0.01, η2p = 0.02), such that more informative utterances
led to attributions of higher competence than less informative
ones (M = 5.12, SD = 1.60 vs. M = 4.70, SD = 1.71). No interaction between Relevance and Informativeness was found
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(F(1, 341) = 0.024, p =0.87, η2p < 0.01). A similar ANOVA
for Warmth showed a main effect of Relevance (F(1, 341) =
124.68, p < .001, η2p = 0.26), such that relevant responses led
to higher Warmth ratings compared to irrelevant ones. There
was no main effect of Informativeness (F(1, 341) = 0.34, p
=0.55, η2p < 0.01), and no interaction between Relevance and
Informativeness (F(1, 341) = 0.45, p =0.49, η2p < 0.01).

Discussion
Failure to observe Relevance brought about a hefty social
penalty across both Warmth and Competence traits: a speaker
uttering irrelevant statements – statements that failed to address the question under discussion introduced by the interlocutor – was rated considerably lower along the social attributes tested in the experiment. Second, the level of Informativeness of an utterance only had a limited impact: it
only affected Competence, and only to a moderate extent; no
effect of Informativeness was found for Warmth. Taken together, these results suggest that the choice of obeying or violating basic conversational principles carries important social
consequences for the evaluation of the speaker. The question remains open, however, as to how social perceptions are
affected by the reason behind a certain violation: since all
violations in Experiment 1 were driven by the speaker’s unwillingness to be cooperative, it is not possible to tease out
whether, or to what extent, the observed social penalty for
lack of Relevance was due to the fact that the speaker disregarded the listener’s concern in its own right, or to the fact
that the speaker was in the position of being more cooperative, and deliberately chose not to be so. Experiment 2 explored this issue by testing the social perception of Relevance
violations in a situation in which the speaker was unable – as
opposed to unwilling – to be more cooperative.

Experiment 2
Methods
Participants Two hundred participants were recruited on
Amazon MTurk (100 per condition). Participants were compensated $0.30.

Materials and procedure The procedure and the materials
from Experiment 1, together with the Informativeness manipulation, were retained. However, only –Relevance utterances
were included. Contrary to Experiment 1, the –Relevance utterances were introduced by the phrase “I’ve never been to
these places”, indicating that the maxim violation was due to
inability, and not unwillingness.

Results
Figure 3 plots the average ratings from Competence (α =
0.76) and Warmth (α = 0.82) in Experiment 2 alongside the
ratings from Experiment 1 (– Relevance only).

Figure 3: Average Competence and Warmth ratings for Exp1
(–Relevance only) vs. Exp2
A 2 (Experiment: 1: Unwillingness vs. 2: Inability) by
2 (Informativeness: High vs. Low) factorial ANOVA was
conducted on the Competence ratings for —Relevance cases.
No main effect of Experiment (F(1, 295) = 0.04, p = 0.82, η2p
< 0.01) or Informativeness (F(1, 295) = 3.21, p = 0.07, η2p
< 0.01) was found. There was also no interaction between
Experiment and Informativeness (F(1, 295) = 0.22, p = 0.63,
η2p < 0.01).
The same analysis using the Warmth ratings for -Relevance
cases as the dependent variable revealed a main effect of Experiment (F(1, 295) = 21.73, p < 0.01, η2p = 0.07), with responses in Experiments 2 (i.e., those driven by inability) rated
more highly than responses in Experiment 1 (i.e., those driven
by unwillingness) (M = 4.84, SD = 1.38 vs. M = 4.00, SD =
1.68). No main effect of Informativeness (F(1, 295) = 0.56,
p = 0.45, η2p < 0.01) and no interaction between Experiment
and Informativeness (F(1, 295) = 0.37, p = 0.53, η2p < 0.01)
was found.

Discussion
As predicted, the Warmth penalty for irrelevant utterances
was mitigated when the violation was due to inability (Exp
2), as opposed to unwillingness (Exp 1) (see also Fairchild et
al. 2020; Fairchild & Papafragou 2018). No effect of inability
vs. unwillingness was found on Competence. This suggests
that the social evaluation of a speaker is not merely informed
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by whether they choose to obey or violate pragmatic maxims,
but also by the reasons that could have driven these choices in
the first place – even though such reasons are not equally consequential for the Warmth and the Competence dimension.

General Discussion
Taken together, our results suggest that, even after a brief exposure to someone’s conversational behavior, people draw social inferences about the speaker – and do so by relying on
very similar cues to those that typically inform pragmatic inferences in the Gricean framework. Specifically, a speaker’s
conversational choices with respect to Relevance always turn
out to affect how they are socially perceived; and choices with
respect to Informativeness also have an impact on social evaluation, though in a less consistent fashion. Moreover, the
evaluation of speaker’s decision to violate these principles is
further modulated by the reason behind it, and in particular by
whether this choice was due to unwillingness vs. inability on
the part of the speaker. It is also important to note that social
evaluation is not affected in the same way, and to the same
extent, by our dependent variables. Two asymmetries, in particular, emerge from our results: first, Relevance appears to
have a stronger effect on social perception than Informativeness; second, the contrast between inability vs. unwillingness
does not uniformly impact evaluation along the two core dimensions of Warmth and Competence.
We suggest that both asymmetries could reflect a general
difference between Warmth and Competence as a relational
vs. individual-oriented dimension – that is, between judgments that directly track someone’s intentions towards others
vs. someone’s independent intellectual skills (Fiske 2018).
On this view, the privileged relationship between Informativeness and Competence on the one hand and Relevance and
Warmth on the other could reflect the fact that different principles of pragmatic behavior – and the violations thereof – do
not carry equal weight when it comes to the interests of the
interlocutor: while a speaker’s choice to provide more or less
relevant information has a direct impact on the interlocutor’s
goals and needs in the conversation – hence affecting Warmth
– the choice to disclose more or less information can be interpreted as revealing someone’s abilities and knowledge, independent of their dispositions towards others – hence primarily
affecting Competence.
A similar explanation can also shed light on the fact that
inability-driven violations are associated with a mitigated social penalty along Warmth, but not Competence. On this
view, inability-driven violations, contrary to unwillingnessdriven ones, can be construed as alternatives to saying nothing
– that is, as an attempt on the part of the speaker to still provide some valuable information in a situation in which their
epistemic state does not allow them to provide a more valuable contribution. Because Warmth is the social dimension
that directly bears on the goodness of someone’s intentions
towards others, it is thus possible to explain why the ratings
pertaining to this domain of evaluation are higher in the pres-

ence of inability-driven violations, which are compatible with
the speaker being well-intentioned towards the listener. Conversely, we suggest that the lack of the same mitigation effect along the Competence ratings can be explained by the
more individual-oriented, less relational nature of this particular dimension, which makes it less likely to be sensitive to
the contrast between whether the speaker is unwilling vs. unable to cooperate. In addition, it is important to consider the
possibility that in the unwillingness case the Competence ratings might have been affected by the fact that the speaker was
effectively acquainted with the relevant facts, despite opting
not to talk about them; this, in turn, could have contributing
to improving the evaluation along Competence, which puts
a premium on being knowledgeable about a relevant body
of facts, with respect to the inability context, in which the
speaker is instead openly uninformed about them, eventually
offsetting whatever mitigation effect inability could have had
on Competence. The emerging picture is one in which different dimensions of social evaluation are not affected uniformly, and to the same degree, by pragmatic violations – a
contrast that provides broader insights on how the dynamics
of the conversation are linked to social evaluation above and
beyond the contexts tested in the experiment.
Looking at the broader picture, the social inferences observed in our studies afford a novel window onto how interlocutors extract information from an utterance that goes
above and beyond the literal content of what is said – one
that allows us to tie together pragmatic and sociolinguistic
approaches to the study of communication. The first important implication of our results, an especially relevant one to
pragmatic approaches to communication, is that a speaker’s
conversational behavior can productively and systematically
invite inferences even in situations in which cooperativeness cannot be assumed – that is, when the speaker makes
choices that appear sub-optimal from the perspective of communicative efficiency, and such choices are not motivated by
any reason other than the speaker’s own self-interest. While
such cases have typically escaped the purview of pragmatic
research, our results show that suspending cooperativeness
does not lead to a suspension of pragmatic reasoning tout
court: even when they cannot rely on the assumption that the
speaker’s conversational moves are motivated by the goal of
attaining a mutually beneficial exchange of information, listeners continue to rely on their knowledge of pragmatic principles to assign social meaning to an utterance – and do so by
following very similar considerations to those that have been
theorized to underlie pragmatic inferences. It follows that a
full understanding of how listeners draw inferences from linguistic behavior requires broadening pragmatic approaches to
communication from conceptually and methodologically.
On a theoretical level, the systematicity with which social inferences arise in connection to uncooperative conversational choices highlights the importance of enriching Gricean
and neo-Gricean pragmatic theories with models of conversation in which cooperativeness is not posited as the sole un-
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derlying principle of conversation. Especially relevant to this
endeavor are approaches to dialogue and communication that
are not (exclusively) built around this assumption, and are
therefore more equipped to capture the interactional consequences of breaches of conversational maxims. One priminent example is Lee, Newark and Pinker’s (2008) theory
of indirect speech, according to which a speaker’s conversational choices are the outcome of a cost-benefit analysis with
respect to two functions of language – conveying information, and negotiating the type of relationship holding between
speaker and hearer – ultimately aimed at allowing the speaker
to maximize their own self-interest in the conversation. Applied to our case study, the choice of providing an irrelevant
response can be construed as reflecting a speaker’s individual
preference to assign an especially high value to certain aspects of the relational dimension of language – e.g., exerting
power and dominance on the listener, showing confidence –
to the exclusion of others– coming across as likable and helpful; facilitating a successful exchange of information. Accordingly, the social evaluation of this choice can be likewise
construed as reflecting how the listener sees it in light of their
own particular interests (see Breitholtz 2020 for an alternative approach to modeling communication that does not posit
the Gricean maxims and the Cooperative principle as the only
organizing principle of interaction).
The idea that both others-serving and self-serving interests
inform a speaker’s behavior in conversation also has important implications for recent neo-Gricean endeavors aimed at
modeling pragmatic and social inferences as jointly emerging
from pragmatic reasoning – and in particular, game-theoretic
approaches that incorporate social and propositional information alike as contributing to the informativeness of a message, and hence the utility of the message to the interlocutors (Goodman & Frank 2016; Yoon et al. 2016; Burnett
2019). While our results provide empirical evidence supporting the effort of pursuing a more unified account of different
linguistic inferences, they also highlight the need to expand
the scope of these models. The inferences modeled in these
frameworks bear on the assumption that conversation is a cooperative game in which interlocutors are utility-maximizing
agents and payoffs are calculated based on coordination; our
findings, however, show that listeners can productively reason
about a speaker’s conversational choices, and compute social
inferences, also in the absence of a joint effort to arrive at a
maximally efficient exchange of information. The upshot is
that endeavors to develop a unified framework to model pragmatic and social inferences should similarly be enriched to
reflect the fact that social inferences can be drawn even in situations in which inferences presupposing cooperativeness are
not possible.
From a methodological perspective, our findings further
highlight the importance of developing a richer, more naturalistic experimental approach to the study of communication
– one that situates interaction in contexts in which conversational agents are using language to simultaneously pursue

the goal of exchanging propositional information and managing the presentation of their self (see Fusaroli & Tylen 2015,
Healey et al 2018 for recent examples). Pursuing this goal requires broadening the approach that characterizes most previous studies of inferences in experimental pragmatics, which
tended to focus on isolated utterances, and emphasized the
referential/propositional component of language use to the
exclusion of its social one (Degen & Tanenhaus 2015; Huang
& Snedecker 2018; Grodner et al. 2010 i.a.). By virtue of
being a well-tested strategy for tapping into how interlocutors extract social information from speech (Campbell-Kibler
2007; Levon 2014), sociolinguistic perception tasks emerge
as particularly promising to improve our understanding of impression formation and social perception in human behavior,
affording the possibility of investigating the link between language and social evaluation above and beyond sounds and
syntactic constructions.

Conclusion
The present work brings together three important areas of research: work in pragmatics exploring how utterances are interpreted; work in sociolinguistics investigating how different linguistic cues can reflect the social identity of speakers;
and work in social psychology investigating how humans are
judged and perceived on the basis of their behavior. Future
work can examine pragmatic reasoning and social evaluation
in richer contexts than the one investigated here, so as to explore how the link between these two domains is modulated
by other social information about the interlocutors (e.g., age,
social class) typically available in interaction.
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Abstract
The physical properties of space may be universal, but the way
people conceptualize space is not. In some groups, people tend
to use egocentric space (e.g. left, right) to encode the locations of objects, while in other groups, people encode the same
spatial scene using allocentric space (e.g. upriver, downriver).
These different spatial Frames of Reference (FoRs) characterize the way people talk about spatial relations and the way they
think about them, even when they are not using language. Although spatial language and spatial thinking tend to covary, the
root causes of this variation are unclear. Here we propose that
this variation in FoR use reflects the spatial discriminability of
the relevant spatial continua. In an initial test of this proposal
in a group of indigenous Bolivians, we compared FoR use
across spatial axes that are known to differ in discriminability. In two non-verbal tests, participants spontaneously used
different FoRs on different spatial axes: On the lateral axis,
where egocentric (left-right) discrimination is difficult, their
behavior was predominantly allocentric; on the sagittal axis,
where egocentric (front-back) discrimination is relatively easy,
their behavior was predominantly egocentric. These findings
support the spatial discriminability hypothesis, which may explain variation in spatial concepts not only across axes, but also
across groups, between individuals, and over development.
Keywords: Spatial cognition; Frame of reference; Culture;
Language; Context; Variation

Introduction
Space is fundamental to human cognition, but people represent space in qualitatively different ways. What is to the
“right” of a tree for one person may be “north” to a second person and “upriver” to a third. These different spatial frames of reference (FoRs) go deeper than language –
they govern the structure of people’s spatial concepts even
when they are not using language (Majid, Bowerman, Kita,
Haun, & Levinson, 2004). This framework for spatial cognition varies between cultures, individuals, contexts, and age
groups(Levinson, 1996; Li & Gleitman, 2002; Shusterman &
Li, 2016; Haun, Rapold, Call, Janzen, & Levinson, 2006).
Yet, despite decades of research, the causes of variation in
spatial language and spatial thinking remain unresolved.

Spatial language
By studying the spontaneous (and elicited) use of spatial language across cultures, researchers have identified systematic
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differences the spatial frames of reference that people use to
encode the location and orientation of objects and events in
speech (Levinson, 1996; Pederson et al., 1998). Although
scholars have proposed various typological systems for precisely classifying spatial language (O’Meara & Báez, 2011;
Bohnemeyer & Levinson, 2011), all FoRs can be grouped
into two broad categories: egocentric and allocentric. Simply put, egocentric spatial relations depend on the perspective of an observer. For example, when describing the objects
shown in Figure 1, an English speaker might say, “The tree is
on the left and the man is on the right.” The validity of this
statement is contingent on the speaker’s position and orientation; if she were to move to the opposite side of the table,
the man would then be on her left. By contrast, allocentric
spatial relations depend only on features of the environment,
including global spatial coordinates (e.g. north), geographic
features (e.g. the mountains), landmarks (e.g. the church), or
the objects themselves (e.g. the man’s front). For example,
people from Tzeltal (ibid.) or Yupno (Cooperrider, Slotta, &
Núñez, 2017) communities might describe the tree in Figure
1 as “uphill” of the man, referencing a salient geographic feature of their environment (rather than a literal incline between
man and tree). Critically, the validity of this statement does
not depend on the location of the observer(s). Although the
speakers of many languages have more than one FoR at their
disposal, they often use one FoR preferentially, especially on
a given spatial scale (Pederson et al., 1998; Majid et al., 2004;
Haun et al., 2006).

Spatial thinking
Spatial reference frames apply not only to the way people
talk about space, but also to the way they conceptualize it,
even when they are not using language. To test which FoRs
people use for spatial thinking (i.e. nonlinguistic FoRs), researchers have developed behavioral tasks that require spatial
memory but not spatial language (Haun et al., 2006; Pederson
et al., 1998; Levinson, 1996). For example, in spatial reconstruction tasks (Figure 3), participants learn to reconstruct the
position and orientation of a novel array of objects. Having

mastered the array at the study table, they are then rotated 180
degrees to face the test table, and asked to reproduce the same
array. Critically, their response depends on the spatial FoR
they use to reconstruct the array. If they use egocentric space,
their response array will be a 180 degree rotation of the original, preserving the position of array objects relative to their
perspective (see Figure 3). By contrast, if they use allocentric space, their response array will be a simple translation
of the original without rotation (except perhaps in contrived
circumstances; Li & Gleitman, 2002), preserving its spatial
structure with respect to external coordinates (like the room
or landscape). In this way, such rotation tasks provide a nonverbal test of the implicit FoRs people use to represent spatial
relations.

Determinants of spatial language and thinking
For decades, researchers have debated what factors determine
the spatial FoRs people use and why. Some researchers have
attributed differences in spatial thinking to differences in spatial language (Levinson, 1996; Majid et al., 2004; but see
Li & Gleitman, 2002). Indeed, the FoR that people use in
non-verbal spatial reasoning tasks (like the rotation tasks described above) often corresponds to the linguistic FoR that
is most prevalent in their community (e.g. Pederson et al.,
1998). Although language may play a causal role in spatial
thinking, it is an unsatisfying explanation for three reasons.
First, much of the evidence linking spatial language with spatial thinking is correlational and cross-cultural, and therefore
cannot rule out confounding factors (e.g. Pederson et al.,
1998). Moreover, evidence from verbal interference suggests
that language does not play an online role in determining
nonlinguistic FoR use (Carstensen, 2016). Second, the correlation between preferred linguistic and nonlinguistic FoR is
far from perfect, leaving substantial cross-cultural variation
in spatial thinking unexplained (Pederson et al., 1998; Shusterman & Li, 2016; Majid et al., 2004). Third, FoR use also
varies considerably within language groups in ways that are
difficult to explain on the basis of language alone, between
individual adults (e.g. Majid et al., 2004; Shapero, 2017),
across contexts (Li & Gleitman, 2002), and over development

Figure 1: Man and Tree task. Simple spatial arrays are used
to elicit language about spatial relations.
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(e.g. Shusterman & Li, 2016). Even if differences in spatial
language could fully account for differences in spatial thinking, this link cannot in principle address the larger question:
Why do people differ in the FoR(s) they use in language or
in thought?
According to Li and Gleitman (2002), “the causal engine
both for the engrained spatial reasoning styles and the fashions of speech that we find in different communities may well
be a derivative of their ambient spatial circumstances.” But
which circumstances matter and how? Some scholars have
suggested that FoR use may ultimately be shaped by the local ecology, the level of urbanization, socio-cultural differences, or other contextual factors (Levinson, 1996; Majid
et al., 2004; Mishra, Dasen, & Niraula, 2003; Kagitcibasi,
1997; Shapero, 2017; Li & Gleitman, 2002), but it is unclear
whether or how these factors affect FoR use. In short, there
is ample evidence of differences in spatial FoRs within and
across groups (in both language and behavior), but “no attested mechanism” (Majid et al., 2004) for this variation. As
a potential explanation for this variation, we consider people’s perception of different spatial continua, using the lateral
and sagittal axes as our testbed.

The peculiar nature of left-right space
With some exceptions (Shusterman & Li, 2016; Li & Abarbanell, 2019; Shapero, 2017; Brown & Levinson, 1993;
Marghetis, McComsey, & Cooperrider, 2020), researchers
have generally relied on the left-right axis in behavioral tests
of FoR use, largely ignoring or discounting other egocentric
axes (e.g. Pederson et al., 1998; Haun et al., 2006; see Figure
3, top row). Yet, research in cognitive linguistics and cognitive neuroscience shows that the lateral axis is peculiar.
People are notoriously bad at distinguishing left and right,
not just in language (e.g. “No, your other left!”; Cox &
Richardson, 1985; Piaget, 1997[1928]), but also in perception; people fail to distinguish shapes, images, and letters
that are left-right mirror images of each other (like “b” and
“d”) more than they confuse up-down mirror images (like “d”
and “q”) and other spatial transformations (Blackburne et al.,
2014; Danziger & Pederson, 1998; Fernandes & Kolinsky,
2013). On some accounts, this mirror invariance may reflect
the bilateral symmetry of the brain (Corballis, 2018), deficiencies in interhemispheric coordination (Orton, 1928), or
an evolved ability for recognizing objects from a variety of
perspectives (Dehaene, 2013; Rollenhagen & Olson, 2000).
Alternatively, it could reflect the form of the human body,
which is symmetrical across the lateral axis only, and therefore provides no clear way to distinguish the poles of leftright space (Clark, 1973).
The ability to reliably discriminate left-right mirror images, sometimes called enantiomorphy (Kolinsky et al.,
2011), develops slowly in contexts where it is learned, perhaps continuing into the second decade of life (Blackburne et
al., 2014). In contexts without high literacy rates, and where
left-right distinctions may have little cultural relevance, enantiomorphy may never develop (Brown & Levinson, 1992;

Kita, Danziger, & Stolz, 2001). This variation of spatial discriminability motivates a new account of FoR use, which we
propose here.

The spatial discrimination account of FoR use
Given that non-verbal tests of FoR use have largely been limited to the lateral axis, variation in these tests may reflect differences in the ability to reliably distinguish left-right space,
rather than a general FoR preference. Specifically, people
who struggle to make left-right spatial distinctions may, as
a consequence of this difficulty, abandon this egocentric axis
when encoding spatial relations in favor of other spatial continua (e.g. those defined by salient landmarks or geographic
features). Consistent with this prediction, some studies have
shown different rates of FoR use across axes in other populations (Shusterman & Li, 2016; Li & Abarbanell, 2019; Shapero, 2017; Brown & Levinson, 1993; Marghetis et al., 2020),
in both language and behavior.
Based on these observations within and across groups, we
propose that a simple principle may govern variation in FoRs
across contexts; on this spatial discriminability hypothesis,
people are more likely to encode the spatial properties of objects using the spatial continuum along which they can make
better (i.e. more reliable or precise) distinctions, whether that
continuum is defined egocentrically or allocentrically. When
the more discriminable spatial continuum is defined by egocentric coordinates (e.g. left-right), people will tend to use
an egocentric FoR; when the more discriminable continuum
is defined by allocentric coordinates (e.g. uphill-downhill),
people will tend to use an allocentric FoR. If so, differences
in FoR use within and across groups may be explained by
differences in spatial discrimination abilities, as determined
by the specifics of one’s cultural, linguistic, and bodily experience on multiple timescales (Casasanto, 2016). Consistent
with this proposal, previous evidence suggests that left-right
spatial discrimination abilities correlate with FoR use across
cultures, ages, and individuals (Haun et al., 2006; Shusterman & Li, 2016; Pederson et al., 1998; Brown & Levinson,
1993; Danziger & Pederson, 1998; Ahr, Houdé, & Borst,
2017; Kolinsky & Verhaeghe, 2017).

The present study
As an initial test of this proposal, here we compare FoR use
across the lateral (left-right) and sagittal (front-back) spatial axes in the Tsimane’, a group of farmer-foragers indigenous to the Bolivian Amazon (Huanca, 2008). Unlike
a conventional undergraduate population, Tsimane’ adults
have little formal education, low levels of literacy, and few
of the cultural artifacts that emphasize left-right discrimination in industrialized cultures (e.g. digital interfaces, cars,
faucets). Although FoR use has not been previously documented in the Tsimane’ language, initial observations suggest
a prevalence for allocentric spatial terms (including upriver
and downriver). Tsimane’ culture may therefore provide an
ideal testbed to measure variation in nonlinguistic FoR use
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Figure 2: A Tsimane’ woman studies a lateral array of objects
in the reconstruction task, with native Tsimane’ translator.
across axes, as this would likely be difficult to detect in populations with a strong egocentric bias (like American adults).
If FoR use in our tasks is governed by the relative discriminability of competing spatial coordinate systems, participants should show stronger egocentric tendencies on the
sagittal axis, where near-far egocentric spatial distinctions are
relatively easy, than on the lateral axis, where left-right distinctions are more difficult. Alternatively, people could “fixate predominantly on just one frame of reference” (Levinson,
1996; p. 12), in which case the Tsimane’s spatial behavior
should not differ across spatial axes.

Methods
Participants
Thirty Tsimane’ adults, ages 19-64, provided informed consent and participated in two non-verbal tests of their spatial
FoRs, and were compensated with goods. All 30 participated
in the Selection task and 25 of them also participated in the
Reconstruction task. All protocols were approved by the IRB
of UC Berkeley.

Design
The two tests of FoR use shared the same basic structure.
Two tables were placed parallel to each other in the middle
of the room. Throughout testing, the participant stood in between the tables and the experimenter and translator were positioned to their sides (never crossing to the far side of either
table). In each trial, participants saw a spatial array – either
five identical cups or three different objects – at the study table. In the lateral condition, the array was oriented along the
participants’ left-right axis; in the sagittal condition, the array was oriented along their front-back axis, and the order
of these conditions was counterbalanced across participants.
After demonstrating that they had encoded the relevant spatial information at the study table, participants turned around
180 degrees to face the test table, and produced a behavioral
response that could be consistent with an egocentric FoR (i.e.
the result of rotation), an allocentric FoR (i.e. the result of

Figure 3: Methods. Participants performed two non-verbal tests of spatial frames of reference, in which they encoded the spatial
arrangement of objects arrayed along either the lateral or sagittal axis.
translation), or neither (see Figure 3).1

Selection task
In the Selection task (Figure 3, left), adapted from the “chips
task” described in Levinson, participants viewed five identical plastic cups on the study table, arrayed either laterally or
sagittally. In each trial, the experimenter touched one of the
cups in the study array and asked the participant to do the
same, to ensure they had encoded which was the target cup.
The participant then turned around 180 degrees to face the
test table, where five additional cups were also arrayed in the
same orientation, and was asked to touch the cup that was in
the “same” position as in the test array. The experimenter followed a standard sequence for each participant, touching each
cup without speaking (lateral sequence: middle, left, right,
mid-left, mid-right, middle; sagittal sequence: middle, near,
far, mid-near, mid-far, middle). As the middle cup had a single correct answer regardless of FoR, these trials served as
a comprehension check. Note that each test array therefore
yielded four critical responses.

Reconstruction task
The reconstruction task (Figure 3, right) was based on the
“animals-in-a-row” task used by Pederson et al. (1998), but
rather than animals we used other objects with asymmetric
fronts and backs (e.g. a pen, coffee scoop, spoon). Each axis
was tested twice using two sets of three objects and the order of sets and axes was crossed and counterbalanced across
participants. In each trial, participants were presented with
a (lateral or sagittal) array of three objects at the study table, where they practiced reconstructing the array (Figure 2).
Any errors during these practice trials were pointed out by the
1 Although

other versions of these tasks are capable of distinguishing between subclasses of allocentric FoRs (i.e. intrinsic v.
absolute; Levinson, Kita, Haun, & Rasch, 2002), our tasks are designed only to distinguish between egocentric and allocentric FoRs.
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experimenter. After having correctly reconstructed the array
twice at the study table (i.e. correct position and orientation
along primary axis), participants turned around 180 degrees
to face the test table and were asked to reconstruct the array
again there. The experimenter recorded the position and orientation of each object in the response arrays.

Results
Selection task
Participants correctly identified the middle cup 92.5% of the
time (95% in trial 1 and 90% in trial 6), indicating clear understanding of the task. Overall, 50.0% of responses were
allocentric, 45.8% were allocentric, and only 3.8% did not
correspond to either. The rate of these other responses did
not differ significantly across axes (i.e. lateral: 5 responses;
sagittal: 4 responses). Figure 4 (left) shows the proportions of
egocentric vs. allocentric responses on each axis, with bootstrapped, within-subject 95% confidence intervals. To analyze these results, we used mixed-effects logistic regression
models of individual responses with random subject slopes
and intercepts and fixed effects of schooling, age, and axis
order (e.g. lateral then sagittal) as covariates.
As evident in Figure 4, participants’ responses were reliably allocentric on the lateral axis (70.3% allocentric; β =
−1.99, SEM = 0.69, p = .004) but this pattern reversed on the
sagittal axis, where participants had a reliable preference for
egocentric responses, (75.0% egocentric; β = 2.58, SEM =
0.70, p = .0002). Critically, participants’ FoR use differed
significantly across axes (β = 4.75, SEM = 0.93, p < .0001),
an effect with interacted with education; participants with
more years of formal schooling showed a marginally weaker
effect of axis (β = −1.75, SEM = 0.90, p = .053), perhaps
because reading experience increases use of left-right space.
This reversal of FoR use at the group level was also found
in the majority of individual participants, two-thirds of whom

Figure 4: Results. In both tasks, participants preferentially responded allocentrically on the lateral axis and egocentrically on
the sagittal axis. Error bars show bootstrapped, between-subject 95% confidence intervals.
responded more allocentrically on the lateral axis and more
egocentrically on the sagittal axis.

Reconstruction task
The position and orientation of objects in participants response arrays was 35.5% egocentric, 55.7% allocentric, and
9.0% neither. The rate of these other responses did not differ significantly across axes (i.e. lateral: 9 objects; sagittal:
18 objects; χ2 = 2.60; p = 0.11). Figure 4 (right) shows
the proportions of egocentric vs. allocentric responses on
each axis, with bootstrapped, between-subject 95% confidence intervals. Using the same analysis models, we found
the same qualitative pattern of results as in the Selection task:
FoR use differed reliably across axes (β = 9.79, SEM =
3.32, p = .003). On the lateral axis, participants showed a
slight preference for allocentric responses, but this preference did not differ reliably from chance (60.0% allocentric;
β = −1.99, SEM = 1.06, p = .19). Again, they showed the
opposite pattern on the sagittal axis, with a reliable preference for egocentric responses (84.9% egocentric; β =
2.58, SEM = 3.11, p = .002). This group-level pattern was
again found in the majority of individual participants, 62.5%
of whom responded more allocentrically on the lateral axis
and more egocentrically on the sagittal axis.

Discussion
In two tests of spatial thinking, Tsimane’ adults used different
FoRs on different spatial axes to represent spatial relations
among objects; participants preferentially used allocentric
space on the lateral axis and egocentric space on the sagittal
axis. These findings show that nonlinguistic FoR use varies
not only within and across groups, but also across axes, even
within individuals. This provides a cautionary note on the
classification of language groups according to what appears
to be their “predominant” FoR (Levinson, 1996). Rather, we
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show that the FoR that is predominant on the lateral axis can
be dispreferred on the sagittal axis. As these findings suggest, this variation in FoR use may be determined (at least
in part) by the spatial discriminability of the relevant spatial
continua; where egocentric spatial discrimination tends to be
difficult (i.e. on the lateral axis), participants preferred allocentric space; where egocentric spatial discrimination is relatively easy (i.e. on the sagittal axis), the same participants
preferred egocentric space.
In principle, the difference we observed across axes could
reflect differences in participants’ use of distance to represent spatial relations. Specifically, participants could have encoded the lateral arrays according to their (allocentric) positions (e.g. upriver-downriver) but encoded the sagittal arrays
solely based on distance from some landmark (i.e. near-far).
If they used their own body as such a landmark (i.e. distance
from me), then participants could produce more egocentricconsistent responses on the sagittal axis than on the lateral
axis, as we observed, without encoding spatial position at all
(Li & Abarbanell, 2019; Brown & Levinson, 1993). However, this possibility is inconsistent with three aspects of the
data. First, in the reconstruction task, participants used egocentric space on the sagittal axis to encode not only the locations of objects but also their orientations (e.g., facing me),
a spatial feature for which distance is not sufficient. Second,
participants show no accuracy advantage on the sagittal axis.
If distance information were useful for encoding sagittal arrays, then participants’ performance should be better on that
axis, yet we found a small trend in the opposite direction: Participants produced numerically (but not significantly) more
untypable “other” responses on the sagittal axis than on the
lateral axis overall. Finally, if participants used distance to
encode sagittal arrays, this strategy might be expected to carry
over to the lateral arrays that followed, increasing participants’ use of allocentric spatial cues (i.e. landmarks) on those

trials. Yet, there was no sign of such an order effect in either
task (ps > .60); the effect of axis on participants’ responses
was the same regardless of which axis was tested first. Therefore, the difference we observed across axes likely reflects not
just a difference in heuristic strategy, but in FoR.
These findings complement findings in other populations,
where FoR use has also been observed to differ across axes
(Shusterman & Li, 2016; Li & Abarbanell, 2019; Shapero,
2017; Brown & Levinson, 1993; Marghetis et al., 2020).
In one study of co-speech gestures, FoR use varied across
axes among adults with basic knowledge of left-right words
(and not with broader cross-linguistic differences; Marghetis
et al., 2020), consistent with our findings. Other cross-axis
differences in FoR use have been found in people who have
mastered egocentric spatial terms for sagittal distinctions (i.e.
front-back) but not for lateral distinctions (i.e. left-right), including young children (Shusterman & Li, 2016; Li & Abarbanell, 2019) and indigenous adults (Shapero, 2017; Brown
& Levinson, 1993). Therefore, the cross-axis differences observed in those groups could reflect a cross-axis difference
in spatial language or spatial discrimination (or both). Here,
nearly all of our participants could correctly label their left
and right sides (as measured in a separate task), suggesting
that the observed effect was not due to a shortage of egocentric spatial language. Moreover, no previous study has
found a reversal of FoR use across axes. Rather, the observed patterns of nonlinguistic FoR use have been consistent with the predominant FoR in their respective language
communities on both axes, just to different extents. By contrast, here we show opposite patterns of FoR use depending
on the spatial axis; what the Tsimane’ preferred on one axis,
they dispreferred on the other. This reversal cannot easily
be aligned with the claim that spatial relational thinking is
predominated by a single FoR, whether that FoR is given by
language (Majid et al., 2004) or by default (Kant, 1991).
Is this cross-axis pattern of nonlinguistic FoR use reflected
in language? To our knowledge, previous studies have not
systematically compared linguistic FoR use across spatial
axes, but doing so has the potential to clarify the role of language in non-linguistic FoRs. Specifically, if linguistic and
nonlinguistic FoR use were to show different patterns across
axes, then language could not account for the observed difference across axes. Alternatively, linguistic and non-linguistic
FoRs could pattern together across axes, but such a correlation would not clarify the causal relationship between them,
which could reflect a common cause that shapes them both.
We suggest that this common cause may be the spatial discriminability of the relevant spatial continua, but further research is needed to test this proposal.
Here we showed that the spatial discriminability hypothesis predicts the pattern of FoR use across axes, but this account also has the potential to explain variation in FoR use
over development, between individuals, and across cultures.
Indeed, spatial discrimination abilities vary at all of these levels (Kolinsky & Verhaeghe, 2017; Cox & Richardson, 1985;
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Danziger & Pederson, 1998) and some evidence suggests that
they correlate with FoR use. For example, whereas adults
from industrialized cultures are practiced in left-right discrimination and tend to prefer egocentric space, adults in
some unindustrialized groups show relatively low left-right
discrimination abilities (Danziger & Pederson, 1998) and
tend to prefer allocentric FoRs on the lateral axis (Pederson
et al., 1998). A similar correlation is observed across age
groups; children show poor left-right discrimination abilities
(Cox & Richardson, 1985; Ahr et al., 2017) and tend to use
allocentric FoRs on tests of the lateral axis, even in cultures
where adults prefer egocentric FoRs (Shusterman & Li, 2016;
Li & Abarbanell, 2019; cf. Haun et al., 2006). The gradual
development of spatial discrimination abilities (i.e. overcoming mirror invariance) can explain not only children’s egocentric shift in FoR use (as observed in some cultures), but also
their acquisition of left-right words, which they master years
after words for up-down and front-back (Cox & Richardson,
1985; Piaget, 1997[1928]). In this way, spatial discrimination abilities may account for developmental changes in both
spatial language and spatial thinking.
If the spatial discrimination hypothesis is correct, understanding FoR use will depend on clarifying which experiences influence spatial discriminability, and how. For example, reading and writing in English entails overcoming mirror invariance, training learners to distinguish mirror-image
characters (like “b” and “d”; Cox & Richardson, 1985). In
languages like Tamil, which have no such mirror-image characters, the left-right discrimination abilities of literate adults
were found to be little better than those of illiterate adults
(Danziger & Pederson, 1998; Pederson, 2003), suggesting
that this ability is shaped by the spatial features of reading
and writing, rather than by education more generally. Beyond reading and writing, other cultural practices predict
differences in spatial discrimination abilities. For example,
among illiterate adults in Portugal, left-right discrimination
was significantly better among those who practiced lacemaking, which involves making mirror images of the same pattern, than those who did not (Kolinsky & Verhaeghe, 2017).
On the spatial discrimination hypothesis, any experience that
encourages a person to distinguish the poles of a given spatial
continuum (e.g. left-right, uphill-downhill) should make that
person more likely to use that continuum to represent spatial relations. In this way, FoR use may be shaped by a wide
variety of spatial experiences, as they vary between groups,
across contexts, among individuals, and over time.
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Abstract

constraint using the prenominal genitive -s, (1a), whereas the
postnominal genitive of is limited by a range of semantic,
pragmatic, and phonetic constraints and usually does not
allow deep embedding, (1b-c), (see Levi (1978), Biber,
Geoffrey, Leech, Conrad, & Finegan (1999), and Rosenbach
(2014) for extensive discussion). In this paper, we use
“recursive structures” to refer to structures that are
unrestricted regarding embedding levels and the choice of
embedded elements, such as English s-genitive, unless
otherwise specified. Given the cross- and within-linguistic
differences in recursive structures, speakers have to learn
from language-specific experience in which syntactic
domains the ability of recursion can be freely applied. Thus,
what kind of linguistic experience do they use, and how do
they make use of it?

Languages differ regarding the depth, structure, and syntactic
domains of recursive structures. Even within a single language,
some structures allow infinite self-embedding while others are
more restricted. For example, English allows infinite free
embedding of the prenominal genitive -s, whereas the
postnominal genitive of is largely restricted to only one level
and to a limited set of items. Therefore, while the ability for
recursion is considered as a crucial part of the language faculty,
speakers need to learn from experience which specific
structures allow free embedding and which do not. One effort
to account for the mechanism that underlies this learning
process, the distributional learning proposal, suggests that the
recursion of a structure (e.g. X1’s-X2) is licensed if the X1
position and the X2 position are productively substitutable in
the input. A series of corpus studies have confirmed the
availability of such distributional cues in child directed speech.
The present study further tests the distributional learning
proposal with an artificial language learning experiment. We
found that, as predicted, participants exposed to productive
input were more likely to accept unattested strings at both oneand two-embedding levels than participants exposed to
unproductive input. Therefore, our results suggest that speakers
can indeed use distributional information at one level to learn
whether or not a structure is freely recursive.
Keywords: language acquisition; recursive
distributional learning; syntax; artificial language

(1) a. the man’s neighbor’s computer
b. ?the computer of the neighbor
c. ??/*the computer of the neighbor of the man

structure;

Introduction
This study investigates the learning mechanism that enables
speakers to determine which structures are recursive and
which are not in a given language. Recursion refers to infinite
self-embedding of a particular type of linguistic element or
grammatical structure. Many linguists and cognitive
scientists agree that the ability for recursion is a crucial part
of the language faculty and is universal across languages (e.g.
Hauser, Chomsky, & Fitch, 2002; Pinker, 1994)1. However,
languages differ regarding the depth, structure, and syntactic
domains of recursive structures (Pérez-Leroux, Peterson,
Castilla-Earls, Béjar, Massam, & Roberge, 2018). Indeed,
even within a single language, some structures are permitted
to freely recurse while others are more restricted. For
example, English allows infinite embedding with almost no
1

We are also aware of a long tradition of research on the learning
and processing constraints on recursion, e.g. center embedding (e.g.
Christiansen & MacDonald, 2009; Karlsson, 2007; Roth, 1984). Our
study, though, does not rely on assumptions of the status of
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One line of research has proposed that explicit evidence for
deep embedding in the input is necessary to determine that a
structure can be used recursively (e.g. Roeper, 2011; Roeper
& Snyder, 2005): Under this account, the learner starts with
the default assumption that a structure cannot be used
recursively, and this assumption is only revised when deep
embedding of the structure is observed in the input (e.g. the
man’s neighbor’s computer). This mechanism prevents
learners from wrongly assuming that limited structures like
of can freely embed (1b-c); however, it is challenged by the
empirical fact that evidence for deep embedding is rarely
attested in young children’s input. For example, Giblin, Zhou,
Bill, Shi, and Crain (2019) examined caregivers’ speech in
CHILDES (MacWhinney, 2000), where they found only 107
recursive s-genitives in 3.1 million English utterances, and no
recursive genitives with the productive genitive marker de in
three Mandarin corpora. These findings predict the
acquisition of recursive structures to be very difficult, if not
impossible, under the deep embedding approach. Yet, despite
the paucity of explicit evidence in the input, several
behavioral experiments have reported early acquisition of
recursion, and explores the learnability problem from a different
approach, namely how can recursive structures be learned from onelevel embedding input.

recursive structures. For instance, 4-year-old English- and
Mandarin-speaking children can comprehend and produce
multi-level recursive s- or de-genitives (e.g. Giblin et al.,
2019; Li, Yang, Roeper, Wilson, Yin, Kim, Merritt, Lopez,
& Tero, 2020) — an unexpected finding if children solely
rely on direct evidence of deep embedding.
Moreover, there is a logical problem of learning recursive
structures: no N-level embedding entails even N+1 levels of
embedding. Thus, it is difficult for the deep embedding
approach to explain how native speakers learn that recursive
structures can embed deeper than have been observed in the
input, and ultimately, how they learn that recursive structures
can stack infinitely when examples in the input are always
finite.
Recently, an alternative mechanism for learning recursive
structures was proposed (Grohe, Schulz, & Yang, 2021; Li,
Grohe, Schulz, & Yang, 2021), which relies on distributional
learning (e.g. Brain, 1987; Maratsos & Chalkley, 1980).
Specifically, the distributional learning proposal suggests
that recursion can be viewed as structural substitutability:
That is, for a structure such as X1’s-X2, it is freely recursive if
position X1 and X2 are productively substitutable, i.e. any
noun that appears in one of those positions can also be used
in the other position. Therefore, children learn recursion by
learning the lexicon for which structural substitutability holds.
For example, if the phrases the mother’s car and the boy’s
mother are attested in one’s linguistic input, then the spossessive is recursive at least for the word mother, and
therefore mother’s mother… can infinitely embed. Then the
learner will seek to form generalizations over attested nouns
such as mother above: If there is sufficient evidence that
structural substitutability is generalizable — that is, if a
sufficiently large proportion of nouns attested in one position
are also attested in the position, like mother — then the child
will acquire the generalization that all nouns that appear in
one position can also appear in the other, even though not all
of them are attested in both positions, and therefore the
structure is freely recursive; otherwise, the structure is
restricted to certain lexical items. Thus, under this view,
children discover whether a structure allows recursion in the
same way they discover other productive generalizations in
their language.
Importantly, the fact that deep embedding is rarely attested
in input to children is no longer a problem under the
distributional learning proposal. Learners can discover
structural substitutability (and therefore that a structure
allows recursion) by utilizing distributional information at
one level of embedding. It also addresses the logical problem
of learning recursive structures, because it predicts that a
structure is either infinitely recursive or must stop at onelevel. If a structure is productive at one level, then it allows

infinite embedding; if it does not reach the productivity
threshold at one level, then it cannot be freely embedded.
The distributional learning proposal has been supported by
findings from corpus studies. Grohe, Schulz, and Yang (2021)
found that for determiner-adjective1-adjective2-noun strings
in English and German input corpora, adjective1 and
adjective2 are fully substitutable in both languages according
to the Tolerance/Sufficiency Principle (Yang, 2016), a model
of distributional learning; therefore, the productivity and
recursion of prenominal adjective stacking can be learned
though distributional cues in the two languages 2 . Li et al.
(2021) examined productively recursive and restricted
genitive structures in Mandarin Chinese, English, and
German, and confirmed for all the recursive structures that a
sufficiently large number of nouns appear in both possessor
and possessum positions to meet the productivity threshold,
in contrast, for all the restricted structures, the proportion of
nouns appearing in both positions fail to meet the threshold,
thus suggesting that the recursivity of a structure can be
learned distributionally from language-specific one-level
experience.
In summary, previous corpus studies have provided strong
evidence that there is reliable distributional information at
first level in the input for learners to acquire recursive
structures. However, it is necessary to examine whether
learners indeed utilize such distributional information as
predicted by the distributional learning proposal. In the
present study, we use an artificial language learning paradigm
to test the proposal experimentally. In two conditions,
participants were exposed to one-level X1-ka-X2. strings in an
artificial language. We manipulated the distribution of words
in the exposure so that the X1 and X2 positions are
productively substitutable in one condition, but not in the
other. At test, we asked participants to rate one- and two-level
X1-ka-X2 strings that were never attested during exposure,
together with attested and ungrammatical controls. If
speakers indeed use one-level distributional information to
learn recursive structures as predicted by the distributional
learning proposal, then participants exposed to productive
input should rate the unattested strings higher than
participants exposed to unproductive input, since only the
former group are predicted to generalize substitutability and
recursivity to unattested words. We present and discuss the
experiment in the following sections.

2
A reviewer pointed out that prenominal adjectives in English do
not appear to be freely interchangeable, e.g. ‘the big green ball’
sounds more natural than ‘the green big ball’. We agree with this
judgement; but in the definition of the proposal, given ‘the big green
ball’, ‘the green big ball’ does not have to be attested. It will be
sufficient to hear ‘adj1 big’ (e.g. ‘beautiful big’) and ‘green adj2’

(e.g. ‘green wooden’). Besides, although ‘the green big ball’ is
usually not preferred, it is not ungrammatical, and can actually be
preferred in certain contexts (e.g. ‘Which big ball?’ ‘The green big
ball!’). The distributional learning proposal only concerns whether
a structure can possibly be allowed by grammar; the preference will
be learned via other mechanisms.
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Experiment
Methods
Participants 50 adults participated in the experiment: 25 in
the Unproductive condition, and 25 in the Productive

condition. Participants were native English speakers with
normal hearing and normal to corrected-to-normal vision
recruited online using Prolific (www.prolific.ac).
Participants were paid $9/hour for their participation.
Stimuli We exposed learners to strings generated from an
artificial grammar of the form X1-ka-X2. In addition to the
functional morpheme -ka-, the artificial language contained
12 nonsense words adapted from Ruskin (2014), all of which
were mono- or bi-syllabic words and conformed to English
phonotactics. Some words were more frequent than others in
order to imitate word frequency in natural language input, but
the total token frequency of each word was kept the same
across two conditions.
In both conditions, all 12 words were attested in the X1
position. Crucially, we manipulated the number of words
attested in the X2 position so that there was sufficient
evidence for structural substitutability in the Productive
condition (10 of the 12 words attested in X2) but not in the
Unproductive condition (6 of the 12 words attested in X2). We
selected these values because they are consistent with several
metrics of productivity. For example, some metrics require a
pattern to apply to the majority of types in order to meet the
threshold for productive generalization (e.g. Bybee, 1995).
Here, such a metric would require at least 7 of our 12 words
to be attested in X2 position. Other metrics require a larger
proportion for words to be attested in X2 position in order to
meet the threshold for productivity. For example, the
Tolerance/Sufficiency Principle (Yang, 2016) proposes that
a rule R defined over N items productively generalizes iff the
number of exceptions to the rule is less than or equal to the
number of items divided by the natural log of the number of
items (e ≤ N/lnN). Here, the Tolerance/Sufficiency Principle
requires no more than 4 exceptions to structural
substitutability (12/ln12 = 4.83), so at least 8 of our 12 words
must also be attested in X2 position for the rule to generalize.
Still other metrics generate an index of productivity —
typically a value between 0 and 1 — to capture the intuition
that the more items a pattern applies to, the more likely it is
to be productive. The Word-Form Rule (Aronoff, 1976;
Baayen & Lieber, 1991), for example, states that the
productivity of a given structure can be quantified as the
number of items the structure applies to divided by the
number of items it could potentially apply to. Here, our
values of 6 (Unproductive condition) and 10 (Productive
condition) out of 12 words correspond to a productivity index
of 0.50 and 0.83 respectively. We would like to point out that
it is not our goal to distinguish the different metrics with the
current experiment; instead, our stimuli were designed to
meet all of them to make sure that only one condition
provides productive input.

3
A reviewer suggested that the distribution is potentially
problematic since in the Productive condition, we have the vast
majority of the stimuli featuring one single very high frequent word.
But as shown in Table 1, the most frequent word is productively
attested in both X1 and X2 positions in the Unproductive condition
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In both conditions, the most frequent word was attested in
both positions. The words not occurring in position X2
included both words of higher token frequency and words of
lower token frequency. We randomly combined the X1 words
and the X2 words to create an exposure corpus of 44 X1-ka-X2
strings for each condition. The distribution of the words and
their frequencies across conditions and X-positions are shown
in Table 13.
Table 1: The distribution of words in the 44 string
exposure corpus and word frequency in X1/X2 position
Word

Frequency

nogi
sane
tesa
waso
sito
kosi
mito
kewa
bila
seta
sasa
tana
Total

36
10
6
6
6
6
4
4
4
2
2
2
88

Unproductive
X1
X2
6
30
10
0
6
0
6
0
2
4
2
4
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
0
2
0
2
0
44
44

Productive
X1
X2
12
24
10
0
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
2
0
44
44

Procedure The experiment consisted of an exposure phase
and a test phase. In the exposure phase, participants were told
they would hear strings from a new language, and their task
was to pay attention to the strings, because they would be
tested on their knowledge of the language later. The exposure
phase consisted of two repetitions of the exposure corpus (44
X1-ka-X2 strings) presented in pseudo-random order, with no
accompanying referential world. There was 1.5s of silence
between each string, and participants were offered a break
after each repetition of the 44 strings to prevent fatigue. In
order to make sure that the participants were paying attention,
other sounds were randomly dispersed among the linguistic
strings, such as bird chirping sounds, and participants were
later asked how many such sounds they heard. All
participants answered those questions correctly.
Once the exposure phase was completed, the test phase
began. On each test trial, participants heard a test string, and
were asked to rate the acceptability of the string on a scale of
1 to 5. Participants were told to decide if those strings came
from the language they had just heard (e.g. whether they think
as well; and as our results will show, participants in the
Unproductive condition do not generalize even though the
dominantly frequent word exhibits substitutability. Therefore, we
think there is strong evidence that learners use the overall
distributional information to learn recursive structures.

Table 2: Sample test strings in Unproductive condition.
Type
attested

One-level
waso-ka-mito

Two-level
sane-ka-kewa-ka-nogi

unattested

nogi-ka-sane

waso-ka-tesa-ka-tana

ungrammatical

ka-bila-kosi

ka-waso-kosi-sito-ka

In both conditions, participants are expected to rate attested
strings significantly higher than ungrammatical strings at
both levels. Of particular interest are the unattested strings.
According to the distributional learning proposal, only
participants in the Productive condition would learn position
X1 and position X2 are productively substitutable in the X1-kaX2 structure, and thus generalize this pattern to unattested
words: If a word appeared in position X1 during exposure, it
must be able to appear in position X2 as well, even though it
was never attested there in the input. On the other hand,
participants in the Unproductive condition would not learn
that position X1 and position X2 are productively substitutable:
for words that only appeared in position X1, they would be
more likely to assume that they cannot appear in position X2
than participants in the Productive condition. Therefore, it is
predicted that participants in the Productive condition would
rate one-level unattested strings higher than participants in
the Unproductive condition. Furthermore, given the
productivity of the structure at level-one, participants in the
Productive condition would acquire the generalization that all
of the 12 words can be freely embedded in recursive X1-kaX2 structures, but for participants in the Unproductive
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condition this structure cannot be generalized beyond the
attested examples. Thus, participants in the Productive
condition are predicted to rate two-level unattested strings
higher than participants in the Unproductive condition as well.

Results
The rating scores for one-level and two-level test strings were
shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2 respectively.
We analyzed the results using ordinal regression, with
rating score as an ordered factor from 1 to 5, test string Type
(attested, unattested, or ungrammatical) and Condition
(Unproductive, Productive) as fixed effects, and byparticipant random intercepts and random slopes for Type.At
one level, there was no main effect of Condition (χ2(1) = 0.02,
p = 0.90), but there was a significant main effect of Type (χ2(2)
= 253.00, p < 0.001). Post-hoc pairwise comparisons
suggested that in the Unproductive condition, unattested
strings were rated significantly lower than attested strings
(𝛽 = 1.65, SE = 0.22, z = 7.43, p < 0.0001), and significantly
higher than ungrammatical strings, but to a lesser degree (𝛽=
0.75, SE = 0.21, z = 3.57, p = 0.001); in the Productive
condition, unattested strings were rated significantly lower
than attested strings (𝛽= 1.15, SE = 0.22, z = 5.20, p < 0.0001),
and significantly higher than ungrammatical strings (𝛽= 1.62,
SE = 0.22, z = 7.51, p < 0.0001). There was also a significant
interaction between Type and Condition (χ2(2) = 8.67, p =
0.01). Thus, overall, in both conditions, unattested strings
were rated lower than attested strings and higher than
ungrammatical strings, but unattested strings were regarded
more similar to ungrammatical strings in the Unproductive
condition than in Productive condition. Comparisons
between conditions showed that unattested strings were rated
marginally lower in the Unproductive condition than in the
Productive condition (𝛽= -0.48, SE = 0.28, z = -1.71, p =
0.09).

Unproductive input

Productive input

5

4

Mean rating score

a native speaker of the language would have said that
particular string). 1 meant the string was definitely not from
the language; 2 meant the string may not have come from the
language; 3 meant the string may or may not have come from
the language; 4 meant the string may have come from the
language; 5 meant the string definitely came from the
language. The test strings were generated to include either
one (X1-ka-X2) or two levels (X1-ka-X2-ka-X3) of embedding.
At each level, there were three types of test strings: attested
strings, unattested strings, and ungrammatical strings.
Attested strings were strings or combinations of two strings
that had been heard during exposure. For example, in the
sample attested test strings in Table 2, waso-ka-mito, saneka-kewa, and kewa-ka-nogi have all been attested. Unattested
strings were strings or combinations of two strings whose
post-ka position (X2 or X3) was occupied by a word that never
appeared in X2 position during exposure. Thus, in the
unattested strings in Table 2, sane, tesa and tana have never
been attested after ka. Finally, ungrammatical strings were
strings with wrong word order, such as ka-X1-X2 or ka-X1-X2X3-ka. There were six test strings of each type at each level,
leading to 36 test strings in total. We designed our test strings
such that in each string type, there were both words of higher
frequency and words of lower frequency, in order to avoid
the influence of token frequency in the test. The test strings
were delivered in random order.

3

2

1
attested

unattested ungrammatical

attested

unattested ungrammatical

Test string type

Figure 1: Mean rating scores for each type of one-level
test strings. Error bars indicate standard errors of the mean.

For two-level test strings, again there was no main effect
of Condition (χ2(1) = 0.06, p = 0.81), but a significant main
effect of Type (χ2(2) = 323.82, p < 0.001). Post-hoc pairwise
comparisons revealed that in the Unproductive condition,
unattested strings were rated significantly lower than attested
strings (𝛽= 3.35, SE = 0.25, z = 13.45, p<0.0001), but were
not different from ungrammatical strings (𝛽= 0.26, SE = 0.22,
z = 1.18, p = 0.47); in the Productive condition, unattested
strings were rated significantly lower than attested strings
(𝛽= 1.10, SE = 0.21, z = 5.22, p < 0.0001), and significantly
higher than ungrammatical strings (𝛽= 1.39, SE = 0.22, z =
6.44, p < 0.0001). There was a significant interaction between
Type and Condition as well (χ2(2) = 52.74, p < 0.001).
Therefore, the two conditions shared the pattern that the
rating scores for unattested strings were between those for
attested strings and ungrammatical strings, but unattested
strings were rated significantly higher than ungrammatical
strings only in the Productive condition. Comparison
between conditions showed that unattested strings were rated
significantly lower in the Unproductive condition than in the
Productive condition (𝛽 = -1.18, SE = 0.39, z = -3.02, p <
0.01). These results suggest that, while learners in the
Productive condition learned that the X1-ka-X2 structure
allows recursion, learners in the Unproductive condition treat
additional levels of embedding as ungrammatical.
Unproductive input

Productive input

Meann rating score

5

4

3

2

1
attested

unattested ungrammatical

attested

unattested ungrammatical

Test string type

Figure 2: Mean rating scores for each type of two-level
test strings. Error bars indicate standard errors of the mean.
In summary, at both one level and two level, participants
rated unattested strings lower than attested strings and higher
than ungrammatical strings, but unattested strings were rated
higher in the Productive condition than in the Unproductive
condition. In particular, recursive unattested strings were
only distinguished from ungrammatical controls in the
Productive condition. Therefore, the results suggest that as
the distributional learning proposal predicted, speakers can
use one-level distributional information to learn about
recursive structures.
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General Discussions
In this study, we investigated whether speakers can learn
freely recursive structures purely based on the productivity of
the structure in simple one-level embedding data. The
distributional learning proposal argues that for a structure
such as X1-ka-X2 if a large enough proportion of words are
attested in both the X1 and X2 positions in one-level input,
then speakers can acquire the generalization that the two
positions are productively substitutable, so a word attested in
one position is able to appear in the other position as well,
even though it has never been attested in the other position in
the input. Furthermore, once a structure is productive at one
level, speakers will learn it can be freely embedded to any
level. In contrast, if the number of words attested in both
positions in the input does not reach the productivity
threshold, speakers will assume the positions are not
substitutable and thus the structure cannot be embedded
further, except for specific items that have been attested in
the input. We found that as predicted, participants exposed to
productive input were more willing to accept one- and twolevel unattested strings than participants exposed to
unproductive input; moreover, only participants exposed to
productive input treated recursive unattested strings as
significantly better than ungrammatical strings. Therefore,
our results suggest that learners can indeed access the
distributional information and perform the necessary
computations as the distributional learning approach
proposes. Together with previous corpus studies which
demonstrated the availability and reliability of distributional
information about structural productivity in naturalistic data
(Grohe, Schulz, & Yang, 2020; Li et al., 2020), the findings
indicate that the recursivity of a structure can be learned
distributionally from language-specific level-one experience.
Therefore, overall, the results imply that recursitivity can be
viewed as a productive generalization, which can be acquired
through distributional learning. This learning mechanism
also avoids the logical problem of learning recursive
structures, since it does not rely on explicit evidence of deep
embedding; instead, it predicts that a structure can be freely
embedded once it is productive at one level. Therefore, this
learning mechanism enables speakers to acquire knowledge
of infinite embedding from finite input data.
The results of this study add to a body of work that
investigates how distributional information can be utilized to
acquire higher-order linguistic representations (e.g., Reeder,
Newport, & Aslin, 2013; Schuler, Reeder, Newport, & Aslin,
2017). We would like to make it clear that we are not arguing
that children acquire the ability of recursion through
distributional learning. Instead, we are interested in whether
learners can use distributional information to learn to which
specific structures recursion can be freely applied, which
must be learned from language specific experience.
Furthermore, the present study is focused on what speakers
can learn about recursive structures from distributional
information alone, and our results indicate distributional
information itself already allows learners to distinguish
structures that can be embedded freely from those that cannot.

However, we do not deny the important role of other factors,
such as the well-recorded semantic, pragmatic, and phonetic
constraints for the English of-genitive (e.g. Rosenbach, 2014),
in the acquisition of recursive structures. Rather, we consider
this work a first step toward future investigations into how
learners coordinate and exploit different cues to learn which
structures are recursive and the constraints on this recursion
in the language they are acquiring.
There is a curious question about the results: namely, if
unattested strings were considered acceptable in the
Productive condition, why were they still rated lower than
attested strings? Although ideally one might expect
unattested strings to receive the same scores as attested
strings, we do not find this result surprising, given the
complexity of the structure to be learned and the short
duration of the exposure phase. Indeed, even experiments
with natural language found that ratings from native speakers
get lower as the number of embeddings in a sentence go up
(e.g. Christianson & MacDonald, 2009). Crucially, only
participants in the Productive condition of our experiment
distinguished
recursive
unattested
strings
from
ungrammatical strings, and they always rated unattested
strings higher than participants in the Unproductive condition.
Another important question is whether the learners in our
experiment acquired a hierarchical structure from the
artificial language input or if they simply acquired the linear
order of strings. Generalizing the X1-ka-X2 structure to X1ka-X2-ka-X3 involves tail-recursion, which, in the absence of
a referential world, could be accomplished with simple
iteration. We agree that our design does not rule out the
possibility that learners may not have acquired a hierarchical
structure from our language input. However, some artificial
language learning studies have found that if human learners
can apply certain distributional learning strategy to linear
strings, they are also able to apply it to hierarchical structures
(Takahashi & Lidz, 2008; Thompson & Newport, 2007).
Therefore, even though what our participants have learned is
a linear structure, we think they are also likely to learn
hierarchical structures with the same mechanism. We plan to
test this by constructing an explicitly hierarchical language as
in Takahashi & Lidz (2008) and Thompson & Newport
(2007).
Another possible interpretation of the results is that
participants were learning categories: In the Productive
condition, they learned all the words belong to one productive
category, whereas in the Unproductive condition, they
learned the words belong to different categories and are thus
uninterchangeable. We suggest this interpretation is not
necessarily inconsistent with the distributional learning
proposal. For example, the corpus study in Li et al. (2021)
showed that for freely recursive structures in English,
Mandarin, and German, there is no constraint on the words
that can appear in either position, i.e. all words can be viewed
as belonging to one productive category; in contrast, for
restricted structures, the words which can be used in certain
position do form semantic subcategories. For instance, for the
restricted possessive structure X1’s-X2 in German, words that
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are attested in X1 are limited to close kinship terms. We will
examine the exact relation and distinction between categories
and recursion in future research.
Finally, the present experiment was conducted with adult
participants. However, it is unknown whether young learners
can also fully utilize such distributional information, given
their more limited cognitive abilities. Previous studies have
suggested that children and even infants can learn
grammatical rules through distributional learning (e.g.
Emond & Shi, 2020; Marcus, Vijayan, Rao, & Vishton, 1999),
but the rule to be learned in this study is more abstract than
those investigated before. In addition, some studies suggested
that distributional learning is an ability available from birth
(e.g. Aslin, 2017; Grevain, Macagno, Cogoi, Pena, & Mehler,
2008; Teinonen, Fellman, Naatanen, Alku, & Huotilainen,
2009). Therefore, it is necessary for future research to
examine whether young learners exploit the distributional
cues in the same way as the adults in the present study, and
at what age this distributional learning is available.
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Abstract
This study investigated (1) whether and how English
caregivers adjust their speech (i.e., mean length of utterances,
lexical diversity, lexical sophistication, sentence types, and
deixis) according to different contexts, children’s knowledge,
and age, and (2) which aspects of parental speech input predict
children’s immediate learning of novel words as well as their
vocabulary size. We studied a semi-naturalistic corpus, in
which English caregivers talked to their children (3-4 years
old) about toys that were present or absent, and known or
unknown to the children. We found that caregivers flexibly
adjusted various aspects of their speech to maintain an
informative and engaging learning environment. Furthermore,
we found that rich lexicon and yes-no questions predict better
immediate word learning, whereas caregivers' lexical diversity,
lexical frequency, the use of Yes-No questions are related to
children’s general vocabulary size. In conclusion, higher
quality of caregivers’ language predicts better immediate word
learning and vocabulary size.
Keywords: child-directed language; word learning; language
input; lexical sophistication; lexical diversity; yes-no questions

Introduction
Child-directed language (CDL) is typically clear, brief and
characterized by hyper-articulation (Fernald, 1984), features
that can facilitate children’s language learning (e.g., Furrow,
Nelson & Benedict, 1979; Hoff & Naigles, 2002;
Huttenlocher, Haight, Bryk, Seltzer & Lyons, 1991).
Considering the role of caregiver input, different views
have been proposed. One of these proposals, which can be
referred to as “the data-providing view of the input”, argues
that learning words is a data-crunching process and that the
quality of the input is important (Anderson et al., 2021; Hoff
& Naigles, 2002). Under this view, at least two properties of
CDL are argued to benefit lexical development: lexical
richness and syntactic complexity.
In terms of lexical richness, since the meaning of a novel
word can often be inferred from the rest of the utterance, the
use of different words when talking about a new referent by
the caregivers may have a positive impact supporting
children in developing hypotheses on the meaning of the new
word. It has been shown that lexical richness, measured by
the number of word types in the input, predicted the
subsequent productive vocabulary of 24 months old children
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(Hoff & Naigles, 2002). Rowe (2008) also reported that
lexically rich CDL at 2;6 positively predicted children’s
vocabulary comprehension score at 3;6. Moreover, it has also
been found that measures of sentence structure and syntax of
CDL (parental mean length of utterance (MLU)), were
positively related to children’s comprehension and
production vocabulary (Bornstein, Haynes & Painter, 1998;
Hoff & Naigles, 2002; Rowe, 2008). There are two possible
explanations for the facilitatory effect of longer MLU. One is
through syntactic bootstrapping, which argues that the use of
complex syntactic structure gives cues to the meaning of
novel words (e.g., Naigles, 1990). Alternatively, one can
argue that longer utterances provide more semantic
information than shorter ones and that it is the additional
information that helps children build lexicon-semantic
representations for novel words (Hoff & Naigles, 2002). One
additional property that may influence lexical development is
lexical sophistication (often indicated by the word frequency)
of CDL. For instance, Rowe (2012) found that English
caregivers’ use of sophisticated vocabulary with toddlers
explained later vocabulary ability. Similarly, preschool
teachers' use of low-frequency vocabulary during free play
predicted fourth-grade reading comprehension and word
recognition (Dickinson & Porche, 2011).
Another influential view, that can be referred to as “the
social-pragmatic view” claims that conversational
experience not only provides linguistic data to the learner, but
also helps children discern caregivers’ communicative
intention through the mutual engagement or joint attention
even when children do not understand the language. Hence,
CDL serves as one way of establishing mutual engagement
between the dyads, aiding the mapping between sound and
meaning (Tomasello & Todd, 1983).
Evidence for this view comes primarily from analyses of
sentence-types used in CDL and the use of deixis in parental
language. Studies that have examined different sentence
types in parental input have found that the proportion of
directives (i.e., imperative sentences) negatively correlates
with vocabulary comprehension score, while the proportion
of Wh-questions and Yes/No questions positively correlates
(Rowe, 2008). This is because the use of directive language
indicates caregivers’ intention of controlling the children or
redirecting their attention, whereas questions eliciting
conversations reveal their purpose of interacting with the

children. Therefore, a better mutual engagement might
benefit language development (Hoff-Ginsberg, 1991).
Furthermore, it was found that declaratives occurred more in
adult-directed language (ADL) than CDL, while fragmented
sentences, briefer than declaratives, occurred more in CDL
than ADL (Newport et al., 1997). Whether sentence types
such as fragments facilitate or hinder word acquisition is
unclear. As for deixis, the claim is that its use is likely to
establish joint attention (Levinson, 2004), however, the
extent to which it can help word acquisition also remains
unclear.
In this study, we comprehensively characterize the
language used by caregivers to their children considering
measures taken from both the data-providing and the sociopragmatic views. We use data from the Ecolang corpus
(Vigliocco et al., unpublished). Caregivers were recorded
while talking about a set of objects (provided by the
experiments) which contained both known and unknown toys
to the child. We introduced this manipulation as cases in
which the child is unfamiliar with the object and its label are
clear learning episodes. Moreover, we manipulated whether
the objects talked about were present or absent (displaced
language). This latter manipulation captures the observation
that a large part of caregivers’ communication is about
objects and events absent from the physical setting
(Veneziano, 2001). Crucially, very little is known about how
caregivers adjust their language to ensure that children can
learn in these more complex, displaced contexts. We focus on
children aged 3-4 because this is a time of vocabulary growth
in which communication about displaced referents is present.
Immediate learning was assessed with a recognition task
carried out right after the recording session. Children’s
general vocabulary was also assessed at the time of recording.
The specific research questions addressed are: (1) Do
caregivers adjust their speech according to the (situated or
displaced) context, children’s knowledge of what is talked
about, and children’s age? (2) Does variation in any aspect of
parental speech predict measures of immediate learning
(recognition of unknown words) and vocabulary size?
For the displaced context, caregivers may adopt two
possible strategies to facilitate children’s word learning. On
the one hand, since it is both cognitively demanding for the
children to retrieve the referents of the labels and is also hard
for them to maintain their attention when there is no toy,
caregivers may simplify their language, and adopt a more
engaging interaction style. It could be that caregivers will use
shorter MLU, and more fragmented sentences, as well as
more frequent words to reduce processing difficulty. They
may also use more Yes/No questions and Wh-questions to
hold children’s attention. They should also use more deixis
when a toy is present given that these indexical expressions
are more ambiguous when there is no referent. On the other
hand, without the visual aid of objects, caregivers have to rely
more on language to convey information in the displaced
context, thus using longer sentences, richer and sophisticated
vocabularies and also more declaratives.
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English caregivers also slow down their speaking rate
(Han, de Jong & Kager, 2021; Shi, Gu, Grzyb & Vigliocco,
2020) and produce more representational gestures (Vigliocco
et al., 2019) when talking about unknown objects. However,
we do not know whether and how the caregivers’ language
features we are focusing on here may adjust to facilitate
learning. One possibility is that caregivers may use longer
utterances, richer vocabulary, and more declaratives to give a
detailed description about the unknown toys to aid the
learning of labels and the corresponding concepts. In
addition, they may also use more deixis to establish shared
attention on the unknown toys. Alternatively, since unknown
toys are likely to impose processing difficulties on children,
caregivers may instead use shorter utterances, more
fragmented sentences, and simpler vocabularies. It is unclear
how caregivers will ultimately reconcile informativeness and
simplicity in teaching children about unknown objects. For
known toys, however, few learning episodes of labels are
involved. Hence, they may use more imperatives that ask the
children to perform an action upon the toys, as well as
questions that elicit children to talk about the toys.
Children’s age will also affect caregivers’ language. It has
been found that the child-directed prosody decreased with the
growth of children’s age from 18 months to 24 months (e.g.,
Han, 2019). However, there are only a few studies focusing
on the adjustment of speech features. Newport and colleagues
(1997) found that parents’ MLU and the use of declaratives
increased with children’s MLU, while imperatives decreased.
How other speech features change according to children’s
age awaits investigation.

Method
Participants
Thirty-one caregiver-child dyads from the Ecolang corpus
(Vigliocco et al., unpublished) were included in the study. All
the participants were native English speakers. Children’s age
ranged from 36 to 52 months old (mean=42.13 months old,
SD=4.37 months). A Kolmogorov-Smirnov test indicated
that age followed a normal distribution, D=.15, p=.43. The
study obtained ethical approval from UCL. Below the
materials and procedure of the Ecolang corpus data collection
and child vocabulary measurements were described.

Materials
The stimuli used in the caregiver-child interaction were taken
from four categories of toys (animals, tools, foods, and
musical instruments). For each dyad, six toys per category
were included in the experiment (24 toys in total). Half of the
six toys from each category were known, and the other half
were unknown to the child. Children’s familiarity with the
toys (labels and concepts) was determined by caregivers
filling a checklist before the experimental days.
To test children’s vocabulary size, the BPVS3 (British
Picture Vocabulary Scale 3rd edition, Dunn et al., 2009) were
administered. Additionally, children performed a recognition
task via E-prime. There were 24 critical trials for unknown

words (each target word presented twice). In each target trial,
two unknown pictures were presented, followed by a prerecorded question such as “Can you help me to find the
[papaya], where is the [papaya]?”. The child needed to point
to the picture that matched the word they heard.

(e.g., good!), unclear utterances and incomplete utterances.
The rest of the utterances were classified into five categories:
declaratives, imperatives, Wh-questions, Yes/No questions,
and fragmented sentences (e.g., looks like an orange). Deixis
was coded by the use of “that”, “this”, “it”, etc.

Procedure

Outcome measures (1) Recognition scores were calculated
by computing the number of trials that children correctly
identified the labels out of all target trials. (2) We used the
raw score for BPVS3 at the time of recording as a measure of
children’s general vocabulary size.

Children did the BPVS3 test prior to the interaction. For the
interaction session, the caregiver and child sat at 90 degrees
from each other around a table. Caregivers’ speech was
recorded using a clip-on microphone via Audacity.
Caregivers were instructed to talk about the toys in a
natural way, both with the toys being absent or present but in
two different sessions. The sequence of toy categories, as
well as the present-first or absent-first sessions within each
category were counterbalanced. In the present condition, the
experimenter brought six toys from one category to the dyad.
Then the dyad interacted with the toys for about 3-4 minutes
as one session. In the absent condition, the dyad either talked
about the toys that had already been taken away or were about
to come for 3-4 minutes as another session. Caregivers were
provided with the labels of the toys as a reminder. This
process repeated for all four categories (two sessions per
category), so there were 8 sessions for each dyad lasting
about 25-35 minutes. After the interaction, children
performed the unknown word recognition task.

Annotation and measurements
Caregivers’ speech Caregiver’s speech was manually
transcribed by utterance using Praat (Boersma & Weenink,
2019). Each utterance was coded for presence (present or
absent) and the familiarity of an utterance was coded
according to its topic (known or unknown). Utterances whose
topics that were not about the toys were excluded.
To evaluate the data-providing view we measured: (1)
MLU, (2) lexical richness, (3) lexical sophistication. MLU
served as an index for syntactic complexity and richness of
information. Note that we did not transcribe or analyze at the
level of morphemes, but by calculating the average number
of words per utterance as done in Dickinson and Porche
(2011). Lexical diversity was measured by vocd-D which is
less biased than the type-token ratio since it controls for the
amount of talk produced (Malvern, Richards, Chipere &
Duran, 2004). Lexical sophistication, which indicated
whether the caregiver was more likely to use frequent words
or infrequent content words, was measured by British
National Corpus (BNC Consortium) using an automatic text
analysis tool, TAALES 2.0 (Kyle, Crossley & Berger, 2018).
We used this measurement as it could provide the word
frequency of all content words automatically.
To assess the social-pragmatic perspective of parental
input we measured sentence types and the use of deixis. For
the classification of sentence types, utterances that belonged
to one of the following categories were excluded from the
analysis because they were not the focus of the current paper:
onomatopoeia, isolated label name, social routine (e.g., thank
you, goodbye), interjections (e.g., hmm, yeah), exclamations
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Data Analysis
In total, we obtained 17072 utterances (Present Known: 4059,
Present Unknown: 5826, Absent Known: 3411, Absent
Unknown: 3776). For the dependent variables of MLU,
lexical diversity and lexical sophistication, we used linear
mixed effect models in the R environment (R Core Team,
2020). The centered fixed effects were the presence (present
or absent of the toys), familiarity (known or unknown), and
child’s age in months, as well as their interaction. Participants
were included as a random intercept. We did not include the
toy names as a random intercept as in many utterances
caregivers may talk about a toy without using the label. Thus,
categories of toys were entered as a control variable. For the
binary dependent variable deixis, we used mixed logit
models, with the same fixed effects, random effects and
control variable.
Additionally, to examine whether caregivers employed
different sentence types according to contexts and children’s
word familiarity, we fitted multinomial logit models to panel
data in Stata. After excluding the utterances which belonged
to sentence types that were not the focus of the current paper,
we ended up with 12645 utterances. The dependent variables
were five categories (Declaratives: 5171, Imperatives: 659,
Wh-questions: 2776, Yes/No questions: 2839, fragments:
1200). The independent variables were presence
(present/absent), familiarity (known/unknown), and the
interaction between presence and familiarity. Age was added
as a control variable.
Finally, using all the above predictors as independent
variables, we performed logistic regressions for word
recognition results, and linear regressions for BPVS3 scores
in R, with the total number of utterances entered as an
additional control variable.

Results
Figure 1 and Figure 2 provide an overview of the results of
all measurements from the data-providing view and the
social-pragmatic view, and the details of each view are
further reported below (for space reason, figures are grouped
according to different analyses).

Data-providing view measurements
MLU was shorter when the toys were present (M=4.58)
than absent (M=5.38) (β=-.82, p<.001, 95%CI [-.994, -.637]).
Neither the effect of familiarity nor any interaction term was
significant.
Lexical diversity was higher (M=.82) when the toys were
unknown than known (M=.80) (β=.027, p<.001, 95%CI
[.018, .036]), but there was not a main effect of presence. A
significant interaction between familiarity and presence (β=.018, p=.008, 95%CI [-.03, -.006]) showed that when the toys
were known, lexical diversity was higher when toys were
present than when they were absent.
Lexical sophistication was lower when toys were absent
(M=2.13) than the present (M=2.26), indicating that words
were less sophisticated when the toys were absent (β=.228,
p<.001, 95%CI [.152, .304]). The effect of familiarity and all
interaction terms were not significant.
Age was not significant in all the above analyses.

Social-pragmatic view measurements (five sentence
types and deixis)
Presence1.ct
Figure 1: Predicted results of MLU, lexical diversity, lexical
sophistication (data-providing view), and deixis (socialpragmatic view) as a function of toys presence, familiarity to
children, and children’s age.

Figure 2: The proportion of the five sentence types as a
function of toys presence and familiarity to children (socialpragmatic view).
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Declaratives were used more for unknown (33.2%) than
known (26.5%) toys, regardless of presence (absent p<.001,
95%CI [.047, .093], present p<.001, 95%CI [.068, .119]).
With a comparison of presence, caregivers used more
declaratives in the absent context only for the unknown toys.
Additionally, caregivers used fewer declaratives for older
children (p=.003, 95%CI [-.011, -.002]).
Imperatives were used significantly more in the present
(5.6%) than displaced context (1.4%), regardless of the
familiarity of the toys (known: p<.001, 95%CI [-.075, -.05];
unknown: p<.001, 95%CI [-.068, -.041]). But the effect of
age was not significant.
Wh-questions were used more when the toys were known
in both present (p<.001, 95%CI [-.071, -.031]) and absent
conditions (p<.001, 95%CI [-.084, -.039]), and its usage
increased with age (p=.039, 95%CI [.0002, .009]).
Yes/No questions were used more in absent (18.4%) than
present (15.3%) condition, and with known (17.8%) than
unknown (15.7%) toys. There was a significant interaction
between presence and familiarity (p=.025, 95%CI [-.064, .004]), indicating that Yes-No questions were used most
when the toys were known to the child in the displaced
context. Their use did not vary with age.
Fragmented sentences were used more in the absent
(8.2%) than the present (6.2%) condition. Interaction effect
was also significant (p=.007, 95%CI [.008, .051]). They were
used the most when the toys were unknown in the displaced
context. The effect of age was not significant.
Deixis was used significantly more when the toys were
present (33.2%) and when the toys were unknown (21.2%).
There was an interaction between presence and familiarity
(β=-.24, p=.04, 95%CI [-.46, -.01]), revealing that deixis was
used mostly for unknown toys in the present condition. Age
was not significant.

What measures predict immediate learning and
vocabulary size?
For the analysis of immediate learning (using the unknown
word recognition scores as a dependent variable), we first
entered all measures as independent variables, including
MLU, lexical richness, lexical sophistication, sentence types,
deixis, number of utterances and child’s age into the same
regression model, and then dropped the non-significant
measures one by one. The full model was not better fitting
than the simplified one (χ2=2.56, p=.92), but instead had a
higher AIC (153.9 vs. 142.4), so we used the simpler one as
the final model. As shown in Table 1, lexical diversity
(β=39.617, p=.0004) and Yes/No questions (β=3.614,
p=.017) were positively correlated with higher word
recognition scores.
Similarly, for BPVS3 scores, we first entered all measures
as independent variables (AIC=244.89), after a model
comparison, we ended up with a model with the independent
variables of MLU, lexical diversity, lexical sophistication,
Yes-No questions, fragments, deixis and age, with an Rsquared of 0.63 and an adjusted R-squared of 0.52
(AIC=234.72). The results showed that lexical diversity
(β=720.9, p=.0019), lexical sophistication (β=27.1, p=.014),
Yes/No questions (β=82.9 p=.0027) were positively
correlated with a larger vocabulary size. Additionally, the
fragmented sentences were marginally positively related to
larger vocabulary size (β=88.9, p=.08) whereas MLU had a
negative correlation (β=-8.8, p=.048).
Table 1: Summary of results for the analysis on unknown
word recognition and BPVS3.
Predictors
MLU
Lexical
diversity
Whquestions
Yes/No
questions

Recognition
-.35 .
39.62 ***
2.62 .
3.61 *

Predictors
MLU
Lexical
diversity
Lexical
sophistication
Yes/No
questions
Fragments

BPVS3
-8.8
*
720.9 **

Deixis

38.92

Age
***p<.001, **p<.01, *p<.05, . p<.1

27.1

*

82.9

**

88.9

.

.66

Discussion
This study investigated how English caregivers adjusted their
speech according to the communicative contexts, children’s
familiarity with objects being talked about, and children’s
age. We also examined whether variation in the speech
characteristics of caregivers predicted variation in children’s
immediate word learning and general vocabulary size.
Caregivers’ speech was analyzed from two perspectives.
From the data-providing perspectives, we measured
caregivers’ MLU, lexical diversity and lexical sophistication.
Considering the accessibility of the referents, we found that
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caregivers used longer utterances when the toys were absent,
to provide more verbal information to compensate for the
lack of visual stimuli. Caregivers were also less likely to use
infrequent words in the displaced context. This suggested that
when the context made it more difficult for children to
retrieve the referents, caregivers tried to reduce such
difficulty by using less sophisticated language.
In terms of familiarity with the toys, caregivers used more
different words for unknown toys, thus providing more
semantic information about objects that the children did not
know (to be learnt). The effect of age was not significant for
any of the data providing measurements, which may be due
to the small age range of the current sample or the age of 3-4
years old is not particularly sensitive or too old to test these
measurements as the children already have relatively good
language ability (e.g., can actively talk).
From the social-pragmatic perspective, we measured the
sentence types and the use of deixis. Not surprisingly, we
found more descriptions when the toys were absent, and more
imperatives when the toys were present. Yes/No questions
were used the most in the displaced context for known toys
which may index caregivers’ attempt to sustain children’s
attention in this less entertaining condition. Fragmented
sentences were most common for displaced unknown
referents which may be related to the greater cognitive load
of this condition. Finally, deixis was used more in the present
condition, in line with a role for deixis in establishing joint
attention (Levinson, 2004).
Considering the effect of children’s knowledge on parental
speech, we found that declaratives were used more for
unknown toys, while Wh-questions were used more for
known toys. Interestingly, caregivers’ use of declaratives
decreased with age, while Wh-questions increased with age.
We then looked at which of these different characteristics
predicted immediate learning of labels and vocabulary size.
For immediate learning of the label, we found that Yes/No
questions and lexical diversity were significant predictors.
Yes/No question, fragmented sentences, along with a richer,
and more sophisticated vocabulary were positively related to
vocabulary size whereas MLU was negatively related to
vocabulary size.
Along with Hoff and Naigles (2002)’s study, our study is
one of the few studies that have investigated the effect of both
data-providing and social-pragmatic functions on children’s
lexical development. In contrast to Hoff and Naigles who
found that data-providing but not social-pragmatic function
predicted children’s lexical development, our results showed
that measures taken from both views predicted lexical
development. Such differences may not only be due to the
distinct measurements of vocabulary size (child’s
spontaneous speech production vs. our unknown word
recognition and BPVS tests), but also partially be due to the
input measurement such as the different categorization of
sentence types. In Hoff and Naigles (2002)’s study, all
questions were treated as one type whereas we had subcategorized question sentences into Wh- and Yes/No
questions. The results that caregivers’ Yes/No questions were

correlated with both immediate and general word learning
suggest that they may serve a particular function in
establishing joint attention, and probably being high-quality
input. Our study thus provides some insight into the
theoretical question of whether the quantity or quality of
parental input facilitates word learning (e.g., Anderson et. al.,
2021; Dickinson & Porche, 2011; Rowe, 2012; Shneidman et
al., 2013). An increasing number of studies have shown that
input quality plays a distinctive role in children’s lexical
development, after controlling for the amount of input (e.g.,
Cartmill et al., 2013). Our evidence supports this view that
quality (i.e., the use of Yes/No questions, lexical diversity)
benefitted immediate word learning and general lexical
development. By contrast, the total number of utterances (an
index of quantity), did not have a significant effect on a
child’s vocabulary size.
Nevertheless, the lack of an effect of the number of
utterances on word learning does not imply that quantity is
not important or predictive of vocabulary growth at this age.
Actually, quantity and quality are two intertwined aspects of
parental input that are hard to disentangle from each other.
Measures like utterance numbers provide a first
approximation about the number of information units and
learning opportunities available to the child. Plausibly, a
large amount of input makes high-quality input more likely
to occur. Additionally, the observed benefit of lexical
richness on immediate and general word learning should be
interpreted as a benefit of not only lexically varied input but
also of a large amount of such input (see Hoff & Naigles,
2002).
A meta-analysis linking quality and quantity of parental
linguistic input to child language skills suggests that quantity
of language may help to initiate the language learning
process, but input quality would become increasingly
important once children have the foundational capacity to
benefit from such speech, as well as becoming more
important when children are older (Anderson et al., 2021).
In contrast to previous research showing that MLU was
positively related to children’s comprehension and
production vocabulary, we found an unpredicted negative
correlation between children’s vocabulary size and parental
MLU and a positive correlation between vocabulary size and
use of fragmented sentences. Given that the longest MLU and
fragments were produced in the toys absent condition, such
findings on correlations could be interpreted as using
complex utterances may not be beneficial to the very young
language learner (Rowe & Snow, 2020), especially in the
displaced context.
Alternatively, caregivers likely adapt to children such that
children with smaller vocabulary size modulated caregivers
to use a longer MLU and fewer fragments. Similarly, for
other positive correlations found in the current study, the
possibility of producing higher quality CDL may be a
response to children’s language sophistication, and not
necessarily only a cause of it, given that our word learning
and vocabulary size measurements were both tested at the
concurrent time of the experiment. This interpretation
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supports the notion that what constitutes optimal input may
change in accordance with children’s maturing language
abilities (Jones & Rowland, 2017). Future studies should
examine further correlations between these input features and
children’s vocabulary longitudinally.
Furthermore, note that input quality should not be
restricted only to speech, as past research (including Cartmill
et al., 2013) have taken a multimodal view on caregivers’
input showing that child-directed prosody (e.g., Raneri, 2015;
Shi et al., 2020); actions on objects (Gogate et al., 2000) and
gestures (e.g., McGregor, 2008; Vigliocco et al., 2019)
facilitate word learning.

Conclusion
The current research firstly addressed the question of whether
English CDL is adaptive to the context, children’s knowledge
and age. Much of the previous research focused on prosody
or multimodal cues of CDL in examining this question,
whereas our study might be the first to approach this question
considering features of the spoken input. We found that
English caregivers adjusted their speech as predicted both by
the data-providing and the social-pragmatic views. In
displaced contexts, caregivers used longer utterances to
provide more information, less sophisticated vocabulary and
fragmented sentences to reduce processing difficulty, and
more Yes/No questions to maintain children’s attention. With
unknown toys, caregivers used richer vocabulary to provide
more semantic cues, and they provided more descriptions. In
contrast, for known toys, caregivers asked more questions.
With increased age, caregivers may give more autonomy for
children to express themselves. All these findings suggested
that caregivers were aware of children’s cognitive load and
their knowledge, thus adjusted their speech to establish a
more informative and effective learning environment.
Furthermore, we found that quality of parental input was
important for word learning. Our study provided insight into
the adaptiveness of English caregivers’ speech and the
facilitating aspect of it on lexical development.
More detailed results of the analysis of sentence types in
multinomial logit models to panel data can be found in OSF
link https://osf.io/tvhwf/.
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Abstract
Typological analysis of the world’s language shows that, of the 6
possible basic word orders, SOV and SVO orders are
predominant, a preference supported by experimental studies in
which participants improvise gestures to describe events. Silent
gesture studies have also provided evidence for natural ordering
patterns, where SOV and SVO orders are used selectively
depending on the semantics of the event, a finding recently
supported by data from natural sign languages. We present an
artificial language learning task using gesture to ask to what extent
preferences for natural ordering patterns, in addition to biases for
regular languages, are at play during learning in the manual
modality.
Keywords: silent
regularization

gesture;

constituent

order;

learning;

Introduction
Languages can order the 3 basic clause constituents, subject
(S), object (O) and verb (V), in 6 possible ways. However,
these 6 possibilities are not uniformly distributed crosslinguistically; SVO and SOV orders comprise the basic word
order for the considerable majority of the world’s languages
(Dryer, 2013; Napoli & Sutton-Spence, 2014).
A body of research using the silent gesture paradigm,
where hearing participants produce gestures to communicate
events without speech, have confirmed this preference
experimentally, demonstrating that participants from
different linguistic backgrounds produce SOV and SVO
orders most frequently (Gibson et al., 2013; Goldin-Meadow
et al., 2008; Hall et al., 2013; Meir et al., 2014). In particular,
Schouwstra and de Swart (2014) investigated participants’
ordering preferences for different types of events, suggesting
that SOV and SVO order represent natural ordering for
extensional and intensional events, respectively. Extensional
events involve an action where a direct object is manipulated,
usually involving movement through space (e.g. throw,
carry), and where the direct object exists independently from
the event itself. In contrast, intensional events are such that
the meaning of the arguments, especially the direct object, are
interpreted in relation to the event itself. That is, the object
does not exist independently of the event, such as with
creation events like bake, paint and think.
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Under this account, ordering preferences are conditioned
on the semantics of the event. For intensional events, where
the existence of the direct object is dependent on the action
denoted by the verb, SVO orders are produced most
frequently, with the direct object following the verb. For
extensional events, SOV orders are preferred. This finding
has been demonstrated in silent gesture production studies
with speakers of different language backgrounds
(Schouwstra & de Swart, 2014), and for the comprehension
of ordered gesture sequences as well as in gesture production
(Schouwstra et al., 2019). However, these studies focus only
on improvisation — i.e. the spontaneous creation of
communicative behaviour in the absence of conventions. In a
study using a similar semantic distinction between events,
Christiansen et al. (2016) tested ordering preferences in
gesture sequences produced by pairs of interacting
participants in a communication task, demonstrating that
natural preferences held after several rounds of
communication. More recently, evidence from two sign
languages, Brazilian Sign Language (Libras) and Nicaraguan
Sign Language (NSL) suggest that semantically-conditioned
word order preferences are present in natural languages
(Flaherty et al., 2018; Napoli et al., 2017). These systems are,
of course, not improvised, but conventional linguistic
systems that are the product of transmission to new learners
over time. The question remains, however, how these
semantic distinctions persist or arise in natural language, and
whether the bias for natural ordering patterns seen in
improvisation studies applies during learning.
While improvisational studies such as those described
above are a valuable tool for probing which cognitive biases
are at play in the absence of any conventions, they are not the
only methodological tool to investigate cognitive biases
during different stages of communication. For example,
artificial language learning (ALL) paradigms, in which
participants are trained on artificially constructed ‘languages’
before being tested on what they have learnt, have been used
widely to test hypotheses related to the cognitive biases that
underpin language learning under different constraints
(Culbertson et al., 2012; Fedzechkina et al., 2012; Ferdinand
et al., 2019; Hudson Kam & Newport, 2005). Culbertson et
al. (2012) used an ALL paradigm to investigate biases for
noun phrase ordering patterns. As with ordering of basic

constituents, noun phrase ordering patterns are not uniformly
distributed across languages, but harmonic patterns, where
the position of the modifier is consistent relative to the noun,
are more common than non-harmonic orders. Culbertson and
colleagues trained participants on different input ‘languages’
with different proportions of each ordering pattern, showing
that participants’ ability to learn (and further regularise) the
more systematic harmonic patterns was greater than learning
of non-harmonic patterns, and thus offers evidence for an
individual-level learning bias shaping language typology.
Ferdinand et al. (2019) used an ALL task alongside a domaingeneral learning task to demonstrate biases for regularisation
in learning. Their results showed that regularisation occurred
in both tasks, though more so in the language learning task,
suggesting both domain-general and domain-specific sources
for regularisation biases during learning.
While silent gesture studies focussing on word order have
rarely looked beyond the improvisation stage, ALL
experiments have largely focused on written or spoken
language. The use of the manual modality in silent gesture
experiments, as a potentially linguistic modality used by
participants for whom it is not linguistic (i.e. spoken language
users), can further reduce the influence participants’ existing
linguistic knowledge will bring to bear on the task.
Furthermore, the question remains whether the same learning
biases operate across different linguistic modalities.
Here, we apply an ALL paradigm similar to the design of
the linguistic task used by Ferdinand et al (2019) to the
manual modality, training participants on gesture sequences
shown at different frequencies before assessing which
gesture sequences they select in a testing phase. Participants
in our study were shown gesture sequences denoting either
an extensional or an intensional event — those sequences
were ordered either with SOV or SVO order, and we
manipulated the frequency with which they saw each order
with each event type during training. In a forced-choice
testing stage, we presented participants with each event type
repeatedly over several trials and asked them to select a
gesture sequence in a two forced-choice task, between either
an SOV- or SVO-ordered sequence.
We ask firstly whether participants learn the ordering
patterns of silent gesture sequences, based on the frequency
with which they see each order-event mapping during the
training stage. We also ask how participants change the input
they learn from. Do participants regularise the input
frequencies they are trained on, or do they probability match?
In order words, are their output behaviours less variable than
training, and if so, how does this reduction in variability
compare to that seen in other modalities? Do participants
systematise their input in favour of a single order? Is there a
tendency for participants to produce output behaviours that
treat the two event types more similarly than their training
input? Finally, we ask whether participants reproduce or
overproduce the natural mappings seen in training, such that
SOV order corresponds to extensional events and SVO order
to intensional events. That is, do we replicate in a learning
task the naturalness bias seen in improvisation tasks?
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Methods
Participants 200 participants were recruited for an online
experiment using the online crowdsourcing platform Prolific
(www.prolific.co). Participants were prescreened to have
English as their first language, and to have not participated in
any of our previous silent gesture experiments. We excluded
1 participant due to an experiment error. The monetary
compensation per participant was equivalent to £12.35 per
hour.
Materials The experiment ran as a web app in the
participant’s web browser, using the JSpsych javascript
library. Participants were shown 2 line drawings depicting
different events (shown in figure 1) and 4 gesture videos
throughout the experiment. The line drawings represented the
extensional event ‘nun throws ukulele’, and the intensional
event ‘nun thinks of ukulele’. Both pictures corresponded to
two videos displaying a member of the research team using 3
gestures (and no speech) to convey the information in the
event, one using SOV word order (nun-ukulele-throw/think),
the other SVO word order (nun-throw/think-ukulele). The
distinct constituents conveyed in the videos were each
gestured with a single unique gesture. All videos were 4.5
seconds long and can be accessed via our OSF page.

Figure Stimuli used as events in the study.

Figure 1. Event pictures used in the study, showing the
left hand figure
extensional event The
nun-throws-ukelele
(left) represents
and the an
intensional event nun-thinks
of-ukelele
(right).
extensional
event
(NUN-THROWS-

UKELELE). The right hand figure

Procedure The experiment consisted of a training phase and
represents
an intensional
a production phase.
At the start
of the trainingevent
phase, (NUNparticipants were instructed
to
sit
back
and
watch
carefully.
THINKS ABOUT-UKELELE)
In each training trial, an event picture was displayed for
1000ms and then a gesture video corresponding to the event
was displayed below the picture for the length of the video.
In each production trial, an event picture was displayed with
both corresponding gesture videos. The videos looped
simultaneously and were displayed side-by-side below the
event picture. The locations (left or right) of the videos were
randomised per trial per participant. Participants were
instructed to click on the gesture sequences “like they saw in
the first part of the experiment”. Both the training and
production phase consisted of 20 trials showing 10
extensional and 10 intensional events in an order randomized
per experiment phase per participant. Participants were not
informed in advance about the number of trials in the study.
Design The experiment had a between-subjects design, in
which participants were randomly assigned to one of four

training conditions, which varied according to the number of
times participants saw videos with SOV or SVO order in the
training phase. Each condition featured a majority order and
a minority order, for each event type. The majority gesture
video was displayed in 7/10 trials, and the minority gesture
video in 3/10 trials. The order of presentation of the 20 trials
was randomised per participant. In the natural condition
(N=50), the majority orders reflected natural semantic
mappings, following Schouwstra and de Swart (2014) –
participants saw the extensional events gestured with an SOV
majority, and the intensional events with an SVO majority
order. In the unnatural condition (N=48), the natural
semantic mappings were inverted, such that participants saw
the extensional events gestured with an SVO majority, and
the intensional events with an SOV majority order. In the
majority SVO condition (N=49), participants saw both event
types gestured with an SVO majority order, and in the
majority SOV (N=52), condition participants saw both event
types gestured with an SOV majority order. Table 1
summarises the input orders for each condition. The
experimental design and analysis plan were pre-registered on
the Open Science Framework prior to data collection1.

a simpler model, without event type, represented the best fit
to the data (χ = 29.61, p < 0.001).

Table 1 Input proportions of SVO and SOV orders for each
event type in each condition

Figure 2: Plot showing the proportion of test trials in which
participants select the input majority order, shown for each
condition and each event type (shaded points), as well as the
overall mean across conditions (right). Error bars represent
bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals. Participants’
selection of the majority trained order indicates learning,
except in the unnatural condition; overall, participants select
the majority order more frequently than would be expected
by chance.

Condition
natural

Extensional events
70% SOV, 30% SVO

Intensional events
30% SOV, 70% SVO

unnatural
majority
SVO
majority
SOV

30% SOV, 70% SVO

70% SOV, 30% SVO

30% SOV, 70% SVO

30% SOV, 70% SVO

70% SOV, 30% SVO

70% SOV, 30% SVO

Results
Learning
Firstly, we analysed whether participants’ responses show
evidence of learning from the input they receive. We assessed
whether participants' selections at each trial matched the
majority order they saw in training for that event. Figure 2
illustrates the proportion of trials that matched the majority
order. We analysed our data using a mixed effects logistic
regression, implemented with R (R Core Team, 2013) and
lme4 (Bates et al., 2015). Our model included fixed effects of
condition, event type (extensional/intensional) and their
interaction, with the outcome variable being a binary variable
noting whether or not participants matched the majority order
at each trial. We included a by-participant random intercept,
with a random slope of event type. Both condition and event
type were deviation coded. Model comparison revealed that

1

Pre-registration and all analysis files available at
https://osf.io/4wnjv/
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The model revealed a significant intercept (β = 0.83, SE =
0.16, z = 5.32, p <0.001), suggesting that, on average,
participants across conditions select the majority order more
than would be expected by chance. The model also revealed
effects of condition for the unnatural condition (β = -1.45, SE
= 0.27, z = -5.32, p < 0.001), such that participants produce
the majority order less often, and in the majority SVO
condition (β = 0.95, SE = 0.28, z = 3.39, p < 0.001), such that
participants produce the majority order more often in this
condition. We relevelled the model to extract the coefficients
for the natural condition; we find no condition effects for the
natural or the majority SOV conditions.

Systematisation
We define systematicity as the case where meanings across
the system are treated the same way – i.e. the most systematic
ordering preference would use the same constituent order for
all event descriptions. In this way, we can measure an

increase in systematicity as a reduction in the variation across
a system.

Figure 3 (top) illustrates the mean entropy change in each
condition and the confidence intervals around each condition
mean. As the distribution of entropy values in our study is
non-normal, our data do not meet the assumptions for the
linear models that are often applied to entropy data. Instead,
we calculated bootstrapped confidence intervals around the
mean entropy change in each condition (shown in table 2),
using the ‘boot’ package in R, generating 10,000 samples.
We extracted 95% confidence intervals using the accelerated
bias-corrected method (BCa), as recommended by Puth et al.
(2015). We also calculated 95% confidence intervals around
the differences in condition means using the same methods
(table 3). None of the confidence intervals around condition
means contain zero, suggesting a reliable reduction in entropy
for all conditions. Similarly, confidence intervals around
differences between conditions all contain zero, suggesting
that we cannot reliably identify differences between
conditions.
Table 2. Mean entropy change and 95% bootstrapped
confidence intervals around the mean for each condition.
Condition
𝑥̅
Lower CI
Upper CI
natural
-0.31
-0.43
-0.21
unnatural
-0.38
-0.49
-0.28
majority SVO
-0.31
-0.42
-0.20
majority SOV
-0.36
-0.46
-0.26

Figure 3: Plots showing mean change between training input
and participant output for entropy (top) and conditional
entropy (bottom), relating to systematisation and
regularisation respectively. Error bars represent bootstrapped
95% confidence intervals. Both systematisation and
regularisation arise from learning in this task.
Following Ferdinand et al. (2019), we quantify the variation
in a system using Shannon entropy across meanings in each
condition2, where the entropy (H) of a system is given as:
𝐻(𝑉) = − (

𝑝(𝑣/ )𝑙𝑜𝑔3 𝑝(𝑣/ )

)* ∈,

where, V is the set of variants (here SOV and SVO orders).
For example, the natural and unnatural conditions both have
an entropy value of 1 for the input that participants see in
training because each order occurs in 50% of trials. We
calculate the change in entropy between the input participants
receive and the output they produce, to assess whether
participants are biased to produce outputs that are more
systematic than the input they receive.
2

Note that this measure differs from the planned measure
described in our pre-registration, which operationalised
systematicity as the extent to which participants produced either of
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Table 3. Mean difference in entropy change and 95%
bootstrapped confidence intervals around the mean
difference between conditions.
Conditions
Lower CI
Upper CI
𝑥̅ 6 − 𝑥̅7
nat – unnat
0.07
-0.08
0.22
nat – SVO
0.001
-0.15
0.16
nat – SOV
0.05
-0.10
0.20
unnat – SVO
-0.07
-0.22
0.08
unnat – SOV
-0.02
-0.17
0.13
SVO – SOV
0.05
-0.10
0.21

Regularisation
In contrast to systematisation, which reflects an increase in
similarity in word order across categories, regularisation
refers to a decrease in variability within a category.
Accordingly, we measure regularisation as a drop in
conditional entropy, which takes into account the probability
of variants appearing in particular contexts. The conditional
entropy of a system is given as
𝐻(𝑉|𝐶) = − (

𝑝(𝑐> ) (

:; ∈<

)* ∈,

𝑝?𝑣/ |𝑐> @𝑙𝑜𝑔3 𝑝?𝑣/ |𝑐> @

the two orders as a majority order. All analysis files, including the
pre-registered analysis, can be found at https://osf.io/4wnjv/ .

where V is the set of variants (here SOV and SVO orders)
and C is the set of contexts the variants appear in (here, our
event types). We calculated the change in conditional entropy
between the input participants received (H(V|C) = 0.88 across
all conditions) and the output they produced (illustrated in the
bottom panel of figure 3). We calculated bootstrapped 95%
confidence intervals around the mean for each condition
(table 4), using the methods described for our systematisation
measure above, as well as around the differences in condition
means (table 5). Our findings suggest that conditional
entropy reduces across conditions; we do not find reliable
differences in conditional entropy change between
conditions.

majority. Conversely, the interaction between event type and
the majority SOV condition (β = -2.99, 0.68, -4.40, p <
0.001), suggests that the preference for natural order is lower
for intensional events, where it conflicts with the input
majority.
Figure 4: Plot showing the proportion of test trials in which

Table 4. Mean conditional entropy change and 95%
bootstrapped confidence intervals around the mean for each
condition.
Condition
𝑥̅
Lower CI
Upper CI
natural
-0.41
-0.51
-0.31
unnatural
-0.44
-0.52
-0.35
majority SVO
-0.43
-0.52
-0.32
majority SOV
-0.51
-0.59
-0.42
Table 5. Mean difference in conditional entropy change and
95% bootstrapped confidence intervals around the mean
difference between conditions.
Conditions
𝑥̅ 6 − 𝑥̅7
Lower CI
Upper CI
nat – unnat
0.03
-0.10
0.17
nat – SVO
0.02
-0.12
0.16
nat – SOV
0.10
-0.04
0.23
unnat – SVO
-0.01
-0.14
0.12
unnat – SOV
0.07
-0.06
0.20
SVO – SOV
0.08
-0.05
0.21

Naturalness
Finally, we analysed whether participants across conditions
show a bias in favour of natural ordering patterns. Figure 4
illustrates the proportion of trials where the selected order
matches the expected natural order (extensional = SOV,
intensional = SVO). We ran a logistic mixed effects model
on the binary variable noting whether selected order matched
natural order, with a model structure identical to that
described above for learning. Model comparison revealed
that the full model (with the interaction term) represented the
best fit in this case (χ = 34.6, p < 0.001).
Analysis of the model results shows a significant intercept
(β = 0.62, SE = 0.11, 5.52, p < 0.001), indicating that, on
average, participants selected the natural order more often
than we would expect by chance (note that collapsed across
conditions, natural order occurred 50% of the time). The
model revealed no significant main effects, but did show
significant interactions between event type and the two
majority order conditions. The interaction between event type
and majority SVO condition (β = 3.64, SE = 0.71, z = 5.16, p
< 0.001), suggests that natural order is used more often for
intensional events, where natural order is consistent with the
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participants select the natural order, shown for each condition
and each event type (shaded points), as well as the overall
mean (right). Error bars represent bootstrapped 95%
confidence intervals. Overall, participants select the natural
order more frequently than would be expected by chance.

Discussion
We have presented a study that investigates whether biases
present during the improvisation of gestural signals persist
during learning, further extending ALL research on
regularisation to the manual modality.
Firstly, we have shown that participants are able to learn
from gestural input in an online ALL experiment, with a
similar design to studies focussing on written and spoken
language. Participants select orders in testing that closely
reflect the majority orders they received in their training
input, with the exception of the unnatural condition. Notably,
we see that participants in the unnatural condition, where the
input orders should be in conflict with a bias for naturalness
and a bias for systematisation, do not reproduce very well the
ordering patterns seen in training. We also find
overproduction of the majority order for the majority SVO
condition, which may reflect biases from our participants’
native language, English – however, it is not the case that
across conditions participants overproduce SVO, only when
SVO occurs in the majority in the input.
We also find that participants’ outputs differ from their
training input in several ways. Firstly, participants across
conditions show a tendency to systematise from the input,
reflected in the change in Shannon entropy between the
training input and participants’ output, such that ordering

preferences across event types become more similar. This
possibly reflects a general bias for simplicity (Culbertson &
Kirby, 2016), where the simplest system would be one in
which all events are represented with a single order (i.e. either
SOV or SVO).
Consistent with Ferdinand et al. (2019), we find that
participant’s outputs show regularisation of the training
input, evidenced through a reduction in conditional entropy
between input and output. Importantly, the extent of this
regularisation is consistent with the linguistic task reported
by Ferdinand et al. (2019), showing substantially more
regularisation than their non-linguistic task (regularising on
average 0.36 bits in the linguistic task compared to 0.17 bits
in the non-linguistic task). This finding suggests that
participants learn in a silent gesture task in a similar way to
previous ALL tasks, focussed on learning in spoken
languages. If these typical artificial language tasks are
analogous to learning in spoken language, we suggest that our
findings point to regularisation processes being highly
similar across both spoken and signed languages.
Finally, a key question of this work was to understand
whether the same bias for natural ordering patterns that we
see in improvisation tasks (Christensen et al., 2016; GoldinMeadow et al., 2008; Schouwstra & de Swart, 2014) is also
present during learning. Our results suggest that it is.
Participants reproduce and even extend natural ordering
patterns in their output. In particular, in the unnatural
condition, where the input orders appear to be dispreferred
(as evidenced from the learning results), participants’ output
actually shows a similar proportion of natural orders to the
natural condition, despite the input being the inverse. This
overall preference for natural orders may explain why we can
see similar ordering patterns, where word/sign order is
conditioned on event, type in natural sign languages such as
Libras and NSL (Flaherty et al., 2018; Napoli et al., 2017),
and not just in improvised gesture.
One open question is to what extent we expect this
semantically conditioned ordering pattern to persist, given
that such a distinction has not been found in the majority of
the world’s languages. Indeed, systematic ordering patterns,
where languages tend to use a single word order independent
of event type, appears to be the norm. To date, semantically
conditioned ordering patterns of the kind studied here have
only been reported in two sign languages, and a number of
factors may make the appearance of these orders in sign
versus spoken languages more likely, such as age of the
language, community structure (Meir et al., 2005) and
iconicity (Christensen et al., 2016; Hall et al., 2013). Future
work should look at the factors that influence competition
between naturally conditioned and systematic, unconditioned
order as a language continues to evolve.
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Abstract
We explore how morphological cue occurrence and frequencybased heuristics interplay during sentence comprehension in
Korean, a lesser-studied language in this respect. Two selfpaced reading experiments with a suffixal passive construction
(verb-final vs. verb-initial) and a morphological causative
construction (verb-initial in comparison to the same wordorder pattern in the suffixal passive) revealed that the heuristics
(canonicity of word order; typicality of form-function parings
involving case-marking) affected processing behaviours more
strongly than the expected advantage of an early-arriving
morphological cue in comprehension. Our findings support the
heuristic-before-algorithm processing architecture, which is
driven by the general property of human cognition that
continuously seeks to reduce the burden of work at hand at the
earliest opportunities. This appeals to the online cognitive
equilibrium hypothesis that argues for the processor’s
propensity to enter and remain in the state of cognitive
equilibrium as early and long as possible during processing.
Keywords: Good-enough processing; Frequency; Scrambling;
Case-marking; Verbal morphology; Korean

Introduction
When it comes to information processing, the human
processor deals with multiple cues involving the incoming
(and upcoming) information simultaneously and in a realtime manner. Language processing is also subject to this
mechanism. Research has shown that, in order to arrive at a
complete interpretation, the processor1 (i) tends to analyse a
linguistic structure immediately and incrementally as it
encounters language input and (ii) involves reanalysis or
revision of a provisional interpretation in a selective way—
only if the previous interpretation seems not sensible against
the current input (e.g., Altmann & Kamide, 1999; Frazier &
Rayner, 1982; Friederici et al., 2001). Whilst the processor
interacts with various linguistic cues in the course of
language processing, not all the cues are equally influential
for this task. It seems that the degree/manner that individual
cues, together with language-specific properties, affect
language processing is asymmetric (e.g., Kamide et al., 2003;
Özge et al., 2019). Particularly in the course of sentence
comprehension, it is claimed that a comprehender benefits
1

We follow the concept of a linguistic processor proposed by
O’Grady (2005): a set of processing mechanisms which seek
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from an early-arriving morphological cue (to guide the
following interpretation) in comparison to a late-arriving cue
(to revise the initial interpretation) in achieving a full
interpretation of a sentence (e.g., Pozzan & Trueswell, 2015;
Trueswell et al., 2012).
An influential idea in this field, the ‘good-enough’
processing, argues that a linguistic processor favours an
earlier and less effortful analysis available to facilitate
efficient communication (e.g., Christianson, 2016; Ferreira,
2003). The processor confronts various constraints to be
reconciled from linguistic (e.g., mismatch between formal
and/or functional features) and non-linguistic (e.g., task
demands, time pressure, cognitive limitations) sources in
real-time
sentence
comprehension.
Under
these
circumstances, to handle the task at hand, the processor tends
to prioritise computationally less costly and more accessible
options from the memory—heuristics (Christianson et al.,
2001; Ferreira, 2003; Kuperberg & Jaeger, 2016; Stewart et
al., 2007), which are contrastive to deep and complex
algorithms (Ferreira, 2003). One motivation that drives the
processor to operate in this particular way lies in its property
that seeks to achieve stability in unfolding input at the earliest
opportunities (e.g., Ferreira, 2003; Karimi & Ferreira, 2016).
This idea, dubbed an online cognitive equilibrium hypothesis
(Karimi & Ferreira, 2016), assumes that, given that
processing new items invites disequilibrium, the processor
prefers to restore cognitive equilibrium as fast as possible and
to remain in this state as long as possible. In this regard, to
promote equilibrium, the processor prefers heuristic
processing over algorithmic processing. This hypothesis
nicely captures how the processor incorporates linguistic
representations with existing knowledge, which is
fundamentally not so much different from how knowledge in
general proceeds from cognitive structures requiring
continuous adjustments to the environment (cf. Piaget, 1985).
A core force that establishes comprehension heuristics,
comprising morpho-syntactic typicality and semanticpragmatic plausibility (Ferreira, 2003), comes from
frequency in use. Humans’ actual experience with language,
in conjunction with more basic forces from domain-general
factors, greatly affects their cognitive representations of
efficiency by reducing the burden on working memory, which is the
same as how a processor operates in regard to information processing.

language across the lifespan (e.g., Ambridge et al., 2015;
Goldberg, 2019; Kim & Shin, 2020; Lieven, 2010;
Tomasello, 2003; Wells et al., 2009). The accumulated
experience of language use promotes the emergence and
growth of linguistic knowledge through a structured
inventory of linguistic repertoires (e.g., Tomasello, 2003).
This type of knowledge, conceptualised as clusters of
conventionalised form-function pairings (constructions;
Goldberg, 2019), ensures its faster and less-effortful
application to language behaviours against other competitors
(e.g., Bates & MacWhinney, 1989; Goldberg, 2019). It also
modulates the degree to which (non-)linguistic resources
engage in the course of comprehension (e.g., Levy, 2008;
McRae & Matsuki, 2009).
Against this background, the present study investigates
how the assumed morphological cue (dis)advantage by
position and the frequency-based heuristics are intertwined in
sentence comprehension in Korean, a lesser-studied language
in this respect. Most experimental studies probing this issue
have centred around a considerably small number of
languages such as English (e.g., Dwivedi, 2013; Ferreira,
2003; Lim & Christianson, 2013; Qian et al., 2018; Tan &
Foltz, 2020), and this practice does not seem to ensure the
generalisability of their arguments towards human language
in general. Korean is an agglutinative, Subject-Object-Verb
language with overt case-marking through dedicated
markers, and this structural property allows for scrambling of
sentential components (albeit infrequent and less plausible
compared to the canonical counterpart) with the propositional
meaning intact (and yet inviting particular discourse effects)
(Sohn, 1999). These are distinctive from the major languages
currently under investigation so far. In this study, we
particularly focus on two clause-level construction types: a
suffixal passive and a morphological causative. They engage
in verbal morphology to indicate the respective voice but are
different in the functions of the morphology and the formfunction mapping of case-marking dedicated to each
construction (which we will explain in detail below). These
aspects provide an intriguing testbed for revealing the
possible interplay between where the morphological cue
appears in a sentence and how the heuristics are manifested
in the sentence. In what follows, we specifically ask if native
speakers of Korean would benefit from early-arriving verbal
morphology, which is obtained by scrambling, relative to the
canonical (and verb-final) pattern in real-time processing of
the two construction types.

Experiment 1: Suffixal passive construction in
Korean
A suffixal passive construction consists of (i) two arguments
(a subject and an oblique), (ii) unusual form-function
associations of case-marking (NOM2 indicating a theme but
usually indicating an agent; DAT indicating an agent but
usually indicating a recipient), and (iii) passive morphology
2

Abbreviations: ACC = accusative case maker; CST = causative
voice suffix; DAT = dative marker; N = noun; NOM = nominative
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as one of the passive suffixes -i-, -hi-, -li-, or -ki- (under
allomorphic distribution) attached to a verb stem (Choo &
Kwak, 2008; Sohn, 1999). Passive morphology both serves
as a key disambiguation point for these form-function parings
and participates in a valency-decreasing process in which a
transitive verb loses one argument slot. A canonical suffixal
passive follows the theme-agent ordering as in (1a); a verb
can be fronted, yielding a verb-initial pattern, as in (1b).
(1a) Suffixal passive: Canonical (verb-final)
totwuk-i kyengchal-hanthey cap-hi-ess-ta.
thief-NOM police-DAT
catch-PSV-PST-SE
‘The thief was caught by the police.’
(1b) Suffixal passive: Scrambled (verb-initial)
cap-hi-ess-ta
totwuk-i kyengchal-hanthey.
catch-PSV-PST-SE thief-NOM police-DAT
‘The thief was caught by the police.’
The two suffixal passive patterns show distinctive
structural characteristics in terms of the morphological cue
location and the frequency-based heuristics (Table 1). The
verb-final pattern as in (1a) is canonical and thus frequent in
its use within the passive construction (although this
construction type is generally restricted in its use relative to
the active). This pattern, however, requires revision of the
initial interpretive commitment (e.g., realignment of form
and function involving case-marking) due to its verb-finality.
In contrast, whereas the verb-initial pattern is infrequent in
use within this construction type, the fronted verb (and its
passive morphology) is expected to guide the following
interpretation, including the calculation of the form-function
associations of case-marking.
Table 1. Verb-final and verb-initial patterns of suffixal
passive in Korean
Case- Morphomarking logical cue
Verb-final N-NOM + N-DAT
LateFrequent
(canonical) + V-PSV
arriving
Atypical
Verb-initial V-PSV + N-NOM
EarlyInfrequent
(scrambled) + N-DAT
arriving
Pattern

Scheme

Frequency

In other words, the two suffixal passive patterns are
distinctive in terms of frequency-based heuristics (verb-final:
frequent vs. verb-initial: infrequent) and algorithmic
computation (verb-final: revising the initial interpretation vs.
verb-initial: guiding the following interpretation) given the
same trigger for this computation (passive morphology).
Based on these contrastive properties of these patterns, we
conduct a self-paced reading (SPR) task followed by an
acceptability judgement (AJ) task to address how the two
factors influence the course of sentence comprehension.
case marker; PST = past tense marker; PSV = passive voice suffix; SE
= sentence ender; V = verb.

Methods
Forty native speakers of Korean (mean age = 23.6; SD = 4.05)
were recruited from one university in Seoul, South Korea.
They were monolingual Korean who were naïve in Korean
linguistics, and their overseas experience was less than 3
months. All participants were paid 10,000 Korean Won
(approximately $10) as a compensation for their
participation. We created a total of 16 test sentences, one half
for the verb-final pattern and the other half for the verb-initial
pattern. The test sentences for the AJ task were adapted from
those for the SPR task (Table 2) by reducing R1, R5, and R6.
The test sentences were normed by another 10 native speaker
of Korean prior to the experiment. All the sentences for the
two tasks, along with fillers consisting of sentences in various
structures and complexity, were split into two sub-lists and
were randomly assigned to participants.
Table 2. Stimuli (SPR): Suffixal passive
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
Verb-final I heardN-NOM N-DAT V-PSV
yesterday night
Verb-initial that V-PSV N-NOM N-DAT
Note. English translations in R1, R5, and R6 are only for the
readers’ sake; all the sentences were presented in Korean.
The two tasks were completed sequentially via web-based
interfaces: Ibex Farm for the SPR task; Qualtrics for the AJ
task. In the SPR task, all sentences, for which presentation
order was randomised, were displayed on a computer screen
individually (i.e., one by one). For the stability of the testing
environment, any participation through mobile devices was
prohibited. The SPR task was run visually in a noncumulative moving-window paradigm: participants read
words silently by pressing a space bar. Participants received
a written instruction on the task, worked through three
practice items, and then proceeded to the main task.
Following the final region in each sentence, a simple
comprehension check-up question appeared prompting
participants to answer by clicking on one of the two choices.
This task took approximately 25 minutes for each participant.
In the AJ task, participants were asked to rate the
acceptability of each sentence as quickly as possible with a 6point Likert scale from zero (very unacceptable) to five (very
acceptable) so that they responded immediately upon
encountering the sentences. Three training items with the
same kind of judgement were presented before the actual
task. Once the participants clicked the scale and moved to the
next sentence, they were not allowed to revise their previous
judgements. The participants’ reaction times for judging each
sentence were also collected: the duration was measured from
the very ﬁrst moment when a sentence was presented to their
ﬁnal decision for the acceptability of that sentence. This task
took approximately 20 minutes for each participant.
Data from the SPR task were first trimmed by (i) excluding
data from participants who failed to pass the comprehension
questions and (ii) excluding outliers per region through a
three-standard-deviation cut-off point (data loss: 4.32%). We
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then log-transformed the trimmed data for data
normalisation. Finally, the pre-processed data were submitted
to a linear mixed-effect modelling per region with Canonicity
as a fixed effect (centred around the mean and deviationcoded) and with Participant and Region as random effects
(Bates et al., 2015). The models included the maximal
random-effects structure allowed by the model with random
intercepts and random slopes for all the effects (Barr et al.,
2013). Data from the AJ task were also trimmed first before
the analysis by excluding individual judgement values whose
response time was less than 1,000 ms or more than 10,000 ms
(data loss: 4.37%). We then Z-transformed the data to meet
the assumption of normal distribution, and proceeded to the
same kind of linear mixed-effect modelling, with Canonicity
as a fixed effect (centred around the mean and deviationcoded) and with Participant and Sentence as random effects
(Bates et al., 2015), including the same kind of maximal
random-effects structure as the SPR data (Barr et al., 2013).

Prediction
For the SPR task, given the unusual form-function mapping
of case-marking for both conditions, if the position of verbal
morphology affects comprehension more strongly than the
frequency-based heuristic (the canonicity of word order in
this case), reading times for the verb-initial pattern should be
shorter than those for the verb-final pattern. This is because,
whereas passive morphology in the verb-initial pattern guides
the whole interpretation from Region 2 and allows for the
proper mapping of form and function of case-marking very
early on, the same morphology in the verb-final pattern
necessarily requires revision of the previous interpretation
pertaining to case-marking at Region 4. This difference
should create asymmetric degrees of online equilibrium for
each pattern. In contrast, if the opposite happens (i.e., the
frequency-based heuristic affects more strongly than the
verbal morphology’s position in a sentence), we should
expect reading times for the verb-initial pattern to be longer
than those for the verb-final pattern. This is due to continuous
online disequilibrium incurred by the verb-initial pattern—
infrequent word order and weak plausibility—relative to the
verb-final pattern. For the AJ task, the verb-initial pattern
should be rated less acceptable than the corresponding verbfinal pattern due to the scrambling with no context provided
engaging in the verb-initial pattern.

Results and discussion
As presented in Figure (1a), participants judged the verb-final
pattern to be more acceptable (mean = 4.76; SD = 0.07) than
the verb-initial counterpart (mean = 3.15; SD = 0.17). This
difference in judgement was statistically significant, β = –
1.571, SE = 0.097, p < .001, which is consistent with the
prediction. The results indicate that, given the neutral/nocontext experimental setting, the participants’ judgement was
affected by the canonicity and plausibility of a sentence—
there is no particular and necessary motivation that the verb
should be fronted.

For the SPR task (Figure (1b)), participants spent
numerically longer reading times in the verb-initial pattern
than in the verb-final pattern across all the regions. The
statistical significance was found in Region 3 (β = 0.135, SE
= 0.058, p = .022), Region 5 (β = 0.135, SE = 0.046, p = .004),
and Region 6 (β = 0.123, SE = 0.048, p = .013). The results
indicate that the verb-initial pattern incurred more processing
cost than the verb-final pattern for the SPR. This is
inconsistent with the expected processing advantage from an
early-arriving morphological cue, and rather aligns with
processing challenge induced by infrequent word order and
weak plausibility manifested in the verb-initial pattern
relative to the verb-final pattern.

(a) AJ. X-axis: pattern; Y-axis: (b) SPR. X-axis: region; Yrating (Z-transformed)
axis: RT (log-transformed)
Figure 1. Results (suffixal passive).
Red: verb-final; Blue: verb-initial. Error bars = 95% CIs.
One possible reason for these results is found in the
scrambling effect under no context for the verb-initial pattern,
together with cumulative computation cost for integrating the
unusual case-marking information (requiring realignment of
the form-function mapping) in Regions 3 to 4 into the entire
construction (in Regions 5 to 6). The verb-final pattern
involves the same kind of revision/integration process, but
considering that this pattern is frequent and context-neutral in
its use within the passive construction, participants may have
handled the processing challenge efficiently when
encountering passive morphology in its typical location—a
sentence-final position. In sum, considering the
characteristics of the two patterns, the findings from
Experiment 1 suggest a larger role of frequency-based
comprehension heuristics in online sentence comprehension
than the processing advantage of an early-arriving
morphological cue.
A caveat in this interpretation is that we considered only
one construction type to draw such implications. A passive
voice is a marked linguistic device relative to the active voice,
and this aspect may have led participants to exclusively focus
on this markedness rather than where passive morphology
appears. This may serve as a confounding factor in fully
revealing how the early-arriving morphological cue exerts
influence on sentence processing, as claimed by previous
studies (e.g., Pozzan & Trueswell, 2015; Trueswell et al.,
2012). In addition, we did not address in this experiment the
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possible interaction between the typicality of the formfunction mapping of case-marking (which is crucial in SOV
languages) and the early-arriving-cue advantage (although its
strength is presumably weak in comparison to the case of
verb-initial languages).
To further address these points, we conduct another
experiment with a verb-initial morphological causative
pattern and compare participants’ performance in this pattern
with that in the verb-initial suffixal passive pattern.

Experiment 2: Morphological causative
construction in Korean
A morphological causative construction consists of (i) three
arguments (a subject, an indirect object, and a direct object),
(ii) usual form-function associations of case-marking (NOM
indicating an agent; ACC indicating a theme; DAT indicating
a recipient), and (ii) causative morphology as one of the
causative suffixes -i-, -hi-, -li-, -ki-, -wu-, -kwu-, and -chwu(under allomorphic distribution) attached to a verb stem
(Choo & Kwak, 2008; Sohn, 1999). Due to the typicality of
case-marking, causative morphology does not participate in
the recalculation of the form-function parings of casemarking but rather promotes the valency-increasing process
by augmenting another argument slot to a transitive verb. A
canonical morphological causative follows the agentrecipient-theme ordering as in (2a); a verb can also be
fronted, yielding a verb-initial pattern, as in (2b).
(2a) Morphological causative: canonical
Yengswu-ka Mincay-eykey umsik-ul mek-i-ess-ta.
Yengswu-NOM Mincay-DAT food-ACC eat-CST-PST-SE
‘Yengswu made Mincay eat food.’
(2b) Morphological causative: Scrambled (verb-initial)
mek-i-ess-ta Yengswu-ka Mincay-eykey umsik-ul.
eat-CST-PST-SE Yengswu-NOM Mincay-DAT food-ACC
‘Yengswu made Mincay eat food.’
The verb-initial patterns of the two construction types
provide a nice comparison in three ways (Table 3). First, both
patterns are infrequent within the respective constructions
due to scrambling (which normally invites particular
discourse effects). Second, the typicality of the form-function
mapping of case-marking is contrastive across the two
patterns: whereas this is unusual (and thus infrequent) in the
suffixal passive construction, the way that individual markers
indicate the thematic roles of arguments is usual (and thus
frequent) in the morphological causative construction. Third,
the fronted verbal morphology in both patterns serves as an
early-arriving cue, which is expected to guide the following
interpretation.
In other words, the two verb-initial patterns are distinctive
in terms of the form-function mapping of case-marking
(typical for the morphological causative pattern; atypical for
the suffixal passive pattern) given the same nature of the
heuristic (scrambling: infrequent and less plausible) and the

algorithm (guidance of the following interpretation) driven
by the fronted verb (and verbal morphology).

V-PSV + N-NOM
Atypical
+ N-DAT
EarlyInfrequent
arriving
V-CST + N-NOM
MC
Typical
+ N-DAT + N-ACC
Note. MC = morphological causative; SP = suffixal passive.

longer in the suffixal passive pattern than in the
morphological causative pattern (particularly from Region
3). This is due to continuous online disequilibrium incurred
by the unusual mapping of form and function of case-marking
in the suffixal passive pattern, which is contrastive to the
mapping nature of case-marking in the morphological
causative pattern, when proceeding to the integration process
to arrive at a complete interpretation of a sentence. For the AJ
task, given the syntactic/semantic anomaly involving the
verb-initial patterns (i.e., scrambling with no context
provided), we should expect the participants’ low acceptance
of the morphological causative pattern, similar to the case of
the corresponding suffixal passive pattern in Experiment 1.

Methods

Results and discussion

The same participants who were recruited in Experiment 1
joined another SPR and AJ tasks. In this stage, we created
eight test sentences, all of which were the verb-initial patterns
of the morphological causative construction, along with
various fillers. 3 To precisely conduct region-by-region
comparisons between the two patterns across Experiments 1
and 2, we topicalised the direct object of the verb-initial
morphological causative pattern (Table 4) so that the rest of
the regions precisely aligned with each other. The other
specifications in methodology are the same as Experiment 1.

Again, before presenting the results from the SPR task, we
ﬁrst present those from the AJ task. As shown in Figure (2a),
participants rated the verb-initial morphological causative
pattern unacceptable (mean = 2.90; SD = 0.18),4 which was
similar to their judgement for the same verb-initial pattern in
the suffixal passive. The difference in judgement between the
two verb-initial patterns was statistically insignificant, which
is consistent with the prediction. The results indicate a
comprehender’s global tendency that disprefers a scrambled,
and thus less plausible, pattern unless a proper context is
provided.
For the SPR task (Figure (2b)), participants spent
numerically shorter reading times in the verb-initial
morphological causative pattern than in the same pattern of
the suffixal passive from Region 3. The statistical
significance was found in Region 5 (β = 0.127, SE = 0.049, p
= .010) and Region 6 (β = 0.137, SE = 0.045, p = .003).

Table 3. Verb-initial patterns of suffixal passive and
morphological causative in Korean
Type

Scheme

Frequency

Casemarking

Morphological cue

SP

Table 4. Stimuli (SPR): verb-initial patterns
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
MC that N3-ACC, V-CST N1-NOM N2-DAT
yesterday night
SP I heard that V-PSV N1-NOM N2-DAT
Note. MC = morphological causative; SP = suffixal passive.
English translations in R1, R5, and R6 are only for the
readers’ sake; all the regions in the test sentences were
presented in Korean. The SP row was included here only for
explanation; this pattern was not included in this experiment.

Prediction
For the SPR task, if the early-arriving-cue advantage
overpowers the frequency-based heuristic (the typicality of
the form-function mapping of case-marking in this case) in
sentence processing, there should be no or minimal difference
in reading times between the two construction types. This is
because verbal morphology in both constructions, which is
expected to guide the following interpretation, either
guarantees the usual form-function associations of casemarking (for the morphological causative pattern) or affords
the appropriate form-function pairings of case-marking (for
the suffixal passive pattern) from the outset, ensuring the
early entrance to online equilibrium. However, if the opposite
happens (i.e., the frequency-based heuristic overpowers the
early-arriving-cue advantage), reading times should be
3

We also included eight sentences of the verb-final (i.e., canonical)
pattern for the morphological causative construction at the moment
of testing. However, this pattern was not a focal point of this study,
thus excluded.
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(a) AJ. X-axis: construction; (b) SPR. X-axis: region; YY-axis: rating (Z-transformed) axis: RT (log-transformed)
Figure 2. Results (verb-initial patterns).
Yellow = morphological causative; Blue = suffixal passive.
Error bars = 95% CIs.
The results indicate the selective manifestation of the earlyarriving morphological cue effect in sentence processing,
4

For the readers’ sake, they judged its corresponding verb-final
pattern to be highly acceptable (mean = 4.79; SD = 0.08).

which is contingent upon the nature of linguistic cues
dedicated to particular construction types. This aligns with
our prediction that prioritises the frequency-based heuristic
over the early-arriving-cue advantage in sentence
comprehension in the given experimental setting.
What is the locus of this divergence in Experiment 2? We
attribute its reason to the interplay between the early-arriving
morphological cue and the frequency-based heuristics, with
the heuristics controlling for the expected cue advantage to
some extent. For the verb-initial suffixal passive pattern,
despite the verbal morphology being an early-arriving cue, a
processor must perform the three tasks altogether: (i)
handling the scrambled word order (infrequent and less
plausible); (ii) realigning form and function of the markers
(NOM~theme; DAT~agent), the process of which is
interfered by much stronger and frequently used competitors
(NOM~agent; DAT~recipient); (iii) integrating this atypical
word order and the unusual pairings of case-marking into the
entire construction for a full interpretation. We believe that
the processor’s imminent tasks that deviate from the
frequency-based heuristics may have delayed a status of
online equilibrium, as indicated by significant longer reading
times in this pattern than the corresponding morphological
causative pattern. In contrast, for the verb-initial
morphological causative pattern, although scrambling is still
atypical due to the lack of a proper context (possibly
incurring a numeric (but insignificant) increase in reading
times for Region 2 in comparison to those for Region 1), the
processor may have recovered the status of equilibrium
immediately by encountering the frequent (and thus usual)
form-function pairings of case-marking at later regions. This
may thus have led the processor to go about sentence
comprehension in a stable manner, fully exploiting the
assumed cue benefit for the course of the valency-increasing
process, as shown in the participants’ uniform reading times
in this pattern from Region 3.

may have suppressed the expected benefit of an earlyarriving morphological cue as a guide to the following
interpretation (particularly on the realignment of form and
function involving case-marking). In Experiment 2, given the
same kind of anomaly in canonicity, participants’ processing
(particularly in relation to valency) may have been facilitated
by the case-marking heuristics in the morphological
causative construction relative to the suffixal passive
construction. Importantly, this way of operation that the
processor copes with linguistic input in real time offers a
faster route towards online equilibrium than deep and costly
computations during sentence comprehension. This
interpretation is consistent with previous literature on how
the good-enough processing engages in unfolding incoming
input as comprehension proceeds for an adult processor (e.g.,
Christianson et al., 2001; Stewart et al., 2007) and for a child
processor (e.g., Ishikawa et al., 2020).
Together, our findings lend support to the heuristic-beforealgorithm processing architecture, which is driven by the
general property of human cognition that seeks to reduce the
burden of work at hand at the earliest opportunities. This in
turn appeals to the idea that a good-enough processor
continuously seeks cognitive equilibrium in the course of
sentence comprehension. We also believe the findings of this
study to advance our understanding of how good-enough
processing addresses humans’ comprehension behaviours
involving languages typologically different from the major
languages currently under investigation such as English.
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Abstract

Rational Speech Act theory (Frank & Goodman, 2012) has
been successfully applied in numerous communicative settings, including studies using one-shot web-based language
games. Several follow-up studies of the latter, however, suggest that listeners may not behave as pragmatically as originally suggested in those tasks. We investigate whether, in such
reference games, listeners’ pragmatic reasoning about an informative speaker is improved by greater exposure to the task,
and/or prior experience with being a speaker in this task. While
we find limited evidence to suggest that increased exposure to
the task results in more pragmatic responses, listeners do show
increased pragmatic reasoning after first playing the role of the
speaker. Moreover, we find that only in the Speaker-first condition, participant’s tendency to be an informative speaker predicts their degree of pragmatic behavior as a listener. Taken
together, these findings demonstrate that, in these settings, experience as a speaker enhances the ability of listeners to reason
pragmatically about informative speakers, as modeled by RSA.

Figure 1: Example of a critical visual context in the current
study.

Keywords: Pragmatic inference; referential expressions; language production; language comprehension; RSA

Introduction
Language is often ambiguous, and during natural communication listeners need to resolve this ambiguity in order to understand what a speaker is saying. Depending on the situation, this may require reasoning about the speaker’s perspective, goals, and intentions. The Rational Speech Act (RSA)
model, introduced by Frank and Goodman (2012), is a probabilistic Bayesian model that aims to formalize the pragmatic
reasoning underlying listener’s choices. This model assumes
that rational listeners reason about the decision-making of
informative speakers, who in turn reason about rational listeners. More specifically, RSA uses Bayesian inference to
derive the listener’s optimal interpretation of a given utterance, based on the likelihood that speakers would choose that
particular utterance to convey the intended message, combined with the prior probability of the interpretation. Frank
and Goodman (2012) empirically tested RSA’s predictions
against human behavior using a one-shot web-based version
of the referential communication game (Wittgenstein, 1953),
in which each participant saw only a single trial. Figure 1
shows an example of the type of visual contexts used in such
games.
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The goal of a listener is to select one of the referents based
on a given one-word utterance—in this case, a shape word
(e.g., “boot”) or a color word (e.g., “green”). Importantly, an
ambiguous expression like “boot” (or “blue”) may trigger listeners to reason about the speaker’s choice of word: why use
the ambiguous word, if not to refer to the object that cannot
be described using any unique features (i.e., the blue boot)?
When applied to such a game, RSA determines the probability with which listeners will select a referent given a particular word, based on the probability that speakers would use
that word, combined with the prior probability of referring
to an object, which is usually determined empirically via a
Salience task (Frank & Goodman, 2012). That is, the probability that a listener selects referent rS given word w in visual
context C is defined to be proportional to the informativity of
word w—based on a model of a rational speaker—multiplied
by the prior probability of referring to referent rS .
P(rS |w,C) ∝ P(w|rS ,C)P(rS )

(1)

Indeed, given the word “boot” in the context shown in Figure 1, RSA predicts that a pragmatic listener will infer that the
intended referent is the blue boot—assuming a more or less
uniform prior—because for the alternative referent (green
boot) there exists a more informative expression (“green”).
In contrast, a non-pragmatic ‘literal’ listener is predicted to
simply rely on the prior probability of the two referents that
match the literal interpretation of the given word (i.e., the blue
boot and the green boot). Frank and Goodman (2012) showed
that RSA’s predictions were strongly correlated with human
judgments, which suggests that listeners use pragmatic reasoning in such one-shot games despite the artificial, highly
constrained, and minimally interactive nature of the task.
However, while the RSA framework has been successfully applied in other domains (Bergen, Levy, & Goodman,
2016; Degen, Hawkins, Graf, Kreiss, & Goodman, 2020;
Kao, Wu, Bergen, & Goodman, 2014; Scontras & Goodman,

2017), follow-up studies using one-shot web-based language
games suggest that listeners may not behave as pragmatically
as previously assumed in these settings (e.g., Frank, Emilsson, Peloquin, Goodman, & Potts, 2016; Franke & Degen,
2016; Qing & Franke, 2015; Sikos, Venhuizen, Drenhaus, &
Crocker, 2021). For instance, Qing and Franke (2015) attempted a close replication of Frank and Goodman (2012)
but presented participants with only the critical pragmatically
solvable context types (i.e. those which require the type of
pragmatic reasoning illustrated in Figure 1) and found that the
basic RSA model was a poor predictor of their data. Moreover, across three experiments Sikos et al. (2021) observed
only modest evidence of pragmatic behavior in one-shot reference games: listeners only preferred the pragmatic referent (e.g.. the blue boot in Figure 1) when they observed a
color word (“blue”); in contrast, when they observed a shape
word (“boot”), listeners instead had a strong preference for
the shape competitor (the green boot), which is highly salient
due to its unique color. Sikos et al. (2021) further showed that
RSA was outperformed by a baseline literal listener model
that was driven simply by literal word meaning and the prior
probability of referring to an object. This suggests that the
pragmatic component within the RSA model (i.e., the speaker
model) does not contribute substantially to the high correlation of RSA with listener behavior. This result may at least
partially be due to the relatively artificial nature of the communicative task and setting of one-shot web-based language
games, and the fact that listeners do not have the opportunity
to become familiar with this task.
The goal of the current study, therefore, is to investigate
whether the modest evidence of pragmatic behavior in oneshot referential communication games is due to the limited
exposure that participants receive in such settings. That is,
listeners may not fully recognize that it would be useful to
reason about an informative speaker because they only encounter a single trial. Consistent with this possibility, Franke
and Degen (2016), Experiment 1, found that listeners (on average) did behave pragmatically in a multi-trial version of the
reference game, in which participants played 66 trials in the
role of listener, and additionally played the role of speaker in
four practice trials before beginning the actual experiment. In
order to independently evaluate the influence of these factors
on listeners’ pragmatic reasoning (as formalised by RSA), we
investigate here whether listener behavior is influenced by:
(a) greater exposure to the task (i.e. one versus multiple trials), and/or (b) experience with being a speaker in this setting
(i.e., Listener-first versus Speaker-first). In order to separate
the influence of these factors, we use a block design rather
than interleaving speaker and listener trials. In addition to assessing listener behavior, we also test whether the salience of
individual referents and Speaker Rationality (i.e. how informative speakers actually are) are modulated by these factors.
We evaluate whether these factors reliably influence pragmatic listener behavior and speaker rationality in two complementary ways. First, we directly compare the behavioral re-
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sults across conditions. If increased exposure to the task matters, we should see increased pragmatic behavior of participants after exposure to multiple trials. If having experience
as the speaker matters, we should see more pragmatic behavior in the Speaker-first condition relative to the Listener-first
condition. Second, we compare the observed listener behavior to the predictions of two Bayesian models: (1) RSA, for
which we directly incorporate the observed speaker behavior as the likelihood of using particular words, as well as the
observed salience judgments (described below) as estimates
for the prior probability, and (2) a baseline Literal Listener
model that that does not assume pragmatic reasoning (following Sikos et al., 2021). If RSA provides a better fit than the
baseline model in one of the conditions (e.g., in the Speakerfirst condition), it would provide evidence that listeners behave pragmatically—in terms of reasoning about informative
speakers—in that condition. On the other hand, if no reliable
difference between model fits is found, this would suggest
that listener responses in this task are not driven by the pragmatic reasoning formalized by RSA.

Experiment
In order to investigate the influence of (a) exposure to the task,
and (b) experience as a speaker, on the behavior of listeners
in language games, the current study uses a 2 × 2 design (Exposure: First-trial vs All-trials; Block Order: Listener-first vs
Speaker-first). More specifically, we compare listener behavior in the first trial of the study (which is qualitatively similar
to a one-shot study) to the mean listener behavior across all
trials. This Exposure factor is then crossed with Block Order,
a between-subjects manipulation wherein half of the participants first play a block of trials in the role of the listener, and
half first play a block of trials in the role of the speaker.

Methods
Participants 157 participants were recruited via Amazon’s
Mechanical Turk and were compensated $0.50. Participants’
IP addresses were limited to US addresses only. Only participants with a past work approval rate of at least 90% were
accepted. Individuals were not allowed to participate more
than once. 24 participants (15.3%) were excluded because
they self-identified as non-native or non-fluent English speakers. An additional 13 participants (8.3%) were excluded because they did not meet a 60% accuracy threshold in either
the Speaker or Listener task. Inaccuracy in the Speaker task
was defined as selecting a word whose literal meaning did not
match the target object. Inaccuracy in the Listener task was
defined as selecting a referent that did not correspond to the
literal meaning of the given word. The remaining 120 participants were randomly assigned to either the Listener-first
(N = 60) or Speaker-first (N = 60) condition.
Procedure Participants in all conditions were introduced to
an interlocutor (“Robert”) and were told that they would play
a referential communication game that was divided into two
blocks. In one block participants played the Speaker and in

the other they played the Listener (Figure 1). Block order
depended on the between-subjects condition (Speaker-first,
Listener-first). On each trial participants saw three objects
which differed systematically along two dimensions: shape
(fish, boot, table, mitt) and color (blue, green, orange, purple). Before the experiment began, participants were shown a
display which familiarized them with the shapes, colors, and
how they would be labeled. The familiarization display was
labeled Instructions and said, “These are the objects you will
be talking about:”, followed by a row of small gray icons depicting the four possible shapes. Then, “And they can appear
in these colors:”, followed by a row of paint-drop icons depicting the four possible colors.
On Speaker trials, one object (the target) was indicated by
an arrow. Speakers were told, “Imagine you are talking to
Robert and you want him to pick out the object indicated by
the arrow (but Robert can‘t see the arrow). If you can only
use one word, which word would you say?” Speakers entered their response into a text input box that only accepted 8
words (fish, boot, table, mitt, blue, green, orange, purple). On
Listener trials, the objects were labeled A, B, and C. Listeners
were told, “Robert wants you to pick one of the objects above
but he can only say one word. He says: [word]. Which object
do you think he is talking about?” The category of the given
word (shape or color) was counterbalanced across trials. Listeners made their choice by clicking one of three radio buttons
labeled A, B, and C. Listeners were further instructed, “Be
careful because occasionally Robert’s message may become
garbled during transmission and you will see “#######” instead of a word. In these cases, just do your best to decide
which object you think he is talking about.” These instances
served as Salience trials, used for measuring visual/referential
salience. Before the Speaker block, participants completed
one practice trial. The Listener block was preceded by two
practice trials (one Listener trial, one Salience trial). All practice trials contained three objects which each had a unique
color and shape.
Materials Participants saw 42 experimental trials divided
into a Speaker block and a Listener block. Speaker blocks
contained 18 trials, of which 6 were critical trials and 12 were
fillers. On critical Speaker trials (Figure 1), the visual context
contained a pragmatic referent (e.g., blue boot), a color competitor (e.g., blue fish), and a shape competitor (e.g., green
boot), and the pragmatic referent was indicated as the target.
Six of the filler trials used the critical display type (i.e. the
objects had the same configuration of features as in the critical trials), however one of the competitors was designated as
the target. We refer to these as fillercritical display trials. The
remaining six filler trials contained different configurations
of object features (e.g., blue mitt, orange mitt, green fish), but
the designated target (e.g., blue mitt) could always be referred
to unambiguously (e.g., “blue”). Unique displays were generated for each trial by randomly selecting a target object (e.g.,
blue boot) and then generating a set of competitors based on
the systematic constraints for each condition. For all partici-
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pants, the first Speaker trial was a critical trial. The remaining
Speaker trials were pseudo-randomly mixed and counterbalanced such that: (a) critical trials were always preceded by
a fillercritical display , (b) critical trials were evenly distributed
across the list, (c) the target appeared an equal number of
times in each position (left, middle, right), (d) the target position on trial n was different than the target position on trial
n − 1, and (e) no objects in trial n had the shape or color of
the target on trial n − 1 nor the complementary feature of the
competitor from trial n − 1.1
Listener blocks contained 24 trials, of which 6 were critical and 12 were fillers. These context types used the same
configuration of object features as in the Speaker trials and
participants observed either a color word (e.g., “blue”) or a
shape word (e.g., “boot”). The remaining six trials in the
Listener block were Salience trials, three of which used the
critical display type and thus served as an empirical measure
of the prior likelihood of referring to an object. The remaining three Salience trials used filler display types. Unique displays were generated for each trial using the same constraints
as for the Speaker task, plus: (f) an equal number of color
and shape words was used in each list, and (g) if trial n − 1
was a Salience trial then the objects in trial n did not contain
any shapes or colors used in trial n − 1. Importantly, because
previous one-shot studies have shown that listeners strongly
prefer the shape competitor over the pragmatic referent when
given a shape word (Qing & Franke, 2015; Sikos et al., 2021),
we constrained the first Listener trial to be a critical shapeword trial.

Behavioral Results
Analyses were conducted on critical trials only. Inaccurate
responses (as defined above) were excluded (Listener task:
1.0%; Speaker task: 0.7%). Figure 2 presents the results from
the (A) Listener, (B) Salience, and (C) Speaker tasks. Error
bars represent binomial 95% confidence intervals (using the
‘rstatix::binom test’ function in R on default settings). The
dashed lines represent chance.
Listener Task Figure 2A shows the proportion of pragmatic responses by block order and the observed word (shape,
color). Responses were considered to be pragmatic if listeners chose the pragmatic referent (e.g., blue boot; see Figure 1)
over the shape competitor (e.g., green boot) when given a
shape word (e.g., “boot”), and if listeners chose the pragmatic referent over the color competitor (e.g., blue fish) when
given a color word (e.g., “blue”). Only the proportion of pragmatic responses is shown because pragmatic and competitor
responses sum to 1. Within each panel, the left dot represents
the mean proportion of pragmatic responses in the First critical Listener trial (shape word: trial 1, color word: trial 6),
while the right dot represents the mean proportion of prag1 Due

to the many interdependencies among these constraints, a
single pseudorandomized trial order was used for all participants.
However, the specific shapes and colors for each object were randomly generated for each trial.

Figure 2: Human Judgments in the Listener task (A), the Salience task (B), and the Speaker task (C). We plot the proportion
of responses by block order (Listener-first, Speaker-first) and the observed word (shape, color). Error bars represent binomial
95% confidence intervals and the dashed lines represent chance.
matic responses across All critical trials in which listeners
observed the given word (shape or color).
Three clear patterns emerge. First, simply increasing the
number of trials (Exposure: First-trial vs All-trials) did not
lead to a greater proportion of pragmatic responses. Second,
listeners had a greater preference for the pragmatic referent in
the Speaker-first condition than in the Listener-first condition.
Third, listeners had a greater preference for the pragmatic referent in the color-word condition than in the shape-word condition. These observations were confirmed statistically. To
assess the effect of the exposure manipulation, we fit a binary
logistic regression model using listener responses (pragmatic
referent, competitor) as our dependent measure and exposure
as a predictor. No effect of exposure was found when collapsing across block order (p = .60), nor when looking separately at the Listener-first (p = .89) or Speaker-first (p = .35)
conditions. To assess whether block order and the observed
word modulated listeners’ initial responses, we fit a binary
logistic regression model to the First-trial data using listener
responses as our dependent measure, with the observed word
(shape, color) and block order (Listener-first, Speaker-first) as
predictors. Results revealed main effects of both the observed
word (p < .05) and block order (p < .01). However, the interaction between block order and the observed word was not
reliable (p = .34). The same analysis on the All-trials data
revealed a similar pattern: a marginal main effect of the observed word (p = .08), a main effect of block order (p < .01),
and the interaction was not significant (p = .86). A likelihood
ratio test determined that adding trial number as a predictor
in the All-trial analysis did not improve the model fit, thus we
elected to analyze the First-trial data separately.
In addition, the fact that most of the error bars in Figure 2A include 0.5 (chance) suggests that listeners rarely had
a reliable preference for the pragmatic referent over the com-
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petitor. This observation was confirmed via separate exact
binomial tests for each listener-word × block-order condition. Results for the First-trial data indicate that listeners’
initial responses only showed a reliable preference for the
pragmatic referent in the color-word, speaker-first condition
(p < .0001; color-word, listener-first: p = .09; shape-word,
speaker-first: p = .24; shape-word, listener-first: p = .24).
The same analyses on the All-trial data revealed that listeners
reliably preferred the pragmatic referent in both speaker-first
conditions (color-word: p < .0001; shape-word: p < .001),
but neither of the listener-first conditions reached significance
(color-word: p = .07; shape-word: p = .60). Taken together,
these findings suggest that participants, on average, require
some experience with the speaker role before they begin to
respond pragmatically as listeners. We speculate that when
participants first play the role of the speaker, they gain a better
understanding of what it means to be informative in the current task. Consequently, when the Speaker-first participants
then play the role of the listener, they are more likely than
Listener-first participants to infer that the speaker intended to
refer to the pragmatic referent.
Salience Task Figure 2B shows the proportion of responses
in the Salience task for the pragmatic referent (e.g., blue
boot), the color competitor (e.g., blue fish), and the shape
competitor (e.g., green boot). Consistent with previous work
(Qing & Franke, 2015), participants had an overall preference
for the shape competitor (i.e., the object with a unique color:
0.41; color competitor: 0.31; pragmatic referent: 0.28). To
test whether block order and trial number had an effect on
Salience responses, we fit a multinomial logistic regression
model to the All-trials data using Salience responses (pragmatic referent, color competitor, shape competitor) as the dependent measure, with block order and trial number as the
predictors. No reliable effect of block order was found (ps

Table 1: Speaker results comparing the critical condition
and the fillercritical display condition.
Columns represent
choice options: color word, shape word. Rows present the
distribution of responses when the target was the pragmatic
referent (top), color competitor (middle), or shape competitor
(bottom).
Listener-First
Target

N

color shape

Speaker-First
N

color shape

pragm. ref.

355 0.45

0.55 354 0.42

0.58

color comp.

149 0.18

0.82 146 0.16

0.84

shape comp.

207 0.60

0.40 205 0.74

0.26

Figure 3: Correlation of Speaker Informativity and Listener
Rationality (R: Spearman’s rho correlation).

> .20). However, a significant main effect of trial number was
found on the shape competitor / pragmatic referent comparison (β = 0.09, p < .01). This finding suggests that the shape
competitor became less salient—and the pragmatic referent
more salient—as participants gained experience with the task.
Speaker Task Figure 2C shows the proportion of shape
word responses (e.g., “boot”) given by speakers in critical trials (i.e. wherein the pragmatic referent was the target) for the
Listener-first (left) and Speaker-first (right) conditions. As in
previous work (Frank et al., 2016; Frank & Goodman, 2012;
Qing & Franke, 2015), speakers had an overall preference for
using shape words to describe the pragmatic referent (shape:
0.57, color: 0.43; exact binomial test: p < .001), despite the
fact that shape and color words are equally informative in the
critical contexts. Although this preference decreased numerically over the course of the study, a binary logistic regression
model using speaker responses (color word, shape word) as
the dependent measure and block order and trial number as
a predictor, revealed that neither block order (p = .52), nor
trial number (p = .24), nor their interaction (p = .76) were
reliable.
To compare speakers’ preferences in the critical condition
to cases in which one word (e.g., color) was more informative than the other (e.g., shape), we tabulated speaker choices
across both the critical condition and the fillercritical display condition (in which the speaker’s target was one of the competitor
objects; e.g., the green boot). Table 1 presents these results
for the Listener-first and Speaker-first conditions. The first
row shows speaker’s preference for using a shape word over
a color word in the critical condition, across the Exposure
conditions. The bottom two rows show that speakers strongly
preferred the more informative word, regardless of whether it
was a shape or color word. These results suggest that speakers are highly informative in this task, regardless of whether
they see a single trial or multiple trials, or whether they first
play the role of the Listener or the Speaker.
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Speaker Informativity vs Listener Rationality As a final behavioral measure of pragmatic reasoning, we assessed
whether an individual’s tendency to be informative in the
Speaker task was correlated with the degree of pragmatic
behavior they showed in the Listener task (Figure 3). We
computed Speaker Informativity for each participant as the
proportion of trials in which they used the more informative
word in the fillercritical display condition. Listener Rationality
was computed for each participant as the proportion of critical Listener trials in which they chose the pragmatic referent
over the competitor. Spearman’s rho correlation coefficient
was used to assess the relationship between Speaker Informativity and Listener Rationality. No correlation was found for
the Listener-first condition (rs = −0.07, p = .46, N = 120). In
contrast, a significant correlation was found in the Speakerfirst condition (rs = 0.20, p < .05, N = 120). A Fisher ztransformation revealed that the difference between these correlations was significant (z = 2.09, p < .05). Although these
results are not conclusive, they suggest that a priori, there is
no relation between how rational individuals are as listeners
and how informative they are as speakers, but after engaging in the Speaker task first, the more informative speakers
become the more rational listeners.

Model Evaluation
We model our behavioral results within the RSA framework
(see Eq. 1). RSA assumes that speakers choose utterances
according to their utility, which is defined in terms of word
specificity: speakers are more likely to use word w to the
extent that it reduces referential uncertainty (Frank & Goodman, 2012). Consistent with the results reported by Frank
and Goodman (2012), participant choices in the Speaker task
were highly correlated with RSA’s predictions for informative
speakers in both the Listener-first (r = 0.99) and Speaker-first
(r = 0.98) conditions.2
2 Based

on the likelihood function reported by Frank and Goodman (2012) that assumes a single level of recursion depth, a rationality degree of α = 1, and a constant cost function (see Frank &
Goodman, 2012, Supplemental Materials). The correlation between

Table 2: Model evaluation results from the Listener task comparing RSA to the baseline literal listener model (LL). r: Pearsons’s
correlation; cocor-p: p-value for comparison of overlapping dependent correlations.)
Dataset
First-trial
All-trials

Model
RSA
LL
RSA
LL

r
0.90
0.94
0.99
0.90

R2ad j
0.79
0.87
0.97
0.79

Listener-First
t
p
6.59 < .0001
8.65 < .0001
26.64 < .0001
9.46 < .0001

cocor-p
o
.43
o
< .0001

We calculate RSA’s predictions by combining empirically
observed speaker behavior, P(word|target,C) (i.e. the proportion of shape/color word responses to a target in the critical display type C; see Table 1), and empirically observed
salience ratings, P(target), in order to predict listener behavior, P(target|word,C):
P(word|target,C)P(target)
∑r∈C P(w|r,C)P(r)
(2)
To evaluate the contribution of RSA’s pragmatic component (i.e. the speaker model) in predicting listener behavior,
we contrast the RSA predictions with those from a baseline
literal listener model (LL; see Sikos et al., 2021) that replaces
RSA’s pragmatic component with a truth-condition function
that simply determines whether the literal meaning of the
given word fits the referent or not:
RSA: P(target|word,C) =

LL: P(target|word,C) =

JwordK(target)P(target)
∑r∈C JwordK(r)P(r)

(3)

where JwK defines the meaning of word w as a function
from the set of all possible referents R to binary truth values (JwK : R → {0, 1}), such that it returns 1 if the meaning
of word w (e.g., “blue”) fits the referent (e.g., blue boot), and
0 otherwise (e.g., green boot). The baseline literal listener
model thus predicts that if multiple objects can be described
by a given word, listeners will distribute their choices across
those objects, weighted by the prior alone.
Table 2 shows the fit of each model’s predictions to observed listener responses for the First-trial data (upper two
rows) and All-trials data (lower two rows), separated by
Block Order. To statistically compare model fits we used
the cocor() function for comparing overlapping dependent
correlations (Diedenhofen & Musch, 2015) with an alpha
of 0.05 in the statistical software package R (version 3.6.1;
https://www.R-project.org/) and we report Hittner et
al.’s (Hittner, May, & Silver, 2003) modification of Dunn and
Clark’s z (Dunn & Clark, 1969).3
participant choices and predictions for informative speakers remains
high across all values of α between 0 and 10 (rs > 0.97).
3 Many tests have been proposed for comparing overlapping dependent correlations. For a detailed discussion of these competing
tests, see Diedenhofen and Musch (2015) and the references therein.
The cocor() function computes the results of ten different tests. Although we report Hittner et al.’s z, a minimum of eight tests were in
agreement for each of the comparisons below.
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r
0.99
0.85
0.98
0.80

R2ad j
0.98
0.69
0.95
0.62

Speaker-First
t
p
23.07 < .0001
5.08
< .001
21.56 < .0001
6.19 < .0001

cocor-p
o
< .0001
o
< .0001

In the Listener-first condition (left), no reliable difference between model fits was found for the First-trial data.
This finding is consistent with the limited evidence for pragmatic reasoning found in previous studies using the one-shot
paradigm (Frank et al., 2016; Franke & Degen, 2016; Qing
& Franke, 2015; Sikos et al., 2021). For the All-trials data in
the Listener-first condition, we do observe a significant difference between the model fits, with RSA outperforming the
literal listener model. Interestingly, this finding suggests that
RSA’s pragmatic component (i.e., the speaker model) contributes to predicting listener behavior, even though the behavioral data did not show an increase in pragmatic responses
in the All-trial data versus the First-trial data.
A different pattern of model fits is evident in the Speakerfirst condition (Table 2, right). For the First-trial data, we
find a reliable advantage for RSA, relative to the First-trial,
Listener-first data, which is consistent with the increase in
pragmatic behavior found across these conditions in the behavioral results, and a decrease in the utility of salience, as
revealed by the diminished performance of the LL model.
In the All-trials data, RSA performance stays high, whereas
we again observe a decrease in performance of the literal listener model, indicating that the pragmatic component critically contributes to explaining listener behavior. Taken together, these findings provide further evidence that experience with the speaker role leads listeners (on average) to behave more pragmatically.

General Discussion
The results of a number of studies suggest that listeners may
not behave as pragmatically as previously assumed in oneshot web-based language games (Frank et al., 2016; Franke
& Degen, 2016; Qing & Franke, 2015; Sikos et al., 2021).
To investigate whether this finding may be due to the oneshot paradigm itself, we tested whether listeners’ pragmatic
reasoning is enhanced by greater exposure to the task, and/or
experience with being a Speaker in this setting. In addition
to replicating previous findings that listeners show limited
pragmatic behavior in the one-shot version of the task (when
observing a shape word), we find that while increased experience with the (Listener) task improves RSA’s performance
in predicting listener responses, it does not lead to more pragmatic responses. In contrast, our results indicate that listeners
who first experienced the speaker role do have an increased

tendency towards pragmatic reasoning, above and beyond
simply increasing the number of trials: behavioral results reveal an increased preference for the pragmatic target in the
Speaker-first condition, compared to the Listener-first condition, and model evaluation results confirm that RSA outperforms a baseline Literal Listener model in predicting listener
behavior. In addition, we found that the pragmatic referent
became more salient as participants encountered more trials,
which may explain the overall high correlations of both RSA
and LL, in particular in the Listener-first, All-trials condition,
as both models incorporate a salience component.
As in previous studies, we observe a clear distinction between shape words and color words: Speakers are overall
more likely to use a shape than a color word, and listeners are
overall less likely to select the pragmatic referent when observing a shape word. These findings are often attributed to
a difference in expectancy between nouns (shape) and adjectives (color) (e.g., Qing & Franke, 2015; Sikos et al., 2021).
In contrast to previous studies, however, we find a significant
preference for the pragmatic referent after observing a shape
word, across all trials in the Speaker-first condition, suggesting that listeners are able to reason pragmatically about observed nouns. One factor that may contribute to this effect
is the (non-significant) trend towards a uniform salience distribution over multiple trials, suggesting reduced influence of
the shape competitor.
Finally, we observe a correlation between an individual’s
tendency to be informative in the Speaker task and the degree of pragmatic behavior they show in the Listener task,
but only for Speaker-first participants. When considering the
Listener-first findings, we find no correlation between pragmatic listener behavior and an individual’s subsequent tendency to speak informatively. This result suggests that when
participants first engage in the Speaker task, it is the more informative speakers who benefit to a greater extent, rather than
resulting in improvements across the board.
In summary, our results confirm the observation put forward by Sikos et al. (2021) that the high correlation between
RSA’s predictions and listener behavior reported in one-shot
experiments (e.g., Frank & Goodman, 2012) is primarily
driven by non-pragmatic factors, such as the incorporation
of literal meaning and the prior probability of referring to the
referent. Importantly, however, our results suggest that the
role of RSA’s pragmatic component, which reasons about informative speakers, is enhanced not only when listeners have
experience with the task, but particularly when they have experience as the speaker. This seems especially relevant for
language game settings with which participants are likely unfamiliar. These findings demonstrate that familiarity with the
communicative setting can influence the degree of rationality that listeners realize. Correlations between Speaker Informativity and Listener Rationality support this conclusion,
showing that participants who first have experience as (informative) speakers are more likely to be pragmatic listeners. In
other words: Good speakers become better listeners.
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Abstract
Anaphora, a ubiquitous feature of natural language, poses a
particular challenge to young children as they first learn language due to its referential ambiguity. In spite of this, parents and caregivers use anaphora frequently in child-directed
speech, potentially presenting a risk to effective communication if children do not yet have the linguistic capabilities of resolving anaphora successfully. Through an eye-tracking study
in a naturalistic free-play context, we examine the strategies
that parents employ to calibrate their use of anaphora to their
child’s linguistic development level. We show that, in this way,
parents are able to intuitively scaffold the complexity of their
speech such that greater referential ambiguity does not hurt
overall communication success.
Keywords: anaphora; child-directed speech; linguistic tuning

Introduction
Adult language use is characterized by striking a fine balance between linguistic efficiency and referential ambiguity. Speakers often use ambiguous expressions instead of a
full referential phrase in the interest of brevity (Grice, 1975),
thereby relying on their listener’s ability to infer the intended
meaning. Indeed, the use of anaphora instead of repeated
explicit naming in written sentences actually appears to improve comprehension speed for adult and older child readers, a well-documented effect known as the repeated name
penalty (Eilers, Tiffin-Richards, & Schroeder, 2019; Gordon,
Grosz, & Gilliom, 1993). But how does this ability to handle
ambiguous expressions first develop? More specifically, how
do young children learn to resolve anaphoric references?
A growing body of work suggests that answering how children handle referentially ambiguous expressions will require
us to consider not only a child’s learning ability, but also their
language learning environment (Leung, Tunkel, & Yurovsky,
2019; Tamis-LeMonda, Kuchirko, & Song, 2014; Yurovsky,
Doyle, & Frank, 2016). Parents have been shown to intuitively scaffold the complexity of their speech in consistent
patterns to match the changing needs and language abilities of children as they mature cognitively, a phenomenon
known as linguistic tuning (Yurovsky et al., 2016). A multitude of studies demonstrates that linguistic tuning occurs
across morphological, phonological, syntactic, and lexical aspects of child-directed speech (CDS), and thus children receive speech input that has been already adjusted to suit their
current language capabilities, guiding them towards learning
more complex grammars and words (Bellinger, 1980; Kitamura & Burnham, 2003; Kunert, Fernández, & Zuidema,
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2011; Messer, 1978; Roy, Frank, & Roy, 2009; Schroer,
Smith, & Yu, 2019; Snow, 1972).
For instance, Roy et al. (2009) found that parents and caregivers increased utterance length and lexical diversity, and decreased the proportion of single-word utterances as their child
aged. Similarly, Kunert et al. (2011) measured speech complexity via utterance length, word length, number of word
types, and number of consonant triples to find that parents’
modifications in each of these metrics was contingent on the
age of their child. Kitamura and Burnham (2003) have also
shown that parents modify the mean fundamental frequency
and pitch range of CDS in accordance with their child’s age.
In this paper, we examine linguistic tuning as it applies to
anaphora use in CDS, providing further evidence for the critical role parents play in a child’s linguistic development. We
investigate parental use of anaphora in free-play parent-child
interactions, and discuss the implications for future work
aimed at developing detailed models of anaphora resolution
acquisition.

Anaphora
The ability to refer to different objects is an essential part of
daily conversation, and with every reference, a speaker must
decide how explicit to be in order to allow their listener to
pick out the intended referent (Arnold, 2010). One way in
which speakers often balance efficacy and efficiency when referring is through the use of anaphora. Anaphora are words
or phrases that reference an entity mentioned or indicated
elsewhere in discourse, such as “it” or “she” (Sukthanker,
Poria, Cambria, & Thirunavukarasu, 2020). Anaphora usage
allows interlocutors to avoid redundancy when referring, enabling more efficient communication, with the trade-off being
the risk of introducing more ambiguity to an utterance.
Because the meaning of an anaphor depends entirely on the
context in which it is used, the process of determining what
an anaphoric expression refers to, known as anaphora resolution, requires inference; that is, an anaphor cannot be understood without first determining its antecedent (Palmović,
Matić, & Kovačević, 2018). Anaphora resolution therefore
involves inference and increases the computational complexity required to understand an utterance. Given that children
have limited processing resources, anaphora usage in CDS
is likely to pose a greater risk to effective communication
than in adult-adult communication (Sekerina, Stromswold, &
Hestvik, 2004).

Despite the risk it may present to communicating effectively with young children, usage of anaphora and other deictic terms is ubiquitous throughout CDS (Laasko & Smith,
2007). A possible explanation as to why this may not hurt
communication could be that parents calibrate their use of
anaphora in accordance with their child’s linguistic development, in the same way that parents scaffold many other
features of CDS to facilitate communication with their child.
However, it is not well-understand what particular cues, other
than overall comprehension difficulties, parents might perceive when their use of anaphora fails (Song & Fisher, 2005).
Given this, it is critical to establish that parents are sensitive
to their children’s anaphora comprehension abilities and are
thus able to adjust their use of anaphora such that their overall
communication is not hurt.
The overarching hypothesis of our study is that parents
fine-tune CDS based on their child’s age, where age is used as
a proxy for linguistic ability, as is consistent with the literature on linguistic tuning (Bellinger, 1980; Kitamura & Burnham, 2003; Messer, 1978; Roy et al., 2009; Snow, 1972;
Yurovsky et al., 2016). Specifically, we examine how parents of infants 12 to 25 months of age use anaphora in freeflowing parent-child interaction. Existing work suggests that
children first begin to comprehend anaphora in CDS around
1 to 3 years of age, a developmental period during which
children’s overall linguistic sophistication increases dramatically (Bellinger, 1980; Moyer, Harrigan, Hacquard, & Lidz,
2015; Nelson, 1975). Parents of children in this age group are
thus likely to modify their use of anaphora in CDS rapidly to
keep pace with their child’s emergent anaphora comprehension abilities.
We compare anaphora use of the parents of older children
in the participant group with that of the parents of younger
children, hypothesizing that parents would introduce more
instances of anaphora and generate fewer accompanying assistive behaviors (e.g. visual cues) the older the child was.
Moreover, using eye movement data, we can measure how
well children are able to infer the referential intent of the
anaphora used in parent speech, given the demonstrated success of applying the visual world paradigm to eye-tracking
studies (Sekerina, 2014). If parents are indeed able to successfully adapt their anaphora use in accordance with their
child’s linguistic development, children should maintain a
consistent level of comprehension despite the greater linguistic complexity parents may introduce to their speech as children grow older.

Methods

Figure 1: Parent and child were asked to play with a set
of toys together in a naturalistic environment while wearing
head-mounted cameras (A). Top panel shows child’s (B) and
parent’s egocentric views (C).
carpeted floor for about 15 minutes (Figure 1). The toys consisted of blocks, animal and insect figurines, dolls, toy cars,
and a variety of other play objects.
Prior to the play session, both parent and child were fitted
with head-mounted eye trackers from Positive Science LLC.
The eye-tracking system consisted of a scene camera on the
wearer’s forehead that recorded images from the wearer’s perspective with a visual field of 108°, as well as an infrared
camera pointed to the participant’s right eye to record saccades and fixations. Both cameras sampled at a rate of 30Hz.
To capture third-person views of the participants, additional
cameras were placed throughout the room.
After placing the eye trackers on the parent-child dyad, the
researchers ran a calibration procedure. Once the play session
started, the researcher would leave the room and monitor the
experiment from an adjacent room, reentering only to adjust
and re-calibrate the infant’s eye tracker if it was bumped or
moved during the play session. All procedures in this study
were approved by the Human Subjects and Institutional Review Boards at Indiana University. Written consent forms
were obtained from a parent or guardian for each child before
data collection.

Coding and Analysis

Data Collection
To study how parents adpatively scaffold their speech to facilitate communication during naturalistic interactions, we collected visual and auditory data from a toy-play context in
a home-like environment with 36 parent-child dyads (mean
child age = 18.63mos [range: 12.3-25.3]). Parents were instructed to play naturally with their child using 24 toys on a
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After the experiment was completed, the eye-tracking videos
from the scene cameras and eye cameras were synchronized
using a software program that generated cross-hairs to indicate where the participant was looking during each video
frame. Using the first-person scene camera with cross-hairs
overlaid, the visual gaze of the parent and child were each
manually coded by annotating which region of interest (ROI)

Table 1: Descriptive statistics of parent speech metrics
Number of utterances
Number of utterances containing anaphora
Number of anaphora
Number of visually-cued anaphora
Number of anaphora with required visual cues
Anaphora utterance rate
Anaphora use ratio
Proportion visually-cued anaphora
Proportion required of visually-cued anaphora

the cross-hairs overlapped with during a gaze fixation. Each
of the 24 toys and the social partner’s face were coded as
ROIs (25 ROIs in total).
The recordings of the parents’ speech were also transcribed. Following standard practice in the field (e.g. Pereira
et al. (2014); Suanda, Smith, and Yu (2016); Yu and Smith
(2012)), parent speech was objectively coded at the utterance
level, defined as strings of speech between two periods of silence lasting at least 400ms. All parent talk and vocal play
(such as saying “vroom-vroom”) were considered speech.
In the current study, we focused on anaphoric instances
spoken by parents to their children. The transcriptions were
manually coded for instances of anaphora, as well as contextual information about their usages. We annotated each
utterance that contained an anaphoric expression, regardless
of whether or not the anaphor referred to an entity that was
physically present in the room. As a reliability check, two
trained coders independently transcribed utterances of four
randomly-selected subjects (about 10% of the total utterances
coded) and reached 96% agreement.
For each anaphor, we manually coded for the corresponding noun phrase antecedent(s) that the parent intended the
anaphor to refer to. In addition to coding for intended referents, we were also interested in parent use of multimodal
cues in conjunction with anaphora.
Intended referent. Each of the 25 ROIs (the 24 toys and
the social partner’s face) was assigned a unique referent identification number. The coder determined the intended referent
by observing video recordings from the parent’s first-person
scene camera and third-person cameras for visual context of
the speech.
Use of multimodal cues. The use of multimodal cues was
defined as behavior in which a parent paired the usage of an
anaphor with a visual cue, such as pointing to, gesturing at,
or handing an object to the child. We coded for the presence or absence of visual cues in conjunction with an anaphor.
Parental use of multimodal cues was observed via both thirdperson and parent first-person scene cameras.
Visual cues paired with anaphora were further categorized
into required and supplemental cues. Required visual cues
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M
128.36
40.25
46.31
24.22
15.58
5.27
0.34
0.52
0.69

SD
57.16
24.44
28.59
18.49
11.04
2.51
0.12
0.16
0.20

Median
121.5
34
39.5
18
14
4.82
0.33
0.50
0.70

Range
9-272
0-116
0-133
0-86
0-53
0.00-11.33
0.00-0.59
0.14-0.89
0.26-1.00

were defined as extra-linguistic cues that were necessary to
resolve an anaphor whose antecedent could not be determined
from speech alone. For instance, throughout the corpus, parents could often be observed asking their child, “What is
this?”, in conjunction with pointing to or holding up a toy
for the child to see. In these cases, the anaphor in question
could not be resolved based on the speech, but rather required
a visual cue for the listener to determine the intended referent. On the other hand, supplemental visual cues were defined as visual cues that were not strictly necessary for a fully
linguistically-developed interlocutor to correctly resolve the
anaphor, but were used instead to assist the conversation partner in identifying the intended referent.

Results
For this study, the data of interest were the coded transcripts
of the parent utterances spoken during the free-play session,
as well as the child’s anaphora resolution accuracy. Descriptive statistics of the metrics of parent speech can be found in
Table 1.
To determine whether parents modified their use of
anaphora as their children aged, we conducted two analyses:
a correlational analysis to test for linear relationships between
child age and metrics of parent anaphora use, and a median
split analysis, to test if parents of older children differed in
their anaphora use as compared to parents of younger children. For the correlational analysis, we evaluated the strength
of the relationship between the child’s age and the adjustments parents made to their anaphora usage. For the median
split analysis, we divided the subjects into two groups based
on the median child age (median = 18.2mos) and compared
metrics of anaphora use between parents of children above
the median age and parents of children below the median age.
Using these methods of analysis allowed us to extract both
linear relationship and group difference patterns in the data.
Additionally, we evaluated the communication efficacy of
a parent-child dyad based on the child’s success at correctly
identifying the intended referent of each anaphor using the
study’s eye-tracking data. We compared the average anaphora
resolution accuracy scores of children above the median age
to children below the median age.

Frequency of Anaphora Use
To test our first hypothesis, that parents scaffold the frequency
of their anaphora usage based on their child’s age, we measured frequency of anaphora use via anaphora utterance rate
and anaphora use ratio. Both metrics yielded significant results for the correlational and median split analyses, confirming our hypothesis that parents increase their use of anaphora
as their children develop greater linguistic knowledge.
Anaphora utterance rate. Anaphora utterance rate was
defined as the number of utterances containing at least one
anaphor divided by the length of time of the parent-child
dyad’s free-play session (in minutes). As predicted, results
of the Pearson correlation indicated that there was a significant positive association between a parent’s anaphora utterance rate and their child’s age (r(34) = .46, p = .005). Figure
2 summarizes the results. Additionally, parents of children
above the median age had higher anaphora utterance rates
(M = 6.18, SD = 2.88) than parents of children below the
median age (M = 4.35, SD = 1.70). Results of an independent samples t-test indicated that this difference was significant (t(34) = -2.32, p = .026).

Figure 2: Relationship between child age and parent anaphora
utterance rate. r(34) = .46, p = .005.
Anaphora use ratio. The anaphora use ratio was defined
as the ratio of a parent’s anaphora utterance rate to their
rate of speech. Results of the Pearson correlation, summarized in Figure 3, also indicated a significant positive association between a parent’s anaphora use ratio and their
child’s age (r(34) = .49, p = .003). In comparing the groups
split by median age, we again found that parents of children above the median age had higher anaphora use ratios
(M = 0.39, SD = 0.11) than parents of children below the
median age (M = 0.29, SD = 0.11). The difference between
these groups was confirmed statistically with an independent
samples t-test (t(34) = -2.84, p = .007).
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Figure 3: Relationship between child age and parent anaphora
use ratio. r(34) = .49, p = .003.

Frequency of Visually-Cued Anaphora
Parents sometimes paired an anaphor with a visual cue, such
as pointing or gesturing, that aided the child in determining
the anaphor’s intended referent. Visual cues were either considered required or supplemental. If no visual cue was present
in conjunction, the anaphor was considered to be verballycued.
To determine whether parents adjusted their use of visual
cues when using anaphora according to their child’s age,
we measured the proportion of anaphora that were paired
with a visual cue out of all anaphora the parent used. Although we found that parents of children above the median age used a slightly smaller proportion of visually-cued
anaphora (M = 0.51, SD = 0.11) than parents of children below the median age (M = 0.53, SD = 0.21), the difference
between the groups was not statistically significant (t(34) =
0.39, p = .701). The results of the Pearson correlation also
did not indicate a significant negative association between a
parent’s use of visually-cued anaphora and their child’s age
(r(34) = -.113, p = .517), as summarized in Figure 4. We
had expected that parents would use more visual cues to
aid younger children in resolving anaphora accurately and
would decrease their use of visual cues when communicating with older, more linguistically-developed children who
may not require as much assistance to successfully understand anaphora.
We also calculated the proportion of anaphora with required visual cues out of the total number of visually-cued
anaphora. As expected, parents of children above the median age used a smaller proportion of required visual cues
(M = 0.62, SD = 0.16) than parents of children below the
median age (M = 0.75, SD = 0.22). The difference between
these groups was statistically significant (t(34) = 2.04, p =
.049). However, there was no significant correlation between child age and the proportion of required visual cues

Figure 4: Relationship between child age and the proportion
of all anaphora that were paired with a visual cue. r(34) =
-.113, p = .517.

Figure 5: Relationship between child age and the proportion
of all visually-cued anaphora that were paired with a required
visual cue. r(34) = -.293, p = .088.

(r(34) = -.293, p = .088), summarized in Figure 5. Although
stronger results would likely be less sensitive to specific statistical methods, the lack of a significant linear relationship
between child age and proportion of required visual cues does
not preclude findings of group differences using a median
split analysis, given that different approaches extract different
patterns in the data and thus demand different interpretations.
These results suggest that rather than scaffolding their use
of anaphora simply by decreasing the use of visual cues overall as we had expected, parents appeared to scaffold visual
cue use in a more nuanced manner. For older children, parents
were more likely to use anaphora that could be resolved without a visual cue, but continued to offer assistance through the
use of supplemental visual cues, perhaps in order to ensure
effective communication levels could be maintained. On the
other hand, parents of younger children more frequently used
anaphora when the context did not require linguistic knowledge to resolve the anaphor and instead used only visual cues
to indicate the intended referent.

have correctly identified the intended referent of an anaphor
if their eye movements indicated a fixation on the intended
ROI at any point during the parent’s utterance containing the
anaphoric expression. This definition of successful anaphora
resolution applied to utterances containing multiple anaphora
as well. If a child fixated on any of the intended ROIs during the utterance, the anaphora referring to these ROIs were
considered to be correctly resolved. Anaphora that referred to
entities that were not physically present in the room or were
not one of the 25 defined ROIs were excluded from the calculation of anaphora resolution accuracy scores.
As predicted, children in both age groups had similar average accuracy scores (Mabove-median = 0.60, SDabove-median =
0.14, Mbelow-median = 0.58, SDbelow-median = 0.14).
The
anaphora resolution accuracy of children above the median
age was not statistically different from the accuracy of children below the median age (t(33) = -0.34, p = .739). One
parent-child dyad was excluded from this analysis as the parent did not use any instances of anaphora during the free-play
session.
These results confirm our hypothesis that the success of
communication between parents and their children would remain consistent regardless of any modifications parents made
to their anaphora usage. Although parents used anaphora
more frequently with older children, both overall as well as
in contexts that required greater linguistic capabilities to resolve, parents intuitively scaffolded these adjustments such
that the efficacy of their overall communication was not hurt.

Communication Efficacy
To measure the efficacy of a parent’s communication with
their child, we determined the child’s overall anaphora resolution accuracy score. The accuracy score was defined as
the proportion of the total number of anaphora used by the
parent for which the child correctly identified the intended
referent. Scores could range from 0 (indicating the child did
not correctly resolve any of the anaphora used) to 1 (indicating that the child correctly identified the intended referents
for all anaphora used).
Using an in-house program, parent speech utterances were
temporally aligned with child eye-tracking data, allowing us
to analyze the child’s eye gaze at the utterance level. Because
we could not synchronize eye-gaze data with parent speech
at the granularity of each word, a child was considered to
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Discussion
In the current work, we provide evidence demonstrating that
parents are motivated to adjust CDS by a desire for efficient
communication. Achieving smooth communication requires
using speech that balances both efficacy and efficiency, as
Grice (1975) formalized in his theory of the Cooperative Prin-

ciple. We demonstrate that the use of linguistic tuning in CDS
is ultimately motivated by this Gricean framework of smooth
communication. Parents modify their speech when conversing with their children to maximize both success and efficacy
of communication given the communicative constraints of a
young language learner.
In particular, we focus on how parents adjust their usage of
anaphora to achieve efficiency while maintaining a successful
level of communication with their children. We show that parents use fewer anaphora when speaking to younger children,
and indeed, report a significant positive correlation between
child age and frequency of anaphora in parent speech. We
also demonstrate that parents of younger children use more
anaphora that requires assistive visual cues to resolve than
parents of older children. However, we found no significant
correlation between child age and the proportion of anaphora
requiring visual cues, indicating that the results of the median
split analysis may not have been strong.
In that regard, our study may have been limited by the
use of age as a proxy for linguistic development. Although
age is related to children’s communication skills and vocabulary size, it is an indirect measure of knowledge as infants
acquire language at varying rates. Examining parent speech
patterns in relation to direct measures of child language skills,
such as the MacArthur–Bates Communicative Development
Inventory, may yield stronger results.
Role of anaphora in early word learning. Beyond demonstrating the critical role linguistic tuning plays in anaphora
resolution acquisition in young children, our findings also
lend support for the importance of further work in understanding how children acquire the ability to resolve referentially ambiguous expressions.
Given the abundant usage of anaphora in parent speech,
understanding the referential intents of anaphora can be a
“game-changer” for early word learning. If children are able
to infer the referential intents of anaphora, then all utterances containing anaphora can provide direct supervisory signals for word learning (Smith & Frank, 2012). They can be
treated as information-rich as labeling utterances containing
object names can be. To quantify word learning from parent
speech, we need to have a direct measure of children’s comprehension of anaphora. In developmental research, there is
a long history of linking gaze behaviors with language comprehension. It has been shown that upon hearing speech, infants’ looking behavior is driven by their language knowledge
(Golinkoff, Hirsh-Pasek, Cauley, & Gordon, 1987; Fernald,
Pinto, Swingley, Weinberg, & McRoberts, 1998).
Towards that end, we could quantify anaphora comprehension by utilizing the moment-by-moment gaze data collected
during toy-play. For example, we can measure where children look during an anaphoric event, whether they look at the
correct target object or not, and whether they switch attention during or after different types of anaphoric events. We
can also link real-time measures of learning with children’s
age and vocabulary knowledge to further quantify the effec-
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tiveness of anaphora usage in parent speech. It is important
to take children’s contingent responses during word learning moments into account because how parents scaffold their
speech could lead to real-time changes in childrens’ attention,
which could subsequently influence word learning outcomes.
Multimodal communication in parent-child interaction.
Naturalistic interactions usually involve learning from multiple information sources. There is evidence showing that CDS
is just one example among many for adults to introduce facilitating modifications during parent-child interactions (Brand,
Baldwin, & Ashburn, 2002). Take gestural modification as
another example beyond speech. Gestures, such as pointing, can highlight the correct referent ostensibly and offer
crucial clues for infants to locate the intended referent when
facing referential uncertainty (Rowe, Özçalışkan, & GoldinMeadow, 2008), since deictic gestures provide an easier pathway for infants to identify and integrate audio-visual information (Cook, Mitchell, & Goldin-Meadow, 2008).
However, instead of treating gestures and speech as two
separate information sources that learners must process in
parallel, researchers have found that parents tailored their use
of gestures with a goal of disambiguating the verbal message
(Iverson, Capirci, Longobardi, & Caselli, 1999). If the child
is able to infer the referents of anaphora, or if the child’s attention is already drawn to the target referent, providing additional gestural cues becomes redundant and optional. Alternatively, if the child cannot make a correct inference, then
pointing is necessary and required. It is likely that efficient
communication between parents and children is influenced
by not only one single information source but multiple contributing factors. These factors can each independently and
collectively impact early social interaction and human communication in general.

Conclusion
In this paper, we have demonstrated based on data from freeplay parent-child interactions that parents introduce more
anaphora in their speech interactions with older children.
This tendency points to the importance of parent linguistic
scaffolding for the development of the child’s cognitive inferential capabilities. Additionally, a child’s ability to understand more and more forms of anaphora enables their parent
to progress from child-directed speech towards more adultlike language usage, in particular, adult-like efficiency of language use supported by potentially ambiguous linguistic devices. Our results thus lend further support to the linguistic
tuning hypothesis and can also form the basis for computational models of child language acquisition that incorporate
the scaffolding trajectories provided by parents.
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Abstract
We introduce the LARC-ID, a pilot corpus of eye-movements
obtained from subjects reading texts from a range of genres. Materials were presented in multiple paragraphs on the
screen to more closely match naturalistic reading environments. Readers were encouraged to read for comprehension
and enjoyment, engaging in various kinds of comprehension
questions, including an open-ended reflection at the end of
each text. Subjects also participated in a battery of individual
difference measures, including those known to predict reading
behavior in controlled experimental contexts, e.g., Rapid Automatized Naming (RAN; Denckla & Rudel, 1976), the author
recognition (ART; Stanovich & West, 1989), and reading span
(RSpan; Daneman & Carpenter, 1980) tasks. In addition to
describing the central properties of the text and relationships
between tasks in the battery, we present a sample analysis exploring how intrinsic lexical characteristics (length, frequency,
and morphological complexity) interact with selected individual difference measures. The analysis provides the very first
glimpse into what we hope will become a useful resource for
reading researchers and educators. The entire corpus is freely
available for unrestricted use.
Keywords: reading; corpus; individual differences

Introduction
Much research on reading records eye movement measures
in a necessarily artificial environment, presenting highly controlled, and often challenging, sentences with characteristics
of specific interest to the researchers’ hypotheses. While
certainly a valid method for exploring reading and language
comprehension, these materials tend to make little sense in
isolation. Such a method is well-suited for measuring the
subtle effects of linguistic variables on the comprehension
process, and assumes that the kind of reading that subjects
engage in during the experiment represents, on the whole, the
reading process in general. Yet, early work on eye movements has shown that subjects adapt to the presumed goal of
the experiment (Yarbus, 1967), to the point that even the presence or absence of section titles can radically alter the reading
profile of an individual (Bransford & Johnson, 1972). Readers adopt task-driven strategies in response to differences in
such factors such as attention, cognitive reserve, required engagement, and task instructions (e.g., Wotschack, 2009, for
review).
Rayner & Raney (1996) observed, for example, that the frequency effect, in which words with higher frequency elicited
shorter fixation times on early eye-movement measures (e.g.,
Rayner & Duffy, 1986; Inhoff & Rayner, 1986, among others), was eliminated when subjects were instructed to search
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the text for specific word forms. Readers also appear to engage in more careful reading when presented with text perceived as more difficult, which may influence low-level decisions regarding the landing position of the eye within the
word (O’Regan, 1990). Readers may also simply differ globally with respect to how they progress through text and to
what kinds of information they attend (Hyönä et al., 2002).
The first goal of this pilot project was to create a corpus that
captures reading of long-form, connected text from various
genres and topics as a measure of engaged, naturalistic reading. Texts that college-aged readers were likely to encounter
on their own were selected by consulting a focus-group consisting of college-aged students who were not involved in the
study. The experimental subjects were students attending an
undergraduate seminar on reading and vision taught by the
first author, and were internally motivated to learn how eye
movements research was conducted. The second goal addressed the fact that readers adopt different strategies in progressing through a text: some readers progress quickly at first,
and later returning the more difficult sections, while others
progress more slowly (Rayner et al., 2012). These patterns
are generally implicit: readers cannot accurately introspect on
the rapid movements of their eyes. The study presented here
reports a battery of individual difference measures in order
to correlate individual reading profiles with other cognitive
measures thought to influence comprehension.
There are already several existing corpora of eyemovements while reading. Some consist of texts not created by the experimenters, while others contain texts especially designed for the corpus. An example of the former is the Dundee corpus, in which readers (10 English, 10
French) were presented with newspaper articles in paragraph
format totaling approximately 50,000 words (Kennedy, 2003;
Kennedy & Pynte, 2005). Another corpus with multilingual
readers (14 monolingual British English speakers; 19 DutchEnglish bilinguals) is the GECO corpus (Cop et al., 2017),
which obtained eye-movements recorded while subjects read
an entire novel consisting of over 5,000 sentences. The Provo
corpus (Luke & Christianson, 2018) presented 55 short paragraphs from various sources to 84 native speakers of English.
Predictability norms for each word were collected in a separate cloze task, and paired with their eye-movement data.
Other corpora have constructed the materials to ensure that
constructions of interest to researchers are present, e.g., the

Potsdam corpus of German sentences (Kliegl et al., 2004) and
the DEMONIC corpus in Dutch (Kuperman et al., 2010).
The GECO corpus collected several measures of language
proficiency: scores from LexTALE (Lexical Test for Advanced Learners of English; Lemhöfer & Broersma, 2012),
a spelling test, and a lexical decision test, as well as a selfreported linguistic background questionnaire (adapted from
LEAP-Q; Marian et al., 2007) to probe bilingual proficiency.
Another large-scale study of 546 college-aged readers examined the relationship between reading performance and
two individual difference measures (Author Recognition Task
– ART, and Rapid Automatized Naming – RAN) on various isolated filler sentences presented in several experiments
(Gordon et al., 2019).
However, we know of no previous corpus that pairs eyemovements on naturalistic, long-form text with measures
of individual differences from both linguistic and domaingeneral tasks, despite the many studies implicating an association between the two in experiments with controlled materials. For example, Kuperman & Van Dyke (2011) explore the
effect of individual performance on several verbal and cognitive tasks in reading in non-college bound individuals reading
isolated sentences. They observed that scores on the RAN
task, described below, and word identification tests were the
only individual difference measures that predicted reading.
These measures were found to interact with effects of word
length and frequency, often observed in reading time studies.
As the present corpus offers many options for exploration,
we have constrained our central analysis to the effect of individual performance on intrinsic lexical characterisitics. The
analysis concentrates on eye-movement measures that appear
relatively early in the eye-movement record, as they have routinely shown sensitivity to lexical-level effects. The corpus
and the methods are described in more detail below.

Methodology
The corpus consists of eye movements from fifteen undergraduate students (10 female) who read texts for comprehension, paired with a battery of individual difference measures.
Data was collected in two sessions, conducted a week apart.
Subjects were invited to take breaks as needed. In the first
session, participants read long form texts and answered simple two-alternative forced-choice comprehension questions
intermitently throughout the experiment. In addition, subjects were asked to reflect on the meaning of the text with
the experimenter via open discussion prompts to encourage
more careful and thoughtful comprehension. For example,
subjects were asked to describe the relationship between the
main characters, speculate on implications of the passage, or
to reflect on the author’s intention. Questions can be found
with the texts on the OSF page hosting the data.
Five texts were used in the corpus, classified into information seeking, fiction, and opinion genres. Three short articles
from Wikipedia comprised the information seeking category,
a short story (“No Kick from Champagne” by Lowry Pei)
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represented the fiction genre, and a piece on internet security (“Peak Indifference” by Cory Doctorow, about Internet
privacy) represented the opinion genre. Texts are distributed
under a Creative Commons License ShareAlike and may be
distributed freely as long as attribution is retained. Key characteristics of the texts are summarized in Table 1, along with
the number of fixations (average per reader and total per text)
collected for each piece.
The individual differences battery sampled from wellknown, standard, and previously validated tests that have
been independently hypothesized to reference qualitatively
different aspects of cognition. The tasks in the battery were
selected to cover a heterogenous range of cognitive and attentional abilities, while minimizing redundancy between tests.
The tasks are briefly described below.

Methods
Texts were presented in complete paragraph form using SR
Experiment Builder software. Paragraphs did not span across
pages in order to preserve coherence within each screen. The
text was presented in 11 point monospaced Monaco style font
with 2.5 linespacing. Eye movements were recorded with a
SR EyeLink 1000 Plus, and were sampled at 1000 Hz. Subjects’ heads were stabilized in a tower mount with the eye
tracking camera mounted above their heads. Viewing was
bincocular but only the right eye was recorded. Subjects
were positioned approximately 55cm from a 24-inch Dell UltraSharp U2410 LCD monitor (55.88cm width × 49.27cm
height) with a 1024×768 resolution. Approximately 2 characters subtended 1 degree of visual angle. A 9 point calibration was performed at the beginning of the experiment, before a new text, after a break, and as needed. In addition, a
drift correct was performed before each new page of text was
presented. Blinks and other artefacts were removed automatically, and cases of minor vertical drift, typically occurring
towards the bottom of the screen, were adjusted by moving
fixations onto the appropriate line. Horizontal position was
unaffected.
After the reading portion of the first session, participants
completed a Rapid Automatized Naming (RAN) task while
their eye movements were recorded (Denckla & Rudel, 1976;
Jones et al., 2013). Developed as a diagnostic task for
dyslexic readers, RAN performance has been shown to correlate with reading ability in multiple stages of development
(Mol & Bus, 2011). Scores from the RAN task include accuracy, and time to completion for eight 6x6 arrays of letters,
numbers, colors, and shapes. The Eye-Voice Span (EVS),
i.e., the distance between the voice and the fixation in reading aloud (Levin & Addis, 1979; Jones et al., 2013), was
also recorded for each array. Measures of performance on
the RAN task that include EVS (rather than accuracy or time
to completion) have been shown to predict numerous eyemovement measures (Gordon & Hoedemaker, 2016). Prior
to viewing each array, subjects were introduced to the items
in the array and given labels for naming in a practice section.
Subjects completed the Moore & Gordon (2015) revision

Texts

Genre

Author

Butterfly
Turing bio
Turing test
Champagne
Peak Indifference

Info
Info
Info
Fiction
Opinion

Wikipedia
Wikipedia
Wikipedia
L. Pei
C. Doctorow

Sentences
Word
Count Tokens; Types
10
13
13
211
43

291; 157
288; 191
313; 162
3535; 1020
1134; 530

Length
Mean [Range]

Log-Frequency
Mean [Range]

Fixations
Average; Total

6.21 [1,15]
6.23 [1, 13]
6.27 [1, 17]
5.63 [1, 13]
6.17 [1, 13]

3.45 [0.60, 6.18]
3.42 [0.70, 6.18]
3.69 [0.60, 6.18]
3.49 [0.30, 6.33]
3.40 [0.30, 6.33]

124; 1,861
109; 1,636
119; 1,781
1,172; 17,577
466; 6,992

Table 1: Properties of texts (sentence count, word count, length and log frequency) and number of fixations from readers (averge
number of fixations per indivdiual reader and total number of fixations recorded for each text).
of the Author Recognition Test (Stanovich & West, 1989),
which measures how many names a participant recognizes as
authors, e.g., Margaret Atwood, from a list containing nonauthor foils, e.g., Frances Fincham. Finally, subjects answered a short questionnaire about their academic and linguistic history. Variables such as age, year in college, major,
gender, and native language, among others, were collected.
Subjects also provided a more subjective profile of their reading habits (similar in spirit to Acheson et al., 2008), including how much they enjoyed reading, how often they read for
pleasure, and when was the last book they read for pleasure.
They also provided as many names of authors in multiple genres as they could within a fixed time span. These materials
have been made available on an Open Science Foundation
page (https://osf.io/gnvbu/) hosting the corpus, materials, and
guided tutorial.
In the second session, subjects completed three tasks meant
to capture distinct aspects of individual variation: (i) verbal
working memory capacity, as indexed by the Reading span
task (Daneman & Carpenter, 1980), (ii) non-verbal working
memory and attention, as measured by the N-back task (successful recall of an element in a sequence like 7. . . T. . . R. . . 8
at a particular position, e.g., 2 positions back from 8 is T),
and (iii) general problem solving capacity, as indexed by performance on a sampling of 36 Raven’s Advanced Progressive
Matrices across all difficulty levels (Raven, 1989).

Variables used in dataset
Eye movement variables Two common early eye movement measures are explored here (Rayner, 1998): first fixation duration, the duration of the initial fixation when first
encountering a word, first pass time, the sum of fixations on
a word before moving to the right or left. We also present the
number of fixations made on a word during first pass reading.
Other reading measures are included in the dataset, but are
omitted here for space limitations.
Individual difference variables In addition to the selfexplanatory categories of age, year in college, gender, and
major, a battery of individual difference measures obtained
during the second testing section are included in the dataset.
We discuss a sample of these variables, including the mean
correct response to Raven’s progressive matrices, participant
score on the Author Recognition Task, the average total time
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a participant spent on the RAN task, along with the average temporal span between the voice and the fixation point
in the RAN task, and the participant’s Reading span score.
The measures are summarized in Table 2.
Most individual level factors showed no correlation with
other factors. For example, year in college was uncorrelated
with ART (r = 0.08), which is perhaps surprising under the assumption that ART is an indirect indicator of print expoures
and that students are exposed to more text in college. However, other measures were correlated. There was a numerical
trend towards negative correlation between each subject’s total accuracy on the RAN task and their eye-voice span [r =
-0.47, t = -1.92, p = 0.08]. A positive correlation between the
time to complete the RAN tasks and the eye-voice span was
observed [r = 0.89, t = 7.03, p < 0.001], indicating that longer
eye voice spans resulted in longer overall naming times.
Moore & Gordon (2015) found a small negative correlation
between ART scores and average RAN durations, as well as
a positive correlation between ART scores and accuracy on
item naming in RAN. In our study, there was a negative correlation between ART scores and eye-voice span on letter arrays: individuals with greater print exposure also had shorter
eye-voice spans [r = -0.53, t = -2.27, p < 0.05]. However,
no significant correlations between an individual’s ART score
and eye-voice span on other arrays (numbers, shapes, colors)
were detected. As Moore & Gordon (2015) note, the relationship between RAN and ART appears to be relatively weak for
college-aged readers (see also Gordon et al., 2019).
Lexical level characteristics Lexical level characteristics
were calculated for every word included in the corpus from
the English Lexicon Project (Balota et al., 2007). Variables
explored here include (a) the length of the word in characters, (b) the log frequency of the word (LgSUBTLWF) as
calculated in the SUBTLEX corpus from American subtitles,
and (c) morphological complexity as indicated by the number of morphemes (NMorph) in a word. Other variables in
the dataset include other measures of frequency, orthographic
and phonological neighborhood size, number of higher frequency orthographic neighbors, part of speech, and behavioral results on lexical decision and naming tasks.
Model fitting procedure All models presented below are
linear mixed effect regression models with fixed effects nor-

Variable

Name

Description

Age
Gender
Year in college
Raven’s progressive matrices
Author recognition task

Age
Gen
YCol
RM

Rapid
Automatized
Naming
Duration
Eye-Voice span

RAN.dur

EVS

Reading span

RSpan

ART

Range

Median

Mean

Age in years
Gender [optional]
Year in college
The percent correct answers to Ravens Progressive
Matrices.
The number of names the subjects recognized as authors, after misidentifications were removed from the
score.
The total time in seconds to complete the RAN task,
averaged across the six arrays.

[18,22]
—
[1,4]
[33%,89%]

19
F (10)
2
78%

19
—
2
73%

[5, 33]

15

17

[15, 24]

19

19

The average temporal span between the location of the
eye and onset of speech for the item being named.
The number of items that a subject was able to correctly recall in order on a reading span task before
making an error.

[524, 796]

630

648

[0,5]

3

3

Table 2: Summary of sample individual difference variables included in corpus.
malized by a z-transformation. As not all models with maximal random effect structures converged, by-subjects and bytext random intercepts were used (comparable to other corpus analyses, e.g., Dirix & Duyck, 2017; Gordon et al.,
2019). The p-values reported in the text were estimated using
lmerTest (Kuznetsova et al., 2017). We explored the data
with hierarchical linear modeling in three stages. First, we fit
the data with a selection of intrinsic lexical features (length,
frequency, and morphological complexity) known to influence early reading measures. For each of the three measures,
a simple model with word length as the only fixed-effect predictor was initially fit. Increasingly complex models were
computed by adding log frequency (LgSUBTLWF) and word
complexity (NMorph) as interactive predictors until the bestfitting model with the lowest AIC value was obtained. Predictors were standardized in a z-transformation. To reduce
excessive multicollinearity, predictors with the highest variance inflation factor (VIF) above 5 were removed in succession, and the model was re-fit. Since the interaction between
word length and number of morphemes is highly correlated,
this term was the first to be removed from all models. Nonsignificant effects were also removed. The VIF for any condition and the kappa for each reported model were both below
5. Second, a separate set of models were created with (a) each
of the individual difference measures as the sole fixed-effect
predictor, and (b) all of the individual difference measures
in a single additive model. Third, each indvidual difference
measure was added to the first set of models, set to interact
with word frequency.

Results
Models of intrinsic lexical features
The best-fitting models given our procedure are shown in Table 3. Replicating the classic frequency effect, more frequent
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words elicited shorter first fixation durations and first pass
times. In both measures, the frequency effect was moderated
by an interaction with length, in that longer words tended to
increase the effect that frequency imposed on reading times.
In addition, longer words received shorter first fixation
times, which might be unexpected given the association between length and reading times observed in previous literature (Inhoff & Rayner, 1986). However, longer words elicited
longer first pass times, as well as more fixations during first
pass reading. The patten suggests that readers were more
likely to re-fixate longer words, and that the first fixation in
such cases tended to be short. In support of this interpretation,
there was a moderate positive correlation between the number
of fixations and first pass times, r = 0.19,t = 22.64, p < .001,
but a negative correlation between the number fixations and
first fixation durations, r = −0.18,t = −21.47, p < .001.
This pattern is compatible with a possible trade-off in occulomotor control strategies that is in line with current models
of reading, such as E-Z Reader (Reichle et al., 1998, 2006)
and SWIFT (Engbert et al., 2005). For example, in later versions of E-Z Reader, a re-fixation program is initiated with a
probability determined by word length. The re-fixation program may be cancelled if the word is recognized within a
temporal deadline. Low frequency words take longer to recognize, thereby eliciting more re-fixations and slowing forward progress through the text (Reichle et al., 2003).
Finally, there was a three-way interaction between Length,
frequency, and word complexity for first pass times, t =
−4.65, p < .001, and the number of first pass fixations, t =
−2.28, p < .05.Word complexity appeared to mediate the interaction between frequency and length in first pass times.
As shown by the model fits in Panel A of Figure 1, single
morpheme words exhibited a smaller interaction between frequency and length compared to multi-morphemic words. In

Parameter
(Intercept)
Length
LgSUBTLWF
NMorph
Length:LgSUBTLWF
Length:LgSUBTLWF:NMorph

First fixation durations
Estimate
SE t-value
251.62
-5.23
-5.82
–
1.83
–

7.89
1.28
1.20
–
0.74
–

31.87 *
-4.07 *
-4.87 *
–
2.48 *
–

First pass times
Estimate
SE t-value
287.70
13.48
-8.07
-5.80
4.04
-2.43

8.75
1.92
1.66
1.73
1.39
0.52

32.88 *
7.03 *
-4.86 *
-3.36 *
2.90 *
-4.65 *

First pass fixations
Estimate
SE t-value
1.59
0.18
–
–
0.02
-0.01

0.04
0.01
–
–
0.01
0.00

37.40 *
20.89 *
–
–
2.24 *
-2.28 *

Table 3: Best fitting linear mixed effect regression models with z-transformed predictors and by-subject and by-item random
intercepts. Effects were assumed to be significant if |t| > 2, signified with a ’*’.
the case of complex word forms, low frequency items elicited
shorter first pass times on shorter forms compared to longer
forms. However, higher frequency items elicited shorter first
pass times on longer forms. The number of first pass fixations
followed a similar pattern. Both lexical and post-lexical explanations of the three-way interaction are possible. Complex
words might have slowed forward progress during lexical
processing either by increasing the probability of re-fixation
or by decreasing the speed of word recognition by engaging
morphological decomposition. Alternatively, complex low
frequency words might require a post-lexical process of morphemic combination to generate word meanings.

Models of individual differences
Separate models with individual difference measures as the
sole predictor were computed for each of the three eye movement variables. Although no significant effects were observed, there was a trend towards an advantage for higher
ART scores on first pass times, βˆ = −3.12, SE = 1.35,t =
−2.31, p = .05. Higher RSpan scores were also associated with reduced fixations during first pass reading βˆ =
0.05, SE = 0.02,t = 2.44, p = .05. Similar results were observed when all of the individual difference measures were
specified as additive predictors within a single model.

Models of intrinsic lexical features and individual
differences
Five central individual difference measures (ART, RAN.dur,
EVS, RSpan, RM) were added individually to the three models in Table 3. Two additional terms were included in each
model: a simple effect of the individual difference measure
and its interaction with frequency. Only the interactions are
reported here.
In first fixation durations, higher ART scores interacted
with frequency, βˆ = −2.11, SE = 0.74,t = −2.85, p < .001.
Two groups were formed by a median split on ART scores
(High ART: 7 subjects; Low ART: 8 subjects). Box plots for
the two groups at 8 bins of roughly equal sizes are shown in
Figure 1, panel B. The pattern indicates that the High ART
group benefitted most from words at the very highest end of
the frequency range, but the two groups were roughly equivalent for lower frequency bins. The results are compatible with
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previous findings that a smaller frequency effect is obtained
for High ART groups, who progress more quickly through
text in general (Sears et al., 2006; Jared et al., 1999).
Readers who completed the RAN task more quickly were
also subject to a smaller frequency effect, βˆ = −2.03, SE =
0.75,t = −2.70, p < .05. In addition, readers with more expansive eye-voice spans tended to be less affected by the
frequency effect, though the trend was not significant, βˆ =
−1.33, SE = 0.76,t = −1.75, p = .08. A median split analysis on participants was conducted as above, and revealed that
readers with lower EVS made shorter first fixations on less
frequent words [0.31–1.81 log frequency].
Performance on the Reading span and Raven’s progressive
matrices tasks did not interact with intrinsic lexical features
for any of the eye-movement measures explored here.

Conclusion
We have introduced a freely available, high-quality pilot corpus of naturalistic reading paired with a battery of individual differences. The subjects and materials were selected to
maximize reader engagement in order to capture the reading
profiles exhibited on naturalistic text.
The corpus was subjected to an analysis of early eye movement measures standardly implicated in lexical recognition
and retrieval during unrestricted reading. The analysis concentrated on the effects of three intrinsic lexical characteristics: length, word frequency, and word complexity. Classical effects of word length and frequency were replicated, and
shown to interact with increased morphological complexity
in measures obtained from multiple word fixations. In addition, there was evidence for a possible trade-off between first
fixation measures and slightly later eye movement measures
(first pass times and number of first pass fixations) for difficult
to process words, compatible with the predictions of current
models of oculomotor control in reading.
Individual difference measures were added to the bestfitting model of the relationship between each eye movement
measures and intrinsic lexical properties. We found support
for a reduced frequency effect for individuals showing better performance on the RAN task and increased knowledge
of authors on the ART task, in line with previous studies
(e.g., Kuperman & Van Dyke, 2011; Kuperman et al., 2016;

A

B

First pass times

Frequency effect on first fixation durations and print exposure

Model fits for Length x Frequency x Morphological complexity
LgSUBTLWF

0.3

3.33

4.55

NMorph = 1

5.32

Median split on ART score
6.33

Low ART

NMorph = 2

High ART

600

750

First pass time (ms)

250
0
5

10

15

5

NMorph = 3

10

15

NMorph = 4

750
500

First fixation durations (ms)

500

400

200
250
0
5

10

15

5

10

15

[0.3,1.05]

Length

(1.05,1.81]

(1.81,2.56]

(2.56,3.31]
(3.31,4.07]
(4.07,4.82]
Log SUBTLEX Frequency in bins

(4.82,5.58]

(5.58,6.33]

Figure 1: Model fits of first pass times depicting the three-way interaction between length and frequency (binned into at lower,
median, and upper quartiles) at four levels of morphological complexity (Panel A). Frequency effect for High and Low ART
groups in a median split analysis (Panel B).
Moore & Gordon, 2015; Sears et al., 2006). The patterns
suggest that specific individual differences measures tap into
processes employed while reading long-form naturalistic text
for comprehension. Although the analyses presented here focused on how intrinsic lexical characteristics were modulated
by individual differences in early eye-movement measures,
later eye movement measures, such as patterns of rereading,
might also provide insight into the factors that determine how
readers progress through a text.
The design choices of eye-movement corpora naturally reflect the priorities of the researchers, as well as practical limitations of the data collection process, consequently serving
some purposes better than others. This particular corpus was
designed to address a series of broad questions concerning
how highly motivated readers approach long-form naturalistic text given their general exposure to print and their performance on a battery of cognitive tasks. We were therefore most concerned with presenting engaging texts to readers who were likely to have advanced reading skills and who
were internally motivated to read for comprehension.
Although the sampling method reflects our research priorities, we hope to develop this pilot corpus to include a larger
pool of subjects with more diverse educational backgrounds,
possibly recruiting readers outside of a college community.
In addition, we hope to increase the sample size, which
though small compared to most controlled experiments, is
on par with the number of monolingual subjects included in
the Dundee (10 monolinguals) and GECO (14 monolinguals)
corpora. Finally, we hope to incorporate additional individual difference measures, including those specifically targeting
vocabulary size, verbal proficiency, and subjective familiarity
with words, to facilitate comparison with other corpora.
We believe that this initial exploration already shows that
the corpus provides a rich dataset for exploration, even in its
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current pilot form. There are many possibilities for future
uses of this corpus. Examples include investigating other established reading effects, such as how a word’s orthographic
neighborhood density influences word recognition processes,
the relationship between performance on the memory and
problem solving tasks in later measures of reading, and the effect of contextual predictability or surprisal on reading times,
to name a few.
Despite the growing research into individual differences in
reading, we currently have relatively little understanding of
what prompts different reading patterns among individuals,
and what such strategies indicate about comprehension, attention, and general engagement, beyond of a broad description of the patterns. We hope that this publicly accessible tool
will help fill an existing gap in the literature.
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Extent of bilingual experience in modulating young adults’ processing of socialcommunicative cues in a cue integration task: An eye-tracking study
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Abstract
This study investigated whether bilingual experience would
influence young adults’ integration of multiple cues to infer a
speaker’s intention. Using a cue-integration task coupled with
eye-tracking, we examined the effects of balanced language
usage on young bilingual adults’ ability to integrate multiple
cues in determining a speaker’s referential intent. Behavioral
and eye-tracking findings indicated that balanced bilinguals
were better able than unbalanced bilinguals in identifying a
target object in the three-cue condition (i.e., contextual,
semantic and gaze cues were shown). However, there were no
group differences in the two-cue condition (i.e., only
contextual and semantic cues were shown). Our results suggest
that the extent of bilingualism could modulate the sensitivity to
and integration of multiple cues in the intention-inference
process. We argue that balanced bilinguals’ greater exposure to
complex communicative situations could enhance their ability
in utilizing multiple cues to understand a speaker’s intention.
Keywords: bilingualism; communicative cues; eye-tracking;
cue integration; referential intention

Introduction
Effective communication requires a good understanding of
the speakers’ intention. To understand a speaker’s intention
accurately, adults often have to process and integrate multiple
social-communicative cues in the communicative context,
including linguistic cues such as the semantics of a word or
utterance, nonlinguistic cues such as eye gaze, as well as the
context of the speaker’s situation or perspective to avoid
miscommunication (e.g., Epley et al., 2004; Keysar et al.,
2000; Nappa & Arnold, 2014; Yow & Markman, 2015). Thus,
it is important to examine factors that may influence the
processing and integration of multiple cues in
communication. One such factor is exposure to diverse
linguistic environments (e.g., bilingualism).
Individuals immersed in bilingual environments have
greater exposure to speakers from a diverse language
background and may face unique communicative challenges.
In their conversations, bilinguals would need to regularly
track who speaks what language and determine how to
respond appropriately to avoid communication failures
(Comeau et al., 2007). Bilinguals’ extensive experience in
coping with challenging linguistic circumstances may result
in a heightened sensitivity to the subtle social-communicative
cues that are indicative of a speaker’s intention (e.g., Brojde
et al., 2012; Yow & Markman, 2016). Indeed, there is a large
body of evidence suggesting that early exposure to multiple
languages enhances children’s sociolinguistic sensitivity.
Bilingual children are better able than their monolingual
peers at detecting violations of conversational maxims
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(Siegal et al., 2009), recognizing the needs of their
communicative partner (Gampe et al., 2019), as well as
making use of referential cues such as pointing and eye gaze
to figure out a speaker’s referential intent (e.g., Yow &
Markman, 2011, 2016; Yow et al., 2017).
The increased need in bilinguals to constantly monitor and
adapt to the dynamic communicative context may also have
positive effects on their ability to integrate multiple cues.
Compared to monolingual children, bilingual children
appeared to be better able to integrate multiple cues to
determine a speaker’s intent, especially when these cues have
to be construed differently according to the context (Yow &
Markman, 2015). For instance, using a Cue Integration Task
(see below for more details), Yow and Markman (2015)
found that 3-year-old bilinguals were more successful than
their monolingual peers in integrating multiple
communicative cues (i.e., the context, semantics, and eye
gaze cues) to understand a speaker’s referential intent.
Additionally, a number of studies have provided evidence
that bilingual experience can advance social-cognitive skills
such as perspective-taking and mental state reasoning, and
this bilingual advantage is evident in both children (e.g.,
Liberman et al., 2017) and young adults (e.g., Ikizer &
Ramirez-Esparza, 2017; Rubio-Fernández & Glucksberg,
2012; cf. Cox et al., 2016; Ryskin et al., 2014).
Despite the above-mentioned evidence suggesting that
bilingualism could modulate social-cognitive abilities in
adulthood, little prior work has examined the effect of
bilingual experience on young adults’ processing and
integration of cues in understanding speaker’s intentions.
Using a Sally-Anne Task with eye-tracking, a study by
Rubio-Fernández and Glucksberg (2012) demonstrated that
bilingual adults were less susceptible to egocentric bias than
monolinguals in their false-belief reasoning processes.
Bilingual adults also showed stronger reliance on
nonlinguistic communicative cues (i.e., looking or lookingand-pointing cues) in their interpretations of ambiguous
pronouns compared to monolinguals, particularly when
listening to a non-native speaker (vs. a native speaker;
Contemori & Tortajada, 2020). This suggests that a bilingual
experience could lead to a greater sensitivity to nonlinguistic
cues that are indicative of the referential intent of a speaker,
especially in contexts with greater communication challenges
(also see Lorge & Katsos, 2019).
In the current study, we aim to investigate the effects of
bilingualism on young adults’ multiple-cue integration when
understanding a speaker’s referential intent. We adapted the
Cue Integration Task (Nurmsoo & Bloom, 2008; Yow &
Markman, 2015) to examine bilinguals’ ability to integrate

contextual, semantic and gaze cues in identifying an object a
speaker is referring to. In this task, participants would need
to integrate contextual cue (i.e., although the speaker knew
there were two objects in a box, the design of the box allowed
the speaker to see only one of them, while the participant
could see both), semantic cue (i.e., “There it is” or “Where is
it”), and gaze cue (i.e., the speaker looks at the object of
mutual focus) to identify the referent object. When the
speaker looked at the object of mutual focus and said “there”,
the contextual, semantic, and gaze cues are aligned to suggest
that the object of mutual focus is the one that the speaker was
referring to. In contrast, when the speaker looked at the object
of mutual focus and asked the question “where”, it is inferred
that the speaker was referring to the object that she could not
see, despite the gaze cue suggesting the object of mutual
focus. Therefore, the “where” trials require more nuance
interpretation of the cues together. We hypothesize that
bilinguals who have more extensive experience in managing
two languages will be better able to integrate the multiple
cues to identify the referent object, especially on “Where”
trials than bilinguals with less extensive experience in
managing their languages.
To test our hypothesis, we examine bilingualism both as a
categorical variable and a continuous variable with a focus on
daily practice of bilingualism (i.e., the extent of balanced
usage of languages). Previous work studying bilingual effects
on adult social-cognitive ability have examined bilingualism
as a dichotomous variable, for example, comparing grouplevel differences between bilinguals and monolinguals
(Contemori & Tortajada, 2020; Lorge & Katsos, 2019).
However, current propositions argue for bilingualism as a
multi-dimensional, continuous construct (Luk & Bialystok,
2013) and that variations in one’s bilingual experience,
including daily practice of languages and language
competence (Bak, 2016), might have different effects on
one’s social cognitive ability. In particular, compared to
bilinguals who use one language more frequently than the
other (i.e., unbalanced bilingual), bilinguals who use both
languages frequently (i.e., balanced bilingual) are more likely
to interact with speakers from diverse language background
and may have greater exposure to challenging
communicative situations. If such bilingual experience
modulates the effects of bilingualism on cue-integration
ability, we would expect (1) better task performance in
balanced bilinguals compared to unbalanced bilinguals (i.e.,
group-level differences) and (2) an effect of balanced
language usage on task performance (i.e., individual-level
differences).
One may argue that participants could succeed in our Cue
Integration Task by simply interpreting the semantic cue
within the contexts (while ignoring the gaze cue), therefore,
balanced bilinguals’ better task performance might just
reflect their advantage in processing semantic and contextual
cues compared to unbalanced bilinguals. To rule out this
possibility, and considering that past studies suggest that the
effects of bilingualism may be apparent only in more
challenging tasks that require more complex skills, we
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introduced a second condition that has a lesser demand on
cue-integration where participants only received contextual
and semantic cues but not the gaze cues. We predicted that
balanced bilinguals and unbalanced bilinguals would perform
similarly in inferring the speaker’s intention in this condition
and the extent of balanced language usage would not
influence bilinguals’ performance in this situation.
We also monitored participants’ eye movements while
participants completed the Cue Integration Task. Eyetracking provides a non-intrusive way of tracking
information and linguistic processing in real-time (Huettig et
al., 2011). By analyzing fixations to a target object, one
would be able to track in real-time the way individuals
process and integrate information in understanding speaker’s
perspective (Epley et al., 2004; Huettig et al., 2011). If
bilingual experience were to modulate adults’ integration of
cues, we predict that balanced bilinguals would have higher
proportion of fixations to the target object than unbalanced
bilinguals.

Methods
Participants
Thirty-eight young adult bilinguals (Mage = 22.2 years, SD =
1.19; 14 females) participated in this study. Participants were
students from the university’s introduction to psychology
course and participated in the study for course credits. All
participants were residents in Singapore, a multilingual,
multicultural country with English as the official language.
The study was conducted in English.
Participants completed a self-report language background
questionnaire. All participants reported both English and
another language (Mandarin = 31, Malay = 2, Cantonese = 1,
Korean = 1, Tamil = 1, Teochew = 1) as the two most-used
languages in their daily life. Usage of third and/or fourth
languages do not exceed 10%. The average age of acquisition
for the second language is 1.05 years (range = 0-7).
For bilingualism as a continuous variable, we calculated a
score of “balanced usage” (in proportion) per participant as
the participant’s most used language frequency minus
second-most used language frequency, serving as a proxy for
the extent of bilingual experience. In our sample, the average
balanced usage score was 0.64 (range = 0.10-0.98), with
lower scores indicating more balanced usage of the two
languages. For bilingualism as a category, participants were
classified into two groups based on median split in balanced
usage (Mdn = 0.74): balanced bilingual (n = 19; mean
balanced usage = 0.41) and unbalanced bilingual (n = 19;
mean balanced usage = 0.87). To control for potential
covariation with knowledge of English that may affect
performance in our task, we also collected information on
participants’ English proficiency in terms of listening and
speaking via self-report using a Likert scale (1 = not
proficient at all to 10 = very proficient). There was no
significant difference in English proficiency between
balanced bilinguals (M = 9.11) and unbalanced bilinguals (M
= 9.34), t(36) = -0.70, p = .49.

to select the object on the left of the screen and the “L” key
to select the object on the right side of the screen. No
feedback was given. The order of the test trials, the target
object, and its location (left/right) were counterbalanced
across participants.
In the two-cue experimental phase, participants were to
identify the referent object by considering only the context
and semantic cues. The procedure was identical to the threecue experimental phase except for the omission of the gaze
cue when the speaker asked the test question. After the
speaker turned back around, the scene was zoomed in such
that the speaker’s face was not shown while she asked the
question (see Figure 1).
In both three-cue and two-cue conditions, the target object
was the object of mutual focus (i.e., visible object) for
“There” and the object hidden from the speaker’s perspective
(i.e., hidden object) for “Where” trials.

Apparatus and Procedure
The experiment used a Tobii TX300 eye-tracker to record
participants’ looking behavior. Participants were seated
60cm away from a 23-inch widescreen monitor, which was
mounted on the eye-tracker. Stimuli were presented on the
screen (1920 x 1080) from a computer with Tobii Studio.
Before beginning the experiment, the eye-tracker was
calibrated for each participant using a five-point calibration.
Cue Integration Task Participants were presented with prerecorded video clips of the task, in which a female speaker
was seated behind a table with a cardboard box placed on it
throughout. The box had two compartments with two cut-out
windows. A movable screen covered one of the windows (see
Figure 1). The box was placed in such a way that participants
could see through both compartments, while the speaker
could only see through the uncovered compartment. The task
consisted of three phases presented in this order:
familiarization phase, three-cue experimental phase, and twocue experimental phase. In each experimental phase, there
were two “There” trials and two “Where” trials, identical
except for the test question.
In the familiarization phase, the speaker introduced the box
to the participants. Two familiar objects were placed into the
box, one in each compartment. Participants were asked to
identify which object the speaker could see and which she
could not see. The box was then rotated 180 degree.
Participants were asked to identify which object they now
could and could not see to ensure that they understood the
speaker’s perspective.
In the three-cue experimental phase, participants were to
identify the referent object by integrating three cues (i.e.,
context, semantic, and gaze) presented in this situation. On
each trial, two novel objects were introduced to the
participants. The speaker then turned around, with her back
facing the participant, while a puppet placed the novel objects
the box, one in each compartment. When the speaker turned
back around, she fixed her gaze at the object of mutual focus
(see Figure 1) and asked the test question. On “There” trials,
the speaker said, “Oh! There is the [novel label]! There it is!”
On “Where” trials, she said, “Oh! Where is the [novel label]?
Where is it?” On both types of trials, the speaker then looked
up at the participant and asked, “Can I have the [novel
label]?” Participants were to respond by pressing the “A” key

Figure 1: Illustration of the three-cue experimental phase
(left) and the two-cue experimental phase (right).

Results
To examine participants’ overall performance in the Cue
Integration Task, we derived two measures: (1) the number
of times that participants chose the target object (behavioral
task response), and (2) the proportion of looking time
directed to the target object during the response interval (eye
tracking data; see below). We also analyzed the looking
behavior during the test question interval (see Pre-Naming
and Post-Naming Window below) to investigate how
participants’ attention was distributed when processing
multiple social-communicative cues.

Behavioral Performance

No. times in choosing the target object (max = 2.0)

A summary of participants’ behavioral performance is
shown in Figure 2. We conducted a 2 x 2 ANOVA on the
number of correct response (max=2) with Group (balanced
vs. unbalanced) as the between-subjects variable and
Question (there vs. where) as the within-subject variable for
three-cue and two-cue conditions separately. We also fitted a
mixed effects logistics regression on correct responses with
Question (there vs. where), Balanced Usage (continuous),
and the interaction term as the predictors for each condition.

2.00

2.00
1.89

1.89

1.89 1.89

1.84

1.42

Figure 2: Group means for choosing the target object by
experimental condition and language group. Error bars
represent 95% confidence intervals.
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Three-Cue Condition Results from the ANOVA revealed a
significant main effect of Question, F(1, 36) = 37.84, p =
.008, partial η2 = 0.18, and a marginally significant main
effect of Group, F(1, 36) = 3.37, p = .075, partial η2 = 0.09).
Importantly, there was a significant Question x Group
interaction effect, F(1, 36) = 7.84, p = .008, partial η2 = 0.18.
A similar significant interaction of Question x Balanced
Usage emerged in the mixed logistic regression where we
considered balanced usage as a continuum (b = -0.11, p =
.036, OR = 0.89), but not for the main effects of Balanced
Usage or Question, ps > .14.
To interpret the interaction, we compared balanced and
unbalanced bilinguals’ performance in choosing the target
object on each question. We found that balanced bilinguals
were more accurate than unbalanced bilinguals in choosing
the target object only on “Where” trials, F(1, 36) = 6.18, p =
.018, partial η2 = 0.15, but not on “There” trials, F(1, 36) =
2.12, p = .154, partial η2 = 0.06. One-sample t-test revealed
that both groups of participants were above chance (=1) on
both “There” and “Where” trials, all ps <.001.

test question interval consisted of two windows of analysis:
(1) an 800ms window that started from the offset of the
disambiguation label and ended on the offset of the novel
label (i.e., Pre-Naming Window) and (2) a 900ms window
after the offset of the novel label and until the onset of the
following sentence (i.e., Post-Naming Window).
For each window of analysis, the average proportional
looking time toward the target object was calculated with
respect to the total amount of time spent looking at the two
objects. We then fitted a mixed effects logistic regression
model predicting the proportional looking time to target with
Group, Question, and Group x Question as the predictors
(Model 1). Proportion of looking at the target was compared
against chance (.50) to examine whether participants
successfully identified the target object by showing a
preferential looking to the target over the non-target. We also
fitted a similar mixed effects logistic regression model
(Model 2) as per Model 1 but with the categorical variable of
Group replaced with the continuous variable of Balanced
Usage.

Two-Cue Condition Results from the ANOVA showed no
significant main effects of Question and Group, both Fs < 1,
and no significant Question x Group interaction, F(1, 36) =
1.27, p = .268, partial η2 = 0.03. One-sample t-test revealed
that both groups of participants performed above chance on
both “There” and “Where” trials, all ps < .05. Results from
mixed effects logistic regression also revealed no significant
effects, all ps > .17.
In sum, these results show that both groups of adult
participants, regardless of the degree of bilingualism, were
able to integrate the different cues in identifying the referent
object in our task. However, the balanced bilinguals appeared
to be more accurate than the unbalanced bilinguals in
identifying the target object when there was a relatively high
demand in integrating multiple cues that conflict with each
other (i.e., “Where” trials in three-cue condition). In other
situations (i.e., both “There” and “Where” trials in two-cue
condition and the “There” trials in three-cue condition), the
balanced and unbalanced bilinguals performed equally well.

Looking During Response Interval Both models did not
find any significant effects in predicting participants’
proportional looking time directed to the target object during
the response window in both three-cue condition and two-cue
condition, all ps > .52. Follow-up comparisons to chance
confirmed that both balanced and unbalanced bilinguals were
above chance in their proportion of looks to the target object
on both there and where trials, and in both three-cue and twocue conditions, all ps < .01 (see Figure 3). Although there was
no evidence that the balanced and unbalanced bilinguals
performed differentially in terms of their looking pattern
during the response window, these results, in fact,
complemented the above-chance performance of both groups
of participants as revealed by their behavioral data.
Specifically, young adults in our study demonstrated
successful multiple-cue integration not only in their explicit
selection of the target object but also in their implicit looking
time toward the target object.

Eye Tracking Data
Data Preprocessing and Analysis Eye-tracking data was
pre-processed and analyzed using the eyetrackingR package
in R. Area of Interests (AOIs) were drawn by a human coder
for the two novel objects and the speaker’s face (only for
three-cue conditions). Individual test trials with more than
50% track-loss were excluded from analysis (about 8.1% of
all trials). We first analyzed participants’ looking behavior
during a “response interval” as a second measure of task
performance. The response interval consisted of a 900ms
window of analysis (i.e., Response Window) after the offset
of the speaker’s request for the target object (“Can I have the
[novel label]?”). Next, we examined looking patterns during
a “test question interval” where the speaker asked the test
question (“There/Where is the [novel label]”) to gain insight
into participants’ processing of multiple cues in the task. The
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There

Where

There

Where

Figure 3: Results for looking during response interval. Mean
proportional looking time toward the target object by
experimental condition and language group. Error bars
indicate the 95% confidence intervals

Looking During Test Question Interval The group means
for proportional looking toward the target object in each
window of analysis are presented in Figure 4a-b. We also
plotted the time course of looking proportions toward the
different AOIs (see Figure 4c-d) to illustrate the dynamic
changes of looking across the test question interval.
Three-Cue Condition: For Pre-Naming Window, results of
Model 1 showed a significant main effect of Question (b = 1.26, p = .001, OR = 0.28), but not for Group and Group x
Question interaction, ps > .54. Furthermore, both groups of
bilinguals looked toward the target object above chance on
“There” trials, ps < .008, but at chance on “Where” trials, ps
> .16. The same pattern of results emerged when we fitted
Model 2 with Balanced Usage as a continuous variable: there
was a significant main effect of Question (b = -2.28, p = .045,
OR = 0.10), but not for Balanced Usage and Balanced Usage
x Question, ps > .14. In sum, participants were more likely to
look at the target object on “There” trials than “Where” trials
during the pre-naming window, regardless of their degree of
bilingual language usage.
For Post-Naming Window, Model 1 revealed a significant
effect of Group (b = -0.79, p = .031, OR = .45), a marginal
effect of Question (b = -0.63, p = .074, OR = .53), and no
significant interaction (b = -0.23, p = .78). Overall, balanced
bilinguals were more likely to look at the target object than
unbalanced bilinguals. Results from Model 2 revealed a
significant main effect of Balanced Usage (b = -0.49, p =
.015, OR= 0.95), Question (b = -4.17, p = .027, OR = 0.02),
and a marginal Question x Balanced Usage interaction (b =
0.042, p = .07, OR= 1.04). Participants were more likely to
look at the target object on “There” trials than “Where” trials.
Similar to the results from Model 1, participants with more
balanced language usage were more likely to look at the
target object than those with less balanced language usage.

Follow-up chance comparisons indicated that all
participants looked toward the target object more than chance
(ps < .005), except for the unbalanced bilingual group in the
“Where” trials, which did not differ from chance (p = .68). As
illustrated in the time course plot for “Where” trials (Figure
4c), while the balanced bilinguals clearly looked more toward
the hidden object than the visible object, the unbalanced
bilinguals spent equal time looking at the two objects over
the post-naming window.
Two-Cue Condition: We did not find any significant
effects from mixed effects logistic regression on proportional
looking toward the target object in both Pre-Naming and
Post-Naming Window, all ps > .13. Overall, participants’
fixations to the target object did not differ between “There”
and “Where” trials, or between balanced and unbalanced
groups during this test question interval. However,
comparing the proportion of looking against chance level
revealed some nuanced differences in terms of the nature of
performance between “There” and “Where” trials. On
“There” trials, both balanced and unbalanced bilinguals were
above chance in their proportion of looks at the target object,
ps < .005. On “Where” trials, in contrast, the looking time
directed toward the target object was above chance level for
the unbalanced bilingual group during Pre-Naming Window,
p = .014, but not for the same unbalanced group in PostNaming Window or the balanced bilinguals’ performance in
both windows, ps > .07.

Discussion
Using a Cue Integration Task coupled with eye-tracking, we
examined the effects of bilingualism (as both a categorical
variable and a continuous variable) on bilingual young adults’
ability in integrating multiple cues when understanding a

spoodle

spoodle

Figure 4: Results for looking during test question interval. a-b: Mean proportional looking time toward the target object in
three-cue and two-cue conditions (error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals). c-d: Time course plots of proportionate
looking toward the respective area of interest (AOI) across the test question interval (shaded regions indicate standard error).
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speaker’s referential intention. Our behavioral and eyetracking results revealed similar findings whether comparing
balanced and unbalanced bilingual young adults or
examining the effects of bilingualism as a continuous
variable. We found that the balanced bilinguals (or young
adults with more balanced bilingual usage) were more adept
than the unbalanced bilinguals (or young adults who used one
language more frequently than the other) in integrating
semantic, gaze, and contextual cues when understanding the
speaker’s referential intention. On the other hand, bilingual
young adults performed similarly when only semantic and
contextual cues were provided, regardless of their language
experience. This excludes the possibility that balanced
bilingual adults’ better performance in integrating semantic,
gaze, and contextual cues is due to their better processing of
semantic and contextual cues. To sum up, results from our
study suggest that more balanced language usage enhances
bilingual young adults’ ability to integrate multiple cues in
the intention-inference process.
In line with previous studies (e.g., Yow and Markman,
2015), our study revealed a bilingual advantage on multiple
cue integration. Bilinguals who use two languages more
frequently could have greater exposure to complex
communicative situations as they are more likely to interact
with speakers from diverse language background, and with
multilingual speakers who mixed languages in conversations.
To avoid communication failure, balanced bilinguals could
be more accustomed in detecting and processing subtle cues,
such as gaze cues, according to the contexts in conversations.
They could also be more experienced in integrating cues of
different modalities in understanding the speaker’s intention.
Alternatively, unbalanced bilinguals’ worse performance
may stem from an overreliance on gaze cues. Unbalanced
bilinguals, who might be less comfortable and less proficient
in their less-used language, are more accustomed to using
gaze cues heuristically in conversations, to compensate for
their weaker proficiency when conversing in their less-used
language. While it is possible that unbalanced bilinguals had
difficulty in processing semantic cues, we caution against this
possibility as both balanced and unbalanced bilinguals were
capable of identifying the referent object in the two-cue
condition where semantic and contextual cues were provided.
It could also be argued that balanced bilinguals’ better
performance is due to the cognitive advantages associated
with bilingualism. To succeed in the “Where” trials, where
the speaker’s gaze cues could have conflicted with the
semantic cues, participants would have to ignore irrelevant
information (i.e., conflicting gaze cues) and attend to the
relevant cues. General cognitive control processes could thus
play an important role. Balanced bilinguals who control and
negotiate their two languages frequently could have more
enhanced cognitive control processes than bilinguals with
less balanced usage (e.g., Abutalebi & Green, 2016), which
in turn benefitted cue integration. It would be interesting for
future studies to investigate the mediating role of cognitive
processes on bilingualism and multiple cue integration.
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Surprisingly, in the two-cue condition, we found that
unbalanced bilinguals, but not balanced bilinguals, were
above chance in looking at the target object during the PreNaming window on “Where” trials. It should be noted that
the two groups of bilinguals performed similarly in
identifying the target object in terms of their behavioral
choice as well as the looking pattern during the response
interval. The current finding likely reflected different
strategies that the unbalanced and balanced bilinguals used in
processing semantic and contextual cues in this condition,
especially in the early stage of the intention-inference
process. Unbalanced bilinguals appeared to take a reactive
approach and would readily use the semantic cue “Where”
once it became available, whereas balanced bilinguals might
take a proactive approach to monitoring and evaluating all
potential cues before making their interpretation of the
speaker’s intention clearly.
Our study contributed to the literature by examining the
effects of bilingual language experience as a categorical
variable and as a continuous variable. Our results suggest that
balanced usage, defined as the daily practice of two
languages in social interactions is critical in modulating the
young adults’ utilization of cues when determining a
speaker’s referential intent. It should also be noted that our
participants were residing in a multilingual environment
where dual language use is highly prevalent in everyday life
(Bokhorst-Heng & Caleon, 2009). The mere exposure of and
interaction with individuals who use both languages in the
same conversations could have an influence on adults’
processing and integration of cues as well. Future studies
could include bilingual adults living in mostly monolingual
environment to better understand the effects of bilingual
experience on multiple cue integration.
Most prior work on bilinguals’ cue integration has focused
on children. Our study contributes to existing literature by
demonstrating that the effects of bilingual experience on
multiple cue integration are extended in young adulthood.
Nevertheless, it should be noted that the young adult
bilinguals in our study were still capable of integrating
multiple cues in determining the speaker’s intentions
regardless of their bilingual experience. There is considerable
evidence that aging is accompanied by decline in social
cognition and perspective taking (e.g., Henry et al., 2013).
Thus, older adults may experience difficulty in integrating
cues required for effective communication. It would be useful
for future studies to examine older adults’ ability in
integrating multiple cues, and whether bilingual experience
would be a protective factor against a decline in multiple cue
integration in older adulthood (Chan et al., 2020).
In conclusion, our study provided both behavioral and
neurocognitive evidence that regular usage of two languages
could positively affect adults’ ability to process and utilize
multiple linguistic and non-linguistic cues in understanding
speaker’s referential intent. We argue that the complex
communicative experience that balanced bilinguals have to
face regularly enhances their ability to integrate cues. The

extent of the bilingual experience thus likely modulates
multiple cue integration in the intention-inference process.
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Abstract
Listeners adapt to variability in language use by updating
their expectations over variants, often in speaker-specific
ways. We propose that adaptation of this sort contributes
to satiation, the phenomenon whereby the acceptability of
unacceptable sentences increases after repeated exposure.
We provide support for an adaptation account of satiation
by showing that the satiation of purportedly unacceptable island-violating constructions demonstrates speakerspecificity, a key property of adaptation.
Keywords: psycholinguistics; experimental syntax;
adaptation; satiation; acceptability judgments

Introduction
In experimental syntax, sentence grammaticality is often
probed using acceptability judgments (Schütze, 1996).
One commonly held assumption is that the contrasts
in sentence acceptability approximate the contrasts in
grammaticality. Recent studies show acceptability judgments of sentences often increase throughout experiments (Brown, Fanselow, Hall, & Kliegl, 2021; Chaves
& Dery, 2019; Francom, 2009; Goodall, 2011; Hiramatsu, 2001; Snyder, 2000), a phenomenon called satiation. Assuming grammars are stable over the course of
an experiment, satiation challenges the link from grammaticality to acceptability (Schütze, 1996).
To better understand the factors besides grammaticality that affect acceptability, we investigate the mechanism underlying satiation. Specifically, we test whether
satiation is driven by updates in participants’ beliefs
about the conditional probability of a syntactic construction, an effect also known as syntactic adaptation (Fine,
Jaeger, Farmer, & Qian, 2013; Kamide, 2012). We build
on the linking hypothesis that constructions’ greater expectedness leads to higher acceptability ratings (Lau,
Clark, & Lappin, 2017) and test whether satiation of
initially unacceptable island-violating sentences demonstrates a key property of adaptation: speaker-specificity.

Syntactic satiation
In an early experimental study on satiation, Snyder
(2000) used a 2AFC task (“acceptable”/“unacceptable”)
to test participants’ responses to seven island-violating
constructions (i.e. sentences with illicit wh-movements
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from within particular constituents that block movement). Participants gave significantly more “acceptable”
ratings towards the end of the experiment compared to
the beginning, for three constructions: whether-islands
(e.g., Who does John wonder whether Mary likes?), subject islands (e.g., What does John know that a bottle of
fell on the floor?), and complex-NP islands (e.g., Who
does Mary believe the claim that John likes?).
Proposals for the mechanism underlying the observed
satiation effect include a task-specific equalization strategy (Sprouse, 2009), a bottleneck in memory (Francom,
2009; Hofmeister & Sag, 2010), and priming (Do &
Kaiser, 2017; Francom, 2009). We briefly review these
proposals to set the stage for our novel proposal: that
satiation is underlyingly speaker-specific adaptation.
Sprouse (2009) claims that the satiation effect observed by Snyder (2000) is the result of an “equalization strategy” whereby participants aim to balance the
positive and negative judgments they provide over the
course of the experiment. When there are more unacceptable sentences in the stimulus set, participants give
increasingly higher ratings throughout the experiment to
balance the overall responses. If true, researchers would
be mistaken in concluding that test items indeed become
more acceptable with repeated exposure.
Francom (2009) proposes the memory bottleneck account of satiation: satiation is the result of facilitation
in the processing of memory-demanding structures with
repeated exposure. This account considers the allocation of memory to sentence processing to be flexible.
Assuming that the low acceptability of island-violating
constructions partially results from memory-related processing difficulties (Hofmeister & Sag, 2010), increased
acceptability after repeated exposure may reflect facilitation in the processing of island-violating constructions
via memory resource re-allocation.
In addition to the memory bottleneck account,
Francom (2009) speculates that syntactic priming (i.e.,
facilitation in the processing and production of structures via exposure) could be another source of satiation.
This is supported by the reduction in reading time for
satiated constructions, a hallmark of syntactic priming

(Kaschak & Glenberg, 2004; Tooley, Traxler, & Swaab,
2009). Do and Kaiser (2017) also proposed that priming
could drive satiation. However, the nature of priming itself is under debate. Some view priming as an increase
in transient activation of lexical and structural representations (Pickering & Branigan, 1998). Others claim that
priming is driven by implicit learning of structures’ frequency distributions (Bock & Griffin, 2000; Chang, Dell,
& Bock, 2006; Kaschak, Kutta, & Jones, 2011). Thus,
priming accounts of satiation can be interpreted differently based on the priming mechanism assumed.
In sum, the mechanism underlying satiation is still far
from clear. We build on the priming-based account of satiation that assumes an implicit learning mechanism for
priming, and propose that satiation is the result of syntactic adaptation. Particularly, we propose that participants update their beliefs about a structure’s production
probability through repeated exposure, which is reflected
in a structure’s acceptability. Moreover, such belief updating should exhibit a hallmark of adaptation, speakerspecificity, which is not predicted by either the equalization strategy or the memory bottleneck account. We
elaborate on the adaptation account of satiation next.

An adaptation account of satiation
Previous studies have revealed a remarkable degree of
linguistic intra- and inter-speaker variability (Adger &
Smith, 2005; Allen, Miller, & DeSteno, 2003; Biber,
1995; Labov, 1972). To recover a speaker’s intended
meaning and predict the upcoming linguistic signal, listeners need to model the sources of variability in language use. Studies show that listeners achieve this
through adaptation: they track both speaker identity and
contextual information that conditions the observed variability, and update their expectations over variants accordingly (Bradlow & Bent, 2008; Brennan & Clark,
1996; Kleinschmidt & Jaeger, 2015; Schuster & Degen, 2020; Yildirim, Degen, Tanenhaus, & Jaeger, 2016).
One domain in which listeners exhibit adaptation is syntax: listeners track speaker-specific preferences for different PP-attachment sites (Kamide, 2012) and display
decreased processing difficulty for garden-path sentences
after repeated exposure (Fine et al., 2013; Fine & Jaeger,
2016). This suggests that listeners can rapidly update
their expectations for syntactic structures.
Recent work proposes that syntactic adaptation can
be formalized as Bayesian belief-updating (Fine, Qian,
Jaeger, & Jacobs, 2010): listeners manage the variability in the input by maintaining a probability distribution
over speaker-specific generative language models (θ). A
generative language model decides the probability distribution of linguistic representations (LR; e.g. syntactic
structures, lexical items, prosodic structures, etc.) in a
context, which further decides the probability distribu-
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tion of the output utterance (u). This process is shown in
the causal model in Fig. 1.
Speaker

θ

LR

u

Context

Figure 1: Causal model of utterance production.
We remain agnostic about θ’s internal structure, and
simply assume that it can assign production probabilities
to syntactic structures. We further assume that listeners
come into an utterance context evaluating the probability
distribution over a hypothesis space Θ of possible generative language models. The probability of each generative language model θ ∈ Θ given a speaker s is updated
via Bayesian belief updating based on an observed utterance u in a context c:
p(θ | u, s, c) ∝ p(u | θ, s, c) p(θ | s, c)

(1)

As shown in Fig. 1, speaker and utterance are conditionally independent given θ. Furthermore, we make the following assumption: we assume a simplistic experimental
environment where the context is fixed and given, and the
production probability of utterances is only modulated
by the syntactic structure among all linguistic representations (LR). We assume participants can recover a single
syntactic structural from each utterance (i.e. there is no
syntactic ambiguity). Equation (1) thus simplifies to (2),
where x is the syntactic structure of u.
p(θ | x, s) ∝ p(x | θ) p(θ | s)

(2)

For any two generative models θi and θj where p(x |
θi ) > p(x | θj ), it follows from (2) that the probability
of θi increases compared to θj as a result of adaptation:
p(θi | x, s) p(θi | s)
>
p(θj | x, s) p(θj | s)

(3)

This belief updating process, though not directly observable, can lead to changes in a listener’s structural expectations, which can further be observed as changes in sentence acceptability ratings. The listener’s expectation for
a structure x can be expressed as a marginal probability
over generative models:
p(x | s) =

∑

p(x | θ)p(θ | s)

(4)

θ∈Θ

It follows from (2) and (3) that p(x | s), the listener’s belief about the production probability of structure x, increases with exposure to x as a result of the belief updating process (except for the boundary case where all
θ ∈ Θ assign the same p(x | θ) to x, in which case p(x | s)
remains constant).

Exp. 1: Satiation beyond equalization
In an acceptability rating task, we tested whether
island-violating constructions demonstrate satiation at
all. To control for the equalization strategy, we included an equal number of ungrammatical and grammatical fillers.2 If island-violating constructions satiate independently of the equalization strategy, acceptability ratings should increase throughout the experiment.

Methods
Participants were 120 participants on Mechanical Turk,
with 14 excluded because their primary language was not
English, or the 95% confidence intervals of responses
to grammatical and ungrammatical fillers overlapped, or
1 A(x | s0 ) could still increase due to generalization across
speakers, an effect widely attested in the adaptation literature
(Bradlow & Bent, 2008; Kleinschmidt, 2019; Schuster & Degen, 2019; Xie et al., 2018).
2 The grammaticality of island-violating sentences is controversial (Hofmeister, Casasanto, & Sag, 2013; Kluender &
Kutas, 1993), so we categorized them as neither grammatical nor ungrammatical when balancing the stimuli in Exp. 1.
In a separate experiment (n=200, 54 excluded by the same
exclusion criteria as in Exp.1), we instead adopted the assumption that island-violating sentences are ungrammatical
(Chomsky, 1986; Ross, 1967). We thus balanced islandviolating sentences and ungrammatical fillers jointly against
grammatical fillers. The experimental paradigm and the test
conditions were identical to Exp.1, but we included 45 islandviolating items (15 of each island-violating construction), 4
word-salad fillers, and 49 grammatical fillers. Results were
qualitatively identical to Exp. 1: using the same statistical
model, there were significant interactions of trial number with
condition for all three island-violating constructions (whetherisland: β=0.0008, SE=0.0003, t=3.13, p<0.01; complexNP: β=0.0009, SE=0.0003, t=3.48, p<0.01; subject island:
β=0.001, SE=0.0003, t=3.61, p<0.01). This suggests that the
satiation observed in the current experiment generalizes across
qualitatively different ways of balancing grammatical and ungrammatical stimuli, and is not an artifact of treating islandviolating sentences as neither grammatical nor ungrammatical.
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they answered any of the practice trials incorrectly more
than once3 .
Materials and procedure. We tested the three islandviolating constructions shown to satiate in Snyder
(2000): complex-NP islands, subject islands, and
whether-islands. Each target sentence was presented
with a context sentence. Also included in the stimuli were grammatical fillers and ungrammatical wordsalad fillers. Grammatical filler items were regular whquestions. Ungrammatical fillers were wh-questions
with permuted word-order starting at the second word.
Example items of all conditions are shown in Table 1.
The experiment contained 15 blocks, with each block
containing three island items (one in each condition), one
grammatical and one ungrammatical filler. The order of
items and blocks was randomized. Three lists were created in a Latin Square fashion. On each trial, participants rated the acceptability of the target sentence using a slider bar with endpoints labeled “completely unacceptable” and “completely acceptable”. Responses were
recorded as numeric values between 0 (completely unacceptable) and 1 (completely acceptable).

Results and discussion
Mean acceptability ratings as a function of trial number
are shown in Fig. 2. We used a linear mixed-effects
model predicting acceptability rating from dummycoded fixed effects of trial number, condition (reference
level: “grammatical filler”), and their interactions to assess whether satiation occurred in the experiment. If
grammatical fillers do not satiate, island-violating sentence satiation should be evidenced in significantly positive coefficients for the interaction between trial number and the island condition contrasts. Random byparticipant and by-item intercepts were included, as well
as by-participant and by-item slopes for the fixed effects.
1.00

Mean acceptability rating

Sentence acceptability can be predicted by the sentence’s overall expectedness (Lau et al., 2017). We thus
assume the following linking hypothesis: all else equal,
the acceptability of a structure x produced by speaker s,
A(x | s), increases monotonically with p(x | s). With this
linking hypothesis we can explain the satiation effect: repeated exposure leads to an increase in p(x | s), which
consequently leads to an increase in A(x | s).
This account makes the crucial prediction that satiation should be speaker-specific: listener exposure to only
speaker s producing x should lead to a greater increase in
A(x | s) than in A(x | s0 ) for a different speaker s0 .1
We conducted two experiments to test the satiationas-adaptation account. Exp. 1 establishes the satiation
of island-violating constructions beyond the effects of
equalization strategies. Exp. 2 tests whether satiation
demonstrates the predicted speaker-specificity.

Condition

0.75

grammatical
whether island
0.50
complex−NP island
subject island
0.25

ungrammatical

0.00
0

20

40

60

Trial number

Figure 2: Mean by-condition and by-trial acceptability
ratings (Exp. 1).
3 The three exclusion criteria excluded 0, 14, and 2 participants respectively. Some participants failed more than one exclusion criteria.

Table 1: Example stimuli.
Condition
Complex-NP island
Subject island
Whether-island
Grammatical filler
Ungrammatical filler

Context
The teacher believes the claim that the girl lost her
wallet.
The detective thinks that a bottle of poison killed
the man.
The teacher wonders whether the student spilled a
cup of coffee.
The journalist thought that the politician wrote a
book.
The priest of the local church saw a man sleeping
under the bridge.

Sentences in the island conditions were rated less acceptable than the grammatical fillers (whether-island:
β=-0.36, SE=0.040, t=-8.91, p<0.001; complex-NP island: β=-0.47, SE=0.043, t=-11.0, p<0.001; subject island: β=-0.54, SE=0.038, t=-14.0, p<0.001). There was
no significant main effect of trial number (β=0.0001,
SE=0.0002, t=0.44, p=0.66). There were significant
interactions of trial number with condition for the
whether-island contrast (β=0.0024, SE=0.0004, t=5.77,
p<0.001), the complex-NP island contrast (β=0.0018,
SE=0.0005, t=3.42, p<0.01), and the subject island contrast (β=0.0039, SE=0.0005, t=7.27, p<0.001), suggesting that all three island conditions satiated. Ungrammatical fillers did not satiate (interaction with trial number:
β=0.0002, SE=0.0003, t=0.58, p=0.56).
These data challenge the equalization strategy account
(Sprouse, 2009): if an equalization response strategy
alone was the driving force behind the increase in acceptability ratings, the cumulative response mean across
all conditions should drift towards the midpoint of the
scale. However, the cumulative mean crossed the midpoint (0.5) and continued to increase throughout the experiment (see Fig. 3). This suggests that an equalization
strategy is not the sole reason for satiation.

Cumulative mean acceptability rating

0.54

0.51

0.48

0.45

0.42
0

20

40

60

Trial number

Figure 3: Cumulative response mean across all conditions in Exp. 1. Dashed line indicates scale midpoint.
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Target
What does the teacher believe the claim that the
girl lost?
What does the detective think that a bottle of killed
the man?
What does the teacher wonder whether the student
spilled?
What did the journalist think that the politician
wrote?
What bridge the under saw church local the of did
priest the?

Exp. 2: Speaker-specific satiation
Thus far, we have shown that all three island-violating
sentence types satiate, and that satiation cannot be explained by an equalization response strategy alone. In
Exp. 2, we test in an exposure-and-test paradigm whether
satiation is driven by speaker-specific adaptation, by
overtly matching each construction consistently with
one speaker during exposure. If satiation is the result
of speaker-specific adaptation, it should show speakerspecificity: acceptability should increase during exposure, but should decrease on test if the construction is
produced by a novel speaker.

Methods
Participants were 360 Mechanical Turk participants
with the same three exclusion criteria as Exp. 1 (89 excluded)4 .
Materials and procedure. Exp. 2 tested the same sentences as Exp. 1, but each participant only saw one of the
three island conditions (random between-participant assignment). The experiment consisted of 15 exposure and
6 test blocks. Each block contained one island item, one
grammatical, and one ungrammatical filler (same fillers
as in Exp. 1). Each item was presented as having been
produced by an accompanying cartoon avatar.
Three avatar-represented speakers were matched with
each sentence during exposure. On test, island and grammatical filler speaker assignment was either maintained
(speaker match) or reversed (speaker mismatch) via random between-participant assignment). To control for any
stereotypical perception of the avatars, the speakers for
island and grammatical filler items were randomly drawn
from a pool of four and assigned to sentence types. An
exception is the ungrammatical fillers, which were always produced by a robot named “Iron-Head”. The pool
of human speakers and “Iron-Head” is shown in Fig. 4.
4 The three exclusion criteria excluded 3, 64, and 55 participants respectively. Some participants failed more than one
criteria.

dom by-participant and by-item intercepts, and by-item
slopes for the fixed effects were included. There were

Mean acceptability rating

1.00

Figure 4: Speaker names and avatars.

Results and discussion
Mean acceptability ratings during exposure are shown in
Fig. 5. We applied the same mixed-effects analysis as in
Exp. 1 to assess satiation.

0.50

0.25

0.00

ungrammatical

subject
island

Condition

0.75

whether
island

grammatical

exposure phase
(first 6 trials)

speaker
mismatch

speaker
match

Figure 6: Mean acceptability ratings in test phase of
Exp. 2. Colors indicate same conditions as in Fig. 5.
Dots indicate by-participant means.

grammatical
whether island

0.50

complex−NP
island

Sentence condition
Test condition

1.00

Mean acceptability rating

0.75

complex−NP island
subject island
0.25

ungrammatical

0.00
0

10

20
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40

Trial number

Figure 5: Mean by-condition and by-trial acceptability
ratings in Exp. 2.
Each island-violating sentence type was less acceptable than the grammatical fillers (Whether-island: β=0.45, SE=0.016, t=-27.7, p<0.001; complex-NP island:
β=-0.51, SE=0.018, t=-28.8, p<0.001; subject island:
β=-0.60, SE=0.016, t=-36.2, p<0.001). There was
no significant main effect of trial number (β=0.0002,
SE=0.0002, t=1.05, p=0.29), but there were significant
interactions of trial number and condition for whetherislands (β=0.0051, SE=0.0005, t=9.31, p<0.001),
complex-NP islands (β=0.0016, SE=0.0006, t=2.43,
p<0.05), and subject islands (β=0.0046, SE=0.0005,
t=10.21, p<0.001), suggesting that all three island conditions satiated, replicating Exp. 1.
Mean acceptability ratings for each test condition are
shown in Fig. 6. To assess whether satiation exhibits
speaker-specificity, test phase ratings were analyzed using linear mixed-effects regression with fixed effects
of test condition (speaker match vs. speaker mismatch,
reference level: “speaker match”), dummy-coded sentence condition (reference level: “grammatical filler”),
and their interaction. If satiation is driven by speakerspecific adaptation, test phase acceptability should be
lower in the speaker mismatch than speaker match condition. Speaker-specificity should emerge as a significant
interaction of sentence condition and test condition. Ran-
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significant interactions of sentence condition and test
condition for whether-islands (β=0.15, SE=0.031 t=4.86,
p<0.01) and subject islands (β=0.073, SE=0.020 t=3.59,
p<0.01), but not for complex-NP islands (β=0.0090,
SE=0.018 t=0.50, p=0.62). This suggests that satiation of subject- and whether-island violating sentences is
speaker-specific. The lack of conclusive evidence for the
speaker-specific adaptation in complex-NP islands may
be due to the already smaller satiation effect size for this
sentence type.
If speaker-specific adaptation is the sole contributor to
satiation, acceptability prior to satiation should not differ from the speaker mismatch test condition. Fig. 6
shows mean acceptability ratings on the first 6 trials in
the exposure phase, which we treat as pre-satiation ratings. To test for a difference, we ran a linear mixedeffects model with fixed effects of sentence condition
(reference level: ‘grammatical fillers’) and phase (presatiation vs. speaker mismatch, reference level: ‘presatiation’) with random by-participant and by-item intercepts and by-item slopes for the fixed effects.
There were significant interactions of sentence condition and phase for whether-islands (β=0.080, SE=0.036
t=2.21, p<0.05), subject islands (β=0.13, SE=0.025
t=5.04, p<0.001), and complex-NP islands (β=0.0080,
SE=0.029, t=2.71, p<0.05). This means that the acceptability increase gained through satiation was not entirely
eradicated by switching speakers, suggesting that satiation is partly speaker-general.

General Discussion
Two experiments established (a) that satiation of islandviolating constructions is not just attributable to an equal-

ization strategy, and (b) that satiation exhibits speakerspecificity. These results are predicted by the adaptation account we put forth: if driven by speaker-specific
adaptation, satiation should be specific to the speakers
that produce the observed constructions, which is exactly
what we observed in Exp. 2. We take this as further evidence that rapid on-line adaptation extends to anomalous
syntactic constructions (Kaschak & Glenberg, 2004).
The results challenge both memory re-allocation and
an equalization strategy as the only sources of satiation (Sprouse, 2009; Francom, 2009), though they may
be contributing factors. The memory bottleneck account could be modified such that listeners’ memory reallocation is speaker-specific. Like the adaptation account, this modified version of the memory bottleneck
account would assume that listeners keep track of the distribution of structures by speaker.
Some questions remain. First, satiation does not
equally affect all sentences with degraded acceptability.
We observed that the ungrammatical word-salad fillers
do not satiate. Furthermore, the complex-NP island sentences satiate to a lesser degree compared to the other
two island-violating constructions. Note that we also observed in Exp. 2 that the satiation of the complex-NP island sentences does not demonstrate speaker-specificity,
while the satiation of whether-island sentences and subject island sentences does. Below we discuss possible explanations for these differences between sentence types.
One possible explanation comes from Brown et al.
(2021), who found that satiation only affects sentences
that are grammatical and have a middle-of-the-scale acceptability rating. The ungrammatical fillers do not
satisfy either criterion. The lower rate of satiation in
complex-NP island sentences could be explained if they
are ungrammatical while whether-island and subject island sentences are grammatical. However, it is unclear
why the three island-violation types should have different grammaticality status despite having comparable levels of acceptability.
Another explanation is suggested by the previous literature on priming, which shows that structures with
lower prior probability have greater priming effects than
more likely structures (Ferreira, 2003; Fine et al., 2013;
Fraundorf & Jaeger, 2016; Kaschak et al., 2011). If the
complex-NP island sentences have a higher prior probability of occurrence compared to the other sentence
types, their lower rate of satiation could be explained.
However, the ungrammatical fillers should have the lowest prior probability among all sentence types, yet they
show no satiation, contrary to the simplest prediction of
this account. This raises the question of where the limits
of error-driven learning lie.
A third explanation, which may also provide a partial
answer to the question of limits on error-driven learning,
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is that the tested sentences may be variably comprehensible. It is possible that, for syntactic adaptation to occur,
listeners must recover an interpretation for the observed
string, in order for there to be a representation that beliefs
can be updated about in the first place. If the complexNP island sentences and the ungrammatical fillers are on
average more difficult or impossible to retrieve an interpretation for, there simply may not be any systematicity
in representation for participants to adapt to, resulting in
the lower observed rates of adaptation compared to the
more comprehensible sentence types.
A second open question concerns sources of satiation other than speaker-specific adaptation. Results from
Exp. 2 suggest that speaker-specific adaptation can only
account for part of the acceptability increase. One possibility is that participants also underwent speaker-general
adaptation. Through repeated exposure to utterances
of the same structure, the listener’s expectation for that
structure to occur regardless of the speaker may also
increase, leading to speaker-general satiation (Bradlow
& Bent, 2008; Kleinschmidt, 2019; Schuster & Degen,
2020; Xie et al., 2018). Another possibility is that nonadaptation factors, e.g. an equalization strategy or memory re-allocation, may also contribute to satiation.
In conclusion, we showed that island-violating constructions demonstrate satiation which can be partially
explained as the result of speaker-specific adaptation.
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Abstract
Experimental investigation is fundamental to theory-building
in cognitive science, but its value depends on the linking assumptions made by researchers about the mapping between
empirical measurements and theoretical constructs. We argue that sufficient clarity and justification are often lacking
for linking assumptions made in visual world eye-tracking, a
widely used experimental method in psycholinguistic research.
We test what we term the Referential Belief linking assumption: that the proportion of looks to a referent in a time window
reflects participants’ degree of belief that the referent is the intended target in that time window. We do so by comparing
eye-tracking data against explicit beliefs collected in an incremental decision task (Exp. 1), which replicates a scalar implicature processing study (Exp. 3 of Sun & Breheny, 2020). In
Exp. 2, we replicate Sun and Breheny (2020) in a web-based
eye-tracking paradigm using WebGazer.js. The results provide support for the Referential Belief link and cautious optimism for the prospect of conducting web-based eye-tracking.
We discuss limitations on both fronts.
Keywords: psycholinguistics; experimental pragmatics;
scalar implicature; linking functions; visual world; eyetracking

Introduction
Eye-tracking in the visual world paradigm (VWP) is a widely
used measure in psycholinguistics, fruitfully driving advances in our understanding of phonetic, lexical, syntactic,
prosodic, semantic, and pragmatic processing (Tanenhaus,
Spivey-Knowlton, Eberhard, & Sedivy, 1995; Allopenna,
Magnuson, & Tanenhaus, 1998; Altmann & Kamide, 1999;
Clayards, Tanenhaus, Aslin, & Jacobs, 2008; Sedivy, Tanenhaus, Chambers, & Carlson, 1999; Huang & Snedeker, 2009;
Kurumada, Brown, Bibyk, Pontillo, & Tanenhaus, 2014). In
standard VWP tasks participants view displays of objects and
listen to speech while their eye movements are monitored (see
Fig. 1 for an example). The VWP is popular for good reason:
eye movements can be interpreted as an indicator of attention
that is closely time-locked to the linguistic signal. Language
can guide eye movements to a region of interest in a display
within 200 ms (Allopenna et al., 1998). By sampling an x/y
coordinate every few milliseconds, researchers thus obtain
a temporally fine-grained record of participants’ languagedirected attention over the course of an unfolding utterance.
This property has been particularly useful in resolving questions regarding the time-course of online language processing, which typically cannot be addressed using offline measures like forced choice, truth-value judgments, or even more
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coarse-grained temporal measures like response times from
button presses. Notable VWP findings that could not have
been obtained with more coarse-grained measures include the
diverse insights that visual context is rapidly integrated into
syntactic structure assignment (Tanenhaus et al., 1995), that
words are processed incrementally and listeners maintain uncertainty about past input (Allopenna et al., 1998; Clayards
et al., 2008), and that listeners anticipate upcoming linguistic
material based on selectional restrictions and rapid pragmatic
reasoning (Altmann & Kamide, 1999; Sedivy et al., 1999).
These notable successes notwithstanding, we still have
a poor understanding of how to link observed eye movements to the underlying mental processes that generate them
(Salverda & Tanenhaus, 2017; Tanenhaus, Magnuson, Dahan, & Chambers, 2000; Allopenna et al., 1998; Magnuson,
2019). The problem of interpretability is compounded by the
fact that the VWP is used for vastly different tasks (for an
overview, see Huettig, Rommers, & Meyer, 2011). Consider
the difference between active referential tasks, in which participants’ goal is to identify and select the speaker’s intended
referent, and passive listening tasks, in which participants
simply watch a display while listening to language, without
an overt task or goal. In the former case, eye movements are
assumed to reflect listeners’ active search for or belief in the
referent, while the latter case indicates that eye movements
may reflect predictive processes (Altmann & Kamide, 1999).
Here, we test an explicit linking assumption for referential
tasks, first put forward by Allopenna et al. (1998), which we
term the Referential Belief link: that the empirical proportion
of looks pempirical to a referent r in a time window in response
to a (possibly partial) utterance u reflects participants’ degree
of belief pbelief that the referent is the intended target:1
pempirical (r|u) ∝ pbelief (r = target|u)

(1)

This linking assumption, which implicitly underlies much
work in the VWP using referential tasks, was tested and found
not supported in previous experimental pragmatics research
(Qing, Lassiter, & Degen, 2018). In a re-analysis of an adjective processing dataset (Leffel, Xiang, & Kennedy, 2016),
Qing et al. (2018) found that explicit beliefs collected in an incremental decision task (similar to gating tasks, Allopenna et
1 The assumption of proportionality may be too strong. A weaker
version is that pempirical is monotonically increasing in pbelief .

al., 1998) did not correlate with eye movements, with the exception of one condition. They argued that the lack of support
may have been the result of participants’ negligible expectation2 for the linguistic stimuli used in the original experiment.
An alternative possibility is that the incremental decision
task simply does not capture the beliefs that inform eye movements. We believe this is unlikely, given recent successes
using such tasks to elicit contrastive inferences (Kreiss & Degen, 2020; Alsop, Stranahan, & Davidson, 2018). The previous failure to find support for the Referential Belief link,
compounded by the concern regarding the validity of the incremental decision task, motivates the current work, which
tests the Referential Belief link on a different dataset. For
this purpose, we replicate Exp. 3 of Sun and Breheny (2020)
(henceforth, “SB2020”) in an incremental decision task rather
than an eye-tracking task (Exp. 1) and ask how well the explicit beliefs predict the eye movement data.
Besides testing the Referential Belief link, this investigation also serves the purpose of assessing the utility of webbased incremental decision tasks as an alternative to labbased eye-tracking. To this end, we assess a second alternative to lab-based eye-tracking: in (Exp. 2), we replicate SB2020 in a web-based eye-tracking paradigm using
the WebGazer.js library (Papoutsaki et al., 2016). The importance of evaluating the appropriateness and limitations of
web-based alternatives to lab-based VWP studies has been
especially highlighted by the pandemic.
C. SUN AND R. BREHENY

possible effect of two factors on the speed with which determiners are processed: first, pre-existing low-level associations between determiners and set sizes (i.e., a preference for
all to be associated with bigger set sizes and for some to not
show a clear preference, as established in a norming study);
and second, the determiner used, in particular whether its application to a set of objects can be verified without checking
a separate set of objects. For instance, the partial utterance
Click on the boy that has three, heard in the left display of
Fig. 1, requires only verifying that there is a boy with three
objects. In contrast, replacing three with either all or some requires additionally verifying that there are no other apples in
the display or—if some is pragmatically enriched to not all—
that there is at least one other orange in the display, respectively. That is, target looks upon hearing all and some should
be delayed, but if some is immediately enriched to some, but
not all, verification looks to what SB2020 call the ‘residue
set’ (the remaining objects in the center of the screen) should
increase immediately after observing the determiner.
Indeed, number terms led to more (and a faster increase in)
target looks than did all and some (see proportions of looks
in Fig. 2, top) in the determiner window (200ms after determiner onset to 200ms after name onset) and the name window
(200ms after name onset to 200ms after noun onset). Looks
to the residue set (not pictured) increased in the determiner
window for all and some but not numbers, suggesting that
the need for verification of the residue set is a source of rel24
atively fewer early target looks for all and some. Moreover,
while there was no effect of set size in the number or some
condition, big all led to more target looks than small all.
Jointly, SB2020’s results support what they call the ‘fastpragmatic account’: the view that the computation of scalar
inferences itself is not delayed compared to literal processing,
and that previously reported apparent slowdowns in processing of some are instead likely due to joint effects of verification time and low-level set size associations for all which
facilitate the processing of big all compared to small some.
Figure 12. Example critical displays for Experiment 3. The left image (big all/ small some) can be paired with “Click on the boy that hasFor testing the Referential Belief link, this study has both
all/three of Susan’s apples” or “Click on the girl that has some/two of Susan’s pears”. The right image (small all/ big some) can be paired
appealing features and a glaring problem. The appealing feaFigure
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in Huang
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iment was conducted
using E-Prime software and a Tobii
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three objects and another two had a set of in
two an incremental decision task, i.e., at various points in the
TX300 eye-tracker. Fixations were sampled every 17 ms.
Calibrations were performed in the same way as in Experiment 2. For each trial, eye movements were recorded
from the onset of the display to the point when the
click occurred. The whole experiment lasted approximately 15 min.

objects. We counterbalanced the target set size for all
and some. Figure 12 (left) can be used on a small-set
some or big-set all trial and Figure 12 (right) can be
used on a big-set some or small-set all trial. We
deﬁned two key time windows: the determiner
window (from the determiner onset to “of” oﬀset, e.g.
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Participants. We recruited 120 participants on Mechanical
Turk, excluding participants with < 95% accuracy (n=29) and
trials on which participants selected the wrong referent in the
last window (665 trials). All participants were self-reported
native English speakers.3
Materials and procedure. We measured participants’
beliefs about the intended referent for each display shown
to participants by SB2020 (see Fig. 1 for examples).
Participants were told that they were playing a guessing
game, and whenever they made a guess, more words would
appear. The critical sentences of the form “Click on the
GENDER who has DETERMINER of NAME’s NOUN”
were revealed incrementally. GENDER was one of boy/girl,
DETERMINER was one of some/all/two/three, NAME
was one of Susan/Amy/Michael, and NOUN was one of
apples/bananas/erasers/scissors/knives/rulers/forks/plates/
spoons/pencils/pears/oranges.
Participants clicked on
the presumed target after (a) “Click on the” (baseline
window), (b) “GENDER that has” (gender window), (c)
“DETERMINER of NAME’s” (determiner window), and (d)
“NOUN” (noun window). After each click, the next word(s)
or display was shown. After 6 practice trials, each participant
saw 48 experimental trials, of which 12 were filler trials
with the number terms one and four. The 36 critical trials
implemented SB2020’s 2 (target set size: big vs. small) by 3
(determiner: all, some, number) design.

Proportion of looks to target

Methods
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utterance (Allopenna et al., 1998; Qing et al., 2018; Kreiss &
Degen, 2020), in order to compare explicit beliefs to proportions of looks in SB2020 .
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Figure 2: Proportion of target looks (out of target, competitor,
and residue looks) from instruction onset. Transparent ribbons indicate 95% bootstrapped confidence intervals. Black
vertical lines indicate onsets of analysis windows of interest
(window labels at top of graphs). Top: Exp. 3 of SB2020.
Bottom: Our Exp. 2.

Fig. 3 shows proportions of target selections out of all selections in each time window and condition.
Data analysis. SB2020 fit separate linear regression models to target advantage scores in time windows of interest.
We instead fit logistic mixed effects models predicting target
selections. This choice was motivated by logistic regression
being the more principled approach to modeling categorical
data. It also avoids problems like pre-aggregating data and
adding smoothing terms to avoid division by zero or discarding mathematically problematic data points.
We fit separate models to the baseline, gender, determiner,
and noun windows (collapsing SB2020’s name window into
the determiner window because the name does not add disambiguating information). The models predicted target over
competitor choices from fixed effects of determiner (reference level: “number”), centered size (higher value: “big”),
3 Procedure,

materials, analyses and exclusions were preregistered (see Exp. 1: https://osf.io/vfgc8; Exp. 2: https://
osf.io/y2cgb. Sample size for Exp. 2 (183 participants) was
larger than pre-registered (102) because 40% of the initially tested
102 participants had a technical issue and couldn’t see the whole
display. All experimental materials, anonymized data, and analysis scripts are available at https://github.com/thegricean/
eyetracking replications.
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Proportion of target selections
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Figure 3: Proportion of target selections in Exp. 1 by determiner and set size. Error bars indicate 95% bootstrapped confidence intervals.
by-item and by-subject random intercepts, and random bysubject slopes for condition and size. No effects reached significance in the baseline, gender, and noun window, as expected.4 In the determiner window, the window of interest,
4 In fact, fitting models to the noun window was impossible because participants, with very few exceptions, always chose the tar-

Proportion of looks (S. & B., 2020)
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Figure 4: Proportions of looks in SB2020 against proportions of selections in Exp. 1. Facets indicate time windows. In each
time window, proportions were computed for each of the 216 unique combinations of item (12), determiner (3), size (2), and
region (3). Distractor looks indicate sum of looks to both distractors. Pearson’s correlation coefficient for each time window is
shown at the top of each corresponding facet.
there were main effects of condition, such that target selections were less likely in both the some (β=-2.90, SE=0.36,
p <.0001) and all (β=-2.92, SE=0.36, p <.0001) conditions,
compared to the number condition. There was no main effect of size (β=-0.09, SE=0.26, p <.73), i.e., there was no
evidence that target selections in the number condition were
modulated by target set size (see Fig. 3). However, we did
observe interactions between determiner and size, such that
small sets resulted in more target selections for some (β=0.59,
SE=0.28, p <.05) but fewer target selections for all (β=-1.27,
SE=0.29, p <.0001), compared to number terms.
Comparison with SB2020: replication analysis. These
results constitute a near-perfect replication of SB2020. Most
of their determiner window effects replicated, with two exceptions (see overview in Table 1): we did not observe a main
effect of set size, and we observed an interaction of size and
determiner such that small some led to greater target selections than big some, and vice versa for all. These differences
are related. In our dataset, the lack of set size main effect
can be explained by the interactions with determiner: while
size makes no difference for number (the determiner predictor reference level), it has the opposite effect for all compared
to some. A similar tendency can be observed in SB2020’s results when taking into account the joint determiner and name
windows. In fact, SB2020 report the absence of a main effect for size in the name window, and instead an interaction
between size and determiner. While they do not report the
same post hoc analyses, visual inspection of Fig. 2 (top) suggests that the interaction in the name window is indeed the
result of set size having the opposite effect for all compared
to some. Thus, when taking into account their results from
both the determiner and name window (jointly corresponding
to our determiner window), the results are qualitatively identical. The different results reported by SB2020 in the two time
windows are presumably the result of certain information taking longer to be integrated, something which the incremental
decision task by its offline nature does not capture.
get. That is, there was no variance to speak of that a model could be
estimated to explain.
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Table 1: Overview of critical effects in determiner (det.) and
name windows in SB2020, our Exp. 1 and our Exp. 2. Rows
list model predictors. “+”: significant positive effect; “–”:
significant negative effect; “·”: no evidence of an effect.
Predictor

SB2020
det. name

Exp. 1
det.

Exp. 2
det. name

all.v.num
some.v.num
size
all.v.num:size
some.v.num:size
time

–
–
+
+
·
+

–
–
·
+
–
NA

·
–
·
+
·
·

–
–
·
+
·
?

–
–
·
·
–
+

Comparison with SB2020: linking function analysis.
Fig. 4 shows the correlation between proportion of selections in Exp. 1 and proportions of looks in SB2020, computed at the level of unique combinations of item, determiner, and size. The correlation was very high (r(862) = .87,
p < .0001), suggesting preliminary support for the Referential Belief link. To investigate whether the predictive power
of explicit beliefs was modulated by additional factors, we
conducted a linear regression predicting proportion of looks
from fixed effects of proportion of selections (mean-centered)
and its 2-way interactions with time window (dummy-coded,
reference level: ‘determiner’) and region of interest (dummycoded, reference level: ‘target’). There was a large and
significant effect of selection proportion (β=0.79, SE=0.02,
t=32.31, p <.0001), such that stronger beliefs resulted in
more looks. This effect was modulated by time window:
compared to the determiner window, selection proportion was
a worse predictor of looks in the baseline window (β=-0.11,
SE=0.05, t=-2.25, p <.05), a better predictor in the noun window (β=0.13, SE=0.03, t=5.18, p <.0001), and no different
in the gender window (β=-0.02, SE=0.04, t=-0.61, p <.55).
The effect was also modulated by the region of interest: selection proportion was a worse predictor of competitor looks
(β=-0.46, SE=0.03, t=-13.16, p <.0001) and distractor looks
(β=-0.33, SE=0.03, t=-9.89, p <.0001) than of target looks.
These results suggest strong support for the Referential Be-

lief link: across the board, subjective referential beliefs quantified as proportion of selections were a good predictor of
proportions of looks. This support is tempered by some of
the auxiliary findings in interesting ways. For instance, the
fact that selections were a better predictor of target than of
competitor and distractor looks suggests that looks to these
regions may be driven more strongly by other cognitive processes, e.g., verification or noise processes. Similarly, the
apparently gradient increase in predictive power of selections
from baseline through noun window may reflect the important role that uncertainty plays in guiding eye movements.
Finally, a model that also included interactions with experimental conditions of interest—determiner and set size—did
not reveal modulation of the selection proportion effect by experimental condition, in contrast to Qing et al. (2018)’s results
on the re-analyzed adjective processing dataset from Leffel et
al. (2016). Those authors hypothesized that the difference in
predictive power by condition may be driven by participants’
varying expectation for the utterances observed, such that the
less surprising the utterance was, the better explicit beliefs
predicted proportions of looks in the experimental window
of interest (analogous to our determiner+name window). If
this reasoning is correct, the strong correlations we observed
between proportion of selections and proportion of looks suggest that there were no differences in production expectations
in SB2020 across conditions, and that the expectation for the
observed utterances was high across the board. This hypothesis requires further empirical investigation via a production
study eliciting descriptions of SB2020’s referential displays.
Finally, a fact the Referential Belief link cannot account for
is that participants in SB2020’s experiment looked towards
the residue set as a verification strategy. In Fig. 4, proportions of looks are computed out of target, competitor, distractor, and residue looks, which explains why selection proportions consistently under-predict proportions of looks—there
are additional looks not captured in the figures.

Exp. 2: replicating Sun & Breheny (2020) using
web-based eye-tracking
We next investigate whether SB2020’s and the Exp. 1 results
also replicate in web-based eye-tracking.

Methods
Participants. We recruited 183 participants on Prolific and
excluded 21 because accuracy was < 95%. We also excluded
trials on which participants selected the wrong referent (303
trials). All participants were native English speakers.
Materials and procedure. Exp. 2 was identical to
SB2020’s Exp. 3 with one difference: we collected eye movements with webcam eye-tracking using the WebGazer.js library (Papoutsaki et al., 2016). Participants were presented
with the same experimental displays as the original experiment (Fig. 1). One second after display onset, participants
heard the auditory instruction of the form ”Click on the GENDER who has DETERMINER of NAME’s NOUN”. Their
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task was to select the correct image. Upon clicking, the next
trial started. The experiment began with 6 practice trials. Participants then completed the same 36 critical trials and 12
filler trials as in Exp. 1, implementing the same 2 (set size)
by 3 (determiner) design. On each trial, eye movements were
recorded from display onset until a selection was made.

Results
Fig. 2 (bottom) shows proportions of target looks in each condition (computed out of target, competitor, and residue looks
in 100ms time bins). The first thing of note is that looks to the
target increased more slowly than in the original study across
the board. We attribute this to noise in the dependent measure, which we discuss in detail in the General Discussion.
To assess effects of determiner and set size on target looks,
we conducted separate mixed-effects logistic regressions in
the 2 time windows of interest (determiner, name), predicting
target over competitor looks from fixed effects of time (scaled
and centered), determiner (reference level: ‘number’), centered size (higher value: ‘big’), and their interactions. The
random effects structure included by-item and by-participant
random intercepts and slopes for all fixed effects.
In the determiner window but not in earlier time windows,
there was a significant intercept effect, i.e., an overall preference for target over competitor looks (β=0.70, SE=0.13,
p <.0001), suggesting the target preference was driven by
hearing the determiner. Of the other effects reported by
SB2020, only the relatively fewer target looks for some relative to number replicated (β=-0.53, SE=0.17, p <.01).
In the name window, there was again a significant (and
larger) intercept effect (β=1.46, SE=0.14, p <.0001), suggesting the target bias increased further in this window.
In addition, there was a main effect of time (β=0.25,
SE=0.05, p <.0001), such that target looks increased over
time. There were also main effects of determiner, such that
there were fewer target looks in both the all condition (β=0.81, SE=0.22, p <.001) and the some condition (β=-1.08,
SE=0.24, p <.0001). While there was no main effect of size,
there was an interaction of size with the some contrast, such
that there were fewer target looks when the target set was big
(β=-0.60, SE=0.18, p <.001). There was also a trending interaction of size with the all contrast in the expected direction,
such that there were more target looks when the target set was
big (β=-0.30, SE=0.18, p <.11).
Comparison with SB2020: replication analysis. An
overview of the effects reported by SB2020 and the effects
observed in our Exps. 1 and 2 is shown in Table 1. Most of
the effects reported by SB2020 as first emerging in the determiner window did not emerge until the name window (about
700ms later). Of these, the determiner main effects replicated
clearly. The replication patterns of the smaller interaction
effects between determiner and size interactions were more
subtle. The interaction between some and size replicated the
Exp. 1 result. The trending interaction between all and size
replicated both SB2020 and Exp. 1 numerically. Given the
noise in the web-based eye-tracking measure, a greater sam-

ple size may be necessary to detect the more subtle effects
reported by SB2020.

General discussion
The contributions of this work are three-fold: first, we
twice—once in an incremental decision task and once in a
novel web-based eye-tracking paradigm—replicated Sun and
Breheny (2020)’s result that there is more uncertainty regarding the intended target for the determiners all and some than
for numbers; and that this uncertainty is modulated by set
size such that all is associated with larger sets (3 objects) and
some, if anything, with smaller ones (2 objects).
Second, in contrast to a previous re-analysis (Qing et al.,
2018) of an experimental pragmatics eye-tracking dataset
(Leffel et al., 2016), the current re-analysis of Sun and Breheny (2020)’s data offers support for the Referential Belief
link. This is encouraging, given that the Referential Belief
link at least implicitly underlies much work with referential
tasks in the VWP. This includes work in very different subfields of psycholinguistics, e.g., rhyme effects (Allopenna et
al., 1998) or semantic competitor effects (Dahan & Tanenhaus, 2005; Yee & Sedivy, 2006) in word recognition. Such
work is typically concerned with questions regarding the features of competitor items that interfere with looks to the target. These questions can be re-cast at the computational level
as questions about which features affect degree of belief in
various displayed referents being the intended target, while
remaining agnostic as to whether such beliefs are the result
of automatic activation or priming processes, or more strategic or goal-driven processing.
We believe the difference in support for the Referential
Link in SB2020’s data compared to Leffel et al. (2016)’s
data is most likely the result of participants’ greater expectations for the observed linguistic materials in SB2020’s study,
though this requires further investigation (see also Huettig &
McQueen, 2007; Pontillo, 2017, for debate regarding the importance of implicit object naming in the VWP).
An important limitation of the Referential Belief link is that
it does not capture that participants’ looks to regions in a display are not just guided by their belief that a region contains
the target, but can be subject to other attentional processes
(Allopenna et al., 1998). In SB2020’s dataset, this problem is
exemplified by looks to the residue set, which cannot reflect
a possible target belief, since the residue set is never the target. Instead, these looks serve verification purposes – to make
sure that objects of a category are left over or not (in the case
of some and all, respectively). A fuller linking theory must
integrate referential beliefs with processes related to the deployment of attentional resources for prediction, integration,
and verification in a task- and goal-dependent manner (see
Pontillo, 2017, for in-depth discussion).
Finally, we showed that web-based eye-tracking may provide a useful way to collect eye-tracking data for psycholinguistic research. However, the latency of the observed effects indicates that there are serious methodological and im-
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plementational issues that will need to be addressed before
we are able to reliably collect time-sensitive data remotely.
While far more extensive testing is needed, we suggest several factors may have contributed to this latency.
First, participants’ system performance may have played a
significant role. The facial detection method used to detect
eye position in the current implementation of WebGazer.js
can be computationally demanding, as can the regression
model WebGazer.js uses to make predictions about gaze location. This could have resulted in a bottleneck in the speed
with which WebGazer.js was able to make predictions, leading to slower sampling frequency, or may have led to lags
or asynchronicity in the loading of audio and visual stimuli
– especially for older, or less powerful machines. Indeed,
Semmelmann and Weigelt (2018) found that eye-tracking
data collected via web-cam was more susceptible to temporal error when participants completed the task remotely using
their own machines, compared to a controlled lab environment in which all participants used MacBook Pros. They suggest this discrepancy was likely due to differences in system
performance, and recommend testing machine performance
prior to participation, or excluding participants from analysis
on this basis. Using an alternative facial detection algorithm
may also reduce processing demands, though this may result
in a trade-off between computing efficiency and accuracy.
However, it is worth noting that sampling frequency in
web-cam based eye-tracking cannot currently rival that of
most modern eye-trackers, and it may be some time before it
does – even if the above measures are implemented. We hope
that future work using remote eye-tracking methods will allow for the establishment of latency ‘baselines’, as a means
of approximating the effects we might expect in a lab environment.
Second, our replication followed the original experimental
design in including four images in the display. The images
were placed fairly close to each other in order to accommodate a variety of screen sizes. This, compounded by variability in the accuracy of WebGazer.js’s predictions, may have
contributed a considerable source of noise. Two-image displays that allow for greater distance between regions of interest may fare better, but validation through replication of
existing work is needed.
Third, drift correction or re-calibration throughout the task,
standard in in-lab experiments, may improve the quality of
the resulting data. In Exp. 2, participants completed an initial calibration and accuracy check, and were able to proceed if they scored above 50%. Given the novelty of the
medium, we do not know whether increasing this threshold
might decrease noise, or whether additional, continuous accuracy checks analogous to standard drift correction practices
might better ensure that participants’ eye movements are reliably recorded.
In conclusion, this work demonstrates the utility of carefully investigating linking assumptions in psycholinguistics
in general, and in experimental pragmatics in particular (see

also Franke, 2016; Waldon & Degen, 2020). Much is still left
to do in the quest towards developing linking functions from
theory to data. While not glamorous work, it is the bedrock
that our scientific inferences depend upon.
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Abstract
Studies of bilingual language processing typically assign
participants to groups based on their language proficiency and
average across participants in order to compare the two groups.
This approach loses much of the nuance and individual
differences that could be important for furthering theories of
bilingual language comprehension. In this study, we present a
novel use of machine learning (ML) to develop a predictive
model of language proficiency based on behavioral data
collected in a priming task. The model achieved 75% accuracy
in predicting which participants were proficient in both
Spanish and English. Our results indicate that ML can be a
useful tool for characterizing and studying individual
differences.
Keywords: repetition priming; translation priming; bilingual
language processing; machine learning

Introduction
Studies of bilingual language processing have raised
interesting questions about the nature of linguistic and
semantic representations in semantic memory. Many open
questions remain regarding the organization of multiple
languages within the processing system, particularly the
extent to which two languages share underlying conceptual
representations and automatically activate one another during
processing. Much of this research has relied on the use of
priming paradigms to probe the size and nature of crosslanguage priming effects, as a way to understand whether the
bilingual processing system shares representations across
languages, or whether concepts may be represented
separately. Two competing models of bilingual language
comprehension, the Bilingual Interactive Activation (BIA+)
model (Dijkstra & van Heuven, 2002) and the Revised
Hierarchical Model (RHM; Kroll & Stewart, 1994; Kroll, van
Hell, Tokowicz, & Green, 2010), have been proposed to help
account for varying priming effects observed across studies.
One of the most common tasks used to probe the nature of
bilingual language processing is cross-language translation
priming. Masked repetition priming effects are wellestablished within a speaker’s native language (Forster &
Davis, 1984), particularly in the lexical decision task. By
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comparing the size of within- and across-language translation
priming, researchers can begin to understand how effectively
words in one language facilitate the same concept in their
second language. Cross-language non-cognate translation
priming effects have also been observed in cases where
priming from a word in one language facilitates responses to
that word’s translation in another language (e.g., Grainger &
Frenck-Mestre, 1998). Translation priming effects tend to be
bigger under certain circumstances: for example, in more
proficient bilinguals, with longer prime durations, and with
priming from L1 primes to L2 targets (rather than L2 primes
to L1 targets), (see Schoonbaert, Duyck, Brysbaert, &
Hartsuiker, 2009 for review).
Research in this field has traditionally relied on recruiting
groups of individuals with known language backgrounds and
testing how priming effects manifest in these pre-established
language proficiency groups. However, this existing
paradigm is not without challenges. An individual’s language
background is hard to effectively quantify, and individuals
can vary widely in their second language proficiency even
within relatively well-matched groups (for review, see van
Hell & Tanner, 2012). Because the size or presence of
priming effects depends heavily on correctly characterizing
participants’ language background, it seems that efforts to
establish a more individualized approach to data analysis
could help the field identify more consistent findings, in turn
advancing our understanding of the bilingual language
processing system.
The present study seeks to establish a novel approach to
bilingual language comprehension research that capitalizes
on individual differences rather than averaging over them.
We are interested in trying to characterize an individual’s
language background, without knowing it in advance, based
on their behavioral responses in a cross-language priming
task. Specifically, we utilize supervised machine learning
techniques to identify patterns in response time data that may
differentiate individuals who are proficient in the target
language from those who are not. This approach represents a
departure from traditional paradigms and leverages cross-

disciplinary data analysis techniques to provide a potential
new avenue for the study of bilingual language processing.
In order to collect behavioral responses to words in a
language an individual may not know, we employed a wordlength judgment task rather than lexical decision or semantic
categorization. This task has been successfully used to elicit
N400 priming in a bilingual population in which L1 and L2
words were intermixed (Martin, Dering, Thomas, & Thierry,
2009), indicating that the task could still allow for contact
with the word’s semantics. Additionally, as in Martin et al.
(2009), we intermixed trials from the two languages rather
than using the more typical blocked design. This choice was
made to make it less predictable at the trial level whether the
upcoming word would be in a language the participant knew,
thus further encouraging participants to access each word’s
semantics. We predicted that we would see within-language
repetition priming effects for the languages in which the
participant was proficient. We also predicted that proficient
bilinguals would show translation priming effects, whereas
participants who were not proficient in the second language
would not show these effects. Furthermore, exploratory
machine learning analyses will allow us to test whether other
aspects of the behavioral data could reliably predict an
individual’s language proficiency.

Methods
This study was reviewed and approved by the Human Studies
Board at Sandia National Laboratories. A total of 95
participants were recruited via Amazon Mechanical Turk
(AMT). To qualify for the task, the participants had to have
an approval rate >95% for prior tasks completed on AMT. A
subset of 40 participants also met AMT’s criteria for fluency
in Spanish. Participants were paid $3-4 for their time.

Materials
The materials consisted of 30 Spanish nouns and their
translations in English. The words were selected so that there
were no special characters (accents, etc.) and no cognates or
false cognates. We took care to select Spanish words that
monolingual English speakers would be unlikely to
encounter in their daily lives. Using information from the
CLEARPOND database (Marian, Bartolotti, Chabal &
Shook, 2012), the word lists were matched on length,
frequency, and orthographic neighborhood size, as shown in
Table 1. The orthographic neighborhood size across
languages was minimized.
Table 1: Matched Properties of the Two Word Lists
Avg. Length
Avg. Frequency
Avg. English Orthographic
Neighborhood Size
Avg. Spanish Orthographic
Neighborhood Size

English
5.37
106.93

Spanish
5.47
99.04

6.77

0.77

2.27

5.43
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The words were paired in eight types of pairings: EnglishEnglish repetitions, Spanish-Spanish repetitions, EnglishSpanish translations, Spanish-English translations, EnglishEnglish unrelated, Spanish-Spanish unrelated, EnglishSpanish unrelated, and Spanish-English unrelated. There
were a total of 240 pairs, with each word appearing in every
possible pair type, four times as a prime and four times as a
target. The word pairs were divided into four blocks of 60
pairs each. Each target word appeared twice in each block,
once as part of a related pair and once as part of an unrelated
pair. The pairs were placed in the pseudorandom order so that
the two pairs that contained the same target word appeared in
different halves of the block. The pseudorandom order was
constrained so that there were never more than four
translation/repetition or unrelated pairs in a row, and never
more than two pairs of the same type (e.g., Spanish-English
translation) in a row.

Procedure
After reading and acknowledging the consent form,
participants completed a short language proficiency
questionnaire with questions that were similar to those in the
Language Experience and Proficiency Questionnaire
(Marian, Blumenfeld & Kaushanskaya, 2007). They were
asked to list up to four languages that they know, first in order
of dominance and then in order of acquisition. They were
asked what percentage of the time they are currently exposed
to English and Spanish, and how much total time they have
spent living or traveling in countries where Spanish or
English is the dominant language. Finally, they were asked to
rate their level of proficiency in English and Spanish on an
11-point scale ranging from “None” to “Perfect,” the age at
which they began to acquire each language (infant, child,
teen, adult, or never), and which factors contributed to them
learning that language. The response options included
interacting with family, interacting with friends, formal
language classes, reading, language tapes/learning apps/selfinstruction, watching TV or movies, listening to the radio,
and travel.
After completing the questionnaire, participants were
shown the task instructions and an example. They were told
that they would see words in English and Spanish, and that
the words would sometimes be repeated or followed by the
same word in the other language. They were told to press the
“B” key on the keyboard if the word had 5 letters or fewer
and the “N” key if the word had 6 letters or more. They were
instructed to respond as quickly as possible without making
too many mistakes. Finally, the participants were told that
there were four blocks of words with breaks in between, and
that each block would take about two minutes to complete.
When they were ready to begin, they clicked on a button
labeled “Start Experiment.” The first six words that the
participants saw were practice words and were not included
in the analysis. The participants responded to every item,
whether it was a prime or a target.

A total of 13 participants were excluded from the analysis,
either because they did not complete the entire task, they did
not provide consistent responses to the questionnaire, or
because their pattern of responses indicated that they were
responding randomly rather than following the task
instructions. Of the remaining 82 participants, 40 were from
the group that met AMT’s criteria for fluency in Spanish and
42 were from the group with no specific language
qualification requirements.
In the group that met AMT’s criteria for fluency in
Spanish, one participant rated his/her proficiency in reading
Spanish at 7 (“Good”), and all of the other participants rated
their proficiency at 8 (“Very Good”) or higher on the 0-10
scale. Thirty-three of the participants in this group reported
that Spanish was their dominant language and the first
language they acquired. Three participants reported that
English was their dominant language and the first language
they acquired. Two participants reported that Spanish was the
first language they acquired, but English was their dominant
language. Two participants reported that English was the first
language they acquired, but Spanish was their dominant
language. All of the participants in this group reported that
they had lived for at least one year in an area where Spanish
is the predominant language (range 1-57 years, mean = 28.8
years). They had spent an average of nine years living in areas
where English was the predominant language (range = 0-54
years). Thirty-three of the participants reported that they had
spent more time living in predominantly Spanish-speaking
areas than in predominantly English-speaking areas, and 17
reported that they had never lived in an area where English
was the predominant language.
In the group of participants that was recruited without the
use of AMT’s Spanish fluency qualification, all of the
participants reported that English was their dominant
language, and all but one of the participants reported that
English was the first language they acquired (one person
reported that their first language was Mandarin). There were
21 participants who reported that they did not know any
Spanish at all. Another 15 participants reported that they had
learned some Spanish as a teen or adult, primarily through
formal language classes or self-instruction, but they rated
their Spanish proficiency at 3 (“Fair”) or below. Three
participants reported that they began learning Spanish as
teenagers and gave themselves intermediate fluency ratings
(5-7). Finally, three participants rated their Spanish
proficiency as 8 or higher. One of these participants reported
that they started learning Spanish in infancy, one in
childhood, and one as a teen. The participants reported that
they had spent an average of 37.7 years living in
predominately English-speaking areas (range 25-70 years)
and an average of 3 years living or traveling in predominantly
Spanish-speaking areas (range 0-23 years).
For our analyses, we grouped all of the participants who
rated their Spanish proficiency as 8 or higher into the
“proficient” group, regardless of whether or not they had
AMT’s qualification for Spanish proficiency. There were a
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total of 42 participants in this group, 39 from the batch that
required the AMT Spanish qualification and three from the
batch that did not. All of the participants who rated their
Spanish proficiency at 7 or lower (40 participants) were
placed in the “non-proficient” group. One of these
participants was from the batch that required the AMT
Spanish qualification and the 39 were from the batch that did
not.
We began with a traditional analysis of the priming effects
for each experimental condition. The participants’ average
response times were calculated for each condition. Only
correct trials were included in the analysis. Trials with
response times (RTs) of less than 200 milliseconds were
excluded, as were trials with RTs that were more than three
standard deviations higher than that participant’s mean
response time (unless those trials had RTs that were less than
6 seconds). A total of 111 trials out of 19,680 were excluded
due to having unusually short or long response times. For
each participant, the priming effect for each condition
(English-English,
Spanish-Spanish,
English-Spanish,
Spanish-English) was calculated by subtracting the average
RT for the targets in the repetition or translation pairs from
the average RT for the targets in the unrelated pairs. Figure 1
shows the average size of the priming effects across
participants.
A 2 (Spanish Proficiency) x 4 (Priming Condition)
ANOVA showed that there was a significant effect of
proficiency group (F(1,240) = 16.77, p < .001), a significant
effect of condition (F(3,240) = 90.04, p < .001), and a
significant interaction between the two (F(3, 240) = 5.11, p <
.01). The participants in the proficient Spanish group had a
significantly larger priming effect than the other group for
both the English-English (t(67) = 3.50, p < .001) and the
Spanish-Spanish condition (t(67) = 3.59, p < .001). For the
two cross-language conditions, neither group showed a
priming effect and the two groups did not differ significantly
from one another (all ts < 1.12, all ps > .13).
450
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Spanish Proficient
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350
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Figure 1: The average magnitude of the priming effects.
Error bars show the standard error of the mean.

A Model of Bilingual Language Proficiency
The priming effects (PEs) showed that there was a significant
difference between participant groups in the English-English

and Spanish-Spanish priming conditions. A potential
application of this result may be to learn a function that maps
the priming effects of known participants to their
corresponding proficiency labels so that we can use the
priming effects from new participants to predict their
proficiency.
More generally, classification is a standard supervised
machine learning (ML) task that follows a train and predict
paradigm. During the training phase, labeled data is used to
build a model (i.e., a learned function) that maps an input
(typically numerical feature vectors) to an output (labels).
During the predict phase, the model is used to infer the labels
of new data (James, Witten, Hastie, & Tibshirani, 2013).
An advantage of this approach is that ML algorithms can
usually handle very high dimensional data (e.g., the
individual PEs or RTs) compared with standard statistical
analyses of behavior, which look at averages (e.g., average
PE or RT for a particular condition). A disadvantage of this
approach is that ML algorithms are often considered “black
boxes”, providing very little interpretability as to how the
model arrives at its prediction.
A linear Support Vector Machine (SVM), on the other
hand, is a simple but successful ML algorithm that yields
insights as to how the individual features (e.g., PEs and RTs)
contribute to the predicted output (Boser, Guyon, & Vapnik,
1992; Cristianini & Shawe-Taylor, 2000). In its simplest
form, the objective of an SVM is to find a hyperplane that
separates the labeled data into the two distinct classes
(extensions for multiclass problems exist), while also
maximizing the distance between the hyperplane and the
nearest point from either group (hard-margin). The
coordinates of the vector orthogonal to the hyperplane form
the weights (coefficients) of the model. From the weights, it
is possible to do two things. First, we can determine feature
importance according to the relative magnitude of the
weights. Second, new data items can be labeled depending on
which side of the hyperplane they fall (computed by taking
the dot product with the orthogonal vector).
For our application, we use the Linear Support Vector
Classification (LinearSVC) class available in Python’s
Scikit-learn 0.23.1 with default parameters. Scikit-learn
0.23.1 is used throughout our ML workflow for data
preprocessing, feature engineering, and model validation
(Pedregosa et al., 2011).

Data Preprocessing
Using the same criteria as in the prior section, participants
were assigned proficiency labels based on their survey
responses. Specifically, 42 participants were labeled as
“proficient” in Spanish and 40 participants were labeled as
“non-proficient” (English proficiency is assumed).
Each participant was associated with a list of 240 RTs for
each of the 240 target words in the experiment. Across all
participants, the mean RT for the target words was 825 ms
and the standard deviation was 231 ms. Target words with a
mean RT that was more than three standard deviations above
this mean were removed from the dataset for all participants.
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Only one target word was excluded based on this criterion,
leaving us with 239 RTs for each participant. Then, to
account for different baseline RTs for different participants,
each participant’s RTs were normalized from 0 to 1.
We note that this approach for preprocessing the data for
input into the SVM differs from the approach for cleaning the
data for the behavioral analysis. In the behavioral analysis,
each participant’s data is cleaned by removing individual
trials with incorrect responses and/or unusually short/long
responses. Thus, each participant is left with a different set of
RTs and PEs after cleaning the data. However, for input into
the SVM, each participant must be represented by the same
set of features, necessitating a different approach to removing
anomalous data.

Feature Engineering and Selection
From the 239 normalized RTs, we construct feature vectors
that are used as input into the SVM as follows. The first
feature set simply represents the 239 normalized RTs. The
second feature set represents the PEs. Each English target
word appears in two PEs (English-English and SpanishEnglish); similarly, each Spanish target word appears in two
PEs (Spanish-Spanish and English-Spanish). Therefore, for
the 60 target words in this study, we have 120 PEs. Because
one target word was excluded, we are left with 119 PEs.
Given a set of features, a standard next step in a machine
learning workflow is to perform some type of feature
selection technique to reduce the number of features, i.e.
reduce the dimensionality. Reducing the number of features,
particularly when the number of features exceeds the number
of samples, can improve the accuracy of the model.
Univariate feature selection is one of the simplest
techniques to reduce the number of features and works by
selecting the best set of features based on univariate statistical
tests such as a chi-squared test or an ANOVA. We will use
an ANOVA to compute the p-value between the label and
features to select the m best features according to the lowest
p-values.

Model Validation
In a deployed setting, we would apply our SVM model that
has been trained on the 82 participants of known proficiency
to make predictions on new participants of unknown
proficiency. However, without validating the model first, it is
not possible to know how good the new predictions are.
Therefore, a cross-validation test is usually performed first,
in which part of the labeled data is withheld during training
and used to test (validate) the performance of the model
during prediction. Many methods exist to split the data into
train/test sets. Perhaps most common is the k-fold cross
validator, which splits the data into k consecutive folds. Each
fold is then used once as the test (validation) set, while the
remaining k – 1 sets form the training set. We use k = 5 and
perform 10 runs of each of the cross-validation experiments.
Finally, the model (i.e. m best features) with the highest
mean balanced accuracy score is selected. The balanced
accuracy is defined as the average accuracy obtained on each

class (non-proficient, proficient) and is used in place of
accuracy when there is a class imbalance (Brodersen, Ong,
Stephan & Buhmann, 2010).

We begin with prediction results using the PEs as the
features. Figure 1 shows the mean and standard deviation
(SD) of the balanced accuracy as a function of the m best PE
features used to train the SVM. We achieve the highest
accuracy of 0.68 (SD = 0.11) with m = 98 features. For
comparison, an accuracy of 0.62 (SD = 0.10) is achieved
using the average PEs as features.

CUELLO, LLUIVA, and PILLOW. All three of these words
are six letters long and contain the digraph ‘ll,’ which was
considered to be a distinct letter in the Spanish alphabet prior
to 2010 (Real Academia Española, 2010). In our word length
task, participants were asked to press one button for words
that were five letters or shorter and another for words that
were six letters or longer. Given this task and the relatively
recent removal of ‘ll’ from the Spanish alphabet, these three
words may have been tricky for the proficient Spanish
speakers. It is notable that the model identified these three
stimuli as the ones that were most effective for differentiating
between the two groups of participants.

Figure 1: Mean and standard deviation of the balanced
accuracy as a function of the m best priming effect (PE)
features used to train the SVM. Best performance (mean
accuracy = 0.68) is achieved at m = 98.

Figure 3: Priming effect (PE) feature significance. Features
with low p-values (significant according to the univariate
statistical test) and high coefficients (significant according
to the model) are the most predictive.

Results Using Priming Effect Size

In Table 2, we also show the mean and the standard
deviation (parentheses) of the confusion matrix for the bestperforming model using m = 98 features. The confusion
matrix shows the class-level prediction accuracy. From these
results, we can see that the model predicts the non-proficient
participants with slightly higher class accuracy than the
proficient participants.
Table 2. Mean and standard deviation (parentheses) of the
confusion matrix for the best performing PE model.

Actual
Group

Spanish Proficient
Non-proficient

Results Using Response Times (RTs)
Next, we repeat our analysis using response times (RTs) as
features for the SVM. Figure 4 and Table 3 show the
prediction performance the SVM classifier using RTs as
features. Overall, we achieve better performance using RTs,
compared with using PEs, as features. We achieve the highest
balanced accuracy of 0.75 (SD = 0.09) with m = 175 features.
For comparison, a balanced accuracy of 0.66 (SD = 0.11) is
achieved using the average RTs as features.

Predicted Group
Spanish
NonProficient
proficient
0.61 (0.16) 0.39 (0.16)
0.26 (0.16) 0.74 (0.16)

We would also like to understand how the different PEs
contributed to the proficiency prediction of the SVM. Figure
3 plots the mean values for the two metrics for significance
for each of the 119 PE features. The SVM weights correspond
to weights after feature selection. If a feature is not chosen it
is given a weight of 0. In general, the features with the highest
SVM weights also have small p-values. This result supports
the intuition that features with lower p-values should also
contribute more predictive power (higher weights) to the
SVM model. Interestingly, three of the top four most
predictive features (by either metric) correspond to the words
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Figure 4: Mean and standard deviation of the balanced
accuracy as a function of the m best response time (RT)
features used to train the SVM. Best performance (mean
accuracy = 0.75) is achieved at m = 175.

Table 3. Mean and standard deviation (parentheses) of the
confusion matrix for the best performing model.

Actual
Group

Spanish Proficient
Non-proficient

Predicted Group
Spanish
NonProficient
proficient
0.74 (0.15) 0.26 (0.15)
0.23 (0.13) 0.77 (0.13)

As with the PEs, we would like to understand how the
individual features contribute to the ability of the SVM to
predict participant proficiency. Figure 5 plots the p-value and
the mean SVM weight for each of the 239 RT features. Once
again, in general, RT features with higher SVM weights have
smaller p-values, indicating that features with lower p-values
tend to contribute more predictive power (higher weights) to
the SVM model.

Figure 5: Response time (RT) feature significance. Features
with low p-values (significant according to the univariate
statistical test) and high coefficients (significant according
to the model) are the most predictive.
We also examined which participants were misclassified in
the highest-performing version of the model. Interestingly,
there were six proficient Spanish speakers who reported that
they started learning English before learning Spanish and that
English was their dominant language. Four of those
participants were consistently misclassified by the model,
which placed them in the non-proficient group 90-100% of
the time. Another participant in this group was misclassified
30% of the time. Only one participant in this category was
always classified as being proficient in Spanish, and that was
also the only participant who reported that they learned both
English and Spanish beginning in infancy. The others in this
subset began learning Spanish later in childhood or as
teenagers. Although some of these participants may have
simply overstated their Spanish proficiency, this pattern
suggests that age of acquisition could be a key factor in the
RT effects that are identified by the model.

Discussion
This study employed a repetition and translation priming
paradigm to test the efficacy of using machine learning
techniques to characterize an individual’s language
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proficiency based on priming data. Our analyses showed
within-language repetition effects for both languages, with
priming effects that were larger for proficient Spanish
speakers. However, we observed no priming effects for
translations, suggesting that our effects were driven by the
wordform and/or response priming, rather than semantic
priming. On the surface, these findings may provide weak
support for the RHM model (Kroll & Stewart, 1994) because
we do not see facilitation between translation equivalents
even for people who are proficient in both languages.
However, our experimental paradigm and non-semantic task
may have encouraged shallow processing. Unlike a classic
priming paradigm, where participants see a prime and then
respond to a subsequent target, the participants in our task
responded to every word with no differentiation between
primes and targets. Due to this design and the intermixing of
within-language and cross-language pairs, the participants
may have been less likely to make predictions about which
word would come next, which could reduce the effect of
semantic priming. In future research, we plan to test blocked
designs where all of the targets in each block are in the same
language and a more traditional priming paradigm in which
participants passively read the primes and respond only to the
targets. We predict that those changes to the experiment
structure will produce larger semantic priming effects for
proficient bilingual participants reading translated pairs.
Our machine learning analyses showed that a model trained
on reaction time data and priming data can predict whether
an individual participant is proficient in Spanish with high
accuracy. Interestingly, for this dataset, predictions based on
priming effects were slightly less successful than predictions
based on the RTs alone (68% versus 75% prediction
accuracy). Even though the experimental task may have
encouraged shallow processing, the participants who
acquired Spanish beginning in infancy displayed patterns of
response times that differentiated them from the other
participants. The model also revealed specific words that
were more predictive of proficiency than others, indicating
that this approach could also be fruitful for item analyses.
This study has several limitations. Most importantly, we
based the proficiency labels on the self-reports on anonymous
online participants. The majority of the participants (39 of 42)
who reported high proficiency in Spanish also had a Spanish
fluency qualification from Amazon Mechanical Turk, which
provides some external verification of their proficiency.
However, it is not clear what criteria are used to assign that
qualification. In future research, it would be useful to assess
the model’s performance against measures of language
proficiency that are more objective than self-reporting.
The word length judgment task that we used also has
limitations. We were constrained to using a task that all
participants could complete whether they understood Spanish
or not. In future work, we aim to develop new tasks that can
be completed without knowledge of the target language but
that encourage semantic processing.
Overall, this study demonstrates that machine learning
techniques can support a more individualized approach to

data analysis in studies of bilingualism or other individual
differences. Rather than simply averaging data from all of the
participants within each group and comparing the two groups,
the ML approach allows us to develop a predictive model to
classify participants based on their language proficiency, as
instantiated in the data they produced. This can be used to
identify groups of participants with different proficiency
levels, rather than assigning participants to groups in
advance, or to explore differences among participants with
similar levels of proficiency. Finally, machine learning can
be used to identify the specific stimuli that are most
predictive of participant proficiency. All of these factors
enable new approaches to the study of bilingualism.
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Abstract
Child speech deviates from adult speech in predictable ways.
Are listeners who routinely interact with children implicitly
aware of these systematic deviations, and thereby better at
comprehending children? In Experiment 1, we explore this
possibility by testing three types of participants with variable
experience interacting with children: undergraduates with
minimal experience with children (N=48), mothers of young
children (N=48), and early childcare educators (N=36).
Participants transcribed single-word utterances produced by
the same set of children at 2.5-, 4-, and 5.5-years-old. In
Experiment 2, mothers (N=50) completed a similar
transcription task that featured speech by their own, and
another, 2.5-year-old child. Participants performed similarly
regardless of their experience with children, while mothers
demonstrated a Familiar Talker Advantage with their own
child’s speech. Our findings suggest that while experience with
children may not facilitate improved comprehension of child
speech in general, it may lead to enhanced comprehension of
those children in particular.
Keywords: word recognition; speech processing; child
speech; comprehension; Familiar Talker Advantage

Introduction
Young children’s speech is notoriously difficult to
understand. For example, a word such as spaghetti can be
produced as getti, shark as sock, and baby as baba. For those
who study child speech, these realizations may be
unsurprising because they represent known patterns in child
productions — clusters are often simplified, easier-toproduce sounds are substituted for more difficult sounds, and
stressed syllables can be reduplicated (Vihman, 1993). But
what about other types of listeners who don’t study child
speech, but who still interact with children regularly?
There is ample evidence that indicates speech is better
recognized and understood when produced by a familiar
talker (Familiar Talker Advantage; Levi, Winters, & Pisoni,
2011; Mullennix & Pisoni, 1990; Nygaard, Sommers, &
Pisoni, 1994; Yonan & Sommers, 2000). This advantage is
thought to be driven by frequent exposure to the utterances
by that individual which, by nature, involves numerous
speech productions within many different contexts. In line
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with this body of work, there is evidence that mothers are
superior to nonparents in comprehending their own children
(e.g., Flipsen Jr, 1995; Weist & Kruppe, 1977; Weist &
Stebbins, 1972). The improved performance we observe in
mothers’ comprehension of their own children may indicate
that mothers recognize the specific speech patterns of their
own child. At the same time, all studies to date that
demonstrate this own child speech processing advantage in
mothers have compared performances between mothers and
other adults who likely interact with children to a lesser
extent (e.g., undergraduates). Thus it is possible that this own
child advantage is actually a general advantage for processing
all children’s speech. To distinguish between these
possibilities (i.e., that mothers tested in past studies
demonstrated an own child speech processing advantage
versus a general child speech processing advantage), it is
essential to compare mothers’ ability to understand their own
child versus other children. It would also be useful to examine
whether other adults who frequently interact with children
(e.g., early childhood educators) also show a general child
speech processing advantage not seen in adults who interact
with children infrequently (e.g., the typical undergraduate
student).
Here, we investigate whether regular experience with
children facilitates not just an advantage with a specific child,
but also a general advantage with all children. Why might we
expect a general advantage? Well, given that child speech
consists of systematic deviations from adult forms, one could
consider it to be somewhat analogous to accented speech. In
all initial encounters with nonstandard talkers (e.g., child,
accented), listeners typically experience greater perceptual
difficulty (e.g. Dupoux & Green, 1997; Munro & Derwing,
1995). Yet, comprehension tends to improve as listeners gain
more experience with the particular type of speech variation,
leading to more efficient recognition of words produced in
that accent (e.g., Clarke & Garrett, 2004; Dahan & Mead,
2010; Norris, McQueen, & Cutler, 2003; Maye, Aslin, &
Tanenhaus, 2008). It has been argued that listeners adapt to
nonstandard speech at the pre-lexical level, in a potentially
lexically-guided fashion (e.g., Norris, McQueen, & Cutler,

2003). In this view, listeners use knowledge of existing word
forms to work out the specific mapping between speech in
their own native accent and the speech they are adapting to,
allowing for more efficient and precise processing. It would
follow then, that those who interact with children on a daily
basis would outperform those who interact with children less
when comprehending child speech.
Furthermore, while listeners demonstrate experiencedependent adaptation by successfully learning the patterns of
deviations within accented speech by a specific talker (e.g.,
Bradlow & Bent, 2008; Dahan & Mead, 2010; Norris et al.,
2003; Kraljic & Samuel, 2007; Xie & Myers, 2017), evidence
also suggests that exposure to multiple accented talkers, may
facilitate more successful generalization across novel talkers
of the same accent (e.g., Bradlow & Bent, 2008; Kraljic &
Samuel, 2007; Reinisch & Holt, 2013; Potter & Saffran,
2017). Some propose that the increased variability in the form
of multiple talkers draws attention to relevant dimensions in
nonstandard speech and allows listeners to efficiently learn
what distinctions are likely to matter (e.g., Baese-Berk,
Bradlow, & Wright, 2013; Lively, Logan, & Pisoni, 1993;
Nygaard & Pisoni, 1998). Our second prediction then, is that
those who interact regularly with multiple children, as
opposed to just a few, may more successfully generalize their
experience-dependent adaptions to child speech across novel
children.
To summarize, it can be difficult to understand speech
produced by young children. In the current study, we
examined how adult listeners contend with this challenge, by
exploring how their experience facilitates their ability to
process child speech. We tested three groups of adult listeners
who vary in their experience interacting with young children:
undergraduates who reported minimal exposure to children,
mothers of children under 6 who interact mainly with their
own children, and early childhood educators who are
routinely exposed to multiple children under 6, on their
ability to recognize and transcribe spoken, single word
utterances produced by the same typically developing
children at 2.5, 4.0, and 5.5 years of age. We predicted that
both early child educators and mothers of young children
would outperform the undergraduates in the recognition of
words produced by children, with the greatest advantage
potentially appearing with the youngest age group who are
likely to be the most difficult to comprehend, 2.5-year-olds.
In addition, if the number of different children one interacts
with on a regular basis facilitates better adaptation to child
speech in general, we expected that early childhood educators
would outperform mothers in the task.

Experiment 1
In Experiment 1, the ability to accurately transcribe spoken
single word productions made by both children and adults
was compared between undergraduates, mothers, and early
childcare educators. We predicted that if adults are able to
adapt towards child speech as they do with accented speech,
those with greater regular experience with young children
would demonstrate greater transcription accuracy.
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Method
Participants Three types of listeners were tested: (1)
undergraduates with limited experience around children
(N=48; Mage= 19.7 years; 30 female), (2) mothers of children
between the ages of 2.5 to 6 (N=48; Mage = 37.0 years), and
(3) female early childhood educators of children between the
ages of 2.5 to 6 (current N=36, target N=48; Mage = 39.8
years).
Mothers, on average, had two children each (range=1-6
children). Early childhood educators, on average, each had a
classroom size of about 27 children (range=16-31 children),
and were required to be current full-time educators who had
taught for at least one year prior to the time of testing. 26
educators reported having experience with 1- to 6-year-old
children, 7 reported having experience with 3- to 6-year-old
children, and 3 reported having experience with 4- to 6-yearold children. Some of the early childhood educators we tested
were also mothers of young children, but were only
considered as part of the educator listener group given their
routine experience with multiple children. All participants
were recruited from the Greater Toronto Area, learned
English before the age of six in North America, and English
was their dominant language. All of the participants reported
no hearing or vision impairments at the time of testing. All
participants received compensation for their participation in
the form of either course credit or $5.
Stimuli and Design Stimuli were drawn from a corpus of
recordings of Canadian English-learning children and their
native English-speaking mothers producing a set of 32 words
(Cooper et al., 2018) that was elicited by using an
experimenter-controlled video game in which an image of a
referent of a target word was displayed on a computer screen
(e.g., strawberry, duck). The child was prompted to name the
image, and the child’s mother was prompted to name the
image after their child. Participants were encouraged to
produce these words in citation form and were asked to repeat
naming as necessary. Stimuli consisted of words typically
known by children as young as 30-months of age, as indexed
by an average word production rate of 95% according to
Wordbank vocabulary norms (Frank et al., 2016), and varied
by word frequency (M=81.5-per-million; range=0.88-514),
and by phonological neighborhood density (M=17.9;
range=0-46) and length (M=4.1; range=2-8; CLEARPOND
database; Marian et al., 2012).
In the present study, the full set of 32 words was included.
All words were produced by the same subset of 24 Canadian
English-learning children (12 female) at each of three
different age points: 30- to 36-months, 42- to 48-months, and
60- to 72-months, and by twelve adult females. Stimuli were
normalized for root mean square amplitude in Praat 6.0.22
(Boersma & Weenik, 2013). Speech stimuli was embedded
in speech-shaped noise at 0 dB signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) to
increase task-difficulty and to counter potential ceiling
effects that may mask differences in performance between
listener types across different talker age points, especially as
talkers get older. Adult speech was included to provide a

comparison of performance in transcription accuracy
between adult speech child speech at three age points.
In the transcription task, each listener heard the full set of
32 words produced twice across seven different talkers (i.e.,
six different children and one of the twelve adult females) in
noise. Eight productions were by each of the six child talkers
and sixteen productions were by the adult talker. No same
word was heard as being produced more than once by
particular talker, and no more than twice in an experimental
session by a single participant. All recordings by all child
talkers at each age point and all adult talkers were heard once
across participants.
Procedure The transcription task was presented using the
online survey software Qualtrics. Participants were asked to
use headphones and to complete the study in a quiet
environment. Each trial consisted of an individuallypresented word-in-noise and participants were asked to
transcribe each word they heard by typing their response into
an empty text box. Once a transcription was entered,
participants were able to advance to the next trial by pressing
the enter key. No feedback on their transcription accuracy
was provided and participants were encouraged to use their
best guess if unsure. Each participant transcribed 64 wordsin-noise in random order. A single experimental session
lasted approximately 10 minutes.

Results and Discussion
Average transcription accuracy of the speech by child talkers
at three age points and the adult speech by each of the
different types of listeners were compared (see Figure 1).
To compare effects of voice age and listener type on
performance, we fit a generalized linear mixed-effects model
to our data using the glmer function in the lme4 package
Version 1.1-21 (Bates, Mächler, Boler, & Walker, 2015) in
R. The model included the binary response variable,
transcription Accuracy (1 = correct response). The
independent variables, Listener Type, voice Age, and the
interaction between Listener Type and voice Age, were
entered as fixed effects. Listener Type was simple-coded
(with mothers as the reference level), and because we
expected listeners to be more accurate as voice Age
increased, we coded voice Age with Helmert contrasts: 1)
2.5-year-olds vs. 4-year-olds, 5-year-olds, and adults
combined, 2) 4-year-olds vs. 5-year-olds and adults
combined, and 3) 5.5-year-olds vs. adults. The maximal
random effects structure that would converge was
implemented, including random intercepts for participant,
Word, and Talker by Age, and a random by-participant slope
for voice Age. The β-coefficient corresponding to each effect
represents the difference in log odds of a correct response
between the two levels of that comparison, collapsed over all
levels of the other factor.
The model revealed a significant effect of voice Age, such
that all listeners’ performances differed significantly between
the 2.5-year-olds and the older talkers, β = -1.75, SE = 0.18,
z = -9.92, p < .001, between the 4-year-olds and the 5-year-
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olds and adults combined, β = -1.03, SE = 0.20, z = -5.23, p
< .001, and between the 5-year-olds and the adults, β = -0.74,
SE = 0.26, z = -2.90, p < .01. There was no significant effect
for either Listener Type or Listener Type x voice Age
interaction (ps > .05).

Figure 1: Mean proportion correct transcriptions by each
listener type with adult and children speech at three age
points (error bars indicate SE).
Thus, though listeners were more accurate at transcribing
child speech as children got older, there were no differences
in transcription performance between different types of
listeners with child speech at any age, contrary to predictions.
We therefore found no evidence for our hypothesis that
greater experience interacting with children in daily life
would facilitate better comprehension of child speech in
general.

Experiment 2
Prior work reports that mothers are better at comprehending
child speech compared to nonparents, though in all reported
cases, speech was produced by the mothers’ own children. It
is therefore unknown whether those who regularly interact
with children would show a generalized advantage for
unfamiliar children as well. In Experiement 1, we found no
evidence of this, which suggests that the advantages reported
in previous studies may have been due in part to talker
familiarity effects similarly observed in adult speech
processing literature. But the paradigm used in Experiment 1
is quite different from that used in earlier studies that
demonstrate an own child advantage. Thus in Experiment 2,
we used a similar paradigm as in Experiment 1 to explore
whether mothers’ familiarity with the talker influences
performance on a similar word recognition task when hearing
speech produced by themselves, a different mother, their own
child, and a different child. We predicted that mothers would
demonstrate better word recognition for speech by 1) adults
relative to children regardless of familiarity and by 2) their
own child relative to an unfamiliar child. If mothers
demonstrated a Familiar Talker Advantage with their own
child, this would suggest that processing child speech may be
tied to listeners’ experience with a particular child or set of
children.

Method
Participants 50 additional mothers of young children (Mage
= 36.1 years) were tested. Mothers, on average, had 2
children each (range=1-4 children). All participants were
recruited from the Greater Toronto Area, learned English
before the age of six in North America, and English was their
dominant language. Participants received participation
compensation in the form of $10.
Stimuli and Design The stimuli was drawn from the same
corpus of adult and child speech recordings as in Experiment
1, and consisted of the same set of 32 words produced by each
of the 50 mothers themselves, and their children at 30- to 36months. Recordings from every mother-child dyad was
paired with a gender-matched dyad to ensure that each dyad’s
productions would be heard by another participant.
Each participant heard 8 unique productions from
themselves, their own child, another mother, and another
child, such that they heard the full set of 32 words from 4
different talkers. No same word was heard more than once by
a single participant.
Procedure The presentation of the transcription task was the
same as in Experiment 1. Participants were tested
individually in a quiet testing room and wore Sennheiser HD
280 PRO headphones at a constant, comfortable listening
level. Participants were told that they would hear words
produced by themselves, their own child, another mother, and
another child.
Each participant transcribed 32 words embedded in
speech-shaped noise at 0 dB signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in
random order. A single experimental session lasted
approximately 5 minutes.

Results and Discussion
Average transcription accuracy by each participant was
compared between each voice type (see Figure 2).
To compare effects of voice age and familiarity on
performance, we fit a generalized linear mixed-effects model
to our data using the glmer function in the lme4 package in
R. The model included the binary response variable,
transcription accuracy (1 = correct response). The
independent variables, voice Age (adult, child), voice Type
(familiar, unfamiliar), and their interaction, were entered as
simple-coded fixed-effects. The maximal random effects
structure that would converge was implemented, and
included a random intercept for Participant, Word, and
Talker, and random by-participant slopes for voice Age and
voice Type. The model revealed a significant effect of voice
Age, with mothers demonstrating more accurate
transcriptions for adult productions than for child
productions, β = -2.29, SE = 0.27, z = -8.57, p < .001. There
was also a significant effect of voice Type, in which
transcriptions were more accurate with familiar than
unfamiliar voices, β = -0.34, SE = 0.16, z = -2.09, p < .05.
Additionally, the interaction between voice Age and voice
Type was significant, β = -0.70, SE = 0.32, z = -2.18, p < .05.
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Follow-up tests revealed that while mothers were equally
accurate at comprehending familiar and unfamiliar adult
voices, β = 0.02, SE = 0.28, z = 0.06, p = .95, they were
significantly more accurate at comprehending familiar child
voices than unfamiliar child voices, β = -0.75, SE = 0.18, z =
-4.16, p < .001.

Figure 2: Mean proportion correct transcriptions by mothers
with speech produced by themselves, a different mother, their
own child, and a different child (error bars indicate SE).
In sum, the results supported our predictions that mothers
would demonstrate a Familiar Talker Advantage for their
own child relative to an unfamiliar child. The absence of this
advantage when mothers transcribed speech by produced by
themselves is likely due to performance being at ceiling with
adult voices. This indicates first, that mothers process adult
speech differently than child speech, and second, we found
clear evidence that mothers show an advantage in child
speech processing with their own child, which is supported
by existing research on talker familiarity effects, but not with
other children.

General Discussion
The current study used a speech-in-noise transcription task to
investigate how experience interacting with children impacts
listeners’ comprehension of child speech in general. Given
the systematic deviations between child speech and adult
speech (Vihman, 1993), we hypothesized that child speech
may be processed in a similar manner as accented speech
(e.g. Norris et al., 2003), such that greater experience hearing
child speech facilitates better recognition of words produced
by child talkers. Additionally, we predicted that experience
with multiple children on a regular basis would generate more
successful comprehension of novel child talkers in general.
In Experiment 1, we found that transcription accuracy
improved as the age of the child talkers increased, although
performance with the oldest child speech, 5.5-year-olds,
remained far below performance with adult speech.
Importantly, this supports work that observes age-related
voice characteristics greatly affect judgments of speech
(Dilley et al., 2013). Contrary to predictions, we found no
differences in the transcription accuracy between the three
different types of listeners. That is, the varying amounts of
experience each listener had interacting with young children
did not affect performance.

In order to investigate whether child speech processing
advantages by mothers reported in prior work are specific to
the speech of familiar children, we used a similar paradigm
as in Experiment 1 to test how familiarity with talkers
influences performance by mothers of 30- to 36-month-olds
in Experiment 2. When tasked with transcribing speech
produced by themselves, another mother, their own child, and
another age- and gender-matched child, we found first, that
child speech was more difficult to transcribe than adult
speech overall, and second, that familiar child talkers are
much more comprehensible to mothers than unfamiliar child
talkers.
Indeed, we reinforce the observation that adults process
adult and child speech differently, and this is likely due in
part to the systematic ways in which speech by children
differs from expected representations of word forms. Yet, if
child speech is expected to be processed akin to other types
of nonstandard speech, why is it that listeners with regular
experience interacting with children only demonstrated
greater comprehension with speech by those specific
children, but not with all child speech in general? Based on
past findings (e.g., Clarke & Garrett, 2004; Dahan & Mead,
2010; Norris, McQueen, & Cutler, 2003; Maye, Aslin, &
Tanenhaus, 2008; Van Heugten & Johnson, 2014), one would
predict that listeners should use implicitly acquired
knowledge about the systematic deviations between the
speech they are accustomed to hearing (e.g., adult speech)
and nonstandard speech (e.g., child speech) to adapt to novel
talkers of the same nonstandard speech. But even within the
adult accent adaptation literature, adults do not always
demonstrate successful generalization across all talkers (e.g.,
see Clarke, 2000; Wade et al., 2007).
So how can we account for the absence of general
experience-dependent adaptation towards child speech by
listeners who routinely interact with children? Is it because
any benefit mothers and educators may have in
comprehending children is tied to the speech patterns of the
particular children they interact with? Or is it because our
task was not designed to appropriately tap into any general
advantages these listeners might have with young children?
It is possible that the cues adult listeners typically utilize to
comprehend novel child talkers in the real world were not
accounted for in the current task. Rather, any advantages
listeners gain from their regular experience interacting with
children might not come from implicit knowledge of the
systematic phonological deviations in child speech, but from
a higher level, such as familiarity with the sentence structure
typically used by child talkers. If this is the case, this would
explain why generalization did not occur with
comprehension of single-word utterances. Note, that the use
of isolated word productions, rather than multi-word
utterances, in the current study was necessitated by the
practical difficulties associated with obtaining wellcontrolled high-quality in-lab recordings of 2.5-year-old
children. Therefore, this practical challenge in recording
child speech must first be addressed before it can be
determined whether generalization of learned patterns within
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child speech occurs at a higher level. Word productions were
also embedded in speech-shaped noise to increase overall
task difficulty; however, we acknowledge that although
children’s speech can be heard in noisy environments (e.g.,
classrooms), the conditions may not be exactly comparable
to real world experiences. It is possible that the addition of
noise differentially impacted speech perception across talker
ages, and perhaps masked crucial information in the speech
signal that experienced listeners make use of to optimally
comprehend children’s speech. Thus, future work could also
determine the cases in which successful generalization to
novel child talkers should be likely to occur, by testing, for
instance, listeners on speech without noise, or even those who
have explicit knowledge of the existing patterns within child
speech (i.e., speech language pathologists perceive phonetic
detail in children’s speech better than untrained listeners; e.g.,
Munson et al., 2012).
Our findings from Experiment 2 are in line with claims that
mothers demonstrate superior comprehension with their own
child’s speech (e.g., Flipsen Jr, 1995; Weist & Kruppe, 1977;
Weist & Stebbins, 1972). Additionally, by testing a much
larger than typical sample size per listener group (48 in
Experiment 1 and 50 in Experiment 2 vs. 4, 12 in other
studies) and by directly comparing mothers’ comprehension
between their own child’s speech versus another child’s, we
provide the first direct evidence to date that child speech
processing abilities may be linked to the specific children that
one routinely interacts with. One could argue, though, that
since mothers were told that they would hear words recorded
by themselves and their own child prior to test, this may have
influenced them to employ different strategies when
attending to familiar talkers which thereby facilitated better
word comprehension. Indeed, parents percieve their child as
being best understood by those who are more familiar to
them, including themselves (Van Doornik et al., 2018), and
in fact, brain activity differs depending on whether listeners
attend to speech content or talker identity (von Kriegstein et
al., 2005). However, evidence shows that the Familiar Talker
Advantage persists even in cases when listeners do not
explicitly recognize the voices presented to them (e.g.,
Holmes et al., 2018). Thus it is unlikely that the
comprehension advantage demonstrated by mothers with
their own child’s speech was driven solely by awareness of
talker identity.
Note that mothers comprehended their own child’s speech
at lower rates than what may be expected; however, this is in
line with observations from existing work that report parents
comprehend their own child’s speech with about 55.5%
accuracy (Weist & Stebbins, 1972). This is likely a low
estimate of mothers’ actual capacity to understand their own
child and more of a reflection the nature of word recognition
tasks, in which linguistic and nonlinguistic context is absent.
Thus, future work should examine how such context might
influence performance between listeners. Similarly, it should
be investigated whether this own child advantage observed
with mothers exists with listeners in other interactional
contexts (e.g., early childcare educators hearing children

from their own class vs. children from a different class), and
just how much experience then, is needed to generate a
Familiar Talker Advantage in child speech. Future work
could also implement additional, or alternate, measures (e.g.,
confidence ratings, training blocks, feedback, etc.) to better
capture experiential differences in the performance with
children’s speech beyond just transcription accuracy, such as
timecourse diffences in adaptation to speech, or the extent of
individual variability between different types of listeners.
To summarize, past work on child speech processing
suggests that those who routinely interact with children
demonstrate an advantage in comprehending child speech.
However, those studies confounded the observation of a
general advantage with that of an own child advantage given
that they evaluated mothers’ and nonparents’ comprehension
abilities with child speech produced by the mothers’ own
children. The present study aimed to disentangle these two
possibilities by directly examining whether listeners’
experience interacting with children not only facilitates a
comprehension advantage with those children in particular,
but with all children in general. While we found no evidence
to support a general advantage with child speech, we did find,
as evidenced by mothers, that child speech processing
appears to be tied to one’s experience with specific child
talkers.
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Abstract

Additionally, clause-embedding verbs are frequently used
in a different context, and in a different function. Consider
the dialogue:

English clause-embedding verbs can be used in the evidential meaning (Simons, 2007; Murray, 2017), modulating the
degree to which the speaker is committed to the truth of the
proposition in the embedded clause. For example, an utterance
like “I think the movie starts at 4” can signal that the speaker is
uncertain whether the proposition the movie starts at 4 is true,
and would like to attenuate their claim. Previous research has
provided detailed accounts of lexical and contextual features
that give rise to evidential meanings — however, less is known
about how widespread these uses are, whether they are part of
the verb’s lexical meaning, or emerge under certain pragmatic
conditions. In this study, we addressed these questions by conducting two large-scale acceptability judgment experiments.
In line with the observations in literature (Simons, 2007), we
found that non-factive clause-embedding verbs are the most
acceptable in evidential contexts. We also found, however, that
even highly factive verbs can be acceptable as evidentials under favorable pragmatic conditions.
Keywords: clause-embedding verbs; evidentiality; Questions
Under Discussion

(4)

Introduction
English clause-embedding verbs typically express the
speaker’s attitude toward the proposition in the embedded
clause:
(1)

John believes that smoking is bad for you.

(2)

John knows that smoking is bad for you.

(3)

John understands that smoking is bad for you.

The information conveyed by the sentences in (1)–(3) concerns John’s mental states: his beliefs, knowledge, and facts
about the world that he understands. Based on this information alone, our judgments about the truthfulness of the proposition in the embedded clauses would be limited. If John believes that smoking is bad, that does not say anything about
whether smoking is actually bad. Hearing that John knows
or understands that smoking is bad might increase our confidence that smoking is, in fact, bad (as the predicates know and
understand usually apply to truthful prepositions1 ) — still,
the main point of the sentences in (1)–(3) is not to communicate something about the dangers of smoking, but rather
about John’s mental attitudes towards smoking.
1 Although previous research suggests that even verbs considered

to be highly factive (like know and understand) show variability as to
how truthful the prepositions they embed are likely to be, depending
on context (Tonhauser, Beaver, & Degen, 2018).
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Speaker A: Do you know if Laura is going to the
party?
Speaker B: I think she’s working late again.

On the surface, the utterance made by Speaker B is similar
to (1)–(3): the main verb think embeds the clause she’s working late again and semantically resembles believe and know
— all three can describe mental states. But in this context,
where the speaker’s goal is to answer a question about Laura’s
whereabouts, their own mental state is not the central focus.
Instead, the main clause I think modulates the degree to which
the speaker is committed to the proposition expressed by the
embedded clause. A natural interpretation of the sentence in
(4) is that Speaker B feels somewhat confident that Laura is
working late and would not be able to attend the party, but
their evidence might be indirect (e.g. Speaker B was leaving
the office and noticed that Laura was still working) and they
want to signal that they are not fully committed to the proposition in the embedded clause (e.g. Laura could have been
just wrapping up work before heading to the party).
In order to distinguish between the two types of uses discussed, we will refer to the uses of clause-embedding verbs
that center mental states (like in examples (1)–(3)) as mentalistic or attitude uses. We will refer to the uses of clauseembedding verbs that are not the main point of the utterance
(like in (4)) as evidential uses, and to the contexts that trigger
the evidential interpretation of clause-embedding verbs as evidential contexts. While the term evidential is traditionally
reserved for morphological evidentiality markers in typological literature (Aikhenvald, 2004; Murray, 2017), we follow
Simons 2007 in using it more broadly to describe all uses of
clause-embedding verbs which do not reference mental states
and do not carry the main point of an utterance2 .
2 On

this definition, evidential uses of clause-embedding verbs
concern primarily the degree of speaker’s certainty, rather than the
source of the information in the embedded clause. However, the
two notions are not necessarily inconsistent: Matthewson 2012 has
suggested that even in languages with morphological evidentiality markers, evidentials can contribute epistemic modal semantics,
and epistemic modals can contribute evidential semantics (see also
Matthewson 2020 for discussion)

Not all clause-embedding verbs are acceptable in evidential contexts. For example, it might be less acceptable if
Speaker B’s response in (4) was I understand she’s working
late again and even more odd if it was I regret that she’s
working late again. What makes think and believe sound
more acceptable than understand and regret in an evidential
context?
Previous investigations of evidential uses of clauseembedding verbs (Rooryck, 2001a, 2001b; Simons, 2007)
have proposed that a number of lexical features — such as
factivity and the acceptability of a verb with sentence lifting
(Ross, 1973) — are connected to evidentiality. However, this
connection is supported by a small number of frequent verbs,
and might not generalize if we consider the entirety of the
lexicon (White & Rawlins, 2018).
In this paper, we present a large-scale study of the evidential uses of clause-embedding verbs to investigate how
widespread evidential uses are, whether evidentiality is a lexically encoded feature of English verbs, and how context modulates the availability of evidential uses.

Slifting. When a clause-embedding verb is used as an evidential, it can be used parenthetically in a so-called sentence
lifting (Ross, 1973) — or slifting — construction:
(6)

Since little is known about whether evidential meanings are
generally available across various clause-embedding verbs,
we consider three options: (1) evidentiality is a lexical feature inherent to the semantics of some (but possibly not all)
clause-embedding verbs, (2) evidential readings are widely
available given the right context, and (3) the availability of an
evidential reading is determined by a combination of lexical
and contextual features. In order to explore these three possibilities, we review the specific features that can potentially
predict the availability of evidential uses, and state hypotheses about them.

Lexical factors
Factivity. A clause-embedding verb is factive if it entails
the content of the embedded clause. For example, Karl regrets that he worked until late again last night can only be
true when Karl worked until late again last night is also true.
Factive verbs are typically odd in evidential reports (Simons,
2007): their meaning implies that the speaker is strongly
committed to the content of the complement clause, which
clashes with the pragmatic goal of expressing the speaker’s
uncertainty about the truth of the embedded clause.
For example, if Speaker B used the verbs understand or
discover instead of think in (4), it would entail that the complement she’s working late again must be true. The content
of the complement clause in this case is said to be “projective”, because the speaker would still be committed to its
truth when uttering (5), where discover is embedded under
entailment-cancelling negation (Karttunen, 1971; Tonhauser
et al., 2018).
Speaker B: I didn’t discover that she’s working late
again.
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John is working late again, I think.

In (6), using I think as a parenthetical is licensed because
the sentence is not literally about the speaker’s thoughts. The
main point of the utterance concerns John’s working habits
and is expressed by the embedded clause; the additional information, such as the degree of the speaker’s certainty about
John’s schedule, can be moved to the parenthetical. Slifting
is less acceptable when the main point is expressed by the
slifted main clause:
(7)

What makes clause-embedding verbs
evidentials?

(5)

In both positive and negative forms, the main point of the
utterance is the discovery that the speaker made — while the
content of the embedded clause is presupposed — but this is
not what Speaker A is asking about.
Based on these observations, we state Hypothesis 1: Factive verbs are not acceptable in evidential contexts.

Smoking is bad for you, John believes.

This observation can be generalized in the following way:
slifting characterizes verbs that can embed clauses that are
themselves the main point of the utterance. We should then
expect there to be a correlation between how acceptable a
clause-embedding verb is under slifting and how acceptable
it is in evidential contexts. We state this as the following hypothesis:
Hypothesis 2: Verbs that are acceptable under slifting are
also acceptable in evidential contexts.
Frequency. Rooryck (2001a,b) observes that one of the
characteristic features of verbs used in the evidential meaning
is that they become semantically impoverished (or semantically bleached). The process of semantic bleaching, in turn,
is known to be a sign of grammaticalization (Bybee, Perkins,
& Pagliuca, 1994). Thompson and Mulac (1991) argue,
for instance, that the constructions I think and I hear have
been grammaticalized as epistemic phrases, which function
as epistemic adverbs. If semantic bleaching is a synchronically active process that makes evidential uses of clauseembedding verbs available, it should target high-frequency
verbs first.
Hypothesis 3: Highly frequent clause-embedding verbs
are more acceptable in evidential contexts than less frequent
verbs.

Contextual factors
Question Under Discussion (QUD). As discussed in the
introduction, context largely determines whether a particular
clause-embedding verb is used in its mentalistic or evidential
meaning. Specifically, this depends on the Question Under
Discussion (QUD) (Simons, Tonhauser, Beaver, & Roberts,
2010; Roberts, 2012) — the issue currently being raised by
the conversation. Consider the sentence:

(8)

I remember you need a suit jacket to enter that restaurant.

It is possible to construe contexts where remember is used
either mentalistically or evidentially. In one context, speakers could be discussing fancy restaurants that they have been
to and sharing their impressions of the food, the level of service, etc. If Speaker A asks Speaker B “What do you remember about the restaurant at the Ritz in Paris?”, Speaker B
could utter (8) literally to talk about their memory of visiting
that restaurant. In a different, scenario, however, a group of
friends could be discussing a place to get dinner after work.
When Speaker A asks “Should we go to the restaurant at the
Ritz?”, Speaker B could utter (8) evidentially — not to introduce a new topic of their memories about the restaurant, but
to suggest evidence that the restaurant might not be a good
choice for a casual dinner.
We have discussed the possibility that any clauseembedding verb can be used evidentially, given the right context. To address this possibility, we state Hypothesis 4: All
clause-embedding verbs can be used to answer Questions
Under Discussion that are not about mental states.
Common ground. Clause-embedding verbs vary as to how
committed the speaker is to the content of the main clause.
Factive verbs, in general, demonstrate a higher degree of such
commitment. However, there is some variability to how factive a verb can be — e.g., it has been proposed that certain verbs should be considered semi-factive (Kiparsky &
Kiparsky, 1970; Karttunen, 1971; Simons, 2007; Abusch,
2010). Even for the same factive verb, the degree to which we
can infer the truth of the embedded clause varies depending
on the context. For example, compare the following evidential contexts, both featuring the factive verb understand:
(9)

Jane has just come back to her office from a walk outside — it was a warm, sunny day after a long spell of
rain. Jane’s co-workers are talking about the weather,
so she says: “I understand it’s nice out.”

(10)

Jane’s colleague Laura is very responsible and usually goes to meetings, while Bill is unreliable and
finds them boring. Jane and her co-workers are discussing whether Laura or Bill will attend a meeting,
and Jane says: “I understand Laura is going to attend
the meeting.”

In (9), Jane has had direct experience with the weather outside — her colleague who was indoors, on the other side,
does not know what the weather is like. Since this context
has already established that Jane is knowledgeable about the
proposition in the embedded clause, highlighting her high degree of commitment to the complement clause by using understand evidentially might sound odd.
In (10), although Jane is familiar with Laura and Bill’s
work ethic, she has not heard directly from either Laura or
Bill whether they would attend the meeting. That is, Jane is
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ignorant about the truthfulness of the proposition in the embedded clause. She can, however, make a fair guess based
on her experience working with them — in this context, the
evidential use of understand sounds more natural, as Jane is
likely very certain, but not absolutely sure about who will attend the meeting.
Hypothesis 5: Evidential uses of factive verbs are only acceptable when the speaker is ignorant about the truthfulness
of the proposition in the embedded clause.

Experiment 1
We tested the hypotheses stated in the previous section
by conducting a large-scale acceptability judgment task, in
which we asked participants to rate the acceptability of 208
clause-embedding English verbs extracted from the opensource MegaVeridicality dataset (White & Rawlins, 2018) in
evidential contexts.

Participants
260 native speakers of American English were recruited via
Amazon Mechanical Turk. They were paid $1.50 for participating in the experiment.

Materials
In order to accommodate the hypothesized pragmatic constraints on the evidential meanings of clause-embedding
verbs, we asked participants to rate the acceptability of sentences containing clause-embedding verbs given some context. The context was manipulated to elicit the QUD that
would target the verb’s evidential reading.
We further manipulated the degree to which the speaker
was committed to the truth of the proposition in the embedded
clause. Based on the observations about the role of common
ground and speaker knowledge in answering the evidential
QUD, we varied the speaker’s knowledge about the proposition expressed in the embedded clause.
The examples below illustrate the contexts used to trigger
the evidential meaning of the verb think:
(11)

knowledge condition
a. Sophie is going grocery shopping, so she has just
checked the fridge to see what she needs to buy.
She’s noticed that she is out of milk. Before Sophie leaves, her roommate asks her: “Is there
milk in the fridge?”
b. Sophie replies: “I think there isn’t any.”

(12)

ignorance condition
a. Bob and his friend Alice want to try coffee at a
new cafe that just opened, but a friend of Bob’s
warned him that their coffee is quite expensive,
starting at $5 per cup. Alice is asking Bob:
“How’s the coffee at the new place?”
b. Bob replies: “I think it’s expensive.”

First, we designed the context (a) and target items (b) as
question-answer pairs in order to make the QUD explicit.

We created 8 scenarios similar to the ones in (11)–(12).
Each verb was used in only one of the 8 scenarios, resulting
in 26 verbs per scenario and 208 trial items overall. The trial
items were divided into 26 randomized lists using TurkTools
(Erlewine & Kotek, 2016) with 8 scenarios in each list. Each
list was rated by 10 participants, resulting in 10 acceptability
judgments per verb.

Procedure
In the beginning of the survey, participants were given the
definition of a natural sounding English sentence and examples of natural sounding English sentences, as well as odd or
ungrammatical English sentences. Then participants were familiarized with the task by reading passages which were similar to test the items and viewing their acceptability ratings.
Acceptability ratings were accompanied by explanations for
why a particular rating was chosen. Participants read the
question–answer pairs similar to those in (11) and (12) and
then were asked to rate how natural the answers sounded on
a scale from 1 (very unnatural) to 7 (very natural).

Predictions
In order to test Hypotheses 1–3 and 5, we made the following
predictions:
(13)

a. The more factive a verb is, the less acceptable it
will be in an evidential context (Hypothesis 1).
b. The more acceptable a verb is under slifting, the
more acceptable it will be in an evidential context
(Hypothesis 2).
c. More frequent verbs would be more acceptable in
evidential contexts (Hypothesis 3).
d. Less factive verbs will be acceptable in both
knowledge and ignorance conditions, while more
factive verbs will only be acceptable in the ignorance condition (Hypothesis 5).

If, contrary to our predictions, the availability of evidential
uses is not limited to non-factive verbs that are acceptable under slifting, that would would lend evidence to Hypothesis 4,
which states all clause-embedding verbs have evidential uses
in evidential contexts.

Results
We fit a mixed-effects linear regression model with the acceptability score as the dependent variable and fixed effects
of factivity, slifting, item frequency, and the knowledge state
of the speaker, as well as an interaction term for factivity,
slifting and frequency. Factivity and slifting scores were obtained from the MegaVeridicality dataset (White & Rawlins,
2018), and log frequencies were extracted from the Corpus
of Contemporary American English (COCA) (Davies, 2008).
The model also included random intercepts for participants
and stimuli.
We found a main effect of factivity (β = −5.47, SE =
1.804,t = −3.03, p = 0.002), frequency (β = 1.19, SE =
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0.27,t = 4.39, p < 0.01) and the knowledge state of the
speaker (β = 0.35, SE = 0.07,t = 4.66, p < 0.01), but not of
slifting (β = 0.35, SE = 0.35,t = 0.98, p = 0.33). We also
found an interaction between factivity and frequency (β =
−1.2, SE = 0.332,t = −3.62, p < 0.01), but not between factivity and slifting (β = −0.12, SE = 0.46,t = −0.25, p = 0.8),
slifting and frequency (β = −0.02, SE = 0.07,t = −0.28, p =
0.78), or factivity, slifting and frequency (β = 0.07, SE =
0.09,t = 0.78, p = 0.43).

Discussion
Consistent with our predictions, we found that highly factive clause-embedded verbs were less acceptable in evidential contexts. This was particularly true for the most frequent
verbs in our dataset. We also found that participants rated
items in the ignorance condition higher than in the knowledge condition — contrary to our prediction that non-factive
verbs would be rated equally highly in both knowledge and
ignorance conditions.
Two potential issues should be addressed. First, a number of highly factive verbs (realize, understand, remember)
received high acceptability ratings (Figure 1).
The second issue is that participants might have inferred
that the answers in the ignorance condition were to an implied
question. For example, in (12a) the utterance “I think it’s
expensive” could have been construed as a response to the
implied question “Should we have coffee at the new place?”,
rather than the direct question “How’s the coffee at the new
place?”. The difference is that under the implied QUD, the
non-evidential (i.e., mentalistic or attitude) meaning of the
clause-embedded verb becomes available: it is pragmatically
acceptable for the speaker to communicate their knowledge
of a fact that is relevant for deciding where to have coffee.
One possibility, then, is that factive verbs received a higher
rating in those contexts where an implied question could be
inferred.

Experiment 2
We conducted a follow-up acceptability judgment study to
address the potential issues we discussed in Experiment 1
and to test finer predictions about the interpretation of clauseembedding verbs across various contexts. In this experiment,
we focused on several of the most highly rated verbs from
Experiment 1: 3 factive (know, realize, understand) and 3
non-factive verbs (believe, imagine, think).

Participants
We recruited 200 native speakers of American English via
Amazon Mechanical Turk. They were paid $0.50 for participating in the experiment.

Materials
We created question-answer pairs similar to those in Experiment 1, but with two new manipulations. First, in order to
sharpen the difference between knowledgeable and ignorant

Figure 1: Acceptability of clause-embedding verbs in evidential contexts.
speaker states, we manipulated whether the context was verification or opinion: in verification contexts, speakers were
answering questions about something that was objectively
true or false (e.g. whether there is an event happening), and in
opinion contexts, they were explicitly asked for a subjective
opinion (e.g. whether a class is worth taking, a recipe is good,
etc). Second, we manipulated the answers to be either direct
responses to the question, or responses to an implied question
the speaker might have inferred.
(14)

(15)

verification-direct
a. Julie is sick, so she can’t come to the spring fair
festival at her college. Her friend Nancy is there,
and Julie is sad she couldn’t join. Julie called
Nancy and asked: “Are there a lot of people at
the fair?”
b. Nancy replied: “I think there aren’t that many.”
verification-implied
a. Julie is sick, so she can’t come to the spring fair
festival at her college. Her friend Nancy is there,
and Julie is sad she couldn’t join. Julie called
Nancy and asked: “Are there a lot of people at
the fair?”
b. Nancy replied: “I think you aren’t missing out on
much.”
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(16)

opinion-direct
a. Beth wants to sew a dress, and she’s shopping for
fabric. Her friend Allison also makes her own
clothes. Beth asked her friend Allison: “Do you
like rayon?”
b. Allison replied: “I think it’s nice.”

(17)

opinion-implied
a. Beth wants to sew a dress, and she’s shopping for
fabric. Her friend Allison also makes her own
clothes. Beth asked her friend Allison: “Do you
like rayon?”
b. Allison replied: “I think you should use it.”

We designed 6 verification contexts and 6 opinion context,
each varying between a direct and an implied QUD, which
yielded a total of 24 contexts.

Procedure
The procedure was the same as in Experiment 1.

Predictions
Based on the results of Experiment 1, we make the following
predictions:

In verification contexts, non-factive verbs were rated higher
than factives in response to both implied and direct QUDs.
This confirms our previous finding that less factive verbs are
more acceptable in evidential contexts. In opinion contexts,
non-factive verbs were rated higher as well, but the effect was
smaller than in verification contexts (see Figure 2). Further,
the interaction between context and QUD shows that in verification contexts, direct QUDs were preferred for both factive and non-factive verbs. This suggests that in verification
contexts, the evidential meaning of a clause-embedded verb
is more salient than the mentalistic/attitude meaning, so the
QUDs which target the evidential meaning are preferred.

of the main clause I think in this example is to attenuate the
speaker’s claim in the embedded clause, as it signals they are
not completely confident about it.
Previous research has detailed the contextual and lexical
features that characterize evidential uses of English clauseembedding verbs — however, these studies have focused on
a small subset of verbs that are known to have these uses
(Rooryck, 2001a, 2001b; Simons, 2007). It remained unknown how widespread these uses are, whether they are part
of the verb’s lexical meaning, or emerge under certain pragmatic conditions.
We conducted a large-scale acceptability judgment study to
address these questions. As was reported previously in literature (Simons, 2007), factive verbs were less acceptable in evidential contexts overall. We also found that the verbs that received the highest acceptability ratings were among the most
frequent in our dataset. This points to the possibility that evidential meanings of those verbs are being lexicalized, as in
the case of epistemic phrases I hear and I think (Thompson
& Mulac, 1991).
Contrary to earlier discussions of evidentiality in literature,
we also found that some highly factive verbs like discover
and realize received high acceptability ratings in evidential
contexts. This suggests that the acceptability of a clauseembedding verbs verb in an evidential meaning is connected
to, but not strictly guided by its lexical features, and context
plays a significant role as well.
In Experiment 2, we tested more fine-grained predictions
about how subtle differences in context and QUD can affect the acceptability of a clause-embedding verb. We found
that verification contexts, which give rise to truly evidential
meanings, favor non-factive verbs overall, but this preference
depends on the specific QUD: participants rated factives in
answers to direct QUDs higher than non-factives in answers
to implied QUDs. In opinion contexts, which we predicted
would allow mentalistic or semi-mentalistic uses of clauseembedding verbs, non-factive verbs were still rated higher
than factives, but this difference was smaller than in verification contexts.
Taken together, the results of these two experiments suggest that a combination of lexical and pragmatic features contribute to the acceptability of a clause-embedding verb in evidential contexts. Generally, evidential uses are more acceptable for non-factive verbs — and for a subset of highly frequent verbs, evidential meanings might be lexicalized. Under favorable pragmatic conditions, however, some factive
clause-embedding verbs can be used evidentially as well.

Conclusion and general discussion
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Using the Interpolated Maze Task to Assess Incremental Processing in English
Relative Clauses
Pranali Vani, Ethan Gotlieb Wilcox and Roger Levy

Abstract
In English, Subject Relative Clauses are processed more
quickly than Object Relative Clauses, but open questions remain about where in the clause slowdown occurs. The surprisal theory of incremental processing, under which processing difficulty corresponds to probabilistic expectations about
upcoming material, predicts that slowdown should occur immediately on material that disambiguates the subject from object relative clause. However, evidence from eye tracking
and self-paced reading studies suggests that slowdown occurs
downstream of RC-disambiguating material, on the relative
clause verb. These methods, however, suffer from well-known
spillover effects which makes their results difficult to interpret.
To address these issues, we introduce and deploy a novel variant of the Maze task for reading times (Forster, Guerrera, & Elliot, 2009), called the Interpolated Maze in two English webbased experiments. In Experiment 1, we find that the locus
of reading-time differences between SRCs and ORCs falls on
immediate disambiguating definite determiner. Experiment 2
provides a control, showing that ORCs are read more slowly
than lexically-matching, non-anomalous material. These results provide new evidence for the locus of processing difficulty in relative clauses and support the surprisal theory of incremental processing.
Keywords: Incremental Processing, Maze Task, Relative
Clause, Surprisal Theory

Introduction
A large amount of evidence shows that, in English, Subject
Relative Clauses (SRCs) are easier to process than Object
Relative Clauses (ORCs), as measured in self-paced reading tasks (King & Just, 1991; Grodner & Gibson, 2005),
eye-tracking (Staub, 2010; Traxler, Morris, & Seely, 2002)
and other online incremental measures such as the Maze task
(Forster et al., 2009). Subject RCs, as in (1-a) are so called
because the head of the NP has been extracted from the subject position of the subordinated phrase, whereas for Object
RCs, as in (1-b), the NP has been extracted from object position.
(1) a. The banker that
irritated the lawyer played tennis
every Sunday.
b. The banker that the lawyer irritated
played tennis
every Sunday.
One candidate hypothesis for the differential in processing
times for SRCs and ORCs comes from surprisal theory of incremental processing (Hale, 2001; Levy, 2008), which has its
roots in the information theory of Shannon (1948). According
to surprisal theory, comprehenders use linguistic experience
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to make probabilistic predictions about upcoming material.
The theory predicts that less probable material will be less
expected and therefore more difficult to process. This theory accounts for many observed higher-level processing difficulties across a variety of grammatical constructions (Levy,
Fedorenko, Breen, & Gibson, 2012) and for reading-times in
naturalistic datasets (Smith & Levy, 2013; Wilcox, Gauthier,
Hu, Qian, & Levy, 2020). Importantly, both experience and
upcoming predictions can be modulated by syntactic structures, so expectations for the next word, following the context The banker that... are dependent on syntactic experience of the distribution of SRCs and ORCs. Consistent with
this account, modulation of the SRC/ORC difficulty difference that is obtained by varying the animacy and/or pronominality of the head noun and/or RC NP is generally predictable
from corpus frequencies (Traxler et al., 2002; Mak, Vonk, &
Schriefers, 2002; Reali & Christiansen, 2007; MacDonald,
2013).
Surprisal theory and its competitors further makes specific predictions about the locus of processing difficulty. If
comprehenders expect SRCs, then following the prefix The
banker that... they should expect a tensed verb. Determiners, which unambiguously introduce ORCs, should be
unexpected and processed more slowly. But previous experimental evidence from the most widely used behavioral measures for online processing difficulty, does not clearly follow these predictions. In eye tracking during reading, slowdowns for ORCs are largest at the RC noun and verb (Staub,
2010), and for self-paced reading, the slowdowns seem to be
largest at the RC verb (Grodner & Gibson, 2005). These
data raise questions about the reliability of surprisal theory
to accurately predict incremental processing times for relative clauses. Notably, the competing Dependency Locality
Theory (DLT; Gibson, 2000) predicts that the SRC-over-ORC
difficulty differential will manifest at the RC verb. Thus, precisely where the difficulty of ORCs manifests is of considerable theoretical importance.
However, both eye-tracking and (especially) self-paced
reading show spillover effects, where the difficulty posed by a
a particular word manifests in downstream words (Ehrlich &
Rayner, 1983). The Maze task (Forster et al., 2009), in contrast, is intended to minimize spillover effects. In the Maze
Task, participants navigate through a sentence displayed on a
monitor by pressing letters on their keyboard. At each sen-
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Figure 1: Three variants of the Maze Task. At each index, participants have to select the correct next-word in the sentence..
tence index, participants must choose between two possible
continuations, one of which is a possible next-word of the
sentence, the other of which is not. The time it takes to select
the right continuation has been shown to be a good measure
of incremental processing difficulty, and does not suffer from
spillover effects (Boyce & Levy, 2020).1 Forster et al. (2009)
found that in both Grammatical and Lexical versions of the
Maze task (Figure 1) for SRCs and ORCs, the difficulty differential shows up primarily at the RC NP’s determiner. However, this study has never been replicated. Here, we extend
these initial findings of Forster et al. in two ways. First, we
replicate these findings using a novel Maze variant, the Interpolated Maze, which combines the advantages of the Lexical
and Grammatical Maze tasks. The Interpolated Maze weaves
together Grammatical and Lexical distractors, forcing participants to represent context (to succeed when the distractor is
a word) but ensuring at theoretically critical positions in the
sentence that the distractor is impossible to integrate with the
context (because it is a non-word). Second, we use the Interpolated Maze to replicate a closely related result of Staub
(2010) which addresses the word-order confound intrinsic to
the SRC/ORC contrast.
Experiment 1, adapted from Traxler et al. (2002), compares
processing times in SRCs vs. ORCs. We find that ORCs are
processed more slowly than SRCs, and that the contrast is
entirely due to differences in reading times on the RC determiners. Experiment 2, adapted from Staub (2010), provides
a control for Experiment 1, by comparing ORCs to matching material in non-anomalous sentences that involve clausal
embedding. We find, again, that ORCs are processed more
slowly and that a large part of the incremental processing difficulty arises on the relative clause determiner. Both of these
results are consistent with surprisal theory, and not with DLT.

General Methods
Interpolated Maze
We collected human incremental processing data from a
novel implementation of the Maze Task (Forster et al., 2009)
1 See,

especially Table 1 of (Boyce & Levy, 2020) which shows
a significant effect of current-word surprisal on reading time, but no
significant effect for previous words on reading-time in the Maze
task.
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which we call the Interpolated Maze. In this task, experimental subjects read through a sentence on a monitor. At each
sentence index they are presented with two possible continuations, and they must select the correct next-word by pressing a
key on their keyboard. If participants select the wrong continuation, the trial ends and they are taken to the next sentence.
Figure 1 shows a cartoon of this process for the three variants
of the task which we will discuss below. In the first variant,
Grammatical Maze (or G-Maze), distractors are words of English, but they do not constitute a grammatical continuation
of the sentence. In the Lexical Maze (or L-Maze) variant,
distractors are non-English nonce words. The time it takes
participants to select the correct word has been shown to be
a good measure of incremental processing difficulty, both for
targeted syntactic testing (Boyce, Futrell, & Levy, 2020) and
for naturalistic reading (Boyce & Levy, 2020). Crucially, processing times for maze data have been shown to appear on the
target word itself, and not in downstream spillover regions.
Between G-Maze and L-Maze, G-Maze has been shown
to produce higher sensitivity (Boyce & Levy, 2020). However it poses a few interrelated methodological issues: because at each index, one distractor must constitute a possible next-word of the sentence, it cannot be deployed to test
ungrammatical sentences (or ungrammatical sentence variants, such as, say featural mismatches), and may not be the
best choice for sentences with highly unexpected continuations. In the unexpected or ungrammatical region, participants would be presented with the ‘true’ unexpected continuation alongside the ‘false’ distractor (ungrammatical), and
would not know which continuation to select. Additionally, recent implementations of G-Maze (Boyce et al., 2020)
use a neural-network based language model to automatically
generate a low-probability distractor. Because the language
model generates distractors based on their conditional probability, there are certain cases in which the G-Maze distractor
may be a grammatical, but very unlikely continuation. These
grammatical continuations could pose an additional problem
for participants especially when the correct continuation is
also unlikely. For example, following the continuation The
tenant that... the two possible continuations generated
from from the model in (Boyce & Levy, 2020) are despised
and wrestled (for the G-Maze). While one of these contin-
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Figure 2: Experiment 1. Top Panel: Mean error rate by sentence region. Error bars are 95% binomial confidence intervals.
Bottom Panel: Mean reading time by sentence region. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals.
uations is more unlikely than the other, neither is truly ungrammatical and thus poses a problem to the normal G-Maze
setup.2
To solve these problems, we introduce Interpolated Maze
(I-Maze). In I-Maze, we interweave L-Maze and G-Maze distractors. In critical sentence regions where one of the conditions is ungrammatical or highly unlikely we use only LMaze distractors. Participants are instructed to select grammatical continuations over ungrammatical ones, and true English words over nonce distractors, thus making their choice
unambiguous at each sentence index. In order to spread LMaze distractors evenly through the sentence we randomly
sample ∼15% of all words in non-critical regions and render
them as L-Maze choices. We render these additional L-Maze
distractors by changing 2 consecutive distractors, to match
the 2-3 word sequence of L-Maze distractors participants encounter in critical regions. Because I-Maze makes fewer assumptions about the grammatical status of the target sentence,
it is a fully generalizeable variant of the Maze task.
For the experiments reported in this paper, G-Maze distractors were produced with the scripts provided in Boyce
and Levy (2020). Nonce words were generated with Wuggy
(Keuleers & Brysbaert, 2010). For all of our experiments participants were recruited on Amazon Mechanical Turk and experiments were hosted on Ibex Farm (Drummond, 2013). 50
participants were recruited to take part in each experiment.
2 Other examples include The plumber that...[ helped /
claims ] and The golfer that...[ liked / opens ]
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Subjects were not allowed to participate in Experiment 2 if
they had completed Experiment 1. Each participant was required to be accessing the internet using an IP address located
within the United States, have a lifetime M-Turk approval rating of above 95%, and have graduated from a US high school.
The results of participants who indicated that they were not
native English speakers were filtered out. Participants were
compensated $1.00 for their participation in the study.

Experiment 1
This experiment paired subject relative clauses with object
relative clauses. The pairing allowed for a direct word-byword comparison between the two types of sentences, which
was intended to highlight the precise location of slowdowns
in each relative clause type.

Design and Materials
The experiment followed the same design as Experiment 1
from (Traxler et al., 2002), with two conditions, given in (2).
(2) a. The child that chased the babysitter squealed with delight at the game. [S UBJECT R ELATIVE C LAUSE ]
b. The child that the babysitter chased squealed with delight at the game. [O BJECT R ELATIVE C LAUSE ]
The Subject Relative Clause condition consisted of a sentence which included a subject relative clause attached to an
NP that served as the subject of the sentence. Likewise, the
Object Relative Clause condition consisted of a sentence with
an object relative clause also attached to a subject NP. The
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Figure 3: Results for the target region in Experiment 1 showing the contrast at the, and not in the other regions.
only difference between these two conditions was the relative
clauses within them. In this experiment the critical regions—
which were rendered as L-Maze decisions to participants—
were the relative clause and the matrix verb of each sentence,
which are underlined in (2). Target sentences were the same
ones used in Experiment 1 of Traxler et al. (2002), and consisted of 24 target items with 20 filler items. If the surprisal
theory of incremental parsing is an adequate explanation for
the differences observed, we would expect processing slowdowns on the determiner of the Object RC compared to the
Subject RC. Large contrasts in processing difficulty in other
regions would be inconsistent with surprisal theory.

Results and Discussion
If participants select the incorrect continuation, they are automatically taken to the next sentence in the experiment and
do not see the rest of the words in the sentence. Therefore,
the proportion of words that subjects fail to reach in the Maze
task due to previous incorrect answers gives a good sense of
how difficult the task is. We found that participants reached
74.31% of items, averaging across participants. This indicates that they understood the task and were engaged. We
filtered out 205 responses (0.9% of total responses) for being
more than 2 standard deviations away from the mean readtime.
The top panel of Figure 2 shows the by-word error rate
for this experiment, with error bars indicating 95% binomial
confidence intervals. The error rate is the proportion of participants who make a mistake in a given region. Boyce et al.
(2020) found that, for G-Maze and L-Maze tasks, error rates
tend to be under 10%, but can be higher at the beginning of
sentences. We find that for all regions, error rates are under
10%, providing further evidence that participants understood
and were engaged in the task.
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Figure 4: Gaze duration data as reported in (Staub, 2010),
showing the differences in the noun and verb regions.
The bottom panel of Figure 2 shows mean reading-time by
region, with the regions on the x-axis and the average readtime for all words in the region on the y-axis. As sentences
had varying numbers of words in their post-RC continuation
regions, the last points indicate mean reading times for words
with sentence index 12 or higher. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals. We test the difference in the total time it
takes to read the relative clause by fitting a linear mixed effects model with RC-type as the sole predictor variable and
by-participant and by-item random slopes. We discard data
from participants who make a wrong choice somewhere in
the relative clause. We find that, for the whole critical region,
condition was a near-significant predictor of total read-time
(p = 0.059), where the ORC condition was associated with
higher reading times. Visually, it seems that the locus of this
reading-time slowdown is the disambiguating determiner.
Figure 3 shows the reading-time by condition with matched
critical-region words. This figure shows more clearly that the
locus of difficulty is the disambiguating determiner; both the
noun and verb varied very little in processing time across the
two conditions. To test whether these differences were significant, we fit a mixed effects linear regression model for
the data in each paired RC region. We added experimental
conditions as predictor variables, and included by-item and
by-participant random slopes. We find that the condition is
a significant predictor of the reading time for the determiner
(the) (e = 70ms, p < 0.001), where an ORC condition predicted a higher reading time. We do not find a significant
difference in reading time across the two conditions for the
noun (p = 0.4) nor for the verb (p = 0.7).
To contrast our results with previous findings, in Figure 4
we include a graph rendered from the data presented in Staub
(2010), for the same experimental conditions. The x-axis is
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Figure 5: Experiment 2. Top Panel: Mean error rate by sentence region. Error bars are 95% binomial confidence intervals.
Bottom Panel: Mean reading time by sentence region. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals.
again sentence region, but the y-axis is now mean gaze duration time across items in an eye-tracking experiment, which
produces smaller processing times than the Maze task. The
crucial contrast between these results and ours are the differences in gaze duration between conditions on the verb and on
the noun. Each of these regions is read with about a ∼50ms
difference between the conditions, whereas the determiner is
read at practically the same pace in both ORCs and SRCs.
Our results are opposite, with large differences for reading
times of the determiner between conditions, and almost no
difference at the noun and the verb.
The results from our experiment indicate that the locus of
processing slowdown in Object Relative Clauses is on the disambiguating determiner. This is consistent with the results
presented in Forster et al. (2009), who find similar effects using a purely G-Maze implementation of this experiment. Furthermore, these results are consistent with a surprisal theory
approach to incremental processing, which predicts that participants should experience slowdown as soon as they recognize that the current input does not match their expectations.
One possible explanation for the difference between Maze
and eye-tracking experiments is spillover effects. In Staub
(2010), regions that were read more slowly in the ORC
condition immediately follow the disambiguating determiner.
Slowdown could be due to difficulties at the determiners that
manifest in downstream regions. Supporting this analysis is
the fact that the determiner was shown to be skipped frequently in both conditions, and that a large number of regres-
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sive saccades occurred at the determiner (and the noun) in
the ORC condition. These regressive saccades may indicate
a processing failure and suggest that the locus of the processing difficulty lies at either the determiner or the noun, even
though longer reading times are observed only on the verb.
As noted by Staub (2010), longer verb reading times could be
consistent with a theory which assigns processing slowdown
to difficult memory retrieval at the verb. However, the results
from our experiment fail to identify any processing difficulty
at the verb, suggesting that these observed slowdowns are
more likely the result of spillover effects. However, we note
that though spillover effects exist in eye-tracking and selfpaced reading, they can be mitigated through design decisions and post-processing such as deconvolutional techniques
(Shain & Schuler, 2018).

Experiment 2
In the previous experiment, we found that SRCs were processed more quickly than ORCs, and that the locus for the difference was on the relative clause’s determiner. However, because the previous experiment tested variation in processing
within relative clause types, it does not tell us whether participants were experiencing difficulty when processing these
structures in general. In order to test the reliability of the
results, and to provide a non-relative clause baseline, in this
experiment we compare processing times of ORCs to lexically identical material in syntactic environments that should
cause no processing slowdown.
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Figure 6: Results for the target region in Experiment 2 showing the largest contrasts at that.

Design and Materials
The experiment followed the same design as Experiment 2
from Staub (2010) and consisted of two conditions, outlined in Example (3). The Object Relative Clause condition consisted of an object relative clause attached to a subject. The Embedded Clause condition consisted of a clausalcomplement taking the verb with the same subject. Because
the complementizer that can serve to introduce both an embedded clause and a RC, there was direct lexical overlap between the beginning of the RC and the beginning of the embedded clause, which is in bold in the example below.
(3) a. The bus driver said that the kids followed him all the
way home. [E MBEDDED C LAUSE ]
b. The bus driver that the kids followed wondered about
the location of the hotel.
[O BJECT R ELATIVE
C LAUSE ]
For this experiment, the critical regions which were rendered
as L-Maze choices to participants were the determiner, noun
and verb, which are underlined in (3). If participants are experiencing processing difficulty for relative clauses, then we
expect the complementizer to be read more slowly in the Object Relative Clause condition than in the Embedded Clause
condition. Furthermore, we expect the determiner, which unambiguously introduces the RC as an object RC to be read
more slowly in the Object Relative Clause condition as well.
Materials were the same ones used in Experiment 2 of Staub
(2010), with 24 target items with 20 filler items.

Results and Discussion
We found that participants reached 78.76% of the words in the
experiment (averaging across all participants). This is similar to Experiment 1, and we take it to indicate participants
understood the task and were engaged. We filtered out 45
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words (0.18% of the data) for being more than two standard
deviations away from the mean reading time.
The top panel of Figure 5 shows the mean error rate per
sentence region. (Error rate is the proportion of participants
who make a wrong choice in the region, which sends them
to the next sentence in the trial.) We find a low error rate in
all of our regions, with slightly higher error rates for the embedding verb (e.g. said) in the Embedded sentences. For all
regions that are paired, error rates are not significantly different between conditions.
The bottom panel of Figure 5 shows the mean time it took
participants to read words in each region in milliseconds.
Error bars are 95% confidence intervals. Figure 6 offers a
closer look at the target regions, pairing the words that correspond across the two conditions. To test for differences in
reading times between conditions, we fit a linear mixed effects model with the condition (ORC vs. Embedding) as the
sole predictor and with by-participant and by-item random
slopes. Summing over the entire critical region, we find that
ORC sentences were read more slowly than Embedding sentences (p < 0.001). Turning to the individual words, we find
that condition is a significant predictor of reading times for
the complementizer (that) (e = 78ms, p < 0.001) and approached significance for the determiner (the) (e = 26ms,
p = 0.07) where the ORC condition was associated with
higher reading times for both regions. The differences are
not significant in the other regions.
In Experiment 1, we cannot be confident that order effects,
or interference effects at the verb are not causing the observed
differences in reading time. In this experiment, we match the
conditions precisely in terms of material and (except for one
word) position in the sentence. The observed higher reading times in the ORC condition, therefore can help eliminate
these potential confounds and provides additional evidence
that ORC determiners are the main locus of processing difficulty when reading these structures.

General Discussion
The result of the two experiments supports a surprisal based
theory to explain the difference in processing between ORCs
and SRCs. Experiment 1 shows that ORC sentences were
processed slower than SRC sentences and that the ORC determiner was the locus of the slowdown. In Experiment 2
we found that the only regions to manifest slowdown between conditions were the determiner and the complementizer. These data are consistent with an interpretation that
slowdowns are due to readers encountering unexpected material, rather than difficult word ordering or other interference
effects. One major difference between the Maze task and
previously used eye-tracking experimental design is that the
Maze task does not allow for re-analysis of words, as participants are not able to look back at earlier parts of the sentence.
Instead, they must rely on memory traces for re-analysis. This
means processing failures are not observed through regressive
saccades as in eye-tracking but instead through inflated read-

ing times of unexpected words.
One high-level worry with the Maze task is that it does
not resemble behaviors experimental subjects engage in on a
daily basis, and is therefore more “artificial” (Forster et al.,
2009) than eye-tracking, and may reinforce top-down processing strategies. Although we do observe differences between Maze and eye-tracking results in our studies, we believe that overall comparison between the two methods indicate these worries are unfounded. First, both Maze and eyetacking produce the same shape between processing time and
by-word conditional probability (log-linear) indicating that
these two methods are capturing the same behavior in aggregate (Boyce & Levy, 2020). Second, in other controlled
experiments, Maze and eye-tracking have produced reading
time patterns that match qualitatively. Therefore, while the
artificiality of the Maze task is a potential concern, the evidence suggests that it does not pose significant challenges to
it as a valid methodological tool.
Comparing the results of Experiment 1 to the results obtained by Forster et al. (2009), we find similar effect sizes.
Both our results and theirs show marginal (< 15ms) differences between conditions on the relative clause noun and
verb. They find a 137ms difference at the determiner, whereas
we find an 83ms difference. These slight differences are sensible in light of the data presented in Boyce et al. (2020), who
find that lab-based G-Maze experiments of the type deployed
by Forster et al. tend to have the highest sensitivity. While
the data presented here suggests that web-based I-Maze is
slightly less sensitive than lab-based G-Maze, they show that
this experimental technique is powerful enough to capture
crucial contrasts and shed light on fine-grained processing of
syntactic structures.
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Abstract

In both experiments, participants were tasked with learning
a miniature artificial language that consisted of two nouns and
two plural markers. To implement drift of different strengths,
we varied noun frequency; to implement selection of different strengths, we varied the frequency of one plural ending
relative to the other. We then measured noun regularization
as the fraction of nouns that came to be used with one ending only. This allowed us to test three main hypotheses: that
greater regularization of low-frequency words results from
stronger selection on high-frequency terms (Hypothesis 1),
from stronger drift on low-frequency terms (Hypothesis 2),
or from both (Hypothesis 3).

Corpus data suggests that frequent words have lower rates
of replacement and regularization. It is not clear, however,
whether this holds due to stronger selection against innovation
among high-frequency words or due to weaker drift at high frequencies. Here, we report two experiments designed to probe
this question. Participants were tasked with learning a simple miniature language consisting of two nouns and two plural
markers. After exposing plural markers to drift and selection of
varying strengths, we tracked noun regularization. Regularization was greater for low- than for high-frequency nouns, with
no detectable effect of selection. Our results therefore suggest
that lower rates of regularization of more frequent words may
be due to drift alone.
Keywords: Zipf; language change; artificial-language experiment; selection; drift; cultural evolution; language evolution

Experiment 1
Over 70 years ago, Zipf (1949, p. 116) observed that
less frequent words are more likely to be recent borrowings or coinages. Some recent studies have also found evidence that frequently occurring words tend to have lower replacement or regularization rates (Pagel, Atkinson, & Meade,
2007; Lieberman, Michel, Jackson, Tang, & Nowak, 2007;
Gray, Reagan, Dodds, & Danforth, 2018). It is not clear,
however, why such a relationship should hold. Pagel et al.
(2007) speculated that cultural selection against regularization and replacement might be stronger on high-frequency
words, thereby driving the pattern. Another possibility is that
the pattern is simply driven by drift, with infrequent words
having higher rates of replacement and regularization due to
sampling error, which is greater at lower frequencies (Reali
& Griffiths, 2010; Newberry, Ahern, Clark, & Plotkin, 2017).
There are, to our knowledge, no experimental studies on
this question. The existing empirical studies are based on corpus data, which provide high ecological validity but do not
allow us to track the entire trajectory of a language or control the factors involved in change. They also run up against
methodological challenges, being sensitive to such factors as
data binning (Karjus, Blythe, Kirby, & Smith, 2018; Karsdorp, Manjavacas, Fonteyn, & Kestemont, 2020).
We conducted a preregistered experiment to investigate
whether the negative correlation between frequency and regularization might be due to drift (understood as non-directional
bias in acquisition, processing, and production of language)
or selection (understood as directional bias). Based on the results of this experiment, we conducted a preregistered replication with an identical design but an adjusted analysis plan.
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Experiment 1 was pre-registered (https://osf.io/ryc3j).

Method
Participants We recruited 400 native-English-speaking
participants (207 female; 183 male; four non-binary;
five chose not to report their gender) through Prolific
(www.prolific.co). 324 reported being 18–40 years old,
71 reported being 40 years old or older, and five chose not to
report their age. Participants were paid $1.00 for participating. As motivation they were also told that they would receive
a 50% bonus based on the accuracy of their answers; in reality, all participants who completed the study were given the
bonus and thus received $1.50 in total.
Artificial Language To ensure learnability we constructed
a miniature artificial language of the smallest size needed to
test our hypotheses. The language consisted of two nouns
and two plural endings. Each noun referred to one of two
different referents (hand and book). Word forms similar to
their English counterparts were chosen to facilitate learning:
“hudo” meaning hand and “buko” meaning book, and words
were presented embedded in English sentences. Participants
were exposed to a singular and a plural form for each noun.
The singular consisted in the unmarked root; the plural was
formed by adding a suffixed marker to the root with two possible variants, “-fip” and “-tay” (cf. Smith & Wonnacott,
2010). Plural markers were randomly assigned to roots between participants. Nouns were randomly assigned to a frequency class.

Procedure Experiment software was created using PennController for Ibex (Zehr & Schwarz, 2018) and hosted on
the PCIbex Farm (expt.pcibex.net). The experiment began with a training phase in which participants were exposed
to the artificial language (henceforth the input language).
Then, in the testing phase, participants were asked to produce
the language (henceforth output language).
The training phase consisted of two subphases. In noun
training trials participants saw a picture of a single object
with the caption “Here is one NOUN” (where NOUN was
the target noun). Participants could click Next to advance to
the next trial. Each picture was shown once in random order, with a 300 ms break between trials. Participants were
then shown the same pictures twice more, alternating between a trial in which they were again shown an object with
a sentence caption and a trial in which they were shown an
object and asked to complete a sentence of the form “Here
”. Participants had to enter the correct noun
is one
to proceed. Noun training was followed by plural training,
which resembled noun training except that each image had
three overlapping instances of the same object and the caption
text read “Here are several NOUN+MARKER”. Depending
on frequency class, each picture was shown either six or 18
times. At random intervals, participants were also shown images of a single object and asked to provide the correct noun.
The testing phase was similar to plural training. Participants were shown pictures depicting three instances of the
same object, each with the same frequency as in the previous phase. At random intervals, they were shown pictures of
single objects. Now, however, they were asked to type the
corresponding noun to complete the sentence. In the case of
plurals, participants were told that their form was correct if
it was seven characters long and contained one of the plural markers at the end. Otherwise, they were asked to try
again. In the singular case, participants were told that any
four-character form was correct. Otherwise, they were asked
to try again.

Figure 1: Training and Testing.
Conditions There were two conditions. In the Drift Condition, nouns occurred with both plural markers at a 1:1 ratio;
in the Selection Condition, nouns occurred with plural markers at a 5:1 ratio (see Table 1). But low- and high-frequency
nouns differed with respect to which marker was more common. For example, if the low-frequency noun occurred more
often with “-fip”, the high-frequency noun occurred more often with “-tay”.
In the Drift Condition, we expected no directional pressure for regularization in favor of one or the other plural
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Table 1: Drift and Selection Conditions. Indicated are the
number of trials for the two nouns (N1 and N2 ) and the two
plural makers (M1 and M2 ).
Drift
N1
N2

M1
3
9

M2
3
9

Total
6
18

Sel.
N1
N2

M1
1
15

M2
5
3

Total
6
18

marker. Regularization could therefore be due to drift, but
not selection. In the Selection Condition, we expected directional pressure for regularization in favor of the more common marker. Since drift is also present in any finite number
of trials, regularization could be due to drift or selection.
In the Selection Condition, we call the more common
marker for each noun the “primary” marker and the less common marker the “secondary” marker for that noun. To facilitate comparison across conditions, we arbitrarily labeled
half of the markers as “primary” and the other half as “secondary” for each noun in the Drift Condition as well. In both
conditions, nouns that occur at least once with both markers
are termed “irregular”; nouns that occur only with a single
marker are termed “regular”. The binary coding of nouns
may appear to be too stringent but it was necessary for our
binomial logistic regression model, described below.
Statistical Analysis Following Lieberman et al. (2007), we
defined a Regularization Index (RI) as the change in the proportion of irregular nouns between the input and output languages. We used RI to make simple comparisons of regularization across conditions: If Hypothesis 1 is correct, then
RI should be higher in the low- than the high-frequency class
only in the Selection Condition; if Hypothesis 2 is correct,
then RI should be higher in the low-frequency class in both
conditions; and if Hypothesis 3 is correct, then the difference
in RI between the low- and the high-frequency classes should
be greater in the Selection than in the Drift Condition.
To further test our hypotheses, we used a binomial logistic
model. The dependent dichotomous variable was noun regularity (i.e., regular or irregular). The independent dichotomous variables were frequency (i.e., low or high frequency)
and selection (i.e., presence or absence). The logistic model
took the following form:


p
= b0 + b1 I( f ) + b2 I(s)
(1)
ln
1− p
where p is the proportion of regular nouns, I( f ) indicates
drift (low: 0; high: 1), and I(s) indicates selection (absence: 0;
presence: 1).
As a manipulation check, we used a Wright-Fisher model
with selection to represent the change between input and output languages (cf. Reali & Griffiths, 2010). The WrightFisher model represents change in a population of two individual types as a draw from a binomial distribution with
parameters n and f (n, s), where n is the population size and
f (n, s) is given by:

i(1 + s)
f (n, s) =
i(1 + s) + (n − i)

(2)

where i is the number of individuals of a particular type and s
is the selection coefficient.
In our experiment, a Wright-Fisher population corresponds
to the ensemble of noun tokens in a given frequency class;
the individual types correspond to the different plural markers
that nouns can take. Accordingly, n = 6 in the low-frequency
class and n = 18 in the high-frequency class. We took the
focal type to be the secondary marker.
To estimate the selection coefficient against the secondary
marker, we computed the likelihood of transitions from the
input language to every possible output language given different values of s. The maximum-likelihood estimate of ŝ is
then given by the value of s that maximizes the sum of the
log-likelihoods for all participants. In other words, ŝ is given
by the following expression:

!
N

ŝ = argmax ∑ log P i j |Bin n, f (n, s)
(3)

of selection for the secondary marker makes it difficult to analyze these results according to our original analysis plan.
p
) = b0 + b1 I( f ) +
Table 2: Logit regression model: ln( 1−p
b2 I(s); see Method for variable definitions. Significant results
at the 0.05 level are marked with ‘*’.

intercept (b0 )
frequency (b1 )
selection (b2 )

β
-0.083878
-0.651267
0.981622

SE
0.126405
0.150075
0.150078

p
0.5070
< 0.0001*
< 0.0001*

s∈[−1,1] j=1

where i j is the secondary marker count in the output of participant j, P(i j |Bin(n, f (n, s))) is the likelihood of i j given
the Wright-Fisher model, and the sum is over all participants. Two-tailed 95% confidence intervals were given by
`(s) − `(ŝ) ≤ 1.92, where `(s) is the sum of log-likelihoods
given s.
A positive estimate would indicate that selection favored
the secondary marker, while a negative estimate would indicate selection against it. An estimate of 0 would indicate the
absence of selection.

Figure 2: Marker Counts and Regularization Index (RI)
for Experiment 1. Frequency of irregular marker counts. Insets: mean change in proportion of regular nouns between
input and output languages (RI) with 95% confidence interval. Drift: N = 193. Selection: N = 195.

Results of Experiment 1
Mean completion time in minutes was 8.9 (s.d. = 5.2) and
8.6 (s.d. = 4.6) for the Drift and Selection Conditions. Data
from 12 participants whose completion time was more than
two standard deviations from the mean were excluded.
Regularization as measured by RI was higher for low- than
for high-frequency nouns in both the Drift (N = 193) and the
Selection conditions (N = 195), with RI estimates for lowand high-frequency equal to 0.51 ± 0.07 and 0.46 ± 0.07 in
the Drift Condition and equal to 0.79 ± 0.06 and 0.79 ± 0.06
in the Selection Condition (Figure 2). We then estimated
the strength of selection using our maximum-likelihood algorithm. Surprisingly, our estimates of selection for both
frequency classes in the Selection condition had roughly the
same positive value: ŝ was equal to 0.33 ± (0.16, 0.2) and
0.35 ± (0.1, 0.1) for low- and high-frequency nouns (Figure 3). This was surprising because a positive value indicates
selection in favor of the secondary marker, contrary to a central assumption of our experiment and analysis plan.
Our regression model indicates that frequency class had a
negative effect on noun regularity (−0.65±0.15; p < 0.0001;
Table 2). In contrast, selection had a positive effect on noun
regularity (0.98 ± 0.15; p < 0.0001). However, the presence
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Discussion of Experiment 1
Closer inspection of the data suggested that selection for the
secondary marker may be an artifact of the learning task. As
Figure 2 shows, the distribution of marker counts had a single peak and a long tail in the Selection Condition. This suggests that most participants chose the secondary marker with
probability equal to or less than its initial frequency but that
many also randomized their choice of markers. When participants choose markers at random, the frequency of the secondary marker increases. As our algorithm was designed to
detect selection alone, an increase in the frequency of the secondary marker could only be interpreted as positive selection.
In the Drift Condition, on the other hand, the distribution of
marker counts was trimodal: most participants randomized
their choice of markers (central mode) but some chose either
one of the markers exclusively (left and right modes).
We therefore sought to account for these findings with a
single model, which worked as follows. In both conditions,
we assume that proportion r of participants chooses the primary marker according to the Wright-Fisher model. We also
assume that the population has proportion q of “simplifiers”

Figure 3: Sum of log-likelihoods for Experiment 1. Curves
show sum of log-likelihoods given selection coefficient for
regularizers in population model; error bars show maximumlikelihood values with 95% confidence intervals, indicating
selection for the secondary marker.
who always choose a single marker and proportion 1 − r − q
of “randomizers” who randomize their choice of marker.
The model fits the data for Experiment 1 well (Figure 4).
But as this model was not included in our analysis plan, we
designed a second experiment taking the model into account.
Experiment 2 was therefore designed to replicate the main
finding of Experiment 1 that regularization is higher for lowthan for high-frequency nouns, and to account for the possibility that the behavior of different participant types might
interfere with our algorithm’s ability to detect selection. We
also expanded the logistic model to include an interaction
term between frequency class and presence of selection. We
describe Experiment 2 in the next section.

Experiment 2
Experiment 2 was pre-registered (https://osf.io/72kqa).

Figure 4: Population Composition for Experiment 1.
Filled black circles show maximum-likelihood composition
in population model with proportion p, q, and 1 − p − q of
randomizers, simplifiers, and regularizers, indicating that the
participant pool was heterogeneous and variable across conditions (areas show 95% confidence regions).
Wright-Fisher model described above is optimal when the
selection coefficient is close to zero. To allow for arbitrarily high or low levels of selection, we therefore represent the
transition to the output language as a draw from a binomial
distribution with parameters n and f (n, s), where n is again
population size but f (n, s) is now given by:

Method
We used the same language and the same learning and testing procedures in Experiment 2 as in Experiment 1. The two
conditions in Experiment 2 were also identical to the ones in
Experiment 1. However, Experiment 2 was conducted with a
different analysis plan from Experiment 1.
Participants We again recruited 400 participants (189 female; 200 male; five non-binary; one other; six did not report
their gender) through Prolific. Of these 180 reported being
between 18-30 years old, 92 reported being between 30-40,
78 reported being between 40-50, 38 reported being between
50-60, 10 reported being 60 years old or older and two did
not report their age. Eligibility criteria, instructions, compensation, and data exclusion protocol were as in Experiment 1.
To be eligible for Experiment 2, participants were in addition
not allowed to have already taken part in Experiment 1.
Statistical Analysis We built a model to allow for heterogeneity in the participant pool. The model assigns probability
r that participants choose markers according to the WrightFisher model with selection (“regularizers”). However, the
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f (N, s) =

i · es
i · es + (n − i)

,

(4)

where quantities are defined as before.
Our model also assigns probability q that participants
choose a single plural marker regardless of input language
(“simplifiers”), and probability 1 − q − r that participants
choose plural markers according to a binomial distribution
with parameters n and 0.5 (“randomizers”). The best-fit values of q, r, and s for our experimental sample were estimated
by selecting the parameter values that maximize the sum of
the log-likelihoods of the data.
Note that we did not determine who is a regularizer, simplifier, or randomizer on a subject-by-subject basis. Rather,
we determined the most likely frequency of these three types
(together with the value of s among regularizers) given all the
data. In this way, we were able to simultaneously estimate
the selection coefficient among regularizers and the composition of the participant pool. Two-tailed 95% confidence intervals for ŝ and (r̂, q̂) were given by `(s) − `(ŝ) ≤ 1.92 and
`(r, q) − `(r̂, q̂) ≤ 3.98, respectively.

To test for the effect of drift and selection on noun regularization, we used the following regression model:


p
ln
1− p


= b0 + b1 I( f ) + b2 I(s) + b3 I( f )I(s)

(5)

where p is again the proportion of regular nouns, I( f ) indicates drift (low: 0; high: 1), I(s) indicates selection (absence:
0; presence: 1), and I( f )I(s) represents the interaction between drift and selection. In this model, b1 measures the main
effect of frequency class, b2 measures the main effect of selection, and b3 measures the interaction effect of frequency
class and selection on noun regularisation. Hence, if b1 is significantly less than zero but b3 is not, the model supports the
hypothesis that the greater regularisation of low-frequency
terms is due to weaker drift in the high frequency class (Hypothesis 1); if b3 is significantly less than zero but b1 is not,
the model supports the hypothesis that the greater regularisation of low-frequency terms is due to stronger selection in the
high frequency class (Hypothesis 2); and if both b1 and b3 are
significantly less than zero, the model supports the hypothesis
that the greater regularisation of low-frequency terms is due
to weaker drift and stronger selection in the high-frequency
class (Hypothesis 3).

0.24 and 0.35, and regularizers made up 0.54 and 0.48 in the
low- and high-frequency class. This further corroborates the
finding that selection was negative in the Selection Condition
and likely absent in the Drift Condition.
Since regularization was higher among low-frequency
nouns in both conditions but selection was constant across
frequency classes, our results support the hypothesis that
low-frequency nouns regularize more because of drift alone.
Our regression model provides further support for this finding. Frequency class had a positive effect on noun regularity (0.61 ± 0.21; p = 0.003; Table 3). In contrast, selection had a negative effect on noun regularity (−1.05 ± 0.21;
p < 0.0001). But no interaction between frequency class and
selection was detected (0.04 ± 0.3; p = 0.9). Our regression
model therefore also supports the hypothesis that regularization was driven by drift alone.

Results of Experiment 2
Mean completion time in minutes was 8.3 (s.d. = 5.8) and
8.4 (s.d. = 5.6) for the Drift and Selection Conditions. Data
from 10 participants whose completion time was more than
two standard deviations from the mean were excluded.
Regularization was higher for low- than for high-frequency
nouns in both conditions (Figure 5), with RI estimates for
low- and high-frequency equal to 0.51 ± 0.07 and 0.48 ± 0.07
in the Drift Condition (N = 194) and equal to 0.75 ± 0.06
and 0.73 ± 0.06 in the Selection Condition (N = 196). As
expected, selection was negative in the Selection Condition:
among regularizers, ŝ was equal to −2.3 ± (0.9, 0.6) and
−2.1 ± (0.3, 0.4) for low- and high-frequency nouns (Figure 6). Estimates for low- and high-frequency nouns had
roughly the same value.
In the Drift Condition, selection was null among regularizers in the low-frequency class (Figure 6). However, selection among regularizers was negative in the high-frequency
class: ŝ was 1.97 ± (0.4, 0.71). This could indicate that selection was present in the Drift Condition, but this was likely
not the case. In the Drift Condition, the proportion of simplifiers was 0.37 and 0.31, that of randomizers was 0.56 and
0.6, and regularizers made up just 0.07 and 0.09 in low- and
high-frequency classes (Figure 7). It is thus most likely that
we detected positive selection among regularizers in the highfrequency class simply due to noise, as there were few regularizers in our sample and maximum-likelihood estimation is
known to be unreliable in small samples.
In the Selection Condition, on the other hand, the proportion of simplifiers was 0.2 and 0.17, that of randomizers was
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Figure 5: Marker Counts and Regularization Index (RI)
for Experiment 2. Distribution of irregular marker counts.
Insets: mean change in proportion of regular nouns between
input and output languages (RI) with 95% confidence interval. Drift: N = 194. Selection: N = 196.

Figure 6: Sum of log-likelihoods for Experiment 2. Curves
show sum of log-likelihoods given selection coefficient for
regularizers in population model; error bars show maximumlikelihood values with 95% confidence intervals, indicating
selection against the secondary marker.

either randomized their choice of markers or simplified the
task by using a single marker. In the Drift Condition, most
participants behaved as expected and randomized their choice
of markers. But a non-negligible portion of the participants
also simplified the task by using a single marker.

General Discussion
Our results show that the difference in regularization between
low- and high-frequency nouns observed in Experiments 1
and 2 was due to drift alone. The same might hold for regularization and replacement in natural languages. Our study
thus adds to a growing body of evidence suggesting that drift
drives this pattern. Our study also highlights the risk of
assuming—rather than showing—that participants approach
an experimental task as a single homogeneous population.

Figure 7: Population Composition for Experiment 2. Dots
show maximum-likelihood composition in population model
with proportion p, q, and 1 − p − q of randomizers, simplifiers, and regularizers, indicating that the participant pool was
heterogeneous and variable across conditions (areas show
95% confidence regions).
p
Table 3: Logit regression model: ln( 1−p
) = b0 + b1 I( f ) +
b2 I(s) + b3 I( f )I(s); see Method for variable definitions. Significant results at the 0.05 level are marked with ‘*’.

intercept (b0 )
frequency (b1 )
selection (b2 )
freq. × sel. (b3 )

β
0.160343
0.616502
-1.05572
0.0377174

SE
0.141876
0.208025
0.210654
0.296332

p
0.2584
0.003*
< 0.0001*
0.9

Discussion of Experiment 2
In keeping with Experiment 1, we found that regularization
was indeed higher for low- than for high-frequency nouns in
both conditions of Experiment 2. We also found that selection for the primary marker was present in the Selection Condition but absent in the Drift Condition, as expected. In the
Selection Condition, we further found that the intensity of selection was about the same for both frequency classes. Since
selection was constant across frequency classes in the Selection Condition but drift was stronger at low frequencies, our
results therefore support the hypothesis that low-frequency
nouns underwent more regularization due to drift alone.
Moreover, the participant pool was far from homogeneous
with respect to the experimental task. While most participants
behaved as expected in regularizing the use of markers in the
Selection Condition, many participants did not. Instead, they
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Some limitations should be noted. First, selection was constant across frequency classes. This means selection could
not be responsible for the difference in regularization between
frequency classes. In natural languages, however, selection
against replacement and regularization may be stronger on
high-frequency words if common words function as anchors
during language acquisition (cf. Frost, Monaghan, & Christiansen, 2019). Second, factors such as morpheme length or
phonological complexity might affect selection strength as
well. Even if drift is the primary mechanism of regularization, it may therefore be modulated by selection depending
on context. Third, the social context in which language is use
is another potential source of selection that was absent in our
study. Social meaning and identity, as well as communicative interaction, can also influence which linguistic forms are
used and affect the cultural evolution of language (cf. Roberts
& Fedzechkina, 2018; Sneller & Roberts, 2018; Galantucci,
2009; Wade & Roberts, 2020). The absence of a social context could therefore explain some of our results, such as the
presence of simplifiers. Finally, the artificial language employed in this study was the smallest possible for our purposes. Despite obvious advantages, this also meant that it
differed radically from natural languages.
Future work on frequency of use and rates of regularization and replacement might therefore employ more complex
languages, incorporate more complex social contexts, and include direct communication between participants (Wade &
Roberts, 2020; Sneller & Roberts, 2018) or simulated communication (cf. Buz, Tanenhaus, & Jaeger, 2016). Future
work might also implement selection of different strengths
across frequency classes or compare different sources of selection (cf. Tamariz, Ellison, Barr, & Fay, 2014). Finally,
the integration of natural-language observation, experimental linguistic data, and mathematical models from biology is
a strength of our approach, and we are pleased that this has
been typical of related research (cf. Karjus, Blythe, Kirby, &
Smith, 2020; Newberry et al., 2017). We hope that this kind
of interdisciplinary approach be increasingly pursued in the
future (cf. Roberts & Sneller, 2020).
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Abstract

Additionally, singular they has emerged as the most common
personal pronoun for individuals who identify as gender nonbinary (Conrod 2020). The expanding distribution of singular
they use among English speakers has raised questions
regarding the syntactico-pragmatic features of singular they,
and the nature of linguistic gender in English more generally.
Based on informant intuitions, Bjorkman (2017) claimed
that there are two distinct groups of speakers that vary in their
use of singular they. Individuals who accept they with
singular, definite antecedents, as in (2), are considered
innovative users, while those who reject singular they in those
contexts are considered non-innovative.

Singular they has become increasingly common as a personal
pronoun of reference for non-binary individuals and in use with
generic referents. While previous accounts of the licensing
conditions of they are primarily syntactic, pragmatics may also
play a role. By Maximize Presupposition (Heim 1991),
speakers who use they rather than a more specific gender
marked pronoun are potentially signaling that they do not know
the antecedent’s gender or that it is not relevant to their current
goals. This would predict that socially close referents would be
less felicitous antecedents for they. In this study, participants
made judgments for nine types of antecedents. Gender
marking, specificity, and social distance had reliable effects on
acceptability. In addition, cluster analyses indicated that
participants naturally fell into three groups, which align with
those predicted by Konnelly and Cowper (2020). Individuals
who were younger, more open to non-binary gender, and had
more experience with non-binary individuals accepted they in
more situations.

(2) a. The professori said that theyi cancelled the exam.
b. Our eldest childi broke theiri leg.
c. I’ll let my cousini introduce themselvesi.

Keywords: Singular They; Pragmatics; Language

Introduction
Most modern style guides still recommend that they should
only be used to refer to plural antecedents (e.g., The Chicago
Manual of Style 2017). However, singular they is commonly
used to refer to quantified antecedents, individuals of
unknown gender, or nonspecific antecedents as in (1)
(Balhorn 2004).
(1) a. Everyonei should turn off theiri computer when
theyi leave.
b. Someonei forgot theiri jacket in the classroom.
c. (After answering the phone) They must have had
the wrong number.
Indeed, this usage dates back to at least the 1300s (Baron
2019). In recent years, a subset of English speakers seems to
show acceptance of singular they when bound to a specific,
definite antecedent of known gender (e.g. “the professor”).
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For both groups, Bjorkman argues that they is
grammatically incompatible with explicit gender marking.
On this account, non-innovative users mandatorily mark
specific antecedents with a binary gender feature, [MASC] or
[FEM]. For innovative users, gender marking on specific
antecedents is typically optional. An exception are
antecedents such gendered kinship terms or names with a
strong association to one gender, which are overtly marked
for gender. Thus the examples in (3) are ungrammatical for
both groups.
(3) a. Sophiai went to the store because theyi needed
apples.
b. My sisteri went to the store because theyi needed
apples.
Konnelly and Cowper (2020) claim a third group exists for
whom gender features are completely optional and noncontrastive, allowing they to be used even with grammatically

gendered antecedents. These super-innovative users would
accept they in examples such as (3).
While these approaches begin to account for the
expanding distribution of singular they, purely syntactic
accounts assume that individuals’ judgments will be
categorical, in that the relevant features are either present or
absent. This does not explain the apparent gradation of
judgements within an individual, nor the variability of
judgments within groups. One particular example given in
Bjorkman was that, for some innovative speakers, judgments
of they improved when using names that had associations that
were both masculine and feminine (e.g. Chris or Alex) while
these individuals did not accept they when used with names
with strong gender associations (e.g Janet or Thomas)
(Bjorkman 2017).
Another possibility is that the acceptance of singular they
is affected by pragmatic pressures. It is implicitly understood
that cooperative speakers will make the strongest statements
that are relevant to their goals and knowledge (Grice 1975).
For pronouns, the relevant formalization of this maxim is
Heim’s Maximize Presupposition: Make your contributions
presuppose as much as possible given your current
communicative goals (1991, see also Sauerland et al. 2005).
In English, the gendered pronouns he and she carry the
presuppositions that the antecedent being referred to is male
or female, respectively, while they is unmarked for gender.
When a speaker chooses to use singular they to refer to a
given antecedent, the addressee, reasoning according to
Maximize Presupposition, should conclude that since the
speaker did not use a pronoun with a more specific
presupposition, that they must not know the gender of the
antecedent, or that it is not relevant to their current
conversational goals. The features (like gender) of
individuals to whom the speaker is closer are more likely to
be known and relevant to them. In turn this would predict that
they referring to a specific individual would be less felicitous
when referring to socially close antecedents (e.g. named
referents, family member, friends). This idea finds some
support in the observations of a recent twitter thread :
So the last time I saw my parents, I noticed something
odd. When I talk about nonbinary friends using singular
"they," they don't bat an eye. Total comprehension, no
complaints. When I talk about my nonbinary spouse using
singular "they," they get CONFUSED...But they only do
it for my spouse! ...When I use "they" to talk about a
friend, they accept the distal stuff. "Leah is marking that
friend as unimportant. I guess she must feel kinda distant
from them." BUT THEY CAN'T DO THAT FOR MY
SPOUSE They are INCURABLE ROMANTICS. They
are SAPS. They cannot POSSIBLY accommodate the
idea that I am marking my spouse as unimportant-to-me
(Velleman 2019).
This account of the author’s parents having difficulty with
using singular they to refer to the author’s spouse illustrates
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how particular social relationship may make the gender
features of pronouns more salient in a discourse.
This study aims to investigate the particular environments
in which singular they is licensed, and to investigate which
pragmatic and grammatical features influence the
acceptability of singular they. Additionally, we are interested
in whether there are coherent subgroups of they users, and
what social factors mediate the formation of these groups.
Recent work has found that both age and familiarity with
non-binary individuals was correlated with ratings of singular
they. Conrod (2019) found that older participants rated
singular they as less acceptable across antecedent types, and
Ackerman et al. (2018) found that individuals who personally
knew someone who was non-binary or transgender rated
sentences with singular they as more acceptable. Bradley
(2020) found that resistance to singular they was influenced
by linguistic prescriptivism as well as sexism. The current
experiment aims to investigate how these and other social
factors are related to acceptability judgments of singular they.

Experiment
The current experiment had several aims (goals, methods,
and exclusion criteria preregistered at Aspredicted.org). Two
questions we were interested in were related to the properties
of different antecedents that affect acceptability of singular
they. First, how does gender marking and specificity
influence judgements of singular they? Based on informant
intuitions from Bjorkman (2017) and Konnelly and Cowper
(2020), we expect that antecedents with explicit gender
marking or strong gender associations will be judged as less
acceptable than non-gendered antecedents. Another question
was whether closer social distance between speaker and
antecedent would result in degraded acceptability of singular
they, as predicted by Maximize Presupposition. Additionally,
we were interested to see if and how participant differences
in age and attitudes towards gender would affect their
acceptability judgements. A final question was whether there
are multiple coherent clusters of they users, and whether or
not these groups aligned with those proposed by Bjorkman
(2017) and Konnelly and Cowper (2020). To investigate
these questions, we presented participants with an explicit
judgement task in which they were asked to rate how
naturally they referred to a specific antecedent on a 7-point
likert type scale.

Methods
Participants
A total of 160 participants were recruited to participate in an
online experiment through Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (n =
40) and Prolific.ac (n = 120). Participants were American,
native English speakers, ages 18-51 who had completed at
least 100 Human Intelligence Tasks (HITs), and who had an
excellent performance record on previous HITs (minimum
of 97% approval rating). Of the participants that fully
completed the demographics survey, 77 reported their

gender as female, 66 as male, 2 as non-binary and 1 as
other.

Materials and design
Participants read and judged a series of sentences in which a
form of singular they referred back to some antecedent. The
eight critical antecedent types are given in Table 1.
Table 1: Example conditions for the frame “ ____ said
that they would be coming late to dinner”. Participants were
asked to judge how naturally they referred to the antecedent.
Antecedent Type

Example

Plural Noun Phrase
Quantified Noun Phrase
Socially distant, non-gendered
Socially close, non-gendered
Socially distant, gendered
Socially close, gendered
Non-gendered Name
Gendered Name

The dentists
Every dentist
The dentist
My friend
The actress
My sister
Taylor
Sophia

Forty stimulus items were constructed. Each item
consisted of a sentence frame in which a form of they referred
back to an antecedent. Four forms of they (i.e. they, their,
them, themselves) were equally represented across items. The
sentence frames were constructed so that any of the eight
noun phrase types could reasonably fit in the sentence as the
antecedent. 15 additional sentences were constructed to
create the filler condition of inanimate antecedents as in (4).
(4) The cupi fell and theyi broke.
Eight lists were constructed from these materials such that
each list contained 55 items. Each participant saw 40 critical
items, five of each experimental condition, distributed using
a Latin square design, and the 15 inanimate control items.
Three conditions served as baselines and attention checks.
Items in the plural noun phrase and quantified noun phrase
conditions were expected to be rated as very natural by all
participants. Items in the inanimate condition were expected
to receive low naturalness ratings due to the conflict in
animacy features between the they pronoun and a singular,
inanimate antecedent.
The remaining conditions were designed to manipulate the
two factors of experimental interest, social distance between
the speaker and antecedent and the grammatical gender of the
antecedent. Socially distant antecedents were those that
indicated no particular relationship between the antecedent
and speaker, and were either gender-specific (“the actress”)
or non-gendered (“the dentist”). Socially close antecedents
were those whose meanings presuppose some level of
familiarity between speaker and antecedent, and were either
gender-specific (“my sister”) or non-gendered (“my friend”).
Personal names were considered to be socially close
antecedents, as the use of a personal name as opposed to some
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other noun phrase indicates a high level of familiarity
between speaker and antecedent. There were two name
conditions, gendered (“Sophia”) and non-gendered
(“Taylor”); the bias of gendered and non-gendered names
was determined in a previous norming study.

Procedure
Participants were randomly assigned to one of the eight
stimulus lists by a counter set on the Ibex server. The 40
critical trials were presented on the screen in a Latin square
design, and were pseudorandomly intermixed with the 15
inanimate fillers. Participants read the items word-by-word,
and were asked to progress through each sentence by pressing
the space bar at their natural reading pace. Reading times
were collected for each word. After completing the sentence,
a screen appeared that displayed the full sentence and a
question asking “On a scale from 1-7, how naturally does
‘they’ refer to ‘X’?”. Participants responded on a scale that
ranged from 1 (Not naturally at all) to 7 (Very naturally).
Prior to the experimental trials, participants were given two
practice trials in which they saw a sentence in the plural and
the inanimate conditions; participants were given feedback
stating that they should have given a relatively high
naturalness rating to the sentence in the plural condition, and
a relatively low naturalness rating to the sentence in the
inanimate condition. The entire task took approximately 7-10
minutes to complete.

Attitudes and Demographics Survey
Following the experimental task, participants were directed
to a Qualtrics survey that collected demographic information
in addition to several measures of social factors. This survey
consisted of four sections that were designed to assess various
aspects of participants’ social attitudes and beliefs that were
potentially related to their ratings of they used in reference to
a singular antecedent. The first section contained three
subscales. The first subscale asked for judgements on the use
of they in the context of a non-binary referent, the second
subscale asked questions regarding the participants’ gender
identity and familiarity with individuals of non-binary
genders, and the last subscale asked questions measuring
acceptance of transgender and non-binary people. The second
section asked participants to compare sentences in which
singular they was used with either plural or singular verbs.
The third section was the Trans Prejudice Scale from
Davidson (2014). The fourth section was an adapted version
of the Gender Essentialism Scale from Smiler and Gelman
(2008), with all items asking about masculine or feminine
traits.

Results
Participants’ data were excluded if they did not satisfy
preregistered criteria. Nine participants were excluded for
reporting that their age of English acquisition was greater
than age six. Data from seven additional participants were
eliminated for failing to rate the plural condition as
sufficiently different from the inanimate condition.

Participants were excluded on this basis if their mean rating
for Plural items was not at least one point higher than their
mean rating for Inanimate items. Too similar ratings of these
conditions indicates a failure to understand or attend to the
task. One participant was eliminated for completing the task
too quickly. They were more than three standard deviations
faster than the median. Data are reported for the remaining
148 participants.

Social distance effects were also highly significant when
looking at a model containing only socially close, nongendered and socially distant, non-gendered conditions (β =
0.31, SE = 0.08, t(36) = 3.92, p < .001) and a model
containing the socially close, gendered and socially distant,
gendered conditions (β = 0.44, SE = 0.06, t(34) = 6.83, p <
.001).

Individual Difference Effects

Figure 1: Mean naturalness ratings across conditions for
Experiment 1. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.

Gender and Social Distance Effects
The data were modeled with linear mixed effect regression
using the lmer function in the lme4 package within the
statistical language R (Bates et al, 2014b) and all models
contained the maximal random effects justified by the data
and the design (Bates et al. 2014a; Barr, et al. 2013). The
categorical predictors Social Distance and Gender were sum
coded. To focus on the predictors of social distance and
gender, a subset of the conditions was used in the modeling;
the conditions included socially distant, non-gendered
antecedents; socially close, non-gendered antecedents;
socially distant, gendered antecedents; and socially close,
gendered antecedents.
Results were consistent with the prediction that both
grammatical gender and social distance influence
acceptability judgments of singular they. Mean naturalness
ratings across all participants showed that gendered
antecedent conditions were rated as less natural than nongendered conditions, and conditions in which the antecedents
were more socially close to the speaker were rated as less
natural than conditions in which the antecedent was more
distant as shown in Figure 1.
The model revealed a significant effect of gender with nongendered antecedents receiving higher naturalness ratings
than gender-marked antecedents (β = 1.09, SE = 0.06, t(87) =
17.18, p < .001), as well as a significant effect of social
distance, with socially distant antecedents receiving higher
naturalness ratings than socially close antecedents (β = 0.37,
SE = 0.05, t(39) = 7.52, p < .001). There was no interaction
between gender and social distance (β = -0.06, SE = 0.05,
t(35) = -1.32, p =.194).
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In order to investigate the effects of individual differences
on acceptance of singular they, a second model was
constructed which included the five individual difference
measures recorded in the exit survey as predictors of rating.
These continuous independent variables were centered
around their mean in order to make the model coefficients
more interpretable. Only the six critical antecedent conditions
were used in this model. Two participants failed to submit
responses for the Qualtrics survey; response data for 146
participants are included in this model.
The model showed effects of age, familiarity with nonbinary genders, and acceptance of non-binary genders on
ratings of singular they. Results are given in Table 2. There
was a negative relationship between age and rating, with
older participants rating singular they as less acceptable.
Participants with more familiarity with non-binary genders
rated singular they as more acceptable overall, and
participants who scored higher on the scale of non-binary
acceptance also rated singular they as more acceptable. There
were not significant effects of participants’ transgender
prejudice scores or gender essentialism scores.
Table 2: Results of linear mixed effect model for rating of
singular they predicted by individual difference measures.
Individual
Difference Measure

β

SE

t

p

Age

-0.045

0.006

-7.01

<.001

Gender Identity &
Familiarity
Non-Binary
Acceptance
Transgender
Prejudice
Gender Essentialism

0.19

0.05

3.93

<.001

0.14

0.04

3.15

<.01

0.001

0.005

0.249

0.804

0.005

0.01

0.479

0.634

Clustering Analyses
Both Bjorkman (2017) and and Konnelly and Cowper (2020)
posit that there are multiple, distinct groups of they-users that
differ in their acceptance of singular they with various
antecedents. To explore these claims, a set of clustering
analyses were performed. First, each participant was assigned
to a nine dimensional space using a vector of their condition
averages. Then agglomerative hierarchical clustering
algorithm was applied to determine whether coherent groups
of participants emerged in the data based on the similarity of

their responses. To establish how many clusters best describe
the resultant data , we used the nbclust package in R (Charrad
et al. 2014). This package applies 26 separate diagnostics to
identify the optimal number of clusters. If Bjorkman is right,
then participants should naturally cluster into two groups. If
Konnelly and Cowper are right, three clusters should emerge.
It is also conceivable that participant behavior is sufficiently
graded and variable that one or many clusters would emerge.
Thirteen of the twenty-six indices indicated that three
clusters best fit the data. The next closest candidates were 5
and 10 clusters (the maximum possible), which were favored
by 3 indices each (Figure 2). This strongly indicates that there
are three coherent groups in the data set.
Figure 3: Mean naturalness ratings by cluster for
Experiment 1. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals

Figure 2: Optimal number of clusters of participants in
Experiment 1 as determined by nbclust function.
Hierarchical clustering was implemented with the hclust
function within the cluster package in R (Maechler et al.
2019), and the function cutree was used to examine the group
membership of participants when specified for k=3 groups.
The resulting groups are identified below as Cluster 1 (n=43),
Cluster 2 (n=89), and Cluster 3 (n=16). The mean naturalness
ratings for these clusters are shown in Figure 3. Age and
gender information for each cluster are given in Tables 3 and
4.
Table 3: Mean age and age range of participants by
cluster.
Mean age

Age range

Cluster 1

31.4

19-15

Cluster 2

29.0

19-48

Cluster 3

27.1

18-34

Table 4: Gender breakdown of participants by cluster.
Female

Male

Nonbinary

Other

Cluster 1

25

16

0

0

Cluster 2

44

45

0

0

Cluster 3

8

5

2

1
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If we take mean judgments above the midpoint of the scale
as acceptances and those below it as rejections, the three
clusters mirror the distribution of responses predicted by
Konnelly and Cowper’s three stages of singular they users.
Cluster 1 patterned like non-innovative users, in that they
only accepted they in the quantified and plural conditions, but
not when they was used to refer to any singular, definite
antecedent. Cluster 2, the innovative users, accepted singular
they in the quantified and plural conditions as well, but
additionally accepted they when used with non-gendered,
singular, definite antecedents (e.g., “My friend” and “The
dentist”). As predicted by Bjorkman (2017), innovative users
rejected gendered antecedents and personal names. Cluster 3
behaved like the super-innovators described by Konnelly and
Cowper (2020), accepting singular they in all conditions
except for the inanimate antecedent controls.
Across all conditions (excluding the inanimate condition),
the super-innovative users in Cluster 3 rated they as fairly or
highly natural. This suggests that for these users, they is either
no longer less specific than he/she because gender features
are no longer contrastive for them, or that it is simply no
longer relevant for these users to specify gender with
grammatical information. In either case, we would expect
super-innovative speakers to feel less pragmatic pressure to
use a gendered pronoun, and thus exhibit smaller social
distance effects. However, when examining within cluster
ratings, it can be seen that each cluster exhibits reliable
effects of social distance (β = -2.54, SE = 0.18, t(143) = -14.2,
p < .001) with no interaction between cluster and social
distance (β = 0.17, SE = 0.13, t(252) = 1.34, p =0.183). This
could suggest that this is a transitional stage for all or some
of these speakers. Examining implicit processing could
further inform this question, as explicit acceptance of they
coupled with a processing cost could indicate that there is
some adjustment happening within the grammars of these
individuals. Alternatively, if the processing costs were
apparent in non-innovative and innovative users but absent in
super-innovative users, it could suggest that this cluster has a
stabilized new grammar.

Discussion
The current experiment found that naturalness ratings for
singular they depended on the morphosyntactic gender of the
antecedent, as well as the perceived social distance between
the speaker and antecedent. Overall, individuals were more
likely to rate singular they as acceptable when it was being
used in reference to an antecedent without explicit gender
marking or strong associations to a specific gender.
Antecedents with explicit gender marking, such as “the
actress” or “my sister”, and names with strong gender
associations (e.g. “Sophia”) were rated as less natural than
their non-gendered counterparts. Closer social distance
between speaker and antecedent also elicited lower
naturalness ratings, suggesting that participants were
adhering Maximize Presupposition and calculating an
implicated presupposition that was inconsistent with the level
of social closeness conveyed by these antecedents.
Clustering analyses revealed that there were three coherent
groups of participants who differed in the conditions in which
they found singular they acceptable. These groups align with
Konnelly and Cowper’s predicted distributions of they users,
patterning as non-innovative, innovative, and superinnovative in terms of their responses to the gendered and
non-gendered conditions. While Konnelly and Cowper did
not report predictions for differential effects of pragmatic
pressures on the three clusters’ acceptability judgements, we
expected social distance to have a smaller effect within the
super-innovative group, as a result of a change in their
grammar that makes specifying gender completely optional
and potentially less relevant in many situations. Interestingly
though, even participants in the super-innovative group
demonstrated social distance effects, suggesting that this
group’s grammar is still in transition.
In addition to grammatical and pragmatic features of the
antecedent, individual differences between participants
influenced naturalness ratings of singular they. As found in
Conrod (2019), age was correlated with rating responses,
with older participants giving lower naturalness ratings to
singular they in critical conditions, and younger participants
showing more acceptance of they across conditions.
Participants who reported higher levels of familiarity with
and acceptance of individuals of non-binary genders also
tended to rate singular they as more natural in reference to
singular definite antecedents (Ackerman et al. 2018, Bradley
2020). These trends could be indicative of a greater shift in
the acceptability of singular they in future generations of
English speakers. Additionally, the finding that exposure to
individuals of different gender identities and experience
using non-binary pronouns seems to influence explicit
judgements of the use of singular they, suggests that
grammatical acceptance of singular they is flexible and a
usage that can be trained.
Further, clustering analyses found empirical support for
Konnelly and Cowper’s contention that there are three
coherent groups of speakers that have different grammars for
singular they. An interesting finding was that even the superinnovator group exhibited social distance effects despite the
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prediction that this group would feel less pragmatic pressure
to use a gendered pronoun. This could be indicative that they
is in a transitional state and is still grammatically stabilizing
even among super-innovators. Though reading times were
collected in this experiment, that was not the main aim of
these studies and no reliable patterns were evident across
conditions. Future work should look more closely at
measures of implicit judgement of they within each group in
order to discern whether or not processing costs are present.
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Abstract
Prediction is pervasive during sentence comprehension among
native speakers of a language. But whether non-native speakers predict to the same extent as native speakers remains an
open question. To examine the effects of semantic and syntactic predictability in native and non-native speakers, we conducted a self-paced reading and an acceptability judgement
task. The results suggest that the effects of semantic and
syntactic predictability are unequivocally robust among native
speakers during sentence comprehension. However, the effects
of syntactic predictability seem to be more robust for native
speakers than for non-native speakers who are largely sensitive to semantic predictability.
Keywords: syntactic predictability; semantic predictability;
sentence comprehension; native speakers; non-native speakers

Introduction
It is well established that native speakers and adult second
language (L2) learners are both adept at processing sentences
in a highly incremental fashion (Juffs & Rodrı́guez, 2014;
Marslen-Wilson, 1973). A long-standing debate over L2 sentence processing concerns whether L2 learners can reach nativelikeness with respect to the mechanisms employed for incremental sentence processing (e.g., Clahsen & Felser, 2006;
Cunnings, 2017). A large body of evidence has shown that
adult monolingual speakers do not only passively integrate information with prior context, but also proactively predict upcoming materials based on existent linguistic evidence (Altmann & Mirković, 2009; Pickering & Garrod, 2013). Prediction in native speakers can take place at different linguistic representations ranging from phonology to syntax (e.g.,
DeLong et al., 2005; Lau et al., 2006). For example, Altmann and Kamide (1999) reported that English listeners readily used semantic and pragmatic information extracted from
the verb in a clause (The boy will eat/move the cake) to anticipate what happened next in the input by predictively restricting their attention to the plausible referents displayed in the
visual context.
The evidence for prediction in non-native speakers is
mixed (Dussias et al., 2013; Hopp, 2015). Despite evidence
that non-native speakers can use semantic information for
predictive processing (Foucart et al., 2014; Köhne Crocker
2010), evidence for L2 prediction in morphosyntax seems
to be sporadic (e.g., Grüter et al., 2012; Lew-Williams &
Fernald, 2010). Grüter et al. (2017) argued that non-native
speakers, compared to native speakers, may have reduced capacity in generating prediction even though their ability to
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engage in integrating information to evolving representations
may not differ from native speakers. Kaan (2014) instead
claimed that the mechanisms involved for predictive processing are not fundamentally different between L1 and L2 speakers. According to Kaan (2014), factors that account for potential differences in predictive processing between L1 and L2
speakers also explain differences in anticipatory processing
among native speakers. Those factors include verb frequency,
competing information, quality of lexical representations and
so forth.
Among others, the predictability of a linguistic context is a
critical factor influencing incremental and predictive processing (Levy, 2008). For example, given the context, He went
to the library to borrow a , book would be a more likely candidate than table if we were asked to complete the sentence
because book is more predictable than table in this context.
In the psycholinguistic literature, it has been found that more
predictable words tend to induce shorter reading times (RTs)
than less predictable ones during processing (Smith & Levy,
2013). In this case, the expectations for a particular word are
generated based on the likelihood of how that word among
others semantically fits the given context.
Besides semantic expectations at the word level, expectations also extend to more abstract levels of linguistic representations such as syntax. For instance, when English speakers read a sentence like the old man remembered (that) the
famous singer had been-, if not followed by an overt complementizer that, they would be garden pathed upon encountering remember because it could take either a sentence (S)
or a noun phrase (NP) as the complement. Misanalysis can
be recovered by disambiguating information available from
the language input. If the complementizer that were present,
such a misanalysis would not arise because the parser expects
a sentence complement to appear downstream. Therefore, the
fact that the presence of this complementizer facilitates processing can be interpreted as comprehenders being engaged
in making syntactic expectation during sentence processing.
In other words, the size of garden path effects can be argued
to depend on the predictability of syntactic structures (Kuperberg & Jaeger, 2016). Most previous L2 studies regarding
the effects of predictability primarily considered how semantic predictability at the word level affects prediction during
incremental processing. (e.g., Foucart et al., 2014). In the
current study, we extend the investigation of both the effects

of semantic and syntactic predictability on sentence processing to non-native speakers. Specifically, following Slevc et
al., (2009), we manipulated two different types of contextual predictability: semantic predictability (predicted semantics vs. unpredicted semantics) and syntactic predictability
(predicted syntax vs. unpredicted syntax). To this end, we
examine the relationship between linguistic predictability and
reading times during L2 sentence processing. If participants
are sensitive to the predictability information relevant to semantics and syntax, their processing of sentences containing
such information should be facilitated.

Methods
Participants. Two groups of participants were recruited.
Fifty-one English speakers (38 female and 13 male; mean age
= 20.3 years, SD =2.63) and 63 Chinese-speaking learners
of English (52 female and 11 male; mean age = 20.2 years,
SD =2.5) participated in this study. The LexTALE test was
implemented among L2 learners to assess their vocabulary
knowledge as a proxy for their overall proficiency in English
(Lemhöfer & Broersma, 2012). The test was administered
as an untimed lexical decision task where participants were
asked to decide whether each item was a true English word
or not. Language proficiency will be treated as a continuous
variable rather than a categorical variable with the purpose of
maximally keeping statistical power (Cohen, 1983) and minimizing rates of Type I error (Preacher, Rucker, MacCallum
& Nicewander, 2005).
Stimuli. Adapted from Brothers and Kuperberg (2020)
and Slevc et al. (2009), twelve pairs of sentences were
constructed of syntactic predictability, and another 12 pairs
of semantic predictability. In the syntactic predictability
condition, syntactic interpretation was either predictable or
not depending on whether there is an overt complementizer
that following the verb. For example, in sentences such as
the man who wore the red hat remembered (that) the recipe
would require using white sugar, when that occurs after the
main verb remember, the modal verb would which serves
as the critical region was syntactically expected; otherwise,
local ambiguity between an NP and an S complement arises
as the verbs examined in the current study could either take
an NP or an S as their complements . Therefore, would in the
case of ‘remembered that . . . ’ should incur a longer reading
time than in the case of ‘remembered . . . ’. Even though all
verbs used for this condition can subcategorize for either NP
or S, they are statistically biased toward NPs based on the
results from Sturt et al. (1999) where garden path effects
occurred in clauses involving such verbs. Moreover, those
verbs are of high frequency (mean lemma frequency being
165 per million words determined by the SUBTLEX corpus
from the English Lexicon Project (Balota et al., 2007)),
and thus should be familiar to participants. In the semantic
predictability condition, semantic interpretation was either
predictable or not given the probability that the critical word
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can be predicted from the preceding context. For instance,
neck relative to tail was highly predictable in the boy noticed
the giraffe with the long neck/tail at the zoo yesterday. In this
case, neck as the critical region should take a shorter reading
time than tail. For the semantic predictability condition, we
adapted the experimental sentences from Brothers and Kuperberg (2020) and Slevc et al. (2009) where the predictable
words were much more likely than those unpredictable ones
in a given context.
Design & Procedure. The experiment comprises two
types of predictability, namely syntactic and semantic
predictability. The type of predictability is a between-item
factor. As such, items of both conditions were created and
analyzed separately even though they appeared in the same
experiment as a whole. Sentences from each factor has two
possibilities, being either a predictable one or unpredictable
one. Accordingly, there were four conditions out of which
48 experimental items were constructed. These items were
evenly distributed into four counterbalanced lists using a
Latin Square design such that an individual participant saw a
given item from each condition only once. In addition to the
experimental items, another 65 distractor sentences of unrelated structures were created. Therefore, each subject saw
a totality of 77 test sentences. To avoid cross-task priming
effects, the self-paced reading (SPR) task was administered
prior to the acceptability judgement task (AJT)1 as they
shared the sentence stimuli. Sentences were presented
on a segment-by-segment basis. Each trial started with a
fixation cross signaling the position of the first segment, and
participants self-controlled the presentation of each segment
by pressing the spacebar. After the SPR task, participants
were asked to rate the acceptability of the sentences that
were tested in the SPR task along a 7-point Likert Scale
(1-completely unacceptable; 7-completely acceptable) in
the AJT. Each experimental session began with five practice
trials to familiarize participants with the tasks.
Analysis. Responses to AJT and SPR were analyzed separately. We conducted analyses of the ratings and reading
times on sentences with different types of linguistic predictability to examine how native and non-native speakers
understand and process those sentences. To this end, we implemented a set of linear mixed effects regressions modelling
the variation of the judgements and reading times to relevant
critical regions depending on different fixed effects including
syntactic predictability, semantic predictability and language
proficiency. Maximal random effects structure were justified
by the experimental design - by-participant random slopes for
semantic and syntactic predictability and a by-item random
slope for language proficiency (Barr et al., 2013), and were
simplified wherever necessary. All categorical factors were
1A

reviewer asks why we conducted an additional off-line acceptability judgement task besides the self-paced reading task. This
is to substantiate how participants understand the sentences under
no time pressure that will be used in the self-reading task.

sum coded and continuous factors were centered and standardized prior to their respective analysis. In the following
section, we reported results of ratings and reading times by
sequence.

Plot of rating in L2 learners

6

Condition

Ratings. To reduce skewness and mitigate potential scale
bias, we converted raw ratings from all items into z-scores
by participant (Spinner & Gass, 2019). Figure 1 shows the
mean ratings of experimental stimuli by condition in native
speakers. We observed main effects of semantic and syntactic predictability such that both semantically and syntactically predictable sentences were more acceptable than their
unpredictable counterparts among native speakers (β=-1.13,
SE=0.33, p<.01; β=-0.62, SE=0.22, p<.01).
Plot of rating in native speakers
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Figure 1: Results of the acceptability judgement task with native speakers. Error bars indicate standard error of the mean.
Figure 2 illustrates the mean ratings of experimental
stimuli by non-native speakers. The results revealed a
main effect of semantic predictability regardless of language proficiency (β =-0.62, SE=0.28, p<.05) such that
semantically predicted sentences were more acceptable
than unpredicted ones. We obtained a marginal main effect
of syntactic predictability (β =-0.55, SE=0.28, p=.0506)
such that syntactically predictable sentences were slightly
more acceptable than their unpredictable counterparts
for non-native speakers. No interaction between syntactic predictability and L2 proficiency was obtained in any case.
Response times. Prior to statistical analysis, participants
with accuracy on comprehension questions lower than 80%
were excluded, resulting in an removal of 7 English speakers
and 7 Chinese speakers. The RTs beyond 2.5 standard deviations of the mean for individual participants were further
dropped. This affected 2% and 2.4% of all trials for English
and Chinese speakers respectively. To reduce skewness, the
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Plot of log_RT in native speakers
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remaining data were submitted to log transformation. Residualization was then applied to the log-transformed data with
the aim of adjusting the variability of region length and individual processing speed. Figure 3 illustrates the distribution
of mean RTs by condition in native speakers. We found a
main effect of semantic predictability such that the critical
region was read faster in the semantically predictable context than in the semantically unpredictable context (β=0.09,
SE=0.04, p<.05). The main effect of syntactic predictability was marginally significant (β=0.06, SE=0.04, p=0.0926.
These results suggested that sentence comprehension was
largely facilitated by contextual predictability at semantic and
syntactic levels among native speakers.
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Figure 2: Results of the acceptability judgement task with L2
learners. Error bars indicate standard error of the mean.
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Figure 3: Mean reading times of the critical region by condition in native speakers. Error bars indicate standard error of
the mean.
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Figure 4: Mean reading times of the critical region by condition in non-native speakers. Error bars indicate standard error
of the mean.
Figure 4 demonstrates the distribution of the mean log
RTs by condition across language proficiency in non-native
speakers. The main effect of semantic predictability suggests
the critical region was read faster in the semantically predictable context than in the semantically unpredictable context (β=0.11, SE=0.05, p<.05). No interaction between semantic predictability and language proficiency was detected.
For the syntactic predictability condition among nonnative speakers, there were no main effects of syntactic predictability (β=0.4, SE=0.28, p=0.15) and language proficiency (β=0.002, SE=0.003, p=0.46) for reading times of the
critical region. There was no interaction between the two factors (β=-0.005, SE=0.004, p=0.21).

General discussion
The results show that, different from native speakers whose
incremental and predictive processing were driven by semantic and syntactic predictability, non-native speakers seemed
to be less sensitive to syntactic predictability during sentence
processing even though they showed more or less differential acceptability of syntactically predictable and syntactically
unpredictable sentences. The effects of semantic predictability were robust in non-native speakers. Results of non-native
speakers contrast with some previously reported studies such
as Ito et al.(2017) where they did not obtain N400 components indexing semantic pre-activation in non-native speakers, but were consistent with Foucart et al. (2014) and Köhne
and Crocker (2010) where word prediction was found to be
semantically guided by highly constraining contexts.
As for the effects of semantic predictability in both groups
of participants, we do not necessarily attribute them to evidence demonstrating prediction unless pre-activation of semantic aspects of upcoming words was explicitly detected
over the time-course of processing. In fact, it remains an
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open question as to whether predictability effects arise from
pre-activation of upcoming materials, or from information integration that is facilitated by contextual predictability (Smith
Levy, 2013). The manifestation of semantic predictability effects during sentence processing at least reflects a fact that
readers try to combine top-down information from the sentence context and bottom-up information from words encountered from the language input to constrain sentence comprehension in an incremental manner.
The same account holds for the effects of syntactic predictability on native speakers. The effects of syntactic predictability being relatively less robust in non-native speakers
than in native speakers may be due to various reasons. One
reason is that non-native speakers did not efficiently activate
and use information encoded in complementizers predictively
signaling syntactic structures and may have failed to integrate cues from complementizer and main verbs to arrive at a
correct interpretation. This may be due to the fact that Chinese lacks complementizer, and thus this cue was not strong
enough for learners to be used predictively. The other possible reason is that resources allocated for processes responsible for information integration have been taken up with little
left for generating prediction (Grüter et al., 2017). Hence,
non-native speakers relative to native speakers are less likely
to be engaged in making prediction driven by the constraining
contexts that would otherwise trigger prediction for comprehenders. It is also possible that the range of proficiency in
our L2 participants is not wide enough for us to detect the
strong effects of syntactic predictability. It remains to be seen
whether non-native speakers would be sensitive to the manipulation of syntactic predictability especially when they are of
near-nativelike proficiency in English.

Conclusion
Taken together, we have presented experimental evidence that
native and non-native speakers use top-down information particularly from semantic predictability at the word level and
bottom-up information available in the language input for
sentence processing. The effects of syntactic predictability
on non-native speakers appear to be less robust than those
on native speakers. Various reasons have been proposed to
account for this discrepancy. These findings suggest that linguistic predictability of different types may exert influences
in different ways among non-native speakers, presumably due
to the fact that semantic and syntactic predictability are operated differently at the linguistic level thus leading to varying
processing consequences. The extent to which adults are sensitive to word predictability has been found to highly correlate with their abilities in implicit learning (Conway, Bauernschmidt, Huang & Pisoni, 2010). Further research is therefore
desired to examine the influences of linguistic predictability
of various kinds on statistical learning in both native and nonnative speakers. It is well accepted that context-independent
word frequency and word predictability interactively influence reading times among natives (see Staub, 2015 for a

review). The investigation of the relationship between contextual predictability and frequency effects extending to nonnative speakers will be also necessary.
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Abstract
An influential claim about co-speech gestures is that they are
used as a supplement to unsaid meaning in speech. However,
when the gesture is fully synchronized with speech, the
supplementary role appears unnecessary. The present study
examined whether people use gestures differently when they
produce Japanese noun phrases that contain verbs. This study
compared an ambiguous noun phrase “Rakka-shiteiru (falling)
otoko-no (man’s) keitai (cell-phone),” which can be interpreted
following the left branching (LB) structure as “The falling
man’s cell-phone ({{falling, man}, cell-phone})” or the right
branching (RB) structure as “The man’s cell-phone, which is
falling ({falling, {man, cell-phone}}).” This study predicted
that the onset of the first gesture would be delayed with the RB
structure, as the important chunk {man, cell-phone} is
produced later in the utterance than in the LB structure. The
results supported the prediction, indicating that the onset of the
first gesture tended to be delayed when RB was produced. This
finding suggests that people may disambiguate syntactically
ambiguous linguistic structures through gesture use.
Keywords: gesture; disambiguation; branching; syntactic
structures

Introduction
A sentence consists of a series of words composing phrases,
which can be interpreted as having multiple meanings. For
instance, the phrase “green tea cup” demonstrates the
hierarchical nature of language, as it can be interpreted as a
green teacup or a cup of green tea (Fujita, 2014). Left
branching (LB) creates a phrasal structure with the meaning
“tea-cup for green-tea” by first grouping “green” and “tea”
into “green-tea” and then grouping “cup” separately. On the
other hand, right branching (RB) results in a phrasal structure
with the meaning “green-colored tea-cup” by first grouping
“tea” and “cup” and then grouping “green” separately.
Although language has a hierarchical structure, the surface
structure (words arranged in chronological order) is observed
prominently in speech, as it is produced in a phonological
sequence. Therefore, it is possible that the hierarchical
structure of a language is difficult to fully utilize when speech
is processed sequentially. Thus, previous research has
focused on prosodic cues, including pauses as a means of
disambiguation (Ito, Arai, & Hirose, 2015; Hirose & Mazuka,
2015; Misono, Mazuka, Kondo, & Kiritani, 1997; Venditti,
1994). Although native Japanese speakers prefer LB to RB,
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they tend to interpret phrasal structures with a metrical boost
that raises the pitch range of the second word as RB (Ito et al.,
2015; Hirose & Mazuka, 2015).
In addition, gestures may play a role in disambiguation.
Gestures are human communicative body movements that are
produced with or without speech in communication and
thinking (Goldin-Meadow, 2002). Researchers have
proposed that any gesture consists of several phases, such as
three phases of preparation, stroke, and retraction (McNeil,
1992) or four phases of preparation, stroke, hold, and
retraction (Kita, van Gijn, & van der Hulst, 1998). In the
analysis of gestures, the stroke phase, usually assumed to be
the major part, is coded to categorize or describe the gesture
of interest. It is known that adults use redundant and nonredundant gestures with speech (Alibali, Evans, Hostetter,
Ryan, & Mainela-Arnold, 2009). The purpose of redundant
gestures is debated, with the supplement of unsaid speech
being one of the most frequently proposed purposes. One
purpose that is less frequently proposed is disambiguation of
speech (So, Kita, & Goldin-Meadow, 2009)
Kashiwadate, Yasuda, and Kobayashi (2019) investigated
gesture cues that occur as co-speech gestures and found that
the participants used gestures differently when producing LB
and RB structures. For instance, gestures were used to
express the stimuli of the Japanese phrase structure “Kuroi
shippo-no ookina neko” (black tail big cat, i.e., adjective1 +
noun1 + adjective2 + noun2). The results indicated that the
timing of gestures occurred earlier in RB than in LB,
suggesting that the gestures were generated in accordance
with the branching structure. Using the same Japanese fourword phrases, Kashiwadate, Yasuda, Fujita, Kita, and
Kobayashi (2020) demonstrated that the gestures produced
by the participants tended to be synchronized with the word
chunks, suggesting that gestures could be used as a means of
disambiguation of phrases with multiple meanings.
This study investigated how people produce gestures when
they utter ambiguous phrase structures that contain verbs.
Gestures are frequently used when people intend to describe
the motions of humans, animals, and objects (Kita & Özyürek,
2003). In addition, the syntactic role of verbs may be
ambiguous, such as in the English sentence, “Flying airplanes
can be dangerous,” which may be interpreted as, “Airplanes
that are flying can be dangerous,” or as, “If someone flies
airplanes, this behavior can be dangerous.” While the surface

structure is identical, there are two possible meanings.
However, if a person produces co-speech gestures, such as a
gesture that focuses on the flying objects or on the flying
behavior, listeners can interpret this sentence accordingly.
This study used Japanese phrases that consisted of verb +
noun 1 + noun 2, such as “Rakka-shiteiru (falling) otoko-no
(man’s) keitai (cellphone),” which could mean a falling
man’s cellphone or a man’s cellphone that is falling (Figure
1). The LB structure created the meaning “the falling man’s
cell-phone” through initial grouping of “falling” and “man’s,”
followed by grouping “cell-phone.” The RB structure created
a phrase with the meaning “the phone held by the man who
is falling” by grouping “man’s” and “cellphone” first,
followed by “falling.”

bird itself is flying with its own motion; however, in RB, the
picture is flying due to an external force, such as wind. This
study intended to examine disambiguation in gestures by
controlling the ease of imagining the gesture in addition to
phrase structures. The prediction was that phrase structures
using verbs such as “flying” would generate a greater number
of gestures than phrase structures using “falling.”

Method
Participants
Twenty Japanese monolingual students who spoke Japanese
as their first language participated (Mage = 21.4, SD = 0.97).
Two of the participants failed to complete some parts of the
task; therefore, these data were not included and only the data
of the other 18 participants were analyzed.

Stimuli

Figure 1: An example of two different phrasal structures of
the Japanese phrase “Rakka-shiteiru otoko-no keitai.” This
phrase can be interpreted either as “the falling man’s
cellphone” (LB) or “The man’s cellphone, which is falling”
(RB).
Verbal expressions are relatively easy to represent using
gestures. This study investigated whether gestures
contributed to structural disambiguation when verbs were
included in the stimuli. To examine this, this study used
phrasal structures that could be interpreted as LB and RB as
stimuli and predicted that the timing of gestures would be
delayed in RB compared to LB phrasal structures, as the first
chunk of the RB, made of two constituents {man, cellphone},
occurred later than the first chunk of the LB {falling, man}.
If the use of gestures is important in producing these
phrases, ease of gesture production may influence the number
of gestures that people use. Therefore, we investigated
whether gestures contributed to the disambiguation of the
structure differently when the verbs providing the
explanation had different ease of imagery. To examine this,
the verb “falling,” which was presented as a stimulus in this
study, had approximately the same meaning in both LB and
RB. In the phrase “falling man cellphone,” both the man (LB)
and the cellphone (RB) are falling, with the same
fundamental physical movement. On the other hand, for
verbs “flying” and “running,” the movement itself changes
depending on the intended meanings. For instance, “Tondeiru (flying) tori-no (bird’s) shashin (photo)” can be
interpreted either as a picture of a flying bird in LB or a
picture of a bird, which picture is flying, in RB. In LB, the
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Four ambiguous phrasal structures with verbs were created.
Two contained “Rakka-shiteiru (falling)” and two contained
“Tonde-iru (flying)” and “Hashitte-iru (running).”
Two comparable illustrations were drawn side by side on
each slide: an illustration of LB and an illustration of RB. The
slide consisted of one target phrase on top and the two
illustrations in the middle (Figure 2).
As stated, each phrase had two possible interpretations: one
for LB and one for RB. For instance, “Rakka-shiteiru (falling)
otoko-no (man’s) keitai (cellphone)” could be interpreted
either as “a falling man’s cellphone” (LB structure) or “a
man’s cellphone, which is falling” (RB structure). The
difference in meaning can be explained as follows: in the case
of LB, the “man’s” branch connected to the “falling” branch.
In the case of RB, the “man’s” branch connected to the
“cellphone” branch.
The positions of the LB and RB illustration in each slide
were counterbalanced.

Figure 2: An example of a stimulus. This stimulus
represents the Japanese phrase “Rakka-shiteiru (falling)
otoko-no (man’s) keitai (cellphone).” in the RB condition.
The participants were asked to make gestures to convey the
meaning of the illustration marked in red.

Procedure

Coding

The experiment was conducted using Zoom, a web-based
video conferencing system (ver. 5.4.7). The participants were
asked to set up their video camera in such a way that their
entire upper body, including arms, could be filmed
appropriately. The participants’ gestures and utterances were
recorded using the recording function of the system.
The participants were divided into two experimental
groups: LB and RB. A between subject design was used to
avoid excessive focus on both possibilities. After each group
completed a consent form, they shared their screens, and the
experimental stimuli were presented on Zoom.
To examine the synchronicity of the video and audio
information of the participant, at the beginning of the
experiment, the procedure was explained and the video and
audio information produced by the participant were observed.
There were two confirmation points: sharing the screen and
recording the participant’s image. The experimenter checked
the synchronization of the video and audio using the
participant’s mouth movement and the sound of the
participant’s confirmation responses, such as “It’s okay” “No
problem.” If they did not match, the experiment would be
terminated; however, this did not occur. All video data were
used for analysis.

The utterances and gestures were annotated using ELAN
(Version 6.0). The timing and duration of each gesture and
utterance were annotated.
A modified version of Kita, Gijn, and Hulst’s (2014)
gesture coding was used. According to this scheme, a gesture
consists of a preparatory movement, followed by a stroke,
hold, and, finally, retract or finishing movement. The time of
onset and end of each gesture stroke were recorded to
determine the timing and duration of each gesture.
Data were examined using a two-way analysis of variance
(ANOVA) utilizing ANOVA 4 (https://www. hju.ac.jp/
~kiriki/anova4/).

Results
Figure 4 shows the participants’ performance in each
condition. Four verbs were classified into two types: those
with “less variety” (i.e., the movement is relatively
straightforward, such as falling) and those with “more variety”
(i.e., the movement may vary according to the agent, such as
flying or running).

Figure 3: The flow of the experiment. There were four
trials for each participant.
Office 365 PowerPoint (Microsoft, 2020) was used to
present the experimental stimuli. The participants were told
in Japanese, “The video will later be viewed by a third party
and graded by them, so please gesture and read aloud as much
as possible so they will understand you.” After the
experimenter’s instructions, the participants looked at four
slides on a computer monitor. After the presentation of the
illustrations and 10 seconds’ memorization period, the
participants were asked to make gestures to describe one of
the illustrations, which was marked with a red frame, while
verbally producing the phrase. Figure 3 illustrates the flow of
the experiment.
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Figure 4: The participants’ gesture timing and frequency. (a)
shows differences between the onset of the first speech and
the first gesture for each condition. (b) shows the number of
gestures produced for each condition.

Timing of the first gesture
Difference in time (s) between the onset of the first word and
the onset of the first gesture was calculated for each condition
(Figure 4a).
A 2 × 2 two-way ANOVA was performed on the onset of
the first gesture as a dependent measure. The branching (LB,
RB) and verb-type (less variety, more variety) were the
between-participants variables. There was a marginally
significant effect of branching (F(1,16) = 3.856, p = .0672, η2
= .11) with a middle effect size, indicating that the onset of
the first gesture tended to be earlier in LB (M = 0.147) than
RB (M = 0.467).

Frequency of gestures
In addition, the frequency of gestures produced under each
condition was calculated (Figure 4b).
This study predicted that the participants would produce
more gestures in RB, in which verb meanings have more
variety than LB. A 2 × 2 two-way ANOVA was performed
on the frequency of gestures as a dependent measure.
Branching and verb-type were the between-participants
variables.
There was a significant interaction effect of branching ×
verb-type (F(1,16) = 6.086, p < .05, η2 = .06). To explore this
interaction effect, the simple interaction effects of branching
and verb-type within each condition were calculated.
The simple main effect of verb-type in the RB condition
was significant (F(1,16) = 4.526, p < .05). When branching was
RB, more gestures were produced with the verb-type of more
variety (M = 2.0) than with verb-type of less variety (M = 1.7).

Discussion
This study examined the use of co-speech gestures, focusing
on gesture onset timing and the frequency of produced
gestures. This study analyzed whether these two features
corresponded to the underlying syntactic structures of
utterances by comparing two interpretations of a Japanese
ambiguous phrasal structure with a verb, “Rakka-shiteiru
otoko-no keitai,” which consists of three constituents:
({falling}, {man}, and {cellphone}). The LB interpretation
of this structure yielded {{falling, man}, cell-phone}),
resulting in, “The falling man’s cellphone,” while the RB
interpretation yielded ({falling, {man, cellphone}}),
resulting in, “The man’s cellphone, which is falling.” This
study predicted that the onset of the first gesture would be
later with RB than LB. Using video data analysis, this study
demonstrated that, as predicted, the onset of the first gesture
tended to be delayed when the participants produced RB
structures, regardless of the type of verb. This suggests that
the timing of co-speech gestures for phrasal structures with
verbs depends on the type of branching. This is in line with
Kashiwadate et al. (2019), who suggested that the early
production of important linguistic chunks, including nouns,
corresponded to early co-speech gesture production. The
present study demonstrated that this phenomenon occurred
with linguistic chunks, including verbs.
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Overall, more gestures were produced with RB than LB.
Item analysis revealed that when using the RB structure,
more gestures were produced for “flying” (e.g., a picture of a
bird is flying) than “falling” (e.g., the man’s cellphone is
falling), indicating that the frequency of gestures using the
RB structure depended on the ease of imagining the verb.
Falling is relatively easy to imagine, as all objects, both
animate and inanimate, may fall in the same way, following
physics rules. However, flying appeared to be relatively
difficult to imagine, as flying behavior depends on the agent,
such as birds and inanimate objects. When grouping the agent
and verb is critical for generating appropriate gestures, people
may produce more gestures.
This study had several limitations. First, the number of
participants and trials was relatively small, including 18
participants and four trials for each participant. Future studies
should aim to include more trials and participants. Second,
gesture type was not coded. An iconic gesture such as “falling”
can be different depending on the agent, such as “a man
falling” or “a cellphone falling”; therefore, types of gestures
may be informative for observers in addition to timing. Third,
the sound used by the participants was not analyzed. The use
of prosodic cues and pauses may also play a role in
disambiguation. Okahisa and Shirose (2018) suggested that
when people use gestures to describe syntactically
ambiguous structures, prosodic distinction tends to
deteriorate. Future studies should investigate the interaction
of prosodic cues and gestures in disambiguation.
In conclusion, this study indicated that the timing and
frequency of co-speech gesture production for ambiguous
phrasal structures with verbs varied depending on the
branching structure. These results support the hypothesis that
syntactically ambiguous linguistic structures may be
disambiguated using gestures.
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Abstract

The neural mechanisms supporting flexible relational inferences, especially in novel situations, are a major focus of current research. In the complementary learning systems framework, pattern separation in the hippocampus allows rapid
learning in novel environments, while slower learning in neocortex accumulates small weight changes to extract systematic structure from well-learned environments. In this work,
we adapt this framework to a task from a recent fMRI experiment where novel transitive inferences must be made according to implicit relational structure. We show that computational models capturing the basic cognitive properties of these
two systems can explain relational transitive inferences in both
familiar and novel environments, and reproduce key phenomena observed in the fMRI experiment.
Keywords: neural networks; cognitive maps; complementary
learning systems; structure learning; transitive inference

Introduction
Humans and non-human animals are capable of navigating efficiently in both novel and familiar environments. For example, in a well-learned environment like one’s hometown, it is
easy to navigate to new goal locations and plan novel routes.
When traveling in a new city, it is also possible to navigate to
a novel location by reasoning over recent experiences — even
those accumulated on the same day. In both cases, efficiency
requires processes or representations that allow generalization beyond previous experience. This kind of generalization
has been a long-standing issue in cognitive science, and was
integral to early arguments against behaviorism, where it was
claimed that a simple stimulus-response mapping could not
account for such behaviors (Tolman, 1948).
More recent work has investigated the computational and
neural mechanisms underlying cognitive maps, or representations that capture the structure of the environment and
thereby support generalization (Park, Miller, Nili, Ranganath,
& Boorman, 2020; Whittington et al., 2020; Behrens et al.,
2018). This work has emphasized the importance of certain
neocortical areas such as the entorhinal cortex (EC) for spatial reasoning and vector-based navigation (Moser, Kropff,
& Moser, 2008). Furthermore, it has been argued that these
structured spatial representations may be leveraged for other
kinds of abstract relational reasoning in humans (Behrens et
al., 2018). Relatedly, although neural networks have enjoyed
massive success on difficult machine-learning tasks in recent
years these models are known to fail on out-of-distribution or
* Equal

contribution
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extrapolation problems (Lake, Ullman, Tenenbaum, & Gershman, 2017) such as those requiring transitive inferences.
Here, we apply the well-supported complementary learning systems (CLS) framework (McClelland, McNaughton,
& O’Reilly, 1995; O’Reilly, Bhattacharyya, Howard, &
Ketz, 2011) to explore two qualitatively different neural
mechanisms underlying spatially-grounded relational reasoning abilities in novel and familiar environments. The CLS
framework has emphasized the computational justification for
learning mechanisms unfolding on two different timescales,
as supported by separate brain areas. Slow learning in neocortex allows for the development of more abstract representations that integrate across many experiences and can be leveraged to make novel inferences. However, this kind of learning
is not possible in naturalistic environments where sequences
of events are not presented in an interleaved or random order, as when one explores only one part of an environment
at a time. This is due to the well-known catastrophic forgetting phenomenon, where previous learning is erased by new
experiences when learning occurs too quickly or training is
not sufficiently interleaved (McClelland et al., 1995). The
CLS framework proposes that fast learning can occur in the
hippocampus due to its pattern-separated, sparse representations. These representations have little overlap across examples, and therefore allow fast learning of novel episodes, i.e.,
episodic memory (Yonelinas, Ranganath, Ekstrom, & Wiltgen, 2019), to occur without catastrophic interference.
In the CLS framework, slow cortical learning is needed
to build up structural or relational representations over time,
which provide the foundation for systematic inferences.
However, for more unfamiliar situations, rapid hippocampal learning is required. Previous work has found evidence
suggesting a role for the hippocampus in rapid generalization (Eichenbaum, 2004; Zeithamova, Schlichting, & Preston, 2012), and that a hippocampal model informed by the
CLS framework can explain these findings when it is augmented with a recurrent similarity-based computation, proposed to be supported by “big-loop” recurrence between the
hippocampus and the neocortex and within the hippocampus
itself (Kumaran & McClelland, 2012).
Here, we build on this work and investigate the interplay
between slow generalization in neocortex and rapid generalization in the episodic memory system with computational
models based on the principles of the CLS framework. Our

model of the episodic memory system is similar to previous
work (Kumaran & McClelland, 2012) in that it allows rapid
generalization in unfamiliar environments, but relies on different computational mechanisms to do so (see Discussion).
Our models of the cortical system and the episodic memory system were both tested on a novel non-spatial structurelearning paradigm from a recent fMRI experiment (Park et
al., 2020). Importantly, the task required transitive inferences
based on learning over two different timescales: training experience over multiple days, and training examples given on
the same day as the inference test. In the following, we briefly
outline the key findings of the experiment and offer a conceptual framework that integrates them with the CLS perspective. We then describe the computational models that were
built to capture the basic properties of the proposed conceptual framework, and show that these models are capable of
performing transitive inferences in the same task and reproduce other key findings from Park et al. (2020).

fMRI Experiment
Park et al. (2020) studied the neural mechanisms underlying transitive inference performance on the structure-learning
task illustrated in Figure 1. Participants learned to make judgments about the “popularity” or “competence” of 16 people
through pair-wise comparisons along one of these two axes
at a time. Unknown to the participants, these 16 faces were
arranged in a 4x4 2D grid, and were implicitly separated into
two groups. In the first two days of training participants only
learned about within-group pairs that different by a rank of 1
(see Figure 1A). On the third day of the experiment, participants learned about between-group pairs containing certain
faces that acted as hubs between the two groups (see Figure 1B). This training provided sufficient evidence to allow
participants to integrate their previously separated cognitive
maps, but was conducted on the same day as fMRI scanning.
In the scanner, participants performed a transitive inference
test in which unseen pairs of faces from different groups were
compared (see Figure 1C). For each of these test pairs, one of
two corresponding hubs could be used to make the transitive
inference. The results we focused on in our work can be summarized as follows:
1. Participants exhibited good transitive inference performance, achieving 93.6% mean accuracy on the unseen
pairs tested in day 3.
2. Map-like representations were found in several brain areas, including ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC) and
entorhinal cortex (EC). Patterns of activity in these areas
demonstrated sensitivity to the ground-truth Euclidean distances between faces in the implicit grid. However, these
effects were significantly reduced when the analysis was
restricted to between-group pairs that were not encountered
during training.
3. A repetition-suppression analysis in hippocampus suggested that one of the two relevant hubs was retrieved from
episodic memory at the time of inference.
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Taken together, these findings suggest that cortical learning systems in vmPFC and EC were able to integrate across
the pairs of faces encountered during training to form maplike representations that would be useful for making transitive inferences within groups. However, the effects in these
areas were reduced when the analysis was restricted to novel
between-group pairs, and participants seemed to retrieve the
relevant hubs from episodic memory in hippocampus during
the transitive inference test. Thus, although the within-group
pairs were well-learned over the first two days of training,
these groups may not have been fully integrated into a single
coherent cognitive map at the time of testing. This may have
forced participants to rely instead on hippocampal retrieval
of recently-learned between-group training episodes (which
always included a hub) to generalize during the transitive inference test. Thus, there appear to be two separable cognitive
mechanisms that allow for relational transitive inferences to
be made in this task: 1) if given enough training time, cortical areas such as vmPFC and EC can learn representations
that reflect the implicit relational structure of the grid, and 2)
an episodic retrieval mechanism can ensure good transitive
inference performance with pairs that were seen only on the
same day as the test. Below we outline a general framework
that integrates these findings, and the apparent redundancy in
these two systems, with the CLS perspective.

Complementary Structure-Learning Systems
The CLS framework explains how the brain can support integrative representation learning without suffering from catastrophic forgetting (McClelland et al., 1995; O’Reilly et al.,
2011). However, the CLS framework also emphasizes other
important reasons for fast learning in an episodic memory
system. In particular, slow cortical learning may be insufficient to allow for efficient adaptation in relatively unfamiliar environments (Kumaran & McClelland, 2012). The findings from Park et al. (2020) suggest that humans are capable
of making novel transitive inferences using experiences acquired on the same day. Furthermore, they show that these
inferences are mediated by hippocampal retrieval of the intermediate states (i.e., hubs) that would allow such inferences
to occur. Taken together, these findings suggest that the dualprocess view emphasized in CLS may explain the apparent
redundancy in structure-learning mechanisms studied in neuroscience and psychology (see Table 1).
In the case of spatial navigation, slow cortical learning can
integrate across many experiences to form map-like representations. This system is capable of directly utilizing its integrative representations without further processing, and can thus
make inferences rapidly. However, this system would not be
able to make inferences in a newly learned environment if
it did not have time to integrate across particular episodes
(Kumaran & McClelland, 2012). This may have been the
case in the transitive inference test conducted on the same
day as the between-group training in the fMRI study (Park
et al., 2020). Fast episodic learning, on the other hand, can

Figure 1: Experimental paradigm used in Park et al. (2020). Participants learned the relative ranks of pairs of faces on an
implicit grid with two axes: competence and popularity. These faces were split into two groups (shown in green and orange).
A) Over the first two days, participants were trained on within-group pairs that differed by a rank of 1 along each designated
axis. Example pairs on the popularity axis are shown with orange lines (within group 1) and green lines (within group 2). B)
On the third day, participants learned between-group pairs containing exactly one hub linking the two groups. There were a
total of 8 hubs, and each was associated with a certain axis (shown by red and blue outlines). Each hub was paired with the 4
faces from the other group that differed by a rank of 1 along the designated axis. Examples of such pairs are shown for two
hubs with blue lines (indicating the popularity axis). C) The third day included the fMRI experiment and transitive inference
test. Participants were tested on pairs of faces from different groups that could be connected through one of the two hubs on
the appropriate axis. Green, orange, and blue lines indicate the training pairs (2 within-group and 2 between-group, which are
shown in A and B) that could be used to make the transitive inference for the pair indicated by the black dotted line.

Modeling Framework

Table 1: Complementary structure-learning systems.
System
Cortical learning

Episodic memory

We simulated each of our models on the training and testing procedure used in the task, including its within-group
and between-group structure and transitive-inference test. In
particular, each trial consisted of a presentation of two faces
and the axis along which the judgment should be made (i.e.,
“competence” or “popularity”). The models were required to
make a binary judgment about whether the first face ranked
higher or lower than the second face along the specified axis.

Properties
• Learns slowly through small, incremental weight changes
• Inference is fast and less effortful
with map-like representations
• Learning can be fast due to sparse,
pattern-separated representations
• Inference is slower, requiring cognitive control for deliberate, goaldirected retrieval

Cortical Map-Building

immediately store memories of individual experiences, allowing inferences to be made in unfamiliar environments based
on few such experiences. However, the episodic nature of
its representations do not allow the sort of direct inferences
that are available to the cortical system. Instead, transitive
inferences require a slower, more deliberate process of goaldirected retrieval and further processing of the stored memories (Zeithamova et al., 2012). An organism equipped with
both systems would be capable of making novel inferences in
both familiar and unfamiliar environments. In the following,
we provide evidence from models that capture, on a computational level, the basic properties of the proposed complementary structure-learning systems, and show that these systems
reproduce key findings from Park et al. (2020).
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The cortical representation-learning system should accumulate small updates over many trials to build map-like representations that can be directly utilized to make transitive inferences. We modeled this process with a simple feedforward
neural network with two convolutional layers (see right side
of Figure 2). Face images were taken from the same database
used in the fMRI experiment (Strohminger et al., 2016), and
were downsampled to 64x64 and grayscaled for faster simulation. The within-group and between-group hub samples were
all trained simultaneously (i.e., the pairs that were trained
on different days of the fMRI experiment were trained simultaneously in the model). This is because the purpose of
our model of the cortical system was to show that, if given
enough training time, it could perform transitive inferences
based on its learned representations, and allow fast inference
in familiar environments. Each face was processed with the
same convolutional neural network, and the axis variable, encoded as a one-hot vector, was embedded with a linear layer.

Figure 2: Model architecture. (Left) The episodic memory
system stores representations of individual training trials in
a key-value memory. New inferences are made by querying
the memory to retrieve the relevant trials, which are then processed by an MLP to generate an answer. (Right) The cortical
learning system was modeled as a simple feedforward network with convolutional layers to process the images. This
system relies on its learned representations to perform transitive inferences.
These three embeddings were then concatenated and passed
through a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) with rectified linear
unit (ReLU) activation functions. This network captures the
basic properties of slow cortical learning in that it accumulates small updates to its synaptic weights over many trials,
and makes inferences directly based on its learned representations of each face.

Goal-Directed Episodic Memory Retrieval
The episodic memory system should learn quickly by storing individual training episodes, and make inferences by retrieving the previous trials that are relevant to the current one
(McClelland et al., 1995; Kumaran & McClelland, 2012). For
this purpose, we used a neural memory system (see left side
of Figure 2) with a soft retrieval mechanism (Botvinick et al.,
2019). This memory system immediately stores each trial (xi )
seen during training as a key, value pair: ki = Wk xi , vi = Wv xi ,
where ki is the key, vi is the value, and xi is the trial, which is
a concatenation of a one-hot encoding of each face, the axis
variable (a), and the correct answer (y) of the ith trial. Onehot encodings were used for faces under the assumption that
what is stored in the episodic memory system should be a
highly processed, sparse encoding (McClelland et al., 1995).
To make an inference, the model generates a query according
to the current pair of faces: q j = Wq x−j + bq , where x−j indicates the jth test trial with the same components but excludes
the correct answer (y). This query is then used to retrieve the
memories most relevant to the current trial:
v̄ j = softmax q j K


T

V

(1)
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where K and V are matrices containing all of the stored memories. Finally, the retrieved memories v̄ j are passed through
an MLP to produce the final answer: yˆj = MLP(v̄ j ). This network captures the basic properties of a fast-learning episodic
memory system in that each training episode can be stored in
memory immediately upon presentation, and must later be retrieved in a goal-directed way to make a transitive inference.
An interesting problem in modeling episodic memory concerns the learning mechanisms involved in goal-directed
memory retrieval. We assume that the human participants recruited for the Park et al. (2020) study had extensive prior
experience with goal-directed memory retrieval and everyday
transitive inferences. We therefore adopted a meta-learning
strategy (Santoro, Bartunov, Botvinick, Wierstra, & Lillicrap, 2016) to model this prior experience, and pretrained the
episodic memory system to learn to solve new transitive inference problems sampled from a distribution of such tasks.
This pretraining consisted of slow, incremental changes to the
weights responsible for mapping into and out of the episodic
memory itself, and should thus be thought of as occurring in
memory-related cortical areas rather than in the hippocampus
proper (McClelland et al., 1995). The system was pretrained
on a distribution that was generated by permuting the positions of each face in the 4x4 grid. For each new task, the
memory system stored training samples in its memory and
used them to make transitive inferences in the testing phase,
where it accumulated errors that were then used to update
its learnable parameters. The model was then tested on how
well it could generalize with a new configuration of faces it
had never seen before.
This kind of meta-learning strategy was adopted from previous work (Lake, 2019), and shares with it the limitation
that the pretraining tasks are unrealistically similar to the final test — future work will examine the extent to which the
model can generalize when trained on substantially different
goal-directed retrieval and transitive inference tasks. Additionally, although the resulting goal-directed retrieval mechanism in this model does not capture the hypothesized properties of being deliberative and requiring cognitive control (thus
making inferences slower), a more biologically grounded approach involving frontal cortical executive function systems,
planned for future work, would do so. Our purpose in the
current study was to show that this system was capable of
making transitive inferences in a structured environment.

Implementation Details
Models were built using PyTorch. Models were trained with
a cross-entropy loss function and Adam optimizer (Kingma
& Ba, 2015) with a batch size of 32 and a learning rate of
0.001.1 The cortical system was trained for 100 epochs with
a batch size of 32. The axis embedding (ea ) had 32 dimensions. Convolutional layers had no padding, a kernel size of 3,
1 Note that the “learning rate” for the episodic memory refers to
the weight updates in the pre-training phase. During training, it immediately stored experiences upon presentation.

a stride of 2, and 4 and 8 channels in the first and second layers, respectively. Each convolutional layer was followed by
a max-pooling layer with a kernel size of 2. The CNN contained a linear layer to produce flat 72-dimensional vectors e1
and e2 , which were passed to the final MLP, which had 128
hidden units. The episodic memory system was pre-trained
on 10,000 permutations. Queries, keys, and values were all
32-dimensional, and the final MLP had 64 hidden units.

Results
Both systems proved to be capable of performing transitive
inferences in the task environment from Park et al. (2020):
each system achieved 100% accuracy on the held-out test set
in which unseen between-group pairs were tested. This validates the idea that the two qualitatively different kinds of
learning system outlined above are capable of reproducing
human transitive inference performance on the task. To investigate how these qualitative differences might have affected
each model’s inference strategy, we performed analogues of
key analyses done in the experiment (Park et al., 2020) to
interpret the behavior of each system, and to evaluate them
against empirical results obtained in the fMRI experiment.

Cortical Representations Reflect Task Structure
To understand how the cortical system had learned to represent each of the faces, we conducted analyses on the embeddings of each face obtained from the CNN. Visualization of
these embeddings with principal components analysis (PCA;
see Figure 3) showed that the cortical system had learned to
represent the faces in terms of their structured relationships,
i.e., it had learned map-like representations. These top two
principal components explained 95.1 % of the variance in the
embeddings, indicating that the model had learned to represent the faces on a near two-dimensional grid.

Figure 3: Visualization of embeddings learned by the cortical system. Embeddings for each face was projected into two
dimensions using PCA, and then rotated by a fixed angle for
illustration purposes. The relative positions of the representations indicate that the model has learned to represent the faces
in terms of their implicit relational structure.
In addition to the PCA, we conducted an analysis similar to those done in the fMRI experiment (Park et al., 2020),
where patterns of activity in vmPFC and EC were found to be
sensitive to Euclidean distances in the ground-truth grid. We
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measured the Pearson correlation between ground-truth Euclidean distances in the grid and the observed distances between each pair of embeddings. A strong correlation was observed (r(118) = .910, p < 0.001), indicating the same sensitivity to structured relationships in the grid.

Episodic Memory System Retrieves Hubs
In the original fMRI experiment, a repetition-suppression
analysis suggested that participants were retrieving the relevant hubs from hippocampus during the transitive inference test (see Figure 1C). Although the episodic memory
model did not have analogous neural adaptation dynamics
that would allow us to model repetition suppression, we conducted an analysis on the retrieved memories to see how the
hubs were being used to make transitive inferences. The soft
episodic retrieval mechanism shown in equation (1) uses a
softmax to produce a probability distribution over all of the
items in memory. For each test trial, we directly analyzed
the weights applied to the memories for the relevant hub trials and compared these weights to the irrelevant memories
(see Figure 4). Memories were counted as relevant if they
included one of the two possible between-group hubs for the
given pair of faces, and connected this hub to one of the two
faces from the current trial (see Figure 1C). This revealed
that the weights applied to the relevant hub memories were
usually the largest (i.e., the hub trials were retrieved more
than the irrelevant trials). Furthermore, an additional analysis
found that in every test trial, one of the two possible “paths”
connecting the first face to the second face (e.g., in Figure
1C, the path through the blue line and green line or the path
through the blue line and orange line) was in the top 5% of
retrieved memories.

Figure 4: Histograms of relevant and irrelevant trials retrieved
from the episodic memory during testing. Relevant memories, which always contained a hub, made up the majority of
those with the highest weights. This reproduces the fMRI
finding that the hubs were retrieved during the inference test.
Note that it was not necessary to retrieve every relevant memory to get the correct answer, which may be why the relevant
memories were not always retrieved with the highest weights.
Counts were normalized to probability densities.

Discussion
The CLS perspective emphasizes the need for two qualitatively different learning systems in the brain: fast learning can
occur in the hippocampus due to its pattern-separated representations, while learning in the neocortex must be slow due
to its overlapping representations (McClelland et al., 1995).
Here, we investigate this conceptual framework in the domain of structure-learning and relational transitive inference
(Kumaran & McClelland, 2012), and propose an analogous
distinction. The episodic memory system can learn quickly
and generalize in relatively unfamiliar environments, but requires a more deliberate goal-directed retrieval process. The
cortical system learns slowly but can make fast inferences in
familiar environments from its learned representations. As in
the traditional CLS framework, an organism equipped with
both systems would retain the benefits of each, allowing generalization in both novel and familiar environments. Our
computational models provide evidence that each of the two
proposed systems are able to perform well on a difficult relational transitive-inference test under different circumstances:
the cortical system can make these inferences once extensive
experience with an environment has been accumulated, while
the episodic system can do so quickly, as long as it has had
sufficient prior exposure to similar tasks. Our models also
reproduce the basic findings from a human fMRI experiment
(Park et al., 2020): the cortical system learns map-like representations that encode the implicit relational structure of the
grid, while the episodic memory system learns to query its
memory for the appropriate hubs connecting the two groups.
Kumaran and McClelland (2012) investigate rapid generalization in a hippocampal model based on the principles of the
CLS framework. The model allows retrieval-based inferences
to be made — despite the nature of its pattern-separated representations — by incorporating a recurrent similarity computation that can perform associative linking (Eichenbaum,
2004; O’Reilly & Rudy, 2001). This computation is hypothesized to be supported by “big-loop” recurrence (Koster et al.,
2018). Our model of the episodic memory system is not inconsistent with hippocampal retrieval-based inferences based
on dynamic similarity computation, and in fact the fMRI experiment showed evidence of the presence of such similarity
structure in the hippocampus (Park et al., 2020). In addition,
the strategy used by our model to solve transitive inference
problems appeared consistent with the associative linking exhibited by the model of Kumaran and McClelland (2012), as
shown by the retrieval of hubs linking the two groups (see
Figure 4). However, in our model this strategy emerged over
the course of (meta-)learning the structure of transitive inference problems, suggesting a more general mechanism that
could be applied to goal-directed retrieval tasks that are not
solvable with an associative linking strategy. This learning
mechanism has been shown to be useful in the context of oneshot learning (Santoro et al., 2016), and compositional generalization (Lake, 2019). More work is needed to investigate
whether hippocampal involvement in rapid generalization oc-
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curs when such a strategy is not possible, and whether our
model would benefit from the recurrent computation intrinsic
to the model of Kumaran and McClelland (2012).
Our modeling framework shares important properties with
the Tolman-Eichenbaum Machine (TEM) (Whittington et
al., 2020), which also incorporates meta-learning and models structure-learning in EC. A critical difference between
these two models is that in TEM, structure-learning depends
on backpropagating error signals through the hippocampus,
whereas the CLS framework holds that slow cortical learning can operate independent of the hippocampus to facilitate
inferences, consistent with the remarkably intact abilities of
early developmental amnesics (Vargha-Khadem et al., 1997).
Our proposed framework integrates ongoing empirical
findings about cognitive maps with the CLS perspective, but it
also shares some similarities to other prominent dual-process
views in cognitive science. For example, prominent theories emphasize a distinction between habitual and controlled
processing (O’Reilly, Nair, Russin, & Herd, 2020), fast and
slow thinking (Kahneman, 2011) and model-free and modelbased RL (Botvinick et al., 2019). Our conceptual framework
proposes a similar distinction between the deliberative, goaldirected retrieval that must occur in the episodic memory system to make transitive inferences, and the more automatic or
vector-based generalization that can occur in the cortical system in familiar environments.
There are some important limitations of our current computational models that must be addressed in future work.
First, although the two proposed cognitive systems are hypothesized to be realized in the hippocampus and cortical
areas such as EC, we have not focused on the interactions
that should occur between the two systems. For example, the
representations stored in episodic memory should be directly
informed by the slowly changing representations learned in
cortex, reflecting cortical inputs to the hippocampus. The
fMRI study found that map-like representations were also
present in the hippocampus (Park et al., 2020), perhaps due
to interactions with nearby cortical areas (Kumaran & McClelland, 2012). A more integrated model would show how
map-like representations in cortex can influence hippocampal
processing, and how reliance on the episodic memory early
in learning shifts to reliance on the cortical system later in
learning. This shift may occur due to the cognitive demands
imposed on an episodic retrieval mechanism required to reason over individual past experiences. The current episodic
memory system does not capture the cognitive control hypothesized to be required for inferences to be made; future
work will address this with a more integrated model that deploys an episodic retrieval mechanism with costly sequential
processing. Finally, the neural networks used in our models
biologically implausible in a number of ways, e.g., the use of
a slot-based episodic memory and the standard backpropagation algorithm. Future work will focus on more biologically
plausible learning algorithms and more detailed biology of
the neocortex and hippocampus.
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Abstract
Children born preterm are at increased risk for white matter
injury, impaired cognitive development and lower academic
achievement. Here, we examined the association between
fractional anisotropy and volume of select white matter tracts
at age 5 with mathematics skills at age 7 in children born
preterm (<33 weeks gestational age, n=52) without severe
neurological complications and children born full-term (38-41
weeks gestational age, n=34). The preterm group had
significantly lower mathematics scores and lower volume in
several white matter tracts. Using multiple linear regression
models, we examined white matter tracts that have previously
been associated with mathematical cognition. We found a
significant interaction with term status: fractional anisotropy of
the corticospinal tract, and volume of corticospinal tract and
parietal superior longitudinal fasciculus were significantly
associated with mathematics skills in children born full-term,
but not in children born preterm. These findings indicate white
matter plasticity following preterm birth.
Keywords: preterm birth; mathematics; longitudinal; white
matter; diffusion MRI

Introduction
Preterm birth affects about 10% of all live births and is one
of the leading causes of infant morbidity (Blencowe et al.,
2013). Children born preterm are at increased risk for white
matter injury, which often presents as systemic and subtle
alterations (Back, 2017). On structural and diffusion
weighted MRI scans it is primarily associated with lower
fractional anisotropy (FA), a measure of water diffusion
directionality, lower subcortical volumes, lower cortical
surface area and altered cortical thickness (Volpe, 2009).
In addition, preterm birth has been associated with
impaired executive functions, reduced phonological
processing skills, and lower academic achievement,
particularly in mathematics (Akshoomoff et al., 2017;
Johnson et al., 2011; Rose et al., 2011). These cognitive
deficits are likely associated with differences in brain
development. To date, the association between brain
structure and mathematics skills has rarely been studied in
preterm populations. Collins et al. (2019) found widespread
bilateral associations between FA and mathematics skills in
13-year-old children born preterm.
In typically and atypically developing populations
mathematics skills have been associated with a network of
interconnected brain regions, including prefrontal, posterior
parietal, and occipito-temporal areas (Peters & De Smedt,
2018). The respective white matter tracts involved in
mathematical cognition are mainly long association fibers,
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such as the inferior longitudinal fasciculus (ILF), temporal
and parietal superior longitudinal fasciculus (tSLF, pSLF),
and inferior frontal occipital fasciculus (IFO). Increased FA
in these tracts has been associated with higher arithmetic
scores (Matejko & Ansari, 2015). In addition, FA of the
corticospinal tract (CST) has been associated with
mathematics skills in children with fetal alcohol syndrome
(Lebel et al., 2010) and in typically developing adults
(Matejko et al., 2013). All of these white matter tracts also
showed higher FA in a group of mathematically gifted
children compared to age matched controls (Navas‐Sánchez
et al., 2014). In addition to FA, the association between white
matter tract volume and cognitive skills is beginning to be
examined. For example, Esteban-Cornejo et al. (2019)
recently found an association between white matter volume
and mathematics skills. While this research is still in its
infancy, it could add valuable insight into the relationship
between brain structure and function.
Early childhood is a time of rapid brain development; the
brain continues growing, white matter tracts continue
maturing, the cortical surface area expands, and cortical
thickness decreases (Brown & Jernigan, 2012). Little is
known about the impact of preterm birth on these processes
in children between 5 and 7 years of age, when
neuropsychological development is also rapid.

The Present Study
This study is part of a comprehensive longitudinal study of
brain and cognitive development in children born preterm
(Adrian et al., 2020; Hasler et al., 2020; Hasler &
Akshoomoff, 2019; Sawyer et al., 2021). In this study we
examined the effect of preterm birth on mathematics skills,
and FA and volume of five white matter tracts (ILF, tSLF,
pSLF, IFO, CST). Our aim was to examine the predictive
value of these white matter tract characteristics at age 5 on
mathematics skills at age 7 in children born preterm without
severe neurological complications and full-term controls. We
hypothesized to find an association between white matter
properties of the selected tracts and mathematics skills in
children born full-term. If the same association is present in
children born preterm, it would indicate that similar brain
structures are recruited when solving mathematics problems.
If the pattern of association differs in children born preterm,
it would suggest involvement of different networks of white
matter tracts and thus adaptation of brain structure following
preterm birth.

Table 1: Participant characteristics

Method
This data is part of a larger longitudinal study examining
cognitive and brain development in children born preterm.

Participants
Our sample consisted of 52 children born preterm (before 33
weeks of gestation) and 34 children born full-term (38-41
weeks of gestation). Our participants had quality-controlled
T1- and diffusion weighted MRI scans at age 5, and
completed the Test for Early Mathematics Ability – Third
Edition (TEMA-3, Ginsburg & Baroody, 2003) at age 7.
Table 1 summarizes the demographic characteristics of our
participants. By definition, preterm participants had lower
gestational age and birth weight than full-term participants.
The groups did not differ in sex, maternal education,
household income, race, ethnicity, age at MRI and age at
mathematics testing.
All participants were required to be primarily English
speaking, to have a Full-Scale IQ > 75, and no MRI
contraindications such as metallic implants or severe anxiety.
The preterm participants were primarily recruited through the
UC San Diego High Risk Infant Follow Up Clinic. They were
excluded if they had any severe congenital, physical or
neurological disabilities, genetic/chromosomal abnormalities
likely to affect development, or an acquired neurological
injury unrelated to preterm birth. Because the objective of
this study was to examine the impact of preterm birth on brain
development in children without severe neurological
complications, we excluded participants with significant
brain injury such as intraventricular hemorrhage grade 3 or 4,
cystic PVL, or moderate to severe ventricular dilation; three
were small for gestational age, five had bronchopulmonary
dysplasia and seven had intraventricular hemorrhage grade 1.
None of the children had PVL. Full-term participants were
excluded if they had a history of neurological, psychiatric or
developmental disorders. This study was approved by the
Institutional Review Board at UC San Diego. Written,
informed consent was obtained from the participants legal
guardians, and verbal assent was obtained from participants
who were at least seven years old.

Mathematics Skills Testing
Mathematics skills were assessed with the TEMA-3. It
comprises up to 72 items, which require different skill sets to
complete, including verbal counting, numerical comparison,
numeral literacy and calculation. Here we used the TEMA-3
standardized Math Ability Score (MAS) score as a measure
of overall performance.

Full-Scale IQ Testing
Full-Scale IQ was assessed at age 5 with with the Wechsler
Preschool and Primary Scale of Intelligence, 4th edition
(WPPSI-IV, Wechsler, 2012). We used FSIQ primarily as a
descriptor of our study sample, rather than a covariate in our
analyses (Dennis et al., 2009).
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GA at birth (weeks):
Mean (min-max)

Preterm
Full-term
(n = 52)
(n = 34)
29.7
39.8
(24.0 – 32.9) (38.0 – 41.0)

p
(h(p)2)
<.001
(.883)

Birth weight (g):
Mean (min-max)

1324
3414
(625 - 2450) (2353 - 4423)

<.001
(.821)

Gender (female)

26 (50%)

16 (47%)

Maternal education
High school
1-3 years college
College graduate
Graduate degree

6 (13%)
19 (38%)
18 (38%)
9 (13%)

3 (14%)
8 (23%)
12 (32%)
11 (32%)

Household income
< $50k
$50k - $99k
$100k - $199k
> $200k
Race
Black
Asian
White
Mixed
Missing data

8 (15%)
14 (27%)
18 (35%)
10 (19%)
1 (2%)
4 (8%)
40 (77%)
6 (12%)
1 (2%)

1 (3%)
17 (50%)
15 (44%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
5 (15%)
20 (59%)
9 (26%)
0 (0%)

.828 (n/a)
.097 (n/a)

.32 (n/a)

.21 (n/a)

Ethnicity
Hispanic
Non-Hispanic

.56 (n/a)

20 (38%)
32 (62%)

11 (32%)
23 (68%)

Age at MRI

5.3 (40.4)

5.4 (0.3)

.43 (.008)

Age at Math Testing

7.3 (0.4)

7.4 (0.3)

.67 (.002)

WPPSI-IV: FSIQ
102 (12)
109 (8.7)
.005 (.090)
GA: gestational ag; WPPSI-IV: Wechsler Preschool and Primary
Scale of Intelligence, 4th edition; FSIQ: Full-Scale Intelligence
Quotient

MRI Acquisition and Processing
MRI data was collected at the Center for Functional MRI and
processed at the Center for Multimodal Imaging and Genetics
at UC San Diego. The MRI scans were acquired on a 3.0
Tesla General Electric Discovery MR750 scanner with an 8channel phased-array head coil. The imaging protocol and
data processing pipeline of the Pediatric Imaging Neurocognition and Genetics (PING) project was used in this study
(Jernigan et al., 2016). The scanning sequence included a
three-plane localizer, a 3D T1-weighted inversion prepared
RF-spoiled gradient echo scan using prospective motion
correction (PROMO) for cortical and subcortical

segmentation, a 3D T2-weighted variable flip angle fast spin
echo scan, also using PROMO, for detection and
quantification of white matter lesions and segmentation of
CSF, and a high angular resolution diffusion imaging
(HARDI) scan with 30 diffusion directions and integrated B0
distortion correction (DISCO) for segmentation of white
matter tracts and measurement of diffusion parameters.
Image analyses were performed in FreeSurfer version
5.3.0, using the automated segmentation and labeling
procedure for subcortical volumes, and automated,
probabilistic, atlas-based analysis of white matter tracts
(Hagler et al., 2009). Images were inspected by two trained
experts and only included if they had minimal to no
movement or scanner artifacts, and no errors in terms of
registration and segmentation in FreeSurfer.
We analyzed the bilateral volume and mean tract FA of five
white matter tracts: ILF, tSLF, pSLF, IFO, and CST.

Results
Group Comparison of Mathematics Skills
The preterm group had lower mean mathematics scores at age
7 compared to the full-term group (Table 2, Figure 1).
Despite a 10-point difference (99 vs 109), children in the
preterm group scored within the average range.

Statistical Analyses
Statistical analyses were performed in IBM SPSS Statistics
for Macintosh, Version 26 and R Studio Version 1.3.959 with
R Version 4.0.1. Demographic participant characteristics, IQ
scores, and TEMA-3 scores were compared between groups
using ANOVAs, Mann Whitney U, and chi-square tests as
appropriate.
White matter tracts were analyzed bilaterally, using the
sum of the hemispheres for volumes, and the average for
diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) measures. We first compared
these variables between preterm and full-term groups via
ANOVAs for mean tract FA, and via ANCOVAs, covaried
for intracranial volume (ICV), for tract volume. Covarying
for ICV allows us to examine localized effects by
normalizing white matter tract volumes. It also serves to
control for inter-individual variability in global brain size.
To examine the predictive value of white matter tract
volume and FA at age 5 on mathematics skills at age 7 we
conducted a series of hierarchical regression models. The
base model includes sex and group (preterm coded as 1, fullterm coded as 0) to predict mathematics scores. We then
included mean tract FA and tract volume, respectively, of
select tracts as a main factor in the model. Next we included
the interaction effect of group (term status) and FA and
volume, respectively, to examine if group moderates the
predictiveness of the white matter tract property on
mathematics scores. Models of white matter tract volume
additionally included ICV.
Effect sizes were analyzed for all statistical analyses.
Cohen’s thresholds for small, medium, and large effects for
η2(p) statistics are .01, .06, and .14, and for accounted variance
R2 and DR2 .01, .09, and .25, respectively (Cohen, 1988).
Instead of correcting the significance level for multiple
comparisons, we are focusing on the strength of the observed
effects to evaluate whether they are significant.
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Figure 1: Math skills at 7 years of age, assessed via the
standardized Math Ability Score (MAS) of the TEMA-3
Table 2: Mathematics skills, mean tract FA, and tract
volumes in children born preterm and full-term.
Preterm
(n = 52)
Mean (SE)

Full-term
(n = 34)
Mean (SE)

p
(h(p)2)

99 (2.0)

109 (2.5)

.003 (.103)

Mathematics Skills
TEMA-3: MAS

Mean tract fractional anisotropy
ILF

.418 (.003)

.411 (.003)

.09 (.035)

tSLF

.431 (.003)

.429 (.004)

.57 (.004)

pSLF

.409 (.003)

.405 (.004)

.44 (.007)

IFO

.422 (.003)

.427 (.004)

.31 (.013)

CST

.517 (.003)

.521 (.004)

.44 (.007)

Tract volume (in mm , covaried for ICV)
3

ILF

14902 (181)

15249 (224)

.23 (.017)

tSLF

10449 (146)

10951 (181)

.034 (.053)

pSLF

13232 (166)

13495 (205)

.32 (.012)

IFO

17228 (209)

18040 (258)

.017 (.067)

CST

10595 (80)

10878 (98)

.028 (.057)

TEMA-3: Test for Early Math Ability, 3rd edition; MAS:
Standardized Math Ability Score; ILF: inferior longitudinal
fasciculus, tSLF/pSLF: temporal/parietal superior longitudinal
fasciculus; IFO: inferior frontal occipital fasciculus; CST: cortical
spinal tract; ICV: intracranial volume; SE: standard error.

Group Comparison of White Matter Tracts
At age 5, none of the examined white matter tracts had
significant differences in FA between preterm and full-term
groups (Table 2). IFO volume was significantly lower in the
preterm group, with a moderate effect of term status.
Volumes of tSLF and CST showed a weak effect of term
status. ILF and pSLF did not show a significant effect of
preterm birth.

Association Between White Matter Tracts at Age 5
and Mathematics Skills at Age 7
The results of multiple regression models predicting
mathematics skills at age 7 by mean tract FA and volume of
ILF, tSLF, pSLF, IFO, and CST at age 5 are presented in
Table 3. The base model including sex and group (term
status) explained 14.5% of the variance in mathematics skills
with both of these factors as significant predictors. Models
1A—10A include the mean tract FA or volume of one of
these white matter tracts as additional main effect. Models
1B—10B include the interaction of group with main tract FA
or volume as an additional effect.
Among the models using mean tract FA as an additional
predictor (1A—5B), only model 5B showed a significant
increase of 12.0% in explained variance. This increase is
mainly explained through the interaction effect between
meant tract FA of CST and group. Figure 2A illustrates this
interaction effect: mean tract FA of CST is moderately
associated with mathematics skills in children born full-term
(R2=22.3%), but not significantly associated in children born
preterm (R2=0.6%).
Among the models using tract volume as an additional
predictor (6A—10B), all models with a volume by group
interaction effect explain significantly more variance than the
models without the interaction effect (i.e., the B models fit
better than the A models). However, only models 8B and
10B, including the interaction between group and volume of
pSLF and CST, respectively, increased the explained
variance significantly compared to the base model. Similar to
model 5B, the interaction effect is characterized by a weak to
moderate association of pSLF and CST volume, respectively,
with mathematics skills in the full-term group, and a lack of
such association in the preterm group (Figure 2B,C).

Discussion
The aim of our study was to examine the associations
between white matter tract properties at age 5 and
mathematics skills at age 7 in children born preterm and fullterm. Our sample of children born preterm had significantly
lower mathematics scores than children born full-term,
although still in the average range. These average to high
scores may be due to the recruitment of participants without
significant neonatal complications, and our convenience
sample with relatively high socioeconomic status.
Based on previous studies of white matter tracts associated
with mathematical cognition, we focused on ILF, tSLF,
pSLF, IFO and CST (Matejko & Ansari, 2015). There were
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Figure 2: Regression residuals of (A) FA of CST, (B)
volume of CST, and (C) volume of pSLF at age 5 and math
skills at age 7 in children born preterm (PT) and full-term
(FT) after controlling for sex, age at MRI scan (tracts only),
and ICV (volume only). CST: corticospinal tract, pSLF:
parietal superior longitudinal fasciculus.

Table 3: Prediction of math skills at age 7 by white matter tract properties at age 5

Sex
Group
ILF
ILF x Group
tSLF
tSLF x Group
pSLF
pSLF x Group
IFO
IFO x Group
CST
CST x Group
DR2 (%) [A-B]
DR2 (%) Base
Total R2 (%)
Adj. R2 (%)

Sex
Group
ICV
ILF
ILF x Group
tSLF
tSLF x Group
pSLF
pSLF x Group
IFO
IFO x Group
CST
CST x Group
DR2 (%) [A-B]
DR2 (%) Base
Total R2 (%)
Adj. R2 (%)

Base
Model
-0.21 a
-0.31 b

14.5 b
12.5 b

Base
Model
-0.21 a
-0.31 b

b

14.5
12.5 b

Model
1A
-0.21 a
-0.32 b
0.04

0.2
14.7 b
11.6 b

Model
6A
-0.19 0
-0.31 b
0.02
0.02

0.1
14.6 a
10.4 a

Models of White Matter Tract FA Predicting Math Scores
Model
Model
Model
Model
Model
Model
1B
2A
2B
3A
3B
4A
a
a
a
a
a
-0.22
-0.22
-0.21
-0.24
-0.24
-0.21 a
b
b
3.98
-0.31
1.03
-0.30
1.12
-0.31 b
0.33 0
-4.37 0
-0.12
-0.02
-1.35
-0.16
-0.05
-1.43
0.05

1.0 0
1.2
17.7 b
13.6 b

1.4
15.9 b
12.8 b

0.4
1.8
16.3 b
12.2 b

2.5
17.0 b
14.0 b

0.5
3.0
17.5 b
13.4 b

0.3
14.8 b
11.6 b

Models of White Matter Tract Volumes Predicting Math Scores
Model
Model
Model
Model
Model
Model
6B
7A
7B
8A
8B
9A
0
-0.20
-0.18
-0.18
-0.18
-0.17
-0.19 0
0
b
0
b
a
1.47
-0.30
1.35
-0.30
1.56
-0.31 b
0.03
-0.04
-0.08
-0.13
-0.15
0.03
0.31
-1.80 a
0.12
0.45 a
-1.64 a
0.22
0.58 b
-1.87 a
0.00

5.8 a
4.9
20.4 b
15.4 b

0.7
15.2 b
11.0 b

5.1 a
4.8
20.3 b
15.4 b

2.2
16.7 b
12.6 b

5.9 a
8.1 a
22.6 c
17.8 c

0.1
14.6 a
10.4 a

Model
4B
-0.21 a
3.25

0.29 0
-3.55 0

Model
5A
-0.20 0
-0.31 b

Model
5B
-0.17 0
6.90 c

0.05

0.47 b
-7.20 a

2.9 0
3.2
17.7 b
13.6 b

0.2
14.7 b
11.6 b

11.8 c
12.0 b
26.5 c
22.9 c

Model
9B
-0.20 0
1.45 0
0.03

Model
10A
-0.17
-0.30 b
-0.17

Model
10B
-0.18
2.11 a
-0.22

0.25

0.68 a
-2.40 b

0.30
-1.74 a

4.8 a
4.9
19.4 b
14.3 b

1.2
15.7 b
11.6 b

7.3 b
8.5 a
23.0 c
18.2 c

Standardized beta coefficients. 0p<.1, ap<.05, bp<.01, cp<.001. Coefficients with p<.05 are bolded. DR2 (%) Base: Increase in explained
variance in reference to Base Model, DR2 (%) [A-B]: Increase in explained variance of Model B compared to Model A. ILF: inferior
longitudinal fasciculus, tSLF/pSLF: temporal/parietal superior longitudinal fasciculus; IFO: inferior frontal occipital fasciculus; CST: cortical
spinal tract; ICV: intracranial volume
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no group differences in FA across these white matter tracts
while tSLF, IFO, and CST showed a weak to moderate effect
of term status on volume. We found that mean tract FA of
CST at age 5 was significantly associated with mathematics
skills at age 7 in full-term but not preterm children. We
similarly found this moderating effect of term status in the
association between white matter tract volumes and math.
Including a group by tract volume interaction effect
explained significantly more variance than models that only
included the main effects.
Contrary to our expectations we did not find an association
between ILF, tSLF, and IFO in FA or volume in the full-term
group. This may be due to the relatively young age of our
participants in comparison to the majority of other studies of
typically developing children. Another explanation may also
be the type of task, which encompasses problems that require
a variety of different mathematics skills. Disentangling
specific subcategories of skills, such as numerical magnitude
comparison and calculation, may give more sensitive
measures and thus reveal associations between select white
matter tracts and specific mathematics skills.
Nevertheless, the divergent pattern of association for CST
and pSLF in children born full-term and preterm indicates
that different networks of brain regions may be involved
when solving mathematics problems in the two groups.
Interestingly, our findings are consistent with a similar study
examining associations between tract FA at age 6 and reading
skills at age 8 in children born preterm and full-term
(Bruckert et al., 2019). The authors found a moderating effect
of term status on the association between tract FA of selected
tracts and reading skills. They concluded that children born
preterm may rely on alternate pathways to achieve reading at
a similar level as children born full-term. The similarity of
our and their findings may be due to the highly verbal nature
of the TEMA-3. Verbal skills are necessary for the
completion of many of the items, and some items specifically
test for skills such as “verbal counting” (Ryoo et al., 2015).
Overall, the lack of association for mathematics and reading
skills in children born preterm may be indicative of white
matter plasticity following preterm birth.
Alternatively, children born preterm may rely on similar
pathways as children born full-term and the measures we
used in our study were not sensitive enough to detect this
association. FA and volume are structural measures, and it
may be plausible that a functional analysis would uncover
that the same network is being recruited for mathematics
skills in both groups.
Limitations of our study include that our participants are a
convenience sample, with a fairly high socioeconomic status,
FSIQ in the average range, and a majority of Non-Hispanic
White participants. Future studies should prioritize the
recruitment of a more diverse sample that is more reflective
of the preterm population at large.
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Conclusion
Ours is the first study to examine the association between
white matter tract FA and volume at age 5 and mathematics
skills at age 7 in a preterm born population. Our findings give
valuable insight into brain development following preterm
birth and the relationship between brain structure and
function. This knowledge may be important to inform
interventions aimed at increasing academic achievement in
children born preterm.
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Abstract
The surprising efficiency of triple conjunction search has created a puzzle for modelers who link visual feature binding
to selective attention, igniting an ongoing debate on whether
features are bound with or without attention. Nordfang and
Wolfe (2014) identified feature sharing and grouping as important factors in solving the puzzle and thereby established new
constraints for models of visual search. Here we extend our
neural dynamic model of scene perception and visual search
(Grieben et al., 2020) to account for these constraints without
the need for preattentive binding. By demonstrating that visual search is not only guided top-down, but that its efficiency
is affected by bottom-up salience, we address a major theoretical weakness of models of conjunctive visual search (Proulx,
2007). We show how these complex interactions emerge naturally from the underlying neural dynamics.
Keywords: neural dynamic process model; dynamic field theory; visual search; binding; feature sharing; grouping; triple
conjunctions; bottom-up salience; top-down guidance;

Introduction
Finding an object in a natural visual scene is something we
do all the time without thinking about it. Sometimes it can
be a little harder, for instance, when you scan the shelves of
a supermarket you are unfamiliar with. Visual search is the
basis of most actions directed at objects in the world, including talking about them. That is one reason why visual search
has been the center of a vast research effort. Many laboratory
studies have focused on the question of how object features
guide visual search (Wolfe & Horowitz, 2017) and how different features are combined or “bound” (Treisman, 1998).
Treisman’s original “feature integration theory” (FIT)
(Treisman & Gelade, 1980) postulated that visual features
are processed in parallel, but attention is deployed serially
to each object to bind the features. Treisman differentiated
between inefficient serial conjunctive searches and efficient
parallel feature searches. Wolfe proposed an alternative account called “guided search” (GS) (Wolfe, 2007) that postulated a continuum of search efficiencies, while retaining the
core idea of binding through selective attention. In GS, the
slope of the RT × set size function is the standard measure of
search efficiency.
Evidence provided by Found (1998) that a third feature,
that was correlated but irrelevant, could improve the efficiency of conjunctive search was not explained by either FIT
or GS. The question of whether this increased efficiency was
the result of preattentive binding remained open.
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Nordfang and Wolfe (2014) revisited triple conjunction
searches and found evidence that both grouping, the number
of different distractor groups in a search display, and feature
sharing, the number of features shared between a distractor
and the target, had a substantial effect on search efficiency. In
the five experiments relevant for evaluation of our model (1a,
1b, 3, 4, and 6) they tested seven1 conditions with distractor groups sharing zero features (3D(0)), one feature (3D(1),
12D(1)), two features (3D(2)) or with distractor groups composed of items with zero, one, and two shared feature values
(3D(012), 12D(012), 26D). Three (3D conditions), 12 (12D
conditions), or 26 (condition 26D) different distractor groups
were pseudo-randomly pulled from 26 distinct triple conjunctions (color (red, green, blue) × orientation (0°, 45°, 90°) ×
shape (rectangular, oval, jagged)). The distribution of features in each condition was constrained: In condition 3D(0),
no distractor could share any feature with the target. In conditions 3D(1), 3D(012), 12D(1), 12D(012), and 26D, each
feature type was present in 1/3 of the items (1/3 were red, 1/3
green, and 1/3 blue, and so on). In condition 3D(2), the target
was always the red, vertical rectangle, 2/3 of the distractors
were red, 2/3 vertical, and 2/3 rectangular. In addition, they
probed two set sizes, 27 and 54.2 In three further experiments they looked into questions not directly relevant for our
model.3 The experimental results showed that, despite a constant distribution of features, search efficiency decreased with
increasing number of distractor groups in the display. This
was not the result of a subset search strategy. Furthermore,
they found evidence for a nonlinear effect of shared features:
distractors sharing two features with the target had the highest negative impact on search efficiency, distractors sharing
1 The eighth condition 5D was dropped by the authors after the
first experiment (1a). As this condition offers no additional benefit
over the conditions kept across experiments, we left it out of the
model evaluation.
2 We note that Nordfang and Wolfe (2014) reported set sizes 27
and 54. However, the experimental description and Figure 1 of the
paper, suggest that the “3 Distractor Types” displays may have consisted of set sizes 28 and 55. We followed that description and used
set sizes 28 and 55 for the 3D and 12D conditions, and set sizes 27
and 53 for the 26D conditions in simulation.
3 They examined if a subset search strategy could explain the differences in efficiency (Exp. 2), if evidence for sharing and grouping
could be found in brief presentations (Exp. 5), or extended the feature dimension to six to analyze how the sharing effect applied to
more complex conjunctions (Exp. 6).

zero had no impact, and sharing one feature had only a small
impact. The extension to higher dimensions showed that the
relation between shared features and search efficiency stayed
nonlinear. Exposure time had no effect on grouping or sharing. Sharing affected efficiency more strongly than grouping. Nordfang and Wolfe (2014) concluded that their findings
could be explained by preattentive binding, but that very efficient top-down guidance based on a nonlinear sharing effect
and/or nonlinear grouping effects in bottom-up salience may
also account for the observations. As they expected these to
be not trivial to model, the verification of their proposal remained open.
In this paper, we extend our neural dynamic process model
for scene perception and top-down guided visual search
(Grieben et al., 2020) to account for both the sharing and
the grouping effect without a need for preattentive binding.
We do so by incorporating a nonlinear bottom-up salience
and extending the existing top-down guidance to integrate the
necessary nonlinearity. To our knowledge, this is the first
model that validates the theoretical hypothesis of Nordfang
and Wolfe (2014) by not only incorporating their proposed
mechanisms into a model but also fitting their experimental
data. The model makes an important step toward a theoretical
understanding of the interplay between bottom-up processing
and top-down guidance in visual search, an issue in need of
theoretical resolution (Proulx, 2007). In the model, parallel
neural processes evolve in continuous time from which selection events emerge sequentially through dynamic instabilities.

Methods

Figure 1: Dynamic neural field.
above the threshold of the sigmoidal nonlinearity, σ(u) =
1/(1 + exp[−βu]), the sub-threshold state becomes unstable
in the detection instability and the system transitions to a
supra-threshold peak of activation. Supra-threshold peaks
of activation become unstable in the reverse detection instability when input is lowered sufficiently, with a bistable
regime separating the two instabilities. The supra-threshold
peak is shaped by intra-field neural interaction characterized
by the interaction kernel, ω(xx − x 0 ), that is excitatory over
small, and inhibitory over large distances, x − x 0 , within the
field. Stochastic switches between stable states may occur
near instabilities. These are modeled by additive neural noise,
ξ(xx,t).
Fields may operate in different dynamic regimes. In the
self-stabilized regime, peaks are stabilized against decay and
changes in input. In the selective regime, only a single peak is
stable at a time. In the regime of sustained activation, peaks
may persist when the localized input that induced them is removed. Stable activation peaks are the units of representation
in DFT that encode perceptual estimates or movement parameters through their location within the space, x , spanned by
the field.
The dynamics of zero-dimensional fields or nodes

The neural process model is based on Dynamic Field Theory
(DFT; Schöner, Spencer, and DFT Research Group (2016)),
a mathematical framework for using graded patterns of activation in neural populations evolving in continuous time
to account for perception, action, and embodied cognition.
Functional states are stable patterns of population activation.
Their dynamic instabilities are the basis for the emergence
of sequences of processing steps in which activation patterns
transition between stable states.

has analogous stable states, “on” and “off”, and instabilities, detection (“activating the on state”) and reverse detection
(“deactivating the on state”).

Neural Dynamic Fields

Networks of fields

By virtue of their forward connections from sensory surfaces
or to motor surfaces, neural populations can be described as
neural activation fields defined over feature or movement parameter dimension, x (Figure 1).
The continuous evolution, on the time scale τ, of fields
emerges from the neural dynamics

Cognitive processes and motor behavior emerge from networks of fields defined by directional coupling among fields
or nodes or, ultimately, to sensory-motor systems. Directional coupling or projection means that supra-threshold activation of one field provides either excitatory or inhibitory
input to another field. The dependence of the projection
strength on the dimensions of the fields is described by a
connection kernel. Projections from higher-dimensional to
lower-dimensional fields perform dimensionality contraction
through marginalizing by integration. The reverse type of
projection performs dimensionality expansion by providing
input to sub-spaces (ridge or slice input). Peak detectors are
neural nodes that receive the marginalized activation of a neural field as input. They switch to the on-state in a detection

τu̇(xx,t) = − u(xx,t) + h + s(xx,t) + ξ(xx,t)
Z

+

ω(xx − x 0 )σ(u(xx0 ,t))dxx0

(1)

in which the negative resting level, h, and external input, s(xx,t), define a sub-threshold stable state, u(xx,t) =
h + s(xx,t) < 0, as long as input is small and slowly varying. When localized input pushes sub-threshold activation
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τu̇(t) = −u(t) + h + s(t) + cσ(u(t)) + ξ(t),

(2)

instability, if at least one supra-threshold peak exists in the
input field. They remain in the off-state otherwise.

Match and Mismatch detection
For each feature dimension, three fields exist. The expected
and attended feature fields represent, through a single peak
of activation, feature values. They receive input from two
different paths of the network. The mismatch detection field
receives excitatory input from the attended and inhibitory input from the expected feature field. It generates a peak if
expected and attended feature fields have peaks at different
locations along the feature dimension.
For a given attended object location, the feature matching
sub-network (Figure 2) compares (in parallel across feature
dimensions) search cue (expected feature) and attended feature. A peak in all three fields (attended feature, expected
feature, and mismatch detection) signals a no match, activating the no-match response node and inhibiting the match response node. Absence of a peak in the mismatch detection
field, with peaks in the two other fields, signals a match and
activates the match response node.

Figure 3: An overview of the neural dynamic process model.
Boxes represent sub-networks of fields and arrows their couplings. Green outlines highlight sub-networks changed with
respect to the previous model.
variables evolve continuously in time, dependent on online
visual input. Instabilities create the impression of discrete
events, but these simply emerge from the dynamics. The realtime numerical solution of the equations was achieved by implementing the model in cedar, a graphical programming interface for DFT models that also supports online visualization
(Lomp, Richter, Zibner, & Schöner, 2016).

Feed-forward feature maps and salience map
The bottom-up pathway of the model (and of human perception) is a parallel preattentive process purely driven by input. In the model, visual input may come from a live camera
image (A) or, in the current case, from randomly generated
search displays (A1) (Figure 4).

Figure 2: The feature matching sub-network. See the text for
an explanation.
Mismatch within a single feature dimension is sufficient
to activate the condition of dissatisfaction (CoD). In contrast,
the condition of satisfaction (CoS) node is only activated if all
attended features match the search cue. Together with the intention node, these two nodes are used to autonomously generate sequences of neural processing steps (Sandamirskaya &
Schöner, 2010).

The neural dynamic process model
To account for the effects of feature sharing and grouping on
the search efficiency of triple conjunction searches (Nordfang
& Wolfe, 2014), we reduced our previous neural dynamic
process model (Grieben et al., 2020) to its visual search component (removing sub-networks related to scene memory and
transient detection). The simplified outline of Figure 3 groups
dynamic neural fields into sub-networks (boxes) and their
connectivity (arrows). The model is, however, really just a
system of coupled neural integro-differential equations of the
type shown in Equation 1. All neural activation fields and
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Figure 4: The bottom-up pathway of the model. See text for
explanation. Green outlines highlight sub-networks changed
with respect to the previous model.
Three features are extracted in parallel: color, orientation,
and shape. Color is extracted from hue-space. Orientation
is obtained by filtering the thresholded saturation with four
elongated center-surround filters. To align with the experiments of Nordfang and Wolfe (2014), we swapped the size
feature of our previous model (Grieben et al., 2020) to shape.
Shape was obtained by template matching (normalized crosscorrelation), a simplified account for preattentive recognition

of simple shapes (Huang, 2020). These feature filters generate inputs that model the responses of feature sensitive neurons characterized by tuning curves. The neural activation
pattern across the entire neural population for each feature
is represented in the respective scene space/feature map (B).
These neural space/feature representations are defined over
the two dimensions of visual space and over one feature dimension. Their activation is marginalized along the feature
dimension, using a center-surround filter as the projection
kernel, resulting in a conspicuity map (C) for each feature.
The inhibitory part of the center-surround kernel makes that
the relative bottom-up salience of an object decreases linearly
with the number of features shared with its flankers and also
depends linearly on the number of flankers that share at least
one feature with it. The excitatory part of the center-surround
kernel (which is less strong for the shape feature dimension)
makes that objects that are surrounded by empty space or
by flankers that share no features with them become more
salient.
These conspicuity maps are integrated in a spatial salience
map, scene spatial salience field C (Itti & Koch, 2000). The
output of this field (Figure 5), its activation passed through
a sigmoidal threshold function, is the nonlinear bottom-up
salience map that is responsible for the grouping effect. In our
previous model (Grieben et al., 2020) all objects had the same
bottom-up salience. The bottom-up salience map is low-pass
filtered with a Gaussian filter.

image

input field C

output field C

filtered

Figure 5: Bottom-up salience. See text for an explanation.

Attentional selection
The core cognitive processes of visual cognition require an
attentional selection decision. The scene spatial selection
field (D) plays, therefore, a central role in the model (see Figure 6). This field operates in the dynamic regime of selection,
so that only one supra-threshold peak can be formed at any
point in time. This provides the neural substrate for feature
binding in the manner of Treisman’s feature integration theory (Treisman & Gelade, 1980).
The scene guidance sub-network (H) consists of three
space/feature overlap fields (H) that receive sub-threshold input from the scene space/feature maps (B) and feature input
from the target search cue (G). At locations at which the cued
features and the scene maps overlap, supra-threshold peaks
form. The activation patterns of these fields are marginalized along the feature dimension to provide spatial input to
the feature guidance field (H1). The resting level of the feature guidance field (H1) is down-regulated dynamically via
inhibitory connections from the search cue sub-network (G)
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Figure 6: The sub-networks engaged in attentional selection
and visual search. See the text for explanation. Green outlines
highlight sub-networks changed with respect to the previous
model.
so that it decreases linearly with the number of cued features.
This dynamical down-regulation is required to compensate
for the linear dependence of the peak amplitude of the inputs
to the field on the number of cued features. The output of this
guidance field (Figure 7), its activation passed through a sigmoidal threshold function, provides nonlinear top-down bias
for the scene spatial selection field (D), and is responsible for
the sharing effect.
The scene spatial selection field (D) receives weighted
(WS ) bottom-up bias from the scene spatial salience field (C),
and additional weighted (WFG ) top-down bias from the scene
guidance sub-network (H) (Figure 8).

Visual search
Visual search is initiated automatically as soon as a peak is
formed in the scene spatial selection field (D). It terminates

Results

image

input field H1

We presented to our model five batches of stimuli, each consisting of 50 randomly generated search displays of the type
shown in Figure 9, this for each combination of condition and
set size (total of 700 displays per batch). Since we model a
localization task, all displays contained a target. We used the
same model parameters for all batches, conditions, and set
sizes. The search displays were generated by an algorithm
that followed the description of Nordfang and Wolfe (2014).

output field H1

Figure 7: Top-down guidance. The input is a linear map of
shared features, in which the target has the highest amplitude. The output is a non-linear transformation of that map, in
which the target and distractors sharing two features have the
same amplitudes, while distractors sharing one feature have a
lower amplitude.

3D(0)

image

bottom-up C

top-down H1

3D(1)

12D(1)

3D(012)

26D

12D(012)

3D(2)

Figure 9: Randomly generated example displays for each
combination of condition and set size.

input field D

Figure 8: Combined bottom-up and top-down bias for the
scene spatial selection field (D).

Reaction time (RT) was determined in the model as time
elapsed from the first activation of the visual search intention
node to the activation of its CoS node. The slopes (range
and mean) of the RT × set size functions for our model are
shown in Table 1 together with the slopes from Nordfang and
Wolfe (2014). We also tested our previous model (Grieben
et al., 2020) on the same five batches to examine the effect
of the bottom-up salience through the contrast to the present
model. The slopes (range and mean) of the RT × set size
functions for the previous model are also shown in Table 1.
Time units in the models were fixed to align the model’s with
experimental time scales.

when all three features at the attended location match the features of the search cue (G), signaling successful completion
of the visual search task. Responsible for this termination
is the feature matching sub-network (F), whose condition of
satisfaction (CoS) node is activated when this match occurs
(see Figure 2). Otherwise, if at least one features mismatch is
detected, the condition of dissatisfaction (CoD) node of the
feature matching sub-network (F) is activated and inhibits
the intention node (see Figure 2). This in turn destabilizes
the scene spatial selection sub-network D, which deactivates
the CoD itself. The intention node is released from inhibition (see Figure 2) and a new attentional selection takes place.
That selection is biased away from previously attended locations through inhibitory input to the scene spatial selection
field (D) from the inhibition of return field (D1) that contains
self-sustained peaks at previously attended locations.

Discussion
We extended our neural dynamic process model for scene
perception and top-down guided visual search (Grieben et
al., 2020) to qualitatively fit the feature sharing and grouping effects found by Nordfang and Wolfe (2014) for triple
conjunction searches. The proposed model accounts for the

Table 1: The slopes of the RT × set size functions from the experiments, the previous model, and our model.

3D(0)
3D(1)
12(1)
3D(012)
26D
12D(012)
3D(2)

Experiments (Nordfang & Wolfe, 2014)
1a
1b 3
4
6
Slopes
-1.2 -1.2
2.0 4.0 2.4 3.0 2.4
2.0 - 4.0
2.8 4.8
2.8 - 4.8
2.3 4.3
5.8 3.7
2.3 - 5.8
4.9 6.5 3.4 6.2
3.4 - 6.5
3.7 6.7
3.7 - 6.7
19.8 19.8

x̄
-1.2
2.8
3.8
4.0
5.3*
5.2*
19.8

Model (Grieben et al., 2020)
Slopes
x̄
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
2.4 - 4.4
3.5
2.0 - 4.4
2.5
2.2 - 4.4
3.5
8.2-15.1
11.2

Model (this paper)
Slopes
x̄
0.0
0.0
1.1 - 2.8
1.9
2.1 - 3.1
2.5
2.0 - 5.7
4.0
3.7 - 6.3
4.8
3.9 - 6.7
5.3
19.8 - 22.3 21.2

* The mean for the 12D(012) condition is possibly misleading and the result of too few data points, since, from the direct
comparison on a per experiment level it seems clear that this condition is presumably less efficient than condition 26D.
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differences between the conditions observed by Nordfang and
Wolfe (2014) without resorting to preattentive binding.
These authors proposed that the number of shared features (sharing) may have a nonlinear effect on the efficiency
of top-down guidance. In the model, such a nonlinear topdown effect results from a combination of the dynamic downregulation via inhibitory connections from the search cue subnetwork (G) and the sigmoidal nonlinearity of neural fields as
shown in Equation 1. This proposed explanation for the sharing effect is particularly appealing since it emerges naturally
from the underlying neural dynamics (as illustrated in simplified form in Figure 10).

Figure 10: A simplified 1D version of the 2D feature guidance field. The target of a triple conjunction search (peak on
the right) and a distractor sharing two features (center peak)
have the same output amplitude (red line), while a distractor
sharing one (peak on the left) has a lower output amplitude.
The input amplitude (blue line), in contrast, encodes the number of shared features in a linear fashion.
Nordfang and Wolfe (2014) also proposed that nonlinear
grouping in the bottom-up salience map may have a effect on
the efficiency of visual search. In the model, such a nonlinear
bottom-up effect results from a combination of the aforementioned sigmoidal nonlinearity of neural fields, and a centersurround filter as the projection kernel between the feature
(B) and the salience maps (C). Center-surround filters model
visual receptive fields and have been used in established models of bottom-up salience (Itti & Koch, 2000).
To validate the model, we compared in Table 1 the range
and mean of the slopes of the RT × set size function with
the empirically observed slopes (Nordfang & Wolfe, 2014).
Since bottom-up salience depends on the distribution of distractors in the generated random search displays, a direct
comparison with the experimental results is difficult without
using the original displays used in experiment. This dependency on the precise nature of the stimulus lies in the nature bottom-up salience and is, in that respect, not just an
issue for modeling. In fact, the high variance of experimental
results across replications for the same conditions (Table 1)
may reflect that problem. We ran one batch of random displays per experiment and compared the range of the slopes
and their means rather than making only a one-to-one comparison for that reason. Nordfang and Wolfe (2014) did not
report the ranges and means. Varying experimental setups
may limit how directly comparable the different conditions
were. We think, however, that our approach to comparison
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is conservative enough to conclude that the model qualitatively fits the empirical data well. The direct comparison with
our previous model (Grieben et al., 2020), in Table 1, shows
that the latter model is not able to explain the differences between the 3D and the 12D, or the 26D conditions. Since
that model only uses efficient top-down guidance, we conclude that this differences reflects the result of the bottom-up
grouping effect. Our model predicts that bottom-up salience
deteriorates the overall search efficiency, in conflict with efficient top-down guidance. This is in line with the conclusions
of Nordfang and Wolfe (2014) that the bottom-up salience
should be thought of as noise that does not help to find the
target. If the bottom-up salience favors the target, higher conjunctive visual search can be surprisingly efficient seemingly
invoking the need of binding without attention. Our model
shows, however, that these complex and surprising effects
can be explained within the framework of binding through
attentional selection in the spirit of FIT (Treisman & Gelade,
1980) and GS (Wolfe, 2007).
Even though bottom-up salience may disturb the efficiency
of top-down guided visual search, it is crucial for the visual exploration of a crowded scene in the absence of a task.
Through the incorporation of bottom-up salience our model
is now able to autonomously explore the scene by bringing
objects into the attentional foreground through selective competition, even in the absence of a task-induced top-down bias.
In this sense, our model could be seen as including a neural
implementation of the biased competition theory of attention
(Desimone & Duncan, 1995).
In conclusion, it is important to keep in mind that the neural process model presented here actually generates individual selection decisions, as neural noise is amplified by neural
interaction into a macroscopic activation peak. This is how
parallel neural processes give rise to the discrete events at
which features of selected objects are matched, non-matches
are rejected, and the end of visual search is autonomously detected.
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Abstract

made is taken into account when generating confidence ratings. This alternative view is supported by a range of both
behavioral and neural findings (Koizumi, Maniscalco, & Lau,
2015; Maniscalco, Peters, & Lau, 2016; Peters et al., 2017;
Zylberberg et al., 2012), and also has parallels to the phenomenon of ‘confirmation bias’, in which reasoners tend
to overweight evidence in favor of the views they already
hold (Nickerson, 1998).

Our decisions are accompanied by a sense of confidence, a
metacognitive assessment of how likely those decisions are
to be correct, but the mechanisms that underlie this capacity remain poorly understood. A number of recent behavioral and neural data have suggested that decisions are made
in accord with an optimal ‘balance-of-evidence’ rule, whereas
confidence is estimated using a heuristic ‘response-congruentevidence’ rule. We developed a deep neural network model
optimized to classify images and predict its own likelihood of
being correct, and found that this model naturally accounts
for some of the key behavioral dissociations between decisions and confidence ratings. Further investigation revealed
that neither the ‘balance-of-evidence’ rule nor the ‘responsecongruent-evidence’ rule fully characterized the strategy that
the model learned. We argue instead that the model learns
to flexibly approximate the distribution of its training data,
and, analogously, that apparently suboptimal features of human confidence ratings may arise from optimization for the
statistics of naturalistic settings.
Keywords: confidence; metacognition; deep neural networks

Introduction
When faced with a decision between multiple options, we are
capable of estimating the likelihood that our decision will be
correct. This capacity for metacognition has been studied
in domains ranging from perceptual decisions (Zylberberg,
Barttfeld, & Sigman, 2012) to economic choice (De Martino,
Fleming, Garrett, & Dolan, 2013), and has been shown to
have important consequences, such as deciding whether to
gather more information before making a decision (Balsdon,
Wyart, & Mamassian, 2020), or deciding how much to wager
on the outcome of a decision (Persaud, McLeod, & Cowey,
2007). What computations support this sense of confidence?
One proposal is that confidence ratings are generated by
optimally predicting the probability that a decision will be
correct (Kiani & Shadlen, 2009; Sanders, Hangya, & Kepecs,
2016). An alternative view is that, whereas decisions are
made using a ‘balance-of-evidence’ (BE) rule that incorporates both evidence for and against the decision (as is optimal under certain detection-theoretic assumptions), confidence ratings are generated using a simpler heuristic strategy that only considers the ‘response-congruent-evidence’
(RCE). That is, after weighing the evidence and making a
decision, only the evidence in favor of the decision that was
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These findings raise the question of why confidence would
be computed according to an apparently suboptimal heuristic. This is especially puzzling given findings suggesting
that decisions themselves are made in accord with the BE
rule (Peters et al., 2017), because it suggests that the evidence
against one’s choice is available in the decision-making process, but simply not incorporated into one’s sense of confidence. One proposed answer to this question focuses on the
detection-theoretic assumptions underlying the apparent suboptimality of the RCE approach. According to these assumptions, decisions are made on the basis of evidence sampled
from distributions with equal variance in both the target dimension (evidence for the correct answer) and non-target dimensions (evidence for incorrect answers). However, when
there is greater variance in the target dimension than the nontarget dimensions, as is thought to be the case in more naturalistic settings (Green & Swets, 1966), it has been shown that
the RCE rule can actually outperform the BE rule in terms
of metacognitive sensitivity (the ability to discriminate correct from incorrect decisions). In other words, confidence
ratings might be made in accord with an RCE rule because
doing so is actually useful in naturalistic settings, even if it
is suboptimal in the context of certain controlled laboratory
experiments (Miyoshi & Lau, 2020).
In this work, we extend this perspective, by asking whether
deep neural networks, optimized to perform the tasks of object recognition and generating confidence ratings directly
from high-dimensional naturalistic data, will display similar behavioral phenomena as those taken to support the RCE
view. Our key contributions are: 1) we show that previously
observed dissociations between decisions and confidence are
naturally accounted for when networks are trained over a
wide range of conditions, but not when networks are trained

directly on the narrow conditions that characterize controlled
laboratory experiments, and 2) we show that these dissociations, while consistent with an RCE rule for rating confidence, can also be explained as arising from a more flexible
and complex strategy. We argue that this latter account is best
understood in terms of optimization for the statistics of naturalistic settings, rather than in terms of simple decision rules.

was trained to predict p (ŷ = y), the probability that the classification response was correct (we first evaluated whether the
classification response was correct, and then treated this as a
binary target for supervised learning). The entire network, including the multilayer encoder function, was trained through
backpropagation using the sum of these two loss functions.
Output layers

Methods
To train neural networks to perform both object recognition and generate confidence ratings over a range of conditions, we modified common machine learning image datasets
(MNIST and CIFAR10) by manipulating image contrast and
incorporating noise. Specifically, during training, we scaled
each image by a contrast factor µ (sampled from a uniform
distribution) and added gaussian noise with variance σ (also
sampled from a uniform distribution) to each pixel. The range
of conditions generated by this procedure is illustrated for the
MNIST dataset in Figure 1. Our standard training regime involved variability in both µ and σ. These parameters were
also modified to create alternative training and test regimes
(as described in subsequent sections). For simulations with
MNIST and CIFAR10, all training and testing was performed
using images from the training and test sets respectively.

Figure 1: Training regime incorporating a range of contrast
(µ) and noise (σ) levels.

DNN encoder
Decision

Confidence

Figure 2: Model diagram. Images (x) were passed through
a deep neural network (DNN) encoder ( fθ ) to generate lowdimensional representations (z), which were then passed
through two separate output layers (gφclass and gφcon f ) to
generate classification responses (ŷ) and confidence ratings
(p (ŷ = y)).
To evaluate whether our findings would generalize to a
more realistic training signal, we also trained a version of
the model with reinforcement learning (RL). Specifically, we
used an actor-critic method (Sutton, Barto, et al., 1998) to
train networks to discriminate the orientation (left vs. right)
of a noisy Gabor patch (with varying contrast and noise levels). The networks had 3 actions available to them: ‘left’,
‘right’, and an ‘opt-out’ action that resulted in a guaranteed,
but smaller, reward. The opt-out rate can be used as a proxy
for (inverse) confidence, since the model should only select
the opt-out action when it is not confident about its response.
We trained 100 separate networks (with different random
initializations) for each experiment. We plot the average performance of these networks ± the standard error of the mean,
and use the following conventions to indicate statistically significant differences: ‘ns’, p > 0.05; ‘****’, p < 0.0001.

Results
The Positive Evidence Bias

We evaluated two separate architectures, but they both conformed to the same general schematic, illustrated in Figure 2.
First, each image x was passed through a multilayer encoder1
fθ (with parameters θ) to generate a low-dimensional representation z 2 . Then, this low-dimensional representation was
passed through two separate output layers. One output layer,
gφclass (with parameters φclass ), was trained to classify the image (i.e. to generate a prediction ŷ of the true class y). The
other output layer, gφcon f (with separate parameters φcon f ),
1 In our default architecture, f consisted of 3 convolutional layθ
ers followed by 3 fully-connected layers. In experiments on CIFAR10 we used an architecture in which fθ consisted of a 56-layer
deep residual network (resnet) based on He et al. (2016).
2 All experiments used a dimensionality of d = 100.
z
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Many studies have shown that human confidence ratings are
characterized by a positive evidence (PE) bias (Koizumi et al.,
2015; Zylberberg et al., 2012). To elicit this bias, participants
are typically presented with two conditions (the ‘low PE’ and
‘high PE’ conditions, illustrated in Figure 3a) in which one
condition has a greater amount of ‘positive evidence’, the evidence in favor of making a correct decision (corresponding to
the contrast µ in our implementation). Importantly, the signalto-noise ratio is balanced between these conditions, such that
the high PE condition also contains more noise. The PE bias
refers to the tendency to be more confident in the high vs. low
PE conditions, despite balanced decision accuracy. This bias
has been taken as a key piece of evidence in favor of the RCE
model.

Low PE

High PE

(a) Low vs. high PE conditions
(b) MNIST

(c) CIFAR10

(d) RL

Figure 3: Human confidence ratings display a positive evidence (PE) bias: greater confidence for the high vs. low PE conditions
(a) despite balanced signal-to-noise ratio and balanced decision accuracy. This bias naturally emerges in task-optimized neural
networks across multiple datasets, architectures, and learning paradigms (b-d).
We first asked whether task-optimized deep neural networks, when trained over a range of contrast and noise levels, also display the PE bias. We did so by identifying two
conditions (via grid search) with balanced threshold-level decision accuracy (55% for the 10-class MNIST and CIFAR10
datasets and 75% for the 2-choice tilted gabor RL task3 ), but
with differing levels of both contrast (µ) and noise (σ). We
found, across multiple architectures, datasets, and learning
paradigms (supervised vs. RL), that the PE bias naturally
emerged from this framework. Figure 3b shows the presence
of the PE bias for models trained on the MNIST handwritten digits dataset. Figure 3c shows the presence of the PE
bias for a significantly deeper architecture4 trained on the CIFAR10 object recognition dataset (involving color images of
common objects such as cars, dogs, etc.). Figure 3d shows
the presence of the PE bias for networks trained with RL to
perform a tilted Gabor discrimination task. The opt-out rate,
which is commonly used as a proxy for confidence in experiments with nonhuman animals (Odegaard et al., 2018), is
expected to be inversely proportional to confidence, so the
observed effect (a lower opt-out rate in the high vs. low PE
conditions) is consistent with the PE bias observed for the
other tasks.
These results confirmed that the PE bias emerged regardless of the dataset, architecture, or learning paradigm used to
train networks. This is a noteworthy result, since these networks were optimized only for task performance, rather than
being optimized to produce this specific bias. To better understand this phenomenon, we next asked whether the training
regime might impact the presence of the PE bias, by training
networks on one of two alternative training regimes. First, we
trained networks on a regime with a fixed signal-to-noise ratio (similar to training networks directly on the low and high
PE conditions). Under these conditions, the optimal approach
to rating confidence should not be biased toward positive evidence. Consistent with this, we found that networks trained
3 Threshold performance was defined as the midpoint between
chance performance (e.g. 1/10 in the case of 10-class discrimination) and ceiling (100%).
4 The PE bias was also present on this task for the default architecture, but we evaluated the more sophisticated resnet architecture
to test whether the PE bias resulted from an architectural limitation.
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(a) Trained on fixed µ/σ

(b) Trained on fixed µ

Figure 4: (a) When trained on images with a fixed signalto-noise ratio, networks do not display a PE bias. (b) When
trained on images that vary in noise but not contrast, the PE
bias is reversed.
in this manner did not display a PE bias (Figure 4a). Second,
we trained networks on a regime in which the noise level (σ)
varied, but contrast (µ) was set to a fixed intermediate value
(corresponding to the conditions in the middle column of Figure 1). We found that under these conditions, the opposite
effect, higher confidence in the low PE condition, emerged
(Figure 4b). Under this training regime, accuracy is primarily
a function of stimulus noise (since contrast doesn’t vary), so
it makes sense to adopt a strategy for rating confidence based
primarily on the level of sensory noise. Such a strategy results in a reversal of the PE bias, since the high PE condition
contains both higher positive evidence and higher noise.

Figure 5: When trained on images that vary in contrast but
not noise, the PE bias is significantly expanded.
This suggests that the PE bias emerges in the standard
training regime (in which both contrast and noise are varied)

fixed contrast
s1

s2
variable contrast

(a) Task

(b) Original behavioral results

(c) Model results

Figure 6: The model successfully captures behavioral results from Maniscalco et al. (2016) demonstrating a dissociation between performance and metacognitive sensitivity.
despite the tendency for variable noise to induce a reversed
PE bias, suggesting that variable contrast is the key factor
driving the emergence of the PE bias. Based on this reasoning, we hypothesized that networks trained on a regime with
a fixed noise level, but variable contrast (i.e. the middle row
in Figure 1), ought to display an even larger PE bias than
in the standard regime. Consistent with this prediction, we
observed that networks trained on such a regime displayed
a 5-fold increase in the size of the PE bias relative to the
standard training regime (Figure 5, note the scale of the Y
axis). These results confirmed that the emergence of the PE
bias in task-optimized networks is primarily a consequence of
whether it is useful within the context of a particular training
regime, and in particular whether the training regime contains
images with varying contrast. This in turn strongly suggests
that the PE bias in human confidence ratings arises as a consequence of optimization for naturalistic settings, in which
signal strength will naturally vary.

Dissociation Between Performance and
Metacognitive Sensitivity
Maniscalco et al. (2016) tested and confirmed a seemingly
paradoxical prediction of the RCE model: human confidence ratings, under certain conditions, are characterized by
a pattern of increasing type 1 performance and decreasing
metacognitive sensitivity (Figure 6b). That is, confidence ratings become less diagnostic of decision accuracy as decision
accuracy increases. This finding sharply contradicts the BE
decision rule, under which metacognitive sensitivity (as measured by meta-d’ (Maniscalco & Lau, 2012)) should always
be directly proportional to type 1 performance (as measured
by d’). This pattern has therefore been taken as strong evidence in favor of the RCE model.
We tested whether our neural network model would also
display this specific signature of human confidence ratings.
To do so, we first trained networks on a two-choice variant
of the standard training regime, in which each network was
trained to discriminate between two digit classes randomly
sampled from the ten classes present in the MNIST dataset
(e.g. 3 vs. 9). We then tested these networks on stim-
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uli modeled after the task used by Maniscalco et al. (2016)
(Figure 6a). In that task, one stimulus class (s1) always appears at an intermediate contrast, whereas the other stimulus class (s2) appears at a range of contrast values, including
values below, equal to, and above the contrast of s1. Under these conditions, the RCE model predicts that trials on
which participants choose s1 should be characterized by decreasing metacognitive sensitivity as a function of increasing
performance, whereas trials on which participants choose s2
should be characterized by the opposite pattern, resulting in
the ‘crossover’ shown in Figure 6b. To test whether our model
displayed this same pattern, we performed a grid search to
fit five stimulus contrast values (µ) to the observed d’ values
from Maniscalco et al. (2016), presenting s2 at all five values,
and s1 at the intermediate value only. To model the fact that
additional noise may accumulate between the time at which
participants make a type 1 decision and the time at which
they make a confidence rating, we also fit an additional noise
parameter and added this to the network’s confidence output
layer (before applying the final nonlinearity).
Figure 6c shows that the network naturally captured both
the crossover effect between meta-d’ for trials on which the
network chose s1 (response = s1) vs. s2 (response = s2), and
the pattern of decreasing meta-d’ as a function of increasing
d’ for response = s1. Thus, the network displayed a characteristic signature of human confidence ratings, thought to be
indicative of the use of an RCE heuristic, despite not being
optimized to do so5 .

Analysis of Learned Decision Rules
Next we sought to determine whether the confidence rating
strategy learned by our model was best characterized by the
BE rule, the RCE rule, or by a more complex pattern not completely characterized by either of these rules. To do so, we
adapted an approach introduced by Koizumi et al (2015). After training networks on the two-choice variant of the standard
5 The

same qualitative effects (crossover between response = s1
and response = s2, and negative slope for response = s1) were also
present when no noise parameter was added to the network’s confidence ratings, though the y-intercept for all data was shifted upward.

(a) Accuracy as a function of (b) Confidence as a function of
contrast for s1 vs. s2
contrast for s1 vs. s2

Figure 7: Stimuli used to estimate confidence as a function
of stimulus evidence. Each image consists of two superimposed digits (belonging to classes s1 and s2) with independently varying contrast levels (µs1 and µs2 ).
training regime (introduced in the previous section), we presented these networks with images consisting of two superimposed digits, each belonging to one of the two digit classes
that the networks were trained on (Figure 7; note that noise
was added to the images actually used to evaluate networks,
but is not pictured for the sake of illustration). We treated the
output of the classification layer as an indication of the class
of the digit with a higher contrast. We then measured both
accuracy and confidence as a function of the contrast for each
digit class (µs1 and µs2 ), treating these contrast values as a
proxy for the internal evidence for s1 and s26 .
This revealed that accuracy conformed very closely to an
optimal BE rule (Figure 8a), whereas confidence followed a
more complex pattern (Figure 8b). Qualitatively, this pattern
bears some resemblance to the RCE rule, in that confidence
increases as one moves along either the X or Y axes, but there
is also some resemblance to the BE rule, in that confidence
increases as one moves away from the diagonal.
To better understand this pattern, we fit linear regression
models to determine whether (a logit transformation of) confidence ratings were best predicted by the balance of evidence (|µs1 − µs2 |), the response-congruent evidence (µs1
when µs1 > µs2 , and µs2 when µs2 > µs1 ), or a multiple regression model incorporating both variables. This revealed that
confidence was better predicted by the RCE rule than the BE
rule (Figure 8c), explaining the RCE-like behaviors (the PE
bias and dissociation between performance and meta-d’) displayed by the network. Interestingly though, a regression that
combined both the BE and RCE rules predicted confidence
better than either of them alone, and, as can be seen from
the predictions of this regression (Figure 8d), even the combination of these variables did not fully capture the complex
pattern of confidence ratings generated by the neural network.
6 Our

reasoning was that, although there will be variation across
trials in the internal evidence associated with each contrast level, the
contrast level for each digit class should be a reliable predictor for
the internal evidence when averaged across trials.
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(c) Variance captured by regres- (d) Predictions of multiple resion models
gression model

Figure 8: Analysis of decision rules learned by the network.

Discussion
We have presented a deep neural network model of decision
confidence, trained directly on naturalistic high-dimensional
data, and shown that it can account for some of the key behavioral dissociations observed between decisions and confidence ratings. Moreover, we have shown that it can account
for these findings while relying on a strategy that does not
conform to either of the simple decision rules previously postulated to underlie decision confidence.
Our work has an important link to the work of Miyoshi
and Lau (2020). In that work, it was shown that an RCE
rule for rating confidence is advantageous when stimulus distributions are characterized by greater target variance than
non-target variance. In our work, we employed a training
regime that consisted of images with varying contrast. This
likely introduced an additional degree of variance in the target dimension (additional variance in the evidence for the correct stimulus class) not present in the non-target dimension,
and therefore may explain why RCE-like behavior emerges
in these networks when trained on such a regime. Consistent
with this, when we trained networks on images with a fixed
contrast level, the PE bias was reversed, whereas, when we
trained networks on images that varied only in their contrast,
the PE bias was dramatically increased. These results underscore the importance of closely examining the detectiontheoretic assumptions on which previous theories have been
built, which may be violated under naturalistic settings.
Along these lines, our work has implications for debates
over whether human confidence ratings are in some sense
optimal (Adler & Ma, 2018; Koizumi et al., 2015; Kiani &
Shadlen, 2009; Maniscalco et al., 2016; Peters et al., 2017;
Sanders et al., 2016). Previous debates over optimality have

focused on the question of whether confidence ratings are optimal with respect to the specific conditions that characterize
laboratory experiments. We suggest that it may be useful to
reframe the debate in terms of optimization for more ecologically relevant objectives and task settings, such as the broad
range of conditions that characterized our training regime.
Our work suggests that confidence ratings may indeed be optimal, or at least optimized, for these settings.
One potential avenue for testing this idea comes from the
alternative training regimes that we employed, under which
the PE bias was eliminated or even reversed. It may be possible to induce similar effects by training participants extensively on tasks with similar properties (e.g. stimuli that vary
only in their noise level, but not contrast). Previous work
has found that extensive training and feedback can influence,
though not entirely eliminate, such biases (Maniscalco et al.,
2016). An important caveat is that it may not be possible to
entirely reshape confidence mechanisms within the realistic
time frame of a laboratory experiment. The training undergone by our neural network model might reflect optimization
over much larger, perhaps even evolutionary, timescales.

To illustrate this point, consider a simple case in which x
is not an image, but is instead a sample from a 2-dimensional
Gaussian distribution (Figure 9a). In this example, the mean
of the target dimension µ is itself sampled from a uniform distribution, analogous to variable contrast in the image datasets
that we used. This results in elongated distributions with
greater target variance than non-target variance (Figure 9b).
Under these conditions, as shown in Figure 9d (and as shown
by Miyoshi and Lau (2020)), the probability of being correct given the data (p (ŷ = y|x)) is biased toward positive evidence, while the probability of being correct given the generative parameters that underlie the data (p (ŷ = y|µ, σ)) is not.
This simple relationship may partially explain the PE bias in
both our neural network model and human confidence ratings, since an observer will generally only have access to the
sensory data, not the parameters that generated it.
However, this idealized, low-dimensional model, does not
entirely capture the pattern of confidence ratings displayed by
our neural network model, or by human participants. In particular, a scenario in which there is strong evidence for both
stimulus classes elicits high confidence ratings from the neural network model (upper right quadrant of Figure 8b), even
when the relative evidence in favor of the correct answer is
weak (close to the diagonal), resulting in low accuracy. This
mirrors the pattern observed in human participants (Koizumi
et al., 2015), but does not follow from treating confidence as
the groundtruth probability of being correct given the data,
according to which such a scenario should elicit low confidence (upper right quadrant of Figure 9c).

(b)
(a)

(c)

We found that our networks adopted a complex strategy for
rating confidence. Given that this strategy was not easily explainable by simple decision rules, what is the best way to understand this pattern? In line with recent proposals (Richards
et al., 2019), we suggest that this pattern is best understood
as an interaction between the objective the network was optimized to perform, the training data used to perform this optimization, and the inductive biases of the network’s architecture.

(d)

Figure 9: (a) Idealized graphical model. x is sampled from a
2-dimensional Gaussian distribution, with mean in the target
dimension (determined by the class y) of µ, mean in the nontarget dimension of 0, and variance in both dimensions of σ.
µ and σ are themselves sampled from uniform distributions.
ŷ = argmax(x). (b) Distribution of data, collapsing across
classes and range of values for µ, σ. (c) Probability of being
correct given the data (x). (d) Low and high positive evidence
conditions were identified by grid search. Probability of being correct given the data is biased toward positive evidence.
Probability of being correct given the generative parameters
(µ,σ) is unbiased.
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This dissociation can be explained by the fact that this scenario, in which there is strong evidence for both stimulus
classes, is probably never or only rarely encountered during
the training regime that we employed. In such a scenario,
the behavior of a network is effectively an extrapolation, and
will therefore primarily be governed by the network’s inductive biases (since there is no training data to constrain the
network’s behavior in this region of the task space). Thus,
the pattern of confidence ratings displayed by the network is
most likely an emergent property of interactions between the
training objective (to predict p (ŷ = y|x)), the distribution of
the training data (including variability in signal strength), and
the network’s inductive biases, which are particularly relevant
outside the range of the training data. More work is needed
to develop a principled understanding of what drives extrapolative behavior in neural networks (Webb et al., 2020; Xu et
al., 2020). Future work should also investigate whether hu-

man confidence ratings are best explained by simple decision
rules or by a more flexible pattern akin to the behavior of our
model.
One remaining question concerns how our model might be
implemented in the brain. Though ours is ostensibly a neural network model, it is missing many of the key properties
of biological neural networks, including different cell types,
temporal dynamics, and biologically realistic learning rules,
and therefore may be better understood as occupying a space
somewhere between the algorithmic and implementation levels of analysis. Maniscalco et al. (2019) have recently shown
how a biologically realistic competing accumulator model
that incorporates ‘tuned normalization’ can capture many of
the same dissociations that we’ve accounted for in the present
work. In future work, we hope to explore how our current
model might be grounded in biology by incorporating similar
mechanisms. At the same time, one strength of our approach
is that it allows computations to emerge in a data-driven manner, rather than specifying them by hand, resulting in learned
representations and strategies that are best suited to a particular task setting. In future work, we plan to exploit this feature
of our model by studying whether the internal representations
learned by the network can account for known neural signatures of human confidence ratings (e.g. Peters et al. (2017)).
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Abstract

cognitively valid through a mixture of descriptive cognitive principles, that are used to build the argumentation
terrain and the weak normative requirement of acceptability of a coalition of arguments, as a self-defending
team. Technically, CA is related to the mental model
theory (Johnson-Laird, 1983), where now the structure
corresponding to a model is that of an acceptable coalition of arguments understood as a case that adequately
supports a conclusion. These cases are built, differently
from mental models, via an underlying and uniform dialectic process of argumentative reasoning that follows
a human-like (internal) debate of building arguments for
and against a certain position.
In the original selection task (Wason, 1968), participants were presented with four cards, each card had a
letter on one side and a number on the other side:
D
F
3
7

This paper presents a study of the selection task based on
Cognitive Argumentation (CA), a computational framework for dialectic argumentation-based reasoning. CA is
built from a theoretical framework of argumentation in
AI which is then grounded via cognitive principles from
Cognitive Science. The aim is to understand the selection
task variations by studying how argumentative reasoning
is suitably flexible to uniformly capture the differences
among the individuals’ selections, the canonical groups
and the shifts within the different contexts in which the
experiment is carried out. Our approach is assessed with
respect to the developed criteria within the meta-analysis
of Ragni and Johnson-Laird in 2018.
Keywords: Selection Task, Conditional Reasoning, Cognitive Argumentation. Computational Modelling

Introduction
Human Reasoning and Argumentation have been closely
linked over the centuries, from as far back as Aristotle
in Philosophy to recent works in Cognitive Psychology
(Mercier & Sperber, 2011) and Artificial Intelligence
(Dung, 1995). It is quite natural then to adopt the scientific hypothesis that “Argumentation can form the basis for formulating human reasoning in a computational
and cognitively adequate way”. In this paper, we examine this hypothesis using a framework, called Cognitive
Argumentation (CA), built by synthesizing together the
general and abstract theory of computational argumentation from AI with cognitive principles born out of empirical and theoretical findings of Cognitive Science.
Dietz Saldanha and Kakas (2019) showed that human
syllogistic reasoning (Khemlani & Johnson-Laird, 2012)
can successfully be modeled within CA. Here, we will
study how the same framework of CA, with the same
formal structure and use of cognitive principles, is able to
model the individual selections, the canonical groups and
the variations within the selection task. The novelty of
CA lies in the synthesis and bridge that it provides to exploit together advances from wide ranging studies in Philosophy, Cognitive Science and AI. Inferences in CA are
1
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Which cards must be turned over in order to find out
whether the following conditional holds? If there is a D
on one side of the card, then there is a 3 on the other
side. This task with abstract hypotheses, was reformulated by Griggs and Cox (1982) into a task with deontic
principles: If a person is drinking beer, then the person
must be over 19 years of age. They also carried out the
task with everyday hypotheses (Wason & Shapiro, 1971),
replicated similarly by Pollard (1981): Every time I go to
Manchester I travel by train. Over the last decades many
studies have tried to explain the participants’ selections
within the variations of the selection task. Ragni, Kola,
and Johnson-Laird (2017; 2018) identified four canonical groups of participants as shown in Table 1.
Ragni and Johnson-Laird (2018) refuted 14 out of 16
theories by assessing them against the following criteria:
(1) Can the theory predict the dependent selections of the
individual? (2) Can the theory predict the canonical selections of the population? (3) Can the theory account
for the changes of likelihood to select counter-examples
when the task changed in framing or instruction? They
propose the new model theory, which fulfills these criteria and is based the insight model (Johnson-Laird &
Wason, 1970) and the mental model theory.
Guided by these criteria, we will develop an approach

Table 1: The four canonical selections and percentages for each
group within the respective context. In the sequel, P , Q, P , Q
stand for D, 3, F , 7 (abstract), Manchester, train, Leeds, car
(everyday), and beer, 22yrs, coke, 16yrs (deontic), respectively.

Group

Selection

Abstract Everyday Deontic

I

P

36

23

13

II

P, Q

39

37

19

III

P , Q and Q

5

11

4

IV

P, Q

19

29

64

towards the selection task within Cognitive Argumentation (CA). We will introduce cognitive principles suitable to model conditional reasoning within CA. Through
dialectic argumentation based reasoning we can model
human decision to select a card or not. This allows us
to characterize the selection task with respect to individual choices, the canonical groups and to investigate its
relation to the new model theory.

Cognitive Principles
Humans make assumptions while reasoning, many of
which are not necessarily valid in formal logic. We will
specify such typically extra-logical properties as cognitive principles. The formalization of such principles has
previously been proposed to explain individual responses
in syllogistic reasoning (Dietz Saldanha, Hölldobler, &
Mörbitz, 2018; Dietz Saldanha & Schambach, 2020).
Here, we will introduce those most relevant ones to reasoning in the selection task. They will guide us in the
next section to formulate the framework of Cognitive Argumentation by suitably using them to shape the abstract
framework of argumentation into a specific framework of
argumentation suitable for cognitive human reasoning.
Reasoning in the selection task is primarily a case of
conditional reasoning. We will also assume that hypothetical reasoning is involved, as already proposed by
(Ragni et al., 2018), who emphasize the varying need for
counterexample selection depending on the task setting.
To further support this need for hypothetical reasoning
we appeal to a cognitive principle of Maxim of Relevance (Grice, 1975). People consider different scenarios depending on whether they have been made aware of
alternative options while reasoning (Sperber & Wilson,
1995; Byrne, 2005). This awareness may not be through
some explicit mention of the alternative(s) but can also
occur implicitly, resulting in the consideration of various
context-dependent alternative hypotheses. This also ensures the existence of things and does not yield the paradox of confirmation as mentioned by Ragni et. al. (2018).
With respect to conditional reasoning we will assume
that humans distinguish two types of relationship be-
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n

tween a condition and a consequent: Necessary ;
s
and Sufficient Conditions (;). Byrne (2005) distinguishes between such different types assumed to be perceived by humans. Consider the following two conditionals (Byrne, 1989): (1) If she has an essay to finish,
then she will study late in the library. and (2) If the library is open, then she will study late in the library. In
(1) The condition is sufficient whereas in (2) the condition is necessary. Similarly, in a conditional (3) You must
have a license, in order to drive. the condition you must
have a license is a necessary one.
Given a conditional, interpreting the condition as sufficient or necessary (or both) in relation to the consequent
leads us to a directional association between the two
propositions (of condition and consequent). This association can follow the sequence of the given conditional
statement, as in the case of a sufficient condition, but
for a necessary condition the association can be inverted,
i.e. the necessary condition can appear as a consequence
(principle of Inverted Conditional). For instance, we
can reformulate (2) as follows: If she will study late in
the library, then the library is/ must be open.. In such
cases of a necessary condition we can form associations
between the complements of the propositions, e.g. for
the conditional (2) and (3): If the library is not open,
then she will not study late in the library. and If you do
not have a licence, then you do/can not drive.
Conditional reasoning is carried out under the evidence of some information we consider trustworthy and
normally refer to it as factual information to indicate
our confidence in the belief that it holds. According to
Grice’s (1975) conversational implicature, humans communicate according to a cooperation principle, namely
the Maxim of Quality which states that the information that we get in conversation is assumed to hold and
trusted. If a conflict arises between a fact and some other
valid inference but which is based on some arbitrary or
general assumption, e.g. a hypothesis, then this will be
given up, in favor of the fact. We will encompass this as
a principle of Conflicts in Reasoning through the adoption of the following relative strength among the various
types of information associated to the cognitive principles above: Hypotheses are weaker than any other type
of information (Weakness of Hypothesis principle) and
the factual information is stronger than other conflicting
information (Strength of Facts principle).
As a consequence of this relative strength principle we
assume that people might recognize that a conditional
statement together with some factual evidence can invalidate a hypothesis. If P is a sufficient condition for Q and
hence we have a conditional association of “If P then
Q” (suf1 ), then under the factual evidence of Q, people
can recognize that the hypothesis of P cannot hold, for if
it did, this would support that Q also holds which will be

in direct conflict with the evidence Q. Recognizing new
associations of this type seems sometimes to be difficult
because it requires an active search for counter-examples
(O’Brien, D. S. Braine, & Yang, 1994; Rips, 1994). Yet,
if this process is repeated several times, humans seem to
form new associations, “short-cuts”, that can be applied
directly (principle of learned). In the example above
they could make the association that from Q, the contrary of P also follows, i.e. they form the additional secondary or emergent conditional association “If Q then
P ” (suf2 ) together with the primary one of suf1 . Analogously, primary and secondary associations with respect
to necessary conditions can be specified (nec1 and nec2 ).
It is important to note that the classification of primary
and secondary depends on the context of reasoning. The
association that is straightforwardly formed because it is
explicitly presented is primary, whereas the secondary
association only emerges out of constructions of counterexamples and the defeat of their hypotheses.

argument that supports the position pos based on the
premises pre. An argument ∆, is then a set of individual arguments that are grouped together as a coalition to
support a position (e.g. a conclusion) we are interested
in. The conflict relation C in AL = hAs, C, i specifies
when arguments conflict with each other and is used to
give the notion of attack between two arguments. ∆0 attacks or is a counterargument of ∆, iff together these
arguments have a conflict under contain C, e.g. when ∆
supports Q and ∆0 supports Q, the negation or complement of Q. The strength relation  in AL = hAs, C, i
captures the relative strength among arguments. Given
two argument schemes as and as0 , as  as0 means that
arguments constructed from as are stronger than arguments constructed from as0 . This gives a notion of defense between conflicting arguments. Informally, an argument ∆ defends against ∆0 only when its individual
arguments are at least as strong as those of ∆0 .

Reasoning in Cognitive Argumentation

Cognitive Argumentation and Reasoning
The framework of Cognitive Argumentation (CA) is built
by synthesizing cognitive principles within the framework of computational argumentation in AI, (Dung,
1995; Kakas & Moraitis, 2003; Modgil & Prakken,
2013). We briefly review the most relevant parts.
The same argumentation framework from which CA is
formed has been shown (Kakas, 2019) to capture Classical Propositional Logic in an equivalent way when
the given premises are consistent and thus smoothly extend Classical Logic when the given theory is classically inconsistent. Also early on it was shown (see e.g.
(Bondarenko, Dung, Kowalski, & Toni, 1997)) that most
if not all AI non-monotonic logics could be reformulation in terms of argumentation.
The task is to understand the cognitive principles into a
concrete computational form so that they can be reflected
into computational argumentation. We review the basic
components of the formal framework of CA. Details are
found in (Dietz Saldanha and Kakas, 2019; 2020)
An argumentation theory or model within CA is obtained by translating cognitive principles into argument
schemes together with a preference or strength relation
between these schemes. It consists of a triple AL =
hAs, C, i where As is a set of argument schemes,
C is a conflict relation in the language of the framework and  is a binary strength relation on As. Argument schemes were introduced as stereotypical reasoning patterns that are typically non-deductive (Pollock,
1995; Walton, 1996). Formally, an argument scheme,
as ∈ As, is a tuple of the form as = (pre, pos) where
the premises pre and position pos are (sets of) statements in the language of discourse L. Using an argument
scheme as = (pre, pos) we can construct an individual
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Reasoning in argumentation is a process of analysis of
alternatives, e.g. of a conclusion and its negation, by a
consideration of different arguments for and against the
various competing alternatives. Three main requirements
make a supporting argument of sufficiently good quality
to be thus admitted in the frame of reasoning within CA.
This first one is groundness and relates to the observation that any instance of human reasoning is carried out
under a current state of information that the environment
gives or makes us aware of. This information is captured
by a cognitive state S = (F, A) where F is a set of
facts provided by the environment and A is an awareness
set of propositions which the environment has awaken as
relevant in the current reasoning. An argument ∆ is then
required to be grounded on the current cognitive state,
i.e. that all individual arguments in ∆ need to eventually be based on information that refers to the cognitive
state. The other two requirements are normally put together and specify a normative criterion of acceptability
of arguments. Formally, an argument ∆ is acceptable or
admissible in AL (S) iff ∆ is conflict-free (under C) and
∆ defends against all its counter-arguments attacking ∆.
Reasoning under argumentation is then carried out
by considering grounded and acceptable arguments that
support a concluding statement L. This definition of
acceptability is directly linked with the dialectic argumentation process of choosing a supporting argument,
considering its counter-arguments and forming a defense
against each one of these. Argumentation based reasoning is thus captured as a dialectic process along the following basic steps: (1) Construct a root argument supporting a conclusion of interest, (2) consider a counterargument against the root argument, (3) find a defense argument against the counterargument, (4) check that this

defense argument is not in conflict with the root argument, (5) add this defense argument to the root argument,
and repeat from (2), i.e. consider another counterargument to the now extended root argument.
In other words, argumentation based reasoning is a
process of internal debate - contemplation - between supporting a position and trying to defeat it. Carrying out the
process until there are no other counterarguments in step
(2) that have not already being considered, clearly results
in an extended root argument that is an acceptable argument supporting the conclusion of interest. We say that
L is acceptable or a credulous conclusion of AL (S),
iff there exists a grounded and acceptable argument ∆
in AL (S) that supports L. L is a skeptical conclusion of
AL (S) iff L is a credulous conclusion of AL (S), and L
is not a credulous conclusion of AL (S), i.e. there is no
acceptable argument supporting L. Credulous and skeptical conclusions represent plausible and definite conclusions, respectively. The existence of an acceptable argument supporting a conclusion makes this only a possible conclusion. Only when such possibilities of the contrary do not exist, we can derive in a definite conclusion.
The construction of acceptable arguments and the process of argumentation-based reasoning follows a simple
dialectic form of (1) choosing a supporting argument (2)
considering its counter-arguments and (3) forming a defense against each one of these. Details can be found
in (Dung, Kowalski, & Toni, 2006).

Reasoning in the selection task by any participant in
the experiment will be done according to their interpretation of the condition in the conditional. This means
that a person will reason using only a particular subset
of the argument schemes in the framework AST . The
argumentation reasoning process is then carried out by
considering what acceptable arguments we can build for
the information on the non-visible side of the card, given
the factual information on the visible side. Specifically,
we will consider whether it is possible to build acceptable argument supporting either the positive or negative
statement of the other side of the card. The reasoner will
then decide to turn a card if and only if only one of the
two statements, positive or negative, on the non-visible
side can be acceptably supported. In other words, only
when the reasoner can skeptically conclude what is on
the non-visible side of the card.
For each visible card, we will illustrate with figures the dialectic argumentation process for constructing
acceptable/non-acceptable arguments supporting the two
alternative conclusions on the other side of the card. In
these figures, ↑ shows attacks and ⇑ shows strong defenses/attacks, i.e. that cannot be attacked back by the
argument they are defending against/attacking.
Card P . Does Q or Q follow? The cognitive state S
is ({P }, {P, Q, P , Q}). If P is understood as sufficient,
then suff1 (P ; Q) = (P, Q) is applicable and the following (strong) argument for Q can be constructed:
s
∆P ;Q
= { fact(P ), suff1 (P ; Q) }.

Argumentation in the Selection Task
We will now present how CA is applied to capture human
reasoning in the selection task. We first need to ground
the general framework of CA, according to the cognitive
principles presented in the earlier section to give the specific framework of CA, denoted by AST = hAs, C, i,
for the selection task. Each cognitive principle is translated into argument schemes in As as follows.
The maxim of quality principle gives a fact scheme:
fact(L) = (∅, L) ∈ As, applied for any statement L ∈ F
of the current cognitive state S = (F, A). Similarly, the
maxim of relevance principle gives a hypothesis scheme:
hyp(A) = (∅, A) ∈ As and hyp(A) = (∅, A) ∈ As,
applied for any proposition, A, in S. The two different
types of a condition P in relation to a consequent Q, each
give two conditional argument schemes: P is sufficient:
suff1 (P ; Q) = (P, Q) and suff2 (Q ; P ) = (Q, P ),
and P is necessary: necc1 (Q ; P ) = (Q, P ) and
necc2 (P ; Q) = (P , Q)
The conflict relation C is given by the negation between statements in the language and the strength relation  as we have presented in the previous section,
by: (1) hypotheses are weaker than any other opposing
scheme and (2) facts are stronger than any other opposing scheme.
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The only plausible counter-argument is the hypothesis
that Q does not hold: ∆Q = {hyp(Q)}. But this scheme
is weak, i.e. suff1 (P ; Q)  hyp(Q). (preferences).
s
Thus, ∆P ;Q
is an acceptable argument, whereas ∆Q is
not (Fig. 1). Therefore, Q follows skeptically.
Card Q. Does P or P follow? The cognitive state S is
({Q}, {P, Q, P , Q}). A (strong) argument for P can be
constructed, if P is understood as a necessary condition:
n
∆Q;P
= { fact(Q), necc1 (Q ; P ) }.

The only plausible counter-argument is simply the hypothesis ∆P = {hyp(P )}.
Again it holds that
necc1 (Q ; P )  hyp(P ). Accordingly, if P is a necesn
sary condition, ∆Q;P
is acceptable, whereas ∆P is not,
and therefore P follows skeptically (Fig. 2).
Card P . None of the canonical groups contains this selection. It seems unlikely that P is interpreted as necessary for Q and even if, it seems difficult to admit
necc2 (P ; Q). We are then left with the two, equally
strong, hypothetical arguments ∆Q and ∆Q which does
not lead to a skeptical conclusion about Q.
Card Q. Does P or P follow? The cognitive state S

Figure 1: Given P , construction for Q (left) and for Q (right)
assuming P is a sufficient condition: Q follows skeptically.
s
∆P ;Q

s
∆P ;Q

s
∆P ;Q

∆Q

∆Q

∆Q

n
∆Q;P

∆Q
s
∆P ;Q

s
∆P ;Q

s
∆Q;P

s
∆Q;P

∆P

∆P

n
∆Q;P

n
∆Q;P

∆P

∆P

∆P

∆P
n
∆Q;P

n
∆Q;P

Figure 3: Given Q, construction for P (left) and for P (right)
assuming P is a sufficient condition: P follows skeptically.
s
∆Q;P

Figure 2: Given Q, construction for P (left) and P (right) assuming P is a necessary condition: P follows skeptically.

∆P

∆P
s
∆Q;P

s
∆Q;P

is ({Q}, {P, Q, Q, P }). If P is understood as sufficient
and suff2 (Q ; P ) is recognized, the following (strong)
argument for P can be constructed:
s
∆Q;P
= { fact(Q), suff2 (Q ; P ) }.

Its only counterargument ∆P is defeated because
suff2 (Q ; P )  hyp(P ) (Fig. 3). Similarly, if the conditional is understood inverted and Q as necessary for P
and necc2 (Q ; P ) = (Q, P ) is recognized we have a
strong argument for P . Otherwise, if suff2 (Q ; P ) or
necc2 (Q ; P ) = (Q, P ) are not recognized, we will
only have the two weak but equally strong arguments
∆P and ∆P that attack and defend each other: P and
P follow credulously, thus nothing follows skeptically.
This lack of skeptical conclusion will occur similarly in
any other of the above cards when the strong argument
scheme involved is not recognized by the reasoner.
Summing up, each of the choice points in the dialectic argumentation process might non-deterministically be
treated differently by different human reasoners, guided
by the argument schemes they recognize.

Characterization of the Canonical Groups
Table 2 summarizes the skeptical argumentative reasoning in the three contexts of the selection task. The third
column shows the cognitive principles with the corresponding argument scheme that is applied and results, as
illustrated in the previous section, in a skeptical conclusion. The last three columns show the dominant canonical selections, I, II and IV (selections from group III correspond to the ones from II and IV).
This allows us to link the canonical groups with the
interpretation of the conditional as captured by the ar-
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gument schemes and reasoning in CA. When reasoning with abstract and everyday hypotheses we have that,
groups I and II do not seem to have the emergent associations established through counter-examples. Group I
interprets P as sufficient (for Q) only on the primary
level, whereas II additionally understands P as necessary, again only on the primary level. In contrast, for
reasoning with deontic principles the predominant interpretation inverts the roles of the two statements in the
given conditional, considering the consequent Q to be
necessary for its condition P . Interestingly, here the
characterization for all groups is then analogous to the
other contexts, but where the necessary and sufficient interpretations are swapped. Further, in all three contexts,
groups I and IV involve only one interpretation of the
condition, either only as sufficient, or only as necessary.
The gap between selecting Q from abstract (24%) to
everyday (40%) hypotheses is explained by the learned
principle as it makes secondary associations more emergent. The even higher percentage with deontic principles (68%) is explained by the observation that the condition within the inverted conditional is more easily interpreted as necessary both at primary and secondary level:
The 16yrs card easily produces a skeptical conclusion, a
counter-example, for a high percentage of the population.

New Model Theory Revisited
The new model theory (Ragni et al., 2018) adequately accounts for the individual selections, the canonical selections, and the variations wrt the recognition of counterexamples. Our approach and its resulting characterization of the canonical selection groups can be seen to
share characteristics with the new model theory. Firstly,
both approaches are based on inference with the conditional rather than relying on some meaning of the conditional. Secondly, our levels of reasoning with primary or
secondary argument schemes is analogous to the levels of
insight and the way these are used in the new model theory. Partial and complete insight in the new model theory
are related to reasoning with counter-examples. Our reasoning with the hypothetical argument scheme is analogous to reasoning with counter-examples. This results in
a corresponding understanding of many selections: Consider group IV when reasoning with abstract and every-

Deontic

Everyday

Abstract

Card

%

Cognitive Principles

D

≥99 suff1 (P ; Q)

3

44

necc1 (Q ; P )

7

24

suff2 (Q ; P )

ple explanation: Participant do not understand the condition as sufficient. (ii) Dependencies at the individualperson level cannot be inferred from aggregated data. We
only considered non-aggregated data. (iii) The amount of
parameters is not a good proxy for a good model. This
argument does not hold for CA as its strength is its simple and general. Independent of Kellen et al.’s criticism,
we still believe that Ragni et. al.’s benchmarking efforts
will have a significant value for the community.

I II IV

Manchester 100 suff1 (P ; Q)

Train

48

necc1 (Q ; P )

Car

40

learned suff2 (Q ; P )

Beer

100 inverted necc1 (P ; Q)

22 yrs 23

inverted suff1 (Q ; P )

16 yrs 68

inverted learned necc2 (P ; Q)

COGNICA and Future Directions

Table 2: Schemes and selections for Group I, II and IV.

day hypotheses the selection of Q is similarly explained
by the application of partial insight in the new model theory and the use of the secondary sufficient scheme in CA.
Only two theories seem to adequately model the selection (Ragni et al., 2018): The model theory which relies on the meaning of a hypothesis and the inferenceguessing theory which relies on inferences from the hypothesis. CA relies on both, the interpretation of the hypothesis within the content of the task guided by the underlying principles, and skeptical inference through argumentation. Nevertheless, the different perspective of
argumentation-based reasoning in our approach allows
the possibility of new explanations of the data. For example, the significant increase in the percentage when reasoning with deontic principles in Group IV (68%), can
now be understood to result by interpreting the consequent of the given conditional inversely and as necessary
for the condition in the given conditional. At the same
time this inverted and necessary interpretation explains
the drop of the percentages of Group I and II compared
to the other two contexts. We are also able to establish
a new analogy between the three contexts: the interpretation of necessary and sufficient conditions is swapped
when reasoning with deontic principles.
There is only one free parameter in CA and that is
the choice of argument schemes admitted at the time of
reasoning. This then reflects also the intensity or thoroughness of the reasoning by the human reasoner. This
superiority is also supported by the universal encapsulation/reformulation of all AI non-monotonic logics in
terms of argumentation (Bondarenko et al., 1997).
The criticism on Ragni et. al. work by Kellen and
Klauer (2020) does does not affect our approach. We address three of their arguments: (i) Ragni et. al. excluded
a priori several selections as potentially canonical, such
as (only) q. This seems reasonable, even though we understand Kellen et. al., no selection should be excluded a
priori. CA could account for this special case with a sim-
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The application of CA to conditional reasoning has been
implemented in a system called COGNICA. Currently,
we are extending COGNICA to admit a wider variety of conditionals as studied in the work of Laird and
Byrne (2002) and to reason with knowledge that can include together different types of conditionals. We are
designing experiments that are aimed to test directly the
underlying assumptions of the framework of CA. In particular, we are planning to empirically test how explanations, that are naturally connected with argumentative
reasoning, can affect the human participants’ reasoning
and to examine if the COGNICA system’s explanations
can lead them to reconsider their inferences and/or the
confidence they have in their drawn inferences.

Conclusions
Based on the hypothesis that argumentation is a good basis for modeling human reasoning we have shown that
the interdisciplinary framework of CA can capture the
data in the selection task, in a simple and unified way,
across all the canonical groups and changes in these over
the different contexts of the task. Technically, in CA
the variation in the data is captured through one parameter, that of the subset of argument schemes admitted in
the reasoning, under the same and singular criterion of
acceptability of grounded arguments. Our approach accords with the new model theory of (Ragni et al., 2018):
argumentation-based reasoning is performed as a constructive dialectic process where the subset of argument
schemes used by a reasoner reflects the potential computational intensity of the reasoning, analogously to the
level of insight of the new model theory.
The main advantages of CA is its simplicity, its generalizability and its use of a universal criterion of acceptability. We believe that this work between AI, Explainability and Cognitive Science will strengthen the already
existing link between argumentation and reasoning.
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Abstract

captain was able to survive the storm and returned home
safely.

Norm violations have been demonstrated to impact a widerange of seemingly non-normative judgments. Among other
things, when agents’ actions violate prescriptive norms they
tend to be seen as having done those actions more freely, as
having acted more intentionally, as being more of a cause of
subsequent outcomes, and even as being less happy. The explanation of this effect continue to be debated, with some researchers appealing to features of actions that violate norms,
and other researcher emphasizing the importance of agents’
mental states when acting. Here, we report the results of a
large-scale experiment that replicates and extends twelve of
the studies that originally demonstrated the pervasive impact
of norm violations. In each case, we build on the pre-existing
experimental paradigms to additionally manipulate whether
the agents knew that they were violating a norm while holding fixed the action done. We find evidence for a pervasive
impact of ignorance: the impact of norm violations on nonnormative judgments depends largely on the agent knowing
that they were violating a norm when acting.
Keywords: normality; knobe effect; ignorance; knowledge;
norms

Was the captain forced to throw his wife’s cargo overboard? Intuitively, ‘Yes.’ (Phillips & Knobe, 2009). Now
consider a variant in which the captains’ actions violate a
moral norm (changes in italics):
While sailing on the sea, a large storm came upon a captain and his ship. As the waves began to grow larger,
the captain realized that his small vessel was too heavy
and the ship would flood if he didn’t make it lighter. The
only way that the captain could keep the ship from capsizing was to cut the cargo loose which is weighing the
ship down. The captain knows that the cargo contains
his wife’s expensive art collection because that is what
he packed into the cargo. However, he also learned that
a number of illegal passengers have hidden in the cargo
boxes before the ship left the harbor.

The Puzzling Impact of Normality
A large and growing body of research has documented that
norm violations influence a wide range of intuitive judgments, including judgments of intentional action (Knobe,
2003), causation (Kominsky & Phillips, 2019), freedom
(Young & Phillips, 2011), happiness (Phillips, De Freitas, Mott, Gruber, & Knobe, 2017), doing vs. allowing
(Cushman, Knobe, & Sinnott-Armstrong, 2008), pro-/conattitude ascriptions (Pettit & Knobe, 2009), and modal judgments (Knobe & Szabó, 2013). Such normality effects are
not hard to demonstrate. Consider the following situation:
While sailing on the sea, a large storm came upon a captain and his ship. As the waves began to grow larger,
the captain realized that his small vessel was too heavy
and the ship would flood if he didn’t make it lighter. The
only way that the captain could keep the ship from capsizing was to cut the cargo loose which is weighing the
ship down. The captain knows that the cargo contains
his wife’s expensive art collection because that is what
he packed into the cargo.
Fully realizing the cargo contains his wife’s expensive
art collection, the captain cut the cargo loose and it fell
into the sea. While the cargo containing his wife’s expensive art collection sank to the bottom of the sea, the
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Fully realizing the cargo contains passengers, the captain cut the cargo loose and it fell into the sea. While the
cargo containing the illegal passengers sank to the bottom of the sea, the captain was able to survive the storm
and returned home safely.
In cases like this, people judge the captain to have been
much less forced (Phillips & Knobe, 2009). This impact of
the normative status of an agent’s action extends to the variety
of judgment types mentioned before. A norm-violating agent
is judged as acting more intentionally (Knobe, 2003), having
more pro-attitudes (Pettit & Knobe, 2009), being more causal
(Icard, Kominsky, & Knobe, 2017), being less happy (Phillips
et al., 2017) and as making (vs. allowing) an outcome to
occur, compared to an agent performing the same action but
abiding to the norm (Phillips, Luguri, & Knobe, 2015; Pettit
& Knobe, 2009). Hence, at this point there is little debate over
whether norms influence a wide-range of judgments. Instead,
discussion largely centers on why such an effect occurs.
For many of these judgments types, specific proposals have
been put forward aiming to explain why norm-violations influence this type of judgments in particular (Hindriks, 2014).
For example, Dı́az and Reuter (2020) argue that reduced attributions of happiness to norm-violating agents are the result of how “fitting” people perceive the concept of happi-

ness to be under such circumstances. Or, the increased attribution of intentional action to norm-violating agents has
been suggested to reflect rational inferences about the agents’
mental states or beliefs (Lombrozo & Uttich, 2010; Uttich &
Lombrozo, 2010; Laurent, Reich, & Skorinko, 2019; Alfano,
Beebe, & Robinson, 2012). And, more generally, the influence of norms on mental state ascriptions has been argued
to be mediated by some form of moral or blame judgment
(Hindriks, Douven, & Singmann, 2016; Nadelhoffer, 2004;
Cova, Lantian, & Boudesseul, 2016)
Alternatively, however, a more unified explanation of normality’s impact across judgments has been offered (Knobe,
2010; Phillips et al., 2015; Phillips & Knobe, 2018). Often
conceived as alternative proposal to theories endorsing a mediating role of blame, this account suggests that the influence
of normality on all these judgments—from intentionality to
happiness—is driven by people’s reasoning about possibilities (Phillips & Knobe, 2018; Knobe, in press).
The most thoroughly investigated case study of the impact of normality is focused on judgments of causation
(Willemsen & Kirfel, 2019). Across a now large series of
studies, the debate has centered on which of these two theoretical accounts can best account for the sensitivity of people’s causal judgments to normality (Samland & Waldmann,
2016; Kominsky & Phillips, 2019; Sytsma, 2020; Alicke &
Rose, 2012). We will briefly describe the accounts, reconstruct the debate, and finally, introduce a critical finding for
testing the respective theories: the case of ignorant normviolations.

Causes, Counterfactuals and Blame
At the broadest level, the general finding is that when some
event is one of multiple necessary conditions for a given outcome to occur, the more abnormal that event is, the more people judge it to be the cause of the outcome (Knobe & Fraser,
2008). If two cars crash in the middle of an intersection—one
of which ran a red light and one of which did not—the cause
of the accident is intuitively the driver who violated the traffic
norm, not the one who didn’t. But why?
One family of accounts emphasizes that people’s causal
judgments may simply be a form of moral responsibility judgment in disguise. If so, then it is of course not very surprising that they are influenced by prescriptive norm violations (Alicke, 2000; Samland & Waldmann, 2016; Livengood, Sytsma, & Rose, 2017). In other words, when people
say that the driver who ran the red light was the cause of the
accident, they simply mean that he should be blamed or held
morally responsible.
In response to these accounts, researchers have pointed out
that descriptive norm violations, e.g., events that occur despite being very unlikely, exhibit a remarkably similar pattern in intuitive causal judgments (Kominsky, Phillips, Gerstenberg, Lagnado, & Knobe, 2015; Gerstenberg & Icard,
2020). If a forest fire starts in the presence of oxygen, dry
leaves, and a lightening strike, people tend judge that the least
likely of these events—the lightening strike—was the cause.
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Responsibility-based accounts are difficult to extend in a way
that naturally covers the impact of descriptive norm violations, since these events often do not even involve intentional
agents who can be held responsible or blamed.
An alternative family of approaches has been to argue that norms influence causal judgments because causal
judgments rely on counterfactual possibilities (Gerstenberg,
Goodman, Lagnado, & Tenenbaum, 2020; Lewis, 1974;
Pearl, 2009), and norms are well-known to influence counterfactual thought (Kahneman & Miller, 1986). On this account, people are inclined to judge that the driver who ran the
red light was the cause of the accident because they are more
inclined to think about what would have happened if he had
not run the red light (and are correspondingly less inclined
to think about what would have happened if the other driver
had stopped at a green light) (Phillips et al., 2015). Moreover,
this approach can be easily extended to descriptive norms: it
is more relevant to consider possibilities in which lightening
strikes do not occur than possibilities in which there are no
dry leaves in the forest. And thus, it is not difficult to see why
both kinds of norm violations will influence causal judgments
in similar ways.
However, a recent criticism of these counterfactual accounts has focused on cases in which an agent unknowingly
violates a prescriptive norm (Samland & Waldmann, 2016).
Samland and Waldmann (2016) argued that in such cases,
because a norm is violated, counterfactual accounts should
predict that whether or not the agent knows they are violating a norm, will not change normality’s influence on causal
judgments. They went on to show that in fact, participants’
causal judgments were extremely sensitive to changes in the
agents’ knowledge: An agent who unknowingly violated a
norm was not judged as more causal than a norm-abiding
agent. While this work clearly demonstrated an important
relationship between what agents know and the effect of normality on causal judgments, it did not provide decisive evidence against counterfactual explanations of these effects.
As Kominsky and Phillips (2019) went on to show, participants’ judgments of counterfactual relevance were also highly
sensitive to the agents’ mental states, and these counterfactual relevance judgments precisely predicted the differences
in causal judgments. Importantly, recent work by Kirfel and
Lagnado (2021) demonstrated that a surprisingly similar effect occurs in the case of descriptive norm violations. Specifically, agents are judged to be more causal of an eventual outcome when they did a statistically unlikely action that was
necessary for that outcome, but this effect only occurs when
the agent knows that their action leads to the outcome.

The Impact of Ignorance Beyond Causation
Considered collectively, the upshot of this growing body of
research is that the effect of norms on judgments of causation are broadly sensitive to agents’ epistemic states. More
specifically, ignorance cancels the influence of abnormality
on causal judgements: abnormal but ignorant agents are not

perceived as more causal than normal agents. Given that
causal judgments are just one type of judgments that are sensitive to normality, the question arises whether agents’ epistemic states similarly affect the impact of norms across the
wide range of different judgments. More precisely, it remains an important but unanswered question whether agent
ignorance reduces the impact of normality on people’s attributions of intentional action, freedom, happiness, and so on.
This question is of theoretical interest because a systematic
moderating effect of epistemic states on the impact of norms
in a variety of judgment domains suggests that this impact
of norms is itself is driven by a common mechanism. The
present study aims to provide a first answer to this question.

Hypothesis
The experiment we report makes a novel contribution by considering the pervasive impact of normality as a whole (using
a meta-analytic approach) and asking whether agents’ epistemic states moderate the impact of normality for each of the
different judgments that have previously been shown to be
impacted by normality. More specifically, we both (1) attempt to replicate the effect of normality that has been previously demonstrated, and then (2) modify the original materials to allow us to ask whether the effect of normality is
sensitive to changes in the agents’ epistemic states. Drawing on recent work on the impact of ignorance on normality effects in causal judgments (Samland & Waldmann, 2016;
Kirfel & Lagnado, 2021), we predict a similar effect of ignorant norm-violation on judgments of intentional action, freedom, happiness, etc. That is, we predict that the difference in
judgments about a normal agent and an unknowingly normviolating agent (here analysed as effect sizes) will be smaller
than the difference between a normal and a knowingly normviolating agent. In the current study, we will solely focus on
the impact of prescriptive normality.
The results of this large-scale experiment will not only
be informative for debates that have sought to explain the
impact of normality in each separate case, but also will inform the broader question of whether researchers should seek
a unified explanation of the pervasive impact of normality. In the General Discussion, we will return to the question of whether and how the two theoretical accounts outline above—responsibility vs. counterfactuals—can provide
an explanation of our findings.

Methods
In an ongoing replication study and experimental metaanalysis, we selected 12 studies published between 2003 and
2019, containing 6 different paradigms with in total 29 statistical effects taken to indicate the influence of norm violations
on different types of judgments.

Selected Studies
To be included in this meta-analysis, studies needed to
have investigated the impact of prescriptive norm violations,
broadly construed (violating a conventional norm, causing
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harm, etc.), on seemingly non-normative judgments. We
identified 6 different judgment domains for which this was
the case: causation (Kominsky & Phillips, 2019), doing vs.
allowing (Cushman et al., 2008), freedom (Phillips & Knobe,
2009), happiness (Phillips et al., 2017), mental state ascriptions (Pettit & Knobe, 2009) and modal judgments (Knobe &
Szabó, 2013).
Causation A series of studies finds that if the actions of two
agents are necessary for an outcome to occur (a “conjunctive causal structure”), people judge the agent who violated
a norm to be more of a cause of the outcome than the agent
who acted according to the norm. In contrast, if both agents’
actions are independently sufficient to bring about the outcome (a “disjunctive causal structure”), the agent who acted
immorally is judged to be less of a cause of the outcome.
We selected four scenarios (“battery”, “bridge”, “motion detector”, “computer”), which had both a conjunctive and disjunctive version from Kominsky and Phillips (2019) and the
“pen” scenario from Knobe and Fraser (2008), which only
had a conjunctive version.
Doing vs. allowing Work on the ‘doing/allowing’ distinction shows that morally bad behavior is more likely to be construed as actively ‘doing’ than as passively ‘allowing’. We selected the “Dr. Bennet” scenario from Cushman et al. (2008)
for our study, in which a doctor removes a homeless man from
life support.
Freedom As discussed in the introduction, studies on people’s judgements about the freedom to act show that agents
who acted immorally (vs. neutrally) are more thought to have
acted freely (i.e., were not forced to do that action). Young
and Phillips (2011) found that this effect is also affected by
the moral focus of the force judgment: People agree more
with the active form of the sentence “X forced Y to act” than
the passive form “Y was forced by X to act”. For our study,
we used the original “ship” vignette from Phillips and Knobe
(2009) as described above, as well as the active and passive
version of the “ship” and “doctor” scenario from Young and
Phillips (2011).
Happiness Previously, research found that even when an
agent is described as satisfying all of the psychological criteria for happiness (high positive affect, low negative affect,
high life satisfaction), participants are disinclined to rate the
agents as being “happy” when they believe the agent to be living an immoral lives (though not when living morally good or
neutral life). We selected the “nurse” scenario from Phillips
et al. (2017) as paradigmatic test case of this effect for our
study.
Mental State Ascriptions This line of research, also
known as the “side-effect effect”, shows that an agent who
brings about a side effect is judged as having intended this
side effect to a greater extent when this effect is bad vs. good.
Subsequent studies have shown that this pattern occurs for
the attribution of other mental states (e.g. desire) as well

(Pettit & Knobe, 2009), and find an inverse effect for attribution of opposition: People judge the agent to have opposed
the effect less when the side effect is morally bad vs. good.
We selected the original “chairman” scenario for testing “intentionality” from Knobe (2003) and “decision/desire” from
Pettit and Knobe (2009), as well as the “manager” scenario
(“advocate / in favour of”), “CEO” scenario (“opposed to”)
and “bomb” scenario (“intended to”) from Pettit and Knobe
(2009). In addition, we selected the “gizmo”, “scrubs” and
“truck trailers” scenarios from Uttich and Lombrozo (2010)
who tested the attributions of intentionality to agents violation conventional norms. We subsume the various effects in
this area under the term “mental states ascriptions”.
Modal Proxies Knobe and Szabó (2013) demonstrated that
the effect of norm violations found in previous research on
force, intention, causation extended to ‘modal proxies’ of
these judgments. For example, just as people would say an
agent was more forced to do a morally neutral action than an
immoral action, they more agreed with the sentence “Given
the circumstances, the agent had to do that action” when the
action was morally neutral than when the action was immoral.
We selected the “captain”, “pen” and “bulls-eye” vignette for
our study.

Pre-replication procedure
Each of the 29 selected scenarios included two experimental
conditions (see the “ship” scenario from Phillips and Knobe
(2009) from the introduction): One “Normal” condition in
which the agent acts morally good or neutral, and one “Norm
Violating” condition in which the agent acts morally bad. We
created a third experimental condition for each of the 29 scenarios that matched the “Norm Violation” condition in all aspects, except for the agent’s epistemic state about the the normality of their action. In the “Ignorant Norm-Violation” condition, the agent’s action violates a norm (causes harm, etc.)
but the agent is unaware that their action violates a norm. To
illustrate, here is the “Ignorant Norm Violation” condition of
Phillips and Knobe (2009)’s ship scenario (differences again
indicated by italics):
While sailing on the sea, a large storm came upon a captain and his ship. As the waves began to grow larger,
the captain realized that his small vessel was too heavy
and the ship would flood if he didn’t make it lighter. The
only way that the captain could keep the ship from capsizing was to cut the cargo loose which is weighing the
ship down. The captain thinks that the cargo contains
his wife’s expensive art collection because that is what
he packed into the cargo. However, completely unbeknownst to the captain, a number of illegal passengers
have hidden in the cargo boxes before the ship left the
harbor.
Without realizing the cargo contains passengers, the captain cut the cargo loose and it fell into the sea. While the
cargo containing the illegal passengers sank to the bot-
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tom of the sea, the captain was able to survive the storm
and returned home safely.
In order to match all three conditions and to allow for a
consistent manipulation of the agent’s knowledge of the normality of their action, we modified aspects of some the original vignettes. We also adapted the precise phrasing of the Dependent Variable Questions of some studies and standardised
the rating scales (see below). Accordingly, our replication
approach varied from a relatively direct replication in some
cases, to something closer to that of a conceptual replication
in other cases(Hendrick, 1990; Lynch Jr, Bradlow, Huber, &
Lehmann, 2015). Importantly, the focus of this study centers on investigating the moderating role of epistemic states
on the effects of morality, rather than the strict replicability
of the original effects.

Participants, Design and Procedure
We recruited 1554 participants via Amazon Mechanical Turk
(Mage = 40.70, SDage = 12.77, N female = 736). Our study employed a 3 normality (normal vs. norm violation vs. ignorant
norm violation) × 3 (scenario) design. Both norm and scenario were manipulated within participants. That is, each participant saw one example of each of the normality conditions
in randomised order, and for each normality condition, the
scenario participants saw was randomly sampled from the 29
different scenarios included in the study. After reading each
scenario, participants responded to three different questions:
Dependent Variable A rating of the dependent variable
from the original study, which was sometimes adapted to the
normality condition and sometimes not. For the ship scenario,
for example, the dependent variable was an agreement rating
with the statement:“The ship captain was forced to cut the
cargo loose and let it fall into the sea.” on a 7-point Likert
scale (1-‘strongly disagree’, 7-‘strongly agree’).
Knowledge Check A knowledge check question, asking
about the central agent’s knowledge of the abnormality of
their action (e.g. Please rate how much you agree or disagree
with the following statement: “The captain knew that a number of illegal passengers were hiding in the cargo boxes.”)
on a 7-point Likert scale (1-‘strongly disagree’, 7-‘strongly
agree’).
Should know A question about what the agent should have
known with regards to the abnormality of their action (e.g.
Please rate how much you agree or disagree with the following statement: “The captain should have known that a number of illegal passengers were hiding in the cargo boxes.”)
on a 7-point Likert scale (1-‘strongly disagree’, 7-‘strongly
agree’). This question served to examine whether the manipulation of epistemic states in our experiments not only influenced people’s beliefs about what the agents actually knew,
but also their normative beliefs about what the agents should
have known.

Figure 1: Effect Sizes by Study: Replication effect sizes of the original effects (normal vs. norm-violation) are marked by dots,
effect sizes of the new effect (normal vs. ignorant norm-violation) are marked by crosses. Error bars depict 95% confidence
intervals of effect sizes

Analysis approach
Study materials and analyses were pre-registered at
https://osf.io/g52zs. For each individual study, we first
tested whether we replicated the originally observed effect,
i.e., whether there was significant difference in dependent
variable between the “Normal” and “Norm Violation” conditions. A replication was considered successful when p <
.05 and the effect was in the same direction as the original
effect. We collected the effect sizes for those effects that
were replicated (all converted to Cohen’s d). To simplify our
analysis, we reduced all normality effects to simple effects.
That is, interaction effects such as the causal structure × normality interaction effect observed in Kominsky and Phillips
(2019) was decomposed into two separate simple effects. In
all cases where we were able to replicate the original effect,
we then performed the same statistical test, but replaced the
“Norm Violation” condition with the newly created “Ignorant
Norm Violation” condition and recorded the new effect size
that measures the difference between these conditions. We
adopted a meta-analytic approach towards our hypothesis that
norm effects are influenced by agents’ epistemic states, predicting that effect sizes of the statistical tests for “Neutral vs.
Ignorant Norm Violation” will be smaller than in the “Neutral
vs. Norm Violation” tests. In order to evaluate this hypothesis, we first aligned all norm effects by reversing the direc-
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tion of the effect size direction for those studies in which the
norm manipulation has been shown to lead to a reduction in
the DV rating (e.g. agent is judged as less forced in abnormal
vs. neutral condition). We then built a linear mixed-effects
null model including a random intercept for the study being
replicated and extended (1 | study) and a random intercept
and slope for the impact of epistemic states across paradigms
(epistemicState | paradigm), and compared it to a model had
the same random effects structure but included a fixed effect
for “Epistemic State”. This factor coded for whether effect
size was for a case in which the norm violation was known
vs. unknown. The fixed effect was determined to be significant if the fit of the the model that included the fixed factor for
epistemic state differed significantly from the model including only the random effects. The same procedure was also
used for both kinds of knowledge ratings.

Results
Overall, we successfully replicated 18 out of 29 effects of
normality on non-moral judgments (62%): 5 effects on judgments of causation (out of 9), the effect on doing vs allowing,
1 effect on judgments about freedom (out of 5), the effect on
judgments about happiness, 7 effects on mental state ascriptions (out of 10) and all three effects on modal proxies. While
this replication rate is low, it is important to note that many

of our tests were not direct replications because they involved
modifying the original materials to allow for a close match
between the new conditions in which the agent was ignorant
of the normative status of their action. The size of the original
effects also varied greatly. Because we conducted this experiment as a single large-scale study which randomly assigned
participants to conditions, we were under-powered to detect
some of the smaller effects, and over-powered to detect larger
effects.
Knowledge Check Our analysis revealed a significant effect for whether the norm violation occurred knowingly vs.
unwittingly on effect sizes of knowledge ratings χ2 (1) =
16.13; p < .001 (b = 2.73, SE = .31, t = 8.66). The effect
on ratings of the agent’s knowledge about the abnormality of
their behaviour was larger when the norm violation was intentional (M = 2.63, SD = 1.35) vs. ignorant (M = -0.01, SD
= 1.30). While this is not surprising, it serves as an important
manipulation check, demonstrating that we successfully manipulated participants’ perceptions of the agents’ knowledge.
Should Know Check Additionally, the extent to which
people judged that the agent should have known that their
behaviour was counter-normative was also predicted by our
manipulations of the agents’ knowledge, χ2 (1) = 6.59; p =
.010 (b = 1.44, SE = .43, t = 3.38). Differences in whether
the agent should have known were larger when the agent
knowingly violated a norm (M = 1.63, SD = 1.17) than when
they did so unknowingly (M = -0.03, SD = 1.03). This suggests that our manipulations not only successfully manipulated participants’ perceptions of whether the agents did in
fact know that their actions violated a norm, but also whether
they should have known that.
Dependent Variable Given these results, we can now turn
to the critical test of our hypothesis: whether our manipulations of the agents’ epistemic states affected the pervasive
impact of morality. We found that they did. Once again, the
likelihood ratio test indicated that a model including a fixed
effect for “Epistemic State” provided a better fit for effect
sizes of the dependent variable than a model without it χ2 (1)
= 9.26; p = .002 (b = .85, SE = .17, t = 4.95). The average
replication effect size, i.e. the effect size for the original effect of norm violation was larger (M = 1.39, SD = 0.66) than
the average new effect size, i.e. the effect of a ignorant norm
violation (M = 0.43, SD = 0.48) (Figure 1).

Discussion
Norm violations have been previously demonstrated to influence a wide range of intuitive judgments, including judgments of causation, freedom, happiness, doing vs. allowing,
mental state ascriptions, and modal claims. A continuing debate centers on why normality has such a pervasive impact,
and whether one should attempt to offer a unified explanation
of these various effects (Hindriks, 2014).
At the broadest level, the current results demonstrate that
the pervasive impact of normality likely warrants a unified
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explanation at some level. Across a wide range of intuitive
judgments and highly different manipulations of an agents’
knowledge, we found that the impact of normality on nonnormative judgments was diminished when the agent did not
know that they were violating a norm. That is, we found evidence for a correspondingly pervasive impact of ignorance.
We see two broad approaches for accounting for this pervasive impact of ignorance. On the one hand, responsibilitybased accounts may try and use this fact to their advantage
by arguing that knowledge is directly relevant to moral responsibility, and thus that these effects merely reflect that
participants responses truly are a form of disguised responsibility judgments (Alicke & Rose, 2012; Livengood et al.,
2017; Samland & Waldmann, 2016). Such move would however require a plausible theory about why a variety of seemingly non-normative judgments such as happiness or modal
claims are used by participants to express or indicate blame
and responsibility (Samland & Waldmann, 2016). In addition, this account still faces the challenge of explaining the
similar impact of descriptive rather than prescriptive norms
(Gerstenberg & Icard, 2020; Kominsky et al., 2015) and
moreover the specific similarity of the role of ignorance in
those cases (Kirfel & Lagnado, 2021).
On the other hand, researchers may try to extend a unified counterfactual-based account to explaining the pervasive
impact of normality (Phillips et al., 2015; Phillips & Knobe,
2018). However, these accounts face important challenges
too. One is to show how and why these epistemic states play
the correct role in shaping counterfactual reasoning. While
some progress on this has been made in the case of causal
judgments (Kominsky & Phillips, 2019), no general account
has been offered. This remains an important area for future
work. A second challenge is to explain the role of counterfactual or other forms of modal thought in each of the judgments
where normality has been found to have an impact. While
the relevant work has again been done in some of the cases,
see e.g., the work by Knobe and Szabó (2013) and Phillips
et al. (2015), there are other cases where the connection to
counterfactuals is less clear, as in the case of assessments of
happiness (Phillips, Misenheimer, & Knobe, 2011) or other
mental state attributions (Pettit & Knobe, 2009). This too remains an important area for future work.
However, whichever of these theories turns out to be correct in the end, this work should inspire a new target on the
impact of normality, since one needs not only to explain the
pervasive impact of norms, but also the pervasive impact of
ignorance.
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Abstract
The present study explores moral judgment in COVID-19
related moral dilemma situations involving allocation of
ventilators with conflicting allocation principles. Utilitarian
triage criteria like the chance of recovery or longer life
expectancy are opposed to egalitarian procedures like random
allocation and ‘first come, first served’. In the first part of the
experiment, participants are presented with three hypothetical
situations in which there are two patients admitted to a hospital
in a critical state needing a ventilator but only one is available.
The conditions about the patients are described and several
triage procedures are suggested and rated by participants.
Separately, participants rated their agreement with several
triage principles. The result shows a clear preference for
utilitarian allocation principles. The random allocation
principle receives the lowest ratings. The ‘first come, first
served’ correlates with the belief in fate score hinting that the
egalitarian nature of this principle is questionable.
Keywords: moral dilemmas, ethical dilemmas, triage,
utilitarianism, moral judgments

Moral Judgement and Triage
Moral judgment, the questions of right and wrong, which
actions are morally justified, etc. are extensively studied in
the field of philosophy and psychology. The main tools in
these studies are thought experiments in which participants
are presented with the description of hypothetical situations
that present a moral dilemma (Foot, 1967; Cushman et al.,
2006). The use of such hypothetical situations has sometimes
been criticized due to concerns about the lack of ecological
validity of the results (Bauman, 2014).
Unfortunately, the pandemic of COVID-19 has led to real
moral dilemmas related to the lack of medical resources
(medical staff, ventilation devices, etc.) and the problem of
their fair distribution. The choice between two or more
patients to allocate a single ventilator is an example of the socalled ‘triage’ and in most cases is a choice of life and death.
The triage problem has been considered long before the
present pandemic and the tragic events related to the COVID19 pandemic led to a review and reassessment of existing
tirage rules and their alignment (Christian et al., 2006;
Biddison et al., 2019, Joebges & Biller-Andorno, 2020). The
medical standards prioritize the utilitarian triage rules aimed
at maximizing benefit – maximizing number of lives saved
(assessed using short-term survival prognosis and chances of
recovery), maximizing life-years saved (assessed using longterm survival prognosis taking into account age and comorbid
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conditions), providing opportunity to experience the whole
life cycle, maximizing broad social value (general worth to
the society), maximizing narrow social value (special skills
or qualification, and function which is essential to prevent a
great number of deaths), etc. (White et al., 2009). Other
principles are egalitarian like ‘first-come, first-served’
principle or using random choice as they provide equal
chance for everybody disregarding any personal
characteristics like age, social status, short- and long-term
prognosis, etc. (Wilkinson et al., 2020).
These egalitarian allocation principles are controversial. In
White et al. (2009), they are not recommended based on not
being utilitarian and ensuring the ethical principal of the
greatest good for the greatest number. On the other hand,
Winsor et al. (2014) have selected the above two principles
out of 13 considered arguing that they counter-balance the
usual utilitarian approach and should be considered as
supplementary triage rules when utilitarian criteria alone do
not allow a choice.
The problem of withdrawal vs. withholding of a resource
is also a controversial one (Sulmasy & Sugarman, 1994). One
line of reasoning says that if it is morally permissible to
withhold a resource then it is morally permissible to withdraw
it if it has been allocated. Others claim that withdrawing and
withholding a therapy are not equivalent because the decision
to allocate the resource has already been made and therefore
there is a moral commitment.
All these discussions about the moral aspects of triage
procedures have led to studies motivated by the beginning of
the COVID-19 pandemic and carried out in the first months
of the pandemic. Huang et al. (2020), for instance, considered
dilemmas in which they studied the utilitarian principle of
choosing the younger patient and the ‘first come, first served’
principle. They demonstrated that using the ‘veil-ofignorance’ (a principle which makes people make a choice
for a situation in which they do not know in which position
they will be) reasoning shifts the choices towards using the
utilitarian principle. Another interesting study (although not
yet published when the current study was designed and
conducted) is the one of Wilkinson et al. (2020). They studied
the preferences for utilitarian principles and for random
allocation. Their findings show that in general participants
favor utilitarian principles, and only when the two patients
are very similar, random allocation is favored.

Goals and Hypothesis
The goal of the present study is to investigate moral
judgment in COVID-19 related moral dilemma situations –
dilemmas involving scarce resources and a conflict between
several possible allocation principles. We are interested in
studying moral judgments in dilemmas opposing different
allocation criteria. The utilitarian principles of greater
chances of recovery or longer life expectancy are opposed to
the egalitarian principles of random allocation and ‘first
come, first served’ principles.
Additionally, we are interested in studying the moral
judgments in withdrawal and reallocation situations.
Our expectations were that the utilitarian principles will
receive more support than the egalitarian. However, in the
reallocation dilemmas, we expected that the decision already
made will get higher support and the preferences will be
shifted away from the utilitarian choice.
In our opinion, the egalitarian principles ‘first come, first
served’ and random allocation deserve special attention. As
discussed earlier, they are considered by some as being
similar and to be preferred (see Winsor et al., 2014) but by
others potentially leading to discrimination (WHO, 2020).
Another aspect of the ‘first come, first served’ principle is its
frequent occurrence in normal everyday situation and is
perceived as the natural one and it is chosen in by many
people in dilemma situations (Huang et al., 2020; Hristova &
Grinberg, 2021). This principle is also preferred to random
allocation strategy by a huge majority of the participants (our
previous study). Because of that we think that those two
principles are related to different moral principles and that
they are not considered by people as instances the same type
of egalitarian rule. We hypothesize that endorsement of the
‘first come, first served’ principle (but not the random
allocation principle) will be related to the individual belief in
fate.
Last but not least, the study was designed to capture the
dynamics of moral judgments in a period of several months
as the situation with the COVID-19 was also evolving. The
goal was to explore the moral judgments for allocation
decisions when the triage situations are still hypothetical and
when (due to the development of the pandemics) there are
many more COVID-19 cases (the chances of catching the
disease are much higher and those situations are no more
hypothetical but real). In the latter case, we hypothesized that
moral judgments will be more utilitarian. The justification for
such a hypothesis stems from studies using the so-called ‘veil
of ignorance’ reasoning (e.g. Huang et al., 2020) as the
increasing severity of the pandemic provided an ecological
way to implement that type of reasoning.

Method
Stimuli and Design
The experiment had three parts. In the first part we
presented moral dilemmas opposing different allocation
principles. In the second part several allocation principles
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were presented for rating. In the third part (not reported here)
various criteria that could be used in a scoring system for
prioritizing patients in triage situations were rated. Finally,
there were questions about belief in fate and religiosity
(religiosity is not reported here).
Data is collected in Bulgaria during two time periods. The
first period is during the first months of the pandemic when
the local situation was stable with not so many COVID-19
cases (18 June –17 July 2020, called further Period 1). During
Period 1 the average 14-days death rate from Covid-10 was
about 0.5 people in 100 000. The second data collection
period was about 6 months later when the local situation was
characterized by a much larger number of new cases, deaths,
and real triage situations (21 December 2020 – 4 January
2021, called further Period 2). The 14-days death rate during
Period 2 was almost 60 times larger – 28 people in 100 000.
All the materials were in Bulgarian.
In the first part of the experiment, three moral dilemmas
were used in which two patients meeting different triage
criteria need ventilators to have a chance to recover. The
dilemmas are similar to the one used in Huang et al. (2020),
however, we use three dilemmas in which several utilitarian
principles (not just the age of the patients) are presented.
Also, there are 3 or 4 possible allocation choices (not just
two) in which ‘first come, first served’ and random allocation
principles are possible choices.
After reading the dilemma scenarios, the participants must
rate the suggested choices and reasons to allocate the
ventilator. Ratings are given on a 7-point scale anchored with
two labels – '1 = completely disagree’ and ‘7 = completely
agree’.
In the first dilemma, participants must choose between the
utilitarian principle of greater chance of recovery, the firstcome, first served principle, and the egalitarian principle of
random allocation. In this scenario, one of the patients has
lower chances of recovery but has been admitted earlier than
the other patient.
Dilemma 1: [Two critically ill COVID-19 patients are
admitted to a hospital in a small town. For each of them,
the only chance of survival is to be put on a ventilator.
There is only one ventilator available and the doctors
must decide which patient will get it]:
Patient A is a 49-year-old man with low chances of
recovery even if put on a ventilator. He was admitted to
the hospital 20 minutes earlier than the other patient.
Patient B is a 49-year-old man with high chances of
recovery if put on a ventilator.

Participants rate their agreement with the following
possible decisions:
• The ventilator should be given to Patient A because he
was admitted to the hospital earlier (first come, first
served principle).
• The ventilator should be given to Patient B because he
has higher chances of recovery (utilitarian principle –
greater chances of recovery).
• It should be chosen at random which of the patients gets
the ventilator (egalitarian principle – random allocation
principle).

The second dilemma tested the greater life expectancy
principle opposed to first come, first served principle and
random allocation. In the scenario used, both patients have
equal chances of recovery, but one of the patients is admitted
earlier while the other patient is younger and has longer life
expectancy:
Dilemma 2: [The same as in Dilemma 1]:
Patient A is a 65-year-old man who is expected to live
another 15 years on recovery. He was admitted to the
hospital 20 minutes earlier than the other patient.
Patient B is a 25-year-old man who is expected to live
another 55 years on recovery.

Participants rate their agreement with the following
possible decisions:
• The ventilator should be given to Patient A because he
was admitted to the hospital earlier (first come, first
served principle).
• The ventilator should be given to Patient B because he is
expected to live longer on recovery (utilitarian principle
– longer life expectancy).
• It should be chosen at random which of the patients gets
the ventilator (egalitarian principle – random allocation).
The third dilemma describes a situation like the one in
Dilemma 1 but the patient who is admitted earlier is admitted
2 hours ago instead of 20 minutes ago. Additionally, and
more importantly, preparations for putting him on a ventilator
have already begun. This manipulation aimed at testing
participants’ agreement with the utilitarian principle of
reallocation of resources. As the pandemic has started at the
time of the study and the triage was a highly sensitive topic,
the choice was made not to use a situation describing a
reallocation scenario in which one of the patients is already
put on a ventilator. Instead, a milder form was used in which
the possible choice is to stop the preparations for using a
ventilator after its allocation to a patient.
The third dilemma reads:
Dilemma 3: [The same as in Dilemma 1]:
Patient A is a 52-year-old man with low chances for
recovery even if put on a ventilator. He was admitted to
the hospital 2 hours earlier than the other patient and
preparations have begun for him to be put on a ventilator.
Patient B is a 52-year-old man with high chances for
recovery if put on a ventilator.

•

Good and bad things happen because they were meant to
happen.
We also included two questions to control for attention and
understanding of the scenarios presented.

Participants and Procedure
The study was conducted online during two time periods
using Bulgarian participants. Period 1 data collection took
place in the period 18 June – 17 July 2020. Period 2 data
collection was carried out during the period 21 December
2020 – 4 January 2021.
As explained above, during Period 1 there were almost no
COVID-19 cases and COVID-19 related deaths in Bulgaria.
While Period 2 was during a big wave of COVID-19 related
cases, just after the pick of that wave.
The link for the survey was shared using social networks
(Period 1 & 2) and a university participants pool (Period 2).
The participation was voluntary and/or for a course credit.
During Period 1, 96 participants took part in the experiment
of which 20 were removed (20.8%) due to failure to answer
correctly the control questions. Among the remaining 76
participants, 57 are female (19 male), 41 students (35 nonstudents). Their age was between 18 and 67 (M = 31.3, SD =
12.4, 18 – 67).
During Period 2, 93 people participated of which 16 were
removed (21.5%) due to failure to answer correctly the control
questions. Additionally, the data of 18 participants have been
removed because they have participated in the Period 1 study
or in a similar study. As a result, 59 participants were included
in the analysis – 54 female (5 male), 35 students (24 nonstudents). Their age was between 18 and 61 (M = 32, SD = 12).

Results
Dilemma 1 – Chances of recovery
The results for the agreement ratings for different
allocation choices in Dilemma 1 are presented in Table 1.
Table 1: Average ratings of agreement with allocation
choices in Period 1 and 2 in Dilemma 1.

Participants rate the same 3 possible decisions as in
Dilemma 1 with an additional option:
• The ventilator should be given to Patient A because the
preparations have already begun for him to be put on a
ventilator (reallocation avoidance principle).
In the second part of the study, several possible allocation
principles are presented one by one and the participants are
asked to rate their agreement with each of them using the
same 7-point scale. The principles rated are the following –
random allocation, first come, first served, greater chances
of recovery, longer life expectancy, and better quality of life.
Finally, there were three questions related to fatalism and
belief in fate that were rated on the same scale:
• I believe in fate.
• One cannot escape their destiny.
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Allocation
choice
Patient A –
Admitted first
Patient B –
Greater chances
of recovery
Random

M

Period 1
SD

M

Period 2
SD

3.4

1.9

3.4

1.9

5.4

1.8

5.1

1.9

2.2

1.8

2.2

1.6

The agreement ratings for the allocation choices were
analyzed in a repeated-measures ANOVA with allocation
choices (admitted first vs. greater chances of recovery vs.
random allocation) as a within-subject factor and time period
(Period 1 vs. Period 2) as a between-subjects factor.

Figure 1: Averaged agreement ratings for allocation
choices in Dilemma 1 over Period 1 and 2. Error bars
represent 95% CI.
There was no interaction between the factors (p = .86) and
there was no main effect of time period (p = .35). The
analysis revealed a main effect of allocation choice (F(2,
272) = 82.82, p < .001, η² = 0.337). Post-hoc tests (Holm
correction applied) show that all differences between the
three allocation choices are statistically significant (all p’s <
.001).
The allocation of a ventilator to the patient that has greater
chances of recovery is preferred (M = 5.3, SD = 1.9) to
allocation to the patient that is admitted first (M = 3.4, SD =
1.9). Allocation using a random choice gets lowest support
(M = 2.2, SD = 1.7) (Figure 1).

Dilemma 2 – Life expectancy
The results for the agreement ratings for allocation choices in
Dilemma 2 are presented in Table 2.
Table 2: Average ratings of agreement with the allocation
choice in Period 1 and 2 for in Dilemma 2.
Allocation
choice
Patient A –
Admitted first
Patient B –
Longer life
expectancy
Random

M

Period 1
SD

M

Period 2
SD

3.5

1.9

3.4

1.8

4.9

1.8

4.7

2.0

2.3

1.8

2.5

1.8

The agreement ratings for the allocation choice were
analyzed in a repeated-measures ANOVA with allocation
choice (admitted first vs. longer life expectancy vs. random
allocation) as a within-subject factor and time period (Period
1 vs. Period 2) as a between-subjects factor. There was no
interaction between the factors (p = .77) and no main effect
of time period (p = .58). The analysis revealed a main effect
of allocation choice (F(2, 272) = 82.82, p < .001, η² = 0.21).
Post-hoc tests (Holm correction applied) show that all
differences between the three allocation choices are
statistically significant (all p’s < .001).
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Figure 2: Averaged agreement ratings for allocation
choices in Dilemma 2 over Period 1 and 2. Error bars
represent 95% CI.
Ventilator allocation to the patient that has greater life
expectancy is preferred (M = 4.8, SD = 1.9) to allocation to
the patient that is admitted first (M = 3.4, SD = 1.9), and
allocation using a random choice gets lowest support (M =
2.4, SD = 1.8) (Figure 2).

Dilemma 3 – Chances of recovery and Preparation
started
Table 3 displays the average agreement ratings for the
allocation choices in Dilemma 3.
Table 3: Average ratings of agreement with the choice of
patient in Period 1 and 2 for in Dilemma 3.
Allocation
choice
Patient A –
Admitted first
Patient A –
Preparations
have began
Patient B –
Greater chances
of recovery
Random

M

Period 1
SD

M

Period 2
SD

3.7

2.0

3.37

1.8

4.5

1.9

4.01

1.8

4.4

1.9

4.5

1.9

2.1

1.7

2.4

1.7

The agreement ratings for the allocation strategies were
analyzed in a repeated-measures ANOVA with allocation
choice (admitted first vs. allocation preparations vs. greater
chances of recovery vs. random allocation) as a withinsubject factor and time period (Period 1 vs. Period 2) as a
between-subjects factor. There was no interaction between
the factors (p = .42) and there was no main effect of time
period (p = .66). The analysis revealed a main effect of
allocation choice (F(3, 399) = 35.96, p < .001, η² = 0.178).
Post-hoc tests (Holm correction applied) show that all
differences between the four allocation principles are
statistically significant (all p’s < .05) except for the difference

between greater chances of recovery and allocation
preparations (p = .4).

SD = 1.9), p < .001. No significant difference was found
between agreement ratings about the utilitarian choices in
Dilemma 2 and Dilemma 3 (p = .105).

Rating of Allocation Principles

Figure 3: Averaged agreement ratings for allocation
choices in Dilemma 3 over Period 1 and 2. Error bars
represent 95% CI.
As seen from Figure 3, allocation to the patient that has
greater chances of recovery (M = 4.4, SD = 1.9) and to the
patient for which the allocation preparations have begun (M
= 4.3, SD = 1.8) are preferred to allocation to the patient that
is admitted first (M = 3.6, SD = 1.9). Allocation using a
random choice gets the lowest support (M = 2.2, SD = 1.7).

Comparison of the Results for the Dilemmas 1-3
In order to compare the general preferences for an allocation
principle in a dilemma situation, aggregated data for all 3
dilemmas are analyzed about the three common allocation
principles – first come, first served, utilitarian (chances of
recovery, life expectance, and allocation preparations), and
random allocation. Although the dilemmas are different, and
especially the utilitarian principles are different, it is an
informative comparison.
The agreement ratings for the allocation strategies were
analyzed in a repeated-measures ANOVA with allocation
choices (admitted first vs. utilitarian vs. random allocation)
and dilemma (Dilemma 1 vs. Dilemma 2 vs. Dilemma 3) as
within-subject factors and time period (Period 1 vs. Period
2) as a between-subjects factor. There was a main effect of
dilemma (p = .024), a main effect of allocation choice (p <
.001) and an interaction between allocation choice and
dilemma (p < .001). No other main effect or interaction were
significant.
For the agreement with the first come, first served
allocation choice there are no significant differences between
the dilemmas (all p’s > .474).
For the random allocation choice there are no significant
differences between the dilemmas (all p’s > .408).
However, there are significant differences between the
dilemmas for the utilitarian allocation choice: the utilitarian
principle in Dilemma 1 (greater chances of recovery)
received higher agreement ratings (M = 5.3, SD = 1.9) than
the utilitarian principle in Dilemma 2 (longer life expectancy)
(M = 4.8, SD = 1.9), p = .015, and then the same utilitarian
choice (greater chances of recovery) in Dilemma 3 (M = 4.4,
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As explained earlier, in the second part of the study the
various allocation principles are presented for agreement
rating on a scale from ‘1 = completely disagree’ to ‘7 =
completely agree’.
The average ratings are presented in Table 4. Repeatedmeasures ANOVA with allocation principle (chances of
recovery vs. life expectancy vs. quality of life vs. first-comefirst-served vs. random allocation) as a within-subjects factor
and time period (Period 1 vs. Period 2) as a between-subjects
factor. There was no interaction between the factors (p = .65)
and there was no main effect of time period (p = .63). There
was a main effect of the allocation principle (F(4, 532) =
59.997, p < .001, η² = 0.178). Post-hoc tests show that all
differences are statistically significant (all p’s < .025) except
for the difference between first come, first served principle
and the quality of life principle (p = .296).
Table 4: Agreement ratings for various allocation
principles in Period 1 and 2, part 2 of the experiment.
Allocation
Principles
Chances for
recovery
Life
expectancy
Quality of life
First come,
first served
Random

M

Period 1
SD

Period 2
M
SD

5.2

1.7

4.8

1.8

4.5

1.7

4.4

1.8

4.0

2.0

3.8

1.9

3.6

1.8

3.8

1.9

2.0

1.5

2.1

1.5

In Figure 4, the results for the agreement ratings averaged over
Period 1 and 2 are shown.

Figure 4: Average agreement ratings for allocation
principles over Period 1 and 2. Error bars represent 95% CI.

The allocation principle based on greater chances of
recovery is the most agreed with (M = 5.0, SD = 1.8) followed
by the greater life expectancy principle (M = 4.5, SD = 1.7).
Greater quality of life (M = 3.9, SD = 2.0) and the first come,
first served principle (M = 3.7, SD = 1.9) get lower support.
The random allocation principle is found to be the least
supported (M = 2.0, SD = 1.5).
Further, there were statistically significant positive
correlations between the ratings for the three utilitarian
principles (r between .35 and .66, p < .001) (Figure 5). The
ratings for the first come, first served principle were negatively
correlated with the utilitarian principles of greater chances of
recovery (r = – .33, p < .001) and greater life expectancy (r =
– .25, p = .004). The correlation between the first come, first
served principle and the better quality of life principle is also
negative, but not statistically significant (r = – .15, p = .094).
There were no significant correlations between the ratings of
the random allocation principle and any of the other principles
(r between – .017 and 0.1, all p > .23).
The result demonstrates another reason to consider the
‘first come, first-served principle’ to be different from all
other allocation principles and from the random allocation
principle.

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of sampling adequacy was .66,
and Bartlett’s test of sphericity was significant (χ2 (10) =
126.47, p < .001). Using a scree plot, a factor solution using
2 factors was chosen (RMSEA = 0). Factor loadings are
presented in Table 5.
Table 5: Factor loadings and uniqueness for each of the
allocation principle as a result of EFA.

Life expectancy
Chances of recovery
Quality of life
First come, first
served
Random

Factor
1
0.97
0.60
0.49

Factor
2
0.05
-0.25
-0.01

-0.01

0.63

0.60

0.14

0.22

0.96

Uniqueness
0.10
0.45
0.76

Note. Applied rotation method is oblimin.
This two-factor solution explained 42.8% of the variance
(Factor 1 explained 31.9%, and Factor 2 – 10.9% of the
variance). The correlation between the factors was – .59.
Factor 1 loaded on the utilitarian principles for allocation
(greater life expectancy, greater chances of recovery, and
better quality of life), Factor 2 loaded on the ‘first come, first
served’ principle. This analysis supports the conclusion
already made above about the difference between first come,
first served principle and random allocation as the latter was
characterized with uniqueness closer to 1 and was not
associated with any of the factors.

Discussion and conclusion

Figure 5: Pearson’s correlations among allocation
principles (* – p < .05, ** – p < .01, *** – p < .001).
As mentioned earlier, three questions were used to measure
fatalism and belief in fate. A good fatalism scale reliability
was obtained (Cronbach’s α = 0.89, 95% CI [0.85 – 0.92]).
Correlations between the fatalism scale and each of the
allocation principles are computed and shown in Figure 5.
The fatalism score has a positive correlation with the
endorsement of the first come, first served allocation
principle (r = .25, p = .004). At the same time, it did not show
any other significant correlations with the rest of the
allocation principles.
Factor analysis of the ratings of each of the 5 allocation
principles was also conducted. Using JASP 0.14.1 (JASP
Team, 2020), an exploratory factor analysis using maximum
likelihood estimation and oblimin rotation was performed.
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The results of the study show that triage criteria can be grouped
in three groups. The first group consists of the utilitarian
allocation principles (allocation of limited resources to be for
the patient with greater chances of recovery, greater life
expectancy, and better quality of life). The principles in the
group reach the highest level of agreement which is consistent
with previous research (Huang et al., 2020; Wilkinson et al.,
2020). Moreover, the agreement ratings for these principles
correlate positively among themselves. The highest rating is
attributed to the chances of recovery.
However, when the dilemma states that the preparations
had already began for the patient admitted first, the support
for the utilitarian allocation is lower. Although from a
normative point of view it is considered that allocation and
reallocation of limited resources should be done using the
same criteria, these results demonstrate again that in fact
those two situations are perceived as not being the same and
as requiring different allocation strategies.
The ‘first come, first served principle’ has average
agreement ratings and correlates negatively with all
utilitarian principles. It also positively correlates with
fatalism scores and this result demonstrates that it is not
perceived as an egalitarian principle and deserves special
attention and further research.

The random resource allocation gets the lowest agreement
ratings and does not correlate with any of the other principles.
Our research reported in this paper and other recent papers
investigating the public opinions on triage procedures during
the COVID-19 pandemic demonstrate the interest in this
topic. This is understandable as unfortunately many people
experience the impact of triage procedures on themselves and
on members of their families. This is an opportunity to raise
the awareness in the society of the existence of such
procedures and involve its members in establishing the future
acceptable standards in this domain.
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Glennan, 2009; Kaiser & Krickel, 2016). Even at first glance,
these explanations—while both providing rich causal
information—seem to do so in different ways. Here, we
suggest that mechanistic explanations are actually comprised
of two different kinds of explanation.

Abstract
Mechanistic explanations reveal the rich causal structure of the
world we inhabit. For instance, an explanation like “A clock
ticks because an internal motor turns a gear which moves the
hands” explains a feature of the clock (i.e., the fact that it ticks)
by describing the parts and actions that cause it. People often
seek out such explanations, as they may be particularly
valuable to understanding the world. However, are mechanistic
explanations truly a single class of explanation? Here, we
distinguish between two subtypes of mechanism: constitutive
and etiological. We argue that this distinction, long made by
philosophers of science, has cognitive consequences: People
treat these two kinds of explanation differently and prefer one
kind over the other. We discuss implications for understanding
mechanism and for explanation preferences more broadly.

Etiological and Constitutive Mechanisms

Keywords: explanation, mechanism, information preferences

Introduction
Much research has examined people’s understanding of
different kinds of explanations, as well as their preferences
between them. One such kind of explanation is a mechanistic
explanation. Mechanistic explanations capture the causal
structure underlying an object or event. For example, we
might explain that “A clock ticks because an internal motor
turns a gear which moves the hands” or “The Grand Canyon
came to exist because the river caused erosion of the rock
over time.” Previous research often demonstrates the
particular utility or allure of these explanations (e.g.,
Callanan & Oakes, 1992; Chuey et al., 2020; Corriveau &
Kurkul, 2014; Grief et al., 2006; Lockhart et al., 2019;
Trouche et al., 2018). But are mechanistic explanations truly
a single category of explanation?
Consider the explanations of the clock and the Grand
Canyon. The first explanation (i.e., “A clock ticks because an
internal motor turns a gear which moves the hands”)
describes component parts which interact to sustain an
ongoing process (see e.g., Bechtel, 2006; Kaiser & Krickel,
2016). The second explanation (i.e., “The Grand Canyon
came to exist because the river caused erosion of the rock
over time”) however, describes a chain of events that
occurred in the past to create a current situation (see e.g.,
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Philosophers of science have long since distinguished
between two subtypes of mechanism. Etiological
mechanisms typically describe a chain of events that cause a
certain phenomenon, or, in other words, how things came to
be. An account of how a tree grew its leaves, for instance, is
an etiological mechanistic explanation (see also Skipper and
Milstein, 2004; Barros, 2008, Glennan, 2009 for examples of
etiological mechanisms). Constitutive mechanisms, in
contrast, describe an ongoing causal process by reference to
the interaction of smaller parts: They explain how things
work. Take, for example, an explanation of how a clock
works: This explanation would refer to the internal makeup
of the clock and describes how different parts move and work
together to create the phenomenon in question (see also
Bechtel & Abrahamsen, 2005; Bechtel, 2006; Glennan, 2010
for examples of constitutive mechanisms).
Related philosophical discussions have also identified
critical differences between these kinds of mechanistic
explanations (e.g., Levy & Bechtel, 2016; Kaiser & Krickel,
2016; Rosenberg, 2020). Consider the questions “How does
X work?” vs. “How did X come to exist?” Both are ‘how’
questions seeking mechanistic explanations, but they are
clearly seeking different kinds of information. In general,
etiological explanations require a linear chain of events that
has typically already concluded, whereas constitutive
mechanisms typically involve ongoing processes composed
of internal parts (Salmon, 1984; Craver, 2001; Glennan,
2009).
Given these differences, might people also treat etiological
and constitutive mechanisms as distinct categories of
explanation?

Current Studies

Results and Discussion

Here, we contrast etiological and constitutive mechanisms
and ask people to choose one over the other. If people exhibit
clear preferences for either etiological or constitutive
mechanisms in different contexts, then these subtypes of
mechanism must meaningfully factor into people’s
explanation preferences.
In Experiment 1, we ask people to choose between a
question that would prompt an etiological explanation (e.g.,
“How did X come to be?”) and a question that would prompt
a constitutive explanation (How does X work?”). In
Experiment 2, we ask people to choose directly between an
etiological and constitutive explanation of the same
phenomenon.

If people distinguish between etiological and constitutive
mechanisms, then we might expect them to have specific
preferences for one kind of explanation over the other.
To analyze participants’ responses, we scored their
responses (where a constitutive answer was scored as 1 and
an etiological answer as -1) and treated the sum across a
domain as an average. Across all domains, people preferred
the constitutive question to the etiological question (all
p<.001). These preferences were stronger for animals and
artifacts than for NLNK (non-living natural kinds), all
t(99)>4.0, p<.001. These results suggest that people
distinguish between kinds of mechanistic explanations, as
they have systematic preferences to learn about one kind of
information over the other.

Experiment 1
Do people distinguish between etiological and constitutive
mechanisms? If so, we might expect that they have specific
preferences to learn about one kind of explanation over the
other. Here, we ask participants to choose between a question
requiring an etiological mechanistic answer (“How did x
come to be?) or a constitutive mechanistic answer (“How
does x work?). Comparing questions (rather than
explanations) allowed for a broad and naturalistic
comparison between etiological and constitutive
mechanisms.

Method
One hundred adult participants completed a survey online
through Amazon Mechanical Turk. The sample size was
chosen on the basis of independent pilot data and was
preregistered. All participants lived in the United States.
Participants were presented with twelve GIFs depicting some
object or entity within a dynamic process, four each in the
domain of animals, non-living natural kinds, and artifacts.
They were asked to choose between an etiological ‘how’
question (e.g., “How did x come to be?”) and a constitutive
‘how’ question (e.g., “How does x work?”) on the basis of
which they would rather have answered. For example,
participants were shown an owl twisting its neck 180 degrees,
with the caption “This owl has an unusual neck. It can twist
its neck almost all the way around in a circle.” They were
then asked “Which question would you rather have
answered?” between “How does this twisting process work?”
and “How did its neck come to exist?”.
All participants saw all twelve items (in a different random
order for each participant), and the order of the questions
themselves was also randomized. No other information was
collected. For the sake of consistency and comparison with
experiments run earlier, data were analyzed in both through
simple binomial tests and through t-tests treating
participants’ scored responses as averages. Redundant
analyses are not reported. Full materials for this experiment
and all following can be found on the Open Science
Framework (OSF) at https://osf.io/enf7y/?view_only=263fb
637fee1412ca27d99be5731f639.
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Figure 1: People prefer constitutive mechanistic questions
over etiological mechanistic questions. The x-axis represents
chance performance. Domain of the stimulus is represented
along the axis. Participants’ scored responses are represented
along the y-axis. Error bars represent +/- 1 SE.

Experiment 2
The previous experiment demonstrated that people prefer to
learn about constitutive mechanistic explanations over
etiological mechanistic explanations, but do they also exhibit
this same preference when choosing between specific
explanations? Here, we present participants with an
etiological (e.g., “As the bones in the neck grew, the openings
for the veins and arteries enlarged; then the veins and arteries
grew in and through them”) and a constitutive explanation
(e.g., “The bones in the owl’s neck have large openings that
their veins and arteries can slide through and not break while
twisting”) of each of the same twelve phenomena and ask
them “Which explanation is more informative?” Specifying
particular explanations now allowed us to approximately
match the length and complexity of the explanations.

Method
All elements of the experimental design were identical to
those of Experiment 1, except as stated below. One hundred
new participants completed the survey online through

Amazon Mechanical Turk. Participants were presented with
an etiological and constitutive explanation relating to the item
in each GIF asked to choose “Which explanation is more
informative?”. For instance, for the owl, participants were
asked to choose between “The bones in the owl’s neck have
large openings that their veins and arteries can slide through
and not break while twisting” and “As the bones in the neck
grew, the openings for the veins and arteries enlarged; then
the veins and arteries grew in and through them.”

Results and Discussion
Across all domains, people preferred the constitutive
explanation to the etiological explanation (all p<.001, d>.80).
Unlike in Experiment 1, participants preferred the
constitutive mechanism just as much for non-living natural
kinds as for animals (t(198)=.10, p>.05). However, they had
stronger preferences for both animals and non-living natural
kinds than for artifacts, all t(99)>2.8, p<.02, d>2.8. In
general, as in Experiment 1, people preferred constitutive
mechanisms over etiological explanations.

Figure 1: People prefer constitutive mechanistic explanations
over etiological mechanistic explanations. The x-axis
represents chance performance. Domain of the stimulus is
represented along the axis. Participants’ scored responses are
represented along the y-axis. Error bars represent +/- 1 SE.

General Discussion
Across Experiments 1 and 2, we find that people generally
prefer
constitutive
explanations
over
etiological
explanations. These results thus suggest that there is a
meaningful distinction between these two sub-types of
mechanistic explanations.

Implications for Understanding Mechanism
The category ‘mechanistic explanations’ requires at least two
subdivisions between etiological and constitutive
mechanisms. Future work may want to re-examine research
on mechanistic explanations in order to investigate how these
particular types of mechanism compare across different
measures. For instance, do people’s preferences for
constitutive explanations mean that they think someone who
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knows constitutive mechanistic information more of an
expert than someone who knows etiological mechanistic
information (c.f. Lockhart et al., 2019)? Might there be some
contexts where etiological explanations are actually
preferred? Are etiological vs. constitutive mechanistic
explanations most useful alongside other kinds of
explanations (e.g., teleological explanations) in different
contexts?
Our work breaks down mechanism into two subcategories
of explanation. In principle, however, the taxonomy of
mechanistic explanations may be even more detailed (and
future work may be interested in a more precise relationship
between various subtypes). For instance, parts of animals
seem to have two possible types of etiological explanations:
one which describes the development of a feature from
embryo to adulthood and another which describes its
evolution over time. Future work may be interested in kinds
of mechanism more broadly.

Implications for Broader Explanation Preferences
Mechanistic explanations are often discussed in explicit
contrast with teleological explanations (e.g., Banerjee &
Bloom, 2015; Greif et al., 2006; Kelemen, 1999; Liquin &
Lombrozo, 2018; Trouche et al., 2018). People’s—and
especially children’s—preference for teleological vs.
mechanistic explanations are interpreted as part of broad
theories of human cognition: On the one hand, people may
seek out and prefer mechanistic explanations (e.g., Callanan
& Oakes, 1992; Greif et al., 2006; Trouche et al., 2018). On
the other hand, people may actually prefer teleological
explanations (or explanations that appeal to something’s
purpose; e.g., Kelemen, 1999; Kelemen et al., 2013;
Heywood & Bering, 2014) even over and above causal
explanations.
These research programs have long existed in parallel,
despite their seeming incompatibility. The distinction
between etiological and constitutive mechanisms may
suggest a new way, however, to reconcile these views.
Work that emphasizes the allure of mechanistic
explanations (e.g., Buchanan & Sobel, 2011; Lockhart et al.,
2019; Keil & Lockhart, in press) often tends to present
constitutive explanations. Take for example, the following
mechanistic explanation of a refrigerator: “The inside pump
is able to push lots of the cooling liquid through pipes so the
refrigerator always stays cold” (Lockhart et al., 2019). This
explanation refers to internal pieces (the pump, liquid, and
pipes) of the refrigerator, thereby explaining an item by
reference to a ‘lower level’ of constitutive parts and how they
work with each other. Some of this research even refers
explicitly to constitutive mechanisms (e.g., Lockhart et al.,
2019; Keil & Lockhart, in press) or frames information
specifically as “how things work” (Trouche et al., 2018).
In contrast, work that emphasizes the allure of teleological
explanations over mechanistic explanations (e.g., Kelemen,
1999; Kelemen & DiYanni, 2005, Schachner et al., 2017)
often tends to present etiological explanations. Take for
example, the following mechanistic explanation of an

animal’s tail: “The mononykus has a long tail because its
feathers were big and stuck out from behind its body”
(Kelemen, 1999). This explanation refers to a chain of events
that have already been completed (e.g., first the feathers grew
large and then they stuck out from the body), and thus seems
better characterized as an etiological mechanism.
Before distinguishing between etiological and constitutive
mechanisms, these research findings collectively suggested
that people sometimes prefer mechanism to teleology and
sometimes teleology to mechanism—without offering much
of a reason as to why their preferences might shift this way.
Here, however, we find that people distinguish between
constitutive and etiological mechanisms, and that they tend
to prefer constitutive explanations. Moreover, in some cases
constitutive mechanisms also fare better against teleological
explanations (see Joo et al., 2021). In other words, it may be
that people may prefer one kind of mechanism (i.e.,
constitutive) over teleology, but not the other (i.e.,
etiological). To address these possibilities, future research
may further examine these subtypes of explanation not only
in isolation, but in contrast with teleological explanation.
Moreover, developmental studies play a key part in the
broader accounts of people’s explanation preferences (e.g.,
Greif et al., 2006; Kelemen 1999; Schachner et al., 2017).
Understanding how kinds of mechanistic explanations factor
into explanation preferences and our intuitions about the
world may thus also require investigating the extent to which
children are also sensitive to these differences.

Conclusion
Both as scientists and throughout our everyday lives, we seek
to understand and to explain the world around us. The appeal
of different kinds of explanations and the consequences of
these preferences have long been topics of interest for
cognitive scientists. In order to understand the appeal of
mechanistic explanations, a further decomposition of
explanatory kinds is required. The difference between
etiological and constitutive mechanisms suggests several
further questions, not only about mechanism, but about
people’s explanation preferences more broadly.
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Abstract
A deep understanding of any phenomenon requires knowing
how its causal elements are related to one another. Here, we
examine whether children recognize similar causal structures
across superficially distinct events. We presented 4- to 7-yearolds with three-variable narratives in which story events unfold
according to a causal chain or a common effect structure. We
then asked children to make judgments about which stories are
the most similar. Results indicate that the ability to recognize
and use abstract causal structure as a metric of similarity
develops gradually between the ages of 4 and 7: While we find
no evidence that 4-year-olds recognize the common causal
structure between events, 7-year-olds have a relatively mature
understanding of causal system categories when making
similarity judgements. Five- and 6-year-olds show mixed
success. We discuss these findings in light of children’s
developing causal and abstract reasoning and propose
directions for future work.
Keywords: causal systems; cognitive development;
abstraction; similarity judgements

Introduction
A deep understanding of any phenomenon, such as the rise of
global warming or the spread of bacteria, requires
understanding the abstract causal structure that underlies it.
For example, to understand how an individual contracted
salmonella, one must recognize a sequence of causallyrelated events. Specifically, the overuse of antibiotics in farm
animals can lead to antibiotic resistance, causing bacteria to
be present in food, which in turn leads to bacterial infections
in humans. This particular sequence can be more generally
described in terms of a causal chain, in which variable A
(antibiotics) leads to variable B (antibiotic resistance), which
causes variable C (bacteria in animal products), eventually
leading to outcome D (infection in humans).
In the current research, we examine children’s developing
ability to recognize instances of the same causal structure
across superficially distinct events. In particular, we explore
1

Note, in the current paper we use the terms causal system and
causal structure interchangeably.
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the development of children’s sensitivity to causal system
categories1, or abstract patterns of causation that apply across
phenomena (Rottman et al., 2012). For example, the causal
chain that can be used to describe the transmission of bacteria
from animals to humans can also be applied to the process by
which genes dictate eye color: genes determine how much
melanin is produced in the eye, which in turn determines the
color of the iris. Recognition of causal system categories may
facilitate knowledge transfer by supporting the learner’s
understanding of the type of relationships that underlie
multivariate events. For example, comprehension of the
sequence linking genes to eye color may be facilitated by
drawing upon one’s prior understanding of the causal chain
underlying antibiotic resistance. Noticing abstract causal
patterns may therefore help the learner to make sense of new
information.
Existing evidence suggests that both children and adults are
sensitive to differences in causal structure when making
inferences about the same set of variables (Gopnik et al.,
2001; Lagnado & Sloman, 2002; Muentner & Bonawitz,
2017; Schulz et al., 2007). They can also apply this abstract
knowledge when acting on a causal system (e.g., Bramley et
al., 2015; Lapidow & Walker, 2020; Meng et al., 2018), or
when considering counterfactual possibilities (e.g., Nyhout &
Ganea, 2019; Schulz et al., 2007). Further, by the preschool
years, children are capable of forming second-order
generalizations in several domains (e.g., Dewar & Xu, 2010;
Markman, 1989; Shipley, 1993; Tenenbaum et al., 2011), and
can reason about higher-order relational concepts (Holyoak
& Liu, 2021).
Causal systems can be classified as a special type of
relational category, in which membership is determined by a
particularly abstract form of common relational structure
(Rottman et al., 2012). In contrast, consider the first-order
relation, carnivore. Although the individual elements
involved may change (e.g., a shark eats a seal, a lion eats an
antelope), the specific relation between them remains the
same. Causal systems inherently operate at a higher level of

abstraction than this type of first-order relation between
entities. That is, these systems capture the causal relations
among the events described by first-order relations (i.e., the
relations among the relations). Thus, recognition of causal
system categories may be more difficult for children to grasp
than other types of relations, as they require both first-order
representations of the causal relations among events and a
higher-order representation of how those are related to each
other.
Further, although even infants are capable of forming some
second-order generalizations, recognizing common structure
across distinct events may pose a challenge for young
children. First, early learners often have difficulty ignoring
salient perceptual cues when making similarity judgements
(e.g., Gentner & Ratterman, 1991). For example, to recognize
that the spread of bacteria and the genetic determination of
eye color both depend on a causal chain, the learner must
ignore the unique surface features of each. Conversely,
abstracting causal structure can also be challenging when
surface-level commonalities distract from the shared
structure between events. Focusing on the fact that both
infections and eye color involve biological systems, for
example, might lead the learner to miss content-independent,
structural similarities. Indeed, although adults are able to
recognize causal system categories, they often fail to
spontaneously privilege these features over more salient
surface cues without additional scaffolding (Cooperrider et
al., 2017 ; Rottman et al., 2012; Goldwater & Gentner, 2015).
Although children’s ability to abstract shared causal
structure across distinct domains has not yet been examined,
related work suggests that children can abstract higher-order
information from stories or events. For example, prior to age
10, children often fail to spontaneously abstract the moral
lessons from a story, instead focusing on specific story
details, or defaulting to familiar moral lessons (Gentner &
Toupin, 1986; Williams et al., 2002). However, when
provided with a prompt to explain story events, children as
young as 5 are able to abstract the theme of the story (e.g.,
Walker & Lombrozo, 2017). This indicates that although they
may initially fail to prioritize “deep” structure, young
children are capable of using abstract information to support
learning and transfer from narratives.
Similar results have been found in the analogical reasoning
literature. For example, when asked to solve a novel problem,
4- to 5-year-olds successfully applied solutions that were
structurally similar, but superficially distinct (e.g., passing
objects through a tube to transfer them over a barrier; Brown
et al., 1986). Critically, however, children’s success in this
task was mediated by their ability to recall the “goal
structure” (i.e., the protagonist, the goal, the obstacle, and the
solution) of the source problem. Like adults, when minimal
scaffolding is provided, young children generally succeed on
analogical transfer tasks (e.g., Christie & Gentner, 2014;
Walker & Lombrozo, 2017). Taken together, this prior work
suggests that young children are already capable of reasoning
about abstract relations, including themes, schemas, and
relational categories.
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To explore whether children are able to recognize causal
system categories, we presented them with sets of three
schematized stories and asked them to match the two they
judged to be the most similar. The stories were governed by
one of two types of causal structures: (1) a causal chain, in
which variable X leads to variable Y, which in turn causes
outcome Z, and (2) a common effect, in which two variables,
X and Y, both lead to the same outcome, Z. Given the large
body of evidence suggesting that children’s ability to abstract
relational information often depends on explicit scaffolding
or an overall high degree of similarity between the items to
be compared (e.g., Brown & Kane, 1988; Christie & Gentner,
2014), we created stories that followed a consistent narrative
structure. However, we did not explicitly prompt children to
attend to causal structure, nor did we indicate any mappings
between the stories. In order to establish whether children
accurately represented the causal structure embedded within
the narratives, we also asked them a counterfactual question
about each story (see Woodward, 2003). Finally, we did not
include conflicting domain information that could provide an
alternate source of similarity. In other words, rather than
asking whether children prioritize abstract structure over
surface content, we first examine whether children treat
causal structure as a reasonable metric for similarity in the
absence of competing cues.
As this study represents a first step in exploring children’s
recognition of shared causal structure across superficially
distinct events, we included a relatively broad range of ages
(4- to 7-year-olds), which was motivated by related work in
causal and abstract reasoning. Although we did not have a
specific developmental prediction, prior work examining
causal reasoning can be interpreted to support two
alternatives: If the ability to spontaneously recognize shared
causal patterns parallels the development of reasoning about
simple causal systems (e.g., Nyhout & Ganea, 2019; Lapidow
& Walker, 2020; Schulz et al., 2007), it may emerge
relatively early. On the other hand, there is some evidence
suggesting that the ability to reason about more complex,
three-variable causal systems may not appear until several
years later (e.g., Frosch et al., 2012; McCormack et al., 2016;
Meng et al., 2018). Work in the development of analogical
reasoning (e.g., Gentner, 2010) has also proposed that this
capacity may be relatively late-developing. Thus, this study
serves as an initial attempt to examine whether and when
children view shared causal structure as a metric of similarity
between unique events.

Method
Participants
A total of sixty-four 4- to 7-year-olds participated in the study
(39 female), with 16 children in each age group (4-year-olds:
M = 4.6 years, SD = .36; 5-year-olds: M = 5.6 years, SD =
.31; 6-year-olds: M = 6.4 years, SD = .21; 7-year-olds: M =
7.5 years, SD = .32). An additional 11 children were tested
but excluded due to parental interference (n = 3), technical
difficulties (n = 4), experimenter error (n = 3), or failure to

complete the study (n = 1). The study was conducted online,
and participants were primarily recruited via email through a
pre-existing database. Fifty-four participants provided selfidentified demographic data, with the majority identifying as
White (61%), multiracial (24%), or Asian (15%).

Materials
A PowerPoint presentation was shared with participants over
Zoom. We created six 3-variable stories about simple events
with content that is familiar to young children. The stories
were designed to be presented as either a causal chain (e.g.,
"The sun shone very bright and warm, which made the dirt
dry. The dry dirt made the flowers droopy.") or common
effect (e.g., "The dirt was very dry, which made the flowers
droopy. The sun also shone very bright and warm, which also
made the flowers droopy.”).2 We selected these particular
causal structures for two reasons: (1) Prior work has shown
that children are capable of inferring both of these structures
from their observations (e.g., Schulz et al., 2007), and (2) the
contrast between them is particularly salient (i.e., a causal
chain originates from a single event, while a common effect
originates from two events). The particular causal structure of
each story was counterbalanced across participants, and the
audio for each story was pre-recorded to ensure consistency.
Four of the stories were “exemplar” stories, two of which
were introduced at the beginning of each trial. The remaining
two stories were used as “test” stories, with one presented on
each trial. Three blank boxes accompanied by arrows were
used for each of the exemplar stories as a visual reminder of
causal structure, with three images illustrating the events in
each story later placed inside the boxes. In contrast, the two
test stories were each accompanied by a single image. This
was done to prevent children from using low-level visual cues
when matching the test story to the exemplar stories (i.e.,
matching based on the spatial layout of the boxes).

Figure 1. Still image of the participant’s screen during the test
trial. The two exemplar stories appeared above the test story.

2

For complete list of stories see: https://osf.io/sfqn4/
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Procedure
Children were tested individually using the video
conferencing platform, Zoom, with the self-view feature
hidden. Prior to the study, the experimenter shared their
screen and presented the game via a PowerPoint presentation.
At the start of the study, children were told they were going
to listen to two different types of stories. They were shown
an image of two boxes connected by an arrow (Fig. 1). The
experimenter explained that for each of the stories, boxes
show things that happen in the story, and arrows show how
one thing makes another thing happen.
Each child then completed the two trials of the experiment.
Within each trial, children listened to two “exemplar” stories.
One exemplar story always described events according to a
causal chain and the other story always described events
according to a common effect, with the order of the stories
counterbalanced between subjects.
Each story was introduced alongside a visual depiction of
its causal structure (Fig. 1). The experimenter began by
explaining how the different events in the story were
connected to one another. For example, for the causal chain
story, the experimenter said, “In this type of story, one thing
happens that makes another thing happen. This middle thing
then makes another thing happen.” Conversely, for the
common effect story, they said, “In this type of story, one
thing happens that makes another thing happen. And a
different thing happens that also makes this thing happen.”
The empty boxes depicting the type of causal structure (e.g.,
three empty boxes connected in a chain) loomed on the screen
to indicate each part of the story during the narration. After
listening to the description of the causal structure, children
heard the story (e.g., “In this story, the sun shone very bright
and warm, which made the dirt dry. The dry dirt made the
flower droopy.”). As the child listened to the recording of the
story, images filled the empty boxes to serve as a visual
reminder of each individual event.
Children were then asked a counterfactual question to
ensure that they were representing the intended causal
structure. The counterfactual question always asked about the
intermediate event (i.e., questions targeted variable Y for the
causal chain [X → Y → Z] and common effect [X → Z ←
Y] stories). For example, in one causal chain story, children
were asked, “In this story, if the dirt didn’t get dry, would the
flower still be droopy?”. We provided feedback based on
children’s answers to correct or reinforce their representation
of the causal structures. For example, if children responded
incorrectly to the causal chain story above, the experimenter
would say, “Actually, in this story, if the dirt did not get dry,
the flower would not be droopy!”
The stories then moved to the top of the screen, each with
a different colored background (yellow or blue). The
experimenter then introduced a third story: “Now we’re
going to listen to another story! This time, I’m not going to
tell you what type of story it is. I want you to try to figure out
if it’s more like the [yellow] type of story or more like the

[blue] type of story!” A single image then appeared on the
screen below the yellow and blue boxes that depicted the
“test” story (Fig. 1). As there was only a single image visible
to remind children of the story, the experimenter played the
recording of the story twice. After children heard the test
story (e.g., “In this story, Shawn ate a lot of candy, which
made her teeth sore. Her sore teeth made her have to go to the
school nurse’s office.”), they were asked to make a judgment
about similarity: “Is this story more like the [blue] type of
story or more like the [yellow] type of story?” Children’s
responses were coded as correct if they chose the exemplar
story with the same causal structure as the test story (1) and
incorrect otherwise (0).
To assess whether children were accurately representing
the causal structures of the test stories, children were asked a
second counterfactual question. While the experimenter
asked the question, an image appeared on the screen that
showed a red “X” through one of the events in the story to
serve as a visual reminder, but did not include the depiction
of the entire causal structure. This time, the experimenter
only provided neutral feedback to the child’s response, saying
“Thank you! Let’s keep playing!” Responses were scored
based on the corresponding causal structure (correct = 1,
incorrect = 0). The procedure was then repeated with a second
set of stories.

Counterfactual Performance: Test Stories

Results
Counterfactual Performance: Exemplar Stories
Across all trials, participants were asked four counterfactual
questions regarding the exemplar stories (two stories per
trial). Performance on the exemplar counterfactual questions
generally improved with age (4-year-olds: M = .53, 95% CI
[.29, .78]; 5-year-olds: M = .63, 95% CI [.39, .86]; 6-yearolds: M = .73, 95% CI [.52, .95]; 7-year-olds: M = .64, 95%
CI [.41, .88]).3
To analyze whether this trend was statistically significant,
we ran a Generalized Estimating Equation (GEE) model
(independent correlation structure, binary logistic) predicting
children’s responses to the exemplar counterfactual question
(correct or incorrect) as a function of the following
predictors: age (mean-centered, continuous), the causal
structure of each story (causal chain or common effect),
order, and the age by causal structure and age by order
interactions. None of the variables were significant predictors
(all ps > .16). Comparing the performance of each group to
chance (chance = 2), we found that 6- and 7-year-olds (p <
.001 and p = .03, respectively) performed significantly better
than chance, while 4- and 5-year-olds did not (ps > .09).

3

Table 1. Number of children in each age group scoring at each
level (out of 2) for the similarity judgment and the counterfactual
test question. The proportion of children in each group is shown
in parentheses.

Data available at: https://osf.io/sfqn4/
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Next, we examined children’s responses to the counterfactual
questions asked at test. Performance on the counterfactual
test questions also improved with age (4-year-olds: M = .56,
95% CI [.32, .81]; 5-year-olds: M = .47, 95% CI [.22, .71];
6-year-olds: M = .78, 95% CI [.58, .98]; 7-year-olds: M =
.84, 95% CI [.67, 1.0]).
To analyze children’s performance, we again ran a GEE
model predicting children’s responses to the counterfactual
test question (correct or incorrect) as a function of the same
predictors used above. We found a significant main effect of
age, 𝛣 = 1.28, SE = .38, Wald χ² (1) = 9.81, p = .002, odds
ratio = 3.61, 95% CI [1.73, 7.55]. There was also a significant
main effect of causal structure, 𝛣 = -1.61, SE = .45, Wald χ²
(1) = 8.98, p = .003, odds ratio = .20, 95% CI [.08, .48], with
children performing better in response to the counterfactual
question for the causal chain stories (M = .90, 95% CI [.68,
.92]) in comparison to the common effect stories (M = .53,
95% CI [.42, .63]). There was no main effect of order (i.e., p
= .862), and no significant interaction between age and order
(p = .174). The interaction between age and causal structure
produced a marginally significant effect (p = .054).
To analyze the performance of each age group against
chance, we compared the proportion of children who scored
2 out of 2 on the counterfactual test questions to a chance
distribution of .25 using binomial tests (see Table 1 for the
number of children at each score level). We chose this
method as it offers a more conservative and sensitive account
of children’s performance compared to examining the
average score for each group. The number of 6- and 7-year-

olds with a score of 2/2 on the counterfactual test question
was significantly higher than chance (p = .002 and p < .001,
respectively). However, 4- and 5-year-olds responded at
chance values (ps > .4).
Although the interaction between age and causal structure
produced only a marginally significant effect, we also
conducted exploratory analyses to further examine the
finding that children performed relatively better on
counterfactual test questions for the causal chain stories than
the common effect stories. We found that 6- and 7-year-olds
performed above chance on counterfactual questions for both
the common effect and causal chain stories (ps < .002),
indicating that success at these ages was not solely driven by
ceiling performance on the causal chain. In contrast, 4-yearolds were at chance for questions about both types of causal
structure, and 5-year-olds were only different from chance for
questions about the causal chain stories (p < .001).

Figure 2. Number of children responding to the similarity
judgment question at each score level (out of 2) by age group.

Similarity Judgments
Our main analysis of interest was whether children matched
stories based on their underlying causal structure. We again
ran a GEE model (independent correlation structure, binary
logistic) predicting children’s similarity judgments as a
function of the following predictors: age (mean-centered,
continuous variable), counterfactual score for the test story
(correct or incorrect), order, causal structure, and the
interaction between age and each predictor.
We found a significant main effect of age, 𝛣 = -.254, SE =
.53, Wald χ² (1) = 6.12, p = .013, odds ratio = 1.29, 95% CI
[.45, 3.63], such that performance on the similarity judgment
question improved with age (4-year-olds: M = .59, 95% CI
[.35, .84]; 5-year-olds: M = .72, 95% CI [.50, .94]; 6-yearolds: M = .69, 95% CI [.46, .92]; 7-year-olds: M = .91, 95%
CI [.76, 1.0]). There were no main effects of order,
counterfactual score, or causal structure (ps > .11), and the
interactions between age and counterfactual score (p = .407),
age and causal structure (p = .086), and age and order (p =
.288) were also not significant.
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We again analyzed the performance of each age group by
comparing the number of children who scored 2/2 against a
chance level of .25 using binomial tests (Fig. 2). The number
of 5-, 6-, and 7-year-olds with a score of 2/2 was significantly
higher than chance (p = .007, p = .040, p < .001,
respectively). However, 4-year-olds’ performance was not
significantly different from chance (p = .09).

Discussion
The ability to recognize the common causal structure
between events may play a central role in knowledge transfer,
allowing learners to make sense of information about novel
causal relationships by relating these events to their existing
knowledge of causal system categories. We find that children
are capable of abstracting causal system categories and using
them as the basis for similarity judgements. Results suggest
that this ability develops steadily between the ages of 4 to 7.
While 4-year-olds responses could not be distinguished from
chance, 5- and 6-year-olds begin to recognize the common
causal structure between events, with mixed success. By age
7, children consistently matched events according to their
common causal structure.
This trajectory is consistent with recent research in the
development of causal reasoning. While even preschool-aged
children represent their causal knowledge in terms of its
underlying causal structure (Muentner & Bonawitz, 2017),
the ability to successfully reason over these structures
sometimes develops later for more challenging cases. For
example, while some work demonstrates that 4- to 6-yearolds can discriminate possible causal structures when
presented with a forced choice between two actions (e.g.,
Lapidow & Walker, 2020), other work suggests that children
under 7 struggle to select interventions that disambiguate
more complex three-variable systems (e.g., Frosch et al.,
2012; McCormack et al., 2016; Meng et al., 2018). Relatedly,
although 4- to 5-year-old children can reason
counterfactually about physical events in a non-verbal
paradigm (e.g., Nyhout & Ganea, 2019), this capacity
continues to mature in tasks that rely on interpreting and
responding to more complex narratives (e.g., Nyhout et al.,
2019; Rafetseder et al., 2013). Thus, while preschool-aged
children can represent causal system categories, their ability
to use this information to recognize events with a common
underlying structure may continue to develop beyond the
preschool years.
However, there are other potential explanations for the
developmental trend we observed in the current study. First,
it is relatively challenging to reason about causal structures
embedded within narratives. To avoid the possibility of lowlevel perceptual matching between stories, children were
required to recall the structure of the test stories without
detailed visual aids, which may have introduced working
memory demands. Second, since the narratives were based on
familiar, everyday scenarios, this may have led to
interference from children’s prior knowledge. That is,
children may have spontaneously inferred relationships
between variables, based on their own experience. In some

cases, these inferences may have conflicted with the causal
structures that were presented in the task. To address these
issues, future work will replace these narratives with threevariable physical systems (e.g., simple machines) to reduce
some of these task demands.
One surprising result from the current study was that
correctly responding to the counterfactual test question did
not predict similarity judgments (though 7-year-olds
performed above chance on the counterfactual test question
and near ceiling on similarity judgements). It is possible that
younger children may have defaulted to a simple strategy for
the counterfactual test question, due to working memory
demands. That is, some children may have only considered
the relationship between the two variables mentioned in the
counterfactual question (e.g., whether a change to the dirt
would impact the flowers, regardless of the third variable),
leading to an increase in “no'' responses. This strategy would
lead children to provide the correct response for the causal
chain, but not for the common effect. In line with this
possibility, children performed better on the counterfactual
test question for the causal chain stories. However, children’s
similarity judgments did not depend on the test story’s causal
structure, making it unlikely that children simply understood
the causal chain stories better. Indeed, further, exploratory
analyses indicated that 6- and 7-year-olds performance on
counterfactual test questions was not solely driven by ceiling
performance on questions about the causal chain stories.
Despite this, given the potential confound introduced by a
potential “no” bias, additional measures of causal
understanding will be included in future work.
One possible alternative explanation for why performance
on counterfactual questions did not predict the accuracy of
similarity judgments is that robust counterfactual reasoning
may not be necessary for recognizing common causal
structure. Instead, it is possible that these two forms of
reasoning may emerge in parallel. Further, asking children to
compare stories may have facilitated their representation of
the relevant causal structures, boosting performance for both
counterfactual questions and similarity judgments. In line
with this possibility, related work on analogical reasoning
finds that the process of comparison itself can support
children’s recognition of key relations (Gentner & Markman,
1997). Additional work is needed to further examine the
relationship between counterfactual reasoning and the
recognition of causal system categories.
A possible limitation of the current study is that, although
children were unable to rely on low-level visual cues when
matching stories, similarity judgements may have been
influenced by shared syntax across structurally similar
narratives. To simplify the study design and facilitate
abstraction, we intentionally used consistent language across
stories (e.g., “The dirt was very dry, which made the flowers
droopy. The sun also shone very bright and warm, which also
made the flowers droopy.”). If some children matched based
on similarity of causal language, they may have succeeded
without abstracting shared causal structure. On the other
hand, it is reasonable to assume that children’s inferences
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about causality are partly scaffolded by attention to these
linguistic cues, particularly when causal relationships are
presented in a narrative context. In fact, children may initially
become aware of causal system categories by recognizing
consistencies in the way that these events are described
(Muentener & Schulz, 2012). If so, this would parallel work
suggesting that relational language (e.g., on, in, or under to
denote spatial relations) can foster abstract reasoning (e.g.,
Gentner, 2016). To further explore the possibility that causal
language supports children’s similarity judgements, future
studies will control for these syntactic cues.
Here, we present preliminary evidence that children are
capable of abstracting causal system categories. This result
adds to the literature on children’s causal reasoning, and
opens up new avenues for applied work exploring how the
recognition of causal systems may support learning and
transfer in children.
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Abstract
People often think about counterfactual possibilities to an event
and imagine how it could have been otherwise. The study of
how this occurs is central to many areas of cognitive science,
including decision making, social cognition, and causal
judgment; however, modeling the memory processes at play in
naturalistic counterfactual retrieval has been difficult. We use
established memory models to evaluate and compare multiple
mechanisms that could be involved in counterfactual retrieval.
Our models are able to capture nuanced dynamics of retrieval
(e.g. how retrieved counterfactuals cue subsequent
counterfactuals), and can predict the effects of retrieval on
evaluations and decisions. In doing so, we show how existing
theories of counterfactual thinking can be combined with
quantitative models of memory search to provide new insights
about the formation and consequences of counterfactual
thought.
Keywords: counterfactual thinking; memory; computational
models; vector semantics

Introduction
Counterfactual thinking, or the ability to imagine alternative
possibilities to one’s experience, is ubiquitous (Byrne, 2016;
De Brigard & Parikh, 2019; Phillips, Morris, & Cushman,
2019). Once in mind, counterfactual thoughts have a wide
array of effects on cognition and behavior. For example,
judgments of causality depend on salient counterfactuals,
and counterfactual assessment is a key component in
cognitive models of causal judgment (Gerstenberg &
Tenenbaum, 2017; Sloman & Lagnado, 2015; Wells &
Gavanski, 1989). In social settings, counterfactuals
determine judgments of responsibility and the moral
evaluations of acts (Greene et al., 2004; Zultan et al., 2012).
Finally, decisions rely critically on counterfactuals, with
desirable counterfactuals reducing the judged desirability of
target choice outcomes (Loomes & Sugden, 1982; Mellers
et al., 1997; Stewart et al., 2006).
Unsurprisingly, understanding how counterfactual
thoughts are retrieved from memory is of considerable
interest to cognitive scientists, psychologists, and
neuroscientists. Given the limited capacity of working
memory, counterfactual thoughts that spontaneously come
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to mind are only a sample of the vast possibilities that an
individual can imagine. Recent literature has shown that
subjective desirability and probability influence what comes
to mind by default (Bear et al., 2019) or in decision tasks
(Griffiths & Tenenbaum, 2006). This led some researchers
to propose that the default counterfactual thoughts are
thoughts that are both highly desirable and probable (i.e.,
have a high likelihood of occurrence) (Phillips et al., 2019).
In the well-known norm theory, Kahneman and Miller
(1986) argued that people create imagined alternatives of an
experience by mentally simulating its exceptional aspects as
normal ones. Interestingly, people have been found to be
more likely to generate counterfactual thoughts after a
“near-miss” situation, in which the perceived probability
that a counterfactual would have actually occurred is high
(Roese & Epstude, 2017). Judgments of counterfactual
plausibility have been further shown to be mediated by the
perceived similarity between counterfactuals and the actual
event (De Brigard et al., 2021).
In most of the above settings, the generation of
counterfactual thoughts requires retrieval from memory.
Yet, formal models of the memory processes at play in
counterfactual generation have not been developed. Such
models are widely used in the study of list recall (Polyn,
Norman, & Kahana, 2009; Raaijmakers & Shiffrin, 1981)
and semantic memory search (Abbott, Austerweil, &
Griffiths, 2012; Hills, Jones, & Todd, 2012). In the domain
of counterfactual generation, such models can be used to
parameterize the effects of distinct retrieval mechanisms and
cues and quantitatively test which mechanisms play the
largest role.
Such models are also necessary to describe and predict
the sequences of counterfactual thoughts that come to mind
in response to a particular outcome or event. As retrieved
counterfactuals can cue the subsequent retrieval of
semantically related counterfactuals (i.e., semantic
clustering), the dynamics of retrieval may be quite complex
and may have subtle effects on downstream tasks like causal
judgment and decision making. Semantic clustering is a
well-known phenomenon in memory research (Howard &
Kahana, 2002; Bhatia, 2019; Hills et al., 2012), yet its role

in counterfactual generation and evaluation has not been
examined or controlled for in prior work.
Finally, parametric cognitive models of counterfactual
generation can be used to characterize the structure of
variability in counterfactual thoughts across individuals,
explain influences of task and context, and predict
counterfactuals generated in response to novel stimuli with
high accuracy. For this reason, modeling the memory
processes involved in counterfactual retrieval can add
substantial rigor and detail to our understanding of
counterfactual thought.
In this paper, we build a formal parametric model of
counterfactual retrieval. Our model takes the form of a
Markov random walk over items in memory (Abbott et al.,
2012). The Markov random walk is a basic model of
memory search that emerges as a special case from more
complex models (such as Polyn et al., 2009; Hills et al.,
2012; and Raaijmakers & Shiffrin, 1981). In our application
of this model to counterfactual retrieval, we assume that
people generate counterfactuals sequentially and that the
probability of transitioning from one counterfactual to the
another depends on a number of variables, including
variables studied in prior work (such as desirability,
probability, and similarity to the target). Critically, we also
allow for the effect of new variables (such as semantic
relatedness with the previously retrieved item) that are
implicated in memory search but have not been studied in
counterfactual generation tasks.
We test our model using open-ended counterfactual
generation tasks. In our tasks, participants are shown one
target item from a particular event, and then asked to list 10
items that came to mind as they consider the target item.
After recalling these items, participants are also asked to
evaluate the target item. To ensure the effects we observe
are not unique to the scenario employed, we conduct three
experiments using a similar procedure but different word
pools and evaluation contexts. By fitting our model to data
from these experiments, we aim to formally model the
determinants and consequences of counterfactual thinking.

Method
a

b
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Figure 1: (a) Schematic of the task design. (b) Example of a
desirability rating question in the first session. (c) Example
of the counterfactual generation task in the second session.

Participants

Participants in Study 1 (N = 53; mean age = 20; 55%
female), participants in Study 2 (N = 53; mean age = 32;
56.6% female), and participants in Study 3 (N = 40; mean
age = 20; 80% female) performed the experiment online. All
participants in Study 1 and 3 were undergraduate students at
the University of Pennsylvania. Participants in Study 2 were
recruited via Prolific Academic and received monetary
compensation at a rate of $9/hr.

Procedure
All experiments gave participants a hypothetical scenario
involving various outcomes. Study 1 used a job offer
scenario, in which participants were told that they received a
job offer in a given country and were asked to retrieve
counterfactual countries that came their minds. Study 2 used
a vacation travel scenario, in which participants were told
that they had won a sweepstake to travel to a given country
and were asked to retrieve counterfactual countries that
came their minds. Finally, Study 3 used a food tasting
scenario, in which participants were told that they were
offered to taste a given fruit or vegetable and were asked to
list other fruits or vegetables that came to their minds.
Our three experiments had very similar procedures, so we
report them together here. Each experiment contained two
sessions: (i) the baseline ratings, and (ii) counterfactual
generation. These two sessions were separated by a week to
reduce the potential effects of memorization (Figure 1a). In
the first session, participants were asked to give their
subjective desirability and probability ratings for a large set
of items that could be at play in the experimental scenario
(for example, in Study 1 participants were asked to rate the
desirability of job offers in 193 countries, and their
probability of taking job offers in these countries). Ratings
were made on a scale from 0 to 100 (see Figure 1b; 0
corresponds to extremely undesirable/improbable, 50 to
neither desirable/probable nor undesirable/improbable, and
100 to extremely desirable/probable).
In the second session, participants were randomly shown
one of four target items. Next, participants were asked to list
10 counterfactual items that came to their mind as they
considered the target item in the scenario (Figure 1c).
Participants listed these counterfactuals in the order in
which they came to mind on 10 successive screens. Next,

participants were taken to two separate screens where they
rated the target item in terms of its desirability and
probability, respectively. All ratings were on the same scale
as described earlier, and these questions were self-paced.
For Study 1 (the job offer study), we created a word pool
of countries using the 193 member states of the United
Nations (as of February 7, 2020). To generate the target
items, we first retrieved 300-dimensional semantic vector
representations of each country using Google's Word2Vec
model (Mikolov et al., 2013). We applied multidimensional
scaling on these vector representations to visualize all items
on a two-dimensional graph. By inspecting this graph, we
selected target items from different clusters that emerged in
the visualizations. Our target items for Study 1 were
Germany, Kenya, Guatemala, and Saudi Arabia. Study 2
(the vacation travel study) used the same word pool as
Study 1, and we selected France, Costa Rica, Japan and
South Africa as the target items. For Study 3 (the tasting
scenario), we generated a word pool of all vegetables and
fruits existing in the Word2vec semantic space, and selected
strawberry, passionfruit, collard, and zucchini as the target
items based on the multidimensional scaling solution.

Figure 2. Plotting the probability that an item gets retrieved
as a counterfactual as a function of (a) baseline desirability
ratings, and (b) baseline probability ratings. Study 1 (left),
Study 2 (middle), Study 3 (right). Each participant’s ratings
were divided into 10 percentile bins and then averaged across
all participants. Errors bars display ± one standard error.
Similarity with the Target Outcome Our experimental
paradigm asked participants to list the counterfactuals that
came to their mind as they evaluated a target outcome.
Semantic similarity with the prompt has been implicated in
such processes, and we attempted to test for its effect using
semantic representations in Google’s Word2Vec space.
Recall that we presented participants with target items from
one of four distinct clusters in a two-dimensional
decomposition of the Word2Vec semantic space. If
similarity with the target cues retrieval, the counterfactuals
listed by our participants should be more similar to an item
when it is the target item, compared to when it is not. We
found that this is indeed the case, as shown in Figure 3
which plots the semantic similarity to each target item
across four target conditions.

Results
Qualitative Patterns
Desirability and Probability We first attempted to test the
effect of desirability and probability (Phillips et al., 2019) on
counterfactual generation. To do this, we computed the
likelihood that each item gets listed as a counterfactual in the
second session (i.e., retrieval probability) and correlated it
with participants’ baseline desirability and probability ratings
from the first session. As illustrated in Figure 2a, an item that
was considered more desirable was more likely to come to
mind as a counterfactual thought. Similarly, retrieval
probability increased with probability (Figure 2b). Overall,
we observed a significant positive relationship between each
item’s retrieval probability and average desirability ratings (r
= .677, p <.001 for Study 1; r = .652, p < .001 for Study 2; r
= .492, p < .001 for Study 3) as well as probability ratings (r
= .805, p < .001 for Study 1; r = .772, p < .001 for Study 2;
and r = .538, p < .001 for Study 3).
a

b

Figure 3. Semantic similarity of counterfactuals to a target
item for each condition. Study 1 (top right), Study 2 (top left),
Study 3 (bottom). Errors bars display ± one standard error.
We also conducted paired t-tests to compare (i) the
semantic similarity between each counterfactual and their
corresponding target item, and (ii) the average of semantic
similarities between each counterfactual and three other
items used as the target item in other conditions but not in
the tested condition. For all twelve experimental conditions
across the three studies, the results of the paired t-tests have
p values of less than 0.001. This illustrates that, across
participants, counterfactuals were higher in semantic
similarity to an item when it was the target item relative to
when it was not for all experiments and target conditions.
Semantic Clustering We tested for the effect of semantic
similarity with previously retrieved counterfactuals on
subsequent retrieval. A positive effect of similarity (leading
to semantically clustered recalls) has been documented in
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prior work on memory search, though this effect has not been
tested in counterfactual generation tasks. To perform this test,
we measured conditional response probabilities (CRP) in
retrieval using the method proposed by Howard and Kahana
(2002), and once again we measured semantic similarity
using the Word2Vec model. We calculated CRP with ten
equally sized bins, with the first bin corresponding to the
smallest similarity between possible pairs of items and the
last bin corresponding to the largest similarity between all
possible pairs of items (see Howard & Kahana, 2002, for
details of this method).
For all three studies, the average CRP for the last
similarity bins were substantially higher than the average
CRPs for the remaining bins (Figure 4). This indicates that
after one counterfactual comes to mind, participants were
especially likely to think about other counterfactuals that are
semantically related to that just-recalled counterfactual.

target item. In addition, we allowed for additional effects at
the start of retrieval (thus the first retrieval could involve a
disproportionately higher influence of desirability or
similarity with the target). Probabilities of listing each
counterfactual alternative were obtained by passing the item
activations through a logit link function.
Model Fitting We fit our model using maximum likelihood
estimation (with Nelder–Mead method) in Python and each
model was fit 30 times to stabilize parameters. Next, we
incrementally dropped each of the variables and conducted
likelihood ratio tests between the full model and each of the
constrained models. This method allowed us to evaluate
whether the dropped variable resulted in an inferior fit of the
model. Negative log likelihoods and p-values of the
likelihood ratio tests are reported in Figure 5.

Figure 4: Plotting average conditional response probabilities
for each bin number. Study 1 (top left), Study 2 (top right),
Study 3 (bottom). Errors bars display ± one standard error.

Quantitative Fits
Markov Model The previous tests provided evidence for
how various variables such as desirability of item,
probability of item, semantic similarity with target, and
semantic similarity with previously retrieved items
influence counterfactual thinking. In addition, we expected
that corpora frequency influences counterfactual retrieval
because it has been shown in the memory literature that
higher frequency words are more likely to be recalled (Aka,
Phan, & Kahana, 2020). These variables have been
previously implicated in counterfactual generation and
memory search, and we found that they have a persistent
effect in our task as well.
We also, however, attempted to model the effects of these
variables more formally. In order to do so, we used a
Markov memory model. In our model, we assumed that the
“activation” of a counterfactual item at a given point in time
was a linear function of that item’s desirability, probability,
corpora frequency, and its semantic similarity with the
previously listed item, and its semantic similarity with the
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Figure 5: Plotting negative log likelihood for all models.
* indicates p < .05, ** indicates p < .01, *** indicates p < .001.

In all three studies, we found that desirability had a
positive contribution to counterfactual retrieval. More
specifically, results from a likelihood ratio test between a
model with and a model without desirability as a variable
showed that adding desirability significantly improved the
fit of the Markov memory model (p < .001 for Study 1; p
= .018 for Study 2; p = .004 for Study 3). However,
probability did not have a significant contribution to the
model. There was a correlation of 0.935 (p < .001) between
baseline desirability and probability ratings for Study 1, a
correlation of 0.926 (p < .001) for Study 2, and a correlation
of 0.949 (p < .001) for Study 3. Since these two variables
are very highly correlated in our data, including them
simultaneously in a model can lead to collinearity issues in
the estimation of their effects. We also found that
desirability and probability did not have a
disproportionately larger or smaller effect at the start of
retrieval.
Importantly, we demonstrated that memory-related
mechanisms influence counterfactual retrieval. Previously
we showed that counterfactuals that are more semantic
similar to the target outcome are more likely to be retrieved.
Here, we confirmed this effect by showing that adding
semantic similarity to the target as a variable resulted in a
much superior fit of the model, both at the start of the
retrieval (p < .001 for all three studies) and for later
retrieved counterfactuals (p < .001 for all three studies).
Using the same approach, we also examined whether
semantic similarity with previously retrieved counterfactuals
influence subsequent ones. Previously, we found a
significant correlation between conditional response
probabilities (CRP) and semantic similarity in all of our
studies. Similarly, model results also indicate that a
retrieved counterfactual semantically cues the retrieval of
the next counterfactual.
As discussed earlier, corpora frequency has been found to
influence retrieval in memory recall tasks. Here, we showed
that corpora frequency also had a positive contribution to
counterfactual retrieval. More specifically, results from
likelihood ratio tests showed that including corpora
frequency as a variable in the Markov memory model
significantly increases the model’s fit, both at the start of
counterfactual retrieval (p < .001 for all three studies) and
for subsequent retrieval (p < .001 for all three studies).
Hence, results from our models illustrated that memory
processes play a significant role in counterfactual retrieval.
Predicting Post-Counterfactual Evaluations Our
counterfactual generation task was followed by an
evaluation task in which participants rated the desirability of
the target item. Counterfactual alternatives have previously
been implicated in such evaluations and we attempted to
model the effects of counterfactuals using established
theories from decision-making research (Loomes & Sugden,
1982; Mellers et al., 1997; Stewart et al., 2006). To do this,
we relied on the insight that the list of counterfactuals serves
as a reference class, and comparisons against this list
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increase or decrease subsequent evaluations of the target
item. In the context of desirable counterfactuals, a target
item is considered as less desirable, whereas in the context
of undesirable counterfactuals, the item is considered as
more desirable. To test for this effect in our data, we
calculated the difference between the baseline desirability of
the target and the average baseline desirability of the listed
counterfactuals (baseline desirability measures were elicited
in the first session, in the absence of a particular target
item). We then regressed the rated desirability of the target
in the second session on this difference measure. The effect
of the difference variable was highly significant in all three
studies: F(1,51) = 12.66, p < .001 in Study 1, highly F(1,51)
= 19.52, p < .001 in Study 2, and F(1,38) = 26.44, p < .001
in Study 3. We are currently in the process of building more
sophisticated decision models that take into account the
order in which counterfactuals are retrieved, and are capable
of implementing more complex comparisons, including
those based on rank or loss aversion. We will present the
results of this analysis elsewhere.

Discussion
People often wonder about how their experiences could
have turned out differently by engaging in counterfactual
thinking. These counterfactual thoughts influence our causal
and moral judgments and guide our decisions. Despite their
importance, the memory processes that underlie the
generation of counterfactual thoughts have not yet been
formally modeled. We attempted to build a model of
counterfactual retrieval and quantitatively characterize the
dynamics of counterfactual thinking. Specifically, we used a
Markov memory model that specifies retrieval as a random
walk over items in memory. Our model was able to
formalize the effect of desirability, probability, similarity
with target outcome, similarity with retrieved
counterfactuals, and corpora frequency, and subsequently
predict the sequences of counterfactuals listed by
participants.
First, we found that subjective desirability and probability
influence the likelihood that an item comes to mind as a
counterfactual. This result replicates prior work in cognitive
science. For example, Phillips et al. (2019) suggested that,
across diverse tasks, the alternative possibilities that people
consider by default are biased toward what is valuable and
probable. We provided both qualitative and quantitative
evidence to support this proposal, and by fitting parameters
of a formal memory model, were able to characterize how
desirability and probability guide retrieval.
Second, our findings revealed an underexplored
relationship between counterfactual thinking and semantic
memory. Although research in neuroscience has indicated
an overlap between recalling experiences and imagining
counterfactuals (e.g., Schacter et al., 2015), past work has
not studied this relationship using computational memory
models. Inspired by the free recall paradigm in memory
research, we devised a novel task in which participants
listed counterfactual thoughts in response to a particular

target outcome or event. Replicating prior results in memory
research (Aka & Bhatia, in press; Bhatia, 2019; Hills et al.,
2012; Howard & Kahana, 2002), we observed a strong
effect of semantic similarity with the target item, semantic
similarity with the previously retrieved item, and corpora
frequency. Thus, counterfactuals that were closely related to
the event or outcome in consideration and to previously
generated counterfactuals, as well as highly frequent, were
more likely to come to mind.
Building on our model, future studies can investigate the
effects of individual differences in counterfactual thinking.
One promising domain for such an analysis involves aging.
Researchers can fit separate models for elderly populations
and parametrically specify the effects of aging on
counterfactual retrieval. This will shed light on the specific
set of memory mechanisms that are damaged with age. Prior
work has found that older people are more likely to confuse
counterfactual simulations for remembered events (Gerlach
et al., 2014). By examining the parameters that increase the
perceived similarity between counterfactuals and
experiences in memory, researchers may be able to obtain
new insights about age-related differences in cognition and
behavior.
Of course, the promise of our model extends beyond agerelated cognitive impairments to other types of disorders.
For example, by correlating individual-level model
parameters inferred from counterfactual retrieval data with
neural data, researchers can better understand brain regions
implicated in disruptions to counterfactual simulation. These
studies can facilitate the development of interventions that
improve real-world cognition in impaired populations.
To conclude, we present a novel approach to modeling
retrieval dynamics in counterfactual thought. By building a
Markov model of counterfactual retrieval, we combine
insights from cognitive science and memory research to
investigate the mental processes involved in counterfactual
thinking. Our work opens up many potential research
questions with substantial real-world applications, and we
look forward to future work that uses our modeling
framework to understand the determinants and
consequences of counterfactual thought.
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Abstract

vealed that ratio effect is present regardless of age, suggesting
that the numerosities are processed by the ANS across development (Halberda & Feigenson, 2008; Halberda, Ly, Wilmer,
Naiman, & Germine, 2012). Furthermore, the researchers reported that the ANS is present in newborn infants and nonhuman species, suggesting that the ANS is an evolutionarily
ancient system (Cantlon & Brannon, 2006). Considering the
ANS is an intuitive and innate system, researchers have proposed that the ANS provides the foundation of learning symbolic numerals. A large body of studies has shown that comparing Arabic numerals is affected by ratio, which is the hallmark of the ANS (Fazio, Bailey, Thompson, & Siegler, 2014;
Moyer & Landauer, 1967; Sekuler & Mierkiewicz, 1977).

Whether different formats of numbers are represented by one
or more systems across development is a subject of longstanding interest in the field of numerical cognition, with seemingly contradictory results. Here we examined numerical comparison to test a developmental theory that can reconcile these
discrepancies. In Experiment 1, we found numerical understanding progresses through three continuous phases of association between numerical symbols and approximate sense of
numerosity. In the youngest age group (prefluent phase), comparing numerals were slower than comparing dot arrays, but
became similar (fluent phase) then faster (overlearning phase)
with age. Because this developmental change occurred in the
order of numeric range 1-9, followed by 10-99 and 100-999,
multiple phases co-existed during childhood. Furthermore, results from Experiment 2 indicated that comparing different formats of numbers was affected by ratio even at the highest levels
of proficiency, suggesting that the approximate number system
is never fully replaced.
Keywords: approximate number system; symbolic numerals;
magnitude comparison

Separate Systems for Symbolic and Nonsymbolic
Numbers

Introduction
Numeracy is an important predictor of arithmetic skill
and mathematical achievements (Holloway & Ansari, 2009;
Libertus, Odic, Feigenson, & Halberda, 2016). Due to the importance of numeracy, a large body of research has focused
on how children learn the meanings of symbolic numerals
and how representations of symbolic numerals change with
age. However, discrepancies in the literature still exist, which
mainly center on whether the ability to represent nonsymbolic
numerosities (e.g., number of dots) provide the foundation for
processing symbolic numerals (e.g., Arabic numerals) across
development (Carey & Barner, 2019; Dehaene, 2011).
The purpose of the present study is to reconcile contradictory explanations from previous studies and provide more
comprehensive developmental framework on how the relation
between symbolic and nonsymbolic number representations
changes over time.

A Common System for Symbolic Numerals and
Nonsymbolic Numerosities
There is considerable evidence that nonsymbolic numerosities are represented in an inexact way by the approximate
number system (ANS) (Dehaene, 2011). Because the ANS
produces noisy representations of numbers, discriminability
of any two numerosities depends on their ratio. Previous studies using nonsymbolic magnitude comparison task have re-
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On the other hand, alternative approach proposes that different formats of numbers are processed by separate systems.
Here, we illustrate two different theories from separate system approach.
Separate Number Systems for Children One of the alternative theories proposes that learning the meanings of number words does not involve associating numerical symbols to
the ANS, because the ANS cannot provide exactness of symbolic numerals (Carey & Barner, 2019; Carey, Shusterman,
Haward, & Distefano, 2017). When children were trained to
map the word “ten” with a card that contained 10 objects, they
failed to choose a card with 10 objects when 10 were contrasted with different number of objects (Carey et al., 2017).
In addition, the effect of ratio was not observable. For example, discriminating 10 from 30 was as bad as discriminating
10 from 15. This result contradicts the ANS mapping hypothesis which predicts that children would be able to recognize
10 objects against different number of objects after training
or be influenced by ratios of number sets.
Separate Number Systems for Adults Studies on how
adults represent symbolic numerals also provide alternative
explanations to the ANS mapping theory (Lyons, Ansari, &
Beilock, 2012; Marinova, Sasanguie, & Reynvoet, 2018).
Among these alternative theories, the symbolic estrangement
hypothesis suggests that repeated use of numerical symbols
would lead symbols to be estranged from the ANS and represented in exact manner. To test this theory, Lyons et al. (2012)

Higher Automaticity for
Symbolic Numerals

1-9
10-99
100-999

Overlearning phase
(phase 3)

Fluent phase
(phase 2)

Prefluent phase
(phase 1)
Higher Automaticity for
Nonsymbolic Numerosities

Age

Figure 1: Hypothetical developmental trajectories
asked adults to compare different formats of numbers. The
result showed that comparing a dot array with an Arabic numeral took longer than comparing two dot arrays. Worse performance in mixed format comparison task has been thought
to be caused by the switch cost between separate systems of
symbolic and nonsymbolic numbers.

The Current Studies
Both the common system approach and separate systems approach provide evidence that support corresponding theories.
Nonetheless, previous studies have limitations in explaining
the reasons for contradicting findings.
We suggest that these seemingly discrepant explanations
between theories is not because any of the previous studies
provide invalid explanations for local results. Instead, previous studies explain only part of the entire process of acquiring
number concepts. Not only do most studies focused on limited range of developmental trajectory, but they did not examine the variability of symbolic numeral proficiency within
same age group depending on numeric range.
We propose numerical understanding progresses through
three phases of associative learning across development.
By logical necessity, continuous progression of acquiring
the concept of symbolic numerals entails three qualitative
phases: processing nonsymbolic numerosities more fluently
than symbolic numerals, processing numerosities and numerals with equal fluency, and processing numerals more fluently
than numerosities. For convenience, we labeled these phases
as prefluent, fluent, and overlearning phases. These phases
are useful qualitative description of a continuous quantitative progression, much like ‘infant’, ‘toddler’, and ‘child’are
useful descriptions for periods in a continuous aging process.
These phases also map onto the conventional issues of debate.
In prefluent phase (phase 1), approximate sense of discrete number is present, but symbols are meaningless. We
predicted that difference in symbolic and nonsymbolic representations would be large in prefluent phase. Fluent phase
(phase 2) is when children learn numerical symbols by associating symbols with the quantities they represent. Therefore,
acquiring the meanings of symbolic numerals is the process
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of integrating meaningless symbols into the common system
(ANS) that processes nonsymbolic numerosity. In this phase,
processing symbolic numerals will be done as automatically
as nonsymbolic numerosities. In overlearning phase (phase
3), processing symbolic numerals would become more automatic than processing nonsymbolic numerosities due to the
frequent use of symbolic numerals. Previous studies have
shown that older children and adults, who have enough experience with symbolic numerals, can compare symbolic numerals faster and more accurately than dot arrays (Fazio et al.,
2014; Marinova et al., 2018). Nevertheless, it does not mean
different formats of numbers are processed by separate systems. Rather, symbolic numerals are still represented as continuous quantity. For example, comparing Arabic numerals
in overlearning phase would be similar to comparing length
of lines which can be done quickly and accurately. In this
phase, difference between symbolic and nonsymbolic representations would increase again.
Based on these three phases, we also hypothesized that
multiple phases would overlap depending on the numeric
range. Since learning symbolic numerals require mapping between symbols and the ANS, reaching fluent phase and overlearning phase would be affected by the amount of experience children have with numerals. Considering frequency of
symbolic numerals decrease as numerical magnitude increase
(Dehaene & Mehler, 1992), association between symbols and
the ANS will be done from smaller to larger numerals. Therefore, we predicted that children can be at overlearning phase
for smaller quantities while at prefluent phase for larger quantities (Figure 1).
The co-existence and competition among ways of thinking about number is also supported by previous studies on
number line estimation (Siegler & Opfer, 2003; Siegler &
Booth, 2004; Siegler, Thompson, & Opfer, 2009). For example, Siegler and Opfer (2003) presented 0 to 1000 number
line and asked participants to place numbers on the number
line. The result showed that second and fourth graders represented numbers inaccurately by overestimating small numbers while underestimating larger numbers, indicating logarithmic representation of numbers. However, sixth graders
and adults accurately estimated given numbers, showing linear representation. In Siegler and Booth (2004) study, on the
other hand, 0 to 100 number line was presented. The result indicated that kindergarteners and first graders showed logarithmic representation of numbers, whereas second graders illustrated linear representation. Taken together, second graders
represented numbers in different manners depending on the
number range.
The present study was designed to include wide range of
age and numbers. Testing three-phase hypothesis required
us to examine developmental change across age while testing multiple-phase hypothesis required us to examine variability within age group. Therefore, we tested 4- to 12-yearolds as well as adults to observe three phases. In addition,
we included number ranges 1-9, 10-99, and 100-999 to test

multiple phase hypothesis. We used magnitude comparison
tasks to measure gradual change from prefluent phase to overlearning phase by taking account the noisiness of representations. More importantly, we measured reaction time to directly compare automaticity of processing symbolic and nonsymbolic numbers.

Experiment 1
In Experiment 1, we tested two hypotheses. The first hypothesis was that numerical understanding progresses through
three continuous phases – from processing numerosity more
automatically than numerals, to processing numerosity and
numerals equally automatically, to processing numerals more
automatically than numerosities. The second hypothesis was
that this understanding of numerals is range-dependent, such
that the children with same age could be in as much as all
three phases at the same time, with the probability of being in
an advanced phase being negatively associated with the magnitude of the numbers. To examine the relative difference
between symbolic and nonsymbolic representations of numbers, we used symbolic and nonsymbolic magnitude comparison tasks.

Method
Participants We tested 186 4-year-olds to 12-year-olds and
66 adults in the study. Adults were undergraduate students.
Children were tested at a museum or at schools.
Materials and Procedures The experiment was conducted
on a 13-inch laptop, using a MATLAB program. Participants
were given two comparison tasks. Their tasks were to choose
the larger of two quantities. Two stimuli were presented on
each side of the screen simultaneously for 2500ms after fixation. Presentation time 2500ms was chosen to be long enough
for young children to view 3-digit symbolic numerals but
short enough to prevent them from counting dot arrays. Participants could make a response while stimuli were presented.
Participants were asked to press ‘Q’ if they thought the left
stimulus was larger and ‘P’ if they thought the right stimulus
was larger. Participants were asked to answer as accurately
and as quickly as possible. Feedback was not provided. For
children, neutral responses was provided. Reaction times and
accuracy were recorded.
Two comparison tasks included dot-dot and numeralnumeral conditions. In dot-dot condition, two sets of dots
were presented. In numeral-numeral condition, two Arabic
numerals were presented. Twenty-eight trials each for quantities 1-9, 10-99, and 100-999 were presented, yielding 84 trials for each condition. Thus, each participant completed 168
trials. The stimuli of quantities 1-9 consisted of every possible pair ranged from 2 to 9. To equate the ratios between
different numeric range, the stimuli of quantities 10-99 were
created by multiplying 7 to the stimuli of quantities 1-9. The
stimuli of quantities 100-999 were created by multiplying 63
to the stimuli of quantities 1-9. The ratio of large to small
numbers ranged from 1.125 to 4.5.
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In the dot-dot condition, yellow dots were presented on the
left while blue dots were presented on the right side of the
screen. Instead of equating total surface areas of dot arrays
or sizes of dots, we manipulated left to right ratio of nonnumerical features of each pair to check whether participants
responded based on number of dots, or on non-numerical
features (DeWind, Adams, Platt, & Brannon, 2015; Starr,
DeWind, & Brannon, 2017). Ratio of either field area or individual dot size was randomly chosen from three different
ratios (2:1, 1:1, and 1:2). Therefore, there were nine possible combinations of non-numerical stimulus features. Field
area indicated the area in which the dots were drawn. In the
numeral-numeral condition, the physical size of Arabic numerals was equal across trials.

Results
Responses that took longer than 3 SD of each age group’s
reaction times (RT) and RTs shorter than 200ms were excluded. Excluding outliers yielded 99.5% of the adults’ data
and 98.5% of the children’s data. For analysis, we fitted a linear multilevel regression model (Gelman & Hill, 2006) with
random intercepts by subject using lme4 package in R.
As a preliminary analysis, we first analyzed whether participants’ responses in dot-dot condition were based on numerical values or on non-numeric features. Analysis was done after excluding 9 adults whose non-numeric feature data were
not available. Their data were included in further analysis.
Participants were more likely to solve the dot comparison task
based on numerical values (RT: b = - .09, SE = .01, p < .001;
accuracy: b = 1.53, SE = .04, p < .001) than dot size (RT:
b = - .02, SE = .01, p < .01; accuracy: b = .41, SE = .04,
p < .001) or field area (RT: b = - .05, SE = .01, p < .001;
accuracy: b = .29, SE = .02, p < .001). This result illustrated
that even though participants were influenced by non-numeric
features of dot arrays, their responses were mainly based on
the quantity of dots.
For the main analysis, we aimed to test three-phase hypothesis and multiple phase hypothesis by analyzing the RTs from
correct responses and RTs from all responses. We examined
the difference between dot-dot and numeral-numeral condition and how the difference changes over development. To
calculate the difference between condition, we first calculated
each participant’s z-scores of RT in dot-dot and numeralnumeral condition. Then we subtracted z-score of numeralnumeral condition from z-score of dot-dot condition. This
value – normalized RT – is given by the formula: (z-score
of RT in dot-dot condition) – (z-score of RT in numeralnumeral condition). Negative values of normalized RT indicate that comparing dot arrays were faster than comparing
Arabic numerals, whereas positive values indicate Arabic numerals were compared faster than comparing dot arrays. If
normalized RT is 0, it indicates RT in dot-dot condition is
equal to RT in numeral-numeral condition. Therefore, larger
normalized RT means that performance in numeral-numeral
condition was relatively better than in dot-dot condition.
We analyzed the effect of age (4 to 19 years) and numeric
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Figure 2: Normalized RT from correct trials by numeric
range. Solid lines with 95% confidence intervals represent
mean normalized scores generated from 1000 simulations
from the fitted model. Raw means and their standard errors
are presented with ×.

range (1-9, 10-99, and 100-999) on the normalized RT to investigate if relative automaticity of numerals changes with
age and depends on numeric range. We used a mixed linear
model including by-subject random intercept (Figure 2). The
result showed that normalized RT was larger in older participants (correct trials: b = .30, SE = .05, p < .001; all trials: b
= .30, SE = .05, p < .001), indicating that older participants
were relatively better in numeral-numeral condition than in
dot-dot condition compared to younger participants. In addition, normalized RT decreased as numeric range increased
(correct: b = - .25, SE = .02, p < .001; all: b = - .26, SE =
.02, p < .001). The effect of numeric range illustrates that
developmental change occurred gradually from quantity 1-9
to 10-99 to 100-999. In addition, the interaction between age
and numeric range was significant (correct: b = .12, SE = .02,
p < .001; all: b = .14, SE = .02, p < .001), indicating the
effect of numeric range decreased with age.
To characterize age groups by phase of development, we
next examined from when normalized RT becomes larger
than 0 for each numeric range (1-9, 10-99, 100-999). We
used a bootstrap procedure to estimate 95% confidence interval (CI) using boot package in R and examined whether 95%
CI included 0 or not. Normalized score in prefluent phase
would be significantly smaller than 0 while normalized score
significantly larger than 0 would indicate overlearning phase.
Normalized score not significantly different from 0 would indicate fluent phase. For bootstrap procedure, we randomly
sampled normalized score with replacement based on the experimental data in one simulation. Then, we calculated mean
normalized score for each age group and for each numeric
range based on the simulated data. Therefore, one simulation yielded total of 27 mean normalized scores. We repeated
same procedure 10,000 times and estimated 95% CI (Tian,
Braithwaite, & Siegler, 2020).
For numeric range 1-9, normalized RTs from 4-year-olds
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(correct trials: M = -0.23, 95% CI = [-0.55, 0.10]; all trials:
M = -0.18, 95% CI = [-0.55, 0.20]) to 6-year-olds (correct:
M = 0.07, 95% CI = [-0.15, 0.36]; all: M = 0.08, 95% CI =
[-0.11, 0.29]) were not significantly different from 0. 7-yearolds (correct: M = 0.25, 95% CI = [0.07, 0.46]; all: M = 0.27,
95% CI = [0.09, 0.48]) and older participants were faster at
comparing numerals than dot arrays. For numeric range 1099, comparing numerals become similar with comparing dot
arrays from 9-year-olds (correct: M = -0.15, 95% CI = [-0.32,
0.01]; all: M = -0.09, 95% CI = [-0.29, 0.09]) and continued
to show similar automaticity until 12-year-olds (correct: M
= -0.07, 95% CI = [-0.24, 0.10]; all: M = -0.02, 95% CI
= [-0.19, 0.17]). Only adults were faster when comparing
numerals than dot arrays (correct: M = 0.16, 95% CI = [0.09,
0.22]; all: M = 0.19, 95% CI = [0.13, 0.26]). For numeric
range 100-999, normalized RTs for 10-year-olds (correct: M
= -0.05, 95% CI = [-0.27, 0.17]; all: M = -0.00, 95% CI =
[-0.23, 0.23]) to 12-year-olds (correct: M = -0.10, 95% CI =
[-0.34, 0.11]; all: M = -0.05, 95% CI = [-0.27, 0.15]) were
not significantly different from 0. Normalized RT of adults
were larger than 0 (correct: M = 0.16, 95% CI = [0.10, 0.22];
all: M = 0.19, 95% CI = [0.13, 0.27]).
Consistent with our prediction, results from normalized RT
illustrated that automaticity of processing symbolic numerals
is acquired gradually in three phases. In addition, developmental change took place from small to large numeric range,
leading to a coexistence of multiple phases during childhood.
For numeric range 1-9, 4- to 6-year-olds were already at fluent phase, and 7-year-olds reached overlearning phase. For
numeric range 10-99, fluent phase started to occur around
9 years of age. For numeric range 100-999, 10-year-olds
reached fluent phase. Only adults were at overlearning phase
for numeric range 10-99 and 100-999.

Experiment 2
Results from Experiment 1 indicated that symbolic numerals are gradually mapped to the ANS before being processed
much more automatically than would be expected from a
purely ANS representation. In Experiment 2, we tested if
different formats of numbers are represented by the ANS by
employing a mixed format comparison task (Lyons et al.,
2012). We were specifically interested in the sensitivity to
the ratio for mixed format comparison. Carey et al. (2017)
illustrated that children who failed to map number words to
nonsymbolic numerosities were not affected by ratio. In this
sense, we predicted that participants being sensitive to ratio
when solving mixed format comparison task would indicate
symbolic and nonsymbolic numbers are represented approximately on a same continuum. In contrast, absence of ratio
effect would show that symbolic numerals are processed in a
different manner from dot arrays.
We investigated how the strength of ratio effect would
change in accordance with three phases of numerical development that were proposed in Experiment 1. If development
involved mapping symbolic numbers to the ANS, ratio effects
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Materials and Procedures Participants were given a dotnumeral comparison task. In the task, one of the stimuli was
presented in a nonsymbolic format (an array of dots) while
the other was presented in a symbolic format (an Arabic numeral). The dots were presented in blue. The side (left or
right) containing the dot array was randomized. Except the
format of numbers in comparison task, number pairs and procedures in Experiment 2 were identical with Experiment 1.

Results
Responses that took longer than 3 SD of each age group’s reaction times and reaction times (RT) shorter than 200ms were
excluded. Excluding outliers yielded 96.7% of the adults’
data and 97.3% of the children’s data. We fitted a linear multilevel regression model with by-subject random intercepts.
We analyzed the effect of ratio (1.125 to 4.5), age (4 to 19
years), and numeric range (1-9, 10-99, and 100-999) by using mixed linear model for RT and using generalized mixed
linear model with logit link for error rate.
Speed and accuracy improved with age (correct RT: b = .41, SE = .03, p < .001; all RT: b = - .37, SE = .03, p <
.001; error rate: b = - .37, SE = .03, p < .001). RT decreased
(correct: b = - .04, SE = .01, p < .001; all: b = - .05, SE =
.01, p < .001) and error rate increased (b = .33, SE = .02, p
< .001) as the numeric range increased. In addition, RTs and
error rates were affected by ratio of stimuli (correct RT: b = .06, SE = .01, p < .001; all RT: b = - .05, SE = .01, p < .001;
error rate: b = - .35, SE = .02, p < .001), thereby exhibiting
the hallmark of the ANS. The interaction between ratio and
age was not significant for RT (correct: b = .01, SE = .01, p
= .18; all: b = .01, SE = .01, p = .23), but was significant for
error rate (b = - .17, SE = .02, p < .001). This result indicated
that the ratio effect on accuracy became stronger as age of
participants increased. Interaction between ratio and numeric
range was significant both for RT (correct: b = .05, SE = .01,
p < .001; all: b = .05, SE = .01, p < .001) and error rate (b =
.05, SE = .02, p < .01), showing ratio effect became weaker
for larger numeric range.
To further examine the strength of association between
symbolic numerals and nonsymbolic numerosities, we computed each individual’s sensitivity to ratio based on the slope
of the relation between ratio and error rate. We fitted logistic
regression including probability to choose left stimulus as a
dependent variable and log(nleft ) - log(nright ) as a predictor. A
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Figure 3: Ratio effects of error rate by age and numeric range.
Solid lines with 95% confidence intervals represent mean ratio effects of error rate generated from 1000 simulations from
the fitted model. Raw means and their standard errors are
presented with ×.

larger value of slope means that participants were more sensitive to ratio between stimuli. We examined the effect of age
(4 to 19 years) and numeric range (1-9, 10-99, 100-999) on
the ratio effect using mixed linear model including by-subject
random intercept (Figure 3).
The result showed that ratio effect of error rate became
stronger as age increased (b = .47, SE = .04, p < .001) and became weaker as numeric range increased (b = - .40, SE = .02,
p < .001). Interaction between age and numeric range was
significant (b = .05, SE = .02, p < .05), indicating that developmental change was clearer in larger numeric range. Taken
together, results from individual’s ratio effect supported the
hypothesis that symbolic numbers become more strongly associated with the ANS with age and experience.

General Discussion
The purpose of the present study was to propose a developmental framework that can reconcile seemingly incompatible results from previous studies. Even though the existing
theories provide evidence for part of the developmental trajectory, they could not explain the cause of the contradictory
findings. For example, in contrast with the results that seem
to support separate number systems for children, numerous
studies revealed that children could associate number words
to the ANS when the task does not require children to understand exact meanings of the number words (Gunderson,
Spaepen, & Levine, 2015; Odic, Le Corre, & Halberda, 2015;
Wagner & Johnson, 2011). Similarly, even though separate
systems approach proposes adults show switch cost between
different formats of numbers (Lyons et al., 2012; Marinova et
al., 2018), adults are influence by ratios when comparing two
Arabic numerals (Moyer & Landauer, 1967). Nevertheless,
the common system approach does not explain through which
process symbolic numeral representation becomes more precise than nonsymbolic numerosity representation.

We predicted that results from previous studies can be
explained by three phases of associative learning between
numerical symbols and the ANS. We examined variability
across age groups to test if acquisition of number concept develop in three phases. In addition, we examined variability
within age group to test if multiple phases overlap depending
on the numeric range.
Results from Experiment 1 showed that normalized RT
was affected by numeric range, showing that mapping between symbolic numbers and the ANS occurs gradually from
smaller to larger numbers, leading to the coexistence of multiple phases during development. Children could process symbolic numerals in a similar way with dot arrays from age 4
for numeric range 1-9, age 9 for numeric range 10-99, and
age 10 for numeric range 100-999. This difference between
numeric range indicates that even if children became faster
in comparing numerals from small numeric range, they were
still faster in comparing dot arrays from larger numeric range.
Furthermore, results from Experiment 2 indicated that different formats of numbers are continued to be represented by a
common system even after symbolic numerals become more
automatically processed than nonsymbolic numerosities.
Multiple phases or representations of numerical concepts
have also been investigated in other contexts. For example, studies on number line estimation illustrated that second
graders showed linear representation for 0 to 100 range of
number line while showing logarithmic representation for 0
to 1000 range of number line (Siegler & Booth, 2004; Siegler
& Opfer, 2003). Furthermore, studies using Stroop task to
measure automaticity of processing symbolic numerals also
showed that children’s performance is affected by numeric
range (Mussolin & Noël, 2007). Mussolin and Noël (2007)
asked second to fourth graders to compare physical size of
two Arabic numerals when the relative difference of numeral
magnitudes were either congruent or incongruent with physical size difference. The results showed that for second
graders, interference of numeral magnitude was significant
for 1-digit numerals, but the effect was weaker for 2-digit
numerals smaller than 50 and not significant for 2-digit numerals larger than 50. In contrast, third and fourth graders
were equally interfered by numeral magnitude regardless of
numeric range.
In conclusion, our results indicate that the ANS provides a
foundation for children’s first learning of symbolic numerals
and that symbolic numerals are continued to be represented
by the ANS in adulthood. The results supported our hypotheses that numerical development go through three continuous
phases. In addition, developmental process occurred not in
the way of mastering the previous phase and then moving
onto the next phase. Instead, multiple phases overlapped depending on numeric range.
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Abstract
Analogical reasoning is at the core of human cognition, but is
it universal? Do people from different cultures reason
analogically in the same way? Despite the prevalence of
analogical research, to date, there is almost no cross-cultural
work investigating analogical reasoning in adults from nonWEIRD cultures. Here we fill this important gap by revisiting
a long-standing cross-cultural difference—the holistic-analytic
difference among Easterners and Westerners (Nisbett, 2001)—
to ask whether this difference is also evident in analogical
reasoning. Decades of cross-cultural research showed that
Easterners are more attentive to contextual relations than
Westerners, giving way to an untested presumption that
Easterners are more relational, more analogical than
Westerners. We tested this assumption using the classic
holistic-analytic task and scene analogy mapping task with US
and Chinese participants. While we replicated the holisticanalytic (East-West) difference, US and Chinese participants
did not differ in the analogy task.
Keywords: analogical reasoning; cross-cultural study;
holistic-analytic thinking

Introduction
Analogical reasoning—the ability to perceive the sameness
of relations across domains and events—is at the core of
human cognition (Hofstadter, 2001; Penn et al., 2008).
Analogical reasoning is essential in wide-ranging areas of
cognition, from causal reasoning and problem-solving, to
literature creation and language acquisition to enabling
scientific discoveries (Gick & Holyoak, 1980; Gentner, 2003;
Murphy, 2004).
Given the fundamental nature of analogy, an important
question is whether analogical reasoning universal: do people
from different cultures reason analogically in the same way?
A recent review analyzing cross-cultural analogical
developmental studies suggests that they may not (Christie,
Gao, Ma, 2020). For example, Japanese 4-year-olds showed
better performance in analogical reasoning tasks compared to
the US children (Kuwabara & Smith, 2012). Likewise,
Chinese 3-year-olds could match relations in a simple
relational task while their US peers could not (Carstensen et
al., 2019). But since there are only very few studies of
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analogical development across cultures, we cannot yet derive
a clear pattern of the universality and/or cross-cultural
differences of analogical development.
The lack of cross-cultural analogical studies is even direr
among adults. To our knowledge, no work directly examines
whether adults from different cultures reason analogically in
the same way. To address this important gap, we decided to
test a prevailing, yet untested assumption that Easterner
adults are better analogical reasoners than Westerners.
This prevailing assumption—that Easterners are better in
analogical reasoning than Westerners—comes from an
extremely rich body of research showing that Easterners are
more “relational” than Westerners (Nisbett, 2001). The main
argument is that people from interdependent culture (such as
China and Japan) are more attentive to relations between self
and others as well as among people in their society, whereas
people from independent culture (e.g., the US) are more
focused on the self. These differences in holistic vs. analytic
thinking (Nisbett et al., 2001) translate to differences in
perception, memory, and categorization. For example, in the
classic aquarium task by Masuda and Nisbett (2001)
participants were asked to observe a scene (e.g., an aquarium)
containing focal objects, active objects, inert objects, and
background. Later, participants were asked to describe what
they have seen from memory. Japanese participants reported
more relational content about the scene (i.e., the fish is
passing the rock) rather than talking solely about the object
itself (i.e., I have seen a golden fish) compared to American
participants. That is, Japanese participants showed greater
attentional biases toward relational and contextual
information than American participants. Similar results were
also obtained with Chinese vs. US participants (Chua et al.,
2005). Using an eye-tracking paradigm for another version of
the focal-background task, this study found that Americans
attended more exclusively to focal objects, while Chinese
participants attended to both focal objects and background.
Indeed, many other perception and memory studies have
replicated these East-West differences (e.g., Ji et al., 2000;
2001; Choi et al., 2007; Kitayama et al., 2003; 2009).
Since analogical reasoning is predicated upon relational
reasoning—to perceive analogical matches is to perceive the
sameness of relations—it is logical to presume that superior
1

attention to relations should be generalized into superior
analogical reasoning. That is, we should expect that adults
from interdependent cultures (Easterners) should be better in
their analogical reasoning than adults from independent
cultures (Westerners). Indeed, as we mentioned before, a few
developmental studies confirmed this prediction: children
from Japan and China are better than their US counterparts in
analogical reasoning tasks (but see recent evidence from
Murphy et al., 2021 refuting this conclusion).
At the same time, there are reasons to suspect that
Easterners’
analogical
reasoning
may
not
be
superior/different than that of Westerners. This is because
one component of holistic reasoning: thematic thinking, does
not map to analogical reasoning. Other than the perception
and memory studies we have reviewed, East-West (HolisticAnalytic) differences have also been characterized as
differences in categorization. In a typical paradigm,
participants are given three objects (e.g., monkey, panda,
banana) and asked to group them into two categories. Chinese
participants are more likely to group items thematically
(monkey-banana; panda), whereas US participants are more
likely to group items taxonomically (monkey-panda; banana)
(Ji et al., 2000; 2004). This East-West difference pattern of
categorization has been quite robust, and in fact, Easterners’
thematic thinking has been synonymized with “relational
thinking” (Estes et al., 2012). But in analogical reasoning
(e.g., Structure Mapping Theory (Gentner, 1983; Markman
& Gentner, 1997)), thinking about thematic relations per se
does not help analogical reasoning because analogical
reasoning is about perceiving the similarity of any relation,
be that relation a thematic relation or a taxonomic relation.
That is, the tendency to favor one kind of relation (thematic
relation) should not translate into superior domain-general
analogical reasoning. From this perspective, we do not expect
that Eastern adults should be superior in their analogical
reasoning compared to Western adults.
In sum, a rich body of research on East-West cognitive
style differences offer both possibilities: 1) That Easterners
are superior to Westerners in analogical reasoning; or 2) The
two cultures do not differ in their analogical reasoning. The
prevailing assumption, however, is (1): that Easterners are
superior to Westerners in analogical reasoning. To test this,
and to begin filling the gap of cross-cultural analogical
studies, we test US and Chinese participants (from mainland
China) in two classic tasks: a scene analogy mapping task
(Markman & Gentner, 1993) and a thematic-taxonomic
categorization task (Ji, et al., 2004). We expect to replicate
the East-West differences in the thematic-taxonomic task,
where participants from China are more thematic while US
participants are more taxonomic. The critical question is
whether this cultural difference carries over to the scene
analogy task: do Chinese participants perform better in the
analogy task than US participants?

Study 1
Given established cognitive style differences in Easterners vs.
Westerners, we asked whether these differences are also
found in analogical reasoning. To do this, we test participants
from US and mainland China in scene analogy mapping task
(Gentner & Markman, 1993) and thematic-taxonomic
categorization task (Ji et al., 2004). We select these two tasks
as each is the standard task in measuring adults’ analogical
reasoning and holistic-analytic thinking respectively. In
addition, to bolster the holistic-analytic differential analysis,
we also include a standard measure of independentinterdependent scale as a comparison for holistic-analytic
difference (Lu & Gilmour, 2007). Our question is whether the
US vs. Chinese participants will show differential
performance in both analogy and holistic-analytic tasks, or
whether they only differ in the holistic-analytic task.

Method
Participants Two hundred and twelve Chinese participants
(104 male, 108 female, Mage = 22.49 years, SD = 2.75, range
= 18 – 34 years), and one hundred and ninety-six US
participants (88 male, 105 female, 3 others, Mage = 25.00
years, SD = 2.50, range = 18 – 35 years) participated in Study
1. The study was conducted online. US participants were
recruited from Amazon M-Turk, while Chinese participants
were recruited from wjx.cn, a Chinese platform comparable
to M-Turk.
To reduce variability of experimental environment, we
explicitly instructed participants to use mobile phones to
complete the study. Thirty-three participants who did not
follow this instruction were excluded from the final analysis,
yielding a final sample of 375 participants, 178 US, and 197
Chinese participants.
Materials and Design Participants completed three tasks:
scene analogy mapping task (Markman & Gentner, 1993),
thematic-taxonomic categorization task (Ji et al., 2004), and
interdependence-independence self-construal scale (Lu &
Gilmour, 2007). We adapted all original materials into an
online format. The order of presentation of the analogy and
thematic-taxonomic tasks was counterbalanced, selfconstrual scale was always presented last.
Procedure To reduce the variability of presentation sizes, all
participants completed the study on a mobile phone. While
there are still screen size variations on mobile phones, we
reasoned that this variation is still smaller than computerstablets-mobile phones variation.
For the scene analogy task, participants were asked to
select the object in the bottom picture that was “more similar”
to the object pointed by the arrow in the top picture. The
instruction was the same in Chinese; “similar” was translated
into “相似”( xiāng sì). There were three options to choose
from in the bottom picture: an analogical match (object
occupying the same relation as the arrowed object on the top
picture), an object match (an identical-looking object), and a
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distractor (an irrelevant object) (see Figures 1a,b). If
participants perceived the analogical match, then they should
choose the relational match rather than the object match or
the distractor. The instruction of choosing a similar match
was left deliberately open; participants could interpret it to
mean either a similar relation or a similar object.

decided to only collect the categorization answer, without
asking participants to justify their answers.
After the Analogy and Thematic-Taxonomic tasks (the
presentation order of these two tasks was counterbalanced
across participants), participants completed the self-construal
scale (Lu & Gilmour, 2007). This scale corresponded to the
concept of self-construal (Markus & Kitayama, 1991),
measuring the relationship between self and others, one’s
behavior towards others, and decisions in social life.
Participants rated 42 statements from 1-7 (1-strongly
disagree, 7-strongly agree), 21 statements for independence
self-construal, and 21 statements for interdependence selfconstrual. The order of appearance of the statements was
randomized.
Finally, participants reported their basic demographic
information, such as the place they mainly grew up in (the
state/the province), gender, age, and education level.

Results and Discussion
We first analyzed the data from the thematic-taxonomic
categorization task. Consistent with prior literature, Chinese
and US participants indeed differed in their categorization
patterns. Chinese participants chose more thematic choices
compared to the US participants, t (373) = 5.082, p < .001,
95% CI [.080, .180]; while US participants chose more
taxonomic choices compared to Chinese participants, t (373)
= 4.912, p < .001, 95% CI [.074, .173] (Figure 2). To
corroborate this East-West difference, we analyzed data from
the self-construal scale. Again, consistent with prior findings,
Chinese participants received higher scores in the
interdependence self-construal, t (373) = 7.935, p < .001, 95%
CI [9.173, 15.223], while US participants received
marginally higher scores in independence self-construal scale,
t (373) = 1.797, p = .073, 95% CI [-.238, 5.277]. In sum,
Chinese participants were more holistic and interdependent,
while US participants are more analytic and independent.

Figure 1a. Sample of eating relation in analogy task.

Figure 1b. Demonstration of the process in analogy task.
For the thematic-taxonomic categorization task, in each
test trial participants were given three items (e.g., “monkeypanda-banana”); their task was to choose two of the three
items that were more closely related. There were 10 test trials
and 10 fillers—items that were not related either in a thematic
or a taxonomic way (e.g., “bank-hospital-cinema”).
Participants’ answers were coded into Thematic (if they
chose monkey and banana), Taxonomic (monkey-panda), or
Irrelevant. All items and procedures were identical to the
original study (Ji et al., 2004), except for one modification:
we eliminated the explanation process. In the original task,
participants were asked to explain their answers (why they
categorized the items as such) for every trial. We eliminated
this because in pilot study many participants reported the
explanation process rendered the study tedious and lengthy,
resulting in non-completion of the whole study. As such, we
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Figure 2: Participants’ choices of thematic, taxonomic, and
irrelevant choice in Study 2. US and Chinese participants
differed in their thematic and taxonomic choices.
Having replicated the holistic-analytic cognitive style
difference between Chinese and US participants, the critical
question was whether participants differed in their analogical
3

reasoning. Our results clearly showed that US and Chinese
participants did not differ in their analogical reasoning, as
measured by scene analogy task. Chinese participants
selected the relational (analogical) match at 18.0% (M = .180,
SD = .234), while the US participants did so at a comparable
rate of 18.9% (M = .189; SD = .206). US and Chinese
participants also did not differ in their selection of object
matches: Chinese participants selected object match at 78.5%
(M = .785, SD = .260), while US participants selected object
match at 77.7% (M = .777, SD = .216) (Figure 3).

Westerners. Surprisingly, however, this difference did not
translate to analogical reasoning differences as measured by
the scene analogy task; participants from US and China were
equally likely to choose object matches over relational
matches. To our knowledge, this is the first study that
documented cross-cultural similarity in analogical reasoning,
while at the same time replicating the East-West holisticanalytic difference. Because our study was the first one that
used the scene analogy paradigm in a Chinese context, it was
critical to replicate the finding. We did so in Study 2.

Study 2
In Study 1, we found that both Chinese and US participants
preferred object similarity over relational similarity in the
scene analogy task. Participants in Study 1 were instructed to

Figure 3: Participants’ selection of relational choice, object
choice, and irrelevant choice in Study 1. US and Chinese
participants did not differ in their selection pattern.
To further analyze participants’ analogical reasoning
across cultures, we looked at individual patterns of
responding, categorizing each participant as a Relational
Chooser (choosing the relational choice in at least 7 out of 8
trials), or Object Chooser (choosing object choices in at least
7 out of 8 trials). Under this criterion, there were 211 Object
Chooser (118 Chinese, 93 US), and only 7 Relational
Matcher (5 Chinese, 2 US). These numbers showed an
overwhelming bias for choosing object over relational
matches. Importantly, this tendency is the same across the
two cultural groups, χ2 (1, n = 218) = 3.596, p = .058.
Next, we analyzed whether there was any correlation
between scores in the self-construal scale, thematictaxonomic choices, and performance in the scene analogy
task. Pearson’s correlation analysis showed that scores on the
interdependence scale were positively correlated with
thematic choices (r (375) = .132, p = .011), that is, the
participants who scored higher on the interdependence scale
were also more likely to make thematic choices. Interestingly,
however, scores of the interdependence scale were negatively
correlated with relational choices in the scene analogy task (r
(375) = -.103, p = .046). That is, contrary to the prevailing
assumption that people with greater interdependence
cognitive style should be more relational, our results suggest
that higher interdependence predicts a lower level of
analogical reasoning. No other correlations across the three
tasks were significant.
In conclusion, in Study 1, we replicated previous crosscultural findings that Easterners were more holistic than
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choose the item that was most “similar”/“相似( xiāng sì)” to
the target item. The instruction and its corresponding
translation may influence participants’ selection of choices,
making participants think more of perceptual similarity rather
than relational similarity. For this reason, in Study 2 we
adopted a more open-ended instruction for the same scene
analogy task, using the phrase “goes with” instead of the
phrase “similar to” of Study 1. The full instruction in Study 2
was: “Which object in the bottom picture goes with the object
pointed by the arrow in the top picture?”. The Chinese
translation of “goes with” was 匹配 (pǐ pèi). We wanted to
know whether this change of wording affects participants’
relational choices. Importantly, Study 2 also served as a
replication test, examining whether the non-differential
analogy performance found in Study 1 was robust. We also
ran the thematic-taxonomic categorization task and the selfconstrual scale in Study 2; these tasks were identical to Study
1.

Method
Participant One hundred and fifteen Chinese participants
(46 male, 69 female, Mage = 21.74 years, SD = 2.16 years,
range = 18 – 27 years), and ninety-five US participants (44
male, 51 female, Mage = 24.52 years, SD = 2.15 years, range
= 19 – 34 years) participated in Study 2. Ten participants
were excluded from the final analysis because they used
devices other than mobile phones, yielding a final sample of
200 participants, 86 US and 114 Chinese participants. As in
Study 1, Chinese participants were recruited from wjx.cn, and
US participants were recruited from Amazon M-Turk.
Materials and Procedure As in Study 1, participants
completed three tasks: the scene analogy task, the thematictaxonomic categorization task, and the self-construal scale.
The materials and procedure are identical to Study 1, with
one exception: a change of wording instruction in the scene
analogy task. Instead of “Which object in the bottom picture
is more similar to the object pointed by the arrow in the top
picture?”, in Study 2 the instruction was changed to “Which
object in the bottom picture goes with the object pointed by
the arrow in the top picture?” The phrase “goes with” was
4

translated as 匹配 ( pǐ pèi ) in Chinese. No other changes
were made in Study 2.

Results and Discussion
We first analyzed participants’ taxonomic-thematic
categorization pattern. As in Study 1, Chinese and US
participants differed in their categorization pattern: Chinese
participants chose more thematic choices compared to US
participants, t (198) = 2.048, p = .042; while US participants
chose more taxonomic choices compared to Chinese
participants, t (198) = 2.297, p = .023 (Figure 4). Likewise,
we replicated Study 1’s results of self-construal scale.
Chinese participants received higher scores in the
interdependence self-construal, t (198) = 5.635, p < .001, 95%
CI [8.299, 17.485], while US participants received higher
scores in the independence self-construal scale, t (198) =
2.444, p = .015, 95% CI [.876, 8.199].

Figure 5: Participants’ selection of relational choice, object
choice, and irrelevant choice in Study 2. US and Chinese
participants did not differ in their selection pattern.
Next, we analyzed whether there was any correlation
between scores in the self-construal scale, thematictaxonomic choices, and performance in the scene analogy
task. In contrast to Study 1, we did not find significant
correlations between interdependence scale and analogical
performance. Instead, Pearson’s correlation analysis showed
a negative correlation between participants’ independence
score and their relational choices in the scene analogy task, r
(200) = -.140, p = .048. It is unclear why we found this
opposite pattern.

Comparison of Study 1 and Study 2
Did the change of wording from “similar to” to “goes with”
affect performance in the scene analogy task? We compared
results from Studies 1 and 2 for each cultural group. For
Figure 4: Participants’ choices of thematic, taxonomic, and
Chinese participants, the change of wording resulted in
irrelevant choice in Study 2. US and Chinese participants
higher relational choices (Study 1 Mrelational = .180 vs. Study
differed in their thematic and taxonomic choices.
2 Mrelational = .283, t (309) = 3.699, p < .001, 95% CI
[.048, .158]) and lower object choices (Study 1 Mobject = .785
Next, we analyzed the participants’ performance in the
vs. Study 2 Mobject = .675), t (309) = -3.535, p < .001, 95% CI
scene analogy task. As in Study 1, Chinese and US
[-.170, -.049]. For US participants, the phrase “goes with”
participants did not differ in their relational choices. Chinese
slightly reduced their object choices (Study 1 Mobject = .777
participants chose relational matches at 28.3%, while US
vs. Study 2 Mobject = .724, t (262) = -1.915, p = .057). But the
participants chose relational matches at 22.7% (t (198) =
wording did not significantly affect participants’ relational
1.825, p = .070, 95% CI [-.005, .117]). As before, US and
choices (Study 1 Mrelational = .189 vs. Study 2 Mrelational = .227,
Chinese participants did not differ in their selection of object
t (262) = 1.433, p = .153). While the change of wordings
matches: Chinese participants selected object matches at
67.5%, while US participants selected object matches at 72.4% slightly elevated relational responding among Chinese
participants, both Chinese and US participants selected more
(t (198) = -1.384, p = .168) (Figure 5).
object choices than relational choices. This pattern of
As in Study 1, we analyzed the individual pattern of
responding remains. As in Study 1, US and Chinese
relational and object choices, categorizing participants as
participants did not differ in the scene analogy task, both
either Relational Chooser (choosing the relational choice in
groups selected more object choices than relational choices.
at least 7 out of 8 trials) or Object Chooser (choosing object
There was no significant difference between Study 1 and 2
choices in at least 7 out of 8 trials). Under this criterion, there
in the thematic-taxonomic task and the self-construal scale.
were 82 Object Choosers (46 Chinese, 36 US), and only 4
Overall, the results of Study 2 replicated Study 1: we found
Relational Choosers (4 Chinese). As in Study 1, the pattern
differences between US and Chinese participants in classic
of Relational and Object Choosers did not differ across
analytic-holistic tasks, but US and Chinese participants did
cultures, χ2 (1, n = 86) = 2.279, p = .131. There were no
not differ in their analogical reasoning, as measured by the
significant differences in terms of gender, age, and education
scene analogy mapping task.
level; these variables did not correlate with analogical
performance.
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General Discussion
In this study, we asked whether analogical reasoning is
universal by revisiting the East-West holistic-analytic
cognitive style difference. Rather than using the approach of
doing an analogy study with any non-WEIRD cultures, we
focused on the East-West difference because there is an
untested presumption that Easterners are superior in their
analogical reasoning. This presumption stems from many
findings that participants from interdependent cultures pay
more attention to relations among objects and people
compared to participants from the West. So much so that this
holistic thinking has also been termed “relational thinking” –
the same term that is used to characterize analogical thinking.
But is relational-holistic thinking the same as relationalanalogical thinking? To our knowledge, no previous studies
have directly probed this question. Yet this understanding is
important for a comprehensive view of what “relational
thinking” means.
To address the theoretical and cross-cultural gap we used
classic tasks that have been used extensively in prior
literature to measure analogical reasoning and holisticanalytic cognitive style difference. However, in the past,
these tasks have not been compared within a single study.
When tested with two tasks of holistic-analytic, we indeed
found that US and Chinese participants differed, replicating
the general East-West trend that had been found in the
literature. Specifically, when asked to categorize items (e.g.,
monkey-banana-panda), Chinese participants gave higher
thematic answers (monkey-banana) than did US participants
while US participants gave higher taxonomic answers
(monkey-panda) than did Chinese participants. There is a
slight difference in our results compared to previous findings
(e.g. Ji et al., 2000; 2004) where participants were more likely
to favor the thematic over the taxonomic categorization. But
within this pattern, the East-West difference remains. This
East-West difference is also evident when measured by
another holistic-analytic task: the self-construal scale. In two
studies, we found that Chinese participants scored higher in
the interdependent scale compared to US participants, while
US participants scored higher in the independence scale
compared to Chinese participants. This finding replicated the
typical East-West differences.
The critical question is whether this East-West difference
carries over to an analogy task. We used a scene analogy
mapping task (Markman & Gentner, 1993) because it is a
standard, classic task, which has been extensively used to
measure adults’ relational mapping. Contrary to the
prevailing (but untested) assumption that Easterners are more
relational, we did not find differences in analogical reasoning
between Chinese and US participants. This non-differential
results in analogical performance did not change after we
changed the wordings in Study 2 (“goes with/匹配 ( pǐ pèi ),”
suggesting the robustness of the results.
Instead of Easterners showing better analogical reasoning,
participants from the US and China preferred to match the
targets to object matches rather than to relational matches.
This pattern of mapping is similar to the original study
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(Markman & Gentner, 1993), where US participants chose
the object matches 56% of the time. In our study, the
preference for object match is slightly elevated, in that
participants chose object match at 67.5-78.5%. One possible
explanation for this elevated incidence of object matching is
that the options (object match, relational match, and
distractor) were labeled with letters (A, B, C). This was
necessary because our studies were conducted online, so
participants used the letters to indicate their choices. In the
original Gentner & Markman (1993) study participants were
given the scenes and freely pointed to the picture that they
thought was the match. It is possible that the labels in our
study made participants more likely to attend to object
matches. A similar effect had been found with children—
after being trained with noun labels, children were even more
likely to map targets to object matches (Shao & Gentner,
2016)
Why did US and Chinese participants not differ in their
analogical mapping? We discussed possible explanations that
motivate further research on holistic-analytic and analogicalrelational thinking. First, it’s possible that Chinese
participants could have higher relational responses had the
mapping task not included an object match competitor. While
our study is the first to compare US and Chinese adults on an
analogy task, there have been cross-cultural studies
comparing children’s relational performance (e.g., Kuwabara
& Smith, 2012; Carstensen et al., 2019; see a recent review
by Christie, Gao, & Ma, 2020). These studies in general
found that children from Eastern cultures (China and Japan)
were more relational than their Western (US) peers. However,
as noted by Christie et al., 2020, none of those cross-cultural
comparisons have directly pitted relational and object
matches. That is, Eastern children are better relational
reasoners when the task requires relational matching alone.
Indeed, a very recent cross-cultural work supports this pattern.
Murphy et al. (2021) tested US and Chinese children in a
scene analogy task—an almost identical task to the one used
in our study—and found that while Chinese children
outperformed their peers when the task did not involve object
matches, the two groups did not differ when there were object
matches in the scenes. Murphy et al. (2021) proposed that
reasoning analogically required executive function (EF)
ability (Richland et al., 2013; Simms et al., 2018), in
particular, participants had to inhibit a preference for object
matching to match based on common relations. If we extend
this hypothesis to our current findings with adults, one
possible explanation is that Chinese and US participants do
not differ in the scene analogy task because the two cultural
groups do not differ in their EF.
The EF explanation gives rise to an important theoretical
point for both relational-analogical reasoning and holisticanalytic cognitive style. It may be intuitive to presume that
participants from holistic cultures who pay more attention to
relations should also be more relational-analogical. But
relational-analogical thinking does not automatically overlap
with relational-holistic thinking. Our study only begins to
explore this point. In a series of ongoing work, we again
6

compare US and Chinese participants, this time using a
different analogy task (e.g., one without object matches) and
a different holistic-analytic task (e.g., an aquarium scene task,
directly measuring relational attention). Since both holisticanalytic cognitive styles and analogical reasoning are
fundamental to human cognition, understanding the
similarities and differences between these two are critical to
our understanding of how humans think--to what extent
culture shapes our cognition.
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Abstract
Competence and morality are two of the most important
dimensions in social evaluation. Recent studies have suggested
the primacy of morality, showing that information about
immorality of an ordinary target person decreases evaluation of
their competence. We examined the effect of moral taint on
multiple non-moral judgments: ratings of the competence,
accomplishment, and contribution of fictitious professionals
who were described as highly successful in various fields.
Moral taint significantly decreased participants’ non-moral
social evaluations of professionals regardless of their field.
Mediation analyses showed that the negative impact of
immoral character on competence judgments is more strongly
mediated by the decrease in participants’ psychological
involvement with the target, rather than a decrease in perceived
social intelligence of the target. These findings suggest that
motivation to distance oneself from immoral others plays a
critical role in the revision of social evaluations.
Keywords: morality,
coherence, #MeToo

competence,

social

evaluation,

Introduction
The rise of the #MeToo movement in recent years has
brought revelations of many cases of sexual violence
committed by people in powerful positions. Much to the
public’s shock and dismay, some of the figures accused by
alleged victims were not only respected for their expertise,
skill, and talent, but also for their moral and likable character.
Bill Cosby, for example, was accused by more than 50
victims of sexual assault that spanned decades (Francescani
& Fisher, 2019). His case was particularly appalling to many
because of the wholesome fatherly persona he had presented
to his audience.
History has seen many cases in which highly successful
figures have been of dubious moral character. The conflicting
information about those individuals raises a long-standing
question—whether art can be separated from the artist. Can
we denounce Richard Wagner for his strong anti-Semitic
beliefs while still enjoying his opera? Can we make a fair
judgment of Pablo Picasso’s brilliance as an artist after
realizing that he was abusive to multiple women and his son?
In this paper, we focus on how discovery of immoral acts
‘taints’ judgments of the past accomplishments and
competence of individuals who are prominent in their field—
a situation increasingly common in the age of internet and
new media.
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Generally speaking, judgments about others often
incorporate a variety of information with conflicting
valences. The interplay of positive and negative information
about a target individual can result in complex patterns of
social judgments. Imagine that a kind and likable person is
ineffective at work. Her colleagues’ critical judgments about
her competence might be mitigated because of her likable
personality. However, if her perceived lack of competence is
extreme, that information might negatively affect colleagues’
judgment of her personality and moral character.
A longstanding view of impression and attitude formation
is that the process is driven by cognitive and motivational
pressure for coherence (Asch, 1946; Heider, 1946). The core
hypothesis is that beliefs and attitudes undergo dynamic
shifts until a state of equilibrium is reached. In modern work,
coherence-based reasoning has been interpreted as a form of
constraint satisfaction (e.g., Thagard, 1989; Kunda &
Thagard, 1996; Holyoak & Simon, 1999; Ditto, Pizarro, &
Tannenbaum, 2009; Simon, Stenstrom, & Read, 2015). In
this view, people achieve a coherent view of others by
shifting inconsistent perceptions and beliefs so as to increase
their coherence with other information. For example, Kunda
and Thagard (1996) proposed a parallel constraintsatisfaction model to explain how stereotypical beliefs can
shift everyday perception of others’ behaviors. In their
illustration, a person’s implicit tendency to think of a Black
person as aggressive would cohere with the interpretation of
an ambiguous action as aggressive. Given sufficient
situational ambiguity to enable such coherence shifts, people
will arrive at different factual judgments that better cohere
with conclusions supported by prior beliefs and motivations
(Alicke, 2000; Lee & Holyoak, 2019; Simon et al., 2015;
Ditto et al., 2009). Given the general tendency to seek
coherence, judgments about an individual’s competence,
accomplishments, and contributions may be influenced by
moral evaluations.
Competence and warmth are two basic dimensions that
have been considered fundamental to impression formation
(Judd, James-Hawkins, Yzerbyt, & Kashima, 2005; Fiske,
Cuddy, & Glick, 2007; Wojciszke, Bazinska, & Jaworski,
1998; Abele & Wojciszke, 2007). The first dimension
(competence/agency) has typically been linked to an
individual’s ability, intelligence, and skill, whereas the
second dimension (warmth/morality/communion) has often
been linked to likability, friendliness, and trustworthiness in

social relationships. Wojciszke et al. (1998) found that 82%
of the variability in undergraduate students’ global
impressions of others was explained by these two basic
dimensions.
The intrinsic motivation to seek potential cooperators who
are generous and caring leads people to consider traits that
signal warmth, sociability, and morality as generally more
important than traits linked to competence (Wojciszke et al.,
1998; Goodwin, 2015). Brambilla, Carraro, Castelli, and
Sacchi (2019) showed that morality information has primacy
over other kinds of information in impression updating.
Following Goodwin (2015), they divided the warmth
dimension into sociability (friendliness, likability, and
kindness) and morality (honesty, sincerity, and
trustworthiness). Their participants were given two
descriptions of behaviors of a target person that differed in
valence (positive vs. negative) and dimension (morality vs.
sociability vs. competence). All descriptions were matched
on the absolute value of the valence ratings. Participants rated
the global impression of the target (on a scale from extremely
negative to extremely positive) each time they received a
description of behavior. Results showed that information on
the morality dimension had a greater effect on impression
updating than did the other dimensions.
Stellar and Willer (2018) performed a study that focused
on the interplay between ratings of morality and other
dimensions. Their participants were presented with
information about a target person that signaled their moral
character (e.g., ‘stole expensive items from a store’,
‘diligently cared for a parent’), and level of competence (‘He
has been working at his company for five years and has done
a reasonably good job’) in varying formats and contexts.
Participants then rated the target individual on the
competence dimension (e.g., ‘How good do you believe he is
at his job?’). In both within- and between-subject designs,
Stellar and Willer found that immoral character significantly
lowered competence ratings. This pattern contrasted with
evidence that participants believed evaluation of moral
character should be made independently of competence
judgments.
In this paper, we expand on Stellar and Willer’s (2018)
findings using more realistic settings and a richer set of
descriptions about targets. In the experiments of Stellar and
Willer, the target individuals were mostly ordinary people
without notable accomplishments, and only minimal
descriptions were provided. Thus, the relatively strong
influence of information about immorality observed in Stellar
and Willer’s studies may have been due to the fact that their
participants were given little evidence to support the
competence of the targets.
In the present study, we used vignettes describing fictitious
successful professionals working in a number of different
fields, with information about their important achievements.
The descriptions included detailed information related to
their
professional
competence,
credentials,
and
achievements. By maintaining a balance between positivecompetence and negative-morality information, we can
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conduct a more rigorous test of the influence of morality on
the assessment of non-moral dimensions. By providing
realistic details in the descriptions, participants’ social
judgments can be based on richer information, as would be
the case if they were making similar judgments about their
friends, acquaintances, or influential public figures.
Stellar and Willer (2018) proposed that perceived social
intelligence—the ability to understand and deal with others
and to know social rules (Kosmitzki & John, 1993)—of the
target person serves as a mediator variable linking morality
and competence judgments. That is, they suggested that
participants perceive targets with immoral character as
having lower social intelligence, which leads to lower
judgment of competence, especially if a relevant task requires
social interaction. In addition to social intelligence, we
assessed another potential mediator variable: psychological
involvement with the target. Given the motivation to
maintain a positive self-image (e.g., Alicke & Sedikides,
2009), we predicted that immoral character will lead
participants to feel relatively detached from the target
individual, thereby decreasing their non-moral evaluations of
the target. The influence of involvement may be especially
potent when participants are given rich and detailed
information about the target. Previous studies of the impact
of immorality did not provide detailed information about the
target, and did not measure psychological involvement with
targets.

Experiment
Method
Participants and Design An a priori power analysis was
conducted using G*Power. In order to detect a small-tomedium (𝜂𝑝2 = .02) effect with a power of .95, α level of .05,
and a correlation of .4 between repeated measurements
(estimated from a pilot study) in a 2 × 2 mixed ANOVA
design, 194 participants would be needed. Amazon
Mechanical Turk was used to recruit 230 participants residing
in the U.S. Of these participants, 28 were dropped from the
analysis because they did not pass either of two attention
checks, leaving 202 participants (93 females, Mage = 38.2,
SDage = 11.6) They received $1.0 as compensation for their
participation. Median time spent on the entire survey was 5.3
minutes.
The experiment had a 2 (profession type:
entertainer/researcher) × 2 (moral violation: present/absent)
design. Profession type was manipulated between subjects,
whereas the moral violation condition was manipulated
within subjects.
Materials and Procedure Participants were instructed to
read descriptions of two professionals in different fields on a
Qualtrics survey and make judgements about them after
careful consideration. Each description presented a
hypothetical professional, complete with an AI-generated
face of a middle-aged Caucasian male (from
https://thispersondoesnotexist.com; two of the nine

preselected images were randomly shown to each participant
as two professionals). The first paragraph presented a brief
biographical description of the professional, including his
education and career. The second paragraph introduced the
target’s main accomplishment in their respective field. The
last paragraph of the description for the control condition
detailed the professional’s hobby (either creative writing or
outdoor activities); the analogous paragraph for the violation
condition described a seriously immoral action (either
multiple sexual assaults or a drug-related murder). All four
manipulation paragraphs were matched in length (about 75
words). For example, one of the introductions describing a
biologist in the violation condition was the following:
Raymond Johnson is a biologist who specializes in
ichthyology. More specifically, his main research interest is
in the evolution of ancient species of fish. He received his
PhD from the West Virginia University in 1990, and is now
an associate professor at Davidson College. Johnson
received the Annual Excellence in Research Award from
Davidson College in 2011. Below we describe one of his most
important discoveries.
Main Accomplishment: Investigation of Evolution of
Coelacanth Fish
Johnson studied the evolutionary timeline that shows how
modern tetrapods and lungfish can be traced back to
coelacanth fish. In his most well-known paper, Johnson
presented convincing evidence that three-lobed tails of
coelacanth fish are used to swim. This finding helped
ascertain the fact that modern-day fish are related to lungfish
and tetrapods.
In October 2018, multiple sources reported horrendous
news involving Johnson. He was arrested for fatally shooting
his neighbor with a handgun. It was revealed that Johnson
and the victim—a 45-year-old businessman—had been
dealing and using hard drugs including cocaine and heroin.
However, the two often got into fights over distributing
money and drugs. One night, Johnson became extremely
furious at the victim after arguing, and shot him to death.
Participants were then asked to make social judgments
about the professional on four separate axes: competence
(two items, rs > .54 1 ; Raymond Johnson is a talented
biologist; Raymond Johnson is a brilliant biologist),
accomplishment (three items, αs > .83; e.g., His investigation
of evolution of coelacanth fish has likely progressed biology
in concrete ways), contribution (three items, αs > .79; e.g.,
Society has benefited from Raymond Johnson), and
involvement with target (four items, αs > .81; e.g., I feel that
I can relate to Raymond Johnson; I see Raymond Johnson as
a natural, down to earth person; I am interested in Raymond
Johnson; When met in person, I think Raymond Johnson will
make me feel comfortable, as if I am with friends). Three of
the four involvement items were modified from a study by
1

All reliability measurements were calculated separately for the
violation and control conditions. The lower statistics of the two are
reported here.
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Bocarnea and Brown (2007). Participants rated the degree to
which they agreed with these statements on a 7-point Likert
scale (1: strongly disagree, 2: disagree, 3: slightly disagree,
4: neither agree nor disagree, 5: slightly agree, 6: agree, 7:
strongly agree). These survey items were tailored to the
description of each professional and accomplishment being
evaluated. For example, in one of the accomplishment
questions, the blanks in the statement “[Main
accomplishment] has likely progressed [his field] in concrete
ways” were filled differently for each professional.
An additional set of questions was presented to measure
the perceived social intelligence of the professional
(Kosmitzki & John, 1993), in order to replicate Stellar and
Willer’s (2018) findings. For this measurement, participants
read 10 attributes (e.g., Knowing social rules and norms;
Understanding people; Open to experiences and ideas), and
reported the extent to which they thought each attribute
would be characteristic of the professional (αs > .88). All of
the social intelligence items were the same across conditions
and rated on a 5-point Likert scale (1: very uncharacteristic,
2: uncharacteristic, 3: uncertain, 4: characteristic, 5: very
characteristic).
The two fictitious targets shown to each participant had the
same type of profession: entertainer or researcher.
Participants in the entertainer group were shown descriptions
of either a comedian and an actor or a musician and an athlete,
whereas participants in the researcher group were shown
descriptions of either an economist and a philosopher or a
chemist and a biologist. The two descriptions in each of the
pairs were matched in their levels of perceived
accomplishment, competence, and contribution ratings as
much as possible based on the results from an independent
pilot study (n = 29). The pairs of professionals, the order of
presentation of the two professionals (e.g., musician
→ athlete or athlete → musician), the order of violation and
control manipulations (violation → control or control →
violation), and the type of violation (sexual assaults or drugrelated murder) were all independently counterbalanced
within each of the entertainer and researcher groups. The type
of filler paragraph in the control condition (creative writing
or outdoor activities) was randomly determined for each
participant by Javascript codes embedded in the Qualtrics
survey. Attention check questions were embedded in the list
of social intelligence questions, instructing participants to
“choose ‘very uncharacteristic’”. Data from participants who
did not choose ‘very uncharacteristic’ at least once were
excluded from analyses.
After the survey items for the second professional were
completed, participants answered questions regarding
demographics and believability of scenarios. About 64% of
the participants believed that the stories were real, 25%
suspected that the stories were not real, and 11% did not
believe that the stories were real. Hence, our scenarios were
perceived by many of our participants to be realistic.

(a)

not differ overall in rated competence, F(1, 200) = 0.09, p
= .92), and the interaction between the two factors was not
significant, F(1, 200) = 0.03, p = .86.
An analogous ANOVA for the accomplishment score was
conducted. Accomplishment scores were significantly lower
in the moral violation condition (M = 4.96, SD = 1.40) than
in the control condition (M = 5.38, SD = 0.99), F(1, 200) =
20.16, p < .001, 𝜂𝑝2 = .092. Scores were lower overall for
entertainers than for researchers, F(1, 200) = 15.46, p < .001,
𝜂𝑝2 = .072. The interaction was not significant, F(1, 200) =
1.07, p = .30). To control for the difference due to profession
type, we conducted follow-up paired t-tests using the withinsubject difference of accomplishment scores (control –
violation) for entertainer and researcher groups separately.
Both entertainers (t(103) = 4.06, p < .001, d = 0.40) and
researchers (t(97) = 2.35, p = .021, d = 0.24) showed a
significant decrease in rated accomplishment when described
as guilty of immoral actions.
Finally, we conducted an ANOVA for the contribution
score. Contribution scores were significantly lower in the
moral violation condition (M = 4.83, SD = 0.09) than in the
control condition (M = 5.56, SD = 0.06), F(1, 200) = 57.57, p
< .001, 𝜂𝑝2 = .224. Scores were lower overall for entertainers
than for researchers, F(1, 200) = 12,98, p < .001, 𝜂𝑝2 = .061.
The interaction was marginally significant, F(1, 200) = 3.36,
p = .068, 𝜂𝑝2 = .017. Follow-up paired t-tests were performed
using the within-subject difference scores as the dependent
variable (control – violation). Both entertainers (t(103) = 6.63,
p < .001, d = 0.65) and researchers (t(97) = 4.10, p < .001, d
= 0.41) showed a significant decrease in rated contribution
when described as guilty of immoral actions.

(b)

(c)

Figure 1: Ratings of (a) competence, (b) accomplishment,
and (c) contribution in the presence versus absence of
information about a moral violation by entertainers (left two
columns) and researchers (right two columns). Diamonds
indicate condition means. Error bars indicate 95% confidence
interval.

Results
The pattern of results is summarized in Figure 1. We
conducted a 2 (profession type) × 2 (morality violation
condition) mixed ANOVA for the competence score.
Participants in the control condition rated the professional's
competence as higher (M = 5.70, SD = 0.06) than they did in
the moral violation condition (M = 5.43, SD = 0.08), F(1, 200)
= 10.00, p = .002, 𝜂𝑝2 = .048. The two profession types did
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Mediation Analysis To conduct mediation analyses, we used
MEMORE version 2.1, a macro for SPSS developed to
conduct mediation and moderation analyses with repeated
measures (Montoya & Hayes, 2017). All mediation analyses
reported here used n = 20,000 as sample size for
bootstrapping.
First, we attempted to replicate Stellar and Willer’s (2018)
finding that perceived social intelligence mediates the
influence of morality on competence judgment. After
collapsing across the entertainer and researcher conditions,
social intelligence rating was entered as the only mediator
variable (‘model=1’ in MEMORE). Results showed that the
direct effect of immorality on competence judgment was not
significant (b = –0.07, 95% CI = [–0.30, 0.16], t(199) = –0.59,
p = .55), whereas the indirect effect through social
intelligence was significant (b = –0.20, 95% CI = [–0.43,
0.00]). Next, we tested a more comprehensive mediation
model including both involvement with target and perceived
social intelligence as parallel mediators (‘model=1’ in
MEMORE). The direct effect of immorality was not
significant (b = 0.07, 95% CI = [–0.17, 0.32], t(197) = 0.60,
p = .55). However, the indirect effect of immorality through
social intelligence was also not significant (b = 0.02, 95% CI
= [–0.31, 0.31]), whereas the indirect effect through
involvement with target was significant (b = –0.37, 95% CI

= [–0.62, –0.12]). This result indicates that participants’
emotional and intellectual involvement with the target was a
stronger mediator than social intelligence in explaining the
impact of ‘moral taint’.
Next, we tested serial mediation models in which both
mediators were entered and the first mediator also predicted
the second mediator (see Figure 2; ‘serial = 1’ in MEMORE).
We hypothesized that immorality will have an immediate
negative effect on involvement with target, which will then
decrease perceived social intelligence. Then, all three
variables were tested as predictors for the competence rating
(Figure 2a). For simplicity, we refer to the indirect effect
from immorality to involvement to competence as ind1. All
links along ind1 were significant. Neither the indirect effect
from immorality to social intelligence to competence (ind2;
b = 0.01, 95% CI = [–0.13, 0.12]), nor that from immorality
to involvement to social intelligence to competence (ind3; b
= 0.01, 95% CI = [–0.18, 0.18]) was significant. Thus the
influence of immorality on competence judgments was only
channeled through a decrease in participants’ psychological
distance with the target, rather than through the perceived
social intelligence of the target (see Figure 2a).
The same serial model was also used to predict
accomplishment and contribution ratings (Figure 2b and 2c).
When predicting the accomplishment rating, the direct effect
of immorality was not significant (b = 0.14, 95% CI = [–0.11,
0.39], t(197) = 1.11, p = .27), whereas ind1 (b = –0.28, 95%
CI = [–0.52, –0.03]), ind2 (b = –0.12, 95% CI = [–0.27, –
0.01]), and ind3 (b = –0.57, 95% CI = [–0.83, –0.34]) were
all significant. When predicting the contribution rating, the
direct influence of immorality was not significant (b = 0.01,
95% CI = [–0.21, 0.24], t(197) = 0.10, p = .92), whereas ind1
(b = –0.31, 95% CI = [–0.57, –0.07]), ind2 (b = –0.18, 95%
CI = [–0.31, –0.07]), and ind3 (b = –0.25, 95% CI = [–0.43,
–0.10]) were all significant. In sum, participants’
devaluations of the past work and contributions of immoral
professionals were mediated through multiple pathways
involving psychological distance with the target and
perception of the target’s social intelligence.

Discussion
Forming evaluations of others requires incorporating a rich
and diverse set of information, which often involves
conflicting valences. We propose that a coherence-generating
mechanism underlies the process in which evaluations of
another are formed. In particular, negatively-valenced
information about moral character will trigger negative shifts
in evaluations of professional competence and achievements,
thereby increasing overall coherence of the impression of the
target.
We experimentally tested this prediction by examining
how people’s evaluations of a target’s competence, level of
accomplishment, and the magnitude of their contributions to
their field shift to cohere with knowledge of the target’s
immoral actions (sexual assault or murder). Replicating
previous work, we found that evaluations were significantly
reduced when people learn of a moral transgression,
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2: The effects of immorality on ratings of targets’ (a)
competence (Comp), (b) accomplishment (Accomp), and (c)
contribution (Contr) are mediated by involvement with target
(Invol) and/or perceived social intelligence of target (Socint).
Weights indicate unstandardized regression slopes.
MEMORE uses the within-subject difference of each of the
variables as nodes in the model. Accordingly, the weights of
arrows from the intercept (lower left triangle) indicate the
within-subject effects of violation. Residuals and centering
terms are omitted from the figure for clarity. *p < .05, **p <
.01, ***p < .001.
indicating that evaluations of professional attributes shift to
cohere with moral-based evaluations of their behaviors.
Notably, the increased negativity of these professional
evaluations was found both for a continuing trait and also for
past activities (accomplishments and professional
contributions).
Mediation modeling provided a more detailed picture of
the mechanisms by which information about immorality
impacts other judgments. We assessed the role of perceived

social intelligence (identified as a mediator by Stellar &
Willer, 2018), and also subjective involvement with the target
(including perceived likability of target). For competence
judgments, the pathway through involvement was the only
reliable predictor; for judgments of accomplishment and
contribution, perceived social intelligence acted as an
additional mediator. For all three judgments mediation was
complete, such that the direct path from immorality was not
significant after accounting for the mediator variables.
The impact of involvement as a mediator suggests that the
observed coherence shifts are motivated by the desire to
maintain a positive self-image (Alicke & Sedikides, 2009),
which leads people to psychologically distance themselves
from a target described as immoral. Other mediators may
certainly exist, including affective (e.g., anger toward the
target) and non-affective (factual inferences about target’s
career or the reported transgression) variables (cf. Simon et
al., 2015). Future work is needed to more closely examine the
role played by moral considerations in forming judgments of
the achievements of professionals. It would be useful to
manipulate the severity of the moral violation (e.g., tax
evasion versus murder) to assess which types of moral
transgressions induce the largest shifts in judgments. It would
also be useful to examine the impact of moral violations that
are more directly pertinent to professional situations (e.g.,
plagiarism by a journalist).
The #MeToo movement on Twitter has brought a great
many instances of sexual abuse to the spotlight. Much of the
national discourse has focused on alleged abuse by wellknown professionals and celebrities. Text-based analyses of
social media data (e.g., Twitter conversations about the
#MeToo movement) could illuminate how evaluations of
professional achievements shift in the aftermath of coverage
of immoral acts, and differences related to the perceived
nature of those acts. For example, it may be possible to assess
which moral foundations are activated when disgraced
professionals are discussed by performing computational
analyses using the eMFD software (Hopp, Fisher, Cornell,
Huskey, & Weber, 2020), a toolkit for extracting moral
sentiment from natural language text. Such research could
help to reach a richer understanding of how moral evaluations
trigger reevaluation of contributions made by professionals
to their field and the world.
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Abstract
Recent studies have applied network-based approaches to analyze the organization and retrieval of specific semantic categories, with a focus on the animal category. The current study
extended previous studies by using network science tools to
quantitatively investigate the structural differences of noun and
verb categories of various levels of specificity. Specific (animal and body movement) and general noun and verb networks
were constructed from four verbal fluency tasks. Common
network measures indicated that the two verb networks were
more condensed and less modular than the noun networks, supporting that nouns are more well-organized in the mental lexicon than verbs. Comparing the specific and general networks
within each lexical category also corroborated lexical semantic
studies that nouns have a more clear hierarchical structure. The
results of this paper, along with recent semantic network studies, provide converging evidence for the usefulness of network
science in semantic memory research.
Keywords: semantic memory; mental lexicon; semantic fluency; network analysis

Introduction
With the advances in network science and graph theory,
network-based approaches have become increasingly popular
in representing and analyzing complex systems with many
interacting components, including human cognitive systems
(Castro & Siew, 2020). For example, many studies over
the past two decades have conceptualized semantic memory (i.e., the mental lexicon) as semantic networks, where
words/concepts are represented as nodes and links/edges between nodes represent certain semantic relatedness (see Figure 1; for a review, see De Deyne, Kenett, Anaki, Faust, &
Navarro, 2017).
Semantic networks can be constructed from a variety of
sources, such as language corpora (e.g., Wikipedia; Thompson & Kello, 2014), a thesaurus (e.g., WordNet), and human
behavioral data (Steyvers & Tenenbaum, 2005). Free association and verbal fluency data are the two most commonly used
behavioral data types to create semantic networks. Semantic
verbal fluency, in particular, has become the focus of attention in many studies because of its efficiency in estimating
networks of specific semantic categories (Zemla & Austerweil, 2018). In a semantic verbal fluency task, individuals
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produce as many exemplars of a given category as possible
within a given time limit.
Most of the network studies of semantic verbal fluency
have focused primarily on the animal category. The main advantages of using this specific category include its easiness
for participants to understand and its universality across different languages, cultures, and generations (Ardila, OstroskySolı́s, & Bernal, 2006). However, another semantic/lexical
category, namely verbs, though being universal (Hopper &
Thompson, 1985), has received far too little attention compared to the animal category or noun-based categories in general. From a lexical semantics perspective, verbs and nouns
are distinct in systematic ways. In addition to the differences
in semantic content (i.e., ‘actions’ or ‘events’ vs. ‘entities’),
noun-based categories, especially animals, have a clear taxonomic/hierarchical structure, while verb-based categories do
not (Graesser, Hopkinson, & Schmid, 1987; Huttenlocher &
Lui, 1979).
Several neuropsychological studies compared verb and animal fluency, and it was found that different clinical populations may show different impairments in these two fluency
tasks. For example, people with frontotemporal dementia are
more impaired in verb fluency, while those with Alzheimer’s
disease have more problems in animal fluency (Davis et al.,
2010). However, these studies only examined the number of
correct responses. It would be interesting to further evaluate
the pattern of production and the underlying organizational
differences in these verbal fluency tasks.
Recently, Qiu and Johns (2021) analyzed the role of word
frequency and several types of pairwise similarity in nounand verb-based fluency tasks. The pairwise similarities include context (i.e., word co-occurrence that captures semantic information) and order (i.e., relative position of a word
that captures simple syntactic information) similarities derived from a semantic space model (BEAGLE; Jones & Mewhort, 2007) trained on a large corpus of fiction and nonfiction books (Johns, Dye, & Jones, 2020), and perceptual
similarity from sensorimotor norming data (Lynott, Connell,
Brysbaert, Brand, & Carney, 2020). In their first experiment,
they found significant differences across word frequency and

three pairwise similarities between animal and verb fluency.
Specifically, verbs produced were of higher word frequency
and clustered more on context similarity, while the animal
words produced were higher in order and sensorimotor similarities.
However, the criterion of verb fluency is more general and
imposes little semantic constraint, while animal fluency is
more specific and has a clear semantic boundary. To minimize a potential confound of the specificity of category cue,
Qiu and Johns (2021) conducted a second experiment that
contrasted a general noun fluency task (instruction: names of
any living or non-living things) and a specific verb fluency
task (instruction: actions that involve your body movement).
Though the category specificity was flipped in the second experiment, they found consistent differences across the four
linguistic and perceptual dimensions, signaling the systematic distinctions of the organization of nouns and verbs in the
mental lexicon.
The primary goal of the present study is to further investigate the underlying organizational differences of nouns and
verbs in the mental lexicon from a network science point of
view. Through network analysis of the noun- and verb-based
fluency data in Qiu and Johns (2021), it will be shown that the
two lexical categories differ quantitatively from each other
across common network parameters. This paper also set out
to explore how category cue specificity influences the overall
network structure within the same lexical category. It will be
shown that category cue specificity changes network parameters in a way consistent with the underlying organization of
nouns and verbs. The results will point to the importance of
including other category cues of various levels of specificity
in verbal fluency, in addition to the animal category, to study
semantic memory organization, search, and retrieval.

Background
In a semantic fluency task, participants are required to produce as many different words as they can from a given semantic category (e.g., animals or vegetables and fruits) within a
fixed time interval (typically 1 minute). The general pattern
of words produced in semantic fluency is called clustering;
that is, words that are semantically related to each other tend
to be produced in succession or close proximity. Semantic
relatedness was originally operationalized as word subcategories (e.g., pets, sea animals and Australian animals for
the animal category; Troyer, Moscovitch, & Winocur, 1997).
Hills and colleagues expanded it to local semantic similarities (i.e., pairwise similarity between adjacent words) derived
more objectively from natural language corpora. When no
semantically proximal word is available in the current cluster, participants will use word frequency to switch to a new
cluster and start the clustering process again (Hills, Jones, &
Todd, 2012; Hills, Todd, & Jones, 2015).1
1 Although

researchers generally agree on the clustering process,
there are competing views on the mechanism underlying switching
(i.e., whether people use cue switching; Abbott, Austerweil, & Griffiths, 2015; Avery & Jones, 2018).
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Given this cluster-and-switch pattern, one efficient and
psychologically plausible way to construct semantic networks from semantic fluency data is to form an edge connecting each pair of successive words.2 Representing the mental
lexicon as semantic networks have a number of advantages.
In addition to its visual simplicity and intuitivity, network science has allowed for an explicit examination of the structural
properties of semantic networks at micro-, meso-, and macroscopic levels. Common measures of semantic networks include the degree (number of edges of a node) and its distribution, clustering coefficient (CC; measuring the density of
a network by calculating the probability of two neighbors of
any random node being connected), average shortest path
length (ASPL) between pairs of randomly chosen nodes, and
modularity (measuring the presence of densely connected
communities of nodes in a network; De Deyne et al., 2017).
One important global feature of semantic networks, similar
to many social and biological networks, is the small-world
structure, which is mainly characterized by a combination of
relatively high CC and low ASPL compared to equally dense
random networks (Watts & Strogatz, 1998). Specifically, a
small number of words are more densely connected to other
words (i.e., having a much higher degree), serving as the hubs
to support short path lengths in the networks. The smallworldness in semantic networks may contribute to efficient
memory search and retrieval (De Deyne et al., 2017).
Analyzing and contrasting these measures have provided
important insights into the organizational differences and
changes of the mental lexicon in bilingualism (Borodkin,
Kenett, Faust, & Mashal, 2016) and various clinical populations (e.g., children with cochlear implants, Kenett et
al., 2013; people with neurodegenerative disorders, Lerner,
Ogrocki, & Thomas, 2009). For example, Lerner et al. (2009)
and Bertola et al. (2014) employed the aforementioned network estimation method, and constructed separate networks
for participants with mild cognitive impairment (MCI) and
Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and healthy elderly controls from
their animal fluency data. Both studies found that network
properties start to change (e.g., ASPL decreases and CC increases) from normal aging to MCI, and these changes continue as cognitive impairment worsens. Their results demonstrated the validity of constructing semantic networks directly
from verbal fluency data and the usefulness of network science in detecting semantic memory changes.

Method
Verbal Fluency Data
Verbal fluency data were taken from the two experiments in
Qiu and Johns (2021).3 In their study, fifty participants recruited from Amazon Mechanical Turk completed animal and
verb fluency tasks, and fifty-six participants completed noun
and body movement fluency tasks. The total number of dis2 For a review of other methods with various statistical inferences, see Zemla and Austerweil (2018).
3 Available at https://osf.io/cgdr2/.

tinct words (i.e., word type) produced and the average number of words produced by a participant in each fluency task
are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1: Overall number of word types produced across participants and average number of word types produced per
participant in the four verbal fluency tasks in Qiu and Johns
(2021).
Overall
Average (± SD)

Animal
205
23.10 ± 5.12

Noun
492
25.14 ± 7.53

Body Movement
232
15.84 ± 5.18

Verb
319
19.52 ± 5.36

ture the essential information in structural comparisons of semantic networks (Borodkin et al., 2016).
Table 2: Mean pairwise context and order similarities (Qiu &
Johns, 2021) for word pairs with IRTs below vs. above the
mean IRT.
IRTs < Mean
Animal
0.31
Noun
0.30
Body Movement
0.36
Verb
0.37
∗ p < .05; ∗∗ p < .01; ∗∗∗ p < .001

Context
IRTs ≥ Mean
0.25
0.21
0.26
0.28

t
5.69∗∗∗
8.97∗∗∗
6.71∗∗∗
4.87∗∗∗

IRTs < Mean
0.82
0.82
0.69
0.68

Order
IRTs ≥ Mean
0.80
0.78
0.61
0.61

t
1.78∗
3.30∗∗∗
5.14∗∗∗
3.19∗∗

Network Construction

Network Measures and Comparisons

Network construction and analyses were performed using
the igraph (Csárdi & Nepusz, 2006) and qgraph (Epskamp,
Cramer, Waldorp, Schmittmann, & Borsboom, 2012) packages in R (R Core Team, 2020). A semantic network was
constructed separately from the pooled responses for each
verbal fluency task, with nodes representing every word type
produced by at least three participants, and edges connecting
words produced in succession, similar to Lerner et al. (2009)
and Bertola et al. (2014).
However, since words produced together can either be
within the same semantic cluster or a switch from one cluster
to another (Hills et al., 2012), networks constructed this way
will necessarily include spurious links between unrelated /
weakly related words. This problem will be more pronounced
when the fluency dataset is very large, which may lead to a
fully connected network (Zemla & Austerweil, 2018).
To minimize the presence of spurious links, some studies
suggest to use a threshold to only include those adjacent pairs
produced certain times (e.g., at least three times; Christensen
& Kenett, 2019). In this study, we used two filtering methods. First, we only included the words produced at least three
times as the nodes, a weak version of the threshold method.
Second, we used each individual’s mean inter-item response
time (IRT) to filter out the switching pairs. Hills et al. (2012)
found that IRTs for switching pairs are typically longer than
the mean IRT because it takes extra time to ‘give up’ the current cluster and look for a new cluster. Therefore, before
pooling all the word pairs, we calculated each participant’s
mean IRT, and removed those pairs with IRTs equal to or
great than the mean IRT for each participant. An analysis
of similarity values from Qiu and Johns (2021) further confirmed that the removed pairs have significantly lower context
and order similarities in all four verbal fluency tasks (Table 2).
Following the conventions of previous studies, we further
simplified the networks as undirected (e.g., cat → dog is the
same as dog → cat) and unweighted (e.g., multiple occurrences of cat − dog do not increase the strength of connections between the two words) networks. Additionally, all
analyses were performed on the giant components (i.e., the
largest connected subgraph) extracted from the undirected
and unweighted networks. These procedures allow us to cap-

Common network parameters were calculated as in previous studies (e.g., Borodkin et al., 2016), including the average degree, clustering coefficient (CC), average shortest
path length (ASPL), and modularity (Q index). To evaluate the small-worldness, we simulated 1,000 Erdős-Rényi
random networks (Erdős & Rényi, 1960) with equal number of nodes and edges to each network independently, and
obtained a distribution of CCrandom and ASPLrandom . CC
and ASPL in each semantic network were compared to the
corresponding CCrandom and ASPLrandom . If a network has
the small-world structure, its CC is much larger than the
CCrandom , and the ASPL is similar to or marginally larger
than the ASPLrandom . A one-sample z-test was also conducted separately for the two parameters to assess whether
the semantic networks were significantly different from their
corresponding simulated random networks. In addition, the
small-worldness index (S), which is based on the trade-off between CC and ASPL (Humphries & Gurney, 2008), was also
computed for each semantic network to verify the presence of
small-worldness (S value above 1 indicates small-worldness).
Two types of comparisons were carried out among the four
semantic networks. First, noun-based and verb-based networks were contrasted to each other while controlling for the
category cue specificity. That is, the network from the general
noun fluency was compared to the one from the general verb
fluency, and the specific noun network (animal) was compared to the specific verb network (body movement). However, given that most previous neuropsychological studies directly compared animal and verb fluency, this contrast was
also included. Second, networks within the same lexical category were contrasted to each other (animal vs. noun and
body movement vs. verb) in order to examine the effects of
category cue on network parameters.
Since the networks have different numbers of nodes, which
will in turn affect all the network parameter values, direct
comparisons of the networks will likely introduce confounds
and lead to alternative explanations (Kenett et al., 2013).
Therefore, we used a sub-network bootstrap procedure as in
Borodkin et al. (2016) and simulated 1,000 partial networks
with a fixed number of randomly selected nodes for each semantic network. The number was computed as half of the
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Figure 1: Networks (giant components) constructed from the general noun fluency (left) and the general verb fluency (right).
mean number of nodes across the four networks. The network parameters (CC, ASPL and modularity) of the random
partial networks for each semantic network were then compared via independent samples t-tests, with the assumption
that any structural differences between the original networks
will also emerge in their corresponding sub-networks.

Results
Semantic networks constructed from the general noun and
verb fluency tasks are shown in Figure 1. Table 3 presents
the parameter values of the four semantic networks. All the
four networks were significantly different from the simulated
random networks, as revealed by the z-tests between CC and
CCrandom , and ASPL and ASPLrandom (p’s < .001). In addition, all the four networks showed small-world properties
(i.e., CC  CCrandom and ASPL ≥ ASPLrandom ), which was
further supported by the small-world index values (all S > 1).
Parameter values and comparisons of the bootstrapped partial networks are presented in Table 4 and Table 5, respectively. First, between lexical categories, there was a significant difference between noun- and verb-based networks.
The CC of the general verb network was higher than that of
the general noun network, while the ASPL and the modularity index of the former were smaller than the latter. The
comparisons between the two specific networks (animal vs.
body movement) and between the animal and verb networks
showed similar patterns. This indicates that compared to
nouns, verb organization is more condensed and less modular.
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Within the noun category, the ASPL and the modularity index were significantly larger in the general noun network than
in the animal network, indicating that the general noun network was more distributed and had more communities. The
CC of the general noun network was also significantly lower
than that of the animal network, further supporting that the
general noun network was more spread out. However, this
pattern was not clear in the verb category. The general verb
network was more densely connected than the body movement network. However, Cohen’s d effect size showed that
the differences in ASPL and modularity were small in the
two verb-based networks, suggesting that the specific verb
network was similar to the general one.

Table 3: Parameters of the four semantic networks.
Nodes
Edges
Average degree
CC
ASPL
Small-worldness (S)
Modularity (Q)
CCrandom ∗∗∗
ASPLrandom ∗∗∗
∗∗∗ p < .001

Animal
97
337
6.95
0.21
2.61
1.44
0.35
0.07
2.55

Noun
130
359
5.52
0.15
3.17
1.86
0.47
0.04
3.01

Body Movement
79
260
6.58
0.20
2.61
1.24
0.31
0.08
2.50

Verb
78
241
6.18
0.24
2.85
1.27
0.33
0.08
2.56

Table 4: Parameters of bootstrapped partial networks.
Nodes
CC
ASPL
Modularity (Q)

Animal
48
0.20 ± 0.05
3.06 ± 0.31
0.45 ± 0.06

Noun
48
0.14 ± 0.06
3.67 ± 0.58
0.59 ± 0.07

Body Movement
48
0.20 ± 0.05
2.78 ± 0.22
0.39 ± 0.05

Verb
48
0.23 ± 0.05
2.82 ± 0.25
0.38 ± 0.05

Table 5: Comparisons of bootstrapped partial networks.
t
Between lexical categories
Animal vs. Body Movement
Animal vs. Verb
Noun vs. Verb
Within lexical category
Animal vs. Noun
Body Movement vs. Verb
∗∗∗ p < .001

CC
Cohen’s d

t

ASPL
Cohen’s d

Modularity (Q)
t
Cohen’s d

0.31
−14.67∗∗∗
−35.75∗∗∗

0.01
0.66
1.60

22.78∗∗∗
18.49∗∗∗
42.38∗∗∗

1.02
0.83
1.90

27.25∗∗∗
27.28∗∗∗
75.54∗∗∗

1.22
1.22
3.38

22.77∗∗∗
−15.50∗∗∗

1.02
0.69

−29.23∗∗∗
−3.87∗∗∗

1.31
0.17

−49.73∗∗∗
1.85

2.22
0.08

Discussion
The goal of this article was to employ network science tools to
quantitatively assess the organizational differences in nouns
and verbs. We constructed specific (animal and body movement) and general noun and verb networks from the four verbal fluency tasks in Qiu and Johns (2021). Results of the network analysis revealed systematic differences in the global
network structure of the two lexical categories.
All four networks showed small-world properties, including much larger clustering coefficient (CC) and similar average shortest path length (ASPL) compared to random networks. However, the small-worldness index (Humphries &
Gurney, 2008) revealed that there was a decrease in smallworldness in the two verb networks, suggesting that verbs are
less well-organized than nouns.
This was further supported by the parameter comparisons
of the bootstrapped partial networks. Common network
measures, particularly the ASPL and the modularity index,
showed that noun networks, regardless of specific or general,
were less condensed and had a more clear community structure. These differences between the noun and verb networks
resembled those between the animal networks from healthy
controls and people with neurodegenerative disorders (Lerner
et al., 2009). The less well-organized structure of verb networks may explain why verb fluency can be differentially
impaired than animal fluency in people with mild cognitive
impairment (Östberg, Fernaeus, Hellström, Bogdanović, &
Wahlund, 2005).
Comparisons of the specific and general networks within
the noun category also showed patterns consistent with its hierarchical structure. That is, the more general the category
is, the more subordinating categories it may contain (Miller,
1998). The significant increase of the ASPL and the modularity index and decrease of the CC from the specific animal
network to the general noun network (all Cohen’d > 1) indicated the general noun network was more distributed and
contained more subordinating communities. A clear separation of living and non-living things and their sub-categories
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can be seen in the general noun network (Figure 1). No such
pattern was found within the verb category, which is also consistent with the more flat organization of verbs (Fellbaum,
1998). The results of these within-category comparisons also
corroborated the findings in Qiu and Johns (2021) that participants may engage in more global switching in noun fluency
tasks as nouns have more natural category structures. Future
work could examine noun fluency with various levels of category cue specificity (e.g., organism → animal → f ish, or
ob ject → arti f act → tool), which may shed additional light
on semantic memory organization and search, and may potentially provide diagnostic information for people with various
levels of cognitive impairment.
The present study used a two-step network filtering
method, namely, a traditional method based on word cooccurrence thresholds with an additional inter-item response
time (IRT) filtering. Different IRT patterns for within- and
between-cluster pairs have been reliably observed in previous verbal fluency studies (Wixted & Rohrer, 1994; Hills et
al., 2012). The present study directly utilized this information
in network construction. Future work could compare this filtering method with other advanced group-level semantic network estimation methods (e.g., community network with statistical inferences of word co-occurrences, Goñi et al., 2011;
correlation-based network, Kenett et al., 2013) to see if similar structural differences of noun and verb networks could be
observed.

Conclusion
Although the organizational differences of nouns and verbs
have been well documented in theoretical linguistics, and
have been discussed extensively in the psycholinguistic and
neurolinguistic literature (Vigliocco, Vinson, Druks, Barber,
& Cappa, 2011), we showed here that by examining the network measures, these qualitative differences can be quantitatively compared and contrasted. Moreover, the quantitative differences derived from the network measures fit well
in the general framework of lexical semantics of nouns and
verbs. The results contained in this paper, along with recent semantic network studies, demonstrate the validity of
network-based approaches in semantic memory research.
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Abstract
Much research into persistence focuses on methods to increase
trying without distinguishing whether persistence is rational.
However, expectations of effort efficiency suggest that
reducing effort in the face of repeated failure is logical. We
performed archival behavioral coding to propose exploration
as a rational means to extend persistence as new information is
gained and the possibility of success is maintained. Infants
were presented with an impossible task and exploratory
behavior was classified. Infants decreased effort with increased
experience failing, but persisted for longer when using several
exploratory strategies and exploring for proportionally longer.
These results confirm that infants are sensitive to the utility of
their actions, and that exploration offers a means to persist even
in the face of failure.
Keywords: infancy; persistence;
maximization; effort conservation

exploration;

utility

Introduction
Colloquial speech is riddled with meritocratic messages
encouraging constant persistence in the face of difficulty.
However, energy and time are limited, and exerting sustained
effort without payoffs is costly. If one is on a camping trip
and seeking to find food, it is sensible to fish for an hour even
without a catch. However, after an entire unsuccessful day,
one ought to explore alternatives. This example illustrates a
simple principle: persisting in the same action does not
necessarily support broader goal-attainment.
Much of research into persistence begins with the
assumption that increased persistence is always desirable or
beneficial. This body of work suggests that persistence is a
stable trait of individuals, rather than a contextual response,
and links this disposition to outcomes both in childhood and
throughout the lifespan. For example, grit is defined as an
individual’s perseverance and passion for long-term goals,
and trait grit has been linked to greater academic performance
in military cadets, as well as greater retention in high school,
workplace sales, and even marriage (Duckworth et al., 2019;
Eskreis-Winkler et al., 2014). Similar conclusions have been
drawn about infants. For example, findings from Banerjee
and Tamis-Lemonda (2007) suggest that infant persistence at
6 months uniquely predicts cognitive ability at 14 months.
While success would be impossible without sometimes
enduring difficulty, there are drawbacks to wanton
persistence, especially when task success is impossible or
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when completion needs to be prioritized. To this end, Lucas
et al. (2015) presented participants with a timed task in which
unsolvable questions were interspersed with solvable
questions. Participants higher in grit were less successful in
completing the task compared to participants lower in grit,
even losing monetary rewards, as they persisted on
unsolvable questions. Thus, success often requires an
understanding of when persistence ought to be deployed and
when effort is better conserved for other tasks.
This is because effort is costly, requiring metabolic
resources and creating inherent opportunity costs. Children
display this intuition when observing others at as young as 6
months old, expecting others to achieve goals through the
most efficient paths possible (Liu & Spelke, 2017; Scott &
Baillargeon, 2013). These expectations about effort
efficiency are so strong that they have been formalized into a
unified framework under the naïve utility calculus (JaraEttinger et al., 2016), illustrating that children use effort
expenditure as a cue to infer a wide range of information
about others, including desires and competence (JaraEttinger et al., 2015), as well as social cooperation (JaraEttinger, Tenenbaum, & Schulz, 2015).
These inferences pertain to third-party evaluations, but
children also seem to calibrate the effort they expend to its
expected gain. Lucca, Horton, & Sommerville (2020)
presented 18-month-olds with an impossible task and
manipulated the level of success an adult demonstrator
experienced prior to infant test trials. When the adult
struggled and succeeded, infants assumed the task was
difficult but their effort worthwhile, increasing trying time
across trials and maintaining low levels of frustration.
However, when the adult struggled and failed, infants
assumed the task was unsolvable, expending consistently low
effort and exhibiting higher frustration. These results suggest
infants consider how worthwhile their efforts will be when
deciding whether to persist, balancing the expected
probability of success and the cost of effort.
Children’s considerations of expected gain may not only
pertain to task success, but also information gain. In Rett and
Walker (2020), 4- and 5-year-old children attempted an
impossible task, and some children were told that they would
be given a solution at the end. When the solution was
promised, children’s efforts would not produce any necessary
information that they later would not gain. However, without
the promise of a solution, their effort was the only source of

knowledge. Accordingly, children persisted for longer and
explored more without a promised solution, extracting the
information that is available even in the absence of success.
These findings highlight the special role that information
gain may play in the process of rational persistence. When
there is uncertainty in problem-solving, it may pique
curiosity and indicate opportunities to find solutions. If this
uncertainty is paired with opportunities to engage,
persistence is the natural result of independent exploration.
There is a long history documenting the nuanced skills that
infants have for independent exploration (Piaget & Inhelder,
1966; Sim & Xu, 2017). In particular, infants engage longer
with tasks when expectations are violated. For example, Stahl
and Feigenson (2015) presented infants with videos of
objects violating various physical properties (e.g., solidity,
continuity, support). Following observation of violations,
infants explored objects for longer and learned more about
associated properties. Importantly, infants explored the
object strategically, allocating their efforts specifically to
disambiguate the mechanism causing the event (e.g.,
dropping for violations of physical support). These findings
suggest that surprising information does not only increase
interest in objects, but also that energy is expended through
exploration to systematically reduce uncertainty.
The present study seeks to provide an empirical evaluation
of exploration in the process of persistence by extending an
earlier experiment with infants through archival behavioral
coding. The original experiment provided infants with
experimenter demonstrations of a task, varying in success,
then provided infants the opportunity to attempt the task
independently. Here, we contrast imitation of the
experimenter (a single action used to persist) with problem
exploration to understand how allocation of time across
strategies early in task trials related to overall persistence. We
hypothesized that children as a group would prioritize
exploration, as they could quickly obtain evidence that the
demonstrated solution was ineffective. We also coded the
number of strategies explored and the extent to which they
varied from the experimenter demonstration. While the
expected probability of success through imitation should
converge towards zero with each failed attempt, new
strategies should hold a stable, non-zero probability of
success as they have not yet been tested. Therefore, as
children diversify their problem-solving attempts, rather than
doubling down with greater intensity on a single strategy,
they should generate additional avenues to remain engaged
rather than choosing to give up. Thus, we further
hypothesized that exploring more, and attempting a greater
number of strategies, would predict greater overall
engagement.

not last for at least 30 seconds (n = 25) were excluded from
our sample. This resulted in a final sample of 71 full-term,
typically developing 18-month-olds recruited from a
university database (mean age = 18.45 months, range =
17.67–19.23 months, 26 females). Their parents identified as
either White (n = 51), mixed race (n = 15), Asian (n = 3),
Hispanic (n = 1), or declined to report (n = 1).

Procedure
In the original study, infants were presented with a novel
means-end task and took turns with an experimenter to
attempt to solve the task. The experimental session was
divided into four components: 1) warm-up, 2) experimenter
demonstration, 3) infant test trials, and 4) a recovery trial.
During the experiment, infants sat in their parent’s lap.
Between phases, parents faced away from the table towards a
wall with pictures to distract infants. Parents wore occluding
glasses and were instructed not to interfere.
To ensure infants’ later performance was not due to
shyness or disinterest, infants were presented with three novel
toys during a warm-up and encouraged to play. Data was
excluded from infants that did not play with at least two toys
(n = 5). Next, infants were introduced to the means-end task
by first watching an experimenter demonstration. Difficulty
was manipulated using between-subjects conditions, such
that the experimenter sometimes succeeded and sometimes
failed. Unlike Lucca et al. (2020), we were only interested in
individual differences in approach, thus, data were collapsed
across conditions. During demonstrations, the experimenter
attempted to retrieve an out-of-reach toy by pulling straight
back, in the z-axis, on a rope connected to the toy (see Figure
1).
To measure persistence, infants completed three test trials,
each after an experimenter demonstration. Success on the
task was always impossible for infants. During test trials, the
experimenter did not look at the infant unless the rope fell
outside of the infant’s reach, in which case the experimenter
returned it within the infant’s reach. Test trials were
terminated when the infant did not interact with the rope for
15 seconds or after 120 seconds had passed.
Finally, to understand whether infants generalized their
failure from the test trials, a recovery trial followed the three
test trials. There was no experimenter demonstration before
the recovery trial and success was possible. If the infant did
not interact with the rope after 15 seconds, the experimenter
prompted the infant and provided a hint. The experimenter
continued prompting every 15 seconds until the infant
retrieved the toy, or for a maximum of nine hints. The number
of hints provided was used in subsequent analyses.

Behavioral Coding

Methods
Participants
Archival behavioral coding was performed using previously
collected and published data by Lucca et al. (2020). To allow
for sufficient, codable data, participants whose test trials did
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Behavioral coding was performed to 1) identify exploratory
behavior, 2) classify exploratory diversity and extent, and 3)
catalogue overall engagement in the test trials. Coding began
when the infant first grabbed the rope or when the parent’s
chair was still, whichever occurred first. Because infant’s
attempts were generally stochastic, coding was performed on

the level of 5-second intervals to allow for consistent
classification of the primary behavior.
To ensure maximum independence between our measures
of exploration and overall engagement, exploration was only
coded during the first six intervals (i.e., 30 seconds), while
overall engagement reflected how long infants engaged out
of 24 possible intervals (i.e., 120 seconds). This decision also
allowed us to code an equal amount of exploration data for
all participants, as trials were terminated after 15 seconds of
inactivity and there was substantial drop-off after the first 30
seconds (i.e., 96% of trials lasted at least 30 seconds, but only
78% of trials lasted at least 45 seconds).
Two independent coders were trained to apply the coding
scheme to pilot data. This decision ensured independence
between coders, as neither coder was instructed on intervals
from the experimental data set. Once trained, each coder was
assigned approximately half of the data set. In addition to
coding assignments, approximately 25% of the sample was
double-coded (16 of 71 participants’ videos) to allow for
comparison between coders.
Identifying Exploratory Behavior For each 5-second
interval, the primary behavior which occurred was classified
into five categories. There were two categories of theoretical
interest: 1) exploration, and 2) imitation. Our primary interest
in imitation was as a proxy for persistence using a single
action, rather than as a social phenomenon. Thus, imitation
was narrowly defined as single pulls in the z-axis, as a single
straight-back pull was the action (repeatedly) taken by the
experimenter in the demonstration. Exploration was defined
as several behaviors which innovated on this approach (see
Figure 1). Behavior was also divided into three off-task
categories: 3) help-seeking, 4) play, and 5) nothing. These
classifications (i.e., play, imitation, exploratory strategies)
encompassed the full range of pulling behaviors infants
enacted on the rope. Interrater reliability was excellent across
all behavior types (all α’s > .92). The measures used for
analyses were the proportion of intervals spent imitating in
the beginning of test trials and the proportion of intervals
spent exploring in the beginning of test trials.
Because our data is correlational, we wanted to ensure
maximum independence between our measures. One concern
associated with our coding approach is that infants who had
a greater disposition towards persistence would have a higher
proportion of exploration or imitation in the first six trials
because they were simply more active. If this were the case,
then we would naturally expect these infants to persist longer
overall. For this reason, we calculated an activity measure
from the proportion of the first six intervals spent engaged
(i.e., exploring, imitating, help-seeking, or playing). This
activity measure was used to control for confounding
associated with activity levels in later analyses.
Exploratory Extent and Diversity Because imitation and
exploration were enacted on the same item (i.e., the rope),
coding was also performed to identify the extent to which
exploration deviated from the demonstration. For each
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Exploratory Behavior
Examining while holding rope/handle
Single, extreme pull in the y- or x-axis
Episodic tugs in the z-axis
Adjustment of hand position
Bracing against table
Episodic, extreme pulls in the y- or x-axis
Pulling with hands-over-hands
Non-social reach directly for toy

Classification
Examination
Micro
Micro
Micro
Micro
Macro
Macro
Macro

Figure 1: Demonstration was performed in the z-axis,
while exploration occurred in the x-axis and y-axis.
exploratory interval, coders classified the primary behavior
into three categories: examination (cognitive exploration),
macro-strategies (large deviations), and micro-strategies
(slight deviations). Further, all unique exploratory strategies
were tallied to generate a measure of exploratory diversity
(see Figure 1). Interrater reliability was excellent for extent
and diversity measures (all α’s > .91).
Overall Engagement Because test trials were terminated
after 15 seconds of inactivity, test trial length varied (range =
6-24 intervals; M = 16.54 intervals). To measure overall task
persistence for each trial, coders were instructed to count the
total number of intervals fully completed by the participant.
Coders agreed on 100% of instances.

Results
Our first goal was to examine how infants allocated their time
between exploration and imitation. We hypothesized that
infants would prioritize exploration over imitation, as
exploration represented several behaviors which had the
possibility of “fixing” the impossible means-end problem,
while imitation represented just one action. To answer this
question, a paired two-sample t-test was used comparing
early imitation and early exploration. Indeed, the proportion
of the first six intervals spent exploring (M = 0.25, SE = 0.02)
was greater than the proportion spent imitating (M = 0.11, SE
= 0.01; t(212) = 6.75, p < .001; d = 0.46). Thus, while
perhaps obvious, our hypothesis was supported.
Our next goal was to understand how exploration and
imitation related to overall persistence. We hypothesized that

Table 1: Mixed effects models predicting overall engagement.

Model

AIC

Predictor
Random effects:
Participant

Variance
10.50

Fixed effects:
Imitate

Coefficient
Estimate
16.101
-2.234
5.775
4.383

1340
Intercept
Trial
Prop Active
Prop Imitated
Random effects:
Participant

Coefficient
Estimate
16.246
-2.275
5.063
3.801

1339
Intercept
Trial
Prop Active
Prop Explored
Random effects:
Participant

HelpSeeking

Fixed effects:

Coefficient
Estimate
16.227
-2.163
6.947
-5.575

1360
Intercept
Trial
Prop Active
Prop Help-Seeking

1360

p-value

1.689
0.447
1.460
2.600

9.534
-4.997
3.955
1.688

< 0.001
< 0.001
0.093

SE

t-value

p-value

1.673
0.440
1.535
1.770

9.710
-5.165
3.299
2.148

< 0.001
0.001
0.033

SE

t-value

p-value

1.661
0.442
1.405
2.038

9.768
-4.894
4.945
-2.736

< 0.001
< 0.001
0.007

SE

t-value

p-value

1.167
0.437
0.328

18.007
-6.505
2.792

< 0.001
0.006

Variance
9.726

Random effects:
Participant
Unique
Behaviors

t-value

Variance
9.777

Fixed effects:
Explore

SE

Variance
10.11

Fixed effects:

Coefficient
Estimate
21.018
-2.839
0.916

Intercept
Trial
Unique Behaviors
the total intervals engaged would rationally decrease across
trials, as infants experienced repeated failure. We further
predicted that greater exploration, but not greater imitation,
would predict more intervals engaged overall. We built two
linear mixed-effects models predicting overall engagement
entering participant as a random effect and the main effect of
trial as a predictor (see Table 1). As our data was
correlational, we wanted to ensure observed relations were
not merely indicative of more active participants. To mitigate
this concern, the main effect of activity (i.e., the proportion
of the first six intervals spent engaged) was also entered as a
predictor in both models. As our questions pertained to
individual differences in approach, we did not enter condition
as a predictor for the sake of parsimony. However, it is worth
noting that no condition effects were significant when
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behavioral variables were entered and that the observed
pattern of results did not vary when condition was included
in models.
In one model, the proportion of the first six intervals spent
imitating was entered as a third main effect. As hypothesized,
the total intervals completed declined across trials (t(157) = 5.00, p < .001, β = -2.23, SE = 0.45). Also as hypothesized,
the proportion of the first six intervals spent imitating did not
significantly predict the total intervals completed (p = .09).
In the second model, the proportion of the first six intervals
spent exploring was entered as a third main effect. As
hypothesized, the total intervals completed once again
declined across trials (p < .001). However, even when
controlling for overall activity, the proportion of the first six
intervals spent exploring predicted more intervals engaged

overall (t(209) = 2.15, p = .03, β = 3.80, SE = 1.77).
Therefore, exploration uniquely related to persistence such
that greater exploration early in test trials was associated with
greater engagement overall, while persisting in a single
imitative action was not.
These results regarding exploration may be due to the
expectation that when trying new actions, success is still
possible, whereas previously failed actions are unlikely to
suddenly work. To this end, an exploratory correlation was
performed comparing a participant’s average proportion of
exploration in the first six intervals to the number of hints
needed during recovery trials. Indeed, greater exploration
was significantly correlated with needing fewer hints during
recovery trials (r(68) = -0.33, p = .005). On the other hand, a
participant’s average proportion of imitation in the first six
intervals did not significantly correlate with decreased
hinting during recovery (p = .09). Therefore, there is initial
evidence that exploration prolongs persistence by
maintaining an expectation of success even after failure.
Our third goal was to understand the nature of children’s
exploration and how it related to overall engagement.
Specifically, we hypothesized that testing a greater number
of unique, exploratory actions would lead to greater
persistence overall. To this end, a final mixed effects model
was built entering participant as a random effect and the main
effects of trial and the number of unique behaviors as
predictors (see Table 1). The number of unique exploratory
behaviors predicted total intervals completed (t(210) = 2.79,
p = .005, β = 0.92, SE = 0.33). This again suggests that the
value of exploration may be in extending available avenues
for persistence that do not require repeating failed action.
Finally, we wished to address an exploratory question
regarding the extent that exploration deviated from imitation
in prolonging overall persistence. To answer this question,
we conducted correlations between strategy types and total
intervals engaged, adjusting for multiple comparisons using
the Holm method (see Figure 2). Interestingly, the two
categories of physical strategies (i.e., micro-strategies and
macro-strategies) did not relate to longer engagement (both
p’s >.10). On the other hand, the proportion of the first six
intervals spent engaged in examination did significantly
relate to the total intervals completed (r(211) = .23, p = .004).
Therefore, it seems that studying the problem may enable
children to think of more ways to engage. To confirm this
possibility, a final correlation was performed comparing the
number of unique strategies employed and the proportion of
the first six intervals spent examining. Indeed, greater time
examining was related to testing more unique strategies
(r(211) = .37, p < .001). Altogether, this suggests that
exploration may be an active cognitive and physical process
which enables greater overall persistence through
information search and the possibility of success.

Discussion
To solve challenging problems, infants must persist through
difficulty. However, persistence is labor-intensive, and effort
should be conserved when there is evidence of diminishing
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Figure 2: Correlations between strategies and total
intervals completed, corrected for multiple comparisons.
returns. Diversification of problem-solving through
exploration may offer a means of buffering motivational
losses and extending effort. To understand whether infant
persistence is sensitive to principles of effort conservation,
and if exploration indeed provides a rational means to
prolong engagement, we coded infant trying behaviors during
an impossible task. In relation to our objectives, our results
show that (a) infants prioritized exploratory behaviors over
single-faceted, imitative behaviors, (b) that infants’
persistence decreased with increased evidence of failure
across trials, but that exploration extended persistence even
when controlling for general activity, (c) similarly,

employing a greater diversity of exploratory strategies
extended persistence, and (d) examination may have
facilitated diversified problem-solving attempts and greater
overall persistence.
For our first objective, we examined how infants
distributed their time across imitation and exploration.
Behavioral coding revealed that as a group, infants spent
more time exploring than imitating. These results build on
previous literature by demonstrating that infants’ problemsolving attempts are not only sensitive to utility but calibrated
in nuanced ways. At the group level, infants were discerning
in how they allocated their time, and persisted adaptively by
producing actions which could potentially resolve
uncertainty rather than prioritizing single-dimensional,
previously failed actions.
These results may seem intuitive given our singledimensional definition of imitation. However, it is precisely
because there are varied and numerous ways to explore that
exploration would be a valuable problem-solving tool. To
this end, our second objective was to understand how
engagement varied on an individual level as a function of trial
number and time spent engaged in exploration and imitation,
respectively. Once again, infants conserved their efforts by
reducing overall persistence with greater evidence of failure
across trials, consistent with prior literature (Lucca et al.,
2020; Sommerville et al., 2018).
While there is only one way to imitate, increased time
imitating would still reflect greater determination and activity
levels, and thus, engagement. However, imitation did not
relate to overall persistence. On the other hand, greater time
exploring in the beginning of trials did predict greater
persistence even when controlling for activity levels.
Therefore, infants divested from imitation at the group level,
and did not seem to be aided by increased imitation on the
individual level. Conversely, participants who explored more
on average required less support during recovery trials than
participants who explored less. Together, these results
provide initial evidence that exploration helps maintain a
belief that success is possible and may in turn increase overall
persistence.
Further, our findings regarding unique exploratory
strategies also support a conception of exploration as
enabling persistence through undiscovered possibilities.
Participants that attempted a greater number of exploratory
strategies also demonstrated greater levels of persistence
overall. Thus, it seems that exploration may enhance
persistence precisely because participants are moving away
from unsuccessful strategies to untested strategies, which
may produce useful information or generate a successful
result. This in turn could prolong the period of time in which
engagement is rational and perceived as worthwhile.
Finally, we sought to explore the role of different strategy
types. Interestingly, only the proportion of time spent
examining in the beginning of trials related to overall
persistence, and not the time spent engaging in various
physical strategies. We followed this finding with an
additional exploratory analysis, finding that greater time
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examining related to a greater number of unique exploratory
strategies being tested. Thus, these findings suggest a picture
of exploration as an integrated cognitive and physical
process. They also lend credibility to the idea that exploration
did not increase engagement merely because it represented
greater time manipulating items, but rather, because it offered
a rational avenue to remain engaged with the problem even
in the face of repeated failure.
Of course, this work is correlational, so it is unclear exactly
what the causal relationship between exploration and
persistence is. For example, it may be that more persistent
infants also explore more as a function of dispositional
differences. These dispositional differences may also serve to
unify convergent measures (e.g., expectations during
recovery). Further experimental work should provide the
required verification to make the assertion that exploration
itself drives greater persistence, as well as to link the
structural pathways between examination, motivational
variables, exploration, and time spent persisting. However,
we did take multiple measures to mitigate the role of
confounding factors in our data, both by restricting overlap
between our measures of persistence and exploration, and by
controlling for general activity levels in our analyses. Even
with these controls, exploration related to persistence through
multiple, converging relationships.
These findings open several questions. For example, one
limitation of our study is that the task was truly impossible to
solve so that particular strategies (i.e., prioritizing
exploration, choosing to give up) were adaptive within our
problem-solving context. However, problems are often
solvable but still quite challenging. It may be the case that
different strategies (i.e., high-fidelity imitation) are more
productive in these contexts. Likewise, much research into
persistence focuses on the ways in which parental language
can enhance children’s mindsets (Cimpian et al., 2007;
Gunderson et al., 2013; Lucca & Sommerville, 2018).
Perhaps, language encouraging greater exploration and
divergent thinking would help children navigate feeling
“stuck” on difficult problems. Likewise, exploratory priming
may extend overall engagement by encouraging children to
find new possibilities to test. Most interestingly, this work
leaves an open question about whether the primary benefit of
exploration is in its relationship to potential information gain
or potential success. There may be individual variance in
focus on these two outcomes, which may also drive
persistence and learning disparities.
While much prior research has been devoted to motivating
increased persistence in the face of failure, encouraging
repetition of previously failed actions is not likely to lead to
success in real situations. If we truly want to motivate
children to endure difficulty, our research should create
frameworks with real promise of gain. Indeed, we find
evidence that infants conserve their energy when failing, but
that exploration may support persistence by offering
possibility and supporting this gain, both in the form of
success and novel information. In this way, exploration may
offer an organic means to extend persistence.
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Abstract
Grapheme-color synesthetes experience linguistic symbols as
having a consistent color (e.g., “The letter R is burgundy.”).
Intriguingly, certain letters tend to be associated with certain
colors, and these biases are not random: numerous properties
of letters influence which letter is associated with which color.
These influences, called “Regulatory Factors” (RFs), each
explain some fraction of the variation in observed associations.
No comprehensive model of the influences on grapheme-color
associations exists: RFs have only been measured in isolation,
are not always operationalized consistently, and often make
competing predictions that cannot be accounted for in a
univariate model. Here, we describe a statistical framework
that integrates the predictions of all RFs into a single model,
and thus yields a unified account of their influence on
grapheme-color associations. Our model also links these
predictions to measurable properties of language, offering a
window into the multifactorial contributions to letter
representation in the brain.
Keywords: synesthesia, predictive model, grapheme-color
association, letter representation

Introduction
Grapheme-color synesthetes experience linguistic symbols
(e.g., letters of the alphabet) as having a consistent color (e.g.,
“The letter R is burgundy”). Synesthesia is not a “disease”
(indeed, synesthetes typically find their experiences pleasant
and useful); it is instead a perceptual phenomenon with
objectively measurable behavioral, electrophysiological, and
neural characteristics (for a review, see Lovelace, 2013).
Synesthetes’ specific grapheme-color associations (which
letter is which color) are highly consistent over time: a
synesthete will pick the same color for each grapheme even
when re-tested after months or years (Asher et al., 2006). In
addition, although the associations of any two synesthetes
often differ (for one synesthete, “R is burgundy”; for another,
“R is lime green”), studies of the associations of large groups
of synesthetes reveals systematic biases in grapheme-color
associations: certain graphemes are more frequently
associated with certain colors (e.g. Simner et al., 2005; for a
review see Simner, 2013). Intriguingly, similar biases in
grapheme-color associations are observed if non-synesthetes
are forced to choose colors for letters (Simner et al., 2005),
suggesting that these biases are not caused by synesthesia per
se, but might instead reflect underlying processes in all of us.
Why are certain letters likelier to be associated with certain
colors? Numerous studies have reported correlations between
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synesthetic colors and various properties of letters, such as
ordinal position, frequency in the language, and even
pronunciation (for a review, see Simner, 2013). These
influences, called “Regulatory Factors” (RFs; Asano &
Yokosawa 2013; Root et al., In Review), each explain some
fraction of the variation in observed associations.
Understanding why certain grapheme-color combinations
are more frequent than others has implications beyond the
field of synesthesia research: the fact that many RFs are
linguistic in nature suggests that grapheme-color associations
reflect language representation in the brain, and the fact that
non-synesthetes seem to share similar (but non-conscious)
grapheme-color associations suggests that the difference
between synesthetes and non-synesthetes is in their conscious
experience of color, rather than in their underlying letter
representations. Synesthetes’ conscious, specific, consistent
associations are very easy to measure, and thus offer an
extraordinary opportunity to study these representations.
Most published research on synesthetic RFs has examined
only one RF, and different RFs are often studied by different
researchers. As a result, RFs have been operationalized and
analyzed in very different ways, and this methodological
variation makes it difficult or impossible to quantitatively
compare RFs. For example, the “Color Term” RF (e.g.,
Simner et al., 2005) predicts that color terms influence the
colors associated with the initial letters (“Y is yellow”, etc.),
whereas the “Letter Frequency” RF (e.g., Beeli et al., 2007)
predicts that more frequent letters are associated with
brighter, more saturated colors. The Color Term RF yields an
effect size measure of risk ratio in a categorical color space
(e.g., 𝑃( 𝑦𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤 ∣ "Y" )⁄𝑃( 𝑦𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤 ∣ ! "Y" )), whereas the
Letter Frequency RF yields an effect size measure of 𝑟 ! in a
continuous color space. Furthermore, univariate estimates of
RF effect size may be confounded by other RFs. For example,
the Color Term RF predicts that “Y” is associated with
yellow (a bright color), whereas the Letter Frequency RF
predicts that “Y” (a low-frequency letter) is associated with a
dark color. If both RFs “compete” to influence the color of
“Y”, a multivariate model that can account for the interaction
between the RFs will yield estimates of RF effect size that are
more accurate than the estimates of a univariate model.
In the present work, we describe a novel unified model of
synesthetic RFs. In our framework, the predictions of all RFs
are transformed into the same color space, and all RFs are
modeled simultaneously, yielding effect size estimates that
can be quantitatively compared. We demonstrate how our

model can be used to compare RF effect sizes across different
operationalizations of the same RF, across different RFs, and
even across synesthetes with different native languages.

A Unifying Model of Synesthetic RFs
Below, we describe a unifying model of synesthetic RFs that
outputs the predicted distribution of color associations for
each grapheme. We construct our model as follows.

Model Inputs
We are given:
• A set 𝐆 consisting of a finite number 𝑁𝐆 of distinct
graphemes 𝐆 = {𝐺# , 𝐺! , 𝐺$ , … , 𝐺%𝐆 }
• A set 𝐂 consisting of a finite number 𝑁𝐂 of “colors” 𝐂 =
{𝐶# , 𝐶! , 𝐶$ , … , 𝐶%𝐂 }, which are nonempty pairwise
disjoint subsets of color space.
• A set 𝐒 consisting of a finite number 𝑁𝐒 of distinct test
subjects 𝐒 = {𝑆# , 𝑆! , 𝑆$ , … , 𝑆%𝐒 }.
• A dataset 𝐗 consisting of a finite number 𝑁𝐗 of
“associations” 𝑿 = {𝑋# , 𝑋! , 𝑋$ , … , 𝑋%$ } , each of which
is an ordered triple of the form 𝑋) = (𝑔# , 𝑐) , 𝑠) ) where
𝑔) ∈ 𝐆 , 𝑐) ∈ 𝐂 , and 𝑠) ∈ 𝐒. Note that 𝑁𝐗 ≤ 𝑁𝐒 𝑁𝐆 : each
subject associates colors with at most 𝑁𝐆 graphemes, but
can also associate no color for some grapheme(s).
• A set 𝐊 consisting of a finite number 𝑁𝐊 of RFs
(“regulatory factors”) 𝐊 = {𝐾# , 𝐾! , 𝐾$ , … , 𝐾%𝐊 }
• For each RF 𝑘 ∈ 𝐊 , grapheme 𝑔 ∈ 𝐆 , and color 𝑐 ∈ 𝐂 ,
and subject 𝑠 ∈ 𝐒 : the predicted probability π+,-,.,/ that
subject s associates grapheme 𝑔 is with color 𝑐 if the
color of 𝑔 is due entirely to the influence of RF 𝑘. All
such probabilities are derived theoretically or
determined by observation/experiment using subjects
not in 𝐒. Note that ∑.∈𝐂 π+,-,.,/ need not equal 1, because
not all RFs cause the association of some color with
every grapheme for every subject.

Model Definition
From the above, it follows that for each RF 𝑘 ∈ 𝐊 , grapheme
𝑔 ∈ 𝐆 , and subject 𝑠 ∈ 𝐒 , the probability 𝛾+,-,/ that subject
s associates grapheme 𝑔 with any color 𝑐 ∈ 𝐂 if the color of
𝑔 is due entirely to the influence of RF 𝑘 is given by:
𝛾+,-,/ = J 𝜋+,-,.,/

(1)

.∈𝐂

Likewise, it follows that for each RF 𝑘 ∈ 𝐊 , grapheme 𝑔 ∈
𝐆 , color 𝑐 ∈ 𝐂, and subject 𝑠 ∈ 𝐒, the conditional probability
𝜃+,-,.,/ that subject s associates grapheme 𝑔 with a particular
color 𝑐 – given that the color of the grapheme 𝑔 is due entirely
to the influence of RF 𝑘 – is given by:
𝜋+,-,.,/
𝑖𝑓 𝛾+,-,/ ≠ 0
(2)
𝜃+,-,.,/ = O 𝛾+,-,/
0
𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
so that 𝜋+,-,.,/ = 𝛾+,-,/ 𝜃+,-,.,/
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\𝑛𝑜𝑡𝑒: J 𝜃+,-,.,/ = 1_

(2)

.∈𝐂

We associate a “relative strength” 𝛽) ≥ 0 with each RF
𝐾) ∈ 𝐊 (e.g., 𝛽$ = 2 and 𝛽1 = 6 would imply that if
𝛾+2$,-,/ = 𝛾+21,-,/ for all graphemes 𝑔 ∈ 𝐆 and subjects 𝑠 ∈
𝐒, RF 𝐾1 is three times more influential in causing color
associations than RF 𝐾$ ); and then define, for each RF 𝑘 ∈ 𝐊
, each grapheme 𝑔 ∈ 𝐆 , each subject 𝑠 ∈ 𝐒, and each vector
𝛽⃗ = 〈𝛽# , 𝛽! , 𝛽$ , … , 𝛽%𝐊 〉 of relative RF strengths:
𝛼+,-,/ g𝛽⃗ h =

𝛽+ 𝛾+,-,/
∑+∈𝐊 𝛽+ 𝛾+,-,/

(3)

⃗
\note: J 𝛼+,-,/ g𝛽h = 1_
+∈𝐊

We can now model the influence of regulatory factors on
grapheme-color associations as a classical mixture model of
categorical probability distributions θ, with n⃗
β and γ as
hyperparameters on the mixture weights α. That is, for any
grapheme 𝑔 ∈ 𝐆 and subject 𝑠 ∈ 𝑆, the probability that
subject 𝑠 will associate grapheme 𝑔 with color 𝑐 ∈ 𝐂 is:
J 𝛼+,-,/ g𝛽⃗ h𝜃+,-,.,/

(4)

+∈𝐊

This model is called a “mixture model” because it
considers the dataset 𝐗 of grapheme-color associations to be
a “mixture” (union) of disjoint subgroups, one subgroup for
each of the 𝑁𝐊 different possible values of 𝑘 ∈ 𝐊 , the
(unobservable) latent variable “regulatory factor”. The
“mixture weight” 𝛼+,-,/ g𝛽⃗h is the probability that a
grapheme-color association (𝑔, 𝑐, 𝑠) ∈ 𝐗 belongs to the
subgroup associated with regulatory factor 𝑘 ∈ 𝐊 (i.e., the
probability that the association is due entirely to the influence
of regulatory factor 𝑘). The conditional probability 𝜃+,-,.,/ is
the probability that a grapheme-color association
(𝑔, 𝑐, 𝑠) ∈ 𝐗 that belongs to the subgroup associated with
regulatory factor 𝑘 ∈ 𝐊 has the color 𝑐 ∈ 𝐂 .

Model Estimation
From (3) above, it follows that all values of 𝛼+,-,/ g𝛽⃗ h are
completely determined by the values of 𝛽 and 𝛾 . From (2)
above, it follows that all values of 𝜃+,-,.,/ are completely
determined by the values of 𝜋 and 𝛾. From (1) above, it
follows that all values of 𝛾 are completely determined by the
values of 𝜋. Recall that in this model, all values of 𝜋 – and
thus, all values of 𝛾 and 𝜃 – are known a priori (having been
either derived theoretically or determined experimentally).
Therefore, the only unknown parameters in our model are
the values of 𝛽, and to complete the model requires only that
we determine, by maximum likelihood estimation, a best
estimate 𝛽r for the vector 𝛽⃗ of relative RF strengths:

𝛽r = arg max ℒg 𝛽⃗ ∣∣ 𝐗 h

(5)

55⃗ 7
34

𝛽r = arg max y
55⃗ 7
34

(-,.,/)∈𝐗

J 𝛼+,-,/ g𝛽⃗h𝜃+,-,.,/
+∈𝐊

Finally, note that for any vector 𝛽⃗ of relative RF strengths
and any positive real constant 𝑧 it follows from (3) above that
ℒg 𝛽⃗ ∣∣ 𝐗 h = ℒg 𝑧𝛽⃗ ∣∣ 𝐗 h. This fact reflects our earlier
observation that it is the ratios 𝛽) ⁄𝛽; of components of 𝛽⃗,
rather than their individual magnitudes, that are meaningful.
While any one of the infinitely many estimates 𝑧𝛽⃗ for 𝛽⃗
therefore yields a “correct” model, it is useful (for example,
in comparing regulatory factor strength profiles across
different datasets, different subsets of regulatory factors, or
even different languages) to specify a canonical first
regulatory factor 𝐾# which is always assigned the relative
strength 𝛽# = 1. For this “reference” or “baseline” regulatory
factor we choose the grapheme-independent (and thus, nonlinguistic) probability distribution of colors (the “synesthetic
palette”; Rouw & Root, 2019), defining corresponding values
𝛽# = 1, 𝛾#,-,/ = 1 for every grapheme 𝑔 ∈ 𝐆 and subject 𝑠 ∈
𝐒, and 𝜃#,-,.,/ = |𝐗 . |⁄|𝐗| for every grapheme 𝑔 ∈ 𝐆 , color
𝑐 ∈ 𝐂, and subject 𝑠 ∈ 𝐒, where |𝐗 . | denotes the cardinality
of the set of all associations 𝑥 ∈ 𝐗 in which some grapheme
is associated with the color c. Choosing a specific value for
𝛽# effectively identifies a unique canonical estimate from the
infinite set of equivalent correct estimates 𝑧𝛽⃗, resolving any
model identifiability issue and completing our model.

Applications of the RF Model
Below, we describe three examples that illustrate how our
model can be applied to improve our understanding of how
grapheme-color associations are influenced by RFs. We
demonstrate that our model can be used to (1) disentangle the
effects of RFs that make congruent and incongruent
predictions about the same graphemes; (2) directly and
quantitatively compare the effect sizes of different RFs using
the same statistical analysis; and (3) test for languagedependence of RFs by quantitatively comparing RF strength
profiles across synesthetes with different native languages.

Ex. 1: Disentangle Confounded RF Predictions
Univariate analysis of RFs will overestimate effect size when
RFs make congruent predictions, and underestimate effect
size when RFs make incongruent predictions. For example,
the prelinguistic “Basic Shape” RF uses shape-color
associations in infants to predict Z to be black (Spector and
Maurer, 2011), and the “Index Route” RF also predicts Z to
be black via semantic associations (“Z is for zebra and zebras
are black or white”; Mankin & Simner, 2017). When each RF
is modelled separately, each black Z will be “double
counted”, potentially inflating estimates of effect size. Here,
we simultaneously model the influence of the Basic Shape,
Index Route, and Color Term RFs to associations on
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synesthetic associations. We chose these RFs (rather than
letter frequency, refrigerator magnets, etc.) not because they
are uniquely suited for our model, but because they are
straightforward to explain and to operationalize. Our model
can include any RF that can be specified as a set of probability
distributions of predicted color for each grapheme.
Dataset We use the database of synesthete and nonsynesthete associations in English and Dutch speakers from
Rouw and Root (2019), which is publicly available
(https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.9830816.v1). For the
following analyses, only data from English-speaking
synesthetes is analyzed. The data are from 54 synesthetes
𝐒 = {𝒔𝟏 , 𝒔𝟐 , 𝒔𝟑 , … , 𝒔𝟓𝟒 }, who were recruited in university
classrooms and using posted advertisements at the University
of California San Diego (see Rouw and Root, 2019 for further
details). The set of synesthetic grapheme-color associations
X for subjects 𝒔 ∈ 𝐒 and the English graphemes 𝐆 =
{A, B, C, … , Z} was collected using the Eagleman Synesthesia
Battery (Eagleman et al., 2007), and synesthesia status was
confirmed using the test-retest consistency threshold in
Rothen et al. (2013). RGB color data from the Eagleman
Battery were transformed into a set of colors 𝐂 by using a
lookup table (Jraissati and Douven, 2018) to convert RGB
values into the 11 Basic Color Terms (Berlin and Kay, 1991):
𝐂=‚

𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑘, 𝑤ℎ𝑖𝑡𝑒, 𝑟𝑒𝑑, 𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛, 𝑦𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤, 𝑏𝑙𝑢𝑒,
ˆ
𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒, 𝑏𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑛, 𝑝𝑢𝑟𝑝𝑙𝑒, 𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑘, 𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑦

Regulatory Factors The Basic Shape RF
operationalized as follows: for all subjects 𝒔 ∈ 𝐒,

was

1 if 𝑔 ∈ {𝐼, 𝑂} and 𝑐 = 𝑤ℎ𝑖𝑡𝑒
𝜋+2"Basic Color",-,.,/ = O1 if 𝑔 ∈ {𝑋, 𝑍} and 𝑐 = 𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑘
0 otherwise
Note that the Basic Shape RF only makes predictions about
a small subset of letters (four). We include it here not only
because of its importance to synesthetic associations (it is
perhaps the only true language-independent RF; Root et al.,
In Review), but also to illustrate the capability of our model
to calculate unbiased RF strength values for RFs that make
predictions about subsets of graphemes. Indeed, many RFs in
the synesthesia literature only make predictions about a
subset of graphemes (e.g., vowels), so is a critical feature of
any model that seeks to account for RFs. This is also the
feature of our model that distinguishes it from a typical
categorical mixture model: in the calculation of 𝛼+,-,/ g𝛽⃗ h
(Eq. 4), 𝛾+,-,/ is zero when an RF makes no prediction about
a grapheme, and thus 𝛽r estimates the strength of each RF
based only on the graphemes for which it makes a prediction.
The Index Route RF was operationalized following the
methods of Mankin and Simner (2017), using the data from
Root et al. (In Review). 65 non-synesthetes typed the first five
words that “came to mind” for each grapheme 𝑔 ∈ 𝐆. From
this data, we calculated the frequency 𝑃(𝑤|𝑔) of the three
most frequently chosen words for each grapheme 𝑔 ∈ 𝐆,
which we call the “index words” for that grapheme. Next, 47
non-synesthetes (new subjects) chose the “best” Berlin-Kay

color 𝑐 ∈ 𝐂 for each index word. From these data, we
calculated the probability 𝑃(𝑐|𝑤) that subjects associated
each color with each index word. From these data, for all
subjects 𝑠 ∈ 𝑆, 𝜋+2"KLMNO PQRSN",-,.,/ = ∑T 𝑃(𝑤|𝑔)𝑃(𝑐|𝑤).
The Color Term RF was operationalized for all synesthetes
𝑠 ∈ 𝐒 using the ease of generation naming data of Battig and
Montague (1969) for English. First, 𝜃+2"UQVQW XNWY",-,.,/ was
calculated as the conditional probability that Battig and
Montague’s subjects named the color c when prompted to
name a color, given that they named a color that begins with
grapheme g. Next, 𝛾+2"UQVQW XNWY",-,/ was calculated as the
probability that Battig and Montague’s subjects named any
color beginning with grapheme g. From this data, it follows
that 𝜋+,-,.,/ = 𝛾+2"UQVQW XNWY",-,/ 𝜃+2"UQVQW XNWY",-,.,/ .
Results Figure 1 depicts the effect size (relative RF strength
values 𝜷) for each of the three RFs included in the model.

Simner (2017) report the effect size of the Index Route RF as
the number of matches between the two most common
synesthetic colors for each grapheme, and the two most
common index words for each grapheme. In contrast, Simner
et al. (2005) report the effect size of the Color Term RF as
the average number of consistent predictions per subject.
By forcing all RFs to be specified in the same way (as a set
of predicted probabilities for each grapheme in a shared color
space), our model yields effect size estimates that can be
directly compared. For example, from Figure 1 and Table 1,
the Color Term RF appears stronger than the Basic Shape RF.
Table 1: 𝛽 values and standard errors
Regulatory Factor
Basic Shape
Color Term
Index Route

Estimate
0.25
0.53
0.19

Std. Error
0.054
0.083
0.050

This observation can be quantified using a two sample Z
test of the difference in β coefficients (the standard error of
each 𝛽 can be estimated as the square roots of the diagonal
elements of the inverse Hessian matrix). Table 1 lists the 𝛽
coefficients and standard errors for each RF. We can test for
the difference between the effect size of the Color Term and
Basic Shape RFs (for example) as follows:
𝑧=

Figure 1: β values for Basic Shape, Color Term, and Index
Route RFs, modelled independently (blue) and together
(red). Error bars are 95% confidence intervals.
It is clear from these results that the univariate estimate of
the Index Route RF effect size is much larger than the effect
size estimate of our full model (although the RF is still
significantly different from zero). It is likely that previous
univariate models of the Index Route underestimated the
effect of the overlap in predictions with other RFs (e.g., the
Basic Shape and Index Route RFs both predict Z to be black).
By accounting for the predictions of all three RFs
simultaneously in the same model, we can disentangle
confounded RFs and thus obtain uninflated effect size
estimates for RFs that make overlapping predictions.

Ex. 2: Compare RF Strength Between RFs
Since most studies of RFs examine only one RF in isolation,
the statistical techniques used in the literature vary widely,
from simple t-tests and correlations (e.g. Simner et al., 2005)
to multiple regression (e.g. Asano & Yokosawa, 2013) to
Monte Carlo resampling (e.g. Mankin & Simner, 2017). As a
result, it is difficult to compare the relative effect sizes of
different RFs as reported in the literature, because the
analyses used are so different. For example, Mankin and
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0.53 − 0.25
√0.083! + 0.054!

= 2.83

Using this procedure, we find that the Color Term RF is
significantly stronger than both the Basic Shape RF (𝑧 =
2.83, 𝑝 = 0.005) and the Index Route RF (𝑧 = 3.61, 𝑝 <
0.001), but the Basic Shape RF is not significantly stronger
than the Index Route RF (𝑧 = 0.95, 𝑝 = 0.34).
The same general procedure can be used to test if a 𝛽
coefficient is different from zero – a one sample Z test of the
alternate hypothesis that 𝛽 > 0. Here, all three 𝛽 coefficients
are significantly larger than zero (Basic Shape RF: 𝑧 =
4.66, 𝑝 < 0.001; Color Term RF: 𝑧 = 6.37, 𝑝 < 0.001;
Index Route RF: 𝑧 = 3.75, 𝑝 < 0.001), suggesting that all
Regulatory Factors explain some variance in our dataset.
A more rigorous test of significance for 𝛽s is a Likelihood
Ratio Test (LRT): to test the significance of the coefficient
𝛽+ , the likelihood ℒg 𝛽⃗ ∣∣ 𝐗 h is compared to the restricted
nnnn⃗Z ∣∣ 𝐗 h in which 𝛽+ = 0. The test statistic
model ℒg 𝛽
nnnn⃗
−2 lngℒg 𝛽Z ∣∣ 𝐗 hšℒg 𝛽⃗ ∣∣ 𝐗 hh is asymptotically (with
sample size) chi-square distributed with degrees of freedom
nnnn⃗Z
equal to the difference in dimensionality between n⃗
β and β
(Wilks, 1938). In this case, using the Likelihood Ratio Test
yields identical results to the Wald Test for all three RFs (all
χ! ≥ 22.31; all 𝑝 < 0.0001), confirming that all three RFs
explain some variance in our dataset.
By reparameterizing the model in various ways, the LRT
can also be used to test other hypotheses. For example, if

there are two alternative operationalizations of a single RF,
both operationalizations can be included as separate RFs in
the full model, and then two LRTs can be run using two
different restricted models (in which the coefficient for each
of the two operationalizations is set to zero); if only one
operationalization significantly improves the model fit, this
suggests it is the more accurate operationalization for the RF.
In sum, our model can be used to compare the relative
effect sizes of different RFs in the same dataset. This
procedure enables predictions about the relative strength of
different RFs to be tested, enables competing hypotheses
about the best operationalization for an RF to be compared,
and enables all individual RFs to be tested for significance
with the same statistical test, thus eliminating confounds that
make effect sizes in the current literature difficult to compare.

Ex. 3: Compare RF Strength Between Languages
Many RFs reported in the literature involve linguistic
properties (letter frequency, pronunciation, etc.). Despite
their clear linguistic origin, these RFs are almost always
studied in English-speaking synesthetes, leaving open the
question of whether RFs are language-specific or languageuniversal. Root et al. (2018) provide evidence for at least one
potentially-universal RF: across five different languages,
synesthetes associate the grapheme in the first ordinal
position (e.g., “A” in English) with red. However, some RFs
may be language-dependent: Watson et al. (2011) find no
evidence that pronunciation influences the associations of
English-speaking synesthetes, but Asano and Yokosawa
(2013) and Kang et al (2018) find that in Japanese- and
Korean-speaking synesthetes, respectively, similarlypronounced graphemes are associated with similar colors.
Asano and Yokosawa (2013) suggest that differences in
orthographic depth between the two languages may drive the
Pronunciation RF to be stronger or weaker: English is a deep
orthography, whereas the Japanese and Korean orthographies
are transparent. However, although this hypothesis is
appealing, these three studies are not directly comparable
because in each study pronunciation was operationalized in
very different ways. This illustrates a third strength of our
model: not only can the effect size of different RFs be
compared, the effect size of a single RF can be compared
across different datasets (for example, of synesthetes with
different native languages). Below, we apply our model to a
dataset of Dutch-speaking synesthetes, using the same three
RFs as in Example 1, and compare the β coefficients for the
dataset of Dutch-speaking synesthetes to the 𝛽 coefficients
for English-speaking synesthetes.
Dataset The dataset of English-speaking synesthetes was the
same as used in Example 1, above. The dataset of Dutchspeaking synesthetes comes from the same database of
synesthete and non-synesthete associations in English and
Dutch speakers from Rouw and Root (2019). The data are
from 126 synesthetes 𝐒 = {𝟏, 𝟐, 𝟑, … , 𝟏𝟐𝟔}, who were
recruited from the general public (via television and radio
interviews) and from the undergraduate subject pool at the
University of Amsterdam (see Rouw and Root, 2019 for
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further details). The set of grapheme-color associations X for
subjects 𝒔 ∈ 𝐒 and the Dutch graphemes 𝐆 = {𝑨, 𝑩, 𝑪, … , 𝒁}
was collected, verified, and transformed into the Berlin-Kay
color space using the same procedure as in Example 1.
Regulatory Factors The Basic Shape RF was identical to
that used for English in Experiment 1: as this RF is prelinguistic, it is identical across languages. The Index Route
RF was operationalized in an identical manner to the English
version of the RF in Example 1, using data from the same
paper (Root et al., In Review). 53 Dutch non-synesthetes
typed the first five words that “came to mind” for each
grapheme 𝑔 ∈ G. From this data, we calculated the frequency
P(𝑤|𝑔) of the three most frequently chosen words for each
grapheme 𝑔 ∈ G, which we call the “index words” for that
grapheme. Next, 57 Dutch non-synesthetes (new subjects)
chose the “best” Berlin-Kay color 𝑐 ∈ C for each index word.
From these data, we calculated the probability 𝑃(𝑐|𝑤) that
subjects associated each color with each index word. As in
Example 1, π+2"[\]^_ `abc^",-,.,/ = ∑d 𝑃(𝑤|𝑔)𝑃(𝑐|𝑤).
The Color Term RF was operationalized in an identical
manner to the English version of the RF in Example 1. Battig
and Montague’s (1969) ease of generation experiment was
replicated in Dutch by Storms (2001), allowing us to use the
exact same procedure as in Example 1 to derive each value of
𝜋+2"UQVQW XNWY",-,.,/ using the Dutch color naming data.
Results Figure 2 depicts the effect size (relative RF strength
values 𝜷) for each of the three RFs included in the model.

Figure 2: RF strength values for the Basic Shape, Color
Term, and Index Route RFs, in English (blue) and Dutch
(red) datasets. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals.
The Basic Shape and Index Route RFs do not appear to
differ in strength between Dutch and English. We can
quantify this observation using the methods from Example 2:
the 𝛽 coefficients did not significantly differ between English
and Dutch for the Basic Shape RF (𝑧 = 0.37, 𝑝 = 0.71) or
the Index Route RF (𝑧 = 0.70, 𝑝 = 0.48), but the Color Term
RF was significantly stronger in English than in Dutch (𝑧 =
5.90, 𝑝 < 0.0001). Furthermore, the strength of the Color
Term RF in Dutch was not significantly different from zero
(Wald Z test, 𝑧 = 1.13, 𝑝 = 0.26) and removing the Color

Term RF from the model did not significantly reduce the
model likelihood (LRT, χ! (1) = 1.44, 𝑝 = 0.23).
Unlike the incongruent result from Example 1, we would
not predict a priori that the Color Term RF should be present
in English and absent in Dutch; indeed, a Color Term RF in
Dutch has been described several times (e.g. Rouw et al.,
2014; Root et al., 2019). However, previous reports use
Simner et al.’s (2007) operationalization (number of matches
between color term and color association for each subject),
which does not make a prediction about the relative
likelihood of two colors that share a first initial. Dutch
synesthetes are four times likelier to associate “B” with
brown than with blue, whereas our operationalization (using
the ease of generation data from Storms, 2001) predicts “B”
to be blue much more often than brown.; this discrepancy
accounts for our null result here, but does not influence the
outcome of Simner et al’s (2007) statistical tests. Critically,
we believe that a fully specified Color Name RF should be
able to explain what happens when multiple color terms begin
with the same grapheme, thus our null result here reveals that
the Color Name RF is not yet fully understood, and alternate
operationalizations should be explored.
In sum, our model enables RFs to be fit to data from
multiple languages, so that RF strength profiles across
language can be compared. Absent other confounds (e.g. poor
operationalization), significant differences in RF strength
between languages suggest that some property of language
might influence the strength of RFs – in other words, that
values 𝛽 may themselves reflect linguistic properties.

Discussion
We created a unifying model of synesthetic Regulatory
Factors in grapheme-color synesthesia, that can
simultaneously model the contribution of all RFs to
grapheme-color associations. Our model controls for
confounds in existing univariate models of RFs. For example,
RFs that make some congruent predictions lead to inflated
univariate estimates of effect size, but by incorporating both
RFs into the same model, we can obtain effect size estimates
that are not confounded by overlapping predictions. In
addition, our model requires all RFs to be specified in the
same way, so it is possible to directly and meaningfully
compare the effect sizes of each RF: we can make statements
like “The Color Term RF is three times stronger than the
Index Route RF”. Furthermore, our model can be used to
compare RF effect sizes across different operationalizations
of the same RF, refining our knowledge about which precise
properties influence synesthetic associations, and refining
our estimates of the relative strength of each RF. Finally, our
model can be used to compare RF strength profiles in
synesthetes in different datasets, in synesthetes with different
native languages, and even in synesthetes vs. control subjects.
It is interesting that RFs explain why synesthetes more
frequently experience certain grapheme-color combinations;
the fact that many RFs are linguistic in nature suggests that
RFs can be used to study language representation in the brain.
Indeed, grapheme-color synesthesia should be considered a
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psycholinguistic phenomenon as much as a perceptual one
(Simner, 2007), and the effects of semantic and
morphological factors on synesthetic color suggest that the
typically modular reading system of the brain is cognitively
penetrable to synesthesia, and that synesthesia could thus
reveal the “specific computations that subserve the reading
process” (Blazej & Cohen-Goldberg, 2016). The usefulness
of this line of research critically depends on whether
linguistic insights to be gained from studying synesthetes
(~2% prevalence) generalize to the non-synesthetic
population. Indeed, some RFs influence non-synesthetes
(Simner et al., 2006), and by comparing RF strength profiles,
our model could quantitatively determine exactly which RFs
are specific to synesthetes and which RFs influence
grapheme-color associations in general.
Future work can offer a more standardized method for
translating existing Regulatory Factor predictions into the
framework of the present model. Some of these translations
will involve fitting (or theoretically deriving) additional
hyperparameters: for example, to translate the Letter
Frequency RF (“more frequent letters are brighter colors”)
into a set of values of π+,-,.,/ , it is necessary to specify not
just the expected brightness for a given frequency, but also
the variance in expected brightness; this additional parameter
could be fit using a holdout dataset. In many cases, RFs do
not make precise predictions about the shape of the predicted
probability distribution of colors, and to include these RFs in
the model, such precision is necessary. Although this requires
incorporating many additional assumptions about RFs, we
actually see this as an advantage of our model: it forces
researchers to make previously implicit assumptions explicit.
Another target of future model development is to
decompose the relative RF strength factor 𝛽 into additional
hyperparameters that can be predicted rather than fit. In our
model as currently defined, there is no principled prediction
of the value of some 𝛽e : its fit is determined entirely by
maximum likelihood estimation using the dataset of
observations 𝐗. However, in theory, we may be able to
predict some amount of variance in each 𝛽, and indeed doing
so may yield important insights. For example, Asano and
Yokosawa (2013) find that pronunciation influences
grapheme-color associations in Japanese but not English, and
suggest that this difference can be explained by differences
in orthographic depth between the two languages (English is
a deep orthography, Japanese is transparent). Orthographic
depth can be quantified using entropy-based approaches
(Borleffs et al., 2017), and the value, in each language, of 𝛽+
for the Pronunciation RF might be modelled as a function of
grapheme-phoneme entropy. Such a model would be truly
explanatory in that it would explain not just how strong the
effect of each RF is, but also why the effect is weak or strong.
The framework we develop to model Regulatory Factors in
synesthesia might also be useful more generally. In
particular, the novel component of our model is the
decomposition of the mixture weights α (which can vary
across graphemes) into strength parameters β (which do not
vary across graphemes) and the stimulus specific variable γ,

which is calculated from inputs rather than fit in the model.
One advantage of this decomposition is that predictor RFs
only contribute to the explained variance for the subsets of
graphemes for which they make predictions. This technique
could be applicable to model fitting in Pattern Component
Modeling (PCM), an extension of the venerable
Representational Similarity Analysis (Kriegeskorte et al.,
2008) in which mixture weights of feature sets are estimated
rather than pre-specified: “[e.g.,] useful if we hypothesize
that a region cares about different groups of features (i.e.,
color, size, orientation), but we do not know how strongly
each feature is represented” (Diedrichsen et al., 2018). PCM
models take as one of their inputs a set of “feature models”,
which are analogous to our RFs; formulating the mixture
model as specified in the present work would enable feature
models to be fit which do not make predictions about neural
activity for every stimulus in the dataset. More generally, our
framework could be applicable to any variance partitioning
scheme (e.g., de Heer et al., 2017) in which an explanatory
variable makes predictions for only a subset of the data and
does not add noise to the predictions of the remaining data.
Our framework offers a comprehensive, predictive model
of synesthetic associations, that yields quantitative estimates
of effect size for each synesthetic Regulatory Factor. This
brings us closer to one “end goal” of synesthesia research:
explaining why a particular synesthete experiences a
particular color for a particular grapheme. Furthermore, by
linking these predictions to objective, measurable properties
of letters, we build an explanatory model of synesthetic
associations that offers a window into the multifactorial
contributions to letter representation in the brain.
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Abstract
Humans are able to make sense of extraordinarily abstract
concepts in mathematics (e.g., negative numbers). What is the
underlying representation of these concepts? Integers extend
natural numbers by including zero and negative numbers. To
study the mental representation of integers, we employed a
number comparison task in an online context. We replicated
the previously-reported distance effect, in that far comparisons
were faster than near comparisons. Namely, we observed
reliable distance effects for positive and negative comparisons,
and critically, an inverse distance effect for mixed
comparisons. We conclude that the mental representation of
integers may align with a hypothesis proposing the mental
number line for negative numbers mirrors the natural number
line. Moreover, we conclude that web-based data collection is
a promising tool for future numerical cognition research.
Keywords: numerical cognition; distance effect; mathematics

Introduction
People’s initial intuitions about numbers are based, at least in
part, on physical experience with countable numbers and
observable quantities (e.g., Piaget, 1971). But what about
more abstract concepts, for which people do not have
physical or perceptual experience? For example, “one” and
“two” readily map onto quantities of physical objects (e.g.,
one jellybean and two jellybeans). But it is much more
difficult to display zero, negative one, or negative two
jellybeans. How, then, do people acquire an understanding of
these abstract concepts, and what are the cognitive
underpinnings of quantities such as “negative two”? Through
examining behavior via timed trials (such as comparing the
magnitudes of pairs of numbers), we can shed light on these
questions.
Symbolic magnitude comparison is a commonly studied
activity in the field of numerical cognition. Tasks designed to
measure magnitude comparison typically involve collecting
reaction times and accuracy data from two-choice displays
that require binary judgments (e.g., Moyer & Landauer,
1967). Using this type of task, we can examine the behavioral
effects manifested in judging the magnitudes of symbolic
numbers.
One behavioral effect that has been widely studied is the
distance effect. The distance effect is the phenomenon that
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people tend to make number comparisons faster when
comparing numbers that are far apart (e.g., 2 vs. 9) than when
comparing numbers that are close together (e.g., 2 vs. 4). This
effect has been well documented with natural (i.e., positive)
numbers (Dehaene et al., 1990; Holloway & Ansari, 2009).
However, natural numbers represent only a portion of the
symbolic number system.
Integers, which include zero and negative numbers, are an
abstract extension of the natural numbers. Zero and negatives
are part of a quantitative system that is culturally constructed.
Unlike the perceptual sense of magnitude that accompanies
natural numbers, negative numbers and zero do not exhibit an
obvious mapping to basic perceptual representations. This
raises the question of how we represent these abstract
quantities. Is the same distance effect observed in people
making comparisons with negative numbers?
Previous literature suggests the distance effect may vary
for comparisons of different types of numbers (e.g., positivepositive, negative-negative, positive-negative, positive-zero,
negative-zero). One hypothesis, termed the symbol+
hypothesis (Varma et al., 2019), holds that, because zero and
negative numbers do not have readily available perceptual
mappings, people initially understand them by using
symbolic rules (e.g., -x is always less than +x or +y). From
this perspective, people’s initial understanding of negative
numbers is in terms of a rule-based conception based on
positive number representations (Fischer, 2003). Because
people have no need to consult magnitude representations
when comparisons involve negative numbers, they should not
show distance effects for such comparisons, even
comparisons of a positive and a negative number (i.e., mixed
comparisons).
Another hypothesis, termed the analog+ hypothesis
(Varma et al., 2019), proposes that, with time and experience,
people transform their initial representations of integers by
extending the mental number line for natural numbers “to the
left” of zero, to include negative integers, consequently
reconstructing their magnitude representation of natural
numbers to include negatives (Fischer, 2003). The analog+
hypothesis predicts that, because positives and negatives
make up the same mental number line, all comparisons of
integers will show distance effects. Studies examining the
symbol+ and analog+ hypotheses via timed magnitude

comparisons have yielded mixed findings (Tzelgov et al.,
2009; Krajcsi & Igács, 2010).
Varma and Schwartz (2011) proposed a third
representation of integers, termed the analog-x hypothesis.
This hypothesis holds that the magnitude representation of
number is restructured by the integer symbol system.
Importantly, this hypothesis suggests that integers are
understood as points on a mental number line, and that the
negative number line is a reflection of the natural number
line, similar to a reflection in a mirror. Importantly, the
analog-x model predicts that mixed comparisons (i.e.,
comparisons of a positive and a negative number) will show
an inverse distance effect: magnitude comparisons will be
slower for pairs of a positive and negative number that are
further apart. Due to the psychophysical scaling of magnitude
representations of the mental number line for natural numbers
and its reflection for negative numbers (see Varma et al.,
2019), the difference between the (perceived) distances from
0 of the positive and the negative numbers is greater for
mixed pairs that are close together (e.g., -2, 1) than for pairs
that are farther apart (e.g., -2, 6), yielding an inverse distance
effect. Indeed, Varma and Schwartz (2011) found the
predicted interaction between comparison type and distance,
such that participants demonstrated an inverse distance effect
for mixed comparisons.
In this work, we sought to replicate the findings reported
by Varma and Schwartz (2011), and to extend these findings
from an in-person data collection setting to an online setting.
In recent years, a plethora of tools have been developed to
implement timed behavioral studies online such as jsPsych,
PsychoPy, and Gorilla (de Leeuw, 2015; Peirce et al., 2019;
Anwyl-Irvine et al., 2020). Research examining the efficacy
of these resources has been promising. In a recent survey of
over 200,000 participants, Anwyl-Irvine and colleagues
(2020) found that modern web-platforms provide reasonable
accuracy and precision for display duration and manual
response time. It is not surprising then, that when Huber and
colleagues (2017) studied a large sample of adults comparing
two-digit positive numbers in an online setting, they
replicated effects found in lab, including the distance effect.
In the current study, we sought to examine the numerical
distance effect in an online setting with positive and negative
integers. We used Varma and Schwartz’s (2011) stimuli and
materials, and we extended their prior research to examine
behavioral response times collected via an online platform.
We seek to address these questions: (1) Can we collect
precise reaction times for numerical comparison tasks
through an online research tool? Assuming we can, (2) Do
participants display distance effects for magnitude
comparisons that involve positive integers, negative integers,
and zero? (3) Do the distance effects observed from data
collected online replicate Varma and Schwartz’s (2011)
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pattern of findings, therefore providing support for the
analog-x hypothesis? We hypothesize that data collected
online will indeed display behavioral effects similar to those
reported by Varma and Schwartz (2011). However, we
further hypothesize that reaction times collected online will
display lags similar to those found in previous online studies
(see Bridges et al., 2020).

Method
Participants
Fifty-five participants (64% female) completed an online
survey via Qualtrics that lasted approximately 30 minutes.
67% of the sample self-identified as White, 13% as Asian,
5% as Hispanic or Latino, 4% as African American, 2% as
Hawaiian/Pacific Islander, , 4% as some other racial or ethnic
identity, and 5% as more than one race or ethnicity.
Participants attended a university in the Midwestern United
States and were recruited from an undergraduate participant
pool for an introductory psychology course. Each participant
received extra credit in their Introduction to Psychology
course for participating.

Stimuli and Design
Materials, stimuli, and the preregistration are publicly
available through the Open Science Framework at
https://osf.io/km3tz/?view_only=57e22f1b612644f594ad5c
961643c136.
Understanding of Zero Participants answered problems at
either the beginning or end of the study (counter-balanced
order) to assess their knowledge of zero and the additive
inverse principle. Assessment items included two questions
about zero (e.g., “What is zero?”), three additive inverse
problems (solve and explain: x + -x = 0), a number line task
(“Choose where 3 is on the number line.”), a question about
the additive identity principle, and a question about the
additive inverse principle. These questions addressed a
secondary research question that we do not address in this
report, so data from this assessment are not considered herein.
Magnitude Comparison Task To investigate the mental
representation of integers, participants engaged in a timed
magnitude comparison task that was adapted from Varma and
Schwartz (2011). Participants were presented number
comparisons in PsychoPy (Peirce et al., 2019) hosted online
via Pavlovia (Figure 1). The integers were grouped into five
sets: small natural numbers {1, 2, 3, 4}, large natural numbers
{6, 7, 8, 9}, small negative integers {-1, -2, -3, -4}, large
negative integers {-6, -7, -8, -9}, and zero {0}. An integer
was considered small if |x| < 5 and large if |x| > 5.

Figure 1: Example of stimuli displayed on PsychoPy and Pavlovia for magnitude comparison task.
The stimuli were pairs of integers that formed three fully
crossed within-subjects factors: comparison type, distance,
and predicate. Comparison type had four levels: positive,
negative, mixed, and zero. Positive comparisons involved
comparing two positive numbers, negative comparisons
involved two negative numbers, mixed comparisons involved
one positive and negative number, and zero comparisons
involved zero and either a positive or negative number.
Further, mixed and zero comparisons were sorted into subcategories: mixed-positive, mixed-negative, zero-positive,
and zero-negative. Sub-levels were characterized by the
value of the number that had the greater absolute value.
The second factor, comparison distance, had two levels:
near and far. Distance was determined by the mathematical
distance between the integers being compared (|x – y|). Neardistance stimuli had a distance of 2 or 3, and far-distance
stimuli had a distance of 7 or 8. For positive, negative, and
zero comparisons, near-distance stimuli were created by
pairing two small integers or pairing two large integers. Fardistance stimuli were created by pairing a small integer with
a large integer. Mixed comparisons were created differently.
Near-distance stimuli paired a small positive integer and a
small negative integer (e.g., -2 vs. 1). Far-distance stimuli
paired a small negative integer and a large positive integer
(e.g., -2 vs. 6) or vice versa (e.g., -6 vs. 2).
The five sets of integers and these rules for pairing integers
yielded 44 stimuli. There were four blocks, and each pair
appeared twice within each block, once in each left-right
order (e.g., 1 vs. 9, 9 vs. 1). Thus, there was a total of 88
stimuli per block.
The third factor, comparison predicate, had two levels:
choose the greater or the lesser number. Predicate was varied
across blocks so as to minimize participant confusion within
a block. The order was consistent across participants (greater,
lesser, greater, lesser).
Demographic Questionnaire At the end of the session,
participants completed a 12-item demographic questionnaire.
The questionnaire requested information about participants’
age, gender, race and/or ethnicity, previous mathematics
courses taken, and standardized mathematics test scores
(SAT or ACT).
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Procedure
Participants saw eight assessment items related to zero and
the additive inverse principle on Qualtrics at either the
beginning or end of the study; data from this assessment are
not analyzed here.
For the magnitude comparison task, participants were
provided a hyperlink that opened a new tab in their browser.
The hyperlink directed them to Pavlovia, which displayed
stimuli on the participant’s computer in their browser. Using
the left or right arrow keys on their keyboard, participants
made greater and lesser judgements. Participants first
completed practice blocks of 12 greater and 12 lesser
judgements sampled from each cell of the design. Next,
participants completed four experimental blocks.
On each trial, a fixation cross was displayed for 500 ms,
followed by the pair of numbers. The fixation cross and
number pairs appeared in white Arial font. On PsychoPy, we
specified a scaling factor of 0.1 for letter height (i.e., a
vertical scale proportionally applied to the width of each
character). The fixation cross and number pairs were
displayed in center position (Figure 1). Positive numbers
were presented without a “+” sign. Each block lasted
approximately 1.5 min, and the overall experiment lasted
approximately 30 min.
Following the experimental tasks, participants completed
the demographic questionnaire.

Results
We excluded a total of 12.73% of responses from the analyses
due to delays or anticipations, RTs more than ± 3 SDs from
the individual’s mean, and incorrect responses. Specifically,
we trimmed responses outside of the interval of 200-2000 ms
(2.62% of the data) and responses more than three SDs from
each participant’s mean (1.62% of the data). Exclusions were
made sequentially in the order indicated. The error rate was
low (M = 3.00%, SEM = 0.79%).
There was also no speed-accuracy tradeoff; the correlation
between mean response time and error rate across the 16 cells
of the factorial design was low and non-significant, (r(53) =
-0.23, p = 0.099). Therefore, all reported analyses are based
on response times on correct trials.

Table 1: Distance effects for current study and Varma and Schwartz (2011) reported in milliseconds.

Positive
Negative
Mixed4
Mixed-positive
Mixed-negative
Zero
Zero-positive
Zero-negative
Positive
Negative
Mixed
Mixed-positive
Mixed-negative
Zero
Zero-positive
Zero-negative

Distance Effect (Current study)
Far
Near
t(54)2
705 (31)
747 (32)
-5.645
829 (36)
865 (36)
-5.778
705 (31)
693 (31)
2.361
706 (32)
703 (32)
0.603
706 (31)
700 (31)
0.722
697 (30)
708 (29)
-1.339
700 (30)
716 (30)
-1.614
701 (30)
704 (30)
-0.306
Distance Effect (Varma & Schwartz, 2011)
Overall
Far
Near
t(20)
604 (17)
588 (16)
620 (18)
4.324
742 (24)
722 (23)
763 (25)
4.464
579 (18)
592 (19)
565 (18)
-4.917
570 (17)
583 (19)
557 (17)
-2.456
585 (19)
600 (20)
570 (19)
-3.826
608 (17)
608 (17)
607 (18)
-0.072
599 (18)
591 (18)
607 (20)
1.245
614 (18)
623 (19)
606 (18)
-1.752
Overall1
726 (32)
847 (36)
699 (31)
705 (32)
703 (31)
703 (30)
708 (30)
702 (30)

p3
< 0.001
< 0.001
0.018
0.547
0.443
0.186
0.113
0.760

Direction
Standard
Standard
Inverse

p
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
0.023
0.001
0.943
0.227
0.095

Direction
Standard
Standard
Inverse
Inverse
Inverse
(Inverse)

1

Measures are reported M (SEM).
2
Comparisons of near-far.
3
P-values are from paired t-tests.
4
This set also included one near-distance pair in which both numbers had the same absolute value (-1, 1).

The magnitude effects are of primary interest, as they
directly inform the nature of the mental representation of
integers. We specifically analyzed whether participants
displayed a distance effect for each of the four comparison
types (positive, negative, mixed, and zero).
We fit linear mixed-effects models (LMEMs) with reaction
time (ms) as the dependent variable and comparison type
(positive, negative, mixed, zero), distance (near, far),
predicate (greater, lesser), and all possible interactions as
predictors. The models included a by-subject random
intercept and a by-subject random slope for each predictor
(main effects and interactions). Next, we performed pairwise
comparisons to test whether the effect of distance differed
across comparison types. We used dummy coding to compare
the different comparison types. The positive comparison,
which is the standard in the literature, was designated the
reference group. In our final model, we included these
dummy codes, distance, predicate, all possible interactions, a
by-subject random intercept, and by-subject random slopes
for each predictor. We fit LMEMs using the statistics
software RStudio and the R package lme4 (Bates, Maechler,
Bolker, & Walker, 2015). To obtain p-values for the fixed
effects, we used the Satterthwaite approximation for degrees
of freedom available via the R package lmerTest
(Kuznetsova, Brockhoff, & Christensen, 2016).
First, we ran an omnibus test to examine whether it was
appropriate to use nonorthogonal contrasts to compare
performance on the different types of comparisons (fourlevel predictor). Indeed, the omnibus test for the main effect
of comparison was significant (F(3, 57.38) = 109.09, p <
0.001). Next, using Fisher’s Least Significant Difference
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(LSD) method, we found that positive comparisons were
faster than negative comparisons (F(1, 52.64) = 215.92, p <
0.001), slower than mixed comparisons (F(1, 53.78) = 22.34,
p < 0.001), and slower than zero comparisons (F(1, 59.61) =
16.79, p < 0.001). There was also an overall effect of distance
(F(1, 78.78) = 32.44, p < 0.001), with far comparisons (M =
734 ms, SEM = 33 ms) faster than near comparisons (M = 754
ms, SEM = 34 ms).

Figure 2: Plot displaying comparison type by distance
interaction. Error bars reflect standard error.
Based on Varma and Schwartz (2011), we expected to find
a significant interaction between comparison type and
distance, and indeed, this interaction was reliable, F(3, 83.91)
= 16.18, p < 0.001. For positive comparisons (the reference
group), participants responded faster on far comparisons than

on near comparisons. The same was true for negative
comparisons, and the size of the effect for negative
comparisons did not differ from that for positive comparisons
(F(1, 70.12) = 0.33, p = 0.565). For zero comparisons, the
distance effect was similar in direction but was smaller in
magnitude than that for positive comparisons (F(1, 61.37) =
8.08, p = 0.006). Critically, for mixed comparisons,
participants displayed an inverse distance effect—that is,
they responded faster on near comparisons (e.g., -2 vs. 3) than
on far comparisons (e.g., -2 vs. 6;); thus, the pattern for mixed
comparisons differed significantly from that for positive
comparisons, F(1, 103.45) = 38.63, p < 0.001; see Figure 2).
The inverse distance effect observed for mixed comparisons
is in line with the analog-x hypothesis, which holds that
participants mentally represent the negative number line as a
reflection of the natural number line.
The inverse distance effect that we observed on mixed
comparisons was consistent with that observed by Varma and
Schwartz (2011). Across all participants, 39 out of 55
participants showed the inverse distance effect for mixed
comparisons. For comparison, 42 out of 55 participants
showed the standard (i.e., far > near) distance effect for
positive comparisons, and 44 out of 55 showed the standard
distance effect for negative comparisons (see Table 1 for
paired t-tests).
Given the omnibus effects, we next conducted a more finegrained analysis of mixed and zero comparisons by splitting
them into mixed-positive, mixed-negative, zero-positive, and
zero-negative comparisons. LMEMs with comparison type,
distance, a random intercept, and random slopes revealed no
significant interactions (Figures 3 and 4). These findings
contrast with those reported by Varma and Schwartz (2011)
who found inverse distance effects for both mixed-positive
and mixed-negative comparisons (see Table 1). In the current
study, participants were slightly faster for each type of
comparison, but the difference was non-significant in each
case.
Regarding the mixed comparisons, it is worth noting that
the stimulus set (which we constructed according to the rules
described by Varma and Schwartz, 2011) included one
mixed-even pair (-1, 1) which was not included in these subanalyses. Participants judged this pair substantially faster (M
= 674.44 ms) than the mixed-positive (M = 704.98 ms) and
mixed-negative pairs (M = 703.42 ms). This near-distance
pair contributes to the inverse distance effect observed for
mixed comparisons overall.
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Figure 3: Plot displaying sublevels of mixed comparisons by
distance interaction. Error bars reflect standard error.

Figure 4: Plot displaying sublevels of zero comparisons by
distance interaction. Error bars reflect standard error.

Discussion
In the present study, we investigated people’s mental
representations of integers in an online context. In a webbased platform for implementing behavioral experiments
online participants made judgements of greater or lesser
magnitudes for pairs of numbers. In this study, we asked the
following questions: (1) Can we collect precise reaction times
for numerical comparison tasks through an online research
tool? If so, (2) Do participants display distance effects for
magnitude comparisons that involve positive integers,
negative integers, and zero? (3) Do the distance effects
observed from online data replicate Varma and Schwartz’s
(2011) pattern of findings? We hypothesized that while
response times would be lagged, we would detect reliable
distance effects similar to those observed by Varma and
Schwartz (2011).
Our results revealed that reaction times were indeed slower
than those recorded by Varma and Schwartz (2011) in a lab
setting. For example, our participants’ mean RT was 726 ms
for positive comparisons, while the mean RT in Varma and
Schwartz’s (2011) sample was 604 ms. Some online studies
have found a lag of roughly 25-100 ms (de Leeuw & Motz,
2016; Hilbig, 2016), but this did not compare recent online
services such as PsychoPy, and this lag varied by browser.

While this lag persists in online studies, several studies,
including this one, have successfully replicated well-studied
cognitive effects.
In this online study, we found distance effects for positive
and negative comparisons, an inverse distance effect for
mixed comparisons, and no effect for zero comparisons. The
distance effects for positive and negative comparisons are
consistent with several different hypotheses about the mental
representation of integers. However, the inverse distance
effect for mixed comparisons aligns with a specific claim
about the mental representation of integers, the analog-x
hypothesis, which proposes a reflection model in which the
negative number line is a reflection of the natural number
line.
Our findings are similar to that of Varma and Schwartz
(2011). Indeed, Varma and Schwartz (2011) found distance
effects for positive and negative comparisons, an inverse
distance effect for mixed comparisons, and no effect for zero
comparisons. In order to further investigate the mixed
comparisons, Varma and Schwartz (2011) partitioned mixed
comparisons into sublevels (mixed-negative and mixedpositive). Among the sublevels, they also found inverse
distance effects for mixed-positive and mixed-negative
comparisons.
In contrast to Varma and Schwartz (2011), in the current
online study, the inverse distance effects were nonsignificant
for mixed-positive and mixed-negative comparisons,
considered separately. It is possible that these effects did not
emerge in this study due to greater variability of response
times due to online data collection. It is also worth noting that
the inverse distance effect that we observed for mixed
comparisons overall was driven, in part, by participants’ fast
RTs on the single, near-distance mixed-even pair. Because
the far-distance set did not include a mixed-even pair, this
represents a possible confound that may cloud the
interpretation of the inverse distance effect observed for
mixed pairs, overall. In future studies, we suggest that
investigators should also include far-distance mixed-even
pairs (such as -4, 4) in the stimulus set.
We recognize several limitations to this study. Because
this study was delivered without an experimenter present, it
is possible that participants were distracted during the
experiment. Additionally, collecting data online can be
affected by internet connections and browser compatibility.
Thus, RT data collected online is likely less precise than RT
data collected under more controlled circumstances. To
ensure the integrity of the data collected in this study, we
adapted inclusion/exclusion criteria identical to those used by
Varma and Schwartz (2011) in their lab study. Further, the
magnitude comparison task was short (approximately 6
minutes). Kochari (2019) notes, in effort to mitigate issues of
distraction in online studies, one can administer shorter
experiments. Finally, we may have had inadequate power to
detect effects for sublevels of mixed comparisons. In future
research, we will increase our sample size in order to more
thoroughly investigate these types of comparisons.
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The data from the current study suggests that online data
collection serves as a promising tool for behavioral research
on numerical cognition, and on magnitude comparison in
particular. Our study provides evidence that subtle cognitive
effects can be detected in RTs collected on a web-based
platform, which makes it possible to administer experiments
to a large heterogenous sample quickly. Critically, the data
from this study replicate Varma and Schwartz’s (2011)
findings, which align with the hypothesis that the negative
number line is a reflection of the natural number line and
extend these findings to the online setting.
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Abstract
A set of fundamental beliefs governs our reasoning about objects and agents since infancy. Studies have shown that infants
and children show enhanced exploration and learning when
they observe apparent violations of these beliefs. However, little is known about whether these beliefs can be revised given
counterevidence. In the present experiments, we demonstrate
that 4- to 6-year-old children can revise their most fundamental
beliefs in the physical domain (Experiment 1) and the psychological domain (Experiment 2) when they observe multiple
pieces of belief-violating evidence.
Keywords: belief revision; core knowledge; intuitive theories

Introduction
Developmental psychologists (e.g., Spelke & Kinzler, 2007)
have argued that infants are endowed with core knowledge
systems – a small number of systems of domain-specific
knowledge. Later in development, infants and young children
construct intuitive theories based on these systems, such as
intuitive physics and intuitive psychology (e.g., Carey, 1985;
Gopnik & Meltzoff, 1997; Wellman & Gelman, 1992).
Research has found that by 2.5 to 6 months of age, a set of
principles guides how infants represent and reason about inanimate objects. These principles include solidity (Spelke,
Breinlinger, Macomber, & Jacobson, 1992), continuity (Anguiar & Baillargeon, 1999), cohesion (Anguiar & Baillargeon,
1999), and contact (Leslie & Keeble, 1987). Infants reason
about agents in ways that are distinct from their reasoning of
inanimate objects. Between the ages of 6 to 12 months, infants understand that agents’ intentional actions are directed
to goals (Woodward, 1998), agents choose efficient means to
achieve their goals (Gergely & Csibra, 2003), and agents’
preferences can be inferred based on violations of random
sampling1 (Wellman, Kushnir, Xu, & Brink, 2016).
These principles are either early developing or some have
argued that they might be innate. That is, these are foundational beliefs that guide later learning and development about
the physical and psychological world. Yet one of the hallmarks of human learning is that beliefs can be revised given
evidence (Chater & Oaksford, 2008; Tenenbaum, Kemp,
Griffiths, & Goodman, 2011). Are these earliest-emerging
principles and beliefs also subject to revision once we acquire
1
For ease of exposition, we will refer to these as the Goal principle, the Efficiency principle, and the Sampling principle from
now on.
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them? If children are given enough evidence that violates
these principles, will they rationally update their beliefs?
Studies with infants and young children have shown that
counterevidence against these principles leads to enhanced
attention, exploration and learning. The abovementioned
studies that established these principles in infancy used the
violation of expectation paradigm (VOE) and demonstrated
that infants look longer at events that violates these principles.
More recent studies have also shown that apparent violations
of these principles led to exploration and learning. After infants observed that an object violated a physical principle,
they explored that object more and showed enhanced learning
of an auditory property of that object, compared to infants
who observed an event that did not violate any physical principles (Stahl & Feigenson, 2015). Similarly, 3-6-year-olds robustly learned novel nouns and verbs following events that
violated physical principles, but not following expected
events (Stahl & Feigenson, 2017).
The literature on children’s belief revision has mostly focused on beliefs about more complex domains that go beyond
the basic physical and psychological principles. That literature has demonstrated children’s ability to learn from counterevidence and update their beliefs. Legare and colleagues
have shown that outcomes inconsistent with children’s prior
beliefs trigger their explanatory reasoning in both the physical domain (Legare, Gelman, & Wellman, 2010) and the psychological domain (Legare, Schult, Impola, & Souza, 2016).
Those explanations lead to exploratory, hypothesis-testing
behaviors that are conducive to learning (Legare, 2012).
When children observed evidence that violated their initial
theories about balance (Bonawitz, van Schijndel, Friel, &
Schulz, 2012) and shadow (van Schijndel, Visser, van Bers,
& Raijmakers, 2015), they engaged in exploratory behaviors
and informative experiments. In the domain of agents, 2year-olds can revise their initial beliefs and infer that another
person has preference different from their own based on nonrandom sampling behaviors (Ma & Xu, 2011). Three-yearolds can update their understanding of theory of mind after
observing belief-violating evidence in microgenetic sessions
(Amsterlaw & Wellman, 2006). Furthermore, children’s belief revision appears to be rational; their learning can be captured by Bayesian probabilistic models (e.g., Kushnir &

Gopnik, 2007; Kimura & Gopnik, 2019; Lucas, Griffiths, Xu,
Fawcett, Gopnik, Kushnir, Markson, & Hu, 2014; Schulz,
Bonawitz, & Griffiths, 2007).
However, one question still remains. Are our most fundamental beliefs about objects and agents, already present in
infancy, revisable given counterevidence? The only study
we are aware of is Kushnir & Gopnik (2007), who showed
that the contact principle can be revised if preschoolers were
shown contrasting evidence that violated their beliefs (i.e.,
placing an object above the toy made it go but placing an
object on the toy did not).
In the present studies, we systematically tested if children’s
most fundamental beliefs in the physical and the psychological domain can be revised. In the physical domain, we tested
the Contact principle (i.e., objects do not interact at a distance), the Continuity principle (i.e., objects exist and move
continuously in time and space), the Solidity principle (i.e.,
objects cannot occupy the same space as other objects). In the
psychological domain, we tested the Efficiency principle
(i.e., agents choose efficient means to achieve their goals),
the Goal principle (i.e., agents’ intentional actions are directed to goals), and the Sampling principle (i.e., agents’ preferences can be inferred based on violations of random sampling). Children observed events that either supported or violated these principles. Then, they made predictions about the
outcomes of new events. We hypothesized that compared to
those who saw the belief-consistent evidence, children who
saw the belief-violating evidence would be more likely to
predict outcomes that are inconsistent with the principles. We
further hypothesized that children would be more likely to
revise their beliefs for the psychological principles than for
the physical principles, since the physical principles emerge
earlier in development and there are more violations of the
psychological principles in the real world.

Children were randomly assigned to one of the two conditions, the Belief Consistent (BC) condition and the Belief Violation (BV) condition. They were tested on the 3 principles
in counterbalanced orders. For each principle, there were 4
familiarization trials and 4 test trials (2 easy test trials and 2
hard test trials; order counterbalanced). The familiarization
trials in the BC condition displayed events that were consistent with the principle and those in the BV condition displayed events that violated the principle. In test trials, children chose between the Belief Consistent (BC) response and
the Belief Violation (BV) response. After each test trial, the
experimenter said, “Good job!” and moved on to the next trial.
The experimenter never provided feedback about whether
children’s choices were correct or not.
Contact principle. In the familiarization trials, a blue box
appeared on the slide. The experimenter said, “This is my
toy! I am going to make it go!” An object was placed either
on the toy (BC condition) or above the toy (BV condition),
and immediately the toy lit up and played music for 5 seconds
(Figure 1). A different object was used to activate the toy in
each trial.
In the easy test trials, a new object was placed next to the
blue box. The experimenter said, “This plane can make my
toy go!” A red star and a yellow star indicated the location on
the toy (the BC response) and the location above the toy (the
BV response) (Figure 1). The experimenter asked children,
“Where would you put the plane to make my toy go? At the
red star, or at the yellow star?”
In the hard test trials, a brown box and a new object appeared (Figure 1). The experimenter said, “The brown box is
my other toy! The panda can make this toy go!” Again, children chose the location that they would place the object to
activate the toy.

Experiment 1: Physical Principles
Method
Participants Twenty-four children between the ages of 4 and
6 years (mean age = 5.04; range = 4.08 to 6.92; SD = 0.82;
11 females) participated in the experiment. Participants were
tested via Zoom, a video conferencing software. Parents of
the participants provided written informed consent prior to
the experimental session.
Stimuli and Procedure Families joined the Zoom session on
their personal devices. The experimenter displayed the stimuli by screen-sharing the PowerPoint slides on Zoom. We instructed parents to set up their screens such that the Zoom
software was in full-screen mode, and the videos of the participant and the experimenter were either beside the stimuli
(i.e., side-by-side mode), or in a corner of the screen not
blocking the stimuli. When the study began, children sat in
front of the device and their faces were fully captured by the
camera. The stimuli, the child’s video, and the experimenter’s
video were recorded throughout the experimental sessions.
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Figure 1: Events shown in the familiarization trials and test
trials for the Contact principle.
Continuity principle. In the familiarization trials, two orange screens appeared side by side, with a gap in between.

An object disappeared behind one of the screens. Then, the
screens were removed. The object was either at the location
of the screen that the object disappeared behind (BC condition) or at the location of the other screen (BV condition)
(Figure 2). The object was different in each trial.

Figure 2: Events shown in the familiarization trials and test
trials for the Continuity principle.
In the easy test trials, a new object disappeared behind one
of the orange screens. A blue triangle and a green triangle
indicated the screen that the object disappeared behind (the
BC response) and the other screen (the BV response) (Figure
2). The experimenter asked, “Where do you think you will
find my backpack? Behind the blue triangle, or behind the
green triangle?”
In the hard test trials, a red door and a yellow door appeared. A new object disappeared behind one of the doors
(Figure 2). The experimenter asked, “Which door would you
open to find the duck? The yellow door, or the red door?”
Solidity principle. In the familiarization trials, a dark grey
wall appeared and rotated 180 degrees to show that there was
no hole on the wall. A green screen was placed in front of the
wall and occluded the lower half of the wall. An object
moved behind the screen. Then, the screen was removed. The
object was either at the side of the wall that it went behind
(BC condition) or at the other side of the wall (BV condition)
(Figure 3). A different object was used in each trial.
In the easy test trials, a new object moved behind the green
screen. A purple heart and an orange heart indicated the side
of the wall that the object went behind (the BC response) and
the other side of the wall (the BV response) (Figure 3). The
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experimenter asked, “Where do you think you will find my
cat? Behind the purple heart, or behind the orange heart?”
In the hard test trials, two doors (side by side, with no gap
in between) were placed in front of the wall and occluded the
lower half of the wall. A new object moved behind the doors
(Figure 3). The experimenter asked, “Which door would you
open to find my notebook? The yellow door, or the red door?”

Figure 3: Events shown in the familiarization trials and test
trials for the Solidity principle.

Results
The proportion of BV response by condition and principle are
shown in Figure 4.
An n-way repeated measure ANOVA was conducted to determine the effects of condition, principle, test trial type and
their interactions on BV response. We found a significant
main effect of condition, F(1, 124)= 50.74, p < .001, as well
as a significant interaction between condition and principle,
F(2, 124)= 5.56, p = .005. Test trial type did not have an effect on BV response, F (1, 124) = 0.453, p = .502. The interactions between test trial type, condition, and principle were
not significant.
For the main effect, children in the BV condition selected
the BV response more than children in the BC condition (MBV
= .67, SDBV = .4, MBC = .23, SDBC = .35, t(20.8) = -5.64, p
< .001, Cohen’s d = 1.17). Post-hoc pairwise comparison
showed that the effect of condition was significant for the
Continuity principle (MBV = .81, SDBV = .34, MBC = .10, SDBC
= .20, t(17.73) = -6.25, p < .001, Cohen’s d = 2.55), the Solidity principle (MBV = .69, SDBV = .36, MBC = .30, SDBC = .33,
t(21) = -2.73, p = .013, Cohen’s d = 1.13), and marginally
significantly for the Contact principle (MBV = .5, SDBV = .3,
MBC = .27, SDBC = .27, t(21.75) = -1.96, p = .063, Cohen’s d
= 0.81).

For the interaction between condition and principle, the BV
response in the BV condition was higher for the Continuity
principle (M = .81, SD = .34) than for the Contact principle
(M = .5, SD = .30), t(21.7) = -2.39, p = .026, Cohen’s d =
0.67.

Stimuli and Procedure The procedure of Experiment 2 was
similar to that of Experiment 1, except that the principles
tested were the Efficiency principle, the Goal principle, and
the Sampling principle. Because each familiarization trial
was longer in Experiment 2 than in Experiment 1, there were
3 familiarization trials, instead of 4, to control for the time
that children spent in the familiarization phase.
Efficiency principle. In the familiarization trials, a dark
grey wall appeared and rotated 180 degrees to show that there
was no hole on the wall. Two agents (i.e., shapes of different
colors with eyes) appeared. The experimenter said, “The red
kid wants to play with the yellow kid.” The red agent went
toward the yellow agent by jumping over the wall. Then, the
wall was moved to the side. The red agent went toward the
yellow agent by taking a straight path (BC condition) or a
jumping path (BV condition) (Figure 5). The goal was a different agent in each trial.

Figure 4: The proportion of trials that children selected the
BV response by condition and principle, in Experiment 1. Error bars represent one standard error of the mean.

Discussion
Taken together, these results suggest that 4- to 6-year-olds
can revise their beliefs about the most fundamental principles
that govern object representation. When given evidence that
supported their prior beliefs, children mostly selected the outcomes that were consistent with the principles. But when
given evidence that violated their prior beliefs, they were
more likely to select the outcomes that were inconsistent with
the principles. Children revised their beliefs about both the
events that are similar to the counterevidence (easy test trials)
and events that are different from the counterevidence (hard
test trials), suggesting that they generalized the revised beliefs to new situations.
Children’s responses were largely consistent across the 3
physical principles. They reliably revised their beliefs for
the Continuity and the Solidity principle when given beliefviolating evidence. For the Contact principle, children were
also more likely to select the BV response after observing
belief-violating evidence (this result is not statistically significant, but the effect size is large).

Experiment 2: Psychological Principles
Method
Participants The same 24 children who participated in Experiment 1 also participated in Experiment 2 in the same
session. The order that they completed the two experiments
were counterbalanced. Children were assigned to different
conditions in Experiment 1 and 2 (e.g., if a child was in the
BV condition in Experiment 1, then she would be in the BC
condition in Experiment 2).
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Figure 5: Events shown in the familiarization trials and test
trials for the Efficiency principle.
In the easy test trials, the red agent went toward a new agent
by jumping over a wall. Then, the wall was moved to the side.
A red path and a blue path indicated the jumping path (the BV
response) and the straight path (the BC response) (Figure 5).
The experimenter said, “The red kid wants to play with the
purple kid. Which path will the red kid take? The red path or
the blue path?”
In the hard test trials, two new agents appeared. The pink
agent went toward the green agent by jumping over the wall.
Then, the wall was moved to the side. Again, children chose
the path that they thought the pink agent would take.
Goal principle. In the familiarization trials, an agent and 2
objects appeared. The agent repeatedly went toward one of
the objects and took the object (e.g., the bear) for a total of 3
times. Then, the two objects switched locations. The agent
either took the new object at the old location (e.g., the soccer
ball) (BV condition) or the old object at the new location

(e.g., the bear) (BC condition) (Figure 6). A different pair of
objects was used in each trial.
In the easy test trials, a new pair of objects appeared. The
same agent repeatedly took one of the objects 3 times. Then
the two objects switched locations. Children were asked,
“Which toy will the pink kid take, the fox or the drum?” The
new object at the old location is the BV response and the old
object at the new location is the BC response.
In the hard test trials, a new agent and a different pair of
objects appeared. The agent repeatedly took the same objects
for 3 times. Then, the two objects switched locations. Again,
children chose the object they thought the agent would take.

In the hard test trials, a new agent sampled 4 objects of the
minority type from a new toy box. Then, one object of each
type appeared, equidistant from the agent. Children chose the
object that they thought the agent liked better.

Figure 7: Events shown in the familiarization trials and test
trials for the Sampling principle.

Results

Figure 6: Events shown in the familiarization trials and test
trials for the Goal principle.
Sampling principle. In the familiarization trials, an agent
and a box of objects appeared. The box contained 7 objects
of one type and 31 objects of the other type. The agent picked
out 4 objects of the minority type from the box and put them
into a small box in front of the agent. Then, one object of each
type appeared, equidistant from the agent. The agent went toward the majority type (BV condition) or the minority type
(BC condition) (Figure 7).
In the easy test trials, the same agent sampled 4 objects of
the minority type from a new toy box. Then, one object of
each type appeared, equidistant from the agent. Children
were asked, “Which toy does the green kid like better, the
green one or the brown one?” The majority type object is the
BV response, and the minority type object is the BC response.
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The proportion of BV response by condition and principle are
shown in Figure 8.
An n-way repeated measure ANOVA was conducted to determine the effects of condition, principle, test trial type and
their interactions on BV response. There was a significant
main effect of condition, F(1, 120)= 28.43, p < .001, as well
as a significant interaction between condition and principle,
F(2, 120)= 7.46, p < .001. Test trial type did not have an effect on BV response, F (1, 124) = 0.582, p = .447. The interactions between test trial type, condition, and principle were
not significant.
For the main effect, children in the BV condition were
more likely to select the BV response than children in the BC
condition (MBV = .72, SDBV = .33, MBC = .4, SDBC = .4, t(19.9)
= 4.10, p < .001, Cohen’s d = 0.87). Post-hoc pairwise comparison showed that the effect of condition was significant for
the Goal principle (MBV = .79, SDBV = .32, MBC = .35, SDBC
= .42, t(20.5) = -2.88, p = .009, Cohen’s d = 1.18), and Sampling principle (MBV = .69, SDBV = .37, MBC = .19, SDBC = .24,
t(12.95) = -3.58, p = .003, Cohen’s d = 1.60), but not significant for the Efficiency principle (MBV = .65, SDBV = .25, MBC
= .65, SDBC = .25, t(22) = 0, p = 1).
For the interaction between condition and principle, BV response in the BC condition was higher for the Efficiency
principle (M = .65, SD = .25) than the Sampling principle (M
= .19, SD = .24), t(21.98) = 4.58, p < .001, Cohen’s d = 1.26,
and marginally significantly higher than the Goal principle

(M = .35, SD = .42), t(17.91) = 2.07, p = .052, Cohen’s d =
0.59.
Lastly, we analyzed the results of Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 to test for any domain differences.
A two-way ANOVA was conducted to determine the effects of condition, domain, and their interaction on BV response. There was a significant effect of condition, F(1, 44)=
47.50, p < .001, and a marginally significant effect of domain,
F(1, 44)= 3.93, p = .054. For the condition effect, BV response was higher in the BV condition than in the BC condition (MBV = .69, SDBV = .18, MBC = .31, SDBC = .21, t(45.28)
= 6.67, p < .001, Cohen’s d = 1.47). For the domain effect,
BV response across both conditions was slightly higher in the
psychological domain (M = .56, SD = .25) than in the physical
domain (M = .45, SD = .29).

Figure 8: The proportion of trials that children selected the
BV response by condition and principle, in Experiment 2. Error bars represent one standard error of the mean.

Discussion
The results from Experiment 2 suggest that 4- to 6-year-olds
can also revise their beliefs about agents when they are shown
counterevidence. Children revised their beliefs about both the
agents shown in the counterevidence (easy test trials) and different agents (hard test trials), suggesting that they were generalizing the revised beliefs to new agents.
For the Goal and the Sampling principle, children reliably
revised their beliefs when given belief-violating evidence.
For the Efficiency principle, children were already selecting
the BV response in more than half of the trials in the BC condition. As a result, their BV response did not increase in the
BV condition compared to the BC condition. This finding
suggests that children may have a weaker prior belief for the
Efficiency principle (i.e., agents choose the most efficient
means to achieve their goals).

experiments, we showed children evidence that either supported or violated these beliefs. We found that children revised their beliefs for most of the principles tested when they
observe multiple pieces of belief-violating evidence, and generalized the revised beliefs to new situations and new agents.
For the Continuity principle, the Solidity principle, the
Goal principle and the Sampling principle, children reliably
revised their beliefs after observing the counterevidence. The
effect of the counterevidence was weaker for the Contact
principle, but the results were in the predicted direction. Interestingly, children might have a weaker prior belief for the
Efficiency principle, and therefore the counterevidence did
not have any effect on their beliefs.
Since the counterevidence was presented through a slide
show on Zoom, and since some of our stimuli resemble cartoon characters, it is possible that children believed that the
events in this slide show did not have to conform to the realworld principles, or that they were interpreting the events as
pretense or fantasy scenarios. In a follow-up study, we are
asking children to explain the belief-violating events at the
end of the study, to assess their interpretation of the evidence.
We also found that children were more likely to choose the
outcomes that violated the principles in the psychological domain than in the physical domain. This might also suggest
that they have weaker prior beliefs for the psychological principles, perhaps because there are more violations of these
principles in the real world. Future research is needed to test
this possibility. In the current experiments, however, to
equate the total time that children spent in the familiarization
phase, we did not control for the number of familiarization
trials that children received in the two experiments. Thus,
children in Experiment 1 received one more piece of evidence
supporting or violating each of the principles, which might
explain the observed domain difference. In the follow-up
study, we are controlling for the number of familiarization
trials instead, in order to test the reliability of this domain difference. In order to more accurately measure the strength of
children’s prior beliefs, we also include a baseline condition
(without the familiarization phase) in the follow-up study.
The present study reports the first systematic investigation
of whether children can revise their earliest and most fundamental beliefs in the physical and psychological domains. We
found that with just a few pieces of counterevidence, children
were able to revise most of these principles. Our study also
revealed intriguing differences across domains and principles, and raise many questions for future studies. For example, we may manipulate the strength of the counterevidence
to see if it increases the proportion of belief-violation responses; we may probe whether there are indeed more violations of some of the principles – contact, efficiency – in the
real world than others, which may make these principles
more probabilistic than others.

General Discussion
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Abstract
The mind readily learns cue-outcome associations where an
object predicts a specific outcome. Previous work suggested
that when multiple objects associated with different outcomes
were jointly presented, the mind made conjunctive predictions
that represented the common property of the associated
outcomes. Using attentional tracking measures, we provided
more evidence for the weighted summation framework when
the conjunctive predictions involved spatial locations
(Experiment 1) or conceptual categories (Experiment 2). Then,
we examined the reverse of conjunction, where participants
were presented with a single object, which is a part of an object
pair that was previously associated with an outcome
(Experiment 3). Rather than making predictions based on
mental operations such as subtraction, we found that
participants’ predictions were purely based on previous
associations. These results together demonstrated the robust
tendency to make conjunctive predictions based on knowledge
of cue-outcome associations.
Keywords: associative learning, conjunctive prediction, visual
search, attention, cursor-tracking

Introduction
It is an important ability to accurately predict the outcome
based on a preceding cue. For example, we automatically step
on the gas pedal after traffic lights turn green, and we brake
immediately after traffic lights go red. The mind readily
learns these cue-outcome associations via mechanisms such
as conditioning (Fanselow & Poulos, 2005; Mackintosh,
1974), associative learning (Le Pelley, 2004), and statistical
learning (Saffran et al., 1996).
An often overlooked question is how the mind makes
predictions in a new situation where the two cues presented
were previously associated with different outcomes. Recent
results suggested that people made conjunctive predictions
rather than disjunctive ones when encountering two cues for
the first time (Yu & Zhao, 2020). Specifically, in a visual
search paradigm, participants first viewed a cue (e.g., a blue
dot) and then searched for a target in an array. Each cue
predicted a specific outcome (e.g., the blue dot meant that the
target would always appear in the top half of the array, and
the red dot meant that the target would always appear in the
left half of the array). After being exposed to the cue-outcome
associations, participants completed a prediction phase where
the two cues were now presented simultaneously, and
participants searched for the target which could appear
anywhere in the array. In other words, the two cues were no
longer predictive of the target location, but the attentional
prioritization of a conjunctive or disjunctive region in the
array would indicate an expectation of the target to appear
there, thus indicating the nature of predictions made by the
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participants. There were three types of locations: conjunctive,
disjunctive, and impossible. The conjunctive location
contained one quadrant and was associated with both of the
presented cues; the disjunctive location contained two
quadrants and was associated with one of the two presented
cues, and the impossible location contained one quadrant and
was associated with neither of the presented cues. Through
three experiments, it was found that search time for the
conjunctive location was reliably faster than that for the
disjunctive and impossible locations.
Such results provided support for the weighted summation
framework (Yu & Zhao, 2020) where participants would
select the overlap of outcomes and thus make conjunctive
predictions when encountering the joint presentation of two
different cues.
An alternative explanation for the faster search time in the
conjunctive location was that when encountering the joint
presentation of two cues (e.g., red and blue dots), participants
processed the two encountered cues one at a time. In this
account, participants were perfectly faithful to the previous
knowledge and made no predictions beyond what they had
previously learned. Specifically, participants would process
one cue first and search for the target based on that cue. When
doing so, they would either first check the conjunctive
quadrant for the target, or one of the disjunctive quadrants
that was associated with this color. If the target was not found
in these two quadrants, participants would then search for the
target in the other disjunctive quadrant that was associated
with the second cue. Based on this strategy, participants
would check the conjunctive location either first or second,
but they would check one of the disjunctive locations third.
Therefore, on average, search time in the conjunctive location
would be faster. Based on the same rationale, if participants
consistently failed to attend to both color cues, and based
their search strategy on only one color, search time in the
conjunctive location would also be faster. This explanation
that participants processed the two cues one at a time could
explain the faster search time in the conjunctive location
without any conjunctive predictions.
One possible method to rule out this alternative explanation
is to track participants’ eye movement and analyze the first
quadrant their eye gaze entered. This is because the first entry
into a quadrant would clearly indicate participants’
predictions about where the target should appear. For a
hypothetical pair of cues such as the blue and red dots, the
blue dot predicted that the target would appear in the top half
of the array, and the red dot predicted the left half of the array.
For trials where participants based their search strategy on
processing the blue dot first, they would on average first enter
the top-right quadrant half of the time to search for the target,

and the top-left quadrant half of the time. Likewise, if they
based search strategy on the red dot first, they would first
enter the top-left quadrant half of the time, and the bottomleft quadrant half of the time. Overall, if participants
processed one color at a time during search, they would first
enter the top-left quadrant (conjunctive location) exactly 50%
of the time. The summed frequency of first entry into the
bottom-left and top-right quadrants (disjunctive locations)
would also be 50% of the time. On the other hand, if
participants predicted that the target would appear in the
conjunctive location (the top-left quadrant), they would first
enter that quadrant more often than their combined first entry
into the disjunctive quadrants.
Using this tracking paradigm, the current study first
replicated the findings in Yu and Zhao (2020) to rule out the
discussed alternative explanations of the original findings
(Experiment1). Additionally, two more important questions
about participants’ predictions can be answered with the
tracking paradigm.
First, in the previously discussed spatial search paradigm,
the conjunction of outcomes (e.g., target in the top-left
quadrant) was already presented to the participants during
exposure. Conjunctive predictions can be generated simply
by selecting from the encountered exemplars that were
associated with the cues. Therefore, Experiment 2 examined
whether conjunctive predictions can be made for conceptual
categories (e.g., a cue predicting large objects, another cue
predicting animate objects), where the abstract conceptual
conjunction (new exemplars of large animate objects) was
never previously seen being associated with the cues.
Second, if predictions are based on selecting the outcome
with the highest probability after weighted summation, then
predictions can also be based on the most probable outcome
after a weighted subtraction. Experiment 3 examined the
possibility of a weighted subtraction.
Due to the pandemic, the tracking measure described in all
experiments here would employ an online BubbleView
technique. The idea for online tracking came from (Kim et
al., 2017, https://bubbleview.namwkim.org/), but we have
coded the tracking paradigm ourselves to fit the requirements
of the current experiments. Specifically, participants viewed
a blurred display of shapes where the location of each shape
was discernible, but the specific identity of each shape was
not. Participants had to first move their cursor to the center of
the screen to activate a red probe circle. They could then
move the probe circle around, and the shapes within the circle
will be fully revealed. The size of the circle was designed so
that the shapes can only be revealed one at a time.

Experiment 1
This experiment aimed to replicate the results of Yu and Zhao
(2020) using a bubble view tracking paradigm.

1 As data were collected online, participants used their own
personal computers to view stimuli. The program detects whether a
mobile device or a computer was used. We only took data when
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Participants
Replicating the original paradigm (Yu & Zhao, 2020), a total
of 60 students (38 female, mean age=21.5 years, SD=2.8)
participated for course credit. All subsequent experiments
followed this sample size.

Stimuli
1

For each trial in the experiment, participants saw one colored
dot first, followed by a search array (Fig. 1). The color dot
could appear in one of four colors (R/G/B): red (255/0/0),
yellow (255/255/0), blue (0/0/255), or grey (192/192/192).
Each dot subtended 2.2° of visual angle. For each search
array following the dot, 16 objects were presented in an
invisible 8-by-8 grid. Each cell in the grid subtended 1.7° of
visual angle. The 8-by-8 grid was divided into four 4-by-4
quadrants, where each quadrant was separated from the
adjacent two quadrants by 2.2° of visual angle. Each quadrant
contained four objects, where no row or column in the
quadrant could be empty.
Out of the 16 objects in each array, 15 were distractors in
“L” shapes, randomly pointing to the left or right. There was
only one target in each array, which was a rotated “T”,
randomly pointing to the left or right. Participants were asked
to find the target “T” and indicate which direction the “T”
was pointing (left or right) by pressing a key on the keyboard,
as quickly and accurately as possible.
For each trial, the color dot was presented on the screen
for 1000ms. Followed by a 1000ms blank screen, the search
array appeared on the screen until response. There was a
1000ms blank screen interval between trials.

Procedure

Fig. 1. Experiment 1 exposure phase. Each color dot predicted the location
of the target in the subsequent search array. In the visual search task,
participants saw the color dot first, and then searched for a target (the rotated
“T”) and judged the direction of target as quickly and accurately as possible.

Participants first completed the exposure phase (Fig. 1).
During exposure, one color dot appeared on the screen at a
time followed by a visual search array. The task employed
viewing from a computer. The stimuli dimensions given below
assumed that the presentation screen is a standard 24-inch LED
monitor with the viewer seated 50cm away.

the bubble view technique described in the introduction. Each
of the four colors was presented for 6 times during exposure,
resulting in a total of 24 trials (the order of the trials was
random). Each color predicted that the target “T” in the
search array always appeared in a unique half of the array (the
top, left, bottom, or right half). For example, after the blue
dot, the target always appeared in the top half of the array.
After the red dot, the target always appeared in the left half
of the array. The target location within each half of the array
was counter-balanced between the two quadrants (e.g.,
counterbalanced between top-left and top-right quadrants for
the top half), and the target location within each quadrant was
randomly determined. The color-location associations were
randomly determined for each participant but remained fixed
throughout the experiment for the participant.
Since the procedures were administered online, the colorlocation associations were made explicit to ensure an
adequate level of association knowledge. Before exposure,
participants were explicitly told about these specific
associations in the instructions. Then, they were tested on
these associations in a multiple-choice format. The test was
administered continuously until perfect accuracy was
reached. Next, the program would start the exposure phase.
Following the exposure, the same test procedures were
administered again to ensure participants’ knowledge of the
color-location associations going into the next phase. This
test procedure was used for all the subsequent experiments.

After exposure, participants completed the prediction
phase (Fig. 2). During this phase, two color dots were
presented at the same time in each trial, followed by a search
array. There were six unique color pairs. Each color pair and
the following search array were presented four times in the
prediction phase in a random order, resulting in 24 trials in
total. Following each pair, the target appeared in the four
quadrants with equal frequency (the top-left, top-right,
bottom-left, and bottom right quadrant). The location of the
target within the quadrant was randomly determined.
Since the target now appeared in the four quadrants with
equal frequency, faster response time in target search in a
given quadrant and first entry into a quadrant to search for the
target would both indicate that the participant prioritized that
quadrant for target search. This would mean that the
participant expected that the target would appear in that
quadrant, suggesting a prediction of where the target would
appear after seeing the two color dots.
Based on the color-location associations during exposure,
there were four types of target location following each pair:
locations consistent with a conjunctive prediction (C),
locations consistent with a disjunctive prediction (D), and the
impossible locations where the target would never appear
based on the prior color-location associations (I). Participants
were only told that they would now see two color dots
appearing simultaneously on the screen before each search
array, after which they would search for the target.

Results and Discussion

Fig. 2. Experiment 1 prediction phase. The four colors were combined
into six color pairs. The pairs were presented first, followed by a search
array. The target appeared in all four quadrants with equal frequency
following each pair. Based on the color-location associations during
exposure, there were four types of target location following each color pair.
These include the locations consistent with a conjunctive prediction (C),
locations consistent with a disjunctive prediction (D), and the impossible
locations (I).
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We first analyzed the responses time (RT) of correct trials in
the prediction phase. We grouped the trials in the prediction
phase into three types: conjunction, disjunction, and
impossible. For the blue and red pair, the blue dot previously
predicted that the target would appear in the top half of the
array and the red dot previously predicted that the target
would appear in the left half of the array. This means that the
top left quadrant was the conjunctive quadrant, the top right
and the bottom left quadrants were the disjunctive quadrants,
and the bottom right quadrant was the impossible quadrant.
Faster RT in the conjunctive quadrant would indicate that
participants expected the target to appear in that quadrant,
suggesting a conjunctive prediction. We plotted the RT in
each location in the prediction phase (Fig. 3).
Since data were collected online, we performed additional
measures to clean up the data. If overall search accuracy in
the prediction phase was below 60%, the data from that
participant would be taken out. The same practice was used
for all subsequent experiments. Using this threshold, we
collected data from 67 participants, and data from 7 of the
participants were taken out. For the remaining participants,
the average accuracy was 96%.
A one-way repeated-measures (location types:
conjunction, disjunction, and impossible) ANOVA revealed
a significant main effect [F(2,118)=4.94, p<.01, ηp2=0.09].
This suggests that participants attended to the four quadrants
differently during the prediction phase. Post-hoc Tukey HSD

tests showed that RT in the impossible trials was reliably
slower than that in the conjunction trials [p=.03].
Importantly, we analyzed the tracking data of correct
trials and computed the location that participants first entered.
Again, using the blue and red pair as an example, if
participants in a trial first entered the top-left quadrant to
search for the target, this would indicate that they made a
conjunctive prediction about the target location. Trials where
the two colors were associated with two non-overlapping
halves (top half and bottom half) were excluded in this
analysis. This is because participants could only enter a
disjunctive quadrant in these trials. As described in the
introduction, this tracking measure was aimed to test the
alternative account where participants might base their search
strategy on processing one color at a time. Also, since some
participants might not base their search strategy on the
exposure color-location associations, especially if they
realized that colors no longer predicted target locations in the
prediction phase. Therefore, the critical comparison to see
whether participants made conjunctive predictions would be
between the frequency of first entry into the conjunctive
quadrant, and the summed frequency of first entry into the
two disjunctive quadrants.

target randomly as the phase progressed. Therefore, we
plotted the time-course of participants’ first entry into
different types of locations (Fig. 3). Using a McNemar’s test,
we found that in the first 6 trials (out of 24), the proportion of
participants who first entered the conjunction location was
higher than those who first entered the disjunction location
(p’s<.05). As time progressed, this proportion lowered. These
time course results suggested that participants initially made
conjunctive predictions, but as they might have realized that
the colors no longer predicted target locations, they started
searching for the target randomly. It should be noted that the
time-course analysis was exploratory, and more thorough
interpretations of these results would be elaborated in
General Discussion.
Overall, these results demonstrated that participants more
frequently searched for the target in the conjunctive location,
ruling out the alternative explanation where participants
might process the two cues one at a time after the joint
presentation of the two cues. This suggested that participants
made conjunctive predictions upon seeing both color cues.

Experiment 2
In Experiment 1, the color cues were associated with the
spatial location of the search target. In Experiment 2, we
aimed to replicate the findings in Experiment 1 using
conceptual combinations. Specifically, the color cues in
Experiment 2 now predicted different categories of images,
and the conjunction of two categories would be represented
by set of new images that were conceptually consistent.

Participants
A new group of 60 students (45 female, mean age=21.3 years,
SD=1.5) participated for course credit.

Stimuli and Procedure

Fig. 3: Experiment 1 results. The response time (RT) for each type of trials
was graphed on the top-left and the average frequency of first entry into the
different types of locations was graphed on the top-right. Note that the
frequency in the disjunctive location (D) is the sum of frequencies for the
two disjunctive quadrants. (Error bar reflect ± 1 SE; *p<.05, ***p<.001). On
the bottom is a trial-by-trial analysis of the first entry into different types of
locations. In a given trial, the proportion of participants who first entered the
conjunction location was plotted in red, the proportion for the disjunction
location in grey, and the proportion for the impossible location in purple.

A one-way repeated-measures (location types:
conjunction, disjunction, and impossible) ANOVA of first
entry frequencies revealed a significant main effect
[F(2,118)=43.46, p<.001, ηp2=0.42]. However, Post-hoc
Tukey HSD tests showed that first entry into the conjunction
location was not reliably more frequent than that for the
disjunction locations [p=.87], while first entry frequency into
the impossible location was reliably lower [p’s<.001].
Nevertheless, there were 24 trials during the prediction
phase, where the colors no longer predicted the target
location. As a result, participants might start searching for the
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The paradigm of Experiment 2 substantially differed from
that of Experiment 1 in the following ways.
First, in the search array following each colored dot,
only four shapes appeared on the screen. Three of the shapes
were rotated “L”s, and one of them was a rotated target “T”.
(Fig. 4). These shapes were blurred, and participants had to
move the cursor to reveal them one at a time. Each shape
appeared on a grayscale image of a certain object. There
were four types of objects: large animate objects, small
animate objects, large inanimate objects, and small
inanimate objects. The images of objects were not blurred,
and were of the same physical size and modified from the
image set from Long, Yu, and Konkle (2018).
Second, during exposure, the color of the preceding dot
predicted the category of images on which the target could
appear. The color was no longer directly associated with the
location of the target. For example, after blue, the target
always appeared on animate objects, which would include
both large and small animate objects (Fig. 4); after yellow,
the target always appeared on large objects, which would
include both large animate and large inanimate objects. The
knowledge of these color-category associations was again

explicit. The locations of the four types of object images
were randomized for each trial, and the specific colorcategory associations were randomized across participants.
Lastly, in the prediction phase that followed the
exposure, participants again saw the joint presentation of
two dots on the screen, followed by the search array (Fig.
4). The color of the dots no longer predicted on which
category of images the target would appear. For each image
pair, there were three image types (conjunction, disjunction,
and impossible) following their joint presentation (Fig. 4).
New images for each category were used. Participants’
response time and cursor movements were again recorded
for analysis. We did not present image pairs that did not
overlap in their associated outcome. For example, blue-red
pair was not presented, because blue and red were
associated with animate and inanimate objects, respectively,
and these two categories had no overlap. This resulted in 4
color pairs, and the target appeared once on each of the four
image types after each color pair, resulting in 16 trials in the
prediction phase.

ANOVA of first entry frequencies revealed a significant main
effect of image types [F(2,118)=25.08, p<.001, ηp2=0.30].
However, Post-hoc Tukey HSD tests showed that first entry
for conjunction images was not reliably more frequent than
that for disjunction images [p=.76] (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5: Experiment 2 results. The response time (RT) for each type of trials
was graphed on the top-left and the average frequency of first entry into the
different types of images was graphed on the top-right (Error bar reflect ± 1
SE; **p<.01, ***p<.001). On the bottom is a trial-by-trial (x-axis) analysis
of the first entry into different types of images.

Fig. 4: Experiment 2 paradigm. During exposure, participants viewed
search arrays following each colored dot. Four shapes (3 “L”s and a target
“T”) appeared on four different types of object images. These shapes were
blurred and participants had to move the cursor to reveal them. Each color
predicted on which category of object images the target would appear.
During the prediction phase, participants again saw the joint presentation of
two colored dots before each search array. The target appeared on all images
with equal frequency. Following each pair of colors, there were three types
of images: conjunction (C), disjunction (D), and impossible (I). Illustrated
here are only examples of possible color-category associations.

We again plotted the time-course of participants’ first
entry into different types of images (Fig. 5). We found that in
trials 2-6 (out of 16), the proportion of participants who first
entered the conjunction image was higher than those who first
entered disjunction images, and this difference was reliable
for trials 3-5 (p’s<.05). As time progressed, this difference
dissipated. These time course results again suggested that
participants initially made conjunctive predictions, but as
they might have realized that the colors no longer predicted
target images, they started searching for the target randomly.
Overall, these results demonstrated that participants
were more likely to search for the target on the conjunctive
images. This suggested that conjunctive predictions can be
made not only for spatial combinations, but also for
conceptual combinations of overlapping categories.

Experiment 3

Results and Discussion
Data from 12 participants were taken out due to low accuracy.
The accuracy of the remaining participants was 99%.
We first analyzed the responses time (RT) of correct trials
in the prediction phase (Fig. 5). A one-way repeatedmeasures (image types: conjunction, disjunction, and
impossible) ANOVA revealed a significant main effect
[F(2,118)=9.20, p<.001, ηp2=0.13]. Post-hoc Tukey HSD
tests showed that RT in the conjunction trials was reliably
faster than that in the disjunction and impossible trials
[p’s<.01].
Then, we analyzed the tracking data of correct trials and
computed the images participants first checked for the target.
Again, for the blue and yellow pair, if participants first
checked the large animate image to search for the target, this
would indicate that they made a conjunctive prediction about
the target appearance. A one-way repeated-measures
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The previous two experiments employed RT measures as
well as attention tracking analyses. Consistent with Yu and
Zhao (2020), the results showed that participants made
conjunctive predictions that represented the overlap of the
outcomes associated with the two joint cues. Experiment 3
examined the reverse of such conjunction. That is, after
learning that two joint cues were associated with an outcome,
what do people predict when seeing one of the cues alone?

Participants
60 students (38 female, mean age=20.2 years, SD=2.5)
participated for course credit.

Stimuli and Procedure
The stimuli and procedure in the experiment were mostly
the same as those in Experiment 1, except for two important
differences.

First, during the exposure, participants saw paired colored
dots presented jointly on the screen. The same four colors
were used, and grouped into two pairs. The target search task
was the same following each pair. The two color pairs
predicted that the target would appear in two non-overlapping
halves of the screen (e.g., if the blue-red pair predicted the
top half, then the yellow-grey pair predicted the bottom half).
During exposure, there were trials with single dots as well. A
single dot was randomly selected from each pair, and it
predicted that the target would appear in a quadrant that was
a subset of its color pair’s association. For example, after blue
and red, the target always appeared on the top of the array; so
after blue, the target would always appear in the top-left/topright quadrant of the array. Each color pair and single dot was
presented 10 times, resulting in 40 trials. The knowledge of
the color-location associations was again explicit. The order
of the color pair and single dot trials was randomized.

Fig. 6. Experiment 3 paradigm. During exposure, a color pair predicted
that the target would appear in one half of the array (e.g., blue-red predicted
the top half). There were two pairs in total, and the other pair predicted a
non-overlapping half (e.g., the bottom half). A single colored dot from each
color pair predicted that the target would appear in a quadrant, which is a
subset of its pair’s associated location (e.g., blue predicted the top-left
quadrant). During the prediction phase, the other single color from each pair
(e.g., red) was presented alone, and the target appeared in all four quadrants
with equal frequency following the single color. For red, it was not
associated with the bottom half during exposure, making the bottom half the
impossible location (I). The top-left quadrant was associated with red
through the blue-red pair, making it the associated location (A). The topright was also associated with the blue-red pair, but not blue alone. So if
blue’s associated outcome was subtracted from blue-red pair’s associated
outcome, participants would predict the target to appear in the top-right
quadrant, making the top-right the subtracted location (S).

Next, during the prediction phase, the other single colored
dot from each pair was presented on the screen. These were
the single dots that were never presented alone during
exposure. Again, following each single dot, the target
appeared in all four quadrants once, resulting in 8 trials in
total. There were three types of locations (Fig. 6). Take the
red color, the bottom half was never associated with the bluered pair, so it would be the impossible location (I). Both the
top-left and top-right quadrants were associated the blue-red
pair during exposure, but blue alone was associated with the
top-left quadrant. So if participants subtracted blue’s
associated outcome from the pair’s associated outcome, they
would predict that the target should appear in the top-right
quadrant. Therefore, the top-left quadrant would be the
subtracted location (S). The remaining top-left quadrant was
the associated location (A), since it was associated with both
the red-blue pair and blue alone during exposure.

Results and Discussion
Data from 6 participants were taken out due to low overall
accuracy. The resulting accuracy was 98%.
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As before, we analyzed RT of correct trials in the prediction
phase (Fig. 7). Take the red dot for example, if RT was faster
in the top-right quadrant (location S) than the other quadrants,
it would indicate that participants made a prediction based
subtracting blue’s associated outcome from the blue-red
pair’s associated outcome. If RT was not different in the topright (location S) and top-left (location A) quadrants, this
would suggest that participants made predictions based all
outcomes that were previously associated with the blue-red
pair. A one-way repeated-measures ANOVA revealed a main
effect of location type [F(2,118)=9.17, p<.001, ηp2=0.13].
Post-hoc Tukey HSD tests showed that the only difference in
RT was that RT in the impossible location was reliably
slower than that in the subtracted location (S) or the
associated location (A) [p’s<.01].
Then, we analyzed the tracking data of correct trials and
computed the locations participants first searched for the
target. There were two impossible quadrants (I), and for each
participant, we took the mean frequency of first entry into the
two quadrants rather than the sum. Then, this frequency was
averaged across participants. This differed from how we
computed frequency for the disjunction location in
Experiment 1, because the impossible locations were never
associated with any color. A one-way repeated-measures
ANOVA of first entry frequencies revealed a significant main
effect of location types [F(2,118)=11.17, p<.001, ηp2=0.17].
Again, post-hoc Tukey HSD tests showed that the only
difference was that frequency in the impossible location was
reliably lower than that in the subtracted location (S) or the
associated location (A) [p’s<.01].
Overall, these results suggested that participants’
predictions were based on associations learned during
exposure, but their predictions were not based on subtracting
single color’s associated outcome from the corresponding
color pair’s associated outcome.

Fig. 7: Experiment 3 results. The RT for each type of trial was graphed on
the left, the frequency of entry into the three types of locations was graphed
at the center, and on the right is a trial-by-trial analysis of the first entry into
different types of location. (Error bar reflect ± 1 SE; **p<.01, ***p<.001).

General Discussion
In this study, we examined how predictions were made in the
presence of two objects that were associated with two
different outcomes. Using a visual search paradigm, unique
colors or color pairs predicted a specific location of the target
in the search array (Experiments 1 and 3) or they predicted
target appearance on a specific category of images
(Experiment 2) in the exposure phase. In the prediction phase,
we examined where the target was expected to appear when
two colored dots (Experiments 1 and 2) or a single dot
(Experiment 3) were presented to participants for the first

time. Importantly in the prediction phase, the target appeared
in any location or on any image with equal frequency.
Based on the speed of visual search (RT), as well tracking
participants’ cursor movement to see where they first
searched for the target, we found that participants were more
likely to search for the target in the conjunctive
location/image than the disjunction locations/images or the
impossible location/image. These results suggested that
participants made conjunctive predictions that represented
the overlap of the outcomes associated with the two cues.
This was not strictly a rational prediction upon seeing the two
joint cues because there was no prior trials or instructions
indicating that conjunctive predictions should be made. This
meant that the prioritization of the conjunctive location over
the disjunctive locations in the search task occurred without
prior experience or instructions.
It should be noted that in the experiments reported here,
participants received explicit instructions about the colorlocation associations. Therefore, when encountering the joint
presentation of color cues, participants’ search strategy may
have been more affected by explicit knowledge.
Nevertheless, this possibility does not alter the way the
current results should be interpreted. This is because if
participants were faithfully basing their judgement on the
knowledge of color-location associations during exposure,
the summed frequency of first entry into the disjunctive
location should be the same as the frequency of first entry
into the conjunctive location. This possibility was discussed
in the introduction. Instead, we found that participants
searched for the target in the conjunctive location more
frequently. This meant that participants’ search strategy
deviated from the color-location associations during
exposure and suggested that they made conjunctive
predictions. Such conjunctive predictions were incidental,
since participants were never told to make any predictions
beyond exposure-phase knowledge, nor were there any
previous examples of target appearance in the conjunctive
location. Exploring such incidental predictions was the focus
of the current research, rather than finding out whether or not
such predictions were based on the explicit knowledge of
cue-outcome associations.
The reverse of this conjunctive prediction was a subtractive
prediction. Whether participants would make subtractive
predictions was directly examined in Experiment 3.
Specifically, during exposure, a color pair (e.g., AB)
predicted an outcome, and a single color (e.g., A) from that
pair predicted a subset of that outcome. Then in the prediction
phase, we found that when seeing the other color presented
alone (e.g., B), participants did not subtract the single-color
(A) outcome from the outcome of the AB pair. Rather,
participants predicted the outcome of B to be anything that
was previously associated with AB. This suggested that when
encountering the novel occurrence of predictive cues (e.g.,
seeing B alone), participants’ predictions were likely nondeliberate and only based on previous associations.
It should be noted that conclusions for Experiments 1 and
2 were drawn from the prediction phase time-course data.
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This was because the colors no longer predicted target
location in the prediction phase, and knowledge from
exposure would go through extinction as time progressed.
But the timeline of extinction was not directly measured, so
the time-course analyses were exploratory. A better way to
examine conjunctive predictions is to reduce the effect of
extinction. This could be done by reducing the color-location
associations to a percentage significantly lower than 100%.
Indeed, recent results show that when the association strength
was lowered to reduce extinction in prediction phase, first
entry into the conjunctive location was reliably more frequent
than that in the disjunctive location (Yu & Zhao, in prep).

Fig. 7: First entry results for Yu and Zhao (in prep). The frequency of
first entry into the three types of locations was graphed on the left, and on
the right is a trial-by-trial (x-axis) analysis of the first entry into different
types of location. (Error bar reflect ± 1 SE; ***p<.001).

In conclusion, the current results suggested that in the
presence of multiple predictors, knowledge of cue-outcome
associations guides predictions about the outcomes in a
conjunctive fashion.
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Abstract

an eye towards their future implementation in human-robot
interactions.

In this study, we explicitly code and study the social, referential, and pragmatic features of gaze in human-human spontaneous dyadic interaction, providing novel observations that
can be executed in a machine in order to improve multimodal
human-agent dialogue. Gaze is an important non-verbal social signal that contains attentional cues about where to look
and provides information about others’ intentions and future
actions. In this work, various types of gaze behaviour are annotated in detail along with speech to explore the meaning of
temporal patterns in gaze cues and their co-relations. Considering that 80% of the total stimuli perceived by the brain is
visual, gaze behaviour is complex and challenging; hence, implementing human-human gaze cues to an avatar/robots could
improve human-agent interaction and make it more natural.
Keywords: Gaze; Human-Robot Interactions; Multimodal Dialogue; Annotation; Attention

Importance of Gaze Interaction in Dialogue

Introduction
Humans use gaze as a communicative signal in face-to-face
interaction, and social gaze can be interpreted as communicative by observers. Humans have an unique ability, beyond that
of non-human primates, to interpret others’ attention through
eye gaze (Emery, 2000). However, interactions with avatars
and robots do not make full use of these cues.
Humans perceive robots differently from how they perceive other humans – even though robots cue higher-order
responses to gaze, they do not trigger the face-specific pathways at very short timescales (Admoni & Scassellati, 2012;
Ragni & Stolzenburg, 2015). However, it is also important to
interpret and produce interactional cues, such as using gaze
to indicate next speaker or a desire to take the next turn. Ho
et al. (2015) established that gaze can be used to signal the
beginning and end of a speaking turn in social interaction.
To establish more natural dialogues with humans, a conversational agent’s ability to direct attention to the most appropriate target in a multimodal interaction is important (Norris,
2004). Bousmalis et al. (2009) presented cues such as head
nodding and smiles, and Hunyadi (2019) used gestures but
did not include gaze while investigating the temporal patterns
of non verbal cues to study agreement and disagreement.
Additionally, gaze aversions that may be intentionally expressive and designed to communicate thoughtfulness, are
much more of a challenge to interpret (or produce) by
avatars/robots (Andrist, Tan, Gleicher, & Mutlu, 2014). In
the current research, we explore the social, referential and
pragmatic aspects of gaze in human-human interaction with
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Many of the difficulties in interacting with robots/avatars
have been attributed to the “uncanny valley” effect which hypothesizes that there is a relationship between the degree of
an object’s resemblance to a human being and the emotional
response to it (Mori, 2020). Several studies have been working on finding approaches that overcome the “uncanny valley” effect, but the focus on the appearance of a robot leaves
a missing part that is the influence of non-verbal behaviour.
Thepsoonthorn et al. (2021) conducted an experiment to
determine the relationship between the perceived humanlikeness of a robot and participants’ affinity towards it. Participants were asked to interact with a robot with different
non-verbal behaviours ranging from no non-verbal behaviour
(speaking only) to a model capable of gaze, head-nodding,
and gestures. Results showed that for fixation duration there
was a biphasic relationship between affinity and human likeness, with the longest fixation durations observed when the
robot expressed non-verbal behaviours.
Terzioğlu et al. (2020) showed improvement in likeability and perceived sociability by using interactive gaze cues
alone. Hence, in the design of social robots or understanding
of human-robot interactions, the multifaceted robotic visual
perception understanding of how to (and how not to) use social cues such as gaze becomes increasingly important.

Human-Robot Gaze Interaction
Chevalier et al. (2019) showed human and robot faces as stimuli to participants and demonstrated higher gaze attention for
human faces compared to robot faces. These were paralleled
by attention processes obtained from (Wykowska, Wiese,
Prosser, & Müller, 2014) event-related potentials (ERP’s) of
Electroencephalography (EEG) as well as functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (Ozdem et al., 2017). These prior
findings indicated that the observed critical behavioural difference is mirrored by differential patterns of activation in
the bilateral anterior temporo-parietal junction (TPJ) which is
typically involved in attentional reorienting as well as mentalizing. It is important to note that the perceptional difference
is because of lower gaze-cueing rather than the appearance of
the robot itself.

Figure 1: Speech and Gaze Annotation Labels
Despite, the development of the new generation perception
devices such as Kinect and gaze control systems implemented
on a FACE humanoid social robot, which also included multimodal features like field of view, proxemics, verbal and nonverbal cues from the environment, the robot still does not direct its gaze appropriately and lacks the gaze-coordination required for smooth interaction (Zaraki, Mazzei, Giuliani, & de
Rossi, 2014).
Yun (2016) proposed a hybrid approach, a computational
model for selecting a suitable interlocutor for robots containing gaze control and perceptual measures for social cues in a
multiparty situation. Physical space and conversational intimacy were the two factors that were added to the model calculation for controlling for the social gaze control effect. Although some research has been done to understand the attention processes and their implementation in smart devices, the
effects of temporal difference between gaze cues such as joint
attention, mutual attention, referential attention, gaze aversion and gaze transition in social setting of spontaneous interactions has not been studied before (Khan, Li, & Réhman,
2016).

4. What are the qualitative and quantitative findings that could
help build a better gaze system in avatars/robots?

Data
This multi-modal and multi-focal corpus contains twenty four
videos of dyads tasting eight samples of hummus and rating
them together in a single questionnaire. Participants were
staff at the Good Housekeeping Institute (a consumer product testing organisation in the UK 1 ) and are familiar with
one another. The dyads were seated at right angles, each directly facing an HD camcorder, and each wore unidirectional
microphones (see Figure 1). The data contains explicit information of social and referential gaze since the dialogue is
open ended and task requires joint attention while performing
the task. During the session, participants tasted and judged
each product’s appearance, aroma, flavour and texture, then
provided a rating and described the product in three words
by discussing with each other and coming to an agreement.
Hummus was rated on a 9-point Hedonic scale ranging from
dislike extremely to like extremely. Each session lasted for
about 20-30 minutes.

Research Questions
1. Are there specific gaze patterns pertaining to different
speech acts, and what influences them?
2. What are the temporal patterns of gaze, and what do they
look like?
3. Can gaze inform or predict speech, and how does speech
influence gaze?
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Annotation
We used ELAN 5.7 (Berez, 2007) to annotate the speech and
gaze for four sessions from the GHI corpus (see figure 1,
(Somashekarappa, Howes, & Sayeed, 2020)).
1 https://www.goodhousekeeping.com/uk/the
-institute/

Figure 2: Excerpt 1

Gaze Annotation
Gaze was annotated according to the below schema:
1. Referential gaze (P1, P2) is gaze directed at an object or a
location in space. Gaze information of each participant was
annotated in separate tiers, as P1 and P2 (Participant1 and
Participant2). The labels were the objects in their shared
visual field such as bowl of hummus (H), Questionnaire
(Q), breadstick (B), etc., or a location in space (Z).
2. Joint attention (JA) is sharing attention focus on a common object (Mundy, 2017). This tier was generated by
temporal and object overlap of the P1 and P2 tiers.
3. Gaze1 and Gaze2 (G1, G2): For each participant, these
encoded times they were looking at their partner.
4. Mutual attention (MA) is nothing but eye contact, it occurs when the gaze of both conversationalists is drawn to
each other’s face or eyes (Argyle, Cook, & Cramer, 1994).
Mutual Attention is obtained by temporal overlap in G1
and G2.
5. Gaze aversions are the shifts in the the main direction of
gaze that is away from the partner’s face (Korkiakangas,
2018). This was obtained by lack of overlap in G1 and G2.
This denoted P1 looking at P2, while P2 was looking at
something else, and vice versa.

Analysis
We conducted a post-annotation qualitative and quantitative
analysis. For qualitative measurement, we considered the onset and offset of gaze in relation to speech, and the numbers
for quantitative analysis were exported directly from ELAN.

Qualitative analysis
The qualitative data contains excerpts (see figure 2) of speech
segments from ELAN. As shown in figure 1 the speech information of each participant is followed by gaze tiers.
Pragmatic gaze assessment during disagreement
We assessed how the shifting of gaze on the partner helped
to check if the statement made was being accepted or not.
Excerpt 1.1: referring to the appearance of the hummus
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P2: it’s got little speckles in it as well
P1: —————- H ——————P2: —————- H ——————P1: yeah, oh I put like things like that
P1: — H — P2 —- MA —————–
P2: —– H ——–MA———————
P2 : do you like things like that
P1: —- MA ——- P2———–
P2: —–MA —— H————P1 : added seasoning, herbs, you?
P1: ———– P2———————–
P2: ————– H———————
P2 : I’m not so sure cause I don’t know
P1: ——–P2 ——— Q———————
P2: ——— H——– Q———————When P2 says “it’s got little speckles in it as well”, the
gaze attention of both P1 and P2 is on the hummus, as they
are evaluating its appearance. In the next utterance, P1 responds in favour of the appearance, during which their gaze
transitions to their partner. Their partner shows understanding by reciprocating the gaze, leading to the establishment
of Mutual Attention by the end of P2’s utterance. This is
followed by P2 asking a question to re-assess P1’s opinion,
and here we can see that P1 continues to look at P1, but P2’s
gaze shifts back to the hummus, in an example of active gaze
avoidance during disagreement. P1 pursues a verbal answer
by asking “you?”, while still maintaining their gaze on their
partner, which changes to looking at the questionnaire after
obtaining a negative response from P2, whose gaze attention
has either been on the hummus or the questionnaire, avoiding
looking at P1.
This is one of many examples that suggests that gaze can
reveal information pertaining to negation or disagreement
well before declaring it verbally.
Pragmatic gaze assessment during agreement
Excerpt 1.2: referring to the texture of the hummus
P1: plain
P1: —- Q —P2: —- H —P2: yeah, its pretty normal isn’t it

P1: — Q ———- MA ——— Q —–
P2: — H ———- MA ———- Q —P2 : do you like things like that
P1: —- MA ——- P2———–
P2: —–MA —— H————P1 : yeah
P1: — Q —P2: — Q —-

speech? If there is no speech then does that mean that there
is no shift in gaze at all? Here is an example of one such
phenomenon:
Excerpt 4: gaze shift in the absence of speech
P1: —-Q———-H——–B————–H——
P2: —Q———H——–Q——B——H———

While discussing about the texture of the hummus, P1 says
“plain”, where the gaze attention of P1 is on the questionnaire and P2 on the hummus. Right before P2 utters “yeah,
its pretty normal isn’t it”, gaze attention is on the partner and
P2 looks at P1. It is followed by an agreeing utterance from
P1 “yeah”. This excerpt shows that mutual gaze was established which reveals information about agreement well before
declaring it verbally.
Gaze Check
Excerpt 2: tasting the hummus
P1 : feel a bit of pepper in there
P1 : ——-H————P2———P2 : ——-H————————P2 : Um-m
P1 : –P2–Q–
P2 : —-H—–

P1’s gaze attention follows P2’s just 2 ms after P2 looks
at the Questionnaire. Once P2’s attention is on Hummus,
approximately 3 ms later, P1 joins again before looking
at the breadstick. P2 briefly focuses on the questionnaire
before joining P1, and when P2 shifts gaze, P1 continues
to join. This is a very interesting pattern seen consistently
throughout the experiment, where the overlap occurs just a
few milliseconds before joint attention.
Referential gaze
Excerpt 5: reaching for a breadstick

In excerpt 2, the gaze from the joint attention of P1 shifts
to P2 before completing the sentence, representing a “Gaze
Check” phenomenon. Here, P2 still continues to look at the
hummus while responding. But P1’s attention shifts from P2
to a different entity after receiving agreement in response.

P1 : okay breadstick
P1 :——-B————P2 :———–Q———P2 : sure here it is
P1 :—-B————P2 :—-B————P2 : do you mind my hands on it
P1 :————B——————–
P2 :————B——————–

Gaze Prediction
Excerpt 3: rating the hummus
P1 : like it moderately
P1 : —-Q——-P2——P2 : ———H————
P2 : yeah I would say like it moderately
P1 : —-P2—————H——————P2 : ——————Q———————This is another example of ‘Gaze Check’ from P1 to understand if P2 agrees to rate the hummus, “like moderately”. Another important observation is that the gaze shift of P1 after
looking at P2, is toward the object that P2 has fixated on for
the entire duration when P1 was looking at P2. This type of
gaze attention could further help in predicting the next movement of gaze towards the intended object of interest without
any assistance from speech.
Overlapping Gaze Transition
The P1 and P2 tiers give us most of the gaze information
of each participant except Mutual Attention and attention
on the partner. It is interesting to think about what factors
might influence the subsequent gaze shift. Does it depend on
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The example above explains how speech can influence
gaze transition. Particular speech utterances especially ones
mentioning the objects in the shared space drives gaze attention to the particular object away from the initial point of interest. For example, the phrase “okay breadstick”, shifted the
gaze of the partner to look away towards the location of the
bowl containing breadsticks. These would enable gaze prediction based on referential speech and gaze attention. It is
also important to note that P1 looked at the breadstick before
verbally uttering the word.

Quantitative Analysis

The number of times the variables were annotated for different conditions is noted here. The total annotated data (Table 1) contains approximately 45 minutes (2700 seconds) of
8 participants in pairs, and the annotation comprises of 1,700
spontaneous speech utterances and 2,300 annotations for various types of gaze. A total of five dependant variables were
measured across various gaze behaviours.

Table 1: Annotations summary. The tiers are Speech (S),
Gaze at partner (G), Participants referential gaze (P), Mutual
Attention (MA), Joint Attention (JA). The minimum, maximum, mean and total duration are in seconds
Tier
S
G
P
MA
JA

Duration of annotations
Min Max Mean Total
%
0.15 3.98 0.97 271.61 24.97
0.27 4.90 1.44 48.55 4.29
0.17 20.83 2.98 527.62 41.84
0.41 2.73 1.09 17.66 1.99
0.15 20.43 2.90 379.56 32.08

Number of
annotations
1706
269
1529
51
519

2700 seconds). Looking at the partner eye-to-eye for an extended amount of time can lead to an uncomfortable situation.
This could result in the participants spending the least amount
of time making eye contact and avoiding uncomfortable eye
contact, which could be defined as “eerie mutual attention”.
This is a novel observation that needs to be taken into consideration while improving gaze interaction in robots.
Individual Attention The attention on the partner while the
partner looked somewhere else accounted for 4.29% (see row
G in table 1), for which the annotation duration was 48.5 seconds (of 2700 seconds). Mutual attention where the participants looked at each other was notably rare in the data.

As shown in Table 1, the fewest gaze annotations (51)
were coded in mutual attention (MA), with most in referential gaze (P: 1529). Interestingly, when we look at the total annotation duration for each individual compared to their
partner, although there is an extremely high correlation between the amount of speech of each participant in a dyad
(r = 0.97, p < 0.001) and the amount of gaze at reference objects between participants (r = 0.96, p < 0.001), showing the
symmetry of the task, there is no such correlation between
participants gaze patterns to each other (r = −0.02). There
were also no correlations between amount of speaking and
gaze at partner (self; r = 0.009 or other; r = 0.002).
Fixation Duration The duration of fixation is the total
amount of time participants looked at different entities. Data
from the separate tiers of Speech and Gaze were combined.
Hence, all eight participants devoid of their interaction partner were taken into account to measure the co-relation between different entities.
Joint Attention For Joint attention, minimum and maximum fixation durations were under 2 miliseconds to 20 seconds with a mean of 2.9 seconds. Another aspect here is that
the joint attention on one particular object did not last long
(avg 2.9 sec); instead, there was a constant gaze transition
and interaction with the surroundings. Overall the total annotation duration was approximately 380 seconds (out of 2700).
This showed that the participants spent nearly as much time
(JA) looking at the same object together, as they did looking
at objects their partner was not looking at (P, 527 seconds)
with equivalent average durations, showing how coordination
of gaze is critical in a task requiring coordination with a partner in other respects, such as coordinating on which aspect of
the task was being undertaken on a moment to moment basis.
Mutual Attention Duration of mutual attention accounted
for as little as 0.4 seconds to 2.7 seconds. On average participants looked at each other for approximately one second
at a time which is extremely short compared to Joint Attention (JA) or Gaze at the partner (G). In total, the annotation duration on Mutual attention was only 17.6 seconds (of
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Discussion
Our annotated data, a detailed coding of gaze in conversation,
adds another dimension in understanding multimodal dyadic
interaction, showing that gaze is a complex non-verbal mechanism that still follows a very coordinated pattern in interaction upon analysis. These patterns are especially evoked
in social and referential scenarios (Somashekarappa et al.,
2020). Gaze behaviours shift in split seconds; researchers
have been able to study these behaviours through psychological techniques, but without large amounts of observational
data.
The partner establishes mutual gaze before making remarks. But while denying or not sharing the same opinion as
the partner, the gaze is in the shared environment as noted in
Excerpt 1, Similar pattern was observed across scenarios pertaining to agreement/disagreement scenarios. This hypothesis of existence of a unique correlation between gaze patterns,
is seconded by Grynszpan and Nadel (2015).
Gaze cueing influences joint attention, but during verbal
interaction, joint attention can occur simultaneously without
the influence of a verbal utterance, as reported in this paper; this could be due to the development of social cognition
(Beaudoin & Beauchamp, 2020). Considering the task required coordination, the maximum gaze duration during the
session was spent in Joint attention, but interestingly, on average, each of these fixations lasted for about 2.9 seconds.
The gaze-shifts from one object to another is quick and is not
directly influenced by other factors such as speech. From a
conversational robotics perspective, short duration fixations
in robotic gaze could in turn make interaction more natural.
Eye gaze signals reduce cognitive effort and balance attention with intimacy when the speaker wants to maintain or
relinquish the floor and the gaze aversions we observe (lack
of overlap between G1 and G2) signal cognitive effort that is
looking away or toward the speaker while beginning to answer a question depending on whether they were in agreement or not, which in turn, suggests that these gaze aversions
are influenced by the purpose of the direction shift (Andrist
et al., 2014).
Gaze-following without speech relies on following the motion based on observation of static stimuli, but it acts differ-

ently during dialogue acts (Shepherd, 2010). As noted in Excerpt 4, gaze transition occurs a few seconds before the actual implication of movement because of the added assistance
from the speech stimuli. As reported by Admoni and Scassellati (2012) people can process gaze information, such as
direction, really quickly, as shown in overlapping gaze transition (see qualitative analysis). Interactive eye gaze improves
fluency and smooths task performance and subjective experience.
Establishing mutual attention can assist in reducing pragmatic overload in perceiving cues (Zhang, Beskow, & Kjellström, 2017). However, in our study mutual attention gaze
occurrences are the least common, even though they still act
as powerful conversational reinforcements.
Peoples’ personalities can also affect gaze duration in a
conversation. People are more likely to speak when their conversation partner looks at them more often (Vertegaal & Ding,
2002). The interpersonal dynamics between partners i.e the
familiarity is correlated to the amount of mutual gaze not only
on each partner’s individual gaze behaviour.
From an adaptive evolutionary perspective, attending
where others attend can provide information about behaviourally relevant events in the surroundings, particularly
action plans, intentions and successive action plans, through
the means of joint attention (Shuai, 2012).

Conclusion and Future Work
Detailed gaze annotation helps to unearth hidden layers in
human interactions which can further help build automated
dialogue systems. For future work, inter-rater reliability will
be measured for all the videos that are annotated by the first
author followed by automatic annotation of the manuallycoded data will be conducted which would allow us to expand the corpus for multimodal interactions. The rapid advancements in the field of robotic technologies increases the
importance of social robots that are built for interacting with
people and are designed for various contexts such as therapy, education, and industrial applications. Depending on the
degree to which they would need the autonomous capacity
to display socially acceptable behaviour for human comfort,
the results of this paper can lead to the implementation of
gaze cues in avatars/robots such as Furhat (Domingo, GómezGarcı́a-Bermejo, & Zalama, 2021).
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Abstract
Despite recent progress in promoting gender equality, gender
bias continues to post challenges to women’s career advancement. Here, we use a statistically grounded framework to investigate how face-based social perception may contribute to
gender biases in political and job application settings. By analyzing a large face dataset and performing a novel behavioral
experiment, we find that: 1) female faces exhibit stronger anticorrelation between perceived trustworthiness and dominance,
2) this anti-correlation is due to distinct sets of facial features
humans utilize to assess female and male faces for trustworthiness and dominance, 3) perceived dominance positively contributes to social decision preferences for female faces, contrary to prior suggestions that perceived dominance affects female candidates negatively, and 4) the anti-correlated perception of trustworthiness and dominance put females at a disadvantage in competitive environments. More generally, our
findings reveal the important role of face-based trait perceptions underlying gender biases in social decision making.
Keywords: face perception, facial features, gender, dominance, trustworthiness, social decision making

Introduction
The year of 2021 marks a significant year for women in politics in the U.S., with the first female Vice President elected
and at least 142 women holding seats in the current Congress.
Despite an increase in the number of female politicians in the
office, gender bias continues to pose challenges to women’s
career advancement in politics and other workplace settings.
Women are still underrepresented in leadership positions and
facing higher obstacles than men. Female candidates are often held to a different standard from male candidates: they
have been reported to receive systematically more negative
media coverage than their male counterparts (Meco, 2019),
and are considered as less suitable despite similar credentials
(Paul & Smith, 2008).
Interestingly, gender differences appear to reflect subjective biases rather than factual differences. Reports show that
in the 2016 U.S. presidential election, Democratic nominee
Hillary Clinton’s was most criticized for being “too ambitious”, “overly dominant”, and more “untrustworthy” and
“deceitful” than her male opponent, Donald Trump, despite a
lack of factual evidence of their honesty levels (Foran, 2016).
A number of psychological studies suggests that only female candidates are penalized when perceived as dominant
or power-seeking (Williams & Tiedens, 2016; Okimoto &
Brescoll, 2010), a social dilemma known as the “backlash effects” (Rudman, Moss-Racusin, Phelan, & Nauts, 2012) for
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females who violate prescriptive stereotypes of femininity.
While a number of studies have examined social impressions
and perceptual judgments as important factors underlying the
gender bias in politics and workplace, few have tried to explain the phenomenon by considering the explicit role of face
perception (Oh, Buck, & Todorov, 2019), a natural process
humans use to form impressions about strangers since ancient
times (Todorov, Olivola, Dotsch, & Mende-Siedlecki, 2015).
Humans form rapid social impressions about other people’s characters, such as trustworthiness, dominance, attractiveness, and competence, based on face appearance within
as short as 100 milliseconds of exposure (Willis & Todorov,
2006). Although the accuracy of face-based social trait impressions is hotly debated (Todorov et al., 2015), humans
heavily rely on these superficial judgments in many important social decisions (Todorov et al., 2015). For example,
in politics and business, perceived competence, dominance,
sociability, and trustworthiness are shown to be reliable predictors for an individual’s electoral and employment success (Todorov et al., 2015; Olivola, Funk, & Todorov, 2014;
Olivola & Todorov, 2010). It is also found that trustworthylooking faces are more likely to attract investments and are
less likely to be convicted on criminal trials (Olivola et al.,
2014). Altogether, the social significance of face-based perception has the potential to provide novel insights into the
nature of gender biases in social decisions.
Previous research has looked at the gender differentiation
in perceived trustworthiness and dominance and how they
affect the general likability of a face (Sutherland, Young,
Mootz, & Oldmeadow, 2015). Trustworthiness and dominance facial dimensions are believed to be parallel to the
warmth and competence dimensions, which are the basis
for gender stereotyping (Cuddy, Fiske, & Glick, 2008). It
has been shown that dominant-looking female faces are less
preferred than both the less dominant female faces and the
dominant-looking male faces (Cuddy et al., 2008). Furthermore, trustworthy-looking male faces are evaluated more
positively than trustworthy-looking female faces. While this
perceptual bias against female faces is consistent with the
“backlash effects” towards counter-stereotypical women in
the political scenario studies, a formal explanation of why
only females suffer from violating stereotypical traits in important social scenarios is needed.
In this paper, we assess the nature of gender biases in pol-

Figure 1: Correlations between dominance and trustworthiness ratings for 307 female faces (left) and 290 male faces (right)
from the Chicago Face Database (CFD).
itics and competitive workplace, by investigating which parts
of the process of social perception of faces are responsible for
creating the discrepancy. In particular, we use a formal computational model to examine how social perception of faces
may contribute to gender biases in social decision making.
Here, we take a statistical approach to model faces as points
in a vector space, the “face space”, using a computer vision
algorithm known as Active Appearance Model (Cootes, Edwards, & Taylor, 2001) (AAM, see Methods), and we use
a regression model to find the linear combination of facial
features that best predict human judgments for individual social traits (Guan, Ryali, & Yu, 2018). Assuming that facedbased judgment of both trustworthiness and dominance are
contributing factors for relative preference in political and
workplace scenarios, we propose that the overall likability of
a face is linearly dependent on the predictive perceived trustworthiness and dominance of the face, with two coefficients
for each term. The predictive trustworthiness and dominance
are assumed to each be a linear transformation of the face
vector. Based on this framework, we propose two hypotheses
at the level of face processing to explain why only preferences for female faces suffer from an increased perception of
dominance.
The first hypothesis (H1) assumes that both trustworthiness and dominance contribute positively to political and job
preference for female faces, but female faces are less likely
to be perceived as both trustworthy and dominant compared
to male faces. Under this hypothesis, two competing subhypotheses are proposed to explain female disadvantages.
The first sub-hypothesis (H1a) assumes that humans use a
common criteria for judging dominance and trustworthiness
in both male and female faces, but this process somehow creates a representation that is naturally disadvantageous for female faces, because e.g. the female face distribution is such
that it is less likely to be assessed as both trustworthy and
dominant, compared to the male face distribution.
In contrast, the second sub-hypothesis (H1b) states that humans use different criteria (i.e. different sets of facial fea-
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tures) for male and female faces when making inferences
about the two social traits. Formally, this means that the
female faces have different face-to-trait mapping from male
faces, in such a way that only female face projections are
less likely to have high ratings for both traits (i.e. the social
asssessment criteria are different from the two genders). An
implication is that face-gender is immediately processed and
then primes the subsequent face processing for social perception.
A second hypothesis (H2) is that perceived trustworthiness
and dominance have opposite contributions to face preference
for female faces; while trustworthiness is a positive factor for
female faces in election and job hiring process, dominance
contributes negatively for female faces in the same scenarios.
As a result, dominant-looking female faces are less preferred.
This hypothesis is consistent with suggestions in the existing literature about the backlash effect, whereby perceived
assertiveness and power seeking in females cause moral outrage, than such perceived traits in males, because of the violation of gender stereotypes (Rudman et al., 2012).
We investigate these hypotheses using the proposed statistical models with two publicly available datasets containing face images and human ratings on various social traits
(Bainbridge, Isola, & Oliva, 2013; Ma, Correll, & Wittenbrink, 2015). Our analysis indicates that (1) female faces exhibit significantly stronger negative correlation between perceived trustworthiness and dominance compared to the male
faces (supporting H1), (2) distinct criteria (sets of facial features) are used for assessing trustworthiness and dominance
for female and male faces (supporting H1b), (3) perceived
dominance is a positive contributing factor for female faces
(contrary to H2), and (4) the trait perception anti-correlation
in female faces put them at a particular disadvantage, compared to males, in especially competitive electoral and job
application settings (novel prediction). Altogether, our results
support hypothesis 1b as the best explanation, and point out
several directions for fruitful future inquiries.

Figure 2: Projections of female (red) and male (blue) CFD faces onto the dominance-trustworthiness subspace from (A) a
general gender-neutral model, (B) a model trained using female faces only, and (C) a model trained using male faces only. LTA
(Linear Trait Axis): the linear combination of facial features for the target trait.

Results
Face Gender and Social Traits
To examine whether social trait judgments of faces differ by
gender, we utilize the Chicago Face Database (CFD) (Ma et
al., 2015), a publicly available dataset. It contains 597 demographically balanced face images (307 female, 290 male)
with subjective ratings for nine social traits including trustworthiness and dominance. We find that female faces exhibit a highly negative correlation between dominance and
trustworthiness ratings (Figure 1 left, r = −0.42, p < 0.001),
while male faces elicit only mild negative correlation between dominance and trustworthiness ratings (Figure 1 right,
r = −0.16, p = 0.005). This result indicates that it is less
likely (due to the high negative correlation) to find a female
face that is perceived as both highly dominant and trustworthy. Therefore, if both perceived dominance and perceived
trustworthiness contribute positively to “likability” in election and hiring processes, then females would be naturally at
a disadvantage.
The finding so far is consistent with both hypothesis 1a
and 1b. The two sub-hypotheses primarily differ in terms of
whether there is a common mechanism to judge trustworthiness and dominance in male versus female faces. To compare
the two sub-hypotheses, we use a model that maps face images to trait perception (Guan et al., 2018; Ryali, Wang, &
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Yu, 2020). We train linear regression models of trustworthiness and dominance as a function of AAM features (face
image featuers). The models are trained with three training
datasets: faces from both genders, female faces only, and
male faces only. The female and male faces are then projected into each of the three dominance-trustworthiness subspaces (features to traits), as illustrated in Figure 2. Each
projection indicates the predicted dominance and trustworthiness ratings for each face. The common linear models
(Figure 2A, train on both male and female faces) predict a
similar amount of negative correlation for female and male
faces (r = −0.26, p < 0.001). It fails to capture the significant gender difference present in the actual trait ratings and
shows insufficiency in predicting the correlation coefficient
in either gender. The gender-specific models (Figure 2B &
2C, trained only on female faces or only on male faces), on
the other hand, make more accurate predictions for the respective genders: the female linear models predict stronger
anti-correlations for both genders, and the male linear models predict weaker anti-correlations for both genders. These
results suggest that hypothesis 1b is a better explanation than
hypothesis 1a: humans use different criteria for different
genders for judging dominance and trustworthiness. This
also implies that gender information is rapidly processed and
then influences additional, finer-grained face-based processing. This is consistent with previous MEG studies showing

Figure 3: Predicted election and job application preference for CFD faces using the regression coefficients estimated from the
experiment. (A)-(B): Predictions for 240 female and 240 male faces sampled from all CFD faces. (C)-(D): Predictions for 100
female and 100 male faces sampled from above-average trustworthiness ratings. T&D: Prediction using both trustworthiness
and dominance ratings. T: Prediction using trustworthiness ratings only. D: Prediction using dominance ratings only.
that gender-based information is available in the neural signal much sooner than other face-based information, such as
identity and familiarity (Dobs, Isik, Pantazis, & Kanwisher,
2019).

we conclude that perceived trustworthiness and dominance
are both positive factors for female candidates in election and
job application. This finding is inconsistent with hypothesis 2
that the dominance trait itself contributes negatively to social
preference for female faces.

Trait Perception and Social Decision Making
Next, we investigate the contributions of perceived trustworthiness and perceived dominance to preferences in election
and job application scenarios. We collect human ratings of
social traits (including dominance and trustworthiness) and
preferences in social scenarios (including election and job
application scenarios) in an experiment, using 36 pairs of
female faces (see Methods) selected from the Bainbridge
dataset (Bainbridge et al., 2013). We use step-wise regression
to predict election and job application preferences based on
perceived trustworthiness and dominance traits. We find that
the best fitting model is multiple linear regression including
both trustworthiness and dominance. The estimated weights
for election preference are 0.678 (p < 0.001) for trustworthiness and 0.214 (p < 0.01) for dominance, and the weights
for job application preference are 0.662 (p < 0.001) for trustworthiness and 0.170 (p = 0.03) for dominance. Therefore,
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Predicting gender biases in political and job
preference
So far, we find a much stronger negative correlation between
perceived trustworthiness and dominance for female faces,
than for male faces. Our results indicate this difference arises
from using different criteria to judge these traits in male and
female faces. We also find that both trustworthiness and dominance contribute positively to preference for female candidates in both election and job application scenarios.
Next, we investigate whether the combination of these two
properties are sufficient to yield an overall advantage for male
candidates over female candidates using model simulations.
With the assumption that the relative contributions of dominance and trustworthiness are consistent across genders, we
use the estimated weights from the multiple regression models (in last section) to predict preference ratings for two ran-

dom samples of female and male faces from CFD. The first
sample contains 240 random faces for each gender, while the
the second sample contains 100 random faces that are sampled from faces that have above-average trustworthiness ratings for each gender. The predictive preference of those two
samples are estimated using both trustworthiness and dominance ratings, using trustworthiness only, and using dominance only.
Figure 3 shows the proportion of male faces in the top
5% to top 50% of all faces for election and job application
preference. When the preference ratings are estimated using
only dominance (yellow curves) or only trustworthiness (red
curves), there is a consistent male advantage (above the 50%
threshold) or female advantage (below the 50% threshold),
respectively, in both samples for both election and job application scenarios. However, when the preference ratings are
estimated using both the trustworthiness and dominance traits
(blue curves in Figure 3), a male advantage occurs only in the
above-average trustworthiness sample (Figure 3B), with 70%
of the 5% most preferred being male faces in both the election and the job application scenario. This implies our current
model predicts the male advantage primarily emerges in situations where both male and female candidates are perceived
to be trustworthy enough and the social environment is highly
competitive (e.g. only selecting the top 5%-10%).
Besides the anti-correlation between trustworthiness and
dominance, it is also possible that male faces benefit from
baseline differences in trustworthiness and dominance ratings
for female and male face. To examine this, we re-predict
the political and job preference for both genders with decorrelated trustworthiness and dominance ratings (by randomly
shuffling the pairing of trustworthiness and dominance ratings for each gender), and compare the shuffled (decorrelated) predictions against the previous predictions (see purple curves in Figure 3C-D). We find that the male advantage
greatly diminishes in the above-average trustworthiness sample, indicating that this male advantage in election and job
preference is primarily due to the negative correlation between trustworthiness and dominance, although baseline differences in male and female face ratings for the two traits also
appear to play a minor role.

Discussion
In this paper, we proposed a statistically formulated theory
for election and job application preferences, using perceived
trustworthiness and dominance traits for face images. Using
this framework, we examined various face-perception related
factors underlying gender biases in political and job hiring
preferences. We investigated the sources of gender biases
in face-based social perception at two different levels: one
level concerns the sets of facial features recruited for forming social trait judgments for trustworthiness and dominance,
and the other level concerns the contribution of the perceived
trustworthiness and dominance to the overall preference for a
face in election and job application decisions. First, we found
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a strong negative correlation between dominance and trustworthiness ratings for female faces but not for male faces,
and we showed that this gender-specific discrepancy cannot
be captured by gender-neutral regression models based on
dominance and trustworthiness ratings. On the other hand,
gender-specific regression models on social traits were able to
capture the dominance-trustworthiness correlations for their
corresponding face gender. This result provides an important
insight into why female faces are less likely to be perceived
as highly dominant and trustworthy at the same time, in comparison to male faces: people are using different criteria to
evaluate the same trait for male and female faces.

Second, we showed that both dominance and trustworthiness are positive contributors to preference in election and
job application scenarios. This result implies that the “backlash effects” females experience may not be simply due to
the direct effect of dominance, but instead is a combination
of both dominance and trustworthiness. Females are deemed
less trustworthy when perceived to be dominant because of
the interaction effect between these two traits. In the case of
election and job hiring, where both dominance and trustworthiness are important traits looked for in the candidates, dominant, power-seeking, and self-promoting women tend to also
be perceived as less trustworthy women, while trustworthylooking women are not perceived to be dominant enough for
the high level leadership positions. Male candidates do not
experience such dilemma since their faces are judged based
on a different set of facial features that do not compromise
between the perceived dominance and trustworthiness. This
male advantage, based on our simulations, should be most apparent in highly competitive scenarios, where the candidates
have to be already “good enough.”

Our findings about the role of gender information on subsequent face perception is also consistent with the neuroscience
literature about the temporal dynamics of face processing,
where gender information has been found to be available earlier than other types of information (Dobs et al., 2019). One
limitation of our study is that, with the available data, we cannot estimate all the parameters in our model (Equation 1) for
both genders. For example, in addition to how trustworthiness and dominance are assessed differently between the genders, how the two respectively contribute to social decisions
may also be different between genders, in such a way so as to
exacerbate or perhaps mitigate gender biases in ultimate social decisions. Thus, future studies, including collecting data
on male faces, is needed to have a more complete understanding of the connections between perceptual differentiation in
face genders and gender bias. This direction of research will
be an interesting addition to the understanding of the functional and social importance of gender information prioritization in perception, and might also help to develop novel
solutions to combat gender biases in real-life scenarios.

Methods
Dataset
We use two publicly available face datasets: Chicago
Face Database (CFD) (Ma et al., 2015) and Bainbridge
(Bainbridge et al., 2013). CFD comprise 109 East Asian (57
female), 197 black (104 female), 108 Hispanic (56 female)
and 181 white (90 female) faces. Bainbridge consists of 2222
US adult faces that are collected from Google Images.

Experimental Design
We recruited 613 undergraduate students (331 female) participated for a social decision-making study. We use 72 white
female faces with direct gaze and natural expression from
Bainbridge et al., 2013. As part of the study, 36 pairs of
female faces were rated on six social traits on a scale from
1-9 within 2s, including dominance and trustworthiness. After that, for five social scenarios, including election and job
interview, the participants respond with a preference between
the two faces displayed on the screen, on the scale of 1-9 (1
indicates a preference for the face on the left and 9 for the face
on the right), to . The questions are: a) Suppose you represent
a company at a job fair, and two individuals approached you
to discuss job openings. Which of them would you be more
willing to talk to? b) Suppose two people are candidates for
a state-wide election. Which of them are you more likely to
vote for?

Model Descriptions
Active Appearance Model (AAM) AAM is a wellestablish computer vision model and appears to have neural
relevance (Chang & Tsao, 2017). It consists of shape and texture features. The shape features are the coordinates of a set
of pre-defined landmarks. The texture features are the pixel
values of each face image after warping it to the average landmark. We train AAM with faces from CFD and Bainbridge.
We perform additional PCA on shape and texture features and
retain the first 60 PCs as the vector representation in a 60dimensional “face space”.
Linear Trait Axis (LTA) The Linear Trait Axis (LTA) β˜
(Guan et al., 2018; Huang et al., 2018) for each social trait is
computed as the normalized regression coefficients of ratings
regressed against AAM featuers: y = β~x + ε, where y is the
standardized ratings for the trait, ~x is the AAM features, and
β is the vector of regression coefficients. The LDA is defined
β
. The LDA specifies a direction in the face space
as β˜ = ||β||
that (linearly) maximally alter the response of the task.
Predictive Model for Social Traits We assume the following linear models for feature-based social trait judgments:
Oi = a(Xi · Tg ) + b(Xi · Dg ) + εi

(1)

where Oi is the overall likability of the i-th face, Xi is the vector representation of the i-th face in the feature space, and Tg
and Dg are linear models for trustworthiness and dominance
of gender g respectively. The scalars a and b are coefficients
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(model parameters). Essentially, the preference of a face in
politics and workplace can be characterized by a linear combination of perceived trustworthiness and the perceived dominance, plus Gaussian noise εi .
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Abstract
Most machine learning based decision support systems are
black box models that are not interpretable for humans.
However, the demand for explainable models to create
comprehensible and trustworthy systems is growing,
particularly in complex domains involving risky decisions. In
many domains, decision making is based on visual
information. We argue that nevertheless, explanations need to
be verbal to communicate the relevance of specific feature
values and critical relations for a classification decision. To
address that claim, we introduce a fictitious visual domain
from archeology where aerial views of ancient grave sites
must be classified. Trustworthiness among other factors relies
on the perceived or assumed correctness of a system's
decisions. Models learned by induction of data, in general,
cannot have perfect predictive accuracy and one can assume
that unexplained erroneous system decisions might reduce
trust. In a 2×2 factorial online experiment with 190
participants, we investigated the effect of verbal explanations
and information about system errors. Our results show that
explanations increase comprehension of the factors on which
classification of grave sites is based and that explanations
increase the joint performance of human and system for new
decision tasks. Furthermore, explanations result in more
confidence in decision making and higher trust in the system.
Keywords: Explainability; verbal explanations; prediction
errors; trust; relational learning.

Introduction
With the success of machine learning in many real-world
application domains, it has been recognized that it is
important for machine learned models to be transparent and
comprehensible for humans (Miller, 2019). The focus of
Explainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI) research is mostly
on post hoc explanations for back box models such as deep
neural network models for image classification (Guidotti et
al., 2019; Rudin, 2019). That is, it is shown which
information in the input image contributes mostly to the
systems classification decision. In other domains –
especially such where data is available in form of symbolic
representations such as feature vectors – intrinsically
interpretable machine learning approaches can be used
(Rudin, 2019) such as different variants of decision rules
(Lakkaraju et al., 2016) or logical rules (Muggleton et al.,
2018). However, such white box models, although they are
in principle understandable by humans, can be too complex
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to be grasped by direct inspection and need to be augmented
with an explanation mechanism.
Over the last years, different taxonomies for explanation
mechanisms have been proposed (e.g., Adadi & Berrada,
2018; Miller, 2019). Explanations can be characterized by
their modality – being either verbal (symbolic) or visual
where visual explanations typically highlight pixels or areas
in the input image. Furthermore, explanations can be local –
explaining the classification decision for the current instance
– or global – explaining the learned model as a whole.
Which type of explanation is helpful depends on the
recipient and the application domain (Miller, 2019).
Explanations can help model developers to identify
overfitting to irrelevant information or unfair biases.
Explanations can be given to end-users, for instance in the
context of personal recommenders (Tintarev & Masthoff,
2012). For specialized domains such as medical diagnosis or
quality control in industrial production, explanations need to
be addressed to domain experts (Holzinger et al., 2019).
Many expert domains rely on interpreting and classifying
visual information, such as X-rays or microscopic images.
While visual explanations in the form of highlighting are
helpful to detect overfitting, they are mostly not expressive
enough to communicate decision relevant information
(Rabold et al., 2018). For instance, an expert might
recognize the presence of tumor cells in a tissue sample. But
to understand why the system returns a specific tumor class,
the size, the form, or the spatial relations between the tumor
and other tissue might be important (Bruckert et al., 2020).
Consequently, even for visual domains, there is a need for
verbal explanations to inform about classification relevant
information concerning feature values or relations between
different parts.
Besides understanding the reason for a system decision,
human decision makers can profit from transparent
communication of the predictive accuracy of a machine
learned model to assess the reliability of system outputs.
This can be realized by explicit communication of the
degree of uncertainty of a specific decision (Bykov et al.,
2020) or about differences in precision and recall for
specific classes (Katsikopoulos et al., 2020). This kind of
information has been shown to be helpful to decrease the
cry wolf effect in human-machine interaction (Breznitz,
2013).

When focusing on effective explanations for users rather
than the model developers themselves (as strongly
advocated by Miller et al., (2017)), it becomes relevant to
understand what characteristics of an explanation make it
helpful to the user. The notion of helpfulness has been
mostly defined as effective transfer of knowledge
(Lombrozo, 2009). In the context of XAI, this means that a
machine learning model has uncovered information which
has not previously been available to the human decision
maker and communicates this information in a way which
gives new insights to the human and in consequence allows
for more effective and efficient decision making. Machine
learning approaches which support this type of joint human
and machine learning have been classified as ultra-strong
(Muggleton et al., 2018). A study by Muggleton et al.
(2018) demonstrated that, in a relational learning
classification task, the participants were not able to learn the
concepts by themselves, but did so easily when provided
with an explanation. Comprehensibility of the explanations
have been assessed as the average accuracy a participant
achieves when classifying new samples in the same domain.
The relational domains investigated in the study of
Muggleton et al. (2018) has been the family domain
involving relations between pairs of persons and an
isomorph fictitious chemistry domain with relations
between substances. While these domains are purely
symbolic, we are interested in relational learning in visual
domains. Therefore, we adapted a classification task from
Rabold et al. (2018), in which aerial images of fictitious
ancient grave sites need to be assigned to their age of origin
as Viking Age or Iron Age. This his artificial domain as a
cover story ensures that no prior knowledge about
archeology is required or helpful to comprehend the
classification of the stimuli.
Besides
the helpfulness of explanations for
comprehension, the effect of explanations on trust is often
discussed (Miller, 2019; Ribeiro et al., 2016). In general,
trust – be it in humans or machines – is the result of
experience of interactions (Miller, 2019). To assume a
system to be more trustworthy just because it can provide an
explanation is an oversimplification. Explanations might be
right for the wrong reasons or even wrong for the wrong
reasons depending on the machine learned models
predictive accuracy and on the fidelity of the explanation
(Schramowski et al., 2020). Trust might be appropriate or
not and explanations should help humans to develop
appropriate trust and understand better when to trust and
when not to trust system decisions.
To investigate the effect of erroneous system decisions, in
our study, the presented machine learned model system has
been designed such that it is not perfectly accurate.
Depending on the specific class, a system decision is more
or less reliable. To our knowledge, there exists no prior
empirical study that systematically compares the combined
effect of explanations and system error information on
comprehensibility and trust.
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Table 1: Stimuli following the 5-4 category structure (see
Medin & Schaffer, 1978) with the respective class assigned.
Example
e1
e2
e3
e4
e5
e6
e7
e8
e9

O
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
1

S
1
1
0
1
1
0
0
1
0

A
1
0
1
1
1
0
1
0
0

N
0
1
0
1
0
0
1
0
1

Class
Iron
Iron
Iron
Iron
Iron
Viking
Viking
Viking
Viking

Note. O: Orientation (1: North, 0: East); S: Shape (1: narrow,
0: wide); A: Ascending order of inner stones (1: yes, 0: no);
N: Number of outer stones (1: many, 0: few). The values that are
relevant for the category assignment are written in bold, the
irrelevant factor in italics.

In the following, we will first introduce the visual
relational domain of ancient grave sites. Afterward, we will
present an experiment to explore the effect of verbal
explanations and system error information on
comprehensibility
and
trust.
Furthermore,
joint
performance, as well as confidence in joint decision making,
is assessed where joint performance means that a human
receives the systems classification decision and can decide
whether to follow it or not.

Category Learning in the Relational Ancient
Grave Domain
Abstracting rules and forming concepts are basic
constituents of human cognition. To investigate context
effects on classification learning, Medin and Schaffer
(1978) created a simple two-class problem with a set of
stimuli based on four binary visual features, such as color,
form, size, and position. Depending on the feature values,
instances belong to one of two classes. We introduce the
structure of the Medin and Schaffer stimuli on the ancient
grave domain we use in our experiment. The four features
are orientation, shape, order of inner stones, and number of
outer stones (see Table 1) For instance, example e1 from
Table 1 has the values <North, narrow, ascending, few>.
The last feature – number of outer stones – is irrelevant for
the class decision. An instance is assigned to the category
Iron Age when two or more of the three relevant features
have value 1 and to Viking Age when two or all three of
them are 0. None of the features alone offers a sufficient cue
for a clear categorization (Medin & Schaffer, 1978). The 2of-3 rules which characterize the true classes are given in
Figure 1. Note that there are no rules for the class Viking as
this automatically applies if none of the Iron rules are true.
The rules can be easily described verbally as “If a grave has
value North on the dimension orientation and value narrow
on the dimension shape, then it belongs to Iron Age”.
Following Medin and Schaffer’s (1978) 5-4 category
structure, to learn the specific feature combinations,
participants are presented nine labeled training examples –

Table 2: Experimental design with the three experimental
(EG) and the control group (CG).
Verbal explanations
not
available
available

Figure 1: Classification rules for Iron Age graves.
five examples for Iron Age (“positive”) and four examples
for Viking Age (“negative”) without any further information
about the relevant dimensions or possible values. An
example of an aerial view is given in Figure 2.
In contrast to the original Medin and Schaffer stimuli, the
third feature (order of inner stones) is not a simple visual
pattern, but a more general concept based on evaluating the
relationship between the sizes of the entire row of an
arbitrary number of at least three stones. This is a recursive
relation which is true when – starting with the leftmost stone
– each stone in the sequence of inner stones is larger than its
left neighbor.
The correct rule to classify all possible stimuli of this
ancient grave domain can be learned from the examples
given in Table 1 using the inductive logic (ILP)
programming system Metagol (Muggleton et al., 2018).
This fact gives evidence that the nine examples constructed
in accordance with the Medin and Schaffer category
structure are sufficient to infer the target concept. Recent
work in explainable artificial intelligence demonstrates (1)
how verbal explanations can be generated from rules
learned with ILP (Siebers & Schmid, 2019), and (2) how
ILP can be applied to generate local explanations in a model
agnostic way from a deep learning model such as a CNN for
image classification (Rabold et al., 2019).

Experiment
For the introduced visual relational domain, we hypothesize
that (1) verbal explanations increase the trust in an imperfect
system, the joint performance of human and machine, the
participant’s confidence in their decisions, and their
comprehension of the rules. We predict that (2) information
about system errors increases the understanding of such
errors. Furthermore, we assume (3) additive effects of
verbal explanations and error information on trust,
performance, and confidence.

his grave originates from the ron Age,
because it is oriented to the

,

and its inner stones are in

.

Figure 2: Stimulus example <1111> with the system's
recommendation (line 1) and the verbal explanation
(line 2-3) of the relevant features for the classification.
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System error
information

available

EG 1

EG 3

not
available

EG 2

CG

Method
Design and Procedure The experiment is based on a
complete 2×2 between-subject factorial design with the
factors verbal explanations and error information, which is
summarized in Table 2. The main parts of the experiment
are: (1) initial unguided concept learning, (2) being shown
new instances together with machine learned class decisions
by the system with (EG 1, EG 2) or without (EG 3, CG)
explanation, (3) joint decision making where participants
receive system decisions (again with or without explanation)
which they can follow or not, and (4) unguided
classification of further graves by the participants. After part
(2), the system error information has been given.
In accordance with the ultra-strong machine learning
proposition (Muggleton et al., 2018) and the current
research on human-AI partnership (Nguyen et al., 2018), we
assume that explanations support joint decision making of
humans and AI systems. That is, the AI system provides
information and insights which the human alone would not
have been able to come up with and at the same time allows
the human to evaluate this information based on his or her
experience. Consequently, the proposition of the AI system
can be either accepted or rejected by the human based on the
provided explanation. Combining the strength of both
human and AI should result in a higher performance –
reflected in the number of correct decisions – than of the AI
system or the human alone. Furthermore, there is empirical
evidence (Ai et al., 2021; Muggleton et al., 2018) that
explicit verbal explanations support human understanding
and learning. Consequently, giving explanations can result
in better human performance in new tasks which have to be
solved without support of the AI system.
The general procedure has been the following: First, the
participants received a short introduction to machine learned
classifiers as decision support systems and that such AI
systems can be helpful for complex classification tasks.
Afterward, they were made familiar with the ancient grave
domain and were informed that a machine learned model is
available to propose the age of a grave. Subsequently, the
participants were shown nine aerial images of ship settings
following the 5-4 structure from Table 1 divided into a
group of “Iron Age” graves and of “Viking Age” graves.
They were instructed to acquaint them with the two types of
graves, and it can be assumed that participants in
consequence, generalized at least a partial representation for
the two types of graves. Following this concept learning
task, a set of nine new sample stimuli was presented

together with the system’s recommendations (see Figure 2,
line 1). Part of the participants (EG 1 and EG 2) in addition
was given verbal explanations (see Figure 2, line 2-3).
These verbal explanations were systematically generated by
the authors and not an actual XAI system to eliminate
possible confounding factors (for explanation generation see
Siebers & Schmid, 2019). Afterward, all participants
received information about systems predictive accuracy,
stating that the system had a success rate of 83.3% and part
of the participants (EG 1 and EG 3) were additionally
provided with information about the different error rates for
Iron Age and Viking Age graves. In the following joint
decision task, participants were given 12 new grave sites
with the system’s recommendation – again with verbal
explanations for EG 1 and EG 2. For the grave site stimuli
presented on positions 6 and 11 faulty system
recommendations were given. For each of the presented
grave images, participants were asked to decide which Age
the grave originated from. hey could follow the system’s
recommendation or not. Additionally, they had to rate how
confident they were with their decision from “just guessing”
to “absolutely sure” on a 7-point scale. Finally, participants
had to classify six new samples without the system’s help to
assess transfer (unguided classification). The experiment
concluded with a trust questionnaire, an assessment of
demographic information, and a debriefing.
Materials The grave stimuli were manually created using
the software GIMP according to the binary codes in Table 1.
Combining the four dimensions with the two possible values
creates 24 = 16 distinct stimuli for the category membership.
However, as the experimental design required a higher
number of grave stimuli, they were all slightly modified so
that no ship setting resembles another one. Therefore,
stimulus characteristics for the non-relational features are
provided by the decision boundaries adopted from Rabold et
al. (2018) and illustrated in (see Table 3). The row of inner
stones consists of three to five stones in up to five different
sizes. To be classified as ascending, all inner stones from
left to right need to grow in size, but not necessarily
linearly.
An example of a verbal explanation that has been used in
the experiment is shown in Figure 2. Although mentioning
two of the three relevant features would be enough, the
system points out all three (if applicable) to prevent
misunderstandings. The information about system errors
Table 3: Decision boundaries for binary value assignment to
the non-relational features.
Dimension
Orientation
Shape
Number of
outer stones

Characteristics
North: ± 21° from vertical
East: ± 21° from horizontal
Narrow: axis ratio < 0.5 (Mdn = 0.36)
Wide: axis ratio > 0.5 (Mdn = 0.66)
Many: > 35 (Mdn = 39)
Few: < 25 (Mdn = 22)

was given as a statement before the actual classification task
with the system’s aid. Participants were told that the system
is generally more susceptive to errors with Viking graves
(19%) than Iron Age graves (3%) and were asked to be
more attentive for “Iron Age” recommendations. his error
allegedly occurred because the system confuses inner and
outer stones for precisely horizontally aligned stimuli (0°
rotation from the axis), and mistakenly classifies them as
originating from the Iron Age. To assess trust, the shortened
version of the questionnaire for human-computer trust by
Madsen and Gregor (2000) has been used with the subscales
perceived understandability, perceived reliability, and faith.
Participants An international online questionnaire in both
English and German ensured the large number of 243
voluntary participants, that had started the study. Out of the
213 completed questionnaires, 23 participants had to be
excluded from the analysis post hoc because of low scores
(< 3) on the 7-point scales ranging from “strongly disagree”
to “strongly agree” for language comprehension (n = 4),
distraction (n = 9) and efforts taken during the study (n = 3)
as well as participants with implausibly fast reaction times
(relative speed index > 2.0 SD) or response biases (n = 1).
The final sample size comprised of 190 participants (63%
women, 1% diverse), which were randomly distributed
under the restriction of equal group sizes. Participants were
mostly students from various study programs (63%) and
employees from various working backgrounds (25%),
ranging from age 18 to 67 (M = 27.2 years, SD = 10.09
years). The three experimental groups EG 1, EG 3, and CG
did not differ significantly in age or gender distribution.
EG 2 demonstrated a significantly higher proportion (p =
.009) of male participants (43%) and a higher average age
with greater variance (M = 31.7 years, SD =15.5 years)
compared to EG 3 (M = 24.7 years, SD =6.9 years).

Results
A two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA)1 was performed
for the factors verbal explanation and error information. An
a priori power analysis for medium effect size (f = .25, α =
.05, 1-β = .90) gave a minimum required sample size of 171
participants, which has been met in the present study.
Joint Decision Making The descriptive findings on the
joint human-machine performance are illustrated in Figure
3. The analysis of the performance scores showed a
significant main effect for the factor verbal explanations,
F(1, 186) = 22.38, p < .001, ηp2 = .11. The mean confidence
scores during this joint decision task of EG 2, EG 1, CG and
EG 3 were ME2 = 5.21 (SDE2 = 0.97), ME1 = 4.91 (SDE1 =
1.03), MC = 4.73 (SDC = 1.23), ME3 = 4.35 (SDE3 = 1.24).
We found a significant main effect for verbal explanations
on the confidence in the decisions, F(1, 186) = 10.03, p =
.002, ηp2 = .05. The ANOVA on the confidence ratings in
1 We decided for multiple ANOVAs and not a single MANOVA
because of low positive or no significant correlation between the
dependent variables.
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Figure 3: Classification accuracy in the joint decision task
dependent on the verbal explanation and error information:
1 = available, 0 = not available (performance sores: min = 0,
max = 1).
the joint decision task was the only one that showed a
significant main effect for the factor error information, F(1,
186) = 4.40, p = .037, ηp2 = .02.
Overall Trust The overall trust scores are descriptively
illustrated in Figure 4. We found a significant main effect
for the verbal explanations on the reported overall trust in
the system, F(1, 186) = 5.46, p = .021, ηp2 = .03.
Unguided Classification The correct application of the
classification rules without the help of the system, shows a
similar pattern to the previous findings. The mean accuracy
in the transfer task was ME2 = 0.78 (SDE2 = 0.19), ME1 =
0.77 (SDE1 = 0.20), MC = 0.67 (SDC = 0.19), ME3 = 0.65
(SDE3 = 0.21). For the verbal explanation factor, the
ANOVA showed a significant main effect on the individual
performance in the transfer task, F(1, 186) = 12.11, p <
.001, performance in the transfer task, F(1, 186) = 12.11, p
< .001, ηp2 = .06.

Figure 5: Mean confidence in decisions dependent on the
validity of the recommendation and experimental condition.
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Figure 4: Trust scores dependent on verbal explanation and
error information: 1 = available, 0 = not available (trust
scores: min = 1, max = 7).

Exploratory Analysis
The exploratory ANOVAs on socio-demographics showed a
significant main effect for the factor gender on the decision’
confidence, F(2,184) = 4.89, p = .009. A background in
computer science was found to interact with the factor error
information on the confidence scores, F(1,182) = 5.08, p =
.025 and with the factor verbal explanation on the joint
performance scores, F(1,182) = 4.04, p = .046. Overall, the
variables trust, joint performance, and confidence during the
joint decision task demonstrate the same descriptive pattern:
Groups with verbal explanations reported and scored higher
than groups without the system’s recommendations, and
groups with error information reported and scored lower
than groups without the display of error proneness. This
results in the following order: EG 2 > EG 1 > CG > EG 3.
The only exception of this structure lays in the reports for
error understanding. EG 1 (ME1 = 4.09, SDE2 = 1.25) with
both verbal explanations and error information reported the
highest understanding before EG 2 (ME2 = 3.60, SDE2 =

Figure 6: Mean decision accuracy in the joint decision task
dependent on the validity of the recommendation and
experimental condition.

1.40) and EG 3 (ME3 = 3.04, SDE3 = 1.65) with only one type
each, and CG (MC = 2.97, SDE3 = 1.47) without any
explanation/information ranked last. Concerning the error
understanding values, the factor verbal explanations reached
significance, F(1, 186) = 15.91, p < .001, ηp2 = .08, but no
main effect for the factor error information.
The confidence during the joint decision task and the
overall reported trust correlated significantly, t(188) = 3.36,
p < .001, resulting in a sample estimate correlation of r =
.24. Additionally, we post-hoc explored the performance
and confidence for the two faulty recommendations in the
joint decision task demonstrated in Figure 5 and Figure 6.
The ANOVA showed a significant main effect for
explanations on the accuracy scores for faulty
recommendations, F(1,186) = 9.06, p = .003, ηp2 = .05.
Similarly, we found a significant main effect on the
confidence ratings for decisions with faulty predictions
F(1,116) = 4.85, p = .030, ηp2 = .04. All ANOVAs above
demonstrated no significant interaction of the two
explanation/information types.

Discussion
The findings confirm that verbal explanations increased the
performance in the joint decision task and enhanced the
confidence within the decisions. Groups with verbal
explanations stated higher trust in the system and –
measured in the transfer task accuracy – had a better
comprehension of the classification rules. Error information
affected the understanding of incorrect system answers,
however, failed to reach significance. We also found no
additive effect of verbal explanations and error information
as later, contrary to our expectations, decreased all main
dependent variables.
From our exploratory analysis, we conclude that verbal
explanations not only encourage in (correctly) deciding
contrary to the system’s recommendations but also enhance
the confidence for not relying on the system. The significant
main effect for gender might be influenced by the higher
proportion of male participants in the group EG 2 that
received solely verbal explanations. The moderating effect
of background in AI suggests that those participants are
more aware that in machine learned models, errors can
occur.
A potential limitation of the present study lays in the way
the system error information was presented. This additional
information about when a system is more prone to errors
might have increased the task complexity. This higher
demand for cognitive capacity could have affected the
performance and confidence scores and be a possible
explanation for the unexpected lower scores. However, we
do not assume that this potentially higher complexity
affected the reported trust.

Conclusion
We presented an experiment exploring the effect of
explanations in human-AI partnerships on joint
performance, human learning, and trust. Generating
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explanations to make machine learned black box classifiers
comprehensible to humans, is a very active area of current
AI research. Explainable AI (XAI) has been mainly
concerned with explanations for image classifications. Many
XAI approaches propose visual highlighting of relevant
parts in the input image as an explanation. We presented the
ancient grave domain as a relational visual domain where
highlighting alone is not enough to convey the information
relevant to classify an object. Explanations were presented
in explicit verbal form. Generating verbal explanations from
reasoning traces has already been proposed in the context of
expert system research (Clancey, 1983). However, classic
symbolic AI is well suited to deal with explicit, symbolic
inputs, but not well suited for images. In our work, we
assume an underlying hybrid system which combines black
box deep learning for image classification with white box
symbolic explanations (Rabold et al., 2019).
In the presented experiment, we addressed verbal
explanations for image classification together with
information about system errors. This second aspect, to our
knowledge, has not been addressed in empirical work on
XAI before. However, since machine learned models cannot
be 100 percent correct by design, communication of system
errors and system uncertainty is important for justified trust.
The empirical findings show that verbal explanations of the
classification decisions of a machine learned model improve
the overall trust in the system. Explanations not only help to
perform better and feel more confident in a classification
task with faulty predictions but also enhance the
comprehension of the general ground truth rules underlying
the classification.
If the understanding of errors in an XAI application is
crucial for domain experts or end-user, then it might be
useful to offer both (local) verbal explanations and general
(global) information for contexts in which the system is
more prone to errors. However, when the focus lays in
developing appropriate trust in a system, higher confidence
in the interaction and the general performance, the results of
our study suggest that verbal explanations for system
decisions on specific instances are sufficient. Nevertheless,
further experiments are necessary to give more insights into
the interaction between explanations and perceived error
such that future XAI systems support adequate trust
resulting in human-AI partnerships which exceed the
performance of a human or machine alone.
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Abstract
Conditionals like If A, then C can be used, among others, to
convey important knowledge about rules, dependencies and
causal relationships. Much work has been devoted to the interpretation of conditional sentences, but much less is known
about when speakers choose to use a conditional over another
type of utterance in communication. To fill this gap, we consider a recently proposed computational model from probabilistic pragmatics, adapted for modeling the use of conditionals in natural language, by comparing its predictions to experimental production data from a behavioral experiment. In a
novel experimental approach, we manipulate relevant causal
beliefs that might influence whether utterances with conditional structure are preferred over utterances without conditional structure. This is a step towards a systematic, quantitative investigation of the situations that do or do not elicit the
natural use of conditionals.
Keywords: conditionals; pragmatic language use; probabilistic modeling; belief elicitation

Introduction
Formal accounts of natural language meaning are traditionally rooted in logical analysis and therefore pay attention
specifically to sentential connectives. While natural language conjunctions (Blakemore & Carston, 2005), disjunctions (Simons, 2001) and negation (Horn, 1989) all feature
their own respective subtleties, possibly deviating from a
classical logical analysis, natural language conditionals are
among the most elusive constructs to provide an account
of meaning for. Given their central role in the formulation
of rules and regularities, conditionals have been studied extensively in philosophy and logic (Adams, 1975; Bennett,
2003), psychology of reasoning (Wason, 1968; Evans, 1993),
semantics (Stalnaker, 1968; Lewis, 1973) and pragmatics
(Veltman, 1986).
The majority of existent theories on the pragmatics of conditionals concern their interpretation, a prominent one being
Mental Model Theory (Johnson-Laird & Byrne, 2002). Other
pragmatic accounts target particular phenomena observed in
the communication with conditionals, such as the interpretation of ‘if ’ as ‘only if ’ (e.g. Geis and Zwicky (1971); Horn
(2000)). Yet, on the production side, pragmatic accounts
have remained rather vague about the reasons why speakers
use a conditional sentence rather than an utterance without
conditional structure. Grice (1989), for instance, argued that
the utterance of a conditional commits a speaker to, what
he called an Indirectness condition, a relation between antecedent and consequent that was yet not specified further
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(for recent semantic accounts, see Douven (2017); Douven,
Elqayam, Singmann, and van Wijnbergen-Huitink (2018)).
A step towards a formal, predictive account for the choice
of a conditional, as opposed to an utterance of a nonconditional sentence, has been advanced by Grusdt, Lassiter,
and Franke (2021) who spell out a probabilistic model of utterance choice in the tradition of the Rational Speech Act
(RSA) framework (Franke & Jäger, 2016; Goodman & Frank,
2016). It predicts that the speaker’s utterance choice, and consequently the pragmatic listener’s interpretation, depends on
probabilistic beliefs about the modeled events as well as on
likely causal models of the world. The model successfully
captures theoretically interesting pragmatic phenomena observed in the communication with conditionals, like the listener’s inferences to the speaker’s uncertainty about the antecedent and the consequent or the tendency to infer ‘If not A,
then not C’ from the speaker’s utterance of a conditional ‘If
A, then C’ (a phenomenon known as conditional perfection).
Here, we aim to test the RSA-model of conditionals of
Grusdt et al. (2021) for its ability to predict empirical data
on the speaker’s choice of conditional vs. non-conditional utterances. The main challenge in applying this model to empirical data is to find a plausible setup for the set of meaning
distinctions relevant for the communication with conditionals
in the context of our concrete experiment, as well as a reasonable prior distribution for any assumed state space. Prima
facie, there are at least two conceivable types of approaches:
either the relevant meaning distinctions and priors that guide
speaker’s choices of conditionals according to the assumed
model are generic and relatively independent of the concrete
experimental task, or they are adapted to the specific statistics of the experimental environment. We therefore compare
a model with abstract state priors, which assumes that certain
causal relations are associated with certain kinds of probabilistic beliefs, with another version of the model, which uses
situation-specific priors and thereby assumes participants to
have acquired particular beliefs for different kinds of visual
scenes shown during training.
To test these models, we collected data from a novel behavioral experiment designed to elicit human language users’ descriptions of visual scenes in which utterances of conditionals
might or might not be communicatively useful, depending on
the relation between the represented events and their probability to occur. The experimental setup differs from most

behavioral experiments investigating the meaning of conditionals (e.g. truth table tasks, acceptance ratings etc.) in that
participants have the choice to actively create a variety of different conditional or non-conditional utterances. Participants
describe visual scenes by creating a sentence from a set of
available chunks (see Fig. 1).The visual scenes are created
in such a way as to be able to systematically induce a wide
range of uncertain belief states in human participants, so that,
according to the model of Grusdt et al. (2021) there may be
more or less of an incentive to use a conditional as a description. Concretely, we use scenes showing arrangements
of objects which are more or less likely to fall, possibly as
the result of another object falling (see Fig. 1 and 3), thus
tapping into participants’ intuitive grasp of physics to induce
uncertain belief states. Other aspects of language use have
been investigated by means of behavioral experiments taking advantage of peoples’ intuitive understanding of physics,
e.g. by Beller, Bennett, and Gerstenberg (2020), who used an
RSA-model, as we do here, to investigate the pragmatics of
causal language, however, not including conditionals.

Experiment
Participants
We collected data from 100 English native speakers via the online crowd-sourcing platform Prolific
(www.prolific.co).
Only participants who had not
participated in any of our pilot studies and had an average
approval rate of at least 50% were admitted.

Materials
The experiment consisted of 15 animations in the training
phase and 13 static pictures in the test phase. The stimuli
from the test phase are shown in Fig. 3.
Situations differed systematically along three dimensions:
‘relation’, ‘prior-antecedent’ and ‘prior-consequent’, specified in Table 1. For presentation purposes, the blue block
is always shown as the antecedent- and the green block as the
consequent-block here, during the experiment colors were,

Table 1: Conditions for test stimuli. Letter a denotes proposition ‘the antecedent-block falls’, c stands for ‘the consequentblock falls‘. 0, L, 0.5, H respectively refer to an impossible
event, an event that has low probability, that is expected to
occur at chance level, or with high probability.
relation

prior-antecedent

prior-consequent

if1

[L, 0.5, H]

P(c | a) = H
P(c | ¬a) = 0

if2

[L, 0.5, H]

P(c | a) = H
P(c | ¬a) = L

independent

[L, 0.5, H]

P(c) = P(c | a) =
P(c | ¬a), [L, H]

Figure 1: Screenshot of a UC task trial with relation if1, priorantecedent (blue block) low (L ) and prior-consequent (green
block) impossible (0). Participants chose a description of the
presented scene by selecting chunks from a pre-given menu
in sequence.
however, randomly assigned to blocks. The prior dimensions
specify how likely it is for the blocks to fall initially, without
considering the respectively other block. The relation dimension specifies whether there is, intuitively, a causal relation
between the two block’s falling. In situations labeled as independent, stimuli were created such that there is likely no interaction between the two blocks, whereas in situations with
if -labels, there most likely is. The difference between if1and if2-trials is that in the former there is only one conceivable possibility for the consequent-block to fall, namely by
the rolling ball, whereas in the latter it is also possible that it
falls due to its position on the edge of the third block.
The 13 test situations were chosen to include for each relation one trial where the prior of the antecedent-block to fall is
low, one where it is high and two where it is at chance level.
An additional independent-situation was included where one
block is likely to fall while the other is unlikely to fall.
The scenes shown in the test phase are slightly different
instantiations of the same kind of scenes as used in the animations of the training phase. All stimuli were created with
‘matter.js’, a rigid body physics engine.1 The static pictures in the test phase are 820x450 pixel screenshots of animations frozen at their initial state. The code for the experiment, all stimuli and the analysis can be found here:
https://tinyurl.com/pknmm9z9.

Procedure
Training The purpose of the training phase was, on the one
hand, to familiarize participants with the stimuli and make
them acquire a good sense of the physical properties of the
blocks in the simulated world. On the other hand, participants
should also become familiar with the use of the sliders so that
they would be able to indicate their beliefs appropriately.
In the beginning of the training phase, three comprehension
questions were used to ensure that participants understood the
1 https://brm.io/matter-js/
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instructions, in particular the meaning of the four icons that
represent the four possible outcomes of a trial (each of the two
blocks falls/does not fall). In the ten subsequent preparatory
trials (slider-choice trials), participants were shown pictures
of slider ratings and were asked whether a given statement
was an adequate description of the beliefs represented by the
slider ratings.
Then the actual training phase started in which participants
were shown fifteen animated situations (as described above).
Before they were able to run the animations, they had to indicate how likely they believed the green and the blue block
were to fall. In order to measure participant’s beliefs over the
two joint truth values of propositions ‘the blue/green block
falls’, we made them adjust four sliders, one for each of the
four possible outcomes (only green falls, only blue falls, both
fall, neither falls). When participants had estimated the probability of all four events, their ratings were automatically adjusted to sum up to one and they were shown the result of
this normalization. Participants then had the chance to update their slider ratings for as long as they liked. After each
stage of selection, the current normalized probabilities were
shown numerically and, as further visual help, as a blue and
a green pie chart, representing the marginal probability assigned to each of the two blocks to fall. When participants
were satisfied with their slider adjustments, they would click
on a “RUN” button which started the animation.
Before participants could move on to the next trial, they
were given feedback about which event actually occurred and
how much probability they had assigned to this event. Instructions made clear that assigning a low probability to the
eventual outcome might still have been a reasonable choice
due to chance, and participants were encouraged to continue
indicating their genuine beliefs and uncertainties. All training trials were pseudo-randomized such that the number of
blocks that fall per trial was approximately evenly distributed
across all trials.
Testing In the test phase, each participant saw each of the
13 test situations once in pseudo-randomized order, such that
high/low and uncertain prior conditions were approximately
evenly distributed and no subsequent trials had identical relation conditions.2 For each situation, participants worked on
two tasks in direct sequence.
The first task, called the PE (prior elicitation) task, elicited
belief judgements about likely outcomes of each physical arrangement. Unlike before, during the training phase, participants were now shown static pictures instead of animations
and did not get any feedback on their ratings.
The second task, called the UC (utterance choice) task,
reused the same pictures shown previously in the PE task.
Participants were asked to “describe to a critical friend as adequately as possible what happens with the blue and the green
block in the picture”. Participants were instructed not to say
what they were not sufficiently convinced of (as the friend is
2 After each second trial, an attention check asked for the color
of a block in a shown picture.
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Figure 2: Densities of participants’ estimations from the PE
task for utterances created in the corresponding UC task in
situations where the prior condition for the antecedent-block
is uncertain.
assumed to be critical). The choice of descriptions that participants could possibly create was limited: they were shown
a set of buttons with words that had to be clicked on in order to concatenate them to form sentences as shown in Fig. 1.
The created utterances were shown on the screen and participants had the possibility to make corrections and optionally,
they could freely type in a sentence if they did not consider
any of the given possibilities to be adequate (not considered
here). The experiment only allowed concatenations of sentence chunks that formed grammatical sentences.
The available utterances can be categorized into four different types. Conditionals form the category that we are mainly
interested in. Further, participants could create conjunctions
as they allow to explicitly mention two events with an utterance other than a conditional, and simple assertions, like
‘the blue block falls’ or ‘the green block does not fall’, describing possible outcomes for the green and blue block separately. Each of the four simple assertions could be combined
with ‘might’ such that participants had another possibility to
express uncertainty other than by using conditionals.3 This
yields a total of 20 sentences with distinct meaning, some realizable in multiple ways, e.g. ‘the blue block falls and the
green block falls’ denote the same distinct meaning as ‘both
blocks fall’.

Results
Data Cleaning The entire data set of a participant was excluded if (i) they failed any of the attention check questions
in the test phase (5 removed) or (ii) got more than half of
the ten slider-choice trials in the training phase wrong (1 removed), and if (iii) the average squared differences between
a participant’s ratings in the PE task and the mean response of
all other participants across all test situations was larger than
0.5 (3 removed). Three participants’ data was excluded since
their comments indicated that they had technical problems or
difficulties with the task. We excluded six trials where partic3 Note that ‘might’ could not be used within conjunctions,
e.g. ‘blue might fall, but green does not fall’ could not be created.

ipants created an utterance in the UC task that was assigned a
probability of 0 in the PE task by the same person.
Behavioral Data All stimuli were shown twice in direct sequence, first in the PE task in which participants were asked
to indicate their beliefs regarding the (falling) behavior of the
two blocks and consequently in the UC task, in which participants were asked to create a sentence that described the visual
scene. To get a sense of the relation between participants’
prior ratings for a given scene and their choice of description for that same scene, Fig. 2 shows data from both tasks,
namely for the six scenes where the prior condition for the
antecedent-block to fall is uncertain. Concretely, it shows the
probabilities corresponding, according to the semantics discussed below, to participants’ respectively chosen utterance
for scene j (grouped by utterance type), as estimated in the
PE task for scene j. According to this, participants often used
conjunctions or simple assertions even though they had indicated with ratings around 0.5, and even lower, to be quite
uncertain about the respective outcome.4
To provide more detail, Fig. 3 shows the stimuli of all test
situations (A), with the results from the PE task (B) and the
UC task, with corresponding model predictions (C). As the
main purpose of the experiment was to test the predictions
of a computational model, further behavioral results will be
discussed along with model predictions later on.

Computational Model
The computational model that we aim to test is a vanilla
RSA-model (Franke & Jäger, 2016; Goodman & Frank,
2016) adapted to be applicable to communication of stochastic/causal dependencies. RSA-models are probabilistic models that formalize Gricean pragmatic reasoning: the speaker’s
utterance choice is predicted to depend on the utility of an utterance for communicating a state, in relation to the utility of
plausible alternative utterances available to the speaker. As
the relevant data we consider is for the choice of a suitable
description, we focus on the speaker part of vanilla RSA:
PS (u | s) ∝ exp(α ·U(u; s))

(1)

The free parameter α tweaks the extent of ‘rationality’ of the
speaker; larger values of α correspond to stronger pragmatic
inferences, i.e. the larger α, the more the speaker’s predicted
distribution will be peaked on the utterance with the largest
utility (we set α = 3). The utility of an utterance u for a state s,
U(u; s), corresponds to its degree of informativeness, defined
in terms of the literal meaning of u, and is possibly attenuated
by utterance costs (here set to 0). Whether an utterance u is
literally true for a given state s, is defined by the denotation
function [[u]](s) which returns 1 if u is true/assertable in s and
4A

reason for this bias might be that participants were not able
to create utterances that are stronger than assertions with ‘might’,
but less strong than simple assertions or conjunctions (e.g. ‘the blue
block probably falls’), and so participants might have considered an
assertion φ like ‘it will be that φ’ which does not require certainty.
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0 otherwise (to be specified below).
U(u; s) = log Plit (s | u) − cost(u)

(2)

Plit (s | u) ∝ [[u]](s) · Pprior (s)

(3)

Thus, the larger the utility of an utterance is, the easier it
becomes for a literal interpreter (Eq. (3)) to distinguish the
speaker’s intended state from other states and so, the more
likely the speaker is to choose the respective utterance as description of the given state.
It remains to specify the set of alternative utterances, their
literal meaning and the definition of states. Following Grusdt
et al. (2021), a state is defined as a probability table over two
binary variables, namely whether or not the green, respectively the blue block, will fall in a given situation. That is,
a state represents (probabilistic) beliefs about the four possible combinations of outcomes, as judged in the PE task. The
shape of the probability tables is defined by a latent variable,
which we will explain in more detail in the next section, in
context of the the prior probability over states, Pprior (s).
Following the experimental setup, the speaker model includes all 20 utterances which could be formed without using
the free typing option in the UC task. There are four different types of utterances: conditionals, conjunctions and simple
assertions, where the latter can be combined with ‘might’.
Utterances are defined to be literally true or assertable with
respect to a given state s, when the corresponding probability
derived from the probability table of s is larger than a threshold θ. The conjunction, ‘both blocks fall’, for instance, corresponds to the probability Ps (B ∧ G) for state s. For simple
assertions, with and without ‘might’, we consider the relevant
marginal probabilities given by s, and for conditionals the relevant conditional probabilities. The literal meaning threshold
θ is set to 0.7 for all utterance types except for those modalized with ‘might’, which are considered true when θ is larger
than 0.25 (c.f. Herbstritt & Franke, 2019).5

Model Fitting
To derive model predictions for the data at hand, we still
need to fix the state space and the state prior Pprior (s). There
are at least two prima facie plausible specifications. For
one, situation-specific state priors assume that speakers will
choose a description based on a (hypothetical) listener’s interpretation which takes the concrete, experiment-induced
statistics of the environment into account, i.e., the situations
Ci that occur, and how likely each state s is for a given, concrete situation Pprior (s | Ci ). The empirical data from the PE
task can be used to specify situation-specific state priors:
SIT
Pprior
(s) =

1 13
∑ P(s | Ci )
13 i=1

P(s | Ci ) = Dirichlet(s | α̂i ) , where
α̂i = arg max ∏ Dirichlet(DiPEj | α)
α

j

5 0.7 is arguably a rather low value, the empirical average threshold is at 0.662, however, even smaller.

Figure 3: Results for all 13 test situations where each column shows the data from one situation. A. Stimuli with the relative
frequency of the three utterances participants created most often in the UC task represented by colored bars above. ‘Other’
comprises all remaining utterances. B. Slider rating densities overlayed by observations from 6 randomly chosen participants.
C. Proportions of utterance types produced in the UC task, plotted with the respective predictions from both models (errorbars
are bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals).
A. Dependent
ψ
φ

B. Independent

P(ψ | φ) ∼ beta(10, 1)
P(ψ | ¬φ) ∼ beta(1, 10)
ψ, φ ∈ {B, G}

P(B), P(G) ∼ beta(1, 1)
P(B, G) ∼
N ml (P(B) · P(G), 5 · 10−3 )

B

G

Figure 4: Noisy-or model for two dependent (A) and independent (B) variables, where B denotes ‘the blue block falls’
and G ‘the green block falls’. m, l refer to the upper and lower
bound of P(B ∧ G), constrained by the marginal probabilities,
P(B), P(G).
Situation-specific priors are calculated by a (theory-free)
Dirichlet model. We compute the ML-estimate for a Dirichlet
distribution to best predict the data from the PE task for each
situation Ci .6
Alternatively, abstract state priors consider a space of
weighted interpretation options for a generic case of communication about two binary variables which may or may not
stand in a causal relationship. Following Grusdt et al. (2021),
we consider five different causal nets, one where the two relevant binary variables are independent, and one for each of
the four possible causal relations (positive/negative influence
in each direction). Each causal net cni is associated with a
stereotypical noisy-or situation (Cheng, 1997) that defines a
conditional state prior Pprior (s | cni ), as specified in Fig. 4.
Here, alternative causes are only implicitly taken into account
insofar as the probability of the effect is larger than zero in the
6 The family of fitted Dirichlet distributions seems to explain the
aggregate data well enough (p ≈ 0.78 based on MC-simulations with
log likelihood as test statistic), even though there are four situations where the respective Dirichlet distributions did not fit well:
p ∈ (0.001, 0.002, 0.005, 0.007), for all others p >= 0.09.
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absence of the single cause. This parametrization is arguably
a natural choice to make as several empirical and theoretical studies have shown that people tend to neglect alternative causes (e.g. Krynski and Tenenbaum (2007); Fernbach
and Rehder (2013)). The probability tables associated with
the independent causal net are generated by adding Gaussian
noise to tables sampled for two probabilistically independent
variables, to allow some deviation from the exact definition
of independence. The overall abstract state priors are then:
5
ABS
Pprior
(s) = ∑ P(s | cni ) · P(cni )

i=1

where the marginal probability of the independent causal net
is 0.5 and of any dependent causal net respectively 0.125.
The predictions of the vanilla RSA model about likely utterance choices in the UC task for a given situation Ci are obtained by averaging model predictions based on the assumptions that speakers ground their beliefs about s in the state priors (abstract or situation-specific) but also tailor them to the
specific situation Ci which is to be communicated. A computationally efficient realization of this idea is to condition the
state priors Pprior (s) on the set DiPE of empirically observed
belief ratings for situation i, so that:
Prediction(u | Ci ) =

∑

Pprior (s | DiPE ) PS (u | s) .

s∈DiPE

Results
According to the theoretical predictions of the model from
Grusdt et al. (2021), speakers’ utterance choices should depend on the prior probabilities of the modeled events and, implicitly, on the relation among them. That is, in terms of our
experiment, participants’ utterance choices should be influenced by the prior and relation of the the stimuli which were

Figure 5: Overall correlation between model predictions (left:
abstract state priors, right: situation-specific priors) and empirical observations, for each situation and utterance. For better readability, color code is with respect to utterance types,
not single utterances.

designed to elicit different belief states. In particular, this
model, i.e., the model using abstract state priors, predicts that
(H1) conditionals are produced more frequently in dependent
conditions if1 or if2 than in the independent conditions. It also
predicts that (H2) conditionals are more likely when the prior
probability of the antecedent-block is uncertain, because otherwise the model predicts a higher probability of a stronger
utterance, i.e., a conjunction or a simple assertion.
To test these predictions, we ran a logistic regression model
using the R-package brms (Bürkner, 2018) with varying intercepts and slopes per participant to predict participants’
choice of conditional vs. non-conditional utterances based on
the relation (independent vs. dependent) and the prior of the
antecedent-block to fall (uncertain vs. confident, the latter aggregates high and low). We find strong evidence for both hypotheses formulated above, namely (re H1) a credible main
effect of dependence (P(βrelind < 0) = 1, mean ≈ −5.6, CI=[10.03,-2.76]) and (re H2) a credible main effect of confidence
(P(βblueunc > 0) = 0.99, mean ≈ 0.84, CI=[0.24, 1.38]).
In Fig. 3, the first shown stimulus of each relationcondition (columns 1, 5,9) show data of situations where both
blocks have a high probability to fall. As expected, participants choose conjunctions in all three situations, conditionals
are yet only observed in the dependent situations, where they
are among participants’ three most likely chosen utterances.
The predictions from the model with abstract state priors diverge from this observed data, particularly in the independent situations, where conditionals are predicted to be chosen with a very high probability. Contrary to that, the model
with situation-specific priors hardly predicts conditionals at
all, but largely overestimates the use of simple assertions instead. Conjunctions are underestimated throughout by both
models. One reason for this underestimation can be found
considering participants’ slider ratings that model predictions
are based on: the four joint events are only rarely assigned
values larger than the literal meaning threshold θ = 0.7, yet
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participants tend to use conjunctions. That is, in these cases,
the models fall back on predicting simple assertions, utterances with ‘might’ and conditionals.
Fig. 5 shows the correlation between model predictions and
observed proportions for utterance choices across stimuli. On
average, the abstract state prior model moderately correlates
with participants’ observed production behavior (R=0.77),
whereas under the assumption that the speaker draws on
situation-specific priors, the correlation is worse (R=0.44).
The difference between model fits of the two models suggests that the structure in the state space induced by the abstract state prior captures something relevant that the state
space of the situation-specific prior model does not account
for. In particular, in case of the abstract state prior, the informativeness of utterances is clearly structured: conjunctions
are assertable only in few states (highly informative), simple
assertions in a few more, while conditionals are assertable
much more often (less informative), surpassed by utterances
with ‘might’, which are the least informative. This structure is
not induced to the same extent by the situation-specific prior.

Discussion & Conclusion
While a lot of work on the meaning and use of conditionals exists, comparatively little attention has been paid to systematic accounts of predicting whether and when human language users would actually use a conditional, rather than a
non-conditional utterance, and, if they do, exactly which conditional sentence they prefer. This work has made a first
step towards filling this gap by setting up an experiment
suitable for manipulating participants’ uncertain beliefs and
probing their preferences for different conditional and nonconditional utterances. We tested two instantiations of an
RSA speaker model to predict the empirically observed utterance choices, based on empirically measured subjective beliefs induced by various situations. Overall, it seems that with
abstract state priors, as proposed by Grusdt et al. (2021), the
resulting production probabilities are able to explain general
utterance choice preferences.
These results are promising and pave the way for a future,
more thorough investigation of theory-driven models predicting human use of conditionals. For one, the presented comparison between model predictions and empirical data indicated its ability to capture some of the observed production
data, without fine-tuning its free parameters (rationality parameter α, utterance cost). Given that we observed the abstract state prior model to overestimate the use of conditionals and to underestimate the choice of conjunctions, assuming higher costs for conditionals might substantially improve
model fit.
Other reasons are conceivable that might explain the
model’s observed overconfidence in conditionals, in particular in independent situations, where they are least expected.
As these are situations where participants hardly ever produced conditionals, they seem to have grasped the intended
difference in the causal relations in the different stimuli.
However, it might be possible that nevertheless they produced

probability tables in the PE task that are far from being probabilistically independent. If these probability tables, on which
the predictions of the model are based, were more typical for
other causal relationships than independence, this would justify the large predicted probability for conditionals. For probability tables that are stereotypical for the independent causal
net, in the sense of the assumed abstract prior, the model
should not predict conditionals to the observed extent.
It is also possible that the speakers’ utterance choices
do not only depend on their probabilistic beliefs but also
take into account the underlying causal relation.7 Here, the
speaker is modeled to simply communicate her probabilistic
beliefs without reference to the underlying causal relation, as
the literal meaning that defines the utility of utterances, only
depends on the probabilities given by a state s but not on its
associated causal net. The speaker in the presented model
could be extended to a speaker who does take this aspect into
account when communicating her beliefs.
We chose a population-level modeling approach here. Alternatively, model predictions for datum DiUC
j could be derived
from the associated probability table that individual j gave,
i.e., state s = DiPEj . However, this approach assumes that each
participant will have the exact same mental picture of the situation each time it is presented — which may be dubious even
for a presentation of the same stimulus in direct succession of
different tasks. Therefore future extensions with hierarchical
modeling of individual-level beliefs appear reasonable.
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learnable, and what properties do not? We make the following contributions:

Learnability has been a topic of great interest in phonology.
In particular is the question of the relative learnability of process interactions. In both historical and experimental domains,
researchers have noted that certain kinds of interactions are
harder to learn than others. In both domains, however, the results are seemingly in conflict. One potential source of the
conflicting outcome is the types of processes involved. In this
paper, we investigate the effect of process types on the learnability of different interaction types, using an ideal minimumdescription-length learner (MDL). We find that the model indeed predicts different learnability outcomes for each interaction type; however, the asymmetry is largely independent of
the process type. This computational model explains certain
elements of both the historical as well as some experimental
findings of the relative learnability of linguistics process interactions, while contradicting other behavioral findings.

• We compare the learnability profiles of pairs of nearlyidentical languages that differ only in the individual processes involved. Our “map” of the space of process interactions spans existing behavioral studies while suggesting
new as-yet unexplored studies, which we hope spurs further investigation.
• We construct an ideal minimum-description-length learner
(MDL: (Solomonoff, 1964; Rissanen, 1978; Rasin, Berger,
Lan, & Katzir, 2018)) for rule-based phonology (Chomsky
& Halle, 1968). This model makes predictions about human linguistic generalization within this space of interactions.

Keywords: Phonology, Bayesian, Linguistics

Introduction
The puzzle of understanding how humans acquire language
is a long-standing challenge within the linguistic and cognitive sciences. Human language learning is marked by both
its depth and its speed: somehow, the child masters the entire linguistic stack, from phonetics to semantics, all in less
than a decade. A long tradition within linguistics has focused
on partitioning language skills into different modules (morphology, pragmatics, etc.), as this piecemeal approach makes
the problem more tractable (cf. Modularity of Mind (Fodor,
1983)). A complementary tradition within the cognitive sciences is to carefully engineer artificial grammars and study
how humans acquire language patterns within these carefully
controlled micro-languages.
Here we computationally study how different grammatical
processes interact. We construct a space of artificial grammars which probe linguistic phenomena within the domain of
phonology, the system which explores how sounds are categorized, how sounds change based on their context via phonological processes, and how the these processes interact with
one another. There have been several behavioral studies that
have looked at the difference in the learnability of different
process interactions (Ettlinger, 2008; Kim, 2012; Brooks, Pajak, & Bakovic, 2013; Prickett, 2019). Yet the direction of
the asymmetric learnability varies across experiments.
We thus seek to answer the following question: what properties of certain interactions cause them to be more or less
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• We find that the model indeed aligns with certain principles of historical change and some behavioral evidence,
but contradicts others. Crucially, we find that the model
is indeed sensitive to the process types involved, but not in
a fashion that is compatible with the empirical evidence.
We begin first with some background on phonological processes and their interactions. We then go over the empirical
data, as well as the artificial languages we will be using to
pursue the question laid out above. We will then present the
model, and conclude with the results of the simulations and a
comparison to the empirical data.

Linguistic background
One of the goals in generative phonology is characterizing
how infants acquire a phonological grammar from a set of
surface forms (e.g. words). A phonological grammar is
comprised of two essential parts: the mental representations
(also known as the underlying representation, or UR) and the
mapping from URs to observed surface strings. For example, many languages insert a vowel between two consonants:
/batn/ → [batin]1 . Some theories (Chomsky & Halle, 1968)
1 Slashes ’/’ correspond to input strings, whereas square brackets ’[]’ correspond to output strings (so-called surface strings). The
arrow ’→’ simply denotes that some input string becomes the output string. If some phonological process applies, then the input and
outputs look different; if no process applies or if the process applies
vacuously, then the input and output are identical.

represent these mappings as rules that sequentially apply to
transform the UR to its observed output:
X→Y/A B

(1)

A rule of the form as in (1) looks for instances of AXB, also
known as the structural description. If such an instance is
found, the rule transforms X into Y. For example, for an insertion process, we have2
∅→i/C C

(2)

For /batn/, the rule looks through the string and locates an
instance in which the structural description is met - in this
case, sequences of two consonants: C∅C or CC - and inserts
[i] in the context. Since the bigram [tn] satisfies the structural
description of the rule, [i] is inserted, resulting in [batin].
While (2) corresponds to a single phonological process, individual processes may interact with one another. For example, in addition to insertion, a language may have a process of
palatalization, where [t] becomes [tS] before [i]: t → tS / i
e.g. /bati/ → [batSi]. Given an underlying string /batn/, if we
first apply insertion, we generate intermediate [batin]. The
insertion of [i] creates an environment in which palatalization
can then apply, generating [batSin]. For the remainder of the
paper, we focus on two-process interactions; or, interactions
involving only two independent phonological processes.
There are two dimensions to which these interactions are
characterized: whether process A creates or eliminates the
environment for which process B applies, and whether process A precedes or follows process B. For example, consider
the following rules:
A: W → Y / X

(3)

B: Y → Z
The application of A in (3) generates the environment to
which B can then potentially apply. If A precedes B, A can
successfully create the environment for B. This is known as a
feeding interaction. In contrast, if B precedes A, then B will
not apply, as A occurred too late in the phonological interaction. This is known as a counter-feeding interaction.
Consider now the following set of rules:
A: X → Y

(4)

B: W → Z / X
Now, the application of process A in (4) eliminates the
environment for which B can apply; in A, transforming X
to Y necessarily prevents B from applying. If A precedes
B, A can successfully destroy the environment for which B
would have applied. This is known as a bleeding interaction.
In contrast, if B precedes A, then A cannot destroy the
environment for B. This is known as a counter-bleeding
interaction.
2 C and V correspond to consonants and (vowels, respectively.
The empty set ∅ corresponds to nothing (i.e. no sound).
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Table 1: Experimental results by process type combination
Identity-Identity
Deletion-Identity

Experiment
Ettlinger 2008
Prickett 2019

Results
{CF, CB} > {F, B}
F > {B, CB} > CF

Process types, maximal utilization, and opacity. There
are roughly three types of phonological processes: identity, deletion, and insertion processes. Identity processes involve changing an underlying feature [F] of a sound from
one value [αF] to another [−αF] (e.g. the voicing feature
of [p][−voice] →[b]+voice ). Deletion processes involve deleting
individual phonemes (e.g. the deletion of [a] in /batai/ →
[bati]). Finally, insertion processes insert segments (e.g. the
insertion of [i] in /batn/ → [batin]. This characterization is
given in (5) below.
Identity: [αF] → [−αF]

(5)

Deletion: X → ∅
Insertion: ∅ → Y
Researchers have noticed that different process interactions
are preferred over others (i.e. are more commonly found in
the world’s languages or easier to learn); in particular, within
the domains of historical change (Kiparsky, 1968, 1971) and
learnability (Ettlinger, 2008; Brooks et al., 2013; Kim, 2012;
Prickett, 2019). There have been several attempts at generalizing this difference; in particular, that of the maximal utilization (Kiparsky, 1968), and transparency (Kiparsky, 1971)
biases.
The maximal utilization bias stipulates that orders that
maximize the application of rules (i.e. feeding and counterbleeding) are preferred over orders in which fewer rules apply
(i.e. bleeding and counter-feeding). For example, in the case
of feeding such as in (3), both A and B sequentially applied
to produce the output. In contrast, for the bleeding order in
(4), only A applies, as the application of A destroyed the environment for B to apply.
The transparency bias partitions the space differently, with
interactions assigned as either transparent or opaque. Opaque
interactions correspond to one of two conditions: either
a sound that should have changed in some environment
does not on the surface, or a sound that should not have
changed because the environment was not met did change.
The counter-feeding and counter-bleeding interactions satisfy
each of the conditions laid out above, respectively. For example, consider the rules in (3), and an input such as /WX/. If
B applies first, followed by A, we would get the output [YX].
On the surface, even though B’s structural description is met,
the process does not apply. This is contrast to both the feeding and bleeding orders, in which we can observe the respective environments in which each individual process did or did
not apply. For example, given the same rules and input as
above, if A applies first, followed by B, we produce the output [ZX]. We see the environments for which both A and B

Table 2: Artificial language data

Ident-Ident

Del-Ident

Feeding
A: e → i / i
B: t → d / i
/bat-e-i/ →A [bat-i-i] →B [bad-i-i]
A: V → ∅ / V
B: t → d / i
/bat-a-i/ →A [bat- -i] →B [bad- -i]

Bleeding
A: i → e / e
B: t → d / i
/bat-i-e/ →A [bat-e-e] →B [bat-e-e]
A: V → ∅ / V
B: t → d / i
/bat-i-a/ →A [bat- -a] →B [bat- -a]

applied: (X). The bias stipulates preference for transparent
over opaque interactions.
When examining the empirical data, we observe support
for both both biases. In the domain of historical change,
there have been both observations of re-orderings from bleeding by speakers of one generation to counter-bleeding in
the next, supporting the maximum utilization bias (Kiparsky,
1968) but also cases in the exact opposite direction, with
re-orderings from counter-bleeding to bleeding, supporting
the transparency bias (Kiparsky, 1971). Experimentally, participants have exhibited different learnability patterns, even
when examining the same interaction types (e.g. feeding vs.
counter-feeding).
In Table 1, we observe the outcomes of two different artifical language learning studies, each producing seemingly
contradictory results. In Ettlinger (2008), it was found that
opaque interactions were easier to learn than transparent interactions, contrary to both the maximal utilization and transparency biases. In contrast, Prickett (2019) found evidence
of both the maximal utilization and transparency bias, conditioned on what surface form the grammar must produce.
In the historical and experimental data, we observe
differences in the relative preference and learnability of
process interactions, with some evidence pointing to a
maximal utilization bias, some pointing to an transparency
bias, and some pointing to neither. However, in both, this
difference was conditioned on another factor: the types
of processes involved in the interaction. Historically, the
maximal utilization bias was supported primarily by interactions featuring identity-identity languages, whereas the
transparency bias was supported primarily by interactions
featuring deletion-identity and insertion-identity languages.
Experimentally, the relative differences in learnability although not falling neatly into a pattern predicted by the
maximal utilization or transparency bias - also appear to
cross-cut this difference. Thus, we seek not only to determine whether an asymmetry between process interactions is
predicted by an ideal minimum-description-length learner,
but moreover examine how different processes involved in
those interactions (e.g. deletion-identity vs. identity-identity)
influence that asymmetry.
Artificial language data. Two artificial languages inspired
from the artificial data used by Prickett (2019) were constructed. They comprise the identity-identity languages and
deletion-identity languages. This is shown in Table 2. The
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Counter-feeding
B: t → d / i
A: e → i / i
/bat-e-i/ →B [bat-e-i] →A [bat-i-i]
B: t → d / i
A: V → ∅ / V
/bat-a-i/ →B [bat-a-i] →A [bat- -i]

Counter-bleeding
B: t → d / i
A: i → e / e
/bat-i-e/ →B [bad-i-e] →A [bad-e-e]
B: t → d / i
A: V → ∅ / V
/bat-i-a/ →B [bad-i-a] →A [bad- -a]

identity-identity languages are composed of a raising process,
in which [e] raises to [i] before another [i], and a voicing
process, in which [t] becomes [d] before [i]3 . The deletionidentity languages are comprised of a deletion process, in
which a vowel deletes before another vowel, as well as the
same voicing process as the identity-identity languages. The
languages were constructed to minimally deviate from each
other, except in terms of the process type involved. This will
allow us to detect whether process type affects the model predictions.
The data was organized into paradigms of surface, pronounced speech. A paradigm consists of the root (e.g.
“walk”) in isolation, as well as conjugated forms (e.g.
“walk”, “walked”, etc.), formed from the concatenation of
the root and one or more suffixes (e.g. “walk-ed”). Roots
(RT) were of the form {b, p, k, g}{a, i}{t, d, k, g}, with sounds
equally distributed for each position. Two affixes were assigned for each language: /-e/ and /-i/ for the identity-identity
language, and /-a/ and /-i/ for the deletion-identity language.
Sample data of the feeding language for each process type is
given below4 .
Identity-Identity
RT RT-e RT-i RT-e-i
bat bate badi badii
pit pite pidi pidii
gad gade gadi gadii
kik kike kiki kikii

Deletion-Identity
RT RT-a RT-i RT-a-i
bat bata badi badi
pit pita pidi pidi
gad gada gadi gadi
kik kika kiki kiki

3 This specific process is a rare if not unattested phonological pattern in language. This process is, however, isomorphic to other attested phenomenon, such as palatalization, i.e. t → tS / i.
4 Note that the artificial language used in (Ettlinger, 2008) differs
from the one used in our simulation. Ettlinger’s artificial language
consists of the following processes: a plural suffix /-il/ surfaces as
[-el] when when the preceding vowel is [e], and [e] lowers to [a]
when the preceding vowel is [a].

A: -il → -el / eC0
B: e → a / aC0

(6)

Process A in (6) is unlike those described before in the paper, targeting the sound only in a specific suffix rather than across the entire
language. The interaction being observed does not appear to be a
phonological one, but a more complex interaction between two modules of the grammar - particularly, the morphology and the phonology. This kind of interaction cannot be stated in purely phonological terms, and such may produce results different from the results
achieved in the model.

Model
Setup. In formal terms, our model observes (takes as input) a set X of pronounced surface forms paired with their
constituent atomic meanings. For example, if the model observes the English past tense word “walked”, one such tuple
would be h/wOkt/, WALK + PASTi, where WALK and PAST
are atomic meanings for “walk” and the past tense, respectively. It infers (i.e. outputs) a sequence of K ordered rules,
written {rk }Kk=1 , as well as a lexicon. The lexicon, written L,
is a function from a meaning atom to a sequence of phonemes
(its underlying representation). Together the rules and lexicon make a grammar. Given this notation, the constraint
C that the inferred grammar satisfies a particular example
h f , m1 + m2 + · · · mN i is
C(h f , m1 + m2 + · · · mN i, {rk } , L) =

1 [ f = P HONOLOGY(L(m1 ) · L(m2 ) · · · L(mN ))] (7)
where: P HONOLOGY( f ) = r1 (r2 (r3 (· · · f )))

(8)

While we generally seek grammars consistent with the input data, this desiderata trades off against a bias for a parsimonious grammar. One way of encoding this trade-off is
through so-called minimum-description-length (MDL) models. MDL is a method for finding a single model given a
dataset, which seeks to minimize the sum of the size of the
model and the size of the data given the model. We follow
the classic scheme of identifying the model with the grammar, and the size of the data given the model as the size of
the lexicon needed given those rules (Ellis, Solar-Lezama, &
Tenenbaum, 2015; Rasin et al., 2018; Barke, Kunkel, Polikarpova, Meinhardt, et al., 2019). Because the lexicon can memorize any surface forms that do not obey the rules, size of
lexicon measures compression of the data given the model.
As an MDL learner, our model works by jointly minimizing the total size of rules, lexicon, while also minimizing the
size of forms unexplained by this grammar. Thinking of the
rules as a model and the (form, meaning) pairs as observed
data, we jointly minimize the description-length size of the
model and the size of the data conditioned on the model:
M ODEL S IZE({rk }) = ∑ size(rk )

(9)

k

DATA S IZE(X, {rk } , L) =

∑

h f ,mi∈X

+

size( f )(¬C(h f , mi, {rk } , L))
{z
}
| {z } |

∑

MDL...

(SMT (Barrett, Stump, & Tinelli, 2010)) solver. This computational technique guarantees exact solving of combinatorial
objectives such as those above, while sacrificing guarantees
on runtime. Concretely we use the Sketch program synthesis engine (Solar-Lezama, 2008), which was also used
by (Zuidema et al., 2020) for inducing phonological rules.
Sketch can be used to compute Pareto optimal5 solutions to
the joint minimization of M ODEL S IZE and DATA S IZE using
an SMT-enabled optimization algorithm. Note that unlike
other works examining Pareto optimal program synthesis
outputs (Schmidt & Lipson, 2009), our approach yields the
exact Pareto frontier, rather than post-hoc calculating the
frontier over the outputs of a heuristic search.
Generating predictions. Ultimately we are concerned not
with specific grammars output by the model, but rather with
what predictions those grammars make on unseen words. After all, behavioral studies of language learning directly yield
statistics of human generalization, not rules and lexica.
To assess models and human behavior side-by-side we ask
the model to predict the pronounced forms of unseen test
words. Because the model may discover many Pareto optimal
grammars, we accomplish this through Bayesian model averaging: for each grammar, we interpret its description length
as a negative log posterior probability, and integrate over the
space of Pareto optimal grammars:6
P({rk } , L|X) ∝ 1 [h{rk } , Li Pareto optimal for X] ×

(11)

P(X| {rk } , L)P(L) ∏ P(rk )
k

P(rk ) ∝ exp(−αsize(rk ))
P(L) ∝

∏

exp(−βsize( f ))

(12)
(13)

f ∈range(L)

P(X| {rk } , L) ∝

∏

exp(−γsize( f )(¬C(h f , mi, {rk } , L)))

h f ,mi∈X

(14)
where hyperparameters α, β, γ trade-off between a preference
for small rules, small lexicon, and fit to data, respectively.
We are primarily concerned with the description length assigned by the model to held out test data, which is connected
to the above equations as follows. Given train/test data X/Y ,
we marginalize over Pareto optimal models:

...if datum unexplained

size( f )

(10)

size(Y |X) =

∑ ∑ DATA S IZE(Y, {rk } , L)P({rk } , L|X)

{rk } L

f ∈range(L)

Optimization.
In general even finding any grammar
consistent with the data–let alone a parsimonious one–is
computationally intractable. We wish to study the behavior
of idealized MDL learners, independent of computational
implementation, thereby teasing apart the learning objectives
from process-level/performance-level (Chomsky, 2014) details. Therefore we adopt a sound and complete optimization
procedure using constraint-based program synthesis (SolarLezama, 2008), which uses a Satisfiability Modulo Theories
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(15)
5 Formally, pareto optimality for multi-objective optimization
means not-strictly-worse than any other solution along all optimization objectives. Intuitively, these are the grammars that a learner
might entertain depending on how it relatively weighs parsimony
and fit to data.
6 Ideally one would integrate over the entire infinite space of all
grammars, but this is wildly intractable. These equations are written
up to a proportionality, which is licensed by the fact that there are
finitely many possible grammars/forms, so each probability distribution is normalizable

Figure 1: How hard does an ideal MDL learner predict each
language should be to acquire? We assess the model on held
out test data from each language and score it according to the
description length it assigns to this test data. Graphed above
are the average ranking of each language according to this
difficulty measure. Results averaged over different values of
the hyper parameters α, β, γ (Eq. 12-14) uniformly sampled
from [0, 2] × [0, 2] × [1, 2]

Ultimately, we suggest that an adequate explanation of linguistic generalization competence should assign higher description length to linguistic phenomena which are harder to
learn. This is because across many learning strategies, description length should be a good proxy for learning difficulty,
e.g. difficulty scales exponentially for enumerative learning strategies, and generally learning is harder for stochastic
methods as well. More broadly, description length is a proxy
for likelihood under the prior, so higher descriptions length
correlates to higher violations of prior expectations.

Figure 2: Insight into how the model succeeds with some languages and struggles with other comes from visualization of
the space of possible grammars. Here we show Pareto optimal grammars for two languages. Each point is a different
grammar. Top, easiest language to learn. Around the correct
grammar (red) one observes a sharp kink in the Pareto frontier, which is where a Bayesian learner would tend to concentrate its posterior probability. Bottom shows an intermediate difficulty language. One observes a less dramatic kink
for the medium difficulty. The less prominent kink indicates
a broader, more diffuse and uncertain posterior distribution
over grammars.

Results
We want to know whether the model finds it easier to learn the
same interactions that behavioral studies suggest humans easily acquire, and vice versa for difficult-to-learn interactions.
To answer the question of which interaction types are easier
to learn according to the model, we prepare parallel corpora
of train and test words from each language. We asked the
model to learn grammars from training words and measure
the description length it assigns to test words.
Figure 1 plots the difficulty of each process interaction by
process type (compare with Figure 2). As the relationship between the opaque and transparent interactions is most clear
(i.e. is a result of a simple re-ordering of rules), we focus
our comparison on this aspect. For the identity-identity language, feeding and counter-bleeding interactions were found
to have a lower description length and thus easier to learn
than their counter-feeding and bleeding counterparts. For
the deletion-identity language, we again see that feeding and
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counter-bleeding languages are easier to learn. These results
both conform to the maximal utilization bias.
We therefore observe an asymmetry in the learnability of
process interactions that implements a maximal utilization
bias, independent of the process types, and observe no systematic bias toward transparency. We stress that the model
holds no explicit knowledge of interaction types as well as
process types more broadly; the behavior of the model depends only on the MDL framing, not on its algorithmic implementation.
Why should we observe a maximum utilization bias? First
note that this bias says that, if rules apply all the time, then
they will be easier to learn. In MDL terms, introducing a new
rule “buys” more description length than it costs because the
rule is frequently used. Referencing Figure 2 top, there is a
sharp drop in the lexicon MDL at the correct grammar, because adding all the correct rules dramatically decreases the

amount of surface forms memorized in the lexicon. From an
MDL perspective, we should not expect a transparency bias
when it comes at the expense of maximal utilization, independent of process type. While this conforms to earlier analyses
of historical change (Kiparsky, 1968) as well as some behavioral studies (Prickett, 2019), the model is unable to utilize
the process types involved in the interaction in order to derive
the transparency bias (Kiparsky, 1971). This is of potential
concern, as the results here seemingly violate more modern
analyses of these interaction, which tend to argue in favor of
an asymmetry partitioned based on the transparency of the
interaction rather than the utilization of the processes.
This suggests that a bias toward transparency, if MDL is
to be a viable account of language acquisition for phonology,
must come from the algorithmic implementation of linguistic
learning mechanisms, not the objective function of grammar
learning. In other words, this effect must hinge on linguistic performance, instead of linguistic competence (Chomsky,
2014). Here we refer to Chomsky’s performance-competence
distinction, where performance refers to the actual finegrained behavioral characteristics of language acquisition and
use, while competence refers to its abstract characterization
in terms of representations and objectives. Absent a processlevel account, we propose that MDL learners cannot explain
this transparency bias, although they do suffice to explain a
maximal utilization bias.

Related work
There are other dominant models of learning phonology, such
as Maximum Entropy models (Goldwater & Johnson, 2003)
and the Gradual Learning Algorithm (Boersma & Hayes,
2001). Both Maximum Entropy models and the Gradual
Learning Algorithm more closely follow the formalism of
Optimality Theory (OT; (Smolensky & Prince, 1993)) as opposed to SPE-style rules, as we do here. OT is a more
popular and recent alternative to such rule-based phonology,
and Bayesian approaches have proved useful here for building computational learning accounts (Goldwater & Johnson,
2003; Doyle, Bicknell, & Levy, 2014). Here we worked out
the consequences of MDL learners in rule-based terms, leaving study of other model families to future work.
MDL learners are one of very few models that are able
to jointly learn the underlying representations as well as the
mapping from the underlying to surface forms. These models
have seen a variety of success in modeling different morphophonological phenomenon. An earliest application of MDL
to morpho-phonological learning is Rasin et al (2018). This
is a genetic algorithm that stochastically explores the space
of possible rules, and can, among other phenomena, discover opaque interactions. Notably, it exhibits the transparency bias. We believe our findings here suggest that these
transparency biases must emerge not from the MDL framing, but from the implementation details of its stochastic
search. Complementary work (Barke, Kunkel, Polikarpova,
& Bergen, 2019) combines SMT-based methods with bottom-
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up heuristics and has been applied to learning several different phonological phenomena, such as final devoicing and
epenthesis.
We emphasize that we are not concerned here with the exact implementation of MDL learners. Instead we have built a
generic MDL model, and exactly solve for its optimal solutions. By disentangling learning objectives from algorithmic
implementation, we can make a broader claim about what inductive biases must necessarily emerge from the MDL framing, and what inductive biases must necessarily not emerge.

Discussion
Empirical investigations of phonological process learnability
had previously identified two contradictory learning biases:
(1) a bias toward transparency, and (2) toward maximal utilization. We find that a minimum-description-length learner
suffices to capture only one of these learnability asymmetries,
and that these results are not based on the process type. Our
result is not tied to the specific implementation details of our
model. Our use of exact program synthesis guarantees exhaustive exploration of the space of grammars; our hyperparameter sweep shows that this result is insensitive to how different description lengths are balanced. This suggests that future work should explore process-level models of phonological performance, and not seek to explain transparency biases
in terms of ideal-observer models of linguistic competence.
Narrowly viewed, our work contributes to explaining a
puzzling finding in phonological process interactions, suggesting that basic principles of inference such as minimumdescription-length are a part of solving this puzzle, but still
leave more to explain. Zooming further into phonology, this
invites additional questions as to whether different subclasses
of opacity, or subclasses of identity/deletion/insertion, are
easier/harder to learn. For example, as Table 1 suggests,
Insertion-Identity interaction phenomena are underexplored,
and indeed we are computationally investigating this at the
very moment: “mapping out” the space of interactions, simulating computational learners, and making predictions for
new behavioral studies.
Viewed broadly our work contributes to the body of literature showing that rational models can explain human learning
patterns (Tenenbaum, Kemp, Griffiths, & Goodman, 2011).
Yet there are limits to these ideal observer models (Marcus
& Davis, 2013). We hope this work helps further delineate
their strengths and weaknesses.
Acknowledgments. We would like to thank Adam Albright
and Naomi Feldman, as well as the anonymous reviewers for
their feedback and suggestions.
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Abstract
A critical challenge for any intelligent system is to infer
structure from continuous data streams. Theories of eventpredictive cognition suggest that the brain segments sensorimotor information into compact event encodings, which are
used to anticipate and interpret environmental dynamics. Here,
we introduce a SUrprise-GAted Recurrent neural network
(SUGAR) using a novel form of counterfactual regularization.
We test the model on a hierarchical sequence prediction task,
where sequences are generated by alternating hidden graph
structures. Our model learns to both compress the temporal
dynamics of the task into latent event-predictive encodings and
anticipate event transitions at the right moments, given noisy
hidden signals about them. The addition of the counterfactual regularization term ensures fluid transitions from one latent code to the next, whereby the resulting latent codes exhibit
compositional properties. The implemented mechanisms offer
a host of useful applications in other domains, including hierarchical reasoning, planning, and decision making.
Keywords: event-predictive cognition; event segmentation;
artificial neural networks; predictive processing; compositionality; surprise

Introduction
Several disciplines have proposed that our brains construct
generative, event-predictive models to interpret and shape our
perception of the world (Baldwin & Kosie, 2021; Butz & Kutter, 2017; Butz, Achimova, Bilkey, & Knott, 2021; Franklin,
Norman, Ranganath, Zacks, & Gershman, 2020; Kuperberg,
2021; Zacks, Speer, Swallow, Braver, & Reynolds, 2007).
Latent, event-predictive encodings provide top-down contextual guidance, which improves our prediction of local temporal patterns. As we watch scenes from a movie or experience daily life, our learned event models allow us to anticipate switches between events. For instance, we can anticipate
when the credits will roll or when the lecture is about to end,
enabling us to suitably adjust our behavior in preparation of
the transition.
Here we focus on the problem of learning to generate
smooth event transitions and to thus enable the fluent processing of continuous streams of sensorimotor information
across events. To achieve this, the learning of compact,
event-predictive encoding seems to be of particular importance (Baldwin & Kosie, 2021; Zhu et al., 2020). Accordingly, it has been suggested that our brains learn to preempt
surprise, that is, to predict unpredictability when a current
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event is about to end (Baldwin & Kosie, 2021; Franklin et al.,
2020; Kuperberg, 2021). Temporary increases in prediction
error have been suggested to offer suitable event segmentation clues (Zacks et al., 2007; Zacks, Kurby, Eisenberg, &
Haroutunian, 2011). Others have emphasized the importance
of temporary stable latent predictive encodings between transitions (Shin & DuBrow, 2021; Schapiro, Rogers, Cordova,
Turk-Browne, & Botvinick, 2013), which is generally compatible with surprise-biased processing. Thus, while surprise
marks event transitions, predictability marks ongoing events.
Here we present a SUrprise-GAted Recurrent neural network (SUGAR), as a biologically-inspired normative model
that offers computational and algorithmic explanations for
how compact, compositional event-predictive encodings may
develop. Similar to how uncertainty modulates the arbitration between systems in other domains (Lee, Shimojo, &
O’Doherty, 2014; Daw, Niv, & Dayan, 2005), we show that
surprising sensory information can be used to modulate topdown control, thus fostering better encoding of latent events
and transitions between them. However, once surprise is detected, only reactive or retrospective adaptations are possible.
Thus, it is critical to preempt surprise when intending to process event transitions fluidly.
In the real world, orienting reflexes help us to investigate
the causes of a surprising event, such as when we trip over
some overlooked item. As a result, we learn new causal relationships and refine the involved event-predictive encodings (Zacks et al., 2007). Moreover, we learn to preempt
the surprise by preparing for an upcoming transition and thus
switching fluently to the new events—as when we switch
from walking to climbing up some stairs or when we open
the fridge to get milk for our tea (Baldwin & Kosie, 2021;
Kuperberg, 2021). Accordingly, we augment SUGAR with
an event boundary anticipation module, which is designed to
learn to control event switches. We show that as long as sufficient information is provided to anticipate event switches,
the module learns to switch in time. However, fluctuations
and unnecessary openings still occur. We show that the addition of a novel counterfactual regularization (CFR) loss can
improve learning reliability as well as the precision and compactness of the developing latent event-characterizing encodings. CFR evaluates whether an event switch was indeed
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Problem 1

A
A
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B

B

C
B

ABABABAB

BCBCBCBC

the learner to identify the correct switching signal. Later, we
provide multiple relevant inputs in the form of an input vector whose activities tend to increase while the switch comes
close. The actual switch occurs when all input vector values
have reached full activity.

C

The SUGAR model

ABCBABCBABCBA

Figure 1: Sequence of letters are generated from one of the
three problems. Switching between the problems occurs at
uniformly sampled time points within the interval of [10,30].
Each problem starts from the highlighted letter.
helpful for avoiding surprise, effectively balancing costs of
event switches with rewards from preventing surprise.
We show that SUGAR with CFR is able to both anticipate
event transitions and transition between latent event codes
fluently, fully avoiding surprising outcomes. Moreover, we
show that the emergent latent codes exhibit compositional
properties of the hierarchical task dynamics. Our model architecture and learning techniques may be useful for both
modeling cognition and improving the performance of artificial systems in a variety of reasoning, planning, and decisionmaking tasks.

Hierarchical Sequence Prediction Task
In this paper we focus on the prediction of simple, hidden
grammatical regularities within a sequence prediction task.
The general structure of the task is shown in Figure 1. Three
events, or problems, are encoded as a systematic progression through a sequence of symbols: [A, B]? , [B,C]? , and
[A, B,C, B]? . Transitions between the problems occur randomly, where the number of steps before the next transition
τ is sampled uniformly randomly from τ ∈ {10, . . . , 30}. The
sequences are fed sequentially into the SUGAR model as onehot encoded sensory information xt , which is provided to the
event processing layer (cf. Figure 2). In the experiments we
combine either problems 1 and 2, denoted by Problem 1+2,
or all three, which we denote by Problem 1-3.
In addition to the symbol sequence, SUGAR’s event anticipation layer (cf. Figure 2) receives additional information
about which event is going to come next, denoted as contextual information (CI) input. Again by means of a one-hot
enocding, CI indicates from a randomly chosen point in time
τ? < τ onward which problem will be sampled once the next
event switch occurred. Moreover, masked information is provided about the number of iterations τ before an event switch
will occur, called the event boundary (EB) input. This EB
input mimics information in the real world that helps us to
anticipate that a new event is about to start. For example,
we get ready to grasp a glass while reaching for it, anticipating the grasp initiation by tracking the distance between
our hand and the glass. In the experiments presented below,
we first provide simple one-hot encoded switching information with additional randomly fluctuating inputs, challenging
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The SUGAR model includes four main event-predictive layers (see Fig. 2). An event processing layer is designed to
process the currently unfolding event dynamics by predicting the next letter in the sequence. An event anticipation
layer processes event-predictive embeddings to provide contextual guidance about which of the three problems (Fig. 1)
is currently active. This guidance is provided in the form of
latent event encodings, which are sent to the event processing layer. Third, an event switching layer acts as a gate controlling whether top-down contextual guidance is fed into the
event processing layer. Finally, an event boundary layer is designed to learn to predict when the next event transition will
take place.
The event processing, anticipation, and boundary layers are
implemented by long short-term RNNs (LSTMs; Hochreiter & Schmidhuber, 1997), although other architectures may
also be suitable these types of problem. In our current problem, the event processing layer receives as input the sequence
value xt−1 from the previous time step t − 1, along with current top-down information xto from the event switching layer.
We investigate three progressively enhanced SUGAR variants in this paper, which control the gating mechanism in the
event switching layer in distinct manners (Fig. 2). We first describe the exact processing dynamics of the switching layer.

Event Switching Layer
The event switching layer is implemented using a state
switching gate, which are also used in gated recurrent unit
RNNs (GRU; Cho et al., 2014). The switching gate thus controls when the top-down guidance signal from the event anticipation layer will be passed down to the event processing
layer. Input to the event switching layer comes from the event
anticipation layer (xa ) and the event boundary layer (xb ). We
denote its input layer with η and its update gate with ζ.
Forward pass The scalar activity xζ of the update gate controls the switch between maintaining the previous latent event
code or updating it with novel contextual information: It is
defined by:
netζt = xts
xtζ

(1)

= ϕζ (netζt ),

where xts denotes the surprise signal input at the current point
in time t, and ϕζ denotes the cell’s sigmoid activation function.
The activity xη of the input layer is determined by combining and integrating the output of the event anticipation layer
xa as well as the previous hidden state of the event switching
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Figure 2: a) SUGARa calculates a surprise signal online and uses this signal to control the update gate in the event switching
module. b) SUGARb replaces the surprise signal with a dedicated event boundary anticipation module, which receives fuzzy
event boundary information. c) SUGARc adds CFR, to foster more precise gate opening and thus the emergence of more
compact latent event encodings. CI: contextual information input, EB: event boundary information input.
layer xh :
netηt j = ∑ waij xtai + ∑ w j0 j xt−1
h j0
η

(2)

j0

i

xtη j = ϕη (netηt j ),
where the activation function ϕη is linear, i is the index of the
input layer unit, j and j0 are the indices of the hidden layer
unit.
The hidden cell state xh is then determined by fusing the
input layer activities with the previous hidden layer activities,
dependent on the update gate’s current activity:
t t
xth j = xtζ xt−1
h j + (1 − xζ )xη j

(3)

Finally, the output of the event switching layer, fed to
the event processing layer, is defined using a regular feedforward pass:
netot j = ∑ woij xthi

(4)

i

xto j = ϕo (netot j ),
where the respective activation function ϕo is linear.
Backwards pass To update the parameters of the network,
standard back-propagation through time is used throughout
the model, which adapts the weights using ADAM. The error
signal defined by the squared reconstruction loss, which is
determined at the prediction output of the event processing
layer. Thus, the full model is trained end-to-end.

Event Boundary Processing
In this work, we consider three different variants of SUGAR,
concerning how surprise is processed and thus how event
boundaries are anticipated. First, we calculate a surprise signal by monitoring the prediction errors in the event processing
module (Fig. 2a). As expected, the resulting system responds
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to event boundaries after the fact, instead of anticipating future changes. Second, we provide fuzzy, hidden ground truth
information about event boundaries, which is processed by
the event boundary anticipation module and then passed onto
the event switching module via xts (Fig. 2b). Lastly, we add
counterfactual regularization (CFR) to improve event boundary predictions further (Fig. 2c).
Explicit Surprise Processing We first implemented
SUGARa , which calculates surprise explicitly (Fig. 2a) and
invokes event transitions upon its detection. Surprise is
calculated by maintaining a moving average of the recent
prediction error and the standard deviation of this error
with a low pass filter rate of 0.1. The raw surprise value
is determined by calculating the current mean absolute
difference between the event processing module’s output
ytact and the target value ŷt . Thus, the larger the difference,
the greater the surprise. We then pass this value through a
suitably parameterized sigmoidal function, which yields zero
for hardly any surprise and values close to one for values
with large surprise. The resulting surprise estimation value is
then directly used as the input xts to the update gate.
Event Boundary Anticipation Seeing that calculated surprise can only be processed after the fact, we next add an
event boundary anticipation module, yielding SUGARb . This
module aids the event processing module to preempt surprise
and thus to generate fluid event transitions. It processes event
boundary information as input and generates xts as output
(Fig. 2b). While this module can indeed be trained to preempt surprise, our evaluations have shown that the learning
progress is not as robust as desired and the developing latent event-predictive encodings are not fully stable. We thus
continue with introducing counterfactual regularization to the
event boundary anticipation module.
Counterfactual Regularization (CFR) The event boundary anticipation module receives its gradient signal δtζ from

Error

0.5
0.0

Error

where β indicates the gate status, taking on a value of 1 if
the gate was open and 0 otherwise, although more nuanced
and scaled activities of β may be useful in the future for more
complex systems. ytact is the actual prediction of the event
processing network, while ytc f is the alternative prediction had
the gate been on the counterfactual state. ŷt is the true label.
During back-propagation δtζ,reg thus regularizes the utility of
gate openings.
The comparison of the two possible prediction outcomes
indicates the amount of error that was avoided or created,
depending on whether the difference in Eq. 5 yields a negative or positive value, respectively. Note that a closed gate
is unaffected by this additional loss component, since β = 0.
CFR thus supports the opening of gates when the gate activity decreases prediction error (preventing surprise) by actively comparing it with what would have happened had the
gate remained closed (cf. SUGARc , Fig. 2c). As a result
of more selective gate openings, the latent event-predictive
encodings xto j can be expected to develop more static latent
codes, thus providing better guidance for generating the appropriate sequences via the event processing layer. In the future, this mechanism may be useful for gate control in more
challenging applications, where overlapping event structures
may need to be segmented by means of controlling an array
of gates.
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the event processing layer through the update gate. We incorporate the counterfactual regularization as an additional term
directly into the gradient equation of the update gate:
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Figure 3: Prediction error during testing when the update
gate is always closed (top), controlled by SUGARa (middle), or precisely opened only at event switches (fully informed SUGARa , bottom). Black lines indicate event transition boundaries.

SUGAR can be significantly improved when the gate is able
to open in anticipation of, rather than in reaction to surprising
outcomes.

Prediction error and gate status during testing
1.0
0.8

We now evaluate the three SUGAR implementations, revealing its capabilities, justifying the addition of both the event
boundary anticipation module and the CFR.

Value

0.6

Results

Prediction error
Gate status
Problem 1
Problem 2

0.4
0.2

Calculated surprise
SUGARa uses prediction error to calculate surprise. This resulted in gate openings that occurred immediately after the
switch between problems, in addition to several openings during the events. The resulting prediction error was larger when
compared with the one obtained when the perfect surprise signal was provided, but smaller when the gate was kept closed
(cf. Figure 3). Thus, using calculated surprise signals to modulate top-down control improves performance.
The error dynamics in Figure 3 (middle) show error spikes
at the event transition boundaries, indicating that the event
processing module indeed learns about the intra-event regularities in the data. However, even though surprise is registered, the reactive processing of surprise cannot prevent error spikes because surprise only offers post-hoc guidance,
without any anticipatory prediction. As shown in Figure 3
(bottom), providing ground-truth knowledge about upcoming event boundaries can clearly improve performance, effectively avoiding the error spikes. Thus, the performance of
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Figure 4: Prediction error and surprise signals during testing
on Problem1+2 using SUGARb one hot plus event boundary
indicator plus random input.

Event Boundary Anticipation Module
In order to achieve more fluid transitions between events, we
extended the structure by adding the event boundary anticipation module as detailed above (SUGARb ). This module receives event boundary information in the form of an increased
value when a transition is about to happen. It utilizes this signal to control the gate, ideally opening it right before an event
transition occurs, rather than right after.
We tested SUGARb using Problem 1+2. Using the event
boundary anticipation module to modulate top-down control
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Figure 6: Gate status and prediction error within events and
at events boundaries for SUGARb (left) and SUGARc (right).
leads to predictions that are as accurate as the ones generated when the perfect surprise signal is simply provided just
in time. Even when random binary values [0, 1] are added
to the event boundary signal EB, the network still learns to
recognize the ones that indicate the context switch and learns
to open the gate at the right moment. The prediction error
dynamics shown in Figure 4 indicate fluent transitions between events. The gate status additionally shows how gate
spikes anticipate contextual switches. This allows for signalling anticipatory, contextual encoding of events just before they switch, thus enabling more accurate predictions on
the lower-level event processing layer.

Counterfactual Regularization
Surprise signals offer guidance about when the current event
has ended when to switch to the new context of the next
event. In the real world, we often receive signals from complementary cognitive systems that foreshadow when the current event is about to end (e.g. from the visual system as
the perceived distance between one’s hand and a glass of
water approaches zero). We mimicked this idea by gradually changing the input to the event boundary module be-
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fore the switch, reaching a particular signal value just before the actual event switch. The results in Figure 6 confirm
that this leads to gate openings in anticipation of the switch.
However, closer inspections of the developing latent event
codes revealed that these codes tended to dynamically change
across subsequent event switches (Fig. 5), which still results
in slightly increased surprise signals between events (Fig. 6
left).
In order to increase stability during events, we thus added
the CFR term (Fig. 2c; Eq. 5). SUGARc re-runs the event processing layer at all times steps t when the gate was open with
the counterfactual state (i.e. gate closed) of the event switching gate. Then, we compute the difference between the two
prediction errors, thus inducing a penalty for non-beneficial
gate openings (Equation 5). As a result, the network avoids
unnecessary gate openings.
Our results show that CFR indeed produces more stable latent event encodings, which do not change over time
problem-respectively (cf. Figure 7). Moreover, Figure 6
shows that the consequent more focused gate openings in anticipation of an event switch fully avoid both error spikes and
unnecessary gate activities during events (Fig. 6, right-hand
side).
Latent event encodings Finally, we examine the latent
event encodings xo learned by the event anticipation layer.
Since CFR enforces maximally static, event-specific encodings, we expected that the top-down signals from the event
switching layer xo may capture similarities between the
event-respective dynamics in the event processing layer. Using Problem 1-3 (Fig. 1), we investigated the latent event encodings developed in SUGARc (Fig. 2c) for the three problems.
Figure 8 shows the respective encodings for different runs
with differently initialized networks. Note that the encodings
for Problem 3 are always more similar to that of Problem 1.
In fact, they somewhat lie between the encodings of Problem

pect to thus enable the networks to guide event processing
even more effectively by means of the developing, predictive
process-focusing, top-down event encodings.

Conclusion

Figure 8: Latent event encodings (xo ) for four randomly initialized networks trained on Problem 1-3. In all cases, the
code for Problem 3 (red bars) lies in between the code for
Problem 1 and 2 (blue and green bars, respectively).
1 and Problem 3, but closer to Problem 1. This is because,
apart from the fact that the symbols in Problem 1 are used
in Problem 3 as well, Problem 3 starts with the same symbol
sequence as does Problem 1. Still, there is a clear difference,
since the symbol subsequence of Problem 2 is also contained
in Problem 3. Thus, the latent encodings tend to reflect properties of semantics and compositionality—in this case with
respect to sequential structures—a claim that should certainly
be investigated further.

Event cognition plays a crucial role in providing contextual
guidance for solving problems and interpreting the world
around us (Radvansky & Zacks, 2014). An understanding
of the correct event context is important to foster the effective compression of the sensorimotor processing stream into
compositional latent encodings for both artificial and biological agents (Gershman & Niv, 2010). Yet in order to effectively learn hidden structures, inductive learning biases are
necessary (Battaglia et al., 2018; Franklin et al., 2020). Here
we studied how the gating of top-down control via surprise
and the use of counterfactual regularization can help for both
avoiding unnecessary gate openings and learning more stable,
latent event-predictive encodings with compositional properties. Seeing that event-predictive structures are closely interlinked with language structures and can suitably simulate
explanatory thought processes (Butz et al., 2021), we believe
that SUGAR-based architectures with counterfactual regularization mechanisms may be useful for developing useful hierarchical and compositional encodings in other domains and
tasks—and thus particularly for developing more advanced
machine learning systems (Butz, 2021). Our results provide
preliminary evidence that gating mechanisms combined with
counterfactual error regularization are an important inductive
learning bias, which may help bridge the gap between artificial and human intelligence.

Discussion
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Abstract
In many situations where people communicate (e.g., Twitter,
Facebook etc), people self-organise into ‘echo chambers’ of
like-minded individuals, with different echo chambers espousing very different beliefs. Why does this occur? Previous work
has demonstrated that such belief polarisation can emerge even
when all agents are completely rational, as long as their initial
beliefs are heterogeneous and they do not automatically know
who to trust. In this work, we used agent-based simulations
to further investigate the mechanisms for belief polarisation.
Our work extended previous work by using a more realistic
scenario. In this scenario, we found that previously proposed
methods for reducing belief polarisation did not work but we
were able to find a new method that did. However, this same
method could be reversed by adversarial entities to increase
belief polarisation. We discuss how this danger can be best
mitigated and what theoretical conclusions be drawn from our
findings.
Keywords: Bayesian reasoning; echo chambers; belief polarisation; social inference; trust; epistemology; biased reasoning

Introduction
In today’s complex world, a great deal of what we know was
learned from other people, often without the ability to verify
the information directly. For example, if a doctor gives you a
diagnosis, you probably do not have the ability to personally
determine whether they were correct. Instead, you might seek
a second opinion from a different doctor or even consult the
medical literature. Ultimately, however, even these options
require you to rely on other people; likely, there is no way
for you to independently determine the ‘ground truth’ of the
matter.
But how do you know who to trust? Some people might
be misinformed or even be outright deceitful. In an area that
is regulated by the government or other regulatory body, you
can check that the people you are seeking advice from are
qualified and knowledgeable, but this requires you to trust
the regulatory body. In others areas, you may be able to use
your own direct experience of the matter to determine whose
opinions are likely to be correct. However, in many situations
even this is not possible.
In such situations, one option might be to communicate
with everyone and take the average (i.e. mean) opinion. Such
an approach does not require that you determine a priori who
is trustworthy and can often yield surprisingly accurate information (Galton, 1907). However, the ‘wisdom of crowds’
is reduced when people are influenced by each other or they
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share the same systematic biases (Surowiecki, 2004). It can
also fail if some members of the population have extreme beliefs (Navarro, Perfors, Kary, Brown, & Donkin, 2018) and it
requires that every person trusts and respects the opinion of
everyone else, which is not realistic.
Another option, which many people employ, is to trust
those who make claims that are consistent with one’s own
beliefs (Collins, Hahn, & von Gerber, 2018). Unfortunately,
this tends to reinforce whatever belief a person started with,
which can lead to the formation of echo chambers, where
people only speak to and trust a small group of other people who have similar beliefs to themselves (Axelrod, 2018;
Hegselmann & Krause, 2002; Ngampruetikorn & Stephens,
2016). As different echo chambers typically have starkly divergent beliefs, the formation of echo chambers often leads
to substantial belief polarisation. Simulations reveal that belief polarisation emerges in a heterogeneous population even
when all of the learners involved are rational Bayesian agents
(Olsson, 2013; O’Connor & Weatherall, 2018; Madsen, Bailey, & Pilditch, 2018; Perfors & Navarro, 2019).
How can belief polarisation be prevented? Simulation
work is particularly valuable for questions like this because
it allows researchers to systematically manipulate possible
factors, thus investigating the direct causal mechanisms and
improving our understanding of the why and how behind a
phenomenon (Gilbert, 2008; Bandini, Manzoni, & Vizzari,
2009; Miller & Page, 2007). For instance, the simulations
of Perfors and Navarro (2019) demonstrated that belief polarisation can be almost entirely eliminated in the presence
of even a small amount of information from a universally
trusted source whose signals are based on the ground truth.
Unfortunately, this result not only requires the ground truth
to be known but it also requires all agents to start by trusting the ground truth source and to not lose trust if the source
tells them something that seems improbable. Both assumption seem unrealistic. Are there interventions to reduce belief
polarisation that will work in a more realistic scenario where
it is not assumed that the ground truth is known and that people will blindly trust designated sources?
To answer this question we extended the model of Perfors
and Navarro (2019) in four ways: (1) we assumed that it is
not possible to force an agent to continue to trust a designated
source if source’s signals differ from the agents’ beliefs, (2)
we assumed that agents do not have perfect memory, (3) we

assumed that the ground truth is not known, and (4) in keeping with real world findings (Lorenz & Helbing, 2011), we
assumed that the initialization of the agents’ beliefs is biased,
so that the mean belief is not always equal to the ground truth.
The assumption that the ground truth is not known, while
restrictive, is a necessary reflection of real life. Despite this
assumption, one can still estimate the ground truth by taking
the median of the initial beliefs of all the agents (Ugander
& Guestrin, 2015). While this estimate may not perfectly
correspond to the ground truth, it will typically be closer
to the ground truth than the estimates of most of the agents
(Surowiecki, 2004). We therefore considered a scenario
where all agents had access to a source that provided a signal based on this estimate. In keeping with with Perfors and
Navarro (2019), we found that when agents were forced to
trust this source, polarisation was greatly reduced. However,
when we relaxed this assumption, this method was no longer
effective at reducing belief polarisation. Consequently, we
investigated two other methods, one of which proved to be
quite effective. Unfortunately, in our second study we found
that this same method, when reversed, was highly effective at
increasing belief polarisation. We show how this danger can
be best mitigated and discuss the theoretical consequences of
our results. Our work makes three important contributions:
(1) we demonstrate how belief polarisation can be reduced in
a realistic scenario, (2) we illustrate how this scheme may be
exploited to increase polarisation, and (3) and we highlight
safeguards to prevent such exploitation. As such, our results
have both practical and theoretical significance.

Study 1: Reducing Belief Polarisation
The purpose of the first study was to investigate potential
ways of reducing belief polarisation. Perfors and Navarro
(2019) found that access to even a small amount of information from a universally trusted source that based its signal on
the ground truth is sufficient to greatly reduce belief polarisation. Unfortunately, the real world contains very few (if any)
information sources that are universally trusted. In most situations where there are conflicting views, the ground truth cannot be unambiguously determined. We therefore relaxed both
of these assumptions. In addition, we assumed that agents do
not have a perfect memory and that their beliefs are initialised
in a biased manner (Lorenz & Helbing, 2011). Using this
model, we investigated both the solution proposed by Perfors
and Navarro (2019) and two alternatives: how successful are
they for reducing belief polarisation?

Method
In order to enable an appropriate comparison to Perfors and
Navarro (2019), we based our model on theirs, altering it in
only the four ways specified above. Their model is briefly
described here, but we refer the reader to the original article
for a detailed justification. Our simulations involve populations of n optimal Bayesian agents who each learnt a belief
or hypothesis h by receiving data from other agents. Whereas
Perfors and Navarro (2019) allowed n to vary from 6 to 18,
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for our simulations n was fixed at 18, as these produced the
most informative findings. Our agents simultaneously inferred both the trustworthiness t of other agents and which
hypothesis h best described the data x; this reflects the observation that people do simultaneously update both their beliefs and their trust in others in light of new data (Petty &
Briñol, 2008; Shafto, Eaves, Navarro, & Perfors, 2012; Ransom, Voorspoels, Perfors, & Navarro, 2017; Perfors, Navarro,
& Shafto, 2018). Trust was assumed to vary from 0 (no trust)
to 1 (full trust) while each agent’s beliefs h were represented
by a 2D Gaussian parameterised by a mean µ and a symmetric
covariance Σ 0 .
Conditions The purpose of our simulations was to investigate different ways of reducing belief polarisation. In our
first study, we ran five conditions. In the first condition,
the baseline condition, there was no intervention. The remaining four conditions each employed a different intervention for reducing belief polarisation. Due to the stochastic
nature of our simulations, it was necessary to test each intervention multiple times in order to accurately evaluate its
effectiveness. Consequently, for each condition we ran 50
runs, with the agents initialized independently at the start
of each each run. Code for all simulations is available at
https://osf.io/48rab/. Below, we describe how each run
was initialised and how the updating of beliefs and trust occurred on an iteration by iteration basis.
Initialisation At the start of each run, each agent was individually initialised with the same prior about the covariance,
Σ 0 , as well as a prior about the mean, µi , that was drawn separately for each agent from the distribution µ ∼ N([0, 0], Σ ),
where Σ = 0.5I, and then transformed by the function f (x)
to introduce a positive bias (Lorenz & Helbing, 2011): for
x > 0, f (x) = 1.5x, else f (x) = x. The larger Σ is relative
to Σ 0 , the more heterogenous the population is and the more
likely each individual is initialised with beliefs µ that are considered implausible by other individuals (i.e. are not consistent with the belief distributions of other individuals). For our
simulations, Σ 0 = 0.05I, which is the same value as that used
in the HETEROGENOUS condition of Perfors and Navarro
(2019). Like Perfors and Navarro (2019), we assumed that
the actual truth corresponded to the point [0, 0]. However, unlike Perfors and Navarro (2019), we assumed that agents did
not have access to an information source that knew the ground
truth. Instead, in our simulations, whenever an information
source needed to know the ground truth in order to determine
what signal to broadcast, it had to estimate the ground truth
by taking the median value of the initial beliefs of the agents.
We used the median, as opposed to the mean, as the median
is more robust to bias (Ugander & Guestrin, 2015). Even
so, because there were relatively few agents and because the
initial beliefs of the agents were biased, this meant that the
estimate of the ground truth did not always accurately reflect
the actual ground truth. Each agent i was also separately initialised with a trust vector ti of length n, such that each ele-

ment ti j represented the trust that agent i had in agent j. The
initial trust values were drawn from a uniform distribution
t ∼ U(0, 1). Consequently, trust was not symmetric in general, i.e., ti j 6= t ji .
Iterations For each run, we conducted 500 iterations. On
each iteration, we looped through all n agents in turn. Each
agent i selected a single agent j to learn from with a probability proportional to the degree of trust agent i had in agent
j. Upon being selected, agent j sampled a single data point x
from its belief distribution x ∼ N(µ j , Σ 0 ). Agent i then listed
this data point as received from agent j. Unlike Perfors and
Navarro (2019), we assumed that each agent did not have a
perfect memory and consequently remembered only the most
recent data point received from each agent j and included this
information in a list, Xi . Using the list Xi , agent i then updated
its trust in all agents. This updating was performed using
a single step of the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm. Agent i
then considered all other agents one agent at a time and, using one step of the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm, updated
its current estimate of the true belief, µi , using the list of the
most recent data point received from every other agent, Xi .
The N O I NTERVENTION condition was a replication of the
heterogeneous condition of Study 1 of Perfors and Navarro
(2019). Its purpose was to show that, when there are no interventions, significant belief polarisation will occur in a heterogeneous population of Bayesian agents, using our more
realistic scenario.
The P ERFECT T RUST condition models a situation
analagous to the ground truth condition of Perfors and
Navarro (2019). However, unlike Perfors and Navarro (2019),
we assumed the ground truth was not known and instead, on
each run, was estimated as the median of the initial beliefs.
An information source s was created with mean µg centred
on this estimate, and was questioned by each agent on 10%
of the iterations. When questioned, the source drew a data
point from its belief distribution xg ∼ N(µg , Σ 0 ). As this condition was designed to be analogous to the perfect trust condition of Perfors and Navarro (2019), it was assumed that all
agents perfectly trusted this source for the duration of the run.
The purpose of this condition was to attempt to replicate the
finding that the presence of a universally-trusted source that
approximates the ground truth greatly reduces belief polarisation (Perfors & Navarro, 2019).
The R EALISTIC T RUST condition was a more realistic version of the previous condition. In this condition, agents were
not forced to trust the source. At the start of each run, we
randomly initialised each agent i with a trust in the source s
equal to a value given by tis ∼ U(0, 1), and updated this trust
on each iteration in the same manner as for other sources. As
before, each agent accessed this source on 10% of the iterations and the data point provided by the source was always
drawn from a belief distribution centered on the median of
the initial beliefs of the agents, xs ∼ N(µg , Σ 0 ).
The P ERSONALISED S IGNAL condition was identical to
the R EALISTIC T RUST condition except that instead of re-
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Figure 1: Four example 2D belief distributions. The degree of belief polarisation increases from top-left to bottom-right. In each distribution, each dot represents the 2D belief µi of one of the 18 agents.
For each distribution, each cluster was given a different colour and
the degree of belief polarisation was quantified in four ways: the
mean pairwise Euclidean distance, the mean bias, the ratio of the
number of internal links to the number of total links, and the number of clusters. These four values are listed in that order above each
distribution.

ceiving a signal from the source drawn from a belief distribution centred on µg , each agent instead received a signal drawn
from a belief distribution centered on a point equal to the sum
of 75% of the agent’s belief, µi , and 25% of µg .1 As before, µg
was estimated as the median of the initial beliefs of all agents.
As the beliefs µi of each agent i changed over the course of
the run, so too did the signal they received. The intuition is to
mimic a personal information source (e.g. a bot) that would
over time pull each agent towards what the source believes to
be the ground truth but meets them closer to where they are,
so as to maintain trust. The goal of this condition was to determine whether having a signal closer to the agent’s beliefs
would cause the agent to trust it, thus facilitating a gradual
shift towards the ground truth.
The B ETTER I NFORMED condition explored the impact of
a very different type of strategy. So far, all interventions involved presenting the agent with an external signal on 10%
of the iterations, with the hope that this external signal would
guide the agent towards the ground truth. As a theoretical
exploration, this strategy was interesting, but as a practical
strategy it had the limitation of needing to estimate the ground
truth as well as possibly needing to present people with messages intermediate between it and their current beliefs. In
the B ETTER I NFORMED condition, we instead affected information flow by making it possible for each agent to listen to
only a subset of the other agents. Specifically, each agent i
was permitted to listen only to agents whose beliefs µ j were
closer to the estimate of the ground truth, µg , than that agent’s
own belief µi . If no such agent existed, the agent listened to
1 We chose the number 75% because it seemed intuitively sensible; systematically evaluating other values is a goal for future work.

Figure 2: The results from Study 1, which tested interventions for

Figure 3: The average trust within clusters and between clusters for

decreasing polarisation. For each condition, belief polarisation was
measured in four ways: mean pairwise distance, mean bias, ratio of
the number of links within clusters to the total number of links and
the average number of clusters. Error bars represent the standard
error. Dots represent individual data points.

each condition in Study 1.

the agent whose mean was closest to µg .
Quantifying Belief Polarisation So we could compare our
results to those of Perfors and Navarro (2019), we quantified the degree of belief polarisation using the same metric as
them: the mean pairwise Euclidean distance between the 2D
beliefs of every pair of agents. In addition, we measured the
mean bias (i.e. average distance of each agent’s belief from
the actual ground truth, assumed to be [0, 0]), the ratio of the
number of links within a cluster to the total number of links,
and the total number of clusters, as determined by the clustering algorithm dbscan. While there are additional ways to
quantify belief polarisation, these four cover a range of different approaches. As we will demonstrate later, our findings
hold, regardless of which one of these four methods of quantifying belief polarisation is used.
Figure 1 shows four representative distributions. Across
simulations, belief polarisation increases from left to right
and from top to bottom. Consistent with this, all four metrics
increase from top-left to bottom-right. Plots of final distributions of the µ values from all our simulations can be found
here https://osf.io/48rab/

Results
The results are shown in Figure 2. The N O I NTERVENTION
condition replicated the finding that when nothing is done,
there is considerable belief polarisation in a population of
heterogeneous Bayesian agents. The P ERFECT T RUST condition replicated the finding that when all agents have access to
a perfectly trusted information source whose signal approximates the ground truth, belief polarisation is greatly reduced.
The R EALISTIC T RUST condition demonstrated that when
agents are not forced to trust this signal, belief polarisation
still occurs. The reason for this is that agents whose beliefs
µi are not initially close to the estimate of the ground truth
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gradually decrease their trust in the source over time. This
suggests that just having access to a source that approximates
the ground truth is not likely to be fully effective at eliminating belief polarisation; agents whose beliefs are furthest from
the source’s signal will trust it the least and therefore not update their beliefs in response to its signals.
The P ERSONALISED S IGNAL condition attempted to get
around this problem by personalising the signal that each
agent received, adapting it to be close to their current beliefs, so as to maintain trust while nudging the agent towards
the source’s estimate of the ground truth. This intervention
proved to be highly effective at reducing belief polarisation,
reducing it almost to the same levels as that in the P ERFECT
T RUST condition.
For the B ETTER I NFORMED condition we changed tactics.
Instead of presenting agents with information from a knowledgeable source, we arranged for each agent to hear only from
other agents that were better informed than itself on 50%
of the iterations. Unfortunately, this intervention proved to
highly ineffective, mainly because each agent often did not
trust the better informed agents because their beliefs were too
different from its belief.
Figure 3 shows the average trust between agents for all five
conditions for both within clusters and between clusters. The
reason why there was no measure of between-cluster trust
for the P ERFECT T RUST condition was because only a single cluster formed whenever this condition was run. While
within-cluster trust was significantly greater than betweencluster trust, there are no substantial differences in trust across
conditions.
So, why was within-cluster trust not higher than it was?
The answer is that whenever an agent was interrogated it drew
a data point from its belief distribution. Consequently, even
when the mean beliefs of two agents were very similar, the
data point produced by one agent would typically be somewhat different from the mean belief of the other agent. Consequently, this would reduce the degree to which the receiver
would trust the sender. So, while agents within a cluster

Figure 4: The results from Study 2, which tested both interventions
for decreasing and interventions for increasing belief polarisation.
As before, for each condition, belief polarisation was measured in
four ways: mean pairwise distance, mean bias, ratio of the number
of links within clusters to the total number of links and the average
number of clusters. Error bars represent the standard error. Dots
represent individual data points.

would mostly trust each other, the trust between them would
not be perfect.
So why was between-cluster trust not lower than it was?
Agents in different clusters had very different beliefs. So,
if an agent in one cluster sent a data point to another agent
in a second cluster, the receiver would typically respond by
reducing their trust in the sender. As such, one might have
expected trust between clusters to have dropped to zero. This
didn’t happen because agents in different clusters stop talking
to each other. At each iteration, each agent selected another
agent to receive a data point from, with a probability proportional to the trust the first agent had in the second agent.
Consequently, as trust between clusters decreased, eventually
agents stopped talking to agents outside of their cluster. This
prevented the between-cluster trust from decreasing further.

Study 2: Increasing Belief Polarisation
The flip side of the issue of how to decrease belief polarisation and to improve population-level belief in the truth is
the question of what factors increase belief polarisation and
decrease belief in the truth. This is of interest not only for better understanding the strategy of entities (e.g., foreign agents)
who desire to increase social polarisation; it is also important
for determining whether characteristics of today’s social media environments inadvertently exacerbate polarisation. To
investigate this, our second study had four conditions, including a condition where personalised signals were designed to
increase belief polarisation and a condition where we pitted
against each other two types of personalised signal: those designed to increase belief polarisation versus those designed to
decrease belief polarisation.
Conditions As Figure 4 shows, the N O I NTERVENTION
condition replicated the finding of Study 1. Without any interventions, belief polarisation spontaneously occurred. Sim-
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ilarly, the H ELPFUL S IGNALS condition replicated the P ER SONALISED S IGNALS condition of Study 1 and showed that
introducing personalised signals that nudged each agent towards the estimated ground truth decreased belief polarisation. Whereas in the H ELPFUL S IGNALS condition the personalised signals were drawn from a distribution based on a
point 75% of the distance from µg towards µi , in the U N HELPFUL S IGNALS condition the personalised signals were
drawn from a distribution based on a point 125% of the distance from µg towards µi , so would nudge agent i directly
away from the estimated ground truth. As shown by Figure 4, this was highly effective at increasing belief polarisation: the increase in belief polarisation in the U NHELPFUL
S IGNALS condition was much greater than the decrease in
belief polarisation in the H ELPFUL S IGNALS condition. Presumably, this was due to floor effects in the latter condition
- there was only a limited amount of belief polarisation for
the helpful personalised signals to remove. Pitting the helpful
personalised signals against the unhelpful personalised signals resulted in a stalemate. The resultant degree of belief
polarisation was approximately the same as it was in the N O
I NTERVENTION condition. These results demonstrate the effectiveness of personalised signals for both increasing and decreasing belief polarisation. The reason why this technique
works is that having a personal signal close to the agent’s existing belief causes the agent to trust it. This allows the signal
to continue to influence the agent’s belief, for better or for
worse, for an extended duration, thereby increasing its effectiveness. While these results give hope that there are potentially effective ways of combating misinformation in a realistic environment, the issue is that helpful signals can be quite
easily combated by unhelpful signals. What is needed is a
technique that can continue to reduce belief polarisation even
in an adversarial situation. Currently, we don’t have such a
technique, but the personalised signal approach appears to be
step in the right direction.
Figure 5 shows the average within-cluster trust and the
average between-cluster trust for all four conditions. As in
Study 1, within-cluster trust was significantly greater than
between-cluster trust, but there were no major differences between conditions.

Discussion
The rise of echo chambers is a growing international problem
(Jamieson & Cappella, 2010). It is often seen as primarily
an issue for social media, but the tendency to only trust those
who have similar beliefs is far more general (Collins et al.,
2018). In part, this tendency derives from the fact that, as
society gets more scientifically and socially complex, it becomes increasingly hard to independently determine the validity of any given claim. Instead, we must rely on secondary
sources, many of which contradict each other or make reference to ‘facts’ that we have no way of verifying. This is a
very difficult epistemological problem: without direct access
to a ground truth, it is hard to assess how accurate a source is.
Lacking that, it is tempting to judge accuracy by how closely

the agent already believed but closer to the ground truth than
the agent’s current belief. Importantly, this signal was continuously updated to continue to be close to the agent’s current
belief. In this way we hoped to maintain trust and to ‘lead’
each agent progressively towards the truth. Although belief
polarisation was not entirely eliminated, it was reduced to a
level comparable to that in the P ERFECT T RUST condition.

Figure 5: The average trust within clusters and between clusters for
each condition in Study 2.

the information provided by a source matches one’s own beliefs. Unfortunately, this will often lead to the formation of
echo chambers, even when in all other respects the agents act
rationally (Madsen et al., 2018; Perfors & Navarro, 2019).
Because belief polarisation often leads to social division, it
would be beneficial to society if belief polarisation could be
reduced. In our first study we found that reducing it was quite
hard. While we found that it was greatly reduced if agents had
direct access to a source that approximates the ground truth
and were forced to keep trusting this source, regardless of
how different its signals were from their current belief, when
we relaxed this assumption, those agents whose initial beliefs
were furthest from the ground truth became distrustful of the
source and consequently didn’t update their belief based on it.
In other words, the agents who most needed to update their
beliefs were the least likely to do so.
Our attempt to reduce belief polarisation by restricting who
agents could talk to was similarly unsuccessful. In the B ETTER I NFORMED condition, on 50% of the iterations, each
agent could receive signals only from other agents who were
better informed than it was. However, each agent would still
only trust those agents that had similar beliefs to it, so was
influenced only by the better informed agents that were close
to it in belief space. Because the agent would attempt to update its belief in the direction of these other agents, clusters
of agents still formed, with all agents in each cluster converging on the µ of the agent in the cluster that was closest to
the ground truth. So, while this method did slightly reduce
the mean bias, it did not reduce the number of clusters and,
consequently, reduced the mean pairwise distance by only a
small amount. As such, it was not an effective way of reducing belief polarisation.
Our other attempt to overcome this problem was more successful. In the P ERSONALISED S IGNAL condition we introduced a personal signal for each agent that was close to what
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Our second study extended our first study by investigating to what extent personalised signals could increase belief
polarisation. We found that personalised signals are more effective at increasing belief polarisation than decreasing it. We
suspect that this occurred because without any interventions
there was a relatively small amount of belief polarisation, as
shown by the N O I NTERVENTION condition. Consequently,
the H ELPFUL S IGNALS condition, which used personalised
signals to decrease belief polarisation, had relatively little
scope to do so. Conversely, the unhelpful signals in the U N HELPFUL S IGNALS condition had not such limits.
Malign actors wishing to increase belief polarisation therefore have an innate advantage in that it is far easier to increase
belief polarisation than to decrease it. Of course, the actor
creating the unhelpful personalised signals may not be purposely attempting to increase belief polarisation. On social
media there is an incentive to increase the number of followers one has and one typically does this by generating ’interesting’ posts. While it is not entirely clear what makes a post
interesting, there are least two important factors. The first
is that the post has to be somewhat believable to the reader.
The second is that it needs to be novel and exciting. The
first aim can be achieved by creating posts that are similar
to what the target audience already believes (Collins et al.,
2018). Given that fake news seems to propagate faster and
further than real news (Vosoughi & Aral, 2018), the second
aim could be achieved by posting false information. In other
words, social media users are encouraged by the nature of the
system to create false posts that are similar to what their target
audience already believes. Such personalised signals would
tend to nudge people away from the truth and, as shown in
Study 2, are a particularly effective way of increasing belief
polarisation. It is therefore possible that some of the belief
polarisation present in social media is caused by structural
factors that encourage users to create unhelpful personalised
signals.
Our findings are preliminary: we did not consider all possible interventions and we could have done more to optimise
the parameter values for the interventions that we did study.
For instance, it is possible that performance might improve in
the P ERSONALISED S IGNAL condition if the agents received
signals closer or further than 75% of the way between them
and the sources estimate of the ground truth. In future work
we will perform this systematic search, but in some sense it is
not necessary for the take-home message. Even without optimising this intervention, it was already the most successful
and whatever specific values perform best depend on the specific assumptions about heterogeneity, belief updating, and so

forth, so would not be generalisable.
Our take-home message is essentially a qualitative one: our
findings suggest that belief polarisation and the rise of extreme viewpoints like conspiracy theories may be a natural
consequence of social media algorithms and the economics
of the media ecosystem that reward novelty and engagement,
without performing checks on the accuracy of the information that is posted. The agents in our simulations are rationally responding to the impoverished epistemological system
and biased information sources; perhaps, at least to some extent, so are humans. Our results also suggest that if an external entity wished to increase polarisation within society,
an effective way to achieve this goal would be to send personalised signals to users, perhaps by using a botnet. Individuals are likely to be persuaded only by messages that are
close to what they already believe, so it is important to target people individually. Any process for reducing belief polarisation must maintain trust with people whose beliefs are
polar opposites. Achieving consensus and maintaining trust
is placed in tension: a signal designed to shift people from
one pole may seem implausible (and untrustworthy) to those
at the other. It is this tension that our simulations capture and
that drives at least part of the difficulty of mitigating polarisation in the real world. It is ironic that the best way to reduce
people’s false beliefs is to share false beliefs, albeit ones that
are consistently a little closer to the truth than what the people
currently believe. Combating misinformation with misinformation raises ethical issues that would need to be considered
before this approach was adopted.
A surprising aspect of our simulations was the unexpectedly high degree of trust between agents in different clusters. Although between-cluster trust was less than withincluster trust, it wasn’t particularly low. The reason for this
was that when between-cluster trust began to drop, agents
stopped communicating with agents in other clusters and this
prevented between-cluster trust falling further. This is surprising because there is increasing animosity in American
politics (Levitsky & Ziblatt, 2018) with both Democrats and
Republicans increasing distrusting members of the opposite
party (S. Iyengar & Westwood, 2019). How can we reconcile
these real-world findings with our simulations?
We suspect that part of the reason is that in the real world it
is very hard to completely escape from politics and, in particular, it is hard to remain ignorant of what the opposing
political party thinks about a range of viewpoints. So while
our simulations suggest that both Democrats and Republicans
would stop following members of the other party, in reality
this may not be possible. It follows that if you continue to be
exposed the viewpoints of the other party, then your trust in
the other party should continue to fall. This could explain the
disconnect between our simulations and the real world findings cited above.
In conclusion, our simulations have produced some interesting findings and have provided some novel insights into
the causes of belief polarisation and how it can best be pre-
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vented. The work here is preliminary, but we are optimistic
about the power of simulations such as these to better understand the mechanisms of belief polarisation and how it arises
as a by-product of biases built into human cognition.
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Abstract
How do humans adapt when others exploit patterns in their behavior? When can people modify such patterns and when are
they simply trapped? The present work explores these questions using the children’s game of rock, paper, scissors (RPS).
Adult participants played 300 rounds of RPS against one of
eight bot opponents. The bots chose a move each round by
exploiting unique sequential regularities in participant move
choices. In order to avoid losing against their bot opponent,
participants needed to recognize the ways in which their own
behavior was predictable and disrupt the pattern. We find that
for simple biases, participants were able to recognize that they
were being exploited and even counter-exploit their opponents.
However, for more complex sequential dependencies, participants were unable to change their behavior and lost reliably to
the bots. Results provide a quantitative delineation of people’s
ability to identify and alter patterns in their past decisions.
Keywords: adaptive behavior; exploitation; behavioral game
theory; rock-paper-scissors

Introduction
The ability to counteract scenarios in which others seek to
trap or exploit us is central to adaptive behavior and intelligence. Reasoning in these scenarios forms the basis for
games like squash and chess, in which players must avoid
being placed in situations from which they are unable to escape. However, it also underlies complex decision making
at a larger scale. Spies are taught to avoid giving away possible signs of their status. A familiar feature of modern IT
trainings involves detecting attempts at “phishing”, in which
a malicious actor obtains login credentials or money through
seemingly benign requests. Such examples highlight two important features of human adaptive behavior. First, the stakes
of avoiding attempted exploitation can often be high, as when
U.S. Democratic National Committee servers were breached
in 2016 through a phishing campaign, and second, people often struggle to recognize or counteract exploitative behavior,
whether on a chess board or at the hands of scammers. In
the current work, we attempt to better understand how people respond adaptively to exploitative behavior over repeated
interactions, and when they fail to do so.
Though a broad range of behaviors might qualify as exploitative (e.g., deception), we focus on actions that capitalize on a particular regularity or pattern in another’s behavior which makes them predictable. Consider for example the
ways in which software is exploited or, as in the previous examples, human behavioral tendencies make their responses
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in chess or phishing scams more easily anticipated. Here, we
investigate the levels of complexity at which people are able
to represent exploitation by another agent, and how well they
can in turn avoid or even counter-exploit these situations. In
other words, how richly can people represent patterns in their
own behavior which might form the basis for exploitation?
And how easily can they change such behavior?
Prior work on human subjective randomness offers insights
into how people represent and counteract exploitable patterns
in their own behavior. When asked to judge the randomness
of a sequence or produce one themselves, people are subject to systematic biases which typically cause them to favor
certain sequences over other equally (or more) random ones
(Bar-Hillel & Wagenaar, 1991). To illustrate, when prompted
to produce a sequence of simulated coin flips, people often
produce sequences that (i) have an equal number of heads and
tails, (ii) under-represent “runs” (e.g., HHH) and (iii) overrepresent alternations (HTH) (Lopes & Oden, 1987). This
tendency is so robust that Rapoport and Budescu (1992) note,
“Cognitive psychology has engendered few examples of so
much support for and agreement among researchers about the
prevalence of a cognitive bias.”
A natural question is whether people can counteract such
patterns in their own behavior. In one study, participants who
were repeatedly given feedback about random binary signals
they had generated—using measures of signal strength, alternations, and conditional dependence—eventually produced
sequences that were indistinguishable from computer generated ones with respect to the measures they had been shown
(Neuringer, 1986). Similarly, studies with Matching Pennies,
a two-player game in which the Nash Equilibrium strategy
(Nash, 1950) is to choose moves randomly, found that in an
adversarial setting, people produced more random sequences
of events than when they were asked to generate individual
sequences of moves (Rapoport & Budescu, 1992; Budescu &
Rapoport, 1994). Finally, analyses of the direction of tennis
serves and soccer penalty kicks suggests that professional athletes are able to produce highly randomized event sequences
(Walker & Wooders, 2001; Palacios-Huerta, 2003).
Broadly, these findings suggest that people can, with certain levels of feedback or skill, and notably in adversarial settings, counteract robust patterns in their sequential behavior.
Here, we seek a broader, formalized account of how this process works. What kinds of behavioral regularities or biases

can people successfully “undo”, and what representational
capacities underlie this process? We analyze behavior in a
domain which has a wider range of behavioral dependencies
or biases than the simple patterns found in subjective randomness. In the current study, we explore behavior in the children’s game of rock, paper, scissors (RPS). As with Matching Pennies and other mixed strategy equilibrium games, the
equilibrium strategy in RPS is to select moves randomly; any
predictable pattern could be exploited by the opponent. However, unlike coin flips or Matching Pennies, prior work has
found evidence for an array of sequential regularities in people’s decision making in repeated games of RPS. For example, people with schizophrenia may be more likely to choose
the Cournot Best Response (Cournot, 1838), i.e., playing the
move which will beat what one’s opponent just played (Baek
et al., 2013). Similarly, prior work has found evidence for
sub-conscious imitation of an opponent when playing the
game in person (Cook, Bird, Lünser, Huck, & Heyes, 2012),
though results are mixed (Aczel, Bago, & Foldes, 2012). The
most widely studied behavioral pattern is win-stay, lose-shift,
a strategy that has applications in game theory (Nowak & Sigmund, 1993), reinforcement learning (Erev et al., 2010), and
Bayesian estimation (Bonawitz, Denison, Gopnik, & Griffiths, 2014). Win-stay, lose-shift responding has been observed in RPS play in shuffled groups (Wang, Xu, & Zhou,
2014), and more recent work has explored the basis for this
pattern in adversarial settings (Dyson, Wilbiks, Sandhu, Papanicolaou, & Lintag, 2016). Building on these results, we
have shown in previous work that in repeated games of RPS
with human dyads, people exhibit a range of stable regularities in their move choices, including the ones outlined
above, as well as a number of others combining player previous moves, opponent previous moves, and previous round
outcomes (Brockbank & Vul, 2020). Notably, these findings
quantify how much people exhibit a particular dependency,
allowing for robust comparison of different ways in which
people display patterned behavior.
The present work leverages these results to investigate how
people respond to exploitation. Given the various regularities in people’s decision making, which ones can they avoid
or counteract when those dependencies are being exploited?
The results described previously leave these questions unanswered, since it cannot be determined from dyad play which
of the dependencies in players’ move choices their opponents
were aware of or were using to determine their own moves.
How then might we expect people to behave when reliable
patterns in their behavior are being exploited? Prior research
on sequence learning and word segmentation suggests that
in some domains, humans are highly sensitive to regularities
in their own and others’ behavior. For example, given repeated practice, people can reliably learn patterns consisting
of as many as 10 items in a range of motor and visuospatial
domains (Nissen & Bullemer, 1987; Clegg, DiGirolamo, &
Keele, 1998). In a similar vein, Saffran, Johnson, Aslin, and
Newport (1999) showed that adults and infants are sensitive to
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statistical co-occurrence among 11 non-linguistic tones, suggesting that our ability to learn word boundaries recruits more
domain-general pattern learning. If reasoning about patterns
in one’s own or another’s behavior recruits cognitive processes like those underlying sequence learning or word segmentation, we might expect people to be responsive to patterns in their actions which lead to exploitation. However, it
is not clear that this ability extends to more abstract decision
making in adversarial interactions like rock, paper, scissors.
Here, we address this challenge by pairing participants with
bot opponents that exploit various behavioral dependencies
observed in human RPS play. We find that people can easily
outwit opponents that exploit some behavioral dependencies,
but that they are reliably beaten when opponents leverage others; these differences align closely with the complexity of the
dependencies. In this way, we provide a precise account of
sequential patterns for which people are able to counteract
exploitation, and establish clear limits in people’s ability to
represent and alter regularities in their own behavior.

Experiment
Participants
Participants were 194 undergraduate students who received
course credit for their participation. One participant was
removed because of technical error and a second was excluded due to clear evidence of not trying (i.e., choosing
the same move to their own detriment in the vast majority of rounds). Participants were randomly assigned to one
of eight adaptive bot conditions, described in further detail below. The experiment was coded following guidelines
for synchronous game play outlined in Hawkins (2015) and
is available along with all data and analyses on github at:
https://www.github.com/erik-brockbank/rps.

Procedure
Participants completed the experiment in a web browser on
their home computers. Participants began by clicking through
a set of instructions explaining the rules of rock, paper, scissors and the format of the experiment. After reading the instructions, participants were randomly assigned to play one
of eight bot opponents. Participants were not told anything
about the identity or strategy of their opponent during the instructions or during gameplay.
The experiment consisted of 300 rounds of RPS played
against the bot opponent. In each round, participants were
first shown a screen with a clickable “card” illustrating each
move choice, as well as a matching panel used to illustrate
their opponent’s choice once the round was complete. At the
bottom of the screen, an illustration of the rules remained
throughout the duration of the game to avoid any possibility of moves chosen due to misunderstanding. Participants
had 10 seconds to choose a move each round; a countdown
timer at the top of the screen showed their time remaining. If
participants did not select a move in this time, they lost the
round.

man) opponent. Two opponents selecting moves randomly
would each be expected to have a win count differential of
zero; an average win count differential greater than zero indicates that the bot was able to exploit participants successfully.

Adaptive Bot Strategies

Once participants had chosen a move, they were immediately shown the results of that round. Their opponent’s move
was highlighted next to their own, and a message at the top
indicated the outcome, as well as the points awarded to the
participant and their opponent. In each round, the winner received 3 points, the loser received -1 point, and in the event
of a tie, both players received 0 points1 . After viewing the results of a given round, participants clicked a button to proceed
to the next round. Once they clicked “Continue”, the next
round began immediately. Throughout the duration of the
experiment, participants were shown their cumulative points
and their opponent’s cumulative points to motivate them to
win over repeated rounds, as well as the current round index
out of 300. The phases of each round are shown in Figure 1.
After completing all 300 rounds against their bot opponent, participants were taken to a post-game questionnaire.
Here, they were first given a free response prompt which
asked them to describe their strategy (“In the text box below, please describe any strategies you used to try and beat
your opponent”). Then, they were prompted with a series of
statements about their game play and asked to respond on a
seven point Likert scale ranging from Strongly Disagree to
Strongly Agree (for example, “I paid attention to my opponent’s moves in order to try and predict their next move” and
“There were noticeable patterns in my opponent’s moves that
allowed me to predict their next move”).
To understand how responsive people were to an opponent
that was exploiting patterns in their behavior, we measured
the average win count differential for the bots using each strategy. Each bot’s win count differential is the number of wins
it obtained over 300 rounds, minus the number of wins for its
opponent. The bot’s win count differential in a game provides
a measure of how much the bot was able to exploit its (hu-

Participants were paired with one of eight adaptive bot opponents for the duration of the experiment. Each bot had a
policy of choosing the move that would beat whatever move
they determined was most likely for their human opponent
in the next round. In the event that multiple moves were
considered equally probable, the bot sampled one at random
and chose the move that beat the sampled move2 . The bots
differed in how they determined their opponent’s most likely
move each round, relying on distinct sequential dependencies
their opponent might exhibit. To illustrate, a naı̈ve approach
would involve simply tracking the participant’s cumulative
proportion of rock, paper, and scissors choices, then selecting a move each round that would beat whichever opponent
move is most likely. A more complex bot might instead track
the ongoing sequences of a participant’s last five moves and
choose the move each round that beats whatever choice is
most probable given the participant’s previous four moves. In
repeated dyadic RPS games with a human opponent, people
exhibit a number of stable dependencies in their move choices
(Brockbank & Vul, 2020). The eight adaptive bots in the current experiment each exploited one of the dependencies outlined in Brockbank and Vul (2020), choosing their move each
round based on the particular regularity they were exploiting.
We outline each of these bot strategies below.
Transition baserate: A participant’s move in a given
round can be thought of as reflecting a particular transition
from their previous move (Dyson, 2019). Any time they
play a move which beats the previous move (e.g., paper after
rock), this is a “positive” transition or shift up, denoted here
with a +. Meanwhile, any time they play a move which loses
to the previous move, this represents a “negative” transition or
shift down (−), and any time they repeat the previous move,
this is a “stay” transition (0). The Transition baserate
bot tracks participant transitions and chooses the move each
round which beats their opponent’s most likely transition.
Opponent transition baserate: The notion of a transition
between moves can just as easily be described relative to an
opponent’s previous move (Dyson, 2019). The Opponent
transition baserate bot chooses a move based on the
participant’s most likely transition relative to their bot opponent’s previous move.
Transition given player’s prior choice: This bot keeps
track of 1-back sequential dependencies in player moves:
Does the player tend to play rock after playing paper? This is
similar to the Transition baserate strategy but allows for
the possibility that a participant’s most likely move after rock

1 The imbalance in points allocated to wins and losses was chosen

2 In this way, the bots maximized expected win count, but did not

to make the game more engaging for participants, so that even with
an equal number of wins and losses, participants would maintain a
positive score.

maximize expected win differential. This means bots were indifferent between moves that had a 50/50 change of a win or tie, and those
that had a 50/50 chance of a win or loss.

Figure 1: The stages of each rock, paper, scissors round. Top
left: participants had 10s to select their move. Bottom right:
participants were shown the results of each round, along with
updated points for them and their opponent, before clicking
to proceed to the next round.
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is, e.g., paper (a + transition), but their most likely move following paper may be paper again (a 0 transition). This bot
therefore tracks every sequence of two moves rather than assuming that transition rates are independent of prior move.
Transition given opponent’s prior choice: This bot
is identical to the Transition given player’s prior
choice bot, except that it exploits any pattern in participant
move choices based on their bot opponent’s previous move
rather than their own previous move.
Transition given prior outcome: This bot tracks a participant’s most likely transitions conditioned on each possible
previous outcome. Win-stay, lose-shift behavior (Wang et al.,
2014; Dyson et al., 2016) will be exploited by this bot.
Choice given player’s prior choice & opponent’s prior
choice: This bot tracks player move choices given each combination of their own and their bot opponent’s previous move.
Choice given player’s prior two choices: This bot
chooses the move which beats their human opponent’s most
likely move given the participant’s move choices in each of
the previous two rounds.
Transition given prior transition & prior outcome: This
bot exploits any dependency participants exhibit on their transitions each round, given both the outcome of the previous
round and the transition they made in the previous round. For
example, if participants were more likely to shift up after a
round in which they shifted up and won, this bot will detect
such a pattern and exploit it.

Adaptive Bot Complexity
Intuitively, the eight bot strategies described above differ in
the complexity of the behavioral regularity they are exploiting. We formalize the complexity of a bot’s strategy based on
the memory demands of executing it. The simplest transition
bots (Transition baserate and Opponent transition
baserate) need only store and update three counts in memory: a 1x3 matrix with the number of +, −, and 0 transitions.
Meanwhile, the three intermediate strategies (Transition
given player’s prior choice and Transition given
opponent’s prior choice
and
Transition given
prior outcome) all maintain a 3x3 (9-cell) matrix of
transition counts based on additional information from the
previous round (i.e., the participant’s previous move, the
bot’s previous move, or the previous outcome). Finally,
the most complex bots (Choice given player’s prior
choice & opponent’s prior choice and Choice given
player’s prior two choices and Transition given
prior transition & prior outcome) rely on a 9x3 (27cell) matrix which tracks unique combinations of previous
events (two previous moves or a previous transition and
previous outcome) to choose their moves. While this is not
the only way to formalize the complexity of these strategies,
the memory requirement offers an intuitive description of
why some of the regularities the bots exploit may be easier to
counteract than others. We explore how well the complexity
of a regularity (and the corresponding bot’s strategy) maps
onto people’s ability to adapt to each bot.
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Results
At a high level, our results indicate that there is considerable
variance in the degree to which people were able to avoid
exploitation by their adaptive bot opponents. We first show
that bot win count differentials are highly correlated with the
expected win count differentials obtained in Brockbank and
Vul (2020); the extent to which people exhibit a given dependency in dyad play is closely aligned with their (in)ability to
counteract such a pattern when it is being exploited. Next, our
results offer insights into why people are able to recognize and
alter some patterns in their behavior but not others. We show
that increases in bot win count differentials follow increases
in the complexity of the dependency the bots exploit, with certain complexity levels reliably exploiting human opponents
and others frequently counter-exploited by participants.

Patterns of exploitability against bots align with
dyad play
We first explore whether the dependencies people exhibited
most in dyadic play (Brockbank & Vul, 2020) are in turn the
ones that led to the highest win count differentials for exploitative bots. While this is an intuitive hypothesis, it need
not be the case; against a stable human opponent, participants
may have exhibited certain dependencies to a greater degree
precisely because their opponents were not exploiting these
dependencies. Without any pressure to disrupt such regularities, they may have persisted more than they would against an
exploitative opponent. Therefore, it remains an open question
whether the dependencies people exhibited most in dyad play
are the ones they are least able to recognize and counteract.
For a given dependency over move choices, Brockbank
and Vul (2020) calculate an expected win count differential
for each participant based on how much they exhibit that
dependency in game play. This represents an approximation of how much a hypothetical opponent could be expected
to win if they were to simply maximize against this dependency when playing each participant; the higher the expected
win count differential for a given dependency, the more participants exhibited that dependency in dyad play. Figure 2
shows expected win count differentials from Brockbank and
Vul (2020) on x and average win count differentials for each
adaptive bot in our results on y. Each point therefore indicates how successfully the bot opponents were able to exploit a given dependency, as a function of how much people
exhibited that same dependency in dyad play. The correlation between average expected win count differentials and the
matched average bot win count differentials for each strategy
is 0.958 (t(6) = 8.16, p <0.001). As the amount that people
exhibited a particular dependency in dyad play increases, so
too does the win count differential obtained by exploiting this
dependency. This suggests that people’s tendency to exhibit
some regularities more than others when making strategic decisions extends to their inability to adapt their play when such
regularities are being exploited.

𝑹𝒆𝒑𝒐𝒓𝒕𝒆𝒅 𝒊𝒏 𝑩𝒓𝒐𝒄𝒌𝒃𝒂𝒏𝒌 & 𝑽𝒖𝒍 (𝟐𝟎𝟐𝟎)

Figure 2: Relationship between expected win count differentials from human dyad play reported in Brockbank and Vul
(2020) and bot win count differentials in our data. Each point
represents a behavioral pattern exhibited in dyad play and exploited by one of the eight bots. The dashed line indicates
chance performance.
In sum, findings from Brockbank and Vul (2020) suggest
that against other humans, people strongly exhibit the dependencies being exploited by adaptive bots in the present experiment. We therefore expect that people’s baseline tendency to
display these biases in the current results will be minimally
different. The question is whether an agent that exploits such
behavioral regularities will lead to adaptive behavior among
participants, or whether they will be unable to modify biases
in their decisions. Results in Figure 2 suggest that indeed, the
more strongly people display a bias in dyadic interaction, the
more that bias can be exploited by a calculating opponent.

Game outcomes predicted by strategy complexity
While the expected win count differentials reported in
Brockbank and Vul (2020) are all positive (reflecting idealistic assumptions about exploitability), a notable feature of
our results is that bot win count differentials straddle the intercept. In Figure 2, expected win count differentials on x lie
roughly between 40 and 90, while average bot win count differentials on y range from -50 to 50. For some bots, not only
did participants avoid being exploited by a particular regularity, but they successfully counter-exploited the bot opponent,
giving the bot a negative win count differential. However,
for other dependencies, participants were unable to avoid being exploited, producing average bot win count differentials
greater than zero. How might differences between the adaptive bot strategies account for this variance? Figure 3 shows
average bot win count differentials by strategy, arranged according to the memory complexity described previously. Results illustrate a clear relationship between a bot’s complexity
and whether it was able to exploit its human opponents.
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Figure 3: Average win count differentials for each adaptive
bot strategy. Positive win count differentials indicate that the
bots were able to “outsmart” their human opponents. Adaptive bot complexity falls into three distinct categories. Bots
exhibit a clear pattern of exploiting more complex human
move dependencies more successfully. Error bars indicate
one SEM. The dashed line indicates chance performance.
First, bot win count differentials are significantly less than
zero for the simplest 3-cell memory bots in blue in Figure 3
(Transition baserate: t(20) = -2.30, p = 0.03; Opponent
transition baserate: t(25) = -6.09, p <0.01). Bot win
count differentials were negative for 17 out of 21 and 22 out
of 26 participants paired with each bot, far fewer than would
be expected by chance (p <0.01 and p <0.001). The only way
to achieve this pattern of results is for participants to discover
a means of counter-exploiting the bot opponents by picking
up on the higher-order dependencies exhibited by the bots as
they adapt to simpler dependencies. These results suggest
that participants reliably recognize and even successfully outwit strategies based on the simplest behavioral regularities.
In contrast, the three 27-cell bot strategies which
exploited the most complex dependencies in human
move choices were able to consistently beat their human opponents, shown in red in Figure 3. Bot win
count differentials are significantly greater than zero for
these strategies (Choice given player’s prior choice
& opponent’s prior choice: t(24) = 2.44, p = 0.02;
Choice given player’s prior two choices: t(19) =
4.36, p <0.001; Transition given prior transition &
prior outcome: t(25) = 5.68, p <0.0001). For the two
bot strategies with the highest win count differentials, only
4 out of 20 and 4 out of 26 participants in each condition had
win count differentials greater than or equal to zero; this is
far fewer than would be expected by chance (p = 0.01 and
p <0.001) and suggests that most people paired with these
bots would not be expected to come out ahead over many
rounds. People are essentially trapped in these complex de-

pendencies, suggesting a clear limit to the regularities they
can recognize and adjust in their own behavior.
Finally, among the intermediate 9-cell memory bots, two
obtained win count differentials which were not significantly
different from zero (Transition given player’s prior
choice: t(23) = -1.63, p = 0.12; Transition given prior
outcome: t(21) = 0.07, p = 0.95) while the third was significantly less than zero (Transition given opponent’s
prior choice: t(27) = -3.11, p <0.01). Binomial tests
based on individual win count differentials reflect a similar
pattern. Thus, at these intermediate complexities people cannot counter-exploit the adaptive bots, but can avoid being
exploited themselves. Even though people show a high degree of exploitability for these dependencies in dyadic play
(Brockbank & Vul, 2020), this level of complexity occupies
an intermediate point at which participants were able to effectively minimize the degree to which their behavior was exploited, but could not respond strategically to counter-exploit
bots with this level of sophistication.
Consistent player motivation Are people equally motivated when playing the different types of bots we pit them
against? When paired with other humans, people are sufficiently motivated by the ongoing scores we present to try to
outwit one another (Brockbank & Vul, 2020). However, perhaps this does not hold when playing against synthetic agents.
In particular, we want to make sure that motivation is consistent across all bot types. Three of the five Likert scale questions on the post-experiment survey addressed effort and motivation: (i) I paid attention to my opponent’s moves in order
to try and predict their next move, (ii) I was focused on winning for the entire time I was playing, and (iii) I was trying to
win each round against my opponent. We asked whether responses on these questions differed as a function of bot strategy. An analysis of variance of these responses as a function
of bot strategy did not find any significant effects (i. F(7, 181)
= 1.64, p = 0.13; ii. F(7, 181) = 0.52, p = 0.82; iii. F(7, 181)
= 0.87, p = 0.53). Thus, while it is perhaps natural that some
participants may have experienced frustration at being consistently beaten by a high complexity opponent, it is unlikely
that this accounts for the results in Figure 3.

Discussion
The current work explores how people respond to an opponent that seeks to exploit predictable patterns in their actions. This sort of challenge is central to games like chess
and tennis, but also underlies sophisticated behavior like online scams or negotiations. Specifically, we ask what levels
of patterned complexity people are able to recognize in their
own behavior, and how flexibly they can counteract such patterns to avoid exploitation. To address these questions, we
analyze move choices in the game of rock, paper, scissors
(RPS), a setting in which prior work has found evidence for a
range of sequential regularities in people’s decision making.
Participants played 300 rounds of RPS against one of eight
bot opponents, each of which strategically exploited a unique
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dependency found in earlier results (Brockbank & Vul, 2020).
We compare each bot’s average win count differential—their
total wins minus their (human) opponent’s total wins—to understand what kinds of patterns people can reliably avoid, and
when they are instead trapped by an exploitative adversary.
The bot strategies tested here captured a wide range of
human responses to exploitation; participants were able to
counter-exploit and win reliably against some of the bot
strategies, while consistently losing to others. To explain
these differences, our results offer two novel findings. First,
we show that the extent to which the adaptive bots were able
to successfully exploit regularties in participant responses is
proportional to how much participants exhibited the same
regularities against other people (Brockbank & Vul, 2020).
This suggests that people’s capacity to recognize and alter
patterns in their own behavior may be tied to how much they
exhibit those patterns naturally. Second, we show that the
degree to which people were exploited by a particular dependency is closely aligned with the memory demands of tracking that dependency. In other words, the complexity of the
behavioral pattern predicts people’s (in)ability to break it.
While the current results offer novel perspectives on the
ways people respond to exploitation, other interpretations of
these data are worth considering. For one, the complexity of
the dependencies that the bots exploit may be better captured
through other measures; for example, rather than the memory
requirements for representing the underlying dependency, bot
strategies can be classified according to the number of state
variables that are needed, e.g., a player’s previous move, the
opponent’s previous move, or the outcome of the previous
round. Thus, while it is tempting to blame the memory demands associated with tracking a more complicated dependency structure, the fault may just as well lie in processing
constraints on using such structures. In this vein, future work
should pull apart the impact of different complexity variables
in adaptive behavior. For example, a version of the current
task in which the bot’s strategy is visible throughout the experiment would isolate the computations required to respond
and reveal limits in adaptive reasoning while controlling for
the memory complexity of strategy representations.
The findings presented here raise a number of additional
questions about adversarial behavior that merit further investigation. First, our results suggest that within a particular complexity level, people vary in their ability to adapt
to exploitation. Notably, across all three complexity levels
in our data, participants were more successful at counteracting dependencies in their opponent’s behavior than their own
past actions (e.g., Opponent transition baserate versus
Transition baserate). As far as we are aware, existing
work on strategic reasoning does not offer a clear explanation
for this pattern. Future work should explore the possible role
of player-relative and opponent-relative dependencies in people’s ability to adapt to exploitation. In addition to variability within complexity levels, our results show individual variability within bot strategies, i.e., differential levels of success

responding to a bot’s exploitative behavior. This variability
likely reflects the use of different cognitive strategies across
individuals, for example model-free reinforcement learning
strategies or model-based predictions (Sepahvand, Stöttinger,
Danckert, & Anderson, 2014). Future work might examine
the time course or win patterns against exploitative opponents
to better understand individual strategy differences.
Broadly, the current results speak to the behavioral patterns
people can detect and adjust, and thus might be instructive for
real world settings where people are expected to revise their
behavior to undo potentially complex patterns. For instance,
work in “explainable AI” (Gunning et al., 2019) pursues a
human-legible description of the behaviors that prompted a
particular algorithmic decision, e.g., which aspects of a person’s behavior led to a rejected loan request. The goal of this
criterion is to allow people to respond positively to an adverse
decision by changing their behavior. But what constitutes a
sufficiently simple behavioral explanation for people to adjust
patterns in their actions? While our results cannot provide a
general answer, they suggest limits in the complexity of patterns people can detect and adjust in their own behavior, a key
to successful human-AI interactions.
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Abstract
Same-different visual reasoning is a basic skill central to abstract combinatorial thought. This fact has lead neural networks researchers to test same-different classification on deep
convolutional neural networks (DCNNs), which has resulted in
a controversy regarding whether this skill is within the capacity
of these models. However, most tests of same-different classification rely on testing on images that come from the same
pixel-level distribution as the testing images, yielding the results inconclusive. In this study we tested relational samedifferent reasoning DCNNs. In a series of simulations we show
that DCNNs are capable of visual same-different classification,
but only when the test images are similar to the training images
at the pixel-level. In contrast, even when there are only subtle
differences between the testing and training images, the performance of DCNNs could drop to chance levels. This is true
even when DCNNs’ training regime included a wide distribution of images or when they were trained in a multi-task setup
in which training included an additional relational task with
test images from the same pixel-level distribution.
Keywords: same-different relations; relational reasoning;
deep neural network

Introduction
Relational reasoning is core to human intelligence (Penn,
Holyoak, & Povinelli, 2008), and has proven to be a challenge for an earlier generation of connectionist models (e.g.,
O’Reilly & Busby, 2002; Rogers & McClelland, 2004;
St. John, 1992) and more recent deep networks as well (Ricci,
Cadène, & Serre, 2021; Vankov & Bowers, 2020; Puebla,
Martin, & Doumas, 2021). Perhaps the simplest form of relation reasoning is the same-different task that simply requires
the reasoner to determine whether two inputs are the same
or different by some criterion. In the domain of vision, the
simplest version of this is to classify images as visually identical or not. This skill is essential to abstract combinatorial
thought and seems to be much more developed humans and
chimpanzees than in other species (Gentner, Shao, Simms, &
Hespos, 2021).
Recently there has been mixed evidence regarding whether
standard deep convolutional neural networks (DCNNs) can
support same-different matching of images. Fleuret et al.
(2011) developed a Synthetic Visual Reasoning Test (SVRT)
that included a set of 23 classification problems involving
images of randomly generated shapes (for example images
see Fig. 1 “Original” column). They reported that standard
machine learning techniques at the time did poorly on samedifferent tasks. Similarly, Stabinger, Rodrı́guez-Sánchez, and
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Piater (2016) showed that state-of-the-art DCNNs (at the
time) LeNet and GoogLeNet performed poorly on the same
SVRT same-different tasks, and more recently, Kim et al.
(2018) showed that vanilla DCNNs were poor at SVRT samedifferent tasks, and using a different dataset, showed that
Santoro et al. (2017) relational network (RN) also failed to
support same-different judgments.
Interestingly, Kim, Ricci, and Serre (2018) did find that a
“Siamese network” that encoded the two images in two separate channels in order to simulate the effects of attentional selection and perceptual grouping learned to classify images as
“same” or “different” easily, leading the authors to conclude
that object individuation is a key step in solving the samedifferent task. At the same time, they also argue that a full
solution to the same-different problem requires a network to
encode dynamic representations of relations rather than statically storing visual-relation templates in synaptic weights.
That is, in their view, symbolic processes need to be implemented to fully solve the same-different task.
On the other hand, there are recent reports that the current
state-of-the-art DCNNs can solve the same-different task. If
this is indeed the case, it would be a striking example of
standard networks solving a fundamental relational reasoning
task without implementing any symbolic machinery. Funke et
al. (2021) noted that Kim et al. (2018) only tested relatively
small CNNs (up to 6 layers), and when they replicated the
same-different experiments on the SVRT using a ResNet-50
(He, Zhang, Ren, & Sun, 2016) model (a network of 50 layers) the models were able to perform the task successfully.
Funke et al. (2021) noted that the success does not necessarily imply DCNNs can solve all visual reasoning tasks, but
they do highlight that standard feedforward processing DCNNs can solve the same-different task and that Kim et al.’s
claim regarding the need for extra mechanisms for this task is
unwarranted.
Similarly, Messina, Amato, Carrara, Gennaro, and Falchi
(2021) have shown that a range of recent DCNNs, specifically ResNets, DenseNets, and CorNet-S, can solve the samedifferent SVRT tasks, whereas they confirm that this is difficult for older AlexNet and VGG networks. The authors conclude: “We think that the development of the abstract and
relational abilities of neural networks is an important leap towards achieving some interesting new tasks...”.
However, there is a fundamental problem with using suc-
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Figure 1: Positive and negative examples from SVRT problem #1 and our new nine versions of this problem.
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cess on the same-different SVRT task as evidence that CNNs
can support relational reasoning. A key feature of relational
reasoning is that it is reasoning based on relations rather than
any low-level visual details of the inputs. In the domain of
visual same-different judgements, reasoning should extend to
novel images. The SVRT task does test models on novel pairs
of images, but the test images are generated in the same way
(i.e., the train and test datasets come from the same pixel-level
distribution), and accordingly, it does not test the hypothesis
that models have acquired the capacity to support relational
reasoning on the same-different task.

Relative position:
Simulations 3-4

Figure 2: Model set-up.

Simulations
In the simulations below we test abstract same-different reasoning in DCNNs based on the ResNet-50 architecture. The
basic tenet of our simulations is that a model that has learned
the abstract same and different relations should be able to recognize examples of these relations beyond its training set.
Our training and test data are based on problem #1 of the
SVRT (see Fig. 1 column “Original”). In problem #1 images
of two randomly generated shapes are classified as “same” if
they are the same up to translation and “different” otherwise.
Furthermore, we created nine new datasets that followed the
same abstract rule as problem #1. However, each new dataset
was generated through a distinct stochastic generative process (i.e., a different pixel-level distribution). In the irregular
dataset each shape was a (randomly generated) irregular polygon. In the regular dataset each shape was a regular polygon. In the open dataset each shape was an irregular polygon where the first and last vertices were not connected. The
wider line dataset was the same as the irregular dataset except
that the line width was set to two pixels instead of one. The
scrambled dataset was the same as the regular dataset except
that in the “different” examples one the of the objects (scrambled) was generated by dividing the other object into sections
and displacing them randomly around the center. The random
color dataset was the same as the irregular dataset except that
for each image the line color was chosen randomly. The filled
dataset was the same as the irregular dataset except that the
shapes were filled with black. In the lines dataset each object
corresponded to two unconnected vertical lines; in the “same”
examples the distances between the lines of each object were
exactly the same, whereas in the “different” examples these
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distances were different. Finally, in the arrows dataset the objects were arrows consisting of one or two triangular head(s)
and a line; the head(s) and the line were connected; in the
“same” examples the arrows were the same and in the “different” examples the orientation of each head was inverted.
Note that among these nine different stimulus sets there are
differences in the level of low-level similarity with the original SVRT data. In particular, the irregular, regular, and, to a
lesser extent, the open datasets are more similar to the original data than the rest of the datasets.

Simulation 1
In Simulation 1 we created four models based on ResNet-50.
All models consisted on a ResNet-50 convolutional front end
followed by a hidden layer with 1024 units with ReLU activation (see Fig. 2). In Simulation 1 there was one output
layer that consisted of a single sigmoid unit which predicted
whether the input image belonged to the category “same”. We
pre-trained the models’ convolutional front end in either ImageNet (Deng et al., 2009) or TU-Berlin (Eitz, Hays, & Alexa,
2012), a dataset of human-generated sketches. Furthermore,
we varied how we treated the output of the convolutional front
end before passing it to the hidden layer. We either applied a
global average pooling (GAP) operation to it, as Funke et al.
(2021) did, or flatten it, as Messina et al. (2021) did1 .
1 We also made models that had the pre-trained convolutional
front end frozen and only the classifier was trainable. Those models achieved similar results to the ones presented on Simulation 1.
However, they were not well-suited for the data augmentation and
multi-task learning techniques used on Simulations 2-4, so we don’t
consider them further.
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TU-Berlin & flatten
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Figure 3: Average AUC by condition and model on 10 runs of Simulation 1. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals.
We trained each model 10 times with the Adam optimizer
(Kingma & Ba, 2014). Training proceeded in two stages. In
the first stage, the pre-trained ResNet-50 network was frozen
while the rest of the network was trained with a learning
rate of 0.0003. In the second stage, the complete model was
trained with a learning rate of 0.0001. The training data consisted of the original data of the SVRT problem #1. In the first
stage the model was trained on 28000 images for 5 epochs
with a batches of 64 samples. In the second stage the model
was trained on the same images for 10 epochs and with the
same batch size.

Results and Discussion As can be seen in Fig. 3, all models achieved excellent performance in the original test dataset.
Furthermore, the models pre-trained on ImageNet performed
better than the models pre-trained on TU-Berlin and the models with GAP performed better than the models that flattened
the last convolutional layer’s output. Overall, the ImageNet &
GAP model was the best performing model in the original test
dataset as well as across the nine new test datasets. Accordingly, the following analysis (as well as Simulations 2-4) will
concentrate on it. The ImageNet & GAP model showed good
or excellent performance in the irregular, regular and open
conditions. As can be appreciated in Fig. 1, these conditions
were the most featurally similar to the training data. On the
other hand, the ImageNet & GAP model performed poorly or
worse on the random color, lines, and arrows conditions with
fair performance on the wider line and scrambled conditions.
In general, these results show that the degree of generalization
on the same-different task depends heavily on the pixel-level
similarity between the training data and the test data. This
pattern of results is inconsistent with the models learning the
abstract same and different relations.

In Simulation 1 we performed the most basic and stringent
test of abstract relational reasoning. The models were trained
on problem #1, using the original dataset, and then presented
with 5600 images from each of the 10 stimulus sets. That is,
our testing conditions consisted on new images from the original training set (replicating Funke et al., 2021), and novel
images from the other nine test datasets that were not seen
during training. As noted above, a model that has learn the
abstract same and different relations should generalize learning on the same-different task independently from the pixellevel similarity to original SVRT data.

Simulation 2

Because we are testing binary classification models on
datasets that come from different distributions than the training data, it is possible that each test dataset has a different optimal classification threshold. To account for this, we used the
area under an ROC curve (AUC), which is an aggregate measure of performance across all possible classification thresholds. AUC values range from 0 to 1, where 0.5 corresponds
to chance-level prediction. As customary, an AUC ≤ 0.6 was
considered fail, an 0.6 < AUC ≤ 0.7 was considered poor, an
0.7 < AUC ≤ 0.8 was considered fair, an 0.8 < AUC ≤ 0.9
was considered good, and AUC > 0.9 was considered excellent.

A potential criticism to Simulation 1 is that the training data
(line drawings of random shapes) wasn’t rich enough for the
models to form a more complex representation of the “same”
and “different” relations. Note, however, that Messina et al.
(2021) do interpret their results following the same training
conditions as supporting abstract same-different reasoning in
DCNNs, while Funke et al. (2021) argues that they results
suggest that purely feed-forward mechanisms are sufficient to
perform abstract same-different visual reasoning. Nevertheless, we agree that it is important to test what happens when
the models have access to a richer training set. Therefore, in
Simulations 2-4 we tested whether augmenting the training
regime of the ResNet-50-based models would improve gen-
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Figure 4: Average AUC by condition on 10 runs of Simulation 2. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals.
eralization on the same-different task to unseen stimuli. In
Simulation 2, we did this by training the models on nine stimulus conditions consisting of images from the original SVRT
data and all the new datasets except one. For each condition
we trained 10 models with the same settings as in Simulation
1 except that the models were trained for 13 epochs instead
of 10. We tested the models on the one stimulus set they
were not trained on. For example, the models in the irregular stimulus condition were trained on the original data and
all the new datasets except the irregular condition, on which
they were tested.
Results and Discussion As can be seen in Fig. 4, the ImageNet & GAP model showed good or excellent performance
in the irregular, regular, open, wider line, scrambled and filled
conditions. Presumably, the improvement on the wider line
and filled conditions is due to their pair-wise similarity. In
contrast, the random color, lines, and arrows conditions were
less affected by the additional training, since they were the
most featurally unique among the different datasets. These
results show clearly that augmenting the training regime of
the model with data from several conditions increases the
model’s ability to generalize to an untrained condition. However, this benefit seems more related to the pixel-level similarity of the augmented data with the testing data than to the
shared relational structure of the problem among conditions.
If the model was learning the same/different relation, then the
benefits of our data augmentation manipulation would have
spread evenly across conditions.

Simulation 3
In Simulation 2 we augmented the models’ experience of the
different conditions by training on the same-different task directly. A potential problem with this strategy is that it does
not give the models any experience with the specific condition
they are tested on. In contrast, in Simulation 3 we augmented
the models’ experience on all the datasets through multitask learning. In deep learning research multi-task learning
has long been used as technique to improve generalization
(Ruder, 2017). In this simulation the models were trained on
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two tasks. The first was the same-different task as in the previous simulations. The second was a relative position task.
This consisted in classifying whether the lower object in the
image was to the right of the upper object (category 1) or to
the left (category 0). To do this we added a second output
layer with a single sigmoid unit (see Fig. 2). Note that the
processing path of this architecture only diverges at the output layer. This kind of hard parameter sharing is known to
reduce overfitting (Baxter, 1997), so if our previous results
are just a matter of overfitting to the training data2 , adding
a second task should aid to generalize learning of the samedifferent task.
We trained 10 models with images from the “same” and
“different” categories from all conditions. However, we only
allowed the models to learn to classify images from the original SVRT data as “same” or “different”, whereas the models learned to classify all presented images into their corresponding relative position category. To accomplish this, during training we used the following composed loss function:

Ltotal =

∑

rp

rp

rp

sd sd
wsd
i ·CE(yi , ŷi ) + wi ·CE(yi , ŷi )

(1)

i∈batch

where CE(y, ŷ) is the cross-entropy loss between the label
y and the prediction ŷ, and wsd and wrp are the weights for the
same-different loss and the relative position loss, respectively.
During training, wrp was set to 1 for all images. In contrast,
when the model received images from the original SVRT data
we set wsd to 1, otherwise it was set to 0. During testing, we
presented the models with images of each problem version
and recorded the models’ same-different and relative position
AUC. All other training and testing parameters were the same
as in Simulation 1 except that we trained the models for 13
epochs rather than 10.
Results and Discussion As can be seen in Fig. 5, the ImageNet & GAP model achieved perfect performance in the
relative position task. In the same-different task, on the other
hand, the results were more varied. The majority of the conditions showed a good or excellent performance except for
the filled, lines and arrows conditions. Notably, the lines and
arrows conditions did not seem to be affected by training on
the secondary relative position task (compare Fig. 5 with Fig.
3). Overall, these results show that training in a “source” task
(relative position) can improve generalization on a “target”
task (same-different) for out of distribution samples as long
as those samples come from a distribution of images trained
on the source task. Is important to note that this technique
involves to effectively show all the pixel-level distributions
of unfamiliar images to the model. Furthermore, our results
show that multitask training does not affect all conditions
equally. Notably, this technique was less effective for the
2 Note,

however, that the test data of the SVRT problem #1 consists of a different set of images from the training data, so overfitting
would have resulted in a low AUC in the original condition, which
is the opposite to what we found in Simulation 1.
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Figure 5: Average AUC by condition and task on 10 runs of
Simulation 3. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals.
more featurally unique conditions, suggesting that the similarity between the train data and the test data plays an important role in multitask-learning too.

Simulation 4
In Simulation 4 we combined the approaches taken in Simulations 2 and 3 in order to provide the models with the maximum amount of information to generalize the same-different
task to the unseen conditions. As in Simulation 3, we trained
the models in both the same-different and the relative position
tasks. Furthermore, as in Simulation 2, for the same-different
task we trained on all the stimulus conditions except one. For
each of these 9 conditions we trained 10 models and tested
them on the stimulus set that was not trained on. We trained
the models with loss (1), this time setting wsd to 1 for all
datasets except the one tested on. All other training parameters were the same as in Simulation 3.
Results and Discussion As can be seen in Fig. 6, for the
relative position task the ImageNet & GAP model achieved
perfect performance in all conditions, just as in Simulation
3. The models’ performance in the same-different task was
better than in Simulation 3, with the models achieving excellent performance in all conditions except lines and arrows.
The cumulative effect of the extra training and secondary task
manipulations suggest that our interpretation of the effect of
training on a secondary task is indeed akin to a form of data
augmentation. Note that these forms of data augmentation
improve performance by increasing the similarity of the training data to the test data. This conclusion is supported by the
results obtained in the lines and arrows conditions, the most
featurally unique conditions in our simulations. The fact that
after applying both, extra training on the same-different task
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Figure 6: Average AUC by condition and task on 10 runs of
Simulation 4. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals.
on all other conditions and training on all conditions in the
relative position task barely affects the models’ performance
on these conditions shows that the performance benefits of
these manipulations come from the pixel-level similarity of
the (heavily augmented) data with the test data. This is not
consistent with the models grasping the abstract relational
concepts “same” and “different”.

General Discussion
In four simulations we tested whether DCCNs were able to
learn the abstract same and different relations that would support relational reasoning in the same-different task. Across
simulations we found that, instead of forming an abstract representation of this task, DCCNs were unable to generalize to
new test images that shared the same underlying relations as
the training data but were not similar at the pixel level. This
was the case even when we augmented DCCNs’ experience
with new stimulus sets that instantiated the same-different
task with several kinds of objects (Simulations 2 and 4), and
when we used multi-task learning to give them experience
with the very same stimulus conditions that they were tested
on (Simulations 3 and 4).
Across simulations we found that, instead of forming an
abstract representation of this task, DCCNs generalized primarily based on the pixel-level similarity of the training data
with the test data. In contrast, DCCNs did not generalize
well to new test images that shared the same underlying relations as the training data but were not similar at the pixel
level. This was the case even when we augmented DCCNs’
experience with new stimulus sets that instantiated the samedifferent task with several kinds of objects (Simulations 2 and
4), and when we used multi-task learning to give them expe-

rience with the very same conditions that they were tested on
(Simulations 3 and 4).
These results shed new light into the discussion of whether
is necessary to invoke extra, symbolic mechanism to solve
the same-different task. If by “solving” the same-different
task one means generalizing from one set of images to another set of images that share the same pixel-level distribution (as Funke et al., 2021, assume and is implemented in the
SVRT test) it is perfectly reasonable to say that DCNNs are
able to solve this task. This, by itself, is an interesting problem from a machine learning point of view, because early
machine learning models could not solve this kind of task.
However, if by “solving” the same-different task one means
to learn a representation of the same and different relations
that support generalization beyond pixel-level similarity (as
in humans and chimpanzees), our results suggest that DCCNs
are just not up to the task.
In future work, we plan to extend the present analyses to relation networks (Santoro et al., 2017). Relation networks are
an interesting test case because they are feed-forward neural
networks that are specifically designed to perform relational
reasoning. However, the way they have been benchmarked so
far does not allow to test directly whether their performance
is based on low-level similarity between the training and test
data or on more abstract representations. The current results
suggest that dynamic representations of relations and objects
might be necessary to achieve true visual relational reasoning.
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Abstract
The QAnon conspiracy posits that Satan-worshiping
Democrats operate a covert child sex-trafficking operation,
which Donald Trump is destined to expose and annihilate.
Emblematic of the ease with which political
misconceptions can spread through social media, QAnon
originated in late 2017 and rapidly grew to shape the
political beliefs of millions. To illuminate the process by
which a conspiracy theory spreads, we report two
computational studies examining the social network
structure and semantic content of tweets produced by users
central to the early QAnon network on Twitter. Using data
mined in the summer of 2018, we examined over 800,000
tweets about QAnon made by about 100,000 users. The
majority of users disseminated rather than produced
information, serving to create an online echochamber.
Users appeared to hold a simplistic mental model in which
political events are viewed as a struggle between
antithetical forces—both observed and unobserved—of
Good and Evil.
Keywords:
QAnon,
conspiratorial
thinking,
hypercoherence, naturalistic data

Introduction
Deception and misinformation have pervaded American
politics throughout its history. During the Civil War,
Southern sentiment was manipulated by press campaigns
propagating unfounded claims that the North was
planning to lead a revolt of freed slaves against the South
(Necklason, 2020). A century and a half later, false
allegations of stockpiled weapons of mass destruction in
Iraq served to justify a U.S. invasion. This pretense
remained a pervasive belief among the American public
for at least a decade (Altheide & Grimes, 2005). More
recently, online forums promoted a conspiracy theory
asserting that Jewish financial elites helped orchestrate
the Covid-19 pandemic (Zipperstein, 2020). The
emergence of social media has enabled unregulated
production and proliferation of misinformation––a
global "infodemic" of misinformation (Salvi et al.,
2020)—making our era a Golden Age of conspiracy
theories.
One of the most widespread fantasies to emerge from
recent internet forums is the QAnon conspiracy
(Zipperstein, 2020; Papasavva et al., 2020; Saltman,
2020). QAnon’s central narrative involves a covert world
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of liberal elites ruling by way of a global childtrafficking ring and by mass manipulation of the
economy and media. As the main protagonist of QAnon,
former U.S. President Donald Trump is purported to be
the sole defense against this elite cabal. While this
narrative is disturbing and radical, the most nefarious
aspects of QAnon are likely its varied peripheral
narratives and claims that sow distrust in scientific and
democratic institutions (Zipperstein, 2020). For instance,
during the beginning of the Covid-19 pandemic, a meme
posted on a QAnon 4Chan board falsely claimed that
96% of reported deaths attributed to Covid-19 were not
actually due to that disease. While this claim was easily
refutable, within days it inspired massive anti-lockdown
protests in Germany, the United Kingdom, and the
United States, which were primarily attended by
protestors holding signs that bore the QAnon slogan,
WWG1WGA (“where we go one, we go all”).
Belief in QAnon's web of narratives is not reserved for
those on the political extremes. A CIVIQS (2020) survey
reported that one in three Republicans believe that
QAnon is mostly true. Given that a substantial
proportion of the electorate is comfortable with a
radically inaccurate depiction of reality, the
pervasiveness of QAnon-supporting sentiment may pose
a threat to the stability of Western democratic institutions
(Saltman, 2020). Understanding the social and cognitive
factors enabling the rise of QAnon is crucial to prevent
future emergence of similar conspiracies.

Hypercoherence as a Prerequisite for
Conspiratorial Thinking
Generalization of previously learned information to
novel situations is a hallmark of adaptive learning
(Mednick & Freedman, 1960). In the context of belief
formation, new beliefs also tend to generalize from, or
cohere with, features of prior beliefs (Lewandowsky,
Gignac, & Oberauer, 2013; Homer-Dixon et al., 2013).
Indeed, a coherence mechanism has been shown to be
central to various cognitive processes, from visual
perception (Yuille & Grzywacz, 1988) to moral
reasoning (Holyoak & Powell, 2016). According to
explanatory coherence theory, beliefs are often formed
on the basis of congruence with prior beliefs, insofar as

the acceptance of a new belief increases the explanatory
coherence of the belief network (Findlay & Thagard,
2011). Beliefs may therefore be adopted if they fit the
explanatory model generated from one’s prior beliefs.
But what happens when new evidence can be
construed as coherent with one’s prior beliefs, regardless
of its veridicality? Recent work has shown that people
who engage in conspiratorial thinking tend to attribute
more control and structure to the world than is plausible.
Conspiratorial thinkers do not typically believe in just a
single conspiracy theory, but rather clusters of them (van
Harreveld et al., 2014). For example, Lewandowsky,
Oberaurer, and Gignac (2013) found that people's
propensity to believe that NASA faked the moon-landing
predicted their tendency to believe that climate change
was a hoax. This association arises because conspiracy
thinkers are likely to endorse completely novel
conspiracies that share common conspiracy themes, thus
viewing logically disjointed narratives as mutually
coherent (e.g., NASA/government conspiracy → fake
moon landing; climate scientists conspiracy → climate
science is fake). This evidence suggests that conspiracy
thinkers may readily bind new information with their
conspiratorial view of the world through a maladaptive
level of coherence––hypercoherence. Hypercoherence
combines top-down priors based on broad core attitudes
(e.g., distrust of government and scientific elites),
coupled with bottom-up “data” based on the opinions of
fellow believers that echo on social media. Where
conspiracy thinkers go one, they go all by attributing a
vast network of complex narratives to a single causal
source (Saltman, 2020).
Hypercoherence may be especially easy to achieve
when information is consumed within online
communities where both information and social identity
are radically curated. Conspiracies such as QAnon may
be a natural consequence of a social media environment
that: (1) prioritizes false information over verifiable
information, and (2) allows for the easy and rapid
formation of echochambers, or pockets of online
communities that share and consume nearly identical,
belief-confirming information (Sasahara et al., 2020).
Once misinformation is introduced that coheres with the
narrative of a particular echochamber, it may foster the
generation of additional content by simultaneously
adding to the coherence of the community’s narrative
while reducing its standard of plausibility.
Misinformation may therefore gradually reconfigure a
person's belief network toward stronger degrees of
coherence, making it more capable of binding disparate
and implausible beliefs. The result is belief in
conspiracies that cover a wide range of narrative clusters.
These factors make QAnon no longer merely a single
conspiracy, but a web of conspiratorial plots under the
umbrage of a central narrative and shared identity
(Roose, 2021). Understanding the features of social
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media networks in which QAnon has spread may help
elucidate the conditions under which conspiratorial
trends metastasize into super-conspiracies. Such
analyses may help to find ways to stymie the growth of
future conspiracies that take root in internet discussions.
To this end, here we report analyses of the structure and
content of the early QAnon Twitter network, aiming to
infer the mental model that binds members of this
community together while understanding the social
processes underlying the narrative's rapid spread online.

Computational Studies of Twitter Data
We conducted two studies of the early QAnon Twitter
network to understand the social and cognitive processes
shaping the dissemination and content of the
conspiracy's narrative. In Study 1 we analyzed a retweet
network to assess the extent to which users shared versus
produced content. In Study 2 we fit a series of topic
models to the tweets to characterize the general form of
the mental model shared by QAnon users.
From June 29 to July 12, 2018, 834787 tweets from
107,777 unique users were collected using the Twitter
Streaming API. Tweets containing at least one of the
following strings were collected: "qanon", "#q", and
"#qanon". In January 2021, after Twitter removed Q
accounts following the insurrection on the U.S. Capitol,
tweets from many of these accounts were permanently
deleted. This early dataset thus provides a rare and
crucial glimpse into the echochamber that grew to
eventually impact American politics for much of 2020.

Study 1: Network Analysis
Social networks––both online and in the physical
world—are central to the function and maintenance of
conspiratorial beliefs. We analyzed a retweet network to
examine how different users contributed to the
production and distribution of information.

Retweet Network Construction
Retweet networks capture how information is shared in
a Twitter network. Previous work has highlighted the
need to identify different user types in order to
understand messaging patterns in Twitter data (Kwon,
Priniski, & Chanda, 2018). This information may not
only help to understand how conspiratorial narratives
grow via adoption on social media (i.e., attracting more
followers), but also may help identify target points that,
if removed, would effectively disrupt the network (e.g.,

removing a certain user from the platform). A retweet
network is represented mathematically as a digraph
(directed graph) G = (V,E), where V contains a set of
vertices (or nodes) representing unique Twitter users and
E contains a set of directed and weighted relations
between two users vi and vj in V, and where ei,j represents
the number of times user vi retweeted vj. Consequently,
the degree of vertex vi––which equals the sum of all
weighted edges connected to vi––is a proxy for the
amount of information vi shared within the network.
Because G is a digraph, edges encode directionality and
therefore ei,j may not necessarily equal ej,i. For instance,
the number of times user vi retweeted vj may not equal
the number of times user vj retweeted vi. Therefore, a
node's degree can be further decomposed into an outdegree and in-degree component, respectively
representing the number of times vi shared other users'
tweets, and how many times other users shared vi's
tweets.
Analysis of a user's in- and out-degree can reveal their
information-sharing role in the network. Specifically,
high in-degree values indicate the user produced content
that was heavily retweeted by other users in the network,
suggesting that the person was a producer of information
in the ecosystem. Producers are likely to be central to the
production of information in the echochamber and to
development of the central narrative. In contrast,
relatively high out-degree values indicate users who
more frequently shared other users' content rather than
producing their own. Such distributors are central to the
transmission of misinformation emerging from the core
of the echochamber to users outside the network.
Distributors may lure new users into the echochamber by
exposing them to misinformation via newsfeeds.
Both user types are central to the generation and
spreading of political disinformation and synthesis of a
unifying narrative (e.g., Keller, Schoch, Styler, & Tang,
2020). Understanding the proportion of users playing
each role can reveal how the conspiracy grew and spread.
If there is relative balance between the two user types,
this would suggest that many users contribute to the
narrative by producing information, and the conspiracy
is relatively "grass roots" in nature. In contrast, if there
are more users with large out-degree values, this would
suggest that the majority of users in the network
distribute rather than produce information, suggesting
that only a minority of highly influential users are key to
the production of information in the network.
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Figure 1. Distribution of out-degree (number of times a user
retweeted another) and in-degree (number of times a user's
original tweet was retweeted by another) values across the
QAnon conspiratorial network.
Table 1. Summary Statistics Describing Network Structure.

Network Statistics
Nodes
98352
Edges
Unique
430036
Weighted Sum
655216
Out/In-Degree Distribution
Min
0/0
Max
12899/1314
Mean
4.37/4.37
Variance
9011.5/172.7
Skew
76.7/23.0
As shown in Figure 1, for this dataset the range of outdegrees values is in fact far larger than that of in-degree
values, suggesting that most users distributed
information produced by a small set of influential users.
This interpretation is supported by the differences in
statistics describing the distributions of these values
(Table 1). Notably, out-degree values were far more
variable than in-degree values. Strikingly, the extremes
of the degree distributions suggests that some users
retweeted up to 13,000 times in the dataset.

Uncovering Communities and Central Users
Understanding the global organization of a social
network can shed light on its operations. Due to the
inherent complexity of real-world networks, numerical
methods are required to reveal higher-level structures,
such as tightly-connected clusters of nodes, or
communities. Here, we apply the k-clique percolation
algorithm (or k-clique community detection) to uncover
overlapping
communities
across
levels
of
"embeddedness" in the network (Palla, Derenyi, Farkas,
& Vicsek, 2005). The goal of this analysis is two-fold:
(1) to assess the prevalence of communities across the

network, which will guide our understanding of how
information is produced and shared across users in the
network; (2) to reveal which users are most central to the
network in order to analyze their tweet content (Study 2).
K-clique community detection finds substructures in
a network by first finding all k-cliques in a network. A kclique is a set of k nodes in a network such that all nodes
in the set share an edge between them. In other words, a
k-clique is a fully connected set of k nodes. For example,
if there are three nodes, v1, v2, and v3 such that v1 is
connected to v2, v2 is connected to v3, and v1 is connected
to v3, then the three nodes form a 3-clique. The k-clique
community detection algorithm uses the sets of kcliques––and the nodes that span multiple separate kcliques––to assess larger substructures in the network.
Specifically, a community is constructed between two
separate k-cliques if at least one node is shared between
them. For instance, if nodes v1, v2, and v3 form a 3-clique,
and v3, v4, v5, and v6 form a 4-clique, then because the
node v3 is common to both cliques, a community of the
seven nodes is constructed. By sweeping across values
for k and extracting communities, we can get a sense of
the number of tightly-connected communities at varying
sizes. Users belonging to k-clique communities with
larger values of k are more embedded within the
network.
The number of communities resulting from k-clique
community detection with k values ranging from 5 to 12
are shown in Figure 2. There are many small
communities distributed throughout the network (above
250 when k =3), and the number goes to 0 quickly (k =
11). This finding indicates that there are not many
communities of tightly connected individuals,
suggesting that the network does not take the form of a
grassroots campaign in which many users produce and
share information with one another (e.g., Bandari, Zhou,
Qian, Tangherlini, & Roychowhur, 2017).
The lack of large, tightly connected clusters further
suggests that the early Q network may have been easily
disrupted had influential accounts been taken down. At a
much later stage in QAnon development (January 2021),
the removal of Trump and other prominent Q accounts
led to a reduction of misinformation by 73% (Dwoskin
& Timberg, 2021), highlighting the integral role of users
central to the Q conspiracy on Twitter.

Study 2: Modeling Tweet Content
We examined the semantic themes shaping discussion in
the echochamber by applying the topic modeling
algorithm latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA; Blei, Ng, &
Jordan, 2014) to the tweets of the network’s most central
users. We chose to analyze the tweets of users who are
highly central to the network, because many of the
accounts in the network spread rather than produced
information. Furthermore, a cursory analysis of the
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tweets from the users more peripheral to the network
suggests that many of these users were bots and not
ordinary human users. These users shared rather than
produced original content, which is a hallmark of bot
behavior (e.g., Lazer et al., 2018), and the limited content
that they produced was largely incoherent. We aimed to
limit our analyses to tweets from human users, such as
those central to the production of content revealed in
Study 1.
Specifically, we extracted the semantic content tied
to users in different communities returned by calculating
cliques of size 9. This selection returned a set of five
distinct communities, allowing us to qualitatively assess
whether there are clear differences in the semantic
content in the tweets produced by users of each of the
five communities. We considered this number to be a
“goldilocks” value for qualitatively exploring semantic
content present in the dataset (larger values of k produce
too few communities, whereas smaller values of k
produce too many distinct communities). Thus, we fit
five topic models to the hashtags in tweets of five
clusters of users uncovered in Study 1 to examine the
extent to which semantic themes varied across the
network.

Figure 2. Number of communities uncovered via the k-clique
community detection across values of k.

Building Community-Specific Topic Models
LDA assigns each document (hashtags in a tweet) to
topics by instantiating a set of n topics, where each topic
is defined by a set of words that compose the documents.
The algorithm assigns a probability value for how likely
a document belongs to each topic. This probability value
is determined by how many of the topic’s
“representative” words appear in the tweet. Analysis of
the keywords describing the topics can shed light on the
broad semantic themes being discussed in a corpus.
Table 2 lists a subset of topics and their associated
keywords returned by the five community-specific topic
models. Common clusters of topics are prevalent across

all five communities. The semantic themes of each topic
suggest that people are framing their discussion as a
battle between Forces for Good as well as both
Unobservable and Observable Maleficent Forces. This
interpretation is supported by recent journalism work on
Q believers (e.g., LeFrance, 2020). Topics representative
of Forces for Good include: Guns (suggesting their
militarization); Trump; Rainmakers; Q, QAnon; "Where
we go one, we go all", and Michael Flynn. Unobservable
Maleficent Forces included: DeepState; Human
Trafficking Network; whereas Observable Maleficent
Forces included: Mainstream Media and DemocRats.
The theme of militarization is pervasive, revealed not
only as a topic solely devoted to Guns in cluster 1, but
also in the consistent presence across clusters of terms
such as: LetTheTribunnalsBegin, PeopleAreWeapons,
and PatriotsFight. Early Q believers apparently
envisioned a literal battle between good and evil forces,
foreshadowing the role played by Q supporters in the
violent insurrection that occurred in January 2021 in
Washington, D.C.

has found individual differences in susceptibility to
conspiratorial thinking (Swami et al., 2011). Naturalistic
work on factors leading to people's early involvement in
Q can help understand which individual differences
create vulnerability to conspiracy beliefs. The most
common terms in user descriptions of the profiles in this
dataset shed preliminary light on these factors. As shown
in Table 3, users often self-identify as patriots and
Christians. Given this exploratory finding, we propose
that one’s social identification (e.g., Christian, Patriot)
leads to an adoption of a belief heuristic (Good vs Evil)
that is used to select a specific political stance (e.g., gun
rights) (see Table 4).
Table 3. Most frequent terms in user descriptions.

Term
Proportion
MAGA
.27
patriot
Trump
.19
Christian
love
.11
proud
conservative
.11
country
God
.09
NRA

.07
.07
.07
.06
.06

Table 2. Community-specific topics and keywords.

Cluster

1

Topics

Keywords
Guns, GunsAreTools,
Guns
PeopleAreWeapons
DeepStateCabal, SuperElite,
Deep State
Illuminati
Socialists, Guns, GunGrabbers,
Gun Control
SuperElite
Media

2
Veteran
3

Deep State

Table 4. Proposed social-cognitive model of QAnon belief
formation.

Social
Identification

Good vs Evil
Schema

Political
Beliefs

Christian,
Patriot,
Conservative

Trump versus
Cabal

Gun rights to
militarize

MSM (Mainstream Media),
QRevolution, FakeNews
GodBlessOurTroops,
PatriotsFight, MAGAveteran

Discussion

LetTheTribunalsBegin,
Rainmakers, DeepState

FakeNews, PerkinsCoie,
PedoGate, PizzaGate
DrainTheSwamp,
Trafficking SaveTheChildren,
HumanTrafficking
Conspiracy

4

Trafficking
5

HumanTrafficking, PerkinsCoie,
ChildTrafficking

MAGA, Trump, POTUS,
TheStorm
Note. Not all topics from topic models reported here.
MAGA

A general schema of Good versus Evil has long been
exploited to engage public support for political issues
(e.g., Lakoff, 1991). Understanding how this schema
shapes reasoning in QAnon can help better understand
how the narrative developed. Further, extensive research
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Analysis of the QAnon Twitter network revealed that the
majority of users shared, rather than produced,
information. This finding suggests that development of
the QAnon narrative, and its effects on shaping the
beliefs of those in the network, were driven by a few key
users. We applied topic modeling to analyze the tweet
content of these users. This analysis revealed that users
may hold a simplistic mental model in which political
events are generated from an antithetical struggle
between Evil (both observable and unobservable) and
Good forces.
Our hypothesis about the mental schema of a QAnon
user is currently based on an exploratory analysis of a
naturalistic dataset. Future work––both naturalistic and
empirical––is therefore required. More detailed topic
modeling (e.g., models fit to the full text bodies of
tweets) can shed further light on the semantic structure
of this tweet corpus. A study that examines how
endorsement of conspiratorial narratives changes as a
function of their framing (e.g., as a struggle of good
versus evil as compared to alternative framings) could

shed light on the causal connection between this mental
schema and propensity to engage in conspiratorial
thinking. Additional demographic data could be used to
assess which forms of social identification (e.g., religion,
political beliefs) correlate most strongly with belief in a
good-versus-evil archetype, and with belief in
conspiracies more generally. It is possible that certain
individual differences could predict which people are
especially prone to fall for conspiracies when they are
framed as a struggle between good versus evil. Such
additional studies could help to elaborate and test the
social-cognitive model we have proposed here.
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Abstract
“Similarity” is often thought to dictate memory errors. For
example, in visual memory, memory judgements of lures are
related to their psychophysical similarity to targets: an
approximately exponential function in stimulus space (Schurgin
et al. 2020). However, similarity is ill-defined for more complex
stimuli, and memory errors seem to depend on all the
remembered items, not just pairwise similarity. Such effects can
be captured by a model that views similarity as a byproduct of
Bayesian generalization (Tenenbaum & Griffiths, 2001). Here
we ask whether the propensity of people to generalize from a set
to an item predicts memory errors to that item. We use the
“number game” generalization task to collect human judgements
about set membership for symbolic numbers and show that
memory errors for numbers are consistent with these
generalization judgements rather than pairwise similarity. These
results suggest that generalization propensity, rather than
“similarity”, drives memory errors.
Keywords: Concepts and Categories, Memory, Generalization,
Similarity

Introduction
One of memory’s defining properties is its fallibility and
tendency for systematic error (e.g., Bartlett, 1932). Thus,
empirical measures of memory often focus on memory errors
and the extent to which such errors are made to similar vs.
dissimilar items. For example, in low-level domains like
visual working memory, the pattern of errors people make to
similar items is often termed memory “precision” and models
of its properties are leveraged to understand memory
performance and capacity (e.g., van den Berg et al. 2012).
Likewise, in long-term recognition memory, the mistaken
recognition of an item that is similar, but not identical, to a
previously encountered item is a ubiquitous and robust
memory error, referred to as gist-based false recognition
(Koutstaal & Schacter, 1997). One particularly popular
design to demonstrate this is the DRM paradigm (Roediger
& McDermott, 1995; Gallo, 2010), which is used to study
false memory. In the DRM, false memories arise when a
subject is asked to remember a list of associated words (e.g.,
bagel, eggs, bacon) then, when given a memory test, they
later recall or recognize related words that were not originally
on the list (e.g., breakfast). The DRM is critically dependent
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on the relatedness or similarity of the misremembered word
to the encoded exemplars.
Formal models have attempted to explain why we make
such memory errors by connecting “similarity” to memory.
For example, exemplar-based models of visual recognition
propose particular functional forms for similarity, and link
such similarity functions not only to memory but also to
categorization and generalization (Nosofsky, 1992).
Likewise, spreading activation models postulate that
remembered words activate semantically similar items,
which then are more likely to be falsely recalled (Roediger &
McDermott, 2000). Even rich patterns of errors can be
thought of in this way: For example, Schurgin et. al. (2020)
show that in the domain of visual memory — particularly
continuous reproduction of simple visual features, like color
hue — signal detection decisions based on item similarities
can explain many memory errors. In these simple metric
spaces, pairwise similarity is well approximated by an
exponential function of distance in the underlying stimulus
space (Shepard, 1987), so Schurgin et al. link this similarity
function to an activation for each item and, via signal
detection, predict entire patterns of participants' memory
errors based on these activations.
Although these examples suggest that some notion of
“similarity” underlies memory errors, pairwise similarity has
little explanatory force on its own — and breaks down when
we consider either high-level domains without well-defined,
metric perceptual spaces, or presentation of entire sets of
items. What defines the similarity between two words, or two
more abstract concepts? Although such similarities may be
empirically measured, they are much harder to predict based
on distances in a latent space (Mikolov et al., 2013) and other,
non-metric conceptual structures may be needed (Shepard,
1980). Furthermore, the rated similarity between two items
varies as a function of context (Tversky 1977), suggesting
that the pairwise similarity is not a stable relational property.
Finally, when considering how items are related to a whole
set, pairwise similarity is inadequate: although there have
been many attempts to sum (Nosofsky 1986), average (Ashby
& Leola Reese 1995), or maximize (Goldstone 1994)
pairwise similarities to obtain a single score for whole set
similarity, no stable rule seems to capture human behavior.
Tenenbaum & Griffiths (2001) propose to resolve the
challenges with defining similarity by suggesting that
generalization, rather than similarity, is the core concept.

1

That is, when we see a set of items, we consider what
compressed conceptual representations are consistent with
that set. When asked how similar a given target is to that set,
we answer the question “how likely is that target item to be
an exemplar of the concepts suggested by the set?” On this
account, similarity is epiphenomenal to the more general
process of conceptual generalization, and when asked for our
subjective similarity we provide ratings by simply indicating
our generalization propensity. This account removes the
reliance on pairwise similarity, and substitutes for it the
notion of set-to-item generalization. Consequently, this
formulation applies unaltered to abstract categories without
metric latent spaces, and to sets comprised of multiple items.
Moreover, this account explains a number of puzzles about
similarity ratings: why they are often asymmetric, violate the
triangle inequality, and vary with context (e.g., Tenenbaum
& Griffiths, 2001). Finally, this account also has the
appealing property of reducing to known rules about pairwise
similarity (e.g., Shepard, 1987) in the limiting case where the
set includes just one item.
In the current paper, we seek to establish a framework for
linking generalization directly to memory errors. In
particular, we suggest that combining a signal detectionbased memory model, like that of Schurgin et al. (2020), with
a Bayesian framework for generalization, like that proposed
by Tenenbaum and Griffiths (2001), can bridge the gap
between models of similarity-based memory errors and
higher-level tasks with richer, more contextual errors, and
provide both precise prediction of memory errors as well as
significant theoretical clarity above and beyond notions of
“similarity”.
To test this, we ask if the propensity to generalize from a
set to a given stimulus underlies the likelihood of false
alarming to that stimulus in a memory task. We focus on the
domain of remembering symbolic numbers, where
generalization is much richer than for simple visual stimuli
like colors, but can nevertheless be formalized (e.g.,
Tenenbaum & Griffiths, 2001). In this domain, the Bayesian
framework for generalization naturally subsumes two classes
of generalization: that based on magnitude (which account
for exemplar-based “similarity” functions) and rule-based
generalizations (Tenenbaum & Griffiths, 2001). Then, by
considering the memory co-activations implied by this
Bayesian model of generalization, and applying a memory
model on top of them (Schurgin et al. 2020), we propose that
it may be possible to predict memory errors in a way that
cannot be done from pairwise similarity data alone. The key
predictions of our framework are that:
(a) Propensity to generalize between items, even when
such propensity does not follow simple rules of
similarity (like in a metric space), will predict
memory errors.
(b) Multiple observations (e.g. multiple items stored in
memory) jointly determine this generalization
propensity and thus these memory errors.
In the following we outline such a framework and suggest
theoretical connections between models of generalization and
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memory and highlight what formalisms would be important
to include in a unifying model. We then introduce a novel
paradigm with two experiments based on the ‘number game’
that bridges the gap between research on generalization and
research on memory errors. In the first experiment, we
elicited generalization data from participants in response to
sets of numbers, asking them to generate other numbers that
would fit in that same set. Then in a second experiment, we
used this data to predict memory performance. We gave
people the same sets of numbers to remember, and probed
their memory in a 3-alternative forced-choice task. We found
that the rate at which a particular number elicits memory
errors for a given set is related to the propensity of that
number to be generalized from that set in Experiment 1.

A Framework for Generalization-based
Memory Errors
A framework unifying metric and conceptual models of
memory errors, must rely on two components: (1) A model
of item co-activation that does not rely on pairwise similarity
between items, but instead relies on generalization propensity
and (2) a model that can predict human memory performance
on a variety of tasks given the item activations.
Concept Generalization as the Basis of Memory
activation. To formalize item co-activation in a manner that
can apply equally well to metric and more general conceptual
spaces, we turn to a Bayesian framework for concept
generalization put forth by Tenenbaum (2000) and later
extended by Tenenbaum and Griffths (2001). This account
unifies two kinds of generalization that were previously
thought to be distinct processes: abstracting rules and
generalizing based on exemplars. On this account, the
probability that a new object 𝑦 is an element of some
compressed representation (or concept) 𝐶 inferred from
exemplars 𝑋 = {𝑥 (1) , . . . , 𝑥 ( ) } can be calculated by
marginalizing over concepts likely to describe X:
𝑝(𝑦 ∈ 𝐶| 𝑋 ) =

𝑝(𝑦 ∈ 𝑐)𝑝(𝑐|𝑋)
∈

This formalism has the advantage of being applicable to all
conceptual spaces, metric or otherwise, and is consistent with
extracting compressed, more abstract representations of
items in terms of the hypotheses they are consistent with
(Brady & Tenenbaum 2013).
Tenenbaum (2000) first used this formulation in the
domain of symbolic numbers, because numerical reasoning
seems to use both rule- and exemplar-based generalization.
Their model predicted data from an empirical generalization
task using i) a single exemplar, ii) a set of exemplars
constrained by a simple conceptual rule, and iii) sets of
exemplars that were of similar magnitude (Tenenbaum,
2000). In particular, the task they worked with — ‘the
number game’ — involved a ‘computer’ that spit out a set of
numbers, after which participants had to indicate which other
numbers the computer would likely accept (i.e., they had to
generalize from the given examples).

2

To model this task, Tenenbaum (2000) assumed that
people had a structured set of prior knowledge about numbers
that formed their hypothesis space for generalization. These
hypotheses included ranges (e.g., numbers 15-30), as well as
rules (e.g., multiples of 10). Their likelihood function was
based on the ‘size principle’ reflecting that hypotheses that
included fewer numbers were more likely to generate any one
of those numbers.
This model captured basic patterns in human data better
than competing models by unifying rule-based and exemplarbased generalization. When all the weight ends up on a single
hypothesis (e.g., powers of 10), the model predicts rule-like
generalization; however, when many hypotheses are in play
(e.g., as when a single number is the basis of generalization),
the model marginalizes over many plausible intervals and
yields graded, exponential-like fall-off of generalization, as
in models of pairwise generalization and similarity (e.g.,
Nosofsky, 1992; Shepard, 1987).
We take this model as our basis for understanding how
people will generalize from numbers; and thus, how a set of
observed numbers will yield memory activations.
Predicting Memory from Generalization Propensities
If you are holding in mind a number — or a set of numbers
— intuition suggests you will be more likely to falsely
remember a similar number rather than a dissimilar number.
A recent model (TCC, Schurgin et al. 2020) suggests that
such “similarity”-based errors can be formalized using the
knowledge that when an item is encoded, this causes
activation or familiarity not only for that item, but also for
other items in proportion to their psychological similarity to
the target item. After such activations are corrupted by noise
(i.e. according to signal detection theory), they serve as the
decision variable people use to choose which items have
previously been seen.
In the simple perceptual spaces that model was applied to
(Schurgin et al. 2020), the amount of activation that a nonencoded item receives was an approximately exponential
function of its distance from the encoded item in
psychological space, consistent with pairwise notions of
similarity (e.g., Nosofsky, 1992) and the universal law of
generalization (Shepard, 1987). In particular, in the domain
of color, if you see a red item, you get a large boost of
activation for red; a small boost for orange; and effectively
no boost at all for green or blue, which are both far enough
away from red to be approximately maximally dissimilar. All
activations are then corrupted by noise, and when faced with
a choice between multiple colors in a memory probe,
participants report the largest activation as the ‘old’ item.
Formally, if item t is encoded, the mean memory-match
signal for a given item x on the working memory task is given
by dx = d′ ft(x), where d′ corresponds to memory strength and
ft(x) is a function describing the pairwise similarity of each
item to the encoded item t. When x = t, ft(x) = 1, so d0 = d′.
Then, as noted above, during the memory probe test each
item that is shown as a possible response option generates a
memory-match signal, mx, conceptualized as a random draw
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from that item’s memory strength distribution, which is
centered on dx but, consistent with signal detection theory, is
corrupted by noise. That is, mx ~ N(dx, 1). The response, r, on
a given trial is made to the item that generates the maximum
memory-match signal, r = argmax(m).
Rather than conceiving of the memory activation function
f(x) as following a simple pairwise similarity that scales
exponentially as a function of pairwise item distance, here we
propose this activation should instead rely on the posterior
predictive distribution over all possible generalizations
(integers between 0 and 100) derived from human
generalization data or the Griffiths and Tenenbaum (2001)
model. This replaces the concept of pairwise similarity as the
cause of memory activation with the more general idea of
generalization propensity as the cause of such activations.
Griffiths and Tenenbaum (2001), following Shepard
(1987), showed that with single examples that are largely
captured by magnitude-based hypotheses (e.g., interval set
ranging from 50 to 60), the exponentially decreasing function
of distance that is generally observed in simple stimuli (e.g.,
in TCC) is naturally generated by their model. This is because
the Bayesian model weights all possible intervals that include
that item from the prior and weighs the smaller ones more
heavily than the larger ones (according to the size principle)
— resulting in an approximately exponential fall-off of
generalization likelihood. Thus, the Bayesian model of
generalization as applied to memory is also a true
generalization of TCC, as it includes TCC as a special case.
In particular, the predictions made about generalization from
a single exemplar will approximate the exponential law of
generalization used in Schurgin et al. (2020) as a model of
similarity in metric psychological spaces (like the color space
used in visual memory).
The generalization function for rule-based compression
will not approximate an exponential, however. Given
examples like 10, 20, 30 and 40, people will be unlikely to
false alarm to 23; instead, the posterior predictive over all
possible compressions (both interval- and rule-based), will
instead represent a more rule-like, gist-based representation,
rather than an exponential distance from exemplars.
However, the generalized TCC framework still suggests that
activation in memory will be proportional to the activation
via the generalization function, such that numbers that are
more likely to arise in generalization by definition also enjoy
higher memory co-activations — even if these numbers are
far from the seen numbers (e.g., 80).
Summary of Framework We propose that combining the
structured generalization framework of Tenenbaum and
Griffiths (2001) with the TCC framework for activation in
memory and subsequent memory decisions (Schurgin et al.
2020), should allow us to predict memory performance and
errors from sets of abstract items. In particular, this
framework provides a way of thinking about false memories
of related items that arise in a variety of tasks (like the DRM;
Gallo, 2010), but with a formal framework that defines
exactly which items are more or less related to a presented

3

Table 1: Classes of sets used to generate stimuli.

set, and how such relations feed into memory decision
processes.
To provide preliminary evidence for this framework, we
used specific sets of 4 numbers to elicit generalizations in
Experiment 1, then used that generalization data to design the
stimuli and memory probes in Experiment 2. The sets of 4
numbers sometimes inspired rule-based generalization,
sometimes exemplar-based generalization, and sometimes
were unintuitive according to either rules or exemplars, to
provide a test of whether generalization would predict
memory even when generalization was not itself
straightforward to model. These data provided empirical
evidence about the structure of number space and the
activations of the items after seeing each of the sets.

Experiment 1: Generalization Task
Methods
Participants. A total of 198 subjects provided responses.
Subjects were excluded from the final set of data based on
their performance on the interval sets (excluded if more than
half of their responses were not within the interval), resulting
in a total of 171 subjects included in the final data set.
Stimuli and Procedure. There were 60 stimuli sets in total.
Stimuli sets were generated by quasi-randomly sampling four
numbers from the positive integers between 0 and 100 that
belonged to one of 6 set classes described in Table 1. The ten
rule-based sets were sampled from each class of type interval
(8-span, 16-span, and 32-span). All 9 multiple and all 11
digit-1 classes were used to generate stimuli. The nonintuitive classes of sets follow the same symbolic form as the
multiple and digit-1 sets, but are more difficult to describe
verbally (for example “a number whose remainder when
divided by 8 is equal to 6”). The stimuli used to represent
each set were 4 numbers sampled from the set using a
normalized exponential distribution, such that the numbers in
the set with smaller magnitude were more likely to be chosen
as exemplars Each subject completed 60 trials, one for each
of the stimuli sets. The order of presentation was randomized
across subjects. For each set, four specific exemplars were
presented that were identical for each subject. The order in
which the exemplars appeared on each trial was randomized.
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On each trial, subjects were shown 4 exemplar numbers
simultaneously and were asked to generate another number
from this set, and gave two unique responses before receiving
feedback about how many of their responses on that trial were
in the predetermined set. A response was considered correct
if it belonged to the set from which the exemplar stimuli were
sampled. A running tally of their correct responses were also
displayed as an overall score for feedback.

Results and Discussion
The data collected in Experiment 1 was broadly consistent
with the patterns observed in Tenenbaum (2000). Example
sets of responses collected from four of the stimuli sets are
shown in Figure 1. The interval sets followed the expected
exponential decrease in generalization as a function of
distance from an exemplar (Fig. 1A; Shepard, 1987).
The rule-based sets of class “multiples” showed the
expected all-or-none pattern of generalization, with very few
responses failing to meet the class rule (Fig 1B). An
interesting pattern of results here that was not observed in the
data presented by Tenenbaum (2000) is that while the reports
follow the rule, there appears to be a distance effect as well:
there is an approximately exponential decrease in reports
within the category as a function of distance from the center
of the shown examples. This is likely a consequence of our
task asking participants to generate only 2 samples, rather
than rate how good of a fit a variety of numbers were (as in
Tenenbaum, 2000).
The “non-intuitive” class sets had unexpected qualitative
patterns. While there appear to be consistent patterns of
generalization for these sets, they do not necessarily reflect
the pattern implied by the non-intuitive rule. Some of these
consistencies may come from other rule-based hypotheses.
For example, in the data shown in Fig. 1C the most frequent
response followed the non-intuitive rule, but many other
responses did not. This is likely because participants inferred
the more intuitive rule “multiples of 3” instead of inferring
that the sequence of numbers incrementally increased by 6.
The consistent generalization patterns may also come
from generalizing from subsets of the exemplars. For
example, in Figure 1D many frequent responses followed the
rule 𝑥 , when this rule applied to only three of the exemplars.
This suggests that generalizations could be made from a
subset of exemplars or that outlier exemplars are discounted

4

in generalization (as is observed for gist representations of
visual stimuli, for example Whitney, & Yamanashi Leib,
2018).
The novel qualitative results observed in this data likely
resulted from the changes in the number game task design
relative to Tenenbaum (2000) (e.g., eliciting 2 responses;
using less likely and harder to define rules). Overall,
however, these empirical distributions are consistent with
past work. Thus, we next asked whether these generalization
responses predicted memory performance.

a)

Experiment 2: Memory
b)

In Experiment 2, we use the generalization data from
Experiment 1 to evaluate whether numbers that were
generated more often in response to a set are more likely to
be falsely remembered. We rely on our empirical
generalization data, rather than a model, to avoid dependence
on a particular set of priors and hypotheses (like those
formalized by Tenenbaum, 2000). This allows us to ask a
more general question about whether propensity to generalize
from a set predicts memory errors from that set to that
number.

c)

Methods
Participants. A total of 100 participants completed this task.
Subjects were included in the final data set if their number of
correct responses over the experiment was significantly
greater than chance (p < 0.05 in a 1 tailed binomial test),
which resulted in the exclusion of 9 subjects, leaving a total
of 91 participants in the final sample.

d)

Figure 1: Sample response distributions to the number
game generalization task shown in gray. Shown examples
are indicated by blue dashed lines. From top to bottom the
distributions are representative of the classes: a) interval
[48,72]; b) rule multiples [x mod 10=0]; c) rule nonintuitive [x mod 6 = 3] d) rule non-intuitive [x mod 12 = 1].
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Stimuli and Procedure. The same stimuli sets described in
Experiment 1 (60 sets of four exemplars) were used as stimuli
for memory displays. To create memory errors, we showed
the stimuli only briefly. In particular, on each trial, 4 numbers
arranged in a circle (randomly placed in one of 8 possible
locations) were briefly shown (150ms) and participants were
asked to remember the numbers over a delay (2000ms). After
the delay, memory was probed in in a 3-alternative forced
choice (3-AFC) format, where one choice was the correct
item (chosen at random from the 4 encoded items) and the
other two choices were sampled from the empirical
generalization distributions collected in Experiment 1. The
likely generalization foil was chosen to be the most
frequently generated number for that set of exemplars, and
the unlikely generalization foil was chosen to be one of the
least frequently generated numbers, i.e. at least one subject
reported the number in Experiment 1 (in the case of a tie in
frequency, the foil was selected at random from the set of
numbers with lowest frequency). Choosing an item that was
generated at least once provides a conservative test of
whether generalization frequency in Exp. 1 predicts memory
errors in Exp. 2.

5

Results and Discussion
Figure 2 shows the proportion of correct responses and the
proportion of choices for foils that were likely generalizations
vs. unlikely generalizations in the 3-AFC task. The
proportion of correct responses in the memory task was 0.638
(95% CI [0.623, 0.654]), as compared to a chance level of
0.33.
The effect of people’s propensity to generalize on memory
errors was measured by looking at the proportion of incorrect
responses that were to likely, as opposed to unlikely, foils. A
paired sample t-test found the proportion of likely responses
to be significantly greater than that of unlikely responses
(t(90) = 9.058, p < 0.001), meaning that memory errors were
more likely when the foil was one of the numbers generated
more frequently by participants in Experiment 1.

of such generalization is not straightforwardly modeled (as in
the ‘unintuitive’ sets).
This provides support for the broad framework of using
generalization distributions instead of pairwise similarities in
models of memory and suggests formal frameworks for
understanding generalization could help make sense of gistbased memory errors.

Figure 3: The proportion of incorrect responses that were
likely generalizations from the examples in Experiment 1.
Chance levels correspond to 0.5. The mean effect is plotted
with 95% confidence for each class of stimuli.

General Discussion

Figure 2: Proportion of responses plotted with 95%
confidence intervals. Memory was accurate, and participants
chose foils that were likely generalizations more than foils
that were unlikely generalizations.
To test whether this was specific to the shown set, or just
because some numbers are frequently produced in both Exp.
1 and 2 regardless of set, we next asked whether this result
held when considering only situations where the ‘unlikely’
foil was generated more often in Exp. 1 in sets other than the
target set. We found it still held (t(90) = 4.933, p<0.001).
Was this result only caused by interval sets, where
generalization tends to be consistent with simple exponential
functions of similarity (e.g., Shepard, 1987)? No: A one-way
ANOVA found no significant difference in choosing ‘likely’
(vs. ‘unlikely’) foils across the 6 classes of sets, while the
intercept was significantly different from 0.5 (t(53) = 4.668,
p<0.001) indicating that for all classes the likely foil was
chosen more often than the unlikely foil. Figure 3 shows the
data for the 6 classes of stimuli. This result shows that there
was little difference in the effect across different types of sets,
so numbers that are likely generalization targets are more
likely to be falsely remembered, even when that
generalization is based on high level conceptual rules, rather
than metric distance to exemplars, and even when the basis
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We proposed a framework for broadening the scope of
theories of memory that are based on “similarity”. In
particular, while previous work has applied formal models of
activation and similarity to memory (e.g., Nosofsky, 1992;
Schurgin et al. 2020) this approach is significantly limited in
its generalizability by its dependence on simple metric
similarity structures. Here we propose that such models can
be used more broadly to study memory by combining them
with a framework for generalization. Our framework
suggests a Bayesian model of generalization as the basis for
memory activation, which can then be fed into this memory
and decision model (e.g., TCC; Schurgin et al. 2020) to
predict memory errors in both exemplar-based and rule-based
scenarios. We demonstrated the feasibility of this account by
empirically connecting the ‘number game’ generalization
task to a task designed to elicit memory errors.
To evaluate our framework, we must consider what the
data tell us about the two primary assumptions. The first
assumption is that generalization based on concepts or rules
will predict memory errors in the same way that similarity in
metric spaces predicts memory errors. The data presented
provides preliminary support for the idea that generalization
in the number game model can predict memory errors. We
found that memory errors occurred more often for numbers
reported most frequently in the generalization task. This was
true across all classes of stimuli, including rule-based
situations and non-intuitive rules, suggesting that the
distributions of responses generated experimentally in a
generalization task predict memory errors even in situations
that go well beyond standard conceptions based solely on
exponential fall-off in a metric space.

6

The second assumption of our framework is that
observations are used jointly to determine generalization, and
thus memory. This assumption has been previously shown in
at least some cases of generalization (Tenenbaum & Griffiths,
2001) but is less straightforward to assess with the empirical
memory data, and future work will need to fully formalize
the proposed framework to better evaluate this assumption.
However, some interesting qualitative patterns were
observed in Experiment 1. In particular, we see a sort of
hybrid generalization behavior in the intuitive rule-based
stimuli sets. For example, the set of “multiples of 10” had its
most common response near the exemplars; the number of
responses that belong to the rule drop off towards the higher
end of the number range. Our sampling process for
generating exemplar sets was proportional to an exponential
distribution, so this pattern seems to approximate that
process. One potential issue with creating stimuli in this
manner is that the subjects may infer the data generating
process which could distort measurement. Further
experimentation with different sampling processes is needed
to determine the limitations this could impose on our
framework.
Another interesting qualitative finding comes from the
patterns observed in the response distributions for “nonintuitive” rule-based exemplar sets. These sets exhibited
properties similar to visual ensemble processing, where
“outliers” are discounted in the gist representation (see
Whitney, & Yamanashi Leib, 2018), broadly consistent with
weighted cue combination (Landy et. al. 1995). This pattern
provides some support for the idea that multiple examples
jointly determine generalization.
The main limitation of this study is that empirical data
cannot provide unequivocal support for the theoretical
framework, only preliminary evidence. Future work should
focus on formalizing a model of memory errors through the
framework proposed — with memory responses explicitly
arising from noise-perturbed activations derived from a
Bayesian model of generalization. Our experimental
paradigms demonstrate the plausibility of this model and the
qualitative patterns observed in the data can provide future
directions of research. The next step for this project is to
develop and implement a computational model that can be
applied to data collected in these paradigms and design
experiments within them that test specific predictions of the
model. The broad goal of our framework is to create a
unifying theory of memory that can capture behavior in both
low- and high-level domains of cognition.
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Abstract
A longstanding question in cognitive science concerns the
learning mechanisms underlying compositionality in human
cognition. Humans can infer the structured relationships (e.g.,
grammatical rules) implicit in their sensory observations (e.g.,
auditory speech), and use this knowledge to guide the composition of simpler meanings into complex wholes. Recent
progress in artificial neural networks has shown that when
large models are trained on enough linguistic data, grammatical structure emerges in their representations. We extend this
work to the domain of mathematical reasoning, where it is
possible to formulate precise hypotheses about how meanings
(e.g., the quantities corresponding to numerals) should be composed according to structured rules (e.g., order of operations).
Our work shows that neural networks are not only able to infer
something about the structured relationships implicit in their
training data, but can also deploy this knowledge to guide the
composition of individual meanings into composite wholes.
Keywords: neural networks; compositionality; reasoning;
mathematical cognition

Introduction
A key to the power of human cognition is the principle of
compositionality (Hinzen, Machery, & Werning, 2012): complex stimuli such as sentences are understood by 1) recognizing their relevant subcomponents, 2) extracting the meanings of these subcomponents, and 3) combining these partial
meanings according to structured rules to produce a final result — the meaning of the whole stimulus (Martin & Baggio,
2020). This allows a potentially infinite number of stimuli to
be understood as novel compositions of familiar parts. Compositionality was explicitly built into traditional symbolic artificial intelligence (AI) systems, but in the currently dominant approach — deep neural networks — encodings are continuous vectors that do not overtly possess the relevant kind
of compositionality (Fodor & Pylyshyn, 1988; Lake & Baroni, 2018; Lake, Ullman, Tenenbaum, & Gershman, 2017;
McClelland, Hill, Rudolph, Baldridge, & Schütze, 2020).
Although these recent models are the most powerful AI
systems ever created, explaining how they achieve their remarkable success is a profound mystery — a grand challenge
for current science. Is it possible that deep neural networks
are somehow implicitly exploiting the principle of compositionality (See Fig. 1A)?
State-of-the-art neural networks called transformers
(Vaswani et al., 2017) have shown impressive performance
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on many natural language tasks (Devlin, Chang, Lee, &
Toutanova, 2019). Briefly, these networks learn to encode
each symbol in their inputs with a high-dimensional vector
that is successively refined over several layers by adding
information from other symbols in the input. There is evidence that these networks reflect in their activation patterns
the relevant linguistic subcomponents in their inputs (Linzen
& Baroni, 2021; Manning, Clark, Hewitt, Khandelwal, &
Levy, 2020; Tenney, Das, & Pavlick, 2019). However, it
is unclear how, if at all, these models use such structure to
extract and compose the meanings of parts to succeed at their
tasks (Lake et al., 2017).
Studying this question in the natural language setting is
challenging because it is extremely difficult to precisely characterize the meaning of a part of a natural language expression. We therefore study the question in a domain where the
meaning of a subcomponent is clear: arithmetic expressions.
The ‘meaning’ of a part — a sub-expression — is simply its
numerical value, and the principle of compositionality holds
perfectly: the value of 4∗5+2∗3 is precisely obtained by taking the meanings of the sub-expressions 4 ∗ 5 and 2 ∗ 3 (i.e.,
the quantities denoted by the numerals ‘20’ and ‘6’) and composing them with the addition operation to derive the meaning
of the entire expression, the number written ‘26’.
Do deep neural networks evaluate arithmetic expressions
using the principle of compositionality in this way? We investigated this question by analyzing models trained on the
Mathematics Dataset (Saxton, Grefenstette, Hill, & Kohli,
2019). This dataset contains 112 million mathematical word
problems separated into different modules, each of which
covering a different mathematical domain such as arithmetic,
algebra, calculus and probability. Models receive as input a
sequence of characters (e.g., Evaluate (12/3 + 10/2)/3)
and must output the sequence of characters exactly matching
the correct answer (e.g., 3). To an untrained model, these
strings of characters have no structure or semantic content
whatsoever — nothing in the characters themselves conveys
their semantics (e.g., that ‘2’ is larger than ‘1’) or the rules
governing them (e.g., the correct order of operations).
Previous work showed that transformers can achieve an impressive 77.42% accuracy on this dataset, and that when the
standard transformer is augmented with explicitly-structured,
tensor product representations (Smolensky, 1990) — the TP-

Transformer — this improves to 80.67% (Schlag et al., 2019).
These models can produce the correct answers to problems
that would be challenging even to humans — for example,
problems involving simultaneous differentiation and factorization:
Question: Let r(g) be the second derivative
of 2*g**3/3 - 21*g**2/2 + 10*g. Let z be
r(7). Factor -z*s + 6 - 9*s**2 + 0*s +
6*s**2
Answer: -(s + 3)*(3*s - 2).
However, these models were found to exhibit poor generalization performance on problems with significant deviations from their training set (i.e., “extrapolation” problems,
including problems with larger numbers, more terms, etc.).
This may suggest that although the models were capable of
answering unseen word problems as complicated as the one
above, they fail to fully capture the systematicity of the rules
governing mathematical expressions, possibly relying instead
on a “mix-and-match” strategy (Lake & Baroni, 2018).
In this work, we analyzed the representations of these
trained models, probing them on new problems to investigate
whether they evaluated arithmetic expressions compositionally, i.e., whether representations of the partial results corresponding to each sub-expression in the overall question could
be found in different parts of the network. Our results suggest that to a surprising extent, both the standard transformer
and the TP-Transformer learn to solve arithmetic problems
by evaluating sub-expressions separately, thus demonstrating
some ability to compose the meanings of symbols according
to their structured relationships.

Methods
Models
The models we used in our analyses were already trained
on the Mathematics Dataset, and were freely available online. Details about the architectures and procedures used to
train them can be found in the original publication (Schlag
et al., 2019). Briefly, both the standard transformer and TPTransformer contain an encoder that processes the question,
and a decoder that generates the final answer. The encoder
and decoder of both architectures had 6 transformer layers
containing multi-head attention modules with 8 heads, as described in Vaswani et al. (2017). Each head in each layer
generates a query (Q), key (K), and value (V ) vector for every input to that layer. Attention distributions are generated
by taking a softmax of the scaled dot product of the queries
and keys. The final output of the attention mechanism is the
average of the value vectors, weighted by the attention distribution:


QK T
V
(1)
Attention(Q, K,V ) = softmax √
dk
where dk is the dimension of the key vectors.
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The TP-Transformer adapts the transformer architecture to
use a role-filler binding mechanism, where roles are meant
to explicitly capture structural or relational information in the
inputs (Schlag et al., 2019; Smolensky, 1990). The architecture shares much of the organization of the standard transformer, but an additional role vector (R) is generated in each
head, and this vector is bound to the existing output of the
attention mechanism with a Hadamard product:


QK T
V R (2)
TP-Attention(Q, K,V, R) = softmax √
dk
where denotes the Hadamard product. We included the TPTransformer in our exploration of compositionality because
it had been shown to achieve state-of-the-art performance on
the Mathematics Dataset (Schlag et al., 2019), and because it
was hypothesized to better capture structured relationships.
Both models were trained on all modules in the Mathematics Dataset (Saxton et al., 2019) simultaneously and were
not fine-tuned on the arithmetic module. The TP-Transformer
used in our analyses had about 49 million parameters and was
trained for 1.7 million steps, and the standard transformer
had about 44 million parameters and was trained for 700,000
steps. These differences were perhaps reflected in the results
of the arithmetic module (“arithmetic mixed”) of the dataset,
where the TP-Transformer and standard transformer achieved
about 83% and 61% accuracy, respectively, on the test set.

Test Datasets
To investigate the degree to which these models had
learned to break arithmetic expressions into sub-components,
we tested them on problems containing well-defined subexpressions so that we could systematically probe their internal representations. These test sets were derived from the
arithmetic module of the dataset, but were highly controlled
in a number of ways. We created a total of six test sets,
and each contained problems that were generated from one
2
2
of the following arithmetic expressions: 1) x1x+x
, 2) xx13 ∗x
∗x4 ,
3
x4 +x5
x1 +x2 ∗x3
x1 +x2
x1 +x2
3) x1 + x2 ∗ x3 , 4)
, 5) x3 + x4 , 6) x3 + x6 .
x4
These expressions were chosen in order to have a good mix
of the possible operations, while retaining unambiguous subexpressions that we could probe. Each test set consisted of
roughly 200 problems that were generated by randomly sampling single-digit numbers for each of the xi , while constraining the final answers to be positive integers between 0 and
20. This was done so that each number was restricted to a
single character, and in order to avoid complications that may
have occurred due to negative numbers and arithmetic carrying. The samples were also selected such that the distributions of final answers in each test set were as uniform as
possible. The dataset used to train the models did not contain
any of the exact samples used for testing, but it did contain
some problems with the same arithmetic forms. The models that had been trained on the entire dataset were tested on
these custom test sets without fine-tuning on them.
The models generally achieved high accuracies on the

Figure 1: Conceptual illustrations of hypotheses. (A) Two extreme strategies that might be learned by a neural network
trained on language tasks (top) or arithmetic problems (bottom). A large model might memorize in its weights a lookup table
containing answers to each problem (i.e., a holistic pattern-matching strategy), thus bypassing their implicit compositionality
altogether (left). Alternatively, the model may infer and leverage the underlying structure of the problem to decompose it
into sub-expressions (right). In the latter case, the model’s representations should show evidence of encoding the meaning
of each symbol (e.g., quantities corresponding to numerals, shown in green circles) and the meaning of each sub-expression
(e.g., quantities corresponding to results of intermediate operations, shown in yellow circles). (B) Hypothetical compositional
representations in a transformer model trained on math problems. The vectors representing digit characters encode the values
of the corresponding digits, in the sense that vectors associated with similar values are closer together. Similarly, the vectors
representing operators encode the intermediate results of those operations. Distances between pairs of vectors should be highly
correlated with the absolute differences between their corresponding values. Only three layers are shown, but both models had
six layers.
probing test sets we created (numbers corresponding to expressions above): TP-Transformer 1) 100%, 2) 100%, 3)
92%, 4) 89.5%, 5) 100%, 6) 96%; standard transformer: 1)
100%, 2) 100%, 3) 38%, 4) 98.5%, 5) 100%, 6) 98%. Differences in accuracy on the test sets were not critical to our
analyses, as our results were qualitatively reproduced for both
models. The problems incorrectly answered by the models
were not excluded from the analyses.

Results
Two extreme strategies for solving problems with implicit
compositional structure are shown in Figure 1A. At one extreme, a large neural network might overlook the compositional structure of the problems and memorize in its weights
a simple lookup table containing the answers to each problem individually. At the other extreme, a perfectly compositional learner would infer whatever structured relationships
exist and use them to decompose problems into appropriate
sub-components.
We hypothesized that if the models had learned to evaluate
arithmetic expressions by processing their sub-components
separately, then the representations corresponding to similar quantities would be closer together, as measured by Eu-
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clidean distance (see Figure 1B). For example, in expressions
2
of the form x1x+x
(where each xi is replaced by a particular
3
numeral in each problem), the vectors corresponding to the
partial result in the numerator x1 + x2 = 1 would be closer
to those corresponding to x1 + x2 = 2 than they would be to
those corresponding to x1 + x2 = 3. We therefore extracted
multiple vectors (e.g., queries, keys, values, and role vectors
for TP-Transformer) from each layer of both models in order
to analyze them. Our analyses across these different kinds of
vectors from each attention head yielded qualitatively similar
results, so for simplicity we report results for queries across
both models. Unless noted otherwise, we report results from
vectors extracted from the highest layer (layer 6) of the encoder of each model.
As a first step, we probed the models for evidence that they
were encoding the quantities associated with digit characters
(akin to the dots shown on the right of Figure 1A). Figure
2A shows the vectors representing digits in layer 1 of the TPTransformer model, visualized using t-SNE (van der Maaten
& Hinton, 2008). The model’s representations capture the
semantics of the digit characters in that they are organized
according to their natural order (e.g., vectors corresponding
to 1’s are closer to 2’s than to 9’s, etc.). We confirmed this

Figure 2: Results. (A) t-SNE embedding of vectors representing digits in layer 1 of the TP-Transformer on the test set of
the mixed arithmetic module. Each point designates a vector associated with a particular digit character, colored by its value.
The semantics of the digit characters is apparent in the model’s representations, which are partially organized according to
their natural order (along the top-left to bottom-right axis). (B) Correlations with vectors associated with operators in TPTransformer. In each problem, each of the xi were replaced with single-digit numerals. Vectors representing the first ‘+’
symbol encode the results of the sum in the numerator (x1 + x2 ), vectors representing the ‘/’ symbol encode the results of the
division ((x1 + x2 )/x3 ), and vectors representing the second ‘+’ symbol encode the results of the final sum ((x1 + x2 )/x3 + x4 ).
In general, analyses focused on the vectors generated in the final layer, but correlations displayed here across all layers show
how these can change with further processing (e.g., representations of the ‘/’ symbol seem to encode the result of the sum
in the first layer, but in later layers strongly encode the result of the division). Colored envelopes show the minimum and
maximum correlation across heads. (C) Alignment of correlation measures across the entire input sequence with the parse
tree of the expression, colored to match the lines in the plot for the appropriate quantities. Correlations with the values of
an intermediate result peak at the vectors associated with the corresponding operator, and are elevated over the constituent
containing its arguments (shown by matching colors in the parse tree, and colored bars covering the extent of the appropriate
constituent). Black boxes highlight an example: the vectors representing each element in the constituent (x1 + x2 ) show the
highest correlations with the value of the sum of x1 and x2 (blue), but also show correlations with its division by x3 (orange), and
the result of the whole expression (green). Results are from vectors in the final layer of the TP-Transformer encoder. Vertical
dotted lines delineate sub-expressions, and underscores indicate space characters.
pattern quantitatively by measuring Spearman correlations of
the distances between pairs of digit vectors with the absolute
differences between the values of their corresponding digits. This correlation was significant for both TP-Transformer
(TP: r = 0.440, p < 0.001), and the standard transformer (TF:
r = 0.436, p < 0.001). These were compared to correlations
between these same distances and the absolute differences between the values of the other digits in the same problems. For
2
example, in problems of the form x1x+x
, the distances in this
3
“unmatched” correlation would be taken between vectors corresponding to x1 vectors, but the absolute differences would
be taken between the values of x3 from the same problems.
This further analysis revealed that the matched correlations
(TP: r = 0.440, TF: r = 0.436) were much higher than the
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unmatched (TP: r = 0.086, TF: r = 0.087), indicating that the
models were representing the quantities associated with each
numeral in the appropriate position in the sequence. This relationship was found to be statistically significant in a more formal linear regression comparing “matched” and “unmatched”
pairs (p < 0.001 for both models).
Next, we investigated whether the encoding of intermediate results of arithmetic sub-expressions could be detected in
a similar way. We reasoned that if this pattern of correlation
were observed for the intermediate results corresponding to
arithmetic sub-expressions, this would indicate that the model
had encoded these partial results. We repeated the analyses,
but with distances between vectors associated with operators
and the differences between their corresponding intermedi-

Table 1: Spearman correlations for operators in each test set.
All were highly significant (p < 0.001). Vectors were from
the last layer of the encoder.
Expression

Operator

TP

TF

1. (x1 + x2 )/x3

‘+’
‘/’

.315
.565

.453
.539

2. (x1 ∗ x2 )/(x3 ∗ x4 )

‘∗’ (1st)
‘∗’ (2nd)
‘/’

.479
.662
.590

.612
.654
.536

3. x1 + x2 ∗ x3

‘∗’
‘+’

.132
.502

.251
.381

4. (x1 + x2 ∗ x3 )/x4

‘∗’
‘+’
‘/’

.141
.159
.147

.297
.174
.171

5. (x1 + x2 )/x3 + x4

‘+’ (1st)
‘/’
‘+’ (2nd)

.424
.510
.353

.423
.459
.411

6. (x1 + x2 )/x3 + (x4 + x5 )/x6

‘+’ (1st)
‘/’ (1st)
‘+’ (2nd)
‘/’ (2nd)
‘+’ (3rd)

.410
.610
.405
.566
.303

.393
.536
.455
.526
.421

2C shows the same correlation measures on representations
across the entire input sequence of a more complicated expression. The correlations with partial results are seen to peak
at the corresponding operators, but also to be relatively elevated over the corresponding constituents. We repeated our
analyses and confirmed that the vectors representing symbols
within constituents also carried information about their corresponding partial results (TP: r = 0.201, TF: r = 0.189).

Discussion

ate results. For example, if the vectors representing the ‘+’
2
were encoding the
symbol in expressions with the form x1x+x
3
sum of x1 and x2 , we would expect those ‘+’ vectors encoding
similar values for their sums to be closer together, leading to
a significant correlation between distances between the pairs
of ‘+’ vectors and the differences between their corresponding sums. This correlation would be expected to peak at the
position of the operator, but also be elevated over the positions of symbols within its constituent (e.g., in (x1 + x2 )/x3 ,
the positions over the x1 + x2 constituent for the ‘+’ operator).
These analyses revealed a striking pattern: transformer
models trained on mathematics encode the quantities of intermediate results in the vectors associated with the appropriate
operators (see Table 1). Figure 2B shows how these correlations unfold over the layers of the network, with comparisons
to the inappropriate operators (e.g., ‘+’ vectors and the result
of the division). When these data were aggregated across all
the expressions we tested, a significant correlation was observed between corresponding operator representations and
partial values for both models (TP: r = 0.310, p < 0.001; TF:
r = 0.314, p < 0.001). This correlation was higher than when
distances were correlated with differences between intermediate results corresponding to the other operators in the same
problems (TP: r = 0.122, TF: r = 0.167). Again, a more formal linear regression revealed that this relationship was statistically significant (p < 0.001 for both models), indicating that
the models were representing these intermediate results in the
vectors corresponding to the appropriate operators. Figure
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Compositionality, a hallmark of human cognition, requires
knowledge of constituent structure to guide the assembly
of partial meanings into coherent semantic wholes. Our
analyses reveal that the compositional semantics implicit in
character-level math problems can emerge to a surprising extent in neural networks even when they are instructed only on
the characters comprising the problems’ answers. Our results
are consistent with previous work in the natural language setting (Manning et al., 2020; Tenney et al., 2019) suggesting
that when these networks are trained on many observations,
they can learn to represent structured relationships. However,
our work shows further that these models can use this knowledge to guide a partially compositional process whereby semantic content is integrated across symbols.
Though our results were surprising, we expect that the
compositionality we observed is imperfect, and that the
trained models lie somewhere between the two extremes depicted in Figure 1A. A perfectly compositional learner would
completely separate the process of evaluating each of the subcomponents of an arithmetic expression (e.g., first completely
evaluate the expression in the numerator, then divide the result by the denominator). Our results suggest that transformers perform these separable computations in different parts
of the network: the vectors aligned with the input positions
of the operators tended to encode the quantities corresponding to the results of those operations. However, our analyses
did not find that these relationships were perfect (e.g., see the
non-zero correlations across the sequence in Figure 2C). Furthermore, it is likely that these vectors are encoding more than
pure quantities; the high-dimensional vectors in these models
may encode the sum (x1 + x2 ) while also encoding each of the
constituent elements (such that a decoder could be trained to
predict the constituents, as well as the sum, from the vector).
Previous work on transformers trained on the Mathematics
Dataset (Schlag et al., 2019) showed that these models suffered large reductions in generalization performance on arithmetic problems with significantly different surface-level features (e.g., problems with larger numbers, more terms, etc.).
A perfectly compositional agent with a true understanding of
arithmetic rules would in principle be able to generalize to
any problem following those rules. It is possible that although
our analyses revealed a significant degree of compositionality, its imperfection prevented the models from generalizing
on these extrapolation tests.
It should be noted that although compositionality allows

for flexible cognition and a powerful form of combinatorial
generalization (Fodor & Pylyshyn, 1988; Lake et al., 2017),
a strict form of compositionality may not always be desirable — for example, when learning the meanings of idioms or
other idiosyncrasies of natural language that violate the principle of compositionality (Szabó, 2020). Human language
learners must negotiate the tension between a strict compositionality assumption and the ability to learn exceptions
(Rumelhart & McClelland, 1986; Pinker & Prince, 1988).
Machine learning methods for natural language processing
face a similar tension, and may benefit from a greater dialogue with ongoing research in cognitive science (Lake et al.,
2017).
The success of modern neural networks has shown that major advances in artificial intelligence are possible when large
models are trained on enough data (Brown et al., 2020; LeCun, Bengio, & Hinton, 2015). Our results show that compositionality, which is often thought to be an inherent property of human cognition (Fodor & Pylyshyn, 1988), can to
some extent emerge when a large neural network is trained
on enough data. However, much work remains to clarify
whether these approaches will continue to scale to humanlevel compositionality, or whether this will require learning
systems that have been explicitly designed to facilitate compositional processing (Smolensky, 1990; Russin, O’Reilly, &
Bengio, 2020).
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Abstract
From the ambient auditory environment, infants identify which
communicative signals are linked to cognition. By 3 to 4
months of age, they have already begun to establish this link:
listening to their native language and to non-human primate
vocalizations supports infants’ core cognitive capacities, including object categorization. This study aims to shed light
on the specific acoustic properties in these vocalizations which
enable their links to cognition. We constructed a series of supervised machine-learning models to classify those vocalizations that support cognition from those that do not, based on
classes of acoustic features derived from a collection of human
language and non-human vocalization samples. The models
highlight a potential role for spectral envelope and rhythmic
features from both human languages and non-human vocalizations. Results implicate a potential role of underlying perceptual mechanisms relevant to spectral envelope and rhythmic features in infants’ establishment of the uniquely human
language-cognition link.
Keywords: Infant cognition, language, non-linguistic vocalizations, acoustic analysis, machine learning

Introduction
Language is fundamental to our species. It offers considerable cognitive power, permitting us to go beyond the hereand-now to establish mental representations of the past and
present, and to communicate with others the content of our
minds (Miller, 1990). This link between language and cognition is evident even in the first months of infants’ life (Perszyk
& Waxman, 2018).
For infants as young as 3 to 4 months of age, listening to
their native language supports object categorization (Ferry,
Hespos, & Waxman, 2010), a core cognitive capacity that
is instrumental to learning. Categorization is essential because it permits learners to generalize information about one
individual to other members of the same category (Murphy,
2004). This supports rapid learning, permitting learners to extend information efficiently from one individual to new ones,
based on their membership within an object category. Categorization also supports memory and reasoning, guiding predictions about novel objects (Gelman, 2004).
Recent evidence reveals that listening to several other
acoustic signals with comparable spectral composition (e.g.
time-reversed speech), pitch and duration (e.g. sine-wave
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tone sequences) offer no such cognitive advantage. Moreover, for linguistic stimuli, infants’ links to cognition are
shaped by their language experience. For 3- to 4-month-old
infants acquiring English, listening to either English or German (a “typological cousin” to their native English, with similar prosody) also facilitates object categorization. In contrast, listening to Cantonese (a language from the typologically distant Sino-Tibetan language family) fails to support
categorization (Perszyk & Waxman, 2019). Apparently, then,
infants’ increasingly precise perceptual and neural attunement (i.e., perceptual tuning) to their native language (Kuhl
& Rivera-Gaxiola, 2008; Peña, Pittaluga, & Mehler, 2010;
Werker, 2018; Werker & Tees, 1984) has powerful downstream consequences beyond perception alone; this perceptual tuning sets boundaries on which other language(s) support infant cognition.
Surprisingly, however, even as infants narrow the range
of human languages they link to cognition, vocalizations of
non-human primates (e.g., blue-eyed black lemur, Eulemur
macaco flavifrons) – but not birds (e.g., zebra-finches, Taeniopygia guttata) – confer the same cognitive advantage as
does listening to their native language (Ferry, Hespos, &
Waxman, 2013; Woodruff Carr, Perszyk, & Waxman, 2021).
By 6 months, infants have tuned this link; listening to lemur
vocalizations no longer supports categorization (Ferry et al.,
2013).
How can we best interpret this striking pattern of evidence?
Why do 4-month-old infants, who have begun to forge a
rather precise link within human languages, still maintain an
apparently broader link that includes non-human primate vocalizations? In the current paper, we consider these questions
by focusing on what acoustic information, available in the
surface of the input, might identify a signal as a candidate
link to cognition, and on whether the surface properties available to identify candidate links from linguistic vocalizations
are the same as, or different from, the properties available in
non-human vocalizations.
Implementing a supervised machine-learning (ML) approach, we considered the types of human and non-human
vocalizations that, from the vantage point of 4-month-old

Predictions
Consider first the predictions for the two individual vocalization input sets, i.e. human languages and non-human vocalizations, each on its own.
We predicted that the full model on each of these input sets
would both perform successful classifications.
We predicted that the spectral envelope models would not
perform successful classifications on human languages. This
prediction is based on evidence that infants younger than 6 to
8 months have not yet narrowed their speech perception sensitivities to focus on segmental (consonant and vowel) contrasts native to their language (Kuhl & Rivera-Gaxiola, 2008;
Werker, 2018). In contrast, for non-human vocalizations, we
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Vocalizations supporting cognition?

Human
Languages
Input Sets:

English-acquiring infants, either support infant cognition
(English, German, lemur vocalizations) or fail to do so (Cantonese, zebra finch vocalizations). Our model was designed
to focus on three well-documented classes of acoustic information, including spectral envelope features (thought to
represent aspects of vocal tract configurations, such as consonant and vowels in speech, e.g. Andén & Mallat, 2014),
rhythmic features, and intonational features (two fundamental elements of speech prosody, e.g. Nooteboom, 1997). Using these three classes of acoustic features, ML classification
models were performed to test a) whether the models could
be trained to make classifications that successfully distinguish
vocalizations that support cognition from those that do not,
and b) which class(es) of acoustic features support that classification.
A total of four sets of classification models were performed
(see Figure 1). We first performed classifications using all
classes of features combined together in a single inclusive
model (full model). Performance of the full model will identify whether these acoustic properties distinguish vocalizations that support infant cognition from those that do not. We
then performed three more specific classifications, each using one of the three features classes (i.e., spectral envelope,
rhythmic, or intonational features). Performance of these
models will identify which classes of acoustic features, if any,
successfully distinguish vocalizations that support cognition
from those that do not.
Each classification model was conducted over three sets of
vocalization inputs (Table 1). The first input set, which took
as its input human languages, was trained to classify (English and German) vs. (Cantonese). The second input set,
which took as its input non-human vocalizations, was trained
to classify vocalizations of (lemurs) vs. (zebra finch). The
third input set, which took as its input human languages and
non-human vocalizations combined, was trained to classify
(English, German and lemur vocalizations) vs. (Cantonese
and zebra finch vocalizations). Models’ performance (i.e.
classification success) was evaluated by their statistical significance above chance-level, using a permutation approach.
Qualitative comparisons in models’ performance using these
three input sets will offer insight into which classes of acoustic features are instrumental for each input set.

and zebra finch vocalizations). Models’ performance (i.e.
classification success) was evaluated by their statistical
significance above chance-level, using a permutation
approach. Qualitative comparisons in models’ performance
using these three input sets will offer insight into which
classes of acoustic features are instrumental for each input
set.
Table 1: Input sets: Human languages (English, German,
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input sets, respectively.
We predicted that intonation models would also perform
successful classifications on each of the two input sets respectively. This prediction is based on evidence that intonation,
another component of prosody, contributes to infant perceptual tuning (Chong, Vicenik, & Sundara, 2018). Moreover,
there is evidence that intonation-like pitch modulations express emotion and communication intent among in primates
(Filippi, 2016). Therefore, we also predicted successful classifications respectively on both human language and nonhuman vocalization.
Consider next the success of the models based on the combined vocalization input set that takes human languages and
non-human vocalizations together as input. Models using the
combined vocalization input set should illuminate common
surface properties, if any, by which candidate links to cognition from linguistic vocalizations and non-human vocalizations, combined, can be identified.
If common surface properties can be identified for the combined vocalization inputs, then the respective models (i.e.
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full list of measures is presented and described in Figure 1.
Spectral envelope (MFCC and WTS1), rhythmic (ENV, IMF,
WTS2, and TMS), and intonational (f0) features were created
from these seven measures extracted from each vocalization
sample.

Methods
Materials
Our modeling dataset consisted of a total of 3197 audio samples (Table 2) of human languages and non-human vocalizations for which links to cognition (or the lack thereof)
have been attested behaviorally thus far in 4-month-old infants (Ferry et al., 2010, 2013; Perszyk & Waxman, 2019;
Woodruff Carr et al., 2021).
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.736 on non-human vocalizations are lower than its counterparts in full, spectral envelope and rhythmic models.
In contrast, the intonational model on combined input with
a median AUC of .560 was not significant (p > .05). The
lack of common surface properties available in intonational
features in combined input is consistent with the possibility
that the surface intonational properties, that contribute to the
identification of candidate links from linguistic vocalizations,
differ from those for non-human vocalizations.

Discussion
The current results were designed to bring the power of an
supervised ML approach to the problem of specifying what
acoustic information, might be present in the input of human
and non-human vocalizations to successfully classify those
vocalizations that either do or do not support object categorization in very young infants. Adopting the vantage point of
4-month-old English-acquiring infants, our models were designed to consider three well-documented classes of acoustic
information, including spectral envelope features, rhythmic
features, and intonational features. At issue was a) which
models, if any, could be trained to make classifications that
successfully distinguish vocalizations that support cognition
from those that do not, and b) which class(es) of acoustic features support that classification.

Full models
Consider first, the performance of full models, which used
all acoustic features (i.e. spectral envelope, rhythmic, and
intonational features) to perform classifications. These models successfully classified vocalizations that support cognition and those that do not whether the model was trained
on human languages, non-human vocalizations, and the two
combined as input.
The success of the full models (using all three types of input) provides evidence that there are shared acoustic features
present in the surface of human language and non-human linguistic vocalizations which, in principle, are available for infants to potentially establish certain signals as candidate links
to cognition.
To further understand the nature of these shared acoustic
features, we now summarize the respective models based on
three well-defined classes of acoustic features (spectral envelope, rhythmic, or intonational). These three models highlight the specific shared acoustic properties that may potentially index candidate links for human languages, non-human
vocalizations, as well as the two combined. We now turn to
those more specific models.

Specific models
Spectral envelope models yielded robust classifications for
human languages and non-human vocalizations, both individually and when combined.
The spectral envelope model’s success with human languages as input was unexpected. Segmental information in
human speech (e.g., consonants, vowels, syllables) is richly
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represented in the spectral envelope, but existing evidence
suggests that infants younger than 6 months may not yet use
this information in tuning to native segmental contrasts (Kuhl
& Rivera-Gaxiola, 2008; Werker, 2018). At issue, then, is
whether infants as young as 4 months use segmental cues
to identify candidate links between language and cognition.
Certainly, there is currently no evidence to suggest that the
spectral envelope features identified by the ML algorithms
are used, in practice, by 4-month-old infants. Instead, this ML
evidence reveals only that spectral envelope features, whenever they do become available to infants, may be among the
properties infants use to identify candidate links between human language and cognition.
As predicted, the spectral envelope model on non-human
vocalizations yielded successful classification, suggesting
that spectral envelope features are instrumental in identifying
which non-human vocalizations are candidate links to cognition. This outcome is consistent with the hypothesis that
links to cognition in human infants may be restricted to those
produced by other primates, whose vocalizations are most
similar to our own, both articulatorily and perceptually. In
term of physiology, humans and non-human primate vocalize
through a larynx, while birds do so through a syrinx. Perhaps
the acoustic consequences of this physiologic difference are
represented in spectral envelope features.
The success of the spectral envelope model on combined
inputs is surprising. It opens new avenues for investigation.
For example, in future work, it will be important to assess
whether lemur vocalizations have the same facilitative effect
on categorization in infants acquiring languages, like Cantonese, with segmental inventories (hence spectral envelope
features) that differ systematically from those of English.
Rhythmic feature models were also robust across classifications on human languages and non-human vocalizations,
both individually and when combined. This is consistent with
the hypothesis that rhythm, is not only essential to infants’
earliest speech perception (Christophe et al., 2001; DehaeneLambertz, Dehaene, & Hertz-Pannier, 2002; Gleitman &
Wanner, 1982; Kuhl & Rivera-Gaxiola, 2008; Werker, 2018),
but also to identifying which signals are candidate links to
cognition. This evidence, coupled with the putative fundamental role of rhythm in infants’ early language processing at
the neural level (Goswami, 2019), raise a provocative possibility: that rhythmic properties of the infant’s native language
form a template for identifying candidate links to cognition.
For example, linguistic inputs that abide to the rhythmic template of their native language would be linked to cognition.
German, given its similarity in speech rhythm to English,
can thus be linked to cognition by native English-listening
infants. Given the domain generality of rhythm (Ravignani et
al., 2019), rhythm may also be instrumental for non-human
vocalizations in their links to cognition, as suggested by results of the classifications on non-human vocalizations. In
particular, it is possible that the postulated rhythmic template
for the language-cognition link may also operate over non-

linguistic vocalizations, which could be potentially one explanation for the robust classification on combined inputs based
on rhythmic features.
Intonational features constitute another component of
prosody besides rhythm (Nooteboom, 1997). Intonational
models, like rhythmic models, successfully classified vocalizations that support cognition from those that do not, using
either human languages or non-human vocalizations as input.
However, when both human languages and non-human vocalizations were combined as input, the intonational model
failed. That is, the model failed to identify common surface
intonational properties by which candidate links to cognition
from the combination of linguistic and non-human vocalizations, suggesting that at least some surface intonational properties are different across linguistic and non-human vocalizations.
This outcome is consistent with the hypothesis that infants’ initial forays in identifying which signals are candidate links to cognition may follow two routes, one governing the links from language and another governing the candidate links from non-human vocalizations (Ackermann, Hage,
& Ziegler, 2014; Owren, Amoss, & Rendall, 2011; Perszyk
& Waxman, 2016, 2018). The linguistic and non-linguistic
routes may take as input different sets of acoustic features
in identifying which signals are candidate links to cognition.
Therefore, one interpretation of the current results is that different sets of features related to intonation may be taken by
the two routes as input, potentially bolstered by factors such
as the different pitch-related properties (e.g., pitch range) produced by human and non-human vocal apparatuses (Charlton
& Reby, 2016).

Limitations
Anchored by existing behavioral evidence on 3- to 4- monthsold English-acquiring infants (Ferry et al., 2013; Perszyk
& Waxman, 2019; Woodruff Carr et al., 2021), our study
was limited to only five types of behaviorally attested vocalizations in the modeling. Therefore, our robust classification may reflect intrinsic acoustic differences in vocalizations across the specific non-human species or human languages tested in the models, rather than broader systematic
differences between vocalizations which do and do not support cognition. Addressing this limitation will require the expansion of the variety of languages and non-human vocalizations attested behaviorally on infants, which would allow
future work to better delineate the boundary conditions of vocalizations that do and do not support cognition.

Conclusion
The success of our ML models on individual classes of acoustic features suggests that there are spectral envelope and
rhythmic features in the input of human language and of nonhuman linguistic vocalizations that identify certain signals as
candidate links to cognition. This in principle evidence, important in itself, suggests that there may be evidence on the
surface of vocalizations that lead infants to identify certain
signals as being candidate links to cognition. This new evidence also suggest that infants’ precocious establishment of a
language-cognition link may be subserved by their perceptual
sensitivity to the spectral envelope and rhythmic properties of
sounds.
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Abstract

This paper aims to demonstrate from a computational perspective that the joint perception enabled by pointing is more
potent than the individual perception of the same observation. We aim to prove that insights of paternalistic helping
from developmental psychology can inspire the development
of socially capable AI systems. Also, our mathematical modeling grounded in AI algorithms can scaffold future cognitive
science researches on Smithian (paternalistic) helping.

The simple gesture of pointing can greatly augment one’s ability to comprehend states of the world based on observations. It
triggers additional inferences relevant to one’s task at hand. We
model an agent’s update to its belief of the world based on individual observations using a partially observable Markov decision process (POMDP), a mainstream artificial intelligence
(AI) model of how to act rationally according to beliefs formed
through observation. On top of that, we model pointing as
a communicative act between agents who have a mutual understanding that the pointed observation must be relevant and
interpretable. Our model measures “relevance” by defining a
Smithian Value of Information (SVI) as the utility improvement of the POMDP agent before and after receiving the pointing. We model that agents calculate SVI by using the cognitive
theory of Smithian helping as a principle of coordinating separate beliefs for action prediction and action evaluation. We
then import SVI into rational speech act (RSA) as the utility
function of an utterance. These lead us to a pragmatic model
of pointing allowing for contextually flexible interpretations.
We demonstrate the power of our Smithian pointing model by
extending the Wumpus world, a classic AI task where a hunter
hunts a monster with only partial observability of the world.
We add another agent as a guide who can only help by marking
an observation already perceived by the hunter with a pointing or not, without providing new observations or offering any
instrumental help. Our results show that this severely limited
and overloaded communication nevertheless significantly improves the hunters’ performance. The advantage of pointing is
indeed due to a computation of relevance based on Smithian
helping, as it disappears completely when the task is too difficult or too easy for the guide to help.

Pointing Gesture in Human Communication
“Point to a piece of paper. And now point to its shape—now to
its color—now to its number. . . . How did you do it?”
—Wittgenstein and Anscombe (1953/2001)

Keywords: pointing; pragmatics; joint attention; Smithian
helping; cooperation; rational speech act

Introduction
Like all animals, we understand the world by collecting observations through our individual perception, which we call
“individually perceived observations.” Being social creatures,
however, we also get observations that are pointed out to us
by others. When someone points, the addressee knows that
they and the person who initiated the pointing gesture both
get an observation, propagating a belief update based on the
observation. We call this a “jointly perceived” observation. In
this modeling paper, we use the term “observation” to refer
to the raw sensory input as in the field of artificial intelligence (AI) (Kaelbling, Littman, & Cassandra, 1998). We use
the term “perception” to refer to the inference of the most
likely world state that generates the observation following the
Bayesian perspective of perception (Knill & Richards, 1996).
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Until Wittgenstein called attention to its underlying complexity, pointing had generally been perceived as an intuitive, unremarkable communicative gesture. It is among the
most conspicuous and common forms of human communication. Children point to help adults retrieve objects they were
looking for, foraging partners point out the potential locations of food to help each other, and customers point to their
empty glasses to request assistance from the server. Pointing is among the first communicative gestures human infants
learn to use (Butterworth, Simion, et al., 2013): at as young
as the age of one, infants use pointing to communicate information (Liszkowski, Carpenter, Striano, & Tomasello, 2006).
Although pointing is pervasive in everyday human life, it is
rarely observed in wild animals. Human-raised great apes can
produce pointing-like gestures to invite humans to cooperate with them in obtaining food (Leavens & Hopkins, 1998),
yet pointing in great apes lacks the cooperative properties of
human pointing: apes are not bothered when the partner is
distracted or non-responding (Van der Goot, Tomasello, &
Liszkowski, 2014). Chimpanzees’ failure to achieve a deep
understanding of pointing suggests that human pointing may
reveal surprising intricacy of human communication.
The same pointing act can be interpreted differently in
various contexts, which reveals two properties of pointing.
First, pointing is overloaded. As Wittgenstein and Anscombe
(1953/2001) pointed out, the same pointing gesture has many
interpretations, making the referent of pointing ambiguous
when considered in isolation. Second, pointing is indirect; a
big gap can exist between the referent and the meaning of the
pointing. The receiver must infer what to do with the referent beyond looking at it. It has been shown that by following

an adult’s pointing to a toy, young children could adaptively
decide what to do with the toy, put it away or examine it,
based on the context of the pointing (Liebal, Carpenter, &
Tomasello, 2011).
The overloadedness and indirectness of pointing enable it
to express manifold meanings with the same observation, no
new observations provided. The meaning of the pointing can
be interpreted depending on the context. This makes pointing
a powerful communicative act that can significantly facilitate
human cooperation. For example, when two hunters walk in a
forest together, the young hunter perceives a broken stick on
the ground but does not think it is relevant to the hunt. Just
the moment he is about to move on, the experienced hunter
grabs his attention and points to the same broken stick he
has already perceived. The young hunter immediately realizes that the broken stick is a trace of their prey. This example
highlights that joint perception enabled by pointing can evoke
richer inferences than the individual perception of the same
observation (Sperber & Wilson, 1986).
As in the above example, a crucial function of pointing is
helping. Crucially, it is a particular type of helping with two
unique characteristics. First, the helper is in a position to help
because her belief is closer to reality, not because she has any
physical advantage. Therefore, pointing must involve diverging beliefs in which the helper knows better how to improve
the helpee’s well-being. This type of helping is called paternalistic helping or Smithian helping in developmental psychology (Martin, Lin, & Olson, 2016), which we will introduce later. Second, unlike instrumental actions, pointing does
not change the physical states at all. Its only function is to
change the helpee’s mind. Therefore, models of instrumental helping would fail to apply (Ullman et al., 2009). Instead,
we argue that it should be understood as an “utterance” in
rational speech act (RSA), a pragmatic model of language
which also views language as cooperative (Frank & Goodman, 2012; Goodman & Frank, 2016). RSA treats an utterance as an action with a utility function. The generation and
interpretation of an utterance can be modeled with the principle of maximizing expected utility from decision theory.
Due to the above two unique characteristics, we propose
to model pointing as an utterance with a utility derived from
Smithian helping for coordinating diverging beliefs.

Smithian Empathy and Helping
The concept of Smithian helping is based on Adam Smith’s
discussion of empathy. During his discussion, he compared
two types of empathy. First, he addressed Hume’s definition, which proposes that empathy is a simple resonance of
other’s feelings. In contrast to this conventional definition,
Smith proposed that true empathy involves the coordination
of mindsets between the empathizer and the agent being empathized with. To better understand the two competing views
addressed in Smith’s argument, one can imagine a theoretical
example involving you and your friend. Both of you are backstage preparing for your friend’s performance in the school
talent show. While your friend is excited to perform, you
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dread the performance because you know that he is objectively bad at singing.
Hume’s conventional definition of empathy proposes that
empathy is the direct mirroring of another’s mindset (Hume,
1751/2018). In other words, the agent and subject involved in
a particular act of empathy should share the same mindset.
In the talent show example, you and your friend each have
a different perspective in regards to the same action of your
friend performing. However, according to Hume’s definition,
to successfully empathize with them, you must abandon your
personal opinion and take on your friend’s perspective.
On the other hand, Smith’s own proposed definition of empathy is the act of investigating how an agent would feel if
they, in their current state of consciousness, were placed into
the target individual’s situation (Smith, 1759/2010). In the talent show example, you and your friend each hold a distinct
perspective regarding the action of your friend performing in
the talent show. When executing the Smithian empathy, you
maintain your own mindset when evaluating the action of interest. As a result, empathizing involves applying your own
mindset to evaluate the situation of your friend performing.
Because you know your friend is bad at singing, your evaluation of how you would feel in their situation leads you to
be worried that your friend may embarrass himself on stage.
As illustrated in the example, Smithian empathy involves coordinating diverging mindsets of two agents. Your act of
worrying is an attempt to coordinate your friend’s belief of
excitement about the upcoming performance with your opposing belief that their performance will have a bad outcome.
Smithian empathy has been explicitly extended to the wellstudied phenomenon of human behavior known as paternalistic helping. Paternalistic helping involves a helper doing what
she thinks to be good to the helpee, even if that is not what
the helpee wants (Martin et al., 2016). This act involves the
coordination of two mindsets as the helper must balance the
helpee’s desire with what she personally judges to be the best
for the helpee. The helper acts to optimize the well-being of
the helpee. In the talent show example, you believe that your
friend will utterly embarrass himself if he performs. With this
belief in mind, you become anxious and feel a strong urge to
help your friend by convincing him not to perform. This action of stopping your friend from performing is an example of
paternalistic helping as it opposes their desire to perform. You
stopping your friend is driven by a sense of worry that stems
from an opinion formed by applying your unique perspective
to your friend’s situation. On the surface, paternalistic seems
deeply related to the ability to reason about other’s beliefs,
but it is arguably more complicated. In the famous false belief
task (Wimmer & Perner, 1983), the child only needs to select
one belief to predict other’s actions. In paternalistic helping,
one not only needs to predict action with others’ beliefs but
also evaluate the actions with their own belief.
Paternalistic helping is a behavior prevalent in children that
has been well studied. It has been shown that children will
override a request if they recognize that following the request

Figure 1: Modeling pointing using Smithian coordination of beliefs: action prediction using receiver’s belief, action evaluation using signaler’s belief. Numbered boxes represent key components of the model.
might harm the requester. When children interact with another child who expressed a preference for chocolate over
fruit snacks but would be sick after eating chocolate, most
override the request for chocolate and offer the fruit snacks
(Martin et al., 2016). In addition, when the wrong tool is
requested, children offer the tool they believe the requester
needs, not the one they are asked for (Hepach, Benziad, &
Tomasello, 2020). These studies provide a solid theoretical
foundation on how to coordinate two beliefs in helping. We
build upon these insights and focus on cases in which helping
behavior is executed to provide information through communication, as in pointing.

Modeling Individual vs. Joint Perception
Our modeling study is directly inspired by the perception of
the broken stick in the hunting example. The ultimate goal
here is to demonstrate that an intelligent agent with joint perception enabled by pointing can outperform an agent only
with individual perception in a hunting task.
We start by outlining the model of an intelligent agent that
acts based on individual perception. On top of that, we formulate a model of pointing for joint perception. The components
of the models are shown in Fig. 1.

Modeling Agent with Individual Perception Using
POMDP
For modeling an intelligent agent with individual perception, we use the partially observable Markov decision process (POMDP) (Kaelbling et al., 1998). POMDP provides a
generic formulation of how an agent takes rational actions in
an uncertain environment with only limited observations. It
models two processes in the agent-environment interaction.
The first process is how an agent updates its belief of the
world state s with observations from the environment using
Bayesian inference (resulting in Box 1 in Fig. 1). A belief is
defined as a probabilistic distribution over the set of possible
states:
b psq “ P ps|bq .
(1)
This definition of belief is used in both AI (Kaelbling et al.,
1998) and cognitive modeling (Baker, Saxe, & Tenenbaum,
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2011). The agent updates its belief when it gets an observation o after taking action a. Let b1 be the updated belief and s1
the next state after taking a, we have
` ˘
` ˇ ˘
`
˘
b1 s1 “ P s1 ˇb1 “ P s1 |b, o
`
˘ÿ ` 1
˘
(2)
9P o|s1 , a
P s |a, s P ps|bq.
s PS

This belief update only involves individual perception because the agent treats the observation only as being generated
by its own interaction with the environment. It does not view
it as a referent of any communicative intention as in Grice
(1975), even with the presence of a second agent.
The second process is the decision model of how an agent
takes rational actions based on its belief. Planning over beliefs
involves the calculation of expected utility of each action. The
conventional expected utility of an action a can be defined
as the expectation of utility of the outcomes s1 of the action
(Russell, Norvig, & Davis, 2010):
ż
EUpa|bq “
Ups1 qPps1 |a, bq,
(3)
s 1 PS

where the probability of the outcomes can be calculated with
a transition model:
ż
`
˘
`
˘
P s1 |a, b “
P s1 |s, a P ps|bq.
(4)
sPS

The agent then selects an action expected to maximize its
utility:
a˚ “ argmaxa EU paq .
(5)
In a POMDP, the actions of a rational agent is determined by
its belief. With knowledge of an agent’s belief, the agent’s actions (Box 3 in Fig. 1) can be predicted. This action prediction
process is represented in Fig. 1 as Box 2.
Here we only outline the general principle of utility calculation in belief space. Planning rational actions in belief space
to optimize long-term accumulated rewards is a challenging
problem. In our study, we use the point-based value iteration
(PBVI) algorithm (Pineau, Gordon, & Thrun, 2003) as the
solver for POMDP.

Modeling Agent with Joint Perception: Smithian
Pointing
For an individual agent, the expected utility of action, belief,
and the value of information provided by an observation can
be calculated based on the agent’s individual belief. We refer
to them as the “conventional” utilities, which can be easily
derived based on the classic theories (Russell et al., 2010).
Our Smithian model of pointing augments these conventional
utilities to reflect the coordination of two beliefs in Smithian
helping: The signaler takes on the role of helper, while the
receiver is the helpee. Specifically, the signaler uses the receiver’s belief to predict the receiver’s actions, and then uses
her own belief to evaluate the receiver’s actions.
Smithian Utility of Action We define Smithian utility
of actions by augmenting the conventional utility of actions
defined in Eq. (3). There are no subscripts in Eq. (3), which
implies that the action and belief are from the same agent.
Eq. (3) can apply when one agent evaluates its own action
and belief, or when one agent (A) uses theory of mind to take
the perspective of another agent (B) to evaluate the agent B’s
action based on agent B’s belief.
With Smithian empathy, the signaler should use her own
utility function to evaluate the outcomes (Box 4 in Fig. 1). In
many scenarios, the utility functions of the signaler and the
receiver are consistent. In some cases, the utility functions
may be different; but constrained by Smithian helping, the
signaler’s utility should always be aligned with the receiver’s
physical well-being. Here we are using subscripts to represent
the source of belief or action, with Sig for signaler and Rec for
receiver. We write down the formulation of Smithian utility
of action by changing the belief used for action evaluation in
Eq. (3) to the belief of the signaler:
ż
EUSmith paRec |bSig q “

ż
` ˘
USig s1

s1 PS

`
˘
P s1 |s, aRec P ps|bSig q. (6)
sPS

Smithian Utility of Belief The effect of pointing in our
study is to change the receiver’s belief. Therefore, to evaluate
the effect of pointing, we need to define the utility of a belief, especially the receiver’s belief without the pointing (Box
1 in Fig. 1) and after the pointing (Box 5 in Fig. 1). It can
be derived from the expected utility of actions, as an agent’s
distribution (Boxes 3 and 7 in Fig. 1) of its action Ppa|bq can
be predicted from its belief.
Given Ppa|bq, we can derive the conventional utility of a
belief based on conventional expected utility of action. Let A
be the set of possible actions. The utility of a belief can be
defined as:
ż
U pbq “
P pa|bq EU pa|bq.
(7)
aPA

Eq. (7) can represent an agent’s evaluation of its own beliefs. It can also represent an agent A’s evaluation of another
agent B’s beliefs, when A takes B’s perspective using Hume’s
definition of empathy. Using theory of mind, A can predict
B’s action based on B’s belief (Wellman, 2014), hence evaluate the belief by integrating out the evaluation of actions.
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We can derive Smithian utility of belief by replacing the
expected utility of actions in Eq. (7) with the Smithian utility
of actions:
ż
USmith pbRec |bSig q “
aRec PARec

P paRec |bRec q EUSmith paRec |bSig q. (8)

Smithian utility of belief represents the signaler’s evaluation of the receiver’s well-being (Boxes 5 and 8 in Fig. 1),
which the signaler tries to improve.
Smithian Value of Information (SVI) Pointing carries
information. In the field of AI, the value of information is “the
difference in expected value between the best actions before
and after the information is obtained” (Russell et al., 2010),
with which an agent can decide how much the information is
worth. Here we leverage the insight that the value of information should be calculated as the change in expected utility before and after the information is obtained. Smithian Value of
Information (SVI) adopts this formalization with two significant differences. First, we calculate the value of information
from the perspective of the signaler, not the receiver of the
information. Second, the utility we use is the Smithian utility of belief, which is the signaler’s estimate of the receiver’s
well-being. Therefore, SVI measures the improvement of the
signaler’s estimate of the receiver’s well-being before and after pointing, which is the difference between Box 5 and Box
8 in Fig. 1. In other words, SVI is the utility of pointing.
To later incorporate our formulation of pointing into RSA
as the utterance, here we use notation u for pointing. Let bRec
be the receiver’s belief before receiving the pointing signal,
b1Rec be receiver’s belief after receiving the pointing signal:
b1Rec “ PRec ps|uq “ P ps|bRec , uq .

(9)

We can write SVI as:
`
˘
SVI pu|bSig q “ USmith b1Rec |bSig ´USmith pbRec |bSig q . (10)
Pointing as a Rational Speech Act With the utility of
pointing clearly defined as SVI, we can treat pointing as a
special type of utterance and model its use and interpretation
using RSA (Box 9 in Fig. 1). We can write down how a signaler generates pointing u:
PSig pu|bSig q 9 exptα rSVI pu|bSig q ´ c puqsu.

(11)

For simplicity of the model, we can set cpuq “ 0 as the cost
of pointing in real world is small.
We still need to adapt RSA to consider the entire POMDP
challenge as the “context” of communication. We first outline
the RSA in language games where the environment is fully
observable to both the signaler and receiver. A pragmatic receiver updates its belief upon receiving an utterance u with
Bayesian inference (Goodman & Frank, 2016)
b1Rec psq “ PRec ps|bRec , uq 9 PSig pu|sqPRec ps|bRec q.

(12)

Then we adapt RSA to the case in which neither the signaler nor the receiver can fully observe the environment. In

this case, both signaler and receiver maintain a belief based
on their observations. Based on existing common ground
knowledge, the receiver knows the probability that the signaler has a belief given the physical state PpbSig |sq (Goodman
& Stuhlmüller, 2013). The receiver can infer the state of the
world with the utterance from the signaler:
ż
PRec ps|uq9
PSig pu|bSig qPpbSig |sqPps|bRec q.
(13)





bSig

Eq. (13) can be simplified when the signaler has full knowledge of the world. In this case, the signaler knows a state s for
sure without uncertainty. Of course it can still be represented
as a belief, a probability distribution with probability 1 on the
˚
true state s˚ , denoted as bsSig . The receiver only needs to consider all possible s and their corresponding belief bsSig . Since
i
the signaler knows the true state, PpbsSig
|s j q “ 1 if si “ s j ,
si
PpbSig |s j q “ 0 if si ‰ s j . The integration in Eq. (13) has only
one nonzero entry for each state. Eq. (13) reduces to:
PRec ps|uq9PSig pu|bsSig qPps|bRec q.

(14)

Assuming bsSig is true is equivalent to assuming the signaler
knows the true state is s. Therefore, using s to denote the true
state is s, Eq. (14) further reduces to:
b1Rec psq 9 PSig pu|sqPRec ps|bRec q.

(15)

In our experiment, we only consider the case that the signaler
is certain about the state, so Eq. (15) is used in the experiment.
Signal generation and interpretation are modeled through
recursive reasoning: For each signal, the signaler estimates
the change of receiver’s belief after receiving the signal using Eq. (15) and selects the signal that maximizes Smithian
value of information in Eq. (11). This model of signal generation can then be passed to the next level of receiver for
computing the probability of a signal given a world state.
This allows the receiver to update its belief as the posterior
of the world state given a signal using Bayes’ rule. Note that
this recursive social reasoning is based on RSA. However, in
RSA, the recursion begins with a literal receiver who infers
the reference given an utterance. In our model, the literal receiver is the POMDP agent who takes rational actions based
on observations. In Eq. (8), to compute USmith pbRec |bSig q, one
needs to compute PpaRec |bRec q and then integrate out a. Here
PpaRec |bRec q is the policy solved by POMDP.

Modeling Experiment
Task: Guided Wumpus Hunting
To highlight the strengths of the Smithian pointing model, we
need a single-agent partially observable task as a baseline.
We pick a simplified version of the classic AI problem: the
Wumpus world (Russell et al., 2010). We augment the task
for Smithian pointing by adding an additional helper agent.
We call this task the guided Wumpus hunting game, directly
inspired by the hunting example described in the introduction.
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Figure 2: The environment of the guided Wumpus hunting game. Wumpus can only show up in one of three shaded
tiles. Starting from (0, 0), the hunter tries to infer Wumpus’s
location from the stench and shoot it.
In the guided Wumpus hunting game, a hunter navigates
through a set of tiles to shoot a stationary monster, the Wumpus, without knowing its exact location. The Wumpus emits
a “stench” when it is nearby, which the hunter can smell. The
hunter navigates to collect observations, which help him infer the Wumpus’s location; however, he cannot go near the
Wumpus’s location. He has one arrow that he can shoot to kill
the Wumpus from a distance, based on where he believes the
Wumpus to be. In addition, for a second agent—the guide—
the environment is fully observable. However, her communication to the hunter is minimal: she can only decide whether
to point to a stench after the hunter observes it, without specifying what she hopes the hunter to do with that stench. This
setting is directly inspired by the “broken stick” example,
to capture the overloadedness and indirectedness of pointing. Here, although the state space is smaller than the classic
Wumpus world, the inference is in fact computationally more
expensive as the POMDP solver is recursively called by RSA.

Game
The guided Wumpus hunting game has an environment
shown in Fig. 2. An agent plays this game with a POMDP
solver. Components of the POMDP formulation are introduced below.
State Space The Wumpus can show up in one of the
three possible locations: (0, 2), (1, 1), and (2, 0). Hunters will
always start from (0, 0) and explore 3 possible locations for
collecting observations: (0, 0), (0, 1), and (1, 0).
Action Space The hunter can choose from 4 possible actions: move vertically, move horizontally, shoot to the upper
tile, or shoot to the right tile, which are the only possible directions given the map.
Transition Function The outcomes of the hunter’s actions are deterministic. At each step, he can decide to move
or shoot. With moving, he will always move one tile in the direction of the action. If the hunter moves outside of the map,
he will return to (0, 0). For shooting, the arrow will hit or
miss the Wumpus depending on whether the Wumpus is in

Experiment
We designed an experiment with the guided Wumpus hunting
game to compare the models of individually perceived observations and jointly perceived observations. We manipulate the
hunter’s model of interpreting the observation and the moving
cost in the game.
We use the POMDP as the baseline model of a hunter who
individually perceives the observation. In this condition, the
hunter, as a receiver, will completely ignore the pointing signal sent by the guide.
We use Smithian pointing as the model of a hunter who
pragmatically perceives the observation pointed to by the
guide. The guide will use the Smithian pointing model to generate signals. Since the purpose of pointing is to help the receiver, we predict that hunters who use the Smithian pointing
model will outperform those who use POMDPs.
It is possible that this predicted improvement in performance is simply caused by the amount of information provided by pointing but not the pragmatic inference process. To
test this possibility, we add a third condition. In this condition, the hunter uses POMDPs to individually perceive observations, but when receiving a pointing signal, he receives an
additional observation to which the pointing is directed. We
call this condition POMDPs with“double observations”.
We also manipulate the cost of each step in the environment. The purpose of the guide pointing is to help the hunter
achieve higher performance, but when the cost of moving is
too high or low, help becomes unnecessary. If the moving cost
is too high, for example -9, the hunter will shoot in a rush
without considering the effect of observations. If the moving
cost is too low, for example -1, the hunter will move around
the environment more actively to collect observations no matter whether the guide points or not. The effect of communication as a function of moving cost may not be linear; therefore,
in our experiment, we test 100 trials under each model using
a moving cost of -9, -7, -5, -3, and -1. We expect to see the
effect of pointing when the moving cost is moderate, but not
when it is too high (-9) or too low (-1).
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Average Reward

the shoot direction. The game ends after shooting.
Reward Function For moving one step, there is an action cost, which is manipulated in our experiment. When
shooting, the reward is set to 100 for hitting the Wumpus,
-100 for missing.
Observation Space and Observation Function There
are only two possible observations: a stench or nothing. The
observation function is stochastic. If a tile is near the Wumpus, the hunter’s probability of observing a stench in that tile
is 0.85. If a tile is not nearby the Wumpus, the probability
of observing a stench is 0.15. In the classic Wumpus world,
the observation is deterministic; however, we add stochasticity to make the belief inference more interesting, as in other
POMDP tasks. We do not place pointing in the observation
space as it is modeled as an communicative act, instead of an
observation of the physical world (Kaelbling et al., 1998).

60
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Figure 3: Experimental results. Black line denotes the ideal
performance upper bound if the game was fully observable.
Shaded areas represent 95% bootstrap confidence interval.

Result
The average reward across trials for each model under various moving cost is depicted in Fig. 3. Overall, the proposed
Smithian pointing model achieves better performance compared to the classic POMDP model or the POMDP with double observations. The main effect of model type is significant
(Fp2, 1485q “ 9.602, p ă 0.001), and the main effect of moving cost is also significant (Fp4, 1485q “ 19.535, p ă 0.001).
However, the interaction between models and moving costs
is not significant (Fp8, 1485q “ 1.035, p “ 0.407). A posthoc test with bonferroni correction shows that the Smithian
pointing model achieves higher performance than “Double
observation” condition (Fp1, 998q “ 8.875, p “ 0.009). As
hypothesized, our experiment also shows that the advantage
stemmed from the pragmatic inference of pointing disappears when the task is too hard/easy for the guide to help.
Specifically, when the moving cost is -1 or -9, the effect of
model type is not significant (Fp2, 297q “ 0.163, p “ 0.850;
Fp2, 297q “ 0.228, p “ 0.796). Taken together, these results
demonstrate that pointing is relevant only when the signaler
could offer help. Our computational model captures this relevance (Sperber & Wilson, 1986) and highlights how joint
perception can be more powerful than individual perception
of the same observation, demonstrated by the improved hunting performance.

Discussion
In this paper, we devise a computational model for pointing by defining the Smithian Value of Information (SVI), applying it to RSA to define the utility of pointing. In an example task, our pointing model shows a significant performance improvement compared to a single-agent POMDP or
a single-agent POMDP with “double observation”. This improvement indicates that the advantage of pointing does not
come from providing a new observation for individual perception. Instead, it comes from the pragmatic inference of
how the jointly perceived observation is relevant to the task.
Supporting the argument, our experiment also shows that the
advantage of the Smithian pointing model works the best only
when the receiver is in a position to be helped.
Our results suggest that Smithian coordination of beliefs is

necessary for modeling pointing. Seemingly simple, pointing
requires the intelligent social capacity of mind coordination
and altruistic motivation of helping. As a type of sophisticated
social cognition, pointing involves identifying receiver’s belief to predict action, evaluating actions with signaler’s own
belief, generating pointing to help change receiver’s mind,
and interpreting pointing with the assumption that the signaler is trying to help. The possible lack of some of these
components, especially the cooperative motivation in pointing generation and interpretation, may explain the rarity of
pointing in wild non-human primates. Indeed, the ability of
generating and interpreting pointing is a milestone in human
unique communication (Tomasello, 2010).
Due to the complexity of recursive reasoning of RSA,
POMDP is solved multiple times in the recursion, which
is computationally expensive and limits the current experiment setting to have a small state space. In follow up studies, we can use a faster POMDP solver or approximate the
social recursion using computationally cheaper approaches
(Kaelbling & Lozano-Pérez, 2013). In this way, we can expand our model to more complex tasks with larger state space
and more observations. As many insights of this paper directly come from studies of child development, we hope this
work will foster further interdisciplinary studies between developmental psychology and AI.
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Abstract

As part of human declarative memory, semantic memory contains our general knowledge about the world. Most theoretical perspectives view semantic memory as some kind of space
or structure, such as a network that carries conceptual representations of objects in the world and the relationships between them (Jones, Willits, & Dennis, 2015). In this article,
we investigate the cognitive processes involved in retrieving
and acting on the strength of relationship between concepts,
commonly referred to as semantic relatedness. Specifically,
we evaluate three sequential sampling models as novel theoretical accounts for key empirical benchmarks in a frequently
used semantic relatedness task.

words are semantically related or not. Using this task, previous research has established two key benchmarks that models
of the underlying processes should be able to account for.
The first benchmark is the so-called relatedness effect, describing that ”related” responses tend to be given faster than
”unrelated” responses (Balota & Black, 1997). The relatedness effect has been demonstrated repeatedly using the SRDT
(Karwoski & Schachter, 1948; Balota & Paul, 1996; Balota &
Black, 1997). The second benchmark is an inverted-U shaped
relationship between semantic relatedness and response times
(RTs), with strongly and weakly related words resulting in
shorter RTs than moderately related words. The inverted-U
shaped relationship was demonstrated by two recent studies (Kenett, Levi, Anaki, & Faust, 2017; Kumar, Balota,
& Steyvers, 2019) using a similar SRDT, but different approaches to semantic relatedness.
Both benchmarks have been linked to theoretical accounts
based on spreading activation in a semantic network (Collins
& Loftus, 1975). According to this and other accounts of
memory retrieval, such as random walks (Abbott, Austerweil,
& Griffiths, 2015) or compound cue mechanisms (Ratcliff &
McKoon, 1988, 1994), RTs are proportional to the distance
between two concepts within the network. In the case spreading activation, distance determines the amount of activation
required to spread from one concept to the other. Spreading
activation, thus, produces faster responses to strongly-related
compared to moderately-related word pairs (see Kenett et al.,
2017), explaining half of the inverted U-shaped relationship.
It also predicts the relatedness effect, as long as ”related” responses are given to more strongly related word pairs than
”unrelated” responses (Balota & Black, 1997).
It remains unclear, however, how spreading activation
would explain faster responses to weakly as compared to
moderately related pairs, and whether spreading activation
alone is sufficient to explain the relatedness effect, or if other
decision-relevant processes such as response caution or response competition play a role.

Two benchmarks of semantic relatedness decisions

Present study

The literature has proposed many tasks to behaviorally measure people’s representations of semantic relatedness (Kumar,
2020; Wulff et al., 2019). Here we focus on the semantic
relatedness decision task (SRDT), a two-alternative, forcedchoice task that requires participants to decide whether two

We propose that sequential sampling models, a popular modeling framework in the field of judgment and decision making
(Busemeyer, Gluth, Rieskamp, & Turner, 2019; Ratcliff &
McKoon, 2008), can potentially account for the benchmarks
described above and help to illuminate the cognitive pro-

Semantic memory research often draws on decisions about the
semantic relatedness of concepts. These decisions depend on
cognitive processes of memory retrieval and choice formation.
However, most previous research focused on memory retrieval
but neglected the decision aspects. Here we propose the sequential sampling framework to account for choices and response times in semantic relatedness decisions. We focus on
three popular sequential sampling models, the Race model,
the Leaky Competing Accumulator model (LCA) and the Drift
Diffusion Model (DDM). Using model simulations, we investigate if and how these models account for two empirical benchmarks: the relatedness effect, denoting faster ”related” than
”unrelated” decisions when judging the relatedness of word
pairs; and an inverted-U shaped relationship between response
time and the relatedness strength of word pairs. Our simulations show that the LCA and DDM, but not the Race model,
can reproduce both effects. Furthermore, the LCA predicts a
novel phenomenon: the inverted relatedness effect for weakly
related word pairs. Reanalyzing a publicly available data set,
we obtained credible evidence of such an inverted relatedness
effect. These results provide strong support for sequential sampling models – and in particular the LCA – as a viable computational account of semantic relatedness decisions and suggest
an important role for decision-related processes in (semantic)
memory tasks.
Keywords: Semantic memory; Memory Retrieval; DecisionMaking; Cognitive Modeling; Sequential Sampling Models
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cesses underlying semantic relatedness decisions. Sequential sampling models assume an accumulation process that,
in essence, is similar to the notion of spreading activation and
embed it within a decision process. Next, we will describe
three prominent representatives of sequential sampling models and explain how they give rise to ”related” and ”unrelated”
decisions in the SRDT. Then, we present a simulation study
evaluating the model predictions with respect to the invertedU shaped relationship and the relatedness effect. Finally, we
present an analysis of existing data to test a novel prediction
derived from our simulation analysis.

Sequential Sampling Models
The family of sequential sampling models comprises numerous different specifications. In order show that sequential
sampling models can account for empirical benchmarks of
the SRDT, we focus on basic implementations of three frequently used variants, the Race model, the Leaky Competing Accumulator model (LCA) and the Drift-Diffusion Model
(DDM), following the implementations by Bogacz, Brown,
Moehlis, Holmes, and Cohen (2006). There exist more flexible versions of these variants that might allow them to individually explain a broader set of phenomena (see General
Discussion). However, we would like to emphasize that the
goal of this study is not to provide decisive evidence between
these models but to investigate how the sequential sampling
framework in general can be used to identify mechanisms in
semantic relatedness decisions.

Figure 1: Sequential sampling models. The left panel illustrates two accumulators in the race model representing ”related” (orange) and ”unrelated” (blue) decisions in the SRDT.
The middle panel illustrates two decisions under the LCA,
subject to different levels of lateral inhibition. The right panel
illustrates the relative decision variable (gray) in the DDM
between two decision boundaries.

but influence each other through a lateral inhibition process
(w). Lateral inhibition inhibits the rate of one accumulator as
a function of the evidence state of the competing accumulator. Figure 1 illustrates that lateral inhibition can both speed
up (solid lines) and slow down (dashed lines) the divergence
of the accumulators, depending on how similar the accumulation rates are. Finally, the LCA is equipped with a leakage
parameter k that results in a decay of evidence over time.
To account for behavior in the SRDT, Irelated is set equal to
the semantic relatedness of two words. The leakage k and the
within-trial noise c are fixed. All other parameters, including
Iunrelated , lateral inhibition w, and threshold Z are estimated
from the data.

Race Model
The Race model formulates a decision process where independent accumulators I1 and I2 accumulate noisy evidence
over time until one of them reaches a decision threshold Z
(see Figure 1). In this context, evidence is an abstract unit of
preference for either choice option.
To account for behavior in the SRDT, one accumulator
Irelated is set to an externally derived estimate of semantic relatedness of a given word pair. Conceptually, this accumulator can be regarded as analogue to the strength of memory
trace activation within a spreading-activation account. The
accumulator, Iunrelated , is estimated from the data and serves
as a reference value against which Irelated is compared. Thus,
Iunrelated acts as decision criterion comparable to the criterion
in signal detection theory (Green & Swets, 1966). Specifically, when Irelated is larger than Iunrelated , the agent likely
responds ”related” and vice versa. It is assumed that the two
accumulators are independent of each other.

Leaky Competing Accumulator Model

Drift Diffusion Model
In contrast to the other two models, the DDM assumes a process of relative evidence accumulation. Specifically, the accumulation drifts according to a Wiener process in-between
two decision boundaries, one for each response option, until
one of them is reached. The direction and rate of accumulation is determined by the drift-rate ν. Additional model parameters include a boundary separation a, often interpreted
as response caution, a starting point bias z, representing an
a-priori preference towards either option, and a non-decision
time Ter , reflecting sensory and motor preparatory processes.
To account for behavior in the SRDT, the drift-rate ν is
equal to the difference between the semantic relatedness and
the reference value (i.e., ν = Irelated − Iunrelated ). Within-trial
noise c is fixed. All other parameters are estimated from the
data.

Simulation of semantic relatedness decisions

The Leaky Competing Accumulator model (LCA, Usher and
McClelland, 2001) also models the decision as a competition
between two accumulators 1 . In contrast to the Race model,
however, the accumulators in the LCA are not independent,
1 Note that we consider the implementation by Bogacz et al.
(2006), which, in contrast to the original implementation by Usher
and McClelland, permits negative accumulator states.
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To investigate how well the three models can account for the
inverted-U shaped relationship of RTs and the relatedness effect, we generated data from each of the three models using
a range of plausible parameter values and analyzed whether
and how consistently they produce the two benchmark effects
in question.

Simulation details
Parameter values for the two parameters, Irelated and Iunrelated ,
were chosen as follows. Irelated = (.09, .20, .32, .43, .60) was
set to five different levels representing low, low-medium,
medium, medium-high, and high relatedness. The exact values were derived by calculating the cosine similarity values of a representative word-pair data set (Bruni, Tran, &
Baroni, 2014), using the fastText word2vec model (Grave,
Bojanowski, Gupta, Joulin, & Mikolov, 2018). Iunrelated =
(.20, .26, .32, .38, .43) was set to five values ranging between
”low-medium” and ”medium-high” relatedness. This range
was chosen to allow Irelated to be either smaller, equal or
larger than Iunrelated .
The threshold parameter Z = (.05, .10, .15, .20, .25) in the
Race model and the LCA, and the boundary separation a =
(.05, .10, .15, .20, .25) in the DDM were set to five equally
spaced levels in a range taken from a recent simulation study
on the LCA (Miletić, Turner, Forstmann, & Maanen, 2017).
Following the same study, the within-trial noise c was set to
.01, and the lateral inhibition parameter w = (.5, 1, 2, 4) was
set to four different values. The leakage parameter k was fixed
to 1. The non-decision time Ter of the DDM was set to a
plausible value of .2. We chose three levels of starting point
bias z, reflecting an a-priori bias towards ”unrelated” (z < .5)
and ”related” (z > .5), as well as an unbiased DDM (z = .5).
For each parameter combination, we simulated a total of
10,000 semantic relatedness decisions and associated RTs. To
limit computational load, responses were simulated up to a
maximum response time of 7 seconds. Trials that would have
taken longer were rejected.

Inverted-U shaped relationship
Figure 2 shows the relationships between relatedness and RTs
produced by the three models under the various parameter
combinations. The results for the Race model revealed a
strictly monotone relationship, with higher levels of relatedness being associated with lower RTs. Hence, the Race model
did not produce the inverted-U shaped relationship.
For nearly all parameter combinations, the LCA exhibited
an inverted-U shaped relationship between relatedness and
RTs. Only for the smallest values of the criterion parameter Iunrelated , the threshold parameter Z, or the lateral inhibition parameter w, this pattern did not emerge. Conversely, the
inverted-U shaped relationship tended to be more pronounced
for large criterion, threshold, and inhibition parameters. The
pattern produced by the LCA exhibited a consistent rightskew, with moderately-low relatedness exhibiting the slowest
RTs and very high relatedness being associated with faster
RTs compared to very low ones. This pattern was particularly
pronounced for low criterion (Iunrelated ) values and attenuated
for high criterion values.
The results for the DDM revealed equally consistent
inverted-U shaped relationships. In contrast to the LCA, the
DDM tended, on average, to produce symmetric relationships
centered around Irelated ≈ Iunrelated , where the drift was min-
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imal (Ratcliff & Rouder, 1998). The slope of the inverted-U
shape scaled with boundary separation. The inverted-U shape
was skewed to either side depending on whether the starting
point bias favored the ”related” or ”unrelated” decision.
Taken together, the LCA and DDM but not the Race model
produced the inverted-U shaped relationship of RTs. These
results are consistent with previous research showing that independent accumulator models fail to account for inverted-U
shaped RTs associated with choice difficulty (Teodorescu &
Usher, 2013). It suggests that the lateral inhibition process in
the LCA, which introduces accumulator dependency and distinguishes it from the Race model, and the relative accumulation in the DDM are chiefly responsible for model’s abilities
to account for the inverted-U shaped relationship.

Relatedness effect
To assess how well the candidate models can account for the
relatedness effect, we calculated for each simulation the standardized difference in RTs between ”related” and ”unrelated”
measured as Cohen’s d. Figure 3 shows these differences as a
function of the difference between Irelated and Iunrelated , with
positive values of Cohen’s d reflecting a positive relatedness
effect.
As illustrated in Figure 3, the Race model simulation results demonstrate a consistently linear relationship across parameter combinations, where Cohen’s d values grow steadily
from a substantial negative relatedness effect for negative differences between Irelated and Iunrelated towards a substantial
positive relatedness effect for positive differences. Threshold values moderated this relationship, with large thresholds
resulting in a steeper relationship than lower ones. These results imply that the Race model predicts the relatedness effect for Irelated > Iunrelated and an inverted relatedness effect
for Irelated < Iunrelated . The LCA simulation results exhibit the
same positive linear relationships as the Race model, with a
similar moderation of the effect size by the threshold and lateral inhibition parameters. Overall the relationships emerged
as somewhat more extreme for the LCA, with high threshold
and high lateral inhibition values resulting in stronger effects.
In contrast to the Race and LCA models, the DDM simulation results showed only weak differences between RTs
for ”related” and ”unrelated” responses2 . If anything, we
found a slightly negative relationship between the difference
in Irelated > Iunrelated and effect size. That is, the DDM predicted an inverted relatedness effect for Irelated < Iunrelated and
a conventional relatedness effect for Irelated > Iunrelated . The
boundary separation and starting point bias had no systematic
effect on the direction of this relationship. However, changes
in starting point resulted in additive shifts that implied either
a consistent conventional (z > .5) or inverted (z < .5) relatedness effect irrespective of the difference between Irelated and
Iunrelated .
2 This

finding is consistent with the property of (unbiased) diffusion processes to yield equal expected RTs for both alternatives
(Ratcliff & McKoon, 2008). This constraint is relaxed when assuming between-trial variability in drift-rate (see General Discussion).

Figure 2: Response times as a function of semantic relatedness (Irelated ) for the Race model (left column), the LCA (middle
column), and the DDM (right column). The rows show the predictions pooled across all simulations (first), as well as stratified
for decision reference values Iunrelated (second), decision threshold Z and boundary separation a values (third), and lateral
inhibition k and starting point bias z values (fourth).
In sum, all the three models are in principle able to predict
the relatedness effect, but they do so to different degrees, under different circumstances, and using different mechanisms.
For all parameter combinations, the Race and LCA models predicted a relatedness effect, but only when Irelated >
Iunrelated . The DDM on the other hand predicted a constant relatedness effect independent of the difference between Irelated
and Iunrelated , but only in the presence of a starting point
bias. These differences in model predictions suggest a novel,
critical test for cognitive mechanisms underlying the SRDT:
Does the relatedness effect emerge consistently across different levels of relatedness or could there be an inverted relatedness effect for less strongly related word pairs? In the next
section, we will use empirical data to investigate this question.
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The Inverted Relatedness Effect
To test the prediction of an inverted relatedness effect for
weakly-related word pairs, we reanalyzed a publicly available
data set by Kumar et al. (2019). In this study, N = 40 participants from Amazon Mechanical Turk performed 240 trials
in a SRDT as described above. To be able to analyze RTs as
a function of relatedness, we determined for each word pair
cosine similarity scores using the fastText word2vec model
(Grave et al., 2018). As done in previous analyses (Kumar
et al., 2019; Kenett et al., 2017), we excluded trials with extremely short RTs (< 250 ms) since they are unlikely to have
arisen from an evidence-accumulation process. In total, we
analysed on average 220.7 (SD = 26.8) trials per participant,
for which cosine values could be determined.
Figure 4 illustrates the relationship between relatedness
(cosine similarity) and response time for both ”related” (orange) and ”unrelated” (blue) decisions. For the upper range of
cosine similarity values (cosine > .4) the data show the con-

Figure 3: Relatedness effect in Cohen’s d as a function of accumulation rate difference (Irelated − Iunrelated ) for the Race model
(left column), the LCA (middle column), and the DDM (right column). The rows show the predictions pooled across all
simulations (first), as well as stratified for decision threshold Z and boundary separation a values (second), and lateral inhibition
k and starting point bias z values (third).
ventional relatedness effect, where ”related” responses are on
average faster than ”unrelated” responses. For the remaining
lower range, however, we observe the inverted relatedness effect, where ”related” responses are actually slower than ”unrelated” responses.
To confirm the above effect, we ran a Bayesian linear random effects model with random effects on the participant
level. Consistent with the reversal of relatedness effects, we
found a credible interaction effect of cosine similarity × response type on log RTs (95% highest posterior density interval, HDI: [−.68, −.42]). Also, there were main effects of cosine similarity (95% HDI: [.09, .28]) and response type (95%
HDI: [.14, .25]), indicating slower RTs for more related pairs
and for ”related” responses, respectively. The former implies
that, unlike previous studies, the current data set did not produce the conventional relatedness effect on aggregate3 .
The reversal of relatedness effects for low relative to high
relatedness values is inconsistent with the DDM, which can
only account for constant relatedness effects, but is predicted
by the Race and LCA models. Another noteworthy observation from Figure 4, lending further support for the LCA, is the
noticeable right-skew in distribution of RTs, which is consis3 The

regression analysis additionally controlled for two other
known influences on RTs, word frequency (95% HDI: [−.01, .05])
and word length (95% HDI: [.01, .03]), of which the latter effect was
credible (longer words led to higher RTs).
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tent with the shape of LCA’s simulation results (Figure 2).

Figure 4: Empirical log RTs as a function of word2vec cosine
similarity for ”unrelated” (plus, blue) and ”related” responses
(circle, orange). Regression lines for both response types are
depicted with 95% bootstrapped confidence intervals.

General Discussion
Semantic relatedness is a key concept in cognitive science
that underlies models of human memory, reasoning, and cre-

ativity. The behavioral output of these models is oftentimes
thought to be linked directly to estimates of semantic relatedness as derived, for instance, using vector-space models.
This has resulted in a simplified view of semantic relatedness
decisions, where the probability of a ”related” decision and
associated response times are thought to be proportional to
the strength of semantic relatedness. Our results suggest that
this view needs correction. We demonstrated that the class
of sequential sampling models, which is regularly employed
for various kinds of decisions, such as old-new decisions in
recognition memory (Ratcliff, 1978) or preferential choices
between monetary lotteries (Busemeyer & Townsend, 1993),
can fully account for existing and novel benchmarks of semantic relatedness decisions. The LCA achieved this by not
only considering the strength of semantic relatedness, but also
a reference level against which semantic relatedness is evaluated, as well as competition between the responses. These
results highlight the importance of decision-related processes
in behavior pertaining to semantic relatedness and suggest interesting avenues for future scientific inquiry.
Table 1: Phenomena explained.
Race
Inverted U Shape
Relatedness effect
Interaction effect

√
√

LCA
√
√
√

DDM
√
√

A key implication of our results is that semantic relatedness decisions are likely to be susceptible to typical decisionrelated phenomena such as sensitivity to differences in base
rates or incentives, or to strategic tendencies, such as embodied by speed-accuracy trade-offs. This is fully consistent with
resource-rational accounts of memory retrieval (Dougherty,
Harbison, & Davelaar, 2014), according to which the continuation of retrieval processes is subject to an assessment of
costs and benefits. We believe that formal accounts as presented by sequential sampling models can be instrumental in
describing and predicting existing and novel phenomena in
this direction, especially due to their ability to jointly account
for choice and response times (Kraemer, Fontanesi, Spektor,
& Gluth, 2020; Wilson & Collins, 2019).
Among the sequential sampling models considered in the
present study, only the LCA was able to account for the established benchmarks and the inverted relatedness effect (see Table 1). The failure of the Race model and the DDM to account
for some of the benchmarks might be due to the model specifications in our study. Alternative specifications of the models
could account for the benchmarks in question. For instance,
an extended form of the DDM (Ratcliff & McKoon, 2008)
depends on additional between-trial variability parameters
which allow the model to account for a wider range of empirical phenomena (Ratcliff & Smith, 2004). The betweentrial variability of drift-rate would allow the extended DDM
to predict ”slow errors”, thereby potentially accounting for
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the inverted relatedness effect for weakly related word pairs.
The Race model, on the other hand, could be formulated as
an advantage Race model (van Ravenzwaaij, Brown, Marley,
& Heathcote, 2020; Miletić et al., 2021), which should help
to account for the inverted-U shape. Future work interested in
arbitrating between these models should consider a more diverse set of model variants. In the present study, however, our
main goal was to establish sequential sampling models as a
general framework to explain and predict empirical phenomena that memory retrieval processes alone cannot explain.
Our findings also tie into an ongoing discussion on disentangling representational (structures) and the cognitive processes that draw on it (Siew, Wulff, Beckage, & Kenett, 2019;
Kenett, Beckage, Siew, & Wulff, 2020). It has been argued
that computational modeling may be one route to potentially
accomplishing this (Kumar, 2020; Wulff et al., 2019). Approaches in this direction typically consider a representational
structure, such as a word-vector space or a free-association
network, and retrieval processes, such as such as spreading
activation or random walks (Siew et al., 2019). Some of
these retrieval processed include elements of decision processes, such as Luce choice rule to transform memory activation to response probabilities (Jones, Gruenenfelder, & Recchia, 2018; Wulff, Hills, & Hertwig, 2013). However, with
few exceptions (e.g, Jones et al., 2018), these elements are
viewed as auxiliary assumptions rather than an integral part
of the cognitive processes underlying behavior. Based on our
results, we would argue that there is much to gain by taking decision-related processes more seriously. One route to
doing this could be to integrate sequential sampling models,
such as the LCA, with plausible memory frameworks, with
the goal of building joint models of representational structure,
retrieval processes, and decision processes.
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Abstract
Although Artificial Intelligence (AI) is expected to outperform
humans in many domains of decision-making, the process by
which AI arrives at its superior decisions is often hidden and
too complex for humans to fully grasp. As a result, humans
may find it difficult to learn from AI, and accordingly, our
knowledge about whether and how humans learn from AI is
also limited. In this paper, we aim to expand our understanding by examining human decision-making in the board game
Go. Our analysis of 1.3 million move decisions made by professional Go players suggests that people learned to make decisions like AI after they observe reasoning processes of AI,
rather than mere actions of AI. Follow-up analyses compared
the decision quality of two groups of players: those who had
access to AI programs and those who did not. In line with the
initial results, decision quality significantly improved for the
players with AI access after they gained access to reasoning
processes of AI, but not for the players without AI access. Our
results demonstrate that humans can learn from AI even in a
complex domain where the computation process of AI is also
complicated.
Keywords: Human Learning; Artificial Intelligence; Measure
of Learning; Decision Quality

Introduction
This paper presents empirical evidence that human experts
learn to make decisions like superhuman Artificial Intelligence (AI) in the context of the board game Go1 . As AlphaGo
demonstrated its superhuman performance by defeating a Go
world champion in March 2016, AI is expected to outperform humans in many domains of complex decision-making.
However, it is not clear whether humans learn from the output of AI programs and benefit from it. Although information
provided by AI algorithms could be useful to humans, the
black-box nature of AI can lead humans to misinterpret the
output and make decisions no better than before. Examining
the impact of AlphaGo on human decision-making, we study
whether human experts improve their decisions and what features of AI are essential for them to learn from AI. Hereafter,
we refer to improvements in human experts’ decision quality
after the introduction of AI programs as the human learning
from AI.
We investigate decision-making problems in the game of
Go for two reasons. First, it is one of the first domains in
1 Go is a board game between two players who take turns placing

“stones” of their color (black or white) on a 19×19 grid of lines.
The game’s objective is to surround a larger territory on the board
than the opponent by completely enclosing it with one’s stones.
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which AI achieved superhuman performance in a complex
decision-making problem2 . This superhuman performance
is a useful feature of AI when studying the human learning
from AI, primarily because it encourages humans to study
decisions of AI and secondarily because superhuman AI can
evaluate and track the degree to which human decisions are
inferior to its own decisions.
Another reason we examine the game of Go is that a game
is an effective setting to test how humans interact with AI
and adapt their decision-making. The goal of a game is usually well-defined and human players choose various actions
to achieve the goal. Those actions, or any decisions3 , and the
resulting changes in the environment often get recorded in a
database. Using these unique features of a game, researchers
have studied various aspects of human decision-making, from
error correction to skill acquisition (Biswas, 2015; Regan,
Biswas, & Zhou, 2014; Stafford & Dewar, 2014; Strittmatter,
Sunde, & Zegners, 2020; Tsividis, Pouncy, Xu, Tenenbaum,
& Gershman, 2017).
Our empirical strategy to study the human learning from
AI is as follows. First, we devise a simple and intuitive measure to quantify the human learning from AI (i.e., how much
the quality of human decisions changed after introduction of
the AI programs). Next, we use this measure to estimate human learning on a rich data set that includes outcomes of official matches between professional Go players (N>30K) as
well as every move decision made by the players in each of
the matches (N>1.3 MM). The data spans a period both before and after the AI programs (such as AlphaGo) were introduced. Finally, we use mandatory military service in South
Korea as a natural experiment. Because all Korean males are
required to serve in the military for 18-24 months, some male
players were isolated from the society and did not have access
to the AI programs. We compare those who had access to AI
programs with those who did not and estimate how much the
AI programs contributed to the human learning from AI.
We find that merely observing AI’s actions (i.e., decisions)
may not bring a meaningful improvement in human decision2 In contrast to other relatively simple games such as checkers,
Go presents arguably the most complex task, which explains why
AlphaGo defeating a top human expert was seen as a major breakthrough for artificial intelligence.
3 We use the terms “actions” and “decisions” interchangeably in
this paper.

making. Observing AI’s reasoning processes, however, does
seem to improve human decision-making. Our finding is consistent with previous research based on constructivism learning theory (Resnick, 2018).

Background
The emergence of AI transformed the way human learning
occurred in Go. Before there were AI programs, human players learned Go strategies by reviewing other players’ move
decisions in tournaments and discussing the strategies with
other human players, as illustrated in Figure 1(a)4 . This way
of learning, however, changed after AlphaGo defeated a human Go champion by employing novel and unorthodox tactics. AlphaGo’s demonstration of unfamiliar but effective
strategies motivated human players to discuss and learn the
strategies of AI in addition to those of top human players.
Moreover, human players began spending more time playing
against AI programs to improve their game, as illustrated in
1(b)5 .

(a) Human Learning Before AI

decision. For each of these possible moves, the open-source
AI programs calculated the win probability6 associated with
the move and showed how the game will be played following the move (i.e., a series of optimal decisions7 expected by
AI). The online supplementary materials for this paper discuss the information that Leela Zero provided to human players (https://osf.io/skuy5).

(b) Human Learning After AI

Figure 1: Illustration of change of the way human Go players
learn winning strategies after the emergence of AI programs
Two kinds of AI programs were released sequentially,
about 1.5 years apart, and we leverage the timing of these
events to gain insight about the human learning from AI. In
this paper, we focus on AlphaGo’s victory over a human Go
champion on March 15, 2016 which marks the release of AI
programs that reveal AI actions. Likewise, we focus on the
release of open-source Leela Zero on October 25, 2017 which
marks the release of open-source AI programs that reveal AI
reasoning processes.
These two AI programs feature different types of learning
resources. The first AI program, AlphaGo and its subsequent
versions, revealed only actions of AI (i.e., sequences of positions where AI placed stones). After observing novel AlphaGo actions, human players discussed among themselves
to figure out AlphaGo’s intent or subsequent actions that AlphaGo would have taken. However, human players could
only make guesses about these. The second AI program,
namely open-source AI programs like Leela Zero, revealed
not only the actions of AI, but also its reasoning processes.
For example, Leela Zero and its ilk showed a set of possible moves that AI considered before making its final move
4 “The power of Korean Go? Joint research!” Mar/09/2011
(donga.com/news/Culture/article/all/20110309/35417308/1)
5 “Hone your Go skills with AI instructors” Feb/26/2019
(munhwa.com/news/view.html?no=2019022601032103009001)
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Period
Before AI
After AlphaGo
After Opensource AI

Learning resources
Human actions
Human actions + AI actions
Human actions + AI strategy

Figure 2: Simplified Human Learning Process in Go
Before we discuss our method and results, it would be
helpful to illustrate how learning typically occurs in Go, and
which parts of the learning process were likely affected by the
aforementioned AI programs. As shown in Figure 2, learning
begins with a human player possessing (1) an evaluation parameter (θ) that assesses a state on the board (i.e., how the
pattern of black and white stones placed on the board is advantageous to the player or the opponent) and (2) a strategy
parameter (σ) that encompasses a set of decision rules. In a
match against another player, the player uses their evaluation
parameter to evaluate states (S) and then uses their strategy
parameter to take actions (a), i.e., make decisions. After the
6 Although we use the term win probability, its exact interpretation is more subtle. Still it is used in the Go community so we use
this term for convenience.
7 In this paper, an “optimal decision” refers to the best decision
that the agent (human or AI) can make in the given state, rather
than the true best decision for the given state. We are interested
in learning about how humans make decisions like AI that is far
superior to humans, rather than in learning about how humans learn
to make best decisions in the strict sense of the words.

match ends, the player reviews their own move decisions and
those of their opponent, and updates their evaluation parameter (θ; e.g., “The opponent seemed to be in a strong position
in State S but they actually had several vulnerable spots”) and
strategy parameter (σ; e.g., “After some contemplation, I realize that I should have attacked the opponent’s territory from
the other side”).
Before AI programs were available, human players’ learning resources consisted only of their own or other human
players’ move decisions. However, with the advent of the
two AI programs, the learning resources available to them
changed substantially: AlphaGo introduced actions of superhuman AI to the mix and Leela Zero introduced a chance to
study the two decision parameters of AI, σAI and θAI . This
latter addition to the learning resources by Leela Zero was
especially important, because human players could now directly observe how AI evaluates states (e.g., win probability
for any states) and how AI sets up a strategy (e.g., sequences
of AI decisions in response to the opponent’s moves).

Measure
We develop a measure called the Human-AI Gap to compare
the quality of decisions by humans to the quality of decisions
generated by an AI program. Defining the quality of decisions
can be a challenge, however, because consequences of decisions are hard to pin down in a high-dimensional state space.
Fortunately, modern AI programs based on deep reinforcement learning can not only generate decisions of superhuman
quality but also evaluate the quality of any decision. Specifically, AI’s value network evaluates states, or situations, in
a game, allowing us to evaluate how favorable a given state
is to the player of interest. Similarly, action-value network
evaluates any decision in the given state (producing an output
known as the Q value), allowing us to evaluate the quality of
any decision in any state. We thus evaluate the quality of any
human decision in any state, as well as the quality of a decision generated by AI, and calculate the gap (i.e., difference)
between the two values of decision quality.
Definition of the Human-AI Gap We use notations from
the previous literature (Igami, 2020; Silver et al., 2017) to explain our measure more formally. It is defined mostly for the
environment of the board game Go, but it can be easily modified in other well-defined dynamic decision-making problems. State space, |S|, represents a set of possible states of
a game. In a match between human players, a human player
faces many states in |S|. Given S∈|S|, the human player decides on the next move. Thus, a human player making the
kth decision observes Sk (state) and decides ak (action), i.e., a
position to place the stone. We simplify the decision rule of
human players as follows:
aHuman
= σHuman (Sk ;V (Sk ; θHuman ))
k
Human players use their own evaluation parameter
(θHuman ) to diagnose how advantageous the current state is,
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V (Sk ; θHuman ). Based on the evaluation, they apply their own
strategy or decision rule (σHuman ), ending up with an action,
aHuman
. In this decision rule, we abstract away from comk
plex interactions between human players. Instead, we treat a
move decision as a single-agent problem in which each human player has to find an optimal decision in the given state
to maximize the total reward. Any strategic responses from
the opponent human player are subsumed under the transition
of the state in our decision rule.
AI programs also map a given state to an action based on
their policy network8 . Although the actual process of AI
decision-making is as complex as human decision-making,
it can be simplified as follows:
AI
AI
aAI
k = σ (Sk ;V (Sk ; θ )).

We need to note that a human and AI facing the same state,
6= aAI
Sk , may arrive at different actions (i.e., aHuman
k ). This
k
is because the way a human evaluates the state, θHuman , is
different from the way AI does, θAI . That is, a human may be
too optimistic or too pessimistic from the perspective of AI.
In addition, AI may use a strategy, σAI , that is distinct from
any traditional human strategy, σHuman . AI trained by playing
against itself is free from any conventional human strategies,
so it will produce actions that will be novel to human players.
Finally, we define the Human-AI Gap as follows:
Quality of a counterfactual AI decision

∆k ≡

}|
{
z
AI
V (Sk+1 (aAI
)
;
θ
)
k

−

V (Sk+1 (aHuman
) ; θAI )
k
|
{z
}

Quality of an actual human decision

First, a human player takes an action (i.e., makes a decision), aHuman
, after observing a state, Sk . We have AI simulate
k
a counterfactual action (i.e., decision), aAI
k , given the same
state Sk ; this is the action that the AI itself would have taken
if it were in the human player’s position. Second, we have
the AI quantify the quality of the two actions (i.e., decisions),
one from the human player (aHuman
) and the other from the
k
AI (aAI
),
by
evaluating
the
subsequent
state. The quality of
k
AI
the counterfactual AI action, V(Sk+1 (aAI
k );θ ), represents the
“maximum” decision quality that the human player can attain
(by choosing the same action as the superhuman AI). Finally,
we subtract the human player’s decision quality from this
“maximum” decision quality to obtain the Human-AI Gap
for the move. Put differently, the Human-AI Gap quantifies
the difference between the advantage to the human player induced by a counterfactual AI decision and the advantage induced by the player’s own decision9 . If the AI generates a
8 In most cases, Deep Q network is designed to choose an action with the highest expected action-value. In the game of Go, that
process is complemented with Monte Carlo Tree Search and AI programs choose a move with the highest playout number. In addition,
the dimension of the state space in the board game Go is very large
so AI programs take a few key features of each state as input.
9 In the game of Go, V (S
Human ) ; θAI ) is similar to Q value
k+1 (ak
(action value network) because the reward is only realized at the end
of the game.

higher-quality decision than the human player’s, the HumanAI Gap would be positive. If the human player makes the
same decision as the AI, then the Human-AI Gap would be
zero. Because we use a much superior AI to generate counterfactual decisions, the Human-AI Gap is usually positive.
Given this definition of the Human-AI Gap, a systematic decrease in the Human-AI Gap (as we shall see later) indicates
that human players make decisions that are closer in quality
to decisions of AI.

Data
Our data set spans from January 2014 to March 2020 and
consists of two different data sets. The first is data on 30,995
matches between 357 Korean professional players, where
we observe match date, the identity of players, and match
outcomes. The second is data on 1.3 million move decisions
from matches between Korean professional Go players.
We scraped publicly available data from the Korean Go
Association and other websites10 . For every move decision
by a human player, we simulate the optimal move decision
of AI11 under the same state of the game and compute the
Human-AI Gap as explained in the previous section. Thus,
we have 1.3 million move decisions by human players, 1.3
million move decisions by AI, and AI’s evaluation of each of
these decisions.
Table 1 shows the summary statistics of our data. Players
in the data were heterogeneous in terms of performance,
with the win rates averaging 43%. For each match, two
professional players together made an average of 216 move
decisions (or 108 move decisions per player). The mean
Human-AI Gap of 3.52 percentage points indicates that
human players on average made move decisions that were
associated with 3.52 percentage points lower win rates as
compared with the counterfactual move decisions by the AI
program.

our data set. A value of zero means that a human player replicated the AI’s decision (∆k = 0 ⇐⇒ aHuman
= aAI
k ) and made
k
the optimal move, while a positive value indicates the extent to which AI’s decision was superior to that of the human
player (i.e., the extent to which the human player’s decision
quality trailed that of the AI). We present the pattern of ∆k in
Figure 3. The mean Human-AI Gap of each set of 10 moves
(e.g., st − 10th , 11th − 20th , ...) is plotted across the course of
a match. The solid red curve traces the mean Human-AI Gap
during the period before AlphaGo’s victory over a human Go
champion, Lee Sedol (from January 2014 to March 2016);
the dotted green curve traces the mean Human-AI Gap during the period between AlphaGo’s victory and the release of
open-source AI programs, such as Leela Zero (from March
2016 to October 2017); lastly, the dashed blue curve traces
the mean Human-AI Gap during the period after the release
of the open-source AI programs (from October 2017 to March
2020).

Model-free descriptive pattern We calculate the HumanAI Gap (∆) for every decision made by every human player in

Insights from the pattern of the Human-AI Gap We can
trace the inverted U pattern of the Human-AI Gap over the
course of a match to gain insights about the human learning from AI. One possible insight is that room for the human
learning from AI may have been greatest in the early middle stage of the match (Moves 31-60 for each player), as it
is where the Human-AI Gap is the greatest. Human players
may find that studying AI decisions in this stage improves
their game more than studying AI decisions in the early or
late stage of the match. Another possible insight is that the
human learning from AI in the middle to late stage of the
match (Moves 51-140 for each player) may have been ineffective. Although human experts have managed to improve
their decisions in the early to early middle stage of the match
(the “Before AI” curve shifted down to “After Open-Source
AI” curve for Moves 1-50 in Figure 3), perhaps they could
not improve their decisions in later stages of the match despite much effort (the “After Open-Source AI” curve overlaps
the “Before AI” curve for Moves 51-140 in Figure 3). Human
experts may have concluded that improving decisions in later
stages of the match (Moves 51-140 for each player) was more
difficult than improving decisions in the early to early middle
stage (Moves 1-50). Improving decisions in the middle stage
(Moves 51-90 for each player) may have been especially hard,
perhaps due to intractable complexity and lack of similarity
from one match to another, both of which may have prevented
discovery or learning of novel strategies. If so, human experts may instead have doubled down and focused their effort
even more on improving decisions in the early to early middle
stage (Moves 1-50).

10 Not every match has been saved with a detailed record of move
decisions, but we collected the historical data from multiple sources
to get more complete history. The data containing match results
spans from 2012 to 2020. The data containing move decisions spans
from 2014 to 2020.
11 We use an AI program called Leela Zero to analyze our data. We
use GPU provided by Google Colab Pro (P100) in our simulation.

Human learning in the early stage of the game More
important than the inverted U pattern are downward shifts
in the Human-AI Gap (for Moves 1-50). Interestingly,
the Human-AI Gap decreased only a little bit after human
players could observe AlphaGo’s actions, as evidenced by

Table 1: Summary Statistics
Data 1: Player-level match performance (N = 357)
Winning rate (%)
Data 2: Move decisions (N = 1,357,523)
Move counts within a match (' 2k)
The Human-AI Gap (percentage points)

25% quartile
31

Median
46

Mean
43

75% quartile
81

25% quartile
176
0.39

Median
211
1.68

Mean
216
3.52

75% quartile
254
4.51

Results
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Figure 3: Model-free Patterns of the Human-AI Gap over the Course of Match (Mean of Each 10 Moves). the Human-AI
Gap decreases ever so slightly after AlphaGo’s actions are released: the dotted green curve is positioned slightly below the
solid red curve. After open-source AI programs are released and reasoning processes of AI become observable, however, the
Human-AI Gap decreases by a much greater margin, indicating a marked increase in human decision quality. This decrease in
the Human-AI Gap occurs mostly for the early to early middle stage of the match (Moves 1-50). The error bars indicate 95%
confidence intervals around the means for each 10 moves.

K

Players with versus without access to AI We investigate
how access to reasoning processes of AI (i.e., access to the
open-source AI programs like Leela Zero) affects the human
learning from AI. We do so by leveraging mandatory military
service in South Korea12 as a natural experiment. First, we
obtained an official record of Korean players’ military service
history and used it to split the players into two groups: those
who were serving in the military and therefore did not have
access to AI programs for at least 6 months; and those who
were not serving in the military and had full access to AI
programs. Next, we constructed a player-month level data
set (as explained in the previous section), separately for each
of the two groups of players. Then, we ran the following
regression, separately for each of the two groups of players:

∑ ∑ ∆ jk

∆it = αi + τt + εit

a barely noticeable downward shift from the “Before AI”
curve to “After AlphaGo” curve in Figure 3. In contrast,
the Human-AI Gap dropped markedly after open-source AI
programs were released, as evidenced by a larger downward
shift from “After AlphaGo” curve to “After Open-Source AI”
curve in Figure 3.

Constructing a player-month level data set So far, we
have not taken into account differences among players. Now,
we construct a data set at the player-month level (∆it ) as follows:
∆it =

1 1
nit K

nit

j=1 k=1

where ∆it denotes player i’s mean Human-AI Gap in month t;
nit denotes the number of matches player i plays in month t;
K denotes the total number of move decisions examined for
each player in each match; k denotes player i’s kth move decision within match j; and ∆ jk denotes the Human-AI Gap for
player i’s kth move decision within match j. Using a panel
structure, we investigate whether human decision quality indeed increased more after the release of open-source AI programs as compared with after AlphaGo’s victory. Because
the decrease in the Human-AI Gap was concentrated in the
early to early middle stage of the game (Moves 1-50), and
because no such decrease was readily observable for Moves
51-140, we focus our attention on the first 50 moves by each
player within each match (i.e., K = 50) to investigate human
decision quality over time in the following section.
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where ∆it denotes player i’s mean Human-AI gap in month
t; αi denotes a player fixed effect; τt is a fixed effect of individual months (from January 2014 to March 2020), and εit
is an error term. In Figure 4, we plot the estimated fixed effects of individual months, τt , for each of the two groups of
players. The two vertical lines mark the introduction of the
two AI programs: the vertical line on the left marks March
12 South Korean male citizens are required to serve in the military
for 18-24 months before age 29, which forces the military-serving
players not to be able to participate in Go matches more than once a
month and to be away from recent trends in AI programs related to
Go. Specifically, most of them are expected to be confined in their
military base but they get short-term leave every other month. We
confirm from the data that players serving in the military can participate in a tournament once a month at most. They do not have enough
time nor a high-performance computer to self-teach unfamiliar tactics, strategies, or insights discovered by AI programs.

Figure 4: Statistical Test on the Human-AI Gap This plot shows estimated monthly fixed effects on the Human-AI Gap
(∆it ) for players with access to the AI programs (denoted by red circles) and for players without the access (denoted by blue
triangles). The following regression equation was used to estimate the time trends: ∆it = αi + τt + εit , where αi is a player
fixed effect, τt is a time (i.e., month) fixed effect, and εit is an error term. This plot demonstrates that AlphaGo, despite its
superior performance against human, does not help human players to make better decisions. Human players start to make better
decisions after the release of the open-source AI. This finding highlights the importance of access to reasoning process of AI.
15, 2016, the date on which AlphaGo defeated the human Go
champion, Lee Sedol; and the vertical line on the right marks
October 25, 2017, the date on which the open-source AI program Leela Zero was publicly released (which in turn was
followed by releases of similar AI programs and education
tools). For each group of players, solid shapes denote significant monthly fixed effects, while hollow shapes denote nonsignificant monthly fixed effects. Players who had access to
the open-source AI programs (e.g., Leela Zero) significantly
reduced the Human-AI Gap in the months following the introduction of Leela Zero: the monthly fixed effects were mostly
nonsignificant (hollow red circles) before the release of Leela
Zero, but they become mostly significant afterwards (solid
red circles). In contrast, players in the military who had difficulty in getting access to the AI programs did not show such
reduction in the Human-AI Gap: the monthly fixed effects
for this group are nonsignificant throughout the whole period (hollow blue triangles), except for one month, April 2018
(one solid blue triangle). In summary, for players with access
to the AI programs, the Human-AI Gap starts to decrease significantly after the release of open-source AI programs (the
red smooth line tracing monthly fixed effects slopes downward noticeably after the second vertical line). In contrast,
for players without access to the AI programs, the HumanAI Gap remains relatively flat (the blue smooth line does not
noticeably slopes downward). This pattern of monthly effects suggests that AlphaGo, despite its superior performance
against humans, did not help human players make better decisions. Human players learned from AI after the open-source
AI programs revealed the reasoning processes of AI, rather

than after AlphaGo revealed actions of AI13 . This finding
highlights the importance of gaining access to reasoning process of AI to promote the human learning from AI.

Conclusion
As AI technology advances, we are likely to witness AI outperforming humans in many decision-making domains other
than Go. Go is an interesting decision-making domain to
study the human learning from AI because it has a unique
combination of two notable features: (1) AI produces decisions through a complex process that humans cannot fully
comprehend; and (2) the link between each AI move decision
and the ultimate outcome of the match (win vs. loss) may
be quite unclear to humans, though AI can make better sense
of the unclear link. Despite such complexity and ambiguity
inherent in decision-making by AI in Go, our results suggest
that humans can learn from AI and make better decisions like
AI, provided that they have access to the reasoning processes
of AI. Professional Go players did not make better decisions
after observing mere actions of the AI that defeated a human Go champion. Rather, the human experts started making
better decisions only after they gained insight into reasoning
processes of the open-source AI programs. We found further evidence of this when we compared human players who
had versus did not have access to the AI programs. Even as
AI surpasses humans in decision-making, humans may find
it difficult to learn from AI and make better decisions themselves, unless they can have an inside look at how AI makes
its decisions.
13 We verify the finding by doing a Difference-in-Difference estimation in our online appendix (https://osf.io/skuy5)
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Abstract

collective intelligence design familiar from network science:
rewiring algorithms.

Digitally-enabled means for judgment aggregation have renewed interest in “wisdom of the crowd” effects and kickstarted collective intelligence design as an emerging field in
the cognitive and computational sciences. A keenly debated
question here is whether social influence helps or hinders collective accuracy on estimation tasks, with recently introduced
network theories offering a reconciliation of seemingly contradictory past results. Yet, despite a growing body of literature
linking social network structure and the accuracy of collective
beliefs, strategies for exploiting network structure to harness
crowd wisdom are under-explored. In this paper, we introduce
a potential new tool for collective intelligence design informed
by such network theories: rewiring algorithms. We provide a
proof of concept through agent-based modelling and simulation, showing that rewiring algorithms that dynamically manipulate the structure of communicating social networks can
increase the accuracy of collective estimations in the absence
of knowledge of the ground truth.
Keywords: collective intelligence; wisdom of crowds; social
networks; agent-based model

Social Influence, Network Structure, and Collective
Estimation

Introduction
Researchers have long demonstrated so-called “wisdom of
the crowd” effects, where the collective judgment of a group
is more accurate than the judgments of individual experts or
the individual group members themselves (Condorcet, 1785;
Galton, 1907; Grofman, Owen, & Feld, 1983; Surowiecki,
2005). Yet recently, the impetus for crowd wisdom research has been rejuvenated as new digitally-enabled means
for judgment aggregation have given rise to modern applications such as online prediction markets (Wolfers & Zitzewitz,
2004; Arrow et al., 2008), crowdsourcing (Howe, 2006), and
digital democracy (Simon, Bass, Boelman, & Mulgan, 2017;
Morgan, 2014). Following the successes of these applications, there is now an emerging field in the cognitive and
computational sciences dedicated to collective intelligence
design, whereby digital tools (e.g., algorithms, artificial intelligence, online forums) are developed so as to effectively
extract wisdom from ever-present crowds (Mulgan, 2018).
In the present work, we draw from extant literature on wisdom of the crowd effects and propose a new instrument for
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The earliest results on wisdom of the crowd effects in collective estimation tasks assumed that individuals’ judgments
are made independently, meaning that their errors are uncorrelated and cancel out in aggregate (Condorcet, 1785). However, this independence assumption often goes unmet in the
real world because people communicate with or otherwise influence one another. Past research on the effects of social influence in collective estimation tasks has produced seemingly
contradictory findings. On one hand, there is evidence that
social influence indeed undermines crowd wisdom by causing individuals’ judgments to become correlated (Muchnik,
Aral, & Taylor, 2013; Lorenz, Rauhut, Schweitzer, & Helbing, 2011; Hahn, von Sydow, & Merdes, 2019); while on the
other, there are studies that report an increase in collective accuracy following social influence (Gürçay, Mellers, & Baron,
2015; Becker, Brackbill, & Centola, 2017; Becker, Porter, &
Centola, 2019; Almaatouq, Noriega-Campero, et al., 2020).
Formal results that incorporate the possibility of nonindependence provide a potential explanation of these seeming contradictions (e.g., Ladha, 1992; Page, 2008). Social influence is neither inherently beneficial nor inherently
detrimental to crowd wisdom; instead its effects depend on
whether the benefits of communication to individual accuracy outweigh the detrimental effects of non-independence
on collective accuracy. The logic of this is made clear in the
Diversity Prediction Theorem, which states that collective error squared is the difference between the average individual
error squared and the diversity of the individuals’ judgments
(Page, 2008). While providing a mathematical guarantee that
the collective estimate will always be more accurate, in terms
of error squared, than the average individual’s as long as there
exists some diversity in the group, this theorem formalizes
how social influence can be both good for collective accu-

racy (if it leads to an increase in average individual accuracy)
and bad (if it leads to too much of a decrease in diversity).
Whether social influence will increase or decrease collective
accuracy for any given group thus depends on which one of
these dueling effects is greater.
To provide predictions for when groups will benefit from
social influence, recent research has turned towards studying
how different social network structures affect collective accuracy (e.g., Jönsson, Hahn, & Olsson, 2015; Becker et al.,
2017; Hahn, Hansen, & Olsson, 2018; Hahn et al., 2019;
Almaatouq, Noriega-Campero, et al., 2020). Because social network structures delineate the paths through which
social influence can be exerted in a group, it follows that
different structural characteristics will feature in determining whether the net effect of social influence will be beneficial for collective accuracy. For example, high levels of
connectivity and free-flowing information can lead to “excess correlation” (i.e., correlation between individuals that is
not accuracy inducing) (Jönsson et al., 2015); high levels of
centralization can lead to certain individuals wielding excessive influence over the network (Becker et al., 2017); and a
lack of structural plasticity can prevent networks from effectively responding to feedback about individuals’ performance
(Almaatouq, Noriega-Campero, et al., 2020).
A reading of the literature linking network structure and
collective accuracy begs the question: is there an optimal social network structure for eliciting the wisdom of the crowd?
The answer, it seems, is that it depends on the “estimation context”: the specific population of individuals and the
specific estimation task (Almaatouq, Rahimian, & Alhajri,
2020). Different populations (e.g., computer scientists vs.
MTurkers) faced with different tasks (e.g., estimating the
number of jelly beans in a jar vs. predicting the time it will
take for AGI to be successfully developed) might display different biases and be more or less dispersed in their initial
estimates. To operationalize these differences, Almaatouq,
Rahimian, and Alhajri (2020) introduce a feature of the estimation context, Omega (Ω), as a function of empirically
measured bias (the relationship between a population’s initial collective estimate and the ground truth) and dispersion
(the shape of the population’s initial estimate distribution) for
a given task. Through simulation and a re-analysis of data
from four prior studies (Lorenz et al., 2011; Gürçay et al.,
2015; Becker et al., 2017, 2019), they demonstrate that Ω can
predict the probability that a group will benefit from a centralized network structure, thereby emphasizing that optimal
network structure is context dependent. For example, consider an estimation task that elicits a fat-tailed distribution of
estimates where the extreme errors of a few individuals dominate the collective estimate. In such contexts, which display
a high Ω value1 , a completely decentralized network would
likely be worse off than a centralized one because the few er-

roneous individuals would be able to wield as much influence
over the network as the accurate majority.

1 Ω values range from 0 to 1, with Ω > 0.5 indicating the initial
estimates are better suited to a centralized network structure, and
vice versa (Almaatouq, Rahimian, & Alhajri, 2020).

2 We scale the estimates for each task to be between 0 and 1 in
order to suit our belief updating rule and mean-extreme rewiring
algorithm, while maintaining the distributions’ shape.
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Rewiring Algorithms for Collective Accuracy
Despite the abundance of knowledge on the relationship between network structure and collective accuracy, strategies
for exploiting network structure to increase collective accuracy remain under-explored. While there may be considerable difficulties in manipulating the structure of social networks in the analog world, the digital world provides new
opportunities. Just as algorithms have already been used to
mediate the information presented to online social networks
(Lazer, 2015) and to identify influential nodes in social networks (Wei et al., 2018), it seems plausible that algorithms
could be used to rewire the structure of online social networks
to boost the wisdom of crowds.
In this paper, we use agent-based modelling and simulation to explore the viability of rewiring algorithms—
programmable rules for manipulating who communicates
with whom—as a tool for collective intelligence design.
Specifically, we develop and test two candidate algorithms
and evaluate their effects on collective accuracy in a range
of estimation contexts: Can rewiring the structure of communicating social networks produce more accurate collective
estimates? How do the effects of the rewiring algorithms vary
across estimation contexts? What cues are there for predicting which algorithm might be beneficial?

Modelling and Simulations
Our simulations utilize an extended DeGroot (1974) model
of opinion dynamics in which 16-agent networks estimate (or
predict) some unknown positive number. Such a task maps
onto classical crowd wisdom scenarios such as estimating the
weight of an ox, as well as high-stakes, real-world scenarios like forecasting the number of ICU admissions per week
during a pandemic.
To initialize our model, we randomly generate an undirected small-world network (Watts & Strogatz, 1998) and endow each agent with an initial estimate. As a way of both
simulating different estimation tasks and forgoing assumptions about belief distributions, each agent’s initial estimate
is assigned by sampling from a compilation of empirical data
from four previously published experiments (Lorenz et al.,
2011; Becker et al., 2017; Gürçay et al., 2015; Becker et
al., 2019). This compiled dataset spans a total of 57 estimation tasks on which 4,002 individuals provided independent
estimates (Almaatouq, Rahimian, & Alhajri, 2020)2 . Each
task—or “estimation context”—in this dataset is represented
by a distribution of independent estimates and a true value
For example, one task contains 278 participants’ estimates of
the London population in July 2010, with the true value of
7,825,200 (Gürçay et al., 2015).

Once their initial estimates are assigned, the agents communicate with one another over the course of five time points,
t = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4. At each time point, each agent i revises their
estimate in light of those communicated by their network
neighbors according to a DeGroot (1974) belief updating rule
(Becker et al., 2017):
Rt+1,i = αi × Rt,i + (1 − αi ) × R̄t, j∈Ni ,

(1)

where Rt+1,i is the agent’s revised estimate following communication; Rt,i is the agent’s current estimate; R̄t, j∈Ni is the
average current estimate of the agent’s network neighbors;
and αi and its complement (1 − αi ) represent the weight that
the agent places on its own estimate versus those of its peers,
respectively. Following the empirical analysis of belief revision in Becker et al. (2017), each agents’ α at any given time
point is determined by the following regression equation:
αi = 0.75 − 0.05εi + N ,

(2)

where εi is the agent’s absolute error, and N is Gaussian noise
with µ = 0 and σ = 0.06. This stochastic process means that
there is a modest association (r ≈ 0.21) between accuracy and
resistance to social influence among our agents (Becker et al.,
2017).

Network Conditions
Of particular interest to the present work is how different network conditions perform in the general modelling framework
outlined above. Specifically, we consider collective accuracy
in four conditions: non-communicating agents (i.e., aggregating agents’ initial estimates), static networks (i.e., unchanging network structure), and networks to which we apply one
of two candidate rewiring algorithms: the mean-extreme algorithm and the polarize algorithm. Crucially, both candidate
algorithms operate solely on the distribution of current estimates in a network with no regard for the true value.
The mean-extreme algorithm aims to increase the average
accuracy of individuals in a network by directing social influence towards individuals with potentially erroneous, outlying
estimates. The algorithm first calculates the mean estimate in
a network at a given time point and identifies which side of
the scale midpoint3 the network’s mean estimate lies. If the
network’s mean estimate is less than the midpoint, the algorithm identifies the agent with the lowest estimate and adds
directed, outgoing ties to the three agents with the highest estimates. If the network’s mean estimate is greater than the
midpoint, the algorithm identifies the agent with the highest
estimate and adds directed, outgoing ties to the three agents
with the lowest estimates. This procedure effectively brings
the estimates of the outliers closer to the mean.
The polarize algorithm aims to maintain the diversity of
estimates in a network and prevent a potentially biasing homogenization. It first identifies the two most extreme agents
on either side of the current distribution of estimates (i.e., the
3 For

our scaled data, this midpoint is 0.5 in every task.
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agent with the highest estimate and the agent with the lowest
estimate) and cuts all incoming ties to these agents so as to
preserve their beliefs from social influence. Then, the influence of these extreme agents is increased by granting each of
them two directed, outgoing ties to “core” agents. These core
agents are the four individuals with the median estimates in
the network (e.g., in a 16-agent network, the agent with the
lowest estimate receives an outgoing tie to the agents with the
7th and 8th lowest estimates, and the agent with the highest
estimate receives two outgoing ties to the agents with the 9th
and 10th lowest estimates).

Results
Following 500 iterations of each of the 57 estimation tasks in
which four matched networks are simulated (i.e., one of each
network condition starting from an identical initial network),
we assess collective accuracy by calculating the squared error of the mean estimate post-communication, henceforth referred to as collective error squared (CES). While other loss
functions such as absolute error and square root error may be
applicable in some task domains, our pattern of results is consistent across these loss functions and we thus focus on CES
for the sake of this paper; also because of the theoretical link
of CES to the Diversity Prediction Theorem.
Across all of the estimation tasks considered, the four network conditions’ CES was nearly equal on average (noncommunicating agents, M = 0.015, SD = 0.031; static networks, M = 0.015, SD = 0.031; mean-extreme networks,
M = 0.016, SD = 0.033; polarize networks, M = 0.016,
SD = 0.029). However, these averages overlook potential
context-dependent effects. Indeed, an analysis of CES taskby-task, rather than in aggregate, reveals that mean-extreme
networks achieved the highest accuracy on 35 tasks, polarize networks achieved the highest accuracy on 15 tasks, noncommunicating agents achieved the highest accuracy on 6
tasks, and static networks achieved the highest accuracy on
just 1 task. This observation that the two rewiring conditions outperformed non-communicating agents and static networks on 88% of the simulated estimation tasks suggests that
rewiring algorithms may serve as a viable strategy for boosting collective accuracy in social networks.

Omega (Ω): Context-Dependent Network
Performance
To better understand the context-dependent effects of the
rewiring algorithms, we borrow from Almaatouq, Rahimian,
and Alhajri (2020) and use the Ω feature to characterize each
of the 57 estimation tasks. By calculating each network condition’s average CES in each task, we examined how the
rewiring algorithms influenced collective accuracy across the
Ω parameter space.
In Figure 1, we plot the distribution of Ω (M = 0.542, SD =
0.158) in the estimation tasks considered in our simulations,
and the distributions of Ω in the tasks where each network
condition was the best performer (the static network condition is excluded because it was the best performer on only

Figure 1: The Ω parameter space. [A] The distribution of Ω in the 57 estimation tasks considered. [B] The distribution of
Ω where each network condition produced the lowest collective error as compared to the other conditions (the static network
condition is excluded because it produced the lowest collective error on only one task; Ω = 0.390).
one task; Ω = 0.390). In doing so, we find that the meanextreme algorithm displays a clear favoritism for tasks with
higher Ω (n = 35, M = 0.610, SD = 0.151) as compared to the
polarize algorithm, which favors tasks with lower Ω (n = 15,
M = 0.423, SD = 0.089). While non-communicating agents
were the most accurate on tasks with a mid-range Ω (n = 6, M
= 0.464, SD = 0.127), between the borders of the rewiring algorithms’ favored Ω values, this analysis encouragingly suggests that the two rewiring algorithms together account for a
vast majority of the Ω parameter space.
In Figure 2, we further investigate how the effects on collective accuracy produced by the rewiring algorithms track
over Ω. Using the CES of non-communicating agents as a
baseline condition (i.e., an aggregation of the agents’ initial
estimates), we calculated three measures for each of the 57
estimation tasks for static, mean-extreme, and polarize networks: the average effect on CES (i.e., the average change
in error), the average relative effect on CES (i.e., the average change in error divided by the average error of noncommunicating agents), and the probability of improvement
(i.e., the proportion of the 500 iterations of each task where
a given network condition was more accurate than matched
non-communicating agents). This analysis suggests not only
that the different rewiring algorithms prefer different estimation contexts, but that there is an important interaction: the
mean-extreme algorithm actively increases collective error on
tasks with low Ω and the polarize algorithm actively increases
collective error on tasks with high Ω. Therefore, the issue of
algorithm selection—choosing one rewiring algorithm or another to apply to a network—seems particularly crucial.

Skewness: A Heuristic for Algorithm Selection
The Ω feature introduced by Almaatouq, Rahimian, and Alhajri (2020) provides useful insight into when different network structures, and thus different rewiring algorithms, are
capable of eliciting accurate collective estimates. However,
since calculation of Ω requires knowledge of the ground truth,
Ω cannot be used for algorithm selection when it would be
needed most. For example, consider an online prediction
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market tasked with estimating the probability that Scotland
will hold a new sanctioned independence referendum before
May 20244 . If one sought to apply a rewiring algorithm to
the forecasters’ communication network in hopes of boosting
the accuracy of the prediction, Ω could not be used to select
the appropriate algorithm because the truth is fundamentally
uncertain and Ω is thus incalculable. In such circumstances,
there is a need for a truth-agnostic cue that can be used for
algorithm selection. For this reason, we explored the possibility of using the skewness of each task’s initial estimate
distribution as such a cue.
In the 57 estimation tasks simulated, Ω displays a significant correlation with the skewness of the initial, precommunication estimate distribution (r = 0.413, p = 0.001).
As shown in Figure 3, the rewiring algorithms display a clear
favoritism for skewness in a manner similar to Ω: meanextreme networks were the most accurate for tasks with
highly skewed estimate distributions (n = 35, M = 11.27, SD
= 10.71), polarize networks were the most accurate for tasks
with estimate distributions that display low skewness (n = 15,
M = 1.56, SD = 1.38), and non-communicating agents were
the most accurate on tasks with mid-range skewness (n = 6,
M = 2.97, SD = 3.26).
Although skewness may be less explanatory than Ω, this
finding suggests that knowledge of the skewness of a task’s
estimate distribution alone could be useful as a heuristic for
algorithm selection. To investigate this further, we re-ran the
analyses that are displayed in Figure 2, but with skewness
instead of Ω, and found that the same interaction effect is observed in both parameter spaces. Specifically, we note that
while the mean-extreme algorithm is capable of producing
desirable effects on CES for tasks with highly skewed estimate distributions (e.g., decreasing CES by 50% in some
tasks; Figure 4, B), the polarize algorithm is exceptionally
damaging for tasks with a highly skewed estimate distribution
(e.g., increasing CES by 400% in those same tasks; Figure 4,
4 https://www.metaculus.com/questions/6369/official-scottishindependence-referendum/

Figure 2: Network performance over Ω as compared to non-communicating agents. [A] The average effect on CES across
Ω (i.e., the average change in CES compared to matched non-communicating agents). [B] The average relative effect on
CES across Ω (i.e., the average change in error divided by the average error of matched non-communicating agents) [C] The
probability of improvement across Ω (i.e., the proportion of the 500 iterations of each task where a given network condition
was more accurate than matched non-communicating agents).
B). The reason for this is intuitive. When the estimate distribution is highly skewed and the egregious errors of a few
individuals jeopardize collective accuracy, the mean-extreme
algorithm will centralize these few individuals around a potentially accurate individual; meanwhile, the polarize algorithm would increase the influence of one of these erroneous
individuals by granting them new outgoing edges, effectively
broadcasting inaccurate information to the network.

Discussion
The results of our simulations provide a proof of concept that
it may be possible to identify distributional characteristics of
judgments that allow one to select a rewiring algorithm capable of increasing the accuracy of social networks’ collective
estimations. Crucially, these are applicable in contexts where
there is no track record of individuals’ predictive success and
the truth or falsity of individual estimates is not (yet) known.
Where sufficient ground truth data on accuracy exists, such as
in expert judgments of medical scans, that data can unquestionably be used to fine-tune networks of judges (Kurvers et
al., 2019). However, that leaves many of the most pressing
real-world judgment tasks unaccounted for. In particular, we
may want collective judgments to derive high-quality predictions for consequential unique events—and for these events,
by definition, ground truth data will be unavailable. A method
that enhances collective accuracy in such contexts would thus
provide a valuable prediction tool for many domains. The
simulation results presented here are encouraging; the next
step will be to validate them with experimental studies.

Code Availability
All code used for the simulations and analyses reported in this
paper are available on the accompanying OSF project page.
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Abstract
We present a computational model of a communicative interaction between a speaker and a hearer in a signalling game
to study the emergence of compositionality. The partly cooperative/partly competitive interaction formalises essential aspects of human communication, with the goal of approximating human language use and analysing it by means of simulation studies. The basis for the interaction is a Rejection
Game inspired by Robert Stalnaker’s account of conversation.
This basis is then enriched to accommodate for compositional
combinations of signals. The overarching goal is to study the
emergence of stable meanings in a conversational model that
allows for cooperative as well as conflicting players. Compositionality poses a challenge, as it allows players to exchange
misleading signals that are only partially truthful. Furthermore, personal attributes integral to human decision making
such as sympathy and trust were implemented in the model as
adjustable parameters, thus providing the opportunity to create
and study individuals with different ‘personalities’. Equilibria are obtained by a form of reinforcement learning with finite memory, and studied parametrically in terms of sympathy
and trust. The model was able to substantiate some widely
confirmed notions about human communication such as the
correlation between truthfulness and trust in communication,
demonstrating the possibility of correlation between aspects of
linguistic cognition and social aspects of language use.
Keywords:
Compositionality of Language; Signalling Theory; Rejection
Game; Multi-Agent Interaction; Reinforcement Learning;

Introduction
According to an influential tradition in cognitive science, language evolved under communicative pressure, balancing cognitive simplicity and expressive completeness (Skyrms, 2010;
Lewis, 1969; Goodman & Stuhlmüller, 2013). This paper
provides a reinforcement learning model for the development
of a basic form of combinatorial syntax, a trait common to
all human languages. The communicative interaction is formalised as a Rejection Game, an abstract model of Robert
Stalnaker’s theory of conversation (Stalnaker, 2014; Incurvati
& Sbardolini, ms). A speaker S sends a message that may or
may not be true, which the hearer H then may accept or reject. However, S prefers to avoid rejection while H prefers
to accept true statements and reject false ones. These agents
are faced with strategic choices when sending or accepting a
message.
In this setting, compositionality poses a special challenge
not reducible to combinatorial complexity. A complex message might be only partially true relative to the initial state.
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For example, ‘Red Tree’ is partially true if the initial state
is a green tree. Could a speaker lure the hearer into accepting a complex message which is only partially true? If so,
compositionality would quickly disrupt the ability of interacting agents to develop a robust correlation of signals and
meanings. Nevertheless, compositionality is essential to human communication, as it allows finite cognitive systems to
express an infinity of meanings. A compositional language,
as any human language, contains a fairly limited amount of
words, but these words can be combined in different ways
to have different meanings. Our model will thus include this
fundamental aspect of language.
To illustrate the game as a real-life situation, let us consider
the following example: Suppose S is a salesperson, and H is
a customer. The customer wants to buy only good products,
and the salesperson wants the customer to just buy products.
S has to choose between telling H the truth about the products’ quality or not necessarily the truth but something that
will compel H to buy. This shows how players are required
to make strategic choices when their preferences do not align.
The special challenge posed by compositionality in this scenario may then be understood as the challenge posed by misleading “package deals”: a sale of complex items some of
whose parts may be good and some not. Such deals complicate the decision of the customer: to buy a package for its
good component even if there is a bad component, or rather
to walk away? Games of this kind are applied to the study of
persuasion (Kamenica & Gentzkow, 2011; Pitchik & Schotter, 1987), but the abstract features of the Rejection Game
represent a wide class of interactions in ordinary life.
Despite the potential for conflict, human players have a tendency for cooperation. This has been documented in several
empirical studies and accounted for in theoretical approaches,
often on the base of interactions akin to the Rejection Game
(Cameron, 1999; Güth, Schmittberger, & Schwarze, 1982;
Bicchieri, 2006). In the example above, the sender does not
get rewarded less for failing to be truthful, as she might believe an untruthful message is more likely accepted. In contrast, a human speaker might sympathise with the hearer and
be more inclined to tell the truth to mutual benefit. This does
not come naturally to an artificial agent, as the best strategy
might not be the most “benevolent”. We adopted a differential
benefits model of cooperation by implementing an additional
motive to be truthful, called sympathy (Sally, 2000, 2003).

Finally, a learning method that is the most similar to how
humans would learn strategies must be developed. For the
model to develop the expected behaviour, the learning method
must require that the players do not base their strategies only
on what happened in the previous round of the game. The
players should keep in mind what the overall strategies of the
opponents are, how the opponent responded to the player’s
own strategies, and the ability to recognise that different situations require different strategies. We adopted a reinforcement learning model in which, realistically, players have a
finite memory of previous interactions.
Our discussion will be focused on the following points:
• The evolution of language involves a complex web of
forces sometimes pulling in different directions. Under
which conditions do we observe the emergence of a compositional language in a conversational interaction?
• Compositionality is a fundamental aspect of human language, but it has the potential to disrupt the interaction
between speaker and hearer. How does compositionality
affect cooperative signalling behaviour?
• Multiple repetitions of the game allow for the agents to
‘learn from experience’. How can we implement plausible
learning dynamics?
In the next section, a theoretical foundation for the present
research is established. Methods and simulation design will
then be discussed, followed by results and evaluation. Finally,
we will discuss further directions for improving the model.

Theoretical Framework
The Rejection Game
The decision-theoretic structure of the Rejection Game is illustrated in Figure 1 (Incurvati & Sbardolini, ms). The game
begins with a set of alternatives of which Nature selects one
at random as the true state. The first player, a speaker S, has
some evidence that indicates Nature’s choice. In Figure 1, the
mark indicates that State B is the true state. S then chooses
to send a message, A or B. S has an unconditional preference: her goal is to get her message accepted, whether she
chooses to be truthful and send message B, or not, and send
message A. The second player, the hearer H, does not have
access to the initial evidence, but her task is to accept truths
and reject falsehoods. In the simplest non-trivial setting, the
players’ environment consists of a language L = {A, B} and
States = {A, B}.
A Rejection Game can be considered a hybrid game, insofar as the speaker decides which game the hearer will play:
cooperation or conflict (Incurvati & Sbardolini, ms). Table 1
represents a numerical payoff distribution matrix for the Rejection Game. The game becomes a coordination game if S
sends a true message, as H wins if and only if S wins. However, if S sends a false message, the game becomes a zero-sum
game: H wins if S loses and vice versa. Thus there are two
salient equilibria among many: one in which S tells the truth
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Message A

State A

Speaker

Nature
State B
*

Accept
Hearer

Message B

Reject

Figure 1: Decision tree of a 2x2 Rejection Game
in every state and H always accepts, and on in which S signals
randomly and H always rejects.
Table 1: Hybrid Game: Payoff distribution
True State: A
Speaker

A
B

Hearer
Accept
1,1
0,0

Reject
1,0
0,1

In the basic model represented in Figure 1, the players are
not yet capable of combining different symbols into meaningful wholes, such as ‘Red’ and ‘Tree’ into ‘Red Tree’. A
complex signal AB is obtained by concatenation of simpler
signals A and B. An advantage of compositionality is that
it enables the artificial agent to form a larger number of expressions with a higher complexity, while requiring fewer
different symbols. Thus, compositionality allows linguistic agents to satisfy a demand for expressive completeness
within the computational limits of a finite mind. The simulation model will implement a rudimentary version of compositional combination of symbols into meaningful wholes.
Additional complexity could be added as well in more sophisticated models of conversation. Some comments on this
are included in the last section.

Method and Design
Simulation Model
In a simulation, the Rejection Game is played over multiple
(at least 200) rounds. A state is selected at random each round
to represent the truth: the true state T. The value of T is saved
for each round to serve as ‘experience’ for future rounds. The
program then chooses the payoff matrix P corresponding to
state T, as the rewards are different for each state. For instance, if T = A and S chooses to send message ‘B’, H would
have to reject S’s message to receive a positive reward, while
H should accept message ‘B’ when T = B in order to win. The
hearer’s payoffs are thus based on T. Payoffs for the speaker
are also state-dependent, as explained below.
During each round r, two strategy distributions are calculated: one for the speaker S and one for the hearer H. The
strategy distribution for the very first round is simply a random multinomial distribution. After the first round, strategy
distributions are calculated by a learning function which takes
the payoffs P for state T and the strategy distribution from
previous round r−1 to calculate the strategy distribution for

the current round r. The model allows for different learning classes to be implemented, but for consistency across the
present study we adopted a version of ‘Moran learning’: a
form of finite memory reinforcement learning which we discuss below.

ference on outcomes. S is better off from telling the truth and
worse off for not doing so. The value of sympathy is denoted
as parameter λ with 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1. With λ = 1, S is extremely
sympathetic. With a material reward of a ∈ R, payoffs for S
in case of acceptance are calculated as follows:

Compositionality

Truthful Message Accepted = a + a · λ

The function for creating a compositional language takes as
inputs an initial list of symbols with length n, and a parameter
for the maximum length m of the compositional symbols, and
returns all possible permutations with repetitions up to and
including that given length. The length s of the compositional
x
language is of size s = Σm
x=1 n .
With [A, B] as the initial list of symbols and m = 2, the
function will combine the set of symbols into a language that
is comprised of the words L = {A, B, AA, AB, BA, BB}. The
program can take on any list of symbols and any length, but
with the objective of illustrating how the model operates, any
example below regarding the model itself will be assumed to
have the language L unless stated otherwise.

Untruthful Message Accepted = a − a · λ

Rewards
Each player has their own payoff matrix, consisting of separate matrices for each true state which contain the payoffs
within that state. S has as many strategies as there are words
in the language, whereas H has twice as many strategies because she can choose to accept or reject each possible message. The dimensions of the matrices of each player are thus:
true states×S strategies×H strategies (hence, 6×6×12 with
language L). The payoffs are adjustable and different values
are required for the parameters depending on which learning
method is used. With language L and Moran Learning, a payoff of 100 was found to be ideal for the speaker as well as the
hearer and this payoff will be used in the tables and examples
of this section.
Speaker Considering that the speaker’s goal is to get her
message accepted and the rewards for acceptance are equal
for both truthful and untruthful messages, S is easily inclined
to be untruthful. Additionally, the first iteration is chosen
from a random distribution that is weighted by the rewards,
resulting in an even distribution. This entails that the probability that an untruthful message rather than a truthful one is
chosen is larger: (s − 1)/s ≥ 1/s. This behaviour however is
not in accordance with how humans typically behave. Psychological evidence shows that people not only pursue their
own material self-interest, but express altruistic behaviour as
well, especially when caring about their opponent does not
hurt them (Rabin, 1993; Cameron, 1999). We assume that
a speaker would prefer to avoid being untruthful and hurting
the hearer. The human tendency to sympathise with the opponent has a large influence on the players’ strategies and should
thus be implemented in the simulation model. In incorporating a bias for fairness in social interactions, we follow a recent
trend in many studies in the social sciences (Sally, 2000; Bicchieri, 2006). In practice, we implement sympathy as a dif-
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The additional rewards punishment proportional to λ need not
be considered as material, but could be psychological, indicating how a human would feel better if they helped the other
player or guilty for deceiving them.
Hearer Payoffs for H are based on the similarity between
the message and the truth. Partial rewards are given for accepting or rejecting a partially true message. In order to assess similarity, two aspects need to be considered: which tokens occur and the order in which they occur. For the purpose
of illustrating the importance of these two aspects, consider
the sentence ’dog bites boy’ (ABC). The sentence ’boy bites
dog’ (CBA) is less similar in meaning to ’dog bites boy’ than
for instance ’dog bites cat’ (ABD) or simply ’dog bites’ (AB).
For the difference between ’dog bites boy’ and ’dog bites cat’,
the similarity measure must be token based. As can be seen
in Table 2, the Ratcliff-Obershelp distance (Ratcliff & Metzener, 1988) from the Python TextDistance library Module
was found to provide the most appropriate balance between
the importance of the meanings of the individual symbols in
the sentence and the importance of the sequence in which
they are ordered, compared to some prominent alternatives.
This approach is promising but there are limits: the RatcliffObershelp distance is a sequence-based distance measure and
therefore does not fully account for the content of tokens.
Table 2: Similarity Measures
Truth
ABC
ABC
ABC

Message
ABD
AB
CBA

Rat-Ober
∼0.66
0.8
∼0.33

Cosine
∼0.66
∼0.75
1

Levenshtein
∼0.67
∼0.67
∼0.31

Moreover, the hearer’s payoffs depend on a parameter that
expresses the level of trust a hearer has for the speaker. The
higher the trust the more fulfilling the interaction will be. As
some individuals are naturally more trusting than others, this
personal attribute should be represented in the model and is
denoted by φ with 0 ≤ φ ≤ 1. With φ = 1, the hearer is extremely trusting. To summarise, the hearer’s payoffs are calculated as follows: the sender’s message is M, T is the true
state, a ∈ R is the material reward for the action, and normalised ratcliff ober is the normalised Ratcliff Obershelp distance function from the Python TextDistance library.
Similarity = normalised ratcliff ober(M, T)
Accepting M = a · φ · Similarity
Rejecting M = a · φ − (a · φ · Similarity)

Learning Method

Table 3: Summary of the previously defined variables.

Moran Learning A round of the game determines how the
agents will play at the next round. We rely on a version of of
basic Roth-Erev reinforcement learning called ‘Moran learning’ (Roth & Erev, 1995; Moran, 1962). The Moran learning
function implemented in our model requires a constant memory of accumulated rewards. The reward V (n, x, X) at time n
for playing x in state X increases if x was successful given X,
or remains the same otherwise. Total rewards are constant, so
that the individuals’ memory of past interactions doesn’t simply grow indefinitely. The probability that an agent chooses x
in X at time n is given by the ratio between the rewards for x
and the total rewards.
p(x|X)(n) =

V (n, x, X)
∑y V (n, y, X)

Wins and losses are defined by the Rejection Game, in different ways for S and H as explained above. Rewards then
accumulate for both players by two conditions.
(
V (n, x, X) + 1 if the agent won
V (n + 1, x, X) =
V (n, x, X)
otherwise
(
V (n, x, X) − 1 if V (n,t, s) > 1
V (n + 1, x, X) =
V (n, x, X)
otherwise

(i)

Variable
T
P
L
S
H
A
B
r
a
λ
φ

Meaning
True State
Payoff Matrix
Language, consists of (combinations of) words
Speaker/Sender
Hearer/Receiver
Word, combination of words is in language L and can result in a state T
Word, combination of words is in language L and can result in a state T
A round in the rejection game
Reward
Speaker’s level of sympathy
Hearer’s level of trust

Results and Evaluation
We begin by considering the effects of the Experience Function. For this we set L as language, sympathy λ = 1, trust
φ = 1, memory size of 200 and 200 · 6 = 1200 rounds of the
game. Figures 2(a) and 2(c) show the proportion of strategies
for the Speaker for each state along with the linear regression
of truthfulness across all states. Figures 2(b) and 2(d) show
the Hearer’s average response of all states combined along
with the standard deviation.

(ii)

By (i), rewards accumulate if conducive to success; by (ii),
the sum of rewards for all actions remains (roughly) constant.
Experience Function As a true state T is picked at random
during each round r, simply using the strategies from round
r − 1 would not be useful as T could have a different value
and would thus require a different strategy. Therefore, an additional Experience Function was created. EF finds the last
round in which T was the truth and passes the probabilities
of strategies from that round to the learning algorithm which
uses it to determine the probabilities of strategies for the current round. Hence the agents decide which message to send
based on T. If a player does not yet have the appropriate experiences in a round r (i.e., in the first few rounds), EF simply
uses the strategy distribution from round r − 1 until it does
gain enough experience. This can be regarded as ‘trying out’
different strategies, similar to what humans might do when
they are not yet sure of what the opponent’s strategies are. As
they play, they learn from their experiences and are able to
make more informed choices.
The Moran learning function takes the strategy distribution
provided by EF as an argument, and calculates the ‘weight’ of
a strategy, depending on expected payoffs. The algorithm iterates through a certain number of time steps and during each
time step two rewards are chosen at random: one is replicated
and one eliminated. The higher the weight of the strategy
that the individual has chosen, the more likely it will be reinforced. These correspond to conditions (i) and (ii) respectively in the equations above.
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(a) S without EF

(b) H without EF

(c) S with EF

(d) H with EF

Figure 2: Influence of the Experience Function

The Experience Function improves the performance of the
players (Figures 2(c) and 2(d)). The speaker learns to be
truthful in each state and the hearer learns to accept the true
message. Without EF, Figures 2(a) and 2(b) indicate that
truthfulness and trust do not emerge robustly. Since in the
model without EF the players based their strategies only on
the previous round, and the true state T is picked at random at
each round, the players are quite literally playing randomly.
Consequently, failure of optimization is to be expected.

Truthfulness and Trust

urally mistrusting.

(a) Legend of S

(b) Legend of H

(a) Speaker

(b) Hearer

Figure 4: Influence of Trust with λ = 1 and φ = 0

(c) S, λ = 0

(d) H, λ = 0

(e) S, λ = 0.5

(f) H, λ = 0.5

(g) S, λ = 1

(h) H, λ = 1

It becomes apparent that the speaker’s sympathy on its own
does not ensure efficient communication. Though we have a
fully sympathetic speaker with λ = 1, they do not learn to
be completely truthful at the end of the simulation when the
hearers do not trust them (i.e. φ = 0). Here, the hearer is
more inclined to reject and the speaker’s learning trajectory
is slower. This could be explained by the fact that the chance
of rejection from the hearer is higher when φ is lower. Hence,
these results imply a direct correlation between truthfulness
and trust in the development of language.

Compositionality

Figure 3: Performance Based on different λ-values
Next, we assess the impact of sympathy. Figure 3 shows the
results of simulations across various values of λ. As λ increases, the speaker learns to become more truthful and the
hearer in turn learns to accept the speaker’s messages. With
no sympathy, the computer agent simply relies on chance, as
can be seen in Figure 3(c). Here there are no rewards for
truthfulness and no punishments for deception. This entails
that it is far more likely that an untruthful strategy is chosen (±5/6) rather than the truthful strategy (±1/6). Consequently, in only one state out of six (state B) the speaker could
be said to learn efficient behaviour (see Figure 3(c)), but this
seems more a matter of luck.
Trust also matters. In Figure 4 we have λ = 1, yet unlike
previous examples, the hearer is set to not receive any partial
rewards: φ = 0. She only receives a reward when she accepts
a message that is equal to the truth and rejects anything other
than the exact truth, making her more inclined to rejection.
This approximates the behaviour of an individual who is nat-
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(a) S, 2 States

(b) H, 2 States

(c) S, 6 States

(d) H, 6 States

(e) S, 30 States

(f) H, 30 States

Figure 5: Performance Based on Language Size

The graphs in Figure 5 demonstrate that as the number of
strategies to choose from rises, it becomes more difficult to
learn the correct strategies. Each game in Figure 5 is played
for 200 · (number of states) rounds, with λ = 1 and φ = 1. In
Figures 5(a) and 5(b), with two states, efficient communication is obtained at the fastest rate. As the number of states
increases, it becomes more difficult to learn the appropriate
strategies. In Figures 5(c) and 5(d), the optimal strategies are
learned, but at a slower rate, whereas in Figures 5(e) and 5(f),
with 30 states, they are sometimes not learned.1 Due to the
fact that there are more states, there are more partial rewards
to be given to H and thus she becomes more likely to accept
messages in general. As Figure 5(f) shows, H accepts almost
any message. As a result, S does not learn truthfulness and H
accepts falsehoods.

Discussion
From the obtained results, it can be concluded that the experience function has allowed the agents to ‘learn from experience’ over the course of multiple repetitions of the game. In
combination with Moran learning, a reinforcement learning
algorithm with finite memory (Moran, 1962), it has shown to
be a plausible learning dynamic. However, it is to be noted
that the experience function could be improved, as agent S
only takes her own optimal strategies for each state T into account, without considering the response of H. As the truth is
not necessarily the message that will most likely be accepted
by H, S must always consider the hearer’s response.
While rejection should have the purpose of updateblocking and thus discourage the speaker from repeating their
strategy, the way in which the experience function is implemented slightly negates the power of rejection that the hearer
has. Although the speaker’s behaviour is favourable as a result, the speaker is indirectly forced into being truthful. It can
thus not yet be considered to be an optimal learning method
for approximating human communication.
Another finding is that the behaviour of the agents in this
model is in accordance with an aspect of human communication that has been widely recognised, namely that the
speaker’s truthfulness and the hearer’s trust are correlated
(Lewis, 1969). By assigning different personality traits to
the interlocutors and analysing their influences on communication, a correlation was found between sympathy from S
and trust from H. Truthful communication was not obtained
with a sympathetic speaker and a mistrusting hearer or a nonsympathetic speaker and a trusting hearer. It can thus be
stated that efficient communication emerges only when there
is sympathy as well as trust.
Furthermore, as the complexity of the language increases,
H becomes more likely to accept messages of S due to the fact
that S can now send partial truths. The ability for a speaker
to send partial truths that are accepted by the hearer demotivates her from telling the exact truth, and thus optimal strate1 The legend of S is not shown as there are too many, but words A
and B were combined with a max length of 4 with 40 possible states.
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gies are seldom attained. As the number of possible strategies increases, more noise is created and memorising the appropriate strategies becomes more difficult. So we find that
compositionality does have a disruptive force on cooperative
behaviour, but that its negative impact can be alleviated for
some specific parameter setting.
The implementation of compositionality in the model has
allowed the model to show behaviour approximating that of
human beings. It provided the interlocutors with better means
of communication along with the complications that a more
complex language brings. Compositionality in general is a
much more complex phenomenon (Piantadosi, Tenenbaum,
& Goodman, 2016). In this model compositionality in human language has been formalised as follows: the compositional language consists of the permutations with repetition
of a finite number of symbols. These are then compared by
similarity of sequence and content to signify their meanings.
Although rudimentary in its resemblance of natural language,
the model does accommodate for complex signals.
These findings are consistent with well established theories
about the interactive origins of our linguistic abilities, and
the role of communication in the development of language.
The findings are also illustrative of some of the difficulties
that may arise when combining several aspects of language
evolution in a single model, specifically the potential conflict
between cooperative speaker/listener behaviour (truthfulness
and trust) and a compositional language. We find that the
main value of this research lies precisely in its ambition to
integrate several threads in research on language evolution
within a unique model of communication, in which discussion of simple facts concerning efficient communication may
tell us something about language that we do not yet know or
have not yet proven.

Conclusion
Human communication was approximated in the simulation
model by implementing a language that allowed for communication with complex signals through compositional signalling. With a language such as this, parameter setting shows
that the agents expressed behaviour similar to that of humans
agents. As S is equipped with the tools for more complex
communication, she was able to get her message accepted
by H, even when telling only partial truths. Sometimes, this
resulted in the agents not being able to learn their optimal
strategies. Furthermore, a learning dynamics such as Moran
learning proves to be a mostly successful method for mimicking the way in which human interlocutors learn to communicate when provided with the appropriate experiences as
their learning input. Finally, the findings demonstrate that the
model has the ability to tell us about aspects of human communication and how personal attributes such as an individuals trusting nature or their ability to sympathise with others
affects the manner in which they communicate. While the
correlation between truthfulness and trust is well established,
it was not intentionally implemented in the model, showing

that the model can confirm knowledge about human communication and potentially even provide us with new knowledge.
Although the model has many applications, it would need
several improvements before being able to realistically depict human interaction. A current limitation is that the agents
learn about each other “by brute force”, being exposed to trials and errors over repeated interactions. As the speaker currently bases their strategy on which state is true without considering the hearer’s response, the expectation function from
the learning method could be improved as well. This could be
achieved by further specifying a reasoning method in which
the speaker takes the hearer’s response into account as well.
In this respect, the agents in our model do not represent each
other, and do not make choices based on a probabilistic assessment of the opponent’s knowledge and behaviour. More
sophisticated models of cognition can do this, such as Rational Speech Acts models of linguistic interactions (Goodman
& Stuhlmüller, 2013; Goodman & Frank, 2016). One possible improvement of our study could be to integrate this research in a more articulate Bayesian framework.
Another improvement could concern the language used
in the model. The model takes into account both sequence
similarities and token similarities when comparing sentences.
However, weights should be added to the signals to signify
the importance of each word, as some words contribute more
to the meaning of a sentence. Weights on similarity of words
could also be used to recover lexical approximations. For example, ‘cat bites dog’ is not exactly true in a “cat scratches
dog” state, but it is also not as far from truth as ‘cat befriends
dog’. These subtleties of meaning ought to be accounted for
in a proper discussion of efficient communication for a compositional language, but they also appear to call for a wider
methodology than we could employ in our study.
In order to truly evaluate whether the behaviour of the
agents resembles that of humans, future work could include
an empirical evaluation of the model with human subjects. In
this evaluation, human subjects would play the rejection game
in the same manner as in our simulation model. However, as
humans are not able to play 1200 rounds in succession, the
evaluation would naturally consist of fewer repetitions. This
already highlights a drawback in the simulation model as it
takes many repetitions before the players learn their strategies while human subjects are not even able to continue playing for that many sessions. Therefore, the speed at which the
agents learn could also be improved.
Although the model should be evaluated with human data,
it cannot be denied that studying communication between
agents in a computer simulation is far more convenient than
studying human subjects. If further improved upon, a computer program such as this could serve numerous different
purposes considering it can play thousands of rounds in succession whilst efficiently saving the data from each round. As
the model is implemented with the ability to amplify certain
personality traits, one possible study could for instance be
communication at a more individual level as well.
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Abstract

2016), made before descriptive content is considered for inclusion (Krahmer & Van Deemter, 2012). Accordingly, understanding and modeling the process by which humans select between referring forms is critical both from a psycholinguistics perspective as well as for those in the artificial intelligence community seeking to build robots and other autonomous agents capable of effectively and naturally communicating with human collaborators through natural language.

We present a computational cognitive model of referential
choice that models and explains the choice between a wide variety of referring forms using a small set of features important
to situated contexts. By combining explainable machine learning techniques, data collected in situated contexts, and recent
computational models of cognitive status, we produce an accurate and explainable model of referential choice that provides
an intuitive pragmatic account of this process in humans, and
an intuitive method for computationally enabling this capability in robots and other autonomous agents.
Keywords: cognitive status; anaphora generation; natural language generation; referential choice

Introduction
A central feature of human language is the use of reference,
through which interlocutors pick out or introduce entities.
When making reference to target referents, people use a wide
variety of referring forms, including definite and indefinite
noun phrases (i.e., the hN’i, a hN’i) and various deictic and
pronominal forms (e.g., it, this, that, this hN’i, that hN’i)1 . A
vast amount of research has been performed seeking to explain and model how humans generate definite descriptions,
as described by Van Deemter (2016); and to enable robots
and other autonomous systems to efficiently generate effective and natural referring expressions, as described by Gatt
and Krahmer (2018). However, there has been substantially
less work in both communities seeking to explain and model
the use of referring forms beyond definite descriptions.
As highlighted by Gundel, Hedberg, and Zacharski (1993),
humans use this wider variety of referring forms in curiously flexible and strategic ways. Referring forms such as
it, this, and that, for example, provide little semantic information about their targets, and yet humans strategically use
these forms not only to express themselves more concisely
but moreover to provide subtle cues that allow their interlocutors to more quickly and effectively identify target referents. Moreover, referential choice (the selection between
these different forms) is widely accepted to be an important first step in the natural language process (Kibrik et al.,
1 The examples used in this paper are in English, but the variety of referring forms we consider and the way they are used has
been well documented across a wide variety of languages, including
Mandarin, Japanese, Spanish, Russian, Eegimaa, Kumyk, Ojibwe,
Arabic, Irish, Norwegian, Persian, and Turkish (Hedberg, 2013).
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Various theories of reference have sought to explain the
types of factors that determine what referring forms can be
used felicitously in different contexts. For example, and
of particular interest in this work, the Givenness Hierarchy (Gundel et al., 1993) suggests that different referring
forms signal different cognitive statuses, with “this” signaling
that the speaker believes their referent to be at least Activated
in the current conversation and/or in the mind of their interlocutor (Rosa & Arnold, 2011). But while theories such as
the Givenness Hierarchy provide critical linguistic insights,
they do not attempt to explain or algorithmically model the
cognitive process of referential choice. And while there has
been vast literature from both psycholinguistic and artificial
intelligence perspectives on both the understanding of referring language (including deictic and anaphoric language), and
the generation of non-anaphoric language, there has been relatively little work on computationally modeling the selection
between anaphoric forms during the natural language generation process. Finally, work on computational modeling of
referential choice has typically been focused on predicting
whether or not to use a pronoun using the set of features that
can be carefully annotated in textual domains.
We propose a cognitive model of referential choice that
predicts the choice between a wide variety of referring forms
using a small set of features well established as important in
situated contexts. By combining explainable machine learning techniques, data collected in situated contexts, and recent
work on the computational modeling of Givenness Hierarchy
theoretic notions of cognitive status, we produce an accurate
and explainable model of human referring form that provides
an intuitive account of this process in humans and an intuitive
method for computationally enabling this capability in robots
and other autonomous agents.

Related Work
Linguistic Models of Referential Choice
As discussed by Arnold and Zerkle (2019), linguistic models seeking to explain the use of different referring forms,
especially pronouns, fall into two broad categories. Rational model seek to explain the production of pronouns as a
matter of egocentric analysis of the costs of generating and
processing different referring forms, with pronouns typically
preferred due to their ease of production (Aylett & Turk,
2004; Frank & Goodman, 2012). Pragmatic models suggest
that reduced forms like pronouns are special forms that humans have learned to associate with referents that are highly
activated or focused; an allocentric framing that highlights
pronouns’ ability to enhance not just ease of speaker production but also ease of listener interpretation. As argued
by Arnold and Zerkle (2019), while pragmatic models may
differ in terms of the theoretical constructs they use to explain
differences in information status (i.e., focus (Grosz, Joshi, &
Weinstein, 1995; Brennan, Friedman, & Pollard, 1987; Grosz
& Sidner, 1986), salience and accessibility(Ariel, 1991), or
givenness (Gundel et al., 1993), and accordingly differ as to
whether they regard information status as a difference of linguistic category, psychological state, or presumption of psychological state, all of these models share a common assumption that use of different referring forms is grounded in a relationship between discourse status and psychological states,
especially memory and attention.
While both classes of theories have promise, neither does
a terribly good job at explaining the choice between different types of reduced expressions, e.g., between it, this, and
that. As Arnold describes, this problem is particularly salient
for rational models, which should suggest much more frequent use of reduced forms than is actually seen in practice, and fails to account for patterns of selection between
referring forms that are equally short. Moreover, Arnold
and Zerkle highlights that linguists have tended to focus on
explaining individual phenomena, and that there has not to
date been an attempt to provide a comprehensive explanation
for reference production as a whole. This perspective aligns
with that argued by Grüning and Kibrik (2005) who highlight that many linguists have focused narrowly on individual factors that may impact referential choice, such as linear
(linguistic) distance (Givón, 1983), rhetorical distance (Fox,
1993; Mann, Matthiessen, & Thompson, 1989), and narrative
episodic structure (Tomlin, 1987; Marslen-Wilson, Levy, &
Tyler, 1982). Finally, we would add to this analysis that models of both varieties suffer from an overemphasis on textual
analysis, failing to adequately model the aspects of situated
contexts.
In this work, our first goal is thus to provide a more comprehensive account of referential choice, that accounts for
generation of a wide set of referring forms in situated contexts. Specifically, we take a cognitivist perspective grounded
in the theory of the Givenness Hierarchy (GH) (Gundel et al.,
1993). The Givenness Hierarchy suggests that a speaker’s
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choice of referring form is made based on their assumptions
as to the cognitive status of their target within the mind of
their interlocutor or within the conversation. If they assume
their target is “In Focus” they may choose a form such as it;
if they assume their target is “Activated” (a category which
subsumes “In Focus”) they may choose a form such as this
or that; and so on. The GH delineates six hierarchically
nested tiers of cognitive status (In Focus, Activated, Familiar, Uniquely Identifiable, Referential, and Type Identifiable),
each associated with a different set of referring forms.
We choose the GH from the pragmatic family of models
discussed above because (1) the GH provides perhaps the
closest account of the connection between referring forms
and information status as mediated by cognitive structures
and processes, (2) the GH provides a commonsense explanation for how a wide variety of referring forms are related to
different information statuses, and (3) there has been recent
promising work within the robotics community for developing computational cognitive models of understanding wide
varieties of referring forms using the GH (Williams, Acharya,
Schreitter, & Scheutz, 2016; Williams & Scheutz, 2019).
Our second goal is to furthermore provide similar computational cognitive GH-theoretic language generation that could
be similarly implemented into robotics and other situated autonomous agents. As such, it will now be helpful to discuss
related work that has been formed on computationally modeling referential choice.

Computational Models of Referential Choice
Much of this work on computational modeling of the process
of referential choice (Poesio, Stevenson, Eugenio, & Hitzeman, 2004; McCoy & Strube, 1999; Ge, Hale, & Charniak,
1998; Kibrik et al., 2016; Kibrik, 2011; Callaway & Lester,
2002; Kibble & Power, 2004) falls under the broad categorization of multi-factorial process modeling, with selection of
referential form viewed as a problem of classification based
on animacy, grammatical role, and factors related to discourse
structure, coherence, and salience. A discussion of the various predictive features that have been proposed and the machine learning approaches that have made use of these features, are surveyed by Kibrik (2011) (see also Van Deemter
et al. (2012) and Gatt et al. (2014)).
These models have primarily made classification decisions
between a small number of classes, such as pronoun vs description, or pronoun vs proper noun vs description, on the
basis of large numbers of annotated features. This approach is
directly related to the non-situated textual domains in which
previous approaches have focused. First, previous approaches
have been able to focus on simple classification decisions
such as pronouns vs proper nouns vs descriptions as textual
domains such as news reports in which there are a relatively
small number of candidate referents, many of which are readily discriminable and which can be uniquely picked out using
proper nouns. Second, previous approaches have made predictive decisions based on the large number of annotated features that are readily available in large-scale textual corpora.

In comparison, in situated domains present a number of
complications. First, there are typically a large number of
highly similar candidate referents, few of which can be referred to using proper names. For example, many previous
applications have sought to model referential choice using
corpora of Wall Street Journal articles, in which a given article may revolve around a small number of people, governments, institutions, and so forth, each of which can be readily
referred to through a proper name, and about which a host
of information has been annotated (Krasavina & Chiarcos,
2007). In contrast, in situated domains, speakers may need
to distinguish between a large number of highly similar taskrelevant entities (e.g., when collaboratively loading a dishwasher or setting a table, interlocutors may need to distinguish between many cups, plates, and so forth, which may be
functionally identical and which are unlikely to have proper
names). Moreover, robots operating in these domains must
make classification decisions on the basis of features they can
automatically assess, rather than the wider set of features that
linguists can annotate. Moreover, in situated domains, the
need for careful selection between ambiguous referring forms
becomes arguably more important, both because certain referring forms (e.g., “this” and “that”) are differentially used
in situated contexts based on inherently situated features such
as physical distance (as well as nonverbal cues such as gaze
and gesture, although we do not consider them in this work
either), and because overly ambiguous utterances in situated
domains leads to expensive repair dialogues.
It is also valuable to consider the features used in previous computational cognitive models of referential choice, and
their relation to linguistic theories of reference. While theories such as the Givenness Hierarchy have been widely successful in explaining from a linguistic perspective how the
use of different referring forms can be motivated by speakers’
presumptions regarding their referents’ cognitive status, there
has been little work seeking to explain the cognitive mechanisms and psycholinguistic processes by which cognitive status is used during language generation (Arnold, 2016), and
neither has cognitive status been used as a feature in prior
models of referential choice. This is natural, as cognitive status is a concept that exists in the mind of speakers, and is thus
difficult to definitively annotate.
However, recent work in the cognitive science literature
has begun to explore methods by which presumed cognitive
status can be assessed from user judgments in human subject
experiments, and how data from such experiments can thus be
used to train predictive models to automatically predict presumed cognitive status (Pal et al., 2020). In this work, we
leverage this recent work in order to directly predict referential choice from presumed cognitive status, along with a small
number of theoretically-informed features of critical importance for situated interaction. Due to linguistic evidence that
pragmatic models of referential choice are most naturally
compatible with rule-based cognitive mechanisms, and due
to the long history of linguists seeking to model referential
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choice using rule-based decision procedures (Levelt, 1993),
the data-driven model we present in this work is learned using a highly explainable rule-based decision tree framework,
to produce a model that is at once easily implementable in
autonomous systems yet also readily mineable for linguistic
and psycholinguistic insights.

Materials
Before describing our computational modeling approach, we
will briefly describe the data modeled by our approach.

Situated Interaction Corpus
We used the dataset collected by Bennett et al. (2017), which
involves a human instructor collaborating with human and
robot learners in a spatially situated collaborative task, in the
environment shown in Fig. 1. This environment contained
four boxes labeled A-D (imposing some ambiguity despite
the name-enabling label), three colored towers (yellow, red,
blue), four walls, and a set of tapelines dividing the room
into four quadrants. For simplicity, only the boxes and towers
were annotated in this dataset.
The dataset consists of transcripts of videos of human participants (instructors) instructing human and robot teammates
(learners) to rearrange the experimental environment, step
by step, to achieve a reconfiguration of their choosing. Each
participant performed this task twice, once with a human
and once with a robot, with order counterbalanced. In both
cases, the learner followed directions without responding.
The dataset contains 66 monologues from 33 participants,
each containing between 5 to 24 utterances referring to boxes
or towers, for a total of 485 such utterances and a total of
603 such referring expressions. Two sample monologues are
included below:
Monologue 1
So in front of you will be a box.
Hm, can you grab the second box?
You can move the box, actually, don’t move you.
Take your hands, grab out, outside the box.
Just push it.
Now push that box over till I say stop.
Align with the box a little bit more.
Monologue 2
Um, first, we’re gonna go push block A to the back-center of
box 1.
Um, and knock over the blue tower.
Then we’re gonna take box B and move it to the center of the
3rd quadrant.
Um, box C is going to go right on the number 4.
Um, and then box D is going to go to the corner on the line
with box 1 on it, up against the wall.
Um, box C needs to be on the number 4.
Um, box D needs to be closer to the line.

of a set of Cognitive Status Filters: Bayes Filters of the form:
t
t
t−1 t
p(Sto ) = p(St−1
o )p(Lo )p(So | So , Lo )

Figure 1: Situated Interaction Context (Bennett et al., 2017)

Classes
Each referring expression in this dataset was assigned a class
label corresponding to the referring form used in that expression. Six class labels were used: it, this, that, this hN’i, that
hN’i, and the hN’i. The few indefinite noun phrases occurring in the dataset were not coded, leaving handling of such
expressions to future work. Because this work sought to handle the main categories of referring forms handled by the GH,
and these main categories do not include bare NPs, we take
for convenience sake a descriptivist view (Frege, 1892; Russell, 2001; Nelson, 2002) and code bare noun phrases such as
“Box A” as definite noun phrases (i.e., the hN’i), leaving the
distinction between definite descriptions and pseudo-proper
names to future work.

Features
Each referring expression was annotated using cognitive status as well as three additional features well acknowledged
to be critical to situated description: number of distractors,
physical distance, and temporal distance. As discussed above,
previous approaches to computational modeling of multifactorial referential choice have tended to use large numbers
of features that are readily available in large-scale annotated
text corpora. In this work, however, we instead elected to
focus on a small number of features of high theoretical relevance to the speaker’s situated context that could be extracted
on-line by situated autonomous agents such as robots. This
approach should provide a model that is readily interpretable,
efficient, and unlikely to be the result of overfitting to feature
noise. We discuss each feature below.
Cognitive Status: The central thesis of this work is that referential choice may be more effectively modeled by primarily
relying on the cognitive status referents are expected to hold
in the mind of their interlocutors or in their current conversation (depending on one’s theoretical interpretation of the
Givenness Hierarchy). In order to use this as a feature in our
computational models, each monologue was provided as input to a Cognitive Status Engine (Pal et al., 2020), comprised
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Each such cognitive status filter recursively estimates, for
a given object o, the probability distribution over cognitive
statuses S for o at time t, on the basis of linguistic features
L. To estimate these distributions for a set of known objects,
O = {o1 , ..., on } at each time step, we use a Cognitive Status
Modeling Engine C, consisting of a set of CSFs {c0 , ..., c1 },
one for each object believed to be of a status familiar or higher
within the conversation.
In this work we used a CSE with one CSF for each taskrelevant object. Using this CSE, we annotated each referring
expression with the most likely cognitive status for its target
referent (per its associated CSF) at the time of its utterance.
Number of Distractors: Much evidence suggests that speakers respond to the presence of distractors when speaking,
avoiding pronouns when they would be ambiguous (Ferreira,
Slevc, & Rogers, 2005), providing evidence for pragmatic
models of referential choice (Ariel, 2014; Chafe, 1976;
Givón, 1983; Gundel et al., 1993). However, while the presence of distractors is considered to be a determinant of accessibility (Ariel, 2014) and topicality (Givón, 1983), it is
not viewed as a determinant of givenness, but rather as a factor that interacts with givenness when determining referential
choice. As such, we include the number of distractors as a
key feature in our model of referential choice. The number of
distractors for a target referent was calculated as the number
of other towers and boxes whose most likely cognitive status
was estimated to be of the same GH-theoretic tier or higher as
the target referent at the time of utterance, using the cognitive
status estimation procedure discussed above.
Physical Distance: Due to our focus on situated contexts, we
also included physical distance from speaker to target referent. There is substantial prior evidence of the role of physical
distance in selecting between demonstratives such as “this”
and “that” (Dixon, 2003). We encoded distance through
video analysis of Bennett et al. (2017)’s corpus. Referents
were classified as “close”, “mid-distance”, or “far” based on
whether they were before, at, or beyond the most salient horizontal landmark (a line running the width of the room at
roughly half the maximum distance into the room). While
this means of classification is obviously tailored to this specific evaluation corpus, the general approach of considering
whether a referent is in the nearer or farther half of a given
task context is one that may easily generalize.
Temporal Distance: Finally, like most previous works on
computational cognitive modeling of multi-factorial referential choice (Kibrik et al., 2016), we include a measure of
linear or temporal distance, i.e., recency of mention (Givón,
1983). Specifically, we encode recency of mention for a target referent as 1/n, where n is the number of referring expressions since the last mention of the target, with 1 meaning the
target was the most recently mentioned object, and 0 meaning
it has not yet been mentioned in the dialogue.

Computational Modeling

labels. As such, we analyze only this full model.

In this section we describe our computational cognitive
model. We approach GH-informed referential choice as a
classification problem of predicting class labels from input
features. To solve this problem we chose to use the REPTree (Reduced Error Pruning Tree) implementation (Quinlan,
1987) from the open source WEKA software package (Hall et
al., 2009). REPTrees are an extension of the classic C4.5 decision tree algorithm that builds a decision tree using an information gain based splitting criteria which is then pruned using a reduced-error pruning technique (Witten & Frank, 2002;
Quinlan, 1993). Like previous approaches to computational
cognitive modeling of multi-factorial referential choice, we
selected a decision tree approach due to the ready interpetability of such approaches, which enables them to achieve
reasonable accuracy while facilitating theory-building.
Five REPTree models were trained: a complete model
(M1), and four ablated models removing either cognitive status (M2) distractors (M3), physical distance (M4), or temporal distance (M5). Models were evaluated via accuracy, root
mean squared error (RMSE), precision, recall, and F1 score.
All five models were trained by WEKA using stratified 15fold cross-validation. Stratified evaluation was used to account for severe class imbalance between referring forms.
The increased number of folds was chosen based on the preferences of the lead author.

Table 1: Evaluation Metrics
Accuracy
RMSE
Precision
Recall
F1 score
Coverage
Leaves

M1
84.74
0.197
0.858
0.847
0.843
6/6
13

M2
79.6
0.230
0.820
0.796
0.811
5/6
9

M3
71.97
0.244
0.710
0.720
0.716
3/6
5

M4
83.58
0.208
0.840
0.836
0.838
3/6
9

M5
86.07
0.195
0.882
0.861
0.858
3/6
6

Results
As shown in Tab. 1, all models achieved high accuracy, with
the M5 model (excluding only temporal distance) achieving
the best scores across primary metrics. The overall accuracy
range for the top-performing models of 83-86% for six-class
classification on the basis of four features is highly competitive with other recent models, which have received accuracy
in the range of 72-75% for three-class classification on the
basis of a greater number of features (Kibrik et al., 2016).
We compare to Kibrik et al. here because their work is
most similar to our own. Critically, however, their work
examined a substantially different (non-situated) domain.
Moreover, they sought to model the choice between proper
names, descriptions, and pronouns, which is an overlapping
set of classes to our own but not a strict subset. As such,
our comparison here is not intended as formal evidence of
“greater” performance of our approach, but merely a signifier
of comparable results to the most similar prior work.
Our top performing models performed roughly equivalently; selection between these models can be used on the
basis of other factors, such as those shown in the last two
rows of Tab. 1: coverage (modeled as number of classes included in model predictions) and model simplicity (modeled
as number of leaves). Intuitively, a model should be able to
predict the use of all referring forms included as class labels,
without being overly complex (a sign of overfitting). Our results show that only the full model (despite its high number
of leaves) accounted for all referring forms included as class
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Figure 2: Unablated (M1) Model. FOC = In Focus; ACT =
Activated; FAM = Familiar; UID = Uniquely Identifiable
As shown in Fig. 2, the M1 model can be interpreted as
follows. First, the model begins by considering the cognitive
status of the target referent. If the target is at most uniquely
identifiable, the model selects the hN’i. If the target is at most
familiar, the model selects that hN’i. If the target is at most
activated, a substantially more complicated chain of reasoning is performed, as described below. Finally, if the target is
at most in focus, then if there are no other referents in focus,
the model selects it, and otherwise selects the hN’i. The jump
directly from pronoun to definite description is interesting,
as the model does not even consider forms like this or that,
which would also be felicitous. This is perhaps because those
forms would within a pragmatic account signal the target to
be at most activated rather than in focus.
When the target is at most activated, the model first considers physical distance to the referent. If the target is neither
close nor far, the model chooses the hN’i. If close, the decision depends on number of distractors: If there are no other
activated entities, the model chooses this; if there is a single
activated distractor, the model chooses this hN’i; otherwise
the model chooses the hN’i. If far, the decision depends on
both number of distractors and temporal distance: if there is

a single familiar distractor, the model chooses that; otherwise
if there is a single other entity that was mentioned more recently, and there are only 1-2 distractors, the model chooses
that hN’i; otherwise the model chooses the hN’i.

Discussion and Conclusion
Our results demonstrate the efficacy of cognitive status as a
practical means of predicting referential choice in situated
contexts, especially when combined with other features critical to situated contexts, such as speaker-referent distance and
number of distractors of equivalent status. For the psycholinguistics (and linguistics) communities, these results support
previous arguments framing referential choice as a rule-based
process guided by mental assumptions regarding cognitive
status, and present a straightforward and easily interpretable
model of the cognitive process of referential choice. For
the artificial intelligence community, our results represent a
straightforward model that can easily be integrated into robot
cognitive architectures to guide referential choice, which will
allow for more accurate and natural human-robot interaction.
This work also raises a number of questions and directions
which we are seeking to address in ongoing and future work.
First, while our model predicts a wider range of referring
forms than previous work, it does not cover the complete diversity of referring forms, including bare noun phrases, indefinite noun phrases, personal pronouns, and so forth. The success of the approach presented in this work suggests that this
approach would likely also be successful when trained on an
expanded dataset with a larger number of annotated classes.
Doing so, however, will require collection of a larger dataset
in which this broader variety of referring forms are used.
Second and similarly, our training corpus was limited to a
few objects, and did not include references to environmental geometry, events, people, and so forth. Handling these
additional entities would likely further increase our model’s
performance, due to a more accurate modeling of the set of
distractors.
Third, while the model predicts referring forms on the basis of cognitive status, it does not account for the mechanisms
by which humans use gaze and gesture to manipulate the status of entities. E.g., a referent may not be activated at the
time a speaker decides to refer to it, but it may be activated
by the time the user commences speaking. This suggests that
the model presented in this work may benefit from being embedded within a larger strategic model of this form.
Fourth, while the key predictive feature of our model was
cognitive status, the model of cognitive status we used was
not itself perfectly accurate. As discussed by Pal et al. (2020),
their Cognitive Status Filtering accuracy is around 82%; as
such, a refined model of cognitive status that itself uses a
greater number of predictive features to enhance accuracy
would likely result in equivalently increased accuracy for our
own model of referential choice.
Fifth, while the choice of decision tree model was not of
significant interest to us in this work, in future work we plan
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to compare the REPTrees used in this work to more commonplace or modern alternatives such as J48 and XGBoost (Chen
& Guestrin, 2016).
Finally, similar to what has been noted by Kibrik et
al. (2016), while models of multi-factorial referential choice
may predict individual referential choices, in a given situation many choices may be equally acceptable, and choice between those options may be a matter of speaker preference,
especially given the range of referring forms considered in
this work. This means that “incorrect” predictions made by
our model may not actually be problematic and in need of improvement. This suggests the need for task-based evaluations
of the effectiveness and naturality of selected forms, similar
to evaluations performed by Kibrik et al. (2016), Williams
and Scheutz (2017), and van der Lee et al. (2020).
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Abstract
Social robotics has shown expansive growth in areas related to
companionship/assistance for older adults. Critically, everyday
interactions with artificial agents often involve spoken
language in the context of a shared visual environment.
Therefore, language interfaces for these applications must
account for the distinctive nature of visually-situated
communication revealed by psycholinguistic studies. In
traditional frameworks, "rational" speakers were thought to
avoid redundancy, yet human-human communication research
shows that both younger and older speakers include redundant
information (e.g., color adjectives) in descriptions to facilitate
listeners' visual search. However, this "cooperative" use of
redundant expressions hinges on beliefs about listeners'
perception (e.g., "pop-out" nature of human color processing).
We explored the incidence and nature of younger and older
speakers' redundant descriptions for a robot partner in different
visual environments. Whereas both age groups produced
redundant descriptions, there were important age differences
for when these descriptions occurred and for the properties
encoded in them.
Keywords: Informativity; Social Robotics; Aging; HumanRobot Communication

Introduction
The increase in the global aging population has led to a
significant rise in research on new technologies to promote
aging in place (living independently in one’s residence as
long as possible; Kim et al., 2017; Mois & Beer, 2020). These
technologies (e.g., smart homes, robots) often rely on spoken
language interfaces, and as such there is growing interest in
ensuring they are equipped to manage natural and
contextualized patterns of language use. The present research
explores this issue in a context where speakers generate
instructions for a social robot. The core question is whether
younger and older speakers produce redundant adjectives that
reflect implicit beliefs about a robot addressee’s perceptual
abilities and capacity for incremental interpretation. This can
reveal features of younger and older adults' language use with
a robot partner and also extends our understanding of humanrobot communication.
As background, one of the key applications for social
robots that support healthy aging is to provide instructions for
everyday tasks (e.g., cooking, clothing selection, managing a
daily schedule; Begum et al., 2013). Critically, these
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instructions often involve real objects in the immediate visual
environment or depicted objects on a screen. One key
consideration for spoken language interfaces used in social
robots should therefore be the distinctive nature of visuallysituated spoken communication, as demonstrated in
psycholinguistic work on human-human communication.
This work has shown that the shared visual environment
alters the character of communicative behavior, such as the
extent to which human speakers adhere to conventions
governing the amount of information they express to achieve
communicative goals. In particular, when referring to the
visual here-and-now, speakers tend to include redundant
information (e.g., color adjectives) to facilitate listeners' realtime visual search for the intended referent. Recent evidence
also suggests that older adults tend to provide more redundant
(and lexically diverse) descriptions than younger adults
(Healey & Grossman, 2016; Saryazdi, Bannon, et al., 2019;
although see Long et al., 2020). The use of redundant
information reflects certain implicit beliefs on the speaker's
part regarding the perceptual abilities of their human partner.
What is not yet known is whether younger and older speakers
generate the same implicit beliefs with a robot partner and
use these beliefs to tailor descriptions in different visual
contexts. Thus, the aim of the present study is to explore agerelated differences in speakers' use of linguistic redundancy
with a robot partner in various visual contexts.

Linguistic Redundancy
In face-to-face communication, people often refer to objects
in the immediate environment. In accordance with Grice's
Maxim of Quantity (Grice, 1975), rational speakers should
provide referential descriptions that contain "only the right
amount" of information, not too much nor too little. In
practice, this is often reflected in speakers' inclusion or
omission of modifiers. For example, in a context containing
two different-colored cups, using a modified description
(blue cup) would be considered optimal. However, in a
context where there is only one cup present, the same
description would technically contain too much information.
In information-theoretic approaches to language, referring
expressions that include too much information are called
overspecified, whereas those that provide too little
information are called underspecified. Although an attempt

to tread the line between too much and too little information
explains many aspects of language behavior, an increasing
body of work has shown that younger and older adults often
spontaneously overspecify descriptions for objects in the
immediate visual environment (Engelhardt et al., 2006; Long
et al., 2020; Pechmann, 1989; Saryazdi, Bannon, et al., 2019).
This apparent violation to Grice's Maxim of Quantity has
been a topic of much debate. It has been argued that the
reason people overspecify is not that they are failing to be
rational, but because they are instead providing information
they implicitly believe would help facilitate their
conversational partners' comprehension (Jara-Ettinger &
Rubio-Fernandez, 2020; Rubio-Fernandez, 2016, 2019).
In line with these findings, it has been shown that the rate
of overspecification varies as a function of visual complexity.
Visual complexity is often manipulated by increasing the
number of overall objects in the field of view and/or the
number of items from the same category as the named target
(often referred to as competitors). Evidence reveals that
speakers have a higher tendency to overspecify in complex
visual contexts compared to simple contexts (e.g., Elsner et
al., 2018; Healey & Grossman, 2016). Further, object
characteristics that are high in perceptibility and can easily be
used to discriminate a target from other objects in the
crowded environment are more likely to be included in an
object's description. Overspecification is therefore intended
to aid listeners' visual search, which is why it tends to occur
more in complex visual environments when it is not as easy
to efficiently locate an object. This in turn suggests that
overspecification is in fact a sign of cooperativeness on the
part of the speaker (Rubio-Fernandez, 2016, 2019). In line
with this, a number of studies have shown that color, often
being the most salient characteristic of an object, commonly
occurs in overspecified descriptions produced by both
younger (Belke & Meyer, 2002; Tarenskeen et al., 2015) and
older adults (Saryazdi, Bannon, et al., 2019). Redundant color
adjectives also tend to not impair listeners' comprehension
(Tourtouri et al., 2019).
Additional observations can be made regarding patterns of
overspecification in the speech of older adults in particular.
Some studies have shown that older adults exhibit an
increased tendency for overspecification relative to younger
adults when referring to objects in the immediate
environment, as well as greater lexical diversity in the choice
of modifiers used (Healey & Grossman, 2016; Saryazdi,
Bannon, et al., 2019). One explanation for why older adults
overspecify more than younger adults is that they are more
diligent in ensuring success in listeners' referential
identification, and thus being cooperative. This builds on
earlier work suggesting that redundancy is a type of
communicative strategy (Long et al., 2020; Saryazdi,
Bannon, et al., 2019). Another explanation is that older
adults' overspecification is caused by age-related declines in
cognitive abilities (Hasher & Zacks, 1988; Park et al., 2002)
that give rise to word finding difficulties as well as increased
verbosity (Arbuckle et al., 2000; James et al., 1998).
Therefore, redundancy might be a strategy to "buy more
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time" to retrieve the object’s name. However, analysis of this
question suggests that this is an unlikely explanation
(Saryazdi, Bannon, et al., 2019). The question of interest here
is whether age-related differences in overspecification also
persist in human-robot communication.

Present Study
The present study examines the descriptions produced by
younger and older speakers as they provide instructions to a
social robot (Furhat Robotics, Sweden). Of interest was
whether speakers would generate overspecified descriptions
that putatively help their robot addressee to quickly locate the
target object. As mentioned earlier, the implicit beliefs that
underlie this behavior hinge on perceptual phenomena (the
"pop-out" nature of certain visual properties) and human
listeners' tendency to engage in rapid incremental language
interpretation. Do these beliefs guide how speakers design
descriptions for a robot, which might not be ascribed the same
abilities or behaviors?
We used a game-like task involving a "busy" visual context
with eight items. In addition, on critical trials, we
manipulated whether the target object was the only object in
the display bearing certain properties (e.g., the only pink
object), or whether another item in the display also bore the
properties in question. This influenced the extent to which a
redundant modifier would be considered helpful in rapidly
narrowing listeners’ attention to the intended object. To
illustrate, in the competitor present condition, the target
object (e.g., pink, open box, see Figure 1) shared properties
with another object (e.g., pink, open door), which we refer to
as the property-matched competitor. In the competitor absent
condition, the competitor was replaced by an unrelated item
from a different object category that did not share properties
with the target object (e.g., a clownfish, neither pink nor
'open'). According to classic Gricean theory, participants
should not overspecify in either condition because the target
is unique in its category. However, the work described earlier
suggests that, in "busy" visual contexts (such as the one we
use here), overspecification will likely occur as a result of
speakers' cooperativeness in aiding object identification.
Although overspecification in both the competitor present
and absent condition would narrow attention to fewer objects
(one or two), we would expect the attentional narrowing to
be stronger in the latter case, when the modifier picks out a
single object. One question is whether this will still be the
case when the listener is a robot.
One possibility is that speakers might rarely overspecify,
suggesting they believe the robot's language processing and
visual-perceptual abilities are more limited than a human’s.
Alternatively, they may routinely produce overspecified
descriptions, typically involving objects' color properties (as
in human-human communication). This would suggest
speakers believe the robot has similar perceptual abilities as
a human and is therefore able to benefit from color’s "pop
out" feature. It is also possible that older adults may
overspecify more than their younger counterparts,
particularly in the competitor absent condition. This idea is

motivated by research showing older adults are more likely
to spontaneously attribute human characteristics to a robot
(Alimardani & Qurashi, 2019; Pak et al., 2020). Thus, as for
a human partner, a redundant modifier would be most
beneficial for rapid identification of the intended target when
the modifier strongly restricts visual search. However, if
older speakers simply show a general trend toward
overspecification, this may instead suggest their inclusion of
a modifier arises from age-related patterns described earlier,
such as increased word finding difficulties.

Method
Participants
Participants were 20 younger (Mage = 18.95, SD = 2.14) and
13 older adults (Mage = 76.31, SD = 5.23). (Data collection
was interrupted due to COVID-19.) Younger adults were
recruited from a student participant pool and received partial
course credit or $12/hour. Older adults were recruited from a
volunteer database and received $15/hour. All participants
reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision and were
screened for visual acuity and color blindness.

Materials
On each trial, participants were presented with a set of eight
images in a 2 x 4 grid format. Images were displayed at 375
x 375 pixels on a 24 in. Dell touchscreen monitor (Figure 1).
On critical trials, the target item was always a unique object
in its category, requiring no additional information for
identification beyond a one-word label (e.g., box). Each
target item was chosen so it could be naturally referred to
with a color and state modifier (e.g., pink box or open box).
However, the use of these or any other modifier types (e.g.,
size, shape, location) on critical trials would reflect linguistic
redundancy (overspecification), given that, as mentioned, the
name of the object on its own would be sufficient. To explore
the incidence of linguistic redundancy and whether this
behavior varied depending on the visual context, we included
a manipulation varying the presence/absence of an object in
a different category that matched the depicted state/color of

the target object (e.g., open pink door in the presence of the
open pink box target). This manipulation helps clarify
whether overspecification is limited to cases where the
information in the modifier uniquely identifies the target
(e.g., pink box is the only pink object present) compared to
when this information is less helpful because it applies to
more than one candidate (e.g., where two pink objects are
present, only one of which is the box). In summary, as shown
on Figure 1, each critical trial contained a unique target, a
modifier-matched (in competitor present condition only,
right panel) or an unrelated object (in competitor absent
condition, left panel), with the six remaining items all
unrelated objects that did not share the same color/state as the
target object. Filler trials were included to counteract
strategies that might arise due to the critical trials. For
example, some fillers had another same category object
requiring a modified description for identification (e.g., the
grey sock in the presence of a yellow sock).
Participants were asked to provide instructions to a social
robot so that it could identify the target objects. The robot
used was a Gen2 Furhat model which possessed human-like
face and voice features (Figure 2). In total there were 50
distinct object arrays (2 practice, 24 critical, and 24 filler
trials). For each object array, participants would provide two
instructions, the first always referring to the critical object
and the second to another object (24 critical and 72 noncritical descriptions produced).

Procedure
Participants were led to a sound booth and completed a
consent form, language questionnaire, and color blindness
test. Next, they were seated in front of the monitor positioned
between themselves and the robot, whose eyes remained
closed as the experimenter explained the task. Participants
were asked to provide the robot verbal instructions regarding
which objects to select on the screen. Participants were given
a standing spiral-bound booklet. Each page (which
corresponded to a single trial) showed two grid squares
labelled as "1" and "2" within a 2 x 4 grid. This denoted the
targets' locations for the first and second instructions,

Figure 1: Sample experimental trial in the competitor absent and competitor present conditions (target item = box).
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respectively. The participant related this information to items
displayed on the screen located between them and the robot.
Participants were asked to phrase their instructions in the
form "Select the…[object]" and to refrain from using any
location terms (e.g., object in the bottom right). The
experimenter led participants through two practice items
(which the participant subsequently repeated with the robot)
to confirm that they understood the task and could locate the
target objects given the booklet’s information. The
experimenter then left the sound booth. Control of the robot's
speech and behaviors was achieved via a Wizard-of-Oz
interface managed by the experimenter, who stayed outside
the sound booth during the task. The experimenter could see
the booth interior via a window and could hear, via closedcircuit audio monitoring, the sounds occurring inside. A
customized Graphic User Interface (GUI) was made to allow
for control over the robot’s verbal and nonverbal reactions to
the participant's instructions. An "attend-to-user" feature
(whereby the robot's head and gaze reoriented automatically
to follow the user's face) was enabled to create a sense of
social engagement during the task. Before beginning the
experiment, the robot, which was already facing the
participant, opened its eyes and provided an introduction.
At the start of each trial, the display screen reminded
participants to flip to the correct trial in their booklet and to
touch a green arrow on the monitor to proceed. After the
participant provided an instruction, the robot scanned the
screen and gave one of four responses confirming its
recognition of the object (e.g., "Yes, I found it"). A red box
appeared around the intended image, accompanied by a tone.
The robot asked for clarification if participants did not follow
task instructions correctly or provided the robot unclear
instructions. The task took around 20 minutes to complete.

whether the noun was accompanied by a modifier; 3) the type
of modifier, whether it referred to the object's color (e.g.,
green shirt), state (e.g., wrinkled shirt), size (e.g., large shirt),
location (e.g., shirt on the left), or other (e.g., men's shirt); 4)
a further coding for the "other" category to index what
alternative modifiers participants used; 5) the location of the
modifier(s): prenominal (e.g., green shirt), postnominal (e.g.,
shirt on the left), or both (e.g., green shirt on the left).

Results
All analyses were conducted with R statistical package
version 3.6.1 (R Core Team, 2019). Logistic mixed effect
analyses were performed using the lme4 package version 1.121 (Bates et al., 2015) and statistical significance was
assessed with the lmerTest package version 3.1-0
(Kuznetsova et al., 2017). Unless otherwise specified, each
model included age (younger adult = 1 vs. older adult = -1),
competitor condition (competitor present = 1, competitor
absent = -1), and their interaction as fixed effects. The
random effects were intercept terms for participants and
items, as well as by-participant slope for the competitor
condition, and by-item slope terms for age, competitor, and
their interaction. Any incomplete audio recordings or cases
involving incorrect reference were excluded from analyses.
The item pail (color = blue, state = full) was also excluded
because younger adults excessively referred to this item as a
"bucket of sand". It was not evident how this noun phrase
should be coded, namely whether bucket is the name or a type
of classifier specifying the containment of the actual object.
Note that the inclusion/exclusion of this item does not change
the pattern of results observed.

Noun Type
Some items showed very high name agreement, with almost
all participants referring to the depicted object with the same
label (e.g., candle). Other items were referred to with more
variable names (e.g., pills - vitamins). As mentioned, nouns
were coded as basic level, subordinate, or superordinate. This
initial check was motivated by recent evidence that both
younger and older adults often use subordinate terms instead
of modified basic terms when possible (e.g., Dalmatian,
sunflower; Saryazdi, Bannon, et al., 2019). Reflecting the fact
that the materials in the present study were not specifically
designed to elicit subordinate terms, only 15% of descriptions
produced by older adults and 13% of descriptions produced
by younger adults contained a subordinate term. Further, this
was mostly driven by a few items, such as pants (e.g., jeans),
pills (e.g., vitamins), and bag (e.g., purse). Given that
instances of subordinate terms (and superordinate terms)
were low and item-specific, they were not excluded from the
main analysis.

Figure 2: Experimental setup.

Coding Procedure
Research assistants blind to the experimental conditions
transcribed participants' critical descriptions. They were
coded in terms of 1) the type of noun used, namely whether
the label was considered a basic level (e.g., shirt), subordinate
(e.g., dress-shirt), or superordinate term (e.g., clothing); 2)
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Modifier Use
To examine the incidence of linguistic redundancy, each trial
was coded for whether the description contained at least one
modifier (yes = 1, no = 0). Because the fully specified
statistical model did not converge, we removed the

interaction term for the by-item random slope. The results
revealed a significant interaction of Age x Competitor,
Estimate = 0.22, SE = 0.11, z = 2.06 p = .039 and no other
significant effects. To explore this interaction, we conducted
two separate follow-up analyses for the competitor absent
and present conditions. Whereas there were no differences
between younger and older adults' use of modifiers in the
competitor absent condition, Estimate = 0.28, SE = 0.32, z =
0.87, p = .385, younger adults provided significantly more
modifiers than older adults in the competitor present
condition, Estimate = 0.77, SE = 0.35, z = 2.20, p = .028.
Interestingly, as shown in Figure 3, the numerical pattern
reveals that older adults reduce their use of modifiers when
there was a modifier-matched competitor present, in
comparison to when the competitor was absent.

Figure 3: Average incidence of modifier use.

items in the present study were specifically selected so they
could be referred to with a state modifier, thus increasing the
likelihood that participants would use these adjectives.
Table 1: Breakdown of modifier type by age group (%).
Modifier Type
Color
State
Size
Location
Other

Younger
65
21
2
0
12

Older
54
21
4
1
20

Older adults also tended to use modifiers categorized as
"other" more than younger adults. We explored several
subcategories within this class to test for possible patterns,
namely attributes (e.g., skinny jeans), function (e.g., packing
box), material (e.g., glass jar), count (e.g., pair of shoes), and
gender (e.g., men's shirt). Interestingly, younger adults never
used gender type adjectives compared to older adults.
Younger adults were also more likely to refer to items in
terms of their material. In fact, this was the most common
type of "other" modifier used in the second modifier position
by younger adults. Finally, consistent with previous research,
older and younger adults used mostly prenominal modifiers
in their descriptions (83% and 98%, respectively). Note that
excluding postnominal modifiers from the earlier color
analysis does not change the pattern of results observed.

Discussion

Modifier Type
Next, we explored the type of modifiers used by participants.
As mentioned, color has shown to be the most common type
of linguistic redundancy in referential communication studies
involving objects in the visual environment. This was borne
out in the current study where 62% of modifiers were color
terms. To explore whether there were age-related differences
in the use of color and whether this varied as a function of the
competitor condition, we first subsetted the dataset to include
only trials with at least one modifier. Next, we coded whether
the first modifier used by the participant was color (color =
1, everything else = 0). Although there were cases where
participants used more than one modifier, there was not a
sufficient number of these trials to include in the analysis.
The results of a logistic mixed-effect analysis based on the
first modifier showed no significant differences in the use of
color as a function of age and competitor condition (all p's >
.78). However, some interesting patterns were observed
across both age groups. As shown on Table 1, unlike younger
adults, older adults were almost as likely to use non-color
modifiers (~46%) as much as they used color (~54%). This
was not driven by the incidence of state adjectives (e.g.,
open/closed), as the rate of state modifiers was similar across
both age groups (~21%). Although state adjectives are often
not considered in studies of referential production, the target
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The present study examined the incidence and nature of
overspecification in descriptions produced by younger and
older adults when communicating with a social robot. We
found that, as in human-human communication, speakers in
both age groups often produced overspecified descriptions
when referring to objects for a robot partner. In fact,
approximately a third of all descriptions were overspecified.
Recent work has suggested that speakers produce these
descriptions in "busy" visual contexts (such as ours) because
modifiers make it easier for listeners to efficiently identify
the intended target. Some accounts also predict that the rate
of overspecification should be higher when the redundant
modifier limits visual attention to only a single object. This
is because visual search would be most optimized by
redundancy in the context where modifier information
uniquely identifies the target item. However, we found no
effect of the competitor manipulation that varied whether the
target shared the denoted property with another object.
Instead, there was an interaction involving age, where both
groups performed similarly when the competitor was absent,
yet older adults were significantly less likely to overspecify
when the competitor was present. The behavior of older
adults is consistent with earlier claims that overspecification
should be more likely to occur when the property allows for
the rapid narrowing of visual attention.

One possible explanation for this pattern is that older adults
are more consciously diligent in their design of descriptions
for the robot, providing the most optimal information and
performing more rationally. Given the evidence that older
adults implicitly expect robots to have the same perceptual
abilities as humans (Saryazdi, Nuque, et al., 2019), it is
possible that older adults produced redundant descriptions
more often in the competitor absent condition because they
believed the robot would reap the greatest benefit of
overspecification in this context, in the same way as human
listeners. However, what is somewhat intriguing is that the
overall rate of overspecification was lower with older adults.
It is interesting to note that, although earlier work by
Saryazdi, Bannon, et al. (2019) showed that older adults
provided comparatively more redundant modifiers, this
pattern was not observed when producing descriptions for a
computer addressee in the no-contrast condition. At a
minimum, this outcome rules out the possibility that older
adults' greater tendency to overspecify (as reported in past
studies) results from patterns of age-related decline in
cognitive and linguistic abilities. Instead, this suggests that
older adults implement different strategies depending on the
situational context. We also speculate that the overall greater
likelihood of overspecification in younger adults'
descriptions in the present study still reflects
"cooperativeness" on the part of the speakers, but arises from
a different set of beliefs. That is, younger adults' behavior
may in fact reflect a specific assumption about the robot's
capabilities. Recall that the robot scanned the screen before
confirming it found the denoted object. Younger adults may
be more likely to spontaneously view this behavior as
reflecting advanced image processing on the part of the robot,
which may have encouraged their use of providing more
redundant descriptions. Alternatively, younger adults who
arguably have more experience with technology and are thus
more likely to understand its limitations, may have provided
redundant descriptions as a means of helping the robot as
much as possible. Additional research is needed to explore
whether these patterns of results hold in a larger sample size
of participants, as well as with other types of artificial agents.
It is also important to note that people tend to ascribe more
humanlike characteristics to robots that look and behave like
a human (Briggs & Scheutz, 2014; Torrey et al., 2010). In the
current study, our robot possessed a humanlike face, spoke
with a humanlike voice, and engaged in joint attention, as is
common in face-to-face referential communication. These
humanlike features may have increased the social
engagement participants experienced, in turn encouraging
them to provide redundant information to the robot addressee
as a way of facilitating its comprehension (in the same way
they would do for a human listener). It would be interesting
to explore whether the patterns found in the current study
would persist if the robot listener lacked humanlike features.
We also found that, when modifiers were produced, both
age groups were most likely to use an adjective denoting the
target object’s color, which aligns with findings from
previous human-human communication studies (Rubio-

Fernandez, 2016; Saryazdi, Bannon, et al., 2019).
Interestingly, the incidence of state modifiers was both
comparatively high and quite similar across age groups. This
is noteworthy as many studies have not coded this property
or have not used materials where state information could be
readily encoded (although see Parker & Heller, 2019).
Further, older adults were more likely to use modifier types
in our "other" category, consistent with previous findings
(Saryazdi, Bannon, et al., 2019). We also found differences
in the incidence of subtypes in this category. For example,
younger adults never used gendered modifiers (e.g., "lady's
purse"), but older adults did (see also Saryazdi, Bannon, et
al., 2019). This may be because gendered distinctions in
clothes and other categories may not be salient to younger
adults.
In summary, the present study reveals that
overspecification occurs spontaneously in human-robot
communication, similar to patterns observed in humanhuman communication. This is noteworthy because the
factors argued to make overspecification "rational" or
"cooperative" hinge on a speaker's beliefs about their
addressee's perceptual abilities and tendency to interpret
spoken language incrementally. These are beliefs that might
not be spontaneously extended to a robot listener. However,
the current results suggest participants do implicitly ascribe
these attributes to the robot. We also found age-related
differences in the rate and nature of overspecification, which
may reflect younger and older adults' different approaches to
being "cooperative" in the communicative task. Additional
research is needed to pinpoint the nature of these differences,
which may be important for the design and development of
tailored language interfaces for advanced technologies.
Together with studies of human-human communication, the
current results highlight the ways in which the production of
redundant descriptions depends on the age of the speaker and
the distinct nature of the visually-situated environment.
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Abstract
Colexification, or the expression of multiple concepts by the
same word, is ubiquitous in language. Colexifications may
appear rule-like, as when an artifact is used for an activity
(repair the shower/take a shower), or similarity-based (child
refers to both “young person” and “descendant”). We investigate whether these two modes of generalization (rules and
similarity) reflect how people structure new meanings. We
propose computational models based on rules, similarity, and
a hybrid of the two, and correlate model predictions to human behavior—in a novel task, participants generalized labels
across colexified meanings. We found that a model using similarity correlated much better with human behavior than rules,
and that the similarity model was significantly outperformed
by a hybrid model of the two mechanisms. However, the difference between similarity and hybrid was modest, suggesting
that a framework which combines rules and similarity largely
relies on similarity-based generalization to characterize human
expectations about colexification.
Keywords: colexification; semantics; Bayesian modeling;
polysemy; generalization; natural language processing

Introduction
English speakers can use the name of a species to refer to the
animal’s meat (she fed the fish/she ate fish). But speakers also
face uncertainty: the meat of a cow is instead called steak.
If offered the meat of a zebra at a restaurant, it is unclear
whether an English speaker should apply a label for a similar
concept, referring to it as steak, or follow the animal-for-meat
rule, calling the meat zebra. Though this example is novel, a
plurality of familiar concepts are colexified, sharing a word
label with at least one other concept (Zipf, 1945). Like the
multiple meanings of fish and shower, most colexified words
name related or polysemous meanings (Bréal, 1897; Navigli & Ponzetto, 2012; Durkin & Manning, 1989; Schmitt &
McCarthy, 1997; Rodd, Gaskell, & Marslen-Wilson, 2002),
while a relatively low proportion of colexified meanings are
unrelated or homonymous (Dautriche, 2015); for instance,
flying bats and baseball bats share only a common label.
What underlies the relationships between multiple meanings
in the minds of language users?
Though polysemous meanings are related, they do not generally lend themselves to a single definition—instead, they
require learners to somehow form a complex category or relationship from input in their language (Wittgenstein, 1953).
A quick examination of cross-linguistic differences confirms
that there are a multitude of cases of polysemy that are not
universal (Fillmore & Langėndoen, 1971; François, 2008;
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Rzymski et al., 2020). For example, English’s straight,
French’s droit, and Persian’s rost can all be used to mean
both “rectilinear” and “honest” (e.g., straight talk). This semantic extension from “rectilinear” to “honest” is motivated
by a general metaphorical relationship between speaking directly and speaking honestly, but not all languages use the
same word to mean both “straight” and “honest” (e.g. Spanish), so this is something that English, French, and Persian
speakers must learn. English additionally uses straight to
mean, “undiluted” and “heterosexual”, while neither French
nor Spanish do (François, 2008). This idiosyncrasy across
languages has been used as evidence that individuals must in
fact learn the extensions of their language as a set of conventions, and that new senses in a language may be learned
on the basis of any semantic relationship between concepts
(Murphy, 2004; Lehrer, 1990).
Nonetheless, past research has looked for general rules
or patterns which might be used to predict colexifications.
On these accounts, multiple meanings are learned and represented when a general rule or pattern is applied to an existing
meaning (Fauconnier, 1994; Nunberg, 1979), and these patterns are predicted to reappear across languages (Copestake
& Briscoe, 1995; Lakoff & Johnson, 2008; Ostler & Atkins,
1991; Pustejovsky, 1998). Cross-linguistic work tested 14
languages for instances of 27 English patterns of polysemy
(such as “animal-for-meat”) (Srinivasan & Rabagliati, 2015).
Multilingual English speakers were presented with with a single example of a rule and asked to come up with further examples in their non-English language. In every language surveyed, there was at least some vocabulary which followed
the English extension rules tested. However, there was also
considerable variation in which particular vocabulary items
the rule could apply to. For example, while English can be
said to have a “material-for-artifact” relationship (e.g. the
material glass, a drinking glass), other languages may apply this relationship to other materials instead. Another study
found that English speakers’ acceptance of artificial, Englishbased colexifications was better predicted by rules than similarity (Rabagliati, Marcus, & Pylkkänen, 2010), but did not
test the two mechanisms in tandem. And, as both of these
studies investigated how speakers familiar with English extensions rated English (or English-like) colexifications, they
could have relied on non-rule structures learned from experience, it is not clear if these participants would have learned

naturalistic colexifications via rules.
Other evidence suggests a role for semantic similarity in
colexification (Wittgenstein, 1953). One historical study predicted meaning change across time in English, finding that
similarity played a strong role in predicting which sense
a word acquired (Ramiro, Srinivasan, Malt, & Xu, 2018).
This work used a nearest-neighbor chaining algorithm over
Word2Vec embeddings to predict the emergence of new, polysemous meanings for an existing form at later timepoints.
However, this work did not contrast results with a rule-based
account, and predicted historical change for English rather
than directly testing human performance with colexifications.
This is relevant because historical change may face pressures
from many other sources such as environment, geography,
colonialism and other language contact (Thompson, Roberts,
& Lupyan, 2020; Gordon, 2004; Wiseman, 2015; Kirby et
al., 2016), making it difficult to use historical change to draw
conclusions about the role of similarity in the minds of language users. Similar work has focused on the importance
of semantic relatedness in colexification across languages
(Xu, Duong, Malt, Jiang, & Srinivasan, 2020; Youn et al.,
2016). These approaches predict attested word extensions
across many languages, finding that more similar concepts
are more likely to share a label. We build on this work by
investigating rule-based polysemy, which was not previously
tested, and exploring novel word learning. Rather than predicting crosslinguistic variation, we ask a distinct question:
When presented with novel word meanings, to what extent
do learners rely on expectations from productive, rule-based
extensions vs. semantic similarity?
Because language is rife with colexifications between concepts, the present work aims to determine the role of two candidate mechanisms in the human mind. We test whether rulebased generalizations predict how learners expect concepts to
colexify, e.g. a rule would predict that learners would expect the concepts “foot” and “leg” are likely to colexify because they follow a part-for-whole pattern. We also investigate the contrasting proposal: that similarity predicts expectations about colexification (e.g. the concepts “float” and
“swim” are likely to colexify because their semantic similarity is high). We suggest a third possibility: that humans
simultaneously use both rules and similarity in structuring
word meanings. Past work has used Bayesian modeling to
compare rule and similarity-based learning in the domain of
numerical concepts (Tenenbaum, 2000). The Bayesian modeling approach is well-suited to investigating these questions,
as it offers a mechanism-agnostic approach to formalizing
multiple kinds of hypotheses, such as numerical and semantic similarity, as well as rule or pattern-based structures. In
this vein, we propose and evaluate three Bayesian models of
colexification: one based in rules gathered from extant literature, one based in similarity as measured through word
embeddings, and a hybrid rule-and-similarity model which
generates predictions from a mixture of the two lone models.
Based on past literature on concept learning, we predict that
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the hybrid model will correlate best with human expectations
for colexifications in natural language.
To test this prediction, we asked adult, English-speaking
participants to rate the probability of pairs of concepts being expressed by the same label in another language. The
concept pairs were selected to be commonly attested colexifications in a database of over 3K languages, but novel to
our English-speaking participants. We then correlated the
human ratings to the three models’ predictions. Critically,
the participants’ and models’ ratings depend on the prior distribution of both rule-based and similarity-based colexifications in their experience.Therefore, the task was preceded by
a warm-up phase, in which participants were exposed to a set
of frequent colexifications from outside their language (randomly sampled without replacement from the full set used
in the main task), so that the participants’ prior expectations
could be aligned with the models’ priors.
Table 1: Examples of hypotheses from English as well as our
task (non-English colexifications).
Hypothesis type
Animal-for-meat
(rule)
Metaphor
(rule)

Cause and Effect
(rule)

Part-for-whole
(rule)

Similarity

Example
feed a chicken, eat chicken
[English]
wear a crown, the Crown
[English]
voice, word
[other languages, task item]
move quickly, fast
[other languages, task item]
drop, fall
[other languages, task item]
walk down Wall Street,
Wall Street panicked
[English]
hand, arm
[other languages, task item]
old (aged), old (expired)
[English]
float, swim
[other languages, task item]
learn, study
[other languages, task item]
grandson, nephew
[other languages, task item]

Experiment
Method
Participants Adults (n = 60) were recruited from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk via CloudResearch (Litman, Robinson, & Abberbock, 2017) and compensated $1.20 to perform
100 ratings, preceded by the priors warm-up phase which exposed them to 70 other colexifications. 100% of participants

who completed the task were approved for payment and no
data were excluded.
Stimuli We obtained natural language colexifications from
the Database of Cross-Linguistic Colexifications (CLICS), an
inventory of 2,919 concepts 3,156 languages across 20 different language families (Rzymski et al., 2020). Because
our intent was to test how English speakers structured novel
colexifications, we extracted the 300 most frequently colexified meanings across languages, excluding any which also
occurred in English using the CLICS colexification set for
English. However, the English colexification set did not span
the full list of concepts, so a coder reviewed and removed
an additional 55 colexifications from the top 300 which were
identified as attested in English, leaving 245 pairs of novel
colexified concept pairs. From this set, we randomly selected
70 colexifications to use as exposure items in the warm-up
phase which was run to match the participants’ prior experience to the model. The remaining 175 were used for the main
task. In order to estimate how participants rated both attested
and non-attested colexifications, an additional 175 pairs were
created by scrambling the 175 attested.
In order to determine which type of hypothesis the colexified pairs corresponded to, two coders were trained to recognize rule-based extensions based on past literature (Lakoff
& Johnson, 2008; Smith, Jones, Landau, Gershkoff-Stowe, &
Samuelson, 2002) and coded each pair of colexified concepts
used in the experiment. Whenever a pair did not correspond
to one of the 32 rules, it was categorized as a similarity-based
colexification.
Procedure The study consisted of two phases. First, in the
priors exposure phase, participants were shown a randomlyselected set of 70 colexifications in order to align their experience in the task with the basis for the models’ priors. Participants were shown two concepts from a colexification (such
as “leg” and “foot”) and told that a foreign language uses the
same word to express both concepts. On the next page, they
were prompted with one of the concepts from the colexification they were just exposed to (“foot”) and asked to select
the corresponding concept (“leg”) from among two distractors and could not proceed to the next exposure until they
correctly identified the target concept.
In the main phase of the task, participants were exposed
to a randomly-selected 100 items, 1 per page, and prompted
to rate the item’s probability, e.g. “How likely do you think
it is that a foreign language would use the same word to express the concept LEG(noun) and the concept FOOT(noun)?”
Participants then selected a value from 0 to 100 on a slider,
and this rating was compared with model predictions for each
item.

(see Experiment). Next, we tested a similarity model with
two methods for measuring similarity: cosine similarity between the two colexified concepts’ word embeddings from
Sentence-BERT, a state-of-the-art transformer model of language (Reimers & Gurevych, 2019), and cosine similarity between the concepts’ Word2Vec embeddings (Mikolov, Chen,
Corrado, & Dean, 2013), which relies on a much simpler algorithm and less training. This was done in order to determine that the similarity models’ performance was consistent,
independent of the quality of the word embeddings. Finally,
we present a hybrid model which represents a mixture of both
rule and similarity models, again separately testing this model
using both measures of similarity. We used each model to
generate a prediction for the probability that two meanings
would be colexified, and this was compared to human predictions for the same pair of meanings from the Experiment.

Rule-only model
Each colexification used in the experiment was coded for
which hypothesis type (rule or similarity) it corresponded to,
and in the case of a rule-type colexification, which particular
rule hypothesis (see Table 1). Model predictions (the product of the prior and likelihood for each data point) were then
compared with z-scored human ratings from the Experiment.
Formally, the hypothesis space H = {h1 , h2 , . . . , hN }, consisted of N rules, each represented as the set of valid colexifications under the rule (determined by trained coders; see Experiment). Rules were constructed from from N = 32 extensions believed to be productive and general across languages
in past work (see Table 1 for examples).
The prior probability p(hi ) was defined as the proportion
of colexifications that adhered to each rule hi from a priors
dataset. We obtained this using the same subset of 70 items
which were randomly selected for the priors exposure task in
the Experiment, which were coded for which hypothesis best
characterized the relationship between their two concepts
(calculating the relative frequency of each rule and normalizing their probability). In the hybrid model, a hierarchical
prior was used for rule hypotheses by calculating the relative
frequency of rule-type hypotheses to similarity hypotheses
in this set. The likelihood function was binary, based on
whether or not the example followed a rule and given by:
(
1 if C is consistent with hi
P(C|hi ) =
(1)
0 otherwise
where a colexification C is an unordered pair C = C1 ,C2 of
meanings.
Given this prior and likelihood, the probability that a colexification would occur under any rule is given by:
n

Models

p(C|R) = ∑ p(C|hi )p(hi ).

We compare three types of Bayesian models. First, we propose a rule-based model which uses productive patterns of
colexification which have been identified in past research

In the rule-only model, p(C|R) = 1 (as the hypothesis space
consists of rules only), but it captures the degree that a colexification is supported by rules in the hybrid model.

(2)

i=1
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Similarity-only model
The similarity-based model consists of a single hypothesis
that expresses the probability that two concepts would be
colexified based on their semantic similarity, and its prior was
therefore set to 1. The likelihood of a colexification under the
similarity rule is given by:
P(C|S) =

1
1 + e−(β0 +β1 Sim(C1 ,C2 ))

.

(3)

This likelihood consists of a softmaxed linear model over
similarity between concepts. The Sim function was computed via cosine similarity between the embeddings of C1 and
C2 , obtained using Sentence-BERT pretrained embeddings
(Reimers & Gurevych, 2019) in one version of the model and
Word2Vec pretrained embeddings in another (Mikolov et al.,
2013). The final softmaxed linear model was obtained by fitting a logistic regression fit to the full set of colexifications
used in the task via Ordinary Least Squares.

Hybrid rule-and-similarity model
Our main model combines predictions from both similarity
and rule models described above, using a mixture given by:
p(C) = p(C|R)p(R) + P(C|S)p(S)

(4)

where p(R) and p(S) were scaled so that p(R) + p(S) = 1
using the distribution from the stimuli presented in the prior
exposure phase (see Experiment), leading to p(R) = 0.57 and
p(S) = 0.43.

Results
We correlated model predictions for each pair of concepts
with z-scored human predictions for that item. Though all
models showed some evidence of predicting human behavior (see Table 2), the hybrid rule-and-similarity model consistently and significantly outperformed the next-best performing similarity-only model in both versions (z = 3.19, p = 0.001
with S-BERT, z = 2.68, p = 0.01 with Word2Vec). Our prediction, that the hybrid rule-and-similarity model would best
correlate with human judgments, was borne out in the data.
However, panels C and E of figure 1 show quite a few items
which are outside of the hybrid model’s predictions (panels
C and E). For example, the colexification between “dye” and
“paint”, which is attested in many languages, was given quite
high ratings from the participants, but less high predictions
from the similarity model. And, even though the two concepts
follow a productive rule (“same function”), the frequency of
this rule in the prior estimation data set was quite low, meaning that the combinations of low similarity and low rule-based
hierarchical prior generated a much lower prediction from the
model than the probability assigned by participants.
We also found that the similarity-based model correlated
fairly well with human judgments (panels B and D). As in
the hybrid model, there is still a cluster of attested colexification items which neither the model or humans think are
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likely, suggesting that even though similarity offers a gradient prediction, the similarity likelihood function assigns very
low probability to less similar items.
In the top right-hand corner of panels B and D, predictions
from the similarity-based model shows that there is a rather
large cluster of colexifications with high similarity ratings. In
comparison to the hybrid model (panels C and E), this suggests that the hybrid model may have benefitted from the hyperprior scaling down the similarity-only model’s high predictions, introducing more variation and increasing the correlation with human predictions.
The rule model showed the weakest correlation with human performance (panel A). One possible reason for this is
that, because each rule represents a categorical relationship,
a model based in rules is ill-suited to capture the variation in
participants’ finer-grained predictions for each item. A second explanation we considered was that participants may not
have been exposed to examples of each of the rules during
the priors exposure warm-up, since they were only exposed to
70 colexifications. However, every rule type which appeared
in the main task did appear in the prior estimation data, so
participants would have had experience with colexifications
from each rule. Nonetheless, it is possible that the frequency
of these examples was not high enough in the prior phase to
sufficiently reflect the frequency of that rule type in the main
task.
Table 2: Pearson’s correlations between human and model
predictions
Model type
Rule-only model
Similarity-only model
(w/Sentence-BERT embeddings)
Similarity-only model
(w/Word2Vec embeddings)
Hybrid rule-and-similarity model
(w/Sentence-BERT embeddings)
Hybrid rule-and-similarity model
(w/Word2Vec embeddings)

Correlation
0.45
0.72
0.75
0.75
0.79

As described in the Models section, we ran both the hybrid and similarity-only models using Word2Vec embeddings
as well as Sentence-BERT. This was done to test the possibility that the similarity model’s results were not dependent
on the state-of-the-art transformer architecture or extensive
training used to create the S-BERT embeddings. However,
we found the same pattern of results with Word2Vec as with
S-BERT (see Table 2). In fact, the correlations between humans and the hybrid rule-and-similarity model as well as the
similarity-only model were higher for Word2Vec, suggesting
that the superior performance of models which use similarity
are not entirely dependent on the sophistication of the similarity measure. It is, however, not intuitive that embeddings
from a simpler model with less training such as Word2Vec

Figure 1: A: rule-only model weakly predicts variation in human responses. B: similarity-only model using Sentence-BERT
embeddings performs noticeably better. C: a mixture of rules and similarity using Sentence-BERT embeddings correlates even
better than similarity alone with the same embeddings. D & E show the same similarity-only and hybrid models, instead using
Word2Vec embeddings, which had the same pattern of results (hybrid model > similarity-only).
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should deliver superior results. One possible explanation is
that these pre-trained vectors were used to create embeddings for the short concepts described in the CLICS database,
which often did not exceed a single word in length. And while
Sentence-BERT was trained to build representations for entire sentences, Word2Vec was trained to build representations
for words, which are overwhelmingly the semantic unit in our
task, rather than phrases or sentences.

Discussion
The present study investigated mechanisms which underlie
the human ability to share labels across meanings. Specifically, we formalized a label-generalization task as Bayesian
inference over hypotheses based in semantic similarity, hypotheses based in rules, and a mixture of the two. We collected behavioral data from 60 English-speaking participants,
asking them to rate the probability of novel colexifications
based in attested language data. We found that the hybrid
model, which combined predictions from both rule-based and
similarity-based hypotheses, outperformed each lone model.
Additionally, though the hybrid model’s correlation with human predictions was significantly higher than the similarityonly model, the similarity-only model’s correlation was almost as high. The rule-based model correlated worst with
human judgments.
To represent each concept in the similarity model, we used
word embeddings, which are models trained on large text corpora, and then calculated distance between the colexified concepts in this semantic space. The ability of these corpus-based
semantic representations to capture human predictions might
suggest that at least one of the possible structures underlying
colexifications can be learned. Of course, the sheer amount
of training required in these embeddings far exceeds what individual learners experience. Critically, however, we tested
our models with two different kinds of word embeddings, and
found that our similarity and hybrid models correlate just as
well when trained on significantly less data with a much simpler algorithm.
A possible explanation for the relatively poor performance
of the rule-only model is that our hypothesized rules could
not adequately characterize the colexifications tested, especially because the patterns we included were deliberately selected for their novelty to English speakers. However, past research has found that these rules are attested, in some form, in
each of the 14 languages they tested (Srinivasan & Rabagliati,
2015). Secondly, we expanded our rule set by adding 5 even
more broad and inclusive rule types from additional literature,
such as “metaphor”, “cause-and-effect” and “same function”
(Lakoff & Johnson, 2008). Moreover, participants were exposed to at least one instance of each rule type that appeared
in the main task, during the priors exposure phase. Therefore,
we do not think the best explanation for the rule model’s low
performance is that our candidate rules were insufficient.
Our results leave several interesting questions unaddressed.
It is still possible that novel rule hypotheses could instead
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be learned from the data, rather than simply gathered from
past literature: future work should examine possible systematicity in colexifications outside of English using human
coders and/or machine learning techniques. Additionally, the
present work does not include a systematic analysis of errors of the model, which would improve our understanding
of why the rule approach was so unsuccessful. And, while
we focus on modeling people’s expectations about colexification, past work has investigated attested colexifications across
languages and history (Xu et al., 2020; Ramiro et al., 2018).
Future work can combine these approaches by exploring how
human learning expectations do (or do not) contribute to the
conventionalization of label extensions. Further, recent work
has shown that learners as young as 2 years old are familiar
with the language-specific polysemous colexifications from
their environment (Floyd, Goldberg, & Lew-Williams, 2020),
and children can rapidly learn and retain networks of meaning
which do not follow a single pattern or rule (Floyd & Goldberg, 2020). This ability to flexibly form relationships across
meanings is key, as individuals with a reduced propensity to
generalize across items have been shown to be challenged
by polysemous word learning (Floyd, Jeppsen, & Goldberg,
2020). Therefore, future work should investigate how young
children learn to flexibly generalize using rules and similarity, and how they come to combine generalizations based on
both kinds of mechanisms.
Together, we show the first quantitative modeling evidence that human learners use expectations about colexifications based both in semantic similarity and in rules (such
as the semantic similarity between “cow” and “bison” and
part-for-whole rule relationship between the concepts “leg”
and “foot”). This is consistent with similar findings from
concept learning, which show that human predictions can
reflect a mixture of both kinds of extensions (Tenenbaum,
2000). We build on earlier work in semantics by testing
more than one simultaneous account, going beyond cases
already known to participants, and generating quantifiablytestable predictions which we compare with human performance. Our results can shed light on previous, seemingly
contrasting findings, which have shown evidence for rules
(Srinivasan & Rabagliati, 2015), evidence for rules over similarity (Rabagliati et al., 2010), and as evidence for similaritybased chaining over other category structures (Ramiro et al.,
2018). By using a modeling framework that can simultaneously represent multiple mechanisms, we show that a combination predicts human behavior better than either mechanism
alone.
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Abstract
The integration of behavioral phenomena into mechanistic
models of cognitive function is a fundamental staple of cognitive science. Yet, researchers are beginning to accumulate
increasing amounts of data without having the temporal or
monetary resources to integrate these data into scientific theories. We seek to overcome these limitations by incorporating existing machine learning techniques into an open-source
pipeline for the automated construction of quantitative models.
This pipeline leverages the use of neural architecture search to
automate the discovery of interpretable model architectures,
and automatic differentiation to automate the fitting of model
parameters to data. We evaluate the utility of these methods
based on their ability to recover quantitative models of human
information processing from synthetic data. We find that these
methods are capable of recovering basic quantitative motifs
from models of psychophysics, learning and decision making.
We also highlight weaknesses of this framework and discuss
future directions for their mitigation.
Keywords: autonomous empirical research; computation
graph; continuous relaxation; NAS; DARTS; AutoML

Introduction
The process of developing a mechanistic model of cognition incurs two challenges: (1) identifying the architecture
of the model, i.e. the composition of functions and parameters, and (2) tuning parameters of the model to fit experimental data. While there are various methods for automating
the fitting of parameters, cognitive scientists typically leverage their own expertise and intuitions to identify the architecture of a model—a process that requires substantial human
effort. In machine learning, interest has grown in automating
the construction and parameterization of neural networks to
solve machine learning problems more efficiently (He, Zhao,
& Chu, 2021). This involves the use of neural architecture
search (NAS) for automating the discovery of model architectures (Elsken, Metzen, Hutter, et al., 2019), and the use of automatic differentiation to automate parameter fitting (Paszke
et al., 2017). This combination of methods has led to breakthroughs in the automated construction of neural networks
that are capable of outperforming networks designed by human researchers (e.g. in computer vision: Mendoza, Klein,
Feurer, Springenberg, & Hutter, 2016). In this study, we explore the utility of these methods for constructing quantitative
models of human information processing.
To ease the application of NAS to the discovery of a quantitative model, it is useful to treat quantitative models as neural
networks or, more generally, as computation graphs. In this
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article, we introduce the notion of a computation graph and
describe ways of expressing the architecture of a quantitative
model in terms of a such a graph. We then review the use of
differentiable architecture search (DARTS; Liu, Simonyan, &
Yang, 2018) for searching the space candidate computation
graphs, and introduce an adaptation of this method for discovering quantitative models of human information processing. We evaluate two variants of DARTS—regular DARTS
(Liu et al., 2018) and fair DARTS (Chu, Zhou, Zhang, & Li,
2020)—based on their ability to recover three different models of human cognition from synthetic data, to explain behavioral phenomena in psychophysics, learning and perceptual
decision making. Our results indicate that such algorithms
are capable of recovering computational motifs found in these
models. However, we also discuss further developments
that are needed to expand the scope of models amenable
to DARTS. Reported simulations (https://github.com/
musslick/DARTS-Cognitive-Modeling) are embedded in
a documented open-source framework for autonomous empirical research (www.empiricalresearch.ai) and can be
extended to explore other search methods.

Quantitative Models as Computation Graphs
A broad class of complex mathematical functions—including
the functions expressed by a quantitative model of human information processing—can be formulated as a computation
graph. A computation graph is a collection of nodes that are
connected by directed edges. Each node denotes an expression of a variable, and each outgoing edge corresponds to a
function applied to this variable (cf. Figure 1D). The value
of a node is typically computed by integrating over the result
of every function (edge) feeding to that node. Akin to quantitative models of cognitive function, a computation graph can
take experiment parameters as input (e.g. the brightness of
two visual stimuli), and can transform this input through a
combination of functions (edges) and latent variables (intermediate nodes) to produce observable dependent measures as
output nodes (e.g the probability that a participant is able to
detect the difference in brightness between two stimuli).
The expression of a formula as computation graph can be
illustrated with Weber’s law (Fechner, 1860)—a quantitative
hypothesis that relates the difference between the intensities
of two stimuli to the probability that a participant can detect
this difference. It states that the just noticeable difference

(JND; the difference in intensity that a participant is capable
of detecting in 50% of the trials) amounts to
∆I = c · I

directed edge ei, j is associated with some operation oi, j that
transforms the representation of the preceding node i, and
feeds it to node j. Each intermediate node is computed by
integrating over its transformed predecessors:
X
xj =
oi, j (xi ) .
(3)

(1)

where ∆I is the JND, I corresponds to the intensity of the
baseline stimulus and c is a constant. The probability of detecting the difference between two stimuli, I and I , can then
be formulated as a function of the two stimuli (with I < I ),
P(detected) = σlogistic ((I − I ) − ∆I)

i< j

Every output node is computed by linearly combining all
intermediate nodes projecting to it. The goal of DARTS is
to identify all operations oi, j of the DAG. Following Liu et
al. (2018), we define O = {oi, j , oi, j , . . . , oM
i, j } to be the set of
M candidate operations associated with edge ei, j where every operation om
i, j (xi ) corresponds to some function applied to
xi (e.g. linear, exponential or logistic). DARTS relaxes the
problem of searching over candidate operations by formulating the transformation associated with an edge as a mixture
of all possible operations in O (cf. Figure 1A-B):
X
exp(αoi, j )
· oi, j (x).
(4)
ōi, j (x) =
P
o0
o 0 ∈O exp(αi, j )
o∈O

(2)

where σlogistic is a logistic function. Figure 1D depicts the
argument of σlogistic as a computation graph for c = .. The
graph encompasses two input nodes, one representing x = I
and the other x = I . The intermediate node x expresses
∆I which results from multiplying I with the parameter c =
.. The addition and subtraction of I and I , respectively,
result in their difference (I − I ) and are represented by the
intermediate node x . The linear combination of x and x in
the output node r resembles the argument to σlogistic .
The automated construction of a mathematical hypothesis, like Weber’s law, can be formulated as a search over
the space of all possible computation graphs. Machine learning researchers leverage the notion of computation graphs to
represent the composition of functions performed by a complex artificial neural network (i.e. its architecture), and deploy NAS to search a space of computation graphs. Although
some level of specification of the graph remains with the researcher, NAS relieves the researcher from searching through
these possibilities.

where each operation is weighted by the softmax transformation of its architectural weight αoi, j . Every edge ei, j is assigned a weight vector αi, j of dimension M, containing the
weights of all possible candidate operations for that edge. The
set of all architecture weight vectors α = {αi, j } determines the
architecture of the model. Thus, searching the architecture
amounts to identifying α. The key contribution of DARTS
is that searching α becomes amenable to gradient descent after relaxing the search space to become continuous (Equation
(4)). However, minimizing the loss function of the model
L(w, α) requires finding both α∗ and w∗ —the parameters of
the computation graph.1 Liu et al. (2018) propose to learn α
and w simultaneously using bi-level optimization:

Identifying Computation Graphs
with Neural Architecture Search
NAS refers to a family of methods for automating the discovery of useful neural network architectures. There are a
number of methods to guide this search, such as evolutionary
algorithms, reinforcement learning or Bayesian optimization
(for a recent survey of NAS search strategies, see Elsken et
al., 2019). However, most of these methods are computationally demanding due to the nature of the optimization problem: The search space of candidate computation graphs is
high-dimensional and discrete. To address this problem, Liu
et al. (2018) proposed DARTS which relaxes the search space
to become continuous, making architecture search amenable
to gradient decent. The authors demonstrate that DARTS
can yield useful network architectures for image classification
and language modeling that are on par with architectures designed by human researchers. In this work, we assess whether
variants of DARTS can be adopted to automate the discovery
of interpretable quantitative models to explain human information processing.

min Lval (w∗ (α), α)
α

s.t. w∗ (α) = argminLtrain (w, α).

(5)

w

That is, one can obtain α∗ through gradient descent, by
iterating through the following steps:
1. Obtain the optimal set of weights w∗ for the current architecture α by minimizing the training loss Ltrain (w, α).
2. Update the architecture α (cf. Figure 1C) by following the
gradient of the validation loss ∇Lval (w∗ , α).
Once α∗ is found, one can obtain the final architecture by
replacing ōi, j with the operation that has the highest architectural weight, i.e. oi, j ← argmaxo α∗o
i, j (Figure 1D).

Fair DARTS

Regular DARTS
Regular DARTS treats the architecture of a neural network
as a directed acyclic computation graph (DAG), containing
N nodes in sequential order (Figure 1). Each node xi corresponds to a latent representation of the input space. Each
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One of the core premises of regular DARTS is that different
candidate operations compete with one another in determining the transformation applied by an edge. This results from
1 This

includes the parameters of each candidate operation om
i, j .
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bi-level optimization, and used to sample the final architecture of the computation graph, as shown in (D).

the softmax function in Equation (4): Increasing the architectural weight αoi, j of operation o suppresses the contribution of
other operations o 0 6= o. As a consequence, regular DARTS is
biased to prefer operations that yield larger gradients (e.g. an
exponential function) over operations with smaller gradients
(e.g. a logistic function). To address this problem, Chu et al.
(2020) propose to replace the softmax function in Equation
(4) with a sigmoid function such as the logistic function,
ōi, j (x) =

X
o∈O


· oi, j (x).
 + exp(−αoi, j )

(6)

This introduces a cooperative (“fair”) mechanism for determining the transformation of an edge, allowing each operation to contribute in a manner that is independent from the
architectural weights of other operations. To facilitate discrete encodings of the architecture, Chu et al. (2020) introduce a supplementary loss L− that forces the sigmoid value
of architectural weights toward one or zero:

N 

X
− .
L− = −w−
N
 + exp(−αl )

and seek to automate the discovery of model architectures by
differentiating through the space of operations in the underlying computation graph. To map computation graphs onto
quantitative models of cognitive function, we separate the
nodes of the computation graph into input nodes, intermediate nodes and output nodes. Every input node corresponds to
a different independent variable (e.g. the brightness of a stimulus) and every output node corresponds to a different dependent variable (e.g. the probability of detecting the stimulus).
Intermediate nodes represent latent variables of the model and
are computed according to Equation (3), by applying an operation to every predecessor of the node and by integrating
over all transformed predecessors.2 For the simulation experiments reported below, we consider eight candidate operations which are summarized in Table 1, including a “zero”
operation to indicate the lack of a connection between nodes.
Similar to Liu et al. (2018), we compute every output node r j
by linearly combining all intermediate nodes:
rj =

where N corresponds to the total number of architectural
weights and w− determines the contribution of L− to the
total loss. Here, we set w− = .
Adapting DARTS for Autonomous Cognitive Modeling
We adopt the framework from Liu et al. (2018) by representing quantitative models of information processing as DAGs,
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vi, j xi

(8)

i=S+

where vi, j ∈ w is a trainable weight projecting from intermediate node xi to the output node r j , S corresponds to the
number of input nodes and K to the number of intermediate
nodes. We seek to identify simple scientific models that—
unlike complex neural networks—must be parsable by human researchers. To warrant interpretability of the model, we
constrain all nodes to be scalar variables, i.e. xi , r j ∈ R× .
Our goal is to identify a computation graph that can predict each dependent variable from all independent variables.
Thus, we seek to minimize, for every dependent variable j,
the discrepancy between every output of the model r j and the
observed data t j . This discrepancy can be formulated as a
mean squared error (MSE), LMSE (r j ,t j | w, α), that is contingent on both the architecture α and the parameters in w. In
addition, we seek to minimize the complexity of the model,
XXX
Lcomplexity = γ
p(om
(9)
i, j )
i

j

m

where p(om
i, j ) corresponds to the complexity of a candidate operation, amounting to one plus the number of trainable
parameters (see Table 1), and γ scales the degree to which
complexity is penalized. Following the objective in Equation (5), we seek to minimize the total loss, Ltotal (w, α) =
LMSE (r j ,t j | w, α) + Lcomplexity , by simultaneously finding α∗
and w∗ , using gradient descent.3

Experiments and Results

(7)

l

K+S
X

Identifying the architecture of a quantitative model is an ambitious task. Consider the challenge of constructing a DAG
to explain the relationship between three independent variables and one dependent variable, with only two latent variables. Assuming a set of eight candidate operations per edge
2 Predecessors
3 Fair

include both input and intermediate nodes.
DARTS adds L− (Equation 7) to the total loss.

Table 1: Search space of candidate operations o(x) ∈ O and
their complexity p(o). Note that parameters a, b ∈ w are fitted
separately for every om
i, j .
Description
zero
addition
subtraction
multiplication
linear function
exponential function
rectified linear function
logistic function

o(x)
+x
−x
a·x
a·x+b
exp(a · x + b)
ReLU(x)
σlogistic (x)

p(o)
0
1
1
2
3
3
1
1

Table 2: Summary of test cases, stating the reference to the respective equation (Eqn.), the number of independent variables
(IVs), the number of dependent variables (DVs), the number
of free parameters (|Θ|), as well as distinct operations (o∗ ).
Test Case
Weber’s Law
Exp. Learning
LCA

for a total number of seven edges, there are  possible architectures to explore and endless ways to parameterize the
chosen architecture. Adding one more latent variable to the
model would expand the search space to  possible architectures. DARTS offers one way of automating this search.
However, before applying DARTS to explain human data, it is
worth assessing whether this method is capable of recovering
computational motifs from a known ground truth. Therefore,
we seek to evaluate whether DARTS can recover established
quantitative models of human cognition from synthetic data.
As detailed below, we assess the performance of two variants of DARTS—regular DARTS and fair DARTS—in recovering three distinct computational motifs in cognitive psychology (see Test Cases). For each test case, we vary the
number of intermediate nodes k ∈ {, , } and the complexity penalty y ∈ {, ., ., ., .} across architecture
searches, and initialize each search with ten different seeds.
When evaluating instantiations of NAS, it is important to
compare their performance against baselines (Lindauer &
Hutter, 2020). In many cases, random search can yield results that are comparable to more sophisticated NAS (Li &
Talwalkar, 2020; Xie, Kirillov, Girshick, & He, 2019). Thus,
we seek to compare the average performance of each search
condition against random search. To enable a fair comparison, we allow random search to sample and evaluate architectures without replacement for the same amount of time it
took either regular DARTS or fair DARTS (whichever took
more time). Finally, we used the same training and evaluation procedure across all search methods.

Training and Evaluation Procedure
For each test case, we used 40% of the generated data set
to compute the training loss, and 10% to compute the validation loss, to optimize the objective stated in Equation (5).
We evaluated the performance of the architecture search on
the remaining 50% of the data set (test set). Experiment sequences for each data set were generated with SweetPea—a
programming language for automating experimental design
(Musslick, Cherkaev, et al., 2020).
For each test case and each search condition, we optimized
the architecture according to Equation (5), using stochastic gradient descent (SGD). To identify w∗ , we optimized w
for the selected training set over  epochs with a cosine
annealing schedule (initial learning rate = ., minimum
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Eqn.
(2)
(10)
(12)

IVs
2
3
3

DVs
1
1
1

|Θ|
1
1
3

o∗
subtraction
exponential
rectified linear

learning rate  × − ), momentum . and weight decay
 × − . Following Liu et al. (2018), we initialize architecture variables to be zero. For a given w∗ , we optimized α
for the validation set over  epochs using Adam (Kingma
& Ba, 2014), with initial learning rate  × − , momentum
β = (., .) and weight decay  × − .
After training w and α, we sampled the final architecture
by selecting operations with the highest architectural weights.
Finally, we trained 5 random initializations of each sampled architecture on the training set for 1000 epochs using
SGD with a cosine annealing schedule (initial learning rate
= ., minimum learning rate  × − ). All parameters
were selected based on recoveries of out-of-sample test cases.
We used the same parameters across all search methods (regular DARTS, fair DARTS and random search). All experiments were run on a 4 rack Intel cluster computer (2.5 GHz
Ivybridge; 20 cores per node); each search condition was performed on a single node, allowing for 8GB memory.

Test Cases
All test cases are summarized in Table 2. Here, we report the
results for three different psychological models as test cases
for DARTS. While these models appear fairly simple, they are
based on common computational motifs in cognitive psychology, and serve as a proof of concept for uncovering potential
weaknesses of DARTS. Below, we describe each computational model in greater detail.
Case 1: Weber’s Law Weber’s law is a quantitative hypothesis from psychophysics relating the difference in intensity of two stimuli (e.g. their brightness) to the probability
that a participant can detect the difference. Here, we adopt
the formal description of Weber’s law with c =  from Equation (2) (see Quantitative Models as Computation Graphs for
a detailed description). We consider the two stimulus intensities, I and I as the independent variables of the model,
and P(detected) as the dependent variable. The generated
data set (for computing Lval , Ltrain and Ltest ) is synthesized
based on 20 evenly spaced samples from the interval [, ]
for I, and by computing P(detected) for all valid crossings
between I and I , with I ≤ I . Since we seek to explain a
single probability, we apply a sigmoid function to the output
of each generated computation graph.
Case 2: Exponential Learning The exponential learning
equation is one of the standard equations to explain the improvement on a task with practice (Thurstone, 1919; Heathcote, Brown, & Mewhort, 2000). It explains the performance

on a task Pn as follows:
Pn = P∞ − (P∞ − P ) · e−ε·t

AA

B

C

(10)

where t corresponds to the number of practice trials, ε
is a learning rate, P corresponds to the initial performance
on a task and P∞ to the final performance for t → ∞. We
treat t, P and P∞ as independent variables of the model and
Pn as a real-valued dependent variable. To avoid numerical
instabilities based on large inputs, we constrain  ≤ t ≤ ,
 ≤ P ≤ . and . ≤ P∞ ≤  and set ε = . We generate
the synthesized data set by drawing eight evenly-spaced samples for each independent variable, generating a full crossing
between these samples, and by computing Pn for each condition. The purpose of this test case is to highlight a potential weakness of DARTS: Intermediate nodes cannot represent non-linear interactions between input variables—as it is
the case in Equation (10)—due to the additive integration of
their inputs. Thus, DARTS must identify alternative expressions to approximate Equation (10).
Case 3: Leaky Competing Accumulator To model the dynamics of perceptual decision making, Usher and McClelland
(2001) introduced the leaky, competing accumulator (LCA).
Every unit xi of the model represents a different choice in a
decision making task. The activity of these units is used to
determine the selected choice of an agent. The activity dynamics are determined by the non-linear equation (without
consideration of noise):
X
dt
(11)
dxi = [ρi − λxi + µ f (xi ) − β
f (x j )]
τ
j6=i

where ρi is an external input provided to unit xi , λ is the
decay rate of xi , µ is the recurrent excitation weight of xi , β
is the inhibition weight between units, τ is a rate constant and
f (xi ) is a rectified linear activation function. Here, we seek
to recover the dynamics of an LCA with three units, using the
following (typical) parameterization: λ = ., µ = ., β =
. and τ = . In addition, we assume that all units receive no
external input ρi = . This results in the simplified equation:
X
dxi = [−.xi + . f (xi ) − .
f (x j )]dt
(12)
j6=i

We treat units x , x , x as independent variables (− ≤ xi ≤
) and dx as the dependent variable for a given time step dt.
We generate data from the model by drawing eight evenlyspaced samples for each xi , generating the full crossing between these, and computing dx for each condition.

Results
Figures 2, 3 and 4 summarize the search results for each test
case. The ground truth in each test case is generally best
recovered with regular DARTS, using 3 intermediate nodes
and no parameter penalty although the best fitting architecture
may result from different parameters.4 Both regular and fair
DARTS can achieve higher performance than random search,
4 Note that we expect no relationship between γ and the validation
loss for random search, as random search is unaffected by γ.
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Figure 2: Architecture search results for Weber’s law.
(A, B, C) The mean test loss as a function of the number of
intermediate nodes (k) and penalty on model complexity (γ)
for architectures obtained through (A) regular DARTS, (B)
fair DARTS and (C) random search. Vertical bars indicate the
standard error of the mean (SEM) across seeds. The star designates the test loss of the best-fitting architecture obtained
through regular DARTS, depicted in (D). (E) Psychometric
function for different baseline intensities, generated by the
original model and the recovered architecture shown in (D).
at least for k = . Below, we examine the best-fitting architectures of regular DARTS for each test case—determined by the
lowest validation loss—which are generally capable of recovering distinct operations used by the data generating model.
Case 1: Weber’s Law The best fitting architecture (k = )
for Weber’s law (Figure 2D) can be summarized as follows:
P(detected) = σlogistic (. · I − . · I − .)

(13)

and resembles a simplification of the ground truth model
in Equation (2): σlogistic (I −  · I )), recovering the computational motif of the difference between the two input variables,
as well as the role of I as a bias term. The architecture can
also reproduce psychometric functions generated by the original model (Figure 2E). However, the recovery of Weber’s
law should be merely considered a sanity check given that the
data generating model could be recovered with much simpler
methods, such as logistic regression. This is reflected in the
decent performance of random search.
Case 2: Exponential Learning One of the core features
of this test case is the exponential relationship between task
performance and the number of trials. Note that we do not
expect DARTS to fully recover Equation (10) as it is—by
design—incapable of representing the non-linear interaction
of (P∞ − P ) and e−ε·t . Nevertheless, regular DARTS recovers the exponential relationship between the number of trials
t and performance Pn for k =  (Figure 3D). However, the
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Figure 3: Architecture search results for exponential
learning. (A, B, C) The mean test loss as a function of
the number of intermediate nodes (k) and penalty on model
complexity (γ) for architectures obtained through (A) regular
DARTS, (B), fair DARTS and (C) random search. Vertical
bars indicate the SEM across seeds. The star designates the
test loss of the best-fitting architecture obtained through regular DARTS, shown in (D). (E) The learning curves generated
by the original model and the recovered architecture in (D).
best-fitting architecture relies on a number of other transformations to compute Pn based on its independent variables,
and fails to fully recover learning curves of the original model
(Figure 3E). In the General Discussion, we examine ways of
mitigating this issue.
Case 3: Leaky Competing Accumulator The best-fitting
architecture, here shown for k =  (Figure 4D), bears remarkable resemblance to the original model (cf. Equation (12)),
dxi = [. − . · x − .

X

ReLU(xi )]dt

(14)

j6=i

in that it recovers the rectified linear activation function
imposed on the two units competing with x , as well as the
corresponding inhibitory weight . ≈ β = .. Yet, the recovered model misses to apply this function to unit xi . However, the latter is not surprising given that the LCA has been
reported to not be fully recoverable, partly because its parameters trade off against each other (Miletić, Turner, Forstmann,
& van Maanen, 2017). The generated dynamics are nevertheless capable of approximating the behavior of the original
model (Figure 4E).

General Discussion and Conclusion
Empirical scientists are challenged with integrating an increasingly large number of experimental phenomena into
quantitative models of cognitive function. In this article, we
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Figure 4: Architecture search results for LCA. (A, B, C)
The mean test loss as a function of the number of intermediate
nodes (k) and penalty on model complexity (γ) for architectures obtained through (A) regular DARTS, (B) fair DARTS
and (C) random search. Vertical bars indicate the SEM across
seeds. The star designates the test loss of the best-fitting architecture for regular DARTS (k = ), depicted in (D). (E)
Dynamics of each decision unit simulated with the original
model and the best architecture shown in (D), using the same
initial condition at t = .
introduced and evaluated a method for recovering quantitative models of cognition using DARTS. The proposed method
treats quantitative models as DAGs, and leverages continuous
relaxation of the architectural search space to identify candidate models using gradient descent. We evaluated the performance of two variants of this method, regular DARTS (Liu et
al., 2018) and fair DARTS (Chu et al., 2020), based on their
ability to recover three different quantitative models of human
cognition from synthetic data. Our results show that these
implementations of DARTS have an advantage over random
search, and are capable of recovering computational motifs
from quantitative models of human information processing,
such as the difference operation in Weber’s law or the rectified linear activation function in the LCA. While the initial
results reported here seem promising, there are a number of
limitations worth addressing in future work.
All limitations of DARTS pertain to its assumptions, most
of which limit the scope of discoverable models. First, not
all quantitative models can be represented as a DAG, such as
ones that require independent variables to be combined in a
multiplicative fashion (see Test Case 2). Solving this problem
may require expanding the search space to include different
integration functions performed on every node.5 Symbolic
5 Another solution would be to linearize the data or to operate in
logarithmic space. However, the former might hamper interpretabil-

regression algorithms provide another solution to this problem, by recursively identifying modularity of the underlying
computation graph, such as multiplicative separability or simple symmetry (Udrescu et al., 2020). Second, some operations may have an unfair advantage over others when trained
via gradient descent, e.g. if their gradients are larger. This
problem can be circumvented with non-gradient based architecture search algorithms, such as evolutionary algorithms or
reinforcement learning. Finally, the performance of DARTS
is contingent on a number of training and evaluation parameters, as is the case for other NAS algorithms. Future work
is needed to evaluate DARTS for a larger space of parameters, in addition to the number of intermediate nodes and
the penalty on model complexity as explored in this study.
However, despite all these limitations, DARTS may provide
a first step toward automating the construction of complex
quantitative models based on interpretable linear and nonlinear expressions, including connectionist models of cognition (McClelland & Rumelhart, 1986; Rogers & McClelland,
2004; Musslick, Saxe, Hoskin, Reichman, & Cohen, 2020).
In this study, we consider a small number of test cases to
evaluate the performance of DARTS. While these test cases
present useful proofs of concept, we encourage the rigorous evaluation of this method based on more complex quantitative models of cognitive function. To enable such explorations, we provide open access to a documented implementation of the evaluation pipeline described in this article
(www.empiricalresearch.ai). This pipeline is part of a
Python toolbox for autonomous empirical research, and allows for the user-friendly integration and evaluation of other
search methods and test cases. As such, the repository includes additional test cases (e.g. models of controlled processing) that we could not include in this article due to
space constraints. We invite interested researchers to evaluate
DARTS based on other computational models, and to utilize
this method for the automated discovery of quantitative models of human information processing.
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Abstract
Modern machine learning models for computer vision exceed
humans in accuracy on specific visual recognition tasks, notably on datasets like ImageNet. However, high accuracy can
be achieved in many ways. The particular decision function
found by a machine learning system is determined not only by
the data to which the system is exposed, but also the inductive
biases of the model, which are typically harder to characterize.
In this work, we follow a recent trend of in-depth behavioral
analyses of neural network models that go beyond accuracy
as an evaluation metric by looking at patterns of errors. Our
focus is on comparing a suite of standard Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) and a recently-proposed attention-based
network, the Vision Transformer (ViT), which relaxes the
translation-invariance constraint of CNNs and therefore represents a model with a weaker set of inductive biases. Attentionbased networks have previously been shown to achieve higher
accuracy than CNNs on vision tasks, and we demonstrate, using new metrics for examining error consistency with more
granularity, that their errors are also more consistent with those
of humans. These results have implications both for building
more human-like vision models, as well as for understanding
visual object recognition in humans.

Introduction
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) are currently the
de-facto standard for many computer vision tasks, including object detection (Ren et al., 2015), image classification (Krizhevsky et al., 2012), segmentation (Girshick et al.,
2014), facial recognition (Schroff et al., 2015), and captioning (L. Chen et al., 2017). The inductive bias in CNNs was
inspired by the primate visual system, and their layer activations have been used to explain neural activations therein
(Yamins et al., 2014). A large amount of recent work has gone
into understanding the representations and strategies learned
by CNNs trained on popular datasets like ImageNet (Geirhos
et al., 2020; Hermann et al., 2020). Much of this takes the
form of behavioral analysis; i.e., analyzing model classifications to gain insight into the underlying representations. A
key finding from this work is that networks tend to classify
images by texture rather than by shape (Baker et al., 2018).
On the other hand, humans preferentially use shape information for classification (Kucker et al., 2019). For example,
CNNs struggle to recognize sketches that preserve the shape
rather than texture, while these can easily be classified by humans.
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The analysis of the relationship between human vision and
neural networks has been significantly improved by the availability of diagnostic datasets (Geirhos et al., 2019; Navon,
1977). For example, Geirhos et al. (2019) present Stylized
ImageNet where the texture from one class can be applied
to an image from another class (preserving shape; see Figure 1). Model performance on this dataset allows us to determine whether a model is biased toward shape or texture.
Another related line of behavioral analyses instead considers
error consistency on standard datasets rather than testing on
specially designed datasets (Geirhos et al., 2020).
Recent developments in machine learning suggest, however, that convolutions maybe not be necessary for computer
vision. New Transformer architectures have been successfully used for vision-based tasks (Vaswani et al., 2017). These
do not have the architectural inductive bias toward local spatial structure that convolutions provide. Instead, they are
based entirely on flexible (learned) allocation of attention.
While the success of Transformers has been most extensively
demonstrated in language (Devlin et al., 2019), their application to vision tasks have also outperformed state-of-the-art
CNNs (M. Chen et al., 2020; Dosovitskiy et al., 2021).
In this paper, we compare one of these attention-based
models, the Vision Transformer (ViT) (Dosovitskiy et al.,
2021) to standard CNNs as well as humans, on a visual categorization task. We focus on understanding whether CNNs or
ViTs are more “human-like” in their classification behavior.

Convolution vs. Attention
Convolutional Neural Networks marked the advent of deep
learning as a powerful and scalable approach (Krizhevsky et
al., 2012) by demonstrating state of-the-art performance on
large-scale image classification datasets like ImageNet. Convolutional layers convolve the input and pass its result to the
next layer (see Figure 2(a)). This hard-codes a sense of trans-

lational invariance—each patch in an image is processed by
the same weights. This is similar to the response of a neuron
in the visual cortex to a specific stimulus (Lecun et al., 1998).
By training the weights of these convolutional filters, CNNs
can learn representations of images for every specific class
and have been shown to have many parallels to processing in
the visual cortex (Yamins et al., 2014). These inductive biases
allowed CNNs to vastly outperform fully connected networks
on vision tasks. However, such local connectivity can lead to
loss of global context; for example, it can encourage a bias
towards classifying on the basis of texture rather than shape
(Hermann et al., 2020). Some approaches to address this are
training on augmented versions of images and incorporating
top-down information (Cao et al., 2015).
Transformer models offer another approach (Vaswani et
al., 2017). The primary backbone of a Transformer is selfattention. This mechanism permits us to contextually upweight the relevance of certain information. This can be used
to implement local receptive fields—previous work shows
that multi-head self-attention layers (like the ones we use) can
perform like a convolution layer (Cordonnier et al., 2020).
However, Transformers are much more flexible and are not
bound to always use convolutions. This flexibility has led to
their great success in natural language processing, where one
might have to attend to information at various distances away
from the current word. They have recently been successful in
the vision domain as well (M. Chen et al., 2020; Dosovitskiy
et al., 2021). In this paper, we investigate whether this added
flexibility allows Transformers to give more human-like representations than CNNs.

Measuring Error Consistency
A central problem in machine learning and artificial intelligence research, as well as in cognitive science and behavioural neuroscience, is to establish whether two decision
makers (be they humans or AI models) use the same strategy to solve a given task. Most comparisons across systems
only consider their accuracy on the task. However, there are
many ways to achieve the same average accuracy on a test
set. First, two systems can differ in which stimuli they fail
to classify correctly, which is not captured by accuracy metrics. Second, while there is only one way to be right, there
are many ways to be wrong—systems can also vary systematically in how they misclassify stimuli. We consider various
measures of these differences below.
Error overlap. First, we consider how to measure the similarity of two systems in terms of which stimuli they tend to
misclassify. As a first pass, we can simply consider how many
of the decisions down to individual trials are identical (either
both correct or both incorrect). We call this the observed ere
ror overlap. This is given by cobsi, j = ni, j where ei, j is how often the two systems “agree”; i.e., how often they both classify
correctly or both classify incorrectly. This metric increases
as the accuracies of the systems improve, since the number of
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Fig. 2: Bird’s eye view of (a) convolutional and (b) attentionbased networks.
overlapping correct decisions will increase.
Correcting for accuracy using Cohen’s κ. Consider a system that at each trial gets it right with probability pcorrect and
gets it wrong otherwise. This amounts to taking i.i.d. samples
from a binomial with parameter pcorrect . Two such models
will have higher observed error overlap as pcorrect (the average accuracy) increases; i.e., they will have a higher error
overlap expected by chance. This is calculated by comparing
independent binomial observers i and j with their accuracies
as the respective probabilities: cexpi, j = pi p j + (1 − pi )(1 −
p j ). The expected overlap can be used to normalize the observed error overlap, giving a measure of error consistency
known as Cohen’s κ :
κi, j =

cobsi, j − cexpi, j
1 − cexpi, j

Cohen’s κ has been used in previous research comparing
humans and neural networks (Geirhos et al., 2020). However,
it does not take into account what the system misclassifies an
image as when making an error—it simply considers whether
or not the classification was correct. It is also difficult to interpret where the similarities and differences across systems
come from.

More Granular Investigation of Misclassifications
We can compare the decisions made by two classifiers, without loss of information, by comparing each’s confusion matrix, a table that accumulates the true vs. predicted class of
each decision made by the classifier. However, this is a very
high dimensional object; e.g., ImageNet contains 1000 different fine-grained classes, giving a confusion matrix with 106
elements. This matrix will also be very sparsely populated as
most off-diagonal terms will be zero. Further, collecting adequate human data to populate the corresponding confusion
matrix for human decisions is difficult.

(a)

(b)

κ

(c)

(d)

κ

Fig. 3: (a) Class-wise and (b) inter-class JS distance vs. Cohen’s κ on the Stylized ImageNet (SIN) dataset. Class-wise JS
distance vs. (c) ImageNet top-1 errors and (d) SIN top-1 error.
One solution is to cluster the classes into higher-level categories, for example, by using the WordNet hierarchy (Miller,
1995); this gives 16 so-called “entry-level” categories, viz.
airplane, bear, bicycle, bird, boat, bottle, car, cat, chair, clock,
dog, elephant, keyboard, knife, oven and truck (Geirhos et al.,
2019)). To evaluate these ImageNet-trained models on these
16 classes, we collected the class probabilities estimated by
the models and mapped these to the 16 entry-level categories
by summing over the probabilities for the ImageNet classes
belonging to each category, producing a 16 × 16 confusion
matrix for each model.
We can use this confusion matrix to generate various metrics of comparison between two classifiers. These measures
are more flexible than the Cohen’s κ metric introduced previously, since they capture information about what misclassified elements are misclassified as what. This opens the door
to more sophisticated analyses that take into account cluster
structure in the confusion matrix. For example, misclassifying a car as a truck might be a more “human-like” error than
misclassifying it as a dog.
Concretely, we generate a probability distribution of errors
over C classes by computing the number of times elements
from each class are misclassified and normalizing with the
net number of errors made. In particular, to get a probability
distribution of errors, p ∈ ∆C (where ∆C is the C-dimensional
probability simplex), we normalize the error terms for every
class:
pi =

ei
∑Ci ei

, ∀ i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,C} ,

where ei is a count of errors defined to be defined.
We then compute the Jensen-Shannon (JS) distance between these distributions, given by
r
JS(p, q) =

D(p k m) + D(q k m)
2
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where m is the point-wise mean of two probability distributions p and q (i.e., mi = (pi + qi )/2, p and q being the probability distributions of errors of the two systems), and D is
the Kullback-Leibler divergence. The JS distance is a symmetrized and smoothed version of the Kullback-Liebler divergence,
D(p k q) = ∑ pi log
i

pi
qi

A lower JS distance implies classifiers with high error consistency. This measure, unlike Cohen’s κ, is only concerned
with similarities in which examples tend to be misclassified,
and is unaffected by the overall accuracy of the classifier
(c.f., Geirhos et al., 2020). In the next section, we compute
these distances to human classification behavior in convolutional and Transformer models, showing how these can yield
more information than existing measures like Cohen’s κ. In
what immediately follows, we define two variants of the JS
distance that are less and more granular.
Class-wise JS distance. To produce an error-consistency
metric that is very close to Cohen’s κ, we collapse columns
(predicted labels) of the confusion matrix, and compute the
accumulated error for 16 true classes as:
ei = ∑ CMi, j , ∀ j 6= i
j

where CM is the confusion matrix for the given system in
question. In this context, the class-wise JS distance compares
which classes were misclassified, for a given number of output classes (16 in this case).
Inter-class JS distance. We can also use the confusion matrix to compute more fine-grained measures. In particular,
we can directly compute the distances between the full distribution of errors giving a 240-dimensional inter-class error
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In this context, the inter-class JS distance compares what
classes were misclassified as what.
An interesting finding is that, instead of a strong correlation shown by class-wise JS in Figure 3(a), Figure 3(b) suggests that there is no correlation of inter-class JS distance with
Cohen’s κ implying that this metric gives insight beyond Cohen’s κ in measuring error-consistency with humans.

Methods
We analyze error consistency for different algorithms—the
most popular CNN, i.e., ResNet (Kolesnikov et al., 2020),
and the recently proposed attention-based Vision Transformer
(ViT) (Dosovitskiy et al., 2021). The ViT and ResNet models used were pre-trained on ImageNet-21K (also known as
the “Full ImageNet, Fall 2011 release”) and ILSVRC-2012
datasets (Russakovsky et al., 2015). The ViT models used
include ViT-B/16, ViT-B/32, ViT-L/16 and ViT-L/32 and the
ResNet model used is BiT-M-R50x11 . We test these on a
specially designed diagnostic dataset, the Stylized ImageNet
dataset where cue-conflict between texture and shape are generated by texture-based style transfer (Geirhos et al., 2019)2 .
All results are reported with 95% confidence intervals on
cross-validated test error.

Results
Firstly, we see that the class-wise JS distance is closely
(inversely) correlated with Cohen’s κ when evaluated on a
1 Trained models available at https://console.cloud
.google.com/storage/browser/vit models/ and https://
console.cloud.google.com/storage/browser/bit models/
2 Data available at https://github.com/rgeirhos/texture
-vs-shape/tree/master/stimuli
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Fig. 5: Shape bias for different networks for the SIN dataset
(Geirhos et al., 2019). Vertical lines indicate averages.

range of models on the Stylized ImageNet (SIN) dataset (Figure 3(a)). We also see that this measure does not have significant correlation with accuracy on the training task (Figure 3(c)), reinforcing that error consistency on diagnostic
datasets like SIN can be independent of accuracy on the training task. However, when comparing this measure with the
accuracy on SIN (Figure 3(d)), we can see that a lower JS
distance with human errors implies a higher accuracy on SIN;
i.e., a higher shape bias (see the “Shape Bias” section below).
Figure 4 presents the comparison of different error consistency metrics for the considered models on the SIN dataset.
We first compare Cohen’s κ across ResNet and ViT. In this
first comparison of the error consistency between Transformers and CNNs, we find that ViT is more consistent with humans than ResNet. We then compare our new JS distance
measures. We first consider the class-wise distance. Higher
Cohen κ and lower JS distance each indicate greater error
consistency. We plot the JS distance in decreasing magnitude
to visually highlight similarities in the pattern with Cohen’s
κ. We find that the pattern repeated for Cohen’s κ is replicated with the class-wise JS distances; i.e., that ViT is more
human-like than CNNs. Finally, we consider the distance between the full joint distributions or the inter-class JS distance
for 240 error types. We note the surprising finding that the
inter-class JS distance for ViT is higher than for ResNet.
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Fig. 6: Error consistency results for SIN dataset before and
after fine-tuning.
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CNNs have been shown to have a stronger dependence on
texture rather than shape when categorizing visual objects
(Baker et al., 2018), while humans tend to have the opposite
preference. Here, we examine how ViTs and CNNs compare
on this shape bias. The shape bias has been defined as the
percentage of the time the model correctly predicts the shape
for trials on which either shape or texture prediction is correct (Geirhos et al., 2020). We tested this by evaluating performance on the SIN dataset. This dataset contains images
where the shape and texture of the object in each image conflict. With this dataset, we can test if a system classifies on
the basis of shape or texture.
We use the same models as in the previous section, trained
in the same way. We then analyze their test performance
on the SIN dataset. We first collect all the trials in which
the classifier label matches either the true texture or the true
shape of the object. We then check what fraction of these got
the shape right vs. the texture right. The results for this test
are presented in Figure 5. Small bar plots on the right indicate accuracy (answer corresponds to either correct texture
or shape category). We see that ViT has a higher shape bias
than traditional CNNs. This goes part of the way toward explaining the higher error consistency on the class-wise measures from the previous section with humans who primarily
categorize objects by shape rather than texture. However, it
seems at odds with the finding that when considering the full
error distribution, ResNet is more human-like than ViT. Trying to understand this, we note that the shape bias analysis
only considers the cases where either the shape or texture is
correctly predicted. It only includes misclassifications that
matched the image’s true texture. It therefore doesn’t contain
most of the misclassifications that the full error distribution
reflects. Hence, in the full error distribution, ResNet indeed
outperforms ViT and this could only be revealed by the interclass JS distance.
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Fig. 7: Shape bias for ResNet and ViT before and after finetuning. Vertical lines indicate averages.

Fine-tuning with Augmented Data
We have so far only considered the performance of models
that have been trained on the same fixed computer visions
datasets. However, the structure of the data observed can significantly alter the representations learned. Brendel & Bethge
(2019) show that ImageNet can be largely be solved using
only local information, indicating that a texture bias is an ecologically rational heuristic when solving this dataset. Geirhos
et al. (2019) show that training on a dataset where textures
are forced to be uninformative by changing the texture of ImageNet object to those of randomly chosen paintings leads to
a shape bias almost as high as in humans. Hermann et al.
(2020) show that simpler data augmentations also play a significant role in learning a shape bias. In particular, naturalistic data augmentation involving color distortion, noise, and
blur substantially decreases texture bias, whereas randomcrop augmentation increases texture bias in ImageNet-trained
CNNs (Hermann et al., 2020). These findings highlight the
crucial role of training data in the representations learned. In
this section, we examine how data augmentations affect the
representations learned by these systems, in particular, how
this fine-tuning affects their similarity to human behavior.

Methods
Among the attention- and convolution-based models as identified previously, we train the smallest ViT model (ViT-B/32)
and the smallest ResNet (BiT-M-R50x1). Further works

Shape Bias
We repeat the shape-bias analyses above with these fine-tuned
models, results in Figure 7. Consistent with previous findings
in Hermann et al. (2020), we see that ResNet increases its
shape bias after fine-tuning. We find that ViT also increases
its shape bias after fine-tuning.

Effect on Accuracy

Training on augmented data

Fig. 8: Shape bias and ImageNet accuracy of ViT and ResNet
with fine-tuning over augmented data.

Fine-tuning changes the representations used and we have
studied how this affects ML systems’ similarity to human
classification behavior. However, it remains to be seen how
this fine-tuning affects accuracy on the original training task.
We analyze this in Figure 8. We see that training on augmented data increases shape bias and decreases ImageNet accuracy slightly, as is corroborated by previous works (Hermann et al., 2020). The decrease in accuracy for ResNet is
more significant than for ViT.

Conclusion
could look at the effect of the number of trainable parameters while training models of both architectures.
We use augmentations presented in T. Chen et al. (2020)
and Hermann et al. (2020): rotation (±90◦ , 180◦ randomly),
random cutout (rectangles of size 2 × 2 px to half the image
width), Sobel filtering, Gaussian blur (kernel size = 3 × 3 px),
color distortion (color jitter with probability 80% and color
drop with probability 20%) and Gaussian noise (standard deviation of 0.196 for normalized image). These augmentations
are applied to the ImageNet dataset, and are then used to finetune the models. For ViT, we used cosine step decay and
trained for 100 epochs with an initial learning rate of 0.3.
For ResNet, we used linear step decay and trained for 5000
epochs with an initial learning rate of 0.03. An appropriate
training recipe was chosen based on the network architectures
and their hyper-parameters used for the pre-training (Dosovitskiy et al., 2021; Kolesnikov et al., 2020). Further details
about hyper-parameter tuning, along with the source code for
training and the experiments implemented, can be found at:
https://github.com/shikhartuli/cnn txf bias.

Error Consistency
We repeat the error consistency analyses above with these
fine-tuned models. These results are reported in Figure 6. We
find that fine-tuning made ResNet less human-like in terms
of error consistency (significant differences in Cohen’s κ and
the inter-class JS distance, a non-significant trend in the classwise JS distance). This is surprising, since these augmentations have been found to increase shape bias (see next section)
and one would expect that increased shape bias would mean
greater error consistency with humans. On the other hand, we
find that ViT does not significantly change in its error consistency with fine-tuning, and in fact trends (not statistically
significantly) towards in the opposite direction than ResNet,
in particular, towards improved error consistency.
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In this work, we explore the extent to which different vision models correlate with human vision from an errorconsistency point-of-view. We see that recently proposed
Transformer networks not only outperform CNNs on accuracy for image classification tasks, but also have higher shape
bias and are largely more consistent with human errors. We
explore this consistency with new metrics that go beyond the
previously proposed Cohen’s κ. Further, we fine-tuned two
models—a Transformer and a traditional Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)—on augmented datasets to find that this
increases shape bias in both CNNs and Transformers. We
observe that Transformers maintain their accuracy while also
gaining equivalently in their shape bias when compared to
CNNs. This could possibly be explained by the nature of attention models that permits focus on the part of the image that
is important for the given task and neglect the otherwise noisy
background to make predictions.
Many more tests can still be performed on Transformer
models. For example, ViTs could be compared with iGPT
(M. Chen et al., 2020) to see how the architecture within this
family could affect shape and texture biases. This could help
us formulate architectural “features” that help in modelling
better brain-like networks. Additionally, the JS metric we introduce can be used to analyze the kinds of errors made in
many other ways. For example, we can also gauge “conceptlevel” similarity between model misclassifications (like dogs
for cats and not trucks). This could also help probe into the
premise that humans could be using not just shape/texture but
also “concepts” for classification (Speer et al., 2017). This
would not be possible with a scalar metric like Cohen’s κ.
Further, by applying these human error-consistency metrics
as part of the training loss, we could get a model nearer to
“human-like strategy”. This could also contribute towards
simplifying or regularizing these models, reducing the computational cost of training.
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Abstract

physical and visual environment as a constraint on communication. Signals are constrained to interpretations that are
expected to improve We’s utility under the cooperative logic
that everyone is treated as an equal (“glass” is not the one
closer to you – that would be your responsibility to save).
(3) Indirectness of speech, for rich, multi-dimensional inferences. Signals may tell you what, but can also give information about why or how. (“glass” is not referring to the identity
of the glass, but an action – save it).

Communication is highly overloaded. Despite this, even young
children are good at leveraging context to understand ambiguous signals. We propose a computational account of overloaded signaling from a shared agency perspective which we
call the Imagined We for Communication. Under this framework, communication is a way for cooperators to coordinate
their perspectives, allowing them to act together to achieve
shared goals. We assume agents are rational, utility maximizing cooperators, which puts constraints on how signals can be
sent and interpreted. We implement this model in a set of simulations which demonstrate this model’s success under increasing ambiguity as well as increasing layers of reasoning. Our
model is capable of improving performance with deeper recursive reasoning; however, it outperforms comparison baselines at even the shallowest level of reasoning, highlighting
how shared knowledge and cooperative logic can do much of
the heavy-lifting in language.

Cooperation Under an Imagined We

Keywords: Communication; shared agency; cooperation;
pragmatics; Theory of Mind; Bayesian inference

Introduction
Human communication is highly overloaded, conveying rich
meaning through sparse, ambiguous signals. For example:
while two people are sitting at a table, one person exclaims
“the glass!” the other instantly moves her glass away from
a precarious spot at the table’s edge. Here, “glass” is sparse,
leaving the listener to reason why the glass is relevant and
how to respond. Additionally, “glass” is ambiguous, it might
refer to the eyeglasses safely resting on the table in one context, or the request for a refill in the next. These simple, everyday exchanges involve spontaneity and extreme indirectness,
highlighting that humans are intelligent “inference-making
machines” (Sacks, 1985). To understand the meaning of a
signal in its full context, humans rely on their knowledge of
the world, observability of the visual environment, and the
(potential) behavior of their partner.
Our work is built on the rich tradition of treating language
acquisition as social cognition (Bruner, 1975; Grosse, Moll,
& Tomasello, 2010; Tomasello, 2010). Leveraging these empirical insights as well as current computational work, we
propose a model capable of cooperative, human-like communication with three novel properties. (1) Joint reasoning
using a shared “We” perspective for communication. This
allows cooperators to understand signals in terms of what is
relevant to everyone (I’m referring to the glass’s physical instability, not its shape or content). (2) Joint planning in the
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We advocate for a shared agency model of cooperation: collaborators must be committed to achieving a joint intention as
a collective body (Gilbert, 2013). To model this, it is useful
to begin by modeling ideal cooperation; here, a single, central “We” agent directs agents as if they were limbs. There is
no need to communicate as We accesses everyone’s knowledge to coordinate agents perfectly. We can be formalized as
a model of the underlying mind, composed of a set of mental
states – beliefs, desires, and intentions. Beliefs are the informational states of the mind, desires are the motivational states
of the mind, and intentions are the deliberative states of the
mind (Bratman, 1987).
Theory of Mind (ToM) is a well-studied type of social
reasoning (Wellman, 1992), with a powerful computational
counterpart (Baker, Saxe, & Tenenbaum, 2009), providing a
framework to process the mind for rational action planning
and interpretation. Under this framework, agents aim to maximize their utility according to their mental states while minimizing costs of acting in the world (Gergely, Nádasdy, Csibra,
& Bı́ró, 1995). This process can also be reversed to understand others’ actions. In inverse planning, an observer uses
Bayesian inference to infer the likely mental states that generates observed actions.
While We is a collective body of multiple cooperators,
ToM traditionally models the mind of an individual. To
accommodate, individual ToM has been extended to model
the mind of We (mindwe ) which contains joint mental states:
joint beliefs (bwe ), joint desires (dwe ), and joint intentions
(iwe ) (Kleiman-Weiner, Ho, Austerweil, Littman, & Tenenbaum, 2016; Shum, Kleiman-Weiner, Littman, & Tenenbaum, 2019). This allows reasoning about what we believe,
what we want, and what we intend to do:

P(mindwe ) = p(bwe )p(dwe )p(iwe |bwe , dwe )

(1)

The problem with a centralized We is that it does not exist
in reality; only You and I exist as individuals. However, We
can be socially real, so long as each individual is imagining
it. To imagine We, each agent tries to imagine how someone
viewing the task from above would coordinate actors, taking on a “bird’s eye perspective” (Tomasello, 2010) or “view
from nowhere” (Nagel, 1989). While the aim for each agent
is to model the same We as the others, each agent may imagine a slightly different version of We. When these versions of
We are synchronized, agents can coordinate smoothly.
Recent computational successes have shown that shared
agency can help cooperators achieve complex goals without communication. In a gridworld paradigm, joint reasoning about high-level cooperation helps constrain joint actions
in low-level coordination to collect joint rewards (KleimanWeiner et al., 2016). Additionally, in a cooking task, agents
use joint reasoning to coordinate the execution of a high-level
recipe step together (Wang et al., 2020). Shared agency also
allows agents to bootstrap joint commitment to one of many
goals, even under observation noise and model uncertainty
(Tang, Stacy, Zhao, Marquez, & Gao, 2020). In these examples, observed actions serve as feedback that can help align
agents’ imagined We mind. In this paper, we call this modeling perspective the Imagined We (IW) to highlight that We is
not real but instead, individually imagined.
As long as agents are able to synchronize their versions of
the IW mind, shared agency is already a successful framework, even without communication. We take the perspective
that communication is an even more powerful mechanism for
coordinating perspectives. A key contribution of this work is
to model communication as a means to synchronize perspectives by first building it up from an underlying shared agency
framework. In addition, under this formalization, synchronization is aided by strong restrictions on what information
is allowed in the IW: the IW considers only publicly shared
information – also called common ground (Clark, 1996). As
agents take in new observations individually, communication
can make this private knowledge mutually known.

Modeling Language Pragmatics
Here we propose a mechanism for processing language. Language has been treated as rational and cooperative (Grice,
1975) where communicators aim to make themselves understood by speaking truthfully, relevantly, and efficiently. These
ideas have been incorporated into a successful existing probabilistic model of language pragmatics: Rational Speech Acts
(RSA) (Frank & Goodman, 2012; Goodman & Frank, 2016).
Social reasoning under RSA is recursive – speakers and listeners can model each other, ad infinitum. Deeper reasoning
increases accuracy but at the cost of efficiency.
At the top level, a communicator aims to describe a referent
or state of the world (state) with vocabulary (signal) that is
true but possibly ambiguous. Signals are produced by a prag-
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matic speaker (psp ) through a decision making process. A
signal is chosen based on a noisy utility maximization (softmax), where β ∈ [0, ∞) represents the degree of rationality:
Psp (signal|state) ∝ eβE[U(signal,state)]

(2)

RSA is a generalizable model of language production that
provides the structure required to connect ambiguous language to concrete utilities. In RSA, a signaler’s utility is
evaluated by modeling the pragmatic listener’s (pl p ) interpretation of that signal in terms of the states it could refer to.
This requires a simpler, literal speaker (psl ) model:
E[U(signal, state)] = pl p (state|signal)
∝ psl (signal|state)p(state)

(3)

In this formulation, “relevance” is determined by the entire set of features in the environment, both ones the speaker
highlights through language and the less direct ones that the
speaker foregoes. It is not a trivial challenge to generalize
utility, but here, it is ultimately limited to the ability to understand the referent of a signal as a target world state. In
reality, language is often several degrees more indirect: communication can be used to explain not only to referent states
(What?) but also social motivations (Why?) and interactions
in the shared environment (How?).
A large part of non-referent context can be captured by
modeling what an intelligent agent wants to do, why they
want to do it, and how to accomplish it. While RSA language
pragmatics and ToM decision-making in the physical environment have been formalized individually, they are rarely
modeled in conjunction. The IW for Communication integrates these two perspectives in a novel way to broaden context, allowing a signal to be more indirect – interpretable in
terms of the IW’s joint beliefs, social motivations, and actions.

Deriving Signal Utilities from Action Utilities
Here we explore how to formalize the utility of a signal under
the IW. Utilities are measured with respect to a mind because
they are subjective, socially dependent quantities. In the IW,
this utility is in terms of a joint We mind. How can you derive a utility from the physical environment when the signal
cannot actually change that environment? An action’s utility
is measured by its consequence on the environment, so what
are the direct consequences of a signal? Just as actions are
designed to change the world, signals are designed to change
the mind. If we can predict what consequence a signal has on
our beliefs, desires, and intentions, we can connect this back
to actions produced by rational planning in traditional ToM
which have well defined utilities.
We extend the IW for communication (see Fig. 1) by leveraging RSA’s existing framework of cooperative, pragmatic
language and redefining the utility of a signal to rely on
shared agency ToM and interactions in the physical world.
We connect these components by recognizing (1) signals

change each IW, (2) minds produce predictable, rational joint
actions under ToM reasoning, and (3) actions have well defined expected utilities which can be derived through joint
planning.

morality (Kleiman-Weiner, Saxe, & Tenenbaum, 2017) and
team compositions (Shum et al., 2019); furthermore, empirical evidence supports adult cooperators acting according
to joint utilities (Török, Pomiechowska, Csibra, & Sebanz,
2019). Joint utility considerations create a cooperative logic
in communication where agents expect their partners to act
fairly. This constrains a signal’s interpretation to things easier for the listener to accomplish. Even toddlers can disambiguate the referent of an ambiguous request for help through
a basic joint utility consideration (Grosse et al., 2010). In the
scenario, two equivalent objects are equidistant from the toddler but near and far relative to the signaler. Children retrieve
the far object more often when the signaler has free hands
than in a second condition where their hands are occupied,
demonstrating sensitivity to cooperative logic in requests. We
use a similar joint utility calculus to ground signal utilities
back to action utilities in the IW.

Modeling Signaling under the Imagined We

Figure 1: Signals in the IW are processed through the mind
and connected to joint action utilities.
Grounding a signal’s value in a task where multiple agents
interact in the environment is an approach that has been
adopted in the AI communities. A signal’s value is derived
from its expected action consequences in a task in Recursive
Mind Models (Gmytrasiewicz & Durfee, 2001) which has
been extended to sequential decision making problems with
interactive partially observable Markov decision processes (IPOMDPs) (Gmytrasiewicz & Doshi, 2005). However, unlike
the IW, I-POMDPs typically maximize an individual, selfinterested reward. A cooperative alternative which assumes
centralized training but individual observations and actions
at execution is the decentralized POMDP (DEC-POMDP)
(Oliehoek & Amato, 2016). Critically, none of these models deal with the contextual flexibility of human-like communication. Instead, signal meanings must be pre-determined
through a shared codebook that maps each signal onto its own
thing. These approaches treat uncertainty in communication
as noise in the signal channel instead of the intrinsic uncertainty of a signal that maps onto multiple referents.
Joint Planning in Language: We have introduced ToM as
a model of social cognition, but it also provides a rich framework for harnessing intuitive action costs and preference rewards (Jara-Ettinger, Gweon, Schulz, & Tenenbaum, 2016;
Ullman, Spelke, Battaglia, & Tenenbaum, 2017), which allows planning using the physical scene. Computational successes have emphasized the role of joint utility functions in
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The IW framework allows us to resolve ambiguity in communication by imposing constraints from a rational utility
maximization under cooperative logic. In this framework, the
meaning of a signal is formally defined as the mind that generates the signal, the mind that the speaker would like the IW
to have: a target. A signal should convey information that
helps resolve uncertainty about what we believe, want, or intend to do. Uncertainty can be in any component of the mind
and even generalize to a joint inference over multiple uncertain components. Here, we focus on uncertainty in goals for
clarity. Thus the speaker rationally selects a potentially overloaded signal according to the true goal and target of inference, goalt , not currently shared in the common ground:
P(signal|goalt ) ∝ eβE[U(signal,goalt )]

(4)

The utility of a signal is measured by looking at the utility
of the outcome actions, weighted by how often those actions
are expected to occur:
E[U(signal, goalt )] = EP(a|signal) [U(a, goalt )]

(5)

This framework actually serves to coordinate different perspectives: (1) A speaker predicts how a signal can change the
IW mind (here, shared goal: goalwe ) (2) and evaluates how
good that change is according to their private observations
of goalt . The evaluation of U(a, goalt ) includes the cost of
taking a and the reward if a achieves goalt .
Action prediction can be further broken down by connecting signals to actions via the mind. First, signals change the
IW mind, making some goals more likely than others. Second, using the ToM likelihood function for action planning,
we can calculate which actions are rational conditional on a
given joint mind. We assume actions are conditionally independent from signals given the mind, captured by the intuition
that signals can only influence actions through the mind:

P(a|signal) =

∑

P(goalwe |signal)P(a|goalwe )

(6)

goalwe

Traditional ToM planning yields P(a|goalwe ) and Bayesian
inference allows us to measure how observing a signal will
change the distribution of inferred goals. For the likelihood
function we use a measure of consistency (Is this message
truthful given the goal?), similar the literal speaker from
RSA:

P(goalwe |signal) ∝ P(signal|goalwe )P(goalwe )

(7)

The IW is a shared agency account of modeling language
that is able to integrate different types of relevance – language
pragmatics and intuitive utilities – to communicate rationally
under different sources of ambiguity.

Figure 2: Example trial setup with a barrier near the receiver.

Baseline Models

Simulations
Task
We test the IW in an gridworld task to demonstrate its ability to communicate successfully in a visual setting. This task
combines feature overloading, which demands the language
pragmatics studied by Frank & Goodman (2012), but is enriched by a spatial scene that requires joint planning similar
to the ambiguous helping from Grosse et al. (2010).
In this task, a signaler and a receiver cooperate to reach
a target item in a nearly-fully observable gridworld environment. The key is the only bit of asymmetry of information
between agents: only the signaler knows which item is the
target. If either agent reaches the target, both receive a reward (+8); however, each step incurs a shared cost (-1). We
calibrate the reward so that the expected utility of a signaler
acting when it is better to ask for help is around zero. In
play, the signaler acts first – she may walk to and select an
item (incurring the appropriate action cost), send a signal to
her partner (free), or quit the trial (earning a utility of zero).
Each item has two features: shape (circle, triangle, square)
and color (red, green, purple). Signaling is costless but limited to conveying a single feature, adding ambiguity and increasing the chance it will refer to more than one item in the
environment. If the first agent sends a signal (or walks to an
incorrect item), the receiver then gets a turn. The trial ends after the receiver’s turn or the target item is reached, whichever
comes first. Traveling to the wrong goal results in a negative
utility equal to the number of steps taken to reach that item.
In each trial, the set of shapes in the environment is randomly sampled and located; one is uniformly sampled to be
the target, varying the optimal action and actor (see Figure 2).
In addition, trials contain a physical barrier near the receiver
which agents must go around to highlight the importance of
joint planning.
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We compare the IW model to two baselines and the central
control optimal solution (CC). The optimal solution from the
joint perspective is calculated with value iteration over the
concatenation of the individual agents’ action spaces. CC reflects how the two agents would rationally coordinate with
perfect information: the ceiling of achievable utility.
The first baseline is a direct adaptation of RSA which we
call acting RSA (aRSA). In its original formulation, RSA is
intended to be a language only model; however, the current
task involves reasoning about the cost of actions in the physical world. For this reason, the RSA signaler has the additional
choice of whether they would like to perform an action, walking to an item instead of sending a signal. To make a fair comparison between these alternatives, the original signal utility
(from Equation 3) is augmented with the action utilities associated with particular inferences:

E[U(signal, goalt )] =

∑

p pl (x|signal)U(ar = x, goalt )

x∈items

(8)
Assuming a rational receiver, the signaler evaluates the
utility of the receiver traveling to an item (ar = x) via value
iteration and whether x yields a reward (i.e. x = goalt ). The
pragmatic speaker takes the soft-max of the utilities of all signals, actions ending in an item, and quit option. The RSA receiver remains the same as before. This is different from the
IW’s formulation of utility as it still lacks “jointness” – that
is, action utility helps a signaler decide whether to communicate or act, but once a signal is sent, the receiver uses only
pragmatic reasoning to decide what that signal means.
The second baseline model removes the pragmatic component of RSA to focus on joint utilities. Joint Utility (JU)
agents use a joint utility calculation to apportion responsibility over items then uniformly send and interpret truthful

signals in terms of the items they have deemed they are responsible for. The JU speaker takes the soft-max of the relative utilities of walking to the goal (do), partner walking to
the goal (signal), and quitting. Similarly, a JU receiver, upon
hearing a signal, constrains herself to consistent interpretations, weighing those interpretations according to their joint
utilities.
Regardless of the model, a signaler will not communicate if
it is more rational walk to the goal. To highlight each model’s
use and understanding of communication, all simulation analysis is restricted to the trials where communication is optimal
(i.e. the receiver goes to the target under the CC model and
the achievable utility is greater than zero).

Simulation 1: Amount of Ambiguity
We demonstrate the IW’s success in this cooperative communication task, even when signals are overloaded. The level
of ambiguity is manipulated by increasing the number of potential target items in the environment (2-9 items). At six or
more items, the target is guaranteed to be overloaded; that is,
no matter what signal is chosen, it will be consistent with at
least two items. We compare the utilities achieved by each
model when faced with the exact same scenario.

Figure 3: Achieved utility (with 95% CI) measured as the
percent from optimal for each model under varying degrees
of ambiguity. N=2000 trials per model. β = 4 for all models.

els of ambiguity; there is a much smaller decline in successful
communication when the uncertainty is large. We see neither
the breakdown of communication nor the huge increases in
quitting behavior exhibited by the other models.

Results
We look at the utilities achieved by each model, measured as
a percent from the maximum possible as ambiguity increases
(see Fig. 3). When compared to always doing it for yourself
(Do For Self Signaler), communication almost always leads
to substantial gains in utility. This advantage disappears at
high levels of ambiguity for the aRSA and JU models, but
not for the IW. Across any number of items in the environment, the IW outperforms other baselines and only begins to
deviate from the CC model when the uncertainty is very high.
At the highest level of ambiguity (9 items) the IW achieves
71.5% (CI: 64.6–78.4%) of the optimal utility on average,
while aRSA achieves 3.7% (CI: 0.5–6.8%) and JU achieves
19.4% (CI: 4.4–34.4%). This demonstrates how communication understanding is significantly enhanced by the integration of both cooperative pragmatics and joint utility reasoning
in this task.
We make a more fine-grained comparison between models to understand what contributes to differences in achieved
utilities by breaking down model behaviors. As ambiguity
increases, model behaviors diverge hugely (Fig. 4). The JU
model always communicates (because analysis focuses on
cases where communication is necessary to achieving the optimal utility). However, as ambiguity increases, this communication breaks down, and the receiver is increasingly less
likely to correctly interpret the signal. In aRSA, the trend is
dramatically different. Instead of unsuccessful communication, the signaler decides the uncertainty from the receiver’s
interpretation is too large, leading to an unfavorable expected
signaling utility. By nine items, the aRSA signaler is not able
to successfully communicate at all. The IW is able to combine these reasoning strategies to perform well across all lev-
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Figure 4: Breakdown of agent behavior (as a proportion) for
each model under varying levels of ambiguity. The behaviors are (1) Successful communication: the signaler communicates and the receiver goes to the correct goal (2) Unsuccessful communication: the signaler communicates and the
receiver fails to choose the correct goal (3) Signaler does: the
signaler forgoes communication and walks to the target (4)
Quit: the signaler deems the trial too hard and skips the trial.

Simulation 2: Level of Recursion
One strength of the IW is that integrating the additional constraints from cooperative joint planning can often quickly resolve ambiguity, lessening reliance on deep recursion. This
may provide a novel answer to why everyday pragmatic language is often quick and easy. Here we demonstrate this by
looking at how performance changes as a function of deeper
reasoning for the IW and aRSA at different levels.

RSA pragmatics involves recursion, which is increasingly
expensive at each additional layer. A speaker starts with a
literal model (level 0), which is used by a listener, which is
then used by a pragmatic speaker (level 1). We can continue
to build additional layers, each being more complex than the
last. The IW can also handle this type of recursion; however,
agents reason recursively about the joint IW mind, not each
other. We compare the utilities achieved by different reasoning levels of speaker and receiver playing this task.
In the IW, a joint utility calculation determines the portion of the environment where each agent is responsible for
achieving the target. In addition to recursion levels, we test
two different environmental configurations which change the
joint utility dynamics: barrier near the receiver shown in
Fig. 2 (RB) and barrier near the signaler – the same barrier
moved three grid spaces down (SB). By moving the barrier
closer to the signaler, a larger portion of the environment becomes the receiver’s responsibility. This increases the difficulty by making the constraints from joint utility less likely
to be useful for understanding a signal.

Results
In general, deeper recursive reasoning leads to an increase
in performance. For both models, the most complex signaler/receiver pair (level-2 signaler, level-2 receiver) performs best regardless of the environment. When comparing the most complex pair to the simplest (level-1 signaler,
level-0 receiver), the IW achieves an average of 19.3% and
25.4% boost in performance from recursion in the RB and
SB conditions respectively; aRSA sees a 20.9% and 15.6%
bump in performance. Within a signaler level, as the receiver
does deeper reasoning the achieved utility tends to increase
(see Fig. 5). This indicates that having an intelligent receiver
is important to performing well on the task. Notably, for
both models and environments, the worst performing pair is
a level-2 signaler with a level-0 receiver. This could indicate
that when the speaker expects their receiver to be reasoning
more deeply than they actually are, this mismatch in expectations can be highly detrimental.
At the same level of recursion, the IW always outperforms
aRSA (see Fig. 6), achieving up to twice the utility. In fact,
the most complex reasoning under aRSA does worse than the
simplest IW communicator pair. For IW the simplest reasoning achieves 77.7% (CI: 73.1-82.3%) and 64.0% (CI: 58.869.3%) of the optimal achievable utility in the RB and SB
conditions respectively. In contrast, the most complex communicator pair under aRSA only reaches 50.0% (CI: 44.755.3%) and 44.5% (CI: 39.3-49.7%). This large performance
difference indicates that the benefits of recursion are outweighed by the benefits of joint utility reasoning. Here much
of the complex inferential burden of language can be pushed
to a much simpler utility calculus. If these results align with
future empirical behavioral data, it would provide evidence
that everyday language does not need deep recursion to be
sparse and successful.
Finally we can examine the effect of moving the barrier
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Figure 5: Mean achieved utility (blue represents higher performance) for signaler and receiver pairs with different levels
of reasoning. Shown are N = 500 cases where communication is optimal per modeling level pair. Number of items is
fixed at 6, β = 4.

on performance. From a joint utility perspective, moving the
barrier toward the receiver makes it harder to constrain the
meaning of a signal using joint utility. We find that performance for a communicator pair is better in the RB condition
than in the SB condition in the IW (adjusted p < .001 for all
communicator pairs) but not in aRSA (adjusted p > .05 for
all communicator pairs), demonstrating the gains from joint
utility reasoning.

Figure 6: Comparison of IW and aRSA mean achieved utilities with 95% CIs.

Conclusion
The IW serves as a general framework of indirect and ambiguous signal production and understanding under multiple types of uncertainty. Our proposed modeling approach
emphasizes a shared agency perspective that relies on existing computational infrastructure which has already successfully modeled cooperative coordination. Cooperative logic,

pragmatic language reasoning, and affordable actions under
a joint utility calculus constrain a signal’s interpretation. Integrating these sources of context allow for fast, flexible signaling which helps remove the inferential burden from deep
recursion. We demonstrate the strength of this modeling perspective by manipulating the amount of ambiguity in the environment as well as the depth of reasoning between interlocutors. By comparing performance of the IW to a set of
baseline models, we demonstrate that the IW representation
is more robust under uncertainty and does not require deep recursion to perform well – allowing joint utility to do much of
the heavy lifting in language understanding. These findings
support an account of communication that is able to integrate
and process multiple types of relevance for rich understanding despite sparse, indirect signaling.
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Abstract
Although visual representations are generally beneficial for
learners, past research also suggests that often only a subset of
learners benefits from visual representations. In this work, we
designed and evaluated anticipatory diagrammatic selfexplanation, a novel form of instructional scaffolding in which
visual representations are used to guide learners’ inference
generation as they solve algebra problems in an Intelligent
Tutoring System. We conducted a classroom experiment with
84 students in grades 5-8 in the US to investigate the
effectiveness of anticipatory diagrammatic self-explanation on
algebra performance and learning. The results show that
anticipatory diagrammatic self-explanation benefits learners on
problem-solving performance and the acquisition of formal
problem-solving strategies. These effects mostly did not
depend on students’ prior knowledge. We analyze and discuss
how performance with the visual representation may have
influenced the enhanced problem-solving performance.
Keywords: visual representations; diagrams; self-explanation;
learning; tape diagrams; middle-school algebra

Introduction
Visual Representations as Instructional Scaffolding
Instructional scaffolding is any form of external assistance
that helps learners achieve their learning goals (Delen et al.,
2014). Instructional scaffolding can take a variety of forms,
including chunking, explanation, instructional cues, and
worked examples, to help learners engage in the target task
in a less cognitively-demanding way (e.g., Barbieri et al.,
2019). One form of instructional scaffolding is visual
representations, such as diagrams. Visual representations are
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frequently used across domains and have generally been
shown to enhance performance and learning (Rau, 2017).
Despite the widespread use and effectiveness of visual
representations, many studies also report that visual
representations are not universally beneficial. In particular,
learners with low prior knowledge and younger learners do
not consistently benefit from learning with visual
representations (e.g., Booth & Koedinger, 2012), and in some
cases, visual representations are actually detrimental (e.g.,
Magner et al., 2014). Therefore, research is needed to
understand variations in the benefits of visual representations
and the mechanisms through which visuals help or fail to help
learning and performance.
Middle-school algebra is one domain in which visual
representations are regularly used (Murata, 2008).
Researchers have investigated the effectiveness of a specific
type of visual representation, called “tape diagrams”
alongside algebra problems as an instructional aid for
problem solving (Bartel et al., 2021; Booth & Koedinger,
2012; Chu et al., 2017). Tape diagrams depict relations
between different quantities in an equation or mathematical
situation (Figure 1; Murata, 2008). Prior studies have shown
that adding tape diagrams to symbolic equations or word
problems can enhance middle-school students’ problemsolving performance and help avoid conceptual errors (Booth
& Koedinger, 2012; Chu et al., 2017). However, as
previously discussed in regard to using visual representations
as scaffolding, the effects of tape diagrams are not consistent
across students with varying levels of prior knowledge in the
target domain. Specifically, students with lower prior
knowledge or in lower grade levels do not tend to benefit

from tape diagrams (Booth & Koedinger, 2012) and they
have difficulty understanding the information conveyed
through the diagram (Chu et al., 2017).

Figure 1: An example of tape diagrams. The tapes
together represent the equation, x + 2 = 6.

Learning with Visual Representations through
Integrated Scaffolding Support
When using visual representations as a form of instructional
scaffold, one must design the scaffolding support so that
learners can engage with the visual representations in a
pedagogically meaningful way (Davenport et al., 2008;
Nagashima, Yang et al., 2020). Merely adding visuals to the
target content as an additional representation does not
necessarily encourage student engagement. This is
particularly true among learners with low prior knowledge,
who may need extra instructional support to connect multiple
representations (Booth & Koedinger, 2012; Davenport et al.,
2008). Therefore, in order to support learners with varied
levels of prior knowledge, it is essential to design additional
instruction or activities that appropriately scaffold learning
through interactive and integrative use of visual
representations (e.g., Nagashima, Bartel et al., 2020).
Prior studies have integrated various types of interactive
support for the use of visual representations. In particular,
studies have tested the effect of using self-explanation with
visual representations (Ainsworth & Loizou, 2003; Aleven &
Koedinger, 2002; Butcher & Aleven, 2013; Rau et al., 2015)
and, specifically, with tape diagrams (Nagashima, Bartel et
al., 2020). Self-explanation is an established learning strategy
in which learners make sense of new information by
generating an explanation that connects the new information
to their existing knowledge (Chi et al., 1989). Self-explaining
target content with the help of visual representations provides
an opportunity for learners to explicitly make connections
between the target representation (e.g., mathematical
symbols) and the visual representation. Indeed, a prior study
found that integrating tape diagrams into self-explanation
enhances learning (Nagashima, Bartel et al., 2020). However,
studies rarely explore whether self-explanation can promote
efficient learning (e.g., “do learners spend less time if they
self-explain?”) (Bisra et al., 2018; but see Aleven &
Koedinger, 2002) and studies rarely seek to identify the
mechanisms through which self-explanation with visual
representations helps efficient performance and learning. As
designing an appropriately-scaffolded self-explanation
activity is key for its benefits (Nagashima, Yang et al., 2020),
it is important to design and examine whether and how selfexplanation as scaffolding support contributes to
instructional effectiveness and efficiency when learning with
visual representations.
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Anticipatory Diagrammatic Self-Explanation
We designed a novel form of self-explanation support for
learning with visual representations called anticipatory
diagrammatic self-explanation (Nagashima et al., 2021).
Anticipatory diagrammatic self-explanation integrates visual
representations, contrasting cases (Schwartz et al., 2011), and
anticipatory self-explanation (Renkl, 1997) to support both
learning and performance in a highly scaffolded way. In
anticipatory diagrammatic self-explanation, learners infer
future problem-solving steps, in contrast to the more common
form of self-explanation during problem solving, in which
learners provide an explanation for the step that they have
already completed or seen (e.g., Rau et al., 2015).
We implemented anticipatory diagrammatic selfexplanation using tape diagrams in the context of algebra
equation solving in an Intelligent Tutoring System (ITS).
Figures 2 and 3 show the step-by-step interaction that takes
place in anticipatory diagrammatic self-explanation. Learners
first engage in a diagram selection task in which they infer,
or explain, the next strategic problem-solving step. Then,
they enter the corresponding problem-solving step expressed
in symbols on the right side of the screen. The diagrammatic
and symbolic representations are tightly linked; the ITS asks
learners to try again if they type in a symbolic step that does
not follow the diagram selected, even if it is algebraically
correct. The ITS also provides hints and feedback messages
to support individual practices (Figure 3).
Anticipatory diagrammatic self-explanation could be
effective as instructional scaffolding and potentially bring
benefits to learners with different levels of knowledge. It may
support the acquisition of knowledge of strategic problem
solving (i.e., “which next step is correct and strategic?”) by
having learners engage with the representations for the next
step before actually doing that step with the target
representation. In anticipatory diagrammatic selfexplanation, learners are asked to select a correct-andstrategic next step in the form of a tape diagram (Figure 2).
For learners with low prior knowledge who may not know
how to solve the equation, this scaffolding may guide their
understanding of what is correct and strategic to do, before
being asked to solve the equation in mathematical symbols.
For those with high prior knowledge, the diagram steps
would introduce a new way of thinking about processes they
already know—how to solve equations—which may further
strengthen their knowledge about correct and strategic
problem solving. These processes could lead to efficient
problem solving (i.e., solving problems with a low error rate,
little use of hints, and within less time).
These expected benefits may be accompanied by other
potential benefits introduced by visual representations and
contrasting cases. For example, engaging with a visual
representation in the form of contrasting cases may help
students understand algebra concepts, such as isolating the
variable (Nagashima, Bartel et al., 2020; Schwartz et al.,
2011). Also, problem solving within an ITS may help
students acquire problem-solving skills, as shown in past
work with ITSs (e.g., Long & Aleven, 2013).

Materials
Intelligent Tutoring System for Equation Solving We
developed two versions of the ITS with anticipatory
diagrammatic self-explanation (described above) and another
with no anticipatory diagrammatic self-explanation support,
based on a prior ITS built by Long and Aleven (2014). The
only difference between the versions in the study was
whether or not the ITS provided the diagrammatic selfexplanation support. Other features, including step-level
hints, correctness feedback, and feedback messages, were
consistent across the two versions. We implemented 41
equation problems that varied in difficulty level in both ITS
versions, including one-step equations (x + a = b), two-step
equations (ax + b = c), and equations with variables on both
sides (ax + b = cx and ax + b = cx + d), Per teachers’ reports,
participating students included those who had experienced
solving all of these equation types and those who had only
been exposed to one-step equations. The same problem set
was assigned for all participants.

Figure 2: Learners first select a correct-and-strategic
diagram option for the next problem-solving step. They
receive feedback on the correctness of the selected option.

Figure 3: After selecting a correct diagrammatic step,
learners are asked to solve the step with mathematical
symbols. The ITS gives feedback and hints. Here the
feedback says, “The diagram you picked shows subtracting
3 from each side. Type that step in.”
In the present study, we investigate whether and how
anticipatory diagrammatic self-explanation enhances
students’ performance, learning, and understanding of the
formal problem-solving strategy. We also consider whether
anticipatory diagrammatic self-explanation is differentially
effective for learners with different levels of prior knowledge.

Method
Participants
We conducted a randomized controlled classroom
experiment at a single private school in the US. Participants
included 30 5th graders, 17 6th graders, 23 7th graders, and
21 8th graders (total n = 91).1 These students were taught by
two teachers across seven class sections. We conducted the
experiment in October 2020 when the school was operating
under a hybrid teaching mode due to the COVID-19
pandemic. In this hybrid mode, the majority of students (n =
89) attended the study in-person while two students attended
remotely. Both participating teachers noted that students’
prior exposure to tape diagrams was minimal; some students
had seen tape diagrams in learning materials, but the
instruction had never focused specifically on tape diagrams.

1
Data from the 6th and 7th graders were also included in
Nagashima et al. (2021), which reports a few overlapping results but
with different research questions and types of analyses.
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Pretest and Posttest We developed a web-based pretest and
posttest to assess students’ conceptual knowledge (or
knowledge of underlying concepts in a domain) and
procedural knowledge (or problem-solving skills) of basic
algebra (Crooks & Alibali, 2014), drawn from our previous
work (Nagashima, Bartel et al., 2020). The conceptual
knowledge items consisted of eight multiple-choice questions
and one open-ended question. They assessed a range of
conceptual knowledge constructs, including inverse
operations, isolating variables, and keeping both sides of an
equation equal. We also included four problem-solving items
(e.g., “solve for x: 3x + 2 = 8”), including two items that were
similar to those in the ITS and two transfer items involving
negative numbers. (The problems in the ITS used positive
numbers only.) None of these items included tape diagrams.
We developed two isomorphic versions of the test that varied
only with respect to the specific numbers used in the items;
participants received one form as pretest and the other as
posttest, with versions counterbalanced across subjects.
Procedure The study took place during two regular
mathematics class periods, in which most of the students and
the teacher were present “live” in the actual classroom, and
in which experimenters and remote learners joined through a
video conferencing system. Students in each class were
randomly assigned to either the Diagram condition or the NoDiagram condition. In the Diagram condition, students used
the ITS with anticipatory diagrammatic self-explanation.
Students in the No-Diagram condition used the ITS without
the self-explanation support.
On the first day, students first worked on the pretest for 15
minutes. Then the teacher or the experimenter showed
students in both conditions a five-minute video describing

how to use the ITSs and what tape diagrams represent for
both conditions. Next, students practiced equation solving
using their randomly-assigned ITS version for about 15
minutes. On the second day, students started the class by
solving equation problems in the assigned ITS for
approximately 15 minutes. After working with the ITS,
students took the web-based posttest for 15 minutes. Students
were given access to both ITS versions a week after the study.
Figure 4 illustrates the study procedure.

-0.60, p = .55) and no significant interaction of condition and
pretest scores (CK: β = .09, t(78) = .76, p = .45, PK: β = .03,
t(79) = .39, p = .69).
Table 1: Pretest and posttest scores and standard
deviations (in parentheses)
Condition
Diagram
NoDiagram

Figure 4: Study procedure. The difference between the
conditions (Diagram vs No-Diagram) was whether students
used the ITS with anticipatory diagrammatic selfexplanation support or the ITS without the support.

Results
Of the 91 participants, we excluded five students who did not
complete the posttest and two other students who were at
ceiling at the pretest. Therefore, the following analyses focus
on 84 students (26 5th graders, 16 6th graders, 23 7th graders,
and 21th 8 graders), of whom 41 were in the Diagram
condition and 43 were in the No-Diagram condition. Two
researchers evaluated all answers for the open-ended items
on the pretest and posttest (840 student answers) and
achieved high inter-rater reliability (Cohen’s kappa = .81).

Effects on Learning
Table 1 shows pretest and posttest scores on the conceptual
knowledge (CK, max: 9) and procedural knowledge (PK,
max: 4) items. One-way repeated measures ANOVAs
showed a significant pretest-posttest gain across conditions
on the procedural knowledge items (F(1, 83) = 12.88, p < .01)
and positive but non-significant pretest-posttest gain for the
conceptual knowledge items (F(1, 83) = 2.86, p = .09). To
test the effect of the intervention and its interaction with
learners’ prior knowledge, we conducted two separate linear
regressions, one with conceptual knowledge posttest scores
and one with procedural knowledge posttest scores as
dependent variables. In both models, condition (Diagram or
No-Diagram), prior knowledge pretest score (combined CK
and PK scores), and the interaction between the two served
as predictors. Additionally, the number of problems solved in
the ITS and grade level were included as covariates. Grade
level was treated as a continuous variable, with 5th, 6th, 7th,
and 8th grade coded as -1.5, -.5, .5, 1.5, respectively. In both
models, there was no significant main effect of condition
(CK: β = -0.20, t(78) = -0.28, p = .78, PK: β = -0.28, t(78) =
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Pretest
CK
PK
3.63
1.15
(1.93)
(1.35)
4.30
1.63
(2.29)
(1.57)

Posttest
CK
PK
4.10
1.56
(2.37)
(1.52)
4.47
2.19
(2.53)
(1.82)

Strategy Coding To examine whether engaging with
anticipatory diagrammatic self-explanation influenced
students’ use of formal problem-solving strategies, for the
procedural items, we coded for whether students used the
formal algebraic strategy in solving equations, independent
of the correctness coding, following the coding scheme used
in Chu et al. (2017). If an answer uses algebraic
manipulations to reach the solution, it was coded as
“Algebra” strategy. Otherwise, we coded it as “NonAlgebra” strategy, which included informal strategies such as
substituting different values in the equation and providing an
answer without showing any intermediate steps. Two
researchers coded all 672 student answers (Cohen’s kappa =
.64).
There was no difference between the conditions in the
number of students who used the Algebra strategy at least
once on the procedural items at both pretest (Diagram: 12 out
of 41, No-Diagram: 20 out of 43, χ2[1, n = 84] = 2.65, p =
.10) and posttest (Diagram: 16 out of 41, No-Diagram: 22 out
of 43, χ2[1, n = 84] = 1.25, p = .26). However, for the two
transfer items, we found a significant increase in the number
of students using the Algebra strategy from pretest to posttest
for the Diagram condition (from 7 to 16, p = .01), but not for
the No-Diagram condition (from 16 to 18, p = .72: Figure 5).

Figure 5: The change, by condition (left: No-Diagram;
right: Diagram), from pretest to posttest, in the number of
students who used the Algebra strategy

Effects on Performance in the ITS
To investigate students’ performance in the ITS, we analyzed
log data collected by the ITS. Specifically, we explored the
total number of problems solved, the average number of
incorrect attempts at each problem-solving step, the average
number of hints requested at each step, and the time spent on
each step (Table 2), which are process measures typically
used in the literature (e.g., Long & Aleven, 2013). We only
compare the process measures on the symbolic steps,
excluding the transactions for the diagrammatic steps, to
make fair comparisons between the conditions.

condition and pretest score. There were no significant main
nor interaction effects on the average number of incorrect
attempts made per step. These results indicate that
anticipatory diagrammatic self-explanation helped learners
spend less time and request fewer hints on symbolic steps
than learners with no self-explanation support, but it did not
help them make fewer errors on symbolic steps.

Table 2: The means and standard deviations (in
parentheses) of the process measures

Condition

Diagram
NoDiagram

Number
of
problems
solved
14.22
(8.47)
20.14
(13.94)

Average
Average
Average
number of number of
time
incorrect
hints
spent per
attempts requested
step
per step
per step
1.07
0.31
18.42
(2.03)
(0.52)
(13.02)
1.09
0.56
21.30
(1.57)
(0.72)
(17.15)

To examine whether learners in the Diagram condition
showed efficient learning, we ran four separate linear
regressions with each of the process measures as a dependent
variable. In all four models, condition, pretest score, and their
interaction were included as independent variables.
Additionally, grade level was included as a covariate. Also,
we added the number of problems solved as a covariate to
three of the four models (the ones in which it was not the
dependent variable) because the number of problems solved
was strongly/moderately correlated with each of the three
other dependent variables.
First, we found a main effect of pretest scores on the
number of problems solved, β = 3.04, t(79) = 7.49, p < .01,
indicating that as prior knowledge increases, students solved
more problems in the ITS. This increase was steeper for
students in the No-Diagram condition than the Diagram
condition, β = -1.24, t(79) = -2.12, p = .04 (Figure 6). We then
tested simple main effects of condition at one standard
deviation below the mean for combined pretest scores and
one standard deviation above the mean for combined pretest
scores (see dotted vertical lines in Figure 6). Results showed
that among those who scored above average on the pretest,
learners in the No-Diagram condition solved significantly
more problems than those in the Diagram condition. β = 3.53,
t(79) = 2.69, p < .01. However, there was no difference in the
number of problems solved between conditions for learners
who scored below average on the pretest, β = -0.40, t(79) = 0.31, p = .76.
Regarding hint use and average time spent per step, we
found a significant main effect of condition (hint use: β = 0.71, t(78) = -3.08, p < .01; time per step: β = -12.18, t(78) =
-2.89, p < .01) but no significant interactions between
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Figure 6: An interaction between condition and pretest
score on the number of problems solved. The slope is
steeper for the No-Diagram condition than the Diagram
condition. The two dotes lines indicate our two tests of
simple main effects; one standard deviation below and one
standard above the mean for combined pretest score.
To uncover how the anticipatory diagrammatic selfexplanation scaffolded student performance, we examined
relations between performance on the diagrammatic steps
and the symbolic steps using ITS log data from the
participants in the Diagram condition (n = 41). We tested if
any of the performance measures for diagrammatic steps
predicted learners’ performance on symbolic steps. We ran
three additional linear regressions with the same set of
predictors of primary interest: pretest scores, the average
number of incorrect attempts for each diagrammatic step, and
the average time spent for each diagrammatic step. We did
not include the average number of hints requested since only
one student used hints for diagrammatic steps. We included
grade level and the number of problems solved as covariates
in order to keep the models consistent with other models
presented earlier. The dependent variables for the three
models were the average number of incorrect attempts for
each symbolic step, the average time spent for each symbolic
step, and the average number of hints requested for each
symbolic step. When controlling for these other variables, the
average number of incorrect attempts on diagram steps
significantly predicted more incorrect attempts on symbolic
steps (β = 6.17, t(35) = 2.50, p = .02) and more time spent on
symbolic steps (β = 25.64, t(35) = 2.34, p = .03). There was
also a significant association between more incorrect
attempts on diagrammatic steps and lower hint use on
symbolic steps (β = -1.46, t(35) = -2.32, p = .03).

Discussion
We investigated whether and how anticipatory diagrammatic
self-explanation, a novel scaffolding support for learning
with visual representations, affects performance and learning
for learners with different levels of prior knowledge when
integrated into an Intelligent Tutoring System. Our findings
indicate that, regardless of their prior knowledge,
anticipatory diagrammatic self-explanation helped learners
solve symbolic steps faster and ask for fewer hints within the
ITS, and supported them in the transition from informal
strategies to the formal algebra strategy use for transfer
problems with negative numbers on the procedural items in
the pretest and posttest. Also, despite the additional
diagrammatic steps, which almost doubled the number of
steps for each problem, there was no difference, for students
with lower prior knowledge, in the number of problems
solved between those who received anticipatory
diagrammatic self-explanation and those who did not. By
contrast, for learners with higher prior knowledge,
diagrammatic steps led to fewer problems solved, suggesting
that the diagrams introduced additional workload. Still, our
results suggest that learners can use inferential activity with
tape diagrams to guide their symbolic problem solving.
Learners with lower prior knowledge may have used the
scaffolding to help with selecting strategic problem-solving
steps. For those with higher prior knowledge, although the
new representation may have largely captured what they
already knew how to do and may not have scaffolded them to
solve more problems, it still helped them process symbolic
steps faster with fewer hints.
How did anticipatory diagrammatic self-explanation
support learning and performance? Our analysis revealed that
making more incorrect attempts during anticipatory
diagrammatic self-explanation was associated with more
time spent and more incorrect attempts made on the symbolic
steps, even after controlling for prior knowledge. However,
making incorrect diagram selections was also associated with
fewer hint requests on the symbolic steps. These results
suggest that, although students who make errors on the
diagrammatic steps tend to make more errors and spend more
time on symbolic steps, anticipatory diagrammatic selfexplanation also serves as a guiding step that learners could
use when entering the next symbolic step. Making incorrect
diagrammatic self-explanations and receiving feedback on
their incorrect attempts may allow learners to reflect on their
selection deeply, rather than processing the multiple-choice
diagrammatic step shallowly, leading to fewer hint requests
made on the symbolic steps. However, we also acknowledge
that the observed relation between diagrammatic steps and
symbolic steps might be a manifestation of a behavior known
as “gaming the system” (Baker et al., 2008). That is, the
multiple-choice diagrams with feedback may have invited
quick guessing and therefore students may not have fully
engaged with diagrams and the ITS.
We did not find any predictors for decreased time spent on
the symbolic steps in our model, except the number of
problems solved, which was included as a covariate. Further
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research is necessary, with a larger sample, to explore other
potential variables, such as learners’ problem-solving
performance on the diagrammatic steps for different problem
types. Finally, although we had expected to see fewer
symbolic problem-solving errors for learners in the Diagram
condition, the results did not show a difference in the average
number of incorrect attempts made on symbolic steps
between the conditions. It may have been that, during
symbolic problem-solving, the diagrammatic scaffolding was
used as a reference for quicker recovery from errors, but not
as a guide for informing how to correctly write the next
symbolic step, which has been reported as a challenging
translation task for middle-school students (Chu et al., 2017).
We acknowledge several limitations of the study. First, the
study focuses on one specific visual representation in one
specific domain: tape diagrams for middle-school algebra.
The results may or may not generalize to other types of
visualizations or other ways of implementing anticipatory
diagrammatic self-explanation. Also, a sample size of 84
participants is not large. The additional analysis for the
participants in the Diagram condition was performed with an
even smaller subset of the data. Therefore, the findings from
this study might not correctly reveal causal and predictive
relationships. Furthermore, the experiment was conducted
remotely during the COVID-19 pandemic, in which the
school operated under a special guidance and rules (e.g.,
socially-distanced layout in the classroom). Given the unique
context of the study, it is uncertain whether and to what extent
our results generalize to more typical classroom conditions.
Lastly, the study was conducted in a private school in the
United States. Future studies are necessary to investigate the
impact of the intervention with students at other types of
schools and in other locations.

Conclusion
Designing appropriate instructional scaffolding is key to
supporting effective and efficient learning with visual
representations. Our study demonstrated that anticipatory
diagrammatic self-explanation helps learners spend less time
and request fewer hints during problem solving. This effect
appeared not to vary with learners’ prior knowledge. We also
found suggestive evidence that anticipatory diagrammatic
self-explanation supports the acquisition of the formal
algebraic problem-solving strategy. Further, the findings
suggested that learners used the diagrams to guide their
problem solving with mathematical symbols. Our findings
contribute to understanding of effective and efficient
instructional scaffolding for learning with visual
representations. While prior work had found that diagrams
often do not benefit learners with low prior knowledge, the
current study suggests that appropriate scaffolding can make
benefits of visual representations available to learners who
start with lower prior knowledge.
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Abstract
Human solutions to the Traveling Salesperson Problem (TSP)
are surprisingly close to optimal and unexpectedly efficient. We
posit that humans solve instances of the TSP by first clustering
the points into smaller regions and then solving each cluster as
a simpler TSP. Prior research has shown that participants cluster
visual stimuli reliably. That is, their clustering and re-clustering
of the same stimulus are similar, especially when the stimulus is
relatively more clustered. In this study, participants solved the
same TSP instances twice. On the second presentation, half of
the instances were flipped about the horizontal and vertical axes.
Participants solved the TSP reliably, with their two tours of the
same instance sharing 77 percent of the same edges on average.
In addition, within-participant reliability was higher for more
clustered versus more dispersed instances. Our findings are
consistent with the proposal that people use clustering strategies
to solve the TSP.
Keywords: traveling salesperson problem; problem solving;
computational complexity; computational thinking; mathematical cognition

The traveling salesperson problem (TSP) entails finding
the shortest path connecting a set of points in a plane, starting at one point, visiting all other points exactly once, and
returning to the starting point. Such a solution is called a
tour. There is no known algorithm for solving the TSP in
polynomial time, i.e., time which is a polynomial function
of the number of points. The TSP is at least as hard as the
NP-complete problems: nondeterministric problems that can
be verified in polynomial time. However, it is currently not
possible to verify that a solution to the TSP is optimal without
solving the problem itself, making the TSP an NP-hard problem. Algorithms for finding the exact solution to an NP-hard
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problem have time complexity O(2n ). This makes the search
computationally intractable for problems of non-trivial size.
For this reason, for such problems, the TSP is typically solved
using approximation algorithms that utilize heuristics and constraint relaxation to avoid the exponential growth associated
with finding optimal solutions. As a result, they find solutions
that are “good enough”, and their performance is evaluated by
how close their solutions are to optimal one i.e. how much
excess length they have above the short possible tour (Perron
& Furnon, 2019). It is therefore surprising that humans are
approximately optimal on the TSP. When solving problem
instances with between 10 and 120 points, humans are able
to find tours that are ±12% of the length of the optimal tour,
and are sometimes considerably closer (Dry, Lee, Vickers,
& Hughes, 2006). Equally surprising, human solution times
appear to scale linearly or nearly linearly with problem size,
with a time complexity of either O(n) or O(n log(n)) (Dry et
al., 2006). This capability generalizes developmentally: it is
present even in 7 year olds (van Rooij, Schactman, Kadlec,
& Stege, 2006). It also extends to variants of the TSP in
non-Euclidean city-block space (Walwyn & Navarro, 2010).
Finally, this ability is not just generative; it is also receptive:
When provided a set of points and tours of them, humans judge
more optimal tours as having “goodness of figure” (Ormerod
& Chronicle, 1999). This is a hint that the surprising efficiency
of humans on this computationally hard problem arises in part
because of the properties of the visual system.
In reporting the first study of human TSP problem solving,

Krolak, Felts, and Marble (1970) marveled at the efficiency
of human performance. However, it was MacGregor and
Ormerod (1996) who launched the current study of the mental representations and strategies that humans use to achieve
their surprising performance. These researchers noticed that
participants were sensitive to the points on the boundary of
a problem instance that formed the convex hull. The convex
hull is the smallest set of points in a figure which define a
convex space that contains all other points inside of them. For
instances with relatively few points on the convex hull and
relatively many points on the interior, participants provided
poorer solutions. This led MacGregor and Ormerod to posit
the convex hull hypothesis, which states that participants aim
to connect the points of the convex hull in order, and that they
pick up close-by interior points along way from one convex
hull point to another. Instances with larger proportions of
interior points introduce more uncertainty into this strategy,
resulting in less-optimal performance. The authors presented
a computational model of the hypothesis and other aspects
of human behavior, such as the sequentiality of TSP problem
solving (Macgregor, Ormerod, & Chronicle, 2000). The model
fit their data well.
A limitation of these studies is that the instances were
designed to conform to the convex hull hypothesis. Carefully varying the number of points on the convex hull against
the number of interior points resulted in instances that were
roughly circular. In studies with more random instances, the
convex hull hypothesis has fared less well. Two later studies
(Vickers, Lee, Dry, & Hughes, 2003; Dry & Fontaine, 2014)
used random instances and found that participants judged
those that contained relatively more interior points easier to
solve than those with relatively more points on the convex hull.
Vickers et al. (2003) also found that participants performed
better at TSP problems with relatively more interior points,
further challenging the convex hull hypothesis.
Alternative hypotheses have been proposed about the strategies that people use to solve the TSP. Many start with the
observation that humans appear sensitive to hierarchical structure in spatial memory (McNamara, Hardy, & Hirtle, 1989).
This sensitivity may allow them to cluster the points and use
a divide-and-conquer approach to simplify the complexity
of problem solving, and in this way generate approximately
optimal solutions. For example, they might partition the 30
points of a problem instance into 5 groups of roughly 6 points
each, solve each cluster as a separate TSP instance, and then
connect these local solutions into a solution for the original,
overall instance. Graham, Joshi, and Pizlo (2000) proposed
such a model inspired by the structure and function of the
human visual system. It hierarchically segments an instance
into regions and then interactively solves the sub-regions in
a top-down fashion. This model was relatively successful in
fitting human performance. Other models have used clustering techniques to explain human performance, such as Best
and Simon (2000) and Kong and Schunn (2007). Clustering
approaches can be understood as imposing a relatively shal-
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low hierarchy over the points of a problem instance. They
have shown greater success in fitting human data than pure
convex-hull-based models (Kong & Schunn, 2007).
Some of the aforementioned models use clustering algorithms, such as K-means, and posit that humans might be
doing the same. However, relatively little evidence has been
offered to show that humans are sensitive to the cluster structure of problem instances and that this structure impacts the
solutions of TSP problem instances they generate. An important study in this regard is Dry, Preiss, and Wagemans (2012),
who presented participants with the points were relatively
more clustered or relatively more dispersed. They found that
participants produced more optimal solutions for instances
that were more clustered.
Here, we seek more direct evidence for whether participants use a clustering approach to solving the TSP. We built
on previous work (Marupudi et al., in preparation) in our lab
showing that people have a stable clustering ability. Specifically, in an earlier study, participants were remarkably reliable
when generating “clusterings” of the same dot stimulus on
two occasions, even when the stimulus is flipped horizontally
and vertically on its second presentation, and even when a
distractor task intervenes between the two sets of presentations/clusterings. Moreover, the stability of their clusterings
was reduced for relatively dispersed instances versus relatively
clustered instances (where “dispersed” and “clustered” are
defined neutrally, by statistical indices of spatial randomness).
If we assume that people adopt a clustering strategy when
solving TSP instances, then their TSP performance should
show the same patterns as the clustering task. Specifically, we
hypothesize that when participants perform the TSP task on
the same instance on two different occasions, their solution
paths will be more stable for more clustered instances than
for more dispersed instances. Alternatively, if participants are
not clustering, then we would not expect the reliability of TSP
solutions to follow the cluster structure of the instance.

Methods
Participants Forty-six undergraduate students at a large
public university in the Midwest completed the study. They
took approximately 45 minutes (median time) to complete the
experiment online and were compensated with a $15 gift card.
The protocol for the study was approved by the local IRB.
Design This study followed a 4 × 2 × 2 within-subjects design. The factors were Number Of Points (10, 15, 20, 25),
Cluster Structure (clustered, dispersed), and Orientation Congruency on the second presentation (same, flipped). All factors
were varied orthogonally.
Materials We selected instances of different levels of Cluster Structure by randomly generating TSP instances with the
desired number of points and filtering out those that did not
meet the appropriate standard of “clusteriness” or “dispersion”. We operationally defined these levels using the Z score
measure, adapting the variance and edge effects estimates of

Donnelly (1978). The Z score measure is defined as
d¯ − E(di )
Z=p
¯
Var(d)
where d¯ is the nearest neighbor distance,
∑N di
d¯ = i=1
N
E(di ) is the expected value of the nearest neighbor distance
for random patterns where A is the area and B is the perimeter,
r


A
0.041 B
E(di ) = 0.5
+ 0.0514 + √
N
N
N
¯ is the variance
and Var(d)
r
A
A
¯
Var(d) = 0.070 2 + 0.037B
N
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We corrected the Z score for instances where the points
might appear as a single cluster, which might be biased towards convex hull strategies. This happens when the random
stimulus generation process places points near the center of the
space and leaves the regions near the border unfilled. Specifically, we calculated the Z score for the bounding box described
by the outermost points for calculating measures A and B, instead of the entire visible space (800 × 500). As a result,
the dots of all instances spanned most of the space visible to
participants, and were not oddly clustered in a single region.
We then randomly selected from instances with corrected
Z score values in the range 1 ± 0.05, our operationalization
for ’clustered’ stimuli, and instances in the range −2 ± 0.05
for our operationalization for ’dispersed’ stimuli. We chose
these specific values because we judged the instances they
selected to be qualitatively more clustered and more dispersed,
respectively, while at the same time keeping the goal of the
experiment hidden to participants. This subtlety can be seen
in the examples shown in Figure 1.
Number Of Points ranged between 10 - 25 points in increments of 5 points, for a total of 4 levels. For each Number
Of Points, we generated 4 clustered and 4 dispersed instances.
This resulted in 4 × (4 + 4) = 32 instances. Pilot testing confirmed that participants could complete trials without experiencing excessive mental or physical fatigue.
Procedure All participants solved the same 32 TSP instances on the first presentation in a randomized order, then
completed an unrelated distractor task lasting approximately 5
minutes, and finally solved the same 32 instances in a different
randomized order a second time. On the second presentation,
16 of the 32 instances were flipped horizontally and vertically
as specified by the Orientation Congruency factor which varied orthogonally with Number of Points and Cluster Structure.
(The distractor task involved estimating the value of various
factorial expressions, e.g., 8 ·7 ·6 ·5 ·4 ·3 ·2 ·1.) Thus, each participant completed 64 TSP trials across the experiment. They
did so using an online interface on a custom plugin using the
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Figure 1: Examples of clustered (Z score: −2.003) and dispersed (Z score: 1.009) instances.
jsPsych library (De Leeuw, 2015). Participants constructed
their tour by clicking on the points in sequence. Their choices
were reflected in realtime with a change in the color of the
points and the extension of the line indicating their tour to that
point. The interface did not permit backtracking; this was to
maintain a correspondence with real world movement which
often cannot be undone without spending additional resources.
We collected the sequence of points in each tour and the
response time for each click. Of the 32 instances in the first
presentation, half (16) were statistically clustered and half
(16) were statistically dispersed. On the second presentation,
half of the instances within each Cluster Structure type were
flipped (i.e., 8 clustered, 8 dispersed); the other half were
presented in the same orientation.
We defined the reliability between two solutions of a TSP instance as the proportion of edges (connections between points)
shared between the two tours. This measure ranges between
0 and 1, with 0 indicating no edges shared between the two
tours and 1 indicating all edges shared, i.e., identical tours.

Results
TSP Reliability The primary research questions asked (1)
whether participants are stable in their TSP performance, or
more precisely, whether they produce similar tours when solving the same problem instance on different occasions, and
(2) whether humans first cluster the points in an instance as a
precursor to generating a tour. Support for (1) would indicate a
stable mechanism underlying TSP performance (i.e. high reliability), and support for (2) would indicate that this mechanism
is clustering (i.e. higher reliability for clustered instances). To
address these research questions, we calculated the reliability
of the two solutions participants produced for each instance.
We then fit a series of linear mixed effects models predicting
the TSP reliability using Number Of Points, Cluster Structure,

and Orientation Congruency as predictors. The model with all
three factors and all interactions as fixed effects, and with a
random intercept for each participant, was adopted because it
had the lowest AICc value.
There was an effect of Cluster Structure (χ2 (1) = 8.3, p <
0.005, β = 0.11). This indicates that clustered instances were
solved 0.11 more reliably than dispersed instances. Specifically, there was 11% greater overlap in the tours generated on
the two occasions for clustered instances than for dispersed
instances. There was also an interaction between Cluster
Structure and Number Of Points (χ2 (1) = 20.15, p < 0.001,
β = −0.01). Each additional point in an instance reduced
TSP reliability by 0.01 (i.e., resulted in 1% less overlap in the
tours), but only for dispersed instances; for clustered instances,
there was no significant effect of Number Of Points on TSP
reliability (Figure 2). This indicates that participants might be
clustering in order to solve the TSP, and this trend follows a
similar performance profile to those we found when participants clustered stimuli, addressing research question (2) that
one mechanism for humans solving the TSP is clustering
The model did not include a significant effect of Number
Of Points or of Orientation, nor were any interactions involving Orientation significant. Thus, with respect the the main
research question (1) concerning the reliability of TSP performance, it was high overall.
Prior studies have investigated the general characteristics
of human TSP performance. We attempted to replicate these
findings in a series of follow-up analyses that further informs
the role of clustering. We focused on findings regarding the
near-optimality of human performance. These analyses looked
at participants’ initial solutions of the 32 TSP problems. They
did not include their solutions to these problems on the second
occasion to avoid potential confounds of practice effects.
Percent above optimal We first evaluated whether we replicated the most striking finding in the human TSP literature:
that people produce tours that are within a few percentage
points of optimal, even as the Number Of Points increases.
This trend was observed by Graham et al. (2000) and Dry et
al. (2006), among other studies. We calculated the optimal
solution for each of our 32 problem instances using the Concorde TSP solver, which uses linear programming techniques
(Applegate, Bixby, Chvatal, & Cook, 2006). We then used
the following formula to calculate the percent above optimal
(PAO) for participants’ solutions.

PAO = 100 ×

participant tour length − optimal tour length
optimal tour length

Finally, we fit multiple linear mixed effects models predicting the percent above optimal using Number Of Points and
Cluster Structure as independent variables. The best-fitting
model, measured by the lowest AICc value, included both
fixed effects and random effects of Number Of Points and
Cluster Structure along with a random intercept term per participant (Relative likelihood = 0.89). The model included a sig-
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Figure 2: The effect of Cluster Structure on TSP reliability of
instances of varying Number Of Points. Increasing the number of points has a minimal effect on reliability for clustered
instances but a deleterious effect for dispersed instances.

nificant effect of Number Of Points (χ2 (1) = 58.21, p < 0.001,
β = 0.33) and Cluster Structure (χ2 (1) = 14.77, p < 0.001,
β = 1.87). Each point adds 0.33% extra tour length from optimality. Additionally, dispersed instances were 1.87% less
optimal than clustered instances (Figure 3).
Thus, we replicated the surprising finding of approximately
optimal human performance on the TSP, a problem that is
computationally intractable. Although the deviation from
optimality increases with the Number Of Points, it is less
than 10% for all trial types except for the dispersed instances
with the maximum number (25) of points. A model with
an interaction term between Cluster Structure and Number
Of Points was eliminated in model selection for having a
low AICc value, suggesting that clustered instances provide
a constant advantage over dispersed instances to participants
across all Number Of Points.
Time taken Another striking finding in the human TSP literature is the linearity of people’s solution times with the
Number Of Points. We therefore investigated whether the
participants in our study replicated the O(n) algorithmic time
complexity that previous studies (e.g., Graham et al. (2000))
have shown. We also assessed how Cluster Structure impacts
participants’ solution times. This question is critical given
our hypothesis that people solve TSP instances efficiently by
capitalizing on clustering. Model selection using AICc on a
series of linear mixed effects models led to the adoption of
a model with fixed and random effects of Number Of Points
and Cluster Structure, along with the fixed (but not random)
effect for the interaction between number of points and Cluster
Structure (Figure 4). The model included an effect of Number
Of Points (χ2 (1) = 300.67, p < 0.001, β = 1093). Each point

erate them. The consistent finding is that people are approximately optimal in the quality of their tours and approximately
linear in the time they require to generate them, even though
the TSP is a computationally hard problem. These studies
have found mixed evidence for potential strategies involved in
this surprising performance: the convex hull, crossing avoidance (Van Rooij, Stege, & Schactman, 2003), and clustering
hypotheses. Here, we focused on the clustering hypothesis
and provided a stronger test than in past studies.

Figure 3: Percent above optimal (PAO) as a function of Cluster Structure and Number Of Points. Each point leads to an
increase of 0.33% in PAO. Dispersed stimuli were 1.87% less
optimal than clustered stimuli.

Figure 4: Time taken to complete the TSP for instances with
different Cluster Structures and Numbers Of Points. Each
additional point lead to a 1093 ms increase in time taken.
There was no effect of Cluster Structure.
was associated with an increase of 1093 milliseconds of problem solving time. The linear trend in the data explained large
portion of the variance (R2 = 0.33), replicating previous findings in the literature (e.g., Graham et al. (2000)). Contrary to
our expectations, we did not find an effect of Cluster Structure
on the time taken to complete the TSP.
To summarize, the current study demonstrates, once again,
that people are able to generate approximately optimal solutions to TSP problems in time linear in the Number Of Points,
at least for small problems. However, it also demonstrates that
people are flexible in achieving this surprising performance,
perhaps using alternative strategies when clustering is less
available.

Discussion
Prior studies of human solution of the traveling salesperson
problem (TSP) have focused on calculating the percent above
optimal for people’s solutions and the time they take to gen-
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In prior work, we have found that participants are more reliable in their clusterings of a problem instance that is, statistically speaking, more clustered than more dispersed (Marupudi
et al., in preparation). In this study, we found that participants
produced more reliable TSP solutions for more clustered instances than for more dispersed instances. This similarity in
the performance profiles of participants on the clustering and
TSP tasks is consistent with the proposal that participants first
cluster the points of a TSP instance and then exploit this local
structure to generate a tour.
Increasing the Number Of Points did not affect the reliability of TSP solutions for clustered instances, but did do so
for dispersed instances. This follows directly from our clustering hypothesis: Dispersed instances have less evident cluster
structure. Thus, people probably generate less consistent (i.e.,
more variable) clusterings of these stimuli, and thus less consistent (i.e., more variable) tours. It is important to note that
the Clustering Structure of instances did not affect the time
participants required to solve TSP instances. This replicates
the null effect of cluster structure previously documented by
Dry et al. (2012). This implies that clustering is not a strategy that people use to save time. Rather, they appear to take
advantage of the Cluster Structure of an instance when it is
evident, and in this way improve the quality of their solution.
This leaves room for alternative strategies (i.e., convex hull,
crossing avoidance, nearest neighbour) that might be used
when the cluster structure of an instance is not evident.
One failed prediction concerned the percent above optimality (PAO) of TSP solutions. We expected to find an interaction
effect between Number Of Points and Cluster Structure on this
variable. Specifically, we expected that with increasing Number of Points, participants would deviate less from optimality
for the clustered instances than for the dispersed instances.
This is because the cluster structure of the former would guide
them through the larger problems, while the lack of such structure in the latter would provide minimal such affordances. This
prediction was not supported, and it is unclear why this was
the case. It is possible that with a greater and greater Numbers
of Points, the benefit of clustering begins to diminish: as the
clusters increase in size, they become difficult TSP problems
in their own right. We are currently running a replication of
this portion of the study to see if this surprising finding persists.
If it does, then this might explain why human performance
eventually deteriorates when the Number Of Points grows sufficiently large: the clusters themselves become problems that
are too large to solve efficiently.

This study not only successfully replicated effects from
previous studies suggesting clustering as a strategy on the TSP,
but additionally showed that human solutions are sensitive to
the cluster structure of instances, and this can in turn contribute
to the reliability of their problem solving. We are currently
following up this finding in a new study that asks participants
to first cluster a TSP instance and then solve it as a TSP. The
prediction is that the TSP tours they generate will follow the
structure of their clusterings.
It should be acknowledged that the difference in the optimality with which clustered and dispersed instances are solved,
while present, was low (1.87% percentage above optimal difference). The advantage might be larger for “more clustered”
instances than the ones used in the present study. We tried to
ensure that the clustered and dispersed instances were not noticably different from each other so that participants would not
guess the hypothesis of the experiment. The subtle difference
in the clustering versus dispersion of our stimuli was enough
to find evidence for the various predictions made here. The
use of more clustered instances in a future study might reveal
greater evidence for the role of clustering in TSP problem
solving than was found here.
A limitation of most models of human TSP performance is
that they do not attempt to predict the exact tours that participants produce on the TSP. Only one prior study has evaluated
how well the tours their model produces correlate with those
that humans produce (Kong & Schunn, 2007). Future research
looking at the fine-grain structure of tours might yield additional information about whether people apply clustering to
TSP instances in order to produce efficient solutions. It might
also find evidence for the additional strategies that people
employ.
Determining the strategies humans use to solve NP-hard
problems like the TSP is important for our broader understanding of the limits of human problem solving, and may in turn
inform efforts in artificial intelligence (AI). Approximation
algorithms that provide “good enough” solutions to computationally intractable problems may benefit from adopting the
strategies, clustering and otherwise, that humans use to efficiently solve (small instances of) these problems. This might
result in AI systems that improve upon the current state of the
art.
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Abstract
Children with developmental language disorder (DLD)
regularly use the base form of verbs (e.g., dance) instead of
inflected forms (e.g., danced). We propose an account of this
behavior in which children with DLD have difficulty
processing novel inflected verbs in their input. This leads the
inflected form to face stronger competition from alternatives.
Competition is resolved by the production of a more accessible
alternative with high semantic overlap with the inflected form:
in English, the bare form. We test our account computationally
by training a nonparametric Bayesian model that infers the
productivity of the inflectional suffix (-ed). We systematically
vary the number of novel types of inflected verbs in the input
to simulate the input as processed by children with and without
DLD. Modeling results are consistent with our hypothesis,
suggesting that children’s inconsistent use of inflectional
morphemes could stem from inferences they make on the basis
of impoverished data.
Keywords: Type frequency; Hapax legomena; Fragment
Grammars; Non-parametric Bayesian models; SLI; Child
language disorder

Introduction
A hallmark characteristic of developmental language
disorder (DLD) in English-speaking children is inconsistent
use of inflectional morphemes such as the past tense -ed or
third person singular -s. Although this is also observed in the
productions of typically developing (TD) children, consistent
use of the past tense occurs at a later age for children with
DLD and seems to coincide with sentence structures with
higher complexity. Crucially, the majority of errors for
children with DLD in English involve inconsistent use of
inflectional morphemes in obligatory contexts, producing the
base form instead. Verb agreement errors such as they am
laughing and insertions such as I likes milk are not observed
(Leonard, 2014).
Processing-based accounts of DLD identify the locus of the
problem in general processing deficits that implicate working
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memory or processing speed to interfere with learning
language, especially with making morphosyntactic
generalizations (e.g., Ellis Weismer & Hesketh, 1996;
Hoeffner & McClelland, 1993; Joanisse & Seidenberg, 1998;
Leonard, 1989; Tallal & Piercy, 1973; inter alia). For
example, Leonard (1989) compares DLD to a type of filter
that prevents non-salient parts of input from being registered
in memory. Conti-Ramsden (2002) proposes that due to
processing difficulties, children with DLD need more word
tokens to learn novel words and more types, i.e., distinct
tokens, to learn generalizations. These proposals have
successfully accounted for a range of observations (see
Leonard, 2014, for a review). However, the exact mechanism
by which processing deficits affect children’s ability to use
morphemes productively remains unclear.
In this paper, we propose a new account of children’s
difficulty with producing inflectional morphemes: the
competition–compensation account. The competition–
compensation account attributes the cause of morphological
impairments to the disproportionate effect of processing
difficulties on novel inflected forms, i.e., novel applications
of a suffix. This leads to a reduction in the number of types
bearing a certain suffix, in turn, weakening that suffix’s
productivity. The competition component maintains that a
verb produced with a weakly productive rule faces stronger
competition from alternatives. The compensation component
highlights the role of semantics in accounting for the use of
base-form as opposed to other forms. We implement the
competition component of our account in a computational
model and show that it leads to learning outcomes that, when
combined with the compensation component, would mimic
the qualitative behavior of children with DLD.
We begin by describing our theoretical account in the
context of the literature on DLD, then introduce our model
and describe two simulations that test its behavior when
trained on input from CHILDES (MacWhinney, 2000). We
conclude by discussing the implications of our account.

Competition–Compensation Account
An essential premise of the competition–compensation
account is the proposal that learning the degree of
productivity of a morphological process is a probabilistic
inference problem. The child uses the input available to her
to make an inference about the productivity of a morpheme.
The inference guides prediction regarding the applicability of
that morphological process in the future. We hypothesize that
if this inference is made on the basis of impoverished data—
i.e., input with a reduced number of novel items—the result
is a morpheme with a lower production probability.
Consequently, the child who infers a lower production
probability for a morphological process faces stronger
competition in selecting between that process and a more
frequent competing alternative.
If the competition is too difficult to resolve on the fly, the
child resorts to producing the next best available alternative.
This is the compensation mechanism. We argue that in the
case of the English verb paradigm, this alternative is the bare
form of the verb. In English, the bare form has a very high
frequency and as a result, is highly accessible during
production (Oldfield & Wingfield, 1965). It also has high
semantic overlap with the inflected form through sharing a
stem. Form accessibility and high semantic overlap render the
bare form a strong competitor. The current account
characterizes the production of the bare form as a
compensatory mechanism.
A major account of DLD that highlights the role of
compensation in morphological deficits is the Procedural
Deficit Hypothesis (Ullman & PierPont, 2005). In the
Procedural Deficit Hypothesis, morphological deficits are
rooted in a deficit of the procedural memory system. The
occasional appearances of inflectional morphemes are
attributed to a compensation strategy whereby languageimpaired individuals produce an unproductive rule by
resorting to memorization using the declarative memory
system. However, this account does not make clear why the
declarative system only sometimes compensates for the
procedural system and, if the compensatory strategy is always
available, why the production of inflected verbs is not always
successful (See Thomas, 2005, for a discussion). Overall,
under the Procedural Deficit Hypothesis, the availability of
the declarative system as a compensatory mechanism seems
to demand its own investigation of morphological deficits
independent of the procedural system.
Unlike the Procedural Deficit Hypothesis wherein the
compensatory strategy is posited to account for the
occasional appearance of inflectional morphemes, in our
competition–compensation account, the compensatory
behavior results in a failure to produce the inflected item,
owing to its function of delivering semantics as opposed to
form. This means that, rather than seeking a solution to the
problem of producing the correct form, the system prioritizes
a solution to expressing the planned meaning. The reason that
inflectional morphemes appear only occasionally is that
weakly productive rules face strong competition from other
alternatives and as a result, fail to apply on a regular basis.
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The claims of the competition–compensation account are
compatible with the role of type frequency in morphological
productivity. Type frequency has been proposed as a major
determinant of productivity—the ease by which a
morphosyntactic pattern applies to novel instances (Bybee,
1985). The higher the number of distinct items that cooccur
with a certain pattern, the higher its type frequency, and the
more likely it is that speakers apply it to new items. In
addition, an increase in the number of types in the verb
lexicon of children predicts the onset of past tense
overregularization errors (Marchman & Bates, 1994), and
increasing the type frequency of a morphosyntactic pattern
aids infants in learning that pattern in experimental settings
(Gomez, 2002). This benefit may be due to an increase in
analyzability of high type frequency patterns (Bybee, 1985).
Hapax legomena—words that occur only once in a
sample—provide a measure of how often novel types are
encountered and have been used to estimate differences in
productivity of different morphological processes (e.g.,
Baayen, 1993). The competition–compensation account
proposes that children with DLD experience fewer hapax
legomena compared to their TD peers. Consequently, when
children infer the productivity of an inflection from input
with a reduced number of novel types, they infer a lower
probability for the inflection. A lower probability, in turn,
limits the inflection’s future applicability to novel stems.
How might the novel application of a suffix be vulnerable
to processing difficulties in children with DLD? There are at
least two possibilities, one based on how the input is
processed and the other based on the quality of the input
itself. These two possibilities are not mutually exclusive, but
in accordance with processing-based accounts, we argue that
the major influence comes from processing difficulties of
children with DLD.
Children with DLD are slower in learning novel words.
Studies on the acquisition of novel words show that in both
comprehension and production (e.g., Kan & Windsor, 2010),
children with DLD require more exposure than their TD peers
to achieve similar learning outcomes (e.g., Alt et al., 2004).
In some studies, this difficulty has been observed across
lexical categories (Oetting et al., 1995), while others find that
it is more prominent for verbs (Windfuhr, Faragher, ContiRamsden, 2002). Furthermore, there is some evidence that
children with DLD are more prone to forgetting what they
recently learned (Riches, Tomasello, & Conti-Ramsden,
2005; Rice et al., 1994), which may jeopardize learning of
novel instances.
The second possibility is that children’s processing
difficulties, along with comorbid conditions such as ADHD
(Tirosh & Cohen, 1998), may limit their experience with
novel inflected forms. This is an understudied area of
research on DLD, probably because the input has been
assumed to not be detrimental to language learning, partially
due to other siblings’ typically developing language skills.
Although we do not propose differences in the input as the
major cause of DLD, we entertain the possibility that they
may play a partial role in reducing the number of novel

inflected forms addressed to the child. A few findings suggest
that caregivers’ productions may be affected by their attempt
to accommodate to children (Conti-Ramsden & Dykins,
1991). For example, Horsborough, Cross, and Ball (1985)
found that mothers of children with DLD exhibited higher
frequency of both repetitions of their own prior utterance and
imitation of the child’s utterance. In a study that looked at the
interaction between children with comprehension difficulties
and adults who were not related to them, Van Kleeck and
Carpenter (1980) found that adults limited their lexical
diversity when conversing with the children. In addition, the
emergence of first word in children with DLD is delayed—
23 months on average for DLD vs. 11 months on average for
TD (see Leonard, 2014 for a review)—which can delay and
in turn reduce the number of novel items addressed to the
child. Here, we simply ask if—regardless of the mechanism
responsible for reducing novel types in the input of children
with DLD—learning from fewer novel inflected types results
in lower productivity of a suffix.

A Model of Productivity as an Inference
We use Fragment Grammars (FG; O’Donnell, 2015), a nonparametric Bayesian model, to implement our account
computationally. Fragment Grammars are a generalization of
Adaptor Grammars (AG; Johnson et al., 2007a), that were
designed to generalize Probabilistic Context-Free Grammars
(PCFGs). Both AG and FG employ a framework where the
generation process occurs in two stages: In the first stage, a
generator, in this case a PCFG, generates a sequence of
outcomes. In the second stage, an adaptor, in this case the
Pitman–Yor process (PYP), adapts the outcomes generated
by the generator such that their frequencies fit a power-law
distribution (Goldwater et al., 2011). We model our data
using FG due to its success in modeling findings in the
morphological literature (see O’Donnell, 2015 for details). In
what follows, we briefly summarize PCFGs, PYP, and
explain how they are implemented in Fragment Grammars.
Probabilistic Context-free Grammars The underlying
model for generating linguistic structure in FG is a PCFG. A
CFG comprises a finite set of nonterminal symbols, a finite
set of terminal symbols, a finite set of production rules of the
form A —› γ, where γ is some sequence of nonterminal and
terminal symbols, and finally, a unique distinguished
nonterminal called the start symbol. In a multinomial PCFG,
a multinomial distribution is specified over a finite number of
discrete rule choices from a CFG, such that each non-terminal
A is associated with a multinomial distribution over its rules.
For example, if the CFG has three rules at the verb
nonterminal, INFLECTION —› -ed, INFLECTION —› -es, and
INFLECTION —› -ing, the rules may have probability .5, .3,
and .2 respectively. In FG, the multinomial parameter is
drawn from a Dirichlet distribution with parameter π.
The Pitman–Yor Process In AG and FG, the expansion of
non-terminals is adapted through the implementation of the
Pitman–Yor process (Johnson et al., 2007). The Pitman–Yor
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process is a type of non-parametric infinite dimensional prior
that models the division or partitioning of a large number of
tokens into clusters (Pitman & Yor, 1997). The partitioning
is influenced by two opposing biases inherent to the PYP. The
first is the rich-get-richer bias. The PYP assigns higher
probability to partitioning procedures that, for the same
number of tokens observed, have fewer clusters. This is a
type of simplicity bias. It turns into a rich-get-richer bias
because assignment of new tokens to clusters is roughly
proportional to the number of times previously observed
tokens have been assigned to each cluster. The second, and
opposing, bias is a novelty bias. The more often novel
clusters have been generated in the past, the more likely the
system is to generate novel clusters.
More specifically, PYP(a,b) has two parameters: a is the
discount parameter and b is the concentration parameter, for
0 ≤ a < 1 and b > – a. To gain intuition for the PYP, consider
π outcomes in decreasing order of probability: π1 > π2 > ….
The concentration parameter b controls how much of the
probability is assigned to the first few outcomes. This
implements a rich-get-richer bias. The tail of PYP
approximately follows a power-law distribution, 𝜋! ∝
(𝑖)"#/% (Pitman & Yor, 1997, p. 867). The discount
parameter controls the shape of the tail, such that larger
values of a yield heavier tails while smaller values yield
lighter tails. This implements the novelty bias.
Here, we describe a sequential sampling scheme for the
PYP using an equivalent but finite process. The first observed
token is assigned to a new cluster. The probability of
&! "%
assigning N+1th token to an old cluster is '()
, and the
probability of assigning the N+1th token to a new cluster is
*%()
, where yi is the number of tokens already assigned to
'()
cluster i, K is the total number of clusters already generated,
corresponding to partial tree fragments in the current model,
and N is the total number of tokens. Therefore, PYP generates
a sequence of integers τ(1), τ(2), … as follows. These integers
provide indices of the clusters to which observed tokens are
assigned.
'

𝑝"𝜏 ("#$) $𝜏 ($) , … , 𝜏 (") ; 𝑎, 𝑏* ≔ ,
&($

𝑦& − 𝑎
𝐾𝑎 + 𝑏
𝛿 ("#$)(&+ +
𝛿 ("#$)('#$+
𝑁 + 𝑏 )*
𝑁 + 𝑏 )*

Here, δX is a point mass distribution equal to 1 if the
proposition X is true and 0 if it is false.
In FG, this adaptation process incorporates stochastic
memoization, which allows frequently reused sequences of
computations to be stored and accessed as a single
computation. Crucially, these stored computations can be
fragments of a hierarchical structure with a variable slot and
can be treated as productive computations. The decision to
store the expansion of a non-terminal is a Bernoulli random
variable, and the parameter of the Bernoulli distribution is
drawn from a Beta distribution with parameter ψ. Figure 1
illustrates how the past tense fragment in our morphological
data (V —› STEM -ed tree on the right side of the figure) could
be an example of such a fragment.

STEM INFLECTION
...

henceforth Tail-cut, we simply removed the past tense
hapaxes from the tail of the past tense -ed distribution in each
child’s data. This model simulates a reduction in
experiencing novel types by the child. Figure 2 presents
example data from one child, where hapaxes, which were
removed to create the Tail-cut model, are marked.

V

-ed

STEM -ed

—›

...

Figure 1: Memoization of two computations into one.
Implementing the PYP as a distribution over memoized
forms allows a learner to infer from the data that there is a
partial tree fragment, whose leaves are an unspecified stem
slot and past tense marker -ed: V —› STEM -ed. This tree
fragment can be combined with a verb stem to generate its
past tense, without requiring the model to independently
select two separate rules (V —› STEM INFLECTION and
INFLECTION —› -ed). Moreover, as the number of verb
observations that can be generated with this derivation
increases, more tokens will be assigned to this cluster, and as
a result its probability increases in the learned grammar. In
this way, the distribution of verbs that use -ed in the data
influences the degree of productivity of -ed in the learned
grammar.
For more details on FG and the mathematical description
of the full generative model see O’Donnell (2015).
Inference The inference for FG involves finding the
distribution over stored sets of tree fragments that best
explain the observed data, i.e., a corpus of derivation trees of
inflected verbs. In other words, given a fragment grammar
and a set of parses, what are the different ways the parses can
be divided into tree fragments? We use the Metropolis–
Hastings algorithm described in O’Donnell (2015) and
Johnson et al. (2007b) to sample from the posterior.

Simulations
Our simulations allow us to test whether, in accordance with
the prediction of the competition–compensation account,
reducing the number of hapaxes in the input would result in
inferring a lower productivity for a suffix. Fragment
Grammars is an ideal model for this purpose as it treats
learning the productivity of morphemes as a probabilistic
inference problem, and infers the productivity of a morpheme
given the input.
The verb data for 17 children were extracted from the
CHILDES corpus. The children were randomly selected from
a pool of children whose data included fewer than 30,000
verb tokens. The original data were coded based on the
inflectional categories of past tense, 3rd person singular
present tense, and no suffix. We further coded the past tense
verbs into regular and irregular verbs. These formed the basis
of the typically developing (TD) model for each child’s data.
We use hapax legomena—words with frequency 1 in each
sample—to quantify how often novel types are encountered
by children. To instantiate processing-related deficits that
reflect our hypothesis, we manipulate the number of hapaxes
that occurred with past tense -ed suffix in the data for each
child. We created two DLD models. In the first DLD model,
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Figure 2: Past tense -ed distribution from one child in the
data. The y-axis represents token frequency. The x-axis
represents distinct past tense verbs. The black line marks the
manipulation that removes hapaxes (60 in this case).
In the second DLD model, henceforth Tail-shift, hapaxes
in the tail of the -ed distribution were removed and reassigned
to the base form distribution, i.e., verbs with no suffix. This
was done to simulate a child’s processing difficulty with
suffixes that may not be salient enough, resulting in
processing the inflected verb as the base form. If a past tense
hapax was the output of a novel stem with the past tense rule,
it was assigned a frequency of 1 in the base form distribution.
If a past tense hapax was the output of a familiar stem and
already appeared in the corpus as a base form, its frequency
in the base form distribution was increased by 1.
A control condition was created to test the effect of
removing tokens equal to the number of past tense hapaxes
from the head of distribution where higher frequency items
reside. This was done independently for each child, as the
number of hapaxes differed from one dataset to another. If
the highest frequency word was larger than the number of
hapaxes, its frequency was reduced by the number of hapaxes
in the data set. If the highest frequency item had a frequency
lower than the number of hapaxes, then the frequency of each
high frequency item was divided in half (rounded up for even
numbers) until the total reduced token frequency reached the
count of hapaxes. The result was a condition, henceforth
FlatHead, with the same number of tokens but different
number of types from the Tail-cut/Tail-shift distribution.
The model was run for a total of 100 sweeps through each
child’s dataset with the following hyperparameter settings: a
= 0.5, b = 100, π = 1, ψ = (1, 0.5). The verbs were presented
to the model one at a time. Each model was run 10 times,
initiated with a new random seed each time.
To assess the productivity of the past tense rule, we
presented each model with a wug test—i.e., a novel item that
has not been observed in the input—and measured the
production probability of wug in the past tense (wugged) and
wug in the base form (wug). We used inside score—the log
probability under the grammar that the nonterminal V consists

create two other conditions. A TailBoost condition was
created from the Tail-cut model by adding the hapaxes from
the tail of the base form distribution to the tail of the past
tense distribution. We did this by selecting the stems with
frequency 1 in the base form distribution of each dataset and
creating a past tense inflected verb of the same stem in the
input of the model and assigning it frequency 1. This differs
from the TD models in Simulation 1 because the added
hapaxes were not necessarily the same verbs that occurred in
the tail of the -ed distribution in the child’s input. A second
control, the HeadBoost condition, was created by increasing
the frequency of the highest frequency regular past tense verb
in the Tail-cut model by the same count as the number of
hapaxes that were added to the TailBoost condition.
38.5

Production Probability

of a specific set of terminals, e.g., wug and -ed—to quantify
the competition between the past tense rule and no suffix rule.
Results are presented in Figure 3. As predicted, wugged has
a lower probability in the two DLD models (Tail-cut and
Tail-shift) compared to the TD model. The data were
analyzed using a linear mixed effect regression model with
inside score for wugged as the dependent variable and
Condition as the independent variable. Random intercept for
Child and random slopes for Condition within Child were
included in the model. Relative to TD, i.e., the model with
full data, both Tail-cut and Tail-shift assigned a significantly
lower production probability to wugged (β = −0.49, t =
−23.06, p < .0001) for Tail-cut; β = −0.52, t = −20.95, p <
.0001 for Tail-shift). As predicted, TD and FlatHead were not
significantly different from each other (β = 0.0007, t = 0.04,
p = 0.961), but FlatHead was different from both Tail-cut (β
= −0.49, t = −18.52, p < .0001) and Tail-shift (β = −0.52, t =
−17.05, p < .0001). These results suggest that when models
infer the productivity of inflectional rule with fewer novel
inflected forms, as may be the case with DLD children during
word learning, they produce morphological deficits similar to
the those seen in children with DLD.

39.0
39.5
40.0
40.5
41.0

HeadBoost

Tail cut

TailBoost

Production Probability

Learning Model

Figure 4: Probability of generalizing the -ed inflection in
Simulation 2. The x-axis represents the learning models and
the y-axis represents the inside score of wugged. Each color
represents data from a different child. Each dot represents
one run of the model.

39
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FlatHead

TD

Tail shift

Tail cut

Learning Model

Figure 3: Probability of generalizing the -ed inflection in
Simulation 1. The x-axis represents the learning models and
the y-axis is the inside score of wugged. Each color
represents data from a different child. Each dot represents
one run of the model.
Consistent with the compensation component of our
hypothesis, the results of t tests showed that in all models, the
probability of producing wug was higher than wugged (with
a difference of at least −2.85; all ps < .0001). This is, of
course, due to the high frequency of the base form.
The second simulation was designed to test the effect of an
intervention by boosting the input of the DLD models with
novel past tense hapaxes. We hypothesized that increasing
the number of types by increasing hapaxes in the past tense
input of a DLD model increases the productivity of the past
tense rule, while increasing the frequency of already familiar
items in the past tense distribution would not result in a more
productive rule. We tested this hypothesis by comparing the
effect of boosting familiar items in the head of the
distribution as opposed to boosting novel items by adding
them to the tail.
We used the Tail-cut condition from Simulation 1 as our
baseline and, for each child, made changes to the input to
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Results are presented in Figure 4. Mixed effects models
with the same random structure as in the previous simulation
were run. Relative to Tail-cut, the base line model that was
boosted to create the TailBoost and HeadBoost conditions,
TailBoost assigned a significantly higher production
probability to wugged (β = 0.7, t = 15.63, p < .0001). This
effect was not observed for HeadBoost (β = −0.03, t = −1.5,
p = 0.154). These results suggest that introducing novel
inflected types in the input of DLD models increases the
production probability of that inflection.

Discussion
In this paper we introduced the competition–compensation
account, proposing that inference on the basis of data with
lower number of hapaxes results in rules with lower
productivity in children with DLD. Under this account,
processing difficulties disproportionally limit DLD
children’s access to the most essential part of the data: novel
applications of an inflectional form in the tail of a power-law
distribution. When children make an inference about the
degree of productivity of an inflectional morpheme on the
basis of input with lower number of hapax legomena, they
attribute lower probabilities to the future application of that
rule. Rules with lower production probability face stronger
competition from alternative rules.

In this paper, we used computational modeling to test the
competition portion of this account. We created two DLD
models with a smaller number of past tense hapaxes in their
input. We used a non-parametric Bayesian model, Fragment
Grammars, to infer probabilities of past tense rules in these
models. While results showed that the past tense rule in the
DLD models was not entirely unproductive, its production
probability in novel contexts relative to the TD model was
significantly reduced, even when controlling for token
frequency. This pattern qualitatively resembles the difference
in the use of inflectional morphemes in obligatory contexts
between TD and DLD children (around 90–95% for TD
versus 30–60% for DLD children by age 5; Leonard, 2014;
p. 82), providing support for our account. This effect was
robust to the specifics of how we implemented the outcome
of processing-related deficits in the two DLD models.
A lower production probability for the past tense fragment
could explain why inhibiting competing responses with
higher accessibility, such as the base form, may be more
difficult for children with DLD. Experimental work by
Harmon and Kapatsinski (2017) demonstrated that high
accessibility of a form leads speakers to extend that form, as
opposed to its competitor, to novel semantically related
contexts. The high accessibility of the base form, coupled
with its semantic and phonological similarity to its inflected
past tense form due to stem overlap, leads to its repeated
extension to past tense contexts, resulting in inconsistent
inflectional marking in these contexts (see also Hoeffner &
McClelland, 1993). All English-speaking children go through
a stage where they fail to inhibit the extension of bare stem to
other contexts. Yet, for children with DLD, lower production
probability for the past tense fragment means overcoming
stronger competition.
Children with DLD have been shown to have more
difficulty inhibiting irrelevant items (Ellis Weismer, Evans,
& Hesketh, 1999; Marton & Schwartz, 2003). It is possible
that these inhibitory problems are an independent source of
difficulty for these children. To continue to communicate
under time pressure, children with DLD may rely on
whatever form is more accessible, which is very often the
bare form. This is a compensatory behavior with the goal of
communicating a meaning as close as possible to the intended
meaning. In fact, Harmon and Kapatsinski show that
semantically similar over-extensions appear even when the
speakers are generally aware that there is a more appropriate
alternative to the form they just produced (Harmon &
Kapatsinski, 2017). In this way, compensation results in
behavior that is similar to the defaulting effect that has been
shown to be influential in accounting for cross-linguistic
differences in morphosyntactic problems observed in
children with DLD (e.g., Freudenthal et al., 2021).
Our findings are in line with the claims of the critical mass
hypothesis (Marchman & Bates, 1994) and the SLI critical
mass hypothesis (Conti-Ramsden, 2002). In accordance with
the role of type frequency in productivity, SLI critical mass
hypothesis claims that children with SLI require a larger
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number of types to successfully learn a morphosyntactic
pattern and generalize that pattern to novel contexts.
We leave the modeling of the compensation component for
future work. However, further support for the contribution of
semantic relatedness to over-extension of base form comes
from children with DLD’s over-reliance on a small group of
high-frequency verbs, also known as general, all-purpose
(GAP) verbs or light verbs (e.g., do, make, put) in their
production. For example, children with DLD may overextend the verb make to a context such as I have to make
names where TD children would use a more specific verb
such as write. (Rice & Bode, 1993). Over-extensions of GAP
verbs to contexts where a semantically more specific verb is
more appropriate points to the contribution of meaning
independently of phonological overlap. Here, we have argued
that over-extension of the bare form to past-tense contexts is
also influenced by semantic overlap between the two.
One limitation of the current work is that it leaves aside the
question of why novel applications of inflectional suffixes are
more vulnerable to the processing difficulties of children with
DLD. However, experimental work by Alt (2011) on fastmapping abilities of children with DLD and a large body of
research on nonword repetition by children with DLD (see
summary in Gathercole, 2006) provide some evidence for the
argument that (phonological) processing difficulties affect
the initial encoding of words. Gathercole and colleagues
(citations in 2006 paper) found that children with DLD are as
accurate as their TD peers when repeating short nonwords,
but are much less accurate than peers when repeating long
nonwords. In addition, Alt found an interaction between
performance and word length: while children with DLD
learned shorter words similarly to their TD peers, they had
difficulty with learning longer words. These findings predict
that children with DLD would have more difficulty encoding
hapax legomena, both because they hear these words (or parts
of them) for the first time and because hapaxes are more
likely to include lower frequency phonologically unfamiliar
stems (see also McGregor et al., 2017, and citations therein).
Future work will examine the interaction between model
parameters and the input manipulations reported here. For
example, it is possible that experience with fewer verb types
in the past tense, especially with higher frequency, biases
children with DLD to store a larger number of inflected verbs
as a single unit (stem plus inflection) compared to TD
children, further undermining productivity.
Finally, conventional treatment for inflectional
morphology in children with DLD uses high frequency verbs
as targets, on the assumption that it will be easier to add a
morpheme to a familiar verb (e.g., Weiler, 2013). However,
the competition–compensation account suggests that
treatment for verb morphology deficits will be more effective
if hapaxes are chosen as targets.
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Abstract

By re-evaluating Crow (2000)’s claim that “Schizophrenia [is] the
price that Homo sapiens pays for language”, we suggest that
displacement, the ability to refer to things and situations outside
from here and now, partly realized through syntactic operation,
could be related to the symptoms of schizophrenia. Mainly
supported by episodic memory, displacement has been found in
nonhuman animals, but more limited than that in humans. As a
conserved subcortical region, the hippocampus plays a key role in
episodic memory across species. Evidence in humans suggests that
the parietal lobe and basal ganglia are also involved in episodic
Memory. We propose that what makes human displacement more
developed could rely on the better coordination between the
hippocampus and the parietal lobe and basal ganglia. Given that all
these areas taking part in language processing, displacement could
have served as an interface between episodic memory and
language.
Keywords: displacement; schizophrenia; episodic memory;
hippocampus; comparative cognition

Introduction: the central paradox
Despite the substantial disadvantage in survival, the
genetic predisposition of schizophrenia has not been
eliminated from population within a few generations. This is
the central paradox concerning schizophrenia raised in
Huxley et al. (1964). In order to resolve this paradox, Crow
(2000) approached this issue from the evolutionary
perspective and claimed that “schizophrenia [is] the price
that Homo sapiens pays for language”. To be more specific,
he proposed that language, the most characteristically
human capacity, was the balancing advantage for the Homo
sapiens-specific predisposition to schizophrenia (not always
pathologically expressed). However, with the advancement
in cognitive neuroscience and accumulating evidence from
comparative biology, it gets clear that some of the claims in
Crow (2000) seem to be hardly maintained and need to be
updated.
In the present work, through the lens of episodic memory
deficits of schizophrenia and evidence from comparative
biology, we focus on the capacity of displacement and how
it relates to the evolution of language. Displacement enables
humans to refer to things and situations outside from here
and now (Bickerton, 2009), and it is traditionally assumed
to be one of the design features that distinguishes human
language from nonhuman animal communicative signals
(Hockett, 1960). However, it is not necessarily a feature of
language. In the following sections, we will first explain
how displacement could be realized by, but beyond the
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mechanism of episodic memory. Data from behavioral
studies in comparative biology have revealed that animals
also have episodic-like memory but very limited in terms of
displacement.
Secondly, at the brain level, as a major long-term memory
hub, the hippocampus is assumed to be the basis for
episodic memory. Further, since the hippocampus is a
highly conserved brain structure, its functions could shed
light on comparative studies from evolutionary perspective.
Going into the details of neural basis of displacement,
existing evidence has shown that displacement is not
human- or language-specific but a domain-general property
closely linked to episodic memory in both temporal and
spatial dimensions. We propose that what makes humans
superior to animals in terms of displacement is the better
coordination between the hippocampus and basal ganglia as
well as the parietal lobe, with the evidence in humans that
the basal ganglia and parietal lobe both contribute to
episodic memory in different ways. Furthermore, findings of
all three brain areas involved in language processing suggest
displacement could be an interface between episodic
memory and language.
Finally, we come back to schizophrenia and relate its core
symptoms to the functions of the hippocampus, basal
ganglia and parietal lobe. Schizophrenia patients exhibit not
only cognitive problems related to episodic memory, but
also language problems, both of which could be related to
displacement.

“Schizophrenia as the price that Homo sapiens
pays for language”?
To evaluate Crow’s claim that “schizophrenia [is] the
price that Homo sapiens pays for language”, we need to
have a better understanding of how language evolved, and
which parts of language that have distinguished humans
from other nonhuman animals could have contributed to the
emergence of schizophrenia. To this end, two basic
questions from a bottom-up perspective will be revealing.
First, which property of language is the most
characteristically human capacity? Second, is/are the
component(s) human unique or shared with nonhuman
animals? Beyond behavioral level, we aim to emphasize that
the neural basis of such component(s) could provide more
straightforward insights to the questions above.
Crow (2000) claimed that “arbitrariness”, the absence of
any relationship between a word's form and its meaning, is
the distinctive characteristics of human language. However,

from evolutionary perspective, Bickerton (2009) argued that
“arbitrariness” is also a feature of some animal
communication system, for instance, the vervets’ alarm calls
for eagles, leopards and snakes. These calls function
differently from words in human language system. Take the
eagle call as an example. it does not translate as “eagle” nor
evokes the image of eagle or anything that eagle could do. It
just draws attentions to the predators from air. It seems more
efficient and functional to translate the call as "Look out, an
eagle is coming!" or "Danger from the air!" or "Quick, find
the nearest bush and hide in it!" (Bickerton， 2009:44)
At the brain level, lateralization has been proposed as the
critical change giving rise to the emergence of language
Crow, 2008; Corballis, 2003). Literature suggested that
lateral asymmetry is unique in our species (Harrington,
1989). Crichton-Browne (1879) first related mental disorder
with brain asymmetry from the perspective of evolution.
Other studies provided further evidence on asymmetries and
some suggested anatomical asymmetries at the cortical level
contribute to speciation event (Geschwind & Levitsky 1991).
Further, it is assumed that asymmetry at the brain level has
genetic endowment and gives rise to the phenomena of
handedness which is specific to Homo sapiens (Harris,
1991).
However, with the accumulating evidence from
comparative studies (see Fitch and Braccini, 2013 for a
review), the central position of lateralization in
distinguishing Homo sapiens as a species has been
challenged, so that it is inconclusive to explain the
emergence of language. One of the basic features of the
vertebrate brain is neural asymmetry (Vallortigara & Rogers,
2005), and species-typical patterns of left-hemispheric
dominance provided neural basis for conspecific
communication in chimpanzees (Taglialatela et al., 2008)
and rhesus monkeys (Hauser & Andersson, 1994). Going
beyond the primates, left-hemispheric dominance effect
concerning language evolution has been found in birds. For
instance, vocal learning in zebra finches (Moorman et al.,
2012), song discrimination in Bengalese finches (Okanoya
et al., 2001) and hypoglossal functions in canaries
(Nottebohm, 1971).
Hence, the claims in Crow (2000) seem not to be
maintained. In the next section, we will focus on the
property of language that is different from animal calls,
namely displacement. The key difference is that language
makes human beings escape from the limitation of here and
now while animal calls are confined to current situations.

Displacement and episodic memory
Displacement, the ability to talk about things and event
outside from here and now (Bickerton, 2009), heavily relies
on episodic memory, which enables one to revisit the past
event and imagine possible future scenarios (Tulving,
2001). It is worth noting that displacement involves both
temporal and spatial information, which are important for
episodic memory formation and retrieval in both time and
space scales. Tulving (2002) claimed that episodic memory
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is human-unique, indicating that displacement may also be
human-unique. Hockett (1960) also posited that
displacement is one of the design features of human
language which is distinct from animal communication
signals. It thus seems that displacement could be both
language- and human-specific from the theoretical
perspective. However, as we have access to more data of
nonhuman animal behavior, episodic-like memory has been
argued to be detected in nonhuman animals, but inferior to
that found in humans in terms of time interval and space
distance.
Clayton & Dickinson (2010) have argued that in
nonverbal animals, it is impossible to take advantage of
their verbal output, so ethological criteria for episodic
memory in nonhuman animals need to be established.
Observations in the wild and lab have demonstrated that
nonhuman animals possess episodic-like memory with
reference to the criteria of “what-where-when”. Examples
include food caching birds (Clayton & Dickinson, 1998),
rodents (Crystal & Smith, 2014), and nonhuman primates
(Martin-Ordas et al., 2010), but it is limited by the length of
time interval of the two measured incidents (Cook et al.,
1985). Furthermore, displacement as a whole has been
reported to be detected in invertebrates: waggle dance of
honeybees (Root-Bernstein, 2010), and food navigation
(Schwarz et al., 2017) and recruitment systems in ants
(Holldobler & Wilson, 1978), but still within the limit of
distance (Yule, 2010). These data suggest that although
short-distance (time and space) displacement has been found
in nonhuman animals, long-distance displacement could be
specific to humans. We suggest that such human-specific
long-distance displacement can be explained from both
neurological and theoretical perspectives.

Hippocampal contribution to episodic memory
in humans and nonhuman animals
The hippocampus is assumed to be involved in explicit
long-term memory and episodic memory (Graf & Schacter,
1985; Voss et al. 2017). To be more specific, it is well
established that the hippocampus is involved in spatial
information (Eichenbaum, 2017; Schiller et al., 2015) and
encoding of time (Eichenbaum, 2015). The hippocampus is
also assumed to store information of when, where and what
(Tsao et al., 2018).
In addition to the function of information storage from
multisensory input, the hippocampus was also proposed to
be engaged in dynamic process like conjunctions of
complex elements including items, context, and temporal
information (Cowell et al., 2019: 5; Shimamura, 2010).
When experience unfolds overtime, interrelated stimuli are
processed and bound together to form coherent memory
(Eichenbaum & Cohen 2004). This actually anchors the
mechanism of relational binding of the hippocampus which
referred to as the function of “rapidly, continuously, and
obligatorily form associations among disparate elements
across space and time, and further to enable the comparison
of internal representations with current perceptual input”

(Olsen et al., 2012). Such functions of the hippocampus
seem to form the essential basis for displacement.
Comparative data also suggest the role of the
hippocampus in episodic memory. In avian species, as we
have stated in the previous section, food-caching behavior to
some extent reflects episodic-like memory. Investigation
from the brain level reveals that the hippocampus plays a
crucial role in food-storing. Black-capped chickadees and
dark-eyed juncos with hippocampal lesions show memory
impairment for location (Hampton & Shettleworth, 1996;
Sherry & Duff, 1996), suggesting that the functions of avian
hippocampus could be homologous to mammalian
hippocampus (Colombo & Broadbent, 2000; Sherry &
Vaccarino, 1989). Hippocampal lesions also impacted the
performance of spatial learning in Japanese quails (Lormant
et al., 2020). The size of the hippocampus relative to
telencephalon in food-storing passerines is considerably
larger than that in non-food-storing ones (Sherry & Duff,
1996). This enlargement of the hippocampus relative to
other brain areas indicated that memory for food caches
could drive the increase of the hippocampal neurons for
survival (Clayton, 1998). Indeed, it has been found that the
seasonal change in caching is correlated with the seasonal
change in hippocampal size in food-storing birds (Sherry &
Hoshooley, 2010).
Studies on rodents have shown that different subregions
of the hippocampus are involved in episodic memory which
can be decomposed into components, recognition, temporal
order and spatial memories (Aggleton & Pearce 2001). The
novel object recognition (NOR) task for the purpose of
investigating nonspatial memory in rodents has shown that
the hippocampus is not only taking part in object
recognition, but also sensitive to the time delay between the
sample and test sessions (Cohen & Stackman, 2015),
suggesting that the recognition role of the hippocampus may
depend on temporal information. Temporal order has been
explored using odors in rodents (Fortin et al., 2002; Kesner
et al., 2002). The data suggested that the hippocampus is
involved in remembering events in sequence. Besides, the
result of the visual object presentations in rats with lesion in
the dorsal CA1 and CA3 of the hippocampus further
suggested that only CA1 is critical for temporal information
processing (Hoge & Kesner, 2007), whereas the temporal
order of the spatial information was reported to be processed
by ventral hippocampus (Howland et al., 2008). With
respect to spatial memory, early studies have demonstrated
that hippocampal lesions in rats exhibit impaired spatial
learning (Jarrard, 1993). The discovery of “place cell”
(O’Keefe & Nadel, 1978) also suggested the important role
of the hippocampus in spatial cognition.
In nonhuman primates, sub-components of episodic
memory were also examined separately as well as in
combination. The what-where association was investigated
in macaques by recording single hippocampal formation
neurons, and the results showed that both separation and
combination of representations of objects and where they
locate involved the hippocampus, which is a required
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property in an episodic memory system (Rolls et al., 2005).
Recording 644 neurons from the hippocampus, and
entorhinal and perirhinal cortex in the medial temporal lobe
in two macaques, Naya & Suzuki (2011) found that the
most prominent “time cells” signals were observed in the
hippocampus, suggesting that the hippocampus is sensitive
to time scale. Lesion studies also suggested the role of the
hippocampus in episodic memory in nonhuman primates.
For instance, conducting delayed nonmatching to sample
task on cynomolgus monkeys, Zola et al. (2000) found that
object recognition memory was impaired in hippocampal
lesion group. Taken together, comparative evidence
indicated that the hippocampus is involved in episodic(-like)
memory in nonhuman animals, homologous to the functions
of human hippocampus.

What makes human displacement highly
developed?
In humans, apart from the fact that the hippocampus is
responsible for episodic memory, the parietal cortex is
equally important to be mentioned. The parietal lobe is
evidenced to play a role in integrating multisensory inputs,
which is essential for the formation of episodic memory.
Neuroimaging studies indeed address the role of the parietal
lobe in episodic memory. Both time and space travel tasks
elicit activation of the inferior parietal lobe (Gauthier & van
Wassenhove, 2014). The angular gyrus, a region lying at the
ventral posterior parietal cortex, was shown to be involved
in both encoding and retrieval episodic memory (Tibon et
al., 2019). The left lateral parietal cortex was also reported
to be activated in time travel of past, present and future
(Nyberg et al., 2010). On the other hand, although it is
generally assumed that the basal ganglia are the neural basis
for procedural memory while the hippocampus supports
long-term memory, evidence has shown that these functions
are actually distributed in the brain (Schreiweis et al., 2014).
Neuroimaging and neuropsychological evidence suggests
that the basal ganglia are also involved in encoding and
retrieval of long-term memory (Han et al., 2010; Shohamy
& Adcock, 2010). Scimeca & Badre (2012) also proposed
that the function of cognitive control of the basal ganglia
enhances the likelihood of the success of retrieval.
On the coordination between the hippocampus and the
parietal lobe and basal ganglia, evidence has shown that the
hippocampus is involved in the network including medial
temporal lobe and posterior parietal cortex (Szczepanski &
Saalmann, 2013). Further, anterior hippocampus is
connected with dorsal parietal cortex which related to items
consistent with retrieval goals, and posterior hippocampus is
functionally connected with ventral parietal cortex which
processes unexpected items (Ciaramelli et al., 2020).
Resting state Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging
(fMRI) scanning on normal subjects showed robust
connection between the hippocampal formation and various
subregions of the parietal cortex including precuneus,
posterior cingulate, retrosplenial cortex, and bilateral
inferior parietal lobule (Vincent et al., 2006). In the case of

the basal ganglia, evidence has shown that humanized
FOXP2 inserted in mice enhances the information
transformation between the basal ganglia and hippocampus
(Schreiweis et al., 2014), suggesting a human specific basal
ganglia-hippocampal coordination. These data suggest that
the hippocampus works with the parietal lobe and basal
ganglia to serve the functions of encoding and retrieval of
episodic memory, and thus displacement in humans could
be obtained by better coordination between the
hippocampus and the parietal lobe and basal ganglia
respectively.

Displacement as an interface between episodic
memory and language
In addition to the aforementioned contributions to
episodic memory, the hippocampus, basal ganglia, and
parietal lobe have also been shown to be involved in
different aspects of language processing. In this sense,
displacement could serve as an interface between episodic
memory and language.
The hippocampus has been implicated in new grammar
learning (Opitz & Friederici, 2003; Kepinska et al., 2018),
syntactic integration in language comprehension (Meyer et
al., 2005), and naming ability (Davies et al., 1998;
Matthews, 2015). The results of Glikmann-Johnston et al.
(2015) suggested that the hippocampus is involved in brain
network which selectively supports verbal semantic fluency.
Further, Liégeois et al. (2004) showed that lesions at the left
language area did not associate with the activation in the
analogous regions in the right hemisphere, while in patients
with hippocampal lesion, right-lateralized, or bilateral
language related regions, activation were detected. This
indicates that the hippocampus may be implicated in
language lateralization. Using blank filling tasks, Piai et al.
(2016) have found that the theta-oscillatory activity
supported by the hippocampus is stronger in the condition
of semantically associated sentences than semantically
neutral sentences. Such direct evidence of involvement of
the hippocampus in language online processing encouraged
Covington & Duff (2016) to propose a domain general
prediction role of the hippocampus in language-memory
interface.
Parietal lobe has been implicated in contributing to
language evolution and development. In the dual-stream
hypothesis for language processing, the dorsal pathway II
connecting the superior temporal gyrus (STG) to inferior
frontal gyrus (IFG, BA 44) via the arcuate fasciculus (AF)
going through the parietal cortex has been proposed to be
involved in complex sentence processing (Friederici, 2012).
The enlargement of the parietal lobe has been detected in
evolution in humans (Boeckx & Benítez-Burraco, 2014),
which could have provided humans with enough space
(Deacon, 1989) for the maturation and emergence of the
dorsal pathway II in development and evolution.
Furthermore, Boeckx (2016) has hypothesized that the twodimensional recursive structure of syntactic computation
could have been formed by paring two existing one-
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dimensional sequences supported by frontal-parietal and
fronto-temporal connection which already present in
nonhuman primates, emphasizing the important role of the
parietal cortex of humans. Moreover, comparing human AF
with that of chimpanzees and macaques, Rilling et al. (2008)
found that human AF is more strongly enhanced and widely
connected.

Evidence has shown that the basal ganglia are also
involved in language processing. In Event-Related
Potential (ERP) studies, syntactic inconsistency elicits P600
wave. In a series of event-related fMRI studies, patients
with basal ganglia lesion and Parkinson’s disease were
asked to process the syntactic incorrect sentences and the
modulations of P600 wave were detected (Kotz et al. 2003).
Further, results show that the basal ganglia are involved in
syntactic processing (Friederici & Kotz, 2003). In an fMRI
study, the authors found increased activation in both right
and left basal ganglia when the participants process
sentences with complicated syntactic structures (Progovac et
al., 2018). From clinical perspective, Shi & Zhang (2020)
propose that the basal ganglia are involved in the process
where hierarchical syntactic structures are transferred into
linearized structures.
Having established that displacement could serve as an
interface between memory system and language. Let’s take
a closer look at how this interface is captured in both
clinical and linguistic terms and how linguistic theories
could map onto brain functions. Besides, the question of
why human beings has superior displacement will also be
discussed.

Cognitive deficits and corresponding
biomarkers of Schizophrenia
Dating back to 1950s, Bleuler (1950) has maintained that
the cognitive deficits associated with schizophrenia is partly
due to inability to organize or associate ideas in memory.
Impairment of episodic memory has also been well
documented in schizophrenia (Leavitt & Goldberg, 2009),
leading to the distortion of the subjective experience of
space (Jaspers, 1963), time (Fuchs, 2013) and person (Crow,
2000). The absence of subjectivity in schizophrenia involves
experiences of fragmentation, meaninglessness, and
ineffable strangeness (Sass & Pienkos, 2013). This
symptom is related to the malfunction of displacement and
manifested as the anomalous use of deixis in patient's
speech. Deixis is the use of words or phrases referring to
specific time, place or person. There are various attempts to
capture this symptom in linguistic terms and no consensus
has been achieved as for whether there are lexical or
syntactic deficits. For example, it has been proposed that the
semantic memory of schizophrenic patients is impaired (see
McKenna and Oh 2005 for a review), accordingly lexical
accessing including deixis is malfunctioned. On the other
hand, Hinzen & Sheehan (2013) proposed that this symptom
is related to grammatical deficits which is manifested as
building the deictic frame of reference. Since lexical
items consists of deixis, the deficits of using deixis could be

related to the process of lexical accessing (Pomarol-Clotet et
al. 2008 among others). Moreover, Boeckx (2015) has
proposed that the formation of lexical items involved
syntactic operation. Furthermore, syntax is an essential
aspect of human language (Chomsky et al. 2019), without
which we cannot express full-fledged meaning. Hence, as a
subcomponent of language, syntax might be related to
displacement and the symptoms of schizophrenia. The
neurological deficits of schizophrenia suggest that this
might be the case.
Although there are very few studies addressing the
correlation between these symptoms related to language and
brain function or structural changes, a lot of which focused
on memory and other cognitive deficits of schizophrenia
patients. Both the structure and function of the hippocampus
have been found to be deviant in schizophrenia patients
(Harrison, 2004). Structural Magnetic Resonance Imaging
(MRI) studies have shown reduced volume and altered
shape of the hippocampus in prodromal and first episode
patients (Velakoulis et al., 1999). The neuropsychological
deficits attributed by the hippocampus were reported to be
correlated to the hippocampal volume and activation (Jessen
et al., 2003). For example, related to our proposal,
deactivation of the hippocampus in episodic memory task—
conscious recollection of the words—was detected in
schizophrenia patients compared to controls (Heckers et al.,
1998). Positron emission tomography (PET) studies
provided evidence of positive correlation between the
symptoms and hippocampal metabolic activity (Medoff et
al., 2001).
Schizophrenia patients with lesions at the inferior parietal
lobule, exhibit diverse cognitive deficits. Using spatial
cueing paradigm, Maruff et al. (1998) found that patients
with schizophrenia had difficulties in directing visual spatial
attention, and processed linguistic cues more slowly relative
to spatial cues (Posner et al., 1988). The patients also
showed deficits in both gestural perception (recognition)
and production (performance) (Walther et al., 2015). Gray
matter reduction was observed in the inferior parietal lobe
predominantly in patients with schizophrenia (Dutschke et
al., 2018). Compared to controls, patients with
schizophrenia performed worse in auditory 2-back task
which tests phonological working memory, and
neuroimaging data show a hypo-activation in dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex, supramarginal gyrus, inferior parietal
lobule, and superior parietal areas (Menon, Anagnoson,
Mathalon, et al., 2001; Schneider et al., 2007).
Gunduz et al. (2002) conducted a structural MRI study
comparing the volume of the basal ganglia structures and
the limbic forebrain in first episode schizophrenia to healthy
subjects, and the results showed no difference between two
groups. However, increased volume and shape change of the
basal ganglia were reported by Mamah et al. (2007). The
enlarged volumes of the total basal ganglia and subregions,
especially the caudates, are associated with worse
performance of finger tapping and Hebb’s Recurring Digits
(Hokama et al., 1995), suggesting the abnormal volume is
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reflected in dysfunction of the basal ganglia in
schizophrenia patients. In addition, using a motor
sequencing task, Menon et al. (2001) investigated the
activation difference of the basal ganglia regions and the
thalamus between schizophrenia patients and healthy
controls. Significant bilateral deficits in the posterior
putamen, globus pallidus, and thalamus were found in
schizophrenia subjects.
Both functional and structural anomalies were detected in
the hippocampus, basal ganglia and parietal lobe in
individuals with schizophrenia. And these regions underlie
language processing, especially syntax. Since syntactic
operation is domain-general and cross-modular, and
displacement possibly serves as the interface between
episodic memory and language, we propose that
schizophrenia is the price that Homo sapiens pays for syntax.

Conclusion
In this paper, by re-evaluating Crow’s (2000) statement
that “schizophrenia [is] the price that Homo sapiens pay for
language”, we propose that displacement, which is
supported by syntactic operation, is the key factor that
distinguishes humans from nonhuman animals, the
disruption of which could be a possible candidate giving
rise to symptoms of schizophrenia. Through illustrating the
relation between episodic memory and displacement, we
provide evidence of episodic-like memory present in
nonhuman animals, yet more limited than in humans. At the
brain level, we highlight that the functions of the
hippocampus in episodic memory play a crucial role in
displacement. With the evidence that the parietal lobe and
basal ganglia are both involved in episodic memory, we
further propose that what makes human displacement more
developed than nonhuman animals could be the better
coordination between the hippocampus, basal ganglia and
parietal lobe. The involvement of these three areas in
language processing indicates that displacement might be an
interface between episodic memory and language.
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Abstract
Animal reading studies have shown that word/non-word
decision behavior can be performed by baboons and pigeons,
despite their inability to access phonological and semantic
representations. Previous modeling work used different
learning models (e.g., deep-learning architectures) to
successfully reproduce baboon lexical decisions. More
transparent investigations of the implemented representations
underlying baboons’ behavior are currently missing, however.
Here we apply the highly transparent Speechless Reader
Model, which is motivated by human reading and its
underlying neurocognitive processes, to existing baboon data.
We implemented four variants that comprise different sets of
representations—all four models implemented visualorthographic prediction errors. In addition, one model included
prediction errors derived from positional letter frequencies, one
prediction errors constrained by specific letter sequences, and
finally, a combinatory model combined all three prediction
errors. We compared the models’ behavior to that of the
baboons and thereby identified one model which most
adequately mirrored the animals’ learning success. This model
combined the image-based prediction error and the letter-based
prediction error that also accounts for the transitional
probabilities within the letter sequence. Thus, we can conclude
that animals, similarly to humans, use prediction error
representations that capture orthographic codes to implement
efficient reading-like behavior.
Keywords: Animal reading; Baboons; Lexical categorization;
cognitive modeling; transparent orthographic representations

Introduction
The invention of writing systems is a critical cultural
achievement underlying the success of human societies.
Reading involves letter recognition, their sequential
combination and conversion to vocal word forms and finally,
the extraction of meaning from the written text (e.g.,
Coltheart et al., 2001). Recent comparative cognitive
research studied reading-like behavior in baboons (Grainger
et al., 2012; Rajalingham et al., 2020) and pigeons (Scarf et
al., 2016), investigating the evolutionary basis of reading.
These studies examined if animals can differentiate written
words from non-words, when rewarded for correct responses.
Both studies showed that this classic lexical decision task,
which is also often used to investigate human reading (e.g.,
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Balota & Chumbley, 1984), can be solved by non-human
animals with high accuracy (~74%), yet after considerable
training. These datasets sparked a lively debate on how
animals address these tasks (Hannagan et al., 2014; Linke et
al., 2017) and how comparable animals’ lexical
categorizations are to human reading (Katz et al., 2012).
The apparent difference between animal word/non-word
categorization and human reading is that the former lacks
speech and meaning processing (Katz et al., 2012). In other
words, human readers likely decipher the orthographic code
via linguistic processing routes, mapping the written words
onto their corresponding speech representations (e.g.,
Coltheart et al., 2001). In contrast, animals solving the lexical
categorization task for a reward. So that they have not learned
to perform grapheme-to-phoneme conversion and do not
have this linguistic route at their disposal, therefore, animals
and humans likely differ notably in how they process written
input. As an objection, it has been argued that humans might
still exploit the characteristics of orthographic codes
similarly to baboons, namely on the lower, non-linguistic
level, to optimize their reading performance (Grainger et al.,
2012). Supporting evidence for this notion comes from recent
studies (e.g., Gagl, Richlan, et al., 2020) using models that
describe lexical categorization in a way that is naive to
phonology and semantics. The research shows that lexical
categorization, which baboons and pigeons also master, is
possibly implemented in a left-ventral occipito-temporal
region in the human cortex known to be highly relevant for
reading, namely the visual word form area (Dehaene &
Cohen, 2011). Similarly, Rjalingham et al. (2020) found that
neuronal activity collected from macaque monkeys exposed
to several orthographic processing tasks not only closely
mirrored baboon performance (Grainger et al., 2012), but
highlighted the inferior temporal cortex as a possible
precursor to human brain networks involved in reading. Thus,
current evidence suggests that the cortical areas involved in
human reading might be built upon visual processing
networks present in primates, which already allow for lowlevel, non-linguistic computations to be performed on
orthographic input. Assuming such a shared origin, animals
and humans could similarly exploit the orthographic code of
written stimuli to reach very different goals.

Yet, an explicit model capable of describing how
animals (and humans) use the characteristics of the
orthographic code to achieve efficient reading or lexical
categorization is still amiss. Several model-based
investigations used learning approaches with different
architectures to successfully reproduce the baboon data
(Hannagan et al., 2014; Linke et al., 2017). Learning models
are great for investigating complex system behavior and
differences in computational architectures (Cichy & Kaiser,
2019; Ma & Peters, 2020). Comparing the deep-model
structure implemented by Hannagan et al., and the "flat"model structure by Linke et al., is intriguing. Both models
simulate the baboon data well, but the "flat" model is much
simpler, suggesting that lexical categorization can be
achieved based on non-hierarchical reinforcement learning of
visual features. Precisely, the "flat" model consists of only
one layer that learns the association of 14,476 visual features
to either represent words or non-words based on the RescorlaWagner learning rule (Rescorla & Wagner, 1972). Thus, even
with a low number of layers, learning models typically
implement a high number of free parameters, i.e., parameters
set during model training. This model characteristic is
beneficial for achieving highly accurate predictions in
various contexts (Cichy & Kaiser, 2019; Ma & Peters, 2020).
For example, researchers have successfully used such models
to investigate occipitotemporal brain activation in humans
during object recognition (Güçlü & Gerven, 2015). Still, the
use of free parameter setting comes at the cost of
transparency of the implemented representations (Cichy &
Kaiser, 2019; Ma & Peters, 2020) and naturally reduces these
models' explanatory value. Thus, if one wants to understand
how animals achieve accurate lexical categorization
performance, "flat" or "deep" learning models, able to
implement numerous different task, might not be the best
option.
Here we implement a computational model that was
developed specifically for reading like tasks, i.e., lexical
categorization. The Speechless Reader Model combines
previously evaluated assumptions describing human
neurocognitive
processes
implemented
in
the
occipitotemporal cortex during reading (Gagl, Davis, et al.,
2020; Gagl, Richlan, et al., 2020; Gagl, Sassenhagen, et al.,
2020). Like animals and previously used models, the
Speechless Reader Model is naive to phonological and
semantic processing. The specificity to one group of tasks
allows that the model implements highly transparent
representations and algorithms with the goal of correct lexical
categorization while dispensing with any free parameters.
The model presented here for the first time is based on
previously developed model components relevant to human
reading (Gagl, Davis, et al., 2020; Gagl, Richlan, et al., 2020;
Gagl, Sassenhagen, et al., 2020). Thus, these general model
characteristics sets it apart from previous investigations using
domain-general learning models. From this study, we expect
an increased understanding of (i) the underlying
representations and algorithms implemented in baboons'
lexical categorization and of (ii) the relation between humans'
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and baboons' cognitive processes in response to written
words.
Previously, e.g., Linke et al. questioned if baboons
implement any orthographic representations at all, as their
model successfully mimicked baboon behavior while only
processing visual features. To further address this question,
we compare four models that include orthographic
representations of different complexity. The most
straightforward one is based on only word images, i.e.,
representations primarily including visual features similar to
Linke et al.’s model on a conceptual level (see Gagl,
Sassenhagen, et al., 2020 for more details). The second model
further encodes positional letter frequencies. The third, then,
includes sequential letter information. The fourth and final
model ultimately combines the learning parameters of the
second and third models. As a control model, we will include
simulation data from the domain-general reinforcement
model by Linke et al.. This characterizing of the orthographic
cues used by baboons allows the investigation of similarities
and differences between baboons and human reading.
The Speechless Reader Model
The Speechless Reader Model combines multiple component
models implemented to describe neuro-cognitive processes in
adult readers. For the first time in this form, prediction error
representations based on the visual appearances of words
(Gagl, Sassenhagen, et al., 2020) are combined with
prediction error representations based on letter frequencies
with and without accounting for the letter sequence (Gagl,
Davis, et al., 2020). The prediction errors are accumulated
before a word/non-word categorization process is initiated.
This process functions as a gatekeeper, i.e., it prevents further
semantic processing for unknown letter sequences in humans
(Gagl, Richlan, et al., 2020). Previously, visual-orthographic
prediction errors have been shown to correlate with posterior
occipitotemporal brain activation (Gagl, Sassenhagen, et al.,
2020) and letter-based prediction errors with parietal brain
activation (Gagl, Davis, et al., 2020). Finally, lexical
categorization difficulty was associated with the activation in
the so-called visual word form area during word recognition
(Gagl, Richlan, et al., 2020). Additionally, both the prediction
errors and the word/non-word categorization process have
been shown to successfully explain the variance in behavioral
data from humans performing a lexical decision task similar
to the baboon experiment (e.g., Gagl, Sassenhagen, et al.,
2020). As such, the prediction errors, as well as the
categorization process assumed in the Speechless Reader
Model have been successfully correlated with behavioral and
neurophysiological data. We therefore argue that the
Speechless Reader Model offers a suitable alternative to
domain-general learning models, as it rests upon domainspecific assumptions and evidence.
Based on the mentioned components, we assume the
following hierarchical structure of the model:
1. Orthographic prediction error estimation based on
the visual image of words.

2.

Letter-based and sequence-sensitive prediction error
estimation.
3. Probability estimation for categorizing a letter string
as “word” by accumulating the prediction errors
computed for all elements before.
4. Lexical categorization, i.e., deciding if the letter
combination is a word.
In Figure 1, we present the structure of the Speechless Reader
Model.
The visual-level prediction error is estimated based
on all words that have been entered into the lexicon, which
are transformed into grayscale images. After that, the model
calculates a pixel-by-pixel mean across all known word
images. When a specific pixel is black in a high number of
previously encountered words, for instance, the model (or a
human reader) will expect this pixel to be black with a high
probability in any upcoming word. Gagl, Sassenhagen, et al.
(2020) provides a more detailed description of the estimation
of the visual-only image-based prediction. We furthermore
implemented two prediction errors on the level of letters: (i)
one based on the frequency of a letter in one of the four
possible positions (e.g., the probability of encountering an "i"
in the first position of a word), and (ii) one based on the
sequential appearance of letters (the transitional probabilities
between adjacent letters, i.e. the probability of encountering
a "g" in second position after an "i" was the initial letter in
the sequence).
All words already included in the lexicon are
considered, and from these, the model estimates how often an
individual letter is present in one of the four positions. For
instance, the letters "e" and "s" are likely to occur at the end
of English words. They would therefore receive relatively
high values in the prediction for the final position if the model
was trained on an entire English lexicon. The second letterbased prediction is sensitive to both letter frequencies and
letter sequence. Suppose, for instance, the first letter of a
word is an "s" and the model is now tasked with predicting
the following, second letter. It will now not merely base its
prediction on how frequently each possible candidate appears
in the second position (as in i), but rather checks all known
words for how often each candidate letter follows the initial
"s". In other words, for letter-based prediction error that
accounts for the letter sequence, the model will consider only
words in the lexicon with the same preceding letter (or
sequence of letters) to estimate the frequency of the
upcoming letter(s). Thus, this letter-based prediction also
includes the transitional probabilities between letters, i.e., the
reader's knowledge about letter sequences (see Gagl, Davis,
et al., 2020 for more details).
The estimations for both image- and letter-level
prediction errors similarly follow the computational
principles described by the predictive coding theory (i.e., topdown predictions to achieve efficient bottom-up prediction
error processing, see Clark, 2013 for more details).
Accordingly, the model combines all word knowledge to
predict the upcoming letter sequence before a stimulus is
presented. These predictions are based on all words that have
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been included in the lexicon so far. There are no words in the
lexicon initially, but the model will learn more and more
words with training. A word does not become part of the
lexicon after the first presentation, but only after it has been
correctly categorized as a word by the baboon at least five
times out of seven presentations (71% accuracy). Accuracy
rates for each word are continuously updated throughout
training and thereby also allow for the possibility that the
monkey might forget an already learned word. The criterion
implemented for forgetting is that if the baboon repeatedly
categorizes a word as a non-word, and accuracy drops below
71% for this word, the model will remove the word from the
lexicon. Consequently, the size of the lexicon is continuously
changing and prediction errors are recalculated for each new
stimulus.

Figure 1: Schematic depiction of the Speechless Reader
Model, including all three prediction error representations
(visual level orthographic prediction error, OPE; letterbased prediction error, LPE; letter-based sequence
sensitive prediction error, SPE). Gray arrows depict the
predictions that originate from all words included in the
lexicon. Black arrows represent the input to the model
parts, and blue arrows show prediction error representation
flow. Sum signs indicate prediction error accumulation,
e.g., accumulating the individual pixel values from imagebased prediction errors (OPE). The scaled sum of all
available prediction errors enters the lexical categorization
stage that differentiates between words and non-words.
Until now, we have only described the predictions
implemented in the model (depicted by the gray arrows in
Figure 1), i.e., the model's state before a word is presented.
When a word is shown to the model, the predictions inhibit
the expected sensory input before processing. Thus, only the
residuals, i.e., the unpredicted information, have to be
processed. This process increases neuronal processing
efficiency (e.g., Price & Devlin, 2011). The orthographic
prediction error is implemented by a pixel-by-pixel
subtraction of the sensory input image from the prediction
computed from on all stored images. For the letter-based

predictions, we subtract the letter frequency at a specific
position (which is a value between 0 and 1) from 1, which
would describe the situation that a letter cannot be predicted
(i.e., highest prediction error possible). The prediction errors
are then summated within each level. That is, for image-based
prediction errors, the pixel-by-pixel values are added; for
letter-based prediction errors, the values of all four letters are
summed. In the models that include more than one prediction
error, all prediction errors are transformed to the same scale
and again summated (see sum signs and blue arrows in Figure
1).
The final step implements lexical categorization
based on the accumulated prediction errors (see Summerfield
& de Lange, 2014 for a similar idea). Here we estimate, for
all models with different prediction error combinations
individually, the probability that a presented four-letter
combination is a word based on the distribution of prediction
errors from all previously encountered words and a subset of
non-words of equal size. The expectation here is that
accumulated prediction errors for words should be smaller
than for non-words, since they are based on learned words
and training should therefore improve prediction accuracy
(Gagl, Sassenhagen, et al., 2020; Price & Devlin, 2011). In
contrast, the orthographic appearance, letter combinations
and/or letter sequences of non-words should be unexpected
and produce larger (accumulated) prediction errors. As a
result, the distributions of prediction errors for words and
non-words should not or only partially overlap (Balota &
Chumbley, 1984). Thus, one can estimate the probability of a
given input representing a word, p(Word), based on its
prediction error value (see Figure 1; see Gagl, Richlan, et al.,
2020 for more details this probability estimation based on
classical orthographic similarity measures). To evaluate
model performance on lexical decision accuracy, we fitted a
decision boundary. This boundary allowed the model to
decide if a presented letter string is a word or not.

Methods
Dataset. The present investigation used the baboon lexical
decision data by Grainger et al. (2012). The dataset comprises
accuracy data from more than 300,000 individual word and
non-word trials of six baboons performing a lexical
categorization task.
Simulations. We compared simulations from four model
implementations with different sets of prediction errors:
1. Orthographic prediction error only (O PE
Simulation).
2. OPE plus the letter-based prediction error (OL PE
Simulation) .
3. OPE plus the letter-based sequence sensitive
prediction error (OS PE Simulation).
4. One model combining all three prediction errors
(OLS PE Simulation).
Comparing these four implementations allows us to draw
conclusions about which of these prediction errors (or
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combination thereof) are likely involved in baboon lexical
decision. We consider the underlying representation
necessary for the computation of the orthographic prediction
error (O PE) to be the one with the lowest complexity since
it is only based on the words' visual features. The letter-based
prediction error (OL PE) is of higher complexity because it
includes the ability to store and recognize individual letters.
The sequence-sensitive prediction error (OS PE) is then even
more elaborate, as all previously encountered letter
combinations are stored and considered for PE computation.
In addition, we used the simulations by Linke et al.,
(2017) as a control model to compare with our four
Speechless Reader Model simulations. R-based programs
estimated model performance by calculating trial-specific
predictions based on the presented words up to a particular
trial. In preparation for each trial, the model dynamically
updates the lexicon that updates all predictions. When the
model gets new input from the next stimulus, it calculates
prediction errors based on the current status of predictions set
before. After that, the prediction errors are combined as the
accumulated prediction error. This parameter then is the basis
for calculating the probability of the input being a word
(p(Word)). Based on this parameter, the model implements
the lexical categorization. Finally, one parameter, the
decision boundary for lexical categorization, is set to .5.
Hence, whenever the probability p(Word) exceeds .5, the
lexical categorization results in a “word” response; whenever
it is lower, the model response is “non-word”.
Analysis. We implemented statistical model comparisons and
the comparison of simulation and baboon data based on
generalized linear mixed models (using the glmer() function
of the lme4 package in R). First, we estimated a baseline
model that included stimulus category (word vs. non-word)
and the normalized log.-transformed trial number as fixed
effects. We normalized the trial number to obtain numeric
values in a smaller range and we log-transformed the value to
account for the log.-shaped learning effect shown in the
original baboon study (e.g., Grainger et al., 2012). As random
effects on the intercept, we included stimulus and baboon.
Since the data was binary (0 for incorrect and 1 for correct),
we assumed a binomial distribution for our statistical
analysis. We added the simulated model performances from
our four Speechless reader implementations as fixed effects
to the statistical models. We compared the Akaike
information criterion (AIC) from the statistical models
against the baseline model to learn if model simulations in
general increased model fit and to compare them against each
other, to discover which model assumptions represented the
data best.

Results
When comparing the performance data of all four Speechless
Reader simulations (Figure 2, plotted in blue), they all follow
a similar, classical learning pattern: a steep initial increase
that levels out. Compared amongst each other, the four

model exhibits a much higher performance than both the
baboons and all of our simulations, particularly in early trials
(average accuracy: 88%). Thus, the learning curve of their
model is much steeper than that of both the baboons and our
Speechless Reader Model implementations.
In the generalized linear mixed model analysis of
the baboon data, we found significant effects of the log. trial
number (Estimate (Est.) = 0.03; Standard error (SE) =
0.01; t =4.1; p <.001) and stimulus category (Est. = 0.65; SE
= 0.06; t =10.6; p <.001), reproducing previously published
analyses (Grainger et al., 2012). Entering the Speechless
Reader and domain-general models’ performances as
parameters into the models resulted only in small numerical
changes of these two effects. For the model parameters, we
found significant positive effects on baboon performance for
all models (O PE model: Est. = 0.43; SE = 0.02; t = 23.6; p <
.001; OL PE model: Est. = 0.86; SE = 0.03; t = 34.0; p <
.001; OS PE model: Est. = 1.59; SE = 0.02; t = 78.1; p <
.001; OLS PE model: Est. = 1.48; SE = 0.02; t = 60.5; p <
.001; Linke model: Est. = 0.18; SE = 0.02; t = 9.2; p < .001).
In model comparisons (Figure 3), we found that all models
explained more variance than the baseline model (i.e., all
Chi-Squared > 221; all p's < .001). The OS PE model
explained more variance than all other contrasted models
(i.e., all Chi-Squared > 115; all p's < .001). This relative
difference was present for all phases of the experiment (i.e.,
when tested in steps of 10,000 trials) and for each but one
baboon individually. When running the model comparisons
for each baboon separately, we discovered that for five
baboons (ART, ARI, DAN, DOR, VIO), the relative
differences were the same as in the overall sample (see Fig.
3). For CAU, the OLS PE model including all prediction
errors was slightly better than the OS PE model.
Model fit [AIC difference]

alternative prediction error-based models result in different
behaviors, and model simulations differ individually for all
baboons (due to different individual stimulus sequences, cf.
Grainger et al. 2012). With increasing experience, the
models' performance implementing the simpler prediction
errors, i.e., O PE only and OL PE, dropped below the
baboon's performance (cp. Red vs. dark blue lines in Figure
2). The average accuracy achieved by these two models was
at 59% and 65%, respectively. In contrast, the two models
that implemented the sequence-specific prediction error (OS
PE and OLS PE, light blue lines in Figure 2) performed better
than the models without and were closer to the baboons’
accuracy rate (74%) with average accuracies of 74% and
77%, respectively. Interestingly, these latter two models also
fitted the baboon performance better than the model by Linke
et al. (2017; yellow graph in Figure 2). Their domain-general
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Figure 2: Model and baboon
performance plotted separately for
each baboon, headings specify the
baboons’ names. Number of trials is
plotted on the x-axis and accuracy on
the y-axis. Dots represent changes in
mean accuracy across 2,000 trials. Red lines show the
individual baboon’s performance, respectively; blue lines
show the performance of the four Speechless Reader Model
simulations; and the yellow lines indicate simulation results
by Linke et al. (2017).
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Figure 3: Model fits of all four models (OPE only model: O;
OPE plus LPE: OL; OPE plus SPE: OS; OPE plus LPE
plus: OLS), in AIC differences in relation to a baseline
model without the model parameters, using the entire
dataset.

Discussion
In the present study, we investigated the mental
representations and algorithms on which baboons base their
lexical decision behavior. We implemented a cognitive

model, the Speechless Reader Model, which combines
previous component models of human visual word
recognition computationally. The model allowed us to
investigate if baboons implement mere image-based or
higher-level, letter-based prediction error representations to
achieve high performance in lexical decisions. We found that
all model simulations correlated positively with the baboon
performance. The model implementation combining the
image-based prediction error and the letter sequence-based
prediction error explained the largest amount of variance in
baboon behavior overall. In other words, our simulations
clearly show that baboons’ representations most likely go
beyond mere storage and processing of a large number of
low-level visual features representing the written input, as
suggested by Linke et al. (2017). It seems rather that in
addition to such visual features (which one might already
classify as orthographic, for a discussion, see Gagl,
Sassenhagen, et al., 2020), the monkeys also rely on
representing the transitional probabilities from letter-to-letter
in a letter sequence.
The finding that monkeys are sensitive to
transitional probabilities in linguistic material is not new.
Several studies investigating different primate species show
behaviors that can be explained by representations that
implement transitional probabilities (for reviews, see
Santolin & Saffran, 2017; Wilson, Marslen-Wilson &
Petkov, 2017). Specifically, baboons can learn even nonadjacent dependency relationships between temporally
separated units in the visual modality (Malassis, Rey &
Fagot, 2018).
New here is that we used a model to explain the
neurocognitive processes underlying human reading (Gagl,
Davis, et al., 2020; Gagl, Richlan, et al., 2020; Gagl,
Sassenhagen, et al., 2020) to model baboon lexical decision
performance. This implementation showed that to solve
lexical decisions, baboons likely use prediction error
representations similarly to how humans use these
representations during visual word recognition. Even if these
processes are likely different from human "linguistically"
motivated reading, they seem to share certain features with
the reading process (Grainger et al., 2012). Even more so, in
successfully modeling the baboon data with the Speechless
Reader Model, we demonstrated that this model specific to
the domain of reading outperformed a domain-general model
such as the one by Linke et al. (2017). This finding is
surprising because one would not expect reading-specific
representations and algorithms to be implemented by animals
lacking phonological and semantic, i.e., linguistic,
information. These findings suggest that some aspects that
have been considered and modeled as pertaining exclusively
to the linguistic domain may originate from more domaingeneral capacities shared by humans and primates. Thus,
human reading could be rooted in the cognitive capabilities
shared with our closest phylogenetic relatives.
When comparing previous modeling studies with
the present one, domain-general models (e.g., Hannagan et
al., 2014; Linke et al., 2017), using procedures that make
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critical model representations intransparent, could hardly
identify which cognitive processes underly baboon behavior.
These models implement a high number of parameters fitted
to a specific input so that it is almost impossible to infer
which information is actually represented (e.g., see Güçlü &
Gerven, 2015 for examples from object recognition). In
contrast, the Speechless Reader Model does not include any
free parameters, and only the predictions are adapted when a
new word enters the lexicon. This way, one can trace each
prediction or prediction error value down to the words
included in the lexicon and eventually to the visual input of
the model.
Even though these previous models were able to
extract somewhat critical information from the visual
features of the letter strings to differentiate between words
and non-words, they ultimately performed much better in the
categorization task than both the baboons and our Speechless
Reader Model. In other words, these implementations are not
necessarily representative of the processes implemented by
baboons. However, the Speechless Reader Model (i) better
represented the baboon behavior as its categorization
accuracy was more similar to baboons, and (ii) the
simulations could explain more of the variance in the baboon
data. Notably, the transparent representations of the
Speechless Reader Model further allowed specifying a likely
combination of prediction error representations and
categorization algorithms implemented by baboons.
This investigation of baboon behavior with the help
of a transparent reading model will now motivate new
studies, including further studies on human reading. A critical
difference between baboons and efficient human readers is
that human lexical decision accuracy can be much higher
(i.e., around 90% correct; Balota et al., 2004). So that new
studies could investigate if this increase in accuracy can be
explained by additionally considering phonological and
semantic information for the Speechless Reader
implementation. Interesting could also be the investigations
of beginning readers, dyslexic readers, and adults at different
ages. Of significant interest will be how the different
prediction error representations change during development
or are dependent on individual differences such as reading
experience or reading speed.
In sum, this Speechless Reader Model-based
investigation showed that baboons implement image- and
letter-based
representations,
including
transitional
probabilities, to achieve relatively high lexical decision
performance. The combination of prediction error style
representations and evidence accumulation has proven to be
a valuable tool to model baboon lexical categorization
behavior. Since the model components have been motivated
by human behavior and neuronal processes, the current
investigation suggests that both human and baboon behavior
can in part rely on a similar set of representations and
algorithms.
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Abstract
This paper presents a theoretical framework for modeling human visual attention. The framework’s core claim is that three
mechanisms drive attention: selection, which picks out an item
for further processing; engagement, which tags a selected item
as relevant or irrelevant to the current task; and enhancement,
which increases sensitivity to task-relevant items and decreases
sensitivity to task-irrelevant items. Building on these mechanisms, the framework is able to explain human performance on
attentionally demanding tasks like visual search and multiple
object tracking, and it supports a broad range of predictions
about the interactions between such tasks.
Keywords: cognitive modeling; visual attention

Introduction
Visual attention plays a critical role in human cognition, allowing us to focus mental processing on task-relevant objects
in the world around us. Unfortunately, despite its obvious importance, attention remains an elusive concept—researchers
cannot even agree on whether it is a process, a resource, or
an effect. To address this challenge, we previously argued
for setting aside ‘attention’ as a holistic concept and instead
exploring the specific mechanisms that support attentive processing. We illustrated our approach in computational models
of two attentionally demanding tasks: multiple object tracking (Lovett, Bridewell, & Bello, 2019b) and visual search
(Lovett, Bridewell, & Bello, 2019a).
Here, we present a framework that generalizes over our
previous models and lays the groundwork for both modeling and predicting human performance on a broad range of
tasks. The framework builds on the core claim that three
key mechanisms support visual attention in humans: selection, enhancement, and engagement. Selection picks out an
item for further processing, as when participants find a target
during visual search, or when a highly salient distractor captures attention (Wolfe, 2007; Belopolsky & Awh, 2016). Enhancement increases sensitivity to either a location or a visual
feature, as when a visual cue at a particular location primes
participants to respond more quickly to future stimuli at that
location (Egly, Driver, & Rafal, 1994; Posner, 1980).
Selection and enhancement are closely interconnected: after an object is selected, its features and location may become
enhanced, such that similar or nearby objects are likely to
be selected in the future. However, this connection is modulated by engagement, the third mechanism, which provides a
means for individuals to exert top-down control over attentive
processing (Lovett et al., 2019a). After an object is selected,
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if the object is task-relevant, then an individual may choose to
engage with it, triggering enhancement of the object’s location and task-relevant features to support further processing
of that object. Alternatively, if the object is task-irrelevant,
the individual may disengage from it, triggering suppression
of its location so that a new object can be quickly selected. In
this way, individuals can influence their attentive mechanisms
so that task-relevant objects are more likely to be selected and
processed in the future.
Our framework distinguishes itself from other theories
of attention in that it combines specificity with generality.
Firstly, we forego the poorly defined term attention to focus on three specific mechanisms, each of which can be captured concretely in computational models such as those we’ve
developed previously. Secondly, we propose a general role
for those mechanisms across a broad range of attentionally
demanding tasks. Notably, enhancing an object’s location
or features may (1) cause the object to be selected more
frequently and more quickly (Belopolsky & Awh, 2016),
(2) allow the object to be tracked as it moves (Franconeri,
Jonathan, & Scimeca, 2010), (3) aid in segmenting the object out from its background (Gheri, Morgan, & Solomon,
2007), and (4) cause the object to receive more weight during
ensemble perception, when summary statistics (for example,
average size) are computed across all objects in the visual
field (De Fockert & Marchant, 2008). By making this strong
claim about enhancement’s generality, we are able to maximize our framework’s predictive power, as it applies both to
individual tasks and to interactions among the tasks. Further
research will be required to test the framework’s predictions
and revise it if necessary.
In the following section, we provide further background
on our three attentive mechanisms, including describing two
previous computational models that incorporated these mechanisms. Afterwards, we present a theoretical framework in
which selection, engagement, and enhancement direct visual
processing. This framework lays the groundwork for future
computational models that can explain human performance
on a range of attentionally demanding tasks. We close by
considering predictions derived from the framework and directions for future work.

Background
Although visual attention may be poorly defined, there are
well-studied mechanisms that play a clear role in supporting

it. Firstly, selection focuses visual processing on a particular
item—often an object—in the visual field, allowing individuals to identify and respond to the object’s location and features. This mechanism plays a central role in visual search
tasks where participants must determine if a target is present
(Treisman & Gelade, 1980; Wolfe, 2007), as well as discrimination tasks where participants must determine whether
a target has a particular feature (Belopolsky & Awh, 2016).
Despite its importance, selection is not directly under the
viewer’s control; rather, it often picks out task-irrelevant but
highly salient distractor objects in a scene (Awh, Belopolsky,
& Theeuwes, 2012), giving rise to the term attentional capture.
Critically, selection is not purely driven by salience. It is
also influenced by a second mechanism, enhancement, which
increases (or decreases) sensitivity to stimuli. We use the
broad term enhancement to cover both spatial enhancement
(commonly called space-based or object-based attention) and
feature enhancement (commonly called feature-based attention). For example, after viewing a cue at a particular location, participants respond more quickly to stimuli that appear
at that location (Posner, 1980; Eriksen & St. James, 1986).
Furthermore, if the cue appears within the contour of an object, participants respond more quickly to stimuli appearing
within that same object’s contour, suggesting that spatial enhancement respects the contours of available objects (Egly et
al., 1994). Finally, after viewing a target with a particular feature (for example, a color), participants respond more quickly
to other stimuli with that feature across the entire visual field
(Theeuwes, 2013).
We view selection and enhancement as interconnected in
a cyclic relationship: selecting an object causes its location
and features to be enhanced, such that nearby or visually
similar objects are more likely to be selected in the future.
However, it is critically important that people be able to exert some control over this relationship, so that they can increase the chances that task-relevant objects will be selected.
Therefore, we previously proposed that an engagement mechanism lies between selection and enhancement (Lovett et al.,
2019a). After an item is selected, participants may choose
to engage with the object if it is task relevant. Engagement
triggers enhancing the object’s location and task-relevant features, so that the selection mechanism will maintain focus on
the object. In contrast, participants may choose to disengage
from a task-irrelevant object, which triggers suppressing the
object’s location so that another object can be selected. Critically, engagement and disengagement do not only influence
processing of the currently selected object—they also affect
processing of future objects that match the selected object’s
location or features.
In the following sections, we describe a computational
model of multiple object tracking that uses selection and enhancement, and a model of visual search that uses all three attentive mechanisms. We next consider how one mechanism,
enhancement, may influence visual processing more broadly.
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Modeling Multiple Object Tracking
Multiple object tracking (MOT) is a well-established task
that tests the limits of visual attention in dynamic scenes
(Pylyshyn & Storm, 1988). In the task, participants must
track a set of moving targets while distinguishing them from
identical-looking distractors. Typically, participants can track
4–5 or more moving targets at once, suggesting that attention
can be distributed among these objects, but without a clear
theory of what ‘attention’ is, it is difficult to say what is being
distributed.
In developing a MOT model (Lovett et al., 2019b), we suggested that selection is a serial process that picks out one target at a time, whereas spatial enhancement is a parallel process that can encode the locations of multiple previously selected objects (e.g., all of the targets in the tracking task).
Furthermore, we claimed enhancement is supported by a parallel updating mechanism that tracks all target locations as the
targets move by repeatedly matching each target’s enhanced
region to the closest visible object. In this way, multiple target locations can be tracked in parallel even when the targets
are not selected. However, individual targets can be selected
to identify additional information beyond the target’s location, for example using its motion direction to predict where
it will emerge after traveling behind an occluder. Note that if
a participant is performing the MOT task well, distractors are
never selected, and so their locations are never enhanced.
Using our model, we were able to simulate human performance in two classic MOT experiments and to explain the
ways targets compete for attention: (1) targets compete for
space because spatially enhancing a target’s location results
in suppressing the surrounding area (Tsotsos, 1995; Desimone & Duncan, 1995), which can interfere with processing
of nearby targets (Franconeri et al., 2010) (Figure 1); (2) targets compete for time because only one target can be selected
at a time to compute additional information about the target,
such as the direction it is traveling.
Stimulus

Enhanced Regions

Figure 1: Enhanced (red and yellow) and surrounding suppressed (green) regions for four tracked targets. The two
neighboring targets mutually suppress each other.

Modeling Visual Search
In visual search, participants must identify a target object
in a field of distractors. The task is useful for determining
which factors influence selection, making it easier or harder
to pick out the target. In an influential review of the field,

Awh, Belopolsky, and Theeuwes (2012) claimed that three
factors drive this selection: the bottom-up salience of the target, the top-down goals of the searcher, and the history of
recent selections. This claim was supported by a recent study
that showed all three factors influencing the same search task
(Belopolsky & Awh, 2016). In the study (Figure 2), participants had just 100 ms to find a target circle that could be
either blue or orange and to determine the orientation of a
line within it. Participants performed the task more accurately
when all the distractor circles were the same color (bottom-up
salience), they were told which target color to expect before
the trial started (top-down goals), or the target color was a
repeat of the previous trial’s color (selection history).
In developing a visual search model (Lovett et al., 2019b),
we suggested that the select-engage-enhance sequence could
explain the influences of both top-down goals and selection
history. The explanation for selection history is straightforward: when participants select a target, its color becomes
enhanced, such that a target with the same color may be selected more easily in the future—notably, if a distractor is
selected by mistake, participants quickly disengage from it,
so the distractor’s color does not become enhanced. To explain top-down goals, we proposed that when participants are
told to expect a particular color, they recall a previous target
that possessed the same color from memory. This recalled object representation can be selected just as new objects in the
world are selected, and its color can be enhanced. By combining this account of selection and enhancement with a simple
salience model, we were able to simulate human performance
on the Belopolsky (2016) search task.

ground segmentation and ensemble perception.
Figure-ground segmentation involves picking out figures
representing possible objects from the background. This process can be immensely complex in cluttered environments,
where the background itself may be full of overlapping objects. In such cases, it would be valuable if enhancement not
only aided in selecting a task-relevant object from among the
available figures but also aided in segmenting those figures
from the ground. For example, enhancing red could aid in
picking out a red pepper from a bag of fruit, whereas enhancing a particular motion direction could aid in segmenting out
a person walking through a crowd in which other people are
walking in different directions. To take an example from psychological research, consider the crowding phenomenon, in
which perception of a target object’s features is hampered by
the presence of nearby objects. This effect becomes less pronounced when the nearby objects are less similar to the target (Gheri et al., 2007; Kooi, Levi, Tripathy, & Toet, 1994).
For example, in Figure 3, it is easier to perceive the central object’s orientation when its color is different from the
surrounding objects. This similarity effect could be driven
by enhancement—by enhancing the color white, participants
might more precisely segment out the target object from the
non-white surrounding objects, and thus be able to judge the
target object’s orientation more effectively.

Figure 3: Crowding stimuli from Gheri et al. (2007). The task
is to judge the central figure’s orientation.

Figure 2: Visual search example adapted from Belopolsky
and Awh (2016).

Generalizing to Other Tasks
The previous examples show how the select-engage-enhance
sequence can influence object tracking and visual search.
However, neuroscience research has found that both spatial
and feature enhancement increase neural sensitivity in the
early visual cortex (Somers, Dale, Seiffert, & Tootell, 1999;
Roelfsema, Lamme, & Spekreijse, 1998; Saenz, Buracas, &
Boynton, 2002; Zhang & Luck, 2009), suggesting that these
mechanisms may play a far broader role across all of vision.
Here, we consider two tasks that may be affected: figure-
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Ensemble perception involves viewing a set of objects and
estimating some summary statistic, for example, the average
size, color, or orientation of the objects (Ariely, 2001; Chong
& Treisman, 2003). This process appears to be influenced by
attention (Li & Yeh, 2017), with recently attended objects receiving more weight in the summary computation (De Fockert & Marchant, 2008). Generalizing from this finding, we
propose that when summary statistics are computed, objects
receive more weight if their locations or features are enhanced
due to a person’s recent selection history.

Modeling Framework
Figure 4 depicts our proposed modeling framework, which
builds on the previous computational models and explores
the roles of selection, engagement, and enhancement in visual processing. We view this as an implementation-agnostic
framework that could be instantiated in different computational architectures. In our own research, we are implementing the framework in ARCADIA, an architecture designed for

Task-Specific Goals

Feature Processing

Object Processing

• Feature Generation
• Local Contrast

• Segmentation
• Feature Pooling

• Feature Enhancement

• Enhancement Pooling
• Global Contrast

Selection
Based on salience
(contrast) +
enhancement

Engagement
Picks out taskrelevant features

Enhancement
• Spatial Enhancement
• Feature Enhancement
• Object Tracking

Global Processing
• Feature Pooling

Figure 4: Framework for modeling visual attention. Arrows indicate the flow of information.
modeling the interactions among attention, perception, cognition, and action (Bridewell & Bello, 2016).
In the following sections, we describe the framework using
the visual search example (Figure 2) as a running example.

Feature Processing
Feature processing computes feature information—including
color, brightness, edge orientation, and motion direction—at
every point in the visual field. There are three types of information: feature values (e.g., how blue a point is, how bright
it is, or how quickly it is moving in a rightward direction),
local contrast (e.g., how much more blue than its surroundings a point is), and feature enhancement, which is based on
similarity to the currently enhanced feature values (Treue &
Trujillo, 1999). For example, in Figure 2, enhancing blue
will strongly affect points along the blue circle, weakly affect points along the purple circle, not affect points with no
bluish hue. All of this processing is computed across the image at multiple scales, consistent with a classic computational
approach to visual salience (Itti, Koch, & Niebur, 1998).

Object Processing
Object processing identifies regions of interest corresponding
to possible objects in the visual scene and encodes a protoobject representation (Rensink, 2000) to describe each region. These proto-objects serve as candidates for selection—
if a proto-object is selected, then a full-fledged object representation will be constructed to describe the corresponding
object. In the current example, the six colored circles would
each have an associated proto-object, making each circle a
candidate for selection.
Proto-objects are identified through figure-ground segmentation, which picks out maximally large, continuous regions
of constant color in the image (Palmer & Rock, 1994). Notably, this process can operate on any of the information produced by feature processing, for example segmenting out figures that are brighter, redder, or faster than their immediate
surroundings. Furthermore, after an object has been selected
and its features have been enhanced, segmentation can oper-
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ate directly over the feature enhancement map, segmenting
out figures that closely match the enhanced feature profile.
For examine, consider again the case of a red pepper in a bowl
of fruit. Normally, it would be difficult to segment out the red
pepper due to the large number of overlapping objects. But
in a feature enhancement map where the color red was enhanced, there would be only two regions—the enhanced red
region, and everything else—making segmentation easy.
Although such steps are unnecessary in the current example, they would be helpful in a more natural search scenario,
for example enhancing the color red to segment out a red pepper from the other fruit in a bowl, where the large number of
overlapping objects would otherwise make it difficult to segment figure from ground.
After proto-objects are identified, a pooling process computes average feature information over all the points lying
within each proto-object’s contour. A similar pooling process computes the total spatial and featural enhancement for
each proto-object. These pooling processes provide access to
an object’s average feature values—for example its average
hue and brightness—as well as its overall degree of enhancement. In the current example, the proto-object for the blue
circle would represent its color and indicate that it is has received strong feature enhancement.
Finally, each proto-object’s visual salience—the degree to
which it stands out from other items in the scene—is computed via three steps: 1) local contrast within a proto-object
is pooled, indicating for example how blue a proto-object is
compared to its surroundings (Nothdurft, 1993); 2) global
contrast is computed by comparing pooled contrast values
across all proto-objects, indicating for example how blue a
proto-object is compared to all other proto-objects (Madison,
Lleras, & Buetti, 2018); 3) salience is computed by integrating across all features within a dimension, indicating for example whether a single proto-object is the only one whose
color stands out (Itti et al., 1998). If we consider the two
rightmost images in Figure 2, in each case the blue circle is
the bluest object in the scene. However, in the bottom example the blue circle is nonsalient because other objects are

unique along other color dimensions, for example, one circle
is the reddest and another is the greenest. In contrast, in the
top example the blue circle is salient because no other circle’s
color stands out.

Global Processing
Operating in parallel with object processing, global processing models ensemble perception by computing average feature and spatial information across the entire visual scene.
This step uses a feature pooling process similar to the one
in object processing, but points are weighted by their degree
of spatial and feature enhancement.
Although the visual search task does not require ensemble perception, an alternate task that did would be biased by
the pattern of enhancement. For example, an estimate of the
average location of all circles would be biased towards the
enhanced, blue circle’s location.

Selection

Enhancement
Finally, enhancement responds to engage/disengage actions
by either enhancing or suppressing an object’s location and
enhancing the object’s task relevant features. This mechanism operates over all recently selected objects stored in
VSTM, but the strength of the enhancement decays over time
unless an object is reselected. In the current example, after
the blue circle is selected and engaged with, its location and
color will be enhanced, resulting in two effects: 1) the blue
circle will continue to be selected while it remains visible; 2)
other blue circles will be selected more frequently and more
speedily in the immediate future.
Enhancement interfaces with a parallel updating mechanism that tracks the locations of all VSTM objects as they
move, even when they are not currently selected. However,
this mechanism has no effect on the current example task because all objects are stationary.

Predictions

Selection picks out one of the proto-objects to make it available for further processing. To facilitate this process, protoobjects are scored based on the sum of their salience and
their (spatial and feature) enhancement. To prevent protoobjects from being selected the moment they appear, each
proto-object’s score accumulates over time until it exceeds a
threshold, with the accumulation rate depending on the overall score. For example, the salient blue circle has a higher
overall score than the nonsalient blue circle (it benefits from
both salience and feature enhancement); therefore, its score
accumulates at a greater rate, and it will be selected more
quickly after onset.
After a proto-object is selected, a corresponding object representation is encoded in visual short-term memory (VSTM),
which stores records of recently selected objects. VSTM
makes object representations available for further reasoning,
for example confirming that the selected circle is blue and
identifying the orientation of the line inside it.

Engagement
Engagement can be handled through task-specific rules,
which associate particular object properties with an engage
or disengage action. These rules trigger when an object is encoded in VSTM. For example, a rule might indicate that when
a blue or orange circle is selected, the system should engage
with that circle, whereas if any other circle is selected, the
system should disengage from it. An addition rule might indicate that the system should disengage from the gray fixation
circle in the middle of the display, to avoid being distracted
by it.
Engage actions can specify which particular feature dimensions are task relevant. In the current example, the color and
orientation dimensions are relevant, because color is used to
evaluate whether a correct circle has been selected, and orientation is used to judge the orientation of the line within the
circle.
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Because the framework posits a general role for the three
attentional mechanisms, it supports novel predictions about
how different attentionally demanding tasks should interact.
These predictions would not be possible with a theory that focused on attention’s role in a specific task, such as multipleobject tracking or visual search. Here, we consider two such
predictions related to inhibitory tagging, a phenomenon in
which, after performing a visual search task, participants respond more slowly to stimuli that appear at the locations of
former search items (Klein, 1988; Thomas & Lleras, 2009).
According to our framework, this phenomenon occurs because visual search involves selecting and quickly disengaging from search items (or groups of items) until a target is
discovered. This disengagement process causes the search
items’ locations to be suppressed, to prevent reselecting a
previously searched location. Because this suppression may
linger after the task concludes, participants will be slower to
select objects that appear at former search locations.
For our first prediction, we claim that if visual search were
replaced with a task that encourages engaging with stimulus locations, then the inhibitory tagging effect would be reversed, creating a facilitory tagging effect. For example, suppose identical stimuli were used, but the first task was to monitor all objects and respond if any one of them changes. Unlike visual search, this task would require engaging with the
stimuli, resulting in their locations being enhanced. As a result, participants should respond more quickly to stimuli that
appear at the locations of formerly monitored items.
For our second prediction, we claim that inhibitory and facilitory tagging should not only influence how quickly a stimulus is selected but should also influence how strongly stimuli are weighted during ensemble perception. After a visual
search task, if participants are instructed to determine an average feature value over a stimulus array, then stimuli at former
search locations should receive less weight. But after a monitoring task, stimuli at formerly monitored locations should

receive more weight. Hence, the task a person is performing should have far-reaching effects, influencing attention and
perception on both that task and future tasks.

Future Work
Despite its explanatory and predictive power, the proposed
framework is far from complete. Two important directions
for future work are modeling perceptual actions and exploring
cross-modal interactions.
First, perceptual actions allow an individual to exert control
over perception and attention, directing processing towards
task-relevant objects. The present framework includes two
such actions—engage and disengage—but there are many
others, including mental actions like scanning along a path
(Ullman, 1984) and physical actions like eye and head movements. By integrating more of these actions into our framework, we can capture the active, strategic nature of perception
(Tsotsos & Kruijne, 2014).
Second, vision is not the only modality that informs visual
attention. Information from other modalities should be able
to influence vision, as when you hear an approaching car and
look in its direction. To explore this interaction, we are currently developing a cross-modal interface in which, after an
object captures attention in the auditory modality, eye movements and spatial enhancement direct visual processing to the
object’s corresponding visual location.

Conclusion
Visual attention, as a holistic concept, is difficult to define,
presenting a challenge to researchers who want to study it,
model it, or write papers about it. Here, we have presented an
alternative approach, in which we identify a set of attentive
mechanisms and explore how they interact during attentionally demanding visual tasks, including multiple object tracking, visual search, feature discrimination in crowded environments, and ensemble perception. This approach gives rise to a
computational framework that can explain a broad set of psychological results while producing testable predictions about
visual tasks and the interactions between them. We hope this
framework will aid other researchers in developing theories
and models of attention, both in vision and across cognition.
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Abstract
Eye contact serves as an important social signal and humans
show a special sensitivity for detecting eyes. Here, we asked
whether people’s sensitivity to eyes would enable them to
overcome temporal limitations in visual attention. We used an
“attentional blink” (AB) paradigm, in which the second of two
visual stimuli presented in quick succession typically cannot be
detected. Participants performed a rapid serial visual
presentation (RSVP) task and were asked to identify, within a
stream of symbols, a target and to detect whether the target was
succeeded by a probe. The probe was either an image of an eye
(with direct gaze) or of a star. As expected, participants’
detection rate for the star was poor, demonstrating the typical
attentional blink. Crucially, detection rate for the eye was
significantly better. This reduced attentional blink suggests that
people’s sensitivity to eyes is strong enough to circumvent
fundamental limitations in visuotemporal attention.
Keywords: attentional blink; eye detection; social gaze; visual
attention; attentional limitations; social cognition.

Introduction
The eyes of another person are one of the most attentiongrabbing visual stimuli we know of. Already from birth,
human infants are extraordinarily sensitive to eye contact and
prefer to look at faces that gaze back at them (Farroni et al.,
2002, 2004). This sensitivity may lay the foundation for the
development of social cognition (for reviews, see Senju &
Johnson, 2009; Striano & Reid, 2006). In human adults,
direct (as opposed to averted) eye gaze captures attention
(Baron-Cohen, 1995; Böckler et al., 2014; Senju &
Hasegawa, 2005; von Grünau & Anston, 1995) and receives
preferential processing (George et al., 2001; Macrae et al.,
2002; Mason et al., 2004), even when direct gaze is made
invisible by continuous flash suppression (Yokoyama et al.,
2013). In fact, studies suggest that the detection of direct gaze
may not require a focus of attention (Conty et al., 2007; Senju
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& Johnson, 2009; Yokoyama et al., 2014; but see Burton et
al., 2009). Notably, Yokoyama et al. (2014) found that people
were able to discriminate direct from averted gaze even when
they performed a dual-task in which attention was drawn
away from the gaze stimulus.
In the present study, we aimed to further investigate this
human predisposition for the detection of eyes. In particular,
we were interested in situations where people cannot pay full
attention and yet detect others’ eyes. Whereas Yokoyama et
al. targeted spatial attention by testing whether gaze direction
can be discriminated when shown in the periphery (while
attention is focused on the center), we examined temporal
attention by testing whether eyes can be detected when
attention is temporarily suppressed. To this end, we used the
established “attentional blink” paradigm (Raymond et al.,
1992; for reviews, see Dux & Marois, 2009; Martens &
Wyble, 2010) which demonstrates that attention is attenuated
for the second of two visual stimuli (e.g., letters, digits, or
pictures) occurring in close temporal proximity in a stream of
distractors. If the second stimulus is presented within a
critical window (200-500 msec) after the first, people
typically have difficulties detecting the second stimulus (Dux
& Marois, 2009). This effect, termed the attentional blink
(AB), arises because of a general attentional capacity
limitation which prevents attentional resources from being
allocated to the second stimulus while the processing of the
first one still requires attention. Thus, the AB demonstrates
the temporal limits of selective visual attention (Dux &
Marois, 2009; Raymond et al., 1992).
Previous research has shown that the AB can be modulated
by stimuli with personally-relevant or emotional content, due
to enhanced processing of affective information. Particularly,
people do not experience an AB (or one significantly reduced
in size) when the to-be-detected second stimulus consists of
their own name (Shapiro et al., 1997) or of emotionally

arousing verbs (Keil & Ihssen, 2004; Keil et al., 2006), nouns
(Anderson & Phelps, 2001), objects (Trippe et al., 2007) or
faces (Awh et al., 2004; de Jong et al., 2009; de Oca et al.,
2012). The extent to which emotional contents modulate the
AB is in turn affected by inter-individual differences (Fox et
al., 2005; Kang et al., 2017; Kanske et al., 2013; Koster et al.,
2009; van Dam et al., 2012).
Building on earlier work on gaze perception on the one
hand and visual attention on the other hand, the present study
investigated if people’s special sensitivity to eyes would
allow them to detect an eye within the critical window of the
attentional blink, thereby overcoming fundamental
limitations in visuotemporal attention.

Methods
Participants
Prior to data collection, we ran a power analysis (alpha =
0.05, power = 0.80, two-tailed paired t-test) using G*Power
(Faul et al., 2009) and determined that a sample size of 50
would allow us to detect moderately sized effects (Cohen’s d
= 0.37; Cohen, 2013). Thus, fifty-two1 participants (44
women, M (SD) = 22.1 (3.2) years) took part in our main
experiment in exchange for course credits2; all gave informed
written consent. Four participants were excluded from
analysis due to below-chance performance3. The study was
conducted in accordance with the ethical principles of the
American Psychological Association.

Stimuli and procedure
We used a rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP) task in
which participants saw a rapid stream of 12 symbols (10 Hz
presentation rate) presented centrally on a white background.
The stream consisted of distractors and targets. The first
target (T1) was a pink shape (triangle or square); the second
target (T2) was a black-and-white eye (in the experimental
condition) or star (in the control condition), see Figure 1.
Distractors were 17 black-and-white symbols. Distractors
and targets were matched for size and structural similarities.
In particular, the star was chosen because it resembled the eye
in that it consisted of a black disc on a white background,
surrounded by a black outline4.
T1 occurred in position 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 of the RSVP stream;
T2 occurred up to 7 positions after T1. The SOA (stimulus
onset asynchrony) between symbols was 100 msec. Hence,
T2 occurred with a lag of 100-700 msec after T1. Crucially,
T2 was only present in 50 % of all trials. Depending on
whether T2 was present or absent, 10 or 11 distractors were
randomly selected in each trial and presented in random
order.

1

A total sample of 52 was chosen to allow for an equal number
of participants (N = 13) for each of the four experimental orders.
2 Since the course was held online, participants performed the task
at home on their personal laptop/PC.
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Figure 1: The upper panel shows all target and distractor
stimuli used in the study. Note that the actual T1-stimuli
were colored pink; all other stimuli were black-and-white.
The lower panel shows an exemplary RSVP stream where
T1 occurs in position 3 and T2 occurs at lag 3 (300 msec
after T1), followed by two unspeeded response prompts.
Each trial started with the presentation of a fixation cross
(400 msec); participants were asked to fixate this cross.
Subsequently, the 12 symbols were presented; each for 33
msec, with a gap of 66 msec between symbols (resulting in
an SOA of ~100 msec). Then, participants were asked to
perform a two-choice discrimination task (“Was the pink
shape a triangle or a square?”) followed by a detection task
(“Was there an eye / a star?”). Participants answered these
two questions (always in that order) by pressing one of two
buttons on the keyboard, respectively (K = square, L =
triangle; J = yes, N = no). They were told that they could take
their time to respond.

Design
Participants performed four blocks of trials. In blocks A and
C, they were required to perform the dual-task as described
above (illustrated in Figure 1, lower panel). In one of these
blocks (control condition, A), T2 was a star; in the other block
(experimental condition, C), T2 was an eye. There was no
difference regarding T1 which was always either a triangle or
a square. Blocks B (control condition) and D (experimental
3

Participants were excluded if they performed below chance in
the single-task (T2 detection rate < 50% in one or both blocks).
4 Star and eye were designed such that the image complexity was
comparable in terms of black-to-white ratio, computed as the
proportion of black pixels (eye: 21 %; star: 22 %).

condition) were structurally and perceptually identical to A
and C (i.e., block B contained the star and block D the eye),
yet participants performed the detection task only, i.e., they
received only the second question about whether they had
detected an eye / a star (single-task). Block order was
counterbalanced such that participants performed the blocks
in one of the following orders: ABCD, BADC, CDAB, or
DCBA. This way, the two blocks in which T2 was a star
would always follow each other and the same was true for the
two blocks in which T2 was an eye.
Each block consisted of 140 trials, with 35 trials for each
combination of T1 (triangle/square) and T2 (absent/present).
That is, there each were 35 trials where T1 was a triangle and
T2 was absent; where T1 was a triangle and T2 was present;
where T1 was a square and T2 was absent; and where T1 was
a square and T2 was present. This resulted in 10 trials per lag
in which T2 was absent and 10 trials per lag in which T2 was
present; or in other words, 10 observations per cell. Trials
were randomly intermixed.
Taken together, our experiment followed a 2 (Condition:
experimental, control) × 2 (Task: dual-task, single-task) × 7
(Lag: 1-7) within-subjects design. Note that the experimental
condition contained an eye as T2-stimulus and the control
condition contained a star as T2-stimulus; everything else
was identical in the two conditions. Based on previous
research, we expected participants to have difficulties in
detecting T2 within the critical period (i.e., lags 2-5) in the
dual-task (attentional blink; AB). No such difficulties should
occur in the single-task. Our aim was to compare the size of
the AB (i.e., the difference in T2-detection rate between
single- and dual-task as a function of lag) between the
experimental and the control condition (see MacLean &
Arnell, 2012). If direct gaze can be detected even when
attention is temporarily suppressed, participants should
display no (or a reduced) AB in the experimental condition
compared to the control condition.

Data analysis
For statistical inference, we used permutation-based
ANOVAs and t-tests (Kherad-Pajouh & Renaud, 2015). As
effect size measures, we report generalized eta squared (ηG2;
Bakeman, 2005) for the ANOVAs and Cohen’s d for t-tests.
Data was analyzed using R.

Results
Discrimination task (T1)
First, we tested whether participants performed the
discrimination task for T1 with sufficient accuracy and
whether performance in this task differed between
experimental and control conditions. Accuracy was high in
both conditions (control: M (SE) = 88.1 (1.2) %;
experimental: M (SE) = 89.7 (1.2) %); it was significantly
higher in the experimental condition, t(47) = 2.22, p = .03,
Cohen’s d = 0.32. In line with previous research (Raymond
et al., 1992), we included only trials with correct T1responses in our main analysis of T2-performance.
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Detection task (T2)
To test whether participants experienced an AB and whether
its size differed between conditions, we analyzed T2
detection rate by performing a within-subjects 2×2×7
ANOVA with the factors Condition (experimental, control),
Task (dual-task, single-task) and Lag (1-7). For a descriptive
overview of the data, see Figure 2. All main effects and all
interactions were significant. First, there was a significant
main effect of Condition (F(1,47) = 59.16, p < .001, ηG2 =
.19), indicating that detection rate was higher in the
experimental condition compared to the control condition.
Second, there was a significant main effect of Task (F(1,47)
= 34.74, p < .001, ηG2 = .05), indicating that detection rate
was higher in the single-task compared to the dual-task.
Consistent with previous research on the AB, this
performance difference shows that performing the
discrimination task on T1 impairs the detection of T2. Third,
the significant main effect of Lag (F(6,282) = 10.53, p < .001,
ηG2 = .02) indicates that detection rate differed across lags.

Figure 2: T2 detection rate is shown as a function of Lag
for the control condition (left) and the experimental
condition (right), separately for dual-task (grey) and singletask (black). Detection rate is defined as the number of
detected T2-stimuli relative to the number of trials in which
T2 was present and participants’ T1-response was correct.
Error bars show the standard error of the mean.
Moreover, there were significant two-way interactions for
Condition × Task (F(1,47) = 21.15, p < .001, ηG2 = .03),
Condition × Lag (F(6,282) = 7.25, p < .001, ηG2 = .01), and
Task × Lag (F(6,282) = 8.65, p < .001, ηG2 = .02).
Finally, and most importantly, we found a significant threeway interaction for Condition × Task × Lag (F(6,282) = 4.24,
p < .001, ηG2 = .01). This interaction indicates that the
difference in T2 detection rate between single- and dual-task
differed as a function of lag between the experimental and the
control condition. Following the methodological framework
for measuring and modulating the AB by MacLean & Arnell
(2012), we interpret this interaction effect as reflecting a
difference in the size of the AB between the experimental and
the control condition. Thus, this result shows that participants

experienced a significantly reduced AB for the eye compared
to the star.
To determine whether an AB was present in each condition
separately, we followed up with two separate 2×7 ANOVAs
with the factors Task and Lag for the experimental and the
control condition, respectively. For the control condition,
results showed a significant main effect of Task (F(1,47) =
29.16, p < .001, ηG2 = .09) and a significant main effect of
Lag (F(6,282) = 11.97, p < .001, ηG2 = .05). The significant
interaction for Task × Lag (F(6,282) = 6.59, p < .001, ηG2 =
.02) indicates that participants experienced an AB in the
control condition (where T2 was a star).
For the experimental condition, results showed a
significant main effect of Task (F(1,47) = 5.58, p = .02, ηG2
= .01). The main effect of Lag was not significant (F(6,282)
= 0.15, p = .99, ηG2 = .001). The significant interaction for
Task × Lag (F(6,282) = 2.33, p = .03, ηG2 = .01) indicates that
participants also experienced an AB in the experimental
condition (where T2 was an eye) – yet the size of this AB was
significantly smaller than for the star (as shown by the
significant three-way interaction reported earlier).

Detection task (T2) – matched task difficulty
It is noteworthy that absolute task difficulty seemed to differ
between the control and the experimental condition (as
reflected in the differences in detection rate for the singletask, see Figure 2). This is not surprising because the T2stimulus in the experimental condition (the eye) may in itself
be easier to detect than the T2-stimulus in the control
condition (the star). Even though this absolute difference
should not have affected our results on the AB (which were
computed based on the differences between single- and dualtask, not based on absolute performances), we conducted a
further analysis to exclude this possibility (Wahn & Sinnett,
2019). We thus created a subset of our data (N = 19) which
included only those participants who performed equally well
on the single-task in the control and the experimental
condition (inclusion criterion: max. 5% difference in T2
detection rate averaged across lags; included participants’
mean difference: 0.75 %).
Using this subset of data, we performed the same analyses
as reported in the previous section for the full dataset. Results
were very similar (see Figure 3). Again, all main effects and
all interactions of the 2×2×7 ANOVA were significant. There
were significant main effects of Condition (F(1,18) = 26.13,
p < .001, ηG2 = .09), Task (F(1,18) = 42.28, p < .001, ηG2 =
.10), and Lag (F(6,108) = 5.83, p < .001, ηG2 = .04).
Moreover, there were significant two-way interactions for
Condition × Task (F(1,18) = 24.45, p < .001, ηG2 = .07),
Condition × Lag (F(6,108) = 5.14, p < .001, ηG2 = .05), and
Task × Lag (F(6,108) = 8.09, p < .001, ηG2 = .07). Finally,
and most importantly, there was also a significant three-way
interaction for Condition × Task × Lag (F(6,108) = 3.74, p =
.002, ηG2 = .03). This interaction effect shows that our main
finding also holds for the subset of data matched for task
5

In control experiment 1 (2), 4 (3) participants were excluded.
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difficulty: Participants experienced a significantly reduced
AB for the eye compared to the star.
To determine whether an AB was present in each condition
separately, we again followed up with two separate 2×7
ANOVAs with the factors Task and Lag for the experimental
and the control condition, respectively. For the control
condition, results showed significant main effects of Task
(F(1,18) = 36.18, p <. 001, ηG2 = .19) and Lag (F(6,108) =
6.59, p < .001, ηG2 = .10). Importantly, there was also a
significant interaction for Task × Lag (F(6,108) = 7.43, p <
.001, ηG2 = .11), indicating that participants experienced an
AB when T2 was a star.
Just as in our full dataset, results for the experimental
condition did not show a significant main effect of Lag
(F(6,108) = 0.40, p = .88, ηG2 = .01). However, in contrast to
the full dataset, in the subset we did not find a significant
main effect of Task (F(1,18) = 3.97, p = .07, ηG2 = .01),
indicating that the AB was absent for the eye. There was no
significant interaction for Task × Lag (F(6,108) = 1.73, p =
.12, ηG2 = .04) either. This lack of an interaction effect
suggests that there was likely not enough power in the subset
(N = 19) to detect the small effect that was present in the full
dataset – yet a similar pattern is present on a descriptive level.

Figure 3: T2 detection rate is shown in the same way as in
Figure 2. Here, however, only data from a subset of
participants (N = 19) is included to match task difficulty
between the two conditions (pls. refer to the text for details).

Control Experiments
We conducted two further experiments to (1) control for a
specific perceptual difference between eye and star in our
main experiment and (2) further examine which feature of the
eye stimulus might have led to its enhanced detection rate. A
sample of 36 participants5 took part in each control
experiment (Control 1: 34 women, M (SD) = 21.7 (2.7) years;
Control 2: 29 women, M (SD) = 26.4 (5.3)). Design,
procedure, and data analysis were the same as in the main
experiment.
In control experiment 1, we aimed to rule out that the white
reflection point in the black disc of the eye might have
(partially) caused the higher detection rate for the eye

compared to the star. Thus, we removed the reflection point
from the eye and left all other stimuli unchanged. If the
reflection point had been a decisive factor in making the eye
perceptually different from the star (resulting in the eye’s
higher detection rate), we should find a reduced (or no)
difference between detection rates in this control experiment.
If, however, the reflection point had not been the cause for
the difference in detection rates in the main experiment, we
should observe the same difference again.
In control experiment 2, we aimed to further examine
which feature of the eye stimulus might have led to its
increased detectability. In the main experiment, we had
chosen the star as a control stimulus because it consisted of a
black disc on a white background, surrounded by a black
outline – just like the eye. What differed between eye and star
was their shape; the eye had an oval shape whereas the star
(and, actually, most of the distractors) had a roundish shape.
Therefore, we chose to compare the eye to another oval
stimulus, namely a fish6 (see Figure 4). If the shape of the eye
had been a decisive factor in making the eye perceptually
different from the star (resulting in the eye’s higher detection
rate), we should find a reduced (or no) difference in detection
rates between eye and fish in this control experiment. If the
shape of the eye had not been the cause for the difference in
detection rates in the main experiment, we should again
observe a difference in detection rates, this time between eye
and fish.

(F(6,186) = 2.67, p = .002, ηG2 = 0.01), as well as significant
two-way interactions for Condition × Task (F(1,31) = 16.84,
p < .001, ηG2 = 0.03), Condition × Lag (F(6, 186) = 2.82, p =
.01, ηG2 = 0.01), and Task × Lag (F(6, 186) = 5.49, p < .001,
ηG2 = 0.02). Finally, and most importantly, there was a
significant three-way interaction for Condition × Task × Lag
(F(6, 186) = 4.87, p < .001, ηG2 = 0.02), indicating that
participants experienced a significantly reduced AB for the
eye (without reflection point) compared to the star. Separate
follow-up ANOVAs for the experimental and the control
condition indicated that participants experienced an AB in the
control condition (where T2 was a star) but not in the
experimental condition (where T2 was an eye).

Results: Control Experiment 2 (fish)
The results of our second control experiment showed that the
oval shape played a crucial role for the increased detectability
of the eye.
Accuracy in the discrimination task (T1) was high in both
conditions (Fish: M (SE) = 89.9 (1.57) %; Eye: M (SE) = 88.2
(1.72) %); conditions did not differ significantly, t(32) = 1.82,
p = .07, Cohen’s d = 0.32.
Results of the 2×2×7 ANOVA showed a significant main
effect of Task (F(1,32) = 25.99, p < .001, ηG2 = 0.01),
indicating, expectedly, that detection rate was higher in the
single-task compared to the dual-task. There were no other
significant effects (all p > .2). The absence of a significant
two-way interaction for Task × Lag (F(6, 192) = 1.34, p =
.25, ηG2 = 0.00) indicates that participants, as a whole, did not
experience an AB in this experiment. Moreover, the absence
of a significant three-way interaction for Condition × Task ×
Lag (F(6, 192) = 1.06, p = .38, ηG2 = 0.00) suggests that there
were no differences with regard to the size of the AB between
experimental conditions.

Discussion
Figure 4: T2-stimuli used for each experiment.

Results: Control Experiment 1 (reflection point)
The results of our first control experiment perfectly mirrored
the results of the main experiment.
Accuracy in the discrimination task (T1) was high in both
conditions (control: M (SE) = 85.8 (2.23) %; experimental: M
(SE) = 89.7 (1.69) %); it was significantly higher in the
experimental condition, t(31) = 2.74, p = .002, Cohen’s d =
0.48.
The within-subjects 2×2×7 ANOVA with the factors
Condition (experimental, control), Task (dual-task, singletask) and Lag (1-7) carried out for T2 detection rate showed,
just as in the main experiment, that all main effects and
interactions were significant. There were significant main
effects of Condition (F(1,31) = 44.94, p < .001, ηG2 = 0.18),
Task (F(1,31) = 27.72, p < .001, ηG2 = 0.07), and Lag
6

The image complexity of eye and fish was comparable in terms
of black-to-white ratio (eye: 21%; fish: 20 %).
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In the present study, we investigated whether people’s
perceptual sensitivity to eyes would enable them to detect an
image of an eye even when their visual attention is
temporarily diverted due to a dual-task. Participants were
asked to identify, within a stream of symbols, a target
(triangle or square) and to detect whether or not the target was
succeeded by a probe, which was either an image of an eye
(with direct gaze) or of a star. When target and probe
occurred in close succession, participants had difficulties
detecting the star, thus showing the typical “attentional blink”
(AB) effect. Crucially, these difficulties were largely reduced
for the eye. This pattern of results also held when controlling
for task difficulty.
A first control experiment convincingly ruled out one
potential alternative explanation for this finding, namely that
a specific perceptual difference between the images of eye
and star (i.e., a reflection point in the eye) may have led to
the observed difference in detection rates.

A second control experiment further probed which feature
of the eye stimulus might have led to its increased
detectability. The results suggest that the oval shape of the
eye played a crucial role in facilitating its detectability. Here,
the image of an eye was compared to the image of a fish; the
two stimuli had identical shapes. For both images, the
attentional blink was largely absent. This finding indicates
that – in the context of high attentional load – eyes and eyeshaped stimuli can be detected exceptionally well.
At this point, one should note that one limitation of the
current set of experiments concerns the relational similarity
between the eye-shaped target and the shapes of the
distractors and the star-target. Even though the overall size of
all stimuli was the same, most distractors and also the star had
more of a round(ish) – rather than oval – shape. Thus, it is
theoretically possible that the distractors masked the round
star better than the oval eye-shape, facilitating the
detectability of the eye-shape. Further thorough experiments
are needed to rule out this possibility.
Consistent with previous research, the present finding
suggests that people are able to detect eyes with direct gaze
even when their attentional resources are allocated otherwise.
Whereas Yokoyama et al. (2014) showed that people can
discriminate direct from averted gaze without a focus of
spatial attention, we show here that eyes with direct gaze can
be detected without a focus of temporal attention.
Furthermore, our finding complements earlier research
showing that the AB can be modulated by personally-relevant
and emotional content, such as one’s own name (Shapiro et
al., 1997) and emotional facial expressions (e.g., de Jong et
al., 2009; de Oca et al., 2012; Kang et al., 2017). What is
common to one’s own name, emotional expressions and eye
contact is that all serve as social signals and capture people’s
attention. Due to their social relevance, these stimuli arguably
possess a higher salience than, for example, unfamiliar names
(Shapiro et al., 1997), neutral expressions (Keil et al., 2006),
or closed eyes (Senju & Hasegawa, 2005). According to
Shapiro et al. (1997), higher salience implies a lower
processing threshold. A lower processing threshold, in turn,
leads to less interference with other stimuli, which could
explain why (socially) salient stimuli “pop out” of a stream
of distractor stimuli whereas other, less salient stimuli do not
(Shapiro & Raymond, 1994; Shapiro et al., 1997). Hence,
stimuli such as one’s own name, emotional faces and eyes
can be preferentially detected among distractors, even under
conditions of diverted attention.
Interestingly, it has been shown that certain elementary
visual features (e.g., spatial orientation), which typically pop
out of scenes and are thus considered ‘pre-attentive’, can only
be poorly detected when attention is diverted in a dual-task
like the AB paradigm (Joseph et al., 1997). Thus, even some
so-called ‘pre-attentive’ stimuli do require attention to be
detected. It would be worthwhile to follow up the study by
Joseph et al. (1997) to directly compare, within the same
setting, whether socially salient stimuli, such as eyes, might
have an even lower detection threshold than elementary
visual features such as spatial orientation.
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Future research should compare the size of the AB for
direct versus averted eye gaze. Based on previous research
(e.g., Senju & Hasegawa, 2005; Yokoyama et al., 2014) one
may predict a reduced attentional blink for direct compared
to averted gaze (but see recent findings by Riechelmann et
al., 2020, which would predict the opposite pattern).
Furthermore, one could address whether pictures of real eyes
would lead to the same, or an even larger, reduction of the
AB as the images used in the present study.
In sum, the present study extends previous research on gaze
perception and visual attention by demonstrating that the
attentional blink is modulated by eyes. This result shows that
the human predisposition for the detection of eyes is strong
enough to circumvent fundamental limitations in visuotemporal attention.
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Abstract
Our ability to play games like chess and Go relies on both planning several moves ahead and on recognition or gist–intuitively
assessing the quality of possible game states without explicit
planning. In this paper, we investigate the role of recognition
in puzzle solving. We introduce a simple puzzle game to study
planning and recognition in a non-adversarial context and a reinforcement learning agent which solves these puzzles relying
purely on recognition. The agent relies on a neural network
to capture intuitions about which game states are promising.
We find that our model effectively predicts the relative difficulty of the puzzles for humans and shows similar qualitative
patterns of success and initial moves to humans. Our task and
model provide a basis for the study of planning and intuitive
notions of fit in puzzle solving that is simple enough for use in
developmental studies.
Keywords: decision-making; games; planning; deep learning;
neural networks

Introduction
When playing a game like chess or Go, we decide what moves
to take through a mixture of planning several moves into the
future and assessing the gist of a game state through heuristics and intuition, without explicit planning. Relying on intuition to some degree is necessary due to the vast state spaces
of these games, as it is not feasible to evaluate the potential outcomes of all possible moves using brute-force search
techniques. In chess, it is typically believed that the primary difference distinguishing grandmasters from amateurs
is their superior ability to interpret the gist of possible game
states rather than an ability to plan more moves into the future
(De Groot, 1978; Gobet & Simon, 1996). In contrast, the difference between skilled and unskilled amateurs is more often
due to skilled amateurs thinking further ahead. This pattern
has been found in games with much smaller state spaces as
well; van Opheusden et al. (2021) found that players who performed better at a simple kind of game planned more moves
ahead than those who achieved worse performances.
There are several possible explanations as to why chess
grandmasters tend to rely more on recognition than planning.
When we play a game like chess, we tend to imagine the
outcomes of different moves in light of how the other player
might respond. Simulating or searching through the space of
possibilities only goes so far, however; in most games we can
only consider a tiny fraction of possible outcomes, so we must
also rely on a sense of what intermediate outcomes are better
or worse. Sometimes this involves concrete events – a move
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might lead to taking or losing a piece – but experienced players also develop a holistic sense of how good or bad a particular game state or intermediate outcome is. There is evidence
that people rely on both mental simulation and a holistic sense
of the “gist” of an outcome (Gobet & Simon, 1996) when
making decisions in general. In understanding how people
learn to play games, we can shed light on the foundations of
human planning, learning, and decision-making.
Computational models are valuable tools for understanding how people play games and solve puzzles. Given models that successfully play games such as chess and Go, we
can probe their internal representations to provide hypotheses
as to how humans might represent game states and approach
game play. For example, algorithms like AlphaZero use a
mixture of planning and recognition via Monte Carlo Tree
Search to achieve human-level or super-human performance
in a wide variety of games (Silver et al., 2018).
In this paper, we investigate how people use planning and
recognition when playing games using a puzzle-solving task.
While adversarial games have been used to study facets of
human cognition (Charness, 1992, for example), and are wellstudied testbeds for reinforcement learning methods, a singleplayer puzzle-solving task has some advantages.
First, in an adversarial game, a player must reason about
both their own moves and how their opponent might respond.
This engages a mixture of problem-solving and theory of
mind, as the player must assess their opponent’s play style
and tailor their moves accordingly. While theory of mind in
competitive games is a rich area of research (Pynadath et al.,
2013; Oey et al., 2019; Brockbank & Vul, 2020), we often
want to focus exclusively on the problem-solving component
in order to isolate specific problem-solving strategies. Differences in how people apply theory of mind might interfere
with attempts to study problem-solving exclusively.
Second, typical adversarial games have extremely large
state spaces – even versions of these common games that are
modified to be simpler. For example, 9x9 Go still has over
1022 possible states (Tromp & Farnebäck, 2006).
Third, players often memorize explicit sequences of
moves in games like chess, such as common openings and
endgames. Human play in these games might then reflect the
common sequences that players have memorized rather than
general-purpose game-playing strategies.
Finally, the rules of games such as chess and Go tend to be

Figure 1: An example of a puzzle in our digital experiment. The leftmost panel shows the unsolved puzzle and the centre and
right panels show the two possible solutions.
too complex for developmental studies. It is rare for children
to learn to play chess before the age of 6. These games, then,
are not suitable for the study of cognitive development. Children and adults have previously been shown to differ in how
they learn and explore (Lucas et al., 2014; Blanco & Sloutsky,
2020) so understanding developmental differences in game
playing and puzzle solving is potentially valuable.
We introduce a simple puzzle game for the study of
decision-making and problem-solving which addresses these
problems. Our puzzle-solving task is non-adversarial, appropriate for developmental studies, and it is amenable to
customization, e.g., changing the number of possible moves,
maximum game length, and other factors that influence difficulty. We also present a computational model of the game that
allows us to explore the limits of recognition-based strategies
and predict the performance of human players.

Related Work
While recognition is useful and even necessary in many
games, it can be a double-edged sword. A line of work in
developmental psychology has shown that adults’ strong expectations about the causal structure of the world can inhibit
their ability to learn unintuitive causal rules. In contrast, children tend to have weaker expectations and be more successful
in learning true causal rules (Lucas et al., 2014). Kosoy et al.
(2020) compared reinforcement learning agents to children
directly by having children explore mazes in the DeepMind
Lab environment. Both children and reinforcement learning
agents learn about their environments by exploring, so reinforcement learning can be an appropriate framework for modelling children’s active exploration.
Many game-playing algorithms in reinforcement learning
achieve human-level performance or greater through a combination of planning and recognizing good game states. Methods such as Monte Carlo Tree Search (Coulom, 2006) and
SAVE (Hamrick et al., 2019) use value estimates to plan several states ahead when choosing actions. These algorithms
plan a few steps into the future, but the number of steps
forward on each possible path is determined by recognition.
Deep neural networks have previously succeeded at recognition, learning which states tend to lead to high and low rewards based on previous experience (e.g., Mnih et al., 2015).
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In another investigation of how humans play games, Lindstedt & Gray (2020) found that world champion Tetris players
exhibit a “cognitive speed bump”, taking slightly more time
to make their first rotation compared to novices, but pressing fewer buttons overall in rotation. This suggests that the
highly skilled Tetris players planned where to place a piece
by mentally rotating and moving it, then executed a sequence
of rotations to bring the piece to its planned locations. In
contrast, novice Tetris players tend to favor one rotation direction and make more rotations overall. This suggests that
they do less planning at the outset than the expert players, instead rotating pieces to help search through the state space.
Tetris has important similarities to our puzzle task, such as
being non-adversarial, so skilled players’ reliance on search
might suggest that people also rely heavily on search in puzzle solving. However, Tetris players only know the next piece
that will appear on the board and have limited time to plan,
so it is possible that recognition also plays an important role.
Here, our focus is on understanding the role of intuitive assessments of how promising a state is in human puzzle solving. Do people search several steps using uninformed methods, or do they rely mostly on the gist of possible states? To
investigate this question, we develop a computational model
of recognition-based puzzle solving. We then compare the
model’s behaviour to that of humans in an experiment, focusing on overall success at solving puzzles, which kinds of
puzzles humans and our model find challenging, and qualitative aspects of puzzle-solving strategy.

Puzzle Task
In designing a puzzle task for humans and reinforcement
learning agents to solve, we sought to create a task that is simple enough that humans can quickly learn the task and solve
it, but challenging enough that people do not always succeed.
We also wanted people to be able to use existing spatial intuitions to estimate the values of game states with minimal
prior experience. To meet these criteria, we designed a game
where users try to fit pieces together to fill a grid.
The puzzle game consists of a square grid, walls, and
pieces. The goal is to place the pieces on the grid such that
they cover all of the empty squares. Some of the squares on
the grid are walls where pieces cannot be placed. Once a

piece is placed on the grid, it cannot be moved or removed.
This makes the analysis cleaner as it eliminates the risk of
models getting stuck in loops of repeatedly adding and removing pieces. A puzzle might also have some extra pieces
which are not necessary to solve it, making the game more
difficult. Puzzles can have one solution or multiple. Figure 1
shows an example of a puzzle. The empty squares are white,
the walls are black, and each piece is a different colour.

Automatic Generation of Puzzles
Algorithm 1: Puzzle generation algorithm
piece index ← 0
while empty squares > 0 do
piece index ← piece index + 1
Select a random empty tile (i, j) on the grid
while true do
board[i, j] ← piece index
with probability pt , break
if there are no empty neighbours, break
i, j ← the indices of a random empty
neighbouring tile
end
end
return board

we created a new puzzle with 7 pieces in total.
Finally, we created single-solution puzzles with extra
pieces in order to distinguish between the effects of having
multiple possible solutions and having extra pieces. To generate these puzzles, we started with a single-solution puzzle,
then did two more random walks on the board, keeping the
walls and replacing the previous pieces with empty spaces.
This results in a puzzle with 7 pieces.
We also created versions of the multi-solution and singlesolution extra-pieces puzzles with fewer possible paths
through the state space to test whether simpler puzzles were
easier for humans. We generated puzzles as described above
but kept only those with at most 5000 paths possible paths.

Computational Methods

In order to create a large amount of training data for our
models, we developed an algorithm to automatically generate
puzzles. Puzzles were situated on a 7-by-7 grid. We generated three types of puzzle. First, we created standard singlesolution puzzles. These were made using Algorithm 1. In
brief, the board was filled by a series of random walks, with
the tiles covered by each walk turned into a piece. Next, two
of the pieces were converted into walls. We generated puzzles repeatedly and selected those that had a total of 5 pieces,
which we decided created a puzzle that was neither too easy
nor too complex. While this algorithm can sometimes generate puzzles with multiple solutions, we inspected many puzzles and found that solutions were never meaningfully different. For example, the algorithm might generate a puzzle with
two interchangeable single-tile pieces, but the random walk
tends to generate oddly shaped pieces that can only fit into a
complete solution in one place.
We also generated multi-solution puzzles to test whether
people tend to arrive at the same solution to multi-solution
puzzles or whether they find different solutions. To generate
these puzzles, we took the single-solution puzzles described
above and then randomly placed the existing pieces on the
board until no more could be placed. Next, all contiguous regions of remaining empty space were turned into new pieces,
creating a second solution. Thus, multi-solution puzzles have
more pieces than are necessary to solve the puzzle. This can
be seen in Figure 1 (right), where the puzzle is complete but
there are still remaining pieces on the right. We repeated this
process, starting from the same single-solution puzzle until
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Our puzzle-solving task is an instance of a Markov Decision
Process (MDP). At each time step, the agent can place any of
the unplaced pieces in any of the locations on the grid where
that piece fits. It repeats this until it can no longer place any
pieces and receives a reward of 100(2−n ), where n is the number of empty squares remaining on the board. We chose this
reward structure to create a strong incentive to find correct
and complete solutions to puzzles, while still providing partial credit for almost complete ones.
We use a neural network to assess state values. Our model
uses an ε-greedy policy with ε = 0.1. At each time step, it
places a random piece in a random legal location with probability ε. With probability 1 − ε, it assesses the value of each
possible future state using the neural network and takes the
action which the network predicts is best.
Our reinforcement learning agent models one extreme
of the spectrum between planning and recognition: purely
recognition-based puzzle solving. At every step, the agent
either selects an action randomly with a small probability or
considers every possible action available and the state that
would result from taking it, then takes the action whose resulting state has the highest estimated value. The state values
are based on which states led to high rewards during training,
so the neural network’s estimates can be viewed as approximate planning toward a solution.

Neural Value Approximation for Assessing Fit
We model people’s intuitions about the goodness of a given
puzzle piece’s fit using a neural network. Neural networks
have previously succeeded at capturing intuitive knowledge
that is not easily expressible in words, such as determining
whether a sonar signal resembles that of a mine or rock (Gorman & Sejnowski, 1988), which suggests that a neural network is appropriate for recognizing good puzzle states.
We designed state representations to assess three aspects
of the state: the piece that is newly placed, the previouslyplaced pieces, and the walls of the puzzle. These are each
represented as layers, which are two-dimensional grids of the
same size as the board that capture one aspect of the game
state. The first layer represents the shape and location of the
most recently placed piece, with a 1 in locations occupied by
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Figure 2: Mean size of the pieces added by humans (blue), the
neural model (orange), the square-counting model (green),
and the perimeter-aware model (red) on each placement.
that piece and a 0 elsewhere. The second layer consists of
1s representing the tiles covered by previously-placed puzzle
pieces, and the third layer consists of 1s representing walls.
This state representation is fed into the neural network,
which first applies two two-dimensional convolutional layers,
then three fully-connected layers. All layers use ReLU activation functions. The neural network was trained using the
deep Q-learning algorithm (Mnih et al., 2013). For each puzzle type without a restricted state space, we generated training, validation, and test sets of 1000 puzzles each. The model
was trained on a single type of puzzle but run across all test
puzzles. We trained 34 instances of this neural network on the
single-solution puzzles and 33 on each of the multi-solution
puzzles and single-solution puzzles with extra pieces, then selected the trained model that performed best across all puzzle
types on the validation sets for further use. The puzzles with
restricted state spaces are computationally more intensive to
generate, so we only generated 100 test puzzles of each type.

Model Behaviour
On the entire training set, the model1 solved the puzzle correctly 28% of the time on the single-solution puzzles, 29% of
the time on the multi-solution puzzles, and 21% of the time
on the single-solution puzzles with extra pieces. It achieved a
mean reward of 30.7, 35.2, and 26.8 on the single-solution,
multi-solution, and single-solution extra-pieces puzzles respectively. It performed better on the puzzles with restricted
state spaces, getting the multi-solution and single-solution
extra-pieces puzzles correct 62.2% and 36.6% of the time
and achieving mean rewards of 63.9 and 43.6, respectively.
Model scores on each condition are shown in Figure 3.
The neural model tended to place a very large piece first
and decrease the size of the placed piece in a concave fashion.
Figure 2 shows the precise curve of the average added piece
size for each placement. This suggests that the neural network
has learned to evaluate game states where more of the board
is filled as more promising than emptier states since they are
1 Reported

model results use the version trained on singlesolution puzzles which overall performed best on the validation puzzles of all types, but results are similar for the versions trained on the
different puzzle types.
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Figure 3: Proportion of puzzles solved correctly by humans
(blue), the neural model (orange), the square-counting model
(green), and the perimeter-aware model (red) per condition.
Model scores are across all test puzzles while human scores
are across the 30 puzzles in the experiment. Error bars denote
standard error of the mean.
fewer tiles away from being complete.

Alternative Models
We introduce two alternative models to represent different
approaches to puzzle solving that humans could be taking:
a square-counting heuristic model that simply places large
pieces first and a perimeter-aware model that uses knowledge
of the existing perimeter in addition to piece size.
The square-counting model captures the basic fact that filling more of the board by placing larger pieces brings the puzzle closer to completion. This model simply places the pieces
in descending order of their size, where size is the number of
squares they occupy, choosing randomly between pieces in
case of ties. The model does not make any judgments about
where to place the chosen piece, so it simply places it randomly. If the largest piece does not fit anywhere on the board,
it skips it and places the next largest piece that fits somewhere.
The perimeter-aware model also places larger pieces first,
but it decides where to place each piece by maximizing contact between the piece’s perimeter and the edges of the existing board. Here “edges” includes the walls of the puzzle, the
boundaries of the board, and squares covered by previouslyplaced pieces. This model favours placements that fit snugly
within the existing board. If multiple locations have the same
perimeter contact, it chooses randomly between them. This
corresponds to the intuitive strategy of placing the largest
available piece wherever it fits most snugly on the board.

Experiment: How do People Solve Puzzles?
We tested the predictions of our model in an online behavioural experiment where humans solve some of the same
puzzles presented to our model. There were three main hypotheses we tested in this experiment.
First, we wanted to test whether our model can effectively
predict which puzzles humans find easy and hard. Secondly,
we wanted to test our model’s qualitative prediction that people will place larger pieces earlier. If people plan their action
sequences beforehand via brute-force methods, the order in
which they add pieces should be roughly random. If they rely
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more on recognition, they would likely place larger pieces
first, as our model did. Finally, we wanted to test how often
people discover alternative solutions when they exist. When a
puzzle has multiple solutions, do people tend to find the same
solution, or do they uncover multiple solutions?

Methods
Participants and Design We recruited 100 adult participants on Amazon Mechanical Turk and paid $0.50 for completing the task. Ninety-two participants’ data were analyzed;
eight were excluded due to not completing an attention check.
Materials and Procedure Participants completed an online puzzle-solving task. In this task, they first read an instructions page, then saw a sequence of ten puzzles with a
grid in the centre of the screen and a collection of pieces on
the right. Participants could click the pieces and drag them
onto the board. Once pieces were placed on the board, they
could not be moved or removed. Participants could click a
“Done” button if they could not place any more pieces.
Participants were assigned to one of three possible sets of
ten puzzles, with two puzzles from each of the five types.
The puzzles were displayed to participants in random order.
After completing a puzzle, participants saw a score computed
identically to the reward function for the model. However,
these scores did not correspond to any monetary bonus.
The puzzles shown to participants were generated using
the automatic puzzle generation method outlined above, then
hand-selected to be interesting and challenging. For each
single-solution puzzle that was included, the multi-solution
and single-solution with extra pieces puzzles based on that
puzzle were also included, while the restricted state space
puzzles were each generated and chosen independently. Figure 1 shows examples of the puzzle-solving interface.

Results and Discussion
Humans solved the puzzles 37%, 33%, and 21% of the time in
the single-solution, multi-solution, and single-solution with
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6TXDUH&RXQWLQJ0RGHODQG+XPDQ6FRUHV
Figure 4: Scatterplot of mean score for humans and the neural
model (ρ = 0.71. Scores in this plot were calculated using the
model trained on single-solution puzzles; results are similar
when trained on the other conditions. Log model scores were
averaged over 100 runs on each puzzle.
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Figure 5: Scatterplot comparing mean log score for humans and the perimeter-aware model (top, ρ = 0.43) and the
square-counting model (bottom, ρ = 0.79). Log model scores
were averaged over 100 runs on each puzzle.
extra pieces conditions respectively, achieving mean scores
of 36.9, 36.1, and 25.0. They solved the puzzles 82% and
73% of the time in the multi-solution and single-solution extra pieces puzzles with restricted state spaces, achieving mean
scores of 83.1 and 74.0. Figure 3 shows the mean score
achieved by participants in each condition.
Humans performed much better on the puzzles with restricted state spaces compared to those without restricted state
spaces. A two-way mixed effects ANOVA on state space (restricted vs. unrestricted) and puzzle type with participant as
a random effect (multi-solution vs. single-solution with extra
pieces) revealed significant effects of state space (F(1, 273) =
233.3, p < 0.0001) and puzzle type (F(1, 273) = 9.7, p =
0.002), but no significant interaction (F(1, 273) = 0.16, p =
0.69). This suggests that humans find puzzles with fewer possible paths through the state space easier. The neural model
also performed better on puzzles with restricted state spaces,
but the increase was less dramatic.
As Figure 5 shows, there is a strong correlation between
the log-scores achieved by our model and human participants
(ρ = 0.71, p < 0.0001). The square-counting model’s performance also correlated strongly with human performance
(ρ = 0.79, p < 0.0001) while the perimeter-aware model correlated fairly weakly with human performance (ρ = 0.42, p =
0.020). Human intuitions might incorporate a piece’s perimeter to some extent, but relying exclusively on the perimeter in

deciding where to place a piece results in different behaviour
than humans. There was also a significant negative correlation between the logarithm of the number of possible paths in
the state space, as computed through depth-first search, and
the mean log scores achieved by humans (ρ = −0.49, p =
0.006), the neural model (ρ = −0.36, p = 0.048), the squarecounting model (ρ = −0.39, p = 0.031), and the perimeteraware model (ρ = −0.52, p = 0.003). Humans and all of the
models do better on simpler puzzles.
Among puzzles with multiple solutions, we find that participants arrive at the most common solution for a given puzzle on 67% of trials. A brute-force strategy has no reason
to favour any solutions over others, so we would expect to
see an approximately uniform distribution over solutions. Instead, people cluster around one solution, which suggests that
shared intuitions about which states are good and bad lead
them through similar paths. The neural model did not solve
the experimental puzzles frequently enough to compare, but
across all 1000 multi-solution test puzzles it arrived at the
most common solution 85% of the time.
Finally, we compared the size of pieces placed at each time
step between humans and the models. Figure 2 shows the
mean size of the piece added at each time step for humans, the
neural model, and the square-counting model. The same general pattern of a sharp decrease for the first two placements,
then gradual levelling off occurs in all three. However, the
trend becomes flatter around placement 3 for humans compared to the models, with the square-counting model exhibiting the sharpest decrease. This might be due to people using
some amount of planning rather than relying on recognition
entirely. In particular, it is possible that people place one or
two large pieces first to reduce the complexity of the remaining puzzle, then either apply brute-force search or partially
gist-informed strategies for the remainder of the puzzle.
Figure 3 also shows that the improvement in performance
on puzzles with restricted state spaces is greater for humans
than for the neural model. Humans might rely more on gist
when puzzles are more complex and more on brute-force
planning when puzzles are simpler. The neural model does
not plan, so it cannot benefit from simpler puzzles in this way.

General Discussion
In this paper, we presented a puzzle game that we used to
study the relationship between planning and recognition in
games. We developed a computational model of recognitionbased puzzle solving and compared its behaviour to that of
humans in a behavioural experiment, finding that humans do
better on puzzles with smaller state spaces, their scores correlate strongly with those of the model, and humans and the
model both show a pattern of decreasing placed piece sizes.
Our experiment provided evidence that a purely
recognition-based model of puzzle solving effectively
captured the difficulty of a puzzle. The correlation between
the neural model’s and humans’ performance across puzzles
indicates that how straightforward it is to recognize good
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and bad states in a particular puzzle is a major determinant
of the difficulty of the puzzle for humans. The scores of the
neural and square-counting models both correlated strongly
with human scores, which suggests that humans might rely
on a combination of recognizing promising states and the
simple, effective heuristic of placing the biggest possible
piece first wherever it fits. Placing pieces in descending order
of size appears to be a fairly effective strategy, particularly
on simpler puzzles with relatively small state spaces. In
fact, learning this heuristic might even be a consequence of
recognition. The neural model also learns to place larger
pieces first, indicating that it tends to recognize states
resulting from placing larger pieces as more promising.
Furthermore, our models show qualitative similarities to
human puzzle solving. The size of placed pieces starts large,
decreases sharply, and gradually levels off. The decrease is
less steep for humans compared to any of the models after the second placement. This might indicate that people
rely on recognition for the first one or two piece placements,
shrinking the remaining state space significantly, which likely
makes subsequent planning much easier.
The finding that on average 67% of participants arrived
at the most common solution for each puzzle indicates that
while people may have some shared notions of promising and
unpromising puzzle states, these intuitions may not be universal, or may not be the only consideration when placing a
piece. For example, if people switch between search and intuition at different points in a puzzle, different solutions might
become more or less available under different strategies.
In future work, we hope to investigate the relationship between planning and recognition developmentally. If adults
fail to solve some puzzles because they have unhelpful prior
expectations about which states are good, children might perform better on those puzzles or discover different solutions.
Previous studies have suggested that children tend to have
weaker priors in tasks like causal inference and search hypothesis spaces more widely than adults, which can lead them
to uncover counter-intuitive patterns that adults miss (Lucas
et al., 2014). Determining whether a similar effect exists in
puzzle solving could be a valuable step toward understanding
other developmental phenomena, such as changes in susceptibility to functional fixedness (German & Defeyter, 2000).
Furthermore, it is likely that planning still plays a significant part in our puzzle-solving strategies, which our model
does not capture. We plan to improve the model by incorporating variable levels of planning. Reinforcement learning
agents often select actions by planning several states into the
future via methods like Monte Carlo Tree Search (Coulom,
2006). These methods often use recognition to estimate
which possible future states are most promising and allocate
more planning resources there. Developing a model that can
interpolate between fully brute-force planning and pure reliance on recognition could be valuable in determining how
people combine recognition and planning more precisely.
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Abstract

different to people who view it in different orientations
(Masangkay et al., 1974). To our knowledge, no experiment
has tested whether infants understand that people may look at
the same object for the first time but see different things.

Research provides evidence that infants infer what others can
and cannot see from their differing perspectives, but do infants
appreciate that their own perspective on an object can differ
from that of a person who views the same object from a
different direction? First, infants were shown two faces with
screens in front of or behind them. Infants correctly inferred
that a face that was visible to them was occluded to an actor
sitting across from them. Then two experiments presented
infants with two unscreened faces: one upright and one
inverted. Infants attributed their own perspective on those faces
to the actor: They inferred that faces that were upright to them
were also upright to the actor across from them. Thus, infants
appreciate that others may see things that they do not, but they
fail to grasp that others may experience the same visible objects
differently than they do.

Understanding Others’ Experiences of Objects

Keywords: infancy; visual perspective-taking; theory of mind;
social cognitive development

Introduction
The world can look different to different people, depending
on their visual perspectives: What looks upright to me might
look upside-down to you. In our social interactions, we
consider not only what other people can see, but how the
world looks to them. Here, we ask whether infants appreciate
when someone else’s perspective on a picture differs from
their own.

Understanding Whether Others See Objects
A large and growing body of research has demonstrated that
infants can reason about whether others can see an object or
event, when others’ perceptual access to the object or event
differs from their own (e.g., Luo & Johnson, 2009; Hamlin et
al., 2013; Woo et al., 2017; see also, Phillips et al., 2020).
Even when infants can see every object in a scene, they
appreciate when others cannot. Moreover, some studies in
this literature suggest that infants can reason about mental
states that differ from what infants themselves know of reality
(e.g., Onishi & Baillargeon, 2005; Southgate et al., 2007;
Woo & Spelke, 2020; cf. Poulin-Dubois et al., 2018).
To establish agents’ mental states, past research has
manipulated what events and (parts of) objects could or could
not be seen from another person’s perspective. Yet, the
perspectives that adults and older children can represent
extend beyond what people can or cannot see. For example,
by 4 years of age, children demonstrate an understanding in
verbal tasks that the same object (e.g., a turtle) will look
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One possibility is that infants may be egocentric when
challenged with a conflict between their own experience of
an object and the experience of another person. Three-yearold children, who correctly answer questions about what
others can and cannot see (e.g., Flavell et al., 1981; Flavell et
al., 1978; Masangkay et al., 1974), struggle to reason about
how a particular picture looks (e.g., upright or inverted) from
the perspective of someone facing them. Children are apt to
focus on their own perspective on the picture, thinking that
what is upright to them is upright to others, regardless of
others’ perspectives (Birch & Bloom, 2004; Flavell et al.,
1981; Masangkay et al., 1974). Even as adults, people more
readily consider whether others can see the same object than
whether they experience a visible object in the same way
(Surtees et al., 2012). If infants are egocentric, like 3-yearold children, then they may not appreciate the different ways
that two people may experience the objects that both see.
Alternatively, infants may have an implicit understanding
that others can experience objects differently than they do,
despite young children’s failure to express this understanding
in explicit, verbal tasks. In situations involving no other
agents, infants in the first year succeed in forming
expectations for how objects will look in different
orientations, despite young children’s difficulties with verbal
tests of mental rotation (xxsee Frick et al., 2014). Moreover,
infants succeed in representing others’ false beliefs in
nonverbal tests, despite young children’s struggles with
verbal false-belief tests (see Scott & Baillargeon, 2017).
However, it remains unknown whether infants represent
others’ differing perspectives on the same visible object. If
infants have such an implicit understanding, then we may be
able to detect it using nonverbal tasks, like those that have
been developed to examine infants’ understanding of what
others can see (e.g., Luo & Johnson, 2009). Infants’ implicit
understanding of different people’s experiences of the same
object may be especially clear when they are presented with
upright and inverted human faces: pictures that elicit interest
even in newborn infants, and whose orientation greatly
affects face perception by human infants, children, and adults
(e.g., Chien, 2011; Parr et al., 1998; Valenza et al., 1996; Van
Der Geest et al., 2002).

Research Overview

Method

The present experiments focused on 14- to 15-month-old
infants, because infants of this age have been shown to
understand whether others can see objects, and in some
studies, to represent others’ false beliefs. We ask whether
such infants can reason about the perspective of an actor who
faced them. To test this understanding, we adapted prior work
on infants’ understanding of actions (that a person points or
reaches for one object over another (Woodward, 1998;
Woodward & Guajardo, 2002) and tested whether infants
represent the goal of that actor’s action with respect to that
actor’s own perspective on objects on which he acts.
In all our experiments, the perspectives of the actor and of
infants themselves were initially in direct conflict. In
Experiment 1, pictures of faces that were visible to the actor
were occluded to infants, and vice versa. In Experiments 2
and 3, pictures of faces that were upright to the actor were
inverted to infants, and vice versa. To succeed in Experiment
1, infants only needed to infer which faces the actor could and
could not see. To succeed in Experiments 2 and 3, infants
needed to infer which face the actor experienced as upright
and which as upside down.

Experiment 1’s hypotheses, methods, and analysis plans were
preregistered on the Open Science Framework. All
preregistration documents and stimuli can be found at
https://osf.io/ne32h/.

Experiment 1
In Experiment 1, we tested whether 14- to 15-month-old
infants were sensitive to the visibility of pictures to an actor
who was seated facing the infant. We familiarized infants to
videos of an actor in front of two pictures of faces: one visible
to the actor but occluded to infants by a screen, and one
occluded to the actor by a second screen but visible to the
infants (Fig. 1A). Because the actor faced each infant, his
perspective on the faces was opposite that of the infant: What
was visible to the actor was occluded to the infant, and the
reverse.
On each familiarization trial, the actor pointed to faces that
were visible (for half the infants) or occluded (for the other
infants). In test trials, the actor moved to the near side of the
room and turned around, such that his perspective and that of
the infant now coincided. In alternating trials, he pointed in a
manner that was consistent either with his own perspective
during familiarization (Same-to-Actor trials), or with the
infant’s perspective during familiarization (Same-to-Baby
trials).
If infants understand that the actor’s perspective had
changed, then they should expect the actor to point to the
picture of the same visibility to the actor as in familiarization,
looking longer in Same-to-Baby than in Same-to-Actor trials.
If infants are instead egocentric, then they may expect the
actor to point to the picture of the same visibility to
themselves as in familiarization, looking longer in Same-toActor than Same-to-Baby trials. Finally, infants may see the
actor’s actions as an act of communication or pedagogy
(especially because he is pointing), such that they may think
that the actor is taking on infants’ perspectives; if so, then
they may also look longer in Same-to-Actor trials.
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Participants Thirty-two 14- to 15-month-old infants (12
boys, 20 girls; mean age = 14.84 months; range = 13;17 to
15;27) contributed data to this experiment. We had
preregistered this sample size based on a power analysis over
pilot data. An additional infant began the experiment, but was
not included in the final sample due to technical difficulties
(n = 1). In all experiments, naïve experimenters determined
exclusions using preset criteria.
Displays and procedure For all experiments, data collection
took place over Zoom video calls, and infants sat in their
parents’ laps or on high chairs. Parents were instructed to sit
quietly, not influence their infants, and look away from the
displays in test trials. In Experiment 1, infants viewed
displays either on laptops (n = 31), or a phone (n = 1).
In all experiments, there were 6 familiarization trials and 6
test trials. In Experiment 1, all trials depicted an actor in a
room pointing to one of two pictures, one visible and one
occluded to him. Events are outlined below (see Fig. 1A).
All familiarization trials began with two pictures of faces
in a room, initially without an actor present. We then blocked
each picture with a screen that occluded it on one side of the
room. Then, an actor appeared on the far side of the room,
facing forward, such that the picture visible to him was
occluded to infants, and vice versa. The actor repeatedly
pointed to pictures of a specific visibility to him (i.e., either
always visible or always occluded). After pointing, a sound
played to alert infants to the actor’s action. The positions and
identities of the visible and occluded pictures switched
between familiarization trials. To reduce the likelihood that
infants saw the actor’s actions as communicative, the actor
always looked down, and never looked back and forth
between pictures and infants.
In all experiments, there were 6 pairs of faces: three used
in familiarization, and three in test trials. Infants saw each
pair of faces in one pair of trials. In Experiment 1’s
familiarization, the faces in each pair of trials alternated in
being visible or occluded to the actor, and the identity of each
face on the two sides of the actor remained constant. Because
the actor always pointed to pictures of a specific visibility in
familiarization, infants never saw the actor point to the same
picture twice.
All test trials began with the actor moving from the far side
of the room to the near side of the room, initially without
pictures present. Before he turned around to face the center
of the room, we placed pictures and dividers behind him.
Then, the actor turned around, so that pictures that would
have been visible to him from his position in familiarization
were now occluded, and vice versa. In alternating test trials,
the actor either pointed to each of the pictures.

C Exp. 3: Orientation
(Rotate, Experimental Condition)

B Exp. 2: Orientation
(Reach)

D Exp. 3: Orientation
(Rotate, Control Condition)

test

familiarization

A Exp. 1: Visibility
(Point)

Same-to-Baby

Same-to-Actor

Same-to-Baby

Same-to-Actor

Same-to-Baby

Same-to-Actor

Turned UpsideDown

Turned Upright

test

familiarization

Figure 1. Still frames from stimuli. In Experiment 1’s familiarization (A), an actor pointed to pictures of faces that were
either always visible or occluded to him. In Experiment 1’s test trials, the actor moved to the other side of the room, turned
around, and then pointed
to pictures that were BofExp.
the3: same
visibility, eitherC to
babies
or to himself, as in familiarization.
A Exp. 3: Orientation
Orientation
Exp.
4: Orientation
Experiment 2’s familiarization
(B),Condition)
an actor reached
to pictures
that were(Reach)
either always upright or inverted to him. In
(Rotate, Experimental
(Rotate, Baseline
Condition)
Experiment 2’s test trials, the actor moved to the near side of the room, turned around, and then reached for pictures that
were in the same orientation, either to babies or to himself, as in familiarization. In familiarization for Experiment 3’s
Experimental Condition (C), an actor seated on the far side of a room reached for and rotated pictures that were inverted to
him so that they became upright to him. In familiarization for Experiment 3’s Control Condition (D), there was no actor, but
the pictures rotated in the same way as in the Experimental Condition. In Experiment 3’s test trials (which were the same for
the two conditions), the actor moved to the near side of the room and turned around, and reached for pictures that were
inverted to turn them upright, or for pictures that were upright to turn them inverted for himself. Blue curved arrows indicate
that pictures are about to rotate 180°.
In both familiarization and test trials, after the actor pointed
to a picture, the videos looped, and an experimenter (naïve to
Turned Upsideall events) began coding,
using the
coding program
jHab
Same-to-Baby
Same-to-Person
Down
(Casstevens, 2007). The coder coded looking time until the
end of the trial, when infants had looked away for 2
consecutive seconds, or 30 total seconds had elapsed. A
second coder recoded 25% of test trials offline in jHab, using
the same thresholds. The intraclass correlation coefficient
(ICC) between the two observers’ data was 0.95 (95% CI
[0.91, 0.97]).

to-Actor trials (meansame-to-actor = 16.85 s) trials (β = -0.48,
95% of β [-0.76, -0.21], b = -4.41, t(142) = -3.41, p < .001).
Turned Upright

Counterbalancing We counterbalanced: the visibility of
pictures that the actor pointed to (i.e., his preferred visibility)
in familiarization (visible/occluded to infants); the location of
the picture that the actor pointed to in the first trial of each
pair of familiarization trials (left/right to infants); and the
order of Same-to-Actor trials in test (first/second). The
location of the preferred-visibility picture in test trials was the
same as the location of the preferred-visibility picture in the
first trial of each pair of familiarization trials.

Results
Preregistered analysis All reported p-values are two-tailed.
To determine whether infants looked longer to Same-toActor trials than Same-to-Baby trials, we examined looking
times in a mixed-effects model. The dependent variable was
looking time. The fixed effect was trial type (Same-toActor/Same-to-Baby). Participant ID was a random intercept.
We found that infants looked longer during the Same-toBaby trials (meansame-to-baby = 21.16 s) than during the Same-
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Different-to-Person

Same-to-Person

Discussion
In Experiment 1, 14- to 15-month-old infants looked longer
in test trials when the actor acted consistently from the
infants’ perspective than when he acted consistently from his
own perspective. These findings provide evidence that
infants understood that the actor’s action depended on his
own perspective: When he had pointed to the pictures of faces
that were occluded to him during familiarization, infants
expected that he would point to the occluded faces in test,
even though from the infants’ perspective, the faces to which
he pointed were previously visible to infants. Thus, infants
were not egocentric. Moreover, these findings suggest that
infants did not see the actor’s pointing as an act of
communication towards themselves (e.g., pointing to the face
that the baby could not see to indicate that the face was
present behind the screen), for if they had, then infants would
have expected the actor to act consistently from the infants’
perspective rather than his own perspective. Given infants’
success in reasoning non-egocentrically about which faces
the actor could see, we next ask, in a modified version of this
task, whether infants can reason non-egocentrically about
which faces another person experiences as upright or
inverted.

Experiment 2
Experiment 2 used the same methods as Experiment 1, except
as follows. We familiarized infants to videos of an actor

A Exp. 1 Visibility
(Point)
***ß = -0.48

B Exp. 2 Orientation
(Reach)
*β = 0.34

**ß = -0.55
*ß = 0.33

depicted an actor reaching for one of two faces, one upright
and one inverted (Fig. 1B).
ß = -0.05
All familiarization displays and events were the same as in
Experiment 1, except for the absence of occluders and the
actor’s action: He reached for faces in a specific orientation
to him (i.e., either upright or inverted) instead of pointing.
Upon contact with a face, a bell-like sound played. The
positions and identities of the upright and inverted faces
switched as in Experiment 1.
All test trials began with the actor moving from the far to
the near side of the room and turning around, as in
Experiment 1, so that what used to be upright to him in
familiarization was now inverted, and vice versa. In
alternating trials, the actor either reached for pictures that
were in the same orientation to him (Same-to-Actor trials) or
in the same orientation to the infants (Same-to-Baby trials).
As in Experiment 1, there were 6 pairs of different faces:
three in familiarization, and three in test. In familiarization,
the faces in each pair of trials rotated 180° from the first trial
to the second in the pair, and the identity of each face on the
two sides of the actor remained constant. Because the actor
always reached for faces in a specific orientation in
familiarization, infants never saw the actor reach for the same
face twice.
In both familiarization and test, after the bell-sound played,
the videos looped, and a naïve experimenter began coding,
using jHab (as in Experiment 1). A second coder recoded
25% of test trials offline in jHab. The intraclass correlation
coefficient (ICC) between the two observers’ data was 0.98
(95% CI [0.97, 0.99]).

D Exp. 4 Orientation
(Reach, Less Conflict)

C Exp. 3 Orientation
(Rotate)

ß = -0.25

Figure 2. Results in Experiments 1 to 3, depicting the
amount of time infants looked to different test trials. Red
diamonds indicate means. Pairs of connected dots indicate
data from a single infant. Horizontal lines within boxes
indicate medians, and boxes indicate interquartile ranges.
The beta coefficients indicate standardized effect
sizes, following (in Experiment 2) corrections for multiple
comparisons. Asterisks indicate significant differences (*p
< .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001; 2-tailed).
seated in front of the same pictures of faces, one upright and
one inverted (Fig. 1B), without screens. In familiarization,
the actor reached for faces in a specific orientation to him
(i.e., always upright or always inverted). In test trials, the
actor moved to the other side of the room and turned around,
so that faces that were upright to him before were upsidedown to him now, and vice versa. In alternating trials, the
actor either reached for faces that were in the same
orientation to him as before (Same-to-Actor trials), or for
faces that were in the same orientation to the infant as before
(Same-to-Baby trials).
If infants understand that the actor’s perspective has
changed, then they should expect the actor to reach for faces
in the same orientation to himself, looking longer in Sameto-Baby than in Same-to-Actor trials. By contrast, if infants
are like young children tested verbally, and do not appreciate
different perspectives on the same objects, then they should
expect the actor to reach for faces that look to infants like the
faces that he had reached to previously, looking longer in
Same-to-Actor than in Same-to-Baby trials.

Method
Experiment 2’s hypotheses, methods, and analysis plans were
preregistered on the Open Science Framework and can be
found at https://osf.io/ne32h/.
Participants We had preregistered a sample size of 16 based
on a power analysis over pilot data. However, more parents
responded than anticipated, resulting in a sample of twenty
14- to 15-month-old infants (10 boys, 10 girls; mean age =
14.68 months; range = 13;17 to 15;19). An additional 2
infants began the experiment, but were not included in the
final sample due to fussiness (n = 1) and technical difficulties
(n = 1).
Displays and procedure Infants viewed displays either on
laptops (n = 18), a TV (n = 1), or a phone (n = 1). All trials
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Counterbalancing Counterbalancing was the same as in
Experiment 1, except that it was based on the orientation of
faces and on reaching.

Results
Preregistered analysis Infants’ looking was analyzed using
the same mixed-effects model as in Experiment 1. Infants
looked longer to the Same-to-Actor test trials (meansame-to-actor
= 18.84 s) than to the Same-to-Baby test trials (meansame-to-baby
= 16.05 s) trials (β = 0.34, 95% CI of β [0.07, 0.62], b = 3.46,
t(66) = 2.48, p = .015). This is the opposite effect to that
obtained in Experiment 1.

Discussion
In Experiment 2, 14- to 15-month-old infants looked longer
when the actor acted consistently from his own perspective
than when he acted consistently from infants’ perspective.
These findings, which are opposite to the reasoning of older
children and adults and to the pattern of findings in
Experiment 1, suggest that infants were egocentric and did
not appreciate that the actor’s action would depend on his
own distinctive perspective on the faces. In Experiment 3, we
aimed to enhance infants’ ability to appreciate another
person’s perspective by calling attention to the orientation of
the faces during the familiarization period.

Experiment 3
In Experiment 3, we asked whether infants better take
account of a person’s perspectives in our design if his action
changes the orientation of a face, conveying to infants that his
action is aimed at altering the face’s orientation, and therefore
altering his perspective on the object. Specifically, whereas
the actor in Experiment 2 either had reached for pictures of
faces that were upright or inverted to him in familiarization,
in Experiment 3’s Experimental Condition, the actor only
reached for faces that were inverted to him in familiarization
(and therefore upright to infants), and he rotated the faces
180° so that they became upright to him (and inverted to
infants) (Fig. 1C). This rotation served two purposes. First, it
highlighted the orientation of the faces from the actor’s
perspective for infants, who typically prefer to look at upright
faces (e.g., Valenza et al., 1996), and may expect others to
share this preference. Second, this rotation may allow infants
to better appreciate that the upright faces that they see
become inverted when rotated 180°.
In the Experimental Condition’s test trials, the actor moved
to the other side of the room and alternately reached for faces
that were inverted to him and rotated them (Same-to-Actor
trials), or reached for faces that were upright to him and
rotated them (Same-to-Baby trials). If babies do not
distinguish differing perspectives on the same face, even
when perspectives on that face change during each trial, then
they should again look longer in Same-to-Actor trials, when
the actor reaches for and rotates faces so that they become
upright to him in test trials.
We recognized, however, that the interpretation of looking
patterns during the test trials could be complicated by an
intrinsic preference for faces that are made upright, as would
happen in Experiment 3’s Same-to-Actor trials. Moreover,
there are low-level perceptual differences between
familiarization and test in the Experimental Condition: At
test, babies saw two upright faces simultaneously for the first
time. To address these confounds, we tested one group of
infants in the Experimental Condition just described, and a
second group of infants in a Control Condition, in which only
the pictures were present during the familiarization trials and
they appeared to rotate by themselves. The Control
Condition’s test trials were the same as those of the
Experimental Condition, enabling us to distinguish responses
in the Experimental Condition that depend on attributions of
perspectives to the actor from responses that depend on
preferences for upright faces or for visually novel events.

Method
Experiment 3’s hypotheses, methods, and analysis plans were
preregistered on the Open Science Framework. All
preregistrations and stimuli can be found at
https://osf.io/ne32h/.

criteria. We had preregistered this sample size based on
power analyses over pilot data and data from Experiment 2.
Displays Infants viewed displays either on laptops (n = 33),
a desktop computer (n = 4), a tablet (n = 2), or a desktop
computer (n = 1).
Infants were assigned to either the Experimental Condition
(n = 20) or the Control Condition (n = 20). Events are outlined
below (see Fig. 1C).
All familiarization trials of the Experimental Condition
began with the actor on the far side of the room, facing infants
and looking down. The actor repeatedly reached for pictures
that were inverted to him (and upright to babies, who did not
share his perspective), and rotated them 180° so that they
became upright to him (and inverted to babies). The positions
and identities of the upright and inverted pictures switched
between familiarization trials, and the actor always reached
for and rotated upside-down pictures.
The familiarization trials of the Control Condition were
like those of the Experimental Condition in timing and in
sound, but the actor was not present in the scene. Instead, the
screen faded to black and a bell-like sound played during the
time when the actor in the Experimental Condition would
have acted. Then the room became visible again, revealing
that one of the pictures (the one that was initially upright to
babies) was now inverted to the infants. Thus, infants in the
Experimental and Control Conditions saw the same pictures,
in the same orientations, to control for any potential effect of
perceptual familiarity of the face displays at test.
Test trials followed the procedure of Experiments 1 and 2.
In the Experimental Condition, the actor reached for and
rotated pictures that were either in the same orientation to him
(Same-to-Actor) or to the baby (Same-to-Baby). In the
Control Condition, because infants did not see the actor act
in familiarization, we instead refer to these test trials by the
final orientation of the pictures in the trials for both infants
and for the actor: Turned Upright and Turned Upside-Down
trials.
As in Experiments 1 and 2, there were 6 pairs of different
faces. Infants saw each pair of faces in one pair of trials, and
faces rotated from the first to the second familiarization trial
in a pair as in Experiment 2.
In both familiarization and test, after the bell-sound played,
the videos looped, and a naïve experimenter began coding,
using jHab (as in Experiment 1). A second coder recoded
25% of test trials offline in jHab. The intraclass correlation
coefficient (ICC) between the two observers’ data was 0.98
(95% CI [0.97, 0.98]).
Counterbalancing Counterbalancing was the same as in
Experiment 2, except that there was no reaching in
familiarization of the Control Condition.

Results

Participants Forty 14- to 15-month-old infants contributed
data (22 boys, 18 girls; mean age = 15;10 months; range =
14;2 to 15;29). None of the infants met our exclusion

Preregistered analysis To determine whether looking times
differed for test trials in the two conditions, we ran a mixedeffects model like that of our other experiments, but with
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different fixed effects: trial type according to the infants’
perspective in test (Turned Upright/Turned Upside-Down),
condition (Experimental/Control), and the interaction; these
fixed effects were centered. (For this model, given that the
videos in test trials were the same between conditions, we
included Same-to-Actor trials as Turned Upright trials, and
Same-to-Baby trials as Turned Upside-Down trials.).
There was a significant interaction (β = -0.55, 95% CI of β
[-1.03, -0.14], b = -5.55, t(147) = -2.89, p = .004). Posthoc
pairwise tests, correcting for multiple comparisons using
Holm’s method, revealed that infants looked longer to Sameto-Actor (meansame-to-actor = 18.87 s) than to Same-to-Baby
(meansame-to-baby= 15.40 s) trials in the Experimental Condition
(β = 0.33, b = 3.26, t(112) = 2.39, p = .018), but that infants
did not look differently to the same videos in the Control
Condition (β = -0.25, b = -2.29, t(114) = -1.66, p = .099), not
looking differently in Turned Upside-Down (meanupside-down =
22.32 s) and Turned Upright (meanupright = 19.91 s) trials.

Discussion
As in Experiment 2, 14- to 15-month-old infants in
Experiment 3’s Experimental Condition looked longer in test
trials when the actor acted consistently from his own
perspective than when he acted consistently from infants’
perspective. The pattern of findings in our Control Condition
provides evidence that infants’ looking times in the
Experimental Condition cannot be explained by a preference
for looking at upright pictures, or by low-level perceptual
differences between familiarization and test trials.
If anything, there was a qualitative trend in the Control
Condition for infants to look longer when the actor rotated
pictures so that they become inverted in test. This trend would
be consistent with the possibility that infants, who themselves
have an early emerging preference for upright over inverted
faces (e.g., Valenza et al., 1996), may expect that others will
hold those preferences. By contrast, when infants in the
Experimental Condition were familiarized to videos of the
actor rotating pictures so that they became upright to the actor
(but inverted to infants), they showed the opposite looking
pattern. This pattern of findings suggests that infants were
sensitive to the actor’s reaching in familiarization, but did not
take into account that his perspective differed from their own.

Interpreting Looking Times
Throughout our experiments, we have assumed that longer
looking indicates a response to novelty, which is consistent
with past studies on mental state reasoning in infants that
have similarly familiarized infants to an agent acting on
objects (e.g., Luo & Johnson, 2009; Onishi & Baillargeon,
2005). Following this assumption, we have argued: (i) that
the pattern of infants’ looking in Experiment 1 provides
evidence that they inferred that they and the actor could not
see the same pictures in familiarization; and (ii) that the
opposite pattern of infants’ looking in Experiment 2 and
Experiment 3’s Experimental Condition provides evidence
that infants failed to infer that they and the actor experienced
pictures of faces in different orientations in familiarization.
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In some studies, however, infants look longer to familiar
displays if they are merely familiarized (rather than
habituated) to complex events before the test phase (e.g.,
Hunter et al., 1983). This pattern suggests an alternative
account of our findings: If representing others’ differing
perspectives on the same object (Experiments 2 and 3) is
substantially more complex than representing whether others
see objects (Experiment 1), then infants who are only
familiarized could look longer to novel events in Experiment
1, but look longer to familiar events in Experiments 2 and 3.
That is, task complexity may alter the direction of infants’
looking preferences. Importantly, this alternative account
would predict that infants who had habituated in Experiments
2 and 3 should be more likely to exhibit novelty preferences.
We ran an exploratory analysis to determine whether
infants’ looking times in test trials for Experiment 2 (n = 20)
and Experiment 3’s Experimental Condition (n = 20) differed
as a function of infants’ habituation status. We categorized
infants as having habituated if their total looking time in the
last 3 familiarization trials was less than half that of the first
3 familiarization trials: the standard criterion of habituation.
Of the 40 infants, 17 had habituated.
We ran an additional mixed-effects model, with the added
fixed effect of habituation status (yes/no) and the interaction
of habituation status and trial type (Same-to-Baby/Same-toActor). Fixed effects were centered. The interaction was not
significant (β = -0.28, b = -2.85, t(173) = -1.21, p = .220),
suggestive that infants responses to test trials did not differ if
they had habituated. Of the 17 infants who habituated,
moreover, a significant majority (76%) looked longer in
Same-to-Actor than in Same-to-Baby trials (binomial p =
.049; bootstrapped 95% CI [58%, 88%]), indicating that
infants viewed the test action of reaching in accord with the
actor’s perspective to be more novel. We therefore stand by
our interpretation that infants expected the actor to act in
accord with infants’ perspective, rather than in accord with
the actor’s own perspective.

General Discussion
In human social life, we must understand not only whether
others can see particular objects or events, but others’
experiences of those objects and events. Human conversation
often revolves around our differing experiences of the same
dinner, the same music, the same political speech. In our
experiments, we found that infants appreciated that two faces
that were visible and occluded to themselves were instead
occluded and visible, respectively, to an actor facing infants
(Experiment 1), but that infants were egocentric when
reasoning about others’ perspectives on two faces that were
both visible to infants and an actor (Experiments 2 and 3).
While Experiment 1 confirms past findings that infants can
reason about whether an object is visible to someone whose
perspective differs from infants’ own, Experiments 2 and 3
are the first to test infants’ understanding of others’ differing
perspectives on the same visible object.
Our findings point to a level of mental state reasoning that
infants may not yet be capable of, and that remains untested

in nonhuman primates and other animals: an appreciation that
the same visible object may be experienced differently (as
upright versus inverted) by the self and others, depending on
one’s perspective. Our experiments introduce a method for
testing this capacity in nonverbal populations; this method
could be adapted to probe the evolutionary origins of this
ability in other species.
If this ability is not present in infancy, then future research
will be critical to understand what causes it to emerge by 4
years of age. We are now testing whether language plays a
role in helping infants to appreciate how others’ perspectives
differ from their own. We also are testing whether infants are
more sensitive to others’ perspectives in social contexts,
rather than when acting on inanimate pictures, as in the
present studies (see Woo & Spelke, 2020).
The ability to reason about others’ differing perspectives is
central to human social interaction. Whereas past research on
infants has demonstrated impressive abilities for determining
whether an object to another agent, the present experiments
suggest that 14- to 15-month-old infants are egocentric when
reasoning about different agents’ experiences of the same
visible objects. These experiments raise the bar for testing
infants’ representations of others’ perspectives, suggest a
limit to infants’ mental state reasoning, and call on future
research to probe both the nature and sources of this limit and
the process by which it is overcome.
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Abstract
A key question individuals face in any social learning environment is when to innovate alone and when to imitate others.
Previous simulation results have found that the best performing
groups exhibit an intermediate balance, yet it is still largely unknown how individuals collectively negotiate this balance. We
use an immersive collective foraging experiment, implemented
in the Minecraft game engine, facilitating unprecedented access to spatial trajectories and visual field data. The virtual
environment imposes a limited field of view, creating a natural trade-off between allocating visual attention towards individual search or to look towards peers for social imitation. By
analyzing foraging patterns, social interactions (visual and spatial), and social influence, we shine new light on how groups
collectively adapt to the fluctuating demands of the environment through specialization and selective imitation, rather than
homogeneity and indiscriminate copying of others.
Keywords: social learning; spatial foraging; collective intelligence; visual attention; producer-scrounger; Rogers’ paradox

Introduction
Most of what we learn, we learn from other people. Social
learning often provides a cheap alternative to individual trial
and error learning (Kendal et al., 2018), whereby observing and imitating the successful actions of others provides
an expedient pathway to rewards. However, social learning
can easily go awry: too many social learners in a population can create maladaptive information cascades (Toyokawa,
Whalen, & Laland, 2019; Tump, Pleskac, & Kurvers, 2020)
of imitators imitating other imitators, with poor outcomes at
both the individual and collective level (Rogers, 1988).
Deciding when to learn socially or individually is a strategy selection problem (Payne, Bettman, & Johnson, 1988).
Yet in contrast to previous work in purely individual domains
(Marewski & Schooler, 2011; Rieskamp & Otto, 2006), arbitrating between social and individual learning is complicated
by frequency-dependent fitness: one’s performance depends
on the frequency of strategies used by other individuals in the
population (Laland, 2004; Rogers, 1988). Thus the dominant
strategy depends on what strategy other people choose: social learning is profitable when rare, but fails amidst a glut of
imitators.
The trade-off between individual and social learning has
been well-studied in socially foraging animals (but less so
in humans) using the producer-scrounger game (Barnard &
Sibly, 1981; Kurvers et al., 2009). A group of animals are
typically placed in an environment with spatially distributed
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reward patches, presenting a type of game theory dilemma:
playing the “producer” strategy is to use individual learning to
discover new reward patches, while playing the “scrounger”
strategy is to imitate others by foraging from patches they
have discovered. Because of the frequency-dependent nature
of scrounging, it is expected that over repeated interactions,
individuals in a group will theoretically gravitate towards a
mixed equilibrium of individuals who engage predominately
in producing and others who focus on scrounging, yielding
an intermediate balance of individual and social learning in
the population (Henrich & Boyd, 1998; Ehn & Laland, 2012;
Rogers, 1988). In line with these predictions, human participants have been shown to assort themselves into balanced
mixtures of individual and social learners (Kameda & Nakanishi, 2002).
While people are certainly capable of flexible arbitration
rather than itinerant deployment of a fixed strategy (Miu, Gulley, Laland, & Rendell, 2020; Kendal et al., 2018), we lack
a clear descriptive understanding of the mechanisms that allow individuals to adapt to changes in both the asocial and
social environment. The predictability of rewards in the asocial environment impacts the relative value of social learning over individual learning, which can change the optimum
ratio of strategies in the population. At the same time, the
frequency of social learning in a population presents a dynamically changing social environment, altering the optimal
individual strategy at a given point in time.
Previous work studying arbitration between individual and
social learning has typically used problems where the asocial
and social environments are static (e.g., bandit or lottery tasks
with advice from a fixed agent; Zhang & Gläscher, 2020; Diaconescu et al., 2020). However, in naturalistic human interactions, the asocial reward environment is dynamic, as individuals compete over finite resources and resource deplete over
time. The social environment is also dynamic as peers adapt
their learning strategies, and individuals create their own social interaction networks. Here we investigate the flexible and
dynamic arbitration between individual and social learning
in conditions where both the asocial and social environments
dynamically and naturally fluctuate over time.

Goals and scope
Our focus is two-fold. First, we want to understand metacognitive control between social and individual learning

strategies at the individual level, and test whether people can
flexibly adapt their strategy use to different reward environments that alter the relative value of social learning. For this,
we rely on visual field data, which provides a marker of social attention directed towards peers. Second, we want to understand the mechanisms that allow individuals in groups to
dynamically negotiate a balance between social and individual learning at the collective level, where we deploy network
analyses and measure social influence through “pull events”
in foraging trajectories.
We address these questions using a collective search task
implemented in an immersive virtual environment through
the Minecraft game engine (Fig 1a). The task is modeled on
the producer-scrounger game, where a limited field of view
creates an attention allocation problem: visual attention can
either be allocated to focus on individual exploration or to
look towards peers for social imitation. Employing highresolution spatial tracking and automated transcription of visual field data, we provide an unprecedented level of detail
into the interaction dynamics that negotiate the balance between individual and social learning.
Within subjects, we manipulate i) whether search is performed alone or in groups of four, and ii) the predictability of
rewards in the environment, altering the relative effectiveness
of social and individual learning (Barkoczi, Analytis, & Wu,
2016; Rendell et al., 2010). Between environments, we find
that participants flexibly adapt their level of social learning,
relying more on social information when profitable. In environments where predictable rewards favor social learning,
participants use a combination of specialization and selective
attention. Rather than all individuals homogeneously converging on the same intermediate strategy, participants become specialized as either the target or the source of social
attention. This produces an asymmetric social network structure where those who specialize in individual learning are
the most observed. Thus, social learning is selective towards
strongly individual learners, rather than copying indiscriminately.

Methods
Participants and materials
Participants (N = 44) were recruited1 from the recruitment
pool of the Max Planck Institute for Human Development
in Berlin (MPIB) and selected to be between the ages of
18 and 30 to minimize generational differences in exposure
to first person computer games (mean age: 26.5 ± 4.6 SD;
25 Females, 1 non-binary). The study was approved by the
MPIB Institutional Review Board (A 2019-05) and participants signed an informed consent form prior to participation.
Participants earned a base payment of e12 plus a bonus of
e0.03 per reward, earning on average e17.21 ± 0.88.
1 The

original target sample size was 128 participants, but we
were forced to pause lab-based experiments since March of 2020 due
to COVID-19. These current analyses thus focus on within-subject
and within-session comparisons for the highest statistical power.
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Figure 1: Experiment. a) Screenshot (cropped) from a social
round. A reward discovered by another player is visible as a
blue splash in the air. b) A bird’s eye depiction of the task,
showing the full 60×60 field and participant trajectories over
a two minute round. Blue blocks correspond to discovered rewards, while gaps in the regular grid of green blocks indicates
no reward. c) Examples of smooth and random environments,
which were mapped to either melons or pumpkins (counterbalanced across sessions). Each pixel indicates either reward
(black) or no reward (white). Gaps between blocks are omitted. d) Experiment design. Participants first completed an
interactive tutorial (https://youtu.be/bj55n8CI Nk), followed by a training round of each environment. The main
task was a 2×2 within-participant design, manipulating reward environment (smooth vs. random) and search condition (solo vs. group). Each of the four configurations was
completed in four consecutive rounds of the same type (16 in
total). Round order was pseudo-randomized and counterbalanced between sessions.
The experiment was conducted in a computer lab using a
modified Minecraft server, where participants controlled an
avatar from a first person perspective (Fig. 1a). Each round
of the experiment took place on a 60x60 field (bounded by a
fence), containing 400 resource blocks, laid out in a 20×20
grid with a two block gap between each block (Fig. 1b).
Each resource block (either watermelon or pumpkin, depending on environment) could be destroyed by continually hitting
it (holding down left mouse button) for 2.25 seconds, yielding
a binary outcome of either reward or no reward.
Rewards were indicated by a blue splash effect (Fig. 1a),
visible from any position on the map. Only resource blocks
(watermelon or pumpkin) were capable of being destroyed
in the experiment and were not renewed within the round.
Blocks did not possess any a priori visual features indicating
whether or not they contained a reward. However, rewards in
smooth environments were partly predictable, since observing a reward predicts other rewards nearby (Fig. 1c). In contrast, rewards in random environments were drawn from a
uniform distribution (without replacement) and thus not predictable. Participants were individually incentivized to collect as many rewards as possible, which were translated into
a bonus payment at the end of the experiment.

Design and procedure
Participants completed the task in randomly assigned groups
of four, with group members completing the task in the same
room and made aware they were interacting with each other.
After an in-game tutorial and two practice rounds (see below),
participants completed 16 rounds of the task, each lasting two
minutes. We used a 2×2 within-subject design, manipulating
the reward environment (random vs. smooth) and search condition (solo vs. group), with each combination completed in
four sequential rounds (Fig. 1d).
The reward environment of a given round (random vs.
smooth) was made salient by the use of either pumpkin or
watermelon blocks (counter-balanced across groups; Fig. 1c).
Both environments had the same number of rewards (25% of
blocks), but with rewards either randomly or smoothly distributed. Random environments were generated by uniformly
sampling 25% of blocks (without replacement). Smooth environments were designed to contain clustered reward distributions, which varied smoothly over space. We first sampled
a bivariate reward function from a Gaussian Process prior,
where we used a radial basis function kernel with the lengthscale parameter set to 4 (similar to Wu, Schulz, Garvert,
Meder, & Schuck, 2020). Sampled reward functions were
then binarized, such that the top quartile (25%) of block locations were set to contain rewards. In the tutorial, participants were given verbal descriptions of each reward condition, saw two fully-revealed illustrations of each environment
class from a bird’s-eye perspective (Fig. 1c), and interactively
destroyed a 3×3 patch of both environments.
The search condition of a given round was made salient by
having participants either stand on an isolated teleportation
platform (solo) or on a common teleportation platform with
the other participants (group) in order to start the round. In the
solo condition, participants searched on identical replications
of the same environments but without interactions with one
another. In the group condition, participants searched on the
same environment and could compete with and imitate one
another.
After receiving verbal instructions, participants completed
a tutorial to familiarize themselves with the controls, how to
destroy blocks, the difference between smooth and random
reward distributions, and the overall task structure (Fig. 1d).
They then completed two practice rounds in both smooth and
random environments, which were identical to the solo condition of the main task (but without contributing to bonus
payments). Each round lasted two minutes, with the end of
the round corresponding to the sun setting below the horizon. This served as an approximate in-game timer for each
round, and was communicated to participants in the tutorial. A three second countdown timer was also shown on the
screen. At the end of the round, participants were given an
on-screen announcement indicating the number of rewards
they earned and notifying them of the reward environment
and search condition for the next round. Participants were
then teleported into a lobby (either separate lobbies for solo
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or a communal lobby for group rounds), and were required to
all stand on a “teleportation” block to indicate readiness for
the next round. Then players were teleported into a random
position in the next environment, facing a random direction.
For the entire experiment the sound was turned off, participants could not see each other’s screens, and task-irrelevant
controls (e.g., crafting menu) were disabled.

Data collection
Experimental data was collected using a custom data logging
module programmed in Java, separated into player logs and
map logs. Player logs contained each player’s [x, y] spatial positions together with the pitch and yaw components of their
visual orientation sampled at 20hz (every 0.05s). Map logs
contained information about each player’s interactions with
resource blocks, also sampled at 20hz. Together, the player
and map logs allowed us to completely reconstruct the visual
fields from all participants using a simulation programmed
in the Unity game engine. This allowed us to automatically
transcribe visibility information. We simulated each player’s
field of view with all entities and other players rendered using
a unique RGB color mask. From each frame of the simulations, we analyzed the pixels of the resulting image to determine which players and entities were visible at a given time.

Results
We first focus on task performance before analyzing social
interactions using visual and spatial data. Lastly, we model
social influence by detecting pull events in foraging patterns.

Task performance
Using a two-way within subjects ANOVA, we found that
participants acquired more rewards in smooth environments
(F(1, 43) = 154.0, η2 = .47, p < .001) and in the solo condition (F(1, 43) = 8.54, η2 = .02, p = .006), with an additional
interaction of smooth:solo (F(1, 43) = 6.42, η2 = .01, p =
.015; Fig. 2a). This improved performance in the smooth:solo
condition was mediated by learning over rounds (Fig. 2b).
We fit a Bayesian mixed effects regression using environment, search condition, and round number to predict reward,
while treating participants as random effects. The only reliable interaction with round was found in the smooth:solo
condition (b = 0.07, 95% Highest Posterior Density (HPD):
[0.01, 0.12], p(b > 0) = .99). Thus, participants improved
their ability to detect rewards in smooth environments over
successive rounds when searching alone, but not in groups.
However, these reward differences were substantially influenced by the dynamics of reward depletion (Fig. 2c), where
more predictable rewards (i.e., smooth) and more participants
searching for the same finite number of rewards (i.e., groups)
both contributed to a faster decay in the baseline probability
that one of the remaining blocks contained a reward. Thus,
we computed the normalized reward rate (Fig. 2d), by normalizing the instantaneous reward rate by the current expected reward rate P(reward|blocksRemaining). This measure shows how well participants perform relative to a dy-
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Figure 2: Behavioral results. a) Average reward across conditions. Dots indicate group means with error bars showing
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of rewards in more predictable environments (i.e., smooth)
and when more participants are competing for the same finite
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shows the average rate of rewards, normalized by the expectation of rewards (panel c). Lines and ribbons show the mean
and 95% CI of a generalized additive model. e) Foraging rate
defined in terms of blocks destroyed per second. f) The average distance between destroyed blocks.
namically changing random baseline. We found higher performance in smooth environments (F(1, 43) = 182.5, η2 =
.53, p < .001), but no difference between group or solo conditions (F(1, 43) = 0.33, η2 = .001, p = .57). We also no
longer found any significant interaction in the group:smooth
condition (F(1, 43) = 0.03, η2 < .001, p = .863). Thus, when
accounting for differences in expected rewards due to depletion, participants performed equivalently in the solo and
group conditions.
Participants’ foraging patterns were also influenced by the
environment and social search conditions. Figure 2e shows
the average foraging rate, which is defined as the number of
blocks destroyed per second. Participants were more selective
and foraged slower in smooth environments (F(1, 43) = 5.15,
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η2 = .02, p = .028) and in the group condition (F(1, 43) =
7.39, η2 = .01, p = .009). There was also an interaction between search condition and environment (F(1, 43) = 8.20,
η2 = .003, p = .006), where participants were especially
slower when combining the predictably smooth rewards with
group dynamics.
These adaptive patterns of foraging selectivity are also
present when analyzing the distance between destroyed
blocks (Fig. 2f). Participants travelled further between foraged blocks in smooth environments (F(1, 43) = 14.3, η2 =
.07, p < .001) and in the group condition (F(1, 43) = 34.6,
p < .001, η2 = .07). We again see the same interaction between search condition and environment (F(1, 43) = 15.1,
p < .001, η2 = .03), where participants in the group:smooth
condition especially foraged over the longest distances.

Social Interactions
Next, we focus on the social interactions between participants
in the group rounds. By recreating all experimental data in the
Unity game engine (see methods), we were able to programmatically annotate all field of view (FOV) data. This allowed
us to determine when any given participant was visible to any
other participant at all points in time. We then computed the
average number of visible peers as a proxy for social attention
(Fig. 3a), which is higher when more peers were visible and
for longer durations. Consistent with the fact that social information had no value in random environments (due to unpredictable rewards), we found higher social attention in smooth
environments (paired t-test: t(43) = 2.7, d = 0.5, p = .011).
There was also a marginal interaction effect of round, where
social attention tended to decrease over rounds in the random
environment (Bayesian mixed effects regression: b = −0.01,
95% CI: [−0.02, 0.01], p(b < 0) = .86; Fig. 3b). Thus, participants observed other participants less in random environments (where social information had no value), with the magnitude of this difference increasing over successive rounds.
In order to better understand the pairwise interactions between participants’ visual attention, we constructed visibility networks for each round (Fig. 3c), where the directed
edges are weighted based on the amount of time one participant observed another. Based on these graphs, we computed the weighted in- and out-degree for each participant
(Fig. 3d). Higher in-degree corresponds to being observed
more frequently (i.e., “celebrity” factor), while higher outdegree corresponds to observing others more frequently (i.e.,
“paparazzi” factor). In smooth environments, we find a negative correlation between in- and out-degree (r = −.37, p =
.014), but no correlation in random environments (r = −.07,
p = .652). We obtain similar results using rank correlation
(smooth: rτ = −.21, p = .044; random: rτ = −.11, p =
.275). This suggests that participants were more specialized
in smooth environments, with celebrities who were frequently
observed but rarely observed others, and paparazzi who observed others intensely but were seldom observed themselves.
We also built proximity networks where the undirected
edges were weighted by the spatial proximity between par-

a

b 0.30

p 0.011
= .011

levels of proximity produced the highest performance. Participants with a rank EC of 2 performed better than their peers
with lower EC who were the most distant from the group
(t(20) = 2.3, p = .032, d = 1.0), but with no significant difference to peers with higher EC (t(31) = 1.7, p = .107, d = 0.6),
who were more central. These results suggest that an intermediate level of spatial proximity may have facilitated better performance in smooth environments, although there was
no significant disadvantage to being more central. Thus, in
smooth environments where social information was predictive of other rewards in the same area, it was better to be more
central—despite increased competition for rewards—than to
be at the outskirts, where imitation was more expensive due
to increased travel costs.
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Figure 3: Social interaction results (group rounds only). a)
The average number of visible peers (at any point in time).
Each connected dot is a participant, with an overlaid Tukey
boxplot providing group-level statistics. The diamond show
the group means. The p-value is based on a paired t-test.
b) Changes in social visibility over consecutive rounds. Dots
and error bars indicate the aggregate mean and standard error,
while the line and ribbon show the mean and 95% CI of a linear regression. c) An example of a visibility network, where
each node is a participant and the directed edges are weighted
by the proportion of time (within a round) that the target participant is visible to the observer. d) A comparison of the inand out-degree of each participant (dot) with the lines indicating a linear regression. e) An example of a spatial network,
where the undirected edges are weighted by the average spatial proximity between participants. f) Correspondence between the eigenvector centrality rank (how connected one is
to other connected nodes) of each participant with their average reward. Dots and error bars show the aggregate mean and
standard error.
ticipants (stronger edge weights for closer average distance;
Fig. 3e). Based on these spatial relationships to other participants, we computed the eigenvector centrality (EC) of each
participant as a measure of spatial proximity to others. Figure 3f shows the relationship between the rank EC (computed
within each group) and average rewards. In random environments there was a negative trend between spatial proximity and reward (rτ = −.19, p = .081). In smooth environments, we find a non-linear relationship, where intermediate
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In order to more directly measure social influence, we
adapted methods developed to analyze the movement patterns
of geo-tracked baboons in the wild (Strandburg-Peshkin,
Farine, Couzin, & Crofoot, 2015). This allows us to detect
discrete “pull” events over arbitrary time scales, where the
movement patterns of one participant (leader) pulls in another
(follower) to imitate and forage in the same vicinity (Fig. 4).
We first computed the pairwise distance between all participants (Fig. 4a) and defined candidate pull events from minmax-min sequences. These candidate sequences were then
filtered based on strength, disparity, leadership, and duration
in order to be considered a successful pull.
Strength Si, j defines the absolute change in dyadic distance relative to absolute distance:
Si, j =

|di, j (t2 ) − di, j (t1 )||di, j (t3 ) − di, j (t2 )|
,
(di, j (t1 ) + di, j (t2 )) (di, j (t2 ) + di, j (t3 ))

(1)

where di, j (tk ) is the dyadic distance between participants i
and j at time k ∈ [1, 2, 3] (corresponding to the timepoints of
the min-max-min sequence). We required pull events to have
a minimum strength of Si, j > .1, such that they correspond
to meaningful changes in spatial proximity rather than minor
“jitters” at long distance.
Disparity δi, j defines the extent to which one participant
moves more than the other in each segment, relative to the
total distance moved by both participants:
|∆xi (t1 ,t2 ) − ∆x j (t1 ,t2 )||∆xi (t2 ,t3 ) − ∆x j (t2 ,t3 )|
,
(∆xi (t1 ,t2 ) + ∆x j (t1 ,t2 )) (∆xi (t2 ,t3 ) + ∆x j (t2 ,t3 ))
(2)
where ∆xi (t1 ,t2 ) is the displacement between t1 and t2 . We
filtered pull events to have a minimum disparity of δi, j > .1,
such that changes in spatial proximity were asymmetrically
driven by one of the interaction partners.
Leadership is a simple binary filter requiring that the
participant who moved more in the first segment (t1 to t2 )
moved less in the second segment (t2 to t3 ). We refer to
the participant who moved the most in the first segment
maxa∈(i, j) ∆xa (t1 ,t2 ) as the leader and the participant who
moved the most in the second segment maxb∈(i, j) ∆xa (t2 ,t3 )
δi, j =

b
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Figure 4: Pull events. a) Candidate pull events were selected from min-max-min sequences (dashed lines) of the pairwise
distances between participants. These candidate sequences were then filtered by strength, disparity, leadership, and minimum
duration (see text). b) An example of a successful pull. The orange and pink lines indicate the trajectories of the leader
and follower (respectively), where the timepoints [1, 2, 3] correspond to the min-max-min sequence in panel a (dashed lines).
The colored blocks illustrate the foraged blocks up until t3 . c) The average number of successful pull events in each session
(connected dots). The Tukey boxplots illustrate the aggregate statistics with diamonds showing the group, and the p-value is
for a paired t-test.
as the follower. Thus, successful pulls are defined as a 6= b,
where the leader and follower are separate participants.
Duration was the final filter, where we required pulls to be
at least 3 seconds in duration (since it takes 2.25s to destroy a
block). After all filters were applied, the average pull duration
was 15s ± 0.73 (SEM).
Altogether, we detected 135 successful pull events from
the group rounds in our data. Figure 4a-b shows an example
of a successful pull in a smooth environment. At t1 , both the
leader (orange) and follower (pink) are in similar locations,
but begin to move in opposite directions. At t2 , the leader has
found a new patch at the center of the map while the follower
has been unsuccessful at the south-east corner. Between t2
and t3 , the follower turns around and starts moving towards
the leader and begins foraging in the same proximity.
When comparing the influence of environment on the frequency of pull events, we found a higher frequency of pulls
in smooth than random environments (t(10) = 4.0, p = .003,
d = 1.9; Fig. 4c). This effect was also amplified over successive rounds. We fit a Bayesian mixed effects Poisson
regression model to predict the number of pull events in
each round, using the reward environment and round number as predictors, and treating session as a random intercept.
Pull events increased over rounds in smooth environments
(b = 0.42, 95% HPD: [−0.02, 0.89], p(b > 0) = .97), whereas
they tended to decrease over rounds in random environments
(b = −0.27, 95% HPD: [−0.76, 0.21], p(b < 0) = .86). This
adaptation of pull frequency was consistent with the fact that
social information was predictive of rewards in smooths environment, but had no value in random environments.

Discussion
Using a collective spatial foraging experiment implemented
in an immersive virtual environment, we were able to bring
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together an unprecedented combination of behavioral data,
including spatial trajectories, visual field data, and their complex social interactions. By analyzing foraging patterns, social interactions (visual and spatial), and social influence, we
were able to shine new light on how individuals in groups
negotiate the balance between social and individual learning.
By manipulating the reward structure, we were able to
study how individuals in groups adapt their search strategies
to the value of social information. Smooth environments had
predictable rewards, such that observing when another player
finds a reward provided actionable information about where
to search next. In contrast, random environments had no predictable pattern of rewards, and thus time spent observing
other players came only at the cost of lost opportunities for
individual foraging without any benefits. Accordingly, participants observed each other less in random environments,
and were less susceptible to social influence, as captured by a
lower frequency of pull events. In both cases, these patterns
were amplified over successive rounds, suggesting a gradual
rather than sudden adaptation of social learning strategy.
Furthermore, our visibility analysis indicates that groups
achieved a balance between individual and social learning
through specialization rather than homogeneous strategy use.
In smooth environments, participants specialized as either the
target of social attention or source of it. This asymmetric social attention structure may help prevent runaway information
cascades. Attention selectively directed towards participants
who rely more on individual learning avoids creating highly
correlated social information, which is a key feature of maladaptive information cascades (Toyokawa et al., 2019; Tump
et al., 2020) and also polarized echo chambers that develop
through online social media networks (Baumann, LorenzSpreen, Sokolov, & Starnini, 2020).
The main limitation of these current results is our small

sample size due to COVID-19 related restrictions on lab experiments. Even though we have incredibly rich spatialtemporal data from each participant, we have relatively weak
statistical power in comparing different groups. Therefore,
we have abstained from statistical analyses relating grouplevel characteristics (e.g., social network characteristics and
pull events) to reward outcomes. For the same reason, we
have not yet studied the stability of individual differences in
strategy use. Recent work has found that differences in social
learning strategies (imitation vs. emulation) emerge early in
human ontogeny (Yu & Kushnir, 2020), which may persist
as stable personality traits. Exploring the interplay between
flexibility in social learning strategies, and consistent individual differences in social learning strategies is a fruitful avenue
for future work.
Finally, future work using computational models and
agent-based simulations will allow us to tackle a wider range
of research questions and improve our understanding of the
interaction dynamics that shape our social learning strategies.
In sum, we have only begun to fully leverage the richness of
this experimental paradigm.
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Abstract
Bar charts are common visual tools used to convey statistical
information. Even though bar charts are effective in making
abstract concepts more accessible, poorly-designed bar charts
- whether designed intentionally or unintentionally - can easily mislead the viewer. For example, a poorly-designed bar
chart may only present part of the effective range on the vertical axis. This exaggerates the contrast among bars, leading
an unsuspecting graph viewer to wrong conclusions. More
broadly, misrepresentation in data visualization is becoming
an increasing societal problem contributing to daily misinformation. This paper presents a computational and cognitive solution to this problem. Our idea is to train viewers by showing
them a few dozen carefully designed bar charts that are misleading, together with guidance on why these bar charts are
misleading. We then test whether the viewers identify similarly misleading bar charts in the future. Importantly, we use
neural networks and cognitive models to optimize the training
(i.e., the design of those few dozen bar charts). Our experiment
shows that perceptual trainings can help viewers not be fooled
by similar misleading graphs in the future.
Keywords: bar charts; misleading graphs; perceptual fluency;
Neural networks; cognitive model.

Introduction
Graphs such as bar charts are commonly used to communicate statistical information in print, social media, and news
media. While such graphs can be informative because they
can make abstract concepts more accessible, they can also be
misleading if they are poorly designed. For example, if a bar
chart’s y-axis starts at some value other than zero, it distorts
the depicted information by exaggerating the difference between the categories shown by the individual bars (see Figure
1). Formally, we define a graph as misleading if the displayed
size of an effect (e.g., the relative height of the two bars in the
bar chart in Figure 1) does not correspond to the size of the
true effect (Tufte, 2001). For example, in Figure 1 [see left
bar chart], the orange bar is about 1.75 times higher than the
white bar, whereas 29.4 percent is 42 times larger than 0.7
percent.
Since graph design software has become cost-effective and
accessible to all (Tan & Benbasat, 1990), it is easier for anyone without experience to design graphs; and this can lead
to intentionally or unintentionally misleading graphs (Cairo,
2019). For example, a review of graphs used in medical advertisements showed that about one third of the graphs presented information in a misleading way (Cooper, Schriger,
Wallace, Mikulich, & Wilkes, 2003). Misleading graphs can
have serious implications in healthcare, for example, where
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both patients and physicians already struggle to understand
how graphs communicate health risks (Galesic & GarciaRetamero, 2011). Even if viewers know that a graph is misleading, they still face challenges in extracting the correct
answer, further compounding the problem (Harper, 2004).
Hence, to prevent such graphical misinformation, viewers
need to (1) notice that the graph is distorted, and (2) adjust
their process of extracting information from the graph accordingly.
The goal of the present study is to investigate whether
viewers can be trained to become perceptually fluent at extracting correct information from misleading graphs. To
this end, we developed a perceptual training for misleading
graphs. We compare different versions of this training with
varying levels of feedback. We hypothesize that providing
specific feedback on the correct answer improves viewers’
benefit from the perceptual training. In the following section, we first review literature on perceptual fluency, as well
as prior work on graph design and graph perception. Then, we
discuss prior research on perceptual trainings that counteract
perceptual biases — albeit not in the context of misleading
graphs.

Figure 1: An example of misleading bar charts.

Related Work
Perceptual fluency is the ability to extract information quickly
and effortlessly from visuals (Gibson, 2000). One benefit of perceptual fluency is that it frees cognitive resources
so individuals can use these essential resources for higherorder thinking (Kellman & Massey, 2013). Perceptual fluency is acquired via nonverbal, inductive learning processes

(Goldstone & Barsalou, 1998). These processes are considered nonverbal because verbal reasoning does not aid but interferes with perceptual learning (Koedinger, Corbett, & Perfetti, 2012). Second, these processes are considered inductive
because humans become more effective at recognizing visual
patterns based on numerous experiences with visual stimuli
(Gibson, 2000; Koedinger et al., 2012). The result is a highly
efficient perceptual system allowing viewers to see meaningful chunks in a graph (as opposed to individual lines or areas)
that are linked to conceptual information about graphs that
can be retrieved from long-term memory (Richman, Gobet,
Staszewski, & Simon, 1996).
In order to understand how viewers read graphs, we draw
on the literature on graph design and graph perception. One
foundational study by Cleveland (1985) explored visual features, such as color, length, position, and angle that affect
graph decoding (i.e., how viewers read a graph). Cleveland (1985) identified a variety of “elementary graphicalperception tasks” (e.g., perceiving color, length, position,
and angles) that viewers rely on to read a graph. In addition, prior research on graph perception shows that two types
of processes are involved when viewers extract information
from graphs: perceptual processing and spatial processing
(Trickett & Trafton, 2006). Perceptual processing involves
the ability to extract available information from a graph, such
as the numbers on the x-axis in a bar chart. In other words,
perceptual processing involves “reading the data” (Curcio,
1987). Spatial processing comes into play when the information is not directly in the graph and viewers must make
inferences beyond what they see in the bar chart (Trickett &
Trafton, 2006), such as comparing trends between bar charts
over time. In other words, spatial processing involves “reading beyond the data” (Curcio, 1987).
In sum, these findings imply that graphs can become misleading if they incorrectly display a visual feature that viewers
rely on to read a graph, such as position on a scale. In addition, since non-experts tend to rely more heavily on perceptual processing to extract information from graphs (Trickett
& Trafton, 2006), they use whatever information is readily
available in a graph. This can be problematic particularly
when the available visual features are misleading.
Misleading graphs pose severe issues. A large body
of research documents that poorly designed graphs can affect viewers’ risk perception and consequently their decision
making process (Ancker, Senathirajah, Kukafka, & Starren,
2006; Stone et al., 2003). Indeed, perceptual biases affect human decision making. A prominent example of perceptual biases relates to race perception where police officers perceive a
black person as more threatening than a white person, resulting in disproportionate decisions to shoot black people [e.g.,
(James, Klinger, & Vila, 2014)]. Similarly, perceptual biases can affect perceptual experiences other than race, such as
when reading graphs. For example, since viewers are worse
at judging slopes compared to angles (Cleveland & McGill,
1985), they might experience more perceptual biases when
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answering questions about slopes in a graph.
Perceptual trainings offer a solution to such biases. For example, police officers undergo perceptual trainings that systematically expose them to racial variation in potential targets while ensuring that race is not indicative of whether the
target is threatening or not. Several studies found that such
trainings are effective in reducing perceptual biases among
police officers [e.g., (James et al., 2014; Plant & Peruche,
2005)]. Perceptual trainings have also been used in the context of STEM learning to help individuals become efficient at
extracting scientific information from visual representations
(Kellman, Massey, & Son, 2010). The goal of such perceptual trainings is to allow individuals to quickly see meaningful
information in visual representations they encounter in educational materials, thereby freeing cognitive resources to invest
in further learning of STEM content knowledge.
Perceptual trainings are designed to engage individuals in
nonverbal, inductive learning processes. To this end, these
trainings expose individuals to numerous visual representations while asking them to perform quick judgment tasks,
such as whether or not a given visual shows a certain chemical molecule. Throughout, they are encouraged to process
the information visually without overthinking the answer, so
as to encourage inductive processing. Further, these trainings
provide specific feedback on individuals’ performance on the
perceptual task (Rau & Patel, 2018).
While perceptual trainings have proven effective in the
context of police biases and STEM instruction, to our knowledge, they have never been used to train viewers to extract
correct information from misleading graphs. One limitation
of prior research is that it has focused more on optimizing
graph design instead of training viewers to detect graphical
misinformation when present and to adjust their information
extraction processes accordingly. Further, there is no prior
data on the extent to which specific feedback can help individuals identify misleading graphs. In sum, while perceptual
trainings have proven an effective tool for perceptual learning, they have not yet been in the context of visual misinformation. The goal of the present paper is to address these
limitations.
This experiment investigates the following research questions: (1) Are viewers susceptible to misleading bar charts?
(2) Which type of feedback is most effective for a perceptual
training? (3) At what point during the training are viewers
able to identify misleading graphs?

Materials
Misleading Bar Charts
Our task asked participants to determine the ratio of two values in a misleading graph. We used bar charts as we expected
all our participants to be familiar with such graphs in their
daily lives.
One example of such a graph is given in Figure 2a: there
are two bars showing the number of tourists on Island A
(b1 = 56) and Island B (b2 = 81). We asked the partic-

ipants to determine the ratio between the two values i.e.,
y = b2 /b1 ≈ 1.4. Note that the vertical axis intentionally does
not show the entire range of values. This is misleading, as the
ratio will be overestimated if a participant only pays attention
to how the bars “look like” (i.e., bar pixel heights). In this example the pixel height ratio is ypixel = 5.2, which is far from
the true value ratio of y = 1.4.

(a)

model given in Algorithm 1. We started by drawing the values of yl and yh uniformly between 10 and 100 (lines 1-3).
Next we sampled b1 and b2 followed by y1 and y2 . We ensured that b1 , b2 > yl so that the neither bar has 0 pixel height
in the generated image. Also we fixed b2 > b1 , meaning the
ratio between the two values has a fixed range: 1 < y < 10.
This ensures that the range is never too large or too small for
the human participants to estimate. The function pixel(·) calculates the pixel height of the different elements in the graph.
The checks in line 6 are performed to ensure that none of the
numbers displayed in the plot overlap. We determined the
pixel values in line 6 by generating several sample plots. The
function generate bar graph(·) generates the bar chart using
the values sampled. We used MATLAB for this purpose. We
also generated multiple cover questions. An example of such
a cover question is provided in the caption of Figure 2.

(b)

Algorithm 1 Generative Model for Bar Graphs
1: yl ← U({10, . . . , 100}); yh ← U({10, . . . , 100})
2: Redo step 1 if |yl − yh | < 3
3: yl , yh = sort(yl , yh )
4: b1 ← U({yl + 1, . . . , min(yl + 20, yh )}); b2 ← U({yl +
1, . . . , yh })
5: b1 , b2 = sort(b1 , b2 )
6: Redo step 4 if b1 = b2 or pixel(b1 , yl , yh ) < 68
7: y1 ← U({yl , . . . , yh }); y2 ← U({yl , . . . , yh })
8: y1 , y2 = sort(y1 , y2 )
9: Redo step 7 if pixel(y2 , yl , yh ) − pixel(y1 , yl , yh ) < 34 or
min(|pixel(b1 , yl , yh ) - pixel(y1 , yl , yh )|, |pixel(b2 , yl , yh )
- pixel(y1 , yl , yh )|, |pixel(b1 , yl , yh ) - pixel(y2 , yl , yh )|,
|pixel(b2 , yl , yh ) - pixel(y2 , yl , yh )|) < 61
10: generate bar graph(yl , yh , y1 , y2 , b1 , b2 )

Figure 2: (a) Sample bar chart shown to human participants,
with the cover question: “The graph shows the number of
tourists who visit two islands on a Saturday. If Island A needs
one ferry to transport all the tourists, how many ferries does
Island B need? Quickly estimate the answer; you may enter decimal values.” The number of tourists on Island A and
Island B in this example are 56 and 81 respectively. (b) Annotated variables (not shown to participants).
Mathematically, each bar chart contains six values 1 of interest (see Figure 2b): yl : the lower limit of the vertical axis;
yh : the upper limit of the vertical axis; y1 : the lower vertical
tick value; y2 : the upper vertical tick value; b1 : value depicted
by the first bar; b2 : value depicted by the second bar.
Visually, though, a participant would directly see only the
values y1 , y2 , and perceive four pixel heights: h1 : pixel height
of the y1 tick; h2 : pixel height of the y2 tick; h3 : pixel height
of bar 1; h4 : pixel height of bar 2. There is indeed enough
information to infer the correct y from visual perception:
y=

(yh − yl )h4 + yl h2 − yh h1
.
(yh − yl )h3 + yl h2 − yh h1

h4
.
h3

Our perceptual training consisted of a sequence of up to 30
bar charts. For each bar chart, we required the participant to
enter their estimate ŷ of the true ratio y. Then, the training
provided feedback on that chart. We compared three types of
feedback:

(1)

However, with poor y-axis labeling, a participant can be misled into estimating pixel height ratio ypixel instead:
ypixel =

Perceptual Training

(2)

We call a bar chart misleading if its y and ypixel differ greatly.
In order to prepare a variety of bar charts with diverse misleading potentials, we used the following procedure. We only
generated bar charts with two bars, both having positive values. Such a graph is designed by six values yl , yh , y1 , y2 ,
b1 and b2 . We sampled these six values using the generative
1 We distinguish value, which is the number that would have been
shown on the y-axis, from pixel height which is the apparent height
of a landmark.

1. Random-charts verbal-feedback. The 30 charts are randomly generated according to Algorithm 1. We displayed
the same feedback for each bar chart by stating “Pay attention to where the vertical axis starts” after the participant
entered their estimate ŷ. We did not show the correct y. An
example is given in Figure 3(left).
2. Random-charts y-feedback. The 30 charts are randomly
generated according to Algorithm 1. We provided the true
ratio y and repeat the participant’s estimate ŷ as feedback.
However, we did not explain which part of the graph the
participant should pay attention to. An example is given in
Figure 3(right).
3. Machine-teaching y-feedback. We generated a special sequence of 30 charts in an attempt to optimize learning of
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a simple neural network model. The neural network is a
computational approximation of how humans might learn
to read the charts. The sequence is optimized using a machine teaching technique (Zhu, Singla, Zilles, & Rafferty,
2018). Details are presented in the Appendix. We provided
the true ratio y and repeated the participant’s estimate ŷ as
feedback.

Human Experiments
Participants
The human experiment was conducted using Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (MTurk) (Buhrmester, Kwang, & Gosling,
2016). For this experiment, we recruited 79 master workers.
Master is a certificate provided by MTurk to workers who
have consistently performed well on previous tasks. Each
participant was paid 5$ to go through 80 bar charts.
We randomly assigned each participant to one of four conditions:
• The Random-charts verbal-feedback condition
• The Random-charts y-feedback condition
• The Machine-teaching y-feedback condition
• The control condition. This condition consisted of 30
randomly-generated bar charts, but we did not provide any
feedback. Thus the control condition can be thought of as
simply consisting of 80 test questions. The goal of this
condition was to check if participants can identify the misleading graphs on their own without the perceptual training.

Procedure

of b2 . Such participants were easy to identify due to their
large responses in the range of 40 to 100. We manually removed them leaving a total of 72 participants, which coincidentally left 18 participants per condition. For additional
outlier removal, we pooled all 5760 remaining responses ŷ together and calculated their mean and standard deviation. We
then removed responses that were outside 2× standard deviation around the mean. This removed 30 outlier responses out
of 5760 responses.
People do misread bar charts We investigated the pretest
phase to answer our first question: Are participants susceptible to misleading bar charts? In the pretest phase, the participants had not received different conditions yet. If the participants tend to estimate the bar ratio by the perceived bar
heights instead of reading the y-axis labels carefully, then
their response ŷ should be closer to ypixel than the true ratio
y. We merged the pretest data from 72 participants across
all 4 conditions. With outlier removal, this led to a total
of n = 1392 pretest bar charts. The average absolute error between response and true ratio is 1n ∑ni=1 |ŷi − yi | = 0.89
(stderr=0.03), while that between response and bar pixel ratio
pixel
is n1 ∑ni=1 |ŷi − yi | = 0.43 (stderr=0.02). A t-test revealed
that the difference is significant at level α = 0.01. Therefore,
we conclude that, during the pretest phase, participants tend
to be misled by the pixel height ratio in bar charts.

Table 1: Average absolute error n1 ∑i |ŷi − yi | by condition
Condition
Random verbal feedback
Random y feedback
Machine teaching y feedback

A participant experienced a total of 80 bar charts in sequence.
The sequence was divided into three phases:
Phase 1: Pretest. In this phase, each participant was shown
a series of 20 randomly generated bar charts like the one in
Figure 2a. For the i-th bar chart (i = 1 . . . 20) the participants
had to enter their estimated bar ratio ŷi . There was no feedback and the task immediately moved on to the next bar chart.
Phase 2: Training. In this phase, each participant received
30 bar charts specific to the condition.
Phase 3: Posttest. In order to investigate whether and
how soon they identify misleading bar charts, we interleaved
Phase 2 and Phase 3. That is, each misleading bar chart was
followed by a randomly-generated test bar chart. Bar charts
i = 21, 23, . . . , 79 were the charts where the participant entered estimate ŷi then received feedback depending on the
condition; bar charts i = 22, 24, . . . , 80 were posttests where
the participant entered ŷi but received no feedback.

Results
Data cleaning Despite our MTurk task instructions, 7 participants misunderstood the task: instead of responding with
an estimate of the b2 /b1 ratio, they responded with the value
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Placebo

Pretest
0.89
n = 348
0.99
n = 359
0.91
n = 356
0.81
n = 356

1st-half Posttest
0.73
n = 269
0.51
n = 270
0.48
n = 270
0.80
n = 269

2nd-half Posttest
0.71
n = 270
0.42
n = 269
0.39
n = 269
0.79
n = 270

Perceptual training helps. We then addressed our second question regarding the effectiveness of perceptual training. First, we checked whether the training interventions led
to learning gains. To this end, we conducted a repeatedmeasures ANOVA with a Greenhouse-Geisser correction.
Results showed large significant gains from pretest to posttest
(i.e., lower absolute errors), F(1, 68) = 41.824, p = .000,
η2p = .381. Next, we tested the effects of each of the four conditions on learning gains. To this end, we conducted a oneway ANCOVA post-hoc Bonferroni. Results indicated that
“Machine-teaching y-feedback” (p = .005) and “Randomcharts y-feedback” and (p = .004) significantly improved participants ability to identify misleading charts compared to
control condition. Their absolute error reduced by more than
half. There were no significant results with the “Randomcharts verbal-feedback” condition. This may be due to participants not receiving the true ratio y as feedback. Finally,

Figure 3: Example of (left) verbal feedback and (right) true ratio y feedback.
participants in the control condition did not improve on their
own by being frequently exposed to the task. Recall that these
participants did not receive any feedback. Therefore, we conclude that the perceptual training was effective for these types
of misleading bar charts.
When are participants able to identify the misleading
graphs. To investigate our third question regarding the
speed in which this identification takes place, we split the
posttest phase into two sections: a 1st-half of 15 charts and
a 2nd-half of 15 charts. Recall that after the pretest phase,
our 30 misleading charts interleaved with 30 posttest charts.
We report the average absolute error n1 ∑i |ŷi − yi | in Table 1.
We conducted a repeated measures ANOVA to investigate for
differences in absolute errors within the pretest, 1st-half of
the posttest and the 2nd-half of the posttest. Results indicated a significant improvement in absolute errors between
the pretest and the 1st-half of the posttest (p=.000) but no
significant improvement between the 1st-half and the 2ndhalf of the posttest (p=.548). We also saw evidence that the
participants moved away from the wrong concept of pixel
height ratio ypixel : in the “Machine-teaching y-feedback” conpixel
dition n1 ∑i |ŷi − yi | increased over the pretest (0.36), 1sthalf posttest (0.60), and 2nd-half posttest (1.00). Therefore,
we conclude that participants were able to identify the misleading bar charts earlier (within the first 15 bar charts).

Discussion and Conclusion
The goal of this experiment was to investigate whether a perceptual training intervention could help viewers extract correct information from misleading graphs. The learning gain
results between the pretest and the posttest indicated that both
the“Machine-teaching y-feedback”and the “Random-charts
y-feedback”versions of the training were effective. Viewers who received these types of feedback outperformed viewers who received either no feedback (control) or no specific
feedback on the correct answer (verbal feedback). The superior version of the training provided feedback in the form of
the true ratio y. Finally, results indicated that the perceptual
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training was effective earlier, as evident with the significant
improvement of absolute errors between the pretest and the
posttest items provided within the first half of the training.
These findings expand prior research on perceptual trainings in two ways. First, to our knowledge no prior research
has investigated whether a perceptual training can help viewers become better at extracting information from misleading
graphs. Our findings demonstrate that a perceptual training
can improve the extraction of information from a graph even
if the graph is misleading. Second, in line with prior research
on perceptual trainings in STEM (Rau & Patel, 2018), we
found that specific feedback in the form of the true ratio increased the effectiveness of the perceptual training. Thus,
the design of perceptual training interventions for misleading
graphs can benefit from specific feedback that directs participants towards the correct answer. Third, our results show that
participants do not have to be exposed to many graphs to be
able to extract correct information from misleading graphs.
Our results should be interpreted in light of the following limitations. First, we are using a relatively small sample
(18 participants per condition). Second, the recruited MTurkers may have different motivations to complete the assigned
tasks. Third, we used a simple form of bar graph that stays
homogeneous throughout the training. Future research may
focus on other commonly used graphs such as pie charts and
line graphs. Despite these limitations, these results indicate
that viewers are susceptible to being misled and that a perceptual intervention can help them quickly identify such graphs.
In spite of these limitations, our research shows that a
perceptual training with specific feedback can be used to
help viewers extract correct information from misleading bar
graphs. This suggests that perceptual trainings have promise
to help circumvent visual misinformation.
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Appendix: Machine Teaching
We modeled the human learning using a feed-forward artificial neural network (ANN) (Demuth, Beale, De Jess, & Hagan, 2014). The network had two main components: a convolutional neural network (CNN) (Krizhevsky, Sutskever, &
Hinton, 2012) to identify different components of the graph
and an optical character recognition (OCR) component that
read the two y-tick values. We use VGG (Simonyan & Zisserman, 2014) as our CNN. The weights of this CNN is held
frozen as is standard practice. The goal of the CNN is to extract useful features from the graph images e.g., pixel height
of the bars, pixel height of the vertical axis labels etc. The
goal of the OCR is to extract the vertical tick values. Afterwards, we pass these information through further layers to
extract the ratio y.
We now discuss how to construct a good training sequence
of length 30 (i.e. the machine teaching doses) using the ANN
as a surrogate participant. We first randomly generate a large
pool of candidate training bar charts P, and another pool of
test bar charts T . We train the ANN separately using each
bar chart in P, then determine the ANN’s performance on the
test set T . This allows us to rank the bar charts in P based
on their individual performance. Then we form the training
sequence by taking the top 30 bar charts in that order. This is
a greedy method; the training sequence so produced is likely

suboptimal. Nonetheless, this method enjoys computational
efficiency. Other, more computationally demanding methods
can potentially produce better machine teaching doses, and
are left for future research.
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Abstract

to bring about an effect. For example, what is the strength of
this plant to produce a rash in particular individuals?
Much research on this question has focused on group-level
patterns in causal cognition (though see, e.g., Steyvers,
Tenenbaum, Wagenmakers, & Blum, 2003). For example,
experiments and models of causal learning from sequences of
cases usually aim to measure, predict, and explain the mean
judgment across the full set of participants. This emphasis on
group-level patterns has some natural intuitive appeal: if
causal cognition really is central to successful functioning,
then it should arguably not exhibit significant variation
between people. And if the processes underlying causal
cognition are (approximately) species-universal, then mean
judgments or learning curves will remove the inevitable
experimental noise to reveal those processes.
While this argument has some intuitive appeal, a closer
examination of the experimental data suggests that the
conclusion does not hold. For example, Figure 1 shows
learning curves for twelve (not randomly selected) individual
participants in Danks & Schwartz (2006).

Causal inference from observed cases is a central cognitive
challenge. There has been some evidence for individual
differences in causal learning strategies, but prior work has not
examined fine-grained sequences of judgments. In this paper,
we report a large-scale model-fitting effort to determine the
best-fitting causal inference models for individual participants.
We fit a range of different model-types against multiple
judgment sequences from each participant, thereby enabling
comparisons of learning strategy both between- and withinparticipant. The model-fitting effort revealed some diversity in
learning strategy along both dimensions, though individuals
did exhibit some stability. Overall, however, the model fits
were worse than expected, particularly when compared to the
high accuracy reported for many of the models when used to
predict group-level causal judgments. These results thus call
into question whether these models might accurately describe
the average behavior without accurately describing many (or
any) individual’s behaviors.
Keywords: causal learning; individual
associationist learning; Bayesian model

differences;

Introduction
Causal knowledge is central to many different cognitive
activities. We use our understanding of the causal structure
of the world to guide prediction, explanation, reasoning,
decision, and control. Moreover, for many of these processes,
causal knowledge—rather than simple observation—is
necessary to avoid making numerous and/or significant
errors. If I observe that someone has a symptom, then I can
predict that they have a disease. But knowledge of the
symptom-disease association is relatively uninformative
about potential treatments, possible explanations of those
observations, or many other important cognitive tasks.
There has unsurprisingly been a large body of cognitive
science research on various aspects of causal cognition,
including perception (e.g., Michotte, 1946/1963; Scholl &
Tremoulet, 2000), inference (e.g., Cheng, 1997; Griffiths &
Tenenbaum, 2005; Holyoak & Cheng, 2011; Lu, Rojas,
Beckers, & Yuille, 2016), and reasoning (e.g., Rehder &
Burnett, 2005; Rottman & Hastie, 2013). In the present paper,
we focus on how people learn the strength of a potential cause
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Figure 1: Example learning trajectories
These participants were all in the same experimental
condition, and so all saw exactly the same sequence of cases.
During that sequence, they were each asked after each case
to judge the causal strength of a potential cause, given

everything that they had observed to that point. But although
the participants in Figure 1 saw identical sequences of cases,
their responses are quite different, not only in the particular
numeric ratings, but also in the shapes of their learning
curves. These participants certainly do not appear to be
learning the causal strength using the same processes, though
that appearance is potentially misleading.
There have been limited previous efforts to examine
individual differences in causal learning. Steyvers, et al.
(2003) developed a Bayesian model of causal structure
learning from a sequence of cases, including parameters for
choice optimality and individual memory. They then showed
that participants naturally divided into several clusters, where
they required all participants within a cluster to have the same
parameter values. Danks & Schwartz (2005, 2006) examined
individual differences in responses to surprising data or
changes in the underlying causal structure, though principally
through descriptive analyses of observed changes, rather than
examination of the underlying cognitive processes. Their
results suggest that people might be learning in qualitatively
different ways, but do not resolve which of the many
proposed theories are best for different individuals.
Relatedly, a meta-analysis by Perales & Shanks (2007)
suggested that no single model provides a best fit for average
responses, which is exactly what would be expected if there
are significant individual differences in learning strategy (see
also Hattori & Oaksford, 2007; Lee & Lovibond, 2020).
In this paper, we directly examine individual differences in
cognitive processes for causal learning. Many individual
difference analyses (in other areas of cognitive science) posit
a single process with one or more free parameters (e.g.,
working memory capacity). In contrast, we build upon the
diverse set of potential theories previously proposed in the
literature, and also ones developed for this paper. We fit those
models to the individual-level data in both of Danks &
Schwartz (2005, 2006). In particular, we consider both the
best-fitting model for each individual participant in each
condition, and also the best-fitting single model for each
participant across all conditions. These different analyses
enable us to explore both between- and within-individual
differences in causal learning strategy. The next Section
explains the theories that we considered. We then describe
the specific experimental data and model-fitting procedure
that we used, before turning to the analyses and remaining
open questions.

to only long-run predictions. Third, the selected models have
each been developed and tested in multiple experimental
papers. Importantly, the existing models were originally
proposed with differing interpretations; some were intended
as mechanistic models, while others were presented at the
computational level (Marr, 1982) that does not carry
mechanistic commitments. For the purposes of this analysis,
we remain agnostic about the commitments of any particular
theory, and consider them as computational proposals.
In this section, we provide brief explanations for all
fourteen non-null models, including references to full
explanations of existing models. Unless otherwise noted,
those seven models were implemented exactly as proposed in
the original papers. Throughout, we use C to denote potential
causes, and E to denote the effect. We will be analyzing data
from experiments with only one potential cause, and so we
will largely focus on that special case.

Existing Models
(1) Augmented Rescorla-Wagner model: A prime example
of associationist learning theory, the Rescorla-Wagner model
posits that individuals learn causal relationships via an error
correction process (Rescorla & Wagner, 1972). For the
present case of only one potential cause, the learned strength
of C at time t is given by VCt. There is also assumed to be an
always-present background cause with strength VBt. These
strengths are used to predict the next case, and then are
updated based on the discrepancy between one’s prediction
and the observation. More precisely, VXt+1 = VXt + ΔVXt where:
ΔVXt = αXδ(X) βδ(E) (λδ(E) – ∑all causes Y δ(Y)VYt)
δ(X) is an indicator function for whether X is present; αC0/1,
αB0/1, and β0/1 are learning rate parameters for the absence or
presence of C, B, and E, respectively; and λ denotes the
salience of E. All parameters are assumed to be determined
by features of the stimuli, but are free parameters in our
model-fitting exercise.

Competing Models

(2) Probabilistic Contrast: The probabilistic contrast model
argues that an individual’s causal strength judgments are
given by a standard measure of association (Cheng & Novick,
1992), and also describes the long-run equilibria of the
(augmented) Rescorla-Wagner model (Danks, 2003). There
are both unconditional and conditional probabilistic contrasts
when there are multiple potential causes. For the present onecause case, these quantities collapse together and we have:
ΔP = P(E | C) – P(E | ¬C)
There are no free parameters for probabilistic contrast.

This analysis considered fifteen causal learning models:
seven models from the existing literature; seven novel models
developed specifically for this analysis; and a “null model”
(not further discussed) that simply predicted zero for every
causal judgment (“Zero Correlation”). The seven previouslyproposed causal learning models were selected based on three
criteria. First, the selected models were all computationally
fully-specified, so quantitative causal strength predictions
could readily be generated. Second, the models all provide
predictions on a case-by-case basis, rather than being limited

(3) Power PC: The power PC or causal power theory
assumes that individuals behave as if relationships between
causes and effects cannot be directly observed, but rather
must be inferred from the observable data (Cheng, 1997). The
original theory provided only long-run or asymptotic
predictions. In the present analysis, we use a dynamical
version of the power PC theory (i.e., the equilibria of the
dynamical version are the same as the long-run power PC
predictions) that provides case-by-case predictions (Danks,
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Griffiths, & Tenenbaum, 2003). For single-cause situations,
the simplified update equations are:
If VXt ≥ 0: ΔVXt =
αXδ(X) βδ(E) (λδ(E) – (VBt + δ(C)VCt - VBtδ(C)VCt))
If VXt < 0: ΔVt =
αXδ(X) βδ(E) (λδ(E) – VBt(1 – δ(C)VCt))

of the observed data. Mathematically, if wt denotes the causal
strengths/weights at time t and M denotes the causal
generative model that the learner assumes, then we update as:
Step (1): P(wt+1 | Dt, M) = ∫ dwt P(wt+1 | wt) P(wt | Dt, M)
Step (2): P(wt+1 | Dt+1, M) =
P(Dt+1 | wt+1, M)P(wt+1 | Dt, M) / P(Dt+1 | Dt, M)

Novel Models

(4) Proportion of Confirming Instances (pCI): White’s
(2003a, 2003b) pCI model posits that individuals track the
evidence that logically confirms vs. disconfirms the
hypothesis that C causes E. Cases in which C and E match
(i.e., both occur or both fail to occur) provide confirmation of
that hypothesis; cases in which they differ disconfirm that
hypothesis. The pCI theory holds that causal judgments are
given by the difference in total probability between these
groups of evidence:
pCI = [P(C&E) + P(¬C&¬E)] – [P(C&¬E) + P(¬C&E)]
(5) Belief Adjustment Model: A generalization of the pCI
theory holds that individuals only update their beliefs when
asked to make a new judgment, and they do so by errorcorrecting (in terms of pCI) since their last judgment (Catena,
Maldonado, & Candido, 1998). More precisely, suppose that
J1, …, Jn denote the causal judgments made by the learner,
and let pCI(k, k+1) denote the pCI for all cases between Jk
and Jk+1. If γ is a learning rate parameter, then we update on
each new judgment as:
Jn+1 = Jn + γ(pCI(n, n+1) – Jn)
For the experiments analyzed in this paper, participants gave
explicit judgments after every trial, so the update equation is
well-defined for all individuals.
(6) Causal Support: The causal support model (Griffiths &
Tenenbaum, 2005) postulates that causal inference involves
weighing the evidence one has in favor of various possible
causal graphs. Given only one potential cause (with an
always-present background cause), there are two potential
graphs: G1 = {C → E ← B}; and G2 = {C E ← B}. Causal
support is then defined as:
Causal support = log( P(D | G1) / P(D | G2) )
To convert this quantity into the [-1, 1] interval, we transform
causal support through a sigmoid function (with free
parameters α, β to control the shape), and make preventive
causes negative.
(7) Sequential Bayesian Theory: Standard Bayesian
theories are order-invariant with regards to the evidence: they
predict the same response regardless of the order in which the
data are perceived. In order to better account for a variety of
experimental order effects, a modified sequential Bayesian
update procedure was developed and applied to similar sorts
of data as we consider here (Lu, et al., 2016). Broadly, the
model involves a two-step process: (1) at time t, the learner
generates an expected distribution for the causal weights for
the next trial; (2) given the observed Dt+1, a correction step
uses Bayes rule to update the prediction distribution in light
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The previous seven existing models represent a wide range of
approaches to the cognitive task of causal inference.
Nonetheless, we developed seven additional models by
drawing on inspiration from analogous theories and ideas
from other domains of cognitive science, particularly about
the ways that resource limitations in attention and/or memory
can yield heuristic learning methods that nonetheless perform
relatively well.
(8) Bayesian Correlation Optimization: A straightforward
causal inference strategy is simply to compute the correlation
coefficient between C and E (using Bayes Theorem to
provide regularization). Specifically, we treat C and E as
binary (Bernoulli) random variables. After each case, we
compute the correlation coefficient for the sequence of sums
of C and E with highest posterior probability.
(9) Moving k-Window: The moving k-window model posits
that individuals do not perform inference on the entire
sequence of cases, but only on the most recent k cases. This
type of input restriction could, in theory, be used with any of
the other models, though it would not substantively change
predictions of the dynamical models. We focused on a
version that implements pCI over the past k cases for two
reasons. First, the Belief Adjustment Model already
incorporates similar ideas about memory bounds. Second,
that theory is computationally quite simple which intuitively
coheres with imposition of a memory constraint. More
specifically, the causal judgment at t is given by:
VCt = pCI(t – k, t)
where pCI(i, j) denotes pCI computed over cases i through j.
For purposes of model fitting, we considered k ∈ [1,10]
(10) Win-Stay, Lose-Shift: The win-stay, lose-shift model
postulates that individuals increase their judgment of the
causal strength between C and E if the most recent case fits
with their current belief about the direction of the causal
relation (i.e., if they see a “win”). If the most recent case
diverges from their current judgment (i.e., a “loss”), then they
switch their judgment from generative to preventive (or vice
versa). The basic idea of Win-Stay, Lose-Shift has found
support in other experiments (Bonawitz, Denison, Gopnik, &
Griffiths, 2014). We adapt the idea to causal strength learning
using four conditional update steps:
• If VCt ≥ 0 and δ(C) = δ(E): VCt+1 = VCt + (1 – VCt)/2
• If VCt ≥ 0 and δ(C) ≠ δ(E): VCt+1 = -0.5
• If VCt < 0 and δ(C) = δ(E): VCt+1 = 0.5
• If VCt < 0 and δ(C) ≠ δ(E): VCt+1 = VCt – (1 + VCt)/2

(11) Rescorla-Wagner with exponential decay: One
potential shortcoming of the Rescorla-Wagner and
(dynamical) power PC models is that they only stabilize on a
particular long-run value in special contexts. In most settings,
they continue to vary around their equilibrium values without
ever converging (Danks, 2003), in contrast with observed
human behavior. We thus considered a generalized version of
Rescorla-Wagner in which the learning rate exponentially
decays towards zero to ensure convergence. Mathematically,
we multiply the ΔVXt terms by μ = e-λt, where λ is a free
parameter that controls the speed at which the learner
converges on a stable judgment. This model thus adds one
free parameter to the unmodified Rescorla-Wagner model.
(12) Power PC with exponential decay: We similarly
modified the dynamical power PC theory by multiplying the
ΔVXt terms by μ = e-λt to ensure converge on a stable judgment
as the number of cases increases.
(13) Rescorla-Wagner with stability of beliefs: The
previous two models use a relatively blunt modification to
ensure stabilization, as they assume that the learning rate
converges to zero independently of the learner’s beliefs. An
alternative approach would be to base the learning rate on
(the inverse of) the stability of the learner’s recent judgments.
That is, if the learner has (or has not) significantly changed
her beliefs after recent evidence, then her learning rate should
be relatively large (or small). Similar computational ideas are
employed in many machine learning algorithms to determine
when learning has largely stopped or otherwise adapt the
learning rate(s). Let σ equal the average change in causal
strength predictions over both C and B in the last k cases. We
then multiply the ΔVXt terms by μ = max(γσ, 1/√t), where γ is
a rescaling parameter to ensure large σ values do not lead to
abnormally large changes in strength judgment (and the
second term in the max() function ensures that the learner
does not converge too fast). Note that, in contrast with the
previous two models, this model will not necessarily
converge on a stable judgment if the learning environment is
sufficiently non-stationary.
(14) Power PC with stability of belief: Similarly, we
modified the dynamical power PC model by multiplying
those ΔVXt terms by μ = max(γσ, 1/√t).

Evaluating the Models
We fit data from two experiments, each with multiple
conditions, that were first reported in Danks & Schwartz
(2005, 2006). In both experiments, participants saw a
sequence of binary cause and effect cases (using a cover story
involving plants and skin rashes). After each case,
participants were asked to estimate the strength of the causeeffect relationship on a [-100, +100] scale. Crucially, within
each sequence of cases, the causal relationship (if any)
changed to the opposite valence halfway through the
sequence (without any notice to the participant). These
sequences were non-stationary: all had the same overall
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statistics with P(E | C) = P(E | ¬C) = P(C) = 0.5, but most
half-sequences had significant C-E correlations. They also
present particularly challenging data for the various models,
as participants’ causal strength beliefs may exhibit significant
variability over the course of a sequence. (Interestingly, no
participants in either experiment reported conscious
awareness of the changes in causal strength nor the nonstationarity, though a few reported that the sequences seemed
a bit “odd.”)
In Danks & Schwartz (2005), participants saw six
sequences with 8 (twice), 16, 32, 48, and 80 cases. Each
sequence had (i) strong positive correlation in the first half
and strong negative in the second half; (ii) the opposite
structure; or (iii) no correlation throughout the whole
sequence. Sequence-type was counterbalanced withinparticipant but across lengths; for each participant, there are
judgment curves for six different conditions. This dataset
contains 51 participants. In Danks & Schwartz (2006), all
participants saw the same five 40-case sequences, one with
zero correlation and four with {weak correlation, strong
correlation} × {positive correlation first, negative correlation
first}. Hence, there are five different conditions for each
participant. This dataset contains 40 participants. The
original experiments found only limited order effects in terms
of average final ratings; the mean strength ratings largely
converged back to zero in each condition (though as shown
in Figure 1, there was substantial variability along the way).
To fit specific parameterized models to participant data, we
first generated model predictions for each possible condition
by varying model parameters in a grid structure (i.e., all
possible ways of varying parameter values across fixed
ranges in fixed steps). Our models were relatively simple in
number and range of parameters, so there was no need to use
more sophisticated parameter estimation methods. We then
determined, for each participant in each condition, the
parameterized model with the lowest sum of squared error
(SSE) for the actual participant judgments. We also
determined the parameterized model that best fit (i.e.,
minimized SSE) each participant’s judgments across all five
or six conditions. This latter analysis enables us to assess
whether participants seemed to use a stable learning strategy
across multiple conditions of a single experiment.
One significant concern about our use of SSE is that it does
not correct for the number of parameters in each model, in
contrast with other model selection measures that penalize
models with more free parameters (e.g., AIC, BIC). For many
of our models, however, it is not clear exactly how to count
the number of parameters. For example, the parameter values
in the augmented Rescorla-Wagner model are typically
thought to constrain one another in substantive ways (e.g., the
learning rate for absent cues should be smaller than for
present cues), and so we cannot simply use the number of
named parameters in a straightforward way. In light of this
complexity, we opted for the admittedly blunter measure of
SSE, with the recognition that more complex models will
likely fare better.

Individual Differences Analysis
The most basic level of analysis is simply which model fit the
participant-level data best; see Figure 2 for that result, where
we exclude models that fit less than 5% of the conditions. For
both datasets, variants on the associationist models—either
Rescorla-Wagner or dynamical power PC—dominated the
model-fitting competition. Participant-conditions were
largely best fit by some kind of error-correction procedure,
coupled with some modification to help produce belief
convergence.

model-type distributions by trial length (2005 data) and by
sequence type (2006 data). These Figures reveal that the
Sequential Bayesian Theory performs better on shorter
sequences (2005), and on unbiased sequences (2006). The
latter finding is unsurprising, given that the order-invariance
of “normal” Bayesian models. Moreover, Power PC-based
methods do better for more “extremal” conditions, either
longer sequences or stronger causes.

Figure 3: Best-fitting models by trial length (2005)
Figure 2: Distribution of best-fitting models
However, this apparent uniformity masks some significant
within-participant diversity. A simple measure of the stability
of a participant’s strategy is the number of different modeltypes that were the best fits across the five (for 2005 data) or
six (for 2006 data) conditions. For this analysis, we ignore
the actual parameter values and focus solely on the modeltype. Table 1 gives the percentages of participants who had
the given number of different model-types across their
conditions.
Table 1: Distribution of distinct model-types.
# of modeltypes
1
2
3
4
5
6

% of 2005
participants
3.9
21.6
52.9
15.7
5.9
0.0

Figure 4: Best-fitting models by sequence type (2006)

% of 2006
participants
10.0
25.0
57.5
7.5
0.0

The within-participant diversity is limited: no participants
(in either experiment) had different best-fitting model-types
for every condition in that experiment. Every participant had
at least two conditions for which the same model-type
provided the best fit. At the same time, relatively few
participants (3.9% in the 2005 data; 10.0% in the 2006 data)
had the same best-fitting model-type for every condition in
their experiment. Based on the by-condition analysis, most
participants appeared to use a mix of model-types in their
causal learning.
A natural question is whether there is any pattern to the
distributions of model-types. Figures 3 and 4 show the
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Of course, “best-fitting” does not mean “good-fitting”; the
best model of a participant’s judgments might actually be a
very poor model. We say that a model is “reasonable” if the
average error per judgment/datapoint is less than five (since
judgments were on a [-100, +100] scale). This measure
(rather than, say, total error) allows comparison of model
performance across sequences of different lengths.
Qualitatively similar results were obtained for different
thresholds; in particular, allowing slightly larger average
errors to count as “reasonable” did not substantively improve
matters. Having said that, one concern about this criterion for
‘reasonable’ is that it focuses on pointwise errors, rather than
overall patterns. A model that predicts the exact learning
trajectory offset by 10 would, on this criterion, count as
unreasonable even though it perfectly captured the pattern.
Table 2 shows the percentage of participant-conditions for
which there was a reasonable model, separated by condition.
There is a clear impact of condition: reasonable models were
more likely to be found for shorter sequences and those with

weaker (or zero) half-sequence correlations. More
importantly, the overall low percentage of reasonable models
suggests that many participants were learning differently than
proposed by any of the models that we included.
Table 2: Frequency of “reasonable” models.
condition
8
16
32
48
80

2005
% reasonable
models
46.1
37.3
39.2
31.3
19.6

condition
Strong -/+
Strong +/Unbiased
Weak -/+
Weak +/-

2006
% reasonable
models
20.0
32.5
42.5
40.0
55.0

We can also focus on the single model that provided the
best fit for each participant across all of their conditions.
Figure 5 shows the best-fitting single model-type for each
participant; again, modified associationist models perform
the best, with power PC variants leading the way.

Figure 5: Distribution of best-fitting single models
The best-fitting single models can potentially help us to
understand the amount of within-participant variation. In
particular, the total SSE for the best-fitting single model must
be greater-than-or-equal-to the sum of SSEs from each of the
best-fitting per-condition models. We can thus divide each
single-model SSE by the sum of per-condition model SSEs
to gain an understanding of how much worse the single model
performs (where a higher number suggests that this
participant is more likely to be using different strategies
across conditions). For the 2005 participants, the median ratio
was 2.24; for the 2006 participants, the median ratio was
3.78. That is, the single-model SSE was 2-3 times worse than
the sum of the per-condition model SSEs. These results thus
provide additional support for the earlier conclusion that most
participants seem to be using more than one strategy across
the various experimental conditions.

Next Steps & Conclusions
This analysis is a first step towards shedding new light on
individual causal learning strategies. We found non-trivial
diversity both within- and between-participants; few
participants seem to be using the same learning strategy in all
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conditions, and no model-type was found to be universal.
Nonetheless, certain model-types were disproportionately
represented at both levels of analysis. In particular, errorcorrection models (modified to increase stability of long-run
judgments) consistently were the best-fitting models,
whether on a per-condition or per-participant basis. These
models were also the most complex, though, so future work
should explore performance measures that penalize model
complexity (though pace the earlier observations about the
difficulty of counting parameters for some models).
At the same time, the overall model fits were surprisingly
poor. In almost every condition, fewer than half of the
participants were best-fit by a model with an average perdatapoint error less than five. These weak model fits are all
the more surprising given the strong predictive performance
previously reported for many of the existing models.
Predictions of several models have been shown to be highly
correlated (ρ > 0.9) with average participant judgments, and
so we expected that they would perform well in our analyses.
One possible explanation is that these models have largely
been compared to people’s long-run, stable judgments after
observing many cases. In contrast, our analysis tried to fit
these models to case-by-case participant judgments in
response to observations from non-stationary distributions.
The experimental task may have prompted participants to use
different types of learning strategies than are used in other
types of experiments. Alternately, theories intended for longrun predictions might not translate well to case-by-case
judgments (though only models (2), (4), and (6) seem
potentially restricted to long-run predictions).
Another possible explanation is that theories of average
causal learning behavior are simply not good theories of any
particular individual’s causal learning behavior. As has been
shown in other settings, the best model of average
performance can be quite different from every individual’s
personal best model (e.g., Brown & Heathcote, 2003; Myung,
Kim, & Pitt, 2000). Causal learning may provide another
such example. For either potential explanation, however, we
must conduct significant further inquiry into the ways that
individual people learn causal strengths in complex
sequential environments.
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Abstract
Numerous disciplines study the nature of social cognition.
Also, in philosophy of mind, there are discourses about sociocognitive abilities, such as joint action, mindreading, and
commitment. However, the so-called standard notions require
demanding conditions, which leads to the fact that, for
example, abilities of young children and non-human animals
cannot be captured by this terminology. By introducing
minimal notions, a step has been taken to capture a greater
variety of phenomena in the field of social cognition. In this
way, current empirical findings can be connected to the
theoretical work in philosophy. However, when one
characterizes minimal and standard notions by a dichotomous
interpretation of a two-system approach, quite a few instances
are still falling through the conceptual net. This paper will
demonstrate how many instances remain neglected and explore
the challenges to develop a disjunctive conceptual schema that
can capture the varieties of socio-cognitive abilities.
Keywords: social cognition; minimal approaches; conceptual
framework; disjunctive conceptual schemata

Introduction
Numerous disciplines study the nature of social interactions
and social cognition. This is an exciting interdisciplinary field
of research combining developmental psychology,
neuroscience, cognitive science, linguistic, and philosophy to
study the mind of social agents. It aims at illuminating our
understanding of cognitive processes that enable social
interactions.
However, standard notions of socio-cognitive abilities in
philosophy of mind, such as joint action, mindreading, or
commitment, tend to be rather restrictive. For example,
notions identifying certain social interactions as joint actions
characterize them as if they were unique to sophisticated
adult human beings (Bratman, 2014). Evaluating the
demanding criteria of the standard terminology of
philosophy, it is not surprising that it reaches its limits when
it comes to socio-cognitive abilities of other agents, such as
children, non-human animals, and eventually artificial
agents. From a philosophical perspective, aiming for sharp,
clear-cut notions leads to restrictive notions. However,
empirical findings in developmental psychology and animal
cognition indicate that, for example, cooperative activities
such as joint actions can also be found in children and nonhuman animals (Warneken et al., 2006). Since the standard
terminology in philosophy cannot account for those
phenomena, there is a pressing motivation to consider a
broader conceptual framework that can overcome the
restrictive nature of standard notions.
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To connect empirical findings with the theoretical work in
philosophy, I argue that there are reasons to overcome the
restrictive nature of standard notions. In light of empirical
findings, the question arises of how to justify a restrictive
conceptual framework that captures only a subset of instances
of a phenomenon. To argue for a conceptual framework that
is descriptively more complete, one can point out that
limiting application scenarios to fully developed (adult)
humans can be interpreted as an expression of an
anthropocentric view. After all, the exclusion of other
possible agents presupposes a specialness of the human
species, and perhaps humans are not that special after all.
Considering the idea of multiple realization, one may
encounter comparable abilities of other agent types. In
addition, humans are not born with fully developed sociocognitive abilities either; they go through developmental
stages. Therefore, a conceptual framework that can capture
multiple stages of this development would be desirable.
This challenge that standard notions tend to be too
restrictive to capture a broader spectrum is not a completely
new one but has become especially pressing in view of recent
empirical research with infants, non-human animals, and
artificial agents. Many of these findings are difficult or
impossible to be explained with philosophical notions that are
tied to highly demanding forms of social cognition. Earlier
proposals responding to shortcomings of standard notions
already suggested extending restrictive conceptual
frameworks by introducing terms such as simple forms,
proto-cases, or quasi-states. One example is the notion of
simple thoughts to describe thinking-abilities of non-human
animals (Perler & Wild, 2005).
Aiming to capture a broader diversity of socio-cognitive
phenomena, recent so-called minimal approaches follow a
comparable strategy. In order to account for young children
as socially engaging agents while realizing that young
children do not meet the demanding conditions required by
the standard notion of joint action (Bratman, 2014), new
minimal versions of the standard notions were developed.
The general idea of such approaches is to question whether
there is only one way to realize, for example, the ability to act
jointly. Assuming multiple realizations, an alternative set of
conditions can additionally capture instances of the ability in
question. Thereby, minimal notions are challenging the
exclusivity of demanding conditions of standard,
philosophical conceptions. In this spirit, the notion of
minimal mindreading demonstrates how it is possible in a
limited but useful range of situations to track others’

perceptions and beliefs by less demanding conditions
(Butterfill & Apperly, 2013). Other examples are notions
such as minimal joint actions, minimal sense of commitment,
or shared intentions lite (Vesper et al., 2010; Michael et al.,
2016; Pacherie, 2013). In sum, minimal approaches
contribute to the aim to cover a broader spectrum of sociocognitive abilities.
However, establishing a conceptual framework that
integrates minimal and standard notions leads to new difficult
questions. Since minimal notions are not meant to replace
standard notions, one has to examine how minimal and
standard notions relate to each other. Another challenge
concerns the limits of a phenomenon. If the new set of
minimal conditions gets too minimal, it might be
questionable whether this notion still captures an instance of
the same phenomenon or rather describes another
phenomenon. This becomes, for example relevant, if one
wants to distinguish mindreading from behavior-reading.
Consequently, integrating minimal notions into a broader
framework accounting for multiple realizations of sociocognitive abilities requires a clear-cut demarcation from
other phenomena. Even though the question of how we can
avoid that minimal notions get „too minimal“ is important,
this paper will focus on the first question, namely of how
minimal and standard notions relate to each other.

How Minimal and Standard Notions Relate to
Each Other
Minimal notions aim to capture instances of a phenomenon
that fall into the same category as the instances described by
standard notions but happen not to meet the same conditions.
Since the distinction between instances captured by minimal
notions from instances captured by standard notions is
motivated by the idea of multiple realization, referring to
distinct kinds of underlying processes seems, at first glance,
natural to characterize them. The underlying assumption is
that the fulfillment of minimal necessary conditions as
required by the minimal notions is realized by a different type
of cognitive processes than the fulfillment of demanding
conditions of the standard notions.
Indeed, it is a widespread strategy to refer to a two-systems
approach or a dual-process approach (Kahneman, 2011;
Evans & Stanovich, 2013) to distinguish the underlying
processes characterized by minimal and standard notions,
respectively. A two-system approach assumes that there are
two styles of cognitive processes, one realized by system-one
and the other by system-two. One type is described as
automatic, unconscious, and uncontrolled, and the other as
non-automatic, accessible to consciousness, and controlled.
In a further step, it is then claimed that prototypical
conditions of minimal notions are realized by system-one
processes. In contrast, conditions of standard notions are
satisfied by system-two processes. In short, automatic,
unconscious, and uncontrolled system-one processes realize
cognitively less demanding and less effortful processes,
whereas system-two processes are characterized as
cognitively demanding processes that require, for example,
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mastery of language and meta-representations. That is,
standard terms reflect properties of system-two processes and
minimal terms reflect properties of typical system-one
processes. Thereby, multiple realizations of one and the same
socio-cognitive ability can be explained by reference to two
distinct systems. However, following such a dichotomous
interpretation results in critical shortcomings and neglects
interesting in-between cases.

Shortcomings of a Dichotomous Interpretation
To connect empirical findings with the theoretical work in
philosophy, introducing minimal notions is a step in the right
direction to capture the diversity of phenomena in the field of
social cognition. However, restricting the relation between
minimal and standard notions through a dichotomous
interpretation of a two-system approach leads to the fact that
still several instances fall through the conceptual net.
In the following, I will show that a dichotomous
interpretation neglects gradual appearances of properties and
ignores interesting combinations of properties from both
systems (for more details, see Strasser, 2020).
Gradual Appearances of Properties Separating properties
along two systems goes along with an ascription of those
properties in an either-or manner. Either a process is
characterized as automatic, unconscious, and uncontrolled or
a process is non-automatic, accessible to consciousness, and
controlled.
According to a dichotomous interpretation of a two-system
approach, processes realizing, for example, mindreading are
either automatic or non-automatic. Cases in which more or
less automaticity is present cannot be captured. The same
applies to the property of being controllable and aspects of
accessibility, summarized by the dichotomy of conscious and
unconscious. However, empirical findings often speak for a
continuum with respect to many properties characterizing
socio-cognitive processes. From this, one can conclude that a
dichotomous understanding of a two-system approach
neglects in-between cases, as illustrated in table 1.
Table 1: gradual manifestations of properties.
systemone
automatic

automatic

central
accessibility

no central
accessibility

access other
information
controllable

informational
encapsulated
no
control

neglected
in-between
more-orless
automatic
limited
central
accessibility

systemtwo
nonautomatic
central
accessibility

limited
accessibility

accessibility

partial
control

control

With respect to automaticity, there are empirical findings
that show, for example, that automaticity can gradually
improve with consistent practice (Shiffrin, 1988; Logan,
1985; MacLeod & Dunbar, 1988; Kahneman & Chajczyk,
1983).
Turning to accessibility, one can also argue for a
continuum. One can locate informational encapsulation and
lack of central accessibility (system-one) on one side of an
assumed continuum. This describes processes that cannot
access information stored elsewhere in the cognitive system
and have the property that other processes cannot access
information entailed in those processes. Such processes can
neither be inhibited nor modulated. On the other side, there
are processes that can access other information and whose
information can be accessed by other processes (system-two).
In-between, however, there are cases imaginable in which
both properties, access to other information and the passing
on of information, are pronounced in different degrees.
Likewise, controllability has multiple manifestations. For
example, concerning tool-use, we distinguish several levels
of how much control a user has over a tool. Not all tools are
under our complete control; some even display grades of
autonomy and are able to adapt and learn. This is reflected,
for example, in the distinction between so-called in-the-loop
systems, on-the-loop systems, and out-of-the-loop systems
(cp. Loh, 2019). The former is subject to human control
throughout, whereas out-of-the-loop systems describe
machines in which humans even do not have an intervention
option. In-between, there are on-the-loop systems, which
have some autonomy, but the human still can intervene.
Applying this to socio-cognitive processes, we can suspect
that in addition to processes that are either under complete
control or cannot be controlled, there are processes that can
be partially controlled.
Although integrating minimal notions into a conceptual
framework contributes to capturing a greater diversity of
socio-cognitive phenomena, remaining with a dichotomous
conceptualization is not sufficient. It is misleading to
characterize the processes underlying socio-cognitive
abilities in such an either-or manner when one aims to capture
the full diversity. Therefore, when considering, for example,
a continuum of automaticity, one should be able to
conceptually grasp that processes can be more or less
automatic. This means that one needs a framework capable
of dealing with intermediate cases in which properties vary
in degrees.
It is obvious that a dichotomous interpretation of a twosystem approach cannot capture such in-between cases.
Considering the varieties of socio-cognitive processes
exhibiting properties that vary in degrees, one needs a
framework that is able to handle continuously changing
properties. Describing a continuum of instances, we need
both a start-point and an end-point. To this end, the
distinction between system-one and system-two may help
mark extreme cases on each side of the continuum. The
pressing question is to find a strategy of how to conceptualize
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in-between cases. Linguistically you can, of course, make
multiple subdivisions by specifying the more or less by
phrases like „completely,“ „not fully,“ „quite,“ „under certain
circumstances,“ „partly not,“ and „nearly not.“ Before
returning to this problem, I describe another class of
neglected instances.
Combination of Properties Besides the fact that properties
can change gradually, there is another shortcoming, namely
the fact that the combination of certain properties exhibits a
greater diversity than a dichotomous interpretation of a twosystem approach can capture. Aiming for a broader
framework capturing the diversity of socio-cognitive
abilities, one should be able to capture somehow surprising
combinations of properties.
Taking automaticity as an example, traditional approaches
assume that being automatic necessarily co-occurs with four
other properties, which are typical system-one properties,
namely being unconscious, unintentional, efficient, and
uncontrollable (cp. The four horsemen of automaticity:
Bargh, 1994). If the counterfactual criteria are met, namely
being conscious, intentional, not so efficient, and
controllable, then a process qualifies as non-automatic.
However, empirical findings indicate that not all automatic
processes are necessarily simultaneously unintentional,
unconscious, efficient, and uncontrollable. Processes can be
conscious but uncontrollable, unintentional but still
controllable, or efficient and intentional (Gawronski &
Bodenhausen, 2006). This poses a severe problem for a
dichotomous interpretation along the two-system approach
since this interpretation does not allow that a process exhibits
properties from both systems at the same time. Consequently,
certain combinations of properties that are indicated by
empirical findings cannot be captured by a dichotomous
separation of system-one and system-two processes.
Acknowledging that some processes are, at the same time,
automatic in one sense and non-automatic in another sense, it
seems feasible to argue for a disjunctive conceptualization of
automaticity by which a process can be characterized as
automatic if it meets, for example, at least one of the four
criteria. Thus, one could capture multiple instances of a
phenomenon that stand in a relation of family resemblance
(Wittgenstein, 1953). Such a disjunctive classification
schema would, of course, have to take into account whether
in practice any of the required criteria might be
interdependent.
In the case of automaticity, it is likely that empirical
investigations will indicate that the appearance of some
criteria is not independent from each other. This means the
above suggested conceptual schema has to be adopted in
order to make sure that certain cases are excluded.
The following considerations do not claim to propose a
conceptual framework for a concrete socio-cognitive ability.
Rather, the goal is to reflect on a theoretical level how many
instances of a phenomenon can fall through a conceptual net
if neither gradual manifestations of properties nor the
diversity of combinations of properties are considered.

A Short Excursion into the Realm of
Combinatoric
To get an idea of the number of neglected instances, I propose
an excursion into the realm of combinatorics. The following
considerations are detached from concrete conceptual
schemata. For example, potential dependencies between
variables representing required criteria are neglected. The
goal is to estimate the number of neglected instances on a
theoretical level and show how difficult it is to group the
diverse number of neglected instances in a meaningful way.

Combination of Properties
Let’s start with some considerations about a hypothetical
conceptual schema that would capture a family resemblance
of several instances of a phenomenon. Thereby, the necessity
of co-occurring criteria is questioned, and all instances
captured by a disjunctive conceptual schema will be
investigated.
Imagine a hypothetical socio-cognitive ability that can be
ascribed if at least one of four criteria (C1, C2, C3, C4) is
fulfilled. Each instance of this ability can be represented by a
tuple of four variables. To begin with, I will not consider
gradual changing criteria. That means each variable
representing one of the four criteria can either have the value
1 or 0. Consequently, the tuple (1,1,1,1) would represent the
instance in which all criteria are fulfilled. Let Pdisjunct be the
set of all tuples captured by a conceptual schema „at least 1
of 4.“ The number of elements of this set results from the
possible permutations of the conceivable tuples. It amounts
to 15 instances since at least one of the variables forming a
tuple must be greater than 0, which excludes the tuple
(0,0,0,0) from the possible permutations (42-1=15).
Looking for a way to categorize those instances, it seems
natural to group them along the number of criteria met
(criteria strategy). This gives us four subsets. The subset Pmin
would include the four instances for which 1 of 4 criteria is
met. Pmax would be a one-element set with the tuple (1,1,1,1).
The remaining ten instances can be assigned to Pin-between 3 or
in Pin-between 2.
Reconsidering the dichotomous interpretation of a twosystem approach, both standard and minimal notions rely on
necessary co-occurring criteria. Consequently, each of them
does only capture one element in Pmax.
Whenever we have reasons to question the necessity of the
co-occurrence regarding required criteria, we should opt for
disjunctive conceptual schemata. In such cases, relying on a
categorization into only two kinds of realization (realized
either by system-one or system-two) is not sufficient to
capture the diversity of socio-cognitive processes.
However, the following theoretical considerations will
show that capturing all neglected instances in the theoretical
space presents a real challenge. The more distinct instances
are to be covered, the more urgent it is to find a strategy that
can avoid getting lost in too many differentiations despite
considering all possible instances. Already in the abovedescribed case that requires at least one of four criteria as
necessary, one has to handle 14 additional instances. Taking
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into account that conceptual schemata easily can include
more than four criteria, it becomes obvious that a general
decision of how to categorize potential in-between cases in a
reasonable way can become difficult if not impossible.

Gradual Appearances of Properties
Things get even messier if one also takes into account that
criteria may vary in degrees. Then the number of distinct
instances increases to an amount, which makes it hard to find
reasonable ways to group them.
Now, I expand our hypothetical conceptual schema „at
least 1 of 4“ so that it can capture varying degrees of the
criteria. To this end, I limit the number of variations to three
manifestations, namely weak, middle, and strong. Again,
each instance is represented by a tuple of four variables,
whereby now each variable representing a criterion can have
the value of 1,2,3 or 0. Let Pdisunct + vary be the set of all
permutated tuples. Again, the tuple (0,0,0,0) must be
excluded from the possible permutations because at least one
variable of the variables forming a tuple must be greater than
0. The number of potential instances now amounts to 255 (441=255).
Alone the subset Pmax considering instances in which all
four criteria are met entails 81 instances. Pmin entails 12
instances for which just one criterion is met. In-between,
there are still 162 instances in which either two or three
criteria are met in different degrees. The one instance
captured by a standard notion is then contrasted with 255
instances captured by a disjunctive schema that allows for
gradually varying criteria.
Aiming to take both shortcomings into account, one has to
develop a strategy of how one can handle gradually changing
criteria as well as the diversity of combination of criteria
without getting lost in unclear, unsharp, endless definitions
and find a reasonable method of how to structure the
neglected in-between instances into categories.

How to Handle Neglected In-between Cases?
Integrating minimal notions in a conceptual framework is a
step in the right direction to capture the diversity of sociocognitive phenomena. However, the above considerations
show that one must still be careful not to leave a large number
of instances undetected. Since there are socio-cognitive
phenomena that neither qualify as mere system-one processes
nor as pure system-two processes, it is not an option to
characterize the relation between minimal and standard
notions along a dichotomous interpretation of a two-system
approach. Both the restriction to an either-or assignment of
criteria and the rigidly fixed co-occurrence of certain criteria
prevents us from capturing the full diversity of sociocognitive phenomena.
Given that criteria can vary in degrees, the first challenge
is to develop a conceptual framework that can deal in a
satisfactory way with continua. From a philosophical
perspective, however, there are at least two features
concerning continua that pose a major challenge to the
ambition of clearly delineated conceptualizations. First, to

speak of a continuum is to assume that there are gradual
transitions from one instance to another without abrupt
changes. In contrast, philosophical terms strive for clear
demarcations. This means that a philosophical conceptual
framework designed to capture a continuum must still define
sharp boundaries, at least for the start-points and end-points
of particular domains. Second, one can always zoom into a
continuum and find an infinite number of instances since a
third instance can always lie between any two instances.
Philosophical conceptual frameworks, however, usually aim
to spell out a finite number of paradigmatic instances. To
reconcile the requirements of a well-defined philosophical
conceptual framework and the diversity of socio-cognitive
phenomena, one can neither follow a dichotomous nor a fully
continuous strategy.
To avoid an infinite number of instances, I propose to limit
the number of different manifestations in which the criteria
can occur. For example, to limit the number of instances
captured, it seems reasonable to assume that each criterion
can have only three different values (weak, medium, and
strong). This is comparable to the strategy of how psychology
is dealing with continua. To this end, it is, for example,
assumed that there are three instances in-between
disagreement and agreement. Consequently, measuring
agreement, a five-level Likert scale is used to distinguish
between different manifestations.
The next step is to divide the whole spectrum of instances
into several areas. With respect to the different manifestations
of criteria, one can thus leave the dichotomous realm of "yes
or no" and move to a conceptual schema that distinguishes
between three ways in which criteria can be realized. I will
label this as the degree strategy.
Now, in order to capture neglected instances in terms of the
possible combinations of properties, one can adopt an
analogous strategy by using the number of fulfilled criteria as
a distinguishing feature between several domains arising
from a disjunctive conceptual schema. I will label this as the
criteria strategy. Both strategies suggest a way to group
neglected instances; the first concerns gradual appearances
and the second the variety of combinations of criteria.
However, it will be demonstrated that it is a hard challenge to
determine how to combine these two strategies.
To spell out the degree strategy, I consider the set of 81
instances in which all four criteria are satisfied and variations
in degree are allowed (Pmax). As illustrated in table 2, we can
distinguish here between 15 principally distinct realizations.
It is uncontroversial that the tuple (3,3,3,3) and the tuple
(1,1,1,1) mark the start-points and end-points, respectively.
Table 2: 15 realizations of instances of Pmax.
4 strong
2 strong,
1 middle,
1 weak
2 strong,

3 strong,
1 middle
3 middle,
1 strong
2 weak,

3 strong,
1 weak
2 middle,
1 strong,
1 weak
3 middle,

2 strong,
2 middle
4 middle
2 middle,
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2 weak
3 weak,
1 strong

1 strong,
1 middle
3 weak,
1 middle

1 weak

2 weak

4 weak

In order to group the other 13 realizations, one can
summarize them according to the cross sum of their variables.
For example, the cross sum of a tuple representing an instance
of (3 strong ⋀ 1 weak) is equal to the cross sum of a tuple
representing an instance of (2 strong ⋀ 2 middle)
(3+3+3+1=3+3+2+2). Thereby, one can establish nine
groups capturing the 15 realizations. Assuming that such a
fine-grained distinction of nine categories cannot be
meaningfully mapped into a conceptual framework, one
could further reduce the number of categories by grouping
them into triples, namely one belonging to the start-point
domain, one characterizing in-betweens, and one belonging
to the end-point domain. The assignment of the 15 realization
options is shown in table 3.
Table 3: potential order of 81 instances.
15 distinct realizations
4 strong
3 strong / 1 middle
MAX
3 strong / 1 weak
2 strong / 2 middle
2 strong / 1 middle /
1 weak
3 middle / 1 strong
2 middle / 1 strong /
1 weak
INBETWEEN 4 middle
2 strong / 2 weak
2 weak / 1 strong /
1 middle
3 middle / 1 weak
2 middle / 2 weak
3 weak / 1 strong
MIN
3 weak / 1 middle
4 weak

example cross sum
3,3,3,3
12
3,3,3,2
11
3,3,3,1
10
3,3,2,2
10
3,3,2,1
2,2,2,3

9
9

2,2,3,1
2,2,2,2
3,3,1,1

8
8
8

1,1,3,2
2,2,2,1
2,2,1,1
1,1,1,3
1,1,1,2
1,1,1,1

7
7
6
6
5
4

Considering a variety of degrees, a conceptual framework
could distinguish between three types of subcategories. So
far, I only spelled out the case of Pmax, which would be
represented by a conceptual schema that allows for varying
degrees but still requires four necessary criteria.
Unfortunately, following this strategy does not present a
straightforward solution for the 255 instances, which would
be captured by a disjunctive conceptual schema allowing
varying degrees.
Trying to find a strategy to group and order all 255
instances, one is confronted with the problem that not all
instances can be reasonably compared. This is what
mathematicians call a partial order. Of course, claiming that
the tuple (1,1,1,0) is „smaller“ than the tuple (3,3,3,0) or

stating that (3,3,3,0) is „bigger“ than (3,0,0,0) is not
controversial. But how can we judge whether an instance
being manifested by three criteria with a middle value
(2,2,2,0) is „bigger,“ „equal,“ or „smaller“ than an instance
realized by two strong criteria (3,3,0,0)?
From a mathematical point of view, one could decide first
to apply the degree strategy and then use the criteria strategy
(degree first) to order the instances entailed in the resulting
subcategories. But you might as well start with forming
subcategories along the criteria strategy and order entailed
instances along the degree strategy (criteria first).
Categorizing all instances first along the number of fulfilled
criteria would result in the statement that (2,2,2,0) is „bigger“
than (3,3,0,0). Whereas applying the degree strategy first
would lead to the statement that (2,2,2,0) turns out to be
„equal“ to (3,3,0,0).
Both combinations of the two strategies can represent a
mathematical but rather arbitrary solution. From my
perspective, neither combination is really satisfying. Either
one treats instances that differ in the number of criteria
fulfilled as equal (degree strategy). Alternatively, instances
that are characterized by a weak manifestation of their
criteria, such as (1,1,1,0), are treated as "greater" than an
instance in which fewer criteria are fulfilled but in strong
manifestation (3,3,0,0). The crucial question is which
qualitative considerations might be decisive for choosing one
or the other strategy.

Returning to Real Concepts
This is the point at which one might tend to give up. Although
it is an important step to aim for a conceptual framework to
capture the diversity of socio-cognitive abilities, including
the neglected instances described above, this is a very
challenging project.
While the quantitative-mathematical perspective presented
here could clearly show how many instances are neglected
when following a dichotomous interpretation of a twosystems approach, it could not provide a clear solution when
it comes to clarifying how such a conceptual framework
might look in detail. Without considering the concrete
conceptual context, one is not able to justify a decision which
of the two strategies is appropriate.
However, this does not mean that one has to refrain from
this project. After all, interdisciplinary research can produce
findings that make it possible to structure the diversity of
socio-cognitive phenomena into meaningful sub-areas. Then
one can use the two-system approach to define the extrema
of a continuum and obtain additional criteria for structuring
the field in between. Instead of a dichotomous distinction of
two areas, one can then develop a conceptual framework that
defines in-between areas between the extrema.
Future research should return to practical examples to find
a way in which qualitative considerations can help structure
the many neglected instances between extreme cases. For
example, in psychiatric diagnostic manuals, we have a case
where both family resemblance and gradual variations play a
role. To be diagnosed with a mental disorder, a person is
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assumed to have a certain number of symptoms, and it also
matters how severe the symptoms are. Considering such
cases, it is necessary to discuss whether it is "worse" to have
more symptoms in a weak expression than fewer symptoms
in a strong expression.

Conclusion
This paper argued that the development and integration of
minimal notions presents an important step in expanding the
rather restrictive standard terminology of philosophy. Only
with additional new minimal notions, philosophical
terminology can capture the diversity of phenomena for
which we have empirical findings. Only then it becomes
possible to connect such empirical findings with theoretical
work in philosophy.
However, up to now, it has not yet been conclusively
determined how to integrate minimal notions into an
overarching conceptual framework. An analysis of the widely
used strategy to characterize the relationship between
minimal and standard notions with reference to a two-system
approach showed that, due to a dichotomous interpretation,
many instances are still neglected.
A theoretical consideration analyzing a hypothetical,
disjunctive conceptual schema called "at least 1 of 4," which
allows for weak, medium, and strong expressions of the
required criteria, demonstrated that the number of neglected
instances is impressively high.
As an alternative, this paper suggests developing a
disjunctive conceptual schema that can account for different
manifestations of the criteria as well as for the variety of
combinations of criteria. Attempts to structure the field of
neglected instances in such a way as to provide a basis on
which one can then develop a viable conceptual schema
proved unsatisfactory. From a theoretical point of view, it is
not clear how to deal with a partial order containing instances
that are not comparable. On a theoretical level, it is
impossible to justify a decision between the two developed
ordering strategies (criteria first & degree first). To decide
which strategy is appropriate, it seems appropriate to take
into account qualitative considerations that can only arise
from the concrete conceptual context.
This could be the starting point for a new interdisciplinary
research project clarifying which ordering strategy should be
chosen in which context. An empirically informed
examination of different conceptual fields can provide insight
into how the different factors should be weighted. In some
contexts, it may turn out that the degree of criteria is more
decisive than the number of fulfilled criteria. In other
contexts, one may find reasons to give more weight to the
number of criteria met.
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Abstract
responsiveness of the therapist providing a potential interactional scaffold for healing mentalizing difficulties (Allen &
We investigated gesture dynamics by examining wrist-worn
Fonagy, 2006). Toward this end, we examine the role of
accelerometer data from 28 patient-therapist dyads involved in
gesture-based fractal dynamics of patient-therapist interacmultiple sessions of mentalization-based therapy. We sought
to determine if there were long-term correlations in the sigtions and investigate the relationship between this form of
nals and evaluate the degree of complexity matching between
non-verbal bodily interaction and patients’ mentalizing capatient and therapist. Moreover, we looked into the relationpacity as well as changes in symptomatology.
ship between complexity matching and the level of therapeutic success (operationalized by change in mentalization and
the severity of symptoms). The results indicated that the patient and therapist gesture dynamics were significantly different than long-term correlations produced by white noise. Further, six patient-therapist dyads matched each other in complexity across sessions, but no systematic relationship between
the patient and therapists’ was observed and there were no relationships between these dynamics and measures of therapeutic
success.
Keywords:
fractal scaling; DFA; complexity matching; reflective functioning; mentalization

Introduction
Humans are highly complex beings that utilize myriad mechanisms to interact with one another. One such mechanism
is mentalization, which entails the socio-cognitive processes
that enable humans to make sense of both themselves and
others by means of mental states (Bateman & Fonagy, 2004;
Shaw, Lo, Lanceley, Hales, & Rodin, 2020). A deficiency
in mentalizing capacities has been associated with a number of mental disorders like borderline personality disorder (Bateman, Campbell, Luyten, & Fonagy, 2018), autism
(Baron-Cohen, Leslie, & Frith, 1985), and affective mental
disorders (Inoue, Tonooka, Yamada, & Kanba, 2004). Psychotherapeutic interactions can help individuals to overcome
deficiencies in their mentalizing abilities and bring about positive change in people engaged in the process.
Importantly, recent approaches have suggested that there
may be common features to social interactions that ultimately
drive not only therapeutic effectiveness (Wampold, 2015),
but also successful teamwork (Gorman, Dunbar, Grimm,
& Gipson, 2017) and relationships (Deits-Lebehn, Baucom,
Crenshaw, Smith, & Baucom, 2020). Through interactions
with caregivers, for example, children have been shown to
develop the ability to mentalize (Fonagy & Target, 1996).
Interpersonal coordination in psychotherapy, more generally, contributes to positive outcomes (Wiltshire, Philipsen,
Trasmundi, Jensen, & Steffensen, 2020), with the sensitive
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Mentalization. The ability to mentalize enables humans to
understand both intrapersonal and interpersonal situations in
terms of mental processes and subjective states (Allen & Fonagy, 2006). Co-morbid mentalizing deficiencies and psychiatric conditions are particularly challenging though. Because
psychiatric patients often suffer from attachment traumas,
they are less willing to take in new knowledge from others as
trustworthy, generalizable, and relevant (i.e., epistemic trust
(Fonagy & Allison, 2014). Damaged epistemic trust manifests as difficulties in personal and professional relationships.
And, this mistrust of information from others makes therapeutic change challenging. In other words, impaired mentalization complicates social interactions (Sperry, 2013).
Mentalization-based therapy (MBT) (Bateman & Fonagy,
2004; Vogt & Norman, 2019) focuses on creating an attachment relationship that makes it possible for the patients to
increase their mentalization abilities and it has been shown to
be effective for a range of mental disorders. In such cases, interactional or “ostensive cues” such as eye contact, accurate
turn-taking, and contingent tone of voice, play an essential
role in making these ’hard to reach’ patients feel understood
and helping them to restore their capacity to learn from experience and build epistemic trust. Put differently, interpersonal
coordination and adaptation have been proposed to be one of
the most fundamental common factors among psychotherapeutic treatments (Sperry, 2013; Wiltshire et al., 2020), and
thus, this relational and interactional context and its dynamics are necessary to characterize and develop mentalization
abilities and bring about positive change.
Fractal Dynamics. Fractals are geometric and statistical
structures that can exhibit self-similarity over temporal and
spatial scales. Fractals are present in natural structures
(e.g., trees, coastlines, and cardiovascular networks) and processes (e.g., physical, physiological, psychological, and social) (West, 2017). They have received considerable interest from the scientific community including the cogni-

tive (Van Orden, Holden, & Turvey, 2003; Likens, Fine,
Amazeen, & Amazeen, 2015), movement (Hausdorff et al.,
2001), and health sciences (Goldberger et al., 2002). Fractal
characteristics are identifiable in those contexts by measuring patterns of autocorrelation in noisy time series data (see
Detrended Fluctuation Analysis section below). Fractal processes tend to exhibit a slowly decaying form of autocorrelation that has been termed Long-Range Correlation (LRC).
These patterns have been observed in a number of time series relevant for studying interpersonal interactions, including: reaction times (Van Orden et al., 2003), eye movements
(Stephen & Mirman, 2010), postural sway (Palatinus, KeltyStephen, Kinsella-Shaw, Carello, & Turvey, 2014), neurophysiology (Hardstone et al., 2012; Wiltshire, Euler, McKinney, & Butner, 2017), and limb movements (Stephen, Anastas, & Dixon, 2012).
Studying these forms of variability is important because
fractal patterns have been associated with qualities such
as adaptability, expertise, and health (Cavanaugh, KeltyStephen, & Stergiou, 2017; Nourrit, Delignières, Caillou, Deschamps, & Lauriot, 2003; Goldberger et al., 2002). Adaptive forms of variability tend to produce patterns consistent
with LRC, whereas non-adaptive forms of variability often
lack temporal correlation (Goldberger et al., 2002). Fractal patterns are thought to emerge from the interaction of
many nested components (Ihlen & Vereijken, 2010). For
example, maintaining balance in an upright stance requires
multiple regions of the body to work in parallel (such as visual, vestibular, and musculoskeletal system) (Duarte & Zatsiorsky, 2000). In social interactions, these same subsystems
are nested within individuals which are nested within the superordinate group (Likens, Amazeen, Stevens, Galloway, &
Gorman, 2014). Fractal variability in social interactions may
even reflect important information such as the quality of team
coordination (Likens et al., 2014). Thus, we contend that
measuring fractal variability of gestures may be important for
characterizing patient-therapist interactions.
Patient-therapist dyads: fractal organization and complexity matching. In the context of physical therapy, multifractal movement patterns—patterns exhibiting multiple fractal structures— have been shown to be crucial for the physiological ability of the movement structure to interrelate
(Cavanaugh et al., 2017). Those fractal movement patterns
have been suggested to reflect an optimal form of variability that allows people to flexibly adapt their movements to
novel circumstances and respond to unexpected perturbations. The fractal structure has also been suggested to reflect
similar qualities in cognitive and social dynamics (Likens
et al., 2014; Stephen & Mirman, 2010). We expect that
fractal movement patterns may also reflect the quality of
therapist-client interactions because nonverbal coordination
has been shown to be important in predicting the success of
psychotherapy (Paulick et al., 2018; Wiltshire et al., 2020).
As far as we are aware, this is the first study to investigate
the relationships between fractal movement dynamics, men-
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talization, and therapeutic success. We posited that fractal
movement patterns measured from patient-therapist dyads’
gestures may reflect the quality of their therapeutic interactions. This entails three interrelated predictions. First, we
expected that wrist movements of both patients and therapists would produce fractal scaling exponents coinciding with
”pink noise” (Van Orden et al., 2003) as evidenced by contrast with white noise signals. Second, we expected that
there would be correlations between the scaling exponents
exhibited by patient-therapist dyads. This so-called complexity matching has been observed in numerous situations involving dyadic coordination (Abney, Paxton, Dale, & Kello,
2014, 2021; de Jonge-Hoekstra, Cox, van der Steen, & Dixon,
2021; Marmelat & Delignières, 2012; Delignières, Almurad, Roume, & Marmelat, 2016). More generally, complexity
matching takes place when two processes that exhibit fractal
scaling have similar dynamics (i.e., their dynamics are correlated). Theoretically, this is important as systems that exhibit
complexity matching are able to maximize information exchange (Delignières et al., 2016). Lastly, our third prediction
was that if patient fractal scaling exponents can serve as an index of health and adaptability, and the complexity matching
estimates as an index of information exchange and interaction
quality, then these two measures should have a systematic relationship with two key measures of therapeutic success: increased mentalization and decreased symptomatology.
Thus, in our study, we investigated whether patient
and therapist gestures display fractal dynamics, evaluated
whether those dynamics were correlated (i.e., complexity
matching), and determined whether those fractal dynamics
and complexity matching estimates had a relationship with
therapeutic success.

Methods
Participants and Study Design
Twenty-eight patients from an outpatient hospital in a Northern European country who were being treated for anxiety or
personality disorder with Mentalization-based Therapy were
included in the study. All patients and therapists provided
informed consent and the study was given ethical approval
by the participating hospital. Therapy sessions were given
weekly and lasted approximately 40 - 60 minutes. The number of sessions varied between 5 - 35 sessions (M = 16.85).

Data Collection
The data was collected using BioNomadix wearable devices. Accelerations were measured using the BN-ACCL3
Reciever+Transmitter attached to the dominant wrists of the
therapist and the patient. All signals were transmitted to
a Biopac MP160 data acquisition unit connected to a wireless amplifier and stored using AcqKnowledge software. Accelerometers capture movement in three dimensions (X, Y,
and Z) and were sampled at 125 HZ. For dimensionality reduction, we calculated the point-wise three-dimensional Euclidean distance from each observation. This common ap-

proach, also known as an interpoint distance time series,
captures the overall moment-to-moment movement magnitude (Davis, Brooks, & Dixon, 2016). The average length
of the interpoint distance time series was 2,790,076.42 (SD =
624,611.36 ) with min length = 87,584 and max = 4,504,885.

Measures
At the beginning and end of treatment (and at three-month
intervals), patients completed a battery of questionnaires to
assess their progress. For the present study, the Reflective Functioning Questionnaire (Fonagy et al., 2016) and
the Symptoms Checklist (SCL-92) (Olsen, Mortensen, &
Bech, 2004) were used. Only 19 patients completed a preand post-treatment questionnaire and were thus suitable for
questionnaire-based analyses.
To assess the levels of mentalization present from preto post-treatment, the Reflective Functioning Questionnaire
(RFQ) was used (Fonagy et al., 2016). The RFQ is the operationalization of the mental processes that underpin the ability to mentalize. Patients’ level of mentalizing capacities
may influence outcomes, and RF can be a possible moderator and/or predictor of outcome, but also as a mediator of
change (Katznelson, 2014). This type of questionnaire relies on the ”meta-perspective” of the subject, testing the degree to which they can accurately assess the affective and
cognitive states that they experience (Fonagy et al., 2016).
The RFQ questionnaire utilizes a 7-point Likert scale and
is typically assessed in two factors: certainty (RFQc) and
uncertainty (RFQu). When low, the RFQc indicates hypermentalizing (i.e., excessive and inaccurate mentalizing) and
when high, RFQc indicates genuine mentalizing (Sharp et al.,
2011). High scores on the RFQu indicate an almost complete
lack of mentalization capacity (Fonagy et al., 2016). Only
the RFQc scores were used. We took the difference from pre(first measurement) to post-treatment (last measurement).
The SCL-92 (Olsen et al., 2004) was used to keep track
of the change in symptoms reported by the patients. 92
items were rated on a 5 point Likert scale and are associated with nine factors: somatization, obsession-compulsion,
interpersonal sensitivity, depression, anxiety, phobic anxiety,
hostility, paranoid ideation, and psychoticism. We utilized
the Global Severity Index (GSI), which is the total score
across all items on the questionnaire divided by total possible. Higher GSI values correspond to more severity of symptoms. Like with the RFQ, we took the delta from the first to
last measurement.

Detrended Fluctuation Analysis
One of the most widely used techniques for detecting LRC
is Detrended Fluctuation Analysis (DFA) (Peng et al., 1994).
DFA has been described extensively elsewhere (Kantelhardt,
Koscielny-Bunde, Rego, Havlin, & Bunde, 2001); so we provide a brief summary here. DFA entails splitting a time series
into several small bins (e.g., 16). In each bin, the least squares
regression is fit and subtracted within each window. Residuals are squared and averaged within each window. Then, the
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square root is taken of the average squared residual across all
windows of a given size. This process repeats for larger window sizes, growing by, say a power of 2, up to N/4, where
N is the length of the series. In a final step, the logarithm of
those scaled root mean squared residuals (i.e., fluctuations)
is regressed on the logarithm of window sizes. The slope of
this line is termed α and provides a measure of LRC. When
α > 0.5, this indicates the presence of LRC; when α < 0.5,
this indicates negative autocorrelation. Lastly, when α = 0.5,
this signals the absence of autocorrelation.
We performed DFA on the interpoint distance time series
for patient/therapist using the fractalRegression R package
(Likens & Wiltshire, 2021) with the following parameters:
minimum scale = 16; maximum scale = N/4, scale ratio = 2,
and a linear detrending function. Additionally, to determine
whether the observed α scaling exponents were non-random,
we ran DFA on matched-length white noise time series (M =
0.50, SD = 0.007) to compare the scaling exponents.
When a time series is stationary with a stable mean and
variance, α equals the Hurst exponent (H), although it is suitable for both stationary and non-stationary signals. DFA has
relaxed assumptions of stationarity (Peng et al., 1994) and the
main issue introduced by strong non-stationarity is cross-over
points, indicating multiple scaling regions (Hu, Ivanov, Chen,
Carpena, & Stanley, 2001). None of our α values were greater
than one suggesting stationarity and we also inspected the
log-log plots for cross-over points prior to subsequent analyses (Kantelhardt et al., 2001).

Estimating Complexity Matching
We evaluated the evidence for complexity matching in three
ways. First, the degree of complexity matching was estimated
as the correlation of α exponents between patient and therapist across sessions. Evidence of complexity matching at
this level of granularity would be evidenced by non-zero estimates. We tested this using the cor.test() function in R. More
specifically, per dyad, two vectors containing the scaling exponents for both patient and therapist across sessions were
used as input to the function resulting in complexity matching coefficients and confidence intervals. Additionally, we
ran an overall mixed model that included estimates of the
therapists’ α scaling exponents as predictors of patient α exponents. Lastly, we ran a mixed model that included the absolute value of the difference between patient and therapist
α exponents (| patientα − therapistα |) as a predictor (∆α).
The rationale for multiple methods for assessing complexity
matching is that the correlational analysis provides an idiographic depiction, the therapistα as a predictor gives an indicator of the trend across sessions, and the difference score
(∆α) is a direct index of matching (zero indicates a perfect
match).

Statistical Tests
A series of independent samples Welch’s t-tests and
Wilcoxon Signed-Rank tests were used to compare the following combinations of scaling exponents to white noise: 1)

patient and therapists α exponents collectively, 2) patient α
exponents individually, and 3) therapist α exponents individually. Further, one-way t-tests were used to evaluate whether
the change in patients’ reflective functioning (∆ RFQc) and
symptom severity (∆ GSI) were different than zero.
Furthermore, we ran a series of mixed-effects models that
included the patient α estimate for a given session as the outcome variable, with either the corresponding therapist α from
that session or the absolute value of the difference between
patient and therapist α exponents (| patientα − therapistα |)
for that session, as a level 1 predictor. The patients’ change
in reflective functioning (∆ RFQc) and symptom severity
(∆ GSI) were included as level 2 predictors with a random
intercept effect for the ID of the patients. Several random effect structures, as well as potential interactions, were tested
as well and model fit was compared (additional details in
the Results section). The models were run in R using the
lme4 (Bates, Mächler, Bolker, & Walker, 2015) and lmerTest
(Kuznetsova, Brockhoff, & Christensen, 2017) packages,
with p-values estimated on the t-tests with the Satterthwaite
degrees of freedom approximations. Models were fit using restricted maximum likelihood (REML). Model assumptions and fit were checked using the performance R package (Lüdecke, Ben-Shachar, Patil, Waggoner, & Makowski,
2021). One highly influential data point was removed.

Results
Change in Patient Symptomatology and Reflective
Functioning
We sought to determine if patients exhibited a change in their
symptomatology (∆ GSI) and reflective functioning (∆ RFQc)
from pre- to post- treatment. Results from a set of one-way ttests showed that overall the global severity of symptoms was
reduced for all patients (M = -0.40, SD = 0.60, t(18) = -2.90,
p <.001, CI95 = [-0.69, -0.12], but reflective functioning did
not systematically change across all patients (M = -0.09, SD
= 8.29, t(18) = -0.05, p = 0.52, CI95 = [-4.09, 3.90].

Comparison of the α Exponents with White Noise
The α scaling exponents for both patients and therapists, as
well as white noise signals, are presented in the density plot
in Figure 1. On average, the α scaling exponents for patients
(M = 0.792, SD = 0.042, CI95 = [0.788, 0.796]) were similarly distributed to the α scaling exponents for therapists (M
= 0.786, SD = 0.045, CI95 = [0.78, 0.79]).
We first conducted an independent samples Welch t-test to
evaluate the null hypothesis that the α exponents resulting
from DFA on the accelerometry-based interpoint distance of
patient-therapist dyads is significantly different than the α exponents resulting from DFA run on white noise with the same
length. Results indicated that there was a significant difference between the scaling exponents of accelerometer data (M
= 0.79, SD = 0.04) and white noise (M = 0.50, SD = 0.007,
t(952.17) = -196.87, p <.001, CI95 = [-0.29, -0.287]. Further,
the effect size was large, d = 9.25. See Figure 1 for a visual
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Figure 1: Density plots for patient, therapist, and white noise
α scaling exponents
comparison of these distributions.
To be sure that this effect was evident for patients and therapists individually, we conducted two additional independent
samples Welch t-tests to compare patient or therapist scaling
exponents to those derived from white noise. There was a difference between the scaling exponents of patient accelerometer data (M = 0.79, SD = 0.04) and white noise (M = 0.50,
SD = 0.007, t (476.71) = -143.84 , p <.001, CI95 = [-0.296,
-0.288] with a large effect, d = 9.58. And, there was also a
difference between the scaling exponents of therapists (M =
0.786, SD = 0.045) and white noise (M = 0.50, SD = 0.007,
t(474.20) = -134.45, p <.001, CI95 = [-0.29, -0.28], also, with
a large effect, d = 8.95. This pattern of results also held true
when comparing the exponents using Wilcoxon Signed-Rank
Tests, which do not assume normality.

Complexity Matching
An overview of the correlational results of complexity matching analysis is presented in Figure 2. Many of the CIs of the
correlation coefficients include zero, except for six patienttherapist dyads.

Mixed Modeling Results
First, we examined whether patientα could be predicted by
therapistα as well as patient change in mentalization (∆ RFQ)
and symptomatology (∆ GSI). Our iterative model evaluation
procedure showed that no additional interactions between the
fixed effects or random effect structures improved the original
model fit (see Statistical Tests section).

Table 2: Fixed effects for model with ∆α.

(Intercept)
∆α
∆ SCL92
∆ LRFc

Coef.
0.79
-0.04
0.00
-0.00

SE
0.01
0.11
0.01
0.00

df
17.15
16.62
16.12
14.24

t
116.45
-0.36
0.48
-1.15

p
0.00
0.72
0.64
0.27

Discussion

Figure 2: Dot and whisker plot for each patient-therapist
dyads’ complexity matching estimates
Table 1 shows the results from the mixed model using
Therapistα as an index of complexity matching. Overall,
there did not appear to be any systematic relationships between the patient α exponents and therapist exponents across
sessions, nor with the change in symptom severity or reflective functioning (Patient ID random effect: SD = 0.025;
Residual: SD = 0.032). While the model accounts for 41%
of the variability in patientα exponents across sessions (R2 c =
0.41), fixed effects accounted for only 5% (R2 m = 0.047).
Table 1: Fixed effects for model with Therapistα .

(Intercept)
Therapistα
∆ SCL92
∆ LRFc

Coef.
0.75
0.05
0.00
-0.00

SE
0.04
0.05
0.01
0.00

df
341.45
361.27
15.15
15.11

t
20.00
1.00
0.23
-1.35

p
0.00
0.32
0.82
0.20

Lastly, we examined whether patientα could be predicted
by the complexity matching indicator ∆α (| patientα −
therapistα |) as well as patient change in mentalization
(∆ RFQ) and symptomatology (∆ GSI). Evaluation of model
performance showed that no additional interactions between
the fixed effects improved the model fit, but including a random slope for ∆α did. Thus, we report that model here.
Table 2 shows the results from the mixed model using ∆α
as an index of complexity matching. As with the first model,
there did not appear to be any systematic relationships between the patientα exponents and the absolute value of the
difference in α across sessions, nor with the change in symptom severity or reflective functioning. While the model accounts for 49% of the variability in patientα exponents (R2 c
= 0.49), the fixed effects accounted for only 3% (R2 m = 0.03).
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Taken together, the main implications of our results are
twofold: firstly, the patients displayed a reduction in symptoms. Secondly, the gestures of patients and therapists (as
measured by accelerometers on their dominant hands) exhibited long-range correlations (i.e., fractal scaling). While we
did not observe a systematic relationship between the patient
and therapists’ α exponents across all patients and sessions,
there was evidence of complexity matching in six patienttherapist dyads. We also did not observe that the patientα or
therapistα were related to changes in mentalization and symptomatology.
One potential reason that we did not observe this relationship could be due to the measurement of mentalization, which
may not be fully captured by the RFQ (Gullestad & Wilberg,
2011). Furthermore, the severity of psychopathology should
also have an effect on the mentalizing capacity where less severe pathologies show more typical levels of mentalization.
This indicates that mentalization may not be a core deficit
when looking at psychopathology (Katznelson, 2014). Future
research could test whether there is more change in mentalization for cases with severe pathology.
While we did not directly observe the benefits of the observed movement dynamics as other research has shown
(Paulick et al., 2018; Wiltshire et al., 2020), it may be that
interactional dynamics relate to other elements that have not
been accounted for in the present study such as the attachment relationship. Future work could, for example, focus on
other outcomes and physiological dynamics or vocalizations
(Wieder & Wiltshire, 2020). The time course of the fractal dynamics and complexity matching estimation methods
may also be important. It could be that there is an optimal
level of complexity matching associated with a “successful”
therapy that is specific to stages of treatment (Paulick et al.,
2018, p.14). Or it could be that a windowed DFA approach to
estimate scaling exponents and complexity matching within
sessions would be more sensitive (Rigoli et al., 2020). Alternatively, a multifractal analysis would give an indication of
variability across scales and afford the investigation of fluctuations at a “within-session” vs. “across-session” level. Bivariate fractal regression methods may also reveal how dyads
relate to each other at those scales (Likens, Amazeen, West,
& Gibbons, 2019). That being said, the study of complexity
matching is still developing and other promising approaches
can be evaluated in future efforts (Abney et al., 2021; de
Jonge-Hoekstra et al., 2021).

Further, our results indicated that roughly 35-40% of the
variability is explained by the random effects of our mixed
models. This pattern of results indicate that the observed
patient-therapist interactions are highly idiographic. Notably,
our study looked for a more general pattern of results across
all patients. However, large individual differences may render generalizable findings improbable. Relatedly, different
pathologies are associated with different decoding and encoding abilities, which might influence the patient-therapist
interaction pattern (Ekman & Friesen, 1974). And, specific
impairments in gesture performance are found in different
pathologies (Dutschke et al., 2018). Future work should examine these more patient-specific characteristics and account
for any potential differences due to the number of sessions or
session length.
In conclusion, our study found compelling evidence of
fractal scaling in gesture dynamics of patient-therapist dyads
and partial evidence of complexity matching across sessions.
No relationships between these dynamics and mentalization
were observed. However, we find this first effort a promising
direction in better understanding the functional role of gesture
movement dynamics in collaborative human interactions.
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Abstract

Towse, 1998). These two perspectives stand in apparent contradiction. Why can people produce iid samples when categorizing or making decisions, but struggle when explicitly
asked to do so?

Many models of cognition assume that people can generate
independent samples, yet people fail to do so in random generation tasks. One prominent explanation for this behavior is
that people use learned schemas. Instead, we propose that deviations from randomness arise from people sampling locally
rather than independently. To test these explanations, we teach
people one- and two-dimensional arrangements of syllables
and ask them to generate random sequences from them. Although our results reproduce characteristic features of human
random generation, such as a preference for adjacent items and
an avoidance of repetitions, we also find an effect of dimensionality on the patterns people produce. Furthermore, model
comparisons revealed that local sampling accounted better for
participants’ sequences than a schema account. Finally, evaluating the importance of each models’ constituents, we show
that the local sampling model proposed new states based on its
current trajectory, rather than an inhibition-of-return-like principle.
Keywords: sampling for inference; random generation; representation learning

Schemas Versus Local Sampling

Introduction
People’s behavior is often inconsistent, and at times irrational. Consider probability matching, the phenomenon by
which if someone believes a particular option to be successful 90% of the time, they pick that option 90% of the time,
despite rationality dictating they choose it always (Vulkan,
2000). This behavior has been explained by sampling: that
people mentally sample one option according to the probability that it will be successful (Vul, Goodman, Griffiths, &
Tenenbaum, 2014). This assumption that responses are independently sampled is pervasive across models of cognition
(e.g. Nosofsky, 1984) and independent and identically distributed (iid) samples are accumulated in sequential sampling
models of decision-making (e.g. Ratcliff, 1978).
While many models assume that what people see and how
they respond is driven by samples that are independent of
one another, studies of random generation repeatedly show
that people produce highly predictable sequences. When
asked to generate random numbers, for example, people produce adjacent numbers disproportionately often, change direction (from ascending to descending, or vice versa) too
rarely, and seldom repeat the number they have just produced
(Wagenaar, 1972). These effects do not seem to be the result of thinking too hard about generating random numbers:
the predictability of random sequences is exacerbated by asking participants to perform concurrent tasks or increasing the
rates at which sequences have to be generated (Cooper, 2016;
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One prominent explanation of people’s systematic deviations
from randomness is that they engage in a different process altogether: Instead of sampling, they generate sequences based
on learned schemas, such as counting up or down. According
to this account, these sequences are monitored by the central executive, which switches schemas when randomness is
perceived to decline (Baddeley, Emslie, Kolodny, & Duncan,
1998; Cooper, 2016).
Here we propose an alternative explanation to account for
these stereotypical patterns: when people generate random
sequences, they are tapping into a general cognitive ability to produce samples for inference – a sophisticated mental algorithm that does not sample independently, but locally
(Sanborn & Chater, 2016; Chater et al., 2020). Local sampling has been used to explain other deviations from normativity, such as the anchoring effect (Lieder, Griffiths, Huys, &
Goodman, 2018) or the ’unpacking’ effect (Dasgupta, Schulz,
& Gershman, 2017); and other human deviations from iid
sampling, such as the long-ranging autocorrelations in the
temporal structure of many cognitive activities (Zhu, Sanborn, & Chater, 2018).
A popular family of local sampling algorithms is Markov
Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC). MCMC algorithms produce a
series of states by randomly proposing changes to the current state, and then transitioning depending on the relative
probability of the current state versus the proposed new state.
Random-Walk Metropolis-Hastings (RW-MCMC), an algorithm from this family, already presents some of the features
found in human random sequences: When sampling from a
uniform distribution, such as a limited range of numbers, it
can favor close items, since proposals are commonly small,
local, perturbations of the most recent sample. Furthermore,
most RW-MCMC algorithms will rarely repeat the current
state when sampling from a uniform distribution, since the
proposed state, by definition, will be as likely as the lastvisited state. A preference to maintain direction between
samples could also be incorporated in a sampling model, for
example, in a Langevin-MCMC sampler where momentum is
maintained between samples (Horowitz, 1991).

Contrasting Schema and Sampling Accounts
In the standard random number generation task, disentangling
schema accounts from local sampling is difficult for two reasons: First, participants’ associations between numbers exist
prior to the task and are unknown to the experimenter. Second, the items that participants have to randomize already encode a one-dimensional spatial arrangement (the number line)
and learned sequences (counting up or down).
In the current study, we introduce a novel experimental design that allows us to adjudicate between the predictions of
these two accounts. We ask participants to generate random
sequences after learning a display of syllables, thus weakening prior preferences for counting up or down. We experimentally manipulate the dimension of the display, with participants learning either one-dimensional or two-dimensional
arrangements. Finally, we control the domains’ local structure by randomizing the displays’ adjacencies.
This design allows us to investigate the effect of the dimensionality of the domain on deviations from randomness often
found in human random generation. We examine three common features of human random generation: a tendency not to
repeat items, a tendency to transition to proximate locations
in the representation, and a tendency to make fewer changes
of direction. Given that random generation rests on a general
cognitive ability, we expect participants to deviate from randomness in similar ways regardless of the dimension of the
domain.
We are also interested in evaluating the ability of schema
and sampling models to account for participants’ sequences
directly. Manipulating the global and local structure of the
domains allows us to dissociate the predictions of the two
model classes: If the stereotypical patterns of human random generation are due to learned schemas, then the display arrangement will not affect the produced sequences. Instead, participants should be biased by syllable frequencies
in English (i.e. their associations prior to the task), possibly
weighted by the frequency of syllables in the experimental
training block.
Our manipulation can also inform details of the sampling
model: A preference for maintaining direction may result
from either a proposal mechanism whereby consecutive samples share a common direction (we call this momentum) or
from one where the last-visited sample is avoided (inhibition
of return, IOR; see Johnson et al., 2013). While in the onedimensional case both these proposal mechanisms suggest the
same result, the two-dimensional structure allows us to distinguish between the two: while IOR disfavors visiting the
previous location, momentum would avoid locations near the
previous one as well. As an illustration, consider a traveller
who first visits Paris and then London. If they follow IOR
they might go to Berlin next, since they only avoid Paris. Instead, if they follow their current direction, they will be more
likely to choose Dublin as their next destination.
We first evaluate the effect of our manipulation on indicators of the randomness of a sequence that are common in
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the psychological literature. We then contrast schema and
sampling models and explore the models’ ability to capture
qualitative features of human random samples.

Experiment
In our pre-registered experiment1 , we first asked participants
to learn a one- or two-dimensional display of syllables. Then
participants had to produce random sequences of those syllables in two blocks.

Participants
42 participants took part in the experiment (Mage = 24.95, SD
= 9.67; 27 Female, 14 Male, 1 Non-Binary), and two were
excluded following pre-registered criteria (see Procedure and
Design). Participants were recruited from the university participant pool and were required to have English as their first
language. They received a flat fee of £3.5, plus a bonus of
up to £1.8 depending on their performance in the learning
stage. The average payment was £4.64, and the experiment
took about 30 minutes to complete.

Materials
We generated seven 2-letter syllables ending in a to avoid
varying ease in transitions due to rhyming. In choosing syllables. we considered both the frequencies of syllables and the
frequencies of syllable pairs in the Brown corpus, aiming for
a homogeneous set. The selected syllables were: ca, ha, la,
ma, na, pa, ta.

Procedure and Design
The experiment was conducted online using Microsoft
Teams, which was also used to record participants. In the
experiment, participants first learned either a one- or twodimensional display of syllables (Learning stage), then verbally produced these randomly at a constant pace (Random
Generation stage). Participants learned only one arrangement
of syllables, but produced random sequences in two blocks.
Participants were randomly allocated to one of five possible random arrangements, which determined the adjacency
of syllables in the display.
Learning stage Participants were presented with a display composed of seven hexagons arranged in either a twodimensional grid or a single row, depending on the experimental condition (see Figure 1 for an example). Each
hexagon contained a syllable, and participants had to learn
the location of the syllables. Because only one syllable was
visible at a time, participants had to select which syllable
they wanted to see next, and they could only choose among
hexagons that were adjacent to the currently visible hexagon.
There was a one-second delay between the presentation of
syllables during which participants were instructed to anticipate the next syllable.
Once participants expressed that they had learned the display, they were tested on all seven cells in random order. To
1 https://osf.io/q3yrj

continue to the main experiment, they had to answer two consecutive tests without errors. In case of error, participants
continued to learn the display and could get re-tested. If participants failed the test four times or exceeded the maximum
learning time of 10 minutes, the experiment was terminated,
and the participant was excluded. Participants spent an average of 5.71 minutes (SD = 2.38) learning the syllables, with
no participant exceeding the ten-minute limit. Two participants were excluded for failing the test four times (average
failed attempts = 0.65, SD = 0.86; excluded participants’ average duration = 9m 54s).

F(1, 39)
30.63
38.58
9.91
10.47
.59
2.71

p
<.001
<.001
.003
.002
.45
.11

BF10
744
> 1000
6
9
1/13
1/7

Table 1: Mean values of the difference score d for six descriptive measures of randomness. Values other than 0 represent
deviations from the theoretical value expected from iid.

Descriptive Measures

NA
LA

MA

M
-1.76
+.30
-.08
-.07
-.04
-.12

Results

...HA PA PA CA NA LA PA...
CA

Repeats
Adjacency
Turning Point
Phase Length1
Phase Length2
Phase Length3

We calculated the following measures from the transcribed
sequences, adapting previous indices (see Towse & Neil,
1998) to two-dimensional domains where applicable:

PA

• The proportion of repeated syllables (R).
HA

TA

• The proportion of adjacent syllables in the display (A).

Figure 1: Syllable repetition (blue), adjacency (yellow) and
turning point (red) for the example sequence ha pa pa ca na
la pa. Turning points occur whenever a change in direction
between two successive moves exceeds 90°.
Random generation stage In the random generation stage,
participants had to produce the learned syllables as unpredictably as possible for five minutes (M = 303 s, SD = 4.45).
They were instructed to do so as if “drawing a syllable out
from a hat, saying it out loud, putting it back, shuffling, then
repeating the process”, following the instructions in Baddeley
(1966). Participants did not see the display of syllables during
the random generation stage and instead saw a flashing dot on
their screen, appearing at a pace of 80 times per minute. Participants were instructed to produce syllables every time the
dot appeared, but produced a slightly lower rate than targeted
(400), with an average of 356.04 syllables (SD = 71.71) after
five minutes. The median gap between each syllable a participant uttered was 843ms, and the median standard deviation in
these utterances was 190ms. Despite not seeing the display,
all participants named each syllable at least once in each sequence.
At the end of this stage, there was a small break to allow
participants to rest. Then, both learning and generation stages
were repeated: participants saw the same display of syllables
and were tested, and once two blocks were recalled correctly,
they produced random syllables for another five minutes (M =
303s, SD = 3.06). Participants spent an average of one minute
and 44 seconds re-learning and re-testing the display (SD =
47s), and the average number of failed attempts in this second
test was low (M = 0.18, SD = .38).
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• The proportion of turning points (TP). A TP is a transition
for which the absolute difference between the current and
previous direction is larger than 90°.
• Phase lengths (PL): A phase is the number of syllables before each turning point. We obtained the proportions of
phases of lengths 1, 2, and 3 relative to all phases.
For an illustration of these indices, see Figure 1. Because
these measures are dependent on the display’s dimension,
we normalized them by obtaining a difference score d for
each descriptive measure, which equalled the log of the observed proportion minus the log of the proportion expected
from independent and identically distributed random samples (iid hereafter). We tested people’s random generation in
two Bayesian linear mixed-effects models that included a random intercept u0 per participant, using the rstanarm R package with default priors (Goodrich, Gabry, Ali, & Brilleman,
2020)2 . The first:
dˆ = β0 + u0 × participant

(1)

tested whether people’s descriptive measures significantly deviated from iid (i.e. whether β0 6= 0). We expected the difference scores for Repeats and Turning Points to be lower than
0, and the one for Adjacency to be higher than 0, consistent
with previous literature. The second model:
dˆ = β0 + β1 × Dimension + β2 × Block+
β3 × Dimension × Block + u0 × participant

(2)

2 For all models we fit both Bayesian and frequentist equivalents.
The Bayes Factors (BF10 : evidence for the alternative hypothesis
relative to the null) are interpreted as suggested by Jeffreys (1961).

tested whether these deviations were influenced by the global
arrangement of the display participants learned (i.e. whether
β1 6= 0). Consistent with the idea that random generation rests
on a general cognitive ability, we expected no effects on these
scores due to Dimension.
Because each participant produced two sequences, we included Block as a predictor as well as its interaction with Dimension, to check that any possible effects were not driven
by fatigue. Because there were no credible differences due
to Block or to the Block × Dimension interaction, we relegate
those statistical analyses to Table 2, and only discuss the effects of Dimension in the main text.

ploratory post-hoc analysis revealed that participants in the
two-dimensional condition did not make fewer changes of direction than expected by chance (F(1,19) = .22, p = .64, BF10
= 1/11).
Repetition

Adjacency

Rep

Adj

Turn Pt

Ph Len1

Ph Len2

Ph Len3

***

***

0.25

0
1
−0.25

−2
0
−4

−0.75
1

2

1

Dimension

2

1

Dimension

Phase Length 1

Factor
∆ F(1, 38)
p
BF10
Dim
+.13
.04
.85
1/19
Blk
+.67
1.67
.20
1/11
Dim×Blk +.32
0.09
.76
1/23
Dim
+.37
22.49 <.001
261
Blk
+.01
.16
.69
1/50
Dim×Blk −.06
1.23
.27
1/30
Dim
−.13
8.63
.006
3
Blk
−.004
0.06
.81
1/39
Dim×Blk +.05
1.27
.27
1/22
Dim
−.18
38.80 <.001 >1000
Blk
−.01
0.35
.55
1/34
Dim×Blk +.07
3.82
.06
1/7
Dim
+.13
1.92
.17
1/7
Blk
+.02
.10
.75
1/33
Dim×Blk −.10
1.08
.31
1/19
Dim
+.56
18.95 <.001
22
Blk
+.25
3.60
.07
1/4
Dim×Blk +.04
0.2
.88
1/26

Turning Point

2

Phase Length 2

Phase Length 3
2.0

***

***

0.50

0.25

−0.25

2

Dimension

−0.5

−0.25
−1.00
−3.0
1

2

1

Dimension

2

Dimension

1

2

Dimension

Figure 2: Deviations from the expected value (red dashed
line) for six descriptive measures of random generation, according to the dimensionality of the learned representation.
Participants in the 1D condition transitioned to adjacent syllables more frequently, and engaged in longer runs without
turning, than participants who learned a two-dimensional representation

Model Fits

Table 2: Effects of Dimension and Block order on d. Differences expressed as ∆. ∆Dim = 1D − 2D; ∆Blk = 1st − 2nd;
∆Interaction = ∆BlkDim=1 − ∆BlkDim=2 .

To test whether a sampling account could predict participants’
sequences better than a schema account, we compared two
models embodying the principles that each account would
use. Each model was the weighted sum of four ‘model parts’
(described below). The likelihood of a syllable i was calculated as:
4

The local arrangement of the syllables had no significant
effect on any of the four measures of randomness (all ps >
.50; all BF10 < 1/5), and so we aggregate data across arrangements in our subsequent analysis. Consistent with our
hypotheses and previous literature, participants deviated from
iid randomness in multiple ways (see Table 1). They repeated
(R) syllables far less than expected from iid, and transitioned
to adjacent syllables (A) more often than iid. They also made
significantly fewer changes in direction than iid (TP), with
fewer runs of one item (PL1) than expected but no credible
difference from randomness in runs of two items (PL2) or
three items (PL3).
These behaviors, however, depended on the display participants learned (see Table 2 and Figure 2), which we did not
expect. Participants in the one-dimensional condition transitioned to adjacent syllables more often, making changes in
direction less frequently, and having fewer runs of length
one and more runs of length three. Interestingly, an ex-
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Li =

∑ wn × so f tmax(βn × mpn )

(3)

n=1

where each model part mp was the vector of weights for each
syllable, scaled by β (bounded to be ≥ 0 to avoid the model
parts to express the inverse prediction), and w was the model
part weight (0 ≥ w ≥ 1 and ∑ w = 1). The values of β and w
were fit to each random sequence (i.e. two per participant).
Because a schema account would expect participants to utter syllables proportional to their relative frequency in the
English language, possibly weighted by their frequency during the learning stage, we composed the schema model of
two Corpus and two Learning Sequence parts. These parts
weighted each syllable by considering the relative frequencies of syllables (Unigram) or pairs of syllables (Bigram), in
the Brown English Corpus and in each participants’ learning
stage, respectively.
Instead, a sampling account would expect participants to
explore locally and avoid repetitions. Thus, the sampling

Proximity
CA

CA

NA
LA

MA
HA

PA

CA

HA

HA

TA

PA

HA

NA
LA

MA
HA

PA
TA

CA

NA
LA

MA

TA

CA
PA

CA

Corpus B.

NA
LA

No Repeat Momentum

NA
LA

MA

TA

Corpus U.

MA

IOR

PA

NA
LA

MA
HA

TA

PA
TA

LS U.

LS B.

CA

CA

NA
LA

MA
HA

PA

LA

MA
HA

TA

0.2

NA
PA
TA

0.3

Probability

Figure 3: Probabilities assigned by each model part for the
example participant in Figure 1. The last uttered syllables
were na, la, and the learning sequence was: ca, na, pa, la, ma,
ha, ta, la, na, ca. The figure presents the base probabilities of
each model, which were scaled by β (see text).

model consisted of a Proximity part that weighted each syllable based on the Euclidean distance from the last uttered syllable and a No Repeat part that weighted syllables based on
whether a syllable was repeated. To account for people’s tendency not to make turns, we postulated two additional model
parts: a tendency to maintain direction (Momentum), and an
avoidance for the last-visited syllable (inhibition of return,
IOR; see Johnson et al., 2013). IOR weighted syllables based
on whether a syllable was the same as the penultimate uttered
one; and Momentum weighted based on whether a syllable
would deviate from the trajectory drawn in the display between the penultimate and the last syllable uttered (see Figure 3 for example probabilities). This ‘model part’ approach
allowed us to measure the contribution of each principle in
predicting participants’ sequences.
As a baseline, we also compared the models with an iid
sampling model, which predicted the same probability for
each syllable. We compared model fits by calculating BIC
scores and relative BIC weights.
Most participants were consistent across the two random
generation stages: 27/40 participants had the same model
achieve the lowest BIC scores in their two sequences (see Figure 4). The local sampling model best explained the performance of participants in 49/80 sequences (significantly more
than expected by chance, one-tailed binomial test p < .001),
while the schema and iid models best explained 16 (p =
.99) and 10 (p = 1) sequences, respectively. The schema
model performed best in the one-dimensional domain (12 sequences; 4 in the two-dimensional domain), whereas the local
sampling (23; 26) and the iid models (4; 6) had similar performance in both domains.
To compare the relative contribution of the models’ constituent parts, we fitted every possible model within the
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schema and local sampling families consisting of 1-4 parts
and computed their BIC weights. We used the model BIC
weights as an approximation to the probability of the model
given the data (see Neath & Cavanaugh, 2012), which allowed us to compute the probability of each model part within
each class of models (as the sum of the BIC weights of the
models that included it). This resulted in the Learning Sequence (Bigram) model achieving the best fit for the family of
schema models, with an advantage over the next best model
of 374 in BIC and a BIC weight of 1. For local sampling models, the best model was the No Repeat + Momentum model,
with an advantage over the next best model of 306 in BIC and
a BIC weight of 1.
Finally, we compared the full seven-parameter local sampling model to a model with only Learning Sequence (Bigram) as a predictor. We expected that the learning sequence
model would perform better since it can encompass both how
people learn the task and the spatial structure in the display
(since participants had to learn the display by spatially navigating it) despite having only one parameter. However, the
performance of both models was roughly equal, with the
learning sequence best predicting 31 sequences, and 34 sequences best predicted by the local sampling model.

Discussion
Using a novel experimental design, we investigated how
people generated random sequences after learning one- or
two-dimensional displays of syllables. Overall, participants
avoided repetitions, preferred adjacent items, and turned
fewer times than expected, consistent with previous experiments in random generation (Cooper, 2016; Towse, 1998).
However, contrary to our original hypothesis, we also found
a significant effect of dimensionality on adjacency, turning
point indices, and phase lengths: While participants across
both one- and two-dimensional conditions preferred adjacent syllables, this preference was much higher for onedimensional displays. Moreover, in one-dimensional structures participants produced ascending or descending runs frequently, resulting in lower than chance turning points and
phase lengths. In contrast, in two-dimensional displays, participants produced turning points and phase lengths as expected by iid samples.
These results are important for understanding human random generation, as they highlight that the sample domain can
influence the ability to produce random sequences. One possible explanation for this difference is that people adopt different cognitive mechanisms when producing samples from
one- and two-dimensional domains. Alternatively, both domains might use the same mechanism but differ in the features of these mechanisms, or the same mechanism could
produce different behavior by adapting to the sampling environment. For example, from a sampling perspective, it may
be that the sampling adopts different parameters in one- and
two-dimensional settings, or that more efficient algorithms
are adopted in higher-dimensional domains. From a schema
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Figure 4: Distribution of BIC weights across the iid, local sampling and schema models. Each column represents one participant. Top and bottom rows are the first and second sequences a participant produced.
perspective, it is plausible that schemas are domain specific,
or that monitoring processes are more constrained in higher
dimensions.
In addition to finding an effect of global structure on peoples’ random sequences, our model comparisons highlighted
that, especially in two-dimensional domains, frequencybased models performed much worse than local sampling
models. This result was especially striking given that the
training participants received captured aspects of local sampling: Participants had to learn syllables adjacent to one
another, and they naturally followed the previous direction
when learning them, preferring to continue forwards rather
than backward. A comparison of the contributions of each
model part suggested that avoiding repetition and momentum
were key features of the random generation process. Both
features are important for sampling efficiently, local samplers
without them are bound to produce frequent turns, only rarely
reaching the edges of the domain.
Our results are consistent with recent models of human
causal learning (Bramley, Dayan, Griffiths, & Lagnado,
2017), human exploration (Collignon & Lucas, 2019), category learning (Markant, Settles, & Gureckis, 2016), and even
perception of ambiguous images (Gershman, Vul, & Tenenbaum, 2012), characterizing human cognition as an incremental process, anchored on the last, local, state.

generation of random items. Furthermore, these changes in
production rates might also reflect fatigue, with participants
re-using samples to reduce cognitive load, making fatigue a
potentially useful predictor of increased stereotypical behavior.
Previous accounts of random generation emphasized the
role of the central executive in monitoring the randomness
of sequences (Baddeley et al., 1998; Cooper, 2016). Future
work should explore extending our local sampling approach
to include similar mechanisms, for example, by adapting the
sampling process and monitoring measures of randomness of
the sequences (for a review on such approaches, see Andrieu
& Thoms, 2008). Combining these ideas into a unified theoretical model would give a new perspective on the role of
randomness in human inference, and insight into human cognition more generally.

Future Directions

Andrieu, C., & Thoms, J. (2008). A tutorial on adaptive
MCMC. Statistics and Computing, 18(4), 343–373.
Baddeley, A. (1966). Short-term memory for word sequences
as a function of acoustic, semantic and formal similarity. Quarterly Journal of Experimental Psychology, 18(4),
362–365.
Baddeley, A., Emslie, H., Kolodny, J., & Duncan, J. (1998).
Random generation and the executive control of working
memory. The Quarterly Journal of Experimental Psychology: Section A, 51(4), 819–852.

Our experiment instructed participants to produce syllables at
a constant rate, but participants did not always follow that rate
exactly, exhibiting moderate deviations throughout the experiment. Following previous work that highlighted the close
relationship between random generation and cognitive load
or time constraints (Cooper, 2016; Towse, 1998), this suggests that these delays can be predictive of the participants’
behavior. Future work should examine if the temporal structure of participants’ sequences can inform patterns in their
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Abstract

that standard XAB discrimination, same-different judgment,
similarity rating, and matching paradigms are unable to differentiate between memory, attention, and judgment-based
adaptations from the adaptations that directly affect contents
of immediate, conscious perceptual experience. This critique,
however, is based on the assumption that the “pure” immediate perceptual experiences exist in isolation from the memory,
judgment, and attention processes, and that the “pure” perceptual experiences could in principle be measured without
being “contaminated” by these other processes. Even though
we are skeptical that the “pure” perceptual experiences exist
and can be studied, we eliminated the potential experimental
artifacts in our study. Thus, we investigate top-down categorical effects on perception by minimizing potential influences
from long-term memory, judgment, and some kinds of attention in a perceptual matching task. We found a systematic
categorical effect even under these conditions, but this effect
biased human active perception in a more nuanced way than
it has been previously assumed.

There is broad empirical evidence suggesting that higher-level
cognitive processes, such as language, categorization, and
emotion, shape human visual perception. For example, categories that we acquire throughout lifetime have been found to
alter our perceptual discriminations and distort perceptual processing. However, many of these studies have been criticized
as unable to differentiate between immediate perceptual experience and the arguably concomitant processes, such as memory, judgment, and some kinds of attention. Here, we study
categorical effects on perception by adapting the perceptual
matching task to minimize the potential non-perceptual influences on the results. We found that the learned category-color
associations bias human color matching judgments away from
their category ideal on a color continuum. This effect, however, unequally biased two objects (probe and manipulator)
that were simultaneously present on the screen, thus demonstrating a more nuanced picture of top-down influences on perception than has been assumed both by the theories of categorical perception and the El Greco methodological fallacy. We
suggest that only the concurrent memory for visually present
objects is subject to a contrast-from-caricature distortion due
to category-association learning.
Keywords: categorical perception; top-down effects; El Greco
fallacy; color perception; visual short-term memory

Introduction
A large body of evidence suggests that the categorical structure of our environment affects human auditory and visual
perceptual processing. Learning categories, such as a /b/
phoneme in English, a dove, and a high school teacher, biases our perceptual processing as reflected in perceptual similarity judgments, discrimination judgments, same-different
judgments, and stimulus matchings (e.g. de Leeuw, Andrews,
Livingston, & Chin, 2016; Dubova & Goldstone, in press). In
particular, category acquisition makes us more sensitive to the
sensory stimulations that differentiate one category from another, and biases our perceptual matchings toward or away
from the feature distributions of the item’s category. For
example, it has been suggested that knowing that bananas
are typically yellow might make a new banana appear a bit
more yellow than it actually is (Hansen, Olkkonen, Walter,
& Gegenfurtner, 2006). Categorical perception reflects human adaptations across a wide range of domains, and it has
been suggested as partially underlying our perceptual expertise (Goldstone & Hendrickson, 2010).
Methodologies that have been commonly used to study
higher-level (e.g. categorical) effects on perception have been
recently criticized. Firestone and Scholl (2016) suggested
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Figure 1: A) Stimuli contours used in the experiment: I. Category 1 (“dolphins”), II. Category 2 (“turtles”), III. “Neutral”
category not associated with any color distribution. B) Color
distributions of the probe items’ hues for two categories. Red
dots in the middle of the color scale represent the hues that
were used for both categories. C) Experimental procedure.

Figure 2: Qualitative predictions of the category-based
matching bias patterns for each of the conceptual alternatives:
A) I. Probe and manipulator perception are both subject to
category-based biases; II. Probe perception is affected by a
category-based bias, but the manipulator perception is undistorted; B) I. Manipulator perception acquires a categorybased bias, but probe perception does not; II. Neither probe
nor manipulator is affected by category learning. Note that
the prediction patterns are identical for categorical effects of
the contrastive and assimilative nature, as long as the effect
direction stays the same for stimuli appearing as a manipulator and as a probe.

Minimizing the influences of non-perceptual
processes in a perceptual matching experiment
Here, we use a computer-based perceptual matching task to
study top-down categorical influences on visual perception.
In this experimental paradigm, participants need to actively
adjust a manipulator item to make it identical to a probe
item on a given perceptual dimension (e.g. Goldstone, 1995).
This experimental setting facilitates collecting rich data on
the direction and magnitude of perceptual biases and also
minimizes some potential non-perceptual influences on the
results. In our experiment, participants actively adjusted a
slider on the screen to change the color of the manipulator
stimulus to match the color of the probe stimulus. On each
trial, both the manipulator and the probe items were constantly present on the screen until participants made their final
matching response (Fig.1C).
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There are several reasons why this perceptual matching
task would be expected to minimize potential influences from
putatively non-perceptual processes on the results. First, both
the probe and manipulator items for each trial simultaneously
appeared on the screen while participants were making their
adjustments. Thus, the only memory-related process that can
affect the matching results is the kind of memory that operates at the scale of moving the eyes between two objects that
are in front of the participants (we will further call this kind
of memory concurrent). This kind of memory is rapid, lowlevel, and is present in all human perceptual interactions with
the world. Second, the scale of the slider that participants
use to make adjustments corresponds to the continuous physical scale of the matched dimension (color). This eliminates
the potential judgment biases that result from translating the
physical scale of the stimuli to the scale of responses. Moreover, we randomly varied the range of the judgment slider and
its direction (normal or reverse) between trials, so that the participants could not associate the items’ categories with particular positions (or ranges of positions) on the response slider.
Third, the matched color dimension is suffused throughout
the stimulus, so that covert spatial attention is not needed for
completing the task. Thus, we suggest that the categorical
effects that could be found using this experimental paradigm
are unlikely to be attributable to spatial attention, judgment
scaling, or short-term memory processes outside of the scope
of human visual perception.

“El Greco” criticism of top-down effects on
perceptual matching: invalidating or invalid?
The application of the perceptual matching paradigm in studies of top-down influences on perception has recently been
criticized as suffering from “El Greco” methodological fallacy. Some studies have found categorical perception effects
in matching experiments where the manipulator and probe
belong to the same category (e.g. the color of one letter is
adjusted to match the color of a letter with the same shape in
Goldstone, 1995), which made Firestone and Scholl (2014)
question the result: why have the “perceptual” effects been
found at all in this condition? To illustrate the methodological fallacy, Firestone and Scholl alluded to the “El Greco”
phenomenon in art history. Imagine that El Greco is drawing from life, but his astigmatism makes all figures look more
stretched than they actually are. Will El Greco’s painting depict the distorted or non-distorted figures? The authors suggest that the visual distortions that affect the immediate perceptual experiences should result in non-distorted figures on
the painting: El Greco would perceive the figures on the canvas as more stretched too, thus the biases affecting the perception of the real figures and the biases affecting their depictions
on the canvas should cancel each other out. Similarly, it has
been suggested that categorical influences that affect immediate perceptual experience should equally bias both the probe
and the manipulator items when they are drawn from the same
category. Thus, categorical perception biases (for example, a
“perceptual magnet effect” which distorts the exemplars of a

category towards their respective category prototypes) should
lead participants to produce unbiased matchings, which contradicts the systematic categorical effects that have been reported in previous studies.
The “El Greco” criticism makes a strong case against the
results that top-down (e.g. categorical) effects bias human
immediate visual perception, as some studies report significant effects even when none should be expected. This criticism, however, is based on the assumption that the biases in
immediate perception produce equal distortions for the scene
and the canvas for El Greco, or the probe and the manipulator in the matching task. We suggest that this assumption
will often not be psychologically plausible. Firestone (2013)
notes this possibility, observing that even the originator of the
astigmatic El Greco hypothesis argued that the visual distortion must vary with viewing distance, and therefore unequally
influence the real life figures and their depictions on canvas.
Here, we suggest that there are many reasons why the topdown perceptual biases might unequally affect human perception of physically separated items. For example, we typically focus on a particular stimulus in the scene, while encoding the other items in concurrent memory between eyemovements. By “concurrent memory” we mean the memory
for an object that is currently present. Most of the time, we do
not even consider concurrent memory to involve memory at
all. We simply think of it as our perceptual encoding of persistently available information. In the discussed examples,
one of the compared items is usually present in concurrent
memory while the other one is immediately perceived: for
example, at a given moment El Greco is directly looking at
the canvas while remembering the human figure that he just
focused on and which is still perceptually available for him
to study whenever he chooses. We suggest that the biases
affecting human active scene perception might follow a nuanced picture. For example, some biases may selectively distort only the items that are currently being focused on, while
other biases may only affect the concurrent memory encoding
of them. Thus, it is possible for El Greco to draw distorted
figures or for participants to produce distorted matches for the
same-category items due to perceptual biases – if there is at
least some difference between the effects biasing the concurrent encoding and the items that are immediately perceived.

Procedure
Here, we test whether categorical effects on perception uniformly affect the visible items. We independently varied categories of both manipulator and the probe items between trials. This design allows us to delineate between the acquired
biases that affect only the probe, only the manipulator, both
of them, and none of them (Fig.2).
The entire experiment consisted of 240 color matching trials (Fig.1C), where the probe items were drawn from the
color distribution assigned to a given category. Thus, learning
of the color distributions and bias assessment were happening
synchronously at each trial.
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Predictions
In the matching task used in this study, both the probe and the
manipulator items are simultaneously present at two different
quadrants of the screen (Fig.1C). Given the physical distance
of the two items and the presence of the colorful dividing pattern, it is difficult to solve the matching task without repeatedly moving the eyes from manipulator to probe and back
to manipulator. Moreover, the relation between the manipulator’s hue and its specific location along the slider varies
across the trials, so the participants have to actively look at
the manipulator to reconstruct a desired hue. Thus, we hypothesize that the participants are most likely to directly look
at the manipulator item when they are changing its color, and
that they store the probe in concurrent memory.
The potential categorical perception effect is supposed to
bias the middle-colored items from two categories in the opposite directions, given that the color distributions of two categories are located to the opposite sides from these middle
test hues (Fig.1B). This allows us to differentiate between the
categorical effects that bias the probe (concurrent memory),
manipulator (immediate perception), both probe and manipulator (concurrent memory and immediate perception), and
neither of them (Fig.2). If both probe and manipulator are affected by category-based color associations, adjusting a manipulator of a different, opposing category to match a color
of the probe would produce the highest color matching distortion, as the participants would need to match the colors
that are distorted in the opposite directions. By the same
logic, the category-based effect should be the lowest (or nondifferent from zero) when the manipulator is from the same
category, and the “neutral” modulators’ effect will lay somewhere in between. These distortion patterns would indicate
that categorization affects both concurrent memory encoding
and the item that is currently focused on, as suggested by
the “El Greco” fallacy (Fig.2A.I). If categorization only biases the concurrent memory encodings, we expect to see significant category-based matching distortion, but no effect of
the manipulator type (Fig.2A.II). If categorization distorts the
item that is directly perceived but does not affect its concurrent memory encoding, we expect to see different directions
of perceptual distortion for different manipulator categories
(Fig.2B.I). Finally, if categorization does not affect any of
these processes, we expect to see no category-based distortion in perceptual matchings (Fig.2B.II).

Method
Participants
We collected data from 80 undergraduate students of Indiana
University who received course credit for their participation.
The sample size was decided a priori, based on the other studies with most similar design (e.g. Goldstone, 1995). The participants and the research assistant collecting the data were
not aware of the experimental hypothesis. Three participants
did not finish the experiment, and their data were not included
in further analyses.

Figure 3: Matching distributions for “Green” (top) and “Purple” (bottom) category. Vertical lines represent the actual hues of
the probe on the color dimension, and the densities reflect the matching distributions for these hues. The physical colors of the
densities and vertical lines reflect the actual colors that were presented to participants for each of these hue conditions. Notice
that the matching distributions are skewed, with the skewness increasing for more peripheral items on the color dimension.
Also, notice that all matching distributions are biased away from the caricatures/extremes of the item’s category color.

Stimuli
We used 5 dolphin-shaped contours and 5 turtle-shaped contours to represent examples of two categories. We used one
amoeba-shaped contour for the “neutral” category trials (see
Fig.1A). There were two color distributions for the two target
animal categories (dolphins and turtles), defined by their position on the rgb color spectrum: rgb(x, (255-x), 180), where
x = [70, 75, 80, 85, 90, 95, 100, 120, 125, 130] for one category and x = [120, 125, 130, 150, 155, 160, 165, 170, 175,
180] for the other category. Thus, across the experiment,
one shape-based category was generally more green, while
the other shape-based category was generally more purple
(Fig.1B). The two categories’ color distributions overlapped
at three colors (x=[120, 125, 130]), which were used for the
main hypothesis testing. Any systematic difference in the
matching of these colors based on animal category can not
be attributable to a general distortion in the perception of the
hues.
The experiment consisted of 240 color matching trials and
can be found here. We created the experiment using the
jsPsych library (de Leeuw, 2015) with a custom written plugin to implement the interactive color matching paradigm.
The experiment was executed in the Chrome browser in a
laboratory context where each of 12 Apple iMac 21.5 inch
computers was enclosed in a sound-dampening cubicle with
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a constant 5-watt, overhead illumination.
On each trial, participants adjusted the hue of the manipulator stimulus on the bottom-right corner to make it identical
to the hue of the probe stimulus on the top-left corner of the
screen. A colorful diagonal filler appeared between the two
stimuli to prevent participants from using strategies that do
not involve moving the eyes from one item to another. Participants were not limited in the time that they could use to
match the hues. Participants pressed the “Continue” button
on the bottom of the screen to finalize their matching response
and progress to the next trial (Fig.1C).
The probe stimuli had two possible shape categories: dolphins and turtles. The manipulator items belonged to four
shape-based categories depending on the shape of the probe
on a given trial: identical, same category, opposite category,
and neutral (the “amoeba” shape that never appeared as a
probe). The categories of the probe and the manipulator were
randomly chosen on each trial. The probe colors were randomly drawn from category-based color distribution. For
each participant, one category (e.g. dolphin) generally laid
on the “green” side of the color spectrum, whereas the other
category (e.g. turtle) belonged to the “purple” side of the
color spectrum (Fig.1B). The category-to-color assignment
was randomly chosen for each participant when they started
the experiment, so that the prior color associations that partic-

ipants have for each of two categories (dolphins and turtles)
do not confound the results.
Participants used a slider on the bottom of the screen to
make adjustments to the manipulator. The slider contained
190 hue increments, and its beginning color varied from 0 to
60. The starting position of the slider on each trial was exactly
in the middle. The slider direction was randomly chosen between normal (from green to purple) and reverse (from purple
to green).

Analysis
Data Exclusion Criteria
Data were excluded according to the following pre-registered
exclusion criteria:
1. All of the data from a participant were excluded if the
average absolute deviation of their reconstructions from the
actual colors is larger than 13 (1 subject).
2. We also excluded data from individual trials in which
the absolute deviation of the actual hue from the matched hue
was larger than 18 (128 trials).
3. For pre-registered hypothesis testing, we only used the
effects on the perception of the controlled hues that were
present in both categories (e.g. the same 3 color values that
appeared in both categories).
The analysis was replicated with a data-driven subject and
trial exclusion criteria. In particular, we removed participants
with an average absolute matching error more than 3 standard
deviations higher than the average per-subject matching error,
as well as trials with an absolute matching error higher than
3 standard deviations from the average matching error.

Hypothesis testing
We applied a pre-registered mixed linear model and an alternative, Bayesian mixed linear model to test the main effects
of category shape and type of manipulator on color estimations. We used the following formula:
Signed deviation from the actual stimulus’ color ∼ probe
category + manipulator type + probe category * manipulator
type + trial number + (1|subject)
We expected a significant effect of probe and manipulator type on the reconstruction deviations: in particular, we
anticipated that reconstructions would be biased towards the
mass of their respective category color distribution (as reported in Goldstone, 1995; Cibelli, Xu, Austerweil, Griffiths,
& Regier, 2016; Bae, Olkkonen, Allred, & Flombaum, 2015).

Results
As expected, we found a significant effect of the probe category on the matching of the three overlapping colors across
the two categories (“purple” category: est. = -0.68, 95%
CI [-1.16,-0.18], t = -2.66, p = 0.008). Contrary to our expectations, the test hue matchings were biased away and not
towards their respective category color distributions (Fig.3,
Fig.4). The effect of the manipulator category (had 3 layers:
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Figure 4: Effects of the shape-based category and manipulator type on matching errors for the three testing hues that
were present in both categories. Negative matching error represents distortion to the left (green) side of the color dimension, positive matching error reflects distortion to the right
(purple) side of the color dimension. Left: matching error
distributions for the shape-based category (either dolphins or
turtles) associated with the “green” side of the color continuum. Notice that the items of this category were more likely
to be reconstructed as more purple than they were. Right:
matching error distributions for the category that was associated with the “purple” side of the color continuum. Notice
that the items of this category were more likely to be reconstructed as more green than they were.

“neutral”, “green” category, “purple” category) was inconclusive: the effect for the “purple” category was significant
(est. = 0.52, 95% CI [0.03,1.01], t = 2.09, p = 0.037), but the
effect for the “green” category was not (est. = 0.3, 95% CI [0.12,0.73], t = 1.41, p = 0.158). The effects of the interaction
of the manipulator and probe category were not significant
(“purple” category probe and “green” category manipulator:
est. = -0.5, 95% CI [-1.15,0.15], t = -1.5, p = 0.134; “purple”
category probe and “purple” category manipulator: est. = 0.51, 95% CI [-1.16,0.14], t = -1.53, p = 0.125). The effect
of trial number was not significant (est. = -0.0001, 95% CI
[-0.002,0.002], t = -0.14, p = 0.893). Adding a random slope
of the probe category (probe category—subject) to the model
did not lead to qualitative changes in the results.
We added the predictors of the response slider direction
(normal or reverse) and slider starting position on each trial
to the model. The significance of the reported effects and

their signs did not change, but the effect of slider direction
was significant (“reverse”: est. = 0.27, 95% CI [0.02,0.51], t
= 2.15, p = 0.032).
The same analysis with the data-driven exclusion criteria
led to the same results, except that the effect of the “purple” manipulator category was not significant (est. = 0.43,
95% CI [-0.07,0.93], t = 1.67, p = 0.094). Results of the
Bayesian mixed linear regression analysis in Stan (Carpenter
et al., 2017) were fully consistent with the results of frequentist mixed linear regression analysis. All the posterior distribution samples for the effect of “purple” probe category were
negative (mean = -0.88, 95% CI [-1.28,-0.49]), and 97% of
the posterior distribution samples for the effect of “purple”
manipulator category were positive (mean = 0.38, 95% CI [0.02,0.78]).
The observed categorical bias pattern (Fig.4) is consistent
with one of our predictions (Fig.2A.II: probe is distorted by
categorical bias, but the manipulator is not).

Discussion
We found that participants’ perceptual matchings of colors
were biased by the category of the probe, but not the manipulator, stimulus. Both items were simultaneously present on
the screen, and the possibility for slider position-category associations was eliminated by assigning a random starting hue
for each trial’s slider. There are several differences between
manipulator and probe items that could cause their differential susceptibility to a top-down categorical bias. In particular, the probe color remains constant while the manipulator
color is actively changed by the participants. The probe item
is likely stored in a concurrent memory while the manipulator is focused as its color is adjusted. We suggest that the
category-based bias most likely affects the concurrent memory encoding that operates at the timescale of moving the
eyes from one part of the screen to another. Even though we
did not directly measure eye movements, we suspect that the
concurrent memory that affects the probe could be similar to
transsaccadic memory which has been proposed to store the
contents of objects on the scene during active perception (note
that there are many similarities between transsaccadic and
visual short-term memory: Hollingworth, Richard, & Luck,
2008). Again, we note that the kind of memory that participants employ to solve our matching task likely participates in
most realistic perceptual activities, and that there is still extensive (and probably unresolvable) debate on whether such
visual short-term memory constitutes our conscious visual
experiences (for a discussion, see O’Regan & Noë, 2001).
Our main result shows that learned categorizations affect
human perception in a more nuanced way than has previously
been recognized. In particular, not all of the items in a scene
are equally affected by learned categories. We suggest that
further studies clarify the properties that make some items in
a scene more susceptible to categorical biases than others.
Our work urges caution for using the “El Greco” criticism
when interpreting top-down effects on perception. Our results
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cast doubt on this criticism’s main premise that the probe and
manipulator (or the canvas and the scene, for El Greco) are
equally affected by top-down effects on perception. Valenti
and Firestone (2019) recently reported similar results: they
found inconsistent categorical influences on color matchings
for different combinations of the object and its background
categories. The authors interpreted this result as indicating the non-perceptual nature of the effect. Our interpretation differs from Valenti and Firestone’s conclusion: we
suggest that it might not be possible to differentiate between
“perceptual” and “non-perceptual” effects beyond what can
be done by minimizing clearly non-perceptual artifacts in a
given task. The “El Greco logic”, however, can be used for
testing whether a given bias equally affects different types of
objects in the task, as we did in this study.
We found that participants’ concurrent memory color encodings were contrasted away from the probe category’s idealization on the color scale, instead of being assimilated to
the category-based color distribution (Fig.3 & 4). Imagine
that dolphins are generally greener than turtles. An idealized, or caricatured, color representation of dolphins would
be shifted away from the prototypical color of the dolphins
in the direction opposite of the contrasting turtle category’s
purple hue. Accordingly, the caricature of dolphins would
be greener than the prototypical dolphin, perhaps as extreme
as color=60 (Fig.3), whereas the turtle’s caricature would be
around the purple extreme (e.g. at color=190). Even though
we expected that participants’ matching judgments would be
distorted by an assimilative category bias, the contrast-fromcaricature effect that we found is consistent with previous results on interrelated category representations. In particular,
when simultaneously learning categories that are frequently
alternated, people often form caricature-based category representations that emphasize the diagnostic criteria that distinguish one category from the others (Goldstone, 1996; Palmeri
& Nosofsky, 2001; Goldstone, Steyvers, & Rogosky, 2003;
Ameel & Storms, 2006; Davis & Love, 2010; Levering &
Kurtz, 2006). Our results indicate that the stimuli get encoded
relative to such idealized representations.
The contrast-from-caricature effect on perceptual concurrent memory encodings is inconsistent with many rational
models of perceptual memory. In particular, a rational perceptual encoding is commonly formalized as assimilated towards the relevant priors (e.g. the respective category color
distribution). Our data suggest that the concurrent memory
encodings of the testing stimuli are contrasted away, instead
of being biased towards, the perceptual prior distribution.
Two recent studies used a similar immediate color matching
paradigm to study the effects of language labels on color reconstruction (Cibelli et al., 2016; Bae et al., 2015). These
studies showed a significant effect of prototypes associated
with English color labels on perceptual matching, and this
evidence has been construed as supporting the rational models of adjusting hue perception towards the label-associated
category prototype (see also Huttenlocher, Hedges, & Dun-

can, 1991; Feldman, Griffiths, & Morgan, 2009). However,
close examination of the results of both studies indicates a
bias away from caricatures for one out of two tested colors in
Cibelli et al. (2016) and the biases away from the prototype
for several color categories in Bae et al. (2015). Taken with
our current evidence, these studies suggest that contrast from
category caricatures is a commonly observed, if neglected,
phenomenon, and further studies should clarify the role of
category distributions in biasing concurrent visual memory
encodings in different directions.
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Abstract
The study of mental representations of concepts has historically focused on the representations of the “average” person.
Here, we shift away from this aggregate view and examine
the principles of variability across people in conceptual representations. Using a database of millions of sketches by people worldwide, we ask what predicts whether people converge
or diverge in their representations of a specific concept, and
which kinds of concepts tend to be more or less variable.
We find that larger and more dense populations tend to have
less variable representations, and concepts high in valence and
arousal tend to be less variable across people. Further, two
countries tend to have people with more similar conceptual
representations when they are linguistically, geographically,
and culturally similar. Our work provides the first characterization of the principles of variability in shared meaning across
a large, diverse sample of participants.
Keywords: concepts and categories; drawings; cultural variability; large scale data

Introduction
Understanding how the human mind represents concepts is
a fundamental question for psychologists, philosophers, and
linguists (Margolis & Laurence, 1999). Researchers have developed a wide range of theories characterizing how people
represent relatively simple concepts that are shared across
people, like “chair” and “tree.” Such theories make predictions about how an “average” person should perform in behavioral tasks, such as rating how typical members of the category are. Here we shift the focus from the representation
of the “average” person, to differences in representations between people. This allows us to ask (1) what predicts whether
people converge or diverge in their representations of a specific concept, and (2) which concepts are more vs. less variable. To answer these questions, we use a novel method: analyses of millions of sketches drawn by participants worldwide.
The question of variability in shared meaning across people has received remarkably little attention in part because
it is difficult to study. One reason for this is that people
tend to engage in “good enough” processing (Ferreira & Patson, 2007) when faced with behavioral tasks, thus often failing to reveal to outside observers underlying differences in
their conceptual representations. Second, the psychological
paradigms that are used to study individuals’ concept representations, like typicality (e.g., Rosch, 1975) and word association tasks (e.g., De Deyne, Navarro, Perfors, Brysbaert, &
Storms, 2019), are relatively course-grained. And, third, the
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differences in conceptual representations between people are
likely small, requiring a large dataset to observe variability.
One way to get a window into people’s shared meaning
is through drawings. Like words, drawings are emergent
cultural conventions that can be used to communicate about
shared meaning. However, unlike words, drawings resemble
the shared meaning they reference—a drawing of the concept “chair” looks like a chair. Drawings therefore provide an
observable, quantifiable index of a person’s conceptual representations (e.g., Fan, Yamins, & Turk-Browne, 2018; Long,
Fan, & Frank, 2018).
Notably, drawings are not an unmediated window into a
person’s conceptual representations—a person’s drawing of
“chair” is not isomorphic to their cognitive representation of
a chair (Cohn, 2019). This difference is due in part to cultural
conventions about how to represent particular concepts in the
drawing modality. For instance, a culture may converge on
the convention of drawing the concept “house” with four windows and a chimney. The fact that drawings are conceptual
representations mediated by drawing-specific conventions is
unproblematic for the current purposes: drawings provide a
test bed for understanding the dynamics of shared meaning in
one particular modality.
Prior work has examined the emergence of drawing conventions in experimental paradigms (Garrod, Fay, Lee, Oberlander, & MacLeod, 2007). A key finding from this work is
that drawings become both more consistent through repeated
interactions and also more reliant on memory. For example,
when two interlocutors are tasked with communicating the
meaning “bunny” through sketch, they might draw a detailed
picture with a nose, whiskers, and ears. But, with repeated interactions, this drawing will tend to become more schematic
such that “bunny” is represented simply as two ears.
This prior work makes two general predictions about variability in shared meaning. The first is that the degree of
interaction among people should be related to the degree
of consensus in a concept: More social interaction should
lead to higher degree of consensus (less variability between
people). This prediction is consonant with findings in the
language evolution literature demonstrating that languages
with fewer people tend to have more complex (arguably, less
variable) language systems (Lupyan & Dale, 2010). Second, psychological variables that influence memory should
influence which concepts are more variable across people.

Prior work has shown that words that are more frequent
(Hall, 1954), more concrete (Fliessbach, Weis, Klaver, Elger, & Weber, 2006), more positively valenced (Mather &
Carstensen, 2005), and learned earlier (Barry, Hirsh, Johnston, & Williams, 2001) tend to be favored in learning and
memory tasks. We predict that properties that make concepts
more memorable should also make them less variable.
In what follows, we test these hypotheses using a database
of millions of drawings by people worldwide. In Study 1, we
develop a psychologically-valid method for quantifying the
similarity of drawings at a large scale. In Studies 2 and 3, we
then use this measure to examine predictors of variability in
shared meaning across people and concepts.

Study 1: Estimating drawing similarity
Quantifying variability in drawings requires a
psychologically-valid metric of drawing similarity. Because collecting human similarity judgments for millions
of drawings is not feasible, in Study 1 we collect human
similarity judgments for a sample of drawing pairs and use
these to develop a computational measure of the similarity
between two arbitrary drawings.

Methods
Participants We recruited 331 participants through Amazon Mechanical Turk and an undergraduate subject pool. After excluding participants who missed an attentional check,
our final sample of included 267 participants.
Stimuli Drawings were taken from the Quick, Draw!
dataset collected by Google (https://github.com/
googlecreativelab/quickdraw-dataset). The drawings
were collected through an online app in which participants
were cued with an English word (e.g., “watermelon”) and
asked to sketch the corresponding object in under 20 seconds
(Fig. 1). As participants sketched, a neural net trained on
other participants’ drawings made guesses about the cue
word (this feature lead to some impartial drawings, but it is
unlikely that this effect interacted with demographic features
of the participant). Once the neural net guessed correctly,
the app progressed to the next word cue. Each participant
completed up to 6 drawings per session. Drawings are
represented in the database as a series of x-y coordinates with

Figure 1: Screenshots of the Quick, Draw!
(https://quickdraw.withgoogle.com/).

App
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individual strokes identified, and have been pre-processed to
standardize position and scaling. Participant’s country is also
included as metadata.
For the current study, we sampled 1,000 drawing pairs for
each of five word cues: “tree,” “bread,” “chair,” “house” and
“bird.” In order to include a range of drawing similarities in
our stimuli, we quantified the similarity between drawings in
a pair using a computational measure of visual image similarity commonly used in machine vision, called Hausdorff distance (Huttenlocher, Klanderman, & Rucklidge, 1993). Informally, Hausdorff distance quantifies the similarity of two
images by treating each image as a set of x-y coordinates, and
calculating the Euclidean norm between each point in one image to the closest point in the other. The Hausdorff distance
is the maximum of these pairwise distances (the distance between the most mismatched points). We calculated Hausdorff
distance for each drawing pair and then sampled 20 drawing
pairs from each distance decile (see Fig. 2). Our final stimuli
list included 200 drawing pairs for each of the 5 target cues.
Procedure Participants were instructed to rate how similar
pairs of drawings were to each other on a 7-pt Likert scale,
ranging from “almost identical” to “completely different.”
Each participant rated a sample of 50 drawing pairs from a
single cue word. As an attention check, we also included
two additional trials where the two drawings were identical
to each other. Participants were excluded from the final sample if they responded 3 or higher on the Likert scale for either
of these two trials. Each drawing pair was rated by an average
of 13.34 participants (SD = 7.04).

Results and Discussion
Log Hausdorff distance was moderately positively correlated
with human judgments of visual dissimilarity (r(998) = 0.4,
p < .0001; Fig. 3), accounting for 16% of the variance in
human judgments.
We next tried to better predict human similarity judgment
using additional computational measures of similarity. We
examined five new measures in drawing similarity: Log average Hausdorff distance (Taha & Hanbury, 2015), Euclidean
distance, Mahalanobis distance (Mahalanobis, 1936), log difference in number of strokes between, and the log difference
in mean stroke length. Log average Hausdorff distance is similar to the Hausdorff distance metric described above, but is
less sensitive to outliers. Euclidean distance is calculated as
the average pairwise Euclidean distance between all points.
Mahalanobis distance is similar to Euclidean distance, but
takes into account the correlation of points in the drawings.
The five distance measures were moderately correlated
with each other and with human judgments (see Table 1). We
next fit an additive linear model predicting human judgments
with each of these five predictors. This model accounted for
28% of the variance in human judgments (see Table 2 for
model parameters). Figure 4 shows a two-dimensional scaling solution of the predicted human similarity ratings for a
sample of one hundred “bird” drawings.
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Figure 2: Example stimuli pairs for the cue “bread,” sampled from each Hausdorff distance decile.

Table 1: Pairwise correlations (Pearson’s r) between all five
drawing distance measures. Human = average human disimilarity judgment; Haus. = log average Hausdorff distance;
Euc. = Euclidean distance; Maha. = Mahalanobis distance;
N strokes = log difference in number of strokes; Stroke Len.
= log difference in stroke length (in pixels). * = p < .01.
Human Haus.
Haus.
Euc.
Maha.
N Strokes
Stroke Len.

0.34*
0.03
0.4*
0.27*
0.13*

Euc.

cue word

6

bird

5

bread
4

chair
house

3

tree

2

r = 0.4

Maha. N Strokes
1

0.6*
0.44*
0.09*
-0.04

3.5

0.24*
-0.05
0.07

4.0

4.5

5.0

5.5

Log Hausdorff Distance

0.19*
0.14*

Figure 3: Relationship between human judgments of drawing
similarity and drawing similarity estimated from a computational measure, log Hausdorff distance. Each point corresponds to a drawing pair (N = 1,000). The color lines show
the best fit for each of the five individual cue words; black
line shows the best fit for all drawing pairs and corresponding standard error. Pearson’s r corresponds to the correlation
estimate across all word cues.

0.14*

Pr(> |t|)

In sum, Study 1 provides evidence that human judgments
of sketches are partially predictable from simple computational measures of visual similarity. In the remaining studies,
we use the parameters of the model we derived for predicting
human similarity judgments to estimate similarity in a large
scale analyses of drawings from the Quick, Draw! dataset.

<.01
<.01
<.01
<.01
<.01

In Study 2, we ask what characteristics of populations predicts whether people converge or diverge in their representations of a specific concept, and which kinds of concepts tend
to be more or less variable across people.

Table 2: Fixed effect parameters for the additive linear model
predicting human similarity judgment of 1,000 drawing pairs
in Study 1 from five computational similarity measures. Log
Avg. Haus. = log average Hausdorff distance.

Hausdorff
Mahalanobis
Euclidean
N Strokes
Stroke Length

Human Dissimilarity Rating

7

Estimate

SE

t-value

0.37
0.25
-0.26
0.16
0.10

0.04
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03

9.84
8.18
-7.44
5.88
3.71

Study 2: Variability in shared meaning

Study 2a: Population properties
Method The Quick, Draw! Dataset contains drawings for
345 cue words. We excluded cues that contained multiple
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Figure 5: Standardized parameters from additive mixed effect
linear model predicting the coefficient of variation in drawing distances with population (left) and cue (right) predictors.
Ranges correspond to 95% confidence intervals.
Figure 4: Multi-dimensional scaling solution of pairwise similarity of 100 bird drawings judged in Study 1. Similarity
is estimated from as the predicted values from a model predicting human judgments with five computational similarity
measures.

words (e.g., “sea turtle;” N = 54) or had synonymous meanings (“bat;” N = 1), leaving 288 words.
We analyzed drawings for each of these cue words for the
20 countries with the most drawings. For each country-cue
combination (e.g., Thailand-bread), we sampled 1,000 drawings to create 500 drawing pairs (N = 5.76M total drawings). We then quantified the distance between drawings for
each pair by calculating the five distance metrics described
in Study 1 and then calculating the predicted human distance
using the parameters of the additive linear model developed
in Study 1. For each country-cue, we quantified the distribution of drawing similarity across people as the mean and standard deviation of predicted human distance drawings across
the 500 pairs. Because mean and standard deviation were
correlated with each other (r(5758) = 0.3, p < .0001), we
quantified the variability in the distances using the coefficient
of variation (the ratio of the standard deviation to the mean).
The coefficient of variation quantifies the variability in a distribution, controlling for differences in the mean.
We examined the relationship between coefficient of variation for drawing similarity and two properties of populations
that have been hypothesized to relate to linguistic variability: Population size and population density. For each country,
we obtained estimates of population size (log thousands) and
population density (N people/sq. km.) from Worldbank.
Results We next predicted the amount of variability for
each cue within each country. Population density and pop-
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ulation size were not significantly correlated (r(18) = 0.03, p
= 0.91). We fit an additive mixed effect model predicting the
coefficient of variation for each country-cue pair with population size and density, including random intercepts by cue
and country. Each observation in our model was a countrycue pair. Both population size (β = -0.05, SE = 0.02, Z =
-3.19) and density (β = -0.03, SE = 0.02, Z = -2.07) were
reliable predictors of variability: countries with smaller and
less dense populations tended to have more variable drawings
(Fig. 5, left; Fig. 6a).

Study 2b: Cue properties
Method We examined six psychologically-relevant properties of the cue words: (i) word frequency estimated from a
spoken corpus, (log; Brysbaert & New, 2009), (ii) Concreteness (degree to which a word refers to a perceptible entity;
Brysbaert, Warriner, & Kuperman, 2013), (iii) estimated age
of acquisition (log AoA; Kuperman, Stadthagen-Gonzalez, &
Brysbaert, 2012), (iv) arousal (intensity of emotion provoked
by a stimulus), (v) valence (pleasantness of a stimulus), and
(vi) dominance (degree of control exerted by a stimulus; Warriner, Kuperman, & Brysbaert, 2013). Complete data were
available for 93.4% of cues.
Results We fit an additive mixed effect model predicting
the coefficient of variation for each country-cue combination
with each of the six word-level predictors with random intercepts by cue and country.
Drawings tended to have low variability across people
when the cue words were associated with high arousal
(e.g. “tornado”; β = -0.28, SE = 0.06, Z = -4.9; Fig. 5, right;
Fig. 6b), positive valence (e.g., “angel”; β = -0.13, SE = 0.06,
Z = -2.12), and high concreteness (e.g. “cup”; β = -0.25, SE
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Figure 6: (a) Relationship between drawing variability and population size. (b) Relationship drawing variability and word
cue arousal: Words that have higher arousal (e.g., “tornado”) are associated with more similar drawings across people. The
relationship is robust to the exclusion of two outliers (“circle” and “square;” r = .24, p < .01).
= 0.06, Z = -4.24). Word frequency, age of acquisition, and
dominance were not reliable predictors of variability.
Follow-up analyses revealed that the concreteness effect
was due primarily to the subset of cues related to shapes (e.g.,
“circle,” “square”); with these items excluded, there was no
longer a relationship between concreteness and variability in
drawing similarity (β = -0.07, SE = 0.06, Z = -1.28). Notably,
however, after excluding shape cues, the sample of items were
highly concrete with relatively little variability (M = 4.87; SD
= 0.15), making this effect difficult to detect in the current
sample of items.
Study 2 provides evidence that shared meaning across people is detectable in drawings and varies in predictable ways:
Smaller, less dense populations have more variable shared
representations across a range of concepts, and concepts that
are higher in arousal and valence tend to be more variable.

drawing from a Hungarian participant and one from a Brazilian participant). We quantified the similarity between drawings in a pair using the same method as in Study 2, and then
averaged across drawing pairs to calculate the mean dissimilarity rating for each country pair and cue combination.
We examined three variables that relate to the amount of
interaction between people in two countries: geographic distance, linguistic distance, and amount of migration. Geographic distance was calculated as the distance in log meters
between the centroid of the two countries. Linguistic distance was quantified as the Levenshtein edit distance between
a standard set of words in each country’s most frequently spoken language (Dediu, 2017). Migration was quantified as the
log number of people who migrated between two countries
(average from country a to b and b to a; Worldbank, 2017).

Results and Discussion

Study 3: Shared meaning across cultures
In Study 3, we examine a corollary of the prediction that
greater social interaction should lead to greater conceptual
similarity. In particular, we ask whether participants from
more related countries produce drawings that are also more
similar to each other.

Method
We used the same sample of drawings as in Study 2 to quantify the similarity between drawings among people from different countries (1,000 drawings for each country-cue). For
each pair of countries in our dataset (N = 190), we created
1,000 drawing pairs, where each pair was composed of a
drawing of the same item from a different country (e.g. a bird
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Figure 7 visualizes the cross-country variability in drawings
for a particular cue, “bread.” To account for this variability, we fit an additive mixed effect model predicting mean
dissimilarity rating for each country pair and cue combination (M = 4.78; SD = 0.36) with geographic distance, linguistic distance, and number of migrants. These three measures were weakly correlated with each other (geographiclinguistic: r(188) = -0.01, p = 0.91; linguistic-migration:
r(188) = -0.34, p < .0001; migration-geographic: r(188) =
-0.21, p < .01). Both countries and cue were included as random intercepts.
Geographic distance (β = 0.008, SE = 0.001, Z = 5.23),
linguistic distance (β = 0.006, SE = 0.001, Z = 4.59), and
number of migrants (β = -0.003, SE = 0.001, Z = -2.1) each
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for example, implies that some groups of people may be better able to communicate with each other than others. Our
work provides the first large scale characterization of the principles of variability in shared meaning.
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Figure 7: Prototypical bread drawings for each country in our
analysis. The prototype was calculated as the drawing with
the shortest average distance to all other drawings from the
same country.
predicted independent variance in mean drawing similarity:
Countries that spoke more similar languages, were closer geographically, and had more inter-country migration tended to
have people who created more similar drawings. This suggests that countries that are more similar due to cultural contact tend to have a higher degree of shared meaning.

General Discussion
How does one person’s representation of a simple concept,
like “chair,” differ from another’s? Using millions of sketches
collected from an international population, we provide a window into the principles of variability in shared meaning. We
find that properties of populations—density and size—and
properties of concepts—arousal and valence—influence the
degree of convergence in meaning across people.
There are, however, a number of important limitations of
this work. First, drawings are not a direct window into people’s concepts both because they are conventionalized representations, and because they only represent a concept through
shape features. Second, our computational metric of drawing
similarity is only able to predict about a third of the variance
in human judgments of drawing similarity. It is possible that
with a better metric of drawing similarity, using, for instance,
neural networks trained on drawings, our method would be
more sensitive to smaller effects.
In sum, how the “average” person represents a concept is only part of a complete theory of conceptual
representations—it is also critical to understand how people
vary in these representations. Variability in shared meaning,
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Abstract
In order to learn from metaphors, children must not only be able
to understand metaphors, but also appreciate their relative
informativeness. Although functional metaphors based on abstract
commonalities (e.g. “Eyes are windows”) allow for more learning
than perceptual metaphors based on superficial commonalities (e.g.
“Eyes are buttons”), previous research shows that preschoolers
prefer perceptual metaphors over functional metaphors. In the
present studies, we ask whether providing additional context can
shift metaphor preferences in preschoolers and adults. Experiment 1
finds that pedagogical context increases preferences for functional
metaphors in adults, but not preschoolers. Experiment 2 finds that
providing explanations for conceptual similarities in a metaphor
increases preschoolers’ preferences for functional metaphors. These
findings suggest that providing explanations allows even
preschoolers to appreciate the informativeness of functional
metaphors.
Keywords: metaphor comprehension; relational reasoning;
cognitive development

Introduction
A metaphor is a figurative utterance that directly compares
a concept from one domain to another concept in an unrelated
domain. Metaphors are ubiquitous in both poetry (e.g. Emily
Dickinson’s “‘Hope’ is the thing with feathers”) and
everyday speech (e.g. “the horror movie was a roller coaster
of emotions”). By providing concrete frameworks for
abstract concepts, metaphors influence how humans attend
to, remember, and process information (Thibodeau et al.,
2017). Historically, metaphors also facilitate creative change
across disparate domains, for example by spurring the
development of new scientific theories (Kuhn, 1993) and
word meanings (Bowdle & Gentner, 2005; Holyoak &
Stamenkovic, 2018). Thus, metaphor is a powerful cognitive
tool, at least in adulthood.
In addition to investigating how metaphors influence adult
cognition, psychologists have also explored metaphor
comprehension in childhood. Some earlier research
suggested that young children struggle to understand
metaphors, reflecting a general inability to understand
abstract relations (e.g. Silberstein et al., 1982; Winner et al.,
1980). However, more recent work shows that preschoolers
already possess both the ability to represent and reason about
abstract relations (Christie & Gentner, 2014; Hochmann et
al., 2017; Walker et al., 2016) and to comprehend metaphors
(Pouscoulous & Tomasello, 2020; Zhu et al., 2020).
In particular, Zhu and colleagues (2020) demonstrate that
preschoolers as young as four years of age can differentiate
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metaphors based on abstract functional similarities (e.g.
“Roofs are hats”; “Tires are shoes”) from nonsense
statements (e.g. “Roofs are scissors”; “Tires are
paintbrushes”). Moreover, some preschoolers were able to
spontaneously provide explanations noting the functional
similarities between concepts in the metaphors (e.g. “Roofs
and hats both cover you”; “Tires and shoes help you go
places”). Thus, children are able to understand metaphors
based on abstract similarities earlier in development than
previously assumed. Given this evidence for early metaphor
comprehension, the present work asks how researchers might
also encourage children to use metaphors to guide learning.
In order for metaphors to facilitate learning, children must
not only understand metaphors, but also be able to appreciate
the relative informativeness of the commonalities that
metaphors highlight (Richland & McDonough, 2010). Two
concepts can be the same or different along an infinite
number of dimensions, but some dimensions are more
informative and useful for learning than others. In particular,
more abstract relations are often better for learning. For
example, it is useful to know that dogs and cats are both
animals, but less useful to know that both existed in medieval
France. Both similarities are true, but the former similarity –
both animals – facilitates category learning, while the latter
similarity – both existing in medieval France – is mere trivia.
Thus, an outstanding question is whether preschoolers are
able to appreciate which metaphors allow for the most
learning, and to prefer those metaphors over others. Previous
research suggests that the answer is no: while adults prefer
functional metaphors (e.g. “Moons are lightbulbs”; “Eyes are
windows”) that highlight abstract features conducive to
further learning (Gentner & Clement, 1988), preschoolers
prefer perceptual metaphors (e.g. “Moons are cookies”;
“Eyes are buttons”) that highlight arbitrary, surface-level
features and do not license additional inferences (Silberstein
et al., 1982). Consequently, even though some preschoolers
are able to understand functional metaphors (Zhu et al.,
2020), they may not recognize that the comparisons drawn by
functional metaphors provide more relevant information for
learning than those drawn by perceptual metaphors. If
children are simply unable to appreciate the greater relative
informativeness of functional over perceptual metaphors (i.e.
if they are insensitive to the benefits of abstract, functional
commonalities over superficial, perceptual commonalities for
learning), then the utility of metaphor as an early childhood
learning mechanism is severely limited. If, however, we can
provide contexts that allow children to correctly distinguish
between the relative informativeness of functional versus

perceptual metaphors, then this would suggest that children
have the skills to learn from metaphors far earlier than
previously believed. It would also provide additional
evidence to the growing body of research suggesting early
competence in abstract relational thought (Christie &
Gentner, 2014; Goddu et al., 2020; Hochmann et al., 2017;
Walker et al., 2016), as well as suggest interventions that
could allow children to learn from metaphors in the powerful
ways that adults do.
The current paper asks whether preschoolers might shift
their metaphor preferences from perceptual metaphors to
functional metaphors when the metaphors are encountered in
a pedagogical context (Experiment 1) and when explanations
for the conceptual similarities in each metaphor are provided
(Experiment 2).
Since previous metaphor preference paradigms (e.g.
Silberstein et al., 1982) lacked context to help guide
children’s responses, we provide two kinds of experimental
contexts which might facilitate preschoolers’ performance.
First, previous research suggests that preschoolers are
sensitive to pedagogical contexts: for example, they flexibly
select what information to teach others (Bridgers et al., 2019)
and who to learn from (Gweon et al., 2018; Gweon & Asaba,
2018; Koenig & Harris, 2005; Sobel & Kushnir, 2013). Thus,
Experiment 1 asks whether adults and preschoolers shift their
metaphor preferences in a pedagogical context. Second, since
preschoolers sometimes struggle to notice relations (Kroupin
& Carey, 2021), Experiment 2 asks whether preschoolers
shift their metaphor preferences when provided with
explanations that highlight how two concepts in a metaphor
are alike.

Experiment 1
In Experiment 1, we investigated whether preschoolers
might be capable of shifting their preferences away from
perceptual metaphors (e.g. “Eyes are buttons”), and towards
functional metaphors (e.g. “Eyes are windows”), given a
pedagogical context. We tested both adults and preschoolers
in either the Pedagogical condition, in which participants
helped teach a naïve person, or the Baseline condition, in
which no context was given to guide participants’ choices.
We hypothesized that both adults and preschoolers would
shift their metaphor preferences given a pedagogical context,

such that both adults and preschoolers would be more likely
to prefer functional metaphors over perceptual metaphors in
the Pedagogical condition relative to the Baseline condition.

Methods
Participants. We adhered to a stopping rule of 24
participants per condition, leading to a total of 48 adult
participants (M = 25.93 years; SD = 6.57 years; range = 18.83
– 48.61 years; 16 males) and 48 4- and 5-year-olds
participants (M = 4.93 years; SD = .55 years; range = 4.02 –
5.91 years; 24 males). Researchers tested an additional child,
whose data were excluded due to failure on the attention
check. Adults were recruited and tested in-person, on a
university campus. Most children (45 out of 48) were
recruited and tested in-person, in a preschool or museum. Due
to COVID-19, three children were recruited from a local
database and tested online over Zoom. All experiments
reported in this paper were approved by the university’s
Committee for the Protection of Human Subjects. All adult
participants and parents of child participants provided
informed consent. The preschooler component of Experiment
1 is preregistered at https://osf.io/erq9k/.
Stimuli and Procedure. The experimenter presented
participants with stories on a computer. Participants were
assigned to either the Pedagogical or Baseline condition.
Pedagogical Condition. In the Pedagogical condition, the
experimenter showed a picture of an alien and said, “We’re
going to play with my friend Zorpa. I’ve got something
special to tell you about Zorpa. Zorpa is actually an alien
from Planet Meelee! So she doesn’t know anything about the
objects on Earth. We need your help teaching Zorpa about the
objects here on Earth. In this game, Zorpa is going to ask two
teachers about any object. One teacher will give her an
answer. Then, another teacher will give her a different
answer. Your job is to figure out which teacher Zorpa should
learn from.”
On each trial, Zorpa stated what concept she wanted to
learn about (e.g. “I want to learn about eyes!”). A teacher
appeared on the left side of the screen and provided a
metaphor (e.g. a functional metaphor, such as “This teacher
says, ‘Eyes are windows!’”). As the metaphor was uttered,
the two objects in the metaphor (e.g. eye and window)
appeared on the screen. Then, a second teacher appeared on

Figure 1. Example of an Experiment 1 trial, presented in either the Pedagogical condition (left) or Baseline condition (right).
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the right side of the screen and provided another metaphor
(e.g. a perceptual metaphor, such as “This teacher says ‘Eyes
are buttons!’”). Once again, as the metaphor was uttered, the
two objects in the metaphor (e.g. eye and button) appeared on
the screen. The experimenter then asked, “Which teacher
should Zorpa learn from?” Once the participant answered by
providing a verbal response (e.g., “buttons”) or by pointing
at one of the teachers, the experimenter began the next trial.
No feedback was provided.
Finally, participants completed an attention check at the
end of the study. In the attention check, the experimenter
asked, “What is this animal called?” while a picture of a dog
appeared on the screen. The person on the left provided the
correct description (i.e., “The animal is a dog!”) and the
person on the right provided an incorrect description (i.e.
“The animal is a fish!”). Participants needed to select the
correct description in order to pass the attention check.
Each participant received eight metaphor preference trials.
Each trial’s structure followed the design described above, in
which the participant had to select between a functional
metaphor or a perceptual metaphor. The order of the eight
trials was randomized and the left-right placement of the
functional metaphors was counterbalanced.
Baseline Condition. In the Baseline condition,
preschoolers participated in a very similar dichotomouschoice metaphor preference paradigm, but without any
pedagogical framing. The experimenter introduced the task
by saying, “We’re going to play with my friend Meg. Meg is
going to ask questions! One person will give her an answer
to her question. Then, another person will give her a different
answer to her question. Your job is to point at the person who
gives Meg the better answer. Let’s play!”
The Baseline trials were similar to the Pedagogical trials,
with three exceptions. First, while the Pedagogical condition
emphasized learning (e.g., “Zorpa says, “I want to learn
about eyes”), the Baseline condition did not (e.g., “Meg says,
“Can you tell me something about eyes?”). Second, while the
Pedagogical condition emphasized that the respondents were
teachers (i.e., “This teacher says...”), the Baseline condition
did not (i.e., “This person says...”). Third, instead of selecting
the teacher who should be learned from, participants were
simply asked “Whose answer was better?”

Results
A between-subjects ANOVA with condition (Pedagogical,
Baseline) and age (adult, preschooler) as independent
variables yielded a main effect of Age, F(1,92) = 111.40, p <
.001, and a main effect of Condition, F(1,92) = 4.56, p = .04.
Adults were significantly more likely to select functional
metaphors over perceptual metaphors in both the Baseline
condition, M = 70.31%, SE = 4.18%, t(23) = 4.28, p < .001,
and the Pedagogical condition, M = 85.42%, SE = 3.89%,
t(23) = 9.12, p < .001. Moreover, there was a significant
effect of condition, such that adults in the Pedagogical
condition were more likely to select functional metaphors
than adults in the Baseline condition, t(46) = 2.65, p = .01.
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In contrast, preschoolers were significantly more likely to
select perceptual metaphors over functional metaphors in
both the Baseline condition, M = 31.25%, SE = 4.05%, t(23)
= 4.63, p < .001, and the Pedagogical condition, M = 34.38%,
SE = 4.89%, t(23) = 3.19, p = .004. There was no difference
in preschoolers’ performance between the Baseline and
Pedagogical conditions, t(46) = .49, p = .63. All the
significant statistics reported above remained significant after
correcting for multiple comparisons (Benjamini & Hochberg,
1995).

Figure 2. Experiment 1 results. Error bars show 1
standard error.

Discussion
Experiment 1 showed that adults’, but not preschoolers’,
performance on the metaphor preference task benefited from
pedagogical context. Specifically, while adults already
preferred functional metaphors in a contextless baseline
condition, they preferred functional metaphors even more in
a pedagogical context. In contrast, preschoolers’ performance
on the metaphor preference task did not change across
experimental contexts: preschoolers preferred perceptual
metaphors over functional metaphors in both contexts.
These results demonstrate that adults are already able to
select appropriate metaphors to learn from (i.e., functional
metaphors) even without context, and this selection ability
increases when a pedagogical context is introduced.
However, preschoolers prefer shallow surface-level
metaphors (i.e. perceptual metaphors) with or without a
pedagogical context. These results suggest that preschoolers
are not sensitive to the relative informativeness of functional
over perceptual metaphors, even in a pedagogical context.

Experiment 2
Experiment 1 showed that pedagogical context improved
adults’, but not preschoolers’, performance on a metaphor
preference task. Although preschoolers are often sensitive to
pedagogical contexts (Bridgers et al., 2019; Gweon et al.,
2018; Gweon & Asaba, 2018; Koenig & Harris, 2005; Sobel
& Kushnir, 2013), Experiment 1’s results suggest that they
are not sensitive to the relative informativeness of functional
metaphors over perceptual metaphors when teaching others.
However, it is not clear whether children’s failure to select
the more informative metaphors for the alien character in
Experiment 1 derived from a difficulty with reasoning about
which information would be useful to that character, or
whether it stemmed from a general inability to appreciate the
usefulness of functional over perceptual metaphors. In order
to directly test the latter possibility, Experiment 2
investigated whether children were able to select functional
metaphors over perceptual metaphors when given
explanations for how the two concepts in the metaphors were
alike. Earlier work shows that explanations can lead
preschoolers to make broader and deeper generalizations, and
attend to abstract relations (Walker et al., 2014; 2017).
Although young children are capable of representing
relations between objects (Christie & Gentner, 2014;
Hochmann et al., 2017; Walker et al., 2016) and thus capable
of understanding metaphors (Pouscoulous & Tomasello,
2020; Zhu et al., 2020), preschoolers also sometimes fail to
spontaneously notice relations between objects (Kroupin &
Carey, 2021). Thus, providing explanations of how two
concepts in a metaphor are similar might help preschoolers
notice and fully consider the relevant conceptual relations
underlying metaphors, and thus facilitate their performance
on a metaphor preference task. In Experiment 2, we replicate
preschoolers’ baseline performance, and investigate whether
their performance shifts when 1) provided with explanations,
and 2) provided with explanations and pedagogical context.

except that data was collected online and the experimenter
provided explanations for how the two concepts in the
metaphors were alike (e.g. “This person says, ‘Tires are
donuts because both have holes’”; “This person says, ‘Tires
are shoes because both help you go places’”).
Explanation and Pedagogy Condition. The Explanation
and Pedagogy condition was identical to Experiment 1’s
Pedagogy condition, except that data was collected online
and the experimenter provided explanations for how the two
concepts in the metaphors were alike (e.g. “This teacher says,
‘Eyes are windows because you see through both of them”;
“This teacher says, ‘Eyes are buttons because both are
round”).

Results
In line with previous research and the results of Experiment
1, preschoolers in Experiment 2 were significantly more
likely to select perceptual metaphors over functional
metaphors in the Baseline condition, M = 34.38%, SE =
4.53%, t(23) = 3.45, p = .002. In contrast, preschoolers did
not prefer perceptual metaphors over functional metaphors in
the Explanation condition, M = 52.60%, SE = 4.82%, t(23) =
.54, p = .59, and the Explanation and Pedagogy condition, M
= 48.96%, SE = 4.32%, t(23) = .24, p = .81.
Compared to performance in the Baseline condition,
preschoolers were significantly more likely to select
functional metaphors in the Explanation condition, t(46) =
2.76, p = .008, and the Explanation and Pedagogy condition,
t(46) = 2.33, p = .02. There was no difference in performance
between the Explanation condition and the Explanation and
Pedagogy condition, t(23) = .56, p = .58. All the significant
statistics reported above remained significant after correcting
for multiple comparisons (Benjamini & Hochberg, 1995).

Methods
Participants. We adhered to a stopping rule of 24
participants per condition, leading to a total of 72 4- and 5year-old participants (M = 5.04 years; SD = .60 years; range
= 4.01 – 5.99 years; 44 females). Researchers tested six
additional children, whose data were excluded due to failure
on the attention check (four children), experimenter error
(one child), and external interference (one child). All children
were recruited from a local participant database and tested
online over Zoom. Experiment 2’s preregistration can be
found at https://osf.io/erq9k/.
Stimuli and Procedure. The experimenter presented
stories, which participants viewed on either a computer or
large tablet. Participants were assigned to the Baseline,
Explanation, or Explanation and Pedagogy condition.
Baseline Condition. Experiment 2’s Baseline condition
was identical to Experiment 1’s Baseline condition, except
that data was collected online rather than in person.
Explanation Condition. Experiment 2’s Explanation
condition was identical to Experiment 1’s Baseline condition,
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Figure 3. Experiment 2 results. Error bars show 1
standard error.

Discussion
Experiment 2’s results suggest that explanations help
preschoolers recognize the informativeness of functional
metaphors. When they were provided with explanations for
the comparisons between concepts drawn by the metaphors,
children’s preferences shifted away from perceptual
metaphors, and towards functional metaphors. Notably,
Experiment 2 demonstrated that preschoolers shifted their
preferences towards functional metaphors in not one, but two,
conditions involving explanations.
Replicating the results of Experiment 1, there was no effect
of pedagogy, as preschoolers performed similarly in the two
explanation conditions, with or without pedagogical context.
Experiment 2 also replicated Experiment 1’s finding that
preschoolers prefer perceptual metaphors (e.g. “Tires are
donuts”) to functional metaphors (e.g. “Tires are shoes”) in a
contextless baseline condition.
Overall, the results of Experiment 2 show that
preschoolers’ metaphor preferences are not fixed. Given that
providing explanations for the comparisons between
concepts in the metaphors shifted preschoolers’ metaphor
preferences away from perceptual metaphors and towards
functional metaphors, we can conclude that they are indeed
sensitive to the informativeness of functional metaphors. This
suggests that, in the right contexts, even young children are
able to appreciate the abstract similarities that make
metaphors conducive for learning.

General Discussion
The present findings suggest that preschool-aged children
recognized the usefulness of functional metaphors (e.g.
“Eyes are windows”) when explanations for the comparisons
drawn by those metaphors were made explicit. This suggests
that, with the right kind of scaffolding, young children are
indeed able to appreciate abstract comparisons that are
conducive to learning. These findings also corroborate a
growing body of work demonstrating that even preschoolaged children are able to understand and reason about abstract
relations (Christie & Gentner, 2014; Goddu et al., 2020;
Hochmann et al., 2017; Pouscoulous & Tomasello, 2020;
Walker et al., 2016; Walker & Gopnik, 2017; Zhu et al.,
2020). Critically, the results of the present experiments
demonstrate that preschoolers are able to appreciate these
abstract metaphors when the underlying commonalities are
made salient. This is a new and different conclusion than
those drawn in many earlier studies, which have interpreted
children’s preference for perceptual metaphors as evidence
that children are unable to appreciate, reason with, and learn
from the abstract relations expressed in functional metaphors.
Moreover, the present findings demonstrate that providing
explanations might help preschoolers fully consider the
abstract similarities present in functional metaphors.
Experiment 1 demonstrated that, in a contextless baseline
condition, adults prefer functional metaphors and
preschoolers prefer perceptual metaphors. This result is
consistent with previous findings (Gentner & Clement, 1988;
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Silberstein et al., 1982). Moreover, introducing a pedagogical
context significantly shifted metaphor preferences in adults,
but not preschoolers. Experiment 2, however, showed that
preschoolers’ metaphor preferences shifted away from
perceptual metaphors, and towards functional metaphors
when they were provided with explanations for the ways in
which two concepts in a metaphor were similar (e.g. “Suns
are oranges because they’re both the same color”; “Suns are
candles because they both light up”). Thus, Experiment 2
shows that preschoolers’ metaphor preferences are not fixed,
but rather can shift when the underlying comparisons are
made explicit. This finding suggests that children can not
only to understand metaphors, but also appreciate the
informativeness of different kinds of metaphors.
While the current studies show that children can shift their
metaphor preferences when provided with explanations,
further research should investigate why explanations cause
this shift in children’s preferences. Previous studies have
demonstrated that young children are capable of
understanding metaphors based on abstract, functional
similarities (Zhu et al., 2020). Thus, preschoolers’ preference
for perceptual metaphors over functional metaphors cannot
be explained by a lack of representational ability (i.e. an
inability to represent the abstract similarities between two
concepts in a functional metaphor). Rather, providing
explanations of how two concepts in a metaphor are alike
might change the inductive biases that preschoolers bring to
the experimental task (Kroupin & Carey, 2021).
Future research will be required to determine why exactly
explanations are helpful. There are at least four possible
accounts that might explain why preschoolers prefer
perceptual metaphors in the baseline version of a metaphor
preference task, but shift their preferences towards functional
metaphors when provided with explanations.
One possibility is that without explanations, preschoolers
fail to spontaneously notice how two concepts in a functional
metaphor are similar. When presented with two metaphors
(e.g. “Clouds are sponges”; “Clouds are ice creams”),
preschoolers might immediately notice the surface-level
similarities within the perceptual metaphor (e.g. how clouds
and ice creams are alike) and not pause to consider whether
there are also similarities within the functional metaphor (e.g.
how clouds and sponges are also alike). Since the perceptual
commonalities are more readily available, children may be
more likely to spontaneously identify perceptual
commonalities than abstract commonalities.
A second possibility is that preschoolers do notice
similarities within functional metaphors, but not the correct
kinds of similarities. For example, preschoolers might be
interpreting functional metaphors in perceptual terms (e.g.
thinking that clouds and sponges are alike because both are
fluffy, not because both hold water). If this second possibility
is true, explanations facilitate preschoolers’ metaphor
preferences because the explanations highlight the correct
kind of similarity (i.e. same function) required to interpret the
functional metaphors.

A third possibility is that providing explanations eases
executive function demands on metaphor comprehension and
relational reasoning (e.g. Ballestrino et al., 2016).
Considering multiple speakers, concepts, and similarities
between concepts within a single trial might tax preschoolers’
attention and working memory; explicitly stating similarities
between concepts might ease these difficulties.
Finally, a fourth possibility is that preschoolers’ shift in
preferences is caused by the process of explanation itself.
Under this possibility, explanations might change the kinds
of features or similarities that preschoolers notice or prefer
(Walker et al., 2014; 2017). Thus, while the current work
shows that preschoolers are capable of shifting their
metaphor preferences, future work should explore the
mechanisms underlying this shift.
A limitation of the current research is that while
preschoolers were capable of shifting their metaphor
preferences across experimental contexts, there were no
contexts in which preschoolers consistently selected
functional metaphors over perceptual metaphors. Rather,
providing explanations helped preschoolers shift away from
significantly preferring perceptual metaphors, towards
preferring perceptual and functional metaphors equally.
Thus, while providing explanations significantly improved
preschoolers’ performance on the metaphor preference task,
preschoolers still did not perform as well as adults, who
consistently preferred functional metaphors. Since the
current research shows that preschoolers’ preferences are
flexible, future work might investigate whether there are
additional contexts that might facilitate even greater shifts in
preschoolers’ metaphor preferences, such that preschoolers
consistently prefer functional metaphors.
Overall, the current work shows that preschoolers are
sensitive to the informativeness of functional metaphors,
suggesting that they possess a critical initial requirement for
understanding metaphors in a manner that is conducive for
learning. The ability to select appropriate metaphors is
important: in order to successfully learn from a metaphor, a
child must not only understand metaphors, but also recognize
which metaphors are useful for learning and additional
inferential reasoning (Richland & McDonough, 2013). By
demonstrating that providing explanations can change
children’s metaphor preferences, the current studies pave the
way for future research on ways to use metaphor as a
powerful learning mechanism early in human development.
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Abstract
The distinctly human ability to both represent number exactly
and develop symbolic number systems has raised the question of
whether such number concepts are culturally constructed
through symbolic systems. Although previous work with
innumerate and semi-numerate groups has provided some
evidence that understanding exact equality is related to
numeracy, it is possible that previous failures were driven by
pragmatic factors, rather than the absence of conceptual
knowledge. Here, we test whether such factors affect
performance on a test of exact equality in 3- to 5-year-old
children by modifying previous methods to draw children’s
attention to number. We find no effect of highlighting exact
equality, either through framing the task as a “Number” game or
as a “Sharing” game. Instead, we replicate previous findings
showing a link between numeracy and an understanding of exact
equality, strengthening the proposal that exact number concepts
are facilitated by the acquisition of symbolic number systems.
Keywords: Number; language;
conceptual development

cognitive

development;

Introduction
Human numerical capacities are unique in the animal
kingdom in two ways: Only we are capable of thinking
about large exact numbers (like 2021), and only we have
developed rich and varied symbolic systems with which to
express them (like “2021”). The presence of exact number
concepts and their symbolic expression in humans raises a
question: Are these concepts part of humanity's unique
cognitive endowment, with numerical language and notation
invented only to express them? Or is the ability to think
about exact numbers culturally constructed through our
unique, exact symbolic number systems?
There are several hypotheses about the relation between
exact number concepts and symbolic number systems. One
possibility is that humans who do not have symbolic number
language are not only unable to represent precise
magnitudes such as 2021, but also cannot recognize that
large magnitudes can be exactly equal to one another.
Instead, on this view, innumerate humans are limited to the
non-symbolic numerical systems they share with
non-human animals, such as the Approximate Number
System (Feigenson, Dehaene, & Spelke, 2004) and Parallel
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Individuation (Gordon, 2004), which are incapable of
supporting precise representations of large numerosities
(Carey & Barner, 2019). An alternative to this account,
however, is that large exact number representations are
innately available (Gelman & Butterworth, 2005; Gelman &
Gallistel, 2000), and are simply expressed by symbolic
number (Gelman & Gallistel, 1992). Finally, a third
possibility is that humans without symbolic number systems
lack representations of individual precise magnitudes, but
nevertheless understand that large magnitudes can be
exactly equal to one another.
This final possibility entails an understanding that any
two sets that have the same number of elements are
equinumerous if there is a one-to-one correspondence
between elements in the set—sometimes referred to as
“Hume’s Principle” (Boolos, 1986; Hume, 1739). While
equality is easily established by counting, it can also be
established through non-symbolic one-to-one procedures.
For example, by pairing off items in two sets such that each
item in one set corresponds to an item in the other (and vice
versa), it is possible to verify that two sets are equal without
counting or knowing exactly how many items are in each
set. Consequently, it is possible, at least in principle, that an
understanding of exact equality may be present even in
individuals who have little or no exposure to symbolic
number systems.
Previous work has tested whether innumerate individuals
can use one-to-one correspondence to establish exact
equality, using a measure known as the “set-matching task.”
In the simplest version of this task, the experimenter
presents a number of items in a row, and then asks the
participant to create a matching row. The experimenter’s
row stays visible, such that participants can create their row
by matching each element in the experimenter’s row
one-to-one, without using symbolic number. However, this
task has produced mixed results in work done with
innumerate adults, such as the Pirahã, an indigenous
Amazonian group. While two studies (Everett & Madora,
2012; Gordon, 2004) found that the Pirahã failed to exactly

match sets greater than 3 items (see also Pica et al., 2004),
another found that Pirahã participants succeeded for all set
sizes (Frank et al., 2008). In addition to being in conflict,
these findings are also limited in that they tested only
individuals who were fully innumerate. Numeracy consists
of many different components (such as access to a shared
count list, knowledge of number words, and counting) that
may be learned individually. While it is possible that
knowledge of a culturally shared count list or exposure to
number words is alone sufficient to support reasoning about
exact equality, another possibility is that additional
components of numeracy are required to support this ability.
To address these limitations, recent work has focused on
another group with limited symbolic number knowledge,
and in whom these components are sequentially acquired;
young children in the US.
Schneider and Barner (2020) used a modified version of
the set-matching task to test 3- to 5-year-old children with
varying levels of symbolic number knowledge and found
that their ability to exactly match sets was related to their
level of numeracy. Although US children are unlike the
Pirahã in that they receive linguistic number input almost
from birth, it takes years for them to acquire its meaning,
making them effectively semi-numerate for several years.
Critically, components of numeracy emerge individually in
children over the first few years of life, making them an
ideal case-study of how each component might support
reasoning about exact equality. Starting around 2.5 years of
age, children begin to sequentially learn the meanings of
one, two, and three, but do not yet understand how the
meanings of these words are related to the logic of counting
(Wynn, 1992). During this phase, children are called
“subset-knowers,” as they have meanings for only a subset
of the number words in their count list. It is not until around
3.5-4 years of age that they become “Cardinal Principle,” or
CP-knowers, meaning that they know that the last word said
while counting indicates the cardinality of a set (Gelman &
Gallistel, 1978).
Schneider and Barner (2020) asked whether subset- and
CP-knowers could use one-to-one correspondence to
generate numerically equal sets for both small (3, 4) and
large (6, 8, 10) sets. To do this, they framed the
set-matching task as a “matching game” with fish in a pond,
where children were instructed to make their pond “look
like” the experimenter’s, which was presented directly
above the child’s, as in Gordon (2004). Using this measure,
they found that, like some Pirahã participants,
subset-knowers—who have limited knowledge of counting
and number words—failed to create exact matches for sets
>3. In contrast, CP-knowers—who can use counting to
generate large sets—were significantly more likely to
generate exact matches despite not being allowed to count
during the task. On the basis of these results, Schneider and
Barner argued that learning how to generate sets through
counting, rather than knowledge of number language in
general (as tested by work with innumerate populations), is
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implicated in supporting the ability to reason about exact
equality non-symbolically.
Although these findings suggest a link between exact
equality and one component of numeracy—specifically,
acquiring the cardinal principle—it is possible that
Schneider
and
Barner
underestimated children’s
competence. Previous work has shown that when asked to
establish equivalence between two sets, children frequently
use perceptual properties other than number (such as color,
shape, length, density, or size), leading to failures that
appear numerical in nature. Children may have failed in
Schneider and Barner’s task due to the ambiguously phrased
instruction to “make your pond look like mine,” which
could be compatible with dimensions other than number.
Importantly, other work has found that, when instructed to
attend to number, children are able to do so, though on
different tasks. For example, Negen and Sarnecka (2015)
found that subset-knowers who had failed to determine
which of two dot arrays “had more” were interpreting the
question in terms of surface area rather than numerosity.
When children were trained that the word “more” referred to
the number of dots, they succeeded. A similar pragmatic
failure may also explain failures sometimes observed in
innumerate groups (Laurence & Margolis, 2007).
Individuals who fail the task may possess an understanding
of exact equality, but fail to demonstrate it if the goal of the
set-matching task is not made sufficiently clear. On this
account, previously reported differences between
innumerate/semi-numerate and numerate populations may
reflect differences in how participants perceive the
relevance of number when instructions are ambiguous.
We address this possibility in the current work. Using the
set-matching task from Schneider and Barner (2020), we
tested whether motivational and pragmatic factors, rather
than numeracy, accounted for children’s ability to establish
exact set matches. In Experiment 1, we explicitly
disambiguate number as the dimension of interest by telling
children that this is a number matching game, and that they
should match the two rows without counting. In Experiment
2, we framed the set-matching task as a “sharing” game, in
which each row was given to a character, and children had
to ensure that the distribution of resources was “fair” and
“the same.” Historically, human concerns for fairness and
equitable distribution of resources motivated some of the
earliest creations of symbolic number systems, often
including one-to-one tallies to represent goods and trading
(Ifrah, 2000; Schmandt-Besserat, 1978). In addition,
children develop expectations for equitable resource
distribution as early as 19 months (Sloane, Baillargeon, &
Premack, 2012), and by 3 years of age believe that equal
resource distribution carries normative force (Rakoczy,
Kaufman, & Lohse, 2016). Moreover, CP-knowers have
been shown to favor ‘fair’ (equal) distributions more often
than subset-knowers in cases where the quantities were
small enough that equality could be established by
approximation or subitizing, without deploying one-to-one
correspondence (Chernyak, Harris, & Cordes, 2019),

suggesting that having greater knowledge of symbolic
number can support establishing exact equality when
fairness is at stake. This may even be true for
subset-knowers; because Chernyak et al. did not include a
non-sharing condition, it is unknown whether concerns for
fairness might motivate subset-knowers to generate
numerically equal distributions, despite doing so less often
overall than CP-knowers. Given these considerations, we
hypothesized that fairness concerns may motivate children
to attend to exact numerical equality in this task.

Experiment 1: Number Matching
Methods
This study was not pre-registered. Data collection was
halted in March, 2020 due to COVID-19.
Participants Our current sample includes 32 children (Mage
= 4.11 years, SDage = 0.64 years) out of a planned sample of
80 recruited from local preschools and the surrounding area
in San Diego, CA. In this sample, 20 children were
identified as CP-knowers (Mage=4.41 years, SDage=0.45
years), and 12 as subset-knowers (Mage=3.61 years,
SDage=0.65 years) by the Give-N task.

Procedure
All children were tested individually in a small room set
apart from the classroom, museum, or lab. All children were
tested first on the Number Matching Task, and then their
knower-level (subset-/CP-knower) was determined using the
Give-N task.
Number matching task We minimally modified the
set-matching task from Schneider and Barner (2020).
Children were presented with two 4”x30” blue rectangular
boards placed about .5” apart, with one board directly above
the other, and a set of 15 identical plastic fish. The
experimenter then told the child, “This is a number
matching game. In this game, I want you to make sure that
your pond has the exact same number of fish as my pond
without counting.” The experimenter then placed one fish in
the center of the top board and said, “Using your fish, can
you make your pond have the same exact number of fish as
my pond without counting?” If the child provided the
correct number of fish, the experimenter said “Great job!
Our ponds have the exact same number of fish because there
is one fish here and one fish here!” If the child did not
provide the correct number of fish, the experimenter said,
“Hmm, I don’t think that’s the same exact number of fish,
because I have only one fish here, and there are [number of
fish] in your pond. Let’s try again!” Unlike Schneider and
Barner, we used number language in our feedback to
emphasize that children should be generating exact matches.
After the child passed a training trial with one fish, they
received a second training trial with two fish. Only children
who could pass both trials and understood the purpose of the
task were included in the study.
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After training trials, children received test trials with sets
of 3, 4, 8, and 10. The experimenter’s set was always placed
on the center of one board with about .25” separation
between each fish. Although the experimenter used number
language while introducing the task, they did not use any
number language while conducting the test trials, and
children were not permitted to count. If the experimenter
observed a child counting, they quickly covered both boards
and said, “This isn’t a counting game! This is just a number
matching game!” and restarted the trial, removing fish from
the child’s board if necessary. Counting was prohibited both
to be consistent with other work (Gordon, 2004; Schneider
& Barner, 2020), and also so that any differences between
CP- and subset-knowers did not simply reflect the
application of a symbolic tool (counting) that only
CP-knowers could deploy. Counting attempts were
extremely rare: CP-knowers attempted counts on 5/78 trials,
and no subset-knowers attempted to count. Because
Schneider and Barner (2020) found evidence that
CP-knowers were not covertly counting to solve this task,
we did not use additional measures to prevent counting,
such as verbal interference.
To test the effect of drawing children’s attention to
number, we compared children’s performance to a
previously-collected dataset in which the set-matching task
was presented only as a “matching” game (N = 144, Mage =
3.94 years, SDage = 0.53 years; n CP-knowers = 70, n
subset-knowers = 74). The matching task was identical to
the number matching task, with the following exceptions:
children were told that it was a “matching game,” and that
the goal of the game was to make their pond “look like” or
“look the same” as the experimenter’s; there were no stuffed
animals; fish were glued to the experimenter’s board; and
children were given their own set of 15 fish to generate sets.
Give-N We assessed children’s knowledge of the CP using a
titrated version of the Give-N task (Wynn, 1992). Children
were given a small plate and 10 plastic items (e.g., bananas),
and were asked to place some number of bananas on the
plate. After the child finished generating the set the
experimenter asked, “Is that N? Can you count and make
sure?” If the child noticed any errors they were permitted to
fix the set. If the child correctly generated a set for a
requested N, the next number queried was N+1; otherwise,
the next number queried was N-1.
All children were first asked to generate a set of one. Any
child who was able to generate a set of 6 (the maximum
number tested) at least 2 out of 3 times was classified as a
CP-knower. If children could not meet this criterion, they
were classified as subset-knowers.

Results and Discussion
In Experiment 1 we asked whether set-matching
performance improved relative to a neutral matching
condition of the set-matching task when number was
verbally highlighted. Due to the small sample size, no
meaningful statistical analysis within CP- or subset-knowers

was possible in Experiment 1. Instead, we first explored an
overall effect of verbally highlighting number by combining
both CP- and subset-knower data from Experiment 1 and
testing whether overall accuracy or absolute error differed
from the matching task (also with combined CP- and
subset-knower data). We then report summary statistics for
set-matching accuracy and error for CP- and subset-knowers
relative to the matching condition.
In terms of accuracy, explicitly drawing children’s
attention to number in the set-matching task did not produce
significantly more exact matches overall. A generalized
linear mixed effects model constructed with combined CPand subset-knower data predicting accuracy (1/0) from
condition (matching/number), set size, and age, with a
random intercept of participant indicated no effect of
condition (χ2(1) = 2.57, p = .11), as shown in Figure 1.
Subset-knowers’ mean accuracy was not substantially
different in the number condition for either small (M = .71,
SD=.46) or large (M=0.21, SD=0.42) numerosities in
comparison to the matching condition (small: M = .60, SD =
.49; large: M = .13, SD = .33). Although accuracy for small
numerosities was slightly higher for subset-knowers in the
number condition, this effect is inconclusive due to the
small sample size. CP-knowers’ matching behavior was
similarly unaffected by the experimenter highlighting
number: mean performance for small (M = .88, SD = .34)
and large sets (M = .38, SD = .49) in the number condition
was comparable to performance in the matching condition
(small: M = .89, SD = .32; large: M = .42, SD = .50).
We also investigated differences in the magnitude of error
between the two conditions as a less conservative measure
of whether framing the task as a number game encouraged
children to attempt exact matches. To do this, we calculated
the absolute error of incorrect trials (|Target item Response|), and again combining CP- and subset-knower
data built a linear mixed effects model predicting absolute
error from condition (matching/number), set size, and age,
with a random intercept of participant, and again found no
effect of condition (χ2(1) = .03, p = .86). Subset-knowers’
mean absolute error in the number condition for both small
(M=1.71, SD=1.25) and large (M=2.89, SD=2.31)
numerosities was similar to the matching condition (small:
M = 1.56, SD = 1.00; large: M = 3.39, SD = 2.44).
CP-knowers’ absolute error was also not greatly impacted
by explicitly highlighting number, with roughly equivalent
mean absolute error for both small (M=1.2, SD= 0.45) and
large (M=3.8, SD= 4.04) numerosities in comparison to the
matching condition (small: M = 1.31, SD = 0.60; large: M =
2.36, SD = 1.67).
While limited by a small sample size, these results
nevertheless suggest that even when children are explicitly
told to match by number, they are no more likely to make
exact matches. However, one possible explanation for this
failure to find an effect was that while the experimenter
prompted children to focus on number, it was possible
children could have interpreted this as referring to
approximate, rather than exact, number. To address this
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concern, we framed the matching game as a sharing game to
specifically highlight the importance of exact equality and
one-to-one correspondence.

Experiment 2: Sharing
Methods
This study was pre-registered on OSF (https://osf.io/3wta2),
and all methodological and analytical choices were
pre-registered, unless stated otherwise.
Participants Our final analyzable sample included 86
children (Mage = 4.13 years, SDage = 0.56 years) recruited
from local preschools and the surrounding area in San
Diego, CA. In this sample, 53 children were identified as
CP-knowers (Mage= 4.30 years, SDage= 0.56 years), and 33 as
subset-knowers (Mage= 3.86 years, SDage= 0.42 years) by the
Give-N task (described below).

Procedure
Sharing task To test whether fairness concerns motivate
children to generate exact matches for both large and small
numerosities, we modified the set-matching task used by
Schneider and Barner (2020) by framing it as a game about
sharing. Children were again presented with two 4”x30”
blue rectangular boards placed about .5” apart and two
stuffed animals of the same kind directly next to each board
(e.g., penguins). The experimenter showed children a bowl
with identical plastic fish, and said, “These penguins
worked together to catch these fish, but they need our help
to share them in their ponds. Do you know what sharing
means?” Regardless of how children responded, the
experimenter said, “Sharing means to make things fair so
that people have the same. Because these penguins both
worked hard to catch these fish, they should have the same,
because that’s fair, right?” Based on previous research, we
emphasized equal collaboration to encourage children to
distribute resources equitably (Heyman, Ng, & Barner,
2011).
To ensure that children understood what a fair/unfair
share looked like, all children received two demonstrations
prior to a training trial. To demonstrate a fair share, the
experimenter placed one fish in each penguin’s “pond,” and
said “Let’s ask the penguins if this is fair!” The
experimenter made each penguin say, “Yay! That’s fair!”
and then told the child, “This is fair, because there is a fish
in this penguin’s pond and a fish in this penguin’s pond, so
they have the same.” To demonstrate an unfair share, the
experimenter placed one fish in one pond and no fish in the
other pond, and said, “Now, let’s ask the penguins if this is
fair.” The experimenter made both penguins protest, saying
“That’s not fair!” and then told the child, “This isn’t fair,
because there’s a fish in this penguin’s pond, but no fish in
this penguin’s pond. Let’s try again, and this time you can
help me make it fair.”

For the training trial, the experimenter removed all fish,
and then added two fish to the center of one penguin’s board
before offering the bowl to the child and saying, “Now it’s
your turn to share with the other penguin. Remember to
make it fair!” After the child was done, the experimenter
said, “Let’s ask the penguins if this is fair,” making the
penguins say “Yay! It’s fair!” if the child placed two fish in
the pond, or “Hey! That’s not fair!” if they had not. If the
child failed the training trial, the experimenter repeated it a
second time. Only children who could pass the training trial
and demonstrated an understanding of the purpose of the
task were included in the study.
After the training, children received five test trials with
neutral feedback for sets of 3, 4, 6, 8, and 10. Order of trials
(3, 4, 10, 6, and 8; or 4, 3, 8, 6, and 10) was counterbalanced
across participants. To emphasize that fish were a common
resource to be shared between the two penguins, both the
experimenter and the child drew fish from the same bowl;
before each trial the experimenter covertly added or
subtracted fish to the bowl so that it always contained 15
fish when the child generated their set. As in Experiment 1,
children were not allowed to count. If the experimenter
observed a child counting they covered both boards and
said, “This isn’t a counting game, it’s a sharing game!”
Counting attempts were rare: CP-knowers attempted to
count on 8/265 trials, while subset-knowers attempted
counts on 9/170 trials.

Results and Discussion
Does concern for fairness motivate children to generate
exact numerical matches for both small and large
numerosities? Overall, the general pattern of children’s
responses was similar in both the sharing and matching
conditions (Figure 2). To test this, we compared data from
the sharing task and the previously-collected matching task
data, using a generalized linear mixed effects model to
predict a correct match (1/0) from condition
(sharing/matching), set size, CP-knower status, and age,
with a random intercept of participant. A Likelihood Ratio
Test indicated that the presence of the condition
(sharing/matching) term significantly improved the fit of the
model (χ2(1) = 9.15, p = .002). However, this effect was in
the opposite direction of our prediction, with less accurate
performance overall for the sharing, relative to matching,
condition (β =-0.62, p = .003), as shown in Figure 1. A set
of follow-up t-tests comparing mean accuracy between
conditions for CP- and subset-knowers by numerosity
revealed that the effect of condition was primarily driven by
subset-knowers’ poorer performance for small numerosities
(3,4) in the sharing condition in comparison to the matching
condition (t(105) = -2.37, p = .02); CP-knowers’
performance did not differ significantly for either small or
large numerosities (ps > .10). Consistent with Chernyak, et
al. (2019), we found a significant effect of numeracy, with
CP-knowers
significantly
more
accurate
than
subset-knowers (β =1.35, p < .001), even controlling for age
(β =0.53, p = .002) and set-size (β =-1.06, p < .001). Still,
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while CP-knowers were more accurate than subset-knowers,
their performance remained below adult levels (Frank,
Fedorenko, Lai, Saxe, & Gibson, 2012). We return to this
finding in the General Discussion.
Framing the task as a sharing game also did not impact
the magnitude of children’s errors. A linear mixed effects
model predicting absolute error from condition, set size,
CP-knower status, and age, with a random intercept of
participant indicated a significant effect of condition (χ2(1) =
5.2, p = 02), with higher absolute error for the sharing
condition in comparison to matching (β =0.46, p = .02),
opposite from our predictions. Once again, however,
follow-up t-tests of mean performance between conditions
indicated that this difference was due to significantly higher
absolute error in subset-knowers for small numerosities in
the sharing task (t(67) = 2.22, p = .03); there was no
difference in overall absolute error for CP-knowers between
the two conditions (ps > .3).
Together, these results provide evidence that children’s
failures to establish exact matches in the set-matching task
are not improved by a sharing manipulation. Despite
emphasizing the importance of generating fair shares,
children were not more likely to create exact matches in
comparison to a condition that did not draw their attention
to numerical equality. In fact, subset-knowers were
significantly less likely to equally distribute resources
equally for small numerosities in the sharing condition, in
line with other findings that the ability to distribute
resources equitably for even small sets is linked to CP
acquisition (Chernyak, Harris, & Cordes, 2019). Instead, we
replicate the finding that an understanding of exact equality
is significantly related to numeracy: as in previous work, we
found that while subset-knowers struggled to create exact
matches for sets >3 items, CP-knowers were significantly
more likely to do so for all set sizes. This suggests that,
while numerical competence improves the ability to share
fairly, being in a context that requires sharing fairly may not
make children any more likely to establish exact equality
between the shares.

Figure 1. Mean accuracy on the set-matching task for CPand subset-knowers, grouped by condition. Error bars
represent 95% confidence intervals computed by
nonparametric bootstrap.

Figure 2. Density of set-size response (x-axis) for each target size in the sharing and matching conditions, grouped by CP
knowledge.
we replicated previous findings that subset-knowers
appeared to approximate, rather than exactly match, sets
General Discussion
greater than 3 items. Subset-knowers’ failures to establish
Are failures to establish non-symbolic exact equality in
exact numerical equality in these two experiments suggest
semi-numerate individuals due to pragmatic failures to
that their struggles lie not in insufficient motivation or
understand the goals of set matching tasks? Previous work
pragmatic difficulties in understanding the purpose of the
addressing this question in children has suggested that
task. Instead, subset-knower’s failures are compatible with
learning how to generate sets through counting is implicated
other research showing that they do not understand the
in learning how one-to-one correspondence is related to
numerical significance of one-to-one correspondence in
knowledge of exact numerical equality (Schneider &
establishing equality (Izard, Streri, & Spelke, 2014).
Barner, 2020). While this work found that children with
We also found further evidence that the acquisition of
limited counting knowledge did not establish exact matches
symbolic
systems plays an important role in learning to
for large sets, it left open why, and whether learning to
reason
about
exact equality. While subset-knowers struggled
count might simply have made number more salient to
to
create
exact
set matches for sets >3, children who had
children. For example, other work has found that
learned
how
to
generate
larger sets through counting — i.e.,
low-numeracy individuals (including children) frequently
CP-knowers
—
were
significantly
more likely to exactly
fail numerical tasks not because they lack the appropriate
match
sets,
even
when
controlling
for
age. However, despite
concepts, but because they either do not understand that
the
motivational
and
pragmatic
manipulations,
many
they are being asked to deploy them, or because they are
CP-knowers
struggled
on
this
task,
indicating
that
less likely to privilege number as the relevant dimension for
previously-observed
failures
in
this
group
(Schneider
&
solving these tasks (Mix, 1999; Negen & Sarnecka, 2015).
Barner,
2020)
were
likely
not
due
to
failure
to
understand
In the current work we investigated whether additional
the task. Instead, these results suggest that even proficient
pragmatic and motivational cues affected the ability of 3- to
counters may not fully understand the logical basis of exact
5-year-old children to create exactly equal sets at varying
equality, and that additional learning is required.
stages of symbolic number development. We did this by
Together with previous work (Schneider & Barner, 2020),
adapting the set-matching task previously used with both
these
findings are compatible with the hypothesis that
innumerate adults (Gordon, 2004) and semi-numerate
children’s
initial understanding of the CP is procedural
children (Schneider & Barner, 2020). In Experiment 1, we
rather
than
conceptual (Barner, 2017); that is, CP-knowers
explicitly told children to match sets on the basis of number.
may
understand
what the count routine is doing (i.e., blindly
In Experiment 2 we built on previous findings showing
deploying
one-to-one
correspondence in the count routine to
early-developing concerns for equitable resource
answer
the
question
“How
many?”) before they fully grasp
distribution (Sloane et al., 2012), and that symbolic number
what
it
is
accomplishing
(i.e., creating a summary set
knowledge supports fair (equal) sharing (Chernyak et al.,
representation
which
is
dependent
on the one-to-one
2019), and framed the set-matching task as a sharing game
correspondence
between
items
and
number
labels; Heck,
between two stuffed animals.
2000).
This
account
is
in
line
with
a
growing
body of
Across these experiments we found that neither explicit
evidence
which
has
shown
that
children
demonstrate
full
instructions to attend to number nor a concern for fairness
knowledge
of
other
properties
of
the
natural
numbers
—
increased children’s likelihood of establishing exact
such
as
the
successor
function
(Cheung,
Rubenson,
&
matches. Instead, related to the hypothesis that numeracy
Barner,
2017;
Spaepen
et
al.,
2019)
—
several
years
after
plays a pivotal role in facilitating representations of exact
acquiring the CP and using the count routine in numeric
number (Gordon, 2004; see Núñez, 2017, for discussion),
contexts. It is possible that learning the numerical
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significance of one-to-one correspondence may be similarly
protracted, requiring further conceptual development or
experience with numerical routines.
The current work addresses key limitations in previous
research showing set-matching failures in innumerate and
semi-numerate individuals, strengthening the hypothesis
that numeracy may be implicated in reasoning about
exactness. Future work should investigate the processes
through which children abstract one-to-one correspondence
from using the count routine, and whether this abstraction is
implicated in the acquisition of later numerical knowledge.
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Abstract
The use of algorithmic decision-making is steadily
increasing, but people may have misgivings about
machines making moral decisions. In two experiments
(N = 551), we examined whether people expect
machines to weigh information differently than humans
in making moral decisions. We found that people
expected that a computer judge would be more likely to
convict than a human judge, and that both judge types
would be more likely to convict based on individuating
information than on base-rate information. While our
main hypotheses were not supported, these findings
suggest that people might anticipate machines will
commit to decisions based on less evidence than a human
would require, providing a possible explanation for why
people are averse to machines making moral decisions.
Keywords: decision-making; base rates; Wells effect; theory
of mind; algorithm aversion

Introduction
Artificial intelligence was formally introduced as a discipline
in 1956 (Russell & Norvig, 1995). Since then, autonomous
machines have been used to perform a wide variety of tasks
like assisting with medical procedures (Parkin, 2016),
calculating intricate flight patterns (Bartholomew-Biggs et
al., 2003), and maintaining immensely complex inventory
records (Cárdenas-Barrón et al., 2012). They also typically
outperform humans on tasks that involve recall, strategy, and
rationality (Chouard, 2016; Newborn, 2011; Markoff, 2011).
The extent to which algorithms are present in our daily
lives is steadily increasing. However, despite the longstanding success of machines when it comes to decisionmaking, people are sometimes averse to machines making
decisions. This tendency is referred to as algorithm aversion
(Burton et al., 2019). Dietvorst and colleagues (2015) were
the first to empirically investigate the concept. They asked
participants to base their own incentivized predictions of
graduate applicant success on the forecasts of either a human
or an algorithmic model. Participants made these judgments
after viewing feedback for each agent’s performance, which
included the agent’s forecasting errors. Importantly, despite
errors, the algorithmic model outperformed the human in all
conditions. Seeing the algorithm err decreased participants’
tendencies to bet on forecasts made by the algorithmic model,
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whereas seeing a human err did not decrease willingness to
bet on the human forecasts. Furthermore, seeing the agents
make forecasting errors decreased confidence in the accuracy
of the algorithmic model, but not for the human. Together,
these findings illustrate algorithm aversion, as participants
demonstrated a reluctance to rely on algorithmic decisions,
while maintaining a preference for the inferior human
decision-maker.
While the findings of Dietvorst et al. (2015) provide strong
support for algorithm aversion, there is some evidence that
supports an opposing view. For instance, Awad and
colleagues (2020) found that when a human and a machine
both make an error that ultimately results in a fatal outcome,
participants were actually less likely to attribute blame to the
machine. This is discordant with findings of Dietvorst et al.
(2015), which suggest that people are more willing to
overlook a human error than the error of a machine, despite
the errors being equivalent and resulting in the same
(negative) outcome.
Recently, studies have suggested that people are averse to
machines making decisions in moral situations due to the
perceived lack of human mind in machines (Bigman & Gray,
2018). Mind perception research posits that people perceive
minds along two dimensions: agency and experience (Gray
et al., 2007). Similarly, it has been suggested that people also
consider experience when determining decision-making
abilities (Bigman & Gray, 2018); specifically, the ability to
feel moral emotions (Malle & Scheutz, 2014), such as
empathy, sympathy, and guilt (Tangney & Dearing, 2002).
While people perceive human minds as possessing the
components of agency and experience, machines inherently
lack or merely approximate many of these components, (Gray
et al., 2007; Gray & Wegner, 2012). As a result, the
perception that machines have less agency and experience
than humans may provide an explanation for why they are
viewed as less fit to make morally charged decisions (Bigman
& Gray, 2018).
In the present research, we explore a different question
about how people view machine decision-making. We ask
whether people anticipate that machines reach decisions
differently than a human would, and whether people
anticipate that humans and machines differ in the way they
prioritize information when making decisions, including
those which are morally relevant. If people expect machines

to prioritize information differently than a human would, this
might help explain why they are sometimes averse to
machines making moral decisions (though we do not directly
investigate this possibility).
Much previous work demonstrates that people often give
more weight to indicant or individuating information than to
base-rate information in judgment and decision-making
tasks. That is, individuals often exhibit a tendency to ignore
base-rate statistics in favor of information they perceive to be
more pertinent to the situation, rather than integrating the two
pieces of information (Bar-Hillel, 1980).
For the present work, a suitable example of this is one
demonstrated by the classic cab problem (Bar-Hillel, 1980).
Here, participants are presented with a scenario in which a
taxicab is involved in a hit and run accident. It is noted that
of all the cabs operating in the city, 85% are blue and only
15% are green. In court, a witness who was found to reliably
identify each cab color 80% of the time, stated that a green
cab caused the accident. Participants were then asked to
indicate the probability that the cab causing the accident was
green, as the witness claimed. To arrive at the correct answer
in this scenario, one must accurately combine the various
probabilities using Bayesian analyses to conclude that there
is approximately a 41% chance that a green cab caused the
accident. Despite this, most participants provided estimates
of over 50%, with some indicating upwards of an 80%
probability that the at-fault cab was green. This example
further highlights reliance on individuating information over
base-rate statistics. As a result, previous work pertaining to
probability interpretation has been concerned with the issue
of people deriving subjective probabilities that do not align
with the mathematically correct answer (see Kahneman,
2011). While having a robust understanding of probability is
beneficial in many aspects of day-to-day life, there are certain
contexts in which appropriately interpreting probability is
exceptionally important. For example, decisions based on
probabilistic information in legal situations may have
particularly consequential outcomes.
What evidence do we base our legal decisions on? Is a
guilty man rightfully convicted, or does he walk free? Is an
innocent man acquitted, or wrongfully convicted? How can
we be confident that the right decision was made? To answer
the first question, legal scholars have argued that people are
resistant to naked statistical evidence when assigning guilty
verdicts; where “naked statistics” refer to probabilities that
are not case specific, as the evidence did not result from the
event in question, but rather existed prior to, or independently
of the specific case (Wells, 1992).
Wells conducted a series of experiments to explore the
impact of naked statistical evidence on people’s decisions
about verdicts. In contrast to previous studies, he presented
participants with probability information that would be
intuitively processed, wherein the subjective probability and
mathematically correct answer would be in agreement. Wells
(1992) presented participants with a description of a legal
case in which a woman is suing the Blue Bus Company for
causing the death of her dog. It was explained that while she
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saw a bus hit her dog, she could not determine its color. In
the standard version of the task, participants received
information regarding the distribution of buses in the area
where the dog was hit: the Blue Bus Company was said to
own 80% of all buses, while the Grey Bus Company owned
20%. Across five studies, Wells presented versions of the
accident description, which featured information regarding
eye-witness testimony, causal relevance, as well as casespecific statistical information, respectively. After reading
the description, participants either indicated whether they
would convict the Blue Bus Company, or estimated the
probability that a blue bus hit the dog.
As expected, Wells found that participants’ subjective
probability judgments approximated the statistically correct
probability (80%) in all versions of the case. However,
profound differences emerged in verdict decisions. Despite
the information being statistically equivalent, participants
only returned guilty verdict decisions that were comparable
to the subjective probability ratings when the evidence was
perceived as being more directly connected to the specific
case (e.g., testimony from a witness working on the day of
the accident), rather than when information existed
independently of the case (e.g., the number of buses owned
by each company).
In the current research, we wondered whether a greater
preference for individuating information over base-rate
information might contribute to people’s general distrust of
machines making moral decisions. Presumably, people
expect other humans to share their tendency to base decisions
on individuating information. However, they might expect
computers to instead favor base-rate information. This
prediction might reflect a stereotype that computers make
decisions based on purely statistical considerations, without
insight into details pertaining to the specific case at hand.
Given this, a computer faced with Wells’ (1992) task might
be more likely to return a guilty verdict when presented with
information regarding the distribution of buses or the rate of
accidents in the area, in comparison to receiving witness
testimony information. On the other hand, if the computer
considers both types of information to be equivalent, given
that the statistical information is identical (85%) for both
evidence types, it may be equally likely to return a guilty
verdict in both instances.

Experiment 1
Experiment 1 investigated whether people’s judgments
about the decisions different agents would make in a
hypothetical legal situation would differ depending on the
type of evidence that was presented. This research received
ethics clearance through the University of Waterloo. See the
pre-registration here:
https://osf.io/85taj/?view_only=63d2ef05d3654c44bec74ba
72a2b1085.

Method
Participants Participants were 234 adults from the United
States (Mage = 41.27, SD = 12.37; range = 22 – 83; 39%
female) who completed a survey on CloudResearch for 50
cents. An additional 17 participants completed the survey but
were excluded from the analysis due to incorrectly answering
the comprehension questions, or for failing to answer any of
the test questions.
Materials and procedure Participants were randomly
assigned to one of two conditions. In each condition,
participants read a scenario in which the Blue Bus Company
is on trial for causing the death of a woman’s dog (see Figure
1 for a sample script). In the Base Rate Condition, the
evidence stated that “85% of buses in the area are owned by
the Blue Bus Company. 15% of buses are owned by the
Green Bus Company”. In the Witness Testimony Condition,
the evidence stated that “85% of witnesses indicated that the
bus that caused the accident was blue. 15% of witnesses
indicated that the bus that caused the accident was green”.
Participants were then shown two types of judges: Judge
Brown, a human judge, and JudgeComp, an autonomous
computer system (presented in random order). Using a 7point Likert scale (from Definitely No to Definitely Yes),
participants were asked to indicate whether Judge Brown and
JudgeComp would convict the Blue Bus Company, based on
the evidence that was presented.

Results and Discussion
Of primary interest was whether individuals would give
different conviction ratings depending on the type of judge
presented, and whether these ratings would differ depending
on evidence type. Figure 2 shows the mean conviction ratings
for each judge type based on evidence type. A Generalized
Estimating Equations (GEE) ordinal logistic regression with
evidence type as a between-subjects factor (bus distribution
evidence, witness testimony evidence), judge type as a
within-subjects factor (Judge Brown, JudgeComp), and their
interaction, revealed a significant main effect of evidence
type, Wald X2 (df = 1, N = 234) = 36.64, p < .001, and a
significant main effect of judge type, Wald X2 (df = 1, N =
234) = 45.65, p < .001. There was no significant interaction
(p = .314).
These findings suggest that in each condition, participants
believed that JudgeComp, the autonomous computer system,
would be more likely to convict the Blue Bus Company than
the human judge. Moreover, they rated both Judge Brown and
JudgeComp as more likely to convict based on witness
testimony as evidence than based on the distribution of buses.
However, against our expectations, there was no interaction.
This finding conflicted with our prediction that participants
would expect the computer judge to give relatively more
weight to the base-rate information, compared to the human
judge. One possible explanation is that participants expected
the computer judge to place more weight on the witness
evidence due to the fact that there were many witnesses.
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Figure 2: Mean conviction ratings for each judge type based
on evidence type condition. Error bars represent ± 1
standard error.

Thus, in a sense, the witness testimony condition also
provided a distribution (i.e., the sample of witnesses). This
differed from the original Wells’ (1992) experiment.
Therefore, in the next experiment, we adopted from Wells’
original study by including only one witness in the witness
testimony condition.
We were also intrigued by how often participants predicted
that the human judge would convict based on base-rate
evidence. In the original Wells experiments, participants
overwhelmingly denied that they would convict the Blue Bus
Company based on this evidence. One key difference
between the original procedure and that in Experiment 1 is
that we only asked participants to predict whether others
would be in favor of convicting. In the next study, we
addressed this by including an additional condition in which
participants were asked to make first-person judgments about
the likelihood that they would convict.
In an additional effort to replicate Wells’ original findings,
we also presented a revised test question, such that it was
more similar to the original test question. In Experiment 2,
we specified that the convicted bus company would be forced
to pay damages, as the original experiment indicated that the
bus company was being sued (see Wells, 1992).

Experiment 2
Similar to the previous experiment, Experiment 2 also
investigated whether people’s judgments about the decisions
various agents would make in a hypothetical legal situation
would differ depending on the type of evidence that was
presented. See the pre-registration here:
https://osf.io/85taj/?view_only=63d2ef05d3654c44bec74ba
72a2b1085.

Method
Participants Participants were 317 adults from the United
States (Mage = 40.16, SD = 12.07; range = 18 – 77; 49%
female) who completed a survey on CloudResearch for 50
cents. An additional 34 participants completed the survey but
were excluded from the analysis due to incorrectly answering
the comprehension questions, or for failing to answer any of
the test questions.
Materials and procedure Participants were randomly
assigned to one of three conditions: a human judge condition
(“Judge Brown”), an autonomous computer system condition
(“JudgeComp”), and a condition in which the participant was
told that they were the judge. In each condition, participants
read a scenario in which the Blue Bus Company is on trial for
causing the death of a woman’s dog (see Figure 2 for a sample
script). Participants were then presented with two types of
evidence (presented in random order) suggesting the Blue
Bus Company was responsible for the accident. One piece of
evidence stated that “85% of buses in the area are owned by
the Blue Bus Company, and only 15% are owned by the
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Green Bus Company”. The other piece of evidence stated that
“A man who witnessed the accident said that it was caused
by a blue bus. At night, he accurately identifies bus colors
85% of the time. He is inaccurate 15% of the time.” After
reading about each piece of evidence, participants used a 7point Likert scale (from Extremely Unlikely to Extremely
Likely), to rate the likelihood that the judge would convict the
Blue Bus Company and force them to pay damages. Note that
the wording of the question was changed across betweensubjects’ conditions to reflect judge-type. For example, in the
JudgeComp condition, participants were asked “How likely
is JudgeComp to convict the Blue Bus Company and force
them to pay damages?”

Results and Discussion
Of primary interest was whether individuals would give
different conviction ratings depending on the type of
evidence presented, and whether these ratings would differ
depending on judge type. Figure 4 shows the mean conviction
ratings for each evidence type based on judge type. A GEE
ordinal logistic regression with judge type as a betweensubjects factor (Judge Brown, JudgeComp, You), evidence
type as a within-subjects factor (bus distribution evidence,
witness testimony evidence), and their interaction, revealed a
significant main effect of judge type, Wald X2 (df = 2, N =
317) = 19.42, p < .001, and a significant main effect of
evidence type, Wald X2 (df = 1, N = 317) = 18.77, p < .001.
There was no significant interaction (p = .864). Pairwise
comparisons (which required the data to be treated as linear)
revealed that ratings for JudgeComp (M = 5.30, SE = 0.14)
significantly differed from those for Judge Brown (M = 4.61,
SE = 0.15; p < .001), and from the condition in which the
participant was the judge (“You”; M = 4.36, SE = 0.18; p <
.001). There was no significant difference between Judge
Brown and the “You” condition (p = .287).
These findings suggest that in each condition, participants
believed that they, and the fictional judges, would be more
likely to convict based on witness testimony than based on
the distribution of buses. Additionally, they rated JudgeComp
as most likely to convict based on both types of evidence. As
in the previous experiment, there was no interaction between
judge and evidence type. Also, as before, we did not see any
strong denials in any condition that convictions should be
based on base-rate evidence. We also failed to find strong
denials when participants made first-person judgments when
indicating the likelihood that they would convict the Blue Bus
Company.

General Discussion
In two experiments, we examined whether participants would
have different intuitions about the conviction decisions that
either a human or a computer judge would make based on the
evidence type (i.e., base-rate or individuating information)
that was presented during the trial. To our knowledge, our
studies are among the first to explore whether people think
the way algorithms make decisions differs from the way
humans make decisions (see also Longoni et al., 2019, for
related work).
Our findings show that people expect that an autonomous
computer system will be more likely to convict a defendant
than a human judge, and that both agents would be more
willing to convict when presented with individuating
information in the form of witness testimony, than when
presented with base-rate information. Contrary to our
expectations, we did not find an interaction between judge
and evidence type. We hypothesized that participants might
rate the computer as more willing to convict on the basis of
base-rate information and a human judge more likely to
convict on the basis of individuating information.
However, participants expected the computer judge to
convict more often overall. Although participants did not
expect the computer judge to weigh the two types of evidence
differently, they did expect it to weigh all evidence more
heavily than a human judge. While we did not anticipate this
finding, it may provide insight into why people are averse to
machines making moral judgments. Specifically, our findings
suggest that people might anticipate that machines will
commit to decisions based on less evidence than a human
would require. As with many moral decisions, such hairtrigger commitment could have worrisome consequences.
For example, in a legal context, it may lead to rash decisions
resulting in false convictions.
However, another possibility is that people might expect
that machines will be more likely to reach decisions based on
less information than humans, irrespective of outcome. That
is, people might expect a computer judge to be equally as
likely to give credit and rewards as it would punishments, in
each case based on less information than a human judge
would require. On this view, if we had asked participants how
likely the computer judge is to make a positive or nonpunitive judgment, they would have also expected it to make
a more sensitive judgment than a human judge. Further
research will be needed to explore this possibility.
One perplexing, and rather unexpected finding, was the
high rating of affirmative conviction based on base-rate
information for both the human and computer judge. This
result is inconsistent with the findings of Wells (1992), which
revealed strong denials for willingness to convict on base-rate
information alone. One possible explanation for the
discrepancies between our findings and those of Wells could
be the difference in how the dependent variable was
measured. In both of our studies, participants were asked to
rate the likelihood of conviction using a 7-point Likert scale,
while Wells obtained conviction ratings using a binary,

Figure 4: Mean conviction ratings for each evidence type
based on judge type condition. Error bars represent ± 1
standard error.
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forced-choice rating scale. Further, it is possible that we
would have seen a greater sensitivity to evidence type if the
conviction decision resulted in a more personal consequence.
That is, if an affirmative conviction would result in the
imprisonment of the individual driver of the bus involved in
the accident.
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Abstract
The law of least mental effort suggests that humans seek to
minimize cognitive effort exertion. It is thought that we do so
because effort is inherently aversive, playing the cost function
in a cost-benefit analysis. However, this is not always the
case: Some human activities are valued precisely because
they are effortful. This dual nature of effort as valued and
costly is known as the Effort Paradox. The question is
therefore: what features differentiate an aversively effortful
task from a valued one? In the current study, we explore how
perceived progress might be one of these features. Across two
experiments, we demonstrate that people willfully choose to
engage in more demanding cognitive tasks when doing so
yields telegraphed progress information. These results suggest
that perceived progress may play a moderating role in
cognitive effort aversion and hints at the possibility that
progress itself may be an inherently valuable stimulus.
Keywords: Cognitive effort, Progress,
decision-making, metacognition

Effort Paradox,

Background
Cognitive effort is a ubiquitous phenomenon in
decision-making. The quality and consistency of the
decisions we make are highly related to how much effort we
invest into making them (Kahneman, 2011). Though
omnipresent in our daily lives, this process of exerting
cognitive effort in the service of goal-directed behaviour is
often theorized to be an inherently aversive experience.
Indeed, the dominant view of cognitive effort posits that
effort is a costly resource that people avoid spending when
possible (Westbrooke & Braver, 2015). For instance, Kool et
al. (2010) showed that, when presented with the choice,
people consistently chose tasks that require less mental
effort over those that are more mentally taxing. Other work
has suggested that this aversion to hard mental work is even
represented at the neurobiological level: Effort signals are
tracked by the anterior cingulate cortex and are associated
with aversiveness (Shenhav et al., 2017; Sayali & Badre,
2019). This view is so pervasive in the literature that it has
been dubbed the law of least mental effort (Patzelt et al.,
2019).
Still, it is clear that people do not prefer, in all
circumstances, the course of least mental effort. Evidence of
effort adding value to actions is perhaps just as prevalent as
instances of effort being costly (Inzlicht et al., 2018). That
is, there are a variety of activities that humans engage in
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precisely because they are effortful, and not in spite of the
effort they require. At the trait level, differences in the
degree to which people place intrinsic value in cognitive
effort—a construct known as Need for Cognition—has been
found to affect reward-induced adjustments in cognitive
control, suggesting that the costs of effort are variable from
individual to individual (Sandra & Otto, 2018). Similarly,
the context of effort exertion can impact its valence. For
instance, past work has shown that people value IKEA
furniture more when they build it themselves, rather than
when it comes ready-made (Norton, Mochon, & Ariely,
2012). In the realm of physical effort, mountain-climbers
enjoy mountain-climbing due to its extreme physical and
mental challenge, not despite it (Loewenstein, 1999).
Indeed, the popularity of challenging games like Chess
alone pose a problem for an account of cognitive effort that
starts and ends with the view that effort is wholly aversive.
These examples make clear that the effect effort plays on
decision-making is contextual: sometimes discouraging
action and other times invigorating it (Inzlicht et al., 2018).
What remains unclear, however, is whether contexts in
which effort adds value are united by any common features.
That is, can there be a feature that, when present, makes an
effortful task more valuable than it would be if that feature
were not present? In mountain-climbing and furniture
building, for instance, one such feature is progress: people
may be motivated to engage in these effortful tasks because
they convey an acute sense of progress.
Recent work has shown that, by providing feedback on
one’s progress in a cognitively demanding task,
performance improves (Katzir et al., 2020). Katzir et al.
interpret this finding to suggest that people invest additional
effort into a task when they feel that their effort is
progressing them forward. If we consider this finding in the
framework of an effort-reward tradeoff, an intuitive
interpretation might be that effort is invested in these tasks
not despite its inherent costs, but because participants’
valuation of effort has shifted when its contribution to
progress is clearly conveyed. To frame this as a question:
Do people invest more effort when progress feedback is
present even though it is difficult or because the effort itself
is being perceived as valuable? In other words, the central
question this study attempts to answer: Are people more

willing to engage in cognitively demanding activities when
effort explicitly confers progress?
To answer this question, we conducted two experiments.
Experiment 1 was a preregistered online study
(https://osf.io/gfrsh). Experiment 2 is a follow-up study
meant to address the limitations of the between-subjects
design of Experiment 1.

Experiment 1
Method
Progress-Modified DST. To test whether progress affected
individuals’ evaluation of effort, we used a modified version
of the Demand Selection Task (DST; Kool et al, 2010;
Patzelt et al., 2019) that incorporated progress feedback.
This task consisted of two phases: a choice and judgement
phase. In the judgement phase, participants had to judge a
numeric digit that appeared on the screen (hereafter, the
probe). This probe was one of two colours: green or orange.
If the probe was green, participants were asked to make a
magnitude judgment: whether the numeric probe was
greater or smaller than 5. If the probe was orange,
participants were asked to make a parity judgment: whether
the number was even or odd. In isolation, these tasks are not
exceptionally demanding. However, when interleaved on a
trial-by-trial basis, the task becomes significantly more
demanding, resulting in slower and more error-prone
responding when the the task rules switch (e.g., magnitude
on trial t, parity on trial t+1) to when they stay the same
(Monsell, 2003). Participants practiced these tasks in
isolation and combined at the beginning of the task for a
total of 40 trials (10 green probes; 10 orange cues; 20
combined). These practice trials were not analysed.
Because the level of demand in this task is dependent
upon the rate at which the rules switch, we were able to
measure participants’ demand preference by asking them to
select between (learned) switch rates. To frame this in the
context of the task, before completing each switch task,
participants chose one of two “portals” (one blue and one
purple; see Figure 1). Participants were told that these
portals lead to different “worlds”, in which the switch task
differed slightly from each other. However, they were not
explicitly told how the tasks differ between worlds.
Depending on their choice, they completed either a
low-demand or high-demand version of the task-switching
paradigm described above. The low-demand version of the
task-switching paradigm had a switch rate of 10%, whereas
the high-demand version has a switch rate of 90%. While
participants learned this portal-to-demand mapping from
earlier practice trials, they were never explicitly told that
one choice lead to an easier task and one to a harder one.
Critically, this difficulty manipulation has previously been
shown to elicit slower reaction times and poorer accuracy in
the high-demand version of the task (i.e., more effort; Kool
et al., 2010; Patzelt et al., 2019).
To manipulate progress, different groups of participants
were randomly assigned to two versions of the DST
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Figure 1. Task design in Experiment 1.
(between-subjects). One group completed a version of the
task with progress feedback and another completed a
version without progress feedback. Following Katzir et al.,
(2020), participants in the Progress condition received
within- and between-block feedback. Within each block,
participants were presented with a green bar at the top of the
screen that indicated how much progress they had made
during that block (i.e., the bar was 50% full when a
participant completed half of the trials that block).
Between blocks, participants were shown a screen
indicating how much progress they had made through the
entire task. This screen consisted of 4 stars, one being filled
in for each block the participant had completed thus far,
presented for 1500 ms. In the No-Progress condition, the
main task was the same, but participants did not receive any
indication of progress.
The main task consisted of 300 trials, divided into 4
blocks of 75 trials. Once a response was made, a blank
interstimulus interval appeared for 500 ms prior to the next
probe appearing. If no response was made, the trial timed
out and the task continued.
NASA Task-Load Index (NASA-TLX). We also collected
data on how effortful participants found the modified-DST
using the NASA-TLX (Hart, 2006). The NASA-TLX is a
7-item questionnaire that assesses the degree to which
individuals found a task effortful (all questions rated on a
continuous scale).
Exit Questionnaire. After participants completed the
experiment and questionnaires, they were asked to fill out a
short exit questionnaire that was meant to assess their
subjective experience of the task, as well as basic
demographic information. The following questions were
asked in the exit questionnaire: (1) For statistical purposes,
how old are you?; (2) For statistical purposes, what is your
gender?; (3) Were the instructions clear to you? Did you
notice anything particular about the task you'd like to
comment on?; (4) When choosing between the portals, did
you develop a preference for choosing one over the other?;
(5) Did you notice a difference between the tasks in each
portals? If so, what was it?; (6) Did you find the task more
difficult in one portal than the other?

Participants. We collected data from 502 participants on
Amazon Mechanical Turk. An a priori power analysis
revealed that this was sufficient to detect an effect size of
minimal interest at 80% power. However, after applying
preregistered exclusion criteria, our sample dropped down
to 386 participants (Mage = 37.80; sage = 11.40, 69% male).
This is the sample we use for the following analyses. We
address the potentially large exclusion rate in the discussion
below.

Results
Manipulation Checks. In order to determine whether our
demand manipulation was successful, we modeled both
objective (reaction time (RT) and accuracy) and subjective
(NASA-TLX ratings) measures of demand.
First, using linear and binomial multilevel models
respectively, we found that participants were significantly
slower (b = 173.85, CI = [709.68–860.38], p < .001) and
less accurate (OR = 0.78, CI = [0.74–0.83], p < .001) in high
switch rate blocks compared to low switch rate blocks. We
did not find a significant effect of condition on RT or
accuracy (ps > .05), but did find a small interaction between
condition and accuracy (OR = 0.89, CI = [0.83–0.96], p =
0.003), such that participants in the progress condition
suffered slightly fewer switch costs than those in the no
progress condition (~2% difference). At the trial-level, we
also found that switch trials incurred slower (b = 195.59, CI
=[189.41–201.76], p < .001) and less accurate (b = 0.73, CI
=[0.69–0.77], p < .001) responding. We did not find a
significant effect of condition, nor an interaction between
condition on accuracy (ps > .05).
Second, we found that participants experienced high
switch rate blocks as more cognitively effortful than low
switch rate blocks. During high switch rate blocks,
participants felt as though the task was more effortful (b =
0.35, p < .001), mentally taxing (b = 0.23, p = .0132), harder
to perform (b = -0.19, p = .0320), and rushed (b = 0.24, p =
.0252) than during the low demanding block. The only
dimension measured by the NASA-TLX for which there
was no difference between demand levels was frustration (b
= 0.03, p = .836). These ratings did not differ between
condition, nor did condition interact with demand level (all
ps > .45).
Choice Data. The main hypothesis of this experiment was
that participants in the Progress condition would be more
often willing to engage in the high demand switch task than
those in the No Progress condition. To test this hypothesis,
we used a mixed-effects logistic regression, predicting
demand selection by condition with a random intercept per
participant.
As summarized in Figure 2, we found that participants in
the No Progress condition selected the high demand task
significantly less than chance (OR = 0.79, CI = [0.68– 0.91],
p = 0.002). Participants in the Progress condition on the
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Figure 2. Demand preference across progress conditions in
Experiment 1.
other hand were indifferent to demand level (OR = 0.99, CI
= [0.86 – 1.14], p = 0.888).
In short, the odds that participants in the Progress
condition chose the high demand option was 1.25 times that
of those in the No Progress condition (OR = 1.25, CI =
[1.02 – 1.54], p = 0.03): a small, but significant, difference.

Discussion
In experiment 1, we sought to test whether providing
participants with feedback about their progress would
moderate their demand preferences in a variant of a
well-established demand selection paradigm. We seem to
find modest support for this conclusion in the current
sample,
such that participants in the Progress condition were more
often willing to complete the high demand switch task than
those in the No Progress condition. Notably, they did so
despite the fact that we observed no signs of objective or
subjective demand decreases between conditions. Thus, it
seems that these participants were willingly choosing to
complete a task that was more cognitively demanding,
simply because they had a sense of their progress in the
task.
While an important first result, this experiment suffered
from a number of limitations that hinders its explanatory
power. First, the results we obtained were rather subtle,
never amounting to more than indifference between high
and low demand in the Progress condition. This is likely due
to the nature of the experimental set up, which tested
participants in a between-subjects fashion on a high number
of switch trials with few choice trials (4). Combined with
the fact that it is unlikely many participants would solely
choose one portal for all choices (effectively creating a floor
and ceiling effect), a more subtle, within-subjects, design is
likely needed to understand these effects. Relatedly, our
selective exclusion criteria reduced our sample size, which
while large, could be under-powered to detect minimally

interesting effect sizes in future replications. Most
importantly, while the current results showcase an important
descriptive difference between effort preference when
progress is present versus when it is not, they do not address
how progress modulates demand preference. That is, it
remains unclear how perceived progress affects
metacognitive cost-benefit analyses when it comes to
explicit effort-related decisions: Does it dampen effort costs,
or is progress perhaps adding value, thus offsetting effort
costs?
To address these limitations, we conducted a second
experiment in which we tested participants’ willingness to
explicitly trade-off effort for progress information in a
within-subjects design.

Experiment 2
Method
The between-subjects design of Experiment 1 limited its
explanatory power. Namely, it only allowed us to find a
descriptive difference between groups (in a particularly
large sample) but did not allow for us to robustly explore
how participants incorporated progress information into
their effort-related decisions. To improve our understanding
of progress’ role in demand selection, we designed a
within-subject variant of the DST following a design used
by Sayalı and Badre (2019) to study demand-avoidant
choice (preregistered at https://osf.io/2vcbk). The main goal
of this design was to test whether participants would
explicitly trade higher demand for progress information.
As in Experiment 1, Experiment 2 had two phases: a
choice and judgement phase. In the choice phase,
participants were presented with two of six decks to choose
from (2000 ms). Each deck corresponded to a switch rate
that participants would have to complete in the subsequent
judgement phase. The three possible switch rates were 10%,
50%, and 90%. In the judgement phase, participants
completed the same switch task as in Experiment 1, wherein
the rules (magnitude/parity) switched at a rate associated
with the deck participants chose. Notably, half of these
decks were paired with progress feedback and half were not.
When a progress deck was chosen, participants received
within-block progress feedback on the subsequent switch
task (i.e., a green bar filled following each choice; see
Figure 3a).
As a result of this design, there were six total decks
participants could choose from, varying according to their
associated switch rate and whether or not they produced
progress feedback (see Figure 3b). Participants learned these
pairings during a Learning Phase, during which participants
learned the basics of the switch task, and were shown the
switch task after choosing each deck. Overall, participants
were exposed to 15 unique possible deck pairings, each
presented 4 times.
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Figure 3. Task design in Experiment 2.
complete runs of the task each participant must complete.
These 15 pairings were fully counterbalanced, allowing for
conclusions to be drawn about participants’ pure effort
preferences (when progress was held constant across decks),
pure progress preferences (when demand was held constant
across decks), and the interaction between the two. Each
switch task varied in length according to a predefined
truncated normal distribution ranging from 8 trials to 22
trials, with a mean of 13. This made for a total of 60 explicit
effort/progress decisions and approximately 780 switch task
trial per participant.
Participants. We collected data from 107 participants on
Amazon Mechanical Turk. After applying preregistered
exclusion criteria, 67 participants were included in the final
analysis (Mage = 36.98, sage = 9.67, 61% male).

Results
Manipulation Checks. As in experiment 1, we analysed RT
and accuracy to determine whether our demand
manipulation was successful, using linear and binomial
multilevel models respectively. We expected to replicate the
overall switch cost results found in Experiment 1 and
furthermore observe a monotonic relationship between
overall deck switch cost and RT and accuracy (increasing
and decreasing, respectively).
These predictions were supported in the current sample.
Namely, we found that participants responded more slowly
(b = 194.88, CI = [189.28–200.49], p < .001) and less
accurately (OR = 0.61, CI = [0.57–0.66], p < .001) on
switch trials compared to repeat trials. We also found a
significant main effect of progress on accuracy, such that
responses when progress feedback was present were slightly
more accurate than when it was not (OR = 1.09, CI =
[1.01–1.17], p = .0248).
Choice Data. Our main predictions for Experiment 2
centered on participants’ choice behaviour. These data are
summarised in Figure 4. Overall, we found that participants’
were effort avoidant (OR = 0.69, CI = [0.61–0.78], p < .001)
and progress-seeking (OR = 1.34, CI = [1.21–1.48], p <
.001).

As a general manipulation check for the effect of switch
rate on effort avoidance, we predicted that participants
would choose the low demand deck in pairings where
progress was held constant—that is, when participant could
not trade-off demand for the presence or absence of progress
feedback because both decks to choose from on a trial
shared the same progress condition (progress or
no-progress). Using a logistic mixed-effects regression, we
found marginal support for this hypothesis in the current
sample, such that participants either chose the low effort
deck or were indifferent to demand pairing (see Figure 4a).
Both in pairings in where both decks yielded progress (OR
= 0.57, CI =[0.47–0.68], p < .001) and neither deck yielded
progress (OR = 0.78, CI = [0.65–0.93], p = 0.007),
participants’ were significantly effort averse (i.e., avoided
demand more than chance level), according to Wald z-tests
from mixed-effects logistic regression.
Our second prediction was that participants would choose
the deck that yielded progress feedback when effort was
held constant. We found support for this hypothesis, such
that participants preferred progress decks to no progress
decks when demand was held constant (OR = 1.65, CI =
[1.35 – 2.02], p < .001; see Figure 4b). More precisely,
participants significantly sought progress information in ⅔
of the deck pairings where demand was held constant—10%
vs. 10% (OR = 1.79, CI = [1.32–2.42], p < .001) and 50%
vs. 50% (OR = 2.09, CI = [1.54–2.85], p < .001)—and
numerically so in the 90% vs. 90% pairing (OR = 1.22, CI =
[0.91–1.63], p = .1870; Figure 4c).
Our third prediction was that, when choosing between
decks that vary both in terms of demand and progress
feedback, participants would choose the high effort deck
when it conveyed progress, but would choose the low
demand deck when it did not. Critically, we found support
for this hypothesis, such that participants were statistically
indifferent to demand, and even showed a trend towards
demand-seeking behaviour, when progress was associated
with the high demand option (OR = 1.17, CI =[0.98–1.41], p
= .084). Conversely, when progress came at a lower
cognitive cost, participants overwhelmingly avoided the
high demand, no-progress, option (OR = 0.42, CI = [0.34–
0.51], p < .001; Figure 4d). These results support those
found in Experiment 1, but also demonstrate that
participants were willing to incur greater cognitive costs in
exchange for progress information.

Discussion
The goal of Experiment 2 was to improve on the design of
Experiment 1 in order to increase its explanatory and
statistical power. Our results indicate that we succeeded in
this regard and point to interesting interpretations that the
results of Experiment 1 alone could not support, which we
discuss in the next section.
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Figure 4. Proportion of (a, d) high demand decks and (b,
c) progress decks selected across demand and progress
pairings.

General Discussion
In the current study, we sought to explore whether perceived
progress moderated cognitive effort aversion. We conducted
two experiments and in both found evidence that people
were willing to engage in harder mental work if it was
accompanied by information about their progress in a task.
This was true even when participants explicitly had the
option of working less hard without incurring any additional
consequences.
Why might progress moderate demand selection?
Classical work by behaviorists has shown that animals
modulate effort investment in accordance with perceived
progress in simple reinforcement learning tasks (Hull, 1932;
Miller, 1944). These early results laid the groundwork for
the goal-gradient hypothesis, which proposed that organisms
exert more effort as they approach a goal (Hull, 1932).

This idea has received newfound attention in the
consumer behaviour literature, as it is capable of explaining
a spate of findings that show that consumers are more
willing to engage with products when they feel they are
nearing some kind of reward (Kivetz, Urminsky, & Zheng,
2006). Under this updated computational view of the
goal-gradient hypothesis, progress offsets effort costs by
increasing an agent’s motivation to achieve their goal.
Considered from the perspective of cognitive effort
research, this would suggest that progress information
carries inherent value that, when weighed against the
inherent costs of effort, tilts the cost-benefit analysis in
favour of effort investment. This view fits well with our
results from Experiment 2, in which we observe that people
largely preferred decks that conveyed progress to those that
did not when effort was held constant, suggesting that
progress carried some additional value. The argument that
progress carries inherent value is also supported by
neurobiological evidence. Monkey research led by Shidara
(Inaba et al., 2013; Shidara, Aigner, & Richmond, 1998) has
suggested that progress information and reward are
processed by the same brain areas, namely the dorsal raphe
nucleus and the ventral striatum. To speculate, this might
suggest that reward and progress share a similar
representation at the neural level, which, if true, would
provide a physiological foundation for progress’ inherent
value.
If progress information does carry inherent value, it may
have important implications for our understanding of the
Effort Paradox. Namely, it might suggest that, in
circumstances where it seems effort is adding value (i.e., the
Effort Paradox; Inzlicht et al., 2018), the actual costs of
effort may be masked by other valuable stimuli in the
environment. Importantly, these stimuli may be those that
have yet to be considered to carry value for human
decision-makers. For example, in a task where people could
trade future rewards for non-instrumental information—i.e.,
information which bears no impact on reward—Bennett and
colleagues (2016) found that people inherently valued
information and were willing to incur financial costs to
acquire it. In addition to information, there may exist a
panoply of other stimuli that carry inherent value for
humans, which can offset both financial and cognitive costs.
Left unexplored, these unmeasured values may shift human
effort investment, creating the illusion of an Effort Paradox
where one, in some cases, may not exist. This issue is
complicated further when the stimuli adding value is
inherently linked to the task being performed, as is the case
for progress. Therefore, future research should focus on
determining whether activities in which effort seems to be
adding value can be explained by potential alternative
sources of value that exist in the environment. In the current
study, we provide evidence that progress information may
be one such value-adding stimulus.
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Abstract
Current theories of procrastination argue that people put things
off into the future with the expectation that they will be better
able to do them later. In this paper, we rationalize such expectations within the framework of evidence accumulation models
of the choice process. Specifically, we show that it is rational
for observers to adopt lower decision thresholds for choices
with weak evidence for any alternative, and that observers
learning to estimate optimal decision thresholds for tasks that
involve decisions will find it reasonable to put the tasks off until the threshold has been sufficiently lowered by time-varying
urgency. We designed a computational model and an experiment to differentiate our theory from more general expectancy
based temporal motivation accounts. Both simulation and experimental results support our proposal, indicating a large role
for choice difficulty in people’s self-assessed estimates for how
likely they are to procrastinate any given task.
Keywords: procrastination; race models; metacognition; rational analysis; computational modeling

Introduction
Procrastinating, putting important tasks off into the future usually with sub-optimal outcomes, is extremely common (Steel, 2007). Research in workplace settings reveals
that up to a quarter of the average US worker’s work hours
are spent procrastinating (Nguyen, Steel, & Ferrari, 2013).
Procrastination in academic settings is so widespread that a
particular form of it - putting things off until deadlines and
then working urgently to meet them - is separately identified
as ‘student syndrome’ (Schouwenburg, 1995).
Steel has proposed a temporal motivation based metatheory of procrastination, accommodating several interesting
empirical phenomena related to procrastination (Steel, 2007).
On this account, peoples’ motivation to do a task is directly
proportional to their expectation of receiving a reward from
it, and inversely proportional to the delay with which they
expect to receive this reward (Steel, Svartdal, Thundiyil, &
Brothen, 2018). While simple, this theory captures important aspects of procrastination, e.g. a negative skew in start
times of tasks, greater procrastination for tasks with delayed
rewards, etc.
Current computational models of procrastination predominantly adopt the assumptions of the temporal motivation account of procrastination. For instance, Akerlof’s model considers procrastination to arise from the extra cost of doing a
task now rather than later (Akerlof, 1991). In his model, at
each time step, the person formulates a plan to minimise the
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difference between cost and reward associated with the task.
An additional factor multiplicatively amplifies the cost for the
current time step. The formulated plan emits the optimum
start time for the task. Because of the salience-weighted extra
cost associated with the current time step, the model suggests
starting tasks later than the present moment.
Similarly, O’Donoghue & Rabin’s model assumes that
people have an additional cost associated with doing something now versus later, but have varying degrees of belief
about how much this cost, which they interpret as problems with self-control, is likely to be at any time in the future (O’Donoghue & Rabin, 2001). Observers naive about
their future self-control problems are likely to decide to put
things off at any given point in time, following the same
mechanism as in the Akerlof model.
Modeling procrastination as a direct consequence of intertemporal reward discounting fails to capture important aspects of the phenomenon. Crucially, the temporal motivation explanation does not offer any explanation for the negative effect of procrastination on task performance and downstream affective correlates, such as anxiety and guilt (Ferrari
& Emmons, 1995; Ferrari & Dı́az-Morales, 2007). Put simply, temporal motivation accounts predict later start times, but
not worse performance, and guilt and anxiety about worse
performance, on procrastinated tasks. Recently, Sirois and
Pychyl (2013) have proposed a theoretical unification of the
temporal and affective views on procrastination by explaining
procrastination as a failure in predicting the efficacy of one’s
future self. Following an argument similar to the mathematical assumptions made in O’Donoghue and Rabin (2001),
they argue that procrastination essentially arises from an inability to appreciate that one’s future self will be as beset by
anxiety and worry about the task as one’s present self.
But even this theoretical extension of the temporal explanation is inadequate to explain the selective nature of procrastination. Across activities as diverse as filing tax returns,
applying for research grants, or submitting conference papers (!), the pattern of submissions shows a great rush to beat
deadlines, while activities like checking email, playing video
games and pursuing hobbies do not, even within the same
person. As Ferrari and Dı́az-Morales (2007) document in
their meticulous surveys, a large fraction of procrastinators,
whom they call arousal procrastinators, procrastinate deliberately because they feel that they work more efficiently under

deadline pressure. Such a positive view of procrastination is
difficult to reconcile with existing theoretical and computational accounts of the phenomenon.
In this paper, we present a theory and a computational
model of procrastination that jointly predicts later start times
and worse performance on procrastinated tasks followed by
an experiment to test our predictions. Our theory rationalizes
procrastination as rational meta-reasoning about the expected
effort required for completing tasks, successfully operationalizing an arousal view of procrastination, and better characterizing the difference between tasks that are more prone and
less prone to procrastination.

the upper time limit to which the model agent accumulates evidence for a particular sub-task trial. If the evidence threshold
is breached before the time threshold is reached, the sub-task
is considered completed with one of the two outcomes selected. Otherwise, it has to be redone, and the additional time
affects the total task duration, which is simply the sum of all
sub-task durations. We measure task error as the fraction of
sub-tasks on which the model’s response fails to match the
response predicted by the sign of the drift rate parameter.

Urgency saves Buridan’s ass

The procrastination model
We present a computational model of procrastination, using evidence accumulation race models as our basic building block. The central insight that drives our model is that,
when evidence strength for decision sub-tasks that make up
the complete task is weak, the speed-accuracy trade-off to determine where the evidence threshold should be set for subtasks becomes heavily weighted in favor of speed. Simply
put, spending more time collecting evidence is sub-optimal
when the evidence is not there.
This insight centrally drives our hierarchical model of task
start times, wherein sub-task evidence thresholds are selected
by optimizing a composite objective function of task error and
duration, and task error and duration in turn are obtained by
performing the sub-tasks using a particular value of the subtask evidence thresholds. We describe our model in greater
detail below.

Modeling unforced choices
We model the completion of the target task in our account as
requiring the completion of a series of sub-tasks, and model
the completion of each sub-task as requiring the processing
of information before deciding on the right way of doing
the sub-task. This processing is modeled as a two alternative unforced choice task, solved by the model observer using bounded integration choice process models (Usher & McClelland, 2001; Bogacz & Gurney, 2007).
Unlike in classical forced choice paradigms, the accumulator models in our account emit no choice if evidence does not
breach the evidence threshold within a fixed number of time
steps. In the event that no choice is emitted, the corresponding sub-task is taken to not have been finished, and the model
observer has to retry it.
For all the simulation results we describe, we consider the
target task to be a sequence of 10 sub-tasks. Each sub-task
is modelled as a binary decision problem, solved using a race
model that accumulates evidence on every discrete time step
of the integration process. The amount of evidence collected
per time step is a function of a drift rate parameter that is a
proxy for evidence strength, and a diffusion parameter that is
held constant across all our experiments.
Each sub-task is further parameterized by an evidence
threshold and a time threshold. The time threshold controls
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Figure 1: Illustrating an asymmetry in speed-accuracy tradeoffs as a function of evidence strength in accumulator models.
The simulation results shown in Figure 1 were obtained
by running 1000 trials of the target task for each of 10 discrete evidence strength levels. A key observation here is the
large asymmetry in the speed-accuracy trade-offs for such a
task under conditions of weak evidence for the individual subtasks.
When the evidence for the sub-tasks is weak, very little additional accuracy is gained by using a high evidence threshold
as opposed to a lower one (compare the large increase in time
for the left-most bars from the speeded to the normal condition in Figure 1(bottom) with the small drop in task error
resulting as a consequence in Figure 1(top)). For instance, at
an evidence strength of 0.2, doubling the time spent on the
task improves the error rate from 0.4 to 0.35. In contrast, at

an evidence strength of 1.0, increasing the time spent on the
task by 25% more than halves the error rate.

Given this specification of the threshold θ(t) at every time
point of the trial, we obtain the probability of starting the task
at time t as
p(t) =

1
,
1 + exp(λ(θ(t) − θ̂))

(3)

where λ is a model parameter. We use λ = 0.1 for our simulations. This model predicts procrastination for settings where
θ̂ is low, and non-procrastination when θ̂ is high.
For the simulated results presented in this paper, we assume perfect foreknowledge of θ̂ on the part of the observer.
That is, our results don’t engage with how observers learn to
procrastinate.

Simulation Results
Figure 2: Differential costs for normal and speeded thresholds
Thus, for the same simulated task, an observer model motivated by a composite cost := α task duration + β task error
may find it rational to use lower evidence thresholds under
weak evidence conditions (see Fig 2). Assuming that evidence thresholds are lowered by urgency, and that urgency
increases via proximity to deadlines, we retrieve a model of
start time inference, as we describe below.

Meta-reasoning about evidence thresholds
The simulations above suggest how observers might acquire
an understanding of how to set decision thresholds given experience with the strength of evidence they are likely to have
in the task. For any task, they’d first, over repeated exposures to the task under varying conditions of urgency and thus
varying evidence thresholds, identify a point on the speedaccuracy curve, parameterized by τ, ε in our account, they’d
be satisfied with, and then map this to the threshold θ likely
to yield this performance, as judged by prior experience on
other tasks.
In our model, we implement this calculation as a linear optimization problem of estimating the threshold value as
arg min ατ(θ) + βε(θ),

(1)

θ

where α, β are scale parameters.
In its present form, this model estimates the evidence
threshold θ̂ for sub-tasks that observers are expected to perform. Tasks on which observers intend to spend a lot of time
will have high estimates of θ̂ and vice versa. To obtain start
time predictions from this model, we further assume that the
urgency of the task increases with time, causing the evidence
threshold expected to be used by the observer to behave as
θ(t) = θ0 exp(−θ−1
0 t),

(2)

where θ0 is a free parameter (we use θ0 = 100 for our simulations).
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The key commonality across existing computational models of procrastination is the fact that procrastination emerges
from additional cost being attributed to doing something now
as opposed to later (Akerlof, 1991; O’Donoghue & Rabin,
2001). But what could the nature of such a cost be? Our
model offers a possible answer.
Our model endogenously and simultaneously predicts a
negative skew in task start times and an inverse correlation
between task performance and task start times as a consequence of the posited relationship between evidence strength
and evidence thresholds.
Figure 3 demonstrates these predictions quantitatively. The
left panel plots task start time probabilities for two different values of the observer’s evidence threshold estimate. As
we have outlined above, these estimates are expected to be
lower for tasks in which observers have to make decisions
with weak evidence. Thus, for such tasks, the task start time
probability behaves as shown by the red line in Figure 3(left).
The middle panel of Figure 3 plots a start time distribution
obtained by running 10000 simulations of the task, using start
time probabilities emitted by the model for both high (blue)
and low (red) evidence threshold conditions. The histograms
clearly demonstrate a propensity for our model observer to
procrastinate tasks under weak evidence conditions.
The right panel of Figure 3 plots the average error fraction
for the task as a function of when the observer chose to begin
the task within the available time window, for a given level
of evidence strength. Clearly, starting the task later leads to
worse performance on the task.

An Experimental Test
The key novelty of our model, in contrast with prior modeling efforts in this area (Akerlof, 1991; O’Donoghue & Rabin,
2001; Steel, 2007), lies in the relationship we posit between
decision difficulty and procrastination. Such a relationship is
not unexpected on theoretical grounds, given that arousal has
been documented as a clear cause of procrastination by previous psychological research (Ferrari & Emmons, 1995; Ferrari
& Dı́az-Morales, 2007). However, while experimental studies have documented a relationship between task difficulty

Figure 3: Our model predicts that (left) task start times will be low at the beginning and increase exponentially when observers’
estimates of the optimal evidence thresholds for a particular task are low, (middle) such settings will lead to delays in starting tasks as well as failures in starting tasks altogether, and that (right) later task start times will be correlated with worse
performance on the task.
and procrastination more generally (Steel et al., 2018), the
specific role of choice difficulty has not been experimentally
examined. Since choice difficulty plays a central role in our
explanation for the mechanism of procrastination, we tested
its effect on procrastination with an experiment.

Design
We designed an experiment with the basic aim of differentiating generic task difficulty from choice difficulty. To achieve
this differentiation, we developed a grid-search game, inspired by the spatial foraging paradigm of Hills and Hertwig
(2010), wherein participants flip over grid cells and see what
reward each cell contains. The purpose of the task is to find
a maximally rewarding cell, hidden somewhere in the grid.
Participants are only allowed to flip over grid cells contiguous to grid cells that have already been flipped.
As in our simulation, successfully completing the task requires a sequence of directional decisions about which grids
to flip over. As illustrated in Figure 4A, rewards can be distributed on the grid in ways that force observers to make this
sequence of decisions with either strong (top, easy grid) or
weak (bottom, hard grid) directional evidence. Orthogonal to
this manipulation of choice difficulty, it is possible to make
the overall task easier or harder by forcing participants to
search for the maximally rewarding cell in a smaller or larger
grid. Crucially, varying the size of the grid does not influence the strength of evidence available to the observer while
selecting which direction to go while flipping cells.
We conducted our experiment as a 2 × 2 within-subject design, varying choice difficulty in two levels of easy and hard,
and grid size in two levels of grids of side 15 and 20 respectively. We generated all experiment grids procedurally. To
generate easy grids, we first selected a random grid cell to
place the maximal reward in, then arranged the remaining rewards as a function of Manhattan distance from this cell, as
shown in Figure 4A (top).
Thirty-six university students participated in the experi-
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ment for course credit.The study protocol and methods were
reviewed and approved by an IRB.
An experiment trial consisted of one grid search task,
which ends either when the maximal reward is found, or the
time which was specified in the beginning runs out. After every trial, the participant is asked to report their propensity to
procrastinate on the task they had just performed on a 5-point
Likert scale. Each participant completed two trials per condition of the experiment, thus completing eight trials in all,
and providing eight Likert scale procrastination propensity
responses. The order of presentation of the four conditions
was counterbalanced across participants.

Results
We expected a strong effect of choice difficulty on procrastination ratings, and this expectation was justified by our results
(see Figure 4B). Table 1 presents the results of a Bayesian repeated measures ANOVA, treating procrastination ratings as
interval-scaled for the purpose1 . The best model that accounts
for the procrastination ratings presumes independent contributions to these ratings from choice difficulty and grid size,
along theoretically expected directions. Notably, the analysis demonstrates a decisive effect of choice difficulty on the
ratings (BFinclusion = 25, 363), but only a weak effect of grid
size-dependent task difficulty (BFinclusion = 4.6) and no evidence for an interaction between these two sources of difference (BFinclusion = 0.284). These results are consistent with
self-expectations of procrastination being largely determined
by the difficulty of decisions within the task, as assumed in
our theory.
Additionally, we counted the number of times someone had
to stop and think about what to do in any given grid search
trial (quantified as a 2SD deviation from the mean RT of
that trial), and found that participants who experienced more
1 Conclusions from ANOVA on Likert scales are highly robust to
high degrees of non-linearity between the scale and the latent construct (Norman, 2010).
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Figure 4: Design and results of an experiment differentiating choice and task difficulty. (A) Searching a grid for a hidden
maximal reward (in gray) can be easy or hard, depending on how sub-maximal rewards are distributed (B) average procrastination ratings elicited after grid search in different conditions and (C) plotting the extent to which a participant’s procrastination
ratings changed from one elicitation to the next for each condition as a function of the difference in the number of times they
had to stop and think about where to move next during grid search across the two elicitations for the same condition.
such thinking events in their second experience with a particular experiment condition than the first, gave higher procrastination ratings to the second trial than the first, and vice
versa. Figure 4C illustrates this by plotting change in rating from first to second against change in number of thinking events, averaged across all four conditions, for all participants. The positive correlation observable in the graph
(ρ = 0.36, p = 0.038), supports the view that participants’ experience of being unable to decide significantly affects their
judgment of how much they would be likely to put it off if
encountered again.

Table 1: Results of Bayesian repeated measures ANOVA
on procrastination likelihood responses for our experiment.
BF10 compared to the best model.
Models
choice + grid
choice + grid + choice * grid
choice
grid
Null model (incl. subject)

BF10
1.000
0.284
0.215
3.649e-5
1.141e-5
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Discussion
We present a rational explanation for procrastination, and
simulate it in a computational model.The explanation is that
people rationally believe that it is inefficient to begin a task
that contains choices for which they possess insufficient evidence. For such choices, we show that the speed-accuracy
trade-off asymmetrically leans towards speed, in the sense
that the marginal value of spending more time in making such
decisions is low because low evidence will lead to high error
rates anyway. Thus, we propose that procrastination is primarily caused by people believing that they will be more efficient in doing something later; this belief is justified for tasks
that are characterized by difficulty in making choices.
Our characterization of the source of procrastination remains consistent with earlier proposals, such as Steel’s temporal motivation theory (Steel, 2007), while adding significant nuance. Earlier explanations have set great store by the
argument that activities that are more likely to be procrastinated are ones wherein rewards arise after considerable delay,
while distractor activities offer immediate reward (Steel et al.,
2018). While such a framing seems intuitively reasonable someone expected to submit a work report might find their
social media feed more engaging - it is inadequate (Sirois &
Pychyl, 2013). Procrastinators are generally beset with guilt
and anxiety about putting things off (Ferrari & Dı́az-Morales,
2007), something that shouldn’t happen if all they are doing
is picking more rewarding activities to perform at all points

in time. Furthermore, distractor activities are frequently not
selected for being rewarding, e.g. people playing idle games,
where the whole point of the game is to see how far they can
play it without being bored of it (Cutting, Gundry, & Cairns,
2019), or experienced as being rewarding, even if they are
advertised as such (Dhir, Yossatorn, Kaur, & Chen, 2018).
Our explanation for procrastination, delivered via a computational model, argues for it being caused fundamentally
by a mismatch between what people think they know how to
do, and what they are expected to do. This argument is consistent with existing temporal motivation accounts of procrastination, the most recent variants of which ascribe procrastination to the belief that one’s future self may be better suited
to perform some tasks (Sirois & Pychyl, 2013; Steel et al.,
2018). Our work characterizes specific circumstances under
which such future expectations are rational - when the person
believes that they will be better able to make decisions under
heightened uncertainty and hence with compressed evidence
thresholds.
For perceptual decisions on short time-scales, it has previously been shown that observers are able to change decision
thresholds to optimize a joint function of error and response
time (Bogacz, Hu, Holmes, & Cohen, 2010). It has also been
shown that, for difficult tasks, observers take too long to decide than is optimal to maximize their reward rate (Starns &
Ratcliff, 2012). Our proposal points to the existence of such
a trade-off on much longer time-scales, with procrastination
emerging as a consequence of similar sub-optimality.
Our empirical demonstration of the validity of this explanation for procrastination is naturally limited by our use of
a specific experimental context and the elicitation of stated
rather than revealed preferences. However, we note that it
is also consistent with interesting sociological observations,
viz. the fact that procrastination is endemic among workers
meant to operate at the boundaries of their knowledge such
as students and researchers (Schouwenburg, 1995), greater
procrastination among white-collar workers than blue-collar
workers (Hammer & Ferrari, 2002), and the observation
that the societal prevalence of procrastination appears to be
increasing with the complexity of worker roles (Milgram,
1992). Testing this proposal in more naturalistic settings,
and using revealed rather than stated preferences, constitutes
a strong direction for future work.
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Abstract
Are mental additions of single-digit numbers solved through
direct retrieval from long-term memory or through persistent
use of an automatized counting procedure along a mental line?
In this paper, we present an experiment based on small
additions along an artificial mental line, which tends to show
that for very small addends (+2 to +4), counting may still be
used at the end of a 3-week training. To investigate this issue,
we developed the AutoCoP computational model, which
describes how small additions could be solved, based on
attention, working memory and experience. The simulations of
AutoCoP based on this experiment showed that the effects
detected at the behavioral level are reproduced and consistent
with the theory, which assumes the use of a counting procedure
in experts.
Keywords: Numerical cognition; mental addition;
computational modeling; working memory; mental line

Introduction
Mental arithmetic and more specifically solving of basic
additions have been the focus of many studies in the field of
numerical cognition for several decades. Understanding the
mechanisms underlying basic arithmetic is of great interest,
as the resulting theories may be applied in the field of
learning or education to improve teaching practices or to
remedy disorders such as dyscalculia. Should kids learn by
heart their addition tables or rather learn how to count faster
and faster? There is a relative consensus in the scientific
community, that retrieval of arithmetic facts from long-term
memory is the dominant strategy used to solve simple
addition problems in adults. According to associationist
models and especially the Instance Theory of Automatization
(Logan, 1988), the initial sequential multi-step algorithm
used in basic arithmetic such as in additions, creates episodic
traces associating each element involved in the operation.
When the number of traces associated to a problem is high
enough, the result is directly retrieved from long-term

memory. Using chronometric data, almost all studies show
that the duration for solving basic additions increases with the
size of the smallest operand and decreases from
400 ms/increment in 6-year-old children to 20 ms/increment
in adults (Groen & Parkman, 1972). According to
associationist theories, this remaining slope detected in
experts could correspond to the sporadic use of a counting
procedure in case of retrieval failures or could be explained
by the structural or functional characteristics of the retrieval
process used at the memory network level storing the
associations (Uittenhove et al., 2016, p. 291). Nevertheless,
several recent studies cast doubt on this consensus and
suggest that long-term memory retrieval may not be the
dominant strategy used by experts to solve basic additions
(Fayol & Thevenot, 2012; Barrouillet & Thevenot, 2013;
Uittenhove et al., 2016; Mathieu et al., 2016). These studies
suggest, on the contrary, that experts may use automatized
and unconscious counting procedures corresponding to the
quick scrolling of ordered numerical representations such as
a mental number line (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Representation of the counting procedure activated
when solving a simple additive problem
Using an alphabet-arithmetic verification task (e.g. A+2=C?),
Thevenot et al. (2020) confirmed these hypotheses and
pointed out that even after intensive training, participants still
use a counting strategy and increase the speed of execution
of the counting steps for the small operands (+2 to +4),
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whereas for a specific category of problems corresponding to
the largest addends, a minority of participants seems to favor
memory retrieval. This conclusion calls into question the
consensus according to which memory retrieval is primarily
used for the smallest additions, which have been encountered
first in preschool and have been more accurately and more
frequently solved during training.
These hypotheses could fit the Race Model described by
Logan and Cowan (1984) in which memory retrieval
competes with the counting algorithm. For larger problems,
the algorithm may be slower, which explains why memory
traces have a better chance of winning than when the
algorithm is faster, as with small problems. According to
these studies, it seems currently impossible to exclude the
possibility that individuals are still counting after extensive
practice of small additions.
A method to investigate this issue is to develop a
computational model to precisely describe how additions
involving very small operands could be solved based on what
is known about human cognition and especially attention and
working memory. The goal is first to get a proof of concept
able to reproduce the known effects, then a tool that would
help researchers to investigate the theoretical models of
solving basic additions.

AutoCoP: a new counting model based on an
automatized procedure relying on working
memory
The AutoCoP model of mental additions proposed in this
study is based on the theoretical model presented by
Uittenhove et al. (2016), which describes mental additions
involving very small operands as an automatized and
unconscious procedure scrolling an ordered representation
such as a number line sequence. This model does not consider
the notion of strategic variability as described in the Race
Model. In its first version, AutoCoP focuses on the speed up
of the counting procedures and not on memory retrieval that
may occur in some participants with the largest addends.
According to this model, fluency in mental additions would
not result from a transition from costly counting procedures
to memory retrieval, but rather from slow to automated and
ultra-fast procedures. At the beginning of the training, these
algorithms are requiring control and awareness of each of
their steps but at the end, they are performed out of the control
of the participant who remains unaware of the process itself.
According to Uittenhove et al. (2016), the high speed of this
process may be due to the fact that it occurs during a single
focus of attention for very small additions. Working memory
plays a central role in the execution of this procedure and is
continuously updated during this process. Therefore,
intermediate inputs and outputs involved in the compiled
procedure may not be accessible to the consciousness of the
person who performs it. This model is also inspired by the
Adaptive Control of Thought-Rational (ACT-R) (Anderson

et al., 2004). In ACT-R, learning begins with a first stage
during which individuals control their processing strategies.
This step is followed by a stage in which knowledge is
compiled to create fast procedures. Nevertheless, in contrast
to Anderson’s model, Autocop relies on automatization
rather than compilation. Indeed, whereas in Logan and
Anderson’s models, “learning mechanisms reduce the
number of things to think about” (Logan, 2018, p. 453) either
through retrieval or chunking, we propose that “the number
of things to think about” remains the same with practice but
that their execution and mental succession is accelerated until
automatization. Therefore, the experience acquired during
the training makes it possible to speed up procedural
strategies until they are automated and no longer under
individuals’ cognitive control. From a behavioral point of
view, training results in a decrease in solution times until it
reaches a plateau.

AutoCoP: description and implementation
AutoCoP simulates the training of adding numerical
operands (e.g. +2) to items belonging to a sequence of
ordered elements corresponding to any mental line, either
existing (e.g. 1 2 3 4…, A B C D …) or artificial (e.g. X G R
Q D F V K B…). For instance, based on the alphabetical line,
the model estimates the duration to compute A+2 or to check
whether A+2=C is correct. For this purpose, the model
simulates the basic cognitive processes to go from one
element to the next one until it reaches the correct result. The
model also considers the individual's experience on counting
along the sequence. The experience is here assumed to
depend on the number of times each particular step on the
mental line has been performed. Therefore, each element of
the sequence has an experience value, e.g. a participant may
have high experience moving from element i to i + 1 but a
weaker experience moving from element k to k + 1. In Table
1, at the beginning of the training, there is no experience
associated with the elements of the sequence X G R Q D F V
K B P, i.e. each letter has an experience value equal to 0.
When performing an operation like X+6, one has to move
from X to G, G to R, R to Q, Q to D, D to F and F to V which
increases the experience value of each element X, G, R, Q, D
and F.
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Table 1: Example illustrating how experience is updated
during the training on the X G R Q D F V K B P line: each
number represents the number of times each next element
has been retrieved.
Operation
None
X+6=V
D+3=K
G+2=Q

Experience of each element
XGRQDFVKB P
0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 11 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 22 1 0 0 0
1 2 2 1 22 1 0 0 0

Figure 2. The different stages of an equation verification according to the AutoCoP model
Working memory occupies a central place in this model,
both at processing and at data storage levels. Indeed, all data
stored in working memory must be kept at a sufficient level
of activation throughout the process. Thus, each element
stored in working memory is associated with an activation
value, which evolves during the processing episode. The way
it evolves was inspired by the Time-Based Resource Sharing
Model (TBRS, Barrouillet et al., 2011) and its
implementation (Portrat & Lemaire, 2015). The TBRS model
considers that information stored in working memory decays
over time when attention is focused on another task.
Attentional focus is seen as a mechanism that can only be
dedicated to one process at a time and that may quickly
switch from a processing stage to a refreshing stage within
working memory.
The implementation of AutoCoP (Figure 2) aims to
simulate a verification task of additions such as X+3=Q,
which is correct using the artificial mental line of Table 1, or

D+4=K, which is not. As described before, each elementary
step of the algorithm gives rise to the update of the activation
value of each element stored in working memory and its
refreshing if necessary. Let us now detail the basic steps of
the model with the equation X+3=Q to be verified.
Initialization phase (steps 1 - 3 in Figure 2): All the elements
of the equation (e.g. X, 3, and Q corresponding to the augend,
addend and result) are encoded in working memory. Their
activation value (between 0 and 1) is initialized to 1.
Iteration phase (steps 4 - 9 in Figure 2): The iterative
counter, initialized to 0, is incremented following the
numerical line (1 2 3 4 …) up to the next value. The next
element on the mental line is retrieved and replaces the
augend in working memory. The duration of this step
depends on the experience of the element being processed
according to a mathematical function that will be presented
later. Then, the experience of the newly replaced element in
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working memory is increased by 1. If the iterative counter is
equal to the addend, then the process is finished at the end of
the step. Otherwise, the iteration continues until it reaches the
addend. In line with the TBRS model, the activation value of
each working memory element at a given moment (see Figure
2: the value in parenthesis next to the elements stored in the
working memory part) is updated by considering the duration
of each step of the process. If the forgetting threshold is
reached for any stored element, then a refreshing step is
carried out which adds an extra delay to the duration of the
process. In the previous example, the working memory
therefore contains successively the following elements
(augend, addend, result, increment):

RDB: Retrieval Duration Baseline (20 ms)
RDF: Retrieval Duration Factor
RDD: Retrieval Duration Divisor
In Equation 2, the duration is maximal (i.e. equal to RDB +
RDF) when the experience is zero and minimal (i.e. equal to
RDB) when the experience increases towards infinity.
This computational model was implemented in a C
program, which is available at our Open Science Foundation
web page. We now present the human data that are used to
assess the model.

[X 3 Q 0] [G 3 Q 1] [R 3 Q 2] [Q 3 Q 3]

A new experiment based on a new mental line

End of processing (step 10 in Figure 2): At the end of the
iteration phase, the result obtained is compared to the result
of the equation and the answer (yes/no) is provided.

Mathematical modeling
As previously described, the duration of the calculation
considers the possible extra delay for refreshing each element
stored in the working memory if the activation value is lower
than the forgetting threshold as well as the duration to move
from one element to another on the mental lines. The
implementation of the TBRS model relies on an exponential
function (Oberauer and Lewandowsky, 2011) to represent the
decay of the elements stored in working memory. The
activation value ai after a duration t, of an element i of the
working memory follows the following decay function:
𝑎 (𝑡) = 𝑎 (0). 𝑒( ) (1)
t in second, D decay between 0 and 1

If the activation value ai of element i becomes lower than
the forgetting threshold, then the element is refreshed and its
activation value ai is updated to 1.
For an element i of the mental line, the duration to retrieve
the next one, that is to move from i to i+1, consists of the sum
of two durations: an incompressible duration of
approximately 20 ms which corresponds to the duration
observed in experts and a duration depending on a decreasing
function considering the experience of the element i and
based on Equation 2 (Figure 3).

Duration (ms)

Experience

Figure 3: Relationship between experience on the mental
line and reaction time

( →

𝐷𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑖 → 𝑖 + 1) = 𝑅𝐷𝐵 + 𝑅𝐷𝐹. 𝑒

)

(2)

Numerous studies on small basic additions show a
monotonous linear effect of the smaller operand on solution
times (Barrouillet & Thevenot, 2013). On alphanumeric
addition training tasks (based on the alphabetical sequence),
Thevenot et al. (2020) showed that resolution times decrease
as the training progresses but eventually reach a plateau. At
the end of the training, the effect of the operand on solution
times continues (except for the largest addend). In this
analysis, the authors found a positive slope of 217 ms/addend
and of 235 ms/addend (for experiment 1 with problems
involving addends 2 to 4 and for experiment 2 with problems
involving addends 2 to 5) and a clear linear pattern of solution
times as a function of addends for those operands.
The problem with the existing numerical and alphabetical
mental lines is that participants already learned them since
kindergarten and therefore know them perfectly well, which
precludes the description of what happens at the beginning of
learning. Our solution was to rely on an artificial mental line
that no participant would know before the experiment. In
addition, it would allow us to check whether the effects
observed with the standard alphabetical line also occur with
other types of mental line. A learning experiment with 19
students aged between 18 and 29 years was conducted over 3
weeks. Participants learned to add digits (addends +2 to +5)
to the first eight letters of a new sequence (e.g. X G R Q D F
V K B P N S H J), which they had to learn the week-end
preceding the beginning of the experiment. In each of the 15
daily training sessions, participants had to check equations (8
letters × 4 addends from +2 to +5) based on this new artificial
line and which were presented in random order. Half of the
presented equations were associated with the correct answer
(e.g. X+3=Q – “true”) whereas the other half was associated
with an incorrect answer (e.g. G+4=V – “false”). Every
combination of letters, addends (+2 to +5), and response
validity (“true” or “false”) was presented six times per
session. Thus, every session involved 384 trials (i.e., 8 letters
x 4 addends x 2 possible answers x 6 repetitions), which were
divided into three blocks separated by a break.
Our experimental results are very similar to those of
Thevenot et al. (2020) on the alphabetical mental line. The
overall correct answer rate was 97.33% (SD = 0.82%). We
conducted a 15 (Session: 1 to 15) x 4 (Addend: 2 to 5)
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repeated-measures ANOVA on correct answers and “true”
equations, which showed that the mean solution times
significantly decreased over sessions (F(14,252)=114.4,
SD=0.86, p<.001) from 5 177 ms (SD=3 013 ms) in session
1 to 1 412 ms (SD=729 ms) in session 15. We compared the
mean solution times of each session n to session n+1 to
determine whether a plateau has been reached at the end of
the training. From session 9, the differences between
successive sessions begin to disappear: between session 9 and
session 10, the difference is not significant (t(18)=2.608,
p=0.154), same as between session 11 and 12 (t(18) =-1.364,
p=1) and between session 14 and 15 (t(18)=1.55, p=1). These
results suggest a stagnation of mean solution times from
session 9.
A main effect of addend was also found (F(3,54)=39.01,
ηp2=0.684, p<.001) showing that solution times generally
increased as a function of addend, with 1 807 ms (SD=1 283),
2 254 ms (SD=1 649), 2 450 ms (SD=1 827) and 2 582 ms
(SD=2 070) respectively for addends +2, +3, +4, +5. More
important in these results is the interaction between session
and addend (F(42,756)=21.57, ηp2=0.545, p<.001) showing
that the effect of addend decreased across sessions (Figure 4).

The results also showed that the effect of the addend on
solution times persists over all sessions, indicating that
participants are somehow still counting even after 3 weeks of
learning. However, from session 5, there is no longer
significant difference between the solution times of addends
+4 and +5. This last result seems to indicate that +5 problems
are not processed as the other problems during the course of
the training as in Thevenot et al.’s (2020) study.
Learning an artificial mental line would therefore produce
the same effects as mental lines such as the number line or
the alphabetical line. The plateau reached at the end of the
training coupled with a persistent effect of the addend tends
to support an acceleration of the counting procedure for very
small addends (+2 to +4). These experimental effects are the
benchmarks of our model simulations.

Simulations
The goal of our simulation is firstly to estimate the two
parameters RDD and RDF described in Equation 2 which
control the speed of scrolling the mental line as a function of
learning, then to check whether the effects produced by the
model are similar to those detected in the experiment based
on the artificial line and finally, to verify whether the mean
solution times estimated by the model with those parameters
are close to those observed at the behavioral level. The model
simulates the verification task of 32 “true” equations
presented to 19 virtual participants in random order during 15
sessions as described in the experiment. The model produces
one solution time per addend and per session based on the
mean solution times obtained from the 19 participants during
the simulation.

Initializing model parameters

Figure 4. Mean solution times as a function of addend for
Sessions 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 13 and 15. Error bars represent
standard errors
We calculated the slope of solution times as a function of
addend and it remained significant from the beginning to the
end of training (Session 1: M=760 ms/addend (SE=44,
p<.001) - Session 5: M=271 ms/addend (SE=20, p<.001)
Session 10: M=155 ms/addend (SE=14, p<.001) and Session
15: M=82 ms/addend (SE=10, p<.001). Nevertheless, the
difference in slope was no longer significant between
sessions 10 and 15 (t(35.67)=1.268, p=0.1065).

The model parameters were initialized with the following
values:
- Encoding duration of augend, addend and result: 80 ms per
element (Widaman et al., 1989);
- Decay parameters and forgetting threshold (from the TBRS
model): 0.5 (Equation 1) (Oberauer and Lewandowsky,
2011);
- Duration of the motor command performed at the end of the
process (to press the key on the keyboard): 300 ms
(Rosenbaum, 1980);
- Duration of the comparison between the result obtained and
the result presented: 200 ms (Kang and Ratcliff, 2018);
- RDB parameter (Equation 2) which corresponds to the
minimum duration of a step: 20 ms (Groen and Parkman,
1972);
- Refreshing time elements in working memory: 80 ms
(Oberauer and Lewandowsky, 2011).

Parameter estimation
The data collected from the experiment based on the artificial
line were used to estimate the parameters RDD and RDF
described in the Equation 2. Session 1 was excluded because
it includes a large extra delay, probably due to the fact that
participants were discovering the experiment for the first
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time. Therefore, the simulation was performed from sessions
2 to 15 for addends +2 to +5. The estimation consists of
searching the RDD and RDF parameter values that minimize
the MSE (Mean Squared Error) between the mean data
calculated by the model and the mean experimental data per
addend and per session. The overall shape of the MSE as a
function of RDD and RDF values is illustrated in Figure 5.
The mean MSE obtained is 274 ms (for RDD=72 and
RDF=740), which represents 12% of the mean solution times
(2 271 ms, SD=1 754 ms).

addends+2 to +4, the estimated slopes in sessions 10 and 15
are respectively 233 and 111 ms/addend for experimental
data and 255 and 152 ms/addend for simulated data, which is
in the same order of magnitude.

Figure 5. MSE (ms) as a function of RDD and RDF

Comparison of simulated and experimental data
Exactly like theoretical models in cognitive psychology are
first assessed on their ability to predict behavioral effects,
exploratory computational models such as ours need also to
be first tested based on their ability to reproduce effects with
simulated data. If simulations show the basic effects, then
deeper investigation is conducted to check whether the data
magnitude is correctly reproduced.
Figure 6 represents the mean simulated solution times with
RDD=72 and RDF=740, by addend for sessions 2, 3, 4, 5, 7,
8, 10, 13 and 15. The model produces globally the same
effects as the experiment on the artificial line for very small
addends:
- An effect of the addend, which results in an increase of
solution times as a function of the addend;
- An effect of the sessions, which results in a decrease in
solution times as the training progresses;
- An interaction effect between sessions and addends, the
effect of which decreases as the sessions progress.
Nevertheless, the model underestimates the solution times
for addends +2 to +4 and overestimates solution times for
addend +5. In fact, it does not consider the bend of the curve
for the last addend detected by Thevenot et al. (2020). This
drop could correspond to the beginning of memory retrieval
which is not considered at the moment. Thus, the simulated
data almost follow a linear trend for all addends until session
7 but from session 8, the model predicts a slight acceleration
between addend +4 and addend +5. Nevertheless, for

Figure 6. Mean solution times as a function of addend for
RDD=72 RDF=740 - simulated data

Discussion
In the end, the model manages to reproduce human behavior
on the artificial line for the smallest addends (from +2 to +4),
namely a decrease in solution times as the sessions progress.
To explore different theoretical hypotheses, it is fruitful to
carry out simulations in order to predict the behavior under
other conditions. The AutoCoP model hypothesizes the
automation of the counting procedure along the mental line,
resulting in a residual slope of the solution times as a function
of the addend. To make a prediction about what could happen
after a very long training on our artificial material, similar to
what occurred with “fossilized” mental lines (i.e. numerical
mental line), we performed a simulation on a mental line for
addends +2 to +5 over 100 sessions. The residual slope of
48 ms/addend obtained in session 100 is of the same order of
magnitude as that measured by Uittenhove et al. (2016)
(45 ms/addend).
At the end of the training, simulations always show a
significant slope, in accordance with an ultra-fast counting
procedure as proposed by AutoCoP model. However, the
notion of competition between the counting algorithm and
direct memory retrieval which could explain the inflection of
solution times for the largest addend is part of our future
work.
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Abstract

built-up spaces, e.g., during a wayfinding task, encompasses
a range of aspects including people’s visual perception, their
decision-making procedures and intentions, the affordances
of the environment. A key aspect of visuo-locomotive experience relates to translational and rotational locomotion.
Humans update their spatial representations, or use external
cues for reorientation when needed. Spatial update strategies depend on situational factors, such as the availability of
external sources of information (referring to environmental
affordances/environmental cues, and manifest cues such as
landmarks and signage) (Devlin, 2014), the familiarity with
the environment, the cognitive demand involved etc. (Foo et
al., 2005; Byrne & Crawford, 2010; Zhang et al., 2011; Li &
Klippel, 2014). Extensive translation and rotation in the navigation path affects visuo-locomotive experience and resulting
navigation performance (Presson & Montello, 1994; Kondyli
& Bhatt, 2018).

We study active human visuo-locomotive experience in everyday navigation from the viewpoints of environmental familiarity, embodied reorientation, and (sensorimotor) spatial update. Following a naturalistic, in situ, embodied multimodal
behaviour analysis method, we conclude that familiar users
rely on environmental cues as a navigation-aid and exhibit
proactive decision-making, whereas unfamiliar users rely on
manifest cues, are late in decision-making, and show no sign of
sensorimotor spatial update. Qualitative analysis reveals that
both groups are able to sketch-map their route and consider
path integration: i.e., conscious spatial representation updating
was possible but not preferred during active navigation. Overall, the experimental task did not trigger automatic or reflexlike spatial updating, as subjects preferred strategies involving
memory of perceptual cues and available manifest cues instead
of relying on motor simulation and continuous spatial update.
Rooted in the behavioural outcomes, we also position applications in computational modelling of navigation within cognitive technologies for architectural design synthesis.
Keywords: spatial update; familiarity; rotation; navigation;
visuospatial cognition; naturalistic perception

MOTIVATION
Visuospatial cognitive processes underlying human navigation have been an object of inquiry from several standpoints
(Montello, 2005; Weisman, 1981; Tversky, 2003). Studies investigating human (cognitive) strategies for navigation in diverse circumstances are abound; of key interest to this paper
are spatial update and reorientation with spatial representations and/or external cues (Farrell & Robertson, 1998; Chen
et al., 2017; Wang, 2017).
. Embodied Multimodal Interaction
Naturalistic “inthe-wild” settings pose methodological difficulties typically
not encountered in lab-based or clinical real/virtual environments. However, from an ecological viewpoint, the naturalistic method allows for investigating the multimodal confluence of environmental and individual characteristics in everyday activities at a level of embodied specificity and immersion that is not achievable in lab formats. This aspect
is especially important for navigation tasks where the effect
of physical movement on spatial updating as a result of sensorimotor representations and embodied interaction with the
environment have been demonstrated (Santoro et al., 2017;
Avraamides, 2003). We conduct a multimodal analysis in a
real-world setting to provide a better representation of how
different attributes influencing embodied navigation interact
and affect visuo-locomotive strategies and decision-making.
. Spatial Knowledge Acquisition and Update The embodied visuo-locomotive experience of humans in large-scale
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. Experimental Focus –and– Key Contributions Our research investigates the role of spatial updating paradigms and
models for interpreting navigation strategies in large-scale
built-up environments in urban settings. We examine how different navigation strategies may be employed from users, and
how these may change during the course of a navigation task
in a real-world context. In particular, we focus on strategy
adopted in relation to the familiarity (level) with the environment, as well as the difficulty of the task articulated via a rotation metric encapsulating a measure of the visuo-locomotive
changes and ego-rotations encountered during a route, as well
as the role of external visuospatial cues in spatial updating.
The central questions addressed are: Q1. How does familiarity affect navigation strategies during active navigation?;
Q2. How do environmental characteristics, namely rotational
morphology of the path, turn direction, and visuospatial cues
(environmental and manifest), influence the choice of navigation strategies and spatial update? Q3. How do navigation
strategies mutually interact in a given context?
The broad-based agenda of this research culminates at the intersection of cognitive psychology, design, and engineering;
this confluence, we posit and demonstrate, is necessary to
translate basic behavioural outcomes into practical tools for
the design and analysis of large-scale built-up spaces.

METHOD
We investigate the role of the environmental structure, the rotational locomotion involved in a path, and interaction with
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Figure 1: Experimental Context. The navigation path from the Entrance Lobby of the start train station (City A) to the destination city (B),
and back. The departure route is common for all participants (one turn of 90◦ ), while the arrival route differs in the rotation locomotion involved
(180◦ or 360◦ ), and it was accomplished by using two different train routes that disembark in different platforms and different locations in relation
to the staircases. The participants’ ego-rotation is calculated as the sum of the degrees they rotate to reach the starting point (Entrance lobby).

aspects influencing navigators’ performance:
. Context / Train Station and Railway trip The experimental setting consisted of a (typical) train station in Germany. Each subject performed an everyday navigation task
(lasting 50 mins to an hour) including determining a train to
take (City A), reaching the platform, embarking on the train,
proceeding to a target destination (City B), and after a short
de-tour outside the destination train station, likewise returning to the start location (City A) (Fig. 1). Of specific interest was the part of the route from the point of disembarking
from the train (Fig. 2a - A) during the return trip to the intersection/decision point (Fig. 2a - E) where participants had
to decide to either turn left or right in order to return to the
starting point at the entrance lobby. We define Part P1 of the
route as the part from disembarking from the train, then onto
the platform, until reaching the staircase (i.e., A-C); and Part
P2 as the part from the beginning of the staircase until reaching the final intersection/decision point and making a turn at
the underground passage (i.e., C-E). Both Parts P1-P2 have a
number of navigation-aids similarly distributed and accessible to all participants. Additional cues of the dynamic scene
known to attract attention in naturalistic tasks (Foulsham et
al., 2010; Fotios et al., 2015), e.g., unexpected events involving people, avoiding obstacles, are not considered in this analysis and only those data-points have been considered where
such factors do not exist.
. Experimental Setup Post quality control, we analysed
data of 20 adult participants: 11 female and 9 male, with
ages in range 19-56. All participants had normal vision, were

tested individually, and did not participate in more than one
study. Participants were divided based on a pre-questionnaire
into two groups: 10 familiar and 10 unfamiliar subjects. Unfamiliar participants were considered the ones who had never
been in the train station before or who had used it only once
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to arrive to the city. Familiar users were considered subjects
who either commuted by train in a daily basis, or used to
commute regularly by train in the last two years, or used the
train station more than once per month for the last two years.
However, none of the participants was commuting from City
A to City B in a regular basis. Within each group, participants were equally distributed to follow one of two routes
differing in an ego-rotation angle of either 180◦ or 360◦ (Fig.
1). A between-subjects design for analysing familiarity levels and the range of rotational locomotion was used. Protocol ensured is: (1). participants were instructed at the spot
to embark to the next train available with destination City B.
No previous training or further instructions were given. The
two different routes were distinguished by the time session
distributed to the participants according to the railway schedules and the platforms used in each case; (2). sessions were
performed during (summer) daytime with uniform lighting
and other conditions; (3). timing and overall duration sessions was the same across participants lasting approx. one
hour, and starting from the entrance lobby few minutes before the departure time of the train in both directions to ensure uniform conditions, e.g., environmental exposure; (4).
participants conducted non-relevant outdoor task at the destination city aiming to divert attention from the navigation
inside the train station and maintain engagement; and (5). the
experimenter never distracted/assisted participants. After the
navigation task a freehand sketch-map task was carried out,
in which participants were instructed to reproduce the route
they followed inside the train station for the departure and the
arrival as accurate as possible in a blank sheet.
. Multimodal Behaviour Analysis The multimodal analysis combines behavioural (e.g. gaze patterns, visual range,
areas of interest - AOIs) and objective measures (e.g. number of fixations, duration of fixations, 1st fixation on AOI) on
visual attention through the mobile eye-tracking that partici-

pants wore, together with the results of the post-questionnaire
and the sketch-map on spatial updating and navigation strategies, and finally, notable insights from qualitative data. Approximately, four hours of video recordings from the egocentric video and the eye-tracking were annotated and analysed
focusing on the navigation path (departure and arrival) inside
the train station in City A (Fig. 1). Visuospatial cues were
annotated and categorised into manifest cues (e.g. shop sign,
exit sign, city direction sign, map, attention triangle sign,
destination info sign) and environmental cues (e.g. elevator, brick facade, glass facade, staircase, platforms, outdoors,
rails, shops) for the two parts of the route (P1, P2). These
were used as areas of interest (AOI) for the annotation of fixations. Confusion events –(e.g. re-route, ask for help, multiple
head movements, hesitation, stop)– were annotated based on
head movements, changes in direction, speed and audio cues.
The experimenter, was non-invasively following each participant for the entire run, also recorded observations concerning confusion events. A post experiment questionnaire and a
sketch-map task were performed in order to evaluate navigation strategies and participant’s memory of visuospatial cues
used as navigation-aid. The sketch-map evaluation was based
on the accuracy of the route line (e.g. number of turns, direction of turns during departure and arrival), while accuracy
on landmarks and signage positions was not analysed as they
were not requested from the participants.

RESULTS
Results based on a multimodal analysis of subject behaviour
are as follows (R1–R4):
R1. (Un)Familiarity vis-a-vis cue selection
I
Familiar navigators rely on environmental cues whereas unfamiliar navigators utilise manifest cues instead during active locomotion.

Familiar participants spent more time fixating on environmental cues than on manifest cues, whereas unfamiliar
participants exhibited the opposite pattern (Fig.
2c).
Specifically, there was a significant interaction between
the familiarity level (familiarity, unfamiliar) and the type
of navigation-aid cues (environmental and manifest cues)
for the part P1 concerning the fixation duration [F(1, 15) =
6.19, p = 0.025]. However, the frequency of fixations did not
differ significantly between the two groups. These results
coincide with the outcome of the questionnaires concerning
the navigation strategies that the two groups reported to
use: 65% of familiar participants used environmental cues
as navigation strategy, and 70% of unfamiliar participants
reported manifest cues instead. This difference between
the two groups was not so distinctive in Part P2 (closer
to the decision point, Fig. 2a). A factorial ANOVA on
fixation duration for navigation-aid cues for P2 in relation
to familiarity and navigation-aid cue category showed no
significant difference [F(1, 15) = 0.65, p = 0.433] (Fig.
2b). Moreover, familiar users reported that they combined
manifest and environmental cues at this part of the route.
For instance, many familiar participants used the descending
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platform numbers as an indication of the direction towards
the station’s entrance lobby. This is in accordance with the
adaptive combination theory (Newcombe & Huttenlocher,
2007) suggesting tendency to combine available features,
in this case the structure of the building, the platform’s
enumeration and the signs, however, this was not the case for
unfamiliar participants.
R2. (Un)Familiarity wrt. choice & timing of navigation strategy
Familiarity influences the choice and timing of navigation strategy application. Familiar navigators were proactive in detecting visuospatial cues before reaching the decision point thereby avoiding
confusion at the decision point; unfamiliar users detect cues relatively closer to the decision point. This difference is also reflected in
the navigation strategies the two groups employ.
I

Even though 80% of familiar and 100% of unfamiliar participants responded that they did not know the correct direction
during disembarking from the train (showing failure in
automatic, or reflexlike spatial update), familiar participants
seem to have deployed a successful navigation strategy
before reaching the key decision point, while this was not
the case for the vast majority of unfamiliar navigators. We
recorded 40% fewer confusion events (e.g. stop, look around)
for familiar than for unfamiliar users at the key decision
point (Fig. 2a – Point D). Specifically, 80% of familiar
participants reported having performed consciously spatial
updating after disembarking, either by using the available
external visuospatial cues, or by combining them with an
enduring representation (e.g. egocentric snapshot, structural
representation) in an egocentric-update and reload strategy in
Part P1 of the route. The other 20% of familiar participants
were unable to explain their strategy that might imply
an unconscious spatial updating. Unfamiliar participants
reported conscious decision making using manifest cues as a
navigation strategy (90%).
The gaze analysis during Part P2 of the path close to the key
decision point confirmed the proactive behaviour of familiar
navigators. Specifically, on Part P2 —defined from the
staircase to the key decision point— participants have visual
access towards two main signs one after the other at the
centre of the scene along their path; one above the staircase
– S1 (Fig. 2a point C), and a second in front of the elevator
which is visible at the end of the staircase –S2 (Fig. 2a
point D). By measuring the time when the participants first
detected the sign, if they did, in relation to the moment when
the sign first appeared in the scene, we predict how likely it is
for the sign to get detected according to the familiarity level
and when. The cumulative probability plots (Fig. 3a-3b)
show that it was more likely for familiar navigators to detect
quicker the signs, while the unfamiliar ones were more likely
to detect the sign in due time as they were approaching
the decision point. Specifically, concerning the sign at the
elevator (S2), it was more likely for the familiar navigators
to detect it in the first 2 secs when it first appeared, but it
was more likely overall that the unfamiliar ones would fixate
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Figure 2: (Un)Familiarity and Attention to Cues (Path Parts P1-P2): (a) Frequency and duration of fixations on cues along the experimental
route coded over time. Each line represents the fixations from one participant (saccades between fixations were not considered at this stage).
We normalize the data to bring all the variables to the same time range, and arrange them based on the key decision point. The time points
in the figure are indicative; (b) Distribution of fixation duration on environmental and manifest cues in the two parts P1-P2; (c) Overall fixation
duration recorded for both parts P1-P2 for the sum of participants as per the navigation-aid cues. The colours follow the legend in (b).

on it. The cumulative probability suggests that both signs
were probable to be detected by familiar participants quickly
while unfamiliar ones tend to have a more exploratory gaze
behaviour until reaching the key decision point. However,
we note that gaze analysis showed that 40% of familiar participants fixated on the sign S1, even if they did not report to
use it as a strategy, while 20% of familiar participants did not
fixate on S2 but they reported using it. This shows that gaze
patterns do not always correspond to the reported answers
concerning the navigation strategies. We hypothesise that
familiar navigators could be either utilising their peripheral
views, or using signs for verification purposes (without
reporting the same in the qualitative study); this is an aspect
requiring further investigation.
R3. Direction of movement vis-a-vis gaze behaviour
I
Direction of movement at a decision point guides gaze behaviour
despite the familiarity level of the navigators. Closer to the decision
point, navigators gaze towards the direction they will follow; turning
left attracts more intensive attention.

Analysing gaze behaviour in Part P2 of the path close to
the decision point, we notice that familiarity did not have
a prominent role in gaze allocation at this part, while the
direction of movement at the decision point, meaning the
direction that people turned (left, or right turn) at the inter-
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section, was the most important impact factor. We divided
the symmetrical scene while approaching the decision point
of the intersection using the vertical axis in the middle of
the elevator to define as AOIs the right and left, and the
middle part based on the width of the elevator containing
sign S2 (Fig. 3c). We used a repeated measures MANOVA to
examine the effect of familiarity (levels: familiar, unfamiliar)
and direction of movement (levels: turning right/left) on the
duration of fixations for the defined AOIs (left, middle, right).
The results showed a correlation between the direction of
movement and the fixation duration patterns [F(1, 16)=4.14,
p=0.035], but no significant correlation between the familiarity levels [F(1, 16) = 0.59, p = 0.561]. These results
support previous studies suggesting a systematic bias of gaze
towards the direction that people imminently follow (Wiener
et al., 2012). Moreover, participants who turned left had in
overall a greater duration of fixations before they turned,
than participants who turned right (Fig. 3c). Taking into
consideration the existence of a rightward attentional bias
for extrapersonal stimuli (Robertson et al., 2015), we can
conclude that it is more natural for the participants to turn
right, while participants who had to turn left needed more
focused attention beforehand.

(a)

(c)

(b)

Figure 3: (a-b) Cumulative probability of signs S1 and S2 to be fixated over time in relation to (un)familiarity; (c) Estimated marginal means
of fixations duration in relation to the direction of movement at decision point (scene is divided into three AOIs: left, middle, and right).

R4. Rotational locomotion and its effect on spatial updating
I
Extensive rotations in the navigation path aggravate spatial updating performance.

Previous studies suggest that rotational locomotion aggravates the navigation performance (Kelly et al., 2008; Presson
& Montello, 1994). The behavioural analysis of our study
showed no significant interaction between the navigation
performance and the angle of the rotational locomotion.
However, the effect of rotational locomotion was prominent
on the sketch-map task, where updating of spatial knowledge
representations was required. Participants who performed
360 degrees ego-rotation (instead of 180 degrees ego-rotation)
recorded 30% more errors when asked to reproduce an accurate map of their route, regardless of their familiarity level.
We suggest that the reason for no significant effect of the
rotational locomotion on active navigation performance was
that even if participants did not effectively update their spatial
representations, they switched from path integration strategies to strategies that incorporate external visuospatial cues
to mitigate the loss of orientation, and successfully coped
with the navigation task. The use of the relevant strategy
was indicated by the post-questionnaires and the comments
that the subjects made during the sketch-map task, where
they orally revealed details on the use of path integration,
or manifest and environmental cues during the navigation
task. A number of their claims were also confirmed by the
fixations data; e.g. participants confirmed of using the sign
above the stairs for reorientation after disembarking and we
also annotated fixations on Sign 1 for the same subjects.
However more data are needed to investigate this direction.

DISCUSSION AND RELATED WORK
We discuss key results (R1–R4) vis-a-vis the state of the art
on the influence of (un)familiarity on spatial update from the
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viewpoints of (embodied) active task performance, reorientation, and rotational location:
. Active Task Performance

Past research suggests that
navigators were able to perform spatial update using path integration, static (e.g. allocentric cognitive map, egocentric
snapshots) or dynamic representations (e.g. egocentric updating) (McNamara, 2017; Wang, 2017). When physical movements and sensorimotor encoding were present, humans can
also perform effortless automatic spatial update (Avraamides,
2003). However, the current study shows that during active
locomotion in a naturalistic everyday navigation task where
a full-range of combined perceptual and cognitive processes
are involved, subjects do not demonstrate spatial updating
strategies based on path integration, or enduring spatial representations, instead explicitly relying on external visuospatial
cues. However, note that: (1). people are still able to perform well in spatial updating when they are explicitly asked to
(in the sketch-map task); and (2) some familiar users do perform an egocentric-update and reload strategy with an enduring egocentric or allocentric component (e.g. structure and
enumeration of platforms).
Relevant research work from neuroscience shows that the increasing demand of resources needed for both the cognitive
and motor systems, resulting in Cognitive-Motor Interference
(CMI) and can undermine a cognitive task as for example the
impact of walking on the parallel processing of visual stimuli
(Nenna et al., 2020). Additionally when the task gets more
difficult, e.g., as a result of rotations in the path, a symmetrical environment or even lack of familiarity, the confluence of
these attributes is reflected on the preferred navigation strategies from participants. We conclude that automatic strategies
and enduring mental representation strategies for update are
indeed possible, but undermined by the reality of everyday
tasks and the limits of working memory, especially when environmental visuospatial complexity is high.
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Figure 4: Behavioural Heuristic Driven Visuo-Locomotive Experience Planning. Navigation-aid cue positioning based on R1 and R2.

. Reorientation
This study confirms previous findings,
e.g., Li & Klippel (2014); Weisman (1981), on the significance of familiarity on navigation performance and its predominant role on spatial knowledge update, particularly that
navigators with different familiarity levels employ different
navigation strategies, detect and use different visuospatial
cues in different parts of the route. Waller & Hodgson (2006)
suggests familiarity reduces the effect of disorientation on
egocentric updating process, as long as spatial representations
can be retrieved from long-term memory. In our study, familiarity did not prevent disorientation during active locomotion,
and also, even if spatial representations could be retrieved
for the sketch-map task they were not used as a navigation
strategy by familiar users. However, familiar participants performed better at navigation with less confusion events as they
were able to address their disorientation before reaching the
decision point.
. Rotational Locomotion
Although familiarity enhances navigation performance even if spatial reorientation is
needed, in our study familiarity did not mitigate the effect of
extensive (visuospatial) complexity of the navigation path –as
introduced by the rotation metric factor– shown in the sketchmap task performance of familiar participants. This result
is in line with previous work on the impact of ego-rotations
on human orientation, and its importance for navigation
performance (Kelly et al., 2008; Presson & Montello, 1994).
Specifically, experiments on relative precision of transient and enduring representations show that switching between representations does not require disorientation, but
can also be produced by ego-rotations as small as 135◦
(Waller & Hodgson, 2006). These examples show that people are able to use motor simulation strategies, and perform
continuous transformations on spatial representation for spatial updating where rotations are involved and if the task affords it (Zacks, 2008), meaning that spatial updating does not
necessarily operate holistically, and it can be unreliable as a
result of a cumulative rotational angle of the path.

APPLICATION / DESIGN COMPUTING
Behavioural outcomes pertaining to spatial cognition need
to be integrated within assistive design technologies
aimed at empowering specialists, e.g., in space planning,
computer-aided design, post-occupancy-analysis-based redesign (Bhatt & Freksa, 2015). Driven by this need for the
real-world applicability of behavioural outcomes, ongoing
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work aims to develop a general methodology to formalise and
integrate heuristics pertaining to human-behavioural precedents –e.g., as interpreted from results such as R1–R4– within
computer-aided architecture design (CAAD) systems. Figure
4 illustrates an implemented concept of this line of work in
the context of Parametric CAAD systems (Woodbury, 2010;
Kondyli et al., 2021): an example of human behavioural
heuristics deriving from the current behavioural study, and
specifically the results R1 and R2 on (un)familiarity, cue selection, and distance from decision point; are translated to
a formal semantic representation, and subsequently geometrically interpreted via a set of high-level operations corresponding to the interface of a parametric system. This in-turn
(generatively) results in diverse morphologies (e.g., S1 –Sn ;
Fig. 4) corresponding to prototypical design instances that
become candidate solutions meriting further analysis by a designer. Specifically, the results of R1 and R2 can be translated
as design indications such as: the positioning of environmental and manifest cues should be related to the familiarity level
of the visitor, and so environmental cues which are mostly directed to familiar users should be positioned along the path in
distance from the decision point, while manifest cues mostly
useful for unfamiliar visitors should be positioned closer to
the decision point. By encapsulating this knowledge to a
parametric component, the tool can analyse a navigation path
in a design interface, deconstruct it into segments and decision points, calculate the distance ahead of each decision
point and suggest positions of environmental and manifest
cues accordingly to address the needs of various visitors.

OUTLOOK / BEHAVIOURAL CONTEXTS
Supplementary studies —with a similarly naturalistic setting and multimodal analysis method— are necessary (and
planned) to further expand the scope of presently obtained results. We believe that hospitals, airports and other large-scale
public spaces would be ideal test-beds; our own research pursues hospitals and museums as a next step. More broadly, our
outlook is motivated by the fact that a majority of research in
human navigation is typically conducted in highly controlled
lab-based or virtual reality settings. We posit that there is
a need in spatial cognition research, and navigation studies
in particular, to operate under ecologically valid naturalistic
conditions, and establish corresponding open datasets and experimental benchmarks for ensuring the technological uptake
and real-world application of evidence-based studies.
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Abstract
The mental representation of relation-based concepts is
different from that of feature-based concepts. In the present
experiment, participants learned to categorize two fictional
diseases that were defined either by a feature (e.g., short cells)
or an ordinal relation (e.g., diseased cells being shorter than
healthy cells). After the participants learned the categorization
task to criterion, their strategies were probed in transfer task in
which features and relations were pitted against one another.
Finally, participants engaged in a stimulus reconstruction task.
The results supported the prediction that participants who had
adopted a feature-based strategy on a stimulus dimension, as
identified by transfer data, tended to reconstruct values close to
the means presented during training. By contrast, participants
who had adopted a relation-based strategy tended to exaggerate
that dimension away from the mean of the training examples
and in the direction of the category-defining comparative
relation. These data add to the growing literature suggesting
that, unlike featural categories, relational categories are not
represented in terms of the category’s central tendency.
Keywords: Category learning; relations; typicality; probing
the category representation; extreme-value hypothesis

Introduction
Ever since Wittgenstein’s (1953) observations about the
“family resemblance” nature of concepts, cognitive
psychologists have thought of concepts as lists of features,
each of which appears only probabilistically across various
exemplars of the concept. However, many important
concepts are better conceived not as collections of features
but as relations between things (Barsalou, 1985; Gentner &
Kurtz, 2005; Goldwater, Bainbridge, & Murphy, 2016;
Murphy & Medin, 1985). For example, a barrier may be a
concrete structure on a roadway that blocks one’s usual route
to work, or a financial limitation that prevents a student from
attending her school of choice. Although these two kinds of
barrier have few features in common, they share the relational
property that each stands between an agent and her goal.
The distinction between feature- and relation-based
concepts is important for several reasons. Whereas many
animals use feature-based concepts such as food or bed, it has
been argued that only humans understand relation-based
concepts such as series, limit, connection, closure, support,
resistance, which play a central role in many uniquely human
forms of thought (Penn, Holyoak, & Povinelli, 2008).
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Another difference between feature- and relation-based
concepts concerns how they are learned. Feature-based
concepts amount to statistical associations between features
and category labels and thus can be learned by simple
associative systems. By contrast, relation-based categories
cannot be learned by tracking simple statistical associations
between individual features and labels (Doumas, Hummel, &
Sandhofer, 2008; Hummel & Holyoak, 2003). Instead, these
and other authors have proposed that relational concepts are
learned by a process more akin to schema induction by
intersection discovery over examples (Gick & Holyoak, 1983;
Hummel & Holyoak, 2003; Jung & Hummel, 2015a, 2015b),
which makes probabilistic relation-based concepts very hard
to learn as their intersection is the empty set (Kittur, Hummel,
& Holyoak, 2004).
There is also evidence that relation-based concepts are
represented differently than feature-based ones (Gentner &
Kurtz, 2005). The latter very consistently demonstrate
prototype effects as pointed out by Wittgenstein (1953; see
Murphy, 2002, for review): A “good” member of a featurebased category is one that is typical, sharing many features
with the prototype (i.e., the central tendency) of the category.
By contrast, a “good” member of the relational category “diet
food” is not a typical diet food (which is low in calories but
bland), but rather an extreme exemplar, which has zero
calories but is delicious (Barsalou, 1985): That is, the
“goodness” of a member of at least some relation-based
categories may be a function not of its similarity to the
prototype, but of the degree to which it instantiates extreme
values of the relevant relations (Goldwater, Markman, &
Stilwell, 2011; Kim & Murphy, 2011; Kittur Holyoak, &
Hummel, 2006; Rein, Goldwater, & Markman, 2010). A
central goal of the present study is to explore this extremevalue hypothesis.
Kittur et al. (2006) studied people’s learning of (partially
deterministic) relation-based categories and found support
for the extreme value hypothesis. In their experiment,
participants learned two categories, A and B, defined by the
relations between two shapes. Every exemplar depicted an
octagon and a square that differed in their size, darkness,
relative height, and which was in front of the other. In the
prototype of category A, the octagon was larger, darker,
above and in front of the square, and in the prototypical B
these four relations were reversed. To ensure that participants

Figure 1: Schematic depiction of the three phases of our
experimental design (white boxes) and the cognitive
structures (shaded ovals) hypothesized to be involved. Solid
arrows depict causal links; the dashed line depicts a
statistical dependence between the performance measures.
learned the categories in terms of the relations between
octagon and square (rather than their exact sizes and
darkness), the absolute sizes and darkness varied during
training in a limited range, but the relative size and darkness
was always consistent with the category structure. Using a
deterministic version of this category structure, Kittur et al.
(2006) showed that the category structures participants learn
do not equate goodness with typicality. During a posttraining transfer task, participants were shown two members
of a given category and asked to say which was a “better”
member. The most striking result was that they consistently
chose the exemplar with the most extreme values of a relation
as the “best” exemplar, even though that exemplar depicted
values outside the range that was experienced during training.
Importantly, however, this extrapolation took place only for
relations that had been deterministic during training.
The present study uses a novel method to further explore
the extreme-value hypothesis. The experiment had three
phases depicted by the white boxes in Figure 1. In the
training phase the participants performed a classic twocategory classification-learning task with feedback. The
stimuli involved “diseased cells” and “healthy cells” that
varied along 4 dimensions as detailed below. These gave rise
to 4 features (e.g., short diseased cells) and 4 relations (e.g.,
shorter diseased cells compared to healthy cells). Both types
of attributes – features and relations – were deliberately
defined over the same underlying stimulus dimensions to
minimize differences in their visual salience. The category
structure was manipulated experimentally between
participants in two main groups during training. In the
Relation group, one relation (counterbalanced) was
deterministic (i.e., perfectly predictive of the category label),
whereas each of the other 7 attributes was 75% diagnostic. In
the Feature group, one particular (counterbalanced) feature
was deterministic, whereas each of the other 7 attributes was
75% diagnostic.
Note that each training environment afforded multiple
strategies to achieve perfect categorization accuracy. The
deterministic strategy was to identify the one deterministic
attribute for the particular environment and rely on it for
categorization. However, various probabilistic strategies that
pool information across multiple attributes were available as
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well. These strategies can be pure or mixed depending on
whether relations and features are used together. The
polyvalent training environments allowed us to investigate
two questions of interest. First, whether participants
spontaneously prefer deterministic over probabilistic
strategies. Based on earlier research (Kittur et al., 2004; Jung
& Hummel, 2015a, 2015b) we hypothesize that they would,
especially in the Relation group. Second, we are interested in
the possibility that the Relation environment might promote
a relational mind-set distinct from the mind-set in the Feature
environment (Vendetti, Wu, & Holyoak, 2014). This would
predict a preference for pure (relation only) over mixed
(relation plus feature) strategies in the Relation group.
Following training, the participants’ knowledge of the
category structure was probed in two complementary ways
(Fig. 1). During the transfer phase participants categorized a
sequence of novel probe stimuli designed to differentiate
relation- from feature-based strategies. Finally, during the
reconstruction phase they used sliders to construct
representative members of the categories they had learned
previously. Of interest was whether participants who were
identified as relying on a given relation (as opposed to feature)
would selectively exaggerate the reconstructed value of the
corresponding stimulus dimension relative to the mean value
of that dimension in the training sample.
Following Kittur et al. (2006), we predicted that during
reconstruction: (i) participants will produce more extreme
values in comparison to central tendencies for the arguments
of the relations they had adopted, whereas (ii) those who have
learned deterministic features will reproduce the central
tendencies they were exposed to during training.
The design of the present study is somewhat complex
because it combines experimental and quasi-experimental
aspects. The training sample is manipulated experimentally
via random assignment of participants to groups (Fig. 1).
However, because each training environment affords
multiple strategies, the internal category representation of
successful learners is not completely determined by the
experimental manipulation. We expect individual differences
in accuracy, strategy choice, and reconstruction performance.
These differences reflect variability in motivation, propensity
to adopt a relational mind-set (Vendetti et al., 2014), and
various other internal factors (e.g., Goldwater et al., 2018).
The transfer phase serves as a manipulation check and also
assesses individual differences in strategy choice. This sets
up the quasi-experimental aspect of the study: We predict a
correlation between the transfer and reconstruction measures
across participants, as depicted in Figure 1.

Method
Participants, Groups, and Inclusion Criteria
The experiment was conducted on-line during the COVID-19
pandemic. Students at the Ohio State University participated
for course credit. Pilot studies showed that many students
from this pool do not take their experimental participation
seriously. To mitigate this problem, we fixed in advance two

criteria for inclusion in the sample. The “low” criterion was
defined as follows: We excluded participants who (i) failed 2
or more of the 4 attention checks embedded within the trial
sequence, (ii) had a median response time during training less
than 0.3 sec, or (iii) produced a repetitive pattern of responses
(e.g., pressing the same key on most trials). Due to COVIDrelated problems, we had access to 89 participants in total, 12
of whom failed the low criterion, leaving us with a sample of
72 students. All participants were randomly assigned to two
training environments: Relation and Feature. Each main
group was further partitioned into 4 subgroups to
counterbalance the 4 dimensions of stimulus variation. The
data collection protocol ensured a balanced sample at the top
level: We ended up with 36 participants per group.
Unfortunately, we could not maintain balance among the
subgroups. There was also a “high” inclusion criterion that is
defined below.

Stimuli and Category Structure
Participants were instructed to diagnose two fictional
diseases – “Azolitis” (A) and “Leporidis” (L) – on the basis
of fictional “micrographs” from patients. Each micrograph
(i.e., exemplar) contained two populations of cells, diseased
and healthy, that varied on four dimensions: the overall
number of cells of each kind, the number of organelles within
each cell, the number of hairs on the surface of each cell, and
the length of each cell (the width of all cells was fixed to 25
pixels). “Healthy” cells were rendered in grey and “diseased”
cells were rendered in pink. All cells were presented on a
light grey background (Figure 2). One micrograph was
presented on each trial with the content area (i.e., grey area)
of 895 pixels wide x 415 pixels high. Each participant used
their own computer; cell phones and tablets were not allowed.
In the following, we will use uppercase and lowercase As
and Ls to refer to the typical relations (uppercase) and
features (lowercase) of Azolitis and Leporidis, respectively.
The “diseased” Leporidis cells always were 125 pixels in
length [l], with 4 cells [l], 8 organelles [l], and 4 hairs [l].

Figure 2: Each stimulus consisted of a “micrograph
sample” that contained “diseased cells” (pink) and healthy
cells (grey) varying in the overall number of cells, number
of organelles within a cell, number of hairs, and cell length.
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Table 1: Illustration of the scheme for generating the
training environment for one particular subgroup (R1). The
four stimulus dimensions are designated 1, 2, 3, 4 across the
top; R stands for relation and F stands for feature. The rows
specify 4 instances of Azolitis and 4 of Leporidis. Relations
consistent with either disease are denoted “A” or “L”, and
features are denoted “a” or “l” as specified in the text. The
two entries marked with asterisks in the R1 column make
R1 the single deterministic attribute in this subgroup. The
other 7 training environments are constructed analogously.
Instances
Azolit.1
Azolit.2
Azolit.3
Azolit.4

R1
A*
A
A
A

F1
l
a
a
a

Stimulus Dimensions
R2 F2 R3 F3
A
a
A a
L
l
A a
A
a
L
l
A
a
A a

R4
A
A
A
L

F4
a
a
a
l

Lepor.1
Lepor.2
Lepor.3
Lepor.4

L*
L
L
L

a
l
l
l

L
A
L
L

L
L
L
A

l
l
l
a

l
a
l
l

L
L
A
L

l
l
a
l

The prototypical micrographs of Azolitis had diseased cells
that were shorter [A], more numerous [A], and with fewer
organelles [A] and more hairs [A] than healthy cells. The
prototypical Azolitis was also characterized by specific
absolute feature values on the diseased (pink) cells, namely,
75 pixels in length [a], 8 cells [a], 4 organelles within each
cell [a], and 8 hairs on the surface of each cell [a]. By
contrast, the prototypical micrographs of Leporidis had
diseased cells that were longer [L], less numerous [L], with
more organelles [L] and fewer hairs [L] than healthy cells.
To generate a training exemplar, the absolute features of
the diseased cells and their relations to the healthy cells were
determined from the group-specific category structure. The
features of the healthy cells were then chosen to ensure that
(i) the differences between diseased and healthy cells were
easy to detect visually, and (ii) the absolute features of the
diseased cells took values consistent with the feature-based
definition of their category.
In the Relation condition, one relation (counterbalanced
across subgroups) was deterministically related to the
category label. For example, consider the subgroup whose
deterministic relation was the number of cells. Table 1 lists
the 8 concrete training exemplars for this particular subgroup.
Notice that in every Azolitis exemplar the pink cells were
more numerous (denoted by A in the R1 column) than the
grey cells, and in every Leporidis exemplar they were less
numerous (denoted by L) than the grey cells. Each of the
other 7 attributes was 75% diagnostic. In the Feature
condition, the deterministic attribute was always a feature
(counterbalanced), while the relations and the other 3 features
were 75% diagnostic. For example, in the subgroup whose
deterministic feature was the number of cells (denoted F1),
every Azolitis exemplar had exactly 8 pink cells (a) and every
Leporidis exemplar had 4 pink cells (l).

Table 2: Prototypes and probe exemplars presented in the
transfer phase. Same notation as in Table 1. “O” denotes
neutral (i.e., equal) relations, and “o” denotes neutral feature
values (halfway between the prototypes).
Instances
Stimulus Dimensions
R1 F1 R2 F2 R3 F3 R4 F4
Proto. A
A
a
A
a
A
a
A
a
T1.1
A
l
O
o
O
o
O
o
T1.2
L
a
O
o
O
o
O
o
T2.1
O
o
A
l
O
o
O
o
T2.2
O
o
L
a
O
o
O
o
T3.1
O
o
O
o
A
l
O
o
T3.2
O
o
O
o
L
a
O
o
T4.1
O
o
O
o
O
o
A
l
T4.2
O
o
O
o
O
o
L
a
Proto. L
L
l
L
l
L
l
L
l
Each of these 8 training environments (R1-R4, F1-F4)
afforded multiple categorization strategies as discussed in the
Introduction. A participant could adopt a purely relational or
a purely featural strategy regardless of the subgroup they
were assigned to. The experimental manipulation promoted
one type or the other but imposed no hard constraints. A
transfer phase followed the training phase and was designed
to help us adjudicate which strategy (if either) an individual
participant had learned during training. The transfer phase
was the same for all participants in all groups (Table 2).
The transfer phase presented a sequence of probe
exemplars such that a participant who had learned a relationbased strategy would label them one way, but one who had
learned a feature-based strategy from the same training set
would label them the opposite way. Each probe exemplar
focused on a single critical dimension: its relation agreed with
the prototype of one category, but the feature agreed with the
opposite prototype. The other 3 stimulus dimensions were
kept fixed at neutral values. These neutral values are denoted
“O” for relations and “o” for features in Table 2. To
neutralize a relation, the diseased and healthy cells were
equal on the corresponding dimension. To neutralize a
feature, the value for the diseased cells was set halfway
between the values of the two prototypes: 100 pixels in
length, 6 cells, 6 organelles, and 6 hairs.

Procedure and Scoring
Participants were first instructed about the two diseases,
shown examples of the stimuli, and asked questions designed
to verify that the participant understood the stimuli and
stimulus dimensions. The training phase then began. The
participants were presented with a sequence of micrographs
– one per trial – and required to categorize each by pressing
either A (for Azolitis) or L (Leporidis). Initially, participants
had to make random guesses, but they were expected to learn
from the accuracy feedback, which appeared underneath the
micrograph at the end of each trial.
1

The length was rescaled linearly to the 0 – 14 range. One new
unit corresponds to 12.5 pixels.
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Trials were presented in blocks, where each block
presented eight exemplars, four per category (as illustrated in
Table 1) in a random order. Training ended when the
participant reached the “high criterion” by getting at least
87.5% (7/8) correct for three blocks in a row, or after they
completed for 312 trials, whichever came first.
After training, each participant entered the transfer phase.
They were instructed that they would be asked to help make
diagnosis for some new samples whose correct classification
may be not known. Each trial of the transfer phase presented
either a probe exemplar (as defined above) or, as a form of
practice, a category prototype. Each probe exemplar and
prototype were presented four times, for a total of 40 transfer
trials. Accuracy feedback was given only in response to the
prototypes.
The transfer data were scored separately for each stimulus
dimension. If a participant made a relation-based response on
at least 7 of the 8 trials that probed dimension N, by definition
she heeded relation RN (e.g., R1). Conversely, if she made at
least 7 feature-based responses on the same trials, she heeded
feature FN (e.g., F1). Otherwise, she did not heed this
dimension. Overall, the transfer phase yielded 8 binary
heeding scores per participant, organized in 4 mutually
exclusive pairs.
After the transfer trials, each participant entered the final
reconstruction phase, in which they were asked to reconstruct
five “good” examples of each disease. Each reconstruction
trial began with a display depicting a number of “healthy”
(grey) cells, and the participant’s task was to adjust the
number of diseased cells, as well as their length, number of
hairs, and number or organelles. A graphical user interface
with four sliders allowed the participant to adjust each
dimension independently. Each slider1 supported values from
0 to 14. This range extended beyond the values that were
sampled during training (3 – 10). All sliders were at their 0
(leftmost) position at the beginning of a reconstruction trial.
The reconstruction data were scored separately for each
stimulus dimension. We defined reconstruction scores so that
0 indicates the mean of all training exemplars of the specific
disease whose “good” example is being constructed, and the
relationally correct direction is encoded as positive. This
allows to average the scores across the two diseases. The
units are unchanged, so that +1 indicates one extra cell (or
organelle, etc.) than the central tendency of the training set.
Averaging across the 5 reconstruction trials for each disease
produced 4 aggregated reconstruction scores per participant
– one for each stimulus dimension.

Results and Discussion
Training Phase
Sixteen participants reached the high criterion in the Relation
condition and 18 did in the Feature condition. In other words,
there was approximately 50% attrition in both groups. This is
a serious but, we hope, not a fatal problem. We speculate that

the high attrition rate is predominantly due to insufficient
motivation of many participants working on-line from home
during a pandemic, rather than to some intrinsic difficulty of
our categorization task. This hopeful interpretation is
consistent with the comparable attrition rate in the two
groups. Furthermore, the transfer data indicated that all 38
people who failed to reach the high criterion heeded at most
1 of the 8 attributes, and 22 of them did not heed any attribute.
It seems that many participants paid just enough attention to
satisfy the low inclusion criterion, but not enough to engage
seriously with the task. Others found an attribute that yielded
75% correct and settled with it, ignoring the instructions that
clearly stated that perfect accuracy was possible.
Our sample size, which was limited to begin with, was cut
in half by attrition. Mindful of the low statistical power that
results from this unfortunate circumstance, we are reluctant
to draw strong conclusions from the present data. We report
them mostly as a preliminary exploration inviting further
research with adequate sample sizes.
For comparison with the study of Kittur et al. (2004), we
report descriptive statistics about trials-to-criterion, which
was their main dependent measure. For the 34 participants
who reached the high criterion in our sample, the mean timeto-criterion was virtually the same in both groups: M = 217.
The standard deviations were nearly equal as well: SD = 119
for Relation, 113 for Feature. This is consistent with the
results of Kittur et al. (2004) – their deterministic relational
and deterministic featural conditions took comparable times
to learn. As a reminder, our training environment included
one deterministic attribute in all groups.

Transfer Phase
We included a transfer phase in our experimental design (Fig.
1) with two related purposes in mind: as a manipulation check
and as a probe into the strategies adopted by individual
participants. We tabulated how many participants heeded
various combinations of stimulus attributes (in the technical
sense defined by the transfer scores described earlier).
The participants who reached the high criterion tended (in
aggregate) to heed considerably more attributes than those
who did not reach the criterion. Concretely, 2, 7, 4, 1, and 2
participants in the Relation condition heeded 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4
attributes, respectively; the corresponding counts in the
Feature condition were 4, 9, 3, 2, and 0. By contrast, 22 of the
participants who failed to reach the criterion heeded no
attribute, and the remaining 16 heeded a single attribute.
An important metric for any participant was whether or not
they heeded the deterministic attribute for their training
environment. Consider first the 36 participants who were
assigned to the Relation group. Fourteen of them heeded their
subgroup-specific deterministic relation and – remarkably –
all these 14 had reached the high criterion during training. By
contrast, 20 of the 22 participants who did not heed their
deterministic relation had not reached the criterion either.
Thus, with only a couple of exceptions (one of which was a
near miss), the necessary and sufficient condition for
reaching the high criterion in the Relation training
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Figure 3. Proportion of the participants assigned to each
training environment (rows) who heeded the attributes
arrayed along the columns, as determined at transfer.
R1~R4 and F1~F4 denote Relation and Feature subgroups.
environment was to identify and heed the appropriate
deterministic relation. Turning to the Feature environment,
the data suggest that heeding the subgroup-specific
deterministic feature was a sufficient but not a necessary
condition for reaching the high criterion. Concretely, 12 of
the 36 participants in the Feature group heeded their
deterministic feature, and 11 of them had reached criterion.
Of the 24 people who didn’t heed the deterministic feature, 7
had reached criterion and 17 had not.
From this point on, we focus our attention on the 34
participants who reached the high criterion. This restriction is
presupposed throughout the remainder of the article.
The distinction between relations and features is of special
interest. Nobody heeded more than 2 relations or more than
2 features. This seems to rule out most pure probabilistic
strategies in light of the necessity to pool information across
3 non-deterministic dimensions to achieve perfect accuracy
under our design (cf. Table 1).
Figure 3 explores the possibility of mixed strategies. The 8
rows correspond to the 8 training environments. The Relation
(R1-R4) and Feature (F1-F4) subgroups are shown in the
upper and lower halves, respectively. The colored squares
encode the fraction of the participants in each subgroup who
heeded the 8 attributes arrayed along the columns. The “hot
band” along the diagonal indicates that most people heeded
their subgroup-specific deterministic attribute. Note that the
lower left-hand quadrant is mostly blank. This indicates that
the participants in the Feature environment tended (in
aggregate) to heed features at the expense of relations.

Reconstruction Phase
The reconstruction phase was designed to probe the internal
representations used by the participants who successfully
learned the task (as indicated by reaching the high criterion).
Recall from the Method that each participant received an
aggregated reconstruction score for each of the 4 stimulus
dimensions.

factor (F (2, 132) = 12.860, MSE = 23.893, p < .001). A
planned comparison revealed that the reconstruction scores
are significantly greater for type Relation than Feature (t
(37.424) = 3.275, p < .003). Another comparison revealed
greater scores for type Relation than None (t (26.523) =
4.374, p < .001). Although closer to 0 than the other two
types, the reconstruction scores for type Feature were
significantly different from 0 (t (25) = –2.227, p < .035; 95%
confidence interval from –1.078 to –0.04). Finally, note that
the concentration of points within the None violin in Figure
4 reflects the fact that many people tended not to heed many
stimulus dimensions.

General Discussion

Figure 4: Aggregated reconstruction scores plotted as a
function of the Type factor inferred from the transfer data.
Each of the 34 participants contributes 4 points to the plot –
one per stimulus dimension. Diamonds depict means
Our approach is to analyze the reconstruction data as a
function of the strategies inferred from the transfer data (Fig.
1). The unit of analysis is the individual stimulus dimension
(e.g., the number of cells in a micrograph). The transfer data
yielded a pair of heeding scores per dimension. There are
three possibilities: a given participant can heed the relational
aspect of a dimension, or heed its featural aspect, or not heed
it at all. We can thus re-conceptualize the transfer data as
defining a factor with three levels: Relation, Feature, and
None. This factor is referred to as Type. Each participant
contributes 4 data points to the analysis – one per stimulus
dimension – and each of them has a definite type.
Now, the extreme-value hypothesis predicts that stimulus
dimensions that are encoded as relations in the category
representation would tend to be exaggerated during
reconstruction compared to dimensions that are not so
encoded. Under our scoring scheme, this translates into a
prediction of greater reconstruction scores for dimensions of
type Relation compared to the other two types. In other
words, the extreme-value hypothesis predicts a main effect of
the Type factor. Furthermore, stimulus dimensions that are
encoded as features in the category representation are
predicted to be reconstructed near the central tendency of the
training sample. Thus, the reconstruction scores are predicted
to be near zero (which is the code for the central tendency).
The violin plots in Figure 4 suggest these predictions are
borne out in the present data. The means of the three clusters
of dots (depicted by bold diamonds in the figure) seem to
conform to the profile predicted by the extreme-value
hypothesis. An ANOVA analysis points to the same
conclusion. There is a significant main effect of the Type
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The mental representation of relation-based concepts remains
poorly understood in cognitive science. However, previous
findings suggest that whereas the “goodness” of a member of
a feature-based concept is a function of its similarity to the
prototype of that concept, at least some relation-based
concepts seem to favor extreme members (Goldwater et al.,
2011; Kittur et al., 2006; Rein et al., 2010).
This difference was supported by our data. We ran a
category learning experiment designed to test the hypothesis
that people who learn feature-based representations of our
categories will reconstruct those categories according to their
feature-based mean values (as is well established in the
literature; Murphy, 2002). However, people who learn
relation-based representations of categories will represent
those categories in a manner that is biased in the direction of
the category-defining relation(s) (Kittur et al., 2006). As
predicted, participants whose transfer scores indicated that
they tended to categorize exemplars based on a relation
tended to exaggerate that relation in their reconstruction of
category members. For example, if a participant noticed that
number of diseased cells in disease A tended to be larger than
the number of healthy cells, then in the reconstruction of an
exemplar of disease A, that participant would tend to make
the number of diseased cells in the reconstructed sample
larger than it had typically been in training. By contrast, also
as predicted, a participant whose transfer performance
suggested a feature-based strategy tended to reproduce values
closer to the mean value of the relevant feature(s) during the
reconstruction phase.
It seems difficult to account for the observed profile of
reconstruction scores in Figure 4 in terms of any simple kind
of contrast learning mechanism (e.g., Davis & Love, 2010).
Recall that the deterministic features were defined by
contrasting values (4 vs. 8) on all the stimulus dimensions.
The theory that the representation of one category is repulsed
away from (i.e., maximizes its contrast with) the alternative
category cannot explain why these values seem to be drawn
closer together in the case of participants who responded to
the exemplars’ features, whereas they were pushed further
apart in the case of participants who responded to the
exemplars’ relations to the “healthy” cells.
An interesting aspect of the data from the transfer task
(Figure 3) is that participants’ strategies tend to cluster

around the broad categories Relation or Feature, as a function
of which kind of attribute (a relation or a feature) was
deterministic during their training, even though only one of
those attributes was deterministic. For example, if a given
participant, p, experienced relative number (of diseased vs.
healthy cells) as deterministic, then p tended to focus on
relative properties on all the other dimensions. But if p
experienced that absolute number of disease cells (a feature)
was deterministic, then p would tend to rely on the specific
feature values of the other dimensions as well. This focus on
Relations (or Features) generally as a result of experience
with a single deterministic relation (or feature) is reminiscent
of Vendetti et al.’s (2014) “relational mind-set”: Having
experienced one useful relation (or feature), people seem
biased to look for other useful relations (or features).
Last but not least, we acknowledge two limitations of the
current study: First, the statistical power is low due to the
small sample size. Second, the reconstruction data were
analyzed in terms of individual differences in a quasiexperimental design. We attribute the relationship between
the two dependent measures in Figure 4 as evidence of a
common unobserved cause. We hypothesize that this
common cause is the internal representation depicted in
Figure 1. However, in principle the observed relationship can
stem from some other internal factor such as the propensity
to adopt a relational mind-set. For these reasons, the current
results are preliminary and should be interpreted with care.
Much remains unknown about the representation of
relation-based concepts, but the present data contribute to an
emerging picture of relation-based concepts as being quite
different from their feature-based counterparts (Gentner &
Kurtz, 2005). It is well known that associative learning
algorithms, which excel at feature-based learning, have
difficulty extrapolating outside the space of their training
examples. By contrast, symbolic functions (such as
mathematical equations), which are inherently relational in
nature, often extrapolate to very broad set of potential
input/output pairings. Many participants extrapolated beyond
the training data in our reconstruction task, generating values
for stimuli that were pushed away from the prototype in the
direction that exaggerated the deterministic relation.
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Abstract
Biologists, lay adults, and children alike value causal
explanations of how biological entities work. Despite this,
elementary school science education has historically lacked
mechanistic content. In line with recent science education
standards, we investigated the effects of mechanistic learning
goals on understanding of an in-depth lesson about how the
heart works. Children ages 6 to 11 who were given mechanistic
learning goals performed better on knowledge assessments of
the heart lesson and enjoyed their learning goal more than
children who were given a relatively superficial learning
goal—to focus on labels. Thus, learning goals orienting
children towards mechanistic content during lessons enhance
science learning and enjoyment.
Keywords: Mechanistic Explanations; Children; Cognitive
Development; Education; STEM Learning

Introduction
“ Look at this!” is often used to direct young children’s
attention towards a focal object. This phrase helps narrow a
child’s learning focus from a wide range of possibilities to a
specific entity. As children develop, we use different
strategies to guide their focus, such as learning goals. This
study examined the impact of a mechanistic learning goal on
a lesson taught to young school children about the heart. We
explored the effects of this mechanistic orientation on both
learning during the heart lesson and on enjoyment of the goal.
Scientists strive to develop and communicate mechanistic
understandings of natural phenomena. These explanations
break a phenomenon down into component parts and describe
how components interact to produce the phenomenon
(Machamer et al., 2000). Biology relies heavily on
mechanistic understandings to describe and explain
phenomena (Bechtel & Abrahamsen, 2005).
Children are driven to learn how things work, often
seeking causal or mechanistic explanations to satisfy this
curiosity. Young children ask questions that probe for causal
explanations (e.g., Frazier, Gelman & Wellman, 2009; Liquin
& Lombrozo, 2020), and are unsatisfied with explanations
that lack clear causal or mechanistic content (Mills et al.,
2018). This interest persists across elementary school, as
evidenced by curiosities expressed by sixth grade students
reflecting on science (e.g., “I was wondering how sounds got
through the little cords on [headphones] and came out the
ends of the buds”; Luce & Hsi, 2014).
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Despite this abundant mechanistic curiosity, adults may
not expect elementary school children to understand or learn
about mechanisms. For example, adults believed that a video
describing a mechanistic explanation of a car engine would
suitable for adults, but not children. This belief contrasts
success that children had when learning about engine
mechanics from that same video (Chuey et al., under review),
as well as other evidence demonstrating that children can
understand mechanism (e.g., Metz 1985, 1991; Russ et al.,
2009). Moreover, adults think that young children should be
taught about broad, superficial biological content (e.g., what
the names of different types of plants are) rather than about
mechanistic explanations (e.g., how the plants work), in part
because they believe that mechanisms are difficult for
children to learn (Betz, McCarthy & Keil, under revision).
In line with these lay intuitions, elementary school science
education in the United States has historically focused on
superficial breadth of content (Schmidt, Wang & McKnight,
2005), or science vocabulary (e.g., Snow, 2008). The
historical focus on science terminology appears to breed rotememorization (e.g., Lock, 1998) and these terms are quickly
forgotten (Jones et al., 2004). For these reasons, recent
science standards emphasize the importance of teaching indepth content, such as mechanism, in K-12 education (NGSS,
2013). In-depth content is construed here as long, iterative,
and comprehensive coverage about one concept.
Teaching mechanistic content may help learners create
particularly strong conceptual or mental models of a
scientific concept that support understanding and prediction
of the physical world (e.g., Craik, 1943; Gentner & Stevens,
1983; Moray, 1998). Within mental models, individuals
represent the structure of a system, whether it is a concrete
process or an unobservable, abstract process like the flow of
electricity (Gentner & Gentner, 1982). The most successful
mental models should reflect refined, mechanistic
understandings that represent interrelated causal relations (de
Kleer & Brown, 1981). As with mechanistic understandings,
mental models help guide questions and predictions about
how the system will react to changes (Vosniadou, 2002;
Vosniadou & Brewer, 1994), perhaps by mentally simulating
what will happen in certain situations (Collins & Gentner,
1987; Forbus & Gentner, 1997). For these reasons, mental
models—especially causal or mechanistic ones—may aid in
conceptual development, information processing, and the
revision of scientific understandings (Vosniadou, 2002).

Indeed, mechanism-focused explanations appear to
bolster children’s recollection and inferences surrounding
mechanistic processes. For example, four- and five-year-olds
given mechanistic explanations were better able to recall
taught content and generalize their content to novel entities
(Kurkel et al., 2021). We therefore expect that a mechanistic
focus should help children create a rich mental model of
mechanistic content, thereby enhancing learning.
One way to direct focus towards mechanistic content is
through explicit learning goals. Indeed, learning goals can
help young children achieve externally imposed objectives.
For example, preschoolers presented with a novel toy
successfully benefitted from a goal to ‘figure out how it
works” (Bonawitz et al., 2011). These and other findings
(e.g., Shunk & Rice, 1989; McNeil & Alibali, 2000)
demonstrate that young children understand learning goals
and use the goals to orient and enhance their learning.

Experiment
Given the prevalence of such superficial teaching of
labels in K-12 schools (for a review, see Jones et al., 2018)
and the potential benefits of mechanistic thinking (e.g., Russ
et al., 2009; Kurkel et al., 2021), we investigated the effects
of orientation towards each type of learning (i.e., labels
versus mechanisms) through the use of explicit learning
goals. Of particular interest was the potential learning
benefits of a mechanistic focus compared to a relatively
superficial learning goal: a focus on labels.
While teaching labels can be done in an in-depth way, the
simple incidental exposure of terminology without context is
considered relatively superficial (e.g., Coyne et al., 2009).
We contrast this kind of relatively superficial teaching of
labels with an in-depth mechanistic explanation of a complex
process: how the parts of the heart pump blood. We taught
this process through a richly detailed, story-like explanation.
The labels serve as additional information embedded in the
story, contextualized by their mechanistic role.
We examined the effects of orienting children toward indepth, mechanistic content of a lesson by suggesting explicit
learning goals, predicting that mechanistic learning goals
could enhance children’s learning and enjoyment.
Specifically, we presented children with either a
mechanistic learning goal or a labels learning goal prior to
watching an educational video about the heart. Both learning
goals were developed to be challenging, task-focused and
concrete to maximize their efficacy (for a review of effective
learning goals, see Locke et al., 1980). We thereafter assessed
children’s recall of heart mechanism and labels. We predicted
that children who were given a mechanistic learning goal
would not only perform better on mechanistic questions, but
also would perform better on the labeling questions because
the increased causal understanding would help bind together
labels in a relational representation (Beuhner, 2012), such as
a mental model (e.g., Vosniadou, 2002). Such findings would
demonstrate that a focus on mechanism broadly benefits
learning.
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In short, our study focused on the following questions:
Does a focus on mechanism enhance science learning? and
Do children prefer mechanistic learning goals to labels?

Method
Participants. One hundred and eighty children from ages
6;0 through 11;11 were recruited and run through an online
platform for developmental researchers (N=172; Sheskin &
Keil, 2018) or through elementary school after school
programs (N=8) from January 2019 through March 2020.
Families participating through the online platform received
a $10 Amazon gift card, while children who participated in
after school programs received a toy. Participants were
grouped by age, with 60 participants in each of three age
groups: 6- to 7-year-olds, 8- to 9-year-olds, and 10- to 11year-olds. In addition to the final sample of 180, 11 children
were recruited and run through the task, but were omitted
from analyses due to disruptive technical issues (N=6) or
because the child opted out of participation (N=5). These
participants were replaced in the sample to obtain the preregistered sample size.
Learning Goal Manipulation. Participants were randomly
assigned to one of two conditions which determined which
learning goal they received: mechanistic or labels. In both
conditions, participants were first given the same brief
description of the heart video and instructed “try to pay
attention and learn about the heart.”
For the mechanistic learning goal, participants were given
the following additional instructions: “Your learning goal
toady is to remember as much as you can about what all of
the parts of the heart do. It is important to remember what all
of the parts do because they all have an important job. When
they all work together, they can pump blood through the
body. After the video, I’m going to tell you about some hearts
that aren’t working right and ask you to try to help me figure
out what part of the hart may need to be fixed. You can use
what you learn about what all of the parts of the heart do to
answer these questions.”
For the labels learning goal, participants were instead
given the following additional instructions: “Your learning
goal today is to remember as much as you can about what all
of the parts of the heart are called. It is important to
remember all of the names of the parts of the heart because
all of the parts are important to help pump blood through the
body, so we should know what they’re all called. After the
video, I’m going to ask you to tell me the names of the parts
of the heart in a drawing like this one. You can use what you
learn about what all of the parts of the heart are called to
answer these questions.”
Participants were also shown an image presented
alongside their learning goal (wrench and screwdriver next to
heart for mechanism, heart with questions marks pointing to
parts for labels). A small version of this image was displayed
in the upper left-hand corner of the remainder of the
experiment, including the heart video. Children were told that

the image was there to serve as a reminder of the learning
goal during the task.
Educational Heart Video. We created a four-minute
detailed video explaining how the heart pumps blood by
editing a pre-existing YouTube video
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_qmNCJxpsr0). We
edited the audio and video to feature child-friendly language
describing the flow of blood through each chamber of the
heart and lungs, and to discuss the role of the valves in
directing blood flow. We provided labels of the chambers,
aorta and pulmonary artery within the video (for
mechanistic stimuli, see https://youtu.be/hRM3gCHKHcg).
The only difference between the heart videos across the two
learning goal conditions was the small image in the top left
corner of the video associated with their learning goal.
Distractor Task. In order to avoid mental rehearsal of
learned content immediately after the video, participants
completed a brief distractor task asking them to choose
between two options for four simple questions (e.g., Which
do you think is more fun: reading books or playing with
friends?). The task took one minute to complete.
Test Phase: Labels Questions. The assessment contained
four questions assessing knowledge of part labels.
To assess recall of labels of parts of the heart, participants
were shown a screenshot of a heart taken from the video with
an arrow pointing to one part of the heart (e.g., Right Atrium).
Participants then were given three options for what that name
of the part is called (e.g., Right Atrium, Left Aorta,
Ventricle). For each question, the answer options were
associated with a color and participants were instructed to say
the color instead of the name itself, to avoid issues with
pronunciation abilities. There were three questions assessing
recall of labels (i.e., Right Atrium, Aorta, Pulmonary Artery).
To assess representation of the heart structure, as well as
ability to map this structure to a label, participants were asked
to report how many chambers there are in a heart (two, four
or six). Images of dice were used in this question to represent
each of numerical responses. Here, the die depicting the
number four showed a rudimentary representation of the
four-chambered heat structure.
The four labels questions were blocked together, with both
the order of questions and order of response options and
associated colors counterbalanced across participants.
Test Phase: Mechanistic Questions. The assessment
contained four questions assessing knowledge of the
mechanisms within the heart.
To assess understanding of how the heart pumps blood,
participants were shown a screenshot of a heart taken from
the video and told that the heart was “not working right”
because “one of the parts of the heart is broken.” The
researcher then briefly described what the heart was not doing
right (e.g., “the blood is flowing through the heart and into
the lungs, but then the blood is not coming back into the
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heart)” and revealed three colored arrows pointing to
different parts of the heart (e.g., right atrium, right ventricle,
left atrium). Participants were then asked which color arrow
points to the part that is not working right. There were three
broken heart questions: i) broken left atrium (described
above); ii) broken left ventricle, described as “blood is not
flowing back out into the rest of the body”, and iii) broken
tricuspid valve, described using arrows as “blood is coming
back up into this first part of the heart”.
To assess recall of blood flow, we showed participants two
screenshots of the heart from the video with arrows moving
through each to represent the flow of blood. One set of arrows
depicted the blood flowing in the correct way, while the other
depicted the blood flowing in a simplified but incorrect way
(see Figure 1). The arrows moved through each heart twice
before the participant was allowed to respond to the question:
“Which arrows show how blood really flows through the
heart?” Both hearts were placed on colored backgrounds
(i.e., purple and orange) to facilitate answering the question.
The four mechanistic questions were blocked together,
with both the order of questions and order of response options
and associated colors counterbalanced across participants.
Enjoyment of Learning Goal. To assess participants ’
enjoyment of their learning goal condition, we asked, “Did
you like your learning goal today? (Yes/No)” Based on their
answer, they were then asked how much they liked or disliked
their learning goal—a lot or just a little.

Figure 1: Static images depicting response options for the
blood flow visualization question. Participants viewed the
arrows moving through each heart, one at a time, and asked
to report which heart shows how blood moves through the
heart. Here, the purple heart depicts a simple but incorrect
path of blood flow, while the orange depicts the relative
counterintuitive but correct path of blood flow.
Procedure. Participants were told their learning goal and
thereafter required to correctly identify it to ensure that they
recalled the goal. Prior to watching the video, participants
were asked if they wanted to watch the video about a cartoon
heart “with cartoon blood moving around inside” to ensure
that they were not squeamish about internal organs. After the
brief distractor task, participants were reminded of their
learning goal before the eight assessment questions. At the
end of the task, participants were reminded again of their
learning goal and reported their enjoyment of their learning

goal. The whole task took an average of 15 minutes to
complete.
Scoring. We computed overall performance on the
assessment by averaging responses across all 8 questions. We
also computed average performance across the two types of
questions: labels and mechanism. One participant’s response
to one ‘Broken Heart’ question was omitted because their
parent provided a response for their child before the child
answered the question themselves.
Does a focus on mechanism enhance science learning? We
predicted that children given a mechanistic learning goal
would perform better both when assessing mechanistic and
labels learning. In line with predictions, children given a
mechanism-focused learning goal outperformed (M = 65%,
SD = 20%) children given a labels-focused learning goal (M
= 55%, SD = 21%; t(178) = 3.28; p < .001).
To assess whether mechanistic learning goal boosted
performance of each type of question, we also conducted two
mixed-measures ANOVA (i.e., one for mechanism questions,
one for labels questions) with question type as a withinsubjects variable and age and condition as between-subjects
variables.
Labels. When assessing effects of condition and age on
performance on labels questions, we found a marginal effect
of condition: F(1,174) = 3.03, p = .08, eta2 = .02, with
children given a mechanism learning goal performing
marginally better (M = 59%; SD = 28%) than those given a
labels learning goal (M = 52%; SD = 28%). Although it does
not reach traditional levels of significance, it is noteworthy
that children given a mechanistic goal marginally
outperformed those in the other condition on the very
questions that the labels-focused goal was targeted toward.
There was also a significant interaction between condition
and individual question: F(3,522) = 2.81, p = .04, eta2 = .02.
Children given a mechanistic learning goal performed
significantly better on two of the four labels questions (i.e.,
number of chambers, labeling of right atrium; both
Bonferroni p’s < .05). There were no significant differences
in performance on the other two labels questions (i.e., aorta,
pulmonary artery).
We also found a main effect of age, with 6- to 7-year-olds
recalling fewer labels (M = 43%, SD = 27%) than both 8- to
9-year-olds (M = 60%; SD = 27%; Bonferroni p = .002) and
10- to 11-year-olds (M = 63%; SD = 27% Bonferroni p <
.001). This suggests that older children are better able to
retain terminology than younger children after a short lesson.
Mechanism. When assessing effects of condition and age on
performance on mechanism questions, we found a significant
main effect of condition: F(1,173) = 11.14, p = .001, eta2 =
.06, with children given a mechanism learning goal
outperforming (M = 71%; SD = 23%) those given a labels
learning goal (M = 58; SD = 28%. See Figure 2). This effect
did not interact with any other variables.
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We also found a main effect of age, with 6- to 7-year-olds
recalling fewer mechanisms (M = 56%, SD = 25%) than both
8- to 9-year-olds (M = 67%; SD = 27%; Bonferroni p = .04)
and 10- to 11-year-olds (M = 69%; SD = 26%; Bonferroni p
= .02. This suggests that older children are better able to
retain mechanistic understandings than younger children
after a short lesson.

Figure 2: Effects of explicit learning goals on accuracy in
knowledge assessments of both mechanism and labels of
heart parts. Error bars display 95% confidence intervals.
*p < .05; ***p < .001.
Summary. Thus, for both labels and mechanism questions,
focusing on a mechanistic learning goal boosted children’s
performance. Surprisingly, for both question types, learning
goal condition did not interact with age group. While older
children learned more from the video overall, children of all
ages benefitted similarly from a mechanistic learning goal,
with enhanced learning of both mechanisms and labels.
Did children prefer mechanistic learning goals over labels
learning goals? To investigate this question, we computed a
Chi square test to investigate the between-subjects effect of
learning goal condition (i.e., mechanistic v. labels goal) on
reported enjoyment of learning goals. We did not have a
strong prediction for this research question.
The Chi square was significant: X2(4,180) = 11.41, p = .02.
Children who were given a mechanistic goal liked their
learning goal more than those given a labels goal, as evidence
by high frequency of reporting that they liked their goal “a
lot” (see Figure 3). In contrast, children who were given a
labels learning goal more frequently said that they liked their
goal “a little.” Notably, the majority of children in both
conditions most often reported liking their learning goals.
Thus, although children in the mechanism condition enjoyed
their learning goal more, the effects of goals on learning
cannot be dismissed by concerns that children in the labels
condition simply disliked their learning goal.

Frequency Reported Enjoyment

70

53

35

18

0
Didn't like a lot

Didn't like a little

Mechanism

Liked a little

Liked a lot

Labels

Figure 3: Differences in frequency of reported enjoyment of
learning goals across conditions. Note: three participants
were omitted from this graph (but included in Chi Square
analyses) because they reported liking their learning goal ‘in
the middle’ between ‘a lot ’and ‘a little.’

General Discussion
We investigated the effects of mechanistic learning goals
on elementary children’s learning and enjoyment during a
video science lesson about the heart. Children ages 6 to 11
were given one of two learning goals: to either focus on
mechanism (how the heart works) or to focus on labels (what
the parts were called). We then measured children’s recall of
heart mechanism and labels taught in an educational video as
well as their enjoyment of their learning goal. Research
questions included: Does a focus on mechanism enhance
science learning? and Do children prefer mechanistic
learning goals over labels?

A mechanistic focus enhances science learning
Across sampled elementary-aged children, those who
were given a mechanism-focused learning goal outperformed
those who were given a labels-focused learning goal.
Notably, this effect held for both types of question content.
Thus, a mechanistic focus benefitted not only understanding
of mechanism, but also understanding of labels.
A growing number of studies reveal that young children
can understand mechanistic explanations (e.g., Metz, 1991;
Haeusler & Donovan, 2017). Moreover, mechanistic
understandings may be critical to children’s ability to
generalize knowledge across domains (e.g., Russ et al.,
2008;), and appear to benefit future learning (Schwartz et al.,
2009; Kurkel et al., 2021). Our successful intervention
reveals a way to promote such mechanistic thinking: through
learning goals. Providing that the lessons feature mechanistic
content, learning goals could be incorporated into elementary
school science classrooms without adding the burden of
additional course content preparation.
While it may be expected that a mechanistic learning goal
should enhance learning of mechanistic content, it was
particularly surprising that we saw the same benefits for
recalling of the labels. This finding somewhat contradicts
previous experiments on 3- to 6-year-olds wherein
mechanistic explanations support learning of causal
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mechanisms, but not irrelevant perceptual details, such as
the colors of parts (Legare & Lombrozo, 2014). A key
difference between our study and this previous finding is the
superficiality of the non-causal details. Although we
considered the names of parts to be a relatively superficial
detail (i.e., compared to mechanisms), it is certainly not as
superficial as the colors of parts. Indeed, the terminology
should be considered more relevant to understanding than
part color. Taken together, our results suggest that a focus
on mechanism may help cohere non-causal details that are
considered to be relevant to understanding the process (e.g.,
terminology but not incidental colors).
One reason why a mechanistic focus may promote
learning—including learning non-causal content—is
because mechanisms provides causal continuity (e.g., Bogen
& Machamer, 2010) and thereby embedding context.
Mechanistic explanations provide a sequential, story-like
account of how each component part plays a role in an
overarching system (Machamer, Darden & Craver, 2000;
Beuhner, 2012). The connections between interacting
component parts may act as conceptual outlines to guide us
in mentally retracing the steps of a mechanic sequence. In
doing so, the mechanistic explanation may clarify causal
connections within our mental models of the process (e.g.,
Vosniadou, 2002; Forbus & Gentner 1997). Although the
current research does not directly test this interpretation, the
results align with this account. Future research should more
directly investigate the role of contextual continuity in
mechanistic learning and mental models.
In contrast to our findings, an increased focus on
mechanism in elementary schools may be counterintuitive to
adults. Adults tend to think that mechanistic content is too
difficult for elementary school children to understand and
prioritize more superficial content, such as labels, over
mechanism (Betz, McCarthy & Keil, under revision).
Because of known benefits of mechanistic education and
current K-12 science education guidelines (NGSS, 2013),
these adult biases should be addressed so that they do not
result in a de-emphasis of mechanistic content in the
classroom.

Children prefer mechanistic learning goals
Children reported liking the mechanistic learning goal
more than the labels learning goal. Although children in both
conditions reported liking their learning goals, those who
were given a mechanistic learning goal reported liking their
goal “a lot” while those given a labels learning goal reported
only liking their goal “a little.” Thus, elementary school
science enthusiasm may be bolstered by drawing student
attention to mechanistic content, particularly in contrast to
non-causal content (e.g., labels).
This finding reaffirms previous results indicating that
children are drawn to mechanistic content and enjoy learning
about causal mechanisms. A curiosity for mechanism is
initially evident in preschool children who seek causal and
explanatory information (e.g., Frazier, Gelman & Wellman,
2009) and continues into adulthood (e.g., Ahn et al., 1995).

Moreover, 9-year-olds became more interested in science
after being taught mechanistic explanations about atomic
theory (Haeusler & Donovan, 2017). Given that adults and
children alike value mechanistic explanations, and that
children actively enjoy them, an increased emphasis on
mechanism is warranted in early science education (Dickes
et al., 2016; Kelemen, 2019).
Children may have enjoyed the mechanistic learning goals
more because they link mechanistic content with learning.
Indeed, children who were asked which book they would
prefer to read in order to learn something were more likely to
select a mechanistic book option over a book that simply
teaches fun facts (Trouche et al., 2018) Moreover, children
are less likely to seek additional information after they are
given mechanistic explanations compared to more superficial
ones (e.g., circular; Mills et al., 2019). Combined, these
findings suggest that mechanistic explanations may be the
ones that best satisfy children’s drive to learn.

Implications for Labels in Science Education
Thus far, we have discussed science terminology as
relatively superficial content with reduced long-term learning
benefits compared to mechanistic explanations. This position
largely stems from our belief that teaching labels can become
problematic when it is overemphasized above other types of
more explanatory content (e.g., Jones et al., 2004; Schmidt,
Wang & McKnight, 2005; Snow, 2008). However, we freely
acknowledge that labels and terminology can be helpful and
even necessary. For example, students need to learn some
science vocabulary to be able to communicate their ideas to
others (Henrichs et al., 2011). Moreover, shared labels can
encourage children to notice relational similarities across
items (Christie & Gentner, 2014). Indeed, the labels in our
task were introduced in ways that emphasize such
commonalities across parts with common names (e.g., “the
ventricles pump blood out of the heart”). We nevertheless
saw a boost in performance on both types of questions when
children were instructed to focus on the mechanism.
Thus, labels need not be the focus of science lessons. Our
results show that children are able to pick up on labels, or
other non-causal details, while focusing on other content
within a lesson, such as mechanism. This finding echoes
work with undergraduates who learn more about organic
chemistry when they learn about the mechanisms involved
before the details of the specifics of common chemical
reactions (Flynn & Ogilvie, 2015). By acknowledging and
taking advantage of these benefits of focusing on in-depth
mechanistic explanations, we can enhance the learning and
enjoyment of STEM content while incidentally achieving
other learning goals as well.

Conclusion
In line with recent educational standards, we sought to
increase elementary students’ attention to mechanisms
through learning goals. Children who were explicitly told to
focus on learning mechanistic content about a heart learned
more about both causal mechanisms and non-causal labels
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more than those told to focus on learning labels. Notably,
children given the mechanistic goal also reported more
enjoyment of their learning goal. Thus, mechanistic learning
goals can be used to enhance both scientific understanding
and enjoyment of elementary school science lessons.
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Abstract
Reasoning by exclusion allows us to infer properties of
unobserved objects from currently observed objects,
formalized by P or Q, not P, therefore Q. Previous work
suggested that, by age 3, children can use this kind of reasoning
to infer the location of a hidden object after learning that
another location is empty (e.g. Mody & Carey, 2016). In the
current study, we asked whether children could use reasoning
by exclusion to infer the identities of previously unobserved
occluded objects in a task that required them to track the
locations of multiple occluded objects. Forty-nine 4-7-yearolds viewed animated arrays of virtual “cards” depicting
images which were then hidden by occluders. The occluders
then swapped locations during the maintenance period.
Children were asked to select which card was hidden in a
probed location. During the encoding period, we manipulated
whether children saw all the card faces (Face-up block) or all
but one of the card faces (Exclusion block), for which children
had to reason by exclusion to infer the target in half of the trials.
We found that all children succeeded in the Face-up block, but
only 6-year-olds succeed in the Exclusion block when they had
to deploy logical reasoning to identify a previously-unseen
hidden target. Our results suggest that children’s ability to
reason by exclusion to infer the identity of a hidden target while
tracking multiple objects and locations may undergo protracted
development.
Keywords: Reasoning by exclusion; disjunctive syllogism;
object tracking; working memory; development

Introduction
Reasoning by exclusion is a deductive inferential process that
allows us to reason about possible outcomes by eliminating
other alternatives (Premack, 1995). The ability to reason by
exclusion has been studied in both animals and children (Call,
2004; Call, 2006; Ferrigno et al., 2021; Hill, Collier-Baker,
& Suddendorf, 2012; Premack & Premakc, 1994; Watson et
al., 2001), and in children has been found to support language
acquisition (Halberda, 2003), understanding of others’
intention (Cesana-Arlotti, Kovacs, & Teglas, 2020),
reasoning about an object’s location (Cesana-Arlotti et al.,
2018), and navigation of efficient search behavior (Feiman,
Mody, Sanborn, & Carey, 2017; Gautam, Suddendorf, &
Redshaw, 2020; Grigoroglou, Chan, & Ganea, 2019; Mody
& Carey, 2016).
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By at least age 3, children can use reasoning by exclusion to
infer the location of a hidden object. In one study, Hill et al.
(2012) tested 3-5-year-old children in a task where a reward
was hidden in one of the three opaque cups, and the
experimenter demonstrated that one of the cups was empty.
They found that even the youngest children tended to search
the cups that were not shown to be empty, suggesting that
they were able to infer that the reward was not in the empty
cup and therefore must be in one of the other locations (see
also Mody & Carey, 2016; Grigoroglou, Chan, & Ganea,
2019). To succeed, children had to hold in working memory
a representation of an object, but with some uncertainty about
the object’s location in space. Observing the empty location
reduced the uncertainty, allowing the representation of the
object to be updated to include its likely spatial location.
In this previous work, the featural identity of the object was
known (e.g. a ball) and its spatial location was uncertain.
Here, we ask whether children can use reasoning by
exclusion to infer the featural identity of an object whose
spatial location is known but whose identity is uncertain. This
type of reasoning occurs often in everyday life. For example,
imagine you are at a buffet dinner at which there are two
covered dishes. You know that one is a chicken option and
one is a vegetarian option, but they are unlabeled. You lift the
lid of one of the dishes and you see that it contains chicken.
You can therefore infer with confidence that the other dish
must contain the vegetarian option. To make this inference,
you must store the relevant information in working memory
– in this case, a representation of the identity of the chicken
dish bound to its location in space - and use this stored
representation to resolve the uncertainty in the identity of the
dish in the other location, updating your representation of that
spatial location to include its likely identity.
The process of using reasoning by exclusion to infer
unobserved identities may place greater demands on
children’s representational capacities than reasoning about
the contents of unobserved locations. Maintaining
representations of object identities in working memory
requires more cognitive resources (i.e. attention) than
maintaining objects’ locations (Wheeler & Treisman, 2002;
Kibbe & Leslie, 2011). Likewise, the process of updating
identity-location-bound object representations in working
memory is more demanding than simply updating working

memory for objects’ spatial locations, and undergoes more
protracted development (Cheng, Kaldy, & Blaser, 2019;
Cheng & Kibbe, under review; Feigenson & Yamaguchi,
2009; Kibbe & Leslie, 2013; Pailian et al., 2020;). On the
other hand, using reasoning by exclusion to infer identities
may be an optimal strategy when working memory is taxed:
as working memory load increases, it may be more efficient
to maintain a subset of to-be-remembered items, and reason
from the remembered subset to infer the unremembered items
(e.g. van den Berg & Ma, 2018). Using reasoning by
exclusion to infer unknown object identities could therefore
be a fundamental component of efficient working memory
use, and could therefore be available to very young children
who already employ a variety of efficient working memory
processes (including chunking, recoding, and metacognitive
awareness; see e.g. Kibbe & Feigenson, 2014; Applin &
Kibbe, 2020).
In the current study, we asked whether children could use
reasoning by exclusion to infer location-bound object
identities while tracking multiple occluded objects. To do so,
we combined the method used to assess reasoning by
exclusion in search tasks -- in which children were given
partial information about locations and had to infer from that
information that an object was hidden in another location
(e.g. Mody & Carey, 2016) -- with a task that required
children to track object identities hidden in multiple locations
as those locations moved through space (Cheng and Kibbe,
under review; Pailian et al., 2020). We manipulated the
number of objects children had to track and the number of
times the objects changed locations, thereby manipulating
children’s working memory storage and updating loads, and
measured the effect of increasing working memory load on
children’s ability to use reasoning by exclusion to infer the
identity of an unobserved object. We chose to test 4-7-yearold children, since previous studies suggested that children
could make location-based inferences by excluding
alternative possibilities by age 3 (e.g., Mody & Carey, 2016;
Grigoroglou, Chan, & Ganea, 2019), and since the ability to
hold multiple location-bound identities in working memory
undergoes significant development during this period
(Applin & Kibbe, 2020; Cheng & Kibbe, under review;
Pailian et al., 2016; Simmering, 2012).
Our goals were to determine 1) whether children could
reason about the identities of unseen hidden objects based on
their representations of seen hidden objects, 2) whether this
ability changed across our age range, and 3) whether this
ability interacted with the demands of maintaining and
updating the contents of working memory.
Children viewed animated arrays of 2-3 virtual “cards”
depicting images of animals, which were then hidden by
occluders. The occluders then swapped locations once or
twice. Children were then prompted to identify the object
hidden in one of the locations by selecting it from an array of
two choices, the target object or another object in the array.
In the Face-up block, all of the cards were presented “face
up” such that the images on the cards were visible to children
before the cards were hidden. In the Exclusion block, one of
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the cards was presented “face down”, while the rest of the
cards’ images were visible during encoding. On half of the
Exclusion trials, children were asked about the identity of one
of the face-up cards (Target-up trials), while on the other half
of trials children were asked about the identity of the facedown card (Target-down trials), requiring children to use
reasoning by exclusion to infer its identity.
The Face-up block served as a control for the Exclusion
block, allowing us to examine whether children’s task
performance differed when all information was available to
be encoded (Face-up block) compared with when the
information had to be inferred (Exclusion block). If children
apply the correct logical inference in the Exclusion block, we
would expect their performance to be similar to their
performance in the Face-up block. If children are unable to
use reasoning by exclusion to infer identity in the Exclusion
block, we would expect their performance to be lower than in
the Face-up block. Furthermore, within the Exclusion block,
children could be probed on a card that was presented either
face up (requiring working memory) or face down (requiring
working memory + reasoning by exclusion). If children
applied the exclusion strategy to reason about the hidden
card, children should perform equally well on the two types
of target trials. However, if children were unable to apply the
exclusion strategy, children should be expected to perform
better on Target-up trials compared with Target-down trials.
Furthermore, we may observe that ability to successfully
deploy the reasoning by exclusion strategy varies with age.
Finally, if reasoning by exclusion and tracking multiple,
location-bound identities in working memory draw on the
same pool of limited cognitive resources (e.g. general
executive functions), we may expect that children’s ability to
use reasoning by exclusion to infer hidden identities may
decrease as the demands of the working memory task
increase (more items to track, more swaps).

Method
Participant
Forty-nine 4-to 6-year-old children (mean age: 5 years, 5
months; range: 4 years, 0 months – 6 years 11 month; 26
girls) participated in the study. This sample size was large
enough to yield 95% power to detect small-to-medium effects
on children’s performance using a repeated measures
ANOVA with Block (Exclusion or Face-up), Trial Type (Set
Size 2, two swaps, Set Size 3, one swap; Set Size 3, two
swaps) and Age as factors. All participants were tested
individually online using Zoom videoconferencing software.
Children completed a separate, unrelated study before
completing the current study. Each family received a $10
Amazon gift card for their participation. Two additional
children were tested and excluded from analysis due to failure
to complete the study. The study was approved by the Boston
University Institutional Review Board.

Apparatus and Stimuli
We asked families to participate in a quiet room using a
device with a screen at least 10 inches (48 families used a
laptop or a desktop computer, and 1 used an iPad). Stimuli
was presented in Keynote presentation software and
displayed to children via Zoom’s screen sharing feature.
Stimuli included 12 animal characters from the World of Eric
Carle Mini Memory Match Game (Mudpuppy Toys) (see
Figure 1). The experiment was recorded using the screen
recording feature in Zoom and was saved to a secure campus
server.

Design
All children completed two blocks of test trials, a Face-up
block and an Exclusion block (block order counterbalanced
across participants). Figure 1 shows examples of the two trial
types. In both blocks, children were shown sets of 2 or 3 cards
(Figure 1, panel 1), which were then hidden by occluders that
descended from the top of the screen (Figure 1, panel 2). In
the Face-up block, all images were visible during encoding.
In the Exclusion block, one of the cards remained face down
during encoding. Children were given 1 second per face-up
card to encode the array. During the maintenance period, the
occluders swapped locations by physically moving across the
screen (Figure 1, panel 3). In Set Size 2 trials, the two
occluders swapped places with each other. In Set Size 3 trials,
for each swap, a subset of occluders was chosen pseudorandomly to swap. Each swap movement took 1.5 s. One
second after the movement was completed, we probed
children on one of the locations and asked them to select the
item hidden in that location from two alternative choices, a
target card or a distractor card depicting a different object in
the array (labeled 1 or 2; Figure 1, panel 4). Whether the
target was labeled 1 or 2 was counterbalanced across trials.
All children completed two practice trials at the beginning of
the study, and two additional practice trials before the
Exclusion block (as described below). The number of items
and number of swaps was chosen based on previous research
that showed that children in this age range exhibit differences
in performance with these parameters (Cheng & Kibbe, under
review). The entire task took about 15 -20 minutes to
complete.

and a distractor card. The experimenter then asked “Which
one hides here?”. After children responded, the experimenter
removed the occluder to reveal the hidden card. If children
answered correctly, the experimenter proceeded to the next
practice trial, otherwise the experimenter repeated the trial.
46/49 children succeeded the first time. The remaining 3
children succeeded the second time.
The experimenter next introduced the swap movement by
saying “Let’s try this one. Here are my two friends, they are
going to hide again, but this time after they hide they are
going to move, and we have to keep track of where they are
hiding. Here we go!” Children saw two cards, which were
then occluded, and then watched as the occluders swapped
locations. The experimenter probed children’s memory for
one of the locations as in the first practice trial, giving
feedback as needed. 40/49 children succeeded the first time.
The remaining 9 children succeeded the second time.

Procedure
Online set-up. Parents were instructed to hide self-view and
move the experimenter’s window to the top center.
Initial practice trials. The experimenter first showed
children the full set of 12 stimuli and said, “We are going to
play a hide-and-seek game. Each time, a few of my friends
will appear, they will then hide behind blocks. Your job is to
help me figure out who is hiding where.” Children then
viewed a blank screen, on which two cards appeared. The
cards were visible for 2 s, then the experimenter said, “Now
they are going to hide!”. The cards were then hidden by two
occluders which moved downward from the top of the screen.
After 1s, an animated hand pointed to one of the occluders.
Two cards then appeared above the occluder, a target card
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Figure 1. Examples of Set Size 2, two swap trials.
Face-up block. Each trial in the Face-up block proceeded
similarly to the second practice trial, except that children
were not given the opportunity to repeat trials on which they
made errors. Children completed four trials of each of three
types of trials: Set Size 2 two swaps, Set Size 3 one swap, and
Set Size 3 two swaps, for a total of 12 Face-up trials.
Exclusion block. At the beginning of the Exclusion block,
children completed 2 additional practice trials to introduce

them to the task of tracking occluded cards when one of the
cards faced down during the encoding period. In the first
Exclusion practice trial, children saw two cards on the screen,
one facing up and one facing down. The experimenter said
“Here are my two friends. But this time only one of them
turned around. The other friend is going to be sneaky and he
won’t turn around. He will only turn around once he hides
behind the block. Now they are going to hide and move!”
Two occluders hid the cards, after which the occluders
swapped locations once. After 1 s, the animated hand
appeared pointing to the location in which the face-up card
was hidden. The experimenter asked “Who’s hiding here?”.
The experimenter provided feedback as in the initial practice
trials and repeated the trial if necessary. 37/49 children
succeeded the first time. The remaining 12 children
succeeded the second time.
The experimenter then proceeded to the second practice trial
by saying, “But sometimes we are going to look for the one
that we did not see before. Here are my two friends.” Children
saw two cards, one facing up and one facing down on the
screen. The experimenter said, “They are now going to hide
and move.” The cards were then hidden by the occluders and
swapped locations once. Children were first probed on the
location of the face-up card: 42/49 children correctly chose
the target card the first time; the remaining 7 children
succeeded after the second demonstration. The experimenter
then probed children on the location of the face-down card.
Children chose between the target card (that children had not
seen) and the card that was hidden in the first-probed location
(the face-up card). Since the first-probed card was already
revealed, all children correctly chose the target card. The
experimenter then further explained, “Because we already
knew that the [face-up card] is under the other block, so it
cannot be here under this block. So, it had to be the other one,
and that’s the [face-down card]! Ok, so now you know how
we can find who’s hiding where even though one of them will
not show up. We can just track the one that we saw, and we
can guess who’s the other one, right?”
The experimenter then began the test trials by saying, “Now
we are going to figure out who’s hiding where. Remember,
we will only see some of my friends’ faces.” The test trials in
the Exclusion block were the same as in the Face-up block
except that one of the cards in each trial remained facing
down during the encoding period (Figure 1, right column).
After children responded, the experimenter gave feedback as
in the Face-up block. We again counterbalanced the location
of the probed card and whether the target was labelled 1 or 2
across trials. Children completed 12 total trials (4 each of Set
Size 2 two Swaps, Set Size 3 one Swap, and Set Size 3 two
Swaps). For each trial type, children completed two trials in
which asked them to choose the identity of a face-up card
(Target-up trial) and two trials in which we asked about the
face-down card (Target-down trial). The order of Target-up
and Target-down trials within each trial type followed the
ABBA or BAAB counterbalancing pattern.
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Coding
We coded participants’ responses as correct or incorrect. For
each participant, we computed proportion correct responses
for each trial type in each block. For the Exclusion block, we
also computed proportion correct responses for each target
type in each trial type. Analyses were computed on children’s
proportion correct for each target and trial type, following
analysis strategies used in similar previous work (e.g. Cheng
& Kibbe, under review; Applin & Kibbe, 2020; Pailian et al.,
2020)

Results
We first examined children’s overall performance using a
linear mixed effects model. In the model, Order (Face-up
block first or Exclusion block first), Block (Face-up or
Exclusion block), Trial Type (Set Size 2 two swaps, Set Size
3 one swap, Set Size 3 two swaps) and Age (continuous, in
years) were treated as fixed factors and Participant was
treated as a random factor. The model was run in R using the
lme4 package (Bates, Machler, Bolker, & Walker, 2014). The
best fit model included the interaction between Block and
Trial type, and interaction between Block and Age.
We observed a main effect of Age (F(1,49) = 20.61, p <
.001, ηp2 = 0.296), providing converging evidence for
developmental increases in working memory updating
between the ages of 4 and 7 (Cheng & Kibbe, under review).
We also observed an interaction effect between Block and
Age (F(1,245) = 4.31, p = .039, ηp2 = 0.017); younger
children performed better in the Face-up block, in which all
cards were visible during encoding, compared with the
Exclusion block, in which one of the cards was face-down
during encoding, while older children performed similarly in
the Face-up and Exclusion blocks. We observed no main
effect of Trial type (F(2,245) = 0.98, p = .38, ηp2 = 0.008),
suggesting that children in our age range performed similarly
regardless of set sizes and number of swaps. There was no
main effect of Order (F(1,49) = 0.23, p = .63, ηp2 = 0.005)
and no interaction between Block and Trial type (F(2, 245) =
2.87, p = .058, ηp2 = 0.023) and (see Figure 2, upper panels).
We next examined whether children performed differently
in the Exclusion block on trials in which the target was the
face-up card (Target-up trials) and trials where the target was
the face-down card (Target-down trials) using a linear mixed
effects model. We included Trial type (Set Size 2 two swaps,
Set Size 3 one swap, Set Size 3 two swaps), Target type
(Target-up trial or Target-down trial) and Age (continuous,
in years) as fixed factors and Participant as a random factor.
The best fit model included the interaction between Trial type
and Target type. We observed a main effect of Age (F(1, 49)
= 21.25, p <.001, ηp2 = 0.302). We also observed a main
effect of Trial type (F(2, 245) = 3.15, p = .045, ηp2 = 0.025);
children performed better in the Set Size 2 two swaps than
Set Size 3 one swap (Paired Samples Test: t(48) = 2.35, p
= .023, d = 0.68) and Set Size 3 two swaps (t(48) = 1.96, p
= .056, d = 0.57).. While children tended to perform better on
target up compared with target down trials, the main effect of
Target type did not reach statistical significance (F(1,245) =

3.80, p = .052, ηp2 = 0.015). We also observed no interaction
between Trial type and Target type (F(2, 245) = 0.31, p = .73,
ηp2 = 0.003) (see Figure 2, lower panels).

Figure 2. Children’s performance on Face-up and
Exclusion blocks (top panels) and on Target-up and TargetDown trials of the Exclusion block (bottom panels). Dots
represent individual children’s data, lines represent linear
regression of proportion correct on age, shaded region
represents 95% CI.
Finally, we further investigated the observed main effect of
Age on children’s performance by investigating whether and
when children’s performance exceeded chance levels across
the blocks. We divided children into three groups based on
their age in years (19 4-year-olds, 16 5-year-olds, and 14 6year-olds). Since we did not observe a main effect of Trial
type, we collapsed across Set Sizes and Number of Swaps
and compared children’s mean proportion correct
performance in the Face-up and Exclusion blocks at each age
group to chance using six separate one-sample t-tests (alpha
= .008) and Bayes factor analysis. We found that children
from all age groups performed significantly above chance in
the Face-up block (all t > 3.08, p < .007, d > 1.45, BF10 >
6.76). However, only 6-year-olds’ performance exceeded
chance in the Exclusion block (t(13) = 6.48, p < .001, d > 2.9,
BF10 > 1300). We further compared 6-year-olds’ proportion
correct for each Target type in the Exclusion block to
examine whether 6-year-olds were truly able to apply the
logical inference. 6-year-olds were significantly above
chance in both Target-up trials (t(13) = 7.21, p < .001, d = 4.0,
BF10 = 3773.6) and Target-down trials (t(13) = 3.63, p = .003,
d = 2.01, BF10 = 15.04), and children’s performance was not
significantly different on Target-up compared with Targetdown trials (t(13) = 1.86, p = .086, d = 1.03). Further, 6-yearolds’ performance was not different in the Face-up block
compared to the Exclusion block (t(13) = -.73, p = .477, d =
0.40 ; BF10 = .25), suggesting that children were successfully
using reasoning by exclusion to “fill in” the missing identity.
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Discussion
We investigated the development of the ability to use logical
reasoning to infer the identity of a hidden object when
tracking multiple occluded objects. We examined children
from 4-7 years of age, during which previous studies
suggested significant developmental changes in the ability to
track location-bound identities in working memory (e.g.,
Applin & Kibbe, 2020; Cheng & Kibbe, under review;
Pailian et al., 2016; Simmering, 2012). We found that when
children were tasked with tracking multiple location-bound
identities in working memory when all the items were
available to be encoded (Face-up block), all children
performed above chance and performance increased with age,
consistent with previous work showing increases in working
memory during this age range. However, when one of the
items was not visible during the encoding period (Exclusion
block), only 6-year-olds could use reasoning by exclusion to
infer the identity of the target successfully. These results
suggest that the ability to reason by exclusion about hidden
identities may emerge around age 6, at least under the
conditions tested here.
Previous work suggested that, by age 3, children can use
reasoning by exclusion to infer the location of a hidden item
(e.g., Mody & Carey, 2016; Grigoroglou et al., 2019). Yet, 4and 5-year-old children in our task had difficulty using
reasoning by exclusion to infer the identity of a hidden item.
These children’s difficulty is unlikely to stem from
limitations to working memory capacity (Cowan, 2001;
Cowan, Saults, & Clark, 2015; Kibbe, 2015); younger
children performed better on Face-up trials, in which all
information was available to be encoded, compared with
Exclusion trials, in which only a subset of information was
available, suggesting that they have sufficient working
memory capacity to track at least the visible identities.
Nevertheless, in the Exclusion block, younger children
performed similarly poorly regardless of whether they were
probed on an item that was visible at encoding (Target-up
trials, requiring working memory) or not visible at encoding
(Target-down trials, requiring logical inference), even though
the total number of identities that children had to track
decreased. Furthermore, children’s performance varied as a
function of set size only in Exclusion trials. We speculate on
a few possible explanations for this observed pattern.
One possibility is that children’s ability to update working
memory for object identities is less robust under
representational uncertainty. In Exclusion trials, children
may have created object-file representations for each object
(visible and not-visible) and tracked all of these objects as
they moved through space. Children’s uncertainty about the
identity of one object-file may have interfered with
maintaining and tracking identity-bound object files for the
other object(s) in the set, especially as set size increased (see
Ma & Flombaum (2013) for evidence of representational
uncertainty impacting multiple object tracking in adults).
Another, non-mutually exclusive possibility is that success
in the task depends on children’s ability to avoid tracking the
unobserved object. Employing a strategy of tracking only a

subset of items requires children to proactively plan which
item they should attend to (Chevalier et al., 2014) while
inhibiting the other items (Zelazo et al., 2014) and may also
rely on metacognitive awareness of one’s own limitations
(Applin & Kibbe, 2020). Previous work suggests children
shift from more reactive to more proactive working memory
recall strategies between ages 5 and 7 years (Chevalier et al.,
2014). If children’s difficulty comes from the demands of
tracking and updating working memory as objects move, we
would expect children performance to decrease with set size
in the Exclusion block. We may also therefore expect that
children may perform better, or perhaps display some
competence with reasoning by exclusion for unobserved
identities, if the objects remain static during the maintenance
period. We are currently investigating this possibility.
The current study examined whether children could
explicitly reason by exclusion when only partial information
was available, and therefore deductive inference was
necessary to achieve the goal. On other occasions, inference
by exclusion can also be applied when all information is
available. For example, when given five items to remember,
one can encode only four of them, and infer the fifth item by
excluding the remembered alternatives. Therefore,
remembering fewer items in working memory may be an
efficient or even the only way (when storing all items exceeds
the working memory limit) to achieve a goal. Future studies
are needed to explore the developmental trajectory of using
deductive inferences implicitly in working memory
processes, and when and how children may strategically
apply deductive reasoning to help them remember more
information when working memory is taxed.
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Abstract
Humans are often faced with an exploration-versusexploitation trade-off.
A commonly used paradigm,
multi-armed bandit, has shown humans to exhibit an “uncertainty bonus”, which combines with estimated reward to drive
exploration. However, previous studies often modeled belief
updating using either a Bayesian model that assumed the
reward contingency to remain stationary, or a reinforcement
learning model. Separately, we previously showed that human
learning in the bandit task is best captured by a dynamicbelief Bayesian model. We hypothesize that the estimated
uncertainty bonus may depend on which learning model is
employed. Here, we re-analyze a bandit dataset using all
three learning models. We find that the dynamic-belief model
captures human choice behavior best, while also uncovering
a much larger uncertainty bonus than the other models.
More broadly, our results also emphasize the importance of
an appropriate learning model, as it is crucial for correctly
characterizing the processes underlying human decision
making.
Keywords: decision making; multi-armed bandit; reinforcement learning; Bayesian modeling

Introduction
In daily life, humans frequently need to make choices among
options with imperfectly known consequences, whereby each
choice not only yields immediate reward outcomes but also
has long-term informational value for future choices. In this
scenario, the decision-maker is faced with an exploration versus exploitation trade-off – whether to choose the seemingly
most rewarding option based on current knowledge to maximize the immediate reward, or the novel or less known options to gather more information. Information value can be
measured by uncertainty – higher uncertainty leads to larger
information value. Thus, a rational decision-maker should
anchor their choices not only on the perceived average reward value of each option but also on their internal uncertainty: a little explored second-best option might well turn
out to be highly lucrative and thus deserves a bonus for exploration. Experimentally, this class of problems is often studied using a gambling task known as the multi-armed bandit
task (Robbins, 1952). In a classical multi-armed bandit task,
each option has a fixed but unknown (to the participant) reward distribution, and choosing an option reveals the reward
outcome of that option but not the other options. Because
bandit-like tasks elegantly capture the tension between exploration and exploitation, they are studied extensively not
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only in cognitive science (Cohen, McClure, & Yu, 2007; Wilson, Bonawitz, Costa, & Ebitz, 2020), but also in statistics
(Gittins, 1979), machine learning (Sutton & Barto, 2018), and
economics (Sauré & Zeevi, 2013; Francetich & Kreps, 2020).
Reducing uncertainty is often hypothesized to drive human exploratory choices as a rational motivation (Cohen et
al., 2007). One challenge to empirically identify uncertaintydriven exploration is that reward and uncertainty tend to be
anti-correlated in a classical bandit task due to a sampling
bias – participants choose the more rewarding option more
frequently, thus having a lower uncertainty on the more rewarding option. A clever variant (Wilson, Geana, White,
Ludvig, & Cohen, 2014) of the bandit task has been proposed to better de-correlate reward and uncertainty by adding
a forced-choice period (passive observations) before freechoice trials. In this task, human choice behavior has been
shown to display an uncertainty bonus (Wilson et al., 2014;
Cogliati Dezza, Yu, Cleeremans, & Alexander, 2017).
Notably, a majority of the work on uncertainty bonus assumes that humans have a veridical understanding of the task
structure (Daw, O’Doherty, Dayan, Seymour, & Dolan, 2006;
Speekenbrink & Konstantinidis, 2015; Gershman, 2018). In
particular, some of them assume that humans know that the
reward distributions of the different options remain stationary throughout each game, as is true in the experimental design (Gershman, 2018). However, in a variety of commonly
used behavioral tasks (Yu & Cohen, 2009; Ide, Shenoy, Yu,
& Li, 2013; Shenoy, Rao, & Yu, 2010; Yu & Huang, 2014;
Zhou, Guo, & Yu, 2020), including bandit tasks (Zhang &
Yu, 2013; Guo & Yu, 2018; Zhou et al., 2020), we have found
human subjects to behave as though they believe environmental statistics (such as the mean of the reward distribution) to
be non-stationary over time, even when the experimental design is truly stationary. This possibly misspecified internal
belief about non-stationarity adds an interesting wrinkle to
the story about uncertainty-driven exploration. For example,
a previous study (Yu & Huang, 2014) found that while humans can appear to be doing probability matching (choosing the option with probability that it being the right answer)
on average in a choice task (where outcomes of all options
are revealed), they can actually be shown to be maximizing
(choosing the option with the highest probability of being the
right answer), once it is taken into account that their internal beliefs are fluctuating due to chance fluctuations in local

observation statistics. Specifically, this belief fluctuation can
be well modeled as Bayesian inference incorporating a belief
that task statistics can undergo drastic changes at unsignaled
“change points” (Yu & Cohen, 2009; Yu & Huang, 2014).
This finding resolved an important mystery of why humans
would appear to match when the rational thing to do is to
maximize (Herrnstein, 1961). Similarly, in the context of the
bandit task, if the subject’s internal beliefs about the temporal
dynamics of reward statistics are not correctly captured, then
the estimation of the uncertainty bonus, relative to reward and
random exploration, could also be highly inaccurate.
Here, we hypothesize that humans make more uncertaintydriven decisions than previously estimated, when we introduce a learning model that better captures their behavior. If
the learning model is inaccurate, then a truly uncertaintydriven choice would be mistakenly classified as random
exploration (Wilson et al., 2014). To test this hypothesis, we re-analyze data from a previously published study
(Cogliati Dezza et al., 2017), which uses the experimental
design that attempts to de-correlate reward and uncertainty
(Wilson et al., 2014). The study originally found a small
but significant goodness-of-fit improvement by introducing
an uncertainty-related term to a reinforcement learning (RL)
model (Cogliati Dezza et al., 2017). Besides a widely used
RL model (Q-learning) (Wilson et al., 2014; Cogliati Dezza et
al., 2017; Lefebvre, Lebreton, Meyniel, Bourgeois-Gironde,
& Palminteri, 2017) and a Bayesian ideal observer model that
assumes subjects’ generative beliefs are veridical (Daw et al.,
2006; Steyvers, Lee, & Wagenmakers, 2009; Speekenbrink
& Konstantinidis, 2015; Gershman, 2018), we additionally
include a Bayesian dynamic belief model (Daw et al., 2006;
Yu & Cohen, 2009) to capture the possibility that subjects
assume reward statistics to be non-stationary. We compare
the three learning models in terms of how well they capture
human behavior, as well as their predictions on the relative
importance of reward, uncertainty, and residual stochasticity
in human choices.

Methods

choices is not informed to the participants. In 50% of the
games are the unequal information condition, where participants chose one option 4 times, another option 2 times, and 0
time for the remaining option in the forced-choice period. In
50% of the games, the three options were sampled equally in
the forced-choice period.

Model Description
We assume subjects know the standard deviation of the true
reward distribution (σr = 8), but are trying to estimate the
mean of the reward distribution µr based on observed outcomes. To model this process, we consider three learning
models - two Bayesian learning models (Daw et al., 2006;
Yu & Cohen, 2009), FBM and pbRL, and a RL model
(Rescorla, Wagner, & Others, 1972), each coupled with two
decision policies (Daw et al., 2006), softmax and uncertainty
bonus. Knowledge-RL (kRL) used in the original paper
(Cogliati Dezza et al., 2017) can be viewed as RL with an
uncertainty bonus in the decision policy. kRL was previously
shown to explain human data better than RL (Cogliati Dezza
et al., 2017). We refer to the same model as RL with an uncertainty bonus or kRL interchangeably.
For Bayesian models, we assume a Gaussian likelihood
with mean µr and variance σ2r (µ is a random variable and
σ2r = 8 is assumed to be known), and a Gaussian prior over
µr with mean µ0 and variance σ20 . The posterior distribution
over µr is also Gaussian with mean µ̂tk and variance (σ̂tk )2 ,
given choices and rewards up to trial t. Let Dt and Rt denote
the actual choice and reward on trial t, respectively.
Fixed Belief Model (FBM) FBM (Yu & Cohen, 2009) is
the veridical Bayesian generative model that assumes environmental statistic to remain fixed throughout the game, i.e.
the rewards are sampled from a Gaussian distribution with
fixed but unknown mean. With a Gaussian likelihood, FBM
can also be viewed as a Kalman filter with an identity state
transition, which has been used to model human learning in
bandit tasks (Gershman, 2018). The posterior mean and variance for the chosen option can be computed recursively:
µ̂t+1
= µ̂tk + kt (Rt − µ̂tk )
k

Data
We re-analyze data from the experiment in (Cogliati Dezza
et al., 2017). Twenty-one participants (12 women; aged 1929 years, mean age 23.24) performed 128 games of a bandit
task, where each game involved repeated choices among 3
options. Each option paid off between 1 and 100 points, and
the actual reward was sampled from a Gaussian distribution
with standard deviation of 8. The reward mean of each option was set to be 30 or 50, and +/- 0, 4, 12, 20 points (with
a mean of 40). Participants were told that the options do not
change during the same game, but are replaced by new options at the beginning of each game, which is consistent with
the experimental setting. In each game, participants first play
a forced-choice period, where they have to choose and observe the option indicated by the experimenter. Then they
are given 1-6 free-choice trials, and the total number of free
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2
(σ̂t+1
k )

= (1 − kt )(σ̂tk )2 ,

(1)
(2)

where the learning rate kt (Kalman gain) is given by kt =
(σ̂tk )2 /((σ̂tk )2 + σ2r ). The posterior mean and variance for
the unchosen options remain the same, i.e. µ̂t+1
= µ̂tk and
k
t+1 2
(σ̂k ) = (σ̂tk )2 , if Dt+1 6= k.
Persistently Biased RL (pbRL) The Dynamic Belief
Model (DBM) is a Bayesian generative model that assumes
the reward statistic for each option to undergo discrete,
unsignaled changes, such that on each trial it remains the
same with probability α, and is re-sampled from the prior distribution with probability 1 − α (Yu, Dayan, & Cohen, 2009).
It is identical to FBM otherwise.
An RL-style model, pbRL, has been shown to well approximate DBM in the setting with discrete observations (Ryali,

Reddy, & Yu, 2018). pbRL continuously injects a persistent
prior bias (Ryali et al., 2018), in addition to updating the belief with the prediction error:

Reinforcement Learning (RL) The learning rule for a
commonly used RL model (Rescorla et al., 1972) also known
as Q-learning is

t−1
µ̂tk = (1 − α)µ0 + α(µ̂t−1
k + g(Rt − µ̂k )), if Dt = k,

(3)

µt+1 = µt + ε(Rt − µt ),

µ̂tk = (1 − α)µ0 + αµ̂t−1
k , if Dt 6= k,

(4)

where ε is the learning rate. (Cogliati Dezza et al., 2017)
extends this learning rule to knowledge RL (kRL), which
also tracks the uncertainty by counting the observations on
each option:

where α (0 ≤ α ≤ 1) is the DBM parameter related to the stability of the environment, g (0 ≤ g ≤ 1) is the learning rate,
and µ0 is equivalent to the mean of the re-sampling distribution in DBM.
We note here that pbRL is also the exact inference algorithm for a previously used generative model that assumes
continuous changes of reward mean along with continuouslyvalued reward observation (Daw et al., 2006) has the same
inference model as pbRL. This generative model can be
viewed as a special Kalman filter with the assumption that
the state variable is continuously pressured toward a “center”
value. The generative process of this (“centered”) Kalman
filter model is given by
µt+1 = λµt + (1 − λ)θ + ν,

pre

µ̂t+1 = λµ̂t+1 + (1 − λ)θ
2 pre
σ̂t+1

2
= λ2 σ̂t+1
+ σ2d

(6)
(7)

The predictive distribution becomes the prior for the Bayesian
update on the next trial, similar to equation (1) and (2) i.e.
pre

µ̂t+1 = µ̂t
2
σ̂t+1

+ kt (Rt − µ̂t pre )

= (1 − kt )σt2 pre

t

Ikt =

(8)
(9)

Comparing equation (6) and (8) with equation (3) (plugging equation (8) into (6)), we can see the similarity of the
inference model pbRL and the inference process of this (“centered”) Kalman filter. Thus, pbRL has a nice universality feature: it has similar inference for (“centered”) Kalman filter for
continuous observations and changes, and approximately optimal inference for DBM for discrete observations. For simplicity, in this paper, we also refer to this (“centered”) Kalman
filter model as pbRL.
Separately, we also note that pbRL shows the theoretical
relationship between Bayesian models and RL: pbRL can be
interpreted as a RL model that updates its Q-value as a linear
combination of the standard Rescorla-Wagner update rule and
another term that is the decay center µ0 ; the relative weight of
the two terms is determined by α, which can be interpreted
statistically as the stability parameter in DBM or as the decay
rate parameter, λ, in the “centered” Kalman Filter model.
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(11)

IDt 0 =k
∑
0

t =1

This information term is then added into the decision policy
as described below.
Exploration Strategies We consider two decision policies
- a pure softmax policy and one incorporating an uncertainty
bonus (Daw et al., 2006; Speekenbrink & Konstantinidis,
2015; Gershman, 2018), which adds a weighted uncertainty
term to the estimated mean reward:
t

(5)

where λ is the decay rate, θ is the decay center, and ν follows a zero-mean Gaussian distribution with standard deviation σd . The inference process of this model is given by
the predictive distribution with mean and variance that can be
computed recursively:

(10)

P(Dt = k) =

t

eb(µ̂k +γσ̂k )
i

t

∑ eb(µ̂i +γσ̂i )

(12)

i

where b is the softmax inverse-temperature parameter, and γ
is a coefficient of the uncertainty bonus. When γ = 0, the
decision policy reduces to the pure softmax strategy. This
uncertainty bonus policy can also be viewed as a special case
of the Upper Confident Bound decision policy (Auer, 2002;
Gershman, 2018) with additional decision noise. For kRL,
we plug in the uncertainty term as σ̂tk = −Ikt .

Model Fitting
Parameters are fit using only free-choice trials, optimizing
for maximum likelihood. We estimate the parameters using
MATLAB function fmincon with 20 randomly sampled initial
points to mitigate the issue of local minimums. For RL and
kRL, the initial reward mean is set to be 40. For FBM and
pbRL, the prior is set to be a Gaussian distribution with mean
40 and standard deviation 18.

Model Recovery
We simulate pbRL model with subjects’ individually fit parameters 20 times under the same setting as the experiment,
and fit pbRL model to the simulated data. The recovered
decay rate (r = 0.85 , p < .001), decay center (r = 0.92 ,
p < .001), decay variance (r = 0.91, p < .001), uncertainty
bonus coefficient (r = 0.90 , p < .001) and softmax inversetemperature are all positively and strongly correlated with the
true parameter values that were used to simulate the data.

Results
Model Comparisons
We fit two Bayesian learning models (Daw et al., 2006; Yu &
Cohen, 2009), pbRL and FBM, and a reinforcement learning

Figure 1: Error bars: SEM across 21 participants or 50 simulation runs. (A) BIC of 3 learning models + 2 decision policies.
kRL is shown as RL with an uncertainty bonus. (B) Average predictive likelihood of three models on the choice in the first
free-choice trials made by human participants. kRL(all) and pbRL(all) are fit on all free-choice trials. kRL(1st) is fit on 1st
free-choice trials only. (C) Choice probability of human participants or simulated models on the 1st free-choice trials in the
unequal information condition. 0seen: option with no observation in the forced-choice period. reward(max): option with the
highest average reward. If the chosen option is both 0seen and reward(max), it is counted as reward(max). (D) Model predictive
choice type of the choices made by human participants. reward: choose the option with the highest estimated reward mean.
uncertainty: choose the option with the highest reward + uncertainty, but not the highest reward.
model (RL) (Rescorla et al., 1972) to the data, each coupled
with a softmax or (softmax + uncertainty) policy. We compare the models using Bayesian information criterion (BIC)
(Figure 1A), which reward data likelihood and penalizes the
number of model parameters: lower BIC is better. RL + uncertainty is equivalent to kRL (Cogliati Dezza et al., 2017).
As in prior studies (Cogliati Dezza et al., 2017; Wilson et
al., 2014; Speekenbrink & Konstantinidis, 2015; Gershman,
2018), an uncertainty bonus improves model fit for all learning models (one-sided paired t-test: RL: p < .001; FBM:
p < .001; pbRL: p < .001). With an uncertainty bonus,
pbRL explains the data better than RL or FBM (one-sided
paired t-test pbRL<RL: p < .001; pbRL<FBM: p < .001).
At the individual subject level, all but one participant are better explained by pbRL (+ uncertainty bonus) than kRL (RL
+ uncertainty bonus). Thus, pbRL explains human data the
best, by allowing the estimated reward mean to continuously
drift toward a center value. This is consistent with previous findings that humans behave as though they assume non-
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stationarity in bandit tasks despite true stationarity (Guo &
Yu, 2018; Zhang & Yu, 2013; Zhou et al., 2020).
Next, we take a closer look at the first free-choice trial,
where the reward and uncertainty are the most decorrelated
(Wilson et al., 2014). Taking uncertainty bonus as a better
decision model, we compare pbRL with kRL using predictive average likelihood on the first free trial (Fig. 1B), i.e. the
probability that the models assign to the choices participants
made. We find that kRL predicts the first free-choice trials
worse than pbRL, when both models are fit using all freechoice trials (one-sided paired t-test: p < .001). If we fit kRL
model only on the first free-choice trials, it achieves similar
average likelihood with pbRL that is fit on all free-choice trials (two-sided paired t-test: p = 0.66). FBM achieves slightly
(mean difference: -0.01) but significantly worse performance
than pbRL (not shown, t-test: p < .001). In other words,
while kRL can capture human choice behavior similarly well
as pbRL on the first free-choice trial, it does a worse job on
subsequent trials, as humans update beliefs based on observed

outcomes and a good learning model becomes more critical.
To better understand how pbRL explains human behavior better than the other models, we simulate the models
50 times using parameters estimated from the human data.
We restrict our analyses to the unequal information condition where the three options are sampled 0, 2, and 4 times in
the forced-choice period. We compare the models with the
human data using choice probabilities in the 1st free-choice
trial. We compute the percentage of first free-choice trials that
the models or participants choose the never-explored option
(0seen), the option that has the highest average reward (reward(max)), or the other option (presumed to be random exploration (Wilson et al., 2014)). pbRL predicts similar choice
probabilities as human subjects (Fig. 1C). kRL can also predict similar choice probabilities as humans and pbRL, but
only when fit using the first free-choice trials and not when
fit using all free-choice trials. FBM predicts similar results as
pbRL (not shown), with slightly lower choice probability on
0seen and slightly higher on reward(max).
Next, we look at how different models explain participants’ actual first free choice (Fig. 1D). The choice is coded
as reward-driven if the model assigns the highest estimated
reward to the chosen option, as uncertainty-driven if it has
the highest Q-value (reward + uncertainty) but not the highest estimated reward, and random otherwise. Consistent with
the trend in the model-free analysis of human data (Fig. 1C),
pbRL predicts that more than half of the choices are driven
by uncertainty. kRL, fit using only the first free-choice trials,
predicts less uncertainty-driven but more reward-driven (onesided paired t-test: uncertainty: p < .001, reward: p < .001)
Both pbRL and kRL models attribute choice to random noise
less than FBM (one-sided paired t-test: pbRL: p < .001, kRL:
p < .001. Overall, our analysis indicates that using a better learning model (pbRL as opposed to RL or FBM, based
on BIC) yields a much larger uncertainty bonus and slightly
smaller random stochasticity in choice behavior than suggested by previous learning models.
To illustrate the different predictions made by pbRL and
kRL (1st), we plot an example sequence from actual human
data (Fig. 2). The left panel shows the model estimated reward mean, and the right panel shows the model value function (estimated reward + estimated uncertainty). The first
row shows the estimations made by pbRL, and the second
row shows the estimations made by kRL. The three options
are color-coded . The top panels show participants’ actual
choices (color-coded) and rewards, with first six trials in the
forced-choice period highlighted in gray. pbRL predicts that
the reward mean is continuously devalued due to a negative
decay center (discuss below), especially for the unchosen options, whereas kRL assumes the estimated reward mean to
stay the same for the unchosen options. On trial 7 (first freechoice trial), the subject chooses the novel (yellow) option
and receives a poor outcome (24); on the next trial, the subject
shifts away from the yellow option to exploit the blue option
(highest estimated reward) after one observation, although
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yellow still has the highest uncertainty. Importantly, kRL reduces the magnitude of uncertainty linearly with respect to
the number of times an option is observed; in contrast, pbRL
reduces its estimate of uncertainty much more quickly the
first time an option is observed than later on (Kalman gain
decreases more rapidly at the beginning than later on, when it
reaches an asymptotic value). This nonlinear uncertainty reduction allows pbRL to more rapidly reduce the uncertainty
bonus after the first observation on the novel option, compared to kRL, thus allowing it to capture subjects’ tendency
to shift away from a novel option after one observation.

Model Parameter Analysis
Since pbRL with an uncertainty bonus is the best-fitting
model, we examine its estimated parameters to gain more insights into human behavior. The decay rate controls the speed
of the diffusion process assumed by the underlying continuous changes (see Methods). With decay rate equal to 1, the
reward mean stays the same across trials – a stationary belief. The recovered decay rate parameter is 0.94 (SEM=0.01
across participants), which means the reward mean is exponentially decaying to about half the difference between initial value and asymptotic value (decay center) after 11 trials.
The decay center, which is where the reward estimate decays
toward in the absence of observations, is estimated to be 81.72 (SEM=28.69). This means in the continual absence of
observations, an option eventually becomes very lowly valued in terms of estimated reward mean. The estimated decay rate and decay center are negatively correlated in the
sample (r = −0.63, p < .01), but they can be reliably estimated jointly based on model recovery results – thus the anticorrelation may reflect something “real” in the neural mechanisms underlying learning and decision making, instead of
arising as an artifact of the model-fitting process. The estimated uncertainty bonus coefficient is 4.05 (SEM=0.53),
which is significantly non-zero (two-sided t-test: p < .001).
An uncertainty coefficient of 4.05 indicates a large uncertainty bonus, since the standard deviation of the predictive
distribution is on the order of 10-20 (for example, the standard deviation ranges from 7.8 to 18 in the example sequence
in Figure 2), leading to an overall product of 40-80 – this
is comparable to the estimated meant reward, which is typically around 50 or lower. This explains why this model predicts large number of primarily uncertainty-driven choices
and relatively fewer reward-driven choices (Figure 1D). We
also find that the cumulative reward earned in the experiment is positively correlated with the decay rate parameter
(r = 0.49, p < .05) and the softmax inverse-temperature parameter (r = 0.78, p < .001), but not the other parameters.
At the individual level, only two out of twenty-one participants have negative coefficients for uncertainty (-0.99, 1.18), which indicate an uncertainty penalty, i.e. instead of
information-seeking, they tend to avoid high-uncertainty options. From a model-free perspective, these two participants
indeed have a lower choice probability for the 0seen options
in the first free-choice trial (0.50 and 0.44 respectively) com-

Figure 2: An example sequence of actual choices and rewards from the experiment and model predictions on this sequence. The
three options are color-coded (blue, red and yellow). The numbers on top show the actual choices (color-coded) and reward.
The first six trials are the forced-choice period. Left: model estimated mean reward before make the choice on each trial. Right:
model estimated option value (reward+uncertainty) before make the choice on each trial. Top row: pbRL. Bottom row: kRL.
pared to other participants (mean=0.68, median=0.70). One
of those two participants with the more negative uncertainty
bonus coefficient (-1.18) also has the lowest reward earned
among all participants (56), with the other participant performing around the average or median (60).

Discussion
In this work, we find that pbRL recovers a larger uncertainty bonus than previously identified using either one of
the other two commonly used learning models. pbRL with
an uncertainty bonus also best captures human exploratory
choices among the three learning models considered. kRL
was previously found to better capture human data than RL
(Cogliati Dezza et al., 2017). Compared to kRL, we find
that pbRL does a better job of accounting for both human
exploratory choice patterns and sequential learning and decision making, as it is able to simultaneously able to capture
well both the choices on the first free-choice trials as well
as on the subsequent trials; whereas kRL can only capture
the first free-choice trial responses well, in particular failing
to capture subjects’ tendency to return to a more exploitative
strategy after the first free-choice trial. Our Bayesian model
provides a normative account of targeted exploration – the
exponential discounting in learning comes from a dynamic
belief about task statistics, the decay center reflects an overall
underestimation of unchosen options, and the directed exploration component comes from an uncertainty bonus. More
broadly, consonant with prior work (Yu & Huang, 2014), it
once again illustrates the importance of having an appropriate
learning model in order to accurate understand the decision
process. As illustrated by this work, when human participants
are assumed to be ideal observers (having correct generative
assumptions such as stationarity of reward statistics) or modeled with a heuristic reinforcement learning model, the importance of uncertainty-driven exploration can be artificially
diminished, and the magnitude of choice stochasticity can be
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artificially elevated.
The finding of a low (negative) decay center is consistent
with previous findings of an underestimated prior mean in binary bandit tasks (Guo & Yu, 2018; Zhou et al., 2020). It
has been shown that an underestimated prior mean can help
earn more reward (Guo & Yu, 2018), and produce apparently
larger learning rate for positive prediction errors than negative prediction errors (Zhou et al., 2020). A low decay center
is also consistent with previous reinforcement learning incorporating a forgetting component (Ito & Doya, 2009; Barraclough, Conroy, & Lee, 2004; Cinotti et al., 2019; Hattori,
Danskin, Babic, Mlynaryk, & Komiyama, 2019) – the unchosen option is “forgotten” toward a lower value. A low decay
center with a positive uncertainty coefficient might provide a
natural way to trade off exploration and exploitation. Having a low decay center causes persistent devaluation of the
unchosen option, making the agent more likely to stick with
the current rewarding option, thus exploiting. A positive uncertainty coefficient drives choices toward high uncertainty
options, thus exploring. A negative decay center also predicts
that with the passage of sufficiently many unchosen tries, the
estimated value of an option becomes aversive, such that it
would never be chosen except for any random stochasticity
in the decision policy (such as in softmax). Future studies using much longer “games” than the current study are needed
to examine this question.
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Abstract

out other input? Although researchers have grappled with
these questions for decades, neuroimaging research has provided mounting evidence that focusing and filtering may be
separate processes (Andersen & Müller, 2010; Bridwell &
Srinivasan, 2012; Gazzaley, Cooney, McEvoy, Knight, &
D’esposito, 2005; Gulbinaite, Johnson, de Jong, Morey, &
van Rijn, 2014; Polk, Drake, Jonides, Smith, & Smith, 2008).
Moreover, as discussed below, these processes may follow
different developmental trajectories. However, little research
to date has investigated the development of focusing and filtering when people must learn what to attend to, as they must
during category learning. In what follows, we review this research, and present a series of studies designed to illuminate
how the development of focusing and filtering shapes the development of category learning.

Selective attention allows adults to preferentially exploit input
relevant to their goals. One critical role of selective attention
is in adult category learning: adults can simplify the entities
they encounter into groups of entities that they can treat as
equivalent by focusing on category-relevant attributes, while
filtering out category-irrelevant attributes. However, much category learning takes place during development, when selective
attention substantially matures. We designed two experiments
to disentangle the contributions of the focusing and filtering
aspects of selective attention to category learning over development. Experiment 1 provided evidence that learning simple
categories was accompanied by selective attention in both four
year-old and five year-old children and adults. Experiment 2
further provided evidence that only focusing contributed to selective attention in four year-olds, whereas both focusing and
filtering contributed to selective attention in five year-olds and
adults. Thus, category learning recruits different aspects of selective attention with development.
Keywords: category learning; cognitive development; selective attention; focusing; filtering

Selective Attention and its Development

Introduction
One of the fundamental roles of cognition is to simplify and
distill the barrage of input available to our senses. For example, if we encounter something that is furry, four-legged,
brown with white patches, about two feet tall, and has some
dead leaves caught in its fur, we can more readily determine
how to interact with it if we simplify this input by categorizing it as a dog. Adults simplify entities in the world into categories by learning to selectively attend to category-relevant
attributes that members of the same category share (e.g.,
shape), rather than irrelevant attributes that vary between
them (e.g., color and pattern) (Deng & Sloutsky, 2016; Goldstone & Steyvers, 2001; Rehder & Hoffman, 2005). However, much of the categories that populate adult knowledge
were originally learned during development, when selective
attention undergoes substantial maturation (Plude, Enns, &
Brodeur, 1994). How is category learning over the course of
development shaped by the development of selective attention?
Understanding how selective attention shapes the development of category learning involves tackling the challenging
question of what selective attention is. Does learning to selectively attend to relevant input consist of focusing (i.e., enhancing the processing of) relevant input, filtering out (i.e.,
or inhibiting/suppressing the processing of) input that is irrelevant, or does focusing on some input collaterally filter
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By adulthood, a growing body of neuroimaging evidence suggests that selective attention is supported by dissociable focusing and filtering processes. For example, an fMRI study
conducted by Gazzaley et al. (2005) found that relative to
neutral, passive viewing, the activity evoked by a stimulus
(such as a face) was both enhanced when participants were
instructed to attend to the stimulus (evidence of focusing),
and suppressed when participants were instructed to ignore
it (evidence of filtering; see also Andersen & Müller, 2010;
Bridwell & Srinivasan, 2012; Polk et al., 2008). Moreover,
focusing may occur without filtering, and vice versa. For example, using an innovative EEG paradigm, Gulbinaite et al.
(2014) found that responding to a target in the presence of
distractors was associated with focusing on the target in individuals with low working memory, and with filtering the
distractors in individuals with high working memory.
Extensive evidence attests that selective attention in adults
emerges following protracted development over infancy,
childhood and adolescence (Lane & Pearson, 1982; Plude
et al., 1994). However, only some of this research has attempted to disentangle focusing and filtering. First, research
that has explicitly investigated the development of focusing
has yielded evidence that it develops early, starting in infancy. For example, numerous findings suggest that stimulus
processing is enhanced in infants both: (1) when the stimulus appears in an attentionally cued location (Johnson, 1994;
Johnson, Posner, & Rothbart, 1994), and (2) when the infant

is in an attentive state (Richards, 2003).
In contrast with research on focusing, research that has explicitly investigated the development of filtering has yielded
conflicting results. Conflicting findings are particularly notable in research spanning early childhood, from approximately 3 to 7 years of age. For example, equivocal results
have been found from the negative priming paradigm, in
which filtering is inferred when participants respond worse
to targets that were recently distractors (and that could thus
have been filtered) versus those that were not. This research
has yielded evidence for both the early development of filtering (from at least age 3; Chevalier & Blaye, 2008; Pritchard
& Neumann, 2004), and substantial increases in filtering with
age (from age 7 to adulthood; Pritchard & Neumann, 2011;
Tipper, Bourque, Anderson, & Brehaut, 1989). Studies of the
development of filtering have also measured filtering from
retrieval induced forgetting (RIF). In this paradigm, participants first study category-item pairs such as FRUIT-banana
and FRUIT-apple, then retrieve memory for only a subset
of pairs for a category, such that filtering is measured from
worse memory for the non-retrieved pairs. Evidence from
this paradigm is also equivocal: Although some RIF studies
suggest that filtering changes little with development from at
least age 7 to adulthood (Zellner & Bäuml, 2005), some studies have provided evidence that filtering increases across an
earlier span of development, from age 4 to 7 (Aslan & Bäuml,
2010).
Taken together, research to date suggests that focusing develops early, but provides conflicting evidence for the development of filtering. Critically, much of this research does
not tackle the development of selective attention when people
must learn what to attend to. Illuminating this development
is important because people often must learn what input is
most relevant to their goals through experience, as is the case
when people learn categories. In the next section, we review
research that has investigated the development of selective attention in category learning, and highlight how it does not
disentangle the contributions of focusing and filtering.

Role of Selective Attention in Category Learning
A handful of findings suggest that selective attention increasingly contributes to category learning over development, particularly over the course of early childhood from approximately age 4 to 7 (Best, Yim, & Sloutsky, 2013; Deng &
Sloutsky, 2015, 2016). Most of these studies have used a
paradigm in which children and adults learn categories with
dimensions that vary in relevance to category membership,
such that one dimension is deterministically associated (i.e.,
perfectly correlated) with category membership, multiple dimensions are probabilistically associated (i.e., imperfectly
correlated) with category membership, and the remaining dimensions are irrelevant. The results of these studies suggest
that attention is distributed across deterministic and probabilistic dimensions in young children (e.g., from age 4), and
becomes increasingly selectively oriented to just the deterministic dimension with age (e.g., from age 6-7 to adulthood).
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These findings suggest that, with age, people deploy increasingly narrow selective attention to only dimensions that they
learn are most diagnostic of category membership. However, this research did not investigate attention to irrelevant
dimensions, and thus leaves open the possibility that even
young children may attend more to dimensions that are at
least somewhat relevant (i.e., both deterministic and probabilistic) than to dimensions that are entirely irrelevant.
Critically, the research that has investigated the development of selective attention during category learning has not
disentangled whether this developmental trajectory is driven
by changing contributions of focusing, filtering, or both. Disentangling these contributions is challenging: When people
learn a specific category structure, any difference in attention to relevant versus irrelevant dimensions can be due to
focusing attention to relevant dimensions, filtering irrelevant
dimensions, or both. One way to overcome this challenge is
to introduce a “switch” in relevance at some point during category learning, in which a dimension that was not previously
relevant becomes relevant. If category learning involves focusing, learners should always struggle to shift their focus
to any newly relevant dimension after the switch. Critically,
if category learning also involves filtering, learners should
find it more difficult to focus on a newly relevant dimension
that had been irrelevant (and thus filtered) prior to the switch,
versus a newly relevant dimension that was not present (and
thus could not be filtered) prior to the switch (Goldstone &
Steyvers, 2001; Hoffman & Rehder, 2010). Research that has
used this approach with adults has found evidence of both
focusing and filtering (Goldstone & Steyvers, 2001). As described below, the present research used this approach to disentangle the contributions of focusing and filtering in the development of category learning.

Present Research
The present research sought to disentangle the contributions
of focusing and filtering to selective attention in the development of category learning. The research consisted of two
experiments designed to accomplish this goal. To target the
period of development in which the development of filtering
in particular is contentious, both experiments investigated focusing and filtering in two age groups within this period (i.e.,
ages 4 and 5), and contrasted them with adults.
Experiment 1 investigated whether even young children
deploy some degree of selective attention to relevant versus entirely irrelevant dimensions during category learning.
Adults and children aged 4 and 5 learned highly simplified
categories of creatures that possessed one relevant and one
irrelevant dimension. To target selective attention when relevant dimensions must be learned, in contrast with some prior
studies of category learning in development (Deng & Sloutsky, 2016, 2015), participants were not provided with any initial cues about the relevance of different dimensions, and thus
could only learn by making categorization decisions and receiving feedback. Selective attention to the relevant dimension was measured based on better subsequent recognition

memory for familiar versus novel values of the relevant versus irrelevant dimension (Deng & Sloutsky, 2016). To anticipate the results, category learning occurred in all age groups,
and was accompanied by greater attention to the relevant versus the irrelevant dimension.
Experiment 2 investigated whether the contributions of focusing versus filtering to selective attention change with age.
Here, participants initially learned categories like those used
in Experiment 1, but experienced a switch half-way through
category learning. In this switch, the initially relevant dimension became irrelevant, and the initially irrelevant dimension
became relevant. We anticipated that all participants would
find it challenging to learn the new category structure following the switch. To isolate the contributions of filtering
to this challenge, we assigned participants to one of two conditions. In the “Visible” condition, the initially irrelevant dimension that became relevant post-switch was visible prior to
the switch, and could thus be filtered. In the “Hidden” condition, the initially irrelevant dimension was occluded prior to
the switch, thus preventing it from being filtered. If selective
attention involves both focusing and filtering, participants in
the Visible condition should find it harder to learn the new
category structure post-switch, because they have the added
challenge of recovering attention to a filtered dimension. If
selective attention only involves focusing, then participants
should find it similarly hard to shift focus to a newly relevant
dimension in both conditions. Using this approach, we investigated two alternative hypotheses: (1) Selective attention
involves both focusing and filtering even early in development, and (2) Selective attention involves focusing early in
development, and increasingly involves filtering with age.

Experiment 1
Methods
Participants. Participants were recruited in three age
groups: Four year-olds (N = 33; M = 4 years, 5 months),
five year-olds (N = 35; M = 5 years, 4 months), and adults
(N = 53). The child age groups were selected because they
capture a period of development when the contributions of
filtering to selective attention are disputed (Aslan & Bäuml,
2010; Chevalier & Blaye, 2008; Pritchard & Neumann, 2004;
Tipper & McLaren, 1990).
Materials. The category stimuli were created based on extensive piloting designed to identify category structures that
even 4-year-old children could learn. This piloting had two
key constraints. First, values on only a single dimension
could be relevant to category membership, and values on all
other dimensions had to be irrelevant. This constraint was
necessary for testing selective attention to relevant versus irrelevant dimensions. Second, to target selective attention to
dimensions that is evoked by their learned relevance, it was of
critical importance to use categories that children could learn
purely from categorizing exemplars and receiving feedback.
This constraint contrasts with some prior studies of category
learning in children (Deng & Sloutsky, 2015, 2016) that pre-
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Figure 1: Panel A depicts creatures that illustrate values on
the two extremes of each dimension. Panel B depicts the
novel values for each dimension used in the recognition memory task.

ceded category learning with explicit cues to the dimensions
relevant to category membership, which were necessary for
young children to learn categories with several (e.g., seven)
dimensions. The results of this piloting indicated that successful category learning only occurred in the majority of 4year-old children with a highly simplified category structure
with two dimensions: One relevant, and one irrelevant. Moreover, the values of the relevant dimension that were each associated with a different category needed to be highly visually
discriminable.
Stimuli consisted of novel creatures with two dimensions:
Flippers and tails. Each dimension was created by morphing between two anchor images that were different in shape
(e.g., two different-shaped flippers). Values of these dimensions used in the stimuli were only taken from near one of the
two extremes of the morph dimension (shown in Figure 1A).
8 category exemplars were created from combinations of 4
possible values on each dimension (2 values from near one
extreme of the dimension, and 2 values from near the other
extreme). In the experiment (see Procedure), these stimuli
were divided into two categories, such that the values of one
(“relevant”) dimension perfectly predicted category membership, and the value of the other (“irrelevant”) dimension occurred equally often in both categories. When a dimension
was relevant, values from near one extreme of the dimension
determined that the creature belonged to one category, and
values from near the other extreme determined that the creature belonged to the other category. For a recognition memory task that followed category learning (see Procedure), we
additionally created eight novel creatures: Four in which the
flipper was replaced with a novel value, and four in which the
tail was replaced with a novel value (Figure 1B).
Design and Procedure. The experiment consisted of two
phases: Category learning, and recognition memory. Participants were randomly assigned to complete one of two versions of the experiment that counterbalanced the relevance
of the two dimensions to category membership. Thus, for
a given participant, the values of one “Relevant” dimension
perfectly predicted category membership, and the values of
the “Irrelevant” dimension occurred equally often in both categories.
The procedure was similar for adults and children, with the
exception that adults followed instructions presented on the

computer screen and used the keyboard to make responses,
whereas an experimenter read instructions aloud and recorded
children’s verbal responses. At the start of category learning,
participants were instructed that they would see two kinds of
creatures: Zibbies and Tomas. They were then shown two
example creatures (Figure 1A). As in the creatures that participants subsequently learned to categorize, each example
creature had a flipper and tail value taken from one of the
extremes of the flipper and tail dimensions. While these creatures were shown, participants were told that all creatures had
two body parts that come in different shapes: A flipper, and
a tail. Each body part was highlighted with a yellow outline
while the instructions or experimenter pointed out its two different values. Then, participants were told that the shape of
one of the body parts is important for figuring out whether a
creature is a Zibbie or a Toma. Participants then completed
four category learning blocks that each contained one trial
for each of the 8 category exemplars described above. On
each trial, participants were asked to identify the creature as a
Zibbie or a Toma. Following the categorization decision, participants received corrective feedback in which the creature
remained on the screen, and were told “[Correct!/Oops!] It’s
a [Zibbie!/Toma!]”.
After the final category learning block, participants began
the recognition memory task. Participants were told that they
would see some more creatures, some of which would be the
same as ones they saw during the first part of the experiment,
and some that would be new. They were further told that in
new creatures, one of the body parts would be a new shape,
and that their job was to figure out which creatures were ones
they saw before, and which ones were new. Participants then
completed 32 recognition memory trials in which they saw a
creature, and indicated whether it was “old” or “new”. These
trials consisted of: (1) 16 “Old” trials, across which each of
the 8 category exemplars was presented twice, and (2) 16
“New” trials, across which each of the 8 novel stimuli was
presented twice. As described under Stimuli above, half of
the New trials presented a creature in which the relevant dimension was replaced with its novel value, and half presented
a creature in which the irrelevant dimension was novel.

Results
All analyses were conducted using Bayesian models constructed using the rstan package (Stan Development Team,
2020) in the R environment for statistical computing (R Development Core Team, 2008).
Category Learning. Figure 2 depicts category learning in
each of the three age groups. Analyses assessed whether participants in each age group learned the categories. Trial-bytrial categorization accuracy was analyzed using a Bayesian
hierarchical model in which accuracies were predicted as the
outcome of a logistic regression, with an intercept and slope
for change in accuracy across trials for each participant. Intercepts and slopes for participants were each drawn from one
of three higher-level distributions (all given the same weak
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Figure 2: Categorization accuracy across blocks in each age
group. The dashed line depicts chance. Error bars depict
standard errors.

priors), based on the participant’s age group. We assessed
whether successful category learning occurred in each age
group using the predicted categorization accuracies from this
model: For each posterior sample for each age group, we calculated the mean accuracy on the final two blocks of category
learning predicted by the model. To capture the range of most
probable values for final mean accuracy, we calculated Highest Density Intervals (HDIs) for the posterior distributions of
predicted final mean accuracies. This interval is the range
of a distribution that contains some specified percentage of
probable values. The interpretation of such intervals is simply the probability that the “true” value falls within the range.
In all age groups, categorization accuracy was predicted to be
above chance (i.e., .5) in the final two blocks (Four year-olds:
Median = 0.62, 90% HDI = [0.60, 0.66]; Five year-olds: Median = 0.69, 90% HDI = [0.66, 0.71]; Adults: Median = 0.96,
90% HDI = [0.94, 0.96]). Comparing the mean accuracy on
the final two blocks between age groups for each posterior
sample indicated that accuracy increased slightly from four to
five year-olds (Median = 0.06, 90% HDI = [0.02, 0.10]), and
substantially from five year-olds to adults (Median = 0.26,
90% HDI = [0.23, 0.29]).
Selective Attention. We assessed whether category learning was accompanied by selective attention to the relevant dimension based on whether participants had better recognition
memory for values of the relevant versus the irrelevant dimension. We measured recognition memory for each dimension
using dprime scores, calculated from hits for correctly identifying creatures with a new value on the dimension as “new”,
and false alarms for incorrectly identifying old creatures as
“new”. For each participant, we then calculated a “Relevant
Attention” score as their dprime for the relevant dimension
minus their dprime for the irrelevant dimension.
Figure 3 shows dprime and Relevant Attention scores by
age, which suggest that all age groups tended to attend more
to the relevant dimension. We analyzed these data to test
whether Relevant Attention scores tended to be above 0 in
each age group. For this analysis, we constructed a Bayesian
hierarchical model in which each participant’s Relevant Attention score was drawn from a normal distribution. For each
participant, the mean of this distribution was drawn from one

Materials. This experiment used the same category exemplars as Experiment 1, and a picture of bubbles.

Figure 3: Top: dprime values for relevant and irrelevant dimensions in each age group. Error bars depict standard errors. Bottom: Relevant Attention scores in each age group.
The dashed line depicts no difference in attention to relevant
versus irrelevant dimensions. Points depict participants.

of three higher-level normal distributions (all given the same
weak priors), based on the participant’s age. Thus, we assessed whether Relevant Attention was greater than 0 based
on whether the mean of the distribution for each age group
tended to be greater than 0. All age groups had a high probability that Relevant Attention scores were greater than 0:
89% for four-year-olds, 90% for five-year-olds, and 90% for
adults. Thus, category learning was accompanied by similarly greater attention to relevant versus irrelevant dimensions
from age four to adulthood.

Discussion
Experiment 1 revealed that successful category learning was
accompanied by greater attention to a category-relevant dimension than to a category-irrelevant dimension. However,
this result does not disentangle whether selective attention
involves focusing on the relevant dimension, filtering the irrelevant dimension, or both. Experiment 2 was designed to
disentangle these possibilities.

Experiment 2
Methods
Participants. Participants in Experiment 2 were assigned
to one of two between-subjects conditions: Visible or Hidden. Participants were recruited from the same age groups as
Experiment 1: Four year-olds (Visible N = 32, M = 4 years,
5 months; Hidden N = 34, M = 4 years, 5 months), five yearolds (Visible N = 32, M = 5 years, 4 months; Hidden N = 30,
M = 5 years, 4 months), and adults (Visible N = 58; Hidden N
= 53). An additional four four year-olds and six five year-olds
were recruited but not analyzed due to poor category learning
(see Results).
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Design and Procedure. Participants were randomly assigned to one of two between-subjects conditions: Visible or
Hidden. As in Experiment 1, participants were also randomly
assigned to complete one of two versions of each condition
that counterbalanced the relevance of the two dimensions to
category membership.
The procedure for Experiment 2 was similar to Experiment
1, except that: (1) Category learning instructions informed
participants that sometimes one of the body parts might be
covered by bubbles, and (2) The relevance of the two dimensions switched between blocks 2 and 3, such that the dimension that was relevant prior to the switch became irrelevant
after the switch, and vice versa. In the Visible condition, both
dimensions were visible throughout category learning. In the
Hidden condition, prior to the switch, the initially irrelevant
dimension was always occluded by bubbles.

Results
To investigate the effects of the Visible versus Hidden conditions on post-switch categorization accuracy, it was important
to focus on participants who were likely to have learned the
initial category structure over the pre-switch blocks. Thus, we
excluded participants who achieved low (≤ .25) accuracy in
the final pre-switch block. This criterion excluded four four
year-olds, six five year-olds, and no adults.It is important to
note that the sources of such low accuracy are ambiguous,
and could be due to a lack of learning coupled with chance
responding (i.e., ≤ .25 accuracy in the 8 trials could occur
by chance with a probability of .14), or successful learning in
children who are sometimes motivated to make intentionally
incorrect responses (Blanco & Sloutsky, 2021).
Figure 4 depicts category learning in three age groups. Categorization accuracy data were analyzed to compare postswitch category learning in the Visible and Hidden conditions
for each age group. Accuracy data were fit using a model
similar to the model used in Experiment 1, with the exception
that accuracy was predicted separately for the pre-switch and
post-switch phases. Using the same approach as in analyses
for Experiment 1, we assessed category learning in the postswitch blocks for the Visible and Hidden conditions in each
age group. 90% HDIs for post-switch accuracy were above
chance for all age groups and conditions, with the exception
of five year-olds in the Visible condition (Median = 0.54, 90%
HDI = [0.49, 0.56]).
We used post-switch accuracy to test whether post-switch
category learning was better in the Hidden than in the Visible condition in each age group. For each posterior sample, we calculated accuracy in the post-switch blocks in the
Hidden condition minus the Visible condition, such that positive values indicate better category learning post-switch in
the Hidden versus the Visible condition. Post-switch category
learning in four year-olds was similar in the two conditions:
There was only a 61% probability that accuracy was better

Figure 4: Categorization accuracy across blocks in each age group and condition, with the switch depicted as a gray bar. The
dashed line depicts chance. Error bars depict standard errors.
in the Hidden condition. In contrast, in both five year-olds
and adults, there was a > 99% probability that post-switch
category learning was better in the Hidden condition.

General Discussion

This possibility raises testable predictions, such as that the
role of filtering in learning more complex category structures
will emerge later in development than observed in this study.

Learning Relevance

Four year-olds, five year-olds, and adults learned simple categories with one relevant dimension that perfectly predicted
category membership, and one entirely irrelevant dimension.
Experiment 1 demonstrated that learning these categories was
accompanied by selective attention across age. To disentangle the contributions of focusing and filtering, Experiment 2
introduced a switch in dimension relevance part-way through
category learning designed to cause all learners to struggle to
shift their focus to the newly relevant dimension. Critically,
we manipulated whether learners had the opportunity to filter the dimension that became relevant after the switch. If
filtering is present in an age group, then learners should have
more trouble switching to the newly relevant dimension when
learners had the opportunity to filter it. Four year-olds only
showed evidence of focusing and not filtering, whereas five
year-olds showed evidence of both. Thus, these experiments
provide evidence for developmental changes in the processes
that underpin selective attention in category learning.

Developmental Trajectory of Focusing and Filtering
In the present study, four year-olds showed evidence of focusing, but only five year-olds and adults also showed evidence
of filtering. These findings are consistent with prior evidence
that filtering emerges from pre-school to school age (e.g.,
Aslan & Bäuml, 2010), but inconsistent with evidence that filtering is present even early in development (e.g., Pritchard &
Neumann, 2004), or only emerges even later in development
(e.g., Deng & Sloutsky, 2016). This variability highlights an
important possibility that the development of filtering (and
of selective attention generally) does not involve a qualitative
shift from absent to present. Instead, even immature selective
attention may involve filtering in favorable situations (e.g.,
when there is a small amount of distracting input that is consistent over time). With development, filtering may become
a more robust and widespread aspect of selective attention.
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Humans navigating real-world environments are often faced
with the challenge of learning what is relevant to their goals.
In contrast, in much of the prior research that has investigated the development of selective attention, relevance is explicitly specified for participants. For example, participants
may be instructed to respond stimuli in a specific location
(McDermott, Perez-Edgar, & Fox, 2007; Pritchard & Neumann, 2004), or respond to the location of specific stimuli
(Tipper & McLaren, 1990). The present experiments move
beyond this prior research by investigating the development
of focusing and filtering processes when relevance must be
learned. Thus, the present findings suggest that learning what
is relevant is increasingly accompanied by filtering out input
that is learned to be irrelevant with age.
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Abstract
Goldwater and Gentner (2015) showed that the sensitivity for
causal structures can be promoted with an intervention
combining explication of causal models and guided structural
alignment of situations from disparate fields with the same
underlying causal model. We extended this intervention with
inference questions and combined it with a subsequent
complex problem-solving (CPS) task, in order to investigate
whether enhanced sensitivity for causal structures results in
better performance in CPS. This study (N = 108) compares the
CPS performance indicators knowledge acquisition and
knowledge application among three experimental groups
(intervention, intervention extended with inference questions,
control group) and reveals the following results: 1) The
effectiveness of the intervention in increasing the sensitivity
for causal structures was replicated. 2) Sensitivity for causal
structures and CPS performance indicators were significantly
positively correlated. 3) There is no direct effect of the
intervention on CPS performance, but an indirect-only effect
via enhanced sensitivity.
Keywords: relational categorization, analogical transfer,
education, complex problem-solving

Introduction
The emergence of new technologies and the accompanying
increased levels of automation have shifted the tasks
performed by humans in many workplaces. We see an
evolving emphasis of non-routine, dispositive tasks that
require active problem solving skills and the ability to draw
upon previously acquired knowledge to deal with new
situations (Hirsch-Kreinsen & ten Hompel, 2017). One
example of such core skills critical to the 21st century
workplace is complex problem solving (CPS, Neubert,
Mainert, Kretzschmar, & Greiff, 2015). CPS refers to
activities necessary for dealing with dynamic non-routine
situations and handling of complex systems, i.e. systems
composed of many interconnected elements, dynamics and
intransparent causal relations. CPS requires the active
acquisition and application of knowledge about the system’s
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structure and dynamics (Fischer et al., 2012; Funke, 2001). In
order to meet the requirements of modern workplaces,
building flexible knowledge that may be applied to novel
situations becomes increasingly important in human operator
training.
The application of prior knowledge to a new situation is
referred to as knowledge transfer. Analogical reasoning
constitutes a key process for knowledge transfer (e.g.,
Gentner, 1983). It involves structurally mapping of a
previously encountered situation (i.e., source) to a novel,
superficially distinct but structurally equivalent situation
(i.e., target) (e.g., Holyoak, 2012). By matching the
corresponding elements of the situations, conjectures on
future developments of the target may be drawn based on
knowledge about the source. A prerequisite for analogical
reasoning is the ability to detect the underlying causal
structure of the current situation in order to activate a suitable
source analogue from memory.
Increased sensitivity for relational, or more specifically,
key causal structures in the world, has been shown to develop
with increasing expertise. While novices tend to concentrate
on salient superficial characteristics, experts have been found
to focus on causal structures. This shift of early focus on
concrete features to a later focus on relational structures (e.g.
causal structure) is referred to as relational shift. It has been
reported for cognitive development in general (Rattermann &
Gentner, 1998; Richland et al., 2006), but more importantly
for our endeavor, it has been shown to accompany
development of expertise in different domains. Chi et.al
(1981) showed that physics experts were more likely to sort
physics problems according to underlying principles,
whereas novices tended to sort by superficial feature-based
similarity. Shafto and Coley (2003) reported that professional
fisherman grouped fish according to behavioral and causal
relations, while novices organized them according to
similarity in appearance. Rottman, Gentner and Goldwater
(2012) designed the Ambiguous Card Sorting Task (ACST),
which requires participants to cluster different descriptions of
real-world phenomena. The phenomena vary in their

underlying causal structures (e.g., common cause or common
effect) and their scientific content domain (e.g., biology or
environmental sciences). Hence, the sorting procedure can
either be performed according to the content domain or
according to underlying causal structures of the phenomena.
In line with research on relational shift, physical sciences
experts were more likely to spontaneously detect and sort
phenomena from different physical sciences by causal
patterns in the ACST, while novices mainly concentrated on
surface features, and hence sorted by the more salient
dimension of content domain. Further, experts in
environmental sciences showed a higher tendency to detect
the key causal models in other domains such as economics,
indicating generalized sensitivity beyond their domain of
expertise. This tendency was attributed to the fact that experts
had acquired abstract mental representations of these causal
models. Formation of abstract mental representations
constitutes the foundation to draw inferences across domains
and facilitates spontaneous transfer from a source to
phenomena from disparate fields (e.g., Gentner et al., 2003).
This is because for situations that require the same solution
strategy, the relational content such as underlying causal
models is likely to remain constant across domains, whereas
superficial features are likely to lack similarity and may even
be misleading.
Goldwater and Gentner (2015) investigated what it takes to
acquire such abstract mental representations on causal
structures in order to perceive causal models across multiple
contexts. In their study, they focused on high-level abstracted
key causal models that are prevalent in the world (i.e.,
common cause, common effect, chain, positive feedback).
They tested the effect of different learning experiences and
found a combination of explication of these causal models
and guided structural alignment to be most effective in
enhancing the ability to notice the key causal models in novel
situations from different fields. The explication phase
ensured that participants thoroughly understood the included
key causal models. A thorough understanding of the key
causal models increased the effectiveness of subsequent
guided pair-wise comparisons of analogs, i.e. structural
alignment. Analogical comparison promotes the formation of
abstract mental representations, i.e., schema abstraction
(Gentner, 2010). The structural alignment renders the
common underlying causal structure of the analogs more
salient, thus fostering schema abstraction which in turn
promotes transfer (Gick & Holyoak, 1983; Markman &
Gentner, 1993; Reeves & Weisberg, 1994). The effectiveness
of analogical comparisons in facilitating learning and transfer
of relational content has found considerable evidence in prior
studies and has reached “gold-standard“ status for promoting
spontaneous transfer (see Alfieri et al., 2013, for review).
Participants who accomplished both tasks, explication and
structural alignment, were more likely to sort situation
descriptions according to common underlying causal
structures, rather than by more salient superficial
characteristics in the ambiguous card sorting task (ACST).
This relational shift in category understanding was
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interpreted to be a result of the acquisition of abstract mental
representations of the key causal models. The causal systems
studied in the intervention can be conceptualized as relational
categories. In relational categories, membership is
determined by common underlying causal structures such as
the key causal models addressed in the intervention. In
contrast, feature-based categories are defined in terms of
directly observable properties, hence instances usually have
high perceivable similarity in feature-based categories
(Gentner & Kurtz, 2005).
Relational knowledge is fundamental for many higher
cognitive processes (Halford et al., 2010). Understanding of
(causal) relations between elements in the world constitutes
the basis of mental models which are used as descriptions of
the mental representation of phenomena (Vosniadou, 1994)
and form the foundation for predictions and inferences about
situations (Kokkonen, 2017). Given the importance of
relational knowledge, increased sensitivity for key causal
structures is likely to have an impact on CPS performance.
Key steps in CPS are the acquisition of knowledge of the
system’s structure by systematically exploring the system’s
behavior and relational links, building an appropriate mental
model of the relations between system components and using
this representation and knowledge for successfully
controlling a complex system (Dörner, 1986). All of those
steps may benefit from heightened understanding and
increased sensitivity for causal structures.
We want to shed light on the effect that enhanced
sensitivity for key causal structures exerts on the process of
exploring and controlling a complex problem or system.

The current study
The aim of the current study is to combine the intervention
of Goldwater and Gentner (2015) with a subsequent CPS
task, in order to investigate whether enhanced sensitivity for
key causal structures results in better performance in solving
a complex problem. We hypothesize to 1) replicate the
effectiveness of the intervention consisting of explication of
causal models and guided structural alignment in enhancing
sensitivity for causal structures, 2) show a positive
relationship between the level of sensitivity for causal
structures and CPS performance, 3) demonstrate better
performance in CPS for participants who received the
intervention. We additionally included a second intervention
group (IG 2) that received the same intervention followed by
an additional inference question task. The task was designed
to induce a mental simulation process of the key causal
models. The idea was that detecting the key causal models,
i.e. sensitivity, may aid during the knowledge acquisition
phase in CPS, but for successful controlling a dynamic
system, it is likely that people benefit from a more profound,
in-depth understanding of the implications of the relational
patterns between elements. Inclusion of this experimental
task, permits discerning the supplementary impact of mental
simulation processes beyond enhanced sensitivity for those
structures.

Methods
We recruited 108 participants (females = 62; males = 45;
diverse = 1) from the psychology experiment pool of the TU
Dresden. Participants were full-aged (mean = 25.29 years)
and had at least C1 level of German language proficiency
which corresponds to the ability to use the language
proficiently. Participation in the study was compensated with
10€, 15€, or 20€ or 1h, 1.5h, or 2h class credit for
participating in the study.

Design, Materials and Procedure
Participants were randomly assigned to one of three
conditions in a between-subjects design: Intervention group
1 (IG1) that received the intervention, intervention group 2
(IG2) that received the intervention and the inference
questions task, and a control group (CG) that did not receive
any sort of intervention and served as a baseline measurement
of the sensitivity for causal structures and baseline CPS
performance. Participants in the CG started with the ACST
and proceeded with the CPS task. The participants in the
intervention groups received the intervention first (IG1 &
IG2), followed by the inference question task (only IG2),
before performing the ACST, and finally the CPS task. The
causal structures that were addressed in the intervention (i.e.,
common effect, common cause, self-enhancing system, and
chain) are identical to the ones in the ACST and the CPS task.
Intervention We used an adapted version of the intervention
by Goldwater and Gentner (2015) that was designed to
efficiently support the acquisition of abstract mental
representations of the addressed causal structures. Because it
was impossible to implement the positive feedback system
from the original intervention into the CPS task, we changed
the positive feedback system to a self-enhancing system in
the intervention to make it compatible with the requirements
in the CPS task.
The explication part of the intervention comprised eight
situation descriptions differing in their underlying causal
structure and domain (four causal structures from the domain
of electrical engineering, four from history, see Figure1).
Each situation description was followed by the label of the
according underlying causal structure and an explication on
how the causal structure fits the particular example situation.
Participants were asked to draw a causal diagram for each of
the eight situation descriptions.
For the structural alignment task, participants were asked
to compare pairs of example descriptions from the
explication phase that differed in their content domain
(history vs. electrical engineering), but shared the same
underlying causal structure. For each of these pairs the
structural alignment was guided by providing participants
with a two-column table listing the elements of one example
description in the first column. Participants were asked to fill
in the second column with the corresponding element of the
other example, i.e. to structurally align the two examples.
Participants did not receive any feedback on the correctness
of their causal diagrams or guided structural alignment.
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Figure 1: Matrix of materials used in this study
Inference questions Participants in the IG2 were presented
with eight additional phenomena descriptions from different
content domains (two examples for each of the four causal
structures). For each description, participants were asked to
state which of the four causal models applied and received
corrective feedback on their response. Subsequently, they
had to answer one multiple choice question for each
description. The multiple choice questions were designed to
elicit mental simulations of the implications (i.e., inferences)
of the respective key causal model (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: Example of one phenomena description and MC
question from the inference question task
Ambiguous Card Sorting Task (ACST) We used an
adapted version of the ACST by Rottman et al., (2012) as a
measure for sensitivity for causal structures. In order to match
it with the causal models in the intervention, we modified the
structure of a positive feedback system to the structure of a
self-enhancing system as we did for the intervention. The task
required participants to cluster descriptions of phenomena.
Each description differs in content domain and in underlying
causal model and hence allowed for a domain or causal
sorting strategy (see Figure 1). Each phenomena description

was printed on a file card. Four cards were chosen as “seed
cards” which served as the column “header” for the sorting
task. The seed cards and an additional card with the label
“other” were laid on the table. Participants were instructed to
read the seed cards and then sort the remaining 12 cards to
one column each which they felt was the best match (see
Table 2). The number of cards sorted according to the
underlying causal model served as a measure for sensitivity
for causal structures. It indicates how frequently participants
detected the causal structure and granted more weight to this
information than to the more salient domain characteristics.

underlying causal relations within the system and record their
assumptions in form of a causal model. Correctness of the
model serves as a measure for the CPS indicator knowledge
acquisition with a dichotomous scoring for each microworld
(incorrect: 0, correct: 1). In the control phase, participants are
shown the correct underlying causal model and have to reach
specified values in the output variables in a maximum of four
steps. Success in reaching the indicated goal states serves as
a measure for the CPS indicator knowledge application with
a dichotomous scoring for each MicroDYN item (incorrect:
0, correct: 1). The two performance indicators (knowledge
acquisition, knowledge application) were averaged across the
ten items for each participant for further analyses.

Figure 3: Example of one seed card and a card with domain
match and a card with causal system match, taken from the
ACST (Rottman et al., 2012)
CPS performance As a measure for CPS, we used the
MicroDYN framework (Greiff et al., 2012) which is a wellestablished measurement tool for CPS with good
psychometric characteristics (e.g., Greiff & Wüstenberg,
2014). MicroDYN enables the construction of computerbased microworlds built on linear structural equation systems
with input and output variables and opaque relations between
them. Causal relations are defined by the experimenter and
can exist between input and output variables, between input
and input variable, and in form of self-enhancing effects on
output variables that add a dynamic character to the
microworld (Greiff & Wüstenberg, 2014). We used the 10
items of the standard item battery and kept the semantic
embedding of the original items, but altered their internal
causal structure in order to match it to the key causal models
addressed in the intervention.
Solving a MicroDYN item involves two successive tasks:
1) Exploration of the underlying causal structure of the
microworld and 2) controlling of the microworld in order to
reach indicated goal states. During the exploration phase,
participants can manipulate the input variables. By observing
the induced changes in the output variables, they can infer the
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Figure 4: Screenshot of the MicroDYN microworld
"Butterflies". The knowledge acquisition phase is shown in
panel A), the knowledge application phase in panel B).

Results
The ACST scores revealed that the adapted version of the
intervention was effective in enhancing sensitivity for the key
causal structures (see Figure 2) Comparing the number of
causal sorts between the experimental groups, revealed a
significant main effect F(2, 105) = 27.80, p < .001, η² = .35.
Post-hoc tests (bonferroni-corrected) showed significantly
higher levels of sensitivity in IG1 compared to the CG, t =
6.26, p < .001, d = 1.47, and IG2 compared to the CG, t =
6.63, p < .001, d = 1.55, but no differences between the two
intervention groups t = -.37, p = 1.0, d = -.09 (see Figure 5).

To test the hypothesis that the intervention groups
outperformed the control group, we conducted a one-way
MANOVA with the CPS performance indicators as the
dependent variables and experimental condition as the
independent variable which revealed no effect of condition,
Wilk’s Λ = .97, F(4,210) = .71, p = .59 (see Figure 7).

Figure 5: Causal structure sensitivity scores by groups
In order to discern the effectiveness of the intervention on
an individual level, we assessed to what degree participants
sorted according to causal model. We were particularly
interested in the proportion of participants who adopted a
mainly causal sorting strategy (i.e. causal sorter), because we
assumed that the effects in CPS performance will become
apparent only if the relational shift is strong. We set the cutoff for classification as a causal sorter to at least 9 (out of 12)
causally sorted cards in the ACST. This cut-off entails that
participants detected at least three out of four causal models
reliably. About two thirds of the participants in the
intervention groups were classified as causal sorters (IG1 =
63.9 %, IG2 = 66.7 %), compared to only 4 subjects (11%) in
the CG. The difference in distribution between groups was
statistically significant χ²(2) = 28.31, p < .001, Cramer’s
V = .51.
In order to test the assumption that sensitivity for causal
structures is positively associated with CPS performance, we
correlated the CPS indicators with the number of causal sorts
in the ACST. Results showed significant positive correlations
for both CPS indicators (knowledge acquisition: r = .34, p <
.001; knowledge application: r = .22, p < .05). Further, we
wanted to test whether those participants who adopted a
mainly causal sorting style, i.e. causal sorters, performed
better in the CPS task. A one-way MANOVA with the two
CPS performance indicators as the dependent variables and
sorting style as the independent variable revealed
significantly better performance for causal sorters Wilk’s Λ =
.88, F(2,105) = 6.88, p = .002. Post-hoc ANOVAs showed
significant main effects for both CPS performance indicators:
knowledge acquisition F(1,106) = 13.88, p < .001, knowledge
application F(1,106) = 4.14, p < .05 (see Figure 6).

Figure 7: CPS performance scores by experimental group
This lack of difference between the experimental groups
may be attributed to the fact that about two thirds of the
participants responded to the intervention in the intended
way, while others only partly shifted to a more causal sorting
pattern. The rationale for an expected effect of condition was
that the intervention increases the sensitivity for causal
structures, which would then boost performance in CPS. To
test whether this holds true, we conducted mediation analyses
to examine whether the effect of the intervention on CPS
performance is indirect and mediated by increased sensitivity
for causal structures. According to the classification
suggested by Zhao et.al (2010) these mediation analyses
revealed indirect-only effects of intervention via enhanced
sensitivity for causal structures on each CPS performance
indicator. Bootstrapping with 5000 samples was employed to
compute confidence intervals, indicating significant results
for both indicators: knowledge acquisition = .144, 95%CI[0.054-0.254], knowledge application = .084, 95%CI[0.033-0.145] (see Figure 8).

Figure 8: Mediation paths analyses

Discussion
Figure 6: Differences between causal and non-causal sorters
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Expertise is commonly accompanied by increased sensitivity
for recurring causal structures in the world. This sensitivity is
thought to be a result of having acquired abstract mental
representations which facilitates their recognition across

various contents and aids understanding and prediction of key
phenomena. Intriguingly, Goldwater and Gentner (2015)
found that causal structure sensitivity can be promoted
through a short intervention combining (a) the explication of
key causal models with (b) subsequent guided structural
alignment. In order to investigate to what extent the enhanced
sensitivity for causal structures can translate into a more
expert-like approach of dealing with complex problem
situations, we studied the effect of the intervention on
subsequent CPS performance.
The key findings of this study include firstly the replication
of the effectiveness of the intervention in enhancing
sensitivity for the included key causal models. Secondly, we
found that higher levels of sensitivity for causal models was
associated with better performance in CPS, which held true
for both CPS indicators knowledge acquisition and
knowledge application. Participants who exerted a mainly
causal sorting strategy significantly outperformed
participants with a mixed or mainly domain sorting strategy
in a CPS task. Thirdly, the intervention did not increase
performance in CPS for all participants in the intervention
groups. Instead, the effect was indirect-only and mediated by
enhanced sensitivity for causal structures. Finally, the
inference questions that were meant to induce the mental
simulation of the causal structures had no added impact on
CPS performance.
The results of this study add to the growing body of
research highlighting the power of construction of relational
categories in supporting transfer of knowledge across
disparate fields. In essence, relational categories subsume
analogue instances that share little superficial similarity but
are based on the same causal structure. That is, relational
categories take the underlying causal structure or principle as
a taxonomy for classification which is often more informative
for deciding upon an adequate solution strategy and hence
aids transfer (Goldwater & Schalk, 2016). In this study, the
phenomena descriptions in the ACST that are based on the
same underling causal structures, can therefore be
conceptualized as members of the four relational categories
common cause, common effect, chain and self-enhancing
system.
Organizing knowledge in relational categories, increases
the propensity to classify new phenomena descriptions as
instances of a particular relational category. In our study, the
tendency to organize newly encountered situations either in
terms of causal structures or in terms of superficial features,
was measured with the ACST. A mainly causal sorting
strategy employed in the ACST, i.e. organizing new
situations in terms of relational categories, was in fact
positively associated with CPS performance. According to
the category status hypothesis the construction of relational
categories may promote spontaneous transfer by paving the
way for the activation of structurally similar cases from
memory that are usually difficult to access by mere
superficial, feature-based similarity (Kurtz & Honke, 2020;
Snoddy & Kurtz, 2020). Further, perceiving the underlying
causal structure and activation of the corresponding relational
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category, may not only ease the access of previously
encountered analogous cases, but also allow for activation of
previously successful problem solving strategy for this
particular problem type. Based on these considerations and
the findings of our current study, it would be worthwhile to
combine the sensitivity intervention with training
components addressing problem solving strategies for
successful manipulation of each of the causal structures, and
investigate if this increases the benefits in CPS performance.
To our knowledge, this is the first study that related
sensitivity for particular causal structures with performance
in CPS based on these particular structures. Though these are
just initial results, they point towards a new and promising
avenue for further research. Bridging of insights from
cognitive psychology on relational categorization and the
concept of CPS that taps into 21st century skills, highlights
the scope of applicability and relevance of the concept of
relational categorization. In educational settings, many of
which seeking to impart flexible knowledge ready to be
transferred, cross-domain comparisons and the set-up of
relational categories should be encouraged, rather than
isolated teaching of phenomena in separated content domains
(Goldwater & Schalk, 2016). This may support adequate
performance in future workplaces. Creating more
opportunities and providing support for the successful
acquisition of abstract mental representations and according
relational categories, should be granted high priority.
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Abstract

coding partially redundant information, which can be used to
compensate for interference effects (Herff, Olsen, & Dean,
2018; Herff, Dean, & Olsen, 2017). In fact, redundant information is in general a key tool for robust encoding, since redundancy affords to reconstruct missing or compromised data
(MacKay, 2003; Shannon, 1948). As such, redundancy is of
great importance for the robustness of computational (e.g.,
Merkey & Posner, 1984) as well as perceptual and cognitive
processing (Barlow, 2001; Puchalla, Schneidman, Harris, &
Berry, 2005). In the context of memory, the RMR extends
previous redundancy-based frameworks such as the multipletrace (Hintzman, 1988) and the dual-coding theory (Paivio,
1969) to account for the aforementioned phenomena.

Memories of most stimuli in the auditory and other domains
are prone to the disruptive interference of intervening events,
whereby memory performance continuously declines as the
number of intervening events increases. However, melodies
in a familiar musical idiom are robust to such interference.
We propose that representations of musical structure emerging from syntactic processing may provide partially redundant
information that accounts for this robust encoding in memory.
The present study employs tonally ambiguous melodies which
afford two different syntactic interpretations in the tonal idiom.
Crucially, since the melodies are ambiguous, memory across
two presentations of the same melody cannot bias whether the
interpretation in a second listening will be the same as the
first, unless a representation of the first syntactic interpretation is also encoded in memory in addition to sensory information. The melodies were presented in a Memory Task, based
on a continuous recognition paradigm, as well as in a Structure Task, where participants reported their syntactic interpretation of each melody following a disambiguating cue. Our
results replicate memory-for-melody’s robustness to interference, and further establish a predictive relationship between
memory performance in the Memory Task and the robustness
of syntactic interpretations against the bias introduced by the
disambiguating cue in the Structure Task. As a consequence,
our results support that a representation based on a disambiguating syntactic parse provides an additional, partially redundant encoding that feeds into memory alongside sensory
information. Furthermore, establishing a relationship between
memory performance and the formation of structural representations supports the relevance of syntactic relationships towards the experience of music.
Keywords: memory; music; musical syntax; interference; robust encoding

Robust memory for melody and musical structure

Introduction
Memory for sensory stimuli is generally prone to disruptive
interference due to new intervening information and to the
passing of time (Eysenck & Keane, 2015). However, specific types of stimuli in different sensory modalities have been
shown not to exhibit such a disruptive effect. For example,
robust memory with respect to intervening items is observed
for drawings (but not for photographs; Berman, Friedman,
& Cramer, 1991; Friedman, 1990; Konkle, Brady, Alvarez,
& Oliva, 2010), for poetry (but not for prose; Tillmann &
Dowling, 2007), and for melodies in a familiar musical idiom (but not for pitch sequences in unfamiliar tunings; Herff,
Olsen, Dean, & Prince, 2018). In order to account for such
phenomena, it was proposed under the Regenerative Multiple
Representations conjecture (RMR) that some stimuli may afford additional representations that constitute memory traces
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Predictions from the RMR are supported by converging evidence in the auditory domain, specifically addressing memory for melodies. Memory for novel melodies has been shown
not to be disrupted by the passing of time (Schellenberg &
Habashi, 2015) nor by the interference of other melodies
intervening between first and second presentation (Herff,
Olsen, & Dean, 2018). On the contrary, melodies in unfamiliar tuning systems (Herff, Olsen, Dean, & Prince, 2018;
Herff, Olsen, Prince, & Dean, 2018) as well as rhythmic patterns obtained by removing pitch information from melodies
(Herff, Olsen, Prince, & Dean, 2018) do exhibit a significant
decay in recognition performance as a function of the number
of intervening trials. A direct comparison against words and
photographs showed that memory for melody is not generally better but instead deploys a mechanism that, after encoding, makes melodic memories resilient to interference (Herff,
Olsen, Anic, & Schaal, 2019). This is further supported by
the literature on ‘earworms’ (Jakubowski, Finkel, Stewart, &
Müllensiefen, 2017) as well as clinical studies (Baird & Samson, 2014; Cuddy, Sikka, & Vanstone, 2015).
Memory performance in music is improved by the presence of structure, as quantified by the degree of adherence
to idiom-specific music-theoretical norms (Cuddy, Cohen, &
Miller, 1979; Cuddy, Cohen, & Mewhort, 1981; Deutsch,
1980). In particular, previous studies have suggested that the
structured organisation of auditory events in time, which is a
shared feature of music and poetry, may be responsible for
the peculiar behaviour in memory of these types of stimuli
(Tillmann & Dowling, 2007). Overall, embedding musical

Musical syntax as representation
Generative accounts of hierarchical musical structure distinguish between the musical surface, comprising a representation of the sensory events, and its syntactic interpretation,
comprising the mutual interpretive relationships that recursively connect events with one another (Lerdahl & Jackendoff, 1983; Rohrmeier, 2020a). Examples of such interpretive relationships are preparation and prolongation in the
context of tonal harmony (Rohrmeier, 2020a) and rhythm
(Rohrmeier, 2020b), or contrapuntual elaborations (neighbouring motion, passing motion, etc.) in the context of
monodic or polyphonic structure (Schenker, 1935; Finkensiep, Widdess, & Rohrmeier, 2019; Yust, 2015). Interpretive
relationships and the way they can be combined recursively
to account for a given musical surface are specific to each
musical idiom.
Computational accounts of musical syntactic processing
formalise music-theoretical expert-knowledge and also capture many aspects of the experience of musical structure
(Herff, Harasim, Cecchetti, Finkensiep, & Rohrmeier, 2021).
This includes predictions for harmonic pattern completions
(Herff et al., 2021), expectations arising from hierarchical dependency relations (Cheung, Meyer, Friederici, & Koelsch,
2018; Koelsch, Rohrmeier, Torrecuso, & Jentschke, 2013),
and interference with linguistic syntactic processing (Patel,
1998; Slevc, Rosenberg, & Patel, 2009). In particular, a core
prediction of hierarchical syntactic models of music cognition is that a representation of the syntactic interpretation
is formed through a process of parsing, (Jackendoff, 1991;
Rohrmeier, 2013, 2020a), and it is a challenge for both theoretical and empirical research to understand how the availability of such a representation would manifest itself in and
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PROCESSING

(a)

MUSICAL SURFACE
MEMORY

stimuli within a coherent formal structure is necessary for the
robustness of memory, but if and how specific syntactic relationships linking musical events are relevant towards memory
performance is uncertain (Dowling, Tillman, & Ayers, 2001).
Here, we propose and test the hypothesis that the beneficial
effect of musical structure on memory, specifically the robustness in memory for melody, is mediated by the formation of representations of syntactic structure. In particular,
we hypothesise that a representation of a stimulus’ syntactic
structure, distinct from its sensory representation, may constitute an additional representation encoding partially redundant information and hence contribute to robust encoding in
memory as predicted by the RMR. For example, memory of
the sensory information identifying the pitch of a note may
be lost due to memory decay. However, if the note belongs
to an idiomatic melody, syntactic relationships link that particular note with those preceding it. Such relationships form
expectations (Rohrmeier, 2013) that point towards a specific
pitch, thus potentially helping to recover its memory. Note
that syntactic relationships would not be perceived within,
e.g., melodies in an unfamiliar musical system, which would
explain the different behaviour of melodies in an unfamiliar
tuning as opposed to idiomatic ones.

SYNTACTIC INTERPRETATION

SENSORY

SYNTACTIC

SYNTACTIC
PROCESSING

(b)
MUSICAL SURFACE

SYNTACTIC INTERPRETATION

Figure 1: Memory of the first presentation (a) of an ambiguous musical surface cannot influence the outcome of syntactic
processing in a second presentation (b), whereas memory of
the syntactic interpretation, if encoded in memory, could.
impact upon other cognitive functions.
The RMR provides a framework to test the cognitive relevance of syntactic representations by showing their impact on
the formation and retrieval of memory (Milne & Herff, 2020).
Idiomatic melodies are peculiar among non-linguistic auditory stimuli, insofar as they can be perceived as syntacticallyinterpretable units by listeners who are familiar with the syntactic principles of the given musical idiom. In turn, if information related to the syntactic interpretation is stored in
memory alongside sensory information, this may provide the
necessary redundancy for the robust encoding of melodies.
Furthermore, from a computational perspective, syntactic organisation affords higher encoding compression, resulting in
more efficient representations potentially saving memory resources and improving performance (Rohrmeier & Pearce,
2018).

Structural ambiguity: the present approach
In order to test the hypothesis that representations of musical structure contribute to memory, we focus here on a set
of novel tonally-ambiguous melodies. These melodies are
constructed so that two different syntactic interpretations can
be attributed to the same set of sensory events comprising
the musical surface. Specifically, each melody may be heard
in two different keys in the tonal idiom. As a consequence,
a representation of the sensory information alone (e.g., the
pitch of each note) is insufficient to uniquely determine a syntactic interpretation. The latter constitutes a separate representation that has to be processed upon listening based on the
listeners’ syntactic competence.
The presentation of a key-defining chord at the end of a
melody, however, may retrospectively bias listeners towards
one or the other plausible syntactic interpretation (cf. Fodor
and Ferreira, 1998 in language). Across multiple presentations of the same melody with different key-defining chords,
participants may then change their syntactic interpretation of
the melody according to the key-defining chord itself. How-
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ter at 120bpm, were synthesized in MuseScore 3.5.0 in the
Aims and hypotheses
default piano timbre, ranging from C4 to G5 with 440Hz tun3
3
In this experiment, we investigate whether the emergence of c ing. Melodies were made tonally ambiguous
b by means of two
compositional criteria. First, each melody supports a tonal
a syntactic interpretation is related to the formation and reharmonisation in two different keys (C major and F major)
trieval of memory for a melody, as predicted by the RMR
provided that the key-discriminating note B (the only pitch
conjecture under the additional hypothesis that syntactic inclass that is not shared between the two keys) is given the apterpretations specifically contribute to redundancy in mempropriate accidental; furthermore, all occurrences of the keyory for melody. In particular, we hypothesise (1) that the
discriminating pitch class B are de-tuned by a quarter tone,
melodies are robust to memory interference, as suggested
so as to fall halfway between B and B flat (Figure 2).
by previous evidence concerning idiomatic melodies, (2) that
stronger memory performance is associated with higher likeGeneral procedure
lihood for stable syntactic interpretations, and (3) that this
Within the online experimental session, lasting 45 minlikelihood does not decay with the number of intervening triutes, participants were administered two behavioural tasks,
als.
a Memory Task and a Structure Task, both comprising the
same set of stimuli described above, followed by the GoldMethods
smith MSI (Müllensiefen et al., 2014). The experimen3
Participants
tal interface was implemented in PsychoPy3 (Peirce et al.,
2019) and administered online
Sixty-two participants (median age 25.5, range 18-74) took
3 through the platform Pavlovia
(https://pavlovia.org/).
part in the online experimental session. Participants were re-
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Results
In order to account for inter-subject and inter-stimulus variability, statistical analyses are conducted with Bayesian
mixed effects models (implemented in the R package brms;
Bürkner, 2018) allowing for cross-random intercepts for individual participants and stimuli. All non-categorical variables
are scaled to null mean and unitary standard deviation. Models were provided with weakly informative priors t(3, 0, 1)
(Gelman, Jakulin, Pittau, & Su, 2008), and we report coefficient estimates (β), estimated errors in the coefficients (EE),
and Evidence ratios (Odds) for the individual hypotheses. An
asterisk (*) identifies parameters such that Odds(β ≶ 0) > 19,
corresponding to statistical significance at the conventional
95% confidence level (Milne & Herff, 2020). Data, code and
stimuli can be accessed at https://osf.io/ujnef/.

Robustness to interference
In order to test the robustness of memory to the interference of intervening trials, we quantify the predictive power
of the number of intervening trials towards the correctness
of the participants’ recognition responses. In order to account for potential participant- and stimulus-specific biases
in how participants’ recognition responses vary during the
course of the task, we estimate the Dynamic Response Tendency for each participant and use it to correct participantwise for false-alarm rates over the course of the experiment
(DRT; Herff, Olsen, & Dean, 2018). The DRT is the probability for the first presentation of a melody to be recognised
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Prob. Stable responses in Structure Task

In the Memory Task each melody was presented twice, in
random order and transposition, within a continuous recognition paradigm (Shepard & Teghtsoonian, 1961). As a consequence, the Memory Task comprised 30 consecutive trials, and the number of intervening trials between two presentations of the same melody was randomised within and
across participants. In each trial, following the presentation
of a melody, participants were asked to report whether they
believed the melody to be ‘new’ or ‘repeated’. Participants
were instructed, by means of an example, to consider the second occurrence of a melody in a different transposition as a
repetition.
In the Structure Task, the same melodies were also presented twice throughout the experiment in random order, and
each time they were completed with a different key-defining
chord. The chord provided post-hoc information to bias the
listeners in favour of one out of the two plausible tonal interpretations of the melody. Two behavioural measures were
collected in each trial: first, participants were asked to rate
how surprising the chord sounded to them; then, participants
were asked to reproduce the melody by selecting the 12equal-tempered tuning of B or B flat for the de-tuned note.
This response is taken as a proxy of the participants’ syntactic interpretation of the melody. Selecting the sharp or the
flat tuning of the quarter-tone note indicates a preference for
hearing that note in the syntactic role of an upper-neighbour
or a lower-neighbour elaboration (Figure 2).

0.6

0.5

0.4

0.3

None

1st Only 2nd Only

Both

Correct Responses in Memory Task

Figure 3: Correct response in First presentation only, Second
presentation only, or Both presentations of a melody in the
Memory Task predicts higher probability of stable responses
in the Structure Task (estimates with 95% Confidence Interval).
(incorrectly) as repeated, estimated with a linear mixed effects model predicting the recognition response based on the
trial number. The DRT, alongside the number of intervening trials, appears then as a predictor in a Bayesian mixedeffects model predicting recognition responses to the second
presentations of melodies. As hypothesised, the number of
intervening trials separating the repetition of a melody from
its first occurrence in the experimental task carries no predictive power towards the participants’ recognition responses to
the second presentations of melodies (β = −.04, EE = .05,
Odds(β < 0) = 3.59).

Linking memory and structure
We then assess whether memory performance for a given
melody carries predictive power towards the stability of the
syntactic interpretation of the melody itself, i.e. whether the
Tuning Response remains the same across the two presentations of the melody in the Structure Task irrespective of the
key-defining chord. To this end, a Bayesian mixed-effects
model predicting the stability of the Tuning Response for a
given melody is provided with several predictors: the memory performance for that melody from the Memory Task;
the participant’s musical training score from the musicalsophistication questionnaire, and its interference with memory performance; the difference in Surprise Rating between
the two presentations of the melody in the Structure task; finally, the number of intervening trials between the two presentations of the melody in the Structure task. Specifically,
the memory performance is expressed as a categorical predictor indicating which presentations of the melody (none,
the first only, the second only, or both) were correctly identified.
As hypothesised, strong evidence supports that memory
performance in the Memory Task carries predictive power to-

wards the stability of syntactic interpretations in the Structure
Task (Figure 3). Melodies that are correctly identified as new
or repeated at least once in the Memory Task are predicted to
exhibit stable syntactic interpretations in the Structure Task
with significantly higher likelihood compared to melodies
that are never identified correctly in the Memory Task (First:
β = .78, EE = .34, Odds(β > 0) = 121.45∗ ; Second: β = .66,
EE = .37, Odds(β > 0) = 31.88∗ ; Both: β = .87, EE = .33,
Odds(β > 0) = 377.95∗ ).
No evidence is found for an effect of any other predictor. Specifically, the stability of syntactic interpretations is
not influenced by the difference in Surprise Rating between
the two presentations of the same melody in the Structure
Task (β = −.005, EE = .07, Odds(β > 0) = 1.11), nor by
the number of intervening trials separating them (β = −.07,
EE = .07, Odds(β > 0) = 5.07). Furthermore, musical training does not influence the likelihood of stable Tuning Responses (β = −.12, EE = .29, Odds(β > 0) = 2.02) and
also does not modulate the effect of memory performance (all
Odds(β > 0) < 10).

Discussion
In this experiment, we investigate the relationship between
memory performance, as captured in a continuous recognition task, and the stability of syntactic interpretations of
tonally ambiguous melodies across multiple presentations.
Our results, obtained over two experimental tasks involving a novel set of tonally-ambiguous melodies, support our
first hypothesis and previous evidence that the recognition
of previously-heard melodies is robust to the interference
of intervening trials (Herff et al., 2019; Tillmann & Dowling, 2007). As an explanation for this phenomenon, it has
been proposed that multiple partially redundant representations concur to compensate for disrupted memory performance. Here, we further tested the hypothesis that representations emerging as a result of syntactic processing contribute to
robust memory encoding. Our results indicate that increased
memory performance in a melody predicts higher stability of
syntactic interpretations in the same melody, suggesting that
the outcome of syntactic processing does play a role in the
formation of memory traces.
While this evidence does not directly identify a causal relationship between the formation of syntactic interpretations
and memory performance, it does indicate that memory for
melody includes a representation of a syntactic interpretation
beyond the sensory representation of the stimulus. In fact,
if increased syntactic stability is the byproduct of a stronger
memory trace of the melody, this memory trace must include
a representation of the syntactic interpretation itself, since
sensory information does not point to a single syntactic interpretation in presence of ambiguity. In other words, a strong
memory of the syntactic interpretation generated during the
first presentation primes the perception and interpretation of
the second presentation.
While this observation parallels analogous phenomena ex-
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plored in the psycholinguistic literature (cf. Branigan &
Pickering, 2017), evidence for this manifestation of syntactic
priming in music is still scarce. Previous priming paradigms
in music have shown effects of processing facilitation that
cannot be explained in terms of sensory information alone
(e.g., Tekman & Bharucha, 1998; Bigand, Tillmann, PoulinCharronnat, & Manderlier, 2005), and demonstrated that the
perception of subsequent syntactic structures can be influenced by abstract features of priming and target stimuli such
as harmonic (Bharucha & Stoeckig, 1986) or stylistic (Vuvan
& Hughes, 2019) relatedness. However, the present results
specifically support the hypothesis that syntactic representations formed at different moments in time influence one another. Such an effect has only been previously observed in
the cross-domain interaction of simple, non-idiomatic musical stimuli and linguistic sentences (Van de Cavey & Hartsuiker, 2016). As a consequence, our results provide new
evidence for an effect of musical syntactic priming based on
the tonal idiom, which may be further investigated in future
studies.
We further observed that the number of intervening trials separating two presentations of the same melody in the
Structure Task does not influence the likelihood for the syntactic interpretation of that melody to be stable. This suggests that any influence on the second parsing attempt due
to the syntactic memory trace from the first parsing attempt
does not decline with increasing number of intervening trials. As discussed above, sensory information alone declines
over time and, for ambiguous melodies, it is not sufficient to
determine the stability of a syntactic interpretation, yet both
melody recognition and the stability of syntactic interpretations do not decline with the number of intervening items,
when both are available. This is consistent with the hypothesis that the additional existence of representations of syntactic
information in memory is robust to such interference and may
account for the peculiar behaviour of memory for melody in
this respect, either on its own or because of the reciprocal
regenerative interaction with sensory information when both
are available.
Overall, syntactic structure is shown to be a viable candidate in the role of an additional, partially redundant representation explaining the peculiar robust behaviour of memory for melody under the RMR. Critically, the experimental
paradigm based on syntactically ambiguous stimuli affords
to discriminate sensory and syntactic information, so that the
latter can be shown to constitute an additional representation
which is not reducible to the sensory one, i.e. the musical
surface. The observed impact on the operation of memory
highlights a specific cognitive function of musical syntactic
structures which has been suggested on theoretical grounds
(Rohrmeier & Pearce, 2018).
Finally, it is important to note that memory is subject to expertise effects, with expert musicians showing better memory
for music (Cohen, Evans, Horowitz, & Wolfe, 2011; Herff &
Czernochowski, 2019) especially when presented with a fa-

miliar idiom (Halpern & Bower, 1982). Nevertheless, while
our study involved a wide spectrum of participants comprising musically naive listeners as well as highly sophisticated
musicians, results suggest that generic familiarity with the
Western tonal idiom seems to be sufficient to determine the
observed interplay between syntactic processing and memory, and musical expertise does not mediate the strength of
this relationship. Further analyses on data from this and future studies may shed light on the role of formal training and
explicit domain-specific knowledge.

Conclusion
We have shown evidence that musical syntactic processing
and memory performance are mutually predictive. While
supporting converging evidence concerning the robust behaviour of melody for melody, our results further substantiate
the hypothesis that representational redundancy plays a role
in the formation and retrieval of such memory. Specifically,
results are consistent with the hypothesis that syntactic interpretations arising as the outcome of musical syntactic processing constitute an additional memory representation that
is involved in the resilience of memory for melody towards
interference.
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Abstract
What visualization strategies do people use to communicate abstract knowledge to others? We developed a drawing
paradigm to elicit visual explanations about novel machines
and obtained detailed annotations of the semantic information
conveyed in each drawing. We found that these visual explanations contained: (1) greater emphasis on causally relevant
parts of the machine, (2) less emphasis on structural features
that were visually salient but causally irrelevant, and (3) more
symbols, relative to baseline drawings intended only to communicate the machines’ appearance. However, this overall pattern of emphasis did not necessarily improve naive viewers’
ability to infer how to operate the machines, nor their ability to
identify them, suggesting a potential mismatch between what
people believe a visual explanation contains and what may be
most useful. Taken together, our findings advance our understanding of how communicative goals constrain visual communication of abstract knowledge across behavioral contexts.
Keywords: visual communication; explanation; causal reasoning; object identification; sketch interpretation

Introduction
From infants exploring the objects in their environments to
scientists exploring the frontiers of our solar system, we seek
to explain our observations and use that knowledge to generate desired outcomes. Although acquiring such knowledge
firsthand can often be costly in time and effort (Lagnado
& Sloman, 2004; Steyvers, Tenenbaum, Wagenmakers, &
Blum, 2003), our ability to transmit and build upon knowledge previously learned by others is a fundamental aspect of
human cognition (Boyd, Richerson, & Henrich, 2011). This
propensity for sharing what we know has enabled us to accumulate rich knowledge about the structure of our world.
Explanations provide an important means of conveying
causal knowledge. Prior work has established that people
tend to prefer explanations that are simple, abstract, and broad
(Lombrozo, 2006, 2016) and that generating explanations can
also yield benefits for one’s own learning (Chi, De Leeuw,
Chiu, & LaVancher, 1994; Fonseca & Chi, 2011). In particular, learners who engage in explanation are more likely
to privilege causal information over visual similarity when
judging which objects share latent properties (Walker, Lombrozo, Legare, & Gopnik, 2014) and to selectively remember
causally relevant information (Legare & Lombrozo, 2014)
than learners who do not explain. While studies investigating the consequences of self-explanation have shed light on
the specific cognitive processes accompanying explanationseeking behavior, they leave open key questions about how
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people produce explanations that effectively transmit causal
knowledge to others (Csibra & Gergely, 2009).
First, what distinguishes the content and organization of
explanations from that of merely descriptive reports? To
date, few studies have analyzed what specific information
people include in their explanations (Williams & Lombrozo,
2010), often relying instead on holistic classifications (Legare
& Lombrozo, 2014; Walker et al., 2014). However, a more
detailed characterization of causal explanations is critical for
advancing our understanding of how people transform their
direct experience with the world into compressed representations that explain how things work, cast at an appropriate
level of abstraction. A promising strategy for addressing this
gap may be to exploit the rich information contained in visual
explanations (Bobek & Tversky, 2016; Hegarty, Carpenter, &
Just, 1991). Because visualizations share visual-spatial features in common with the physical objects that they depict
(Tversky, 2015), this approach enables us to identify the relationships between people’s causal knowledge and the specific
information they opt to include in their explanations.
Second, what properties of explanations are critical for
supporting the successful transmission of causal knowledge
to others? While much prior work has focused on measuring
judgments of the quality of explanations (Lombrozo, 2016),
there has been less work examining how explanations guide
downstream learning behavior. Given that there is sometimes
a mismatch between what people think could be useful in
pedagogical contexts and what is actually useful for supporting learning (Bonawitz et al., 2011), it is important to validate
the apparent quality of an explanation against how well it actually supports the social transmission of knowledge.
Guided by these two overarching questions, the current paper investigates: (1) what information people choose to include in visual explanations of novel mechanical systems; (2)
how this information differs from that contained in visual depictions of the same systems; and (3) the behavioral consequences these visual explanations have on naive observers relying only on these explanations to learn about these systems.
Our work builds on initial insights gained from recent studies using drawing paradigms to elicit visual explanations of
simple mechanical systems (Bobek & Tversky, 2016; Heiser
& Tversky, 2006). We explore the hypothesis that producing effective visual explanations of causal phenomena relies
on combining information about structure (i.e., what kinds of

machines

ROIs

causal

depiction

explanation

non-causal

Figure 1: Left: Each machine consisted of multiple functional and structural elements. Each region-of-interest (ROI) image indicates the
location of causal and non-causal mechanical elements for illustration purposes. Right: Example depictive and explanatory drawings.

entities there are) with information about function (i.e., how
these entities interact). Concretely, we predicted that effective
visual explanations tend to highlight causally relevant information for the function of objects, while preserving enough
structural information to establish how viewers should map
that information back to the target system.
To evaluate this prediction, we developed a novel drawing paradigm in which participants observed how a machine
could be used to activate a light bulb, after which they drew
a visual explanation intended to help a naive viewer understand how the machine worked. To identify the specific semantic properties that distinguish visual explanations, participants also drew depictions to help a naive viewer identify
the machine by its appearance, thus establishing a baseline
for comparison of drawings generated in the absence of a
communicative goal to convey causal knowledge. We then
used crowdsourcing to obtain detailed annotations of the semantic information conveyed in each drawing (i.e., how each
drawn stroke corresponded to parts of the machine). Finally,
we presented these drawings to naive viewers and measured
how quickly and accurately they could be used to either identify the machine or infer how to operate it. By systematically
measuring the semantic properties that characterize visual explanations, as well as the downstream behaviors they support,
these studies advance our understanding of the cognitive constraints on the visual communication of causal knowledge.

Experiment 1: What information is prioritized
in visual explanations of causal knowledge?
Our first goal was to identify the semantic properties that
characterize visual explanations of causal knowledge. To accomplish this, we developed a web-based drawing platform in
which participants were presented with a series of novel ma-
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chines and asked to produce two kinds of drawings: on explanation trials, they were prompted to produce visual explanations to help a naive viewer learn how the machine functioned
in order to operate it; on depiction trials, they were prompted
to produce visual depictions to help a naive viewer identify
the machine by its appearance. To identify the properties that
are distinctive of visual explanations, we use depictions as
a baseline for comparison, which were produced in the absence of any explicit goal to communicate causal information.
We chose drawing in our visual production task because it is
a basic visualization technique that requires minimal equipment (i.e., any stylus and surface), but is a versatile and accessible technique for communicating information in visual
form (Sayim & Cavanagh, 2011). Moreover, people have a
robust ability to interpret drawings, despite the fact that drawings produced by novices may omit many details and distort
the size and proportion of represented objects (Eitz, Hays, &
Alexa, 2012; Fan, Yamins, & Turk-Browne, 2018).

Method
Participants 52 participants (27 male; Mage = 39.1 years)
recruited from Amazon Mechanical Turk completed the experiment. We excluded data from two participants, who did
not meet our preregistered inclusion criteria for generating
drawings that represented the target stimuli. In this and all
subsequent studies, participants provided informed consent
in accordance with our institution’s IRB.
Stimuli In order to obtain a diverse dataset of drawings
from participants, we constructed 6 novel machines consisting of three types of mechanical elements: gears, levers, and
pulleys (Fig. 1, left, machines). These elements were chosen
both because of their simplicity and likely familiarity to many
participants, but also their pervasiveness in complex mechan-

A

visual production experiment
How does the
object function?

video
What does the
object look like?

C
1.00

60000

0.75

40000

0.50

0.264

20

Semantic part annotations The resulting dataset contained 300 drawings from 50 unique participants: 150 visual
explanations and 150 depictions (Fig. 1, right). To measure the semantic content that might distinguish visual explanations and depictions, we crowdsourced annotations of the
drawings from a separate group of 140 participants (59 male;
Mage = 38.8 years) from Amazon Mechanical Turk using an
annotation paradigm adapted from a prior study (Mukherjee,
Hawkins, & Fan, 2019). Annotators were presented with a set
of 10 drawings randomly sampled from the visual production
experiment. Each drawing was accompanied by a reference
photograph of the machine it corresponded to, where each
mechanical and structural element was numbered and colorcoded to facilitate identification. For each stroke in a given
drawing, annotators provided a label selected from a menu
of machine-specific part labels (e.g., “gear 1”, “background”,
“lever 2”). If annotators judged that a stroke did not represent a machine element but was instead some kind of symbol
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0.215
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Visual production experiment All participants completed
6 trials, in which they were presented with each machine once
in a randomized sequence. For half of these machines, participants produced a visual explanation; for the remaining half,
they produced a depiction. The order in which they produced
each type of drawing was randomized across participants. On
each trial, participants watched a video demonstration of how
to operate a machine, and were then prompted to either produce a visual explanation of how the object functioned or a
depiction of what the object looked like (Fig. 2A). Following
each demonstration, the video was removed from view and
participants were asked to produce a drawing of the machine.
The prompt remained on screen for the duration of each trial.
Participants used their cursor to draw in black ink on a digital canvas embedded in their web browser (canvas = 500 x
500px; stroke width = 5px). Each stroke was rendered in real
time on the participant’s screen as they drew and could not be
deleted once drawn. Participants also completed 2 practice
trials prior to test trials to ensure that they were familiar with
the drawing interface.

stroke type
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ical systems. Half of the elements in our stimuli could be manipulated to activate an attached light bulb (causal), whereas
the other half could not (non-causal). Within each machine,
these causal and non-causal elements were equated in size,
number, and type (i.e., gear vs. lever) to ensure that they
were matched in perceptual salience (Fig. 1, left, ROIs). During test trials, participants viewed 30s video demonstrations
of how to operate the machines to activate the light bulb, in
which they saw a hand manipulate the different mechanical
elements. The sequence in which the causal and non-causal
elements were manipulated in these videos was temporally
counterbalanced following an ABBA or BAAB order, where
A refers to the causal element, and B refers to the non-causal
element. Within each machine type, they also varied across
two levels of complexity (e.g., one gear machine contained 4
gears, while the other contained 6).

explanatory
explain

Figure 2: Visual production experiment. (A) Participants watched
a video demonstration and were prompted to produce a visual explanation or depiction of the machine. (B) Number of strokes and
amount of time spent drawing in each condition. Error bars represent
95% CIs. (C) Semantic annotations of how participants allocated
strokes to different elements.

(e.g., arrow, motion line), they were asked to additionally label which element(s) the symbol referred to. We excluded
data from 28 participants, who did not meet our preregistered
inclusion criteria (i.e., low accuracy on attention-check trials,
response time <5s). We ensured that each drawing in our
dataset was annotated by at least 3 participants.

Results
Participants used a similar number of strokes (explanation:
20.3; depiction: 18.8; b = 1.44, t = 1.04, p = 0.301; Fig. 2B,
left) and amount of time drawing in both conditions (explanation: 59136ms; depiction: 57689ms; b = 1447, t = 0.453, p
= 0.651; Fig. 2B, right), suggesting that they devoted a similar degree of effort when producing visual explanations and
depictions. We also analyzed the inter-rater consistency of
annotators in order to determine how often annotators agreed
on what each stroke in a drawing represented. We found that
93.2% of strokes in visual explanations received the same
label by at least two of the three annotators, and 96.9% of
strokes in depictions received the same label by at least two
of the three annotators. Moreover, 55.5% of strokes in visual
explanations and 75.02% of strokes in depictions received the
same label by all three annotators. In subsequent analyses,
we collapsed over interannotator variation and assigned the
modal label to strokes to which at least two annotators had
given the same label. Strokes were then assigned to different
stroke types: “causal” for strokes that represented mechanical elements that were causally relevant for operating the

machine to activate the light bulb, “non-causal” for strokes
that represented mechanical elements that were manipulated
in the video demonstration but that did not activate the light
bulb, “background” for strokes that represented static elements of the machine that were not manipulated, and “symbol” for strokes that represented symbols (e.g., arrow, motion
line) lines that appeared to depict latent relations. Leveraging
these semantic part annotations, results revealed that visual
explanations contained a higher proportion of strokes depicting causally relevant information (e.g., gears that activated
the light bulb) than non-causally relevant elements (e.g., gears
that did not activate the light bulb), relative to depictions (explanation: 59%, depiction: 50%, b = 0.417, z = 3.93, p =
8.56e − 05; Fig. 2C). Furthermore, visual explanations contained a higher proportion of symbols, (e.g., arrows, motion
lines; explanation: 20.7%, depiction: 1.3%, b = 9.91, t = 4.62,
p = 1e−05). These drawings also contained fewer strokes depicting static background elements, relative to depictions (explanation: 26.4%, depiction: 45.4%, b = −7.58, t = −5.49,
p = 1.16e − 07). These results suggest that the goal of communicating causal knowledge systematically shifts drawings
toward more abstract, functional information, even at the expense of fidelity to other visually salient features of the object.

Experiment 2: How well do visual explanations
support downstream behaviors?
In Experiment 1, we found that having the goal of communicating causal knowledge impacts what information people
prioritize. However, a critical test of how useful such communicative strategies are is to evaluate how well other people
can interpret these drawings to achieve their own behavioral
goals. In our next set of experiments, we recruited two additional cohorts of naive participants to view the drawings made
in the visual production experiment and measured how well
each drawing supported their ability to identify the original
machine (Experiment 2A) or to infer how to operate the machine to activate the light (Experiment 2B).

Experiment 2A: Using drawings to identify objects
In Experiment 2A, our goal was to test the hypothesis that the
reduced emphasis on structural elements (i.e., ‘background’)
in visual explanations would make it harder to match it to
the original machine, relative to visual depictions. If so, we
predicted that naive viewers would be slower and more error
prone in an identification task with visual explanations than
with depictions.
Participants 52 participants (24 male; Mage = 20.5 years)
were recruited from the study participant pool at our institution. Data from two sessions were excluded for technical
problems (i.e., inability to click a stimulus).
Stimuli & Procedure Each participant was presented with
all 300 drawings generated in the visual production experiment in a randomized sequence. At the beginning of each
trial, participants moved their cursor to a crosshair displayed
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Figure 3: Identification experiment. (A) Example task display. Participants identified which machine the target drawing represented.
(B) Accuracy and response time. Error bars represent 95% CIs.

at the center of an empty display. When ready, participants
clicked this crosshair to reveal a single drawing (175 x 175px)
at that location, surrounded by a circular array of six color
photographs (125 x 100px, radius = 250px), one of each machine. The angular distance between each photo was constant
(i.e., 60◦ ), and the locations of the machine photos were randomized between trials. Participants were instructed to click
on the machine that the drawing corresponded to as quickly
and accurately as possible. At the beginning of the session,
participants completed 6 practice trials where they were cued
with photos of each machine (instead of drawings), and had
to click on the matching photo in the array.

Results
To investigate how well the drawings supported participants’
ability to identify the machines above chance, we fit a null
model predicting identification accuracy, including random
intercepts for different production participants. Although
there were 6 machines, we defined chance-level performance
to be at 50%, a theoretical upper bound reflecting our expectation that confusions would likely be between machines of the
same type (e.g., gears). We found that participants were reliably above chance performance when cued with both visual
explanations and depictions (explanation: b = 0.578, z = 4.27,
p = 1.99e − 05; depiction: b = 1.27, z = 10, p<2e − 16; Fig.
3B, left). Next, to evaluate our primary hypothesis concerning
differences between conditions, we fit a linear mixed-effects
model predicting response time from condition, as well as additional predictors controlling for the number of each type of
stroke within a drawing (i.e., causal, non-causal, background,
symbol), the interaction between condition and the number
of each type of stroke, and random intercepts for individual
drawings and participant. Consistent with our prediction, par-

ticipants were slower to respond (correct trials only: explanation: 2351ms; depiction: 2132ms; b = 9.79e − 02, t = 3.091,
p = 0.002; Fig. 3B, right) when cued with a visual explanation than with a depiction. Using a logistic-regression model
sharing the same structure to predict accuracy, we found that
participants were less accurate when cued with a visual explanation, relative to a depiction (explanation: 66%; depiction: 83%; b = −0.737, z = −2.32, p = 0.0201; Fig. 3B, left).
These results show that the differences in semantic information contained in these drawings have distinct behavioral consequences: visual explanations, which prioritized functional
information at the expense of other visually salient information, were less informative to naive viewers about the identity
of the target machine than depictions were.
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Experiment 2B: Using drawing to plan interventions
In Experiment 2B, our goal was to test the hypothesis that
greater emphasis on functional elements, especially those that
were causally relevant, would make it easier to infer which
component to intervene on to activate the light bulb. If this allocation of visual information supports successful causal intervention, we predicted that naive viewers would be faster
and more accurate in an inference task with visual explanations than with visual depictions.
Participants 633 participants (210 male; Mage = 28.4
years) were recruited from Prolific (N=99) and the study participant pool at our institution (N=526).1 8 data sessions were
excluded for technical problems with displaying the experimental stimuli (e.g., videos did not load).
Stimuli & Procedure Participants were presented with a
set of 6 drawings drawn by participants in the visual production experiment, one of each machine, in a randomized sequence. On every trial, participants saw a horizontal array
of three images, which appeared in succession: first, a natural
photograph of one machine appeared on the left; second, after
a 3s delay, a drawing from the visual production experiment
appeared in the middle; third, after another 3s delay, a semantically segmented photograph of the same machine appeared
on the right, where one causal element and one non-causal
element were enumerated and highlighted in different colors
(Fig. 4A). Participants were instructed to press a key (i.e., 0 or
1) to indicate which of the highlighted elements they would
intervene on to activate the light bulb, and to do so as quickly
and accurately as possible. At the beginning of the session,
participants completed a series of practice trials in which they
were familiarized with the timing and keyboard interface.

Results
To investigate how well these drawings supported causal inference about how to operate the machines above chance,
1 We increased our sample size to acquire more responses to
each sketch. In the causal intervention experiment, participants responded to 6 sketches and there were on average 12.5 responses per
sketch; in the identification experiment, participants responded to all
300 sketches and there were on average 38.7 responses per sketch.
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Figure 4: Causal inference task. (A) Example task display. Participants indicated which part of the machine they should intervene on
to activate the light based on their interpretation of the target drawing. (B) Accuracy and response time. Error bars represent 95% CIs.

we fit a null model predicting identification accuracy that
included random intercepts for different production participants. We found that both visual explanations and depictions
supported intervention-task performance above chance (explanation: b = 0.834, z = 10.36, p <2e − 16; depiction: b =
0.918, z = 13.32, p <2e − 16; Fig. 4B, left). Next, to evaluate our primary hypothesis concerning differences between
conditions, we used a linear model to predict response time
from condition, as well as additional predictors controlling
for the number of each type of stroke within a drawing (i.e.,
causal, non-causal, background, symbol) and the interaction
between condition and the number of each type of stroke. We
found that participants took a similar amount of time to make
their response (correct trials only: explanation: 3490ms; depiction: 3536ms, b = −2.15e − 02, t = −0.312, p = 0.755;
Fig. 4B, right). We then used the same linear mixed-effects
model to predict accuracy as in our identification experiment.
Strikingly, we found that participants were actually less accurate when cued with a visual explanation than with a depiction
(explanation: 68%; depiction: 72%, b = −0.564, z = −2.826,
p = 0.005; Fig. 4B, left), suggesting that greater emphasis
on causal elements and the usage of symbols in explanatory
drawings did not necessarily help naive viewers locate the
causally relevant element, at least relative to depictions.
We next sought to explore this surprising result further and
better understand the factors that explain how well a given
drawing supported the causal inference task, regardless of
condition. To do this, we decomposed each drawing into its
semantic components (i.e., causal, non-causal, background,
symbol) and measured the association between the type of
information emphasized in each drawing and how well it supported accurate responding in the inference task. Specifically,
we represented each drawing by a 4-element feature vector,

where each element in the vector represents the proportion of
strokes corresponding to each semantic category.
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Figure 5: Drawing clusters supporting high and low success on the
causal inference experiment. Performance was split by median accuracy (75% accuracy across conditions).

We then applied k-means clustering over all feature vectors to
group drawings into five clusters that shared similar semantic
properties: (1) background-focused; (2) causal-focused; (3)
mechanical-focused (i.e., causal and non-causal functional elements); (4) mechanical/background-focused (i.e., included
functional and structural elements); (5) symbol-focused. For
each of these clusters, we computed how often each drawing in that cluster supported more-accurate responding (i.e.,
above-median accuracy) vs. less-accurate responding (i.e.,
below-median accuracy; Fig. 5). These analyses tentatively
indicate that drawings containing both functional and structural information (i.e., “causal-focused” and “mechanicalfocused”) were more common and higher-performing than
drawings that emphasized primarily structural information
(i.e., “background-focused”) or functional information (i.e.,
“causal-focused”, “symbol-focused”).

Discussion
How do we share our knowledge with others? Visualizations
predate records of written language by thousands of years
(Clottes, 2008) and are ubiquitous across cultures (Gombrich,
1989). Yet, despite the ancient and pervasive role of visual
representations throughout human history, relatively little research has formally investigated the mechanisms that enable
humans to communicate abstract knowledge to others in the
form of visual explanations. In this paper, we developed a
novel drawing paradigm to investigate how people prioritize
information when producing visual explanations of simple
mechanical systems. We found that visual explanations: (1)
placed greater emphasis on the parts of machines that were
most causally relevant for their operation, (2) placed less emphasis on visually salient, but structural features, and (3) were
more likely to include symbols (e.g., arrows, motion lines)
than depictions. These findings replicate those in the literature on verbal explanations, in which explaining tends to reduce attention to perceptually salient but irrelevant features
(Legare & Lombrozo, 2014) and draw upon individuals’ prior
beliefs about causality (Lombrozo, 2006). This offers preliminary support that the cognitive mechanisms leveraged in ex-
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planation may apply to both verbal and visual domains. However, unlike prior studies that have relied on broad and holistic
classifications of different types of explanations, the current
approach allowed us to obtain detailed information about how
every element of visual explanations corresponded to structural and functional elements of the target system.
Another critical contribution of our work is providing a
quantitative account of the behavioral consequences of the
semantic content included in visual explanations. The current findings build on extensive research about visualization
that has demonstrated how drawing may increase learning
about mechanical systems relative to written explanations
(Alesandrini & Rigney, 1981; Bobek & Tversky, 2016; Lesgold, Levin, Shimron, & Guttmann, 1975), increase attention
to the physical properties of biological systems (Dirnberger,
McCullagh, & Howick, 2005; Leslie, 1980), and provide
sketchers the opportunity to identify gaps in their knowledge
(Van Meter, Aleksic, Schwartz, & Garner, 2006). While this
prior work demonstrates that drawing may increase learning
in certain contexts, visualization researchers have yet to identify the specific properties of those drawings that best support
that learning. In the current work, we measure the utility of
the drawings produced to convey causal knowledge by testing how well naive viewers could use these drawings to either
identify the original machines or infer how to operate them.
We found that while visual explanations and depictions were
functionally distinct in their ability to support accurate identification, some of the communicative strategies that participants used to produce explanatory drawings did not always
translate to better understanding about causal intervention.
These results thus shed light on how the production of visual
explanations guides subsequent interpretation by naive viewers, enabling us to map the correspondence between production and evaluation of explanation in the visual domain.
One major question raised by our results concerns how a
sketcher’s specific explanatory goals constrains their visual
production behavior. In our drawing paradigm, participants
were prompted to produce visual explanations to represent
how the machines functioned. However, sketchers may have
interpreted this prompt differently: Representing how a machine “functions” might be interpreted as a prompt to explain the causal mechanism (e.g., how the gears work), or
to explain the procedure that will successfully activate the
light (e.g., which gear to turn). This ambiguity may explain
why visual explanations did not outperform depictions on the
intervention task. Future work will aim to clarify the differences in semantic content between visual explanations of
mechanistic versus procedural causal knowledge.
In sum, our paper reveals novel insights about how communicative goals constrain the production of visual explanations
and what features make them most effective across different
behavioral contexts. Ultimately, insights from such studies
may lead to the creation of improved visual communication
tools, as well as a deeper understanding of how we encode
and explain abstract knowledge in visual form.
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Abstract
Teachers often use drawings of the normal distribution to support explanations of related statistical concepts, assuming that
the normal curve provides a common language for such discussions. However, we find that students may not understand
the basic features of the normal curve. In Study 1, we showed
that students who already have studied the normal distribution
in a college-level class do not understand basic concepts associated with it. Then, in Study 2, we investigated whether
a brief instructional, narrated video could improve students’
understanding of the normal probability distribution. Specifically, we compared three instructional formats: static slides, a
video recording of a hand physically drawing those plots, and
a screen recording of the hand-drawing. Despite the brevity
of the intervention, we found significant improvements in students’ understanding of the normal probability distribution and
related probability concepts. The findings are discussed in relation to the dynamic representation and embodied cognition
literature.
Keywords: dynamic visualization, embodied representation,
statistics education, learning media

In college-level introductory statistics classes, understanding the concept ”distribution”, and particularly the concept
”probability distribution”, is an important step for students as
they transition from data analysis to statistical reasoning and
inference (Batanero et al., 2004). Even beyond the technical importance of probability distributions, teachers often use
visual representations of such distributions—especially normal distributions—as a way to explain other, more complex,
concepts, such as the p-value that results from a statistical
hypothesis test (Ainsworth, 2008; Batanero et al., 2004). Yet
students, and especially novice learners, often have difficulty
connecting fundamental concepts to the visualizations we use
to explain them (Rau, 2017). In essence, teachers may be
asking students to make sense of novel concepts via visualizations they do not understand (Airey & Linder, 2009).
Perhaps because teachers themselves have a solid grasp
of probability distributions—including, in particular, normal
distributions—they may assume that students understand, at
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least, what it means to interpret the normal distribution as a
probability distribution. For example, when teachers shade
in some part of a normal curve to represent the probability
represented by that area, they assume that students already
understand that the total area under the curve equals 1. However, such assumptions might often remain untested in the
classroom, and they may not be valid (Rau, 2017; Airey &
Linder, 2009).
To more closely examine these issues, the studies reported
here had two objectives. First, we explored what students do
and do not understand about normal distributions and the visualizations we use to represent them (Study 1). To this end,
we surveyed a small sample of students nearing the end of
a college-level introductory statistics class that had explicitly
taught them about normal distributions. To foreshadow our
results, we found evidence that many students, even after instruction, had only a weak understanding of what normal distributions were, with many misconceptions and confusions.
This finding raises troubling questions about how strongly
teachers should rely on normal distributions as a means for
communicating about other statistical concepts (Chance et al.,
2004).
Second, based on these findings, we attempted to teach
students how to interpret common representations of normal probability distributions (Study 2). Specifically, we created instructional interventions in the form of brief, narrated
videos that could be added as supplementary materials to ongoing statistics classes (we chose such interventions, in part,
because our research was carried out during the COVID19 pandemic, when classes were offered remotely). We
aimed to provide a brief intervention that, nonetheless, would
have lasting effects that could, in theory, support students in
better interpreting future explanations of statistical concepts
couched in terms of the normal curve. Moreover, we compared several, closely matched forms of interventions, and
tested their tested their effects on both immediate and delayed

post-tests.
In designing the instructional videos we drew heavily on
two areas of study in Cognitive Science. First, we studied
”dynamic visualizations”, which replace the static nature of
many online instructional videos, as well as many slides used
in classrooms, with animations where visual plots gradually
appeared on the screen, one sub-component after another, as
if they were being drawn (in the style of Khan Academy)
(Castro-Alonso,et al., 2015). We tested whether such dynamic representations could improve students’ comprehension over and above what they might get from static slides.
Second, we studied ”embodied representations”, i.e., videos
that could potentially engage students’ perceptual-motor representations to scaffold their understanding (de Koning &
Tabbers, 2011). Specifically, we tested whether augmenting
dynamic animations with a human hand that physically draws
plots would enhance their effectiveness.
Prima facie, dynamic visualizations such as real-time
drawing or animations would appear superior to static representations because they can explicitly represent processes, not
just the end results of processes (Castro-Alonso et al., 2014;
Hegarty, 2004; Chandler, 2004; Mayer & Moreno, 2002).
Moreover, they may reduce cognitive load by ”distributing”
new information across time (for a review, see Ainsworth,
2008) and, relatedly, better match the computational demands
of learning (Tversky et al., 2002). Moreover, they may be
more motivating than still images (Rieber, 1991). However,
the advantages of dynamic representations are not clear cut.
Although dynamic representations do tend to yield better implicit learning and learning attitudes (Lowe, 1999; Wright et
al., 1999), they do not necessarily produce better conceptual
learning outcomes (Hegarty, 2004; Tversky et al., 2002). One
reason for this may be that dynamic representations, despite
being engaging, might tax working memory due to their transient nature (Hegarty, 2004; Lowe, 2004; Chandler, 2004).
When the video or the animation has advanced, it is gone learners cannot access it anymore.
One way to potentially render dynamic visualizations more
effective is by connecting them to the learner’s physical experience in the world, via bodily actions such as gesture (de
Koning & Tabbers, 2011). In other words, ”embodied” cognitive processing could aid students in reaping the benefits
of dynamic visualizations. Whereas most of the literature
of embodied cognition focuses on learning procedures and
motor tasks, a growing body of work demonstrates that embodiment could support the development of conceptual understanding and higher-order skills such as problem solving
and reading comprehension (Glenberg et al. 2008; Thomas &
Lleras 2009; Zhang et al., 2021). Importantly, the facilitative
effect of bodily movements during learning has been demonstrated even when the learners themselves are not the source
of the bodily action but are simply observing others’ bodily
movements in a video (de Koning & Tabbers, 2013; Son et
al., 2018; Glenberg et al. 2008; Thomas & Lleras 2009).
Based on these considerations, our instructional narrated
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video of a human hand drawing visual figures combined both
dynamic and embodied qualities. Drawing as a learning tool
has been studied independently of dynamic visualization and
embodied cognition, and has been found to have certain advantages in its own right. Whether generated by the learner,
or observed as it is generated by someone else, drawing can
give learners more time to notice more (and more subtle) details in new representations, allowing them to think about how
different elements of the drawing are connected in a process
that unfolds over time (Landin, 2011).
Below, we first evaluate what students know about normal distributions and, then, test whether our intervention improves their understanding of this concept.

Study 1
Method
Participants Participants were 39 undergraduate students
taking a 10-week, introductory statistics course at the University of California, Los Angeles. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the entire course was taught remotely (online). Students participated in the study for extra credit toward their
final course grade and did not get any other form of compensation.
Design & Procedure Students were emailed an invitation
to participate in the study near the end of the course. By
that point, students had already been taught the basic concepts
pertaining to normal distributions, and had used the standard
normal distribution to calculate p-values for simple statistical tests. Students who chose to participate clicked a link
to complete a Qualtrics survey (https://www.qualtrics.com).
Following the survey, students were asked to (1) rate the difficulty of the survey as a whole, on a scale from 0 to 10 (0 =
not hard at all), and (2) estimate how well they thought they
performed, on a scale from 0 to 10 (0 = merely guessing answers). Participants could not go back across questions.
Materials The survey consisted of 15 questions about probability; of these, four questions specifically examined students’ understanding of probability under a normal curve (for
details, see Results). For example, we asked whether, and
why, the area under a normal curve equaled 1; and tested
students’ ability to use the symmetry property of the normal
curve to compare probabilities across its two sides. Below,
we do not report results on the other 11 questions, which addressed topics such as p-value interpretation and statistical
power.

Results
On average, students rated the difficulty of the questions as
6.44 out of 10 (SD = 1.89), and estimated their own performance as 4.80 out of 10 (SD = 2.05). Below, we qualitatively
describe students’ responses to each of four questions testing
their understanding of the area under a normal curve.
In the first question, students were presented with a normal
curve whose entire area was shaded (Figure 1A) and were

told: “This is a normal probability distribution.” They were
then asked if they could estimate the probability represented
by the shaded region under the curve, and elaborate on their
answer in an open response question.

Figure 1: The figures presented to students in the survey
Out of 39 students, only 25 (64%) correctly answered that
the total probability under the curve equals 1. Out of the 14
students who answered the question incorrectly, 10 students
(25.6% of the total sample) said that the probability could not
be estimated because there were no numbers on the x-axis.
One student wrote: ”Since this is a bell shaped curve there
is an equal amount of values before and after the median in
the center of the curve. Given that there are no values on
the graph I wouldn’t be able to estimate a specific number to
represent the shaded region.”
The other 4 students either said that the area could be estimated but did not provide a specific number, or gave a wrong
explanation. One student wrote that, “Yes you can, why, because the area under the curve, my estimate would be depending what it is asking and deal with Z scores”. The concept of a
Z score was a frequently mentioned in students’ explanation,
with many students thinking, erroneously, that a Z score was
required to compute the total probability under the curve.
The second question presented students with another normal curve, with its peak (i.e., mean/median/mode) marked
with a vertical line; only the area to the right of the line was
shaded (Figure 1B). We asked students whether they could
estimate the probability represented by the shaded area. In
contrast to question 1, not all 39 students answers “Yes” (but
two students did not provide a specific number). Most student—including the students who previously said they could
not estimate the probability when the total area under the
curve was shaded—seemed to understand the idea that half of
the area represents a probability of 0.5. Given that knowing
the probability of the entire area under the normal curve is,
at least implicitly, logically required for calculating the area
corresponding to half this distribution, it is surprising that the
same students who said that numerical values were needed for
estimating probability on the previous question now seemed
to have no problem generating a probability. One of these
students said, “The probability is 50% since half of the data
points fall under the shaded region.”
The third question again presented students with the curve
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in Figure 1A but, this time, paired it with a different, wider,
normal curve. The total area under each curve was shaded
(Figure 1C). We asked students: “If we draw a normal
distribution that is wider than the one in Question 1 (as
shown below), how would the probability represented by the
shaded part under the distribution change?” Only 14 students
(35.9%) answered correctly that the probability would not
change and provided a reasonable explanation of their answer. For example, one student answered: “The probability
is still 100% because the whole distribution is shaded in”; another said: “It would not change at all. The area under the
curve still represents the entire probability.”
The 24 students who answered Question 3 incorrectly
made 3 main types of errors: (1) 11 students said that the
probability would change if the distribution became wider.
One of these students said: “The probability would change
to encompass fewer Y values and more X values.” Another
said: “The original distribution is normal and the wider distribution is not. The empirical rule only applies to normal
distributions. So indicators of 68% or 2.5% would not exist.” (2) Seven students did not say whether the probability
represented by the shaded region would change or not. For
example, one student said only that “the peak is higher than
the wider one.” (3) The remaining 7 students said that the
probability would not change, but were not able to provide a
sensible explanation of their answer. For example, one said:
“ I don’t think it would change, making it wider would only
help people clearly see the distinction between the x-axis, but
I don’t think anything more.”
Finally, Question 4 tested whether students could use the
symmetry property of the normal distribution to reason about
probabilities. Therefore, it presented students with a normal
curve having a mean of 8, and a vertical line marking a value
of 10 on the x-axis. The area to the left of this line was shaded
(Figure 1D). Students were told:
”Here’s a drawing of a normally shaped population distribution with a mean of 8. The probability of a randomly
sampled data point being greater than 10 is 0.2. Based on
this, what is the probability of a randomly sampled data point
being greater than 6? Explain your answer.”
14 students (35.9%) correctly reasoned that the probability
should be 0.8. The remaining 25 students, who provided incorrect probabilities, came up with a variety of explanations.
As before, five students erroneously tried using the concept of
Z scores or the ”empirical rule”, a shorthand to remember the
percentage of values that fall within each standard deviation
of the normal distribution, to explain their answers. One, for
example, said:
”If the probability of a random data point being greater
than 10 is .2, then 10 has a Z score of 2. This means that
a change in value from 8 to 10 is measured in 2 standard deviations, so 6 to 8 is another 2 Z scores. So the probability of
a randomly sampled data point being greater than 6 is about
98%, because it is represented by the area of the normal distribution above -2 standard deviations from the mean. ”

Another student said that the probability would be 0.6 “because there is a Z score of -2.”

Discussion
The results of Study 1 showed that even students nearing the
completion of an introductory statistics course at a highly selective university have, for the most part, only a shaky grasp
of the concept of normal probability distributions. In particular, many students do not fully understand how the area under
a normal curve can be used to represent probability, or that
the total area under any probability distribution (regardless of
its shape) would add up to 1. Students also are not generally
able to infer probabilities based on the symmetric property of
a normal probability distribution—at least in scenarios that
are somewhat challenging—and often resort to concepts such
as Z scores or the central limit theorem, inappropriately applying unnecessary or irrelevant concepts to the problem at
hand.
Together, these results suggest that when teachers draw
probability distribution curves on the board or display them
on slides as a means of communicating statistical concepts,
their students may not even interpret that basic features of
such displays in the intended ways. For us, this raised the
question of whether we could remedy students’ misconceptions about probabilities under the normal curve through a
brief instructional intervention, which we set out to do in
Study 2.

Study 2
In Study 2 we set out to create a brief instructional intervention that, if successful, could provide students with the fundamental knowledge they would need to interpret the kinds
of visual representations teachers commonly use to explain
more advanced statistical concepts. The focus of the instruction was on the normal curve and its use as a probability distribution for modeling the distribution of a variable. Effects
of the training were assessed on both immediate and delayed
post-tests. The instruction was implemented in the form of
a brief (16min) video, of which we created three versions.
Students were randomly assigned to view one of the three
versions:
For the first version of the video—the Hand Drawing condition (Figure 2, left)—we videotaped a human hand drawing
on an iPad, and then recorded a voice narration of what was
being represented in the drawing as it unfolded through time.
We decided to use a narrated hand drawing because the resulting representation is both dynamic and embodied. Based on
our reading of the literature, both of these features, especially
when used together, might be expected to help students link
the visual features of probability distributions to their conceptual meanings. Further, we chose this particular version of
embodied representation because it is simple to implement: if
this intervention works, then many instructors who create online materials in the style of Khan Academy (i.e., animated,
dynamic drawings with no hand) could easily adjust their presentation to include their hand. In addition, compared to other
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options such as gesturing hands or a talking head, a hand is
a less confounded manipulation of embodied representations,
because it adds relatively little information that is not directly
related to the statistical figures being drawn, such as communicative gestures or facial expressions.

Figure 2: screenshot of instructional videos from the three
experimental conditions in Study 2
For the second version—the Screen Recording condition
(Figre 5, right)—we used the same audio track as in the Hand
Drawing condition, but this time paired it with the iPad’s
screen recording of the drawing as it was being produced for
the Hand Drawing condition. Thus, the only difference between these first two versions was in whether the hand could
be seen doing the drawing or not, which allowed us to gauge
the effect of embodiment over and above the effect of the dynamic representation without the hand.
Finally, the third version of the video—the PowerPoint
Condition (Figure 2, right)—used the same audio track, but
instead of showing the drawing unfold dynamically over time,
it displayed a series of static PowerPoint slides. The content
of the slides was designed to match the final output of the
hand drawings in the other two conditions. Based on concerns raised in the previous literature, we tried to equate as
much as possible the information contained across the three
versions of the video.
In addition to an immediate assessment following the instructional video, we included a delayed assessment, which
was administered several weeks after the initial video intervention. Measuring delayed effects is important for two reasons: (1) to tests whether learning lasts and can generalize
beyond a single and controlled laboratory session (Halpern
& Hakel, 2010; Stigler et al., 2019); and (2) because sometimes the impact of an intervention—on transfer in particular—shows up only in a delayed post-test (Adams et al., 2014;
McLaren, Adams & Mayer, 2015) .
Two predictions can be derived from this design: first, if
the Screen Recording group performs better on the post-test
than the static PowerPoint group, that would mean that dynamic visualizations (here, drawing) aid learning over and
above a presentation of the same content in static slides. Second, if the Hand Drawing group performs better on the posttest than the Screen Recording group (and the static PowerPoint group), it would demonstrate the unique value of adding
an embodied element to dynamic visualizations. If we find
support for only the second, but not first, prediction, it would
suggest that dynamic visualizations on their own are not always sufficient to support learning about normal probability
distributions.

Method
Participants Seventy-nine undergraduate students taking
an introductory statistics course (Psychological Statistics) at
University of California, Los Angeles during the summer session, participated in the study. Of these students, 71 took the
delayed post-test. From among these, eight participants were
excluded from the study based on predetermined exclusion
criteria, which included (1) spending either less than 400s or
more than 7200s on the survey; (2) reporting significant technical difficulties or disruptions while completing the survey
(e.g. not having a quiet enough study environment for them
to watch the instructional video); or (3) writing the same response for every free response question. Thus, following exclusion, we obtained a final sample of 63 undergraduates. The
sample was ethnically diverse: 50.79% Asian, 4.76% Black
or African American, 12.70% Hispanic or Latino, 23.81%
White, and 7.93% multiracial or other.
Design & Procedure Similar to Study 1, students who
wanted to participate in a Qualtrics survey for extra credit
voluntarily clicked on the link, at which point the survey
software randomly assigned them to one of three conditions:
Hand Drawing (N=16),Screen Recording (N=23), or (static)
PowerPoint (N=24).
All three conditions included an initial survey, followed by
an instructional video, followed by an immediate and, later,
a delayed post-test. In the initial survey, participants completed a pre-test with seven questions assessing their understanding of frequency histograms, density histograms, and
probability distributions. Then, participants watched a 16min
instructional video, which varied according to which condition they were assigned to. They then rated the pace of the
video and how much of the video they felt they understood.
Afterwards, they answered 15 post-test questions, three survey questions about their attitudes towards the video, and one
screening question asking if anything went wrong during the
experiment.
Approximately three weeks later, when students took their
final course exam, they were informed that they could get additional extra credit by taking the delayed post-test. Students
participated voluntarily in this activity. Importantly, the material covered in the course between the immediate and delayed
post-tests did not vary across experimental groups. The material focused on using a modelling approach to explain variation. Only students who completed both post-test evaluations
were included in our data analysis of the delayed post-test.
Materials Three versions of videos, each teaching the same
set of basic concepts—”histogram”, ”normal distributions”,
and ”probability distributions”—were designed. The Hand
Drawing version of the video was made by using a video
camera to record an instructor’s hand drawing on a tablet
according to a lesson plan for teaching the statistical concepts above (the video camera was external to the tablet).
The Screen Recording version of the video was created using
the tablet’s internal screen-capture technology to record the
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drawings from the first video, without the actual hand, but
with the same audio. The PowerPoint version of the video
was contained static slides with recreated copies of the ”endstate” of each screen in the first video, with the same audio.
Measures Pre-test. The pre-test contained seven questions
designed to assess participants’ existing knowledge of normal
probability distributions. These same questions were also included on the post-test.
Immediate post-test. The immediate post-test contained 17
questions. These questions targeted conceptual understanding of the area and the probability under a normal probability
distribution, its symmetry property, the features of a faceted
histogram, the idea of using the normal distribution as a generative model of data, and the changes in probabilities as distributions become wider or narrower.
Delayed post-test. The delayed post-test contained 17
questions. Seven questions were duplicates of questions included on the immediate post-test, and the rest were new
questions.
Three trained coders, blind to each participant’s experimental condition, scored students’ responses on both the immediate and delayed post-tests. Each question was randomly
assigned to be coded by two coders. Disagreements in coding were discussed in a group meeting until a consensus was
reached.

Results
Pre-test A one-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) with
condition as the independent variable and pre-test score as the
dependent variable found no significant difference between
the three conditions (F(2,60) = .153, p = .858, η2 = 0.005).
Immediate post-test Scores on the immediate post-test for
each of the three conditions are shown in Figure 3. Descriptively, students in the Hand Drawing condition had higher
scores than those in the other two conditions. A one-way
ANOVA found a significant difference in post-test performance across the three groups (F(2,60) = 4.191, p = .020, η2
= .12; Levene’s test and normality checks were carried out
and the data met the assumptions). Pairwise t-tests showed a
significant difference between the Hand Drawing group and
the (static) PowerPoint group (t(38) = 2.90, p = .005, Cohen’s
d = .92), but not between the Hand Drawing group and the
Screen Recording group (t(37) = 1.69, p = .097), nor between
the PowerPoint group and the Screen Recording group (t(45)
= 1.32, p = .192). Pairwise, post-hoc comparisons were adjusted using the Bonferroni correction to 0.017 (0.05/3).
We computed the gains from questions that appeared both
on pre and post test across three conditions by subtracting
pretest score from a subset of immediate post-test score.
Hand Drawing group had a mean gain of 2.03 (sd = 1.96).
Screen Recording group had a mean gain of 1.04 (sd = 1.63).
PowerPoint group had a mean gain of 0.85 (sd = 2.08). Critically, however, we did not include a control group that received no intervention.

Figure 3: Violin plots showing immediate post-test scores
by condition. Dashed lines are means. Purple dots are medians.

Figure 4: Violin plots showing delayed post-test scores by
condition. Conventions are the same as in Figure 3.
To compare the effectiveness of the three interventions
while controlling for potential differences across groups in
pre-test performance, we conduced a one-way Analysis of
Covariance (ANCOVA). The difference on immediate posttest performance between the three conditions remained significant (F(2,59) = 4.567, p = .014, η2 = .14). Followup pairwise comparisons showed a significant difference between
the Hand Drawing group and the PowerPoint group (t(38)
= 3.07, p = .003) but not between the the Hand Drawing
group and the Screen Recording group (t(37) = 1.79, p = .079),
nor between the PowerPoint group and the Screen Recording
group (t(45) = 1.40, p = .167).
Delayed post-test Scores on the immediate post-test for
each of the three conditions are shown in Figure 4. Descriptively, the ordering of the three groups remained the same
as during the immediate post-test. Nonetheless, a one-way
ANOVA found no significant differences across conditions
(F(2,60) = 1.978, p = .147, η2 = .062). Still, pairwise t-tests
showed a significant difference between the Hand Drawing
group and the PowerPoint group (t(38) = 1.98, p = .052, d
= .67), but not between the Hand Drawing group and the
Screen Recording group (t(37) = 1.06, p = .293), nor between
the PowerPoint group and the Screen Recording group (t(45)
= 1.01, p = .316). When controlling for pre-test performance
by keeping it constant, we again found a significant difference between the Hand Drawing group and the PowerPoint
group (t(37) = 2.03, p = .046). However, these test results did
not survive Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons.

Discussion
In Study 2 we used a brief intervention to teach students concepts related to probability distributions. Specifically, we cre-
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ated a ”hand-drawing” video, utilizing both dynamic visualizations and embodied representations. We found that this 16min video improved understanding compared to the ”static”
PowerPoint intervention, which did not have these characteristics. The intervention that used dynamic visualizations
without a visible hand produced outcomes in between the
other two conditions, but did not differ significantly from either. This pattern was descriptively maintained three weeks
after the intervention, although the differences were reduced.
This pattern of results provides evidence for the potency of
combining dynamic visualizations with embodied representations. Moreover, the lack of significant difference between
still PowerPoint slides and the animated (dynamic) Screen
Recording is in alignment with the hypothesis that dynamic
visualizations alone may overly tax limited working memory
resources, making it difficult for learners to remember elements of the dynamic visualization for long enough to construct understanding. The embodied quality of the human
hand in the Hand Drawing intervention may help to alleviate
this problem by activating another pathway (i.e. the bodily
movement of the instructor) for learners to encode and understand information, resulting in better learning outcomes. In
addition, the findings are consistent with Mayer’s multi learning principles, in which embodiment such as drawing with an
visible hand is hypothesized to help learning, especially when
it guides specific cognitive processes (Mayer, 2014).

General Discussion
The findings altogether have two implications for statistics
instructors: First, students may not have the fundamental understandings teachers assume they have when they use visualizations based on the normal curve to explain more advanced statistical concepts (e.g., p-values). But second, this
gap in knowledge can be remedied with a brief intervention
that could be delivered online, outside of class time, providing students with the basis to learn more advanced concepts.
Although we suspect that the most common instructional
materials in current use are relatively static in nature (like the
PowerPoint condition in our study), we have demonstrated
that students can learn more from representations that are
both dynamic and embodied. Further, these representations
may be even more important in online instruction: whereas
in-person instructors can, through their gestures, make static
slides “come alive”, limitations of static slides are more difficult to overcome in the context of remote instruction. Fortunately, modern computer/web technologies put the creation
of interventions of the sort we used within reach of most instructors, and make it possible to deliver these interventions
outside of class, wherever students are.
A central question raised by our findings concerns the
”minimal” changes—in terms of dynamic visualizations and
embodied representations—that instructors could make to
their materials in order to improve student learning outcomes.
For instance, some instructors introduce dynamic visualizations into their slides (without recording videos) by using an-

imations and ”step-by-step” reveals of information; The resulting instruction is perhaps somewhere between our screenrecording and PowerPoint conditions. In addition, instructors
use gestures and pointing to draw attention to specific pointing of a slide, and may use embodied representations in nonmanual modalities (e.g., repeating an important phrase / definition with a constant intonational / stress pattern). Future
research could further the delineate ideal trade-offs between
ease of implementation and student improvement.
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Abstract
Maintaining attention during instruction is challenging as
children face various sources of distraction (peers,
announcements, noise) as well as competition from the visual
environment itself. Prior studies found decorated
environments promote off-task behavior and reduce learning.
Additionally, many classroom displays are not relevant to
ongoing instruction. This raises the possibility that increasing
alignment between displays and instructional content may
afford opportunities for incidental learning, reducing the
detrimental effects of environmental off-task behavior. To
investigate this possibility, participants completed a lesson in
which alignment between the lesson content and displays was
manipulated (relevant, educational but irrelevant, or no
displays). Attention to the lesson and learning gains for
content presented in the lesson and/or displays were
measured. Results suggest younger children’s learning can
benefit from displays that reinforce the lesson content.
However, there was no evidence of incidental learning from
displays without additional lesson support. Implications for
classroom design are discussed.
Keywords: attention; classroom environment; learning;
incidental learning; off-task behavior; on-task behavior

Introduction
If you walk into a typical elementary school classroom in
the United States, one might see a room transformed with
bright primary colors, festive bulletin boards, charts,
posters, number lines, even perhaps the children’s own art
work hanging from the ceiling (for discussion see Bullard,
2010; Tarr, 2004). The rationale for creating decorated
learning environments may be based in part on teachers’
intuition that this type of visual environment can stimulate
children, getting them excited to learn. Despite the appeal of
this belief, recent research indicates that such highly
decorated visual environments may not be optimal for
learning as they can increase attentional competition
resulting in increased off-task behavior and decreased
learning (e.g., Fisher, Godwin, & Seltman, 2014; Hanley,
Khairat, Taylor, Wilson, Cole-Fletcher, & Riby, 2017).
For example Fisher, Godwin, and Seltman (2014)
presented kindergarten children with 6 science lessons. Half
of the lessons were presented in the decorated condition and
half in the streamlined condition. After the lesson, a short
assessment was administered to measure learning. The
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authors found that the decorated learning environment
promoted more off-task behavior and children obtained
lower learning outcomes compared to a learning
environment that was visually streamlined (i.e., posters and
charts were removed). The authors found that children’s
patterns of attention allocation varied as a function of the
manipulation to the visual environment such that children
spent more time engaged in off-task behavior directed
toward the environment in the decorated condition
compared to the streamlined condition. Additionally,
susceptibility to distraction from the visual environment
may be heightened in special populations - for example,
children with Autism (Hanley, Khairat, Taylor, Wilson,
Cole-Fletcher, & Riby, 2017).
The role of the visual learning environment may be
particularly influential for younger children in light of the
prolonged development of attention and in turn children’s
propensity to distraction. There has been considerable work
examining the development of attention (e.g., Bartgis,
Thomas, Lefler, & Hartung, 2008; Higgins & Turnure,
1984; Miller & Weiss, 1981; Oakes, Kannass, & Shaddy,
2002; Tabibi, & Pfeffer, 2007; Trick & Enns 1998; Welsh,
Pennington, & Groisser, 1991). Attention has been shown to
follow a protracted developmental trajectory. With age,
distractibility gradually decreases and the ability to
selectively attend to a particular task continues to improve
throughout middle childhood (e.g., Ruff & Capozzoli, 2003;
Ruff & Rothbart, 1996).
Yet, when we look at the typical classroom visual
environment, it is not clear that the developmental
constraints of children’s attentional system are reflected in
contemporary classroom design practices. Observational
studies of elementary school classrooms have found that on
average classrooms covered nearly a quarter of their walls
with displays (Godwin, Seltman, Scupelli, & Fisher, 2020).
Other studies have estimated that only approximately half of
the visual displays present in a classroom are academic in
nature (Almeda, Scupelli, Baker, Weber, & Fisher, 2014).
These design choices may be problematic as they may
increase attentional competition as well as extraneous
cognitive load.
According to the Cognitive Load Theory, extraneous load
(i.e., load that is unnecessary or irrelevant to the

instructional task) may reduce available cognitive resources
that could otherwise be dedicated to processing information
relevant to the given task (e.g., Chandler & Sweller, 1991;
Sweller, Ayres, & Kalyuga, 2011). The inclusion of
“seductive details” (i.e., irrelevant elements often intended
to foster interest or motivation; Mayer, 2018) have generally
been found to disrupt performance and learning (e.g., Eng et
al., 2020; Harp & Mayer, 1997; Harp & Maslich, 2005; for
review see Sundararajan & Adesope, 2020). Removing
irrelevant material or information (in line with the
Coherence principle) may help reduce extraneous load and
improve learning (Mayer, 2008).
However, prior research has found that children
incidentally encode their visual environment (Godwin,
2016). Indeed, children encode aspects of their visual
learning environment in sufficient detail that they are able to
recognize elements of the visual environment from a close
lure even after a delay (e.g., in a forced choice task children
can accurately identify educational displays that were
present in the learning environment on a delayed post-test;
Godwin, 2016). This finding raises the possibility that the
classroom visual environment could be utilized to bolster
student learning, if there is greater alignment between the
visual displays and the learning task.
The present study begins to address this question by
providing a systematic experimental investigation to
examine whether the detrimental effects of off-task behavior
directed toward the environment can be attenuated, if the
classroom visual environment is augmented such that the
teacher and the environment are both reinforcing the same
learning objective. However, even with greater alignment
between the visual environment and the learning objectives,
it is possible the visual environment may still overwhelm
children’s fragile attention system, dividing attention,
increasing cognitive load, and hampering learning. The
present study begins to disentangle these two possibilities.
As noted previously, visual displays are a prevalent feature
in many elementary school classrooms; furthermore,
younger children are known to be particularly susceptible to
distraction due to their still developing attention regulation
system. Consequently, in the present study primary and
upper elementary school children were recruited to assess
whether younger children are more vulnerable to distraction
from visual displays during a learning task and whether the
potential benefit of display alignment varies across grade
levels.

Method

7.1% two or more races/ethnicities, 1.2% other, 2.4% did
not report. Participants were recruited from in and around a
city in the Midwest of the United States. All participants
were tested individually by trained research assistants or the
authors in a quiet space adjacent to their classroom or in a
laboratory.

Design
In this study, the visual environment was manipulated using
cardboard trifolds (36” x 48”) that were used to present
visual displays. There were three visual display conditions
which were randomly assigned between participants: (1)
General displays, (2) Relevant displays, and (3) Streamlined
or no display condition. In the general display condition,
academic posters, unrelated to the lesson topic, were
displayed on a trifold. In the relevant display condition,
posters with information reinforcing the lesson or related to
the lesson topic were displayed. In the streamlined
condition, a blank white trifold was used. Assessment
questions probed participants’ learning for content presented
in the lesson, relevant posters, and content presented in both
the lesson and relevant posters.

Procedure
The study consisted of three phases: a pre-test, science
lesson, and post-test. The pre-test was presented on a laptop
computer and consisted of 12 multiple-choice questions that
were read aloud to participants. Then, participants
completed the lesson in their assigned display conditions
(i.e., General display, Relevant display, or Streamlined
display). Participants listened to a short pre-recorded
science lesson about the Earth’s Surface that was presented
on a laptop computer. A mobile eye-tracker was used to
measure participants’ attention to the lesson. After the
lesson, a post-test was administered. The post-test was
analogous to the pre-test. Note, that no posters were present
during the pre-test or post-test. Immediately after the posttest, a smile scale was administered as a self-report measure
of participants’ enjoyment of the lesson and trifold displays.

Attention Measure
Attention to the lesson was indexed using a mobile eye
tracker (Tobii X3-120). Areas of Interest (AOI’s) were
drawn around each lesson slide to measure the total
proportion of time participants’ were fixating on the lesson.
Note that the attention data is forthcoming. Extraction and
analysis of the eye-tracking data is underway.

Visual Displays

Participants
The sample consisted of 85 elementary school children
(Mage = 9.26 years, SD = 1.22 years, 38 females, 47 males)
comprised of 41 primary grade students (grades 1 and 2)
and 44 upper elementary students (grades 4 and 5).
Parents/Guardians reported their children’s race and
ethnicity as follows: 12.9% African American, 1.2%
Asian/Pacific Islander, 74.1% Caucasian, 1.2% Hispanic,
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Alignment of the visual displays to the lesson was
manipulated between-subjects using three cardboard
trifolds.
The trifold for the general display condition consisted of
12 posters with information that was unrelated to the lesson
(see Figure 1a). To increase ecological validity, content that
was unrelated to the lesson, but academic in nature, was

displayed on the general trifold. For example, the general
trifold included posters relating to math, language arts, and
geography.
The trifold for the relevant display condition consisted of
12 posters with information that reinforced the lesson
content or that was directly related to the lesson topic,
Earth’s Surface (see Figure 1b). For example, posters with
information reinforcing content presented in the lesson
included posters about deltas, earthquakes, and canyons.
While other posters were related to the lesson topic (e.g.,
floods, caves), but contained content that was not directly
discussed in the lesson. Note, that the number of posters
presented on the trifolds was equated across the general and
relevant display conditions.
The trifold used for the streamlined condition was a white
blank trifold. No images or information was presented on
this trifold.

(A)

Lesson
Participants listened to a short science lesson. The science
lesson consisted of a read-aloud that presented information
(i.e., text and images) relating to the topic Earth’s Surface.
Read-alouds are a common instructional technique and a
method that has been used successfully in the prior literature
(e.g., Fisher et al., 2014; Hanley et al., 2017). The lesson
was pre-recorded and presented on a laptop computer. The
lesson was approximately 6.5 minutes. The lesson content
was aligned to the Ohio State Education Science Standards.
The lesson was designed as an independent learning
activity, as such during the science lesson, the experimenter
moved to the back of the room and was not in direct sight of
the participant.

(B)

Learning Assessment
The pre- and post-test were administered to participants by
trained research assistants and the authors of this paper. The
learning assessments consisted of 12 multiple-choice
questions that were presented on a laptop computer and read
aloud by the experimenter. Participants selected their
answer orally from four response options. Participants’
responses were recorded by the experimenter. The pre-test
and post-test included three question types that targeted
information that was presented in the lesson (4 questions),
information that was presented in the lesson and also
reinforced in the relevant posters (4 questions), as well as
topically related information that was presented only in the
relevant posters (4 questions). The pre-test and post-test
were identical; however, the presentation order of the test
items was reversed for the post-test. Two presentation
orders were created. For Order 1, the presentation order of
questions was randomized and for Order 2, the presentation
order utilized in Order 1 was reversed. The presentation
order was counterbalanced across participants. Gain scores
were calculated for the learning assessment (i.e., Meanpost-test
– Meanpre-test = Total Gain Score) and for each question type
(i.e., Meanpost-test – Meanpre-test for lesson questions, lesson
and poster questions, and poster questions).
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Figure 1: Cardboard trifolds were utilized to manipulate the
alignment of the visual displays to the lesson. Panel A
presents the General Display condition in which the posters
were unrelated to the lesson. Panel B presents the Relevant
Display condition in which the posters directly reinforced
the lesson content or were topically related to the lesson
content.

Smile Scale
The smile scale is a child friendly scale that was used to
measure the extent to which participants’ liked the lesson
and the trifolds. The 5-point pictorial scale consists of 5

Results

(A)
Gain Scores by Display Condition and Question
Type for Primary Students

Learning Outcomes
Pre-Test Scores Mean pre-test scores were relatively low
for both primary students (M = .27, SD = .11) and upper
elementary students (M = .37, SD = .15) suggesting that the
lesson content was largely novel.

Effect of Display Alignment on Gain Scores
In order to examine the impact of the alignment of the visual
environment on children’s gain scores a 2 (grade level) x 3
(display condition) x 3 (question type) mixed ANOVA was
conducted in which grade level (primary vs. upper
elementary) and display condition (relevant, general,
streamlined conditions) were between-subjects factors and
question type (lesson, poster, or lesson and poster questions)
was a within-subject factor.
The results of the mixed ANOVA revealed a main effect
of question type (F(2, 154) = 4.41, p = .014, partial η2 =
.054). Pairwise comparisons found that participants
exhibited larger gain scores for the lesson questions (M =
.20, SE = .04) compared to the poster questions (M =.06, SE
= .03; p = .004). No other comparisons were significant
(both ps ≥ .12). There was no significant main effect of
grade level (F(1,77) = .28, p = .60) and no significant main
effect of display condition (F(2, 77) = 1.45, p = .24).
However, these main effects were qualified by a significant
three way interaction between question type, display
condition, and grade level (F(4, 154) = 2.84, p = .03, partial
η2 = .07) indicating that the interaction between display
condition and question type differed across grade levels; see
Figure 2 (Panels A & B). In order to more closely examine
the three-way interaction, results from the pairwise
comparisons are discussed below.
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(B)
Gain Scores by Display Condition and Question
Type for Upper Elementary Students
0.40
Mean Gain Score

Post-Test Scores Evidence of learning was obtained for
both grade levels. Total gain scores, pooled across question
type and display conditions, ranged from 12% to 14% for
primary and upper elementary students respectively.
Additionally, for both grade levels post-test scores (M = .39,
SD = .17; M = .50, SD = .20 for primary and upper
elementary respectively) were significantly higher than their
pre-test scores; both paired sample ts ≥ -4.72, ps ≤ .0001.

General
Relevant
Streamlined

0.40
Mean Gain Score

cartoon faces depicting different facial expressions (i.e., big
frown, frown, neutral expression, smile, big smile). The
faces were scored from 1 to 5 such that lower scores
indicate greater dislike of the lesson/trifold. The
experimenter explained the scale to the participants and
worked through an example together. Participants were then
asked to rate how much they liked the lesson, after which
they were asked to rate how much they liked the trifold that
was used during the lesson.

General
Relevant
Streamlined

0.30
0.20
0.10
0.00

Lesson Q

Lesson & Poster Q

Poster Q

-0.10
-0.20

Figure 2: Displays gain scores by question type (questions
probing content from the lesson, content presented in both
the lesson and relevant posters, or content presented only in
the relevant posters) as a function of display condition
(General displays, Relevant displays, and Streamlined
conditions) for primary students (Panel A) and upper
elementary students (Panel B). Error bars represent the
standard errors of the means.
Lesson Questions For questions probing content presented
only in the lesson, primary students obtained significantly
larger gain scores in both the streamlined (M = .28, SE =
.078) and relevant (M = .29, SE = .09) display conditions
compared to the general display condition (M = 1.388E-17,
SE = .094); both ps ≤ .03. Importantly, there was no
significant difference in lesson gain scores between the
streamlined and relevant display conditions (p = .95).
In contrast, upper elementary school students obtained
numerically larger gain scores in the streamlined condition
(M = .27, SE = .08) compared to both the relevant (M = .14,
SE = .08) and general (M = .19, SE = .09) display

conditions; however, these differences were not statistically
significant (ps ≥ .27).
Lesson and Poster Questions Primary students benefited
from displays that reinforced the lesson content. Mean gain
scores for this question type were larger in the relevant
display condition (M = .31, SE = .08) compared to both the
general display condition (M = -.05, SE = .08) and the
streamlined condition (M = .03, SE = .07; both ps ≤ .008) in
which the posters were not aligned with the lesson or were
absent. There was no significant difference between gain
scores in the streamlined and general display conditions for
lesson and poster questions (p = .48).
Akin to the results for lesson questions, upper elementary
school students obtained numerically larger gain scores in
the streamlined condition (M = .25, SE =.07) compared to
both the relevant (M = .09, SE = .07) and general (M = .17,
SE = .08) display conditions; however, these differences
were not statistically significant (ps ≥ .12).
Poster Questions Interestingly, primary students did not
exhibit robust incidental learning from information
presented only through the visual displays. In the relevant
display condition, for questions probing content presented in
the relevant posters (and not in the lesson), participants
obtained a mean gain score of .06 (SE = .08) and this did
not differ significantly from gain scores in either the
streamlined (M = -2.08E-17, SE = .07) or general display
(M = .16, SE = .09) conditions (both ps ≥ .41) in which
participants would not be expected to exhibit significant
learning gains for this question type.
Upper elementary students had numerically larger gain
scores in the relevant display condition (M = .14, SE = .07)
compared to the streamlined (M = -.05, SE = .08) and
general display (M = .06, SE = .08) conditions, but these
differences were not statistically significant (both ps ≥ .08).

Smile Scale
Smile Scale Lesson Recall that smile scores could range
from 1 to 5, with lower scores reflecting greater dislike for
the lesson. Mean smile scale ratings for the lessons
indicated that participants generally liked the lesson (M =
3.96, SD = .82). Note that due to time restrictions limiting
how long participants could be absent from their classroom,
9 participants did not complete the smile scale lesson
question and thus did not contribute data to these analyses.
Results of a 2 (grade level) x 3 (display condition) ANOVA
revealed no significant effect of grade level (F(1, 70) =.54,
p = .46), no significant effect of condition (F(2,70) = .03, p
= .98) and no significant interaction (F(2, 70) = .98, p =.38).
See Table 1 for mean smile scale ratings by grade and
condition. Further, the extent to which participants reported
liking the lesson was not significantly correlated with
participants’ total gain scores (r = -.02, p = .89).
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Table 1: Mean (SD) smile scale ratings by grade level and
display condition.
Primary
Upper
Elem.

Lesson
Trifold
Lesson
Trifold

General
3.80 (1.14)
4.30 (.82)
4.15 (.55)
4.69 (.75)

Relevant
3.77 (1.17)
4.23 (1.36)
4.08 (.49)
4.42 (.79)

Streamlined
4.07 (.88)
2.93 (1.28)
3.83 (.58)
3.83 (.83)

Trifold Mean smile scale ratings for the trifold were
relatively high (M = 4.03, SD = 1.16) indicating that
participants generally liked the trifold displays. Note, that
10 participants did not complete the smile scale trifold
question and thus did not contribute data to these analyses.
Results of a 2 (grade level) x 3 (display condition) ANOVA
revealed a main effect of grade level (F(1, 69) = 4.26, p =
.04, partial η2= .06). Pairwise comparisons found that upper
elementary students (M = 4.31, SE =.17) rated the trifolds
more favorably than primary students (M = 3.82, SE = .17;
p =.04) – although it is important to note that mean smile
scale ratings for both grade levels indicate they liked the
trifolds. Additionally, there was a main effect of display
condition (F(2, 69) = 8.64, p < .0001, partial eta2 = .20).
Pairwise comparisons suggest that participants report liking
both the relevant (M = 4.32, SE = .21) and general (M =
4.50, SE = .22) trifold displays more than the streamlined
trifold (M = 3.38, SE = .20; both ps ≤ .002). Although
participants mean smile scale ratings for the streamlined
trifold were significantly lower than the other two display
types, mean smile scale ratings indicate that participants did
not dislike the streamlined trifold. There was no significant
interaction between grade level and display condition (F(2,
69) = .83, p = .44). See Table 1 for mean smile scale ratings
by grade and condition. Smile scale ratings for the trifolds
were not significantly correlated with participants’ total gain
scores (r = -.06, p = .59).

Discussion
Given the gradual maturation of attention regulation, it is
perhaps not surprising that inattention, or off-task behavior,
is common in elementary school classrooms (Godwin et al.,
2016; Roberts, 2001). Prior laboratory work suggests that
streamlining the visual environment is one way in which
educators may be able to help reduce attentional
competition, and improve learning outcomes (e.g., Fisher et
al., 2014; Hanley et al., 2017). Observational research of
elementary school classrooms suggests that classroom
displays are often not academic in nature (Almeda et al.,
2014) and thus not always tightly coupled to the ongoing
instruction. Consequently, visual displays may increase
attentional competition as well as extraneous cognitive load.
The present study began to investigate whether (1)
elementary school children could learn incidentally from the
visual displays, (2) whether aligning the displays with the
lesson content could help reinforce learning and thereby
reduce the detrimental effects of off-task behavior directed

toward the environment, and (3) whether these effects vary
across grade levels.
The results from the present study point to several
important findings. A significant interaction between
display conditions (relevant, general, streamlined), question
type (lesson questions, lesson and poster questions, poster
questions) and grade level was found. The observed effects
were driven largely by the primary grade students. For
assessment questions derived exclusively from the lesson,
primary students obtained larger gain scores in both the
streamlined and relevant display conditions compared to the
general display condition. These results partially support
prior research (Fisher et al., 2014; Hanley et al., 2017), in
that educational displays unrelated to the ongoing lesson
(i.e., general displays) were found to be detrimental to
learning. However, the present findings also suggest that
primary students can benefit from the presence of relevant
displays. Interestingly, the relevant displays appear to help
reinforce the lesson content as reflected by students’ larger
gain scores compared to both the streamlined and general
display conditions for questions tapping content that was
delivered in both the lesson and relevant posters. However,
we did not obtain evidence that children benefit purely
incidentally from displays that portray related content if it is
not also simultaneously reinforced by the lesson. These
findings tentatively suggest the need to ensure greater
alignment between visual displays and instruction for young
children who still have immature attention regulation
systems and thus can be drawn off-task by visual displays.
Aligning the visual displays with the lesson content may
reduce the observed negative effects of environmental offtask behavior on children’s learning.
As noted previously, the observed effects were not
consistent across grade levels. It is possible upper
elementary students were better able to sustain their
attention to the lesson and thus were less susceptible to the
manipulation of the visual displays compared to the primary
students. This hypothesis will be explored with the
forthcoming eye tracking data.
This experimental study provides an initial systematic
investigation of the impact of the alignment of the visual
environment on children’s learning. In the present study, we
opted to utilize trifolds to tightly control the visual
environment. This design choice provides an effective initial
test of our research question as trifolds ensure stability in
the visual environment across participants and testing sites.
Additionally, trifolds facilitate the ease with which the
alignment between the visual displays and the lesson
content can be systematically manipulated. However, in
future research it will be important to determine if these
effects generalize to genuine classroom settings.
Furthermore, in many elementary school classrooms
teachers provide instruction on multiple subjects in a single
classroom increasing the challenge of creating visual
environments that are aligned with the ongoing instruction.
This points to the need to have more adaptive classrooms so
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that displays can be dynamic. We are currently exploring
these possibilities.
The present findings add to a growing body of literature
indicating the importance of engaging in purposeful
classroom design and suggests limiting the use of displays
that are irrelevant to ongoing instruction. It is also important
to keep in mind that optimizing classroom visual
environments to support attention regulation and learning
may have unintended consequences for children’s affect or
motivation. In the present study, results from the Smilescale
provide preliminary evidence that children did not dislike
the streamlined trifolds; although, they reported liking the
relevant and general displays more. Future research will
need to consider the affective role of the visual environment
and investigate potential implications for student
motivation.
In conclusion, streamlining the visual environment may
help reduce unnecessary attentional competition and reduce
cognitive load. Additionally, these results tentatively
suggest decorated visual environments need not always be
detrimental to learning. By aligning the visual displays to
the ongoing instruction, educators may be able to reduce the
detrimental effects of children’s wandering attention and
help bolster young children’s learning.
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Abstract
Gesture during math instruction supports learning in children
and adults. The mechanism by which gesture enhances
learning across development is not known. One possibility is
that instruction with gesture engages different cognitive
abilities during learning than instruction without gesture. Our
previous work showed a positive relationship between
visuospatial working memory capacity and learning only when
gesture was present, and a positive relationship between verbal
working memory capacity and learning only when gesture was
absent, suggesting that gesture may be processed using
visuospatial working memory. The aim of the current
experiment was to replicate and extend these prior findings
with new instruction, random assignment to instructional
condition, and improved measures of both learning and
cognitive abilities. Participants observed video instruction in a
novel mathematical system that either included speech and
gesture or only speech. After instruction, participants
completed a posttest to assess learning. Finally, participants
completed tasks to assess verbal and visuospatial working
memory capacity as well as fluid and crystallized intelligence.
We found that gesture benefitted learning in adults. Contrary
to previous findings, both learning with gesture and learning
without gesture were supported by visuospatial working
memory. These findings suggest that changing characteristics
of instruction does not necessarily change the cognitive
resources supporting learning in a novel math task.
Keywords: gesture; learning; working memory; visuospatial;
verbal; mathematics

Background
Observing gesture during mathematical instruction enhances
learning in children and in adults (Cook, Duffy, & Fenn,
2013; Cook, Friedman, Duggan, Cui, & Popescu, 2016;
Hendrix, Fenn, & Cook, 2018; Rueckert, Church, Avila, &
Trejo, 2017; Wakefield, Novack, Congdon, Franconeri, &
Goldin‐Meadow, 2018). When instructors use deictic
pointing gestures – hand gestures that index specific items in
the learning environment – while teaching, mathematical
learning is improved. The beneficial effect of observing
gesture to improve mathematical learning is well established.
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However, the underlying mechanism of gesture as a tool for
learning has yet to be elucidated.
One possibility is that gestures recruit visuospatial
resources to support learning (Özer & Göksun, 2020; Wu &
Coulson, 2014). Multimodal instruction may allow learners
to use additional resources, while instruction that does not
include gesture may force learners to rely on a more limited
set of abilities. If this account holds, then the amount of
learning from gesture should be related to visuospatial
capacities, because this capacity would be required to take
advantage of the information in gesture. While both verbal
and visuospatial working memory processes have been
shown to support math learning (e.g., Alloway & Alloway,
2010; Passolunghi, Vercelloni, & Schadee, 2007; Jarvis &
Gathercole, 2003), it is not clear how processes that support
learning relate to variations in instructional design.
In our prior work, we found evidence that instruction with
gesture might rely on visuospatial resources. Math learning
was positively related to visuospatial working memory
capacity when the instructor gestured during instruction, and
math performance was positively related to verbal working
memory capacity when the instructor did not gesture during
instruction (Aldugom, Fenn & Cook, 2020). These findings
suggest that gesture at instruction may be particularly helpful
for learners with strengths in visuospatial working memory.
However, there were several aspects of the design and
implementation that limited the strength of the evidence in
this prior work. Lighting and other cues that naturally co-vary
with gesture such as head-turns and eye gaze were not
perfectly controlled across the instructional videos. The
measures of verbal and visuospatial working memory were
chosen based on prior work (Chu & Kita, 2011; Wu &
Coulson, 2014); however, these included a simple span task
for visuospatial working memory and a complex span task for
verbal working memory. Therefore, it is possible that the
differential pattern of association with instruction reflected
characteristics of the task (simple versus complex), rather
than the nature (verbal versus visuospatial) of the task. In
addition, Composite American College Testing (ACT) score
was used to control for general intelligence, instead of
specific laboratory measures of intelligence. Finally,

instruction with gesture and instruction without gesture were
investigated in separate studies. Instructional condition was
confounded with semester of data collection. Thus, learning
condition was not randomly assigned.
To provide a more robust investigation of how individual
differences in working memory capacity supported
mathematical learning when instruction includes gesture, we
conducted a replication and extension. This study included
with improved training materials, an enhanced assessment of
learning, more comparable working memory measures,
laboratory assessment of general cognitive ability, and a
randomized experimental design. The goal of this work was
to conceptually replicate prior findings using enhanced
learning and memory measures and with an experimental
design that allowed for comparison across learning
conditions in a sample that has been randomly assigned to
condition. Replication is essential to prevent false-positive
rates as well as over-estimation of effect sizes (Murayama,
Pekrun, & Fiedler, 2013; van Aert & van Assen, 2017).

Materials
Abstract Mathematical Equivalence Task We
investigated mathematical learning with or without gesture
using new materials based on the abstract mathematical
equivalence task from our prior work (Aldugom et al., 2020).
This novel mathematical task was developed for studying
mathematical learning in a laboratory setting (originally
adapted from Kaminski, Sloutsky, & Heckler, 2008). This
task requires participants to solve problems in a commutative
group of order three operating over shapes (triangle, circle,
and square) (see Fig. 1). Due to the novelty of the materials,
which were created for this study based on prior work, we
could be certain that participants had no experience with this
math system or the rules necessary to solve the problems.
There is no way to infer the correct interpretation of the novel
symbols without instruction or feedback. Accordingly, we
gave participants instruction in the novel symbol system, and
then tested learning after instruction.

Predictions
We expected to replicate and extend findings from our
previous work (Aldugom et al., 2020). First, we predicted that
those in the gesture condition would learn more than those in
the no gesture condition. Second, we predicted that for those
in the gesture condition, visuospatial working memory
capacity would predict learning, whereas for those in the no
gesture condition, we expected verbal working memory
capacity would predict learning.

Methods
The purpose of this study was to further examine the
relationship between individual differences in visuospatial
and verbal working memory capacity and mathematical
learning with or without gesture at instruction. Approval was
obtained from the relevant institutional review board.

Participants
176 undergraduates from a large Midwestern university
participated in this experiment. Participants were excluded
from the final analysis for being non-Native English speakers
(n=33), for missing data (n=12), or for not performing above
chance in the abstract math learning task (n=33). These
exclusion criteria were similar to our prior work. We elected
to exclude non-native English speakers given that these
speakers might recruit different resources to process the
instructions, and because the working memory measures
might not accurately measure capacity. We elected to remove
participants who did perform above chance as the goal of the
study was to investigate learning, and there was no evidence
that these participants had learned. As a result, 98 participants
(36 male, 62 female) were included in the final analyses. Of
these participants, 50 were in the gesture instructional
condition and 48 were in the no gesture condition.
Participants received course credit for participation.
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Figure 1. Example images from the updated abstract math
task. a. Screenshot from an example rule video without
gesture. b. Screenshot from an example rule video with
gesture. c. Screenshot from an example instructional video
without gesture. d. Screenshot from the same example
instructional video with gesture. e. An example practice
problem from the rule portion. f. An example posttest
problem of the most complex problem type.
For this study, we created new instructional materials.
While the video-recorded instructions that were previously
used were effective in supporting learning, an in-depth
examination of the videos revealed that lighting and cues that
co-vary with gesture such as head-turns and eye gaze could
be better controlled. Head-turns and eye gaze can cue learners
to important information on the display (Ouwehand, van
Gog, & Paas, 2015; van Wermeskerken & van Gog, 2017).

Therefore, it is critical to control these cues when examining
the effect of gesture on learning. During video recording, the
instructor stood in the same position and head-turns and eye
gaze were carefully controlled across conditions.
In prior work, the six rules of the novel mathematical
system were presented via text, whereas six instructional
problem-solving explanations were presented in video format
that either included or did not include gesture. We thought
that increasing the amount of gesture in the instruction might
increase the effect of gesture on learning, increasing our
overall power and facilitating investigation of individual
differences in this study and in future work. Accordingly, we
recorded videos explaining the six rules as well as eight
problem-solving explanations using these rules (two
instructional explanations were added) for a total of 14 videos
in each learning condition.
After recording our new set of videos, all videos went
through an extensive editing process in Final Cut Pro to
enhance matching and overall appeal (Meakins, 2009). All
audio files were first edited to remove background noise and
white noise as much as possible. We then overlapped the
audio files of the gesture and no gesture pairs of each video
in order to best compare each video. Then, moments of
silence in either the gesture or no gesture videos were sped
up or slowed down in a naturalistic manner until the speech
in both videos was in sync. Once the audio files of the pair of
videos matched one another, we used several video filters to
enhance the visual quality of our videos, including adjusting
brightness and contrast. After exporting our videos, we
played each gesture-no gesture pair at the same time to ensure
that the video pairs were as identical as possible, aside from
the presence or absence of gesture. Thus, with this new set of
videos, we have more videos (14 videos in each condition
instead of six videos in each condition), and all videos were
recorded and edited to enhance match and enhance overall
video and audio quality.
We also improved the reliability of our measure of
learning. Our prior measures of learning included a 27-item
posttest and a 12-item transfer test. This original transfer test
was quite similar to the posttest, and there were not
significant differences between performance on the posttest
and performance on the transfer test or in how they related to
the working memory measures. Performance on the transfer
test simply did not add to the understanding of learning
beyond what performance on the posttest suggested.
Therefore, we decided to remove the transfer test and add
eight questions to the posttest. Specifically, we created
additional problems of the more complex problem types.
Increasing the number of items is one way to increase the
reliability of a measure.
The instructional portion of the experiment proceeded as
follows. First, participants watched six video-recorded rules
for combining the three shapes in this mathematical system
(Fig. 1a and 1b). Each video played one at a time. In each
video, the instructor teaches one of the six rules. For example,
in the third rule video (refer to Fig. 1a and 1b), the instructor
states “Circle combined with triangle makes square.” In the
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gesture condition, the instructor points with her index finger
to each shape as she says the name of the shape. In the no
gesture condition, the instructor’s hands rest by her sides. In
both sets of videos, head-turns and eye gaze to the problem
are matched. The videos ranged from 12 seconds to 37
seconds. After viewing each video, participants answered one
or two practice problems before seeing the next rule (Fig. 1e).
The practice problems were simple equations, the result of
the combination of two symbols. Participants need this basic
understanding of the rules in order to succeed in practice
problems and in the posttest.
After viewing the six rule videos and solving six simple
practice problems, participants then watched eight videorecorded explanations of how to solve more complex
problems in this same mathematical system (Fig. 1c and 1d).
These more complex problems were based on math problems
designed to assess the understanding of mathematical
equivalence in children and required an understanding of how
the rules apply to problems with five symbols. In each of the
video-recorded explanations, the instructor explains how to
solve a problem and fill in the blank with the correct symbol.
For example, in the third instructional video (refer to Fig. 1c
and 1d), the instructor states “Square combines with square
to make square, and square combines with triangle to make
triangle, so one side reduces to make triangle. I already have
a triangle on the other side, so what combines with triangle to
make triangle? The answer is square.” In each gesture video,
the instructor points to each shape as it is named in speech.
Thus, all of the gestures in the video-recorded explanations
in the gesture condition were deictic gestures. For the
matched video-recorded explanations in the no gesture
condition, the instructor casually kept her arms at her side,
but turned her head and body to gaze at the board identically
to the head and body movements in the gesture condition.
Thus, each video contained the same content and speech; the
only difference was the presence or absence of gesture. The
video-recorded explanations ranged from 15 seconds to 27
seconds. After each video-recorded explanation, participants
solved one practice problem that had a similar form to that of
the video.
After watching eight video-recorded explanations and
solving eight practice problems, participants were given a 35question posttest to assess learning (Fig. 1f). Posttest
problems were presented in a fixed order of approximately
increasing difficulty. All problems in the posttest were novel,
so participants did not see any of the posttest problems during
training. The posttest problems ranged in complexity, and all
problems were scored as correct or incorrect.
Symmetry Span Task To assess visuospatial working
memory capacity, we used the shortened version of the
symmetry span task (Shah and Miyake, 1996). This task
included a processing task and a memory task. On each item,
participants were presented with an 8 x 8 matrix with some
squares filled in with black. Participants were asked to judge
whether the geometrical image was symmetrical. They were
then shown a 4 x 4 matrix with one red square filled in. After

between 2 and 5 items (symmetry judgment + spatial
memory), participants were asked to recall the location of the
red squares that they held in memory in the order in which
they appeared (Oswald, McAbee, Redick, & Hambrick,
2015). Coefficient alpha was .59.
Raven’s Advanced Progressive Matrices To assess fluid
intelligence, we used the Raven’s Advanced Progressive
Matrices (Raven, 2000). Participants were shown a pattern of
eight black and white figures arranged in a 3 x 3 matrix. In
each pattern, one figure was missing, and the participant’s
task was to choose the figure that best completed the
sequence (from among eight items). There were 18 items in
this test and participants were given 10 minutes to complete
the test.
Reading Span Task To assess verbal working memory
capacity, we used the shortened version of the reading span
task (Daneman & Carpenter, 1980). As in the Symmetry span
task, this task included a processing task and a memory task.
On each item, participants were given a sentence and had to
judge whether or not the sentence made sense. They were
then given a letter to remember. After between 4 and 6 items
(sentence judgement + letter memory), participants were
asked to recall the letters, in order (Oswald et al., 2015).
Coefficient alpha was .54.
Vocabulary Task To assess crystallized intelligence, we
used a vocabulary task. For the first set of items (n=10),
participants were given a word and were asked to choose
(among 5 options) the word that was the closest synonym
with the given word. For the second set of items (n=10),
participants were given a word and were asked to choose the
word that was the closest antonym of the given word. They
were given five minutes to complete the synonym test and
five minutes to complete the antonym test.
Abbreviated Math Anxiety Scale (AMAS) We were
interested in exploring the possibility that gesture might
interact with math anxiety and so we included a measure of
math anxiety. We used the Abbreviated Math Anxiety Scale
(Hopko, Mahadevan, Bare, & Hunt, 2003). Participants
completed a 9-item questionnaire that assessed anxiety levels
related to specific mathematical situations. Internal
consistency within the measure was high (α = 0 .90). This
measure was used for exploratory purposes and these data
will not be discussed in the present paper.

Procedure
Participants were randomly assigned to the gesture or the no
gesture group of the abstract mathematical task (1:1
randomization). Participants completed the tasks in the order
that they are described here. At the end of the experiment,
participants completed a short participant information
questionnaire. Data from all tasks were collected on a
computer in a laboratory setting.
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Results
We first compared participants across learning conditions
(gesture vs. no gesture) to assess whether there were group
differences in the individual differences measures. There
were no group differences in fluid intelligence, crystallized
intelligence, verbal working memory, or visuospatial
working memory (see Table 1). Given random assignment,
we did not expect to find differences.
We measured learning using accuracy in solving problems
on the posttest. We then modeled the extent to which
visuospatial working memory capacity and verbal working
memory capacity predicted learning, while controlling for
fluid and crystallized intelligence.
Prior to analysis, we assessed multicollinearity of
predictors. We examined the bivariate correlations among
predictors. The bivariate correlation between verbal working
memory and visuospatial working memory was weak (r =
.36). There were also weak correlations between fluid
intelligence and verbal working memory (r = .19), fluid
intelligence and visuospatial working memory (r = .36),
crystallized intelligence and verbal working memory (r =
.19), and crystallized intelligence and visuospatial working
memory (r = .09). Finally, the bivariate correlation between
fluid and crystallized intelligence was also weak (r = .29). To
further reduce collinearity in our analysis, and to be
consistent with prior work, we calculated the residual of the
regression of working memory values predicted from both
fluid and crystallized intelligence to ensure that our working
memory measures only measured working memory and not
other cognitive abilities.
Mean performance on the posttest was 0.82 (SD =.16) for
participants in the gesture condition and 0.77 (SD =.16) for
those in the no gesture condition, suggesting that our
participants were successful in learning from the new
instruction. Following prior work, we modeled the log odds
of correctly solving each posttest problem from two-way
interactions between condition and verbal working memory,
and condition and visuospatial working memory, with fluid
and crystallized intelligence as covariates, and participant
and problem intercepts as random effects. Gesture was
dummy coded, with the no gesture condition serving as the
reference group.
There were positive main effects of fluid intelligence (β =
0.44, z = 3.14, p = 0.002), and crystallized intelligence (β =
0.34, z = 2.55, p = 0.011) on posttest accuracy. There was also
a significant effect of gesture condition (β = 0.54, z = 2.10, p
= 0.036). There was also a positive effect of visuospatial
working memory on posttest accuracy (β = 0.47, z = 1.97, p
= 0.049). Because we used dummy coding of condition, with
the No Gesture group as the reference group, this effect
indicates that visuospatial working memory capacity
predicted performance in the no gesture group.
The effect of verbal working memory capacity on
performance was not significant (β = 0.24, z = .90, p = 0.37),
indicating that verbal working memory capacity did not
predict performance in the no gesture group.

Table 1: Mean (M) and standard deviation (SD) for all
measures by condition.

Condition
Gesture
No Gesture

Rules
M
SD
0.97 0.06
0.97 0.07

Explanations
M
SD
0.80
0.18
0.75
0.19

Posttest
M
SD
0.82 0.16
0.77 0.16

Fluid
Intelligence
M
SD
9.94 3.46
10.2 2.72

There was not an interaction of visuospatial working memory
with condition (β = -0.15, z = -0.51, p = 0.61), indicating that
the effect of visuospatial working memory on performance in
the gesture group was not significantly different from that
seen in the no gesture group. Similarly, there was not an
interaction of verbal working memory and condition (β = 0.42, z = -1.19, p = 0.23). Thus, there was no evidence that
the effect of visuospatial and verbal working memory varied
across the two instructional conditions.
When we re-parameterized the model using the gesture
group as the reference group, the overall pattern of findings
for the effects of working memory were similar. There was a
marginal effect of visuospatial working memory on posttest
accuracy (β = 0.31, z = 1.75, p = .08), and no interaction with
condition (β = 0.15, z = 0.51, p = .61). There was no effect of
verbal working memory on posttest accuracy performance (β
= -0.17, z = -0.77, p = .44), and no interaction with condition
(β = 0.42, z = 1.19, p = 0.23).

Figure 2. Verbal (top) and visuospatial (bottom) working
memory scores and their relation to mathematical learning
with or without gesture at instruction.
We next considered an exploratory model that did not
control for fluid and crystallized intelligence, using total
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Crystallized
Intelligence
M
SD
7.00 3.85
6.44 3.00

Visuospatial
Working
Memory
M
SD
15.0
5.70
15.7
4.41

Verbal
Working
Memory
M
SD
23.0 4.69
24.0 3.96

score for the measures of verbal and visuospatial working
memory rather than residualized scores. We saw the same
pattern of findings. There was a beneficial effect of gesture
(β =.59, z = 2.13, p = 0.033). Visuospatial working memory
predicted performance (β = .59, z = 2.38, p = 0.018) and there
was no interaction with condition (β =-.22, z = -.70, p = .48).
Verbal working memory did not significantly predict
performance (β = .43, z = 1.55, p = 0. 12), and there was no
interaction with condition (β =-.48, z = -1.28, p = 0.20). Thus,
it did not seem that the pattern of findings we observed was
due to controlling for intelligence included in the model.

Discussion
This experiment replicated and extended prior work that
examined individual differences in working memory and
how they relate to mathematical learning with gesture
(Aldugom et al., 2020). We found a main effect of gesture on
learning, with those in the gesture condition learning more
than those in the no gesture condition. This finding extends
prior work, which found only a trend towards improved
performance in the gesture group in a similar version of this
task. We also found both fluid and crystallized intelligence to
predict posttest performance, replicating prior findings that
linked intelligence to performance on this novel math task.
Finally, we found that visuospatial working memory
predicted posttest performance in both conditions, partially
replicating prior findings.
There was a reliable benefit to learning with gesture. The
adds to recent literature demonstrating that the beneficial
effect of gesture on learning is not limited to children (Cutica
& Bucciarelli, 2008; Kelly, McDevitt, & Esch, 2009; Pi,
Zhang, Zhu, Xu, Yang, & Hu, 2019; Rueckert et al., 2017).
Gesture goes beyond supporting learning in developing
language learners, to support learners with more developed
linguistic capabilities.
Both fluid and crystallized intelligence significantly
predicted posttest performance. Considering our math task is
a novel abstract equivalence task that uses shapes instead of
numbers, performance on this task depends heavily on the
ability to apply strategy to solve novel rule-based problems.
Therefore, we were not surprised to see that measures of
intelligence strongly predict performance.
Visuospatial working memory capacity was positively
related to performance, and this effect was seen for both
instruction with gesture and instruction without gesture. In
our prior work, visuospatial working memory capacity was
differentially related to performance depending on whether

the instruction included gesture (Aldugom et al, 2020).
Specifically, for those who learned with gesture, visuospatial
working memory capacity positively predicted performance.
However, for those who learned without gesture, visuospatial
working memory capacity did not predict performance.
It is possible that this task relies on visuospatial working
memory regardless of the presence or absence of gesture, and
that our prior work simply failed to detect this effect, perhaps
because we used a simple span task. It is also possible that
changes in the experimental design increased the role of
visuospatial working memory in supporting learning in this
task. One critical difference in our experimental design was
increasing the number and enhancing the visual
characteristics of the instructional videos. The videos used in
this experiment may have loaded on visuospatial working
memory differently than the videos in our prior work.
Verbal working memory did not significantly predict
performance in either condition. This finding contradicts
work in the literature linking verbal working memory to math
learning (Jarvis & Gathercole, 2003), although some studies
have found visuospatial working memory to be more
predictive of mathematical performance than verbal working
memory as seen here (Giofre, Donolato, & Mammarella,
2018). This finding also contradicts our prior work, which
found that verbal working memory predicted learning when
instruction did not include gestures. Although the pattern
observed did not show significant differences in how verbal
working memory capacity related to learning, the trends in
the data were consistent with our prior work. The current
study may have been underpowered to detect the predicted
interaction.
Because we changed the instructional videos, the posttest,
and the verbal working memory measure, it is also possible
that changes in the experiment design may have decreased
the role of verbal working memory in supporting learning in
this task. One specific change that may have altered the role
of verbal working memory in this task is the presentation
format of the rules. In our prior study, the rules for combining
the shapes were presented in text format. Participants read
each rule for how the shapes combined and related to one
another and answered one practice problem after reading
each rule. Participants had unlimited time to read each rule.
In the present work, participants did not rely on text to
understand the basic rules of this novel mathematical system.
Instead, these were presented with video. It is possible that
the text presented rules resulted in more verbal working
memory load than video presentation.
Recent work has shown that individuals with higher
visuospatial working memory are better at processing
information from gestures whereas individuals with higher
verbal working memory are better at processing information
from speech (Özer & Göksun, 2020). Additionally, gesture
sensitivity is related to visuospatial working memory, but not
to verbal working memory (Wu & Coulson, 2014). These
findings are consistent with the findings from our prior work,
but not with some of our present data.
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However, there are several key differences to note. First,
the task in Özer and Göksun (2020) required participants to
process simple gestures and single action words, while this
task focused on multimodal processing and comprehension.
The task in Wu and Coulson (2014) included short video clips
of everyday activities in which gestures were either
congruent or incongruent with concurrent speech, and the
task required participants to decide whether picture probes
were related or unrelated to the short video clips. The task in
our work is an abstract mathematical learning task that
operates over shapes, and the purpose of the task is to assess
whether gesture enhances mathematical learning. Second, the
gestures used in Özer and Göksun (2020) and in Wu and
Coulson (2014) were iconic hand gestures, whereas all of the
gestures used in our work are deictic (pointing) gestures.
Finally, the videos used in Özer and Göksun (2020) only
included the hand gestures in the visual scene. The videos
used in Wu and Coulson (2014) included a speaker from the
waist up in the visual scene, however, the face of the speaker
was blurred. The videos used in our abstract mathematical
learning task include the mathematical problem on a screen
as well as the instructor from the waist up, and none of the
visual information was blurred or cut from the visual scene
(refer to Figure 1). Therefore, unlike prior work, the videos
used in the current study contained a considerable amount of
visual information in addition to the gestures.
It is possible that different cognitive mechanisms are
utilized when processing short actions with speech and
gesture compared with learning a novel abstract system with
speech and gesture. Another possibility is that because our
video recorded rules and instructions include significantly
more visual information than gesture alone (facial features,
lip movements, a large screen depicting the relevant shapes
for each problem), the learning task loads significantly more
on visuospatial working memory than verbal working
memory, regardless of whether gesture is present or absent
during instruction. Additional work will be necessary to
understand how characteristics of learners interact with
characteristics of instructional designs.
Learning arises via complex and dynamic interactions
between learners and learning environments. Here, changing
characteristics of instructions did not change the cognitive
resources supporting learning in a novel math task, unlike
findings in a previous, similar study. Given the potentially
complex interplay between characteristics of learners,
instructions, and tasks, researchers should be cautious in
making broad claims about the generalizability of findings.
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Abstract
Co-speech gestures can enhance a listener’s understanding of a
spoken message, yet children show a greater benefit of gesture
than adults (Hostetter, 2011). We explore whether this effect
may be driven by language proficiency, and in turn, by
differences in how children visually attend to gesture when
they are processing narratives in their stronger vs. weaker
language. Bilingual children were shown narratives with
scripted gesture in their stronger and weaker languages, while
their visual attention was monitored. Memory for narratives
was then assessed. Our findings suggest language proficiency
does affect the degree to which children benefit from co-speech
gesture – children showed a greater boost from co-speech
gesture when processing narrative in their weaker language.
Results also suggest that greater attention to gesture when
processing ones’ weaker language may underlie this effect.
Keywords: gesture; visual attention; language proficiency

Introduction
Gestures are spontaneous hand movements that are tied
temporally and semantically to speech, and used naturally
when we communicate with others (McNeill, 1992). Gestures
can represent information through their form and movement
trajectory and localize referents. Listeners are better able to
comprehend a speaker’s message if speech is accompanied
by gesture than when it is not, yet the size of this effect
depends on multiple factors. One of these factors is the age
of a listener – children benefit more from having gesture
incorporated in communication than adults (Hostetter, 2011).
The purpose of the present study is to address whether
children might show this benefit due to their weaker language
proficiency, and reliance on gesture for interpreting complex
speech (Hostetter, 2011). We also ask whether children
visually attend more to co-speech gesture when they are less
proficient in a language, and whether attention to gesture then
impacts a child’s ability to recall a speaker’s message. A
difference in visual attention, coupled with a relation between
looking to gesture and remembering information could
provide a visual attention mechanism through which gesture
in communication is more powerful for children than adults.

Language Proficiency May Affect Gesture Benefits
In her meta-analysis, Hostetter (2011) posits that one reason
gesture may be more crucial to children’s understanding of a
spoken message than adults, is that children are still learning
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language: they do not have the command of the language that
adults do. In other words, spoken language is inherently more
difficult for children to understand, and gesture provides an
easier, visual route by which to understand a message, which
is independent of a child’s spoken language skills. This idea
is supported by a study examining simple and complex
message comprehension in preschool and kindergarten aged
children (McNeil, Alibali, & Evans, 2000). When both
groups were asked to interpret a simple message, gestures
reinforcing the intended message did not influence
comprehension. When the message was complex, reinforcing
gestures were found to facilitate speech comprehension for
the preschool-aged children only. Assuming that preschool
children have poorer language proficiency than kindergarten
children, this indicates that gestures are more beneficial for
those with weak language skills.
One powerful way to test whether language proficiency
plays a role in the utility of gesture would be to consider this
question within individuals who have different competencies
in two languages. This would control for confounding
individual differences that might impact the ability of gesture
to support comprehension and memory for a spoken message,
along with many other differences between children and
adults than their general language competency. Because
children do have basic language skills, a useful population to
consider are bilingual children who have a basic level of
competency within a second language but are more
competent in their first language. We define bilingual
children as those who have learned two languages from birth,
with regular exposure to both languages. But, because
bilingual children often develop language skills in two
languages at an uneven pace (Pearson, Fernandez, & Oller,
1993), they pose a unique opportunity to study the
modulating effects of language proficiency on the utility of
communicative gesture.

Relative Language Proficiency and Visual
Attention to Gesture
If language proficiency predicts the utility of gesture for
understanding a spoken message, there remains the question
of why. One possible mechanism relates to visual attention;
perhaps when an individual is less competent in a spoken
language, they are more likely to attend to gesture, thus
giving gesture a greater opportunity to impact understanding
of a message.

Evidence that focus on gesture may increase when
understanding a speaker’s message is difficult comes from a
comparison of attention to gesture during a narrative versus
instruction on a new concept. In previous studies of adult’s
visual attention to gesture in narrative, looking to the
speaker’s hands is rare (Gullberg & Holmqvist, 2006;
Gullberg & Kita, 2009). For example, Gullberg and
Holmqvist (2006) found that listeners focused predominately
on a speaker’s face, only looking to the hands less than 1%
of the time gesture was present. Gullberg and Kita (2009)
further showed that when gesture is attended to, this is most
often in response to a speaker providing a cue that gesture is
important, such as looking to the gesture while producing it.
In contrast, work by Wakefield and colleagues (2018), in
which children were asked to attend to instruction on the
concept of mathematical equivalence, showed that children
fixated on gesture 20% of the time gesture was present. This
heightened focus on gesture may be due to children’s
difficulty understanding the meaning of spoken instruction.
If this is the case, listeners may modulate their attention to
gesture when they are not understanding enough from speech.
Interestingly, some work has demonstrated that gestures
may actually harm comprehension and recall for individuals
with weaker language skills. Drijvers, Vaitonytė, and
Özyürek (2019) presented native and non-native adult
listeners of Dutch with clips of a speaker with either normal
speech or degraded speech, and with either no gestures or cospeech iconic gestures. This study found that although nonnative speakers allocated more visual attention towards
gesture, they did not gain as much benefit from gesture as did
native listeners. This may be because the challenge presented
from disambiguating degraded speech outweighed benefits
from gesture. Native speakers, on the other hand, had less
difficulty disambiguating speech and thus had more cognitive
resources to allocate towards gesture.

mismatches (i.e., gesture that provide additional – but not
incongruent – information not found in speech). After
watching the video, participants were asked to retell the story.
In our study, two narrations are presented, one in a child’s
stronger language and one in their weaker language, with the
inclusion of choreographed gesture matches and mismatches.
We expect children will remember more of the narrative
presented in their stronger language due to less difficulty in
comprehending the spoken message. We also anticipate that
gesture will have a greater effect when children are recalling
the narrative presented in their weaker language.
Including both gesture matches and mismatches allows us
to further consider the nuances of gesture’s effects. If gesture
is helping listeners process the basic information in speech, it
follows that matching gestures would be of more use to
children when processing narrative in their weaker language,
whereas mismatching gestures may either clarify the spoken
message or perhaps not benefit children if integrating this
information with speech is too cognitively taxing.
In terms of visual attention, we hypothesize that children
will pay greater visual attention to co-speech gestures in their
weaker language, as attention to gesture may be used as a
compensatory mechanism for understanding speech (Church,
Ayman-Nolley, & Mahootian, 2004). In relating visual
attention to recall of information, we hypothesize that looking
to a matching gesture will result in higher likelihood of recall,
owing to the reinforcement of information. On the other hand,
looking to a mismatching gesture may either lead to more
modifications in participants’ retelling of the narrative, or
perhaps even lack of recall, as the additional information in
gesture may be integrated into participants’ understanding of
the story or distract from the verbal information.

Methods
Participants

Current Study
The main purpose of this study is to further explore the
impact of co-speech gesture on communication, focusing on
whether the presence of gesture differentially impacts
memory for a spoken message based on a listener’s
proficiency in that language. We also ask whether direct
visual attention to gesture plays a role in this phenomenon.
To do this, we employ eye tracking methods to monitor visual
attention of bilingual children while they are watching
narratives in which a speaker uses co-speech gesture in both
their stronger and weaker languages. We then ask children to
recall these narratives.
Our paradigm is adapted from Cassell and colleagues
(1998), in which adults watched a video of a storyteller
recount the plot of a Sylvester and Tweety Bird cartoon. The
narration was accompanied by choreographed gesture
matches (i.e., gestures that are redundant with speech) and

Data from 17 Polish-English bilingual children between the
ages of 6 and 8 (10 female, Mage = 7.92, SDage = 1.22) were
analyzed for the present study1. Children were recruited from
Polish Saturday schools and were all identified as NonHispanic and White, but coming from diverse socioeconomic backgrounds. Children were compensated with
stickers and a certificate noting their participation in the
study. The schools were compensated with a gift card.

Materials
Language questionnaire. Parents completed a questionnaire
assessing their child’s proficiency in and exposure to Polish
and English. The questionnaire asked for the parents to rate
their child’s ability in speaking, reading, writing, and
comprehension in both languages, in addition to questions
about the history of the child’s formal education in Polish.
1
Two additional participants were excluded from this sample for
having poor eye tracking (<65% ). Additional recruitment of
participants was halted due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
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Stimuli. Two female actresses were filmed, seated in front of
a black curtain, reciting scripted recollections of two
cartoons: (1) a Tweety Bird cartoon, in which Sylvester is
scheming to capture Tweety Bird, and (2) a Bolek and Lolek
cartoon, which follows the two brothers’ road trip full of
mishaps. One actress recorded the scripts in English; the
other actress recorded the scripts in Polish. Actresses spoke
and gestured as if they were explaining the story to someone
sitting to the right of the camera, thus, they did not look
directly at the camera. Gestures were scripted: each narration
included 8 matching gestures and 12 mismatching gestures
that occurred on isolated pieces of information within a story,
what we will refer to as ‘story points’. Matching gestures are
redundant with speech; for example, a narrator might say
“she hears a noise” while cupping her hand behind her ear
(see Figure 1). A mismatching gesture provides additional –
but not incongruent – information not found in speech; a
narrator might say “Sylvester goes up the drainpipe” while
cupping her hands in front of her and alternating moving
them upwards. Here, the gesture illustrates Sylvester is
climbing up a ladder on the drainpipe. The rest of the story
points were unaccompanied by gesture, used as a “no
gesture” condition in analyses. Actresses filmed each
narrative twice, so that different mismatching gestures could
be incorporated in each version; these gestures were chosen
so that modification to the spoken narrative could be traced
back to one version. For presentation, each narration was
separated into 6 segments, such that children only had to
remember short sections (30-60 sec) of the story at a time.
This resulted in 48 stimulus videos (2 stories x 2 versions x 2
languages x 6 segments).

Figure 1: Example of matching gesture in video stimuli.
Eye Tracker. Eye tracking data was collected using a
TobiiPro X3-120 remote eye tracker attached to a 15-inch
Dell laptop. Tobii eyetracking uses a 9-point calibration
procedure using standard animation white dots. Following
calibration, the participant was presented with narrative
segments during which gaze data was collected and
integrated with the video.

Procedure
Children were tested individually in a quiet classroom.
Children sat approximately 60 cm in front of the eye tracker
mounted to the base of a laptop and were told they would
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watch videos of women telling two stories and would be
asked to recall as much as they could remember about what
happened in each story. After calibration, children watched
12 video segments (six belonging to each story) and were
asked “what happened?” following each segment. One story
was presented in English, and the other was presented in
Polish. Children were asked to respond in the language in
which the story was presented. Counterbalancing was used to
ensure that performance differences were not due to a
particular cartoon, the order in which stories were presented,
or which language was presented first. Sessions were
videotaped on a Logitech camera mounted on the laptop so
that speech and gesture could be transcribed in ELAN (2020).
Polish responses were then translated into English.

Scoring
Each script was separated into 60 significant story points.
Story points are individual pieces of information that could
be recalled. Each story thus contained 40 story points with no
gesture, 8 story points with matching gesture, and 12 story
points with mismatching gesture. Coders, blind to which
version of a narration a child saw, determined whether the
story points were included in each response (recall score).
Coders also evaluated whether responses were accurate with
respect to the spoken scripts or modified. If the transcript
portion was judged to be modified (i.e., words in the
participant’s response did not explicitly match words in the
script), the coders determined if this modification could be
traced back to information from a mismatching gesture in
Version A or Version B. This modification score was used
to determine whether information presented uniquely in
gesture was integrated in a participant’s recollection of the
story. Coders also evaluated the participants’ gestures, and
judged whether the gestures produced during recall could be
traced back to either version of the story, and whether these
gestures were redundant (matching) or non-redundant
(mismatching) with speech.
Across measures, reliability between coders was moderate
to strong. Recall score: Coders agreed on 1948 of 2040
judgements (94%), K = 0.87. Modification score: Coders
agreed on 436 of 605 judgements (72%), K = 0.44. In tracing
gesture back to the stimulus, coders agreed on 32 of 38
judgements (84%); in judging whether gesture was
complimentary or supplementary the coders agreed on all 38
judgements. The kappa values suggest raters agreed
substantially for recall and gesture but agreement for
modification scores was low. Disagreements were resolved
through further discussion.

Results
All analyses were conducted through R Studio (version
1.2.1335), supported by R version 3.6.1 “Action of the
Toes” (2019). Analyses relied predominately on the lme4
package, which allows for mixed effects modeling (Bates,
Mächler, Bolker, & Walker, 2015). When running mixed
effects models through lme4, dummy coding was used, the

accompanied by mismatching gesture, compared to no
gesture (b = -0.31, SE = 0.18, t = -1.78, p = .08).

Behavioral Performance
To address whether the presence of gesture differentially
impacts memory for a spoken message based on a listener’s
proficiency in that language, we sought first to confirm that
children showed weaker proficiency in Polish compared to
English. Not all parents completed the language
questionnaire, but of the 11 who did, children were rated as
having stronger ability in English (M = 4.32, SD = 0.83) than
Polish (M = 3.79, SD = 0.85). A Bayesian t-test favored the
alternative hypothesis – that children show differences in
language strength (t(10) = 6.72, CI: 0.35 to 0.71, p < .001).
Although this does not account for children whose parents
did not submit the questionnaire, it is likely these children
also showed weaker Polish language skills, as children were
attending Polish school because Polish was their second
language, and the goal of Polish school is to improve their
language skills. Across the whole sample, we found that
proportion of story points recalled from a narrative was much
lower when a narrative was presented in Polish (M = 0.21, SD
= 0.11) compared to English narration (M = 0.39, SD = 0.17).
A mixed-effects binomial logistic regression model with
whether a story point was remembered as the dependent
measure (0,1) and language of the stimulus as the predictor,
with participant entered as a random factor revealed that this
difference was significant (b = 0.98, SE = 0.11, t = 9.32, p <
0.001). Together, these results suggest children in our sample
were less proficient in Polish compared to English.
The main question, then, is whether the presence of gesture
had a different impact on the likelihood children would
remember a story point when the narrative was presented in
English or Polish (Figure 2). We used a mixed-effect
binomial logistic regression model with whether a story point
was remembered as the dependent measure (0,1) and
language of the stimulus, type of gesture (no gesture,
matching gesture, mismatching gesture), and an interaction
between these terms as fixed factors, a random intercept for
participant, and a random slope for language of stimulus by
participant. Our model revealed a significant interaction
(χ2(1) = 7.29, p = .03), suggesting that the presence of gesture
differently impacted memory for stories in children’s
stronger and weaker language. Exploring this interaction,
children were significantly more likely to recall a story point
in Polish if it was accompanied by matching gesture
compared to no gesture (b = 0.48, SE = 0.22, t = 2.17, p =
.03), but this extra benefit of gesture was not found for
English narratives (b = -0.22, SE = 0.21, t = -1.06, p = .29).
Interestingly, children were not more likely to recall a story
point in Polish if it was accompanied by a mismatching
gesture compared to no gesture (b = 0.19, SE = 0.20, t = 0.94,
p = .35) and in the English narrative, there was a trend
towards memory being worse if story points were
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Proportion of Story Points Remembered

default option for coding in this package. To determine
whether children showed a difference in their English and
Polish proficiency, a Bayesian t-test was conducted, using
the Bolstad package.
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Figure 2: Recall of story points by gesture type in English
and Polish
As a second measure of whether gesture impacted memory
for narrative differently, based on which language it was
presented in, we asked whether participants used almost
identical language to the original narration, or modified their
language. For example, the narrator said “Bolek presses a
button and the car starts to fly” while making either an
“airplane” gesture (hands out at both sides) or a “helicopter”
gesture (finger pointing up and twirling). An accurate
response that one participant recalled was “they hit press a
button that makes the car fly”. Another participant said
“Bolek pressed a button and the car had wings so it could
fly”; this would qualify as a modified response because
‘wings’ were not explicitly said in the original script. We
considered whether proportion of modifications were
predicted by language and gesture type. There were
significantly more modifications to recall following the
Polish narration (M = 0.50, SD = 0.50) than the English
narration (M = 0.27, SD = 0.45; b = 0.99, SE = 0.18, z = 5.47,
p < 0.001). Mismatching gestures resulted in the most
modifications to speech in both languages (Eng: M = 0.56,
SD = 0.50; Pol: M = 0.64, SD = 0.49), followed by matching
gestures (Eng: M = 0.22, SD = 0.42; Pol: M = 0.62, SD =
0.49), and no gesture accompanying speech (Eng: M = 0.21,
SD = 0.41; Pol: M = 0.42, SD = 0.50). Linear regression
models revealed modification numbers differed significantly
(p < .05).
We further examined gesture production by participants to
consider whether information from gesture is primarily
reproduced in gesture. A total of 38 gestures were produced
during recall; 21 were produced in English recall, 17 were
produced in Polish recall. A majority of gestures were coded
as matching with speech (Eng;15, Pol:11), and the rest were
considered mismatching with speech (Eng:6, Pol:6). Of the
gestures that could be traced back to a gesture from the
stimulus, 12 matching gestures were reproduced (Eng:7,
Pol:5), and 7 mismatching gestures were reproduced (Eng:4,

Pol:3). Similar to tracing modifications of speech back to
stimulus version, we ask whether coders could reliably
predict which story version the participant watched based on
their reproduction of mismatching gestures. All 7
mismatching gestures were correctly predicted to trace back
to the respective version the participant watched.

Visual Attention
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Gesture
Face
Body

English
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Figure 3: Visual allocation of attention to AOIs in English
and Polish
Figure 3 shows participants’ allocation of visual attention
during narratives to each AOI, separated by language. For the
sake of brevity, we consider just attention to gesture: In line
with our hypothesis, a linear mixed effects regression with
proportion looking to the gesture as the dependent measure,
a fixed effect of language of the stimulus (English, Polish),
as well as a random intercept for participant, revealed that
children allocated significantly more of their attention to
gesture when viewing a narrative in Polish (M = 0.05, SD =
0.02) versus English (M = 0.02, SD = 0.02; b = 0.02, SE =
0.005, t = 5.08, p < 0.001).

Relating Visual Attention to Recall
Having established that children attended more to gesture
when processing a narrative presented in Polish, our final
question was whether this attention predicted recall. To do
this, we considered just the story points that were
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Having established that gesture boosts memory for story
points more in a child’s weaker language compared to
stronger language, we next turned to whether visual attention
could explain this phenomenon. First, we ask if there are
differences in allocation of visual attention to the narrative
videos, based on the language of the stimulus. During the
study, the two narratives were separated into segments to ease
recall but considered at the level of the entire narrative for the
purpose of analysis. Dynamic areas of interest (AOIs) were
generated for the screen, the narrator’s face, body, hands at
rest, and gesture space. The body AOI was the rest of the
torso space unoccupied by gesture or hands at rest AOIs.
When gesture overlapped with torso space, it was considered
part of the gesture AOI. Proportion of time spent looking to
each AOI was calculated using the total time looking at each
AOI divided by the total time looking at the screen.

accompanied by matching or mismatching gesture. Figure 4
shows the recall of story points separated by whether they
were fixated to, the language of the stimuli, and gesture type.
We conducted a mixed effects logistic regression, predicting
memory for story points (0, 1), with an interaction between
whether gesture was fixated (0,1) and the type of gesture
(match, mismatch) as a fixed effect, participant included as a
random intercept and a random slope of language of stimulus
by participant. This model was a significantly better fit than
a simple model without the interaction term (χ2 = 1.95, p <
.001). Our model revealed a marginal trend that looking to
matching gesture in both languages aids children in recalling
story events (b = 0.51, SE = 0.30, t = 1.74, p = 0.08), but that
attention to mismatching gesture does not affect recall (b =
0.12, SE = 0.24, z = 0.51, p = 0.61). While finding a marginal
effect of looking to matching gesture on recall must be treated
with caution and further substantiated by increasing the
sample size when data collection is allowable, this may
suggest the following: Matching gesture that reinforces
information in speech may boost memory for a story point.
However, because listeners are more likely to focus on
gesture when they are not as proficient in the spoken
language, gesture has more of an opportunity to affect
memory for narrative when a listener is processing a language
in which they are less proficient – this would explain our
behavioral result that recall is significantly more likely when
matching gesture accompanied story points in the Polish
narrative, but not the English narrative.

Match

Mismatch
Fixation

Match

Mismatch

No Fixation

Figure 4: Recall of story points by allocation of visual
attention to matching and mismatching gesture

Discussion
Our goals in the present study were to ask (1) whether the
utility of co-speech gesture for understanding a spoken
message is affected by a listener’s language proficiency, and
(2) whether this effect is driven by greater visual attention to
gesture when a spoken message is more difficult to
understand. Our data do suggest that gesture boosts
children’s likelihood of recalling information from a story
when the story is presented in a child’s relatively weaker

language, but only if that gesture is redundant with the spoken
message (i.e., matching gesture). This boost was not found
when narratives were presented in English – the child’s
stronger language. Nor was this boost found when gesture
expressed information not found in speech: It appears that
only gestures that reinforce a spoken message are helpful for
children in their weaker language. Additionally, we suggest
this effect may be driven by greater visual attention to gesture
when the spoken message was difficult to understand.
Supporting this idea, children allocated significantly more of
their visual attention to gesture when the narrative was in
their weaker language compared to their stronger language.
Further, although marginal, the pattern of the data suggests
that visually attending to matching gestures in either
language facilitated higher recall of narrative than when
gesture was not fixated. This should be substantiated with
additional data when data collection is possible. If this pattern
persists, this would suggest that the reason we see a boost in
recall of story points when children are processing a narrative
in their weaker language is because they look more to gesture,
and this gives gesture an opportunity to boost memory for the
spoken message it accompanies.
Our results begin to elucidate why Hostetter’s (2011) metaanalysis showed that gesture boosts children’s ability to
comprehend a spoken message more than it boosts adults’
understanding: language proficiency seems to play a role, as
does visual attention. Focusing on visual attention during
narrative, our finding that children allocate more attention to
gesture in their weaker language provides direct support for
previous literature suggesting that attention to gesture may be
used as a compensatory mechanism to understand speech,
particularly when the message is complex or the individual
has weak verbal fluency (McNeil, Alibali, & Evans, 2000;
Hostetter, 2011). As another mode of communicating a target
message, gesture may act as a visual tool to help reinforce
information in speech. Our finding also aligns with and
extends previous eye tracking work: in the few studies that
have considered attention to gesture in narrative compared to
gesture in instruction (Gullberg & Holmqvist, 2006; Gullberg
& Kita, 2009; Wakefield et al., 2018), listeners attend more
to gesture during instruction presumably because they do not
understand the spoken message and need the support of
gesture. We extend this finding by showing that within the
same individuals, visual attention to gesture can be
modulated based on how difficult the spoken message is to
understand on its own.
Furthermore, our results suggest that visual attention to
gesture has consequences: we found a marginal trend that
story points with matching gesture were better remembered
if participants fixated on the gesture. It follows that attending
more to matching gesture in the Polish narrative led to better
recall of associated story points compared to story points
accompanied by no gesture. But this behavioral boost was not
found when narratives were in English, likely because
children did not look to the gesture as often, and therefore the
gesture did not have the opportunity to affect recall to the
same extent. So, it may be that matching gesture can always
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lead to better memory for spoken information, but that unless
spoken language is difficult to understand – based on either
the content, or in this case, a relatively low language
proficiency – listeners tend not to look at the gesture and gain
the full extent of gestures’ potential to aid in comprehension.
The beneficial effect of matching gesture corroborates
previous work, which shows that matching gesture aids recall
and comprehension due to redundancy of information (Holle
& Gunter, 2007). But what about mismatching gesture? Why
were children no more likely to recall story points
accompanied by mismatching gesture compared to no gesture
in the Polish narrative, and marginally less likely to
remember story points accompanied by mismatching gesture
compared to no gesture in the English narrative? Previous
literature suggests that mismatching gesture should aid
comprehension due to the addition of unique information to
a mental model (Hostetter, 2011). But recent work has shown
that this might not always be the case. Dargue and Sweller
(2020) showed that both children and adults are better able to
remember story points from a narrative when that narrative is
accompanied by typical gestures, but not atypical gestures.
They define typical and atypical gesture based on the degree
of sematic-relatedness between the gesture and the speech it
accompanies. Although this does not directly map onto
matching and mismatching gestures, by their nature,
mismatching gestures are less semantically related to speech
than matching gestures. Thus, our findings may be due to the
same phenomenon. Our results suggest that mismatching
gesture accompanying a language in which a child is
proficient may be difficult for the child to integrate with
speech and harm the formation of a cohesive story model by
distracting attention away from critical verbal information.
Children’s recall was not harmed by mismatching gesture in
their weaker language because they did not attend to
mismatching gesture in that language as much as they
attended to mismatching gesture in their stronger language,
thus not giving mismatching gesture the opportunity to
confuse their recollection of information.
These findings may help elucidate the contradictory
findings that looking to gesture harms recall in listeners with
weaker language skills (Drijvers, Vaitonytė, & Özyürek,
2019; Kartalkanat & Göksun, 2020). It may be that matching
gestures (i.e. gestures that give the exact same information as
in speech) clarify speech for individuals with weak language
skills. However, using mismatching gestures (i.e. gestures
that give any additional information not found in speech,
which would be any gesture when speech is degraded) may
increase cognitive load of an individual with weak language
skills, resulting in the effects seen in previous studies.
In further examining the effects of matching and
mismatching gesture on the quality of recall, we find that
most modifications to recall occurred for story points
accompanied by mismatching gestures across both
languages, conceptually replicating Cassell et al. (1998) and
showing the influence of gesture on memory of narrative. In
other words, gesture impacted whether a story point was
remembered and how it was remembered.

Finally, the finding that our coders were able to
successfully predict which version a participant watched
based on their gestures, but not based on their verbal
responses, suggests that children may not have developed the
capacity to fully express all their ideas in speech and instead
express their thoughts through their hands. This is supported
by previous literature; when presented with a math
equivalence task, children who are not verbally able to
explain the correct strategy were able to do so through their
gestures (Perry, Church, & Goldin-Meadow, 1988).
Moreover, there was no difference in non-redundant gesture
production between the two languages, suggesting that
bilinguals do not use gesture during recall to compensate for
weak verbal skills. Rather, they use gesture to help reiterate
or emphasize their recall.
Results from the present study address important questions
about how gesture can benefit communication, but also raise
questions for future research. Our choice to study bilingual
children was well-motivated, as this allowed us to study the
effects of language proficiency on gesture’s ability to
influence recall of narrative within the same individuals. Yet,
there is literature that suggests bilinguals may better utilize
multiple sources of information in communication (Genesee,
Tucket, & Lambert, 1975), and attend differently to gesture
than monolinguals (Yow, 2013). For example, Yow (2013)
conducted a study with 3-4 year-old monolingual and
bilingual children and monolingual adults. In this case,
English was the native language of all participants, and
monolingual and bilingual children showed similar language
proficiency. In the study, an experimenter gestured to one of
two characters or did not gesture at all while using an
ambiguous pronoun (e.g. “This is Miss Owl and this is Miss
Ducky. She wants the ball”). Gesture had a greater impact on
how bilingual children interpreted the ambiguous pronouns
than both groups of monolinguals, suggesting that bilinguals
exhibit a heightened sensitivity to gestures produced by a
speaker. Thus, future work should be conducted to compare
how monolingual and bilingual children allocate visual
attention to gesture, to more fully understand the impact of
individual differences on the utility of gesture in
communication.
Despite the need for additional research to more fully
understand the role of language background in shaping how
listeners use gesture to make sense of narrative, the present
work provides a novel contribution to our understanding of
what individual factors may affect the beneficial effects of
gesture in communication: Language proficiency impacts the
utility of gesture for communication, and visual attention may
be the key to understanding why this occurs.
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Abstract
Planning and organization of one’s actions are crucial for successfully performing everyday activities such as setting the table. While existing research has addressed planning for welldefined tasks and control of already established sequences,
little is known about how such sequences are planned in illdefined tasks such as everyday activities. Initial attempts suggest that planning may be opportunistic, based on a number of
environmental factors to minimize cognitive and physical effort. We address two questions arising from the existing work:
First, to what extent is variation in human everyday activity behavior captured by the proposed opportunistic consideration of
environmental factors? We address this questions by employing machine learning baselines to gauge the proposed models
explanatory scope. Second, to what extent are existing models
of sequence control consistent with opportunistic action organization? We address this by investigating and discussing the
implications opportunistic planning has for the mechanisms
currently assumed for sequence control.
Keywords: spatial cognition; action sequence organization;
opportunistic planning

Introduction
Planning theory distinguishes between two domains of
problem-solving: well-defined and ill-defined. Well-defined
tasks are characterized by all the necessary information for
problem-solving being clearly specified (initial state, solution means, and goal state), whereas ill-defined tasks lack
specification in at least one of these areas (Simon, 1973).
While planning and action organization in well-defined tasks
has received considerable attention (see e.g. Newell & Simon, 1972; Morris & Ward, 2005; Botvinick & Plaut, 2004;
Botvinick & Weinstein, 2014; Cooper, Ruh, & Mareschal,
2014; Kachergis, Berends, de Kleijn, & Hommel, 2016), little is known about how humans achieve planning and organization in ill-defined tasks and existing approaches (see
e.g. Jiménez, De La Rosa, Fernández, Fernández, & Borrajo,
2012; Firby, 1987) are often ill-suited for everyday tasks.
In this contribution we shed further light on this issue by
considering everyday activities, as they provide a unique and
instrumental window for investigating the involved cognitive
abilities. For one, everyday activities are ill-defined problems, as multiple possible solutions exist without defining the
‘legal moves’ allowed to achieve task success, which makes it
computationally intractable to compare all possible solutions.
At the same time, everyday activities are sufficiently circumscribed to allow systematic and controlled investigation and,
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in fact, several suitable data sets have recently become available.
Early work suggests that planning in ill-defined domains
such as everyday activities requires an opportunistic approach (Hayes-Roth & Hayes-Roth, 1979; Patsenko & Altmann, 2010). Specifically, recent modelling work indicates
that problem-solving in everyday tasks follows a stepwiseoptimal strategy (Wenzl & Schultheis, 2020a) and takes
specific spatial constraints, such as distance, relational dependencies between items and dimensionality, into account
(Wenzl & Schultheis, 2020b), while planning only one step
ahead (Wenzl & Schultheis, 2020c). We will refer to this
model as the opportunistic planning model (OPM) henceforth. Although the OPM provides important insight into action planning and organization in ill-defined domains, it also
raises a number of questions, two of which we address in this
contribution. One aspect that remains unclear from the existing work is to what extent the OPM captures the regularities
and variations observed in human everyday activity behavior. Furthermore, the implications of the OPM for models of
action sequence control remain to be clarified.
Accordingly, this contribution has two main objectives:
First, by adopting the approach proposed in (Agrawal, Peterson, & Griffiths, 2019) we employ machine learning baselines
to more precisely gauge the OPM’s ability to capture aspects
of human behavior and, second, to investigate and discuss implications of the OPM (and the specific qualities of everyday
tasks it indicates) for the applicability of existing models of
action sequence control.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: First,
we give an overview of the difference between well- and illdefined problem domains and existing models of action sequence organization. Subsequently, we evaluate the OPM using two machine learning models to compare the predictive
power of each approach. We then highlight the implications
of the OPM and its success for existing models of sequential
action control. In closing, we discuss our results and highlight issues for future research.

Sequential Action Organization
Well- and Ill-Defined Domains of Problem-Solving
Planning theory divides the domain of problem-solving into
two domains: well-defined and ill-defined. Well-defined do-

mains are characterized by the subject having all the information available that is required to solve the problem, i.e., the
initial state, the desired goal state, and the rules or methods to
reach the goal state. Finding a solution can then be described
as searching the state space for a pathway that connects the
start to the goal state. Planning strategies aim to minimize the
extent of the search while providing a good chance of solving the problem or task successfully (Simon, 1973; Morris &
Ward, 2005, Chap. 2).
Ill-defined problems are characterized by (one ore more)
of the components of the problem space being not fully specified. In the sense of Simon (1973), any problem or task with
a large base of knowledge potentially relevant to the solution is ill-defined, as it becomes computationally intractable
to consider all possible solutions.
We argue that everyday activities are ill-defined problems:
In contrast to well-defined problems, where the allowable operations to reach the goal state are explicitly specified, there
are no such constraints for everyday tasks – while one might
argue that the initial state (no items on the table) and the goal
state (required items on the table) are fully specified in a task
such as table setting, the task can be solved with a multitude
of potential solutions, i.e., the solution means are unspecified.
While some everyday activities might require to do related actions in a specific order (e.g., following a recipe when cooking), this is not true for table setting, where all actions are
unrelated and could thus be performed in an entirely arbitrary
order.
As routine habits are highly optimized and require minimal cognitive effort, there is no clear ‘plan’ detailing which
actions to perform in which order that is formulated beforehand, but instead, actions that serve the overall goal are chosen based on situational opportunities in each step (Wenzl &
Schultheis, 2020c). We propose that, while people may have
a ‘default plan’ available for highly habitualized actions such
as table setting, planning is still required in a dynamically
changing task environment (e.g., when performing several
different everyday tasks simultaneously) or in a new environment, since in both cases, the preexisting plan needs to be
adjusted to the new or changing conditions respectively.

Models of Action Sequence Organization
Looking at existing approaches to planning and action organization reveals that most of them are tailored for well-defined
problems and therefore not suited for ill-defined tasks: Models of classical planning theory, such as the General Problem Solver developed by Newell and Simon (1972), define
problem-solving as a systematic search of the problem space
by heuristics such as means-end analysis, which suggests that
problem-solving is a rational, goal-directed, top-down approach to planning.
In existing models of sequential action organization, such
as the recurrent connectionist approch of Botvinick and Plaut
(2004), the assumption seems to be that the to be controlled
sequence is completely known from the outset, i.e., finding
a task solution consists in specifying the order of a fixed set
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of actions. Building on this work, the goal circuit model implements an additional goal system next to the basic habit or
routine system, which allows to perform action sequences in a
flexible, goal-directed manner (Cooper et al., 2014), but while
there is no fixed action set (sugar may or may not have to be
opened dependent on the specific start state), all necessary
subgoals for the action sequence are known in advance. In
the case of hierarchical model-based reinforcement learning,
the start and goal states of the to be solved navigation task
are also fully specified, such that the problem solution is to
find the lowest-cost pathway between both states (Botvinick
& Weinstein, 2014). Similarly, the reinforcement learning
model of Kachergis et al. (2016) provides an (unknown) fixed
action sequence that needs to be learned by the subject, where
the goal state (maximize the score) and the way to reach it
(select the correct target in each timestep) are also fully specified.
While these models explicitly consider everyday tasks,
they only include well-defined tasks – in ill-defined everyday tasks it is computationally intractable to choose the best
path from start to goal state. Instead, it is beneficial to implement a planning strategy that does not try to plan the whole
sequence choosing from a multitude of options, but that focuses on each step individually. Planning opportunistically
allows changing subsequent decisions based on each interim
decision, taking arising constraints or opportunities into account (Hayes-Roth & Hayes-Roth, 1979), thereby acting in a
less planful and more situated manner (Patsenko & Altmann,
2010).
Hierarchical task network (HTN) planning in artificial intelligence deals with tasks in ill-defined domains by decomposing complex tasks into primitive subtasks and compound
tasks, which are in turn decomposed into subtasks until a solution is found (Jiménez et al., 2012). However, HTN planning requires well-structured domain knowledge about the
specific task, i.e., part of the solution needs to be known in
advance and encoded. This is often unfeasible for real-world
problems, as knowledge about the environment may be partial and goals may be underspecified (see e.g. Georgievski
& Aiello, 2015). As people are able to perform everyday
tasks efficiently even in unknown environments and without specific instructions (‘set the table’ does not specify required items), it is reasonable to assume that they rely more
on general contextual knowledge (plates are normally stored
in cupboards) than on specific knowledge about a certain environment. The OPM aims to be applicable also in unknown
environments, which makes it infeasible to encode specific
knowledge into the model itself.
Another way to deal flexibly with arising opportunities and
constraints is to incorporate reactive planning strategies that
continually monitor the world state and choose actions based
on that state. While such a system is very flexible, it limits
the possibility to plan ahead, which may lead to inefficiency
or even dangerous situations, as strategic planning is required
to detect possibly negative future states before they occur

(Firby, 1987). Reactive planning may therefore be helpful
to monitor task execution during everyday tasks, but would
need to be complemented with some sort of strategic planning
in order to achieve task success without encountering detrimental situations. Concerning its opportunistic approach, the
OPM has similarities with affordance theory, as both rely on
the individual making use of opportunities for action provided
by the environment (Gibson, 1979). However, whereas affordances in the original Gibsonian interpretation can be directly
perceived and therefore render mental representations of the
environment unnecessary (see also Chong & Proctor, 2020),
the OPM assumes at least some kind of mental representation
of the spatial environment.
To evaluate how well an opportunistic model can explain
observed human behavior in everyday tasks, we consider the
OPM for table setting (Wenzl & Schultheis, 2020a).

Opportunistic Planning in Table Setting
The Opportunistic Planning Model
Previous modeling work indicates that humans prefer specific
action orderings while setting the table: The next item to be
picked up and taken to the table is assumed to be chosen based
on the current location and the perceived cost of each possible
action, with the lowest-cost action being chosen (Wenzl &
Schultheis, 2020a, 2020c, 2020b).
The OPM takes the influence of the following spatial aspects of the task environment on action organization during
table setting into account:

Category
strong k
medium k
food k
no k
c

Items
tray, placemat, table cloth
plate (empty), napkin
plate with food
prepared during sequence
all other items
items stored in closed locations

Value range
0.0 < k < 0.9
0.1 < k < 1.0
1.0 < k < 2.0
k = 1.0
1.0 < c < 2.0

item is supposed to be placed below the second item (saucer
and cup, etc.), the item is used to define the place setting
(placemat, plate), or the item is reserved for the food prepared during the action sequence and can thus only be taken
once preparations are done. As the actions themselves are not
directly related, i.e., there is no fixed order in which specific
actions need to be performed, all actions are considered individually, without any dependencies on other actions. Containment indicates whether an item can be accessed directly
or if it is stored in a closed location, such as a cupboard, that
has to be opened first.
The weighted cost for each possible action also depends on
which dimensions are considered when calculating the cost.
Based on previous research indicating a preference for encoding distances in 2D (xy) space (Wenzl & Schultheis, 2020c),
we only consider 2D distances in this analysis.
All parameters are treated as free parameters and are estimated from the data.

Simulation

• Distance: minimizing traversed distance,
• relational dependencies: e.g., saucer goes below cup and
should therefore be taken first, so both items have to be
moved to and placed on the table only once, and
• topology (containment): picking up items from, e.g., a
counter top, is considered less effortful than picking up
items stored in a closed cupboard.
The OPM approximates opportunistic planning by determining the lowest-cost next action for each step from episode
start (no items on the table, subject at starting position) to task
success (all required items on the table and, if specified, in the
target position, subject standing at the table).
Each cost C p,q is calculated by determining the Euclidean distance between two item locations p(x1 , y1 , z1 ) and
q(x2 , y2 , z2 ) in a nD representation of the specific environment, where n is either 1, 2, or 3. This distance is further
qualified by relational dependencies (parameter k) and containment (parameter c) yielding a weighted cost computed as
given in Eq. 1, where d is the Euclidean distance.
C p,q = d(p, q)k · c

Table 1: Parameter categories for items

(1)

Consistent with previous research on strong spatial cognition (Freksa, 2015), relational dependencies are defined as
constraints that favor putting one item on the table earlier
or later in the action sequence, e.g., either because the first
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Given a spatial layout with item coordinates, the task description (required items), and a sequence of current locations,
simulations were conducted as follows: For each predicted
next item, the prior location was taken as the current location,
regardless of whether the corresponding action was a table
setting action. In each step the cost for all next possible actions was calculated (Eq. 1, p = current location, q = item
location), from which the action with the lowest associated
cost was chosen. If there were multiple actions with the same
associated cost, one action was chosen randomly.
Parameters k and c were estimated by grid search by finding the best-fitting model over all unique sequences of action
orderings. Parameter k was estimated per item category (see
Tab. 1), c was estimated for all objects in closed storage locations (e.g., cupboard, drawer). For each parameter combination, model accuracy was evaluated for n = 50 iterations,
considering the median prediction error over all iterations.
Values were tested in the ranges given in Tab. 1, in steps of
0.1. We applied the model on five different data sets, which
are described in the following section.

Data
Of the five data sets we employed, four were collected in laboratory settings and one in a real-world setting. An important commonality of all data sets is that setting the table in
a solely habitual way was not possible, because the subjects

either were in a new environment or performed several everyday tasks simultaneously. In both cases, action sequence
organization had to be adapted to the changed environment or
conditions.
TUM Kitchen The TUM Kitchen Data Set (Tenorth, Bandouch, & Beetz, 2009) contains data from four subjects setting a table in different ways, each time using the same items
in the same lab environment.
EPIC-KITCHENS EPIC-KITCHENS (Damen, D. et al.,
2018) is a large-scale first-person vision data set collected by
32 participants in their native kitchens. Since each participant recorded their activities in their home kitchen, spatial
environments and items vary between participants.
Household Activities from Virtual Environments (HAVE)
Dataset The HAVE data set (Uhde, Berberich, RamirezAmaro, & Cheng, 2020) was recorded at the Automatica
Trade Fair 2018 and consists of recordings for three scenarios, including 83 instances of table setting in a virtual environment. Each visitor could record one instance for each
scenario, with each recording being limited to a maximum of
5 minutes. Each scenario was designed inside a 2-by-2-meter
square environment and recorded using HTC Vive systems.
All participants were new to the scenarios and had a brief
adaptation phase before being given the scenario-specific activity goal. The virtual environment consisted of a table with
two chairs and a cupboard in which the items were stored (see
Fig. 1). For our analysis, 3 of the 83 sequences had to be discarded, as too few (n < 2) items were on the table in the final
state.1

Figure 1: HAVE virtual environment (left) (Uhde et al.,
2020), EASE-TSD layout (right)
Virtual Reality Dataset The data contains table setting sequences in a VR environment from a single participant. The
virtual kitchen consisted of three separate regions (fridge, tray
area, island area, each of which had to be visited at least once.
The participant was asked to set the table for one person
having breakfast. The task was to first assemble all necessary items on the tray and then to carry the items to the table.
The participant was familiar with the kitchen and knew the
location of all required items well. Data from 39 trials was
1 Excluded

sequences: 79, 146, and 168.
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collected. For action orderings we considered the order in
which items were grasped and put on the tray.
EASE Table Setting Dataset (EASE-TSD) EASE-TSD
(Meier, Mason, Porzel, Putze, & Schultz, 2018) is a data set
collecting table setting instances in the context of the Everyday Science and Engineering (EASE) collaborative research
center. Participants are given the task to ‘set the table’ while
being recorded with a variety of sensors under various conditions (e.g., for a different number of people, different meals,
and different degrees of formalism). Sensors include a mix of
biosignal sensors (such as motion-capture systems) and video
cameras. For the current analysis, we used a small subset of
the recorded data consisting of 67 table setting instances. In
the task, a predefined set of items (plate, spoon, knife, fork,
cup, glass, bowl, bottle) had to be transferred from the source
table to the target table, which was placed at approximately
2.5 meters distance (see Fig. 1). Items had to be transferred
individually, but no other constraints, e.g., the order of items
or a time limit, were specified. The initial location of the
items on the source table as well as the starting position of
the subject were randomized.

Model Evaluation and Performance
Evaluation Method
We evaluated the prediction accuracy of the OPM using a prequential approach (Dawid, 1984). For each step, the OPM
predicted the next action in the sequence (i.e., which item to
pick up next) based on the given parameters and the incorporated situational knowledge (location of items and subject).
The predicted action was then compared to the observed action, resulting in a prediction error of either 0 (predicted =
observed action) or 1 (predicted 6= observed action). This
process was repeated for each sequence until length − 1 for
the observed sequence was reached – as that is the last point
in the sequence where the OPM can choose from at least two
actions –, resulting in a list of prediction errors for each step
in each sequence, which were then accumulated.
To identify the parameter combination achieving the most
accurate prediction, for each individual sequence the median accumulated error over all iterations was calculated (see
Simulation) and the median error over all sequences was used
to compare the OPM’s performance with different parameter
combinations.

Performance Baselines
Black-box machine learning models provide an estimate of
how much variance in a certain type of behavior can be predicted. By continuously critiquing an interpretable cognitive
model in regard to these black-box algorithms, it is thus possible to generate cognitive models that are both interpretable
and accurate (Agrawal et al., 2019).
To evaluate the predictive power of the OPM, we implemented two machine learning models learning patterns from
the data and generating predictions based on these patterns: a)
a compact prediction tree (CPT) (Gueniche, Fournier-Viger,

Raman, & Tseng, 2015), and b) a recurrent neural network
(RNN) (Gruber & Jockisch, 2020). Both methods are optimized for sequence prediction and are thus able to provide
high prediction accuracy for sequential data.
As we also wanted to test how much of the OPM’s prediction accuracy for behavioral sequences is based on underlying
patterns and how much of is due to the encoded knowledge
about the task environment, the machine learning models received just the action sequences as input, without any additional information. To the extent that the OPM outperforms
the machine learning models, we can then infer that contextual knowledge about the task environment plays an important role in correctly prediction human behavior in everyday
tasks.
Both models were trained on the whole data set, i.e., all
action sequences. In each time step, the models were given
the already seen actions to predict the next action; the predicted next action then being compared to the observed next
action (same as for the model, see Evaluation Method). These
steps were repeated until the observed sequence length was
reached, as they did not get any information about which
actions were expected in the specific sequence and thus always had multiple options to choose from. The RNN used a
layer of gated recurrent units (GRUs), which outperform long
short-term memory (LSTM) cells for low sample sizes and
are less susceptible to overfitting (Gruber & Jockisch, 2020),
and was trained for 300 epochs.
In contrast to the OPM, the machine learning models only
received the action sequences during training, i.e., they had
no additional contextual information about spatial locations,
containment, or relational dependencies. Predicting the next
action was thus equivalent to predicting the next element in a
sequence solely based on the previously seen elements.

Results
On average, the OPM outperforms both machine learning
models. The best fit is achieved with parameters strong
k = 0.2, mid k = 0.3, food k = 1.6, c = 1.5 and distances
calculated in 2D space (xy) (see Fig. 2). As there were multiple parameter combinations with the same median error (4.0),
the best fit was chosen based on the average prediction error
(4.127 for the best fit).
We compared optimal OPM performance with the machine
learning models’ performance using a Wilcoxon signedrank test. Statistical analysis shows that the model performs significantly better than both the neural network (W =
3340.000, p < 0.001) and the compact prediction tree (W =
112.000, p < 0.001).
These results indicate the importance of task context:
While the machine learning models learn patterns strictly
from the observed sequences without any additional information, the OPM also gets information about the spatial environment (location of items and subject). As the OPM outperforms both the RNN and the CPT, it is reasonable to assume
that this additional knowledge about the task environment is
what allows the OPM to make more accurate predictions than
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the machine learning models. This provides additional strong
support to the OPM’s assumptions: Human behavior in everyday tasks follows an opportunistic approach and takes specific
(spatial) factors of the task environment into account.
Differences in prediction accuracy for different sequences
in the OPM’s performance resulted from a combination of
factors: First, in some data sets, spatial environments were
very small, which lead to multiple items having the same or a
very similar spatial location. Second, whenever containment
was given for all or none of the items, this factor became
irrelevant; the same is true for relational dependencies, if only
items without any relational dependencies were seen in the
sequence. Especially in long sequences, and in combination
with the first point, this lead to a number of items having
nearly or exactly the same weighted distance. In these cases
the OPM had to choose the next action randomly, resulting in
a higher possibility of deviating from the observed sequence.
In these cases, other still unknown factors may be relevant for
action selection, which need to be considered in future work.

Implications for Models of Sequential Action
Control
The OPM’s success indicates that problem-solving in illdefined domains requires an opportunistic planning strategy.
Previous models of action sequence control, such as planning
a trajectory from start to goal state (Botvinick & Weinstein,
2014), learning a pre-defined sequence of actions by maximizing the achieved score (Kachergis et al., 2016), or learning the best action sequence for a known set of actions or
goals (Botvinick & Plaut, 2004; Cooper et al., 2014), have no
mechanisms for opportunistic behavior and are therefore not
suitable for ill-defined domains.
While existing models of action sequence control are applicable for everyday tasks in which a finite number of solutions exists – i.e., when following a specific cooking recipe,
or making coffee – a problem arises when no such constraints
exist: What is the role of control in a task where no clear visualization of the plan, i.e., the allowed moves to reach each
next step and the means to compare all solutions exist? If not
the whole sequence is known from the start, but just a more or
less specified goal state as well as the initial state, how can appropriate means to reach this goal state be extracted from an
infinitely large search space? While other approaches, such
as HTN planning, are generally able to deal with problems
in ill-defined domains, they rely on an accurate descriptions
of and knowledge about the planning task, which may not be
given in an underspecified everyday task.
The OPM bridges this gap by implementing a strategy that
relies heavily on the subject’s immediate knowledge about
the environment and implements a computationally tractable
heuristic: The model reacts flexibly to arising opportunities or
constraints in each step, taking knowledge about the (spatial)
environment as well as the human preference to minimize effort into account while only comparing the possible options
for each next step instead of the whole action sequence.

Figure 2: Best model simulation compared to RNN & CPT performance
In this regard, opportunistic planning and action sequence
control models consider different cognitive mechanisms:
While existing models of sequential action control focus on
how sequential (routine) action with a finite problem space is
controlled in order to minimize errors such as action slips during fixed sequences, opportunistic planning focuses on preference mechanisms that allow to explain human behavior observed during complex everyday tasks without a fixed set of
actions. The role of action control is therefore less prominent
in opportunistic planning models, such as the OPM, as they
primarily consider how to narrow down the search space from
a multitude of possible solutions.
In order to be suitable for complex everyday tasks with a
large problem space, existing control models would need to
integrate both of these levels by also considering mechanisms
that decrease the number of possible solutions to a fixed set
of actions, allowing to then implement control strategies.

Conclusion and Future Work
The success of the OPM compared to black-box machine
learning models lends support to the idea that situational context knowledge is of high importance to explain human behavior: The additional information the OPM has access to (location of items and subject) allows it to make more accurate
predictions about human behavior than the black-box models
learning patterns from the behavioral sequences without this
additional knowledge. The importance of context knowledge
may be pertinent for planning and action organization in illdefined domains in general.
Regarding previous work on sequential action control, the
OPM provides two important additions: First, it only compares possible solutions for each step to find the best option,
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which makes it computationally tractable even in large problem spaces with a multitude of solutions, and second, considering the relational dependencies between actions and their
implications concerning the required (cognitive) effort allows
to better represent given constraints in real-world settings.
Future work includes applying the OPM on other everyday tasks in order to verify its ecological validity as a generative model that is not specific to the task of table setting.
We also need to consider other potentially influential factors,
which may be able to improve predictive power for the cases
not yet fully explained by the OPM, such as sequences where
spatial distances are very similar and relational dependencies
and containment are only relevant for few or no items (see
Results). Additionally, while modelling relational knowledge
in a very abstract way has been sufficient for this first approach, modelling may profit from using a more expressive
way to encode relations (see e.g. Gentner, 2010; Freksa,
1991).
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Abstract
Symbolic representations of number are instrumental to mathematical reasoning and many aspects of social organization.
What explains their emergence in human cultures? To understand how functional and cognitive constraints impact people’s communication about number, we used a drawing-based
reference game to investigate how human dyads coordinated
to form novel number systems. We found a systematic bias
towards symbols exploiting 1-to-1 correspondence to objects
in visual arrays, and that this strategy was contingent on the
communicative relevance of number. Moreover, the meaning
of these symbols was transparent to third party observers not
present during their production. Finally, model-based analyses of these symbols’ visual properties suggest that the ability to decode exact quantity from them may rely on perceptual processing mechanisms beyond those sufficient for object
recognition. These findings contribute to our understanding of
how both communicative need and capacity for visual abstraction constrain the emergence of iconic representations of exact
number.
Keywords: number; numerals; communication; iconicity

Introduction
Numerals are among the most powerful technologies behind
humans’ capacity for complex social organization. They have
emerged repeatedly in a range of distinct forms over human
history in tandem with the emergence of state societies and
have acted in different ways to both promote the economic
interactions of groups and reinforce the power and prestige
of the state (Chrisomalis, 2020). Simultaneously, numerical
notation has served as a potent computational tool for engineering, timekeeping, and all manner of scientific inquiry.
Numerals are a pervasive and powerful tool, but the ability
to wield them is not trivial: humans must overcome bandwidth limitations in both perception (Jevons, 1871; Dehaene
& Cohen, 1994) and working memory (Cowan, 2010; Baddeley, 1986) to encode large quantities accurately. Moreover,
many important numerical concepts are not directly observable (e.g. negative numbers) or are too large to be easily comprehended (e.g. a billion).
The historical diversity of numeral systems provides clues
about how we overcome these challenges, and raises the
question of what cognitive mechanisms and functional constraints might explain their origins. A common pattern in
numeral systems is the use of iconic, 1-to-1 matching strategies to compose small numbers, and non-iconic conventions
to encode larger numbers (Ifrah, 2000). For example, a Roman numeral like ’II’ is iconic: it bears a structural similarity to its meaning (one stroke for each member of any
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set of ’two’), and its meaning can be derived perceptually
at a glance. Numerals that exclusively use 1-to-1 matching are frequently attested in newly emergent numeral systems, such as those documented in ancient Mesopotamia
(Schmandt-Besserat, 1980). However, this convention produces problems beyond the subitizing limit: ’IIIIIIIIIIII’ cannot be quickly deciphered. To avoid this issue, many (but not
all) numeral systems feature non-iconic symbols: the numeral
’XII’ represents the same quantity, and can also be read at a
glance – though only by those who already know the arbitrary
convention. What conditions elicit – or preclude – the use of
such non-iconic numerals, and the complex rules of composition that govern them (e.g., why must the ’II’ come after the
’X’ and not before?)?
Recent laboratory studies suggest the importance of iconicity for constraining the tokens that emerge in ad hoc communication systems. Studies employing drawing (Hawkins,
Sano, Goodman, & Fan, 2019; Mukherjee, Hawkins, & Fan,
2019), toy languages with written nonsense syllables (Raviv,
Meyer, & Lev-Ari, 2019), and whistled languages (Hofer &
Levy, 2019; Verhoef, Kirby, & Padden, 2011; Verhoef, Kirby,
& de Boer, 2016) all indicate that communicative systems often feature some iconicity in their early stages, but that this
iconicity is often sacrificed in favour of combinatorial syntactic rules (Hofer & Levy, 2019) or abstracted social conventions (Hawkins et al., 2019). This work also shows that
humans can successfully isolate functionally relevant information in novel communication systems (Winters, Kirby, &
Smith, 2015). This capacity for accommodating situational
context is especially relevant for early numerals, which often
feature qualitative information about their referent (the thing
being quantified; e.g. a numeral for ’3’ might be specific to
goats, or grain), and only gradually isolate quantitative information (i.e. fully general, abstract numerals). Humans’
strong, shared inductive biases for efficient combinatorial
systems and economy of expression frequently produce noniconic shorthands that map to their meaning by conventions
shared by participants rather than by iconic resemblance.
Do communicative constraints also favor the adoption of
non-iconic representations in the domain of number? For
representing shapes, iconicity is often powerful and succinct:
the meaning of an image that looks like its referent can be
discerned immediately due to low-level perceptual similarity (e.g. a photo of a famous person). By some accounts,
numerosity is also a low-level, independent primary visual

A

B

Figure 1: A. In each type of game (number or shape), the sketcher produced a symbol to convey the meaning of the target image
(highlighted in yellow) to the viewer, who could see the same sets of animals but not the identity of the target. The sets varied
in the type of animal they consisted of (in shape games), or the quantity of that animal they consisted of (in number games).
B. Sketches produced by participants in nine different number games (left) and nine different shape games (right) to convey
stimulus image “four owls” in the context of number and shape distractors, respectively.

property (Burr & Ross, 2008), which may be especially well
represented by iconic symbols that exploit one-to-one correspondence. However, while small sets can be readily represented by one-to-one correspondence, this strategy may be
less efficient for sets beyond the subitizing limit, as noise accumulates in keeping with Weber’s law. Thus, we might expect that, when seeking to accurately communicate the values
of large sets, individuals may create conventional, non-iconic,
representations as they do in other communicative contexts.
In the present study, we asked whether the above tradeoffs between iconicity and social convention might also explain the forms that numeral systems have taken historically,
by asking what forms first emerge in real-time communicative settings. To explore this, we first constructed a dyadic
communication game to elicit spontaneous graphical representations of numerical or shape information. Having elicited
these graphical representations under moderate time pressure,
we then asked naı̈ve human recognizers to recover the numerical or shape meaning of those representations, in order to understand whether those representations were iconic
(and therefore interpretable to naı̈ve outsiders) or conventional (and therefore not interpretable to naı̈ve outsiders). We
also fed the image representations into a convolutional neural
network trained on naturalistic image data, and gave the same
recognition task to a linear classifier trained on those neuralnetwork encodings, in order to see if a low-level measure of
perceptual similarity was responsible for observed iconicity
in the numeral or shape representations.
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What Numerals do People Improvise?
In Experiment I, we elicited ad-hoc numerals from people by
putting them in situations where the encoding of numerical
information was task relevant. We then compared the symbols produced by this ’number group’ with symbols produced
by a ’shape group’, another group for whom shape - not numerical - information was task relevant.

Methods
Participants We originally recruited 134 participants from
Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT), paired into 67 games. In
each game, one participant was assigned the sketcher role
and the other the viewer role, and these role assignments remained the same throughout the experiment. Six games were
excluded according to our preregistered criteria: four did not
meet the performance threshold of 50% accuracy, while two
others included pre-existing symbols (words in the form of
text). This left 61 games for analysis, including 122 participants, of whom 115 completed our optional demographic survey (53 female). Each game was either a number game (32
games) or shape game (29 games). All participants provided
informed consent as per the IRB.
Stimuli Each stimulus consisted of a set of identical black
animal silhouettes on a white, square background (see Figure 1, panel A). Features that varied between stimuli were
cardinality (how many of the animal there was in the set) and
shape (what kind of animal the set consisted of). A stimu-

A

B

C

Figure 2: A. Accuracy in the production task for each condition was 92%; individual participant accuracy scores are indicated as
dots, with 95% confidence intervals in black. B. The number of strokes used in each sketch correlated much more strongly with
cardinality of the stimulus in the number condition than in the shape condition. C. Human recognizer accuracy for labelling
sketches produced in the number condition (blue) and shape condition (magenta) with shape (left) or number (right) labels
(chance in dotted lines & 95% CI in black).

lus might therefore contain three bears, five deer, five rabbits,
etc. There were four possible animals (bears, deer, owls, &
rabbits) and cardinalities ranging from 1-8, for a total of 32
unique stimuli. The animal silhouettes were scattered in a
random spatial arrangement on the white background, and every time a stimulus was displayed, one of 100 randomly generated versions was selected. To discourage reliance on spatial information, participants were informed that they would
see a different spatial distribution from their partner.

Procedure Every game consisted of 32 trials, in which a
sketcher had to make symbols that were interpreted by a
viewer. In each trial, both participants were shown the same
four sets of animals as each other. From those four stimuli, one target was highlighted to the sketcher among three
distractors. The job of the sketcher was to disambiguate the
target to the viewer by means of a 500x500px sketchpad on
which they could draw with their computer cursor. After the
sketcher created and submitted their sketch, the viewer saw
the sketch and had to guess the identity of the target. This
whole process (sketching + guessing) was constrained to 30
seconds per trial, with a progress bar at the top showing both
participants how much time remained. At the end of each
trial, both participants were shown the identity of the target
and the viewer’s guess. Because there were 32 trials total per
game, each unique stimulus (combination of one of the four
animals with one of the eight cardinalities) served as the target exactly once. The 32 trials were divided into four blocks
of eight, during which each cardinality and each animal appeared. In this way, we could probe whether representations
of each cardinality and each animal changed over time. This
also allowed us to create a dataset from each game in which
each of the 32 unique stimuli were represented once, enabling
easy comparisons based on unique stimuli.
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Results
Information is effectively encoded To estimate the factors
influencing task accuracy, we constructed a binomial linear
mixed-effects model with fixed effects as follows: the shape
of the animal in the target (bear, deer, owl, rabbit), cardinality of the target (1-8), condition of the game in which the
sketch was produced (shape or number), and block of trials
(32 trials / 8 trials per block = 4 blocks), as well as random intercepts for each participant. Through multiple BIC comparisons we found that the best model to predict accuracy did not
include any interaction terms. We first asked whether viewers’ accuracy in the number condition was different from our
baseline shape condition. Overall accuracy was quite high
(92%), and it was not significantly different between conditions (b=-0.221, z=-0.623, p=.534), showing that people can
successfully distill shape or numerical information when it is
relevant in the communicative context (Figure 2, panel A).
Regardless of condition, accuracy improved over the the four
blocks of trials, indicating that participants did not immediately plateau to their maximum accuracy (b=0.494, z=5.745,
p<.001). We also asked whether accuracy was sensitive to
the dimensions of variation in the stimuli: cardinality and
shape. There were modest differences in accuracy between
shape categories, as revealed by nested model comparison
(χ2(3) =9.545, p=0.023). By contrast, cardinality was a strong
predictor of accuracy (χ2(1) =39.227, p<.001). Higher cardinality was anti-correlated with accuracy (b=-0.252, z=-6.001,
p<.001), showing that larger cardinalities were harder for
participants to encode and interpret. This may be driven by
the perceptual difficulty of number discrimination as cardinalities exceed the subitizing limit.
Strokes are used in 1-to-1 correspondence with numerical
meaning We then examined the number of strokes used per
sketch. In aggregate, this measure did not differ between the

two conditions; however, accounting for the random effects
of participant ID, shape games used more strokes than number games (b=1.688, t=3.103, p=0.003). Participants used
fewer strokes with each block of trials (b=-0.553, t=-11.029,
p<.001), perhaps as the result of converging on more efficient representations. Importantly, there was both a main effect of stimulus cardinality on the number of strokes used
in a sketch (b=1.0287, t=15.782, p<.001), and an interaction between cardinality and game condition whereby stroke
counts in number games had a much stronger correlation with
stimulus cardinality than in shape games (b=0.734, t=7.767,
p<.001) (see Figure 2, panel B). This suggests that sketchers
relied heavily on a 1-to-1 matching strategy in the creation of
their numerals, to a degree that shape-game sketchers did not
(for intuition, see sample sketches in Figure 1, panel B)).
Sketches become more efficient over time Both the
amount of time and ’ink’ taken to draw each sketch were
greater for the shape condition than the number condition
(time: b=5.45, t=6.741, p<.001; ’ink’: b=0.0336, t=8.98,
p<.001). This may imply that the shape stimuli used in our
study were slightly more difficult to draw and less efficient
than the set of cardinalities. There was also a negative effect
of trial block number on the time it took to draw (b=-1.369,
t=-23.051, p<.001), and a significant but small effect on the
total amount of ’ink’ used (b=-0.0015, t=-4.742, p<.001), indicating that participants became more efficient with practice.

How Iconic are Improvised Numerals?
Having elicited improvised numerals, we asked in a follow-up
experiment to what extent these numerals would be intelligible to observers who were not part of the original communicative paradigm. If they were, this would indicate that the
symbols were iconic; otherwise, we would infer the symbols
were formed using non-iconic conventions. Also, to explore
the visual processing mechanisms that support the production
and recognition of such symbols, we sought to test how well a
modern computer vision algorithm that had already achieved
high accuracy on other visual recognition tasks (though not
number recognition) would generalize to the set of symbols
that participants had produced.

Methods
Participants We recruited a total of 112 recognizers from
Amazon Mechanical Turk. Six recognizers were excluded according to preregistered criterion of missing any one of four
catch trials, and nine further participants were excluded for
having participated in the production task, leaving 99 recognizers of whom 95 completed our optional demographic survey (39 female; Mage = 39.02 years, SDage = 11.40 years, ).
All participants provided informed consent as per the IRB.
Procedure Recognizers were divided into two groups: a
number group, in which participants assigned numerical labels to sketches, and a shape group, in which participants assigned animal labels to sketches. Each recognizer saw exactly
one randomly selected sketch from each original production
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game, of which there were 61. This meant that each recognizer (both ’number-’ and ’shape-recognizers’) provided labels both for sketches produced in number games and for
sketches produced in shape games. 4 catch trials were inserted at regular intervals to exclude recognizers who were
not paying attention, for a total of 65 trials. In each trial, the
recognizer was presented with a sketch, and also presented
with a panel of labelling buttons. For the number group,
there were 8 buttons, showing the numbers 1-8. For the shape
group, there were 4 buttons, showing the four animal silhouettes used for the original production task stimuli. Recognizers were asked to select the label that best ’matched’ the
sketch. After selecting their response, no feedback was given.
Model-Based Analysis of Sketch Recognizability To supplement the decisions of human recognizers, we also asked
whether the representations encoded by a deep convolutional neural network trained on challenging object recognition tasks would be sufficient to emulate human performance. Following prior work employing deep convolutional
neural networks pre-trained on challenging visual recognition tasks (Deng et al., 2009) to encode the visual features of
hand-drawn images (Fan, Hawkins, Wu, & Goodman, 2020),
we used VGG-19 (Simonyan & Zisserman, 2014) to extract
high-level feature-vector representations for each symbol.
We trained two logistic-regression classifiers, one predicting
number (i.e., 1-8) and the second predicting shape identity
from these feature vectors. Both classifiers were trained and
evaluated in a 5-fold cross-validated manner using the same
splits for both the number and shape tasks, yielding a pattern
of correct classifications and confusions.

Results
Relevant information is encoded iconically To measure
the degree to which information about shape or number
was encoded in a way that was transparent to other people, we analyzed both human and model recognition performance. Specifically, we separately fit human and model
recognition accuracy using mixed-effects logistic regression.
To identify the factors that were most important for explaining recognition accuracy, we formally compared models containing different subsets of predictors as fixed effects, and used BIC (Bayesian information criterion) to identify the best-performing one. The resulting model predicting human recognition included: production-game condition (i.e., number or shape), recognition-task condition (i.e.,
number or shape), production-game block number (i.e., 1-4),
and the interaction between production-game condition and
recognition-task condition, with random intercepts for each
recognizer, each production game, and for each stimulus cardinality and shape. Recognition accuracy was slightly lower
for sketches produced in shape games than those from number games (b=-2.365, z=-23.775, p<.001), and for recognition participants trying to assign shape labels (b=-1.738, z=20.143, p<.001). Crucially, however this analysis also revealed a reliable interaction between communication-game

condition and recognition-task condition (b=4.368, z=50.565,
p<.001; Figure 2, panel C), indicating that recognition participants were better able to correctly identify the number
conveyed by sketches from number games than from shape
ones (66.9%, 95CI=[65.3%,68.4%]), and to correctly identify the shape conveyed by sketches from shape games than
number ones (71.8%, 95CI=[70.2%,73.3%]). Furthermore,
recognition of the feature not elicited in the original production game was close to chance-level performance (number labels from shape games 20.8%, 95CI=[19.4%,22.2%]; shape
labels from number games 28.0%, 95CI=[26.6%,29.5%]).
This suggests that sketchers were selectively prioritizing taskrelevant information in their sketches (see Figure 3 for full
accuracy/confusion matrices of human recognizers). Like the
human recognition participants, the computer-vision model
performed better at assigning labels that were congruent with
the task-relevant information in the production condition, as
indicated by an interaction between production condition and
recognition condition (b=3.338, z=20.984, p<.001). However, while its performance classifying shape from shapegame sketches (76.5%, 95CI=[73.6%,79.4%]) was comparable to human recognizers’ performance and its failures
were at chance (shape labels from number games 25.5%,
95CI=[23.3%,27.7%]; number labels from shape games
14.3%, 95CI=[11.6%,17.1%]), the linear classifier was much
worse at discriminating numerical information from numbergame sketches (31.7%, 95CI=[30.3%,33.2%]) than were human recognizers. Taken together, these results are consistent
with prior work that has shown that similar neural network
architectures, previously trained to categorize objects in photos, display a robust ability to generalize to object categorization in sketches (Fan, Yamins, & Turk-Browne, 2018). However, our results also suggest the possibility that the ability
to acquire other abstract visual concepts, such as exact cardinality, may not readily emerge under the same architectural
and functional constraints, and thus that other computational
ingredients may be necessary to support the full breadth of
human-like image and symbol understanding.

Discussion
In this study, we began an exploration of how communicative goals and perceptual constraints would affect how people symbolically represent number. We found that numerical
and shape information were both encoded iconically by communicators when it was task relevant, as evidenced by the
high performance of naı̈ve recognizers. Furthermore, taskrelevant information was encoded more iconically than similarly salient, but non-task-relevant information, as evidenced
by the relative success of naı̈ve recognizers in recovering
task-relevant information and poor performance in recovering non-task-relevant information. While this shows, unsurprisingly, that people are sensitive to the number/shape distinction, more interesting is that it also shows that they create
symbols that are restricted to conveying number, rather than
also incorporating object information (as happens in many
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Figure 3: Confusion matrices from decoding. Human recognizers were able to consistently decode sketches produced
in conditions congruent to their own (left column of panels),
showing effective distillation of the relevant dimension of information by sketchers in the production task. They were
much less effective at decoding information from conditions
incongruent to their own (right column of panels).

early numeral systems, as well as linguistic number classifiers). This is concordant with previous findings in the field
showing that people can (and do) isolate functionally relevant
features in communicative signals (Winters et al., 2015).
In addition to iconicity and communicative efficacy, we
also wondered what specific strategies people would use to
represent numerical information. It was possible that people would be extremely conservative, depicting the stimulus
images literally. It was also possible that people would automatically implement an efficient, abstract numerical base
system (such as Roman ’V’). This seemed especially likely
given the perceptual constraints in the upper range of the cardinalities we tested, and the fact that our participants were
certain to already be familiar with the concept of non-iconic
numerical symbols. However in our study, somewhat surprisingly, the numerical representations that were elicited relied almost entirely on 1-to-1 iconicity. These representations
were not completely conservative, in that they shed extraneous information about shape, and not totally efficient, in that
they continued to use 1-to-1 matching for large, perceptually
challenging quantities.
This preliminary study introduced a novel approach to investigating how humans create conventions for representing
symbolic number. However, the procedure we used has several limitations. One is the small range of cardinalities and

nonrestrictive constraints on numeral production. Currently,
we are using larger cardinalities to observe whether basesystems emerge when there is sufficient perceptual noise in
numeral representations, and when there are enough costs
(limited time and ’ink’ resources) to preserving 1-to-1 iconic
conventions. Another limitation is that, as they were recruited
from Amazon Mechanical Turk, participants can be assumed
to be familiar with symbolic number already. In the future,
we therefore plan to conduct similar, simplified studies with
both pre-numerate child populations, and non-numerate adult
populations. Such experiments will be especially informative in light of recent work that finds 1-to-1 matching to be
both culturally non-universal and developmentally challenging (Ferrigno, Jara-Ettinger, Piantadosi, & Cantlon, 2017;
Schneider & Barner, 2020). These findings suggest that the
1-to-1 matching strategy used by most participants in the
present study may not be intuitive to all populations. Finally,
our paradigm was not a repeated reference game and featured
only a small number of trials (32 trials). By extending the
amount of time that participants spend communicating about
the same stimuli, we expect that future studies may be more
likely to elicit measurable change in the form of representations over the course of the experiment.

OSF pre-registration:
https://osf.io/y2f3e/
All code and materials available at:
https://github.com/cogtoolslab/
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drastically improves the ability of agents to learn complex
behaviors, particularly in tasks where simulating possible actions with a model has proved useful (Botvinick et al., 2009),
as is the case in physical assembly (Bapst et al., 2019; Hamrick, 2019). However, the task of discovering useful temporal
abstractions is computationally expensive (Botvinick & Weinstein, 2014), so is unlikely to explain how humans rapidly
decompose problems into tractable units. Recent work has
begun to explore other computational methods for task decomposition in humans (Correa, Ho, Callaway, & Griffiths,
2020), however these approaches have largely focussed on
inferring hidden problem structure (Tomov, Yagati, Kumar,
Yang, & Gershman, 2020), rather than making decisions
about how best to organize behavior in a largely observable
world.

Compositionality is a core feature of human cognition and behavior. People readily decompose visual objects into parts and
complex procedures into subtasks. Here we investigate how
these two abilities interact to support learning in a block-tower
assembly experiment. We measured the way participants segmented these towers based on shape information alone, and
asked how well the resulting parts explained the procedures
other participants used to build them. We found that people decomposed these shapes in consistent ways and the most common parts appeared especially frequently as subroutines in the
assembly experiment. Moreover, we found that the subroutines participants used converged over time, reflecting shared
biases toward certain ways of reconstructing each tower. More
broadly, our findings suggest important similarities between
the perceptual and procedural abstractions humans use to perceive and interact with objects in their environment.
Keywords: planning; visual reasoning; task decomposition;
abstraction; chunking

Human environments are filled with objects and structures
that members of our species have made. The variety of these
objects demonstrates our capability of learning how to construct new kinds of entity. Making things is easy for us–
we are able to pick up a new piece of furniture from IKEA
and put it together ourselves, usually on the first try. Furthermore, the presence of a new kind of object is rarely an
enigma– our visual systems are extremely good at breaking
down objects into component parts, providing a representation we can use to understand what something is and how
it works. How are the ability to create and the ability to
perceive complex objects related? Here we explore the relationship between procedural and perceptual abilities through
two kinds of abstraction– the composition of multiple actions
into procedural abstractions, and the decomposition of visual scenes through visual decomposition. While these two
phenomena have been studied separately, we present a first
attempt at studying their relationship in an explicitly compositional task– physical assembly.
Procedural abstractions In tasks that involve making extended sequences of decisions, an effective way of learning
is through procedural or temporal abstraction– the chunking of multiple actions or decisions into a single unit. Humans learn extended sequences of actions (Huys et al., 2015;
Xia & Collins, 2020), allowing them to represent task structure hierarchically (Botvinick, Niv, & Barto, 2009; Solway et
al., 2014). The use of ‘temporal’ abstractions (e.g. options
(Sutton, Precup, & Singh, 1999)) in reinforcement learning
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Visual decomposition If aggregating actions we perform
while making a something is one part of learning how to
assemble something, another vital element is understanding
the changes in object structure that correspond to those actions. One source of this information is the visual perception,
which actively structures our representations of what we see.
This process is partly achieved through stable principles and
biases (Koffka, 1935; Wertheimer, 1938) that determine the
which elements in a scene are likely to be grouped together
(such as proximity, similarity, common fate, and good continuation) (Wertheimer, 1938), as well how to segment figure from ground. Other approaches have explored the flexibility of our object representations in response to certain
kinds of knowledge, such as an object’s category (Schyns,
Goldstone, & Thibaut, 1998; Goldstone, 2003). As well as
carving up the visual array into distinct units, we group elements together into chunks (Miller, 2020) through principles that determine the hierarchical relationships between elements (Palmer, 1977), as well as by picking up on statistical regularities such as the likelihood of parts occurring together (Fiser & Aslin, 2001, 2005; Orbán, Fiser, Aslin, &
Lengyel, 2008). We also use such statistical information to
adaptively change the parts (or ‘features’) of an object we
emphasize when making judgements about category or identity (Austerweil & Griffiths, 2011, 2013), and information
about an object’s parts has been explored as object recognition (Biederman, 1987). Prior work has explored visual
grouping due to expertise in settings involving interaction
(De Groot, 2014; Chase & Simon, 1973), although less atten-

tion has been given to how humans adaptively change representations of more meaningful objects over short timescales.
Perceptual decomposition is also rarely explored in the context of generative behaviors that involve interacting with object structure.
Generative behaviors and perception The way people
perceive objects and the procedures uses to generate them
have typically been studied separately, however a growing
body of evidence points to a mutually supportive relationship
between the two. A number of approaches have explored
how generative behavior can lead to more robust perceptual skills, for example in hand-writing (James & Gauthier,
2006; James, 2017; Zemlock, Vinci-Booher, & James, 2018),
and in drawing (Fan, Yamins, & Turk-Browne, 2018). The
“vision as inverse graphics” (Yildirim, Kulkarni, Freiwald,
& Tenenbaum, 2015; Kulkarni, Whitney, Kohli, & Tenenbaum, 2015) also suggests that generative representational
formats, a kind that might be learned during assembly experience, can underlie effective recognition (Lake, Salakhutdinov, & Tenenbaum, 2015). Conversely, perceptual abstractions may also support effective decision making in complex tasks. The integration of state abstractions mirroring human visual perception provided a breakthrough in achieving
human-level results in video games (Mnih et al., 2013, 2015),
and the object-oriented nature of human cognition has lead
researchers to explore the computational benefits of graphbased state representations that highlight relations rather than
features (Battaglia et al., 2018; Bear et al., 2020). While work
in this area has started to explore physical assembly (Bapst et
al., 2019), whether state abstractions could support rapid discovery of procedural abstractions remains unclear.
Physical assembly In this paper we explore perceptual decomposition as an explanation for people’s ability to successfully recreate complex objects with little to no experience.
Physical assembly is a natural behavior that requires a continuous back and forth between perception and the active transformation of the thing you are perceiving. Prior work investigating the cognitive mechanisms supporting physical assembly analyzed the people’s actions as they attempted to accurately reconstruct 2D block towers, given only an ambiguous silhouette of the tower as reference (McCarthy, Kirsh,
& Fan, 2020). In a web-based building environment participants were supplied with a fixed set of rectangular blocks, and
aimed to recreate the same 8 towers over multiple attempts
(Figure 1 B, C. The authors found a great deal of overlap in
the sequences of block placements made by participants, even
the first time they tried to build each tower. A potential explanation for this is that participants identified many of the
same subtasks– namely, specific parts of the silhouette that
they reconstructed over a sequence of actions. Here we explore a specific reason for why this might be the case– that
participants perceptually decomposed silhouettes in consistent ways, and that they treated these perceptual decompo-
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sitions as subtasks. To explore this possibility, we present
an novel experiment in which a new set of participants were
asked to partition the same ambiguous block-tower silhouettes into what they considered were its ‘natural subparts’
(Palmer, 1977). To assess how these parts relate to procedural
abstractions, we directly compare them to common subroutines of participants who assembled the same silhouettes out
of blocks. In sum, our paper represents a first attempt at delineating the relationship between perceptual and procedural
abstractions during physical assembly.

Methods
We first needed a measure of how people perceptually decomposed silhouette stimuli. Although segmentation-like processes likely occur at multiple points during perception, we
were most interested in those that directly influence decisions
about how to consrtuct an object. We thus asked participants
to identify the “natural subparts” of an object using a different
generative task: coloring-in.

Stimuli Participants were presented with the 8 blocktower silhouettes from the silhouette assembly experiment
(McCarthy et al., 2020) (Figure 1B,C). Towers from the assembly experiment were created from a fixed set of rectangular blocks, designed to fit within an 8x8 grid-world environment. In our (decomposition experiment), this grid was superimposed onto each silhouette, partitioning it into squares
that could be filled with a color to delineate the “parts” of
the shape (Figure 1A). Unlike the assembly experiment, silhouettes in the decomposition experiment were centered in
a uniform grey box, and participants were not told that the
“shapes” presented were silhouettes of stable towers, or that
they were generated from a specific set of blocks.

Task Participants were presented with all 8 silhouettes in a
randomized order. They were told that there was “no correct
way” of decomposing them, but to “color them in according
to how you see the parts of the shape”, and were encouraged
to provide decompositions that “felt natural”. Squares were
selected by clicking on them individually or, to encourage
selection of contiguous regions, by dragging the mouse to select multiple squares. We assessed comprehension with a sequence of practice trials, which involved a range of rectangular and non-rectangular “parts” to avoid biasing participants
towards selecting regions of any particular shape. Participants
could use up to 9 different colors, and filled the entire silhouette before progressing to the next trial.

Participants 50 US- and UK-based participants were recruited from Prolific. 1 participant was excluded for not following instructions.

B target silhouette

A decompositions

examples from
experiment

C

block reconstruction
subroutines of
consecutive
block placements

decomposition task

D commonly identified parts

silhouette assembly task (McCarthy et al., 2020)
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Figure 1: By coloring-in squares (A), participants were asked to segment silhouettes of 2D block towers (B). In a separate
assembly experiment, the same silhouettes were reconstructed by placing blocks (C). We identified the most common parts selected by participants in the decomposition experiment (D) (top-left: number of participants who identified part), and compared
these with common subroutines used by participants who constructed towers (E) (top-left: proportion of assembly participants
who built part over consecutive actions during first assembly attempt).

Results
Participants decompose silhouettes into consistent
parts
Participants produced a single decomposition of each silhouette into a set parts. 63.8% (95% CI: [43.6, 83.9]) of the decompositions for each silhouette were unique, confirming that
each could be segmented in a variety of ways. Some silhouettes evoked more varied decompositions than others, ranging
from one that yielded just 14 unique decompositions (28.6%),
to another that was decomposed differently by all 49 participants. The number of parts highlighted in each tower was
also highly variable (M = 5.39, SD = 0.947), with silhouettes
that were identified as having more parts generally receiving
a more varied set of decompositions.
Despite the large variety in entire decompositions, there
was a great deal of overlap in the parts that participants identified (Figure 1 D). Participants seemed largely biased towards rectangular parts, which made up (82.9%, 95% CI:
[81.4, 84.6]) of all parts identified, and were particularly well
represented among the most frequently identified parts– of
the 8 most commonly identified across all 8 silhouettes, only
two were not rectangular. Still, a substantial portion of the
unique parts identified were non-rectangular 39.8% (95%
CI: [28.5, 51.1]). These were typically shared across fewer
decompositions– 2.24 (95% CI: [1.11, 3.36]) compared to
7.11 (95% CI: [4.86, 9.35]) for rectangular parts– suggesting
that participants shared some common strategies for decomposing silhouettes into rectangles among more idiosyncratic
ways of decomposing the silhouettes into less regular shapes,
in line with prior work suggesting a bias towards geometric
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simplicity in perceptual organization. This may explain another feature of the parts identified: that a large proportion
of the them (22.4% (95% CI: [18.7, 26.0])) were of the same
shape as one of the 5 kinds of blocks used to generate the
towers. This may be surprising, given that participants in the
decomposition task did not know that the silhouettes were
generated from rectangular blocks, let alone the dimensions
of those blocks, and may suggest that perceptual decomposition provides relatively accurate clues about the underlying
structure of towers in the assembly experiment.

How well do commonly identified parts explain
assembly behavior?
We suspected that such clues may have helped participants
accurately reconstruct towers in the assembly experiment
(McCarthy et al., 2020). In particular, we hypothesized that
perceptual decomposition defined regions of the silhouettes
that participants would be likely to construct over a sequence
of block placements. We therefore inspected the actions made
by participants in the assembly experiment for contiguous
subsequences of block placements that generated the parts
identified in the decomposition experiment. Because this is
a between-subject comparison, and the less frequently identified parts from the decomposition experiment seemed to reflect more idiosyncratic strategies, we limited our search to
the k most common parts from each tower, where k was selected to include 85% of all parts identified, giving us up to
k = 28 parts for each tower.
More common parts built more frequently 31.9% (95%
CI: [21.9, 41.9]) of the common parts did not appear recon-

To better understand how parts from the decomposition experiment relate to assembly behavior, we analyzed how often
parts were built at different points in the assembly experiment. Each participant in the assembly experiment attempted
to recreate half of the silhouettes 2 times, and the other half 4
times. As prior work revealed no substantial differences between final reconstructions of towers attempted 2 times and
those attempted 4 times, we collapsed across conditions and
compared first and final building attempts from both groups.
We fit a linear mixed effects model predicting the proportion
of tower reconstructions that contained each part, limiting our
search to those parts that were built at least once. We included fixed effects for attempt (first vs. final) and the number of times the part was identified in the perceptual experiment, and random intercepts and slopes for each tower. Also
consistent with our hypothesis that perceptual decomposition
contributes to subtask selection, we found that parts that were
more frequently identified in the decomposition experiment
were also built more frequently in the assembly experiment
(b = 0.01074, t = 9.87, p < 0.001).

Change in prevalence of parts with assembly practice
We also found that the parts identified in the decomposition
experiment were built more frequently in final attempts than
in first attempts (b = 0.0449, t = 2.18, p = 0.0302) of the
assembly experiment. Two prior findings may explain this
result. Firstly, participants in the assembly experiment built
more complete and accurate towers in their final attempts. As
parts from the decomposition experiment are necessarily regions within the silhouette, the more blocks that are placed
within a silhouette, the more likely it is for a part to be built.
Secondly, participants’ used increasingly consistent sets of
actions throughout the experiment, which may be the due to
a set of subroutines becoming more common with practice.
We thus decided to analyze the subroutines that participants
used in the assembly experiment, first to assess whether they
do become more consistent throughout the experiment, and
second to see how they relate to the parts identified in the
decomposition experiment.
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structions at all. Qualitative analysis revealed that many of
these parts would have been impossible to build with the set
of blocks available in the building study, for example because
they contain the wrong number of grid squares or would be
physically unstable. In other words, some of the ways participants segmented the silhouettes do not correspond to valid
task decompositions for the assembly experiment, and additional work is needed to assess the extent to which systematic
errors in the assembly experiment can be explained by these
structural parses. The majority of the common parts (68.1%
95% CI: [58.1, 78.1]) did appear in building procedures, consistent with perceptual decomposition playing some role in
identifying subtasks in the assembly experiment.
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Figure 2: (A) Common subroutines occurred across more participants’ reconstructions in final attempts, compared to first
(lines are different towers). (B) Those subroutines that were
also commonly identified parts were more strongly shared
across participants.

Use of subroutines in assembly behavior
To measure the use of subroutines throughout the experiment,
we identified the parts of each structure that were most likely
to be built over a contiguous sequence of actions, and obtained a reliable measure of their consistency across participants using leave-one-out (LOO) cross validation. We found
the 12 most common parts generated by sequences of 1 to
5 block placements, from the reconstructions of N − 1 = 48
assembly experiment participants, and recorded whether or
not each of these common parts was also constructed (across
any sequence of block placements) by the remaining ‘left-out’
participant. As the frequency of subroutines could possibly
change throughout the experiment, common subparts were
identified separately for first and final attempts. This process
was repeated for all participants, yielding a set of common
subroutines along with a proportion of left-out participants
that used them (e.g. Figure 1 E), allowing us to calculate an
aggregate measure of the consistency of subroutines used in
an attempt, as well as identify which of the most common
subroutines were also parts identified in the decomposition
task.
To assess whether participants’ final reconstructions contained more consistent subroutines than their initial ones, we
fit a logistic linear mixed-effects model predicting whether
each common subroutine appeared in the building procedure
of the left-out participant. We included fixed effects for attempt (i.e., first, final) and number of block placements, an interaction term between the two, random intercepts and slopes
for each tower, as well as a random intercept for participant. We found that larger subroutines were less likely to
be shared by multiple participants than smaller subroutines
(b = −0.699, t = −53.4, p < 0.001), as expected. Neverthe-

less, participants shared a modest number of subroutines in
their initial building attempts: single-block subroutines appeared in 19.8% (95% CI [14.5 26.4]), two-block subroutines in 10.9% (95% CI [7.77 15.1]), and three-block subroutines in 5.74% (95% CI [4.02 8.13]) of attempts (Figure 2
A). These results indicate that participants do reconstruct towers by building some of the same parts, even when building
the tower for the first time. More revealingly, the subroutines
used by different participants were more consistent in final attempts than in first attempts (b = 0.407, t = 4.43, p < 0.001)
(Figure 2 A). This suggests that the parts identified in the decomposition experiment are built more frequently across the
assembly experiment because they make up some of the subroutines that participants build more consistently throughouta possibility we explore more in the next section. We also
found a reliable interaction between number of blocks and attempt (b = 0.0754, t = 4.54, p < 0.001), which may reflect a
greater increase in agreement about how to reconstruct larger
parts of the towers.

How do common subroutines relate to
decomposition behavior?
Commonly identified parts built more than other subroutines To see whether participants were more likely to discover subroutines specifically for constructing parts identified
during decomposition, we augmented the subroutine model
from above with a binary variable indicating whether or not
each subroutine reconstructed a commonly identified part in
the decomposition experiment. This version of the model
yielded a similar pattern of results as the previous model (attempt (b = 0.365, t = 0.0952, p < 0.001), number of blocks
(b = −0.670, t = −49.7, p < 0.001), interaction (b = 0.0839,
t = 4.89, p < 0.001)). We found a slight, but statistically insignificant, interaction between attempt and being a common
part (b = 0.0985, t = 1.85, p = 0.0634), suggesting that the
convergence of subroutines was not primarily driven by convergence to these parts. However, subroutines that were parts
were built by more participants across the board (b = 0.376,
t = 9.38, p < 0.001) (Figure 2 B), suggesting that the way
people visually decompose silhouettes plays an important but
stable role in the selection of subroutines throughout.
Common subroutines form part of accurate reconstructions Finally, we sought to better characterize the subroutines that become more and less consistent with practice. We
visualized subroutines with the greatest increases and decreases in prevelance from first to final attempt Figure 3.
Several of the greatest decreases in consistency were from
subroutines that extended beyond the silhouettes, supporting
the idea that convergence in subroutines is partly achieved
by participants pruning systematic errors from the space of
actions they consider. Furthermore, we found that many of
the largest increases in consistency came from subroutines
representing individual block placements (rectangles of 1x2,
2x1, 2x2, 2x4, and 4x2 grid squares), many of which were
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required to perfectly reconstruct the tower they were attempting.
Finally, prior work showed that the more accurately a participant built a tower in one attempt, the less they would update their procedure in the following attempt (McCarthy et
al., 2020), suggesting that subroutines that form part of a successful reconstruction may be less affected by assembly practice. We therefore reran the analysis from the previous section on just the perfectly reconstructed towers in the assembly dataset, removing the part indicator variable. We found
that common subroutines from these towers were shared by a
greater proportion of reconstructions overall– in first attempts
single-block subroutines appeared in: 56.0% (95% CI [0.474,
0.642]) of left-out reconstructions; two-block: 41.4 % (95%
CI [33.5, 49.8]); and 3-block: 28.3% (95% CI [21.9, 35.6]).
Additionally, and consistent with prior work demonstrating
that successful procedures are updated less, the subroutines
used to create perfect reconstructions did not become more
consistent with practice (b = 0.0363, t = 0.270, p = 0.788),
and instead remained at high levels of consistency. This
suggests that the convergence we observed in the whole set
of reconstructions is mainly driven by participants updating
their unsuccessful attempts to include those subroutines used
throughout by participants who originally reconstructed the
tower successfully– namely those that are necessary to accurately reconstruct the towers.
.36

.33

.33

.24

-.12

-.12

-.16

-.20

Figure 3: Common subroutines with greatest difference in occurrences between first and final assembly attempts (change
in proportion shown top left), for one silhouette. Subroutines
that extended beyond the silhouette became less common (orange), and subroutines for accurately recreating the silhouettes became more common (blue).

Discussion
In this paper we presented a paradigm for measuring detailed
aspects of decomposition, and explored its relationship to
physical assembly behavior. We found a great deal of consistency among the parts identified by participants, but enough
variability among entire decompositions to suggest that different decompositions may contribute to differences in reconstruction procedures. We also found that parts that were more
frequently identified in the decomposition experiment were
more likely to be built by different participants assembling

the same towers out of blocks. Moreover, participants assembled towers using increasingly consistent sets of subroutines
throughout the experiment and, of these, the most consistent
were also identified in the decomposition task.
Our study suggests a relationship between the actions people perform when making an object and the way people perceptually decompose those objects. Illuminating this relationship could have consequences for our understanding of how
we rapidly learn to construct new kinds of entities, and more
generally for how we utilize the visual system to solve complex problems. The phenomena studied here may also hold
implications for algorithmic accounts of abstraction, that have
traditionally treated ‘state’ and ‘temporal’ abstractions as distinct, as well as raise questions about the content and format
of the internal representations that are used to support perception and action.
Our results suggests several avenues for clarifying the underlying relationship between perceptual decomposition and
procedural abstraction. Firstly, while we observed a bias towards geometrically simple units that is in line with prior
work on perceptual organization, the extent to which our decomposition task is a reliable measure of perceptual decompositions is unclear. Evaluating existing models of perceptual segmentation on the decompositions yielded in our task
may help disentangle the contributions of perceptual decomposition and the coloring-in task that participants performed.
This initial investigation could be augmented to clarify how
people represent the parts of an object. For example, where
the current study measured decompositions from participants
that were naive to the physical structure of the towers, participants that knew that the shapes they were building were
subject to gravity, or made from rectangular blocks, may segment them differently. Such studies could reveal the contribution of different kinds of representation on task decomposition. The experiments presented in this paper also provide
the tools for exploring how generative experience changes the
way people parse and interpret the parts of a physical structure. Such studies may have implications for theories of how
perceptual representations and procedural knowledge interact
in the mind, as well as the many natural behaviors that rely
on a tight coordination between them.
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Abstract
We investigated the emergence of register-like indexical associations, whereby linguistic forms that are associated with
groups of speakers acquire novel associations with contextual
features of those groups. We employed an artificial-language
paradigm in which participants were exposed to an “alien” language spoken by two alien species wearing two different ceremonial outfits. The language varied with respect to plural
suffixes, such that one suffix was associated reliably with one
species and outfit in training. We then tested participants on
what associations they had acquired. In two experiments we
manipulated which aliens wore which outfits in the test phase.
Regardless of condition or length of training, participants associated suffixes strongly with aliens rather than clothing. In
a third experiment we introduced a new alien species in the
test phase. For these aliens, which participants had not seen
during training, participants made a clear association based on
outfit. These results show clearly ranked indexical (or protoindexical) associations on the part of participants and lay clear
groundwork for the experimental investigation of the emergence of indexical social meaning in language.
Keywords: artificial-language learning; social meaning; indexicality; sociolinguistics

Language conveys not only semantic meaning but also social meaning. For instance, the sentence “I had a can of pop
with my tea” not only conveys what the speaker drank with
their meal, but also (via the words pop and tea as opposed
to, e.g, soda and dinner) carries implications about the their
background (Dyer, 2007). But language also varies according to circumstance and situation. A lawyer, for example, is
likely to talk rather differently when addressing a court from
how they talk in conversation with a client, or a colleague,
or a family member. Such differences in register or style are
different from the “pop” and “dinner” examples above to the
extent that the latter reflect interindividual rather than intraindividual variation. However, the two kinds of social variation are very closely related, and language users might well
vary in what they call their drink or their evening meal according to situation and audience, depending on what social
inferences are likely to be drawn based on different choices.
Indeed, distinctions of register may arise from observed variation between speakers. The association in English of words
of French origin with particular registers, for instance, reflects
to a great extent historical perceptions (following the Norman
Conquest) of relationships between French and power.
These phenomena can be thought of in terms of indexicality, that is, the indexing of non-linguistic features by linguistic ones (Silverstein, 2003). Almost any linguistic feature can
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acquire indexical social meaning although, even in a given
region and context, sociolinguistic meaning is not necessarily simple, unitary, or fixed. Rather, linguistic features occupy a “field” or “constellation” of related social meanings
(Eckert, 2008). For instance, Canadian raising (often represented in spellings of about as aboot) might not only carry
stereotypical associations with Canada but might also index
such features as “niceness”, based on stereotypes about the
personality of Canadians. Similarly, the speech patterns of
people who happen to have social prestige, or who are associated with (e.g.) particular fashion styles, or particular professional contexts, might acquire associations with these things.
This kind of indirectly acquired social meaning is known as
higher-order indexicality (Silverstein, 2003; Eckert, 2008).
First-order indexicality involves the association of a linguistic feature with a group whose members use it. Second-order
indexicality occurs when a feature becomes associated with
some quality or behavior associated with the social group in
question (e.g., niceness, a particular way of dressing, or a particular professional context). Third-order indexicality would
involve association with a quality associated with that quality
(e.g., gullibility as a consequence of niceness), and so on. We
consider register a special case of higher-order indexicality.
Theoretical work on indexicality has inspired a large body
of empirical work involving naturalistic data, which has shed
light on the ways in which people use language to shape and
convey their identity and how they acquire existing indexical
associations (e.g. Jaffe, 2009; Meyerhoff & Schleef, 2012;
Pharao, Maegaard, Møller, & Kristiansen, 2014). A key question concerns enregisterment, the process by which forms acquire indexical meaning (Agha, 2006; Johnstone, 2016). But
how does enregisterment occur? How do linguistic forms acquire new associations with contextual or other features? The
process must rely partly on the perceived juxtaposition of linguistic forms with particular groups of speakers co-occurring
with particular contexts. It may be that this is sufficient, given
enough exposure, to create novel associations. However, this
cannot be the whole story. The transferal of associations from
a group to a feature or context associated with that group
must rely to some extent on breaking the reliability of that
association, such that it can be extended to new individuals. The associations forms are also likely to be modulated
by the perceived social importance of the features in question
(Johnstone, 2016; Rácz, Hay, & Pierrehumbert, 2017). In the

study presented here we investigate whether (a) the simple
association of a linguistic form with both a group of language
users and a situational non-linguistic feature (attire) and (b)
the breaking of the association between language users and
the non-linguistic feature leads to a novel association between
the linguistic and non-linguistic features.
Empirical work based on observations of natural-language
data is typically hampered by a lack of control over such factors. Artificial-language experiments, which we employed
here, are an empirical approach that allows greater control.
Sneller and Roberts (2018), for instance, investigated the influence of indexicality on the adoption of linguistic variants,
finding that features with higher-order indexicality spread
more readily (though only when the indexed trait had practical social relevance). A related strand of work concerns
the acquisition of grammatically unpredictable variation in
artificial languages, which suggests that learners will tend to
condition such variation on available linguistic or social cues
(Smith & Wonnacott, 2010; Hudson Kam & Newport, 2005;
Vihman, Nelson, & Kirby, 2018; Samara, Smith, Brown, &
Wonnacott, 2017). Little work, however, has shed direct light
on the emergence of higher-order indexicality, though Rácz,
Hay, and Pierrehumbert (2020) investigated differential sensitivity to different kinds of indexical meaning, relevant to
Sneller and Roberts’s (2018) finding concerning the practical
relevance of cues. Along similar line, Lai, Rácz, and Roberts
(2020) found the salience and learnability of indexical associations was influenced by the unexpectedness of the linguistic
variant.
To our knowledge no such work has directly investigated
the emergence of higher-order indexical meaning. Here we
present an exploratory artificial-language-learning study intended to lay groundwork for this question. The study involves exposing participants to an artificial language in which
grammatically unpredictable variation co-occurred reliably
with two different non-linguistic features: alien species and
clothing. We then measured the extent what associations
participants had acquired between these features. In a first
experiment we investigated whether participants would acquire associations primarily between a group of speakers or
with their clothing (predicting that, given the likely greater
social salience of speaker group over clothing, it would be
the former; cf. Rácz et al., 2017). In a second experiment
we replicated the first experiment with longer training. In a
third experiment we introduced a new species of alien in the
test phase, wearing the same clothing as the other aliens, and
tested whether this broke the established association between
alien species and clothing and allowed the linguistic feature
to be transferred to the new alien species based on attire.

Experiment 1
Experiment overview
The goal of Experiment 1 was to establish what associations
participants would make when exposed to a reliable threeway relationship between a linguistic form, a speaker group,
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Figure 1: Nulus (a, b) and Gilis (c, d) in different outfits.
and a cultural trait. We trained participants on an “alien” language exhibiting variation in plural endings. The language
was used by two alien species, who wore different outfits and
used different plural endings. We tested participants on which
aliens were most likely to use which plural ending, manipulating whether aliens in the test phase wore the same outfits
as in the training phase. We then measured what associations
participants formed with the plural endings.

Method
Participants 61 participants, recruited through Prolific,
took part for $6. After excluding four participants whose
duration was below the 2.5% quantile or above the 97.5%
quantile of all participants, data from the remaining 57 participants (24 female, 33 male; aged 18–54, median = 22) were
analyzed. There were 28 participants in the Flipped condition
and 29 participants in the Nonflipped condition.
Alien language The language contained ten noun stems
(Table 1). There were also two plural endings, -dem and gok, each of which could be affixed to any noun stem; their
distribution was entirely determined by the alien speakers and
not by any feature of the noun itself.
Table 1: Noun stems in the Alien language
kabuq, bupod, hasot, wejun, kenig,
tulimur, petilet, ropuko, luragur, gunawul
Aliens and outfits Two alien species were presented as
users of the language: the Nulus and the Gilis. The aliens
were presented as wearing two different ceremonial outfits: a
black suit-like outfit and a blue cloak-like outfit (Fig. 1).
Procedure The experiment consisted of four phases: (1)
Familiarization (to familiarize participants with the aliens and
the outfits); (2) Training (to expose participants to the language); (3) Memory test (to check to what extent participants
attended to the aliens and outfits); (4) Association test (to test
what associations participants learned between aliens, outfits,
and linguistic forms).
The familiarization phase introduced the two alien
species and their ceremonial outfits and ensured that participants were fully aware of both. First, participants saw a
screen with four images of aliens: a Nulu wearing the black
outfit, the same Nulu wearing the blue outfit, a Gili wearing

the black outfit, and the same Gili wearing the blue outfit.
Each image was labeled with the words “Nulu/Gili wearing
outfit one/two”. To ensure participants understood the difference between the species and outfits, this was followed by
a grouping exercise. First, participants saw images of one
alien wearing both outfits; then they saw a screen of 16 aliens
(four different Nulus + four different Gilis × two outfits) and
were asked to select all the aliens from the species they had
just seen. Then they were given the same task for the other
species and for each of the two outfits separately.
After becoming acquainted with the aliens and outfits, participants entered the training phase in which they were asked
to “try to learn what the alien words are for the different objects and how the language works.” This phase involved two
kinds of trials: passive exposure trials and forced-choice trials. In passive exposure trials a singular or plural word was
presented paired with an image of the object(s) it referred to.
In each case, the word was depicted as being spoken by an
alien wearing one of the two outfits (Fig. 2a). Each outfit and
plural suffix was paired 100% reliably with one of the two
alien species; that is, while participants had seen both species
wearing both outfits in the Familiarization phase, one outfit
was now only seen on Gilis while the other was seen only on
Nulus. (The assignment of outfits and suffixes to alien species
was counterbalanced between participants.) Passive exposure trials were not timed and participants could proceed to
the next trial by clicking a button marked “Next”. In forcedchoice trials participants were asked to choose the right word
to go with an image (Fig. 2b). In every case the correct word
was presented along with a foil word generated by swapping
two segments of the correct word (e.g., kabuq vs. kaqub). For
plurals, the swapped segments were always in the suffix (e.g.,
kabuqgok vs. kabuqkog). This was to ensure that participants
would attend to the suffixes as well as the stems. In forcedchoice trials, participants had to choose correctly in order to
proceed. If the wrong word was chosen, they were told so
and asked to try again. Participants were trained on 20 alien
words (10 singular and 10 plural) in total. Every four passive
exposure trials were followed by four forced choice trials on
the same four words the participants had just been exposed
to. The order of trials in each such block was randomized. In
total, participants went through 10 words × 2 forms (singular
and plural) × 2 alien species × 2 trial types (exposure and
forced choice) × 2 repetitions = 160 trials.
After the training phase, participants were presented with
a total of 12 memory test trials, with three trials each on isolated words, objects, aliens (without outfits) and outfits (not
on aliens). Some of the words, aliens, and outfits had been
encountered during the training phase; others had not. Participants were instructed to answer yes or no on each screen
to indicate whether or not they recalled seeing the word or
image before. The purpose of this phase was to check that
participants had been attending to both the words and the images in the training phase and to reinforce the importance of
the aliens and outfits in the training.
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Figure 2: Example trials: (a) passive learning trial; (b)forcedchoice trial; (c) suffix selection trial; (d) alien selection trial
After completing the memory test, participants began the
association test, which was also the final phase of the experiment. This phase consisted of two kinds of trials. In suffixselection trials participants were presented with an alien
wearing one of the two outfits along with an image of a group
of objects and two plural word forms (Fig. 2c). The participant’s task was to choose the word form they thought the alien
was most likely to use. In alien-selection trials, by contrast,
participants saw one alien from each species (each wearing a
different outfit) and one object paired with a word form (always plural). In this case participants had to choose which
alien they thought most likely to use that form (Fig. 2d).
There were 80 trials in total in this phase (10 suffixed words
× 2 species × 2 repetitions × 2 tasks). Due to the different
set-ups of the two tasks, participants saw each plural form
twice during suffix selection and once during alien selection.
The left/right location of the each word form in the suffixselection task and of each alien in the alien-selection task was
counterbalanced throughout.
Experimental conditions. There were two conditions,
which differed with respect to which outfits were worn by
which species in the association test phase. In the training
phase, as stated above, each outfit was paired 100% reliably
with one of the two alien species. In the unflipped condition
this pairing was continued in the test phase. In the flipped
condition the pairing was reversed, such that the alien species
that had worn outfit 1 in the training phase now wore only
outfit 2, and vice versa (Fig. 3).
Predictions. Assuming that participants formed associations with the two plural forms, there were three main possibilities. First, participants might overwhelmingly associate

Figure 3: Conditions of Experiment 1
(a)

plural forms with alien species, not outfits. If so, participants
in both conditions would associate the plural forms with the
aliens they had seen produce those forms in training (but the
association with outfit would be reversed). The second possibility was that participants would overwhelmingly associate
plural forms with outfits as opposed to aliens. In this case, the
association of outfit with plural form would be the same in
the two conditions (but the association with aliens would be
reversed). The third possibility was that participants would
form a mixed association, which would be indicated by results in the flipped condition that were neither identical to nor
the reverse of the unflipped results for either aliens or outfit;
rather, the results in the flipped condition would be closer to
chance selection.
Based on earlier literature (e.g., Rácz et al., 2020), we
predicted that the second possibility was unlikely. It would
be surprising if participants overwhelmingly associated the
forms with the clothing rather than the aliens. Second-order
indices, after all, are considered to emerge as secondary associations for linguistic features already associated with a
speaker group (Eckert, 2008; Sneller & Roberts, 2018). However, even if (as expected) participants formed a strong primary association between linguistic forms and alien species,
they might then develop a strong secondary association with
the outfits, consistent with possibility three.

Results for Experiment 1
Analyses were conducted using the R Statistical environment
(R Core Team, 2017); generalized mixed-effects logistic regression was conducted using the glmer function from the
lme4 package (Bates, Mächler, Bolker, & Walker, 2014).
Plots were created using ggplot2 (Wickham, 2016).
On average, it took participants (outliers excluded) 23 minutes (sd = 12) to complete the experiment. Fig. 4 shows
the aggregate results of suffix selection and alien selection
in Experiment 1. Across conditions, in both suffix- and alien
selection, participants strongly associated suffixes with alien
species, consistent with the first possibility described above.
Mixed-effects logistic regression models were fit separately for the two tasks, with Response as the dependent variable, Condition (Nonflipped as the intercept), Stimulus (Gili
and the Gili Outfit as the intercept in suffix selection, and the
Gili suffix as the intercept in alien selection) and their interactions as independent variables, and Participant and Word as
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Figure 4: Results for Experiment 1 (red dots indicate means
and black dots indicate outliers): (a): suffix selection task;
(b): alien selection task

random effects. Model results suggested that for the SUFFIX
SELECTION , the Stimulus effect was significant (β = −2.71,
p < .001 for alien stimulus and β = −2.71, p < .001 for
outfit stimulus). There was a significant effect of Condition (β = 0.36, p = .02 for alien stimulus and β = -3.22,
p < .001 for outfit stimulus). The interaction between Stimulus and Condition was also significant (β = -0.86, p < .01 for
alien stimulus and β = 6.30, p < .001 for outfit stimulus).For
ALIEN SELECTION , there was a significant effect of (suffix)
Stimulus (β = -3.47, p < .001 for alien responses and β = 3.47, p < .001 for outfit responses). The Condition effect was
found only for outfit responses (β = −3.53, p < .001), not for
alien responses (β = 0.04, n.s.). The interaction between between Stimulus and Condition was significant only for outfit
responses (β = 6.97, p < .001) but not for alien responses
(β = −0.03, n.s.).

Discussion of Experiment 1
Participants across conditions strongly associated suffixes
with the aliens who used them, regardless of outfit. However, the interaction effect suggested a slight tendency to also
make a secondary association with outfits. One possibility is
that participants would have formed a stronger secondary association with the outfits given a longer training period. To
test this we performed a follow-up to Experiment 1 in which
we extended the training period.

Experiment 1b: Extended training
Experiment 1b was designed as a replication of Experiment 1
with a longer training phase.

Method
The method for Experiment 1b was identical to that of Experiment 1 except that it included an extra training phase and
an extra memory test, so that it had the following structure:
(Familiarization → Training 1 → Memory test → Training
2 → Memory test 2 → Association test). Training phase 2
was identical to Training phase 1 except that it had no forced
choice trials. Memory test 2 was of the same length as Memory test 1 but included a different subset of words and objects..
60 participants, recruited through Prolific, took part in return for $6. After excluding participants (N = 4) whose
duration was below the 2.5% quantile or above the 97.5%
quantile, data from the remaining 56 participants were analyzed. Of these, 23 were female and 33 male, aged 18–52
(median = 23). There were 30 participants in the Flipped
condition and 26 participants in the Nonflipped condition.

Results for Experiment 1b
On average, it took participants (outliers excluded) 24 min
(sd = 9.04) to complete the experiment. The same model
configuration from Experiment 1 was adopted and similar results were obtained: significant Stimulus effect(β = −4.55,
p < .001 for alien stimulus and β = −4.56, p < .001 for outfit stimulus), Condition effect (β = −0.91, p < .001 for alien
stimulus and β = −3.64, p < .001 for outfit stimulus) and
their interaction (β = 1.82, p < .001 for alien stimulus and
β = 7.29, p < .001 for outfit stimulus) in SUFFIX SELEC TION . In ALIEN SELECTION , there was a significant Stimulus effect (β = −4.91, p < .001 for both alien and outfit
responses), Condition effect (β = -0.48, p < .01 for alien responses and β = −3.59, p < .001for outfit responses) and
their interaction was also significant (β = 1.25, p < .001 for
alien and β = 7.14, p < .001 for outfit responses). In addition,
randomization tests, in which the data were shuffled 100,000
times and compared with the true result to generate a p-value
(Edgington & Onghena, 2007), were conducted to compare
Experiments 1 and 1b and identify if length of training had
an effect. No effect was found for either suffix selection or
alien selection (all p > 0.6).

Discussion of Experiment 1b
Experiment 1b replicated Experiment 1 with a longer training phase, and the results of the two experiments were highly
consistent: Participants strongly associated the plural endings
with the alien species and not with the outfits. This establishes a clear base expectation for further experimentation.
It could have been that participants would exhibit flexibility or uncertainty in what they associated the variation with.
This was not the case. However, our experiment did not (and
was not designed to) exclude the possibility that some kind
of higher-order indexical associations were indeed formed by
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Figure 5: (a) the new alien wearing the black outfit; (b) the
new alien wearing the blue outfit

participants. Our results show only that, forced to choose between aliens and outfits, participants would overwhelmingly
choose the former. A key question is how participants might
extend what they have learned to new language users. Investigating this was the purpose of Experiment 2.

Experiment 2: Encountering new aliens
Experiment overview
Experiment 2 resembled Experiment 1b except that we introduced a new alien species in the test phase. We then examined
whether participants would associate plural endings with the
new species based on outfits.

Method
Participants 59 participants were recruited through Prolific
in return for $6 dollars. After excluding participants (N = 4)
whose duration was below the 2.5% quantile or above the
97.5% quantile of all participants, data from the remaining
55 participants were further analyzed. There were 26 female
and 28 male participants (one participant self-identified as
‘Other’), aged 18–54 (mean = 25.7, median = 23).
Procedure Experiment 2 worked like Experiment 1b except that a new alien species, who had not been previously
seen by participants, was gradually introduced during the testing phase (Fig. 5). There were 64 trials in the test phase.
Participants did not encounter new aliens in the first 16 trials but saw only Nulus and Gilis as in the other experiments.
However, the following 14 trials includes two trials with new
aliens (randomly ordered), and the proportion with new aliens
increased from then on, with four in the following 12 trials and 14 in the final 22 trials. Suffix-selection and alienselection trials occurred equally often for each alien. Trials
with Nulus or Gilis participants were the same as in earlier
experiments. Trials with new aliens were similar except that,
for the alien-selection task, the two aliens were of the same
species and differed with respect to outfit only.

Results
On average, it took participants 25 minutes to complete the
experiment (sd = 13). Fig. 6 shows results for new aliens
only. (The pattern of results for Nulus and Gilis was the same
as in Experiments 1 and 1b.) In suffix selection, participants
tended to select variants based on the outfits associated with
them in training, though—as can be seen in Fig. 6a—there
was more variation than in results for earlier experiments.
The pattern was similar for alien selection (Fig. 6b).
Similar to Experiment 1a and 1b, mixed-effects logistic regression models were configured separately for suffix selection and outfit selection for new alien species, with Response
as the dependent variable, Condition (Version 1 as the intercept), Stimulus (Gili Outfit as the intercept in suffix selection and Gili suffix as the intercept in outfit selection) and
their interactions as independent variables and Participant and
Word as random effects. Model results suggested that when
encountering the new aliens, there was a significant Stimulus effect (β = −0.98, p < .01 in SUFFIX SELECTION and
β = −0.1.46, p < .001 in OUTFIT SELECTION), suggesting
that participants were significantly less likely to choose the
Gili variant or Gili outfit for the new alien species when it
is wearing a Nulu outfit or using a Nulu variant. No significant Condition effect was found (β = 0.44, p = 0.12), suggesting which version participants were exposed to was not
statistically important. There was a significant interaction effect between Condition and Stimulus (β = −1.05, p = 0.01
in OUTFIT SELECTION and β = −1.68, p < 0.001 in ALIEN
SELECTION ).

Discussion of Experiment 2
Results suggest that, while participants acquired very strong
first-order associations between suffixes and alien species in
all experiments, they extended these associations via clothing
to previously unencountered aliens in Experiment 2, implying
that they had established an at least latent secondary association with clothing that revealed itself when presented with
new aliens.

General Discussion
We investigated the emergence of higher-order sociolinguistic indexicality in a laboratory setting using an artificiallanguage-learning paradigm. The first experiment investigated whether participants exposed to linguistic variation that
covaried reliably with both a group of individuals (the alien
species) and a cultural trait (their clothing) would learn to associate the variation primarily with the group or with both the
group and the trait. We found that participants tended to overwhelmingly associate the variable plural endings with alien
species rather than their outfits. A follow-up experiment indicated that this effect was not influenced by length of training.
In our next experiment, we introduced a new alien species exhibiting the same variation in cultural traits (i.e., wearing the
same outfits) to investigate whether participants would extend established associations to the new aliens via clothing.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6: Results for Experiment 2 (red dots indicate means)

We found that this occurred. Taken together, these results are
consistent with an account of indexicality whereby the emergence of second-order indexical associations with contextual
or situational features depends in part on extension to novel
individuals.
There are limitations and prospects for future research, for
which this study was designed to establish a base. Our association test leaves an open question, for instance. Our results
make clear that participants formed at least a latent secondary
association between suffixes and clothing that revealed itself
in a forced-choice task, but this is not necessarily the same as
full higher-order indexicality or enregisterment. The question
remains: What makes some such associations, once formed,
susceptible to taking on a full indexical role, where they become used as markers of social identity? The role of practical
social importance (Eckert, 2008; Johnstone, 2016; Sneller &
Roberts, 2018) and salience (Lai et al., 2020) are important
avenues to consider.
It is also important to note that in our experiment a threeway association between aliens, outfits, and suffixes was established simultaneously. While this occurs in the real world,
the different associations are perhaps more often established
independently. This represents another clear research direction. However, we consider that this experiment lays important groundwork for the future experimental investigation of
sociolinguistic meaning.
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Abstract

forth is that the order of acquisition tracks the relative complexity of the relation expressed by the quantifier (Katsos et
al., 2016). To see the import of this hypothesis, compare the
standard meaning of all with that of most (2). To understand
sentences with most, children need to be able to compare the
cardinality of the set of As that are Bs with the cardinalitiy of
set of As that are non-Bs.

How does the acquisition of semantically complex expressions
track the acquisition of their constituent meanings? We investigate this question using the English quantifiers both and
either. These quantifiers, while morphologically simplex, are
semantically complex, comprising of two pieces: (i) universal/existential quantification and (ii) a size restriction on the
quantificational domain to 2. Across two experiments, we
compared the acquisition of these quantifiers with expressions
mapping conceptual pieces that contribute to their make-up
(two, all, any). Our results suggest that having all of the parts
is not enough to put together the whole, a finding that could
have implications for quantifier learning more broadly.
Keywords: language acquisition; semantics; quantifiers;

(2)

Introduction
Unlike noun phrases like the judge or Ruth Bader Ginsburg, quantificational noun phrases do not refer to individuals — which individuals could expressions like no student
or more than two students possibly pick out? Quantifiers are
therefore analyzed not as referring expressions, but as second order predicates that delineate relationships between sets
(Frege, 1879; Barwise & Cooper, 1981). Thus, Some As are
B is true only in the case where the intersection of the set of
As and the set of Bs is non-empty; No As are B is true only in
the case where their intersection is empty.
Learners of all languages must acquire the quantifiers in
their language, and in this, they face a formidable challenge.
All sorts of set-relations can be articulated using quantificational expressions and constructions — see (1). Quantifier
meanings that get lexicalized across languages are, furthermore, varied and rich. Consequently, the hypothesis space
the learner must traverse when mapping quantifier meanings
is large and complex (Keenan & Stavi, 1986).
(1)

a.
b.
c.
d.

All the students smiled.
Fewer than 3 students smiled.
No student but Jack smiled.
At least 2 but no more than 5 students smiled.

Consistent with this picture, prior research has revealed considerable variability in the time-course of acquisition of different quantifiers. Whereas children as young as 2 seem to
be competent with the quantifier all, only at around age 7
do they seem to grasp the meaning of most (Barner, Chow
& Yang, 2009), a pattern that seems to be robust across languages (Katsos et al., 2016). One hypothesis that has been put
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a.
b.

all(A)(B) is True iff A ⊆ B
most(A)(B) is True iff |A ∩ B| > |A – B|

The present study turns to another set of quantifiers — the pair
both and either — as a means of studying the acquisition path
of semantically complex expressions. This quantifier-pair is
special in having conceptual parts that are individually lexicalized using other expressions of English, letting us explore
how the acquisition of complex meanings track the acquisition of their constituent meanings.
There are two main meaning components to both and either (see (3)), which we investigate piecemeal. The first is a
cardinality presupposition: these quantifiers restrict the size
of the quantificational domain to exactly two elements. Thus,
a sentence like You can have both/either of the toys can be
used felicitously only if there are exactly two toys under discussion. The second key component is quantificational force,
which is universal (exhaustive) for both and existential for
either. Thus, whereas You can have both of the toys entails
giving the entirety of the set of toys, You can have either of
the toys entails giving a subset.
(3)

a.
b.

If |A|=2, both(A)(B) ⇔ A ⊆ B; else undefined
/ else undeIf |A|=2, either(A)(B) ⇔ A ∩ B 6= 0;
fined

Our goal in this study is to better understand the relationship between semantic complexity and time-course of acquisition. If children are indeed delayed in mastery of complex
quantifier meanings, what is causing the delay? Do children
lack command of some of the conceptual structures that the
complex meanings are composed of? Or alternatively, is it the
process of composition itself, i.e. putting the pieces together
the right way, that poses a challenge?
We go about addressing these questions by comparing children’s command of both and either with their understanding
of expressions that are built using the same (or equivalent)

conceptual structures (two, all, any). Probing children’s understanding of the numeral two might lend insight into their
understanding of the component of both/either that is part
of the cardinality presupposition of the expressions: duality.
Likewise, command of the universal quantifier all and the existential quantifier any will provide a baseline against which
to compare children’s knowledge of the quantificational force
of both/either. If a command of the relevant conceptual structures is sufficient for the child to build the adult-like denotations for both and either, success on two, all and any should
also yield success on the complex quantifiers. If, on the other
hand, acquiring complex meanings also involves a further
step of figuring out how their component pieces fit together,
we may find the child entertaining alternative modes of composition and in turn, postulating non-adult meanings.
We begin our investigations with the quantifier both in Experiment 1. We designed a novel paradigm, the QuantityDomain Selection Task, in which participants were shown
two distinct kinds of unfamiliar objects, each a part of a candidate set of either two or three items. Participants were asked
for both, two, or all of a given kind. Crucially, the labeling
for the items was left ambiguous, so that the quantifier or numeral was the only aspect of the sentence from which they
could base their response. This paradigm allowed us to independently measure children’s decision about how many items
they gave and their decision about the domain of quantification. We expand on our findings in Experiment 2, in which
we probe children’s understanding of either and the related
expressions two and any.

Experiment 1: Both
Methods
Participants 28 native English-acquiring children between
2 and 4 years (Age Range: 28-48mos;M = 41mos) in person (pre-pandemic) from childcare centers around the Boston
area, and the Boston Museum of Science.1 An additional 12
children were tested, but excluded for reasons of inattention,
non-completion or failing to pass our catch trials (see below). All children were at least 2-knowers, as determined
by a Give-N pretest at the time of test. Additionally, we
recruited 40 native English-speaking adults online through
Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) as controls.
Materials and Design Each trial included five items, each
represented by one of two images of real objects, divided into
two visually distinct sets of two and three items. The experimental trials involved two sets of novel object kinds, introduced using two unfamiliar words. Crucially, the introduction
was ambiguous, e.g. ”Look! There are some tevers and some
zavs!, such that the participant could not know which novel
word corresponded to which novel object kind. They were
1 The wide age-range, during a period of rapid development on
children’s numerical understanding, was chosen because we aimed
to do a direct comparison of two(or more)-knowers and non-twoknowers. The latter comparison could not be carried out due to the
pandemic-driven cessation of in-person testing.
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(a) Duality and Exhaustivity
(adultlike)

(b) Duality, but no
Exhaustivity

(c) Exhaustivity, but no
Duality

(d) Neither

Figure 1: Possible responses to a both trial. Different response patterns might let us infer the presence and absence of
different conceptual structures (exhaustivity and duality) as
being represented as part of the meaning.

then asked for both, two or all of a given kind, e.g. Can you
give me both of the tevers?. There were 12 trials in total, 3 per
quantity word of interest, plus 3 “catch” trials involving the
numeral one; the latter were used to detect and exclude participants who were not paying attention or did not understand
the task. Participants were shown one of four experimental
orders, which allowed to control for order factors, including
image-label pair, image-domain pair, and pair-side relationships. All preregistration materials and data can be found at:
https://tinyurl.com/3sbdb5wc.
For any given experimental trial, participants had to rely
on the quantity word (both, two, all) to make their decisions.
Each participant response involves two decisions — the domain decision, meaning the choice between a 2-set vs. a 3set, and the quantity decision, or the actual number of items
selected from a given set. Figure 1 displays the visual layout
of an experimental trial, along with some possible domainquantity decisions for both.
Procedure The child variant of the experiment consisted
of two tasks: a standard Give-N task (Wynn 1992) to discern the participant’s numerical comprehension, and the
main Quantity-Domain Selection task. After their numerical knowledge was assessed, participants were told that they
would play a “trading game” with a puppet, who requested
some items and would give them stickers in exchange. The
experimental trials were preceded by 4 training trials, in
which participants were asked to give some quantity of familiar items (e.g. apples), during which they received feedback.

Results
Coding We focus on only the critical trials involving both,
two and all. Each participant response was coded into types
based on the number of items given and the choice of set (in

Figure 2: Response Types in Experiment 1 by Quantity Word,
Adults and Children

the form n-out-of-n). There were five such response-types,
only three of which were of interest to us, as they express
at least one of the component meanings of interest. These
were “2-out-of-2”, “2-out-of-3”, and “3-out-of-3”. All other
responses were coded as “other”. For the child data, We created two additional variables that indicated: (i) whether the
response-type was logically/semantically consistent given the
quantity word (“accuracy”), and (ii) whether it was adultlike,
i.e. matching the predominant responses of our adult controls.
These two measures tend to come apart because adult speakers often pragmatically enrich the literal meaning of quantityexpressions and constructions to arrive at stronger readings
(see below). We coded “2-out-of-3” as well as “2-out-of-2”
as “accurate” in response two, as both responses would indicate an understanding of the literal meaning of the numeral.
Analogous reasoning led us to code “2-out-of-2” and “3-outof-3” as “accurate” for all.
Comparison across populations Figure 2 displays the
overall pattern of responses from both adults (left) and children (right). We begin with expressions conveying component meanings that are represented in both. For two, adults
had a bias toward the 2-out-of-3 response, although a request
for two could be satisfied by a selection of 2 items from either
the set of 2 or 3. This is likely because in these constructions,
adults draw an inference of “proper partitivity” (Hoeksema,
1984, Marty 2019), namely that it’s two out of a set with more
than two items.
Child responses for two were overwhelmingly accurate:
96% of the responses involved giving two objects. However, children’s choice of domain was not adultlike, shown by
the increased number of 2-out-of-2 responses. A chi-squared
test of homogeneity revealed a significant difference between
adults and children in their response distributions (χ2 (3, 68) =
42.98, p < .001). This pattern of data implies that in our task,
children understood the literal meaning of two, but failed to
draw an adult-like inference of proper partitivity.
For all, adults strongly preferred selecting 3-out-of-3, de-
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spite the fact that a request for all can by definition be satisfied
by either a 2-out-of-2 or a 3-out-of-3 response. This preference is consistent with an inference that is typically thought
to arise from competition between all and both (Heim 1991;
Sauerland 2008). All and both express universal quantification. However, both has the additional cardinality presupposition that the domain contains exactly 2 elements, so the use
of the word all instead of both can lead one to infer that this
condition is not applicable. Reasoning this way, adults settle
on the set of 3.
Turning now to children, 99% of their responses to all involved exhaustive quantification over the chosen set; 77%,
moreover, involved an adult-like choice of the 3-set. A chisquared test of homogeneity revealed no statistically significant difference between the two populations in the distribution of responses to all (χ2 (3, 68) = 1.04, p = .79). These
results indicate a strong understanding of all. Moreover, if
the adult preference for the 3-set is due to competition with
both, children’s adultlikeness also raises the possibility that
they know and represent the complex quantifier as a competitor; we address this further in the discussion section.
Finally, for both, adult responses were highly consistent
and in line with expectations: they overwhelmingly chose 2
from the set of 2. 2-out-of-2 was the predominant response
for children, as well, but less so (65%) than for adults. The response distributions for both pattern significantly differently
across populations (χ2 (3, 68) = 28.71, p < .001). Looking
more closely at children’s individual response patterns, we
see high rates of within-participant inconsistency in responses
to both-trials. The largest group (15 out of 28) showed variability in how they responded across trials. The second largest
group (10 out of 28) was adult-like, giving 2-out-of-2 responses on all three trials. Finally, there was a small minority
(3 out of 28) who consistently responded with 2-out-of-3.
Duality and exhaustivity across quantity-words Next,
we analyzed children’s representation of the conceptual structures underlying both — duality and universal/exhaustive
quantification — through pairwise comparisons of the complex quantifier with each of the other two quantity words.
Both vs. Two: Our comparison point for duality knowledge
is the numeral two. For both and two, we coded each response
as “duality-compliant” if it involved giving 2 items (2-out-of2 and 2-out-of-3). The overwhelming majority of responses
to both expressions were duality-compliant (96% for two;
89% for both). A mixed-effect logistics regression predicting
duality-compliance as a function of quantity word (both/two)
revealed no significant effect of quantity word (model syntax:
duality ∼ quantity-word + (1|participant); β=-1.26, SE=0.71,
z=-1.77, p=0.08).
Both vs. All: All is our comparison point for exhaustivity knowledge.
For both and all, we coded each
response as “exhaustivity-compliant” if it involved exhaustively/universally quantifying over the chosen set (2out-of-2 and 3-out-of-3).
Exhaustivity-compliance was
significantly lower for both (72%) compared to all

(99%) (model syntax: exhaustivity ∼ quantity-word
+ (1|participant); β=-3.985, SE=1.132, z=-3.521, p <
0.001). This effect was driven by a non-trivial proportion
(24%) of 2-out-of-3 responses to both, which crucially is
duality-, but not exhaustivity- compliant. It is also worth noting that this error-type showed no relationship with age in our
sample.

encoding a cardinality presupposition on its domain, but it
has existential, rather than universal, quantificational force.
As such, it provides a test environment where the two
threads — quantity-selection and domain-selection — come
apart. A consistent selection of one item from the 2-set would
signal an adult-like representation of either as an existential
quantifier with a cardinality a requirement on the domain.

Discussion

Experiment 2: Either

The goal of Experiment 1 was to chart the acquisition of the
semantically complex quantifier both in relation to that of the
related expressions all and two. Our results revealed robust
understanding of the related expressions, and in turn, the conceptual pieces represented in both. For both, we found that
children were largely adult-like with their quantity decisions,
consistently giving 2 items as expected. But our results were
less robust when it comes to the domain requirement of the
quantifier, i.e. that the cardinality of the domain must be 2.
These findings are consistent with children having an adultlike knowledge of both, but some performance issues result in
the higher error rates compared to the other two expressions.
This possibility gains support from the fact that the predominant response was indeed the adult-like one. As mentioned
earlier, children’s adultlikeness with all might lend further,
indirect support: if the 3-out-of-3 bias with all is due to competition with both, children’s adultlikeness with all, at least at
first blush, implies an understanding of both.
On the other hand, there might be reasons to be cautious.
First, observe that children in our study, unlike adults, did not
compute the proper partitivity inference with two. Not only
did they not shy away from the 2-out-of-2 response, it was in
fact their predominant response.2 More pertinently, the pattern of responses for both and two are close to identical. Furthermore, recall that the most prominent error response with
both involved giving 2-out-of-3. Together, these facts open
up the possibility to an alternative explanation, where children have a non-adult representation of both with a meaning
analogous to two (i.e. lacking the exhaustivity component). If
so, it suggests that while children succeed in identifying numerical content associated with both, they have a harder time
identifying it as a requirement tied to the domain of quantification.
To sum up, we are left with the following questions: Are
children opting for the 2-set for the right reasons, namely the
cardinality presupposition encoded by both, or do they have
an initial meaning for the expression that is equivalent or similar to two, which the present experiment was unable to detect? More generally, is it the case that having the component
pieces is not enough to fully facilitate the acquisition of complex meanings, and more specifically, are learners initially
less inclined to posit cardinality requirements on the domain?
In order to address these issues, we turn in Experiment
2 to the complex quantifier either. Either is like both in
2 We are not sure what is behind this preference; one possibility
is that they are inclined to give a complete set, whenever possible.
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In Experiment 2, we extend our Quantity-Domain Selection
Task to either, and compare its acquisition with the related
expressions two (encoding duality), and any (the corresponding existential quantifier). Our key measure of interest in this
experiment is domain-selection, for two reasons. First, the
main issue left open by Experiment 1 has to do with whether
children encode duality as a condition on the domain for both.
Second, the weak, existential force of either renders quantityselection a less informative measure. A request for either can
be satisfied by a superset of responses that would satisfy both,
namely 1-out-of-2 or 2-out-of-2.
These are not the only differences between the two complex quantifiers. Either, like its non-presuppositional counterpart any (and unlike both), is grammatical only in select
linguistic environments. More specifically, either and any require an element like negation (the ”Negative Polarity” use,
(4-a)) or an existential modal (the ”Free Choice” use, (4-b))
to be well-formed. Here, we test children’s command of the
quantifiers in their free choice uses, as in (4), which allows us
to make minimal modifications to our task and prompt. On
this reading, (4-b) conveys that all the dishes are fair game,
and that the addressee can pick one at will.3
(4)

a.
b.

I didn’t eat either/any of the dishes.
You can eat either/any of the dishes.

While the free choice component adds a further layer of
intricacy to sentences containing either and any, preschoolaged children have been shown to have little trouble with freechoice (Tieu et al. 2016).

Methods
Participants Data-collection for Experiment 2 was carried
out during the COVID-19 pandemic, and thus, using virtual
methods. We recruited 32 English-primary children between
ages 3 and 5 years (Age Range: 38-70mos; M = 50mos)
from a database of parents who expressed interest in having their child participate in a language study. The shift
in age range was motivated by both practical and theoretical considerations. The virtual variant of the task was unfeasible with 2-year-olds. The additional meaning complexity associated with either and any raised the possibility of
independent delays in acquisition, and motivated the inclusion of older children. As in Experiment 1, all children
were at least two-knowers. An additional 13 children were
3 For

a.o.

analysis, see Kadmon & Landman, 1993; Chierchia, 2013

tested but excluded for reasons of inattention, non-completion
or caregiver-interference. Additionally, 40 native Englishspeaking adults were recruited through Amazon Mechanical
Turk (MTurk) and served as controls.
Materials and Design For adult participants, all visual materials were the same as in Experiment 1, though the linguistic
stimuli changed in accordance with the change in quantifiers.
Thus, the prompts were changed to the form: Can you give
me either/two/any of the tevers?. The child experiment was
adapted to an online format; otherwise, all materials and design elements remained the same, modulo the prompts.
Procedure For the adult control, all procedures were the
same as for Experiment 1. For child participants, the inperson task from Experiment 1 was adapted for testing
through video-conferencing, with as few changes to the design and participant interaction scheme as possible. Experimental sessions were conducted over Zoom with a researcher,
who shared their screen displaying the study materials in
PowerPoint. Participants underwent a brief calibration phase
to ensure a proper technical setup, and to determine the best
interaction method for the participant (i.e. allowing the child
to use the mouse without assistance, or asking parents to place
the child on their lap and click on the item(s) to which their
child points.) Participants assisted an on-screen cartoon character by completing the same two tasks as for Experiment
1 (Give-N and Quantity-Domain Selection). Children were
given a certificate of completion at the end of the session.

Figure 3: Response Types in Experiment 2 by Quantity Word,
Adults and Children

Figure 4: Rate of selecting the 2-set, Adults and Children

Results
We again focus on only the critical trials, which in Experiment 2 involved either, two and any. As before, participant responses were coded into types based on the number
of items given and the choice of set (in the form n-out-of-n).
All five response-types are theoretically meaningful in this
experiment, given the weak, existential quantificational force
of either and any. Given that our hypothesis-driven question
concerns the choice of domain, we also created a variable,
“dual-domain selection”, indicating whether or not the participant chose from the domain of 2, irrespective of the number
of items given. Only either encodes the duality presupposition on its domain, and as such, we expect the rate of 2-set
selection to be highest for this expression, at least for adults.
Figure 3 displays adults’ and children’s responses to each
quantity word. For two, we largely replicated the pattern of
responses from Experiment 1. Both populations overwhelmingly gave 2 items (93% adults; 78% children). As before,
children’s response distribution differed significantly from
adults (χ2 (3, 72) = 30.76, p < .001), due to a failure to compute the proper partitivity inference.
For any, adults most often selected 1-out-of-3. The preference for the 3-set is likely due to competition with the either,
analogously to all and both. Children were like adults in consistently giving 1 item (82%), but they did not consistently
choose from the 3-set. The result was a significantly different
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response pattern from adults (χ2 (3, 72) = 32.07, p < .001).
Child and adult response patterns differed significantly for
either, as well (χ2 (3, 72) = 33.95, p < .001). Adults’ main
response when asked for either was 1-out-of-2, but children
vacillated between 1-out-of-2 and 1-out-of-3 responses.
Given our focus on domain-selection, we directly compared the rates of choosing the 2-set across quantifiers. As
shown in Figure 4, the patterns are vastly different across
populations. We fit a pair of mixed-effects logistic regressions to statistically analyze these patterns. For adults, quantity word had a strong effect on dual-domain selection, with
either being significantly more likely to elicit such choices
(β=1.668, SE=0.181, z=9.225, p < .001). However, a comparable model on the child data revealed no statistically significant effect of quantity word.

Discussion
Findings from Experiment 2 seem to suggest that children
understand the existential quantificational force of either, but
not the domain presupposition. Indeed, a large number of response patterns are in principle compatible with understanding an expression as existential. Here, our conclusion of
competence comes from noting the striking similarity in children’s quantity-selection behavior on either and any.
On the other hand, children were not adult-like in their

domain-selection. Adults distinguished either and any in
their choice of domain, in two ways. First, they consistently
opted for the 2-set with either. Second, likely due to competition with either, they consistently opted for the 3-set with
any. In neither respect were children adult-like. In fact, they
did not differentiate between either and any at all.
Altogether, these findings suggest that having the conceptual parts (duality, existential quantification) does not by itself lead to an adult-like meaning for the complex quantifier.
It also bolsters the hypothesis raised after Experiment 1, that
children’s initial hypotheses about both encodes a numerical
component, though not as a condition on the domain.

General Discussion
Our goal in this study was to understand the developmental
relationship between complex quantifiers and the conceptual
structures they are composed of. We did so by comparing the
acquisition of both and either with expressions that encode
the sub-constituent concepts. Children showed good understanding of these expressions (two, all, any) across our two
experiments, which we take to provide a critical baseline:
children have the necessary conceptual structures needed to
build the complex quantifier meanings.
Was this sufficient for an understanding of the complex
quantifiers themselves? Prima facie, the results of Experiment 1 suggests a positive answer. Children mostly behaved
like adults, giving exhaustively from the set of two. Moreover, their behavior with all was consistent with a treatment
of both as its competitor (a strong bias toward the 3-set). But
other aspects of the data urged us towards caution. In particular, children’s responses to both and two were similar enough
to raise the possibility that their apparent adultlike behavior
with both was only apparent. We considered an alternative
hypothesis on which children associate both with duality, but
crucially not as a size restriction on the domain. In other
words, they may initially posit a “two-like” meaning for both.
To further explore this latter hypothesis, we turned to either, where quantity-selection and domain-selection come
apart. We found that while children treated either as having
existential quantificational force (at least to a similar extent as
for any), they clearly failed to recognize the duality requirement on the domain. This failure lends validity to the alternative interpretation of the results of Experiment 1. Caveats
are in order, however: both the age ranges and the procedure
(in-person vs. online testing) are different across the two experiments.
All in all, then, our findings suggest that even when in command of the component parts, children may have difficulties
composing them in the right way. What might be behind this
compositional trouble? One possibility is that the specific
form of the complexity in these quantifiers — a cardinality
presupposition on the domain — is at the heart of the issue.
This would be consistent with prior proposals that children do
not represent the uniqueness presupposition on the domain as
part of their initial meanings for definites (Wexler, 2003).
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Another possibility is that arriving at these complex meanings presents a more general learning problem. Both and either instantiate the subset problem in learning (Manzini &
Wexler 1987; Piantadosi, et al. 2008). To wit, whenever
a both-sentence is true, so are corresponding two- and allsentences. Rasin & Aravind (2020) has shown that for simplex quantifiers like every, the subset problem does not arise
so long as pragmatic evidence — in particular, informativity
considerations — are taken into account. Crucially, the key
piece that makes both/either “stronger” than candidate alternatives like all/any is packaged as a presupposition, i.e. information that is shared background knowledge. Consequently,
informativity considerations cannot help, because there won’t
be many situations where both is true, felicitious and informative, but where all is not also equally true and informative. This might make induction to the complex meaning
non-trivial in the case of these quantifiers. In fact, our data
is consistent with children initially hypothesizing such subset meanings, where only one of the sub-components are encoded.
Some questions remain open. If children do not have
an adultlike meaning for both, what drives the competition effects we found with all? A promising idea to take
into account is the idea that alternatives entering into pragmatic competition need not be lexicalized so long as they
are conceptually represented (Chemla, 2007). Another question concerns the relationship between semantic and morphological complexity. The morphological make-up of English
both/either is not revealing of their meaning complexity, but
this does not hold cross-linguistically; consider the Dutch
allebeide or the Hungarian mindkettő (‘all-two’). Further research could explore if and how the acquisition trajectory of
similar expressions varies across languages.
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2003). One explanation for this is that they cannot access the
appropriate alternatives or that they do not know what an
appropriate alternative is. When the appropriate alternatives
are made available to children their implicature computation
increases (Barner & Bachrach, 2010; Skordos & Papafragou,
2016; Stiller, Goodman, & Frank 2015). Known as the
alternatives hypothesis, Barner, Brooks, and Bale (2011)
suggest that children’s difficulty with scalar implicature lies
in a lack of understanding of the scalar relation between terms
(all and some). In the present study we test children’s
understanding of the link between some and all through
structural priming.

Abstract
Children struggle to derive scalar implicatures. Initially this
was thought to relate to a lack of cognitive resources required
for the computation. More recently however, there has been a
shift towards the alternatives (what a speaker could have said
but did not). The argument is that children struggle to make the
scalar implicature associated with some because they are
unaware of its relationship with the stronger alternative all. We
present a priming study that investigates this. We show that
children’s implicatures can be primed equally by alternatives
in quantifier and ad hoc expressions. This suggests that
children are aware of the scalar relationship between some and
all, even if they choose not to derive the implicature.
Keywords: Structural priming;
Alternatives; Child language

Scalar

implicature;

Children’s scalar implicatures

Introduction
Children’s acquisition of language is not as straightforward
as simply learning words and how to combine them.
Utterances typically convey more than is explicitly encoded
in their utterance; there is a distinction between a speaker’s
intended meaning and what is said (Grice, 1975). For
example:
A. “Did you eat my cookies?”
B. “I ate some of them”
From this exchange, A is licensed to infer that B ate some
but not all of the cookies. This is an example of a quantity
inference known as a scalar implicature (Grice, 1975). Scalar
implicatures are derived through reasoning about what a
speaker could have said but didn’t i.e. the alternatives. Some
is a member of a logically ordered lexical scale <some, most,
all> and its use can be taken to mean not all (e.g. Horn,
1972). In the example above, B could have been more
informative and said “I ate all of them”, but since they did
not, A is entitled to infer that B ate some but not all. Crucially,
the listener needs to be aware that the speaker could have said
all and infer that since they did not say all they do not mean
all. Previous research shows that making the alternatives
more salient to a listener facilitates implicature computation
(Rees & Bott, 2018; Skordos & Papafragou, 2016).
It is commonly reported in the literature that children draw
scalar implicatures far less frequently than adults (e.g. Huang
& Snedeker, 2009; Noveck, 2001; Papafragou & Musolino,
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The general consensus for many years was that children are
unable to compute scalar implicatures. Studies would
regularly report that children accept underinformative uses of
some in cases where the implicature some but not all was
false (e.g. Foppolo, Guasti, & Chierchia, 2012; Huang &
Snedeker, 2009; Noveck, 2001; Papafragou & Musolino,
2003). For example, when all horses jumped over the fence
children would agree that some of the horses jumped over the
fence (Papafragou & Musolino, 2003) whereas adults would
not. A common explanation for this difficulty relates to a lack
of cognitive resources (e.g. Chierchia, et al., 2001; Huang &
Snedeker, 2009; see also Papafragou & Tantalou, 2004). In
adults, there is evidence that computing scalar implicatures is
costly (e.g. Bergen & Grodner, 2012; Tomlinson, Bailey, &
Bott, 2013). That implicatures are too costly for children to
make has some support from findings that children’s
performance improves with training (e.g. Guasti et al, 2007;
Papafragou & Musolino, 2003). However, there is growing
evidence that children’s difficulty may lie elsewhere; namely
with the alternatives.
Barner et al. (2011) suggest that children struggle with
scalar implicatures because they are unaware of the
relationship between the scalar terms (the alternatives
hypothesis). They use children’s ability to compute scalar
implicatures from numerals as evidence for this. Barner and
Bachrach (2010; see also Papafragou and Musolino, 2003)
show that children are able to compute scalar implicatures
from numerical expressions but not from quantifiers. They
suggest that since numbers are learnt as a scale the scalar

relations between numerals is clear and thus accessing the
appropriate alternatives is straightforward. For quantifiers
however, these terms are not typically learnt as a scale. Thus,
upon encountering some it is not clear that all is the
appropriate alternative. Consequently children tend to not
derive the scalar implicature.
This has been supported by findings from ad-hoc, or
contextually based scales. Ad-hoc scales are contextually
defined; the alternatives are dependent upon the context.
Thus, the alternatives are clearer for children and this enables
them to compute ad-hoc implicatures more easily than
implicatures from quantifiers. Stiller, Goodman, and Frank
(2015) showed children (aged 2-5) three characters wearing
either: glasses, a hat and glasses, or no accessories. When
asked to identify “the character with glasses” children tended
to select the character with only glasses rather than the
character with glasses and a hat, suggesting that children had
interpreted the utterance as the character with the glasses but
not the hat. It is likely therefore, that in previous
investigations where children were unable to compute the
inference this because the appropriate alternatives were not
salient. Horowitz, Schneider, and Frank, (2018) found that
children were deriving implicatures using ad-hoc scales at
adult-like rates whereas for quantifiers children struggled to
derive the implicature.
According to Barner et al., children are unable to compute
scalar implicatures with quantifiers because they are unaware
of the relationship between some and all. When the
alternative is made accessible to children they show increased
rates of implicature (Skordos & Papafragou, 2016). This is
consistent with developmental findings from numbers and ad
hoc scales (Horowitz, Schneider, & Frank, 2018; Papafragou
& Musolino, 2003; Stiller, Goodman, & Frank, 2015; Yoon
& Frank 2019). In the present study we test Barner et al.’s
hypothesis using a structural priming paradigm based on
Rees & Bott (2018).

Experiment Overview
Participants completed a sentence-picture matching game
where they were presented with two pictures and a sentence.
The task was to decide which card the sentence was referring
to. In prime trials, the interpretation of the sentence was
guided by the configuration of the pictures. In target trials
participants had a choice of interpretation. There were three
types of prime trial: strong, weak, and alternative (Figures 13).
Strong and weak primes used sentences containing a scalar
trigger term, e.g. some, whereas alternative prime trials used
the more informative scalar term e.g. all. In strong prime
trials, the sentence picture combination encouraged
participants to make a strong (implicature) interpretation e.g.
some but not all. In weak prime trials, the sentence picture
combination encouraged participants to make a weak (nonimplicature) interpretation. In the alternative prime trials,
there was a picture that matched the more informative scalar
term. In target trials (Figure 4) the sentence used the scalar
trigger term. One picture was consistent with a weak
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interpretation of the sentence and the other card was a “better
picture” option that participants could select if they thought
there was a different, better picture that would match the
sentence (as in Bott & Chemla, 2016 and the hidden box
paradigm of Huang, Spelke, & Snedeker, 2013). The logic is
that if participants derive an implicature they will select the
“better picture” option since the other card is consistent with
the non-implicature interpretation.
Rees and Bott (2018) demonstrated that, in adults,
implicature interpretations could be primed. In priming
paradigms, structural priming occurs when participants are
exposed to or use a particular linguistic structure on one trial
and then reuse this structure in a subsequent trial (see
Branigan & Pickering, 2017 for a review). In order for a
priming effect to occur the stimuli needs to share some
attribute within the language system, for example a shared
process or representation. Rees and Bott suggest that the
locus of priming for implicatures is the alternative. Rees and
Bott showed equivalent rates of priming following strong and
alternative primes despite the two trials involving different
processes (strong primes derive the implicature and
alternative primes do not).
In the present study, we used two categories of expression,
quantifiers and ad hoc. Children have been shown to
successfully derive implicatures for ad hoc (context
dependent) scales from an early age (Horowitz et al., 2018;
Stiller et al., 2015; Yoon and Frank, 2019) and including
these trials will allow us to compare performance across
expression types (e.g. van Tiel et al., 2014). Rees and Bott
(2018) found similar patterns of priming across expression
categories (quantifier, ad hoc, and number) albeit at lower
rates for ad hoc expressions.

Predictions
For ad hoc items, since the alternatives are contextually
defined the scalar relation between the items should be
clearer than the relation between quantifiers (as suggested in
Stiller et al., 2015 and Barner et al. 2011). Consequently we
predict that following strong ad hoc primes children will
compute more implicatures in the target trials than following
weak ad hoc trials. Furthermore, we predict that compared to
weak primes there will be greater implicature computation
following alternative primes since these trials explicitly
provide the alternative.
We expect children to struggle when deriving scalar
implicatures in the quantifiers, as observed previously (e.g.
Noveck, 2001). Most obviously, they will make fewer
implicatures than adults in the prime trials. The crucial test of
Barner et al.’s hypothesis will be whether we observe greater
priming after the alternative prime trials than the weak prime
trials. According to Barner et al., children who fail to derive
scalar implicatures are unaware of the relationship between
some and all. Consequently we would expect to find no
priming after alternative trials, or at least less priming than
after strong prime trials, since there is no link between the
two quantifiers in the child’s lexicon.

Method

Figure 1: Example quantifier strong prime trial. The
sentence “Some of the animals are dogs” favours left panel
following the some but not all interpretation.

Figure 2: Example quantifier weak prime trial. The
sentence “Some of the animals are cats” favours right panel
following the some and possibly all interpretation.

Figure 3: Example quantifier alternative prime trial. The
sentence “All of the animals are elephants” favours left panel
and raises the salience of all without the derivation of an
inference.

Figure 4: Example quantifier target trial. “Some of the
animals are pigs” Participants have a choice in how they
interpret the sentence. Some but not all interpretations are
indicated by “better picture” selections whereas the left
panel is consistent with some and possibly all.
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Participants. 72 children aged 4;2 to 5;11 (mean 5;1 years;
40 male) were recruited from two Warwick primary schools.
They were given a sticker for their participation. Data was
excluded from two children who did not pass the
familiarisation trials. 51 adult controls were recruited from
[hidden for blind review] University and online .
Design and Materials. Each trial consisted of two pictures
and a corresponding sentence. Participants had to select
which picture matched the sentence. There were two
expression types, quantifier and ad-hoc, and three prime
types, strong, weak, and alternative.
Quantifier trials used sentences of the form “[Quantifier]
of the animals are [animal]”. Strong primes consisted of one
picture with 9 of the same animal (dogs in Figure 1) and one
picture with 6 of the animal on the first card and 3 new
animals (6 dogs and 3 cats in Figure 1). The sentence
encourages an implicature interpretation of the sentence;
some but not all of the animals are dogs. It is expected that
participants will select the partial set.
In weak trials each picture contains a set of 9 animals (9
rhinos and 9 cats in Figure 2). For the sentence some of the
animals are cats, since only one picture has cats it is expected
participants will make the non-implicature interpretation;
some and possibly all of the animals are cats. Alternative
primes have the same picture configuration as weak trials but
are accompanied by a sentence using the alternative; all of
the animals are elephants (Figure 3).
In target trials there is one picture with a full set of animals
(9 pigs Figure.4) and one “Better picture” option. The
sentence some of the animals are pigs is consistent with either
options depending on the interpretation made.
Ad-hoc trials used two different sentence forms, either
“There is an [animal]” or the more informative conjunction
“There is an [animal] and an [animal]”. Strong trials have one
picture with two animals and one picture with a single animal
(Figure 5). The single animal matches one of the animals on
the other card. This configuration encourages an implicature
interpretation of the sentence “There is a frog” to there is a
frog and nothing else. Thus, in this trial it is expected that
participants will select the single item card.
In weak trials both pictures contain two unique animals.
Figure 6 shows a zebra and a monkey in one picture and a
dinosaur and a goat in the other. Here the sentence “There is
a dinosaur” disambiguates the target picture and is consistent
with there is a dinosaur and possibly something else.
Alternative primes have the same configuration as strong
trials but use the more informative conjunction. In Figure.7
this is “There is a horse and a cat” which is consistent with a
single picture.
Target trials consist of one picture containing two animals
and a “better picture” option (Figure.8). The sentence “There
is a mouse” is consistent with either of the options depending
on participants’ interpretation of the sentence.

Procedure. Before the main experiment children were
familiarised with the task and the animals. They were shown
example cards with animals and asked to identify the animal.
Children were also shown examples of “better picture” to get
them comfortable with selecting that option. Children were
instructed to select the “better picture” option if they thought
that a different picture would better represent the sentence. If
children failed to understand the “better picture” paradigm
twice during familiarisation the experimenter ended the
testing session
Analysis. Responses to trials were removed if the preceding
prime trial was not answered correctly which accounted for
5% of the data. The remaining data underwent a logit
transformation and were analyses using a 2 x 3 ANOVA with
expression (Ad-hoc and Quantifier) and prime type (strong,
weak, and alternative) as within-subjects factor. We
computed Bayes Factors in JASP using the JZS prior (JASP
team, 2020) to interpret non-significant findings as in Rees
and Bott (2018). Bayes factors > 3 suggest ‘substantial’
evidence for the alternative hypothesis and Bayes factors <
0.33 indicate ‘substantial’ evidence for the null hypothesis
(Dienes, 2011, 2014).

Figure 5: Example ad-hoc strong prime trial. The
sentence “There is a frog” favours left panel following the
there is a frog and nothing else interpretation.

Figure 6: Example ad-hoc weak prime trial. The sentence
“There is a dinosaur” favours left panel following the there
is dinosaur and possibly something else interpretation.

Results
Adults
Figure 9 shows the proportion of implicature responses on
target trials as a function of prime and expression. The overall
rate of implicature responses varied significantly across
expression type, (F(1, 49) = 46.48, p < .001). Participants’
responses to ad hoc expressions were biased towards the
weak,
non-implicature
interpretation.
Implicature
interpretations were higher following strong and alternative
prime trials than following weak prime trials (F(2, 98) =
11.08, p < .001). Rates of implicature were significantly
higher following strong primes than weak primes for ad hoc
(t(49) = 3.22, p = .002) and quantifier expressions (t(50) =
3.90, p < .001). There were also significantly higher
implicature responses following alternative prime trials for
ad-hoc (t(50) = 3.22, p = .002) and quantifier expressions
(t(50) = 2.12 p = .039) compared with weak trials. There was
no interaction between expression and prime type (F(2,94) =
1.43, p = .244, BF = 0.09). Overall, the results are consistent
with Rees and Bott (2018) in magnitude and pattern.

Figure 7: Example ad-hoc alternative prime trial. The
sentence “There is a horse and a cat” favours left panel.

Figure 8: Example ad-hoc target trial. “There is a mouse”
Participants have a choice in how they interpret the
sentence. There is a mouse and nothing else interpretations
are indicated by “better picture” selections whereas the left
panel is consistent with There is a mouse and possibly
something else.
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Figure 9: Adult implicature responses to target trials.

Figure 10: Children’s implicature responses to target trials.

Children
Prime trials. Children’s responses were at ceiling for all
prime trials (M> 97%) except for quantifier strong primes (M
=81%). Consistent with previous literature, children had
greater difficulty deriving the implicature (or failed to see the
relevance of the implicature interpretation) for some
sentences than ad hoc sentences.
Target trials. Figure 10 shows the rate of implicature
derivation on target trials as a function as expression and
prime type.
As predicted, for ad hoc expressions rates of implicature
were significantly higher following strong and alternative
primes (t(69) = 3.11, p = .003; t(69) = 3.15, p = .002) when
compared with weak primes and there was no difference in
priming between strong and alternative primes (t(69) = .48, p
= .634, BF = .14).
Crucially, this pattern of results was also found in
quantifiers. Rates of implicature were significantly higher
following strong and alternative primes compared to weak
primes (t(69) = 2.28, p = .026; t(96) = 3.04 p = .003) and there
was no difference in priming between strong and alternative
primes (t(69) = .33, p = .741, BF = .15). Thus children are
aware of the relationship between alternatives and quantifiers
just as much as they are aware of the relationship between
alternatives and ad hoc triggers.
This demonstrates that children are able to derive an
implicature when primed to do so. Moreover, children must
be aware of the scalar relationship between some and all,
even though they performed worse than adults on the scalar
implicatures in the primes.
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Discussion
The present study investigated children’s implicature
computation using structural priming. Barner et al. (2011)
suggested that children’s difficulty with quantifier
implicatures is due to a lack of awareness about the
relationship between quantifiers and the alternative. If this
were the case, priming with the alternative would not have
primed the computation of implicatures. However, children
in our study demonstrated robust priming of quantifier
implicatures with the alternative. This is consistent with other
developmental findings (e.g. Skordos & Papafragou, 2016;
Stiller, Goodman, & Frank, 2016) that demonstrate that
providing the alternative is salient, children can compute
implicatures.
Our findings also speak to previous work on structural
priming. Structural priming occurs throughout the language
system and has been used to probe linguistic representation
but typically focuses on syntax (Branigan, & Pickering,
2017). Previous work suggests that children have abstract
syntactic representations which is the locus of the observed
priming effects (e.g. Branigan & Messenger, 2016;
Messenger, Branigan & McLean 2011). The present findings,
along with previous work (Bott & Chemla, 2016), suggest
there may also be pragmatic representations underlying
scalar implicatures. One idea is that the locus of priming is a
sentence level pragmatic representation [S¬S'] where S is the
utterance and S' is the alternative (see Rees & Bott, 2019 for
discussion).
Recent replications of implicature priming (Marty et al.,
2021; Waldon & Degen, 2020) included a baseline in which
participants respond to target trials in the absence of priming.
Marty et al. showed that for some participants, the weak
prime decreased implicature rates on the target relative to
baseline, but the strong and alternative prime had little effect
i.e. priming was caused by the weak prime and not the
strong/alternative prime (cf. Rees & Bott, 2019). Could the
same explanation apply to the priming effects seen in our
study? We argue that this cannot account for all of our
findings. Marty et al. found that for participants who had high

baseline rates of implicature, i.e. > 50% implicature rate, the
weak prime lowered the implicature rate, as described above,
but for those who had low baseline rates, i.e. < 50%, the
strong prime/alternative raised them (Paul Marty, personal
communication). Thus there is considerable individual
variation. While we did not include baseline trials, a similar
measure can be obtained by considering the response rate on
the first target trial of our experiment (although this is not a
true baseline since it was preceded by a strong prime). We
found that 45% of responses were weak. Thus, following the
results of Marty et al., around 45% of children are “low
baseline” and would consequently be primed by strong and
alternative trials, not weak trials. These participants in
particular present a challenge to Barner et al.’s theory. More
generally, previous research has consistently found children
to have a bias towards the literal interpretation (e.g. Noveck,
2001) and there is no reason to think our experiment is
different (e.g. we found significantly lower implicature rates
than adults on prime trials). Indeed, the converse finding, that
children are biased towards the strong interpretation, would
be highly noteworthy.
A surprising finding was that, unlike in adults, the
implicature rate for children was similar for ad hoc and
quantifier priming. Ad hoc expressions differ to quantifiers
in the nature of their alternatives. Quantifier alternatives are
context independent whereas ad hoc alternatives are
contextually based. Since children have been shown to
compute these ad hoc implicatures from an early age this has
been taken as evidence that children’s difficulty with
quantifiers lies in their scalar knowledge (e.g. Horowitz,
Schneider, & Frank, 2018; Stiller, Goodman, & Frank, 2015;
Yoon & Frank, 2019). Arguably, the alternatives for ad hoc
expressions are more accessible because they are present in
the discourse rather than in the lexicon. Thus, the lack of a
difference between quantifier and ad hoc implicatures in the
present study is surprising. In adults, rates of priming in ad
hoc expressions are typically far lower than for quantifiers
(Rees & Bott, 2018). Adults tend to favour the weak, non
implicature interpretation.
One potential explanation of our findings is that while
children in our experiment did not have a lexical
understanding of the relationship between some and all, they
may have been able to compute the quantity implicatures in
an ad hoc fashion. Perhaps children were able to recognize
the entailment relation between some and all during the
experiment. This would be consistent with Barner et al.’s
(2011) theory, which stresses the lexical nature of the
some/all relationship. However, there are a number of
problems with this explanation. The first is that if children
were able to extract the relationship between some and all in
this task, it is not clear why they were not able to do so in
Barner et al.’s task, which also employed images
corresponding to some and all, or many other tasks that
demonstrate a low rate of implicatures in children. The
second is that there is no evidence that even adults have a
lexical understanding of the entailment relationship between
some and all (see Geurts, 2010, for a similar point). Ease of
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access certainly does not provide evidence of this: Nonlexical pragmatic reasoning can be computed quickly (e.g.
Breheny et al., 2013), and supposed lexical implicatures e.g.
with some, can take time (e.g., Tomlinson et al., 2013).

Conclusion
The findings from this study demonstrate that children
can be primed to derive implicatures. Making the alternative
more salient results in more implicatures, regardless of the
type of implicature. Moreover, this study demonstrates that
children are aware of the relationship between some and all,
even when they choose not to derive the implicature, contrary
to the predictions of the alternatives theory (Barner et al.,
2011).
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Abstract
Understanding language requires comprehenders to understand
not only what speakers say, but what speakers might imply.
Scalar items (e.g. some, numerals) often invite comprehenders
to compute scalar implicatures, pragmatically strengthening
the semantic meaning of scalar items by negating their stronger
alternatives. Recent priming evidence suggests that scalar
implicatures may share underlying mechanisms, priming both
within and between implicature types. We report two
experiments designed to extend these finding to or, which has
an inclusive meaning that can be strengthened to an exclusive
meaning, potentially via scalar implicature. Experiment 1
investigated or alongside some and numerals, holding the
number of visual symbols constant. Experiment 2 reduced the
visual complexity of Experiment 1. Both experiments found
robust within-category priming, but failed to fully replicate or
extend between-category priming effects. We discuss
implications of these results with respect to visual
manipulations and the potential fragility of priming across
different categories of scalar implicature.
Keywords: exclusive or; priming; scalar implicatures

Introduction
Understanding language requires comprehenders to not only
recover the compositional meaning of an utterance but also
make inferences about a speaker’s intended meaning.
Consider the following conversation:
Speaker A: Have you finished grading your exams?
Speaker B: I’ve finished some of them.
Speaker A: You have to finish them in two days or you’ll be
fired!
Speaker B: Oh no! I thought I still had a whole week. I’m
going to be up all night!
This (unfortunately) familiar conversation is easy to
understand, but doing so relies on the speakers drawing
certain inferences in addition to all of the other language
processes going on. When Speaker B says “I’ve finished some
of them”, the only way the rest of the conversation makes
sense is if Speaker A interpreted the utterance to mean that
Speaker B has not ‘finished grading all of the exams’.
Similarly, when Speaker A says that the exams have to be
finished “in two days or you’ll be fired”, Speaker B
recognizes that Speaker A intends this to mean ‘in exactly
two days’ with the consequences being ‘either finish them in
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that time or will be fired’, but not both, hence Speaker B’s
panic about not having seven more days for grading.
These types of inferences are known as scalar implicatures
and have been extensively studied in linguistic theory (Grice,
1957; Levinson, 1983, 2000), psycholinguistics (e.g., Bott &
Chemla, 2016; Bott & Noveck, 2004; Chierchia et al., 2001;
De Neys and Schaeken 2007; Grodner, et al., 2010; Huang &
Snedeker 2009; Noveck, 2001; Noveck & Posada 2003;
Papafragou & Musolino, 2003; Politzer-Ahles & Husband,
2018), and the ERP literature (e.g., Hunt et al., 2013;
Spychalska et al., 2016).
There are multiple theories as to how scalar implicatures
are computed (Sauerland, 2012). Despite their differences,
the majority of theories posit that the processing of scalar
implicatures involves the activation of alternatives and
strengthening of the basic semantic meaning by the negation
of those alternatives. Consider the sentence in (1): When
comprehenders compute the semantic content in the sentence
(1), they also activate its truth-conditionally stronger scalar
alternatives (3). Given that the speaker of (1) could have said
(3) but did not, the comprehender can infer that the speaker
thinks that (3) is not true. This licenses a scalar implication to
negate the stronger alternatives (4) and derive the
pragmatically strengthened/enriched meaning in (5).
(1) Sentence:
(2) Semantic content:

Some of the apples are red.
Some and possibly all of the
apples are red.
(3) Alternative:
All of the apples are red.
(4) Scalar implicature:
Not all of the apples are red.
(5) Strengthened meaning: Some but not all of the apples
are red.
Recently Bott and Chemla (2016) used a sentence-picture
matching priming paradigm to demonstrate that some types
of scalar implicatures share underlying mechanisms. On each
prime trial in these experiments, participants were given a
sentence containing a scalar term (e.g. “some”, “four”) such
as, Four of the pictures are letters. Two pictures appeared
below the sentence. Participants were instructed to select
which of the two pictures best matched the sentence. On
prime trials, only one of the two pictures was compatible with
the sentence. For weak prime trials, the compatible picture
was consistent with the weak (semantic) meaning of the
sentence (e.g., five of the pictures were letters, consistent

Figure 1: Example stimuli for Experiment 1. A) An example of a within category prime and target trials using the scalar item
“or”. The strong prime is on top and weak prime on bottom. B) An example of a between category prime and target trial. The
strong prime on top illustrates a “some” item, and the weak prime on bottom illustrates a numeral item (“four”).
with the “at least four” reading of the sentence). For strong
prime trials, the compatible picture was consistent with the
strong (pragmatic) meaning of the sentence (e.g., exactly four
letters appeared on the screen). Following two prime trials,
participants were given an ambiguous scenario which
required participants to choose between a picture consistent
with a weak interpretation or a “Better Picture”. Choosing
“Better Picture” on these target trials indicated that
participants were entertaining a strong interpretation of the
sentence. Consistent with the priming literature, participants
were more likely to select a weak interpretation if they had
seen two weak prime trials and a strong interpretation (via
“Better Picture”) if they had just seen two strong prime trials.
More surprisingly, this priming occurred not only within the
same type of implicature, but also between most types of
implicatures. These results showed that pragmatically
strengthened interpretations can be primed, similar to other
lexical and structural representations. Importantly, this
paradigm also offers a way to test whether different implicate
types share mechanisms.
Bott and Chemla reported that three implicature types share
processing mechanisms: some, numerals, and ad hoc
implicatures. The current study was designed to extend these
effects to the case of exclusive or. Consider the sentence in
(6).
(6) John ate cake or ice cream.
(7) John did not eat cake or ice cream.
This sentence is typically understood to mean that John ate
either cake or ice cream, but importantly did not eat both, a
(strong) exclusive reading of or. However, under negation, as
in (7), or is typically interpreted as having a weak inclusive
meaning. The comprehender likely interprets the sentence to
mean that John didn’t eat cake and didn’t eat ice cream. Like
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the pragmatically strengthened meanings of some and
numerals, exclusive or shows delays in processing (Schwarz
et al., 2008) and emerges later in acquisition (Chierchia et al.,
2001), suggesting that it may be derived by scalar implicature
(Chevallier, et al., 2008). However, alternative views argue
that free choice or is not derived by implicature (Chemla &
Bott, 2014). This leaves open the question of whether
exclusive or shares the same processes found in some and
numerals.
To investigate whether exclusive or is derived by similar
processes found in some and numerals, we adapted Bott and
Chemla’s (2016) priming paradigm with some and numeral
four and attempted to extend the effect to or in two
experiments. These experiments addressed whether the
exclusive interpretation of or 1) can prime itself, 2) can be
primed by other types of implicature, and 3) can prime other
types of implicature.
In addition to these research questions, we also considered
the effect that visual complexity might have in the Bott and
Chemla priming paradigm. The pictures used in Bott and
Chemla (2016) included only symbols that were relevant to
the sentence. For example, for a sentence like There are four
circles, the image used in their study only contained circles,
it did not contain any distractor items. Furthermore, the
number of symbols on the screen varied across prime types.
Pictures for “some” always included 3 (strong) or 9 (weak)
symbols, and pictures for numeral “four” always included 2
(false), 4 (strong), or 6 (weak) symbols. Therefore, the picture
with the larger number was always related to the weak
interpretation across these two types of implicature.
Therefore, participants may have been primed to select the
picture with a large number of symbols. To rule out this
alternative explanation for the priming effect, we held the
number of symbols constant in Experiment 1. Keeping the

Table 1: Results of the mixed effects ANOVA for
Experiment 1.

Prime Category
Prime Strength
Target Type
Category × Strength
Category × Target
Type
Strength × Target
Type
Category × Strength
× Target Type

F
6.427
104.603
328.785
104.258
20.763

dfM
1
1
2
1
2

dfR
126
252
906
252
906

p
.013
<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001

21.917

2

906

<.001

5.197

2

906

.006

Table 2: Contrast between strong and weak primes by
Category and Target Type for Experiment 1 (df = 255 for all
comparisons).
Figure 2: Results from Experiment 1. Priming is shown by
the difference between the strong and weak bars. Betweencategory priming is pooled across primes (e.g. Between Or
included both Some → Or and Number → Or primes).
number of symbols constant also increased the visual
complexity as it required that we included distractor symbols.

Experiment 1
The goal of Experiment 1 was to extend the findings from
Bott and Chemla to exclusive or while controlling visual
complexity. Experiment 1 used the same design and
procedure as Bott and Chemla. The stimuli used in
Experiment 1 were similar to Bott and Chemla’s, except that
the pictures used in this study all contained nine symbols,
whereas numbers of symbols in Bott and Chemla’s pictures
varied by condition. This change was made to keep the
stimuli visually consistent and rule out a potential alternative
explanation for Bott and Chemla’s findings.

Methods
Participants 132 participants were drawn from Prolific
(https://www.prolific.co/). Each was paid £3.75 for their
participation.
Design and Materials Following Bott and Chemla (2016),
216 items (72 per category) were constructed with two
within-category prime types (strong vs. weak; Figure 1A) and
four between-category prime types (strong vs. weak between
the other 2 categories; Figure 1B) for 6 prime-target
combinations per implicature type (12 observations per
condition). There were three implicature types: some,
number, and or. 36 filler trials were also included (12 per
category). On target trials, one of the two pictures was
‘covered’ by the phrase “Better Picture” while the other was
only consistent with the basic weak semantic meaning.
Choosing “Better Picture” on these target trials indicates that
participants had a pragmatically strong interpretation in
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Target Prime
Type Category
Number Between
Within
Some Between
Within
Or
Between
Within

Est

SE

t

p

-0.113
0.136
0.042
0.287
0.018
0.462

0.030
0.031
0.030
0.031
0.030
0.029

-3.773
4.384
1.449
9.322
0.603
10.572

<.001
<.001
.149
<.001
.547
<.001

mind. Targets were preceded by either two strong primes,
which paired a picture consistent with a pragmatically
strengthened meaning with a picture consistent with the basic
weak semantic meaning, or two weak primes, which paired a
picture inconsistent with the basic semantic meaning with a
picture consistent with a semantically weak meaning. Both
prime trials were drawn from the same category.
Unlike Bott and Chemla, all pictures included nine total
symbols. Relevant symbols were randomly assigned to 3-by3 grid and any remaining spaces were filled with a filler
symbol. This required participants to visually identify the
symbols to do the task accurately on prime and target trials.
See Figure 1 for examples of the stimuli.
Procedure Participants were instructed to select the picture
that “best matched the sentence” that they were shown. On
each trial, participants were presented with two pictures and
a sentence and asked to choose which picture best matched
the sentence.
Participants were shown three practice examples using
“There is a…” and a pair of pictures pitting single relevant
symbols against one another (e.g. “There is a spider” with a
picture containing a spider or a picture containing a teardrop)
or a pair of pictures with a single relevant symbol against
“Better Picture”. Responses and response times were
collected by button press indicating whether the left or right
picture best matched the sentence.

Figure 3: Example stimuli for Experiment 2. A) An example of a within category prime and target trials using the scalar item
“or”. The strong prime is on top and weak prime on bottom. B) An example of a between category prime and target trial. The
strong prime on top illustrates a numeral (“four”) item, and the weak prime on bottom illustrates a “some” item.
Predictions If pragmatic strengthening can be primed, then
at least within category, strong primes are predicted to
increase the rate of “Better Picture” responses compared to
weak primes. More importantly, if the mechanism deriving
pragmatic strengthening of some, four, and or is shared, then
strong primes should also increase the rate of “Better Picture”
responses over weak primes between category type.

Results
Only trials where participants responded correctly to the
primes were included in the analysis. The results of
Experiment 1 are shown in Figure 2. Following Bott and
Chemla (2016), our dependent variable was the proportion of
strong response on target trials (“Better Picture” responses)
and between-category priming was assessed by pooling
across different implicature types. For example, betweencategory priming for Some targets pooled the data for Or and
Number prime trials. We used by-subjects mixed effect
ANOVA to compensate for the quasi-complete separation
(near-zero proportions) in some of the target conditions
which is poorly handled by logit GLME models. A bysubjects mixed effect ANOVA revealed a 3-way interaction
of Prime Category Type, Prime Strength, and Target
Category Type (F(2,906) = 5.197, p = .006; see Table 1).
Paired contrasts between strong and weak prime conditions
across Prime Category and Target Type revealed a higher
proportion of strong responses when primed with strong
relative to weak primes for within-category targets (Some: t
= 9.374, p < .001; Number: t = 4.407, p < .001; Or: t = 10.277,
p < .001). Between-category targets, however, either failed to
demonstrate priming (Some: t = 1.237, p = .217; Or: t = 0.608,
p = .544) or revealed a reversal (Number: t = -3.843, p <
.001), contrary to prediction.
The failure to observe priming was not the result of pooling
the between-category prime types together. Disaggregating
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the between-category primes with follow up comparisons for
each Target Category revealed a marginally significant effect
Some target priming by Number primes (t = 1.720, p = .088)
and significant priming with Or primes (t = 2.841, p = .005).
Or targets showed no effect from Number primes (t = 1.089,
p = .278) or Some primes (t = 1.444, p = .151). Number
targets showed no effect from Or primes (t = 0.145, p = .884)
and significant inhibition from Some primes (t = -5.562, p <
.001).

Discussion
The results of Experiment 1 replicated the within-category
priming effect for scalar implicatures and extended it to the
or implicature. However, the results did not show a betweencategory priming effect across category types. While the
numerals showed a between-category effect, it went in the
opposite direction, indicating inhibition rather than
facilitation of the strong reading when primed for a strong
reading by or or some.
Perhaps including nine symbols on each picture, which
required participants to clearly identify the symbols, blocked
priming based on visual characteristics between categories,
such as proportion of symbols present in one picture over the
other. Experiment 2 explores this possibility by removing
filler symbols from the picture stimuli.

Experiment 2
Experiment 1 did not replicate the between category effect
reported by Bott and Chemla (2016). One potential
explanation is that our stimuli were visually different than
those in Bott and Chelma: All of our pictures had exactly nine
symbols on them while Bott and Chemla’s had various
numbers. The addition of filler symbols forced participants to
identify the relevant symbols before verifying which picture
best matched the sentence. Experiment 2 was designed so that

Table 3: Results of the mixed effects ANOVA for
Experiment 2.

Prime Category
Prime Strength
Target Type
Category × Strength
Category × Target
Type
Strength × Target
Type
Category × Strength
× Target Type

F
0.702
84.913
104.252
51.097
5.157

dfM
1
1
2
1
2

dfR
127
254
914
254
914

p
.404
<.001
<.001
<.001
.006

1.209

2

914

.299

11.490

2

914

<.001

Table 4: Contrast between strong and weak primes by
Category and Target Type for Experiment 2 (df = 254 for all
comparisons).
Figure 4: Results from Experiment 2. Priming is shown by
the difference between the strong and weak bars. Betweencategory priming is pooled across primes (e.g. Between Or
included both Some → Or and Number → Or primes).
our stimuli were more similar to Bott and Chemla’s to test
whether this would allow us to replicate the between category
priming effect with reduced visual complexity.

Target Prime
Type Category
Number Between
Within
Some Between
Within
Or
Between
Within

Est

SE

t

p

0.056
0.128
0.027
0.203
-0.016
0.362

0.028
0.030
0.028
0.030
0.029
0.040

2.013
4.296
0.971
6.723
-0.541
9.096

.045
<.001
.332
<.001
.589
<.001

Methods
Participants 132 participants who did not participate in
Experiment 1 were recruited from Prolific. Each was paid
£3.75 for their participation.
Design and Materials 216 items from Experiment 1 were
adapted for Experiment 2. Filler symbols were removed, so
that the pictures varied in the number of symbols, similar to
Bott and Chemla (2016), though symbols were still randomly
assigned to 3-by-3 grid. See Figure 3 for examples of the
stimuli. All other aspects of the design remained the same as
Experiment 1.
Procedure Same as Experiment 1.
Predictions If the visual complexity in Experiment 1 affected
priming, then removal of filler symbols may reveal the
between-category priming effect, with strong primes
increasing the rate of “Better Picture” responses over weak
primes between category type.

Results
The results of Experiment 2 are shown in Figure 4. A bysubjects mixed effect ANOVA revealed a 3-way interaction
of Prime Category Type, Prime Strength, and Target
Category Type (F(2,914) = 11.490, p < .001; see Table 1).
Paired contrasts between strong and weak prime conditions
across Prime Category and Target Type revealed a higher
proportion of strong responses when primed with strong
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relative to weak primes for within-category targets (Some: t
= 6.723, p < .001; Number: t = 4.296, p < .001; Or: t = 9.096,
p < .001). Between-category targets demonstrated priming
only for Number (t = 2.013, p = .045). Other betweencategory targets failed to demonstrate priming (Some: t =
0.971, p = .332; Or: t = -0.541, p = .589).
The failure to observe priming was not the result of pooling
the between-category prime types together. Disaggregating
the between-category primes with follow up comparisons
revealed Some targets showed no priming from Number
primes (t = 0.232, p = .817) but was primed by Or primes (t
= 3.372, p = .001). Or targets showed inhibition with Number
primes (t = -2.532, p = .013) and no priming from Some
primes (t = 1.641, p = .103). Only Number targets showed
consistent priming from both Or primes (t = 2.382, p = .019)
and Some primes (t = 2.402, p = .018).

Discussion
The results of Experiment 2 are comparable with those found
in Experiment 1. Again, the experiment found a withincategory priming effect across all implicature types.
However, the data did not reveal a between-category priming
effect for some and or. Unlike Experiment 1, numerals did
show a between-category priming effect similar to Bott and
Chemla (2016).

General Discussion
The data in our experiments partially replicate Bott and
Chemla (2016). Both experiments showed within-category
priming for pragmatically strengthened meanings.
Importantly, these experiments extended this result to
(exclusive) or. These data add to the existing evidence
demonstrating that pragmatically enriched sentence meaning
can prime across trials.
However, we did not find evidence for priming between
categories. Neither some nor or showed evidence for
between-category priming. Numerals, on the other hand,
showed both inhibition (Experiment 1) and facilitation
(Experiment 2). This suggests that between-category priming
may be more fragile than initially thought.
The lack of between-category priming for the exclusive or
conditions, may suggest there is no single formal mechanism
that is involved in computing the implicature involved in
exclusive or, some, and number words. In fact, recent
evidence from Meyer and Feiman (2021) using a similar
priming paradigm found that free choice disjunctions (e.g.,
John can take a red umbrella or a green umbrella, which
implies John can take one or the other, not both) were not
primed by some and number words. They interpreted this as
evidence that Free choice disjunction does not share
mechanisms with some and number words. An important
difference between our data and the data reported by Meyer
and Feiman is that their data showed between-category
priming between some and number words. Given our lack of
between-category priming for these conditions, it is
impossible to make strong claims about the mechanisms
involved in exclusive or based on our data.
One possible explanation for the lack of between-category
priming may be due to visual properties of our stimuli. In
Experiment 1, all of the pictures in our trials contained nine
symbols, requiring participants to identify the symbols before
making their judgment. This differed from Bott and Chemla
(2016) whose stimuli had various numbers of symbols on
them, depending on condition. This added visual complexity
may have washed out any between-category priming effects,
suggesting that a reduction in visual complexity may have
revealed the expected between-category priming effect.
In Experiment 2, we reduced the visual complexity of our
stimuli by removing the filler objects, but between-category
priming was only found for numerals. It is still possible,
however, that our failure to find between-category priming
for some and or was driven by the visual characteristics of
our stimuli. Unlike Bott and Chemla (2016), which used
simple and consistent visual configurations across trials, the
visual configuration of symbols in our stimuli varied across
trials in both Experiment 1 and 2. This suggests that the
between-category priming effect may be mediated by visual
characteristics of the stimuli in this priming paradigm.
Visual differences are known to drive priming effects in
visual tasks. In visual search tasks, for example, priming can
be driven by the repetition of several visual features,
including complex features like stimulus configurations
(Chun & Jiang, 1998). In Bott and Chemla (2016), stimulus
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types appeared in the same simple configuration throughout
the experiment. For example, a picture with four diamonds
always appeared as two diamonds on top of two other
diamonds forming a square shape. Both Experiment 1 and 2
varied the position of the relevant symbols (with Experiment
1 including filler symbols) which disrupted any simple visual
configurations. Therefore, it is possible that the betweencategory priming effect reported in Bott and Chemla may
have reflected a perceptual priming effect rather than factors
related to scalar implicature. Future research will be required
to investigate this issue systematically.
Another possible explanation is that the stimuli used in this
experiment were unnatural. Recent work, attempting to
replicate Bott and Chemla’s (2016) priming effects found that
the use of unnatural stimuli can impact priming results
(Feiman, Maldonado, & Snedeker, 2020). Similar to the data
reported here, Feiman et al. failed to replicate Bott and
Chemla’s priming effects when they manipulated the visual
features of the stimuli used in the experiment. Importantly,
Meyer and Feiman (2021) used more naturalistic visual
stimuli and found the same between category priming effects
reported by Bott and Chemla. Taken together, our data and
these previous studies indicate that more work is necessary to
understand the role visual features play in these kinds of
priming paradigms.
In sum, we find good evidence for priming of
pragmatically enriched sentence meanings can prime
themselves across trials. Between-category priming,
however, appears to be more fragile and may possibly rely on
the visual characteristics of the paradigm. This suggests that
the evidence for shared mechanisms across different
implicature types requires further careful investigation.
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Abstract

evidence that children tend to initially reduce recursion to
coordination both in comprehension and production.
Gu (2008) brings examples of children resisting recursive
prepositional phrases. In (1), for instance, although the
father encourages the child to produce a recursive
prepositional phrase, the child resists him and instead
produces a structure that is compatible with the coordinative
interpretation “in the shelf and in the jar” rather than a
recursive interpretation.

The current paper brings experimental evidence that
Romanian 4-and 5-year-olds are able to understand recursive
prepositional modifiers such as papagalul de lȃngǎ hamsterul
de lȃngǎ iepuraş ‘the parrot next to the hamster next to the
bunny’. 23 children engaged in a picture matching task
(PMT) where they heard sentences containing either recursive
structures or coordinative structures, and they had to choose
between a picture corresponding to a recursive interpretation
and a picture corresponding to a coordinative interpretation.
Interestingly, children provided recursive interpretations to
recursive structures to a quite high degree, though their
behavior was not fully adult-like. We argue that this can be
accounted for through children’s sensitivity to specific
recursion cues that are present in Romanian, as well as to the
contrast between recursion and coordination, which is
activated through the experimental set-up.
Keywords:
Romanian
coordination; contrast

L1;

acquisition;

(1) Father: in the jar up in the shelf? can you say that?
Child: I can’t
Father: you can
Child: in the jar say in the jar
Child: up in the shelf in the jar in the closet in the
kitchen

recursion;

Introduction
The current paper takes a look at how Romanian children
understand complex recursive structures involving
preposition phrase modifiers and argues on the basis of an
experiment that, at age 4, they are already able to
comprehend such structures and do not reduce them to
coordination.

Background on recursion of prepositional
phrases
Recursion has been considered the fundamental property
of human language (Hauser, Chomsky & Fitch 2001), and
the heartbeat of grammar (Roeper 2007), and a lot of effort
has been invested by language acquisitionists into
investigating it (Eisenbeiss, 2009; Pérez et al., 2011;
Roeper, 2007; Roeper, 2011, Hollebrandse & Roeper, 2014;
Sevcenco & Avram, 2018; a.o). While many of the results
are supportive of the innateness hypothesis, some results
may be considered problematic, given the inherent problem
of processing memory load which affects recursion
experiments, as well as crosslinguistic variation depending
upon functional elements.
The literature on the acquisition of recursive prepositional
modifiers brings both longitudinal and experimental
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Moreover, Pérez et al. (2012) have shown that, although
children older than 3 often understand recursive structures
containing prepositional phrases and possessives, they avoid
producing them. For example, when asked specific
questions which require complex nominals containing
recursive prepositional phrase modifiers as answers,
children tend to produce simpler forms, involving one single
modifier:
(2) Which girl? => the girl with the dog with the hat
(correct)
“the girl with the hat dog”
“the girl with, the dog girl, but not the same as the other
one”
A further production study conducted by Pérez et al.
(2018) reveals that children find double sequential (nonrecursive) modification (as in 3a) easier to produce than
recursive modification when referring to certain pictures (as
in 3b). This indicates that children are sensitive to the
complexity introduced by multiple levels of embedding.
(3) a. the plate with oranges under the table
b. the bird on the alligator in the water

care ‘that/who’, which are both argued to be cues to
recursion.
The language acquisition data thus seems to suggest that
very young children tend to avoid recursion in production
and comprehension. Moreover, the alternative interpretation
they give is the coordinative reading, which seems to be
simpler and more easily accessible to children. However, it
may be that the results are heavily influenced by the
experimental design, which, on the one hand, asks children
to order animals on an iPad according to their default
interpretation, and, on the other hand, exposes children only
to recursive structures.

Experiment
Aim
Figure 1: Pictures used by Pérez et al. (2018)
Apart from production evidence, there is also evidence
coming from comprehension that children do not handle
recursive prepositional modifiers so well.
Sevcenco, Roeper & Pearson (2017) tested Englishspeaking 4-to 9-year-olds for their understanding of
complex nominals containing either recursive prepositional
modifiers or relative clauses. They used an act-out task,
asking children to order animals on an iPad. For instance,
when asked to place animals in the order mentioned in (4),
children below 6 often preferred conjunctive interpretations
of recursion.
(4) the lion next to the zebra next to the crocodile
Around age 6, however, children start to interpret recursive
structures with prepositional phrases and relative clauses as
recursive.
Sevcenco & Avram (2018) further conducted a similar
study on Romanian 5-year-olds. For instance, children heard
a prompt such as the one in (5), and they then had to put
animals in an array on an iPad:
(5) pisica de lângă calul
de lângă pui
cat.the de next.to horse.the de next.to chicken
‘the cat next to the horse next to the chicken’
Overall, there were very few recursive answers (40.3%),
still more recursive than the corresponding 5-year-old
English children (25.44%) (Sevcenco, Roeper & Pearson,
2017). Nevertheless, there was no significant difference
between the answers for recursive structures and the
answers for coordinated answers (p = 0.65). This indicates
that, at age 5, children are not adult-like in their
interpretation of recursive
prepositional phrases.
Importantly, children’s recursive readings seem to rely not
on definiteness, but rather on the presence of de ‘of’ and
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The current study aims to look at recursion in Romanian
through a picture-matching task which exposes children to
both recursion and coordination. Previous research on
Romanian (Sevcenco & Avram, 2018) has shown that 5year-olds are not yet sensitive to the difference between
recursive and coordinative structures, interpreting recursive
structures as coordinative. However, this has been claimed
on the basis of an act-out task, where children had to put
certain items in order, a task which may be too demanding
for children. Importantly, an act-out task accesses the
default interpretation available to children (coordination,
which is simpler conceptually and structurally than
recursion), but it may be the case that children can also
interpret the given structures in a different way. In order to
avoid this problem, the current paper uses a picturematching task (PMT), where children are shown two
pictures (recursive & coordinative). The claim is than, when
faced with a better option (the recursive picture) than the
one they have as a default (the coordinative picture),
children will be able to recognize this as a more adequate
variant. Moreover, unlike the previous study, the current
experiment makes use of a design by means of which
children are exposed to both recursive and coordinative
structures (e.g., the parrot near the hamster and near the
bunny versus the parrot near the hamster near the bunny).
The paper hopes to show that an experimental design where
contrasts in pictures and structures are present activates
children’s understanding of recursion and coordination as
opposite structures, triggering a preference for pictures
corresponding to recursive structure in recursive contexts
and pictures corresponding to coordinative structures in
coordinative contexts.

Participants
The subjects were 23 TD 4 and 5-year-olds (Age range: 46;3, Mean: 4;9) and 45 adults.

Method and materials
The method used was a picture-matching task (PMT), where
the subjects heard a sentence containing a recursive

(common noun/ proper name)/a coordinative structure
(comma/ conjunction) such as (6), and they had to pick the
matching picture out of two pictures. One picture
corresponded to the recursive interpretation, while the other
corresponded to the coordinative interpretation, as can be
seen in Figure 2.
(6) a. RECURSION (Common Nouns)
Papagalul
de
parrot. DEF. ART. DE

Figure 2: Examples of pictures for the PMT

lângă hamsterul
next.to hamster. DEF. ART.

de lângă iepuraş este roşu.
DE next.to bunny is red
“The parrot next to the hamster next to the bunny is red”.
b. RECURSION (Proper Names)
Papagalul George
de lângă hamsterul
parrot. DEF. ART. George DE next.to hamster. DEF.ART.
Dodo de lângă iepuraşul
Cici este mov.
Dodo de next.to bunny. DEF. ART Cici is purple
“The parrot George next to the hamster Dodo, next to the
bunny Cici is purple.”
c. COORDINATION (Comma/ Juxtaposition)
Papagalul
de lângă hamster, de lângă iepuraş
parrot.DEF.ART DE next.to hamster, DE next.to bunny
este verde.
is green
“The parrot next to the hamster, next to the bunny is
green.”

By offering the child two picture choices to pick from, the
PMT translates as a preference task. It does not therefore
exclude the possibility that children might actually accept
the coordinative picture as a match for a sentence containing
a recursive structure, if that were the only picture they had
in front of them.
The test involved 16 randomized sentences, involving 4
structures (recursion with common nouns, recursion with
proper names, coordination with commas, coordination with
conjunction) for each of the 4 following combinations of
animals (chicken-hen-duck, mouse-dog-cat, parrot-hamsterbunny, pig-cow-sheep).
We chose to focus on two types of recursive structures
(recursion with common nouns and recursion with proper
names) in order to investigate the role played by
definiteness. We also chose to focus on two types of
coordinative structures (coordination with commas and
coordination with conjunction) in order to see the role
played by the coordinative marker şi ‘and’.
With regards to definiteness, Romanian has a special
property typical of Balkan languages, called the Locative
Determiner Omission (Prendergarst, 2007), according to
which the definite article is omitted in the context of a
locative prepositional phrase (see 7a), unless the noun is
further modified by something else (see 7b).
(7) a. Papagalul
de lângă hamster
parrot.DEF.ART DE next.to hamster

d. COORDINATION (Conjunction)
Papagalul
de
lângă hamster şi de lângă iepuraş
parrot.DEF.ART de next.to hamster and DE next.to bunny
este galben.
is yellow
“The parrot next to the hamster and next to the bunny is
yellow.”

b. Papagalul
de lângă hamsterul
parrot. DEF. ART. DE next.to hamster. DEF. ART.
de lângă iepuraş
DE next.to bunny
c. Papagalul
de
lângă hamster,
parrot. DEF. ART. DE next.to hamster
de lângă iepuraş
DE next.to bunny
This property makes recursion with common nouns in
Romanian very easily distinguishable from coordination via
juxtaposition, given that, apart from the absence of the
comma/pause in the discourse, the structure in (7b) differs
from (7c) in one important respect, namely, the presence of
the definite article on the intermediate noun. This is a clear
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cue for recursion, just as its absence indicates the absence of
recursion. In contrast, English locative prepositions always
select DPs (8a). Thus, in English, recursion with common
nouns is only distinguishable from juxtaposition because of
the comma/pause in the discourse (see 8).
(8) a. the parrot next to the hamster
b. the parrot next to the hamster next to the bunny
c. the parrot next to the hamster, next to the bunny

Indicating the decreasing order of recursive answers per
type of structure, we expect the results to observe the
following scale:
(10) Recursion (Common Nouns) > Recursion (Proper
Names) > Coordination (Comma) > Coordination
(Conjunction)

Results

This makes the contrast between recursion with common
nouns and coordination with commas quite vulnerable in
English, but very striking in Romanian. The recursive
structure with Proper Names in Romanian creates a situation
where all the nominals in the complex structure are actually
DPs, and, therefore, it manages to make the difference
between the two structures smaller. The contrast between
recursion with Proper Names and coordination with commas
lies solely in the presence of a comma, paralleling in this
respect English.
As far as the coordinative marker şi ‘and’ is concerned,
the coordination structure is by far the most easily
distinguishable, since it differs from the recursive structure
with common nouns both in terms of definiteness and the
presence of the conjunction.

Predictions
We predict that recursive structures containing common
nouns/Proper Names should result in choices of “recursive”
drawings, possibly fewer such choices with Proper Names
since the recursive structure with Proper Names differs from
juxtaposition only through the absence of a comma/break in
the discourse. Coordinative structures with conjunctions
should trigger choices of drawings corresponding to
coordinative interpretations. On the other hand, coordinative
structures with commas (marked as pauses in the discourse)
should trigger a considerable number of coordinative
answers, but some recursive answers are expected,
especially with children, given that, because of the absence
of the coordinating conjunction, the only difference between
coordinative structure with commas and recursive structures
with common nouns is the presence of the definite article on
the intermediate nominal.
We thus expect the highest number of recursive answers
in the case of recursive structures with common nouns and
the highest number of coordinative answers in the case of
coordination with conjunction. Definiteness and the
conjunction act as essential cues for distinguishing the two
structures.
(9) a. Recursion (Common Nouns) > Recursion (Proper
Names)
b. Coordination (Conjunction) > Coordination
(Comma)
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The results show that children are sensitive to the difference
between recursion and coordination, and, at an even more
fine-grained level, to the difference between recursion with
common nouns/Proper Names/coordination with comma/
coordination with conjunction, observing the scale we just
presented (see Figure 3). Children give recursive
interpretations for recursive structures with common nouns
to the highest degree (77.17%), followed by recursive
structures with Proper Names (60.87%). However, they give
fewer recursive answers for coordination structures
(42.39%) in the case of structures coordinated through
juxtaposition and even fewer for structures involving
coordination through a conjunction (16.03%).
A mixed-effects logistic regression was performed by a
lme4 (R 2018). The model used Interpretation as Variable,
Structure type and Age Group and their interaction as Fixed
Effects, Items and Participants as Random Effects, and used
coordination as the reference level. The results reveal that
Structure type is significant: Coordination with Comma (β =
2.902, SE = 0.345, Z = 8.404, p < .01), Recursion with
common nouns (β = 5.414, SE = 0.479, Z = 11.296, p < .01),
as well as Recursion with Proper Names (β = 5.224, SE =
0.467, Z = 11.289, p < .01) lead to significance regardless of
the age groups. However, age itself is not significant (β =
–0.1837, SE = 0.633, Z = –0.290, p = .077 > .01). The
interaction between Coordination with Comma and Age is
significant (β = –1.1212, SE = 0.5311, Z = –2.111, p = .035
< .05), as is the interaction between Recursion with Proper
Names and Age (β = –2.522, SE = 0.6152, Z = –4.099, p <
.01). However, the interaction between Recursion with
common nouns and Age is not (β = –1.699, SE = 0.647, Z =
–2.626, p = .008 > .05).
The results suggest that children are not yet fully adultlike in their comprehension of recursion and coordination.
However, they seem to do well with Coordination with
Conjunction and Recursion with Common Nouns, the two
structures that are easier to identify because they are marked
by specific cues. This shows that (in)definiteness and the
presence/absence of coordinating conjunction are important
differentiating triggers in distinguishing structure types.

Figure 3. Rate of recursive answers per structure type and
age

Account
The previous ordering task conducted in Romanian
(Sevcenco & Avram, 2018) reveals that children’s default
reading in recursive contexts is the coordinative reading,
while the picture matching task in the current paper shows
that the subjects’ preferred reading is the recursive one. We
believe this switch in interpretation is favoured by
introducing coordination structures in the test material,
along with recursive structures, thus activating the contrast
between the two structures and corresponding
interpretations. The contrast activation account is supported
by evidence from experiments on scalar implicatures, where
the presence of the alternative (all) in the test items seems to
activate the <some, all> scale, i.e., subjects produce more
implicatures when the test contains control items with all
alongside test items with some. To give just a relevant
example in this respect, Foppolo, Guasti & Chierchia (2012)
present a felicity judgment task (Experiment 5) where
children witnessed a competition between two puppets, and
they had to decide the winner based on the whether the
statement they produced (either a statement with qualche
‘some’ or a statement with tutti ‘all’) was the best
description of a certain picture. For instance, children saw a
picture displaying five chipmunks taking a shower. One
puppet described the picture using the sentence in (11a),
which is true but informationally weak in the context,
whereas another puppet described the picture using the more
appropriate (informationally stronger) statement in (11b).
(11) a. Puppet 1: Some chipmunks are taking a shower.
b. Puppet 2: All the chipmunks are taking a shower.
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The results reveal that children derived considerably more
implicatures in cases where they were exposed to both
alternatives (<some, all>) than when they were exposed
only to sentences with the weaker quantifier some. We
believe that a similar situation happens for recursion and
coordination. By hearing sentences with both recursive and
coordinative sentences and seeing pictures which match
both recursive and coordinative interpretations, children
become more aware of the contrast and handle recursion in
a more adult-like fashion.
An aspect that favours the contrast between the two
interpretations is children’s sensitivity to linguistic cues that
are specific for recursion and coordination. While the
conjunction is a cue for coordination both in English and
Romanian, recursion is much more clearly marked in
Romanian than in English. This is because, in Romanian, as
we already explained, definiteness is an important cue for
recursion, unlike in English, where recursive structures and
coordinative structures via juxtaposition differ only through
a comma/prosody. Interestingly, Sevcenco & Avram (2018)
revealed higher rates of recursive structures than in English
in an act-out task where children were not exposed to the
contrast between recursion and coordination. When there is
exposure to this contrast, the rates for recursive answers go
even higher. This is reflected in the number of recursive
answers that we obtained per type of structure: children
provide considerably more recursive answers for recursion
with common nouns than for recursion with Proper Names,
but also considerably fewer recursive answers for
coordination with juxtaposition, which, in its turn, leads to
more recursive answers than coordination with a
conjunction.
Nevertheless, there is one problematic aspect which
deserves discussion: There is quite a considerable number of
recursive answers for coordinative structures via
juxtaposition for both children and adults. Since there are
fewer recursive answers for coordinative structures with a
conjunction, this may be explained through the vulnerability
of structures that have no specific syntactic cues.
Another possible explanation could be that participants
sometimes have a relative and transitive understanding of
spatial relations, drawing the inference that two animals that
are not directly next to each other might actually be
considered next to each other in a more relative way (see
12):
(12) X next to Y
Y next to Z
=> X next Z
This might happen in spite of the fact that de lȃngǎ ‘next to’
tends to resist such a reading. Rather than interpreting next
to as immediately next to, subjects may perceive all items as
relatively near each other in comparison to others in the
world. A similar point of view is proposed by Demiddele,
Hayman & Schaeken (2019), who argue that variation in

interpretation might be related to implicatures with
immediately: Next to would generate the implicature
immediately next to. If the spatial relation expressed by the
preposition is understood relatively, this may create a
problem for the comprehension of recursive and
coordinative structures. However, within this theory which
relativizes closeness, we would expect perhaps to have a
similar proportion of recursive and coordinative answers for
the recursive and coordinative structures. Instead, we find
much fewer recursive answers in the case of coordinative
structures with conjunction. This indicates that spatial
relativization cannot fully explain the results. Nevertheless,
in the case of coordination with comma, even adults
provided quite a lot of recursive answers (even more so than
adults), which could be taken to indicate that the absence of
a conjunction may lead to more free, relative interpretations
of spatial relations of closeness. Further research is needed
in order to see why, in the case of coordination with comma,
both adults and children give quite a considerable number of
recursive answers.
Children rely on specific linguistic cues in order to tease
apart coordination from recursion. The conjunction is an
important cue for the coordinative reading. When it is
absent, more recursive readings are present. Moreover,
definiteness (marked on the intermediate noun) also seems
to be essential for understanding the difference between
recursion and coordination.

Conclusion
In conclusion, we have provided experimental evidence that
Romanian children as young as 4 and 5 are able to
understand recursion to a great extent in a context where
they are exposed both to recursive and coordinative
structures. This contrast is extremely relevant in Romanian,
where recursive and coordinative structures are each
distinguished through specific cues such as definiteness or
the conjunction.
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Abstract
Linguistic complexity – manifested in terms of hierarchical
recursive structures generated by grammar – is often
discussed from the perspective of cross-linguistic comparison
(cf. Everett, 2005; Nevins, Pesetsky, & Rodrigues, 2009 on
Pirahã). In this paper, we focus instead on the variation in
complexity within a single language, English, and on the
lower bound of complexity, specifically (cf. Futrell et al.,
2016). We report results of two studies, a corpus study (Study
1) and a production experiment (Study 2), that investigate
syntactic complexity of expressions that arise in the context
of human-computer interaction and compare them to the
standard language. The results of both studies show that the
expressions generated in the context of human-computer
interaction exhibit lesser structural complexity and often
violate the norm of the language (cf. margaret mead culture
famous research). Our results suggest that such expressions
are generated by a qualitatively different type of formal
grammar, Linear Grammar (Jackendoff & Wittenberg, 2017),
rather than by recursive grammar (Roeper, 1999).
Keywords: linguistic complexity; syntax; linear grammar;
human-computer interaction.

Introduction: Syntactic Variation in Language
The expression margaret mead culture famous research
would most likely strike native speakers of English as
ungrammatical. Despite this assessment, such strings of
words are generated on a regular basis by native speakers.
They arise in a context of human-computer interaction, and
information search, specifically. The fundamental question
is how linguistic expressions that violate the core rules of
the language get generated by the grammar in the first place,
and what they reveal about language organization in the
brain. We show that a systematic exploration of such
linguistic expressions contributes to the debate about
complexity in human language, and its lower bound,
specifically (cf. Futrell et al., 2016).
Deviations from the syntactic norm of a language appear
in a wide range of contexts and are relatively well
documented. Sadock (1974) observed that product labels
can omit subjects (Contains methanol) and objects (Shake
before using). Yanofsky (1978) discussed utterances
consisting of noun phrases only, such as Teamwork (in the
context of a tennis doubles match win), and the problem
they presented for the contemporary syntactic theory, which
disallowed the generation of structures smaller than a
sentence. A special volume by Kittredge and Lehrberger
(1982) analyzed structural differences between standard
English and language of technical manuals, stock market
reports, cooking recipes, weather reports, and other
specialized registers, collectively referred to as
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sublanguages, a term attributed to Zellig Harris. The editors
observe that “specialized linguistic systems can differ quite
sharply, both in complexity and in the particular linguistic
features that set them apart from the general or standard
language” (Kittredge, 1982; our emphasis).
Parallel with Kittredge’s work on sublanguages, Charles
Ferguson, working in the sociolinguistic tradition, studied
linguistic modification in the speech of adult native speakers
addressed to someone who is believed to lack full linguistic
proficiency, such as children and foreigners (Ferguson,
1975). Ferguson (1982) argued that the observed
modifications are best characterized in terms of
simplification, thus converging with Kittredge’s observation
on sublanguages.
A more recent volume by Progovac et al. (2006) extends
the range of linguistic phenomena that deviate from
syntactic norms by focusing on telegrams, personal ads,
newspaper headlines and other. Similar to previous authors
working on the topic, the volume contributors emphasize
that linguistic expressions that belong to specialized
registers would be considered unnatural and perhaps
ungrammatical from the perspective of standard English.
The main puzzle is how such variation can be explained.
Take, for example, the phenomenon of subject omission,
observed in diaries (Dreamt that I picked up a New Yorker;
Haegeman, 2013), recipes (Serves ten people; Haegeman,
1987), telegrams (Am ill; Barton, 1998), sports announcers’
commentaries (Dribbles into the lane; Reaser, 2003),
medical records (Is on folic acid; Sager 1986), as well as in
search queries (forgot password). To explain subject
omission in a language like English, which in general does
not allow subject drop, one can postulate a mechanism that
would disallow subjectless sentences in the standard
language, but permit them in specialized registers of the
same language. The main challenge faced by such an
analysis is that it would have to postulate two contradictory
rules within a single grammar.
In what follows, we discuss two alternative approaches to
how syntactic variation, and, specifically, variation that
violates syntactic norms of a language can be explained.
Both approaches avoid the postulation of contradictory rules
within the grammar, but make very different assumptions
about the nature of the grammar that operates in specialized
registers. We then proceed to show how a systematic
analysis of information requests that arise in the context of
human-computer interaction can shed light on the
theoretical debate presented in the next section.

Two Approaches to Syntactic Variation
A novel position on how structural variation within a
language can be explained emerges from the framework of
Theoretical Bilingualism (TB), developed by Roeper
(1999). Roeper (1999) rejects the idea that the grammar of a
language can have contradictory rules that e.g. permit
subject deletion in specialized registers, but require subjects
elsewhere. He proposes that these apparently contradictory
phenomena can be explained if we assume that speakers of a
language have access to different types of grammars, all
generated by Universal Grammar (UG). Some grammars,
such as the grammar of Italian, allow subject drop on the
condition of recoverability from context. Other grammars,
such as the grammar of standard English, disallow subject
drop. Registers within English that allow subject omission,
such as diaries, telegrams, and recipes, have access to a
different grammar, which, unlike the grammar of the
standard English, allows the generation of subjectless
sentences. The TB framework can thus be applied to explain
linguistic variation and divergence from syntactic norms
observed in different registers of the same language, without
proposing contradictory rules.
An alternative approach to syntactic variation is proposed
by Jackendoff and Wittenberg (2017). Similar to Roeper
(1999), the authors are interested in the range of syntactic
variation observed in language, from fully-formed sentences
that obey the syntactic principles of the grammar to
expressions that violate word order constraints and
argument selection principles. Unlike Roeper (1999),
Jackendoff and Wittenberg (2017) are interested in what is
minimally needed in a language for it to be fully operational
and convey meaning. Coming from the perspective of
language evolution, they propose that full-fledged grammars
of contemporary languages have an evolutionary
predecessor, LINEAR GRAMMAR (LG). LG is a rudimentary
system, which has access to words and their meanings, but
lacks syntax and, as a consequence, hierarchical structure
and syntactic subordination. Since there is no syntax, there
are no subjects and objects, and no fixed word order.
Instead, the order in which event participants are expressed
is often governed by semantic and pragmatic considerations,
such as agent first. Jackendoff and Wittenberg (2017) argue
that many of the observed linguistic phenomena that cannot
be easily explained with reference to the full-fledged
grammar – the authors discuss pidgins, home signs, village
signs, incomplete second language acquisition, etc. – can be
accounted for with reference to LG. Additionally, the
authors propose that LG is still active in the brains of
contemporary speakers. Speakers fall back on LG when
access to full-fledged grammar is blocked, as a result of e.g.
brain damage (cf. linguistic output in aphasia). In healthy
population, structures generated by LG can be observed in
certain areas of the language, such as compounds.
Compounds are structures like kitchen table and
undercurrent that emerge from the combination of two or
more lexical items. The meaning of compounds is loosely
derived from the meaning of their parts with heavy reliance
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on context. For example, the nominal compound apple juice
seat can mean “seat with apple juice on the table in front of
it” or “seat on which apple juice was spilled” (Downing,
1977; Levi, 1978). Greater reliance on context in the
absence of structure is one of the features that distinguish
LG from full-fledged grammars.
To summarize, both Jackendoff and Wittenberg (2017)
and Roeper (1999) propose that variation from syntactic
norms can be explained if speakers have access to
alternative grammars. The two approaches differ in what
they assume about the nature of such alternative grammars.
For Roeper (1999), whose framework is rooted in the
generative grammar tradition, the available grammars do not
differ in terms of complexity. The grammar that allows
subject drop is structurally as complex as a grammar that
prohibits subject omission – both have fully-developed
syntactic components that can generate hierarchical
structure. On the other hand, the alternative grammar that is
available to speakers in Jackendoff and Wittenberg’s (2017)
framework implies lesser structural complexity: linear
grammar, by definition, cannot produce hierarchical
structures.
Which theory is better suited to explain syntactic structure
of information requests that emerge in the context of
computer-human interactions? If such requests can be
shown to exhibit lesser structural complexity, then they can
be viewed as a product of LG, as predicted by Jackendoff
and Wittenberg (2017). If, on the other hand, information
requests exhibit the same level of structural complexity as
standard English, then their generation cannot be explained
in terms of linear grammar and should be viewed as a
product of an alternative full-fledged grammar, as predicted
by Roeper (1999).
To understand better the predictions of the two
approaches, in what follows we discuss manifestation of
structural complexity in language and ways to evaluate it.

Manifestation of Structural Complexity
Complexity and its cognitive underpinnings are among the
most dividing theoretical issues in linguistics and cognitive
science. Hauser, Chomsky, and Fitch (2002) argue that
recursion – the ability of a linguistic pattern to reproduce
itself – is the core property of human language, which
makes it distinct from animal communication systems. All
human languages are expected to show recursion. This
position has been most notably challenged by Everett
(2005), who argues that Pirahã, an indigenous Amazonian
language, does not have recursion. While there is a
disagreement on whether recursion should be considered a
defining property of the human language (Jackendoff &
Pinker, 2005), most of the researchers agree on how
complexity is manifested in language. This position is
summarized by Givón (2008) as follows: “What makes the
syntactic structure of human language complex […] is the
embedding of clauses in a subordinate – hierarchically
lower – position inside other clauses, yielding recursive
structure” (Givón, 2008, cited in Bickerton, 2008).

One manifestation of syntactic complexity is subordinate
relative clauses. The sentence [S1 The boy, [S2 who lives next
door], is friendly] constitutes the case of structural
subordination, because one structure of type S embeds
another structure of type S. In this case, the relative clause
[who lives next door] is embedded within the subject of the
matrix clause, the boy, and functions as its modifier. The
relative pronoun who, which introduces the relative clause,
stands in anaphoric relation to the head noun that it
modifies.
The relative clause construction can be generated by a
full-fledged grammar that allows for structural embedding,
but not by linear grammar, which can only generate flat
structures. The option available for a language with linear
grammar would be to package information into two
syntactically independent structures, such as A boy lives next
door. He is friendly. Such strategy is observed in child
language (cf. He met ‘Toothless’. That was this big lion vs.
the targeted sentence with the relative clause He met
‘Toothless’, who was a big lion (Romaine, 1984)). The lack
of relative clauses does not impose constrains on what kind
of information can be communicated, since the same content
can be presented in two independent clauses.
Everett (2005) argues that Pirahã does not have relative
clauses and any other type of syntactic embedding for that
matter, which he takes as evidence for lesser structural
complexity. Everett’s analysis was challenged by Nevins at
al. (2009), but supported by recent corpus work on Pirahã
reported in Futrell et al. (2016).
Following the line of argumentation developed in the
previous literature, in what follows, we examine
manifestation of syntactic complexity in information
requests that arise in the context of human-computer
interaction. We focus specifically on relative clauses, a
typical case of syntactic subordination. If the proportion of
relative clauses in queries is comparable to that in the
standard language, then we will have to reject the LG
approach proposed by Jackendoff and Wittenberg (2017)
and assume that search queries are generated by a different
type of grammar, which is as complex as the grammar of
standard English, as proposed by Roeper (1999). On the
other hand, if queries show a significantly smaller
proportion of relative clauses, compared to the standard
language, and consistently utilize linguistic means to avoid
relative clauses, then such a finding can be taken as
evidence in support of the LG model.
We side with Jackendoff and Wittenberg (2017) and
predict that information requests in the contexts of humancomputer interaction will display lesser structural
complexity compared to their counterparts in the humanhuman condition. One crucial difference between our study
of complexity in a specialized register of the English
language and the study of complexity in e.g. aphasiacs or
child language is that healthy adult speakers of English,
unlike patients with brain damage and small children,
always have access to full-fledged grammar. Previous
studies show that in the context of search, older and less
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experienced users, as well as experienced users who are
presented with complex search tasks might prefer to use
standard English (Aula, Khan, & Guan, 2010). As a
consequence, we do not expect to find categorical
differences in the distribution of relative clauses in the
context of search vs. in the standard language. What we
expect, instead, is that there will be a significantly smaller
proportion of relative clauses in the context of humancomputer interaction compared to human-human
interaction.

Assessing Structural Complexity in HumanComputer Interaction
We present two studies that aim to address the question
about structural complexity of information requests that
emerge in the context of human-computer interaction. We
focus specifically on the distribution of relative clauses,
which we treat, following previous work, as a possible
measure of structural complexity. Study 1 is a corpus study,
in which we compare the distribution of relative clauses in a
corpus of naturally occurring queries to the distribution of
relative clauses in standard English. Study 2 reports results
of a production experiment, in which participants are primed
to produce relative clauses. We compare the distribution of
relative clauses in two conditions, information requests
addressed to a human (human-human condition) and
information requests addressed to a computer (humancomputer condition).

Study 1: Corpus Analysis
Design and Procedure A corpus of ~80,000 naturally
occurring queries was analyzed with a custom computer
program in Python. The queries were entered into the
California State University (CSU) search system by users
between July 1, 2016 and October 20, 2016. Our primary
interest was syntactic embedding and relative clauses,
specifically. Since search queries are structurally different
from the standard language, we were not able to utilize
standard parsing libraries to extract relative clauses
automatically (cf. Barr, Jones, & Regelson, 2008). We also
considered searching for queries with overt relative clause
pronouns, such as who, which, etc., an approach suggested
in Szmrecsanyi (2004). However, there is a problem with
this method: the program returns syntactically simple
queries where wh-words function as question words rather
than relative pronouns, as in who takes ept. To address the
limitation of the automatic method, we randomly selected a
subset of 1,200 queries, consisting of two-word queries and
longer expressions, and examined them manually for the
presence of relative clauses. We specifically focused on
clauses with overt relative clause pronouns, such as who,
when, where, etc.
Results we found a very small number of relative clauses in
our set: 3. This is 5 times less than the frequency of relative
clauses reported for English conversations by Biber (1991).

Notably, the examples with relative clauses in our dataset,
such as can I retake the class and replace what I received
from it, adhere to the syntactic norms and retain the key
grammatical (subject, object, predicate) and functional
elements that are usually absent in search queries.
Discussion Despite the fact that our data show very few
instances of relative clauses, we are hesitant to take it as an
accurate assessment of complexity. One possible reason for
the small number of relative clauses in our dataset might be
that queries differ from the standard language in terms of
their lengths. Our analysis shows that the average length of
queries in our corpus was 2.6 words (cf. Aula et al., 2010).
For comparison, the average sentence length in the Brown
corpus is 20 words. The distribution of query lengths is
shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Query length in the corpus.
Query length
type
1-word queries
2-word queries
3-word queries
4-word queries
5-word queries
6 & up

Proportion
in corpus
14.4%
43.8%
23.4%
10.4%
4.3%
3.6%

While length is not in general indicative of syntactic
complexity, it might be a contributing factor responsible for
the low number of observed relative clauses in the corpus.
To address this concern, we conducted a production
experiment, which primed participants to use relative
clauses, and compared their distribution in human-computer
and human-human conditions.

Study 2: Production Experiment
Participants Eighty participants took part in the
experiment. They were recruited from the Amazon
Mechanical Turk (AMT) platform, and redirected to a
survey hosted on Qualtrics. All participants indicated that
they were native speakers of English. The average age was
40 years old (the youngest participant was 23, and the oldest
69 years old). 62% were male, and 38% female. The
participants were compensated for their participation.
Stimuli The stimuli consisted of 16 unique scenarios,
designed to elicit an information request on the part of the
user. Thematically, the scenarios focused on popular topics
chosen to spike participants’ curiosity, thus approximating
the experimental setting to natural situations in which users
look for information. Structurally, each scenario contained a
relative clause introduced by an overt wh-pronoun. The
priming conditions belonged to three groups: (i) subject
relative clauses (6 total); (ii) relative clauses introduced by
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when (5 total); and (iii) relative clauses introduced by where
(5 total). (See Appendix for the list of stimuli).
Design and Procedure In the beginning of the experiment,
participants were introduced to the main protagonist, Maria.
Maria was looking for some information. She had access to
a computer and could type her information requests into a
text box that appeared on computer screen. In the humancomputer condition, participants learned that Maria’s
information requests will be answered by Google. In the
human-human condition, participants learned that Maria’s
requests for information will be read and answered by a
knowledgeable person. In both conditions participants were
instructed to help Maria formulate her information requests.
After reading the introduction, participants saw 16
different scenarios, and were asked to type an information
request in the text box. The order of scenarios was
randomized. Each participant saw one condition only
(between-subject design). The assignment of conditions to
participants, human-computer vs. human-human, was
randomized.
Based on the literature on syntactic priming (Bock,
1986), we expected that participants will tend to use relative
clause constructions in their information requests. If the
grammar responsible for generating information requests in
the context of human-computer interaction does not differ in
structural complexity from the grammar that operates in the
human-human condition, there should be no difference in
the proportion of relative clauses produced by participants
in the two conditions. Such a finding would be compatible
with the assumption of the TB framework proposed by
Roeper (1999). If, on the other hand, we find a smaller
proportion of relative clauses in the human-computer
condition compared to the human-human condition, then
such a finding can indicate that the grammar that operates in
the context of human-computer interaction is structurally
less complex, which will be compatible with the predictions
of Jackendoff and Wittenberg (2017).
Results To analyze the proportion of relative clauses in the
human-human vs. human-computer condition, each
information request generated by experimental participants
was manually coded. Expressions with relative clauses were
coded as 1, and expressions lacking relative clauses were
coded as 0.
Collapsing across the scenarios, there was a strong
preference to use more relative clause constructions in the
human-human condition (m = 0.62, SD = 0.28) compared to
the human-computer condition (m = 0.33, SD = 0.32). The
differences between the two conditions were statistically
significant on a two-sided t-test (t(78) = 4.4, p < 0.001).
A closer look at the three types of priming scenarios, (i)
scenarios with subject relatives, (ii) scenarios with relative
clauses introduced by when, and (iii) scenarios with relative
clauses introduced by where, reveals strong preference for
relative clauses in the human-human condition compared to
the human-computer condition across all three types. The
results are presented in Figure 1.

expressed with a relative clause (cf. carnivorous plants [that
are safe for pets]). Well-formed compounds are frequently
followed by modifiers that provide additional information
about location or time. Unlike in the standard language,
there are no prepositions to link this material to the rest of
the construction: [home run record] [1975] [age]. Lack of
prepositions is expected and predicted in structures
generated by LG.
Table 2: Compounds in human-computer condition.

Figure 1: Proportion of relative clauses produced by
participants across different types of priming scenarios. The
computer condition represents human-computer interaction
and the human condition the human-human interaction.
Error bars indicate +/-1 SE.
Discussion The analysis of the data reveals that relative
clauses are less likely to be used when participants
formulate information requests in the human-computer
condition compared to the human-human condition. Since
constructions without relative clauses are considered to be
syntactically less complex compared to constructions with
relative clauses, we conclude that our results support the
hypothesis that linguistic expressions generated in the
context of human-computer interaction exhibit structural
simplification relative to the norm.
The differences between information requests generated
in the two conditions can be summarized along the
following lines. In the human-human condition information
requests usually have a form of well-formed questions, such
as How old was the player who set the record for the most
home runs in 1975? (Baseball scenario). Rarely do we
observe any deviations from syntactic norms, such as
missing arguments or lack of function words. When
participants choose not to use relative clauses in the humanhuman scenarios, they often employ syntactic co-ordination,
another syntactically complex construction that shows
embedding, packaging information into two clauses
connected by the conjunct and, as in Which carnivorous
indoor plants are safe for pets, and which nursery carries
such plants? (Nursery scenario).
Information requests in human-computer condition look
syntactically very different. They can be characterized as
strings of words that mention the main information points,
as in india tanneries water pollution (Tanneries scenario).
Information requests in this condition usually lack the main
building blocks of a sentence. One prominent tendency we
observed was the packaging of words into compounds, such
as pet safe carnivorous plants. Some of the examples are
presented in Table 2. Compounding in the context of
human-computer interaction seems to provide alternative
means to convey information that would otherwise be
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Name of Scenario
Margaret Mead
LA restaurant
Chicago stadium
Tectonic plates

Compounds
margaret mead research culture
LA deaf restaurant
vegan meal sport stadium owner
tectonic plates meet properties

Importantly, information requests that contain relative
clauses in the human-computer condition, such as What’s
the composition of soil in forests that are above 300 feet
(Trees scenario), retain all features of the standard language.
This finding aligns with the corpus data from Study 1. In
cases like this, it looks like language users are utilizing their
dominant, full-fledged grammar, even within a register that
can potentially trigger access to LG. This is not unexpected.
While the LG model does not discuss the motivation for
switching to the default grammar in the context of
specialized registers, it does not preclude such a possibility.
Previous studies have shown that certain factors, such as
complexity of a search task and the domain expertise of the
user, are likely to trigger full-length grammatical questions
rather than strings of words (Aula et al., 2010). Our analysis
of the queries generated in Study 2 shows that there are no
scenarios that would consistently trigger switch to the fullfledged grammar, which suggests that within-user variation
might be accounted for by other factors, such as familiarity
with particular domains or experience with search engines.

General Discussion
If healthy adult speakers can choose to use full-fledged
grammar, even in the contexts of simplified registers, what
is the utility of LG? Ferguson (1982) argues that
simplification facilitates communication between proficient
and less proficient speakers, using baby talk and foreigner
talk as an example. At the same time, the process of
simplification in telegrams, headlines, sports announcers’
talk and academic note-taking is attributed to economy
considerations, the need to use language efficiently under
the time pressure, space limitation and/or under increased
cognitive load (Janda, 1985).1 The switch to LG in the
context of information search can be driven by economy
1
While the question about the cognitive and neurological
foundations of simpler vs. complex grammars and their processing
cost is beyond the scope of this paper, a promising direction for
this type of work is presented in Rodriguez and Granger (2016),
who argue that the same mechanism, if powerful enough, can
process both complex and simpler structures.

considerations, such as space limitation. Another possibility,
suggested by a reviewer, is that simplification is driven by
speakers’ recursive reasoning about the type of grammar
computers can understand (cf. Frank & Goodman, 2012 on
Rational Speech Act).
This discussion raises the question of whether information
requests should be considered a form of natural language?
Strong argument in support of this position is that search
queries exhibit systematic properties, albeit different from
that of the standard language. For example, Li (2010) argues
that search queries have a clearly identifiable semantic
structure, consisting of intent head (IH) and intent modifiers
(IM), as in [IM alice in wonderland] [IM 2010] [IH cast].
Moreover, properties of information requests align with the
core properties of other specialized registers that are
indisputably considered to be forms of natural language. Of
particular notice is the effect of context on word order. In
the absence of syntax, word order in specialized registers is
governed by semantic and pragmatic considerations, seen in
the tendency to mention agent before action (Jackendoff &
Wittenberg, 2017). While agents and actions are extremely
rare in information requests, pragmatic considerations
nevertheless affect word order. Specifically, Smirnova,
Lenarsky, and Romero Sanchez (2019) show that in search
queries with multiple adjectival modifiers, the attribute that
is more important to the speaker tends to be mentioned first,
even if the resulting word order (cf. aluminum red bike)
violates the default adjective ordering in the standard
language (red aluminum bike). These findings challenge the
position that information requests that arise in the context of
human-computer interaction are “unstructured collections of
terms” (Barr et al., 2008) rather than a form of natural
language.

Conclusion
In this paper we investigated a range of variation in
linguistic complexity, focusing specifically on constructions
that emerge in the context of human-computer interaction,
such as margaret mead culture famous research. Such
constructions present a puzzle for the formal theory of
language, as they differ substantially from the baseline.
The results of the production study reported here suggest
that linguistic output generated in the context of humancomputer interaction exhibits structural simplification
compared to the standard language. Focusing on the
distribution of relative clauses, we show that native speakers
tend to produce fewer relative clauses in human-computer
condition compared to the human-human condition, despite
syntactic priming.
Our study has direct theoretical implications. Structural
simplification observed in the context of human-computer
interaction can be explained if we assume that in such
contexts speakers utilize linear grammar, a system that
allows to communicate meaning but lacks the syntactic
component responsible for structural complexity in the
standard language. Our work, thus, provides support for the
model of grammar developed by Jackendoff and Wittenberg
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(2017). On the empirical side, our research contributes to
the discussion on what constitutes a lower bound of
complexity in language (Futrell et al., 2016) by bringing to
the table an overlooked linguistic phenomenon in the
English language.
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Appendix: Experimental Stimuli
Stimuli priming subject relative clauses
1. [Bitcoin bus] Maria wants to know if there is a bus that
only accepts bitcoins. What should she type into the text
box? 2. [LA restaurant] Maria knows that there is a
restaurant in LA that only hires deaf people, and wants to
know the location of the restaurant. What should she type
into the text box? 3. [Baseball] Maria wants to know how
old the player who set the record for the most home runs in
1975 was at the time. What should she type into the text
box? 4. [Philanthropy] Maria wants to know the names of
super rich people in the Bay Area who pledged to give away
most of their wealth. What should she type into the text
box? 5. [Carnivorous plants] Maria wants to get
carnivorous indoor plants that are safe for pets, and wants to
know which nursery carries such plants. What should she
type into the text box? 6. [Chicago stadium] Maria knows
that there is a sport stadium in the Greater Chicago Area
which serves vegan meals, and wants to know who is the
owner of the stadium. What should she type into the text
box?
Stimuli priming when relative clauses
1. [Bees] Maria wants to know what bees do when animals
try to take their honey. What should she type into the text
box? 2. [Coastal cities] Maria wants to know what will
happen to coastal cities when sea-level rise reaches 1 inch.
What should she type into the text box? 3. [Einstein’s
brain] Maria is trying to remember a popular quote
attributed to Thomas Stoltz Harvey when it was discovered
that he stole Albert Einstein's brain. What should she type
into the text box? 4. [Kasparov] Maria wants to know what
Garry Kasparov said when he was defeated by Deep Blue,
an IBM supercomputer. What should she type into the text
box? 5. [Tesla] Maria wants to know how Nikola Tesla
reacted when he learned that Guglielmo Marconi won the
Nobel Prize for the development of radio technology. What
should she type into the text box?
Stimuli priming where relative clauses
1.[Tectonic plates] Maria wants to know about the
geological properties of places where two tectonic plates
meet. What should she type into the text box? 2. [Trees]
Maria wants to know the composition of the soil in forests
where trees grow above 300 feet. What should she type into
the text box? 3. [Margaret Mead] Maria wants to know
what the culture where Margaret Mead did her research is
most famous for. What should she type into the text box? 4.
[Indian tanneries] Maria is interested in the economic
status of the states in India where tanneries are the main
source of water pollution. What should she type into the text
box? 5.[Vaping] Maria is interested in whether people who
live in areas where vaping is illegal are healthier compared
to the general population. What should she type into the text
box?
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Abstract
Can learning a second language (L2) redirect what we perceive
to be similar events? This study investigated how CantoneseEnglish bilinguals categorized and processed spontaneous
motion when the access to language ranged from maximal to
minimal. In Experiment 1, participants verbalized the target
events in either Cantonese or English right before making their
similarity judgements. Results suggested that bilinguals
patterned with English monolinguals in both lexicalization and
conceptualization irrespective of the language of operation. In
Experiment 2, participants experienced verbal interference
while making their decisions. Results showed that bilinguals
followed an English-like way in event conceptualization as
indicated by their processing efficiency of manner and path.
However, no cross-linguistic differences were found in
speakers’ categorical preferences. The overall findings suggest
that subtle typological differences between the L1 and L2 can
restructure bilinguals’ cognitive behaviour. And the magnitude
of such impact is modulated by different degrees of language
involvement.
Keywords: cognitive restructuring, spontaneous motion,
processing efficiency, language contexts, linguistic relativity

Introduction
Does the language we speak influence the way we think? This
age-old question has generated extensive debates among
linguists, philosophers, anthropologists, and psycholinguists.
The study of how language influences thought, also known
as linguistic relativity (Whorf, 1956), has recently received
renewed interests as a number of new research paradigms
have evolved that allow addressing the connection between
language and thought empirically.
Experimental evidence shows that language can exert both
temporary and immediate (Athanasopoulos, Bylund, et al.,
2015; Montero-Melis, Jaeger, & Bylund, 2016; Papafragou,
Hulbert, & Trueswell, 2008), or habitual and durable effects
(Lupyan, 2012; Thierry et al., 2009; Winawer et al., 2007) on
various cognitive processes, such as perception, recognition,
visual discrimination and categorization, in a flexible and
context-dependent manner. For example, cross-linguistic
differences in colour terms can cause differences in colour
categorization, indicating that language effects are profound
in the sense of affecting even basic visual perceptions
(Lupyan, 2012). However, such linguistic relativity effects
are venerable to short-term manipulations, such as linguistic
priming (Montero-Melis et al., 2016), the language of
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operation (Athanasopoulos, Bylund et al., 2015), and verbal
interference (Trueswell & Papafragou, 2010).
These mixed findings of how language affects cognition
have motivated researchers to explore further when and under
what conditions, the language effects are mostly likely to be
found (see Bylund & Athanasopoulos, 2014, for a detailed
review). Empirical evidence has suggested that the degree to
which language affects cognition is modulated by different
contextual factors, such as the conceptual domains under
investigation, nature of the stimuli, and experimental set-ups
that promote or inhibit the access to language (Bylund &
Athanasopoulos, 2014; Lupyan, 2012; Montero-Melis &
Bylund, 2017; Papafragou & Selimis, 2010; Wolff & Holmes,
2011). Studies show that effects of language on cognition are
most likely to appear when participants are encouraged to use
language strategically during thinking, or solve a subsequent
cognitive task. This process, termed thinking-for-speaking
(Slobin, 1996), emphasizes that language affects online
thinking when speakers are actively engaged in languagedriven activities. There is converging evidence that the effect
of thinking-for-speaking is language-specific (Filipović,
2018; Flecken, Carroll, Weimar, & Von Stutterheim, 2015;
Gennari, Sloman, Malt, & Fitch, 2002; Papafragou, Hulbert,
& Trueswell, 2008), especially when the task does not
prevent the use of verbal recourses during task performance
(Athanasopoulos, Bylund, et al., 2015; Trueswell &
Papafragou, 2010). However, less agreement has been
reached on how language affects cognition beyond overt
verbalization and when the access to language is interrupted
by verbal interference (Athanasopoulos & Bylund, 2013;
Flecken, Athanasopoulos, Kuipers, & Thierry, 2015; Ji &
Hohenstein, 2018; Papafragou, Massey, & Gleitman, 2002).
Research on the effect of language on thinking starts with
monolinguals of typologically different languages, although
recent studies have extended the domain of interest to
bilinguals and various types of L2 learners (Athanasopoulos,
Damjanovic, Burnand, & Bylund, 2015; Bylund &
Athanasopoulos, 2015; Cook & Bassetti, 2011). Extending
the language-and-thought research to the domain of
bilingualism provides researchers with a unique opportunity
to explore how different languages reconcile with each other
in the learner’s mind. Empirical evidence has demonstrated
that learning a new language may bring about changes of
speakers’ entire cognitive outlook, a process called cognitive
restructuring (Jarvis & Pavlenko, 2008; Pavlenko, 2011).

With respect to different stages in cognitive restructuring,
some studies have suggested that L2 learners may continue
drawing on their L1-based patterns for thinking and speaking
during L2 learning (Filipović, 2018; Flecken et al., 2015).
However, other studies report that learners can successfully
internalize the L2-based concepts and restructure the alreadyestablished patterns towards the target language
(Athanasopoulos et al., 2015; Montero-Melis et al., 2016;
Wang & Li, 2019). In fact, the degree of cognitive
restructuring is modulated by various extra-linguistic factors,
such as age of acquisition (Bylund, 2009; Vanek & Selinker,
2017), language proficiency (Park & Ziegler, 2014), task
types (implicit or explicit measures), and the involvement of
language during task performance (Athanasopoulos et al.,
2015; Gennari et al., 2002).
To better understand how language affects thought,
motion events serve as a suitable testing ground as world
languages exhibit great diversities in how motion is lexically
encoded. Talmy (2000) divided world languages into two
distinct categories: satellite-framed (S-languages) and verbframed languages (V-languages), depending on the semantic
distribution of path of motion. S-languages, such as German
and English, typically encode path in the satellite (particles)
whereas manner in the verb root, as shown in example (1):
1) He walked [Manner] across [Path] the street.
However, in V-languages, such as French and Japanese, path
is lexicalized in the main verb, leaving manner not expressed
(by default) or via peripheral devices.
2) Il traverse [Path] la rue.
‘He crossed the street.’
Talmy’s typology has been widely applied in analyzing
the Indo-European languages, but cannot fit perfectly well for
serial-verb languages and other Sino-Tibetan languages, such
as Chinese and Thai where path and manner are encoded in
compound verb forms. Cantonese, widely spoken in Hong
Kong and Guangdong Province in China, is a serial-verb
language (Matthews & Yip, 2011). In Cantonese, the serialverb construction normally takes up two or more semantic
components, and each of them can stand alone as an
independent element. In the examples below, 翻 (return) and
入 (enter) are path of motion and can be encoded either with
the manner verb 跑 (run) in (3), or as independent verbs in (4)
and (5). Therefore, Cantonese is regarded as an equipollentframed language that “both manner and path are expressed by
equipollent elements, that is, elements that are equal in formal
linguistic terms, and appear to be equal in force or
significance” (Slobin, 2004, p. 226).
3) 個男仔 跑 咗
翻
入
辦公室
A boy
run ASP return enter office
‘S/he run back into the office.’
4) 個男仔 翻
咗
辦公室
A boy return ASP
office
‘A boy returned the office.’
5) 個男仔
入
咗
辦公室
A boy enter ASP
office
‘A boy entered the office.’
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Given the cross-linguistic differences, it is important to
ask whether different ways of talking about motion affects
how motion is presented in cognition. According to the
manner salience hypothesis (Slobin, 2004), the cognitive
salience of manner is closely related to its codability in
lexicalization. This view is well-supported by Cognitive
Grammar that speakers may have an easy access to the
constructions highlighted by grammar when perceiving and
retrieving relevant information from memory (Langacker,
2008). Under this view, English is a high-manner-salience
language where manner is encoded with high frequency via
prominent verb forms, whereas path is encoded via the
satellite. Although Cantonese encodes both manner and path
in compound verbs, the availability of path verbs in
Cantonese makes manner to be more easily added or dropped
in speech. Thus, it is reasonable to hypothesize that given
these typological differences, speakers of Cantonese and
English may construe the same event in conceptually
different ways (Wang & Li, 2019; 2021).
So far, the language-and-thought research mainly focus on
late bilinguals or L2 learners with contrastive language pairs
(satellite- vs verb-framed), while very little is known about
how early bilinguals with partial overlapping linguistic
systems lexicalize and conceptualize motion events from a
lexical perspective of manner versus path. Second, recent
studies show that L2 learners can flexibly switch between
different thinking patterns depending on which language they
are using (Athanasopoulos et al., 2015; Montero-Melis,
Jaeger, & Bylund, 2016). However, the magnitude of L2
influence on cognitive processing remains largely unexplored
(Vanek, 2020).
Given this, the current study addresses this lacuna by
examining how Cantonese-English bilinguals gauge and
process motion similarity when the degree of language
involvement is manipulated during decision-making. This
will allow a direct comparison across tasks where the
linguistic involvement ranges from minimal to maximal
(Vanek, 2020). The aim of this study is to test whether subtle
typological differences between the L1 and the L2 can
redirect bilinguals’ cognitive behaviour, and if yes, under
what conditions such effects are the most prominent. Two
types of measurements are used: an explicit measurement of
event categorization (i.e., decision strategies) and an implicit
measurement of processing efficiency (i.e., reaction time). To
this end, we have conducted two experiments: Experiment 1
manipulated a Cantonese and an English language context
where the L1- or L2-based labels were explicitly elicited right
prior to the similarity judgement. If different languages are
linked to different thinking patterns, bilinguals’ cognitive
behaviours tend to vary according to the language of
operation. Experiment 2 put all participants under verbal
interference throughout the similarity judgement. If the same
cross-linguistic patterns persist, we can conclude that the
effect of language on cognition is robust and not mediated by
the online recruitment of language during task performance.

Experiment 1: similarity judgments in
Cantonese and English context
Method
Participants
Altogether 120 university students were recruited for the
study. Monolinguals of Cantonese (Mage=22.1, SD=2.1) and
English (Mage=23.7, SD=1.9) (N=30 for each) came from
local universities of Guangdong Province, China and
London, UK. 60 Cantonese-English bilinguals (Mage=21.7,
SD=2.7) came from Hong Kong where both Cantonese and
English are the official languages. According to the language
education policy in Hong Kong, children are encouraged to
start English learning early at an average age of three years
old (Mage=3.7, SD=1.5). This learning continues throughout
their school years and many attend English-medium schools.
In line with previous studies (Athanasopoulos, Damjanovic,
et al., 2015; Park & Ziegler, 2014), participants selfevaluated their English proficiency based on a seven-point
scale where 7 is the maximum rating. As indicated by the
score, bilinguals achieved an advanced proficiency in English
(M=6.31; SD=0.73).
Materials
Two tasks were used in Experiment 1: the linguistic encoding
and non-linguistic similarity judgment task. The linguistic
encoding task showed 54 dynamic stimuli of voluntary
motion with 36 test items and 18 control items. Each
animation was 6 seconds long. Following Hickmann and
Hendriks (2010), the test items depicted a boy performing
voluntary motion with various types of manner and path,
while the control items minimized path but highlighted
manner of motion only. The control items were designed to
distract participants from using the same lexicalization
patterns and to test whether bilinguals have mastered the
specific vocabulary to describe different types of manner in
the target language. For test items, a diverse range of manners
were included, such as manner with (walk, run, jump, crawl,
march) and without instruments (cycling, skating, surfing),
combined with six different path types falling into two broad
categories: trajectory events (up, down, away from, towards),
and events with boundary-crossing (into, cross).
The non-linguistic similarity judgement task consisted of
18 sets of stimuli, with12 sets of test triads and 6 filler items.
The stimuli used in these two tasks shared the same content.
This was to make sure that participants had verbalized all the
items in the target language (Cantonese or English) before
making their decisions. Each triad contained three events: the
target event (e.g., A boy jumps out of a room) and two
alternating events with manner and path as the contrast of
interest. For manner-match alternate, it shared the same
manner with the target event but different path (e.g., A boy
jumps into a room). On the contrary, for path-match alternate,
it shared the same path with the target but differed in manner
(e.g., A boy runs out of a room).
Procedure
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In the linguistic encoding, participants were instructed to
watch the stimuli first and describe “what happened” in each
video right after the viewing. Monolinguals narrated in their
respective L1s. Bilinguals were randomly assigned to one of
the two conditions: a Cantonese-speaking context and an
English-speaking context (N=30 for each) where Cantonese
or English was the target language for verbalization.
Following other well-established studies (e.g., Filipović,
2018; Gennari et al., 2002; Montero-Melis et al. 2016;
Papafragou & Selimis, 2010; Vanek, 2020), participants were
instructed to move on to a similarity judgement task
immediately after their linguistic descriptions. This was to
maximally boost the involvement of language in their
decision-making process. In the similarity judgement,
participants were informed that the stimuli were presented in
a synchronized order where the target event played first at the
bottom of the screen. Then the target disappeared right after
its completion, followed by two alternating events playing
side by side at the top of the screen. A half-second black
screen was placed between the target and its two alternates
within each triad and a one-second black screen was placed
between triads. The presentation order of each triad was
counterbalanced across participants. The location of mannerand path-match variant on the screen (right-or left-side) was
counterbalanced in a fixed order. Participants needed to
decide which variant is more similar to the target by pressing
A and L respectively on the keyboard. Participants were
asked to make their decisions as quickly as possible as their
reaction time would be automatically recorded.
Data analysis
The linguistic data was transcribed by L1 Cantonese and
English speakers. Only test items were included for the
analysis. The linguistic data was segmented into clauses and
coded in terms of 1) the frequency of manner and path
encoding, and 2) the semantic distribution of manner and path
within each utterance. Participants’ categorical preference in
similarity judgements was coded as a binary dependent
variable, where ‘0’ and ‘1’ represented a manner-and pathmatch preference, respectively. Participants’ reaction time in
their decision-making was calculated from the onset of the
alternate videos till the point when participants made their
decisions. Theoretically, the longest RT to each triad is 6
seconds (the same length of the video clip). Outliers of
extremely long and short values were trimmed with plus and
minus two standard deviations (SD) from the mean. After the
trimming, 70 outliers out of 1,440 items (4.9%) were replaced
by two SDs from the mean in Experiment 1, and 56 outliers
out of 1,440 items (3.9%) were replaced in Experiment 2.
Results and discussion
A total of 4,320 linguistic descriptions were included in the
analysis. To assess whether the likelihood of manner or path
encoding differed significantly as a function of participant
groups, we built two separate logistic mixed effect models by
the package lme4 (Bates et al., 2014) in the R environment (R
development team, 2020). Within each model, the respective

binary dependent variable was the presence (code=1) or
absence (code=0) of manner and path. Each model included
participant group (four levels) as a dummy coded fixed effect,
and the random effects were random intercepts for subject
and item. To assess the validity of the models, likelihood ratio
tests were performed using the anova () function to compare
models with fixed effects to models with random effects only
(null model).
For path encoding, results showed that the inclusion of
participant group did not significantly improve the model fit
compared to the null model (χ2(3) =2.69, p=0.441),
suggesting that language group was not a main effect. In fact,
participants of each group reached a ceiling level in path
encoding (Cantonese: M = 95.65%, SD =4.71%; bilinguals in
a Cantonese context: M = 95.00%, SD = 5.85%; bilinguals in
an English context: M = 95.89%, SD = 5.18%; English: M =
94.88%, SD = 5.67%), indicating that path is the most central
element in motion. In contrast, for manner encoding, the
likelihood ratio test showed that including language group as
the fixed effect significantly improved the model fit,
confirming that language group was a significant predictor
(χ2(3) =102.8, p<.001). Results showed that bilinguals in a
Cantonese context (M=96.01; SD=4.98) encoded manner
more frequently than Cantonese monolinguals (M=77.59;
SD=8.93) (β0 =3.39, SE = 0.40, Wald z=8.48, p < .001), yet
patterned with bilinguals in an English context (M=97.13;
SD=3.38) (β0 =-0. 39, SE = 0.42, Wald z=-0.94, p=0.387) and
English monolinguals (M=98.05; SD=3.43) (β0 = -0.99, SE =
0.45, Wald z=-2.20, p=0.08). The results showed that
bilinguals underwent a cognitive shift towards English-based
patterns in lexicalization irrespective of the language in use,
as shown in Figure 1.

fixed effect (dummy coded) was language group. The random
effects were random intercepts for subject and item. The
likelihood ratio test confirmed that including language group
as a fixed effect significantly improved the model fit
compared with the null model (χ2(3) =16.689, p<.001),
indicating that group was a main predictor. Results showed
that bilinguals in a Cantonese context chose manner more
frequently than Cantonese monolinguals (β0 =0.87, SE =
0.34, Wald z=2.58, p=0.009), yet patterned with bilinguals in
an English context (β0=-0.43, SE= 0.34, Wald z=-1.27,
p=0.611) and English monolinguals (β0=-0.31, SE =0.34,
Wald z=-0.92, p=0.717), indicating a cognitive shift towards
English-based patterns in event perception regardless of the
language in use.

Figure 2: Mean frequency of Manner-and Path-match
preference as a function of language groups
In addition to the categorical choices, participants’ mean
RT to manner-or path-match variant was measured for the
processing efficiency in their decision-making (Table 1).
Table 1: Mean RT to manner-and path-math alternate as a
function of language groups
Group
Cantonese

Figure 1: Mean frequency of manner encoding as a
function of language groups
To further investigate whether participants made their
similarity judgements based on the criteria, the proportion of
manner-match preferences was compared across language
groups (Cantonese: M=46.67%, SD=30.76%; Bilinguals in a
Cantonese context: M=62.78%, SD=19.78%; Bilinguals in
an English context: M=70.56%, SD=25.40%; English:
M=68.89%, SD=19.44%), as shown in Figure 2. A logistic
mixed effects model was built with participants’ categorical
preference (0 or 1) as the binary dependent variable. The
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Mean RT to Manner
2210 (694)

Mean RT to Path
2232 (752)

Bilinguals in Cantonese 2098 (677)

2383 (841)

Bilinguals in English
English

2334 (723)
2482 (919)

2004 (689)
2163 (671)

A mixed effect model was built with log-transformed RT
as the dependent variable. The fixed effects (dummy coded)
were participant groups (four levels), preference types (two
levels: manner- or path-match) and their interaction. For
random effects, we had crossed random intercepts for subject
and item. This model was determined by likelihood ratio tests
and the current model with the maximal structure had the
lowest AIC value. Collinearity was not an issue for this model
as the VIF for each predictor was below 1.02. Results
suggested that both preference type and its interaction with
group were statistically significant, as shown in Table 2.
Table 2: Fixed effects of the RT as a function of language
groups and preference types

Fixed effects

Estimate

SE

t value

Intercept
Preference type

7.71
-0.12

0.04
0.03

183.0
-3.51

Pr(>t)
<.001***
<.001***

Language group
Bilinguals in English -0.03
0.06
-0.44
0.663
Cantonese
-0.07
0.05 -1.12
0.009**
English
0.02
0.06
0.25
0.804
Preference* Language group
Manner*Bilinguals English -0.01 -0.04 -0.38
0.700
Manner* Cantonese
0.12 0.05
2.43
0.045*
Manner* English
0.02
0.05
0.48
0.271
Note: The baseline for comparison is Path preference for types and
bilinguals in a Cantonese context for language groups.

The significant interaction suggested that participants of
each group exhibited different patterns in their processing
efficiency to manner- or path-match variant. To further
address this within-group difference, three separate mixed
effect models were built with log-transformed RT as the
dependent variable and preference type as the fixed effect.
The results showed that Cantonese monolinguals reacted
equally quickly when making manner- or path-match
decisions (β0 = 0.03, SE = 0.04, t =0.9, p=0.369). However,
bilinguals patterned with English monolinguals (β0 = -0.09,
SE = 0.04, t =-2.61, p =.009) in making manner-match
decisions significantly faster than path-match decisions,
regardless of the language context (Cantonese context: β0= 0.10, SE = 0.03, t =-3.15, p =.001; English context: β0= -0.14,
SE=0.04, t =-3.66, p < .001), indicating a cognitive shift
towards English-based patterns in event processing
regardless of the language in use.

Experiment 2: similarity judgments under
verbal interference
Method
Participants
Participants were recruited from the same student population
in Experiment 1 and divided into three groups: monolinguals
for Cantonese and English (N=30 each) and CantoneseEnglish bilinguals (N=60). To avoid a potential task effect,
the order of these two experiments was counterbalanced
across participants and there was a one-week gap in between.
Materials and procedure
Experiment 2 shared the same materials and procedure with
Experiment 1, except for the dual task methodology.
Following Athanasopoulos and Bylund (2013) and Trueswell
and Papafragou (2010), participants of each group were asked
to repeat out loud a string of two-digit random numbers in
their L1 while performing a non-linguistic categorization
task. This number-shadowing was to prevent the participants
from subconscious verbalization or verbal rehearsal during
their cognitive processing (Baddeley, 2003).
Results and discussion
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Following the analysis conducted in Experiment 1, we built
a logistic mixed effect model with participants’ categorical
preference as a binary dependent variable and participant
group as the fixed effect. Involving participant group as a
fixed effect didn’t significantly optimize the model (χ 2(2)
=4.34, p=0.11), indicating that participants of each group
exhibited a similar pattern in categorization (Manner-match
preference: Cantonese: M=44.44%, SD=20.91%; Bilinguals:
M=47.92%,SD=34.26%; English: M=34.44%, SD=30.92%).
However, the RT to manner- and path-match variant
exhibited language-specific patterns, as shown in Table 3.
Table 3: Mean RT to manner-and path-math alternate as a
function of language groups
Group
Cantonese

Mean RT to Manner
2293 (760)

English
Bilinguals

2024 (682)
2348 (556)

Mean RT to Path
2374 (908)
2428 (835)
2542 (821)

A mixed effect model was built with log-transformed RT
as the dependent variable. The fixed effects (dummy coded)
were participant groups (three levels), preference types (two
levels: manner- or path-match) and their interaction. Results
showed that both preference type and its interaction with
group were statistically significant, as shown in Table 4.
Table 4: Fixed effects of the RT as a function of language
groups and preference types
Fixed effects

Estimate

Intercept
Preference type

7.79
-0.07

SE

t value

0.02 316.14
0.03 -2.63

Pr(>t)
<.001***
.008**

Language group
Cantonese
-0.10
0.03 -3.57 <.001***
English
-0.05
0.03 -1.93
0.053
Preference* Language group
Manner* Cantonese
0.08
0.04
1.93
0.050*
Manner* English
-0.10 0.04
-2.25
0.024*
Note: The baseline for comparison is Path preference for preference
types and bilinguals for language groups.

To further address the within-group difference, three
separate mixed effect models were built with logtransformed RT as the dependent variable and preference
type as the fixed effect. Results confirmed that Cantonese
monolinguals reacted equally quickly in making manner and
path decisions, while bilinguals (β0= -0.11, SE = 0.03, t =4.49, p <.001) patterned with English monolinguals in
making manner decisions significantly quicker than path
decisions (β0 = -0.14, SE = 0.03, t =-3.55, p <.001), indicating
a cognitive shift towards English-based patterns in event
processing even when the access to language was blocked in
the decision-making process.

General discussion
The current study examines how Cantonese-English
bilinguals gauge and process motion similarity when the
degree of language involvement varies from minimal to
maximal during cognitive processing. Results from

Experiment 1 showed that bilinguals differed from Cantonese
yet patterned with English monolinguals in both the linguistic
encoding and cognitive processing irrespective of the
language of operation, indicating that bilinguals underwent a
cognitive shift towards English-based patterns. For the
linguistic encoding, the Cantonese and English data matched
with the typological patterns described in the introduction.
That is, speakers of English (M=98.05; SD=3.43) encoded
manner more frequently than Cantonese (M=77.59;
SD=8.93). Consequently, in the similarity judgement,
English speakers (M=70.56%, SD=25.40%) preferred
manner-match alternates more than their Cantonese
counterparts (M=46.67%, SD=30.76%). The current findings
align with the manner salience hypothesis that manner
saliency in cognition is closely correlated with its codabiltiy
in lexicalization (Slobin, 2004). In the current case, manner
in English is compulsory in most cases (Talmy, 2000), while
Cantonese uses both manner-path compounds and path verbs
frequently in speech. The frequent omission of manner in
Cantonese may reduce its cognitive salience in mental
representations. As a result, Cantonese speakers may not
attach an equal amount of attention to manner in the
similarity judgements compared with English.
For bilingual speakers, as Cantonese allows the use of both
manner-path compounds and path verbs, while English only
allows the former, it would be more efficient for bilinguals to
converge to a single lexicalization pattern compatible for
both languages. In the current study, the bilinguals were
recruited from Hong Kong where both Cantonese and
English are official languages. Speakers normally pick up
their L2 at a very early age and use both languages
interchangeably at school and in daily interactions. As a
consequence, the active use of Cantonese and English may
facilitate a convergence of L1 and L2 categories to a unitary
one (e.g., L2-based), which is not easily affected by shortterm manipulations (Wang & Li, 2019).
The RT measurements further showed differences across
monolinguals and bilinguals in terms of the processing
efficiency. Cantonese monolinguals had similar RTs for both
manner-and path-match variants, while bilinguals patterned
with English in making quicker manner decisions than path
decisions regardless of the language context. The crosslinguistic difference in RTs can be linked to the semantic
distribution of manner and path in each language. English
encodes manner in the main verb whereas path in the satellite
(i.e., manner prominence), while Cantonese encodes both
manner and path in verb compounds. As previously
mentioned, as bilingual speakers underwent a convergence
towards the L2-based patterns, they exhibited an English-like
way in making manner decisions more efficiently (Ji &
Hohenstein, 2018).
To further explore whether the magnitude of L2 influence
on cognitive restructuring is modulated by the degree of
language involvement, a number-shadowing method was
used in Experiment 2 to block participants’ access to
language during cognitive processing. In the similarity
judgement, no significant difference was found in the
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frequency of manner- or path-match selection across the
monolingual and bilingual group. One possible explanation
is that the inter-typological distinctions between Cantonese
and English are cline rather than categorical, such that the
cross-linguistic differences in the linguistic encoding may not
be strong or clear-cut enough for absolute distinctions in
categorization (Ji & Hohenstein, 2018). However, this
interpretation seems to contract with the language-specific
patterns observed in Experiment 1. Given this, another
possible explanation comes from the ‘thinking-withlanguage’ account that cross-linguistic differences in
conceptual representations might be mediated by the access
to language. As a result, “it can be eliminated by having
people engage in a verbal interference task” (Wolff &
Holmes, 2011, p. 256).
On the other hand, unlike the categorical decisions, the
implicit measurement of RTs in Experiment 2 exhibited
similar language-specific patterns as observed in Experiment
1. That is, speakers of Cantonese spent approximately the
same amount of time in making manner and path judgements,
while English and bilinguals responded much quicker when
making manner decisions. The discrepancy between
categorical decisions and processing efficiency can be
attributed to the nature and the robustness of the measurement
(explicit vs. implicit).
The findings of RTs can be further interpreted by the
cognitive grammar (Langacker, 2008), which postulates that
speaker’s attention is easily drawn to constructions that are
highlighted by grammar. Thus, as manner is prominently
marked in English via verb forms, speakers may have
directed their attention to manner first due to its great
salience. Although participants eventually opted for a pathmatch variant, their reaction time to manner was much
quicker. However, as both manner and path in Cantonese are
expressed via verb compounds with equal level of salience, it
is plausible to assume manner and path were retrieved “in a
parallel fashion” with equal amount of attention being paid to
both elements simultaneously (Wang & Li, 2021).
In sum, the current study reports a linguistic relativity
effect on motion event processing with highly proficient
bilinguals in both speech production and event perception.
The findings suggest that that learning a new language means
acquiring a new way of thinking, and the magnitude of L2
learning on cognitive restructuring is modulated by different
degrees of language involvement. The findings underlie the
mechanism of how language facilitates cognitive processing
and shed light on the complexity and diversity of how
language affects thought in the bilingual mind.
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Abstract

First, the usual method is based on non-hierarchical modelling, which fails to take all sources of variation into account.
Second and more importantly, the statistical power of SAT
designs has not yet been investigated (though see Logačev &
Bozkurt, 2021). The latter issue is potentially a very serious one, since the arguments for the direct-access model depend on finding null results, but when statistical power is low,
null results do not provide any information about whether the
effect is actually absent (Greenland et al., 2016; Hoenig &
Heisey, 2001). If the statistical power of SAT studies is found
to be low for the numbers of participants that are realistic to
test, then this paradigm should potentially not be used to provide evidence for the direct-access theory.

Studies of the speed-accuracy trade-off (SAT) have been influential in arguing for the direct-access model of retrieval in sentence processing. The direct-access model assumes that longdistance dependencies rely on a content-addressable search
for the correct representation in memory. Here, we address
two important weaknesses in the statistical methods standardly
used for analysing SAT data. First, these methods are based
on non-hierarchical modelling. We show how a hierarchical
model can be fit to SAT data, and we test parameter recovery in
this more conservative model. The parameters most relevant to
the direct-access account cannot be accurately estimated, and
we attribute this to the standard SAT model being overparameterised for the limited data available to fit it. Second, the power
properties of SAT studies are unknown. We conduct a power
analysis and show that inferences from null results to the null
hypothesis, though commonplace in the SAT literature, may be
unwarranted.
Keywords: speed-accuracy trade-off; sentence processing;
Bayesian modelling; power analysis

Introduction
The speed-accuracy trade-off (SAT) captures the idea that, the
faster one is forced to make a decision, the less accurate one’s
response will probably be (Heitz, 2014). In the sentence processing literature, SAT studies have often been used to argue
for a particular model of retrieval processes, namely the socalled direct-access model, proposed by McElree (2000). The
direct-access model claims that representations of previouslyencountered words are directly retrieved from working memory based on semantic and syntactic cues, rather than by,
e.g., a serial search through all representations that concludes
when the best match is found. A serial search would mean
that more complex sentences take longer to be processed than
simpler ones, while the direct-access model predicts no such
difference. SAT studies have frequently been used to study
this question (e.g., Foraker & McElree, 2011; Franck & Wagers, 2020; McElree, 2000).
In this paper, we will discuss two critical issues with the
statistical methods standardly used for analysing SAT data.
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To address the first issue, we use data from a published
SAT study (Franck & Wagers, 2020, Experiment 2) to fit a
hierarchical Bayesian model using the probabilistic programming language Stan (Carpenter et al., 2017). The hierarchical
model not only characterizes the sources of variance in the
data more accurately than the standard analysis, but it also
allows us to quantify the uncertainty associated with each parameter to be estimated, improving interpretability of the results (Liu & Smith, 2009). And by working with data that
contains known effect sizes, we can assess the model’s ability to recover the specific parameters that are critical for the
direct-access account.
To address the second issue, we conduct a power analysis
of the SAT design, again using the data from Franck and Wagers (2020). The power analysis will show a lack of statistical
power at the sample sizes that are feasible to test in a design
as demanding as the SAT for the effect sizes observed in that
study.
Before turning to these issues, we first provide a backdrop
for our work by exploring how the SAT has conventionally
been modelled.
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Figure 1: Parameter combinations for the SAT function

Modelling the SAT
Response accuracy can be thought of as a function of time.
Imagine a task in which somebody reads a sentence and must
provide an acceptability judgment after finishing it. If that
person is prompted to give their judgment immediately after finishing the sentence, their decision of acceptable vs. unacceptable will be near chance, since they have not yet had
enough time to process the sentence. However, if they are
given more time before being prompted for a judgment, their
decisions will, on average, become more accurate until eventually, the accuracy plateaus at some level.
This pattern is captured by the shifted exponential function
given in Equation 1 (Wickelgren, 1977, p. 70). Accuracy is
measured in d 0 units, a measure from signal processing.
(
λ(1 − e−β(t−δ) ) for t > δ
d 0 (t) =
(1)
0
for t ≤ δ
The three parameters in this function—λ, β, and δ, henceforth the SAT parameters—admit the following interpretations: λ is the limiting value of d 0 (t) as t grows without
bound; β is the rate at which the function rises toward this
asymptote; and δ is the function’s point of departure from
d 0 = 0, the accuracy level that represents chance. Figure 1 illustrates this function for a range of parameter combinations.
Researchers use SAT tasks like the hypothetical one described above to study how long it takes to process sentences
that range in complexity. Take, for instance, the following
examples from the foundational text by McElree (2000).
(1)

This was the book that the editor admired

(2)

This was the book that the editor who the receptionist
married admired .

(3)

This was the book that the editor who the receptionist
who quit married admired .

.
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These sentences contain a long-distance dependency between book and the gap following admired. While processing these sentences, the reader keeps the representation of
book in their working memory until the gap is encountered,
at which point the dependency can be completed (McElree,
2000, p. 113). The question of interest for the direct-access
model is whether the time it takes to retrieve book differs between these three types of sentences, each of which contains
progressively more material between the filler and the gap.
If people retrieve representations from working memory
using a serial search mechanism rather than a direct-access
one, then it should take longer to retrieve the correct filler
book in conditions with more intervening material. In other
words, (3) should take longer to process than (2), which
should take longer than (1). In contrast, if the direct-access
theory were true, then the processing speed in all three conditions should be the same, since we would access the representation of the filler directly. McElree (2000) introduces the
SAT model as a way to answer this question.
Reframed in sentence processing terms, the three SAT parameters from Equation 1 receive more meaningful interpretations. λ is “a measure of the ultimate probability of correct retrieval, since additional time does not improve performance” (Franck & Wagers, 2020, p. 4). This may vary
between sentences with different levels of complexity, since
some sentences (like (3)) are simply harder to understand than
others (like (1)).
Crucially, both β and δ concern the speed of processing.
β is “the rate of information accrual” (Foraker & McElree,
2011, p. 768), or in other words, how quickly the sentence
is understood starting from the time δ, the point “when information first becomes available” (Franck & Wagers, 2020,
p. 4). Sometimes beta and delta are also combined into a single combined measure of processing dynamics. This type of

measure will be elaborated on below. So, to tease apart serial search vs. direct access, we can ask: do the parameters β
and/or δ (or some combination) vary between conditions?
SAT experiments are designed to try to answer this question. Subjects are presented with sentences like the ones in
(1)–(3) word by word (or phrase by phrase), and then they
are prompted with an audio signal to give acceptability judgments at different time points following completion of the
sentence. As one might imagine, this is a very demanding
task, requiring extensive training and multiple lengthy experimental sessions (see, e.g., Franck & Wagers, 2020, p. 16).
As such, the number of subjects is generally kept quite small.
The data gathered from an SAT experiment is processed
as follows. At every time point t, each subject’s response
accuracy d 0 (t) for each condition is computed as the Z-score
of their true positive rate at t minus the Z-score of their false
positive rate at t (Foraker & McElree, 2011, p. 768; Franck
& Wagers, 2020, p. 16). This has the effect of aggregating
all of the individual items into a single accuracy score for
each condition at each time t. The result is that each subject
has a vector of d 0 (t) values for each condition, and the SAT
function can be fit to these values.
An early method of analysing data using SAT curves was
used by McElree (2000). This method uses model selection
for hypothesis testing. It fits a number of combinations of
curves to each subject’s data, ranging from a “null model” (a
single SAT curve with only one λ, one β, and one δ, abbreviated in the literature as 1λ-1β-1δ) to a “fully saturated” model
(three different SAT curves—one per condition—yielding a
total of three different λs, three βs, and three δs, abbreviated as 3λ-3β-3δ). Then, a goodness-of-fit measure (generally an adjusted R2 ; Judd & McClelland, 1989) and a qualitative “evaluation of the consistency of the parameter estimates across subjects” (p. 117) are used to determine which
model describes the data best. Liu and Smith (2009) illustrate
how information criteria (AIC and BIC) can also be used for
model selection. If the best model based on these selection
criteria contains only one β and one δ, then the result is interpreted in support of the direct-access model.
A more recent approach used by, e.g., Franck and Wagers
(2020) uses parameter estimation rather than model selection
to test hypotheses. This method fits a fully-saturated model to
each subject’s data, or in other words, it fits one SAT curve per
subject per condition. This results in a vector of estimates for
each SAT parameter. Then, for each of these parameters a linear model is fit, predicting parameter estimates by condition.
If there is no significant difference in the values of β and/or δ
between conditions, then the data is again interpreted in support of direct access. (We conduct the power analysis below
using this more recent method, since no qualitative judgment
is involved in its interpretation.)
Generally, the finding from SAT analyses like these is that
there is no evidence for a difference in β and δ between conditions (see Foraker & McElree, 2011 for a review), thus supporting the direct-access model.
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In both the model selection and parameter estimation approaches mentioned above, the data from each subject is modelled separately. However, assuming that the tested subjects
belong to some population, that population will contain some
average effect that is modulated by the individual differences
in each subject. We argue that the aim should be to model
the general effect in the population, and as already observed
by Liu and Smith (2009), hierarchical models offer a way to
do this. Part of the current paper’s contribution is a novel illustration of how a hierarchical Bayesian model can be fit to
SAT data.

A hierarchical SAT model
Before detailing our model, we briefly discuss the data that
it was fit on. This data comes from a published SAT study,
Experiment 2 from Franck and Wagers (2020), which studies
agreement attraction, a phenomenon by which a verb’s agreement is incorrectly “attracted” by some element that is not its
subject. For instance, in The label on the bottles are rusty,
the verb agrees with the plural attractor bottles rather than the
singular subject label (example from Franck & Wagers, 2020,
p. 1).
In Franck and Wagers’ Experiment 2, subjects read sentences in chunks of a few words at a time, each displayed for
pre-determined time intervals. Subjects were then prompted
to decide whether a given probe word appeared in the sentence they had just read. The prompts occurred at 18 different
time intervals after the sentence was finished, ranging from
250 to 6000 milliseconds. This was a multiple-response SAT
experiment, so subjects responded multiple times per trial.
The materials in this experiment follow a complex design
that crosses three variables: probe type (with two levels, target and distractor), the probe word’s syntactic position in the
sentence (subject, high in the object NP, low in the object
NP), and structure (whether the sentence contains a fronted
direct object or a nested PP modifier). For simplicity’s sake,
we focus here only on the structure variable. Example sentences for the object level and the modifier level are shown
in (4) and (5) respectively. (The materials are in French, and
they contain jabberwocky nouns so that any observed effects
would be due to the sentences’ syntactic structure, rather than
their semantics; Franck & Wagers, 2020, p. 7.)
(4)

Quel dafran du
brapou dis-tu
que les
Which dafran of.the brapou do.you.say that the
bostrons défendent?
bostrons defend

(5)

Les dafrans du
brapou du
bostron dorment.
The dafrans of.the brapou of.the bostron sleep

The hierarchical model we construct predicts whether the
three SAT parameters vary as a function of the structure
variable. We use R (R Core Team, 2020) and the package
RStan (Stan Development Team, 2020) as an interface to Stan
(Carpenter et al., 2017).
Since the sampling distribution of d 0 can be approximated
by a normal distribution when the sample size is large (Liu

& Smith, 2009, p. 191), our model predicts d 0 values based
on a Gaussian likelihood. The mean of the likelihood is an
adapted version of the exponential approach to the limit function given in Equation 1 (see the Appendix for details).
Each of the three SAT parameters is computed from a linear function that predicts their value based on the sentence’s
structure. Importantly, these linear models all contain bysubject adjustments to slope and intercept, allowing individual subjects to differ in their processing speed and ultimate
response accuracy. By including by-subject adjustments to
the estimates of the slope and intercept parameters, we allow
the model to focus on the general effects within the population, incorporating but generalising over variation in individual subjects (Pinheiro & Bates, 2000).
At this point, the reader may be wondering: why include
adjustments by subject but not by item, since in principle,
item-level variability should play a similar role? It should, but
as mentioned above, we cannot include adjustments for each
item because SAT data is pre-aggregated by item in order to
obtain the values for d 0 .
The likelihood and its components in the hierarchical
model are listed in Equation 2 (the priors, which are not
shown, are weakly regularising). In the model definition, i
indexes the ith data point; the α and γ parameters are the intercept and slope, respectively, of the linear functions predicting the three SAT parameters; the u parameters represent
the adjustments to the intercepts and slopes for each subject
subj[i]; and structurei is the ±0.5 contrast coding of the structure variable.
λi = (αλ + uαλ

subj[i]

) + (γλ + uγλ

) · structurei

βi = (αβ + uαβ

subj[i]

) + (γβ + uγβ

) · structurei

subj[i]

) + (γδ + uγδ

) · structurei

δi = (αδ + uαδ

subj[i]
subj[i]

subj[i]

(2)

One explanation could be that the model receives more information about the value of λ than about the values of β and
δ. Only a few data points near the beginning of the curve—
those closest to the point of departure from d 0 = 0, the true
value of δ—will tell us much about where δ is located. There
will also only be a handful of points in between d 0 = 0 and
d 0 = λ that are informative about β, the rate of the function’s
approach to the asymptote. In contrast, many data points will
be located near the asymptote λ, making the model’s job of
figuring out λ much easier. And if β and δ cannot be identified with any certainty, then the estimates of how they differ
between conditions, γβ and γδ , will naturally also suffer.
Another explanation is based on the facts that both β and δ
concern the speed of processing and that they tend to trade
off: high βs often co-occur with small δs, and vice versa
(Franck & Wagers, 2020). Similar to fitting a linear model
with two collinear predictors, it may be that neither of these
parameters can be accurately estimated because they both explain similar aspects of the data. The SAT model could well
be over-parameterised, making these two parameters hard to
estimate simultaneously.
Either way, the problems we observed in estimating β and
δ are probably not exclusive to the hierarchical model presented here. The traditional method for fitting SAT curves,
“an iterative hill-climbing algorithm (Reed, 1976) similar to
STEPIT (Chandler, 1969)” (McElree, 1996), may suffer from
the same difficulty in identifying β and δ. In light of this finding, parameter recovery in the traditional SAT curve-fitting
method should be checked.
One way the literature attempts to circumvent issues with
β and δ is to estimate them individually as described in the
previous section, but to combine them for analysis into a single measure that reflects the overall dynamics of processing
(Liu & Smith, 2009; Franck & Wagers, 2020). This dynamics
measure is generally computed as shown in Equation 3.

µi = λi (1 − e−βi (ti −δi ) )
δ+

di0 ∼ Normal(µi , σ) for di0 > 0
In addition to easy incorporation of the data’s hierarchical structure, modelling within the Bayesian framework also
allows us to quantify uncertainty about the parameters of interest. We want to know about the effect of condition on the
SAT parameters, so the parameters of interest are the slope
parameters of the three linear functions: γλ , γβ , and γδ (and in
particular the latter two, since these reflect the condition’s effect on processing speed). Ideally, the posterior distributions
of these parameters should tell us whether there is a difference between conditions for any of the three SAT parameters.
However, in a test of parameter recovery, the model was
able to accurately recover γλ on data simulated based on the
effect sizes in Franck and Wagers’ experimental data, but it
consistently failed to recover both γβ and γδ . The fact that it
could not recover those two parameters, while succeeding for
γλ , is not entirely surprising; there are principled reasons why
this might be the case.
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1
β

(3)

This measure is motivated theoretically by the trade-off between β and δ, and it should allow the limited data available
for each of those two parameters to be combined into a single
measure. However, as we will see in the next section, this dynamics parameter tends to obscure true differences between
conditions.

Power analysis of the standard SAT method
A second pressing concern for the SAT methodology is that
statistical power may be low. As mentioned above, the inferential step often made in the literature involves interpreting a
null result—i.e., no significant difference between the β and
δ estimates for various conditions—as evidence for a hypothesis of no effect—i.e., that β and δ actually do not differ in
reality. This step is problematic. A null result cannot be interpreted as evidence that the null hypothesis is true if statistical power is low (Greenland et al., 2016; Hoenig & Heisey,

2001). To determine whether the null inferences that are commonplace in the SAT literature are warranted, we investigate
the power properties of a recent SAT experiment.
The power of a model is given by the proportion of times
that that model produces a statistically significant result under repeated sampling when the null hypothesis does not hold
(Vasishth, Mertzen, Jäger, & Gelman, 2018). In other words,
it is the proportion of times that the null hypothesis is correctly rejected. When power is computed using simulation, it
can be estimated by computing the proportion of times that
the model produces a statistically significant result under repeated sampling when the value of the parameter of interest has a particular value different from the null hypothesis
(Miller & Miller, 2004).
We can explore the power properties of an existing experiment design for which data already exist by assuming that the
estimates from that experiment reflect the true values of the
parameters in question (Gelman & Carlin, 2014). Then, we
use these estimates to repeatedly generate simulated datasets
with an arbitrary number of participants. The simulated data
is analysed using the same tests as in the original experiment.
The proportion of times that the relevant predictors are statistically significant is the estimated power of the method for a
future study. For reproducible code illustrating this approach,
see Vasishth et al. (2018, Appendix B).
Here, we base our simulated data on the estimates of λ, β,
and δ from Franck and Wagers’ (2020) Experiment 2. Consequently, the power analysis presented here only holds for
their analysis method of their data, assuming that the experiment will be conducted again (this is not a computation of
post-hoc power).
As mentioned in the introduction, Franck and Wagers fit
one SAT curve per subject per condition. The two levels of
the probe type variable are combined to estimate d 0 , yielding d 0 values for each participant in six conditions: the cross
of the two-level structure variable and the three-level probe
variable. For 25 subjects, this means 150 curves, yielding
150 estimates of each parameter.
To generate simulated data in each condition, we defined
normal approximations of Franck & Wagers’ observations of
β and δ by taking the mean and standard deviation of these
estimates in each condition, shown in Table 1.
The estimates of β and δ were negatively correlated (r =
−.32), so we sampled simulated values for those two parameters from a multivariate normal distribution defined by the
means and standard deviations from Table 1 and a correlation coefficient of −.32. Simulated data for λ was sampled
from a univariate normal distribution. Then, to produce the
combined dynamics parameter, we computed δ + β1 from the
sampled values of β and δ in each iteration.
Although the β and δ distributions are similar to one another, they are not identical. This observation lines up with
the speculation voiced by Nicenboim and Vasishth (2018,
p. 5) that the reason why studies do not find evidence for differences in β and δ may simply be that “the differences were
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Condition

λ

β

δ

Str.

Pr.

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

Mod.
Mod.
Mod.
Obj.
Obj.
Obj.

High
Low
Subj.
High
Low
Subj.

3.09
3.14
3.22
2.93
2.69
3.22

0.33
0.37
0.20
0.46
0.68
0.27

3.39
3.33
3.65
3.76
3.54
3.77

2.20
2.19
2.66
2.99
3.22
2.76

1.00
1.01
0.96
0.98
0.94
0.94

0.26
0.27
0.26
0.25
0.25
0.23

Table 1: Means and standard deviations of the SAT parameter
estimates in the six conditions of Franck and Wagers’ Experiment 2 (the cross of structure and probe)

too small to be detected”, not that the differences do not exist. At this point, the question may be raised of whether the
differences are also too small to be theoretically meaningful.
This is for direct-access researchers to decide; we will abstain from pre-judging what is theoretically meaningful and
simply work with the sizes of effects that have actually been
observed. Thus, we ask: how many subjects are required in
order to reliably identify the differences in Franck and Wagers’ data?
We generated data as described above for a range of subject
counts from 5 to 2000, and then analysed the simulated data
with the linear models used in Franck and Wagers’ original
analysis. These models predict each parameter’s value as a
function of the structure and probe conditions as well as their
interaction, with varying intercepts by subject.
In order to compute the power under repeated sampling,
we simulated data for each subject count 1000 times. Figure
2 presents the results. The shading of each cell indicates the
proportion of significant outcomes under repeated sampling
for each coefficient in the linear model. This proportion indicates the power of the model: the darker the shade, the higher
the power.
The coefficients shown on the vertical axis can be understood as follows. The structure condition was sum-coded; it
compares the object level to the modifier level. The probe
condition was Helmert-coded. The subject level was compared to the average of the high- and low-probe levels, and
then the high- and low-probe levels were compared to one another. The interaction of both Helmert comparisons with the
structure condition was also computed. For a detailed discussion of contrast coding, see Schad, Vasishth, Hohenstein, and
Kliegl (2020).
In their study, Franck and Wagers analysed λ and the combined dynamics parameter with data from 25 participants.
For λ, they found significant effects of probe (subj./nonsubj.) and structure, and significant interactions between
structure and probe (subj./non-subj.) and between structure
and probe (high/low). For dynamics, they also found a significant effect of probe (subj./non-subj.).

lambda

beta

delta

dynamics

Probe (subj./non-subj.)
Probe (high/low)
Structure
Probe (subj./non-subj.) * Structure
Probe (high/low) * Structure
Probe (subj./non-subj.)
Probe (high/low)
Structure
Probe (subj./non-subj.) * Structure
Probe (high/low) * Structure
5

10

20

50

100 200 500 1000 2000

5

10

20

Number of subjects simulated

50

100 200 500 1000 2000

Power (proportion |t|>2)
0.25

0.50

0.75

1.00

Figure 2: Proportion of significant (|t| > 2) results for each coefficient for a range of simulated subject counts
As Figure 2 shows, for the original parameters of interest
β and δ, power only reaches an acceptable level (80% is the
usual standard) when the subject count becomes very large.
And, strikingly, the dynamics parameter computed from the
covarying β and δ does not begin to approach the desired
level within the range of subjects we simulated. Thus, subject
counts that are feasible in real-life SAT studies are unlikely to
identify true effects of the magnitude estimated by Franck and
Wagers (2020) and will often return a null result, even when
a true effect exists. In sum, this power analysis suggests that,
for the effect sizes found by Franck and Wagers (2020), the
standard inference to the null hypothesis based on null results
is not warranted.
A reviewer noted that the effects of the dynamics predictor observed by Franck and Wagers are on the smaller end,
and larger effects are possible, which should make the power
situation less dire. This is true, but we would add that in underpowered studies, effects tend to look larger than they are
(Gelman & Carlin, 2014), and our focus here has been on
conservative effect sizes that may be more realistic than those
reported in other studies.
Finally, we reiterate that this finding only holds for the
Franck and Wagers (2020) study. Results could well be different in, e.g., a single-response SAT study in which subjects respond only once per trial. Because no single-response
SAT datasets are presently available, we have not analysed
this paradigm here, though see Logačev and Bozkurt (2021),
who show using simulated data that single-response SAT has
somewhat higher power than multiple-response SAT.

Conclusion and outlook
The goal of this paper was to highlight general issues with
the SAT methodology on the basis of a case study using published SAT data. The paper’s contributions are twofold.
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First, we have argued that SAT data should be analysed
using a hierarchical model, and we have shown how such a
model can be implemented in Stan. This model calls into
question the assumption that β and δ parameters can be accurately estimated with the amount of data commonly available. Second, we have shown that the standard method for
analysing SAT data may not have enough statistical power to
identify the effects that the direct-access model depends on.
We wish to emphasise that, although we use their data,
our intention in this paper is not to single out and criticise
the study by Franck and Wagers (2020). Quite the opposite:
Franck and Wagers making their data publicly available is
highly admirable. To our knowledge, theirs is the only published SAT dataset available at the time of writing, and we
are grateful for their contribution, since it made the present
study possible. We also wish to highlight that our critique of
the SAT method only minorly affects the conclusions drawn
in their paper, since their discussion primarily focuses on interpreting λ, and as we have shown, λ is the parameter that
can be estimated most reliably.
Although the SAT method has generally been considered
the de facto standard for evaluating the direct-access account,
other types of data can also be used (for example, Lissón
et al., 2021 use listening times, and Nicenboim & Vasishth,
2018 use reading times). Our results suggest that perhaps
these alternative measures should be prioritised over the SAT
paradigm when studying the direct-access model of retrieval
processes.
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Appendix: Technical details
In Equation 1, the conditional statement depends on the comparison of t with δ, while Equation 2 computes the exponential function only when d 0 exceeds zero. This condition may
seem circular or tautological—how can we use the value of
d 0 to compute the value of d 0 ?—but it can be understood by
recognising that Stan is not actually computing any values for
d 0 , since d 0 is not a parameter in the model, but the outcome.
Instead, Stan is using the observed d 0 values to compute the
likelihood in each sampling iteration. Therefore, its values
are known and may be used in a conditional statement like
the one in Equation 2.
How does changing the conditional statement improve the
sampling procedure? The sampling algorithm that Stan uses,
NUTS (Hoffman & Gelman, 2011), works poorly in a model
in which ti is compared to δi . This is because, in each iteration, Stan might propose a different value for δi , and comparing ti to this fluctuating threshold results in a posterior
“landscape” that is too inconsistent for the sampler to traverse. However, when we compare di0 to the constant value
of zero, the sampler is able to work much more efficiently.
Posterior predictive checks confirmed the equivalence of this
new condition with the original one from Equation 1.
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Abstract

A key experimental study by Kanwal et al. (2017) provided
direct evidence linking accuracy and efficiency pressures on
individual language learners to ZLA optimality in the structure of their lexicon. Participants underwent an artificial language learning paradigm, mapping names (zopekil and zopudon) to two novel objects with one object being displayed
more frequently. Importantly, both objects could also be referred to with the same clipped form, zop, making the referent
ambiguous. They found that participants learned to refer to
the more frequent object as zop and to the less frequent object
with its respective long form, which is the optimal mapping
for this task because it maximizes accuracy and minimizes
the average length of the words being used. However, optimal mappings emerged only when participants were under
both pressures for accuracy and efficiency. In other words,
language users optimized form-meaning mappings in accordance with the Principle of Least Effort.

Zipf’s Law of Abbreviation (ZLA) states that the more frequently a word is used, the shorter its length tends to be. This
arises due to the optimal trade-off between competing pressures for accuracy and efficiency in communication, known as
the Principle of Least Effort. Existing research has not focused
on how individuals adapt their language use to remain optimal
despite language change and whether social factors like common ground affect this. To investigate this, we replicated and
extended the artificial language learning paradigm and communication game of Kanwal et al. (2017). We found participants were able to re-optimize their language use according to
ZLA after a language change event, but this ability was hampered by common ground. This research identifies common
ground as one potential cause for observed sub-optimalities in
human languages and may have implications for understanding
the dynamics of language change across communities where
common ground varies.
Keywords: Zipf; Principle of Least Effort; optimality; language change; common ground

Introduction
Languages exhibit optimality in a remarkably large number
of ways from their sound systems (Everett, Blasi, & Roberts,
2016; Everett, 2017), word length distributions (Zipf, 1935),
and semantic systems (Kemp, Xu, & Regier, 2018), to the
ways they categorize color (Zaslavsky, Kemp, Regier, &
Tishby, 2018), kinship relationships (Kemp & Regier, 2012),
and numeral systems (Xu, Liu, & Regier, 2020). Each one of
these observations is presumably the outcome of an adaptive
process which created a goodness of fit between linguistic
structures and their environments of use. However, relatively
little is known about the processes that give rise to and maintain optimality in language.
In this paper, we address one particular type of optimality
in language, known as Zipf’s Law of Abbreviation or ZLA
(Zipf, 1935). ZLA identifies an inverse relationship between
the frequency of words in human languages and their associated word length and posits that this relationship is due to
the Principle of Least Effort (Zipf, 1949), where the competing communicative pressures of accuracy and efficiency
(Kanwal, Smith, Culbertson, & Kirby, 2017; Kirby, Tamariz,
Cornish, & Smith, 2015; Piantadosi, Tily, & Gibson, 2012;
Tamariz & Kirby, 2016; Urbina & Vera, 2019) leads to the
functional optimization of form-meaning mappings within a
lexicon (Piantadosi, 2014; Piantadosi, Tily, & Gibson, 2011).
When neither or only one of the competing pressures of accuracy and efficiency exist in a language, the distribution
of the lexicon does not respect ZLA (Kanwal et al., 2017;
Chaabouni, Kharitonov, Dupoux, & Baroni, 2019).
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Nearly all human languages exhibit ZLA: it is a statistical language universal (Bentz & Ferrer Cancho, 2016; Koplenig, Meyer, Wolfer, & Mueller-Spitzer, 2017; Mahowald,
Dautriche, Gibson, & Piantadosi, 2018; Pechenick, Danforth,
& Dodds, 2017; Piantadosi et al., 2011) and remains stable
over time (Pechenick et al., 2017). However languages do
change over time (Sankoff, 2018) and the frequencies of referents change with their relevance to a speech community,
making the words associated with important topics increasingly frequent themselves (Karjus, Blythe, Kirby, & Smith,
2020a, 2020b). ZLA’s stability over time implies that languages have been able to re-optimize their lexicons as the frequencies of referents change. What factors facilitate or hinder
the re-optimization of language in the face of change?
One factor that could affect language re-optimization is
common ground: the shared knowledge between communicative partners (Brown-Schmidt & Duff, 2016). The construction of common ground has been found to drive communicative success (Huggett, Peña, Sulik, & Spike, 2020), as communication can only occur when language users mutually accept that certain words are associated with certain meanings
(Smith, 2014; Tamariz & Kirby, 2016). Common ground has
also been linked to optimality in a maze game communication task by Castillo, Branigan, and Smith (2015), showing
that participants with multiple partners converge on optimal
strategies better than pairs do, who instead maintain the first
strategy that works for them even if it is not optimal.
In this study, we investigate the effect of common ground

Figure 1: Screen shots from the communication game. Left: Director’s view when choosing which word to send. Middle:
Director’s view when transmission button appears. Right: Matcher’s view when guessing which object the director had.
on the re-optimization of language with respect to ZLA. We
adopt the same language learning paradigm and communication game as developed by Kanwal et al. (2017) and add a
novel second round to the task in which the frequencies of the
two objects are reversed. Are participants able to re-optimize
their lexicon to the new object frequencies? To manipulate
common ground, participants either played a new partner in
round two or the same partner again. Do participants with
common ground use less optimal lexicons after the frequency
shift, than participants with no common ground?

Experiment
Participants
Participants were 75 undergraduate students from the University of Melbourne (56 females, 17 males, and 2 non-binary
people). Ages ranged from 18 to 36 (M age = 20.07, SDage =
3.52). There were 28 English-speaking monolinguals, with
the remaining 47 participants speaking at least one other language in addition to English. Condition allocation was on an
alternating basis in the order of who clicked our study link.
Of those participants who completed the study, 38 were assigned to the no common ground condition and 37 were assigned to the common ground condition. If participants did
not complete the study, their data was not saved.

Stimuli
Stimuli were the same as in Kanwal et al. (2017), consisting
of two novel objects (see Figure 1), two novel 7-letter words
(zopekil, zopudon), and one 3-letter short form (zop). Two
drawings of a robot, which differed in fill color, represented
the participant’s partner(s) in the game (see Figure 2). All images are distinguishable under the three main forms of colour
blindness according to Color Oracle (colororacle.org).

Procedure
Participants took the experiment online via Google App Engine. Each participant completed two rounds of the task.
Each round was divided into two phases: a training phase
and a communication game.
Training phase The training phase consisted of 32 trials.
On each trial, one object was displayed with one word. The
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object appeared alone for the first 700ms and with the word
for the next 2000ms. One object was displayed on 24 trials
and the other was displayed on 8 trials. Each object was deterministically mapped to one of the long forms and the mapping
was randomized across participants. Each object appeared
with its long form on half of its trials and the short form
on the other half. For example, object A would appear with
zopekil 12 times and zop 12 times, and object B would appear
with zopudon 4 times and zop 4 times. In round two, the frequencies were reversed (swapping the 12s and 4s above). A
communication game followed each training phase.
Communication game The communication game consisted of 64 trials in which the two partners alternated roles
called director and matcher, such that each participant completed 32 trials in each role. On each trial, the director viewed
an object along with the two words that had occurred with
it during the training phase. The director then chose one of
the words to send to the matcher using a transmission button.
The button sent the word one letter per second, establishing
a cost for sending the long form. Participants were instructed
to minimize their cumulative transmission time, which was
shown on screen. Then the matcher received the word and
was told to select the object that the director was referring
to. If the matcher guessed correctly, the director and matcher
both received one point. Participants were instructed to maximize their score, which was also displayed on screen. The frequency of each object in the communication phase matched
its frequency in the training phase.
Word learning algorithm Our procedure differed from
Kanwal et al. (2017) in that we paired each human participant
with a word learning algorithm, rather than a human partner.
This choice allowed us to use a smaller participant pool and
reduced the complexity of the data by ensuring that all participants played a partner who was using the same strategy. The
algorithm stored the history of word-object mappings on each
communication trial and selected words or objects on the basis of the most recent trial (see Figure 2 for the algorithm’s
decision tree). This design allowed the participant to easily drive the communication system to various word-object
mappings. Participants were informed at the beginning of the

Director algorithm
Randomly send zop
or the correct long form
with equal probability

Yes

Send the signal that was
last used with this meaning

N
infrequent object, short name

No
Has this meaning
been seen before by either
the robot or participant?

Matcher algorithm
zopekil
or
zopudon

Interpret the
correct meaning

What signal did the
participant send?
zop

No

Randomly choose a
meaning with equal
probability

Yes

Choose the
meaning that was last
used with this signal

Has this meaning
been seen before by either
the robot or participant?

anti-ZLA

lazy

overkill

ZLA

frequent object, short name

Figure 2: The director and matcher algorithms used by the
robot partner in the communication game in the experiment.

Figure 3: Proportion of trials in which the short name was
used with the frequent object (x-axis) and the infrequent object (y-axis). Compare to Figure 3 in Kanwal et al. (2017).

experiment that their partner would be a word learning robot.
Condition Two conditions manipulated common ground.
In the common ground condition, participants were told that
they would be playing the same robot partner in both of the
rounds and consequently played the same algorithm whose
memory included all trials in rounds one and two. In the no
common ground condition, participants were told they would
be playing two different robots. In this case, the algorithm
was re-initialized between rounds, causing it to lose all memory of the trials in round one.

Results
All analyses were conducted in R, with statistical significance
being determined at the level of p < .05.

Experiment Replication
Round one of our experiment successfully replicated the combined effects condition in Kanwal et al. (2017) in a humanrobot communication paradigm. Figure 3 shows participant
behavior in terms of the four main strategy types: ZLA, using
the short word for the frequent object and the long for the infrequent, lazy, using the short word for both objects, overkill,
using the long word for both objects, and anti-ZLA, using the
long word for the frequent object and the short for the infrequent. As in Kanwal et al. (2017), ZLA was the most common
strategy, followed closely by the overkill strategy.
For purposes of comparability, we fit the same logistic regression model specified in Kanwal et al. (2017) (their Table
2) to our data from round one. The binary outcome variable
was short form usage (rather than long form usage). Fixed
effects were object frequency (frequent or infrequent), trial
number (trials 1 − 32 re-scaled to 0 − 1 to help with model
convergence), and their interaction. Random effects were byparticipant slopes and intercepts for trial number and object
frequency.
As in Kanwal et al. (2017), we find a significant interaction effect between object frequency and trial (reference
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value = infrequent; reference value = trial 1; β = 2.026, SE =
0.828, z = 2.446, p = .014), meaning participants were more
likely to use the short form for the frequent object and were
even more likely to do so as the trial number increased. We
also replicate their non-significant effect of trial number (β =
0.585, SE = 1.368, z = 0.427, p = .669) meaning that participants were not more likely to use the short form on the basis
of the trial increase alone (e.g., due to boredom with the task).
The one difference we find is a significant effect of object frequency (β = 5.593, SE = 1.688, z = 3.313, p < .001) where
theirs was marginally non-significant at p = 0.079. This
means our participants also had a preference for using the
short form for the frequent object, irrespective of trial number. Overall, this was a successful replication, demonstrating
that human participants develop ZLA optimal strategies with
A.I. communication partners, and validates our methodology.

Experiment Extension 1: Language Change
We found that participants were able to re-optimize their
word usage to the new object frequencies in round two. To
understand this re-optimization process, we compare participants’ average word length in round two to what it would have
been if they had continued to use their same mapping from
round one. For example, take the following mapping used
by a participant on round one: on the 8 trials with object B
they used zop 2 times and zopekil 6 times, and on the 24 trials
with object A they used zop 24 times and zopudon zero times.
The average word length in round one is S̄ = ∑m∈M s̄m p(m)
= 3.75 symbols, where s̄m is the average word length for object m (s̄A = 3, s̄B = 6) and p(m) is the probability of each
object (p(A) = 0.75, p(B) = 0.25). To calculate this participant’s average word length if they had continued to use this
mapping in round two, we substitute the values for p(m) in
round two (p(A) = 0.25, p(B) = 0.75) and obtain 5.25 symbols. If we then find that the participant’s actual round two
average word length is less than 5.25 symbols, this suggests

***

Figure 4: Participants re-optimize their word usage when frequencies change in round two. Average word length in round
one (left), round two (middle), and in round two if participants had not re-optimized their word usage (right).
they re-optimized their original mapping to the new object
frequencies in round two. Figure 4 shows that participants
were generally successful in achieving shorter word lengths
in round two (middle bar) than they would have under the
mapping they used in round one (right bar) and a paired samples t-test found that this difference is significant (mean of
differences = 0.893,t = 7.0029(74), p < .001). This means
that participants were successful in re-optimizing their language use after object frequencies changed.

Experiment Extension 2: Common Ground
To investigate the effect of common ground on individuals’
abilities to re-optimize language use, we constructed a logistic regression model where the binary outcome variable
was short form usage, the fixed effects were object frequency
(frequent or infrequent), trial number (rescaled 0 − 1), round
(one or two) and condition (common ground or no common
ground), and random effects were by-participant slopes and
intercepts for trial number and object frequency. What we
are looking for is an effect of common ground in round two
that links long forms to the frequent item. The best-fit model
was the full model, involving a four-way interaction of all
predictors, which explained significantly more variance than
the next-most complex model with no four-way interaction
(χ2 (1) = 4.85, p = .028). The coefficients of the best-fit
model can be seen in Table 1. Three effects were significant
and are highlighted in the table.
The highest-order effect provides the most comprehensive interpretation of what is going on in the data: this is
the four-way interaction between frequency, trial, condition,
and round. Its negative coefficient, β = −3.165, means that
participants were more likely to use the long word for the
frequent object in round two if they were in the common
ground condition, and this effect increased as the trials increased. This result supports our hypothesis that participants
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Fixed Effects
Intercept
Frequency
Trial
Condition
Round
Frequency : trial
Frequency : condition
Trial : condition
Frequency : round
Trial : round
Condition : round
Frequency : trial : condition
Frequency : trial : round
Frequency : condition : round
Trial : condition : round
Frequency : trial : condition : round
By-participant random effects
Intercept
Object
Trial

Beta
S.E.
-2.308 0.613
0.638 0.714
-0.185 0.832
-0.875 0.878
0.374 0.469
0.954 0.681
1.539 1.018
-0.608 1.254
1.095 0.537
-1.249 0.844
0.477 0.694
2.561 1.099
1.811 0.977
-1.344 0.784
1.323 1.264
-3.165 1.438
Variance
8.044
11.723
11.234

z
-3.764
0.894
-0.222
-0.996
0.799
1.402
1.513
-0.485
2.038
-1.479
0.687
2.330
1.854
-1.714
1.047
-2.200

p
< .001
.371
.824
.319
.425
.161
.130
.628
.042
.139
.492
.020
.064
.086
.295
.028
SD
2.836
3.424
3.352

Table 1: Model coefficients for the best-fit mixed-effects logistic regression (both rounds). Reference values: object frequency = infrequent; trial number = 1; condition = no common ground; round = 1. SE = Standard error. SD = Standard
deviation. Number of participants = 75. Number of observations = 4800. Trial number each round (1 to 32) rescaled to
be from 0 to 1.
with common ground are less likely to re-optimize their language after a change in object frequencies than participants
without common ground. It also shows that this effect develops over time, given the interaction with trial number.
The next effect, a three-way interaction with frequency,
trial, and condition, means that when the frequent object was
presented, regardless of round, participants in the common
ground condition were more likely to use the short word as
trials went on. This effect is outside of our hypothesis, as
we expected common ground would only interact with round,
and have no effect on ZLA optimality on its own. However
this effect suggests that something about playing one partner,
as opposed to two partners, causes participants to use language more optimally in general.
The last effect, a two-way interaction between frequency
and round, simply means that participants were more likely
to use the short form for the frequent object in round two.
This means that experience with the task (i.e., playing the
communication game a second time) helped participants find
the optimal solution.
Finally, none of the fixed effects are significant on their
own. This makes sense because we expected each of them to
affect short form usage in conjunction with object frequency.
Figure 5 visualizes the main effect by plotting the optimality of participants’ word usage per condition, per round. We
constructed an optimality score that ranges from one (perfect ZLA behavior) to zero (anti-ZLA behavior) and places
the lazy and overkill strategies at the midpoint, 0.5. This
score is calculated as the mean probability mass of the di-

*

*

Figure 5: ZLA optimality as predicted by the experimental
manipulation of common ground. Each point shows one participant’s optimality score and bars show the mean per condition, per round.
agonal values of p(word|ob ject), the proportion of trials that
participants used the two word types (long and short) with
each object type (frequent or infrequent). Some example
p(word|ob ject) mappings and their associated scores and
strategy names are:

short word
long word

ZLA

semi-ZLA

F
1
0

F
.75
.25

ZLA score = I1
0
0
In 1Figure 5,1

I
0
1

I
.50
.50

62.5

lazy

F
1
0
0.5

I
1
0

overkill

F
0
1
0.5

I
0
1

anti-ZLA

F
0
1

I
1
0

Figure 6: ZLA optimality as predicted by participants’ answers to the exit question. Yes = memory = common ground.
No = no memory = no common ground.
and asked “Did you think this robot knew or remembered
anything you did during Game 1?”. We expected that participants in the common ground condition would answer Yes and
participants in the no common ground condition would answer No, however the results showed considerable variation.
In line with our prediction, more Yes responses were obtained
in common ground than no common ground, but participants
were more likely to answer No across the board:
condition
common ground
no common ground

0

we see that participants in the no common
ground condition produce more optimal systems in round
two, whereas participants in the common ground condition
show no change in optimality scores between rounds. However, we expected to see no difference in optimality scores
between conditions in round one and were surprised to find
that the scores in the common ground condition are higher.

Exit Question
In this experiment, we manipulated participants’ ability to
form common ground in a rather subtle way: by having them
play the same partner vs a different partner in round two,
where partner identity was indicated simply by a change in
fill color to the image shown in Figure 2. Furthermore, the
manipulation was fairly novel because it relies on human ability to form common ground with an A.I. partner. Therefore,
we included an exit question to better understand how participants interpreted this manipulation. This question showed
participants the image of the robot they played in round two
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Yes
16
12

No
20
26

The intention of our common ground manipulation was to
vary whether or not participants believed that their partner
remembered their interactions from round one or not. The results of this exit question suggest that 1) our manipulation did
not have a strong uniform effect across participants or 2) that
this single question at the end of the experiment captured little information about participants’ behavior during the experiment. If point 1 above is true, participants’ response to this
question could serve as an alternative window into their subjective experience of common ground in this task. In response
to reviewers’ suggestions, we re-analyzed our data using participants’ response to the exit question in the place of the
common ground condition. We assume that participants who
answered Yes were the ones who established common ground
with their robot partner and participants who answered No
did not. All other variables where kept the same, including
the same reference values, and the reference value for the exit
question was No.
The best-fit model mirrored that of the previous analysis,
but without a significant effect of trial. The main effect was

a three-way interaction between frequency, round, and exit
question (β = −3.271, SE = 0.436, z = −7.503, p < .001).
From this result, we come to the same interpretation as our
previous analysis: participants who responded Yes (i.e., believed that the robot remembered round one) were less likely
to use the short form for the frequent object in round two.
However, this effect did not increase as trial increased. Figure 6 plots ZLA optimality re-grouped by exit question. The
main effect patterns with Figure 5: participants without common ground produced significantly more optimal systems in
round two than in round one. Overall, this result patterns
more closely with our original expectations, where the difference between conditions only occurs in round two. In
summary, participants’ subjective common ground provides
a clearer picture of the main result: when language changes,
common ground hampers language re-optimization and a lack
of common ground facilitates it.

General Discussion
In this study, we found that language users are able to reoptimize their language use after the frequencies of the objects they talk about changes. This work adds a dynamic
component to the existing literature on Zipf’s Law of Abbrevation (ZLA) and the competing pressures of accuracy
and efficiency on linguistic structures (Kanwal et al., 2017;
Chaabouni et al., 2019; Kirby et al., 2015; Piantadosi et al.,
2012; Tamariz & Kirby, 2016; Urbina & Vera, 2019) and
helps explain why ZLA manages to remain stable over time
(Pechenick et al., 2017), despite fluctuations in topic frequencies and need probabilities over time. A real-world example
of re-optimization to object frequency reversals occurs when
the prototype in a set changes for socio-cultural reasons. For
example phone has several long forms: telephone, cellphone,
payphone, etc. As the home telephone gained popularity it
took on its clipped form phone, but as cellular phones became
the new assumed referent of phone, home phones began to require marked forms again for disambiguation.
Our second finding is that common ground affects the reoptimization process, causing partners who have a shared history of communicative success to use less optimal systems
after topic frequencies change. This result provides one possible explanation for observed sub-optimalities in language,
supporting the idea that communities’ communication strategies may become “stuck” in local optima. This is in line with
other work on language evolution showing that population
turnover (i.e., playing new partners gradually over the course
of a game) eliminates unnecessary complexities in communication systems (Castillo et al., 2015; Fay, Garrod, Roberts, &
Swoboda, 2010; Tamariz, Cornish, Smith, Roberts, & Kirby,
2012; Granito, Tehrani, Kendal, & Scott-Phillips, 2019) and
that smaller communities, with presumably higher pairwise
common ground, are able to maintain more complex languages over time (Raviv, Meyer, & Lev-Ari, 2019; Lupyan &
Dale, 2010). In other words, as more people become involved
with communication, the more likely it is that an optimal so-
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lution will be found at a population level.
Although our results were obtained in a human-robot communication framing, we believe that they will extend to
human-human interaction. First, we replicated the results of
Kanwal et al. (2017), showing that human participants are
able to develop ZLA optimal word usage with both a human
partner and an A.I. partner. Both of these studies, however,
are technically human-computer interaction paradigms, but
we suspect the results will replicate in a face-to-face communication game between humans. The one aspect that may
vary across such framings is the relative frequency of the various strategies. For example, our study obtained more overkill
strategies than Kanwal et al. (2017) did, perhaps because human players perceived the robot to have lower linguistic competence than a human and therefore erred on the side of literally spelling everything out for them.
As for common ground, it is possible that our participants formed a different sort of common ground with their
robot partner than they would have formed with a human
partner. However, several studies show that humans employ
human-human communication norms when communicating
with robots. For example, Krämer, von der Pütten, and Eimler
(2012) show that humans readily engage in human-normative
communicative behavior with robots as soon as the context is
sufficiently social and Powers et al. (2005) demonstrate that
simple cues, such as the pitch of a robot’s voice, cause participants to assume gender-normative common ground with
robot communication partners. In this latter study, participants spent more time talking to male robots about topics
that males are normatively assumed to have little knowledge
about, demonstrating that assumed common ground directly
affects the communicative effort humans are willing to put in
with a robot communication partner.
In future research, we would like to extend this work to
populations to understand how sub-optimalities are formed
and maintained in speech communities. Real-world populations are structured into sub-populations that exhibit different topic frequencies (Sylwester & Purver, 2015) as well as
asymmetries in common ground, where disempowered minorities display more knowledge about those in power than
vice-a-versa (Graeber, 2012). As diverse populations negotiate shared linguistic conventions, which topic frequencies are
they optimized to fit and why? Are certain sub-populations
left with an information processing burden, or is a fair tradeoff achieved?
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Abstract
Language acquisition is supported by an ability called phonological awareness, which allows children to become intentionally aware of phonological units. It is known that erroneous
pronunciation appears during the formation of phonological
awareness. To clarify children’s internal processes during this
formation, this research aims to examine the factors that correct an erroneous phonological generation process. To do this,
we utilized the innate and experiential factors of the memory retrieval mechanism in the cognitive architecture ACT-R.
Specifically, we performed simulations to examine the interaction tasks that contribute to the acquisition of phonological
awareness. As a result, it was shown that repeating a single
task causes incorrect convergence, and that this convergence
can be prevented by performing other kinds of learning between tasks. In the future, it will be necessary to examine
learning between tasks that can be associated with real situations, and to confirm the overall process of phonological
awareness formation.

cases of such errors (Kubozono, 1989; Grandin & Panek,
2013).
Thus, the role of phonological awareness and the age at
which phonological awareness is formed have been clarified by experimental and clinical field research. However,
the cognitive process by which an innate basis leads to erroneous phonological states and then recovers through proper
phonological awareness is not clear. To clarify this internal processes, the present study constructs a computational
model representing (1) the development process that leads to
erroneous phonological generation, and (2) the experiential
factors involved in the suppression of phonological errors.
To achieve these goals, we use the basic cognitive functions
implemented in the cognitive architecture ACT-R (Adaptive
Control of Thought-Rational; Anderson, 2007).

Keywords: cognitive modeling; phonological awareness;
Japanese; ACT-R

Related Research

Introduction
Language development is an experiential process that begins
from an innate basis that is largely common among modern people. We have common vocal and aural organs, and
we use primitive cognitive functions, such as joint attention
(Baron-Cohen, 1997) or role reversal imitation (Tomasello,
1999), helping children to acquire language-specific structures in their mother tongue.
Among the many aspects of language acquisition, phonological segmentation is the most prominent example of such
an experiential process based on innate bias. Infants initially
have the opportunity to separate sounds into various types of
segments, like syllables or morae. The basis for acquiring
such a variety of segments converges into a system for processing a series of units defined by the mother tongue as the
child interacts with adults in the culture. This developmental
process is partly attributed to an ability called phonological
awareness (Stahl & Murray, 1994), which enables one to intentionally pay attention to the phonological aspects, such as
phonemes and rhythms, of oral language.
Cognitive functions such as phonological awareness are
especially central to speech-language pathology, which targets the early developmental process, because researchers and
practitioners in the field have many opportunities to encounter
phonological errors and are required to work out individual
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In this section, we first introduce previous research on language development and the formation of phonological awareness. Next, we introduce cognitive modeling and cognitive
architecture and review the language learning research using
cognitive models.

Studies of Phonological Awareness
Phonological awareness has been experimentally investigated
by several researchers. In a longitudinal study, Carroll et al.
(2003) examined the order in which some types of units can
be recognized by preschool children. This study shows the
order of awareness of large units (syllables and rimes), which
are followed by the awareness of small units (phonemes). In
clinical settings, phenomena indicating errors of phonological awareness have been observed. For example, it has been
reported that children with autistic spectrum disorder (ASD)
have difficulty becoming aware of silent consonants (Grandin
& Panek, 2013).
To discuss such errors more formally, we need a framework
that separates continuous sounds into discrete units. There
are various types of sound units and representations of sound.
The current study utilizes the distinctive feature (Chomsky
& Halle, 1968), which is the basic unit for distinguishing
phonemes and is defined as a binary variable, with a value
of (+) or (−), that is classified according to the movements
of vocal organs such as the tongue and throat.

The distinctive feature defines innate phonetic elements
as units, but there are varieties of the combinatorial system, namely languages, around the world. According to
Trubetzkoy (1969), such systems fall into two groups, namely
“mora languages” and “syllable languages,” based on the
smallest prosodic unit that is used in that language. In
Japanese, which is one of the mora languages, the mora
is defined as a unit of duration (Port et al., 1987). The
Japanese morae consist of five vowels (a, i, u, e, o), 59 vowelconsonant combinations (ka, ki, ku, ke, ko, sa, si, etc.), and
some special mora. Basically, one mora corresponds to one
kana (Japanese character). In other words, Japanese phonic
elements have a clear connection with written symbols. We
think that this characteristic offers an advantage for modeling
phonological awareness in a symbolic cognitive architecture.
Therefore, in this study, we focus on Japanese morae.
In the Japanese language, reports have shown that twoor three-year-old children who have a developmental disorder confuse certain sounds (e.g., confusion between /r/ and
/d/; Kobayashi, 2018), and have difficulty distinguishing between different vowels and vowel-consonant combinations
(e.g., /a/ and /ka/; Ishida & Ishizaka, 2016). These reports
show commonalities with the English reports previously mentioned (Grandin & Panek, 2013).
Several Japanese studies on phonological awareness have
used the popular word game Shiritori as a task. In Shiritori,
players take turns uttering a word (noun); the word must begin with the mora that the previous word ended with. For example, after a player answers “ri-n-go” (meaning apple), the
next player continues with “go-ri-ra” (meaning gorilla). To
avoid looping, the game ends if a player repeats a word that
has already been used as an answer in the game (e.g., “masu-ku” (mask) → “ku-ru-ma” (car) → “ma-su-ku” → · · ·).
Takahashi (1997) examined the conditions required for being able to play Shiritori and the stages of phonological
awareness formation through a cross-sectional developmental
experiment involving children having typical development.
This research indicated that playing Shiritori requires the
ability to divide sounds into morae and having a mental lexicon indexed by phonemes, and that the acquisition of kana
characters is effective for indexing vocabulary by morae. In
other words, playing Shiritori requires a phonological awareness that focuses on morae. This study also shows that children who do not have the phonological awareness required
for Shiritori can participate in Shiritori with adult assistance.
Kubozono (2000) also conducted an experiment that examined the Shiritori process in a four-year-old Japanese child
to present the phonological awareness formation process. In
this experiment, the participants made errors concerning the
mora unit (e.g., “ta-i-yo-u” (sun) → “yo-u-gu-ru-to” (yogurt)). In these examples, it is thought that the participants
perceived the sound, which was usually divided into two
morae in Japanese (“yo-u”), as a single unit. These reports
show that errors in phonological systems can be observed in
a word game.
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Based on these findings, the current study focuses on
phonological manipulation skills, such as extracting an ending from a word and retrieving a word by its initial sound. We
also use Shiritori as a task, with reference to Takahashi’s and
Kubozono’s work.

Cognitive modeling
Cognitive modeling is an approach to understanding and explaining the mechanisms of human cognition and cognitive
processes. Many studies have so far been conducted to model
the development process of phonological elements using artificial neural networks (ANN). For example, Matusevych et
al. (2020) showed that by inputting a multilingual speech
corpus into an autoencoder, language-specific phonological
structures could be extracted. However, most studies using ANN encounter a black-box problem, which means the
learned structure is difficult to explain. For ANN models such
as autoencoder, it is difficult to incorporate innate factors into
the structure of the model in a top-down manner.
In comparison, research has been conducted using cognitive architecture as another approach to cognitive modeling.
A cognitive architecture is a basis for cognitive modeling that
integrates cognitive functions that commonly appear in various tasks. From among the various cognitive architectures
that have been developed, we selected ACT-R (Anderson,
2007) for use in this study. Because ACT-R is based on psychological experiments of thinking and memory, it enables
us to comprehensively grasp various phenomena related to
human cognition. What the current study focuses on is the
knowledge possessed by the ACT-R model that can be expressed as discrete symbols by the modeler. It would be useful to consider how to map continuous sounds to a series
of phonological units (i.e., symbols) in accordance with the
knowledge representation in ACT-R to explain phonological
awareness through modeling.
There have been many studies on language acquisition using ACT-R (Taatgen & Anderson, 2002; Van Rij et al., 2010;
Mätzig et al., 2018). Among them, Nishikawa and Morita
(2020) built a model that maps phonological awareness to
the knowledge retrieval mechanism of ACT-R. This study
showed that sound similarity associated with innate factors
in language development, and partial match retrieval based
on that similarity can explain the occurrence of errors in the
phonological awareness formation process. This study also
shows that manipulating the parameters that correspond to the
effects of learning associated with experiential factors can reduce the relative importance of similarity and suppress errors.
However, the results of this study were obtained by comparing simulations of several conditions in which the parameters
were directly manipulated by the researchers in advance, and
the process of forming phonological awareness and reducing
errors through the performance of the task was not observed.
In the current study, we extend this model to phonological
awareness formation and error suppression through task performance.

Table 1: Model’s declarative memory
(a) Word knowledge
word
ringo
gorira
kuri
···

sound
“ringo”
“gorira”
“kuri”
···

(b) Phonological

knowl-

edge
mora
/ri/
/go/
/ku/
···

(c) Word–mora

ACT-R Parameters for Knowledge Retrieval
relation-

ship
sound
“ri”
“go”
“ku”
···

word
ringo
gorira
gorira
···

mora
/ri/
/go/
/go/
···

position
head
tail
head
···

Model
In this section, we describe the model constructed to examine the process of phonological awareness formation. The
model is based on a previous study (Nishikawa & Morita,
2020) and it includes two agents, playing the Shiritori game.
One agent is an adult, such as a caregiver, and the other is
an infant who is the development subject. In the following,
we show how the Shiritori process is realized in the ACT-R
knowledge structure.

In the process described above, the phonological awareness
involved in paying attention to word endings corresponds to
the retrieval of phonological knowledge from word knowledge. Knowledge retrieval in ACT-R is controlled by a parameter called activation. An activation value is assigned to
each chunk and affects the success or failure of the retrieval
and the time required for the retrieval. Among the equation
of an activation value represented by the addition of several
elements, we will focus on the similarity Pi and base-level Bi
terms.
Similarity As discussed in the previous section, the innate
factors in the developmental process can be assumed as the
distinctive feature (Chomsky & Halle, 1968). Nishikawa and
Morita (2020) incorporated this innate bias into the knowledge similarity between mora chunks. The similarity term Pi
of the activation assigned to chunk i is computed using Eq. 1:
Pi = ∑ PMki

Knowledge Representation

(1)

k

Declarative chunks The declarative module of ACT-R
contains knowledge that is required for task execution in the
form of chunks. The model in this study retains three types of
chunks that relate to word (vocabulary), phonological (mora)
knowledge and the association between them (Table 1). The
model also has chunks that store the words that have already
been used in the current Shiritori trial. These chunks do not
exist at the beginning of the trial. They are generated and
stored as the trial progresses.
Production rules The production module selects and applies rules, and it operates the other modules while using information and states that are held by them. In this model,
when the agent receives a word as the partner’s answer, it
searches for the word according to the rules of Shiritori, and
then answers.
First, using the word chunk (chunk type a in Table 1) acquired by the aural module, the model retrieves a chunk that
connects the word and the ending mora (chunk type c in Table
1). Next, using the retrieved word-mora association knowledge, the phonological knowledge (chunk type b in Table 1)
that corresponds to the word ending is retrieved. Then, using
this phonological knowledge, the word that begins with the
mora is retrieved, and the selected word is held as a candidate
answer in the goal module.
After this, the model checks that the stored answer candidate is valid according to the rules of Shiritori, such as
not having been previously answered in the current Shiritori trial. If the current candidate violates these rules, the
model searches again for a candidate answer. When the candidate word is confirmed as valid, the model stores it in the
declarative module as an answered word and outputs the word
through the speech module. During one Shiritori task trial,
the two agents alternately execute this procedure until the
given time limit is reached.
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This value is computed as the summation of the weighted
degree of similarity Mki for each retrieval request k to the
chunk i. Mki usually takes a negative value, and P serves
as a penalty in the effect of similarity retrieval. In addition,
the partial matching that becomes available by introducing
similarity makes it possible to reproduce flexible choices and
certain types of errors.
Base level The base level is the basic element of the activation that corresponds to learning and forgetting. This model
maps the base level to experiential factors in the development
process. It is represented by Eq. 2:
!
n

Bi = ln

∑ t −d
j

+ βi

(2)

j=1

That is, the base level of chunks that are used frequently rises
and decays according to the last time they were used.

Learning Interactions
Related studies (e.g., Takahashi, 1997) suggest that children
who have not fully formed phonological awareness need adult
assistance to carry out interactions playing Shiritori. The
agent in this study also needs assistance to learn.
We assume asymmetric interactions, such as those between
children and parents, setting the similarity parameter for only
one of the two agents. For the other agent, we incorporated
a simple assistance that prompts the agent to answer again
when they make a mistake during the task (for example, for
the wrong answer of “o-ka-si” (sweets) to “ri-n-go”, the
agent presented “ri-n-go” again).

Simulation
Using the model described above, we performed three simulations. The first simulation was a replication of the previous

study (Nishikawa & Morita, 2020), which confirmed the influence of knowledge similarity (innate factor) and base level
(experiential factor) calculations on the generation of phonological errors. The second and third simulations demonstrated the process of generating phonological errors and the
factors that suppress such errors through the sequential Shiritori task execution.

Simulation 1: Occurrence and suppression of
phonological errors
Simulation settings To demonstrate how the model produces and suppresses errors in Japanese mora using phonological knowledge similarity and base level calculations, we
manipulated the similarity weight P (Eq. 1) and the base
level offset constant βi (Eq. 2). The values of P were set
to 1, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 and 60, and βi was set to 0.1,
10, and 20, respectively. For phonological knowledge, 103
pieces of knowledge were defined based on Japanese morae.
The combination of these morae was assigned with similarity computed by the value of cosine of feature vectors defined by Chomsky and Halle (1968). The words in the model
in the model were selected from those listed in the Amano
and Kobayashi (2008) Japanese word database. Based on
the rules of Shiritori, we selected 20,544 nouns, excluding
homonym duplications, and words consisting of only one
mora, such as “ro” (furnace) and “wa” (ring). Next, referring to the child’s associative vocabulary survey (The National Language Research Institute, 1981), 2,054 words were
randomly removed and used as model knowledge.
Results and discussion To quantify errors in phonological
awareness, we counted mora pairs that combined the endings
of the caregiver agent’s answer and the initial mora of the
child agent’s answer (e.g., caregiver’s answer “ri-n-go” →
child’s answer “go-ri-ra”: “go - go”, the wrong answer “kon-ro” (stove) → “o-ka-si”: “ro - o”). We also calculated
the entropy of the counted mora pairs to examine the degree
of variation (convergence) of the generated mora pairs under
each condition. The number of words answered during the
Shiritori was also observed to check the performance of the
Shiritori execution.
Figure 1 shows the type and number of mora pairs that
appeared in each condition. The graphs that align vertically
have different values of P, and the graphs that align horizontally have different values of βi . The horizontal axis of each
graph is the list of mora pairs, and the vertical axis is the number of appearances of that mora pair. In particular, the mora
pairs that correspond to the correct retrieval (e.g., “go-go”)
are indicated by red lines. The numbers shown in the graph
are the entropy representing the variation of mora pairs.
From these figures, we can observe that many pairs other
than the correct pairs (red) appeared in the condition where
the value of P was small. In other words, we were able to
confirm that the incorporation of sound similarity leads to the
misuse of phonological knowledge. Also, as P increases, the
entropy decreases. That is, the used mora converge to correct
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Figure 1: Number of occurrences and variation of mora pairs
by P and βi

Figure 2: Number of answers per P and βi
mora pairs as the value of P increases. We can interpret the
difference between the P values corresponding to an innate
difference in attention to sound. Focusing on the horizontal
graphs (with different base-level offset constants βi ), we can
see that the entropy decreases as βi increases (the variation
of mora pairs is decreasing) indicating the effect of base level
(learning) in the suppression of phonological misuse.
Figure 2 shows the number of words answered (the number of times the Shiritori was continued) in each condition.
From this graph, we can see that two parameters effectively
contribute to the success of this task, suggesting that correct
phonological awareness requires both innate and experiential
factors.

Simulation 2: Process of Learning through Shiritori
Task
Simulation settings This simulation was intended to
demonstrate the increase in the base level caused by the actual
task execution. In this simulation, we performed five Shiritori
sessions of 600 seconds each. The parameters manipulated in
the previous section were fixed (P: 10, βi : 0.1), and the other

tremely high activation in a specific chunk. In the current
simulation, the erroneous experience (the experience of using
confused mora) in the first session may lead to the convergence to inappropriate specific chunks. The following simulation was intended to determine which type of chunks (words
or mora) causes this erroneous process, and what factors correct this process.

Simulation 3: Learning between Sessions
Figure 3: Entropy trend for each session. Each series is colored by the consonants in a mora (red: vowel, blue:
“ga”, “gi”, “gu”, “ge”, “go”, etc.)

For the formation of phonological awareness, the convergence to inappropriate chunks, as described in the previous
section, must be resolved. To do this, we included some intervention between session intervals. The assumption was that
learning during the interval balances knowledge and prevents
convergence to incorrect uses of knowledge. Even in a real
environment, children do not learn phonological units only
by playing Shiritori, so we examine the interaction with other
learning.
Simulation settings This simulation manipulated the activation of the knowledge in the interval and its relation to success or failure in Shiritori. This time, we incorporated a process to make the activation of the knowledge the same as the
knowledge with the largest activation. To determine the cause
of the failure presented in the previous simulation, this manipulation was applied to each type of knowledge (word, mora,
and word-mora; Table 1). Other settings were the same as in
the simulation of the previous section.

Figure 4: Number of answers per session

conditions were the same as in the previous section.
Results and discussion Figure 3 shows the entropy trend
for each session as a function of the number of repeated sessions. Each series in this graph is the entropy of aggregating
the mora pairs based on the first mora of the child agent’s answer. In other words, it indicates the variety of morae leading
to a specific mora perception by the child (e.g., “ri-n-go”,
“ko-n-ro” or “ne-n-do” → “o-ka-si”). The series in the figure are also categorized as vowels and different consonants
with vowels. From the first session in the figure, we can observe a large difference between these categories. The vowels
have the highest entropy, indicating that the child agent connected the various end morae uttered by the adult agent to a
vowel mora.
Although this trend is rapidly suppressed in the second session, this does not mean the task learning. As can be seen in
Figure 4, the number of answers generated in the task decreases as the session progresses. In the later session, the
child agent repeated the same word until the end of the session. This simple behavior can be considered as the cause of
the decrease in entropy in Figure 3. The small variety in the
adult answers in the later session, caused by the discontinuation of the task, also leads to convergence of the entropy.
One possible reason why such word repetition occurs can
be found in the previous literature on ACT-R base level learning. Lebiere and Best (2009) indicated default base level
learning leads to pathological repetitive behavior and ex-
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Results and discussion Again, as in the previous section,
we observed the entropy of the mora pairs and the number
of answers for each session. Figure 5a-c shows the entropy
trend for each session. These are the graphs for each type of
knowledge that was manipulated. Figure 6 is the number of
answers per session.
As shown in Figure 3, the first session of Figure 5a-c indicates a large difference in entropy between categories and
rapidly converges to a specific mora. However, the trend in
the number of answers (Figure 6) is different from the previous simulation, showing less of a drop in the number of answers in the condition where we manipulated the activation of
mora-related knowledge. In other words, Shiritori was successful, and the use of phonological knowledge converged,
suggesting that the correct use of phonological knowledge
was learned. In other words, the results suggested that inappropriate convergence could be suppressed by appropriate
learning and intervention during the interval. Continuing the
task with such a balance of knowledge could eventually lead
to the formation of phonological awareness.

Summary and Future Work
This study attempted to represent (1) the development process leading to erroneous phonological generation, and (2) the
experiential factors involved in the suppression of phonological errors. Regarding the first aim, we presented the convergence of inappropriate knowledge through the sequential
Shiritori task. We considered that this process has some sim-

Figure 6: Changes of the number of answers

phonological errors in development (Nakamura et al., 2015).
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Abstract
Children typically do not spontaneously recognize accented
productions of known words until approximately 19 months. In
15-month-olds, however, this ability is correlated with
vocabulary size. Vocabulary size may support cross-accent
accommodation by decreasing the likelihood that a variant
production is considered to be an unknown word. We simulated
a cross-accent word identification experiment, with word
tokens generated from a two-dimensional Gaussian space, and
accented productions simulated via linear transforms.
Simulated participants were Bayesian classifiers with large or
small vocabularies. Our large vocabulary group accurately
classified more accented tokens and were less likely to classify
an accented token as an unknown word. Thus, one way a
growing vocabulary size may foster cross-accent
accommodation is through increasing infants’ propensity to fit
accented variants to known words, rather than treating them as
unknown words.
Keywords: cross-accent perception; word identification;
vocabulary size; computational modelling

Introduction
A core component of spoken word recognition is the
recognition of speech in the face of inherent natural variation
that occurs at several levels. The same utterance spoken by
the same person will contain phonetic variation, with no
single production being identical to any before it (e.g.,
Newman et al., 2001). As well, differences in vocal tract
anatomy lead to substantial phonetic variation between
speakers. These differences are compounded when speakers
of the same language speak with different accents, which
contain additional systematic phonetic differences that the
listener must resolve.
In children, the ability to spontaneously resolve variation
in speech takes time to develop (see Mulak & Best, 2013, for
a review). When familiarized to an auditory word, it is not
until 10.5 months that children can recognize that word when
produced by the same person but in a different affect (happy
vs. neutral; Singh et al., 2004), or when produced by a
different person (Houston & Jusczyk, 2000). While there is
evidence children can adapt to cross-accent variation by 15
months, demonstrating cross-accent word recognition (van
Heugten & Johnson, 2014) or identification (Paquette-Smith
et al., 2021) after exposure to the unfamiliar accent, it is not
until approximately 18-19 months that children are able to
spontaneously perceive accented productions of familiar,
known words as labels of those words (Best et al., 2009;
Kalashnikova et al., 2019; Mulak et al., 2013; van Heugten et
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al., 2018). In a looking-while-listening word identification
task in which children must not only recognize a familiar
word form, but also identify its associated referent, 15- and
19-month-old monolingual Australian English (AusE)learning infants were presented with trials in which images of
two familiar objects were shown on a monitor (e.g., a baby
and a ball). The infants heard the label for one of the items in
a carrier sentence in which they were asked to look at the item
(e.g., “Can you see the ball?”). The recording was produced
by a native speaker either of the infants’ native AusE, or in a
Jamaican Mesolect English (JaME) accent unfamiliar to all
participants. When the speech was produced in the native
accent, both 15- and 19-month-olds looked at the named
image more than the unnamed image. However, when the
speech was produced in the unfamiliar accent, only 19month-olds still looked more to the named items, with 15month-olds showing no preference between the images,
suggesting they were not able to comprehend the accented
speech (Mulak et al., 2013).
What drives this developmental shift is unknown. The
emergence of cross-accent speech perception—specifically
cross-accent word identification in this case—may follow
from maturation of general cognitive abilities, or the
development of language-based skills that support
accommodation of unfamiliar variation (although these two
realms are of course interconnected). Notably, Mulak and
colleagues (2013) found a positive correlation between 15month-olds’ expressive vocabulary size and the proportion of
time they fixated on the named image in the Jamaicanaccented version of the task, suggesting a developmental link
between vocabulary size and cross-accent word
identification.
Others have also found a relationship between infants’
vocabulary size and their ability to spontaneously
accommodate an unfamiliar accent. When split into a high or
low vocabulary group, 17-month-old AusE-learning infants
were better at recognizing JaME-accented familiar words
compared to the low vocabulary group (Best et al., 2010).
And vocabulary size, rather than age, better accounted for
Canadian English-learning 20- to 25-month-olds’ ability to
identify familiar words in an unfamiliar AusE accent (van
Heugten et al., 2015). In the native accent as well, vocabulary
size has been tied to lexical processing ability (see Lany et
al., 2018, for a review).
This points to a role of vocabulary in supporting the ability
to handle unfamiliar variation in speech, but what is the
mechanism of that support? If cross-accent speech perception

is driven by general cognitive maturation, then the same
growth could also drive vocabulary expansion without a
direct link between the two. Another possibility is that crossaccent word identification is driven by overall language
exposure via the accumulation of exposure to variation that
might enable infants to become better skilled at handling even
novel variation (see Best, 2015). In this case, vocabulary size
may serve as a proxy for this increased experience, providing
another indirect link.
But it is possible too that increasing vocabulary size has a
direct role in enabling cross-accent word recognition. In
adults, accommodation of accented pronunciations is thought
to arise through fitting unfamiliar productions to known
words in the lexicon and making systematic perceptual
adjustments in the process (lexically guided adaptation;
Norris et al., 2003; see also Kleinschmidt & Jaeger, 2015).
Knowing more words naturally gives the listener more
candidate words to fit accented productions to, but
considering the pattern of results found by Mulak et al. (2013)
and others (e.g., Best et al., 2009; van Heugten et al., 2018),
if both 15- and 19-month-olds demonstrate identification of
words in their native accent, why is it that only the 19-montholds are seemingly able to fit accented productions to known
words, and why is this ability tied to vocabulary size at 15
months?
While there are likely several factors contributing to this
ability, here we propose one specific way in which the size of
a child’s vocabulary may impact their ability to fit unfamiliar
productions to known words in cross-accent word
identification. In the looking-while-listening task, which is
typically used to measure children’s cross-accent word
identification (versus recognition), infants typically hear one
word in each trial while viewing two candidate referent
images on a screen: the named (or target) image, and an
unnamed distractor. If infants with small vocabularies
hypothesize that an accented word refers to neither the target
nor distractor referent, but to an unknown, to-be-learned
word, then as vocabulary size increases, the likelihood that
an unknown word has been encountered decreases.
Therefore, the likelihood that the word refers to one of the
images in the infants’ vocabulary increases. In this way, a
growing vocabulary would support infants’ ability to fit
variant, unfamiliar productions to existing words in their
vocabulary.
To test the feasibility of such a proposal, we developed a
Bayesian inference model of a cross-accent word
identification experiment representative of the behavioral
looking-while-listening word identification task used by
Mulak et al. (2013). Bayesian inference models have been
successfully applied to other areas of lexical processing, for
instance in word learning (Xu & Tenenbaum, 2007) and
lexical decision of written words (Norris, 2006).

Simulation of the Cross-accent Word
Identification Experiment
Model Assumptions
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Modeling was performed in R (version 3.5.1; R Core Team,
2019). The aim was to model the role of infant vocabulary
size on word identification in an unfamiliar accent,
specifically as a reconstruction of the experiment in Mulak et
al. (2013). We began with a model with very simplified
representations that made minimal assumptions. This
includes omission of an underlying phonemic structure both
in the input and in the recognition process of the listener,
adoption of an all-or-nothing recognition process (excluding
the possibility of degrees of word-knowledge), and without
incorporating existing knowledge of word frequency
distribution in the listener. Each of these are believed to be
important in the development of infant word learning, but are
not incorporated in this preliminary work.

Initialization of the Lexicon
Canonical word forms were represented as points in a
continuous two-dimensional space, each with an associated
covariance matrix, with canonical values for each word
ranging from 0-100 in both dimensions. We chose a lexicon
of 2,742 words, which is the estimated productive vocabulary
size (Mayor & Plunkett, 2011, table A1) of a child who is
reported to produce all 675 of the items in the Words and
Sentences section of the MacArthur-Bates Communicative
Development Inventory (CDI; Fenson et al., 2007), a
commonly used parental-report measure of children’s
vocabulary size. This serves as a reasonable estimate of a
lexicon size that children at this age are exposed to with
reasonable frequency (and is distinct from a full adult lexicon
of around 50,000 words, the bulk of which toddlers would be
exposed to at miniscule frequencies).
While the CDI also measures receptive vocabulary, and
word identification is a receptive skill, we chose to base our
model on productive vocabulary since the relationship
between cross-accent word identification and vocabulary
reported in Mulak et al. (2013) is based on productive
vocabulary size, while no such correlation was found with
receptive vocabulary (unpublished data). As well, it was with
children’s expressive vocabulary size that Best et al. (2010)
and van Heugten et al. (2015) likewise found correlations
with children’s cross-accent word recognition. It may be that
correlations are more commonly found with children’s
parent-reported expressive vocabulary rather than receptive
vocabulary because judging whether a child produces words
is presumably less subjective than judging whether a child
understands a given word. In this case, expressive vocabulary
correlations may occur because they are more reliable than
receptive vocabulary measures but may still serve as a proxy
for children’s receptive vocabulary. However, a predominant
account is that the emergence of cross-accent lexical
perception in children depends on the development of more
mature word representations (see Best, 2015; Best et al.,
2009), in which case children’s expressive vocabulary size
would be a better capture of such words. Furthermore, as this
model assumes an all-or-nothing quality of word knowledge,
productive vocabulary might be a better estimate of words
that are definitely known. Future extensions to the model can

include varying degrees of word knowledge, and this might
be better reflected with receptive vocabulary size.
A set of 2,742 lexical items, represented as points in a 2dimensional space, were generated from a 100 x 100 uniform
distribution. For each of these, a symmetric matrix was
randomly generated with diagonal values drawn from a [0, 2]
uniform distribution and the other values from a [0, 1]
uniform distribution. Each matrix was then squared to ensure
positive semidefiniteness, and these were used as covariance
matrices for each word, corresponding to underlying
variability in naturalistic speech production within the native
accent. This approach simulates a space in which words can
be acoustically close or distant from one another and,
importantly in this model, where knowing a word also
includes knowing the variability with which it can be
produced.

Creation of Native-like and Accented Targets
For each word in the lexicon, a set of 20 native-like tokens
was created, as well as a set of 20 accented tokens. These
were the stimuli to be classified by our simulated participants.
Each token is a two-dimensional point value, generated from
a two-dimensional Gaussian distribution (using the R
package mvtnorms) with the underlying lexical entry’s
canonical values as the mean and covariance matrix. This
provides a degree of variation in the words to be identified
consistent with the known variability of each word.
Accented tokens were created in the same manner but first
the arbitrary vector (0.5, -0.5) was added to the canonical
value for each lexical entry, (analogous to a “shift” change,
as in Hitczenko & Feldman, 2016) applied simplistically to
the entire phonetic space. This simulates a systematic change
across the phonetic space, analogous to a regional accent.

Vocabulary Size
Our simulated participants had either a “small” vocabulary
size of 46 words, or a “large” vocabulary of 155 words. These
values were based on the median total productive vocabulary
size estimated from CDI scores for 16-month-olds and 19month-olds, respectively (Mayor & Plunkett, 2011, table
A5). While Mulak et al. (2013) tested 15-month-olds as the
younger group, 16 months was the youngest age group for
which total productive vocabulary size estimates were
available, and preliminary data suggest that even 17-montholds behave like 15-month-olds in this task (Mulak &
Escudero, 2016). For each simulated participant, a
vocabulary of the corresponding size was randomly chosen
from the lexicon.

Word Identification Task
A simulated looking-while-listening task was created in the
following manner: For each trial, a target word was randomly
chosen from the simulated participant’s vocabulary, as well
as a distractor word, and a native accented token of the target
word was chosen randomly. Our model assumes that
simulated participants’ knowledge of a word in their
vocabulary includes both its canonical mean and its
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covariance matrix, and that participants interpret the “heard”
token as either corresponding to the target word, the
distractor word, or an unknown word. Accordingly, word
recognition was simulated by assuming participants were
Bayesian classifiers, with the priors
𝑝(𝑛𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑙) = 1 −

𝑣𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑦 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒
𝑙𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑐𝑜𝑛 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒

and
𝑝(𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡) = 𝑝(𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟) =

("#$(%&'()))
+

.

The likelihoods of the token heard given the target and
distractor were calculated according to the density function
corresponding to the mean and covariance matrix for the
target and distractor respectively. The likelihood of a novel,
unknown word, 𝑝(𝑡𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑛|𝑛𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑙), was chosen as an arbitrary
small constant (.01). A child’s real-world prior probability of
hearing a new word likely changes significantly in early
language development but at this stage and for the purposes
of testing our hypothesis might be reasonably modeled as a
constant.
For each trial, the posterior probability for the target was
calculated as
𝑝(𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡|𝑡𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑛) =

𝑝(𝑡𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑛|𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡)𝑝(𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡)
𝑝(𝑡𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑛)

where
𝑝(𝑡𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑛) = 𝑝(𝑡𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑛|𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡)𝑝(𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡) +
𝑝(𝑡𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑛|𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟)𝑝(𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟) +
𝑝(𝑡𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑛|𝑛𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑙)𝑝(𝑛𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑙).
Posteriors for distractors were calculated similarly, and
the posterior for a novel word was calculated as
𝑝(𝑛𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑙|𝑡𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑛) =
1 − (𝑝(𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡|𝑡𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑛) + 𝑝(𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟|𝑡𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑛)).
Mulak et al. (2013) used percent fixation to the named
target image from total fixation to the target or distractor
image. Here, we use the posterior probabilities of identifying
the token as the target, distractor, or other as an analogue to
fixation time measures, similar to an approach used by others
to simulate target fixation (Allopenna et al., 1998; Mayor &
Plunkett, 2014). It was assumed that for this task, participants
would divide their attention to the target and distractor in line
with their respective posteriors, and where uncertain, divide
their attention equally between the target and distractor. In
this case, the “time” spent looking to the target (as a
proportion of trial duration) was given by
𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒,-./(, = 𝑝(𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡|𝑡𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑛) + 𝑝(𝑛𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑙|𝑡𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑛)/2

and
𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒012,.-3,&. = 𝑝(𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟|𝑡𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑛)
+ 𝑝(𝑛𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑙|𝑡𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑛)/2
One hundred participants were simulated in each
vocabulary (small vs. large) and accent (native vs. accented)
group, resulting in 400 total simulated participants. Each
simulated participant completed 100 trials. Each trial
returned participants’ posterior probabilities for the target,
distractor, and a novel word. From these variables, looking
times to target and distractor were calculated, and the
dependent variable was calculated as
𝑇𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 𝐹𝑖𝑥𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =

,14(!"#$%!
,14(!"#$%! 5,14(&'(!#")!*#

* 100

Simulation Results
We ran a linear model on simulated target fixation
proportion using the lm function in R and analyzed model
output using the native anova function. Simulated participant
vocabulary size (small vs. large) and test accent (native vs.
accented) were entered as between-subjects factors. Both
main effects and the interaction were significant. Simulated
participants with large vocabularies had a higher percentage
of target identification (M = 70.45, 95% CI[70.13, 70.77])
than those with small vocabularies (M = 69.51, [69.19,
69.83]; F(1, 39,996) = 16.65, p < .001). Target identification
was also higher for unaccented tokens (M = 74.40, [74.08,
74.72]) than accented ones (M = 65.56, [65.24, 65.88]; F(1,
39,996) = 1474.64, p < .001).
As seen in Figure 1, for the interaction of vocabulary size
and accent (F(1, 39,996) = 4.73, p = .030), target
identification was greater for native tokens than accented
tokens for both the small vocabulary group (native: M =
74.18, [73.73, 74.63]; accented: M = 64.84, [64.39, 65.29];
t(39,996) = 28.69, p < .001) and large vocabulary group
(native: M = 74.62, [74.17, 75.07]; accented: M = 66.28,
[65.82, 66.73]; t(39,996) = 25.62, p < .001).
Notably, between the small and large vocabulary groups,
target identification did not differ for the unaccented,
“native” tokens (t(39,996) = -1.35, p = .178), but did differ
between the accented tokens (t(39,996) = -4.42, p < .001),
with the larger vocabulary group showing more target
identification than the small vocabulary group.
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Figure 1: Simulated proportion identification of the target
image by simulated participants with a small versus large
vocabulary. The large vocabulary group identified a greater
proportion of accented tokens compared to the small
vocabulary group.
We proposed that the greater target identification of the
accented tokens by the large vocabulary group would be
driven by a reduction in the posterior probability that the
heard token is an unknown, “other” word compared to the
small vocabulary group. Thus, we predicted that the posterior
probability for classification as “other” would decrease
between the small and large vocabulary group, and that this
value would be lower for accented compared to unaccented
tokens. We analyzed the posterior probability of classifying
the token as “other,” in a linear model using the R function
lm with vocabulary size and token accent as between-subjects
factors.
The pattern of results mirrored the previous analysis: both
main effects and their interaction were significant. Simulated
participants with a large vocabulary had a lower posterior
probability of categorizing a token as belonging to an “other”
word that is not the target or distractor (M = 58.64, [58.00,
59.27]) compared to the small vocabulary group (M = 60.66,
[60.03, 61.29]; F(1, 39,996) = 19.58, p < .001). The posterior
probability of categorizing a token as “other” was lower for
unaccented tokens (M = 50.90, [50.27, 51.53]) compared to
accented tokens (M = 68.40, [57.76, 69.03]; F(1,
39,996) = 1461.81, p < .001).
For the interaction of vocabulary size and accent (F(1,
39,996) = 4.94, p = .026; Figure 2), the posterior probability
of “other” target identification was lower for native tokens
than accented tokens for both the small (native: M = 51.40,
[50.51, 52.30]; accented: M = 69.92, [69.02, 70.81];
t(39,996) = -28.61, p < .001) and large vocabulary group
(native: M = 50.40, [49.50, 51.29]; accented: M = 66.87,
[65.98, 67.77]; t(39,996) = -25.46, p < .001). The posterior
probability of “other” did not differ between the small and
large vocabulary group for the unaccented tokens
(t(39,996) = 1.56, p = .120), but did differ between the
accented tokens (t(39,996) = 4.70, p < .001), with the larger

vocabulary group having a lower posterior probability of
“other” when identifying the accented tokens.

Figure 2: Posterior probability of identifying simulated
native and accented tokens as “other,” that is, an unknown
word that is not the target or distractor, by simulated
participants with a small versus large vocabulary. The small
vocabulary group was more likely to categorize an accented
token as “other” than the large vocabulary group.

Discussion
We tested the feasibility of the proposal that the emergence
of cross-accent word identification in children between
approximately 15 and 19 months (e.g., Mulak et al., 2013)
may be supported by increased vocabulary size via shifting
the probability that an accented token of a word is an
unknown, to-be-learned word versus a token of an alreadyknown, familiar word.
To explore this, we created a model of cross-accent word
identification where infants are Bayesian classifiers that
classify “unaccented” and “accented” tokens of “words” as a
token of one of two known words in their lexicon (a target
and distractor), or as a novel word, with probabilistic
recognition of words using properties of the underlying
distribution of productions of known words and the
probabilities of novel words based on the size of the infants’
lexicon.
Similar to empirical studies that typically find native accent
word identification in both 15- and 19-month-olds but crossaccent word identification only in older children with their
larger vocabularies (e.g., Mulak et al., 2013; van Heugten et
al., 2018), in our model there was no difference in
performance for the unaccented tokens, and the larger
vocabulary group had greater correct classification of
accented targets compared to the small vocabulary group.
This interaction underlies the large vocabulary group’s
overall greater correct classification of all targets, and overall
greater correct classification of “native,” unaccented targets.
Our analysis also suggests that the greater correct
classification of accented tokens by the large vocabulary
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group compared to the small vocabulary group was due to a
change in the posterior probability that an accented token is
classified as an unknown, “other” word, rather than
misclassifications as the distractor.
Thus, this model provides initial support for the possibility
that increasing vocabulary size directly supports the
emergence of cross-accent word identification, or accent
accommodation more generally, by reducing the probability
that an unfamiliar production belongs to an unknown versus
a known word via increasing the set of known words. In the
specific looking-while-listening task that we have modeled,
this could also be conceptualized as an increased ability to
use contextual cues, since in lowering the probability that a
word is “other,” the probability that the token belongs to one
of the two alternatives increases.
While our model specifically replicated a looking-whilelistening procedure which is typically used to explore word
identification, the proposal that an increasing vocabulary
supports cross-accent accommodation by decreasing the
likelihood with which an accented token is considered to be
an unknown word could also be applied to the emergence of
cross-accent word recognition. Word recognition, unlike
word identification, does not require identification of the
referent associated with a word, but only requires recognition
of a word form as familiar. The emergence of cross-accent
word recognition has typically been measured by measuring
children’s listening preference for lists of familiar (e.g., baby)
versus unfamiliar (e.g., hamlet) words (e.g., Best et al., 2009),
or by familiarizing children to words and then testing their
listening preference for passages that contain those words
(e.g., Schmale & Seidl, 2009). In both cases, a listening
preference for familiar words produced in the unfamiliar
accent would indicate that cross-accent word recognition
occurred. As with cross-accent word identification,
vocabulary size has been found to correlate with cross-accent
word recognition (e.g., Best et al., 2009; van Heugten et al.,
2015). In this case, while there is no context of images of
possible referents to consider as in the word identification
task, as children’s lexicon increases, they may still become
more likely to consider that the “odd” production of a word
they have heard is one that may fit into their existing lexicon,
rather than represent an unknown word.
A notable feature of this basic model is that it is language
general, since there are no assumptions built in that are based
on a particular language or accent. As well, by having few
underlying assumptions, it shows a possible role for
vocabulary size independent of other components of
language development (though it may have an interactive role
with other components). Another strength is that the
vocabulary sizes for our small and large vocabulary group
were based on realistic estimates of 16- and 19-month-old
productive vocabularies. Since empirical findings show
improvement in infants’ identification of accented
productions of known words at similar ages (e.g., between 15
and 19 months; Mulak et al., 2013), this strengthens the
plausibility of the proposed mechanism.

A present limitation of the model is that it uses a very
simplified, whole representation of words. These current
representations do not instantiate the phonetic (or phonemic)
makeup of words. Additionally, the design of the accented
tokens was a simple uniform shift, whereas the amount and
direction of variation can vary across words in a single
accent, and across phonemes within a single word. Empirical
research suggests differences in accommodation of crossaccent differences to consonants versus vowels and changes
that do versus do not cross native phonemic boundaries (Best
& Kitamura, 2014). Such results suggest that the phonetic
makeup of both the words in the listener’s lexicon as well as
the accented stimuli likely contribute to whether an accented
variation is accommodated. Relatedly, there are different
sources of variation in speech, such as cross-speaker and
cross-affect differences, that are likewise not modelled here.
While children demonstrate an earlier ability to
accommodate these types of variation in their native accent
compared to their ability to accommodate cross-accent
differences (see Mulak & Best, 2013, for a review), perhaps
suggesting this type of accommodation occurs via a different
mechanism, these types of variation are also present in
accented speech. This model immediately lends itself to
further development by increasing the complexity and
specificity of the makeup of both the words of the listener’s
lexicon as well as the accented tokens, ideally using values
based on measured deviations between accents, and
incorporating indexical and affective variation to achieve a
more realistic representation of the complexities of variation
in speech.
In addition, while there is ecological validity in
instantiating a unique lexicon for each simulated participant,
this does not take into account word frequencies across
infants’ developing lexicons—while there is variation in
infants’ vocabularies, there is also considerable overlap. For
instance, the word ball occurs in 91% of 19-month-old
American English-learning infants’ productive vocabularies,
whereas glue occurs in only 5% (Frank et al., 2017). The
model currently creates a unique set of target and distractor
items for each participant to ensure all targets and distractors
are known words. Initializing individual vocabularies that
have an appropriate amount of overlap would allow for
presentation of the same target and distractor tokens for each
participant, which would strengthen the ability to model
empirical results.
Neighborhood effects, relating to the influence of having
clusters of phonologically overlapping words in the listener’s
lexicon, are also not yet accounted for here. With regards to
the target stimuli, the model does not currently take into
account the frequency distribution of words in the input,
whereas words that occur more often in the environment
would have a higher prior probability of being perceived.
Incorporating frequencies with which individual words occur
within the lexicon when initializing simulated vocabularies,
as well as taking into account frequency distributions of
individual words in the input would improve the ecological
validity of the model. Increasing the phonetic specification of
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words in the listener’s lexicon as well as target words would
enable measurement of neighborhood effects.
In summary, in a language-general model of infant word
recognition using Bayesian classification with minimal
assumptions, we were able to recreate a similar pattern of
cross-accent word recognition as found in behavioral
experiments. Our results are consistent with the explanation
that vocabulary growth may play a direct role in the
development of cross-accent word identification in infants by
increasingly the likelihood that infants classify accented
tokens as belonging to an existing word in their lexicon
(specifically here, as one of the two candidates presented as
the target and distractor), at the same time decreasing the
likelihood that they consider an accented token to belong to a
word unknown to them. The acknowledged limitations and
simplifying assumptions of this model highlight areas for
further development of this model. While this model deals
specifically with the question of cross-accent accommodation
in infants’ word identification, a vocabulary-driven model
may reflect a more general cognitive mechanism and have
parallels in other domains of classification when dealing with
variable input, and it may also be a fruitful avenue for
research into how those skills emerge across the lifespan.
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Abstract
As time series analysis continues to capture the interest of
cognitive and behavioral researchers, it is increasingly
important to evaluate these methods and compare their
respective insights. Here, we evaluate three popular analyses:
vector autoregression, cross-correlation, and cross-recurrence
quantification analysis. Using social cohesion data derived
from Twitter and daily counts of real-world events during the
Arab Spring, we present a case study using these methods and
evaluate their benefits, limitations, and differences in results.
We propose that researchers interested in time series analysis
consider these differences and use multiple methods to assure
reliability of their results.
Keywords: vector autoregression; cross-correlation; crossrecurrence quantification analysis; time series analysis; social
dynamics

Introduction
Time series analysis has grown increasingly popular over the
past several decades across the behavioral and psychological
sciences. While traditional analyses of human behavior and
cognition tended to focus on single means or standard
deviations, recent multidisciplinary efforts have pushed
researchers to see the variability and fluctuations of their time
series—whether in measurements of motor behavior or brain
areas or political movements—as not only useful but vital
information about their phenomena of interest (Carello &
Moreno, 2005). These time series methods are especially
important when studying noisy, real-world data to understand
the evolution and co-evolution of systems over time.
As researchers move toward naturalistic time series
analysis, many tend to focus on using one single type of
method. Prioritizing a particular analysis across various
experiments can be beneficial for testing reliability of results,
but using multiple methods can help answer new theoretical
questions and extend the knowledge of how systems interact.
However, adoption of other kinds of time series analyses is
often limited by knowledge of different methods and their
relations to one another. In this paper, we evaluate three
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common time series methods: vector autoregression, crosscorrelation, and cross-recurrence quantification analysis.
Most prominently used in the field of econometrics,
vector autoregression (VAR; Sims, 1980) allows for the
investigation of the relationship between multiple signals.
While its forecasting benefits have made it attractive to
economists, the social sciences have begun to harness it as
well. Some of the primary users of VAR are political
scientists, who employ it to answer questions of causal
inference (Freeman et al., 1989). It has been used to evaluate
the coevolution of presidential approval ratings, economic
factors, and leader discourse (Love & Windsor, 2018).
A fundamental signal processing method, crosscorrelation analysis (CC; Shumway & Stoffer, 2006)
quantifies the correlation between two signals in and across
time. CC has been used to investigate psychological,
financial, mechanical, and computational phenomena,
amongst others. Given its relative simplicity, it is often a first
choice for those getting started with time series analysis.
Originating from dynamical systems theory, crossrecurrence quantification analysis (CRQA; Zbilut et al.,
1998) quantifies the repeating (or recurrent) patterns of two
co-evolving time series, and it has become one of the most
popular nonlinear analyses in the social sciences. In
psychological science, it has been used to investigate
phenomena such as emotion dynamics (Main et al., 2016) and
gaze coupling (Richardson & Dale, 2005). CRQA has the
ability to capture unique nonlinearities of systems (e.g., Brick
et al., 2018) that are often overlooked by linear analyses,
although differences in metrics do not necessarily imply
nonlinearity.
The current paper aims to act as a practical guide for
selecting between and applying these methods. We build on
a growing literature of time series comparisons, such as timedelay stability comparisons of cross-correlation and joint
recurrence quantification analysis for the estimation of
coupling strength (Tolston et al., 2020), comparisons of
linear time series analysis methods in the investigation of
nonverbal synchrony (Schoenherr et al., 2018), and

conceptual comparisons of different time series analyses
(Gates & Liu, 2016). Here, we compare two linear analyses
and a nonlinear analysis—all of which have the ability to
identify leading-following behavior of two time series—to
investigate a coupled system of real-world political action
and online social cohesion during the Arab Spring. We
discuss the convergence and divergence of results and the
implications of the differences. Through this work, we hope
to guide researchers in selecting appropriate methods to best
answer their theoretical questions.

Time Series Analyses
Vector Autoregression (VAR)
Vector autoregression is a linear model that captures the
relationship between multiple variables across time (Sims,
1980). As an extension of univariate autoregression, VAR
can account for multivariate data through the use of vectors.
Each endogenous variable is given its own linear equation
that includes lagged values of itself, lagged values of the
other variables in the model, and an error term. The equations
are all of a particular order, which characterizes the number
of time lags used in the model. A VAR equation with one
variable and 𝑛 time lags can be expressed as:
𝑦! = 𝑐 + Φ" 𝑦!#" + ⋯ + Φ$ 𝑦!#$ + 𝑒!
where 𝑦 is the variable, 𝑐 is a constant, Φ are the weights of
the terms, and 𝑒 is an error term. A first-order VAR with two
variables can be expressed as:
𝑦",! = 𝑐 + Φ"," 𝑦",!#" + Φ",& 𝑦&,!#" + 𝑒",!
𝑦&.! = 𝑐 + Φ&," 𝑦",!#" + Φ&,& 𝑦&,!#" + 𝑒&,!
The number of terms in the equations will always be identical
and will equal two (the error and constant terms) plus the
number of time lags times the number of terms. These
equations allow modeling of each variable based on its past
values and the past values of other variables in the model.
Assumptions The primary assumption of VAR is that the
time series are stationary. Stationary processes are those
which underlying joint probability distribution, mean, and
variance remain the same over time. While many time series
are non-stationary, there are methods for assuring stationarity
(see Process subsection, below). Two other assumptions are
that the variables have been sampled consistently at a regular
interval and that the time series are of the same scale.
Process When conducting VAR, it is essential to first assess
the stationarity of the time series. This can be done using the
Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) Test. If an ADF test
indicates that a time series is non-stationary, differencing can
be used to remove the trend. Typically, taking the first
difference removes linear trends, while taking the second
difference removes quadratic trends.
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Once all of the time series intended for VAR are
stationary, an optimal lag length must be determined,
allowing for maximal information given a preference for
model parsimony. There are four common information
criteria used to determine optimal lag: Akaike (AIC),
Schwarz-Bayes (SC or BIC), Akaike’s Final Prediction Error
(FPE), and Hannan-Quinn (HQ). Of these four, AIC appears
to be most commonly used in the social sciences, while SC is
the most conservative. The VAR model can then be
constructed using the selected optimal lag(s) with various
statistical programs, including the vars package (Pfaff, 2007)
in R (R Core Team, 2020). Once the model has been built,
the modulus of each root is checked to assure that it is less
than one, implying that the model is stable.
One of the most common structural analyses used
on VAR models is Granger causality, indicating which
variable “Granger causes” changes in the other. The
underlying assumption of Granger causality is that variable
Y can be better predicted when accounting for the history of
both Y and some other variable X, rather than just accounting
for Y alone (Freeman, 1983). In this instance, it would be said
that X Granger causes Y. Alternatives to Granger causality
include impulse-response functions (IRFs) and forecast error
variance decomposition (FEVD; Freeman, 1983).
Limitations Although researchers can handle nonstationarity
in time series through differencing before running VAR, the
resulting time series is inherently different from the original.
As opposed to being an evolution of a value over time, the
new time series is an evolution of the change in value over
time. In the instance where there are both non-stationary and
stationary time series going into the model, some time series
would then be differenced, while others would not. One could
overcome this by taking the difference of both time series, to
assure that all are of the same scale, but this may change the
theoretical questions that can be answered with the analyses.
In addition to the limitations posed by the
assumption of stationarity, VAR is a linear model and cannot
capture nonlinearities that may be essential to the system.
Researchers should check for nonlinearities in the system to
assure that VAR is not overlooking critical dynamics.
Additionally, scaling from bivariate to multivariate VAR
requires corrections for multiple comparisons.
Benefits A significant advantage of VAR over other methods
considered here is its ability to analyze as many time series
as desired. There are no limitations to how big the vector in
the model is. However, it is important to recognize that the
use of many time series may cause an increased amount of
error to be incorrectly accounted for. VAR also allows for
various kinds of structural analyses to analyze the patterns of
causal behavior in the system.

Cross-Correlation (CC)
As a measure of similarity across time at multiple time lags,
cross-correlation can capture the leading-following behavior
of two time series (Gates & Liu, 2016). At each lag, a

correlation coefficient is calculated and can be tested for
significance. A significant coefficient indicates that one time
series leads the behavior of the other by 𝑠 time steps.
Assumptions CC assumes that time series are stationary.
This can again be overcome by taking the difference of the
time series to remove the trend. Stationarity should be
checked again afterwards to assure the trend was removed.
Process First, a correlation coefficient is calculated
determining how well the time series predict one another. The
equations for the function are:
1
𝑐() (𝑡) =
𝑛

*+,($#!,$)

/
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𝑟() (𝑡) =
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where 𝑐 is the covariance coefficient, 𝑡 is time, 𝑠 is the lag, 𝑋
is the current observation of the specified time series, 𝑋 is the
mean value of the specified time series, and 𝑟 is the crosscorrelation coefficient (Gates & Liu, 2016; Shumway &
Stoffer, 2006). After a coefficient is calculated, one time
series is shifted, and the coefficient is calculated again. The
result is a series of correlation coefficients and their
probability of occurring by chance, measuring which time
series leads the other and by how many time steps.
Limitations CC is also a linear model and may overlook
inherent nonlinearities fundamental to the system. There is
also limited opportunity for interpretation of output, given
that the only result is a series of coefficients and their
significance, unlike VAR and CRQA.
Benefits Of the three methods considered here, CC is perhaps
the simplest analysis to understand and implement. There are
no input parameters to select aside from the number of lags
(also required with VAR and CRQA), leaving less room for
experimenter error, and its output is simple to interpret.

Cross-Recurrence Quantification Analysis (CRQA)
As an extension of recurrence quantification analysis (which
projects a system onto itself; Trulla et al., 1996), CRQA
allows for the dynamical analysis of two co-evolving time
series. Whenever the two time series are in the same state,
either in synchronous time or across time, CRQA documents
it and analyzes the patterning of the shared states.
Assumptions For categorical CRQA, the two time series
must be in the same unit. If the two time series are not in the
same unit, they can be transformed (e.g., through creating
quantiles). It is also assumed that the two time series going
into the analysis have been sampled at a rate that corresponds
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to their native timescale. For example, a system that changes
every hour must be sampled more frequently than a system
that changes once every day. Under- or oversampling can
skew the results of the analysis.
Process Categorical CRQA captures the shared evolution of
two categorical time series. By projecting two time series
onto one another, we are able to quantify the interaction of
the systems. CRQA identifies shared states, both in
synchronous and asynchronous time, as recurrent points.
These points may be sequential in time, resulting in
trajectories. These are extended periods where the two time
series get “stuck” together in a particular state. While the
continuous case of CRQA requires the estimation of multiple
parameters (Riley & Van Orden, 2005), no parameter
estimation is required for the categorical case. When using
the crqa package (Coco & Dale, 2014) in R, this means that
the delay can always be set to 0; the embedding dimension to
1; the radius to any value higher than 0 and lower than 1; and
the Theiler window to 0. Further discussion of these
parameters’ uses in the continuous case can be found in Riley
and Van Orden (2005).
Using these parameters, the next step is constructing
a cross-recurrence plot (CRP). In this visual representation,
the two time series are plotted against one another on the xand y- axes, and for every x,y coordinate where the two have
the same observation value, a point is plotted to indicate
recurrence. The plot can be both visually inspected for the
texture and pattern of the system by looking at the trajectories
and box-like areas and quantified with various metrics. The
leading-following behavior of the time series is analyzed
through another visual representation, known as a diagonal
recurrence profile (DRP; Main et al., 2016). DRPs are
conceptually and visually similar to cross-correlation plots.
In a DRP, recurrence rate is on the y-axis, and time lag is on
the x-axis; a synchronous relationship would display a peak
at 0, while a leading-following relationship would show a
peak at a negative or positive lag value.
Metrics Nine quantitative measurements can be derived from
the CRP to conduct inferential statistics. The first metric is
recurrence rate (RR), the proportion of recurrent points to all
possible places where there could have been a point. RR is a
general measure of how much the two systems are sharing
the same state, but it does not incorporate information about
the structure or location of the points. Determinism (DET) is
a measure of the structure of recurrence, formalized as the
proportion of points that occur in diagonal trajectories. It
indicates how deterministic or how random the coupled
systems’ co-evolution is. Total number of lines (NRLINE)
also indicates stability and scales with structure, as an
increased number of lines suggests stronger coupling. Max
line (maxL) is the longest shared diagonal trajectory and is a
measure of attractor strength (Pellecchia et al., 2005).
Additional metrics are entropy (ENTR), normalized entropy
(nENTR), laminarity (LAM), and trapping time (TT). For
more detail, see Coco and Dale (2014).

Limitations First, compared to VAR and CC, CRQA has
fewer educational resources available, perhaps because its
use is somewhat limited in the cognitive science community.
Second, CRQA does not inherently produce significance
metrics. Because there is no null comparison, one must be
generated in order to perform inferential statistics. This can
be done by conducting approximate permutation tests (e.g.,
Chiovaro et al., under review), where a large set of pseudotime series is generated by randomly sampling from the
original time series without replacement. This set is then
subjected to CRQA, and the resulting metrics are used as the
null distribution, although RR must be excluded from plotwise analyses (like those here), as it remains constant.
Benefits Unlike CC and VAR, CRQA is a nonlinear analysis.
Complex interactions of coupled systems can produce
nonlinear dynamics. While VAR and CC would overlook
these patterns, CRQA can provide multiple windows into
these nonlinearities through various metrics. Because the
linear case is a subset of the nonlinear case (Carello &
Moreno, 2005), CRQA is capable of capturing both linear
and nonlinear patterns in co-evolution. Additionally, there
are also many extensions of the analysis, such as windowed
and joint recurrence, all of which can be used for categorical
or continuous data.

Methods
Corpus
The goal of these analyses was to analyze the co-evolution of
online social cohesion (via Twitter data) and real-world
action (via event data). We use a corpus originally presented
in Chiovaro and colleagues (under review), where we
investigate if the frequency of real-world events of varying
intensities (e.g., positive events such as treaties and negative
events such as bombings) coincides with the real-time
linguistic cohesion on Twitter. Although a full accounting of
the corpus is outside of the scope of the current work, we
present a brief review of these components below.
Social Cohesion The first set of data used was a corpus of
3,443,742 English-language Syrian tweets dated between
March 31–June 15, 2012, that used the keywords “syria,”
“syrian,” “damascus,” “homs,” “al-assad,” and “sunni.” The
corpus contained 63.2% original tweets, 33.5% retweets, and
3.4% replies. The corpus included an average of 44,723.92
tweets per day and a total of 574,104 unique users. The scripts
for collecting and compressing data can be found at
https://github.com/chbrown/twilight.
To quantify the social cohesion within the tweet
corpus, we sorted the tweets in chronological order, grouped
them into successive groups of five, and then used a process
conceptually similar to term frequency-inverse term
document frequency (Chiovaro et al., under review).
Essentially, the social cohesion metric quantified two tweets
as more similar if the two tweets shared more words that
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occurred fewer times in the corpus overall. This method
allowed us to measure how similar tweets were in their
language over time. We then averaged the social cohesion
values within the groups of five to get a group average, and
then averaged across the groups for each day, yielding a daily
social cohesion metric. To make the social cohesion data
comparable to the second dataset, the social cohesion time
series was converted into deciles.
Events The second set of data were event data obtained from
the 2012 Integrated Crisis Early Warning System (ICEWS;
Boschee et al., 2015). The dataset was filtered to remove
incomplete and incorrectly formatted data. A filter was then
applied to include only events that were directed at Syria (i.e.,
Syria-target events; n = 6,300). We then counted all Syriatarget events for each day, yielding a daily event count. To
make the event data comparable to the social cohesion data,
the event time series was also converted into deciles.

Analyses
VAR, CC, and categorical CRQA were all conducted using
the deciled social cohesion and event time series. For VAR
and CC, ADF tests identified social cohesion and event time
series as nonstationary; we took the first difference of each
time series, resulting in stationary time series. We used the
original nonstationary time series for CRQA, as it is capable
of handling such data. All code for the analyses can be found
at https://www.github.com/mchiovaro/time-series-analyses.

Results and Discussion
Vector Autoregression (VAR)
SC suggested an optimal lag of 1, while AIC suggested an
optimal lag of 6. We conducted both models (Table 1). The
moduli of the roots indicated that both models were stable.
Using SC criteria, neither social cohesion nor event time
series Granger caused one another. Under AIC, social
cohesion did not Granger cause the frequency of events, but
the daily event counts did Granger cause the level of social
cohesion on Twitter. (As noted previously, alternatives to
Granger causality include IRFs and FEVD, but these are
outside the scope of the current work.)

Table 1. Granger causality results for social cohesion and
count of events using two information criteria, SC and AIC.

Cross-Correlation (CC)
Cross correlation analysis of social cohesion and frequency
of real-world events revealed significant correlations for -2
and -4 lags (Fig. 1). In other words, the changes in social

cohesion levels on Twitter led changes in the number of
events happening on the ground by 2 and 4 days. This may
suggest that individuals used Twitter to rally and facilitate
plans for action; alternatively, the Syrian government may
have responded to increased Twitter activity with additional
actions. Based on the current data, these possibilities cannot
be disentangled. Further analyses involving the specific
parties who initiated these events and more detailed content
analyses are needed to answer these questions.

Figure 1. Cross-correlation plot. Horizontal dashed blue
lines indicate confidence intervals (otherwise known as
conventional cross-correlation limits, ccsls), but for
limitations of using ccsls, see Dean & Dunsmuir (2016).

our permuted time series in no more than 50 simulations. We
focused here only on DET, NRLINE, and maxL (Table 2).
The social cohesion and event data often got “stuck”
together in the same relative states across time (DET). In
addition, they entered these shared states more frequently
than chance (NRLINE). Together, these results suggest that
the two systems are coupled in their behavior. The trend
toward significance for maxL suggests indicates that it was
approaching a stable relationship, though it did not reach
statistical significance.

Table 2. CRQA results for social cohesion and event count.
RR is not included due to the nature of approximate
permutation tests (Chiovaro et al., under review).

Cross-Recurrence Quantification Analysis (CRQA)
The CRP (Fig. 2) shows many shared trajectories between the
time series and a shift in texture about the 32nd time point,
where there appears to be an increase in the number of lines.

The DRP (Fig. 3) showed no reliable leader between
the two time series, as shown by the jagged line through the
majority of lags investigated. The peaks seen here indicate an
increased amount of recurrence at particular time lags, similar
to how CC indicated stronger correlation strength at different
time lags. For example, social cohesion led at 7, 11, and 15
days, with a large spike at the 15-day lag, and the count of all
events led at 5 and 9 days. Comparing CRQA and CC results,
we saw converging evidence of spikes in social cohesion
leading real-world events by 2 and 4 days, although the
patterns for CRQA were more complex than for CC.

Figure 2. Recurrence plot for Twitter social cohesion and
daily count of events. Points represent shared states of the
two time series (in deciles).
CRQA metrics were tested for significance against
a distribution of 1,000 permuted time series, with a customary
alpha of .05. In other words, significant metrics were higher
than would be expected by chance—in this case, observed in
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Figure 3. Diagonal recurrence profile for Twitter social
cohesion and daily count of events. The red line is the DRP
for the actual data. The black line is the DRP for the mean
of the 1,000 permuted time series (bars: ±1 SD).

Comparing Time Series Analyses
Within the context of a growing interest in time series
analyses in psychological and cognitive science, we here
presented a direct comparison of three different methods on
the same time series. We did so to highlight the importance
of the underlying theoretical questions and structures of the
available data when deciding among these methods.
When to Choose Vector Autoregression VAR can answer
how two or more variables covary over time, allowing for
investigations of multivariate time series. Uniquely among
the analyses considered here, VAR can uncover the causal
relationships among time series. However, it assumes
stationarity (which can be addressed by altering the original
time series) and requires estimation of important parameters.
It also is a symmetric model, requiring the same number of
lags to be used across all equations. Given the dynamic nature
of coupled systems subjected to time series analysis, it may
be more beneficial to use the more flexible method of
asymmetric vector autoregression (AVAR; Keating, 2000).
The parameter estimates in AVAR also typically have
smaller standard errors than those resulting from VAR. VAR
may be most appealing when investigating causality between
two (or more) time series that have linear and stationary
dynamics.
When to Choose Cross-Correlation CC can answer how
only two variables covary over time, but its simplicity—
requiring no parameter estimation—is its strength. Unlike
VAR, CC cannot determine causal structure, but it can
identify leader-follower patterns within specified levels of
temporal proximity. Like VAR, CC is also a stationary, linear
analysis and cannot capture nonlinearities. CC may be most
useful when examining similarities and leader/follower
patterns between two linear, stationary time series.
When to Choose Categorical CRQA Categorical CRQA’s
strength lies in its ability to uncover even nonlinear dynamics
of two time series. Without requiring parameter estimation, it
can help researchers answer questions about the structure,
stability, and patterning of the interaction of two variables
over time. Its nine metrics provide many angles for analyzing
the relationship between the two variables, and the DRP can
capture leading-following behavior. Unfortunately, CRQA
cannot answer questions about causality. Categorical CRQA
may be most beneficial when quantifying linear and
nonlinear patterns in the co-evolution of two time series.
Examining Converging and Diverging Results Our
analyses of the same data using these three methods
uncovered some similar and some dissimilar patterns. VAR
suggested that there was either no relationship or only slight
Granger causality of social cohesion by the frequency of realworld events across the entire time series. CC suggested the
opposite (though non-causal) relationship, with the social
cohesion time series appearing to lead the changes in the
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number of daily events at a shorter timescale (±15 days).
Finally, CRQA identified the two systems as coupled but
without a clear leader-follower relationship, instead showing
a back-and-forth trade-off within the same time window.
One potential contributor to the differences in these
patterns of results may be the difference between
leading/following and causality. In other words, although
both CC and CRQA identified leading/following patterns,
these patterns may not have been truly (Granger) causal in
nature. The pairing of causal (VAR) and non-causal (CRQA
and CC) methods may provide meaningful information about
two levels of the system, capturing both fluctuations in the
time series and deeper causal relations.
Another potential contributor to the differences in
leading/following patterns may be due to the fact that VAR
assumes that causal patterns in each time series occur at the
same number of lags. However, it would not be surprising if
the two time series—one being a measure of language on
social media and the other being a count of real-world
events—required different lags. Thus, causality may be more
appropriately captured with AVAR.
Finally, differences between the linear (VAR and
CC) and nonlinear (CRQA) analyses may have been affected
by the data in question, as the data were transformed from
analyses of states to analyses of relative changes in state to
satisfy the stationarity assumption of the linear analyses. This
attests to the importance of considering necessary data
transformations when choosing analyses. Given the
nonstationarity of some of the time series, we took the first
difference and used these transformed time series for VAR
and CC, but we used the untransformed (nonstationary) time
series for CRQA. Differencing could have overshadowed
dynamic changes in the observations that were captured by
CRQA, which does not require stationarity. Thus we suggest
that researchers using nonstationary time series consider the
impacts of differencing on their data, and potentially utilize
only analyses that assume stationarity or only those that do
not require it.

Conclusion and Future Directions
Our case study suggests that the ability of a specific time
series analysis to identify time-lagged relations among time
series is highly dependent upon the scale of the lags and,
perhaps, nonlinearities in the system. However, further
investigation is necessary to understand the diverging results
identified across these three types of analyses. Future
comparisons should focus on analyses of simulated data, in
order to analyze each method’s ability to capture different
patterns of psychological and behavioral data. Such
simulation studies may inform a framework for selecting
among these and other time series methods.
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Abstract

at correctly judging grammatical sentences like (1a) and their
ungrammatical counterparts like (1a’) after a sufficient amount
of time, they did not perform as well with sentences like (1b)
and (1b’). However, the speed of relative increase in accuracy
was the same in both condition pairs. Because discriminating
between grammatical and ungrammatical sentences in (1) arguably requires the retrieval of book from working memory,
this finding suggests that in sentence comprehension, distance
affects the probability of successful retrieval of dependents
from memory, but not the speed of the retrieval process.

The speed-accuracy tradeoff (SAT) method has produced several prominent findings in sentence processing. While a substantial number of SAT studies have yielded statistical null-results
regarding the degree to which certain factors influence the speed
of sentence processing operations, the statistical power of the
SAT paradigm is not known. As a result, it is not entirely clear
how to interpret these findings. We addressed this problem
by means of a simulation study in which we simulated SAT
experiments for a range of known effect sizes in order to determine the statistical power in typical SAT experiments. We
found that while SAT experiments appear to have quite satisfactory power to detect differences in asymptotic accuracy, that
is not the case for speed-related parameters, especially for the
multiple-response variant of the technique. We conclude that
the failure to find an effect in speed-related parameters in SAT
experiments may be less meaningful than previously thought.
Keywords: response signal paradigm; speed-accuracy tradeoff;
statistical power; simulation

(1a/a’) This was the book that the editor admired/*amused.
(1b/b’) This was the book that the editor who the receptionist
married admired/*amused.

Introduction
Experimental paradigms for measuring the speed-accuracy
tradeoffs in cognitive tasks have been essential in many areas
of cognitive science (e.g., Heitz, 2014) because they address
a potentially problematic aspect of typical reaction time (RT)
tasks: Most cognitive tasks can be performed more accurately
at the cost of lower speed, or faster at the expense of accuracy
(e.g., Pachella, 1974). As a result, the average RT and accuracy
obtained in such tasks reflect not only the processing speed
and accuracy on that task, but also the participant’s response
criterion, i.e., the mechanism by which they determine that
they have processed a stimulus to a sufficient degree to respond.
Speed-accuracy tradeoff functions (SATFs), which describe
the increase in response accuracy over time, are unaffected
by the participants’ response criteria and thus offer a way
to obtain uncontaminated estimates of the relative speed of
mental processes separately from their ultimate probabilities
of success.
Differences between the SATFs can yield important insights
into the timing of cognitive processes and have been successfully used in areas as diverse as attention, vision, memory,
and psycholinguistics. For example, McElree (2000) showed
that in the resolution of filler-gap dependencies in sentences
like (1), increased distance between the verb ’admired’ and
the head noun of its subject (’book’) decreased the probability
of successful dependency resolution, but had no effect on the
processing speed. That is, while participants did quite well
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This finding, as well as a number of other results in the
SAT literature (e.g., Foraker & McElree, 2007; Martin &
McElree, 2008; McElree, Foraker, & Dyer, 2003; Van Dyke
& McElree, 2011, among many others) rest on the absence
of a significant difference in speed-related parameters of the
speed-accuracy tradeoff function. Because SAT data analysis
typically involves numerical estimation of several parameters
describing the SATF in each condition, followed by a variant of
a stepwise model selection procedure (e.g., Thompson, 1978),
it is unfortunately not clear how much statistical power such
experiments have in order to find differences in processing
speed (however, see Pankratz, Yadav, Smith, & Vasishth, 2021,
who conducted a power analysis using data from Franck &
Wagers, 2020, a published SAT study, and showed a lack of
statistical power). In order to understand how to interpret
such statistical null-results, we conducted a simulation study
to determine the amount of statistical power in typical SAT
experiments.
Importantly, although our simulations are meant to model
SAT experiments typical for the area of sentence processing,
our results will likely be relevant beyond this specific setting.
We further make all code available online,1 which allows
anyone to re-run the power simulations presented here under
different assumptions with a modest amount of effort.

The Response Signal Paradigm
A method commonly used to estimate SATFs is the responsesignal paradigm (McElree, 1993; Reed, 1973). In this
1 https://git.io/JsfPR

Analysis of data from response signal paradigm experiments
follows a variant of a stepwise model selection procedure
sometimes referred to as a hierarchical model testing scheme
(e.g., Foraker et al., 2018): The aim is to select the most parsimonious of a range of models of varying complexity according
to several criteria. For two-condition experiments, there are 8
candidate models. The simplest model (1δ − 1β − 1λ) posits
a single intercept, rate, and asymptote for both experimental
conditions. The most complex model (2δ−2β−2λ) posits sep-
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paradigm, participants see stimuli of different types and are
asked to respond to them after varying amounts of time relative
to the onset of the last phrase of the sentence. Typically, an auditory cue presented after a variable amount of time is used as
cue to respond immediately, even if participants have not yet
finished making a decision. In the so-called single-response
variant (SR-SAT), participants are prompted to respond once
per trial. In the multiple-response variant (MR-SAT), participants respond several times per trial, at different lags.
As in the McElree (2000) experiment, the experimental
design needs to ensure that discrimination between different
types of stimuli (such as ‘acceptable’ and ‘unacceptable’)
requires participants to deploy the cognitive process being
studied. As a result, the difference between SATFs (at least
partially) reflects the timing of the cognitive process involved
– the number of trials on which the relevant process has terminated will increase with the passage of time, and so will
accuracy for both types of stimuli. In keeping with Signal Detection Theory (SDT) terminology (Wickens, 2001), we will
refer to the two types of stimuli as signal and noise without
loss of generality.
In order to obtain estimates of sensitivity to stimulus
type which is unaffected by response bias towards either
response, the accuracy at each lag in each experimental
condition pair is computed as the SDT sensitivity measure
d 0 = Φ(hits) − Φ(false alarms), where Φ is the Gaussian distribution function, and hits and false alarms are the proportions
of ‘signal’ responses in signal and noise conditions, respectively. The resulting d 0 values at each lag allow us to estimate
the underlying SATF in each experimental condition, which
is typically well-approximated by the negatively accelerated
shifted exponential function in equation 1 (Dosher, 1979)
which is illustrated in Figure 1. In it, λ (asymptotic accuracy) determines the highest attainable level of accuracy given
unlimited processing time, while δ (intercept) and β (rate)
jointly determine the processing speed: δ determines at which
point the accuracy rises above chance, while β determines
how quickly the SATF increases. The reciprocal of the rate
β−1 can be interpreted as the time required for the function
to reach approximately 63% of the asymptote, once accuracy
has departed from 0. A joint measure of dynamics, (δ + β−1 ),
can be interpreted as the time requires to reache 63% of the
asymptote, starting at 0 (e.g., Foraker, Cunnings, & Martin,
2018; Liu & Smith, 2009).


dt0 = λ · 1 − e−β(t−δ) , f or t > δ; else dt0 = 0
(1)

0.63·λ

δ

−1

β

0

time

Figure 1: A speed-accuracy tradeoff following equation 1.
After an initial period of chance performance, accuracy begins
to increase at the intercept (δ). The growth rate (β) determines
how quickly the function approaches the asymptotic performance (λ). The reciprocal of the rate β−1 can be interpeted as
the time required for the function to reach approximately 63%
of the asymptote.

arate intercepts, rates, and asymptotes for both experimental
conditions. Further models of intermediate complexity that are
also considered in the process are 1δ − 1β − 2λ, 1δ − 2β − 1λ,
1δ − 2β − 2λ, 2δ − 1β − 1λ, 2δ − 1β − 2λ, and 2δ − 2β − 1λ.
Each model corresponds to a particular pattern of differences
between experimental conditions: Differences in asymptotes
(λ) can be interpreted as differences in the success probability
of the target process, while differences in rate and intercept (δ
and β), jointly considered the dynamics, can be interpreted as
differences in processing speed.
The parameters for each such model are typically estimated
separately for each participant by means of numerical optimization minimizing the root mean squared error (RMSD) of
the model fit.
For inference, Foraker et al. (2018) recommend forward
model selection starting with the asymptote parameter λ. As
illustrated in Figure 2A, this process works by successively
comparing nested models, beginning with the simplest model
1δ − 1β − 1λ and 1δ − 1β − 2λ in order to determine whether
to assume one or two asymptotes. The choice made at this
point affects which models will be considered later. If there is
sufficient evidence for the two-asymptote model, this means
that there is a difference in asymptotes between the two experimental conditions, and only 2λ models are considered at
later stages; otherwise only 1λ models are considered. Similarly, the choice regarding the number of intercept parameters
affects which models are considered at the third stage of the
forward model selection procedure, when the number of rates
is determined in the example in Figure 2A.
An alternative is backward model selection, illustrated in
Figure 2B. This model selection process starts with the most
complex model 2δ − 2β − 2λ, and involves comparing it to increasingly less complex nested models. If no evidence is found
for the more complex model, the simpler model is adopted.
During the stepwise selection procedure, models are compared
based on (i) adjusted R2 , which takes into account the fit and

starting from 0 sec to 5.6 sec, increasing in steps of 0.35 sec.
We simulated different numbers of responses per: 20, 50, and
80 in each of the four experimental conditions for each of the
17 lags. To simulate experiment replications, we then drew
1, 000 bootstrap samples of 10, 20, 30, 40, or 50 participants
and carried out model comparison for each bootstrap sample.
In simulating responses, we assumed that P(Rt,q = 0), i.e.
the probability of a ‘noise’ response in condition q at time
t is given by equation 2. We assumed that responses were
equi-biased towards ‘signal’ and ‘noise’ responses, and that
the response criterion c at time t was always ct = dt /2.2
P(Rt,q = 0) = Φ(ct − ψt,q ), where
(
dt in signal trials
ψt,q =
0 in noise trials

Figure 2: Illustration of the forward and backward model
selection processes, in which the number of asymptotes is
determined first, then the number of intercepts, and then the
number of rates.
penalizes the number of parameters, and (ii) the consistency
of the direction of the difference of the parameter estimates in
the more complex models, as assessed by a statistical test.
A third alternative we will consider is non-stepwise inference based on the estimates of a 2δ − 2β − 2λ model. That is,
we will assume that the two experimental conditions differ in
a parameter if we observe a significant difference between the
parameter estimates, in no particular order.

Because in MR-SAT experiments, participants respond several times per trial, it stands to reason that the responses within
the trial are correlated as the amount of evidence in favor of
a particular response at lag k would at least partially depend
on the amount of evidence available in its favor at lag k − 1.
We modeled this serial dependence based on assumptions akin
to a simple random walk model in which evidence adds up
in accordance with the increase in d 0 since the last lag: We
assumed that ψ0k , the amount of evidence in favor of a ‘signal’
response on a particular trial at lag k was the sum of ψk , the average amount of evidence in its favor at this lag, and normally
distributed serially correlated noise with mean 0 and σ = 1, as
in equation 3. We further assumed that a ‘signal’ response was
given when ψ0k > ck , and a ‘noise’ response otherwise, thus
accounting for serial correlation between responses.
k
√
ψ0k = ψk + ∑ εi / k

Simulation Study
In order to determine the statistical power of the model selection methods outlined above with different sample sizes,
we repeatedly simulated data for a number of different effect
sizes for asymptotic accuracy and dynamics, performed model
selection, and calculated the proportion of cases in which a
difference with the correct sign was identified.

Method
We repeatedly simulated SR-SAT and MR-SAT experiments
with two experimental condition pairs (two signal conditions,
and two noise conditions). Figure 3 provides an overview of
the process. We used parameter values which are relatively
typical for sentence processing SAT experiments and assumed
that the average population SATF followed equation 1 with
δ = 0.8 sec, β−1 = 0.8 sec, λ = 2.25. We further assumed that
the individual SATF parameters for each subject s (λS , β−1
S , δS )
were log-normally distributed around the population parameters (SDδ = 0.8, SDβ−1 = 0.8, SDλ = 1.25). We simulated
data for a range of differences between conditions in the three
SATF population parameters.
For each combination of parameters, we simulated a participant pool of 2, 000 participants with responses at 17 lags
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(2)

i=1

(3)

where εi ∼ N(0, 1)

Analysis
We used R (R Core Team, 2018) and the tidyverse packages
(Wickham, 2017) for simulation and data pre-processing, and
the mrsat R package (Van Dyke, Wagers, Cho, & Matsuki,
2015) to fit eight models of varying degrees of complexity to
each simulated participant’s data.
We used five different model selection procedures on each
of the simulated experiments: As a baseline analysis method,
ˆ β,
ˆ
we tested for significant differences between estimates of δ,
ˆλ in the two conditions based on 2δ − 2β − 2λ model estimates.
Moreover, we carried out backward and forward model selection using two sets of criteria: The first method was model
selection based on the results of a t-test on the parameter difˆ ∆β,
ˆ ∆λ)
ˆ of the more complex model.
ference estimates (∆δ,
2 This assumption was made in order to obtain best-case power
estimates, as a bias towards either response would increase the variance of the sampling distribution of d 0 . (cf. Liu & Smith, 2009, for
an approximation of the variance of the d 0 sampling distribution.)

Figure 3: Illustration of the simulation process: For each parameter combination for ∆δ, ∆β−1 , ∆λ, we simulated out 2, 000
participants. For each participant, we independently sampled the by-participant parameters for δ, β−1 , λ, ∆δ, ∆β−1 , and ∆λ from
their respective distributions. We then sampled ‘signal’/‘noise’ responses for each of the 17 lags in each of the 4 conditions,
computed d 0 at each lag, for each condition pair for each simulated participant, fitted several models of varying complexity to
each participants data. Next, we drew 1,000 bootstrap samples of 10, 20, 30, 40, or 50 participants each (with replacement) and
carried out model comparison for each bootstrap samples. Simulations for SR-SAT and MR-SAT were carried out independently.
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Figure 4: Simulation results for single-response SAT. Each panel shows the simulation results for one of the three SATF
parameters with a separate panel for the pooled dynamics (δ + β−1 ). Each cell shows the power curve estimates of a particular
combination of participants (columns) and number of resposes per condition (rows). In each cell, the x-axis represents the
magnitude of the population difference, while the y-axis corresponds to the proportion of simulated experiments in which a
positive value for the respective difference was (correctly) detected.
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Figure 5: Simulation results for multiple-response SAT. Layout as in figure 4.
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For example, in forward model selection as illustrated in fig.
2A, we selected model 1δ − 1β − 2λ if the estimates of ∆λ
significantly differed from 0, or in other words: if there was
a significant difference in the asymptote estimates of the two
experimental conditions. Otherwise, we selected the simpler
model 1δ − 1β − 1λ. Because Foraker et al. (2018) suggest
the use of the adjusted R2 metric to supplement hypothesis
tests, we also tested a more conservative method, in which the
more complex model was only selected if its average adjusted
R2 across participants was higher than that of the simpler
model, in addition to the relevant parameter difference being
significantly different from 0.
For the analysis of pooled dynamics (δ + β−1 ), we considered only 2δ − 2β − 2λ, 1δ − 1β − 2λ, 2δ − 2β − 1λ and
1δ − 1β − 1λ models, and based inference on the results of
t-tests on the asymptote and the joint dynamics measure.

Results and Discussion
Figures 4 and 5 show the results of our simulations. In each
simulation, we calculated the proportion of samples in which
a positive effect was detected, because we were interested in
obtaining estimates of the probability that a difference with
the correct sign is detected. As a result, the figures show
estimates of (Type I error rate)/2 when there was no difference
between conditions, and (Power - Type M error rate) otherwise
(Gelman & Carlin, 2014). We will refer to this quantity as the
detection rate.
Importantly, since the joint dynamics measure is the sum
of the intercept and the reciprocal of the rate, we could vary
either to manipulate it. As a result, several detection rates are
available for each value of the joint dynamics measure, depending on the contribution of the two underlying parameters.
We present the maximum detection rate at each point in order
to obtain optimistic detection rate estimates.

SR-SAT
The results for SR-SAT show a high overall probability of
detecting a difference in asymptotes: It is reasonably high
(> 80%) for differences of more than 0.6 d 0 units, even for
small sample sizes, except for the combination 10 subjects,
20 responses. Detection rates for the intercept parameter was
rather low (< 50%) for many sample sizes. Detection rates
were even lower for the rate parameter, and reached more than
80% only for relatively large effect sizes, and only when the
sample size was high.
Interestingly, while the forward model selection methods
appeared to perform better than their alternatives for the
asymptote and intercept parameters, backward model selection showed the highest detection rates for the rate parameter.
This discrepancy is likely due to the fact that the rate parameter is selected last in both methods. As a result, backwards
model selection is less likely to attribute differences between
conditions to the asymptote or to the intercept as long as the
models also assume two rates. When it does not, any substantial differences between conditions have to be attributed to the
rate. As a result, backwards selection shows relatively low
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detection rates for asymptote and intercept differences, and
relatively high detection rates for rate differences.
Somewhat surprisingly, the detection rates for the pooled
dynamics metric (δ + β−1 ) did not show an improvement over
detection rates for the intercept alone.

MR-SAT
While the MR-SAT findings regarding the model selection
method were qualitatively similar to the SR-SAT results for
asymptotes and rates, the model selection method appears
to matter less than for SR-SAT data. Importantly, the MRSAT detection rates were substantially lower across the board.
This is not surprising given the fact that the responses on
each trial were correlated, which is expected to increase the
width of the sampling distribution and to decrease the effective
sample size (e.g., Berger, Bayarri, & Pericchi, 2014). As
a result, SR-SAT and MR-SAT seem to exhibit substantial
differences in terms of power in detecting a difference in rates
and intercepts, with remarkably low power especially for rate
parameter differences of less than 50% even for relatively
large effect sizes such as 150 ms, and less than 25% in most
cases.
Surprisingly, the detection rates for the pooled dynamics
metric (δ + β−1 ) were even lower than for the intercept parameter, which was likely due to a wide sampling distribution of
the rate parameter due to a lot of uncertainty. This uncertainty
would increase the variance of the dynamics estimate, leading
to lower detection rates.
A possible concern about our findings for MR-SAT is that
the exact detection rate estimates are potentially heavily dependent on the assumptions of our ad-hoc model accounting
for the serial correlation between responses on a given trial.
While that is correct, our results show that statistical power
for MR-SAT may be substantially lower than for SR-SAT,
due to a small effective sample size. The fact that we don’t
know how much lower it is, presents a major challenge in the
interpretation of results from the MR-SAT methodology.

Conclusions
Our findings suggest that the statistical power for dynamicsrelated parameters in typical MR-SAT experiments (20 participants, with 50 responses per time lag per condition) may
be relatively low for typical effect sizes in psycholinguistics
(50 − 100 ms). This is due to the fact that as a result of the
serial correlation of responses on a trial, the effective sample
size may be significantly lower than the nominal sample size.
As a result, the failure to find a difference in dynamics between two experimental condition pairs should be interpreted
with caution. We hope that the power can be improved and its
dependence on the model selection mechanism may be remedied by simultaneous estimation of all three SATF parameters
using hierarchical models such as used by Niklaus, Singmann,
and Oberauer (2019) and Pankratz et al. (2021).
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Abstract
Features of the physical world may be acquired from the
statistical properties of language. Here we investigate how the
Transformer Language Model T5 is able to gain knowledge of
the visual world without being able to see or feel. In a series of
four studies, we show that T5 possesses an implicit
understanding of the relative sizes of animals, their weights,
and their shapes, but not their colors, that aligns well with that
of humans. As the size of the models was increased from 60M
to 11B parameters, we found that the fit to human judgments
improved dramatically, suggesting that the difference between
humans and these learning systems might ultimately disappear
as the parameter sizes grow even larger. The results imply that
knowledge of the perceptual world—and much of semantic
memory—might be acquired in dis-embodied learning systems
using real-time inferential processes.
Keywords: knowledge representation; transformers; T5;
natural language processing; semantic memory; perception

Approaches to the Origins of Knowledge
There are essentially three accounts of the origin of
knowledge (Anderson, 1989). According to nativism,
concepts and beliefs are hard-wired into the brain (Samuels,
2002). According to Empiricism, knowledge is acquired from
the storage of perceptual experience. A third possibility,
Rationalism, holds that knowledge is acquired from
reasoning. The mental processes operations implied by these
accounts are clearly not mutually exclusive. Knowledge of
the physical world can emerge from perceptual experience
constrained by innate processing capabilities and extended
through reasoning. However, even when the accounts are
combined, the acquisition of knowledge would seem to
ultimately depend on direct perceptual experience. Recent
evidence suggests that this requirement may not always be
necessary.
Kim, Elli, and Bedny (2019) investigated congenitally
blind individuals' knowledge of animals' visual properties.
Surprisingly, blind individuals' judgments about the relative
size, height, shape, and skin texture of a wide range of
animals largely agreed with sighted individuals. A possible
explanation for the findings is that the bind people relied on
sighted people's language about animals to infer their
perceptual properties. This possibility predicts that
agreement between blind and sighted people should be
highest for perceptual properties that are relatively easy to
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verbalize, like color. As it turns out, it was for this very
perceptual property—color— that agreement between the
sighted and non-sighted participants was lowest, suggesting
that the relatively high agreement between blind and sighted
individuals was not simply due to remembering comments of
sighted people.
Kim et al. raise another possible explanation for the
relatively high agreement between blind and sighted
individuals. In particular, blind people might use knowledge
of an animal's taxonomic category—which they learned
through language—to draw inferences about an animal's
perceptual properties. The explanation is supported by
findings showing that children can use knowledge of natural
kinds to draw inferences about invisible properties, such as
animals' insides (Gelman & Wellman, 1991; Keil; 1989).
While this hypothesis seems entirely reasonable, it leaves
unexplained the difference in performance between
properties like shape and color. An inference account still
depends on language. If language is used to acquire
knowledge of taxonomic categories, then why would it not be
used for answering questions about color? Perhaps, as
suggested by Kim et al. and claimed by John Locke (1924),
blind individuals know more about properties such as shape
than color because blind individuals have perceptual
experience with shape through the sense of touch. Such an
account could help explain how blind individuals could
acquire specific features of the perceptual world, such as the
shapes, sizes, weights, and textures of certain kinds of
objects, but not all. As demonstrated in Kim et al.'s
experiment, blind individuals have surprisingly accurate
knowledge of the sizes and weights of animals they have
never touched, like flamingos and killer whales.
Here we investigate a third possibility we call the
Linguistic Perception Hypothesis. The hypothesis holds that
people can acquire knowledge about distant, unseen, or unfelt
features of the world from patterns in language. We test this
hypothesis using a remarkable new class of language learning
models called transformers (Vaswani et al., 2017).
Transformers can acquire knowledge not only syntax
(Ganesh, Sagot & Saddah, 2019; Goldberg, 2019; Hewitt &
Manning, 2019; Peters et al., 2018; Tenney, et al. 2019) but
also of commonsense (Petroni et al., 2019; Da & Kasai,
2019). Perhaps such models may be able to acquire
knowledge of the physical world through exposure to

millions of words, explaining how knowledge of the physical
world might be acquired without direct perceptual
experience.

Transformers
A transformer architecture is a type of statistical learning
system that includes multiple layers of feed-forward
networks preceded by an attentional mechanism that
determines the degree to which the "meaning" of a word in a
sequence of words is "colored" by the meaning of other words
in the sequence. Training is driven by ambiguity resolution:
words in the input sequence are masked, and the network
attempts to predict the word or set of words behind the mask.
Training is computationally intensive and can take several
weeks to complete. Fortunately, previously trained networks
can be freely downloaded.
This research used the recently introduced Text-To-Text
Transfer Transformer (T5) (Raffel, et al. 2020). T5 is, in a
certain sense, an old model because it uses the transformer
architecture first proposed in Vaswani et al. (2017). In its
original formulation, a transformer has two main parts: a
sequence of encoders and decoders. The idea behind an
encoder and decoder is made most transparent in language
translation problems. The encoders are used to read in and
"comprehend" the sentences from one language (e.g.,
French), while the decoders "generate" text in the second
language (e.g., English). One of the many innovations in T5
is that it extends this basic idea to a range of language tasks:
translation, grammaticality judgments, sentence similarity
assessment, summarization, and question answering. It can
also complete a sentence, as shown in Figure 1.

A word embedding is essentially a point in a semantic space.
Over the layers, the embeddings are modified by the encoders
depending on the input's other words. For example, in the
phrase Run a campaign, contextualization allows the
meaning of the word run to take on the meaning suited to
campaigns, as opposed to, for example, miles. The ability to
contextualize word embeddings is one of the key ways these
models differ from those producing static, context-free
embeddings, such as Word2vec (Mikolov, et al., 2013) or
Glove (Pennington, Socher, & Manning, 2014). The
contextualization process occurs in real-time and is
bidirectional, entailing that the process uses words on both
sides of the target word. Contextualization depends on selfattentional mechanisms present in each encoder (and
decoder). Self-attention reflects the degree to which a word
is linked to other words in a sentence. The strength of this
connection determines the impact each word will have on a
word embedding. Several self-attention weight matrices are
learned for each encoder. The self-attention matrices direct
the encoder to weigh connections between verbs and their
complements, pronouns and their referents, and ambiguous
nouns and other nouns. Having multiple self-attention
matrices—or heads—allows the encoder to capture the full
range of dependencies in a sentence.
The encoders map an input sequence into a continuous
abstract representation. The decoders then take that
continuous representation and generate words in a step-bystep manner, using the previous step's output as input on the
current step. Also, the decoders' output is constrained by
attentional vectors formed from the output of the top encoder.
The inclusion of both encoders and decoders is one of the
ways T5 differs from several other recently transformerbased models, such as BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) and
RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019), which include only the encoder
part of the transformer. T5 model comes in several sizes, as
specified in Table 1.
Table 1 shows the five T5 models, along with BERT-Large
and RoBERTa-Large for comparison.
Table 1. Model size variants
Model
T5-Small
T5-Base
BERT-Large
RoBERTa-Large
T5-Large
T5-3B
T5-11B

Figure 1: Two main parts of a transformer: Stacks of
encoders and decoders that contextualize word embeddings.
Words are processed in parallel in the encoder and
sequentially in the decoder.
The processing begins with the encoder and involves
accessing embeddings for each input word (or word tokens).
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Parameters
60M
220M
336M
355M
770M
3B
11B

# layers
6
12
24
24
24
24
24

# heads
8
12
16
12
16
32
128

T5-small is significantly smaller than BERT-Large and
RoBERTa-Large. T5-Large is approximately the same size
as these two other networks. T5-11B is quite large, containing
11 billion parameters, and requires approximately 40GB of
memory on a GPU. The model can also be run on a CPU on
a system having 120GB of RAM.

A second major innovation of T5 is the manner in which it
is trained. In BERT and RoBERTa, the target for an
individual mask is associated with a single word piece. In T5,
the target for a mask can be several words. For example,
given the original sentence is An elephant is larger than a
goat, T5 might be presented with the string An elephant is
<X> a goat, with the target being several words, namely <X>
larger than <Y>. Multiword targets are made possible
through the use of the stack of decoders.
All versions of T5 were trained on a cleaned version of the
common crawl called the Colossal Cleaned Common Crawl
(C4). The training corpus is over two times larger than
Wikipedia. The largest version of the model, T5-11B,
achieved state-of-the-art performance results on the GLUE,
SuperGLUE, SQUAD, and benchmarks, which involve
natural language processing tasks such as sentiment analysis,
question answering, grammaticality judgments, paraphrase
detection, selection of plausible causes, and results, textual
entailment detection, intended meaning detection, and
reading comprehension with commonsense reasoning
(Raffel, et al. 2020). As already stated, the reason why T5
succeeds in these tasks is likely due to its ability to acquire
knowledge of both language and the world.
The ability to capture at least certain aspects of world
knowledge offers a potential test of the Linguistic Perception
Hypothesis. Suppose we find that a model like T5 is unable
to learn visual perceptual properties of the world. In that case,
it will provide modest support to the proposal that a learning
system devoid of any perceptual senses is unable to capture
perceptual properties of the world. On the other hand, if T5
can capture the physical properties, it would suggest that
perceptual senses are not a prerequisite for perceptual
knowledge and that properties of the physical world can be
acquired from language alone, contra Lock.
We investigated the Linguistic Perception Hypothesis in a
series of studies examining the T5's knowledge of animal
size, weight, shape, and color. It is certainly possible that T5
could show limited evidence of such knowledge but far below
human judgments. Under these circumstances, it would be
good to know if the limit is a fundamental property of these
statistical systems or merely a function of the size of the
system. To address this question, T5's knowledge was
investigated for different model sizes. If the knowledge
increases with model size, it would suggest that any limits in
its understanding might be a simple matter of the model's
capacity rather than an inherent limitation of the architecture.

loss scores to statements such as A cat is smaller than a bear
and compared these scores to those in which the order of the
animals was reversed, e.g., A bear is smaller than a cat. To
the extent that T5 knows the relative size of animals, then loss
scores should be lower for orderings that agree with humans'
relative ordering of the sizes. To help establish T5's
generalizability, comparative size statements were expressed
using three different comparative size adjectives: smaller,
larger, and bigger. Also, we investigated the impact of
providing a small amount of linguistic context on T5's
judgments. In the context condition, the key sentence was
preceded with a few sentences introducing the topic of
animals. Specifically, T5 was presented with the following
sentences: Animals live outside. They breathe and drink
water. They also differ in size, and then presented with the
comparative statement A cat is smaller than a bear. The
context was included because prior pilot work with another
transformer, XLNet (Yang, et al., 2020), suggested that the
performance of these networks may be improved when
context was provided to "warm them up.".

Methods
Materials The list of animals (n = 15) was the same same as
those investigated in (Kim, Elli, & Bedny, 2019): namely and
in the order of relative size, mosquito, bee, butterfly, toad,
pigeon, raven, cat, koala, turkey, sheep, donkey, cow, bear,
rhino, and elephant.
Procedure Comparative sentences (n= 210) were generated
with different pairs of animals and three kinds of degree
adjectives (smaller, larger, bigger), e.g., A cat is smaller than
a bear. T5 was credited with understanding the relative size
difference of two animals when the cross-entropy loss was
lower for the correct ordering. Correct understanding was
coded with a 1 and incorrect understanding with a 0. In this
and the following analyses, we used the HuggingFace
implementation of T5 (Wolf, et al., 2020).

Study 1: T5's Knowledge of Animal Size
In Study 1 we attempted to replicate judgments of humans
about the relative size of animals reported in Kim, Elli, and
Bedny (2019). In Kim et al., blind and sighted participants
were presented with index cards with animals' names on
them. For the bind participants, the names were printed in
Braille. Their task was to order the cards from smallest to
largest. The relative ordering of the blind and sighted
individuals was nearly identical. In the current study, we
assessed T5's knowledge of size by generating cross-entropy
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Figure 2: Accuracy of T5 models on animal size with
context sentences. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals.

Results and Discussion
The results indicate that T5 has some knowledge of the
relative sizes of animals. Treating T5-11B as a classifier, the
model was able to predict human responses with 94%
accuracy (Precision = 1; Recall/Sensitivity = 0.92; F1 score
= 0.96), which differed from chance by binomial test, p =
9.13e-69. T5-large was also able to predict human judgments,
but at a lower level of 78% accuracy (Precision = .86;
Recall/Sensitivity = 0.8; F1 score = 0.83), which differed
from chance by binomial test, p = 5.16e-25. T5-small, on the
other hand, had an accuracy level of 51% (Precision = .67;
Recall/Sensitivity = 0.53; F1 score = 0.59), which did not
differ from chance, p = .652. A main effect of model-type
confirmed difference in performance across the models,
F(1,312)=4257, p < .0001. Interesting, accuracy was higher
when there was a preceding context than not, F(1,312)=128,
p < .0001, suggesting that such systems may benefit from
short priming of the topic. There was also an effect of
adjective type, F(2,624)=7.51, p = .001. However, this effect
occurred only in the absence of context, with accuracy being
higher for the small than large and big. Overall, we conclude
that the results were largely the same across adjectives,
especially when there was a preceding context, suggesting
that the knowledge is not tied to a particular linguistic
expression. Crucially, knowledge of the relative size of
animals is very robust in T5-11B, implying that networks
with transformer architectures may be able to approach blind
individuals' understanding of this dimension of experience.

Study 2: T5's Knowledge of Animal Weight
The design and implementation of Study 2 were analogous to
Study 1, except that instead of size, we investigated T5's
knowledge of weight, a perceptual property that presumably
depends on haptics but is likely to be informed by relative
size. Weight was not examined in Kim, Elli, and Bedny
(2019), but we could use relative size as an indicator of the
correct responses.

Figure 3: Accuracy of T5 models on animal weight with
context sentences. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals.
The results were highly similar to those of size. T5-11b could
predict human judgments with 89% accuracy (Precision =
.97; Recall/Sensitivity = 0.81; F1 score = 0.88), which
differed from chance by binomial test, p = 9.03e-12.
Similarly, T5-large could also predict human judgments, but
not quite as well as T5-11b, at 73% accuracy (Precision =
.78; Recall/Sensitivity = 0.65; F1 score = 0.71), a level that
differed from chance by binomial test, p = 3.47e-33. The
accuracy level of T5-small, 49% (Precision
= .50;
Recall/Sensitivity = 0.61; F1 score = 0.54), did not differ from
chance by binomial test, p = .945.
Weight represents a type of force. The results raise the
possibility that large transformer models like T5-11B may
learn visual information about the world and invisible
quantities such as forces, which suggests they may have the
prerequisites for causal knowledge (Wolff & Shepard, 2013).

Study 3: T5's Knowledge of Animal Shape

Procedure We ranked the animals in the list from the lightest
to the heaviest based on their size. The texts were generated
in the same way as in Study 1 except that we replaced the
adjectives with "weighs more" and "weighs less." A context
preceding each text, specifically: Animals live outside. They
breathe and drink water. They also differ in weight.
Afterward, T5 was presented with sentences like A raven
weighs more than a bee. Accuracy scores were determined
by comparing the cross-entropy scores, as in Study 1.

In Study 3 we investigated T5's knowledge of animal shape.
Unlike size and weight, which can be reduced to a single
dimension and referred to by an adjective, shape is inherently
multidimensional and more difficult to describe. Instead of
focusing on a single dimension, T5 was presented with
sentences describing each animal with respect to a range of
shape-related adjectives like long, short, thin, and thick. For
example, T5 evaluated the acceptability of sentences like A
giraffe is long or A sloth is thick. The result was an animalby-shape-dimension matrix of cross-entropy scores. The
dimensionality of the matrix was reduced and submitted to kmeans clustering. In Kim et al. (2019), people's sorts of
animal names were used to place 30 animals into one of 8
categories with respect to shape. We created 8 clusters from
the animal-by-shape-dimension matrix and evaluated the
degree to which these clusters agreed with those produced by
participants in Kim et al..

Results and Discussion

Methods

The results indicated that the larger versions of T5 have world
knowledge about the relative weight of animals. The overall
mean accuracy for the different models is shown in Figure 3.

Materials The analyses used the list of 30 animals that were
used in the animal shape card sorting task (Kim, Elli, &
Bedny, 2019). Their names are shown in Figure 4.

Methods
Materials The analyses used the same list of 15 animals as
in Study 1.
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Procedure We introduced 13 different adjectives describing
animal shape (long, short, straight, curved, thin, thick,
circular, square, vertical, horizontal, rounded, angular,
pointed). The texts were generated in a pattern that contained
a noun (animal) and an adjective (shape), e.g., The shape of
a giraffe is vertical. With 30 animals, 30 texts were generated
for each adjective. A context preceded each text: specifically,
Animals live outside. They breathe and drink water. They also
differ in shape. We used T5 to predict the adjectives and took
the cross-entropy loss as a raw score for each text. The
dimensionality of the resulting cross-entropy matrix was
reduced to three dimensions using the IVIS dimensionality
reduction framework (Szubert et al., 2019), which does a
better job of preserving both local and global structure than
linear projection methods such as Principal Components
Analysis (PCA) and other non-linear dimensionality
reduction methods such as t-SNE (Maaten & Hinton, 2008).
The reduced space was partitioned into 8 clusters using the kmeans++ algorithm available in scikit-learn (Pedregosa, et
al., 2011).

Results and Discussion
The results indicate that T5-11B possesses some knowledge
of animal shapes. Agreement between the humand and T5
was assessed by identifying the most common cluster label
generated by T5 for each human category, counting the
number of times that label occurred within each human
category, and dividing by the total number of animals. This
measure indicated that human clusters overlapped 70% with
clusters generated from T5-11b, 60% with T5-large, and
57% with T5-small. The overlap between T5-11b and
humans differed from the chance agreement of .399 (derived
from simulation), by binomial test p = .001, as did T5-large
and T5-small at p = .021 and p = .047, respectively. A text
plot of one of the solutions derived from T5 is shown in
Figure 4.

Study 4: T5's Knowledge in Animal Color
In this last study, we investigate T5's knowledge of animal
colors. Unlike shape, languages like English make it
relatively easy to refer to color. However, animals are not
uniform in color, as exemplified by zebras, killer whales, and
giraffes. Given the multidimensional nature of animal colors,
Kim et al. (2019) measured knowledge of animal colors in
terms of eight categories, as they had done with shape. As a
consequence, we measured knowledge of animal colors in the
same way we did in Study 3. T5 evaluated sentences such as
A gorilla is yellow, or A gorilla is black. The resulting matrix
of cross-entropies was reduced in dimensionality and
partitioned into eight clusters. Finally, we measured the
degree of overlap between the clusters formed by humans in
Kim et al. (2019) and those produced from different versions
of T5.

Methods
Materials The analyses used the same list of 30 animals as
in Study 3.
Procedure We introduced six different adjectives that can be
used to describe the color of the animals in the list (black,
white, brown, grey, yellow, blue). The texts were generated
in the same way as in Study 3, except that the adjectives
describing shapes were replaced with adjectives describing
colors. With 30 animals, 30 texts were generated for each
adjective. We used T5 to predict the adjectives and took
cross-entropy loss as a raw score for each text.

Figure 5: Text plot of animals clustered with respect to
color as determined by T5.

Figure 4: Text plot of animals clustered with respect to
shape as determined by T5.
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Result and Discussion

References

T5 appears to possess less knowledge about animal color than
animal size, weight, and shape. Agreement between humans
and T5-11b was 60%, which differed from chance (.399) by
binomial test, p = .021, but not as strongly as observed for the
other perceptual dimensions. The levels of agreement for T5large and T5-small were 43% and 33%, neither of which
differed from chance by binomial test, p = .417 and p = .293.
A text plot of the solution produced by T5 with respect to
color is shown in Figure 5. Several of the clusters are
intuitive, such as clusters containing black animals (bats,
panthers, crows, and gorillas) and white animals (swan,
polar bear), but several other clusters are less clear, such as
the cluster containing hippos, sloths, and pigeons. We
conclude that T5 has limited implicit knowledge of animal
colors.

General Discussion
In this research, we investigated a model organism's
perceptual knowledge with extensive experience with
language but no direct or indirect experience with the
physical world. Remarkably, this wholly disembodied
organism demonstrated high sensitivity to visual and haptic
features of the world. The results suggest that the information
needed to learn perceptual features of animals is implicitly
present in the statistics of language. The results imply that the
model's success is not due to the simple retrieval of
statements about animals' perceptual characteristics. If
performance was merely a matter of memory retrieval, the
systems' awareness of the colors of animals should have been
much stronger than was observed. Interestingly, the results
largely mirror the results found in Kim, Elli, and Bedny
(2019), with the agreement between sighted and blind
participants highest for size, shape, and then relatively poor
for color.
The results provide support for the Linguistic Perception
Hypothesis, which holds that people can acquire knowledge
about distant, unseen, and unfelt features of the world through
an analysis of the statistical properties of language. The
remote linguistic perception might contribute significantly to
people's semantic memory. Semantic memory concerns our
knowledge about facts, ideas, beliefs, and intuitions (McRae
& Jones, 2013). By definition, semantic memory is not
episodic: the origins of this knowledge cannot be connected
to a particular experience or event. The origins of such
knowledge remain largely unknown. Abstraction over main
instances could, perhaps, account for some of our lack of
knowledge of the origins of semantic knowledge (e.g., that
roses are red). However, the knowledge in question is often
unlikely to have been acquired from even a single episode
(e.g., knowing that string can be thrown further if it is rolled
up in a ball than left straight). The results of this study begin
to show how the origins of certain kinds of knowledge can be
derived from wholly implicit bits of knowledge, most likely
beneath our conscious awareness.
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Abstract
Human language is often assumed to make “infinite use of finite means”—that is, to generate an infinite number of possible
utterances from a finite number of building blocks. From an
acquisition perspective, this assumed property of language is
interesting because learners must acquire their languages from
a finite number of examples. To acquire an infinite language,
learners must therefore generalize beyond the finite bounds of
the linguistic data they have observed. In this work, we use an
artificial language learning experiment to investigate whether
people generalize in this way. We train participants on sequences from a simple grammar featuring center embedding,
where the training sequences have at most two levels of embedding, and then evaluate whether participants accept sequences
of a greater depth of embedding. We find that, when participants learn the pattern for sequences of the sizes they have
observed, they also extrapolate it to sequences with a greater
depth of embedding. These results support the hypothesis that
the learning biases of humans favor languages with an infinite
generative capacity.
Keywords: language acquisition; extrapolation; inductive biases; center embedding; artificial language learning

Introduction
During language acquisition, a learner’s set of input sentences must have some maximum length, yet the languages
acquired are often taken to be unbounded; language is often claimed to make “infinite use of finite means” (Chomsky,
1965, quoting von Humboldt, 1836). However, this view is
not uncontroversial. It has been contested on logical grounds
(Pullum & Scholz, 2010; Tiede & Stout, 2010), based on
corpus data (Karlsson, 2010), and for particular languages
(Everett, 2005). Further, even if we assume that learners do
acquire an unbounded language, there are multiple possible
explanations for why they might do so. One possibility is that
language-external factors encourage unboundedness. For instance, using a form of semantic bootstrapping (Pinker, 1984,
pg. 87), learners might generalize from the child’s mother to
the larger phrase the child’s mother’s mother based on the
world knowledge that mothers have mothers of their own.
Other aspects of experience that might promote unboundedness include nursery rhymes which gradually build recursive
structures (e.g., “This is the House that Jack Built”; de Villiers & de Villiers, 2014) and sentences that are contextually
implied to be infinitely long: The meeting ran on and on and
on and... (Ziff, 1974). An alternative explanation is that unboundedness arises from some preference on the part of the
learner—an inductive bias—that favors unbounded languages
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over bounded ones.1 This explanation predicts that, for example, even without semantic grounding, people will generalize
syntactic patterns beyond the finite bounds of their input.
To test this prediction, we use an artificial language learning paradigm, in which we train and test participants on a
miniature language that has no semantics. We train participants on (bounded) center-embedded pairs of words, such
as A1 A2 A3 B3 B2 B1, where there are two categories of
words (category A and category B) and each word has a symmetrically opposite word that it depends on (e.g., A2 and B2
depend on each other: which B-word B2 can be depends on
which A-word A2 is). How learners acquire such a grammar has been the focus of much past work with human learners (e.g., Perruchet & Rey, 2005; Hochmann, Azadpour, &
Mehler, 2008; Poletiek et al., 2018) and connectionist models (e.g., Christiansen & Chater, 1999; Kirov & Frank, 2012;
Lakretz, Dehaene, & King, 2020), as center embedding is often (albeit controversially) claimed to be a key type of structure in human languages and perhaps even only learnable by
humans (Hauser, Chomsky, & Fitch, 2002).
Critically, it is unclear from past work whether people
who learn center-embedded patterns also generalize them
to greater sequence lengths than were seen during training. In naturally-occurring text and speech, even though
deep embedding is fairly common for tail recursion, having more than one level of center embedding is extremely
rare (Karlsson, 2010).2 Moreover, deep center embedding
poses substantial processing difficulties (Gibson & Thomas,
1999) which have led some to conclude that human language
does not permit unbounded center embedding (Reich, 1969;
Christiansen, 1992). Others counter by invoking the competence/performance distinction to argue that center embedding is not bounded in speakers’ competence but only appears bounded due to memory constraints (Miller & Chomsky, 1963). In artificial language learning, Gentner, Fenn,
1 If people have such an inductive bias, an additional question is
what the nature of this bias is. For example, Perfors, Tenenbaum,
Gibson, and Regier (2010) show that an inductive bias for simplicity
can sometimes favor unbounded languages. See the Discussion.
2 The presence of deep tail recursion in natural corpora is why we
used center embedding in our experiment even though tail recursion
is a simpler source of unboundedness. If we had used tail recursion, participants might have accepted deep embedding purely due
to transfer from prior linguistic experience, rather than extrapolation
from the experimental training set.

Margoliash, and Nusbaum (2006) found evidence that songbirds extrapolate center embedding to novel lengths, but did
not test humans. Fitch and Hauser (2004, supplement) tested
such extrapolation in humans, but later work that controlled
for several confounds concluded that participants had learned
a non-linguistic heuristic rather than the intended grammatical pattern (Perruchet & Rey, 2005; Hochmann et al., 2008).
Poletiek (2002) also investigated human extrapolation, but in
one experiment did not get clear evidence of learning even
for the sequence lengths participants had seen, and in another
only found generalization to novel lengths when the instructions indicated that sequences could be longer than the ones
shown during training. Similarly, in Cho, Szkudlarek, and Tabor (2016), participants were given feedback after each test
item, and such feedback also gave a direct signal that long
sequences were acceptable. See the online supplement for a
thorough review of prior work.3
To test whether people generalize center embedding to
novel lengths, we use an extrapolation paradigm (Wilson,
2006; Culbertson & Adger, 2014): We train participants on a
dataset that is ambiguous between two grammars of interest,
and then test them on examples that disambiguate these possibilities, thus revealing learners’ biases. In our case, the two
grammars of interest are one that is bounded at the greatest
depth of center embedding seen during training, and another
that is not bounded at this level. We evaluate whether participants interpolate and extrapolate the pattern they are taught.
By interpolate, we mean that they will have learned the intended pattern for (seen and unseen) sequences of lengths less
than or equal to the maximum length they have seen. By extrapolate we mean that they will extend this pattern to allow
sequences of a length greater than they have seen.
If participants have learned the bounded grammar, they
should interpolate but not extrapolate; if they have learned the
unbounded grammar, they should both interpolate and extrapolate. Importantly, some participants might fail to interpolate,
making their behavior not consistent with either grammar. As
is typical in work using the extrapolation paradigm, such participants are considered irrelevant: if they have not learned
the relevant pattern in the training data, they cannot extrapolate it. For our core analyses, therefore, we ask whether
participants who successfully interpolate also extrapolate.
To anticipate our results: We find that, when participants
successfully interpolate the grammatical pattern we teach
them, they also robustly extrapolate that pattern to a greater
sequence length. This result supports the hypothesis that people have a learning bias which favors unbounded grammatical
patterns over bounded ones.

Methods
Except where noted, all methods and analyses were preregistered.4 Due to space constraints, not all preregistered anal-

yses appear in the paper, but they are available in the online
supplement. A demo of the experiment is also online.5

Participants
103 adult participants were recruited on Amazon Mechanical
Turk.6 We restricted the participant pool to those with a 95%
approval rate and over 5000 approved Human Intelligence
Tasks (HITs), under the Mechanical Turk blog’s recommendations for improving the quality of participants.7 Informed
consent was obtained prior to the experiment. Participants
took approximately 18 minutes and were paid $4.00 USD.

Materials
Our materials were based on the grammar in Figure 2. Generating sentences from this grammar involves center embedding, the process of embedding one structure in the center
of another structure of the same type (in our case, S). The
sequences generated by the grammar have the form An Bn ,
meaning n words from category A followed by n words from
category B. There are nested dependencies between the A
and B elements: which B word can appear in a given position is dictated by which A word appears in the symmetrically opposite position. Such a sequence might have the form
A1 A2 B2 B1 , where A1 and B1 depend on each other, and A2
and B2 depend on each other.
All words in the grammar are single syllables, following
most artificial language learning work on center embedding
(e.g., Fitch & Hauser, 2004). The words in category A have
the vowel i, while those in category B have the vowel o. Each
A word has exactly one B word that can appear in the symmetrically opposite position; specifically, this B word is the
one that has the same syllable structure as the A word. For
example, gri is always matched with klo because both have
consonant-consonant-vowel syllable structure. An example
sequence generated by the grammar is gri djirn vi fo cholm
klo, whose derivation is in Figure 3. That example has two
levels of embedding because it contains the sequence vi fo
embedded inside the sequence djirn cholm, in turn embedded
inside the sequence gri klo.
In our extrapolation design, the training set contained 114
grammatical sequences, using 0, 1, or 2 levels of embedding
(see Figure 1 for a breakdown of the training set). Further
levels of embedding were withheld, so the training set is ambiguous as to whether embedding deeper than 2 levels is permitted. The test set contained 24 grammatical sequences and
24 ungrammatical sequences with 0, 1, 2, or 3 levels of embedding. Critically, the test examples with 3 levels of embedding will indicate whether participants extrapolated to sequences longer than those seen during training. All training
and test examples obeyed the constraint that no word could
appear twice within a given sequence, to prevent participants
from looking for spurious patterns in such repetitions. No
5 http://rtmccoy.com/center

3 https://github.com/tommccoy1/center

embedding.html

6 https://www.mturk.com/

embedding

7 https://blog.mturk.com/improving-quality-with
-qualifications-tips-for-api-requesters-87eff638f1d1

extrapolation
4 https://osf.io/dft6r
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Levels of
embedding

Count in
training set

Count in
test set

Grammatical example

Ungrammatical example

0
1
2
3

54
36
24
0

6
10
16
16

djirn cholm
zin vi fo som
i djirn vi fo cholm o
zin id brin gri klo plom ot som

djirn klo xxx
zin vi fo plom
i djirn vi fo o cholm
zin id brin gri klo ot plom som

Figure 1: Composition of the training and test sets. In the training set, all examples are grammatical. In the test set, half of the
examples for each depth of embedding are grammatical, and the other half are ungrammatical. The bolding of ungrammatical
examples was not present in the experiment. The counts in the training set use the length distribution given by a simple
probabilistic version of our grammar in which each sequence size has 1.5 times the probability of the size one greater than it,
but with the progression truncated after two levels of embedding.
S→iSo
S → vi S fo
S → id S ot
S → zin S som

S → gri S klo
S → brin S plom
S → djirn S cholm
S→ε

Figure 2: The grammar. ε indicates the empty string.
S
S
S
gri

djirn

vi

fo cholm klo

Figure 3: A tree generated by the grammar in Figure 2 (omitting the final null S), yielding the sequence gri djirn vi fo
cholm klo. This sequence has two levels of embedding: an S
embedded inside an S embedded inside another S.

Preserving these properties ensures that participants must
have acquired the grammar’s nested dependency structure
in order to differentiate grammatical and ungrammatical sequences. They could not succeed by simply counting A and B
words (ruled out by property 1), observing only local transitions between words (ruled out by property 2), or treating the
sequences as unordered sets (ruled out by property 3).
To generate ungrammatical sequences with 0 or 1 levels of
embedding, we used the point mutation method: change the
last word in the sequence to a different B word, breaking the
dependency between the sequence’s first word and last word.
These examples lacked property (3), and the ones with 0 levels of embedding further lacked property (2); it is impossible
to generate ungrammatical sequences with 0 or 1 levels of
embedding that have all 3 properties. Therefore, we excluded
these test examples from our primary analyses (although for
completeness we report results on all test examples).
Both the training set and the test set were generated randomly for each participant.

Procedure
sequence was used more than once across the training and
test set, except for the sequences with 0 levels of embedding,
since there were too few of those to avoid repetition.
Grammatical examples were generated randomly from the
grammar. We used two methods to generate ungrammatical
sequences. For ungrammatical sequences with 2 or 3 levels of
embedding, we used the swap method: Generate a grammatical sequence, then select two words from the second half of
the sequence and swap them to break the sequence’s nested
dependency structure. Neither of the selected words could
be part of the innermost pair of words. The swap method
ensured that the ungrammatical sequences preserved the following properties:
(1)

The number of A words is equal to the number of B
words.

(2)

Every pair of consecutive words can grammatically
appear in sequences generated by the grammar.

(3)

Each word’s partner from the other A or B class is also
present (albeit potentially in the wrong place).
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Training phase: Participants were told that they would see
sequences that were sentences in an alien language. The 114
sequences in the training set were presented in random order.
For each sequence, a fixation cross was presented for 1 second, and then the sequence was presented one word at a time.
As each word appeared, the participant had to press a button
corresponding to that word (Figure 4, left). These buttons
were arranged in a way that was intended to help highlight
the dependencies between words. If a participant pressed the
wrong button, an error message appeared and the sequence
started over from the beginning.
Testing phase: Participants were told they must judge
whether new sequences are possible sentences in this language. The 48 test sequences were then presented in random
order. Each entire sequence was presented at once to mitigate
the memory limitations that arise with processing center embedding (e.g., Gibson & Thomas, 1999), and participants had
to click a button indicating whether the sequence was a valid
sentence in the alien language (Figure 4, right).

Figure 4: Experimental interface. Left: example training screen; right: example testing screen.
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We asked for absolute judgments rather than relative judgments (e.g., selecting which of two sentences is better) because only absolute judgments can establish if participants
had extrapolated the pattern: even if participants did not extrapolate, they might still find grammatical extrapolation examples to be less bad than ungrammatical extrapolation examples. Thus, with relative judgments, participants could
show similar behavior whether they had extrapolated or not,
whereas absolute judgments would differentiate these two
types of participants.
To discourage participants from rapidly clicking through
the test without looking at the sequences, there was a brief
delay before the response buttons could be clicked. In addition, we paid a bonus ($1.00) to participants scoring ≥ 75%
on items with 0, 1, or 2 levels of embedding.

0.00

We divide the test set into three parts: examples with 0 or 1
levels of embedding; examples with 2 levels of embedding
(the interpolation subset); and examples with 3 levels of embedding (the extrapolation subset). The preregistered statistical analyses below (https://osf.io/dft6r) support the
following hypotheses, qualitatively suggested by Figures 5
and 6: on all three test subsets, average performance is above
chance (Figure 5, top); further, interpolation accuracy and extrapolation accuracy are strongly positively correlated (Figure
5, bottom; Figure 6).

All participants: Comparisons to chance
We first test whether participants indeed scored significantly
above chance on the three test subsets. For each of these subsets, we ran an intercept-only mixed-effects logistic regression with by-item and by-participant random intercepts. The
binary response variable was a 1 if the participant responded
correctly or 0 otherwise. These analyses showed that participants scored significantly above chance on the 0 or 1 levels of
embedding trials (mean = 0.61; p < 0.001), the interpolation
subset (mean = 0.61; p < 0.001), and the extrapolation subset
(mean = 0.59; p < 0.001).

Interpolation success implies extrapolation success
To analyze the relationship between interpolation accuracy
and extrapolation accuracy, we performed three analyses.
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0 or 1 levels
of embedding

Interpolation
(2 levels of
embedding)

Extrapolation
(3 levels of
embedding)

Figure 5: Accuracy summary. Top plot includes all participants, bottom plot contains only participants who scored 75%
or above on the interpolation subset. Dots are individual participants (with x and y jitter). Boxplots show the mean, one
standard deviation above or below the mean, and the range.

First, we ran a correlation test which revealed a strong
positive correlation between interpolation accuracy and extrapolation accuracy (Pearson’s correlation coefficient: 0.82;
p < 0.001). This shows that higher accuracy at identifying
grammatical sequences with 2 levels of embedding (the greatest depth seen during training) is associated with higher accuracy at identifying grammatical sequences with 3 levels of
embedding (not seen during training).
Second, we investigated the performance of the subset of
participants whose interpolation accuracy was higher than
chance. We did this because our hypothesis is about how
participants will generalize the pattern that they have learned
to a novel length. This hypothesis is thus best evaluated by
looking at participants who have actually learned the pattern
for the lengths they have observed. Our preregistered crite-

Discussion
In this experiment, we tested the hypothesis that learners are
biased in favor of inferring unbounded structures in language.
We predicted that participants learning a grammar with nested
dependencies would extrapolate to a level of embedding not
present in their training data. As in previous artificial language experiments on the learning of center embedding, this
task was difficult for participants. On average, however, our
participants displayed successful learning, albeit with a small
effect size (average accuracy of 61%, where chance is 50%).
Crucially, individuals who successfully learned this pattern
also robustly extended the pattern to larger sequences, with an
average accuracy of 83% on the extrapolation cases. This result is consistent with the hypothesis that people have a learning bias which favors extrapolation of grammatical patterns.
Why did participants do so well? Even ignoring extrapolation, merely finding above-chance interpolation of center embedding is noteworthy. In prior work, several apparent cases of success have later been cast into doubt because
8 Other participants learned neither the bounded grammar nor the

unbounded grammar; most of these participants appear to have been
guessing randomly, though there was also a sizable proportion who
labeled all test items as grammatical.
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rion for successful interpolation was 75% or above on the
interpolation test subset: this is the minimum score x such
that achieving a score of x or above has a probability less
than 0.05 under a binomial model with p(success) = 0.5 (i.e.,
the probability of success that participants would have by
chance if guessing). 30 participants met this criterion. To see
whether these successful interpolators also extrapolated the
language to 3 levels of embedding, we ran an intercept-only
mixed-effects logistic regression with by-participant and byitem random intercepts. This regression had a singular fit, so
(following our preregistration) we backed off by removing the
by-participant random intercept. The resulting model showed
that these participants scored significantly above chance on
the extrapolation subset (mean = 0.83, p < 0.001).
It is especially noteworthy that extrapolation accuracy was
high on the grammatical extrapolation trials (mean = 0.87).
This provides particularly strong evidence that participants
have extrapolated: The accuracy on these trials would be 0.00
if participants had learned a grammar bounded at two levels
of embedding, or 0.50 if participants had guessed randomly
on extrapolation. Less importantly, extrapolation accuracy
was also high on the ungrammatical trials (mean = 0.78); i.e.,
participants correctly rejected ungrammatical sequences, as
predicted under the bounded or unbounded grammar.
As a final way to evaluate whether successful interpolation implied extrapolation, we conducted a non-preregistered
(post-hoc) analysis of the performance of individual participants (presented in the online supplement). This analysis
reveals no clear examples of individuals who acquired the
grammar in a bounded way, while providing strong evidence
that some individuals have extrapolated the grammar.8
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Figure 6: Extrapolation vs. interpolation accuracy. Dots are
individual participants (with x and y jitter). The blue line is a
regression line with a 95% confidence interval in gray.
the relevant test sets had not observed the 3 properties identified as crucial above: property (1) (Hochmann et al., 2008;
De Vries, Monaghan, Knecht, & Zwitserlood, 2008), property (2) (Perruchet & Rey, 2005; De Vries et al., 2008), or
property (3) (De Vries et al., 2008).9 The prior experiment
most similar to our setup is the “random” condition in Experiment 2 from Poletiek et al. (2018), in which the average accuracy was 0.51 (which was not significantly above chance).
Two manipulations that have improved learning of center
embedding are the use of a long training phase spread over
multiple days (Uddén et al., 2009) and the use of a so-called
starting small set-up, in which training items are ordered
from smallest to largest (Conway, Ellefson, & Christiansen,
2003; Poletiek et al., 2018). However, we found successful
learning while controlling for the properties listed above, and
without either of these manipulations.
We suspect that two novel components of our design contributed to successful learning. First, we believe that our use
of syllable structure (both phonological and orthographic) as
a cue to dependencies makes these dependencies more salient
than they are in past work: most past work either used no
9 Three previous papers have found successful learning while also
ruling out the heuristics that the three properties avoid. These papers achieved this by requiring participants to generate full or partial sequences, rather than discriminating between grammatical and
ungrammatical sequences. Specifically, Rey, Perruchet, and Fagot
(2012) and Ferrigno, Cheyette, Piantadosi, and Cantlon (2020) required participants to rearrange a provided set of units to form a full
sequence, and Jiang et al. (2018) required participants to complete a
partial sequence. We did not use these paradigms because they only
show relative preferences between potential sequences, whereas our
question required absolute judgments of acceptability. That is, when
a participant generates a sequence, it is unclear if the participant believes that the sequence is grammatical, or if it is the least bad option
from a set of options that are all ungrammatical.

phonological cues to the dependencies (e.g., Conway et al.,
2003) or used only the place of articulation of a word’s onset (e.g., Poletiek et al., 2018), which we believe is likely less
salient than our property of syllable structure (which was also
in most cases accompanied by place-of-articulation cues).
Second, the button arrangement used during training may
have provided helpful spatial or motor cues. We note, however, that participants could not succeed at the test if all they
learned was a certain motor pattern applicable to the buttons,
because the buttons were not present during the test phase.
Unbounded generalization? Our results show that participants generalized the grammar one level of embedding deeper
than they had witnessed. Does this mean that they have
learned an unbounded grammar, or simply a grammar that
is bounded at a level higher than the one they have observed?
One way to think about the difference between a grammar with bounded center embedding and a grammar with unbounded center embedding is that the former would likely
need to include one component for every level of embedding.
For instance, the language {An Bn , 0 ≤ n ≤ 3} (without A-B
dependencies) could be expressed with the context-free grammar in (4), which has one rule per sequence size, or with the
context-sensitive grammar in (5), which has one context per
sequence size (‘#’ marks edges):

(5)

S → AB; S → AABB; S → AAABBB

S → ASB
[ # # | #A B# | #AA BB# ]; S → ε

(6)

S → ASB;

(4)

S → ε;

S→ε

If participants have in fact acquired a bounded grammar along
the lines of (4) or (5), then in order to generalize to unseen
levels of embedding, they would have needed to posit a specific part of the grammar for that specific level of embedding
without ever having seen a sequence that used that part of the
grammar. While that is in principle possible, it seems less
likely than that they have acquired a grammar with a recursive rule that generates any level of embedding, as in (6).
Nature of the inductive bias: Our results show that people
have an inductive bias that leads them to extrapolate a centerembedded pattern that they have learned. What is the nature
of this bias? We are aware of two possibilities. The more
obvious possibility is a bias which favors unbounded over
bounded nesting. The other possibility is a bias for simplicity (Perfors et al., 2010): in many cases, including ours, an
unbounded grammar—e.g., (6)—provides a simpler explanation of the training data than a bounded grammar does—e.g.,
(4)—under a Bayesian definition of simplicity that factors in
the size of the grammar (the prior) and the probability that
the grammar assigns to the training corpus (the likelihood). A
learner could therefore prefer the unbounded grammar solely
because of a general bias for simplicity, rather than a bias for
unboundedness. The current study cannot differentiate these
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biases, but it verifies a crucial behavioral prediction made by
both of them, namely that people will generalize center embedding beyond the bounds they have observed, even without
real-world grounding that could encourage unboundedness.
This fact is not clear from existing natural language acquisition data, so establishing it is an important first step in investigating these biases. Now that we have verified the behavior
that must be explained, follow-ups are in progress to tease
apart the possible explanations for that behavior.
Ecological validity: By design our artificial language is
much simpler than natural language, and participants learn
it in a way that is in some sense unnatural. However, the
main strength of artificial language learning paradigms is that
they enable us to carefully control the input to learning in a
way that is impossible when studying natural language acquisition. In particular, here we can ensure that there is no
direct evidence for depths of embedding greater than 2. That
said, there may be interesting ways in which enriching the input might affect our results. For example, future work could
test whether learning behavior changes when the stimuli are
semantically meaningful.
There remains the concern that laboratory language learning experiments might not tap into the learning mechanisms
relevant for natural language acquisition. For example, previous research on center embedding has in some cases shown
that participants use heuristics (Perruchet & Rey, 2005).
While we have designed our stimuli to make those heuristics unhelpful, it is still worth noting that here, as elsewhere,
converging evidence is needed to convincingly determine
what biases learners bring to language acquisition. In past
work, ALL has corroborated or enhanced insights from natural language acquisition (Wonnacott, Newport, & Tanenhaus,
2008), language typology (Culbertson, Smolensky, & Legendre, 2012), and computational modeling (Schuler, Yang, &
Newport, 2016), so we conclude that ALL can—and does—
play an important role in piecing together our understanding
of learning biases. See Culbertson and Schuler (2019) and
Morgan and Newport (1981) for further discussion of what
ALL can tell us about language acquisition.

Conclusion
In this study, we used an artificial language learning paradigm
to show that, when participants learned a center-embedded
pattern from sequences containing at most 2 levels of embedding, they extrapolated it to a greater depth of embedding.
Interestingly, we found successful learning of the intended
grammar with a simple design (i.e., without manipulations
like starting small or using a multi-day training period that
were necessary in previous studies) and while controlling for
common confounds present in previous work. Our results are
consistent with the hypothesis that people have a bias for generalizing syntactic patterns to greater sizes than they have observed. Such a bias would support long-standing claims that
human languages “make infinite use of finite means.”
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Abstract

Goldberg, & Griffiths, 2020). In practice, however, these accounts have tended to focus on common ground within the
most minimal possible communities (the agent and exactly
one partner) or the most maximal (the entire population).

Speakers use different language to communicate with partners
in different communities. But how do we learn and represent
which conventions to use with which partners? In this paper,
we argue that solving this challenging computational problem
requires speakers to supplement their lexical representations
with knowledge of social group structure. We formalize this
idea by extending a recent hierarchical Bayesian model of convention formation with an intermediate layer explicitly representing the latent communities each partner belongs to, and derive predictions about how conventions formed within a group
ought to extend to new in-group and out-group members. We
then present evidence from two behavioral experiments testing
these predictions using a minimal group paradigm. Taken together, our findings provide a first step toward a formal framework for understanding the interplay between language use
and social group knowledge.
keywords: conventions, communication, social cognition

There is tremendous variation in the linguistic conventions
used for communication by different communities (Gumperz,
1982; Eckert, 2012). This variation manifests most strikingly
in the hundreds of mutually unintelligible language families currently in use around the world (Katzner & Miller,
2002). Yet even among different speakers of a single language (e.g. English), there exist communities that remain
nearly unintelligible to one another. The same acronym may
have entirely different meanings in different scientific journals, and the slang used by one generation may be foreign to
the previous one (Eble, 1996; Partridge, 2006). Such variation creates a challenging computational problem for speakers: in an increasingly interconnected world, individuals are
likely to belong not just to one language community but
many, spanning different professional, ethnic, and interestbased groups. What cognitive abilities allow speakers to successfully navigate this landscape of inter-group variability?
An extensive body of work in sociolinguistics has focused
on one solution, known as code-switching (DeBose, 1992;
Auer, 2013; Gardner-Chloros, 2009), the ability to retrieve
and use different conventions with different partners in different contexts. For instance, when a scientist presents their
work to other scientists, they may use efficient technical
shorthand that they would avoid when talking to their nonexpert friends. Recent accounts of language use have suggested that such flexibility may be supported by the ability
to encode partners as latent contexts representing which conventions are expected to be shared (Brown-Schmidt, Yoon, &
Ryskin, 2015), and the ability to generalize these latent contexts appropriately to new individuals (Hawkins, Goodman,
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A core problem facing these accounts, then, is that conventions are often inextricable from knowledge about the
latent structure of the social world: between partners and
the population lay many intermediate communities that must
be learned and represented (Gershman, Pouncy, & Gweon,
2017; Lau, Pouncy, Gershman, & Cikara, 2018). In other
words, the prior expectations that guide communication with
a new partner should neither be a blank slate nor a copy of
global expectations but should instead be based on inferences
about latent group membership. For example, in a compelling empirical demonstration of these group-based inferences, Isaacs and Clark (1987) paired participants who had
previously lived in New York City with those who had never
been there, and asked them to take turns referring to images of
landmarks in the city (e.g. the “Rockefeller Center”). After a
handful of utterances from a novel partner, participants could
infer whether they were playing with an expert (i.e. in-group
member of the New York community) or a novice (i.e. an outgroup member) and modified their descriptions accordingly.
In this paper, we propose a computational model that aims
to both explain the ability to acquire group-specific conventions and to deploy them appropriately in conversation with
different partners. We evaluate this model’s predictions using empirical data from a minimal group paradigm (Kerr &
Smith, 2016; Tajfel, 1982) implemented with a networked
communication task (Experiment 1). This task aimed to examine one of the weakest conditions under which conventions
may be expected to depend on a partner’s social group. We
arbitrarily assigned participants to either a ‘blue’ community
or a ‘red’ community and had them take turns describing ambiguous tangram objects in interactions with different partners in their own community. At the end of the experiment,
we asked each participant to produce descriptions of the same
objects for members of their in-group or for members of the
out-group. Finally, we showed these descriptions to naive
participants to evaluate the transparency of descriptions produced for in-group vs. out-group members (Experiment 2).
In both cases, we found small effects of intended audience,
suggesting that speakers are sensitive to social group structure when forming and using conventions.

population

Reasoning about social group structure
Hawkins et al. (2020) recently proposed an account of convention formation based on the idea that communicative
agents maintain uncertainty about how different partners will
use language, and update their expectations based on evidence from communicative interactions. Rather than maintaining entirely disconnected expectations for each partner (a
no-pooling model) or using exactly the same expectations for
every partner (a complete-pooling model), this account was
formalized as a hierarchical Bayesian model (see Tenenbaum,
Kemp, Griffiths, & Goodman, 2011), where agents maintain
partner-specific expectations while abstracting away what is
shared in common partners.
Our primary theoretical aim is to integrate this hierarchical
account of communicative expectations into a unified framework with recent models of social structure learning. Following Gershman et al. (2017), we assume each partner i
has some (latent) group membership zi , where members of
a group are assumed share some attributes θzi in common1 .
We then assume these groups are represented at an intermediate layer in a generative model of a partner’s behavior
(see Fig. 1). The parameters of each possible latent social
group θzi are sampled from an overall population distribution, P(θzi |Θ), where P(Θ) represents the highest-level uncertainty about the population-level parameters. Meanwhile,
the lexicons used by individuals within each group are drawn
from their respective group-specific distributions, P(φi |θzi ).
This three-layer community-sensitive structure contrasts with
a community-free model, where individuals are drawn directly from the population-level distribution.Otherwise, the
two models proceed similarly to allow agents to dynamically
update their beliefs by inverting this model conditioned on
data. Concretely, as an agent interacts with each partner i,
they make observations Di about their partner’s language use
in context. These observations may be used to update their
joint beliefs over parameters at each layer, using Bayes rule,
P(Θ, θzi , φi |Di ) ∝ P(Di |φi , θzi , Θ)P(φi , θzi , Θ)
= P(D|φi )P(φi |θzi )P(θzi |Θ)P(Θ).
The key observation is that variability at each layer of the
generative model modulates the strength of the inferences that
can be made as parameters recede from the observed data. For
example, after coordinating with a single partner, an agent
is able to form strong expectations about how that specific
partner will use language in the future, allowing more effective communication. However, the same data does not license
strong inferences about whether that partner is representative
of their group, or whether their group is representative of the
general population. Most importantly for the mechanisms underlying code-switching, this model predicts that when conventions form within a group, they will initially be limited to
in-group members.

community

...

partner

Figure 1: We consider a hierarchical model of convention
formation that represents not only partner-specific common
ground but also the latent structure of social communities.
We make these theoretical observations explicit by considering a group of agents communicating with one another in a
fully-connected network. We begin by reproducing the simulations reported by Hawkins et al. (2020) to explicitly compare the predictions of a community-free model against our
new community-sensitive model. In these simulations, we initialize four agents, assign them all to the same group (e.g. the
‘red’ team), and pair them up in a series of round-robin repeated reference games (see Fig. 2). One agent is assigned
to the speaker role and shown a context of objects C with
one object o∗ ∈ C indicated as the target. Their objective is
to choose an utterance u ∈ U that allows their partner, the
listener, to accurately choose the target. In our minimal setting, we set |C | = 2 and give the speaker a vocabulary of four
words, which can be concatenated to form longer utterances.
We specify agents’ referential language behavior using the
Rational Speech Acts (RSA) framework (Goodman & Frank,
2016) for consistency with previous work. The speaker is assumed to choose utterances by balancing the expected communicative success against the utterance’s cost, where longer
utterances are assumed to be more costly. Critically, an utterance’s expected communicative success depends on the lexicon φ the listener is using to interpret the utterance. We define the listener to select between objects using a softmax distribution: PL (o|u, φ) ∝ eφ[u,o] , where φ is a real-valued 2 × 4
matrix. The lexicon φ is precisely the set of parameters that
the speaker maintains uncertainty about, via the distribution
P(φi |D); we therefore assume the speaker marginalizes over
their current beliefs to choose an utterance:
Z

PS (u|o, φ) ∝ exp{

P(φ|D)wI · ln PL (o|u, φ) − wc · c(u)}

φi

where wI and wc control how strongly informativity and utterance cost c(u) are weighted in the utility. We set wI = 12,
wc = 7, and use independent Gaussian distributions as priors
(k)
for each cell of the lexicon matrix φi j . These distributions are
centered at the corresponding value of the group-level matrix,
which in turn are centered at the value of the population-level
matrix (for further details, see Hawkins et al., 2020):
(z )

1 In

principle, memberships zi are unknown and must be inferred
alongside the properties of each group. We restrict our analysis to
the case where memberships are already known.
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(k)

(z )

P(Θi j ) = N (0, 1), P(θi j k ) = N (Θi j , 1), P(φi j ) = N (θi j k , 1)
Results are shown for 33 networks in Fig. 3A.
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Figure 2: Design and procedure for simulations and experiments. (A) In our simulations and in Experiment 1, participants were
assigned to a red or blue community and (B) played a series of reference games with their neighbors. (C) At the end of the task,
they were asked to produce a description for a novel partner who belonged to their same group, or who belonged to the other
group. (D) In Experiment 2, a group of naive participants were asked to select the intended target based on the description.

Experiment 1: Generalizing
to in-group vs. out-group members
To test these predictions, we evaluated inter- and intra-group
generalization by introducing a minimal group paradigm for
a referential communication task. Our key prediction concerned responses in a post-test phase, where we asked participants to produce descriptions of each object for a new member of their own community as well as a new member of the
other community. Therefore, the descriptions they provide in
the post-test ought to be shorter in description length for a
novel member of their own group than for a novel member of
the other group.

Methods
Participants We recruited 272 participants from Prolific
and connected them in groups of four using a reactive web
app built with Empirica (Almaatouq et al., 2021). All participants were pre-screened as fluent (but not necessarily ‘native’) English speakers. We deliberately recruited more participants than required for each network, to ensure each network had enough participants to begin; over-subscribed participants were paid the base rate of $4.00. Active participants
could receive up to $2.24 in additional performance bonuses.
After excluding incomplete games, where at least one participant disconnected prior to competition of the full task, we
were left with complete data from 33 groups, consisting of
132 unique participants.
Design & Procedure Each group of four participants was
randomly assigned one of two possible team colors (‘red’ or
‘blue’) and one of two possible object sets containing four
tangram stimuli from Clark and Wilkes-Gibbs (1986, see Fig.
2A). The experiment was structured into a series of dyadic
repeated reference games using these stimuli as targets. Partner pairings were determined by a round-robin schedule, such
that every participant had an extended interaction with each
of their neighbors in a private room (Fig. 2B). The trial sequence was composed of four repetition blocks per partner,
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where each target appeared exactly once per block. Participants swapped speaker and listener roles at the beginning of
each block. After completing sixteen trials with one partner, participants were introduced to their next partner. To
emphasize the continuity of interaction with the same partner in a room, as well as each partner’s group membership,
we graphically represented participants as avatars using their
team color (i.e. shades of blue or red).
Each trial proceeded as follows. First, one of the four tangrams in the context was highlighted as the target object for
the current speaker in the room. They were instructed to
use a chatbox to communicate the identity of this object to
their partner, the listener. The two participants were able to
communicate freely through the chatbox until the listener decided to select one of the objects. The order that the targets
were displayed on each participants’ screen was randomized
to prevent the use of purely spatial cues (e.g. ’the one on the
left’). To ensure that a single inattentive participant could not
prevent the network from progressing, we included a fortyfive second timer on each trial. If all dyads in the network
responded within this time, they all immediately advanced to
the next trial; if no response was recorded, they timed out and
were automatically advanced. After a selection was made,
both participants in a dyad were given full feedback and received bonus payment for correct responses.
After the communication phase, participants advanced to
a post-test phase where they were asked to produce descriptions of the same tangrams for new participants to see in the
future (Fig. 2C). Critically, we manipulated the target audience in a within-participant design. They were asked to provide descriptions both for new members of their own group
and for new members of the other group. To control for possible order effects, we elicited these descriptions in two blocks
corresponding to the two target audiences (own vs. other).
We randomized both the sequence in which the four objects
appeared within each block and the order of the two blocks.
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Figure 3: Simulation and Experiment 1 results. (A) Speakers are progressively more willing to extend efficient conventions to
new in-group partners over time, but (B) are less willing to extend them to out-group members in the post-test phase (utterance
length z-scored within participant for boxplot). (C) Descriptions produced for out-group members draw on more content from
early trials while those produced for in-group members draw more on later trials. Error bars are bootstrapped 95% CIs.

Results
Generalization and partner-specificity within networks
First, we were able to successfully replicate previous tests
of generalization within a single community (see Hawkins et
al., 2020). In a linear regression predicting (log) utterance
length, we found that participants used shorter descriptions
across multiple repetition blocks with the same partner, b =
−0.25, t(14) = −15, p < 0.001; reverted to relatively longer
descriptions b = 0.5, t(36.1) = 9.6, p < 0.001 on the first
block with a new partner relative to the final block with a previous partner (consistent with partner-specificity); and were
progressively more willing to use these shorter description
on the initial trial with a new partner, b = −0.16, t(81.7) =
−4.4, p < 0.001 (see Fig. 3A).
Speakers produce longer descriptions for out-group We
now turn to the descriptions produced in the post-test phase.
Our community-sensitive model predicts that participants expect conventions to be specific to the group context; thus,
a convention that was only observed in the red group will
only be expected to generalize to new red group members,
not to blue group members. We again operationalized this
prediction in terms of the length of the descriptions provided
for each group, which can be considered a rough proxy for
the amount of information the speaker believes they need
to provide to a member of that group given their common
ground (e.g. Fussell & Krauss, 1989). We ran a linear mixedeffects model predicting (log) number of words in each description including fixed effects of target audience (coded as
own vs. other) and block order (coded as first or second)
and the maximal random effects structure that converged: intercepts and main effects at the individual participant level,
as well as intercepts for each network and for each target
tangram. We found a significant main effect of target audi-
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ence, with descriptions produced for a new member of the
out-group (m1 = 8.9 words) significantly longer than descriptions produced for a new member of the in-group (m2 = 8.0
words), t(166.7) = 3.24, p = 0.001. For comparison, utterances produced for the other group were closest in length
to the descriptions produced for one’s very first partner in
the communication phase (9.4 words). Meanwhile, utterances produced for an unseen member of one’s own group
were between the initial descriptions for one’s second and
third partners (8.3 and 7.3 words). Additionally, we found
a significant order effect, with descriptions on the second
block significantly shorter regardless of the target audience,
b = −0.14, t(170) = −4.07, p < 0.001 (Fig. 3B), likely due
to a combination of priming and eagerness to finish the experiment. There was no evidence supporting an interaction term,
χ2 (5) = 0.92, p = 0.97.
Out-group descriptions more similar to earlier trials Finally, we compare the content of post-test descriptions with
the descriptions produced on earlier rounds, hypothesizing
that out-group descriptions would avoid the group-specific
conventions formed later in the game in favor of more generic
features. We operationalized similarity using the set intersection of the pair of utterances: for every description of a target tangram produced by a speaker during the communication
phase, we computed whether any words overlapped with their
post-test utterance. We then conducted a mixed-effects logistic regression predicting the binary variable of whether utterances overlapped, including fixed effects of target audience
(own vs. other) and time (partner 1, 2, or 3) as well as random intercepts for each tangram and speaker. First, we found
an overall main effect of time with post-test descriptions
more likely to contain words from later trials, b = 0.77, z =
9.5, p < 0.001. Critically, however, we also found an interaction with target audience, b = −0.19, z = −2.4, p = 0.017,
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Figure 4: Experiment 2 results. Naive participants are
marginally more accurate and slower to read the longer descriptions produced for out-group members than in-group
members. Error bars are bootstrapped 95% CIs.

where other-intended utterances tended to overlap with the
earliest utterances more than own-intended utterances and
own-intended utterances tended to overlap more highly with
the utterances produced with later partners (Fig. 3C). These
results suggest that speakers not only produced longer descriptions for out-group members but also tailored the lexical
content of their descriptions accordingly.

Experiment 2: Evaluating transparency
Our first experiment suggested that speakers distinguish conventions that are likely to be meaningful only within their
own group from those that are likely to be shared more universally. While we measured this distinction in terms of different
description lengths, it is unclear whether these differences in
length actually reflect differences in the transparency of the
convention (Atkinson, Mills, & Smith, 2019). That is, are the
shorter descriptions produced for one’s own group actually
more difficult for a naive listener to understand? In this experiment, we empirically evaluate the effect of intended audience
on downstream comprehension. We showed the descriptions
elicited in the post-test of Experiment 1 to an independent
sample of naive participants and asked them to select which
tangram object was being described. We predicted that messages intended for in-group members may rely to a greater
extent on common ground derived from their idiosyncratic
interactions with other group members, and therefore lead to
lower recognition accuracy than messages intended for outgroup members.

Methods
We recruited 500 fluent English speakers from Prolific
to complete a short survey implemented with jsPsych
(De Leeuw, 2015). We excluded participants that failed a
catch trial (”click the one that’s furthest to the left”) as well
as any trials with (log) response times outside two standard
deviations of the group mean (i.e. < 1s or >20s) which could
indicate a lapse in attention. The 1,056 descriptions produced
in the post-test of Experiment 1 were partitioned into subsets
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corresponding to each of the 8 tangrams. We showed participants exactly one description of each tangram, sampled
randomly from these sub-sets and presented in a randomized
order, for a total of 8 trials. Each trial proceeded as a simple recognition task: participants were shown a description
and the corresponding set of four tangrams (A or B) from the
community where it was produced. Participants were then
asked to click on the tangram that best matched the description and rated their confidence using a slider ranging from
‘not at all confident’ to ‘very confident.’ To prevent learning
within this short task, participants were not given feedback
on their responses. Finally, to ensure that we received a sufficient number of responses for each description under our randomization scheme, we ran the experiment in several large
batches, removing descriptions from the candidate set once
they appeared more than five times. Although this procedure
necessarily created an imbalanced sample, we ensured that all
descriptions were seen at least once; the modal responses per
description was three.

Results
Comprehension accuracy Our primary prediction concerned the relative transparency of descriptions produced for
in-group members vs. out-group members. To test this prediction, we ran a logistic mixed-effects model predicting the
binary correctness of each response. We included fixed effects of the description’s original intended audience (coded
own vs. other) and the order that the speaker produced them
in (coded as own-first vs. other-first), as well as their interaction. We included the maximal random effects structure that converged, with random intercepts for each original speaker, for each original network the speaker belonged
to, and each tangram item. We found a weak simple effect
of target audience for descriptions in the other-first group,
b = −0.27, z = −2.01, p = 0.044 as well as marginal evidence suggesting an interaction, b = 0.29, z = 1.52, p = 0.12,
clarifying that there appeared to be no such audience effect
for descriptions produced in the reverse order (see Fig. 4A).

Response time We also considered an analogous analysis
for (log) response times recorded in our comprehension task.
Response time is clearly confounded with description length
(i.e. longer descriptions take longer to read before a response
can be made), and we found results consistent with description length differences observed in Experiment 1. Participants responded more slowly for longer, other-intended utterances than shorter own-intended utterances in the other-first
group, b = −0.06, t(85.7) = −2.7, p = 0.008, and a weak
interaction suggests that this effect was limited to the ownfirst order, b = 0.07,t(95.1) = 2.3, p = 0.02 (see Fig. 4B).
These results are consistent with a weak but reliable difference in the external transparency of descriptions originally
produced for in-group and out-group members, although they
were similarly affected by order effects.

General Discussion
How do speakers know which conventions to use for different partners? In this paper, we argued that the ability to codeswitch requires common ground to be represented not only
at the level of specific partners, but also to be sensitive to
the communities those partners belong to. We formalized this
idea by extending a recent hierarchical Bayesian model of
convention formation with an intermediate layer representing
latent group membership and tested the predictions of this
model in two behavioral experiments implementing a minimal group paradigm with small networks of interacting participants. Even under these weakly induced and short-lived
groups, we found that speakers were sensitive to the group
membership of their audience, producing marginally shorter
and more transparent utterances for out-group members.
While these findings support the qualitative predictions of
our model, effect sizes in both experiments were smaller than
expected. Several contributing factors are possible. First, our
minimal group manipulation may not have been convincing.
Groups were based on arbitrary color assignments, indicated
only by the avatars of different partners, which may not have
been sufficiently salient to mark differences between groups.
Even for participants that attended to distinctions between ingroup and out-group members, it is possible that they were
legitimately not convinced that in-group conventions would
generalize to a hypothetical future member of their group.
Different participants may have made different assumptions
about this hypothetical person that limit generalizability relative to what would be expected in a fourth block of interaction
with real partners. Indeed, the primary discrepancy from our
model predictions was an insufficient decrease in description
length for new in-group members rather than a failure to limit
extensions to out-group members. Second, it is likely that not
all decreases in utterance length reflect substantive decreases
in transparency. Different groups may converge on different
conventions while both conventions remain understandable to
naive observers. Hence, the size of the transparency effect
may be particularly small and requires further confirmatory
replication.
Our work raises several key open questions. First, a
direct corollary of our model is that speakers with wellcalibrated representations of the language used by different
social groups should intentionally choose maximally diagnostic in-group conventions to signal their own identity. Indeed, we predict that this signaling behavior is directly related to the value of group membership in the agent’s environment: for example, lower-status individuals are more
likely to over-use jargon and competitive settings tend to increase signalling behavior. Second, it is unclear how this
framework ought to extend beyond social conventions to prescriptive or moral norms. Even for young children, the latter
may be expected to generalize more universally across groups
(Schmidt, Rakoczy, & Tomasello, 2012). This behavior may
simply reflect assumptions about the variance at different layers of the hierarchy, or may require a different generative
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model entirely. Finally, while we assumed for simplicity that
each individual belongs to a single group, it is important to
extend our model to the case of multiple overlapping groups
that vary in their status. Indeed, code-switching not only allows an individual to adjust their language for in-group and
out-group members, but also allows them to pass as a credible member of multiple groups. More broadly, we hope that
incorporating explicit representations of social group identity
into cognitive models of communication and convention may
open pathways to better capturing the diversity of experiences
and linguistic identities within the broader language community and the challenges that accompany inter-group communication.
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Abstract
Infant vocabulary development is inevitably dependent on the
speech they hear in their environment. This paper reports an investigation of the vocabulary statistics that predict a word’s age
of acquisition, focusing on frequency and contextual diversity
as derived from child-directed speech data along with associative norms generated by adults. Age of acquisition is operationalised using parental-report of infant word knowledge in
a British English-speaking population. The work can be considered an extension of Hills, Maouene, Riordan, and Smith
(2010) using a fully British English dataset. We found significant effects of both word frequency and word associations
on age of acquisition. Interestingly, the strength of these predictors differed between word classes, with frequency being
the strongest predictor for nouns and associations the strongest
predictor for function words.
Keywords: vocabulary acquisition; child-directed speech;
word frequency; semantic associations; contextual diversity

Introduction
Children learn language via experience and exposure. Therefore, unsurprisingly, analyses of child-generated productions
reveal that the amount and variety of words used by children
correlates highly with the words used by their mothers (Li &
Fang, 2011). Both child-directed speech and child-produced
speech are predominantly composed of concrete nouns and
common pronouns, which have obvious referents. Hills
(2013) found that child-directed speech possesses higher rates
of word repetitions, less diversity and more semantic associations between adjacent words than adult-directed speech.

Quantifying word acquisition
A common methodology for measuring infant word knowledge is via parental-report vocabulary questionnaires. At the
group level, a word’s Age of Acquisition (AoA) is typically
operationalised as the youngest age at which more than 50%
of sampled children are reported to understand the word (in
the case of AoA measured in comprehension) or produce it
(AoA in production). This value of 50% is in truth arbitrary,
however this simple threshold is sufficient for our purposes.
For the analyses explored in this paper (and in fact much of
the literature), we are less concerned about the exact value
of AoA, and more about the order of acquisition. We use
the quantified statistic of AoA to compare words against each
other. This gives us a proxy of a word’s ease of acquisition
relative to other words. In all further discussions of AoA in
this paper, we will be referring to this measure of relative acquisition ease.
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What factors make a word easier to learn? Children have to
deal with complexities in both the linguistic and physical environment. One feature of this complexity is that children
are not necessarily oriented towards the correct referent of
the word at the time of naming. Naming events are just as
likely to be highly unambiguous (with referent in dominant
visual position) as highly ambiguous (referent not present or
unclear) from the child’s visual perspective (Yurovsky, Smith,
& Yu, 2013). Repetitions and high frequency of words may
make it easier to map the correct referent to the object, because they increase the frequency of the word co-occurring
with its referent, and particularly occurrences where the
child’s attention is on the referent. Many studies have found
correlations between a word’s AoA and its frequency of occurrence in the language environment (Goodman, Dale, & Li,
2008; Hills et al., 2010; Hills, 2013; Braginsky, Yurovsky,
Marchman, & Frank, 2019).
Quantifying frequency in CDS Transcripts of Child Directed Speech (CDS) can be used to obtain quantitative measures of children’s early learning environments. A word’s frequency is quantified by counting the total number of times
that word appears in the corpus. Frequency may be counted
for word forms (i.e., separate counts for “run”, “ran”, “running”, etc.) or for lemmas (i.e., combining all the above instances under the concept “run”). It is important to note that
frequency as derived from corpus data can only give us direct data on word form occurrences. However, word learning
doesn’t only involve learning a word form, but also the mapping of the word form to its referent. Studies of frequency
using corpus data make the implicit assumption that words
are typically uttered in the presence of their referent, allowing
for word-referent mapping. Given the extensive literature on
contingent responding and joint attention in caregiver-child
interactions, this assumption seems a reasonable one. Parents preferentially name and refer to objects that their child is
looking at. Joint attention on the referent by both parent and
child during word utterances has been found to be predictive
of successful learning (Tomasello & Todd, 1983).

Contextual diversity and AoA
The hypothesised effect of contextual diversity on word learning is rooted in the cross-situational learning literature. In-

fants are able to extract statistical information about a wordreferent pairing by rapidly compiling information across multiple occurrences and evaluating the regularities within the input (Smith & Yu, 2008). Several explanations have been proposed regarding the mechanism underlying cross-situational
learning. One possibility is that learners operate using associative learning mechanisms (McMurray, Horst, & Samuelson, 2012). Co-occurrences between word and referent may
facilitate resolution of referential ambiguity. Alternatively,
learners may engage in Bayesian hypothesis testing, where
learners assign probabilities to each object in an ambiguous
scene, representing the likelihood that a given object is the
target word’s referent (Xu & Tenenbaum, 2007). These probabilities are derived and adjusted using evidence over multiple scenes. Probabilities can be increased through systematic occurrences of a word-object pair, and decreased by the
absence of a given possible referent during utterance of the
word. The object with the highest probability can be inferred
to be the intended referent, subject to collecting sufficient evidence.
Given the same number of occurrences, word-referent pairs
are learnt more successfully when a target word-referent pair
co-occurs in a wide variety of contexts than when it appears
with only one or two unique word-referent pairs (Kachergis,
Shiffrin, & Yu, 2009; Suanda, Mugwanya, & Namy, 2014).
By occurring in a variety of contexts in the joint presence
of different objects, word-object pairs can be assigned different weightings (whether by associative learning or hypothesis
testing) depending on systematic co-occurrences or non-cooccurrences, thus facilitating inference of word meaning.
Quantifying contextual diversity in CDS Besides frequency, corpora of CDS transcripts can also be used to identify the words that a given word co-occurs with. The number
of unique words a given word co-occurs with in CDS can
be used to quantify the diversity of the linguistic environment (and by proxy the physical environment) that a given
word occurs in. Hills et al. (2010) referred to this quantified variable as contextual diversity, forming a link with the
cross-situational learning literature. As with corpus-derived
frequency, this measure of contextual diversity also relies on
several assumptions: firstly, that words occur in the presence of their referents, and secondly that the diversity of
word co-occurrences corresponds reliably with variation in
the physical environment, so as to give cues for inference
of meaning. Hills et al. found that a window of 5 words
was optimal when using child-directed speech to predict individual words’ AoA. This measure of contextual diversity
should include mostly syntagmatic word associations denoting sentence structure (e.g. “apple” – “eat”), though it can
also include some paradigmatic associations of words belonging to the same category (e.g. “apple” – “pear”), as found
by Wettler, Rapp, and Sedlmeier (2005) for adult speech.
Chang and Deák (2020) showed that co-occurrences in childdirected speech include both syntactic and thematic relationships, and that both types of co-occurrence contribute unique
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variance to predicting AoA even after accounting for word
frequency.

Semantic associations and AoA
Free associations have been used as a measure for semantic
association strength between word pairs and also to quantify
semantic richness surrounding a word. Adult-generated associative norms have been found to correspond with contiguity in adult speech (Wettler et al., 2005). Adult-generated
associations were found to be predictive of words’ AoA in
infants (Hills et al., 2010; Hills, Maouene, Maouene, Sheya,
& Smith, 2009). While these statistics have been widely supported as good predictors of performance in adult lexical decision tasks, much less it known how they might relate to
AoA. Hills et al. (2010) proposed that the relationship between associations and AoA of early-learnt words may be
partially accounted for by contextual diversity in everyday
language.
When attempting to unpack what association norms may
represent in an infant word acquisition context, we need to
consider the sampling methodology that word association
databases are built on. Unlike speech transcripts which record
co-occurrences in everyday speech, word association data is
collected experimentally by asking participants to list the first
word(s) that come to mind. The South Florida Association
Norms (Nelson, McEvoy, & Schreiber, 2004) used by Hills
et al. (2010) is an example of data collected using a discrete
word association task, where participants could only give one
response to each cue. Discrete word association tasks have
been linked to more reliable indices of association strength
and set size, but under-representation of weaker associates as
compared to tasks that allow participants to give more than
one answer (Nelson, McEvoy, & Dennis, 2000). Importantly,
word associations have directionality that reflects their associative relationship and ease of retrieval. The cue “turtle” may
elicit the response “animal”, but the cue “animal” may preferentially elicit more frequent words like “dog” from within the
large set of competitors within the animal category. Hills et
al. (2009) found that associative indegree (which only counts
the instances when the target word is given as a response)
was a better predictor of AoA than outdegree (when the target word is given as a cue) or overall degree (adding both
together). Hills et al. proposed the preferential acquisition
model for infant word acquisition, where words that are the
most well-connected to other words in the learning environment via shared semantic relationships are most easily learnt.
They suggested that this effect may stem from well-connected
words being more salient within the learning environment and
also that the richness of shared semantic context with related
words can help inference of meaning.

The Present Study
The present study aims to investigate the word statistics of
word frequency, contextual diversity in CDS and associative
indegree as predictors for AoA, extending Hills et al. (2010)’s
study with British English data.

High word frequency is predicted to facilitate word acquisition through repeated exposures, with high frequency words
having earlier AoA. Contextual diversity and associative indegree are measures of the richness of the learning environment that a word occurs in, proposed to support resolution
of referential ambiguity. The justification of including both
predictors lies in composition differences as a result of their
respective data sources. While contextual diversity as derived from natural speech largely represents syntagmatic relationships in CDS (including both syntactic and thematic features), associative indegree would include a higher proportion
of paradigmatic relationships. Of course, these are not mutually exclusive, and some paradigmatic links may also occur
in the contextual diversity measure, and vice versa.
From Hills et al. (2010)’s findings, we predict that there
will be differences between word classes in the variance explained by these predictors. Frequency is expected to be a
good predictor for all word classes, following the extensive
literature linking word frequency and learning across several different word classes (Kachergis et al., 2009; Naigles &
Hoff-Ginsberg, 1998; Hochmann, Endress, & Mehler, 2010).
For contextual diversity, given its theoretical background in
the domain of cross-situational learning, we expect that the
effect of contextual diversity will be strongest in nouns (a
word class with concrete word-referent mappings). We expect this predictor to have a smaller but still significant effect
on the other more abstract word classes. And lastly, for associative diversity, we expect that it will explain unique variance for all word classes. However, in the case of nouns,
most of the effect may be absorbed by contextual diversity
given their close relationship. The effect of associative diversity was found by Hills et al. to be strongest for function
words.

Methods
Age of acquisition
Full word-by-child comprehension and production scores
were obtained from monolingual English data collected using
the Oxford Communicative Development Inventory (CDI)
(Hamilton, Plunkett, & Schafer, 2000). The Oxford CDI contains 418 words commonly known to young children. The
inventory collects data via parental report for both comprehension and production of these words.
Three unpublished datasets were combined. The first
dataset was collected between March 2020 and December
2020 using a 418-word Oxford CDI with random category
presentation order (CDI2020), N = 180, age range 12–32
months old. The second dataset was made up of data collected between 2013 and 2020 using the 553-word extended
version of the Oxford CDI (CDIExt), N = 330, age range 12–
32 months old. In this version of the CDI, the 418 words of
the standard-length CDI analysed in this paper were always
presented as the first 418 words in static presentation order.
Analysis showed no significant difference between vocabulary scores collected with randomised-category presentation
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(CDI2020) or static presentation order (CDIExt) after controlling for the child’s age (t = 0.267, p = .789). Finally, this
data was combined with open-source data available on Wordbank (Frank, Braginsky, Yurovsky, & Marchman, 2017), collected by the Plymouth BabyLab using the 418-word Oxford
CDI, N = 1210, age range 12–25 months old. CDI data was
divided into one-month chunks by child’s age, representing
completed months. Sample sizes in each age group ranged
between 11 and 222. This data was used to calculate AoA
in both comprehension and production for each word in the
CDI. A word’s AoA in comprehension was operationalised as
the lowest age (in months) when the word reaches the threshold of being understood by at least 50% of toddlers at that
age. Similarly, AoA in production was defined as the lowest
age it is spoken by 50% toddlers. There was a correlation of
.86 between comprehension and production AoA (Pearson’s
r).
Four word classes were included in the analysis – nouns
(N = 211), verbs (N = 65), adjectives (N = 36) and function
words (N = 36). As in Hills et al. (2010), we excluded words
about time (a very small class of 8 words), sounds, games and
routines (an ambiguous word class, many of which are not
single words), 8 words duplicated in multiple categories (e.g.
noun “drink” and verb “drink”) and an additional 6 words that
are not single words (e.g. belly button).

Adult-generated associations
Adult-generated word pair associations were obtained from
the Small World of Words (SWOW-EN) dataset (De Deyne,
Navarro, Perfors, Brysbaert, & Storms, 2019), a database of
free association responses for 12,292 cues. The SWOW-EN
dataset was collected between 2011 and 2018. Out of the
sample, the majority were native speakers of American English (81%), while 13% of participants reported British English as their first language. For comparability with the University of South Florida Free Association Norms (Nelson et
al., 2004) used in Hills et al. (2010), we included only data
corresponding to the first response given. Associative indegree for a given word is defined as the total number of unique
cues that elicit that word as a response. To avoid conflating this score with idiosyncratic responses, we only included
words that were given by at least 2 participants for a given
cue. This measure therefore represents the diversity of a
word’s strongest semantic associations. The associative indegree of CDI words calculated from the whole sample had a
.96 correlation with the British subset.

Corpora of naturalistic CDS
Corpora of CDS transcripts were downloaded from the
CHILDES online database (MacWhinney, 2000) via the
childesr package (Braginsky, Sanchez, & Yurovsky, 2020).
Data was extracted from the British English subset of the corpora. Only corpora with naturalistic parent-child interactions
were included in the final sample. To achieve this, we excluded any corpora where the investigator played an active
role (e.g., interviews, defined as >10% of total utterances

classified as being produced by the investigator) and school
recordings (defined as >10% total utterances by teacher).
Three corpora were excluded using these criteria. An additional 2 corpora were excluded for only having single-word
utterances from the target child with no caregiver corresponding utterances, suggesting that they may be transcripts from
an experimental task. Additionally, one more corpus was excluded for having transcripts that contained high numbers of
non-English utterances.
The final set consisted of data from 67 children from 9 corpora (Forrester, Howe, Korman, Lara, Manchester, Nuffield,
Thomas, Tommerdahl, Wells). This included recordings of
everyday interactions (N = 2) and free-play sessions (N =
7). Each child’s transcript provided between 103 and 162518
utterances (including both child-directed and child-produced
utterances), totalling 979251 utterances. In the compiled
dataset, 50.9% of total utterances were by the target child’s
mother, 39.4% were by the target child, and other individuals
(father, investigator, grandparents and siblings) made up the
remaining 9.7%. Common English contractions (e.g “it’s”)
were expanded to their full form (i.e. “it is”). All words were
then lemmatised using the textstem package (Rinker, 2018).
Additionally, if a given word had abbreviations (e.g. airplane
/ plane) or synonyms (e.g. bunny / rabbit) that are accepted
as tokens of the same item in the CDI, the frequency and cooccurrence statistics of these word tokens were summed.
CHILDES word frequency Word frequency was obtained
from the CHILDES data above by counting the number of
occurrences of a given lemma, and log-transformed into zipf
values (Zipf, 1949). To check if child-produced utterances
differed greatly from child-directed utterances, we separated
CHILDES transcripts into utterances produced by the target
child and utterances produced by other speakers. Frequency
scores extracted from these two sources had a correlation of
.94. As the correlation was very high, we decided not to analyse these sources separately.

predictors will refer to these transformed variables. To avoid
the effects of influential outliers, words that were more than
3 SD from the mean of their word class in any of the three
predictors were excluded from the analysis. This removed 4
nouns, 1 verb and 2 function words.
We ran linear regressions with AoA as the dependent variable using the lme4 package (Bates, Mächler, Bolker, &
Walker, 2015) for all words together and also for each word
class. Notably, frequency and diversity were highly correlated (.99, Pearson’s r). In all cases, frequency was a better predictor than diversity, so diversity was dropped from
the models to avoid collinearity. R2 for the models with frequency and associative indegree are listed in Table 1 for comprehension and Table 2 for production. Model fit is visualised
in Figure 1 for comprehension and Figure 2 for production
using the ggiraphExtra R package (Moon, 2021).
Table 1: R2 of models predicting AoA (comprehension) for
each word class, for frequency alone (Freq), associative indegree alone (AI) and the increase in R2 from adding AI as
predictor after accounting for Freq.
All
Nouns
Verbs
Adjectives
Function

df
341
205
62
34
32

Freq
.027∗∗
.293∗∗∗
−.014
.022
−.025

AI
.010∗
.018∗
−.006
.0008
.300∗∗∗

∆R2 AI
.0008
.027∗∗
.304∗∗∗

p<.05*, p<.01**, p<.001***

CHILDES co-occurrence degree (contextual diversity)
Co-occurrence degree was also extracted from the CHILDES
data. Hills et al. (2010) found that a relatively small sliding window of 5 words was the best predictor for AoA when
building a measure of contextual diversity from word cooccurrence, reflecting the limitations of working memory in
the developing brain. We therefore decided to use a 5-word
window in this British extension. Contextual diversity for a
given word was computed by summing the total number of
unique words that the word co-occurred with in the dataset
within a 5-word window.

Results
We investigated the contribution of the three factors (frequency, contextual diversity, associative indegree) in predicting AoA of individual words. Frequency was transformed
to zipf values, and both contextual diversity and associative
indegree were log-transformed. All mentions below of the
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Figure 1: Scatterplot showing model fit, with AoA in comprehension (months) on x-axis, word frequency (zipf) on y-axis
and associative indegree (log) as colour, split by word class.

Table 2: R2 of models predicting AoA (production) for each
word class, for frequency alone (Freq), associative indegree
alone (AI) and the increase in R2 from adding AI as predictor
after accounting for Freq.
All
Nouns
Verbs
Adjectives
Function

df
341
205
62
34
32

Freq
.043∗∗∗
.404∗∗∗
−.013
.152∗
.010

AI
.025∗∗
.027∗∗
−.008
.039
.410∗∗∗

∆R2 AI
.008
.039∗∗∗

comprehension and production differently using data from
the same children, controlling for potential confounds of developmental change. Aside from the relationship between
frequency and AoA for adjectives that reached significance
for production but not comprehension, the pattern of results
was very similar between comprehension and production in
our sample.

Frequency and AoA

.415∗∗∗

When looking at each word class separately, nouns were the
only word class where both predictors were significantly correlated to AoA. However, when both predictors were entered
in a regression together, frequency accounted for a dominant amount of variance by itself. This supports the extensive literature that repeated exposure to words (and by proxy
word-object mappings) predicts more successful word learning. The more times a word-object pair occurs, the easier
it is to learn. The especially strong effect of frequency on
the AoA of nouns relative to other word classes is a common
finding in the literature (Goodman et al., 2008; Hills et al.,
2010; Braginsky et al., 2019).

p<.05*, p<.01**, p<.001***

Unexpectedly, frequency was very bad at predicting acquisition order for verbs in our dataset. This poor predictive
power of frequency is surprising considering findings in the
literature of frequency predicting verb acquisition (Naigles
& Hoff-Ginsberg, 1998). It also contrasts with Hills et al.
(2010)’s findings of significant predictors. It is possible that
the profile of the dataset may have masked any effect of frequency. The 64 verbs included in the analyses had a narrower
spread of AoA in comprehension (mean = 18.78, IQR = 3)
as compared to the 207 nouns (mean = 18.79, IQR = 5.5).
Further exploration with datasets including a wider distribution of verbs is required to identify whether this poor effect
of frequency is meaningful or simply a limitation of the data.
Figure 2: Scatterplot showing model fit, with AoA in production (months) on x-axis, word frequency (zipf) on y-axis and
associative indegree (log) as colour, split by word class.

Discussion
This study contributes to the literature by replicating the procedures used by Hills et al. (2010) (Study 1) with an independent sample of British English toddlers and a different
dataset of adult associations. We replicated their findings of
significant but small R2 for frequency and associative indegree in predicting AoA when looking across all words together. Stronger R2 were found within word classes, together
with notable variability depending on the word class and predictor, suggesting that different word classes rely on variable
mechanisms for acquisition.
Additionally, unlike the CDI used by Hills et al. which
only collects production scores, the Oxford CDI includes both
comprehension and production scores. This allowed us to investigate whether frequency and associative indegree predict
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The literature is more mixed for function words. Infants have been shown to be sensitive to frequency as a
cue to differentiate function words from other word classes
(Hochmann et al., 2010). However, when investigating AoA
within the word class, Braginsky et al. (2019) found that children’s knowledge of function words was predicted better by
word length and sentence complexity. This was in contrast
to nouns and predicates which were strongly related to frequency. Braginsky et al. proposed that low sentence complexity could allow learners to decode a function word’s meaning more easily. Hidaka (2013) proposed a computational
model for the acquisition of function words that is insensitive to frequency, instead suggesting that function words are
learnt through cognitive processes related to inference. This
is again contrasted with the acquisition patterns of nouns,
verbs and adjectives, which Hidaka found were best predicted
by a model of cumulative learning. The divide between function words and other word classes presented in the abovementioned studies is consistent with our findings reported in
this paper.

Semantic associations and AoA
Both nouns and function words showed a significant relationship between associative indegree and AoA, with the predictor explaining significant variance even after accounting for
frequency. This effect was small for nouns, while associative
indegree was by far the best predictor for function words out
of the available options.
Like Hills et al. (2010), we found a small correlation between associative indegree and contextual diversity as derived from CHILDES when looking at all words together
(.25, Pearson’s r). As suggested by Hills et al., diverse semantic contexts could make a word more salient in the learning environment and support the disambiguation of meaning.
There were stronger correlations within word classes (Nouns
.56, Verbs .30, Adjectives .48) with the striking exception of
function words (−.003). This suggests that while contextual
diversity may explain part of the relationship between associative indegree and AoA of nouns, there is something different at play with function words.
We suggested in the introduction of this paper that associative indegree represented the richness of a word’s semantic environment with a focus on paradigmatic relationships. An initial exploration of the composition of associations by word class supports this theory. On average, 37.1% of cues that elicited our sampled function
words were other function words (28.9% cues were nouns).
In comparison, for our sampled nouns, on average 69.5%
of the cues were other nouns (only 3.4% were function
words). Most frequent cue-response types include antonyms
like “you”–“me”, “this”–“that”; synonyms like “beneath”–
“under”, “additional”–“more”; and phrases like “thank”–
“you”, “upside”–“down”. Unlike concrete nouns which have
obvious referents, the learning of function words is dependent
on the interpretation of its meaning from the context it appears in. Rich semantic associations may facilitate easier inference of a function word’s meaning. Further work needs to
be done to study the underlying mechanisms represented by
the associative indegree measure, and whether paradigmatic
and syntagmatic relationships between words contribute differently to word acquisition and inference of meaning.

Future directions
Disentangling collinearity of frequency and contextual diversity A strong correlation between frequency and contextual diversity as derived from CDS was found both across all
words and within word classes. Shaoul and Westbury (2006)
addressed the issue that very high frequency words tend to
have higher scores in word co-occurrence measures simply
through chance co-occurrences, in the context of the hyperspace analog to language (HAL) model. This issue is particularly relevant for corpus studies of infant language, where the
earliest learnt words are often highly frequent. However, applying a simple standardisation procedure as in Hills (2013)
where the contextual diversity score for a word was divided
by the word’s frequency did little to reduce this collinearity
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in our data. The resulting correlation between frequency and
the standardised score (both log-transformed) was still very
high at −.985. More exploration is needed to identify a suitable standardisation method to quantify contextual diversity
without the influence of chance co-occurrences in higher frequency words. This will allow us to study whether contextual
diversity plays an independent role in facilitating word learning outside of frequency effects.
Additionally, considering Chang and Deák (2020)’s findings that both adjacent and non-adjacent co-occurrences contribute unique variance to predicting AoA, a weighted cooccurrence system as applied by HAL and Shaoul and Westbury (2006)’s HiDEx models may allow us to explore the effect of contextual diversity in CDS at a more fine-grained
level than the binary co-occurrence matrix used by Hills et
al. (2010) and also the present study.
Evaluating the assumptions of corpus-derived statistics
As mentioned in the introduction, the use of corpus-derived
frequency and contextual diversity statistics makes strong assumptions about the linguistic environment systematically reflecting the physical learning environment. Studies that collect both video and audio data on children’s day-to-day activities can provide us with crucial information on the physical
environment that accompanies everyday speech. Systematic
exploration of the rich data offered by such studies can help us
reach past the abstractness of purely linguistic data to identify
what these derived statistics actually represent in a real-world
learning environment.

Conclusion
This study extends prior research on frequency, contextual diversity and associative diversity effects on monolingual AoA
of early vocabulary. Frequency was the best predictor for
nouns, with associative indegree explaining a small but significant amount of unique variance. Meanwhile, associative
indegree was the strongest predictor for acquisition order of
function words. The strong relationship between word frequency and nouns is consistent with previous findings in the
literature, as is the difference in predictors between function
words and other word classes. However there is still much
work to be done to uncover how these predictors directly impact learning mechanisms in infant language learners, and
why they are found to have variable strength for predicting
acquisition of different word classes.
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Abstract
A vast amount of literature suggests that the language processor generates expectations about upcoming material. Several
studies have found evidence for a prediction error cost in cases
where the comprehender encountered not the predicted word
but a plausible unexpected continuation instead. This cost is
argued to be a result of an inhibitory process that suppresses
activation of the originally predicted word. Other studies have
found no such evidence for a prediction cost. In a probe recognition memory task, we find evidence for interference from an
incorrectly predicted word, and in a self-paced reading study,
we find evidence for facilitation when the originally predicted
word is encountered later on in the sentence. Taken together,
our results provide evidence against a strong version of the
suppression account, in which all incorrectly predicted words
are fully inhibited. Instead we argue in favor of a passive lingering activation account, in which activation for the disconfirmed prediction gradually decays over time.
Keywords: lexical prediction; suppression and inhibition; language processing

Introduction
A growing stream of recent studies has converged on the idea
that the language processing system predicts upcoming input. Although evidence in favor of prediction has mounted
in many areas of language processing (Kuperberg & Jaeger,
2016), lexical prediction has received by far the most attention. While the mechanisms of prediction are still up for debate, the central findings are that given a sufficiently constraining context, comprehenders may predict a likely upcoming word or words, thus facilitating lexical processing.
However, comprehenders are not always presented with the
expected word form, in which case, the prediction is disconfirmed. Fewer studies have explicitly investigated cases in
which an initial prediction was found to be incorrect (but see
Kutas, 1993; Delong et al., 2011; Frisson et al., 2017; Ness &
Meltzer-Asscher, 2018, and others, discussed below).

Lexical prediction
The predictability of a word in context is often operationalized in terms of its cloze probability, i.e., the proportion that
the specific word form is provided as the continuation to
a given fragment (Taylor, 1953). Highly predictable words
have been shown to facilitate sentence processing across
methods and experimental designs. In eye-tracking while
reading studies, readers spend less time fixating highly predictable words, and are more likley to skip them entirely
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(Ehrlich & Rayner, 1981; Morris, 1994; Rayner & Well,
1996). In visual world studies, listeners anticipatorily look to
images that correspond to likely theme objects (a cake) following highly constraining verbs (eat) compared to controls
(Altmann & Kamide, 1999). Finally, electroencephalography
(EEG) studies have found an inverse relationship between the
cloze value of a word and the amplitude of the corresponding
N400 waveform, an event-related potential (ERP) component
reflecting a spike in negativity roughly 400ms post-stimulus
(Kutas & Hillyard, 1984; Kutas & Federmeier, 2011, for review). In these studies, the amplitude of the N400 is significantly decreased following a high cloze word. In addition,
the N400 amplitude appears to show a graded sensitivity to
predictability: low cloze words that are semantically related
to a high cloze words elicit lower N400 peaks than unrelated
controls (Federmeier & Kutas, 1999).
There are already several different conceptualizations of
the mechanisms underlying lexical prediction in the literature, though it is currently unclear whether these accounts are
mutually exclusive. Prediction may be conceptualized as a
passive process, involving spreading activation across a number of semantically related words (e.g., Staub, 2015), or as
an active one, in which specific representations are actively
predicted, compatible with findings that words of a similar
phonological form to the predicted word are also activated
(e.g., DeLong et al., 2005). In the case of active prediction,
accounts differ on whether a specific form of the word or
a collection of lexical features is predicted. Additional debate concerns whether the language processing system preupdates the sentence representation with the predicted word,
and under what circumstances, or if the lexical representation
is merely activated in advance of the encounter. In theory,
both are possible. For example, a sufficiently deep commitment to a prediction could lead to pre-updating the sentence
with the predicted word (Lau et al., 2013). Otherwise, the
predicted word or feature set would merely receive additional
activation. It may also be possible that prediction is sensitive
to higher-level information from the broader discourse, such
as event or situation models, which would then provide topdown information about likely upcoming events (Kuperberg,
2021).
The present studies were not designed to test the possible
mechanisms of prediction. We simply rely on an assumption
that there is some pre-activation for likely upcoming words,

and then explore the mechanisms implicated in modulating
the activation of disconfirmed predictions.

Disconfirmed predictions
Studies of lexical prediction often exploit highly constraining
contexts resulting in rather high cloze values for a specific
word. However, it is unclear how often comprehenders encounter situations with these extremes, which are relatively
rare in naturally-occuring text (Luke & Christianson, 2016).
In any event, there are often many unlikely, but still plausible, words that may felicitously follow a highly constraining
context. An open question in the literature is whether there is
a prediction error cost for disconfirmed lexical predictions.
In one account of prediction error, the predicted word
form is actively inhibited or suppressed when another word is
found in its stead (Kutas, 1993), an idea which has has been
employed in other areas of sentence processing research. For
example, Gernsbacher & Faust (1991) proposed that the irrelevant meanings of ambiguous homophones are suppressed
once a likely meaning has been selected for integration.
Differences in methods may contribute to different accounts, as distinct findings have been observed in eyetracking compared to EEG research. While encountering an
implausible or anomalous continuation may disrupt reading
(Rayner et al., 2004), there is currently no evidence in reading
that a disconfirmed prediction results in a processing penalty
(Luke & Christianson, 2016; Frisson et al., 2017). In contrast, EEG studies reveal not only a posterior spike in positivity (‘post-N400-positivity’ or PNP) in response to anomalous
continuations, but also a frontal PNP following unexpected
but plausible continuations (Van Petten & Luka, 2012; DeLong et al., 2014; Ness & Meltzer-Asscher, 2018). It has
been proposed that this component reflects an inhibitory process in which the previously predicted word(s) are suppressed
(Kutas, 1993; Van Petten & Luka, 2012; Federmeier, 2007;
Delong et al., 2011), supported further by evidence that this
component is correlated with inhibitory effects found in cross
modal lexical priming (Ness & Meltzer-Asscher, 2018).

Present study
Here we explore three hypotheses regarding disconfirmed
predictions. Each hypothesis assumes that a representation of
the predicted word is pre-activated in some way by prior context. The hypotheses differ in the status of the representation
once the prediction is disconfirmed. The hypotheses make
distinct experimental predictions that are tested in a probe
recognition task and a self-paced reading study.
We first consider a strong version of the suppression hypothesis, in which the activation for a highly likely word is
actively inhibited by the processor in all cases. In this case,
a disconfirmed prediction would result in a prediction error
cost. Furthermore, as a result of suppressed activation of the
predicted word, this hypothesis predicts that there should be
no difficulty in rejecting the predicted word in a probe recognition task, and no facilitation for encountering the predicted
word later on in a sentence during reading.
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We also consider a hypothesis in which activation for the
predicted word lingers, and may therefore influence later processing. We entertain two versions of the lingering activation hypothesis: an active version in which heightened activation for the predicted word is actively maintained in memory,
and a passive version in which activation for the predicted
word passively and gradually decays following the disconfirmation. Both versions of the lingering activation hypothesis
predict difficulty in rejecting the predicted word in a probe
recognition task. They further predict some facilitation for
encountering the predicted word later on in the sentence during reading. The facilitation would decrease as distance from
the prediction site to the predicted word increases under the
passive version only.

Memory probe recognition task
Materials
In a 3 × 2 design, a memory probe task crossed constraint
and probe word. Thirty triplets (Table 1) contrasted neutral context baselines (Neutral) with contexts that provided
constraint towards a target word (spider) either through an
immediately preceding adjective (hairy; Local-Constraint),
or through broader context in the preceding clause (he was
afraid of creepy crawlers; Global-Constraint), adapted in part
from materials in Fitzsimmons & Drieghe (2013). Items were
normed in a cloze task with a set of 30 subjects from the same
population, but who did not participate in the probe recognition task. A final set of 18 items were selected from the original set, such that the predicted word had a high cloze probability across constraining contexts (MGlobal = 0.74, MLocal =
0.69, MNeutral = 0.25). The predicted target word was replaced
by an unpredicted but semantically compatible word (mouse),
matched with the predicted word on lexical characteristics
known to affect reading and lexical decision times such as
length, frequency, number of syllables and morphemes, and
orthographic neighborhood size. The probe word following
the sentence was either the encountered control word or the
predicted target word.
The materials were interspersed with 50 filler items, 18 of
which were similar in structure to the experimental items.
The remaining 32 fillers constituted the experimental items
from an unrelated manipulation and unrelated fillers. A total
of 68 items were presented in a counterbalanced and individually randomized order.

Participants
Forty-eight self-reported native speakers of English participated. Subjects were recruited from a Psychology SONA
Subject Pool, and received one course credit as compensation
for a single session lasting no longer than thirty minutes. Participants who reported learning English after the age of eight
or who scored below 80% on comprehension questions were
excluded from the final dataset and were replaced.

Constraint

Sentence
Preceding context

Target

Post-target

Probe word
Predicted

Encountered

Neutral

John was afraid of many things
and screamed when he saw the

mouse

in the corner.

SPIDER
RT (M =1082, SE = 22)
Acc (M = 98%, SE =1)

MOUSE
RT (M = 965, SE = 17)
Acc (M = 97%, SE =2)

Local

John was afraid of many things and
screamed when he saw the hairy

mouse

in the corner.

SPIDER
RT (M = 1236, SE =26)
Acc (M = 96%, SE =2)

MOUSE
RT (M =1002, SE = 17)
Acc (M = 99%, SE =1)

Global

John was afraid of creepy crawlers
and screamed when he saw the

mouse

in the corner.

SPIDER
RT (M = 1196, SE =29)
Acc (M = 94%, SE =2)

MOUSE
RT (M =953, SE = 16)
Acc (M = 97%, SE =2)

Table 1: Experiment 1. Sample sextet of items with reaction times and accuracy for probe words. Sentences were presented
word by word.

Procedure
Participants read sentences presented one word at a time in
rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP) with 200ms between
each word. The experiment was presented with Linger software. Words appeared in the center of the screen in black
monospaced text on a white background on a CRT monitor.
Responses were recorded using a PS/2 keyboard. Before the
sentence was displayed, a fixation cross appeared on screen.
Following each sentence, a probe word in CAPS was presented. Participants were instructed to respond as quickly
and as accurately as possible as to whether or not they had
seen the probe word in the preceding sentence using the ‘f’
and ‘j’ keys, respectively; see Figure 1. Half of the sentences
were followed by an additional two-alternative forced-choice
comprehension question.
The experiment was conducted in an isolated room dedicated to testing. Subjects wore headphones playing pink
noise at a low volume to mask unexpected sounds. Untimed
breaks were provided every 10 trials. Experimental sessions
lasted approximately 30 minutes on average.
To perform this task correctly, participants needed to reject
the predicted word as a word they had seen in the sentence.
A suppression account predicts that there should be no interference from a disconfirmed predicted, as there would be
no lingering activation for the word. Therefore, it would be
equally easy to reject the probe in a condition with highly
constraining context and in condition with a neutral context.
In contrast, both the active and passive lingering activation accounts predict interference from the still-active predicted word. Under either version, rejecting the predicted
word probe should be more difficult in highly constraining
contexts than in unconstrianing, neutral contexts.

Results
Prior to analysis, response latencies below the 5th or above
the 95th percentile were censored, i.e., recoded as values at
the 5th or 95th percentile, in each condition. Mean response
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Figure 1: Rapid serial visual presentation with post-sentence
memory probe.

times, as well as accuracy data, can be found in Table 1. The
data were fit as linear mixed regression effects models with
Constraint and Probe word as fixed effect predictors. Random effect structures were specified with by-subjects and byitems random intercepts, after random slope models failed to
converge.
Response times to the predicted word probe were significantly slower than response times to the encountered word
probes (βˆ = 99.24, SE = 7.50,t = 13.23, p < .001). It should
be noted that these response types may be qualitatively different; a correct response to the predicted word is a rejection
(‘no’ response), whereas a correct response to the encountered word requires acceptance (‘yes’ response). One might
hypothesize that rejections yielded longer response times for

reasons independent of the manipulated factors.
However, response times to reject the predicted word also
varied by condition. The Constraint variable was Helmert
coded to first compare any form of constraint (Global and Local combined) against the Neutral context, and then to compare between Local-Constraint and Global-Constraint. Two
main effects were found. First, responses following any kind
of constraint were slower than those following unconstraining
contexts (βˆ = 48.81, SE = 10.59,t = 4.61, p < .001). Second, responses to Local-Constraint were slower than GlobalConstraint (βˆ = 23.55, SE = 9.21,t = 2.56, p < .05). Most
importantly, there was an interaction in which any form of
constraining context yielded slower responses to the expected
word, but did not elicit different response latencies to the encountered word (βˆ = 40.89, SE = 10.59,t = 3.86, p < .001).

Discussion
Unsurprisingly, subjects were faster to accept words that had
appeared previously in the sentence than reject those that had
not. This result could reflect a general advantage of overt exposure to the encountered probe word, as well as a penalty for
rejecting a word not present in the sentence, even though the
decision is correct. However, the penalty for correctly rejecting the predicted word was greater in constraining contexts,
with no difference between Global and Local conditions, than
in the neutral constraint condition.
Assuming that longer latencies reflect some degree of interference from the predicted word, the results are compatible
with either an active or passive lingering activation account,
but are unexpected under a suppression account. According
to lingering accounts, residual activation from the predicted
word should interfere with rejections of the word. In contrast, the suppression account predicts no interference for the
predicted word in any of the constraining contexts.
It is not yet possible to tease apart the lingering activation accounts from these results alone, as both make similar
predictions for the probe recognition task. However, the accounts can be distinguished by how long activation from the
predicted would be expected to linger in memory. To test
this prediction, we conducted a second study examining potential facilitation from lingering activation of a disconfirmed
prediction in self-paced reading. The following study manipulated the distance between the target word and the highly
constraining context that would have provided bias towards
it. The active lingering activation account predicts facilitation regardless of distance, while the passive account would
expect facilitation to diminish as distance increased.
As both types of constraint contributed to interference for a
predicted word in the probe recognition study, only one form
of constraint was used, simplifying the design and increasing
power. Furthermore, the design allowed for identical critical
regions and response patterns, addressing a potential concern
about the different types of responses being made in Experiment 1.
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Self-paced reading
Materials
The self-paced reading study was designed to examine the effect of reading a previously predicted (target) word after that
prediction had been disconfirmed. A 2×2 Latin square design was employed crossing Constraint (Global, Neutral) and
Distance to predicted word (Near, Far). Sixteen items from
Experiment 1 were modified to separate the context and target word into two sentences. Contextually constraining information appeared in the first sentence. The second sentence contained a verb frame that, following a biasing GlobalConstraint context, would strongly bias towards the target
word (spider). Instead, an unexpected, but plausible continuation was presented (He screamed when he saw the mouse),
and the presentation of the target word was delayed until the
next clause (but he didn’t notice the spider). To probe the time
course of lingering activation, the distance between the prediction site and the target word was also manipulated (Near,
Far). The Far condition was distinguished by an additional
adverbial in its own region, which was unlikely to affect the
overall meaning of the sentence. A sample item can be found
in Table 2.
Materials were interspersed with 78 other items, 52 from
unrelated experimental manipulations, and presented in counterbalanced and individually randomized order.

Participants
A distinct set of 48 self-reported native speakers of English
participated in Experiment 2. Recruitment and replacement
procedures were identical to Experiment 1.

Procedure
Participants read sentences in black 11 pt monospaced font
on a white background on a CRT monitor in the same
room as Experiment 1. Sentences were presented in a noncumulative self-paced moving window reading task presented
with Linger, using the presentation regions illustrated in Table 2. Participants progressed through the sentences using a
space bar and were asked to minimize the movements of their
fingers. Half of the sentences were followed by comprehension questions as in Experiment 1.

Results
Outliers were identified and censored in a procedure identical
to Experiment 1. Mean reading times after outlier transformation for the critical region can be found in Table 2. Linear
mixed effect regression models were constructed with Constraint, Distance, and their interaction as fixed effects, and bysubjects and by-items random intercepts, after random slope
models failed to converge. Fixed effects were given deviation
contrast coding with the Neutral context and Near position as
reference levels for their respective conditions.
Analysis focused on the critical region, the target word
(e.g. the spider), which was constant across all conditions.
Overall, the Near condition was read more slowly than the

Constraint

Preceding sentence context

Neutral
Global

It was obvious / that John was afraid / of many things.
It was obvious / that John was afraid / of creepy crawlers.

Distance

Target sentence by region
Prediction site
Intervening

Target

Post-target

Near

He screamed when
he saw / the mouse /
in the corner

but he didn’t notice

the spider
Neutral: M = 558, SE = 21
Global: M = 507, SE = 13

crawling on the
wall / of the bedroom.

Far

He screamed when
he saw / the mouse /
in the corner

but somewhat surprisingly /
he didn’t notice

the spider
Neutral: M = 519, SE = 19
Global: M = 533, SE = 19

crawling on the
wall / if the bedroom.

Table 2: Experiment 2. Sample quartet of items with reading times for the target word. The unexpected but semantically
congruous word (mouse) and the word predicted in its location (spider) are provided in bold for illustration, but were not
bolded in the experiment. Region breaks for presentation and analysis are indicated by column breaks or ‘/’ within a column.
Far condition (βˆ = −9.38, SE = 3.91,t = −2.40, p < .05) independent of the context manipulation. This effect was qualified by an interaction in which the difference between Neutral
and Global-constraint was larger in the Near condition than
the Far condition (βˆ = 11.86, SE = 3.91,t = 3.04, p < .01). In
other words, the penalty for the Near condition was reduced
following Global Constraint. To further probe the interaction,
the emmeans package (Lenth, 2020) was used to estimate the
marginal means of the model to compare the difference between Neutral and Global-constraint contexts at Near and Far
positions. Compared to the Neutral context condition, Global
constraining context elicited faster reading times in the Near
(βˆ = −34.80, SE = 11.0, 95%CI[−56.51, −13.10], p < .01)
but not the Far (95%CI[−9.07, 34.30]) condition; see Panel
B in Figure 2.

Discussion
Reading time data indicated that disconfirmed lexical predictions facilitate processing when encountered later in the sentence. A strong version of the suppression account would not
predict the presence of any lingering activation to later facilitate lexical processing or integration, again providing evidence in support of either an active maintenance or passive
decay account. The difference between Neutral and Global
Constraint contexts emerged in the Near condition, where
Globally constraining context elicited faster reading times in
the context of an overall slowdown on the critical region.
Although visually the interaction appears to be driven by
the Neutral condition in Figure 2, it is important to note that
an additional region intervened between the prediction site
and target region in the Far condition. As a result, the critical
region occurred in a later presentation window in the Far condition compared to the Near condition. Thus, baseline reading times for each presentation window may differ, and, indeed, there was a main effect of Distance in the critical region
in which the Near condition was read more slowly overall.
It appears the interaction in this region reflects an advan-
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tage for Globally constraining context over the Neutral baseline in the Near condition, but not the Far condition, when
more material intervened between the target word and the
prediction site, allowing more time for activation of the predicted word to decay. We interpret this result as preliminary evidence against an active lingering activation account,
which would predict a consistent benefit for Global constraint
throughout the sentence.

General Discussion
In a probe recognition memory task and self-paced reading
study, we set out to understand whether activation for a predicted word lingers after the prediction was disconfirmed. We
entertained two versions of the lingering-activation hypothesis: one in which activation for the predicted word is actively
maintained, and one in which the activation may passively
decay over the course of the following sentence.
The predictions of these accounts were tested in two studies. In a probe recognition memory task, we found that a predicted word was harder to reject when it was highly probable
in preceding context compared to neutral contexts. In a selfpaced reading study, the predicted word elicited faster reading times, even after the prediction had already been disconfirmed. However, this advantage quickly faded. Both effects
are predicted by an account in which activation for an incorrectly predicted word lingers following disconfirmation. We
take these findings as evidence against the strongest version
of the suppression account, in favor of one of the lingeringactivation hypotheses. The time course patterns of the selfpaced reading study further provide preliminary evidence in
support of a passive lingering-activation account.
There are several possible interpretations of lingering activation. If prediction is in part a phenomenon in which
activation may be passed down from higher, more abstract
discourse representations, such as schemas (e.g. Abelson &
Schank, 1977) or situation models (e.g. Zwaan & Radvansky,

A

B

Experiment 1: Memory probe task

Experiment 2: Self−paced reading task

Centered winsorized response times on probe

Winsorized reading times on predicted word

Encountered

Neutral

Predicted

Global

540

0.75

520
0.25

Time in ms

Normalized reaction time

0.50

0.00

500

−0.25
480
−0.50
Neutral

Global
Constraint

Local

Near

Far
Distance

Figure 2: Experiment 1. Response times normalized and centered to the grand mean on the probe task (Panel A). Experiment
2. Reading times on the critical region (Panel B).
1998), a disconfirmed lexical prediction might only relate to
the expectation of a particular form and not the full event representation.
As an example, one of our items presented resort as an
unexpected word following a context about building sandcastles. Even though the target word beach is likely to be more
expected, encountering resort is not incompatible with a situation model containing a resort. In contrast, if sandbox had
been encountered instead, one might have to update the situation model to represent contexts in which sandboxes are
found, e.g., playgrounds or parks instead of beaches. One
possibility, then, is that activation from the relevant event is
not suppressed if the encountered word does not drastically
change the representation of the overall situation.
Our account might also be reinterpreted in terms of the
noisy-channel model of sentence processing (Levy, 2008;
Gibson et al., 2013), in which comprehenders would maintain some degree of uncertainty for the encountered word if
there had been a highly likely alternative. It should be noted,
though, that the predicted and encountered words in this study
were not close orthographic or phonological neighbors and a
comprehender would need to maintain uncertainty despite little perceptual overlap between forms.
As discussed earlier, a number of studies have observed effects that support a suppression mechanism for disconfirmed
predictions, whereas others have not. Resolving these apparently conflicting findings remains an important open issue.
We explore several possible explanations here. One explanation is that the methodologies used across studies are simply too different and prevent a direct comparison. Most ev-
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idence for inhibition is found in ERP studies, which often
display stimuli at a slower rate than behavioral tasks. Frisson
et al. (2017) speculate that ERP studies may enhance predictive behavior beyond what would be found in normal reading,
supported by findings that manipulating the SOA in priming
studies influences prediction effects (Lau et al., 2013). Our
results therefore can’t necessarily speak to the nature of any
one ERP component, and in particular the interpretation of
the frontal PNP with respect to inhibitory processes. It is entirely possible that an inhibitory process detectable via EEG
would not be evident in the behavioral record.
In principle, our results are compatible with any account in
which activation for disconfirmed predictions linger. We have
argued here for one version of this hypothesis: namely that
activation for a falsely predicted word gradually decays over
time following the original prediction site. However, our results may also be compatible with a suppression account that
results in partial or imperfect suppression, possibly arising
from a noisy interpretation process, though it remains to be
seen how these accounts would be distinguished on empirical
grounds.
Alternatively, suppression may not be applied uniformly,
resulting in variable results across studies. To this end, Ness
& Meltzer-Asscher (2018) propose that inhibition might only
occur if the processor had committed to a specific prediction,
and had not only pre-activated the word but pre-updated the
context representation as well, in line with Lau et al. (2013).
Ness & Meltzer-Asscher (2018) raise the question of whether
top-down processes modulate the commitment process, positing that the proportion of disconfirmed predictions in a study

may affect whether inhibition takes place. In our self-paced
reading study, participants never saw the predicted word in
its predicted position, and in the probe recognition task the
predicted word never occurred in the sentence. As a result,
participants may have been less likely to fully commit to a
predicted word in our study as compared to others.
To conclude, our results provide evidence against the
strongest interpretation of a suppression hypothesis, which
predicts uniform inhibition for disconfirmed lexical predictions. If inhibition is not a process applied uniformly, as these
and other results suggest, the central question about activation levels for disconfirmed predictions remains. We present
suggestive evidence in favor of a passive lingering activation
account, in which activation for incorrectly predicted words
gradually decays after disconfirmation.
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Abstract
In isolated word reading, readers have the best performance
when fixating between the beginning and center of a word,
i.e., the optimal viewing position (OVP). Also, perceptual
expertise literature suggests that both global and local
processing are important for visual stimulus recognition.
Here we showed that in lexical decision, higher similarity to
an eye movement pattern that focused at the OVP and
better local processing ability predicted faster response time
(RT), in addition to verbal working memory and lexical
knowledge. Also, this eye movement pattern was associated
with longer RT in naming isolated single letters, suggesting
conflicting visual abilities required for identifying isolated
letters and letter strings. In contrast, word and pseudoword
naming RT, and lexical decision and naming accuracy, were
predicted by lexical knowledge but not eye movement
pattern or global-local processing abilities. Thus, visual
processing abilities are important factors accounting for
isolated word reading fluency not involving naming.
Keywords: Word recognition; word naming; local
processing; eye movements; EMHMM

Introduction
In isolated English word reading, including word
recognition (lexical decision) and word pronunciation,
lexical knowledge is shown to play an important role in
reading performance (Saunders & DeFulio, 2007;
Verhagen et al., 2010). Cognitive abilities such as working
memory and inhibition are also associated with word
reading skills (Knoop-van Campen et al., 2018; Andrews
& Lo, 2012). In particular, the ability to rapidly identify
an isolated single symbol as measured in the rapid
automatized naming (RAN) task, is shown to predict
both word and pseudoword reading fluency (Kim et al.,
2015; Savage et al., 2018).
In addition to isolated single symbol identification, the
ability to efficiently perceive the whole or to selectively
attend to a component may be important for recognizing
multi-letter words. Indeed, the literature on perceptual
expertise has suggested that both global and local
information processing are important for the recognition
of visual stimuli. For example, although faces are shown
to be perceived holistically, recent research has shown that
local featural information is also important for face
recognition (Cabeza & Kato, 2000; Chuk et al., 2017).
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Similarly, the development of expertise in Chinese
character recognition involves an initial increase in
holistic perception, followed by enhanced ability to
selectively attend to local components through writing
practice (Tso et al., 2014; see also Liu et al., 2016; cf. Hsiao
et al., 2021), and reading difficulties in Chinese are
associated with impaired ability to selectively attend to
local components (Tso et al., 2020). In English word
naming, Franceschini et al. (2020) found that global and
local perceptual primes led to differential modulation
effects on the performance of naming words with irregular
and regular letter-sound mappings, which involve
phonological access to the lexical and sublexical reading
route respectively. This result suggests that global-local
perceptual processing abilities may play an important role
in isolated English word reading.
Eye movements may also play an important role in
isolated word reading. In particular, the optimal viewing
position (OVP) phenomenon has been consistently
observed in skilled readers, where performance in word
naming, lexical decision, or perceptual identification was
the best when participants fixated between the beginning
and the middle of the words (Brysbaert & Nazir, 2005).
Factors that account for this phenomenon include (1)
visual acuity drop from center to periphery; (2)
information structure of English words, where word
beginnings are more informative for identification than
word endings (e.g., Chan & Hsiao, 2016; cf. Hsiao &
Cheng, 2013; Hsiao & Cheung, 2016); (3) perceptual
learning and reading direction, i.e., the enhancement of
discrimination sensitivity of a word at the right visual field
due to the left-to-right reading direction (Nazir &
O’Regan, 1990; Hsiao, 2011; Chung et al., 2017); and (4)
a left visual field/right hemisphere advantage in language
processing (Hsiao & Lam, 2013; Lam & Hsiao, 2014; cf.
Hsiao & Liu, 2012). Consequently, the best word
recognition performance can be obtained when the initial
fixation is directed to the location that the reader fixates
the most often during reading (Brysbaert & Nazir, 2005).
Thus, the OVP phenomenon may reflect the development
of reading skills through reading experience. Indeed, adult
readers are found to have more consistent refixation
behavior when reading long words than children (Joseph

et al., 2009). This finding suggests that eye fixation
behavior reflects word reading expertise, and thus may
potentially predict word reading performance. More
specifically, individuals who can more accurately fixate at
the OVP during word reading may have better recognition
performance.
Here we used a novel, machine learning based method,
Eye Movement analysis with Hidden Markov Models
(EMHMM, Chuk et al., 2014), to provide quantitative
measures of individual eye movement patterns in word
reading. In EMHMM, each individual’ eye movements in
a task were summarized using a hidden Markov model
(HMM), including person-specific regions of interest
(ROIs) and transition probabilities among these ROIs.
Individual HMMs can be clustered to discover
representative patterns, and similarities among individual
patterns can be quantified using data log-likelihoods of
the HMMs. Thus, it can help us identify representative
eye fixation patterns among readers using a data driven
approach and quantify individual differences accordingly.
Here we focused on lexical decision, word naming, and
pseudoword naming tasks. We hypothesized that better
global/local information processing abilities and more
focused eye fixation behavior toward the OVP predict
better reading performance, in addition to lexical
knowledge and potential cognitive ability factors,
including working memory, selective attention, and
isolated simple symbol identification ability as assessed in
RAN. We recruited English as a second language (ESL)
learners to ensure sufficient variance in performance for
the examination.

Achievement (Woodcock et al., 2001). Participants were
asked to read out the presented word.

Methods

Rapid Automatized Naming (RAN) for isolated simple
symbol identification
Participants were presented
with a single letter and asked to name it as fast as possible
(Denckla, & Rudel, 1974; Siddaiah et al., 2014).

Participants
Participants were 128 ESL learners whose native language
was Chinese (38 males). Their ages ranged from 18 to 30
(M = 21.7, SD = 3.03). They had similar college education
backgrounds. According to a power analysis, a sample
size of 92 was needed for a medium effect size (𝑓 ! = .15)
in a linear multiple regression with 5 tested predictors and
14 predictors in total (b = .15; a = .05).

Materials & Tasks
Reading tasks
Lexical decision Stimuli were from the Lexical Test for
Advanced Learners of English (LexTALE; Lemhöfer, &
Broersma, 2012), designed to assess English proficiency as
a second language. Participants judged whether the
presented word was a real English word or not.
Word naming Stimuli were selected from Letter-Word
Identification of Woodcock-Johnson III Tests of
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Pseudoword naming
Stimuli were selected from
Word Attack of the Woodcock-Johnson III Tests of
Achievement (Woodcock et al., 2001). Participants were
asked to pronounce the presented pseudoword.
In all tasks, each trial started with a central solid circle
for drift correction. The stimulus was presented at the
center of one of the 4 quadrants on the screen until
response. Accuracy, RT, and eye movements were
recorded. Stimuli were presented in black with a white
background with a resolution of 1024 x 768, under a
viewing distance of 51cm. An EyeLink 1000 eye tracker
(SR Research Ltd., Canada) was used. A chinrest was
used to reduce head movement. Recalibration was
performed when the gaze position error was larger than 1°
visual angle. EyeLink default settings for cognitive
research were used in data acquisition. EMHMM was
used to analyze eye movement data.
Cognitive Ability Tests
Navon task for global/local attention
Participants
were presented with a hierarchical letter pattern (Figure
1): a larger letter consisted of smaller letters. They judged
whether a target letter was presented regardless of
whether it was at the global or local level (Navon, 1977).
We measured the accuracy and RT of the trials where
there was a target letter at the global and local level
separately as the measure of global and local information
processing ability respectively.

Verbal & visuospatial 2-back for working memory In
verbal 2-back, participants judged whether the presented
number was the same as the number presented 2 trials
back. In visuospatial 2-back task, they judged whether the
stimulus was at the same location as the one presented 2
trials back (Lau et al., 2010).
Eriksen flanker task for selective attention It measures
the ability to attend to a target while suppressing
surrounding incongruent information (Ridderinkhof et
al., 1999). Participants judged the direction of an arrow
flanked by 2 arrows each on the left and right. The
flanking arrow direction may be congruent or
incongruent with the target arrow. Flanker effect on
accuracy and RT was measured as (Congruent –
Incongruent)/(congruent + incongruent).
Accuracy and RT were measured for all tests.

Design & Procedure
We used stepwise multiple regression to examine best
predictors for accuracy and RT in reading tasks, including
lexical knowledge, eye movement, and cognitive ability
measures. For lexical decision, the accuracy of word
naming and pseudoword naming were used as lexical
knowledge factors. In word and pseudoword naming, the
accuracy of lexical decision was used as a lexical
knowledge factor. Participants started with lexical
decision, followed by word naming and pseudoword
naming. Afterwards, they performed the cognitive tests in
the following order: Navon task, RAN, verbal and
visuospatial 2-back, and Flanker task.

Figure 1: Example for a Navon stimulus.

Eye Movement Data Analysis
In EMHMM, parameters of an HMM were estimated
from eye movement data using the Variational Bayesian
Expectation Maximization (VBEM) algorithm (Bishop,
2006). When training individual HMMs, we set the range
of possible number of ROIs to be 1 to 15. EMHMM uses
a variational Bayesian approach to determine the optimal
number of ROIs from this preset range for each model.
Each model with a different preset number of ROIs was
trained for 300 times, and the model with the highest data
log-likelihood was used. Then, following previous studies
(Chuk et al., 2014), we clustered all individual HMMs in
each task to reveal 2 representative patterns, pattern A
and pattern B, through the variational hierarchical
expectation maximization (VHEM) algorithm (Coviello
et al., 2014). The optimal number of ROIs for creating the
2 representative HMMs was decided by the Bayesian
method. The clustering algorithm was run for 300 times,
and the result with the highest data log-likelihood was
used. To quantify an individual’ eye movement pattern
along the pattern A-pattern B dimension, following
previous studies (Chan et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2019), we
defined A-B scale as (A – B)/(|A| + |B|), where A refers to
the data log-likelihood given pattern A HMM, and B for
that given pattern B HMM. A more positive value
indicated higher similarity to pattern A.

typical location of the OVP for skilled readers (between
the word beginning and center). Following the method
used in Chuk et al. (2014), the two patterns significantly
differed, as data from participants adopting Pattern A
were more likely to be generated by Pattern A HMM than
Pattern B HMM, and vice versa, F(1, 126) = 20.1, p <
.001. Participants using the two patterns did not differ in
average number of fixations per trial (4.842). Table 1
shows correlations between lexical decision performance,
eye movement pattern, and cognitive abilities.
The average accuracy was .749 (SD = .104). Stepwise
multiple regression predicting lexical decision accuracy
using A-B scale, word and pseudoword naming accuracy,
and performances in the cognitive ability tests showed
that verbal 2-back RT, β = .0000554, p = .034, word
naming accuracy, β = .259, p < .001, and pseudoword
naming accuracy, β = .143, p = .005, were the best
predictors, with 𝑅! = .473, F(3, 124) = 36.130, p < .001.
Thus, lexical decision accuracy was best predicted by
working memory and lexical knowledge.
The average RT was 1431 ms (SD = 425 ms). Stepwise
multiple regression predicting lexical decision RT using
A-B scale, word and pseudoword naming accuracy, and
performances in the cognitive ability tests showed that AB scale, β = 4284.122, p = .018, and Navon task local trial
RT were significant predictors, β = .853, p < .001, in
addition to word naming accuracy, β = -450.971, p = .010,
and visuospatial 2-back accuracy, β = 956.363, p = .002,
with 𝑅! = .332, F(4, 124) = 14.881, p < .001. Shorter
lexical decision RT was associated with higher similarity
to eye movement Pattern B and faster local processing
time in addition to better lexical knowledge and working
memory.

Results
Lexical Decision
Figure 2 shows the two representative eye movement
patterns. In Pattern A (vertically dispersed), participants
mainly looked at the center of the word (ROI4 captured
outlier fixations), with the ROIs vertically dispersed. In
Pattern B (vertically focused), the ROIs centered at the
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Figure 2: Two representative eye movement patterns in
lexical decision. Ellipses show ROIs as 2-D Gaussian
emissions. Table on the right shows transition
probabilities among the ROIs. Priors show the
probabilities that a fixation sequence starts from the
ellipse. Small image shows ROI assignment of fixations.

We then performed a follow-up analysis to examine
what cognitive abilities best predicted A-B scale (using the
performances in the cognitive ability tests). A-B scale was
correlated with Flanker effect in accuracy, r(126) = .178,
p = .045, RAN RT, r(126) = -.264, p = .003, and Navon
global trial RT, r(126) = .185, p = .04. Stepwise multiple
regression showed that RAN RT was the only significant
predictor, β = -.00002354, p = .004, with 𝑅! = .067, F(1,
123) = 8.835, p = .004. This suggested that longer RAN
RT was associated with Pattern B.

The average RT of word naming was 1957 ms (SD =
833 ms). Stepwise multiple regression predicting word
naming RT using A-B scale, lexical decision accuracy, and
performances in the cognitive ability tests showed that
lexical decision accuracy, β = -1992.205, p = .005, was the
only predictor, with 𝑅! = .062, F(1, 126) = 8.286, p = .005,
suggesting that word naming RT was uniquely predicted
by lexical knowledge.
A follow-up stepwise multiple regression predicting AB scale using performances in the cognitive ability tests
showed no predictor for A-B scale.

Table 1: Correlations between lexical decision
performance, eye movement pattern and cognitive
abilities (* p < .05; ** p < .01).

Figure 3: Two representative eye movement patterns in
word naming.
Table 2: Correlation between word naming
performance, eye movement pattern and cognitive
abilities (* p < .05; ** p < .01).

Word Naming
Figure 3 shows the two representative eye movement
patterns. Both patterns showed vertical ROI dispersion,
with the ROIs in Pattern A more horizontally dispersed
than those in Pattern B. The two patterns significantly
differed, as data from participants adopting Pattern A
were more likely to be generated by Pattern A HMM than
Pattern B HMM, and vice versa, F(1, 126) = 10.1, p =
.002. The average number of fixations per trial (12.344)
did not differ between the two patterns. Table 2 shows
correlations between word naming performance, eye
movement pattern and cognitive abilities.
The average accuracy of word naming was .760 (SD =
.187). Stepwise multiple regression predicting word
naming accuracy using A-B scale, lexical decision
accuracy, and performances in the cognitive ability tests
showed that lexical decision accuracy, β = 1.171, p < .001,
and Flanker effect in accuracy were the best predictors, β
= -.839, p = .045, with 𝑅! = .437, F(2, 122) = 47.354, p <
.001. Thus, it was best predicted by lexical knowledge and
selective attention.
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Pseudoword Naming
Figure 4 shows the two representative eye movement
patterns. Similar to word naming, both patterns showed
vertical ROI dispersion, with the ROIs in Pattern A more
horizontally dispersed than those in Pattern B. The two
patterns significantly differed, as the data from
participants adopting Pattern A were more likely to be
generated by Pattern A HMM than Pattern B HMM, and
vice versa, F(1, 126) = 6.17, p = .014. The average number
of fixations per trial (9.477) did not differ between the two
patterns. Table 3 shows the correlations between
pseudoword naming performance, eye movement
patterns and cognitive abilities.

The average accuracy of pseudoword naming task was
.892 (SD = .183). Stepwise multiple regression predicting
pseudoword naming accuracy using A-B scale, lexical
decision accuracy, and performances in the cognitive
ability tests showed lexical decision accuracy, β = 1.005, p
< .001, was the only predictor with 𝑅! = .326, F(1, 126) =
60.940, p < .001. The average RT of pseudoword naming
task was 2070 ms (SD = 769 ms). Stepwise multiple
regression predicting pseudoword naming RT using A-B
scale, lexical decision accuracy, and performances in the
cognitive ability tests showed that lexical decision
accuracy, β = -1567.307, p = .015, Flanker effect in
accuracy, β = 5662.997, p = .010, and verbal 2-back
accuracy were the best predictors, β = 1512.543, p = .039,
with 𝑅! = .114, F(3, 121) = 5.201, p = .002. Thus,
pseudoword naming RT was best predicted by lexical
knowledge, selective attention and working memory.
A follow-up multiple regression predicting A-B scale
using performances in the cognitive ability tests showed
that Navon task local trial accuracy was the only
predictor, β = .042, p = .014, with 𝑅! = .047, F(1, 126) =
6.272, p = .014. More horizontally dispersed eye fixation
behavior (Pattern A) in pseudoword naming was
associated with better local processing ability.

Discussion

Figure 4: Two representative eye movement patterns in
pseudoword naming.
Table 3: The correlation between pseudoword naming
performance, eye movement patterns and cognitive
abilities (* p < .05; ** p < .01).
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Here we tested the hypothesis that global/local
information processing abilities and eye movement
pattern predict performance in isolated word reading,
including lexical decision, word naming, and pseudoword
naming, in addition to lexical knowledge and general
cognitive abilities. We found that across the 3 tasks,
reading accuracy could not be predicted by eye movement
pattern or global/local processing abilities. In contrast,
lexical knowledge was a unique common predictor for
accuracy in all 3 tasks. This result suggests that isolated
word reading accuracy mainly depends readers’ lexical
knowledge. Additionally, lexical decision accuracy was
predicted by verbal working memory, whereas word
naming accuracy was predicted by selective attention
ability. Thus, verbal working memory and the ability to
inhibit conflicting surrounding information may also play
an important role.
In contrast to reading accuracy, shorter lexical decision
RT was predicted by higher eye movement similarity to
an eye movement pattern that focused at the area between
the beginning and center of a word, which has been shown
to be the OVP for word recognition (Brysbaert, & Nazir,
2005). Good local processing ability accounted for
additional variance, in addition to working memory and
lexical knowledge. These results were consistent with our
hypothesis that eye fixation behavior focusing more on
the OVP and better local processing ability predict better
isolated word reading performance. Indeed, in visual
word recognition, word processing time is shown to
increase when the initial fixation deviates from the OVP
(Liu & Li, 2013). Our finding further suggests that in

lexical decision, individuals can differ in their ability to
accurately fixate at the OVP, which in turn accounts for
individual differences in RT. In addition to eye fixation
behavior, local processing but not global processing
ability predicted faster RT. The literature on Chinese
character recognition expertise has reported an invertedU trend in perceptual representation development: an
increase in holistic processing due to initial visual
experience, followed by enhanced sensitivity to local
components as a result of writing experience. In
particular, Tso et al. (2014) showed that Chinese readers
with limited writing experience perceived Chinese
characters more holistically and had longer character
recognition RT than those who could proficiently read
and write Chinese characters. Together these findings
suggest that while beginning readers may have developed
whole-word perceptual representations from early visual
experience, the sensitivity to local components develops
later, and thus may reflect word reading expertise and
predict individual difference in performance (RT) among
ESL learners.
Interestingly, higher similarity to the eye movement
pattern focused at the OVP in lexical decision was
uniquely predicted by longer RAN RT. This result
suggested that the ability to accurately fixate at the OVP
for lexical decision may be in conflict with the ability to
rapidly identify an isolated familiar symbol. Identifying a
multi-letter word may require simultaneously attending to
multiple features that distinguish the presented word from
its competing orthographic neighbors, in contrast to
attending to a single isolated familiar symbol. Consistent
with this speculation, local processing ability, but not
RAN, predicted lexical decision RT.
In contrast to lexical decision, eye movement pattern or
global-local processing abilities did not predict word or
pseudoword naming RT. The discovered representative
eye movement patterns were both dispersed and did not
show concentration at the typical OVP. A common
predictor for word and pseudoword naming RT was
lexical knowledge. Without the facilitation from word
semantic information, pseudoword naming RT
additionally depended on selective attention and verbal
working memory, suggesting the requirement of
identifying and remembering individual letters and
sounds. These results showed that naming RT in general
does not depend on visual processing abilities as much as
lexical decision. Franceschini et al. (2020) showed that
local and global perceptual primes modulated RT in
naming words with regular and irregular pronunciations
differentially. Thus, in a separate analysis, we examined
the predictors for naming RTs of regular and irregular
words separately, and found that global-local processing
abilities did not predict either of them. Thus, while
perceptual priming effects may modulate word naming
efficiency, individual differences in global-local
processing abilities did not significantly predict variance
in word naming RT. This phenomenon may be related to
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the involvement of phonological processing abilities.
Future work will examine this possibility.
In conclusion, here we showed that in isolated word
reading, an eye movement pattern that focused at the
OVP and better local information processing ability
predicted faster lexical decision RT, in addition to verbal
working memory capacity and lexical knowledge. In
addition, we observed an association between a more
OVP-focused eye movement pattern and longer RAN RT.
This result suggested conflicting visual processing abilities
required for identifying isolated letters and letter strings.
In contrast, word and pseudoword naming RT, and
lexical decision and naming accuracy, were better
predicted by lexical knowledge but not eye movement
pattern or global-local information processing abilities.
Thus, visual processing abilities may be an important
factor to consider in isolated word reading fluency that
does not involve naming. This finding has important
implications for ways to facilitate reading ability
development.
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Abstract
Human communication involves far more than words; speakers’ utterances are often accompanied by various kinds of emotional expressions. How do listeners represent and integrate
these distinct sources of information to make communicative
inferences? We first show that people, as listeners, integrate
both verbal and emotional information when inferring true
states of the world and others’ communicative goals, and then
present computational models that formalize these inferences
by considering different ways in which these signals might be
generated. Results suggest that while listeners understand that
utterances and emotional expressions are generated by a balance of speakers’ informational and social goals, they additionally consider the possibility that emotional expressions are
noncommunicative signals that directly reflect the speaker’s internal states. These results are consistent with the predictions
of a probabilistic model that integrates goal inferences with
linguistic and emotional signals, moving us towards a more
complete formal theory of human communicative reasoning.
Keywords: politeness; communicative goals; emotional expressions; affective cognition; computational modeling

Introduction
Human communication is inherently multimodal. We draw
communicative inferences based not only on what others say
but also what nonverbal expressions they make, such as their
emotional expressions. While utterances and emotional expressions are generally aligned (e.g., someone smiles as she
praises your cooking), we often experience cases where they
provide conflicting cues. For instance, suppose that your
friend Anne tastes a bit of a cookie you made. While she
says, “It tastes good,” you also see signs of disgust on her
face. What is Anne trying to communicate, and what does
her behavior tell you about how your cookie tastes? Despite Anne’s explicitly positive comment, her expression of
disgust may have powerful impact on your inferences: Perhaps your cookie isn’t as good, and she was just trying
to be nice. Decades of research have focused on people’s
pragmatic inferences from linguistic information (e.g., Grice,
1975; Goodman & Frank, 2016), but we still understand little
about how listeners might integrate emotional expressions to
interpret speakers’ behaviors. In this study, we examine how
people integrate speakers’ emotional expressions with their
utterances in communicative reasoning.
Language has at least two roles in human communication. First, it provides a medium for transmitting information about the world (Shannon, 1948; Grice, 1975). Second,
1 These

authors contributed equally to this work.
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it also serves various social functions (Ide, 1989; Brown et
al., 1987; Goffman, 1967). For instance, in socially sensitive contexts, speakers may choose utterances that maintain
their own or others’ positive self-image or reputation rather
than utterances that convey accurate information (Brown et
al., 1987). Recent computational models, known as Rational
Speech Act (RSA) models (Goodman & Frank, 2016), have
also provided a unifying framework, characterizing speech
acts as reflecting a balance of informational and social goals
(Yoon et al., 2020).
Yet, modality of communication is not just constrained
to language. As illustrated by the example above, linguistic utterances are often accompanied by a range of nonverbal signals. Among various kinds of nonverbal signals (e.g.,
pointing, gestures, touch; Kita, 2003; Bohn & Frank, 2019;
Tomasello, 2010; Gweon, 2019; Hertenstein et al., 2009), one
particularly rich source of information is our emotional expressions2 : we smile, frown, or widen our eyes, and we exclaim “wow,” “ohh,” or “aww” when talking. These expressions change dynamically in real time and are pervasive in
face-to-face conversations. What role do these emotional expressions play in human communication?
Humans draw rich inferences from perceived emotional
expressions (Wu et al., in press). Beyond using others’ expressions to infer their internal affective states (see Cowen
et al. 2019; Barrett et al. 2019 for review), even young children readily use others’ emotional expressions to recover unknown aspects of the world: e.g., inferring that something is
yucky from a disgusted emotional response and something is
cool from an excited vocal burst (Wu et al., 2017; Egyed et
al., 2013). By reasoning about what others know, want, and
think, older children can also differentiate between emotional
expressions that are genuine and emotional expressions that
are displayed for social concerns (e.g., making others feel
good; Wu & Schulz, 2020). Recent advances in computational cognitive science provide an integrative framework to
formalize these inferences; by assuming that people have an
intuitive theory of how true states of the world and others’
internal mental states give rise to their emotional expressions
(Ong et al., 2015; Wu et al., 2018; Saxe & Houlihan, 2017),
these models can capture how people use others’ emotional
2 We use “emotional expressions,” “emotional displays,” or
“emotional signals” to refer to the facial, vocal, and bodily features
that are commonly associated with emotions.

expressions to infer hidden world states (Ong et al., 2015)
and others’ unobservable mental states, such as their beliefs
and desires (Wu et al., 2018).
These recent computational and empirical advances suggest that emotional expressions may play similar roles as language in human communication. Like linguistic information,
emotional expressions can be considered communicative signals that either convey information about the world or serve
social functions. Just as how people can infer the meaning of
utterances by reasoning about the speakers’ mental states, the
same can be done with emotional expressions.
However, there might be important differences between
language and emotional expressions. While speech is almost
always a communicative act, an emotional response to states
of the world may not always be communicative; rather, they
might sometimes reflect non-communicative, automatic manifestations of their internal states. Indeed, a longstanding
theoretical debate in emotion research concerns how emotional expressions are generated; while some theories argue
that emotional expressions are automatic displays of emotions governed by the autonomous nervous system (e.g., Darwin, 1965; Ekman & Friesen, 1971; Izard, 1994), others emphasize people’s strategic use of affective displays as communicative devices (e.g., Kraut & Johnston, 1979; Janney &
Arndt, 1992; Shariff & Tracy, 2011).
Both the potential similarities and differences between language and emotion pose interesting questions about human
communicative reasoning. When both sources of information
are available, how do listeners make pragmatic inferences?
Using Bayesian models of pragmatic inference to formalize
the integration process (see also Bohn et al., 2019, 2020), our
current study investigates how people combine others’ emotional expressions with their utterances in communicative reasoning. The study has three specific goals. First, we ask if we
can replicate recent findings (Yoon et al., 2016, 2020) that
listeners interpret utterances in socially sensitive contexts as
satisfying a balance of informational and social goals. Second, we ask whether there is a role of the speaker’s emotional
expressions in listeners’ utterance interpretation and communicative reasoning. If so, our third goal is to investigate how
listeners incorporate emotional expressions: do they consider
emotional expressions as spontaneous reactions to the external world, or as communicative acts? If the latter, do listeners
interpret those emotional expressions as conveying an informational goal, a social goal, or a balance of the two?

Behavioral Experiment
We conducted an experiment in which participants inferred
either the likely state of the world or a speaker’s communicative goals based on a speaker’s utterance and emotional
expression. Experimental details, including sample size, exclusion criteria, design and analyses, are pre-registered3 .
3 Links

to pre-registrations, raw data, analyses, and models can
be found at https://github.com/yang-wu-github/emo-rsa
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Method
Participants We recruited 120 participants living in the
United States via Prolific (n = 60 received true-state inference
questions; n = 60 received communicative-goal inference
questions). Following our predetermined exclusion criterion,
we excluded 5 participants who answered our attention-check
questions incorrectly.
Stimuli and procedure We selected four sets of emotional
expressions. Each set includes a neutral, happy, and disgusted emotional expression from the same actor (see Figure
1). Three of the four sets were from the IASLab Face Set4
and one was from the IMPA-FACES3D database: http://
app.visgraf.impa.br/database/faces/.

Figure 1: Emotional expression stimuli
Participants read stories in which a person made food and
another person tasted it. Then the taster’s utterance (“It tasted
[good/bad].”) and facial expression (happy/disgusted) were
revealed. See Figure 2. The two possible utterances and
emotional expressions created four distinct conditions, and
each participant received one trial for each condition. Then,
one group of participants received the true-state question and
the other group received the communicative-goal questions.
For the true-state question, participants were asked the food’s
taste (e.g., “How do you think Casey’s salad tasted from 1
to 6 stars?”). Participants responded by filling in 1 to 6
stars on a scale. See Figure 2A. For the communicativegoal questions, participants were asked two questions: one
about the speaker’s informational goal (“How likely do you
think Alex’s goal was to provide accurate feedback?”) and
the other about the speaker’s social goal (“How likely do
you think Alex’s goal was to be nice?”). They answered
on a four-point scale ranging from “Not At All Likely” to
“Extremely Likely”. See Figure 2B. The experiment for the
true-state question can be viewed at https://tinyurl.com/
4 Development of the Interdisciplinary Affective Science Labora-

tory (IASLab) Face Set was supported by the National Institutes of
Health Director’s Pioneer Award (DP1OD003312) to Lisa Feldman
Barrett.

y2ccb5ag and the experiment for communicative-goal questions can be viewed at: https://tinyurl.com/y6y58cy3.

between the two (β = 4.40 [-8.69, 18.17]). These results suggest that participants considered both cues to infer true states.
Communicative-goal inference As shown in Figure 3B,
(first column), both utterance (β = -22.81 [-44.38, -8.69]) and
emotional expression (β = -9.82 [0.65, 22.75]) contributed
to participants’ inferences of informational goal, with an
utterance-by-emotion interaction (β = 68.70 [33.44, 124.33]).
For social goals, however, only utterance contributed to participants’ inferences (β = 29.52 [14.68, 51.42]); there was
neither an effect of emotional expression (β = 6.75 [-2.56,
18.22]) nor an utterance-by-emotion interaction (β = -10.39
[-28.34, 3.99]). These results are consistent with prior findings that people consider both informational and social goals
when interpreting others’ utterances (Yoon et al., 2020), and
motivate our hypothesis that people also consider these goals
when interpreting others’ emotional expressions. To explore
this idea, below we formalize listeners’ inferences based on
verbal utterances and emotional expressions and compare
these behavioral data against model predictions.

Computational Models

Figure 2: Example experimental trials for (A) true-state inference and (B) communicative-goal inference. Participants
read identical cover stories for both true state and communicative goal inference trials.

To better understand how listeners combine language and
emotions in pragmatic inference, we formalize a space of
hypotheses about how emotional expressions are integrated
with linguistic utterances, defining a series of seven primary
models that instantiate increasingly complex relationships between utterances and emotional expressions. Our models
are couched in the Rational Speech Act modeling framework
(Frank & Goodman, 2012; Goodman & Frank, 2016), which
views language understanding as a recursive, social reasoning
process whereby a listener reasons about why a speaker chose
to say what they said. Specifically, we build on the model of
Yoon, Tessler et al. (2020) that formalizes how social goals—
in particular, politeness considerations—impact language understanding. We extend this model by considering a space
of hypotheses about the communicative goals that emotional
expressions and linguistic utterances aim to achieve.

Background: Politeness in rational communication
Four tasting scenarios (in which Alex, Sam, Avery, and
Taylor tasted a salad, soup, pasta, and a sandwich, respectively) were used. The mapping between conditions and scenarios was counterbalanced across participants and the order of conditions was randomized within participants. An
attention-check question was included at the end of each trial.

Results and discussion
Data are shown in Figure 3. Although our primary goal was
to understand variation in our measures using cognitive models, we also analyzed the data directly using Bayesian mixedeffects models (brms package in R; Bürkner 2017).
True-state inference As shown in Figure 3A (first column), both utterance (β = 18.39, 95% CI [5.28, 35.17]) and
emotional expression (β = 29.64 [14.90, 49.76]) contributed
to participants’ state predictions, but there was no interaction
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Our behavioral task involves interpreting a speaker’s utterance and emotional expression to make state and goal inferences. We first define a pragmatic listener L1 who interprets
an utterance u by combining their prior expectations about
the state of the world P(x) and a speaker’s goals P(~φ) with
their internal model of how the speaker came to produce the
utterance S1 (u | x,~φ).
L1 (x,~φ | u) ∝ S1 (u | x,~φ) · P(x) · P(~φ)

(1)

The speaker chooses an utterance based on its utility
Uutt (u; x;~φ), which depends on the state of the world x about
which the speaker is trying to communicate as well as the
speaker’s goals ~φ. The speaker selects utterances soft-max
optimally (with softmax parameter α) according to this utility function.
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Figure 3: Results of behavioral experiments and model predictions for three of
the seven
models.
1
2
3 A:4 Empirical and predicted
rating
distributions on states inferred by participants in the state inference task. B: Empirical and predicted distributions on likert scale
ratings given by participants in the goal inference task. Error bars denote bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals for the data
and 95% Bayesian credible intervals for the model. Emotional expression is denoted by emoticons :) and :(

S1 (u | x,~φ) ∝ exp [α ·Uutt (u; x;~φ)]

(2)

In the model of Yoon, Tessler et al. (2020), the utility of an utterance has informational and social components.
Informational utility is defined by the negative surprisal of
the utterance u for state x under a model of literal interpretation L0 (i.e., a listener who interprets utterances according to their literal meaning; defined in Eq. 3 below):
in f
Uutt (x; u) = ln L0 (x | u) (Goodman & Stuhlmüller, 2013). Social utility is defined as the expected subjective value V of
the state implied by the utterance, under the model of literal
soc (u) = E
interpretation L0 : Uutt
L0 (x|u) [V (x)]. Yoon, Tessler
et al. (2020) define the speaker’s overall utility of an utterance as a weighted combination of the social and informational utilities: weight parameters ~φ = [φin f , φsoc ] modulate
the contribution of the two sources of utility: Uutt (u; x;~φ) =
in f
soc (u).
φin f ·Uutt (x; u) + φsoc ·Uutt
The model of literal interpretation L0 is of an agent who
updates its prior beliefs about a world state x through the literal meaning of an utterance u, encoded in the lexicon Lutt :
L0 (x | u) ∝ Lutt (x, u) · P(x)

(3)

The lexicon Lutt (x, u) is a mapping from utterances and states
of the world to truth values (i.e., whether or not the utterance
is literally true in a state). Rather than assume categorical
truth values, we empirically measure the degree to which participants believe an utterance is literally true in a state (described in the Model Evaluation section below).

Integrating emotional expressions into pragmatics
We extend the model of Yoon, Tessler et al. (2020) by assuming that emotional expressions are generated by speakers according to some utility function Uemo , and we consider different hypotheses about that function. Specifically, we consider
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three possibilities about how emotions are generated (as well
as combinations thereof): emotional expressions could be (a)
automatic expressions that reflect the speaker’s genuine feelings (Auto), (b) communicative acts chosen intentionally to
convey information to the listener about the speaker’s genuine
feelings (Inf ), or (c) communicative acts chosen intentionally
to make the listener feel good (Soc). The automatic generation of emotional expressions (Auto) has a utility function that
operates like a “literal speaker” model, where a truth-value
function Lemo defines the utility of the emotional expressions
e for state x.
auto
Uemo
(e; x) = ln Lemo (e, x)
(4)
Like the lexicon function Lutt (x, u), the emotion lexicon
Lemo (x, e) is measured empirically (described in the Model
Evaluation section below). The utilities of emotional expressions that are generated as communicative acts (Inf or Soc)
mirror those for the utterance utilities for the original Politeness model, where L0 (x | e) (Eq. 3) describes a literal listener
who updates its prior beliefs based on the true expression of
the emotion Lemo :
in f
Uemo
(e; x) = ln L0 (x | e)
soc
Uemo
(e)

= EL0 (x|e) [V (x)]

(5)
(6)

Note that these three possibilities are not mutually exclusive;
thus, in addition to the three simple hypotheses about the utility of emotions, we formulate more complex hypotheses by
considering their combinations. The simplest combination
follows the politeness utility function, where the utility of an
emotional expression is a weighted combination of informational and social goals (Soc/Inf):5 .
both
in f
soc
Uemo
(e; x;~φ) = φin f ·Uemo
(e; x) + φsoc ·Uemo
(e)
(7)
5 While, in principle, utterances and emotions could be used to
differentially satisfy informational vs. social goals, for simplicity we
assume that the speaker uses both utterances and emotional expres-

Next, we consider a space of possibilities wherein the listener
is uncertain about whether the emotional expression produced
by the speaker was intentional or not. These models enrich
the pragmatic listener function by allowing them to reason
about speakers with different utility functions.
L1 (x,~φ, χ | u) ∝ S1 (u | x,~φ, χ) · P(x) · P(~φ) · P(χ)

(8)

In this set of models, χ is a Boolean random variable that
gates between different utility functions (e.g., U auto and
U both ).6 We consider three such models in this vein, where
the listener is uncertain whether or not the emotional expression was an automatic expression or a communicative one,
where the communicative utility is either social (Auto/Soc;
Eq.6), informational (Auto/Inf; Eq.5), or a combination
(Auto/Soc/Inf; Eq.7).
We assume the prior distribution over world states P(x) is
uniform over the discrete state space [1, 2, ..., 6], representing
the star-rating given in the experiment. The subjective value
V of a state here is its numeric value on the 1-to-6 star scale
(i.e., V is the identity function). The pragmatic listener’s priors over goal weights are independent, uniform distributions:
P(φin f ) = Unif(0, 1), P(φsoc ) = Unif(0, 1), and for models
with uncertainty about the automatic vs. communicative status of emotions: P(χ) = Bern(0.5).

Model Evaluation
We evaluated our seven computational models based on their
ability to predict state inference and goal inference data sets
simultaneously.7 To determine the literal meanings of utterances Lutt and emotions Lemo used in the literal listener equations, we performed a “literal judgments” task with an independent group of participants (N = 60), where participants
evaluated if the utterance or emotion was literally compatible
with the star-rating. We integrated all three data sources (literal semantics, state inference, goal inference) in a Bayesian
data analysis model, where the global speaker optimality parameter α (Eq.2) is also fit (see Yoon, Tessler, et al. (2020) for
a related analysis). We include two additional global parameters to the data analysis, in which we model the goal-weight
scale as an ordinal, but not necessarily linear, scale (e.g., the
psychological distance between goal ratings of 1 and 2 may
be larger than the distance between 2 and 3).
We put uninformative priors over these parameters and inferred the model parameters and generated posterior predictions from each model by running 3 MCMC chains for 40,000
sions as a means to achieve the same (weighted combination of)
goals.
6 Although we start with this binary gating for simplicity, a more
general formulation could consider a continuous weighting between
intentional/communicative and unintentional/automatic production
of emotional expressions.
7 In addition to the models discussed in the main text, we formalized a parallel set of seven models that differ in that they treat
utterances as purely informational (as opposed to satisfying both informational and social goals). As none of these seven models performed as well as the best-fitting models reported in the main text,
and most were ranked lowest in the comparison, we omit these results for brevity.
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Model
Auto/Soc/Inf
Auto/Soc
Auto/Inf
Auto
Soc/Inf
Soc
Inf

rstate
0.78
0.76
0.75
0.79
0.75
0.39
0.81

rin f
0.77
0.57
0.72
0.69
0.73
0.26
0.73

rsoc
0.88
0.91
0.77
0.79
0.70
0.75
0.77

log BFstate
–
-7.4
-4.0
-6.3
-2.4
-64
-2.1

log BFall
–
-20
-20
-19
-27
-117
-20

Table 1: Summary statistics and model comparison for models varying in how emotional expressions are understood by
the listener. r values are Pearson correlations; BFs are Bayes
Factors (in log scale) quantifying evidence in support of a
model in comparison to the Auto/Soc/Inf model (values less
than 0 indicate support in favor of the Auto/Soc/Inf model).
iterations, discarding the first 20,000 for burn-in. We additionally estimated the marginal likelihood of the data under each model (in order to calculate Bayes Factors) by running an Annealed Importance Sampling algorithm for 10,000
steps, collecting between 20-100 samples per model. All
models were implemented in the probabilistic programming
language WebPPL (Goodman & Stuhlmüller, 2014).
We found that the most parsimonious explanation of the
combination of data sets was the model of a listener who is
uncertain about the generative process of the emotional expression they observed (i.e., whether it was generated intentionally by the speaker or whether it was an automatic expression conveying the true beliefs). Specifically, when the
listener believed the emotional expression was intentionally
produced, they assumed it was produced in order to satisfy a
combination of informational and social goals (Auto/Soc/Inf;
Eq.7; Table 1). This model performs 8x better (log BF = 2.1)
than the next best model (Inf ) when evaluated on the state
inference data only and roughly 108 x times better when evaluated on the full data set. The model also does the best job
at capturing the key qualitative patterns in the data set, most
notably in the conditions where the utterance and emotion
conflict (Fig. 3).

General Discussion
How do language users integrate emotional expressions into
the process of interpreting language? Combining behavioral
experiments with computational modeling, we found evidence that emotional expressions were integrated rationally
into language comprehension, supporting inferences about
both the true state of the world and the speaker’s communicative goals (i.e., being informative or social). These inferences
were best captured by a model that formalized listeners’ interpretations of utterances as satisfying a balance of informational and social goals, and emotional expressions as either
emerging from the same goal balance or as an automatic manifestation of internal states. Notably, this model assumed that
listeners can flexibly interpret whether a particular emotional
expression is a communicative gesture (a smile to encourage

a struggling colleague) or an unintended gaffe (an inadvertent
look of disgust after eating a friend’s cooking).
These results replicate recent findings that listeners consider speakers’ informational and social goals in utterance interpretation (Yoon et al., 2016, 2020). They are also in line
with a growing body of work showing that people use observed emotional expressions to draw rich inferences about
the world and other people (e.g., Wu et al., 2017, 2018; Wu
& Schulz, 2018, 2020; see Wu et al., in press for review). The
current study goes beyond the prior work, however, by synthesizing these recent advances and providing a formal model
of how we integrate linguistic and emotional cues in communicative reasoning.
One noteworthy finding is that our best fitting model is one
in which there are similarities and differences in people’s interpretation of linguistic and emotional signals. Importantly,
while people believe both utterances and emotional expressions can reflect a balance of informational and social goals,
they think emotional expressions can also be generated unintentionally by internal affective states. Paralleling the debate
on whether emotions are actually communicative or reflective of internal affective states (e.g., Darwin 1965; Ekman
& Friesen 1971; Shariff & Tracy 2011; Keltner et al. 2019;
Cowen et al. 2021; Barrett et al. 2019), our work provides
insights into laypeople’s intuitive theories of how emotional
expressions are generated: In the mind of the observer, emotional expressions can be either automatically generated by
internal states or deliberately displayed for communicative
purposes. By integrating the emotional expression with the
broader context, the observer can flexibly infer the generative
process of an emotional expression.
We formalized a large space of possible models concerning
how emotional expressions enter into pragmatic inference.
Each of these models is a complex set of interconnected parts,
the workings of which we have not been able to do justice in
this short paper. One of the core assumptions of the modeling approach here is that the informational contribution of
an emotional expression grounds out in some representation
analogous to a context-invariant, literal semantics of an utterance. While this assumption captures the similarities between
linguistic utterances and emotional expressions, we acknowledge that the mapping from states of the world to emotional
expressions can be complex and nuanced; thus, this “semantic” approach to emotional expressions may not be viable
across all contexts. Indeed, the current work uses only two
relatively simple emotional expressions (happiness/disgust)
that are relatively predictive (more diagnostic) of world states
and subjective values. Despite these limitations, we hope that
this space of models provides a starting point for integrating
more complex emotional expressions into theories of pragmatic inference; furthermore, pragmatics, in turn, can provide
a window into how people read each other’s emotions.
The current work raises a number of directions for future
research. First, our current study tests people’s inferences
from only two categories of emotional expressions (i.e., hap-
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piness and disgust) in a well-constrained context (i.e., tasting food). Future work should explore the generalizability of
these findings to other emotions and contexts. In particular,
disgust has been proposed to be a basic, evolutionarily important emotion that keeps us away from poisons, parasites,
and contaminants (Curtis et al., 2011; Chapman & Anderson,
2012). Would our findings (in particular, that people consider
emotional expressions to be automatic responses in addition
to being communicative acts) hold only within the domain
of food-related disgust? Or do they reflect a more general,
intuitive belief that all emotional expressions could be generated by either internal affective states or communicative intents? Second, whereas this study presents utterances and
static emotional expressions simultaneously, temporal offsets
and dynamic changes in emotional expressions might change
the integration process. For instance, would people consider
an immediate emotional response to an event to be more genuine or automatic, whereas a later emotional expression might
be more likely to have a communicative (in particular, social) goal? Last, the current study focuses on two types of
communicative goals: being informative and being nice; it
remains an important task for future research to understand
other goals, such as joking, being mean, or being sarcastic.
In sum, the current work synthesizes emotion understanding and language comprehension to investigate how people
combine the two sources of information to make pragmatic
inferences. When emotional expressions are available in addition to a speaker’s utterance, people use both cues to draw
flexible inferences about what the true state of the world is,
and whether the speaker is trying to be informative or nice.
By bridging emotion research, language studies, and formal
modeling, the current work brings us closer to a more unified
formal account of human communication.
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Abstract

object from other potential objects. For verb-action mapping,
on the other hand, identifying a target event is necessary but
not sufficient to learn the meaning of a verb, which usually
describes a relation within an event. Because an event can be
conceptualized in terms of a multitude of relations, it is difficult to infer the meaning of a verb when there are many possible inductive generalizations that one can make from a single event (Childers et al., 2018; L. R. Gleitman and Gillette,
2017; Naigles, 1996).

Learning verbs is challenging because it is difficult to infer
the precise meaning of a verb when there are a multitude of
relations that one can derive from a single event. To study
this verb learning challenge, we used children’s egocentric
view collected from naturalistic toy-play interaction as learning materials and investigated how visual and linguistic information provided in individual naming moments as well as
cross-situational information provided from multiple learning
moments can help learners resolve this mapping problem using the Human Simulation Paradigm. Our results show that
learners benefit from seeing children’s egocentric views compared to third-person observations. In addition, linguistic information can help learners identify the correct verb meaning
by eliminating possible meanings that do not belong to the
linguistic category. Learners are also able to integrate visual
and linguistic information both within and across learning situations to reduce the ambiguity in the space of possible verb
meanings.
Keywords: verb learning, Human Simulation Paradigm, statistical learning, linguistic information, cross-situational learning

Introduction
Children’s early productive vocabulary consist of significantly more nouns than verbs (Gentner, 1982; GoldinMeadow et al., 1976). Abundant research has shown that
verbs are harder to learn than nouns in general (Golinkoff et
al., 1996; Halberda, 2003). Not only is it challenging for
learners to discover the correct mapping between a verb and
an action from the world, but it is also challenging to infer the
underlying relational meaning that the verb encodes (Gentner,
1982; Snedeker, Gleitman, et al., 2004).
Noun learning is already hard, but verb learning is even
harder. Imagine a child playing with some toys with her
mother. The child picks up a toy phone and puts it near her
ear. At this moment, she hears a new word from her mother.
If the target word is a new noun, it is relatively easy for the
child to infer that the correct referent for the heard noun is
the toy phone. But if the target word is a verb, then there
are many more candidate meanings that are embedded in the
perceived event, such as “hold,” “call,” “answer,” “put,” and
“talk.” How do learners extract the precise meaning for the
heard verb from many possible meanings?
Verb learning introduces a harder problem compared with
noun learning. In the case of noun-object mappings, the referential uncertainty problem lies primarily in finding a target
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One key mechanism that has been proposed to initially address this verb learning problem is the syntactic bootstrapping theory (L. Gleitman, 1990), which proposes that children use syntactic knowledge to decode verb meanings. For
example, in English, verbs entailing one argument take intransitive frames (e.g. It fell), whereas verbs entailing two
arguments take transitive frames (e.g. I dropped it). Children
as young as 2.5 years old understand the syntactic structure
of transitive and intransitive sentences and are able to assign
different meanings to verbs in different syntactic structures
(Arunachalam and Waxman, 2010; Fisher, 1996; Naigles,
1990, 1996; Yuan et al., 2012). Even though syntactic bootstrapping could help children narrow down a verb’s meaning
by providing linguistic constraints, these initial links children
make are still not enough information to lead to the precise
meaning. This is because it is very likely that among all possible meanings presented in the naming moment, more than
one meaning can be described using verbs that fit the same
syntactic structure. Therefore, instead of focusing on how
children’s developing verb knowledge is solely explained by
their syntactic knowledge extracted from a single event, researchers have also started to ask whether children use crosssituational information to learn word meanings from multiple
events.
Many studies have shown that both children and adults are
good at using cross-situational statistics to find word-referent
mappings (Horst et al., 2010; K. Smith et al., 2011; L. Smith
and Yu, 2008; Trueswell et al., 2013; Yu and Smith, 2007).
The basic idea behind cross-situational learning (CSL) is that
when language learners are presented with multiple referents
and multiple words in one naming moment, they are unable
to decide which word maps onto which object. However, if
learners keep track of multiple mappings where the same ob-

Figure 1: Screenshots from naturalistic toy-play showing the
child’s egocentric view at the moment when mothers named
the verb “turn” and “shake.” In conditions where linguistic
information is provided, participants also hear the naming utterance with the target verb replaced by a beep.
ject co-occurs with other objects in other learning moments,
the correct word-referent mappings will eventually emerge.
Smith and Yu (2008) found that 12 to 14-months-olds could
successfully associate six object names with their corresponding objects in a cross-situational learning task with thirty
training trials. Researchers have also demonstrated crosssituational learning in verbs (e.g., Childers and Paik, 2009;
Scott and Fisher, 2012; Waxman and Gelman, 2009). For
example, Childers and Paik (2009) found that 2- to 3-yearolds were able to learn novel verbs by observing multiple visual events with different objects preserving the same action.
However, most verb cross-situational learning studies used
simple body movements as the target actions. These actions
are concrete whole events that are very different from learners’ experience of real-world events. In a naturalistic learning
environment, it is the learners’ job to “package” the elements
of meanings to map onto verbs.
Determining the meaning of a verb by observing real world
events is profoundly difficult. In Gillette et al.’s classic “human simulation” study, adult participants were asked to watch
video clips of mothers interacting with their children. Each
video clip contains moments when mothers uttered either a
noun or a verb. The sound of each video was muted, and
a beep was inserted at the onset of the target word. Participants were asked to guess which word the mother had said,
indicated by the beep after each video. Although participants
presumably had perfect conceptual knowledge about the information presented, they were only able to guess 27% of the
nouns and 8% of the verbs correctly. Similar verb disadvantage has been observed using HSP with 7-year-olds (Piccin
and Waxman, 2007). These findings suggest that real-world
verb learning situations are inherently ambiguous and many
verbs can be used to describe the same situation. Thus, inferring the precise meaning of a heard verb can be very challenging (Gillette et al., 1999).
Although multiple mechanisms have been proposed to explain how children learn verbs from the real world, it is
still not clear whether learners are able to integrate visu-
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ally grounded information from multiple naturalistic learning scenes to gradually identify the correct verb meaning
and whether linguistic information can provide additional
constraints to facilitate this verb learning process. To test
these ideas in the current study, three experiments were conducted using the Human Simulation Paradigm (HSP). In Experiment 1 (baseline), we extracted verb naming instances
from parent-child joint play (Figure 1) and quantified the degree of ambiguity in those instances by asking participants
to guess the verb being uttered in each instance. The results
from Experiment 1 were used as baseline measures for subsequent experiments. Experiment 2 (linguistic) aimed to understand whether linguistic information played a role in reducing in-the-moment referential ambiguity. The same set
of videos used in Experiment 1 were used. Instead of using muted videos, we presented learners with the entire sentences that parents used in those naming moments except the
target verbs, providing learners additional linguistic information. Experiment 3 focused on verb learning from multiple
learning instances. Experiment 3a (CSL) examined whether
learners could extract the correct verb meaning from multiple learning instances using visually grounded information
only. The same videos from Experiment 1 were chunked
into blocks with all instances in a given block referring to
the same target. Participants were asked to watch each video
and provide their best guess based on both visual information
extracted from the current trial and statistical information accumulated from previous trials. Experiment 3b (CSL + linguistic) used the same set of blocked videos as in Experiment
3a, but with additional linguistic information. The goal of Experiment 3b was to examine whether learners could integrate
visual and linguistic information together cross-situationally
to identifying verb meanings.
We used the child’s egocentric view extracted from naturalistic parent-child toy play contexts to closely simulate young
learners’ learning environment. Children’s views may contain unique visual properties that provide different information in guiding referent selection compared to third-person or
adults’ views (Yurovsky et al., 2013).

Experiment 1
Experiment 1 was designed to explore whether learners were
able to extract verb meanings from visually grounded information only.

Method
Participant. Forty-six undergraduate students recruited
through the university subject pool (30 females, M = 19.22
years old, SD = 0.94) were included in the final analyses.
Stimuli. The video corpus included thirty-two parent-child
(child age: M = 19.07 months old, SD = 3.14, range: 12.325.3 m.o.) dyads’ play sessions, in which the dyads were
instructed to play for ten minutes with a set of toys as they
naturally would at home. The play session was recorded from
the child’s perspective using a head-mounted camera (Figure

Figure 2: Experiment 1 (baseline): bar graphs showing results for four different measures.
1). From these play sessions, we transcribed parent speech
and then used the transcriptions to identify the verb naming
moments during the interactions. Among all of the verbs transcribed, we focused on concrete action verbs with visually
grounded verb meanings.
The target referents consisted of 11 action verbs (“eat,”
“stack,” “knock,” “fit,” “drive,” “cut,” “fall,” “turn,” “put,”
“hold,” “shake”) that commonly occur in toy-play interactions. Sixty-six videos were selected centered around a
naming-moment. All videos were 5 seconds long, with the
naming onset occurring at exactly three seconds. The original sound for each video was muted and a beep was played
at the onset of the target verb to obscure the labelling event.
Four additional videos with varying difficulties were included
as training examples before the start of the experiment to ensure that participants understood the task.
Instructions and Procedure. The experiment took 20 minutes to complete. Participants were instructed to carefully
watch short videos of parents playing with their children and
to provide a guess for the intended verb at the moment of
parent naming as indicated by the beep. They were told that
the target verbs were all concrete action verbs, and therefore
to enter correctly-spelled English concrete action verbs in the
present tense. Each video was only played once, and participants had 20 seconds to enter a guess after watching each
video. Feedback was not provided.

Results
Participants’ individual guesses were corrected for incorrect
spelling and tense. For data analyses, we derived four different measures to examine learning performance: 1) accuracy: whether learners could identify the correct target verb;
2) unique number of guesses: how many different verbs learners guessed for a given trial; 3) semantic distance: how close
their guesses were to the correct target verb; 4) entropy: how
learners’ guesses were distributed.
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Accuracy. Learners successfully guessed the target verb
22.6% of the time (SD = 0.08). This number is higher than
the 8% verb learning accuracy reported in Gillette, Gleitman,
Gleitman and Lederer (1999). This difference could be due
to the different types of stimuli used (first-person vs. thirdperson view videos). Egocentric views may provide information with unique visual properties that can help learners
constrain the meaning space. In addition, we found accuracy differences across verbs (Figure 2A). For example, verbs
like “stack,” “cut,” and “shake” all had over 40% accuracy,
whereas verbs like “put,” “hold,” and “fit” all had accuracy
below 20%. This pattern is in line with previous work suggesting that the concepts verbs encode fall along a continuum
of abstractness (Maguire et al., 2006). Although we only selected 11 relatively concrete action verbs that are commonly
used in toy-play interactions, there were still differences in
terms of the abstractness among these verbs. Verbs that represent concrete actions with more well-defined “shape” tend
to be easier to learn.
Unique number of guesses. Despite this slight increase in
learning accuracy, guessing the correct verb solely from visual information was still quite challenging. To further understand what learners guessed, we compiled all participants’
guesses on a single trial and measured the number of unique
guesses learners chose. As shown in Figure 2B, we found
that on average, learners guessed about 12 different verbs
(SD = 4.19) per trial. Consistent with what we hypothesized
earlier, learners tended to pick different verbs to present the
extracted meanings, suggesting a large search space for the
correct meaning. Given this large search space, were these
guesses semantically related to the correct target verb? It
could be the case that learners were able to locate the right semantic space, but instead of using the exact target verb uttered
by the parent to represent the meaning, they could choose another similar verb. If this is the case, then the guesses learners
made should be closely related to the target verb.
Semantic distance. We then measured the semantic distances between target verb and each of the participants’
guesses. We recruited another eighty participants from Amazon Mechanical Turk (26 females, M = 39.93 y.o., SD =
10.74). They were asked to rate 494 non-exhaustive verb
pairs gathered from participants’ guesses from the HSP task.
Specifically, participants were told to rate two verbs as being
similar if they can both be used to describe a concrete action in the same context. We found that on a scale of 1 to 7
(1 = very similar, 7 = very dissimilar), participants’ guesses
fell on the dissimilar end (M = 5.17, SD = 1.41), meaning
that it is not the case that learners are using different verbs
to describe the same meaning; instead, they may extract very
different meanings from the same scene. It is still challenging
for learners to locate the relevant semantic space using visual
information alone (Figure 2C).
Entropy Lastly, we used entropy to quantify the distribution of participants’ guesses (Figure 2D). Entropy is a mea-

Polly’s text-to-speech natural speech synthesizer. For each
trial, we only included the complete sentence containing the
target verb (i.e., “Can you [beep] it?”; “[beep] the baby to
bed.”).
Instructions and Procedure. The procedure for Experiment 2 is similar to that of Experiment 1, with the addition
of the linguistic information during the trial.

Results
We conducted similar analyses using the same four measures
described in Experiment 1. We used the lme4 package in R
to perform a series of mixed-effects analyses comparing each
of the four measures between conditions, with random effects
of subjects and items: accuracy ∼ baseline + (1 | subject) +
(1 | item).
Figure 3: Experiment 2 (linguistic): bar graphs showing results for four different measures.
sure of uncertainty given a distribution,
n

H(x) = − ∑ P(x) log2 P(x),
x=1

where P(x) represents the proportion of time verb x is
guessed. This measure takes into account both the total
number of verbs guessed and how often they were guessed.
Lower entropy value means higher certainty. For example,
for a given trial, if half of the learners chose verb A and half
chose verb B, entropy is 1.0. If 75% of learners chose verb
A and 25% chose verb B, then entropy drops to 0.81, indicating greater certainty. If learners chose 3 guesses equally
often, then entropy increases to 1.56, suggesting lower certainty compared to an even distribution between two verbs.
In Experiment 1, entropy was relatively high (M = 2.87, SD
= 0.54), meaning that different participants tended to extract
different verb meanings from each learning trial.
Results from Experiment 1 demonstrated that visual information in egocentric views was helpful for learning. More
concrete verbs tend to be easier to learn than less concrete
ones. However, the amount of guidance provided by visual
information alone is quite limited as the search space for the
target meaning remains quite large. Experiment 1 results also
serve as a baseline for future comparisons.

Experiment 2
We next investigated how linguistic information could help
reduce referential uncertainty in individual trials.

Method
Participants. Sixty-one participants recruited through
Amazon Mechanical Turk (27 females, M = 40.17 y.o., SD =
9.83) were included in the final analyses.
Stimuli. The same videos used in Experiment 1 were used.
To create linguistic information, we transcribed the original speech for each video and recreated them using Amazon
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Accuracy. When presented with both visual and linguistic
information, participants were more likely to guess the correct target verb (M = 0.54, SD = 0.09) compared to visual information only (β = 2.07, p < 0.001). Learning performance
improved for all the verbs tested. Among the 11 verbs, “fall”
had the largest amount of improvement of 36%, and “fit” had
the smallest amount of improvement of 21%.
Unique number of guesses. Linguistic information also
helped learners significantly narrow down the semantic
search space by eliminating verbs that did not fit in the linguistic frame. The number of unique guesses dropped from
around 12 (SD = 4.20) in Experiment 1 to around 8 (SD =
4.15) in Experiment 2 (β = -3.70, p < 0.001).
Semantic distance. Similarly, as the search space was becoming smaller and more constrained, we also found that
verbs that learners guessed were also semantically closer to
the target verb (β = -1.62, p < 0.001).
Entropy. The entropy value also dropped significantly to
2.30 (SD = 0.76), indicating higher certainty (β = -5.71, p<
0.001).
Results from Experiment 2 suggest that linguistic information facilitates learning by helping learners narrow down the
space of possible meanings in individual trials.

Experiment 3
Extending beyond individual trials, Experiment 3 examined
whether learners can integrate meanings extracted from multiple scenes to gradually converge on the correct one.

Method
Participants. Twenty-eight undergraduate students recruited through the university subject pool (14 females, M =
20.03 y.o., SD = 3.08) participated in Experiment 3a. Thirty
participants (13 females, M = 36.79 y.o., SD = 8.31) recruited
through Amazon Mechanical Turk participated in Experiment
3b. Both groups used the same program to complete the task.
Stimuli. To provide additional statistical information to
learners, we grouped the same 66 videos used in previous

experiments into 11 blocks with 6 trials in each block all referring to the same target verb. This design allows learners to
utilize information across multiple trials to identify one verb
meaning. Exp. 3a used videos containing visual information
only and Exp. 3b used videos containing both visual and linguistic information.
Instructions and Procedure. Participants were informed
that they would be watching blocks of videos where all of
the videos within a block were naming the same target verb.
Throughout the trials, they could change their guess within
a block at any given trial, and were also allowed to enter the
same answer if they believed their previous guess was correct.
After each block, a prompt notified participants that the next
trials belonged to a new block. In all experiments, participants were not allowed to go back to change previous answers
and were not given any feedback during the experiment.

Results
To examine the role of statistical information, we present our
results as three comparisons. To formally test the improvement over trials using lme4 package in R, we fit a mixedeffects logistic regression predicting each of the four different
measures from trial number and baseline accuracy from Experiment 1 while taking into account the random intercepts
for each subject and each item (mixed effects model: accuracy ∼ trial + baseline + (1 | subject) + (1 | item)).
Comparison 1: baseline vs. CSL. This comparison focuses on how statistical information helps learning when trials only contain visual information. As shown in red in Figure 4, we found a significant main effect of trial number (β =
0.25, p = 0.01) and baseline accuracy (β = 4.99, p < 0.001),
suggesting significant learning across trials. One interesting
pattern we found was that although learners provided guesses
that are semantically closer to the target in later trials (β =
0.32, p < 0.01), they did not choose fewer unique guesses
(β = -0.12, ns). This finding suggested that although learners were gradually shifting towards a more relevant search
space, there was still a high degree of uncertainty in terms
of what words learners use to represent the extracted meaning. It is likely that in later trials, learners have accumulated
enough information to converge on a meaning but instead of
using the exact target verb to represent that meaning, they
instead chose a word that is semantically close to the target
verb. When there were no other information available to further refine that space, different participants may choose different verbs and stay with their choices.
Comparison 2: Linguistic vs. Linguistic + CSL. When
linguistic information was added to both the baseline and the
CSL conditions, we also found learning improvement across
trials (main effect of trial order: β = 0.38, p < 0.001, main
effect of baseline accuracy: β = 2.98, p < 0.001). Similar
to comparison 1, participants’ guesses became closer to the
correct meaning (semantic distance: β = 0.29, p < 0.001), but
there was still variability in the words learners chose (number
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Figure 4: Line graphs showing how learners’ guesses change
across trials using four different measures.
of unique guesses: β = 0.83, ns). Although each individual
trial already contained rich visual and linguistic information,
learners still benefit from seeing multiple events containing
the same meaning in a sequence (blue lines in Fig 4).
Comparison 3: CSL vs. Linguistic + CSL. Lastly, we
compared the two experiments containing CSL information
(red vs. blue solid lines in Figure 4). We know from results in Experiment 2 that linguistic information had an additive effect on learning as it helps learners narrow down their
search space. Here we found further evidence confirming that
linguistic information improved learning significantly (accuracy: β = 0.93, p < 0.001; Number of unique guesses: β =
2.37, p < 0.001; semantic distance: β = 0.80, p < 0.001)
across trials within a block. As shown in a concrete example of the target verb “eat” in Figure 5, we plotted histograms
of participants’ guesses at three time points for both Exp.3a
and 3b. We see that within each experiment, early trials tend
to have many more unique guesses than later trials, and even
when learners did not eventually guess the correct verb “eat,”
they still identified semantically related words such as “bite”
or “lick.” Across the two experiments, we see a clear benefit
of linguistic information regardless of trial positions, suggesting that linguistic and statistical information work together in
constraining the meaning space.
In Experiment 3, we found strong evidence that when
learners were provided with statistical information from a series of naming moments, they were more likely to find the
correct verb meaning through information aggregation compared to observing individual moments alone.

Discussion
Our results suggested that visually grounded information perceived from the child’s egocentric view was helpful for verb

Figure 5: Histograms of participants’ guesses at three time points during Exp. 3a and Exp. 3b.
learning. However, visual information alone is insufficient
for learners to discover the precise meaning of a verb because a perceived action usually affords multiple meanings
that are semantically close to one another. Linguistic information in the moment provides an additional source in the
process of seeking the meaning of a verb. Moreover, beyond
information embedded in individual learning trials, statistical information across trials could also facilitate verb learning. We show that learning performance was the best when
both linguistic and statistical information were provided and
used, suggesting that linguistic information within individual
learning situations can be seamlessly integrated with crosssituational learning across multiple learning situations.
Our finding is in line with the classic syntactic bootstrapping theory suggesting that syntactic information provides
learners with initial constraints about sentence structure and
subsequently helps them reduce in-the-moment ambiguity
(Gillette et al., 1999). The syntactic bootstrapping theory has
been used to explain fast mapping through a single encounter
of a word, suggesting that linguistic information can be critical for children to readily map words to referents in the world
with only minimal exposure (e.g., Carey and Bartlett, 1978).
Although syntactic bootstrapping has focused on the role of
linguistic information in finding word-referent mappings, linguistic information is not the sole input used in word learning
and it is questionable whether linguistic information alone is
sufficient to “solve” the learning problem in a single learning
moment. Because even after learners with sufficient syntactic knowledge successfully identify the target action event,
they may still have difficulty proposing an effective hypothesis regarding verb meaning due to the “packaging” problem
inherent in verb learning. Beyond individual learning moments, cross-situational information can always reduce the
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search space in the process of seeking the meaning of a word.
The reduction on candidate meanings in individual moments
narrows down statistical information which in turn allows
learners to better integrate information across situations. By
doing so, in-the-moment linguistic information makes crosssituational learning more efficient compared with relying on
cross-situational statistical or linguistic information alone.
Syntactic bootstrapping (relying on linguistic information)
and statistical learning (relying on CSL information) have
been viewed as two competing verb acquisition theories.
While each account is separately supported by many empirical and modeling studies, different accounts use very different
methods. Therefore, it is hard to compare results across experiments to either rule out one account or synthesize them.
In the current study, we used the HSP, which has been primarily used to measure the contribution of linguistic information,
to provide a unified view of how linguistic information can
be integrated in cross-situational learning.
The current study focused on verb learning both within single moments and across multiple moments in a short training session. However, verb learning in the real world takes
months and years. Learners’ information source is not limited to just statistical and linguistic information. One interesting future study question is to examine whether there are
developmental changes in terms of how available linguistic
and statistical information is in real-life learning scenarios
and how learners utilize other kinds of information over a
longer period of time (Frank et al., 2013; Hollich et al., 2000;
Monaghan, 2017; Yu and Ballard, 2007). The Emergentist
Coalition Model (ECM) offers a unified theory of word learning over development (Hirsh-Pasek et al., 2000). The ECM
argues that children have access to a range of information
that could help them uncover word meanings. These infor-

mation sources include perceptual, social, and linguistic information. According to ECM, the acquisition of all lexical
units is first driven by children’s sensitivity to perceptual information to form word-to-world mappings. As children develop, they gradually put more weight on social and linguistic
information. To determine how a word is learned, one needs
to consider multiple contributing factors and these factors can
each independently and collectively impact word learning at
different developmental stages.
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Abstract
We investigated the subjective experience of loneliness during
COVID-19 by analyzing social media postings from March
2020 to January 2021. We collected text data from lonelinessrelated subgroups of Reddit and sampled 12787 posts that were
written in ten consecutive days from each month. The results
suggest that when individuals express their loneliness, they
show an internal focus of attention on their emotions, desires,
and cognitive appraisals rather than an external focus of
attention on situations or other people. Linguistic markers of
emotions expressed by lonely individuals included depression,
anxiety, anger, hate, helplessness, and sadness. Also,
loneliness-related topics were generally about their internal
states pertinent to various social relationships, interpersonal
interaction deficits, and their own lives in broad time
perspectives. COVID-19 related loneliness was associated with
negative appraisal of one’s situation and reaching out for new
relationships online.
Keywords: Loneliness; COVID-19; Natural Language
Processing (NLP); N-gram Frequency; Correlated Topic
Model (CTM)

Introduction
Loneliness is a negative state subjectively experienced when
there is a discrepancy between the expected and actual level
of social connection (Cacioppo et al., 2015; Peplau &
Perlman, 1982). Studies about loneliness have suggested
three dimensions of loneliness based on the relationship with
others: intimate loneliness in family, a romantic partner, and
close friends, relational loneliness in casual circles whom one
sees regularly, and collective loneliness in social roles that
rise from institutions or group membership (Cacioppo et al.,
2015; Dunbar, 2014; Goodman & Epstein, 2020).
Loneliness has been one of the major reasons for both
mental and physical health problems. Loneliness is
negatively associated with subjective well-being, life
satisfaction, and vitality (Elphinstone, 2018). Depression and
anxiety are highly associated with high levels of loneliness
(Hawkley & Cacioppo, 2010). Loneliness can also elevate the
risk of stroke, coronary heart disease, and high blood pressure
(Valtorta et al., 2016). It also increases the mortality risk by
32 percent regardless of nationality and gender (Holt-Lunstad
et al., 2015).
Loneliness has been a worldwide health problem even
before the outbreak of coronavirus. It affected a third of
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people in industrialized countries (Cacioppo & Cacioppo,
2018). Now in the era of the COVID-19 pandemic, long-term
social isolation and reduced physical activities have further
increased the risk of loneliness (Pinquart & Sorensen, 2001;
Tanskanen & Anttila, 2016). Recent study showed that
people were increasingly in a state of social isolation and felt
lonelier during the period of COVID-19 (Kilgore et al., 2020).
People in quarantine or emergency workers increasingly
experienced social isolation and loneliness, which in turn
increased other mental health problems such as anxiety and
depression (Banerjee & Rai, 2020).
With the increased use of social media platforms, webscraping is emerging as a novel approach to measure the
mental state and behaviors of people. Web-scraping is a type
of crowdsourcing which collects public data from existing
online sources (Guntuku et al., 2017). It has the advantage of
collecting larger samples in a faster way and enables the
collection of naturalistic data with high ecological validity
(Guntuku et al., 2017; Priniski & Holyoak., 2020).
Recently, some researchers have started to use webscraping to investigate expressed loneliness and related
behaviors. Before the outbreak of COVID-19, Guntuku et al.
(2019) studied the characteristics of loneliness-related posts
compared to a control group of matched age, gender, and
period of posting. Then, Koh and Liew (2020) examined how
expressions of loneliness have changed across time and
region during the two months of the pandemic. However,
both research collected twitter posts explicitly using “lonely”,
“loneliness”, or “alone”, and did not contain the data written
during the prolonged period of COVID-19. More research is
needed on how lonely people express various aspects of
experience without directly mentioning the word “lonely”
and how prolonged COVID-19 is influencing loneliness.
We investigated different aspects of loneliness experience
during 10 months of COVID-19 situations by web-scraping
12787 posts from loneliness-related Reddit communities. We
planned to capture the characteristics of lonely individual’s
language used when talking about their experiences online. It
has been reported that depressed individuals show more selffocused attention (Ingram & Smith, 1984; Guntuku et al.,
2017), and lonely individuals refer more to themselves and
talk more of their feelings and needs compared to the control

group (Guntuku et al., 2019). Guntuku and other researchers
(2019) also found that lonely Twitter users demonstrated
linguistic markers of depression, anxiety, and anger.
Considering the fact that the state of loneliness is associated
with depression and that such association is also presented in
languages that lonely people use, we speculated that 1) lonely
individuals’ language will show the internal focus of
attention by focusing more on their own thoughts, feelings,
and desires. We also predicted that 2) lonely individuals will
show topics related to depression, anxiety, and anger.
Also, we expected that language used in such posts will
suggest linguistic markers that reveal the nature of the
subjectively experienced loneliness. We tried to explore 3)
the characteristics of COVID-19-related loneliness and other
various contexts in which lonely people experience
difficulties, and 4) how the various experiences of loneliness
are correlated with each other

Method
We selected Reddit as a social media platform for webscraping among various options. Reddit is a communitybased social media platform where users can post, comment,
and vote. It is chosen for the ease of access to a large amount
of user-generated content, longer texts compared to other
platforms like Twitter or Quora, and the existence of
subreddits specifically related to loneliness.
We searched Reddit posts from March 27th of 2020 to
January 5th of 2021. We specified a total of 10 time periods,
each time period being the consecutive 10 days. Specific time
periods are listed in Table1.

Materials
Reddit Posts We collected posts from loneliness-related
subreddits; namely, “lonely” and “loneliness” subreddits.
Subreddits are communities that any user can freely create
and join. Such communities are managed by volunteers who
perform tasks such as deleting inappropriate content and
banning harmful users. “Lonely” subreddit has 188k
members and “loneliness” subreddit has 8.1k members.
Reddit posts consist of title and body. We collected both
title and body texts from each post. All posts in the selected
subreddits were in English.
Pushshift Application Programming Interface (API)
Pushshift API enables access to the contents of Reddit posts
and comments via Pushshift dataset, which stores the copy of
Reddit objects at the time they are created in Reddit
(Baumgartner et al., 2020). Pushshift API not only enables
scraping posts in specific subreddits but also makes
extracting posts between two date points possible. We
collected all posts within one of the two subreddits using and
created within the assigned date range.

Procedure
1

https://github.com/pushshift/api
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We conducted all procedures in the python3 environment.
Data Collection We collected posts using the Pushshift API
(Baumgartner et al., 2020) 1 . The data could be accessed
directly via ‘https://api.pushshift.io/’ endpoint, and the URL
could be tailored to the specific needs of the collection. Total
13462 posts were initially collected across 10 time periods,
with the number of posts from the “lonely” and “loneliness”
subreddit being 11807 and 359 respectively.
N-gram Frequency We computed overall word frequency
and created unigram and bigram frequency graphs to see the
main trend of topics discussed among lonely individuals.
Unigram is an n-gram of size 1, and bigram is an n-gram of
size 2, where n-gram is a sequence of continuous n words in
a given sentence. For example, in “I want to meet new
friends”, “friends” is a unigram, and “new friends” is a
bigram. Bigrams can capture the more specific context of
how words are used together to convey the intentions of
writers.
In order to create unigrams and bigrams, we split the texts
of each post from body to title into multiple sentences using
nltk library. Then, we split each sentence into words of
lowercase form, with special tokens replacing user names and
emojis: <another_user> for usernames, <pos_emoji> for
positive emojis, <neg_emoji> for negative emojis, and
<neutral_emoji> for neutral emojis. We replaced URLs to the
web page title and removed other subreddits’ names.
Then, we lemmatized each word and normalized negative
adverbs. Lemmatization normalizes words by converting
words into the base dictionary form based on POS
information. For negative adverbs, we transformed a pair of
a negative adverb and the consecutive token into one token in
a form that “not_” is attached before the second token. For
example, we normalized “can’t believe” to “not_believe”.
After undergoing such procedures, we calculated unigrams
and bigrams of tokens by each sentence using ‘Counter’
library. When either unigram or a word from bigram
contained ‘stopwords’, they were excluded from analysis.
Stop words are words that occur in high frequency but contain
no significant information regarding the purpose of analysis.
We created a stop words list based on the nltk stop words list.
30 most frequent unigrams and bigrams are counted to
capture the general view of topics being discussed. We used
‘Counter’ and ‘matplotlib’ library for the visualization.
Topic Modeling Topic modeling is a type of unsupervised
machine learning algorithm that extracts latent topics from
large data. Among various topic modeling methods, we used
Correlated Topic Model (CTM). CTM overcomes the
limitation of widely used topic modeling algorithms such as
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) and other LDA-based
models. Such models fail to capture correlations between
topics because of Dirichlet distribution’s independence
assumption (Blei & Lafferty, 2007). However, it is highly

likely that certain topics are likely to appear with the
appearance of other topics, and correlations among topics in
our corpus are more likely considering it being written by
relatively homogenous people. Like LDA, CTM extracts the
pre-defined number of latent topics from the probabilistic
distribution of words. However, CTM uses logistic normal
distribution in substitute of Dirichlet distribution to model the
proportions of implicit topics in a document (Blei & Lafferty,
2007). In our data, we defined documents as pre-processed
texts from each post.
The procedure of text pre-processing for topic modelling
was mostly similar to that used when creating N-grams
except for two differences. First, we combined the preprocessed form of title and body texts to form each document,
instead of separating the sentences into multiple documents.
Second, we removed stopwords before lemmatizing. Lists of
stopwords and emojis were the same as the one used when
computing N-gram frequency.
The final form of pre-processed tokens is used for building
vocabs. With vocabs, which are vectorized tokens to be used
as inputs for CTM, we removed vocabs that are used in less
than 10 documents and conducted experiments on changing
4 hyperparameters of CTM. First, we adjusted the removal of
words that appeared most frequently across all topics from 0
to top 5, with topic number set to a few constant values and
all other parameters to default. Based on inter-topic
discriminability, we decided to remove 5 top words. The list
of removed words is: ‘feel’, ‘friend’, ‘want’, ‘people’, and
‘like’. Then, we conducted 100 experiments to adjust the
other three parameters: number of topics from 5 to 29, eta
from 0.01 to 0.03, term weights of either uniform term
weights or inverse document term weights. For all models,
we conducted 300 iterations and compared c_v coherence
scores to maximize the coherence among words comprising
topics. Among 100 experiments, we chose 5 models with the
highest coherence scores across all experiments and decided
the final model based on inter-topic discriminability and
human interpretability.
With the final model, we classified documents to each topic
based on the highest distribution among topics in the
document. Then, we measured correlation among topics
using Pearson’s r and visualized the correlations within the
10 percent of strongest correlation intensity. The cutoff point
was | r | =0.11016306. We used the ‘Tomotopy’ v0.10.023 for
vectorizing corpus, defining the optimal number of topics,
training the final model, classifying documents, and
computing correlations. We used pyvis and matplotlib library
for visualizing the correlations.

provide user information per subreddit, demographic
information of Reddit users is available. According to
Marketing Charts (2019), the usage among the male
population in the U.S. (15%) was almost twice the usage of
the female population (8%), and use among White (12%) and
Hispanic (14%) population outnumbered the use among
African-American (4%) population in the United States. The
age group with the highest Reddit usage was 25-29 (23%).
N-gram Frequency Figure 1 shows 30 most frequent
unigrams in data. 10 Unigrams that appeared most frequently
included ‘feel’, ‘friend’, ‘like’, ‘want’, ‘lonely’ ‘people’,
‘talk’, ‘someone’, ‘make’, and ‘life’. 4 words (‘friend’,
‘people’, ‘person’, ‘everyone’) showed lonely people’s
external focus, and more words like ‘feel’, ‘like’, ‘want’,
‘need’, ‘life’, ‘lonely’, ‘loneliness’, ‘alone’, and ‘love’
showed internal focus. We saw ‘anyone’ and ‘someone’ as
words that can be both used when the writer is internally
focusing and externally focusing.
Figure 2 shows 30 most frequent bigrams in data. ‘feel like’,
‘anyone else’, ‘feel_lonely’, ‘anyone want’, ‘best friend’,
‘make_friend’, ‘need someone’, ‘want someone’, ‘new year’,
and ‘year old’ were 10 most prominent bigrams. Bigrams also
showed more internal focus than external focus: ‘feel lonely’,
‘feeling lonely’, ‘feel alone’, ‘feel like’, ‘felt like’, ‘make
feel’, ‘mental health’ reflected the writers’ emotions or
mental state, and ‘want someone’, ‘want friend’, ‘want talk’,
‘need someone’, ‘someone talk’, ‘talk people’, ‘not_have
anyone’ showed the need for connection. Among bigrams
showing external focus, ‘anyone want’, ‘anyone else’, and
‘new people’ reflected lonely individuals’ attempts to reach
out to new people online for help. Also, ‘best friend’, ‘close
friend’, ‘new friend’, and ‘good friend’ reflected friendship.
‘Everyone else’ can reflect both the inference on others and
on one’s situation. ‘High school’, ‘video game’, and ‘social
media’ showed the characteristics of the community.
Table 1: Summary of data used in study.

Result
After removing user-deleted posts, we used 12787 posts in
total for analysis, with the number of posts from “lonely” and
“loneliness” subreddit being 12433 and 354 respectively.

Time Period

Number
of posts

March 27th to April 5th
April 26th to May 5th
May 27th to June 5th
June 26th to July 5th
July 27th to August 5th
August 27th to September 5th
September 26th to October 5th
October 27th to November 5th
November 26th to December 5th
December 27th to January 5th

1303
1298
1162
1257
1407
1210
1322
1246
1140
1442
12787

Demographic information Although Reddit does not
2

3

https://github.com/bab2min/tomotopy
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https://bab2min.github.io/tomotopy/v0.10.0/en/the

Average
words
per post
136
144
133
140
135
137
132
116
111
116
130

Figure 1: Unigrams of frequent words used by lonely people.

Figure 2: Bigrams of frequent words used by lonely people.

Table 2: Topics associated with loneliness.
To
pic
1

Topic label

Top 8 keywords

Anger and hate

2
3

Being rejected and hurt
Feelings of loneliness

4
5
6

Feelings and thoughts during nighttime
Helplessness and sadness
Negative experience from lacking social
interaction
Feeling sad due to relationship issues
Feeling alone and longing for social
connection
Difficulties staying connected with friends
Negative appraisal on loss
Desire for social connection during
quarantine
One’s past mental state
Lack of social interaction and hoping to talk
to other people
Past and present school life
Reaching out for new relationships online
Difficulties from experiencing anxiety
Looking for someone to talk with online
Negative view on one’s situation and desire
to make friends
Finding positivity in life
“Everyone happy but me” in relationships.

Girl, everything, f**k, away, hate, many, another,
probably
Day, tell, not_want, hurt, let, little, stop, know
Lonely, loneliness, family, leave, not_friend, real,
nice, almost
Come, back, night, online, past, college, job, hour
Try, nothing, same, thing, nobody, good, self, cry
Ever, hard, anymore, conversation, read, life, bit, idk

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Thoughts on how the future social
interaction would be like
Trying to find a new romantic relationship

Document
percentage
8.10
6.16
10.26
4.7
5.89
4.83

Person, think, meet, sad, close, end, share, might
Alone, wish, live, move, without, today, spend,
together
Say, long, keep, thing, see, best, message, friendship
Bad, way, lot, lose, maybe, time, kind, stuff
Someone, love, care, post, not_feel, miss, hey,
quarantine
Well, month, few, last, point, ago, feeling, mind
Work, since, hope, week, happen, not_talk, problem,
realize
School, use, call, home, become, hang, two, high
Find, look, help, give, others, great, interest, music,
Talk, start, seem, play, game, different, anxiety, sleep
Time, need, felt, chat, group, pretty, listen, cause
Make, anyone, good, sh*t, watch, please, situation,
show
Life, still, much, reason, not_care, fun, end, vent
Everyone, relationship, happy, right, else, parent,
place, enough
Year, new, social, old, around, next, write, man

4.7
6.59

Something, guy, ask, take, date, guess, sorry,
girlfriend

2.92
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4.22
3.17
7.17
2.62
3.04
2.99
2.93
4.29
4.0
3.3
2.59
3.05
2.57

Topic Modeling The final model used 4119 vocabs for
analysis and has 22 topics with eta=0.03, uniform term
weight, and coherence score of 0.420. We named the label of
topics by extracting the top 8 keywords for each topic and
interpreting the combination of keywords in the context of
loneliness. We also read original texts from documents that
are classified to each topic for labeling accuracy.
Among documents classified into 22 topics, those
belonging to ‘feelings of loneliness’ showed the highest
percentage overall of 10.26%, followed by ‘anger and hate’,
and ‘wanting for social connection during quarantine’ of 8.10%
and 7.17% each. The third and fourth frequent topics were
‘feeling alone and longing for social connection’, and ‘being
rejected and hurt’ of 6.59% and 6.16% each. The percentages
of documents belonging to the other topics were between 2%
and 6%. The full topic list with keywords and the percentage
of classified documents is in table2.
Among all topics, 1 topic (topic11) was associated with
COVID-19 related situational changes such as social
distancing and stay-at-home policy, while the other topics
were not explicitly related to the pandemic. Also, 16 topics
showed the writer’s internal focus. 9 topics (topic1, topic2,
topic3, topic4, topic5, topic7, topic8, topic12, topic16)
reflected emotions, 5 topics (topic10, topic18, topic19,
topic20, topic21) reflected the cognitive appraisal on one’s
situation, and 4 topics (topic8, topic11, topic13, topic18)
represented desires. Topic 8 included both emotion and desire,
and topic 18 reflected both the cognitive appraisal and desire
of the writers. Among the 6 remaining topics, 3 topics
(topic15, topic17, topic22) showed the behavior of the writers
reaching out to other people, and 3 topics (topic6, topic9,
topic14) reflected the writer’s situation.

correlation.
The overall trend of correlation among topics was having
236 positive and 248 negative correlations. ‘Reaching out for
new relationships online’ and ‘“Everyone is happy but me”
in relationships’ were r=-0.29 (topic15 and topic20), the
strongest correlation in terms of absolute value. The second
and third strongest correlation were: ‘desire for social
connection during quarantine’ and ‘past and present school
life’ (topic11 and topic14, r=-0.28), and ‘past and present
school life’ and ‘Thoughts on how future social interactions
would be like’ (topic14 and topic21, r=0.2). Other major
correlations included: ‘feeling alone and longing for social
connection’ and ‘reaching out for new relationship online’
(topic8 and topic15, r=-0.25), ‘reaching out for new
relationship online’ and ‘thoughts on how future social
interactions would be like’ (topic15 and topic21, r=-0.23),
and ‘difficulties staying connected with friends’ and ‘trying
to find a new romantic relationship’ (topic9 and topic22,
r=0.22). Correlations among all topics are in figure3.
Among the top 10% of correlations (figure 4), ‘past and
present school life’ (topic14) showed the highest number of
associations with other topics, having 2 positive and 8
negative correlations. ‘Reaching out for new relationship
online’ (topic15) and ‘desire for social connection during
quarantine’ (topic11) followed as showing the secondhighest number of correlations, with topic15 having 1
positive and 6 negative correlations and topic11 having 3
positive and 4 negative correlations. Other topics with high
number of correlations included ‘thoughts on how future
social interactions would be like’ (topic21), having 3 positive
and 3 negative correlations, and ‘being rejected and hurt’
(topic2) and ‘feeling alone and longing for social connection’
(topic8) both having 3 positive and 2 negative correlations.

Figure 3: Correlation coefficients among all topics in
Pearson’s r. Blue and red show the negative and positive
correlation each. High color saturation represents a stronger

Figure 4: Visualization of top10% correlations among topics.
Blue and red nodes represent the negative and positive
correlation in Pearson’s r. Higher thickness of nodes reflects
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a stronger correlation.
A topic containing a specific COVID-19 topic word
‘quarantine’, ‘desire for social connection during quarantine’
(topic11), showed 3 major positive correlations with other
topics: ‘feelings of loneliness’ (topic11 and topic3, r=0.14),
‘negative view on one’s situation and desire to make friends’
(topic11 and topic18, r=0.16), and ‘looking for someone to
talk with online’ (topic 11 and topic17, r=0.14).
Based on figure4, we grouped topics that are positively
correlated with each other to infer themes emerging from the
relationships between topics. The first cluster consists of
topic2, topic5, topic9, topic22. Lonely people who talked
about ‘being rejected and hurt’ were likely to talk about
‘helplessness and sadness’ (topic2 and topic5, r=0.13),
‘wanting for social connection during quarantine’ (topic2 and
topic9, r=0.17), and ‘trying to find a new romantic
relationship’ (topic2 and topic22, r=0.13). ‘Wanting for
social connection during quarantine’ was also positively
associated with ‘trying to find a new romantic relationship’
(topic9 and topic22, r=0.21).
The second cluster consists of topic3, topic8, topic11,
topic18, and topic20. Lonely individuals who expressed
‘feelings of loneliness’ online were likely to express ‘feeling
alone and longing for social connection’ (topic3 and topic8,
r=0.17), ‘desire for social connection during quarantine’
(topic3 and topic11, r=0.14), and show ‘negative view toward
one’s situation and desire for social connection’ (topic3 and
topic 18, r=0.11). Lonely writers who felt ‘everyone being
happy but me in relationships’ were likely to reveal ‘feeling
alone and longing for social connection’ (topic20 and topic8,
r=0.2), and ‘negative view toward one’s situation and desire
for social connection’ (topic20 and topic18, r=0.11).
Showing ‘desire for social connection during quarantine’ was
also positively associated with ‘negative view toward one’s
situation and desire for social connection’ (topic11 and topic
18, r=0.16).
The third cluster consists of topic4, topic14, topic21.
Writing about ‘feelings and thoughts during nighttime’ were
associated with ‘past and present school life’ (topic4 and
topic14, r=0.14), and ‘thoughts on how future social
interactions would be like’ were positively correlated with
both topics (topic21 and topic4, r=0.11; topic21 and topic14,
r=0.27). The three clusters were generally uncorrelated with
each other, except for the positive correlation between
‘feeling alone and longing for social connection’ and
‘thoughts on how the social interaction would be like’ (topic8
and topic21, r=0.12).
Negative correlations were found mainly in relation to
‘past and present school life’ (topic14) and ‘reaching out for
new relationships online’ (topic15), each having 8 and 6
negative correlations with other topics. Also, there were
topics that showed negative correlations with the topics that
were positively correlated with each other. ‘Thoughts on how
future social interactions would be like’ were negatively
correlated with ‘desire for social connection during
quarantine’ (topic21 and topic11, r=-0.17), ‘looking for
someone to talk with online’ (topic21 and topic17, r=-0.17),
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and ‘helplessness and sadness’ (topic21 and topic15, r=-0.23).
‘One’s past mental state’ was negatively associated with
‘being rejected and hurt’ (topic12 and topic2, r=-0.12), and
‘trying to find a new romantic relationship’ (topic12 and
topic22, r=-0.14). ‘Difficulties from experiencing anxiety’
showed negative correlation with ‘feeling alone and longing
for social connection’ (topic16 and topic8, r=-0.16),
‘”Everyone happy but me” in relationships’ (topic16 and
topic20, r=-0.14).

Discussion
This study used a social media platform to see how people
express loneliness in COVID-19 situations. We analyzed
posts written in “lonely” and “loneliness” subreddits using
natural language processing techniques including N-gram
frequency analysis and Correlated Topic Model.
We found that lonely individuals show internal attentional
focus when sharing loneliness-related experiences. The
writers expressed desires, emotions, and their subjective
cognitive appraisal more than describing other people or their
situations. Also, the frequent emotions expressed were
loneliness, anger, hate, helplessness, sadness, and anxiety. It
can be concluded that our first and second hypothesis was
supported, replicating the previous studies.
Among topics that lonely people talked about online, we
were able to identify and label three distinct clusters based on
the major top 10% positive correlations among topics. We
identified the first cluster as feelings and desires related to
one’s past or new relationships, the second cluster of topics
as feelings, desires, and cognition when lacking social
interaction, and the third cluster of topics as feelings and
thoughts when reflecting on one’s past and imagining one’s
future. Such clusters of topics suggest that lonely people
during pandemic generally talked about their feelings, desires,
and appraisals related to their relationship and lacking social
interaction, and thought about their own lives in broad time
perspectives.
We observed how people have been experiencing COVID19 related loneliness. Desire for social connection during
quarantine entailed loneliness, negative appraisal of one’s
situation, and reaching out for new relationships online.
However, topic11 was the only one that contained topic
words directly referring to COVID-19 related words. One
possible explanation is that a strong internal focus of attention
may have led lonely individuals to write less about the
COVID-19 situation itself but focus more on their internal
states. Or another possibility is that the lonely Reddit
communities have a significant percentage of individuals
suffering from chronic loneliness, who had been lonely even
before the outbreak of COVID-19. For example, topic21 was
negatively associated with topic11 and was positively
associated with topic14 and topic4. It suggests that picturing
what one’s future social life would be like did not relate to
the changes caused by the pandemic but in the context of
one’s negative past experiences and emotions felt during the
nighttime. This may reflect the existence of lonely users who
go through negative experiences regardless of COVID-19

situations in the communities.
Finally, it is worth noting that lonely individuals showed
desires and behaviors to reach out for new relationships via
an online platform. This suggests that social media not only
functions as a place to express loneliness and receiving
consolation and empathy from other lonely people but also as
a platform that lets individuals try new relationships.
However, since the topic of ‘reaching out for new relationship
online’ showed one of the most frequent negative correlations
with other topics and the only positive correlation existing
was with ‘looking for someone to talk with online’, the group
of people who try to connect with new others online may be
separable from other users who express difficulties regarding
their loneliness experiences.
Our results driven from unstructured, free-written texts will
help understand the nature of loneliness, and the
characteristics of loneliness in COVID-19 era. Future
research could compare the language use of lonely people
with the control group. When using crowdsourcing based on
online communities, the differences in topic distributions
between lonely groups and groups interested in other plain
topics could be investigated. Lonely groups in Englishspeaking culture could also be compared to other nonwestern cultures for capturing the difference in loneliness
between cultures. Lastly, it should be noted that Reddit users
are skewed in gender, race, and age. Our data could reflect
the characteristics that are specific to the platform.
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Abstract
This study examined dynamic attractor states in skin
conductance activity during resting baselines and media
viewing in order to determine if there are qualitatively distinct
dynamics during information processing and whether those
dynamics vary based on features of task stimuli. The results
indicate that media viewing shifts one from a resting nonchaotic attractor to a chaotic attractor. Content valence
(positive or negative) and the emotional context in which
videos were delivered (presentation order) had significant
impact on the probability of exhibiting a chaotic attractor.
Using the nonlinear dynamic systems approach, this study
provides novel understandings of emotional information
processing, the electrodermal system, and the relationship
between physiological and emotional experiences.
Keywords: attractor states; emotional arousal; skin
conductance; media viewing; nonlinear dynamical systems
theory

Introduction
Emotion is often discussed in terms of discrete states, for
example, researchers often reference five primary emotions
including joy, sadness, fear, anger, and disgust (e.g., Frijda,
1986). Emotion is also recognized as a continuous process
that evolves over time such as increasing and decreasing in
emotional valence and arousal. More recently, emotion has
been increasingly examined as both a dynamic and nonlinear
process that exhibit patterns of change over time and
qualitative shifts.
Nonlinear dynamical systems theory (NDST) describes
systems composed of many components, where
multiplicative interactions among components can give rise
to both gradual and sudden, qualitative shifts in behavior
(Thelen & Smith, 1994; Strogatz, 1994). As an analytical
framework, NDST provides a variety of methods for
understanding system-level changes that unfold over time.
For example, Boker and his colleagues built damped
oscillator models to capture intra-individual variability of
emotion which successfully represented participants’ longterm hedonic changes and emotional fluctuations following
conjugal loss (Bisconti et al., 2004; Boker, 2001; Chow et al.
2005). NDST suggests that human emotion might not only be
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characterized by discrete emotions and continuous changes
in emotion over time but also distinct types of dynamics. In
other words, recognizing human emotion as dynamic requires
us to understand qualitatively different dynamics that
underscore human emotions, as well as the contexts that
move us from one type of dynamic to another, the relative
stability of those dynamics, and their overall dynamic
properties.
Qualitatively different dynamics in NDST can be observed
from system attractors or patterns in which systems are
reliably drawn. More specifically, attractors refer to different
types of states that the system will evolve to and stay in unless
there are perturbations to the system (Strogatz, 1994). For
example, the Rössler system (Rössler, 1976) produces
attractors that can consist of an unstable equilibrium point, a
linearly stable equilibrium point, a limit cycle, and a chaotic
attractor state. Stable attractors are those that the system
prefers to stay in and returns to even after a disturbance,
whereas unstable attractors are states a system will easily
move away from following a perturbation. Limit cycles are
those that spiral over time, and chaotic attractors refer to
systems with trajectories that are highly sensitive to initial
conditions and never return to the exact same points.
Depending on the system’s properties and parameters, a
system may reveal different combinations of the
aforementioned attractor types. The left panel picture in
Figure 1 presents the Rössler system with two attractors,
under a certain combination of parameters (see the Figure 1
note): the red dot represents an unstable equilibrium point and
the blue lines stand for a chaotic attractor.
Attractors are useful in describing continuities and
discontinuities in dynamic states, where the latter arises when
a particular attractor state becomes less preferred or reliable
and another becomes more stable and dominant (Howe &
Lewis, 2005). Particular events can interfere with otherwise
stable dynamics, resulting in transitional events or qualitative
shifts in attractor states. Applied to research on emotion,
nonlinear dynamic analyses of EEG signals during video
viewing suggest more complex dynamics (higher
dimensionality) during affective states compared to neutral
states (Aftanas et al., 1997). The authors proposed that

increased dimensional complexity might be due to emotional
arousal that shifts brain activity toward different dynamic
states. Similarly, research shows decreased dimensional
complexity in EEG signals during meditation as compared to
baselines, where meditation was presumed to ‘turn off’
networks relevant to internalized attention and inhibition of
information processing (Aftanas & Golocheikine, 2002).
Thus, EEG research highlights higher-dimensional states
during more emotionally arousing and less restful activities.
However, research has not determined if the higherdimensional states suggest a qualitative shift in the attractor
state of brain dynamics. Moreover, our general understanding
of emotional attractor states is limited. Questions remain in
terms of whether there are qualitatively different dynamics
during information processing and how those dynamics could
be altered as a function of different aspects of stimuli (e.g.,
positive and negative; calm and arousing; fast and slow
emotional change, etc.).
This paper applies methods from NDST to identify
dynamic attractor states in emotional arousal during video
viewing. We propose that emotional arousal exhibits
properties of the Rössler system that consists of two types of
attractors: a non-chaotic attractor (e.g., equilibrium points or
limit cycle) and a chaotic attractor. Moreover, we propose
that attractor indices are not significantly associated with
traditional metrics of arousal derived from EDA (e.g.,
average, average change, etc.), which would suggest attractor
metrics have the potential to provide new fruitful directions
for understanding EDA response. This study is based on the
secondary analysis of data collected from a large research
project examining emotional responsivity to different media
viewing conditions (Han, 2020). The data used in this study
was from an experimental design with 2 (message valence:
positive and negative) × 2 (message arousal: calm and
arousing) × 2 (message repetition) × 2 (stimulus presentation
order: slow and fast) mixed-factor design. Order was a
between-subject factor that half of the participants watched
one stimulus presentation order with a slow change of
emotional valence and arousal from one video to another
while the other half of participants watched the other stimulus
presentation order with a faster change of emotional valence
and arousal between videos. The specific video presentation
orders for the slow and fast emotional change conditions can
be found on our OSF Online Supplementary Table 1. All
other message factors were within-subject factors.
Non-chaotic and chaotic attractors are commonly
identified using one of the three methods in physiological
systems (Aftanas et al., 1997; Stam et al., 2005). The three
methods include identifying signal dimensionality, Lyapunov
exponent, and entropy. We used a phase space reconstruction
method and calculated dimensionality of each time series
across each video viewing for attractor identification. This
exploratory study investigated if the probability of exhibiting
non- and chaotic attractors of emotional arousal varied as a
function of emotional valence and arousal states.
Specifically, we compared the attractor type between (1)
resting and affective states, (2) negative and positive states,
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and (3) arousing and calm states. We also examined (4) if
stimulus presentation order influenced the attractor type of
emotional arousal.
In this regard, we expected that greater emotional arousal
would be associated with a chaotic attractor (a higher
dimensionality state than the non-chaotic attractor) during
video viewing than during baselines (hypothesis 1), during
arousing video viewing than calm video viewing (hypothesis
2), and during the baseline after all video viewing than the
baseline prior to all video viewing (hypothesis 3). We also
expected that the order variable will interact with the baseline
effect such that the fast compared to slow change order will
more likely lead to chaotic attractors for post-viewing
baselines (hypothesis 4). Finally, we investigated whether
positive video viewing would correspond to chaotic
attractors, as compared to negative video viewing
(exploratory research question).

Method
Stimuli
We used National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA)
men’s basketball games as experimental stimuli. Positive
videos were those with the home university leading and
negative videos were those with the home university
trailing. Games with 1-4 score difference were perceived as
arousing and games with 15-25 score difference were
perceived as calm. Each video was 3 minute 40 seconds
long. In order to assure the successful manipulation of the
message valence and arousal variables, team identity and
self-reported positivity, negativity, and arousal were
measured following each game. Results from those who
participated the study show that arousing messages (M =
6.66, SE = .22) were rated significantly more arousing than
calm messages (M = 3.64, SE = .20), F (1, 44) = 186.38, p =
.000 < .001, partial ƞ2 = .81. Positive messages (M positivity =
6.59, SE = .17; M negativity = 1.79, SE = .15) were rated
significantly more positive and less negative than negative
messages (M positivity = 3.33, SE = .19; M negativity = 5.29, SE =
.25), F positivity (1, 44) = 151.77, p = .000 < .001, partial ƞ2 =
.78; F negativity (1, 44) = 133.92, p = .000 < .001, partial ƞ2 =
.75.

Participants and Procedures
All procedures were approved by the institution’s Internal
Review Board. Forty-six students were recruited from the
university’s communication and psychology department
pools, with course credits or a $10 Amazon gift card as their
compensation for participation. One participant was an
outlier in not supporting the home university during the game
viewing; hence this participant’s data were deleted from
future analyses. Among the final 45 participants (M age =
19.05, SD = .99), most identified as women (n = 31) and
White (n = 35, followed by Asians [n = 5], American Indian
or Alaska Native [n = 1], and no data for the rest four
participants [n =3 did not report and n = 1 was missing due to
equipment failure]).

After participants signed the consent form, they were
seated in front of a Sony 43-inch Ultra HD television, then
researchers began the procedures for physiological data
collection. Once physiological signals were ready to be
measured, participants were given a brief oral instruction and
watched the games in the randomly assigned order. After
each game clip, they were asked to rate how positive,
negative, and aroused the game made them feel, and which
team they rooted for. Two two-minute silent physiological
baselines were measured, one before and one after they
watched the eight game video clips.

chaotic attractor (Abarbanel, 1996; Strogatz, 1994), time
series data with dimensionality equal or smaller than two was
coded as non-chaotic (with zero indicating an equilibrium
point and one indicating a limit cycle, Stam et al., 2005);
dimensionality larger than two was coded as chaotic.
The time series data from each video were processed and
passed to the MATLAB program. The program then
produced one numerical value indicating its dimensionality,
which was used to determine whether it is a chaotic or nonchaotic attractor. This resulted in eight binary values (one for
each video) for the attractor variable for each participant.

Skin Conductance Activity
Skin conductance activity is a reliable measure of emotional
arousal (Dawson et al., 2007). We measured EDA using two
EDA electrodes that measured sympathetic nervous system
reactivation through the activity of eccrine sweat glands.
EDA data were recorded at a 2000Hz sampling rate using a
BIOPAC MP150 system (BIOPAC Systems Inc., Santa
Barbara, CA). The EDA electrodes were placed on the inner
side of participants’ left feet, which were connected to EDA
wires. Data were cleaned in the Acqknowledge 5.0 software.
Because skin conductance data is a slow response signal, data
were averaged to 1Hz for analysis.

Post-viewing Emotional Ratings
Emotional ratings were measured on nine-point Likert
Scales. Arousal rating ranges from 1 (not at all
excited/aroused/awake)
to
9
(extremely
excited/aroused/awake). Positivity rating ranges from 1 (not
at all positive/happy/pleased) to 9 (extremely positive/
happy/ pleased). Negativity rating was measured on the 9point
scale
ranging
from
1
(not
at
all
negative/unhappy/annoyed)
to
9
(extremely
negative/unhappy/annoyed).

Attractor Measurement
As mentioned earlier, non-chaotic and chaotic attractors of
emotional arousal were assessed via phase space
reconstruction (Abarbanel, 1996). Time series data was a
one-dimensional data reduced from a higher-level
dimensional space. For example, a pendulum operates on a
two-dimensional space (i.e. velocity and location
dimensions) but common descriptions of a pendulum’s
trajectory are presented in terms of a one-dimensional time
series that is a sine or cosine wave. Phase space
reconstruction unfolds the one-dimensional time series data
and recovers its higher-level dimensional phase space that the
data originally operates on, using the embedding theorem
(Takens, 1981). Detailed explanations and specific steps
entailed in this method can be found in the supplemental
document of our OSF page. A MATLAB program created by
Kay and Richardson (2005) was used for parameter setting
and dimensionality calculation. Based on the structure of the
data, the method estimates the number of dimensions (i.e., the
n-dimensional phase space) in which the data operates.
Because dimensionality larger than two is considered as a
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Figure 1. The red line on the top right panel is illustrated as a
red non-chaotic (fixed-point) attractor—unfolded over
time—in the left three-dimensional space. The blue time
series data on the bottom right panel unfolds as a higherdimensional blue chaotic attractor in the left panel. The left
panel figure is adapted from Wikipedia, and a similar graph
can be replicated by using the Rössler Attractor Simulink
Model, Moysis, 2016 (see differential equations in Rössler,
1976).

Data Analyses
Model 1. A binary logistic regression model was built to test
hypotheses 1, 3, and 4 and the exploratory research question
with video valence, order, and their interaction as predictors
and the attractor type (chaotic [1] or non-chaotic [0]) as the
outcome variable. Valence had four levels so as to test
multiple hypotheses in one model: positive video, negative
video, and two levels of residual valence including previewing baseline and post-viewing baseline. Order had two
levels including slow and fast emotional change rates.
Contrasts were specified in the model to compare baselines
(two levels combined) versus stimulus (negative and positive
video viewing segments combined) for hypothesis 1, previewing to post-viewing baselines for hypothesis 3 and 4, and
positive video viewing to negative video viewing for research
question 1.
The Hosmer-Lemeshow test was not significant (χ2(4) =
.00, p = 1.00) suggesting the model was correctly specified.
The model’s -2Log likelihood = 395.76, and the Nagelkerke
R2 = .21.

Model 2. Model 2 replaced the variable video valence with
video arousal to test if arousing videos produced a more
chaotic attractor than calm videos (hypothesis 2). All other

parameters were identical to Model 1. Like Model 1, Model
2 was correctly specified. The Hosmer-Lemeshow test was
not significant (χ2(4) = .00, p = 1.00), the model’s -2Log
likelihood = 409.55, and the Nagelkerke R2 = .17.

Results
Association between Attractors and Traditional
Measures of Arousal
We first correlated Attractor with other traditional skin
conductance measures. Point biserial and Pearson
correlations were used to correlate categorical-continuous
variables and two continuous variables, respectively. We
correlated Attractor with Dimensionality (the numerical
value calculated from the phase space reconstruction
method), averaged skin conductance level across each video
viewing (SCL_Mean) and its standard deviation (SCL_std),
averaged skin conductance’s change score from the video
onset (Change_Mean = average (SCLtime(i) – SCLtime0)) and
its standard deviation (Change_std), and three emotional
ratings after each video viewing: arousal rating (Arousal),
positivity rating (Positivity), and negativity rating
(Negativity).

Results showed no significant main effect of pre-viewing
versus post-viewing baseline, Wald χ2(1, 3) = .90, p = .34.
However there was a significant interaction effect with Order,
Wald χ2(1, 3) = 4.93, p = .03 < .05 (B = 1.96, SE = .88, Odds
Ratio = 7.07, 95% CI [1.26, 39.73]). As expected, order had
no effect on the probability of chaotic attractor for the previewing baseline, nevertheless it had significant effect on
post-viewing baseline. Contrary to our prediction, the slow
order led to higher not lower probability of exhibiting the
chaotic attractor than the fast order, Wald χ2(1) = 5.10, p =
.02. On the other hand, from the pre-viewing baseline to the
post-viewing baseline, the probability of exhibiting the
chaotic attractor increased for the slow changing order (Wald
χ2(1) = 5.80, p = .02) while it remained the same for the fast
changing order (Wald χ2(1) = .92, p = .34). Hypothesis 3 was
partially supported and Hypothesis 4 was not supported.

Figure 3: The predicted probabilities (with 95% Wald CI
bars) of chaotic attractor in different media viewing
contexts.

The second column of Figure 2 suggests that the
correlation sizes of Attractor with more traditional EDA
metrics were small and none were significant, p > .05. This
was also true of the dimensionality index, which was not
significantly correlated with traditional EDA metrics, p > .05.
The findings suggest the attractor and dimensionality
variables capture distinctive properties of skin conductance
data compared to traditional measures.

For research question 1, Model 1 showed that the effect of
negative-versus-positive video viewing comparison on
chaotic attractor significantly interacted with Order, Wald
χ2(1, 3) = 11.43, p = .001 < .01 (B = -2.33, SE = .69, Odds
Ratio = .10, 95% CI [.03, .38]). The valence shift from
positive video viewing to negative video viewing decreased
the probability of exhibiting a chaotic attractor for the slow
changing order, but increased for the fast changing order, as
shown in Figure 3.
Model 2 revealed no significant effect of video arousal
level (calm versus arousing) on chaotic attractor, Wald χ2(1,
3) = .23, p = .63 (B = .23, SE = .48, Odds Ratio = 1.29, 95%
CI [.49, 3.22]). Therefore hypothesis 2 was not supported.

Hypothesis Testing
In line with hypothesis 1 that video viewing would be
associated with more chaotic attractors compared to pre- and
post-viewing baselines, Model 1 revealed a main effect of the
baseline-versus-stimulus comparison, Wald χ2(1, 3) = 26.90,
p < .001. Media viewing compared to the two silent baselines
increased the probability of the chaotic attractor (B = 4.27, SE
= .82, Odds Ratio = 71.36, 95% CI [14.22, 357.99]).
Hypothesis 1 was supported.

Predictability of Emotional Arousal Attractor
We also used regression models to identify the extent to
which non-chaotic and chaotic attractors predicted postviewing self-reported arousal ratings. Specifically, we
examined results from a linear multiple regression model
with arousal ratings as the outcome variable and the attractor
binary data, the average level of skin conductance change
from the video onset, and its standard deviation as the
predictors. The latter two predictors were included as

Figure 2: Correlation plot of Dimensionality, Attractor,
SCL_Mean, SCL_std, Change_Mean, Change_std, Arousal,
Positivity, and Negativity.
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covariates to examine the predictive value of attractor type
over-and-above two traditional EDA metrics.
Results demonstrated that—while the average change in
skin conductance was associated with arousal rating
(estimated beta = .016, p = .002)—the attractor variable
remained predictive for arousal ratings (estimated beta = -.36,
p = .02). The finding that both variables predicted selfreported arousal suggests that a chaotic attractor of skin
conductance is more likely to lead to lower arousal ratings.
Additionally, the standard deviation of skin conductance
change score had no predictability on the arousal ratings.
Adding the variable of attractor to the model (with skin
conductance change score and its standard deviation as
predictors) increased the adjusted R2 from .019 to .032.

Discussion
This study demonstrates distinct dynamics of emotional
arousal in different media viewing contexts. Results revealed
that media viewing shifts one from a non-chaotic attractor to
a chaotic attractor. This shift might be necessary as a chaotic
attractor means more flexibility in information processing,
where dynamic fluctuations allow participants to more easily
respond to different information processing demands in the
environment by shifting to different modes from similar
baseline states (Aftanas et al., 1997).
We also found that using the slow rather than the fast
changing video order led viewers to maintain the attractor
mode (i.e., in a chaotic attractor) after watching the videos.
Although this result is contrary to our initial prediction, it is
in line with previous research on human emotion. Pettersson
and colleagues (2013) used an NDST approach and modeled
daily variation of human emotions. They found that the
further one gets from their equilibrium point, the faster one
returns to that point. In other words, fast-changing and
intense switches in emotional experiences can lead to faster
recovery and return to a more “normal” equilibrium point. In
our study, the fast-changing order may have perturbed
emotion more intensely than the slow changing order,
suggesting that the fast changing order might make one get
further away from their initial baselines. This might be the
reason that we see its faster recovery during the post-viewing
baseline, as compared to the slow changing order for the postviewing baseline.
This study also found that both content valence and
viewing context (i.e., presentation order) predicted the
presence of the EDA-based non-chaotic or chaotic attractor
states. This suggests that the attractor states reflected by the
physiological signal might not have a one-to-one mapping
relation with emotional states. This echoes with Boyatzis and
colleagues’ theorization of two affective attractors in
personal and shared vision for management and
organizational practice: the positive emotional attractor
(PEA) and the negative emotional attractor (NEA). They
argued that both of the attractors are strange chaotic attractors
and instead of having a one-to-one mapping relation with a
single emotional state, or physiological or neurological state,
each attractor is characterized by three dimensions including
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positive or negative emotional arousal, hormonal arousal, and
neurological activation. For example, creating a personal or
shared vision requires one to be in the PEA that is
characterized with positive emotional arousal, endocrine
arousal from the parasympathetic nervous systems activation,
and neurological activation of the default mode network as
opposed to the task positive network (Boyatzis et al., 2015).
Future analyses of this present study could explore if the
occurrence of chaotic attractor is moderated by viewer
attentiveness toward the videos. Testing the relationship
between attention and probability of emotional arousal
attractor might increase our understanding of the valence by
order interaction pattern in predicting attractor state.
The arousing level had no effect on the attractor type.
Earlier research suggests that arousing moments elicit skin
conductance responses (SCRs, spikes in Figure 1, Potter &
Bolls, 2012), leading to possible higher probability of
exhibiting a chaotic attractor. Nevertheless, this study
showed that calm videos produced the same probability of a
chaotic attractor as arousing videos. We suspect that this may
be due to the nature of the stimuli we used in this study. For
NCAA basketball games, scoring and winning moments
might be more important for basketball fans than if the game
is close (arousing) or lopsided (calm). Therefore, scoring
moments might be more likely to elicit SCRs, making content
valence a more influential variable affecting the type of
attractor than content arousal. This might speak to the
significant finding for the valence effect but not the arousal
effect on attractor. Future research should use different
genres (e.g., TV shows and commercials) and see if the
results in this study are replicated.
This study contributes to broader understandings of the
EDA system. First, it provides a possible underlying
mechanism for non-specific skin conductance responses (NSSCRs). NS-SCRs occur regularly without external
stimulation, and therefore they are also called spontaneous
SCRs. Healthy adults on average have five NS-SCRs per
minute and the number can reach to ten for some people
(Zimmer, 2000). Previous research shows that one’s NS-SCR
rate is relatively stable over time and thus is interpreted as a
trait called “electrodermal lability” (Crider, 1993). Those
with a high frequency of NS-SCRs are called labiles and
those with few NS-SCRs are stabiles (Dawson et al., 2007).
This study suggests that those non-stimulus-evoked SCRs
might derive from the nature of the system’s chaotic attractor
as the system operates on such an attractor that generates
SCRs regularly. Our findings lend support for the notion that
the EDA system for people categorized as labiles is operating
on a chaotic attractor while the EDA system for stabiles
might be on a non-chaotic or less chaotic attractor. Research
shows that EDA lability reflects the ability of information
processing. As labiles are more vigilant and usually
outperform stabiles on various information processing tasks,
future research could test, as mentioned earlier, if the chaotic
attractor is associated with attention, recall, or additional
factors associated with emotional sensitivity. Thus, our
findings of distinct attractor states (non-chaotic and chaotic

attractors) may complement those on individual differences
associated with EDA lability.
Second, this study found an important predictor for arousal
rating. For decades, physiologists and emotion scientists have
no clear explanations on the difference between
physiological and emotional experiences. The only thing that
the previous research is consistent on is that the two are
always different or sometimes even conflict with each other.
The regression models suggest that the SCL change score
explains only 1.9% of the variances of arousal ratings. Once
we added the attractor variable to the model, the skin
conductance activity (including the change score and the
attractor variable) overall accounts for up to 3.2% of the
rating variance. Consistent with prior theoretical work calling
for a dynamic computational architecture for understanding
emotion as an emergent process (Scherer, 2009), this finding
suggests that dynamics of skin conductance is a significant
factor influencing one’s emotional experiences. Future
research may follow-up on this finding by searching for
additional dynamic properties of physiology that might affect
and predict emotional experiences.
Future research could use additional types of nonlinear
dynamical analyses to increase our understanding of the
distinct features of the emotional arousal attractors. For
example, fractal analysis can be used to examine if the
chaotic attractor has significantly different fractal dimensions
as a function of message valence, arousal, and emotional
change rate. Recurrence analysis can also be used to compare
the size of attractor between different media viewing
conditions.

Conclusions
Overall, our preliminary study reveals an important feature
of the EDA system that has previously garnered little
attention from physiologists and emotion scientists, with few
exceptions (e.g., Scherer, 2009). Our findings suggest that the
distinction between EDA-based attractor states may represent
an important marker for information processing research as it
(1) differentiates resting and affective states and positive and
negative states; and (2) is sensitive to context change during
information processing. Critically, the attractor indices were
not significantly correlated with more traditional EDA
metrics and significantly improved models predicting selfreported emotional experience over-and-above traditional
metrics, demonstrating its unique potential for understanding
emotional states. In addition, this notion of emotional
attractor states might also contribute to our understanding of
human physiology more generally. As previously noted,
attractor states have the potential to further understanding of
EDA lability and individual differences in the EDA system,
as well as the relationship between physiological and
emotional experiences.
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Abstract

identification/discrimination errors. This idea of measuring
an item’s internal representation via its relation/similarity to
other items is based on a second-order isomorphism of
internal representations (Shepard & Chipman, 1970). A
second-order isomorphism - also used in representational
similarity analysis (RSA; Kriegeskorte et al., 2008) assumes no direct correspondence of properties between an
object’s external and internal relationship, allowing for
measurements of similarity without prior knowledge about
the physical stimuli’s structure or properties.

An ongoing debate about the structure of conceptual space is
based on two competing mathematical theories of similarity
that make distinct predictions about the structure of mental
representations and how to model the representational space
they are stored in. These are known as metric (Shepard, 1962)
and ultrametric (Tversky, 1977) theories, modeled by
multidimensional scaling and additive trees respectively.
Turning to the brain to resolve this conflict, we propose a
computational framework to assess behavioral and neural
data’s underlying structure and investigate whether the
behaviorally known spaces for colors (metric) and letters
(ultrametric) can be reproduced from neural data. Our results
show that the metric color wheel can be reproduced from
brain area V4, but that neural activations of the letters from
extrastriate cortex (V2-V5) are also metric instead of being
ultrametric. Finally, we discuss three possibilities for the
brain’s similarity structure, including a potential metric bias.

Mathematical Models of Similarity

Keywords: additive tree; concepts, MDS; metricity;
representational spaces; similarity structure, ultrametric

Introduction
The brain can represent a vast amount of information about
objects, concepts, and categories at different levels of
abstraction while also preserving their individuality and
relationships to one another. Understanding how the brain
solves such fundamental problems of representation is still
subject to avid debate. Our approach in tackling these
queries is to characterize different properties of the
conceptual (or psychological) space, thought to store all
representations of object, concept, and category knowledge.
Central to this endeavor is the notion of similarity – a
relation between two perceptual or conceptual objects –
which fundamentally underlies our understanding of
concepts and categories and their mental representations
(Edelman, 1998; Hahn & Chater, 1997; Shepard, 1980,
Tversky, 1977). Perceived similarity has classically been
measured using behavioral tasks, such as similarity
judgments, object sorting, substitution errors, or
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In the past century, two prominent mathematical theories
have made distinct predictions about the organization of
mental representations and how to model the psychological
(or conceptual) space they are stored in.
Metric theories (Shepard, 1962; Thurstone, 1927) propose
that concepts are represented as points in a continuous
metric space. The similarity (or dissimilarity) between
concepts is argued to be a function of the distance between
all other concepts, with more similar concepts being
represented by closer points in the space. Proposed as a
Universal Law of Generalization, Shepard (1987) argues
that perceived similarities are inversely related to
psychological distances via an exponential decay function of
form s(A,B)=e−d(A,B), where A and B are two percepts (e.g.
objects or concepts). This metric psychological space can be
modeled and visualized using a technique called non-metric
multidimensional scaling (MDS) (Kruskal & Wish, 1978).
The goal of MDS is to reconstruct a k-dimensional
geometric space that preserves the distances of perceived
(dis)similarities.
Ultrametric theories (Tversky, 1977; Tversky & Gati,
1978), on the other hand, propose that similarity is a
function of both common and distinctive features. Here,
perceived similarities are a result of a feature matching
process of common and distinctive features that are
differentially weighted, leading to a concept with more

common and less distinctive features to increase in
similarity. Tversky’s contrast model expresses this as a
linear combination, where the similarity of stimuli A and B
is s(A, B) = α g(A ∩ B) – β g(A – B) – γ g(B – A), with the
constants α, β, and γ being subject to contextual change.
Tversky’s contrast model can visually be represented in a
variety of different tree structures (i.e., hierarchical
clustering schemes, and ultrametric or additive trees). Yet,
Sattath and Tversky (1977) directly extended the contrast
model through the construction of additive feature trees in a
method called Addtree, which is an unrooted binary additive
tree, where concepts (and their shared features) are
represented as nodes in a connected graph and relations
between nodes reflect the observed proximities.
Metric and ultrametric theories (also referred to as spatial
and tree models respectively) describe different cognitive
processes involved in determining two objects’ similarity.
Detecting whether a dataset is better fit by a metric or
ultrametric model can consequently be informative about
the cognitive processes that underly object perception,
similarity, categorization, and representation.

Behavioral Evidence
Ample behavioral evidence supports both metric and
ultrametric theories as a characterization of psychological
space (Pruzansky, Tversky, & Carroll, 1982; Shepard, 1980)
and as a tool to reveal the underlying structure and
dimensions of various representational spaces. Shepard
(1964), for example, showed that a 2D MDS solution of
Ekman’s (1954) color data recovers the well-known color
wheel (Newton, 1704). Meanwhile, researchers were also
testing the ultrametric theory and the fit of tree models
(Tversky & Gati, 1982). Sattath and Tversky (1977)
compared the MDS and Addtree solutions of visual
similarity judgments of Swedish letters, originally collected
by Kuennapas and Janson (1969). While the MDS solution
reveals one possible dimension of round vs. straight letters,
the other dimensions remain ambiguous. The Addtree
solution however reveals very distinct and easily
interpretable clusters (e.g., vertical, arched, etc.).
To date, the investigation and comparison of metric and
ultrametric theories has exclusively been based on
behavioral data and researchers were not able to resolve the
conflict, concluding that both the task and the stimulus
structure determine what the structure of the
representational space will be (Pruzansky, Tversky, &
Carroll, 1982). This might be because behavioral similarity
data is biased and subjective, subject to change based on the
context and stimulus sample, and limited in dimensionality.
Furthermore, behavioral similarity data might be a more
indirect way of measuring representations, as it is the output
of a sequence of decision processes that can undergo a
variety of cognitive transformations before being measured
as behavioral output. Turning to the brain could provide
new constraints in differentiating between these theories,
offer higher dimensionality and degrees of freedom, and
constitute a more direct way of measuring representations
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and their representational spaces before undergoing some of
the cognitive processes.
Consequently, our goal was to experimentally investigate
whether known similarity representations underlying
psychological space can be reproduced from neural data.
Using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), we
investigated whether the known psychological spaces of
colors (metric) and letters (ultrametric) can be modeled
from neural activations, predicting that their representational
spaces will be congruent.

Detecting Similarity Structures
To evaluate the representational structure of conceptual
spaces, we propose a computational framework that assesses
the performance of the metric and ultrametric theories’
modeling tools (i.e., MDS and Addtree). In addition to
providing reliable measures of whether a given data is better
represented in a metric or an ultrametric space, this
framework also needs to be applicable to both behavioral
and neural data.
The proposed similarity structure analysis (SSA) consists
of three different measures and is an extension of the
comparative methods proposed by Pruzansky, Tversky, and
Carroll (1982). The first measure is a visual examination
and interpretability of the data in the metric space using
nonmetric MDS (Kruskal & Wish, 1978; Kruskal, 1964)
and in the ultrametric space using least square fits of
Addtree (Sattath & Tversky, 1977). Despite the lack of
explicit feature dimensions, these visualizations can be
examined for shared features to identify the data’s
underlying dimensions. The second measure evaluates the
models’ goodness of fit. Model fits are determined based on
the r2-value based on a linear regression between observed
proximities and model distances as well as by computing
and comparing the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) of
each model. The third measure examines the data’s
skewness based on standardized and centered frequency
distributions. This is based on Sattath & Tversky’s (1977)
Skewness Theorem, which shows that left-skewed data is
better modeled by ultrametric spaces and right-skewed data
is better modeled by metric spaces.
To demonstrate the SSA’s validity we used two different
data types with a known structure: real-world metric
distances between US cities and taxonomic data of plants
(Oksanen et al., 2019). The SSA shows an accurate
detection of the underlying similarity structure in both cases
(Table 1). Visually, MDS scales the US city distances into
their correct positions on a map of the US, while Addtree
separates the cities into east and west coast locations. While
Addtree shows a relatively good r2 fit as well, only MDS is
able to uncover the underlying latent structure of the US
map, highlighting the importance of considering all three
tests in conjunction. For the taxonomic data of plants, on the
other hand, Addtree outperforms MDS and provides a
perfect fit to the data (r2=1) and groups them by their
ecological constraints.

Second, we tested the SSA’s performance on behavioral
similarity judgments with an unknown structure, using the
well-known case of colors and letters (Table 1). As
expected, the SSA reveals a better metric fit for the colors
and produces the well-known color wheel (Ekman, 1954;
Newton, 1704; Shepard, 1964), while the letters are better
fit in an ultrametric space with Addtree separating the letters
into clusters based on their visual shapes (Kuennapas &
Janson, 1969; Sattath & Tversky, 1977).

Behavioral Experiments
Participants & Stimuli
Participants Fifteen participants (mean age = 26.3, SD;
female = 6) were recruited to perform a behavioral version
of the Ekman (1954) color experiment. All participants were
prescreened for normal color vision using the Ishihara
colorblindness test (Ishihara, 1917). Six participants (mean
age = 25.1, female = 2) were recruited to perform a
behavioral version of the Kuennapas and Janson (1969)
letter experiment. Participants were prescreened for dyslexia
and provided behavioral similarity ratings while performing
an fMRI experiment. All participants gave informed consent
in accordance with the Rutgers University Institutional
Review Board and either volunteered or received course
credit for their participation.
Color Stimuli Fourteen square color stimuli (31x31 pixels)
were created based on the original wavelengths (434nm,
445nm, 465nm, 472nm, 490nm, 504nm, 537nm, 555nm,
584nm, 600nm, 610nm, 628nm, 651nm, 674nm) used in the
Ekman (1954) study. To digitalize the color stimuli, we
converted the wavelength values into the tristimulus color
space CIE XYZ to closely resemble the perception of colors
by the human eye.
Letter Stimuli The letter stimuli consisted of the same set
of lowercase Latin alphabet letters as in the Kuennapas and
Janson (1969) study, with the exception of three Swedish
letters (å, ä, ö) that do not exist in the English alphabet and
“w”, which is not part of the Swedish alphabet.

Experimental Procedure
Table 1: Results of the SSA for US cities, plants, and the
original color (Ekman, 1954) and letter (Kuennapas &
Janson, 1969) data, as well as their behavioral replications.
Data
US Cities
Plants
Colors
Letters
Beh. Data
Colors
Letters

MDS
r2
1
0.82
0.94
0.55

Addtree
r2
0.97
1
0.86
0.77

Data
Skew
0.27
0.9
-1.16
1.36

MDS
AIC
260
4563
-247
-433

Addtree
AIC
567
-27509
-171
-631

0.96
0.65

0.84
0.75

0.7
-0.75

27
949

92
845

Figure 1: Grouped averaged behavioral results for the color
MDS (A) and letter Addtree (B) solutions.
To get a sense of the distribution of colors, participants were
First familiarized with all color stimuli and performed a
warm-up task identical to the experimental task using four
shades of grey tones. For the main experiment, participants
were instructed to rate the similarity between all possible
color pairs presented in a random order. A fixation cross
was coupled with an ISI jitter (1-2s), followed by a 6s
presentation of color pairs (first 2s by itself, then 4s with the
similarity scale) and a similarity scale that appeared after the
first two seconds of the color pair presentation (2s; 1-5 with
1 = no similarity; 5 = identical). The order of pairs was
randomized for each participant. All experimental tasks
were presented using the experimental presentation software
PsychoPy2.
The letter task was identical to the design of the color
task, except that participants were instructed to rate the
visual similarity between all possible letter pairs on a Likert
scale of 1-10 (1 = no similarity; 10 = identical) in
accordance with the original study design.

Analysis
Each participant’s similarity judgments were converted into
a distance (or dissimilarity) matrix to serve as input to the
SSA. A group average was computed by taking the mean
over participants’ distance matrices. Additionally, Kendall’s
Tau was used to facilitate a direct comparison between our
replications and the original study data.

Results
Color Experiment Both within single subjects and the
group mean, all participants’ MDS configurations exhibited
a concentric structure and correct ordering of the color
wheel (Figure 1A). The results of the SSA shows that the
MDS’ metric space is a better fit to the data. A comparison
of the group dissimilarity matrix based on the behavioral
data and the dissimilarity matrix of the original Ekman data
using Kendall’s Tau rank correlation coefficient further
reveals that they are highly and significantly similar (rτ =
0.75, p < .0001).
Letter Experiment Participants’ Addtree representations,
both on the individual and on the averaged group level,
exhibited a clustering congruent with the different shape
categories of letters (Figure 1B), replicating the results of
the original letter data. The SSA results confirm that the
ultrametric space is a better fit (Table 1) and significantly
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similar to the original Kuennapas and Janson data (1969) (rτ
= 0.68, p <.0001).

(spatial normalization to standard MNI space) and analysis
of fMRI data was conducted in FSL and R.

Analysis

fMRI Experiments
The results of the behavioral experiments show a successful
replication of the color and letter experiments conducted
half a century prior. Next, we adapted the same experiments
for fMRI data collection to examine whether the brain
represents colors and letters in the same similarity structure.

Participants & Stimuli
Four participants were recruited for the color study and
prescreened for possible colorblindness using the Ishihara
color test. Another four participants (mean age = 37.5;
female = 3) with no history of dyslexia or reading
impairments participated in the letter study.

Experimental Procedure
Colors To assure that participants were familiar and
consistent enough with using the similarity scale, they
received 2-3 training runs of the task prior to performing it
in the fMRI scanner. The task consisted of two parts
presenting the color stimuli with different experimental
designs. In the first part, participants saw each color
stimulus individually in a block design. Each trial consisted
of first seeing either a cross or a hash (coupled with an ISI
of 3-4s) and then a color stimulus (6s). As an attention
check, participants were instructed at each trial to indicate
whether they had seen a cross or a hash by button press. The
order of both the colors and the cross/hash presentations was
randomized and repeated over two separate runs. The
second part was identical to the behavioral experimental
design and consisted of rating the similarity between all
possible color pairs.
Letters The letter task consisted of two parts, in which
participants were first asked to rate the similarity of
randomized letter pairs (4s of simultaneously presented
pairs and rating scale). Then, after a fixation cross combined
with a jitter (0.5s), one of the letters in the pair was
presented in the center of the screen and participants had to
indicate the previous position of the stimulus in the letter
pair (4s). There were 13 individual presentations per letter
and the side of presentation in each letter pair was
counterbalanced.
fMRI Data Acquisition All neuroimaging data was
collected at the Rutgers University Brain Imaging Center
with a Siemens Trio 3T scanner and a 32-channel head coil.
The experimental tasks were presented using PsychoPy3
and displayed on a screen visible during fMRI scanning.
Participants’ responses were collected via presses on a fMRI
compatible button box. We collected anatomical MRI data
(T1-weighted 176 1mm slices) as well as functional data,
based on 35 contiguous slices (1mm3 voxel resolution) set
parallel to the AC-PC plane during the experimental task,
and using a multiband sequence (TR = 1s). Preprocessing
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Anatomically defined region of interest (ROIs) masks were
created using the Juelich Historical atlas and thresholded at
60% probability. Based on their association with color
representation (Bohon et al., 2016) and single letter
representation (Flower et al., 2004), we chose the target
ROIs of V4 and extrastriate cortex (V2-V5) respectively.
The auditory cortex served as a control ROI for both studies.
We extracted the time series activations for each ROI and
averaged over the third 2s of presentation associated with
each condition’s individual stimulus presentation. This
resulted in a single activation vector per stimulus, capturing
the spatial activations over all voxels of the ROI. Since all
activation vectors were highly correlated with each other,
we applied a novel two-step de-noising method to enhance
the signal to noise ratio described (see Hanson, Caglar, &
Hanson (2020) for details). In the first step, we created an
independent noise sample using the neural activity
associated with the fixation time points immediately
preceding the individual stimulus presentations. Then, we
used this independent noise sample and applied it as an
orthogonal voxel filter to the stimulus voxel matrix. This
procedure successfully de-correlated the original stimuli
from their background by more than 80%, allowing for
accurate stimulus decoding. We then computed Euclidean
distance matrices to input to the SSA. To compare the
representational shapes and organizations we used
entanglement values, cophenetic correlation coefficients,
and Procrustes analysis.

Results
Colors For all four subjects, individual MDS solutions
based on the neural activations of V4 revealed the expected
color wheel with continuous and correct ordering of hues
(Figure 2A). The model fits of the SSA further reveal that
the metric MDS space is a better fit to the data in all cases
(Table 2). This was also confirmed by an average Kendall’s
Tau coefficient of 0.57 when compared to the original
Ekman data. Importantly however, the same color wheellike structure could not be found for the fixation activations
in the auditory cortex control ROI (Figure 2A).
Letters Contrary to the behavioral data, the representational
space derived from activations in extrastriate cortex do not
show the expected clustering based on visual shape. Instead,
the letters are ordered continuously and according to the
alphabet in each participant’s MDS and Addtree spaces
(Figure 2B). Interestingly, the Addtree clustering of the
space is in line with the phrase structure of the alphabet
song, a common mnemonic used to learn the alphabet at a
young age (see Hanson, Caglar, & Hanson, 2020 for details
and discussion). Also diverging from the behavioral data,
the neural representation of letters is better fit in a metric
space than in an ultrametric space (Table 2). Unsurprisingly,

Table 2: SSA results for the color and letter fMRI studies.
Subjects
Colors1
Colors2
Colors3
Colors4
Letters1
Letters2
Letters3
Letters4

MDS
r2
0.89
0.94
0.9
0.88
0.90
0.89
0.88
0.85

Addtree
r2
0.77
0.84
0.82
0.79
0.75
0.77
0.70
0.68

Data
Skew
1.01
0.41
0.63
0.8
1.23
1.12
1.85
1.89

MDS
AIC
2394
2031
1471
1372
4781
4724
4693
7475

Addtree
AIC
2458
2115
1525
1423
5048
4935
4957
7701

the average Kendall’s Tau also reflects this lack of
congruency between the behavioral and the neural data (rτ =
0.11, p = 0.06).
Higher Dimensional Tests Even though the letters’ 2D
MDS solution looks circular and similar in shape to the
MDS configurations of the colors (Figure 2B), plotting the
first three dimensions of a 6D MDS solution clearly reveals
a consistent shape across participants that is not circular, but
forms a figure eight (Figure 2B). This choice of 6D is based
on the number of clusters produced by Addtree. The
geometry and curvature of the helical folding follows the
phrase structure of the alphabet song as apparent by the
color coding of the clusters (Figure 2B). This is in contrast
to the color data, which, plotted as a 3D projection of a 6D
MDS solution, does not produce the same helical shape but
maintains the data’s more circular shape even in higher
dimensions (Figure 2A).
To further exclude the possibility of an artifact, we ran a
simulation by sampling from a Gaussian random variable.
We matched the average mean and standard deviation of the
subjects' denoised fMRI letter data, computed a distance
matrix, and scaled it into 6D using MDS. Resampling over
six separate simulations, the resultant plotting of a 3D
projection of the 6D space shows that neither the sequential
ordering of the letters, nor the helical structure is present
(Figure 2C).

Control ROIs Although not as clean as in extrastriate
cortex, the letter stimulus activations in auditory cortex also
show an alphabetical organization in Addtree, probably
because of the strong association with the alphabet song.
Plotted as a 2D MDS configuration (Figure 2C), the letters
at first look out of order. However, closer investigation
reveals that it is a flattened spiral structure, which causes the
letters to be intertwined in their order when projected on top
of each other in 2D. A 6D MDS solution plotted in 3D
enables clear identification of this shape (Figure 2C).
Importantly however, neither the alphabetical ordering, nor
the geometric structure can be found in the fixation
activations of the auditory cortex (Figure 2A & B).
Contrary to the extrastriate results, in the auditory cortex
the ultrametric space is a slightly better fit to the data (r2 =
0.45; AIC = 4025.0; skew = 0.923) than the metric space (r2
= 0.51; AIC =3987.75). We suspect that this is because the
2D MDS solution necessarily conflates the distance between
letters, while Addtree is still able to draw up clusters.
The overlap between representations from extrastriate
cortex and auditory cortex is characterized by low
entanglement coefficients both across individual subjects
(Emean = 0.23) and on the group average (E = 0.33). A
cophenetic correlation matrix further reveals stronger
average correlations in clustering within the extrastriate
cortex (CPCC = 0.67) and the auditory cortex (CPCC =
0.445), than between the two ROIs (CPCC = 0.376).
Lastly, we performed Procrustes analyses of the MDS
configurations’ shapes both across subjects within the same
ROI and within subjects across ROIs. All analyses were run
over 999 permutations to help determine significance in the
shape’s correlations. Within ROIs, all subjects were
compared to each other, revealing that their representations
in extrastriate cortex were 0.973 correlated (rmsemean =
0.054; pmean < 0.001). Even though some of the subject’s
representational shapes in auditory cortex did show
concordance, the correlations were significantly lower at
~0.5 (rmsemean = 0.691; pmean = 0.075). Contrary to the
within subjects’ analysis of each ROI and with an average

Figure 2: MDS and Addtree representation for a single subject of the color (A) and letter (B) study. 2D and 6D (plotted in
3D) MDS solutions of the letter data in auditory cortex showing a helical shape.
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of only 0.33 correlation, none of the subjects except for one
showed a significant correlation between the shape of their
representation in extrastriate cortex and auditory cortex
(rmsemean = 0.852; pmean = 0.455).

Discussion
To resolve the longstanding conflict between the metric and
ultrametric theories, we examined whether known
psychological spaces from behavioral data can be
reproduced from neural fMRI data. We accomplished this
by developing a computational framework that can
successfully detect the underlying metricity of
representational spaces across brain and behavior.
Using the behavioral case of metric colors (Ekman, 1954;
Shepard, 1962) and ultrametric letters (Kuennapas &
Janson, 1969; Sattath & Tversky, 1977), our behavioral
studies show half a century later that their representational
spaces and similarity structures can successfully be
replicated in a computerized version.
Using the same color stimuli, we further show in the color
fMRI study that the known metric similarity structure of
colors can also be reproduced from neural data in V4.
Confirming our hypothesis, the behavioral and neural
representational spaces of color are both better fit in a
metric space and show high congruency. Surprisingly,
however, extrastriate cortex neural activations of the
behaviorally ultrametric case of letters exhibit an
alphabetical ordering with a better metric fit. This shows a
strong incongruency of behavioral and neural metricity for
the letters, leading both neural datasets to exhibit a metric
favoring.
We first address potential alternative causes for the neural
letter data’s metricity, before providing various
interpretations and implications of these results. An initial
concern is related to the difference in task demands in the
behavioral and neural experiments. While the behavioral
task involved participants providing similarity judgments,
neither of the fMRI tasks modeled activations from
similarity comparisons. Instead, the activations were
obtained either during passive viewing of individual color
stimuli or while viewing individual letter stimuli and
indicating their previous position. Despite the difference in
behavioral and neural tasks, the color condition nevertheless
shows equivalent representational spaces. While this does
not exclude potential effects that different experimental
tasks might have on the shape and organization of the
representational space, it does provide evidence that the
metricity results of the neural letter task might not be due to
such task difference. In order to assure that the better metric
fit and alphabetical ordering of the neural letter data is not
caused by task modulation, follow up experiments should
include an identical paradigm to the neural color
experiment, as well as other experimental designs such as
using rotated or inverse letters to enhance the saliency of the
letters’ visual shapes.
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A second concern is related to the appropriateness of
using metric and ultrametric spaces. It is important to point
out that an ultrametric space is a special case of a metric
space that is more restrictive by strengthening the triangle
inequality through either the ultrametric or additive
inequality. Consequently, a good ultrametric fit would
always imply a metric space, whereas a good metric fit does
not necessarily entail an ultrametric space. While this might
be a crucial detail for interpreting results of other datasets,
we do not believe that it holds explanatory power in the case
of the neural letter results, which was hypothesized to be
better fit in an ultrametric space but instead is better fit in
the less restrictive metric space.
Relatedly, the appropriateness of both the metric and
ultrametric models has been questioned and contented in the
past - amongst others, for assuming symmetry (Tversky,
1977) or for not adequately distinguishing between
relational and feature similarity (Goldstone, Medin, &
Gentner, 1991). These critiques are most pertinent with
different task demands and the relation between different
category and exemplar sets (Medin, Goldstone, & Gentner,
1993; Roth & Shoben, 1983) and thus will play an
important role in more complex experimental designs than
those used in the here presented studies. Additionally, it
should not affect the consistency of representational spaces
between the behavioral and neural data, which was our main
focus of comparison.
We offer three possible interpretations of the neural
results. A first possible interpretation could be that the brain
generally represents concepts in a metric similarity
structure. The ultrametric spaces observed in behavior data
could be a result of behavioral data being a more indirect
measure of representations and undergoing transformations
by other task-related cognitive processes.
A second interpretation relates to claims made by
Pruzansky and colleagues (1982), who proposed a
perceptual-conceptual dichotomy. Based on a near equal
numbers of datasets with perceptual (e.g., forms, colors, and
sounds) and conceptual content (e.g., animals, tools, sports),
the authors claimed that overall, perceptual data tends to be
better represented in a metric space, while conceptual data
tends to favor an ultrametric space. The metric results of the
color and letter datasets, which are both of perceptual
nature, would be in line with this claim. Additional
behavioral and neural data from other perceptual and
conceptual datasets would be necessary to confirm this
possibility.
A third interpretation is that the brain does contain
(perceptual or conceptual) ultrametric representational
spaces congruent to behavioral data, but that the behavioralneural letter mismatch is an exceptional case. As we have
suggested before (Hanson et al., 2020), this mismatch
appears to be caused by a mnemonic encoding process due
to the alphabet’s association with the alphabet song.
Alternatively, the metric scaling could be due to an artifact
in the data or methodology. Next, we present multiple
pieces of evidence that speak against this possibility.

Both the color and letter 2D MDS solutions produce a
circular shape with linear ordering, which could be concern
for a possible artifact. However, a closer examination
reveals distinct geometries that seem to be characteristic of
the dataset’s and ROI’s representations. Even though both
2D MDS solutions are circular, the MDS solutions of the
color data are an open circle and accurately represent the
larger gap between the wavelengths of 434nm and 674nm.
Higher dimensions further reveal a figure eight shape with
directional shifts of the alphabet for the letters, further
strengthening the mnemonic encoding hypothesis.
Meanwhile, the colors maintain their open circle geometry
even in higher dimensions. Also distinct from the colors, the
representations in auditory cortex resemble a helix shape.
The lack of geometry in the control data of the fixation
activations in auditory cortex and in the Gaussian
simulations further show that the observed shapes are not a
product of randomness. Furthermore, all of the geometries
show consistency across subjects and within ROIs.
Therefore, we believe that the behavioral-neural mismatch
is caused by the mnemonic encoding of the letters in the
brain. This does not exclude the possibility of ultrametric
spaces in the brain, but future studies are needed to explore
the possibility of a metric preference or a perceptualconceptual dichotomy. Future research should also
investigate whether mnemonically assisted learning can lead
to other behavioral-neural representational discrepancies.
To our knowledge, this is the first work that extends the
study of metric and ultrametric theories to the brain. Taken
together, our results provide evidence that psychological
spaces measured by behavior are also encoded in neural
activations of the brain and that they sometimes, as in the
case of colors, have equivalent representational spaces.
Further investigation of the brain’s representational
metricity holds the exciting potential of providing new
evidence to uncover the underlying cognitive processes of
how object similarity is encoded.
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Abstract

Existing Models

We propose a biologically constrained, large-scale neural network model that solves the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test
(WCST). The WCST has been widely used in clinical and
research settings to study cognitive flexibility and executive
function. The model shows a good quantitative match with
human responses across a number of WCST scoring indices,
while consisting of neural networks that functionally and
anatomically map to brain areas and structures implicated in
the task, such as the prefrontal cortex and the cortico-basal
ganglia-thalamus-cortical loop. We argue that the model provides a mechanistic account of WCST solving, and demonstrate its robustness by examining its performance across a
range of biologically motivated parameter values.
Keywords: Wisconsin Card Sorting Test; Spiking Neural Network; Neural Engineering Framework; Semantic Pointers

The WCST has been used as a benchmark test for computational models investigating cognitive control. While many
models have been proposed that focus on different aspects of
the task, here, we focus on a smaller subset of neurocomputational models. Such models aim to explain how computations
performed by networks of neurons give rise to higher-level
cognitive functions.
One of the first neural network models solving the WCST
is that of Dehaene and Changeux (1991). Components of
their model are able to adjust the activity to reflect the presence of negative reward, memorize input values and rules, as
well as reason about the rules. The authors conduct ablation
studies to analyze the effect of lesioned networks, showing
that the model is able to reproduce aspects of the behaviour of
brain-lesioned patients. While reporting perseveration rates,
this work did not include a detailed comparison with human
data on the task.
Another, conceptually similar, neural network model was
proposed by Amos (2000). One feature of this model is
that it contains units that simulate some of the basal ganglia and thalamus function, known to be involved in the feedback processing in the WCST (Monchi et al. 2001). This
model also aims to coarsely match connectivity patterns of
associated brain structures. However, one drawback in terms
of the model’s ability to incorporate neuroanatomical details is the lack of the feedback connection that completes
the cortico-basal ganglia-thalamo-cortical loop (Parent and
Hazrati 1995). As such this model has a limited capacity to
account for the role of subcortical structures in the WCST.
Another concern with this model is the lack of evaluation with
respect to its variability in responses.
Finally, a model that performs a simplified version of the
WCST, and that has also been used in other similar cognitive control tasks, has been proposed by Rougier et al. (2005).
Similarly to previous models, this model contains distinct networks with units representing dimensions and features of interest. However, one key feature of this model is its ability to
learn to perform the task in a trial-and-error way. This is done
by training the model on thousands of task trials, resulting in
the adjustment of weights between individual networks. Similarly to the model of Amos (2000), this model also contains a
component that resembles an aspect of basal ganglia function,

Introduction
The Wisconsin Card Sorting Test (WCST) is used in clinical
and research environments to study a variety of higher-level
cognitive functions such as working memory, cognitive flexibility and abstract reasoning. The test consists of a deck of
stimulus cards that need to be matched to 4 target cards. The
target cards remain unchanged for the duration of the experiment, while the stimulus card changes in each trial. The cards
differ in colour, symbol shape, and the number of symbols.
In a trial, an individual matches a stimulus card to one of
the target cards and receives feedback indicating whether the
match was correct or incorrect. Unbeknownst to them, after
10 correct trials, the experimenter changes the sorting rule.
While a person is not told what the matching rule is, people are quick to notice that the cards can be sorted according
to one of three rules: number, shape or colour. Importantly,
people with cognitive deficits show a pattern of perseveration in their responses—even after being told that their match
is incorrect, they continue to apply the same rule. As such,
their performance is characterized by more errors and a lower
number of categories achieved.1
Here, we take a neurocomputational cognitive modelling
approach, and present a large-scale neural network model that
proposes specific mechanisms across different brain regions
that underlie solving WCST. The model bridges different levels of analysis—at the lower level, individual computations
are realized by groups of neurons, while at the higher level it
exhibits human-like behaviour on the task.
1A

category is said to be achieved after 10 correct trials.
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namely an adaptive gating mechanism.
One feature shared among all mentioned models is their reliance on a pre-allocated role of neural units in the networks.
Such units encode unique and specific features, such as dimensions or dimension values that need to be specified for
the task. As such, those are all localist networks, contrasting the idea of distributed neural representation ubiquitous in
the brain (McClelland et al. 1986). Dehaene and Changeux
(1991) acknowledge that that this type of “grandmother cell”
was adopted for simplicity in their model. However, it is unclear how existing models can be adapted to accommodate
distributed neural representations. Such representations have
important implications for scaling the models to accommodate a wider variety of tasks and inputs, as well as their robustness to deal with noise that naturally occurs in biological
neural systems.
Our proposed model uses a distributed, noisy representation in a neural network whose components and connections
between them functionally resemble those of the associated
brain areas. Crucially, the core components of the model are
agnostic to particular input features in the WCST. That is,
there are no units in the model that are uniquely and exclusively representing input concepts, such as red or triangle.
Instead the model extracts those concepts from the inputs,
stores them in working memory, and uses the memory to adjust its response based on feedback from the environment. As
well, our model performs the task in a way comparable to
participants in the experiment—it performs the task continuously over time while considering the four target cards, its
previous responses, and by matching a stimulus card in each
trial. With our model, the whole experiment is conducted as
one long simulation, which has not been done with the previous models. We also evaluate our model across a number of
WCST normative scoring indices, and show that it provides
a good match with human data while being robust to changes
in different model parameters.

Biologically Constrained Model
Methods We use the Neural Engineering Framework (NEF; Eliasmith and Anderson 2003) to build the
neural network performing the WCST. To do this, we break
the WCST down into an algorithm consisting of vectors,
functions applied to those vectors, and differential equations
on those vectors. Vectors are represented with the pattern
of activity across a group of neurons, and the functions and
differential equations are implemented by finding connection
weights between groups of neurons that best approximate
those functions. Here we use the Leaky Integrate-and-Fire
(LIF) neuron model due to its favorable trade-off between
low computational complexity and rudimentary biological
realism capturing neuronal membrane voltage dynamics (i.e.,
“spiking” activity).
In our case, desired mathematical functions are derived
from a vector symbolic architecture that constitutes the Semantic Pointer Architecture (SPA; Eliasmith 2013). For ex-
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ample, those are the operations of vector (un)binding that are
used to (de)compress vector representations. In the SPA, such
vectors whose values are represented by neural activities are
referred to as semantic pointers (SPs).2 The SPA also includes control components that operate on such representations, such as different types of winner-take-all mechanisms,
some of which are used in the proposed WCST model.
The NEF and SPA have been used to model a wide range
of cognitive and neurobiological phenomena, such as spatial
cognition (Komer et al. 2019; Dumont and Eliasmith 2020),
affective processing (Kajić et al. 2019), structured semantic
representations (Crawford et al. 2016), low-level cerebellar
function (Stöckel et al. 2020), as well as the functional brain
model Spaun (Eliasmith et al. 2012). Our proposed model
uses the same or similar components that have been used in
those other models of neurobiological and cognitive phenomena.
Our model is built using the Nengo Python library for simulating large-scale neural networks (Bekolay et al. 2014). The
library provides default values for many of the model parameters (i.e., synaptic time constants, ranges of frequencies for
neural responses, to name a few), some of which are set to
biologically plausible ranges. Most of the parameters in the
model are set to those default values, however, we needed
to adjust some time constants to stabilize model behaviour.
Those values, as well as the model source code are available
at: https://github.com/ikajic/cogsci21-wcst/.

Model Architecture
The model consists of interconnected groups of neural ensembles that map to the functions of specific brain regions.
While connections between ensembles in our model represent
only a subset of all connections between associated brain areas, they are motivated by neuroanatomical connectivity patterns (Monchi et al. 2001). The model is schematically depicted in Figure 1 (A). Neural ensembles are shown as circles,
with colours denoting whether an ensemble processes external inputs (green), produces outputs (yellow), or its dynamics
is determined internally (white). Arrows denote neural connections and determine the flow of information.
Model I/O Rather than modelling the complete visual system, the visual input to our model is two vectors Ct (for target)
and Cs (for stimulus) that would be the high-level output of a
visual system. Ct represents the 4 target cards as follows:
Ct = C1 ~ P1 +C2 ~ P2 +C3 ~ P3 +C4 ~ P4 ,

(1)

with individual card SPs Ci , i ∈ {1 . . . 4} defined as:
C1 = Color ~ Red + Shape ~ Square + Number ~ One
C2 = Color ~ Blue + Shape ~Circle + Number ~ Two
C3 = Color ~ Green + Shape ~ Triangle + Number ~ T hree
C4 = Color ~Yellow + Shape ~ Star + Number ~ Four,
2 We will be interchangeably using terms vector and semantic
pointer.
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Figure 1: (A): The model. PFC: Prefrontal Cortex, DLPFC: Dorsolateral PFC, VLPFC: Ventrolateral PFC, WM: Working
Memory, THAL: Thalamus, BG: Basal Ganglia, S1: Striatum D1, S2: Striatum D2, STN: Subthalamic Nucleus, GPi/GPe:
Globus Pallidus internal/external; SNR: Substantia Nigra. (B): An excerpt from a simulation showing the decoded vectors (a,
c, e) and spiking activity (b, d, f) in the response population (a, b), working memory (c, d), and the thalamus (e, f) over 4
trials. Decoded values are shown as dot products between the ideal vectors and the vectors represented by a neural population.
Experimental rule changed in Trial 11 from Number to Shape.
where ~ denotes circular convolution, used for compressive binding of vectors. Each non-composite SP, such as
P1, Color or Star, is a Holographic Reduced Representation (Plate 1995), which is a random vector with elements
drawn independently from N (0, 1n ), where n is the number of
dimensions.
The stimulus vector Cs is composed in a similar way, by
controlling for all possible combinations of colour, shape
and number attributes (giving 64 stimulus cards). While Ct
remains unchanged for the duration of the experiment, Cs
changes when the model produces a response, defined as representing one of the 4 target card SPs in the response neural
group for at least 300 ms. We examine the effect of SP dimensionality on model performance in Experiment 1.

Key Components
Prefrontal Cortex In the context of the WCST, the prefrontal cortex (PFC) is associated with the maintenance of
task-related transient information, such as set maintenance
and set shifting (Monchi et al. 2001). In the model, the PFC
includes networks performing the following function: maintaining the current rule/set (working memory and VLPFC),
evaluating individual exemplars based on the current rule
(DLPFC), and selecting the response card (DLPFC).
The novel component in charge of exemplar evaluation is
the reconfigurable associative memory. We refer to it as reconfigurable since it can be used to do any task, not just
WCST. Its goal is to take a complex stored vector (Ct in the
WCST) and extract the 4 different features that are relevant
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for the current comparison. For Ct given above, and in the
case where the current rule stored in working memory (VW M )
is Shape, the results should be Square, Circle, Triangle, and
Star.
To do this, each of the four reconfigurable units performs
the following operation:
f eaturei = Ct ~ Pi−1 ~VW−1M ,

(2)

where i = 1 . . . 4, VW M is the vector represented in the working
memory, −1 denotes the approximate vector inverse, and Ct
and Pi are as defined in Equation 1.
Then, each feature vector is compared with the stimulus
feature vector (obtained in the same way) using a dot product.
The 4 resulting values are fed into a WTA mechanism that
selects one of the 4 target cards and projects the winning SP
to the response population.
Importantly, this neural system computes this operation on
any input vectors Ct and VW M . This means it could be used for
any task where a piece of information needs to be extracted
from a set, regardless of whether that information is about
colour, shape, size, count, age, location, or anything else that
can be represented as a vector.
The cortico-basal ganglia-thalamo-cortical loop The
basal ganglia (BG) and the thalamus are generally associated with control in the brain, playing a critical role in action selection and decision making. Our model uses the BG
model proposed by Gurney et al. (2001) that is anatomically
and physiologically consistent with the biological system.

Through the thalamus and a gating mechanism, the BG
control the contents of the working memory based on the current contents as well as the experimental feedback. This feedback is an exogenous signal provided by the environment, and
is shown as the green “feedback” population in DLPFC in
Figure 1 (A).
If the feedback received in a trial is positive, the thalamus
selects a cognitive action corresponding to “maintain the representation in working memory”. In Figure 1 (B) this thalamus activity is shown as the WM←WM SP in the panel (e).
If the feedback is negative, the current rule in working memory will be replaced by a different one. For example, if the
current rule is Color, it will be replaced with Number, if it
is Number, it will be replaced with Shape, and Shape will be
replaced with Color. As a consequence, this implements a
cyclical selection of rules until positive feedback is received.
An example of a rule switch from Number to Shape is shown
in Figure 1 (B) in the panels (c) and (e).

Results
We first evaluate the model by examining its overall performance on the WCST. To do so, we focus on two commonly
used scoring indices: the number of categories achieved and
the number of perseverative errors. The experiment terminates once the model achieves 6 consecutive categories, or
when all 128 stimulus cards are exhausted.
Then, we compare model performance to performance of
young healthy adults on a range of scoring indices. While
previous modelling studies predominantly reported achieved
categories and perseverative errors, here we include a more
exhaustive comparison including 6 additional indices frequently reported for human data.
In all instances, we run 100 model simulations to account
for possible differences in performance due to parameter initialization. Each simulation corresponds to a different seed
used to initialize random parameters in the model. In the
NEF, there are several such parameters, such as neural firing rate ranges, membrane thresholds, preferred input directions and encoding weights, thus modelling the variability observed in biological systems. As a first approximation, the diversity in models due to such random parameter initialization
can also be considered analogous to individual differences.

Experiment 1: Categories Achieved
We investigated the effect of two parameters on the number of
achieved categories: the dimensionality of semantic pointers,
and the strength of memory defined by the value of the recurrent connection on the neural population representing the
current rule.
Representation Dimensionality The SP dimensionality
affects the number of neurons in the model and the average
pairwise similarity of randomly generated vectors.3 We in3 Vectors randomly sampled from a higher-dimensional space are
more likely to be dissimilar, as measured by some metric of pairwise
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vestigate the effect of representation dimensionality in an attempt to quantify the robustness of our model in terms of the
total number of neurons used. A model relying on vectors
with many dimensions will contain more neurons to represent
these additional dimensions. As we show later, our model
exhibits graceful degradation in performance as we decrease
this number, thus showing that even a smaller model is able
to perform the task.
We run 100 simulations for each of the 4 dimensions:
128, 256, 512 and 1024, and show the distribution of categories achieved in Figure 2 (A). We observe a bimodal distribution with a small mode corresponding to 0 categories
and a larger mode corresponding to 6 categories. The model
with d = 128 has the worst performance, as evidenced by the
largest number of simulations (N = 27) that failed to complete even one category, but also smallest number of simulations (N = 33) that completed 6 categories. Increasing the
SP size improves the performance, but appears to saturate beyond d = 512: N = 79 simulations complete all 6 categories
for both d = 512 and d = 1024.
The approximate model sizes are as follows: 0.53M neurons for d = 128, 1.06M for d = 256, 2.1M for d = 512 and
4.2M for d = 1024. Based on these results, we use d = 512
in remaining experiments, as the larger model did not offer
any substantial improvements and thus did not justify the additional computational expense.
Memory Strength We examine the effect of the recurrent
connection on the “recurrent rule” population in WM shown
in Figure 1 (A). The strength of this connection (w) determines memory characteristics. Lower values can be seen as
modelling a “volatile” working memory that is unable to keep
information for a sustained period of time, while higher values reinforce the current representation and saturate memory
in a way which can make it difficult to integrate new information. w = 0 corresponds to a memory-less system, that is a
feed-forward network, while w = 1 corresponds to a “perfect”
memory4 . The results of 100 simulations for each model using one of the five different connection strengths are shown
in Figure 2 (B).
The highest number of simulations achieving 6 categories
(N = 79), as well as the smallest number of simulations
achieving 0 categories (N = 16) is observed with the model
with w = 0.6. Increasing the weight beyond that value increases the number of simulations achieving 0, 1 or 2 categories, and reduces the number of simulations achieving 6
categories. None of the simulations with w = 0.1 achieves
more than 2 categories.

Experiment 2: Perseverative Errors
In this set of experiments, we examined the effects of memory
on the incidence of perseverative errors. We use the same 100
similarity such as the cosine angle or the dot product.
4 Since we still use neurons, the resulting memory will not actually be perfect, as the neurons are only approximating this ideal
function.
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Figure 2: Number of categories achieved for models using semantic pointers of different dimensionality (A), and memory
strength (B). Distribution of perseverative errors for different memory strengths (C).
simulations for each of the five different connection strengths
as in the previous experiment. A KDE plot showing the distribution of perseverative errors for each connection strength is
shown in Figure 2 (C). Each continuous density is estimated
using a Gaussian kernel with bandwidth size 0.2, and it has
been normalized so that the total area under it sums to 1. The
curves have been truncated after the error value of x = 45 to
highlight the differences in their shapes.
The resulting distributions show different quantitative
properties, with a few showing prominent modes at x = 0.
This corresponds to the majority of simulations where the
model failed to achieve a single category. Next, we observe
another mode at approximately x = 7 for several distributions,
as well as one prominent one at x = 25 for the distribution
with w = 0.8. For w = 0.8 this mode corresponds to simulations that achieved both 0 categories and more than 0 but
less than 6. A small mode also at x = 25 for w = 0.6 is
due to 3 simulations: one simulation where the model produced at most 8 correct responses, thus failing to complete
one category; one where it produced one category and many
sequences of 5+ correct responses but never 10; as well as
one simulation with 6 categories and many errors.
These results lead us to conclude that the strength of recurrent memory connection has a strong impact on the distribution of perseverative errors. We observe a higher number
of perseverative errors when w = 0.8, consistent with the hypothesis that more saturated memory interferes with the successful integration of new information.

Experiment 3: Comparison with Empirical Data
In addition to achieved categories and perseverative errors,
other performance scores typically reported on WCST are:
(1) trials achieved, (2) correct trials, (3) total number of errors, (4) perseverative responses, (5) trials to complete the
first category, (6) failure to maintain set, (7) conceptual level
responses and (8) learning to learn (Heaton et al. 1993).
We use simulation data produced by the three models that
yield the highest rates of 6 categories achieved, based on the
results shown in Figure 2 (B). Those are models with memory
connection strengths w ∈ {0.4, 0.6, 0.8}. We also remove all
simulations that did not complete a single category, resulting
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in 73 simulations for the model with w = 0.4, 84 for w = 0.6
and 56 for w = 0.8. These results are compared to the data
on WCST performance of 25 college-aged students published
in Ashendorf and McCaffrey (2008). The results are shown
in Figure 3, with human averages highlighted in yellow.
To compare the results quantitatively, Bonferroni corrected
95% confidence intervals for the difference between two population means are computed, and used to test for differences
in reported scores. No significant difference was found for
any of the 8 scores when w = 0.6, while 2 and 3 significant
differences were found with w = 0.4 and w = 0.8, respectively. For w = 0.4 those were the number of categories and
failure to maintain set, and for w = 0.8 the same two, as well
as the number of perseverative responses.

Discussion
The proposed WCST model shows a good match with human data on the test, while establishing an important link
to the cognitive and neurobiological levels of explanation.
For example, at the cognitive level, the proposed reconfigurable associative memory module is consistent with the twostage process accounts of discrimination learning (Mackintosh 1965): first, attention is directed towards the relevant
cue (e.g., the task rule, such as shape), and the cue is used
to evaluate individual target cards against the stimulus card.
At the neurobiological level, this module operates on nonspecific, distributed, noisy representations. As such, it differs
from the existing “localist” models that scale poorly and are
biologically unrealistic, as they represent a concept with a
specific and unique neural population. It should be noted that
this module is resource-heavy, as it contains over 95% of all
neurons in the model. However, we find that such cost may
be justified when considering the added benefit of generality, and applicability to different discrimination tasks with a
relatively small set of cues.
We have also demonstrated the robustness of the model, by
showing that varying the parameters of the model results in
gradual impairment in performance. For example, reducing
the semantic pointer dimensionality below d = 512 negatively
affected the number of simulations that achieve all 6 cate-
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Figure 3: Mean performance and 95% confidence intervals on 8 different WCST normative scores for humans and three models
(w ∈ {0.4, 0.6, 0.8}). H: Baseline human performance of 25 college-aged adults (Ashendorf and McCaffrey 2008)
.
gories, while no substantial improvements were found with
d = 1024, which led us to conclude that d = 512 offers a good
trade-off between the model size and performance. Interestingly, d = 512 has been found as the optimal size in related
modelling work (Crawford et al. 2016; Eliasmith et al. 2012).
Varying the strength of the recurrent feedback connection
on the memory module resulted in a higher incidence of perseveration errors, and a lower number of categories achieved.
This decline in performance is consistent with two empirically observed accounts: first, age-related decline in the set
shifting and set maintenance ability (Ashendorf and McCaffrey 2008); second, impaired performance observed in patients with dysfunctional prefrontal brain regions, such as in
schizophrenia (Weinberger et al. 1986). We speculate that our
experimental manipulation is more likely to reflect the poorer
working memory abilities of older adults, since it is consistent
with empirical evidence of age-related decline in memory updates (Hartman et al. 2001). Furthermore, the role of the basal
ganglia-thalamocortical loop in the model is consistent with
the proposal of its importance in determining the attentional
set and overall action guidance (Monchi et al. 2001). However, additional parameter exploration is needed to comprehensively characterize impaired performance in the context
of various cognitive deficits.
We believe that, compared to existing models, our model
provides a more accurate match to cognitive and biological mechanisms in the WCST. However, we highlight several venues for future investigations. First, the model makes
an assumption about the specific sequential order of testing
for three possible task rules (i.e., Shape, Number or Color).
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While our results demonstrate that this is a reasonable strategy, as evidenced by our model producing responses that
match human data well, it does not account for the learning
stage that occurs before one settles onto the three possible
rules.
Second, while the model provides a good match with human data, it should be noted that there are certain caveats associated with the statistical comparison of the human data and
the model data. While, in many cases, we found no significant difference between the two scores, the inability to reject
the null hypothesis (due to overlapping confidence intervals)
does not imply equivalence between the model and the system
being modelled. In the future, we would like to apply more
conservative statistical tests that take into account the relative
difference in confidence intervals when evaluating the models.5
Finally, given that some components of our model neuroanatomically map to biological structures, the model can
be lesioned in a way which corresponds to the damage to the
neural system. For example, there is empirical data available
on WCST performance in Parkinson’s and Huntington’s patients and the model could be used to investigate the role of
different subcortical nuclei.
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Abstract

Goldstone, 2012; Hofstadter & Sander, 2013). The use of
semantic approximations may reflect this process as they
suggest that even very young children spontaneously encode
new situations (e.g. peeling an orange) through general
categories (e.g. taking of an envelope), allowing them to
make analogies with concepts in memory (e.g. undressing).
In this paper, we aim at providing a better understanding of
the cognitive and neural processes underlying semantic
approximations. To do so, we investigate the Event-Related
Potentials
(ERPs)
associated
with
preschoolers’
interpretation of semantic approximations.

This study investigates whether the ERPs of 4-years-olds in
response to verbal overextensions reflect the encoding of actions
through abstract categories. Participants were presented with
images of actions (e.g. peeling an orange) while hearing a
sentence containing a conventional verb (e.g. peeling), an
approximative verb (e.g. undressing), a superficially related verb
(e.g. pressing) or a pseudoverb (e.g. rauging). The N400 for
approximative verbs significantly differed from the pseudoverb
condition, but not from the conventional verb condition. In
contrast, the N400 for superficially related verbs was significantly
greater than for conventional verbs, but no significant difference
was found with the pseudoverb condition. These results confirm
our hypothesis that encoding mainly focuses on general
categories (e.g. taking of an envelope). The implications of the
findings are discussed regarding the conceptual organization of
preschoolers and their analogical abilities.

The role of conceptual knowledge on analogy

Keywords: semantic approximation; overextension;
analogy; abstract encoding; analogical extension; language
acquisition; relational category

Introduction
When a young child says “Go on Mum, turn on your eyes”,
“I undress the orange” or “He breaks the book”, what does it
tell us about her thought (Duvignau, Fossard, Gaume,
Pimenta & Elie, 2007)? It has been proposed that such
semantic approximations denote a fundamental feature of
human mind, which is to draw analogies with prior
knowledge to make sense of new situations (Day &
1
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The role of conceptual knowledge on analogical abilities has
been highlighted in adults. Research on analogical encoding
have shown that comparing analogs promotes the encoding
of a relational category (i. e. a category mainly defined by
relational properties) and enhances novices’ abilities to detect
relational patterns across different contexts (Goldwater &
Gentner, 2015). Relational language (Jamrozik & Gentner,
2020) and prior knowledge about daily-life situations
(Raynal, Clément & Sander, 2020) also play a critical role in
adults’ analogical abilities. Furthermore, experts have
developed higher-order knowledge allowing them to detect
similarities between superficially different analogs (Rottman,
Gentner & Goldwater, 2012).
Relational language and analogical comparison also allows
young children to learn relational categories and to apply
them across superficially different exemplars (Doumas,

Sandhofer & Hummel, 2008). Gentner, Anggoro and
Klibanoff (2011) presented young children with pairs of
objects exemplyfing a relation (e.g. knife : watermelon) and
tested whether they could extend the relational category to
superficially different exemplars (e.g. choose the scissors as
a cutter for a piece of paper). It was found that children both
benefited from hearing a relational label (e.g. “the knife is the
dax for the watermelon”) and from being explicitly prompted
to compare several category members (e.g. “You see how
these [showing a knife and an ax] go with these [showing a
watermelon and an evergreen tree] in the same way?”).
Language and comparison may thus foster the acquisition of
relational categories during childhood.
Goswami (2001) has argued that conceptual knowledge is
determinant for early relational reasoning and that young
children are able to make analogies as long as they are
familiar with the shared relation. Children as young as 3 years
of age (Goswami & Brown, 1990) performed well on solving
four terms analogy tasks involving physical causal relations
like cut, break or melt, which were supposedly very familiar
to the participants (e.g. chocolate bar : melted chocolate : :
snowman : melted snowman). A positive relation was also
found between the familiarity of the relation as assessed by a
control task and children’s performance on the analogy task.
These data show that preschoolers have a sufficient grasp of
certain categories to draw analogies between superficially
different exemplars.
The literature suggests that when given an analogy
involving a familiar relation, preschoolers are able to map the
two representations and to find their common relational
category. However, less is known about whether young
children are able to make spontaneous analogies between a
representation in memory and a target situation. Children’s
use of semantic approximations seems to be highly
informative on this matter (Duvignau et al., 2007; Hofstadter
& Sander, 2013; Pouscoulous, 2011).

Verbal semantic approximations
Indeed, prior research has reported that young children
sometimes interchange the use of words sharing abstract
semantic relations. Most research documenting this type of
errors has focused on verbs, since they typically refer to
relational constructs as opposed to objects names (Gentner,
2006), although other types of words are also overextended
on the basis of abstract relational similarities (Bowerman,
1978; Hofstadter & Sander, 2013).
Several studies have focused on how young children and
adults categorized cutting/breaking/tearing events. It was
shown that children use different criteria as adults do when
labelling events of material destruction (Bowerman, 2012;
Majid, Boster & Bowerman, 2008; Pye, Loeb & Pao, 1996).
For instance, young children are more prone than adults to
overextend the verb break to tearing events.
Duvignau coined the term “semantic approximations” to
refer to children’s substitution errors involving concepts
sharing an analogical similarity (Gaume, Duvignau, Gasquet
& Gineste, 2000). Duvignau et al. (2007) asked preschoolers
2
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of age 29 to 59 months, as well as adults, to describe several
video-clips showing damage, remove and separate actions. It
appeared that children used a greater number of semantic
approximations than adults, and overextended verbs of both
close (e.g. “she cuts the orange”, instead of “peels”) and more
distant (e.g. “she undresses the orange”) domains from the
one of the action.
Whereas the literature on semantic approximations
highlights that preschoolers encode actions at an abstract
level, research has also documented other types of verbal
overextensions suggesting that children focus on the object
involved in the action. Saji et al. (2011) studied Chinese
children’s uses of 13 carry/hold verbs distinguishing actions
according to the manner of holding the object (e.g. duan,
carry with two hands with caution, ding, carry on head).
Interestingly, they found that children were more prone than
adults to apply a similar verb to different manners of holding
as long as they are typically associated to the same object
(e.g. duan and ding typically appear with bowls). Indeed,
young children mainly relied on the (irrelevant) type of
objects being held rather than on the manner of holding when
categorizing actions. Thus, overextensions may be influenced
by surface similarity to a certain extent.
The present study aims at investigating how preschoolers
categorize actions. More specifically, we suggest that verbal
semantic approximations reflect young children ability to
encode general categories allowing them to make analogies
between actions and approximative concepts.

ERP studies investigating conceptual organization
The ERP method appears to be particularly suitable to
investigate categorization processes in young children.
Previous research has also shown that ERP responses reflect
the neural and cognitive processes involved in language
comprehension. Indeed, some components are known to vary
as a function of whether a given statement is more or less
compatible with the way a situation has been categorized.
One of the most documented ERP components associated
with language processing is the N400, a negative waveform
relative to a reference, which is maximal around 400 ms after
stimulus onset and measured typically over centro-parietal
recording sites (Kutas & Federmeier, 2011). The N400 has
been associated to the violation of contextual expectancies
during sentence comprehension. In this line, Federmeier and
Kutas (1999) demonstrated that the final word of a sentence
(e.g. “They wanted to make the hotel more like a tropical
resort. So along the driveway they planted rows of …”) elicits
a greater N400 when it is unexpected (e.g. “tulips”) than
when it is expected (e.g. “palms”). Furthermore, the N400 is
a relevant indicator to study how concepts are organized in
memory, since it is also reduced when the unexpected word
is considered as an exemplar of the same category as the
expected one (e.g. “pines” instead of the expected word
“palms”). Thus, this component can be used to study whether
two categories are encoded through a common category, as
we suggest it is the case for approximative and conventional
verbs in the child’s mind.

Developmental studies have shown that the neural and
cognitive processes indexed by the N400 component are
already mature in very young children. Indeed, 19-monthsolds, like adults, show a N400 effect when incongruous
words or nonsense word that are phonotactically legal
(pseudowords) are acoustically presented following the
introduction of the image of an object (Friedrich & Friederici,
2005). Several studies have further used the ERP technique
to determine whether the lexical-semantic language system
of young children is organized by taxonomic categories (e.g.
animals and furnitures, Rämä, Sirri & Serres, 2013) as well
as whether basic-level categories (e.g. dogs and horses) are
discriminated by toddlers, who are known to overextend
these categories (Torkildsen et al., 2006). In Torkildsen et al.
(2006), a picture-word match experimental paradigm was
used in which acoustically presented words were either a
congruous term (e.g. “dog”), a within-category violation (e.g.
“cat”) or a between category violation (e.g. “car”). A strong
N400 incongruity effect was found for the between-category
violation. A N400-like incongruity effect was also found for
the within-category violation, but it was smaller, later and
less distributed than the latter one. The presence of the N400
effect for within-category violations indicates that toddlers
discriminate basic-level categories. The fact that the withincategory effect was reduced compared to the betweencategory violation shows that very young children have
organized their lexical-semantic system by taxonomic
categories (see also Rämä et al., 2013).
These data suggest that the N400 component is well-suited
to study how actions are categorized (Maguire, Magnon,
Ogeila, Egbert & Sides, 2013). More specifically, the
processing of approximative verbs should reflect a reduced
N400 if the general category that it shares with the action is
encoded. In contrast, the processing of verbs sharing only the
object type (i.e. superficially related verbs) with an action
should elicit a reduced N400 if the encoding is mainly
focused on objects (Saji et al., 2011).

importantly, the amplitude of the N400 elicited by
approximative verbs and superficially related verbs relatively
to the N400 provoked by conventional verbs and pseudoverbs
will reveal how preschoolers encode actions. If encoding is
mainly focused on an abstract category (Hofstadter & Sander,
2013), approximative verbs should elicit smaller N400 than
pseudoverbs, whereas superficially related verb would evoke
greater N400 than conventional verbs. Indeed, approximative
verbs, but not superficially related verbs, should be
compatible with preschoolers’ encoding of actions. In
contrast, if encoding is dominated by objects (Saji et al.,
2011), the N400 should be smaller in the superficially related
verb condition than in the pseudoverb condition, and greater
in the approximative verb condition than in the conventional
verb condition. Under this assumption, superficially related
verbs, but not approximative verbs, are compatible with
young children’s encoding.
Table 1: Examples of stimuli (translated from French).
Images

Verb types
He is [reparing / healing / driving /
trunting] the car
She is [peeling / undressing / pressing /
rauging] the orange
The house has been [destroyed / killed /
built / sedered]
He is [tearing / breaking / reading /
federing] the book

Note: the first verb in italics is the conventional verb, the second
one is the approximative verb, the third one is the superficially
related verb, and the last one is the pseudoverb

The present study
In the current experiment, we tested the hypothesis that
semantic approximations reflect the encoding of a general
category which is common between the approximative and
the conventional term. In order to test this prediction, we used
a picture-word match experimental paradigm in which
sentences containing one of four types of verbs were
acoustically introduced during the presentation of pictures
describing actions (e.g. repairing a car). Sentences contained
either a conventional verb (e.g. “he is repairing the car”), an
approximative verb (e.g. “he is healing the car”), a
superficially related verb (e.g. “he is driving the car”), or a
pseudoverb (e.g. “he is trunting the car”, see Tab. 1). Based
on previous research (Friedrich & Friederici, 2005), it was
predicted that pseudoverbs elicit a more pronounced N400
response in comparison to conventional verbs. Most
1 The criterion for considering data as noisy is presented in the
section “EEG recording and analysis”
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Methods
Participants
Thirty-five 4-year-old children (M = 4. 0 years, SD = 1. 8
months, 18 girls and 17 boys) from monolingual Frenchspeaking families took part in the study. All the children were
born full-term and none of them suffered from hearing or
language impairments. Thirty other children came to the lab
but their data could not be analyzed either because they
refused to wear the cap (N = 1), because of an early
interruption of the experiment following the child’s will (N =
6) or due to noisy data1 (N = 23). The parent gave an informed
consent for the participation of their child to the experiment
before it started.

Materials
The acoustic stimuli were sentences pronounced by a French
female speaker. Forty sentences containing a conventional
verb, an approximative verb, a pseudoverb or a superficially
related verb were presented to each participant for a total of
160 sentences. The semantic approximations presented in this
experiment were taken from a corpus of spontaneous
productions from 2 to 4 years old children (Duvignau, 2002).
The mean duration of the spoken verbs presented in the
experiment was 473.7 ms A questionnaire was administered
to the parents in order to assess their child’s comprehension
of each verb that was presented. In addition, a French
adaptation of the McArthur Communicative Development
Inventory for Words and Sentences (Kern, Langue, Zesiger,
& Bovet, 2010) was distributed to the parents at the end of
the experiment with a stamped envelope so that they could
send it back to us. However, these data could not be analyzed
due to an insufficient return rate. Four images of action
corresponding to each conventional verb (one for each of the
four conditions) were selected from the internet or were
created to match the requirement of the task, constituting a
total set of 160 images. In this way, a given image was only
presented once during the experiment. Four sets of 160
picture/sentence associations were created by associating
each type of sentence (the one containing the conventional
verb, the approximative verb, the pseudoverb and the
superficially related verb) to a different picture (one of the
four different pictures describing the same action).

Procedure
The experiment lasted about 20 minutes and took place in a
soundproof chamber. According to their wish, children were
seated on their parent’s lap or on their own in front of a
computer screen. Parents were asked to avoid communicating
verbally or non-verbally to their child during the experiment.
The interstimulus interval (ISI) between the presentation of
the prime picture and the sentence varied between 750 ms and
1250 ms. The experimenter followed the experiment’s
progression through a webcam and triggered each stimulus
while making sure the child was attentive. An attention getter
(a colored screen with an indistinct animation) was used if
necessary so as to focus the child on the screen. The webcam
system was presented to the child before the experiment and
he or she was told to use a hand signal to put an end to the
experiment.

rejected, and trials with more than 40 noisy channels were
excluded. Below this threshold, individual bad channels were
replaced using spherical spline interpolation. Trials were
excluded from further analyses when they corresponded to
verbs that the parent indicated as not understood by their
child (M = 12. 1, SD = 7, 6). Epochs were first averaged
separately for each participant and condition. Then, data was
re-referenced to the average of all electrodes. Lastly, the
epochs were grand-averaged across all participants for each
condition. Data from participants who retained less than 10
artifact-free trials per condition were excluded from the grand
average and the statistical analysis.
All statistical analyses were performed on the mean ERP
amplitude in the four experimental conditions. Considering
that the N400 is typically peaking at 400 ms over centroparietal sites (Kutas & Federmeier, 2011), and following a
visual inspection of the waveforms, the statistical analyses
focused on activities recorded on posterior sites during the
300-500 ms temporal window. As illustrated in Fig. 1, we
constituted a cluster over the posterior left site (60, 66, 70,
73,69, 65, 59,58, 64, 68), over the posterior middle site (61,
78, 77, 76, 82, 74, 75, 71, 67, 72) and over the posterior right
site (85, 91, 96, 95, 94, 89, 88, 83, 84, 90). According to the
10-10 international electrode position system, the electrode
placement 58 over posterior left site was located around
electrode P7 position, the electrode placement 75 over
posterior middle site around Oz position, and the electrode
placement 96 in posterior right site around P8 position. The
analysis of variance (ANOVA) included two factors:
condition (conventional verb / approximative verb /
superficially related verb / pseudoverb) and recording site
(posterior left / posterior middle / posterior right). The
Greenhouse-Geisser sphericity correction was applied when
necessary.

EEG recording and analysis
A 128 captors Geodesic Sensor Net (GSN, NetStation EGIS
V2.0) referenced to the vertex was used to record continuous
electroencephalogram (EEG, sampling rate: 500 Hz and
Band-Pass = 0. 1 – 100Hz). The experiment started when
impedances were below 50 . The recorded signal was
filtered (0.3 – 30 Hz) and segmented (-100 ms – 1000 ms
before/after the verb onset). The 100 ms pre-stimulus period
was used as the baseline for amplitude measures. The epochs
including ± 150 v (eye movement, eye blink, etc) were
4
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Figure 1: The three clusters of electrodes selected for the
N400 analyses

Results and discussion
Grand average waveforms for the verbs in each condition at
the three posterior clusters are displayed in Fig. 2. The main
effect of condition was significant (F (3, 34) = 4. 83, p < .01),
but the effect of recording site was not significant (F (2, 34)
= 1. 66, p = .21), and there was no significant interaction
between conditions and recording site (F (6, 34) = . 42, p = .
86).

different in the superficially related verb condition and the
pseudoverb condition (t (34) = 1. 38, p = .18).
The differences in amplitude of the N400 between the
approximative verb and the pseudoverb conditions, as well as
between the superficially related verb and the conventional
conditions, confirm our main hypothesis that abstract
categories are encoded by preschoolers and fail to support the
possibility that action are superficially encoded.

General discussion

Figure 2: Grand average ERP waveforms recorded at 30
electrodes sites grouped into three clusters.
Note: Vertical lines indicate word onsets.

Figure 3: Amplitude means of the N400 in the four
experimental conditions [300-500 ms temporal window]
Post hoc comparisons between conditions combined over
the three clusters (see Fig. 3) showed that the amplitude of
the N400 was significantly larger for pseudoverbs than for
conventional verbs (t (34) = 3. 58, p = .001). Second,
supporting our main hypothesis, the amplitude of the N400
was smaller in the approximative verb condition than in the
pseudoverb condition (t (34) = 2. 16, p < .05). The N400
elicited by the approximative verb did not significantly differ
in amplitude from the one provoked by the conventional verb
(t (34) = 1. 05, p = .30). In contrast, the N400 amplitude
elicited by superficially related verbs was significantly
greater than the one provoked by conventional verbs (t (34)
= - 2, 74, p = 0. 01). Finally, the N400 was not significantly
5
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The main goal of this study was to determine whether
preschoolers encode situations through general categories in
a way that induces semantic approximations. We also tested
alternative accounts according to which young children
would tend to substitute superficially related verbs due to a
focus on objects involved in actions. A picture-word match
experimental paradigm was used where images of actions
were presented together with a sentence containing either a
conventional verb, an approximative verb, a superficially
related verb, or a pseudoverb. The results showed that the
N400 elicited by semantic approximations was smaller in
amplitude than the one evoked by pseudoverbs, but not
significantly different from the one evoked by conventional
verbs. Further, superficially related verbs elicited a N400 that
was higher than the one provoked by conventional verbs and
that did not significantly differ from the one evoked by
pseudoverbs. Together, these findings support our main
hypothesis that young children encode actions through
general categories rather than at a surface level.
Our results have important implications for category
development. Indeed, prior research has documented that
learning verbs and other relational terms may be challenging
for young children because, contrary to nouns referring to
objects, they are mainly defined by relations (Gentner, 2006).
In line, Maguire et al. (2013) investigated the ERP responses
elicited by incongruities between object and nouns or
between actions and verbs in 8-9 years old children and
adults. They found that the N300 component - an ERP
response associated with a rapid matching between visual
input and stored semantic knowledge – was provoked by
objects-nouns incongruities in both adults and children, but
by actions-verbs incongruities only in adults. The authors
concluded that children’s conceptions of verbs are less
abstract and flexible than the ones of adults. The results from
the present study demonstrate that children as young as 4
years of age grasp abstract relations defining verbs. Indeed,
they were able to apply familiar verbs on the basis of abstract
relational similarity.
Furthermore, our ERP results failed to support previous
findings by Saji et al. (2011) showing that young children
mainly focus on object type when applying familiar verbs to
actions. One possible account for this apparent discrepancy is
that participants in the previous study were influenced by
both surface similarity and abstract similarity since the
superficially related verbs still shared a carry/hold meaning
in common. In contrast, the superficially related verbs in the

present study shared only the object type and did not possess
a relevant meaning in common (e.g. repair versus drive). Our
data suggest that preschoolers mainly focus on abstract
relational similarity rather than only on surface similarity
when extending familiar verbs.
Some authors have conveyed the status of metaphors to
young children’s non-conventional uses of words by arguing
that they reflect pragmatic strategies rather than conceptual
errors (Bloom, 1973; Hudson & Nelson, 1984; Walaszewska,
2011). Others have underlined that overextensions may
originate in overly broad categories (Bowerman, 1978, 2005;
Duvignau et al., 2007; Gentner & Bowerman, 2009; Saji et
al., 2011). Our results precludes that superficially related
verbs would be merged, since these verbs elicit greater N400
than conventional verbs. However, the absence of difference
between the N400 in the approximative verb condition and
the conventional verb condition leaves open the possibility
that verbs sharing an abstract similarity are not well
discriminated. If this is the case, it would imply that children
are like adults to the extent that they can grasp abstract
similarities, but also different from them in that they initially
rely on overly general categories when extending familiar
words. A more unifying view concerning the pragmatic and
the conceptual accounts for overextensions could be that
young children start by making overextensions unwittingly,
but progressively start using them on purpose while realizing
their pragmatic interest (Pouscoulous, 2011). Further studies
comparing adults’ and preschoolers’ ERP responses to
semantic approximations may help distinguishing between
the pragmatic and the conceptual immaturity accounts.
Moreoever, it would also be essential to conduct ERP studies
exploring whether factors such as the diversity of objects to
which a verb applies (Bowerman, 2005), the degree to which
a categorical distinction is culturally shared (Gentner &
Bowerman, 2009), or the number of synonyms a concept has
(Saji et al., 2011), modulates preschoolers’ ERP responses to
an overextension.
Semantic approximations are especially meaningful for
theories of analogy as they invite researchers to broaden the
scope of intervention of this mechanism. Whereas studies
have extensively documented the efficiency of the explicit
mapping process (Gentner et al., 2011; Goldwater & Gentner,
2015; Goswami & Brown, 1990), less is known about how
analogies are spontaneously implemented. Investigating
spontaneous analogies may be a promising route for further
research, since they indicate that analogical thinking may be
even more prevalent than it was supposed to (Raynal et al.,
2020). Semantic approximations witness that analogies are
used to interpret new situations through prior knowledge
from an early age (Day & Goldstone, 2012; Hofstadter &
Sander, 2013).
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Abstract
We explore the separation of decision confidence and familiarity components in EEG data from recognition memory experiments. We first develop and test a classifier designed to classify
decision confidence on new trials. We then use this classifier
to control for confidence in the selection of trials of familiarity and correct rejection. This allows us to reveal a familiarity
component that is of similar magnitude for recollection and familiarity judgements. This familiarity component reveals more
of a frontal extent than obtained without confidence matching.
We believe that this preliminary result can serve as a guide
for designing future electrophysiological experiments to better
separate the different components of recognition memory and
that the technique of using classifiers to control for responserelated covariates can be used for early exploration of these
components in existing data.
Keywords: EEG; familiarity; confidence; single-trial classification; memory

Introduction
Electroencephalography (EEG) has been widely used to identify neural substrates and cognitive processes in recognition
memory studies for its noninvasive temporal sensitivity. The
event-related potential (ERP) method that takes time-locked
averages of multiple trials in EEG data is most commonly
used. The frontal old/new effect (also called the FN400) is
a negative-going ERP observed in the frontal electrodes that
peaks around 400 ms post stimulus. The FN400 goes more
negative for less familiar items (Curran, 2000; Curran & Hancock, 2007) but disassociates from the amount of recollected
episodic information (Curran & Cleary, 2003; Rugg & Curran, 2007). Hence, the FN400 is considered as a familiarityrelated ERP. The parietal old/new effect, also called the late
positive component (LPC), is another ERP that is positivegoing and peaks over the parietal scalp between 500 and 800
ms. The LPC shows greater amplitude for correctly identified old items (hits) as opposed to new items (correct rejections) (Rugg et al., 1998; Curran, 2000; Wilding, 2000)
and positively correlates with the amount of information retrieved from the study episode (Wilding & Rugg, 1996; Vilberg, Moosavi, & Rugg, 2006). Therefore, the LPC is thought
to reflect recollection. Another memory-related ERP is the
late posterior negativity (LPN). The LPN emerges at approximately 800 ms post stimulus and goes more negative for
correct old than new responses, irrespective of the accuracy
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of the retrieved information (Johansson & Mecklinger, 2003;
Friedman et al., 2005; Herron, 2007).
In the remember-know (RK) paradigm, it is difficult to separate the effects of memory from those of any decision confidence component because the difference between remember
and know judgements could be derived from both effects simultaneously (Tulving, 1985; Donaldson, 1996; Yonelinas
et al., 2002). Likewise the difference between responses to
Know and New items may reflect both differences in familiarity and confidence. ERP studies have revealed differences between high and low confidence in both old and new memory
judgements around 600-800 ms over parietal scalp (Addante
et al., 2012; Wynn et al., 2019), but decision confidence
as a similar process for both old and new items has rarely
been studied in ERP studies. However, in a single-neuron
recording study of posterior parietal cortex (Rutishauser et
al., 2018), confidence-selective cells encoding retrieval confidence for both old and new stimuli were identified.
Recently, multivariate pattern classification (MVPC) methods applied to EEG data recorded in episodic memory tasks
have helped elucidate brain activity during encoding (Noh et
al., 2014; Anderson et al., 2016) and decoding (Noh et al.,
2018; Liao et al., 2018). Our goal was to separate, as much
as possible, the familiarity/memory based component from
any confidence based component in familiarity judgements.

Experimental Paradigm

The Dataset
EEG data for the current study were recorded in three separate visual memory task experiments by Mollison and Curran (2012); this dataset was used in previous single-trial EEG
classification studies (Noh et al., 2018; Liao et al., 2018).
Each experiment consisted of study phases and recognition
phases. In each study phase, subjects had to memorize a
list of study items given sequentially and source or contextual information associated with the items. In each recognition phase, subjects were instructed to distinguish the studied
items from the foil items in the first response and provide
source information in the second response.
The study items in the experiments were color images of
physical objects, animals, and people. For Experiment 1, the
source/contextual information associated with the study item
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Figure 1: The experimental paradigms
for experiments with (a) location source information
from Mollison and Curran (2012).
was the spatial location where the study item was presented,
either to the left or right of the fixation cross. For Experiment 2, the source/contextual information was the color of
the frame surrounding the study item.
The experimental paradigms for location source and color
source conditions are shown in Figure 1 (a) and (b), respectively. In the recognition phase, the subjects were asked two
consecutive questions with inter-stimulus intervals of varying
length (uniformly distributed within 625 ± 125 ms). For the
location source condition, subjects had to choose from three
options: left (given as L), right (given as R), and new (given
as N) based on the source information they remembered or
the recognition of a new/foil item. If the source information
was chosen in the first question, the subject had to give their
subjective rating as remember side (given as RS), remember
other (given as RO), or familiar (given as F). If the new response was made in the first question, then the subject had to
give the confidence of their judgement as sure new (given as
SN) or maybe new (given as MN). For the color source condition, the two questions were identical to the questions for
the location source condition except that the two options for
source information in the first question were replaced with
two possible colors (given as solid squares), and remember
side in the second question was changed to remember color
(given as RC).
Based on subjects’ source/new judgements in the first response, the trials were divided into five categories (SC: source
correct, SI: source incorrect, FA: false alarm, CR: correct rejection, M: miss). For SC, SI, and FA, each category were further divided into three sub-categories depending on the second response (RS: remember source, RO: remember other,
F: familiar). Each of CR and M could be divided into two
sub-categories (SN: sure new, MN: maybe new). As a result, each trial was categorized into one of thirteen behavioral
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conditions as shown in Figure 2. Note that in Figure 2 and
for the rest of the paper, RS refers to remember source which
includes both remember side and remember color.
RS
SC

RO
F

SI

RS
RO
F

RS
FA

CR

MN
SN

RO
F
M

MN
SN

Figure 2: Trials could be categorized into 13 different behaviors based on the source/new judgements (SC, SI, FA, CR,
and M) and the subjective ratings (RS, RO, F, MN, and SN).

EEG Acquisition and Preprocessing
EEG data were recorded with a 128-channel Geodesic Sensor NetTM (HydroCel GSN 200, v.2.1; (Tucker, 1993)) at 250
Hz sampling rate for both Experiment 1 and 2, using an ACcoupled 128-channel, high-input impedance amplifier (300
MΩ, Net AmpsTM; Electrical Geodesics Inc., Eugene, OR,
United States) with a 0.1-100 Hz bandpass filter. The vertex
channel (Cz) was selected as the initial common reference,
and the individual electrodes were adjusted until impedance
measurements were lower than 40 kΩ. Electrode locations
are shown in Figure 3. Each epoch was filtered between 0.1
and 50 Hz using a 40 tap FIR filter and baseline corrected
using data from -200-0 ms.

Methods
Classification Classification analysis was conducted separately for Exp 1 and Exp 2 in order to reveal any possible
difference between the location source and color source experiment responses that may correspond to the differences in
ERPs observed by Mollison and Curran (2012).

Figure 3: The GSN electrode layout and the six channels
groups on which classification analysis was conducted.
Two binary classifiers were trained to discriminate between
pairs of behavioral conditions:
• SN vs. MN classifier
The SN and MN class included both new responses (see
Figure 4). This classifier was designed to distinguish different levels of confidence when we excluded the time window related to the familiarity-related ERP FN400.
RS
SC

SI

RO
F
RS
RO
F

RS
FA

CR

RO
F
M

MN
SN
MN
SN

Figure 4: Green and red box outlines indicate the positive and
negative behaviors for training the SN vs. MN classifier.
• F vs. CR classifier
The F class included SC-F and SI-F, and the CR class consisted of CR-SN and CR-MN (see Figure 5). This classifier
was trained to identify the familiarity process in the memory retrieval task.
RS
SC

SI

RO
F
RS
RO
F

RS
FA

CR

RO
F
M

MN
SN
MN
SN

Figure 5: Green and red box outlines indicate the positive and
negative behaviors for training the F vs. CR classifier.

right posterior superior, PM: posterior medial as shown in
Figure 3) were selected, and the voltages of the channels
within each group were averaged for evaluation. The period of 600 to 1500 ms after probe item presentation in the
recognition phase was considered for the SN vs. MN classifier in order to avoid the familiarity effect (FN400). For
the F vs. CR classifier, the post-item interval of 300 to 1500
ms was considered in order to cover all discussed memoryrelated ERPs. By averaging over 100 ms non-overlapping
windows, overall spatio-temporal features extracted were 54and 72-dimensional feature vectors for each trial for the SN
vs. MN and F vs. CR classifier, respectively.
The type of classifier trained to classify the feature vectors was the linear discriminant analysis (LDA) classifier with
automatic shrinkage regularization as presented by Schafer
and Strimmer (2005) based on the approach of Ledoit and
Wolf (2004). Leave-one-subject-out (LOSO) cross-validation
(Liao et al., 2018) was utilized for training the classifier to
avoid over-fitting and exploit the consistent spatio-temporal
features across subjects. The trials from the non-test subjects were combined as the LOSO training data. The data
were centered for each class and merged to obtain a more reliable shared covariance matrix for determining the classifier.
A linear classifier learns a hyperplane to best separate the two
classes. We refer to the vector perpendicular to the separating
hyperplane and pointing in the direction of the first-named (or
positive trained) class as the discriminant vector. After training, all the data from the test subject, including conditions
not in the two training classes, were projected (using the dot
product) onto the discriminant vector to determine a signed
distance, or projection, from the classification hyperplane.

Differentiate Conditions not Trained
After training the classifiers, the performance of each classifier can be evaluated using metrics computed on the projection of trials of the trained conditions from the test subjects.
Similarly, trials from untrained classes can be projected and
compared (Noh & de Sa, 2014). In this paper, we show that in
addition, how closely aligned the difference between any two
selected conditions is with the classifier determined by the
training conditions could also be assessed using metrics on
the projections of the selected conditions onto the discriminant vector of the classifier. In this study, we used area under
the ROC curve (AUROC) as our metric to avoid bias due to
imbalance of conditions. For example, if for paired conditions X and Y, the AUROC of the classification of their projections onto the SN vs. MN classifier are significantly above
0.5, this would indicate that X and Y are somewhat aligned
with the classification boundary for SN and MN, with X more
like SN, and Y more like MN.

Training Classifiers

Condition-Controlled Classifier Training

Spatio-temporal features of the ERPs were extracted based
on prior studies in memory-related potentials. Six channel
groups (LAS: left anterior superior, RAS: right anterior superior, CM central medial, LPS: left posterior superior, RPS:

The AUROC of F vs. CR projections on the SN vs. MN classifier was significantly below 0.5 as shown in the Results section, which meant the F vs. CR classifier trained could have
been trained based on both the confidence difference and the
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familiarity process (see Discussion). In order to control the
confidence level of F and CR and because there were more
CR trials than F trials in general, we sorted the CR trials in
the training data based on their projections onto the trained
SN vs. MN confidence classifier, selected the CR trials with
the smallest values, and accumulated CR trials in a bottom-up
manner until their average was the same as the average of the
projections of the F trials in the training data. Then the F and
selected CR trials were used as the new training data for training a F vs. CR classifier with decision confidence (as defined
by projections from the SN vs MN classifier) controlled.

Visualization of Consistent EEG Features
We also examined the consistent (across subjects) and important EEG features for both classification problems by calculating the mean difference between the two classes for each
subject. The activation pattern A of the LDA classifier (Haufe
et al., 2014) could be expressed as,
A ∝ ΣxW = µˆ1 − µˆ0
where Σx was the covariance of the training data, W was the
discriminant vector of the LDA classifier, and µ̂ was the estimated mean of each class. The activation pattern for each
subject was then normalized by its power.
A cluster-based analysis (Maris & Oostenveld, 2007) for
multiple comparisons was utilized to find significant features
that are consistent across subjects. Features over all subjects
significantly different from zero (p<.05) were first pinpointed
by two-tail t-tests. The t-statistics of all significant neighboring features with the same sign were summed together as the
cluster values. The maximum absolute value over all clusters was then compared to the distribution of max absolute
cluster values obtained from a permutation distribution resulting from 10,000 random permutations of class labels. Features from the same channel group and adjacent time bins or
the same time bin and adjacent channel group (see Figure 3
(LAS, CM, and RAS are all mutual adjacent; CM is also next
to LPS and RPS; LPS and RPS are adjacent to PM)) were
considered as neighbors.

condition. Performance of the F vs. CR classifiers are significantly above chance and approximately the same for both
Exp 1 and 2.

Projections from the Classifiers
Figure 6 (a) and (b) show the projections of all the behaviors
from the SN vs. MN classifier in Experiment 1 and 2, respectively. In Exp 1, SC-RS receives the highest value when
projected on the SN vs. MN classifier, implying that this classifier classifies largely on decision confidence, with high decision confidence common to SC-RS and SN. (It also appears
that any possible negative memory or familiarity component
that might be more present in MN than SN is minimal). In
Exp 2, SC-RS and SC-RO are also projected to high values
on the SN vs. MN classifier while the projections of SC-F and
SI-F are both low in both experiments. The same relationship
between SC-RS and SC&SI-F could also be found in the last
two rows in Table 1.
In Figure 6 (c) and (d), the F vs. CR classifier projects
SC-RS to a lower value that of SC-F and SI-F, especially in
Exp 1. Table 1 shows the significant difference between the
projected SC-RS and the projected SC&SI-F from the F vs.
CR classifier in Exp 1.

Activation Patterns
The spatio-temporal features that are consistent across subjects in each classification problem for Exp 1 and 2 calculated using the cluster-based multiple comparison method are
shown in Figure 7. Note that the significance test for SN
vs. MN was only performed for the features after 600 ms
to match the time frame used for training the SN vs. MN
classifier. The peak of the positive clusters in SN vs. MN (in
Figure 7 (a) and (b)) is around 700-800 ms in both experiments. Note that the positive cluster in SN vs. MN is highly
overlapped with the significant cluster in F vs. CR in Exp 1
(Figure 7 (c)). The wide overlap and opposite sign also reflect the AUROCs that are significantly below 0.5 when using
F vs. CR and SN vs. MN to classify each other in Exp 1 in
Table 1.

Discussion

Results
Classifier Performance
For this analysis, only subjects having at least 10 trials in both
test classes were included. Table 1 shows the numbers of subjects in the analysis and the AUROC of the SN vs. MN and
F vs. CR classifiers in Experiments 1 and 2. The accuracy
of the classifiers were calculated on balanced test data. We
calculated the average AUROC and accuracy for each subject. The non-parametric two-sided Wilcoxon Signed Rank
Test was applied to the subject AUROC and accuracy data to
determine significance relative to chance performance. While
the SN vs. MN classifier performs significantly above chance,
it does better in Exp 2 than in Exp 1. This reflects the difference between the two source conditions and indicates the
confidence gap could be larger for new responses for the color
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In this study, we first trained an SN vs. MN classifier to distinguish SN from MN based on their decision confidence level
difference and an F vs. CR classifier hoping to reveal the
familiarity process. Observing the projections of all behaviors from the SN vs. MN classifier and from the F vs. CR
classifier, we found that the F vs. CR classifier reflected classification based not only on familiarity but also confidence.
Hence, we further trained an F vs. CR classifier with confidence control.

Difference between SN and MN
There are two potential factors that the SN vs. MN classifier
utilized to differentiate SN and MN: one is the confidence
difference, and the other is familiarity or memory strength as
in the dual-process models (Wixted, 2007; Wixted & Mickes,

Table 1: AUROCs and accuracies calculated based on the scores computed from projections of behaviors from different classifiers. RS and ConfMatched refer to SC-RS and confidence matched, respectively. The number of subjects with at least 10 trials
in both test classes and the number of total subjects are given as the numerator and the denominator, respectively.
SN vs. MN
F vs. CR
F vs. CR (ConfMatched)
Classifiers
AUROC
Acc.
AUROC
Acc.
AUROC
Acc.
Behaviors
∗∗
∗∗
∗∗
∗∗
SN vs. MN Exp 1 (24/26)
0.5564
0.5421
0.4456
0.4575
0.4796
0.4884
Exp 2 (26/28)
0.5997∗∗
0.5653∗∗
0.4146∗∗
0.4537∗∗
0.4528∗∗
0.4639∗∗
F vs. CR
Exp 1 (25/26)
0.4434∗
0.4637∗
0.5793∗∗
0.5465∗∗
0.5615∗∗
0.5429∗∗
∗
∗
∗∗
∗
∗∗
Exp 2 (24/28)
0.4400
0.4576
0.5782
0.5405
0.5585
0.5455∗∗
RS vs. F
Exp 1 (25/26)
0.6552∗∗
0.6126∗∗
0.4298∗∗
0.4606∗∗
0.5045
0.5002
Exp 2 (24/28)
0.6277∗∗
0.5829∗∗
0.4797
0.4909
0.5305
0.5027
** p < 0.01,* p < 0.05

Exp 1

Exp 2

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

SN vs. MN

F vs. CR

F vs. CR
(ConfMatched)

Figure 6: The average projection and the 95% CI of behaviors from the trained classifiers in Exp 1 and 2. The positive and
negative trained classes are plotted in green and red, respectively. The classes shown in black were not trained.
2010). If it was simply familiarity or memory strength that
the SN vs. MN classifier classified on, F and RS should
have been projected lower (beyond MN). Nevertheless, what
is shown in Table 1 is that the AUROCs of RS vs. F are significantly above 0.5 on the SN vs. MN classifier in both location
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and color conditions. Moreover, SN vs. MN was deliberately
trained on features excluding those in the time period of the
FN400. These support the idea that SN vs. MN is primarily
classifying based on confidence rather than memory, and is
consistent with Remember responses having high confidence,

Exp 1

Exp 2

(a)

(b)

F vs. CR

LAS
RAS
CM
LPS
RPS
PM

0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05
0
-0.05
(c)

(d)

-0.1
-0.15
-0.2

35
0
45
0
55
0
65
0
75
0
85
0
95
10 0
5
11 0
5
12 0
5
13 0
5
14 0
50

F vs. CR
(ConfMatched)

Channel group

SN vs. MN

ms

(e)

(f)

Figure 7: Mean difference between training classes of each classification problem in Exp 1 and 2. The areas surrounded by
the dotted lines are the top positive/negative clusters with p-value < .05. The p-value at the top-left corner of each panel is
calculated based on the cluster with the largest absolute t-stat.
and Know responses lower confidence (Tulving, 1985).

Confidence Matched F vs. CR

Confidence Component Revealed in F vs. CR

The average of the projections of MN responses from the F
vs. CR classifier becomes negative when confidence is controlled for, which better matches the desired output of a F vs.
CR classifier. Also, with confidence matching, the new F vs.
CR classifier for both conditions now projects RS responses
above 0 and at the same level as F responses as shown in
Figure 6. The RS trials do not have higher projections than
the F trials on the confidence matched F vs. CR classifier either because the recollection and familiarity trials have similar familiarity once confidence is controlled for, or possibly
due to some remnant of the confidence effect. Future experiments could further investigate and compare the “familiarity”
strength of familiar and recollected items.

In Figure 6 (c) and (d), SN receives lower projected values
than MN on the F vs. CR classifier in both Exps 1 and 2.
This is reasonable if the classification was performed based
on familiarity. However, in Figure 6 (c), the projection of
SC-RS is the lowest among all the old judgements. In fact,
the shape of the projections of the behaviors in Figure 6 (c)
is like the vertically mirrored version of the shape in Figure 6
(a). Moreover, the peak of the negative cluster in the activation pattern of F vs. CR (Figure 7 (c)) overlaps with the
peak of the positive cluster in the pattern of SN vs. MN (Figure 7 (a)) at around 700 to 800 ms for the location condition. Based on these observations and because F is generally associated with low confidence, the F vs. CR classifier
in the location condition could have incorporated some (negative) confidence component and thus give higher scores to
the responses with less confidence (more like F). To overcome the confidence effect in the familiarity classifier, we
controlled the confidence of the F and CR classes and trained
a new confidence-matched F vs. CR classifier (see Methods:
Condition-Controlled Classifier Training).
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The activation patterns of the original F vs. CR without
confidence match show significant negative clusters which
peak around 700 to 800 ms for both location and color conditions in Figure 7 (c) and (d). With confidence matching of F
and CR, the peaks are now later (around 900 to 1000 ms) and
farther from the peaks in the SN vs. MN classifier. This late
negative component also appears to consistently (across subjects) extend more frontally, once we match for confidence.
Exploring this finding would be an interesting area for future
careful experimental design.
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Abstract
Despite the increase in studies investigating people’s explanatory preferences in the domains of psychology and philosophy, little is known about their preferences in more applied domains, such as the criminal justice system. We show that when
people evaluate competing legal accounts of the same evidence
that vary in complexity, their explanatory preferences are affected by: i) whether they are required to draw causal models of the evidence, and ii) the actual structure that is drawn.
Although previous research has shown that people can reason
correctly about causality, ours is one of the first studies that
shows that generating and drawing causal models directly affects people’s evaluations of explanations.
Keywords: explanation; causal models; evidential reasoning;
simplicity; mechanism

Introduction
Imagine being a juror in a criminal trial in which a mother is
accused of killing her infant son. You are told that the medical examination on the son revealed three distinct injuries –
blood in the lungs, a torn frenulum (tissue between lip and
jaw) and bruises on the arms and legs. The prosecutor offers
an explanation as to how those injuries occurred: the mother
caused all of them by smothering the child. The defence
lawyer then offers a different explanation for how those injuries occurred: three independent incidences – all natural or
accidental – brought about the injuries. Both sides put forth
plausible explanations, but only one of the two can be true.
How would you evaluate these explanations and what factors
would you take into account when comparing them?
Research in philosophy and cognitive science has, over the
past decades, suggested that we judge and evaluate explanations partly based on how well they satisfy a set of explanatory virtues, or features, including simplicity, coherence and
breadth (for overview see Mackonis, 2013). The present work
concerns itself primarily with the simplicity virtue. According to this virtue, a hypothesis is a better explanation, the
simpler or more parsimonious it is – reflecting the principle known as “Ockham’s Razor” (Pacer & Lombrozo, 2017).
Simplicity, however, can be defined in more than one way.
An explanation can be simple in the sense that it appeals to
few entities (or few different types of entities), in the sense
that it involves fewer number of causes, or in the sense that
it is highly inflexible (Lombrozo, 2007, 2016). In the present
paper we adopt a definition of simplicity used by (Read &
Marcus-Newhall, 1993) - according to which simpler explanations are ones that make fewer ‘assumptions’. Despite
disagreement on a formal definition of simplicity, there has
been overall widespread empirical agreement that simpler explanations are preferred and are found more satisfying than
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complex explanations in a wide array of settings (Chater &
Vitányi, 2003; Lombrozo, 2007; Walker, Bonawitz, & Lombrozo, 2017). More recent studies, however, have painted a
slightly more nuanced picture of people’s explanatory preferences for simplicity showing that this virtue is not a good
predictor of an explanation’s quality in naturalistic settings
e.g., when testing real-world explanations found on Reddit
(Zemla, Sloman, Bechlivanidis, & Lagnado, 2017). Lim and
Oppenheimer (2020) recently put forth a unifying account
dubbed the ‘complexity-matching hypothesis’ suggesting that
people believe a “good” or satisfying explanation should be
as complex as the event being explained.
Notwithstanding this increase in studies assessing people’s
preferences for simple versus complex explanations within
the fields of philosophy and cognitive science, little is known
about people’s explanatory preferences in applied domains,
such as the criminal justice system – despite explanations being an integral part of how this system functions. Think back
to the case presented to you at the beginning of this paper. As
a juror on the case, you would have been required to evaluate
the competing explanations offered to you by the prosecution
and the defence, which varied in degrees of simplicity (as
well as other features). How would you have evaluated these
two explanations of “what happened”? Given that how legal
explanations are evaluated and compared, how their merits
are established, can ultimately determine a person’s fate, this
is a critical question to answer. In addition, answering this
question within a legal sphere will enable us to appraise the
domain specificity of people’s explanatory preferences (e.g.,
for virtues such as simplicity).
In their notable ‘story model’, Pennington and Hastie
(1988) argue that jurors construct a causal model – that resembles a story – to explain the available evidence at the
outset, and subsequently base decisions on the causal interpretation they impose on the evidence. This includes evaluating an explanation on features including coverage, coherence and uniqueness (Hastie & Pennington, 2000). Some
of these factors overlap with the aforementioned explanatory
virtues considered by researchers in the domains of psychology and philosophy of science, whereas others, like simplicity, remain unexplored within a legal context. Empirical work
testing the story model has shown that these causal stories
are spontaneously constructed by jurors and seem to mediate verdict decisions (Pennington & Hastie, 1988). Among
jurors who choose a particular verdict, substantial overlap in
their story structures was found – suggesting that representational aspects influence evaluative processes. Research also

found that story structures are influenced by the order of evidence presentation via affecting people’s perceptions of evidence strength, as well as confidence in decisions (Hastie
& Pennington, 2000). Although in their studies, Pennington
and Hastie developed informal casual networks of the most
prevalent story detailed by participants – no research has so
far elicited causal graphical models directly from participants
when engaging in a legal reasoning task, a gap which we aim
to fill.
As well as being a natural way for people to represent evidence in legal domains – and the tool then used to guide
inference in these contexts – causal models have also been
adopted by researchers as formal systems to evaluate evidence (Smit, Lagnado, Morgan, & Fenton, 2016; Constantinou, Fenton, Marsh, & Radlinski, 2016). Evaluating a single
explanation, and comparing multiple explanations, are challenging tasks. Even formal approaches to evaluation such as
Causal Bayesian networks (CBNs, Pearl, 2009) do not provide a clear-cut metric for an explanation’s quality (Neil, Fenton, Lagnado, & Gill, 2019). So far, the majority of Bayesian
models of legal explanations that have been developed have
adopted an ‘integrated’ approach, aiming to represent in a single unified model all of the arguments under consideration,
such as those presented by the defence and prosecution in a
trial. Fenton et al. (2016) however, have shown that this integrated approach can pose certain modelling difficulties regarding e.g., the mutual exclusivity of certain variables and
ensuring that causal dependencies between variables remain
consistent despite the competitive nature of the arguments.
Only recently, has an approach been developed to model and
evaluate competing legal arguments when these are represented using separate CBNs (Neil et al., 2019). This disjunctive approach allows one to account for the differences
in variables and causal dependencies that the two arguments
may contain. Though this is a notable advancement in the formalisation of legal arguments using causal models, it is still
unclear how lay people, i.e., jurors, would structurally represent competing arguments in the first place. Would their
causal models take on an integrated or a disjunctive form?
The vast majority of the research on formal models of legal
arguments has focused on the comparative aspect and less on
the representation and integration aspects despite these being
crucial to accurate reasoning. There is thus a need for empirical research to directly elicit the causal models that people
construct, and subsequently compare, in legal domains. Importantly, findings could inform the development of formal
tools that are able to support people’s evidential reasoning
and decision-making in these high-stake contexts. The efficacy of causal models in helping people reason in real-worldlike situations has thus far been scarcely studied. So far,
learning causal structures has been shown to improve probabilistic reasoning in learning, problem-solving and categorisation tasks (Krynski & Tenenbaum, 2007; Waldmann, Hagmayer, & Blaisdell, 2006). In addition, the use of visual displays such as influence diagrams to teach people about causal
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relationships of a process has also been shown to improve
performance when tested on that process (Hung & Jonassen,
2006). In none of the above-mentioned studies, however,
were people required to draw their own causal models of the
information – something which could prove to be an effective
means to support people’s reasoning in real-world diagnostic
tasks.
In two experiments1 , we investigate: (i) how people represent competing explanations of the same legal evidence by
asking them to draw causal models, (ii) whether this information is represented (structurally) differently depending on
the order in which it is presented, (iii) people’s preferences
for simple vs. complex legal explanations, (iv) whether people’s explanatory preferences differ depending on what causal
structure is drawn and finally (v) whether drawing causal
models of explanations engages different explanatory preferences and reasoning patterns than not drawing causal models.

Study 1
In our first study, we explored how people graphically represent two competing explanations of the same evidence when
these are presented sequentially for all evidence at once (i.e.,
the prosecution’s full explanation of the evidence is presented, followed by the defence’s full explanation of the evidence). In addition, we investigated whether the process of
drawing these explanations, in the form of causal models, influences how they are evaluated.

Methods
Participants and Design 214 participants (Mean age =
31.8, SD = 10.8; n females = 147) completed Study 1
through Prolific Academic. All participants provided informed consent and were compensated at a rate of £7/h
for their time. The study was completed in Qualtrics
(https://www.qualtrics.com).
Materials and Procedure A between-subjects design was
employed. All participants were told they would be presented
with information about a criminal case and would be required
to answer some questions about the case. Participants were
randomly allocated to one of two conditions, hereafter referred to as: ‘control’ (n=108) and ‘draw’ (n = 106).
Participants in the ‘draw’ condition were given a short introduction to causal models and completed a learning/practice
block at the outset of the task explaining what causal models
were, and how they could be used to graphically represent
information. Next, they were introduced to the online tool
that they would be required to use during the experiment to
draw their own causal models:Loopy 2 . In order to learn
how to use this tool they were shown examples of various
causal structures and asked to replicate them. As part of the
1 All

data and materials are publicly available via OSF at
osf.io/25quj/?view only=cea7a787a6ed45d2b574fbda452811f0
2 Loopy is an open-source online learning software that allows one
to draw causal models and build interactive simulations of how systems work (see https://ncase.me/loopy/)

learning/practice block, they were asked to reproduce verbal
scenarios (e.g., “Tom has a cough. The doctor thinks that it
could be a symptom of either asthma or the flu”) in the form
of causal models in Loopy.
After having completed the learning/practice block, participants in the ‘draw’ condition were introduced to the legal
scenario they would be required to reason with through a case
briefing that described a mother being accused of the death of
her infant son. Participants were informed that three distinct
medical findings had been recorded after examining the infant’s body: i) bruises on the arms and legs, ii) torn lingual
frenulum (tissue attaching tongue to floor of mouth) and iii)
fresh blood in lungs. After receiving this information, participants in the ‘draw’ condition were presented (sequentially,
in counterbalanced order) with two competing accounts that
explain the evidence. As such they learned that the prosecution posited that: Smothering (purposeful suffocation) caused
all three injuries and that the defence posited that: Postmortem effects (injuries caused during the autopsy) caused the
bruises, Resuscitation effects (injuries caused during resuscitation attempts) caused the torn frenulum and Hemosiderosis
(natural condition that leads to blood clustering in organs)
caused the blood in the lungs. In this manner they were presented with a ‘simple’ common-cause explanation of the evidence (prosecution), and a competing ‘complex’ explanation
of the evidence (defence) comprised of multiple independent
causes for each piece of evidence. After learning about the
first explanation, participants in the ‘draw’ condition were required to represent it as a causal model in Loopy.
Subsequently, they viewed the next explanation and were
asked to draw all the information obtained so far as a causal
model. This entailed drawing a model including the information presented by both accounts (prosecution and defence).
Participants were instructed that they could draw one model
with all the information in it, two different models, or simply
represent the information in a way they found most intuitive.
After having completed their final causal model drawing, participants were asked which account (defence vs. prosecution)
“is the best explanation for the evidence” and had to indicate
their answer in a dichotomous forced-choice question. They
were also asked to provide reasoning for their choice in a freeform text box. This allowed us to obtain an insight into what
explanatory virtues people valued, without constraining them
to a set of predetermined selections.
Participants in the ‘control’ condition started off the task
by reading the case briefing and the summary of the evidence
and subsequently saw in counterbalanced order the prosecution’s and the defence’s account for the evidence (on two separate pages). After viewing these, participants were required
to choose the best explanation for the evidence and provide
reasoning for their choice. All participants were de-briefed at
the end of the task.

Results
Explanation Preference The proportion of participants in
each condition who chose each explanation as the best expla-
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nation for the evidence can be seen in Table 1.
Table 1: Number of participant choices in each condition.

Control
Draw

Complex (defence)
65
42

Simple (prosecution)
43
64

A Chi Square test of independence with continuity correction revealed a significant difference in the distribution of
participants’ choices between the two conditions, χ2 p1q “
8.24, p “ 0.004,V “ 0.2. As can be seen from Table 1,
the majority of participants in the ‘control’ condition chose
the defence’s explanation as the best explanation for the evidence. Conversely, the majority of participants in the ‘draw’
condition chose the prosecution’s explanation as the best explanation for the evidence. These preferences did not vary
depending on the order in which the two explanations were
viewed (i.e., defence first vs. prosecution first), χ2 p1q “
0.4, p “ 0.8,V “ 0.02. Overall, our findings suggest that
drawing causal models of the competing explanations affects
how these were evaluated.
Reasoning underlying explanation preferences To probe
the reasoning underlying participants’ explanation preferences and what explanatory features they valued, we analysed
their think-aloud responses and extracted six codes. See Table 2 for frequency description of codes and frequency across
conditions. A Chi-Square test of independence illustrated a
significant difference in the distribution of the six reasoning
codes between conditions, χ2 p5q “ 27.3, p ă 0.001,V “ 0.36.
Bonferroni corrected post-hoc comparisons revealed the only
significant difference was between the percentage of people whose reasoning fell under the ‘simplicity/probability’
code, with this reasoning code being employed significantly
more in the ‘draw’ condition than in the ‘control’ condition,
p ă 0.001.
Causal models in ‘draw’ condition Next, we evaluated
the structure of the final causal models drawn in the two
conditions. A Chi-Square test of Independence showed a
significant difference in the distribution of structures used by
participants, χ2 p3q “ 61.1, p ă 0.001,V “ 0.53. The largest
cluster of participants (n = 53) represented the competing
explanations in two separate causal models, one for each
legal account – see Figure (1). Out of these, 66% preferred
the simple explanation. 39 participants drew them in an
integrated ‘combined’ model (Fig. 2) – out of these, 71%
preferred the simple explanation. 7 participants drew them in
three separate models, one for each piece of evidence (Fig. 3)
– all of these participants preferred the complex explanation.

Using a Chi Square test of Independence, we investigated whether there is an association between causal structure
drawn and chosen explanation.Our results showed there was

Table 2: Reasoning codes with description and frequency across conditions.
Code
Complexity/Specificity
Mechanism
No Intent/Motive
Probability
Simplicity/Probability
Other

Description
Greater number of causes of explanation, greater specificity to evidence.
Questioning mechanism underlying proposed cause-effect relations.
Lack of intention or motive for killing baby.
Likelihood of explanation.
Smaller number of causes of explanation and greater likelihood of explanation.
None of the above codes.

Figure 1: Example of disjunctive representation of two explanations as two models.

Draw (n)
12
28
6
6
39

Control (n)
20
43
9
9
9

15

19

Figure 3: Example of disjunctive representation of two explanations as three separate models.
presented in, affects how the explanations are represented as
causal models, and how they are evaluated. As such, in Study
2, participants learned of the two competing explanations simultaneously, for each piece of evidence. This is in contrast
to how information was learned by participants in Study 1, in
which the complete competing explanations were presented
for all of the evidence sequentially.

Methods
Figure 2: Example of integrated representation of two explanations as a single model.
χ2 p4q

a significant association between these two factors,
“
11.8, p “ 0.018,V “ 0.3. The vast majority of participants
represented the explanations either in separate models for
each account or in a unified model – and, in both of these
groups, the majority of participants preferred the simple explanation over the complex one. The only significant posthoc comparison pertained to the ‘separate for each evidence’
sub-group (p “ 0.007), which was associated with a preference for the complex explanation significantly more than the
simple explanation. Overall, it appears that representing the
explanations in two separate models or as a unified model
are not associated with different explanatory preferences –
but drawing them as three separate models is (though the low
sample size in this sub-group does not allow us to draw strong
conclusions from this result).

Study 2
We build on the findings of Study 1 by exploring whether
the order that information about the competing accounts is
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Participants and Design 214 participants (Mean age =
35.3, SD = 11.8; n females = 129) completed Study 2 through
Prolific Academic.
Materials and Procedure A between-subjects design was
employed. As in Study 1, all participants were told they
would be presented with information about a criminal case
and required to answer some questions about the case. Participants were again randomly allocated to one of two conditions, referred to as: ‘control’ (n=110) and ‘draw’ (n = 104).
In both conditions, participants reasoned with the same criminal case, evidence, and explanations thereof, used in Study 1.
Participants in the ‘draw’ condition received the same training
on causal models and Loopy as that presented to participants
of Study 1. Subsequently, they read the same case briefing
and report of the evidence found through the medical examination. However, rather than presenting the two competing
explanations of all of the evidence sequentially as was done
in Study 1, participants in Study 2 saw, for each piece of individual evidence, the two possible explanations as posited by
the defence and prosecution simultaneously. As such, they
were first told that the prosecution posited that the bruises
were caused by smothering and the defence posited that the
bruises were caused by autopsy effects. They were then asked

to draw this information in the form of a causal model using Loopy. Subsequently, they were told that the prosecution
posited that the torn frenulum was caused by smothering and
the defence posited it was caused by resuscitation attempts.
They were then asked to draw all the information obtained
thus far in a causal model in Loopy. Finally, participants were
given the two competing explanations for the final piece of
evidence (the blood in the lungs) and were asked to represent
all the information obtained so far in Loopy in the manner
that seemed most intuitive to them
Participants in the ‘control’ condition received information
in the same manner, however they were not required to draw
models representing the information given to them at any
stage. In both conditions, at the end of the task, after having
viewed both accounts of what caused each injury, participants
were asked to choose (dichotomous forced-choice question)
which account (defence or prosecution) best explained all of
the evidence. They were additionally required to provide a
think-aloud response justifying their choice in order for us to
obtain an insight into the explanatory features that were valued.

Results
Explanatory Preferences The proportion of participants
who chose each explanation (defence and prosecution) as the
best explanation for the evidence in each condition can be
seen in Table 3. A Chi-Square test of independence showed
that the distribution of choices differed between the two conditions, χ2 p1q “ 13.8, p “ 0.0002,V “ 0.31. Analogously to
our findings in Study 1, here, the majority of participants in
the ‘control’ condition chose the defence’s account as the best
explanation of the evidence and conversely the majority of
participants in the ‘draw’ condition chose the prosecution’s
account as the best explanation of the evidence.
Table 3: Number of participant choices in each condition.

Control
Draw

Complex (defence)
67
36

Simple (prosecution)
43
68

resented them in an integrated model (Fig. 2) - and out of
these, 88 % preferred the simple explanation. In addition,
17 participants represented them in two separate models Fig.
(1) - out of these,72 % preferred the simple explanation. Finally, 25 participants drew three separate models - one for
each piece of evidence - (Fig. 3) - out of these, 72 % preferred
the complex explanation. A Chi-Square test of Independence
showed a significant difference in the distribution of structures used by participants, χ2 p3q “ 65.4, p ă 0.001,V “ 0.54,
with the majority of participants representing them in an integrated model. In addition, structure drawn was significantly associated with explanation choice, χ2 p3q “ 21.6, p ă
0.001,V “ 0.45. As in study 1, the majority of participants
who drew separate models for each piece of evidence chose
the defence’s explanation (p ă 0.001).
Structures of models in Study 1 vs Study 2 Perhaps more
of significance, our analysis yielded a significant difference
in the frequency with which participants structurally represented the explanations in the two studies, χ2 p4q “ 35.8, p “
0.001,V “ 0.41. Bonferroni corrected post-hoc pairwise
comparisons showed that there was a difference in the percentage of ‘combined’ models category, p “ 0.003, the percentage of ‘separate models for each account’ category, p ă
0.001 and the percentage of ‘separate models for each piece
of evidence’ category, p “ 0.004. When participants were
presented with the two competing explanations sequentially
for all evidence (Study 1), they primarily drew these as two
separate causal models. Comparatively, when participants
were presented with the two competing explanations simultaneously for each piece of evidence, they primarily drew these
in one unified causal model. In addition, the percentage of
participants who drew three separate models – one for each
piece of evidence – significantly increased in Study 2 compared to Study 1.
Overall, these findings suggest that the manner in which
information relating to competing explanations for the same
evidence is presented affects how this information is represented in one’s own mental causal model which in turn influences how the information is evaluated.

General Discussion
Reasoning underlying explanation preferences To probe
the reasoning underlying participants’ explanation preferences, we once again analysed their think-aloud responses
using the six codes extracted from Study 1 (see Table 2).
Results will not be reported in full as they closely mirrored
with those of Study 1, in which we found a significant increase in the frequency of the ‘simplicity/probability’ code
in the ‘draw’ condition compared to the ‘control’ condition,
p ă 0.001.
Causal models in ‘draw’ condition Whereas in Study 1
we found that the majority of participants represented the
competing accounts as two separate models, in the present
study we found that the majority of participants (n “ 59) rep-
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In two studies, we investigated people’s preferences for simple vs complex legal explanations and how they represent
these explanations in the form of causal models. In addition, we investigated whether representing these in the
form of causal models influences how they are evaluated
as well as whether structural differences in the causal models drawn influences evaluative practices. Finally, we explored whether the order that information is presented in influences the above-mentioned representational and evaluative
processes. Our findings have shown that: (i) drawing causal
models influences people’s explanatory preferences in favour
of the ‘simpler’ explanation, (ii) drawing causal models influences people’s reasoning when evaluating the competing
explanations in favour of ‘probabilistic’ reasoning, (iii) par-

ticipants who draw causal models represent the same information using different structures and (iv) this latter process is
influenced by the order that information is presented in
When not required to draw causal diagrams of the information, in both of our studies we observed a preference for the
disjunctive ‘complex’ explanation put forth by the defence.
This finding suggests that more parsimonious explanations
may not be favoured over complex ones in certain domains
(i.e., medical/legal) involving more realistic situations than
those typically explored within the psychological research on
explanation. This is in line with the complexity-matching
hypothesis proposed by Lim and Oppenheimer (2020), predicting that for more complex events, complex explanations
are preferred. When analysing the reasoning underlying participants’ explanatory preferences for the disjunctive explanation, we found that a meaningful cluster described ‘complexity’ as a favourable feature when accounting for the evidence and appealed to the fact that the complex explanation
was more ‘specific’ to the evidence. This resonates with the
‘opponent-heuristic account’ advanced by Johnson, Valenti,
and Keil (2019), positing that people use features of complexity in an explanation as a cue for goodness-of-fit and Bayesian
likelihood i.e., PpEvidence|Causes “ Trueq.
In terms of the simplicity virtue, across both studies, only
a small percentage of participants in the ‘control’ condition
referred to this feature when delineating the reasoning behind
their explanatory preferences (for the prosecution’s account).
This was always in combination with probabilistic considerations relating to the fact that the prosecution’s explanation is
more probable due to only one cause (rather than three) having to be true to bring about the given pattern of evidence.
In contrast, in the ‘draw’ condition of both studies, we found
a significant increase in the frequency of reasoning relating
to the simplicity and probability of the two explanations. As
such, in both studies, drawing causal models of the explanations led to a shift in explanatory preference – in favour of the
prosecution’s explanation – and in (probabilistic) reasoning.
Since we gave our participants no information relating to the
prior probability of each of the causes or of the conditional
probabilities of the evidence, we are not able to make claims
on the normativity of participants’ preferences. However, in
the absence of explicit probabilistic information, and assuming all things being equal, one should arguably infer that –
in line with probabilistic accounts (e.g., Lombrozo, 2007) –
the explanation relying on one cause rather than three, is the
‘best’ explanation for the evidence given that it is likely to
be the most probable one. Though the present work provides
initial proof for the concept that the quality of people’s reasoning is influenced by drawing causal models of the competing explanations under consideration, future work should
directly test whether this is in the direction of ‘better’ reasoning by providing participants with the necessary probabilistic
information to enable a comparison of their reasoning against
a normative (Bayesian) benchmark.
Though future work is needed to unveil the mechanisms
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underlying this effect, we propose that graphically representing information using nodes and directed links boosts one’s
understanding of the relation between the items of information (e.g., independence of causes in the disjunctive complex
explanation) and the probabilistic and statistical connotations
implied by these relations. This would be in line with studies showing that learning of causal relations improves performance in probabilistic reasoning tasks (Krynski & Tenenbaum, 2007). Drawing causal models allows one to visualise the fact that one explanation needs only one cause to
be present to bring about all the evidence, whereas the alternative explanation needs a conjunction of three independent
causes– and even but for one of the causes being absent, the
pattern of evidence would not be accounted for completely
by the explanation. This would facilitate people’s inferences
relating to the probability of the explanations being true. The
fact that participants who drew causal models separately for
each account or in a unified way preferred the simple explanation over the complex one, and people who drew three separate models – one for each piece of evidence - preferred the
complex explanation, suggests that certain structures particularly facilitate deliberations on simplicity and probability. As
such, the latter two structural representations comprise one
root node for the simple explanation and three root nodes for
the complex explanation whereas the former method comprises three root nodes for each explanation (albeit the prosecution’s explanation would have three of the same nodes to
represent smothering). More research, however, is needed
to establish whether the influence of drawing the diagrams
is thus about the number of causes of multiple effects, or
whether it extends for other types of causal structures and
more broadly.
Future studies should use alternative comparison groups
that are more closely matched on factors such as depth and
time of processing to the ‘draw’ condition. This would allow us to rule out that the observed differences in explanatory
preferences between participants who were drawing causal
models and those who were simply reading the information
and not engaging in any activity, are not due to this condition
being more engaging and allowing for increased processing
time. In addition, although in our experiments only a small
number of participants (see Table 2) cited reasoning related
to reluctance for a mother to kill a child (‘no motive/intent’
code), additional studies should also replicate these findings
utilizing scenarios that vary in terms of emotional valence and
‘moral load’. This would help increase the generalizability of
our findings that so far is limited due to our hypotheses being
tested on only one,particularly morally loaded, legal scenario.
In terms of the causal structures drawn to represent the explanations, our findings indicate that individuals do not uniformly represent these in a unified framework. As such, although Bayesian models of legal explanations have so far
mostly adopted an ‘integrated’ approach, representing in a
single unified model of all the arguments under consideration
(Fenton, Neil, & Lagnado, 2013), we have shown that people

represent competing explanations in a variety of ways when
asked to draw their own causal models. In addition, we found
that the type of causal structure drawn is associated with participants’ choice of which explanation best explains the evidence, reinforcing the view that causal structure plays a key
role in inferential processes. These findings imply that, even
when the individuals i.e., jurors learn the same arguments in
the same exact manner, they can represent these in different mental models, and ultimately this might lead to different inferential and evaluative processes. Finally, we showed
that the manner in which the competing explanations are presented to participants (simultaneously for all the evidence or
sequentially for each piece of evidence) influences the causal
structure that is drawn. Future work modelling legal explanations should therefore elicit the models of the reasoners
involved in order to optimise the development of normative
solutions to the problem at hand, and in order to understand
the causal structures that underlie the inferences and judgments being made. This would also help to elucidate whether
shortcomings in reasoning are the product of skewed mental
models.
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Abstract
This paper examines whether advanced law students are
resistant to the blame blocking effect—a tendency to assign
higher punishments for failed attempts than failed attempts
with independent causal chains leading to intended harm
(Cushman, 2008). This effect goes against the criminal law
principle that intentionally acting towards committing a crime,
and not accidental outcomes, determine liability for attempts.
To further investigate whether advanced students of law are
judging blame blocking scenarios correctly (in line with their
legal expertise), in two experiments, we compared their
punishment responses with four populations: beginning law
students, advanced philosophy students, advanced natural
science students, and laypeople with no academic background.
We did not observe the blame blocking effect in either of the
four student populations, and it was only partially present in
the lay population. We discuss the implications of these
findings for research on legal expertise and the blame blocking
effect in general.
Keywords: blame blocking; punishment; expertise defense;
experimental jurisprudence

Introduction
An important area of research within experimental
philosophy is the “expertise defense”—an empirical claim
that philosophers’ intuitions regarding philosophical matters
are less susceptible to irrelevant factors (e.g., order effects,
personality effects, framing effects) than lay people’s
intuitions. This defense has been generally shown not to hold
for professional philosophers (e.g., Feltz & Cokely, 2009;
Schwitzgebel & Cushman, 2012; Horvath & Wiegmann,
2016; Wiegmann, Horvath & Meyer, 2020; Horvath &
Wiegmann, in press). However, it is an open question
whether other types of expertise may impact people’s
judgments and make them more resistant to irrelevant factors.
This question has recently caught some attention in
experimental jurisprudence (e.g., Kneer & BourgeoisGironde, 2017; Donelson & Hannikainen, 2020; Prochownik,
Krebs, Wiegmann, & Horvath, 2020; Tobia, in preparation),
which largely investigates lay people’s (or legal expert’s)
concepts and their relationship to the corresponding
(technical) concepts of the law and jurisprudence (e.g., Tobia,
1 For instance, see Fletcher (1998, pp. 171-187) for a comparative
legal perspective on attempts; see Bohlander (2009, pp. 137-152)
for the German criminal law doctrine of attempts.
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2018; Sommers, 2020; Knobe & Shapiro, 2021; Tobia,
forthcoming). The expertise defense in this context could take
the form of an argument that legal professionals’ concepts
reflect (technical) concepts of the law and jurisprudence, and
it would thus predict that lawyers’ judgments about legally
relevant cases are more reliable than lay people’s judgments
(see also Prochownik et al., 2020). This claim is therefore an
important question for empirical research.
Testing whether legal experts’ judgments are resistant to
legally irrelevant factors seems especially relevant in cases
where ordinary judgments depart from legal concepts and
doctrines. This is the case for at least two recently studied
effects—the severity effect (Kneer & Bourgeois-Gironde,
2017) and the blame blocking effect (Cushman, 2008). The
severity effect occurs when people assign higher levels of
intentionality for severely bad versus moderately bad
outcomes. This goes against the legal concept of
intentionality or mens rea, which by default depends on the
mental states of the agent, and not on the level of badness of
actual outcomes. Although initial research suggests that legal
experts’ ascriptions of intentionality are sensitive to severity
of outcome (Kneer & Bourgeois-Gironde, 2017), this has
recently been questioned by other researchers (Prochownik et
al., 2020; Tobia, in preparation).
The blame blocking effect occurs when people assign
higher blame and punishment for cases of failed attempts that
do not lead to harm than for cases of failed attempts with
independently occurring harms (Cushman, 2008). As such,
this effect is incompatible with the criminal law standard that
assessing liability for attempts depends on whether an agent,
through his actions, intentionally aimed at committing a
crime (therefore, it does not rely on whether the harm
occurred independently of the agent’s intentional actions)1.
Recent research suggests that people with legal education are
not susceptible to the blame blocking effect, especially when
they have sufficient exposure to legal training (Prochownik
& Unterhuber, 2018).
Although this line of research seems relevant for the
expertise defense as applied to people with legal training, it
could be argued that the mere fact that people in this group
are not susceptible to certain effects to the same extent as lay

people is not sufficient evidence for the special status of legal
expertise. In particular, it could be that higher (academic)
education or capability for reflective reasoning in general is
what makes people’s judgments less susceptible to irrelevant
factors. If this is so, these effects could not be attributed to
legal expertise specifically.2 Therefore, it seems that claims
regarding the applicability of the expertise defense to legal
professionals should be based on systematic comparative
studies involving people with legal and other types of
expertise, just as much as lay people.
This paper aims to advance previous research by taking this
broader approach to the assessment of the legal expertise
defense. In particular, we aim to further explore whether
people with legal training are resistant to the blame blocking
effect, and whether this can be attributed to their sufficient
exposure to legal education. In our experiments, we therefore
examine and compare ascriptions of punishment for failed
attempts with no harm done and independently caused harms
in five populations: beginning law students; advanced law
students (3 rd or higher semester); advanced philosophy
students (3 rd or higher semester); advanced natural science
students (3 rd or higher semester) 3 (Experiment 1); and lay
people (with no university education) (Experiment 2). In
particular, we investigate whether advanced students of law
are less prone to the blame blocking effect in comparison to
other examined populations.

students in the third and higher semesters should have already
completed a number of lectures in criminal law. This should
have given them sufficient training in legal principles that
govern liability assessment for failed attempts.4 Therefore,
we predicted that they will not be susceptible to the blame
blocking effect. In contrast, beginning law students who have
only started their exposure to criminal law should still be
susceptible to the blame blocking effect. Similarly, we
expected that advanced students of natural science and
philosophy should manifest this effect because their
professional training does not cover the principles of criminal
law.

Methods

In the first experiment we investigated whether the blame
blocking effect occurs across four groups in Germany:
beginning law students (1st semester), advanced law students
(3rd or higher semester), advanced philosophy students (3rd
or higher semester), and advanced natural science students
(3rd or higher semester). Based on the standard curriculum of
legal studies’ programs in Germany, we assumed that

1008 participants (252 in each of the four groups) were
randomly assigned to a harm and no-harm condition.5 In each
condition, they read two stories of attempted murders
(adapted from Cushman, 2008; Prochownik, 2017;
Prochownik & Unterhuber, 2018)6. In the no-harm variant of
the allergy vignette, two runners compete in a championship
race. One of the runners wants to kill his rival by sprinkling
hazelnuts on his salad, thinking he is deadly allergic to them.
However, this is incorrect and the plan fails. In the harm
variant of this story, the runner performs the same action, but
his supposed victim is actually allergic to peanuts and dies
because they were tragically included in his salad. In the noharm construction scenario, two engineers compete for a
position. One wants to kill the other by executing an electric
shock, but the electrical wiring system is faulty and the plan
fails. In the harm variant, the story is the same, except that a
heavy beam caused by the wind to fall actually kills the
supposed victim (unlike in the no-harm version). Below each
story, participants had to specify the amount of punishment
that, in their opinion, the agent deserved (from 0 to 25 years
in prison).7

2 See Tobia (in preparation) for a similar but slightly different
approach. He examines the “severity effect” in lay people, people
with legal training, and people with other expert training, but
assumes that similarity in judgments of both expert groups is
compatible with a certain account of legal expertise—that certain
kinds of people (e.g., intelligent, reflective) choose to study law.
3 This includes, for instance, biology,
chemistry, physics,
astronomy, and geoscience students.
4 In particular, for the purposes of the current study, we treated 3rd
or higher-semester students of law as “advanced”, because,
typically, they will already have completed at least one or more
courses in criminal law at this point. This should have sufficiently
exposed them to the basic principles of legal responsibility for
attempted crimes that are standardly covered during such classes at
German universities (and should be attested by passed exams). In
line with this assumption, only 2 people (less than 1%) in our
advanced law students sample (n = 252) indicated that they had not
completed any lecture or seminar in penal law (16% indicated that
they had completed one lecture, 49% two to three lectures, and 35%
more than three lectures).
5 In total, we collected 1260 valid responses. Since we
preregistered a sample size of 1008, we only included the 252 first
recorded responses in each group. Data analyses for the complete

set of responses is available under “Main and Supplementary Data
Analyses” on the OSF webpage of this project.
6 We adjusted the previous vignettes to make sure that the harm
and no-harm versions are as similar as possible in terms of length
and information provided. To the no-harm construction vignette in
particular, we added the information that the wind caused a beam to
fall which, however, narrowly missed the engineer (while in
Prochownik & Unterhuber, 2018, only the harm-vignette included
this information, and indicated that the engineer was killed by the
beam). In the allergy vignette we made the (potentially) food-allergy
triggering ingredients as similar as possible (i.e., “peanuts” and
“hazelnuts”), while these ingredients belonged to different food
categories in previous vignettes (e.g., “poppy seeds” and
“hazelnuts” in Cushman, 2008). The full text of the vignettes
(German original and English translation) is available in the OSF
webpage of the project under “Supplementary Materials”.
7 The scale was designed to include possible liability thresholds
for attempted murders (like those examined in our study) according
to the German criminal code (from 3 to 15 years prison time). Also,
our response format required that participants type in their
punishment responses themselves. In this respect, it differs from the
scales used in previous research (e.g., Cushman, 2008, used a scale
anchored with particular prison sentences: “None”, “6 months”, “1
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Sample sizes, exclusion criteria8, study questions, main
hypotheses and analyses were preregistered at: osf.io/hk7p8.
Data and study vignettes are also available online on the OSF
webpage of this project: osf.io/wfpzc.

Results
We first conducted an overall mixed ANOVA with Story
(allergy, construction) as within-subject factor, Harm (harm
vs. no-harm) and Population (four student groups) as
between-subjects factors (N = 1008). We found no significant
main effect of Harm, F (1, 1000) = 1.103, p = .294, η2 =.001,
and no significant interaction between Harm and Student
Population, F (3, 1000) = .553, p = .646, η2 = .002. We
observed significant main effects of Population, F (3, 1000)
= 17.933, p < .001, η2 = .051, and Story, F (1, 1000) = 93.823,
p < .001, η2 = .086. Finally, the interaction between Story and
Harm showed a small significant effect, F (1, 1000) = 17.041,
p < .001, η2 = .017.
We now revisit the preregistered hypotheses and analyses.
First, we hypothesized there would be no blame blocking
effect for advanced law students (n = 252). This hypothesis
was supported by a mixed ANOVA with Story as a withinsubject factor and Harm as between-subjects factor: there was
no main effect of Harm in this population, F (1, 250) = 0.085,

year”, “2 years”, “4 years”, “8 years”, “16 years”, “32 years”,
“Life”; and a 7-point scale anchored with abstract terms: “None at
all”, “Some”, and “Very much” punishment).
8 Noteworthy, we preregistered the exclusion of first-semester
law students who had already completed a lecture in penal law.
However, the great majority of participants in this group indicated
they had already completed at least one lecture in penal law (i.e.,
only 5% of 252 participants who satisfied all remaining inclusion
criteria answered that they had not; 57% indicated that they had
completed one course, 14% two to three courses, and 24% more than
three courses). Since first-semester students obviously have not yet
completed their first semester (nor any courses), it seems likely that
the students understood this question as asking whether they were
currently enrolled in a lecture in penal law, and not whether they
had already completed it (i.e., with an exam). Due to this likely
misunderstanding, we decided not to exclude first semester-law
students based on this criterion. Deviations from preregistered
exclusion criteria are also reported online under “Main and
Supplementary Data Analyses”.
9 Note that numerous other comparisons between groups were
possible here, but we will focus on the preregistered analyses
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p = .771, η2 < .001. Secondly, we predicted that the blame
blocking effect would be present in beginning law students (n
= 252). This was not supported by the same mixed ANOVA
conducted for this sample, F (1, 250) = 1.190, p = .276, η2 =
.005. Contrary to our predictions, we also did not find
punishment ratings to be higher in the no-harm than in the
harm condition among advanced students of philosophy (n =
252), F (1, 250) = 0.96, p =.757, η2 <.001, and natural science
(n = 252), F (1, 250) = 1.309, p = .254, η2 = .005.
Our further hypotheses concerned specific comparisons
between the four groups. We predicted that the blame
blocking effect would be lower in advanced law students (i.e.,
expert subjects) than in the other three non-expert
populations. We ran a set of three ANOVAs with Story as
within-subject factor, Harm and Population as betweensubjects factors (comparing respective populations only).9
Contrary to our predictions, we did not find any significant
interaction between Student Population and Harm in any of
the conducted analyses: comparing advanced law and
philosophy students, F (1, 500) = 0.177, p = .674, η2 < .001;
comparing advanced law and natural science students, F (1,
500) = 0.603, p = .438, η2 = .001; and comparing advanced
and beginning law students, F (1, 500) = 0.286, p = .593, η2
= .001.10 See Figure 1 for the summary of the main findings.

(concerning potential differences in blame blocking in advanced law
students and three other populations).
10 Additionally, for the sake of symmetry with the analyses
reported for experiment 2, we conducted a set of eight exploratory
chi-square tests comparing the frequencies of “no punishment” vs.
“any punishment” responses in the harm and no-harm condition
(Cushman, 2008). We conducted these comparisons separately for
allergy and construction scenarios for each population. For this
reason, we recoded all punishment responses dichotomously: all “0”
years of punishment responses as “no punishment”, all responses
from “1” to “25” years of punishment as “any punishment”. We did
not find any significant differences in how frequently participants
assigned “no punishment” vs. “any punishment” across harm and
no-harm conditions in neither of the four groups and two scenarios
examined. Only for the advanced philosophy students, we observed
a tendency in the direction of the blame blocking effect in the
construction scenario: 16% of participants assigned “no
punishment” in the harm condition, while 7.9% did so in the noharm condition, Χ2(1, n = 252) = 3.966, p = 0.046 (not significant
after adjusting for multiple comparisons).

Figure 1: Results of Experiments 1 and 2. Punishment in years as a function of story, subject, and harm. Error bars represent
standard error of means.

Discussion
In the first experiment, we investigated whether the blame
blocking effect occurs in four student populations in
Germany, and whether legal expertise has an attenuating
impact on it. In line with our predictions, we did not find this
effect among advanced law students. Contrary to our other
predictions, we also did not find the effect in the three other
populations with minimal or zero legal expertise (beginning
law students, advanced philosophy students, and advanced
natural science students).
Let us consider two potential explanations of these
findings. First, the four examined groups could share certain
common feature(s) that reduce their sensitivity to irrelevant
factors as they were found to affect punishment ascriptions in
blame blocking scenarios in previous research. The most
obvious feature would be that our participants were all
university students. Being a university student (and
educational achievements in general) are typically associated
with a number of capacities, such as critical reasoning skills
or higher intelligence (e.g., Deary, Strand, Smith, &
Fernandes, 2007), which may attenuate people’s
susceptibility to the blame blocking effect (and, possibly,
other effects). Regardless which of these capacities may be
most relevant here, this explanation seems to undermine
claims about the special status of legal expertise with respect
to such effects (but see Tobia, in preparation). Namely, it
could be that it is being a university student in general, and
not legal education specifically, that makes people’s
judgments “immune” to the irrelevant factors in blame
blocking scenarios.11 Second, our failure to replicate the
11 Whether this manifests itself specifically in punishment
judgments (and in the context of blame blocking in particular), or a
broader set of judgments, is a question for further research.
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blame blocking effect raises the possibility that the effect is
not very robust or appears only under certain circumstances
(e.g., not for our German populations).
In our second experiment, we mainly investigated the first
possibility. If it is being a university student that is
responsible for the absence of a blame blocking effect in the
four student populations we examined, then people who are
not university students or who have not had any university
education should manifest the blame blocking effect. This
would also support the hypothesis that a general selection
effect related to entering a university education, and not legal
education specifically, attenuates the blame blocking effect.

Experiment 2
In the second study, we investigated whether the blame
blocking effect occurs in a German population of lay people
with no university education whatsoever.

Methods
We recruited 252 lay participants who indicated that they do
not have a university degree, that they never studied at a
university, and that they are not currently studying at a
university. Study design, vignettes, and main questions were
the same as in our first experiment. Sample size, exclusion
criteria, and main analyses were preregistered at:
osf.io/ues95.
Full text of the study vignettes and questions as well as the
data are also available online at: osf.io/wfpzc.

Results

Discussion

All reported analyses were preregistered. We first conducted
a mixed ANOVA with Story as a within-subject factor and
Harm as a between-subjects factor (n = 252). Over all
vignettes, we found no significant main effect of Harm in the
lay population, F (1, 250) = 1.907, p =.169, η2 = .008.
Secondly, we conducted two chi-square tests for two stories
comparing the frequency of “no punishment” vs. “any
punishment” responses in the harm and no-harm condition
(see Cushman, 2008). For the sake of these tests, we recoded
all no punishment responses to “0” and all punishment
responses (from 1 to 25) to “1”. In the allergy story, there was
no difference in the frequencies of “no punishment” vs “any
punishment” across two conditions: 20.5% assigned “no
punishment” in the harm condition comparing to 16.9% in the
no-harm condition, Χ2(1, n = 252) = .528, p = 0.467. In the
construction story, we found a significant blame blocking
effect: 18.9% assigned “no punishment” in the harm
condition comparing to 6.9% in the no-harm condition, Χ2(1,
n = 252) = 8.079, p = .004.12 See Figure 1 for the summary of
the main results.
Finally, we conducted an exploratory analysis (mentioned
in the preregistration) on the combined dataset including four
student populations from Experiment 1 (n = 1008) and the lay
population from Experiment 2 (n = 252). We conducted a
mixed ANOVA with Story as a within-subject factor and
Harm and Population as between-subjects factors (N = 1260).
Also for this model, we observed no significant main effect
of Harm, F (1,1250) = 0.057, p = .811, η2 < .001: participants
assigned similar punishments in the harm (M = 8.019) and
no-harm condition (M = 7.930). There was a significant main
effect of Population, F (4,1250) = 13.120, p < .001, η2 =
.04010: beginning law students (M = 6.208) and advanced
law students (M = 6.755) punished the least, lay people (M =
8.409) and advanced philosophy students (M = 8.523) were
at a medium level, and advanced natural science students
punished the most (M = 9.979). We also observed a
significant main effect of Story, F (1,1250) = 132.456, p <
.001, η2 = .09611: punishments were generally higher in the
construction (M = 8.61) than in the allergy (M = 7.36)
vignette. Moreover, the following interactions were
significant: Story and Harm, F (1,1250) = 32.493, p < .001,
η2 = .025 13; Story and Population, F (4,1250) = 3.061, p
= .016, η2 = .010; Story, Population and Harm, F (4,1250) =
2.412, p = .047, η2 = .008.

Our second experiment examined whether the blame
blocking effect is present among German lay people. Overall,
lay people did not assign higher punishments in the no-harm
versus harm condition. The blame blocking effect was
partially observed for one of the two vignettes. Therefore, the
results of our second study do not support the hypothesis that
general capacities due to a selection effect related to entering
a university education attenuates the blame blocking effect.
Finally, the blame blocking effect was not present for the
analysis that directly compared the five populations from our
two experiments, which overall suggests at best weak
evidence for this effect in our sample. Below we further
investigate potential reasons behind our replication failure,
and we discuss them in light of relevant previous findings.

This finding was further confirmed by exploratory ANOVAs
(mentioned in the preregistration) conducted for separate stories on
a full range of responses. In the analysis for the construction story,
we found a significant blame blocking effect: Lay participants
assigned higher punishments in the no-harm (M = 10.66, SD =
8.164) than in the harm condition (M = 8.13, SD = 7.436), F (1, 250)
= 6.590, p = .011, η2 = .026.
13 Overall, participants tended to assign punishments slightly in
the direction of blame blocking effect in the construction vignette.
This response pattern was reversed in the allergy vignette.
14 It should be noted that this earlier finding was also not robust,
because the blame blocking effect occurred only in one, but not in

the other sample of beginning law students (Prochownik &
Unterhuber, 2018).
15 However, our findings do suggest some legal expertise effects
for punishment ascriptions: law students assigned the lowest
punishments in comparison to three other populations. This might
be due the fact that according to German criminal law, liability for
cases of failed attempts like those described in our vignettes would
be relatively low (between 3 and 15 years prison time). Moreover,
since beginning and advanced students ascribed punishment
similarly, our findings may suggest fast effects of legal training on
this category of judgments.
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General Discussion
We conducted two experiments which investigated whether
the blame blocking effect was present in five populations in
Germany: beginning and advanced law students, advanced
philosophy and natural science students, and lay people with
no university education. We found very limited evidence for
this effect in our sample: Only non-academic lay participants
in only one of the two study vignettes assigned higher
punishments in the no-harm than in the harm condition.
Our findings have several implications for past and future
research. First, we did not replicate the previous finding that
the blame blocking effect occurs for beginning law students
but not for advanced law students (Prochownik &
Unterhuber, 2018). In fact, we did not observe any blame
blocking effect in law students at all (and neither for the two
other student populations examined).14 Also, contrary to
other studies with lay people (in the US and Poland:
Cushman, 2008; Prochownik & Cushman, 2019; Prochownik
& Unterhuber, 2018), we found only partial and rather weak
evidence for the occurrence of this effect in our non-academic
lay sample (in Germany). Because we did not replicate the
blame blocking effect in the first place, the issue of (legal)
expertise strictly speaking does not even arise.15 Moreover,
our failure to replicate the blame blocking effect makes it a
live hypothesis that it is not very robust, or that it only occurs
under specific circumstances. Investigating these possibilities
goes beyond the scope of this paper, but we will discuss
potential factors that could account for our replication failure

below, by taking into account several limitations of our
current study.
We can think of a few reasons why we did not manage to
replicate the blame blocking effect, although it was found by
previous researchers (e.g., Cushman, 2008; Prochownik &
Cushman, 2019). In particular, it may be that we failed to
reproduce particular circumstances that were present in
previous research, and under which this effect occurs. First,
the most obvious possibility is that we departed from the
previous methods. The two most significant departures were
that: a) we adapted our harm and no-harm vignettes to be as
similar as possible in terms of length and information
provided; b) we used a new punishment question format in
which participants had to specify the amount of punishment
themselves instead of choosing it on a scale with explicitly
given options.
Regarding the first possibility (a), it may be that by adding
to the no-harm vignettes information about causal chains
similar to those described in the harm vignettes, but not
leading to harm, we made the two conditions too similar to
each other, resulting in our study participants not
differentiating punishment across them. This interpretation of
our results is in line with an alternative account which points
out that, in previous research, harm vignettes were more
complex and richer in information than no-harm vignettes,
and that this might have distracted participants in the harm
vignettes from evaluating the agent, leading to the blame
blocking effect (Prochownik & Cushman, 2019). Therefore,
it may be that after we made our harm and no-harm vignettes
equally “distracting”, we did not find a significant blame
blocking effect.16 However, it should be noted that it is
actually good methodological practice to make experimental
vignettes as similar as possible, apart from the to-be-tested
difference, in order to avoid “noise” and possible confounds.
Moreover, it also speaks against this “distraction account”
that a recent preregistered study with a wider set of scenarios
found a significant blame blocking effect even after making
the harm and no-harm conditions more symmetrical
(Prochownik & Cushman, in preparation). Therefore, more
research is needed regarding the particular features of the
vignettes under which the blame blocking effect does and
does not occur. In particular, both current and previous
studies consistently report that the blame blocking effect is
stronger for some of the tested vignettes than others
(Cushman & Prochownik, 2019; Prochownik, 2017;
Prochownik & Unterhuber, 2018)
The second possibility is that we failed to replicate the
blame blocking effect because we changed the format of the
main
question for punishment
responses (b).
Instead of giving participants a scale with pre-given
punishment options (Cushman, 2008; Prochownik &
Cushman, 2019), or a slider scale with a range of choices to
select from (Prochownik & Unterhuber, 2018), we asked
them to type in the amount of punishment the agent deserved
in an open text-entry by themselves (we did indicate, though,

this should be within the range of 0 and 25 years in prison).
It is possible that, in this way, we encouraged participants to
reflect more on the sentences the agents deserved. For
instance, sentencing somebody to a certain amount of
imprisonment oneself may be associated with a greater sense
of responsibility than clicking on one of the pre-given
punishment choices. This “reflective thinking account” may
be compatible with the previous findings that support the
blame blocking effect. In particular, it may be that this
phenomenon is limited to highly intuitive moral judgments,
and that it disappears even after a minimal amount of
reflection has been exercised (in contrast to related findings
about intuitive expertise where reflection did not make a
difference, such as Schwitzgebel & Cushman, 2015).
Therefore, if the way we asked the punishment question
sufficiently stimulated participants’ reflective reasoning, this
could explain our failure to replicate this effect.
Future research should examine whether the blame
blocking effect only occurs under conditions of intuitive vs.
reflective moral reasoning. One possible direction of research
could involve replicating our current study, but rephrasing the
punishment question in a way that triggers purely intuitive
responses. For instance, participants could be asked to choose
between only two options: punishment vs. no punishment—
which seems to be the most “intuitive” response format
available in the literature (Prochownik & Cushman, in
preparation), and which also comes closest to the
dichotomous data analysis in the original study reporting the
blame blocking effect (Cushman, 2008, Experiment 4).
Finally, there are other options that could explain why we
did not replicate the blame blocking effect in addition to the
two main ones discussed above. In particular, it is possible
that this effect is specific to certain cultures and languages.
Our replication was the first study on the blame blocking
effect in Germany and in the German language. Perhaps we
failed to replicate it because it does not generalize to German
culture and language. We can think of no clear reason why
this should be the case, but more cross-cultural research
would be needed to clearly rule out this possibility.
Although many questions remain unanswered, we
considered three possibilities that may shed light on our
failure to replicate the blame blocking effect—that it may be
limited to a certain type of vignette, to a certain type of
cognition, or a certain type of culture or language. Future
research should investigate them more thoroughly and try to
specify the exact conditions under which blame blocking
does or does not occur.

Moreover, since most substantial changes considered our
“construction” vignette, and this was the vignette driving the blame

blocking effect in previous findings (Prochownik, 2017), this could
explain why we observed only a limited effect for this vignette.
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Abstract

ple, administering the drug that can cause blood clots directly
would thereby be predicted to be morally worse than administering the drug which can cause the same outcome via several
intermediate steps. Similar effects can be expected when the
strength of causal links is increased.

In three experiments (total N = 1302) we investigated whether
causal proximity affects moral judgments. We manipulated
causal proximity by varying the length of chains mediating
between actions and outcomes, and by varying the strengths
of causal links. We demonstrate that moral judgments are affected by causal proximity with longer chains or weaker links
leading to more lenient moral evaluations. Moreover, we identify outcome foreseeability as the crucial factor linking causal
proximity and moral judgments. While effects of causal proximity on moral judgments were small when controlling for
factors that were confounded in previous studies, knowledge
about the presence of causal links substantially alters judgments of permissibility and responsibility. The experiments
demonstrate a tight coupling between causal representations,
inferences about mental states, and moral reasoning.

Are causal proximity effects rational?

Keywords: Causal Reasoning; Moral Judgment; Causal
Proximity; Causal Strength; Causal Chains

Suppose someone is contemplating an action that, as an
unintended side effect, could cause serious harm to another
person. For example, imagine a doctor in an emergency situation who has to decide which one of two live-saving drugs
to administer to an unconscious patient. Both drugs will have
the same stabilising effect on the patient, but both also have
a risk of causing blood clots as a side effect. The exact probabilities are unknown, but the doctor remembers that when
drug A causes blood clots, it happens via several intermediate steps. Drug A first needs to cause a number of intermediate events in the body before blood clots can develop. By
contrast, when drug B causes blood clots, it does so directly.
Which drug should the doctor choose?
If you prefer drug A, your preference may be an instance of
a so-called causal proximity effect. Causal proximity refers
to the position of a target cause (such as an action) relative
to a target effect (such as a harmful outcome). A cause is
traditionally called more proximate when fewer intermediate
events connect it to a target outcome. Arguably, a cause may
also be perceived as more proximate when its link to the effect is stronger, as spatio-temporal co-occurrence and causal
strength tend to be correlated. We will explore both facets of
proximity here.
It has been suggested that the length of a causal chain matters for our moral evaluations of agents and their actions. For
example, Sloman, Fernbach, and Ewing (2009) note: “Actions that are connected to bad outcomes through fewer intermediate causes are more blameworthy” (p.11). In our exam-
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Proximity effects have sometimes been described as biases
(e.g., Johnson & Drobny, 1985). But this does not have to be
the case. Proximity effects can naturally arise from the way in
which moral reasoning about agents, actions, and outcomes is
mediated by causal models (Waldmann, Wiegmann, & Nagel,
2017; Sloman et al., 2009).
In a causal model framework (see Waldmann, 2017; Sloman, 2005, for overviews), representing a chain of causally
connected events generally means representing a number of
events that are connected by probabilistic links. If each event
in the chain actually occurs, there is a certain probability that
the next event in the chain will occur as well. Say that in
our example, there are five intermediate links between administering drug A and the development of blood clots, each
of them with a probability of 0.15 conditional on its direct
cause. Then p(blood clots|drug A) = 0.155 = 0.00008. For
drug B, there is just one probabilistic link with a strength of
0.15, thus p(blood clots|drug B) = 0.15. In such a case, administering drug B would thus be much more likely to cause
harm than administering drug A.
This calculation of course rests on the assumption that all
single links, be it the direct relation or a component of the
chain, are roughly equally strong1 and that there are no alternative causes of the events in the chain. Nothing in our
introductory example suggests that this needs to be the case.
However, research has shown that a chain representation can
indeed trigger the impression of a lower probabilistic dependency between a target cause and effect, and that this
effect may be produced by people assigning roughly constant strength priors to verbally instructed probabilistic links
(Stephan, Tentori, Pighin, & Waldmann, 2021; Bes, Sloman,
Lucas, & Raufaste, 2012).
If people perceive a lower conditional probability of harm
given action A than given action B, it naturally follows that
1 Or, at least, that the links in the chain are sufficiently weak to
lower p(outcome|action) relative to the direct relation.

action A is morally preferable. This should hold prospectively (before acting, as in our introductory example), but it
may also be true for retrospective moral evaluations. For instance, an agent may be deemed less morally responsible or
blameworthy for harm when their action produced the outcome via a chain rather than directly (Sloman et al., 2009).
We posit that such proximity effects on moral judgments are
mediated by the agents’ foreseeability of the harmful consequences (see Lagnado & Channon, 2008, Kirfel & Lagnado,
2020, for effects of foreseeability in other contexts). If an
action causes harm via a longer chain, the harm is seen as
less likely and thus less foreseeable than in a direct relation
(assuming roughly equal strength of causal links), justifying
a more lenient moral evaluation of action and agent. Thus,
whenever the assumption of a lower probability of harm in a
chain is justified (e.g., roughly constant link strengths), proximity effects in causal and moral judgments are not a bias.
Direct causal relations can also vary in strength, which we
view as a different way of manipulating proximity. Again,
we predict a harsher moral evaluation of action and agent the
stronger the causal link between their action and a harmful
outcome is.

Proximity effects in causal and moral reasoning

dition presents a chain whose elements are both spatially and
temporally more extended than the simple condition. Plus,
background knowledge or assumptions about the described
events may have had an influence. If participants for example
assigned a very low probability to burning gasoline floating
across a river, the obtained effects may have been produced
by the perception of one very weak but necessary link, instead
of being generated by the chain representation as such.
In the moral domain, so-called deviant causal chains
have been shown to attenuate judgments of blame (Pizarro,
Uhlmann, & Bloom, 2003). In these chains, an actor brings
about an intended harmful outcome, but in an unexpected and
unusual way. Coincidentally, the described deviant chains
are often also longer than their “regular” counterparts. Moreover, in deviant chains foreseeability is often altered because
the agent achieves the goal in an unforeseeable fashion. An
example would be the case of an unpractised gunman who
intends to shoot someone. His shot misses the victim, but
startles a herd of pigs that trample the victim to death (cf.
Davidson, 2001, p.72). Thus, while these studies investigate
moral judgments, it is not clear whether their results are due
to length, foreseeability, or deviancy of the chains.

Experiment 1: Varying Chain Length

Surprisingly, cases like our example have rarely been investigated in the context of moral judgment. Research on causal
and moral judgments about chains involving human actions
has largely focused on comparisons within chains. For example, a debate has revolved around the question whether
the first or the last element in a causal chain is selected as
“the” (main or most important) cause of a final outcome, and
how such judgments are affected by features of causes (such
as being intentional actions vs. physical events), or by how
much they raise the probability of the outcome (Lagnado &
Channon, 2008, Spellmann, 1997, Hilton, McClure, & Sutton, 2010).
Our focus, in contrast, are comparisons between two causal
chains with the same start (an action) and end (a harmful outcome), but a different number of intermediate events (none
vs. several). We found just one study that directly investigated such cases. Johnson and Drobny (1985) presented participants with a case in which a truck driver forgets to replace
a safety pin in the steering column of his truck. In the “simple
chain” condition, the steering fails and results in an accident.
Subsequently, gasoline spills and ignites causing a house to
burn down. In the “complex chain” condition, the gasoline
first pours into a river, floats across it, ignites grass on the
other side, then a field, and finally also burns down the house.
In the condition with the longer chain, participants considered
the truck driver to be less liable for the damage to the house,
and they also indicated that he could foresee the outcome to
a lesser extent. However, Johnson and Drobny were interested in legal rather than moral judgments, described negligent omissions instead of actions, and provided their participants with extensive jury instructions. Moreover, the two conditions vary in several confounded aspects. The complex con-
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The aim of this experiment was to test for causal proximity effects in chains in a controlled setting, with little to no
background knowledge about the events. If people assigned
strength priors to links that are roughly constant, we should
observe a lower estimated p(outcome|action) in chains compared to direct relations, along with a more lenient moral evaluation of action and agent in chains. We asked participants
to morally evaluate action and agent both prospectively (“is
it okay to act?”) and retrospectively (“to what extent is the
agent morally responsible for the harmful outcome?”). Unlike Johnson and Drobny, we used artificial materials that did
not draw on prior knowledge about causal strength, or spatial and temporal relations. The strengths of the links were
instructed using verbal labels suggesting equal link strengths
(see Figure 1 for an illustration).

Methods
Design, Material and Procedure We created three cover
stories about agents causing undesired harm to another person.2 In each cover story, there was a chain version (three intermediate events and four probabilistic links between action
and outcome) and a direct version (no intermediate events and
just one probabilistic link). Each participant saw the direct
version of one cover story, and the chain version of a different story (in random order). In total, there were six possible
Latin square combinations of cover story and structure. This
2 see https://osf.io/85s23/ for material, data, and code of analyses and figures for all studies reported in this paper. All analyses were conducted and all figures created using R (R Core Team,
2020) and RStudio (RStudio Team, 2020), as well as the following
packages: effsize (Torchiano, 2020), ez (Lawrence, 2016), ggpubr
(Kassambara, 2020), MBESS (Kelley, 2020), reshape2 (Wickham,
2007), and the tidyverse (Wickham et al., 2019).

Figure 1: Example illustrations for direct relations (A), chains in Experiment 1 (B), and chains in Experiment 3 (C).
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and all following experiments were implemented online using
Unipark Questback.
In the beginning of each story, generic information about
the relationship between action and outcome was presented.
Here’s an example: “A group of scientists is investigating the
effects of exposure of to a certain chemical called Proskine.
In their lab studies, they found that when Proskine is produced and stored, the following mechanism can unfold: Exposure to Proskine sometimes causes Marasia illness, a new
and severe respiratory condition.” In the chain condition, the
second part of this story read: “Proskine sometimes causes
Xaligene gas to develop in its environment. When Xaligene
gas develops, it sometimes reacts and causes another chemical, Yosium, to form as well. When Yosium is present, it
sometimes causes certain proteins in the body to be blocked
upon exposure. When these proteins are blocked, this sometimes causes Marasia illness, a new and severe respiratory
condition.” On the same page, an illustration of the causal
structure was provided, depicting the cited events as nodes,
with arrows between them representing the causal links. The
arrows were labelled with “sometimes causes” (see Figure 1).
After the generic information, we presented participants
with the case of an agent who plans to carry out the action
in question (in the example: creating and storing Proskine).
The agent was always described as aware of the information
from the previous page, but not desiring the negative outcome
(in the example, the agent is a chemist who needs to create
and store Proskine for research). The stories also mentioned
the presence of potential victims of the harmful action. In the
chemical scenario, we stated: “The lab is shared with several colleagues”. Before giving any information about the
occurrence of the harmful outcome, we asked participants to
answer the following prospective moral question: “From a
moral point of view, is it okay for [agent] to [perform the target action]?” Ratings were given on a scale ranging from 1
(“not at all”) to 10 (“fully”). On a subsequent page, the actual
occurrence of the negative outcome was described (in the example: a colleague in the same lab develops Marasia illness),
and participants were asked to indicate the extent to which
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the agent was morally responsible for this outcome (i.e., a
retrospective moral evaluation) on an identical scale. After
moral judgments for both cases were recorded, the cases were
presented anew and participants were asked to estimate the
probability of the harmful outcome given the action. Answers
were given on a slider ranging from 0 to 100%.
We predicted the following pattern of results: 1) the action
should be seen as more allowed (“okay”) in the chain condition compared to the direct condition, 2) the agent should
be held less morally responsible for the outcome in the chain
compared to the direct condition, and 3) p(outcome|action)
should be estimated as lower in the chain compared to the
direct condition.
Participants To achieve 90% power for observing all three
effects at a minimum effect size of d = .20 each, we planned
for a power of 97% for each of three one-sided t-tests (0.973
≈ 0.91 power to detect all three effects). This resulted in
a required sample size of 300 participants. We recruited
304 participants on the platform prolific.co. Inclusion criteria (identical for all further experiments) were being a native
English speaker, not having participated in previous studies
using similar material, an acceptance rate of at least 90% of
previous tasks on the platform, and not completing the survey via smartphone. Participants received a compensation of
£0.45 for an estimated four minutes of their time. Five participants were excluded due to failing a simple attention check3 ,
leaving data of 299 participants for the analyses (M age = 34,
SDage = 12.1, 63% women, 37% men, <1% no answer).

Results and Discussion
Figure 2 shows the results for all three measures. For the two
moral questions, we observed significant, albeit small effects
in the predicted directions (okay: M direct = 4.70, SDdirect =
2.62, M chain = 5.02, SDchain = 2.55, t298 = 1.96, p = .025, d =
0.12 [0; 0.25]; moral responsibility: M direct = 6.89, SDdirect =
3 “If Peter is taller than Alex, and Alex is taller than Max, who
is the shortest among them?” This attention check was used in all
studies reported here.

2.39, M chain = 6.53, SDchain = 2.51, t298 = 2.41, p = .008, d =
0.15 [0.03; 0.27]). For the causal measure on the other hand,
we observed a medium-sized effect in the predicted direction,
M direct = 40.51, SDdirect = 21.7, M chain = 28.51, SDchain =
24.19, t298 = 10.61, p < .001, d = 0.52 [0.42; 0.62]. No corrections of p-values were applied (although, given our conjunctive hypothesis, we could have increased the alpha-level
per test).
Thus, while both kinds of moral judgment were indeed
more lenient when a longer chain was described between action and outcome, the effects were relatively small. However,
participants clearly perceived a difference in the strengths of
the causal relations connecting action and outcome between
the direct and the chain conditions. In chains, outcomes were
estimated as less likely to occur than in direct relations. A
possible explanation is that while p(outcome|action) matters
for moral judgments, a relatively large difference is required.
We test this hypothesis in the next experiment by directly manipulating causal strength.
Figure 2: Mean ratings for whether it is okay to act (A),
agents’ moral responsibility (B), and p(outcome|action) (C)
per structure condition in Experiment 1. Error bars are 95%
CIs.
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a different cover story (in random order), in one of three
possible Latin square combinations.
Instead of learning about direct relations versus chains,
participants in this experiment were presented with generic
information about p(outcome|action) for each case. To convey strength information, we presented relative frequencies.
For the “chemical” example, the instruction read: “A group
of scientists is investigating Marasia illness, a new and severe respiratory condition. They suspected that it may be related to exposure with Proskine, a newly developed chemical
that is sometimes used in pharmaceutical labs. The scientists therefore reviewed the health records of 1000 employees
of pharmaceutical companies who have been in contact with
Proskine. For comparison, they also reviewed the records of
1.000 employees who do the same job, but have not been in
contact with this specific chemical. These are their results:
Of the 1000 people who have been in contact with Proskine,
[300/600/900] contracted Marasia illness. Of the 1000 people who have not been in contact with Proskine, no one contracted Marasia illness.” On the subsequent pages, the task
proceeded exactly as in Experiment 1, with identical measures.
We predicted the following pattern of results: 1) The
agent’s action should be assessed as more allowed (“okay”)
the less likely its negative effect (.30 > .60 > .90), and 2) the
agent should be held less morally responsible for the negative
outcome the less likely it was to result from their action (.30
< .60 < .90). We also expected participants to accurately infer p(outcome|action) from the presented numbers, which can
be seen as a manipulation check in this case.

direct

chain

Experiment 2: Varying Strength
In Experiment 1, we compared a direct probabilistic causal
relation with a chain that contained several probabilistic links
of equal strength, which entails lower overall strength in the
chain than in the direct condition given equal link strengths.
Thus, both the causal strength of the relation between action
and outcome and chain length was varied. In Experiment 2,
we focused only on direct causal relations while manipulating
their strength. Moreover, strength is conveyed more saliently
here by presenting numeric values.

Methods
Design,
Material
and
Procedure We
varied
p(outcome|action) in three levels: .30, .60, and .90.
The manipulation was delivered within subject. The cover
stories were otherwise identical to the ones in Experiment
1. Each participant saw each link strength in the context of
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Participants We aimed for a sample size of 292 valid participants in this experiment. In three one-way, repeatedmeasures ANOVAs, this will yield a power of 91% to detect
a small effect (η2p = .01) on all measures. We invited 300 participants to take part in the experiment. Participants received
a compensation of £0.60 for an estimated six minutes of their
time. Nine participants were excluded due to failing a simple
attention check, leaving data of 291 participants for the analyses (M age = 31.59, SDage = 11.47, 59% women, 39% men,
2% another identity or no answer).

Results and Discussion
See Figure 3 for results. Prospectively, actions were regarded
as more permissible (“okay”) the lower the probability of
harm was (M 30% = 3.68, SD30% = 2.09, M 60% = 2.98, SD60%
= 2.07, M 90% = 2.55, SD90% = 2.02, F 2,580 = 29.39, p <
.001, η2p = .09 [0.06; 0.13]4 , which is confirmed by a negative linear trend in group means (t870 = -6.60, p < .001), and
no detectable quadratic trend (t870 = 0.91, p = .365). Retrospectively, agents were held less morally responsible for harm
the weaker the probabilistic relation between their action and
the outcome was (M 30% = 6.85, SD30% = 2.11, M 60% = 7.32,
SD60% = 2.24, M 90% = 8.12, SD90% = 1.95, F 2,580 = 43.34, p
4 We

(2004) )

report 90% confidence intervals for all η2p , see Steiger

< .001, η2p = 0.13 [0.09; 0.17]). There was a positive linear
trend in group means t870 = 7.32, p < .001), and no detectable
quadratic trend (t870 = 1.08, p = .28). Finally, responses to the
query about p(outcome|action) confirmed that the strengths
of probabilistic relations between action and outcome were
accurately inferred (M 30% = 31.56, SD30% = 9.31, M 60% =
59.41, SD60% = 7.68, M 90% = 87.49, SD90% = 11.96,, F 2,580
= 2919.31, p < .001, η2p = 0.91 [0.90; 0.92]), with a positive
linear trend in group means (t870 = 68.76, p < .001), and no
detectable quadratic trend (t867 = 0.17, p = 0.87). No corrections of p-values were applied (although, given our conjunctive hypothesis, we could have increased the alpha-level per
test for the moral questions).
In sum, we demonstrated that the probabilistic strength of
the relationship between action and outcome clearly influenced moral evaluations. However, a very large effect on the
causal measure, p(outcome|action) only led to medium-sized
effects on the moral measures. Thus, the chain manipulation in Experiment 1 may not have decreased the perceived
p(outcome|action) enough to produce a large effect on moral
judgments. In Experiment 3 we went back to comparing direct causal relations with chains but increased the length of
the chain hoping for a stronger effect. Moreover, we tested
the hypothesis that foreseeability mediates the effect.
Figure 3: Mean ratings for whether it is okay to act (A),
agents’ moral responsibility (B), and p(outcome|action) (C)
per strength condition in Experiment 2. Error bars are 95%
CIs.
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Experiment 3: The Role of Foreseeability
In this experiment, we used the same task as presented in
Experiment 1, but with a stronger chain manipulation (nine
probabilistic links instead of four, see Figure 1). In addition,
we added new conditions in which agents were unaware of
the possible harm that may result from their action. A longer
causal chain does not only entail lower causal strength, but
should normally also decrease the foreseeability of the negative outcome compared to a direct relation. However, this
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difference in outcome foreseeability between chains and direct relations depends on agents’ awareness of the relation.
When someone is unaware of any relation between their action and a harmful outcome, it seems hardly morally relevant
whether action and outcome are related directly or by a longer
chain. If proximity effects on moral judgments are mediated
by outcome foreseeability, they should be eliminated without
proximity knowledge.

Methods
Design, Materials, and Procedure We implemented a 2
(structure: direct vs. chain, within-subjects) x 2 (proximity
knowledge: yes vs. no, between-subjects) mixed design. In
the chain conditions, nine probabilistic links were instructed
instead of four (see OSF for the full material). The direct
conditions were identical to the ones in Experiment 1. In
the“proximity knowledge” conditions (know+), agents were
aware of the relation between their action and the possible
harmful outcome (as in Experiments 1 and 2). In the “no
proximity knowledge” conditions (know-), they were not. In
the “chemical” cover story, for instance, we stated in know: “Since the scientists studying Proskine have not published
their results so far, Mary cannot be aware of them. To the best
of her knowledge, there are no special risks associated with
producing and storing Proskine.” The cover stories were combined with the levels of the structure manipulation in a Latin
square as described in Experiment 1. Procedure and measures
also were the same as in Experiment 1, with the addition of
a question about foreseeability at the end of the experiment,
presented along with the question about p(outcome|action).
The new question read: “To what extent could [agent] foresee that someone would be harmed by [her/his] action?”, and
responses were provided on a scale ranging from 1 (“not at
all”) to 10 (“fully”). This question was intended primarily as
a manipulation check.
Participants We aimed for a sample size of 700 valid participants in this experiment. The sample size was determined
by a simulation (see OSF for code), focusing on the two moral
questions (okay and resp). Based on pilot studies, we planned
for proximity effects of d = 0.22 for okay and of d = 0.28 for
resp, in one-sided, paired t-tests in know+. We predicted null
effects in two-sided paired t-tests for both measures in know-.
If these patterns obtained, we should thus also observe a significant structure x proximity knowledge interaction in mixed
ANOVAs for both okay and resp. With 700 participants, we
achieve a power of >90% to detect the full set of the specified effects. We invited 720 participants to take part in the
experiment. Participants received a compensation of £0.65
for an estimated six minutes of their time. Sixteen participants were excluded due to failing a simple attention check
or due to completing the survey from a smartphone against
instructions, leaving data of 704 participants for the analyses
(M age = 34.81, SDage = 13.14, 50% women, 49% men, 1%
non-binary or no answer).

Figure 4: Mean ratings for whether it is okay to act (A),
agents’ moral responsibility (B), p(outcome|action) (C), and
agents’ outcome foreseeability (D) per structure and proximity knowledge condition in Experiment 3. Error bars are 95%
CIs.
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Results and Discussion
Figure 4 shows the results. In the know+ conditions, we
found the predicted proximity effects on the moral questions,
with larger effect sizes than in Experiment 1 (okay: M direct
= 4.32, SD = 2.56, M chain = 5.11, SD = 2.75, t351 = 5.08,
p < .001, d = 0.30 [0.18; 0.42], resp: M direct = 6.88, SD =
2.55, M chain = 6.27, SD = 2.69, t351 = 3.8, p < .001, d = 0.23
[0.11; 0.35]). As predicted, the effects largely disappeared
in the know- conditions, although a very small significant effect remained for attributions of moral responsibility (okay:
M direct = 7.22, SD = 2.83, M chain = 7.25, SD = 2.83, t351 =
0.26, p = 0.793, resp: M direct = 3.96, SD = 2.91, M chain =
3.70, SD = 2.71, t351 = 2.03, p = 0.043, d = 0.09 [0; 0.18]).
The predicted interaction between structure and foreseeability was thus found for the okay question (F 1,702 = 14.01, p
< .001, η2p = .02 [0.01; 0.04]), but not for moral responsibility (F 1,702 = 3.11, p = 0.078). Independent of proximity knowledge, participants thought that the final outcomes
were less likely to occur in the long chains than in the direct
causal relation (t703 = 14.22, p < .001, d = 0.46 [0.39; 0.53],
no interaction). However, the effect size was similar to the
one we found in Experiment 1 (d = 0.52). As expected, participants only ascribed less outcome foreseeability with increased chain length to agents who were aware of the relation
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We set out to test the hypothesis that (1) instructing a chain of
probabilistically linked events between an action and a harmful outcome would lead to a more lenient moral evaluation
of the agent and the action, compared to instructing a direct
relation. We expected this pattern because (2) participants
should perceive the harmful outcome as less likely to actually occur in a chain than in a direct relation. Moreover, we
predicted that (3) the effect will be mediated by participants’
attributions of outcome foreseeability to agents.
We found evidence for (1) in two experiments, but with
surprisingly small effect sizes. The actions were only seen as
slightly more permissible, and agents only judged as slightly
less responsible in the chain compared to the direct conditions. Our data in all experiments are consistent with (2). The
probability of the final outcome given action was indeed perceived as lower in chains than in direct relations. In all experiments, a lower p(outcome|action) was also associated with a
more lenient moral evaluation. However, it is unclear whether
these effects were caused by the difference in the structure
of the causal models (direct vs. chain), or by the lowered
strenghts of the relation between action and final outcome. It
is possible to experimentally dissociate these two factors. For
a more rigorous test, we would need to keep chain length constant and vary p(outcome|action) independently (see Stephan
et al., 2021). We have conducted such a study in the meantime and found that the effect of chain length on moral judgments is at least substantially mediated by p(outcome|action)
(Engelmann & Waldmann, manuscript in preparation). Further experiments are ongoing. Finally, Experiment 3 provides
support for (3), the mediating role of outcome foreseeability.
Chain length largely ceased to affect moral judgments when
agents were unaware of the presence of the chain or of the
direct relation. A very small effect persisted for moral responsibility, reminiscent of the moral luck literature (Young,
Nichols, & Saxe, 2010). We will explore this puzzling effect
further in future research.
An unexpected and interesting observation in all experiments was that medium (Experiment 1, Experiment 3)
or large (Experiment 2) differences in p(outcome|action)
only translated into small (Experiment 1, Experiment 3) or
medium (Experiment 2) effects on the moral judgment measures. The only manipulation that pushed moral judgments
across the scale midpoints (from permissible to impermissible and from responsible to not responsible) was the knowledge manipulation in Experiment 3. In the causal reasoning literature, it is sometimes claimed that people care more

about causal structure than about causal strength (e.g., Bes
et al., 2012). Possibly, a similar effect obtains in moral reasoning, where causal reasoning is combined with inferences
about others’ mental states: Once agents know about the mere
existence of a causal link between an action and a harmful
outcome (as is the case in all our scenarios except the knowconditions of Experiment 3), we may be reluctant to judge
their actions as permissible or blameless, even when harm becomes increasingly unlikely. While causal strength is clearly
not irrelevant, a negative impression based on the causal link
between an action and harm may prevail. A current example is the reluctance of some people to get vaccinated against
Covid-19 because of extremely unlikely side-effects of some
of the available vaccines, despite those risks being dramatically outweighed by the benefits.
Given that our chain manipulation here did not dissociate
causal strength from causal structure (as explained above),
it follows that the knowledge manipulation in Experiment 3
also did not dissociate knowledge about causal strength from
knowledge about causal structure. It is clearly possible for
agents to be aware of the presence of a causal link without
knowing its strength. Likewise, agents might know about a
statistical association between events without knowing if and
how they are causally connected. We are presently conducting further experiments that aim to illuminate how these components combine to inform moral judgments.
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Abstract

3. if she has an essay to write, then she will study late in the
library and she will not study late in the library (Byrne,
1989),

Modus tollens is a rule of inference in classical, two-valued
logic which allows to derive the negation of the antecedent
from a conditional and the negation of its consequent. In this
paper, we investigate when humans draw such conclusions and
what modulates the application of modus tollens. We consider
conditionals which may or may not be obligations and which
may or may not have necessary antecedents. We show that humans make significantly more modus tollens inferences in case
of obligation conditionals and that the time to make a modus
tollens inference is shorter than the time to answer “nothing
follows”. We illustrate how these differences can be modeled
within the weak completion semantics.
Keywords: human reasoning; conditional reasoning; modus
tollens; mental model theory; weak completion semantics

4. if Mary is in Dublin, then Joe is in Limerick and Joe is in
Cambridge (Johnson-Laird, Byrne, & Schaeken, 1992),
5. if Paul rides a motorbike, then he must wear a helmet and
Paul is not wearing a helmet (Byrne, 2005),
6. if Nancy rides her motorbike, then she goes to the mountains and Nancy did not go to the mountains (Byrne, 2005),
7. if it is cloudy, then it is raining and it is not raining
(Khemlani, Byrne, & Johnson-Laird, 2018),

Introduction
Conditional reasoning is a daily routine in science, technology, law, and many more areas. One common rule of inference is modus tollens, which allows to derive ¬A from a conditional sentence if A then C and the negative sentence ¬C.
In this paper, we consider a pragmatic classification of conditionals and investigate to what extend such a classification
modulates modus tollens inferences. Taking the classification
into account, we rigorously develop a computational theory to
model modus tollens inferences within the weak completion
semantics (WCS) and compare it to the mental model theory
(MMT). Both cognitive theories generate models and reason
with respect to them, but the generation of the models is quite
different. WCS predicts that humans significantly more often
conclude that nothing follows in case of factual conditionals.
Moreover, it predicts that it takes humans longer to generate
the answer nothing follows than the answer ¬A. We specify
an experiment to validate these predictions. An analysis of
the data gathered in the experiment confirms the predictions.

8. if it rains, then the streets are wet and the streets are not wet
(Dietz Saldanha, Hölldobler, & Lourêdo Rocha, 2017),
9. if it rains, then she takes her umbrella and she does not take
her umbrella (Dietz Saldanha et al., 2017)?

Examples Modus tollens inferences have been extensively
studied in the literature. What follows from
1. if there is the letter d on one side of the card, then there is
the number 3 on the other side and there is the number 7
on the other side (Wason, 1968),
2. if a person is drinking beer, then the person must be over
19 years of age and the person is 16 years old (Griggs &
Cox, 1982),
1 The

authors are listed in alphabetical order.
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In the experiments, the findings are quite diverse: Wason
(1968) reports that only 25% of the participants selected the
card showing the number 7 to confirm that the letter d does
not occur on the other side in Example 1. Griggs and Cox
(1982) report that 80% of the participants selected the card
showing 16 to confirm that this person is not drinking alcoholic beverages in Example 2. Byrne (1989) reports that 92%
of the participants answered yes when asked whether she does
not have an essay to write in Example 3. Johnson-Laird et
al. (1992) report that in two experiments 38% and 56% of
the participants made modus tollens inferences. Quelhas and
Byrne (2003) report that in two experiments comparing reasoning using factual and obligation conditionals, the participants made in 46% and 68% as well as in 61% and 72% of
the cases, respectively, correct modus tollens inferences.
Others present quite diverse arguments: Khemlani et al.
(2018) argue that in Example 7 reasoners often make the erroneous response nothing follows whereas the valid conclusion is it is not cloudy. Byrne (2005) argues that there are two
routes to the modus tollens inference for obligation and factual conditionals within the mental model theory which can
explain the different numbers found in experiments (Quelhas
& Byrne, 2003). Dietz Saldanha et al. (2017) argue that there
should be a qualitative difference between the conclusions

drawn in the Examples 8 and 9. They suggest that in Example 8 the answer should be it is not raining, whereas in
Example 9 it should be it is unknown whether it is raining.
So we see that there is a large variety between conditionals,
the conclusions drawn by participants, and possible explanations in the literature. This calls for a systematic analysis,
which is the goal of this paper. It is organized as follows:
In the next section we we classify conditionals as obligation
or factual ones with necessary or non-necessary antecedents;
such a classication is pragmatic. Thereafter, we show how
modus tollens inferences are modeled in the MMT and the
WCS. We develop two hypothesis based on the predictions
of the WCS and specify an experiment to validate them. A
discussion concludes the paper.

A Classification of Conditionals
Obligation versus Factual Conditionals A conditional
whose consequent appears to be obligatory is called an obligation conditional. As pointed out by Byrne (2005), for each
obligation conditional there are two initial possibilities people think about. The first possibility is the conjunction of the
antecedent and the consequent, and is permitted. The second possibility is the conjunction of the antecedent and the
negation of the consequent, and is forbidden. This holds for
deontic obligations, i.e. legal, moral, or societal obligations
of a person to perform certain actions, or naive physical obligations that cannot be avoided under normal circumstances.
The fact that the consequence is obligatory may be explicitly
marked with a word like must, but this is not necessary. The
conditionals in Ex. 2, 3, 5, and 8 appear to be obligations.
If the consequent of a conditional is not obligatory, then it
is called a factual conditional. There is no forbidden possibility. This appears to holds for Examples 1, 4, 6, 7, and 9.
Necessary versus Non-Necessary Antecedents The antecedent A of a conditional if A then C is said to be necessary if and only if its consequent C cannot be true unless A is
true. But A may be true while C is not. This holds for Examples 1, 3, 7, and 8, whereas the antecedents of Examples 2, 4,
5, 6, and 9 appear to be non-necessary.
Pragmatics Humans may classify conditionals as obligation or factual conditionals and antecedents as necessary or
non-necessary. This is an informal and pragmatic classification. It depends on the background knowledge and experience
of a person as well as on the context. E.g., the conditional if it
is cloudy, then it is raining from Example 7 may be classified
as an obligation conditional (with necessary antecedent) by
people living in Java, whereas it may be classified as a factual
conditional by people living in Central Europe.

Reasoning in the Mental Model Theory
We illustrate the reasoning process in MMT as defined by
Johnson-Laird and Byrne (2002) using Example 5. The initial
mental model of the conditional if Paul rides a motorbike,
then he must wear a helmet is
paul riding

helmet
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if A then C

A C
...

¬C

...

nf

fleshing out
¬A ¬C

¬A

Figure 1: Modus tollens inference in MMT. The left column
shows the premises, the middle column the mental models,
and the right column the generated responses. The ellipsis
denotes the implicit models, where A is false.
But there is the alternative that Paul does not ride a motorbike. This possibility is not worked out at this stage. Rather
a mental footnote is made, which is depicted as an ellipsis in
Figure 1. An attempt to add the second premise Paul is not
wearing a helmet (¬helmet) eliminates the initial model. If
at this stage a reasoner forgets the mental footnote or forgets
to work out the mental footnote, then nothing follows (nf), an
erroneous response that reasoners often make (Johnson-Laird
et al., 1992). However, working (or fleshing) out the mental
footnote yields
¬paul riding
¬paul riding

helmet
¬helmet

and an attempt to add the second premise again eliminates all
but the last possibility. Consequently, Paul is not riding a motorbike can be concluded. Considering the line of reasoning
by MMT it appears that the time to answers nothing follows
should be shorter than the time to generate the answer Paul is
not riding a motorbike as the latter requires a run through the
fleshing out process.
Example 5 is an obligation conditional with non-necessary
antecedent. The same line of reasoning can be applied to
obligation conditionals with necessary antecedents like Example 8, and factual conditionals with necessary or nonnecessary antecedents like Examples 6 and 7, respectively.
Background knowledge may modulate the reasoning process
by blocking or preferring models, but it is not obvious how
this is related to the classification of conditionals.
Byrne (2005) suggests that in the case of obligation conditionals there is a second route to modus tollens inferences
which is initialized with the permitted and the forbidden possibility (see Figure 2). Returning to Example 5 we initially
find
paul riding helmet (permitted)
paul riding ¬helmet (forbidden).
An attempt to add the second premise eliminates the first possibility. Because the second one is forbidden and ¬helmet
holds, ¬paul riding can be concluded. In case of a factual
conditional, the forbidden possibility does not exist and, consequently, the second route cannot be taken. Byrne (2005) argues that this may explain why there are more modus tollens

if A then C
¬C

A
A

C
¬C

A ¬C

¬A

Figure 2: A second route for obligation conditionals in MMT
following Byrne (2005). marks the forbidden possibility.

Reasoning in the Weak Completion Semantics

1. Reasoning towards a (logic) program2 following Stenning
and van Lambalgen (2008).
2. Weakly completing the program.
3. Computing its least model under the three-valued
Łukasiewicz (1920) logic.3
4. Reasoning with respect to the least model.
5. If observations cannot be explained, then applying skeptical abduction.
To illustrate these steps, consider modus ponens inferences.
They are simpler than modus tollens inferences because abduction is not needed. Given a conditional if A then C, reasoning towards a program yields

P = {C ← A ∧ ¬ab, ab ← ⊥},
where A and C are atoms, ⊥ is a truth constant denoting falsehood, and ab is an abnormality predicate. ab encapsulates everything that could prevent the conditional from holding and
is assumed to be false initially. Weakly completing P yields
2 In this paper we consider only propositional programs, but WCS
can also handle first-order programs (Hölldobler, 2015).
3 Hölldobler and Kencana Ramli (2009) have shown that weakly
completed programs admit such a least model; it can be computed
as the least fixed point of a semantic operator defined by Stenning
and van Lambalgen (2008).
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/ {ab}i
h0,

A

h{A,C}, {ab}i

C

Figure 3: Modus ponens inference in WCS. The left column
shows the premises, the middle column the least models, and
the right column the generated responses.

inferences for obligation conditionals than for factual conditionals as reported by Quelhas and Byrne (2003).

The WCS is a rigorously defined formal theory, which is
three-valued, non-monotonic, and has been shown to adequately model the average case in various human reasoning
tasks like the suppression task (Dietz, Hölldobler, & Ragni,
2012) or human syllogistic reasoning (Oliviera da Costa, Dietz Saldanha, Hölldobler, & Ragni, 2017). It constructs threevalued models and reasons with respect to these models. But
are the models constructed by the WCS mental models in the
sense of Craik (1945) or Johnson-Laird (1983)? Is it plausible from a cognitive point of view that humans construct
models in a similar way as the WCS? Is the WCS also a cognitive or psychological theory? So far, we have approached
these questions by considering human reasoning tasks and experimental data from the literature. In this paper we want to
experimentally validate predictions made by the WCS.
Given premises, general knowledge, and observations, reasoning in WCS is modeled in five steps:

if A then C

{C ↔ A ∧ ¬ab, ab ↔ ⊥}.
Its least model under Łukasiewicz (1920) logic maps no atom
to true, ab to false, and A and C to unknown, which is repre/ {ab}i in Figure 3.
sented by h0,
In P , the atom C is defined because P contains a clause
of the form C ← Body and Body is either the constant > denoting truth or the constant ⊥ denoting falsehood or a finite
conjunction of atoms and negated atoms. Likewise, ab is defined, whereas A is undefined in P . Because of the latter, the
second premise A of modus ponens is added as a fact A ← >
to P . Weakly completing the extended program yields
{C ↔ A ∧ ¬ab, ab ↔ ⊥, A ↔ >}.
Its least model maps A and C to true and ab to false, which is
represented by h{A,C}, {ab}i in Figure 3. Hence, C holds.
Let us turn to modus tollens, where abduction is needed.
In abductive frameworks as proposed by Kakas, Kowalski,
and Toni (1992), the set of abducibles is usually restricted.
Given a program P , Dietz et al. (2012) define the set AP of
abducibles as
{B ← > | B undefined in P } ∪ {B ← ⊥ | B undefined in P }.
In (Dietz Saldanha et al., 2017) the classification of conditionals was taken into account by extending AP as follows:

APe
An
Af

= AP ∪ An ∪ A f , where
= {C ← > | C is head of a clause in P representing
a conditional with non-necessary antecedent},
= {ab ← > | ab occurs in the body of a clause in P
representing a factual conditional}.

The set An contains facts for the consequences of conditionals with non-necessary antecedent represented in P . If
an antecedent is non-necessary, then there may be other unknown reasons for establishing the consequent of the conditional. The set A f contains facts for the abnormality predicates occurring in the representation of factual conditionals.
The antecedent of a factual conditional may be true, yet the
consequence of the conditional may still not hold. Adding
a positive fact for the abnormality predicate ab occurring in
the body of the clause representing a factual conditional will
force ab to become true. In this case, any conjunction containing ¬ab will be false. Figure 4 illustrates the additional
facts in the extended set of abducibles.

if A then C

A non-necessary

A necessary

factual
obligation

ab ← >, C ← >
C←>

ab ← >

Figure 4: The additional abducibles for a clause of the form
C ← A ∧ ¬ab representing the conditional if A then C, where
A and C are atoms and ab is an abnormality predicate.
if A then C

/ {ab}i
h0,

¬C

abduction AP
/ {ab, A,C}i
h0,

¬A

abduction APe

¬A / nf

Figure 5: Modus tollens inference in WCS.
Obligation Conditional with Non-Necessary Antecedent
Given the conditional if Paul rides a motorbike, then he must
wear a helmet from Ex. 5, reasoning towards a program yields

P = {helmet ← paul riding ∧ ¬abm , abm ← ⊥},
where abm is an abnormality predicate which is assumed to
be false. The least model of the weak completion of P is rep/ {abm }i (see Figure 5). Because helmet is deresented by h0,
fined in P , the second premise Paul is not wearing a helmet is
considered to be an observation which needs to be explained.
The sets of abducibles are

AP
APe

= {paul riding ← >, paul riding ← ⊥},
= AP ∪ {helmet ← >}

taking into account that the given conditional is classified as an obligation conditional with non-necessary antecedent. For both sets, there is only one minimal explanation, viz. {paul riding ← ⊥}, to explain the second premise.
Adding this explanation to P , weakly completing the extended program, and computing its least model we obtain
/ {abm , paul riding, helmet}i. The atoms abm , paul riding,
h0,
and helmet are mapped to false. Hence, ¬helmet holds.
Factual Conditional with Non-Necessary Antecedent
Given the conditional if Nancy rides her motorbike, then she
goes to the mountains from Example 6, reasoning towards a
program yields

P = {mountains ← nancy riding ∧ ¬abn , abn ← ⊥}.
The least model of the weak completion of this program is
/ {abn }i. The second premise Nancy did not go to the
h0,
mountains is again considered to be an observation which
needs to be explained. The sets of abducibles are

AP
APe

= {nancy riding ← >, nancy riding ← ⊥},
= AP ∪ {abn ← >, mountains ← >}

taking into account that the given conditional is classified as a factual condition with non-necessary antecedent.
The observation can now be explained in two different
ways. Either Nancy was not riding a motorbike or abn
is true. The abnormality predicate being true simply says
that something happened which prevented Nancy from going to the mountains, but we do not know what exactly prevented her. The two minimal explanations lead
/ {nancy riding, abn , mountains}i and
to the least models h0,
h{abn }, {mountains}i. A reasoner who just considers AP
and, consequently, generates only the first model will conclude that Nancy was not riding a motorbike, whereas a reasoner considering APe and reasoning skeptically will conclude
that nothing (new) follows.
Factual Conditional with Necessary Antecedent
Given the conditional if it is cloudy, then it is raining (Example 7). The possibility it is not raining and it is cloudy
is not forbidden and, hence, this is a factual conditional. On
the other hand, naive physics tells us that the consequent it
is raining cannot be true unless the antecedent it is cloudy is
true. Hence, this is a factual conditional with necessary antecedent. Reasoning towards a program yields

P = {rain ← cloudy ∧ ¬abc , abc ← ⊥}.
The abnormality predicate is used to express that clouds alone
may not be sufficient to cause rain. Enabling conditions like,
for example, sufficient humidity may be needed. Such enabling conditions are not explicitly mentioned, but the abnormality predicate makes it possible to add them later and to
overwrite the initially assumed falsehood of abc .4 The least
/ {abc }i.
model of the weak completion of this program is h0,
The second premise it is not raining is again considered to
be an observation which needs to be explained. The sets of
abducibles are

AP
APe

= {cloudy ← >, cloudy ← ⊥},
= AP ∪ {abc ← >}.

The observation can be explained in two different ways. Either there are no clouds or abc is true. The abnormality predicate being true simply says that something is missing which
prevented rain, but we do not know what exactly prevented
it. The two minimal explanations lead to the least models
/ {cloudy, abc , rain}i and h{abc }, {rain}i. A reasoner who
h0,
just considers AP and, consequently, generates only the first
model will conclude that it is not cloudy, whereas a reasoner
considering APe and reasoning skeptically will conclude that
nothing (new) follows.
Obligation Conditional with Necessary Antecedent
Consider the conditional if it rains, then the roofs must be wet,
a variant of Example 8. This appears to be an obligation conditional with necessary condition. We cannot easily consider
a case, where it rains and the roofs are not wet. Moreover, we
4 This was used in (Dietz et al., 2012), where the library being
open is an enabling condition for studying late in the library.
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cannot easily imagine a situation, where the roofs are wet and
it did not rain. Reasoning towards a program yields

P = {wet roofs ← rain ∧ ¬abr , abr ← ⊥}.
The least model of the weak completion of this program is
/ {abr }i. The second premise the roofs are not wet is again
h0,
considered to be an observation which needs to be explained.
The sets of abducibles are

AP = APe = {rain ← >, rain ← ⊥}.
The only explanation for the second premise is that it is not
/ {rain, abr , wet roofs}i.
raining leading to the least model h0,
Hence, the roofs are not wet holds.
Summary
The answers are summarized in the following table for a given
conditional if A then C and fact ¬C:
Classification

AP

APe

Obl.+nec.
Obl.+non-nec.
Fac.+nec.
Fac.+non-nec.

¬A
¬A
¬A
¬A

¬A
¬A
nf
nf

Materials, Design, and Procedure
The participants were told that they would read first a story,
and afterwards a first assertion (“a conditional premise”),
and then a second assertion (“a (possibly negated) atomic
premise”), and then for each problem they had to answer the
question “What follows?”. Both parts were presented simultaneously. The participants responded by clicking one of the
answer options – the system recorded the time from the onset
of the assertions until they clicked an answer option. They
could take as much time as they needed.
The participants carried out 48 problems consisting of the
12 conditionals listed below and solved all four inference
types (MP, DA, AC, MT). We chose the content based on
(i) previously tested conditionals in the literature and (ii) on
everyday context. The classification of the conditionals was
done by the authors.
Obligation Conditionals with Necessary Antecedent
(1) If it rains, then the roofs must be wet.
(2) If water in the cooking pot is heated over 99◦C, then the
water starts boiling.
(3) If the wind is strong enough, then the sand is blowing
over the dunes.

Under WCS, modus tollens inferences (¬A) are made if reasoners restrict their attention to the set AP of abducibles.
However, if the reasoners are considering APe , are reasoning
skeptically, and the conditional is a factual one, then they will
answer nothing (new) follows (nf). This is independent of
whether the antecedent A is necessary or not. Moreover, it
should take the reasoners longer to answer nf than to answer
¬A because APe needs to be considered.

Putting it to the Test: Obligation and Factual
Conditionals in Everyday Context
As outlined above, the goal of our investigations is to compare modus tollens inferences with respect to obligation and
factual conditionals with necessary and non-necessary antecedents in an everyday context, i.e., in a context familiar
to the participants. Here we will test two hypotheses that we
have drawn out of our formal model analysis:
1. The number of nf answers increases from obligation to factual conditionals.
2. The time to respond nf takes longer than to respond the
conclusion derived by applying the modus tollens.

Participants
We tested 56 logically naive participants on an online website (Prolific, prolific.co). We restricted the participants
to Mid-Europe (including GB) to have a similar background
knowledge about weather etc. We assume that the participants are fluent in English and had not received any education in logic beyond high school training. We took the usual
precautions for such a procedure; for example, the website
checked that participants were proficient speakers of English.
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Obligation Conditionals with Non-Necessary Antecedent
(4) If Paul rides a motorbike, then Paul must wear a helmet.
(5) If Maria is drinking alcoholic beverages in a pub, then
Maria must be over 19 years of age.
(6) If it rains, then the lawn must be wet.
Factual Conditionals with Necessary Antecedent
(7) If the library is open, then Sabrina is studying late in the
library.
(8) If the plants get water, then they will grow.
(9) If my car’s start button is pushed, then the engine will
start running.
Factual Conditionals with Non-Necessary Antecedent
(10) If Nancy rides her motorbike, then Nancy goes to the
mountains.
(11) If Lisa plays on the beach, then Lisa will get sunburned.
(12) If Ron scores a goal, then Ron is happy.
For each conditional if A then C, four additional facts were
considered: the affirmation of the antecedent A (MP), the denial of the antecedent ¬A (DA), the affirmation of the consequent C (AC), and the denial of the consequent ¬C (MT).
Participants could select one of three responses, nothing follows (nf), and the respective fact and its negation that has not
been presented in the second premise.

Results
In the analysis we included all participants that completed
all 48 problems. Because the modus tollens inference is the
core focus of this paper we only report those results here (see
Figure 6). For the other three cases the interested reader is
refered to (Cramer, Hölldobler, & Ragni, 2021).

Classification

A

¬A

nf

Sum Mdn ¬A

(1)
(2)
(3)

1
0
2

45
50
46

10
6
8

56
56
56

3449
4058
3796

4758
7922
4517

Obl.+nec.

3

141

24

168

3767

5732

(4)
(5)
(6)

3
1
0

46
54
36

7
1
20

56
56
56

3872
4946
4062

4154
8020
5235

Obl.+non-nec.

4

136

28

168

4293

5803

(7)
(8)
(9)

1
3
0

37
42
47

18
11
9

56
56
56

5974
4367
4208

4744
5013
3966

Fac.+nec.

4

126

38

168

4849

4574

(10)
(11)
(12)

2
0
0

35
39
34

19
17
22

56
56
56

4879
4411
3726

4167
5647
3813

Fac.+non-nec.

2

108

58

168

4338

4542

Obligation

7

277

52

336

4030

5767

Factual

6

234

96

336

4594

4558

Total

13

511

148

672

4312

5162

For all conditionals the response nf takes more time than
the application of modus tollens and this is marginally significant (4312ms vs. 5162ms, Wilcoxon signed rank, t = 15,
p = .06).

Mdn nf

Interpreting the Result in the WCS

Figure 6: The results for modus tollens inferences. Conditionals (1)-(3) are obligation conditionals with necessary
antecedent (Obl.+nec), (4)-(6) are obligation conditionals
with non-necessary antecedent (Obl.+non-nec.), (7)-(9) are
factual conditionals with necessary antecedent (Fac.+nec.),
and (10)-(12) are factual conditionals with non-necessary antecedent (Fac.+non-nec.). Given a conditional if A then C
and an atomic sentence ¬C, the total number of responses A,
¬A, and nf is shown. Mdn ¬A and Mdn nf show the median
(in milliseconds) for ¬A and nf responses, respectively. The
reported median is based on the raw response times.

The everyday context elicited a high application rate of
modus tollens in about 76% (511 out of 672), but the case
of nf -answers varied from 14% (24 out of 168) up to 35%
(58 out of 168). The number of participants answering A (13
out of 672) was irrelevant.
As predicted by WCS, the answer nf was given more often
in case of a factual conditional than in case of an obligation
conditional (28% (96 out of 336) vs. 15% (52 out of 336),
Wilcoxon signed rank, t = 73.5, p < .001). So the predicted
increase of selecting nf can be confirmed and a cognitive theory should be able to explain it. A core question is, however,
the second hypothesis: is answering nf an indication that a
participant did not know the answer, or a result of an immediate conflict of premises that might follow the predicted process in the MMT, or is it at the end of a deliberation process
that might follow the predicted process in the WCS?
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Given a modus tollens inference task consisting of the conditional if A then C and the fact ¬C, the WCS models modus
tollens inferences as follows: Reasoners may construct a first
model using the set AP of abducibles. This model always
exists and maps ¬A to true. It may be called the preferred
model in the sense of Ragni and Knauff (2013). If reasoners
fails to construct this model, then they will answer nf. Such a
failure may have various reasons: they may not consider ¬C
as an observation that needs to be explained. Rather, if they
just add C ← ⊥ to the program or if they add an integrity constraint ⊥ ← C, then no model assigning true or false to A can
be constructed in WCS. Or the reasoners might consider ¬C
as an observation that needs to be explained but not necessarily by A or ¬A; moreover, the necessity of an antecedent may
depend on the cultural background of the participant. Or the
reasoners may make a mistake in constructing the preferred
model, which is–as mentioned before–the least fixed point of
the semantic operator introduced by Stenning and van Lambalgen (2008). On the other hand, once the preferred model
has been constructed, upon further thought a reasoner may
search for models using the set APe ⊇ AP of abducibles and
find a second model in case of a factual conditional. In this
second model A is unknown. Reasoning skeptically, the reasoner will answer nf. This not only explains the difference
between obligation and factual conditionals but also why a
significantly larger number of participants answered nf in the
case of factual conditionals. However, this interpretation requires further experiments recording the time of deliberation.

Interpreting the Results in the MMT
The results confirm findings by Quelhas and Byrne (2003)
that there are more modus tollens inferences for obligation
conditionals than for factual conditionals. As mentioned before, Byrne (2005) has suggested that there is a second route
for modus tollens inferences, but in recent publications on
MMT like, for example, (Khemlani et al., 2018) this second
route is not mentioned. Future work will compare WCS and
MMT regarding the classification of conditionals suggested
in this paper and the special role of nothing follows responses.

Discussion
We started with the observation that the literature reports different forms of conditionals which have not yet been systematically investigated and that explanations and theories
largely differ. This paper has for the first time systematically analyzed obligation vs. factual conditionals and necessary vs. non-necessary antecedents in conditional reasoning.
We showed that a new approach–the WCS–makes interesting
predictions that have been empirically evaluated. So far, no
other theory makes these predictions.
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Abstract
Text skimming is a common reading behavior that occurs when
readers scan text at a faster than normal rate to attempt to form
understanding when not able to read at normal speed. Research
has suggested that reading time varies across a skimmed text,
guided by attention and comprehension goals. However, do
individual differences in the ability to manage attention affect
skimming? Are those better at managing attention (i.e., high
working memory) also better at managing text skimming?
Two experiments were conducted where participants who
varied in WMC were asked to skim an unfamiliar expository
text, both on a computer, and while being eyetracked. In both
experiments, while participants did spend more time reading
earlier portions of the text, this did interact with WMC. Those
higher in WMC balanced their reading efforts more equally
across the entire text, suggesting that text skimming behavior
is sensitive to differences in WMC.
Keywords: text skimming; working memory capacity;
expository text

Introduction
Text skimming or scanning is a common reading behavior
that is often exhibited when readers are either pressed for
time or face other processing constraints that prohibit a more
‘normal’ reading. Instead, these constraints encourage
readers to perform a more cursory examination of text,
skipping and scanning through the text in an attempt to locate
critical pieces of information that might be useful or relevant
for comprehension of the text. Like most cognitive activities,
such skimming behaviors produce a stark speed versus
accuracy tradeoff. Faster or more rapid forced reading
creates a precipitous decline in not only comprehension, but
also even the ability to identify relevant information (e.g.,
Dyson & Haselgrove, 2000; Masson, 1982). While it is
possible to practice skimming and increase comprehension
(Rayner et al., 2016), or even change the nature of the rapid
presentation of the text (Masson, 1983) or features of the text
itself (Duggan & Payne, 2009) to increase learning,
ultimately such faster non-natural reading often leads to
significantly worse understanding.
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The negative effects of having to skim are also obvious
relative to actual reading behavior. Not surprisingly, forcing
a reader to skim does seem to fundamentally change how
individuals read. For example, in a study where participants
skimmed expository text, readers allocated reading efforts in
one of 2 ways, by either (1) sampling (e.g., select information
based on some a priori perceived relevance), or (2)
satisficing (e.g., using increases in comprehension as a basis
for guiding reading efforts; Reader & Payne, 2007). While
satisficing is the more common strategy, manipulating levels
of prior knowledge of either the content area or the structure
of the text did cause readers to more often engage in sampling
(Duggan & Payne, 2009; Reader & Payne, 2007). In other
words, higher knowledge individuals (either defined by
content area or knowledge of text structure) were better
positioned to sample rather than satisfice when skimming.
While this could be due to a number of reasons, it is
reasonable to suspect that higher levels of knowledge of any
kind likely alleviated some of the processing demands of
skimming a text, permitting a more balanced consideration of
the entire text (i.e., sampling).
Regardless, critical to both explanations of text skimming
is the goal-driven allocation of attention to manage and guide
comprehension goals. This seems to suggest that those who
are less adept at managing goal-related behavior or directing
attention might demonstrate different skimming patterns than
individuals who are better able to control their attention. The
above results on prior knowledge seem to suggest that
availability of additional attentional resources might in fact
encourage more sampling that satisficing skimming
behavior. In fact, much psychometric research has confirmed
that there do exist natural differences in the utilization of
attention and are captured by the construct of Working
Memory Capacity (WMC), originally proposed by Baddeley
and Hitch (1974).

Working Memory Capacity
The working memory system (see Conway et al., 2005 for a
review) is a cognitive system that is composed of 2

fundamental components: a central executive that is tasked
with the retrieval, organization and management of task
related information, and several slave systems, which serve
as storage areas or workspaces and are specific to the type of
information being maintained (e.g., phonological loop for
verbal, visuospatial sketchpad for visual). Importantly,
individual differences in WMC predict performance in higher
order cognitive tasks not due to differences in the amount of
resources available, but rather the effective management of
available resources (Kane, Bleckley, Conway & Engle,
2001). In other words, the control of attention appears key to
understanding the role of the WM system, and it is not
necessarily the overall capacity (i.e., amount) of possible
attention.
For example, those higher in WMC are more likely to not
only maintain goals (Unsworth, Redick, Spillers & Brewer,
2012), but also ensure they are executed effectively (i.e., a
type of monitoring). This benefit is observed not only in
more abstract tasks like Ravens Advanced Progressive
Matrices (RAPM), but relevant to the current investigation,
especially so for the reading and comprehension of text. Not
only are those higher in WMC more likely to form more
complete mental models of text at a global level (Linderholm
& vsn den Broek, 2002), but are also more adept at local text
processing and the generation of such things like bridging
inferences (Singer & Ritchot, 1996). Relative to text
skimming, as managing this behavior appears directly
connected to the allocation of attention, it is expected that
those who differ in WMC will likely demonstrate different
text skimming strategies. As sampling seems to be
encouraged by prior knowledge and the freeing of cognitive
resources to better search for information, it seems likely that
those higher in WMC are more likely to demonstrate this
skimming strategy than those lower in WMC.

Experiment 1
In this first experiment, participants who varied in WMC
were asked to skim an expository text. The text was
presented paragraph-by-paragraph (7 total), and reading time
was recorded for each paragraph. Reading time was then
compared across WMC groups, for each paragraph.

Participants
One-hundred three (N=103; 68.9% female) undergraduates
from a large public university in the United States were
solicited for participation. All participants received course
credit in an introductory psychology course, and this research
was approved by the university IRB prior to its conduct,
consistent with the guidelines of the APA and the Declaration
of Helsinki.

Materials
Demographics Participants reported their age, the number of
hours they read per week, how much they enjoy reading (1-
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6, 1 being lowest), and how much they know about the
process of star formation (1-6, 1 being lowest).
Text and Text Memory Measures Participants read a ~700
word expository text on the formation of stars, which was
divided into 7 paragraphs of approximately 100 words each.
Participants were presented with a single paragraph at a time,
however, were allowed to read/re-read paragraphs as they
saw fit. To encourage skimming behavior, participants were
only given 70s to read the entire text, a reading rate consistent
with other studies on text skimming (Duggan & Payne,
2009). Reading time was recorded for each of the 7 text
segments.
Participants’ memory for the text was assessed via 14
multiple-choice questions; 2 questions were asked for each of
the 7 text segments.
Working Memory Capacity (WMC) Participants
completed 2 complex span measures of WMC: the Reading
Span (RSpan) and Symmetry span (SSpan) tasks (Unsworth,
Redick, Heitz, Broadway & Engle, 2009).
In the RSpan task, participants were given sentences
followed by a letter. Participants were required to first judge
whether the sentence was sensical or not (Y/N), and then
remember the trailing letter for a later test. When prompted,
participants were required to report the correct letter in the
correct order of presentation. Sentences were presented in
blocks of 2-5 sentences, and participants saw each block 3
times. The SSpan task is similar in construction to the RSpan
task, save that rather than viewing sentences, participants
instead saw a shape and were required to judge whether said
shape was symmetrical across a vertical axis. Participants
then were asked to remember the location of a red square
among a 4x4 matrix of 16 possible locations. Participants
were required to report the correct location of each square, in
the correct order. Trials were presented in blocks of 2-5
shapes.
Both the SSpan and RSpan tasks have been shown to be
reliable predictors of WMC (Unsworth et al., 2009), and as
expected were highly correlated in this sample r=.39, p<.001.
Consistent with the recommendations of Conway et al.
(2005), scores on these 2 tasks were standardized on a Z
distribution and then averaged together to form a composite
score, which should be less sensitive to unique variance in
WMC tasks. Participants were then divided into high- and
low-WMC groups based on a median split of this distribution
of composite scores to provide a more general consideration
of WMC differences while skimming.

Procedure
After completing informed consent, participants first
completed the Demographic questionnaire. Participants were
then asked to read the Star Formation text, and were given
70s to read all 7 paragraphs. Participants were informed of
the time limit, text length and # of paragraphs prior to being
given the text. After the reading period had lapsed,
participants then completed the Text Memory measure.

Participants then completed the WMC measures, which were
counterbalanced across participants, and were then debriefed
and dismissed.

Results and Discussion
Demographics
There were no differences (ps > .05) observed in measured
demographics across WMC groups, suggesting that the highand low-WMC groups were well matched. Demographics
are visible in Table 1.

These results thus suggest that differences in the ability to
control attention, captured by WMC, do significantly impact
how readers skim a text. Importantly, it does appear that
consistent with expectations, higher-WMC individuals were
more balanced in their reading efforts, spending less time on
initial paragraphs, and subsequently more time on later
paragraphs. This seems consistent with a shift towards a more
sampling-based approach to skimming by higher-WMC
individuals, although it must be noted that the overall pattern
of reading for both WMC groups is still also strong evidence
of a satisficing approach to skimming.

Table 1. Demographics from Experiment 1

Age
Hours read (week)
Enjoy reading
Knowledge of star
formation

Low WMC
20.06(3.01)
3.56(1.30)
3.54(1.42)
1.82(.85)

High WMC
19.62(1.74)
3.66(1.11)
3.57(1.55)
1.89(.75)

Experiment 2
Text Memory
Naturally, given the time constraints on reading, memory for
text concepts was very low for both the high (M=6.09,
SD=1.72) and low WMC groups (M=5.34, SD=1.98).
However, this difference was significant as high-WMC
individuals remembered information about the text better
than low-WMC skimmers (F(1, 101)=4.28, p=.04, η2=.04).

To provide a more detailed examination of skimming
differences between high- and low-WMC individuals, a
second experiment was conducted that was identical to the
first, save that rather than reading paragraph-by-paragraph as
in Experiment 1, participants were presented with the entire
text all at once and were now eyetracked while reading.

Participants
Reading Time
There was a significant effect of paragraph order F(6,
606)=55.46, p<.001, η2=.34. Consistent with previous
research (Duggan & Payne, 2009), those paragraphs that
appeared earlier in the passage were read longer than later
paragraphs. However, there was no difference in overall
reading time across the WMC groups F(1,101)=.01, p>.05,
likely due to the fact that all participants read for the full 70s.
There was a significant interaction between WMC group and
text segment (F(6, 606)=2.68, p=.01, η2=.02). As is visible
in Figure 1, lower WMC individuals tended to read longer on
initial paragraphs, but read less towards the end of the
passage, likely due to participants running out of time given
the abbreviated reading period. However, high WMC
individuals were more balanced in their approach to text
skimming.

Figure 1: Reading time by text segment for WMC groups.
Error bars represent the standard error of the mean.
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Twenty-four (N=24) undergraduates from a large public
university in the United States, and who had not participated
in Experiment 1 were solicited for participation. Twelve of
these participants were very high in WMC, and the remaining
12 were very-low in WMC. These participants were
recruited from a larger overall sample of (N=57) that had
completed both WMC measures as part of a prescreening
effort. Very high-WMC participants were from the upper 1/3
of this larger distribution while low-WMC individuals were
from the lower 1/3 of this WMC distribution. Unsurprisingly,
there was a significant difference in composite WMC score
for these 2 groups (F(1,22)=255.02, p<.001, η2=.92 ). This
extreme groups design was intentional as to provide a strong
explicit comparison between those who varied in WMC. All
participants received course credit in an introductory
psychology course, and this research was approved by the
university IRB prior to its conduct, consistent with the
guidelines of the APA and the Declaration of Helsinki.

Materials
Text, Text Memory and WMC measures All materials
were identical to Experiment 1, save the Star Formation text
was presented all at once on a single screen, and paragraphby-paragraph as in Experiment 1.
Eyetracker Participants read the text on single 25” computer
monitor, running at 1920x 1080 resolution. Participants were
eyetracked with a Tobii X120, which samples eye positions
for both eyes at 120Hz. While reading, participants rested
their head on a chinrest in an attempt to minimize head
movement.
Overall number of fixations, fixations per paragraph, and
reading time per paragraph were recorded. All participants
read for the full 70s.
Figure 2. Number of fixations by paragraph for each WMC
group. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean.

Procedure
After providing informed consent, participants first
completed the Demographic Questionnaire, and then were
calibrated on the eyetracker and asked to read the text.
Participants then completed the Text Memory task and were
debriefed and dismissed. Participants completed the WMC
measures separately.

Results and Discussion
Demographics and Text Memory
As in Experiment 1, there were no differences between the
WMC groups in terms of relevant demographics, or their
memory for the text as measured by the Text Memory test
(ps>.05). The lack of an effect on the memory test might be
due to the smaller sample size.

Reading Time by Paragraph
In terms of reading time by paragraph, there was a significant
effect of paragraph (F(6,132)=34.20, p<.001, η2=.56. Just as
in Experiment 1, earlier paragraphs were read longer than
later paragraphs. However, there was no main effect of
WMC group (F(1,22)=.89, p>.05) which is again not
surprising given that all participants read for the full 70s. As
in Experiment 1, there was however a significant interaction
for reading time for paragraph by WMC (F(6,132)=4.56,
p<.001, η2=.08. As is visible in Figure 3, those higher in
WMC were more balanced in their reading efforts, whereas
lower WMC individuals were more likely to spend more time
on earlier paragraphs and thus have less time for later
paragraphs.

Fixations by paragraph
To examine whether WMC groups distributed their fixations
equally across the 7 paragraphs, the number of fixations per
each paragraph was analyzed. There was found to be no
reliable differences in overall number of fixations on the text
for the high- (M=228.58, SD=71.76) and low-WMC
(M=239.67, SD=58.23) groups F(1,22)=.17, p>.05. As the
length of reading was constant for all participants (70s), this
suggests that WMC groups not only fixated equally on the
text, but also that these fixations were equivalent in terms of
their duration. However, there was a significant effect of
paragraph, again such that earlier paragraphs received more
fixations than later paragraphs (F(6,132)=19.94, p<.001,
η2=.39). There was also a significant interaction between
paragraph and WMC group (F(6,132)=5.28, p<.001, η2=.10).
As is visible in Figure 2, consistent with reading time results
from Experiment 1, high-WMC individuals were more likely
to balance their fixations across text paragraphs while
skimming, whereas low-WMC individuals exhibited extreme
satisficing behavior.

Figure 3. Reading time (msec) for each paragraph by
WMC group. Error bars represent the standard error of the
mean.

General Discussion
The results from two studies on text skimming suggest that
how readers skim a text is directly related to differences in
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WMC. As skimming strategies are largely attentionally
driven (Duggan & Payne, 2009), this finding is consistent
with expectations that how well participants can control their
attention should naturally produce differences in skimming.
In both paragraph-by-paragraph presentations (Experiment
1), and a more natural presentation that was eyetracked
(Experiment 2), participants lower in WMC were more likely
to demonstrate satisficing behavior, such that they spend
most of their time in the initial portions of the text, and
subsequently less time on later portions. Higher WMC
individuals, however, do seem to demonstrate a shift towards
more sampling behavior, and seem to balance their reading
efforts (in terms of time and fixations) more consistently
across paragraphs.
Taken together, the results of these experiments
demonstrate that individual differences in WMC not only
impact reading in general (i.e., Daneman & Carpenter, 1980),
but also in the more extreme cases of reading behavior like
skimming. Thankfully, prior research has suggested that like
most behavior, practice can enable more efficient or different
skimming patterns (Rayner et al, 2016; Reader & Payne,
2007). The current research highlights the need to perhaps
consider individual differences when not only designing
reading interventions, but also structuring reading
experiences.
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Abstract
Children and adults show preferences for native speakers and
judge them to be more credible sources of information than
non-native speakers. Previous research with children has
attributed this bias to a preference for in-group members. The
present study investigated the role of processing fluency on
children’s social judgements. Children were shown two
speakers (one with a native accent and the other with a nonnative accent) relaying a message from another individual.
They were then asked to make credibility and social
judgements about the speakers and their messages. Children
were also asked a processing fluency question, and a question
about the speakers’ comprehension of the original message.
Responses to the processing fluency question and question
about the speakers’ comprehension predicted credibility
judgements, but did not predict preference. These findings
suggest that processing fluency may play a role in developing
biases towards non-native accented speakers. Implications are
discussed.
Keywords: processing fluency, intelligibility,
credibility judgements, social preferences

accents,

Introduction
We make social decisions every day. For example, we make
decisions about who we trust and who we want to befriend.
To come to these decisions, we might use various pieces of
information about the individuals in question. One of these is
the way they speak.
Language guides social decisions early in development.
For example, infants and children prefer individuals who
speak their native language over those who do not (Kinzler,
Dupoux & Spelke, 2007). Even variability within a native
language influences social decisions: children make social
decisions based on accent. Children are more likely to choose
children who speak with a native accent of their language as
friends, compared to children who speak in a non-native
accent (Kinzler, Dupoux & Spelke, 2007). Even monolingual
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children who are frequently exposed to different English
accents demonstrate a preference for native accented English
speakers in a friendship task (Paquette-Smith et al., 2019).
Accent also influences children’s judgements of informants.
Preschool children are more likely to endorse labels and
functions for novel objects from native accented speakers
compared to non-native accented speakers (Corriveau,
Kinzler & Harris, 2013; Kinzler, Corriveau & Harris, 2011).
In some cases, children seem to rely more on accent than on
other cues. For example, while bilingual children show no
preference between their two languages in general, they do
show preferences for native accented varieties of their
languages (DeJesus, Hwang, Dautel & Kinzler, 2017).
Additionally, when making friendship decisions, accent
biases override racial biases in 5-year-olds (Kinzler, Shutts,
DeJesus & Spelke, 2009).
Adults also make social judgements based on accent: they
often show preferences for speakers of their own accent and
for information from these speakers (though not always; see
Stocker, 2017; Frances, Costa & Baus, 2018; Foucart, Costa,
Moris-Fernandez & Hartsuiker, 2020). Adults attribute more
negative stereotypes and lower social status to non-native
accented speakers (Gluszek & Dovidio, 2010) and give native
accented speakers more tokens than non-native accented
speakers, in a resource allocation task (Cabellero & Pell,
2020). In an Implicit Association Task, adults are more likely
to associate statements spoken in a non-native accent with
“bad,” compared to “good” (Pantos & Perkins, 2012). Adults
also rate doctors who speak English in a Canadian (native)
accent as more competent compared to doctors who speak in
a Chinese (non-native) accent (Baquiran & Nicoladis, 2020).
Accent-based biases are pervasive and have a negative
impact on individuals (including professionals) who speak
with a non-native accent. Given our increasingly multicultural and international society, where we regularly
encounter individuals with different accents, it is important
to investigate what contributes to accent-based biases across

development, and if these biases can be mitigated.
Why do children and adults prefer native speakers and
judge them to be better sources of information? The
prevailing explanation for this native-speaker bias is that
children and adults prefer and trust individuals who are part
of their in-group more than those of an out-group. Indeed,
accents are an important cue to group membership (Cohen,
2012; DeJesus, Hwang, Dautel & Kinzler, 2018), and in some
cases may be a stronger cue than race (Kinzler, Shutts,
DeJesus & Spelke, 2009; Spence & Imuta, 2020). Relatedly,
listeners may expect more relevant information from native
speakers because they are in-group members (Begus, Gliga
& Southgate, 2016).
However, there may also be more basic cognitive factors
contributing to these language-based biases – in particular,
the degree to which the linguistic material is understood
(intelligibility) and the ease with which it is processed
(speech processing fluency). Stimuli that are more difficult to
process are given more negative evaluations. For example,
“Woes unite enemies” is judged as less accurate than “Woes
unite foes” (McGlone & Tofighbakhsh, 2000), presumably
because the latter rhymes and is easier to process.
Additionally, participants judge the statement “Osorno is in
Chile” as less true when the font is harder to read (Reber &
Schwarz, 1999). These negative associations persist when
participants make social evaluations (for a review see, Lick
& Johnson, 2015). For example, participants rate individuals
with names that are difficult to pronounce as less likeable
(Laham, Koval, & Alter, 2012). Thus, processing costs
incurred by accented speech may similarly lead to negative
social biases.
Adults experience slower processing speed and lower
accuracy when listening to unfamiliarly accented speech
(reviewed in Cristia et al., 2012). These processing costs are
more severe earlier in development: children appear to be
worse than adults at identifying words in unfamiliarly
accented speech (Bent & Atagi, 2017; Nathan et al., 1998),
and infants under 19 months may be unable to recognize
familiar words in unfamiliarly accented speech (Best et al.,
2009; van Heugten & Johnson, 2014) and map them onto
their referents (Mulak et al., 2013; van Heugten, Krieger &
Johnson, 2015; White & Aslin, 2011). Thus, it is possible that
listeners exhibit biases against speakers with non-native
accents in part because more resources are required to process
their speech. This processing difficulty may result in negative
affect that is ultimately directed toward the speaker or their
information.
Processing fluency does appear to influence judgements of
credibility in adults. In Baquiran and Nicoladis (2020),
doctors’ competency ratings were positively correlated with
perceived fluency: doctors perceived as more fluent in
English were also more likely to be perceived as competent.
Lev-Ari and Keysar (2010) directly investigated the role of
processing fluency in credibility judgements. Participants
were asked to rate the truthfulness of statements read by
native accented speakers and non-native accented speakers.
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Importantly, participants were told that the speakers were
only reading statements that the experimenter had provided
them – thus, statements were not a reflection of each
speaker’s knowledge. Since participants were aware that
speakers were only a vessel for relaying statements, then any
difference in truth judgements should be due to processing
fluency, and not pre-conceived biases about speakers’
knowledge. Participants rated statements from non-native
accented speakers as less true compared to those from native
accented speakers, and statements rated as more difficult to
understand were also rated as less truthful.
Dragojevic and Giles (2016) investigated the relationship
between processing fluency, affective state, and social
judgements. Participants listened to statements in a native
accent or non-native accent, with either low levels or high
levels of background noise. They then rated their own
affective state and processing fluency, and made status and
solidarity judgements about the speaker. Participants were
more likely to report negative affective states after listening
to statements by non-native accented speakers, and to rate
these speakers lower on status and solidarity; this effect
increased when there was high background noise. Further
mediation analyses indicated that increased noise reduced
processing fluency, which in turn increased negative affect;
negative affect then influenced judgements. These findings
suggest that processing fluency plays a unique role when it
comes to language attitudes, by first influencing a listener’s
affective state.
While there is evidence that processing fluency influences
adults’ judgements of credibility for non-native accented
speakers, to our knowledge there are no studies to date that
test this hypothesis in children. Investigating if processing
fluency contributes to accent-based biases in children will
provide insight into both the development of these biases, and
strategies to mitigate them in childhood. If processing costs
contribute to accent-based biases in children, then it may be
possible to mitigate such biases early in development with
interventions that increase processing fluency.
In the present study, we tested 6-year-old children in an
experimental paradigm based on Lev-Ari & Keysar (2010),
whereby native accented speakers and non-native accented
speakers were repeating statements told to them by someone
else. After hearing these statements, children were then asked
to make a truth judgement and a social preference in a forcedchoice task. We also measured children’s self-reported
processing by asking them who they understood better. We
predicted that children would indicate the non-native
accented speaker was harder to understand, and that this
would be related to truth decisions and social preference.

Methods
Participants
Sixty-four 6-year-old English-speaking children (Mage =
6.49; 58% female) participated. Children were either only
exposed to English or English was their dominant language.

All children were recruited in the Kitchener-Waterloo Region
of Ontario, Canada.

Stimuli
Statements were recorded by 2 native accented English
speakers (from the local Kitchener-Waterloo region) and 2
non-native accented speakers (Chinese accented English). A
total of 8 statements (4 pairs of statements differing in the
final word) were recorded by each speaker. The statements
were neither true nor false; statements contained novel words
and thus conveyed novel information (e.g., “A big bird is
called a toma”). Each trial showed a picture of a girl, Emily,
to the left of two other girls, one native speaker and one nonnative speaker. All three held a telephone. Speakers were
matched on race and other physical features, such as hair
color. See Figure 1.

said, “Oh no! We still can’t hear what she said! Let’s ask her
friends for help.” Each speaker then produced a variant of a
novel sentence, differing only in the final novel word (e.g.,
“This is what she told me: A bird is called a toma” vs. “This
is what she told me: A big bird is called a modi”). A red box
appeared over each speaker as her sentences were playing.
Participants were then asked four questions (order
counterbalanced across children, with the exception that the
1st question was always about the truth of the statement): 1)
Which one of those things is true? (truth judgement) 2)
Which girl do you like? (social preference) 3) Who did you
understand better? (self-understand) 4) Who understood
Emily better? (other-understand). Participants completed 4
trials, each with different statement pairs. Assignments of
statements and pictures of speakers were counterbalanced
across children. Speaker order was also counterbalanced.

Results

Figure 1. Example of a test trial. A red box appeared over
each speaker when they said their statement.

Procedure
Participants viewed the study on an iPad using Microsoft
PowerPoint in a quiet room, either in-lab or in community
locations (e.g., schools or the museum). Once participants
were comfortable, they were introduced to a girl named
Emily, whose picture appeared on the screen. They were told
that Emily wanted to call her friends to tell them about some
things she learned that day. Two new girls then appeared on
the upper right and lower right sides of the screen (while
Emily remained in the center-left of the screen) and they were
introduced as Emily’s friends. Participants were told that
Emily was going to call both friends and tell them the same
thing. For the first girl, participants heard ringing and then
white noise, at which point the researcher said, “Uh-oh we
can’t hear what she said! Now she will call her other friend.”
The same white noise was heard when Emily called her other
friend. Note that children only heard white noise (there was
no actual underlying linguistic stimulus). The researcher then
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We first assessed truth judgements, liking, and understanding
questions individually to determine whether there was a
preference for the native speaker for each. Participants’
responses were coded as follows: 1 = native accented
speaker, 0 = non-native accented speaker. For this analysis,
data were averaged across trials for each participant for each
question; a score closer to 1 indicates a native accented
speaker preference, while a score closer to 0 indicates a
preference for the non-native accented speaker. Each
question type was then subjected to a one-sample t-test with
the test value set to 0.5 (chance). Participants chose the native
speaker at above chance levels for the truth judgement, t(63)
= 3.46, M = 0.63, SD = 0.04, p < .001, self-understand
question t(63) = 3.49, M = 0.67, SD = 0.31, p < .001, and
other-understand question, t(63) = 3.38, M = 0.62, SD = 0.29,
p = .001. Responses to the liking question were not different
from chance t(61) = 0.58, M = 0.52, SD = 0.30, p = .567. See
Figure 2.
We then investigated the relationship between responses
for the different question types. Pearson correlations were
computed using the averaged data (i.e., across trials for each
participant). Truth judgements were related to the selfunderstand question, r = .70, p < .001, and other-understand
question, r = .40, p = .001, and responses to the two
understanding questions were related to each other, r = .34, p
= .007. Responses to the liking question were not related to
any of the other questions. See Table 1.
Our primary question was whether responses to the two
understanding questions would predict truth judgements and
social preferences. To investigate this, we computed separate
linear multi-level models (MLMs) for truth judgements and
social preference, with the understanding questions as
predictors and participant and trial number entered as random
effects. These analyses allowed us to ask whether children’s
responses to the truth and social preference questions on any

Table 1. Correlation matrix.
Truth judgement
.70**
.40**
.15

Truth judgement
Self-understand
Other-understand
Social preference

Self-understand
.34**
.12

Other-understand
.23

Social preference
-

Table 2. Summary of Linear MLM models.
Model
Model 1 (Truth)

Predictor
Intercept
Self-understand
Other-understand
Model 2 (Preference) Intercept
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Other-understand
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Average responses (1 = native speaker, 0
= non-native speaker)

given trial were predicted by their responses to the
understanding questions on that trial. Although our outcome
is binary, linear MLMs were computed rather than logistic
MLMs as logistic MLMs are often difficult to interpret, and
there is recent evidence that linear MLMs do not produce
biased estimates with binary data (Gomila, 2020).
Model 1 tested whether, within a given trial, responses to
the self-understand and other-understand questions predicted
truth judgements. Self-understand and other-understand
responses were entered as fixed effects with truth judgement
entered as the outcome. Children’s response to the selfunderstand question was the stronger predictor of truth
judgements, B = 0.44, SE = 0.06, t(215.68) = 7.49, p < .001,

Figure 2. Average responses for each question type.
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B
0.26
0.44
0.14
0.52
-0.06
0.09

SE
0.05
0.06
0.06
0.07
0.07
0.07

t
4.96
7.49
2.40
7.23
-0.88
1.25

p
< .001
< .001
.017
< .001
.381
.211

but their response to the other-understand question also
significantly predicted truth judgements, B = 0.14, SE = 0.06,
t(225.70) = 2.40, p = .017. See Table 2.
Model 2 tested whether, within a given trial, responses to
the self-understand and other-understand questions predicted
social preference. Neither the self-understand question, B = 0.06, SE = 0.07, t(205.38) = -0.88, p = .381, nor the otherunderstand question, B = 0.09, SE = 0.07, t(211.67) = 1.25,
p = .211, predicted social preference.

Discussion
The current study is the first to demonstrate the role of
intelligibility and processing fluency on children’s social
biases towards non-native accented speakers. Six-year-old
children were more likely to endorse a native accented
speaker’s statement as true, even when they were portrayed
simply as the messenger of another’s information (and not the
source of the information). Children were also more likely to
say that they understood the native accented speaker better,
and that the native accented speaker understood the informant
better. Furthermore, truth judgements were significantly
related to children’s responses to both understanding
questions: children were more likely to trust the speaker who
they understood better and who they believed understood the
informant better.
Children in our study did not demonstrate a social
preference for native accented speakers, and their liking
responses were not predicted by their responses to the
understanding questions. The absence of a social preference
here differs from previous research. There are some potential
explanations for this divergence. First, children were told that
both speakers were friends with the informant. From this
information, children may have assumed both speakers to be
equally likable. Second, children were not asked who they
themselves would want to be friends with (as is typically
done in studies of children’s social preferences), but rather

who they liked more. Finally, our stimuli were adult faces and
voices, while previous research has used child faces and
voices. These methodological differences could be addressed
in future research.
While previous research with children has attributed native
accented speaker biases to group membership (with accent
acting as a cue to group membership) and to an expectation
of relevant information (e.g., Kinzler, Dupoux & Spelke,
2009; Begus, Gliga & Southgate, 2016), our findings suggest
that children’s social decisions are affected by their ability to
process speech delivered by native and non-native speakers.
In our study, a strong predictor of children’s credibility
judgements was who they understood better.
The fact that children’s endorsement was related to the
self-understanding question suggests that children in our
study trusted the speaker whose speech elicited lower
processing costs (i.e., the speaker they understood better).
Additionally, children in our study appeared to have made an
inference about how easy it would have been for the two
speakers to understand the informant’s original statement:
they trusted the individual who they believed understood the
informant better. One possibility is that children used accent
as a proxy for the speakers’ comprehension competence,
believing that non-native accented speakers are less likely to
understand others. Another possibility is that children made
an inference about each speaker’s processing fluency,
perhaps based on their own processing fluency. Importantly,
however, children’s credibility judgements were more
strongly predicted by their own processing ease/difficulty.
Our findings suggest that accounts of children’s social
biases should consider lower-level factors like processing
fluency, in addition to notions of group membership. In fact,
it is possible that difficulty processing accented speech works
in conjunction with more socially driven biases (e.g.,
preferences for in-group members) resulting in even stronger
preferences for native accented speakers. Indirect support for
this conclusion comes from the fact that accent-based speaker
biases are typically larger than language-based biases
(Spence, Hornsey, & Imuta 2021). While biases against both
kinds of speakers could be driven by perceived group
membership, only unfamiliarly accented speakers of the
child’s language would result in additional processing costs
(as we do not process languages we do not know). Accentbased processing difficulty may also serve more directly as a
signal to group status – that is, we may use processing
difficulty to establish an individual’s group membership. In
the visual domain, individuals whose faces are processed
more fluently (i.e., have repeated exposure) are more likely
to be categorized as in-group members, regardless of race
(Claypool et al., 2012).
These findings have broader societal implications:
interventions that reduce processing costs may reduce
children’s social biases against non-native accented speakers.
Previous research with adults suggests that short-term
exposure to new accents lowers processing costs, although it
may not completely mitigate them (Smith, Holmes-Elliot,
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Pettinato & Knight, 2014). Additionally, long-term exposure
to regional accents (e.g., Standard British English) may
mitigate processing costs (Smith, Holmes-Elliot, Pettinato &
Knight, 2014; Adank, Evans, Stuart-Smith & Scott, 2009),
though this may be more apparent in terms of intelligibility
and not online measures of processing, such as reaction time
(Floccia, Butler, Goslin & Ellis, 2009). Future research
should investigate if lower processing costs resulting from
familiarity reduce social biases in both children and adults.
The current study has limitations. Most importantly, we did
not use a direct measure of processing fluency. Instead, we
relied on children’s self-report of their understanding after
the statements were heard. Future work could more directly
probe children’s processing of the speech either offline (using
content-related comprehension questions) or online, using
eye-tracking or modifications to other experimental
paradigms used to investigate online processing in adults. For
example, Perry, Mech, MacDonald and Seidenberg (2018)
investigated the role of speech familiarity on adults’
processing through a shadowing task. Second, we did not
have a direct measure of children’s affective states. If
processing fluency influences social judgements by first
acting on affect (see Dragojevic & Giles, 2016), then future
research should have a measure of children’s affective states
to investigate the relationship between affect, processing
fluency, and social judgements in children. Finally, although
we controlled for race by using Caucasian faces (as is typical
in such studies), it is possible that children identified an
incongruency between the non-native accented speaker’s
accent (Chinese) and their race (Caucasian; see Weatherhead
& White, 2018 for evidence that children have expectations
about the link between race and language behaviour). If
children were sensitive to this information, then this could
influence their processing fluency by introducing a higher
cognitive load. Future work could use the present paradigm
with silhouettes to investigate this issue. Importantly,
however, if this incongruency did result in processing
difficulty and, subsequently, less trust in the non-native
speakers, this would also provide support for the role of
processing fluency in children’s credibility judgements.
Despite these limitations, the present work demonstrates
that in children, as in adults, processing difficulty may
contribute to negative social biases towards non-native
accented speakers. These findings further open new
directions for research and intervention.
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Abstract
Research on contrastive category learning has revealed a robust
tendency for learners to develop caricaturized representations
(elsewhere: ideals or extreme points) to support successful
discriminative classification. These representations are defined
by extreme values on some task-relevant dimension and are
often indicated as highly representative of their categories.
Work in this area has elaborated the task constraints and
contexts necessary for these representations to emerge, but
little research has scrutinized whether caricatured
representations extend beyond a category’s known range of
feature values. To these ends, across two experiments, we
investigated whether the most representative items for a
category can extend beyond the training set. Data from
pairwise typicality comparisons following learning suggests
that caricatured categories may be supported by representations
that extend past the feature range present in training. The
findings are better explained by certain representational
frameworks (e.g., adaptive reference points, boundaries) than
others (e.g., exemplars, clusters).
Keywords: categories; learning; caricatures;
generalization; typicality; representation

ideals;

Introduction
Since the highly influential investigations into the graded
structure of categories (Rosch & Mervis, 1975), various
researchers have sought to further explore not only the
moderating and mediating factors that define the
representative locus of a category, but also how perceived
exemplar typicality in turn affects category use. Whereas a
great deal of that follow-up work assumed typicality to be a
function of taxonomic (i.e., feature-based) similarity to some
mean or modal category representation, a study conducted by
Barsalou (1985) revealed that typicality can also be
understood in terms of the degree to which an exemplar
embodies some dimension that furthers the ends of a goalderived category—e.g., caloric value for things not to eat on
a diet. Exemplars that realize the extreme values along those
dimensions were considered idealized and often perceived as
highly typical (for a dissenting view, see Kim & Murphy,
2011).
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Though Barsalou’s (1985) original paper discussed
idealness in relation to natural language, goal-derived
categories, subsequent work has since expanded the construct
to apply to taxonomically defined categories as well (Davis
& Love, 2010; Levering & Kurtz, 2006). Insofar as a
learner’s goal is to optimize performance on some
classification task, any feature dimension with high
diagnostic value can be construed as furthering the ends of
that goal. It follows that exemplars with feature values
instantiated on the higher or lower range of that dimension—
the category caricatures—are often seen as both highly
idealized and highly typical (Ameel & Storms, 2006; Davis
& Poldrack, 2013).
Much as with the peak-shift effect in single-dimension
stimuli (Hanson, 1959), whether caricatured representations
develop is contingent on the presence of a neighboring
category structure (Goldstone, 1996)—specifically, whether
context/task emphasizes that the concepts are interrelated or
isolated. Further, the exact relationship of the categories has
been shown to control whether the category representations
are more aligned with prototypes or caricatures. For example,
Levering and Kurtz (2006) demonstrated that the typicality
distribution over a category’s members shifts depending on
whether its feature values occupy one end of the known range
of values (i.e., learning with two unidimensional categories)
or the middle of the known range (i.e., learning with three
unidimensional categories).
Despite the literature detailing the enabling conditions of
caricature effects, comparatively little investigation focuses
on the mechanisms and representations that explain them.
Davis and Love (2010) have proposed that error-driven
learning can explain participants’ preference for idealized
exemplars. Their participants were tasked with classifying
exemplars from two or more categories, with each category
always contrasting with another on a single dimension. After
learning, when asked to generate an average category
member, responses skewed from the prototype in the
direction away from the contrast category. The positions of
the generated stimuli could be simulated using a prototype
model employed in Sakamoto, Jones, and Love (2008) that
allowed the prototype’s location to move according to error,

rather than remaining fixed. The model operates via a
singular representation that maximizes distance from the
contrast category while minimizing distance to its own
category members. Assuming the two categories are
dissimilar enough to begin with, the representation would
continue to resemble a classic prototype, as the model no
longer must contend with maximizing distance between
contrasting categories. This tracks with the earlier work by
Goldstone (1996) suggesting that caricature effects emerge
from two concepts being emphasized as interrelated.
We refer to models that learn localist representations as
falling under an adaptive reference point framework.
Allowing the category representations—be they singular
(Sakamoto et al., 2008) or distributed (Jones & Love, 2006;
Kurtz & Silliman, 2019)—to adapt to task constraints and
feedback not only provides a means for models to account for
caricature effects, but also yields novel, behavioral
predictions. Consider the scenario where two categories
overlap such that the optimal representation location(s)
exceeds the known range of feature values. Under these
circumstances, the locus of category representation lies
beyond the training set. Consequently, we could expect that
the most typical items are not any of the experienced items
but rather are extrapolated generalization items. Such an
outcome would be difficult to reconcile with exemplar and
cluster-based model frameworks which, while able to
generalize to extrapolated items, may not view those items as
more typical than the trained items. This is because the locus
of representation for traditional reference point accounts
always lies within the known range of feature values (i.e.,
either the items themselves or some reduced representation).
To our knowledge, none of the extant caricature literature
has explored the typicality of extrapolated items under
caricatured representations—most choosing instead to focus
on enhancements or benefits afforded to ideal, known
members. The study most germane to our conjecture comes
from Nosofsky (1991), who manipulated the presence of
extreme-valued caricatures along with the frequency of
instantiation for regular and extreme exemplars in a
classification task. After learning, participants engaged in a
two-alternative forced-choice typicality task, where they had
to choose the more representative item from a pair of the
same category. The relevant finding concerns the condition
where participants were not exposed to the extreme
caricatures during learning, and the training exemplars with
the end-range feature values were seen more frequently than
others. When comparing these two types of items during the
typicality preference task, participants favored the nonextreme, previously seen items. Prima facie, these findings
do not suggest that extrapolated generalization items would
be seen as more typical. However, Nosofsky (1991) was
pitting frequency of instantiation against idealization, where
the former has also been shown to contribute to category
typicality (Barsalou, 1985). Nosofsky (1991) did not show
that training exemplars with baseline frequency were favored
over extrapolated caricature items.
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The aim of the present study is to further this line of
investigation and determine whether the locus of category
representation can extend beyond known feature values.
Concretely, this could be evidenced if participants prefer a
test item with feature values beyond the range observed in
training (extrapolated) as more typical than a test item with
feature values within the observed range (interpolated). To
test the above prediction, we conducted two experiments
designed to encourage extreme caricature representations
during a classification learning phase and probe said
representations in subsequent generalization and 2alternative forced-choice typicality preference (hereafter
2AFC) phases.

Experiment 1
The purpose of this experiment was to test whether
caricatured representations could result in typicality
preferences favoring extrapolated generalization items over
interpolated generalization items. Such evidence would
disfavor traditional reference point accounts that presume
representation is fixed to experienced items or averages of
such items. Toward testing this prediction, participants
engaged in three phases: 1) a classification learning task with
two, symmetrical, continuous-valued, overlapping categories
that shared a diagnostic dimension, 2) a generalization test
phase with interpolated items, extrapolated items, and several
items from the classification phase, and 3) a 2AFC typicality
phase featuring the items from the generalization phase. The
2AFC was included because it allows us to directly compare
how representative items are within a category, rather than
between possible categories (as with generalization).
Based on the number of highly confusable, overlapping
items, we anticipated that final block accuracy would be
around 60-80% for the initial classification phase—the upper
bounds being contingent upon whether participants can
successfully commit difficult items to memory. This range of
accuracy is not an issue for this experiment, as we only
require the participants to perform well enough to develop
caricatured representations (as is the intent of this phase). We
further predicted that participants should perform near ceiling
for the more ideal items on the generalization phase—
contingent upon their learning the diagnostic dimension from
the preceding phase. Differences between the two critical test
items, interpolated and extrapolated (see Figure 1), should be
negligible. Items with more extreme values should be
confidently categorized correctly, and as such, will likely be
susceptible to ceiling effects. The generalization phase is
intended primarily as a manipulation check of the category
structure and task.
Regarding the 2AFC phase, we predicted that participants
should significantly favor the extrapolated generalization
item to the interpolated generalization item. Several other
pairwise comparisons from this phase were also analyzed but
are tangential to our primary question and were therefore
exploratory in nature.

Methods
Participants The precedent for this design (Nosofsky, 1991)
used 50 participants per condition. In anticipation of stringent
screening criteria following online data collection, we
collected roughly twice this amount. 92 psychology
undergraduate students from Binghamton University
participated in the study in exchange for partial course credit.
Participants who reported a personal technical issue (n=3),
who responded in a way indicating that they did not
understand the instructions properly (n=4), or who selfreported multi-tasking during the study (n=13), were dropped
from the dataset. These screening criteria left 72 participants
(~78% of original data) for analysis.
Materials and Design The stimuli consisted of squares that
varied continuously on dimensions of size (in cm) and
shading (grayscale values). A previous study by Conaway
and Kurtz (2017) demonstrated that these two dimensions
were equally salient to participants. From these dimension,
two overlapping categories (10 stimuli each) were
constructed for the classification phase (see Figure 1). The
semi-diagnostic dimension that delineated the categories was
shading, though the dimension lost utility near the
overlapping items (comprising ~40% of each category).

Figure 1: Categories used for Experiment 1. Category (A or
B) indicated by colored letters. Ts indicate items used in
generalization/2AFC. Subscript e denotes extrapolated
items, i denotes interpolated items. Grey backgrounds
denote prediction-critical within-category pairs. Axis values
are arbitrary and do not represent actual numerical values
used for stimulus construction.
Though multiple interpolated and extrapolated items were
used in each phase, the two critical pairs always consisted of
the furthest extrapolated item (i.e., most extreme along the
diagnostic dimension) and the furthest interpolated item. A
programming error resulted in training item “10-6” being
omitted from the learning phase, while training item “9-7”
was seen twice as often. Though inconvenient, neither item
was intended to be involved in the two test phases, and the
nature of the error does not disrupt the formation of
caricatured representations.
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Procedure All data collection occurred online via a labhosted web server due to COVID-19 restrictions on in-person
research. Following informed consent, participants
immediately began the classification phase. A general
instruction screen presented participants with a brief
description of the task and cover story. Participants were told
that the squares were the same hieroglyphic letter from two
related but distinct cultures, and that the hieroglyphs varied
within a culture (as in differences with handwriting/style), but
the variation between cultures was greater. The category
labels were the cultures themselves (located in the SOUTH
and WEST). Participants were also told that they would be
receiving corrective feedback, and that while they would
have to guess at first, that they will eventually come to
understand what defines each category.
On each classification trial, participants were presented
with a single stimulus centered onscreen. Two onscreen
response buttons labeled SOUTH and WEST were positioned
below the stimulus. Trial-wise instructions at the top of the
screen queried which group the hieroglyph belonged to.
Participants were given unlimited time to make a response.
Upon selecting a response, feedback was presented while the
stimulus was still onscreen either notifying the participant
that they had chosen correctly or incorrectly—always
providing the correct category label. Feedback was kept
onscreen until the participant clicked a continue button. There
was no inter-trial interval (ITI) between feedback and the
start of the next trial. Item order within a block was assigned
randomly. This phase repeated for five blocks and a total of
100 trials of classification.
The generalization phase followed the completion of the
classification phase. Participants were instructed at this point
that they would now be tested on their knowledge of the two
categories. They were told that they would be seeing a few
old hieroglyphs and several new ones and that their task was
much the same as before except that now they only had one
chance to accurately classify a hieroglyph and would receive
no feedback. Aside from the differences mentioned in the
instructions, we now included an ITI of 200ms to prevent
accidental double-clicks across trials. Following all 14 trials
in the generalization phase, participants proceeded to the
2AFC phase.
At the start of the 2AFC phase participants were instructed
that their task was to review two examples from the same
category and indicate via mouse click which of the two
examples was more representative of its category. A
representative hieroglyph was defined as an example that
embodied what they believed made a hieroglyph a good
example of its category. An example was provided using the
superordinate category of birds, and the subordinate
categories of robins (good example) and ostriches (poor
example). Participants were informed that there would be no
feedback as there was no objectively ‘correct’ answer. On
each trial two stimuli from the same category of the preceding
phase were randomly positioned to either the left or right of
the screen. A prompt at the top of the screen provided the

category label and asked participants to click on the more
representative example. Participants were given unlimited
time to make their choice. Every pairwise combination of
within-category pairs from the generalization phase was used
with the order randomized. After concluding the experiment,
participants were given the opportunity to complete an exit
survey that was the basis for the screening described above.

Results and Discussion
All analyses were conducted in the R programming
environment. In accord with initial predictions, final block
classification accuracy was ~70% (SD = 0.45). Participants
who scored 50% (chance) or less in the final block were
excluded from further analyses. This resulted in eight
participants being dropped from the dataset (~11% of the data
following the screening outlined earlier) which left 65
participants for further analysis.

significantly more often than items “8-2” (𝛽 = -1.859, SE =
0.790, p = .019) and “8-5” (𝛽 =-1.965, SE = 0.786, p =
.013)—all other ps > .067. The asymmetry in model results
may be tied to the missing item during training—“10-6”.
Though unexpected, this finding does not affect our
conclusions, as we were mainly concerned with the furthest
extrapolated and interpolated items.
Our primary prediction for the typicality phase was that the
most extreme-valued extrapolated items (“1-5” and “12-5”)
would be selected as ‘more representative’ significantly more
often than the most extreme-valued interpolated items (“3-5”
and “10-5”) when the two were directly compared. Because
the preference proportions collapse across multiple
comparisons per participant (see Figure 3 caption), analyses
on those proportions would violate assumptions of
independence inherent to most tests. Instead, we examined
only the subset of comparisons that include the two critical
items—resulting in a single response per category per
participant. Responses favoring the interpolated item were recoded to be negative. A binomial test was conducted to detect
significant difference from chance. This process was repeated
for each category separately.

Figure 2: Heatmap of generalization for Experiment 1.
Category choices recoded as +1/-1 and averaged. Critical
items are outlined in red.
In accord with our predictions regarding generalization,
both the critical interpolated and extrapolated item were
correctly categorized with high accuracy (see Figure 2). Two
generalized linear models (one per category) were built to
determine if the furthest extrapolated items were generalized
accurately significantly more often than all other items. An
ICC revealed ~10% of total variance was attributable to
between-subjects variance, suggesting a random effects
structure was unnecessary. Generalization accuracy was
predicted from stimulus position. For the model on Category
A items (red items of Figure 2), no significant differences
were found (all ps > .993). For the Category B model, the
extrapolated item was found to be accurately categorized
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Figure 3: Heatmap for the 2AFC typicality task in
Experiment 1. The sum for each item was divided over the
total number of comparisons. The purple border denotes
critical items.
For Category A items, the analysis revealed that the
extrapolated test item was selected significantly more often
(54 to 11, p = .001). The same pattern of significance is found
for the Category B items (55 to 10, p = .001). Cohen’s g
values for the differences are 0.33 and 0.361, respectively
(both large). A post-hoc power analysis was conducted to
determine the adequacy of our sample size. Assuming the
lowest observed preference (54/65 = .83) as our alternative

hypothesis, at N=65 participants, we would have power > .99
to reject the null. Exploratory analyses for Category A
revealed that 49 participants preferred item “1-5” (the most
extreme item) to its upper flanker, “2-8” (p < .001), and 45
participants preferred item “1-5” to its lower flanker, “2-2”
(p = .002). When comparing Category B items 54 participants
preferred “12-5” to “11-2” (p < .001), and 52 participants
preferred it to item “11-8” (p < .001).
These data suggest that the locus of caricature
representation for a category may extend beyond the known
range of exemplars. These findings are incompatible with
traditional reference point frameworks (e.g., clusters,
exemplars) and suggest that a different framework may be
warranted. Although these data are better explained by an
adaptive reference points framework, they are equally well
explained by category boundary models, wherein increasing
psychological distance from an optimal decision bound can
be interpreted as increasing confidence in a category decision
(Ashby et al., 1998). We address these competing
explanations in the following experiment.

Experiment 2
The aim of Experiment 2 was to better dissociate the
competing explanations in Experiment 1 as well as to provide
a partial replication. Much of the design remained the same,
with the critical difference being in the appearance of the
most extreme extrapolation items. These items were now
made more deliberately extreme so that they were
considerably different from the end-range training items.
Such extreme items should always be favored as more
representative if the prior results arise from the mechanisms
of a decision bound framework—recall that further
psychological distance from a bound should always translate
to greater confidence in category membership. If, however,
participants view the items as too different from the training
set, and reject them in favor of the interpolated item, such
behavior would be better explained by adaptive reference
points. This is because adaptive reference points are still
constrained by the need to minimize within-category
distance. Consequently, typicality would begin to fall off
after some distance from the reference points. In addition to
the aforementioned changes, we also omit the generalization
phase as it is less informative for the present experiment.
Further, we also swap the dimensions from Experiment 1 (see
Figure 1), such that size is now the diagnostic dimension.
Doing so allowed for greater range in the extreme
extrapolated items.

seen during classification was 3.52 cm, while the largest
square seen during classification was 6.58 cm. The most
extreme extrapolations were 0.5 cm and 16 cm for small and
large, respectively. Both values were made as extreme as
possible while still limited by factors of visibility (small) and
the average monitor resolution of our participants (large).
This decision resulted in a minor asymmetry between the
differences of the largest and smallest seen and unseen items.
Procedure The classification phase was largely the same,
however, the cover story was changed in light of a small
minority of participants (n=4) reporting being confused about
the prior cover story; the squares were now characterized as
sheet metal produced by two separate companies. The same
labels (SOUTH and WEST) were kept.

Results and Discussion
Final block accuracy for the classification task was 65% (SD
= 0.47). After dropping participants who did not meet the
50% learning criteria (~23% of the data), 74 participants
remained for the analyses on the 2AFC task.
The aim of the 2AFC typicality phase was to determine if
participants preferred the extreme caricatures—thereby
supporting category boundaries—or rejected them, thereby
supporting adaptive reference points. Inspection of the 2AFC
item preference provides mixed support for both accounts
(see Figure 4). There appears to be an asymmetry in
preference for the extremely small caricature and the
extremely large caricature. This asymmetry is not explained
by the caricatures’ physical similarity to the nearest seen
exemplar. Were this the case, we would expect the small
caricature to be favored more so than the large caricature, as
it is more similar (physically) to the training set. There is a
possibility that ‘bigness’ defined one category more than
‘smallness’ defined the other, but the cause for this
systematic bias is equally opaque.

Methods
Participants A total of 106 participants from Binghamton
University were run in this experiment. After dropping
participants for self-reporting multi-tasking (n=9), and
another for self-reporting display issues, 96 participants
(~91% of the original data) were left for analysis.
Materials and Design The domain was the same, however,
the diagnostic dimension was now size. The smallest square
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Figure 4: Typicality preferences for Experiment 2. For
parity with the earlier figure, the same number of columns

are retained, however, the end columns are not one unit’s
difference from 2 and 11—differing rather by several units.
Our primary analyses concern the two critical withincategory pairs (see Figure 4). Consistent with the category
boundary models, the binomial tests revealed that
participants still significantly preferred the critical
extrapolated item to the critical interpolated item for both
categories (Category A: 48 to 26, p = .014; Category B: 54 to
20, p < .001). Notably, for both categories, participants’
preference for the extrapolated item is reduced from that seen
in Experiment 1, though still greater than chance. As in
Experiment 1, we also conducted exploratory analyses
comparing the most extreme-valued extrapolations with its
nearest extrapolated flankers (“2-8” and “2-2” for Category
A, “11-8” and “11-2” for Category B). Curiously, when
comparing the small item with its flankers, it is not
significantly preferred to either “2-8” (41 to 33, p = .146) or
“2-2” (44 to 30, p = .13). This is not true for the large item,
which is still preferred to its flankers—items “11-8” (53 to
21, p < .001) and “11-2” (51 to 23, p = .001). Contrary to the
main finding, the observed preference for the flanker
extrapolated items (“2-8”, “2-2”) over the most extremevalued extrapolated item (small), is more consistent with the
adaptive reference points framework (Davis & Love, 2010,
Kurtz & Silliman, 2019).
The asymmetry in overall preference for the extreme
caricatures (across multiple comparisons), while not
intended, is also better explained by an adaptive reference
points framework. Assuming a category boundary
explanation, both extreme caricatures should be equally
preferred to the remaining test items, as each is respectively
the furthest from the ostensible boundary demarcating its
category. While a boundary framework cannot admit of this
asymmetry, adaptive reference points can be positioned
independently of each other, adopting an arbitrary
constellation of positions if it best suits the task and stimuli.

General Discussion
Across two experiments we have found novel and robust
evidence of caricature representations that extend beyond the
known training set. To date, previous investigations of
caricatures have been limited to demonstrating advantages
for ideal training exemplars and generated stimuli that
deviated from the prototype position. The present results are
the first indication that caricatured categories can result in the
most representative items lying beyond even the most
extreme observed items.
There are a few caveats to the present findings that warrant
discussion. First, the procedure of screening participants who
did not achieve greater than 50% accuracy in the final block
has the potential to invite selection effects. This procedure is
not uncommon in the categorization literature, as predictions
concerning possible outcomes of test phases are predicated
on the assumption that the participant has learned something
about the categories. There is a possibility, though, that the
difficulty of our task filters for only the type of learner who
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would respond in the observed manner for the latter test
phases. It is entirely possible that a different design that is
easier to learn may result in a different pattern of findings due
simply to differences in the pool of participants being
analyzed. While our procedure is vulnerable to this risk, it is
a necessary risk, as the alternative of analyzing all nonlearners is equally undesirable. To mitigate this risk, we set
our filter to a very achievable number—greater than 50%.
A related concern is the difference in the number of
participants filtered after classification between Experiments
1 (~11%) and 2 (~23%). While some portion of the difference
is likely owed to noise, it is more likely that swapping the
dimensions along the x/y axes played a role. To reiterate from
the Experiment 1 methods, this learning domain was selected
because it had previously been normed such that each
dimension was found to be equally salient to participants
(Conaway & Kurtz, 2017). It is possible, however, that
participants are treating the dimensions differently at lower
vs. higher values—e.g., a 1-units difference at the high end
of the range is perceived as much greater than a 1-units
difference at the low end. This is likely not the case for
Experiment 2, given that prior psychophysics studies suggest
that the function relating perceived changes to line length and
objective changes to line length is linear (Stevens, 1957). It
is more a concern for Experiment 1 (lightness of gray
squares), where the exponent of the power law relating
perceived to actual changes is closer to 1.2 (Stevens, 1957).
This may explain why accuracy was higher for Experiment 1.
If the representations of one category are much further away
in psychological space from the other category, that category
would be easier to learn, as its items are less perceptually
confusable with the contrast category.
While not ideal, the potential differences in how
participants perceived the diagnostic dimensions is only a
problem for our conclusions if said differences impact
caricature representation. Under both theories of caricature
effects—category boundaries and adaptive reference
points—this is not a concern. In the case of the former, the
most representative item is simply that item which is furthest
from the bounds. Even if one category is much more
psychologically distant from the other category, there will
still be a “furthest item”. Likewise, for adaptive reference
points, we can assume that the reference points themselves
exist on the same scale as the stimulus representations.
Therefore, as one dimension expands at higher physical
values, so too will the reference points move with them. In
either case, we would expect the same predictions for both
Experiment 1 and 2.
Regarding theoretical implications of this work, the
findings are most compatible with either a category boundary
or adaptive references points framework. Traditional
reference point accounts are principally unable to account for
these data, though proper simulations will be needed for a
more definitive conclusion on this matter. For example,
cluster or exemplar accounts may explain the 2AFC data if
they assume a Gaussian similarity gradient, rather than an
exponential similarity gradient (Nosofsky, 1991)—though it

remains to be seen how this will impact model fits of the
classification data. Likewise, comparing simulations of
category boundary and adaptive reference point models will
be equally informative as to the results of Experiment 2.
We note here that although we have to this point been
discussing the competing frameworks as though they were
mutually exclusive, it is entirely possible that participants are
leveraging multiple systems of categorization to complete
our tasks. Though assuming two or more distinct
architectures is less parsimonious, there is growing evidence
that these distinct architectures may be instantiated in
functionally distinct parts of the brain (Ashby et al., 1998;
Bowman, Iwashita, & Zeithamova, 2020). Under this
combined framework, participants could be averaging over
the outputs of these systems or even alternating between them
on a per-trial basis or contingent on the nature of the task. Our
data may even reflect a mixture of participants, some of
whom prefer to use boundaries, while others preference
adaptive reference points or exemplars/clusters. Though
these possibilities are merely speculative for now, future
theoretical and empirical work may shed light on their
respective likelihoods.
Assuming one framework or the other, however, the data
are inconclusive as to whether adaptive reference points or
category boundaries undergird the effects. While the results
of the critical pair comparisons in Experiment 2 are more
consistent with category boundaries, the asymmetry in
preferences is better explained by adaptive reference points.
We also note reduced preference for extreme caricatures
relative to the critical interpolated item in Experiment 2. It
may simply be that the extreme extrapolations were not
distinct enough from the category distributions to
conclusively show that the majority of participants reject
them.
Determining which of these two accounts is more likely to
explain caricature effects is critical to the endeavor of
understanding category representation. To the extent that
graded structure is a critical component of categorization, and
to the extent that caricature effects represent a distinct form
of graded structure, one can argue that our understanding of
categorization will remain incomplete so long as our present
theories are unable to fully and conclusively account for this
phenomena. It is for these reasons that future empirical work
on caricature effects should prioritize determining which
theory of category representation (or combination thereof)
best explains the data.
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Abstract
Near-misses sting: As adults, we intuitively understand that
someone who just missed a desirable outcome (near-miss)
feels worse than someone who missed by a far margin (farmiss). What cognitive capacities support these intuitions, and
how do they emerge in early childhood? We presented adults
(n=42) and six- to eight-year-olds (n=91; pre-registered) with
various near-miss scenarios. We found that (1) adults generally infer that a near-miss character would feel worse than a
far-miss character, (2) yet their inferences vary depending on
the context, and (3) children show a strikingly different pattern
from adults, robustly choosing the far-miss character as feeling
worse. The tendency to judge the near-miss character as feeling worse increased with age, but even 8-year-olds were still
below chance. These patterns raise the possibility that young
children start with a distance-based bias that gradually gets replaced by adult-like inferences that involve counterfactual reasoning.
Keywords: Emotion Reasoning; Development; Counterfactual Reasoning

Introduction
Imagine two people, Ben and Ray, who both missed their
flights. Ben missed his flight by just a few minutes, and Ray
missed his flight by half an hour. Who feels worse? Even
though both of them failed to get on their flights, we intuitively understand that Ben might feel worse than Ray; Ben
was almost there and he could have made it if only he had
left a few minutes earlier, taken a different route, or run just
a little faster. Why do we have this intuition? The current
work explores the cognitive capacities that underlie these inferences and how these intuitions emerge in early childhood.
The “sting” of near-misses has been demonstrated in classic studies with adults. For instance, in a scenario similar
to the one above, people judged that someone who missed
their flight by 5 minutes feels much worse than someone who
missed it by 30 minutes (Kahneman & Tversky, 1982); when
people are presented with pictures of two Olympic medallists on the podium—one silver and the other bronze—they
judge the silver medalist to feel worse even though they won
a better prize (Medvec, Madey, & Gilovich, 1995). These
studies and many others have consistently found that despite
neither agent achieving the desired goal, people judge those
who experience near-misses to feel worse than those who experience far-misses, across various types of distance, such as
physical distance, temporal proximity, and even the numerical closeness of a lottery ticket to the winning number (e.g.,
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Meyers-Levy & Maheswaran, 1992; Ong, Goodman, & Zaki,
2015).
In order to successfully judge that a near-miss agent feels
worse than a far-miss agent, one needs to understand not
just what happened but also what could have happened. Indeed, one theoretical proposal is that individuals who experience near-misses are more likely to generate close counterfactual scenarios in which they successfully achieve their
goal; these counterfactual outcomes are compared to the current outcome, leading to a more negative affective reaction
(Roese & Olson, 2014; Kahneman & Varey, 1990; Zeelenberg, Van Dijk, Manstead, & der Pligt, 1998). While this proposal concerns first-person experience of near-miss scenarios,
similar reasoning can be applied to third-person emotion attribution; we generate an alternative outcome that the character
could have experienced, and infer how the character might
feel given the contrast between current and alternative outcomes. Thus, prior theories have generally appealed to counterfactual reasoning—the ability to reason about what could
have been—to explain how we reason about our own and others’ emotions in near-miss scenarios (e.g., Ong, Goodman, &
Zaki, 2015).
If counterfactual reasoning is critical to understanding
emotional responses in near-miss scenarios, one might expect
that young children’s judgments in these scenarios would parallel the development of counterfactual reasoning. Although
prior work has argued that counterfactual reasoning does not
develop until the early school years, (e.g., Beck, Robinson,
Carroll, & Apperly, 2006), more recent work suggests that
such protracted development may be due to the high verbal
demand of counterfactual language (e.g., “What would have
happened if he had gone the other way?”); studies using simpler scenarios and minimally verbal dependent measures have
found earlier success in counterfactual reasoning, as early as
preschool-aged children (e.g., Bridgers, Yang, Gerstenberg,
& Gweon, 2020; Nyhout & Ganea, 2019).
Critically however, inferring who feels worse in near-miss
scenarios involves another step: emotion attribution. In addition to generating the counterfactual outcome that is more
positive than the current outcome, children must compare the
two and infer that it feels worse to have just missed the goal
than to have missed it by far. Despite the early-emerging
sensitivity to others’ facial expressions (Wu, Muentener, &
Schulz, 2017; Walle, Reschke, & Knothe, 2017; Ruba, Melt-

zoff, & Repacholi, 2019), the ability to reason about how
others might feel given their underlying mental states (e.g.,
desires, beliefs) develops relatively later in preschool years
(Asaba, Ong, & Gweon, 2019; Doan, Friedman, & Denison,
2020, in press; Lara, Lagattuta, & Kramer, 2019; Lagattuta,
Wellman, & Flavell, 1997; Pons, Harris, & de Rosnay, 2004).
Critically, previous studies suggest that counterfactual considerations do not factor into children’s judgments of others’
counterfactual emotions (regret and relief) until even later in
development, at 7 years of age or older (Ferrell, Guttentag, &
Gredlein, 2009; Weisberg & Beck, 2010).
If children cannot use counterfactual reasoning to infer
emotions, how might they respond to Ben and Ray’s example
above? One possibility is that children choose either character equally, given that both eventually missed their flights.
Another possibility, however, is that children choose the farmiss character as the one who feels worse (e.g., judging that
Ray, who missed his flight by 30 minutes, feels worse than
Ben who missed it by 5 minutes). Such responses may reflect a relatively simple bias that depends on the closeness
of the current outcome to the desired goal (henceforth, “distance bias”); given a positive goal outcome, the closer one
gets to the goal, the happier they would be, despite the eventual failure. Prior work with 5-7 year-old children (Guttentag
& Ferrell, 2004; McCloy & Strange, 2009) has suggested an
alternative account that makes similar predictions to the distance bias heuristic: children rely on a “summation” strategy
where agents’ emotions in the actual and counterfactual states
are “summed”, such that an agent who experiences a negative
outcome (i.e., chose a box without a prize) but could have
achieved a positive outcome (i.e., chose a box with a prize)
is judged to feel better than an agent who had to experience
a negative outcome regardless (i.e., neither box had a prize).
Thus, this work suggests that while children are able to consider alternative, counterfactual states in judging emotions,
their ability to appreciate how an alternative positive outcome
would make a character feel worse seems to be relatively latedeveloping.
In light of these possibilities, we had two main goals for the
current study. First, we sought to investigate the variability in
adults’ near-miss emotion attribution by using a range of scenarios. In particular, we created scenarios that are similar to
ones used in classic adult experiments, as well as ones that
focus on physical ability or involve other everyday situations
that might be familiar to both adults and children. Importantly
however, we did not have an a priori categorization of these
trials or directed hypotheses about differences between scenarios; rather, the goal was to present children a diverse set of
scenarios that are similar in their underlying structure but involve different contexts, in order to identify both consistency
and variability in children’s responses. Second, we compared
children’s responses to adult’s to examine the emergence of
an adult-like understanding of near-miss scenarios. Given
that prior work has found varying ages of success in counterfactual reasoning, we also recruited a relatively wide age
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range—from age 6 to 8—to identify potential developmental change. To see if children’s success is accompanied by
explicit appeals to counterfactual outcomes, we additionally
collected free-response explanations.
In what follows, we describe our experimental procedure
with adults and children. We then present the findings with
an exploratory discussion about how the near-miss effect may
be mediated by situational factors (i.e., the reason for missing
the outcome) and speculate on what contextual factors might
make counterfactual explanations more accessible.

Methods
Adult Sample. We recruited n=49 American adults online
on Amazon Mechanical Turk. We excluded 5 participants
who failed an attention check and 2 participants who gave the
incorrect answer to the practice trial, leaving a final sample of
n=42 participants (MAge (SD) = 37.1(11.1) years; 17 women,
24 men, 1 non-binary).
Child Sample. We recruited n=911 six- to -eight year-olds
(MAge (SD) = 7.45 years; Range: 6.0-8.9; 30 six year-olds,
31 seven year-olds, and 30 eight year-olds; 47 girls, 44 boys).
Data collection was done in a university lab. All participants
were native English speakers. Hypotheses, key analyses, and
sample size were pre-registered on OSF2 .

Materials
For adults, cartoon images and simple animations were presented via Amazon MTurk. For children, the task was administered using Keynote slides on a computer tablet. There
were 8 trials total, each of which involved two characters. The
characters were always of the same gender (i.e., two boys or
two girls), with an equal number of trials having boy vs. girl
characters; character names were displayed on the slide to reduce memory demands. After the experiment was over, participants were presented with a certificate of participation and
an age-appropriate toy as a token of appreciation.

Procedure
Practice trial. Children were tested in a private, quiet room
in a university lab. In the practice trial, participants were introduced to two characters bowling, who each had a goal of
knocking down all of the bowling pins. One bowled a strike
and knocked down all the pins, while the other knocked down
no pins (similar to the Strike and Gutter trials in Asaba et al.,
2019). Participants were asked: “Who feels worse about this
bowling game?” All participants answered this practice trial
correctly, choosing the agent who knocked down no pins.
Test trials. Children underwent all eight test trials (in one
of two orders). In each trial, two agents wanted to achieve the
same goal (e.g., get a present from Santa) but ultimately were
unsuccessful. Critically, we manipulated how far each agent
1 We pre-registered n=90 children, but inadvertently collected an
additional seven-year-old.
2 bit.ly/osf-childnearmiss ; data: osf.io/urwds

Scenario
Soccer
Ball Throw
Toy Search
Card
Cookies
Bus
Santa
Slide

Characters’ Goal
Kick ball into goal
Throw ball into basket
Choose 1 of 5 cabinets to find a toy
Randomly receive 3 red cards to win prize
Stand on a chair to reach cookies on a shelf
Walk to catch the bus
Wait in line for a present from Santa
Wait in line to play on a playground slide

Outcome for near-miss character
Missed by a little bit
Missed by a little bit
The toy was in the next cabinet over
Received 2 red and 1 yellow card
Cookies were still one shelf higher
Was close to the bus when it left
Next in line when presents ran out
Next in line when break was cancelled

Outcome for far-miss character
Missed by a lot
Missed by a lot
The toy was three cabinets away
Received 1 red and 2 yellow cards
Cookies were still two shelves higher
Was far away from the bus when it left
Fifth in line when presents ran out
Fifth in line when break was cancelled

Table 1: Scenarios used for children and adults. In each scenario, two characters had the same goal but achieved a different
outcome: either very close to the goal (near-miss character) or far from the goal (far-miss character). The notion of far vs. near,
however, varied across scenarios (physical distance to the goal, probability of the outcome) as well as the reason for why one
was nearer or further from the outcome
was from achieving the goal: one narrowly missed (NearMiss), and the other missed by a larger amount (Far-Miss).
The two agents were shown on the same screen to minimize
memory load and facilitate comparison. Importantly, agents
did not influence each other in the trial. For example, in the
Soccer trial, the two characters were on different halves of the
screen, kicking balls towards different goalposts. While two
trials—Santa (Fig. 1) and Slide—involved characters waiting
in the same line, neither character made active choices and
therefore could not have affected the other’s outcome.
After the outcome for each character was shown, we asked
participants which character feels worse, while intentionally
specifying the failed outcome; this was to constrain what aspects of the task children were considering. For instance, in
the Santa Trial (Fig. 1), we asked: “Who feels worse about
not getting a present?” If children said “both” or “neither”,
we prompted them again to choose one person who feels
worse. Following the test question, children were prompted
to provide a verbal explanation for their response: “Why do
you think Emma feels worse?”
We designed eight different trials across a variety of contexts. Several were inspired by prior work in the near-miss
literature: The Card trial was similar to Ong, Goodman,
and Zaki (2015), Toy Search trial was similar to Doan et al.
(in press), and the Bus trial was similar to Kahneman and
Tversky (1982). We also created trials involving physical
skill (Soccer trial, Ball Throw trial), reaching for an object
(Cookies trial), and waiting in line (Santa trial, Slide trial),
to broaden the range of contexts presented to children. See
Table 1 for descriptions of each trial and the final outcomes
for each agent.

Pre-registered hypotheses
We pre-registered three statistical hypotheses for the child
sample, predicting that:
1. Six-year-old children would reliably (compared to chance)
judge the Far-Miss character to feel worse.
2. Older children are more likely to judge the Near-Miss character as feeling worse (a linear effect of age on response).
3. By eight-years-old, children would reliably judge the
Near-Miss character to feel worse. [*not supported]
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Figure 1: Screenshots from an example trial (Santa). Script:
“Emma and Jessica are waiting in line for presents from
Santa. Santa has run out of presents! Emma was next in
line, while Jessica was fifth in line. Who feels worse about
not getting a present?”

Results
Figure 2 shows the results in all 8 scenarios for both adults
and children. For child data, the data points represent results
averaged across age-groups.
Adults As we expected from prior research with adults on
near-miss judgments (Ong, Goodman, & Zaki, 2015; Kahneman & Tversky, 1982), adults in our study generally judged
the Near-Miss character as feeling worse than the Far-Miss
character (mean = 74.1%, SD = 24.1%; signed-rank test comparing proportion to 50%, V =643, p < .001).
Children Overall, collapsed across all the age-groups, children showed the opposite pattern: They were more likely to
judge the Far-Miss character as feeling worse (Mnear-miss =
11.4%, SD = 31.8%). The results from 6-year-olds confirmed
our Pre-registered Hypothesis 1: They chose the Near-Miss
character as feeling worse 9.6% (SD=16.0%) of the time,
which was significantly below chance (planned one-sided
signed-rank test comparing against 50%, V =3.5, p < .001).

Age

Adults

Children

Proportion choosing 'near−miss' as feeling worse

1.00

0.75

0.50

Figure 3: Proportion of trials on which children judged the
near-miss agent to feel worse on the vertical axis, as a function of age on the horizontal axis, with best-fit line overlaid.
Each data point represents a single child. Data points are
semi-transparent with a small horizontal jitter for clarity.

0.25

0.00
Soccer Ball
Toy Cards Cookies Bus
Throw Search

Santa Slide

Scenario

Figure 2: Proportion of children (circle) and adults (square)
choosing the near-miss character as feeling worse for each
scenario. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals.
We then tested our second hypothesis by regressing
the proportion of Near-Miss responses against participants’
age in months (In R syntax, lm(proportion nearmiss ∼
age)). Consistent with our prediction, we observed a significant linear effect of age (b = .0061, t(89) = 2.38, p = .019).
That is, older children tended to choose the Near-Miss character more than younger children. This effect was modest: according to the model, on average, an additional year of age is
associated with a (12*0.0061*100% =) 7.3 percentage points
increase in the near miss response. See Fig. 3.
However, our third hypothesis was not supported by the
data: Even the oldest participants (8-year-olds) chose the
Near-Miss character only 19.6% (SD=34.4%) of the time,
which is significantly lower than chance level (planned onesided signed-rank test V =62; p=1).
Exploratory Analyses. Three trends stand out from Figure 2. First, there is a stark difference between adults and
children in their choice, with adults choosing the near-miss
significantly more (rank-sum test, W = 3582, p < .001).
Second, despite this difference and the small number of trials, adults and children’s responses followed a similar pattern;
this was supported by a near-significant correlation between
adult and child responses (r = .71, t(6) = 2.45, p = .050),
suggesting that for scenarios where adults’ responses tend to
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favor the Near-Miss character, children’s responses do, too.
Finally, the trials that involved physical abilities (Soccer
and Ball Throw trials) resulted in the weakest choice for the
near-miss character. More specifically, the Soccer and Ball
Throw scenarios, the left-most two trials in Figure 2, had the
lowest proportion of near-miss judgments, across both children (mean across two trials = 7.1%, bootstrapped 95% CI =
[3.9%, 11.0%]) and adults (mean = 48.8%, [38.1%, 59.5%];
no difference from chance). We return to this difference in
the General Discussion.

Free Response Coding
In order to better understand why children made their judgments, we coded their free-response explanations. Two of
the authors read through the responses and identified main
themes. We identified the first two categories based on pilot work: (i) Counterfactual: Explanations that referred to a
counterfactual or an alternative state (e.g. “If she had come a
little earlier, she would have gotten a present. She feels sad
and disappointed”); (ii) Relative Distance: Explanations that
referred to the closeness, or relative distance (e.g. “She is
further than Emma”).
In addition to the above two categories, we identified three
additional categories from children’s responses, for a total of
five categories. (iii) Outcome: referring to the outcome (“X
feels worse because X did not achieve the outcome”), even
though both characters experienced the same negative outcome. (iv) Absolute Position: A few children (nresponses =155,
or 21.3%) referred to a specific absolute position (“X is last
in line” rather than being further back), such as in Fig. 1; this
was an unforeseen confound that we plan to remove in followup studies. (v) Others: Some children gave idiosyncratic ex-

Proportion of coded responses

Coded Explanation

Counterfactual

were much more likely to judge the Far-Miss character as
feeling worse (b = −1.10, z = −2.64, p = .008). In Fig. 4,
we can see these two main effects, such that children who
gave Far-Miss responses overwhelmingly referenced relative
distance explanations, while children who gave Near-Miss responses gave similar proportions of counterfactual as relative
distance explanations.

Relative Distance

0.6

0.4

0.2

General Discussion

0.0
Far−Miss

Near−Miss

Who felt worse?

Figure 4: Proportion of coded explanations that referenced a
counterfactual or relative distance by the response that children gave. Error bars are bootstrapped 95% CIs.
Coding Category Number of Instances (%)
Counterfactual
54 (7.4%)
Relative Distance
449 (61.7%)
Outcome
144 (19.8%)
Absolute Position
155 (21.3%)
Others
38 (5.2%)
Table 2: Results of coding children’s free responses. Note
that some responses were coded in more than one category.
planations from their personal experience (“I like soccer”),
referenced a lack of ability (“X was not good at throwing”),
or could not fit into any of the other categories.
Two additional coders independently coded all the responses. Each response could belong to more than one category, if applicable. Coders achieved high percent-agreement
rates from 93% to 98%, and Cohen’s κ ranging from .79-.94.
Coding disagreements were resolved after discussion. The
full distribution of coding categories is given in Table 2.
We predicted that children who provided explanations that
involve counterfactuals would be more likely to judge the
Near-Miss character as feeling worse (because the character
was a shorter counterfactual away from the outcome); conversely, children who provided explanations that refer to relative distance would be more likely to judge the Far-Miss
character as feeling worse (because the character was further
away). We entered these two coding categories into a mixedeffects logistic model to predict giving a Near-Miss response,
with random effects by participant and by scenario. In R
syntax3 , this was: glmer(response ∼ counterfactual +
distance + (1|id) + (1|trial)).
Indeed, we found that participants who gave a counterfactual response were much more likely to judge the Near-Miss
character as feeling worse (b = 3.57, z = 4.40, p < .001). By
contrast, participants who gave a relative distance response
3 Note that each explanation could be coded in more than one category, so we included counterfactual and distance as separate
(binary) regressors.
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In this pre-registered study, we examined adults’ and children’s abilities to provide emotion judgements in “near-miss”
scenarios, with a particular focus on using these scenarios to
study children’s developing ability to incorporate counterfactual judgments into their emotion inferences. Rather than assessing participants’ judgments in a single scenario, we collected their judgments across 8 different scenarios; all scenarios had the same underlying structure (two agents, both of
whom failed to achieve a positive outcome, but one was closer
to achieving the goal (Near-Miss) than the other (Far-Miss)),
but were situated in different contexts.
While adults generally reported that the Near-Miss agent
felt worse, there was significant variability across scenarios.
In contrast, six to eight-year-old children generally reported
that the Far-Miss agent felt worse; while their judgment became more adult-like with age, even the oldest group (8-yearolds) was reliably below chance. Although even the oldest
children in our sample did not judge the near-miss character
as feeling worse, we did find evidence of a gradual developmental change between 6 to 8 years of age; older children
gave relatively more adult-like responses, which were accompanied by explanations referencing counterfactuals. Indeed,
there were several eight-year-olds who gave Near-Miss responses on every trial (Fig. 3), suggesting that this developmental shift could occur abruptly around the early schooling
years, with substantial individual variability.
Children’s failures in these near-miss scenarios stand in a
rather stark contrast to recent work showing relatively early
success on seemingly similar scenarios. For example, research suggests that by age three or four, children are capable
of representing two possible outcomes of an event (Redshaw
& Suddendorf, 2016; Leahy & Carey, 2020). Relatedly, fiveyear-olds thought that a bowler whose ball was initially heading towards the gutter but curved back to hit half of the pins
would feel better than another bowler whose ball was initially
heading straight down the lane but curved at the last minute
to hit only half of the pins (Asaba et al., 2019). Similarly,
five-year-olds rated a character that got a yummy gumball
from a machine mostly filled with yucky gumballs would be
much happier than one who got a yummy gumball from a machine mostly filled with yummy gumballs (Doan et al., 2020).
To succeed in these scenarios, children must understand the
difference between the expected outcome vs. actual (realized) outcome to understand that even though two people had
the same outcome, the one who had a higher expectation to
achieve a more desirable outcome may feel worse.

Why, then, did children struggle in our near-miss scenarios? One possibility is that the scenarios and stimuli in prior
work made it easier for children to represent the alternative
(expected) outcome. Alternatively, it is possible that scenarios in these prior studies did not require genuine counterfactual reasoning whereas the current near-miss scenarios did.
Consistent with the latter possibility, we found that children
at this age often appeal to the relative distance to outcomes,
or to counterfacutal outcomes, and that those who mention
counterfactual outcomes are more likely to show adult-like
responses (i.e., judging the near-miss character to feel worse).
Relatedly, one might also question why even the oldest
children struggled with this task. Given that 8-year-olds generally do well on counterfactual reasoning tasks (even ones
that use counterfactual language), one might have expected
to see success in the near-miss scenarios, too. One possibility
is that children, despite their competence with counterfactual
reasoning, failed to spontaenously generate relevant counterfactual outcomes. Another possibility is that children did generate relevant counterfactuals but struggled with drawing inferences about the characters’ emotions based on the counterfactual and actual outcomes (Guttentag & Ferrell, 2004; McCloy & Strange, 2009). Some useful insight can be gleaned
from the explanation data; children who mentioned counterfactual outcomes were generally more accurate in the nearmiss scenarios. Future work could assess counterfactual reasoning and emotion inference separately to better understand
the source of difficulty in these tasks.
Another notable aspect of our results is the striking variability in responses across trial types. In particular, the Soccer and Ball Throw trials had the lowest proportion of choices
for the Near-Miss agent as feeling worse, across children and
adults. Why might this be the case? One possibility is that
people may be making dispositional attributions about the
agents’ underlying abilities or competence; that is, children
and adults may have reported that the Far-Miss character feels
worse because their poor performance indicates low competence. Note however that Near-Miss effects have been found
in scenarios that are ability-based (i.e., Olympic medalists,
see Medvec et al., 1995), suggesting that ability itself is not
the key mediator of this effect; various contextual factors can
invite participants to generate different alternative explanations about the reason for the characters’ failure, including
judgments of competence or the probability of achieving the
goal. Although the current work was not designed to identify
exactly what factors are at work, the variability across scenarios provide us initial insights into these factors.
So far we have discussed counterfactual reasoning as a
likely prerequisite for our task. One might wonder, however,
whether counterfactual reasoning is the only route to making the “correct” emotion attribution in this task. An alternative possibility is that adults are reasoning about the character’s expectations about potential outcomes (i.e., what will
happen), rather than counterfactual outcomes, and compare
these expectations to the actual outcome. For instance, in
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the Santa trial, the agent closer to Santa may be perceived
to have higher expectations of getting a present compared to
the agent further away from Santa. After both agents fail
to achieve their outcome, the agent with higher expectation
would be judged to feel worse. Note that this possibility
may be insufficient to fully explain the stark differences between adults and children we found in the current study; by
5 years of age, children’s expectation-based reasoning about
others’ emotions start to look more adult-like (Asaba et al.,
2019), and continues to develop between age 5 - 8 (Lara et al.,
2019). The fact that children rarely mentioned expectations in
their explanations also makes this possibility somewhat less
likely. However, the current study is not ideally suited to
test hypotheses about underlying strategies (counterfactualbased vs. expectation-based); most of these scenarios can be
answered using either strategy, and some scenarios also involve expectations that change rapidly during the course of
the trial. Future work can isolate these processes (reasoning
about agents’ expectations vs. counterfactual outcomes) by
matching the characters’ expectations throughout the stories.
In sum, these results suggest that although near-misses
sting, the “sting” may indicate a non-trivial developmental
feat: Understanding what could have happened, and being
able to reason about how others might feel. Although schoolaged children look almost adult-like in many social cognition
tasks, these near-miss scenario represent cases where children
make robust inferences that are systematically and strikingly
different from that of adults. Such systematic developmental
differences have inspired decades of work on standard falsebelief reasoning; we look forward to future work on the development of counterfactual reasoning and affective cognition
(Ong, Zaki, & Goodman, 2015).
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Abstract
The increased prevalence of “fake news" in recent years makes it
important for us to better understand how we decide which
information to trust and accept as true. Existing research has
identified the important roles of factors such as trust in the source of
the information and reading ability. We report on the results of a
study on how the style of writing, and specifically the difficulty level
of the text providing the information, affects our trust in the
information provided. Participants trusted the information more in
texts that were more difficult to read, regardless of whether the
information presented was correct or incorrect. Regardless of
readability, participants trusted paragraphs providing truthful
information more than those providing false information. This result
has important implications for information on social media
platforms, where the source may or may not be readily available and
is often not an expert on the topic.
Keywords: fake news; false information; deception detection;
readability

Introduction
The rapid development of blogs, social media, and news
websites is bringing a new, and mostly uncharted, era of
information sharing. Lightning-fast streams, available at our
fingertips, have fundamentally changed how we absorb
information. Nevertheless, as the speed at which information
is disseminated has dramatically increased, the overall
quality of it has apparently declined. False news has been
shown to spread "farther, faster, deeper, and more broadly"
than verified news stories online (Vosoughi, Roy, and Aral,
2018).
Furthermore, it seems that readers generally treat false
information differently than true information. Mendoza,
Poblete, and Castillo (2010) conducted a case study of
information spread over Twitter during the 2010 Chilean
earthquake. In this study, rumors and misinformation were
interacted with – and questioned – more than verified news
articles. Reassuringly, this seems to indicate more skepticism
towards false information.
Despite this, people accept "fake news" as true fairly often.
The concept of truth bias offers one explanation for this. We
are predisposed to believe that others are telling the truth until
otherwise perceived (see Street and Masip, 2015 and Levine,
2014). As consumers of false information that is presented
factually, this means that we are often not skeptical enough
of it.
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Other lines of research have demonstrated that the belief
system of an individual acts as a mediator for accepting false
information. Druckman, Peterson, and Slothuss (2013) were
able to show that participants had the ability to discriminate
between strong arguments (containing fact and objective
reasoning) and weak arguments (substantially lacking in fact)
because they generally adjusted their opinions in favor of the
stronger argument. That is, until the arguments are given
polarizing party endorsements. When polarized party
endorsements where presented, the political party their
participant identified with became the determining factor of
persuasion for the given information, even when the
argument for the participants' side was weak.
Most factors that have been shown to affect the acceptance
of false information as true can be considered external factors
as they are not directly related to the information provided.
One of the most recognizable of these factors is source
credibility. The effect that the perceived credibility of a
source has on the acceptance of information provided by it
has been extensively studied (e.g., Sternthal et al., 1978;
Pornpitakpan, 2004). The effect of perceived expertise, a
more specific type of source credibility, has also been
examined in numerous studies. This includes studies on the
persuasiveness of a text (Tormala et al., 2006) and on how
the expert's agreeance with the reader's beliefs impacts the
reader's perception of accuracy (Clark et al., 2012).
Other external factors that have been identified by research
can be connected to processing fluency effects. At the core of
these effects is the observation that readers judge a given
piece of information not only by its content, but by how easily
they can understand it. Higher levels of fluency (ease of
understanding) positively correlate with trust in the
information, its likeability (see Wänke and Hansen, 2015), as
well as the formation of beliefs based on it (see Reber and
Greifender, 2017).
Fluency effects can come about in a variety of ways. For
example, the illusory truth effect – where repeated statements
cause us to perceive information as more truthful even when
it is not – can be attributed to fluency through familiarity.
Boehm (1994) demonstrates this by showing that the illusory
truth effect is mediated by familiarity. Pennycook et al.
(2018) study this effect in online settings and show that even
a handful of exposures to fake news titles are enough to raise
their perceived correctness. More importantly, Fazio et al.
(2015) provide evidence that these effects persist even if

participants have prior knowledge that falsifies the given
information. Fluency effects therefore appear to exert a
substantial influence over judgments of trust, even for false
information.
Fictional narratives provide another case in which fluency
effects may elicit undue trust. Narratives providing context to
misinformation likely improve the reader's understanding and
consequently their trust in the content, even when they have
prior knowledge that falsifies the claims (Hamby et al.,
2020). In fact, narratives that contain false information that is
presented as true frequently lead readers to accept the
truthfulness of the information (Appel and Richter, 2007),
most likely because the context adds a new level of
understanding.
While there is a substantial body of research on the effect
of factors that are external to the text on trust in its content,
the influence of factors that are inherent to the text is not as
clear. Such factors may include features of the text or
information itself, such as word choice or sentence length as
well as syntactic complexity and the degree to which the text
relies on pragmatic inference. Gilbert, Krull, and Malone
(1990) report that simply being able to comprehend false
information increases the likelihood that it will be viewed as
true later, as you might expect from biases rooted in
processing fluency. They also go on to suggest that it seems
likely that readability and grammatical features, such as the
tenses used, could similarly affect readers’ susceptibility to
false information. Some twenty-five years later, Martin,
Summerville, and Wickline (2017) explored the idea that text
difficulty interacts with source credibility to influence
attitudes towards a text but were unable to substantiate it.
This may have been due to the differences in reading levels
used – their manipulation relied on texts that were one grade
level apart on the Flesch-Kincaid scale, and both levels would
be considered difficult for the average American reader.
More promising results for the possible effect of textual
features on trust come from a study on privacy policies.
Ermakova, Baumann, Fabian, and Krasnova (2014) found
that higher subjective readability ratings correlated with
higher trust ratings.
Aside from these studies, the topic has not been directly
addressed in psychological literature. However, recent
research in information technology and computer science
provides some interesting insight to the topic. Santos et al.
(2020) found that readability features have a significant
impact on automated fake news detection. Likewise, Rubin
et al. (2015) used rhetorical structure theory to examine
differences between true and false news stories to see if it was
possible to detect either one using it, and found varying
degrees of success, depending on the individual feature. Chen
et al. (2015) proposes that textual features such as vocabulary
level and pronoun utilization may be correlated with
identifying ‘clickbait’ articles and used for their detection.
The fact that there are definable differences in the textual
features of true and false information, mixed with the idea
that humans are inclined to trust information they understand
or like, makes studying factors inherent to the text important.
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To better understand the effects that false information has on
the general population, we need to examine how the features
that make it different impact our perceptions of trust. That is
the purpose of the present paper.
We examine how the reading level of a text affects
perceptions of its truthfulness, even when the information
presented is false. We believe that the readability of a text
will influence the perceived truthfulness, similar to how it
impacts a machine's ability to do the same task. We believe
that increased difficulty will affect participants’ ability to
detect false information due to the increased demands on
cognitive resources used to comprehend the information. We
hypothesize that this will lead to similar levels of trust in
difficult texts regardless of whether they contain correct or
incorrect information. In contrast, we predict that easier texts
will show a discrepancy in trust between correct and incorrect
texts, where incorrect texts are trusted less than correct ones,
because the increased readability will allow participants to
discern between correct and incorrect information.
In our experiment, participants read passages that present
correct or incorrect information. These passages are written
at either a high or low reading level, as measured by the
Flesch-Kincaid scale. We hypothesize that incorrect
information will be easier to detect as part of a low reading
level passage. As a result, we predict a larger effect of
correctness for lower reading level passages than high
reading level ones. We further hypothesized that participants
will have an easier time reading the more readable passages
which will enable them to further scrutinize them. Because of
this added scrutiny, we predict that participants will trust the
low reading level passages less. To assist with interpreting
the results, two additional measures (likeability and
perceived difficulty) were collected about passages.

Experiment 1
Participants 55 participants were recruited through
Amazon's Mechanical Turk (see Casler, Bickel, and Hackett,
2013). Twelve additional participants were not counted due
to voluntarily exiting the study before submission or timing
out of the study. All participants were over the age of
eighteen.
Materials We selected four major categories – politics,
economics, technology, and medicine – that news media sites
and profiles frequently discuss, and then selected eight
subtopics from each major category for a total of thirty-two
writing topics. A short informational passage (word count
M=98) was written for each topic and then adapted into each
variable instance, resulting in 128 passages total. We
determined reading level using Flesch-Kincaid, with high
level paragraphs falling between grade levels eleven and
thirteen (M=12.566) and low-level paragraphs falling
between grade levels five and seven (M=7.214). In each
correct passage, 3 phrases were changed to create the
incorrect version of the passage. These differences are similar
in both reading level versions of each passage. Figure one
displays a sample of the materials used.

High reading level passage (correct/incorrect)

Low reading level passage (correct/incorrect)

Cancer is when abnormal/normal cells begin to grow and develop
in a specific region of the body and can display in a wide variety
of symptoms depending on where it is located. The most
common causes of cancer are tobacco use, obesity, and exposure
to disease. Cancers can begin to migrate to other parts of the
body if not treated with options such as surgery, radiation
therapy, or chemotherapy, where rounds of medications are
administered to halt/encourage disease development. The death
rate for cancer across the world is fairly high/low.

Cancer happens when cells that did not grow/grow normally start
to take over a part of someone's body. There are many kinds and
signs of cancer because it can affect many different places in our
body. The things that cause cancer the most are smoking, body
weight, and diseases. Cancer in one part of the body often
spreads to other parts if it is not treated. Cancer can be treated
with chemotherapy, which is when someone takes a few different
drugs to try to stop the disease. Other treatments, such as surgery
or radiation, are also/rarely useful. Many/Only a few people die
from cancer all over the world.

Figure 1 - Sample Materials
Procedure The study was conducted using the FindingFive
online platform (FindingFive Team, 2019). Participants were
initially told that the study was to determine how reading
level impacts their opinions about a text. Each participant
completed two practice paragraphs to teach them how to use
the interface. Then, every participant was exposed to all
thirty-two topics, with conditions (2 (high reading level or
low reading level) x 2 (containing correct information or
incorrect information) for each topic randomized and
counterbalanced across participants. After each paragraph,
participants were asked three five-point Likert scale
questions to determine their level of trust in the given
information, how much they liked or disliked the passage,
and how difficult they felt the topic was to understand.
Attention checks were given every eight passages.

Results and Discussion
We averaged the ratings of each of the three questions on a
per-participant basis. Table 1 presents the overall means for
each question by condition.
A generalized linear model with participant and passage as
random effects and readability as a dependent variable
revealed that participants found the correct versions as more
readable than the incorrect versions (F(1, 1671) = 39.37, p <
.0001). As expected, more difficult texts were also judged as
less readable than easier texts (F(1, 1671) = 32.46, p < .0001).
There was no interaction observed between the two variables
(F(1, 1671) < 1, n.s.). A similar analysis with likeability as
the dependent variable showed similar results. Participants

liked the correct texts more than incorrect texts (F(1, 1671) =
268.47, p < .0001). Perhaps surprisingly, participants liked
the more difficult texts better than the lower difficulty texts
(F(1, 1671) = 9.22, p < .001). As with the analysis of
readability ratings, the interaction was not statistically
significant (F(1, 1671) = 1.86, p = .17).
The key analysis in this study involved the trust
participants report in the texts after reading them. As before,
we conducted a similar generalized linear model for this
purpose. Unsurprisingly, participants overwhelmingly
preferred the correct texts over the incorrect ones (F(1, 1671)
= 300.94, p < .0001). More importantly, the also trusted the
more difficult texts more than the less difficult ones (F(1,
1671) = 23.87, p < .0001). In contrast with our prediction, the
interaction between correctness and difficulty was not
significant (F(1, 1671) = 3.41, p = .065).
Because participant’s ratings of subjective readability are
more indicative of their actual experience of reading the
passage, we also conducted an additional post-hoc analysis
using that variable instead of the object text difficulty
variable. This post-hoc analysis found a similar pattern of
results, with one key difference – the interaction between
readability and correctness was statistically significant (F(1,
1671) = 5.16, p = .023). Finally, the ratings of trust and
readability for each passage were significantly correlated
(r(126) = .441, p < .0001). Figure 2 depicts this relationship
between ratings of trust and readability.
It is also possible that a participants’ reading level affects
how they perform in this task. While we do not have a direct

Table 1: Mean ratings by participants in each condition.
Text Difficulty
High
Low

Correctness
Correct
Incorrect
Correct
Incorrect

Readability (SD)
3.48 (0.74)
3.20 (0.77)
3.68 (0.67)
3.45 (0.70)
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Likeability (SD)
3.30 (0.53)
2.79 (0.64)
3.23 (0.50)
2.60 (0.73)

Trust (SD)
3.72 (0.66)
2.98 (0.83)
3.57 (0.66)
2.67 (0.85)

5.00
Correct High
4.50

Correct Low
Incorrect High

Average Trust Rating

4.00

Incorrect Low

3.50
3.00
2.50
2.00
1.50
1.00
1.00

1.50

2.00

2.50

3.00

3.50

4.00

4.50

5.00

Average Readability Rating
Figure 2: Scatterplot of trust and difficulty ratings for each passage.
Solid lines represent regression lines for correct passages. Dashed lines represent regression lines for incorrect passages.
measure of reading ability, we can use the difficulty ratings
as a proxy for this measure. Participants who find the texts
easy are likely to be better readers than those who find them
more difficult. We conducted a median split on participants
based on their mean readability score and conducted the same
general linear model above on each group. While the main
effects did not change, the interaction between text
correctness and text difficulty was significant for the group
of participants who reported the texts as more easy to read
(F(1, 803) = 4.43, p = .036) but not for the group who
reported more difficulty with the texts (F(1, 834) < 1, n.s.).
Taken as a whole, our results provide a more complex
answer to the hypothesis than initially expected. From our
primary analysis, we did not find support for the first part of
the hypothesis – participants reliably trusted correct
information more than incorrect information across both
correctness levels. There was, however, support for the
second part of the hypothesis: paragraphs with a low
objective readability show higher trust ratings for correct
passages versus incorrect ones.
This discrepancy prompted us to take a deeper look at the
data. In accordance with our results, prior research has indeed
supported the idea that subjective readability ratings
correlated to trust in texts more so than objective readability
ratings (e.g., Ermakova et al., 2014). This may indicate that
the difficulty of texts is judged not only on features such as
word length, but also on how well it integrates with the
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current knowledge base of the reader. This interpretation of
the results essentially suggests that the effect we observed
represents another way in which processing fluency affects
people’s judgment of trust.
Surprisingly, and in contrast to Ermakova et al. (2014), our
participants rated the objectively more difficult texts as more
trustworthy overall. This effect is explained by the fact that
our participants rated correct texts as more readable than
incorrect ones, also in line with processing fluency effects.
However, it also led us to believe that the perceived
readability score is not independent of the trust rating
provided by the participants. This is supported by a modest,
but statistically significant positive correlation between them
(r(2023) = 0.318, p < .001). It is possible that participants
noted each inconsistency between the text and their prior
knowledge and worked to reconcile them. This deliberative
process impacted their trust ratings accordingly (see Bago, et
al., 2020) but also lowered their perception of how easily they
could understand the text, leading to a higher difficulty rating.
Another possible explanation is that features of the text
itself are used to make assumptions about external factors like
the trustworthiness of the source, and then veracity
judgements are made based on these assumptions. In the
absence of any other indicator, participants relied on overall
reading difficulty as proof that it came from a more credible
source. Therefore, they trusted difficult texts more than easier
ones in each correctness condition, even when both texts

Table 2: Mean ratings by participants in each condition.

Text Difficulty
High

Correctness
Correct

High

Incorrect

Low

Correct

Low

Incorrect

Readability
(SD)
3.49(0.96)
3.38(0.94)
3.53(0.99)
3.25(1.04)
3.79(0.90)
3.62(0.94)
3.51(0.91)
3.33(1.02)

Expertise
Expert
Non-expert
Expert
Non-expert
Expert
Non-expert
Expert
Non-expert

contained the same incorrect information. Experiment 2 tests
this hypothesis – that participants use reading level as a
surrogate for source expertise.

Experiment 2
Experiment 2 used the same materials and overall procedure
as experiment one; however, the names of "authors" and their
perceived area of expertise were attached to passages. The
perceived area of expertise was manipulated by indicating the
profession of the author (e.g., ‘family physician, ‘minister’,
etc.).
Participants 52 participants were recruited from an
introductory psychology course at a small Midwestern
university. Four
participants were eliminated from the participant pool due to
failing attention checks or abandoning the study before
completion. All participants were over the age of eighteen.
Procedure Experiment 2 followed the same procedure as
Experiment 1. The text presented to participants included the
author’s name an profession at the bottom right of the screen,
following the text. As a result, the expertise of the source was
an additional independent variable. The study therefore had a
2x2x2 design with 8 total conditions. Each participant saw 4
passages from each condition and the assignment of passages
to conditions was randomized across participants.

Results
We again averaged the ratings of each of the three questions
on a per-participant basis. Table 2 presents the overall means
for each question by condition. As in Study 1, there were
significant positive correlations between the ratings provided
by participants: difficulty and likeability (r(1568) = .440, p <
.0001), difficulty and trust (r(1568) = .352, p < .0001), and
trust and likeability (r(1568) = .493, p < .0001).
Our main analysis concerns the ratings of trust in each
condition and used a generalized linear model with
participants and passages as random effects. Again, we found
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Likeability
(SD)
3.33(0.87)
2.98(0.94)
3.24(0.87)
2.86(0.83)
3.35(0.93)
3.10(0.93)
3.07(1.01)
2.88(0.96)

Trust (SD)
4.04(0.53)
2.97(0.85)
3.93(0.53)
2.67(0.89)
3.95(0.58)
3.02(0.89)
3.59(0.69)
2.69(0.86)

that participants trusted correct texts over incorrect ones (F(1,
1478) = 16.677, p < .001). However, we did not find a
significant effect of text difficulty on reported trust (F(1,
1478) = 0.051, p=0.821). This was instead replaced by a
higher level of trust in experts versus non-experts (F(1, 1478)
= 48.947, p < .001). There was again no interaction between
correctness and reading level (F(1, 1478) = 2.959, p =0.086)
nor was there an interaction between correctness and
expertise (F(1, 1478) = 0.028, p =0.868). A small but
significant interaction was found between reading level and
expertise (F(1, 1478) = 4.053, p =0.044). No three-way
interaction was found between the variables (F(1, 1478) =
0.276, p =0.600).

Discussion
In experiment 1 we observed a significant effect of text
difficulty on trust. When we included information about the
author in study 2, this effect disappeared and was replaced by
an effect of subject matter expertise. This supports our
hypothesis that participants were using text difficulty as a cue
for the subject matter expertise of the source. When the
source of a text is not provided, we believe readers use other
contextual information as cues to the trustworthiness of the
source (E1). When the source is known, readers no longer
need to rely on such contextual cues (E2).
However, this does not mean that readers completely
ignored these cues, such as the difficulty of a text. Our results
show an interaction between reading level and expertise,
where participants trusted a high difficulty text from an
expert author more than a low difficulty text from the same
author but text difficulty did not influence participants’
judgments of trust when the author was not a subject-matter
expert.
This suggests that participants expect experts to write at a
higher level and are even more willing to trust the given
information when those expectations are fulfilled. It also
provides some evidence for a hypothesis by Martin,
Summerville, and Wickline (2017) which they were unable
to substantiate in their own studies: that text difficulty

interacts with source expertise to influence how people feel
about a text.
Importantly, in this paper we present evidence that features
of a text – here, text difficulty as measured by word and
sentence length – impact the trust readers place in
information they read. However, these effects are likely
mediated by other cognitive factors.
In our studies, text difficulty appears to act as a cue for
source expertise. It led to higher levels of trust when a source
is not known (E1). However, when the source of the text was
stated to be a subject-matter expert, a higher-than-average
text difficulty reinforced the idea that the source is credible
and increases trust further (E2). The accuracy of texts
remained an overwhelmingly significant main effect
regardless of other factors, indicating that participants in our
studies were generally able to tell the difference between true
and false information. The results draw a distinct connection
between text features, external factors, and information
veracity that goes beyond what we might expect from
processing fluency effects alone.
It is important to point out that our materials were both
diverse in topic and exceptionally wrong in incorrect
instances. Some topics, such as cancer, were probably
familiar to participants and appealed to prior knowledge more
than topics like bionics. Importantly, although we did not
control for prior knowledge in these studies, we believe that
it is an additional important factor that is likely to interact
with the effects we report here. Future studies could help
assess this possibility.
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Abstract

When laypeople decide if a costly intervention is an overreaction
or an appropriate response, they likely base those judgments on
mental simulation about what could happen, or what would
have happened without an intervention. To narrow down from
the infinite set of possibilities they could consider, they may
engage in a process of sampling. We examine whether
judgments of overreaction can be explained by a utilityweighted sampling account from the JDM literature, or a normweighted sampling account from the causal judgment
literature, both, or neither. Three experiments test whether
these judgments are overly influenced by low-risk bad
outcomes (utility-weighted sampling), or by what is likely and
prescriptively good (norm-weighted sampling). Overall,
participants’ judgments indicate that they disregard low-risk
bad outcomes, and even when a high-risk outcome is
successfully avoided, the intervention is an overreaction. These
results favor a norm-weighted sampling account in the specific
case of evaluating overreactions.
Keywords: Causal judgment; Decision-making; Counterfactual
reasoning; Mental simulation; Overreaction

Introduction
“If it looks like you’re overreacting, you’re probably doing
the right thing.” – NAIAD Director Dr. Anthony S. Fauci,
quoted in the Washington Post, April 9, 2020.
How are intuitive judgements of overreaction made?
Prospective judgments of risk and retrospective judgments of
causality have both been found to rely on some form of
mental simulation (Kahneman & Tversky, 1982; Kahneman
& Miller, 1986; Lewis, 1973). These judgments are made not
just based on events that have actually occurred, but events
that might occur in the future (hypothetical reasoning), or
other events that could have occurred instead of those that did
(counterfactual reasoning). However, any type of reasoning
that is based on simulating alternative possibilities must
address an obvious problem: there are an infinite number of
possibilities one could consider, but our minds have very
limited processing capacity.
One way to address the capacity issue -- proposed in both
the causal reasoning and decision-making literatures -- is that
the mind engages in a process of sampling, selecting only a
few of the relevant possibilities in a probabilistic manner,
weighted by certain factors. While both literatures have
recognized that sampling offers a solution to an otherwise
intractable problem, the samples generated seem to be
weighted by different factors depending on the judgment at
hand.
One proposal from the decision-making literature is that
people engage in ‘utility-weighted sampling’ (Lieder,
Griffiths, & Hsu, 2018), in which extreme outcomes, both
extremely good and extremely bad, are given
disproportionate weight relative to their likelihood. That is,
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people are very likely to consider the best-case and/or worstcase scenario, even if those outcomes are relatively unlikely.
Alternatively, a proposal from the causal judgment
literature is that people engage in ‘norm-weighted sampling’
(Icard, Kominsky, & Knobe, 2017; Kominsky & Phillips,
2019; Phillips, Morris, & Cushman, 2019). Under this
proposal, people consider possibilities that are some
combination of good and likely. That is, they think about what
“should” have happened.
There is evidence for each of these types of sampling
within their respective domains, but what about judgments
that sit at the intersection of these two areas? To address the
COVID-19 pandemic, governments across the world have
had to engage in extremely costly public health interventions,
ranging from closing businesses to limiting travel to
instituting huge infrastructures for testing and contacttracing. The public reaction to these measures has been
mixed, and particularly toward the beginning of the
pandemic, there were some who thought that these costly
interventions were an overreaction (e.g., Karson, 2020). This
raises an obvious question: how do people make these
judgments of overreaction?
There is a substantial body of work about whether stock
investors or government policy-makers objectively overreact
to the inputs they receive (see Maor, 2014 for a summary). In
economics it is straightforward to look in hindsight at how
investors reacted to various signals, and determine whether
those responses were rational or optimal. Surprisingly, we
found no literature that has investigated how intuitive
judgments of overreaction are made.
This open question has both theoretical and practical
importance. From a theory standpoint, these judgments offer
an opportunity to extend two different accounts of mental
simulation and better understand how the mind generates and
makes use of information about events that did not actually
occur. From a practical standpoint, understanding these
judgments is critical to public policy messaging. If an
intervention is considered an overreaction rather than an
appropriate response, the public may be less willing to
comply with it (though this also needs to be tested).
In the absence of existing work on judgments of
overreaction, these simulation-based processes from the
decision-making and causal judgment literatures seem like
good candidates for how such judgments are made. When
participants are presented with a costly intervention and try
to determine if it is reasonable, they might evaluate what will
happen as a result of the intervention and what would happen
without it. For example, if someone thinks that shutting
indoor dining will mean that their town will have very few
cases of COVID-19, while allowing indoor dining will mean
that their town has many cases of COVID-19, then it seems

like a reasonable intervention. If instead they think that there
will be few cases of COVID-19 even if indoor dining
continues, then it seems like an overreaction. The two
different sampling proposals we describe make different
predictions about the judgments people will make.
Under the utility-weighted sampling account (Lieder et al.,
2018), we would expect that people should often view costly
interventions as appropriate, even when the disaster they are
trying to prevent is relatively unlikely, because this account
gives disproportionate weight to extreme outcomes,
particularly costly outcomes. For example, if a dam had a 5%
chance of failing catastrophically, this theory predicts that
people would be very likely to consider the possibility that it
will fail catastrophically even if they only consider a few
possibilities, justifying a costly intervention.
In contrast, according to the norm-weighted sampling
account (Icard et al., 2017), people should frequently judge
that interventions are overreactions, particularly when the
risk of a bad outcome is low. For example, in the case of the
failing dam, this theory predicts that people should almost
never consider the possibility that the dam will fail, as it is
both unlikely and strongly negative. In fact, they might be
more likely to view a costly intervention as an overreaction
all the time, because they are less likely to consider bad
outcomes even when they are relatively likely (Sytsma,
Livengood, & Roese, 2012).
Of course, there could be many other factors that also
influence these judgments, such as whether they are
prospective or retrospective, whether the intervention has a
clear causal mechanistic link to the outcome, whether the
goal is prevention of a bad outcome or mitigation of the
consequences, and more. Examining these judgments will not
only help us understand the judgments themselves, it may
provide novel insights into these sampling processes.

The current experiments
We therefore designed three experiments manipulating
different features of two different scenarios in order to gain
an initial understanding of these judgments of overreaction.
In all three experiments we asked for both prospective
judgments (judging the intervention before the outcome is
known) and retrospective judgments (judging the
intervention after learning what happened).

Shared Methods
Participant recruitment
All participants were recruited from Prolific Academic,
restricted to users from the USA who had not participated in
any prior version of the experiment. In each experiment we
pre-registered a sample of 40 participants in each betweensubjects condition. Participants were compensated $1.12 for
a ~7-minute task.

Materials
We created two scenarios. One, the “Dam” scenario, involved
a town with a dam that could potentially fail and flood the
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town, with the intervention of a costly construction project
that required displacing half of the town. The other, the “Fire”
scenario, involved a power company using rolling blackouts
during the hottest weeks of the year to avoid destructive
wildfires. Each experiment varied different parameters of
these scenarios in order to test different hypotheses about
what factors influence judgments of overreaction.
In all experiments, we asked participants to rate the
interventions (the construction project and the blackouts) on
a scale that went from 0 to 100, with 0 labeled “didn’t do
enough”, 50 labeled “appropriate response” and 100 labeled
“complete overreaction”. Participants made two ratings, a
prospective rating before knowing the outcome, and a
retrospective rating after knowing the outcome. The slider
always started at 0, and participants were never given
information about their prospective rating when making their
retrospective rating.
Following each retrospective rating, participants
completed check questions that served as both exclusion
criteria and manipulation validation. If participants answered
any question that had an objective answer (e.g., a question
about whether an event happened, but not a question about
the ‘severity’ of an event), they were excluded from analyses
and replaced. Which questions were used for exclusions was
preregistered separately for each experiment.
All stimuli were presented and responses recorded using
Qualtrics (2005). We used comprehension checks as
preregistered exclusion criteria, customized for each
experiment. The materials, data, and analyses for all three
experiments, as well as preregistrations, can be found at
https://osf.io/k4cbq. (Note that Experiment 2 in the
repository is Experiment 3 in this manuscript, and vice versa.)

Experiment 1
In Experiment 1, we manipulated three factors: The risk of
the bad outcome (high or low), whether or not the bad
outcome occurred, and whether there was an explicit
mechanistic causal link between the intervention and the
outcome. Under a simulation account, risk should affect
prospective judgments of overreaction by changing how
likely people are to consider possibilities that the outcome
occurs. Similarly, whether the outcome occurs should affect
retrospective judgments because if it does not, people may
not consider counterfactual possibilities in which a bad event
happened. However, as we are asking for judgments about
interventions, another key factor in retrospective judgments
might be whether the intervention is directly connected to the
outcome: If the bad outcome occurs for unrelated reasons,
does the intervention look less justified, or is it unaffected?

Experiment-specific methods
Participants We manipulated three factors betweensubjects: Risk (high risk of bad outcome vs. low risk of bad
outcome), Outcome (good vs. bad), and Causality (explicit
mechanistic link w/intervention vs. unrelated mechanism),
yielding a 2x2x2 design. We recruited 320 participants, 40

per cell. In addition, another 154 participants failed the
preregistered exclusion criteria (32% attrition).
Stimuli For each scenario, participants first read background
information about the scenario and the Risk manipulation,
followed by a description of the intervention. They then made
their prospective judgment of the intervention. These
prospective judgments were therefore only subject to the Risk
manipulation. On a separate page, participants then read the
outcome of the event, which included the Outcome and
Causality manipulations. They then made their retrospective
judgment of the intervention.

Results and discussion
Results can be found in Fig. 1, collapsed across scenario. We
preregistered an analysis plan in which we first conducted a
mixed-model ANOVA with scenario as a within-subjects
factor, to determine if there were any interactions between
scenario and our factors of interest. For this experiment alone
there were, so each scenario was analyzed separately.
Prospective ratings The only factor manipulated prior to the
prospective ratings was Risk, and the initial mixed-model
analysis found a significant interaction between Risk and
Scenario (p<.001). We therefore conducted independentsamples t-tests separately for the Dam and Fire scenarios.

Figure 1. Results of Experiment 1, collapsed across the two
scenarios. A) Prospective ratings. B) Retrospective ratings.
The dashed line at 50 marks the point on the scale labeled
“appropriate response”.
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There was a significant effect of Risk in the Dam scenario
such that ratings in the low-risk condition (M=76.2, SD=20.6)
were significantly higher (assessed as a larger overreaction)
than those in the high-risk condition (M=55.5, SD=11.7),
t(318)=11.03, p<.001, d=1.23. There was a similar, but
smaller, effect in the Fire scenario (low-risk: M=71.4,
SD=22.5; high-risk: M=62.4, SD=22.7), t(318)= 3.56,
p<.001, d=.40. Notably, single-sample t-tests showed that all
ratings were significantly above the midpoint of the scale (all
ps<.001), indicating that participants tended to think these
interventions were overreactions.
Retrospective ratings The initial mixed-model analysis with
Scenario found a significant four-way interaction (p=.023),
and so each scenario was analyzed separately. For brevity
only significant statistical tests are reported here; the full
analysis plan is available at the repository linked above.
For the Dam scenario, a 2 (Risk) x 2 (Outcome) x 2
(Causality) fully between-subjects ANOVA found all three
main effects were significant (ps<.003), but also significant
interactions between Outcome and Causality, F(1,
312)=7.65, p=.006, ηp2=.024, and a significant three-way
interaction, F(1, 312)=6.11, p=.014, ηp2=.019. To summarize
our follow-up analyses, in the high-risk conditions there were
two main effects, indicating participants gave higher
(overreaction) ratings to good outcomes and higher ratings
when there was no explicit causal link, ps≤.038. In the lowrisk conditions, there was a significant interaction between
Outcome and Causality: there was a strong effect of Causality
for good outcomes wherein an explicit causal link led to
lower ratings (p<.001), but no effect of Causality for bad
outcomes.
Notably, ratings were significantly below 50 in the highrisk bad-outcome case (uncorrected ps<.02), not significantly
different from 50 in the low-risk bad-outcome no-causalconnection condition (p=.13), and significantly above 50 in
every other condition (uncorrected ps<.03). This suggests
that when the bad outcome actually occurs, the intervention
is seen as more appropriate, and if the bad outcome was likely
the intervention is seen as inadequate, at least in this case.
For the Fire scenario, the 2 (Risk) x 2 (Outcome) x 2
(Causality) ANOVA revealed only main effects of Outcome,
F(1, 312)=16.39, p<.001, ηp2=.050, and Causality F(1,
312)=9.89, p=.002, ηp2=.031. As in the Dam scenario,
overreaction ratings were overall higher when the outcome
was good, and when there was no explicit causal link between
the intervention and the outcome. Ratings were significantly
higher than 50 in all high-risk good-outcome conditions and
all low-risk conditions except when there was a bad outcome
and a direct causal link with the intervention (i.e., the bad
outcome directly overwhelmed the intervention; ps<.004).
All other ratings were not significantly different from 50
(ps>.4). This pattern is similar to the dam scenario but with
higher ratings overall.
These results are largely in line with the norm-weighted
sampling account, in which people tend to consider
possibilities that are a combination of good and likely. If
people tend to ignore extreme bad outcomes, they should

regard costly interventions as overreactions except when the
bad outcome has undeniably occurred. Overall, participants
were likely to judge an intervention to be an overreaction,
except when the bad outcome actually occurred. This was
mitigated somewhat when there was a very clear causal
mechanism, but from a public policy perspective it is an
unsettling finding nonetheless.

Experiment 2
Experiment 2 is similar to Experiment 1, but manipulates
inevitability instead of causal mechanism. If the goal of an
intervention is mitigation rather than prevention, how does it
affect people’s judgments of the intervention? One can think
of it as turning the bad outcome into something like an
immutable background condition (McGill & Tenbrunsel,
2000). If the bad outcome is guaranteed, then the intervention
may always seem more justified. Therefore, this experiment
manipulated the goal of the intervention (prevention or
mitigation), the risk of the bad outcome, and whether the bad
outcome occurred.

Experiment-specific methods
Participants We manipulated three factors betweensubjects: Risk (high risk of bad outcome vs. low risk of bad
outcome), Intent (prevention vs. mitigation), and Outcome
(good vs. bad). yielding a 2x2x2 design. We aimed to recruit
320 participants, but due to imperfect randomization caused
by the online platform ended up with 321, with slightly
uneven distributions across cells. The low-risk mitigation
bad-outcome cell had 39 participants, while both prevention
good-outcome conditions had 41. Another 311 participants
were excluded based on preregistered exclusion criteria
(49.2% attrition).

up analysis by scenario are not meaningfully different from
those reported here. All results are shown in Fig. 2.
Prospective ratings A 2 (Risk: high vs. low) x 2 (Intent:
prevent vs. mitigate) ANOVA found only a main effect of
Risk such that ratings were higher in the low-risk conditions
(M=71.1, SD=17.4) than high-risk conditions (M=58.4,
SD=17.7), F(1, 317)=42.02, p<.001, ηp2=.117. These ratings
are in line with what we observed in Experiment 1, and
follow the same pattern. The average ratings in both risk
conditions were significantly above 50, ps<.001, indicating
that participants generally regarded all interventions as
overreactions even in the high-risk conditions.
Retrospective ratings We conducted a 2 (Risk) x 2 (Intent)
x 2 (Outcome: good vs. bad) ANOVA. There was a
significant main effect of Risk such that, as in the prospective
ratings, ratings were higher in the low-risk conditions
(M=53.0, SD=19.6) than the high-risk conditions (M=45.9,
SD=20.6), F(1, 313)=11.40, p<.001, ηp2=.035. There was
also a significant main effect of Outcome such that ratings
were higher for good outcomes (M=56.9, SD=13.0) than bad
outcomes (M=42.0, SD=23.5), F(1, 313)=50.83, p<.001,
ηp2=.140. There were no other significant main effects or
interactions, ps>.25.

Stimuli The stimuli were very similar to Experiment 1 with
the following modifications: Participants read both the Risk
and Intent manipulations prior to giving their prospective
ratings. The ‘prevent’ conditions were identical to their
corresponding Risk condition from Experiment 1, but the
‘mitigate’ conditions described the goal of the intervention
being to redirect the flood to minimize damage (dam
scenario) or limit the spread of wildfires rather than prevent
them altogether (fire scenario). After prospective ratings,
participants read that the worst outcome occurred or that the
prevention or mitigation was successful, and gave their
retrospective ratings.

Results and discussion
We preregistered an analysis plan in which we first conducted
a mixed-model ANOVA with scenario as a within-subjects
factor, to determine if there were any interactions between
scenario and our factors of interest. There was only one
significant interaction, between Scenario and Outcome for
retrospective ratings alone. For consistency across analyses,
we elected to collapse across Scenario by averaging the
ratings for the two scenarios together. The results of a follow-
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Figure 2. Results of Experiment 2. A) Prospective ratings.
B) Retrospective ratings. The dashed line at 50 marks the
point on the scale labeled “appropriate response”.

We examined whether ratings in each of the Risk x
Outcome cells differed from 50 with four single-sample ttests. This analysis found that the mean rating in both goodoutcome conditions were significantly higher than 50,
ps<.007, the mean rating in the high-risk bad-outcome
condition was significantly below 50, p<.001, and the mean
rating in the low-risk bad-outcome condition was not
significantly different from 50, p=.15. When the outcome
was good, participants judged the intervention to be an
overreaction, but when the outcome was bad, they judged the
intervention to be either appropriate or insufficient.
In short, whether an intervention was intended to mitigate
or prevent a bad outcome had no detectable impact on
judgments of whether it was an overreaction. However, we
replicated two key findings from Experiment 1: interventions
against low-risk bad outcomes and interventions that succeed
are judged to be overreactions.

Experiment 3
Experiment 3’s primary goal was to provide independent
evidence for the role of possibilities in these judgments, by
explicitly providing participants with information about will
happen as a result of the intervention and information about
what would have happened without it. This is analogous to
work in the causal judgment literature that has asked
participants to explicitly consider certain counterfactual
possibilities in order to validate the role of counterfactual
reasoning in those judgments. (Kominsky & Phillips, 2019;
Phillips, Luguri, & Knobe, 2015). However, unlike previous
work, we varied these possibilities on dimensions of both
valence (good or bad) and realism, examining whether such
judgments are influenced by unrealistic possibilities.

Experiment-specific methods
Pilot stimulus-generation experiment The goal of this
experiment was to present participants with statements about
what will happen as a result of the intervention, or what would
have happened without it, and vary those outcomes on two
dimensions: valence (good or bad) and realism. For realism,
we wanted outcomes that were slightly good or bad, the
‘realistic’ best and worst case outcomes, and unrealistic best
and worst outcomes that were completely implausible, in
order to test whether even impossible events influenced these
judgments. To that end, we asked 18 participants from
Prolific to generate six possible outcomes for each scenario,
and drew from these responses when constructing our
stimuli. The stimuli and full set of responses can be found at
the repository linked above.
Participants We manipulated three factors betweensubjects, all involving the outcome: Intervention (what will
happen vs. what would have happened), Valence (good vs.
bad), and Realism (slightly vs. realistic vs. unrealistic).
yielding a 2x2x3 design. We aimed to recruit 480
participants, but ended up recruiting 481 due to imperfect
randomization, with one extra participant in the “what would
have happened”/bad/realistic condition. An additional 40
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participants were excluded due to failing our exclusion
criteria (7.7% attrition).
Stimuli The first part of each vignette was identical to the
high-risk conditions from Experiment 1, and were identical
for all participants. That is, unlike Experiments 1 and 2, the
prospective ratings occurred before any of our manipulations,
so they served as a baseline rather than a meaningful measure
of interest. After the prospective rating, participants read one
of the 12 outcomes and gave the retrospective rating. To give
a sense of what we mean for each level of realism, here are
the responses we chose for the dam scenario, for the “what
would have happened”/good outcome conditions:
Slightly: “The cracks aren’t an immediate threat and can be
dealt with at a later date.”
Realistic: “No heavy rain or storms hit the town so the
water level does not rise very much.”
Unrealistic: “Poseidon comes out of the water and stops
the dam from breaking himself. At the same time, he gives
free horses to everyone.”

Results
Initial analyses by Scenario revealed no effects or
interactions, so we collapsed across Scenario, as in
Experiment 2. We examined all results with 2 (Intervention)
x 2 (Valence) x 3 (Realism) ANOVAs. Unlike Experiments
1 and 2, the prospective ratings in this experiment occurred
before any of the manipulations. All participants gave their
prospective ratings after seeing the exact same information,
so any variability could only be due to random variation.
Because the prospective ratings were essentially a baseline
rather than a meaningful measure unto themselves, we had
the opportunity to examine the effects of our manipulations
while controlling for individual variation by analyzing
difference scores, i.e., retrospective rating – prospective
rating, for each participant. These difference scores can be
found in Fig. 3. Positive indicates a move towards
overreaction, while negative indicates a move towards “not
enough” or “appropriate”.
A 2 x 2 x 3 ANOVA of difference scores revealed main
effects of Valence, F(1, 469)=4.82, p=.029, ηp2=.010, and
Intervention, F(1, 469)=7.89, p=.005, ηp2=.017, as well as an
interaction between the two, F(1, 469)=7.56, p=.006,
ηp2=.016. There were no significant effects or interactions
with Realism.
We conducted separate analyses of the effect of Valence
for each Intervention condition. In the “what will happen”
condition (i.e., when participants were told the outcome of
the intervention), there was no difference between good
outcomes (M=-4.2 , SD=15.5) and bad outcomes (M=- 3.4,
SD=18.4), t(238)=.41, p>.5, and both were significantly
different from 0, ps < .05. In the “what would have
happened” condition, there was a significant difference, such
that good outcomes were more positive (M=+4.8, SD=17.5)
than bad outcomes (M=-3.3, SD=19.5), i.e., retrospective
ratings moved more towards overreaction for good outcomes,
t(239)=3.37, p<.001, d=.434. This difference in the good-

judged to be more appropriate when there is a direct causal
mechanistic link between the intervention and the outcome.
Experiment 2 provided a replication of the effects of risk
and outcome from Experiment 1, but found no effect of
whether the goal of the intervention was to prevent or
mitigate the bad outcome, suggesting that it does not matter
whether some negative outcome is seen as inevitable or not.
Finally, Experiment 3 showed that, when participants were
directly given specific possibilities to consider, their
judgments reflected those possibilities. In particular, when
participants were told that the bad outcome would not have
occurred even without the intervention, their judgments of
overreaction increased. Notably, however, the realism of the
possibilities had no detectable effect in our scenarios.

Sampling possibilities

Figure 3. Results of Experiment 3. Top panels show raw
prospective (left) and retrospective (right) ratings. Bottom
panel shows difference scores, and error bars in this panel
represent ± 1 SEM.
outcome condition was significantly different from 0, p=.003,
but not in the bad-outcome condition, p=.07.
In short, the degree of outcome realism presented had little
to no impact on participants’ judgments, but providing a
possibility in which the bad outcome would not have
occurred even without the intervention led to higher ratings
(i.e., more toward overreaction), while considering any other
possibility led to lower ratings or no change.

General Discussion
In three experiments we provided an initial investigation of
how people judge whether a costly intervention is an
appropriate response, an overreaction, or not enough.
Experiment 1 found that judgments tend more toward
overreaction overall, but especially when the bad outcome is
unlikely, and when the bad outcome does not occur. Notably,
this means that a successful intervention tends to be regarded
as an overreaction. However, successful interventions are
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Experiment 3 showed very clearly that participants give
higher ratings when provided with a possibility that indicates
the intervention was not necessary, i.e., the bad outcome
would not have occurred even without the intervention. In
Experiments 1 and 2, in every case in which the bad outcome
did not actually occur, the intervention was judged to be an
overreaction. This was slightly mitigated when there was an
explicit mechanistic link between the intervention and the
prevention of the bad outcome in Experiment 1, but even then
ratings were significantly above the midpoint of the scale.
Together, these results indicate that judgments of
overreaction do rely on the same kind of simulation process
previously found in the causal judgment and decision-making
literatures. We can posit that, when the bad outcome does not
actually occur, participants did not consider possibilities in
which the bad outcome happens, even if there is no
intervention. Under that interpretation, these results are
compatible with the norm-weighted sampling accounts (Icard
et al., 2017; Phillips et al., 2019).
However, these experiments offer only an initial
investigation into these issues, and there are many limitations
that will need to be addressed in future work. We do not know
whether our bad outcomes were extreme enough for the
purposes of utility-weighted sampling. We also did not
examine the costliness of the intervention as a factor.
Furthermore, while we have focused on whether the ratings
were above or below the midpoint of our scale, the scale itself
was novel, and we don’t know how participants interpreted
or interpolated between the labeled points of “didn’t do
enough”, “appropriate response”, and “complete
overreaction”. One could also describe this work as
investigating judgments of appropriateness or underreaction,
but we treat these as a spectrum of which overreaction is part.
We also did not ask for judgments of cases that would be
regarded as objective overreactions according to rational
choice theory (Maor, 2014). For that matter, we have no sense
of how well-calibrated participants’ judgments were, because
the cases we presented did not have any objective criteria by
which to determine whether they were overreactions or not.
There is much more to be learned from and about these
judgments.

Practical ramifications
One lesson from these studies is that Dr. Fauci was largely
correct: If you intervene successfully to prevent a bad
outcome, it will probably look like an overreaction. This
seems, at first glance, like bad news for any major policy
intervention, from public health to climate change. However,
there are several important unknowns, and some good news.
First, these studies did not establish a link between judgments
of overreaction and behavior. Second, while we tried to use
scenarios based on real events, we did not use cases that
directly affected our participants. Finally, we found at least
one clear way to mitigate judgments of overreaction for a
successful intervention: present a clear causal mechanism.

Conclusions
Judgments of ‘overreaction’ provide a fertile ground for
future investigations of causal judgment and decisionmaking processes, as well as immediately applicable lessons
for policymakers and science communicators (Vermeulen,
2014). This initial investigation provides an initial foothold,
but there is an urgent need for future work to rigorously test
both the theoretical ramifications and practical applications
of these judgments, both in relation to immediate crises like
COVID-19 and ongoing crises like climate change.
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Abstract
From age 3-4, children are generally capable of telling stories
about a topic free of choice. Over the years their stories become
more sophisticated in content and structure, reflecting various
aspects of cognitive development. Here we focus on children’s
ability to construe characters with increasing levels of mental
depth, arguably reflecting socio-cognitive capacities including
Theory of Mind. Within our sample of 51 stories told by
children aged 4-10, characters range from flat “actors”
performing simple actions, to “agents” having basic perceptive,
emotional, and intentional capacities, to fully-blown “persons”
with complex inner lives. We argue for the underexplored
potential of computationally extracted story-internal factors
(e.g. lexical/syntactic complexity) in explaining variance in
character depth, as opposed to story-external factors (e.g. age,
socioeconomic status) on which existing work has focused. We
show that especially lexical richness explains variance in
character depth, and this effect is larger than and not moderated
by age.
Keywords: children’s stories; cognitive development; Theory
of Mind; fictional minds; NLP

Introduction
From early childhood on children tell stories to themselves
and others as part of their daily play activities (Sutton-Smith,
1981; Cremin et al., 2016). Such storytelling has been
described as a kind of cognitive play that––besides being the
source of a lot of fun––forms a natural crossroads of various
key areas in child development (Paley, 1990; Bergen, 2002;
Smith & Roopnarine, 2019). Telling stories involves
language skills at the phonological, lexical, syntactic, and
pragmatic levels (Southwoord & Russell, 2004). It draws
further on cognitive abilities such as memorizing, planning,
organizing knowledge of the world (McKeough & Genereux,
2003), and empathizing with others, in particular to work out
how characters should behave, speak, feel, and think in ways
that are relatable and interesting for an audience
(Nicolopoulou, 1993; Zunshine, 2006; Van Duijn, Sluiter, &
Verhagen, 2015).

1
For a general overview of literature on mindreading/ToM, i.e.
the ability to take others’ perspectives and reason about their
behavior in terms of emotional and intentional states, see Apperly
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In this paper we are interested in the representation of
mental activities of characters and the place this has in child
development. Existing theoretical work has linked children’s
ability to render character minds to the mastery of sociocognitive skills, in particular mindreading or Theory of Mind
(ToM).1 Empirical research has shown that the complexity of
characters and their mental activities that children can deal
with tends to increase with age (e.g. Nicolopoulou & Richner,
2007; Nicolopoulou & Ünlütabak, 2017). For this paper, we
recorded and transcribed 51 oral stories elicited from Dutch
children of different ages and backgrounds, during
storytelling workshops integrated in their daily school and
daycare environments. A total of 268 characters were
represented in these stories, each of which we assessed in
terms of its mental depth. To give two brief opening examples
of what we looked at (translated from stories we collected
earlier as part of a pilot):
(1) they sit neatly in a row but the other [puppy] always
enters later (told by a child aged 4y;1m)
(2) they sat down as always until he was not looking […] then
they went inside the school director’s office and secretly
took the key (9y;11m)
Characters presented in the fragments (1) and (2) fall at the
lower and higher ends of the scale of mental depth that we
will introduce in more detail below respectively. Fragment
(1) introduces characters with arguably different perspectives
on the staged setting: some are already inside, while another
one enters later. However, there is no fleshing out of mental
activity by any of these characters at all, and this is
representative of the rest of the story, which revolves around
movements (coming in, going out) and actions (eating) only.
This is very different in (2), where the implied protagonists’
awareness of what the school director does not see, and hence
knows, is central in the story’s plot.
In line with existing work, we observe an overall increase
of character mental depth with the age of the children telling
the stories in our sample. However, it is our aim to understand
in more detail which factors drive children’s ability to render
more complex characters. To this end, we develop a
framework using computational techniques and statistical
(2010). For an overview of theoretical work linking ToM with
children’s stories see Nicolopoulou (2016) and Zunshine (2019).

modelling for mapping out relationships between, on one
side, the mental depth of story characters and, on the other
side, multiple story-external variables (e.g. age,
socioeconomics) and automatically parsed story-internal
variables (e.g. vocabulary, syntax). Our results show that in
particular the lexical richness a story exhibits can be used as
a reliable predictor of character depth: it explains a larger
proportion of the variance compared to age, and is not
moderated by age. We discuss the role of lexical richness and
other variables in understanding children’s ability to deal
with characters of different levels of mental complexity, both
within our current sample and in larger, more diverse samples
in the future.

Concepts & Hypotheses
Narrative and Storytelling
Narrative plays a key role in human communication. On a
daily basis adults and children alike use stories to share their
perceptions and imaginations with others, typically in
causally, temporally, and logically structured ways. Classic
definitions of narrative often emphasize criteria such as goaldirectedness, causality, or the unfolding of series of actions
over time (e.g. Duijnmeijer, De Jong, & Scheper, 2012).
However, in this research we cast the definitional net a bit
wider and argue that children’s stories could also be
descriptions of situations, events, or characters in which
goals, causal relations, or a clear temporal development are
not immediately present. What we take as our central
criterion here to demarcate stories from other speech
phenomena is mediatedness or transcendence, marked by a
departure from the actual speaker and their immediate hereand-now (cf. Nicolopoulou & Richner, 2007; Zeman, 2018).
For example, children merely describing their situation
during the storytelling workshop in which we collected our
data would not be telling a story (e.g. “I am sitting on a chair
in the group circle…”), whereas children describing a real or
imagined situation set elsewhere would be, even if that
situation is not worked out any further with additional
characters and events (“Yesterday I had a silent disco…” ).

Children’s Stories and Development
In this paper we focus on two of the developmental
trajectories that naturally intersect in stories that children tell,
social cognition and language, against the background of
their more general development, which we approximate via
age and education level of the parents/caretakers. Following
a large body of research (for an overview see Tompkins,
Farrar, & Montgomery, 2019; Milligan, Astington, & Dack,
2007), we expect these trajectories to be interrelated and it is
our longer-term aim to contribute to further understanding of
this interrelatedness by studying stories that children tell.
Here we develop a framework for mapping out features
within such stories that we assume to be manifestations of
developmental progression on the linguistic and socialcognitive levels. Our hypotheses at this stage concern the cooccurrence of and relationships between these features within
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the stories; testing whether this is indeed indicative of the
development of the children who tell them is outside the
scope of this paper.
Social cognition Firstly, we are interested in socio-cognitive
sophistication of the stories, which we operationalize as the
mental depth that characters exhibit. Using a slightly adapted
version of the typology introduced by Nicolopoulou &
Richner (2007) we rate each character’s mental activity on a
nine-level scale. These levels fall under three main
categories: actors undergoing (level I) or performing (II)
simple actions, agents having basic perceptive, expressive,
emotional, and intentional capacities (III-V), and persons
capable of coordinating beliefs, desires, expectations, and so
on, with different imagined realities (VI-VII) and/or other
characters’ cognitive states (VIII-IX; see Methods and Table
1 below for more details).
Language Secondly, we are interested in linguistic qualities
of the stories, which we operationalize on two levels:
vocabulary and syntax. As a measure of vocabulary
sophistication (a.k.a. lexical richness) we assessed the
vocabulary of each story by computing the probability of the
occurrence of each word that a child used approximated by
frequencies in a benchmark lexicon. This metric builds on the
idea that the difficulty of words from the perspective of a
language learner is strongly negatively correlated with how
frequently it occurs (Vermeer, 2001). Thus, using less
frequent words means using less probable words, and this we
take to indicate a more sophisticated vocabulary. The idea is
that a richer vocabulary functions as a communicative and
mental toolbox that enables a child to render both the physical
and social world better. This toolbox can be especially
helpful when engaging in demanding tasks such as telling a
story, where there is a sustained pressure for finding the right
words to get the desired message across to an audience
(Curenton & Justice, 2014).
As a measure of syntactic complexity, we calculated the
average distance between syntactically dependent words. It is
well-established that language structures which employ
longer dependency distances between head words and
dependent words are more difficult to process (Gibson, 1998,
2000; Gildea & Temperly, 2010). An example of this
difference is given by King & Just (1991) in terms of subjectextracted relative clauses (3) and object-extracted relative
clauses (4):
(3) The reporter who attacked the senator admitted the error.
(4) The reporter who the senator attacked admitted the error.
In both sentences the verb “attacked” is dependent on the
pronoun “who”. In (4) these dependents are not adjacent, but
have two words in between, which makes that sentence more
challenging to process.
Average dependency distance seems to capture language
skills more generally. For example, it can be used to
distinguish English text written by natives from that written
by L2 learners (Oya, 2015) and speech from individuals with
mild cognitive impairments from speech produced by

typically developed speakers (Roark, Mitchell, &
Hollingshead, 2007). Our idea here is that children capable of
handling more complex syntactic structures, as indicated by
their stories exhibiting higher average dependency distances,
have more powerful formats available for representing events
in the social and mental worlds, in discourse as well as in their
own strands of reasoning (cf. De Villiers & De Villiers,
2014).

Methods
Data Collection & Transcription
For our data collection we offered storytelling sessions to
various institutions in the medium-sized Dutch cities Leiden,
Tilburg and Utrecht. Three schools (two in Leiden, one in
Utrecht), one daycare (Leiden) and one community center
(Tilburg) were willing to cooperate. Around 200 children in
total participated in sessions held between September 2019
and June 2020. We were able to include 98 stories told by 54
children (Mage(SD) = 6.81(1.66), range = 4.17-10.1; 30
females, 2 unknown) in our database after receiving consent
forms from their parents. In order to maximize independence
between observations we use only the first story told by each
child, and due to missing information on the consent forms
an additional 3 stories dropped out, resulting in a subset of 51
stories for this paper. Our experiment and data management
protocols were assessed and approved by the Ethical
Committee of the Leiden University Faculty of Science (file
no. 2020 – 002). Our storytelling sessions were held in group
circle settings. After briefly exploring some general features
of stories interactively (e.g. “What is a story?”, “What do we
find in stories?”) and narrating a short standard exemplary

Hypotheses Firstly, we hypothesize that stories exhibiting a
more sophisticated vocabulary contain characters with higher
levels of mental depth. Secondly, we hypothesize that stories
with larger syntactic dependency lengths contain characters
with higher levels of mental depth.
Background variables Existing work has shown that the
mental depth of characters in stories that children tell
increases with their age (Nicolopoulou & Richner, 2007),
which is why we include it in the model. Parent education
functions as a proxy for socioeconomic status in our model;
there is evidence that children from parents who have a
higher socioeconomic status perform better on ToM tasks
(Shatz et al., 2003).

AGENTS

ACTORS

Table 1: Annotation scheme for character depth. All examples are literal quotes from our dataset, followed by
a somewhat liberal/idiomatic English gloss, followed by the unique ID of the story from which it was taken.
I
II

Passive actor: does nothing or undergoes something passively

er was een boerderij met schapen (there was a farm with sheep; 060301)
toen ze vos gingen pakken (when they went to catch fox; 060301)

Active actor: coupled to action/description without clear intention/goal-directedness

hij is verkleed met echte laarzen (he was dressed up with real boots; 010701)

IIIa Implicit intention in action

IIIb Simple/implicit emotion, perception, attention

IVa Action in response to/contrast with situation
or event

IVb Emotion in response to situation/event or action in
response to emotion/perception

wij gingen autorijden (we went to drive the car; 010501)

er kwam een baby [...] en toen ging de vader weg (a
baby came and then the father left; 021302)
ze gingen [...] treetje voor treetje maar het ging mis
(they went step by step but it went wrong; 030303)

Va Complex/explicit intention/goal-directedness
in action

ik keek naar die (I looked at that one; 060701)

ik ging [...] naar bowling [...] en het was heel leuk (I went
bowling and it was a lot of fun; 020501)

Vb Complex/explicit emotion, perception, attention,
utterance

in de auto was het heel stom, want we moesten lang wachten
(in the car it was very stupid, since we had to wait long;
010501)
Papa zei er is niets aan de hand (Daddy said all is fine;
010504)

kwam [hij ons] ophalen en toen naar huis brengen
(came he pick us up and then bring home; 010501)

VI Explicit intentional state (desire, belief, etc.), implicitly coordinated with actions/events
PERSONS

de moedertrol wou de andere trol redden (the mother troll wanted to save the other troll; 011301)

VII Explicit intentional state, explicitly coordinated (equation, contrast, etc.) with non-intentional aspects of the
storyworld
die wou ik doen maar toen ging zij hem helemaal afmaken (that one I wanted to do but then she went to fully complete it;
010503)

VIII Explicit intentional state, coordinated with the intentional state of another character or past/future self

ze wou heel graag buiten spelen, maar het mocht niet van haar moeder (she very much wanted to play outside, but her
mother did not allow it; 010201)

IX Multiple-order intentionality

vader en moeder wouden niet dat ze naar een bos ging [want ze] wisten dat in de in het bos een kluizenaar woonde.
En dat wist Amelie ook dat ze dat wisten (father and mother did not want that she would go to the woods since they knew
that a hermit was living in the woods. And Amelie knew too that they knew this; 021301)
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fantasy story, we invited children to tell a story about a topic
free of choice. Voice recordings were made after informing
children about this. Afterwards the recordings were
pseudonymized and transcribed by the authors and research
assistants twice: first orthographically (including “noise”
such as false starts, wrong conjugations, broken-off words,
etc.), and second normalized, thus without noisy elements, to
enhance compatibility with computational language
processing tools. All transcripts were double-checked for
consistency with the audio files. In addition to the story data,
personal data such as age of the children and parental
education levels were collected through consent forms.
Transcripts, data, and code are available via OSF:
https://osf.io/k52e8/?view_only=3f659438af7b43549d9ae42
d0ec29310.

Manual Annotation of Character Depth
We have loaded all anonymized transcriptions in the open
online content annotation tool CATMA (version 6.1.3; Gius
et al., 2020), where we created a tag set for character depth.
Tags within this set were based on the typology introduced
by Nicolopoulou & Richner (2007). A few adaptations were
made, however, in terms of the three main levels (actor,
agent, and person) our tag set remained compatible with the
original typology. See Table 1 for descriptions and examples
of the tags we have used to assign a level of character depth
to each character. Our workflow included a first stage in
which we, the authors of this paper, discussed the first 10
stories openly, followed by a second stage in which the
remaining 41 stories were annotated by each of us
independently. In a third stage, all tags that differed were
discussed until consensus was reached. Finally, the
annotations were considered fixed and downloaded from
CATMA in TEI-XML format.
We extracted the maximum character depth by level with a
Python script. This variable represents the highest level of
character depth reached in a story on a scale from 0 to 9,
corresponding with the levels in the topology set out in Table
1 when discarding subcategories indicated by letters (e.g. IVa
and IVb both count as 4), where 0 indicates the theoretical
option of no characters being presented in a story (which did
not occur in our current dataset), value 1 corresponds with
level I in Table 1, and so on.

2018), which consists of essays of primary school children
with minimal teacher intervention, thus staying close to the
free story paradigm. We removed interpunction and named
entities from the FTL, which yielded a total number of token
instances 𝑁 of 3699822, and a vocabulary 𝑉 of 46570
lemmas.
The estimated probability of some lemma 𝑙! occurring in
(#! $%)

"

"#$
story 𝑆 is given by 𝑃(𝑙! ) =
, with 𝑐! being the count
'
of token instances of 𝑙! in the FTL, adjusted for words not
occurring in the FTL. We used Laplacian smoothing since the
FTL includes many typical fantasy constructions such as
“trollensnot” (troll snot) with count 1, but not the similar
construction “eenhoornsnot” (unicorn snot) which exists in
our stories. We calculated the probability 𝐿 of the vocabulary
%
of 𝑆 with 𝐿 = ( ∑)!*% 𝑃(𝑙! ), the fraction being a normalizing
factor, and converted them to permille for convenient
interpretation. The interpretation of the probability can be
phrased as follows: if one draws a lemma from the FTL, how
likely is it that it belongs to the story vocabulary? For
sophisticated vocabularies this probability will be lower.

Dependency Distance We used the Alpino parser (Van
Noord, 2006) to extract all dependencies per utterance. The
dependency distance of the 𝑖th dependency relation 𝐷𝐷! is
typically set to 1 for adjacent words, 2 if one extra word
occurs in between the dependents, and so on. Overall
dependency distance 𝑀𝐷+,)- for a sentence with 𝑛 words is
%
given by 𝑀𝐷+,)- = ).% ∑).%
!*% |𝐷𝐷! | (Wang & Liu, 2017).
Then, for a story consisting of multiple utterances,
%
𝑀𝐷+-/01 = 2 ∑)!*% 𝑀𝐷! where 𝑢 is the total number of
utterances in a story.

Results
Bivariate explorations
Prior to constructing the linear model that we use for
assessing our hypotheses, we explore various correlations
between a subset of the variables outlined above.

Parsing & Linguistic Variable Extraction
Vocabulary Probability Our approach was to take the
textual vocabulary of a representative reference corpus,
which consists of all the lemmas constituting the vocabulary
of the corpus (Fengxiang, Yang, & Wang, 2016). We use this
benchmark to compute the probability of each story
vocabulary, treating it as a subset of the textual vocabulary.
Lemma probabilities were approximated by relative
frequency counts in the reference corpus.
We obtained lemmas for each story by parsing normalized
story transcripts with the memory-based Frog parser (Van
den Bosch et al., 2007). We used as reference corpus the “free
text” lexicon (FTL) of the BasiScript corpus (Tellings et al.
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Figure 1: Explorative correlation plots

Firstly, it appears that Dependency Distance correlates
weakly with Age (Fig. 1A, Pearson’s r = 0.1) and Vocabulary
Probability correlates moderately with Age (Fig 1B,
Pearson’s r = -0.4). It makes sense that as children grow
older, both their vocabularies and syntactic dependencies are
becoming increasingly complex. Secondly, Dependency
Distance correlates weakly with Character Depth (Fig. 1C,
Pearson’s r = 0.2) and Vocabulary Probability correlates
strongly with Character Depth (Fig. 1D, Pearson’s r = -0.67),
indicating that the relations between the parsed linguistic
variables and our dependent variable Character Depth are in
the expected direction, albeit in quite different gradations. In
the next section we scrutinize these bivariate explorations
using a multiple linear regression model.
Figure 2: Interaction plot of Vocabulary Probability * Age

Hypothesis testing
We consider a multiple regression model most appropriate
for the analysis; due to the limited number of observations
per institution in our dataset, a mixed-effects model did not
converge properly. Our model includes Dependency
Distance, Vocabulary Probability, Age, Education Parents,
and interactions between Dependency Distance and Age and
Vocabulary Probability and Age as predictors of Character
Depth. The model accounts for about 53% of the variance in
Character Depth (R2 = .525, F[6, 44] = 8.132, p < 0.001).
Standardized coefficients sorted on size are given in Table 2.
In line with our first hypothesis, we see that the simple
effect of Vocabulary Probability has the largest negative and
significant slope. This indicates that as the vocabulary of a
story becomes less probable, i.e. the lexical richness of that
story goes up by our measure, characters tend to become
more complex in terms of their mental depth, with other
effects fixed at mean level.
In addition, we observe in Table 2 a positive and significant
simple effect of Age, which means that as children get older,
the characters they use in their stories tend to get more
complex in terms of mental depth, with other effects fixed at
mean level. However, this effect is only a bit over half the
size of that of Vocabulary Probability (β = 0.582 versus β = 1.117).
We learn more about the relation between Vocabulary
Probability and Age by looking at the small non-significant
interaction effect Vocabulary Probability * Age in Table 2. It

indicates that the effect of vocabulary is not moderated by
age, in other words, is not significantly different for children
at different age levels. This is visible in Figure 2, where three
lines indicate predictions of character depth for various levels
of age, but have similar slopes.
With respect to our second hypothesis, we observe in Table
2 that the simple effect Dependency Distance and the
interaction Dependency Distance * Age are both small and
non-significant. Thus, contrary to our expectation, this model
suggests that the distance between syntactically dependent
words does not explain the observed variation in the levels of
characters’ mental depth, nor can we say that age plays a
moderating role here. Finally, we can see in Table 2 that the
main effect of Education Parents is positive and a bit smaller
than age, but non-significant, suggesting that parental years
of education do not reliably predict levels of characters’
mental depth either.
Although we saw in the bivariate explorations section that
there is a moderate correlation between Vocabulary
Probability and Age, (r = -.4), we have no indications that
these and other predictors pose multicollinearity issues for
the estimates in our model, since all computed variance
inflation factors are below 1.44. We thus find some tentative
evidence for the idea that in our model, Vocabulary
Probability and Age have independent effects.

Table 2: Model terms sorted on standardized coefficient size.
Term
(Intercept)
Vocabulary Probability
Age
Education Parents
Age * Vocabulary Probability
Age * Dependency Distance
Dependency Distance
(R² = .525, F[6, 44] = 8.132, p < 0.001)

Estimate
4.716
-1.117*
0.582*
0.425
0.161
0.146
-0.016

SE
0.250
0.289
0.265
0.265
0.292
0.232
0.242

t
18.892
-3.860
2.193
1.602
0.551
0.628
-0.067

* significant at the .05 level, 2-tailed
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p
<.001
<.001
0.036
0.116
0.584
0.533
0.947

5% CI
4.212
-1.701
0.047
-0.110
-0.428
-0.322
-0.110

95% CI
5.219
-0.534
1.117
0.961
0.750
0.614
0.473

Character Depth (M = 4.67, SD = 2.1)

General Discussion
Our central finding is that lexical richness is a key storyinternal factor for predicting a story’s socio-cognitive
sophistication, as manifested in the mental depth of
characters. This finding has multiple implications and
possible interpretations. Firstly, it seems to follow that rich
vocabularies are particularly helpful in organizing and
describing the storyworld, including its social and mental
aspects. In theory, this could be entirely independent of actual
socio-cognitive skills possessed by the child telling the story:
it could be merely a matter of being able or not to find the
right words for fleshing out a character in terms of its
emotional and intentional states. However, with existing
research in mind (e.g. Milligan et al., 2007; De Villiers & De
Villiers, 2014) it appears more likely that our observed effect
extends beyond the realm of the stories as such, and that
possessing a richer vocabulary not only enhances a child’s
communication about the social world, but also supports its
understanding of and ability to reason about socio-cognitive
matters. Here it is particularly salient that the effect is larger
than and not moderated by age. This adds a new perspective
to the debate about the period in which children start to
invoke others’ mental states in their language (for an
overview see Nicolopoulou, 2016). Rather than disclosing a
“Rubicon” moment for ToM-language use in children, we
propose a methodology that is able to show what it is about
certain aspects of language development, such as having
access to a richer lexicon, that engenders fleshing out mental
activity in more detail, regardless of what age a child has. To
substantiate such an interpretation, further research is needed
focused on establishing firmer links between patterns
observed inside stories and development as it takes place
within the children that tell them. Here we see a role for
collaborative work involving both (computational) linguists/
narratologists and developmental psychologists.
For syntactic complexity the picture is quite different; we
see no significant evidence for its contribution to character
depth in our sample. Although in our bivariate explorations
we saw a hint of the relation we hypothesized, in our model
it was probably trumped by other effects. A reason for this
could be that speech employs overall lower dependency
distances compared to written text, which for children may
even be stronger the case. If dependency effects are thus
generally smaller, we must revisit this prediction with more
data and maybe also compare and evaluate different metrics
of syntactic complexity, such as clause length and words per
finite verb.
A general remark about our methodology is that the use of
computational
language
processing
tools
makes
operationalizing “narrative sophistication”, as we have done
(and as is also proposed by Nicolopoulou in Cremin et al.,
2016), a lot easier, more reproducible, and more scalable.
With larger datasets we might in the future be able to use
story-internal variables to approximate children’s
narratological and linguistic capacities, as well as related
cognitive skills, when no external information about the
storytellers is available, or when collection and storage of
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sensitive data from children or parents is to be minimized. In
addition to (and to provide a more solid foundation for) such
computational approaches, we see multiple directions in
which research may go that aims to deepen our understanding
of the relationships between socio-cognitive development
and narrative/linguistic competence. A possibility would be
to include stories from a more diverse population, for
example by involving atypically developing children, and/or
collect additional data about each individual storyteller’s
performance on relevant standardized tasks (e.g. those used
by Wellman & Liu, 2004). Another exciting possibility
would be to compare our sample to story corpuses in other
languages, ideally differing substantially from Dutch in their
syntactic and semantic structuring. Such extensions could
help to further bootstrap patterns within the stories on trends
in individual development, and shed light on directionality
and causality of the interactions.
Finally, insufficient returned consent forms and other
factors diminished the number of children per session we
could include, which constrained this study to a fixed-effects
model. Using more advanced random effect modelling we
could most likely make better estimates of the relevant
relationships, since such models would be able to take
session-bound dependencies between for instance
vocabularies into account. With this perspective in mind, we
emphasize that a first improvement for our future research
will be to focus on more participants per workshop session.
Currently, the prospects for our story corpus are looking
good: recent data collections in Spring 2021 yielded about
200 additional stories to be analyzed. The goal for the rest of
this year is to compile a corpus of at least 500 stories,
consisting of around 8 hours of high-quality child speech
recordings and 50000 tokens, that is open to researchers with
all kinds of backgrounds and interests. A huge bonus so far is
that children love our storytelling workshop, and are happy
to see us come each time.
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Abstract
Although the severity of the COVID-19 outbreak varies from
time to time, the pandemic has affected larger audiences
worldwide. Given the increasingly severe measures taken by the
authorities, healthcare professionals have experienced positive
and negative effects of the events, both personally and
vicariously. The main aim is to examine how remembering
influences vicarious traumatization and post-traumatic growth
in a sample of healthcare workers. We proposed a multiple
mediation model testing of distinct roles of stress components
(hypervigilance, avoidance, intrusion) on the link between
recollective features of remembering and post-traumatic
growth, which allows characterizing memory-linked
mechanisms underlying the effects of traumatic stress on
growth. We demonstrated unique pathways by which
remembering influenced traumatic growth. For the links of
emotional intensity and imagery with growth, we found full
mediation through avoidance and intrusion Individuals
recalling events with high emotional intensity and imagery tend
to experience more intrusions of trauma, which then resulted in
traumatic growth. On the other hand, the opposite pattern was
found for avoidance. Emotionally intense and vivid recall of
events increased avoidance responses, but high avoidance
reduced traumatic growth. With respect to reliving, while the
pattern was similar, we found a partial mediation, showing the
significant role reliving has in supporting traumatic growth.
Keywords: memory; vicarious
vicarious trauma; traumatic growth

memory;

recollection,

Introduction
The COVID-19 pandemic has induced not only fear from
infection and death but also feelings of uncertainty and
emotional exhaustion, over time which resulted in detrimental
effects on both the physical and psychological health of
individuals (Li et al., 2020). While every situation that
threatens physical integrity and life is a cause of intense stress
for people, witnessing these situations can also have
devastating effects on people's mental and physical health.
Lerias & Byrne (2003) indicated that health care professionals
working with trauma are highly vulnerable to indirect
traumatization, and supporting this, evidence has shown that
especially healthcare workers experience vicarious trauma 2391

mostly because they work with people who are experiencing
or have recently gone through a trauma. (Bride, 2007; Maytum
et al., 2004). Pearlman & Caringi (2009) defined vicarious
trauma as he negative transformation in the helper that
results (across time) from empathic engagement with trauma
survivors and their traumatic material, combined with a
c
i e
e
ibi i
he he .
In the trauma literature, stress (Ensel & Lin, 1998) and
negative coping strategies (Shalev & Ursano, 2003) are
mentioned as predictors of vicarious traumatization (Lerias &
Byrne, 2003). It has also been observed that situations such as
time pressure, working under high expectations, witnessing
death play a role in the occurrence of vicarious traumatic
eac i
(G e & Y a , 2017). Re ea ch e ea ed ha
increased working hours and difficult conditions could cause
healthcare workers to experience burnout which is a
significant predictor of post-traumatic stress disorder and
vicarious trauma (Jo et al., 2018; Gregson et al., 2013).
Besides, previous studies showed that traumatic events affect
recalling processes (Rubin et al., 2008) by causing the memory
to be strengthened or weakened (Lorenzzoni et al., 2014).
Therefore, it is important to examine the pandemic in the
context of memory by focusing on the impact of traumatic
stress components and traumatic growth.
Accordingly, during the pandemic, healthcare workers could
be the most affected group as they come across highly negative
events both personally (i.e., long working hours under high
pressure, fear of infection) and vicariously (i.e., repeated
e
e
a ie
ffe i g a d dea h ). B i di g on their
own stressful experience, repeated e
e
a ie
traumatic experiences makes healthcare workers even more
susceptible to vicarious traumatization and to exhibit traumatic
stress reactions such as intrusive memories, hyper-vigilance,
and avoidant coping. Covid-19 pandemic represents a chronic
trauma, especially for healthcare professionals, with highly
emotional events recurring over a long period of time. Alike
recalling personal memories, how individuals recall the
vicarious memories of trauma has a substantial impact on the
way trauma is represented.

Recollective properties such as reliving, emotional intensity,
and visual imagery have been linked to how traumatic events
are represented over time recalling traumatic events
accompanied with high visual imagery and a feeling of
reliving increases the emotional effect of the trauma (Holmes
& Mathews, 2010). Recurrent re-experiencing of emotionally
intense and vivid episodes of trauma has been shown to
predict the severity of traumatic stress. While recalling
trauma with emotional fragments as such has been found to
increase the emotional distress, a coherent representation of
the event attenuates the negative emotions and helps to leave
those events behind (Bisby, Burgess, & Brewin, 2016; Reese
et al., 2011).
Traumatic experiences could lead to traumatic growth in the
aftermath of trauma as well. Despite all the distress they
experienced, they may recover with the lessons they take and
achieve emotional closure (Brooks et al., 2019). In the context
of the pandemic, for the health care workers, the memories
may gradually weaken in their vividness and emotional
intensity, indicating a process of healing and growth after
traumatic events. However, it is also possible for some people
that negative experiences do not fade away over time and
maintain their vividness, which keeps traumatic stress and
prevents the growth after trauma.

Method
Participants
The only precondition for participation in the current research
was to be a healthcare worker and actively working during the
Covid-19 outbreak. Participants were 112 healthcare workers
(33.3 medical doctors, 40.9% nurse, 25.5% other) who have
been actively working in pandemic hospitals since March
2020 (See Table 1). The sample size was determined using
GPower setting an effect size criterion of .80.
The participants who completed all two memory reports,
phenomenological ratings, trauma-related stress, and growth
measures were included. Those who did not complete these
sections were eliminated from the final sample (N=9), leaving
us a total of 103 people (60.3% female, Mage = 55.56, SD =
11.14) in the final sample.
The average professional experience of the participants was
10.44 (SD = 10.37) years. 56.7% of the participants worked
actively in the COVID-19 service during this period and
reported that they spent an average of 50.23% (SD = 35.52)
of their time with COVID-19 patients. 32.4% of the
participants at this stage stated that they received the
diagnosis of COVID-19.

The traumatic stress components, for example,
hypervigilance, may drain the individual's resources for
recovery and growth by exaggerating emotional responses
(Steinmetz, & Kensinger, 2013). Further, avoiding reminders
of the event memory not only leads to a vague memory but
also prevents adaptive processing, leaving the event
fragmented. Berntsen (2009) suggested that involuntary
intrusions of nontraumatic experiences are functional in the
sense that they may facilitate the processing of the event to
make it a coherent whole. However, intrusions of traumatic
events may function as facilitators of traumatic growth by
preventing avoidance.
In that sense, memory-linked variation has been shown to
influence responses to trauma; evidence on the role of distinct
recollective properties of traumatic stress and growth
reactions is limited.

Present Study
Here, we aimed to examine how remembering influences
vicarious traumatization and post-traumatic growth in a
sample of healthcare workers. We proposed a multiple
mediation model testing of distinct roles of stress components
(hypervigilance, avoidance, intrusion) on the link between
recollective features of remembering and post-traumatic
growth, which allows us to characterize memory-linked
mechanisms underlying the effects of traumatic stress on
growth. We expect phenomenological variables to be
positively related to traumatic stress and growth. And the
direct link between memory variables and growth to be
insignificant when traumatic stress is entered in the model is
also expected.

Measures
Autobiographical Memory Recall After obtaining consent
to participate in the study, participants were asked about the
two events that most affected them with the specific
instructions below.
“At this stage, we ask you to describe the two events that
affected you the most, considering the events you have
experienced or witnessed since the epidemic started. These
can be any events, only events that have happened at a
particular time. Now please consider these events and
describe each event in detail."
For each memory reported, participants rated the recollective
characteristics of the memories using selected items from the
Autobiographical Memory Questionnaire (Rubin et al.,
2003). We mainly focused on the emotional intensity,
reliving and imagery, and valence of the reported event.

Post Traumatic Growth Inventory The scale, developed by
Tedeschi and Calhoun (1996) to evaluate the positive changes
that may occur in individuals after a traumatic or stressful life
event, consists of 21 items, rated on a 0 (never experienced)
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to 5 (extremely experienced) scale.

Secondary Traumatic Stress Scale The scale developed by
Bride et al. (2004) was adapted into Turkish by Kahil
(2016).The scale measures the stress symptoms in response
to vicarious traumatization. The scale consists of 17 items
with three subscales of intrusion, hypervigilance, and
avoidance. High scores on the scale indicate more severe
traumatic stress.
Procedure Throughout the data collection period (OctoberNovember 2020), the pandemic was highly severe, and we
collected the data online. Participants were recruited through
calls on social media. After individuals agreed to participate,
the survey link was shared with them. After providing
demographic information, participants proceed to the recall
phase.
Participants were asked to describe the two events they were
most affected by during the pandemic and rated the
phenomenological characteristics. Lastly, they completed the
Traumatic Growth Scale and Traumatic Stress Scale in a
counterbalanced order. At the end of the study, participants
were debriefed and compensated with shopping vouchers. All
procedures were approved by the ethics committee of Kadir
Has University.
We expected the relationship between recollective properties
of recall and traumatic growth to be mediated by the
traumatic stress and the mediational role of traumatic stress
to differ for distinct components of stress. We proposed a
multiple mediation model testing in which each recollective
factor (e.g., emotional intensity, reliving, imagery) was the
predictor, and the traumatic growth was the dependent
variable. The three components of traumatic stress were used
as mediators. We tested the multiple mediation models using
the SPSS PROCESS macro (Hayes, 2013). This method has
been shown to be more powerful than the causal step
approach as it does not require all paths to be significant.

Before the mediation analyses, the event scores were
compared to see whether ratings differ from each other. We
found no differences in phenomenological ratings, ensuring
two memories have comparable ratings. The ratings were high
for both memories, probably because the events were still hot
and important, and the context of the memories (the pandemic)
is still active. For that reason, we used the average of the
ratings. We requested 5000 bootstrapped samples and biascorrected 95% confidence intervals to determine direct and
indirect effects. Confidence intervals that do not contain zero
indicate a significant indirect effect. Indirect effects are
smaller than the direct effects in SEM, path analysis or multiple
mediation models, especially when the variables are measured
concurrently (Walters, 2018). When small effects were
observed, a significant decision was made based on the
confidence intervals.
We tested three separate multiple mediation models in which
each recollective factor was used as the predictor. The model
for emotional intensity was found to be significant, R2 = .29,
F(4, 83) = 8.61, p < .01. While the direct effect of emotional
intensity on traumatic growth was not significant, indirect
effects through intrusion and avoidance were significant.
Individuals recalling events with more emotional intensity
tend to experience more intrusions, which enhances traumatic
growth. However, for avoidance intensity, related increases in
avoidance reduce traumatic growth (See Table 3 for
estimates).

Results
We first examined the bivariate relationships between target
variables (See Table 2 for coefficients). Bivariate correlations
were performed to demonstrate the relational pattern among
the variables as a first step of the mediation analyses.
Although the causal approach in mediation requires
significant correlations among variables, SPSS PROCESS
does not have such a requirement. Phenomenological
characteristics were significantly related to traumatic stress
and growth (rs < .30, ps < .01). The only exception was that
the relationship between visual imagery and traumatic growth
was not significant.
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The model testing the reliving as the predictor was found to
be significant as well, R2 = .32, F(4, 83) = 9.70, p < .01.
However, it was a partial mediation pattern. Reliving
maintained its direct effects on traumatic growth while
having positive and negative indirect effects on intrusion and
avoidance, respectively (See Table 4 for estimates).

The pattern for imagery was comparable to emotional
intensity, showing a full mediation. The model was
significant, R2 = .28, F(4, 83) = 7.93, p < .01. Intrusion and
avoidance were found to mediate the link between imagery
and growth.
The model suggested that high imagery for recalled events
enhanced intrusions, which supported traumatic growth.
However, the indirect effect of imagery through avoidance
was negative, suggesting the debilitating effect of avoidance
on traumatic growth (See Table 5 for estimates).

were associated with recalling memories with high emotional
intensity and feeling of reliving. This situation may reflect the
individuals' efforts to cope actively.
As events are remembered vividly, and with high emotional
impact, individuals may feel the negative effects of events
more. This situation may activate existing coping strategies.
On the other hand, the opposite pattern was found for
avoidance. Emotionally intense and vivid recall of events
increased avoidance responses, but high avoidance reduced
traumatic growth. With respect to reliving, while the pattern
was similar, we found a partial mediation, showing the
significant role of reliving in supporting traumatic growth.
When the correlation structures were examined, it was seen
that individuals with high coping skills also had higher levels
of traumatic development. This situation supports the
findings that the post-traumatic development and adaptation
process function better in individuals who can maintain their
coping skills when stress is chronic (Jopp & Schmitt, 2010).

Discussion
Previous studies have found that the way individuals
remember traumatic events predicts the emotional responses
to trauma in the aftermath. The current study focuses on
healthcare professionals, and their vicarious trauma during
the Covid-19 process as Jo et al. (2018) argued that
healthcare professionals have to work longer under stressful
conditions through which they are exposed to indirect
trauma. The current research aimed to characterize the link
between recollective properties of hea hca e
fe i a
memories along with traumatic stress and growth reactions.
We expected memory characteristics to be linked with
traumatic stress reactions in distinct ways, which will predict
the extent of traumatic growth. More specifically, we tested
a multiple mediation model to examine whether traumatic
stress reactions such as avoidance, hypervigilance, and
intrusion mediated the link between recollective properties
and traumatic growth.
We demonstrated unique pathways by which remembering
influenced traumatic growth. For the links of emotional
intensity and imagery with growth, we found full mediation
through avoidance and intrusion. As the emotional intensity
of the memories increased, the feeling of reliving the
memories and the visual imagery values of the memories
became higher. In this context, it is noteworthy that with the
increase in coping skills of healthcare workers, memory
characteristics such as reliving and visual imagery became
higher. This situation can be interpreted as a functional
process consistent with Berntsen's (2009) explanation of
post-traumatic memory structure.
Individuals recalling events with high emotional intensity and
imagery tended to experience more intrusions of trauma,
resulting in traumatic growth. The relationships with
remembering characteristics were examined, coping skills 2394

Traumatic stress reactions of avoidance, hypervigilance and
intrusions are all common following the trauma, but current
findings show that each of them has a unique role in how
individuals deal with traumatic experiences. Avoidance is
characterized by the denial of the traumatic experience;
repressing or rejecting them thoughtfully prevents adaptive
processing of the event, which as well, hampers the resolution
of trauma. It is important to note that resolution is highly
important for post-traumatic growth because resolution can
be achieved only after individuals engage in an active
meaning-making process. As Joseph et al. (2012) suggested,
appraisal and reappraisal processes in the aftermath of trauma
help individuals consolidate the event in a more abstract and
adaptive form, which is less emotionally intense, paving the
way for traumatic growth.
After traumatic events, there could be an alteration in memory
processes that are similar to directly experienced events;
witnessing others' negative experiences could trigger
traumatic reactions. As we demonstrated, vivid, intense
memories of traumatic events interfere with the remembering
process; however, those intrusions could be adaptive and help
individuals to fully experience and acknowledge the events
(Berntsen, 2009), and this process facilitates traumatic
growth. On the contrary, memory-linked increases in
avoidance symptoms block post-event processing and, thus,
the integration of event fragments into a whole trauma
narrative (Bisby et al., 2020), which not only blocks growth
but also likely to maintain the stress symptoms. The
mediational role of traumatic stress further suggests that to
achieve traumatic growth rather than avoiding stressors,
individuals have to experience the stress reactions, process,
and deal with the traumatic stress. Although this has been
shown in previous empirical and clinical research, it is
important to underline that the effect of recollection is not
direct but rather operates through stress. When the memory
becomes vague over time, traumatic stress reactions decrease
as well, which opens up the way for traumatic growth.

emotion and emotional disorders." Clinical Psychology
Review, 303, 349 362. DOI: 10.1016/j.cpr.2010.01.001
Current findings demonstrated the unique role of traumatic
Hayes,
J. R. (2013). The complete problem solver. Routledge.
stress components on the link between recollection and
Joseph, S., Murphy, D., & Regel, S. (2012). An affectivetraumatic growth. In addition to the strength of this study, not
cognitive processing model of post-traumatic growth.
including individual differences such as personal
Clinical Psychology & Psychotherapy, 316 325.
characteristics can be seen as a limitation. However, it is still
Jopp, D. S., & Schmitt, M. (2010). Dealing with negative life
unknown whether the pattern operates comparably across
events: differential effects of personal resources, coping
individuals. For example, rumination has been shown to
strategies, and control beliefs. European Journal of
enhance the negativity of recall (Moulds, Kandris, &
Ageing, 7(3), 167-180.
Williams, 2007) and the course of traumatic stress (Szabo,
Warnecke, Newton, & Valentine, 2017). Inline, it is possible
Lerias, D., & Byrne, M. K. (2003). Vicarious
that rumination may moderate the mediational role of
Traumatization: Symptoms and Predictors. Stress and
intrusion on traumatic growth. Emotion regulation strategies,
Health, 129-138. doi:10.1002/smi.969
as well, may influence the effect of traumatic stress
Li, Z., Ge, J., Yang, M., Feng, J., Qiao, M., Jiang, R. & Zhou,
components. Suppression may support the debilitating
Q. (2020). Vicarious traumatization in the general public,
impact of avoidance on growth (Daches, Mor & Hertel,
members, and non-members of medical teams aiding in
2017). Thus, further research could focus on the individual
COVID-19 control. Brain, behavior, and immunity.
differences that characterize how memory influences
Lorenzzoni,
P., Silva, T., Poletto, M., Gauer, G., &
traumatic stress and growth reactions. It is also important to
Kristensen,
C. 2014. Autobiographical Memory for
note that at the time of the data collection, the pandemic was
Stressful
Events,
Traumatic Memory and Post Traumatic
still severe in Turkey, with the number of cases exceeding
Stress
Disorder:
A Systematic Review. Avances en
thousands. In that sense, it is possible to have a trauma-free
Psicología
Latinoamericana,
323, 361-376.
period in which individuals undergo a growth process
doi:10.12804/apl32.03.2014.08
without being exposed to negative episodes reminding them
Moulds, M. L., Kandris, E., & Williams, A. D. (2007). The
the acute phase. Thus, further longitudinal research may
impact of rumination on memory for self-referent
focus on the memory-linked changes in traumatic stress and
material. Memory, 15(8), 814-821.
growth reactions at longer intervals.
Pearlman, L. A., & Caringi, J. (2009). Living and working
self-reflectively to address vicarious trauma. In C. A.
Finally, intervention programs can be developed to reduce
Courtois & J. D. Ford (Eds.), Treating Complex Traumatic
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Abstract
In this study, preschool children were tested in a food versus
nonfood categorization task. We studied the influence of
edibility cues such as food processing (whole versus sliced
items) on children’s categorization abilities. We also
correlated children’s categorization performance and
strategy with their food rejection scores (neophobia). 137
children aged 4-6 years were asked to discriminate foods
from nonfoods. Results revealed that food processing
features (slicing) afforded edibility, leading to potentially
hazardous incorrect categorization. We also found that
children’s categorization performance was negatively
correlated with their food rejection scores. Moreover, as
expected, children with high food rejection scores displayed
a more conservative categorization strategy (i.e.,
categorizing food items as inedible) than children with lower
food rejection scores. However, contrary to our expectations,
both performance and strategy of less neophobic and picky
children were affected by food processing. These children
committed dangerous errors, categorizing many nonfood
items as food when sliced.
Keywords: Categorization; Food categorization; Children;
Food rejection; Food processing

Introduction
Discriminating between foods and nonfoods is crucial for
survival (Rozin, 1990). After weaning, children need to
consume new and diverse food sources to ensure normal
and healthy development. However, some of these foods
may be inedible, might even be toxic: a single mistake in
this search for variety can prove to be fatal. Therefore,
discriminating foods from nonfoods is essential during the
entire life.
Categorization is the system we rely on for these foodnonfood discriminations (Lafraire et al., 2016; Ross &
Murphy, 1999) Children’s categorization abilities develop
rapidly during infancy and preschool years (Bornstein &
Arterberry, 2010; Gelman & Markman, 1986). Yet,
children are unable to discriminate between foods and
nonfoods until the end of their second year.
Food categorization. Studies revealed striking limitations
in children’s ability to categorize food from nonfood items
accurately. For instance, using a sequential touching
procedure and a forced sorting task, Brown (2010) found

that before 20 months, infants fail to discriminate between
food and animal categories. However, fast improvements
occur between 2 and 3 years of age. After 22 months,
infants discriminate between food and animal categories
(Brown, 2010) and systematically sort food from toy items
after 30 months (Bovet et al., 2005). Additionally, Lafraire
et al. (2016) observed that 3- and 4-year-old children can
discriminate foods from nonfoods matched on color and
shape (e.g., a red tomato and a red Christmas ball). Though
children correctly categorized 80% of food items as edible,
they mistook nonfoods as food in 50% of the cases (i.e.,
false alarms). This result indicates that they were liberal in
their categorization strategy (i.e., their decision criterion in
signal detection theory; Macmillan & Creelman, 2004).
They were biased to consider a majority of the stimuli as
foods. In the study conducted by Lafraire and colleagues,
the rate of false alarms was negatively correlated with age,
within this two-year age range. Other studies show that
three-year-olds are also able to categorize food
subcategories beyond chance (e.g., fruits and vegetables;
Rioux et al., 2016) or reason about foods according to
properties such as their healthiness (Nguyen, 2008).
Children’s categorization and reasoning abilities on foods
are improving between two and six years of age. However,
by the end of preschool their food categorization system is
not fully mature. Indeed, 6-year-old children are often
outperformed by adults (e.g., Rioux et al., 2016). Taken
together, these findings highlight improvement in
children’s food categorization system across preschool
years, as well as its limits.
For both adults and children, making safe food choices is
a complex task between ingesting an inedible substance and
the benefits of a diverse diet. Once they can crawl, walk,
children encounter foods without their caregivers and have
to rely on the perceptual features of food candidates to
categorize them. Food has a large array of perceptual
features, coming in different shapes, colors, and textures,
which can be altered by human interventions, that might act
as visual edibility cues.
Food processing and perceived edibility.
Food
processing is a unique and universal human behavior
aiming to increase an item’s edibility. Here, we define an
unprocessed food as a natural food with no cue of human
intervention, whereas a processed food display signs of
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human interventions (e.g., cooked, sliced). Importantly,
processed foods are less likely to contain pathogens and
have reduced risk of infections (Carmody et al., 2011;
Wrangham, 2013). Recent evidence suggests that humans
are sensitive to this distinction. For example, Coricelli et al.
(2019) showed that participants categorized processed
foods as foods faster than unprocessed foods. Similarly,
adults rated processed food items as more edible than
unprocessed foods (Foroni et al., 2013).
Children also seem to understand the difference between
natural unprocessed food and processed food (Girgis &
Nguyen, 2020) and reason on the basis of this distinction
(Foinant et al., 2021; Lafraire et al., 2020). Foinant et al.
(2021) showed that 5-year-old children generalize positive
and negative health-related properties differently to other
foods based on their state, whole (i.e., unprocessed) or
sliced. The authors observed that, for unfamiliar foods,
children generalized more positive and less negative health
properties to sliced foods than to whole foods. This suggests
that children, like adults, are aware of the unprocessedprocessed distinction, and can use it when reasoning about
the edibility of food.

performance may reflect their low conceptual knowledge
about foods since they are particularly prone to reject
exemplars of these categories.
However, these former studies involved only edible food
stimuli. More precisely, the intensity of food rejection, in
particular neophobia, should predict the degree to which
children are willing to accept a potential food candidate
despite the cost of making an error and consuming
something inedible. For instance, Foinant et al. (2021)
asked whether a negative health-related property of a given
food should be generalized to other foods. Five-year-old
neophobic children generalized this property to more foods
than their less neophobic counterparts. Therefore, we
hypothesized that when it comes to discriminate foods from
nonfoods, neophobic and picky children may perform
poorly on the task because of a response bias toward the
answer “It is not something that can be eaten” rather than
“It is something that can be eaten”. Hence, since food
processing may act as a cue for edibility, neophobic and
picky children might be less biased toward the “It is not
something that can be eaten” response for items displaying
food processing cues than for unprocessed items.

The relationship between food categories and food
rejection dispositions. The notion of food rejection
encompasses two distinct, though related dimensions: food
neophobia and pickiness. Food neophobia is generally
defined as the avoidance and fear of new foods on mere
sight (Pliner & Hobden, 1992), whereas pickiness is defined
as the rejection of certain textures, following the tasting step
(Dovey et al., 2008). Both dimensions contribute to
children’s avoidance of inedible substances even with no
prior experience. Food rejection dispositions are often
conceptualized as a stable trait, a continuum (Alley, 2018),
and measured using a parental questionnaire, along which
children can be located in terms of their propensity to reject
foods (e.g., Rioux et al., 2017). Indeed, food rejection
responses occur in most children but vary in degree. For
example, not all children are neophobic, and some can even
be described as neophilic, showing a positive attitude
towards new foods (Pliner & Hobden, 1992).
Recent evidence pointed out that food rejection peaks
between 2 and 3 years of age when rapid improvements are
witnessed in children’s food categorization abilities
(Lafraire et al., 2016). This concomitance led authors to
hypothesize a relationship between food rejection and the
development of a food categorization system (Lafraire et
al., 2016; Rioux et al., 2016). Rioux et al. (2016) tested 118
2- to 6-year-old children in a picture sorting task in which
they were asked to discriminate vegetables from fruits.
Their findings demonstrated that the intensity of food
rejection (i.e., food neophobia and pickiness) was
negatively correlated with children’s performance in a food
categorization task, independently of age. Importantly, the
authors did not observe that the effect of food rejection on
categorization performance was due to a response bias
toward one answer (“It is a vegetable”) rather than another
(“It’s a fruit”). Such a negative correlation has also been
observed between the intensity of food rejection and
children’s performance on an induction task on food stimuli
(Rioux et al., 2018a). As suggested by the authors, the
neophobic and picky children’s low categorization

The current study. The present study explored how
neophobic compared to less neophobic children would
interpret food processing cues in a categorization task using
foods and nonfoods. We adapted Lafraire et al.’s (2016)
paradigm and asked children to discriminate foods, whole
or sliced, from perceptually similarly-looking nonfoods.
However, we focused on preschool children because the
available evidence suggests that 5-year-old children can
productively use food processing as an edibility cue
(Foinant et al., 2021).
We aim to determine whether a visual food processing
state such as slicing increases an item’s perceived edibility.
If slicing affords edibility, a sliced item may have more
chances of being accepted in the food category than whole
items (H1). Furthermore, we hypothesize that food
rejection scores would predict children’s categorization
performance to discriminate between food and nonfood
items. More precisely, we predict that the more neophobic
and picky children’s performance would reflect the
adoption of a safer categorization strategy with a response
bias toward the answer “It is not something that can be
eaten”, which is a more conservative decision criterion
(Beta), as compared to their more neophilic and less picky
counterparts (H2). Finally, if food processing alleviates
neophobic and picky children’s fear as regard to an item’s
edibility, we should only observe an effect of food rejection
for whole items and not for sliced items (H3).

Methods
Participants. Participants were 137 children (77 girls and
60 boys; age range = 57.14 to 72.07 months; mean age =
64.50; SD = 3.72). This sample size was chosen to match
previous studies that found an effect of food rejection on
categorization (e.g., Foinant et al., 2021; Pickard et al.,
2021; Rioux et al., 2016). They were preschoolers from
eastern France predominantly Caucasian and came from
middle-class urban areas. Informed consent was obtained
from their school and their parents. The procedure was in
accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and followed
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institutional ethics board guidelines for research on
humans. This study was reviewed and approved by an
official agreement between the Academia Inspection of the
French National Education Ministry and the University.
Written informed consent to participate in this study was
provided by the participants’ legal guardian/next of kin.
Materials and procedure. To assess each child’s food
rejection dispositions, caregivers filled out the Child Food
Rejection Scale (CFRS; Rioux et al., 2017). The CFRS was
developed to assess, by hetero-evaluation, 2-to-7-year-old
children’s food rejection on two subscales: one is
measuring children’s food neophobia (6 items) and one is
measuring their pickiness (5 items). On a 5-point Likertlike (Strongly disagree, Disagree, Neither agree nor
disagree, Agree, Strongly agree), caregivers were asked to
rate the extent to which they agree with statements
regarding their child’s neophobia (e.g. “My child rejects a
novel food before even tasting it”) and pickiness (“My child
rejects certain foods after tasting them”). Each answer was
then numerically coded with high scores indicating higher
food neophobia and pickiness (scores could range from 6 to
30 for neophobia, mean = 15.3, SD = 5.28; from 5 to 25 for
pickiness, mean = 16.8, SD = 4.41; and global food
rejections from 11 to 55, mean = 32.1, SD = 8.81).
The categorization task was presented on a computer and
designed on Open Sesame. Children were tested
individually for approximately 5 minutes in a quiet room at
their school and told they will play a computer game.
Children were seated at 50 cm from a computer screen.
Children were instructed to respond as quickly and as
accurately as possible by pressing the target button
whenever a food picture appeared and by pressing the nontarget button when a nonfood picture appeared. Children
were told: ‘I need your help; I have many things that look
like foods but sometimes are not foods at home. Yoshi who
comes to visit me always puts anything in his mouth. But
we do not want him to get sick because he ate something
that is not healthy for him. Do you agree with me? Yoshi
should not get poisoned. Can you help me to tell him what
he can eat and what he cannot eat? You press this button
(pointing to the button) when you see something that can be
eaten. When you see something that cannot be eaten you
press this other button. But be careful, Yoshi should not put
things in his mouth that cannot be eaten”. We used a puppet
to decrease the risk of a children using their preferences and
consumption habits to answer the task. The task started with
two training phases of 4 trials each (2 edible plant-based
food items and 2 non-edible items). The training phases
were important to properly explain to the children that
“things that cannot be eaten” are real non-edible items, not
poisonous or unlikable (by their standards) food items.
During the training phases children could get familiar with
the responses buttons and feedbacks were provided by the
experimenter when they did a mistake. Failed trials were
repeated. The test phase consisted of 16 target (i.e., the
signal) and 16 non-target (i.e., the noise, distractors) trials
presented in random order. The target trials were composed
of 8 whole edible food items and 8 sliced edible food items.
All food items were fruits and vegetables as these two

Figure 1. Examples of stimuli
categories are the main target of food rejection (Dovey et
al., 2008). The non-target trials were composed of 8 whole
non-edible items and 8 sliced non-edible items. Besides, the
food and nonfood items used were individually matched on
color and shape (see Figure 1 for examples). For each trial,
a stimulus (apparent size: 20° x 13.5°) was displayed until
the child’s answer.
Data analyses. The type of response for each food stimulus
(hit or miss) and each nonfood stimulus (correct rejection
or false alarm) was recorded. Each participant was assigned
a hit score (i.e., number of food stimuli categorized as
food), a miss score (i.e., number of food stimuli categorized
as nonfood), a correct rejection score (i.e., number of
nonfood stimuli categorized as nonfood), and a false alarm
score (i.e., number of nonfood stimuli categorized as food).
Hit, miss, correct rejection, and false alarm scores could
vary between 0 and 16. These scores were used to calculate
a categorization performance score, the discriminability
index A’, and a categorization strategy score, the decision
criterion Beta, derived from signal detection theory
(Macmillan & Creelman, 2004), adapting them to
experiments based on small numbers of stimuli (see, Rioux
et al., 2018b). Signal detection theory is used to analyze
data derived from tasks where a decision is made regarding
the presence or absence of a signal (i.e., the food items)
embedded in noise (i.e., the perceptually similar nonfood
items). The discriminability index A’ represents the
distance between the mean of the signal distribution and the
mean of the noise distribution. The greater the A’ the better
an individual is at discriminating the signal from the noise.
A’ ranged from 0 to 1, with 0.5 indicating responses at
chance level, and 1 indicating maximum discriminability.
𝑵𝑯 + 𝟎. 𝟓
𝑵𝑭𝑨 + 𝟎. 𝟓
] − 𝒍𝒐𝒈 [
]
𝑨′ = 𝒍𝒐𝒈 [
𝑵𝑴 + 𝟎. 𝟓
𝑵𝑪𝑹 + 𝟎. 𝟓
The decision criterion Beta represents the individual’s
strategy to categorize stimuli as signal rather than noise.
Beta ranged from −1 to 1, with negative values indicating a
liberal criterion (i.e., children tending to categorize any
stimulus as food), and positive values indicating a
conservative criterion (i.e., children tending to categorize
any stimulus as nonfood).
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𝑵𝑯 + 𝑵𝑭𝑨 + 𝟎. 𝟓
]
𝑵𝑴 + 𝑵𝑪𝑹 + 𝟎. 𝟓
With NH, NM, NFA, and NCR corresponding to the numbers
of hits, misses, false alarms, and correct rejections,
respectively.
We used A’ and Beta rather than accuracy which is a
global measure which does not account for the influence of
benefits and costs on an individual’s decision.
𝑩𝒆𝒕𝒂 = −𝒍𝒐𝒈 [

Results
To test the hypothesis that children’s categorization was
impacted by the items state (Whole and Sliced), we
assessed mean hit, mean miss, mean correct rejection and
false alarm responses, as well as A’ and Beta (results set out
in Table 1). We first analyzed children’s A’ to see whether
their performance was explained by the adoption of a
specific Beta. A poor A’ observed with no differences in
Beta would mean that it was difficult to discriminate the
signal from the noise. However, if A’ vary inversely with
Beta, more extreme decision criteria may reflect an
individual’s impairment in performance but also his
strategy in balancing the benefits and costs when making a
decision.
Discriminability index A’. We first analyzed children’s
categorization performance against chance (0.5). Children’
discriminability index A’ was significantly above 0.5
(Wilcoxon test, M = 0.743, SD = 0.092; W = 9316, p < .001,
d = 2.63). They were able to sort food items from nonfood
items correctly. The same pattern was found for whole (M
= 0.816, SD = 0.113; W = 9453, p < .001, d = 2.79) and
sliced items (M = 0.726, SD = 0.111; W= 9176, p < .001, d
= 2.05).
We ran a mixed model on children’s A’, with item state
(Whole or Sliced), and food rejection (scores obtained from
the CFRS questionnaire, ranging from 11 to 55) as
predictors. Results revealed an effect of item state (F =
20.41, p < .001, d = 0.77) with significantly more accurate
discriminations for whole (M = 0.816, SD = 0.113) than for
sliced (M = 0.726, SD = 0.111) items. There was also a
significant effect of food rejection (F = 3.96, p = .047, d = 0.06). Food rejection scores and A’ were significantly
negatively correlated (Spearman’s correlation coefficient, r
= −.196, p = .022). The highly neophobic and picky children
were less accurate to discriminate between food and
nonfood items than the more neophilic and less picky
children. Furthermore, as shown in Figure 2, the model
revealed a significant interaction effect between item states
and food rejection scores (F = 5.18, p = .024, d = -0.39).
Table 1. Type of response and signal detection indices for
whole and sliced items. Standard deviation in brackets.
State

Hit

Miss

CR

FA

A’

Beta

Whole

92.6

7.4

78.5

21.5

0.816

-0.081

(9.04)

(9.04)

(15.8)

(15.8)

(0.113)

(0.096)

90.7

9.3

58

42

0.726

-0.206

(13.1)

(13.1)

(23.7)

(23.7)

(0.111)

(0.194)

Sliced

Figure 2. Children’s A’ scores as a function of their food
rejection scores and item state.
Food rejection scores were negatively correlated with A’
for whole items (r = -.218, p = .011, see the red line in
Figure 2). This shows that highly neophobic and picky
children were less able to discriminate between whole food
and nonfood items than the more neophilic and less picky
children. However, for sliced items, there was no
significant correlation with food rejection scores.
Decision criterion Beta. Children’ Beta was significantly
under 0 (M = -.118, SD = .10; W = 450, p < .001, d = 1.176), which means that participants had a liberal sorting
tendency, considering most of the items as foods. The same
pattern was found for whole (M = -.081, SD = .39; W = 479,
p < .001, d = -0.838) and sliced items (M = -.206, SD = .194;
W = 385, p < .001, d = -1.061).
We ran a mixed model on children’s Beta, with item state
(Whole or Sliced), and food rejection scores as predictors.
Results revealed an effect of item state (F = 27.70, p < .001,
d = 0.90) with significantly more sliced items categorized
as food (M = -.206, SD = .194) than whole items (M = .081, SD = .39), indicating that children were more willing
to decide that a sliced item was a food rather than a whole
item (H1). There was also a significant effect of food
rejection (F = 16.39, p < .001, d = 0.64), with highly
neophobic and picky children categorizing less items as
foods, than other children, thus being more conservative
(H2). Food rejection scores and Beta were significantly
positively correlated (r = .252, p = .003). Figure 3 shows
that there was a significant interaction effect between item
states and food rejection scores (F = 10.0, p = .002, d = 0.54). Food rejection scores were positively correlated with
Beta for sliced items (r = .287, p < .001, see the blue line in
Figure 3). Contrary to our hypothesis, the highly neophobic
and picky children did not adopt a more conservative
decision criterion for whole items compared to sliced items.
Instead, this result suggests that the more neophilic and less
picky children were more liberal for sliced items than the
other children and categorized more often the sliced items
as foods.
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Figure 3. Children’s Beta scores as a function of their food
rejection scores and item state.

Discussion
This paper investigated children’s abilities to discriminate
between food and nonfood items, as a function of their food
rejection dispositions. We also contrasted the item states,
whole and sliced. To the best of our knowledge, our
experiment is the first to address edibility in young children,
revealing dissociations between the categorization
performance and strategy for whole and sliced processing
states as a function of interindividual differences in food
rejection intensity.
Regarding the processing states of the items, our results
confirm the hypothesis that food processing perceptual
features afford edibility (H1). Children were not as accurate
to discriminate sliced foods from nonfoods compared to
whole items. They categorized more often sliced items as
food than whole items. Actually, children were more
willing to accept even nonfoods in the food category if they
were sliced, thus committing hazardous incorrect
categorization. This result is in line with recent evidence
from Foinant et al., (2021): though the food processing
employed was merely slicing, children seemed to use this
information as an edibility cue. Further studies might use
different degree of processing, for example using slicing
and cooking (associated with caloric gains), to compare
perceived edibility or safety.
Results confirmed that food rejection intensity negatively
predicted children’s categorization performance. Children
with high food rejection scores exhibited poor
categorization performance compared to other children,
which is consistent with the previously reported negative
relationship between food rejection and categorization
performance (Rioux et al., 2016). The current study extends
this research, demonstrating that food rejection intensity
successfully predicted categorization performance of food
as edible versus inedible. Further, using a task with
asymmetrical costs in categorization errors, our data are the
first showing that food rejection intensity predicts the
adoption of a safer strategy. Indeed, neophobic and picky
children displayed a more conservative decision criterion
than other children (H2). These children categorized food

items as nonfood even though they were actual edible
substances. In a signal detection theory framework, it seems
that neophobic subjects favored misses over false alarms
(Crane et al., 2020), thus being more cautious than other
children. This result extends recent findings showing that
neophobic children overgeneralize food negative health
properties to prevent not generalizing the negative
properties to potentially harmful substances (Foinant et al.,
2021).
We also found that the intensity of food rejections
interacted with the item’s processing states to predict
children’s categorization performance and strategy.
However, contrary to our expectations (H3), in both cases,
it appears that the more neophobic and pickier children did
not differentiate between sliced and whole items. Whereas
the more neophilic and less picky children were impacted
to a larger extent by the item’s processing states. These
children adopted a more liberal strategy for sliced items
than for whole items. Therefore, it is not surprising that
their categorization performance for the sliced items was
similar to neophobic and picky children's performance.
These findings suggest that neophilic and less picky
children are more sensitive to food processing as an
edibility cue than their more neophobic and pickier
counterparts. This hypothesis is supported by evidence
showing that neophilic individuals learn and apply more
easily safety information successfully (Chivers et al., 2014)
at the cost of fatal errors.
In conclusion, our results provide evidence in favor of our
three hypotheses and extended previous findings on the
negative relationship between food rejections intensity and
food conceptual development (Rioux et al., 2016).
Furthermore, our results support the study of neophobia
from the perspective of the signal detection theory (Crane
et al., 2020), by providing the first piece of evidence in
favor of a specific categorization strategy in human
neophobic children. Moreover, it appears that children are
sensitive to the processing states of items and, like adults
(Coricelli et al., 2019; Foroni et al., 2013), infer edibility
from human processing cues.
Nonetheless, our study had several limitations. First, our
food stimuli were generated with only fruits and vegetables.
It would be of interest to investigate children’s
categorization abilities to discriminate between food and
nonfood items with other food categories that are less prone
to rejections (such as starchy food). Another limitation is
that we equated food processing with slicing. Other types
of food processing (e.g., with cooking) could affect
edibility perception. Despite these limitations, we believe
that the present experiment opens up promising new
research avenues, and sheds light on the relationship
between children’s food rejections and food concepts. In
particular, the present study shows that the perceived
degree of food processing is not cueing edibility for all
children. Therefore, children with high food rejection
dispositions could particularly benefit from training on the
importance of food processing to make a food edible.
Whereas children with low food rejection dispositions
could learn that humans transform many inedible
substances using similar processes as in cooking.
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Abstract

product marketing, and, in these cases, language describing
the robot is typically paired with images or videos of the robot
alone or interacting with other humans. Thus, it is important
to examine the relative influence of bottom-up and top-down
cues to anthropomorphism, and how these cues interact, in a
similar context. We take up these underexplored questions.

Anthropomorphism, or the attribution of human mental states
and characteristics to non-human entities, has been widely
demonstrated to be cued automatically by certain bottom-up
appearance and behavior features in machines. The potential
for top-down effects to influence anthropomorphism remains
underexplored—even as most people’s exposure to robots
prominently features linguistic descriptions, e.g. in common
discourse, public media, and product advertising. The results
of this online experiment suggest that top-down linguistic cues,
including personal pronouns and verbs that imply or reference
humanlike mental states, increase anthropomorphism of a
robot—and that these top-down cues may be as important of an
influence as bottom-up cues. Moreover, these results suggest
that this increased anthropomorphism is associated with
increased unwarranted expectations of the robot’s capabilities
and increased moral regard for the robot. As robots and other
machines become more integrated into human society, it is
more important to understand the extent to which top-down
influences matter for our thought, talk, and treatment of robots.

Background

Keywords: anthropomorphism; human-robot interaction; topdown framing; metaphors; agency; experience

Introduction
As robots become more integrated into our everyday lives,
it becomes increasingly critical to understand our remarkable
tendency to anthropomorphize (attribute human mental states
and characteristics to) them. Designers’ inclusion of certain
features in their robots’ appearance and functionality may be
more likely to elicit these attributions from users. Moreover,
communication of these conceptualizations of the robot, e.g.
calling the robot a “he” instead of “it” or a “companion”
instead of a “tool” in marketing or common discourse, may
also affect users’ tendency to attribute human capacities to
the robot. Anthropomorphism might also have important
implications for how we regard and treat these machines in
our social and ethical frameworks: anthropomorphism has
been associated with overestimations of robot capabilities
(theoretically; e.g. Duffy, 2003) increased trust (e.g. Waytz,
Heafner, & Epley, 2014), and moral care (e.g. Nijssen,
Müller, van Baaren, & Paulus, 2019). To date, most research
on anthropomorphism has focused on the interface-level
appearance and behavioral cues that may drive
anthropomorphism in a ‘bottom-up’ way. By contrast, little
work has explored ‘top-down’ effects on anthropomorphism
or compared these two kinds of influence. Critically,
however, most of the general public’s exposure to robots
today occurs through common discourse, public media, and
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Anthropomorphism has been shown to be cued automatically
by particular appearance and behavior features: these include
facial features (especially eyes) (e.g. Gray & Wegner, 2012;
Novikova & Watts, 2015), body morphology features like
arms (e.g. Haring, Watanabe, & Mougenot, 2013), natural
language processing and generation (Mitchell & Xu, 2015;
O’Neal, 2018), quality of movement and apparent autonomy
(e.g. Heider & Simmel, 1944), and contingent interaction
(Johnson, 2003). Behavior cues alone seem to cause
anthropomorphic responses, but the presence of both
behavior and appearance cues seems to cause the strongest
anthropomorphic response (Johnson, 2003).
Anthropomorphism is associated with the attribution of
experience and agency (Gray, Gray, & Wegner, 2007).
Experience capacities include emotional and bodily states,
e.g. fear, joy, pain, and consciousness. Agency capacities
include cognitive abilities such as thought, emotion
recognition, communication, planning, and moral reasoning.
There is some evidence that the experience dimension might
be intuitively viewed both as more essential to humanness
and as more lacking in machines—but also might be the
dimension we are more likely to perceive when we
anthropomorphize (Gray et al. 2007; Gray & Wegner, 2012).
That said, people have been observed to attribute both
humanlike agency and experience to non-human entities (e.g.
Johnson, 2003; Thellman, Silvervarg, & Ziemke, 2017).
The downstream consequences of how we understand
robots may obtain at the design level. Conceptualizing a
streaming service as a bookstore, a library, or a television
network, for example, has resulted in markedly different
products, such as iTunes, Netflix, or Spotify, respectively
(Richards & Smart, 2016). In a similar way, conceptualizing
a robot as humanlike or as fulfilling a human role—such as
employee or companion, rather than appliance or advanced
tool—will shape its designed appearance and behavioral
repertoire. In turn, these designed features may function as
bottom-up anthropomorphic cues and will constrain the set of
possible interactions users will expect to have (and can have)
with the robot. Anecdotally, robots are already assigned

societal roles typically occupied by humans, e.g. confidant
(Schulevitz, 2018), citizen (Stone 2017), or companion
(Darling, 2017; Anki, 2019). Personal pronouns and verbs
that imply or reference mental states like “thinking” or
“feeling” are also already used in reference to robots
(Forlizzi, 2007). Indeed, there is already explicit normative
debate regarding the extent to which we should use such
language to describe machines—it is thought that such
metaphoric language may matter for our thought, talk, and
treatment of them on personal, ethical, and legal levels (e.g.
Shellenbarger, 2019; Bryson, 2009; Darling, 2017).
Despite the clear theoretical importance of how people
conceptualize robots, there remains much work to be done to
understand the factors that influence this process. Previous
work has shown evidence that verbal descriptions can be used
to prime participants’ judgements and conception of robots
as social agents or members of certain groups, including
nationalities, etc., through stereotype activation (e.g. Eyssel
& Kuchenbrandt, 2012); in addition, framing the zoomorphic
robot Paro as a companion or pet that sleeps and feels pain
has been shown to influence human behavior (Wada,
Kouzuki, & Inoue, 2012). That said, surprisingly little
research has investigated whether and how top-down
linguistic cues affect anthropomorphism specifically
(Darling, Nandy, & Breazeal, 2015; Matthews, Lin,
Panganiban, & Long, 2019; Nijssen et al. 2019; Onnasch &
Roesler, 2019; Wallkötter, Stower, Kappas, & Castellano,
2020; Waytz et al. 2014). Though the existing body of work
points to the potential importance of the question, prior
research has not allowed for the direct comparison of topdown and bottom-up influences on anthropomorphism.
Moreover, no prior research has investigated these factors’
interactive impact on anthropomorphism in the context most
typical of how the general population is currently exposed to
robots, namely videos of the robot by itself or interacting with
another human accompanied by some linguistic description.
To address these gaps, the present study simultaneously
manipulated both top-down linguistic descriptions of a robot
and its rich bottom-up cues with videos of the robot,
including videos of the robot interacting with another human.
Thus, the present study allows us to (i) better understand the
top-down influence of language on anthropomorphism and
its associated implications, including capability estimations
and moral regard, (ii) compare the influence of top-down vs.
bottom-up anthropomorphic cues, and (iii) investigate how
these two distinct sources of information about humanlike
agency and experience interact with one another.

Methods
Participants
Amazon Mechanical Turk was used to recruit 658
participants currently in the United States. Of these, 61 did
not complete the study and were excluded based on this
1 As the baseline Description Type condition, this neutral
description was used instead of (for example) no description to
hedge against the possibility that the participants who were in this
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incomplete status. Other participants were excluded based on
failure to successfully complete any of 2 comprehension
checks or failure to complete open response questions with
relevant and reasonably coherent responses. After these
exclusions, 533 participants were left for inclusion in
analysis. These participants ranged in age from 18-69 years
old (M = 36.84); 62.9% identified as male.

Procedure & Materials
After giving informed consent and completing a basic
demographics questionnaire, participants were randomly
assigned to one of three different Description conditions
(Anthropomorphic, Mechanistic, or Neutral) and one of four
Video conditions (No Video, Robot Solo, Mechanistic
Interaction, Social Interaction) in a between-subjects design.
Participants were asked to read the respective description,
and then watch (if applicable) the respective video. Then,
only for participants in the video conditions with a video (all
except No Video), they wrote a short response describing
what they saw in the video. All participants then completed
(in order): an expected capabilities questionnaire, an
anthropomorphism questionnaire, a scenarios questionnaire,
and a technology familiarity questionnaire.
Descriptions There were three possible descriptions a
participant could have received. The Neutral description
consisted of a short sentence describing the robot’s height and
width, which was also incorporated into the other two
description types.1 The Mechanistic description portrayed
the robot in terms of its technical specifications as listed in
the Anki Vector promotional material (Anki, 2019), e.g. “a
powerful four-microphone array.” Possible uses were also
mentioned (i.e. “transport small objects”) and only passive
verbs were used (e.g. “can be used to”) except for the
information about height and width, which used a descriptive
verb (i.e. “has a height of…”). Only impersonal pronouns
were used (“it”). The Anthropomorphic description
portrayed the robot using anthropomorphic language such as
the robot’s “name” (“Vector”), personal pronouns (“he”),
verbs that imply mental states (“talk with you”) or directly
refer to mental states (“loves to”) and humanlike personality
descriptors (e.g. “smart”; “curious”; “playful”). The possible
uses mentioned in the Mechanistic description were here
phrased as abilities and motivated with a personality
ascription (i.e. “He loves to help out: he can...”). See the
supplemental materials (DOI below) for full texts.
Videos There were four Video Type conditions, including a
no video condition. All videos of an Anki Vector robot and
(in two conditions) a researcher were 2:08 minutes.
The Anki Vector robot is an autonomous and artificially
intelligent 3.9” x 2.4” x 2.7” robot. It has two treads and four
wheels, a “head” that can move or nod up and down, a display

condition and did not watch a video would be picturing a robot of
more human size and dimensions, which might have an effect on
their responses in the subsequent questionnaires.

screen featuring eyes that appear to blink and emote, and an
actuator similar to “arms.” It was selected for use in the
videos due to its possession of established anthropomorphic
bottom-up features, including eyes, quality of movement,
natural language processing capability, and behavior that is
contingent the environment and human user.
In the two interaction videos (mechanistic and social), the
same researcher interacted with the robot. For all videos,
participants were instructed to watch carefully and told they
would later be asked to describe what happens in the video.
The Robot Solo Video featured the Anki Vector robot
autonomously moving around a desk and making sounds,
with no humans present, at times interacting with various
items such as a plastic folder. The Mechanistic Interaction
Video featured a human attending to an off-screen work task,
with the robot on the desk next to her. The human interacted
with the robot mechanistically: for example, pushing the
button on the top of the robot to activate it, asking the robot
to move a cube or about the distance between two cities. In
the Social Interaction Video, the human seemed to treat the
Anki Vector more like a social companion. The human
interacted with the robot socially: for example, greeting the
robot by its name, playing music for it to dance to, or giving
it a “fist bump”. The robot recognized the human and called
her by name. See the supplement for video links and files.

Anthropomorphism Questionnaire Three scales were
included. The Metaphors Scale asked participants to estimate
the probability that they would use a given metaphorical term
to describe the robot, e.g. “Companion” and “Tool.” The
Agency and Experience Scale, informed by Gray et al.
(2007), asked participants to indicate their agreement with
statements that attributed a given capacity to a robot, e.g.
“This robot is capable of thinking.” The Pairwise
Comparison Scale, adapted and abbreviated from Bartneck et
al. (2009), asked participants to make disjunctive judgements
on a sliding scale about which of two descriptive terms most
closely matched their impression of the robot, e.g.
“Machinelike/Humanlike.”

Measures

Factor Analysis

Linguistic Analysis All participants except those in the No
Video condition received an open response question that
asked them to “Please briefly describe what you saw in the
video in your own words.” Responses were required to be
above a minimum of 75 characters. Linguistic analysis of
these responses was theoretically informed by Johnson
(2003), Heider and Simmel (1994), and Fussell, Kiesler,
Setlock, and Yew (2008). Responses were manually coded
for the number of impersonal pronouns (“it”) and personal
pronouns (“he” or “they”) made in reference to the robot, the
number of verbs implying humanlike mental states and the
number of verbs directly referencing a humanlike mental
state used of which the robot was the explicit grammatical
subject, and the number of humanlike descriptors (adjectives,
adverbs) used in reference to the robot. The personal
pronouns, verbs implying or referencing humanlike mental
states, and humanlike descriptors were summed into a single
score labeled “Linguistic Markers of Anthropomorphism”
(LMA), a dependent variable for analysis.

A factor analysis was conducted on the 21 items from the
Anthropomorphism questionnaire. A principal component
analysis with Varimax orthogonal rotation yielded three
factors explaining a total of 68.55% of the variance in item
responses: Anthropomorphism (explaining 48.25% of
variance), Advanced Tool Perceptions (explaining 10.96%
of variance), and Advanced Toy Attributions (explaining
9.34% of variance) (see supplement for more information).
Loading most highly in the Anthropomorphism factor were
all four attributed experience capacities (feeling affection,
feeling pleasure, experiencing emotions, feeling pain), all
four attributed agency capacities (understanding others’
emotions, thinking, making decisions; and communicating,
though the latter was barely significant), all
anthropomorphic metaphors (e.g. partner), and all three
items from the anthropomorphism pairwise comparison
scale. Three mechanistic metaphors (e.g. tool) and the
communicate and making decisions agency capacities
loaded most highly in the Advanced Tool Perceptions factor.

Expected Capabilities Questionnaire. To test the
hypothesis that anthropomorphism is associated with
overestimations of robot capabilities (Duffy, 2003; Scheutz,
2012), participants were asked to estimate the probability that
the robot would have certain capabilities, none of which were
warranted to expect based on the available information. Eight
mechanistic (e.g. “Scan my fingerprints”) and eight
anthropomorphic (e.g. “Understand my emotions”)
capabilities were presented. Item order was randomized.

The Effect of Description and Video
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Trust and Moral Care Scenarios Participants also
responded to questions following hypothetical scenarios
designed to test their trust of or moral concern for the robot.
The moral concern items posed moral dilemma-style
scenarios asking the participant to indicate on a sliding scale
the likelihood of their taking one of two actions to promote
either the safety of a human or that of the robot. Choosing the
latter was counted as an election to save the robot and taken
to show moral concern for the robot.

Results

Anthropomorphism. A two-way between-subjects 3x4
analysis of variance (ANOVA) tested the effect of video and
description on the extracted factor Anthropomorphism. This
test yielded no significant interaction, but did reveal a
significant effect of description, F(2,521) = 5.15, p < .01
(Figure 1). Post-hoc tests (Tukey’s HSD) revealed that the
anthropomorphic description caused significantly more
anthropomorphism compared to the neutral, p < .005. The
mechanistic and neutral description conditions did not

significantly differ. Thus, across video conditions featuring
different bottom-up cues, the top-down anthropomorphic
descriptions significantly increased anthropomorphism.

Figure 3: Condition-wise comparison of agency and
experience scores compared to data from Gray et al. (2007).

Figure 1: The effect of description on the extracted factor
Anthropomorphism.

Linguistic Analysis. Interrater reliability analysis measuring
absolute agreement suggested high initial agreement between
two independent raters, with intraclass correlation coefficient
values ranging from .72 (95% CI [.66, .77]) to .96 (95% CI
[.95, .96]) (see supplement for more information).
Disagreements were resolved through consensus.

Figure 2: The effect of video on Anthropomorphism.
There was also an effect of video (bottom-up cues),
F(3,521) = 3.08, p < .05, on Anthropomorphism (Figure 2).
A one-way t-test also revealed that the social interaction
video caused participants to explicitly anthropomorphize
reliably more than the mean, t(130) = 2.55, p < .05. None of
the other video conditions differed reliably from the mean.
Remarkably, especially in the face of the established
research showing the importance of the effect of bottom-up
cues on anthropomorphism, these results show that while
these bottom-up cues do have an effect, top-down cues can
have at least as large of an impact on anthropomorphism.
Agency and Experience. We also separately examined the
effect of our manipulations on perceptions of experience
and agency, allowing us to compare our results with
perceptions of adult humans and a robot from Gray et al.
(2007). For the attribution of experience, a two-way
ANOVA yielded only an effect of top-down cues
(description), F(2, 521) = 5.34, p < .01. Moreover, for the
attribution of agency, a two-way ANOVA also yielded only
an effect of top-down cues, F(3, 521) = 4.44, p < .05.
Our manipulations of bottom-up and especially top-down
cues influenced perceptions of agency and experience.
Indeed, as a result of our manipulations, participants
conceived of the robot increasingly similarly to the way we
conceive of human adults, as estimated by the Gray et al.
(2007) study (Figure 3).
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Figure 4: The effect of description on the use of LMA.
A two-way ANOVA testing the effect of description and
video on linguistic markers of anthropomorphism (LMA)
revealed only a significant effect of description, F(2, 374) =
5.05, p < .01 (Figure 4), and a significant effect of video,
F(2, 369) = 8.20, p < .001. Post-hoc tests (Tukey’s HSD)
revealed that the anthropomorphic description caused the use
of significantly more LMA compared to the mechanistic
description, p < .01, and numerically more than the neutral
description, p = .07. Post-hoc tests also showed the social
interaction video caused the use of more LMA compared to
both other groups, p < .05, and that the mechanistic
interaction video caused the use of fewer markers compared
to both other groups, p < .05.
Expected Capabilities. A two-way ANOVA yielded a
significant effect of description, F(2, 521) = 3.08, p < .05, on
participants’ probability estimates that the robot would have
certain anthropomorphic capabilities (Figure 5A). A twoway ANOVA also yielded a significant effect of description,
F(2, 521) = 3.20, p < .05, on participants’ probability
estimates that the robot would have certain mechanistic

capabilities (Figure 5B). Notably, the anthropomorphic
description increased expectations of anthropomorphic
capabilities compared to the other two conditions, while,
likewise, the mechanistic description increased expectations
of mechanistic capabilities compared to the other two
conditions, suggesting the importance of top-down
influences on expectations of corresponding capabilities.

that the robot may not have (e.g. “Understand my emotions,”
“Give me advice”) is important and merits further study.
Predicting Moral Judgements with Anthropomorphism.
A simple linear regression analysis revealed the factor
Anthropomorphism predicts elections to save the robot at
greater risk of human safety in hypothetical moral dilemma
scenarios, ηp2 = .43 (Figure 7). The remarkably large size of
this effect is striking and suggests that the association
between anthropomorphism and moral care for the robot—
even at greater risk to human life—can be affected even by
relatively minimal manipulations of bottom-up and top-down
cues to agency. This is an important topic for future research.

Discussion
Top-Down Effects on Anthropomorphism

Figure 5: The effect of description on participants’
expectations of robot capabilities.
There were also significant effects of video on expectations
of anthropomorphic and mechanistic capabilities, F(3, 521) =
5.00, p < .01 and F(3, 521) = 8.62, p < .001, respectively, by
which participants who watched the Robot Solo video had
unusually low expectations overall and those who did not
watch a video or watched the mechanistic interaction video
had higher expectations of mechanistic capabilities.

Figure 6: Anthropomorphism vs. Expectations of
Anthropomorphic Capabilities.

Figure 7: Anthropomorphism vs. Moral Regard for Robot.
Predicting Expectations of Capabilities A simple linear
regression analysis revealed the factor Anthropomorphism
predicts expectations of anthropomorphic capabilities,
ηp2 = .74 (Figure 6). This result and remarkably large effect
size suggest the association between anthropomorphism and
the tendency to overestimate social or emotional capabilities
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The significant effect of description on anthropomorphism
suggests that top-down influences on anthropomorphism
matter. The hypothesis that the anthropomorphic description
would cause more anthropomorphism relative to the neutral
description is supported by these results. The
anthropomorphic description also caused the use of more
LMA (linguistic markers of anthropomorphism: considered
a behavioral measure) and higher expectations of
anthropomorphic capabilities. Taken together, these results
suggest that personal pronouns, verbs that imply or refer to
humanlike mental states, humanlike descriptors, and the
robot’s name—linguistic features that might occur in
common discourse, product advertising, news reports, etc.—
increase anthropomorphism in those exposed to them.
The hypothesis that the mechanistic description would
decrease explicit anthropomorphism relative to the neutral
description was not supported by these results. Those in the
mechanistic and neutral description conditions did not
anthropomorphize significantly differently; indeed, those in
the mechanistic description group anthropomorphized
slightly more than those in the neutral. Though unexpected,
this result may be explained by a “sophistication bias”:
possibly, describing the robot’s advanced technological
capabilities promotes a conception of an advanced robot—
and, critically, in the face of the “advanced robots” of
present popular culture, the person may conceptualize it as
also having qualities of a social, emotional entity. That said,
the mechanistic description caused higher expectations of
mechanistic capabilities and (though not significantly) the
use of fewer LMA; both suggest a notable influence, and in
particular the latter result suggests that those who hear the
robot described mechanistically may be slightly less likely
to describe the robot anthropomorphically in turn.

Bottom-Up and Top-Down Effects
The bottom-up effects shown in our results can be
characterized by the influence of watching the way in which
a human and robot interact. The Social Interaction video
increased anthropomorphism and the use of LMA. The
Mechanistic Interaction video decreased the use of LMA and

increased expectations of mechanistic capabilities relative to
all other video conditions except No Video (which also
featured high expectations). This pattern suggests that
watching the way in which other humans interact with a
robot—as if the robot were a tool, the robot primarily
showing its tool functionalities; or as if the robot were a social
companion capable of emotion, the robot appearing to look
and behave accordingly—can influence anthropomorphism.
The importance of this result is underscored by the fact that
the bottom-up exposure of robots to most of the general
population today occurs not through direct, co-present
interaction with the robot, but through images and videos of
the robot by itself or interacting with another human: this
result suggests that those videos have a significant influence
on the viewer’s anthropomorphism of the robot.
Strikingly, the top-down effect of description had a larger
influence on anthropomorphism (compared to bottom-up
cues) and was the only manipulation to significantly
influence the attribution of agency and experience capacities.
These top-down cues, then, had the primary impact on
causing participants to view the robot similarly to how they
view adult humans (cf. Gray, et al., 2007). Though most
research on anthropomorphism to date has focused on
bottom-up cues, these results illustrate the equal and
potentially greater importance of top-down cues.
Lastly, the broad lack of interactions of the effects of
description and video suggests the top-down and bottom-up
effects on anthropomorphism (and advanced tool
perceptions) are relatively independent. While further
research should continue to examine this hypothesis, these
results suggest that top-down effects on anthropomorphism
may occur largely independently from bottom-up effects.

Consequences of Conceptualizations
There is also evidence that anthropomorphism has
important consequences. In line with the theorizing of Duffy
(2003) and Scheutz (2012), our empirical results support the
hypothesis that anthropomorphism promotes overestimations
of the robot’s social and emotional capabilities. That is,
anthropomorphic cues—including top-down cues—may
increase risks related to unrealistic expectations of a robot’s
actual functionalities. This finding has implications for
human-robot cooperation, which requires an accurate
understanding of capabilities, and contexts ranging from
education and professional training to product advertisement.
Equally notably, and in line with Nijssen et al. (2019), our
results suggest that anthropomorphism is associated with
increased moral regard for the robot: the more one
anthropomorphizes the robot, the more one is likely to elect
to save the robot, even at greater risk to human safety. This
result, if borne out in non-hypothetical situations, bears
obvious ramifications important to consider when designing,
marketing, or discussing robots that interact with humans.
These associated consequences of anthropomorphism
underscore the importance of seriously considering the topdown effects of the language used to describe robots.
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Limitations
Critically, our results give no indication of the persistence
or generality of the demonstrated effects: there remain
important questions about how long a description will
influence one’s conception of the described robot, or whether
the effect will influence one’s conceptualizations of other
robots. These questions merit further research.
Moreover, important questions remain about how the
relative influences of top-down and bottom-up cues change
(a) in an in-person context and (b) when the participant is
interacting with the robot directly, rather than watching
another human interact with the robot. There is some
evidence that the effect of linguistic top-down cues lessens in
an in-person context when the participant is interacting with
a humanoid robot directly (Onnasch & Roesler, 2019;
Wallkötter et al., 2020). With regard to these questions, it is
a limitation of this study that the participants were exposed to
the robot’s bottom-up cues only in video format and not in an
embodied co-present manner, and that the participant
watched someone else interact with the robot rather than
interacting with the robot directly. That said, the top-down
and bottom-up stimuli of this study are realistic to online
news reports, social media, and product advertisements—the
real-world contexts in which many (and, at present, most)
people are actually exposed to robots, in which the viewer
does not interact with the robot directly, but rather sees the
robot by itself or interacting with another human, along with
some linguistic description. Thus, though the present study is
highly limited in answering questions about co-present direct
human-robot interaction, this study’s results are still of high
importance due to its reasonable degree of realism to the
context in which most will be exposed to robots today—and
the implications are critical for the opinions developed about
robots and the roles we give them in the days to come.

Conclusion
The results of this study suggest that top-down effects on
anthropomorphism matter. Using different language to
describe a robot can influence the degree to which those
exposed to those words anthropomorphize it—which, in turn,
has critical downstream consequences that can influence the
place we give robots in our social and ethical frameworks.
Further, using this language seems to cause others to be more
likely to use similar language, which will in turn influence
still others’ conceptions and behavior.
As robots and other machines become more integrated into
our daily lives, a more thorough understanding of the causes
and consequences of anthropomorphism becomes more
critical. Top-down effects on anthropomorphism seem to
matter for our thought, talk, and potential treatment of robots.
Especially as we set norms for discussing robots in common
discourse, education, marketing, media, and policy, topdown effects merit serious consideration and further study.

Supplemental Materials, Data, and Code
https://doi.org/10.7910/DVN/B1O1ZQ
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Abstract
Children can represent, compute, and manipulate numbers
from very early in development. Additionally, beginning in
infancy, children appear to have intuitions about probability,
correctly anticipating the outcomes of simple sampling events.
In two experiments, we examined 3- to 7-year-olds’ (N=196)
ability to compare the number of items across sets in games of
chance. In Experiment 1, children were asked to select between
two games with different numbers of hiding locations to either
find or hide a gold coin. Using a similar set up, in Experiment
2, they were asked to select the game that would make it easy
or hard for another player to find the coin. Results from both
experiments suggest that by around age 5, children can use
numerical reasoning to compare odds: they were more likely to
select the game with more cups when asked to help hide the
gold coin than find it (Experiment 1) and when asked to make
the game hard rather than easy (Experiment 2).
Keywords: Numerical reasoning; Probability; Numerical
comparisons; Cognitive development

Introduction
Games of chance have been a source of entertainment for
centuries. The oldest evidence of board games dates to the
Neolithic Age 6,000 to 10,000 years ago and card games first
appeared in Europe in the late 1300s, migrating from the east
(Husband, 2016). These games have stood the test of time;
they continue to provide entertainment for children and adults
alike. Not only are they enjoyable, they also provide excellent
means for practicing social skills (cooperation and
competition), linguistic skills, and numerical reasoning. For
instance, take the simple card game War, often played by
children growing up in Western cultures. The objective of
this game is to win all the cards in the deck. During each
round, each player flips over one card from their deck and the
player with the higher card takes them all. This is repeated
until one player has won all the cards. This simple card game
requires that children understand and follow rules and make
numerical comparisons. Indeed, from Chess to Go Fish, the
games we play involve elements of numbers, probabilities
and odds.
Given these properties, games of chance also provide a way
to explore children’s competence in the cognitive and socialcognitive abilities they hinge on. We examine 3- to 7-yearold children’s intuitive ability to assess the odds of a game of
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chance that requires comparing discrete items across sets.
Specifically, we informed children of the goal of a game, for
example, to find or hide a gold coin hidden under one cup in
a set of cups. Then we presented them with two game
environments to choose from on each trial, say, one with 5
cups and the other with 10 cups. We examine whether
children will choose games with more cups when the goal is
to hide a coin and games with fewer cups when the goal is to
find it.
Children in this age range may have the pre-requisite
abilities to succeed in such a task. Past research has
demonstrated that children have an intuitive number sense
long before they even learn to count. For example, 6-monthold infants perceive and discriminate between large numbers,
if the ratios are sufficiently large (i.e., 1:2 but not 2:3; Xu &
Spelke, 2000). More directly pertinent to our task, infants and
young children are able to reason about relative amounts of
items among sets. That is, they are sensitive to the ordinal
relationships among items in sets (Brannon & Van de Walle,
2001; Brannon, 2002), and beginning around age 2.5, and
improving throughout the early years, they can compare sets
of discrete items such as 1 versus 3 or 6 versus 9 items to
indicate which contains more (even when controlling for
variables, such as total surface area, that correlate with
number; e.g., Cheung & Le Corre, 2018).
Finally, infants and young children can make statistical
inferences using the basic principles of probability,
suggesting that they should be able to grapple with both the
uncertainty and the elements of randomness involved in the
present task. That is, when infants are presented with a
distribution of items in a population, they expect that a
randomly drawn, blind sample should be similar in
distribution (e.g., Denison et al., 2013; Kayhan et al., 2017;
Xu & Garcia., 2008). Further, when infants and young
children are presented with tasks that require they reason
about the likely contents of a single blind draw from a
population, they tend to anticipate that the item will be of the
majority type (Denison & Xu, 2014; Yost et al., 1962).
Indeed, 12-month-old infants have been shown to make
inferences on the probabilities of single sampling events by
comparing proportions of objects. However, this ability was
not found in 3- and 4-year-olds (Girotto et al., 2016; Placì et
al., 2020). Therefore, it is possible that younger children
would find our experimental task difficult. Nevertheless, our

task does not require comparisons of ratios or proportions,
instead, it requires that children compare absolute quantities
across sets when inferring odds, so a potential lack of ability
to compare proportions may not influence performance.
Thus, children have intuitions about probability and
randomness from an early age, and in the absence of formal
education and explicit teaching. Consistent with this view,
prenumerate Mayan adults can solve a range of probabilistic
problems as well. Their abilities to make correct probabilistic
evaluations matches the performance of Mayan school
children and Western controls. These findings suggest that
regardless of schooling and culture, humans possess basic
probabilistic knowledge (Fontanari et al., 2014).
Together, this literature suggests that children have the prerequisite abilities to reason successfully about the individual
components of the current tasks. Thus, we examine here
whether they can put this knowledge together to decide which
games of chance are more advantageous, depending on the
goals of the games.

to a character, Alex, (gender matched to each child
participant). They were instructed, based on their betweensubjects condition (Finder or Hider) to help Alex find or hide
gold coins. Following these instructions, all children
completed three trial types (2 vs 4 cups, 3 vs 6 cups and 5 vs
10 cups) where they chose which of the two games Alex
should either try to find or try to hide a gold coin in, with the
order of their presentation counterbalanced. The visual
stimuli in both the Finder and Hider conditions were
identical; only the verbal scripts were modified to describe
hiding or finding. Whether the higher number of cups
appeared on the left or right was also counterbalanced.

Experiment 1
Experiment 1 asks whether children can use numerical
information to select a game that will increase the odds of a
character successfully finding or hiding an item. Three- to 6year-olds were presented with a character who either wanted
to find or hide a gold coin under one of the cups. In the Finder
condition, participants were asked to help the character find
the gold coin. In the Hider condition, participants were asked
to help the character hide the gold coin. They were presented
with three trials: 2vs4, 3vs6 and 5vs10. All trials used the
same ratios (1:2), but absolute number was varied, in order to
increase the number of trials each child could respond to
without exact repetitions and to see whether the absolute
numbers would impact performance, particularly at younger
ages, as this sometimes impacts numerical comparisons for
young children (e.g., Cheung & Le Corre, 2018).

Methods

Figure 1: Experiment 1 stimuli & script.

Participants 130 three- to six-year-olds (Mage =4.5 years;
60.5 months; 56 girls) participated. 68 participants were in
the Finder condition and 62 were in the Hider condition. We
initially planned to test 20 children per age in years per
condition, but data collection was discontinued due to the
COVID-19 pandemic (resulting in: 35 3-year-olds, 28 4-yearolds, 31 5-year-olds, and 36 6-year-olds, distributed
approximately evenly across the two conditions, which were
randomly assigned at each age). No additional children were
tested and excluded. Participants were recruited and
individually tested in local daycares and elementary schools
in [blinded] region. In both experiments, we obtained
informed consent from guardians and oral assent from
children.
Design and Procedure See Figure 1 for illustrations of the
slides and the scripts, which were run using PowerPoint,
narrated live by an experimenter. Children were introduced
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Results and Discussion
See anonymized data for both experiments here:
https://osf.io/vhwk3/?view_only=bf36f5062a6749afb3b9ce
dfc5cf97a8. Participants received a score of 1 when they
picked the game with more cups and 0 when they picked the
game with fewer cups on each trial, regardless of condition,
resulting in scores ranging from 0 to 3. Thus, if children were
reasoning correctly, they should score higher in the Hider
condition than in the Finder condition.
We used a Generalized Estimating Equations (GEE) model
with condition (Hider, Finder) as a between-subjects factor,
age in months (mean-centered) and entered as a continuous
covariate and trial type (2v4, 3v6, 5v10) as a within-subjects
factor and their interactions.
We found a significant main effect of condition, Wald X2
(1) = 7.63, p = .006, in that children scored higher in the Hider
than the Finder condition.

There was also a significant interaction between condition
and age (see Figure 2), Wald X2 (1) = 13.23, p <.001. To
further investigate this interaction, we conducted a median
split for age in months (Median = 61.41 months) and
examined the differences in responses in the two conditions
between the younger versus older age groups (see Table 1 for
means and standard deviations). We found that the older
participants were more likely to select the game with more
cups in the Hider condition than in the Finder condition, Wald
X2 (1) = 10.64, p =.001. The younger half of the sample did
not show a significant difference in their responses between
the two conditions, Wald X2 (1) = 0.13, p = .720. We
originally planned to break this down by age in years but used
a median split due to the disrupted data collection, which
resulted in uneven numbers of children at each age and a
smaller total sample.
We also examined each condition separately. In the Hider
condition, with age, children were more likely to select the
game with more cups, Wald X2 (1) = 12.94, p < .001. In the
Finder condition, age did not affect the responses, Wald X2
(1) = 2.62, p = .106.
Finally, there was a significant main effect of trial type,
Wald X2 (2) = 7.84, p = .020. Pairwise comparisons using a
Wilcoxon Signed-Ranks test revealed an unexpected and
slightly unusual pattern: children chose the higher number of
cups significantly more often in the 2v4 trial than in the 3v6
trial, Z = -2.65, p = .008. The responses between the 2v4 trial
and the 5v10 trial, 3v6 trial and 5v10 trial did not differ; Z =
-0.67, p = .500 and Z = -1.69, p = .091, respectively.
Table 1: Average Score (out of 1) by median split.
Months
<61.41
>61.41

Condition
Finder
Hider
Finder
Hider

MTotal Score
0.54
0.59
0.44
0.71

absolute number of cups truly affects performance on this
task, we would probably expect to find an interaction
between condition and trial type. For example, children
would be more successful in the 2v4 trial than the 3v6 trial
and the 5v10 trial, since 2- to 4- year-old children have
sometimes been more successful in making numerical
comparisons when there are fewer items involved (Cheung &
Le Corre, 2018).
One potential interpretation of our findings is that children
may be better at the hiding condition than at the finding
condition. In observing the graph, it is evident that, at least in
the older half of the sample, children are diverging from what
might be considered “chance” performance (a score of 1.5)
when hiding but not finding. Indeed, comparisons to chance
confirm this: in the older half, children performed above
chance in the Hider condition (t(30) = 3.53, p = .001) and no
different from chance in the Finder condition (t(33) = 1.13, p
= .267). This could represent an interesting difference,
wherein children are more competent hiders than finders
early in development. However, we are cautious in
interpreting our data this way because, in this task, children
are required to choose the game with fewer cups to produce
a correct response in the Finder condition. This may require
that children inhibit a desire to choose the side with more
items (cups), which could be a tempting choice at baseline for
children.
Overall, around age 5, children were able to compare the
odds of different games to determine game difficulty. Given
our disrupted data collection, the surprising trial-type finding,
and the move to online testing, we attempted to conceptually
replicate this finding in Experiment 2.

SDTotal Score
0.34
0.32
0.30
0.33

Older children used numerical reasoning to optimally
choose between games but younger children did not. That is,
older children were more likely to select the game with fewer
cups when asked to help find the gold coin (which makes the
game easier for the player) and to select the game with more
cups when asked to help hide the gold coin (making the game
harder). Thus, at approximately age five, children appear able
to determine how the number of locations in an environment
impacts the likelihood of succeeding or failing at a hiding and
finding game.
We also found a main effect of trial type. Somewhat
unexpectedly, pairwise comparisons revealed that children
were significantly more likely to select more cups in the 2v4
trial rather than the 3v6 trial, regardless of condition.
However, there were no significant differences between the
3v6 and 5v10 trial or the 2v4 and 5v10 trial. This pattern of
responding is difficult to explain, and the most reasonable
explanation might be that this is a random fluctuation that
may have smoothed out with the larger sample size. If the
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Figure 2: Children’s average scores in Experiment 1 with
age in months and condition. Dots are jittered for visibility.

Experiment 2
In Experiment 2, we simplified our procedure slightly, which
allowed us to use a within-subject design and made the task
particularly well-suited for online testing.
Instead of asking children to help a character find or hide
gold coins, they were asked to select a game that would either
be easy or hard for another person to find a gold coin. This
design allowed us to simplify our script and make the scripts
across the two conditions even better equated. Essentially, in
Experiment 2, just one word [easy/hard] changes across
conditions.
In the Easy condition, children were instructed to make the
game easy for another player to find the gold coin. In the Hard
condition, they were asked to make the game hard for another
player to find the gold coin. We decided to test 4- to 7-yearolds in this experiment, largely because it wasn’t until at least
age 5 that children made correct inferences in Experiment 1
but also because this is the current age range that we are
including in our online lab.

check with the new task (again, giving children two attempts
at it) and children completed the next block of three trials.
The visual stimuli in both the Easy and Hard condition were
identical and scripts were identical other than the words
“easy”/”hard”.

Results and Discussion
Coding was identical to Experiment 1. Thus, if children
reasoned correctly, they should have scored higher in the
Hard condition than in the Easy condition.
We used a GEE (binary logistic, independent correlation
matrix) with condition (Easy, Hard) and trial type (2v4, 3v6,
5v10) as within-subjects factors, age in months was meancentered and entered as a continuous covariate and
interactions were included in the model.

Methods
Participants Data collection was conducted online via live
zoom calls using screen sharing. 80 four- to seven-year-olds
participated in the study (20 children per age in years, Mage
= 6.01 years; 72.14 months; 38 females). Eight additional
children were tested but excluded for failing the
comprehension question twice (see Procedure);. The sample
size, experimental procedures, statistical analyses and
exclusion
criteria
were
pre-registered
(https://aspredicted.org/blind.php?x=yt3di9).
Design and Procedure In this experiment, both condition
(Easy, Hard) and trial type (2v4, 3v6, 5v10) were tested
within-subjects. Trial type order was counterbalanced as in
Experiment 1 and condition order was blocked and
counterbalanced (i.e., the easy block appeared first for half
the children).
Participants were told that they had one gold coin to hide
under a cup (see Figure 3 for the procedure). In
counterbalanced order, they were told to make the game easy
or hard for another player to find. After being told the task,
they were asked the comprehension question: “Do I want it
to be easy or hard for another kid to find the gold coin?” For
those who answered incorrectly the first time, the task
instructions were repeated, and the comprehension question
was asked a second time. If children failed the question a
second time, the experimenter continued with the task, but
these children’s data were excluded from analyses, as
planned in the pre-registration.
After the comprehension check, the three trials for that
block proceeded and children were asked to select the side
they would like to hide their coin in. Then the experimenter
proceeded with the next block by saying, “now I want to
make it very [easy/hard] for other kids to find the gold coin
in my game.” They again went through the comprehension
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Figure 3: Experiment 2 stimuli & script. The order of trialtype and whether participants saw the Easy or Hard
condition first was counterbalanced.
There was a significant main effect of condition, Wald X2
(1) = 43.57, p <.001, in that children scored higher in the Hard
condition than in the Easy condition. There was also a
significant Condition x Age interaction (see Figure 4), Wald
X2 (1) = 18.04, p = <.001. There was no main effect of trial
type, Wald X2 (2) = 1.00, p = .606 (see Table 2 for means and
standard deviations at each age).
To further investigate the interaction, we examined the
differences in responses in the two conditions for each age
group. Because we pre-registered the analyses (and we
finished data collection for this experiment, as opposed to
Experiment 1, which we do not intend on revisiting), we
examined each age separately. Among the 4-year-olds, there
was no significant effect of condition, Wald X2 (1) = 1.32, p

= .250. In contrast, there was a significant effect of condition
for the 5-, 6- and, 7-year-olds, ps < .001. The 5- to 7-yearolds were more likely to select the game with more cups in
the Hard condition. For consistency with the Experiment 1
analyses, we conducted analyses with a median split on age
in months (Median = 72.40 months). We found that younger
and older children showed a significant effect of condition,
Wald X2 (1) = 10.342, p = .001 and Wald X2 (1) = 35.275, p
< .001, respectively, selecting the game with more cups in the
Hard condition than in the Easy condition.
We also examined each condition separately. In the Easy
condition, with age, children were more likely to select the
game with fewer cups, Wald X2 (3) = 19.50, p < .001. In the
Hard Condition, with age, children were more likely to select
the game with more cups, Wald X2 (3) = 9.61, p = .022.
Table 2: Average Score (out of 1) by age in years.
Age
4
5
6
7

Condition
Easy
Hard
Easy
Hard
Easy
Hard
Easy
Hard

MAverage Score
0.48
0.63
0.32
0.80
0.12
0.88
0.07
0.92

SDAverage Score
0.35
0.37
0.38
0.33
0.20
0.22
0.23
0.24

Figure 4: Children’s average scores in Experiment 2 with
age in months and condition. Dots are jittered for visibility.
In Experiment 2, we again found that children’s ability to
use numerical reasoning to determine game difficulty
improved with age. Consistent with the findings from
Experiment 1, 4-year-olds did not succeed at this task, while
children 5-years and older did succeed.
Again, in thinking about comparisons to chance, we see
that children appear to perform slightly better in the Hard
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condition, where choosing the higher number of cups is
correct: Four-year-olds performed no differently than chance
in either condition (ps > .126), but 5-year-olds performed
above chance in the Hard condition (t(19) = 4.05, p < .001)
and marginally different from chance in the Easy condition
(t(19) = 2.15, p = .045). Six- and 7-year-olds scored well
beyond chance in both conditions (all p’s < .001).

General Discussion
We investigated children’s use of numerical reasoning to
compare odds in games. We presented children with two
games side-by-side that varied in the number of locations to
see if they can use this information to determine which game
increases the odds of successfully finding or hiding a coin.
Around age 5, children made appropriate inferences about
game difficulty.
To be successful on these tasks, children must be able to
make numerical comparisons, evaluate and compare the
probability of success on each of the games and remember
the goal of the game. Young children appear to be capable of
making numerical comparisons that involve set sizes and
ratio differences (1:2) that are similar to the ones included
here (Cheung & Le Corre, 2018). They are also capable of
evaluating probabilities and making predictions about single
draws from distributions, thus showing some sensitivity to
the concepts involved in games of chance (Denison et al.,
2006; Girotto et al., 2016; Yost et al., 1962). However, the
present task requires that children make inferences about the
probability of locating a hidden object based on the number
of hiding locations and using that information to manipulate
difficulty. It is possible that young children find it difficult to
coordinate the three aspects of the task that they must keep in
mind (the specific instruction, the numerical comparison, and
the idea of a blind choice). Our findings suggest that this
ability might not be present until around age 5.
It is not particularly surprising that older children perform
better than younger children on this task. First, children’s
numerical reasoning, including their ANS acuity, which is
likely implicated in this task, is drastically improving across
these ages (e.g., Odic, 2018). Further, children are learning
about quantifier words and their associated concepts at these
ages (e.g., Odic et al., 2013), such as more and less, and better
mastery of these concepts would surely aid them in this task.
Finally, children would likely have had much more
experience with games of all kinds, including games of
chance, as they progress through this period. In a study
conducted by Ramani and Siegler (2008), low-income
preschoolers (Mage = 5.4 years) became more proficient on
various numerical tasks (i.e., numerical comparisons, number
line estimation, counting, and numeral identification) after
playing a number board game for an hour. Participants who
played an identical game that focused on colors instead of
numbers did not show improvement. Thus, children’s
experience with number board games appears to improve
their numerical knowledge.
Moreover, it is likely that performance on our task is
associated with improvements in children’s general cognitive

development. For example, in order to produce the correct
responses in the “Finder” and “Easy” conditions, children
must select a smaller number of cups. As revealed in our
comparisons to chance, young children appear slightly more
pulled towards choosing the game with more cups, regardless
of condition. It is possible that they are struggling to inhibit a
desire to simply select more cups in our task, as significant
improvements in executive functioning, including inhibition,
are well documented throughout this period (Diamond,
2013). We also speculated, in Experiment 1, that children
might be better at tasks that require hiding than those that
require finding. This is an interesting idea, and in some ways,
our results from Experiment 2 could support this: in
comparing results across experiments, 5- and 6-year-old
children appeared to perform better in the Easy condition of
Experiment 2 than in the somewhat analogous Finder
condition of Experiment 1. This suggests that inhibiting
choosing the larger number of items is perhaps not solely
responsible for weaker performance in the Finder than Hider
conditions of Experiment 1. But, there are many other
differences between Experiments 1 and 2, including
simplified instructions, an online format, and within-subjects
design in Experiment 2. Future work can examine whether
there is truly an asymmetry in children’s abilities in hiding
versus finding, as it may have implications for the
developmental roots of these and related abilities.
It is also worth noting that in our experiments so far, we
ask children to compare numbers of items in two sets, without
controlling for other variables that correlate with number
such as surface area. We plan to conduct follow-up studies
wherein the cups in the more numerous sets are half the size
of those in the less numerous sets. We currently cannot be
certain that the children who succeed on this task do so by
truly considering the discrete number of locations and the
single chance at uncovering a coin, rather than using a
heuristic like, “searching is easier when there’s less stuff”.
Our main interest in designing this experiment is to use the
set-up in future studies to examine children’s application of
numerical knowledge for exploring their reasoning about
knowledge and ignorance, and social inferences. More
specifically, we are interested in children’s inferences about
deception, cheating, and lying, based on their intuitions about
probability, and these games could provide a potentially
fruitful paradigm. If children can compare the odds of games,
they might also become suspicious of a character who is
winning too frequently based on odds, and start to wonder
whether they had surreptitiously gained knowledge about the
hiding locations. Young children can use probability to make
a number of other social inferences, including people’s
preferences (Diesendruck et al., 2015; Kushnir et al., 2010;
Ma & Xu, 2011) and their emotions (Doan et al., 2018; 2020),
suggesting this could be extended to examine other kinds of
social inferences involved in cooperation and competition.
In sum, findings from two experiments suggest that around
age 5, children can use numerical reasoning to compare odds
in a game of chance. Future work will determine whether
children make these comparisons based on the discrete
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number of locations and whether they can apply this ability
to make social inferences.
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Abstract
Listening to music activates representations of movement and
social agents. Why? We ask whether high-level causal
reasoning about how music was generated can lead people to
link musical sounds with animate agents. To test this, we asked
whether people (N=60) make flexible inferences about whether
an agent caused musical sounds, integrating information from
the sounds’ timing and from the visual context in which it was
produced. Using a 2x2 within-subject design, we found
evidence of causal reasoning: In a context where producing a
musical sequence would require self-propelled movement,
people inferred that an agent had been present causing the
sounds. When the context provided an alternative possible
explanation, this ‘explained away’ the agent, reducing the
tendency to infer an agent was present for the same acoustic
stimuli. People can use causal reasoning to infer whether an
agent produced musical sounds, suggesting that high-level
cognition can link music with social concepts.
Keywords: causal reasoning; inference; agency; animacy;
music cognition; social cognition

Introduction
The mere act of listening to music activates more than just
auditory representations. Music also activates representations
of movement, even when no movement is produced or
viewed (Cannon & Patel, 2021; Chen, Penhune & Zatorre,
2008; Grahn & Rowe, 2009). Music appears to activate social
representations as well, particularly for music that people
believe was created by a person (Launay, 2015; Steinbeis &
Koelsch, 2009).
Why would musical sounds make us think about movement
and social agents? At least in part, musical sounds are linked
with movement due to low-level, modality-specific
connections: Features of rhythmic sound drive the motor
system (and vice versa) via early-developing connections
between auditory and motor systems (Cannon & Patel, 2021;
Chen et al., 2008; Grahn & Rowe, 2009; Patel & Iversen,
2014). Beyond rhythm, other auditory features also drive the
perception of animacy, movement, and emotion in music
(Blust, Baker, Richard & Shanahan, 2015; Juslin & Laukka,
2003; Sievers, Polansky, Casey & Wheatley, 2013). The
organized nature of musical sound may also lead listeners to
think about agents: From early in life, people expect that
orderly objects and sounds are associated with agents (Ma &
Xu, 2013; Newman, Keil, Kuhlmeier, & Wynn, 2010; but see
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Schachner & Kim, 2018). These accounts share a focus on
the role of perceptual attributes of sound in driving links with
movement and social concepts.
Here we propose that an additional cognitive process may
also play a role. In particular, high-level causal reasoning
about how the music was generated may lead people to link
music with movement and agents, through a process of
inference to the best explanation (Keil & Newman, 2015;
Lipton, 2004; Ma & Xu, 2013; Tenenbaum, Griffiths &
Kemp, 2006). Causal reasoning has the potential to explain
why music is linked both to representations of movement as
well as to animate agents: This may result from a joint
inference (Baker, Jara-Ettinger, Saxe & Tenenbaum, 2017)
about the type of movement required, and the type of force
that could cause those movements. Under this account, to
explain an observed sequence of musical pitches, people infer
what types of movements would be required to produce them;
and simultaneously infer the most likely cause of those
movements, weighing multiple hypotheses (perhaps they
were generated by a person; by an animal; by gravity; by
wind; etc.). They then choose the hypothesis that is both
plausible a priori and provides a good explanation of the
observed events.
This type of inferential reasoning occurs in multiple related
domains, including physical-mechanical reasoning, social
reasoning, and mental state inference (Teglas et al., 2011;
Baker et al., 2009; Battaglia, Hamrick & Tenenbaum, 2013).
Here, we ask whether this domain-general causal reasoning
process also occurs when listening to musical sounds, and
explore the implications of this idea. To be clear, we view
causal inference as a domain-general ability that is not unique
to musical sounds, and likely occurs in a similar way for nonmusical environmental sounds (Gerstenberg, Seigel &
Tenenbaum, 2018; Traer, Norman-Haignere & McDermott,
2020). However, if people engage in causal reasoning about
musical sounds in particular, this would provide a
parsimonious explanation for several aspects of musical
representations.

Animate Agents as Causes of Music
Causal inference should allow people to infer that many
musical sounds were caused by animate agents. From early

in life, people have a mental model of the physicalmechanical world that allows them to predict and explain
physical-mechanical events; and a distinct mental model of
animate agents as differing from inanimate objects (Battaglia,
Hamrick & Tenenbaum, 2013; Spelke & Kinzler, 2007). In
particular, animate agents have unique capacities including
self-propelled, goal-directed movement (Gelman, Durgin, &
Kaufman, 1995; Gergely et al., 1995). Thus, when we see an
event that would require self-propelled movement, we infer
that an animate agent must be the cause (e.g. Saxe,
Tenenbaum & Carey, 2005).
Similarly, when we hear sounds that would require selfpropelled movement, we may infer that an animate agent was
its cause. Existing work shows that we use rational causal
inference to reason about the sources of non-musical sounds
(Gerstenberg et al., 2018; Traer et al., 2020). For example,
when faced with a pinball-machine-like box into which a ball
could be dropped, participants were able to use the timing of
impact sounds to infer the path the ball had taken (e.g. where
it had entered the box). Participants were also able to use
auditory information, together with visual context, to predict
where the ball would likely land. In both cases, participants’
judgements were well-predicted by a Bayesian model of
rational causal inference (Gerstenberg et al., 2018). This
work shows that people can use properties of sound to infer
physical-mechanical information, such as an objects’ path of
movement. However, this work has not tested whether people
can make the more abstract inference that certain sounds were
produced by animate agents.

Causal Reasoning and Explaining Away
Can people make inferences about whether an animate agent
caused non-vocal, musical sounds they hear? We expect
causal inference to occur in a similar way for musical sounds
as for non-musical environmental sounds, and focus on
musical sounds (short melodies played on a xylophone) for
two reasons. First, causal reasoning about abstract,
instrumental musical sounds would have implications for the
nature of musical representations. Second, short instrumental
sequences may be produced by people or by inanimate forces
(e.g. a wind chime), leading to uncertainty that may be
resolved with causal inference – allowing us to detect
whether people can engage in this reasoning when hearing
musical sounds.
One signature of causal inferential reasoning is ‘explaining
away’ – the idea that a plausible alternative explanation
should weaken evidence for other explanations. This
phenomenon is a signature of causal inference, and serves as
evidence that the underlying cognitive representation is rich
and structured (Gopnik & Sobel, 2000; Pearl, 2000;
Tenenbaum et al., 2006). If causal reasoning can link musical
sounds with agents, then the presence of a plausible physicalmechanical cause should ‘explain away’ the agent, reducing
the likelihood of inferring an agent as the cause, even for the
very same musical stimulus.
In previous work, we explored a different topic – why
orderly stimuli are associated with animate agents – by
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Figure 1: Method. Participants were asked to judge whether
an animate agent, or inanimate ball, was present behind a
curtain when musical sounds had occurred. We manipulated
the visual context and the timing of the musical sounds that
occurred, to test whether people integrated auditory and
visual information to infer whether an agent caused the
sounds.
creating an experimental paradigm that may be useful for
investigating the role of causal inference in music perception
(Schachner & Kim, 2018). In particular, participants were
shown a xylophone-like staircase, in which the bars of the
xylophone were embedded in the steps. In one condition, the
bars were arranged so that a ball rolling downhill by gravity
would produce a descending scale (G-F-E-D-C). In another
condition, the bars were placed in different positions, such
that rolling downhill would play the same notes in a different
order. The xylophone was occluded from view, and musical
sounds played: Either a descending scale, or the same notes
in a different order. Participants were asked to judge which
of two things had been present when the sounds occurred: An
inanimate ball, or an animate cartoon character. Participants
reliably inferred that an animate character was present only
when the sounds and placement of bars on the xylophone
implied that the character would have had to change direction
or jump (Schachner & Kim, 2018).
These data suggest that people may use pitch information
(the order in which pitches were produced) to infer whether
an agent caused musical sounds. However, the previous study
allowed participants to solve the task without using auditory

information: Because we were not concerned with isolating
the role of auditory information, the task provided a visual
“legend” of numbers corresponding to each pitch as notes
were played, to aid difficulties with pitch perception or
memory (Schachner & Kim, 2018). Thus, participants could
have solved this task without reasoning about the causes of
musical sounds, but instead relying solely on visual cues.

The Current Study
Here, we ask whether people can use information from
musical sounds to infer whether the sounds were caused by
an agent. We focus on the use of timing in musical sounds, as
past work shows that people can make physical-mechanical
inferences based on non-musical sounds’ timing
(Gerstenberg et al., 2018). Can people integrate auditory
information about musical sounds with visual information
about the environment, to rationally infer whether an agent or
object was the most likely cause of a musical sequence? If
people use their rich mental models of the physical and social
world to reason about musical stimuli, they should be able to
infer whether musical sounds were caused by an agent, by
making a joint inference about the movements required to
cause the sounds, and the type of agent or object required to
cause the movements.
To test whether people integrate auditory and visual
information to infer whether an agent was the cause of
musical sounds, we adapted prior methods (Schachner & Kim,
2018), designing animated stimuli in which xylophone-like
musical bars were embedded in a hill. In particular, we
manipulated the visual context by changing the distance
between the bars, either placing them at even distances from
one another (evenly-spaced bars) or in unevenly-spaced
groupings (unevenly-spaced bars; see Fig. 1).
On each trial, the visual context was occluded, a sound
sequence played, and we asked participants to judge whether
an animate character or inanimate object had been present
when the sounds were played (ostensibly causing the sounds,
although the idea of causality was not explicitly stated in the
instructions). Across conditions, we manipulated the timing
of the musical sounds, such that one of two sound sequences
played: A descending scale with evenly-timed notes, or
unevenly-timed notes. The two sound sequences were timed
such that in the evenly-spaced visual context, a ball rolling
downhill with gravity could be expected to play the evenlytimed sound sequence; a ball in the unevenly-spaced visual
context would be expected to play the unevenly-timed notes.
If people can use causal reasoning to infer that animate
agents cause musical sounds, then people should make
different inferences about whether an agent was the cause of
each sound sequence, depending on the visual context in
which it was produced. That is, there should be an interaction
between the nature of the sound, and its visual context. In a
visual context where a sound sequence could be produced by
gravity alone, this possible physical-mechanical explanation
should “explain away” the agent, leading people to be less
likely to infer that an agent caused the sounds. In contrast, in
a context where the sound sequence would require self-
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propelled movement (e.g. jumping, changing speed or
direction), people should infer that the sound was caused by
an agent – thus changing their inferences about the cause of
the sound sequences depending on their context.
Alternatively, people may believe that all musical sounds
were created by an agent (Launay, 2015). In this case,
participants should answer that all of the sound sequences are
more likely to be produced by the agent, regardless of visual
context. Similarly, participants may expect that musical
sounds with certain features (e.g. more orderly sequences,
Newman et al., 2010) are always associated with agents. In
this case, participants should infer that the evenly-timed notes
were produced by an animate agent equally in both visual
contexts. These patterns of findings would suggest failure to
engage in causal reasoning, and failure to consider alternative
physical-mechanical explanations for the sounds that are
suggested by the visual context. The study design, sample
size, and analyses were pre-registered before data collection
(https://aspredicted.org/rf47e.pdf).

Methods
Participants
As pre-registered, sixty undergraduate students were
recruited from an online study pool at a large public
university in Southern California (Age: M = 20.97 years,
Range = 18 to 31; 19 males), and were tested online. All
participants gave informed consent, and received credit as
compensation. 17 additional participants were tested but
excluded due to pre-registered exclusion criteria: failing one
or more attention check questions (13); technical issues (4).

Stimuli
Animated videos and accompanying sounds were constructed
using Apple Keynote, Apple GarageBand, and Apple
QuickTime software. Two familiarization videos
demonstrated how the xylophone-like bars produced sounds
when struck (one video for each visual context). Both videos
showed a hill with colored bars and a pipe at the top of the
hill (see Fig. 1). A mallet entered the scene and struck a
sequence of bars before exiting the scene. The sequences
played were designed to differ equally from both sound
sequences played during the test trials, and thus consisted of
the ascending scale played twice, once with even timing and
once with uneven timing. Two additional familiarization
videos provided evidence of the ball’s inanimacy and the
character’s animacy, by showing the character moving in a
self-propelled way, and the ball rolling with gravity.
During each trial, a test video was shown in which the
visual context was covered by an animated curtain, and one
of two sound outcomes played: a descending scale with
evenly-timed notes (G, F, E, D, C, with fundamental
frequencies of 778, 702, 647, 569, and 511 Hz), or a
descending scale with unevenly-timed notes (the same
pitches, played G-F-E-pause-pause-D-C). Both sound
sequences were of overall equal duration (4 seconds).

Design
The experiment used a 2 (visual context) x 2 (sound outcome)
within-subject design. Each participant completed four trials,
composed of two blocks (by visual context) of two trials each
(one for each sound outcome). The order of the blocks, and
the order of test trials within a block, were counterbalanced
between subjects.

Procedure
Participants first viewed a familiarization video which
demonstrated how the bars produced sounds when struck,
were asked to describe what happened, and answered two
attention check questions (whether each bar played the same
note, different notes, animal sounds, or no sounds; and
whether the bars on the xylophone were evenly-spaced, or
unevenly-spaced).
On the next page, participants were asked to notice the pipe
on the left-hand side of the scene, and were told that one of
two things could come out of the pipe: An inanimate ball, or
a cartoon character. To provide evidence of the ball’s
inanimacy and the character’s animacy, brief videos were
shown (of the character moving in a self-propelled way, or
the ball rolling with gravity), and they were identified in ways
consistent with inanimacy and animacy: As a billiard ball, or
as cartoon character with a name (Fred).
Participants then completed test trials. On each test trial,
participants watched a video where the visual context was
occluded, and a sound sequence played (either the evenlytimed or unevenly-timed descending scale). Participants were
then asked to judge whether an agent or inanimate object had
been present in the scene when the sounds occurred, using 2alternative forced choice (“What came out of the pipe? Was
it the ball? Or was it Fred?”). Participants then reported their
certainty about this answer, again using a 2-alternative forced
choice (“Was it definitely that one, or maybe that one?”).
This response format was used in order to allow for
developmental comparison to children in future studies. The
two scales were then combined, to create a single four-point
scale (Definitely the ball, Maybe the ball, Maybe the agent,
Definitely the agent).
After completing two test trials, participants received
similar instructions for the second block (the other visual
context condition), with a new visual context introduced.
They then completed two additional test trials, as in the first
block, but with the videos showing the new visual context.
Participants lastly were asked if they had experienced any
technical issues, and to guess what the experiment was about,
before submitting their answers.

Results
To test whether participants integrated auditory information
with visual information to infer the causes of musical sounds,
we used an ordinal logistic regression model to predict
participants’ judgements of what had caused the sound
(‘definitely the ball’, 1, to ‘definitely the agent’, 4; ordinal
variable), from the predictors of the visual context (evenly-
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Figure 2: Results. Participants’ judgments of whether an
animate agent (the character) or an inanimate ball had
been present when the sounds played, for each visual
context (evenly-spaced-bars xylophone, unevenly-spacedbars xylophone) and sound outcome (evenly-timed-note
melody, unevenly-timed-note melody).
spaced bars, unevenly-spaced bars), the sound outcome
(evenly-timed notes, unevenly-timed notes), the interaction
of these two factors, and subject (as a random effect). As
predicted, there was a significant interaction between visual
context and sound outcome (χ2(1) = 112.21, p < 0.001, nested
model comparison; Z = - 9.51, p < 0.001, coefficient test; see
Fig. 2). In the context of the evenly-spaced-bars xylophone,
participants judged it more likely that the agent had been
present after hearing the unevenly-timed notes (M = 3.57, SE
= 0.10) than the evenly-timed-notes (M = 1.72, SE = 0.10;
Wilcoxon Test, Z = -6.13, p < 0.001). This pattern was
reversed in the other visual context: In the context of the
unevenly-spaced-bars xylophone, participants judged it more
likely that the agent had been present after hearing the
evenly-timed notes (M = 2.94, SE = 0.14) than the unevenlytimed notes (M = 1.92, SE = 0.11; Wilcoxon Test, Z = -3.98,
p < 0.001). There were also significant main effects of the
visual context (Z = 6.44, p < 0.001), and of the sound outcome
(Z = 8.90, p < 0.001).

Discussion
Why is music linked with movement and social concepts?
Many influential accounts focus on the role of particular
perceptual attributes of sound, or on low-level perceptualmotor links, which have been well-established (Cannon &
Patel, 2021; Juslin & Laukka, 2003). The current findings
suggest that high-level cognition may also play a role. We
found evidence that people can use causal reasoning to infer
that an animate agent was the cause of musical sounds:
Participants made different inferences about whether an
agent was present causing each sound sequence, depending
on whether self-propelled movement would be required to
cause the sounds. When the visual context implied that the
notes could be produced in an alternative way, this ‘explained
away’ the agent, such that people were less likely to infer that
an agent was present, causing the sounds.

These findings support the idea that people can reason
about the kind of force – animate, or inanimate – that caused
musical sounds they hear. This kind of causal inference is a
domain-general ability that is not unique to musical sounds,
and likely occurs in a similar way for non-musical
environmental sounds (Gerstenberg et al., 2018; Traer et al.,
2020). However, the finding that people can reason about
agents as causes of musical sounds in particular helps to
explain why music listening activates concepts of movement
and animate agency: These abstract ideas may be inferred
through causal reasoning. In particular, people may engage in
a process of joint inference about the causes of sounds
(including music), jointly inferring the type of movement
required to cause the sounds, and the type of force that could
cause those movements (e.g. a person, the wind). To make
and test nuanced quantitative predictions about people’s
reasoning, future work may model this hypothesized
reasoning as joint Bayesian inference (e.g. Baker et al., 2017).
The current work focused on the use of timing cues in
causal reasoning, rather than other features of sound (pitch,
timbre). For non-musical environmental sounds, these other
features also constrain inferences about possible causes (e.g.
Gaver, 1993), and people use multiple acoustic features to
make causal inferences about physical-mechanical sound
sources (e.g. intensity and reverberation, Traer et al., 2020;
see also Agrawal et al., 2020; Cusimano, Hewitt, Tenenbaum
& McDermott, 2019). Future work should investigate the
extent to which people integrate and flexibly use multiple
cues to make causal inferences about musical sounds, and
whether causal reasoning about music resembles that
regarding other environmental sounds.
Causal reasoning is likely one process among several
which links music with movement and agency. For example,
learned associations between musical sounds and people may
also play a role (e.g. Launay, 2015). Based on experience,
once we categorize sounds as ‘music’, we may simply
assume that the sounds were caused by people. However, our
data show that causal reasoning contributes above and
beyond other known processes: In our study, people did not
judge that all musical sequences were produced by agents (as
hypothesized by Launay, 2015); and did not expect that more
orderly sequences were always associated with agents (as
seen e.g. by Newman et al., 2010). Overall, we suggest that
causal reasoning is likely sufficient, but not the only way, that
listeners link music with agency.

Can We Generalize to Everyday Music Listening?
Do people engage in causal reasoning during everyday music
listening? In our study, participants were explicitly asked to
reason about whether an animate agent or inanimate object
was present. Our data therefore serve as a proof of concept
that when prompted, people can engage in causal reasoning
about musical sounds. It remains an open question the extent
to which this process occurs implicitly and spontaneously
during everyday music listening. We hypothesize that causal
reasoning occurs during real-world music listening, though
perhaps not automatically, and not in all cases. It may
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particularly occur when deeply engaging with music, as in
active or creative music listening (Dunn, 1997; Kratus, 2017;
Peterson, 2006); or during mental imagery or mental
narrative related to musical content (Margulis et al., 2019).
In our study, we also specified the context in which the
sound was produced (the scene with the xylophone) for
participants. This allowed us to manipulate the visual context,
and test its effects on people’s judgements. However, people
often hear music without seeing the context in which it was
played. Do people reason about the role of animate agents
when hearing music without seeing the physical context?
We believe that people likely do engage in causal
reasoning in this case (though again, perhaps not
automatically or at all times). Music listening without visual
access can be thought of as introducing a greater amount of
uncertainty to the causal reasoning process, or starting with a
larger hypothesis space. Even with more uncertainty, people
could make an inference about the events needed to cause
musical sounds, guided by their prior knowledge of how
environmental sounds are caused, more generally; and of
musical instruments, in particular. People could weigh the
likelihood of the musical sequence under a variety of
hypothesized causal events, and then marginalize over those
possibilities (Griffiths & Tenenbaum, 2009). The framework
of probabilistic causal reasoning thus applies equally well to
the case where visual context is not provided. Future work
should test the extent to which people engage in causal
reasoning spontaneously during everyday listening to music.
One last way that naturalistic music differs from our
stimuli is in its length. Our musical stimuli consisted of
sequences of five pitches, whereas a typical musical sequence
would contain a greater number of notes. The causal
reasoning process shown here generalizes easily to longer
musical sequences: Indeed, longer musical sequences likely
provide even stronger evidence that an agent must be the
cause. Producing long, complex musical sequences almost
always requires repeatedly changing direction and speed in a
self-propelled and intentional way – and this is the case in
almost any plausible physical environment. That is, as songs
get longer, one would have to posit the existence of
increasingly implausible and complex Rube-Goldberg
machines in order to think that the notes could be produced
without an agent (e.g. by an inanimate object rolling
downhill). Thus, particularly for longer musical sequences,
causal reasoning should allow the listener to infer that an
agent was the most likely cause of musical sounds, even when
they are uncertain of the exact nature of the musical
instrument or physical context of production.

Developmental Implications
Our findings raise additional questions about the
development of music perception. Do infants and children
spontaneously reason about the causes of musical sounds? If
so, this may provide one explanation for infants’ early
interest in instrumental music: They may infer the presence
of an agent, causing the musical sounds they hear. However,
children’s early experience with recorded music may provide

counter-evidence for this idea: In modern times, young
children often have more experience with recorded music –
for which no agent is present causing the sound – than with
live instrumental performance (Mehr, 2014).
There are several reasons to expect that infants and young
children may be able to infer that agents are the causes of
musical sounds they hear. From infancy, children
differentiate between animate agents and inanimate objects,
and know that agents have the unique capacity for selfpropelled, goal-directed movement (Spelke & Kinzler, 2007;
Gelman et al., 1995; Gergely et al., 1995). When infants see
an event that would require self-propelled movement, they
infer that an animate agent must be the cause (Saxe et al.,
2005). In the first months of life, infants link sounds with
specific events, expecting to hear a sound when they see an
impact between two objects, or between an object and a
surface (Bahrick, 1983, 1988; Kopp, 2014; Lewkowicz, 1992,
1994; Spelke, 1979). Thus, even infants may engage in causal
reasoning about sounds, and realize that certain sounds could
not be produced without an agents’ intervention. In ongoing
work, we are investigating the development of the ability and
tendency to infer social causes of musical sounds in
childhood.
Overall, the current work shows that adults can use causal
reasoning to infer whether an agent or inanimate object
produced musical sounds, integrating information from the
visual context and the timing of musical sounds. This
provides an additional means by which musical sounds are
linked with movement and social concepts: Through highlevel cognition, as a form of rational causal inference about
the movements and agents required to cause the sounds.
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Abstract

This interpretation was tested by Luna (2019), which
builds on research showing that memorability and security
have a negative correlation, and the study examines whether
perceived memorability (PM) has a similar correlation with
perceived security (PS), i.e. do users believe “an easy to remember password is not secure”?

Recently, there has been research on what factors influence a
user’s password setting practices, which include various types
of emotions such as anger, risk-taking tendencies, etc. However, research has shown that factors such as memorability and
perceived memorability have a greater influence on password
choice. Some recent research has shown a negative correlation
between the perceived memorability and the perceived security of passwords, particularly passphrases (that are technically
more secure). However, it is unclear whether this effect can be
extended to groups with good experiences with digital spaces
(IT professionals, entrepreneurs, etc.). Furthermore, it has
not been determined whether random, uncommonly-worded,
or complex structure passphrases would also maintain the correlation, as opposed to relatively less secure, common/simple
passphrases. This study examines this problem using a diverse
demographic and different categories of passphrases.
Keywords: Metacognition; Passwords; Perception; Memorability; Security

The study surveyed 40 Portuguese university students and
found that the more heterogeneous a password is, the more
secure it is perceived (PS), and the less memorable (PM).
For example passwords with just lowercase characters (like
jfhdnele) are less heterogeneous than passwords with a mix
of lower and uppercase characters, symbols, and numbers
(like hR5@io88).

Introduction
Password strength is critical for healthy digital interaction, especially in recent years, with growing trends in the use of applications, digital devices, and other highly secure digital interfaces. It is becoming increasingly important to understand
user’s views on password setting practices. Nordpass (2020)
reported that last year 2,543,285 people set their passwords
to 123456. This is a vulnerable password to choose, even
though previous studies have shown that users know about
standard safe password setting practices like using different
types of characters, not using personal information, dictionary words, common combinations, etc. (Woods & Siponen,
2019).
This is not just limited to passwords, there is also a particular interest in passphrases. Recent studies have specifically found that the best way to create strong and memorable passwords is to use four or more words (Kävrestad et
al., 2020), which implies that passphrases and their memorability is proving to be an increasingly important area.
There are numerous situational, theoretical, judgementbased factors found behind the unsafe password setting behaviour over the years. An interesting method is to link
metacognitive theories to explain the same. Metacognition
is thinking about thinking itself. The two major processes of
“monitor” and “control” (Nelson, 1990), were interpreted in
this context as “Users monitor passwords and decide on their
security”. This in turn “controls their decision” on whether
to use the password in a particular environment.
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They also found that passphrases were not considered (like
no longer freshman (Luna, 2019)) as the most secure type
of passwords. The authors concluded that the PS values for
passphrases were ranked lower than some other categories.
This is because their PM values were higher than most categories perceived as secure such as the category with a mix of
lowercase, uppercase and numbers.
They concluded that PM & PS have a negative correlation
and these results were reinforced by analysing intention of
use levels in a critical vs. a non-critical website scenario.
However, upon closer examination, we found that this study
and other similar studies, did not focus on what could be
these other factors (that affect the PS of passphrases), the
participants were not diverse in terms of experience, and the
passphrases that were used were limited to meaningful/easy
to remember sentences.
In this study, we address these issues and hypothesize that
a diverse participant base will show trends in the behaviour
but also that it would generally be consistent. This is because
even if a user knows these factors, they would ultimately act
on perceptions and not to facts. Second, since we study
passphrases; the order of the words, their commonality, etc.
may also be responsible for how users perceive their security.
Therefore, we would not observe a strong negative correlation between PM and PS across well-structured and simple
passphrases and complex/uncommonly worded passphrases.
Finally, in order to understand the population that uses mobile devices frequently, we have also included use cases such
as non-critical mobile applications.

Method
This study was conducted in 2020 and therefore had to be
conducted “completely online” (due to the coronavirus pandemic). We selected Psytoolkit (Stoet, 2010, 2016) to script
and float it to a diverse demographic of participants for 20
days in November 2020. This section describes the demography, the resources used for the survey, and the conduct of the
survey.

Participants
We collected a total of 118 complete responses and after looking at our response times for the pilot (N = 12), we found
that the minimum time required to complete the survey was
approximately 10 minutes. The 7 responses that took lesser
time to finish and one response that indicated that the participant was uncomfortable with English were not included
in our analysis. Finally, we had a set of 110 responses to
analyse (42 Females), from a broad age group (range: 1472 years; M=29.74 years; SD=13.3 years), a wide range of
educational backgrounds, (12th grade or below: 6 (5.45%);
college degree (current/completed): 63 (57.27%) and Masters/PhD, etc: 41 (37.27%)) and a diverse professional background (student: 55 (50.0%); unemployed: 4 (3.63%); retired: 6 (5.45%); employed: 45 (40.91%)). Since the survey
material was exclusively in English, we asked the participants
to report their knowledge of English (basic: 6 (5.45%); Good:
14 (12.72%); Professional: 48 (43.63%); Fully-Professional:
25 (22.72%) and Native-Speaker: 17 (15.45%)).

Material
Materials used for the survey, how they were collected, etc.
are described below.
Passwords For the experiment 45 passwords were used,
which were divided into 9 categories, with 5 passwords
each. The 9 categories were: (LF): Low-Frequency Words
(such as meteoric), (HF): High-Frequency Words (such as
children), (PD): Pseudowords (such as dwaughts), (LC):
Lowercase (such as mjzxxvyt), (+U): Lowercase + Uppercase (such as ShpzczSo), (+N): Lowercase + Uppercase +
Numbers (such as 47Qn3nUD), (+S): Lowercase + Uppercase + Numbers + Special Characters (such as qy∼c)Aw4),
(CP): Common Phrases (such as the book is under the
table), and (RP): Random/Complex Phrases (such as shake
medicine read floor).
Categories 1 to 7 were all 8 characters long and the last
two categories were 21-23 characters long with an average
length of 22 characters. Methods of acquiring these passwords are fully reproducible and randomized where they
could be. All the following passwords and passphrases were
selected based on a normalised, averaged, and aggregated total of their security ratings by multiple websites as referenced
(Kaspersky, 2019; My1Login, 2019).
For Categories 1 and 2, we used the MRC Psycholinguistic Database (Wilson, 1988) with filters on Brown Frequency,
Kucera-Francis Frequency, and Thorndike-Lorge Frequency
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apart from length and then selected the results accordingly
(for exact filtering methods, see the linked shared folder:
https://bit.ly/isconvenientsecure). Similarly, for the
3rd category, we used the ARC Nonword Database (Rastle et
al., 2002).
For categories 4 to 7, we used KeePassX 2.0.3 to generate
passwords filtered by length, entropy, etc. For Category 8,
we used English learning websites such as EnglishSpeak (EnglishSpeak, n.d.), to find introductory sentences in English
and filtered them by length.
Finally, for Category 9, we used passphrase generators
(randomised) such as “Use a Passphrase” (Hearn & Wheeler,
n.d.), etc. and filtered some according to their length and
whether they contained known but rare words.
IMS section Since the experiment was conducted online,
the Immediate Mood Scaler (IMS) (Nahum et al., 2017)
helped us determine the mental state of the participants and
analyze whether they responded in a stable mood. It was the
standard 24-item inventory with a 1-7 scale for mood pairs
such as “depressed” or “happy”, etc. Some items were: distracted or focused, hopeless or hopeful, etc.
Security Awareness section The main judgement tasks,
were followed by a short questionnaire consisting of 10 objective questions. 8 of which were a basic security health and
awareness assessment through questions such as “How often
do you change your passwords?” and “Using characters of
different types in a password is more secure than characters
in the same category.” (Yes/No). These were selected on the
basis of previous studies and from inventories used in other
password preference studies (Loutfi & Jøsang, 2015; Stainbrook & Caporusso, 2018; Luna, 2019).
The other two were binary answer questions that helped us
understand whether particpants’ beliefs matched the judgements done in the previous sections. The questions were “A
complicated/difficult to remember password is more secure.”
(like Tr0ub4dor&3) and “An easy to remember password is
a safe password.” (like correct horse battery staple).

Procedure
We shared the link to the Psytoolkit form with willing participants who were informed that it took about 30 minutes to
complete. The form consisted of 6 parts, which were presented to them in the following order:
Consent & Demographics In this part, the anonymity of
the data and its use were clearly explained. The participants
were also informed that this should be done without interruption except between some sections. We then asked for basic
demographic details such as age, gender, profession, fluency
in English, etc.
IMS After filling in the demographic data, participants read
a description of the IMS scale and had to scale their emotions
to the 24 items, according to their current behaviour.

Table 1: Security Awareness section Responses
#
1
2
3
5
6
7
8
10

Item
Approximately how many passwords do you use on a daily basis?
Frequently used passwords are easier to remember.
An easy to remember password is a safe password.
Using characters of different types in a password is safer than characters of the same category.
Have you been hacked before?
A shorter password is less secure than a longer one.
A password based on personal information or dictionary entries is secure.
A complicated/difficult to remember password is more secure.

Response
M: 5.45 ; SD: 3.71
96.40% agree
36.94% agree
81.98% agree
10.81% say yes
59.46% agree
16.22% agree
83.78% agree

Memorability Judgement This section was the first of
three sections which presented the 45 passwords for user
judgement. We asked participants to rate each of these passwords on a scale from 0 to 100% (less memorable to more
memorable), by reflecting on the following prompt for each
password: “How likely are you to remember this password 2
days from now?”.
Security Judgement Security was the second judgement
task. We asked the participants to rate each of the 45 passwords on a scale from 1 to 6 (not secure to very secure) while
thinking about the prompt: “How secure is this password?”.
The passwords were in the same order as in the last section.
Usability Judgement The final judgement task was to select all possible use cases for the given password. We listed
5 use cases for each of the 45 passwords and asked users
to select all possible cases in which the displayed password
could be used. A sample prompt: For the password “sample password”, select all scenarios you could use this for:
(Please select all situations that apply for the particular password. Do not select situations that do not apply for this password.)
• In an Important Online Service like banking online on SBI
• In a Casual Online Service like reading an article on
Medium or some e-newsletter
• When registering is time-bound and you need to fill in a
password quickly.
• Using Personal/Private Accounts on apps like Instagram
or Facebook.
• Utility Apps/Gaming Apps like Calculator or Candy Crush,
Temple Run, etc.

Figure 1: Mean ratings for PM and PS for each type of password. Key: (Blue: Perceived security, Red: Perceived memorability)

Results
For this section, Analyses of the variance (ANOVAs) were
calculated across the seven measures (PS, PM, and usability
in 5 environments) for each of the 9 password types, Pairwise Student’s t-tests between the values of the 7 metrics for
each password type (total 63 comparisons) are mentioned, indicating a trend. Pearson correlations are averages over the
respective values retrieved from all 110 participants and the
full record of the data as well as the statistics are available at:
https://bit.ly/isconvenientsecure.

Perceived Memorability
An ANOVA showed significant differences, F(8, 848) =
119.02, p < .001 (Figure 1). In decreasing order of PM ratings, HF and CP are ranked first, followed by LF, RP, and PD.
LC, +U, +N and +S ranked lowest. In our study, however, the
passphrases were additionally branched into CP and RP, revealing a significant difference between them in terms of their
PM (t = 12.17, p < .001).

• None of the above.

Perceived Security

Security Awareness As mentioned in the Materials section,
participants were asked 10 objective questions about their
opinions and awareness of secure password setting practices.
After completing this part of the survey, the participants were
thanked for their participation and forwarded to the Google
homepage via Psytoolkit.

An ANOVA showed significant differences, F(8, 848) =
96.89, p < .001 (Figure 1). The general order of PS within
password types showed the opposite trend compared to PM
(except for CP and RP). In addition to previous studies, the
highly negative Pearson’s correlation r = −0.92 also supports
this trend.
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Table 2: question-4: “When do you normally change passwords?” Responses
Response
On forgetting
As the service reminds
Depends on the service
Regularly (every month)
Rarely (annually)
Never

% of participants
28.82%
20.72%
20.72%
7.21%
17.12%
5.41%

Table 3: question-9: “Check all options where you have passwords stored now:” Responses
Option
Sticky notes on digital devices
Noting offline
Password Manager
Nowhere (rely on memory)
Rely on OTP/Forgot Password
Some other place

Usability in Specific Environments
Critical Services (CritWeb) An ANOVA showed significant differences, F(8, 848) = 190.08, p < .001 (Figure 2). Of
the 10 top-rated passwords for critical services, 5 were “+S”
and 4 were “+N”. All of these passwords are character-level
and not dictionary entries. In Figure 2 as we move from top
to bottom, we see a sharp rise in the “Intention of use” for
Critical Services with the addition of more character classes
(+U, +N), peaking at +S. These ratings closely follow the PS
ratings, with a Pearson correlation of r = 0.93.
Non-Critical Services (NonCritWeb) Unlike in previous
studies, the ANOVA showed significant differences in usability share even for non-critical services, F(8, 848) = 11.29,
p < .001 (Figure 2). Of the 10 top-rated passwords, 4 were
PD and 2 of HF.

% of participants
13.51%
23.42%
15.31%
48.65%
18.02%
21.62%

ory. 50% of the participants who use 0-10 passwords daily
change passwords only when reminded of it by the service,
and a further 23.86% rarely change their passwords.

Demographics
We decided to do a correlational analysis between Demographics & passwords’ Usability Environments, between Demographics & PM, and between Demographics & PS. We observed violation of normality assumptions by using ShapiroWilk test for each of the (above mentioned) series (p-values
for all series were found to be less than 0.05). Thus we selected Spearman’s correlation coefficient to study these correlations.
The participants were aged between 14 - 72, (M: 29.745

Time-Bound Services (Time) An ANOVA showed significant differences, F(8, 848) = 22.61, p < .001 (Figure 2).
Of the 10 top-rated passwords, 5 were LF and 4 HF. With a
Pearson correlation of r = 0.82, the usability ratings for timebound services resemble non-critical services.
Critical Apps (CritApp) An ANOVA showed significant
differences, F(8, 848) = 15.35, p < .001 (Figure 2).
Non-Critical Apps (NonCritApp) An ANOVA showed
significant differences, F(8, 848) = 16.32, p < .001 (Figure
2). With 4 PD and 3 HF among the 10 top-rated passwords,
usability in non-critical applications shows a very similar behaviour to non-critical and time-bound services (Pearson’s
correlation of r = 0.95 and r = 0.84 respectively).
Finally, The 10 top-rated passwords per usage environment
did not consist of Common or Random Passphrases.

Security Awareness
Tables 1, 2, and 3 (of the Security Awareness section) show
that the majority of participants were aware of common safe
password setting practices and had not yet been hacked.
Question 7 confirms that not everyone knows that length is
important for a technically more secure password.
79.28% of the participants stated that they use between 0
and 10 passwords daily (question 1), 47.7% rely exclusively
on their memory to store the passwords (question 9), and
18.18% prefer to use the ‘forgot password’ option over mem-
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Figure 2: Mean ratings for Usability for each category. Key:
(Red: Critical apps, Blue: Non-critical app, Orange: Critical
services, Green: Time-bound services Purple: Non-critical
services)

Table 4: Spearman correlation between user-demographics
and usability-(password-type) pairs
DemoPassword
Spearman
Use Case(s)
graphic
Type(s)
Rho; p-value
webapp
heterogeneous 0.2449 ; **
critapp
common
-0.3109 ; ***
eng
critapp
rare
-0.2412 ; *
crit
HF
-0.3755 ; ***
crit
LF
-0.369 ; ***
app
HF
-0.2851 ; **
crit
+S
0.2675 ; **
edu
time
passwords
-0.2663 ; **
noncritapp
common
-0.2493 ; **
occ
critapp
heterogeneous -0.2693 ; **
webapp
+U
-0.2464 ; **
age
critapp
heterogeneous -0.2747 ; **
webapp
+U
-0.2807 ; **

; SD: 13.3). There were 42 women (38.18%), 66 men
(60%), and 2 preferred not to say. 6 participants were currently enrolled in a school (5.45%), 63 in a college/university
(57.27%), and 41 have graduated or are pursuing a higher
degree (37.27%). There were a total of 55 students (50%),
4 were unemployed currently (3.64%), 45 were employed
(40.91%), and 6 were retired (5.45%). Finally 6 participants
reported Basic understanding of English (5.45%), 14 reported
Good (12.73%), 48 reported Professional (43.64%), 25 reported Fully Professional (22.73%), and 17 reported themselves as Native Speakers (15.45%).
We also used some groupings of password categories for
the results in this section (see Tables 4 & 5), they are as
follows: ”words” includes High & Low Frequency words,
”heterogeneous” includes Lowercase, Lower+ Uppercase,
Lower+ Upper+ Numerals, and Lower+ Upper+ Numerals+ Special Characters, ”common” includes High frequency
words and Common Phrases, ”rare” includes Low frequency
words and Rare Phrases, and finally ”passwords” includes all
categories except Common and Random Phrases.
Similarly, some usability environments were also grouped:
”crit” includes Critical Apps and Services, ”webapp” includes all (critical or not) Apps and Services, and ”app” includes Critical and Non-Critical Apps.
The demographics (apart from age) were numericalised using the following mapping:

Table 5: Spearman correlation between
and (PM-PS)-(password-type) pairs
DemoPassword
Rating Type
graphic
Type(s)
PM
all
eng
PS
words
PS
LF
occ
PM
LF
PM
PD
PM
all
age
PM
LF
PM
PD

user-demographics
Spearman
Rho; p-value
0.2774 ; **
-0.2715 ; **
-0.2601 ; **
-0.2616 ; **
-0.3173 ; **
-0.2635 ; **
-0.2771 ; **
-0.3537 ; **

Table 6: t-test value experiment
Password-Type Pair
PD and +S
LC and +S
CP and RP
HF and RP

t-value (PM)
10.1 ≈ 10.0
9.955 ≈ 10.0
12.17
14.45

t-value (PS)
17.099
20.74
4.638
40.034

Discussion
In this section we explain the results obtained and present our
inferences.

Perceived Memorability & Security
The basic results for PM and PS are consistent with the previous studies. However, we saw that the results from additional
branching in the PM section underscored the need to consider
different types of passphrases based on their structure and vocabulary.
Passphrase Experiment In order to determine an expected
variation in PS ratings, we found pairs whose t-values (for
PM) are close to the CP-RP pair (Table 6). These pairs were
ordered by PM. We observe that the PS are also in ascending
order, except for the CP-RP pair. It shows a much lower tvalue for PS (t = 4.39, p < .001) compared to the t-values of
the closest pairs (t = 20.74, p < .001 and t = 40.03, p < .001
in order).
This suggests that PS is not influenced by PM only. Other
factors also play a role, otherwise, we would have seen a
much larger variation between the PS ratings for CP and RP.

Usability in Specific Environments
• English Proficiency (eng)- 1: No knowledge, 2: Basic, 3:
Good, 4: Professional, 5: Fully Professional, and 6: Native
Speaker.
• Profession (occ)- 1: Student, 2: Unemployed, 3: Employed, and 4: Retired.
• Education (edu)- 1: No Schooling, 2: 12th Grade or below,
3: College Degree, and 4: Masters/Doctorate etc.
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We see that the Critical Services results show that PS is the
major control variable for the usability of a password in a
“critical service” and that the type of distribution in NonCritical Services suggests a shift towards the use of word-like
passwords, suggesting that PM becomes the deciding factor
as the relative severity of the usage environment declines.
However as compared to Critical Services (not mobile applications), the usability distribution of Critical Apps is much
more distributed across the categories. Since the criticality of

the environments is equivalent, the preferred password-types
are the same (means of distribution of the two distributions
show negligible differences), but the difference in the environment (web services vs. mobile applications) influences the
general agreement on the preferred password-types (variance
for critical-applications is much higher).
We can also see that results from Time-Bound Services and
Non-Critical Apps suggest that participants in these use cases
give a higher preference to retrievability than PS i.e. password types that have significantly higher PM than those preferred for critical use.
Finally, Passphrases not being considered usable across
different use cases can be explained by observing that Common and Random passphrases fail due to their low PS ratings
in use cases dominated by high PS passwords.

Demographics
We discuss a few significant correlations (as obtained from
Tables 4 & 5) between some demographics and use cases,
PM or PS, below:
We can see that the participants who are more proficient in
“English” (as self reported), also have lower preference for
meaningful words and phrases in critical scenarios. This is
reinforced by the similarly low preference of high frequency
passwords in even non-critical applications and the preference to use highly heterogeneous passwords (that don’t have
a meaning), in critical environments. Education levels give
slightly ambiguous results where the participants show a low
preference for generic password types in a time constrained
scenario, this might be because of how difficult it is to retrieve such a string on a short notice. Finally, from Table 4 we
can also see that “profession” and “age” show similar results,
an older participant shows higher correlation with “simpler”
passwords in most scenarios.
Moving onto the correlations with PM and PS (Table 5),
we see that reported-proficiency in “English” seems to correlate with higher memorability ratings, while security ratings
follow the opposite trend. This result seems to be aligned
with the gradient of password types, ranging from heterogeneous strings to meaningful words and phrases, which allows
participants of different language proficiency level to gauge
the passwords accordingly. The “profession” and “age” demographics indicate an opposite trend compared to Englishproficiency. This may be supported by the fact that a younger
and/or working (not retired) participant will be both exposed
to many password types, and would use more passwords on a
daily basis.

Conclusion
In short, our results show that the negative correlation between PS and PM in passwords is strong for a large and varied demographic. Combined with previous studies, this also
shows its true for different languages, experiences, etc. This
also correlates with password choice in a few different use
cases, e.g. Passphrases are not a popular choice for any use
case, but the password @?kUGS8o was almost unanimously
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the best choice for a critical website because of its heterogeneity, and that Pseudowords, Low-frequency words, and
High-frequency words were the most popular choices for use
in Non-critical websites, mobile applications, and in a timebound scenario.
A majority of participants disagreed with question 3 “An
easy to remember password is a safe password.” and agreed
with question 10 “A difficult to remember password is a more
secure password.”. This is consistent for the shorter passwords but not for the passphrase categories, as participants
also acknowledged that CP are more memorable than RP but
ultimately rated CP and RP similarly in terms of Security.
From this, we conclude that we need to go beyond PM as the
only influencing factor and pay more attention to the factors
that could make passphrases appear safer to users. As shown,
it could be due to “randomness” in the way the phrase was
formed. This randomness in turn can be due to the syntax (if
the words strung together make grammatical sense) and semantics (if the words make sense when they are put together
in any order) of the passphrase.
Finally, the our results regarding passphrases show the
need for such metacognition based studies on th and informed
that people regularly use passwords, forget them, and store
them in places that are not secure, etc. even after being aware
of safe password setting practices.

Future Work and Limitations
Continuing the above section, we plan to expand this study in
a more (psycho-)linguistic direction. We see that passphrases
are influenced by randomness in some domain, which is not
heterogeneity of characters but is more related to how the
units of the phrase function with each other. There have been
a handful of studies linking passphrases to semantics like the
one on semantic noise (Lee & Ewe, 2007) or “guided word
choices” (Blanchard et al., 2018) and syntax like the one on
entropy vs. syntax (Panferov, 2016). Even fewer study about
the cognitive aspects like the one done on augmented cognition and cognitive load (Loos et al., 2019). However, there is
no current study on the association between these linguistic
aspects of passphrases with metacognition/perceived memorability/perceived security. We plan to improve the work in
this study and find out if such associations exist and influence
password choice. Furthermore, studies have been conducted
to discover other factors for passphrase utility, such as pronounceability (White et al., 2014) and whether multilingual
passphrases can be strong as well (Maoneke et al., 2020). We
intend to keep these options open to including in our next
metacognition experiments as mentioned above.
We also aim to find solutions to possible limitations. One
of them was that the survey was conducted with a majority of
users who have learned English as a second language, however comfortable they might have been. As the majority of
the population did not consider passphrases to be useful, this
study was possible. However, a study that focuses exclusively
on passphrases should be careful with this problem. There is

also the concern that the phrases used in the experiment could
have a bias for some participants as they might have heard it
before/used frequently in some scenario, thus perceiving it as
more memorable vs. some user perceiving a common phrase
as less memorable because the variant of English they use in
their regions and societies might use a synonym for the same.
Thus future work can include more randomness and a pilot to
be sure that the phrases themselves are not biased to a subset
of participants and a check could be done to see if the participants have similar linguistic and sociolinguistic backgrounds.
Finally, this experiment was based on Judgement as a major task to determine the correlation. A Generation task can
lead to different results. Taking into account strong concerns
about privacy and limiting the user through nudges (Renaud
& Zimmermann, 2018) there is the possibility of creating a
completely different experimental framework.
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Abstract
Social media users are generally exposed to information that is
predominantly consistent with their attitudes and beliefs (i.e.,
filter bubbles), which can increase polarization and decrease
understanding of complex and controversial topics. One
potential approach to mitigating the negative consequences of
filter bubbles is intentional exposure to information that is
inconsistent with attitudes. However, it is unclear how
exposure to attitude-inconsistent information in social media
contexts influences memory for controversial information. To
fill this gap, this study examines the effects of presenting
participants (n = 96) with Twitter content on a controversial
topic (i.e., labor unions) that was either pro-union, anti-union,
or neutral. Participants then read a media article including both
pro-union and anti-union information. Participants who saw
Twitter content that was inconsistent with their prior attitudes
regarding labor unions recalled less of the article content
compared to those who saw Twitter content that was consistent
with their prior attitudes. The findings suggest that Twitter
users’ memory for information related to controversial topics
may not benefit from exposure to messages outside their filter
bubble.
Keywords: Social media; filter bubble; comprehension;
memory

Introduction
Social media environments afford users with unprecedented
access to information about a variety of topics, ranging from
the mundane to the highly controversial. Because of this
often-overwhelming breadth of content, information
ecosystems are becoming increasingly personalized such that
users are exposed to only a subset of the available
information (Zuiderveen Borgesius et al., 2016). Although
this personalization may lead to increased engagement by
users, it may also have negative consequences, particularly
with respect to learning new information regarding complex
topics covered on social media.
Prior work on discourse comprehension suggests that as
individuals read information about a topic, new information
reactivates related prior knowledge (Myers & O’Brien,
1998). The newly encoded information and reactivated prior
knowledge are then integrated into an interconnected
network, which comprises the individual’s memory
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representation of the topic (Kintsch, 1988). More coherent
memory representations serve as the basis for effective
subsequent learning about the topic.
Social media users are often sequestered into filter bubbles
in which their stream of content consists of information that
is consistent with their attitudes (Pariser, 2011; Zuiderveen
Borgesius et al., 2016). As such, many individuals engage
with only one side of complex and controversial issues
(Kendeou et al., 2020). This intellectual isolation reduces
individuals’ understanding of complex issues and may hinder
subsequent learning, which in turn increases polarization.
(Resnick et al., 2013).
Existing research has offered potential approaches to
mitigating the polarizing effect of filter bubbles on users’
understanding of controversial issues. One recommendation
is for users to diversify their information exposure by
deliberately seeking content from outside their filter bubble
(Kendeou et al., 2020; Resnick et al., 2013). For example, a
Twitter user who believes labor unions are unnecessary or
detrimental could intentionally seek information (e.g.,
opinions, arguments, or links to other information sources)
from the pages of Twitter users who believe that labor unions
are beneficial (i.e., individuals outside of the Twitter user’s
filter bubble). Whether exposure to information from outside
one’s filter bubble is beneficial or detrimental may depend
heavily on users’ pre-existing attitudes.
Attitudes are likely to be reactivated via exposure to social
media content and may remain accessible even after exposure
(Voss et al., 1993) and “spill over” to influence processing
and memory of topic-relevant information that users
subsequently encounter (Osatuyi, 2013). However, we lack
an understanding of the potential positive or negative
consequences of exposure to attitude-inconsistent
information on users’ memory and learning of subsequent
information.
In terms of positive consequences, exposure to attitudeinconsistent information about controversial topics may
promote construction of a richer, more comprehensive
understanding. However, this may only be the case for
individuals who do not endorse particularly strong attitudes
or beliefs about the topic. Such individuals may be less prone
to biased processing and therefore less likely to endorse one

side of the issue and reject the other (Maier et al., 2018). In
other words, individuals who are neutral about the topic may
encode and integrate both sides of a controversial topic and
therefore construct a more coherent mental representation
that enables understanding and recall of both sides.
In terms of negative consequences, exposing individuals
who already hold polarized attitudes and beliefs to attitudeinconsistent information about a controversial issue may
“backfire” and elicit rejection of subsequent attitudeinconsistent information, which may further polarize their
original stance on the topic (Nyhan & Reifler, 2010). When
individuals reactivate strong attitudes, they tend to show
biased processing such that they pay more attention to
attitude-consistent information (Voss et al., 1993) and
therefore better understand and more readily recall that
information (i.e., text-belief consistency effect; Maier &
Richter, 2013).
In sum, social media users who encounter information that
conflicts with their attitudes may show biased processing of
related information they subsequently access such that they
attend more to attitude-consistent content. Consequently,
their memory representation of the controversial information
may consist of more attitude-consistent information than
attitude-inconsistent information.

Current Study
The current study addressed the following question: to what
extent does the consistency between social media content and
users’ attitudes influence their memory for subsequent
information? To this end, we simulated polarized social
media filter bubble about a controversial topic (i.e., labor
unions). Specifically, participants who varied in attitudes
toward unions viewed a thread of tweets that were either antilabor union, pro-labor union, or neutral. Afterward, they read
a media article that presented pro-union and anti-union
information and completed two recall measures.
We hypothesized that participants would recall less article
content when they were primed with an attitude-inconsistent
Twitter thread. Specifically, when participants who reported
negative attitudes towards unions were first primed with prounion Twitter messages, we expected that they would show
worse memory for article content than when they were
primed with either neutral or anti-union Twitter messages.
Likewise, when participants who reported positive attitudes
toward unions were first primed with anti-union Twitter
messages, we expected that they would show worse memory
than when primed with either pro-union or neutral Twitter
messages. For participants who did not hold particularly
strong attitudes towards unions, we anticipated relatively
little consequence of priming in any condition on their
memory for article content. To the best of our knowledge, no
prior work has investigated how polarized social media
content interacts with users’ attitudes about the topic to
influence memory for subsequent content. The present study
serves as a first step to address this gap in the literature.
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Method
Participants
Data were collected from n = 183 US adults via Amazon
MTurk. After excluding participants whose reading times
indicated poor attention to the stimuli and/or media article
(exclusion criteria detailed below), the final sample consisted
of n = 96 adults (47 female, 48 male, 1 non-binary; Mage = 39,
SD = 11 years). Fifty percent of the sample reported earning
4-year college degree, 28% reported earning a graduate
degree, 18% reported attending some college, and 3%
reported earning a high-school diploma. The sample was 80%
White, 7% Black, 3% Hispanic, 2% Asian, and 7% other.

Materials
Twitter Threads Participants were presented with a Twitter
thread composed of six Tweets about labor unions involving
three hypothetical Twitter users. Participants saw the Tweet
thread in one of three polarity conditions: pro-union (170
words), anti-union (164 words), or neutral (150 words).
Across the three conditions, the Tweets were from the same
Twitter users and were comparable in length and difficulty.
The final Tweet in each Twitter thread included a link to an
article about unions that participants subsequently read. The
Tweet thread was presented to participants as a single
screenshot of the Twitter page embedded into Qualtrics
survey software. Overall reading time on the Tweet thread
was recorded. Data from n = 47 participants who did not
spend at least 10 seconds reading the Tweet thread were
excluded from analyses, as it is unlikely that they attended to
the information (Brysbaert, 2019).
Media Article The article about labor unions was adapted
from original content available from The Perspective, a news
source that aims to provide balanced arguments about
controversial issues. The original article presented a brief
introduction to unions (90 words), followed by three antiunion arguments and three pro-union arguments. The
language of the original article was modified to equate the
three pro-union and three anti-union arguments for length,
referential cohesion, and grade level. See Table 1 for values
derived from Coh-Metrix Common Core Text Ease and
Readability Assessor (T.E.R.A.; Jackson, Allen, &
McNamara, 2016). We also added a neutral conclusion that
was neither pro- nor anti-union (150 words). The
presentation order of the three pro-union arguments and three
anti-union arguments was counterbalanced, such that half
saw the anti-union arguments first and half saw the pro-union
arguments first. The article consisted of 757 words in total.
Overall reading time on the article was recorded. Data from
an additional n = 40 participants were omitted from analyses
because their reading rates exceeded superior reading speed
(i.e., 320 words per minute, Brysbaert, 2019), indicating that
they did not attend to the article.

Measures
Free Recall Task Participants’ memory of the pro- and antiunion arguments in the media article was assessed with a free
recall prompt to type everything they could remember from
the article. Participants were told they could put things in
their own words. Free-recall responses were analyzed for
source overlap with the article participants read via the Tool
for the Automatic Analysis of Cohesion (TAACO 2.0;
Crossley, Kyle, & Dascalu, 2019). In particular, TAACO
assesses text overlap in terms of semantic similarity and
keywords between the participants’ free-recall responses and
the article participants read. In the current study, the source
overlap index reported by word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013)
was included in analyses. Overall, source overlap provides an
indicator of the extent to which information from the article
was represented in participants’ free-recall responses.
Sentence Verification Technique Participants’ memory of
the pro- and anti-union arguments in the media article was
also assessed with a 20-item sentence verification technique
test (SVT; Royer, 2001). The Sentence Verification
Technique evaluates the quality of the reader’s mental
representation of the article rather than the exact recall of the
text. The Sentence Verification Technique is supported by the
construction integration theory suggesting that readers
integrate text elements with their prior knowledge to
construct a mental representation of the content (Kintsch,
1988; Royer, 2001). The SVT task consisted of four item
types: five original sentences, five paraphrase sentences, five
“meaning-change” sentences, and five distractor sentences.
The original sentences and paraphrase sentences required a
“yes” response to indicate that the sentence was either
directly from the article or had the same meaning as a
sentence in the article. The meaning-change and distractor
items required a “no” response to indicate that the sentence
had a different meaning from any sentence in the article.
Participants’ sum scores were number of correct responses
out of 20. Internal consistency of scores was acceptable
(Cronbach’s 𝛼 = .60). For an exploratory analysis, we also
calculated scores for items corresponding to the pro-union
article content (7 items) and for the items corresponding to
the anti-union article content (8 items). Note that the five
distractor items were not included in the exploratory analysis.

news article with the order of the pro-union and anti-union
arguments presented in a counterbalanced fashion across
participants. Following the article, participants responded to
the free-recall prompt. Next, participants completed the SVT,
followed by the General Union Attitudes Scale. Finally,
participants completed a demographics questionnaire.

Results
We first examined correlations among key variables (see
Table 2 for descriptive statistics). Attitudes toward unions
(sum scores on the General Union Attitudes scale) were
significantly correlated with both source overlap (r = .33, p <
.001) and SVT sum scores (r = .31, p = .002). Source overlap
was not significantly correlated with SVT score (r = .17, p =
.09). See Table 2 for descriptive statistics.
Table 2: Descriptive statistics
M

SD

Min

Max

Recall length

73.44

38.84

24.00

227.00

Source overlap

.83

.13

-.02

.95

SVT scores

12.36

3.10

5.00

19.00

General Union
Attitudes

37.44

7.99

14.00

55.00

Recall Length A mixed ANOVA with Twitter condition
(pro-union vs. anti-union vs. neutral) as a between-subjects
factor, attitudes towards unions as a continuous independent
variable, and recall length (word count calculated by SiNLP;
Crossley et al., 2014) as the dependent variable was
conducted to examine the extent to which exposure to
polarized Twitter threads influenced the amount of article
content participants recalled. Results revealed a main effect
of attitudes, F(1, 90) = 12.84, p < .001, η"! = .16, such that
participants with more positive attitudes tended to produce
longer recall responses. This main effect was qualified with a
Twitter polarity X attitude interaction, F(2, 90) = 9.40, p <
.001, η"! = .17 (see Figure 1).

General Union Attitudes Scale Attitudes toward labor
unions were assessed with the General Union Attitudes Scale
(McShane, 1986). The General Union Attitudes Scale is a
unidimensional measure of attitudes toward unions
consisting of eight Likert-type items (1 = strongly disagree to
7 = strongly agree). Participants’ sum scores were included
in analyses. Internal consistency of scores was high
(Cronbach’s 𝛼 = .85).

Procedure
Participants were randomly assigned to view a pro-union,
anti-union, or neutral Tweet thread via Qualtrics survey
software. Following the Twitter thread, participants read the
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Figure 1: Recall as a function of Twitter polarity and
attitudes

To understand how participants’ attitudes influenced the
effect of Twitter polarity on the amount of article content they
recalled, we estimated the mean recall length in each polarity
condition at 1 SD above the mean attitude score (45.4), 1 SD
below the mean attitude score (29.5), as well as at the mean
attitude (37.4). For participants with negative (anti-union)
attitudes, recall length in the anti-union Twitter condition (M
= 70.8, SE = 7.8) was greater than in the pro-union Twitter
condition (M = 42.3, SE = 8.3), p = .014, but not different
from the neutral condition (M = 66.2, SE = 9.7), p = .72;
additionally, recall length was marginally greater in the
neutral condition than in the pro-union Twitter condition (p
= .064). For participants with moderate attitudes, recall
length in the pro-union Twitter condition (M = 73.1, SE =
5.7), neutral Twitter condition (M = 76.7, SE = 6.6), and antiunion Twitter condition (M = 67.6, SE = 5.9) were not
significantly different (ps > .30). For participants with
positive attitudes, recall length in the pro-union Twitter
condition (M = 103.9, SE = 7.6) was greater than in the antiunion Twitter condition (M = 64.5, SE = 8.8), p = .001, but
not different from the neutral condition (M = 87.2, SE = 9.4),
p = .17; recall length in the neutral condition was marginally
greater than in the anti-union Twitter condition (p = .082).
Source Overlap A mixed ANOVA was used to examine the
extent to which exposure to polarized Twitter threads
influenced participants’ recall of article content. Twitter
condition (positive vs. negative vs. neutral) was a betweensubjects factor, attitudes towards unions was a continuous
independent variable, and source overlap was the dependent
variable. Results revealed a main effect of attitudes, F(1, 90)
= 13.22, p < .001, η"! = .13, such that participants with more
positive (pro-union) attitudes showed greater overlap
between their free-recall response and article content than
those with negative (anti-union) attitudes (see Figure 2).

SE = .02) compared to those who saw the neutral Twitter
thread (M = .80, SE = .02), p = .088, neither of which differed
from participants who saw the anti-union Twitter thread (M
= .83, SE = .02), ps > .35.
Content Recognition A mixed ANOVA was used to
examine the extent to which exposure to polarized Twitter
threads influenced participants’ recognition of article
content. Twitter condition (positive vs. negative vs. neutral)
was a between-subjects factor, attitudes towards unions was
a continuous predictor, and SVT score was the dependent
variable. Results revealed a main effect of attitudes, F(1, 90)
= 8.64, p = .004, η"! = .09, such that participants with more
positive (pro-union) attitudes performed better on the SVT
than those with more negative (anti-union) attitudes,
regardless of the Twitter thread they saw. This main effect
was qualified by a Twitter polarity X attitude interaction, F(2,
90) = 5.92, p = .004, η"! = .12 (see Figure 3). To understand
how participants’ attitudes influenced the effect of Twitter
polarity on participants’ SVT scores, we estimated the mean
SVT score in each Twitter polarity condition at 1 SD above
the mean attitude score (45.4), 1 SD below the mean attitude
score (29.5), as well as at the mean attitude (37.4). For
participants with negative attitudes, SVT scores were higher
in the anti-union condition (M = 12.37, SE = .65) than in the
pro-union Twitter condition (M = 9.92, SE = .70), p = .012
but were not different from the neutral condition (M = 12.00,
SE = .82), p = .72. SVT scores of participants in the neutral
Twitter condition did not differ from those in the anti-union
Twitter condition (p = .44).

Figure 3: Memory for article content as a function of
Twitter polarity and attitudes
Figure 2: Relation between attitudes and source overlap of
recall responses
Results also revealed a marginal main effect of Twitter
polarity, F(2, 90) = 2.54, p = .085, η"! = .05. Pairwise
comparisons indicated that similarity between free-recall
responses and article content was marginally greater for
participants who saw the pro-union Twitter thread (M = .85,
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Participants with positive attitudes (pro-union) in the prounion Twitter condition had significantly higher SVT scores
(M = 14.29, SE = .64) than participants in the anti-union
Twitter condition (M = 12.20, SE = .74), p = .035, but were
not different from the neutral condition (M = 13.04, SE =
.79), p = .22. SVT scores of participants in the pro-union
Twitter condition were marginally lower than those of
participants in the neutral condition (p = .057). Finally, the

SVT scores of participants with moderate attitudes, who saw
the anti-union Twitter thread (M = 12.28, SE = .49), the prounion Twitter thread (M = 12.11, SE = .48), or the neutral
Twitter thread (M = 12.52, SE = .56) did not differ (ps > .50).
Additionally, as an exploratory analysis, we examined
whether participants had better recognition of content from
the pro-union side or anti-union side of the article depending
on their attitudes and Twitter polarity. To do so, we isolated
participants’ performance on the SVT items corresponding to
the pro-union content and SVT items corresponding to the
anti-union content). We conducted a mixed ANOVA with
SVT side (pro-union items vs. anti-union items) as a withinsubjects factor, Twitter polarity (pro-union vs. anti-union vs.
neutral) as a between-subjects factor, attitudes as a
continuous independent variable, and SVT scores on the proand anti-union items as the dependent variable. The results
revealed a main effect of attitudes, F(1, 90) = 7.30, p = .008,
η"! = .08, such that participants with more positive attitudes
tended to perform better overall than participants with more
negative attitudes. This main effect was qualified by a Twitter
polarity x attitudes interaction, F(2, 90) = 6.00, p = .004, η"!
= .12, such that participants with more negative attitudes
performed worse overall when they were primed with prounion Tweets, whereas participants with more positive
attitudes performed worse when they were primed with antiunion Tweets. Finally, there was a SVT side x attitudes
interaction, F(1, 90) = 4.05, p = .047, η"! = .04, such that
participants with more positive attitudes performed better on
the SVT items corresponding to the pro-union article content
that did attitudes with more negative attitudes about unions
(see Figure 4). The SVT side x Twitter polarity x attitudes
interaction did not approach significance (F = 1.06, p = .35).

Figure 4: Memory for pro-union and anti-union article
content as a function of attitudes

Discussion
The current study examined the extent to which the
consistency between social media content and participants’
attitudes influenced their memory for subsequent article
content. We were particularly interested in the effects of
encountering information outside of one’s filter bubble (i.e.,
attitude-inconsistent information). We hypothesized that
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participants with strong attitudes would recall less article
content when they were primed with attitude-inconsistent
Twitter messages (corresponding to information outside their
filter bubble) compared to when they were primed with
attitude-consistent or attitude-neutral Twitter messages
(corresponding to information inside their filter bubble—the
current norm on social media). We also hypothesized that
participants with relatively neutral attitudes would show
similar memory for article content regardless of Twitter
condition. The results are consistent with both of these
hypotheses across multiple indicators of memory for article
content.
Participants who held negative attitudes towards unions
recalled less article content, as indicated by both relatively
shorter recalls and lower SVT scores, after they were primed
with pro-union Twitter messages. Conversely, participants
who held positive attitudes recalled less article content after
they were primed with anti-union Twitter messages. Thus,
the polarized messages in the Twitter thread may have primed
participants’ attitude about the topic, which then “spilled
over” and biased processing of the subsequent article in favor
of attitude-consistent information. This biased processing
may have led to poorer integration of information into the
participants’ mental representations, thereby reducing recall.
The finding that participants constructed inferior memory
representations after they were primed with attitudeinconsistent information has implications for social media
contexts. Namely, the finding suggests that users’
understanding of controversial topics may not benefit from
exposure to messages outside their filter bubble. Indeed, as
the current experiment shows, being primed with attitudeinconsistent social media content may be relatively
detrimental to their memory for related information.
Additionally, the extent to which participants recalled prounion and anti-union article information, as measured by
performance on SVT items corresponding to pro-union or
anti-union article content, depended on their attitudes.
Specifically, participants with more positive attitudes toward
unions recalled more pro-union information compared to
participants with more negative attitudes, who performed
slightly better on the anti-union questions. This finding
supports the idea that participants’ attitudes biased their
processing of the article content in favor of attitudeconsistent information. Twitter polarity did not influence the
effect of participants’ attitudes on their recognition of prounion or anti-union information. Thus, it may be the case that
Twitter polarity may have influenced overall performance,
whereas participants’ attitudes biased processing of specific
article content.
We also found that participants who did not hold
particularly strong pro-union or anti-union attitudes had
similar recall of article content regardless of the Twitter
messages with which they were primed. It is possible that
these participants were not as susceptible to priming from the
Twitter messages simply because they lacked strong attitudes
in the first place. Any reactivation of attitudes that may have
occurred in the context of reading the Twitter messages did

not appear to spill over into processing of the subsequent
article. It may also be the case that social media users who do
not have strong attitudes about controversial topics may be
less likely to sequester themselves in filter bubbles. Thus,
encountering information that represents both sides of a
controversy may have little effect. Taken together, the results
suggest that the effects of exposure to information outside of
users’ filter bubbles on participants’ memory for information
may depend on the strength of their attitudes towards the
topic.
It is important to note that the current experiment cannot
directly speak to whether priming participants with polarized
Twitter messages influenced their understanding of the
article content. This is because our dependent variables
targeted memory for content rather than understanding.
Although memory for information and understanding are
related (Kintsch, 1988), subsequent work must examine the
extent to which the current conditions influence participants’
deeper understanding of the article content.
One limitation of the current experiment is that the current
work did not measure participants’ prior knowledge about
unions. It is possible that participants who held strong
attitudes towards unions also possessed a more coherent prior
knowledge base. A more coherent knowledge base facilitates
both learning from text and subsequent recall (Haenggi &
Perfetti, 1994). The extent to which the Twitter messages
would reactivate prior knowledge and, in turn, facilitate
understanding of the article content over and above attitudes
is unclear. Thus, future work should examine how attitudes
and knowledge interact to influence understanding in the
context of social media. Doing so would strengthen the
contribution of subsequent work to existing discourse theory.
A second limitation of the current work is the rather small
sample size. Consequently, our ability to detect small effects
and complex interactions was limited due to low statistical
power. To address this, it is critical to replicate these effects
with a larger sample size based on an a priori power analysis.
A third limitation is that the current Twitter environment
was relatively inauthentic. Namely, the Tweet thread
consisted of only six short messages in a hypothetical Twitter
thread. Although a thread of six messages is hardly akin to
the filter bubbles that occur in authentic social media
contexts, this experiment represents a first step towards
understanding the consequences of filter bubbles on users’
memory and learning. One could expect the effects observed
in the current experiment to be drastically amplified by more
substantial simulations of filter bubbles in the context of more
hotly contested topics on social media (e.g., abortion, drug
legalization, gun control). Also, future research should
leverage additional features of Twitter with which users
routinely engage. For example, follow-up studies could
examine the influence of attitudes and Twitter polarity on
participants’ decisions to retweet, like, and respond to Tweets
they encounter.
A fourth limitation is that the pro-union and anti-union
article content shared extremely high semantic similarity
(latent semantic analysis cosine = .96; Mikolov et al., 2013).
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Due to the semantic relatedness, it was not feasible to
examine whether biased processing of the article content
manifested in participants’ free recall responses based on
assessments of overlap with the pro-union and anti-union
article content. The high degree of semantic overlap may be
a consequence of carefully controlling the article content to
evenly present pro-union and anti-union content. This was
necessary to examine the extent to which polarized attitudes
influenced recall of content. However, the content that users
access from mainstream media sources is unlikely to provide
such an even presentation. Using more authentic article
content may allow for natural variability that improves ability
to detect differences in recall across Twitter conditions.
Overall, future work should examine how attitudes and
social media influence learning of authentic, biased media
content from sources that vary in credibility and partisanship.
To further aid generalizability, the limitations of the current
work should also be replicated in other controversial domains
that permeate social media, such as gun control, police
reform, and vaccine mandates.

Conclusion
Social media users are inundated with vast amounts of
information on numerous complex and controversial topics.
In an effort to personalize the flow of information, they often
produce (or become victims of) filter bubbles that contain
only content that is consistent with their attitudes about the
topic. The priming that occurs from a users’ filter bubbles
may affect processing of subsequent information. There is
currently a lack of research investigating how this social
media phenomenon impacts knowledge construction.
Results of the current experiment indicate that even brief
exposure to attitude-inconsistent social media content can
negatively influence individuals’ memory for related content.
This is critical because the consequences of social media on
users’ information streams do not stop when they close social
media. Thus, future work must continue to examine
interactions amongst attitudes and social media information
exposure on learning and memory in everyday contexts.
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Abstract
We make frequent decisions about how to manage our health,
yet do so with information that is highly complex or received
piecemeal. Causal models can provide guidance about how
components of a complex system interact, yet models that provide a complete causal story may be more complex than people can reason about. Prior work has provided mixed insights
into our ability to make decisions with causal models, showing
that people can use them in novel domains but that they may
impede decisions in familiar ones. We examine how tailoring
causal information to the question at hand may aid decision
making, using simple diagrams with only the relevant causal
paths (Experiment 1) or those paths highlighted within a complex causal model (Experiment 2). We find that diagrams tailored to a choice improve decision accuracy over complex diagrams or prior knowledge, providing new evidence for how
causal models can aid decisions.
Keywords: decision making; causal reasoning; complexity

Introduction
Decision making in health is highly complex, and we receive
voluminous guidance on how to manage it. We are told to eat
certain foods to prevent disease, avoid others because they
cause illness, learn about new findings on the best way to exercise to stay healthy, and ultimately translate all of this into
daily action. Whether implicit or explicit, these guidelines
all rely on causal relationships. However, we are more likely
to receive piecemeal guidance about specific causal relationships (e.g., stress causes weight gain) than a complete causal
model (e.g., full guidance on all of the factors that result in
weight gain). Models that bring together all causes of a health
phenomenon and depict how they are interrelated have been
manually created for some topics and computational methods have made them possible to learn for many others (Pearl,
2000; Kleinberg, 2012). Figure 1 shows a smaller version of
the Obesity System Atlas developed by the UK government.
The full diagram encompasses psychological, environmental,
social, and other factors influencing obesity and has over 100
nodes with many more causal connections between them.1
Given the complexity of real computationally created causal
models, those who want to use these models to help people
make decisions must choose between providing the fullest accounting of the causal structure (which may overwhelm people) and providing simplified versions (that leave out relevant
detail). Little is known about how this trade-off affects decision making.
1 https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/reducingobesity-obesity-system-map We have adapted the diagram to
be suitable for non-medical audiences.
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Prior work suggests that complex causal diagrams may be
difficult to learn from. Work on cognitive load theory (CLT)
suggests that when learning about complex phenomena people perform better when the information is split into more
manageable chunks (van Merriënboer & Sweller, 2005). For
decision making with a causal model like the complex obesity diagram, we could consider social systems one chunk and
psychological ones another, focusing on subsets of the model
that are of a size we can handle. However, factors interact
across these systems so ignoring their connections may lead
to the wrong conclusions.
Further, we do not necessarily prefer simplified information. Korman and Khemlani (2020) found that people perceive a single integrated causal model as more complete than
a system that is split into multiple models. People also
find some complex causal explanations more satisfying than
ones that include fewer causes (Zemla et al., 2017). While
some work has shown a preference for simpler explanations
(Lombrozo, 2007), such preferences depend on both what
type of system is being explained (Johnson et al., 2019) and
its perceived complexity (Lim & Oppenheimer, 2020). Taken
together, this work suggests that if people are presented with
a complex diagram, they may judge it as more complete than
a set of diagrams created from its components. On the other
hand, without any way to easily chunk it, prior work suggests
the diagram may be hard to learn from.
While people may prefer a comprehensive model that more
fully accounts for outcomes, it is not yet known whether people can successfully use complex models in decision making. Prior work has primarily focused on people’s ability to
learn and make inferences from smaller structures (Rottman
& Hastie, 2014) and in scenarios unrelated to prior experience and knowledge. We are focused on decision making on
familiar topics, such as health, where people bring their own
expectations and beliefs (whether right or wrong) to the problem. Thus, simple explanations could be considered incomplete if people perceive a gap based on their own knowledge.
Our recent work on decision making with causal models
in real-life scenarios (e.g. maintaining weight, managing diabetes) found that simple models can lead to worse decisions
than when people rely on what they already know (Zheng et
al., 2020). In that study, we observed this effect only when
the questions were about familiar topics, rather than novel
scenarios. We later found that manipulating perceived knowledge removed the detrimental effect of causal models, yet did

Figure 1: Complex causal diagram on managing bodyweight.
not improve decision making over just prior knowledge alone
(Kleinberg & Marsh, 2020). It is an open question as to why
exactly causal models lead to worse decisions in these studies. It may be difficult to integrate causal models with prior
knowledge or understand which aspects of a model are most
important for a choice. Alternately, the simplicity of the models used in previous research could be at the root of the challenges, as the models may leave out details people expect to
see.
We aim to advance understanding of when and which
causal models are useful for decision making. If we provide
a complex comprehensive model that captures more causes,
will people be able to use it? Alternatively, if we provide a
simpler model but make it directly relevant to the question at
hand, without any broader causal information, will this too
improve decisions? We conduct two experiments designed to
shed light on the trade-off between simplicity and complexity
in decision making. We use both a familiar topic that many individuals have experience with (decisions surrounding bodyweight) and an unfamiliar domain as a control topic (alien
dance-off). In Experiment 1 we compare decision making using simple diagrams containing only information relevant to
each choice versus a complex diagram that covers information beyond each specific question. In Experiment 2 we test
whether drawing people’s attention to the relevant part of a
complex diagram has the same effect as presenting only that
component in a simple form.

Experiment 1
In this experiment we look at how information detail influences decision-making accuracy. We focus on decision making around bodyweight, as this is a topic for which people often make decisions and receive information. We test whether
simple diagrams tailored directly to each decision can im-
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prove accuracy over a complex diagram that includes information from all the simple diagrams and other information
not needed for the decision at hand.

Method
Participants We recruited 300 U.S. residents aged 18-64
from Prolific, with 299 completing. Participants were compensated $3.00. We excluded participants who failed our attention check or submitted unusual and duplicate responses
(n = 36). Thus 263 participants remain in the analysis.
Materials Inspired by the complex diagram shown in Figure 1, we created a set of questions that each target a decision related to healthy bodyweight and that can be directly
aided by using the diagram. We chose four different types of
causal pathways contained in the complex diagram and created a corresponding simple diagram (Figure 2) that provides
only the subset of the complex diagram that is relevant to answering that question. These represent (a) a direct preventative relationship (prevent), (b) a common effect structure
(two causes), (c) a mix of positive and negative relationships
(mixed causes), and (d) a causal chain (direct cause). The
first three diagrams represent causal pathways that increase
in complexity (from 2 to 4 nodes) and the correct answers
require participants to choose a direct preventative cause, a
combination of two positive causes, and to activate a positive
cause while deactivating a negative one. These simple diagrams are tailored to each corresponding question and contain solely the causal pathways relevant to the target answer.
The direct cause diagram is different in that we now include
information beyond that needed for the target answer to test
whether simple diagrams influence participants’ likelihood of
choosing the most direct cause. Causes in many areas such as
health are rarely deterministic, and from a probabilistic perspective, the proximal, direct, cause is most likely to bring

(a) Prevent

(b) Two causes

(c) Mixed causes

(d) Direct

Figure 2: Simple diagrams used in Experiment 1.
about the effect. Despite this, people have been shown to prefer root nodes in making interventions (Lagnado & Sloman,
2006). We analyze this question separately since it is an open
question if participants will choose the direct or distal cause
and how diagram complexity will influence this choice.2
We use the same diagram format (using solid arrows to indicate generative/positive causes, and dashed lines ending in
a solid box to indicate preventative/negative causes) as in the
original obesity system map.3 Different questions were developed for each diagram, with all having a similar structure.
For example, the question paired with the direct diagram was:
Daniel has been overweight for most of his life. He lives
with his brother and sister, both of whom also would like to
lose weight. They don’t have much free time during the work
week, so on weekends they like to relax by watching TV and
cooking from new recipes. Daniel is concerned about his
weight but doesn’t know what he could do differently.
Which of the following is the BEST suggestion for Daniel?
A. Don’t do anything, weight is genetic
B. Fast forward through TV commercials
C. Get takeout pizza instead of cooking
D. Add more vegetables to his weekend recipes
For questions paired with the prevent, two causes, and mixed
causes diagrams, there was one answer choice that we designate as “correct” given the causal diagram. This answer rep2 We tested a fifth question that depicted a feedback loop, but it
proved difficult to interpret, so we do not discuss it further here.
3 We previously (Zheng et al., 2020) used plus and minus signs
to indicate generative and preventative causes. We reran our prior
weight management question with the current solid and dashed line
format. We replicated the earlier main effect, namely decreased accuracy with the diagram compared to no diagram. Thus it does not
appear that this presentation style influences accuracy.
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resented intervening on a node in the diagram that maximized
producing the desired effect. The other answer choices either
represented causal relationships that were not in the diagrams,
ineffective relationships that contradicted the diagrams (e.g.,
an option to increase alcohol intake when the diagram suggests reducing it). For the direct cause question, one answer
choice corresponded to the direct cause and one to the distal
root cause. The remaining two choices were incorrect in the
same way as the other models’ questions.
We created four control questions that targeted the same
causal pathways and used the same simple and complex diagram structures. However we replaced the node labels and
question text with a scenario participants should not be familiar with, namely an alien dance off. In the alien dance
off, aliens can cause others to dance faster (positive causal
relationship) or dance slower (negative causal relationship).
Procedure Participants were instructed on the meaning of
nodes and solid/dashed lines, as well as the rules of alien
dance offs for the control questions. Participants were randomly assigned to one of three conditions for the bodyweight
question: simple diagram (simple), complex diagram (complex), or no diagram (no diagram). The simple diagrams
provide information directly tailored to the question at hand,
while the complex diagrams encompass all of the relationships shown across the simple diagrams. In the no diagram
condition, participants did not receive a visual aid and had
to answer the questions using their background knowledge
alone. For the control questions, simple and complex condition participants received the opposite diagram of what they
received in the main experimental questions (simple received
complex and complex received simple) to make it less obvious the control questions targeted the same pathways for
which they had previously answered questions. Participants
in the no diagram condition were randomized to receive either
simple or complex diagrams. The order of experimental and

control questions and their answer choices were randomized
for each participant. After completing all questions participants completed two free-text response questions designed
to evaluate their understanding of the control question set up
and the meaning of solid and dashed lines. We excluded participants who failed this attention check.

Results
Influence of complexity on decision accuracy To determine if participants could use the diagrams, we first explored
mean accuracy on the control questions. We collapsed all
participants who received a simple control diagram (complex
condition plus simple half of the no diagram condition) and
all participants who received a complex control diagram (simple condition plus complex half of the no diagram condition).
We calculated mean accuracy across the three main control
questions (prevent, two causes, and mixed causes). Using
a one-way ANOVA with control diagram condition (simple
vs. complex) as a between-subjects factor we found a significant main effect (F(1, 261) = 27.2, p < .001, η2p = .094) indicating that performance was significantly better with a simple diagram (M = .814, SE = .023) than a complex diagram
(M = .626, SE = .028). These means suggest participants are
able to use simple diagrams to make accurate choices.
Our control analysis established that targeted diagrams
can be more useful to answering our decision making questions than complex diagrams that capture more information.
We then tested whether in real world questions where prior
knowledge may interact with the provided information, simple diagrams still have an edge. We calculated mean accuracy
across the three main bodyweight questions (prevent, two
causes, and mixed causes). Using a one-way ANOVA with diagram condition (no diagram, simple, complex) as a betweensubjects factor we found a main effect, F(2, 260) = 9.65,
p < .001, η2p = .069. Sidak corrected t-tests showed that the
significant main effect was driven by the simple diagram condition: performance in the simple condition (M = .841, SE =
.030) was significantly better than the no diagram (M = .683,
SE = .031; p = .001) and the complex (M = .681, SE = .028;
p < .001) conditions, while the no diagram and complex conditions did not differ from each other, p = 1.
Influence of simplicity on selection of direct causes We
now compare performance using the simple diagram of Figure 2d against the complex one of Figure 1, to test whether
the simpler diagram may trigger a preference for root causes.
We compared the percentage of people who chose the answer
corresponding to a direct proximal cause (healthy diet) versus
the answer corresponding to a more distal root cause (seeing food ads). In the no diagram condition, the vast majority of participants chose the answer representing the most direct intervention (96.4%; SE = 2.02; see Figure 3), and only
one chose the answer corresponding to a distal cause (1.19%;
SE = 1.18). This establishes a baseline measure of how likely
people are to choose these two options based on their existing knowledge. We find that diagrams can significantly alter
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Figure 3: Selection of direct cause in Experiment 1.

Figure 4: Selection of direct cause in Experiment 2.

this choice. When provided with the simple diagram fewer
participants chose the direct cause (44.3%; SE = 5.30) and
significantly more selected the distal (root in this diagram)
cause (54.5%; SE = 5.31). Yet we did not find this effect
with the complex diagram, where most participants chose
the proximal direct cause (84.6%; SE = 3.78) and few chose
the more distal cause (12.1%; SE = 3.42). Comparing frequency of choosing the direct cause across conditions using a
Pearson’s Chi squared test with N-1 correction, significantly
more participants chose the direct cause in the complex than
the simple condition (p < .001, χ2 =19.0), and in the no diagram compared to the simple condition (p < .001, χ2 =39.8).
The difference between the no diagram and complex conditions was also significant (p = .009, χ2 =6.88) Thus, when
diagrams highlight a cause further back in the chain, that option is more popular. However, in a complex diagram, this
preference for distal causes diminishes.
We also analyzed the preference for direct causes in the
corresponding control question. In the simple condition,
fewer people chose the direct proximal cause (37.4%; SE =
4.23) compared to the distal root cause (49.6%; SE = 4.37),
while the majority of participants in the complex condition
chose the direct cause (56.1%; SE = 4.32), with fewer people
choosing the distal cause (25.6%; SE = 3.81). Again, a simple diagram makes people more likely to choose a more distal
cause than a complex diagram does (p = 0.002, χ2 =9.20).

Discussion
Prior work has uncovered a conflict: people are able to learn
about and use causal models (Rottman & Hastie, 2014) and
yet visual depictions of such models can lead to worse decisions when combined with people’s existing knowledge
(Zheng et al., 2020). Our findings begin to resolve this conflict by illuminating where models can help in everyday decisions and what models are most helpful. First, we can reject
the hypothesis that simple models impede decisions because
they do not provide a full accounting of a causal structure.
As our experiments on both real-world (weight management)
and control (alien dance off) questions find, simpler models
can outperform complex ones. Second, a critical difference
between the simple models used in this experiment and those
used in prior work is that our diagrams contain only information needed to successfully answer the question. Indeed, we
replicated the detrimental effect of diagrams from prior work
when we tested our solid/dashed format with previously used
diagrams that are not tailored to a specific question and include extra information beyond the causal paths pertaining
to the right answer. Thus, this provides a first positive step:
causal models can be helpful even when people have prior
knowledge if they are tailored to the specific decision at hand.
Lastly, using our question that pits direct against indirect
causes, we find that presenting a subset of a model versus the
more complete one can strongly influence people’s choices.
Prior work has found people have a preference for intervening on root nodes in causal networks (Hagmayer & Sloman,
2009; Lagnado & Sloman, 2006; Yopchick & Kim, 2009). It
appears we can trigger this preference when presenting simple diagrams (where a node that is not normally a root appears
to be one). Thus it is important to consider potential negative
effects of how causal models are presented, whether that is
steering people toward more distal causes (which may not be
desirable) or including information beyond that which is necessary (which can impede decision making).

Experiment 2
Our first experiment showed that diagrams tailored to a decision can aid decision making compared to relying on prior
knowledge or a complex and comprehensive diagram. We
now investigate whether similar results can be obtained by
highlighting what information is relevant to a decision in a
complex model. That is, rather than creating different diagrams for each decision, we now test whether directing people’s attention to relevant aspects of a diagram is sufficient to
help them obtain the benefits of this information while enabling them to ignore irrelevant information (and thus not
having the negative effects seen in prior work).

Method
Participants We recruited 300 U.S. residents aged 18-64
from Prolific, with 290 completing. Participants were compensated $3.00. As before we dropped participants who failed
our attention check or submitted nonsense answers (n = 37).
A total of 253 participants remain in the analysis.
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Materials We use the same study protocol and materials
as in Experiment 1. The key difference now is that instead
of simple diagrams, we highlight the nodes and edges from
each simple diagram within the complex diagram. For example, instead of the two node prevention diagram, those nodes
and the edge between them are depicted in orange within the
complex diagram. Orange was chosen to grab people’s attention without prompting any associations with positive or
negative effects. Thus participants in the highlighted diagram
condition (highlight) see different parts of the complex diagram highlighted for each question, while the no diagram
and complex groups remain the same as in Experiment 1. We
follow the same approach for the control questions. The control complex diagram has nodes rotated and moved from their
positions in the bodyweight diagram, so we do not expect participants to realize they have the same causal structure.
Procedure The procedure was the same as Experiment 1,
except we added an explanation to the instructions of the
meaning of the highlighting.

Results
Effect of highlighted causal paths on decision accuracy
We again begin by testing whether the diagram format made
a difference for accuracy on the control questions. We collapsed all participants who saw the highlighted version of
the diagram into one group and similarly all participants who
saw the complex version without highlighting into another
group. Using a one-way ANOVA with diagram condition
(highlighted vs. complex) as a between-subjects factor we
did not find a significant main effect, p = .157, indicating
that performance was not significantly better with the highlighted control diagram (M = .620, SE = .0263) compared to
the complex diagram (M = .562, SE = .029).
While there was no difference in the control condition, we
now examine whether highlighting the relevant paths makes a
difference to the experimental questions. Our hypothesis was
that highlighting would have a similar effect to the simple diagram. Using a one-way ANOVA with diagram condition (no
diagram, highlighted, complex) as a between-subjects factor
we now do find a main effect of diagram condition, F(2,
250) = 5.19, p = .006, η2p = .040. Sidak corrected follow
up t-tests show that performance in the highlighted condition (M = .757, SE = .033) was marginally better than the
no diagram condition (M = .654, SE = .031; p = .079) and
significantly better than the complex condition (M = .615,
SE = .034; p = .006). The no diagram and complex conditions did not differ from each other, p = .778. Overall, the
pattern of means found here replicate Experiment 1, and suggest that focusing attention on the relevant aspects of a diagram may be sufficient for making them useful for a decision.
Effect of highlighted paths on preference for direct causes
In Experiment 1 we found that a simplified diagram increased
the preference for distal causes. We now test whether highlighting the same paths within a complex diagram yields the

same effect. The vast majority of participants in the no diagram condition again chose the answer corresponding to
the most direct cause (92.6%; SE = 2.91; see Figure 4),
while only two participants chose the indirect one (2.47%;
SE = 1.72). Highlighting decreased the percentage of people
choosing the direct cause (64.0%; SE = 5.09; p < .001, χ2 =
19.855 compared with no diagram) and led a large percentage
of people to chose the distal cause (32.6%; SE = 4.97). As
in Experiment 1, most participants in the complex condition
chose the direct cause (79.5%; SE = 4.43) and few chose the
more distal cause (13.3%; SE = 3.72). While significantly
more participants in the complex condition chose the direct
cause compared to in the highlighted condition (p = 0.025,
χ2 = 5.03) we observed a significant drop compared to the no
diagram condition (p = 0.016, χ2 = 5.78).
In the control questions we do not see this pattern. Instead, similar percentages of participants chose the direct
cause (highlighted: 48.3%; SE = 4.37; complex: 51.9%,
SE = 4.52, p =0.568, χ2 = 0.326) and distal cause (highlighted: 27.8%; SE = 3.92; complex: 24.4%, SE = 3.89)
across both conditions and the direct cause was by far the
most frequent response in both (highlighted: p = 0.0007, χ2
= 11.5; complex: p < 0.001, χ2 = 19.8).

Discussion
This experiment builds on our findings in Experiment 1 by
identifying another way information can aid decision making. We find that highlighting the relevant causal paths elicits
the same decision-making behavior as providing only those
paths with our real-world decision questions. Together these
experiments show that tailoring information or directing people’s focus to only the paths relevant to a decision can improve their performance, and can make diagrams that are not
otherwise improving performance, useful and usable. Interestingly, we do not show this same effect in the control condition of this experiment. We hypothesize that the alien nature
of an alien dance off may make it more challenging for participants to understand if more distal causes have the same
downstream influences as causes do in real life. It is an interesting question for future work to determine why highlighting of complex diagrams in an unfamiliar domain may be less
likely to shift people to focusing on distal causes.

General Discussion
Given the prevalence of causal information we receive (particularly about health) and share with others, it is vital to understand whether such information actually improves our decisions. Prior work has shown both that people are adept at
learning causal models and using them to intervene on systems (Rottman & Hastie, 2014) and that such models can
also lead to worse decisions when they interact with people’s
existing beliefs and knowledge (Zheng et al., 2020; Kleinberg & Marsh, 2020). We move toward reconciling this view
through experiments comparing causal information tailored
to a decision and comprehensive causal information. We find
that information tailored to a decision that does not include
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or draw attention to causal paths not relevant for the choice
led to better choices in our real-world decision-making questions. This suggests one way that causal models in prior work
may have been interfering with decisions - by prompting individuals to consider alternative causes. By either removing
these or focusing attention on the relevant ones, we reduce
the likelihood participants will select them.
Our results also provide insight into how we can improve
people’s reasoning with complex information. For some real
world decisions, such as choosing a federal economic policy or restructuring the healthcare system, the complex inner
workings of the relevant causal system may be important to
represent in making a decision. In this case, highlighting a
path relevant to a given decision may benefit the reasoner
while still allowing the full complexity of the system to be
represented. More generally, while prior work has shown that
that complex models can be overwhelming and that people
have a hard time ignoring irrelevant information (Bastardi &
Shafir, 1998; Hall, Ariss, & Todorov, 2007), we have found
ways to mitigate this complexity and help people use complex
information to make an accurate decision.
While participants in our study successfully used the tailored diagrams, future work is needed to probe how such interventions influence model trust. That is, given prior work
on people’s preferences and beliefs about the completeness
of models, it is important to determine whether simplification could have negative consequences by making people less
likely to trust the model. This may also provide reason to prefer highlighting, reassuring individuals about the completeness of the model while allowing useless information to be
ignored. These are important questions to be asked in future
research. Overall, our two experiments provide new insights
into how people may tangle with complexity in diagrams and
decisions in the real world.
We found that providing people with diagrams tailored to a
specific decision-making context could aid decision making.
This suggests that instead of generic advice pertaining to a
variety of choices, people may need highly focused guidance
for the specific decision at hand. While this may seem impractical, many aspects of life are already personalized to our
interests and needs (e.g. book and movie recommendations).
Future work is needed to bridge cognitive science and machine learning (which can be used to create this personalized
guidance), and ultimately help translate knowledge of what
people should to do guidance they can follow as they make
real-world choices.
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Abstract

or turn sharply. Actually, various types of shared spaces have
appeared recently. For example, a guiding robot or medical
robot have been introduced into the crowded museums or hospitals. Therefore, cooperative behaviors of moving may play
an important role when considering moving in shared spaces.
In previous studies, the nature of the cooperative behavior
of moving has been examined in conventional situations such
as merging and lane changing (Kauffmann, Winkler, Naujoks, & Vollrath, 2018). However, the nature of such behaviors in shared spaces, in which there are few constraints
imposed on each agent, is not clear. It is necessary to use a
new approach to verify cooperative behavior in shared spaces
because the interactions among the agents are expected to be
more complex.

The development of mobility technologies has led to the concept of shared spaces. In the shared space, mobilities and
pedestrians share a single common space. Compared to conventional separated spaces, cooperative behaviors are critical
in shared spaces because all agents can move freely at their
own speed and in their directions with few constraints. An
experiment was conducted using indices for own cost, others’
benefit, and own loss to reveal the nature of the cooperative
behaviors associated with moving. We found that compared to
when people are encouraged to behave without urgency, they
frequently change their speed and direction so as not to interrupt others and reach their destination more quickly when people are required to behave cooperatively. Therefore, it was concluded that both others’ benefit and one’s own benefit are critical for cooperative behaviors when moving in shared spaces.
Keywords: cooperative behavior; shared space; prosocial behavior

Cooperative Behavior in Traffic

Introduction
With the development of technology for automated vehicles and the personalization of vehicles, the forms of mobility have become diverse. The concept of the the shared
space, in which both mobility vehicles and pedestrians share
a common single space, was proposed by Hans Monderman
(Moody & Melia, 2014) and now applied to some spaces in
selected cities. Shared space is designed so that the multiple agents have equal footing to share the common space,
and some studies have reported safety improvement in shared
spaces (Hamilton-Baillie, 2008; Kaparias, Bell, Miri, Chan,
& Mount, 2012). In conventional separated spaces, the behavior of each agent is strongly constrained as the vehicles
must be on the road and the pedestrians on the sidewalk.
However, in a shared space, there are few constraints imposed on each agent because there is no need to divide the
areas. This indicates that the mobility vehicles and pedestrians can freely move in their own directions and stop suddenly
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Before discussing cooperative behavior in traffic psychology,
this section examines prosocial behavior in social psychology (Eisenberg & Mussen, 1989; Mussen & Eisenberg-Berg,
1977). Prosocial behavior has been defined as voluntary behavior to benefit others with no expectation of reward; however, prosocial behavior involves certain losses and costs. For
example, a donation to a charitable organization is a prosocial behavior to assist an organization with suffering financial
cost.
Cooperative behavior within traffic psychology is defined
in a much narrower sense than prosocial behavior within
social psychology. Some examples of specific cooperative behavior are: accelerating or decelerating a vehicle so
that other vehicles can easily change lanes (Hidas, 2005;
Stoll, Müller, & Baumann, 2019; Stoll, Lanzer, & Baumann,
2020); and putting on the blinker, waiting before changing
lanes, and changing speed so that other vehicles can easily

merge (Kauffmann et al., 2018). In particular, lane changing
has often been examined as a situation that requires agents
to behave cooperatively (Beller, Heesen, & Vollrath, 2013;
Heesen, Baumann, Kelsch, Nause, & Friedrich, 2012). Cooperative behavior optimizes communication and coordination
among agents and improves the efficiency and safety in traffic
(Fiosins et al., 2016; Fujii, Yoshimura, & Seki, 2010); therefore, cooperative behavior of moving is similar to prosocial
behavior.
On the other hand, uncooperative behavior has negative effects on both traffic and agents. For example, unreasonable
lane changing can cause serious collisions and delays (Tang,
Liu, Zhang, Ke, & Zou, 2018), and drivers can experience
stress and anger when asked to merge when there is only a
small gap between vehicles (Riener, Zia, Ferscha, Ruiz Beltran, & Minguez Rubio, 2013). The reason why people do
not always behave cooperatively is that cooperative behavior
can sometimes results in their disadvantage. In actual traffic
situations, pressing the brake pedal and decelerating to provide enough space for another vehicle incur cooperative costs
(Stoll et al., 2019), which is consistent with the statement that
prosocial behavior often involves some kind of cost.
What kind of moving is perceived as cooperative behavior? Previous studies have found that time to collision (TTC),
which is calculated based on the distance and velocity between two vehicles, significantly affects cooperativeness in
changing lanes (Stoll et al., 2019, 2020; Petit, Charron, &
Mars, 2020). This indicates that moving behaviors that maintain an appropriate TTC between two vehicles is favorably
perceived as more cooperative by other agents.
However, it is unlikely that the cooperative behavior of
moving could be simply determined by using only TTC.
First, a shared space is two-dimensional and involves multiple agents moving simultaneously in each direction. TTC
refers to the relationship between only two agents and cannot
be directly applied to shared spaces. Second, the constraints
on behavior are very small in shared spaces as agents can stop
suddenly and turn sharply. Therefore, while TTC is an effective index for assessing vehicles that maintain their current
direction and speed due to inertia, TTC is insufficient for assessing agents that can stop suddenly and turn sharply, such
as pedestrians. Therefore, the situations covered in previous
studies such as merging and lane changing on highways are
unable to clarify the nature of cooperative of behaviors when
moving in shared spaces.

Objective
This study examined the cooperative behavior of moving in
shared spaces using a new approach based on “own cost”,
“others’ benefit”, and “own loss” indices.
Own cost corresponds to driving maneuver index that consumes physical and cognitive resources, such as pressing the
brake pedal as a cooperative cost in traffic research. In other
words, the behaviors that require drivers to accelerate, decelerate, or turn their wheels significantly are considered as
high-cost behaviors. Others’ benefit corresponds to efficiency
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index in traffic, which has been mainly used in simulation
studies. This benefit is measured by how efficiently others
reach their own destination, or conversely, how long others
are interrupted/disadvantaged. Own loss, therefore, can be
measured by the time it takes to reach the desired destination.
In sum, when required to behave cooperatively, people are
more likely to absorb the costs and behave to benefit others,
which ultimately leads to own loss.
The ongoing costs and the final losses in cooperative behavior can be distinguished by the differences between cooperative behavior for others and behavior without urgency.
Even if the time it takes to reach one’s destination, i.e., the
loss, is the same, there may be a difference between cooperative behavior and non-urgent behavior based on the degree of
interruption to others.
In sum, the objective of this study was to clarify the cooperative behavior of moving in shared spaces, in which there
are few behavioral constraints. For this purpose, a moving
task that simulated an actual shared space was developed and
required participants to behave cooperatively. In particular,
the cooperative behavior of moving was verified by comparing behaviors when the participants were asked to behave cooperatively and when asked to behave without urgency. The
objective differences between cooperative behavior and nonurgent behavior were examined using the three indices based
on prosocial behavior perspective, that is, own cost, others’
benefit, and own loss.

Experiment
Method
Participants Twenty-nine graduate students at Nagoya
University participated in the experiment.
Stimulus A moving task was developed referring to an actual shared space (Fig. 1). Participants were asked to control
their own agent, which was depicted by the blue circle, and to
reach to a destination indicated by a square. The destinations
were always placed at a diagonal to the starting position of
the own agent. The own agent was controlled using the stick
from a Microsoft Xbox controller, and as no inertia was set
for the agent’s movements, the amount of stick manipulation
by the participant corresponded to agent’s movement at that
moment.
The gray circles indicated the other agents, which changed
direction and speed autonomously and randomly. The other
agents were designed to slow down to half their original speed
if there was another agent within 100 pixels of their direction
and to stop if there was another agent within 50 pixels. Note
that when the own agent contacted the other agents, the own
agent become red. The number of other agents was 5, 10, or
20 (Top, middle, and bottom of Fig. 1 respectively). When
the other agents went out of screen, they appeared on the other
side, that is, the number of other agents on the screen was
always constant in one trial.
The size of task screen was 1000 × 1000 pixels, the agent
was 30 pixels in diameter, and the destination was 80 pixels.

The frame rate was 50 fps and all agents could move up to 4
pixels in each X/Y direction per frame.
One trial was defined as the time taken by the own agent
controlled by the participant to reach their destination, with
one set consisting of 24 trials.
Procedure At first, the participants were presented with the
screenshots of the task and given an explanation about the
own agent, the other agents, and the destination, and were
asked to reach their own destinations. The participants were
instructed to “imagine an actual space where many people
come and go to reach each destination such as airports, hospital, or shopping center”.
A total of five sets of the moving task were performed after the practice set without other agents so that participants
could become used to manipulating the controller. Set 1 was
also practice set to help the participants become familiar with
the other agents. Set 2 was performed without any instructions, and Sets 3, 4, and 5 were performed after one of the
following instructions was provided: “Reach your destination
while considering the others around you”, for the cooperative
condition; “Imagine that you have enough time to reach your
destination”, for the non-urgent condition; and “Imagine that
you have an urgent issue and need to reach your destination
quickly”, for the urgent condition.
The number of other agents was set to either 5, 10, or 20
in one trial, and eight trials for each were performed. The
order of the three instructions and the order of 24 trials were
counterbalanced.
Afterward, the participants answered the following two
rating questions about their own behaviors on a seven-point
scale (1: do not agree at all; 7: entirely agree): “My behavior
involved assistance for others” and “My behavior resulted in
some loss for myself”. These rating scores were regarded as
the subjective assistance score and loss score respectively.
For the analysis, the following three behavioral indices
were measured in this experiment. Absolute acceleration indicated the magnitude of the change in the speed of the own
agent. High absolute acceleration meant that the participant
frequently manipulated their controller. Completion time indicated the time until the own agent reached its own destination. Short completion time meant that the own agent move
smoothly. Interruption rate indicated how often others were
interrupted by the own agent before the own agent reached
its own destination. This index was calculated by dividing
the time spent interrupting others with the completion time.
A small interruption rate meant that the other agents moved
smoothly.
The analysis was conducted as follows. First, the values
for each index in Set 2 without instructions were considered
as the baseline for each participant. Then, the differences
between the values in Sets 3, 4, and 5 and the baseline values
were calculated. Finally, a 3 (instruction: cooperative, urgent,
and non-urgent) × 3 (the number of other agents: 5, 10, and
20) within-participant ANOVA was conducted. Particularly
we focused on a comparison between the cooperative and the
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Figure 1: Moving Task

non-urgent condition.

However, the planned comparisons showed that there was a
significant difference between the cooperative and the nonurgent conditions only when the number of other agents
was 10 (t(168) = .2.63, p = .009). Therefore, compared to
when encouraged to behave without urgency, participants frequently change the speed of their own agent when they were
encouraged to behave cooperatively in a situation with a moderate number of other agents.

Results

Figure 2: Absolute acceleration. Error bars mean standard errors. Asterisks mean significant differences between the cooperative and the non-urgent conditions.

Figure 3: Interruption rate

Figure 4: Completion time
Absolute acceleration The ANOVA result for absolute acceleration (Fig. 2) showed that the main effect of instruction
was significant (F(2, 56) = 16.93, p < .001), but there was
no difference between cooperative and non-urgent conditions
(t(56) = 1.84, p = .069). The main effect for the number of
other agents was not significant (F(2, 56) = 1.35, p = .266).
Meanwhile, the interaction between instruction and the number of other agents was marginally significant (F(4, 112) =
2.36, p = .057). The three simple main effects of instruction were all significant (5: F(2, 168) = 5.96, p = .003; 10:
F(2, 168) = 16.04, p < .001; 20: F(2, 168) = 15.4, p < .001).
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Interruption rate As well as absolute acceleration, the
ANOVA result for the interruption rate (Fig. 3) showed that
the main effect of instruction was significant (F(2, 56) =
21.14, p < .001), but there was no difference between the cooperative and the non-urgent conditions (t(56) = 1.77, p =
.081). The main effect of the number of other agents was
not significant (F(2, 56) = 1.08, p = .344). The interaction between instruction and the number of other agents
was significant (F(4, 112) = 3.31, p = .013), and the three
simple main effects for instruction were all significant (5:
F(2, 168) = 3.57, p = .030; 10: F(2, 168) = 4.65, p = .010;
20: F(2, 168) = 23.9, p < .001). However, the planned comparisons showed that there was a significant difference between the cooperative and the non-urgent conditions only
when the number of other agents was 20 (t(168) = 2.52, p =
.012). Therefore, when there were a large number of others and participants were encouraged to behave cooperatively,
they did not interrupt others as much as when they were encouraged to behave without urgency.
Completion time The ANOVA result for completion time
(Fig. 4) showed that the main effect of instruction was significant (F(2, 56) = 38.12, p < .001) and that the main effect of the number of other agents was marginally significant (F(2, 56) = 2.65, p = .079). Furthermore, there was
a significant difference between the cooperative and nonurgent conditions (t(56) = 3.01, p = .003). Again, the interaction between instruction and the number of other agents
was also significant (F(4, 112) = 8.98, p < .001), and the
three simple main effects of instruction were all significant
(5: F(2, 168) = 18.65, p < .001; 10: F(2, 168) = 31.54, p <
.001; 20: F(2, 168) = 49.4, p < .001). Similarly, the planned
comparisons showed that the completion time in the cooperative condition was significantly shorter than in the nonurgent condition regardless of the number of other agents (5:
t(168) = 2.75, p = .006; 10: t(168) = 3.10, p = .002; 20:
t(168) = 2.39, p = .017). Therefore, compared to when they
were encouraged to behave without urgency, they reached
their destination more quickly when participants were encouraged to behave cooperatively. The results of the completion time and the interruption rate showed that when participants were encouraged to behave without urgency, they
took longer time to reach their destination; however, this
did not reduce the interruption to others. Meanwhile, when
they were encouraged to behave cooperatively, the participants reached their destinations quickly by suppressing the
interruptions to others, which allowed others to reach their

Figure 5: Subjective assistance score

Figure 6: Subjective loss score
destinations smoothly.
Subjective rating Regarding two subjective questions,
each difference between the three conditions and the baseline was calculated as a score and one-factor ANOVAs
were conducted (Figs. 5 & 6) . As a result, the significant main effect of the assistance score was significant
(F(2, 56) = 102.99, p < .001) and there were significant
differences among three conditions (urgent & cooperative:
t(56) = 13.48, p < .001; cooperative & non-urgent: t(56) =
2.47, p = .016; non-urgent & urgent: t(56) = 11.00, p <
.000); however, no main effect of the loss score was found
(F(2, 56) = 2.34, p = .105). Therefore, compared to when
encouraged to behave without urgency, the participants attempted to assist others when they were encouraged to behave
cooperatively; however, this did not result in subjective loss.

Discussion
The objective of this study was to clarify the cooperative behavior when moving in a shared space, in which there are
few behavioral constraints. The experiment compared the behavior when the participants were directly required to behave
cooperatively and when required to behave without urgency.

Nature of the Cooperative Behavior of Moving
The experimental results clarified the nature of the cooperative behavior of moving in a shared space. When people are
encouraged to behave cooperatively, they frequently change
their speed and direction, attempt not to interrupt others, and
reach their own destination more quickly, compared to when
encouraged to behave without urgency. Changing speed and
direction is regarded as a cooperative cost as it demands physical and cognitive resources. Paying such costs reduces interruptions to others and brings benefit as others can reach their
destination more efficiently. Such behaviors have been re-
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garded as cooperative behaviors in previous studies (Hidas,
2005; Stoll et al., 2019, 2020).
Although the requirements for cooperative or prosocial behaviors mentioned in previous studies (Eisenberg & Mussen,
1989; Mussen & Eisenberg-Berg, 1977) were met for own
cost and the others’ benefit, it is noteworthy that the own final benefit was also regarded important in the experiment.
The results of the completion time revealed that participants
reached their destinations more quickly when encouraged to
behave cooperatively than when encouraged to behave without urgency. If the absolute acceleration corresponds to the
ongoing cost and the completion time corresponds to the final loss of cooperative behavior, the cooperative behavior of
moving could be interpreted as a behavior that involves less
loss to oneself despite paying a higher cost. This was also
consistent with the posteriori subjective rating. When people are encouraged to behave cooperatively, their subjective
loss is not greater than in other cases even though they are
attempting to assist others.
Another important aspect of this experimental task was that
people did not necessarily pay a greater cost to reduce their
own loss. In fact, the participants who were required to behave with urgency could keep their own costs and losses low.
However, when the participants attempted to behave cooperatively, this provided their own benefit as well as their own
cost and benefit to others. Therefore, it was concluded that
such behavior is the cooperative behavior that people expect
in their daily life. Cooperation presents a social dilemma between cost and benefit (Kollock, 1998); however, this study
revealed that there is benefit to others and to themselves when
displaying cooperative behavior of moving in shared spaces.
The relationship between individual actions and whole outcomes in cooperative behavior should be verified by referring
to the results regarding Prisoner’s Dilemma game (Denison
& Muller, 2016).

Future work
The following three aspects are to be addressed in future research.
The first question is whether the cooperative behavior that
was directly encouraged in the experiment was also objectively perceived as cooperative. The three behavioral indices
used in this study were all aggregate indices for moving trajectories; therefore, it is necessary to verify how cooperative
these trajectories are objectively perceived.
The second is what the situational factors that affect the cooperative behavior of moving are. The results of this experiment were strongly affected by the number of other agents,
and in some cases, no differences between the cooperative behavior and the non-urgent behavior. Furthermore, some of the
graph patterns were not linear in this experiment. A similar
phenomenon has been observed in previous studies that measured the willingness to cooperate (Kauffmann et al., 2018;
Stoll et al., 2019, 2020). This indicates that there may be
certain constraints to the number of others that can be considered when people attempt to behave cooperatively. If this is

the case, both the number of other agents and the field of view
may strongly influence the cooperative behavior of moving;
therefore, we need to use eve movement measurements.
Finally, the third is a problem of the diversity of moving.
As mentioned in the Introduction, there are few constraints
imposed on each agent in shared spaces. Therefore, we need
to add the number of participants and extend the experimental
situation to clarify the nature of cooperative behaviors.

Conclusion
This study examined the nature of the cooperative behavior
of moving by using a task that simulated a shared space in
which there are fewer behavioral constraints than in conventional separated space. The results showed that compared
to when encouraged to behave without urgency, people frequently change their own speed and direction, attempt not
to interrupt others, and reach their destination more quickly
when required to behave cooperatively. There is benefit to
themselves as well as others when displaying cooperative behavior of moving in shared spaces.
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Abstract

lowing children to learn hierarchical information that cannot
be learned from the world with experience alone (Cimpian &
Markman, 2009; Gelman, 2009).

We introduce and implement a cognitively plausible model
for learning from generic language, statements that express
generalizations about members of a category and are an important aspect of concept development in language acquisition (Carlson & Pelletier, 1995; Gelman, 2009). We extend
a computational framework designed to model grounded language acquisition by introducing the concept network. This
new layer of abstraction enables the system to encode knowledge learned from generic statements and represent the associations between concepts learned by the system. Through three
tasks that utilize the concept network, we demonstrate that our
extensions to ADAM can acquire generic information and provide an example of how ADAM can be used to model language
acquisition. 1
Keywords: Language Acquisition, Generics, Cognitive Modeling

Introduction
Generics, statements in the form of “bananas are yellow”
or “birds fly”, express generalizations about members of a
category, and are frequent in everyday language (Carlson,
1977; Carlson & Pelletier, 1995). These expressions refer
to a category as a whole (e.g birds), as opposed to a single instance of a category (e.g a bird), and while referring
to a conceptual category as a whole, generic statements may
assert information that while typical, does not cover all instances, and hence are not necessarily invalidated by counterexamples (McCawley, 1981; Gelman, 2004). For example,
the statement “birds fly” is not invalidated by the existence
of penguins, a bird that cannot fly. Moreover, experience
with only a single instance of a conceptual category can be
sufficient to acquire generic knowledge (Carlson & Pelletier,
1995; Prasada, 2000). Besides the prevalence and the expressive power of generics in language, generics also play an
important role in child language acquisition. During conceptual development, generic statements complement observational learning and help construct conceptual knowledge, al1 Our

code is available at https://github.com/isi-vista/adam
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Prasada (2000) emphasized the acquisition problem posed
by the imprecise nature of generic language and our ability to
learn generic knowledge from minimal experience, outlining
that the requirements of a formal system for acquiring generic
knowledge are to complement other learning mechanisms and
to establish relationships between categories and properties.
By age 2, children manifest the capabilities of such a system,
as they can recognize category labels (Graham, Kilbreath, &
Welder, 2004) and make use of names to classify objects,
even if an instance is atypical for a given category (Nazzi &
Gopnik, 2001; Jaswal & Markman, 2007). Considering how
generic utterances such as “penguins are birds” can override
interpretation of perceptual features and allow learning hierarchical knowledge even from a young age (Gelman, 2009;
Cimpian, Brandone, & Gelman, 2010), it is clear that language can inform perceptual learning, making generics a critical component of language acquisition worth modeling.
Inspired by the plethora of research on generics and child
language development, we introduce and implement a developmentally plausible model for learning concepts from
generic language that assumes no prior conceptual knowledge, learns meanings of words and concepts in a manner
similar to infants (from the ground up), and demonstrates
the capacity to make inference with the learned concepts.
The importance of generic language has been recognized
in the artificial intelligence and natural language processing
community for tasks that involve knowledge acquisition, ontology development, and semantic inference (e.g., Reiter &
Frank, 2010; Friedrich & Pinkal, 2015; Sedghi & Sabharwal,
2018). These approaches generally make use of large-scale
resources and employ methods such as supervised learning
that are not suitable for modeling child language and conceptual development. We base our system on ADAM, a

software platform for modeling early language acquisition
(Gabbard et al., 2021). Through pairs of perceptual representations of situations and linguistic utterances describing
these situations, ADAM learns interpretable representations
for concepts such as objects, attributes, relations, and actions
(see Model and Representation section for further detail).
ADAM’s cognitively plausible design choices regarding perceptual representations (Marr, 1982; Biederman, 1987) and
simple word/pattern learning mechanisms (Webster & Marcus, 1989; Yu & Smith, 2012; Stevens, Gleitman, Trueswell,
& Yang, 2017) lay the groundwork for modeling higher level
semantics in child language acquisition. Given the interplay between generic statements, concepts, and observational
learning in natural language (Carlson, 1977; Carlson & Pelletier, 1995; Gelman, 2009) and ADAM’s power to learn
meanings of concepts and identify them across situations, we
consider ADAM to be a promising system for modeling acquisition of generic knowledge and the resultant semantic category inference.
We expand ADAM’s modeling capabilities to capture semantic associations and generics by introducing a generic
learner module and combining ADAM’s representations with
an additional layer of abstraction, a network data structure
called the concept network. The concept network organizes
the associations between concepts and learns hierarchies and
properties about the concepts through observation as well as
generic utterances. Through three tasks that use generic language across different learning curricula, we demonstrate that
ADAM, coupled with the generic learner module and the concept network, can acquire generic knowledge, establish semantic certainty with generics language, and make category
inference. Our demonstrations provide an example of how
ADAM can be used to model language acquisition.

Model and Representation

Figure 1: Examples of a concept network. Nodes represent
concepts (e.g. bird, animal, sitting down). The edges are labeled by the semantic relation between the concepts (slot),
and the association strength (weight). The top shows a portion of the concept graph for bird. The bottom shows animal
and its neighbors.
ing a bear sitting, and hearing “two bears” while observing
two bears, and eventually learn a representation of “bear”’s
meaning. ADAM uses the learned mapping between linguistic structures and meaning representations to describe new
scenes. Before learning, we define a configurable curriculum that pairs observations and descriptions. During testing,
the perception input is generated without the descriptions.

The Concept Network

Meaning Representation in ADAM
ADAM is a software platform for experiments in child language learning. The system can process a range of expressions covering a very young learner’s vocabulary and grammar, such as objects (“a ball”), adjectives (“a red ball”),
prepositions (“a ball on a table”) and actions (“Mom rolls a
ball”). ADAM uses perception graphs to represent situations
(e.g. a cup sitting on a table) that it perceives. Perception
graphs consist of perceptually plausible components, such as
geons (Biederman, 1987), body parts, colors, and regions.
For example, when the model observes a cup on the table, the
model perceives a structured graph that consists of the cup’s
color, hollow shape, its handle, and its position relative to the
table. The model learns patterns over observed perception
graphs. The patterns represent hypotheses about the meaning of individual concepts and are consolidated throughout
the learning process. For example, the learner could perceive
perception graphs and utterances from multiple situations that
involve a bear, such as hearing “a brown bear” while observing a bear by itself, hearing “a bear sits” while observ-
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We extend ADAM’s representations of concepts and patterns
with the concept network, a graph-based data structure that
represents learned concepts (e.g, objects, attributes, and actions) as nodes and the semantic associations between them
as edges. The concept network enables one to see whether
any two concepts are related, what their relation is, and how
strong this relation is, by looking at the edge connecting the
two concepts. Contrary to ADAM’s perception graphs and
patterns that are used to describe the components of a scene or
perceptual properties of a perceived object, the concept network represents the overall semantic and conceptual knowledge of the learner learned over time. We represent each concept as a single node in the network; for example, bird is represented by a single concept node in the concept network, and
other semantically related concepts are its neighbors. Figure
1 (top) visualizes a section of the learned concept network
structure for the bird concept. Using the concept network, we
can infer that a concept such as bird is an animal, and that
it is associated with the concept fly. Since these associations
are formed through the learner’s observations of occurrences

of concepts throughout learning, the association between the
bird and fly concepts would suggest that a bird was observed
while flying. Similarly, the network can be used to observe
the categories formed by the learner; Figure 1 (bottom) shows
the animal node and its neighbors. To construct the nodes and
edges in this network, while perceiving concepts and semantic relations between them as the learner observes situations
as described in Gabbard et al. (2021), the learner also simultaneously creates nodes for concepts (e.g bird, fly) and edges
to associate concepts in the network. The concept network
consists of about 250 concepts when generated with ADAM’s
standard curriculum (see Gabbard et al. (2021) for a complete
list of content descriptors).
Edges and Semantic Associations The edges in the concept network represent the semantic relation between the two
concepts and the association strength between them. For action concepts, the relation often denotes an argument relation with the neighboring concept; the argument relation is
labeled with slots that describe a slot an argument can take in
a phrase. For instance, given “Mom drinks juice”, Mom has
argument slot position slot-1 with drink, while juice has slot2. The strengths in the network start from 0 and have a maximum of 1.0. Throughout learning, the association strength
between two concepts is updated with each co-occurrence
of the two concepts, using the plateauing update function
a = a + 0.2 ∗ (1 − a). The edges that represent semantic associations initialized with generic statements have maximum
association strength, since we tend to believe what we are
told is true. These edges are also marked with a slot label that
matches the argument relation of the statement, or the is label
if the statement is a predicate.
Matrix Representation We represent the network as a
weighted adjacency matrix to facilitate rich operations such
as vector similarity between concepts. In order to preserve
argument relation information in the edges in the matrix,
each action concept in the concept network is first translated
to multiple concepts that include the argument relation (e.g
drink slot 1 to represent drink in Mom drinks and drink - slot
2 to represent drink in “drinking juice”).
Concept Similarity We use concept similarity for evaluation. Each concept is represented as an adjacency vector
extracted from the weighted adjacency matrix. Vectors for
category concepts (e.g animal) are represented as the average of the vectors of all members of that category. Similarity
between pairs of concepts is measured using cosine similarity. Measuring concept similarity provides insight into the
the hierarchical structures that naturally emerge throughout
learning, as visualized in Figure 2 which shows a clustered
heatmap of the vector representations of concepts that are
learned through a curriculum of objects and actions, without
generics. We see the formation of categories that correspond
to body parts, liquids, and animate objects.
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Figure 2: A qualitative demonstration of how hierarchical categories can be measured with concept similarity. We see the
formation of categories in the concept space, e.g animate objects (cat, dog, Mom, baby, Dad), liquids (water, juice, milk),
and body parts (head, hand). The vector representations of
learned concepts were clustered with hierarchical clustering
method clustermap (Müllner, 2011; Waskom & the Seaborn
Development Team, 2020).

Generic Utterances
To teach generic language and explicit categories to the
learner, we present simple scenes paired with generic utterances such as “bears sit” and “bears are brown”. Since
generic language encodes generic knowledge (e.g “birds fly”
stipulates that birds generally can fly), inputs to the learner
that are in generic form maximize the corresponding association strength when observed by the learner. For instance,
while the non-generic utterance “a bear sits” increases the
association strength between between bear and sit, observing
“bears sit” maximizes it.
Generic Learner Module The ADAM system is built of
learning modules. Each module targets a specific type of
learning, such as objects, actions, and relations. We build
a generic learner module to enable learning from generic utterances. The generic learner first verifies that the utterance is
a generic by checking whether all the recognized nouns in the
utterance are bare plurals, an indicative property of generics
in English (Lyons, 1977; Gelman, 2004). Once confirmed,
the learner recognizes the concepts mentioned in the utterance, and forms a semantic connection between these concepts in the concept network. The association strength of this
connection is maximal, which implies a semantic certainty
that is learned from generic input.
In the special case where the generic statement is a predicate containing a previously unknown category, such as animal in “dogs are animals,” we create a new category concept
node in the concept network and associate the object concept
(dog) with the category concept (animal). If a novel object

Task 1: Generic Color Predicates
The generic color predicates task shows how the system
can learn generics by establishing stronger associations between learned concepts. In other words, we measure how the
generic input can change the learner’s understanding of the
world by influencing semantic connections. In this task, we
first teach objects and arbitrary colors to the system with nongeneric utterances (e.g a red truck) based on the standard object and color curricula provided in the ADAM system. We
then evaluate the associations between the object and color
concepts that the system has learned. Then, we pick colors that are typical for the object concepts and teach them
with generic statements (“watermelons are green,” “papers
are white,” “cookies are light brown”), and evaluate the associations between the object and color concepts again. In
the non-generic training phase, each object appears with a
variety of arbitrary colors (e.g cookies with blue, green, and
light-brown colors), which we expect will lead the model to
learn associations between an object and many colors. We
expect the presentation of generic input to yield stronger associations between the object and the color used in a generic
utterance.
Results and Discussion We measure the association
strengths between objects and all associated colors before
and after observing generic color predicates. The results are
plotted in Figure 3. Prior to hearing generic input, objects
have associations to many arbitrary colors, reflecting the initial non-generic curriculum. Once the generic color predicates are observed, we see that each object has a significantly
stronger association with the appropriate color as stated in
the generic utterances. Upon observing generics, only the association strengths for the correct colors are updated. These
results demonstrate that our model interprets and uses generics as designed, to establish strong associations between an
object and a prototypical version of some feature.

Task 2: Category Inference
The category inference task demonstrates how the model
forms categories, e.g animals and food. As visualized in
Figure 2, concept categories form naturally in the representational space throughout learning, as similar objects have
similar semantic roles in actions; for instance, only animate
objects eat, and only food objects are eaten. In this task,
we label these implied categories using generic statements
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concept appears in a generic statement as a member of a category concept, such as wug in “wugs are animals,” we create a
new object concept and associate it with the category concept
as well as the features of the members of the category. Overall, the module can interpret statements in the form of “birds
fly,” “birds are animals” and “wugs are animals”.

Increase After Generics

Figure 3: Results of the generic color predicates task, plotting
the associations strengths between objects and colors that are
associated with them, before and after observing generic input. At first, each object is associated with an arbitrary set of
colors that reflect the curriculum. The only associations that
increase are correctly the ones observed through generics.
(e.g“cats are animals,” “dogs are animals”). Then, we compare the novel concepts placed in these categories with each
possible category. We first teach the learner a particular curriculum, then a set of previously unknown objects in known
categories (e.g. “wugs are animals”), and finally evaluate
the similarity of the new item (e.g. wug) to each possible
category. We repeat this process for different curricula with
increasing semantic complexity, by including more complicated content such as plurals and actions. Table 1 shows different learning curricula (top), example utterances (center),
and examples with unknown categories (bottom). We expected that, while the model should be able to form categories
regardless of the curricula, the formed categories would be
most distinct in the less complex conditions.
Table 1: Inputs to the learner in the category inference task:
(top) learning curricula; (center) examples of situations and
utterances; (bottom) inputs presented to the learner. Animal
and people categories are treated as separate categories.
Learning Curriculum
1 Objects, categories
2 Objects, categories, generics
3 Objects, colors, actions, plurals, categories, generics
Results and Discussion The results of the category inference task are plotted in Figure 4. In the easiest curriculum
setting containing only objects and categories, every object is
most similar to the category in which it was learned, i.e wugs
are most similar to animals, vonks to foods, and snarps to people. Expectedly, we see some similarity between animals and
foods, because chicken is a member of both categories. The
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Figure 4: Results of the category inference task, plotting the similarity of novel objects (e.g wug) to animal, food, and people
categories across curricula of varying complexity. The correct categories of objects, i.e categories in which they were presented
in the generic input, are labeled in parentheses. Regardless of the curriculum complexity and concept category, the learner
associates new objects most strongly with the correct category. Incorrect associations increase with curriculum complexity.
Curriculum
Objects
Colors
Actions
Plurals
Category Generics
Action Generics
New Object
wug
vonk
snarp

Examples
a house; a dog
a red truck; papers are white
a baby drinks milk from a cup
two balls; many cookies
bears are animals
cats walk; Moms eat

Category
animal
food
people

Utterance
wugs are animals
vonks are foods
snarps are people

second curriculum condition, which includes objects, categories, and generics, shows that while the correct trend holds,
there is some association between animals and people due to
generic statements that apply to both categories, such as sitting. Finally, in the most complex curriculum condition that
includes objects, some actions, plurals, colors, categories,
and generics, we see that the associations across categories
are increased, but the correct category still has the highest
association strength. There is some similarity between animals and foods, and people and animals due to shared concepts such as chicken and eating respectively. Overall, while
associations between object concepts and the incorrect categories increase with curriculum complexity, regardless of the
curriculum complexity and category of the novel object, objects are associated most strongly with the correct category in
which they were learned through generic statements.

Task 3: Joint Category
The goal of the joint category task is to demonstrate how the
ADAM system learns categories across curricula with different contents. Specifically, we create learning curricula for
each of the four conditions shown in Table 2 and evaluate
the model behavior. We use combinations of chicken, beef,
and cow objects; chicken is used as an example of a lexical
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item that is shared by two very similar yet distinct concepts
(chicken as an animal, and chicken as food) and hence is a
member of both the food and animal categories. While beef
and cow could refer to the same thing at a certain semantic
level, they are regarded as disjoint examples of a food and
an animal category respectively. We hypothesized that while
observing chicken would cause some semantic association between food and animal categories, the model should not show
any semantic association between food and animal categories
when it observes just beef and cow and no chicken.
To execute the task, we run four different versions of the
ADAM system, each one trained with one of the four curriculum conditions shown in Table 2. Then, similar to the
category inference task, each system is presented a set of previously unknown objects in known categories, e.g “wugs are
animals”. Finally, we evaluate the similarity of the new object
concept to animal and food categories.
Table 2: Curricula and contents for the joint category task
1
4
3
4

Test Objects Included in the Learning Curriculum
None (no chicken, beef, or cow)
Beef (food) and cow (animal)
Chicken (food and animal)
Chicken, beef, and cow

Results and Discussion Figure 5 plots the results of the
joint category task, showing the similarity of the wug concept to animal and food categories across curricula with different contents. In the first condition, with a curriculum that
does not include chicken, beef, or cow, the similarity to animals is strong, but the similarity level for food category indicates an absence of similarity between animals and foods.
Likewise, in the second curriculum condition, when the curriculum includes beef and cow, but not chicken, the learner
does not learn any association between food and animal categories. However, when we introduce chicken into the cur-

model different aspects of language acquisition and to investigate the question of how children discover the expression of
generics in their own languages.

Similarity
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Figure 5: Results of the joint categories task. Through
generic input, a novel object, wug is learned as an animal.
The plot shows the similarity between the wug concept and
the animal and food categories. Wug is more similar to foods
when the curriculum includes chicken. The similarity is lower
when beef and cow are added and is zero without chicken.
riculum, the association between animals and foods grows.
Finally, including chicken, beef, and cow in the curriculum
leads to some similarity between foods and animals, but less
so than when only chicken was included. That these changes
match our expectations suggests that ADAM can successfully
capture differences in the curricula and the contents in them.
While doing so, the system maintains its robustness as indicated by how the similarity to the correct category outscores
the similarity to the incorrect category in every condition.

Conclusion & General Discussion
We have illustrated that the grounded language acquisition
system of ADAM, coupled with the learner module and concept network, can be successfully used for modeling semantics of generic learning. We demonstrated that the model
learns from generic language, makes desired semantic associations between learned concepts, and forms semantic categories that reflect the contents of the training curricula.
The concept network makes it possible to perform operations on learned concepts and on the semantics of generics,
enabling generic utterances to establish associations between
concepts and consequently form semantic categories. In the
future, we plan to further examine the role of association
weights in category formation, and how the system performs
on different languages. We also hope to explore how we can
use the matrix representation of the concept network to integrate ADAM’s structured and interpretable meaning representations with distributional models that operate on continuous space, such as neural networks. Moreover, while we did
not include the meaning patterns of the learned concepts in
the concept network, the flexible nature of the network makes
this possible, creating the potential for further semantic analyses that utilize perceptual properties of learned concepts.
Overall, our system’s ability to acquire word meanings and
robustness in capturing desired semantic properties across
diverse learning curricula shows its promising capacity to
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Abstract
Context-sensitive communication not only requires speakers
to choose relevant utterances from alternatives, but also to
retrieve and evaluate the relevant utterances from memory in
the first place. In this work, we compared different proposals
about how underlying semantic representations work together
with higher-level selection processes to enable individuals
to flexibly utilize context to guide their language use. We
examined speaker and guesser performance in a two-player
iterative language game based on Codenames, which asks
speakers to choose a single ‘clue’ word that allows their
partner to select a pair of target words from a context of
distractors. The descriptive analyses indicated that speakers
were sensitive to the shared semantic neighborhood of the
target word pair and were able to use guesser feedback to
shift their clues closer to the unguessed word. We also formulated a series of computational models combining different
semantic representations with different selection processes.
Model comparisons suggested that a model which integrated
contextualized lexical representations based on association
networks with a contextualized model of pragmatic reasoning
was better able to predict behavior in the game compared
to models that lacked context at either the representational
or process level. Our findings suggest that flexibility in
communication is driven by context-sensitivity at the level of
both representations and processes.
Keywords: semantic retrieval; memory search; pragmatic inference; contextualized word representations

Introduction
Accumulating evidence suggests that efficient communication requires flexibility across contexts (Sperber & Wilson,
1986; Clark, 1996; Goodman & Frank, 2016). But where
should contextual flexibility enter into models of communication? One possibility is that flexibility is supported at the representational level. For example, individuals may utilize distributional statistics from natural language to distill contextrelevant information directly into the structure of their highdimensional semantic representations (as suggested by recent
models of semantic memory; Kumar, 2021) or lexical association networks (as suggested by recent network-based models; De Deyne et al., 2021). Alternatively, context-sensitivity
may arise at the process level. For example, speakers may use
context to prioritize different retrieval cues, or re-weight different utterances post-retrieval based on pragmatic inferences
about the communicative goal at hand.
Context-sensitivity likely reflects contributions at both the
representational and process levels. Therefore, disentangling
these contributions requires an appropriately rich experimental paradigm exposing the richness of our semantic representations. Reference games — where speakers must produce
a referring expression that distinguishes a target object from
a context of distractors — have been widely used to operationalize context-sensitivity in communication (e.g. Olson,
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1970; Dale & Reiter, 1995). These games typically present
a visual context, such as an array of images, to evaluate accounts of grounded semantic representations and pragmatic
reasoning (e.g. Degen et al., 2020). Yet it has been challenging to evaluate theories of subtler associative and distributional relationships among different words using these visual contexts. Recently, Kumar, Steyvers, & Balota (under
review) introduced a paradigm called Connector, a simplified variant of the board game Codenames (Chvátil, 2016),
which used large referential contexts of other words rather
than images. Rather than referring to a single target, participants must refer to sets of targets (see Xu & Kemp, 2010
which examined a game called Password cuing a single target word rather than a set). This task therefore require participants to use richer semantic and conceptual relationships
between words to guide their language use.
For example, on the trial depicted in Fig.1, the Speaker is
presented with the target pair tiger-lion and asked to generate a one-word clue that would allow the guesser to select
that pair. Their clue “cat” is transmitted to the Guesser, who
is then asked to select exactly two words from the 20-item
board (e.g., clever-lion). If their first attempt is unsuccessful,
Speakers have two more attempts to provide two additional
clues to the Guesser. Importantly, unlike the variant of Codenames recently explored by Shen et al. (2018), Connector
does not place any hard constraints on word choice, allowing us to track natural search and retrieval processes across
the entire lexicon. As such, Connector represents an ideal
paradigm to elicit rich, context-dependent communication. In
this paper, we used these data to evaluate different proposals for how semantic representations and selection processes
work together to enable flexible language use.
context

first attempt

TIGER

EXAM

PINE

TRACE

HAND

STORM

SNAKE

ALARM

CLEVER-LION?

CLEVER

HOUSE

BIRTH

TEST

second attempt

EXACT

FRESH

FLOUR

TOWER

PORK

ASH

LION

HELL

“cat”

“predator”
TIGER-LION?

Figure 1: Example trial in Connector. The target pair (tigerlion) is highlighted for the Speaker. Their first clue, “cat,” led
to an incorrect response. This feedback was used to adjust the
clue to “predator,” allowing the Guesser to correctly identify
the pair.

Table 1: Examples of clues provided by the Speaker
Word pair
lion-tiger
exam-algebra
war-quiet

trained model, trained on a 3 billion-word Wikipedia corpus
available from Kutuzov, Fares, Oepen, & Velldal (2017).

Top 3 clues (frequency)
cat (24), animal (5), feline (4)
math (22), test (3), school (2)
peace (5), fight (3), ceasefire (2)

Methods
Behavioral Data
We evaluated our models on a dataset of Connector games
played by 75 dyads (150 participants). Each game consisted
of 30 trials, with a different pair of target words on each trial.
These word-pairs were presented in a sequence of 10 blocks,
with exactly 3 trials per block. The presentation of the wordpair cue to the speaker was counterbalanced (e.g. between
lion-tiger and tiger-lion) to control for possible salience effects. Each block used a distinct board with different sets
of words. The overall sequence of trials was fixed across all
pairs, and the set of target word-pairs were chosen to reflect
varying levels of difficulty, computed via averaging similarity estimates across different semantic models (see Kumar et
al., under review, for details). We aggregated data across two
different experiments, for a total of 60 word pair items and
an average of 18 unique clues generated per word pair (SD =
6.89). Participants achieved an overall success rate of 85%
across the three attempts, reflecting relatively high accuracy
overall. Table 1 provides some examples of clues generated
by the Speaker for different target pairs.

Candidate Models of Semantic Representation
Communication depends on the underlying semantic representations of words, and different proposals of representational models exist in the literature. We considered 3 different
representational proposals in our analyses: two large distributional models, GloVe and BERT, as well as an associative
network model based on the Small World of Words (SWOW)
dataset. These models include representations for a large vocabulary of 12,218 words1 . In this section, we introduce each
of these models in detail.
GloVe Distributional semantic models (DSMs) assume that
individuals extract statistical regularities from natural language to construct semantic representations, which can be
inferred from large text corpora. We utilized one such
DSM, GloVe (Pennington, Socher, & Manning, 2014)2 . We
obtained 300-dimensional GloVe embeddings from a pre1 To equate these models, we restricted GloVe and BERT to the
12,216 unique cues in SWOW database, supplemented with each of
the words on the board and all valid clues (excluding multi-word
responses, < 1% of total trials) produced by speakers in our dataset.
2 Initial analyses also included another distributional model,
word2vec, but we focus on GloVe for simplicity, as it performed
better overall. See Kumar et al., under review for additional comparisons.
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BERT Although semantic representations are often assumed to be “non-contextual” (as in GloVe), there are now
several modern language models that learn contextualized semantic representations. In these models, vector representations for words are learned by attending to not simply word
co-occurrence patterns, but also predicting upcoming words
within sentential contexts by using positional and syntactic
information. Therefore, we also evaluated whether a stateof-the-art contextual word embedding model, BERT (Devlin,
Chang, & Lee, 2019) can account for Speaker and Guesser
utterances in Connector. To obtain BERT embeddings, we
used the BERTModel provided by HuggingFace (Wolf et
al., 2019), trained on a ≈ 3.8 billion corpus, to obtain 768dimensional embeddings. Embeddings were obtained by providing each word in the search space to the BERT model via
the prompt, ”[CLS] word [SEP]”, and summing the vectors
from the last four hidden layers for each token, as is typically recommended (McCormick & Ryan, 2019). Note that
even though these BERT embeddings are not contextualized
with respect to the Connector game, the learning mechanisms
behind BERT and GloVe considerably differ. Therefore,
the present analyses evaluated how these de-contextualized
BERT embeddings compare to GloVe, and an associative network model.
Small World of Words (SWOW) It is possible that distributional information from text corpora is insufficient to account for flexible language use. Indeed, significant recent
work has shown that associative models, typically based on
free association norms, often outperform DSMs in semantic tasks (De Deyne et al., 2019). Therefore, we also evaluated whether an associative representation model, based on
the SWOW dataset can better account for performance in
this task3 . SWOW embeddings were obtained by converting
the raw associative frequencies for the different cues in the
SWOW dataset into a 300-dimensional random walk-based
word association space (Kumar, Steyvers, & Balota, under
review).

Candidate Process Models of Speaker Flexibility
Representations and processes are inextricably tied to each
other: any communicative action is a combination of specific selection-based processes that operate over underlying
semantic representations. Therefore, in the current paper, we
considered all combinations of the representational models
described above with different process-level models to evaluate whether individuals consider only the retrieval cues (i.e.,
target word pair), or take into account possible distractors on
the board in different ways.
3 The SWOW dataset is based on a continued free association
task, where participants are given a cue and produce the first 3 words
that come to mind, see https://smallworldofwords.org/

For all process models, we first defined a 12218-word lexicon (L) described by the similarity between words in the different representational models:
L(c, w) = s(c, w)

(1)

where s(c,w) denoted the cosine similarity between a clue c
and a word w in each of the representational models. Note
that L was different for each representational model depending on the vector representations.
For the Speaker task, in the descriptive analyses, we first
examined whether the clues generated by the Speakers for a
given word-pair (e.g., lion-tiger) were locally dependent on
either of the two cues presented (e.g., words related to only
lion, or only tiger), or globally dependent on the intersection
of the two cues (e.g., words common to both lion and tiger,
such as cat, animals, predators, etc.). We utilized different
representational models (discussed above) to define local and
global neighborhoods for the different retrieval word-pairs.
Moreover, we evaluated whether supplementing the retrieval
context with information from the Guesser’s first attempt influences the Speaker’s subsequent search and retrieval processes in the second attempt. In the model comparisons,
we evaluated the extent to which the representational similarity of different clue candidates to the word-pair influences
Speaker choices in the game.
Baseline Speaker For the Speaker task, we first evaluated
the contribution of the two retrieval cues, i.e., words w1 and
w2 , vs. the other words on the board B by maximizing the
following function:

assigned to targets vs. the board words) in predicting Speaker
utterances.
Finally, as discussed, it is possible that pragmatic information about the different options available to individuals and
their partner enables individuals to make pragmatic choices.
We modeled participant choices using the Rational Speech
Act (RSA; Goodman & Frank, 2016) framework, according
to which a pragmatic Guesser (Gpragmatic ) recursively reasons
about a pragmatic Speaker (Spragmatic ), who in turn recursively reasons about a literal Guesser (Gliteral ). For the literal
guesser (Gliteral ), we computed the likelihood of selecting any
two words w1 and w2 , given a clue c and board B using product aggregation, as follows:
Gliteral ({w1 , w2 }|c, B) ∝ eL(c,w1 )∗L(c,w2 )

(3)

For the pragmatic Speaker (Spragmatic ), we computed probabilities for every possible word in L as follows:
S pragmatic (c|{w1 , w2 }, B) ∝ eβ ln Gliteral ({w1 ,w2 }|c,B)−cost(c) (4)
where cost(c) captured the inherent bias towards selecting a
particular word from the search space (operationalized via
word frequency) and β captured the “peakiness” of the distribution. We finetuned cost and β estimates for the different representational models to maximize the likelihood of the
data, and report the optimal parameters via the “Pragmatic”
model.

Candidate Process Models of Guesser Flexibility

For the Guesser task of selecting a word-pair from the board
given a particular clue, we evaluate whether the representa∑b∈B0 L(c, b) tional similarity of different words on the board to the given
]) clue influences Guesser choices. In addition, we also obtain
f (w1 , w2 , B) = β(α[L(c, w1 )∗L(c, w2 )]−(1−α)[
|B0 |
pragmatic predictions via RSA models to evaluate whether
(2)
Guessers incorporate the Speakers’ perspectives into their sewhere c denoted any potential clue in L and α ∈ [0, 1], B0
lection process.
denoted all words on the board B excluding w1 and w2 , and β
was a softmax-tuning parameter which was finetuned for each
representational model to maximize the likelihood of the data.
Baseline Guesser For the Guesser task, the baseline
Therefore, we parametrically evaluated whether greater
“Board” model predictions corresponded to Equation 3
weight on the retrieval cues (α) vs. the average similarity
(Gliteral ), where we maximized the product of similarities of
to the other words on the board (1-α) influenced Speaker
the given clue to the different words on the board.
choices in the game. α = 1 denoted the special case when
the Speaker only attended to the word-pairs, i.e., the “Targetonly” model.
Context-sensitive Guesser For the context-sensitive
Context-sensitive Speaker A second possibility is that
Speakers do not simply rely on the retrieval cues alone, but
also the surrounding context of the board to generate the
clues. To evaluate the extent to which Speakers rely on the
board vs. the retrieval cue to generate optimal clues, we parametrically varied the weight Speakers assign to the retrieval
cue vs. the board to understand the retrieval process of the
Speaker in this task. The “Target+Board” model explored the
range of α values in Equation 2 (reflecting the relative weight
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“Pragmatic” Guesser (G pragmatic ), we computed probabilities
of selecting two words w1 and w2 , given a clue c and board
B as follows:
G pragmatic ({w1 , w2 }|c, B) ∝ S pragmatic (c|{w1 , w2 }, B)P({w1 , w2 })
(5)
where P(w1 , ww2 ) reflected the inherent probability of selecting any two given words on the board in the absence of
any clue. We assumed a uniform prior over all words on the
board.

Clue 2

W1-W2 Cosine : Low

2.0

Cosine Similarity (z-score)

GloVe
BERT
SWOW

1.5
1.0
0.5

W1

W2

W1+W2

Vectors

W1

W2

W1+W2 W1+W2+C1

Vectors

Figure 2: Mean estimates of normalized cosine similarities
for each embedding model between each clue and different
word vectors : W1 vector, W2 vector, the composite vector of
the two words (W1+W2). W1+W2+C1 shows the similarity
between Clue2, and the composite vector of the two words
with Clue1.

Behavioral Results
Before turning to a quantitative model comparison, we examined two basic qualitative patterns of speakers’ contextual
sensitivity. First, did speakers search for their clues to account for both words in the target pair? Second, did speakers
take into account listener feedback when selecting their second attempt at a clue?
How do Speakers retrieve clues in relation to the target
pair? We first investigated how the retrieval context of the
word-pair (and its neighborhood) influenced the Speaker’s
choice clue. To place the three representational models on
the same scale, we normalized their cosine similarities by zscoring across all possible word pairs on the board. Thus, a
positive score between two words indicates greater similarity
relative to other possible words.
First, we found no significant difference between the cosine similarities of Word 1 (W1) and Word 2 (W2) from the
empirical clues (p’s > .1). To further test this, we calculated
normalized cosine scores between given clues and a composite vector of W1 and W2 for each representational model. As
shown in Fig.2, first (Clue1) and second (Clue2) clues were
more similar to the composite word vector than to either of
the individual words (p’s < .001). This suggests that the
clues produced by the Speaker lay in the global intersection
of the two words rather than clustering locally around either
of the words. We also found that GloVe and SWOW-based
embeddings were more sensitive to these behavioral patterns
compared to the BERT model. Furthermore, clue similarity
estimates from GloVe were generally higher than other models.
Additionally, as shown in Fig.2, we also found that Clue2
was not only close to the vector of only W1 and W2, but
also similar to the composite vector of W1, W2, and Clue1.
However, the similarity to the composite vector was not
solely driven by sequential dependence between Clue1 and
Clue2. We found evidence of moderate clustering between
successive clues across the three models (M = 0.92, SD =
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1.8
1.6
1.4
1.2
1.0
0.8
0.6

W1-W2 Cosine : High
Clue1
Clue2

Guessed

Unguessed Composite

Guessed

Unguessed Composite

Figure 3: Mean estimates of normalized cosine similarities
from BERT, GloVe and SWOW models between each clue
and guessed word vector, unguessed word vector and the
composite vector of the two words.

1.65), but this clustering was significantly lower than the
clustering between Clue2 and the composite vector of W1,
W2, and Clue1 (p < .001). Therefore, Speakers continued
to search for Clue2 within the global intersection of the two
words and that is now modified with the previous clue.

Do Speakers adjust their clues based on Guesser feedback? Next, to understand how guesser feedback affected
the speaker’s choices, we considered the trials where guessers
successfully identified only one of the words. We collapsed
W1 and W2 into “guessed word” and “unguessed word”
based on the success of the first attempt. Consistent with
Kumar et al.’s findings, when players correctly guessed one

W1

PCA: Y-coordinate

Cosine Similarity (z-score)

Clue 1
2.5

W2

Clue1- STOP
Clue2- START
Word1 neighbors
Word2 neighbors

PCA: X-coordinate

Figure 4: An example illustrating the effect of Guesser responses on Speaker clues using GloVe embeddings. The
Speaker selects stop as Clue1 from the global intersection of
W1 and W2. When Guesser successfully identifies brake,
the Speaker selects Clue2 (start) that is closer to both the
unguessed word (beginning) and Clue1, and farther from the
guessed word (brake).

Model Comparison
Having established these basic patterns of targeted search
within semantic space, we next turn to the problem of predicting the first clue speakers choose to send, and the first
pair that guessers select in response. In this section, we conduct a quantitative model comparison evaluating the extent to
which different combinations of representational models and
process models successfully account for Speaker and Guesser
behavior.
Speaker Predictions For the Speaker task, three measures
were computed. First, as an overall measure of fit, we computed the log likelihood of the data under each model. Second, as a more interpretable measure of absolute performance
we computed the top-5 accuracy, measuring the proportion
of clues in our data that fell within the top 5 predictions produced the model4 . Table 2 shows some examples of clues
correctly predicted by one representation/process model combination but not another.
4 We used the top-5 criteria because the first few predictions by
the models were often the target words (e.g., jump or leap) or variations of the target words(e.g., jumping or leaping)

Table 2: Examples of clue predictions
Word-Pair/Modal-Clue

Representation/Process

Prediction

feet-chapel /kneel

SWOW/Target-only
BERT/Target-only

kneel
pilgrimage

exam-algebra / math

SWOW/Pragmatic
BERT/Target-only

math
calculus
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GloVe

BERT

SWOW

0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
RSA

0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
RSA

0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
RSA

(log) rank of clues

of the words, Clue2 given by the Speaker was more similar
to the unguessed word than to the guessed word (p < .001).
However, in spite of the shift in Clue2’s similarity towards
the unguessed word (see Figs.3 and 4), the clue remained
close to the composite vector of W1 and W2 and closer to the
composite vector of W1, W2 and C1 (p < .001). Therefore,
Speakers produced clues that were most similar to the global
intersection of W1 and W2, but dynamically switched their
proximity to either word within that intersection. In addition,
the switch between the words was driven by the Guesser’s
responses, and done in a way that steered the Guesser towards
the unguessed word, while maintaining associations with the
intersection. Furthermore, the switch in clues with respect
to their similarity to W1 and W2 was exaggerated when W1
and W2 were less similar (left panel, Fig.3). As shown in
Fig.3 (right panel), when presented with two words that were
highly similar and form a tighter search space, the clues
produced by the Speakers were more constrained within that
space and thus, closer to both the guessed and unguessed
word. We found that all three representational models could
effectively capture this effect of Speaker responses.

7.5
5.0
2.5
0.0

alpha
Figure 5: Average (log) rank of empirical clues in full utterance distribution produced by each model. Boxplot represents distribution over 60 wordpair items. Dotted lines represent upper and lower bounds. RSA model shown in blue.

Finally, as a more interpretable measure of whether each
model captured the full distribution, we calculated the mean
rank of each clue produced by speakers. In other words, each
model produced a full ranking over all 12218 words in the
vocabulary, and we examined where the clues that were actually produced fell in that distribution. Lower ranks indicate
better performance across the entire distribution of Speaker
responses.
We found three key patterns in these analyses (see Table
3). First, the associative SWOW-based representations
strictly outperformed other representational models in
predicting Speaker utterances (p’s < .05). Second, Speakers
mainly prioritized similarity to words within the target pair
when retrieving clues, rather than prioritizing distance from
distractors, as indicated by higher values of α providing a
better overall fit; see Fig. 5. Finally, the pragmatics-driven
RSA model, combined with the SWOW representation
model, provided the best fit to the data overall. Further, the
pragmatic model was also the best-performing model for the
BERT model based on log-likelihoods, but this pattern did
not hold for the GloVe model.
Guesser Predictions For the Guesser task, we similarly
obtained the top-5 accuracy, mean ranks and log likelihood
scores for each representational and process-level model. Table 4 displays the predictions scores and log-likelihoods for
the literal and pragmatic Guesser models for each of the
representational models. As shown, the SWOW-based associative model again performed better than the other representational models in predicting Guesser responses. Loglikelihood scores also indicated that the pragmatics-driven
model provided a better fit to the overall data across all models, although the accuracy and rank measures did not appear
to show a benefit of incorporating pragmatics-driven information.

Table 3: Model prediction scores for the Speaker’s first clues
Representation
GloVe

BERT

SWOW

Process Model
Target-only
Target+Board
Pragmatic
Target-only
Target+Board
Pragmatic
Target-only
Target+Board
Pragmatic

Optimal Parameters
β = 21, α = 1
β = 21, α = .9
β = 22, cost = 0.04
β = 20, α = 1
β = 20, α = .8
β = 30, cost = 0.03
β = 23, α = 1
β = 23, α = .9
β = 25, cost = 0.04

Top-5 Accuracy (95% CI)
.09 (.05-.13)
.10 (.06-.14)
.06 (.03-.09)
.03 (.02-.04)
.03 (.02-.05)
.02 (.01-.03)
.16 (.11-.22)
.16 (.11-.21)
.21 (.15-.26)

Mean Rank (95% CI)
798.64 (694-933)
792.03 (686-917)
876.67 (769-987)
3182.88 (2862-3485)
2598.26 (2319-2878)
1784.70 (1590-1999)
336.43 (263-421)
336.21 (264-414)
361.17 (299-425)

Log-Likelihood
-15773.48
-15846.85
-15990.86
-18636.95
-18752.26
-17533.20
-13204.00
-13287.74
-12895.74

Table 4: Model prediction scores for Guesser’s first responses
Representation
GloVe
BERT
SWOW

Process Model
Board
Pragmatic
Board
Pragmatic
Board
Pragmatic

Top-5 Accuracy (95% CI)
.17 (.15-.19)
.13(.11-.13)
.09 (.08-.10)
.09 (.07-.10)
.43 (.41-.45)
.31 (.29-.33)

Discussion
Communication is a complex behavior that requires attending to environmental cues as well as initiating search and retrieval processes that operate on underlying knowledge representations to ultimately achieve a specific goal. Contextual
flexibility is a key property of efficient communication, that
enables speakers and listeners to efficiently convey meaningful information to each other within a shared context. This
paper evaluated different representational and process-level
models of contextual flexibility, to assess the contribution of
retrieval context, representation, and pragmatic information
in explaining communicative behavior in a cooperative language game, Connector.
We first descriptively examined the extent to which different representational models can capture Speaker and Guesser
behavior in the game. We found that in the face of multiple retrieval cues (i.e., the word pair), Speakers limited their search
space to the common neighbors of the two cues. The similarity between the cues also affected the search space, in that
greater similarity between the individual words significantly
restricted the retrieval context. We also found that the global
context defined by the cues changed relative to the clues previously retrieved. Additionally, on trials where Guessers correctly identified one of the words, Speakers produced clues
that would guide the Guesser towards the unguessed word.
However, despite this switch, the second clue remained similar to the global context and the first clue. Taken together,
these results suggest that Speakers were sensitive to the retrieval cues and produced clues that optimized communication. In addition, the clues recalled flexibly balanced local
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Mean Rank (95% CI)
25.29 (23.71-25.32)
26.72 (24.93-28.52)
58.60 (56.38-61.05)
43.98 (41.74-46.19)
9.23 (8.33-10.17)
20.11 (18.25-21.94)

Log-Likelihood
-8140.96
-10343.96
-9385.38
-10468.63
-10144.16
-6665.27

and global context, where they could be influenced by local associations with either of the cues or a preceding clue
while maintaining associations with the global context. Furthermore, we found the representational model BERT was ineffective in capturing these descriptive patterns.
Our model comparisons indicated that an associative
model (SWOW) combined with a pragmatic search and retrieval model (RSA) best accounted for Speaker and Guesser
performance in the game. With respect to representation-level
flexibility, it is important to mention here that the associative SWOW model is based on behavioral free association
data, and therefore captures conceptual representations that
may be activated in an associative task. As such, the Speaker
and Guesser tasks are also associative in nature. Therefore, it
is possible that the SWOW model provides the best account
of the data partly due to shared method variance, in addition to capturing non-linguistic, hierarchical information that
is difficult to extract via pure text-based distributional models (see Kumar et al., under review for detailed arguments).
In this light, associative models such as the SWOW model
may be viewed as an empirical ceiling for model comparisons, and one can then evaluate how well models not based
on behavioral norms compare to this baseline. Indeed, we
find that the GloVe model performs significantly better than
the BERT model in the Speaker and Guesser tasks. However, it is important to highlight here that the BERT model
used in the present work represents an entirely non-contextual
model, i.e., although BERT is trained to attend to contextual information in text, we did not provide any task-specific
context to BERT, but instead used “context-free” BERT em-

beddings in this work. It is possible that BERT would be
able to generate more reasonable predictions when embedded
within task-relevant linguistic contexts, and exploring contextualized BERT embeddings within communicative contexts is
an avenue for future work.
With respect to process-level contextual flexibility, our
analyses indicated that Speakers prioritized the retrieval context of the word-pairs significantly more than the surrounding context of distractors, when generating clues. Furthermore, the pragmatic model-based analyses indicated that both
the Speaker and the Guesser benefited from pragmatic information about the communicative context. It is important to
mention here that the pragmatics-driven model inherently accounted for the board, and in fact generated predictions that
were quite similar to context-sensitive Speaker model that
prioritized the word pairs but also incorporate the board to
some extent (e.g., α > 0.8). In addition, error analyses indicated that when words were relatively dissimilar or difficult (e.g., communicate-cooking), Speakers chose clues that
were more related to one word than the other in such cases
(e.g., food) – i.e., Speakers were no longer picking “rational” clues but instead choosing clues purely based on associative information from one of the words. Finally, with respect
to the Guesser, although the accuracy and rank metrics did
not show a benefit of the pragmatic model, the log-likelihood
scores showed that the pragmatic model provided a better fit
overall. This may reflect the relatively lower variance in responses produced by the Guesser, as well as the lack of separate fine-tuning parameters for the Guesser, as we prioritized
fine-tuning the Speaker parameters which were then directly
fed into the pragmatic Guesser model. Exploring independent
optimality parameters for the Guesser as well as identifying
specific contexts in which players prioritize suboptimal responses and differentially weight the perspective of the other
player are avenues for future research in this domain.
Overall, the present findings suggest that players are sensitive to semantic neighborhoods as well as the perspective of
the other player in communicative contexts. Therefore, flexibility in communication is driven by sensitivity at multiple
levels, i.e., at the representational level in the form of associative information, and at the process level in the form of
retrieval context and pragmatic information.
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Abstract
Recent work has paired classic category learning models with
convolutional neural networks (CNNs), allowing researchers
to study categorization behavior from raw image inputs. However, this research typically uses naturalistic images, which
assess participant responses to existing categories; yet, much
of traditional category learning research has focused on using
novel, artificial stimuli to examine the learning process behind how people acquire categories. In this work, we pair a
CNN with ALCOVE (Kruschke, 1992), a well-known exemplar model of categorization, and attempt to examine whether
this model can reproduce the classic type ordering effect from
Shepard, Hovland, and Jenkins (1961) on raw images rather
than abstract features. We examine this question with a variety of CNN architectures and image datasets and compare
ALCOVE-CNN to two other models that lacked certain key
features of ALCOVE. We found that our ALCOVE-CNN
model could reproduce the type ordering effect more often
than the other models we tested, but in limited situations. Our
results showed that success varied greatly across the various
configurations we tested, suggesting that the feature representations from CNNs provide strong constraints in properly capturing this effect.
Keywords: category learning; convolutional neural networks;
exemplar models; attention

Introduction
Category learning is one of the oldest and most central areas of cognitive science, with a wide range of computational
models developed to explain its many facets (Murphy, 2004).
One challenge for these computational models is how to specify the underlying feature representation that is provided as
input. It is common to either directly use the hard-coded, abstract features as inputs, or alternatively, one could use representations derived using multi-dimensional scaling from similarity judgments, which project a limited set of stimuli into a
low-dimensional representational space (Shepard, 1980). Either way, traditional models work with a representation several steps removed from the raw stimuli.
Recent progress in computer vision opens the door to cognitive models that operate on stimuli in their raw form, just
as a human participant might see them on the screen in an
experiment. Rather than specifying features in advance, convolutional neural networks (CNNs) learn to extract useful
high-level features from raw naturalistic images (Krizhevsky,
Sutskever, & Hinton, 2012), providing a potential route to interfacing cognitive models with more raw forms of category
learning stimuli.
Recent studies suggest that CNNs may see the right sorts
of structure in raw stimuli for modeling human perception
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and categorization. For instance, CNNs pre-trained for image classification have shown success in predicting category
typicality ratings (Lake, Zaremba, Fergus, & Gureckis, 2015)
and similarity ratings from natural images (Peterson, Abbott,
& Griffiths, 2018). More recently, researchers have begun
to combine CNNs with classic prototype and exemplar models of categorization (Battleday, Peterson, & Griffiths, 2020;
Guest & Love, 2019; Singh, Peterson, Battleday, & Griffiths,
2020; Nosofsky, Meagher, & Kumar, 2020), usually with the
aim of predicting human categorization decisions for images
of common categories such as animals and vehicles.
These successes in predicting human judgments on natural images do not, however, imply that such an approach
will be a successful psychological model of categorization as
studied in its most classic setting: artificial category learning tasks conducted in the lab. This is the question we take
up in our work here. One of the most influential findings in
this vein is the classic experiment by Shepard et al. (1961)
which has been replicated many times (Nosofsky, Gluck,
Palmeri, McKinley, & Glauthier, 1994; Crump, McDonnell,
& Gureckis, 2013). Shepard et al. (1961) showed that with
stimuli composed of three binary features, six distinct category types consisting of two categories with four members
each, referred to as Types I-VI, can be constructed (see Table 1 for the full set of category structures, and Figure 1 for
examples of the stimuli). They found a strong relationship
between the types of categories and the difficulty with which
they are learned by human participants: the Type I category
structure is the easiest to learn. This is followed by Type II,
which is consistently easier to learn than Types III, IV, and V,
which are about equally difficult. Finally, Type VI was found
to be the most consistently difficult to learn, as the learner
needs to attend to all three dimensions and memorize all possible configurations of the stimuli.
The relative rate of learning across these six category types
has provided the field with a strong empirical constraint,
whereby computational models are required to capture this
effect to count as a serious theoretical account of human category learning (Kruschke, 1992; Nosofsky et al., 1994; Goodman, Tenenbaum, Feldman, & Griffiths, 2008). However, to
our knowledge, no existing research has attempted to examine
whether categorization models interfacing with raw forms of
the stimuli can capture this effect. Relative to previous studies that have focused on naturalistic images, attempting to
capture this effect presents two challenges. First, the stimuli
used in these tasks are more abstract compared to naturalis-

Stimulus
[0, 0, 0]
[0, 0, 1]
[0, 1, 0]
[0, 1, 1]
[1, 0, 0]
[1, 0, 1]
[1, 1, 0]
[1, 1, 1]

I
A
A
A
A
B
B
B
B

II
A
A
B
B
B
B
A
A

Category Types
III IV V
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
A
A
A
A
B
A
B
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
B

SHJ
Set 1

VI
B
A
A
B
A
B
B
A

SHJ
Set 2
SHJ
Set 3

Table 1: The category structure for the six types in Shepard et al.
(1961). Each category type (I-VI) assigns four stimuli each to either
Category A or B according to different grouping patterns based on
the stimulus encoding. For each type, there are six possible permutations for how the abstract encodings map onto the corresponding
features.

tic images. These images may not be well represented in the
kinds of datasets used to train CNNs, and such models may
not be able to extract the relevant features for categorization.
Second, the effect is based on the relative ordering across category types. Whereas recent work using CNNs has examined
categorization behavior for known categories, here, we are
explicitly interested in the pattern of learning for novel categories and whether the same ordering learning curves can be
reproduced.
In this paper, we test this question by creating a hybrid
model that extracts features from images of psychological
stimuli using a CNN, and passes this to ALCOVE (Kruschke,
1992), an exemplar category learning model with learned attentional weights, which we call CNN-ALCOVE-Attn. As a
control, we contrast our model against a variant with no attentional learning (CNN-ALCOVE-No-Attn) and one where the
CNN features are passed into a multi-layer perceptron (CNNMLP). In the original ALCOVE paper, both of these variants
were unable to produce the correct ordering, and serve as
useful baselines here. We test these models against various
CNN architectures and image datasets, and across an extensive range of hyperparameters. Our results show that while
our model can reproduce this effect, the successes were only
observed in a limited number of configurations tested.

Methods
Datasets We used three datasets for our simulations, each
containing 8 images of stimuli spanning all possible configurations of the three binary features, as shown in Figure 1. The
image-based realization of each binary feature is different for
each dataset. In SHJ Set 1 (from Love (2002)), the three binary features are color (purple or blue), the presence of dots
(dots or no dots), and the presence of a line (line or no line). In
SHJ Set 2 (from Crump et al. (2013)), the images are varying
geometric shapes on a black background with a green border, with the three binary features being size (large or small),
shape (square or triangle), and color (black or white). Finally, in SHJ Set 3 (from Guest and Love (2019)), the three
binary features are the same as SHJ Set 2 but with different
values and visual appearance, with size (large or small), shape
(circle or square), and color (red or blue). Additionally, for
each dataset, there are six different mappings (permutations)
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Abstract
[0,0,0] [0,0,1] [0,1,0] [0,1,1] [1,0,0] [1,0,1] [1,1,0] [1,1,1]
Encodings

Figure 1: The three image datasets in our simulations. Each of
the three rows depict a different set of eight stimuli. The fourth row
contains the corresponding abstract representations of the stimuli.
Each number encodes a value for one of the three binary dimensions
in each image.

between the abstract and image-based features. To computational models that take in the abstract feature representation
as input, these different image-based realizations are identical. However, each of the image sets are quite perceptually
different from one another, and therefore the different permutations for each of the six types may differ. Furthermore,
using multiple image sets provided us with a good robustness
check for whether the type ordering effect would be consistent across different image sets that are typically used in category learning experiments.
Computational Model In this section, we describe our
variant of an attention-weighted deep exemplar model based
on the original ALCOVE model by Kruschke (1992), which
we refer to as CNN-ALCOVE. ALCOVE was chosen because the original model naturally captures the type ordering
effect through the use of selective attention, and is an end-toend differentiable model that is straightforward to attach to a
CNN front-end (although we leave an exploration of end-toend training of the combined model for future work). As a
baseline, we compared the CNN-ALCOVE model to a standard neural network architecture, replacing the exemplar categorization module with a set of feedforward layers, which
we refer to as the CNN-MLP model. The set-up of our models is shown in Figure 2, and the following section provides
additional details for each of these models.
CNN Architectures First, as a pre-processing step for both
models, the raw image of a stimulus, denoted x, was passed
through an ImageNet (Deng et al., 2009) pre-trained convolutional neural network up to the penultimate layer to extract
a set of visual features,
f (x) = CNN(x) = [ f1 , f2 , . . . , fD ].

(1)

This results in a high-dimensional, abstract representation of
the input stimulus, where the number of features D is equal to
the size of the penultimate layer of the CNN, and generally far
larger than the commonly used 3-dimensional abstract binary
representation. We chose to extract features from the penultimate layer because it allowed for a simpler comparison of
results across different CNN architectures and may be better
suited to representing abstract features like shape from the
stimuli in our simulations. In this work, we tested three stan-

dard CNN architectures: VGG-16 (4096 features; Simonyan
& Zisserman, 2014), ResNet-18 (512 features) and ResNet50 (2048 features; He, Zhang, Ren, & Sun, 2016). Since each
dataset only contained 8 images, the CNNs were fixed and
not fine-tuned.
CNN-ALCOVE Model For the CNN-ALCOVE model,
this high-dimensional representation of the stimulus is then
passed to our adaptation of the original ALCOVE model. In
ALCOVE, each of its input nodes are associated with a learnable attention weight vector α = [α1 , . . . , αD ], the strength
of which indicates the relevance of that particular stimulus
dimension to the task. These attention weights are initialized uniformly and are individually strengthened or weakened over the course of learning. Our version of the model
also included learnable attention weights, but rather than the
attention being spread over three abstract features, it was
spread over the much larger set of D features from the CNN.
The attention-weighted stimulus is compared to the set
of eight possible exemplars, which consist of the highdimensional representations extracted from each of the stimuli by the CNN. For an input f (x), the activation a j of the jth
exemplar node h j is calculated by the similarity between the
exemplar and the input as follows:
a j = exp(−c ∑ αi |hi j − fi (x)|),

(2)

i

where c is a hyperparameter referred to as specificity. The
larger the specificity, c, the faster the similarity falls off as
the distance between the input stimulus and the exemplar increases. Additionally, the psychological distance metric r and
similarity gradient q were set to 1 as in Kruschke (1992), and
not displayed above.
Finally, the CNN-ALCOVE outputs a predicted category label ŷ by passing the exemplar node activations a =
[a1 , . . . , a8 ] through a single linear layer Wo and applying a
sigmoid operation with slope hyperparameter φ as follows:

Figure 2: Architecture for the two categorization models. In both
models, the image stimulus x is first passed through a pre-trained
CNN, which extracts a high-level feature representation. For the
CNN-ALCOVE model (top), this high-level representation is then
reweighted based on the learnable attention parameters and its similarity computed to all of the other exemplars, then passed into a
feedforward layer to predict its category label. For the CNN-MLP
model (bottom), the extracted features are passed into a simple twolayer neural network which computes the category label without any
attention or exemplar comparisons.

Abstract Models For an additional comparison, we also
tested variants of the two models that were trained using the
standard binary feature encodings of SHJ stimuli as inputs
rather than raw pixel images, replacing the CNN front-end
with an input layer of three units. These are equivalent to
the models in Kruschke (1992), with the exception of the loss
function as described below. We referred to these models as
Abstract-ALCOVE and Abstract-MLP respectively.

(4)

Training Details Each model was trained for 128 epochs.
We used a binary cross-entropy loss for all simulations1 , and
gradient updates were performed in batches containing all
eight stimuli. Optimization was performed using stochastic
gradient descent, using separate learning rates for the attention and associative weights, based on the hyperparameter
ranges outlined below.
We tested each model, image set and loss combination
on a range of hyperparameters centered around Kruschke’s
(1992) original values2 . For CNN-ALCOVE and AbstractALCOVE, this meant varying c, φ, the attention learning
rate, and the association learning rate, while for the CNNMLP and Abstract-MLP models, we varied φ and the association learning rate. For the CNN-ALCOVE model, we varied
the attention learning rate over the values [0, 0.0025, 0.005],
where models trained with a positive attention learning rate
were further grouped as CNN-ALCOVE-Attn models, while

with bias terms omitted for clarity.
Because the CNN-MLP does not contain any exemplars
or attention-learning mechanisms, it provides a useful baseline to determine whether or not the extra components in the
CNN-ALCOVE model are required.

1 We tested a number of other loss types, including the humble
teacher loss originally described in Kruschke (1992), but found that
the binary cross-entropy loss yielded the best results.
2 The original hyperparameter values reported were attention
learning rate = 0.0033, association learning rate = 0.03, c = 6.5, and
φ = 2.0.

ŷ = σ(φWo (a)).

(3)

CNN-MLP Model The CNN-MLP model accepts the same
high-dimensional representation of the input stimulus that the
CNN-ALCOVE model sees. However, unlike ALCOVE, the
CNN-MLP does not contain any stored exemplars, nor does
it learn an attention weight vector. Instead, it passes the
CNN feature representation through a two-layer multilayer
perceptron (with corresponding weights Wh and Wo ), containing eight hidden nodes to match the number of exemplars,
followed by a tanh non-linearity and a single sigmoid output
node. The predicted category label ŷ is then:
ŷ = σ(φWo (tanh(Wh ( f (x)))),
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Figure 3: Histogram of correlation scores across all models, datasets and CNN architectures. Each panel shows the histogram of correlation scores for that simulation, with rows indicating the three models, and columns indicating each possible CNN and dataset combination.
The vertical dashed line indicates the threshold for a correlation to represent a successful type ordering, thus the colored bars to the right of
this line represent the set of simulations that produced correct type orderings. Our results show that all three models can produce correct type
orderings with most CNNs, but only for two out of three datasets and for a subset of permutations.

the subset with a zero attention learning rate was grouped as
CNN-ALCOVE-No-Attn. We included this set of models
with no attention learning in order to assess the importance
of CNN-ALCOVE’s attention weights for reproducing the
type ordering. The Abstract-ALCOVE simulations were similarly grouped as Abstract-ALCOVE-Attn and AbstractALCOVE-No-Attn. The association learning rate was varied
over the values [0.01, 0.025, 0.05]; c over [2.5, 5.0, 7.5]; and φ
over [1.0, 2.5, 5.0]. Each simulation consisted of training the
model with six category types, across six permutations for a
total of 36 separate models trained per simulation.
Scoring the Results In order to determine whether the
CNN-ALCOVE or CNN-MLP models could capture the type
ordering effect, we first needed an automated method to determine whether a given simulation’s learning curves matched
the intended type ordering. For each simulation, we calculated the learning curves for each of the six category types as
the average probability of assigning the correct category label
to each stimulus per batch across all 128 epochs. For each of
the six types, we then calculated the integral, or the area under
the learning curve, using the trapezoidal rule, whose value determined the rate at which a given category type was learned
(see Figure 5 for examples of some learning curves). Generally, a category type that was learned faster than other types
would have produced a larger integral, while a category type
that was learned slower would have produced a smaller integral. We chose the integral as our learning metric because we
were primarily interested in the type orderings of the learning curves rather than their precise shapes. A more precise
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comparison would be difficult due to differences in the number of training epochs. These values were calculated for two
separate cases: one where the learning curves were first averaged across all six permutations within a given simulation,
and another where the learning curves for each permutation
were treated as distinct simulations.
After obtaining the integrals for each category type, we
computed the ordering of the integrals to determine which
category types were learned in the inverse order (so that the
fastest learned type would have a value of 1, and the slowest learned type would have a value of 6). Then, we set the
true ordering to be the vector [1, 2, 4, 4, 4, 6], treating Types
III, IV and V as equal reflecting the interchangability of these
types, and calculated Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient
between our inverted ordering and this true ordering. Our
results showed that all six possible type orderings that were
consistent with the SHJ type ordering effect achieved a Spearman rank correlation coefficient of 0.94, while a single incorrect ranking produced a Spearman rank correlation of 0.82.
Therefore, we set a threshold of 0.9, and this value served as
the floor for detecting whether a given simulation resulted in
correct ordering.

Results
Average Learning Curves We first report results on our
simulations where we calculated learning curves averaged
across permutations (counter-balancing the assignment of
physical to abstract features). We found that for the CNNALCOVE-Attn model, only 19 (3.9%) of the 486 simulations

Abs−ALCOVE−Attn

Abs−ALCOVE−No−Attn

Abs−MLP

Proportion

0.3

0.2

0.1

0.0
0.00

0.25

0.50

0.75

1.000.00

0.25

0.50

0.75

1.000.00

0.25

0.50

0.75

1.00

Spearman Correlation

Figure 4: Histogram of correlation scores for the abstract simulations. Each panel shows the histogram of correlation scores for
each of the abstract models. The vertical dashed line indicates the
threshold for a correlation to represent a successful type ordering,
and thus bars to the right of this line represent the set of simulations
that produced correct type orderings.

resulted in correct orderings. Further inspection revealed that
100% of these correct orderings were produced within one
CNN architecture (ResNet-18) and from one dataset (SHJ Set
1). For the CNN-ALCOVE-No-Attn and CNN-MLP models,
we found that 0% of the simulations resulted in successful
orderings. However, we noticed that many of the remaining simulations produced almost correct orderings where two
adjacent ranks were swapped, which were almost always instances where Type II was learned more slowly one of the
three Types III, IV or V. For CNN-ALCOVE-Attn, we found
that 25.5% (166/486) simulations were almost correct in this
manner.
On the other hand, when using the abstract feature representations, we found that 57% of the simulations from the
Abstract-ALCOVE-Attn model resulted in correct orderings,
showing robust success across a wide range of hyperparameters, and much more so than the CNN variants.3 Furthermore, 0% of the Abstract-ALCOVE-No-Attn simulations and
Abstract-MLP simulations resulted in correct type orderings,
matching what Kruschke (1992) observed and highlighting
the importance of attentional learning. A histogram showing
the correlation scores and proportion of correct orderings is
shown in Figure 4.
There were some positive signals in the current results;
by modifying an existing, well-known model of category
learning with a CNN front-end, we observed runs where we
were able to reproduce the same type ordering as observed
in Shepard et al. (1961), albeit not reliably so. Moreover,
the successful simulations that displayed the effect were from
our CNN-ALCOVE-Attn model, highlighting the importance
of both the exemplar model representation and the attentional learning components of the model relative to the CNNALCOVE-No-Attn and CNN-MLP models, which lacked
one or both of these components. However, there was also an
unsatisfactory aspect to these results: why was the type ordering effect only observed in a very limited subset of CNN simulations? The lack of generalization across architectures and
image sets suggests serious robustness issues in using pre3 One third of the failures occurred in the simulations where c =
2.5, suggesting that the failure occurred due to the generalization
gradient being too wide.
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trained CNNs as a means of feature extraction for models of
categorization.
Individual Learning Curves Rather than taking the resulting learning curves by averaging across all possible permutations per simulation, we also applied the same ranking procedure to obtain correlation scores for each possible permutation separately for the CNN simulations. One reason why
examining permutations separately might be useful has to do
with how the Type II rule works. The Type II rule is governed
by an exclusive-or (XOR) rule, which requires attending to
two out of three features for correct classifications. Traditionally, when modeling this task using the abstract encodings,
there was no difference in the various possible permutations,
and thus it was common to average results. However, when
looking at the raw images as is relevant for the CNN models
here, there are three separate possible combinations of twoout-of-three features. For example, in SHJ Set 1, the Type II
rule across the permutations may involving attending to either
color and dots, or color and a line, or dots and a line, and there
is the possibility that the feature representations for different
permutations result in large learning differences.
Figure 3 shows the histogram containing these correlation
scores, with each row depicting a different model, and each
column depicting a different combination of stimuli and CNN
architecture used. Here, a very different pattern emerges, with
three interesting findings. First, in contrast to above, all models show evidence of successful type orderings in some of
the conditions, suggesting that even the CNN-MLP architecture is sufficient to produce a correct type ordering result.
However, we found that the proportion of successful orderings was highest for the CNN-ALCOVE-Attn model with
19.6% of simulations producing correct type orderings. This
was followed by the CNN-ALCOVE-No-Attn with success in
15.4% runs, and then the CNN-MLP with 9.3% of runs. Furthermore, the set of successful runs across the three models
were generally from the same image set and CNN architecture combinations, suggesting that the initial feature representation extracted from the pre-trained CNN plays a key role in
whether a type ordering is observed, but that adding the additional components of ALCOVE such as the exemplar layer
and attentional learning can enhance the success rate. While
the total portion of successful simulations was still quite low,
overall the correlation scores were quite high and produced
many close orderings.
Second, the successes are concentrated among certain permutations, following our earlier hypothesis. For example, for
SHJ Set 1 and SHJ Set 3, almost all of the successes are due
to permutations 4 and 5, where the relevant features are color
with line and color with shape respectively. However, the
fact that we observed failures with the remaining permutations suggests that the initial feature representation from the
CNN for both image sets was still insufficient for learning a
Type II rule quickly in the other permutations. Additionally,
we find very few successes for SHJ Set 2 (with the exception of a few runs with the CNN-ALCOVE-Attn model with
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Figure 5: Sample learning curves from each model. In this figure,
we display five randomly selected successful runs of each model
where the type ordering effect was observed. While the CNNALCOVE models show smooth learning curves, the learning curves
from the CNN-MLP were disjoint despite a correct ordering.

VGG-16), despite having the same set of abstract features as
SHJ Set 3. These results suggest a failure at the feature representation level from the feature extraction process from the
CNNs, affecting learning for all possible permutations.
Finally, some of the the individual learning curves for a
single simulation are shown in Figure 5. We noticed that
the learning curves from the CNN-ALCOVE models looked
smooth and qualitatively similar to human data on this task.
On the other hand, in the CNN-MLP model, despite the successful ordering based on our rank correlation analysis, there
were very large oscillations the learning curves for certain
category types.

Discussion
In this paper, we presented the CNN-ALCOVE model, an extension of the original connectionist category learning model
ALCOVE proposed by Kruschke (1992) that adds a convolutional neural network as a front-end to facilitate learning from
raw images as input. We examined whether such a model
could reproduce the classic type ordering effect from Shepard
et al. (1961). We compared this model (CNN-ALCOVEAttn) to a variant of our model without attentional learning
(CNN-ALCOVE-No-Attn) as well as a model without attentional learning or exemplar comparison (CNN-MLP), and
variants of these using the abstract feature encodings; these
models served as controls and allowed us to assess the importance of CNN-ALCOVE’s attention learning and exemplar comparison. We tested each of these models on three
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different image datasets as well as a wide range of hyperparameters. Overall, our results presented a mixture of success
and failure. When examining for successful type orderings
by averaging learning curves across all permutations, we only
observed successes with the CNN-ALCOVE-Attn model for
one CNN architecture with one dataset, although many of the
other simulations produced almost correct orderings. On the
other hand, the equivalent model with the abstract feature encodings (Abs-ALCOVE-Attn) produced a high proportion of
correct type orderings.
A different pattern emerged in our analysis when considering each permutation of the stimuli as distinct. Here, we
found many successful orderings for all three models and
for each of the CNN architectures on two out of the three
image datasets. The highest number of correct orderings
was observed in the CNN-ALCOVE-Attn model, followed by
the variant without attentional learning (CNN-ALCOVE-NoAttn), and then the CNN-MLP, confirming previous findings
that both exemplar comparison and attentional learning are
crucial ingredients (Kruschke, 1992). However, we failed to
observe successful orderings for certain permutations of the
SHJ stimuli, and very few runs with the SHJ Set 2 images
yielded success. This work was motivated by the question
of whether ImageNet pre-trained CNNs could be used as a
drop-in visual front-end to replicate patterns of human category learning for novel categories, and the answer appears to
be no, at least not reliably so in the cases we examined.
There are also a few potential explanations for this. First,
the feature representations extracted from the pre-trained
CNNs may have not been conducive to learning in certain
category structures or permutations. Recent work has shown
that pre-trained CNNs are in some ways quite unlike human
vision, such as a preference for texture rather than shape
(Geirhos et al., 2018), or being manipulated through adversarial examples (Szegedy et al., 2013). Since these extracted
feature representations are the starting representation for all
of our models, one can imagine that a poor input representation would cause downstream difficulties in accounting for
human performance.
Second, instead of distributing attention over three interpretable features as the original ALCOVE model does, the
CNN-ALCOVE models must learn to distribute attention
over a much larger set of distributed, high-dimensional features that do not correspond one-to-one with the relevant abstract dimensions of the problem to be learned. Additionally,
attending to the underlying abstract feature (e.g., color, shape,
size) may be easier or harder depending on the initial feature
representation the model is working with. Our results suggest
that perhaps a combination of these factors may be at play
here, and future work should examine both more human-like
CNN architectures (Kubilius et al., 2019), or to use CNN architectures that have been pre-trained on larger datasets containing both natural and abstract images.
Another possible explanation is that the type ordering effect is a more complicated phenomena than previously as-

sumed. Despite the original finding replicating multiple
times, the empirical data on human type orderings is quite
mixed, with a body of work demonstrating that the original SHJ type orderings are not always reliably reproduced
in human participants. Particularly relevant is the work by
Kurtz, Levering, Stanton, Romero, and Morris (2013), which
showed that human participants only learn Type II categories
reliably faster than Type IV when they are told this is a rulelearning task. This seems to parallel the majority of our CNNALCOVE results, where the model learns Type II slower than
Types III-V.
The success of convolutional neural networks have been
instrumental in stimulating a variety of deep categorization
models that capture patterns of human categorization with
naturalistic stimuli (Battleday et al., 2020; Singh et al., 2020;
Nosofsky et al., 2020). In this paper, we add to this line of
research by proposing an attention-weighted exemplar model
with a CNN front-end which we call CNN-ALCOVE. However, rather than testing our model with naturalistic images
where previous deep categorization models have been more
successful, we examine the conditions that can reproduce the
classic type ordering effect from Shepard et al. (1961), where
rule-based categories play a more important role. Overall, our
results suggest that these approaches hold promise, but there
are difficulties in applying CNNs out of the box to interface
with raw experimental stimuli. We also hope our work provides a useful starting point for examining how attention can
be deployed in neural networks for categorization (Lindsay,
2020).
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Abstract
The Abstraction and Reasoning Corpus (ARC) is a collection
program induction tasks that was recently proposed by Chollet
(2019) as a measure of machine intelligence. Here, we report
a preliminary set of results from a behavioral study of humans
solving a subset of tasks from ARC (40 out of 1000). We
found that humans were able to infer the underlying program
and generate the correct test output for a novel test input example, with an average of 84% of tasks solved per participant, and
with 65% of tasks being solved by more than 80% of participants. Additionally, we find interesting patterns of behavioral
consistency and variability across the action sequences to generate their responses, the natural language descriptions used to
describe the rule for each task, and the errors people make. Our
findings suggest that people can quickly and reliably determine
the relevant features and properties of a task to compose a correct solution, despite limited experience in this domain. This
dataset offers useful insights for designing AI systems that can
solve abstract reasoning tasks such as ARC with the fluidity of
human intelligence.
Keywords: concept learning, abstract reasoning, compositionality, program induction

?

Despite recent advances in AI, contemporary systems still
lack the ingenuity and flexibility of human intelligence.
One factor limiting progress in the field of AI is the focus on narrow benchmark challenge problems (e.g., ImageNet (Deng et al., 2009), Arcade Learning Environment
(Bellemare, Naddaf, Veness, & Bowling, 2013)). Although
astounding progress has been made on such challenge problems, they often don’t require the type of flexible, creative,
and abstract reasoning that is the hallmark of human cognition (Hernandez-Orallo, Martinez-Plumed, Schmid, Siebers,
& Dowe, 2016). As impressive as performance on ImageNet
is, correctly identifying objects in photographs is unlikely to
be the central assessment in a meaningful test of human intelligence.
To address this and other concerns, Chollet (2019) proposed a novel type of machine learning challenge problem
named the Abstraction and Reasoning Corpus (or ARC).
ARC emphasizes a set of perceptually simple, yet conceptually challenging, program induction tasks. Each task involves
2-6 input grids that undergo some kind of transformation to a
corresponding output grid. The agent is tasked with using this
small sample of input-output relationships to infer the underlying program or procedure that modifies the input to create
the output. Performance is tested by presenting the agent with
a novel test input grid, and tasking it to generate the expected
output grid from scratch (see Figure 1).
Several aspects of ARC distinguish it from standard machine learning benchmarks. First, each of the 1000 tasks in
the corpus is unique and rely on many different aspects of
conceptual knowledge, including: objects, relations, geometry, number, symmetry, and quantification. Second, agents
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Figure 1: Three example ARC tasks. Each column contains a
set of “training examples” and a “test example” for an ARC problem. The training examples contains a number of input patterns that
point (→) to the corresponding output. Here there are always three
input→output pairs but there can be fewer or more. The rules for
transforming the input examples to the output examples are unique
for each ARC task. The left task (which we refer to later as the
box alignment task) requires aligning the red and yellow objects
to the blue object along the vertical axis. The middle task requires
counting each object and returning the most common object. The
right task requires mapping the four colors in the 2x2 quadrant onto
each quadrant of the green object. Understanding of the pattern is
assessed with the text example. Here a single test input is provided
and the agent has to create the expected output. The correct answer
is displayed here for each problem but the agent does not have access
to this.

need to manually generate their own response, including
specifying the size of the output grid (grids range in size
from 1x1 to 30x30), and the colors for each cell (there are
10 possible colors), making the task substantially more openended than traditional machine learning challenge problems.
Finally, successful solutions to many ARC problems rely on
a type of abductive reasoning (Peirce, 1935), requiring the
agent to come up with plausible hypotheses that often leverage compositional rules and relationships between identified
objects and parts. As a result, ARC presents a compelling
task environment for studying aspects of higher-level cognition and intelligence.
The winner from a recent Kaggle challenge for ARC1 , using a program synthesis approach, was only able to solve
21% of the tasks from the test set, providing a sense of the
1 The solution is hosted on their
https://github.com/top-quarks/ARC-solution

GitHub

repository:

difficulty for generalization to new tasks with such a limited
number of examples. The Kaggle algorithm was built using a
domain-specific language (DSL) including functions such as
‘Move’, ‘getSize’, and ‘count’, all specified by hand. While
we focus on this algorithm as a baseline for program synthesis approaches and for solutions to ARC more generally, we
do not consider the Kaggle algorithm to be representative of a
cognitively plausible approach nor do we believe it represents
the upper bound of accuracy for approaches of this type.
Chollet (2019) reported that each ARC task was solvable
among a subset of three individual (humans) tested, however
this provides us with little information for which tasks are
easier or harder for people on average, nor what kinds of
strategies people would use to generate their solutions. In
this paper, we report the first behavioral dataset collected on
human performance in ARC examining human performance
on a subset of 40 tasks from the ARC training set, with multiple participants per task. Our goals were two-fold. First,
we were interested in a more precise assessment of how well
people would perform on this benchmark given its reputation
as a challenging task for existing AI systems. Second, we
were interested in examining the different aspects of human
cognition that underlie the human ability to solve ARC tasks
in this challenging few-shot learning setting.
To foreshadow, our results show that humans perform well
on ARC—each task we studied was solvable by at least one
participant and the average accuracy across all of the tasks
was 83.8%. In addition, we examined a wide variety of other
behaviors generated by people in solving these tasks, ranging
from the sequence of actions participants performed to generate the correct output, to natural language descriptions provided about the concepts underlying each task, to the kinds of
errors people made. These behavioral phenomena provided
us with additional windows to understanding the kinds of inductive biases that contribute to people’s success on ARC.

Program Induction, Abduction, and Probabilistic
Language of Thought
Before describing our experiment, in this section, we consider
the ARC challenge in the context of prior work on program
induction in cognitive science.
Within cognitive science, much of the work that is most
reminiscent of ARC has been in the development of probabilistic language-of-thought (pLOT) models (Piantadosi,
2011; Goodman, Tenenbaum, & Gerstenberg, 2015; Piantadosi & Jacobs, 2016). These models assume that hypotheses can be represented as programs specified in a representation language such as first-order logic or lambda calculus.
The goal of these kinds of models is to infer the underlying
program using Bayesian inference, trading off between the
complexity of the program and how well it captures the data.
They have been used for modeling a variety of concept learning tasks, ranging from Boolean concepts (Goodman, Tenenbaum, Feldman, & Griffiths, 2008) to complex probabilistic programs (Piantadosi, Tenenbaum, & Goodman, 2016;
Bramley, Rothe, Tenenbaum, Xu, & Gureckis, 2018).
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Figure 2: ARC User Interface. On each task, participants were
presented with a limited number of example input-output pairs on
the left, and their goal was to generate the correct output for a new
test input presented on the right. Here we demonstrate the tutorial
task presented to participants, where the rule is to extend the red line
horizontally, the cyan line vertically, and to color the intersection
yellow. The user interface contained a number of different tools for
participants to flexibly generate solutions to ARC tasks.

In many experiments within this framework, the set of
primitives and the underlying grammar is itself used to generate the concepts studied in experiments. Therefore the set
of concepts studied are limited by programs that are easily
expressed with a specific grammar. In contrast, the tasks in
ARC were hand-designed without reference to a pre-specified
grammar. Thus, the types of concepts in ARC are more abductive in nature, rather than inductive, requiring people to
flexibly generate new rules or concepts on the fly, by determining the relevant features and variables to solving a given
task. This style of abstract reasoning is one that is less well
understood in cognitive science from a computational standpoint (Mitchell, 2021), although it is similar to other openended puzzles such as Bongard problems where the set of
potential rules is also unconstrained (Hofstadter et al., 1979).
Another aspect of ARC, as mentioned above, is that agents
are required to generate the correct response from scratch.
Few prior studies have looked at people’s ability to generate outputs from novel inputs based on a limited set of training examples (exceptions include Hofstadter and Mitchell
(1988)’s work on CopyCat and recent work on program induction, Lake, Linzen, & Baroni, 2019; Rule, Schulz, Piantadosi, & Tenenbaum, 2018). This generative aspect of ARC
adds another layer of complexity to the problem, but may
provide greater insight into people’s mental representations
compared to simpler forced-choice judgments.

Experiment
Methods
Participants. We recruited 95 participants (57.7% male,
39.9% female, 2.4% other) from Amazon Mechanical Turk
using the psiTurk platform (Gureckis et al., 2016). Participants varied in age from 21–70 years (M = 39.3, SD = 10.3).
They were compensated $7.50 plus a potential one dollar
bonus if they succeeded at a randomly selected task with an
adequately descriptive written solution (see below).
Design. Forty tasks were randomly selected from a re-

Results
Since ARC is new and quite open-ended, our analyses were
primarily exploratory in nature. Our approach was to analyze the rich dataset we collected in a bottom-up fashion,
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Number of participants

1.0
Average accuracy

stricted portion of the training set of the Abstraction and
Reasoning Corpus (Chollet, 2019), capturing a variety of the
kinds of abstract reasoning required to solve these tasks. We
restricted ourselves to sampling from tasks which only had a
single test item, and where the output grid was no larger than
15x15. Due to time constraints, each participant was randomly assigned to complete 10 out of the 40 selected tasks,
resulting in 23.5 participants solving each task on average.
Procedure. Participants were first provided with instructions about the experiment and the user interface, followed
by a tutorial task as shown in Figure 2. To continue, participants had to generate the correct test output for the tutorial
task. They were then required to answer three comprehension questions correctly (e.g., “how many attempts per task
will you get?”) in order to advance to the experiment.
The main experiment consisted of 10 ARC tasks, randomly
selected from the set of 40 tasks described above. For each
task, participants were presented with between 2 to 6 inputoutput pairs for training (the exact number depended on the
specific task), and a single test input. The goal was to generate the correct test output for each task from scratch, starting
from a blank 3x3 grid, using a variety of tools with the built-in
editor.
The overall procedure was designed to reflect the original
procedure described in Chollet (2019) as closely as possible,
in order to allow for human-machine comparisons on ARC.
Participants could edit single grid cells one at a time based
on the currently selected color, or edit multiple cells using a
selection tool. They could also apply a flood fill operation
which colored all neighboring cells of the same color to a different color. Additionally, participants could resize the height
and width of the output grid to the desired size, as well as
copy the test input to the test output grid.
Participants were allowed three attempts to generate the
correct test output, and they were given binary feedback about
whether their response was correct or incorrect after each submission attempt. Upon a correct submission or three incorrect
submissions, participants moved directly onto the next task.
Additionally, participants were asked to write a description
of the solution for transforming input grids to output grids
for each task. They were asked to do this once before they
received any feedback after their first submission (i.e., after
they submitted their response but before they knew whether
they were right or wrong). If their first attempt was correct
they only submitted one written solution. If it was incorrect,
they were asked to submit another written description after
they submitted a subsequent correct attempt or their third incorrect attempt. Although the tasks were not timed, participants completed the entire experiment in 41 minutes on average (range 17.8 - 72.4).

0.8
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0.4
Tasks
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Figure 3: Performance on ARC by task and participant. The
left figure shows the average accuracy across all 40 tasks, sorted by
accuracy. The figure on the right shows how many tasks each participant solved correctly. Although there is considerable variability at
both the task and participant level, performance was generally quite
high.

i.e., by using what we saw in the data to guide the analyses we conducted. Although we had some prior expectations about the relationship between language and ARC problem difficulty, many of our results were observational. The
following sections focus on four main areas: performance,
action sequences, natural language descriptions, and errors.
Visualizations of all participant responses are available at
https://arc-visualizations.github.io.2
We first analyzed overall performance, using accuracy defined as producing the correct test output for a task within
three attempts. Overall, our results show that people performed well on the tasks we studied (M = 83.8% per task,
SD = 16.7%). Figure 3 shows the distribution of accuracy
across tasks, indicating considerable individual-level variation in difficulty. While most tasks were easily solvable by
the majority of participants (65% of tasks have 80% or higher
accuracy), only 38.1% of participants were able to generate
the correct output in three attempts for the most challenging
task. Qualitatively, tasks that relied on logic, rotations, or
flips tended to be the more difficult, while tasks that involved
simple color manipulations (such as color inversions or filling
objects with colors) were easier. We also observed considerable variation in accuracy across participants as shown in Figure 3 (M = 8.38 of 10 tasks per subject, SD = 2.7), however
the modal frequency for tasks solved was 10 out of 10.
The average time to complete each task was 3 minutes and
6 seconds (SD = 2 minutes and 37 seconds), and the average
time between first seeing the task and taking the first action
was 36 seconds (SD = 1 minute and 7 seconds), suggesting
that people were inferring rules in a short time frame. The
average description length (across incorrect and correct submissions) provided by participants at the end of each task was
20 words (SD = 5 words). Participants took 1.59 attempts on
average (SD = 0.46).
Although the Kaggle algorithms are not intended as candidates for human cognition, we nevertheless find it informative
to note the differences between these algorithms and human
performance in order to further elucidate the gap between ma2 The website also contains state space graphs, participant errors,
and language descriptions.
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Figure 5: Variability in action sequences across tasks. This figure
shows the variability in edit distances for all combinations of action
sequences within a task, across all 40 tasks. The tasks are sorted
according to the their true output grid size (length*width). Edit distance tended to be higher for tasks requiring more actions to solve,
so we should expect to see overall variance increase with output size.
However, within different output grid sizes there is still a range of
variability, suggesting that divergence in action sequences is driven
by more than output size.
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with recent work (e.g. Lupyan, 2012; Lupyan & Zettersten,
2020) suggesting that longer description lengths are predictive of problem difficulty as longer descriptions suggests that
the rule involves more complex transformations. Furthermore, we find a negative correlation (r(38) = -0.50, p < 0.05)
between average description length and average accuracy per
task.

Figure 4: State space graph for the box alignment task. Each
node represents an output state and each edge represents an action
connecting two states. The colors of the various nodes depict the
starting state (blue), the correct output state (green), incorrect submissions (red), and highly visited states (yellow). Larger nodes and
thicker edges represent more frequent visits. Additionally, certain
bottleneck states shown below the graph highlight that the sub-goals
participants used to generate their responses were strongly objectbased for this task, by either generating the correct output from
scratch one object at a time, or copying the input first and moving
the yellow and red objects to their correct location.

chine learning systems and human intelligence. The Kaggle
algorithm achieved 57.5% accuracy on the 40 tasks we chose
from the ARC training set (relative to 83.8% for humans).
The Spearman rank correlation between human accuracy and
the Kaggle algorithm accuracy was 0.35 (p < 0.05), although
this was driven heavily by the algorithm failing to capture the
hardest problems in the set while sometimes capturing the
easiest ones.
In order to quantify which factors were linked to solving
a given task, we fit a logistic mixed-effects model predicting success on each subject and task pairing using average
description length per task as a fixed effect, with random intercepts for participants and tasks. We find a significant, negative effect of average description length on task accuracy (b
= -0.17, 95% CI: [-0.315,-0.020], p = 0.03). This is in line
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Action Sequences As participants were required to generate their solutions to ARC tasks, we were able to collect a rich
behavioral dataset of the sequences of actions participants
performed to generate their responses. Figure 4 displays a
state space graph constructed from the action sequences of
all of the participants for the box alignment task (referenced
in Fig 1) depicting the set of visited output states and transitions to other states based on their actions while generating
responses. We found that the majority of participants’ first
actions are to either manually resize the output grid to the
width and height of the intended solution (Figure 4, node
3), or to copy the test input grid (Figure 4, node 4). For
this particular task, we can see that although there is substantial variability in the action sequences participants pursue
within this task, participants converged on a few particular
paths that pass through some common intermediate bottleneck states corresponding to drawing or moving objects. We
qualitatively found that the bottleneck states are typically representative of task-relevant objects across other tasks too. Although further research is needed, we think this object-centric
action planning reveals an important difference between human and machine solutions to ARC to date which will be further explored in the errors section.
We also examined the similarity of action sequences between participants across tasks, to determine the variability
of how participants generated solutions to a particular task.
To do so, we quantified the distance between two action sequences as the Levenshtein edit distance. Every state which

category
color
size
location
relation
object
geometric
number
abstract
transform

top unigrams
blue (396), color (353), red (244), colors (158)
size (58), 2x2 (33), 3x3 (33), 4x4 (21)
right (122), left (98), bottom (82), where (80)
same (200), match (36), part (22), between (22)
squares (388), square (221), blocks (124)
line (136), lines (77), corner (52), diagonal (51)
one (139), number (114), 3 (59), two (54)
tetris (5), paint (4), vessel (2), flower (2)
make (105), fill (87), extend (51), copy (49)

Table 1: Top unigrams for each category. Based on the natural
language descriptions, we manually grouped words into 9 distinct
content classes. The table above shows the top unigrams from each
class along with their frequencies in parentheses.

was visited by at least one participant was assigned a unique
number; these numbers were then assembled into a sequence
based on the intermediate states for each participant. We then
computed the pairwise edit distance for every combination
of participants within each task and computed the average.
Overall, the average edit distance across all tasks (filtered by
correct attempts) was 74 edits (SD = 53). Figure 5 shows
the overall pattern of action sequence similarity across tasks
which demonstrates considerable variability in how much
participants actions overlapped per task.
Natural Language Descriptions In addition to the action
sequences, we also analyzed the written natural language descriptions from the end of each task. The descriptions we collected were free form, although participants were encouraged
to provide descriptions with enough detail so that they would
be useful to future participants to reconstruct the correct test
outputs.
We filtered the dataset to only include the final natural language descriptions participants provided, and to only include
participants who correctly solved the task, as well as removing stop words.3 We then categorized all of the words from
the remaining set of descriptions into 9 distinct classes that
captured the different kinds of concepts people used to describe the tasks (see Table 1 for a complete list of the categories, as well as the most frequent words used in each category). Figure 6 shows the proportion of each class across all
correct descriptions. Color words were used the most overall as they are relevant in describing almost every task, with
object and geometric words second most. Although abstract
words are used the least, they provide some of the most interesting abstractions that people relied on to solve ARC tasks.
For instance, in the box alignment task from Fig 1 a couple
of participants referred to the pixel to the left of the boxes
as a “tail”, a creative mapping of an existing concept to this
particular domain. In Figure 6, we show the proportion of
3 Participants who didn’t solve a task generally used noninformative descriptions like “I have no idea”, which was not meaningful for our analyses.
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Figure 6: Proportion of unique and total words per category. The
left figure shows the normalized proportion of unique words belonging to each category across all descriptions for each task. Geometric and transform words form the largest categories here, implying
that people utilize a wider range of these concepts. The right figure
shows the normalized proportion of total word counts for each category across all descriptions for all tasks. Here, we find that color
words are utilized the most, indicating that people rely on these concepts more overall. Both figures exemplify the variability in concept
use across tasks, both in the wide range of word use across tasks
(overlaid data points) and the high variance (bars indicate standard
deviation).

unique words and total words used per category, demonstrating that category use was varied across tasks. Additionally,
the large number of content words found across participants
suggests that humans can deploy their existing rich conceptual knowledge and apply it to a new domain such as ARC
with relatively little training, suggesting that language may
act as a scaffold for task transfer.
We were also interested in examining how consistent participant descriptions within a task were to one another. In
order to measure consistency across descriptions, we use a
recently developed measure by Lupyan and Zettersten (2020)
known as naming divergence, which is calculated by (# of
unique words / # of total words). Naming divergence scores
lie between 0 and 1, where a lower naming divergence implies that the set of words used is consistent across participants, whereas a higher naming divergence implies that different participants describe the task differently. We computed
naming divergence within tasks and compare this to a shuffled distribution. We generated this by sampling the average
naming divergence of shuffled descriptions across tasks (i.e.,
the average naming divergence of 40 “tasks”, with randomly
sampled descriptions) 1000 times. The shuffled distribution
has M = 0.68 and SD = 0.003, and the true average naming divergence of 0.41 (across tasks) was lower than any of
these permutations (p < 0.001). This indicates that there was
greater consistency in the language used to describe the same
task.
Errors Because ARC required participants to generate
their responses, the errors people make are informative about
the kinds of representations people used to solve these tasks.
One of the main aspects we were interested in was whether or
not human errors were relevantly close to the correct answer
in one or more dimensions. Although it was difficult to formulate measures to quantify this, it was qualitatively apparent
that participants do in fact get most of the relevant features of
problems right. For instance, Figure 7 shows how the errors
participants made for the box alignment task were overall cor-

text and insight into the inductive biases and strategies used
in solving ARC tasks.

Human Errors

Correct Test Output

Kaggle Algorithm Errors

Figure 7: Human and Kaggle algorithm errors for the box alignment task. Here we display the set of most frequent human errors
and the full set of Kaggle errors. For the Kaggle competition, each
submission was allowed up to three guesses for each test input. Here,
two separate submissions are displayed – each grid is a separate run
of the algorithm, i.e., a new search over programs. The human errors
obey object priors to a greater extent than the Kaggle errors do.

rect in inferring the right shapes, colors, and one dimension of
alignment (along the y-axis). In contrast, although the colors
are right for the Kaggle solutions, many of the shapes violate object-like priors from the input grid (e.g., the shapes are
egregiously elongated, and one of the shapes appears to wrap
around the grid). More examples of participant errors are
available at https://arc-visualizations.github.io.

Discussion
We examined human performance on a subset of the Abstraction and Reasoning Corpus, a recently released machine
learning benchmark that combines multiple challenging elements for existing systems such as flexible hypothesis generation, few-shot learning, compositionality and program induction. While the current best competitive machine learning
systems perform poorly at the task, our results show that humans are very competent in the ARC domain. Given just a
few input-output examples of a novel concept, the majority
of participants were able to infer and apply the correct underlying transformation to create a corresponding test output in
three or fewer attempts. Moreover, participants did not need
expansive training within ARC, but were able to do so from
the basis of a very limited amount of experience. The tasks in
ARC vary widely in the types of prior knowledge they draw
from (e.g. color, relations, objects, transformations, etc.), and
yet participants easily recognized and applied the right kinds
of knowledge in each task. Additionally, our dataset also contained the action sequences, natural language descriptions,
and the errors made on each task. Analyses into each of these
aspects revealed that there was considerable overlap in how
people approached these tasks, and provided additional con-
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Although language-of-thought (LOT) models seem wellmatched to certain aspects of ARC, our findings may suggest that people’s abilities are beyond current LOT models in
some important ways. Standard LOT models use a hypothesis space with a fixed set of primitives defined in advance.
Recent work has improved the ways in which these models
can generate hypotheses, for example by grounding hypothesis generation based on observations (Bramley et al., 2018),
or allowing for the LOT to be modified during the learning
process (Rule et al., 2018; Ellis et al., 2020). However, a cognitive model of ARC may require a hypothesis space that is
vast and semantically richer. Our analysis revealed a large
set of geometric and transform words that participants chose
from, as well as varied concepts like “square”, “wing”, and
“tetris”, suggesting people can draw upon extensive background knowledge in addition to simpler primitives (Murphy
& Medin, 1985). If so, this poses a challenge for existing
LOT-based approaches, as it is not clear how the semantics
of a large body of existing conceptual knowledge could be
easily integrated into a LOT, nor how one could adapt that
knowledge to specific tasks such as ARC.
One alternative account that is more parsimonious with our
data—especially our findings regarding the relationship between description length and difficulty—is that hypothesis
generation uses natural language as a scaffold for generating candidate hypotheses, either instead of, or in addition to
a symbolic language of thought (Carruthers, 2002; Andreas,
Klein, & Levine, 2017; Lupyan & Zettersten, 2020). This account is especially interesting in relation to abstract reasoning
tasks like ARC. In standard LOT models, more complex and
abstract concepts can be expressed through the composition
of multiple primitives. However, generating complex, compositional hypotheses become increasingly less likely under
the prior since the resulting programs are longer. However,
natural language might facilitate this process by compressing
compositional programs into a single function name or word
for efficient communication (e.g., while you might explain a
novel shape in many words by the number of sides, convexity, etc., one only needs to say “triangle” to convey an already
established concept) (Regier, Kemp, & Kay, 2015). While
non-linguistic primitives in a LOT model could be used to
construct some of these concepts, it is unlikely to capture all
of them. Thus, utilizing natural language to guide hypothesis generation in ARC, or as a means to augment LOT-based
approaches, is a promising way to capture more flexible and
human-like representational schemes.
Another difficulty for existing LOT-based models is
through the lens of object perception. Standard LOT theories parse out the stimuli into symbolic representations that
can be easily manipulated. Yet, the notion of what constitutes
an object in ARC is flexible due to factors such as occlusion
or whether to treat a set of grid cells as a single object or two,
matching some of the challenges involved with real-world ob-

ject perception. For instance, in the rightmost task in (Figure
1) it is not clear without context how one ought to parse out
the objects – are the green lines in the input examples all part
of one figure? Should the four colored pixels be considered
a single unit or separately? It may be difficult to construct
an object representation in advance that captures all of the
possibilities. Humans, however, can navigate this ambiguity
well and can flexibly parse the objects from ARC’s input and
output grids based on the task at hand.
Overall, this work is a first step at translating ARC (a machine learning challenge) into a compelling benchmark for
program induction in humans as well. Future experimental
work on ARC should investigate a wider range of tasks to validate the preliminary results reported here. In addition, once
the basic variables are better understood other experimental
designs could be overlaid on the task to manipulate aspects
of human performance. One interesting observation from the
behavioral data was that participants often take up to a minute
between starting a new task and performing their first action
to generate the output grid, suggesting that a lot of time might
be spent thinking about and formulating hypotheses. Another extension of this work would be to develop a computational account for solving ARC tasks that incorporates some
of the insights gleaned here about how humans solve these
tasks. Our results further suggest that in addition to the set
of core knowledge priors (e.g., objects, relations, and counting) described by Chollet (2019), part of the speed and flexibility may also come from incorporating existing conceptual
knowledge into the program induction process. Finally, although ARC was designed to push the boundaries of machine
intelligence, many of the critiques are also relevant to cognitive science: rich and challenging benchmarks are needed to
fully understand and test the limits of compositional generalization and abstract reasoning capability in both humans and
machines.
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Abstract
People have the fascinating ability to infer causality by observing other humans’ actions. We modelled this process using a
Bayesian rational agent model and showed how people can reason about another agent’s beliefs and, by extension, infer the
world’s causal structure. We compared the model’s predictions
against humans’ causal judgements on a novel inference task.
Participants (N = 171) were shown a dynamic scene depicting either a human agent, robot agent, or both agents acting
on two objects sequentially before observing an outcome. After observing the human (vs the less intentional robot) agent,
people were more likely to infer that both objects (in sequential order) caused the outcome. When two agents of different intentionality were shown, people favored the object that
the intentional agent interacted with as the cause of the outcome. Our model captured these inference patterns well and
revealed insights into reasoning about semi-intentional agents
and multi-agent contexts.
Keywords: Causal learning; Social inference; Computational
cognitive modelling; Bayesian modelling

Introduction
People often learn by observing how other people interact
with the world. Take the example of learning to turn on a television set. As a child, we learned how to operate a television
remote simply by watching our parents turn on the television.
Developmental psychologists argue that this process goes beyond the act of simple imitation (e.g., Lyons, Young, & Keil,
2007; Gardiner, Greif, & Bjorklund, 2011). People actively
build causal models of the world and observing the actions
of other human beings acts as an important support for this
process (Gopnik & Meltzoff, 1998; Waismeyer & Meltzoff,
2017; Meltzoff, Waismeyer, & Gopnik, 2012; Waismeyer,
Meltzoff, & Gopnik, 2015). But how does observing other
humans actually help learning? How is learning from human
interactions different from learning through physical object
interactions? In this study, we present a computational model
of learning which makes causal inferences from other agents’
goal-directed actions and show how this model explains human observers’ quick learning of hidden causal relationships.
People can discover hidden causal structures using various
methods. Early causal learning research established the importance of spatiotemporal constraints in guiding the learning process (Michotte, 1962; Cohen & Oakes, 1993; Leslie
& Keeble, 1987; Oakes & Cohen, 1990). Even without repeated exposure, young children can draw causal inferences
between different events as long as they were spatially and
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temporally close to one another. People can also do probabilistic learning by inferring causality through the natural
associations between events (Cheng, 1997; Gopnik, Sobel,
Schulz, & Glymour, 2001; Kushnir & Gopnik, 2005). For instance, we can learn about the powers of a television remote
by observing how often it is associated with the television
turning on. Finally, people also actively take part in the learning process by directly intervening on the world around them
(Gopnik & Schulz, 2007; Woodward, 2007, 2005). Rather
than passively observing the associations between events, we
can explore the buttons of the remote control and see which
buttons turn on the television set.
Observational causal learning is a distinct process which
allow people to learn by watching other agents interact with
the world. Observational causal learning has been shown to
be more effective at facilitating causal discovery than probabilistic learning (Meltzoff et al., 2012; Bonawitz et al., 2010)
and also does not require the learner to go through (as much)
trial and error. Beyond affording learning efficiency, observational causal learning also directs people’s attention to learn
the most important causal relationships that helps them to
navigate their surrounding world (Meltzoff et al., 2012).
Psychologists explain that observational causal learning is
guided by intentionality. Similar to how people are more
likely to attribute causality to spatially or temporally close
events, Meltzoff et al. (2012) proposed that people might
also assign greater causal responsibility to intentional actions.
Supporting this account, intentional actions has been found to
guide the formation of causal beliefs more effectively than either accidental actions (Gardiner et al., 2011; Luchkina, Sommerville, & Sobel, 2018) or spontaneous events (Meltzoff et
al., 2012; Bonawitz et al., 2010), especially in contexts of
high uncertainty (Gardiner, 2014).
Goodman, Baker, and Tenenbaum (2009) proposed a rational account of how intentionality is used to facilitate causal
inference. By assuming that the agent is goal-directed and
rational, the learner can infer the agent’s beliefs from their
actions which then allows the learner to infer about the external world. For example, when we see our mother push the red
button on a remote control, we assume that she is performing
that action in order to achieve some outcome, which we soon
learn to be turning on the television set. The authors validated
their model by comparing its predictions to people’s causal
inferences of story vignettes describing an actor intentionally

intervening upon objects and observing outcomes.
In this paper, we sought to extend Goodman et al.’s (2009)
model to better understand how people use intentionality to
guide causal inference. In the real world, we often observe
entire sequences of causal events (Buchsbaum, Gopnik, Griffiths, & Shafto, 2011) that makes it more challenging to infer
the beliefs of the actor and the underlying causal structures.
We created a scenario depicting an agent performing a realistic sequence of actions and tasked the model to infer causality
from observing the agent’s actions. Additionally, we manipulated intentionality by comparing a human agent against a
vacuum-bot (although, contrary to our predictions, many participants still perceived the vacuum-bot to be intentional).
We extended Goodman et al.’s (2009) original model in
two ways. First, we integrated temporal information and
showed how it influences causal inference. When reasoning
about an intentional agent, an observer assumes that the agent
is actively planning out their actions to achieve their desire.
This assumption also takes the temporal order of the planning
into consideration. If we observe someone push two buttons
(e.g. “A” followed by “B”) to turn on the television, we infer
that they probably planned to push the two buttons in that sequence. When performing causal inference, we would hence
be more likely to infer that “A-then-B” caused the television
to turn on rather than “B-then-A”. Apart from temporal information from the agent’s planning, prior research has also
documented causal biases due to temporal contiguity to the
observed outcome (e.g., Michotte, 1962; Cohen & Oakes,
1993; Leslie & Keeble, 1987; Oakes & Cohen, 1990). In
our model, we integrated both of these processes that make
use of temporal information.
Second, we showed how the model can be applied to a
multi-agent setting which frequently occurs in the real world.
While prior studies have explored how causal inference can
be accomplished in a multi-agent context (Maes, Meganck,
& Manderick, 2007; Maes, Reumers, & Manderick, 2003),
these models were designed to integrate the beliefs and observations of different agents. They do not assume the intentionality of the agents and infer causality based upon the agents’
desires, beliefs, and actions. Taking intentionality into account can be especially important in a multi-agent setting
where both intentional and unintentional agents are observed.
Actions of intentional agents are more informative and are
often assigned higher causal weight (Meltzoff et al., 2012).
In our model, we propose a computational description of reasoning from multiple agents (intentional and unintentional)
within the same context and integrating these inferences to
form a coherent causal picture of the world.
We presented the model with a scene depicting an agent
(or agents) interacting with two objects in sequence before an
automated door opens. The task was to infer the likely cause
of the door opening. In the first two conditions (human vs
vacuum-bot), the agent acts upon a Blue (B) object followed
by a Pink (P) object, before the door opens. If the agents’
actions are perceived as intentional, we should expect people
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to learn that both objects B and P (in sequence) caused the
door to open. This is because we infer that the agent acted on
both B and P in order to open the door. However, if the agent
is perceived as unintentional, it is less likely that they infer
the conjunction of both actions to be the cause. In a third
condition, we showed an intentional as well as an unintentional action: the human agent acts on B while the vacuumbot acts on P. If people are sensitive to intentionality, then we
should expect people to assign more causal weight to the human’s action than the vacuum-bot’s action and infer B to be
a more likely cause than P. For each scenario, we compared
our model’s predictions with the causal judgements of human
participants.

Figure 1: Graphical Models. Nodes represent variables,
shaded nodes are observable while clear nodes are latent, and
edges between nodes represent causal influence. a) Intentional Agent Model, which assumes that outcomes (O) arise
from desire-directed (D) actions (A). One can infer the causal
structure (W) through agent’s beliefs (B). b) Unintentional
Agent Model, which assumes that actions are independent of
agent’s beliefs and desires. c) Two-Agent Model is a mixture
of both intentional and unintentional agent models where N
is the number of observed agents.

Computational Model
We propose a formal model which captures the process of
observational causal learning within the context of this study.
This model was adapted from Goodman et al. (2009), who
integrated a causal Bayesian network with a model of intentional action (e.g., Baker, Jara-Ettinger, Saxe, & Tenenbaum,
2017). To infer the hidden causal structure of the world, the
model makes generative assumptions about how this structure is related to the observed agent’s actions as well as any

observed changes in the world (See Figure 1a).
In our presented scenario, the model takes the perspective
of the observer with the objective of inferring the world’s
hidden causal structure (W ) from the observable actions, A,
taken by the agent as well as any observable outcome (O) on
the world (i.e. door opening). By assuming that the agent’s
actions are intentional, the learner assumes that the agent’s
actions are generated from the agent’s beliefs (B) and desires
(D). Through these beliefs, the learner can then infer about
the likely causal relationships in the world. The process of
belief inference can be modelled by the following:
P(B|A, D) ∝ P(A|B, D)P(B)

(1)

where we fixed desire (D) to be “open door” since there
were no obvious alternative desires in our presented scenario.
Then, by assuming that the agent’s beliefs are reflective of the
underlying world structure (“knowledgeable agent” assumption), the learner can jointly infer the agent’s beliefs as well
as the causal structures of the world. This is formalized by:
P(W, B|A, O, D) ∝ P(A|B, D)P(O|W, A)P(B|W )P(W )

(2)

Causal Structure and Belief, P(W ) and P(B|W )
We built the hypothesis space using the language of propositional logic (e.g., Goodman, Tenenbaum, Feldman, & Griffiths, 2008). Each hypothesis is a proposition that asserts the
necessary actions required to open the door. For example,
the hypothesis “interact-with-blue” means that the blue box
is necessary to open the door. Each hypothesis can be broken down into atomic actions (e.g. “interact-with-blue”) and
logical connectors (i.e. and, or, then). To generate the priors for the causal structure, W , we used stochastic recursion
to randomly sample and combine the actions with the logical
connectives. This can generate conjunctive hypotheses such
as “interact-with-blue-and-pink”. This sampling method allows sampling of arbitrarily complex causal structures, but favors simpler and shorter hypotheses over longer ones. For our
model specification, there is a 0.6 probability of sampling an
atomic hypothesis, a 0.4 ∗ 0.6 probability of sampling a firstorder conjunctive hypothesis, and a 0.42 ∗ (0.6) probability
of recursion. The beliefs of the agent, B directly inherits the
sampled prior of W such that P(B|W ) = P(W ).

Planning Actions, P(A|B, D)
The action space includes a list of actions defined within
the setting (“move-to-object-X”, “interact-with-object-X”,
“wait”, etc.). P(A|B, D) is estimated by sampling from
the action space in accordance to the agent’s beliefs (and
with desire fixed to “open door”). For instance, the belief “interact-with-blue-and-pink”, can generate the action
sequence {“interact-with-blue” → “interact-with-pink”} or
{“interact-with-pink” → “interact-with-blue”}. Additionally,
the sampling is constrained to ensure that the movements are
plausible. For instance, an “interact-with-blue” action would
be preceded by a “move-to-blue” action.
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As people do not always act optimally, we added a number of random actions (from the action space) following an
exponential distribution ε ∼ λe−λx at random positions of the
action sequence. This reflects the idea that most of the actions
are rational (as the mode of the exponential distribution is 0)
but humans may, at times, perform unnecessary actions. For
our model, we set the free parameter λ to be 1.

Simulating Outcome with Temporal Bias, P(O|A,W )
The outcome depends on whether the actions fulfill the requirements of the causal structure. For example, if “interactwith-blue” is the candidate cause, then the door would open
if “interact-with-blue” is part of the action sequence.
Additionally, to account for human bias toward events that
are temporally closer to each other, we added a decay function which decreases the probability of sampling the outcome as a linear function of the number of “interleaving
actions” between the candidate cause and the observed outcome. For example, if the observer samples the causal structure “interact-with-blue-then-pink” and observes the actions
{“interact-with-blue” → “interact-with-pink” → “wait” →
“move-to-door”} before the door is observed to open, we
have two interleaving actions that introduces temporal delay
(“wait” and “move-to-door”). This decreases the probability
of the door opening by 2δ where δ is the free decay parameter.
To choose δ, we performed a grid search using the data from
the human agent condition with 5 different values (0, .05, .1,
.15, .2) to minimize RMSE. δ = .1 gave the best model fit and
this was used to fit the rest of the data. This low δ parameter
suggests temporal contiguity bias was weak in the context of
this study.

Unintentional Agent Model
When the agent does not appear to be intentional, the model
assumes that the observed actions are independent of beliefs
and desires (See Figure 1b). This model makes the simple
structural assumption that the observed outcomes (O) in the
world are determined by the agent’s actions (A) and the underlying causal structure (W). The posterior is then just:
P(W |O, A) ∝ P(O|A,W )P(W )P(A)

(3)

Two-agent Model
We used a mixture model to model two agents. The model
makes independent inferences for each agent and weights the
posteriors together. For example, if one intentional agent and
one unintentional agent each performs an action, then the
model mixes the intentional agent model together with the
unintentional agent model to predict the likely causal relationships. The posterior is computed via a weighted sum of
the independent predictions of each model.
P(W ) = αP(Wintent ) + (1 − α)P(Wunintent )

(4)

where α is a free parameter. For this model, we set α to 0.5
to give equal weight to both sets of inferences.

Figure 2: Experimental Materials for the human (left), vacuum-bot (center), and two-agent (right) conditions. Top figures show
the movement trajectories of the agents. Agents interact with boxes at positions 2 and 3. The figures below show the positions
of the agents right when the door opens. After the door opens, the agents move through the door and the animation ends.

Method
Participants
We collected sample data from 180 participants on Amazon
Mechanical Turk, and excluded 9 participants due to flat-line,
slow responding, or failing the attention check. The final
sample consisted of 171 participants (35% females; 98% native English speakers; Mage = 38.1; SDage = 10.0).

Materials
We constructed 3 video stimuli where an agent moves around
a room with 3 boxes (1 blue, 1 pink, and 1 orange) and a metal
door (Figure 2). In the human and robot agent conditions, the
presented actions were identical, however, we manipulated
the agent shown—human vs. vacuum-bot. The agent first
moves toward the door before proceeding to push the blue
box followed by the pink box. For intentional agents, this
action signals their desire to open the door. The boxes make
a beeping sound and flash blinking lights after being pushed.
After pushing the pink box, the agent then moves toward the
door. Nine seconds after the pink box is pushed, the door
opens and the agent moves through the door. This time lag
exceeds expected delays between contingent events (Shanks,
Pearson, & Dickinson, 1989) and ensures that people’s causal
judgements are less likely biased by temporal proximity.
In the two-agent condition, both a human agent and
vacuum-bot were shown. The actions of the human agent
were identical to the human condition up to the point where
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the agent pushes the blue box. After pushing the blue box, he
moves straight to the door instead of moving toward the pink
box. The vacuum-bot is then shown to push the pink box.
Nine seconds after the pink box is pushed, the door opens
and the human agent moves through the door.

Procedure
Participants were randomly assigned to the experimental conditions: human agent, robot agent, and two-agent. Depending
on the condition, they were shown the corresponding video
stimuli described above. After watching the video, participants answered questions based on the video they saw. A
single frame of the video was provided below the questions
to facilitate recall. Specifically, they were asked how likely
they thought that interacting with the different boxes caused
the door to open on a Likert scale from 1 (Extremely Unlikely) to 7 (Extremely Likely). They rated a series of different possible combinations (i.e. “blue box only”, “pink box
only”, “blue and pink boxes”, “blue then pink box”). They
were also asked how likely the agent intended to open the
door. For the two-agent condition, this intention attribution
question was asked for the human and robot agent separately.
Finally, participants were asked for their demographics.

Results
The empirical judgments given by participants and the results
from our model are given in the top and bottom rows, respectively, of Figure 3.

Figure 3: Human Data (top) and Model Predictions (bottom). All ratings were normalised to sum to 1 within each participant.
Kolgomorov-Smirnov’s D, defined in the text, is a difference measure comparing the model predictions against the human data.
The lower the statistic, the more similar the model’s predictions are to the human data. KDS ranges from 0 (perfect similarity)
to 1 (disjoint distributions). B or P refer to interacting with the Blue or Pink box respectively.

We found that people’s causal inferences do, in fact, depend on intentionality. Participants in the human agent condition were more likely to think that “blue-then-pink-box”
caused the door to open compared to the robot (t(110) =
1.99, p = .048) and two-agent conditions (t(104) = 2.89, p =
.005). After observing an agent purposefully pushing one box
after the other, people were more likely to think that both actions as well as the order of the actions are important. This
explanation is further supported by our manipulation check.
Comparing the human and robot agent conditions, we confirmed that the vacuum-bot was perceived to be less intentional than the human (t(96.8) = 3.06, p = .002). It is worth
noting that people still generally regarded the vacuum-bot as
intentional (Mbot = 5.66 out of 7, SD = 1.59, compared to
Mhuman = 6.38 out of 7, SD = .89).
In the two-agent condition, as participants observed the
human agent interacting with the blue box, they were more
likely to think that the blue box caused the outcome compared to the human (t(105) = 3.63, p < .001) and robot agent
conditions (t(116) = 2.63, p = .01). Again, we found within
the two-agent condition that the vacuum-bot was perceived to
be less intentional than the human (t(57) = 5.40, p < .001).
It is puzzling that participants generally gave the highest
likelihood to “both-boxes” and “blue-then-pink-box” across
all conditions. In fact, the likelihood ratings for “both-boxes”
do not significantly differ across conditions (F(2, 168) =
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.58, p = .56). In the next section, we propose a few explanations for these findings and modified our model based on
these ideas to compare with the data.

Model Comparison
We implemented the model in WebPPL to obtain model predictions1 . To assess model fit, we used the KolgomorovSmirnov statistic, DKS , as a difference measure between the
human data and our model predictions. It is given by the
suprenum of the differences (i.e. maximum distance) in cumulative distribution functions of the two distributions:
DKS = sup |CDFModel (W ) − CDFHuman (W )|

(5)

W

DKS ranges from 0 to 1; it is 0 when there is complete overlap
between the two distributions, and reaches its maximum value
of 1 when the two distributions are disjoint.
The intentional agent model predicts that “blue-and-pinkbox” and “blue-then-pink-box” are the most likely causes of
the door opening as it infers that the agent interacted with the
two boxes in order to achieve their goal of opening the door.
Comparing our model predictions to the human agent condition (see Figure 3), we see that the intentional agent model
fits the data well (DKS = .01, p = 1).
1 Source
code
is
https://tinyurl.com/agenticaction

available

at

However, the unintentional agent model did not fit the participants’ ratings well (DKS = .16, p < .001). Our unintentional agent model predicts that “pink-box-only” and “bluebox-only” are more likely causes as it tends to favor shorter
hypotheses given the lack of an intentional action sequence.
The human ratings, on the other hand, give considerably more
weight to the conjunction “blue-and-pink” and “blue-thenpink”. It is possible that while people see the vacuum-bot
as less intentional than the human, they still perceived the
vacuum-bot as somewhat intentional. This second explanation is supported by our intention attribution ratings. To
model the possibility that people were attributing some intentionality, we used a mixture model of the intentional and
unintentional agent models (Fig. 1a and b) to infer causality
from the vacuum-bot’s actions. This model weights the two
possibilities together to infer causality2 . We found that this
model was a better fit of the data (DKS = .04, p = .99), which
is more evidence that people might have attributed some degree of intentionality to the vacuum-bot.
Finally, we consider the two-agent condition. The twoagent model is itself a mixture of two agents, and makes two
independent inferences of W given each agent’s observations
separately. This model predicts that “blue-box-only” is the
most likely cause as the intentional agent model assigns high
likelihood to the box the human interacted with. Human participants also favored the blue box as a cause over the pink
box. However, our model, which we will denote as twoagent-independent in Fig. 3, still did not fit the data well
(DKS = .13, p = .01). Participants gave high plausibility to
the conjunctive hypotheses even when the actions were performed by two separate agents. One possible explanation is
that they did not perceive the actions of the two agents to be
independent. For example, some people might have thought
that pushing the pink box was part of the vacuum-bot’s function to aid the human in opening the door. To account for
this possibility, we mixed the original two-agent model with
another model that assumes the two agents were cooperating
with one another3 . This second model assumes the two agents
share joint beliefs (and desire) which account for their combined actions. Structurally, this model is equivalent to the intentional agent model where the belief and actions are treated
as if they came from a single agent. This modified two-agentcooperative model fits the data well (DKS = .03, p = .99).

How Intentionality Guides Causal Inference
Our findings show that observational causal learning is wellmodelled by a Bayesian rational agent model. When observing an intentional agent, people assume that their actions are
not random but determined by the agent’s beliefs and planning. This process encodes temporal information and allows
people to learn causal chains through observation.
2 The mixture parameter (α = .9) was chosen by optimizing for
the lowest RMSE.
3 The cooperative model was given a weight of .7 while the original two-(independent)-agent model was given a weight of .3. These
free parameters were chosen by optimizing for lowest RMSE.
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This process may even be used to learn from the actions
of non-humans such as robots and animals. Despite our attempts to make the vacuum-bot look unintentional following theories on intentionality perception (Perez-Osorio &
Wykowska, 2020), people still attributed high intentionality
to the vacuum-bot and inferred causality from its actions similar to that of a human’s. This provides evidence that people
seem to default toward taking an intentional stance (Dennett,
1989) and readily learn from semi-intentional agents’ actions
as if they had beliefs and desires.
In the real world, people often observe multiple agents acting upon the world. We showed how humans can still learn
from these scenes by performing an inference for each agent
and integrating them. During this process, we can also incorporate other assumptions about these agents such as whether
they are acting independently or cooperatively (or perhaps
even antagonistically; Ullman et al., 2009).
Interestingly, people were inclined to think that the actions
of the human and vacuum-bot were not independent. One
possibility is that people perceived the vacuum-bot to be aiding the human as part of its function. This reference to the
design of the vacuum-bot is an important element. For example, it is insufficient that observers assume that the human
agent has knowledge that the robot agent will push the pink
button. This is because this robot agent could have pushed the
pink button for any number of reasons and this event would
likely not be seen as causally relevant. For the human’s and
vacuum-bot’s actions to be seen as jointly relevant, observers
have to assume that the vacuum-bot is pushing the pink button
in order to help the human agent open the door as part of its
design. While this interpretation of the results is intriguing, it
is an open question whether it can be generalised. More work
needs to be done to see if humans readily ascribe intentional
(cooperative) design to other non-human agents.
In this study, we aimed to test the validity and extend the
application of Goodman et al.’s (2009) model of observational causal learning. This model is coherent with existing research and was also successful in explaining much of
our data. However, it is worth noting that other potential
explanations exist. We saw that across all three experimental conditions, people seemed to give high causal weight to
the conjunctive hypotheses (e.g. blue-and-pink, blue-thenpink). Instead of arguing for the intentionality of the agents
or the dependence between the multiple agents, it might be
more parsimonious to assume a human bias toward conjunctive hypotheses. When lacking strong priors of the causal
structure, people might view all observed actions as causally
relevant similar to the phenomenon of over-imitation (Lyons
et al., 2007). Future work should compare these two competing explanations to test if intentionality is really necessary for
humans to quickly infer conjunctive causal beliefs.

Conclusion
When we see other agents in the world, we are quick to ascribe intentionality to them. This allows us to better under-

stand these agents’ actions and by extension, to learn about
the world. We presented a computational description of how
humans make this leap from intention to causality by assuming that these agents are acting rationally and in accordance to
their desires. We showed how humans flexibly apply this process to infer causality from semi-intentional agents as well as
multi-agent contexts, which has implications for how people
learn about their surroundings through social observation.
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do not equal the probability of the same hypothesis
when the given information is reversed.
In purely classical models, such as the one examined by Trueblood & Busemeyer (2011), this poses a
problem. Since classical probability theory is based
on set theory, this means that it is commutative.
That is, for some question Q3 and two questions Q1
and Q2 : P ( Q1 ∩ Q2 | Q3 ) = P ( Q2 ∩ Q1 | Q3 ) since
P (Q1 ∩ Q2 ) = P (Q2 ∩ Q1 ). This commutativity poses
a challenge to model order effects, because in order
to have P ( Q3 | Q1 ∩ Q2 ) = P ( Q3 | Q2 ∩ Q1 ), then
using Bayes Rule, one would need to satisfy the following relationship (Trueblood & Busemeyer, 2011):

Abstract
Order effects occur when judgments about a hypothesis’s probability given a sequence of information
do not equal the probability of the same hypothesis
when the information is reversed. Different experiments have been performed in the literature that
supports evidence of order effects.
We proposed a Bayesian update model for order effects where each question can be thought of as a
mini-experiment where the respondents reflect on
their beliefs. We showed that order effects appear,
and they have a simple cognitive explanation: the
respondent’s prior belief that two questions are correlated.
The proposed Bayesian model allows us to make several predictions: (1) we found certain conditions on
the priors that limit the existence of order effects;
(2) we show that, for our model, the QQ equality is
not necessarily satisfied (due to symmetry assumptions); and (3) the proposed Bayesian model has the
advantage of possessing fewer parameters than its
quantum counterpart.
Keywords: order effects; quantum cognition;
Bayesian networks; Bayesian updates

P (Q3| Q1 ∩ Q2 ) = P (Q3| Q2 ∩ Q1 ),

(1)

which implies that
P (Q1 ∩ Q2 |Q3)P (Q3) P (Q2 ∩ Q1 |Q3)P (Q3)
=
. (2)
P (Q1 ∩ Q2 )
P (Q2 ∩ Q1 )

Introduction
The application of Quantum Mechanic’s mathematical principles in areas outside of physics has been
getting increasing attention in the scientific community in a field called Quantum Cognition (Busemeyer & Bruza, 2012; Moreira, Tiwari, et al., 2020;
Moreira, Hammes, et al., 2020). These principles
have been applied to explain paradoxical situations that cannot be easily explained through classical probability theory (Moreira & Wichert, 2017b).
Quantum principles have also been adopted in
many different domains, such as Cognitive Psychology (Busemeyer et al., 2006; Pothos & Busemeyer,
2009; Pothos et al., 2013), Economics (Khrennikov,
2009; Haven & Khrennikov, 2013), Biology (Asano
et al., 2012, 2015), and Information Retrieval Bruza
et al. (2009, 2013), to name a few.

Order Effects
One of those paradoxical situations is order effects.
Order effects occur when judgments about a hypothesis’s probability given a sequence of information
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To accommodate these paradoxical findings, some
researchers turned to non-standard probability theories. One such example is quantum probability,
a theory based on operators’ measures in Hilbert
spaces instead of sample sets. Quantum probability
models provide many advantages over their classical counterparts (Busemeyer et al., 2015; Moreira
& Wichert, 2018). They can represent events in
vector spaces through a superposition state, which
comprises all events at the same time. In quantum
mechanics, the superposition principle refers to the
property that particles must be in an indefinite state:
a particle can be in different states at the same time.
From a psychological perspective, a quantum superposition is interpreted as related to the feeling of
confusion, uncertainty, or ambiguity (Busemeyer &
Bruza, 2012). The vector space representation does
not obey the distributive axiom of Boolean logic and
to the law of total probability. Instead, events satisfy a quantum lattice structure and not a Boolean
algebra. This vector representation enables the construction of more general models that can mathematically explain cognitive phenomena such as order

effects (Pothos & Busemeyer, 2009; Khrennikov &
Haven, 2009).

the argument that order effects cannot be derived
from classical probability theory. This Bayesian
Network representation leads to the intuition that
Bayesian probability updates can account for order
effects. In the following section, we construct a
Bayesian update model that offers further insights
into the cognitive origins of order effects and show
a series of predictions from the model. Finally, we
end this article by summarizing the most relevant
contributions presented throughout this study.

Quantum Probability Models to
Accommodate Order Effects
One of the quantum approaches used to explain order effects is the quantum projection model (Pothos
et al., 2013). In this approach, we start with a Hilbert
space, H, whose dimensions correspond to the number of possible responses to a question (e.g., C2 ).
A Hermitian operator (called an observable operator) models each question in H, and if two questions are to exhibit order effect, those operators are
non-commuting. Because of the spectral theorem,
such operators can be written as linear combinations of projection operators, with the eigenvalues
multiplying each projector. Thus, in the quantum
model for order effects, when an initial state, denoted by a vector (or density operator) in the Hilbert
space, is subject to a question, the model treats it as
a measurement represented by the operator. After
a measurement, the initial state collapses into one
of the subspaces of the observable operator. This
new collapsed state is used to compute the probabilities of the second operator. Since projections are
not unitary and do not commute, measuring one observable before another changes the measurements’
outcomes. The non-unitarity of non-commuting
quantum measurements leads, in essence, to order
effects. We refer the reader to Pothos et al. (2013)
for details about the quantum model.

Fallacies in Order Effects
Consider the following experimental scenario. A
set of participants is required to answer three questions, Q0 , Q1 , and Q2 consecutively. One set of
participants is presented with the questions Q0 →
Q1 → Q2 , while the other participants are presented with the same questions, but in reversed order, Q0 → Q2 → Q1 . Some researchers argue the
above experimental contexts should attain similar
outcomes for questions Q1 and Q2 since, in classical
probability theory, the joint distribution between
two events is commutative. In other words, it is argued that the expected probability outcomes should
be P (Q1 , Q2 |Q0 ) = P (Q2 , Q1 |Q0 ). We claim that this
premise is a fallacy due to the following reasons:
• There is no causality in probability theory.
Probability theory describes the likelihood of outcomes of random phenomena. Since events are
represented as sets, there is no notion of temporality (order) between events, and, consequently,
probability theory, by itself, says nothing about
causality. The joint Q1 ∩Q2 means that both events
occur, without any implications to time or cause
& effect (order) between the events.

Contributions
A question remains as to whether one needs quantum models to describe order effects (Moreira &
Wichert, 2017a). Can one use classical probability theory without constructing contrived models?
Some previous works attempt to answer this question. In Costello & Watts (2018), the authors argue
that order effects result from classical probability
theory with some noise, and in David Kellen (2018),
the authors discuss a class of repeat-choice models
that can provide approximate results to the quantum models. This paper tries to answer this question
positively. We do so by constructing a Bayesian update model that accounts for order effects. The proposed model allows us to make several predictions:
certain conditions on the priors limit the existence of
order effects, and the proposed Bayesian model has
fewer parameters than its quantum counterparts.

• There is no temporality in probability theory.
Order effects experiments imply the notion of
time: one question needs to be asked after another. Again probability theory, due to its setbased foundation, nothing says about time. Conditional probability is simply a measure under
additional information. It implies symmetry, and
for that reason, it does not imply temporal order.
Temporality is part of a model, and not part of
probability theory itself.

Paper Outline
This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we use Bayesian Networks to show a fallacy in

2
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A good set of tools to visualize these fallacies are
Bayesian networks (BNs), which are models that represent a compact full joint probability distribution
through a directed acyclic graphical structure. Its
underlying mathematical principles are Bayes rule
and conditional independence.
Given different full joint probability distributions,
P (Q0 , Q1 , Q2 ), each distribution will be associated to

picted in Figure 1-(C). This means that order effects
can be observed when:
• Q0 is correlated with Q1 and Q2 , and
• Q1 and Q2 are conditionally independent, given
Q0 , (Q1 y Q2 |Q0 ).
These two conditions imply that, if there are no order
effects, then the following equation should hold:
P (Q2 |Q0 ) = P (Q2 |Q0 , Q1 )
P (Q1 |Q0 ) = P (Q1 |Q0 , Q2 )

(3)

If Equation 3 is violated, then it suggests some correlation between Q1 and Q2 , which may be derived
from the degree of uncertainty that the decisionmaker is experiencing. In the next section, we will
use these notions to formulate a Bayesian update
model to accommodate order effects.

Order Effects in Bayesian Updates
To understand the main idea, let us think of the wellknown Clinton/Gore order-effect example, which
corresponds to an order effect experiment originally
conducted by Moore (2002). Consider the following
two questions that were used in the experiment:
Figure 1: Different representations of a joint
probability distribution portraying different
assumptions between random variables.

Q1 : Is [former US president Bill] Clinton honest and
trustworthy?
Q2 : Is [former US vice-president Al] Gore honest
and trustworthy?

a specific configuration of random variables. Consider the Bayesian networks in Figure 1. They
all represent the full joint probability distribution
P (Q0 , Q1 , Q2 ), but with different underlying probabilistic graphical models. It is not correct to say that
the full joint probability distribution in Figure 1-(A)
has to be same as in Figure 1-(B). First, because they
represent different experimental scenarios. For that
reason, they yield different measures over the sample spaces. Second, the priors affecting the random
variables change in both scenarios. It is a fallacy to
assume that these two models should represent the
same experimental context.
For example, the equation expressing the full
joint of the network in Figure 1-(A) is given by
P (Q0 , Q1 , Q2 ) = P (Q0 )P (Q1 |Q0 )P (Q2 |Q0 , Q1 ). In
the same way, the equation representing the network in Figure 1-(B) is given by P 0 (Q0 , Q1 , Q2 ) =
P 0 (Q0 )P 0 (Q2 |Q0 )P 0 (Q1 |Q0 , Q2 ). Thus, it is a fallacy
to assume that P (Q0 , Q1 , Q2 ) = P 0 (Q0 , Q1 , Q2 ).
In this paper, we argue that to model order effect
between three questions, Q0 , Q1 , and Q2 , we need
to have a causal reasoning network structure as de-

3
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Experimental data shows that we get disparate results if we ask the above questions in different orders
(Table 1) Wang et al. (2014). Namely, if we ask Q1
before Q2 , the probability that Q1 is answered in
the positive is 53%. However, if we ask Q1 after
Q2 , i.e., if we change the order, Q1 is answered positively 59% of the time. Similarly, Q2 gets 75% if
asked first and 65% if asked after Q1 . The change in
probabilities of Q1 and Q2 with the order they are
answered is known as the order effect.
How can we understand the order effect from a
Bayesian point of view? A simple Bayesian model,
such as the one presented by Trueblood & Busemeyer (2011), cannot account for order effects. As
discussed previously, the reason is simple: from a
set-theoretic point of view, the conjunction A ∩ B is
the same as B ∩ A, so there is no order in it.
So, does that mean that it is impossible to obtain order effects with Bayesian probabilities? The
answer is no. To see this, consider the following circumstance. Imagine we ask a participant a question
they are not sure of its answer. After some reflection, they may answer yes to it. However, this does

Scenario 1:

Scenario 2:

Clinton (C) → Gore (G)

Gore (G) → Clinton (C)

P( G = yes | C )

P( G = no | C )

P( C = yes )

0.4899

0.0447

P( C = no )

0.1767

0.2886

P( C = yes | G )

P( C = no | G )

P( G = yes )

0.5625

0.1991

P( G = no )

0.0255

0.2130

Table 1: Order-effect experiments reported in the work of Moore (2002). The random variable Clinton
represents the question Is [former US president Bill] Clinton honest and trustworthy?; and Gore represents the
question Is [former US vice-president Al] Gore honest and trustworthy?. A total of 501 participants answered
the questions in each scenario, making a total of 1002 participants in the experiments.
not mean they are sure of their answer. For example, if after a moment of pondering, they answer
“yes” to the question, they weighed the evidence for
and against it and found a preponderance toward
yes. Thus, we can think of the process of answering a question as a reflection on our beliefs. It is a
type of mini-experiment. As such, after this miniexperiment, their beliefs may change. Consequently,
they need to update their prior. Being asked and answering a question updates the prior to a posterior.

belief update. According to Bayes’s theorem, Alice’s
prior became the posterior P 0 (Q1 = x, Q2 = y|Q1 = z).
Assuming a simple linear likelihood function, the
updated posterior for the order Q1 and then Q2 becomes
P (Q1 = z)P (z, y)
,
0
0
0
x0 ,y 0 P (Q1 = x )P (Q1 = x , Q2 = y )
(4)
where we are using the simplifying notation P 0 (Q1 =
x, Q2 = y|Q1 = z) = P 0 (x, y|z) when there is no ambiguity in meaning, and the subscript O1 for the order
Q1 first. Similarly, for the order Q1 → Q2 we get
0
PO1
(x, y|z) = P

To implement the above idea to produce an order effect, we follow the belief update described in
Morris (1974, 1977); de Barros (2013). Imagine a
participant being asked the two questions, Q1 and
Q2 . Before answering Q1 , the participant has an
unconscious prior joint probability P (Q1 , Q2 ). Once
they reflect on Q1 , their prior is updated to a posterior P 0 (Q1 , Q2 ). This new posterior is the one used to
compute the answer to Q2 . If the prior joint probability has Q1 and Q2 correlated (as is likely the case
of Gore and Clinton), then the expectation for Q2
will likely be different. The same would happen if
Q2 were asked first, with a new posterior P 00 (Q1 , Q2 )
giving rise to a different expectation for Q1 .
Let us describe mathematically the above intuition. We start with a participant, Alice, who will be
asked to decide between the two questions, Q1 and
Q2 . Alice starts the experiment with a prior joint
probability distribution P (Q1 = x; Q2 = y|κ) conditioned on Alice’s current knowledge κ, where Q1
and Q2 are 0/1-valued random variables representing Alice’s two possible answers, “yes” (1) and “no”
(0). We will denote P (Q1 = y) as P (q1 ) and the complementary probability, P (Q1 = n) as P (q1 ). Prior
to being asked a question, Alice is unaware of her
belief for each answer, encoded by the prior. It is not
until she is asked that, by thinking about her belief,
Alice comes up with one of two possible answers
and perhaps a measure of her belief. Thus, Alice’s
choice of “yes” or “no” and her reflection requires a

P (Q2 = z)P (z, y)
,
0
0
0
x0 ,y 0 P (Q2 = x )P (Q1 = x , Q2 = y )
(5)
for the inverse order, with Q2 first.
For simplicity, let us assume that the prior has
well the following expectations.
0
PO2
(x, y|z) = P

P (q1 ) = P (q1 , q2 ) + P (q1 , q2 ) = a,

(6)

P (q2 ) = P (q1 , q2 ) + P (q1 , q2 ) = b,

(7)

P (q1 , q2 ) = c.

(8)

a and b are the probabilities of Q1 and Q2 as true
when asked first, respectively, and c is related to
their correlation, as it equals their joint moment.
For instance, c = 1 if both Q1 and Q2 are true.
From Eq. 6-8, one can compute the remaining
values of the full joint distribution by solving the
following linear equation system:


P (q1 , q2 ) + P (q1 , q2 ) + P (q1 , q2 ) + P (q1 , q2 ) = 1





P (q1 ) = P (q1 , q2 ) + P (q1 , q2 ) = a



P (q2 ) = P (q1 , q2 ) + P (q1 , q2 ) = b



P (q , q ) = c
1 2

4
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(9)
From Eq. 9, we can find that P (q1 , q2 ) = c,
P (q1 , q2 ) = a − c, P (q1 , q2 ) = b − c, and P (q1 , q2 ) =

1 − a − b + c. By substituting the values of Eq. 4
by the outputs of our linear solver, then we obtain
Eq. 10 from which it is straightforward to show that
there is an order effect. For instance, for Q1 first, the
probability of a true answer is a, but if one asks Q2 ,
after the update, the probability of being true is
P 0 (q2 |Q1 ) =

(2a − 1)c + (1 − a)b
.
2a2 − 2a + 1

a random choice will not influence how we think of
Gore. The other solution, c = a.b, is also intuitive
(and it is represented in Figure 3): it means that our
prior opinion of Gore and Clinton are statistically
independent. Note that independence between questions is one of the properties that were highlighted
in Eq. 3, as a necessary condition for order effects to
not occur. Therefore whatever we learn about our
beliefs about Clinton, they will not affect our beliefs
about Gore.

(10)

We can see from the above equations that the updated probability for Q2 , P 0 (q2 |Q1 ), is not the same
as it was before, P (q2 ). What are the conditions for
the probability to be the same, i.e., for not having
an order effect? No order effect can be verified if the
following conditions are satisfied:
• Both questions are statistically independent, Q1 y
Q2 , and the following conditions are satisfied:
– P 0 (q2 |Q1 ) = P (q2 ), the belief of answering ”true”
to the second question independently of having
knowledge about the first question.
– P 0 (q1 |Q2 ) = P (q1 ), the belief of answering ”true”
to the first question independently of having
knowledge about the second question.
If the above conditions are not satisfied, then we
have an order effect. Figure 2 illustrate an order
effect in the Bayesian update from P (q1 ) to P 0 (q2 |Q1 )
(Equation 10).

Figure 3: No order effect on belief update from
answering ”true” to the second question having
knowledge about the first question. Setting c = a.b.
With the above example, we can understand how
the update leads to the order effect. We start with
a prior, say one that has Clinton at 40% and Gore
at 70% as our belief that they are honest and trustworthy. Let us assume that, because we know Gore
was Clinton’s vice president, there is a correlation
between our belief’s about Clinton and Gore. By
reflecting on Clinton and thinking, “no, we do not
think he is honest and trustworthy, and we think
that the likelihood of trustworthy is just 40%”, our
prior updates and our belief about Gore changes.
What about the QQ equality, a measure of how
well the order effect matches quantum predictions.
We can also compute the QQ equality for this system,
and we obtain the following prediction.

Figure 2: Order effect on belief update from
answering ”true” to the second question having
knowledge about the first question ( Eq.10)(c = 0.2).
One possibility to not have an order effect is for
a = 1/2. This possibility is intuitive since, if we have
no opinion on Clinton, it stands to reason that what

QQ = −

5
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2(b − a)(b + a − 1)(c − ab)
(2a2 − 2a + 1)(2b2 − 2b + 1)

(11)

We can see that the QQ equality is satisfied when
a = b, b = 1 − a, or when both Clinton and Gore
are statistically independent. The latter case is not
interesting since it also implies there is no order

effect. Interestingly, Bayesian updates do not predict
the QQ equality, but it provides conditions for which
the QQ equality is satisfied. Furthermore, it allows
us to try and find experimental situations where QQ
is maximally violated.

more one reconstructs an answer, the more likely we
will be to repeat it. This convergence to the stability
of answers is not part of the quantum model, and it
is a prediction of our proposed Bayesian model.

Conclusions

Q1 → Q2 → Q1 order effect
We now turn to a problem with quantum cognition
models for order effect (Khrennikov et al., 2014).
The quantum model provided by Wang & Busemeyer (2013) assumes observables Â and B̂ in the
Hilbert space associated with Q1 and Q2 , such that
[Â, B̂] , 0. If the initial cognitive state is given, then,
after Q1 , this state collapses into a subspace of Â corresponding to the eigenvalue of the response. Subsequent observation of Q2 leads to another collapse
into the eigenvectors of B̂. However, this second
collapse presents a problem. Since Â and B̂ do not
commute, it follows that asking Q1 twice yields different results if Q2 is asked in between them. In
other words, someone’s response to Q1 may change
when an intermediate question is asked.
In their paper, Khrennikov et al. (2014) discussed
this problem, claiming to be a significant issue with
the quantum model. They reasoned that if one asks
Q1 twice, people will answer it the same. This repeatability is known as the replicability effect. In
a recent article, Busemeyer & Wang (2017) showed
that, indeed, replicability is not necessarily true in
a Q1 → Q2 → Q1 experiment, arguing that this supports the quantum approach.
However, does this experiment represent a quantum effect? From our Bayesian model, we can see
that each time a question is asked, the prior is updated. Thus, the probability of answering Q1 the
second time is not the same, and there is an intuitive
dynamics at play for each consecutive question. The
first Q1 updates the prior and leads to a posterior
that changes the probabilities for Q2 . The answering of Q2 once again updates the probabilities of the
new posterior for Q1 . One can imagine situations
where, depending on the correlations and initial
probabilities, Q1 before Q2 can be made more or
less probable than the Q1 after Q2 .
Does the Bayesian model provide anything fundamentally different from the quantum model, as both
predict the non-replicability of a question? We believe so. Consider now the further complication to
the Q1 → Q2 → Q1 experiment: Q1 → Q2 → Q1 →
Q2 → Q1 . The quantum model predicts that the
third Q1 will have the same probability as the second one. The Bayesian model, on the other hand,
predicts that the probabilities will be updated every
time. This change in probabilities is intuitive. The

6
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Order effect has been studied extensively in the literature. It is the most striking example of an experimental outcome that fits well with quantum models
while challenging traditional cognitive models. Furthermore, quantum models predict some constraints
for order effects, most notably the QQ equality.
In this paper, we examined the order effect as a
Bayesian update phenomenon. We first showed that,
by thinking about questions in terms of a Bayesian
Network, one could realize that some traditional
models, such as those discussed by Trueblood &
Busemeyer (2011), fail because they do not account
for temporal processes. Notably, they do not incorporate changes in the probability distribution
during a Bayesian update. To address this challenge,
we constructed an explicit Bayesian update model
where each question can be thought of as a miniexperiment where the respondent reflects on their
beliefs. For this model, we showed that order effects
appear, and they have a simple cognitive explanation for their existence: the respondent’s prior belief
that two questions are correlated.
Similar to the quantum order effect model, our
Bayesian model allows us to make several predictions. First, we see certain conditions on the prior
that limit the existence of order effects. For example, if Q1 and Q2 are statistically independent, one
should not expect order effects. These conditions
allow us to think about possible experiments where
order effects will be strong or non-existent. Second,
we show that, for our model, the QQ equality is not
necessarily satisfied. This does not mean that QQ
will not be satisfied for a particular experiment. It
only means that QQ requires further assumptions
(i.e., certain symmetry conditions). Third, like the
quantum model, the Bayesian model does not predict the exact replicability of questions. However,
contrary to the quantum model, the more questions
are asked, the more the posterior will converge, stabilizing the answer. Finally, the Bayesian model
has the advantage of having fewer parameters than
the quantum model. For the simplest order-effect
quantum model, a minimum of four parameters is
necessary. For our Bayesian model, three parameters
describe the joint probability distributions entirely.
Whether the Bayesian model is better than the quantum model is a question to be settled empirically,
which we are planning to address as future work.
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Abstract
Moral disengagement is a mechanism whereby people distance
or disconnect their actions from their moral evaluation. This
work presents a novel knowledge graph schema, dataset, and
transformer-based NLP model to identify and represent indicators of moral disengagement in text. Our graph schema is
informed by Albert Bandura’s psychosocial mechanisms of
moral disengagement, including dehumanization, victimization, moral condemnation and justification, and attribution (or
displacement) of responsibility. Our preliminary dataset is
comprised of online posts from five different communities. We
present initial evidence that (1) our theory-based schema can
represent moral disengagement indicators across these communities and (2) our transformer-based NLP model can identify indicators of moral disengagement in text. As it matures,
this thread of computational social science research can help
us understand the spread of morally-disengaged language and
its effect on online communities.
Keywords: moral disengagement; dehumanization; computational social science; NLP; hate speech; social media

Introduction
People have the capacity for compassion and cruelty toward
others—and both at the same time—depending on their moral
values and on whom they include and exclude in their category of humanity (Bandura, 1999, 2016). These are matters of moral disengagement, the psychosocial mechanisms
of selectively disengaging self-sanctions from inhumane or
detrimental conduct. Its antecedents are widespread. A study
in 2008 found that moral disengagement occurred more frequently in boys than girls in the context of bullying at 3 Midwestern US middle schools (Turner, 2008). Another study in
2010 of 50 adult employees of large companies in Malaysia
finds only a weak statistical relation between gender and
moral disengagement, but finds strong negative associations
with measures of conscientiousness, extroversion, and organizational ethical climate (Saidon, Galbreath, & Whiteley,
2010).
Evidence of moral disengagement is present in modern
hate speech: social media contains calls to violence against
outsiders (Kennedy et al., 2018; Hoover et al., 2020); online forums dehumanize girls and women (Ging, 2019; Hoffman, Ware, & Shapiro, 2020); and the manifestos of violent actors justify their actions by dehumanizing and blaming
others (Peters, Grynbaum, Collins, Harris, & Taylor, 2019).
We have evidence that hate speech with these indicators increases prejudice through desensitization (Soral, Bilewicz, &
Winiewski, 2018)—and that the frequency of this language is
related to the frequency of violent acts in the world (Olteanu,
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Castillo, Boy, & Varshney, 2018)—so understanding moral
disengagement has real-world importance.
Recent work in NLP provides tools and frameworks for
helping us analyze moral disengagement. For instance, researchers have used syntactic and semantic patterns to analyze dehumanization (Mendelsohn, Tsvetkov, & Jurafsky,
2020). Meanwhile recent NLP advancements have in transformer models unlock even more complex extraction of relations, events, and attributes from text using broad linguistic context (Eberts & Ulges, 2020; Magnusson & Friedman,
2021; Devlin, Chang, Lee, & Toutanova, 2019).
In this work, we present a novel semantic graph schema for
representing indicators of a prominent theory of moral disengagement (Bandura, 1999, 2016), we train a transformerbased NLP model to identify moral disengagement indicators
from text, using a preliminary (378-example) dataset from
five online communities. We demonstrate how our graph representation captures indicators of moral disengagement, and
we present promising initial empirical cross-validation results
on our preliminary dataset.
We continue with a a brief review of cognitive indicators
of moral disengagement and related work in NLP. We then
describe our graph schema, dataset, NLP model architecture,
and empirical results. We close with a discussion of the early
successes and challenges in capturing indicators of moral disengagement and our plans for future work.

Background
Psychological Mechanisms of Moral Detachment
Our approach to detecting moral disengagement in language
is primarily informed by Bandura (1999, 2016), whose theory
of moral disengagement involves psychosocial mechanisms
for disengaging self-sanctions from inhumane conduct. According to this theory, our moral values constrain our behaviors to morally-acceptable boundaries, but if and when we violate these standards we are faced with either (a) acknowledging our own immorality or (b) disengaging to retain integrity
even after compromising our moral standards. Bandura identified several mechanisms of moral disengagement. The first
five of these are covered, in part, by our NLP indicators, described below. We address the last three in our conclusion as
potential future work.
1. Dehumanization. Our moral self-evaluation depends to
some degree on how we regard the people who have been (or

have basically
Qualifier

destroyed
Event (Condemned, Violent)

Foids
Character (Responsible, Dehumanized, Condemned)

cause
impact

my
Character (Harmed)

Input Text: "Foids have basically destroyed my life ."

Figure 1: Knowledge graph corresponding to “Foids have basically destroyed my life.” This text was adapted from two separate
Incel posts, to protect the privacy of individuals.

in # syria
Qualifier

cause

blessed raid
Event (Violent, Justified)

Mujahadeen
Character (Responsible, Justified)

impact
Russian army
Character (Harmed)

Input Text: "Breaking : blessed raid by Mujahadeen against Russian army in # syria ."

Figure 2: Knowledge graph corresponding to “Breaking: blessed raid by Mujahadeen against Russian army in #syria.” This
text was adapted from three separate ISIS posts, to protect the privacy of individuals.
will be) harmed. Dehumanizing a person or group removes
dignifying qualities and agency—and instead attributes subhuman, animalistic, mechanistic, or demonic qualities—in
order to reduce self-punishment for harmful actions against
them. Dehumanizing language is used to demarcate a morally
superior in-group from an inferior out-group. Mendelsohn et
al. (2020) offer a broad analysis of explicit and implicit manifestations of dehumanization in language.
2. Social and Moral Justification. Justifying the victimization of others, e.g., resolving that they “deserved” it or
that one “should” enact harm, indicates that the out-grouping
(e.g., via dehumanization, above) has been effective, due to
the difficulty of inflicting harm on others perceived to be like
us. This is evident in recent analyses of polarization and partisan bias (Van Bavel & Pereira, 2018). Those who morally
justify violence may view themselves as righteous defenders
of values and humanity (Bandura, 1999).
3. Victimization. By viewing themselves as victims in the
world, perpetrators may see retaliatory actions as righteous
(Bandura, 1999). This is evident in the frequently-voiced sentiment by anti-feminist incels (“involuntary celibate” males)
that they have a right to sex and they are victims of the injustice of celibacy (Ging, 2019).
4. Attributing Blame / 5. Displacing Responsibility.
Blame attribution and displacement of responsibility are
tightly linked mechanisms. Attributing blame for an immoral
act may help justify subsequent immoral actions against the
offender and cast oneself as a victim (see above). Meanwhile,
displacing blame of an immoral act jointly diminishes our
own responsibility and justifies action against another party,
e.g., accusing victims of bringing harm upon themselves. Escaping and displacing blame not only justifies harm upon
others; it can also strengthen perceived moral rigorousness.
Prominent examples of displacement include blaming victims
of abuse for disobedient or seductive behaviors and blaming
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supernatural forces for possessing or overtaking one’s agency.
6. Minimizing or Disregarding Injurious Effects. When
harmful events are ignored, disputed, or minimized—or otherwise out of sight and mind—self-censure is not necessary.
This type of mechanism might include casting aside the evidence that human activity causes climate change, thereby reducing the urgency for change and action.
7. Euphemistic Language. Language can sanitize an event
and strip agency, e.g., to “he was let go” instead of we fired
him. People behave more cruelly when detrimental practices
are sanitized (Bandura, 1999).
8. Advantageous Comparison. Comparing one’s own acts
with more reprehensible acts of others (e.g., of the adversary)
may reduce their blameworthiness and even make them appear righteous.

NLP and Graph Extraction with Transformers
Transformer-based methods for NLP utilize neural networks
to encode a sequence of textual tokens (i.e., words or subwords) into large vector-based representations for each token, sensitive to the context of the surrounding tokens (Devlin
et al., 2019). This is widely regarded as a state-of-the-art
methodology for NLP. Our approach is built on the SpERT
transformer-based NLP architecture (Eberts & Ulges, 2020),
which has been used to process text to extract knowledge
graphs, e.g., of people, relationships, and complex scientific claims (Magnusson & Friedman, 2021). Many existing
transformer models—similar to the model presented in this
paper—require hundreds (sometimes thousands) of labeled
training examples to reach high proficiency.
Our approach is also informed by recent work in NLP for
computational social science. Recent work has detected and
characterized linguistic patterns of dehumanization in large
news corpora (Mendelsohn et al., 2020), and other work has
extracted linguistic indicators of interpersonal respect and

Relations. Relations are directed semantic edges between
labeled entities. They are critical for expressing what-goeswith-what over the set of entities. Without these relations,
the structure of the events in the text would be semantically
ambiguous: we would not know which character caused the
harmful event, which was the victim, and which character or
event is spatially or temporally qualified. In Figures 1-4, relations are directed arcs, and the unlabeled arrows are all modifier relations, left blank to avoid clutter. Our schema includes
the following relations:

social distance using language patterns (Voigt et al., 2017).
Like the present approach, these computational social science
methods are highly inspectable because they infer indicators
on specific spans of text rather than making a blanket judgment on an entire document. Unlike the present approach,
these methods do not infer broad indicators of moral disengagement, and they primarily use lexicon-based and patternbased analyses instead of transformer-based methods.

Approach
We next describe our knowledge graph schema, preliminary
dataset, and NLP architecture for representing and extracting
indicators of moral disengagement. Where possible, we refer to the labeled examples shown in Figures 1-4, which were
run through our NLP model. The text of these examples is
manually synthesized by our team by combining content of
real examples to protect the privacy of the actual authors. To
be sure, the examples in our dataset were not authored by
provably violent, morally-disengaged individuals; however,
the same rhetoric has appeared in manifestos of violent individuals (Peters et al., 2019), and hate speech may increase
violent prejudices through desensitization (Soral et al., 2018).

Knowledge Graph Schema
Our knowledge graph schema represents entities (i.e., textual spans describing an element of interest), relations (i.e.,
semantic connections between entities), and attributes (i.e.,
multi-label tags on a span). We describe the entities, attributes, and relations of the schema, referencing the graphed
examples rendered by our system in Figures 1-4.

1. Cause indicates the character(s) or event(s) that enacted
a given event. This helps capture the placement—or
displacement—of responsibility (Bandura, 1999). We label causes for mentions of direct action (e.g., the raid “by”
the Mujahadeen in Figure 2) as well as financial intervention (e.g., “funded by”) or command (e.g., “X calls us to...”
or “X ordered Y to...”), since these are linguistic moves by
the author to place responsibility. Some events do not have
an explicit cause.
2. Impact identifies the character(s) targeted by a given event.
This helps capture the victimization of a group, individual,
or the author themselves (e.g., in Figure 1), which may justify subsequent counter-action (see Figures 1 and 3). It also
captures the target of justified victimization, e.g., the harm
to the “Russian army” is encouraged by the author in Figure 2. Some events do not have an impacted character.
3. Modifies indicates a link between a character or event
and a qualifier. These relations constrain characters’ and
events’ existence, time, and location.
Attributes. Attributes are multi-label classes, where zero or
more may apply to any given entity. The SpERT transformerbased model (Eberts & Ulges, 2020) on which ours is based
was not capable of expressing these; this is a novel contribution of our work, as described below. Attributes are displayed
as parenthetical listings inside each node in Figures 1-4. Our
schema includes the following attributes:

Entities. Entities are labeled spans within the textual examples. The same exact span cannot correspond to more than
one entity type, but two entity spans can overlap. Entities
comprise the nodes of Figures 1-4upon which attributes and
relations are asserted.
Our schema includes the following three entity types:
1. Characters are any human individual, group, organization, settlement, or ideology. In Figure 1, “my” is a character designating the author, as is “foids” (short for the incel pejorative “femoid” to portray women and girls as machines). In Figure 3, “the southern border” (part of a human settlement) is designated a character as well.
2. Events are any harmful actions or occurrences. In Figure 1,
“destroyed” is designated a harmful event, as is Figure 2’s
“blessed raid” and Figure 3’s “flooding” and “replacing.”
Events frequently have responsible parties (who performed
the act) and impacted parties (who were victimized).
3. Qualifiers are spatial, temporal, or epistemic constraints
on events and characters. These often indicate when or
where an event might (or did) happen, or whether the author believes an event should happen. In Figure 1, the qualifier “have basically” indicates that this is a past event, and
the qualifiers in Figures 2 and 3 are spatial qualifiers on
events and characters.

1. Dehumanization may manifest as describing a character as an animal, disease, toxin, disaster, demon, or machine, effectively removing a foundation for empathy (e.g.,
“foids” in Figure 1). This is an extreme form of outgrouping an individual or group.
2. Violent is attributed to events that entail physical or sexual
violence (e.g., “blessed raid” in Figure 2), either literal or
as a metaphor for emphasis.
3. Condemned is attributed to events or characters to which
the author expresses a negative moral valence. The author
expresses an implicitly negative moral sentiment about the
“foids” and their destruction in Figure 1.
4. Justified applies to events or characters to which the author
ascribes positive moral valence or necessity of action, such
as the “blessed raid” and its performers in Figure 2.
5. Responsible is attributed to characters in which the author
has placed responsibility for an explicit or implicit action.
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Central America
Character
from Central America
Qualifier
cause
replacing
Event (Condemned)

these migrants
Character (Responsible, Dehumanized, Condemned)

impact
cause

us
Character (Harmed)

impact
flooding
Event (Condemned)

impact
the southern border
Character (Harmed)

impact

Input Text: "There 's these migrants from Central America flooding the southern border and replacing us ."

Figure 3: Knowledge graph corresponding to “There’s these migrants from Central America flooding the southern border and
replacing us.” This text was adapted from two conservative news quotes, to protect the privacy of individuals.

in Syria
Qualifier

plifies how our transformer-based model assigns attributes by
leveraging its BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) sentence context.

the children
Character (Harmed)

Input Text: "Weep for the children in Syria ."

Problem Definition

Figure 4: Knowledge graph corresponding to “Weep for the
children in Syria.” This text was adapted from two separate
ISIS posts, to protect the privacy of individuals.

We define the multi-attribute knowledge graph extraction task
as follows: for a text passage S of n tokens s1 , ..., sn , and a
graph schema of entity types Te , attribute types Ta , and relation types Tr , predict:

In Figures 1-3, all characters that perform the harmful actions are marked as Responsible, but this also applies to
text without explicit events.
6. Harmed applies to characters who are described as victims by the author, irrespective of whether a harmful event
is mentioned, as demonstrated in Figure 4 where “the children” are inferred as harmed due to the surrounding context
“weep for the children.”

1. The set of entities hs j , sk ,t ∈ Te i ∈ E ranging from tokens
s j to sk , where 0 ≤ j ≤ k ≤ n,
2. The set of relations over entities hehead ∈ E , etail ∈ E ,t ∈
Tr i ∈ R where ehead 6= etail ,
3. The set of attributes over entities he ∈ E ,t ∈ Ta i ∈ A .
This defines a directed multi-graph without self-cycles, where
each node has zero to |Ta | attributes.

Dataset
As shown above, attributes express a diverse variety of
categories on characters and events. One critical feature is
the cumulative semantics of the attributes. The example in
Figure 1 illustrates how three attributes applied to the same
character “foids” captures different psychosocial indicators
of moral detachment: this character is responsible for harm
and is morally condemned (blame attribution) and is dehumanized to diminish their capacity for suffering. In the same
example the author is the subject of harm, indicating selfvictimization.
A separate combination of attributes tells a very different
story in Figure 2 on the “blessed raid” event: the event is
violent, but this violence is morally justified by the author.
Similarly, the “Mujahadeen” in Figure 2 is tagged as responsible for harm, but justified in causing harm. This responsibility of harm is therefore not a case of blame (as with the
“foids,” above); rather, as noted by Bandura (1999), those
who morally justify violence may see themselves as protecting cherished values, fighting ruthless oppressors, preserving
peace, saving humanity from subjugation, or honoring righteous commitments.
In Figure 3, “these migrants” is ascribed the “dehumanized” attribute by the NLP model primarily due to the “flooding” action ascribed to the character, which is a destructive
action of a natural disaster and not of a human. This exem-
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Our preliminary dataset is comprised of 378 examples, each
containing at least one sentence of plain text. Our dataset is
comprised of selected examples from the following sources:
• The Kaggle How ISIS Uses Twitter dataset.1
• The Moral Foundations Twitter Corpus (MFTC) (Hoover
et al., 2020).
• The Gab Hate Corpus (Kennedy et al., 2018).
• New York Times collection of news quotes related to the
El Paso shooter’s manifesto (Peters et al., 2019).
• Posts from an online forum for self-identified incels.
Three cognitive scientists (two anthropologists and one
psychologist) selected examples from the above sources,
three NLP-trained researchers separately labeled entities and
relations in examples, and then two cognitive scientists labeled attributes on the entities, all adhering to the knowledge graph schema described above. Figure 5 plots the distribution of tokens, entities, relations, and attributes over the
dataset. Some examples were true negatives with no indicators of moral disengagement, others contained attribute-level
indicators but no relations or discrete events, and some others contained no attributes due to using objective language
without explicit moral valence or dehumanization.
1 https://www.kaggle.com/fifthtribe/how-isis-uses-twitter

Figure 5: Dataset statistics for the number of tokens, entities, relations, and attributes per example.
This early, growing dataset is presently an order of magnitude smaller than many NLP datasets for event extraction.
However, the ability of the schema to express examples from
the above diverse sources (see also Figures 1-4) is evidence
that our schema is general enough to express these psychosocial indicators across domains.

New SpERT
Addition (Eberts and Ulges, 2020)
(d) attribute classification

attribute
classifier

relation
classifier

(c) relation
classification

(b) span
filtering

Model Architecture
Our model architecture extends SpERT with an attribute
classifier. The original architecture provides components
(Figure 6 a–c) for joint entity and relation extraction on
potentially-overlapping text spans. The parameters of the entity, attribute, and relation classifiers, as well as the parameters of the BERT language model (initialized with its pretrained values) are all trained end-to-end on our dataset.
The tokens s1 , ..., sn of the text passage S are each embedded by BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) as a sequence e1 , ..., en
of high-dimensional vectors representing the token and its
context. BERT also provides an additional “[CLS]” vector
output, e0 , designed to represent information from the complete text input. For all possible spans, span j,k = s j , ..., sk ,
up to a given length, the word vectors associated with a span,
e j , ..., ek , are combined by maxpooling to produce a single
vector, e(span j,k ), where each element contains the maximum value across the token vectors for that dimension. The
final span representation, x(span j,k ) is made by concatenating together e(span j,k ) and e0 along with a width embedding,
wl , that encodes the number of words, l, in span j,k . Each
valid span length l looks up a different vector of learned parameters, wl .
The span representation, x(span j,k ), is classified into
mutually-exclusive entity types by a multi-class linear classifier (Figure 6a). Only spans identified as entities move on
to further analysis (Figure 6b). All pairings of the remaining entities are classified for relations by a multi-label linear
classifier (Figure 6c), where pairs are represented by the concatenated vectors of the two spans with the “[CLS]” context
vector replaced by the maxpool of the token vectors between
the entities.
We implemented an additional subcomponent (Figure 6d)
to infer multi-label attributes on the identified entities using
x(span j,k ) as input to another multi-label linear classifier. We
take only identified entity spans as input to the attribute classifier, as this approach provided best performance and aligns
with the finding by Eberts and Ulges (2020) that training on
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1
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3
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…

maxpool
[CLS]

BERT (fine-tuned)

Figure 6: Our transformer-based model extends the SpERT
components (a, b, and c) with attribute classification (d) that
performs multi-label inference on identified entity spans.

downstream tasks is best done on strong negative samples
consisting of ground truth entities (i.e., teacher forcing).

Preliminary Results
After adapting the SpERT architecture (Eberts & Ulges,
2020) with the novel attribute-learning module, we assessed
performance on our dataset with multiple transformer models and identified case-sensitive BERT (Devlin et al., 2019)
as the best-performing pre-trained transformer variant.
We then conducted evaluations using 10-fold cross validation on the full dataset. Since we forego hyperparameter
optimization until the dataset is completed, we do not report
metrics on a held out test set. The per-class evaluations for
our model are reported in Table 1. Despite the small size
of our preliminary dataset, the model achieves promising results. While relation performance is notably lower, this can in
part be explained the cascaded decision-making of the model
wherein both entities paired by a relation need to be correctly
extracted before the relation classifier can even attempt a correct prediction. Thus future efforts to improve entity extraction will raise this upper bound on relation performance.

P

R

F1

Support

Entity

character
event
qualifier
Micro-Averaged

84.11
72.42
67.00
80.90

84.75
58.69
42.23
74.54

84.36
64.29
51.30
77.51

1916
494
345

Attribute

violent
condemned
justified
dehumanized
responsible
harmed
Micro-Averaged

68.02
56.45
37.12
51.30
64.41
61.64
57.01

62.79
66.23
26.95
51.29
50.66
54.26
56.47

64.30
60.75
28.57
50.12
56.10
56.81
56.58

191
1141
253
295
347
462

Relation

Dimension

cause
impact
modifier
Micro-Averaged

45.26
50.00
44.67
47.02

44.31
48.96
32.39
42.90

44.13
48.73
36.78
44.43

670
747
397

Table 1: Precision, recall, F1, and support (i.e., occurrences
in dataset) for each label using our extended SpERT model
with the BERT case-sensitive language model.

Conclusion
This paper presents (1) a novel knowledge graph representation to capture linguistic indicators of moral disengagement informed by Bandura’s (1999) theory, (2) a preliminary
dataset from five online sources that label these indicators in
text, and (3) a transformer-based NLP model that achieves
promising initial results extracting indicators from text. The
capacity of our knowledge graph schema to express moral
disengagement indicators across domains (see Figures 1-4) is
evidence that it can represent domain-general indicators.

Model Incompleteness
The work presented here does not capture all of Bandura’s
(1999) mechanisms, primarily due to the difficulty of reliably expressing them as spans of text or finding ample training data. Bandura’s euphemistic language is a very subtle
mechanism, where “sanitizing” language may be used to neutralize the negativity of an event. Recognizing sanitizing euphemistic language may require, in part, knowing that alternative, harsher language would have also described an incident, which involves another level of reasoning. The disregarding of injurious effects mechanism is likewise difficult,
because this involves reasoning about what was not mentioned in the text. The advantageous comparison mechanism
includes juxtaposition of an incident to more extreme, flagrant events to make it appear more benevolent. This is the
most plausible mechanism of those we omitted, but we did
not find sufficient examples of this in our initial search.

Interpretation and Implications of the Model
Mechanisms of moral disengagement reduce psychological
feelings of discomfort when engaging in unethical behaviour
(Bandura, 2002), so these mechanisms may be subtle and normalized. This means that detecting overt hate speech or toxic
language is not a complete or accurate approach to detecting
moral disengagement. Given this distinction, NLP detectors
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of moral disengagement may help identify and characterize
harmful themes against groups and individuals.
Our knowledge graph schema and preliminary
transformer-based model are designed to express and
identify linguistic indicators of moral disengagement. None
of these indicators—either alone or in conjunction—are
sufficient (or designed) to categorize an individual or a group
as morally disengaged. Rather, this approach has more
potential for understanding how and why language changes
over time, potentially to understand its possible detrimental
impact on others (Peters et al., 2019; Soral et al., 2018).
Furthermore, our examples (e.g., Figures 1, 2, 3, and 4) illustrate that the graph-based representation of our model explicitly describes who has been dehumanized, blamed, and
victimized, and the semantic linkage (i.e., relations) to violent
events help describe the linkage across characters and events.
This articulate approach facilitates human interpretation of
the results, augmenting human-machine explanation of NLP
outcomes. This graph-based approach stands in contrast to
many document-level scoring models that rate the overall toxicity or sentiment of a document with a single feature value
(e.g., a likelihood or intensity score).

Future Work
Our dataset is an order of magnitude smaller than most
transformer-based approaches, so we are presently extending
it in two ways. First, we are extending the dataset with new
examples, since this will provide additional support for training the transformer model and increasing its F1 scores across
the board. Second, we are gathering additional human ratings
on existing examples to help us assess inter-rater agreement.
Incorporating multiple ratings per example from multiple cultural perspectives will help us capture cultural idiosyncrasies
in language and also identify areas of variable consensus.
We have also identified opportunities of improvement
within our transformer-based model. We plan to augment the
context representation of the relation classifier with broader
token coverage from the BERT output, since the relation F1
is the weakest aspect of the model at present (see Table 1).
Another question is the deliberate use of mechanisms of
moral disengagement over time, within and across communities. Shifts in these mechanisms may indicate shifts in what is
considered acceptable (vs. radical) discourse (Astor, 2019).
This question may be addressed using comparative studies
over time, e.g., in parallel with historical events and social
movements (Garg, Schiebinger, Jurafsky, & Zou, 2018). Our
dataset and examples illustrate that mechanisms of moral disengagement are present in communications of fringe online
communities, but they are also present in public discourse.
Finally, we plan to conduct transfer learning trials, e.g.,
to omit an entire source (e.g., ISIS or incels) from training
and then use it for validation. This will help us characterize
how linguistic indicators of moral disengagement generalize
or vary across different communities.
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Abstract

cognitive principle of prototypicality, whereby more prototypical meanings of a word tend to be more stable over time in
comparison to peripheral meanings (Geeraerts, 1997). Independently, it has been argued that functional principles such
as efficient communication might have shaped the grammaticalization of word meaning (Hopper & Traugott, 2003).

A fundamental goal in cognitive and historical linguistic research on semantic change is to characterize the regularity in
how word meanings change over time. We examine a common belief that has not yet been evaluated comprehensively,
which asserts that gender of a word influences its direction of
semantic change. By this account, female terms like mistress
should undergo pejorative change in meaning systematically
more so than male terms like master. We evaluate this claim in
gender-marked word pairs in English and French respectively
as languages without and with grammatical gender. Our results
provide supporting evidence for gender asymmetry in semantic change of English words but not French words. Our study
raises questions about the generality of the claim about gender
asymmetry in semantic change and provides a scalable computational framework for understanding the social roots of word
meaning change.
Keywords: word meaning; semantic change; gender and language; sentiment analysis

Gender asymmetry in semantic change

Introduction
A theory of word meaning should explain not only how meanings are structured, but also how they vary. One dimension
along which word meanings vary is time. Commonly known
as semantic change or semantic shift (Bréal, 1897), a word’s
meaning may change in many different ways. A fundamental
goal in cognitive and historical linguistic studies on semantic change has been to characterize the regularity in semantic change (Ullmann, 1962; Sweetser, 1991; Geeraerts, 1997;
Traugott & Dasher, 2001). Here we examine a common belief
about gender and semantic change that has not yet been evaluated comprehensively. That is, whether gender of a word
influences its direction of semantic change.
Semantic change refers to the phenomenon that meaning of a word changes over time. Extensive research from
historical linguistics has classified semantic change into
different types (e.g., Ullmann, 1962; Traugott & Dasher,
2001). Some prominent types include narrowing (e.g.,
deer: “animal”→“a ruminant animal”), broadening (e.g.,
Kleenex: “Kleenex tissue”→“any tissue”), amelioration (e.g.,
pretty: “cunning”→“attractive”), and pejoration (e.g., mistress: “housewife”→“woman having an affair”). Related
work from cognitive linguistics has sought to characterize the
regularity or general principles that underlie semantic change.
Some representative theories have considered the cognitive
and functional principles. For instance, it has been suggested
that word meaning change is not arbitrary and reflects the
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We investigate whether social factors might influence the regularity in semantic change. In particular, we examine the role
of gender or more specifically gender bias in shaping the directionality of word meaning change. Our starting point is the
common belief that there exists an asymmetry in the direction
of semantic change for female (or feminine) terms and male
(or masculine) terms: Terms used to describe women tend to
undergo pejorative semantic change, such that they become
increasingly associated with a negative sentiment over time,
whereas the same effect might not be observed in masculine terms (Kochman-Haładyj & Kleparski, 2010; Ng, Chan,
Weatherall, & Moody, 1993).
The idea of gender asymmetry in semantic change is relevant not only from a linguistic perspective, but also for social and psychological reasons. It has been shown that language, and specifically the way in which gender is spoken
about in English, reinforces bias (Bigler & Leaper, 2015). It
has also been shown that gender usage in English has psychological effects on English speakers, which imposes gender stereotypes to its users. For instance, children form gender stereotypes using language as a basis (Bigler & Liben,
2006). If there exists a strong tendency in the pejoration of
female terms but not male terms, then this regularity would
have broad implications for the continued existence of gender bias perpetuated by language.
Figure 1 illustrates the asymmetry with the gendered word
pair cow and bull in English and the equivalent pair vache and
taureau in French. In early 1800s, both words were roughly
on par in terms of their sentiment inferred from natural language use with cow having a slightly more positive sentiment.
Over the course of 200 years, both cow and bull became increasingly more negative in meaning, but cow experienced
a substantially larger decrease in sentiment than bull making it now the more negative sentiment of the two. Although
gender asymmetry in semantic change has been confirmed in
these anecdotal cases, to our knowledge it has not been com-
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Figure 1: An illustration of asymmetry in historical sentiment change of gendered words in English (left) and French (right).
Solid arrows indicate temporal changes in sentiment between consecutive decades during a period of 200 years (1800–2000).
The dots indicate the starting and ending positions of a word in sentiment space.
prehensively evaluated in English or other languages. One
challenge for a scaled evaluation is that it has been difficult to
quantify the sentiment of a word’s meaning historically. This
is especially the case when dealing with implicit or connotational meaning, where a word’s definition may not be fully
reflective of its sentiment at a certain time.
Recent advances in distributed semantic representations of
word meaning have provided support that broad gender biases
are reflected in natural language use (Bolukbasi, Chang, Zou,
Saligrama, & Kalai, 2016; Caliskan, Bryson, & Narayanan,
2017). These findings suggest that gender biases can be captured and measured by computational means in large textual
corpora (e.g., digitized books and news). Using similar techniques, we quantify the degree to which gender bias may influence the directionality of semantic change. We draw on
computational methods to measure the sentiment of words
automatically at scale (Turney & Littman, 2003). Furthermore, by using historical text corpora, we track the directionality of semantic change in words over a long temporal span
(Cook & Stevenson, 2010) by measuring whether a word undergoes amelioration, pejoration, or neither (see Figure 1).

Scope and hypothesis
Socio-linguistic research has found that language use can
be biased, such that people can associate words implicitly
with different groups following group stereotypes (Banaji &
Hardin, 1996). One such example is that words relating to
science are associated more often with men, whereas words
relating to art are associated more often with women, reflecting gender stereotypes (Nosek, Banaji, & Greenwald, 2002).
Psychological work has also shown that as a word becomes
more associated with a particular gender, it tends to adopt the
stereotypes of that gender (Ng et al., 1993). This suggests
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that the change in sentiment of a gendered word could be
the result of a change in that word’s gender alignment rather
than the direct result of a word’s fixed gender. To prevent
the change in a word’s gender alignment from influencing
our evaluation, we focus on analyzing words that belong to
a fixed gender pair. This is to say that we only consider pairs
of words which have the same meaning, but have overt forms
that distinguish the two gender classes. In English, although
gender marking in word forms is not obligatory, there exists
a relatively large set of noun pairs that do make a gender distinction (e.g., actress vs. actor).
To evaluate the generality of the proposal on gender asymmetry in semantic change, we also consider an analysis in
French which has an explicit grammatical gender system. For
instance, every noun and adjective in French is assigned to a
gender (e.g., sorcière and sorcier correspond to the feminine
and masculine forms of the concept “witch” respectively).
If the hypothesis about gender asymmetry holds generally,
we should expect that the sentiment of female terms in both
English and French to become more negative over history. We
do not make any predictions on the directionality of sentiment
change for male terms, although we do predict that the change
in sentiment of male terms should be overall more positive
than that of female terms. In particular, even if male terms
decrease in sentiment over time, they should do so to a lesser
degree than the female counterpart terms.

Computational methodology
To quantify the sentiment of a word, we use the Sentiment
Orientation – Pointwise Mutual Information (SO-PMI) formulation, which is an established method in computational
linguistics described in Turney and Littman (2003). We
use Positive Pointwise Mutual Information (PPMI), a vari-

ant of Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI), that represents
the meaning of a word as a non-negative vector based on its
co-occurrence with context words in text. The formula for
calculating sentiment orientation then follows the method in
Turney and Littman (2003):
SO − PPMI(word) =

PPMI(word, pword)

∑
pword∈Pwords

−

∑

PPMI(word, nword)

2000, and it is binned by decade. This allows us to study the
change in a word’s sentiment over a 200-year temporal span.
For our analyses of sentiment change, words must occur at
least 500 times within a decade. This is the same threshold
used by Hamilton et al. (2016) in their historical analysis of
semantic change.

Gendered word pairs
(1)

nword∈Nwords

Here Pwords represents the set of positive seed words
(i.e., words with canonically positive sentiment such as
good), Nwords represents the set of negative seed words
(i.e., words with canonically negative sentiment such as bad),
and PPMI(word1, word2) equals the Positive Pointwise Mutual Information between two words, calculated identically
to Hamilton, Leskovec, and Jurafsky (2016) which includes
historical data for our analysis (described later).
We take the seed words in English from the General Inquirer (Stone, Littman, Namenwirth, & Ogilvie, 1962). In
French, we use Polarimots (Gala & Brun, 2012). We use
General Inquirer in English because it is standard in sentiment
research and was used in a prior study that explores historical
semantic orientation change (Cook & Stevenson, 2010). We
use Polarimots in French since it includes only single-word
entries and is available to the general public. Both seed sets
can include a word multiple times if it has multiple meanings.
These duplicated entries can either be of the same sentiment
or of opposite sentiments. We remove duplicates of the same
sentiment and if a word has an entry in both the positive and
negative sentiment, because these cancel out in the formula
above and hence has no effect on the sentiment orientation.
In all our analyses, we quantify how the sentiment of a
word changes over time. To calculate a word’s change in sentiment, we take the difference between the word’s sentiment
between the final and starting periods (in our case, these correspond to decades 1990s and 1800s respectively).

We took the gendered word pairs analyzed in English from
Zhao, Zhou, Li, Wang, and Chang (2018). This list is comprised of nouns and includes both singular and plural forms
of words. We omitted the plural forms to ensure that we were
not double counting results for a pair. This list is not intended
to be a definitive list of all gendered pairs in English, but
rather representative enough of the phenomenon to properly
test behaviour. We translated the English pairs into French
using the Larousse English-French dictionary (Larousse Dictionnaire Anglais-Français, 2020). Some words did not have
direct translations, so these were removed. To ensure our
dataset properly represented French gendered noun pairs, we
also included the 100 most common such pairs based on the
numbers of entries in books (New, Pallier, Brysbaert, & Ferrand, 2004). In addition, we also analyzed a list of French adjective pairs which similarly distinguish between masculine
and feminine forms. For adjectives we considered the 200
most common pairs (New et al., 2004). Table 1 shows a sample of gendered word pairs in English and French that span
the spectrum from occupational concepts to other human and
non-human concepts.

Occupation
Human
Nonhuman

Data
To evaluate our hypothesis, we collect data from two sources:
1) historical word statistics that allow us to quantify sentiment change of words based on their context over the past
200 years; 2) a control set of paired gendered words, such as
(actress, actor) in both English and French.

Historical word usage statistics
We use data from Hamilton et al. (2016)
(https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/histwords/) as
our basis for investigating sentiment change in English and
French words. Both the English and the French datasets
are constructed from the Google Book Ngram corpus
(https://books.google.com/ngrams). Hamilton et al.’s
(2016) data contains multiple statistics related to word usage,
particularly PPMI scores between each pair of words in the
dataset. This dataset is also historical and spans from 1800 to
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English
Actor–Actress
Waiter–Waitress
Policeman–Policewoman
Son–Daughter
Fatherhood–Motherhood
Heir–Heiress
Bull–Cow
Rooster–Hen
Stallion–Mare

French
Acteur–Actrice
Serveur–Serveuse
Policier–Policière
Fils–Fille
Paternité–Maternité
Héritier–Héritière
Taureau–Vache
Coq–Poule
Étalon–Jument

Table 1: Sample gendered pairs in English and French.

Results
We evaluate the hypothesis about gender asymmetry in semantic change in three sets of words: 1) English gendered
noun pairs, 2) French gendered noun pairs, and 3) French
gendered adjective pairs.

Evidence for gender asymmetry in English
Table 2 summarizes the results and detailed statistics from
our analysis of the English word pairs. These results indicate
that there is a significant split between the average change
in a word’s sentiment across the gender dimension (p < 0.02

Dataset
Male
Female
All

n
109
96
206

Average
2.2285
-1.1234
0.6434

SD
10.953
9.8552
10.5628

p-value

Dataset
Male
Female

0.012*

n
100
100

Average
2.6085
-0.4999

SD
10.7724
9.8045

Female larger pos
38

SD
9.9811
9.8658

p-value
0.0008*

Table 5: Average sentiment change when female is more positive - English. p-value is calculated by a one-tailed paired
t-test.

Dataset
Male
Female

p-value
0.013*

Table 3: Average sentiment change pairs - English. p-value is
calculated by a one-tailed paired t-test.

Male larger pos
62

Average
3.4482
-2.3813

N/A

Table 2: Average sentiment change - English. p-value is calculated by a permutation test with 100,000 permutations.

Dataset
Male
Female

n
60
60

p-value
0.0105*

Table 4: Comparison of paired movement - English. p-value
is calculated by a permutation test with 100,000 permutations.

from a permutation test), with the female words exhibiting
more negative sentiment than the male words over time. In
particular, we find that sentiment of male words generally increases from the time of their first entry in the dataset to their
last entry. However, the average sentiment of female words
decreases during this time period (see Table 2). When we
separate our data by word gender, this difference in average
sentiment change shows a significant difference between the
two gender groups. One thing to note about these results is
the uneven dataset sizes for male and female words. Here we
are concerned with all possible words from our list, which
means that in the case where one word in a pair does not
meet the inclusion criteria but the other one does, we still
include the qualified word. For this reason, we perform the
same analysis except here we only consider pairs where both
words match the inclusion criteria. In this analysis we include
words multiple times if they belong to multiple pairs. Table
3 summarizes this paired analysis. We observe that our previous results hold similarly in this controlled analysis, where
female words show a significantly more negative trend in their
sentiment over history in comparison to the male counterpart
words (p < 0.02 from a paired t-test).
We also perform a binary analysis of the word pairs by
counting the number of times the male word had a change
in sentiment which was more positive than the female counterpart word, and vice-versa for female words. This analysis allows us to capture the fact that a word’s sentiment may
have increased/decreased, namely that both the male and female forms of the word would have also increased/decreased,
but the degree to which the change occurs is still split across
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n
40
40

Average
1.349
2.3223

SD
11.7487
9.0025

p-value
0.6813

Table 6: Average sentiment change when male is more positive - English. p-value is calculated by a one-tailed paired
t-test.

gender. For instance, if the male word decreases in sentiment by 1 and the female word decreases in sentiment by 10,
then we would infer that the male word had a more positive
change. Table 4 summarizes the results and indicates that
out of 100 word pairs, there is a significantly higher number of cases where a male word changes more positively in
sentiment than its female counterpart word (p < 0.02 from a
permutation test).
Figure 1 illustrates our analysis with an example word pair.
Here we observe how between the gendered pair bull and
cow, cow started off with a slightly more positive sentiment at
1800 but became increasingly more negative over history than
bull. This figure illustrates a supportive case for the hypothesis about gender asymmetry, where female words experience
pejoration over time, more so than male counterpart words.
We perform a further analysis by separating our pairs into
two sets depending on which gendered term was initially
more positive. Using this method of analysis we observe an
effect of regression towards the mean. When the female term
is initially more positive than the male term, then on average the female term undergoes pejoration and the male term
undergoes amelioration (see Table 5), and vice-versa when
the male term is initially more positive (see Table 6). However, this effect is only statistically significant when the female term begins more positive and then undergoes pejoration
(see Table 5). We also perform a permutation test (100,000
permutations) between these two sets and find a significance
effect p < 0.007. This suggests that gender may interact with
regression towards the mean, but the asymmetry still persists
in the English words we studied.
We also considered an analysis comparing words which exist in the corpus starting in 1800, the initial period of the data
available, to words which emerge later. We considered the
possibility that words which exist since 1800 may have already undergone substantial semantic change, and thus future
change would be weaker as the sentiment of these words may
have stabilized. However, when we performed such an analy-

Dataset
Male
Female
All

n
148
98
247

Average
0.1404
0.8065
0.3835

SD
5.2404
4.5463
4.9883

p-value

Dataset
Male
Female
All

0.8459
N/A

Table 7: Average sentiment change - French Nouns. p-value
is calculated by a permutation test with 100,000 permutations.

Dataset
Male
Female

n
100
100

Average
0.7804
0.7702

SD
5.2951
4.6302

p-value

Table 8: Average sentiment change pairs - French Nouns. pvalue is calculated by a one-tailed paired t-test.

Male larger pos
48

Female larger pos
52

p-value
0.6927

Average
0.2154
-0.2371
-0.0068

SD
5.2742
4.5463
5.7949

p-value
0.2179
N/A

Table 10: Average sentiment change sentiment - French Adj.
p-value is calculated by a permutation test with 100,000 permutations.

Dataset
Male
Female

0.4937

n
198
191
389

n
191
191

Average
0.1933
-0.2226

SD
6.1732
5.444

p-value
0.2274

Table 11: Average sentiment change pairs - French Adj. pvalue is calculated by a one-tailed paired t-test.

Male larger pos
100

Female larger pos
91

p-value
0.2801

Table 9: Comparison of paired movement - French Nouns.
p-value is calculated by a permutation test with 100,000 permutations.

Table 12: Comparison of paired movement - French Adj. pvalue is calculated by a permutation test with 100,000 permutations.

sis we observed no significant difference (α = 0.05) between
these two word sets and thus we do not believe this possibility
should be of any concern.1

statistical significance (p = 0.1494 in a paired t-test) in this
reduced sample of word pairs.
In French, we also examine the regression towards the
mean by separating the pairs into two sets depending on if
the male term or the female term is more positive initially.
We find a similar effect of regression towards the mean as is
found in English (see Tables 14 and 15; note we only show the
results for nouns but they are similar for adjectives). Unlike
in English, this effect is significant both when the male term
is initially more positive and when the female term is initially
more positive. This may explain why our overall findings in
French are null, because the effect of regression towards the
mean is strong in both directions. This effect might explain
the difference in results between English and French, namely
the reason for the lack of gendered role on semantic change
in French.
Overall, this set of analyses suggests that the gender asymmetry observed in semantic change of English words does not
hold for French, which is a grammatically gendered language.

Evidence against gender asymmetry in French
To further evaluate whether the hypothesis holds generally
across languages, we repeat the same analysis with the French
word pairs as in the case of English, except that we separate
the results for nouns and adjectives. Tables 7 - 12 summarize
these results. Although the French datasets are comparable in
sample size as the English dataset, we observe no significant
results that support the hypothesis about gender asymmetry
in semantic change of French words. If anything, we find the
opposite effect (with no significance at α = 0.05) in the case
of French nouns, where the male nouns appear to show less
positive sentiment change on average than the female nouns.
These results provide evidence against the hypothesis, but
we performed the final analysis on a more focused set. Recent
work has suggested that the effect of gender bias is present
most prominently on occupation terms across languages including French (Lewis & Lupyan, 2020). Based on this observation, we redid our analysis of French but only on word
pairs that concern people’s occupations. This focused analysis led to results closer to the hypothesis (e.g., female occupation terms show on average a negative trend in sentiment,
whereas the male occupation terms show on average a positive trend, as shown in Table 13), but we still observe no
1 We find the lack of such an effect in French as well and will not
be discussing it further.
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Discussion
We have presented a scalable computational approach to evaluate the hypothesis that gender of a word influences its direction of semantic change (Kochman-Haładyj & Kleparski,
2010; Ng et al., 1993).
In English, our results support the hypothesis. There is
a significant relationship between a word’s gender and the
direction of its sentiment change. In fact, male words appear to increase in sentiment over time and female words ap-

Dataset
Male
Female

n
25
25

Average
1.3529
0.0576

SD
4.1479
4.7116

p-value
0.1494

Table 13: Average sentiment change pairs - French Occupation Nouns. p-value is calculated by a one-tailed paired t-test.

Dataset
Male
Female

n
54
54

Average
2.3552
0.0355

SD
5.5858
4.4467

p-value
0.0015*

Table 14: Average sentiment change when female is more
positive - French Nouns. p-value is calculated by a one-tailed
paired t-test.

Dataset
Male
Female

n
46
46

Average
-1.0682
1.6327

SD
4.2423
4.6922

p-value
0.0066*

Table 15: Average sentiment change when male is more positive - French Nouns. p-value is calculated by a two-tailed
paired t-test.

pear to decrease in sentiment over time. This supports previous research which predicted this pattern (Ng et al., 1993;
Kochman-Haładyj & Kleparski, 2010). Our findings provide
further support that there may be an effect of semantic polarization in English based on gender. We found an effect of regression towards the mean, but this effect was much stronger
when female sentiment was decreasing than when male terms
were. This suggests that gender still played a role in determining future semantic change.
In French, we are unable to find supporting evidence for
the same hypothesis. There appears to be a fundamental difference in how semantic change, particularly word sentiment
change, takes place in French and English. This may be taken
as the result of differences between gendered (e.g., French)
and non-gendered (e.g., English) languages. The existence of
regression towards the mean might explain the lack of findings in French. To verify if grammatical gender plays a role
in explaining our results, future work should consider other
languages, both gendered and non-gendered.
One possible factor in our analyses which could explain the
French results is, as mentioned in the results, the effect of occupational terms on gender bias (Lewis & Lupyan, 2020). By
exclusively analyzing occupational terms our results did not
change in a statistically informed way, however this could
also be attributed to a small sample size. In the future, it
may be possible to reconsider this focused analysis with a
larger set of occupational terms. Another possibility would
be to use a different set of French positive and negative seed
words. The seed words we used were skewed towards male
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terms with 788 male words to 649 female words. This should
not have any effect on the results per se, because we are interested in change of sentiment at an individual-word level,
for which they are always effected by the same seed words.
However, it may have led to unforeseen consequences where
change was more likely in male words because there were
more seed words to cause change. Furthermore, many sentiment lexicons in French use short phrases as well as single
words. Due to the character of the dataset we used, analysis
at the level of phrases was infeasible, but in the future it could
be informative to consider an analysis that involves phrases.
Finally, while studying French nouns, roughly a quarter of
our pairs were translations of the English pairs, whereas the
rest were simply common gendered pairs. The quality of our
French translations may have been poor, however when we
separate these two sets we see no significant difference in the
results, so we do not consider this a concern.
A theoretical concern to interpret our different results
across two languages may be that words are not so much
changing in sentiment, but rather as a word becomes more
commonly used it also more closely reflects gender biases.
Therefore, as female alternatives to male nouns become more
widespread in usage, the bias in female words’ usage might
also become more exaggerated. In English, the increase in
the average number of occurrences from a female word’s first
appearance to its last appearance in our dataset is about 4.5
times larger than that of male words. Specifically, the average number occurrences of a male word in English increased
by 21-fold and for a female word increased by 86-fold. For
nouns in French, female word usage increased 2.5 times more
than male usage, and for adjectives in French, female word
usage increased 0.95-fold more than male usage. By being a
gendered language, the usage of gendered words in French is
quite ingrained into the language, whereas in English this is
often a newer phenomenon, with words such as policewoman
and chairwoman only becoming used in recent years to make
English more inclusive (Bigler & Leaper, 2015). This might
have offered English with more opportunities to introduce
gender biases, and thus see a pattern of semantic change,
whereas in French these biases may already be ingrained.

Conclusion
Our study provides a computational framework for studying
the relation of gender and semantic change. We find a consistent trend in how gender correlates with the direction of
sentiment change in English but not in French. We have connected research in historical linguistics and social psychology to examine how gender bias might play a role in shaping
the historical development of word meaning. One potential
direction for the future is to explore this intersection, by extending our investigation toward gender-neutral words which
may still be associated to a specific gender. This would allow us to understand how a shift in a word’s perceived gender
might impact its direction of semantic change.
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Abstract
What computations enable humans to leap from mere observations to rich explanatory theories? Prior work has focused
on stochastic algorithms that rely on random, local perturbations to model the search for satisfactory theories. Here we
introduce a new approach inspired by the practice of ‘debugging’ from computer programming, whereby learners use past
experience to constrain future proposals, and are thus able to
consider large leaps in their current theory to fix specific deficiencies. We apply our ‘debugging’ algorithm to the magnetism domain introduced by (Ullman, Goodman, & Tenenbaum, 2010) and compare its efficiency and accuracy to their
stochastic-search algorithm. We find that our algorithm not
only requires fewer iterations to find a solution, but that the
solutions it finds more reliably recover the correct latent theories, and are more robust to sparse data. Our findings suggest
the promise of such constraint-based approaches to emulate
the way humans efficiently navigate large, discrete hypothesis
spaces.
Keywords: debugging; program synthesis; theory learning

Introduction
A fundamental aspect of human reasoning is the drive to go
beyond individual observations toward more general explanations (Lombrozo, 2006). This drive to explain more of
the world we see in terms of more unified theories is perhaps most obviously manifest in the process of scientific discovery. For example, at the turn of the 20th century many
physicists were convinced that they were on the cusp of confirming the existence of the luminiferous aether, an invisible medium permeating all of space that supposedly carried
light waves. The decisive blow to the aether came as a result
of the Michelson-Morley experiment, which found no evidence for such a medium, and its failure eventually led to the
formulation of special relativity, a more successful unifying
physical theory (Staley, 2009). The importance of using such
evidence to strongly constrain the development of scientific
theories has long been of a subject of discussion in philosophy of science (Kuhn, 1962; Platt, 1964). The key component
of such a theory-development process is that the addition of
some constraining evidence may require large, discontinuous
jumps in the space of all possible theories. How might similar principles be applied to explain the theories that ordinary
people derive to explain their everyday observations (Gopnik
& Meltzoff, 1998; Schulz, 2012; Carey, 1985)?
A large body of work in cognitive science investigating the
principles governing which theories people acquire across a
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variety of different domains has argued that it conforms to
the predictions of Bayesian inference, whereby learners reliably select hypotheses according to their posterior probability (Tenenbaum, 1999; Ullman et al., 2010; Ullman &
Tenenbaum, 2020). However, efficiently navigating the posterior probability landscapes poses severe algorithmic challenges, especially for hypotheses defined over large combinatoric spaces of discrete alternatives. In such domains it is
computationally intractable to evaluate every hypothesis, and
conventional search or sampling strategies are often stymied
by their non-differentiable, disjointed character. A prominent proposal for how humans might nevertheless navigate
such hypothesis spaces, known as stochastic search, employs
Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) to explore the space of
possible theories, which operates by randomly sampling local
changes to the currently held theory (Ullman et al., 2010).
Although this algorithm achieved some success, it is not
clear whether it can serve as a reasonable process model of
how humans update their theories. In particular, such stochastic sampling approaches cannot propose directed modifications to the current theory that make effective use of previously encountered constraints, and the proposed modifications are usually local. Here we present a computational
model that updates its currently held theory by asking where
and why its current proposal went wrong, and accumulates
these constraints to guide its future proposals. We call our algorithm the “debugging” algorithm, reflecting the similarity
between the way it operates and the way that computer programmers diagnose and repair specific deficiencies in software (Shapiro, 1982; Zeller, 1999; Rule, 2020). Our experiments show that our algorithm is not only substantially more
efficient than stochastic search, but that it also achieves higher
accuracy in recovering the latent theories, even under sparse
data.

Theories as Logic Programs
What is a theory? Consider the example domain of magnetism introduced in (Ullman et al., 2010): the learner is confronted with a collection of objects a, b, . . . , j, and gets to observe that some pairs of these objects interact, and other pairs
do not (see Fig. 1 “data”). The learner must come up with an
explanation for these patterns of interactions. It might postulate that there are three types of objects: plastic, magnets, and
metals. Further, it might specify laws that allow it to deduce

data

constraint-based theory acquisition
theory

Interact(f,i)
Interact(j,c)
...

Interact(a,g)
...

  

propose


evaluate

subject to
minimize

satisfiable

Interact(X, Y) <- P(X)^P(Y)
Interact(X, Y) <- P(X)^Q(Y)
Interact(X, Y) <- Interact(Y, X)

model
P(X) “magnets”

rule space
r0: P(a)
r1: P(b)
...

r9: P(j)
r10: Q(a)

r11: Q(b)
...
r19: Q(j)
r20: Interact(X, Y) <- P(X)^P(Y)
r21: Interact(X, Y) <- P(X)^Q(Y)
r22: Interact(X, Y) <- Interact(Y, X)^Q(X)
...

“plastic”

derives

why?

Q(X) “metals”

whynot?

cannot derive

Figure 1: The “debug” algorithm applied to the domain of magnetism. The data D includes all pairs which we know to either
interact, or not. To explain these data, we postulate a logical program (R) comprised of a theory (domain laws) and a model
(mapping predicates of the theory onto objects). The algorithm finds a suitable program by repeatedly proposing candidates,
evaluating where they deviated from the data, and growing constraints to avoid similar errors in the future (see text).
whether a given pair of objects interacts based on their types
(e.g. magnets interact with magnets). Such laws capture the
abstract, reusable knowledge, and hence may be considered
the “theory”. Finally, to connect the theory with the observations, the learner must also classify the objects a, b, . . . , j
into the three types; this concrete, non-reusable knowledge is
referred to as the “model”.
Following (Ullman et al., 2010), we formalize knowledge
as logic programs (Cropper & Dumančić, 2020; Evans &
Grefenstette, 2018). A logic program is a set of rules. For
example, we can represent the theory of magnetism using the
following three rules:
Rule 1:
Rule 2:
Rule 3:

Interact(X,Y ) ← P(X) ∧ P(Y )
Interact(X,Y ) ← P(X) ∧ Q(Y )
Interact(X,Y ) ← Interact(Y, X)

Theory acquisition as Bayesian Program Induction
A learner is confronted with an unlabeled collection of objects, and notes that some pairs of objects interact (D+ ), while
other pairs fail to interact (D− ); see Fig. 1 “data”. Given the
the observed data D = {D+ , D− }, the learner must find a set
of rules R (i.e. a logic program) that derives the facts in D+
and cannot derive the facts in D− . The rule set R = T ∪ M
contains both theory rules T and model rules M. We assume
that the space of all possible rules R is given, so R ⊂ R .
Candidate programs can be evaluated in a Bayesian framework: by using the posterior probability of the rules given the
observed data D:
P(R|D) ∝ P(D|R)P(R)

(2)

(1)

The meaning of a rule is that its left-hand side is true if its
right-hand side is true. Hence, this theory states that objects
of class P can interact with each other and with objects of
class Q, and that interactions are symmetric. Here P, Q, and
Interact are predicates, which represent set and relations over
objects; X and Y are variables that can be substituted with
atoms, i.e. concrete objects. A rule with an empty right-hand
side is called a fact; for example P( f ) is a fact that simply
states that atom f belongs to type P. Thus, using a combination of general rules and facts, we can represent both the
theory and the model in a unified format as a logic program.
A logic program can derive new facts: for example, given
P( f ) and P( j) and the rules in Eq. 1, we can derive the
fact Interact( j, f ) using the rules 1 and 3. Under the logicprogram formulation, if a particular interaction cannot be derived from known rules, then it is assumed to be false.
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where P(D|R) represents the likelihood of the data given the
rule set. Here we adopt a simple error likelihood, wherein
observed data have a probability of ε of deviating from the
predictions of the program R. P(R) represents the prior probability of the rule set that discourages large rule sets and complex rules.
While we can define the goal of the learner in these simple
terms, the actual challenge lies in finding suitable programs
under this posterior. The set of candidate programs is a huge
discrete space: even with only 55 possible rules—the size
of R used in our experiments—the size of the search space
is on the order of 1016 . What kind of algorithm might support search in such a seemingly intractable space? Prior work
on theory acquisition (Ullman et al., 2010) used stochastic
search to explore this space, which we argue is inefficient; instead we propose a new approach based on constraint-based
program synthesis. Next we give an overview of the prior
approach, and then present our approach.

A

Ullman et al. (2010) suggest that the intractable search program inherent in theory acquisition may be characterized as
stochastic search via Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC).
MCMC maintains the current hypothesis R, and in each
search iteration is proposes a new hypothesis R0 from a distribution based on R. When learning logic programs, the proposal distribution Q(R0 |R) is obtained by syntactically local
changes to the current program, such as randomly adding,
deleting, or substituting a predicate or a rule. The proposed theories are then scored according to the posterior, and
accepted in accordance with the Metropolis-Hastings rule.
Ullman et al. (2010) specifies a particular nested search process, wherein an outer MCMC loop samples theory rules, and
then an inner loop attempts to find the best model predicate
assignments for that theory using Gibbs sampling (Geman &
Geman, 1984).
The key feature of such MCMC-based stochastic search is
that proposal distributions are, by definition, Markovian: they
only depend on the current theory, regardless of which theories had been previously considered. This means that new
theories are proposed with no regard for how successful previous hypotheses were or where they went wrong. Consequently, the search process has no memory, and does not itself
learn during search.

Constraint-Based Synthesis
To make the search more efficient, we need to equip it with a
memory, so the algorithm can keep track of its past mistakes
and learn from them. To this end we take inspiration from
an area of computer science called program synthesis; in particular, we build upon an existing synthesizer for logic programs called P RO S YNTH (Raghothaman, Mendelson, Zhao,
Naik, & Scholz, 2019). Fig. 1 illustrates our full algorithm.
In what follows, we first summarize the core P RO S YNTH algorithm and then highlight the changes we made to adapt it
to the theory acquisition domain.
Like stochastic search, P RO S YNTH has a proposal stage
and an evaluation stage, but, critically, it maintains a constraint to accumulate knowledge about where prior hypotheses went wrong. The constraint ϕ is a logical formula that
describes the set of acceptable logic programs. For example,
the constraint ϕ = (r0 ∨r2 )∧¬(r0 ∧r1 ) means that a candidate
program must include one of the rules r0 or r2 and exclude
one of the rules r0 or r1 . At the proposal stage, P RO S YNTH
proposes a new theory subject to the current constraint ϕ; it
uses a constraint solver to do so efficiently.
At the start of the search, ϕ starts out empty (True), but
throughout the course of the algorithm it accumulates knowledge from failures of previously entertained theories. At the
evaluation stage, P RO S YNTH considers counter-examples—
predictions that do not match the data—and grows the constraints to avoid the causes of errors in the future. There are
two kinds of counter-examples. When the current program
derives a fact I ∈ D− known to be false, P RO S YNTH asks why
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Figure 2: (A) Derivation tree for Interact(a, b) in our running
example. Model rules colored in orange, theory rules in blue.
(B) There are 376 unique rules found during the 500 runs of
MCMC. We take the rules to the left of the elbow point to be
our initial candidate rule set.
that erroneous derivation was made (which rules were used to
derive I), and modifies the constraint to exclude this combination of rules from all future programs. Likewise, when the
current theory fails to derive a fact I ∈ D+ known to be true,
P RO S YNTH asks why-not? (which rule omissions are preventing I from being derived) and modifies the constraints to
require that one of these rules be included.
Why? Suppose our current proposed theory is T =
{r20 , r21 , r22 } and our current model is M = {r0 , r1 , r10 }; these
rules are shown in Fig. 1 “rule space”. Fig. 2A shows how
this rule set can derive the fact Interact(a, b) ∈ D− that is
known to be false. Since this derivation is using the rules
{r1 , r10 , r21 , r22 }, P RO S YNTH updates the current constraint
ϕ to ϕ ∧ ¬(r1 ∧ r10 ∧ r21 ∧ r22 ) to require that one of the rules
from the problematic combination be excluded.
Why not? Suppose in the next iteration the constraint
solver proposes the same model but removes r22 from the theory in order to satisfy the new constraint. However, the new
program fails to derive Interact( f , i) ∈ D+ : the constraint
solver has clearly excluded too many rules. At this point
P RO S YNTH attempts to find a small set of excluded rules
that are absolutely necessary to derive Interact( f , i). To this
end, it uses a technique called delta debugging (Zeller, 1999),
which systematically explores smaller and smaller subsets of
the excluded rules and asks “what if I included all rules except this small subset”? In this sense, delta debugging can
be thought of as counterfactual reasoning. In our example,
P RO S YNTH finds that a program with all rules except {r5 ,
r18 } (i.e. P( f ) and Q( f )) still fails to derive Interact( f , i): in
other words, even with the most permissive theory, f cannot
interact unless it is either a magnet or a metal. Hence one

of these two rules must be included in all future programs; it
updates the current constraint ϕ accordingly to ϕ ∧ (r5 ∨ r18 ).

Jointly learning theory and model
The typical problem formulation in logic program synthesis
is: given the input facts (the model) and the output facts (the
observations), find the rules that can derive the observations
from the model. The theory acquisition domain differs from
this typical formulation in that the model is not given, but
needs to be learned. Stochastic search (Ullman et al., 2010)
uses a separate Gibbs sampling loop to learn the best model
for the current theory. However, this approach is fundamentally inconsistent with learning from failures, since it is impossible to impose a constraint on a theory irrespective of the
model. Instead, unlike stochastic search and traditional program synthesis, our algorithm learns the model and theory
jointly by postulating a place-holder truth predicate that allows P RO S YNTH to treat the model rules as part of the program rather than the input to the program.

Bayesian Constraint-Based Synthesis
Core P RO S YNTH is not suited for Bayesian program induction. The reason is that its proposal stage does not perform
optimization, and instead simply queries a SAT (i.e. Boolean
satisfiability) solver for any program that satisfies the constraint ϕ. As a result, although P RO S YNTH is able to find a
program that perfectly fits the data, it does not guarantee that
this program is parsimonious according to the prior P(R).
To overcome this issue, we made an important modification to the P RO S YNTH’s proposal stage. Instead of using a
SAT solver, we use a MaxSAT (i.e. maximal satisfiability)
solver (Bjorner, Phan, & Fleckenstein, 2015), to find proposals that not only satisfy the constraints, but also maximize the
prior.
P(R) ∝ exp (−length(R))
(3)
For our algorithm we use ε = 0 in the definition of the likelihood, which means that any program that makes mispredictions has a likelihood (and posterior) of zero, and all programs
that make no errors have a likelihood of 1.
P(D|R) = 1[match(prediction, D)]

(4)

Consequently, a program that maximizes the prior and has a
non-zero likelihood also maximizes the posterior. As a result,
the first program we evaluate that has makes no prediction
errors is guaranteed to maximize the posterior (Eq. 2).

Stochastic Rule-Space Prioritization
The final modification we made to the core P RO S YNTH algorithm has to do with the rule space R . As explained above,
P RO S YNTH takes as input a finite space of rules, from which
the constraint solver picks the current proposal. In the domain
of theory acquisition, however, the space of all possible rules
is unbounded: one can always create longer and longer rules
by adding more predicates to the right-hand side. To overcome this discrepancy, we can stratify the infinite space of
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rules into finite layers R = {R0 ∪ R1 ∪ . . .}. With this stratification in place, we can first invoke P RO S YNTH with the
space R0 ; if there is no solution in this space (i.e. the constraint ϕ becomes unsatisfiable), we can invoke P RO S YNTH
again with R0 ∪ R1 , and so on. The challenge is to split the
rules into layers in such a way that rules that are more likely
a priori to be a part of the optimal program appear in earlier
strata.
A naive way to split the rules is by their length, however
not all rules of the same length are equally useful in theories. Ullman et al. (2010) used this observation to speed
up stochastic search by equipping the MCMC algorithm with
templates, or canonical forms of rules that capture structure
likely to be used. These templates were encouraged to be
used during sampling an initial theory and proposing a new
theory. To provide P RO S YNTH with the same beneficial bias,
we randomly sampled 500 times from their given templates
as seeds and ran MCMC chain from each seed for 1600 iterations, always accepting the proposed change. We collected
every rule in every theory explored during these runs and calculated the frequency of each rule (see Fig. 2B); these frequencies essentially provide an estimate of the true prior used
by the stochastic search in (Ullman et al., 2010). We then
stratify the rules based on fixed cut-offs on their frequency,
setting the initial layer R0 to include all the rules left of the elbow point as an approximation of how templates were used in
MCMC. This stratification yields 35 theory rules in R0 (capturing 99.87% of the theory rules sampled by MCMC).

Results
In the preceding section, we introduced our algorithm for
theory acquisition. Here, we compare our algorithm with
MCMC introduced in (Ullman et al., 2010) and test the claim
that our algorithm improves upon its stochastic search counterpart.

Learning more efficiently and accurately
Following Ullman et al., we consider a concrete system with
3 magnets, 5 magnetic objects and 2 non-magnetic objects.
The learner was given full observations (i.e. interactions between every pair of objects) and none of the laws or core predicate structure to begin with. We run both models 10 times.
For MCMC, each run comprises 1600 iterations of the outer
Metropolis-Hastings loop sampling over candidate theories
and each outer iteration sprouts an inner loop that learns the
correct model assignment. For the “debugging” algorithm,
each outer iteration corresponds to one call to the SAT solver,
and each inner iteration corresponds to one hypothetical theory and model proposed in the why-not step. For fair comparison, we unroll both outer and inner loops in both algorithms
and record every iteration at the finest grain, this amounts to
considering one iteration to be an evaluation of a single candidate ruleset. The results are shown in Figure 3.
We first measure the posterior probability of the theories
learned by both algorithms, which is the standard established
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Figure 3: (A) Log posterior for both algorithms across all runs. (B) Zooming into the dashed box in (A), when both algorithms’
log posterior score went flat. (C) F1 score for theories learned by both algorithms. Note that all x axes are in logarithmic scale.
by Ullman et al. (2010). To favor MCMC, we use the posterior that it uses to search (rather than the all-or-nothing
posterior implicit in the debugging algorithm). Although for
MCMC the posterior rises quickly, as the algorithm aims to
fit the data, the MCMC algorithm usually gets stuck in local optima and ends up learning sub-optimal, larger theories. In contrast, the “debugging” algorithm always learns the
globally optimal theory, yielding an eventual posterior 14.88
(e2.70 ) times higher than the answer found by MCMC (see
Figure 3A).
We further evaluate both algorithms on another two metrics:
(a) Accuracy – we used the F1 score as our measure of
theory-learning accuracy, which reflects the degree to which
the theory learned by the algorithm coincided with the ground
truth theory. F1 lies in the range [0,1] with higher scores indicating greater accuracy. It is computed by taking the harmonic mean of the precision (i.e., the proportion of learned
theory rules that coincided with the ground truth theory) and
recall (i.e., the proportion of the ground truth theory that coincided with the learned theory):
F1 =

2
(precision−1 + recall −1 )

(5)

(b) Efficiency -– how quickly the algorithm converges
on a satisfactory solution.
Figure 3C shows the theory F1 score for both algorithms
as a function of iteration, revealing three effects. First, the
MCMC algorithm exhibits greater variance because the proposed new theories are random, unguided, perturbations of
the current theory, whereas the “debugging” algorithm produces a relatively more consistent result. Second, the “debugging” algorithm performs better in terms of asymptotic F1
score: of all 10 runs, the “debugging” algorithm always converges to the groundtruth theory, whereas for MCMC, only
2 out of 10 learned the exact correct theory. In addition,
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the number of iterations the “debugging” algorithm requires
to converge is one order of magnitude smaller than that of
MCMC.

More robust learning under sparse data
To test the robustness of learning when only partial evidence
is observable, we evaluated the algorithms on random subsets
of the data. We considered subsets ranging from 5% to 100%
(in 5% increments) of the full set of observations. For each
subset fraction, we sampled 10 times and run both algorithms
on each sample. Both algorithms can learn programs from
subsets of data that not only capture the observed data, but
also correctly generalize to new data (Figure 4A). However,
the “debugging” algorithm exhibits much better accuracy for
theories at nearly all subsampling ratios (see Figure 4B).
Furthermore, even at a low percentage of sampled data
(e.g. 20%), the “debugging” algorithm can still learn a reasonable theory (F1 = 0.89), even though at that subsampling
ratio it cannot accurately generalize to unobserved data (F1 =
0.64). This result is consistent with the “Blessing of Abstraction” (Goodman, Ullman, & Tenenbaum, 2011): abstract theory knowledge is acquired relatively easily, even when concrete details of the model (such as which objects get which
predicates) are still ambiguous.

How does “debugging” learn?
We claimed that MCMC can only propose local changes to
its current theory while the “debugging” algorithm can make
large, non-local changes, leading to better performance. To
verify this, for both algorithms, we measured the similarity
between the proposed theory and current theory, defined as
2X/N, where X represents the number of matched laws between the current theory and the proposed theory, and N represents the total number of laws in both theories.
The “debugging” algorithms shows a lower similarity
score, suggesting that it’s able to make larger, more variable
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Figure 4: The F1 score for data and theory as a function of
proportion of randomly sampled data from the full observation. MCMC learns suboptimal and larger theories.

jumps as needed in syntactic space. The lower mean similarity coincides with greater variance, indicating that the mean is
lower due to its willingness to undertake the occasional large
jumps (see Figure 5A).
We next test the claim that accumulating evidence from
prior iterations of the search process helps the “debugging”
algorithm find answers efficiently. We calculated the number
of theories that satisfy all constraints after each call to the
SAT solver. As shown in Figure 5B, the space of possible
theories shrinks by a factor of 4 per outer loop iteration as the
constraints builds up, indicating that accumulating constraints
are critical to the efficiency of our search algorithm.

Discussion
In this paper, we presented a computational model that can
learn from its past failures when searching for a theory to
explain its observations. We demonstrated that our algorithm acquires theories more efficiently and accurately than
its stochastic counterparts, and exhibits more robust learning under sparse data. Our “debugging” algorithm relies on
the accumulation of errors to make its search more efficient.
Such efficient use of errors is reminiscent of the way that
backpropagation is used to guide learning of weight parameters in artificial neural networks. However, despite the efficiency of such learning algorithms in continuous parameter
spaces, they fundamentally rely on calculating gradients, and
thus are not well suited to discrete, combinatoric hypothesis
spaces. By contrast, the “debugging” algorithm employs an
error-driven learning strategy that can efficiently search over
disjointed, non-differentiable domains, including the space of
all programs.
Capturing graded patterns in human theory acquisition will
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Figure 5: (A) The similarity between the proposed and current theory. Score is averaged across 10 runs. (B) The size of
hypothesis space where the “debugging” algorithm can propose new theories from as a function of iterations. Score is
averaged across 10 runs.

require several refinements to our algorithm. First, the “debugging” algorithm currently assumes that observations have
no noise, and thus is designed to accumulate constraints to fit
all observations. Human learners, by contrast, cannot avoid
such noise, so in future work we aim to alter the way our
“debugging” algorithm handles constraints in order to accommodate noisy observations. A second concern about the realworld plausibility of the “debugging” algorithm is that it relies on a state-of-the-art SAT solver to find a set of rules to
satisfy the set of constraints learned incrementally during the
search process. Nonetheless, the SAT solver exhibits some
key features of human reasoning that are conspicuously absent from stochastic search. Specifically, it learns during
search by accumulating errors and thus becomes markedly
more efficient after the first few iterations. Overall, we believe that further development of such constraint-based algorithms that incorporate error-driven learning may lead to better algorithmic theories of how humans efficiently navigate
large, discrete hypothesis spaces.
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Abstract
Cognates – words which share form and meaning across two
languages – have been extensively studied to understand the
bilingual mental lexicon. One consistent finding is that bilingual
speakers process cognates faster than non-cognates, an effect
known as cognate facilitation. Yet, there is no agreement on the
underlying factors driving this effect. In this paper, we use computational modeling to test whether the effect can be explained
by the cumulative frequency hypothesis. We train a computational language model on two language pairs (Dutch–English,
Norwegian–English) under different conditions of input presentation and test it on sentence stimuli from two existing studies
with bilingual speakers of those languages. We find that our
model can exhibit a cognate effect, lending support to the cumulative frequency hypothesis. Further analyses reveal that the
size of the effect in the model depends on its linguistic accuracy. We interpret our results within the literature on cognate
processing.
Keywords: cognate facilitation effect; cumulative frequency;
bilingualism; language model; sentence processing

Introduction
Cognates are words that share form and meaning across languages, like the noun winter, which has identical orthography
and meaning in English and Dutch.1 Cognates are widely studied in bilingual language comprehension and production as
they may be central to our understanding of bilingual lexical
access (Costa, Caramazza, & Sebastian-Galles, 2000). One
consistent finding about cognates is that bilingual speakers
process them faster than non-cognates (and than monolingual speakers do), known as the cognate facilitation effect.
This effect has been reported across various experimental
tasks, including sentence processing (Costa et al., 2000; Dijkstra, Grainger, & van Heuven, 1999; Libben & Titone, 2009;
Schwartz & Kroll, 2006, etc.). For instance, Dutch–English
bilinguals read the English example (1) faster with the cognate
word winter than with the control word prison (‘gevangenis’
in Dutch), even though the two words are matched on their
English corpus frequencies (Bultena, Dijkstra, & van Hell,
2014).
(1)

The residents dislike the [winter / prison] ...
cognate control

1 Cognates can be spelled with small differences across languages,
but here we focus on identical cognates.
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The exact nature of the facilitation effect, however, is not
known. One open question is whether it is driven by the higher
cumulative frequency of cognates compared to non-cognates
(Midgley, Holcomb, & Grainger, 2011; Voga & Grainger,
2007): due to the identical form, Dutch–English bilinguals
encounter a cognate such as winter more frequently than a
non-cognate such as prison. This effectively makes cognates
similar to words with very high frequency within one language.
Although the cumulative frequency hypothesis has found some
empirical support (Voga & Grainger, 2007; Strijkers, Costa,
& Thierry, 2010), it is not universally accepted. For example,
van Hell and Dijkstra (2002) argue that cognate facilitation is
not just due to cumulative frequency and that cognates have a
special type of representation in the mental lexicon.
The current paper investigates whether the cognate facilitation effect in sentence processing can be explained by cumulative word frequency. We use computational language
modeling, a well-established paradigm in research on online
language processing (e.g., Smith & Levy, 2013). Language
models are well-suited for studying online processing, because
they predict the next word in a sentence, and their predictions correlate with human reading times (e.g., Goodkind &
Bicknell, 2018). The exact relationship between a word’s predictability in context and its (unigram) frequency is not known
(e.g., Staub, 2015; Shain, 2019), but more frequent words tend
to also be more predictable in neural language models (Xie
et al., 2015). Importantly, such models provide full control
over the input data, so that the exact frequencies of cognates
and non-cognates can be counted, and they treat cognates and
non-cognates in exactly the same way, without assigning cognates any special status. This makes computational language
modeling a suitable paradigm to test the cumulative frequency
hypothesis.
We train the model on two (Dutch–English, Norwegian–
English) languages and test it on stimuli from two experiments
on the reading of identical cognates in English sentence contexts, carried out with corresponding bilingual populations
(Bultena et al., 2014; Winther, 2017). The sentence contexts contain a target word which is either a cognate or a
non-cognate (control) word, as in (1) above. Because the

Dutch–English cognate winter occurs in both languages, a
model trained on Dutch and English will encounter this word
overall more frequently than the control word, prison. If our
model predicts cognates to be more likely than non-cognates in
the same sentence context, this would support the cumulative
frequency hypothesis. We consider multiple model variants,
trained under different conditions of input data presentation,
through manipulating three variables: first language (L1) pretraining, inter-sentential language mixing in the input, and
first-to-second language (L1:L2) input ratio. These manipulations change the cumulative frequencies of cognate and control
words and allow us to investigate under which conditions, if
any, the cognate facilitation effect is observed in the model.
Our main contribution in this study is a test of the cumulative frequency hypothesis using a computational language
model trained on two languages, which we evaluate against
human experimental data with Dutch–English and Norwegian–
English bilinguals (Bultena et al., 2014; Winther, 2017). We
show that the model can predict the cognate facilitation effect
observed in human data. Our cumulative frequency analysis
confirms that frequency explains the model’s predictions better
than the words’ cognate status alone. We also find that the size
of the cognate effect in the model depends on its linguistic
accuracy.

Background
Cognate Facilitation Effect
A cognate facilitation effect in sentence processing has been
observed across many language pairs (e.g., Bultena et al.,
2014; Schwartz & Kroll, 2006; Libben & Titone, 2009). Here,
we focus on Dutch–English and Norwegian–English, due to
the availability of human experimental data with identical
cognates. Specifically, we evaluate our model on the stimuli
from two studies on cognate processing in second language
(L2) sentence contexts by Dutch–English (Bultena et al., 2014,
henceforth B14) and Norwegian–English bilinguals (Winther,
2017, henceforth W17). In both studies, bilingual participants
read L2 English sentences containing either cognates or noncognates (matched on their English frequency) whilst their
eye movements were measured. Shorter reading times were
observed for cognates than for control words.

Language Modeling and Bilingualism
In research on monolingual online sentence processing, language models are commonly used to study a variety of phenomena (e.g., Gulordava, Bojanowski, Grave, Linzen, & Baroni, 2018; Arehalli & Linzen, 2020). In the computational
study of bilingualism, to our knowledge, only Frank (2014)
and Frank, Trompenaars, and Vasishth (2016) trained such
models on natural language data from two languages at the
same time (see also Frank, 2021). These two studies found a
significant correlation between the bilingual model’s predictions and reading times of L1 Dutch and L2 English sentences
by Dutch–English bilinguals.
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Table 1: Number of sentences and tokens in the training corpora. The corpora are matched on number of sentences.
Sentences (mln.)
All languages

Tokens (mln.)
Norw. Dutch English

Train
Validation
Test

1.6
0.2
0.2

28.2
3.5
3.5

29.0
3.6
3.6

42.5
5.3
5.3

Total

2.0

35.2

36.3

53.1

While it is common to compare various language model architectures on how well they predict human data (e.g., Futrell
et al., 2019), we are interested to test whether the cognate
facilitation effect can be predicted by any language model
trained on two languages. We choose to use a long short-term
memory (LSTM; Hochreiter & Schmidhuber, 1997) model,
because it has been commonly used in online processing studies mentioned above and is arguably a cognitively plausible
model (Merkx & Frank, 2020).

Methods
Our general approach is to train the model on data from one
or two languages and evaluate its linguistic accuracy and its
ability to predict the data from the two experimental studies
with cognates, B14 and W17.

Training Data
To simulate L1 input, we use two corpora created from Dutch
and Norwegian Wikipedia. For L2 input, we use an existing
English Wikipedia corpus (Gulordava et al., 2018). We follow
standard practices for data preprocessing: limit the vocabulary to the 50k most frequent words for each corpus, replace
the remaining tokens with the unknown symbol, and exclude
sentences with more than 5% unknown tokens. Each preprocessed corpus is divided into the standard 80/10/10 split for
training, validation and test sets. The corpus statistics are set
out in Table 1.

Model
We use an LSTM language model, namely the baseline implementation of van Schijndel and Linzen (2018)2 , adopting their
architecture and hyperparameters: two hidden layers (650
units each), with 650-dimensional word embeddings, a learning rate of 20, a dropout rate of 0.2 and a batch size of 128.
The models are trained for 30 epochs (without early stopping)
and are tested every 10 epochs, unless specified otherwise.
The model’s task is to predict the next word wi given its
preceding context, which yields a probability distribution
P(wi |w1 ...wi−1 ). The model’s performance is measured by
2 https://github.com/vansky/neural-complexity.

Note
that van Schijndel and Linzen (2018) trained the model for 40 epochs,
but we stop after 30 epochs due to very small improvements after
that.

Table 2: Log-frequencies of each word type per L1:L2 training
condition. Mean (M) and standard deviation (SD) are shown.
English
M
SD

50:50
M
SD

B14 (Dutch–English data)
Cognate 3.32 0.56
3.18
Control 3.05 0.69
2.75
W17 (Norwegian–English data)
Cognate 2.85 0.65
2.64
Control 2.79 0.51
2.50

Table 3: Characteristics of the six bilingual models.

75:25
M
SD

0.54
0.71

3.08
2.43

0.55
0.77

0.64
0.52

2.46
2.20

0.64
0.53

PPL =

!− 1

N

∏ P (wi |w1 ...wi−1 )

(1)

+
+
−
−
−
−

+
+
−
−
+
+

50:50
75:25
50:50
75:25
50:50
75:25

Un-/bal.
Unbal.
Balanc.
Unbal.
Balanc.
Unbal.

Sequen.
Sequen.
Sequen.
Sequen.
Simult.
Simult.

We first train monolingual models on each of the three languages independently: English, Dutch, and Norwegian. We
report each model’s linguistic accuracy (perplexity) on the test
set for the respective language. These are used as monolingual points of comparison to evaluate the performance of the
bilingual models.

where N is the total number of tokens in the test set. Lower
perplexity indicates a higher probability assigned to the test
data, i.e., a better fit of the language model to the test data.

Model Evaluation
To estimate whether our model successfully learns two languages, we first report the model’s perplexity on the Wikipedia
test data. This indicates the model’s overall linguistic accuracy, i.e., its ability to predict the following word in natural
language sentences.
Our main goal is to determine under which conditions, if
any, the bilingual model displays a cognate effect. For this, we
use surprisal (S), a commonly used measure thought to reflect
the cognitive effort of processing a word in a given context
(Hale, 2001; Smith & Levy, 2013):
(2)

We expect the model to display lower surprisal values for
cognates than their controls on two sets of test stimuli: 21
pairs of B14’s noun sentence stimuli and 28 pairs of W17’s
semantically constraining sentences. We also measure the size
of the cognate effect for a given pair of words as the difference
in surprisal values: a greater difference between the control
and the cognate words occurring in the same context indicates
a larger effect size:
∆S(wi ) = Scontroli − Scognatei

PT- MX -50
PT- MX -25
NPT- NMX -50
NPT- NMX -25
NPT- MX -50
NPT- MX -25

Monolingual Models

i=1

S (wi ) = − log2 P (wi |w1 ...wi−1 )

Variables
Type of bilinguals
L1
Lang. L1:L2 Unbal./
Simult./
pretr. mix. ratio balanc.
sequen.

weights) to ensure the results are robust. We evaluate the
models on linguistic accuracy and their ability to predict the
cognate facilitation effect observed in B14 and W17.

perplexity, the inverse probability of the (unseen) test data:
N

Model

(3)

In all the statistical analyses, we use mixed-effects models,
as implemented in lme4 package (Bates, Mächler, Bolker, &
Walker, 2015) for R (R Core Team, 2020).

Simulations
Using the described architecture and data sets, we train monolingual and bilingual models under different conditions of
input presentation, as described below. Each model is trained
with 5 different random seeds (i.e., initializations of model

Bilingual Models
The bilingual models are trained on samples from two languages’ data, keeping the total number of sentences constant.
The vocabulary for the bilingual models is the unified vocabulary for the L1 and L2 corpora. There are various ways to train
the model on two languages, depending on the relative amount
of training data in each language and the order of presentation.
We explore these differences by manipulating three variables:
1. L1 pretraining. We consider models with pretraining (pretrained, PT) and without pretraining (non-pretrained, NPT).
NPT models are trained on data from two languages in parallel.
PT models are first trained on the L1 data for 30 epochs and
then on combined bilingual data for 10 more epochs. Unlike
NPT models, PT models are saved for further testing after every
epoch during bilingual training.
2. Language mixing. Within each training epoch, we either
present the model with L1 data followed by L2 data (nonmixed models, NMX), or with randomly shuffled combined
L1–L2 sentences (mixed models, MX).
3. L1:L2 ratio. We combine either 75% of the L1 and 25% of
the L2 corpora, or 50% each. These proportions are arbitrary,
as our aim is to compare models trained on different and equal
proportions of L1:L2. Manipulating this ratio changes the
cumulative frequencies of English cognates and control words
in the training data, as shown in Table 2.
The 3 variables with 2 values each result in 8 bilingual models. We do not consider the 2 pretrained non-mixed models,
because our preliminary simulations showed that a model cannot learn L2 from non-mixed input if its exposure to L1 is
much higher than to L2. This leaves us with 6 bilingual mod-
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Training: L1 NL + L2 EN

well the bilingual models learn two languages. The models’
perplexity over time is shown in Figure 1. Note that the values
cannot be compared across panels, as the test sets are different
(except the L2 English test set), and the absolute perplexity
values vary substantially across languages (Gerz, Vulić, Ponti,
Reichart, & Korhonen, 2018). We observe similar patterns
in each of the two language pairs. First, L1 test perplexity is
low (< 45) and stable across training epochs for all models
(top panels in each subplot), indicating that L1 learning is
successful and that L2 learning does not jeopardize L1 linguistic accuracy. Second, the L2 English perplexity for most
of the bilingual models is only somewhat higher than for the
monolingual English model (bottom panels in Figure 1a). One
exception is NPT- NMX -25, which has high (> 145) perplexity on the L2 test set compared to all other models (< 100)
and does not improve over time. This suggests that when a
model is exposed predominantly to one language (L1) and
sees that language first within each epoch, it cannot achieve
high linguistic accuracy in the other language (L2), an issue
we return to in the discussion. Lastly, all -25 models have
lower L1 perplexity, but higher L2 perplexity than the corresponding -50 models: accuracy in a given language increases
with its share in the training data. To summarize, our model
displays general learning patterns that are consistent with the
conditions of L1 and L2 input data presentation, defending
our use of this model for the study of bilingualism.

Training: L1 NO + L2 EN
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Figure 1: Mean model perplexities for (a) non-pretrained
(NPT) and (b) pretrained (PT) models, on the L1 Dutch (NL)
or Norwegian (NO), or L2 English (EN) Wikipedia test sets.
els. We use the values of the 3 variables above to refer to each
model: e.g., PT- MX -25 is a pretrained mixed model with 25%
L2 in the bilingual part of its training data. Table 3 shows the
characteristics of all 6 models and how they can be related to
various types of bilingualism: unbalanced bilingualism (larger
exposure to L1 than to L2) vs. balanced bilingualism (approximately equal exposure), and simultaneous bilingualism (both
languages are acquired from birth) vs. sequential bilingualism
(learning an L2 later in life). Note that the mapping between
model variants and types of bilinguals is approximate: e.g.,
PT- MX -50 sees equal amounts of L1 and L2 in the bilingual
data, yet overall it is exposed to more L1 due to pretraining.

Results
We are primarily interested in whether the bilingual models
exhibit the cognate effect and under which conditions. First,
however, we present the models’ overall linguistic accuracy.
All results are averaged over 5 random initializations.

Models’ Linguistic Accuracy
We first look at the overall linguistic accuracy of each bilingual
model in comparison to the monolingual models, to see how
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Here, we analyse the relationship between words’ cognate
status and models’ surprisal values, to see if the models display
the cognate facilitation effect. We expect surprisal for cognates
to be lower than for control words. We fit a mixed-effects
linear regression to the surprisal values predicted by each
bilingual model variant (and the monolingual model, as a
sanity check). Fixed effects include cognate status (cognate
vs. control), epoch (to account for the model’s learning over
time), and their interaction. Random effects include intercepts
for model’s random initialization, item, and sentence context.3
As a simple check, we first consider the monolingual English model. Because the frequencies of cognates and control
words are matched in English, we expect no cognate effect.
Indeed, the model shows no significant effect: the regression
coefficients (b = 0.01 and 0.08, | t |= 0.02 and 0.11 for B14
and W17, respectively) suggest no meaningful differences
between the surprisal values for cognates vs. control words.
The surprisal values for bilingual models are shown in Figure 2. We first look at the four NPT models (Figure 2a). For
both language pairs, a significant effect of cognate status is
only observed for NPT- NMX -25 (note the gaps between the
pairs of lines): b = −1.79 and −1.70 (| t |= 2.30 and 2.34) on
3 Full mixed-effects model structure in R: surprisal ∼ cognate status*epoch + (1|word) + (1|sentence) + (1|initialization). Random slopes could not be included due to convergence issues. Some
random intercepts were excluded to ensure model convergence: random initialization for NPT- MX -50, random initialization and sentence
for the English model.

B14

training (the gap between the pairs of lines in Figure 2b decreases over time). Again, our by-epoch analyses show that
on the B14 stimuli the cognate effect was significant for most
epochs of the PT- MX -25 model (but not at all for the for PTMX -50 model). On the W17 stimuli, the effect was significant
only at epoch 1 for both PT- MX -25 and PT- MX -50.

W17
NPT−MX−25

13
12
11
10
9

NPT−MX−50

13
12
11

We have observed a consistent cognate facilitation effect in
two of our bilingual models: NPT- NMX -25 and PT- MX -25. Because our models treat cognates and control words in the same
way, this effect must be attributed to the different cumulative
frequencies of the two types of words in the training data. If
that is the case, a word’s frequency must predict its surprisal
value better than the cognate status does. To test this, we again
consider the surprisal values of NPT- NMX -25 and PT- MX -25
on B14 and W17. Just as before, we fit four mixed-effects
regressions to these values, but this time including cumulative
word frequency as an additional predictor variable.4 The regression analyses show that word frequency is a significant
predictor of surprisal for both language models on both B14
and W17, while cognate status is no longer significant in these
new regressions. For NPT- NMX -25 tested on B14 and W17,
the regression coefficients for frequency are b = −2.43 and
−3.42 (| t |= 4.68 and 5.65), and for cognate status b = −0.22
and −0.81 (| t |= 0.30 and 1.15). Analogously, for PT- MX -25,
b = −2.32 and −3.67 (| t |= 4.96 and 6.77) for frequency,
and b = 0.97 and 0.96 (| t |= 1.28 and 1.53) for cognate status.
This confirms that cumulative frequency explains the cognate
facilitation effect in our models.
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Figure 2: Mean model suprisal values for cognates and control
words from B14 and W17. Ribbons indicate standard error.
Note that the absolute surprisal values on B14 vs. W17 cannot
be compared, because the test data sets are different.

B14 and W17, respectively, meaning lower surprisal values for
cognates than for control words. Additional by-epoch analyses
for this model variant confirmed the presence of the cognate
facilitation effect at each time point for both data sets, except
at epoch 30 on the B14 stimuli.
Next, we look at the two PT models (Figure 2b). We observe a significant effect of cognate status for PT- MX -25 on
both data sets: b = −1.56 and −1.23 (| t |= 2.37 and 2.03),
again suggesting lower surprisal values for cognates than for
control words. We also observe significant positive interactions between cognate status and epoch for both PT- MX -25
and PT- MX -50 on both data sets, suggesting that the difference
between control and cognate words gets smaller with more
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We have found that cumulative word frequency can predict
surprisal in our two bilingual language models that show the
cognate facilitation effect. Yet, frequency alone cannot determine the presence of the effect in a given model. Consider two
models trained on the same data under different conditions,
NPT- NMX -25 and NPT- MX -25. Despite identical word frequencies, only the former displays a cognate effect. We know
that these two models differ in their linguistic accuracy, and
here we ask whether a model’s linguistic accuracy (measured
by perplexity) can predict the size of the cognate effect in that
model. We consider by-epoch perplexity values for each of our
six bilingual models and test whether perplexity can predict
the size of the cognate effect (measured as ∆S, see Equation 3)
at a given training time for a given model. To do so, we fit a
series of mixed-effect regressions with ∆S as the dependent
variable, L2 (English) perplexity and epoch (with their interaction term) as the fixed effects, and random intercepts over
sentence pair and random initialization. As before, we run
separate analyses for NPT and PT models. For both types of
4 For NPT models, we use a word’s total frequency in each bilingual training sample. For PT models, we compute the total number of
times each word is seen during training: F(w)L1 × 30 + F(w)biling. ×
10 (where 30 and 10 are the number of L1 pretraining and bilingual
training epochs, respectively).

models, L2 perplexity is a significant predictor of ∆S on both
data sets. For NPT models, b = 0.02 and 0.02 (| t |= 5.26
and 6.22) on B14 and W17, respectively. For PT models, the
respective values are: b = 0.01 and 0.01 (| t |= 4.28 and 3.43).
This suggests that the cognate effect is observed in the models
with higher L2 perplexity, or lower L2 linguistic accuracy.

Discussion
Our main goal was to test whether the cognate facilitation effect in bilingual speakers can be explained by cumulative word
frequency. To do this, we trained computational language models on two languages (Dutch–English or Norwegian–English).
We manipulated three variables determining the patterns of
input data presentation to the model – L1 pretraining, language
mixing, and L1:L2 ratio – to explore a number of model variants. We tested each variant on the stimuli from sentence reading experiments with bilingual speakers (Bultena et al., 2014;
Winther, 2017), and analyzed the models’ predictions for cognate vs. control words. We observed a significant cognate
effect for two (out of six) model variants across both language
pairs. Because our model does not process cognates differently
from other words, the effect observed in our models cannot
be explained by cognates’ special status, as suggested by van
Hell and Dijkstra (2002). Instead, we found that a word’s
frequency predicts its surprisal value better than its cognate
status does. This finding supports the cumulative frequency
hypothesis: the higher frequency of cognates (compared to
non-cognates) facilitates their processing in sentences. At
the same time, we did not test a similar computational model
that would explicitly assign cognates a special status, and we
cannot argue against van Hell and Dijkstra’s proposal based
on our result. While further research is needed in this respect,
we have shown that the cumulative frequency hypothesis can
in principle explain the cognate effect.
The common properties of the two model variants that displayed the cognate effect are their higher exposure to L1 than
to L2 and the presentation of L1 before L2. Both of these
characteristics are associated with lower linguistic accuracy in
L2, and our analysis of accuracy confirms that the models’ L2
accuracy can predict the size of the cognate effect. Therefore,
language accuracy (or “proficiency”) also affects the presence
of the cognate effect in a given bilingual model. This mirrors
the trend found in bilingual speakers: the cognate effect is
stronger in less proficient L2 speakers (Bultena et al., 2014;
Pivneva, Mercier, & Titone, 2014; Libben & Titone, 2009).
Therefore, the effect could be due to the lack of exposure to
non-cognate words. In less proficient speakers, cognate words
behave like high-frequency words do in a monolingual setting,
while their control words (matched on L2 frequency) function
like lower-frequency words. With increased proficiency, the
differences in exposure to the two types of words become
smaller, leading to smaller cognate effects.
Based on the finding that the cognate effect in our model
is observed only when the model’s exposure to L2 (relative
to L1) is low, one could argue that in our case the effect is
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just an artefact. However, it is important to note the differences in the amount of data required for successful learning in
humans vs. neural language models. As pointed out by, e.g.,
Linzen (2020), compared to models such as the one used in
this study, humans learn language from considerably less exposure. Therefore, further research is required to reveal the exact
relationship between language exposure, the learning of two
languages, and the presence of a cognate effect in both humans
and models. In particular, the dynamics of bilingual learning
and forgetting in neural language models are not the same as
in human speakers, and one challenge is to better understand
under which conditions of L1 and L2 exposure the model can
successfully learn both languages, and how these conditions
differ from what we know about bilingual learning in human
speakers. Here we have made first steps in this direction. For
example, we showed that with low L2 exposure the order of
L1–L2 presentation within each training epoch has a strong
effect on the model’s L2 proficiency, to the extent that models
pretrained on L1 may be unable to learn L2 if it comes after L1
in each epoch. This result, which may seem anomalous from
the cognitive perspective, helps us better understand how the
model’s variables such as pretraining, language mixing and
L1:L2 ratio map onto L2 learning settings in human speakers.
Our approach and findings align with Frank’s (2021)
desiderata (such as parsimony) for useful models of bilingual
sentence processing. We argue that computational language
models can be used to address open questions in this domain.
Despite the mentioned challenges, such models can be theoretically appropriate for drawing conclusions about whether
specific effects in bilingual cognition can be explained by
learning mechanisms implemented in such models, and under
which conditions.
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Abstract
We test whether people are able to reason based on incidentally acquired probabilistic and context-specific magnitude information. We manipulated variance of values drawn from
two normal distributions as participants perform an unrelated
counting task. Our results show that people do learn categoryspecific information incidentally, and that the pattern of their
judgments is broadly consistent with normative Bayesian reasoning at the cohort level, but with large individual-level variability. We find that this variability is explained well by a frugal memory sampling approximation; observer models making this assumption explain approximately 70% of the variation in participants’ responses. We also find that behavior
while judging easily discriminable categories is consistent with
a model observer drawing fewer samples from memory, while
behavior while judging less discriminable categories is better
fit by models drawing more samples from memory. Thus, our
model-based analysis additionally reveals resource-rationality
in memory sampling.

Introduction
Statistical inference offers a compelling normative criterion
for human judgments during perception and action. Strong
evidence of probabilistic reasoning is available for perceptual judgments (Ernst & Banks, 2002) and sensorimotor control (Körding & Wolpert, 2004), wherein human performance
in cue integration tasks has been shown to closely follow normative Bayesian principles (Pouget, Beck, Ma, & Latham,
2013). There is also some evidence suggesting how Bayesian
updates for such settings could be carried out by populations
of neurons (Ma, Beck, Latham, & Pouget, 2006).
Similar normative claims have also been advanced for human cognition, supported by evidence from a a wide variety of cognitive tasks (Oaksford, Chater, et al., 2007; Tenenbaum, Kemp, Griffiths, & Goodman, 2011). However, critics contend that Bayesian analysis offers too many degrees
of freedom to the analyst in the design of appropriate priors
and likelihood, such that empirical fits with data can often be
attributed to environmental and psychological properties embedded in the design of these entities (Jones & Love, 2011).
Properties of the environment and biophysical embodiment can strongly constrain the nature of priors in perceptual
and motor control tasks and some language-related cognitive
tasks. However, it is harder to produce such constraints for
cognitive tasks wherein embodiment is weakly involved and
environmental statistics are variable. For instance, to accept
Griffiths and Tenenbaum (2006)’s contention that humans
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are Bayes-optimal in making commonplace probability judgments, we must believe that people incidentally keep track of
the distribution of a large variety of real-world events. Similarly, to accept the explanation for risk aversion offered in
Stewart, Chater, and Brown (2006)’s decision-by-sampling
theory, we must believe that people incidentally track the distribution of money magnitudes.
While there is some evidence that people track incidental frequencies well (Hasher & Zacks, 1984), more direct
tests of incidental distribution learning have been discouraging (Sailor & Antoine, 2005; Tran, Vul, & Pashler, 2017).
Given 180 samples from a bimodal distribution of stimulus
locations, for example, humans are effectively random in trying to reproduce the distribution again via sampling (Tran et
al., 2017).
In summary, while there is considerable evidence to support the case that humans reason probabilistically given an
understanding of the appropriate generative model of the
world, it is less clear how they are incidentally able to acquire
and update these generative models and apply them to novel
situations. In this study, we tested peoples’ ability to incidentally learn about context-specific distributions of magnitudes,
and reason with them retrospectively. We analyzed participants’ behavior with observer models fitted to observations
stochastically identical to the ones participants saw during
incidental learning to characterize the nature of mental representations used in this retrospective probabilistic reasoning
task.

Experiment
We implemented our test for incidental learning of contextspecific probability distributions as a game where participants
were asked to assume the role of financial auditors and check
restaurant bills for correct total and tip values (tip values had
to be less than 10% of the sum of the items’ cost). This simple
arithmetic task allowed us to expose participants to the values
of the items on the bills, ensuring they paid attention to them
while remaining naive to the true purpose of the experiment.
There were two phases in the experiment: training and testing. During training, participants were shown a number of
restaurant bills (see sample bill in Figure 1). Each bill had
three items listed with money values. These bills were explicitly identified as being from either “cheap” or “expensive”
restaurants. Restaurant category had no bearing on the audit-

Figure 1: Sample bill presented in the training phase of the
experiment.
ing task. The items were denominated in a fictional foreign
currency to reduce the influence of participants’ prior knowledge of money magnitudes in this context.
The training phase was meant to instantiate the value distributions p(money|context) and the probability of context occurrence p(context) in participants. During the testing phase,
on every trial, participants were presented with an item alongside its price, and asked to assess how likely it was that the
item came from an expensive restaurant, thus asking them to
express p(context|money).

values drawn in the training phase from either a distribution
with low, medium or high variance. The means of these value
distributions (for cheap and expensive restaurants) were kept
constant across all participants. We asked each participant to
audit 20 bills as part of the experiment, with each bill containing three money values sampled from the condition-specific
distribution. There were 10 bills each (30 samples; 3 x10)
for ’cheap’ and ’expensive’ restaurant bills. We provided
feedback (correct/incorrect) for their responses on each bill
as an attention check. Participants who performed poorly on
the arithmetic task (accuracy less than 80%) were eliminated
from analysis.
Testing Phase During the training phase conducted earlier,
participants were unaware that they would be tested on the
values given in the bills, i.e. they were tested retrospectively.
In this phase, participants were presented with 40 individual
items, each with a certain value. They were asked to indicate
how likely it is that these items were drawn from an expensive
restaurant on a seven point Likert scale. All participants were
tested on values generated from the same distribution with
variance factor 0.5. This allowed us to compare responses
between the three groups and investigate whether their priors
for “expensive” and “cheap” restaurants was biased by the
variance of the distribution they trained on.

Analysis and Results

Participants
The study protocol was reviewed and approved by an IRB.
The study was conducted using a web interface. A total of 91
(mean age = 25.1years, females = 44) participants completed
the experiment. Seven participants with poor performance
(less than 80% accuracy) in the training phase were excluded
from the study. Unmotivated participants (8 such) who responded with identical responses for all the test phase problems were also excluded from analysis resulting in 76 participants. A priori sample size calculated was for 72 participants
(Cohen’s f = 0.4, power = 0.85). The hypothesis, sample size
and analysis plan were formally preregistered (link concealed
to preserve anonymity during peer review).

Stimuli
In the training phase of the experiment, we showed participants values drawn from two normal distributions. Values from each distribution were shown as bills from restaurants with two category labels, “cheap” and “expensive” (See
Fig.1.). We manipulated the variance (low, medium, high) of
these distributions between participants with number of participants being 25, 26 and 25 respectively. Cheap and expensive labels each had their own distribution and we scaled the
variance by the mean (fixed means for cheap = 1600 and expensive = 2900, scaling variance factors: low = 0.25, medium
= 0.5 and high = 0.7).

We fit each participant’s responses from the testing phase
λ−γ
with a psychometric function,γ + 1+(
x )β using the curve fitc

ting toolbox in MATLAB. Here γ was the upper asymptote
of the psychometric curve, λ was the lower asymptote, c was
the inflexion point of the curve and β was the steepness or the
slope of the curve. To fit the curves, we converted Likert ratings to probability judgements by using a recently validated
mapping of verbal labels to assigned probabilities (Hancock
& Volante, 2020)1 .
We ran a between subject Bayesian ANOVA with three
conditions of variance (high, medium, low) for all four parameters in JASP (0.13.1.0) with a default cauchy prior. The
alternate hypothesis that variance conditions would change
the slopes (β) of the fitted curves had strong evidence (BF10
= 7771000, error% = 0.001). Our Post-hoc tests for the same
showed that the slopes of the fitted curves for participants in
the low variance group were more likely to be higher than
the those in the medium (posterior odds = 66391, BF10U =
113025) and high variance group (posterior odds = 1054,
BF10U = 1795), while we found no evidence either way for
difference in slopes for medium and high variance groups
(posterior odds = 1.3, BF10U = 2.28). See figure 2 for the
slope differences between the groups. There was weak to
moderate evidence for the null for inflexion point (BF = 3.39)
and lower bound (BF = 6.26), and inconclusive evidence (BF
1 Specifically,

Procedure
Training Phase Participants were randomly assigned to
one of three variance groups. Thus, a participant could see
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we mapped our 7-point Likert scale with labels
[very unlikely, unlikely, somewhat unlikely, undecided, somewhat
likely, likely, very likely] to the numbers [0.05, 0.20, 0.35, 0.50,
0.60, 0.70, 0.90] respectively.

= 0.53) for the upper bound.

Probability of 'expensive'

1.00

0.75

Variance Factor

0.50

(0.7)
(0.5)

K=2

(0.25)

0.25

0

c 2000

e

4000

Monetary Value

6000

Figure 2: Psychometric function fit using averages of parameters estimated for participants for all three conditions. Shading indicates 95% CI for slope parameter estimates. Dashed
and dotted lines indicate mean and SD (one line per condition) for the three ’expensive’ and ’cheap’ distributions respectively. The color for the shading and dotted lines indicates the three variance conditions.

Discussion
Psychometric analysis of the data supports the hypothesis that
the spread of the distribution of numerical observations during training will affect the posterior probability of category
judgments elicited during the surprise testing phase. While
our experiment is set up to determine whether people can
reason with numerical quantities acquired via experience in
a Bayesian manner, it can also be viewed as a categorization task. We show observers instances of two categories
- cheap and expensive restaurants, and then (stochastically)
ask them to classify new instances into one of them. The
fact that greater within-category variance makes categorization more challenging is well-documented for both supervised (Alfonso-Reese, Ashby, & Brainard, 2002) and unsupervised category learning (Kloos & Sloutsky, 2008). It is
also modeled quite well by classic computational models of
categorization (Fried & Holyoak, 1984; Anderson, 1991).
However, incidental category learning of the nature we find
here has not been documented previously. Participants in our
experiment were asked to audit bills for totalling mistakes
during training, and were not given feedback about their responses during testing nor did they know that a testing phase
would follow. Given the retrospective nature of the design,
participants did not know that they had to learn or memorize the values for different category labels. Studies showing successful unsupervised learning of categories tend to use
highly separated categories, and any increase in within category variance tends to make category learning very hard even
given 100s of training trials (Ell & Ashby, 2012). Viewed in
this light, the fact that people are able to incidentally learn
categories in this task from 30 examples per category is sig-
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N

(1,1)

Figure 3: Generative model for experimental task in plate notation.
nificant2 .Our primary interest in this experiment is to characterize the extent to which participants’ behavior can be explained by a Bayesian observer model, which is described in
the next section.

Ideal observer model
Our observer model is straightforward. From the behavioral
results, it is evident that people are able to significantly track
the joint distribution p(K,Y ), where K is a discrete random
variable indexing restaurant category and Y is a continuous
random variable indexing natural numbers corresponding to
money magnitudes in our experiment. In the testing phase,
participants are asked to express pK|Y (k|y), the conditional
probability of k, given any particular numerical magnitude y.
The ideal observer will construct this quantity using Bayes
rule as follows,
pK|Y (k|y) =

pK (k) fY |K (y|k)
,
fY (y)

(1)

where fY is the pdf of a mixture of the two components, and
fY |K is a single component’s pdf. To parameterize this model,
we model pK as a Bernoulli trial pK (θ), both pY |K as Gaussian distributions fY |K (y|µk , (τk )−1 ), and pY as a mixture of
these Gaussians weighted by the Bernoulli distribution. The
distribution pK|Y remains without a concise parametric specification, and is simply readout in tabular form.
We assume that people enter the experiment with some
Gaussian fY |K and fY , and update these as they go along in the
experiment. We also assume they start with some Bernoulli
2 See Experiment 4 in Fried and Holyoak (1984) for a historical
example of surprising incidental learning of category structure.

pK and an improper uniform prior of 0.5 on the positive halfline for pK|Y . These initial conditions are specified by means
of hyper-parameters, following a generative model very similar, but slightly different from a Bayesian Gaussian mixture
model (Bishop, 2006), as illustrated in Figure 3. The key difference is that the mixture component identity is co-observed
alongside numerical magnitudes on each observation rather
than being a latent variable.
When a new observation {yobs , kobs } appears, yobs updates
the pY |K distribution corresponding to K = kobs , and kobs
updates the pk distribution. We model the k update as a
Bernoulli update with a Bayes estimator using an uninformative Beta(1, 1) prior.
We model the y|k update as sequential inference about a
Gaussian with unknown mean and precision using a normalinverse-Gamma conjugate prior (Murphy, 2007). The ideal
observer begins learning by updating hyperparameters θ for
pK and {α, β, µ0 , n0 } for fY |K . Then it updates the marginal
fY and finally uses Equation 1 to calculate pK|Y .

Model-based Analysis
As Jones and Love (2011) point out, it is important to justify
the psychological assumptions embedded in Bayesian models
to truly bring them into alignment with reality. In the context
of our task, the ideal observer assumes that, when asked to
express a probability judgment about category membership, a
human constructs this belief by retrieving all 60 training samples from memory to update their generative model. Therefore, for our model-based analysis, we also consider two frugal alternatives to this baseline observer model,
1. inspired by prototype models of categorization (Fried &
Holyoak, 1984; Minda & Smith, 2001), we consider a prototype observer model which assumes that people retrieve
the mean of category distributions, and update an abstract
generative model of world situations like the given task
with just this pair of mental observations while constructing probability judgments in our task.
2. inspired by recent Bayesian sampling proposals (Sanborn
& Chater, 2016; Zhu, Sanborn, & Chater, 2020), we consider a memory sampling extension of the prototype observer model, which assumes that people either encode or
retrieve a subset of training phase observations to construct
prototypes, which are then used to construct probability
judgments as in the prototype observer model.
We first analyzed all three models’ ability to account for
our data with a single set of pooled hyperparameters estimated across all participants. We fit the observer models to
data by giving it sequential access to 60 observations emitted
by the same generative distributions as the original observations seen by each participant in each of the three conditions
and then using these three condition-specific trained models
to predict posterior probabilities for the 40 observations seen
by participants during the test phase. We obtained max likelihood estimates for all parameters, and calculated BIC scores
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Model/VF
Ideal
Prototype
Sampling (N=8)

0.25
-3085 (11)
-3176
-3194 (6)

0.5
-3403 (12)
-3434
-3441 (7)

0.7
-3055 (15)
-3296
-3299 (8)

Table 1: BIC scores for observer models fit condition-wise.
SEM across multiple runs reported in brackets. All results
rounded to integers.
for all models’ predictions compared with our data. Since the
posteriors emitted by the ideal and sampling observers vary
because of the stochastic nature of their likelihoods, we report
median BIC scores obtained across 1000 simulations each for
these two models.
Both the alternative models are clearly superior to the ideal
observer across all three training conditions. Interestingly,
the sampling observer explains the data better than the ideal
observer, as measured by BIC, when implemented with more
than 8 samples. Thus, in an empirical sense at least, it is
evident that observers that compress incoming magnitude information into category prototype representations are better
models for participants’ judgments in our task than fully
Bayesian observers with perfectly individuated memory of
exemplars. The high correspondence between the prototype
model and our data (absolute goodness-of-fit RMSE = 0.15
across all three conditions) suggests that human observers
possess a normatively appropriate generative model applicable for the task we asked them to do retrospectively and invert it to obtain situation-specific probabilistic judgments by
drawing a few samples of past observations from memory.
We next considered model fits with hyperparameters estimated at the per participant level. Figure 4A-B summarizes goodness-of-fit for the ideal observer making predictions on the observations seen by each participant during the
test phase. Panel A plots the model’s predicted posterior
distribution pK|Y against one participant’s probabilistic responses. Panel B summarizes median goodness-of-fit, quantified using adjusted R2 obtained for participants, training the
model using the same training distributions as each participant in a given condition, and setting hyperparameters for
each participant using max likelihood estimation. The results
suggest that the ideal observer models variability in individuals’ responses for easier discrimination judgments reasonably, but is increasingly less effective in modeling variability
in responses for harder discriminations.
Figure 4C-D summarizes goodness-of-fit for these two observer models. Overall, they afford better descriptions of individuals’ data than the ideal observer model, because of the
extra modeling flexibility afforded them by the introduction
of two (prototype model - both prototype values) and one
(sampling model - sample count) additional parameters.
An additional analysis of the sampling observer model affords additional insight into peoples’ behavior. Figure 5 plots
adjusted R2 values across all participants achieved by sampling models restricted to drawing a fixed number of obser-
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Figure 4: Ideal observer model (A) fit to one participant’s
data, and (B) median goodness-of-fit measured across all participants by condition. Median goodness of fit for a (C) prototype observer model and a (D) sampling observer model.
Error bars represents ±1 s.e.m.

Adjusted R 2

vations from memory per category. The value reported in the
graph is the median of 100 runs of the model for each sample
count level to account for the stochasticity of memory sampling. We see that the model’s ability to explain behavioral
variation for participants exposed to high variance training
distributions continues to improve with the number of additional samples permitted. However, interestingly, drawing as
few as one to two samples per category is already sufficient
for the sampling observer model to explain more than 60% of
the variance in peoples’ behavior if they were assigned to the
low variance training condition.

0.75
0.50
0.25
0.00
0

0.25
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0.7
5
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Figure 5: Median sampling observer model R2 measured
across 100 iterations each for different counts of observations
sampled. Iteration R2 value is calculated as the average R2 of
models with that sample count fit to each participants’ data.
Error bars show average 1 s.e.m. across iterations.
The general trend seen in Figure 5 suggests that people
might be constructing prototypes using fewer samples from
memory for categories that are less confusable, and more
samples for categories that are more confusable. This pat-
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tern is consistent with people performing resource-rational
memory sampling - drawing fewer samples from memory to
construct prototypes needed to discriminate easily discriminable categories, and drawing more samples to construct prototypes needed to discriminate less discriminable categories.
Resource-rational meta-reasoning has several attractive theoretical properties (Griffiths, Lieder, & Goodman, 2015), but
opinion remains divided on the extent to which such resourcerationality is simply a metaphor to add greater flexibility
to Bayesian models (Rahnev, 2020), or whether it can be
shown to have stronger ontic commitments (Griffiths et al.,
2015). The pattern of meta-reasoning in Figure 5 supports
the consideration of sampling as a concrete operationalization of resource-rationality for Bayesian models of cognition (Srivastava & Schrater, 2014; Sanborn & Chater, 2016).

General Discussion
We make three contributions in this paper. One, we present
empirical evidence of incidental supervised category learning
from very few observations, consistent with a long-standing
assumption in Bayesian cognitive science that people intuitively even when not explicitly motivated store important
statistical information about events in the world (Griffiths &
Tenenbaum, 2006; Stewart et al., 2006). Two, we demonstrate using computational modelling, that humans’ behavior in tests of incidental category learning are consistent with
the behavior of a Bayesian observer that samples a subset
of event observations from memory to construct probability
judgments (Srivastava & Schrater, 2014; Zhu et al., 2020).
Three, we find that behavior while judging easily discriminable categories is consistent with a model observer drawing
fewer samples from memory, while behavior while judging
less discriminable categories is better fit by models drawing
more samples from memory. These observations are consistent with theoretical expectations of resource-rationality in
memory sampling (Griffiths et al., 2015; Sanborn & Chater,
2016).
Our work also demonstrates quite clearly that, whether
people are able to incidentally learn distributions corresponding to real-world situations (Hasher & Zacks, 1984) or
not (Tran et al., 2017), they can certainly learn enough about
them well enough from as few as one sample per distribution
to reason probabilistically about them, as presupposed by earlier work (Griffiths & Tenenbaum, 2006; Stewart et al., 2006).
Interestingly, the prototype observer model shows excellent
empirical fits with data across our three variance manipulations, even though the model itself gains no access to variance
information. In short, incidental probability judgments are
consistent with a ‘one-and-known’ sampling heuristic supporting peoples’ probabilistic causal inference.
Probabilistic accounts of cognition are sometimes questioned on grounds of neurobiological plausibility. Probabilistic population codes can potentially encode and enable reasoning over distributions corresponding to invariant or slowchanging priors and well-structured likelihoods (Ma et al.,

2006). It is possible to model important elements of perceptual and motor tasks using such distributions, but not for
cognitive tasks of the nature we consider in this paper. Flexible probabilistic reasoning in everyday cognition appears to
require operations incongruent with the extent to which and
timescales on which synaptic weights can change as a function of experience (Malinow, Madison, & Tsien, 1988). Our
results offer a possible resolution for this problem - sampling
a small number of observations from memory, is sufficient
to tune a generic situation model, potentially learned over
long experience, into expressing probabilistic judgments that
closely match human behavior.
Due to the key role played by the observer’s possession of
the correct generative model in explaining behavior with very
little further learning, this work also amplifies an important
open question. How can we characterize the set of situations
for which people possess such generative models, and situations for which they don’t? While proposals for learning
generative models by induction exist (Kemp & Tenenbaum,
2008; Tenenbaum et al., 2011), considerable work remains to
characterize the library of generative models that people carry
around in their heads.
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Abstract

Concept

Categories such as ANIMAL or FURNITURE play a pivotal role
in processing, organizing, and communicating world knowledge. Many theories and computational models of categorization exist, but evaluation has disproportionately focused on
artificially simplified learning problems (e.g., by assuming a
given set of relevant features or small data sets); and on English
native speakers. This paper presents a large-scale computational study of category and feature learning. We approximate
the learning environment with natural language text, and scale
previous work in three ways: We (1) model the full complexity of the learning process, acquiring learning categories and
structured features jointly; (2) study the generalizability of categorization models to five diverse languages; and (3) learn categorizations comprising hundreds of concepts and thousands
of features. Our experiments show that meaningful representations emerge across languages. We further demonstrate a joint
model of category and feature acquisition produces more relevant and coherent features than simpler models, suggesting it
as an exploratory tool to support cross-cultural categorization
studies.
Keywords: Categorization; Bayesian modeling; Computational cognitive modeling; Natural language

cat
dog
apple
kiwi

Natural Language Stimuli
Les chats sont poilus.
Cats are carnivores.

猫有尾巴和爪子。
Die Katze miaut!

Hunde essen Fleisch.
I want to eat an apple.
苹果在树上生长。
Can you cut me a kiwi?

Les chiens ont des queues.
Look, the dog is playing!
Äpfel sind rot oder grün.
An apple contains seeds
Kiwis sind innen grün.
Ce kiwi est savoureux.

.اﻟﻜﻠﺐ ﻟﺪﻳﻪ اﻟﻔﺮاء

.ﻛﻴﻮﻳﺲ ﻟﺪﻳﻬﺎ ﺑﺬور

Figure 1: Illustration of model input for five languages for
two concepts from categories ANIMAL and FRUIT.

Introduction
Categories such as ANIMAL or FURNITURE are fundamental cognitive building blocks allowing humans to efficiently represent and communicate the complex world around
them. Concepts (e.g., dog, table) are grouped into categories based on shared properties pertaining, for example, to their appearance, behavior, or function.1 Categorization underlies other cognitive functions such as perception (Schyns & Oliva, 1999; Goldstone, 2003) or language (Waxman & Markov, 1998; Borovsky & Elman, 2006).
Research suggests that categories are not only shaped by the
world they represent, but also by the language through which
they are communicated (Gopnik & Meltzoff, 1987; Waxman
& Markow, 1995). Mental categories exist in every human
culture, however their manifestations differ (Malt, 1995; Ji,
Zhang, & Nisbett, 2004). The majority of human and computational studies of categorization to date has focused on English speakers (Medin, Unsworth, & Hirschfeld, 2007). We
investigate how computational models of categorization extend across languages, and present a data set, model and evaluation framework to this end.
Substantial research interest in categorization has resulted
in numerous theories (Nosofsky, 1988; Rosch, 1973; Corter
1 We

denote (superordinate level) CATEGORIES (ANIMAL or VE in small caps; (basic level) concepts (cat or car) in italics,
and feature types (function or behavior) in true type.
HICLE )
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& Gluck, 1992; Murphy & Medin, 1985) which have been
thoroughly tested through laboratory experiments as well as
computational simulations. Empirical studies are predominantly based on small-scale laboratory experiments, where
participants are presented with small sets of often artificial
concepts with restricted features (Bornstein & Mash, 2010;
Medin & Schaffer, 1978; Kruschke, 1993). This contrasts
with category learning in the wild, where humans learn from
repeated, noisy observations, necessitating to disentangle relevant features from irrelevant ones. Feature and category
learning mutually inform one another (Goldstone, Lippa, &
Shiffrin, 2001; Schyns & Rodet, 1997). There is also evidence that features are themselves structured to represent the
diversity and complexity of the properties exhibited in the
world (Ahn, 1998; Spalding & Ross, 2000). This paper investigates the impact of a joint model of categories and their
structured features on the quality of representations.
Even though multilingual taxonomy induction has received
recent research attention (De Melo & Weikum, 2010), to
the best of out knowledge, we present the first large-scale
cross-lingual computational study of category and feature
learning with a cognitive focus. We compare two cognitively motivated Bayesian models of varying complexity and a word co-occurrence based model. We approximate the complexity of the learning environment with natural language, which has been shown to redundantly encode
much of the non-linguistic information in the natural environment (Riordan & Jones, 2011) and influence the emergence of
categories (Gopnik & Meltzoff, 1987; Waxman & Markow,
1995). Figure 1 illustrates the input to our models: Following
prior work (Fountain & Lapata, 2011; Frermann & Lapata,

2016), we create language-specific sets of stimuli, each consisting of a mention of target concept (e.g., apple), within its
local linguistic context (e.g., {contains, seeds}). We consider
each stimulus an observation of the concept, i.e., the word referring to the concept is an instance of the concept itself, and
its context words are a representation of its features.
Our experiments expose all three models to (1) five diverse
languages2 and (2) rich and noisy natural language stimuli
covering hundreds of concepts and thousands of features (Table 1). In sum, the contributions of this paper are:
• The first large-scale, multilingual study of categorization,
suggesting a potential of structured Bayesian models to inform cross-cultural categorization studies.
• Evidence that models which learn categories and structured features jointly, resembling human learning, acquire
better representations according to native speakers in all
languages.
• A multilingual dataset of categories, concepts and natural
language stimuli to support future computational categorization studies across languages.3

Computational Framework
Computational models have been used successfully to shed
light on a wide variety of cognitive phenomena (Chater,
Oaksford, Hahn, & Heit, 2010) including language acquisition (Xu & Tenenbaum, 2007), generalization and reasoning (Griffiths & Tenenbaum, 2006), as well as categorization (Anderson, 1991; Sanborn, Griffiths, & Navarro, 2006;
Shafto, Kemp, Mansinghka, & Tenenbaum, 2011; Frermann
& Lapata, 2016; Kruschke, 1993; Fountain & Lapata, 2011).
Here we use computational models to study (1) how categories and their structured representations emerge together
from a rich and noisy environment approximated by natural languages; and (2) their generalizability across languages.
Our five target differ in both typology and available corpus
size (Table 1), allowing us to study the robustness of models of differing complexity to small data. Our study includes
three models.
BCF is a Bayesian model of Categories and their
Features (Frermann & Lapata, 2015). Given a set of natural language stimuli of concept mentions in local context
(Figure 1), it learns categories k as groups of observed concepts c, feature types g as clusters of observed features (context words) f , and associations between categories and feature types. Feature types are clusters of features which pertain to distinct properties (e.g., behavior or function) and
are shared across categories. Figure 2 shows example representations learnt by BCF from the English Wikipedia. More
formally, we can describe the model through its generative
2 English, German (both Germanic), Arabic (Semitic), Mandarin
Chinese (Sinitic), French (Romance)
3 The
data
set
can
be
downloaded
from
http://frermann.de/multiling categories/index.html.
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story. We assume a global multinomial distribution over categories Mult(θ), drawn from a symmetric Dirichlet distribution with hyperparameter α (Dir(α)). For each category k, we
assume an independent set of multinomial parameters over
feature types µk , drawn from Dir(β), capturing the associations. For each concept type `, we draw a category k` from
Mult(θ). Finally, for each feature type g, we draw a multinomial distribution over features Mult(φg ) from Dir(γ). Stimuli d are generated as follows: (1) retrieve the category kcd
of the observed concept cd ; (2) generate a feature type gd
from the category’s feature type distribution Mult(µkcd ); (3)
for each context position i, generate feature fd,i from the feature type’s distribution Mult(φgd ). As exact inference is intractable, we employ collapsed Gibbs sampling as described
in (Frermann & Lapata, 2015).
BayesCat is a Bayesian categorization model (Frermann
& Lapata, 2016) similar to BCF, however it represents categories through unstructured bags-of-features. As such, the
model structure of BayesCat is closely related to topic models (Blei, Ng, & Jordan, 2003). BayesCat learns a global
category distribution Mult(θ) , and models each category k
as a distribution over concepts Mult(φk ) and a separate distribution over features (context words) Mult(ψk ) each drawn
from a separate Dirichlet prior. Stimuli d are generated
by (1) drawing a category kd from Mult(θ); (2) drawing a
concept from Mult(φkd ); and (3) drawing features fi from
Mult(ψkd ). We derive a hard categorization from BayesCat’s
soft assignments of concepts to categories by assigning each
c to category k, s.th. argmaxk p(c|k). We construct feature
types g from BayesCat representations post-hoc, by first representing each feature f as its probability under each category p(k| f ), and clustering features into feature types g using k-means. We compute category-feature type associations
f
as p(g|k) = ∑ f ∈g ψk . We use the collapsed Gibbs sampler of
Frermann and Lapata (2016) for inference.
Co-occurrence model We devise a word co-occurrence
based baseline to study the benefit of structured Bayesian
models over raw text. Each concept c is represented as a vector of co-occurrence counts with features f (context words),
capped by a minimum number of required observations, approximating the concept-feature association assoc(c, f ) =
N (c, f ). We obtained categories by clustering concepts
based on their vector representations using k-means. Based
on these categories, we obtained feature types by (1) collecting all features associated with at least half the concepts in the
category; and (2) clustering these features into feature types
using k-means clustering.

Data
Our experiments focused on 491 basic-level concepts, taken
from two previous studies of concept representation (McRae,
Cree, Seidenberg, & McNorgan, 2005; Vinson & Vigliocco,
2008), for which our models learn (a) a categorization and
(b) structured feature representations. Human-created gold
standard categorizations of the concepts into 33 categories

g1 nest egg male tree female
bird ground female prey water

g2 white brown dark color
yellow tail wing colour grey red

k1 woodpecker hawk starling swan
chickadee finch buzzard goose stork pigeon

g4 century market industry sugar
factory farm mill product grow trade

k2 eel perch minnow trout
cod catfish mackerel salmon

g3 population habitat sea whale seal
water island bird river animal

k3 coconut rhubarbcranberry peach
plum walnut lemon raisin grape prune

g5 oil acid seed juice water product
vegetable fruit vitamin sugar

g7 system computer device user signal
frequency network radio software service
k4 strainer oven dishwasher blender ladle
pan stove colander grater kettle toaster

g6 cake milk cream sugar chocolate
bread cheese sweet flour eat

Figure 2: Examples of categories (red) and feature types (blue) inferred by BCF from the English Wikipedia. Connecting lines
indicate that an association between the category and respective feature type was induced by the model.

concepts
features
stimuli

en
491
5,898
418,755

ar
394
5,870
86,908

zh
450
6,516
147,386

fr
484
6,416
258,499

ge
482
6,981
233,175

Table 1: Datasets derived from Arabic (ar), Chinese (zh),
English, (en), French (fr), and German (ge) Wikipedia.
are publicly available (Vinson & Vigliocco, 2008; Fountain
& Lapata, 2010). Since the original studies were conducted
in English, we collected translations of the target concepts
and their categories into Arabic, Mandarin Chinese, French,
and German from native speakers. We note that the final
number of concepts featured in the language-specific corpora
(Table 1) differs across languages for a number of reasons.
First, some concepts get conflated as language differ in their
polisemies (e.g., french tongue has two meanings (1) the organ tongue and (2) language) or conceptual granularity (e.g.,
everyday German does not distinguish between mandarins
and tangerins). Second, some concepts were culturally less
prevalent in some languages (e.g., bagpipes in Arabic) and
hence not covered sufficiently in the resprective Wikipedia so
that no input stimuli could be retrieved. Finally, some English
1
concepts are expressed as multiple tokens, most prominently
in Arabic (e.g., ambulance →  ﺳﻴﺎره اﺳﻌﺎف/ literally:
ambulance car), and our data processing pipeline may have
missed some of these occurrences.
For each target language we created a corpus of input stimuli from articles from its respective Wikipedia dump;4 we
tokenized, POS-tagged and lemmatized the articles, and removed stopwords. From this data set we derived a set of input stimuli as target concept mentions in sentence context. In
order to obtain balanced data sets, we automatically filtered
words of low importance to a concept from contexts, using
the term-frequency-inverse-document-frequency (tf-idf) metric. After filtering, we only kept stimuli with 3 ≤ n ≤ 20
context words and at most 1,000 stimuli per target concept.
Table 1 summarizes the statistics of the resulting data sets.

Experiments
Our experiments are designed to answer two questions: (1)
Do computational models of category learning induce meaningful categorizations from rich and noisy data and across
languages? We answer this question by applying three text4 http://linguatools.org/tools/corpora/wikipedia-monolingualcorpora/
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based categorization models to five diverse languages. We assess category quality by evaluating induced categories against
a human-created reference categorization; and collect human
judgments of the feature quality from large crowds of native
speakers. (2) Does the capacity to learn structured features
jointly with categories lead to qualitatively better representations? We answer this question by comparing BCF against
BayesCat (a Bayesian cognitive categorization model with
unstructured features) and co-occ (which is based on word
co-occurrence). While all models retain a comparable category quality, humans judged BCF representation to be more
coherent and relevant, and we present a qualitative analysis
to corroborate this.
Parameters BCF and BayesCat learn K=40 categories and
G=50 feature types. For both models we ran the Gibbs sampler for 1,000 iterations, and reported the final most likely
representation. The co-occurrence model induces K=40 categories and G=5 feature types for each category. Reported
numbers are averages over 10 runs.

Experiment 1: Category Quality
We compare model-induced categories against human created reference categorizations. We report purity (the extent
to which each learnt cluster corresponds to a single gold
class), collocation ( the extent to which all members of a gold
class are in a single learnt cluster) as well as their harmonic
mean (F1 measure). We include a random baseline for reference which randomly assigns concepts to categories (averaged over 10 runs). Table 2 displays the results. BCF categories resemble the gold standard most closely, however, the
difference to BayesCat is small for most languages suggesting that our joint category-feature model does not necessarily
lead to higher quality categories. The categories learnt by the
co-occ model are of lower quality across the board. Performance drops for languages other than English which is likely
due to smaller stimuli sets (see Table 1).
Qualitative analysis. A few interesting idiosyncrasies
emerge from our cross-lingual experimental setup, and the
ambiguities inherent in language. For example, the English
concepts tongue and bookcase were translated into French
words langue and bibliothèque, respectively. The French
BCF model induced a category consisting of only these two
concepts with highly associated feature types {story, author,

BCF
BayesCat
co-occ
random

en

ge

fr

zh

ar

0.552 / 0.432 / 0.484
0.551 / 0.429 / 0.482
0.550 / 0.394 / 0.459
0.193 / 0.135 / 0.159

0.454 / 0.400 / 0.425
0.458 / 0.378 / 0.414
0.338 / 0.387 / 0.361
0.194 / 0.134 / 0.158

0.534 / 0.441 / 0.483
0.507 / 0.415 / 0.457
0.459 / 0.365 / 0.407
0.197 / 0.134 / 0.160

0.441 / 0.349 / 0.389
0.430 / 0.320 / 0.367
0.367 / 0.327 / 0.345
0.208 / 0.135 / 0.164

0.408 / 0.327 / 0.363
0.394 / 0.298 / 0.339
0.261 / 0.308 / 0.283
0.214 / 0.125 / 0.158

Table 2: Quality of induced categories in terms of purity / collocation / their harmonic mean (F1 measure) compared against
the human-created gold standard. Bold indicates the best performing model for each language.
(target: clam)
hare
whale

saltwater soft naked marine family
BCF
snail
clam
moth
Co-occ
level
snail
otter

Figure 3: Illustration of the concept prediction task. Top left:
model input (features). Top right: target prediction (concept). Bottom: top four predictions by BCF and co-occ.

BCF
BayesCat
co-occ

en

ge

fr

zh

ar

34 (7)
31 (5)
21 (1)

31 (7)
32 (7)
11 (0.7)

31 (7)
28 (4)
15 (2)

37 (9)
38 (9)
16 (3)

49 (13)
54 (14)
11 (1)

comparatively across languages, while the performance of
co-occ degrades, suggesting that the Bayesian models leverage information more efficiently from smaller input corpora
(see Table 1). Considering the scarcity of categorization studies across diverse and potentially low-resource languages, robustness to small data sets is imperative.

Experiment 3: Human Judgments of Feature
Relevance and Coherence

Table 3: Precision (%) at rank 10 (rank 1) over 300 test stimuli for BCF, BayesCat, and the co-occurrence model (co-occ).
The number of concepts per language differs, so absolute
numbers are not comparable across columns.
publish, work, novel} and {meaning, language, Latin, German, form}. Although this category does not exist in the gold
standard, it arguably is a justifiable inference. Another example concerns the concept barrel, which in the English BCF
output adopts its military sense and is grouped together with
concepts cannon, bayonet, bomb and features like {kill, fire,
attack}. Its French translation baril, however, refers to vessels exclusively and is categorized with stove, oven and represented through features including {oil, production, ton, gas}.
Studying the interplay of language artefacts with conceptual
knowledge is an interesting avenue for future work.

Experiment 2: Feature Quality
In order to assess the quality of induced feature representations, we confront each model with previously unseen stimuli d, and remove the concept.
The models then rank all possible concepts ĉ based on the
given context features fd . Concept scores are computed
as s(ĉ|fd )= ∑g P(g|ĉ)P(f|g) (BCF), s(ĉ|fd )= ∑ f ∈fd N(ĉ, f )
(BayesCat), and s(ĉ|fd )= ∑k P(ĉ|k)P(fd |k) (co-occ).
Figure 3 shows an English example stimulus, together with
model predictions from BCF and co-occ. Results are shown
in Table 3 as precision (%) at ranks 10 and 1 over a corpus
of 300 unseen test stimuli. We again observe similar performance of BCF and the feature structure unaware BayesCat,
while the co-occurrence model performs worse. We conclude
that the joint and structured objective does not lead to feature representations that are more predictive for individual
concepts. We further note that BCF and BayesCat perform
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We are finally interested in how meaningful the induced feature representations are to humans, i.e., to native speakers of
our five target languages. To this end, we elicited judgments
of feature quality from native speakers of our five target languages using crowd sourcing. We adopted the topic intrusion experimental paradigm (Chang, Gerrish, Wang, Boydgraber, & Blei, 2009) for assessing the induced features in
two ways. Firstly, we examined whether the induced feature
types are thematically coherent. Participants were presented
feature types (as lists of words), which were augmented with
a random ‘intruder’ feature (see Figure 4(a) left). The annotator was asked to identify the ‘intruder feature’. If the
feature types are internally coherent we expect annotators to
complete this task with high accuracy. For each model (BCF,
BayesCat and Co-occ), we evaluated all 50 induced feature
types.
Secondly, we assessed the relevance of feature types to
their associated categories. We presented participants with
a category and five feature types (each as a list of words), one
of which was randomly added and was not associated with
the category in the model output (see Figure 4(b) left). If a
model associates categories only with feature types that relevant, annotators will be able to identify the intruder with high
accuracy. We evaluated 40 categories and their associated
features for all three models.
For each of our target languages, we recruited annotators
who self-identified as native speakers on crowd sourcing platforms Figure8 and Amazon Mechanical Turk.5 We further
filtered crowd workers by their location of residence, as well
as by admitting only annotators with the highest platformspecific qualification level for all languages, and finally only
admitted workers who correctly annotated a set of trial assignments. Each annotation task was completed by ten participants.
5 All

experiments were conducted on Figure8, except for the
BayesCat evaluation for Chinese and French which was conducted
on Amazon Mechanical Turk due to a decrease in the worker pool at
the time of evaluation.

(a)

(b)

◦
color
◦
cell

◦
green
•
violin

‘Select the intruder word.’
◦
◦
•
blue
white
milk
◦
◦
◦
study
protein
human

◦
red
◦
disease

‘Select intruder feature type (right) wrt category (left).’
wasp ant
◦
insect beetle family larva spider
◦
tree leaf plant nest grow
caterpillar
•
guitar piano clarinet flute trumpet
hornet moth
◦
male female egg length cm
housefly beetle
◦
white brown dark tail color
honeydew
◦
population habitat bird forest water
grasshopper

en

ge

fr

zh

ar

BCF
BayesCat
co-occ

81 (0.71)
64 (0.53)
27 (0.30)

76 (0.64)
47 (0.34)
22 (0.21)

69 (0.53)
56 (0.41)
22 (0.23)

57 (0.72)
27 (0.23)
23 (0.23)

59 (0.44)
42 (0.42)
24 (0.20)

en

ge

fr

zh

ar

BCF
BayesCat
co-occ

75 (0.70)
61 (0.46)
30 (0.23)

53 (0.36)
37 (0.21)
34 (0.20)

56 (0.43)
47 (0.29)
28 (0.22)

47 (0.42)
26 (0.11)
39 (0.31)

39 (0.28)
39 (0.22)
28 (0.16)

Table 4: (a): Feature coherence study. Two example tasks (left) and human performance as accuracy (%) and Inter-annotator
agreement (IAA; Fleiss Kappa) in brackets (right). (b): Feature relevance study. An example task (left; correct answer marked
with filled circle), and human accuracy (%) and IAA in brackets (right).
Figure 4(a) displays the results for the feature coherence
study (top) and Figure 4(b) shows the feature relevance results. Across both tasks BCF achieves best results by a large
margin both in terms of accuracy and annotator agreement.
We also observe a sharp drop in performance for languages
other than English, and suspect that the smaller pool of crowd
workers compounds the effect of a priori weaker representations (Tables 2,3). Overall, humans are able to detect intruder feature types more reliably in the context of BCFinduced representations, suggesting that modelling category
acquisition jointly with structured feature induction leads to
more relevant and internally coherent feature types as judged
by native speakers. This result holds across all five languages, suggesting BCF as a valuable model for supporting
exploratory, multilingual analyses of category-feature associations.
Qualitative analysis. Figures 2 and 4 qualitatively confirm that BCF learns meaningful features across languages,6
which are overall coherent and relevant to their associated
category. Figure 2 illustrates how feature types associate
with different categories. For example g2 (color) is associated with both FISH (k2) and BIRDS (k1) whereas bird
habitat-themed g1 is only associated with the latter; and
FISH (k2), FRUIT (k3) APPLIANCE (k4) are all associated
with agriculture/industry. Some interesting cultural differences emerge. For example German is the only language
for which a measurement feature type is induced for VEG ETABLES (Figure 4a; de, 4th from left), while for CLOTH ING , a fashion industry feature emerges in French (Figure 4b; fr, 3rd from left). For the same category, a feature type pertaining to colour emerges for all five languages
(bold margins). In addition, some learnt features are entirely language/culture-specific. For example, the 3rd feature
type for VEGETABLES in Chinese (Figure 4a) includes the
word 分 which refers to the extent to which food is cooked 7
6 Model output of languages other than English was translated
into English by native speakers.
7 Roughly equivalent to the English rare, medium, well-done, but
applicable to all kinds of food.
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and 烂 which is the stage when food starts to fall apart after
cooking (stewing). In addition, the feature types induced for
the Chinese CLOTHING category include two words which
both translate to the English word wear, but in Chinese are
specific to wearing small items (e.g., jewelery; 戴), and wearing clothes (穿), respectively. Language-specific features are
meaningful, and at the same time category-features associations across languages reflect culture-driven differences.

Discussion
In this paper, we scaled computational cognitive studies of
category acquisition to (a) five diverse languages; (b) larger
concept and feature sets and noisier stimuli; and (c) the joint
process of category and feature learning and presented a
large-scale study of category and feature learning from natural language. Our results suggest that computational models
of categorization learn meaningful categories and their features from rich and noisy data resembling the complexity of
the world more closely than controlled laboratory settings.
We also showed that BCF, a joint model of categories and
structured features, induces the most relevant and coherent
representations.
We conclude by discussing three avenues of future work.
First, all our models formalize category acquisition as a general, language-independent process. They are unsupervised
and neither utilize language-specific knowledge nor require
custom parameter tuning. As such they pave the way for future investigations involving more languages, different genres and domains such as spoken language or fictional texts, or
diachronic studies of the fine-grained change of conceptual
representations drawing on historical data. Bayesian models
are data efficient and expected to generalize to small data and
low-resource languages.
Powerful language models (e.g., BERT; Devlin, Chang,
Lee, and Toutanova (2019)) pre-trained on large text corpora in an unsupervised way, have been shown to encapsulate nuanced knowledge. While this work focused on cognitively motivated and interpretable models, a study of the
extent to which powerful language models encapsulate conceptual knowledge is an interesting direction for future work.

fr

persil cornichon
concombre poivre
radi aubergine
chou-ﬂeur courgette carotte
haricot pois

ch

en
de

blumenkohl
zucchini limette
rettich gurke
zitrone pfeffer
brokkoli sellerie
zwiebel salat

李⼦
南⽠
茄⼦
柚⼦

ar

tomato garlic cauliﬂower zucchini
pepper cucumber lettuce radish cabbage parsley carrot onion eggplant

ﺷﻤﻨﺪر ﻣﻮظ ﺗﻮت
أزرق ﺑﻘﺪوﻧﺲ ﺑﺼﻞ
ﺛﻮم ﺑﺴﻜﻮﻳﺖ ﺷﻤﺎم
ﻛﻮز اﻟﻌﺴﻞ ﺑﺎذﻧﺠﺎن

⽣菜
菜花
番茄
草莓

泡菜
菠菜
芹菜
蛋糕

onion sauce vegetable
dish pepper meat
tomato potato garlic

crop potato vegetable
grow bean wheat
fruit tomato corn

oil acid seed juice water
product vegetable
fruit vitamin sugar

plant family leaf
grow ﬂower ﬂowering root wild fruit

cake milk cream
sugar chocolate
bread cheese sweet

cauliﬂower
zucchini lime
radish cucumber
lemon peppers
broccoli celery
onion lettuce

zwiebel salz ﬂeisch
gemüse kartoffel
gericht zubereitung

rot geschmack
bilden blätter blüten
form sorte farbe

angebaut mais weizen
gemüse kartoffel anbau
bohnen getreide reis

cm zentimeter
mm erreichen
durchmesser länge

wort bedeuten
bezeichnung bezeichnen lateinisch

onion salt meat
vegetable potato
meal preparation

red taste form
leaves ﬂowers
shape variety color

grown corn wheat
vegetable potato cropping beans grain rice

cm centimeter
mm reach diameter length

word mean
designation
designate latin

parsley pickle
cucumber pepper radish eggplant cauliﬂower zucchini carrots beans peas

huile viande sauce
tomate oignons base
pommes ail légume

légume tomate
plantes haricot
pommes fruit carotte

culture production
maïs agriculture
sucre agricole fruit

fruit vin jus couleur
orange arôme
pomme blanc goût

viande porc boeuf
base poulet cuisine
spécialité plat

oil meat sauce tomato
onions base apples
garlic vegetable

vegetable tomato
plants beans apples fruit carrots

cultivation production
corn agriculture sugar
agricultural fruit

fruit wine juice
color orange ﬂavor
apple white taste

meat pork beef
base chicken cookery specialty dish

種 蔬菜 ⽔果 ⻝物 植物
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要成與時為
隻們作死出
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kind vegetables fruits
food plants include
eat ﬁnish cake eat

want ﬁnish and
time for only plural do die occur

song sound program
music singles song
ﬁnish record launch

select round position
number medium
media get review

dish eat meat soup
join ﬁnish salt
include bread ﬁsh
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bread food rice
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area agriculture
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spirit father lived
story life friend reason name man once

ﬁlm ﬁlm novel
ﬁrst role name
award story

plum lettuce
pickles pumpkin
cauliﬂower spinach
eggplant tomato
celery grapefruit
strawberry cake
beetroot moose
blackberry parsley
onion garlic
biscuit honeymelon eggplant

spoon small water
half water drank
large duration placed

en

white blue shirt uniform red green school
color dress dark

video scene music
show woman girl
dance stage sit dress

kill king power life
woman god magic
steal lose transform

kill home house car
woman door room
mother family steal

de

krawatte gesicht
tie face olive
olive halstuch
scarf coat
mantel nachthemd
nightgown
bluse puppe hemd blouse doll shirt
pelz jacke robe
fur jacket robe
kleid kappe schal
gown cap scarf

schwarz rot hose
hemd lang frauen
kleidung rock weiße

frau lassen sehen haus nehmen
fahren bringen vater

ﬁlm sehen erscheinen
geschichte bild lassen
nennen buch frau „die

schwarz gefärbt hell
weeißen braun kehle
kopf rot gelb grau

lassen bringen
nehmen könig frau
töten ziehen fangen

black red pants
shirt long women
clothing skirt white

woman leave see
house take drive
bring father

movie see appear
story image leave call
book woman ”the

black colored bright
white brown throat
head red yellow gray

leave bring take
king woman
kill pull catch

chemise-de-nuit
jupe pantalon
pantouﬂe maillotde-bain chapeau
écharpe robedu-soir cravate

bleu noir pantalon
blanc blanche noire
couleur chemise

protection protéger
vêtement chaussure
gant cuir main sac

produit marque fabrication entreprise
vêtement objet société

femme jeun mettre
scène découvrir
passer maison ﬁlle

tête cheveu visage
femme forme long
oreille nez noir

blue black pants
white white
black color shirt

protection protect
garment shoe glove
leather hand bag

product brand construction business
clothing object society

woman young
putting scene ﬁnd
pass home girl

head hair face
woman shape long
ear nose black

穿著 戴 穿 ⽩⾊ ⿊⾊
⿊⾊ 帽⼦ ⼥性 ⾊ 會

穿 戴 穿着 服装 ⽩
⾊ 会 ⼥性 ⿊⾊

作品 電影 故事 部 ⻆
⾊ 作 系列 主⻆ 動畫

系統 種 功能 包括 設
計 作 ⽅式 出 會 成

要成與時為
隻們作死出

wearing wear wear
white black black
hat female color will

wear wear wearing
clothing white
will female black

works movies stories
roles work series
protagonist animation

system kind function
include design work
way occur will ﬁnish

want ﬁnish and
time for only
plural do die occur
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َﻗﺪَ م ﻛﺮة اﻟﻘﺪم ﻣُ ﺒﺎراة َٔاوَّ ل
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wore color white
red color long blue
shirt lion black

spirit father lived
story life friend reason name man once

hand head shape
wore carried man
portrait sword long god

foot football match
ﬁrst team union
world degree

god son rhubarb
messenger prophet
prayed saluted

ar

ch

woman dress white
shirt skirt hat jacket
clothing style red

fr

(a) Category CLOTHING
blouse slipper jacket shawl dress
vest swimsuit jean nightgown
cloak skirt hat gown leotard

nightgown skirt
pants slipper
swimsuit
hat scarf
nightgown tie

靴 睡⾐ ⼿套 鞋 boot pajama glove
⼤⾐ ⼿ 短裙 背 shoe coat hand skirt
vest gown bra hat
⼼ 袍 胸罩 帽
⼦ ⽿罩 凳⼦ 拖 earmuff stool slipper
shawl doll hat
鞋 披肩 娃娃 帽
ﺟﺰﻣﺔ ﺑﺪﻟﺔ رﺑﻄﺔ ﻋﻨﻖ
ﺣﺒﻮب ذرة ﺧﻮذة
دراﺟﺔ ﺛﻼﺛﻴﺔ اﻟﻌﺠﻼت
ذﻗﻦ ﺑﻴﺠﺎﻣﺔ ﻣﻌﺼﻢ
ﻓﺄس ﻗﺒﻌﺔ ﻗﻤﻴﺺ
ﺣﺬاء رداء ﺛﻮب اﻟﻨﻮم

shoe suit necktie
corn helmet
tricycle chin
pajama wrist ax
hat shirt boot
robe nightgown

(b) Category VEGETABLES

Figure 4: Categories VEGETABLE (a) and CLOTING (b) (light red), and their five most highly associated feature types (light
blue) for English (en), German (de), French (fr), Arabic (ar), and Chinese (ch). Model output of languages other than English
was translated into English by native speakers.
Combining the strengths of both, e.g., by exposing BCF-like
models to pre-trained word embeddings rather than raw text
is also conceivable if target language resources permit.
Finally, even though our results corroborate prior
work (Riordan & Jones, 2011) that the non-linguistic surrounding is to some extent encoded in language, Wikipedia
is arguably a crude approximation of the environment which
categories represent. We envision scalable testbeds which
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combine naturally occurring data from multiple modalities,
for example combining text data with images or video. We
demonstrated the potential of large naturalistic datasets for
the development and testing of computational models, and are
confident that computational cognitive models together with
large naturally occurring data set will open up novel opportunities for investigating human cognition at scale.
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Abstract
The exercise of reopening optional social spaces following the
COVID-19 lockdowns presents each individual with a complex
problem in determining whether or not to attend these spaces
given how the risks of virus transmission scale with crowding.
In order to tackle this problem while recognizing individual
cognitive capacity limits, this paper used a simulation model
based on the El Farol Bar Problem and generated a population
of agents relying on simple predictive strategies to determine
their attendance to a retail location. It was determined that the
more heterogeneous the threshold for crowding among agents
was, the less variance there was in overall attendance numbers. This stability in daily attendance comes at the expense of
the ability of the most cautious members to enjoy recreational
spaces as these locations become the realm of only those least
concerned with potential crowding.
Keywords: COVID-19, Threshold Model, Bounded Rationality, Agent Based Model

Introduction
The outbreak of COVID-19 and ensuing pandemic has lead
many cities to implement lockdowns and closures of public
spaces to limit the potential social contacts of citizens. However, as these measures are beginning to ease, there is some
uncertainty about the rate and scale at which people will reemerge into optional public spaces such as retail and recreation centres. Citizens wishing to visit these spaces may be
held back by fears of contracting or spreading the virus to
others and thus will only want to venture out if few others do.
However, there is no way to know the attendance at these locations beforehand or coordinate at scale ahead of time thus
the question of whether a given individual should go out or
not is a complex one.
On average, individuals can only handle a finite (and typically fairly low) amount of complexity. Moreover, the interactive nature of this problem means individuals must rely
on subjective beliefs about subjective beliefs (their best guess
of how others will behave). These factors combined mean
that individuals in this situation act with bounded rationality
- that is, they may attempt to apply rational problem solving
processes to the problem but will do so imperfectly or only to
a limited degree (Jones, 1999).
Due to limits on cognitive complexity, deductive reasoning
is practically impossible in this context so individuals instead
rely on inductive reasoning, basing their present actions on
past observations alone. Thus, this problem can be modelled
and explored in a similar manner to the El Farol Bar problem first described by W.B. Arthur(Arthur, 1994). In the El
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Farol Bar problem 100 potential patrons must decide each
night whether or not to visit a nightclub which is only enjoyable when less than 60 people are present. However no
communication or coordination is possible amongst patrons
and each individual must use their own limited cognitive capacity and pattern recognition to determine whether or not to
attend each night.
To improve the realism of the simulations, rather than only
proceeding with a single shared standard of comfortable attendance as in the El Farol paper, several different simulations will be explored where individuals can possess different levels of comfort with crowding in public space. In order to do this, variable threshold models will also be incorporated. The simulation predictions can then be compared
against each other and the data from Google’s COVID-19
Community Mobility Reports for Canada (Google, 2020).
It has been shown that the equilibrium attendance that will
emerge will be approximately half the total capacity when all
agents have a shared threshold value (H. Lus, 2005; D. Challet, 2003; M.A.R. de Cara, 1999) but it is not yet known what
equilibrium will emerge when the agents have a varied set of
thresholds. This paper will explore this question and apply
a sensitivity analysis to the results to explore how robust the
results are to set of predictive strategies each agent utilizes.

Human Cognition: Bounded Rationality and
Inductive Reasoning
Models of human behaviour are often built with the assumption that perfect, logical and deductive reasoning will be applied by their agents but this is unrealistic as human cognition is prone to logical errors and oversimplification of complex, multidimensional problems. Hence, deductive reasoning assumptions don’t perform well in complex games like
checkers or Go because human cognition can only handle finite complexity and interactive problems have no guarantee
of opponent rationality which necessitates relying on guesswork - the problem loses objectivity as the game depends on
the players subjective beliefs about each other’s subjective beliefs (Jones, 1999). Bounded rationality becomes evident in
the outcomes. Economic Rational Actor models are of limited use in exploring bounded rationality but results from the
behavioural sciences suggest that when deduction fails people consistently employ inductive reasoning to problem solve
instead.
Deductive reasoning occurs when specific logical con-

clusions are reached from a well-defined starting premise
whereas inductive reasoning occurs when pattern recognition is deployed to generate generalizable theories (Arthur,
1994). The appeal of inductive reasoning is that it is easier
to employ in situations where the problem is ill-defined or
too complex and intractable. Additionally, humans are great
at pattern recognition and matching, skills often employed to
try and simplify complicated problems and fill in gaps in understanding. Patterns are used to construct temporary mental
models of smaller, simpler subproblems to which deductive
reasoning can be applied. Observed outcomes and environmental feedback to those solutions then reinforces or weakens confidence in those mental models which may be updated
as dictated by novel information (Arthur, 1994). This process is how people incrementally solve and learn within complex problems, for example by constructing evolving strategies during a match of chess or Go.
In situations like these, the complexity of the problem at
hand makes it impossible to determine the ”correctness” of
the models one constructs and implements so historic reliability becomes the best metric. That is to say, by observing the
performance over time, more and less reliable mental models can be identified. Poorly performing models may sometimes be discarded or replaced by new ones and good models endure and are used more frequently but can be dropped
for more favourable ones if they repeatedly fail to perform
well. A constant turnover of best performing or ’active’ beliefs is highly likely. Individuals can learn and refine their
approaches as they gain more experience. As people often
have fairly similar intellectual resources and shared cognitive
biases, models can be drawn from a common bank of straightforward patterns and simple algorithms. Within this attendance problem, the system of mental models employed is coevolutionary - each individual’s set of models must compete
and adapt within an environment shaped by other individuals’
models so the dominant (acted on) models co-evolve.

The Model
Model Set Up
To start, the population of a given city can be thought of as a
collection of 100 agents who have to decide to attend a social
space or not. The agents each hold a different set of one or
more mental models to apply to the attendance problem.
In the following simulations every agent possesses a set of
10 predictor models drawn randomly with replacement from a
shared global pool of 100 distinct prediction strategies. Each
time step, agents will act based on their current best (historically most accurate) predictor. After actions are taken and
overall results are observed, agents record the performance
of their models, both active and passive. They learn. Using
the performance over time, more and less reliable models can
be identified. In this simulation, the following simple predictive models (henceforth referred to as ’predictors’) made up
the global pool from which agents drew their strategy sets:
• Cycles: predict the same attendance as k days ago, k = 1-10
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• Mirrored cycles: predict the attendance from k days ago
mirrored about 50, k = 1-10
• k-day moving average using the mean, k = 1-10
• k-day moving average using the mode, k = 1-10
• Least squares prediction using the k most recent days, k =
1-10
• k-dated 5-day moving average using the mean, k = 1-10
• k-dated 5-day moving average using the mode, k = 1-10
• k-dated 3-day spaced 2-day trend applied to last attendance, k = 1-7
• k-dated 3-day spaced 2-day opposite trend applied to last
attendance, k = 1-7
• k-dated 2-day opposite trend applied to last attendance, k =
1-7
• fixed level predictors: predict attendance = k, k = 5-100 in
increments of 5
In this particular social space, it is only a worthwhile experience for an agent when attendance is below that agent’s
threshold for what they deem safe and comfortable. An
agent’s choice to attend or not is unaffected by the number
of times they have attended in the past. Each person decides
to stay or go based on their own estimate of how many others
will attend as follows:
• if predicted attendance is below comfort threshold then go
• if above then stay home
Only past attendance data is available to each agent and at
the end of every night all agents learn the final attendance
for that day. No collusion or prior communication is possible between agents (a reasonable assumption for big cities
where population sizes are large and individual social networks are relatively small). In this problem, establishing any
kind of common expectations is impossible - shared beliefs
about high future attendance would cause more agents to stay
home, disproving the prediction and likewise for shared beliefs about low future attendance. A difference of beliefs and
predictions is forced to exist. Three sets of agent thresholds
were tested:
• near complete heterogeneity - thresholds uniformly distributed in groups of 5 from 5 to 100
• complete homogeneity - everyone has a threshold of 50
• risk-grouping - 20% high (75), 60% medium (50) and 20%
low (25)

All three sets of thresholds have a mean of 50. They can be
interpreted as representing different scenarios of public concern over the pandemic and subsequent comfort with public crowding (Granovetter, 1978; Wiedermann, Smith, &
Heitzig, 2020). Threshold set 1, the completely homogeneous
thresholds represents a situation where the entire populations
is equally (moderately) concerned about the virus and thus
equally uncomfortable in public spaces that are more than
half full. Threshold set 2, risk-grouped thresholds, represents
a situation where the majority of the population (60%) are
moderately concerned about the pandemic while a minority
(20%) are highly concerned and thus are only comfortable attending sparsely populated public spaces (25 agents or less in
attendance) and an equally large minority (20%) are unconcerned about the pandemic and thus willing to attend highly
populated spaces (75 agents or less). Threshold set 3, nearly
completely heterogeneous thresholds, extends this idea and
incorporated an even wider and more granular spread of comfort levels with risk groups only containing 5 agents each and
thresholds ranging from 5 to 100 in increments of 5.

stark. The homogeneous thresholds produce the highest standard deviation in attendance (σ = 12.9), followed by the
risk-grouped thresholds (σ = 11.7) and then the heterogeneous thresholds have a very small standard deviation (σ =
3.5). Although the mean attendance level is the same in all 3
cases, these results imply that populations that are uniformly
concerned about the pandemic will actually have the most
volatile attendance to public spaces whereas populations with
more widely distributed levels of comfort with crowding will
produce more regular and consistent attendance levels.

Initial Results
Each simulation used the first 90 days of the Community Mobility Report’s recorded attendance to retail venues in Canada
(Google, 2020) scaled as a percentage of the maximum attendance in that period as the initial historical data (figure
1). The model then simulated similarly scaled attendance for
a further 180 days (figure 2). Although this simulated data
is not of the same type as the original Community Mobility Report data, it can be used as a reasonable proxy. As in
the original El Farol simulation, the learning of agents was
very efficient (Franke, 2003); over time, all of the simulations had their attendance numbers oscillate around a mean
50 agents. However, the degree of oscillation varied greatly
between the simulations: the population with completely homogeneous thresholds had the highest variation in day-to-day
attendance, the population with nearly completely heterogeneous thresholds had by far the most consistent daily attendance and the population with risk-group thresholds having
intermediate variance. The daily time series of attendance
is shown in figure 2 and histograms of attendance numbers
during the 180 simulated days as well as normal curves constructed using the mean and standard deviation of the attendance data are shown in figure 4. Figure 3 shows the fraction
of all predictors that are below 50 over time. For the last 2
threshold sets, the fraction of predictors below 50 had a mean
of approximately 54% (although in both cases it fluctuated
widely and chaotically ranged from extremes as low as 20%
to as high as 80%). For the maximally heterogeneous threshold set, the fraction of predictors below 50 fluctuated across
a similar range but did so with more regularity, almost cyclically, and settled at a mean of around 46%.
From the attendance histograms in figure 4, it is clear that
in all 3 threshold scenarios the recorded attendance is normally distributed with mean approximately 50 but the difference in the standard deviations of the 3 cases is quite
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Figure 1: Mobility Data

Repeated Simulations
To explore the robustness of these results, each of the simulations was run 50 times for each threshold set. In all cases the
attendance numbers for each of the 50 simulations were normally distributed. The mean and standard deviation of every
one was recorded and plotted in histograms in figure 5 and 6
respectively. Figure 5 shows the histograms of the recorded
means for the 3 threshold scenarios and figure 6 shows the
histogram of the standard deviations. For the homogeneous
threshold case, the recorded means are normally distributed
about a mean value of 50.8 and very small variance and the
standard deviations are also fairly normally distributed with a
mean of around 13.5 but with a relatively wide spread from
12 to 15.5. This shows that for this threshold set a mean attendance very slightly above 50 and large standard deviation are
typical characteristics. For the risk-grouped threshold set, the
histogram of the means was also normally distributed with
an mean value of approximately 50.65, a smaller standard
deviation than the previous case and the histogram of standard deviations was also normally distributed with a mean of
around 12 and tailing off around 11.2 and 12.6 which shows
that this set of thresholds will produce attendance results that
are reliably less variable than the first threshold set while still
oscillating around the same mean value. For the extremely
heterogeneous threshold set, the histogram of mean values is
left skewed with a mode around 50.7. From this it can be concluded that the extremely heterogeneous threshold case does
consistently have a lower mean attendance than either of the
previous 2 threshold sets. The histogram of standard devia-

Figure 3: Time Series of Fraction of Predictors Below 50

Figure 2: Time Series of Simulated Attendance vs. Data
tions for the first threshold set is right skewed with a mode
at 3.55 and tail stretching only as far as 3.8, which confirms
that this threshold set reliably results in more consistent attendance and vastly less volatility than either of the previous
2 cases.

Potential Expansions
Even with such a simple set up and relatively few inputs the
model has produced interesting results. To build on these it
might be of interest to add some modifications and see what
new observations come from that. A few potential directions
of exploration are
• Regardless of the threshold set used, a trend of on average
around 50% of predictors forecasting attendance below 50
persisted independent of predictor type present in the set
or the unique number assigned to each agent (predictors
were drawn with replacement from the global pool, duplication was inevitable). Although this ratio was consistent,
precisely which predictors were active changed over time.
Presently each agent has a fixed ’belief set’ (predictor set)
but exploring a dynamically changing belief set or expanding the ability of agents to combine predictors is the next
step as well as exploring what effect, if any, this has on the
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aforementioned ratio.
• To further improve the realism of the model, future work
could also consider varying agent thresholds with time or
individual attendance history to reflect that people may
more strongly weight the appeal of public spaces after a
prolonged period of isolation and thus raise their personal
threshold for what they deem acceptable levels of public crowding. Alternatively, people may become more or
less concerned about the potential for contracting the virus
over time and adjust their comfort thresholds accordingly.
A further step that could also be worth exploring would
be to incorporate daily recorded infection data and allow
agents thresholds to vary dynamically in response (thresholds climbing as infection rates fall and vice versa).

Conclusion
Although one may aim for deductive reasoning, in practice
inductive reasoning is often deployed by people in situations
too complex or not well defined enough to apply deductive
reasoning. This is true in many real world situations including
the problem of whether or not to re-emerge into public spaces
following the lifting of government sanctioned lock downs.
Inductive reasoning systems employ collections of models

Figure 5: Histograms of Mean Recorded Attendance Values
During Repeated Simulations

Figure 4: Histogram of Recorded Attendance Values

that adapt to the environment they jointly create - they are
adaptive complex systems. After an initial learning time, sets
of models in the system can become mutually co-adapted.
This same logic can be extended to the social reopening scenario where one can observe that over time a population of
agents will settle into somewhat of an equilibrium level of
use of the public space equal to the mean comfort threshold
of the population, although the daily variability in attendance
levels increases significantly as the homogeneity of a population’s set of thresholds increases. The stability of attendance
to public spaces in populations with heterogeneous thresholds comes at a cost to the citizens as these spaces would
effectively become unavailable to the most cautious groups
in society and only those least concerned by crowding would
be able to enjoy them.
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Abstract

Here we review chattr’s theoretical basis, describe the package’s core functions, and demonstrate its use in three existing
datasets.

The chattr R package enables users to easily detect and describe temporal contingencies in pre-annotated interactional
data. Temporal contingency analysis is ubiquitous across signal system research, including human and non-human animal
communication. Current approaches require manual evaluation (i.e., do not scale up), are proprietary/over-specialized
(i.e., have limited utility), or are constructed ad-hoc per study
(i.e., are variable in construct). Chattr’s theoretically motivated, customizable, and open source code provides a set of
core functions that allow users to quickly and automatically
extract contingency information in data already annotated for
interactant activity (via manual or automated annotation). We
demonstrate the use of chattr by testing predictions about
turn-taking behavior in three language development corpora.
We find that the package effectively recovers documented variation in linguistic input given both manual and automatically
created speech annotations and note future directions for package development key to its use across multiple research domains.

Contingent interaction

Keywords: Contingency; interaction; turn taking; LENA;
communication; R; software.

Introduction
Chattr is an R package that facilitates the detection and analysis of temporally contingent interactions in pre-annotated
data; its special focus is on contingent turn-taking interactions (github.com/marisacasillas/chattr-basic).1 Its utility extends across studies of human interaction, non-human animal communication, and contingencies within multi-modal
signals. Despite significant common conceptual ground between these domains, definitions of contingency phenomena
and implementations of contingency detection remain inconsistent, foregoing critical opportunities for the accumulation
of shared construct validity. Such divergences are partly due
to a lack of flexible contingency analysis tools: existing systems are either constructed ad-hoc, limited in use, or proprietary. Chattr improves this situation by: (1) taking inspiration from conversation analysis, psycholinguistics, and language development to provide theoretically sound, but customizable measurements of temporally contingent interaction at scale and (2) accepting a handful of generic formats
as input, opening up its analytical framework to broad application (e.g., child language input, multi-party conversation, non-human animal signaling, event contingencies, etc.).
1 All

documentation and scripts are available at the above URL.
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Joint coordination of action by two or more agents usually involves temporal contingencies. Whether we are making music with others, crossing a busy intersection, or chatting with
a friend, the timing of our contributions to a coordinated event
is crucial to its success. Optimal strategies for coordination
often involve turn taking, that is: typically, only one interactant makes their contribution at a time, and decisions about
who contributes when can be determined flexibly (as in conversation) or in a pre-defined manner (as in a debate). This
sequential structure enables interactants to adapt each contribution such that it relevantly progresses the joint activity
and to initiate unplanned sub-sequences (e.g., repairing misunderstandings) without breaking progress toward the larger
goal. Sequential, contingent interaction is just one of many
coordinated activity types that humans and other species participate in across a wide range of modalities (e.g., communication, music/dance, prayer, etc.). This broader class of coordinated activities is evident both in overt behaviors as well
as physiological adaptations, and is generally thought to relate to communication, social bonding, and cooperation (e.g.,
Delaherche et al., 2012; Garrod & Pickering, 2009; Launay,
Tarr, & Dunbar, 2016; Louwerse, Dale, Bard, & Jeuniaux,
2012; Palumbo et al., 2017).
The chattr package and the current manuscript focus
in particular on temporally contingent turn-taking in human
verbal interaction. Turn-taking (and similar) interactions
are essential for communication across the animal kingdom
(Fröhlich et al., 2016; Pika, Wilkinson, Kendrick, & Vernes,
2018), as well as for AI systems interacting with human
users. In humans, interactions based in communicative turntaking may be the only reliable source of language universals
(Levinson, 2019). Traditionally, these kinds of interactional
contingencies have been studied using careful inspection and
analysis, both qualitative and quantitative, of manual measurements from video and audio recordings. However, recent advances in recording devices and automated annotation
software (e.g., for voice detection) have created a growing
need for new analytical approaches that can capitalize on very
large, but relatively noisy datasets that, due to their size, can-

Figure 1: An example of a brief dyadic interaction between two English speakers: A (green) and B (orange). The producers
here use both single- and multi-unit turns. There are 6 turns (3 from each producer), 4 turn transitions (two each from B to A
and vice versa; black arrows), and one interactional sequence (the contiguous block of producer continuation/transition marked
with green/orange arrows; the other turn (’but-. what’s it for?’) has no transitions and so is not in an interactional sequence).
not feasibly be assessed by hand.

working in other domains.

Current contingency detection approaches (and
their limitations)

Beyond LENA, approaches to extracting temporal contingencies have been much more variable. For example, in studies of adult conversation, researchers vary in what timing windows qualify as contingent, what types of contributions count
toward turn taking, the modality in which communication is
taking place, how many interactants are considered to be involved (or are of interest), and so on, as is suitable to the
research question (Fröhlich et al., 2016; Heldner & Edlund,
2010; Pika, Wilkinson, Kendrick, & Vernes, 2018; Roberts,
Torreira, & Levinson, 2015; e.g., Ten Bosch, Oostdijk, &
Boves, 2005). These studies, while heterogeneous in data
types and determinants for how and when to count turn-taking
exchanges, have typically been inspired by the same set of
core concepts from conversation analysis, providing significant opportunities for theoretical common ground in understanding moment-to-moment processes of interactant coordination. Much of the work on language development, by contrast, has inherited the somewhat idiosyncratic concepts and
terminology introduced by the LENA system (e.g., a LENA
‘turn’ is considered to be a transition between two speakers
rather than a turn at talk), leaving a conceptual disjunct between work on turn-taking behaviors in children, adults, and
non-human animals. Given the various restrictions on existing tools and free variations in analysis across studies, there
is a clear need for a free, flexible, and theoretically grounded
tool that can extract temporal contingencies at scale; chattr
fills this need.

At present, the most widely used tool for automated contingency analysis of human interaction is the LENA system
(Greenwood, Thiemann-Bourque, Walker, Buzhardt, & Gilkerson, 2011), which was built for use with young children,
but has also been employed to capture adult language environments (e.g., Rodrı́guez-Arauz, Ramı́rez-Esparza, Garcı́aSierra, Ikizer, & Fernández-Gómez, 2019). The system includes both a recording device and a set of proprietary software tools that enable the user to collect long-format (16hour) participant-centric audio recordings. It then automatically analyzes the recordings for a range of properties, including when vocalizations occur by speakers of different
types (e.g., near/far female adult vocalizations). The software
then uses the detected vocalizations to find candidate regions
of vocal exchange (VABs; Vocal Activity Blocks) between
the target child and nearby adults, calculating the estimated
number of speaker exchanges that involve the child. It uses
temporal contingency to associate speaking turns from different speaker types (i.e., periods of less than 5 seconds of
silence between the target child and woman/man vocalizations or vice versa). This highly convenient automated annotation system has been critical to spurring on new research
on language development and turn-taking (e.g., Romeo et
al., 2018) but has a few unfortunate drawbacks. Reliability
estimates for turn count estimates are between 0.3 and 0.6
(Cristia, Bulgarelli, & Bergelson, 2020), with systematically
worse errors for younger infants (Ferjan-Ramı́rez, Hippe, &
Kuhl, 2021).2 The system is also proprietary, expensive, and
can only be used with audio recordings that were made with
LENA hardware. Research groups who lack generous funding or who have unique hardware and storage requirements
will struggle to enjoy its benefits. Lastly, LENA is designed
for child-centric recordings. The specific targeting of childcentric audio improves LENA’s accuracy for the developmental language context, but offers minimal utility for researchers
2 CTC error estimates inherit error from earlier steps in the processing pipeline (e.g., misidentifying speech as silence).
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The chattr system
In brief, chattr is an R package that gives both summary
and detailed data on temporal contingencies in pre-annotated
data. To keep things simple for users, it has a single core function for each type of input that it takes: (a) LENA .its files;
(b) tab delimited .txt tables with one production/utterance per
row (e.g., exported from Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 2021),
ELAN (Wittenburg, Brugman, Russel, Klassmann, & Sloetjes, 2006), etc.; Figure 2); and (c) .rttm tables, a common
output format used with automated speech diarization sys-

Figure 2: Example workflow for an annotation file using ‘chattr’.
tems.3 Users can use the default settings for each function—
including limits on the relevant temporal windows, potential
interactants, and which productions are considered—or can
customize as desired. More advanced users can capitalize
on the numerous sub-functions utilized by the core inputtype functions to tailor chattr’s functions to their unique
needs. All settings, output information types, and theoretical background is thoroughly summarized in the online documentation on the project’s GitHub repository, as is the basic approach by which turns, transitions, and interactional sequences are identified.
Core concepts We encourage users to first evaluate how
well chattr‘s concepts of ’turn,’ ‘transition,’ and ‘interactional sequence’ fit their own study context; our default definitions differ from those sometimes used in the
language development literature (e.g., because of LENA)
and are restricted compared to their full (and human spoken conversation-specific) meanings in conversation analysis (Sacks, Schegloff, & Jefferson, 1974; Schegloff, 2007).
We briefly summarize these core concepts here (also illustrated in Figure 1). We use the terms ‘producer’ and ‘recipient’/‘addressee’ rather than ‘speaker’ and ‘listener’ to underscore the utility of these concepts across modalities, species,
and interactional contexts:
A ‘turn’ comprises one or more closely occurring
emissions by the same producer. That is, a turn can
be formed from multiple complete emissions (e.g., utterances/communicative acts) that may be separated by
pauses/silences in production so long as (a) there is no intervening emission from another producer and (b) the pause
in production is short. An example of a single-unit turn in
English is “Jane is the one in the hat.” An example of a multiunit turn in English is “Jane is the one in the hat [pause] third
from the left.”
A ‘turn transition’ occurs when one producer’s turn stops
3 If the reader interested in a fully open-source pipeline for automated analysis of children’s language environments, we recommend
trying Lavechin et al.’s (2021) voice type classifier.
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and another producer’s turn begins. Every turn transition
has a pre-transition producer and a post-transition producer—
these pre- and post-transition producers must be different individuals. The transition begins when the first turn stops and
ends when the second turn starts. Therefore, if the second
turn starts before the first turn stops, the transition time is
negative (‘transitional overlap’). If the second turn starts after
the first turn stops, the transition time is positive (‘transitional
gap’).
An ‘interactional sequence’ is an unbroken turn-taking sequence between the target interactant and one or more of their
interactional partners. Interactional sequences, defined this
way, are more likely to index structurally complex, engaged
interactional behaviors than single turn transitions. Interactional sequences are akin to conversational bouts (or LENA
VABs) during which participants can more substantially build
on joint goals.
The chattr default settings are designed for human spontaneous conversation, including child conversation, which
demonstrates fairly robust timing patterns (with some systematic variation) across the signed and spoken languages that
have been analyzed to date (Levinson, 2019). The three most
critical default settings are that: (a) up to 2000 ms of transitional gap or up to 1000 ms of transitional overlap is allowed between turns, (b) transitions can occur between turns
of any duration, content, and to/from the target producer and
any potential interactional partner present in the dataset, and
(c), in the case that there are multiple potential prompts or
responses (e.g., two interactants answer a question nearly simultaneously), chattr picks the production that occurs closest to the present one. Users interested in emulating LENA’s
CTC measure with their .its files can use a specialized function in which the target producer is assumed to be “CH” (target child), potential interactants are limited to “FA”/“MA” (female and male adult), and analyzed turns from MA and FA
must contain some linguistic material.
Example use case Suppose that, as a researcher, I am
interested in investigating how adult turn-taking varies in

a dataset that contains information about the timing of
verbal contributions across multiple semi-structured contexts
(e.g., during board game play). I would ensure that the
annotations are formatted as tab-delimited text (e.g., Figure
2). Then I would use the core Basic Speech Table call
fetch chatter BST() to fetch turn-taking information.
I might also want to, e.g., define a minimum utterance
duration and a more strict temporal window for contingency, as well as calculate 10 randomized simulations of
turn-taking rates to assess the baseline likelihood contingency:
fetch chatter BST(filename, min.utt.dur
= 1500, allowed.gap = 1000, allowed.overlap =
600, n.runs = 10). This call yields detailed tables of
detected turn-taking behavior ready for the author’s statistical analysis of choice. In what follows, we provide a
very preliminary analysis of existing child language data to
demonstrate chattr’s basic utility. We urge users to visit the
URL in the footnote above to find further up-to-date package
testing information and links to work using the package.

Pilot analysis
We demonstrate the use of chattr with three child language environment datasets from unrelated rural Indigenous
communities: specifically, we sanity check chattr‘s performance on corpora for which we have strong a priori hypotheses about basic turn-taking patterns. The analyzed recordings
were all collected to document children’s verbal interactional
patterns over full days at home in understudied, rural populations with large and/or closely located family dwellings in
which several other young children typically live. In other
words, these are populations for which the use of a tool like
LENA is challenging. Chattr allows us to examine interactional patterns at scale in these corpora, evading months
of manual annotation that would achieve similar output, and
making it easy to do so for both conventional (child-adult
interaction) and non-conventional (child-child interactional)
categories relevant to development in these contexts. The
first two corpora, in which children are learning the languages Tseltal (Mayan; Chiapas, Mexico; N = 10) and Yélı̂
Dnye (isolate; Milne Bay, Papua New Guinea; N = 10), come
from the Casillas HomeBank repository (Casillas, Brown, &
Levinson, 2017) and were made with near parallel methods:
children under age 3;0 wore an Olympus WS-832/853 audio
recorder at home for 8–11 hours. The third corpus, in which
children are learning the language Tsimane’ (Tsimane’; Bolivia; 40 recordings from 27 children) features children under 6;0 who wore one of multiple recording devices (LENA,
Olympus, or USB) at home for 4–21 hours (Scaff, Stieglitz,
Casillas, & Cristia, in preparation). We focus in the present
paper on the subset of those 17 Tsimane’ recordings made
with the LENA recorder (these 17 recordings come from 13
children). In what follows, we assess the baseline turn-taking
rate over age and the frequency of interactions with other children in each dataset. For the Tsimane’ data, we can also
compare chattr estimates on both LENA (automated) and
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manually created annotations of the same recording minutes.4
These pilot studies are designed, for the present paper, to test
whether previously documented patterns in these children’s
linguistic input are recapitulated in their turn-taking behavior, as detected by chattr. The scripts accompanying the
analyses below, which exemplify current use of chattr can
be found at osf.io/wc7j6/.

Study 1. Tseltal and Yélı̂ Dnye
We analyze interactional behavior in 20 clips for each recording: 9 randomly selected clips (5 min for Tseltal and 2.5
min for Yélı̂ Dnye), 5 clips manually selected for day-peak
turn-taking behavior of the target child with one or more interactants (each 1 min), 5 clips manually selected for daypeak vocal activity by the target child (each 1 min), and
one 5-minute expansion on the most active turn-taking/vocalactivity clip. Each clip was manually annotated for all hearable speech, including addressee coding (e.g., target-childdirected vs. other-directed; see Casillas et al. (2020b, 2020a)
for details). Despite documented differences in caregiverchild interactional style, day-long linguistic input estimates
show similar directed linguistic input patterns in these two
communities. While female adult speech constitutes the majority of linguistic input in both communities, Yélı̂ children
show a marked increase in directed speech from other children with age. This pattern of increasing directed input from
other children does also appear in the Tseltal data, albeit more
weakly. We therefore expected to find that: (1) turn-taking
rates are higher in turn-taking and vocal activity clips than in
random clips, (2) rates are similar between the two communities, and (3) interactional sequences involving other children
increase with age, particularly for Yélı̂ children.
Methods We use fetch chatter AAS(), which is specifically designed for those using the ACLEW5 Annotation
Scheme (Casillas et al., 2017). It allows 2000 ms of gap
and 1000 ms of overlap at turn transitions and searches over
all annotated utterances (any duration, content, and from any
producer). We limit our analysis to utterances directed exclusively to the target child. We also indicate the annotated
regions by using the cliptier argument.
Results The mean rates of turn transitions in the Tseltal
corpus were 11.8 and 3 transitions per minute for the active
(turn taking and vocal activity) and random clips, respectfully. For Yélı̂ Dnye, these rates were 12.8 and 2.4 transitions
per minute. The distribution of turn taking rates across annotated clips was similar between the two sites (Table 1). A
linear mixed effects regression of transitions per minute with
predictors of clip type, corpus, and their interaction, and a
random intercept for child reveals that random clips indeed
have significantly lower transition rates (B = -8.78, SE = 1.2,
t = -7.31). There is no evidence for a significant difference in
4 Further comparison of LENA automated measures (CTC) and
chattr-based estimates will be explored further in future work, as
will the use of chattr with a fully open-source processing pipeline.
5 sites.google.com/view/aclewdid/.

Study 2. Tsimane’

Figure 3: Turn transition rate by corpus, divided across manually selected turn-taking/high-vocal-activity clips (red) and
random clips (blue).

These Tsimane’ recordings were first automatically analyzed
with LENA and then subsequently (and independently) manually annotated in 1-minute clips every 60 minutes, starting
at the 34th minute [min 34-35, min 94-95, min 154-155, etc.;
Scaff, Stieglitz, Casillas, & Cristia (in preparation)]. Both
annotation types (automated-LENA and manual) encode (a)
when speech was occurring and (b) what type of speaker produced it (i.e., the target child, a nearby woman/man/other
child, or other) for minute. Prior analysis shows comparably low rates of directed speech in these Tsimane’ data to the
Tseltal and Yélı̂ Dnye recordings, again with a high proportion of directed input coming from other children (Scaff et
al. (in preparation); see also Cristia et al. (2019)). Based
on this past work, we expected to find that: (1) despite
their slightly different operationalizations, turn-taking rates
are overall similar to what we found in the random samples of
the other two communities, (2) turn-taking sequences involving other children are comparable to or more frequent than
those in the random samples of the other two communities,
(3) interactional sequences involving other children increase
with age, and (4) manual and automated speech annotations
of the same audio clips result in similar turn-taking estimates.
Corpus
Tseltal
Tseltal
Yélı̂ Dnye
Yélı̂ Dnye
Tsimane’
Tsimane’

Clip type
active (manual)
random (manual)
active (manual)
random (manual)
random (LENA)
random (manual)

mean (sd; range), median
11.8 (4.8; 4.5-20.1), 12.3
3 (3.1; 0.4-10.6), 2.3
12.8 (6.5; 3.9-22.2), 10.8
2.4 (1.6; 0.5-6), 2.2
3.2 (1.1; 1.2-5.1), 3.1
3.2 (1.2; 1.3-6), 3

Table 1: Descriptive statistics for turn transitions per minute
across corpora and clip types.

Figure 4: Proportion of interactional sequences involving at
least one non-target child across age, by language.

rates between languages (t = 0.54) and no evidence for a clip
type-language interaction (t = -0.74).
A second linear mixed effects regression of the proportion
of interactional sequences featuring at least one non-target
child with predictors of age (in months), corpus, and their interaction, and a random intercept for child reveals that there is
indeed a significant age-by-corpus interaction by which Yélı̂
children show a larger increase in other-child interactional sequences with age compared to Tseltal children (B = 0.01, SE
= 0.01, t = 2.47). There is no evidence for simple effects of
age (t = 0.2) or language (t = -0.99).
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Methods We use fetch chatter BST() with the manually annotated data, matching conditions of the call as closely
as possible to what can be compared in the LENA output
files, that is: include woman, man, and other-child speech,
both linguistic and non-linguistic, with a minimum utterance
duration of 600ms (the LENA lower limit) and no overlap allowed (meaningful overlap is not possible in LENA, which
labels these segments as simply ‘overlapping noise’). With
the automatic LENA annotations on the same recordings (the
same 1-minute segments) we adjust the default settings on
fetch chatter LENA() to reflect these same restrictions.
Results A linear mixed effects regression of transitions
per minute with a fixed effect of annotation type (LENA
vs. manual) and a random intercept for child reveals that turntransition rates are similar between the two annotation methods (B = -0.09, SE = 0.41, t = -0.23). As expected, turntransition rates are similar to what we found in the Tseltal and
Yélı̂ Dnye random clips, at 3.2 transitions per minute. That
said, we note that the Tsimane’ data show fewer instances of

type interaction (t = -1.39).

Summary of findings
We tested chattr’s performance on three daylong audio corpora for which we already have strong predictions about turntaking patterns given patterns in children’s linguistic input
(Casillas, Brown, & Levinson, 2020b, 2020a; Scaff, Stieglitz,
Casillas, & Cristia, in preparation). Indeed, chattr detects turn transition rates as expected in hand-selected highvs. low-volume turn-taking clips, across manual and automated annotations of the same clips, and with distributions
that mirror directed linguistic input similarities across three
unrelated childrearing contexts, both overall and between
child interactants. In brief, the chattr package passes the
preliminary checks tested here and is ready for further testing
and use in other datasets.

Contribution and next steps

Figure 5: Turn transition rate by annotation type (LENA automated vs. manual) in the same audio clips. Clips are a
periodic random sample of the daylong recording at the rate
of 1 minute per hour.

Figure 6: Proportion of interactional sequences involving
at least one non-target child across age, by annotation type
(LENA automated vs. manual) in the same audio clips.

turn transition rates above 10/min (Table 1).
A second linear mixed effects regression of the proportion of interactional sequences featuring at least one nontarget child with predictors of age (in months), annotation
type (LENA vs. manual), and their interaction, and a random
intercept for child reveals that, as expected, there is a significant increase in other-child interactional sequences with age
(B = 0.01, SE = 0, t = 3.39). There is no evidence for simple
effects of annotation type (t = 0.71) or for an age-annotation
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The chattr package allows users to easily implement theoretically informed contingency analyses on a wide variety of
data types, including both automatically and manually annotated data. The package is designed for both straightforward
(i.e., basic fetch chatter calls) and customized analysis
scenarios and provides detailed outputs that can be merged
with other data about the same recordings. By providing
a single tool for analyzing the most common input formats
used for interactional data in psychology, animal behavior,
and speech technology research, chattr aims to help build
theoretical and methodological connections regarding the nature of contingent behaviors across diverse domains. While
chattr has now been tested on a handful of child language
datasets, new functionality will emerge following user issueposting and feature requests. At present, the package is focused purely on detecting turn-taking behaviors. Therefore,
potential connections to other behavioral coordination analysis types, including synchronic actions across modalities and
communicative behavioral alignment (as captured by, e.g.,
Duran, Paxton, & Fusaroli, 2019), present exciting future avenues to explore. Following the beta stage of development,
we will make the package available on CRAN for easier distribution. A critical next step will also be the development of
tutorial materials to accompany the documentation, enabling
new R users to quickly apply the core functions to a sampling
of common use cases.
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Abstract
Based on strategy-awareness (knowing which problem-solving
strategy to use) and time-awareness (knowing when to use
it), students are categorized into Rote (neither type of awareness), Dabbler (strategy-aware only) or Selective (both types
of awareness). It was shown that Selective is often significantly more prepared for future learning than Rote and Dabbler (Abdelshiheed et al., 2020). In this work, we explore
the impact of explicit strategy instruction on Rote and Dabbler students across two domains: logic and probability. During the logic instruction, our logic tutor handles both ForwardChaining (FC) and Backward-Chaining (BC) strategies, with
FC being the default; the Experimental condition is taught how
to use BC via worked examples and when to use it via prompts.
Six weeks later, all students are trained on a probability tutor that supports BC only. Our results show that Experimental
significantly outperforms Control in both domains, and Experimental Rote catches up with Selective.
Keywords: Preparation For Future Learning; Metacognitive
Skills Instruction; Backward Chaining

Introduction
It is commonly observed that certain learners are better prepared for future learning in that they are less sensitive to
learning environments and can always learn; while others are
more sensitive to variations in learning environments and may
fail to learn (Ju, Zhou, Abdelshiheed, Barnes, & Chi, 2021;
Sanz Ausin et al., 2019; Zhou & Chi, 2017; Chi & VanLehn,
2010; Cronbach & Snow, 1977). It is not fully understood
why such differences exist and one of many hypotheses is that
certain learners lack specific skills such as general problemsolving strategies or metacognitive skills (Abdelshiheed et al.,
2020; Pintrich, 2002; Hartman, 2001).
In this work, we focus on two types of metacognitive skills
related to problem-solving strategies: strategy-awareness and
time-awareness, that is, knowing which strategy to use and
when to use it. Based on these two types, we classify students into three groups: “Rote” referring to those who never
switch problem-solving strategies and simply follow the default strategy, “Dabbler” for those who seemingly know different problem-solving strategies but not proficient enough
to know when to use each, and finally, “Selective” refers to
students who know both which strategy to use and when to
use it. In our prior work, we analyzed data from 495 college students who studied logic and then probability using
two intelligent tutoring systems (ITSs) and we found that Selective outperformed both Rote and Dabbler across both tu-
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tors (Abdelshiheed et al., 2020). These findings were consistent with prior research, in that skilled problem solvers tend
to understand how, when, and why to use each strategy (de
Boer et al., 2018; Pintrich, 2002; Alexander et al., 1998).
In this work, we explore whether explicit instruction on how
and when to use a problem-solving strategy in one domain
can make Rote and Dabbler catch up with Selective using two
intelligent tutoring systems (ITSs) across two deductive domains: logic and probability.
In deductive task domains, solving a problem often requires deriving an argument or proof consisting of one or
more inferential steps, and each step is the result of applying
a domain principle, operator, or rule. Two common problemsolving strategies in deductive domains are forward chaining
(FC) and backward chaining (BC) (Russell & Norvig, 2010).
Prior work has shown that students often use a mixture of
FC and BC during their problem-solving (Priest & Lindsay,
1992; Simon & Simon, 1978). In this work, our logic tutor handles both FC and BC strategies but defaults to FC,
while our probability tutor supports BC only. During the logic
instruction, the Experimental condition is explicitly taught
BC strategy through worked examples (strategy-awareness)
and the tutor would prompt them to switch to it when it is
proper to do so (time-awareness), while the Control condition is trained on the same tutor without any explicit strategy
instruction. After six weeks, both conditions are trained on
a probability tutor. Our results show that the Experimental
condition significantly outperforms Control in both domains.
More importantly, the Rote students benefit the most from
our intervention, as they significantly outperform their peers
on the logic tutor and continue to perform well in the probability tutor. By analyzing their strategy switch behavior, we
find that they indeed catch up with their Selective peers, who
know in advance which strategy to use when.

Related Work
Generally speaking, metacognition indicates one’s ability
to regulate, understand and monitor their cognitive skills
(Chambres et al., 2002; Roberts & Erdos, 1993). Many studies have investigated the impact of teaching metacognitive
skills on student learning (Zepeda et al., 2015; Chi & VanLehn, 2010) and explored different ways of teaching them effectively (de Boer et al., 2018; Cardelle-Elawar, 1992). Based
on Winne and Azevedo (2014), mastering strategy selection

alone is a cognitive skill, but when incorporated with awareness about when such strategy should be used, it can be considered as a metacognitive skill. Thus in this work, we consider two types of awareness: strategy-awareness and timeawareness, which are respectively, which strategy to use and
when to use it (de Boer et al., 2018).

Strategy Instruction
Researchers have explored a variety of instruction types for
teaching strategies (de Boer et al., 2018; Likourezos & Kalyuga, 2017; Zepeda et al., 2015; Spörer et al., 2009). For
instance, Spörer et al. (2009) analyzed the role of explicit
instruction of multiple reading strategies on the comprehension of third- to sixth-graders. They found that students who
were instructed explicitly outperformed their peers, who were
taught traditionally by the instructors’ text interactions, on a
transfer posttest task and follow-up test.
In this work, we focus on two problem-solving strategies:
FC and BC. In the former, students progress from givens to
the goal, while in the latter, they reduce the goal to givens.
Prior research has highlighted the impact of teaching FC
(Shrestha et al., 2013), BC (Chi & VanLehn, 2010), or both
strategies (Priest & Lindsay, 1992; Larkin et al., 1980; Simon
& Simon, 1978). For example, Priest and Lindsay (1992)
compared how experts and novices solve physics problems.
They found that both groups used a similar mixture of forward and backward chaining. However, only the experts
knew when and why to use each strategy, as they significantly
produced more complete plans and stages compared to their
novice peers. As far as we know, prior work taught FC or BC
by asking students to solve problems with/without feedback
or support. In this work, we use worked examples to teach
students BC in the logic tutor, where students are allowed to
choose either FC or BC to solve each problem.

The Worked-Example Effect
A worked example (WE) is a provided step-by-step solution that solves a problem or completes a task. In cognitive load theory, the worked-example effect refers to the observed learning outcome from teaching with WEs (Sweller
& Cooper, 1985). Substantial work has leveraged WEs to
enhance students’ problem-solving skills (Renkl & Atkinson, 2010; Van Gog et al., 2004; Paas et al., 1994), prepare
them for direct instruction (Likourezos & Kalyuga, 2017),
seal knowledge-gap experience (Glogger-Frey et al., 2015),
reduce cognitive load (Gerjets et al., 2004), and deepen the
conceptual understanding (Schwonke et al., 2009).
Renkl and Atkinson (2010) addressed when to present
WEs to students. They found that WEs contribute positively
to the learning performance when offered in the early stages
of skill acquisition. However, students will likely stop paying attention to them in later stages. The authors argued
that WEs should elicit some steps from students, and possess
self-explanatory prompts to strengthen their impacts. Furthermore, Schwonke et al. (2009) investigated the impact of
faded worked examples (FWEs), which is a mixture of so-
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lution steps and incomplete steps to be solved by students.
They found that students who were given FWEs were able to
learn more efficiently and show deeper conceptual knowledge
of geometry principles, compared to their peers who had supportive tutoring in the form of corrective feedback and selfexplanation prompts.
In short, given that WEs have shown great promise of improving student content learning, in this work, we use WEs
in the early stages of the logic tutor to teach the BC strategy.

The Importance of “When to use Which Strategy”
Prior work suggests that students often lack metacognitive
knowledge because they do not understand when or why to
use a specific strategy (de Boer et al., 2018; Pintrich, 2002;
Hartman, 2001), and thus in order to raise their metacognitive
awareness, they must master such skills (Winne & Azevedo,
2014; Alexander et al., 1998). For instance, de Boer et
al. (2018) investigated the long-term effects of metacognitive strategy instruction on students’ academic performance.
They found that students who were given interventions that
include when, why, how, and which strategy to use, showed
superior planning skills. Moreover, their learning performance was the highest, as they did not only outperform their
peers on a posttest task, but also a far follow-up test. de Boer
et al. argued that in multi-strategy domains, it is insufficient
to only learn what each strategy is. Rather, it is equally important to learn when to use each.
On the other hand, compared with a large amount of prior
work on explicit strategy instruction, little research has been
done on how to teach students to become time-aware. Some
related work has shed light on this subject. For example, it
has been shown that young adults (< 30 years) are more flexible in and capable of, revising their initial strategy choice
for a better strategy (Taillan et al., 2015; Ardiale & Lemaire,
2012). More specifically, Taillan et al. (2015) compared the
strategy switch behavior between young and older adults in
a computational task and found that the former were more
receptive to trying new strategies. Moreover, Taillan et al. argued that the likelihood of switching a strategy is much higher
when all strategies have similar difficulty. Inspired by these
findings, we use prompts to recommend students to switch
their problem-solving strategy when it is proper to do so.

Methods
Two Tutors and Our Interventions
Logic Tutor and Instructional Interventions Our logic
tutor teaches students propositional logic proofs. It consists
of five ordered levels with an incremental degree of difficulty
and each level consists of four problems. A student can solve
any problem by either a FC or BC strategy. Figure 1a shows
that for FC, one must derive the conclusion at the bottom
from givens at the top; while Figure 1b shows that for BC,
students need to derive a contradiction from givens and the
negation of the conclusion. Problems are presented by default in FC, but students can switch to BC by clicking the

(a) Forward Chaining

(b) Backward Chaining

Figure 1: Logic Tutor Problem-Solving Strategies

Figure 3: Training on the Modified Logic Tutor
Probability tutor: The interface of the tutor can be shown
in Figure 4. It is a web- and text-based tutor that teaches students how to solve mathematical probability problems using
10 major principles, such as the Complement Theorem and
Bayes’ Rule. It consists of 12 problems. Each problem can
only be solved by BC in that it requires students to derive an
answer by writing and solving equations until the target is
completely reduced to the givens.

Figure 2: Strategy Switch Prompt

yellow button in Figure 2.
For the purpose of this work, we modified our logic tutor
by implementing two WEs on explicit BC strategy instruction
and by offering advisory prompts (the text in the black box in
Figure 2) to switch to the BC strategy when it is proper to
do so. Figure 3 shows that the two BC WEs are presented
as the first problem at Levels 1 and 2; all problems in green
are ‘proper’ problems to be solved by BC. We used the strategy switch behavior from our prior study (Abdelshiheed et
al., 2020) to guide us which ‘proper’ problems to display the
prompts in, by picking the most frequently switched problems, and when to display them, by learning a probability
distribution of the duration lengths that students take before
switching. More specifically, 55% of the time the tutor would
wait for 1.5 minutes, 35% for 3 mins, and only 10% for 6
mins. For the remaining problems (colored in white in Figure
3), the tutor behaves the same as the original tutor.
Our goal in this work is to investigate whether explicit
BC strategy instruction using WEs combined with prompts
would make Rote and Dabbler catch up with Selective. We
expect that the former two groups would benefit from our instructional interventions which are designed to scaffold the
metacognitive skills that they lack. On the other hand, for
the Selective group, we expect that providing them with additional scaffolding may interfere with their existing skills.
Therefore, only the Experimental Rote and Dabbler groups
will get the treatment shown in Figure 3, while the Control
Rote and Dabbler groups and the Selective group will get no
treatment.
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Figure 4: Probability Tutor Interface

Participants
Our participants are Computer Science undergraduate students at North Carolina State University. The tutors are assigned as a regular homework assignment and their completion is required for full credit. Students are told that the assignment would be graded based on their demonstrated effort,
not performance. A total of 128 students completed both tutors.
One of the main challenges in this work is how to determine which of the three groups a student belongs to before their training on the logic tutor starts. Previously,
the three metacognitive groups were determined based on a
post-hoc analysis after students completed the entire training (Abdelshiheed et al., 2020). For the purpose of this
work, we trained a random forest classifier (RFC) using prior

Table 1: Overview of the Study Procedure

students solve 14 and 20 open-ended problems that require
them to derive an answer by writing and solving one or more
equations. 14 of the posttest problems are isomorphic to the
pretest problems. For the training section, all students would
go over the same problems in the same order. Note that for
both tutors, the posttest is much harder than the pretest.

Pretest (2 problems)
Training (20 problems):
Experimental =⇒ Intervention
Logic

Control =⇒ Original

Grading criteria

Selective =⇒ Original

In logic, a problem score is based on students’ time, accuracy, and solution length. Students’ pre- and post-test scores
are calculated by averaging their pre- and post-test problem
scores. In probability, students’ answers are graded in a
double-blind manner by experienced graders using a partialcredit rubric, where grades are based only on accuracy. The
pre- and post-test scores are the average grades in their respective sections. For comparison purposes, all test scores
are normalized to the range of [0, 100].

Posttest (6 problems, including 2 isomorphic)
Six weeks later
Textbook
Prob.

Pretest (14 problems)
Training (12 problems)
Posttest (20 problems, including 14 isomorphic)

data for the task of the early prediction of the metacognitive
group. More specifically, based on how students solve the
logic pretest problems, our RFC will assign them to one of
the three groups before training on the logic tutor. As a result, we had 60 Rote, 42 Dabbler and 26 Selective students.
Then the Rote and Dabbler students are randomly assigned
to two conditions1 : N = 61 for Experimental (35 RoteExp
+ 26 DabblerExp ) and N = 41 for Control (25 RoteCtrl +
16 DabblerCtrl ). We found no significant difference in the
distribution of Rote and Dabbler across the two conditions:
χ2 (1, N = 102) = 0.13, p = .72. Finally, for all students who
are classified as Selective, no intervention is provided and
they use the original logic tutor and are referred to as the
Selective group later on. The accuracy of our RFC is further confirmed by the students’ behaviors using the Control
and the Selective students since they received no intervention. Our results show that the RFC achieved 95.5% accuracy, 94.9% macro-recall, and 96.1% macro-precision which
is comparable to its performance on the training data: 95.9%
accuracy, 95.1% macro-recall, and 96.2% macro-precision.

Results
Learning Performance:
Experimental vs Control Table 2 compares the two conditions across the two tutors and it shows the mean(SD) of
students’ pre- and post-test scores, isomorphic posttest, training time (in hours), and the learning performance in terms
of the normalized learning gain (NLG) defined as: (NLG =
√post−pre ), where 100 is the maximum test score. The last col100−pre
umn in Table 2 shows the one-way ANOVA statistical comparisons between the two conditions with their corresponding effective size η. As shown in Table 2, while no significant difference was found between the two conditions in
the logic pretest: F(1, 100) = 0.8, p = .38, and probability
pretest: F(1, 100) = 2.7, p = .11, Experimental significantly
outperformed Control in all other aspects, except for the training time on the probability tutor.
Next, we will investigate whether both Rote and Dabbler
Table 2: Comparing the Two Conditions across Tutors

Procedure
Table 1 summarizes our procedure. During the logic instruction, all students go through the same standard pretesttraining-posttest procedure. The first two posttest problems
are isomorphic to the two pretest problems. The only difference occurs during the training on the logic tutor in that the
Experimental condition (RoteExp and DabblerExp ) is given
WEs with prompts (highlighted in Figure 3), while the Control condition (RoteCtrl and DabblerCtrl ) and the Selective
group receive no such intervention.
Six weeks later, students would be all trained on the same
probability tutor following the same standard procedure: textbook, pretest, training on ITS, and posttest. In the textbook,
students study the domain principles; In pre- and post-test,
1 The

difference in size is due to the fact that we gave priority
to have a sufficient number of Experimental students to perform a
meaningful analysis of our intervention.
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Experimental
(N = 61)

Logic Tutor
Control
(N = 41)

1-way ANOVA

Pre

62.8 (19.6)

59.4 (18.4)

p = .38

Iso Post

75.9 (2.5)

62.4 (4)

F(1, 100) = 15.3, p < .001, η = .13

Iso NLG

0.19 (.03)

0.03 (.06)

F(1, 100) = 8.2, p = .005, η = .08

Post

77.4 (3.6)

65.4 (5.2)

F(1, 100) = 38.9, p < .001, η = .28

NLG

0.2 (.05)

0.05 (.06)

F(1, 100) = 10.6, p = .002, η = .1

Time

4.32 (4.9)

7.23 (8)

F(1, 100) = 5.2, p = .02, η = .05

Probability Tutor
Pre

69.6 (18.6)

74.9 (15.1)

p = .13

Iso Post

92.9 (2.8)

84.4 (4.1)

F(1, 100) = 18.5, p < .001, η = .16

Iso NLG

0.4 (.05)

0.11 (.08)

F(1, 100) = 24.3, p < .001, η = .2

Post

88.9 (5)

72.2 (6.1)

F(1, 100) = 58.2, p < .001, η = .37

NLG

0.33 (.06)

-0.18 (.21)

F(1, 100) = 51.4, p < .001, η = .34

Time

1.86 (.5)

1.83 (.49)

p = .76

Table 3: Comparing The Groups’ Mean(SD) Scores
Logic Tutor
Experimental
RoteExp
(N = 35)

Control

DabblerExp
(N = 26)

RoteCtrl
(N = 25)

DabblerCtrl
(N = 16)

Selective
(N = 26)

Pre

61.8 (23)

64.2 (14)

60.1 (20)

58.3 (16)

62.3 (21)

Iso Post

78.9 (1.9)

71.9 (1.6)

64.2 (3.8)

59.4 (4.2)

73.1 (5.3)

Iso NLG

0.25 (.04)

0.1 (.04)

0.05 (.05)

-0.02 (.06)

0.08 (.05)

Post

80.3 (1.7)

73.4 (1.5)

64.3 (3.5)

67.2 (2.9)

72.3 (5.5)

NLG

0.25 (.03)

0.13 (.03)

0.02 (.04)

0.09 (.07)

0.11 (.06)

Probability Tutor
Pre

67 (20)

73.1 (16)

73.2 (15)

77.7 (15)

70.6 (19)

Iso Post

92.5 (3.4)

93.5 (3.3)

82.5 (3.9)

87.4 (5.8)

91.7 (6.2)

Iso NLG

0.43 (.06)

0.37 (.12)

0.09 (.21)

0.14 (.23)

0.37 (.16)

Post

88 (3.1)

90.2 (3.1)

71.3 (3.5)

73.5 (5.5)

85.8 (5.7)

NLG

0.35 (.05)

0.3 (.08)

-0.16 (.23)

-0.21 (.21)

0.24 (.15)

benefited from our intervention by comparing them across the
two conditions. The first five columns in Table 3 compare the
two Experimental groups (RoteExp and DabblerExp ) against
the two Control groups (RoteCtrl and DabblerCtrl ). A twoway ANOVA using condition {Experimental, Control} and
metacognitive group {Rote, Dabbler} as factors shows no significant difference among the four groups in the logic pretest:
F(1, 98) = 0.28, p = .6. A two-way ANCOVA using the logic
pretest as a covariate, with condition and metacognitive group
as factors, finds a significant interaction effect on the logic
posttest: F(1, 97) = 17.3, p < .0001, η = 0.06. There is also
a main effect of condition: F(1, 97) = 66.7, p < .0001, η =
0.23, as the two Experimental groups significantly outperform the two Control groups. Subsequent contrast analyses
show that while no significant difference is found between
the two Control groups, a significant difference is found between the two Experimental groups: RoteExp > DabblerExp
(t(59) = 2.9, p < .01, d = 4.3). A two-way ANOVA using
the same two factors on NLGs shows similar results with the
only exception that DabblerExp does not outperform the two
Control groups: RoteCtrl and DabblerCtrl .
In probability, a two-way ANOVA using condition
{Experimental, Control} and metacognitive group {Rote,
Dabbler} as factors shows no significant difference among
the four groups in the probability pretest: F(1, 98) =
0.05, p = .82. Additionally, a two-way ANCOVA using
the probability pretest as a covariate, with condition and
metacognitive group as factors, shows no interaction effect
in the posttest but a significant main effect of condition:
F(1, 97) = 81.9, p < .0001, η = 0.43 in that the two Experimental groups significantly outperform the two Control
groups. Subsequent contrast analyses show that no significant difference is found neither between the two Experimental groups nor between the two Control groups. The same
findings are found in probability NLGs.
In summary, our results show that our explicit strategy
instruction using worked example combined with timely
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prompts is indeed effective in that Experimental not only
outperforms the Control in logic where the intervention occurs but also the former continues to outperform the latter in
probability six weeks later when there is no such intervention. More specifically, our results show that Rote students
benefit more from our interventions in that RoteExp has significantly higher posttest and NLG scores compared to the
two control groups in logic, while DabblerExp did not learn
significantly better than the two Control groups. For probability, both RoteExp and DabblerExp significantly outperform
the two Control groups in terms of posttest and NLG scores,
and there is no significant difference between the two Experimental groups on the same measures.
Comparisons with the Selective Group It is essential to
note that Selective is the “desired” group but only about 20%
of the students are “naturally” classified as such in this work.
To save space, the last column in Table 3 shows the performance of the Selective group across all measures. In this
section, we will first explore whether our instructional intervention is indeed effective from two aspects: 1) whether
it would make the Rote and Dabbler students in the Experimental condition catch up with the Selective group; and 2)
whether, without such intervention, the students in the Control condition would perform worse than the Selective group.
As for the first aspect, our overall results show that the Experimental condition performs as well as or better than the
Selective group in that no significant difference is found between the two on all measures in both logic and probability.
The only exception is that the former significantly outperforms the latter in the logic posttest: t(36.3) = 2.1, p = .04.
Next, we compare the two Experimental groups, RoteExp and
DabblerExp , against the Selective group. Table 3 shows that
no significant difference is found among the three groups
on both logic and probability pretests. While no significant difference is found between Selective and DabblerExp in
logic, RoteExp significantly outperforms Selective in the logic
posttest: t(59) = 3.2, p = .002, d = 2 and the logic NLG:
t(59) = 2.3, p = .02, d = 2.9. In probability, no significant
difference is found among RoteExp , DabblerExp , and Selective across all measures.
As for the second aspect, almost as expected, the Selective
group outperforms the Control condition in both domains,
except for the logic NLG; In the logic posttest: t(53.9) =
2.4, p = .02, in the probability posttest: t(53.4) = 4.8, p <
.001 and t(63.7) = 4.4, p < .001 for the probability NLG.
Similarly, when comparing the Control groups against the
Selective group, Table 3 shows that: while no significant difference is found among the three groups on both logic and
probability pretests, Selective significantly outperforms the
two Control groups in both logic posttest: (t(49) = 3, p <
.01, d = 1.7 for RoteCtrl and t(40) = 3.9, p < .001, d = 1.1
for DabblerCtrl ) and probability posttest: (t(49) = 4.7, p <
.0001, d = 3.1 for RoteCtrl and t(40) = 3.5, p < .001, d = 2.2
for DabblerCtrl ).
To summarize, our results show that with our instructional

Figure 5: Strategy Switch Behavior in The Logic Tutor
intervention, Experimental indeed catches up with the Selective as the former performs at least as well as Selective on
both tutors. On the other hand, without the interventions, Selective outperformed Control on the two tutors. More specifically, our results show that our interventions are especially
beneficial to Rote students in that RoteExp surpassed all other
groups, even Selective, in logic and continued to perform well
in probability. For Dabbler, DabblerExp outperformed the two
control groups in the logic posttest, but not in logic NLG; In
probability, DabblerExp outperformed the two control groups.

Strategy Switch Behavior
Figure 5 shows the strategy switch behaviors of the five
groups (from FC into BC). We compared their behaviors
during the logic tutor Training where only RoteExp and
DabblerExp were offered prompts, and Posttest where no student got prompts. Here, by following the same definition as
described in our prior work (Abdelshiheed et al., 2020), we
display the percentage of No Switches (sticking to the default
strategy), Early Switches (switching within the first 30 actions), and Late Switches (switching after the first 30 actions).
In Figure 5, the five groups are ordered by the percentage of
Early Switches, the most desired behavior, and Selective is
highlighted in bold as the gold standard.
A one-way ANOVA found that the switch behaviors differed significantly among the five groups: F(4, 123) =
71.2, p < .0001, η = 0.7 for the training and F(4, 123) =
62.6, p < .0001, η = 0.67 for the posttest. More importantly, the behaviors of each group were very similar in the
training and posttest. Subsequent contrast analyses showed
that while no significant difference was observed between
RoteExp and Selective on their switch behaviors, both groups
switched early significantly more than the other three groups:
DabblerExp , DabblerCtrl and RoteCtrl . For example, Selective
switched early significantly more than DabblerExp : t(50) =
5.4, p < .0001, d = 1.4 for the training and t(50) = 4.9, p <
.0001, d = 1.3 for the posttest.
In short, analyzing strategy switch behaviors confirms
that RoteExp indeed caught up with Selective, as the former
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showed very similar behaviors to the latter during the training
when the prompts were available and more importantly, during the posttest when prompts were not present. On the other
hand, much to our surprise, the strategy switch behaviors of
DabblerExp stayed similar to their Control peers, DabblerCtrl .

Conclusions & Discussions
Ever since the theory of Preparation for Future Learning (PFL) has been proposed (Bransford & Schwartz,
1999), substantial work has investigated how to assess PFL
(Abdelshiheed et al., 2020; Mylopoulos et al., 2016; Belenky
& Nokes-Malach, 2012) and factors that facilitate it such as
metacognitive skills (Zepeda et al., 2015; Veenman et al.,
2004), but relatively little research has been done on the design of interventions to prepare students for future learning
(Zepeda et al., 2015). In this work, we investigate how explicit instruction on how and when to use a problem-solving
strategy would impact student learning across two domains:
logic and probability, and more importantly, whether such
instruction would indeed eliminate the gap among different
learners. Overall, our results show that teaching students the
BC strategy using worked examples with prompts can significantly improve their learning not only in the domain they
were taught but also in a new domain six weeks later. Specifically, such instructions seem to be more beneficial to students
who were neither strategy-aware nor time-aware. Such findings suggest that explicit instructions on how and when can
prepare students, especially those with little metacognitive
skills, for future learning. Despite these findings, it is important to note that there is at least one caveat in our analyses: our
probability tutor only supports the BC strategy. A more convincing testbed would be to use any ITS that supports different types of strategies so we can investigate whether RoteExp
would continue to switch.
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Abstract
Is analogical reasoning a task that must be learned to solve
from scratch by applying deep learning models to massive
numbers of reasoning problems? Or are analogies solved by
computing similarities between structured representations of
analogs? We address this question by comparing human
performance on visual analogies created using images of
familiar three-dimensional objects (cars and their subregions)
with the performance of alternative computational models.
Human reasoners achieved above-chance accuracy for all
problem types, but made more errors in several conditions
(e.g., when relevant subregions were occluded). We compared
human performance to that of two recent deep learning models
(Siamese Network and Relation Network) directly trained to
solve these analogy problems, as well as to that of a
compositional model that assesses relational similarity
between part-based representations. The compositional model
based on part representations, but not the deep learning models,
generated qualitative performance similar to that of human
reasoners.
Keywords:
analogy,
visual
reasoning,
computational modeling, deep learning

relations,

Introduction
Two Computational Approaches to Analogy Analogical
reasoning—the ability to recognize and exploit similarity
based on the extrinsic relations that are shared between sets
of entities, rather than the intrinsic features shared between
individual entities—is widely viewed as a hallmark of human
intelligence (Holyoak, 2012). To take a simple example, an
arm and a body are analogous to a branch and a tree because
an arm is an extended part of a body, just as a branch is an
extended part of a tree. Computational models of analogy
developed in cognitive science and artificial intelligence (AI)
fall into two broad classes. One approach, popular in recent
AI work, builds on deep neural networks that support training
from raw input stimuli (e.g., image pixels, or words in a text)
to a final task in an end-to-end manner. Learning in these
networks is typically guided by minimizing errors in solving
a particular task. This approach is now moving beyond tasks
involving pattern recognition (such as object classification),
for which deep learning has achieved great success, to
reasoning tasks. The deep learning approach to analogy is to
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view it as a task for which a deep neural network can be
trained end-to-end by providing massive datasets consisting
of reasoning problems. This approach has been applied with
some success to solving visual analogy problems, notably
problems inspired by Raven’s Progressive Matrices (RPM;
Raven, 1938). After extensive training with RPM-like
problems, deep neural networks have achieved human-level
performance on test problems with similar basic structure
(Santoro et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2019; Hill et al., 2019).
However, the success of these deep learning models depends
on high similarity between training problems and test
problems, and on datasets of massive numbers of RPM-like
problems (e.g., 1.42 million problems in the PGM dataset,
Barrett et al., 2018; and 70,000 problems in the RAVEN
dataset, Zhang et al., 2019). For example, Zhang et al. (2019)
used 21,000 training problems from the RAVEN dataset, and
300,000 from the PGM dataset.
This dependency on direct training in a reasoning task
using big data makes the deep-learning approach
fundamentally different from human analogical reasoning.
When the RPM task is administered to a person, “training” is
limited to general task instructions. Because the task is of
interest as a measure of fluid intelligence—the ability to
manipulate novel information in working memory—
extensive pretraining on RPM problems is neither necessary
nor desirable (Snow, Kyllonen, & Marshalek, 1984). Human
analogical reasoning, more generally, is a prime example of
zero-shot or few-shot learning—the ability to make
inferences with minimal prior exposure to structurally similar
problems.
An alternative approach to analogical reasoning is to view
it not as a task on which to be trained directly, but rather as
an inference problem based on computation of relational
similarity. In this approach, the core of analogical reasoning
is built upon compositional structures consisting of entities,
their attributes, and relations between entities (e.g., Lovett &
Forbus, 2017; Hummel & Holyoak, 1997). Analogy involves
comparing structural representations of source and target
analogs to assess their similarity. Although theoretically
appealing, most models based on compositional structure are
unable to extract relational representations directly from
input images or texts, making it difficult to compare their

performance to that of deep neural networks using the same
training and test data.
To compare the two computational approaches, the present
paper describes a new database of visual analogies based on
pixel-level images of realistic 3D objects. This database
allows generation of controlled analogy problems for human
experiments, and also enables generation of a large amount
of data for training deep neural networks. After obtaining
benchmark data from a human experiment, analogy models
based on deep learning are compared with a compositional
model based on the extraction and comparison of whole-part
relations.
Visual Analogy with Objects and Object Parts In previous
studies of visual analogy, researchers have often employed
simplified visual stimuli, such as combinations of geometric
shapes in RPM-like problems (Carpenter, Just, Shell, 1990;
Lovett & Forbus, 2017) and other meaningless twodimensional forms (Bongard, 1970). The present study uses
visual stimuli closer to realistic images of familiar threedimensional objects—cars (see examples in Figure 1). These
stimuli allow systematic manipulations of 3D object images,
varying texture, shading, and viewpoint, while also enabling
tight experimental control over the images used to construct
analogy problems. At the same time, the stimulus set is
extensive enough to provide a massive amount of data for
training both deep learning models of analogy and a model
based on comparison of compositional structures. All the
computational models examined in the present paper avoid
hand coding of representations, taking raw pixel-level images
as inputs to solve analogy problems.
The analogy problems in this dataset focus on part-whole
relations. In general, human perception and thinking show
sensitivity to part-whole relations across both visual and
semantic domains. Structural description theories of object
recognition, which include part relations, provide a
parsimonious
explanation
for
viewpoint-invariant
recognition in human vision (Biederman, 1987; Marr &
Nishihara, 1973). Instances of basic level categories are
unified by having a large number of shared parts. For
example, Tversky and Hemenway (1984) found that people
showed high agreement in rating the part goodness of
meaningful car components, such as headlights and doors.
Critically, part-whole relations also permit analogical
reasoning. For example, children as young as four years old
can map parts of a human body to their corresponding
locations on trees and mountains (Gentner, 1977).

Human Performance on Visual Analogy Task
Methods
Participants 79 participants were recruited from Amazon
Mechanical Turk (Mage = 42, SDage = 11, age range = [24, 73],
41 female, 38 male). Participants provided online consent in
accordance with the Institutional Review Board of the
University of California, Los Angeles, and were
compensated with a monetary reward.
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Figure 1. Experimental stimuli. Panel A: 3D car types including a
sedan, truck, SUV, and station wagon. Panel B: subregions of the
sedan car body. These subregions can be entire parts (top row), or
pieces that do not correspond to entire parts (bottom row). Panel C:
an example analogy problem in A:B::C:? format, constructed out of
some of the images shown in panels A and B. The row of answer
options includes the correct answer (leftmost), a wrong-subregion
distractor (second), a wrong-car distractor (third), and a both-wrong
distractor (rightmost).

Materials and Procedure Each problem was a four-term
analogy in A:B::C:? format. The source analog (A:B) was an
image of a car body paired with a subregion of it; the target
was a different-style car body, paired with a set of four
alternative images of subregions as options to complete the
analogy. The problems systematically varied (1) the spatial
alignment between images of source and target cars, (2) the
visibility of analogous subregions in the whole-car images,
and (3) whether or not images of analogous subregions
depicted unitary car components.
Car images in analogy problems were generated using 3D
car models taken from the ShapeNet 3D Core dataset (Chang
et al., 2015). Figure 1A shows the four car types used in the
experiment: sedan, SUV, truck, and station wagon. Figure 1B
shows the different car subregions used to construct the
analogy problems. Each subregion either fully (parts
condition; top row) or partially (pieces condition; bottom
row) depicted one of the following car components: door and
window, hood and windshield, trunk and bumper, headlight
and wheel.
Each analogy problem (Figure 1C) consisted of an
incomplete 2 x 2 image array with the source car body in the
top left corner, a subregion of that car body in the top right
corner, the target car body in the bottom left corner, and a
question mark in the bottom right corner. Each problem was
based on one of four pairs of car bodies: sedan (source) and
SUV (target; pictured in Figure 1C), SUV and wagon, wagon
and truck, or truck and sedan. Below the array was a set of
four answer options presented in a randomized order, and
participants were asked to select the option that best fit the
bottom right cell of the 2 x 2 array. In addition to the correct
option, one option depicted a disanalogous subregion of the
target car (wrong subregion), one option depicted an

analogous subregion of the source car (wrong car), and a
fourth option depicted a disanalogous subregion of the source
car (both wrong). All options matched the target car in color.
When the correct answer was a part subregion (e.g., top left
image depicting a door and window in Figure 1B), the wrongsubregion distractor depicted the corresponding piece
subregion (e.g., bottom left image depicting a partial view of
a door and window in Figure 1B). These assignments were
reversed when the correct answer was a piece subregion.
Our entire test set consisted of 128 analogy problems that
varied three factors: orientation of source and target cars
(same vs. different), subregion visibility in the corresponding
whole car images (visible vs. invisible), and subregion type
(part vs. piece). For visible problems, the source and target
subregions were visible from the images respectively
depicting the source and target car bodies, whereas for
invisible problems these subregions were occluded in the
corresponding images. For part problems, the source and
target subregions fully depicted corresponding car
components. Crossing each of these factors yielded 8
problem types (see examples in Figure 2). In order to avoid
excessive fatigue, each participant was asked to complete 32
problems out of the possible 128. To that end, we created 4
32-problem subsets, each consisting of 4 problems falling
into one of the 8 problem types. The 4 problem subsets were
distributed evenly across participants and varied which of the
4 car body pairs were combined with which of the 4 car
subregions on each of the 8 problem types.
Before starting the task, participants were given a practice
analogy problem with line drawings of a gas pump and a
lawnmower and a battery and a flashlight (instantiating the
common relation x powers y). No training or practice on
solving the car analogies was provided. No feedback was
provided in the experiment, and we did not impose any time
pressure on participants.

Figure 2. Human response selections for each problem type.
Examples in each quadrant depict experimental condition. Error
bars reflect ± 1 standard error of the mean.
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Results
Participants achieved overall mean proportion correct of .61
(SD = .21, range = [.09, .97], greatly exceeding the chance
level of .25 correct. Figure 2 provides a breakdown of
response selections for 8 experimental conditions. When
participants did not select the correct answer, they more often
selected one of the two distractors that included an element
of the correct answer (correct subregion or else correct car
body). They very seldom selected the option that was
completely incorrect (wrong subregion of wrong car body).
A three-way repeated measures ANOVA revealed three
significant main effects, that accuracy was higher on sameorientation problems than on different-orientation problems,
F(1,75) = 34.20, p < .001, on visible-component problems
than on invisible-component problems, F(1,75) = 7.95, p =
.006, and on part problems than on piece problems, F(1,75)
= 14.37, p < .001. No interaction effects were significant.

Model Performance on Visual Analogy Task
We implemented two deep learning models, a Siamese
Network (Bromley et al., 1993) and a Relation Network
(Santoro et al., 2017), which each instantiate an end-to-end
approach to analogical reasoning based on extensive training
with highly similar reasoning problems. We next
implemented a Part-based Comparison Model (PCM), which
is trained to segment objects into component parts, and then
solves analogy problems by computing relational similarity
between part-based feature vectors.
Dataset for Training Deep Networks We used the
3DComputerGraphicsPart dataset (Liu et al., 2021) to train
the two deep learning networks. This dataset provides
detailed part annotations for 3D CAD models of vehicles.
Five subtypes of cars were selected from ShapeNetCore
(Chang et al., 2015): sedan, SUV, wagon, truck, and minivan,
each represented by a single car model. Each surface mesh on
the CAD models was assigned a label from a set of 31 part
segments (e.g., back left door, front right door, front left
windows, right mirror, bumper). The images were rendered
using Blender software using randomly selected textures. The
virtual camera had a resolution of 1024×2048 and field of
view of 90 degrees. The virtual environment showed one car
at a time, with random background, lighting, camera position,
and object texture/color.
To train the deep learning models, 30,000 analogy
questions were created using part labels to generate images
of subregions. We divided the set of 30,000 analogy
questions into 27,000 for training and 3,000 for test. For each
analogy question, we sampled two whole car images from
different car types of the 3D CAD models (denoted as A, C).
Then we randomly selected part or piece subregions of
the car in the A image to generate the B image. The correct
option for the D image was the unique image that yielded the
same whole-part relation for the C:D image pair as for the
A:B pair. For each analogy question, the other three
alternative D images were randomly selected from 7 possible
D images, including other part/piece images from the car in
the C image, two subregion images from the car in the A

image, and four subregion images from other car types
(different from those in A and C images). None of the images
used to train the networks were included in the visual analogy
task to compare model and human performance.
Siamese Network A Siamese Network, which has been
successfully applied to visual detection tasks (Bromley et al.,
1993) and to visual and verbal analogy tasks (Sadeghi,
Zitnick, & Farhadi, 2015; Rossiello et al., 2019), contains two
or more identical subnetworks, emphasizing the role of
comparisons among multiple inputs in forming comparable
feature embeddings as visual representations. The
embeddings are compared to assess the similarity between
inputs. We adapted the model to learn to solve our car
analogy problems. Figure 3A shows the architecture of the
Siamese Network, which employs a VGG-16 network to
translate pixel-level images to features. Features of whole-car
images (A and C images) are processed by spatial pooling to
form embeddings of size 4x4x512; subregion image features
(B and D1-8 images) are pooled to form 1x1x512
embeddings. The feature embedding for image B is then
expanded to the same size as that for image A, and then
concatenated with A in the channel dimension. Feature
embeddings for D images are similarly expanded and
concatenated with the feature embedding for the C image.
The concatenated features are passed through another
convolutional layer and three fully-connected layers to obtain
the final embedding of an image pair, which is a vector of
size 512. We use contrastive loss with margin 1 to minimize
the distance between concatenated feature embeddings from
A:B images and embeddings from C:D images to choose the
D image that best completes the analogy.

Figure 4. DeepLabv3+ Network Architecture for identification and
segmentation of synthetic car images.

For both the Siamese Network, and the Relation Network
described below, batch size was set to 4 analogy problems
and the models were trained for 100 epochs. An Adam
optimizer (Kingma & Ba, 2015) was used to learn network
parameters, with β! = 0.9 and β" = 0.999. The learning
rate started at 0.001 and reduced by a factor of 10 every 40
epochs. A color jitter augmentation was applied to all images
before feeding them into the networks. Finally, we trained
both networks end-to-end from scratch on the visual analogy
training dataset.
Relation Network A Relation Network has been
successfully applied to RPM-like analogy problems (Barrett
et al., 2018) and query tasks (Santoro et al., 2017). We
adopted the implementation by Sung et al. (2018) to set up
the Relation Network to learn to solve the car analogy
problems. The input to the Relation Network is the
concatenation of features extracted from VGG-16 for the
whole images (A and C images) and their corresponding
subregions (B and D images). To train the network to solve
analogy problems, we concatenated the whole-car image C
with each of the candidate D images, and passed them
through the network separately (see architecture shown in
Figure 3B). The encoder extracted features from all image
pairs, and then concatenated image features of the A:B image
pair with the features of the C:D image pairs in the channel
dimension. The concatenated features were then passed
through additional convolutional layers and fully connected
layers to estimate a relation score indicating the probability
that a candidate C:D pair instantiates the same relation as the
question pair of A:B images. We used cross entropy loss to
train the Relation Network.

Part-based Comparison Model

Figure 3. Siamese Network (Panel A), and Relation Network (Panel
B) architectures for solving car analogy problems.
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To instantiate the structural comparison approach to analogy,
we developed a part-based comparison model (PCM). This
model employs image segmentation algorithms to extract
visual features representing part-based structures for 3D
objects, and then compares representations by computing a
generic measure of relational similarity. From the same
3DComputerGraphicsPart dataset used to train the deep
learning models, we rendered 40,000 synthetic images
(30,000 for training and 10,000 for test; none were used in
the analogy task) with automatically-generated part
segmentation ground-truth. PCM is a variant of the
DeepLabv3+ architecture, a deep neural network that is
widely used for semantic segmentation in computer vision

(Chen et al., 2018). It includes encoder layers, an atrous
spatial pyramid pooling (ASPP) module, and decoder layers
(see Figure 4). An input image first is processed through an
encoder module composed of a ResNet101 (He et al., 2016),
yielding a feature map with 2048 channels and size (height
and width) down-sampled by 16. Features extracted from
ResNet101 are commonly used for image segmentation. The
ASPP module then samples the input features at multiple
spatial rates to gather information at different spatial scales.
The outputs from different spatial scales are concatenated in
the channel dimension and passed through the decoder layers.
The output is a mask with the same height and width as the
input image. Each pixel of the mask is assigned a label to
indicate whether it belongs to the background or each of the
31 parts labeled in the dataset. We added a second output
branch after the encoder layers of DeepLabv3+ to predict the
car type label, which formed a regular object classifier.
We implemented PCM using Pytorch (Paszke et al., 2019)
on two TitanX GPUs. Training was conducted using two
standard cross-entropy losses: one for segmentation, and one
for classification of car types. Batch size was set to 12 and
the model was trained for 50 epochs. A stochastic gradient
descent (SGD) optimizer was used to learn the network
parameters, with momentum = 0.9 and weight decay =
0.0001. The learning rate started at 0.007 and decreased every
epoch using a polynomial scheduler, power = 0.9. Before
feeding the images into the network, standard data
augmentation was applied (e.g., translation, scaling,
cropping). We controlled the augmentation parameters to
ensure the network only trained with whole car images (i.e.,
no partial car images were used during training). Car images
used in the human experiment were excluded from the
training set. The model achieved high performance for both
part segmentation (mean intersect over union (mIoU) = 0.57)
and subtype classification (accuracy = 0.99) on the test set.
We then applied the trained network to images used in the
analogy problems to obtain segmentation and classification
predictions. Example segmentation results are shown in
Figure 5. When applied to the whole car images (images A
and C), the segmentations were reasonable, and the
classification accuracy was 100%. When applied to the
part/piece images (i.e., image B and the alternative D
images), which provide incomplete visual input, the
segmentations yielded small errors, and the classification
accuracy dropped to 71%.
Next, we created compositional descriptions of images
using the segmentation and classification results. We first
converted the pixel-level labels in the resulting segmentation
map to a low-dimensional feature vector. Specifically we
counted the number of pixels that were parsed into each of
the part segments, and computed the proportion for each part
(i.e., number of pixels in a part divided by the total number
of pixels in the resulting segmentation map). The dimensions
of feature vectors were defined using a taxonomy with 13
parts for cars, adapted from a more generalized segmentation
scheme used for parsing complex, real-world scenes in the
PASCAL-Part dataset (Chen et al., 2014). The PASCAL
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segmentation aggregates over subsets of the 31 parts in the
3DComputerGraphicsPart dataset on which the part
segmentation model was trained. For example, the PASCAL
partonomy includes a door segment that aggregate over four
segments, including back left door, back right door, front left
door, and front right door. By concatenating the partproportion vector with the car-type classification result, we
obtained the 18-dimensional feature vector 𝒇 =
𝑐𝑎𝑡(ℙ(𝒎), 𝒄), where 𝒎 is the resulting segmentation map, 𝒄
is the car-type prediction, Σ𝑓!:!$ = 1 and Σ𝑓!%:!& = 1. Thus,
for each analogy question, PCM represents images 𝑰' , 𝑰( , 𝑰) ,
𝑰*! , 𝑰*" , 𝑰*$ , 𝑰*% as feature vectors 𝒇' , 𝒇( , 𝒇) , 𝒇*! , 𝒇*" ,
𝒇*$ , 𝒇*% , respectively.
Finally, to solve the visual analogy problem, a decision is
derived by selecting the best 𝐷 image ∈ {𝐷! , 𝐷" , 𝐷$ , 𝐷% }
such that the relation that holds between image 𝐴 to image 𝐵
is similar to the relation between the two images 𝐶 to 𝐷. We
computed the difference between feature vectors 𝒇' and 𝒇( ,
and between 𝒇) and 𝒇* , and used cosine distance to measure
the dissimilarity of the two difference vectors. The same
approach has been used in the Word2vec model (Zhila et al.,
2013), and has proved effective in modeling visual analogical
A is defined
reasoning (Lu et al., 2019). The preferred answer 𝐷
as the 𝐷 image that generates minimum cosine distance
between difference vectors:
A = argmin 1 − cos (𝒇( − 𝒇' , 𝒇* − 𝒇) )
𝐷
*∈{*! ,*" ,*# ,*$ }

Figure 5. PCM segmentation results for images used in analogy
problems. The model never saw these images during training.

Analogy Performance for Models and Humans
All models (Siamese Network, Relation network, PCM) were
tested on the same 128 visual analogy problems used in the
human experiment, which involves car images never used in
training for any of the models. Overall proportion correct was
.38 for the Siamese Network, .53 for the Relation Network,
and .61 for PCM. The latter model matched overall human
accuracy (.61). More importantly, only PCM captures the
qualitative differences in human accuracy among conditions.
PCM, like humans, shows higher accuracy on sameorientation problems than on different-orientation problems,
on visible-component problems than on invisible-component
problems, and on part problems than on piece problems (see
Figure 6). In order to quantitatively assess model fit to human
data, we computed the root mean squared deviation (RMSD)
between model accuracy and mean human accuracy on each
of the 8 analogy problems types. This measure indicates how
much each model deviates from human performance, with a
lower RMSD indicating closer fit to human data. The

Siamese Network yielded an RMSD of .24 and the Relation
Network .17, whereas PCM had an RMSD of .07, achieving
by far the closest fit to human data.
To further evaluate the models as accounts of human
analogical reasoning, we considered a possible nonanalogical shortcut strategy for answering the problems.
Using the problem in Figure 1C as an example, the problem
could be answered correctly simply by selecting the D image
most visually similar to the B image but not identical to it.
We tested the possibility that any of the three models might
have exploited this shortcut by providing only the subregion
images (B image and D images) without showing the wholecar images (A and C images). The Siamese Network and
PCM performed at chance on this test, indicating they did not
exploit the shortcut. However, the performance of the
Relation Network maintained the same (.53 correct) when the
“analogy” problem was reduced to just two of the four terms.
Thus, the Relation Network did not actually learn how to
reason by analogy using relations at all.

Discussion
PCM, a model based on segmenting object parts and
identifying 3D objects from images, followed by comparison
of part-based difference vectors, can account for the
qualitative pattern of human accuracy on visual analogies
between images of cars and their subregions. In contrast, two
popular deep learning models that have been applied to visual
analogies—a Siamese Network and a Relation Network—
deviate seriously from human performance. Indeed, the
Relation Network did not learn to reason by analogy at all,
instead acquiring a non-analogical shortcut strategy. A
methodological implication of these findings is that simply
matching (or exceeding) human overall accuracy on some
benchmark task is not a sufficient criterion for inferring that
a computational model is simulating human cognitive
mechanisms. It is important to compare model and human
performance in greater detail at the level of controlled
manipulations of problem types.
In contrast to PCM’s approach to representation learning,
a related approach is to explicitly learn representations of
both object parts and the relations among them, using more
computationally intensive but also more efficient learning
processes such as analogical structure mapping (e.g., Chen,
Rabkina, McClure, Forbus, 2019). By comparison, PCM
relies on much simpler statistical learning processes to learn
representations of object parts, offering a more parsimonious
account of representation learning that does not depend on
analogical reasoning to get off the ground. Importantly, the
representations that PCM learned were expressive enough to
provide the basis for a correspondingly simple but ultimately
successful approach to analogy, in which we compared
relations derived from those representations.
In PCM we built in this comparison procedure,
implemented as a computation of cosine distance over
difference vectors between two analogs. Another approach to
solving analogies in zero-shot fashion, which requires less
direct intervention from the modeler, is to employ meta-
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Figure 6. Model and human performance on the visual analogy task
broken down by problem type. Dotted lines indicate chance
performance. Error bars reflect ± 1 SEM for human data.

learning in which a model is trained both to solve and
explicitly represent its solution to distinct but similar tasks,
and then transfer that knowledge in order to solve novel tasks
(e.g., Lampinen & McClelland, 2020).
At any rate, the failures of the deep learning models of
visual analogy examined here illustrate a general
shortcoming of an approach that treats analogy as end-to-end
learning of both perceptual stimuli representations and task
structure. Instead of learning perceptual representations that
might be generally useful in multiple tasks, these models
acquire representations tailored to idiosyncrasies of the
specific task used in training. The more promising approach,
illustrated by PCM, is to first learn componential structure
(here, part-whole relations for 3D objects) that are generally
useful in distinctively different tasks (e.g., object recognition
and segmentation). By training with varied tasks, the learned
representations will acquire multi-task consistency. Although
PCM does require extensive training to learn its
compositional representations for visual inputs, we
emphasize that it was not trained to solve analogies at all.
Instead, PCM achieved superior performance on our visual
analogy task simply by comparing its compositional
representations using generic similarity measures.
Generalizable analogical reasoning is unlikely to be achieved
by deep learning with big data composed of a specific type of
analogy problem. Rather, humans do (and machines might)
achieve analogical reasoning by smart learning of
representations that encode relational structure, coupled with
efficient computation of relational similarity.
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Abstract
Foraging has been suggested to provide a more ecologicallyvalid context for studying decision-making. However, the environments used in human foraging tasks fail to capture the
structure of real world environments which contain multiple
levels of spatio-temporal regularities. We ask if foragers detect these statistical regularities and use them to construct a
model of the environment that guides their patch-leaving decisions. We propose a model of how foragers might accomplish
this, and test its predictions in a foraging task with a structured environment that includes patches of varying quality and
predictable transitions. Here, we show that human foraging
decisions reflect ongoing, statistically-optimal structure learning. Participants modulated decisions based on the current and
potential future context. From model fits to behavior, we can
identify an individual’s structure learning ability and relate it
to decision strategy. These findings demonstrate the utility of
leveraging model-based reinforcement learning to understand
foraging behavior.
Keywords: foraging; structure learning; reinforcement learning; decision-making;

Introduction
Often, we have to choose between accepting a currently available option or expending effort in search of a potentially better alternative. Humans encounter serial stay-or-leave problems across many domains from searching for a job to searching for a romantic partner. These decisions, referred to as
patch-leaving problems, are the same ones animals encounter
when scouring their environment for resources.
Foraging tasks have been proposed to provide a more
ecologically valid decision context than standard human
decision-making tasks for understanding phenomena like intertemporal choice and the explore-exploit trade-off (Blanchard & Hayden, 2015; Mobbs et al., 2018). Marginal Value
Theorem (MVT; Charnov, 1976) prescribes the optimal decision strategy, under certain assumptions, for patch leaving problems — leave the current patch once its reward rate
drops below the global environment’s reward rate. One simplifying assumption is that patches of symmetrically-varying
quality are encountered at random. Meeting this assumption,
most foraging tasks tested in humans have considered environments with patches of highly consistent quality. However,
most natural environments are richly structured with multiple levels of spatio-temporal correlation which influence foragers’ search strategies (McNamara & Houston, 1985; Sparrow, 1999; Kareiva & Tilman, 1998; Fagan et al., 2013).
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One way to extend the human foraging literature is to
develop tasks with structured environments to investigate
how foragers leverage their knowledge of the environment
to guide their decisions (Hall-McMaster & Luyckx, 2019).
In these environments, MVT may not provide the best decision rule. Instead, model-based Reinforcement Learning
(RL) may provide decision rules that better maximize reward
(Kolling & Akam, 2017). In particular, it may be worthwhile
to use a model of the environment to flexibly estimate the
value of staying in the current patch versus the value of leaving in search of another. Because real-world environments are
highly structured, foraging problems presented in contexts
like these may be the ones that we are evolutionary adapted
to solve and consequently, this set of decision rules may approximate more closely the evaluative processes that humans
actually use.
Here, we ask: Do humans exploit the structure of the environment while foraging, and how do they learn this structure?
We apply a model that borrows from rational models of categorization (Anderson, 1991; Sanborn, Griffiths, & Navarro,
2006, 2010) and latent cause theory (Gershman, Niv, & Blei,
2010) to explain how foragers learn a model of the environment, and we extend these models to explain how that knowledge is used to make patch-leaving decisions. To test the
model’s predictions, we developed a novel serial stay/leave
task with multiple patch types of differing quality and a predictable transition structure between patch types.

Methods
Model
Multimodal Bayesian model We apply rational models
of categorization (Anderson, 1991; Sanborn, Griffiths, &
Navarro, 2006, 2010) to capture how foragers learn the latent
structure of the environment. In this task, learning the environment’s structure is equivalent to inferring which category
a patch belongs to, while being uncertain of how many possible categories there are, and learning the transition probabilities between categories. The forager can leverage the model
they’ve learned to decide when to leave the current patch.
We provide some intuitions for how the model works before formally describing it. The forager learns through combining their prior beliefs with the observed data. The forager’s prior beliefs are structured around a set of assump-

tions about how the data they have observed is generated —
namely, that rewards decay exponentially with each harvest,
each patch belongs to one category, each category is characterized by a unique distribution over decay rates, a new patch
is more likely to belong to a common category (i.e. relatively
more category members), and there is some small probability that a new patch belongs to a new category. Bayes’ rule
stipulates how prior beliefs and observed data are combined
to give a posterior distribution over possible assignments, or
groupings, of patches. This posterior is used to predict the
decay rate in the current patch if the forager were to stay and
harvest again. To make the decision to stay or leave, the forager compares the reward they would expect to receive by
harvesting this patch with the expected reward from traveling
to and harvesting another patch.
Generative model. The prior probability of a patch belonging
to a category, k, at time t is given by
(
Nk
if k is an old cluster
P(k) = t 1+a
(1)
a
if k is a new cluster
t 1+a
Where Nk is the number of patches already assigned to that
category and a is the prior over category dispersion (i.e. how
densely or sparsely distributed are patches over categories).
This formally instantiates the assumptions that a patch is
more likely to belong to a “popular” category and there is
some probability that a patch will belong to a new, previously
unobserved category.
Each category is associated with its own normal distribution over decay rates, parameterized by µk and s2k . When a
new patch is assigned to a cluster, the decay rates observed in
that patch update the cluster-specific distribution.
We can derive from Equation 1 the prior probability of a
particular assignment of patches to categories at time t, ct .
This is with the assumption that categories are assigned one
after another.
s
as
(Nk
P(ct ) = T 1
’
’t=0 [a + t] k=1

1)!

(2)

Inference model. A set of observed decay rates at time t, Dt ,
can then be combined with the prior probability specified in
Equation 2 to generate a posterior distribution over category
assignments
P(ct |Dt ) =

P(Dt |ct )P(ct )
p(Dt )

(3)

Exact computation of this posterior is computationally demanding, so we use particle filtering as an approximate inference algorithm (Gershman, Niv, & Blei, 2010; Sanborn,
Griffiths, & Navarro, 2006, 2010). The posterior is approxi(l)
mated with a set of m particles. Each particle, ct represents
a particular grouping of patches into categories from the first
t trials. A grouping is represented in the set approximately
proportional to its posterior probability. Summing over the
particles gives an approximation to the posterior distribution
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P(ct |Dt ) ⇡

1 m
Â d(ct
m l=1

(l)

ct )

(4)

where d(·) is 1 when its input is 0, and 0 otherwise.
We can approximate the prior distribution over groupings
for the first t + 1 trials with
P(ct+1 |Dt ) =

Â P(ct+1 |ct )P(ct |Dt )
ct

1

m

⇡

Â P(ct+1 |ct ) m Â d(ct

=

1 m
(l)
Â P(ct+1 |ct+1 )
m l=1

ct

l=1

(l)

ct )
(5)

We can then approximate the posterior for trial t + 1 with:
P(ct+1 |Dt+1 ) µ Â P(dt+1 |ct+1 , Dt )P(ct+1 |Dt )
ct

1 m
(l)
⇡ Â P(dt+1 |ct+1 , Dt )P(ct+1 |ct+1 )
m l=1

(6)

We draw m samples from this distribution to create a new
set of particles.
5 particles were used for all simulations. A smaller number
of particles allows psychological plausibility and can capture
the variability and order sensitivity people display (Sanborn,
Griffiths, & Navarro, 2006, 2010).
Prediction To generate the agent’s prediction of the upcoming decay rate, data is sampled in the way it is assumed
to be generated. A category is drawn with probability proportional to the posterior and then a decay rate is drawn from that
category’s characteristic distribution. This process is repeated
1000 times and the samples are averaged over.
Unimodal Bayesian model Under this model, the forager
assumes that all patches belong to the same cluster, and all
decay rates are sampled from a unimodal normal distribution
parameterized by µ and s2 . This is equivalent to the multimodal model when a = 0.

Making a choice
To make a decision, the forager compares the value of staying
with the value of leaving. The value of staying, vstay , is the
reward received from the last harvest multiplied by the predicted decay rate. The value of leaving, vleave , is calculated
as the average reward rate in the last visited patch of a different category multiplied by the time that would be spent harvesting it. This serves as a more dynamic, shorter timescale
reference point than MVT’s.
The forager compares vstay and vleave and always takes the
higher value action. In the unimodal model, s will always
be 1. Thus, the point estimate of the leave threshold, vleave ,
will be equivalent to MVT’s leave threshold, the total average
reward rate across the environment.

Model fitting
We fit individual participant’s data to the models with a, the
category dispersion, and prior over environment richness as
free parameters for the multimodal model and prior over richness as a free parameter for the unimodal model. 500 sets of
parameters were sampled from a Sobol Sequence. Generating candidate parameter sets from a Sobol Sequence rather
than a grid, can provide superior fits, particularly, when there
are more than two parameters (Bergstra & Bengio, 2012).
To pick amongst these candidate parameter sets, we compared the participant’s PRT relative to the MVT-optimal policy for each planet type to the same measures generated by
the model. The best fitting parameters were those that minimized mean squared error (MSE) between the participant’s
data and the model simulation’s. Error was computed as Euclidean distance.
To compare models, we used cross validation. We held out
one test block and then fit the model using the average PRTs
for the remaining blocks. The model error was then measured
by taking the absolute difference between the model prediction for the held-out block and the participant’s measure for
that block. We repeated this procedure for every possible
combination of fit blocks and test block and then averaged
over the errors to compute the cross validation score.

Task
Participants We recruited 40 participants from Amazon
Mechanical Turk (ages 19-75, Mean=42, SD=13.5). Participation was restricted to workers who had completed at least
100 prior studies and had at least a 99% approval rate. Participants were paid $6 as a base payment and could earn a bonus
contingent on performance ($0-$4). We excluded 3 participants for having average patch residence times 2 standard
deviations above or below the group mean.
Procedure We investigated how humans learn in a serial
stay/switch foraging task (Constantino & Daw, 2015) in
which participants decide between staying to harvest a depleting patch of resources or incurring a time delay to switch
to a replenished patch (Figure 1a). The task was framed as
a space mining game in which participants were told to collect as many space gems as possible because gems would be
converted into their bonus payment at the end of the experiment. They were given approximately 0.001 cent per gem.
However, they were not told this exchange rate, and the total
amount of gems collected was not displayed. On each trial,
participants visited a planet and had to decide, via keypress,
if they wanted to dig on the current planet (‘A’) or travel to a
new planet (‘L’). If they decided to dig, they would be shown
the number of gems collected after watching a short animation of an astronaut digging for 2 seconds. If they instead
decided to travel, they watched a longer animation of a flying rocket ship for 10 seconds followed by an image of an
alien for 5 seconds prior to arriving at the new planet. If they
did not make a decision within 2 seconds, a warning was displayed and they had to wait 2 seconds before making another
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response. To ensure participants’ reaction times did not affect
their reward rate, the reaction time (RT) was subtracted from
the following dig or travel animation display time.
Participants completed 5 blocks lasting 6 minutes each.
The foraging environment consisted of three planet types
characterized by quality (e.g. poor, neutral, & rich). Planet
quality was determined by the distribution its decay rates
were sampled from (Figure 1b). Rewards depleted the slowest on rich planets — decay rates were sampled from a Beta
distribution with parameters a = 52 and b = 22. These parameters were chosen such that the mean decay rate was 0.8
with a SD of 0.05. Rewards depleted quicker on neutral planets. Decay rates were sampled from a Beta distribution with
parameters a = 44, b = 44 (Mean = 0.5, SD = 0.05) and the rewards on poor planets depleted the quickest with parameters
a = 22 , b = 51 (Mean = 0.2, SD = 0.05). Planets of the same
type were encountered in “clusters” or “galaxies” (Figure 1c).
When the participant left the current planet, there was an 80%
probability they would travel to a planet of the same quality.
If the participant traveled to a planet of a different quality,
it was equally likely to be one of the two remaining planet
types (10% of going to different planet type 1 and 10% of going to different planet type 2). Participants were not told that
planets varied in quality, nor when transitions to new galaxies would occur, requiring them to infer this information from
experience alone.

Model Predictions
Our model simulations predict distinct patterns of foraging
behavior dependent on a, the prior over category dispersion,
and the prior over environment richness (Figure 2). The unimodal learner’s prior belief about environment richness does
not affect foraging behavior. They overharvest relative to
MVT-optimal on poor and neutral planets, but underharvest
on rich planets. Because they are averaging over rewards received from all previous planets, the influence of prior beliefs quickly wanes as more data (rewards) are observed (Figure 3a). In contrast, the multimodal learner’s prior belief
about environment richness does affect their behavior. Inferring multiple modes acts as regularization towards the prior
because the prior is only updated with observations assigned
to the current category or mode (Figure 3b). With a prior belief that rewards will be sparse in the environment (poor), the
multimodal learner overharvests on all 3 planet types, particularly on the rich planets. With a prior belief that rewards
will be abundant in the environment (rich), the learner is less
likely to overexploit relative to MVT. They only overharvest
on poor planets and act MVT-optimally on neutral and rich
planets. The unimodal learner’s pattern of over- and underharvesting can be explained by the averaging over all observed decay rates. This results in an average that falls in
between the true average decay rates on the neutral and rich
planets (Figure 3c). The multimodal learner allows for the
possibility of multiple patch types in the environment and,
thus, with this added flexibility, generates more accurate decay rate predictions (Figure 3d).

Figure 1: A. Task structure. Participants sequentially decide whether to dig or travel to a new planet. B. Example decay rate
distributions the participant could infer. The bottom distribution is the true tri-modal decay rate distribution. C. Transition
probabilities between planets. Participants were most likely to travel to a planet belonging to the same category as the current
one. There was an equal probability of traveling to patch belonging to one of the remaining two categories.

Figure 2: Model predictions. Overharvesting and underharvesting behavior depends on whether the learner assumes
there is a single patch type in the environment (unimodal) or
allows for the possibility of multiple (multimodal) and their
prior belief over the density of rewards in the environment
(environment richness).
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Figure 3: Simulated learner’s (multimodal and unimodal)
predicted decay rates on the current planet and predicted reward rate of the next planet (grey circles, size is proportional
to variance of estimate). The multimodal learner’s predictions
more closely align with true decay rate (colored Xs; red - poor
planet, blue - neutral, green - rich) of the current planet relative to the unimodal learner’s. The unimodal learner’s reference point for leaving the current patch more closely follows
the MVT-optimal reference point (black Xs) compared to the
multimodal learner

Figure 4: Behavioral results. Error bars are S.E.M. A. Overall effect Participants’ average PRT relative to the MVT-optimal
policy (dashed line) averaged across all planet types. A majority of participants overharvested across the experiment. B. Effect
of current context. Individual participant’s average PRT relative to MVT-optimal (dashed line) for each planet type (grey bars
are the average across all participants). On poor and neutral planets, most participants overharvested. However, on rich planets,
participants displayed considerable variability in their over/underharvesting.

Figure 5: Behavioral results.Effect of future potential context
Each subject’s inverse hyperbolic tangent transformed correlation coefficient (between transition probability and PRT).
Participants stay/leave decisions were modulated by the transition probabilities between planet types.x
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Figure 6: Model fitting results. Error bars are S.E.M. A.
Comparison of participant data with the simulated data from
the multimodal and unimodal models. B. Comparison of
cross validation scores for each subject. Positive values indicate the participant’s data was better fit with the multimodal
model. C. One example participant best fit with the multimodal model. D. One example participant best fit with the
unimodal model.

Results
Behavioral We compared participants’ planet residence
times (PRT) to the policy of an MVT-optimal agent. The optimal agent knows which type of planet they are currently on,
and the parameters of each planet type’s true decay rate distribution. They take the expected value of the true decay rate
distribution to predict how much reward will be earned on
the next dig. The optimal agent leaves if the predicted reward
falls below the opportunity cost of the time spent harvesting
it. Averaging over all participants and all planet types, participants overharvested, or stayed too long, relative to optimal
(Figure 4a; t(36) = 4.61, p < 0.0001). However, when separating out PRTs by planet type, participants only overharvested on poor and neutral planets (Figure 4b; poor - t(36) =
24.29, p < 0.0001; neutral - t(36) = 9.78, p < 0.0001; rich t(36) = 0.58, p = 0.57).
To asses the effect of potential transitions to other galaxies on current stay/leave decisions, each subject’s experienced transition probabilities between planet types and their
PRT was correlated (Spearman rank) (Figure 5). For statistical tests, each subject’s correlation coefficient, r, was transformed with the inverse hyperbolic tangent function (arctanh) to make the data normally distributed. One sample
t-tests were performed on the transformed correlation coefficients. Participants who observed a greater probability of
transitioning from a poor to rich planet left poor planets earlier (t(36) = -2.20, p = 0.03).If they previously observed a
greater probability of transitioning to another neutral planet,
they left the current neutral planet earlier (t(36) = -2.04, p =
0.049). In contrast, on rich planets, participants who observed
a higher probability of transitioning to another rich planet
stayed longer (t(36) = 3.05, p = 0.004) and those who observed a higher probability of transitioning to a neutral planet
left sooner (t(36) = -5.21, p < 0.0001). Taken together, these
results are consistent with participants learning to distinguish
between patches of varying quality, tracking the transition
structure between them, and using this the knowledge to inform their decisions.
Individual differences in model fits On rich planets, participants displayed considerable variability in their PRTs relative to MVT-optimal. Our model predicts distinct patterns
of behavior arising from an agent’s prior over category dispersion, and the prior over richness of the overall environment (Figure 2).As a group, the multimodal learner model
produced a similar fit to participants’ data than the unimodal
learner (Figure 6a; one sample t-test on difference, t(36) =
-1.05, p = 0.30). Examining individual subjects, there were
some who were much better fit by the multimodal model, others much better fit by the unimodal model, while the majority
were slightly better fit by the unimodal model (Figure 6b).
Whether a participant is better fit by a unimodal or a multimodal learner could be used as an individual difference metric reflecting either the participant’s prior over environment
complexity or their structure learning ability. The interpretation of this hinges on whether or not participants’ better
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fit model varies based on the true structure of the environment. Of course, allowing the possibility of inferring multiple
modes will be useful in multimodal environments like in the
present task, but may be less so in unimodal environments.
Regardless of the interpretation, our results confirm that the
persistent observation of overharvesting, relative to MVT, obscures strategic decision variability that can be attributed to
statistically optimal learning of environmental structure.

Discussion
We asked whether humans could learn the latent structure of
an environment and exploit it while foraging. We found that
that participants’ stay/leave decisions were sensitive to the
quality of the current planet, suggesting that they learned a
multi-state representation and used it to guide their decisions.
However, our model fitting results revealed that participants’
learned representations varied, with some learning multiple
planet types (modes) and others only learning one.
An appropriate representation of the task’s environment includes not only the different planet types but the transitions
between them. So, we asked if they adjusted their decisions
based on potential future contexts and past contexts. Our results suggest that they did — participants’ PRTs were related
to their experienced transition probabilities between planet
types and to the preceding planet type in certain contexts.
Deploying a model-based strategy requires both inferring
an appropriate model of the environment and navigating over
that internal model to construct a plan. The canonical measure of whether behavior reflects model-based planning, the
two-step task (Daw et al., 2011), primarily reflects the latter
(Konovalov & Krajbich, 2020). We’ve presented a novel foraging task that provides a measure of individuals’ structure
learning ability.
A potential direction for future work is to explore how incorrect inference of the environment’s structure may explain
overharvesting. Proposed mechanisms for overharvesting include subjective costs to leaving the patch (Wikenheiser et
al., 2013), decreasing marginal utility (Constantino & Daw,
2015), and discounted future rewards (Kane et al., 2019).
However, another way such biases could emerge is though
learning (Niv et al., 2002; Garrett & Daw, 2020). Other proposed mechanisms may even be subsumed under these learning biases.
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Abstract
Social interactions are composed of coordinated, multimodal
behaviors with each individual taking turns and sharing
attention. By the second year of life, infants are able to engage
in coordinated interactions with their caregivers. Although
research has focused on the social behaviors that enable parentinfant dyads to engage in joint attention, little work has been
done to understand the sensorimotor mechanisms underlying
coordination. Using wireless head-mounted eye trackers and
motion sensing, we recorded 31 dyads as they played freely in
a home-like laboratory. We identified moments of visual joint
attention, when parent and infant were looking at the same
object, and then measured the dyad’s head and hand
movements during and around joint attention. We found
evidence that both parents and infants still their bodies during
joint attention. We also compared instances of joint attention
that were led by the parent or by the infant and identified
different sensorimotor pathways that support the two types of
joint attention. These results provide the foundation for
continued exploration of the critical role of sensorimotor
processes on coordinated social behavior and its development.
Keywords: action, attention, children, eye tracking, interactive
behavior

Introduction
The “social dance” of coordinating multimodal behaviors and
attention with social partners plays an important role in early
development. Turn-taking, attending to one another’s
actions, and the bidirectional influences needed for
successful social interactions are similar to the coordination
of two individuals dancing. Of course, the social dance is not
just a metaphor. Recent work has shown locomotor and
sensorimotor coordination between infants and their parents.
Synchrony, in the form of high similarity in spatiotemporal
paths of movement, has been observed between mothers and
infants in the second year of life as they explored a lab
environment (Hoch, Ossmy, et al., 2021). By 3-months-old,
infants can predict when their parent will pick them up and
will adjust their posture in anticipation (Reddy, Markova, &
Wallot, 2013). And 9-month-old infants can accurately
predict their parents’ actions during play, such as visual
anticipation of parents’ reaches (Monroy et al., 2020).
Research on adult-adult dyads has shown that coordinated
behaviors are apparent across modalities, including speech,
posture, and gaze (reviewed in Sebanz, Bekkering, &
Knoblich, 2006; Shockley, Richardson, & Dale, 2009). Even
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while conversing with a stranger in a different room, adult
social partners coupled their eye movements to matching
screen-based stimuli (Richardson, Dale, & Kirkham, 2007).
Coordination and mimicry of behaviors happen
spontaneously in dyads and promote positive feelings about
social partners (Chartrand & Bargh, 1999). Coordination
requires that social partners share attention to and knowledge
about the environment, be able to predict the other’s actions,
and adjust their actions based on the behavior of their partner
(Sebanz et al., 2006). There is ample evidence that infants are
capable of these “requirements” by the second year of life
(e.g., Yu & Smith, 2013; Reddy et al., 2013; Monroy et al.,
2020). In both developmental and adult research, it is
apparent that social interactions are built from these
coordinated sensorimotor behaviors.
One type of early coordination that is often studied is joint
attention (JA), when an infant and parent share attention to
the same object or task. As outlined in Siposova & Carpenter
(2019) as well as Gabouer & Bortfeld (2021), the term JA has
been used by researchers to describe a wide variety of
behaviors. Recent work studying behavior at the level of
milliseconds and seconds has examined how dyads engage in
JA during play, defined as moments when parent and infant
gaze at the same object (Yu & Smith, 2013; 2016; 2017).
Head-mounted cameras and eye trackers measured visual
attention at a rate of 30 frames/sec (the “micro level”),
allowing researchers to study the attention of the “leader” and
“follower” of JA in the moments before JA. Although
decades of work have suggested gaze following is necessary
to establish JA (e.g., Mundy & Newell, 2007), this hypothesis
is predominantly supported by laboratory studies using
videos of a social partner (e.g., Byers-Heinlein et al., 2020).
One “surprising” finding from head-mounted eye tracking
studies is that infants rarely look at their parent’s face during
naturalistic toy play, and infant gaze following only
contributes to the establishment of 10% of JA instances (Yu
& Smith, 2016; 2017; Deák et al., 2018). Other pathways
must be used to establish JA in real-time naturalistic
interactions – and hands are the key.
During the majority of JA instances, the attended object is
held by the infant or parent. Crucially, not only do parents
and infants attend to their own hands, but the hands of each
other as well. This interpersonal hand-eye coordination and
ability of a dyad to “hand follow” is predictive of how often
dyads enter into JA (e.g., Yu & Smith, 2013, 2017). If parents

use multimodal behaviors (touching the object, talking), the
dyad will enter JA more readily, stay in JA for longer, and
the infant’s visual attention, manual activities, and hand-eye
coordination are all extended (a result seen both at home and
in the lab; Deák et al., 2018; Suarez-Rivera, Smith, & Yu,
2019; Schroer, Smith, & Yu, 2019). Recent work also
suggests that explicit cues of being in JA exist in infant’s field
of view (or what they can see, as captured by a head camera)
without needing to look at a social partner’s face, as a model
was able to accurately classify frames into instances of JA or
not JA solely based on the images (Peters et al., 2021). One
pitfall of third-person coding to determine whether a dyad
“knows” they are in JA (as specified in Siposova &
Carpenter, 2019), is the potential for subjective, adult-centric
judgements about whether a cue exists. To better understand
the real-time sensorimotor dynamics underlying the
coordination of attention, we will define JA at the micro-level
as moments of shared visual attention to an object.
Despite the importance of hands and object holding for
establishing JA, the role of infants’ and parents’ entire bodies
and their patterns of movement has not been studied.
Evidence from adult research suggests that there should be
coordination beyond visual attention. To gain a richer
understanding of how parent-infant dyads engage in JA, we
studied sensorimotor processes at a timescale far more
granular than most developmental research. In a home-like
lab, dyads moved freely around while wearing wireless headmounted eye trackers and motion sensors. Infants and their
parents crawled, walked, and climbed throughout the
experiment. At the level of milliseconds, we measured the
movement of parents’ and infants’ heads and hands. In
particular, we were interested in the distance between dyads
and their speed in the moments leading up to and during JA.
We hypothesized that there would be temporally aligned
changes in parent and infant body movement. Relationships

between child attention and movement have been previously
studied during solo-play activities. Long bouts of attention,
or sustained attention, are accompanied by sensorimotor and
physiological changes – including stilling the body, an intent
expression, manipulation of the object being attended to (e.g.,
rotating the object), and a deceleration in heart rate (Ruff &
Lawson, 1990; Lansink, Mintz, & Richards, 2000). Based on
this work, we expected to see a decrease in infant’s head
movement during JA. Regarding hand movement, we
proposed two alternative hypotheses: 1) hand speed would
decrease, in line with the idea that the body stills while in
sustained attention, or 2) hand speed would increase because
hands and object manipulation play a major role in shaping
JA. We also hypothesized that parents would show similar
body movements as their infants, in line with work on dyadic
spatiotemporal coordination. In addition, we chose to
measure distance between parent and infant because the
effects of interpersonal distance on social behaviors in
parent-infant interactions have not been widely studied.

Methods
Participants and Data Collection
31 infants and a parent were recruited from a Midwest college
town. Infants were all in the second year of life (mean:
16.6mo, range: 12.6-23.5mo). Based on previous research,
we expected that most infants in this age range would be
crawling and/or walking (Adolph & Berger, 2007) as well as
readily engaging in JA (e.g., Yu & Smith, 2013). Dyads were
given 10 objects to play with for 10min. We told parents that
they were not required to play with the provided toys and that
they and their child could move freely around the play area
(approximately 3m x 3m, Figure 1a). Although not all
participating infants could walk at the time of the experiment,

Figure 1: A) The play area with x-, y-, z-axes overlayed (origin is the center of the area). B) Parent and infant wore eye
trackers and jackets equipped with 3 motion sensors. C) Spatiotemporal plots showing the movement of 3 different infant
(red) and parent (blue) dyads. D) The locations of the same dyads when in JA. Location of infant (red) and parent (blue)
during JA are represented with two dots connected by a line. The size of the dots represents how long the JA bout lasted.
The line’s color corresponds to when the bout occurred during the play session, with shade getting lighter as time passed.
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all were capable of independent locomotion. Parent and
infant wore head-mounted eye trackers, as well as three
motion sensors, one on each wrist and head. To accommodate
the wearable sensors, participants wore jackets with pockets
on the back and a small pocket at each wrist (Figure 1b).

For the current study, we were interested in interpersonal
distance and positional speed. Interpersonal distance was
defined in 2-dimensions (x and y) as the distance between the
infant and parent head sensors at every frame of the
experiment (in mm). Speed of each sensor was calculated in
3-dimensions for every frame and is reported in mm/s.

Eye Tracking and Defining Attention
Dyads wore wireless Pupil Labs head-mounted eye trackers
connected to an Android smart phone with a USB-C cord.
The smart phones were placed in a back pocket of the custom
jackets and the cord was tucked behind the participant’s head,
out of their field of view. Parents wore the standard eye
tracker like a pair of eyeglasses, while the infants wore a
modified version of the eye tracker that could be attached to
a hat using Velcro. The eye trackers consisted of two
cameras: the scene camera was centered on the participant’s
forehead to record their field of view and the other was
pointed back at their eye to record eye movements. Following
the experiment, the eye tracking videos were calibrated to
produce a fixation crosshair that indicated participant’s gaze
every frame of the video (30 frames/s). Participant’s visual
attention was coded using an in-house program, each fixation
to one of the toys or their social partner’s face was annotated.
JA was defined during data pre-processing. Each frame
that a dyad was attending to the same object (or each other’s
faces) was marked as JA. In line with previous work studying
coordination at a fine temporal scale, JA was defined as
lasting at least 500ms and could include short looks (<
300ms) away from the attended object (Yu & Smith, 2017).
As soon as one participant looked away (without returning),
the bout of JA was terminated. Three instances of JA lasted
longer than 15s and were excluded from the current analyses.
In addition to the eye trackers, multiple 3rd-person-view
cameras recorded the experiment. These cameras were used
to annotate which object(s) a participant’s left hand and right
hand were touching. This coding was also done frame-byframe with an in-house program.

Motion Sensing and Defining Movements
Participants also wore three motion sensors during the
experiment (Polhemus Liberty). Two sensors were placed in
the small pockets on the participant’s wrist (to approximate
hand movements) and a third sensor was attached to the eye
tracker. The head sensor was used to approximate movement
of the body throughout the play space (e.g., walking around).
The sensors were attached to a battery pack that was placed
in the jacket’s other back pocket (Figure 1b). Motion was
tracked by measuring the movement of the sensors relative to
two central hubs that were placed under the play area. The
system captured movement in 6 degrees of freedom:
positional displacement on the x-, y-, and z-axes (see Figure
1a for a visualization of the axes), as well as rotational
displacement (pitch, yaw, and roll). We will discuss the
positional data in this paper. Motion data was recorded at an
original sampling rate of 240 Hz, but down-sampled to 30 Hz
to match the eye tacking data.
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Analysis Plan
We first analyzed the dynamics of JA to see how movement
before and during JA differed from times the dyad was not in
JA. We conducted event-level analyses, with all instances of
JA analyzed as one large corpus (N = 1431). When
appropriate, we included random effects of subject
contributing the data point and the object being attended to,
to account for differences that might exist across participants.
We then calculated a baseline value of “not JA”. Not JA was
defined as the periods of time between the offset of one JA
bout and the onset of the next. To control for differences in
movement that may arise simply from the duration of a bout,
we limited our sample to bouts of not JA that were longer
than 500ms and shorter than 15s (to match the definition of
JA, N = 1256). We calculated the average speed of each
sensor as well as the average interpersonal distance for
outside of bouts of JA – these were our baseline values.
We used temporal profiles to visualize the average
movement of the dyad from the 5s leading up to the onset of
JA to the 5s after the onset of JA, as well as to compare these
speeds to baseline. To further explore speed in JA, we looked
at the mean values of speed and distance. We analyzed how
movement related to the duration of JA and compared how
parents and infants moved.
Our second set of analyses compared movement during
parent-led and child-led JA. The goal of this set of analyses
was to examine how dyads enter into JA – replicating
previous analyses on gaze following and hand following, as
well as novel analyses on how movement shapes and defines
the different pathways dyads use when parent or infant leads
JA. Similar to the analyses on the dynamics of JA, we
conducted event-level corpus analyses. We first compared
the temporal profiles of parent-led and child-led JA and then
looked at the mean values of speed and distance within JA
and in the 2s before each type of JA.

Results
Joint Attention and Body Movement
Table 1 reports the means and standard deviations of
duration, distance, and speeds within JA and the baselines
(means) of not JA. For each sensor, mean speed in JA bouts
was less than the mean speed in not JA bouts (ps <= 0.011).
We first visualized the spatiotemporal paths of the dyads
to learn about the patterns of their movement (Figure 1c).
There were noticeable differences in how dyads moved, but
most dyads explored the majority of the play space during the
experiment. We also visualized dyads’ locations during JA
(Figure 1d). Even within a dyad, there was no trend in how
far apart dyads were during JA. As will be discussed, there

Table 1: Descriptive statistics and baselines values

was no significant difference in interpersonal distance when
the dyad was in JA or not, so distance was excluded from the
temporal analyses.

The Dynamics of Joint Attention
The temporal analyses took 299 “slices” of data, plotting the
mean speed every 30ms from the 5s before to the 5s after the
onset of a JA bout. At each slice, we performed a one-sample
t-test, comparing speed at that time point to the baseline
speed. Figure 2 provides a visualization of the temporal
profiles and significance testing. Figures 2a-b show the
temporal profiles of child and parent head speed during JA.
Figure 2c shows the segments of data that were significantly
above or below baseline for the left and right hands of child
and parent.
For all sensors, there was a significant decrease in speed
during JA. In the ~500ms leading up to JA, however, the
speed of the infant’s head and hands sharply increased. The
infant’s head then remains stilled (below baseline) through
~4s after onset of JA and their left hand for ~1s. The infant’s
right hand shows a different pattern – the increase in speed
before JA is more pronounced and speed only falls
significantly below baseline for a handful of frames within
JA (although there is the trend of decreasing speed). This
pattern of movement could be a result of the infant often
being the one to hold objects during JA (as will be discussed
in the next section). All parent sensors showed a consistent
trend of stilling while in JA – head speed stilled for ~2s and
hands for ~2.5s. Overall, the temporal profiles show that the
body stills during JA. The stilling occurs in both infants and
their parents, which is in-line with previous research on
changes to movement when young children sustain attention
as well as work showing dyadic sensorimotor coordination.
We then analyzed the mean values of speed and distance
within instances of JA. Further demonstrating the importance
of stilling the body to sustain attention, the stability of the
infant’s head can predict the duration of the JA event. We
used linear mixed effects regressions with random effects
included for subject and object (lmerTest package for R;
Kuznetsova, Brockhoff, & Christensen, 2017) and then used
a Chi-Square difference test to compare the full model to a
null model with intercept and random effects only. Child
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head speed was only a weak negative predictor of the
duration of JA (β = -0.003, p < 0.001), but including speed
was an improvement from the null model (χ2 = 21.247, p <
0.001). We saw a similar relationship for parent head speed
and duration (β = -0.002, p = 0.002; χ2 = 9.311, p = 0.002).
We also observed differences in how parents and infants
moved. Within JA, infants had higher head and left-hand
speeds than their parents (ps < 0.001 using paired t-tests).
There was no difference in right-hand speed (p = 0.422),
perhaps because of the tendency for right-handedness (so
both parents and infants would move this hand a lot).
Lastly, although speed changes as a dyad enters and exits
JA, distance does not relate to whether or not they are in JA.
We compared the mean distances between dyads during each
bout of JA to the mean distances of dyads during the instances
of “not JA”. There was no significant difference (t(2681.9) =
0.002, p = 0.998; using a Welch two sample t-test).
To summarize, dyads flexibly change their head and hand
movements as they enter into and leave JA. Parents and
infants differ in how quickly they move and the speed of the
dyad is even weakly correlated with the duration of JA. These
findings suggest that the “motor” aspect of sensorimotor
behaviors plays an equally important role in shaping the
multimodal pathways into visual JA. To explore these
different pathways, we turned our attention to child-led and
parent-led JA.

Comparing Child-led and Parent-led JA
We defined child-led JA as instances of JA in which the child
was looking at the attended object for at least one frame
before the parent joined. There were 752 instances of child
led-JA, with a mean duration of 2.160s. Parent-led JA was

Figure 2: Temporal profiles during JA for A) infants’ and
B) parents’ heads. C) summarizes results for all hands.

similarly defined as instances of JA in which the parent was
looking at the attended object for at least one frame before
the child joined. There were 512 instances of parent-led JA
with a mean duration of 2.236s. There was no difference in
the duration of child-led and parent-led instances (p = 0.501).
There were an additional 167 instances in which no leader
could be determined; these were excluded from analyses.
Replicating previous findings, gaze-following was an
underused pathway for entry into JA. Gaze-following was
defined as the follower looking to their social partner’s face
in the lag between the leader’s onset of looking at the
attended object and the onset of the follower’s look. While
parents followed their infant’s gaze in about 34.4% of
instances, infants only used gaze following in 3.5% of
instances (only 18 times across all 31 subjects). Infant’s use
of gaze following in this more naturalistic lab setting is even
lower than was previously reported in constrained, face-toface table-top play (Yu & Smith, 2017). Instead, it seemed
like hand-following was the predominant pathway.
The “holder” of the object during JA was then assigned by
comparing the proportion of the bout the parent and child
each touched the object. Whoever touched the attend object
for longer was the holder. In only 7% of both child-led and
parent-led instances neither member of the dyad held the
attended object. Infants held the attended target in a greater
proportion of instances than their parents, though this
difference was more pronounced in child-led JA (62.9%
instances child was holding, 27.5% parent holding) than
parent-led instances of JA (48.6% child, 42.2% parent). In the
remaining 2% of instances, parents and infants held the object
for the same amount of time during a bout of JA.

Figure 3: Temporal profiles during child-led and parentled JA for A) the infants’ and B) parents’ heads. C)
summarizes the results for all hands.
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We first analyzed the temporal profiles of parent-led and
child-led JA. As before, the temporal analyses plotted and
analyzed 299 “slices” of data – the mean speed of each sensor
every 30ms from the 5s before to the 5s after the onset of a
JA bout. The temporal profiles of parent-led and child-led JA
were compared at every slice using generalized mixed effects
models to predict the type of JA by sensor speed with random
effects for subject and attended object (fitglme in Matlab).
Figure 3 provides a visualization of the temporal profiles and
significance testing, using the same format as Figure 2.
Once the dyad was engaged in JA, there were few
differences between speed in parent-led and child-led JA.
Instead, the differences were mainly in the seconds before JA
begins. Child head speed is slower in the 1.5s before childled instances, presumably because their head has already
stilled when they are the leader of JA. The other major
difference in the temporal profiles is parents’ hands. In the
second before parent-led JA, parents’ hands move faster
(perhaps parents are bringer objects nearer to their infant).
To further explore the differences in parent-led and childled joint attention, we then compared the mean values of
speed within JA and in the 2s before JA using two-sample ttests. We first compared the speed of parents and infants
when they were the leader. Within bouts of JA, there was no
significant difference in how fast the leaders moved their
head or hands (ps > 0.095). Reflecting the findings in the
temporal profile, we did observe differences between parents
and infants in the 2s before JA. Parent leaders’ heads and
right hands moved faster than infant leaders’ in the 2s before
JA (head: p = 0.032, right hand: p < 0.001). We also saw
differences when comparing parent and infant followers.
When following, infants moved their head and left hand more
than their parents did when following both during and in the
2s before the bout of JA (ps <= 0.003).
We then examined whether there was a decrease in speed
once the dyad was in JA. We calculated the mean speed of
the sensors during and in the 2s before each bout of JA and
compared the mean speeds of each instance using paired ttests. Both parent and child decreased the speed of their heads
and hands once they were in a bout of JA, regardless of who
led the JA bout (ps < 0.001). Despite the decrease in hand
speed during JA, infant hand speeds within JA were higher
when the infant was holding the attended object (left hand: p
= 0.025; though right hand was trending, p = 0.052). Parents
showed the same higher hand speed when holding the
attended objects (ps <= 0.003).
To summarize, we replicated previous findings that handfollowing and object manipulation is a highly used pathway
into JA during free-flowing play. Although there were no
differences in the temporal profiles of child-led and parentled JA during the bouts of JA, parents and infants adjusted
their speed in the seconds before JA differently depending on
who was leading the bout. Additionally, parents and infants
moved at similar speeds when leading JA, but following
infants moved more than following parents. Finally, we
observed that hands moved more within JA if the attended
object was being held. Together, these results show that even

though average speed was decreasing in JA, the attended
object was still being actively manipulated – meeting both
criteria of sustained attention: stilling of the body, but
manipulation of an object.

Discussion
We present evidence of coordinated sensorimotor behaviors
when dyads engage in JA. At the onset of JA, dyads slow
down. Once in JA, infants and parents will still their heads
and hands, which may help to extend the bout of attention.
When we compare child-led and parent-led JA, we see
different sensorimotor pathways. In child-led JA, infants
already begin to still their movements before their parent
enters JA – perhaps signaling to their parent that they are
attending to an object – and the parent then slows their
movement to join. In parent-led JA, however, we see a very
different pattern. Parents move a lot in the seconds before the
JA bouts they lead, suggesting that parents create these
moments for the infant, bringing objects into the infant’s field
of view. Only once inside parent-led JA does the infant begin
to still. Our goal was to measure movement to explore the
coordination of dyads during JA, as well as to test multiple
hypotheses based on previous sustained attention research.
As expected, we observed a decrease in infant’s head
movement during JA and a similar decrease in parent’s head
movement. Surprisingly, we found evidence to support both
of our alternative hypotheses regarding changes in hand
movement, showing that object manipulation is a key feature
of JA even as the body stills.
We cannot conclude with our current dataset whether these
sensorimotor behaviors are a requisite of establishing JA or
simply accompany JA. Our work, however, does show a clear
temporal pattern. Dyads begin changing their speed in the
seconds proceeding JA, suggesting that sensorimotor
coordination is at least a step in the process of jointly
attending to objects. These changes in movement may signal
a readiness to enter into JA or even provide scaffolding to
support and focus infant attention.
Considering the role of infants’ and parents’ entire bodies
in social interactions is a promising research direction.
Infants’ bodies dramatically alter their visual environment
relative to an adult – shorter arms bring objects close to their
face and shorter overall height limits how much of the world
is present in their field of view. As a result, infants’ visual
scenes are less cluttered, with fewer and larger objects
present, and a held object can completely dominate their field
of view (Yu & Smith, 2012). These differences in view,
motor abilities, and embodiment may mean that parents and
infants are solving the problem of coordination in different
ways. Knowing how to establish and recognize moments of
shared attention and predicting the actions of a social partner
could be accomplished differently by an infant and their
parent. Shockley et al. (2009) speculated that “coordination
reflects a functional reorganization of body segments and eye
movements to support the joint goals/actions” of an
interaction. How this reorganization occurs in parent-infant
interactions is yet to be understood.
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Nonetheless, the interconnectedness of motor and social
development offers exciting insights to the motor-social
relationship within interactions. Every stage of motor
development is accompanied by “social revolutions”. The
development of postural control and reaching brings objects
into view and shifts attention away from faces (Fogel et al.,
1999). Infants then attend to and explore objects alone, until
increasing intrapersonal coordination supports their ability to
attend to their partner’s object manipulations too (de Barbaro
et al., 2013). The transition from crawling to walking changes
the way infants can bring objects to their parents, in turn
changing the way parents respond to their infants’ bids
(Karasik, Tamis‐LeMonda, & Adolph, 2014). These changes
may pave the way for the vocabulary boom that accompanies
the transition to walking (He, Walle, & Campos, 2015). At
the fine-motor level, parents will selectively label objects
when their infants engage in more mature object
manipulation (West & Iverson, 2017). How infants move
within an interaction will likely affect their social partner’s
behavior as well. It is easy to imagine that walking, climbing,
and sitting will elicit different speech from their caregiver in
the same interaction, even if the infant is holding and
attending to the same object in these different positions.
Our findings lay the groundwork for studying the
sensorimotor foundation of joint attention – and other social
behaviors. Understanding the sensory and motor bases
underlying joint attention will begin to unlock the answers as
to how attention develops and the types of abilities infants
need in order to attend to objects successfully, as well as
provide new intervention opportunities for populations with
developmental disorders.
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Abstract
People learn new categories on a daily basis, and the study of
category learning is a major topic of research in cognitive
science. However, most prior work has focused on how people
learn categories over abstracted, artificial (and usually
perceptual) representations. Little is known about how new
categories are learnt for natural objects, for which people have
extensive prior knowledge. We examine this question in three
pre-registered studies involving the learning of new categories
for everyday foods. Our models use word vectors derived from
large-scale natural language data to proxy mental
representations for foods, and apply classical models of
categorization over these vectorized representations to predict
participant categorization judgments. This approach achieves
high predictive accuracy rates, and can be used to identify the
real-world settings in which category learning is impaired. In
doing so, it shows how existing theories of categorization can
be used to predict and improve everyday cognition and
behavior.
Keywords: categorization; learning; distributional semantics;
word vectors; exemplar model

Introduction
Categorization is one of the fundamental functions of human
cognition (Ashby & Maddox, 2005; Estes, 1994, Smith &
Medin, 1981), and much research has focused on developing
models of how people learn new categories over multidimensional representations. Most of this work has been
limited to perceptual, and usually highly abstract and
artificial, stimuli (e.g. geometric figures and line drawings).
Although this design choice gives researchers considerable
control over the experimental stimuli, it also limits the
application of categorization models to naturalistic domains
of real-world importance (see Nosofsky et al., 2017, 2018b,
c for an extended critique).
Consider, for example, the task of learning whether or not
a food item contains a newly discovered nutrient. People may
be given some examples of foods with and without the
nutrient, but must extrapolate from these examples to make
predictions for hundreds of other common food items. Good
predictions lead to better food choices, and success at
category learning has direct implications for health outcomes.
Similar types of learning are at also play in other health
settings (e.g. learning which activities transmit a newly
discovered virus), in social domains (e.g. learning which
movies are liked or disliked by a new friend), and in various
economic and financial settings (e.g. learning which stocks
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will be adversely affected by a new political or social
development).
All of these tasks involve category learning processes that
operate over multidimensional representations. Although
existing models of categorization have been shown to be
successful at modeling category learning over such
representations, applying these models to naturalistic tasks
has been difficult. The reason for this involves the complexity
of the mental representations that people have for natural
objects. Category learning models often assume that
categories are learned based on similarities between objects.
Such similarities are easy to measure when the stimuli
involve simple geometric shapes. But it is much harder to
specify the multidimensional representations that guide and
constrain similarity (and in turn, category learning) for
natural objects.
Previous attempts at constructing multidimensional
representations for natural objects have applied techniques
such as multidimensional scaling to matrices of similarity
ratings data (Nosofsky, 1992; Nosofsky et al., 2018c).
Although these methods yield reasonable representations for
natural objects, they are costly to implement, and are hard to
extend to objects for which similarity data are not available.
More importantly, human knowledge about natural objects is
far richer than what can be captured by a small number of
dimensions derived from similarity ratings.
In a recent line of work, researchers have been using
representations derived from convolutional neural networks
to predict human categorization decisions of natural images
(e.g., Battleday et al., 2017, 2019; Guest & Love 2017;
Peterson et al., 2016; Sanders & Nosofsky, 2020). The key
idea is that machine learning models can be applied to large
scale digital data, such as images obtained from the internet,
in order to specify the representational structures for items
and objects at play in naturalistic categorization tasks. These
representations can serve as inputs into established category
learning models to model human category learning and
predict categorization performance.
This is a promising solution to the problem of naturalistic
category learning, and our goal is to apply a variant of this
solution to settings with concepts that are communicated to
participants verbally, and thus can be proxied by
representations obtained from large scale natural language
data. For this purpose, we use word vector models, which
have had great successes in modeling human similarity
judgments for words (Landauer & Dumais, 1997; Jones &

Mewhort, 2007; Mikolov et al., 2013; see also Griffiths et al.,
2007).
Such
models
uncover
multidimensional
representations for words using cooccurrence statistics in
natural language. As words that usually occur together, or
occur in similar contexts, are given similar vector
representations, similarity in word vector space accurately
predicts human assessments of similarity. For this reason,
vector similarity also predicts semantic memory search, free
association, semantic priming, and other memory phenomena
that are influenced by similarities in representation (see e.g.
reviews in Günther et al., 2019; Jones et al., 2015; Mandera
et al., 2017). The ability of word vector models to proxy
mental representations for natural objects also makes them
useful for modeling everyday cognition and behavior. Recent
work has shown that models based on word vectors are able
to accurately predict social judgments (Caliskan et al., 2017;
Bhatia, 2017); probability judgments and forecasts (Bhatia,
2017); risk perception (Bhatia, 2019a); multiattribute
decisions (Bhatia, 2019b; Bhatia & Stewart, 2018) and health
judgments (Gandhi et al., 2020) (see also Bhatia et al., 2019
and Richie et al., 2019 for reviews and discussion of this
work).
Building on these insights, we combine word vectors for
natural objects with a widely used psychological model of
categorization – the Generalized Context Model (GCM,
Medin & Schaffer, 1978; Nosofsky, 1986). GCM has already
been shown to be a good model for studying category
learning of natural images with high-multidimensional image
vectors (e.g., Battleday et al., 2017, 2019; Nosofsky et al.,
2018a, b, 2019), and can be similarly used to study category
learning of natural objects with highly multidimensional
word vectors. In three pre-registered studies involving binary
categories of foods, we test the adequacy and applicability of
this combined GCM-word-vector approach in predicting
human performance for both experimenter-constructed and
naturally occurring categories. We also use this approach to
identify the types of tasks in which category learning is
impaired. Our results shed light on the generalizability of
established psychological models of categorization to
everyday categorization decisions, and evaluate the
applicability of word vectors for modeling naturalistic
categorization and other high-level cognitive phenomena.

Modeling Approach
Word Vectors
We used the pre-trained Word2Vec semantic space model
(Mikolov et al., 2013) to obtain vector representations for
food items. This model was trained on a large dataset of
Google News articles (roughly 100 billion words in size with
a vocabulary of three million unique tokens) using the
continuous bag-of-words (CBOW) method (which predicts
words from their neighbors) and the skip-gram method
(which predicts neighboring words of a given word). These
two methods allow words that appear in similar contexts and
share related meanings to be located in close proximity in the
resulting Word2Vec semantic space.
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Each of the three million words and phrases in the
Word2Vec vocabulary is described using a 300-dimensional
vector. This vocabulary includes a large number of food
items, which we use in our studies. Specifically, for each food
item, we used the Word2Vec vector representation
corresponding to the lower case of the food word (e.g.
walnuts). We took the plural form only for foods that are
normally consumed in bulk (e.g. walnuts and blueberries).
Everything else was in the singular form. It is also worth
noting that in the Word2Vec model, singular and plural forms
have very similar vectors. Foods with multiple words in their
names had each word separated by an underscore (e.g.
cream_cheese). Although the vectors in the original
Word2Vec vocabulary have different magnitudes, we
normalized all vectors to unit norm prior to analysis.

Generalized Context Model
The Generalized Context Model (GCM) assumes that
categorization decisions are made based on the overall
similarity between the to-be-classified object and all
exemplars within the category. Although attention weights on
dimensions are often included in GCM, we assumed equal
attention weights on all 300 dimensions, since it is
computationally intractable to fit attention weights on such
high-dimensional data. We fit a simplified GCM with two
free parameters – a sensitivity parameter, c, and a responsescaling parameter, 𝛾 . This model specifies the similarity
between objects i and j as:
𝑠𝑖𝑗 = 𝑒 −𝑐𝑑𝑖𝑗

(1)

Additionally, in a binary categorization task, it specifies the
probability of classifying object i in category A (vs. B) as:
𝛾

𝑃(𝐴) =

(∑𝑗∈𝐴 𝑠𝑖𝑗 )

(∑𝑘∈𝐴 𝑠𝑖𝑘 )𝛾 +(∑𝑘∈𝐵 𝑠𝑖𝑘 )𝛾

(2)

Here the probability of categorizing an object i as A is equal
to the summed similarity of i to all exemplars of category A
divided by the summed similarity of i to all exemplars in both
categories A and B (Equation 2). The similarity of objects i
and j is an exponential decay function of the Euclidean
distance between i and j, 𝑑𝑖𝑗 (Equation 1). In our case, we
measure 𝑑𝑖𝑗 using the distance between unit normalized word
vectors on the 300-dimensional Word2Vec space. The
sensitivity parameter, c, determines how sensitive perceived
similarity is with respect to change in the distance in the
space. The response-scaling parameter, 𝛾 , measures the
degree of determinism in the participant responses.
We evaluated the GCM model on a category learning task
which offered participants a set of training examples, with
objects categorized as A and B. This was followed by a
testing phase in which participants categorized other objects
as A or B without feedback. We estimated model parameters
by minimizing the summed deviations between predicted
categories and true categories in the training data. To find the
best-fitting parameters of GCM, we used the Python function

Table 1: Three pairs of category structures generated by three different methods, food items that are closest to the category
prototypes, and example foods in different categories.
Study

Generating
Method

1

K-means
clustering

2

Shepard et
al. (1961)

3

Nutrient

Category
Structure

Prototypical food in
“With Nutrient X”

Prototypical Food in
“Without Nutrient X”

k=2
k = 10
Type I
Type V
Cholesterol
Lutein

Pear
Asparagus
Broccoli
Shiitake mushroom
Shrimp
Tomato

Shrimp
Tomato
Tomato
Tomato
Mango
Shiitake mushroom

scipy.optimize.fmin which minimizes summed deviations
using the downhill simplex algorithm with 100 iterations and
random starting points for each iteration. We also fit a
prototype analogue of GCM, in which classification
probability was given by:
𝑃(𝐴) =

𝑠𝑖𝐴 𝛾
𝑠𝑖𝐴 𝛾 +𝑠𝑖𝐵 𝛾

(3)

Here 𝑠𝑖𝐴 is the similarity between object i and a prototype of
category A. 𝑠𝑖𝐵 is likewise the similarity between object i and
a prototype of category B. We calculated the vector
representation for the prototype of a category by taking the
arithmetic mean of the word vectors of all training exemplars
in that category. After training the models on the training
items, we applied the best-fitting parameters to predict
classification probabilities and category labels for the test
items. We evaluated our model fits by comparing the
proportion of correct responses predicted by the models with
the observed proportion of correct responses from human
participants. We also calculated the Pearson correlation
between item-level classification probabilities predicted by
the models and the observed classification probabilities.
Before proceeding, it is useful to note that we did not fit
our models to subject-level responses. The training task was
passive, and model parameters were based only on the
training data. It is likely that some of these parameters vary
across participants, reflecting individual difference in noise,
response scaling, and other variables.

Methods
Participants
We recruited a total of 302 participants – 101 participants
(mean age = 32.26, 51.49% were female) in Study 1, 100
participants (mean age = 34.68, 44% were female) in Study
2, and 101 participants (mean age = 33.31, 41.58% were
female) in Study 3 from Prolific Academic. All participants
were from the U.S. and had an approval rate of 80% or above.
They were paid at a rate of approximately $11 per hour.
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Example Food
“With Nutrient
X"
Apricot
Coconut
Rabbit
Peanut
Snail
Eel

Example Food
“Without Nutrient
X"
Chicken liver
Turkey
Abalone
Sour cream
Tofu
Trout

Stimuli
The stimuli were 100 food items. We chose food to test out
our approach because this is a domain that most people have
extensive knowledge about. The Word2Vec model has also
been shown to provide accurate representations for foods
(e.g. Gandhi et al., 2020; Richie et al., 2019). To generate
new binary categories, we used three different methods, each
of which yielded one simple and one complex category
structure. The simple and complex categories were offered to
participants in between-participant conditions in the three
studies. For all studies, we labeled the resulting binary
categories as either with nutrient X or without nutrient X.
In Study 1, we applied k-means clustering with k = 2 and k
= 10 on the Word2Vec vectors of the 100 food items. In the
k = 2 case, we simply classified one of the clusters as
corresponding to one of the categories, and the other cluster
as corresponding to the other category. In the k = 10 case, we
divided ten clusters into two equal-size categories in a way
that maximized the average pairwise distance between cluster
centroids that were grouped into the same category. This
method yielded a complex category structure on the word
vector space. In both cases, each of the resulting categories
had 50 food items and category labels (with nutrient X or
without nutrient X) were assigned at random.
In Study 2, we adopted two category structures from
Shepard et al. (1961). Shepard et al., showed that all possible
binary classifications of eight stimuli defined in a threedimensional binary-value space can be summarized into six
basic types (Figure 1). We decided to use the type I and type
V category types from Shepard et al., as prior empirical work
has shown that people consistently perform worse at type V
than at type I. We constructed these two category structures
by first reducing the 300-dimensional Word2Vec vectors to
three dimensions using principle components analysis. Then
we separated stimuli along each dimension by the median
value of that dimension. This procedure resulted in eight
regions of three-dimensional space (corresponding to the
eight points described in Shepard et al. (1961)). Using the
scheme illustrated in Figure 1, we generated the two binary
category structures corresponding to the type I (simple) and
type V (complex) problem. The category labels were then
assigned randomly. Note that the resulting categories were

Figure 1: Schematic illustration of the six-type problems
from Shepard et al. (1961). Each dot represents a stimulus
and dots of the same color fall into the same category.
Figure is from Shepard et al. (1961).
not balanced – the type I structure had 52 food items
classified as with nutrient X and type V structure had 49 food
items classified as with nutrient X. These minor differences
should not influence our results.
In Study 3, we created two category structures based on
whether foods have a certain real-world nutrient. Foods can
be classified as either having cholesterol or not (a simple
category structure, as most plant-based foods don’t have
cholesterol). They can also be classified as either having
lutein or not (a complex category structure as there are some
animal products that have lutein and some animal products
that do not). There were 46 food items with cholesterol and
50 food items with lutein. They were labeled as with nutrient
X in the simple and complex conditions respectively. The
remaining foods were labeled as without nutrient X.
Participants were not told that the nutrient was actually
cholesterol or lutein. Table 1 summarizes the three generating
methods, with the top item in each study corresponding to the
simple structure and the bottom item in each study
corresponding to the complex structure. Table 1 also provides
examples of foods in different categories as well as foods
whose word vectors are the closest to the word vectors of the
category prototypes.

Procedure
Participants were randomly assigned to either the simple
condition (k = 2 condition in Study 1, type I condition in
Study 2, and cholesterol condition in Study 3), or the complex
condition (k = 10 condition in Study 1, type V condition in
Study 2, and lutein condition in Study 3). At the beginning of
each condition in each study, we gave participants the
following instruction: “We recently discovered a nutrient X
that may be found in some food items. In this study, we will
show you food items that do or do not have this nutrient. Your
task is to predict whether some other food items have this
nutrient or not.” Participants were then shown 50 training
examples and asked to make predictions for 50 test examples.
We also incentivized participants to make good predictions
by paying an additional $1 to those whose predictive
accuracy on the test items achieved the top 10% among all
participants.
In each study, 50 foods (25 in each category) were training
items. The remaining foods were test items. Training and
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Figure 2: Mean observed proportions of correct responses in
the three pairs of category structures as summarized in
Table 1. Blue dots represent predicted proportions of correct
responses by GCM (labeled “Exemplar”). Orange crosses
represent predicted proportions of correct responses by the
prototype analogue of GCM (labeled “Prototype”). Error
bars represent standard errors.
tests items were the same for all participants in a given study.
Thus, participants in both the simple and the complex
conditions received the same training and test sets (though of
course the category labels assigned to items in these sets
changed based on the condition). This was done to ensure that
item-specific effects in training and test sets did not influence
our results.
We used an observational training procedure in which
training items were shown on the same screen as the test
items. Specifically, we presented participants with two tables,
which listed the 25 training items in each of the two
categories. We then asked participants to categorize the
remaining 50 test items one at a time. The order of the 50 test
items was randomized. The observational training procedure
yields similar response patterns to a standard training
procedure (in which participants respond to training stimuli
one at a time following a corrective feedback
until a certain number of correct responses are recorded
successively) (Estes, 1994). Moreover, compared to the
traditional paradigm, the observational paradigm is more
similar to real-world environments where people have access
to previously encountered exemplars when categorizing a
new object. All three studies were pre-registered at
aspredicted.org.

Results
Our three studies allow us to test whether or not GCM applied
to word vector representations for foods is a good model of

how people learn new category labels for foods. Study 1 tests
this in a setting in which the category labels involve either
simple or complex boundaries on the underlying word vector
space. If this space proxies people’s actual mental
representations for foods, then it should be easier for our
participants to learn category labels in the k = 2 condition than
the k = 10 condition. Study 2 attempts a similar test, but
instead uses previous findings regarding the types of category
structures that are easy or hard to learn by human subjects.
Again, if the Word2Vec space proxies people’s mental
representations for foods, then it should be easier for our
participants to learn category labels in the type 1 condition
than the type V condition. Finally, Study 3 uses real-world
categories that we expect to be easy or hard to learn. If the
Word2Vec provides good representations for foods then we
should observe higher accuracy rates for both our participants
and our models in the cholesterol condition relative to the
lutein condition.
In Figure 2, we plot mean observed and model-predicted
proportions of correct responses on the test data in all three
studies. Here we see that human participants typically
performed better in the simple category condition (k = 2
condition in Study 1, type I condition in Study 2, and
cholesterol condition in Study 3) than the corresponding
complex condition (k = 10 condition in Study 1, type V
condition in Study 2, and lutein condition in Study 3). We
also conducted t-tests to evaluate these differences. These
tests show that mean participant accuracy was significantly
higher when the category structure was simple than when it
was complex (t(49,50) = 6.15 in Study 1; t(49,49) = 8.5 in
Study 2; and t(48,51) = 7.41 in Study 3, all p < 10-5).
Importantly the GCM (exemplar) model mimicked these
patterns, and achieved higher accuracy rates in the simple
condition relative to the complex condition. The prototype
analog of GCM also captured this trend in all studies. Note
that both GCM and its prototype analogue fail to accurately
predict precise proportions of correct responses by human
participants. In most conditions, both models overpredict
human accuracy, except in the type V condition where GCM
underpredicts accuracy. This is due to the fact that we did
note calibrate our model parameters on human data. Rather
the parameters were fit to optimize performance on the
training items, and made purely out-of-sample predictions for
the test items. In this way, the models did not reflect
participant tendencies. If we had, for example, fit the
response scaling parameter to optimize fit to the participant
data, the GCM model would likely have reflected a higher
degree of noise and thus would have generated predictions
closer to the observed participant accuracy. Nonetheless, the
finding that the directional predictions are accurate across all
three studies provides supporting evidence for our modeling
framework.
Another way to test GCM (and its prototype analogue) is
to compare the observed probabilities of a food item being
classified in a given category against the predicted
classification probabilities by the model. This is shown in
Figure 3. Each point in each scatterplot represents a test item;
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Figure 3: Scatterplots of observed probabilities of food
being classified as “without nutrient X” vs. predicted
classification probabilities by GCM (left column) and by the
prototype analogue of GCM (right column) in the three pairs
of category structures as summarized in Table 1, along with
Pearson correlations.

thus, there are 50 points in each plot. For each category
structure, we used separate OLS regressions to calibrate the
classification probabilities from the outputs of Equation 2
(with the best-fitting parameters based on the training data)
to human data. The left column shows the results of GCM
(exemplar); the right column shows those of GCM’s
prototype analogue. Here we see high correlations for the
GCM model (above r = 0.70), and somewhat lower
correlations for the prototype analogue. The Pearson
correlations are all significant (all p < 10-6). Six paired t-tests
show that the sum of squared residuals of GCM are
significantly lower than those of its prototype analogue in the
k = 10, type I and lutein condition (p < 0.05), suggesting
GCM predicts the item-level classification probabilities
much better than its prototype analogue in these conditions.
When we control for the correct responses in multivariate
regression analysis, the Pearson correlations are still all
significant (all p < 10-6), indicating that GCM and its
prototype analogue predict human classification probabilities
for both categories in consideration. However, the sum of
squared residuals of GCM are significantly lower than those
of its prototype analogue in the k = 10 and lutein condition (p
< 0.05).

Discussion
We have proposed a modeling approach to study category
learning for natural objects. Our approach uses word vector
representations derived from large-scale natural language
data as inputs into a psychological model of categorization.
In three pre-registered studies, we evaluated this combined
approach for both experimenter-generated and real-world
categories of food items. We showed that the combined GCM
and word vector model provided a good account of human
data. Both GCM and its prototype analogue were able to
capture observed patterns of accuracy in six category
structures and accurately predicted aggregate human
accuracy and item-level classification probabilities. The
success of our approach suggests that word vector
representations approximate human knowledge well and
GCM provides a reasonable account for category learning.
Although at such an early stage of the project, we have only
considered a simplified version of GCM with two free
parameters assuming equal attentional weights, future
research should examine a more complex model that is
trained on individual responses when corrective feedback is
provided and holds different probabilistic assumptions for
attentional weights. In addition, even though we did not
intend to contrast exemplar and prototype models, our results
appeared to support an exemplar-based classification
process, as GCM consistently outperformed its prototype
analogue. This finding replicates recent results of Nosofsky
and colleagues (e.g. Nosofsky et al., 2018b, 2020) who find
strong support for exemplar-based process in learning rock
categories.
By integrating cognitive models of categorization and
word-vector-based representations, our combined approach
not only enriches our theoretical understanding of category
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learning, but also provides opportunities for real-world
applications in many domains. For example, if we can predict
how humans learn new categories of food items, we can
identify food items that are easily misclassified or categories
that are harder to learn, and subsequently improve health and
risk communication by focusing on these food items or
categories in public health campaigns. Similar applications
are also possible for other domains in which new categories
are learnt over (already known) natural objects. As noted by
Goldstone (1994) everyday categories can range from natural
kinds (e.g., animals, plants), to man-made objects (e.g.,
furniture, vehicles), to ad hoc categories (e.g., occupations
that will likely be replaced by machines in the future), and to
abstract concepts (e.g., food sources containing a particular
nutrient). Thus, applying this combined approach to study
everyday categorization will provide opportunities for realworld applications in many domains of policy and
commercial relevance. Future research should extend this
combined approach to more diverse category structures and
other naturalistic domains. Furthermore, combining theories
from cognitive psychology with new methods in machine
learning and computational linguistics will open up a range
of new research questions including how natural categories
are represented in human mind, how knowledge of these
categories is retrieved, and how new categories emerge.
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Abstract
As the mental health crisis deepens with the prolonged
COVID-19 pandemic, there is an increasing need for
understanding individuals’ emotional experiences. We have
built a large-scale Korean text corpus with five self-labeled
psychological ground-truths: empathy, loneliness, stress,
personality, and emotions. We collected 19,025 documents of
daily emotional experiences from 3,805 Korean residents from
October to December 2020. We collected 42,128 sentences
with different levels of theory-of-mind. Each sentence was
annotated by trained psychology students and reviewed by
experts. Participants varied in their ages from the early 20s to
late 80s and had various social and economic statuses. The
pandemic impacted the majority of daily lives, and participants
often reported negative emotional experiences. We found the
most frequent topics: responses to confirmed cases, health
concerns of family members, anger towards people without
masks, stress-relief strategies, change of the lifestyle, and
preventive practices. We then trained the Word2Vec model to
observe specific words that match each topic from the topic
model. The current dataset will serve as benchmark data for
large-scale and computational methods for identifying mental
health levels based on text. This dataset is expected to be used
and transformed in many creative ways to mitigate COVID-19related mental health problems.

Figure 1: Overall procedure of building the dataset. Each
sentence was annotated based on levels of theory-of-mind by
trained psychology major undergraduate and graduate
students (Expert #1) then accepted by reviewers with
psychology degree (Expert #2)

Keywords:
COVID-19, Empathy, Theory-of-Mind,
Personality, Emotions, Crowdsourcing, Topic Modeling,
Word2Vec

Introduction
The outbreak of COVID-19 affected the health of many
individuals. Korea was one of the many countries that

experienced an upsurge of cases and actively adjusted polices
to stop the virus spread since the first confirmed cases on 20th
of January, 2020 (World Health Organization, 2020a, 2020b).
Due to COVID-19, opportunities for real face-to-face social
exchanges have declined sharply. Yet research on the impact
of the pandemic situation on people’s emotional experiences
is still lacking. Several studies used web-scraped corpus from
social media (Chen et al., 2020) or used crowdsourcing to
directly collect people’s responses in text. There is a need for
documentation of pandemic experiences from various parts
of the world, since the impact of the pandemic differs from
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country to country. The emotional responses to COVID-19
and public can be different by countries as well. In this study,
we collected large dataset with corpus of people’s emotional
experiences labeled with empathy, theory of mind, and
related psychological traits that are highly associated with
many severe mental and physical illnesses (e.g., loneliness
and stress) .

Empathetic Experiences in the Pandemic
Empathy is defined as the ability to understand mental states
and emotions of others and therefore employ appropriate
social-emotional response (Levenson & Ruef, 1992; Stueber,
2019). Empathy is essential in one’s own emotional
experience (Thompson et al., 2021). Empathy can facilitate
the compliance with facial masking and social distancing by
thinking of others in different perspectives (Pfattheicher et al.,
2020). Although there are various viewpoints on what
constitutes empathy (Cuff et al., 2016), here we considered
sympathy and compassion (also considered ‘affective
resonance’; Vachon & Lynanm, 2016) as major components
of empathy. Another component of empathy, is theory-ofmind (Premack & Woodruff, 1978). Theory-of-mind is also
known as perspective-taking which is an ability to take
other’s desire or intention in one’s mental state. Previous
studies found that different aspects of empathy can have
different degree of impact on social relationships. For
example, individuals can improve attitudes towards others by
understanding others’ perspectives (Shih et al., 2009) and do
prosocial behaviors through feelings of personal distress or
sympathy (Batson et al., 1987). Ma and Wang (2021) found
that the level of perspective-taking and personal distress
influences emotional reactivities to COVID-19 pandemic.
The degree of perspective-taking of others affected the
intention to get vaccinated in COVID-19 pandemic situations
(Pfattheicher et al., 2020).

and anxiety. It can also explain different behavioral outcomes
as well. Studies found that higher neuroticism and
extraversion experienced a higher level of stress response to
the COVID-19 when compared prior to the pandemic (Liu et
al., 2021). The degree of compliance with safety rules and
social distancing was found to be different by personality
types as well. People who were low on agreeableness were
also less likely to comply with the social restrictions
(Zajenkowski et al., 2020). Low conscientiousness and
openness to experience were also associated with greater
level of economic anxiety (e.g., loss of jobs; Mann et al.,
2020).

The Present Study
We conducted an explorative large-scale study and built
COVID-19 Emotion Diary with Empathy and Theory-ofMind Ground Truths Dataset. The dataset contains written
daily experiences labeled with emotions theory-of-mind
levels, loneliness, perceived stress, empathy, and personality
of residents of Korea. The dataset contains real experiences
in pandemic situations in written text. The data was collected
from Oct. to Dec. 2020. We obtained written daily
experiences of people from various ages, education, income
levels. Each individual wrote 5 diaries (representing typical
5 days) with self-labeled theme emotions, writing stress and
writing efforts. As such, the dataset provides insight on how
people express their emotions and opinions regarding current
situations by offering their different levels of emotions and
psychological states. Also, these psychological ground truth
labels were self-annotated by the participants, which reduces
the possibility of writer-annotator discrepancy of labels. The
data is available for research community.

Methods.
Materials

Impact of Social Isolation to Mental Health
Many societal impacts of COVID-19 pandemic such as
economic recession, unemployment, and public health led to
increase in stress levels. Perceived stress entails loss of
control, feeling of hopelessness, and fatigue. High levels of
distress were found in women, people with lower income,
people who live with others (Flesia et al., 2020) and health
professionals on critical care services or emergency (RuizFernández et al., 2020). Loss of social connections and
prolonged isolations are positively associated with feeling of
loneliness (Pinquart & Sorensen, 2001). It is also negative
associated with subjective well-being, life satisfaction,
vitality, and positive affect (Elphinstone, 2018). Chronic
loneliness can exacerbate mental illnesses like major
depression, psychosis, and suicide (Hawkley & Cacioppo,
2010).

Individual Differences in Emotional Responses to
the Pandemic
Personality can be an important factor in identifying
differently experienced mental health issues such as stress

A total of 36 questions of demographic information and
psychological variables were used. Variables measured are
listed in Table 1. We asked whether one is currently working
or taking classes from home due to the pandemic (‘remote
work’) and whether a person is limiting social contacts less
than twice a week due to the pandemic (‘social distancing’).
A total of 30 questions were psychological states: personality,
loneliness, perceived stress, and empathy.

Procedure
Participants were given online informed consent at the
beginning of the project. A monetary compensation
equivalent to 7 US Dollars was provided. We asked
participants to avoid distractions during the participation (e.g.,
watching videos). Submissions that were considered
unoriginal or plagiarized (e.g., copy-and-paste a portion of
web page or news articles) were declined. Example
guidelines in writing were also provided but were not
mandatory. Example topics were transition to remote work or
online classes, change in social connections, feelings of
others who do not practice social distancing, and coping
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strategies to relieve stress in pandemic. Finally, participants
were asked to proofread before submission and not to include
any personally identifiable information such as phone
number, address, or residential ID number.
In the next step, 5 experts (psychology graduate students)
reviewed submissions and developed a guideline for labeling
theory-of-mind levels to sentences. We came up with four
categories of sentences: no presence of others (‘level 0’),
mention of others (but no evidence of inferring other’s
intention; ‘level 1’), refuse to see in others’ perspectives
(‘level 2’), and perspective-taking (‘level 3’). Example of
‘level 1’ was “I went to go shopping with my friend”, ‘level
2’ was “He is a selfish person not to wear a mask in the
middle of pandemic”, ‘level 3’ was “I know it must have been
hard for him”. Eighteen trained psychology students labeled
sentences according to the guideline, then professional
reviewers approved them. Inter-rater reliability was 0.7 based
on 300 sample documents.

14,350 documents, there were on average 2.94 (SD=2.15)
annotations. A total of 2,513 documents did not have any
annotation (‘level 0’). Out of 39,412 sentences annotated, the
number of sentences annotated ‘level 1’ was 34,448, ‘level 2’
was 2,513, and ‘level 3’ was 2,451.
Table 1: List of Variables.
Name
Empathy
Theory-of-Mind
Loneliness
Perceived Stress
Personality
Emotions
Gender
Age
Income level
Education level
Remote work
Social distancing
Writing Stress
Writing Efforts

Results
A total of 3805 participants’ data were analyzed. The average
age of participants was 31.55 (SD =10.27). A total of 36
participants were excluded from analysis. Among
participants, female was 76 % (N = 2910). Above half (53.3%)
reported they are currently doing remote-work or taking
online classes school. People who reported that they are
practicing social distancing were 64.6%. People in the age
range of 20 to 40 were 91% (N = 3452). The lowest income
level was 21.6 % of ‘less than 20k’, 18.2 % of 20k-30k, then
16.6% of 30k to 40k. Education level were university
(51.6%), high school (20.8%), and college (16.3%). Out of
19,025 documents, self-labeled emotions were sad (7,119),
‘others’ (6,373), angry (5,874), happy (5,148), calm (4,602),
fear (3,707), disgust (2,754), and surprise (2,603). Top 8
frequently reported emotions within ‘others’ category was
frustrated (461), amusing (346), disappointed (271), pleasant
(244), irritating (241), proud (192), sympathetic (183), and
worry (184).
For loneliness, we used two cutoff points to distinguish 3
levels of loneliness (low, moderate, and high; Neto, 1992).
The mean score of accumulated loneliness score was 14.64
(SD = 4.29). ‘moderate’ loneliness (above 15) was 31.6%
(1204 out of 3805) and ‘high’ loneliness (above 18) was 26%
(1000 out of 3805). The mean score of perceived stress was
8.30 (SD = 2.93). People who scored higher than 12 (‘highstress’) were 13.56% (516 out of 3805). For empathy, the
mean score was 24.57 (SD = 3.77). Thirty-one percent scored
higher than a score of 27 were considered as ‘high-empathy’
(1175 out of 3805). The distribution of scores was skewed to
the right. For personality, we normalized each score of
personality types, then categorized each individual into one
personality type with the maximum number of scores. Out of
3508 participants to be categorized, 1012 were agreeable
(28.8%), 1010 were neurotic (28.8%), 809 were open (23%),
646 were conscientious (18.4%) and 328 were extraversion
(9.3%). There were 13.04 words per sentence on average
(total 549,629 words equal to 421,128 sentences). Out of

Items
0 to 4 (9 items)
Level 0 to 3
0 to 3 (6 items)
0 to 4 (4 items)
0 to 4 (12 items)
Happy, fear, disgust, surprise,
calm, anger, sad, and *others
Male, Female
Numbers
1: less than 20k ~ 9: 90k-100k
1: middle school ~ 7: others
Yes or No
Yes or No
0 to 4 (1 item)
0 to 4 (1 item)

*participants wrote their own emotions that best represent the diary
content.

Table 2: Topic Models.
Topic

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

Keywords
person, mask, corona, think, when, confirm, wear,
situation, prevention
job, company, time, remote work, commute, work,
think, home, workplace
child, mom, home, husband, family, daughter, son,
hospital, brother(sister), mind
work-out, home, corona, stress, time, think, start,
day, body, feel
class, school, continue, study, exam, course, online,
time, face-to-face, think
people, mask, anger, wear, prevent, understand,
uncomfortable, seat, sound, irritate
house, walk, car, feeling, dog, place, road, park,
people, neighborhood
friend, corona, person, travel, think, time,
gathering, house, situation, plan
house, cafe, food, time, corona, movie, coffee,
think, delivery, book
corona, think, work, money, situation, worry,
employ, mind, ready

Text Mining We used a python library, Spacy, for tokenizing
documents into sentences, then to words (tokens) with
Korean model. Among tokens, we extracted tokens with partof-speech tagger corresponding to nouns and adjectives. We
created a tokenized list of words, t (N = 19,021) for topic
modeling using LDA (Blei et al., 2003). We ran a total of 15
iterations to train the model. Table 2 shows 10 topics with the
highest coherence score, .486. Selected top 10 topics were:
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Figure 2: Semantic representation of words from COVID-19 diaris. There was a clear division between the cluster of words
representing negative emotions (e.g., anger) towards people do not wear masks in public (red) and the ones representing selforiented thoughts and emotions (black)
‘response to confirmed cases (topic 1)’, ‘transition to remotework (topic 2)’, ‘health concerns of family members (topic
3)’, ‘physical exercise as stress relief (topic 4)’, ‘transition to
online schools (topic 5)’, ‘feeling unsafe around people with
no masks on (topic 6)’, ‘outdoor activities as stress relief
(topic 7)’, ‘social distancing from friends (topic 8)’, ‘making
new hobbies as stress relief (topic 9)’, and ‘financial
difficulties (topic 10)’. We then trained a word embedding
model, Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013). We employed the
skip-gram model and set the parameters as follows: the
dimensionality of embedding vector = 100, window size = 5,
the minimum counts of token to use = 5, the number of
worker threads =4. Figure 2 shows a t-SNE two-dimensional
map of top 500 frequent (Van de Maaten & Hinton, 2008).
We conducted K-means clustering with our trained
embedding vectors for grouping the similar embedding
vectors. We classified the embedding vectors into 10 clusters.
We combined some similar clusters and determined the final
8 clusters. We visualized each cluster with different colors on
the plot.

Discussion
In the present study, we collected over 19K documents about
the daily experience of people living in pandemic situations.
We also collected variables that can be later labeled and

provide ground truth for mental health: emotions, loneliness,
stress, empathy, and personality. We found that more females
than males, younger adults than older adults, people with
lower income levels, and higher education levels participated
in our study. We collected data from a wide range of age
groups (19 to 82), where we found diverse topics related to
COVID-19. Sad and angry were the most frequently reported
emotions from reported daily experiences. People were
generally feeling lonely (above ‘moderate’ level). Empathy
showed right-skewed distribution, suggesting people
generally regarded themselves as more empathetic. Openness
and Neuroticism were the most frequent personality type
found in our data.

Limitations and Suggestions for Future Study
The current study leaves several research topics
unexplored. First, we did not explore how the daily
experience of people differed by specific timelines (weekly
or monthly). Future research may explore possible patterns of
general sentiment change in the pandemic situation (e.g.,
from hopelessness to adjustment). The number of people who
reported feelings of sadness was twice as many as those who
reported fear, which could suggest that as time passed, the
immediate response to COVID-19 such as fear and anxiety
has subsided and that people nowadays feel more tired and
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sad than fearful to have to live in this prolonged pandemic
situation. Whether a group of people with the same
personality traits also show similar emotional responses can
be explored in future research.
We found out people reported many negative experiences
writing about others (i.e., sad and angry experiences). Mainly
due to the fact people have become more sensitive to others'
compliant behavior in pandemic situations. This also explains
the anger towards people who are not cooperative (e.g.,
wearing masks in public). This is similar to the previous study
that the prolonged lockdown due to COVID-19 had led to
feeling more self-focused thoughts and feelings which
reduced the empathetic concerns of others (Van de Groep et
al., 2020). However, it is possible that the act of writing one’s
abstract feelings to a concrete form of writing and of labeling
a discrete category may have affected the contents (Barrett et
al., 2007). In other words, although people ‘labeled’ one or
two emotions to a document, the flow of how emotions and
thoughts change within the document should be investigated
further. This can be done by additional annotation of
emotions based on dimensional models (valence and arousal)
to each sentence.
We found the highest ratio of openness in our dataset. It is
known that internet users may not be representative of
average Koreans as they tend to be high in openness and
agreeableness. Individuals with these personality types are
more likely to participate in online surveys than other types
(Marcus & Schütz, 2005; Fan & Yan, 2010; Park et al., 2018).
However, our data had a similar number of people with
neuroticism to those with openness. This could be due to the
fact that more people, in general, are participating in
discussions online than offline due to enforced social
isolation.
We, however, were able to collect over 353 older adults
with ages ranging from 50 to 82. This opens a new stem of
research on understanding different experiences among
different age groups. For example, since many of the older
generations are separated from their children and are likely to
have a physical illness, the impact of COVID-19 would be
more detrimental. Many studies found higher levels of
loneliness and depression in older generations than younger
ones (Dykstra et al., 2005). Since different generations
experience different aspects of lives, age differences in how
stress triggered by prolonged social isolation affect
experiences of empathy are to be explored in future studies.
Future studies may use the data for interdisciplinary
research on detecting empathy and theory-of-mind in the
form of written text. With psychological ground truth
embedded in the data such as emotions and personality, one
can generate specific data that represents a specific type of
personality with a combination of levels of empathy.

Conclusion
We introduced the first ground truth large text dataset of
empathy and theory-of-mind, with psychological traits of
1

people living in the COVID-19 pandemic. The presented data
includes labels of emotions, loneliness, stress, personality,
empathy, and theory-of-mind, so that each document can be
classified by each variable. Our results provide a new
direction for scalable and computational methods of
predicting empathy and theory-of-mind. We encourage the
research community to use the dataset for better
understanding of emotional distress and mental health
affected by the pandemic.
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Abstract
Reasoning about what other people know is an important cognitive ability, known as epistemic reasoning, which
has fascinated psychologists, economists, and logicians.
In this paper, we propose a computational model of humans’ epistemic reasoning, including higher-order epistemic
reasoning—reasoning about what one person knows about another person’s knowledge—that we test in an experiment using
a deductive card game called “Aces and Eights”. Our starting
point is the model of perfect higher-order epistemic reasoners given by the framework of dynamic epistemic logic. We
modify this idealized model with bounds on the level of feasible epistemic reasoning and stochastic update of a player’s
space of possibilities in response to new information. These
modifications are crucial for explaining the variation in human
performance across different participants and different games
in the experiment. Our results demonstrate how research on
epistemic logic and cognitive models can inform each other.
Keywords: higher-order theory of mind; deductive reasoning;
epistemic logic; computational modeling

Introduction
During social interactions, people constantly need to reason
about other people’s mental states, an ability known as Theory of Mind (ToM) (Premack & Woodruff, 1978; Frith &
Frith, 2005). ToM encompasses a wide range of cognitive
abilities, since people possess many kinds of mental states,
such as beliefs, intentions, and emotions (Apperly, 2010;
Baker, Jara-Ettinger, Saxe, & Tenenbaum, 2017; Ong, Zaki,
& Goodman, 2019). As we reason about other people’s mental states, others may be doing the same. Therefore, the ability to engage in higher-order reasoning, i.e., to reason about
other people’s reasoning, is also essential and prevalent in everyday interactions. One type of higher-order reasoning is
higher-order epistemic reasoning, which is reasoning about
what others know about what others know (and so on). For
example, in email exchanges, higher-order epistemic reasoning guides the choice of CC vs. BCC: it depends on whether
I want my recipients to know that the other recipients of the
message also know the content of my message.
Much of the prior research on higher-order epistemic reasoning focuses on developmental aspects—when and how do
children acquire the ability to think about what others know
(Gopnik & Wellman, 1992)? Through the influential empirical paradigm of the “false-belief task”, where children read
stories about people having asymmetric knowledge about the
location of some object and answer questions about them, researchers found that children around 4 years old can carry
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out first-order epistemic reasoning, and they begin to possess
second-order reasoning abilities 2 or 3 years later (Perner &
Wimmer, 1985; Wellman, Cross, & Watson, 2001).
A major area of research studying higher-order epistemic reasoning in adults is behavioral game theory, where
economists debate the interpretations of people’s seemingly
irrational reasoning strategies in games that require such reasoning (Ho, Camerer, & Weigelt, 1998; Camerer, 2006). A
potential limitation of this area of research is that most games
are humans playing against humans, so the reasoning ability
of their opponents is not controlled. Hence it is hard to assess
to what extent people deviate from rational behaviors due to
their accommodating the cognitive limitations of others.
Closest to the present study is a line of work on formal modeling and epistemic reasoning that combines insights
from logic, game theory, and psychology (e.g., Verbrugge,
2009; van Maanen & Verbrugge, 2010; de Weerd, Verbrugge,
& Verheij, 2015). One notable finding is that an appropriate definition of logical complexity predicts cognitive difficulty in reasoning games (Szymanik, Meijering, & Verbrugge, 2013; Zhao, van de Pol, Raijmakers, & Szymanik,
2018). Our work contributes to this tradition by introducing new cognitive models directly based on logic and studying reasoning behaviors that are more complicated than those
in previous studies and yet manageable by some people in
a highly controlled experimental setting. Our work is also
related to the “cognitive logics” research program (Ragni,
Kern-Isberner, Beierle, & Sauerwald, 2020), with which we
share the pursuit of bridging logic and the psychology of reasoning. However, so far they have mainly focused on nonmonotonic logics as the formalism and classical tasks such as
syllogism and conditional reasoning as the problems of interest (e.g., Ragni, Eichhorn, & Kern-Isberner, 2016; da Costa,
Saldanha, Hölldobler, & Ragni, 2017), which differ from the
focus of the present study.
Here we present a computational framework based on epistemic logic to model the deductive component of higherorder epistemic reasoning. We show that our proposed
model is able to explain people’s performance in a card game
that involves sophisticated higher-order epistemic reasoning,
known as “Aces and Eights” (Fagin, Halpern, Moses, &
Vardi, 2003). To our knowledge, our model is the first to
account for people’s performance on third- and fourth-order
epistemic reasoning (cf. van Maanen & Verbrugge, 2010).

More generally, our research aims to further facilitate interactions between logic and cognitive science: logics beyond
Boolean and first-order logic can also be helpful for modeling cognition, and human cognition can inspire new logics.

Epistemic Logic
Our starting point for modeling higher-order epistemic reasoning in humans is the model of perfect reasoners provided by epistemic logic, the main formal model of reasoning
about knowledge in epistemology since the 1960s (Hintikka,
1962). Epistemic logic provides semantic models of ideal
agents’ knowledge about the world and each others’ knowledge, as well as syntactic formalizations of their reasoning
about knowledge, with numerous applications in computer
science (Fagin et al., 2003), game theory (Aumann, 1999),
and philosophy (Holliday, 2018). For contemporary surveys on epistemic logic, see van Ditmarsch, Halpern, van der
Hoek, and Kooi (2015) and Rendsvig and Symons (2021).
The basic semantic models, which we call epistemic structures, are directed graphs with edges labeled by agents.
Nodes of the graph represent possible states of the world, and
an edge from state w to state v labeled for an agent A indicates
that if the state of the world is w, then agent A cannot rule out
the possibility that the state of the world is v. Thus, edges
between nodes labeled for A represent A’s uncertainty. For
example, the following epistemic structure represents a scenario in which Amy just flipped a coin and saw which side
landed face up, while Ben didn’t see which side landed face
up, but he knows Amy did (throughout this section and in
Figure 2, we assume there is a loop edge between each state
and itself labeled for each agent, but we do not draw them):
H

B

T

The two possible states of the world are that Amy sees heads
(H) or Amy sees tails (T ); Ben’s uncertainty is represented by
the edges between H and T labeled for B; and Amy’s lack of
uncertainty is represented by there being no edges labeled for
A. By contrast, the following structure represents a scenario
in which Amy just flipped a coin and observed which side
landed face up, and Ben didn’t see which side landed face up,
but also Ben doesn’t know whether Amy saw it:
H

B
B

T

world is among the top two or the bottom two states, Ben has
higher-order uncertainty about Amy’s uncertainty.
Having seen two concrete epistemic structures, one can understand the formal definition of knowledge in a structure:
where a proposition is a set of states, in state w agent A
knows proposition P if and only if w and all nodes reachable from w by a directed edge labeled for A belong to P. For
example, in state H 0 above, Amy does not know the proposition Heads = {H, H 0 }, because there is an edge from H 0
to T 0 labeled for A, and T 0 is not in Heads. Also in T and
T 0 , Amy does not know Heads, because T and T 0 are not
in Heads. By contrast, in state H, Amy does know Heads,
because there is no edge for A from H to a state outside
of Heads. Thus, Amy knows Heads only in state H. We
may then consider “Amy knows Heads” as a proposition of
its own, denoted KA (Heads), with KA (Heads) = {H}. Similarly, where Tails = {T, T 0 }, we have KA (Tails) = {T }. We
can then consider propositions such as “Amy knows which
side landed face up,” i.e., she knows Heads or knows Tails,
which is simply the union KA (Heads) ∪ KA (Tails) = {H, T }.
Amy’s not knowing which side landed up is then the complement ∼(KA (Heads) ∪ KA (Tails)) = {H 0 , T 0 }. Ben’s ignorance, in every state, about whether Amy knows which
side landed face up can be formalized by saying that in every state, Ben knows neither KA (Heads) ∪ KA (Tails) nor its
complement. That is, KB (KA (Heads) ∪ KA (Tails)) = 0/ and
/
KB ∼(KA (Heads) ∪ KA (Tails)) = 0.
While epistemic logic provides a way of representing the
knowledge of multiple agents at a single time, dynamic epistemic logic (DEL) provides a way of modeling how their
knowledge changes in response to new information (van Ditmarsch, van der Hoek, & Kooi, 2008; van Benthem, 2011).
In the case of a public announcement to all agents of some
proposition P, we model their knowledge acquisition by simply deleting from the initial epistemic structure all states outside of P. For example, if Amy announces to Ben, “I don’t
know which side landed face up,” represented by the proposition ∼(KA (Heads) ∪ KA (Tails)) = {H 0 , T 0 }, then we delete
states H and T from the previous structure, resulting in:

H0

A, B

T0

B

B

B

H0

T0

A, B

Now there are four possible states: Amy sees heads (H), Amy
sees tails (T ), the coin lands heads but Amy doesn’t see it
(H 0 ), or the coin lands tails but Amy doesn’t see it (T 0 ). Ben is
fully uncertain between all states, as represented by the edges
labeled for B between all states, but Amy is only uncertain
in the cases H 0 and T 0 in which she does not see which side
lands face up, as represented by the bottom edges labeled for
A. Since Ben does not know whether the actual state of the
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In both states of this updated epistemic structure, Ben
knows that Amy does not know which side landed face up:
KB ∼(KA (Heads)∪KA (Tails)) = {H 0 , T 0 }. In this case, Amy’s
announcement of her ignorance did not give Ben further information about the non-epistemic or “ontic” fact of whether
the coin landed heads or tails. But sometimes an announcement of ignorance or knowledge on the part of one agent can
give another agent knowledge of ontic facts, such as how a
coin landed or how cards were distributed in a game. This is
precisely the phenomenon that occurs in the Aces and Eights
game used in the main task of our experiment.

(a) Game flow

(b) Game layout

Figure 1: Example game. Each game has at most 3 rounds. If the participant announces “I know my cards” (by pressing Y) or
makes an incorrect announcement, the game ends immediately. The correct announcements for this game are “I don’t know”.

Experiment
Participants
We recruited 306 participants on the Prolific platform. Only
participants between 18–60 years old who resided in the US,
had an approval rate of 95%+, and completed at least 10 studies were eligible to sign up. Participants received $5 of base
payment (aimed at $10/hr) and could earn substantial bonuses
based on their performance (see details below). Three participants were excluded due to data recording errors (two missing
and one incomplete). Ninety-two participants were excluded
for failing more than 20% of our attention checks, giving impossible responses according to the rules, or spending more
than 87 minutes (maximum time set by Prolific). This set of
exclusion criteria left us with 211 participants (Mage = 30.1,
95 females) for analysis and modeling. The experimental protocol was approved by the local IRB.

Procedure
After accepting our ad on Prolific, participants proceeded to
a new browser window. They were told they were about to
play a card game called “Aces and Eights” with two computer
agents, Amy and Ben. They would play 10 such games, and
their main goal was to win as many games as possible.
An Aces and Eights game is a 3-player card game using 4
Aces and 4 Eights. The cards are shuffled and each player
is dealt 2 cards. The remaining 2 cards are put facing down
on the “table”. Each player cannot see her own cards but the
other 2 players can. Then, following a predetermined order,
the players take turns announcing whether they know their
cards. Because information can be obtained from knowing
whether other players know, at least one player should eventually know her own cards no matter how the cards were dealt.
In the context of our task, Amy, Ben, and the participant were
the players. The participant won a game if all her announcements in the game were correct, i.e., she announced “I don’t
know” when there was not enough information to know her
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cards and announced “I know” while correctly reporting her
cards when there was enough information. Since Amy and
Ben were computer agents, they would always announce correctly, and participants knew this.
The task had three phases: practice, main games, and postgames survey. First, the participants read detailed instructions
about how to play the game and then completed 3 practice
games similar but different from the ones in the main-game
phase. After each practice game, explanations were provided
to make sure participants understood the objectives. The 10
main games followed the practice phase, and following each
game was a feedback page where the participants learned
whether they had won the previous game and responded to
an attention check question. Participants earned $0.5 bonus
for each game they won. After finishing all 10 games, the
participants were asked to type a whole number between 1
and 100 and told that whoever’s number is closest to half
of the average number across all participants would receive
an additional $5. This is the classic “p-beauty contest” task
(Camerer, 2006), included to check the construct validity of
our task. The experiment ended with a demographic survey.
In what follows, we call one Aces and Eights game a game,
each rotation of announcement-making by all 3 players a
round, the order of player announcements the order of a
game, the assignment of cards to players the state of a game,
and the state-order pair a configuration of a game. We denote each state by a string of 6 letters where the first two
letters encode the participant’s cards, the second two encode
Amy’s, and the last two encode Ben’s. Within the two letters,
“A” always precedes “8” by our convention. For example,
AAA888 is the state where the participant holds AA, Amy
holds A8, and Ben holds 88. When designing the experiment, we considered some orders and states to be equivalent
to each other. For example, the order “Amy, Participant, Ben”
is equivalent to “Ben, Participant, Amy,” assuming no effect
of the computer agents’ names. We stipulated that Amy always announces after the participant, resulting in 3 distinct

AAAA88

AAAA88
P

A
AAA888

P

A
P

A

A
A8AA88

A

B

P

AAA8A8

B

P

P

B

B
B
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P
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P
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Figure 3: The bounded epistemic structure for the game state
AAA888 (red) with ` = 1. Interior states are shaded in gray.

B
P

A

A

P

A
88A8AA

A
8888AA

Computational Models

Figure 2: Initial epistemic structure. Nodes represent game
states and edges indicate a player’s uncertainty. States with
the same color are states considered equivalent in our task.
orders denoted by the acronyms “ABP”, “BPA”, and “PAB”.
Also note that “A” and “8” are dummy card symbols, so swapping them does not change what announcements are correct.
For example, AAA888 is equivalent to 88A8AA. For each
pair of equivalent states (having the same color in Figure 2),
we randomly selected one for a participant to play.1

Modeling
The Epistemic Structure
The knowledge states of ideal players in an Aces and Eights
game can be determined by the epistemic structure in Figure 2. The nodes represent game states. The edges labeled
for a player indicate the player’s uncertainty between states,
as previously explained. Suppose the actual game state is
AAAA88, and the announcement order is ABP. For Round 1,
Amy should announce “I don’t know my cards” because the
AAAA88 node has outgoing A edges connecting to AA8888
and AAAA88, indicating that Amy cannot rule them out.
After Amy announces “I don’t know”, the graph is updated
by eliminating all nodes that do not have any outgoing A
edges, namely 88AA88 and AA88AA, because Amy would
have known her cards had those states been the actual state.
Then Ben’s correct announcement is determined in the updated structure in the same fashion as for Amy; the structure
is further reduced by eliminating all nodes incompatible with
Ben’s announcement; and finally the participant’s correct announcement is computed in the same way.
Though updating the epistemic structure tells us how ideal
players play, it is not a plausible model for how humans reason in this game, because they do not always announce correctly. We therefore designed and compared four computational models to better account for human performance.
1 Data and code for this work are available at https://github
.com/HuangHam/CogSci2021-Epistemic-Reasoning.
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Noisy DEL As our baseline, this model is based on DEL,
introduced above, plus a noise ∈ [0, 1] parameter. For each
response, the model has a noise probability of guessing and a
1 − noise chance of answering correctly according to DEL.
Stochastic update with epistemic bound (SUWEB) This
is the target model we propose. The three parameters are epistemic level ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}, update prob ∈ [0, 1], and noise.
The epistemic level (`) determines a bounded version of
the epistemic structure in Figure 2 for a given game state w.
This is used to compute the SUWEB model’s predictions of
how the participant will respond to questions. To construct
the structure, given w, let R(w) be the set containing w and all
states reachable from w in 1 step along P edges. Thus, R(w) is
the set of the participant’s initial epistemic possibilities, i.e.,
the states she initially considers possible based on what she
sees at the beginning of the game. Because the participant
may also reason about what other players know (if ` > 0),
next we add the states that the other players consider possible
starting from states in R(w): for k ≥ 0, let Rk (w) be the set of
all states reachable from R(w) in at most k steps from states
in R(w) along edges labeled for any agent (we stipulate that
R−1 (w) = R0 (w) = R(w)). The bounded epistemic structure
is obtained from the graph in Figure 2 by restricting the set of
nodes to R` (w) and retaining only those directed edges whose
source belongs to R`−1 (w). We call R`−1 (w) the set of interior states and R` (w) \ R`−1 (w) the set of peripheral states.
Peripheral states have no outgoing edges in the bounded epistemic structure. We think of these states as being silent about
what players know or don’t know, providing information only
about the assignment of the player’s cards. Yet the presence
of peripheral states in the structure helps determine the extent
of the players’ knowledge in interior states. Figure 3 shows
an example of a bounded epistemic structure.
When a player announces “I know my cards” (resp.“I don’t
know my cards”) we formalize the announced proposition as
the set of interior states in which the player knows (resp. does
not know) their cards. For each interior state w that is not in
that set, we delete w (and thus all edges connecting to w) with

probability update prob. The result of this stochastic deletion
of states is the updated epistemic structure. Define R0 (w) in
the same way as R(w) above but in the updated structure, so
R0 (w) is the participant’s new set of epistemic possibilities after the announcement. The participant announces she knows
her cards if R0 (w) is a singleton set, which means she has no
uncertainty. We repeat this updating process if there is another announcement before the participant’s turn.
The noise parameter aims to capture participants’ guessing
behavior. If the participant’s current set of epistemic possibilities is a singleton, she never guesses; if it is empty, she
guesses “know” or “don’t know” with equal probability, and
when asked what her cards are, she randomly chooses a state
from the initial R(w); otherwise she guesses “know” with
probability noise and reports her cards by randomly choosing a state from her current set of epistemic possibilities.
As an example of the SUWEB model in action, suppose
we start with the game state AAA888 (red in Figure 3),
the announcement order BPA, ` = 1, update prob = 1, and
noise = 0. First, Ben will announce “I don’t know,” due
to his uncertainty between AAA888 and AAA8A8 (brown).
If the participant were a perfect logician, she would delete
AAAA88 (blue) in response to Ben’s announcement, since in
the full epistemic structure in Figure 2, Ben knows his cards
in AAAA88. However, in the bounded epistemic structure
in Figure 3, AAAA88 is a peripheral state, so it cannot be
deleted. Thus, while the perfect logician gains information
from Ben announcing “I don’t know,” the level 1 player does
not. By contrast, in a bounded epistemic structure with ` = 2,
AAAA88 is an interior state, so it is deleted in response to
Ben’s announcement. Thus, a level 2 player also gains information from Ben’s announcement. Of course, if update prob
< 1, then even a level 2 player may fail to delete AAAA88.
After Ben’s announcement, the participant will announce
“I don’t know.” At this point, Amy knows her cards (since
she operates as a perfect DEL agent) and announces “I know.”
This contradicts what the participant believed about Amy,
since in both interior states of the bounded epistemic structure, Amy does not know her cards. This inconsistency is
modelled by both of the participant’s interior states being
deleted (assuming update prob = 1). When the participant
is next asked to make an announcement, she has to guess. By
contrast, a level 2 player can solve this game correctly.
Stochastic intake with epistemic bound (SIWEB) This
model differs from SUWEB only in the mechanism of updating the bounded epistemic structure. After each announcement, SIWEB either ignores the announcement or reacts to it.
The probability of reaction is a parameter intake prob. If it
does react, it updates like SUWEB with update prob = 1.
Stochastic update with no epistemic bound (SUWNB)
This model is obtained by removing the epistemic level parameter from the SUWEB model. In other words, it assumes
that everyone starts a game with the full epistemic structure.
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Results
On average out of 10 games, the participants won 4.16 games
and spent 28.19 minutes completing the experiment. The average of numbers guessed by the participants in the p-beauty
contest was 32.39. Moreover, the performance of the Aces
and Eights task was negatively correlated with the number
guessed in the p-beauty contest, where a lower number suggests greater capability for higher-order reasoning (Camerer,
2006), supporting the construct validity of our task (r =
−.27, p < 10−4 ). All computational models were fitted using
maximum likelihood estimation, by minimizing the negative
log-likelihood using the SciPy function minimize with 20 random starting points from the parameter space. Due to the size
of the combinatorial space, the likelihood of SUWEB and
SUWNB models was estimated through samples obtained by
simulating the model 200 times. We were able to construct
Bayesian networks to calculate the exact likelihood of Noisy
DEL and SIWEB.
To evaluate how well our models capture human performance, we plotted the predicted accuracy against participant
accuracy for all game configurations except those with states
filled by yellow in Figure 2. Because participants who learned
the rules would know their cards immediately in those states,
our exclusion criteria dropped everyone who did not. The
baseline Noisy DEL model does not correlate well with human performance; among the other three models, SUWEB
fits the data best, as suggested by RMSE, and best explains
the variance in performance across games, as suggested by
the R2 adjusted for model complexity (Figure 4).
We further compared the models using average AIC and
BIC (Akaike and Bayesian information criteria). While AIC
clearly finds SUWEB the best fitting model, BIC does not
find SUWEB significantly better than SUWNB (Figure 5a).
For model validation, we divided all 30 game configurations
into 5 conditions according to the epistemic level required.
The epistemic level required by a game configuration is the
smallest `r such that for all ` ≥ `r , the SUWEB model with
epistemic level = `, update prob = 1, and noise = 0 can guarantee winning. We then plotted the average accuracy adjusted for the difference in expected accuracy of pure guessing for each condition (Figure 5b). We observe that for humans, the accuracy of games that require level 0 or level 1
is significantly higher than games that require higher levels
(ps < 10−14 ). However, the accuracy of games that require
level 2, 3, and 4 are not significantly different from each other
(ps > 0.08). By this behavioral measure, our SUWEB model
captures human performance reasonably well. In contrast, the
SUWNB model fails to validate despite its low BIC.
Finally, we examined how our modeling paradigm compares to the Cognitive Hierarchy Model, which predicts that
the distribution of higher-order reasoning levels in a population follows roughly a Poisson distribution with λ = 1.5
(Camerer, 2006). We plotted the empirical distribution of
SUWEB’s fitted epistemic level parameters and compared it
with a Poisson distribution whose λ is estimated from these

Figure 4: Model performance. Each state in the legend represents its equivalent states. Error bars represent s.e.m.
parameters using maximum likelihood estimation with the R
function optim (Figure 5c). We observe that the two distributions are shaped similarly and the estimated λ = 1.87 is close
to 1.5, where the difference may be due to a higher quality of
our sample. Nonetheless, the SUWEB model predicts many
more level 1 reasoners, suggesting a Poisson distribution may
only be an approximation of the true population distribution
which concentrates much more at level 1.

Discussion
In this paper, we proposed the SUWEB model of higherorder deductive epistemic reasoning and showed that in capturing human behavior it outperforms alternative models that
either lack a restriction on epistemic bound (SUWNB) or lack
stochasticity in eliminating possibilities (SIWEB). Moreover,
SUWEB is capable of validating the trend that people significantly underperform in games that require more than firstorder reasoning. These logic-inspired models suggest that the
constraint on the epistemic level at which one reasons is a
dissociable factor from the mere stochasticity of cognition in
explaining why and how much people underperform. In addition to using ideas from logic to inspire our cognitive models,
we believe the cognitive models may inspire new directions in
logic, such as stochastic versions of DEL for formalizing the
probability that a bounded agent will know some proposition
after a stochastic update with an announcement.
We identify three limitations of our work. First, the
estimate of our models’ likelihoods may not have come
from a sufficiently large sample, potentially biasing AIC and
BIC. In the future, we will explore other model comparison
schemes such as Bayesian fitting and cross-validation. Second, SUWEB did not validate human performance on games
that require level 1 reasoning as well as SIWEB. We will explore the possibility of improving SUWEB by combining features in SIWEB or incorporating psychological biases such
as the conformity effect. The third limitation is the lack
of ecological validity. Our experimental paradigm can only
examine deductive aspects of higher-order reasoning, as the
game used had unique correct answers. It would be an inter-
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(a) Model comparison

(b) Qualitative validation

(c) Parameter distribution

Figure 5: Error bars represent s.e.m. (a) The AIC/BIC score
of each model is subtracted by that of SUWEB. (b) Accuracy
is adjusted by subtracting the average accuracy of guessing.
(c) Poisson samples with values ≥ 4 were revalued as 4.

esting future direction to generalize our framework to cases
where participants cannot rely on others’ announcements and
to connect with other models built for game-theoretic tasks.
More broadly, we hope to explore how our work can expand to other domains of ToM and shed light on how much
of social cognition can be explained by non-social cognitive
faculties (Apperly, 2010). Also, building on classic work in
pragmatics (Clark & Marshall, 1981; Smith, 1982), we hope
to explore how higher-order epistemic reasoning, by which
mutual and common knowledge is formed, is related to norms
of linguistic behaviors such as writing and conversation.
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Abstract

How long is the red ship?

People ask questions that are far richer, more informative,
and more creative than current AI systems. We propose a
neuro-symbolic framework for modeling human question asking, which represents questions as formal programs and generates programs with an encoder-decoder based deep neural
network. From extensive experiments using an informationsearch game, we show that our method can predict which
questions humans are likely to ask in unconstrained settings.
We also propose a novel grammar-based question generation
framework trained with reinforcement learning, which is able
to generate creative questions without supervised human data.

Is purple ship horizontal?

(size Red)

groundtruth board

Does the red ship touch any other ship?

(or (touch Red Blue) (touch Red Purple))

Do all three ships have the same size?

(=== (map (λ x (size x)) (set AllShips)))

partly revealed board

Keywords: question asking; active learning; neuro-symbolic;
program generation; deep learning

Introduction
People can ask rich, creative questions to learn efficiently
about their environment. Question asking is central to human
learning yet it is a tremendous challenge for computational
models. There is an infinite set of possible questions that one
can ask, leading to challenges both in representing the space
of questions and in searching for the right question to ask.
Machine learning has been used to address aspects of this
challenge. Traditional methods have used heuristic rules designed by humans (Heilman & Smith, 2010; Chali & Hasan,
2015), which are usually restricted to a specific domain.
Recently, neural network approaches have also been proposed, including retrieval methods which select the best question from past experience (Mostafazadeh et al., 2016) and
encoder-decoder frameworks which map visual or linguistic
inputs to questions (Serban et al., 2016; Yao, Zhang, Luo,
Tao, & Wu, 2018). While effective in some settings, these
approaches do not consider settings where the questions are
asked about partially unobservable states. Furthermore, these
methods are heavily data-driven, limiting the diversity of generated questions and requiring large training sets for different
goals and contexts. There is still a large gap between how
people and machines ask questions.
Recent work has aimed to narrow this gap by taking inspiration from cognitive science. For instance, Lee, Heo,
and Zhang (2018) incorporates aspects of “theory of mind”
(Premack & Woodruff, 1978) in question asking by simulating potential answers to the questions. Rao and Daumé III
(2019) propose a similar method which estimates the value of
an answer using neural networks. But these approaches rely
1 Ziyun

(== (orient Purple) H)

is now at Tencent.
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example questions

Figure 1: The Battleship task. Blue, red, and purple tiles
are ships, dark gray tiles are water, and light gray tiles are
hidden. The agent can see a partly revealed board, and should
ask a question to seek information about the hidden board.
Example questions and translated programs are shown on the
right. We recommend viewing the figures in color.

on imperfect natural language understanding which may lead
to error propagation. Related to our approach, Rothe, Lake,
and Gureckis (2017) proposed a question-asking framework
by modeling questions as symbolic programs, but their algorithm relies on hand-designed program features and requires
expensive calculations.
We use “neural program generation” to bridge symbolic
program generation and deep neural networks, bringing
together some of the best qualities of both approaches.
Symbolic programs provide a compositional “language of
thought” (Fodor, 1975) for creatively synthesizing which
questions to ask, allowing the model to construct new ideas
based on familiar building blocks. Compared to natural language, programs are precise in their semantics, have clearer
internal structure, and require a much smaller vocabulary,
making them an attractive representation for question answering systems as well (Johnson et al., 2017; Mao, Gan, Kohli,
Tenenbaum, & Wu, 2019). However, there has been much
less work using program synthesis for question asking, which
requires searching through infinitely many questions (where
many questions may be informative) rather than producing a
single correct answer to a question. Deep neural networks allow for rapid question-synthesis using encoder-decoder modeling, eliminating the need for the expensive symbolic search
and feature evaluations in Rothe et al. (2017). Together, the
questions can be synthesized quickly and evaluated formally
for quality (e.g. the expected information gain), which as we

show can be used to train question asking systems using reinforcement learning.
In this paper, we develop a neural program generation
model for asking questions in an information-search game,
which is similar to “Battleship” and has been studied previously (Gureckis & Markant, 2009; Rothe et al., 2017; Rothe,
Lake, & Gureckis, 2018). Our model uses a convolutional
encoder to represent the game state, and a Transformer decoder for generating questions in a domain specific language
(DSL). Importantly, we show that the model can be trained
from a small number of human demonstrations of good questions, after pre-training on a large set of automatically generated questions. Our model can also be trained without such
demonstrations using reinforcement learning, while still expressing important characteristics of human behavior. We
evaluate the model on two aspects of human question asking, including density estimation based on free-form question
asking, and creative generation of genuinely new questions.
To summarize, our paper makes three main contributions: 1) We propose a neural network for modeling human question-asking behavior, 2) We propose a novel reinforcement learning framework for generating creative humanlike questions by exploiting the power of programs, and 3)
We evaluate different properties of our methods extensively
through experiments.

Related work
Question generation has attracted attention from the machine
learning community. Early research mostly explored rulebased methods which strongly depend on human-designed
rules (Heilman & Smith, 2010; Chali & Hasan, 2015). Recent
methods for question generation adopt deep neural networks,
especially using the encoder-decoder framework, and can
generate questions without hand-crafted rules. These methods are mostly data-driven, which use pattern recognition to
map inputs to questions. Researchers have worked on generating questions from different types of inputs such as knowledge base facts (Serban et al., 2016), pictures (Mostafazadeh
et al., 2016), and text for reading comprehension (Yuan et al.,
2017; Yao et al., 2018). However aspects of human questionasking remain beyond reach, including the goal-directed and
flexible qualities that people demonstrate when asking new
questions. This issue is partly addressed by recent papers
that draw inspiration from cognitive science. Research from
Rothe et al. (2017) and Lee et al. (2018) generate questions
by sampling from a candidate set based on goal-oriented metrics. This paper introduces an approach to question generation that does not require a candidate question set and expensive feature computations at inference time. Moreover, our
approach can learn to ask good questions without human examples through reinforcement learning.
Another task that shares some similarity with our setting
is image captioning, where neural networks are employed to
generate a natural language description of an image. Typical approaches use a CNN-based image encoder and a recur-
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rent neural network (RNN) (Mao, Xu, Yang, Wang, & Yuille,
2014; Vinyals, Toshev, Bengio, & Erhan, 2015; Karpathy &
Fei-Fei, 2015) or a Transformer (Yu, Li, Yu, & Huang, 2019)
as a decoder for generating caption text. The model design often resembles ours, with important differences. First, we use
programs as output rather than text. Second, our questionasking setting requires deeper reasoning about entities in the
input than is typically required in captioning datasets.
Our work also builds on neural network approaches to
program synthesis, which have been applied to many different domains (Devlin et al., 2017; Tian et al., 2019).
Those approaches often draw inspiration from computer architecture, using neural networks to simulate stacks, memory, and controllers in differentiable form (Reed & De Freitas, 2016). Other models incorporate Deep Reinforcement
Learning (DRL) to optimize the generated programs in a
goal oriented environment, such as generating SQL queries
which can correctly perform a specific database processing
task (Sen et al., 2020), translating strings in Microsoft Excel
sheets (Devlin et al., 2017), understanding and constructing
3D scenes (Liu et al., 2019) and objects (Tian et al., 2019).
Recent work has also proposed ways to incorporate explicit
grammar information into the program synthesis process. Yin
and Neubig (2017) design a module to capture the grammar information as a prior, which can be used during generation. Some recent papers (Si, Yang, Dai, Naik, & Song,
2019; Alon, Sadaka, Levy, & Yahav, 2020) encode grammar
with neural networks and use DRL to explicitly encourage the
generation of semantically correct programs. Our work differs from these in two aspects. First, our goal is to generate
informative human-like questions in the new domain instead
of simply correct programs. Second, we more deeply integrate grammar information in our framework, which directly
generates programs based on the grammar.

Battleship Task
In this paper, we work with a task used in previous work for
studying human information search (Gureckis & Markant,
2009) as well as question asking (Rothe et al., 2018). The
task is based on an information search game called “Battleship”, in which a player aims to resolve the hidden layout of
the game board based on the revealed information (Figure 1).
There are three ships with different colors (blue, red, and purple) placed on a 6 × 6 grid. Each ship is either horizontal or
vertical, and is either 2, 3 or 4 tiles long. All tiles are initially turned over (light grey in Figure 1), and the player can
flip one tile at a time to reveal an underlying color (either a
ship color, or dark grey for water). The goal of the player is
to determine the configuration of the ships (positions, sizes,
orientations) in the least number of flips.
In the modified version of this task studied in previous
work (Rothe et al., 2017, 2018), the player is presented with
a partly revealed game board, and is required to ask a natural
language question to gain information about the underlying
configuration. As shown in Figure 1, the player can only see
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Figure 2: Neural program generation. Figure (a) shows the network architecture. The board is represented as a grid of one-hot
vectors and is embedded with a convolutional neural network. The board embedding and a sequence of symbols are inputted
to a Transformer decoder to generate output vectors. PE means positional embeddings, and WE means word embeddings. (b)
shows the derivation steps for program “(> (size Blue) 3)” using a context-free grammar. Non-terminals are shown as
bold-faced, and terminals are shown in italic. The production rules used are shown next to each arrow.
the partly revealed board, and might ask questions such as
“How long is the red ship?” In this paper, we present this
task to our computational models, requesting they generate
questions about the game board.
The dataset from Rothe et al. (2017) consists of a small set
of human questions along with their semantic parses, which
represent the questions as LISP-like programs that can be executed on the game states to get answers to the questions. The
DSL consists of primitives (like numbers, ship colors, etc.)
and functions (like arithmetic operators, comparison operators, and other board-related functions) from which questions
can be composed. Here, we aim to synthesize questions in
this “language of thought” of semantic forms, since it captures key notions of compositionality and computability. Figure 1 shows some examples of produced programs.

Neural program generation framework
The neural network we use includes a Convolutional Neural
Network (CNN) for encoding the input board, and a Transformer decoder for estimating the symbol distribution, or selecting actions during reinforcement learning. Figure 2(a) illustrates the architecture.
Network Architecture The neural network we use includes a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) for encoding the input board, and a Transformer decoder for estimating the symbol distribution or selecting actions. The input
x ∈ {0, 1}6×6×5 is a binary representation of the 6x6 game
board with five channels, one for each color to be encoded as
a one-hot vector in each grid location. A simple CNN maps
the input x to the encoder output e ∈ R6×6×M , where M is the
length of encoded vectors. Then a Transformer decoder takes
e and a sequence of length L as input, and outputs a sequence
of vectors yi ∈ RNo , i = 1 · · · L, where No is the output size.
The model is shown in Figure 2(a).
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Training Our model is compatible with both supervised
and reinforcement learning. In the supervised setting, the
goal is to model the distribution of questions present in the
training set. Each output yi ∈ RNo is a symbol at position i in
the program, where No is the number of different symbols in
the grammar. The model is trained with a symbol-level cross
entropy loss, and can be used to calculate the log-likelihood
of a given sequence, or to generate a question symbol-bysymbol from left to right.
Additionally, we propose a novel grammar-enhanced RL
training procedure for the framework. Figure 2(b) illustrates
the process of generating a program from the context-free
grammar that defines the DSL (full specification in Rothe et
al. (2017)). Beginning from the start symbol “A”, at each step
a production rule is picked and applied to one of the nonterminals in the current string. The choice of rule is modeled
as a Markov Decision Process, and we solve it with DRL.
Each state is a partially derived string passed to the decoder,
and we use the first output y1 ∈ RNo to represent the probability of selecting each production rule from the allowed rules
over all No rules. After the rule is applied, the new string is
passed back into the decoder, repeating until the string has
only terminals. We adopt the leftmost derivation to avoid ambiguity, so at each step the left-most non-terminal is replaced.

Experiments
Estimating the distribution of human questions
In this experiment, we examine if neural program generation
can capture the distribution of questions that humans ask, using a conditional language model. We seek to avoid training
on a large corpus of human-generated questions; the dataset
only offers about 600 human questions on a limited set of
18 board configurations (Rothe et al., 2017), and importantly
people can ask intelligent questions in a novel domain with
little direct training experience. We design a two-step training

Table 1: Predicting which questions people ask. LL all,
LL highEnt, and LL lowEnt shows mean log-likelihood
across held out boards. High/low refers to a board’s entropy.
Model

LL all

LL highEnt

LL lowEnt

Rothe et al. (2017) -1400.06
full model
-150.38±0.51
-pretrain
-242.53±2.32
-finetune
-415.32±0.95
-encoder
-153.50±0.41

-150.92±1.51
-260.84±4.99
-443.03±1.33
-149.69±0.54

-156.38±1.92
-249.98±3.87
-409.01±1.21
-163.13±0.82

process; first we pre-train the model on automatically generated questions using an informativeness measure, second we
fine-tune the model using only small set of real human questions collected by Rothe et al. (2017).
To create pre-training data, we generate a large number of
game boards and sample K questions for each board. To generate boards, we uniformly sample the configuration of three
ships and cover up an arbitrary number of tiles, with the restriction that at least one ship tile is observed. With a tractable
game model and domain-specific language of questions, we
can sample K programs for each board based on the expected
information gain (EIG) metric, which quantifies the expected
information received by asking the question. EIG is formally
defined as the expected reduction in entropy, averaged over
possible answers to a question x,
EIG(x) = Ed∈Ax [I(p(h)) − I(p(h|d; x))]

(1)

where I(·) is the Shannon entropy. The terms p(h) and
p(h|d; x) are the prior and posterior distribution of a possible ship configuration h given question x and answer d ∈ Ax .
We generate 2,000 boards, and sample 10 questions for each
board, with the log-probability of a question proportional to
its EIG value, up to a normalizing constant and with a maximum length of 80 tokens per program. After pre-training, the
model is fine-tuned on the small corpus of human questions
for 15 epochs with the same process and hyperparameters as
in the pre-training step.
Results and discussion To evaluate the model, we follow
the same procedure as Rothe et al. (2017), where they run
leave-one-out cross-validation on 16 different boards2 and
calculate the sum of log-likelihood of all questions for a board
and average across different boards. We evaluate the loglikelihood of reference questions on our full model as well
as lesioned variants, including a model without pre-training,
a model without fine-tuning, and a model with only a decoder
(unconditional language model). A summary of the results is
shown in Table 1. We run each experiment 10 times and report the mean values and standard errors. The log-likelihood
reported by Rothe et al. (2017) is also shown for reference.3
2 Rothe et al. (2017) only evaluate on 16 out of all 18 boards
because the other two boards are too computationally expensive for
their method as they mentioned in the paper.
3 Rothe et al. (2017) mention that the log-likelihood values of
their model are approximated and rely on an estimated partition
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The full model out-performs models without pre-training
or fine-tuning by a large margin. This demonstrates that (1)
the automated pre-training procedure is effective in conveying the task and DSL to the model; (2) the low log-likelihood
for the “no finetune” model shows that the distribution of the
constructed questions and real human questions are very different, which is consistent with prior work on the informativeness of human questions (Rothe et al., 2018).
The model without an encoder performs surprisingly well,
but there are also reasons to think that context is not the most
important factor. Some stereotyped patterns of question asking are effective across a wide range of scenarios, especially
when little is known about the board (e.g., all games have the
same optimal first question when no information is revealed
yet). To further examine the role of context, we calculated
the entropy of the hypothesis space of possible ship locations
for each board, and group the top 5 and bottom 5 boards into
high and low entropy groups. Then we calculated the average
log-likelihood on different entropy groups and list the results
in Table 1. When the game entropy is high, questions like
“how long is the red ship” are good for almost any board, so
the importance of the encoder is reduced. When the game
entropy is low, the models with access to the board has substantially higher log-likelihood than the model without the
encoder. Also, note that the first experiment would be impossible to perform well without an encoder. Together, this
shows the importance of modeling the context-sensitive characteristics of how people ask questions.

Question generation
In this experiment, we evaluate our reinforcement learning
framework on its ability to generate novel questions from
scratch, without training on human-generated questions. As
described before, the neural network selects a sequence of
grammar-based actions to generate a question, and the model
is optimized with REINFORCE (Williams, 1992).
To accomplish this, we use a reward function for training
the RL agent that is based on EIG, since it is a good indicator of question informativeness and easy to compute. We
give a reward of 1 if the generated question has EIG > 0.95,
a reward of 0 for questions with EIG ≤ 0.95, and a reward
of −1 for invalid questions (e.g. longer than 80 tokens). We
do not directly use the EIG value as our reward because preliminary experiments show that it causes the model to choose
from a very small set of high EIG questions. Instead, we wish
to study how a model, like people, can generate a diverse set
of good questions in simple goal-directed tasks. To further
encourage more human-like behavior, the reward function includes a step penalty for each action.
Results and discussion We compare our program-based
framework with a simple text-based model, which has the
same architecture but is trained with supervision on the textform questions. The RL model is also compared with the
function, which could contribute to the substantial difference compared to our model.

Table 2: Analysis of question generation. The models are compared in terms of average EIG value, the ratio of EIG value
greater than 0.95 or 0, number of unique and novel questions generated (by “novel” we mean questions not present in the
dataset of human-asked questions). The EIG for the text-based model is computed based on the program form of the questions.
The average length is the number of words for text-based model, and number of tokens for others. SP means step penalty.
Model
text-based
supervised
grammar RL (noSP)
grammar RL (SP0.02)
grammar RL (SP0.05)

avg. EIG

EIG>0.95

EIG>0

#unique

#unique novel

avg. length

0.928
0.972
1.760
1.766
1.559

62.80%
45.70%
88.30%
94.90%
91.90%

76.95%
81.80%
92.40%
96.80%
95.20%

183
224
111
57

103
213
96
47

8.21
10.98
9.97
6.03
5.79

Table 3: Most frequent questions asked by humans and the
grammar RL model (SP0.02) along with their frequencies.

human

RL

(size Red)
(size Purple)
(size Blue)
(== (orient Blue) H)
(== (orient Red) H)
(== (orient Purple) H)
(topleft (coloredTiles Red))
(== (size Purple) 4)
(== (size Blue) 3)
(== (size Blue) 4)

12.1%
9.6%
9.1%
7.0%
4.9%
4.2%
3.2%
1.9%
1.9%
1.7%

(size Red)
(size Blue)
(size Purple)
(orient Red)
(orient Blue)
(orient Purple)
(bottomright (coloredTiles Red))
(bottomright (coloredTiles Blue))
(bottomright (coloredTiles Purple))
(setSize (coloredTiles Red))

19.0%
18.1%
12.3%
8.9%
6.9%
4.2%
3.5%
3.3%
3.1%
1.9%

the RL model to take fewer actions and to generate shorter
questions. As shown in the table, model with step penalty
0.05 generates questions with on average 5.79 tokens, but
with limited diversity. On the other hand, the RL model without a step penalty has high average EIG and the most diverse
set of questions; however, it also generates many meaningless
questions (only 92.40% have EIG>0).
Another interesting finding is that questions generated by
our RL agent are surprisingly consistent with human questions, even though the RL agent is not trained on any human
examples. Table 3 lists the top 10 frequent questions asked
by humans and our RL model with step penalty 0.2. Both humans and our RL model most frequently ask questions about
the size of the ships, followed by questions about ship orientation. A notable difference is that people often ask true/false
questions, such as “Is this size of the Blue ship 3?”, while the
RL model does not since these questions have lower EIG.

program-based supervised model from the last experiment,
and other RL models with different step penalties. The models are evaluated on 1000 random boards, and generate one
question for each board. The results are shown in Table 2.
First, when the text-based model is evaluated on new contexts, 96.3% of the questions it generates were included in the
training data. We calculated the EIG of the program form of
the text questions, and find that the average EIG and the ratio
of EIG>0 is worse than the supervised model trained on programs. Some of these deficiencies are due to the very limited
text-based training data, but using programs instead can help
overcome these limitations. With the program-based framework, we can sample new boards and questions to create a
much larger dataset with executable program representations.
This self-supervised training helps to boost performance.
From Table 2, the grammar-enhanced RL model is able to
generate more informative and creative questions compared
to the alternatives. It can be trained from scratch without
examples of human questions, and produces many high EIG
questions that are genuinely novel (not present in the human
corpus). In contrast, the supervised model can also generate novel questions, although many have limited utility (only
45.70% questions have EIG>0.95). The step penalty helps
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Figure 3 provides examples to show the diversity of
questions generated by our RL model. Figure 3(a) shows
novel questions produced by the model, including clever and
human-like questions such as “What is the size of the blue
ship plus the purple ship?” or “Where is the bottom right
tile of all the blue and purple tiles?” Sometimes it also
generates complex-looking questions that can actually be expressed with simpler forms, especially when using map and
lambda operators. For instance, the third example in Figure
3(a) is essentially equivalent to “What is the size of the purple
ship?”
With the grammar-enhanced framework, we can also guide
the model to ask different types of questions, consistent with
the goal-directed nature and flexibility of human question
asking. The model can be queried for certain types of questions by providing different start conditions to the model. Instead of starting the derivation from the start symbol “A”, we
can start the derivation from an intermediate state such as “B”
if the model is asked for a true/false question, or a more complicated “(and B B)” if asked for a true/false question that
uses “and”. In Figure 3(b), we show examples where the
model is asked to generate four specific types of questions:
true/false questions, number questions, location-related questions, and compositional true/false questions. We see that
the model can flexibly adapt to new constraints and generate
meaningful questions that follow these constraints.

(a) Novel questions

(c) Comparison with human questions

What is the size of the blue ships plus the size of the
purple ships?
(+ (setSize (coloredTiles Blue) (size Purple)))

EIG:

2.17

Where is the bottom right tile of all the blue tiles and
the purple tiles?
(bottomright (union (coloredTiles Blue)
(coloredTiles Purple)))

Our model:
What is the size of the blue ship plus the
size of the red ship?

EIG:

What is the size of the blue ship?

(setSize (coloredTiles Blue))

What is the size of the purple ship?

(orient Blue)

4.73

For every purple tile on the board, mark it as TRUE, then
count the number of TRUE on the board.
(++ (map (lambda y TRUE) (coloredTiles Purple)))

EIG:

(+ (size Blue) (setSize
(coloredTiles Red)))

(setSize (coloredTiles Blue))
(size Purple)

Where is the rightmost tile of the red ship?
(bottomright (coloredTiles Red)))

What is the size of the blue ship?

1.48

(b) Conditioned on question type
Boolean Question:
EIG: 0.96
Is the blue ship parallel to the purple ship?

What is the orientation of the blue ship?
Where is the last part of the red ship?
(bottomright (coloredTiles Red))

Where is the last part of the blue ship?

Human:
Do the red and purple ships touch?

Human:
Do the red and purple ships touch?

(touch Purple Red)

How long is the purple ship?
(size Purple)

Is blue ship horizontal?
(== (orient Blue) H)

(bottomright (unique (coloredTiles Purple)))

Does the blue ship has 4 tiles long?

Composed Question:
EIG: 0.98
Are all three ships parallel to each other?

Is there a color block at 4-1?

(and (== (orient Blue) (orient Red)) (== (orient Red)
(orient Purple))

What is the size of the blue ship?

(bottomright (coloredTiles Blue))

Number Question:
EIG: 1.49
What is the size of the purple ship?
Location Question:
EIG: 1.93
Where is the last tile of the purple ship?

(== (orient Blue) V)

(size Blue)

(== (orient Purple) (orient Blue))

(size Purple)

Our model:
Is the blue ship vertical?

(== (size Blue) 4)
(not (== (color 4-1) Water))

(touch Red Purple)

Where does the blue ship start?

(topleft (coloredTiles Blue))

Is any ship two tiles long?

(> (++ (map (lambda x (== (size x) 2))
(set AllShips))) 0)

Are there any ships in row 1?

(> (++ (map (lambda y (and (== (rowL y)
1) (not (== (color y) Water))))
(set AllTiles))) 0)

Is part of a ship on tile 4-6?

(not (== (color 4-6) Water))

Figure 3: Examples of model-generated questions. The natural language translations of the question programs are provided
for interpretation. (a) shows three novel questions generated by the RL model, (b) shows an example of the model generating
different type of questions by conditioning on the decoder, (c) shows questions generated by our model as well as humans.
In Figure 3c, we compare arbitrary samples from the model
and people in the question-asking task. These examples again
suggest that our model is able to generate clever and humanlike questions. There are also meaningful differences; people
often ask true/false questions as mentioned before, and people
sometimes ask questions with quantifiers such as “any” and
“all”, which are operationalized in program form with lambda
functions. These questions are complicated in representation
and not favored by our model.

train models jointly to both ask and answer questions, which
could install a richer sense of the question semantics.

Conclusion
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We introduce a neural program generation framework for
question asking in partially observable settings, which
can generate creative human-like questions based on human demonstrations through supervised learning or without
demonstrations through reinforcement learning. Programs
provide models with a “machine language of thought” for
compositional synthesis, and neural networks provide an efficient means of question generation. We demonstrate the
effectiveness of our method through extensive experiments
covering a range of human question asking abilities.
The current model is limited in several important ways. It
cannot generalize to systematically different scenarios than it
was trained on, and it sometimes generates meaningless questions. We plan to further explore the model’s compositional
abilities in future work. Another promising direction is to
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Abstract
Dogs are not particularly known for complex physical
cognitive abilities. However, a number of recent violation-ofexpectation studies have challenged this view. In the current
eye-tracking study, we further investigated dogs’ (N=15)
reaction to physically implausible events, particularly in the
context of support, occlusion, and launching events. In
Experiment 1, the dogs watched a rolling ball moving over a
gap in a surface either falling down or hovering over the gap.
In Experiment 2, the dogs saw a ball rolling behind a narrow
pole either disappearing behind it or re-appearing on the other
side. In Experiment 3, the dogs observed launching events
either with or without contact between the balls. The dogs’
pupil dilation response and looking times suggest that they
form implicit expectations about occlusion and launching
events but not about gravity-related events at least in the
context of animated objects on a screen.
Keywords: eye tracking; pupillometry; physical cognition;
contact causality; object knowledge; expectancy violation;
canine cognition

Introduction
Expectations about physical principles could help animals to
navigate their environment more efficiently (e.g., Völter &
Call, 2017). To what extent dogs, one of the most popular
model species in comparative cognitive research, are
sensitive to physical principles such as support, solidity,
connectivity, size constancy, or occlusion remains subject to
ongoing debate (e.g., Müller, Riemer, Range, et al., 2014;
Müller, Riemer, Virányi, et al., 2014; Osthaus et al., 2003;
Tecwyn & Buchsbaum, 2019).
Until recently, researchers suggested that dogs mostly rely
on associative learning when solving problems in their
physical environment (e.g., Collier-Baker et al., 2004; Fiset
& LeBlanc, 2007; Müller, Riemer, Range, et al., 2014). More
recent evidence using the violation of expectation (VoE)
paradigm challenged this conclusion. VoE paradigms capture
the subjects’ reaction to novel, potentially surprising events
and can therefore be based on few or even a single trial per
condition, which makes the findings harder to explain by
associative learning accounts (with appropriate controls for
perceptual novelty).
The VoE paradigm has been applied widely in the
developmental and comparative literature to investigate
expectations about the physical environment. For example,
dogs reacted with increased smelling behavior after they had
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seen one food type being hidden inside a container but
another food type reappearing from the container after a short
delay (Bräuer & Call, 2011). Moreover, dogs looked longer
when objects changed their size (Müller et al., 2011; Pattison
et al., 2013) or color behind a screen (Pattison et al., 2013)
and even when a screen occluding a food reward rotated as
though it had passed through the (hidden) reward (Pattison et
al., 2010). These studies however relied on live
demonstrations and manual scoring of looking times from the
video, which can bias the results by introducing Clever-Hanseffects (i.e., inadvertently given cues by the experimenter for
example; Pfungst, 1911; Schmidjell et al., 2012) and
measurement errors. Eye tracking using standardized, videobased stimuli can serve to mitigate these issues.
Eye-tracking and pupillometry have been applied widely in
cognitive research. In humans, eye movements are closely
coupled to visual attention (e.g., Deubel & Schneider, 1996;
Hoffman & Subramaniam, 1995). Dwell time (the sum of the
fixation times in an area of interest) has been related to the
processing difficulty and the predictability of a stimulus
(Henderson, 2017). The psychosensory pupil dilation
response has been linked to elevated arousal and mental effort
(Mathôt, 2018). However, similar to other behavioral
response variables (e.g. looking direction, reaction times)
inferring specific cognitive processes from dwell times and
pupil size changes is challenging and requires carefully
controlled experiments given that a number of processes can
lead to the same response (e.g., low-level perceptual aspects,
novelty, familiarity, expectancy violations, etc.).
In the context of VoE studies with infants, pupil dilation
has been suggested as a superior response variable (Jackson
& Sirois, 2009; Sirois & Jackson, 2012). Particularly the
temporal sensitivity of the phasic pupil dilation response but
also its stability to test-order effects have been highlighted as
advantage compared to looking time measures. In dogs only
few eye-tracking studies so far looked at pupil size data:
Somppi et al. (2017) found that dogs exhibited dilated pupils
when presented with pictures of male human faces with an
angry emotional expression compared to a happy expression.
This effect was reversed when intranasal oxytocin was
administered beforehand. This has been interpreted as
evidence that oxytocin can modulate emotional arousal in
dogs. Similarly, Karl et al. (2020) reported that dogs had
larger pupils when they were presented with angry looking
human faces than happy faces.
In the current eye-tracking study, we presented dogs with
realistic 3D animations of moving balls. After a

familiarization, the dogs saw one of two new test events that
either violated certain physical principles or not. We ensured
that the latter control events differed to the same or an even
greater extent from the familiarization videos thereby
controlling for novelty effects. In Experiment 1, we examined
whether dogs would expect an unsupported object to fall
down. In Experiment 2, we examined whether dogs would
react with increased arousal when a rolling ball would
disappear behind an object not wide enough to occlude it. In
Experiment 3, we examined whether dogs would be sensitive
to the principles of contact causality. Specifically, we
investigated whether dogs would show increased arousal
when they saw a contactless launching event.

Methods
Subjects
In Experiment 1, we tested 15 pet dogs (6 border collies, 5
mixed breeds, 2 Labrador Retrievers, 1 collie, and 1
Australian Shepherd; mean age: 2.8 years, range: 1-7 years;
9 females, 6 males). In Experiment 2 and 3, we tested the
same dogs with the exception of one border collie that was
unavailable (N=14; mean age: 2.5 years, range: 1-6 years; 8
females, 6 males).
The study was discussed and approved by the institutional
ethics and animal welfare committee in accordance with GSP
guidelines and national legislation (approval number: ETK066/03/2020).

Stimuli
In each experiment, we presented the dogs with a
familiarization video and two different test videos. The
videos showed 3D animations created in Blender 2.8 using
Blender’s rigid body physics simulation. The videos had a
frame rate of 100 fps and a duration of 3.5 s (Experiment 1
and 2) and 3.7 s (Experiment 3), respectively. However, in
the eye-tracking experiments we extended presentation time
of the last video frame for a total video duration of 4.5 s in
the familiarization trials and 13.5 s in the test trials.
In Experiment 1, the familiarization video showed a
yellow-black patterned ball rolling along an elevated light
blue platform on a gray background. On the right side of the
platform, we added a wall that served to stop the rolling ball
at the end of the video. The video started with the ball partly
visible on the left side of the screen and it ended with the ball
bumping into wall. In the test videos, there was a gap in the
elevated platform in the center of the screen. In the Hovering
test condition (Figure 1B), the ball rolled along the platform
and over the gap as before (i.e. on the same path and with the
same kinematics as in the familiarization). In the Fallingdown test condition (Figure 1A), the ball fell into the gap and
stopped when bumping into the right wall of the gap.
In Experiment 2, the familiarization video showed a bluesilver patterned ball rolling along a gray surface. A yellow
rectangle occluded the right half of the screen. The ball
started on the left side of the screen and rolled behind the
opaque yellow wall. In the test videos, a slim yellow pole in
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the center of the screen replaced the yellow wall. In both test
videos, the ball rolled as before from left to right. In the
Reappear condition (Figure 2A), the ball rolled behind the
pole, reappeared on the other side, rolled further to the right
edge of the screen and moved out of view. In the Disappear
condition (Figure 2B), the ball disappeared behind the pole.
In Experiment 3, the familiarization video showed a
yellow-black patterned ball rolling along a gray surface from
left to right. It got slower toward the right edge of the screen
and stopped before it moved outside the field of view. In the
test videos, there were two balls: again the yellow-black
patterned ball starting on the left side of the screen
(henceforth: launching ball) and a blue-white patterned ball
(henceforth: target ball) closer to the center of the screen. The
videos started with the launching ball rolling toward the
inactive target ball. In the Contact condition (Figure 3A), the
target ball was located closer to the launching ball than in the
No-contact condition. In the Contact condition, the launching
ball eventually hit the target ball, thereby, setting the latter
into motion. As consequence of the collision event, the
launching ball abruptly stopped moving while the target ball
rolled toward the right edge of the screen. The target ball
stopped moving before it moved out of view. In the Nocontact condition (Figure 3B), the launching and target balls
moved with exactly the same kinematics as in the Contact
condition. However, given that the two balls were further
apart, the launching ball abruptly stopped moving and the
target ball was set into motion without any contact between
the two balls (or any other obvious cause).

Apparatus
We used the EyeLink1000 eye-tracking system (SR
Research, Canada) to record the dogs’ eye movements and
pupil size at 1000 Hz. We used an adjustable chin rest to
facilitate the maintenance of a stable head position during
stimulus presentation. We presented the stimuli on a 24-inch
LCD monitor (resolution: 1024 x 768; refresh rate: 100 Hz)
at a distance of 70 cm from the dogs’ eyes. The video area
subtended visual angles of 31.89 (horizontal) and 24.19
(vertical) degrees. The balls had a diameter of ca. 90 px
(Experiment 1), 105 px (Experiment 2), and 86 px
(Experiment 3) subtending a visual angle of 2.88, 3.36, and
2.75 degrees, respectively. We adjusted the height of the chin
rest and the height and angle of the eye tracker for each
subject.

Design and Procedure
The experiments used a within-subject design, in which we
presented the subjects with two test conditions, one violating
the physical principle under investigation and another one
controlling for the novelty of the stimulus without violating
this physical principle. The order of conditions was
counterbalanced across subjects. We pseudo-randomly
assigned the dogs to the order groups and counterbalanced
the groups as much as possible with respect to age, sex, and

Figure 1 Screenshots of the Falling-down condition (A) and the Hovering condition (B). C. Time series plot showing the dogs’
mean horizontal gaze coordinates (± se, black line and the dark grey shaded area around it; in px) across the six familiarization
trials and in the test trials. The shaded yellow area shows the left and right boundaries of the ball. The light grey shaded area
indicates the position of the gap in the blue surface. D. Time series plot showing dogs' pupil size (in arbitrary units and baseline
corrected) of the test videos in Experiment 1. The blue and orange lines show the mean pupil size (± se, shaded area around
the line) in the Hovering and Falling-down condition. The light grey shaded rectangle highlights the period in which the ball
was hovering over the gap or falling into the gap.
breed. We conducted two sessions per dog. Each session
consisted of three identical familiarization trials followed by
one test trial. In total, we administered only one trial per test
condition and six familiarization trials.
In each session, the dogs first completed a 5-point
calibration with animated calibration targets (24 – 64 px)
subtending visual angles of 0.77 – 2.05 degrees depending on
the used target stimulus. Following the calibration, we
presented a central fixation target (a white expanding circle;
max diameter: 90 px; visual angle: 2.88 degrees). The video
started once the dogs fixated the target for 50 msec.

Analysis
In order to analyze to what extent the horizontal coordinates
of the moving ball predicted variance in dogs horizontal
looking behavior, we calculated r² values for the period
between 500 ms after the onset of the video and the end of
the movement of the ball (for the target ball in Experiment 3
we used the onset of the target ball motion as starting point).
We determined the location of the balls by using the dynamic
area of interest (AOI) recording function in EyeLink Data
Viewer. We fitted a linear model for each subject with the
dogs’ horizontal gaze positions as the response variable and
the x-coordinates of the ball center as the predictor variable.
We obtained the proportion of variance (r²) explained by the
horizontal ball coordinates from these models.
For the AoI analysis, we analyzed the interest period at the
end of the video when the last frame of the video was shown
for ca. 10 s. We showed the last frame of the experiment for
an extended period of time to allow for a dwell time analysis
with the moving objects in their final position. In Experiment
1 and 3, we defined an AoI around the end positions of the
(launching) ball (Exp1: w x h: 200 x 220 px; Exp3: w x h:
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240 x 300 px). In Experiment 2, the ball was not visible any
more at the end of the video. Here, we analyzed an AoI
around the pole (w x h: 300 x 460 px). We compared the
dwell time in each AoI across conditions using two-tailed,
paired-samples t-tests.
For the analysis of the pupil size data, we applied a
subtractive baseline correction (Mathôt et al., 2018) by using
the entire pre-event period (i.e. before the ball moved over
the gap, moved behind the pole, or collided with target ball)
of the video for the baseline correction. We aggregated the
baseline-corrected pupil size data by calculating the dogs’
mean pupil size in a 3-s window starting 0.5 s after the onset
of the critical test event (ball hovering in mid-air, occlusion,
launch event), a response window within the range of the
psychosensory pupil response reported in the human
literature (Mathôt et al., 2018). We fitted a linear mixed
model (LMM) to analyze the aggregated pupil size data. We
included the predictor variables condition, order of condition,
age (in months) as well as the mean visual angle of the gaze
position measured from the screen center (in radians,
arctangent of the distance of the dogs’ gaze coordinates from
the center of the screen divided by the distance between the
dogs’ right eye and the center of the screen).
The models were fitted using the R function lmer of the
package lme4 (Bates et al., 2015). In addition to the fixed
effects we included the random intercept subject ID as well
as the random slope of the mean visual angle. We tested the
effect of each fixed effect using likelihood ratio tests
comparing the full model with reduced models lacking the
respective fixed effect. We z-transformed all covariates to a
mean of zero and a standard deviation of 1. We found no
obvious violations of the assumptions of normality and
homogeneity of the residuals. Collinearity appeared to be

Figure 2 Screenshots of the Reappear condition (A) and the Disappear condition (B). C. Time series plot showing the dogs’
mean horizontal gaze coordinates (± se, black line and the dark grey shaded area around it; in px) across the familiarization
trials and in the test trials. The shaded blue area around the line shows the left and right boundaries of the ball. The yellow
shaded area indicates the area of the occluder / pole. D. Time series plot showing dogs' pupil size (in arbitrary units and baseline
corrected). The blue and orange lines show the mean pupil size (± se, shaded area around the line) in the Disappear and Reappear
condition. The dashed vertical line indicates the time point when the center of the ball was behind the pole.
acceptable (maximum Variance Inflation Factor: Experiment
1: 3.17; Experiment 2: 1.29; Experiment 3: 1.06).

Results
Experiment 1: Support
We hypothesized that the dogs would react surprised to the
Hovering test event (Figure 1B) if they were sensitive to the
principle of support in this situation. In contrast, we
hypothesized that the dogs would react more surprised to the
Falling-down control condition (Figure 1A) if they merely
formed expectations about the movement trajectory of the
ball over the course of the familiarization. We therefore
predicted that the dogs would exhibit pupil dilation response
depending on their expectations about the behavior of the ball
when it moved over the gap.
The dogs looked consistently on the screen while the video
was playing (proportion of on-screen dwell time:
Familiarization: median: 0.92, range: 0.19-0.96; Fallingdown: median: 0.92, range: 0.83-0.95; Hovering: median:
0.92, range: 0.85-0.94). Their on-screen dwell time did not
differ between the first and last familiarization trial
(t(14)=0.47, p=0.648) or between the two test conditions
(t(14)=1.16, p=0.267). They also closely followed the
movement of the ball with their gaze in all conditions
(Familiarization: median r²: 0.88, range: 0.55-0.99; Fallingdown: median r²: 0.94, range: 0.48-0.99; Hovering: median
r²: 0.85, range: 0.26-0.99; Figure 1C). The AoI analysis of the
interest period at the end of the video (with the ball in its end
position) confirmed this: the dogs looked longer at the upper
end position AoI in the Hovering condition compared to the
Falling-down condition (t(14)= -4.69, p<0.001). Conversely,
dogs looked longer at the lower end position AoI in the
Falling-down condition than in the Hovering condition
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(t(14)= 5.13, p<0.001). However, there was no difference in
the dwell times for the respective ball end position AoIs
between the two conditions (t(14)=0.59, p=0.567).
LMM 01 revealed that dogs’ pupils were significantly
larger in the Falling-down condition compared to the
Hovering condition (χ2(1) = 8.03, p = 0.005; Figure 1D) in the
interest period after the ball moved over the gap. The other
predictor variables, order of condition (χ2(1) = 1.99, p =
0.159), age (χ2(1) = 3.22, p = 0.073), and mean visual angle
(χ2(1) = 0.38, p = 0.536), had no significant effect on the pupil
size following the test event.

Experiment 2: Occlusion
We hypothesized that the dogs would show increased arousal
in response to the Disappear test event (Figure 1B) compared
to the Re-appear event (Figure 1A) if they were sensitive to
the principles of occlusion (particularly with respect to the
size of the occluder in relation to the size of the occluded
object).
The dogs looked consistently on the screen while the video
was playing (proportion of on-screen dwell time:
Familiarization: median: 0.93, range: 0.24-0.98; Reappear:
median: 0.92, range: 0.80-0.97; Disappear: median: 0.94,
range: 0.89-0.98). Their on-screen dwell time did not differ
between the first and last familiarization trial (t(13)=1.23,
p=0.239). But they looked longer on the screen in the
Disappear condition than in the Reappear condition (t(13)=2.36, p=0.035).
The dogs followed the movement of the ball in all
conditions closely (Familiarization: median r²: 0.71, range:
0.12-0.86; Reappear: median r²: 0.69, range: 0.004-0.98;
Disappear: median r²: 0.71, range: 0.06-0.91). The AoI
analysis revealed that the dogs looked significantly longer at
the pole AoI in the interest period at the end of the video

Figure 3 Screenshots of the Contact condition (A) and No-contact condition (B). C. Time series plot showing the dogs’ mean
horizontal gaze coordinates (± se, black line and the dark grey shaded area around it; in px) across the familiarization trials and
in the test trials. The shaded yellow area shows the left and right boundaries of the launching ball. The shaded blue area shows
the left and right boundaries of the target ball. D. Time series plot showing dogs' pupil size (in arbitrary units and baseline
corrected. The orange and blue lines show the mean pupil size (± se, shaded area around the line) in the Contact and No-contact
condition. The dashed vertical line indicates the time point when the target ball started moving.

Experiment 3: Contact causality

range:0-0.84). The dogs looked significantly longer at the
launch ball end position AoI in the end interest period (when
balls did not move anymore) in the No-contact condition
compared to the Contact control condition (t(13)= -2.66, p=
0.020).
LMM 03 revealed that dogs’ pupils were significantly
larger in the No-contact condition compared to the Contact
control condition (χ2(1) = 5.14, p = 0.023; Figure 3D). The
other predictor variables, order of condition (χ2(1) = 0.08, p =
0.0.777), age (χ2(1) = 2.25, p = 0.134), and mean visual angle
(χ2(1) =1.47, p=0.225), had no significant effect on the pupil
size following the test event.

We hypothesized that the dogs would find the No-contact
condition more surprising than the Contact condition if they
were sensitive to the principles of contact causality.
Accordingly, we predicted that the dogs would show pupil
dilation in response to the No-contact test event compared to
the Contact condition.
The dogs looked consistently on the screen while the video
was playing (proportion of on-screen dwell time:
Familiarization: median: 0.92, range: 0.75-0.98; Contact:
median: 0.93, range: 0.88-0.97; No-contact: median: 0.93,
range: 0.85-0.99). Their on-screen dwell time did not differ
between the first and last familiarization trial (t(13)=0.66,
p=0.522) or between the two test conditions (t(13)=-0.79,
p=0.443). In the familiarization, dogs followed the rolling
ball closely (median r²: 0.87, range: 0.18-0.98; Figure 3C). In
the test trials, the dogs for the most part also followed the
movement of the launch ball in both conditions (Contact:
median r²: 0.73, range: 0.12-0.93; No-contact: median r²:
0.66, range: 0-0.91). When the target ball started moving
some dogs also looked back and forth between the balls,
which led to smaller r² values for the target ball (Contact:
median r²: 0.21, range: 0-0.96; No-contact: median r²: 0.54,

The dogs followed the animated balls closely with their gaze
throughout the three experiments. Our results indicate that
dogs’ pupils dilated in response to changing movement
trajectories, the sudden disappearance, and the balls’ sudden
motion onset and offset without any direct contact between
them. The dwell time data supported this pattern with longer
dwell times to the pole behind which the ball disappeared
(Experiment 2) and to the launching ball that stopped moving
without any contact with the target ball (Experiment 3). In
contrast, we found no evidence that the dogs had gravityrelated expectations about unsupported ball falling down
(Experiment 1).
In line with our results of Experiment 1, previous research
studies did not provide evidence for a clear gravity bias in
dogs, i.e. the tendency to look for a dropped object directly
underneath the place where they have seen it last (Osthaus et
al., 2003; Tecwyn & Buchsbaum, 2019). Nevertheless, it
would be interesting to explore in future eye-tracking
experiments whether dogs would show a pupil dilation
response if the gravity violation was shown for longer period

(when the ball was no longer visible) in the Disappearing
condition than in the Reappearing condition (t(13)=2.37,
p=0.034).
LMM 02 revealed that dogs’ pupils were significantly
larger in the Disappearing condition compared to the
Reappearing control condition (χ2(1) = 7.20, p = 0.007;
Figure 2D). The other predictor variables, order of condition
(χ2(1)=0.90, p=0.342), age (χ2(1)=0.61, p=0.436), and mean
visual angle (χ2(1) =1.29, p=0.255), had no significant effect
on the pupil size following the test event.
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Discussion

of time at the end of the demonstration (like in previous
comparative and developmental studies; e.g., Baillargeon et
al., 1992; Bird & Emery, 2010; Cacchione & Krist, 2004;
Murai et al., 2011). Additionally, the sudden change in
direction in the Falling-down control condition might have
led to a dishabituation. However, if the dogs had the
expectation of unsupported objects to fall down they should
have expected this sudden downward movement when the
ball moved over the gap.
Previous comparative research using violations of support
relations found that chimpanzees (Cacchione & Krist, 2004;
Murai et al., 2011) and Japanese macaques (Murai et al.,
2011) showed longer looking times when an object was
hovering in the air without any contact to a surface than when
it was in contact with a surface. However, the primates did
not distinguish between vertical contact (an unsupported
object placed against a vertical surface) and an object on top
of a horizontal surface (indicating support). Rooks, in
contrast, not only looked longer at pictures of hovering
objects without any contact with a surface but also when the
object only made contact with a surface without being
supported by the surface (Bird & Emery, 2010).
Dogs’ pupil dilation reaction to the Disappear condition in
Experiment 2 provides evidence that they were surprised by
the sudden disappearance of the ball behind the pole. We
observed this pupil dilation response even though the ball in
the familiarization trials also disappeared at the same location
(but in contrast to the test events behind a wider screen). This
finding fits to previous work using occlusion events. Dogs
reacted with increased smelling behavior when a food item
hidden inside a container was “magically” replaced by
different food item while out of sight (Bräuer & Call, 2011).
In other studies, dogs looked longer when the occluded object
changed its size or color while being occluded (Müller et al.,
2011; Pattison et al., 2013). In another VoE study, dogs who
had witnessed a toy or reward placed behind a screen looked
longer when the screen rotated as if no reward was present
behind it (Pattison et al., 2010). Together these studies
suggest that dogs remember some properties of the hidden
item and expect that the hidden object will constrain the
movements of the overlying screen. The current study
indicates that dogs might also consider the size of the
occluding object in relation the occluded object (similar to
previous findings with human infants, e.g. Luo &
Baillargeon, 2005).
Experiment 3 is to our knowledge the first investigation of
dogs’ expectations about contact causality. Previous research
has shown that human infants that were habituated to normal
launching events dishabituated when they were presented
with launching without contact events comparable to the Nocontact condition of the current study (Leslie, 1984). Future
studies should examine whether also temporal lags between
the contact event and the onset of the target motion can
induce a pupil dilation response in dogs.
Dwell time and the psychosensory pupil response are only
indirectly linked to cognitive abilities or mental states. And
they are unspecific indicators, i.e., many factors can lead to a
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similar dwell time or pupil size response (Mathôt, 2018).
Thus, other factors such as low-level perceptual aspects
might provide alternative explanations for the current
findings. For example, a sudden change in the movement
direction might explain the pupil dilation in response to the
falling ball in Experiment 1. A sudden stop of the moving
stimulus or a decrease in optical flow might explain the pupil
dilation in response to the disappearing ball in Experiment 2.
Follow-up studies will be needed to address such alternative
explanations by further matching experimental and control
conditions with respect to these perceptual aspects. The
Hovering (Experiment 1) and Reappear (Experiment 2)
conditions could be changed such that the ball stops moving
at the same horizontal position and time point as in the
Falling-down (Experiment 1) and Disappear (Experiment 2)
conditions. For instance, in the case of occlusion events, the
ball could be stopped right after passing the occluder instead
of continuing to move.
Furthermore, positive findings in looking time or
pupillometric studies do not necessarily translate into
successful performance in choice or search tasks, a lesson
learnt from both developmental and comparative research
(e.g., Hood et al., 2000; Santos & Hauser, 2002). Therefore,
our findings do not necessarily indicate that dogs would also
form their decisions based on an understanding of occlusion
events or contact causality. Indeed previous research with
search and choice tasks provide reasons to doubt that dogs
would adjust their search behavior accordingly (CollierBaker et al., 2004; Fiset & LeBlanc, 2007; Müller, Riemer,
Range, et al., 2014).
In summary, our findings are consistent with the notion that
dogs form implicit expectations based on certain physical
principles and show surprise if these are violated. This
appears to be the case for occlusion events and contact
causality. Our results also show limitations in that the dogs’
pupil size reaction did provide evidence for gravity-related
expectations, i.e. that they would expect unsupported objects
to fall down. However, follow-up studies will be needed to
rule out low-level perceptual cues as alternative explanations.
At a methodological level, our study highlights the potential
of pupillometry for the investigation of expectancy violations
in dogs.
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Abstract
This paper explores previous arguments that language
evolved not from animal communication, as naturally
assumed by most scholars, but instead out of animal
cognition. It is proposed here that additional support for this
argument comes from Cognitive Linguistics, an
interdisciplinary branch of linguistics. Cognitive Linguistics
mediates communication and cognition but, as with Cognitive
Discourse Analysis, studies language use in terms of what it
demonstrates about underlying cognitive processes and
concepts. The paper demonstrates key examples of animal
cognition’s links to language, with Cognitive Linguistics
support, as well as the approach’s application to animal
cognition in terms of domain-general symbolism, beyond
verbal language. However, because communication remains a
major function of language, the communicative aspect ought
to be maintained in the explanation of language evolution.
Keywords: animal cognition; animal communication;
Cognitive Linguistics; language evolution; symbols.

Evolution of Language
A paper discussing language, such as this one, will ideally
first stipulate what is meant by the term language, given
there is actually no agreed-upon definition (Bolhuis et al.,
2014). Instead, many authors freely focus on various
characteristics of language: e.g. the language modalities,
syntax (e.g. Chomsky, 1968), communicative intentionality
(Halliday, 1975), or Saussure’s (1966) arbitrariness. This
refers to how a linguistic form like the sound of a word
bears no direct relation to its associated meaning. The lack
of a unified definition of language is the subject of the first
author’s ongoing research. This paper, though, seeks to
involve a broad range of perspectives on language when
exploring how Cognitive Linguistics may support an animal
cognition origin of language.
When seeking to describe the evolutionary history of
language, at least some degree of comparative study across
species is inevitable. Yet, while some scholars (e.g.
Chomsky, 2005) are content to accept a distinct qualitative
divide between humans and other species regarding
language capacity, others favour a continuum (e.g.
Bickerton, 1990). This is in line with Darwinian theory
(1885) of there being a difference in degree rather than in
kind between species in evolution. A continuum perspective
often leads to exploring comparisons and shared features
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between recognised languages and animal communication.
Linguist Hockett’s work on language design features is a
famous example of this (1959; 1960). Hockett advanced a
theoretical list of initially thirteen features that were
considered unique to language as compared with
communication, specifically animal communication. These
features included, for example, displacement, and duality of
patterning where abstract sounds can become words and
words then become sentences.
A clear reason for this particular comparison between
animal communication and language is the strong
communicative function of language within human usage
(e.g. Halliday, 1975). Many argue for a communicative
origin of language, including Hauser (1997) and Pinker and
Jackendoff (2005), who suggest that the human mapping of
vocal sounds and meaning rests on the need for conveying a
meaning from one person to another.
Communicative efficiency seems to be universal too.
Statistical linguistic laws for communicative efficiency,
which apply to the world’s recognised languages, have been
found to be applicable to the communication of other
species. According to Menzerath’s (1954) law, the larger the
size of a construct, like the number of syllables (sound
units) in an utterance, the smaller the size of the individual
parts, like the syllables themselves. This is exhibited in
gelada vocalisations, where longer vocal sequences
produced by adult males were associated with shorter
individual calls (Gustison et al., 2016). Zipf’s (1935; 1949)
law of brevity accounts for frequently used words that tend
to be shorter, which has been found in vocalisation across
species and even chimpanzee gestural communication
(Heesen et al., 2019). Both laws are linked to compression,
‘the information theoretic principle of minimizing code
length’ for energy efficiency, as well as linguistic economy,
as in formalist Chomsky’s Minimalist Program (1995).
Thus, it stands to reason that language ought to relate
naturally to animal communication. However, another
approach is to explore animal cognition. Animal cognition
findings are not only increasingly complex, allowing for
greater accessibility into the minds of other species, but
these findings show important relationships to cognition that
supports language in humans, as will be explored in this
article.

Of particular note, this paper focuses on the independent
proposals by Ulbaek (1998) and Fitch (2019) that language
may have evolved from animal cognition instead of animal
communication. These proposals are explored first, before
demonstrating how animal cognition may tie in to some
fundamental aspects and features of language, particularly
through the theoretical scope of Cognitive Linguistics. Yet,
the paper ends by noting the enduring prominence of the
communicative function of language, certainly for humans,
and how, in Cognitive Linguistics, communication is
strongly
interlinked
with
cognition.
Therefore,
communication should not be ignored in favour of
investigating language’s evolution via animal cognition
alone.

Animal Cognition’s Evolution to Language
Cognition’s Links to Language
The investigation of ties between cognition and language
has a long and varied tradition. Following psychological
advances in behaviourism in the first part of the last century,
Skinner branched into language, with Verbal Behavior
(1957). Yet, formalist linguist Chomsky (1968) refuted
Skinner’s attempt to account for language in purely
behaviourist terms, and successfully demonstrated instead
that language is a cognitive faculty within the mind.
However, the cognitive basis of language arose
considerably earlier than this. Radick (2007) shows, in his
detailed historiography of the ‘animal language debate’,
how tightly interlinked cognition and language had come to
be thought of in the nineteenth century. This thinking
developed to the extent that because animals were
considered not to be cognitive at the time, they were also
thought simply not to be capable of language. The cognitive
underpinnings of language were taken up by influential
linguist, Saussure, who lectured in the early twentieth
century, and whose works were published posthumously
(1966). This cognitive aspect has also been adopted in the
branch of Cognitive Linguistics, which, amongst other foci,
investigates language’s links to domain-general cognition.
Thus the language-cognition relationship is wellestablished.
Moreover, language is not proposed by anyone as being
identical to communication. Therefore, comparing the
features of animal communication and language requires
careful attention and consideration (Graham et al., 2019).

Ulbaek and Fitch
Given the links between cognition and language, it is
reasonable to
move
beyond exploring
animal
communication as the sole precursor for language evolution.
Two modern authors have advanced this thinking further, to
propose that the story of language actually originates within
animal cognition instead.
Ulbaek (1998) proposed that ‘Language grew out of
cognitive systems already in existence and working: it
formed a communicative bridge between already-cognitive
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animals’, such as ‘calculation across symbolic tokens or
mental representations’ that can be ‘wholly in the mind’.
Ulbaek notes that other species have been shown to be
intelligent enough to use symbols, as in the non-human
primate language teaching experiments. For example,
chimpanzee Sarah was taught to use plastic symbols to
communicate and answer questions. One symbol stood for
‘colour of’, an inherently abstract and categorical concept.
Sarah had to grapple with this concept in order to be able to
respond meaningfully about referent objects, in terms of
both their colour and the colour relations between objects
(Premack and Premack, 1983).
Yet, almost converse to his argument, Ulbaek (1998)
holds that the primary function of language is to
communicate, unlike Fodor’s notion of a language of
thought (1975), in which language evolved as a cognitive
tool for the purpose of organising thought. Communication
is cooperative and there are serious costs to this, not just in
terms of neurological requirements, but also in terms of a
selfish need for fitness and the potential costs of sharing
information. As such, other species may have been
‘prevented’ from getting language. Conversely, cognition
and extracting information from the environment ‘can be
inherently selfish’ (Ulbaek, 1998) and so has distinct
evolutionary adaptive advantages. On the human side, this
information-sharing cost is outweighed by our learning
through cooperation, and reciprocal altruism, which only
requires monitoring of cheaters and scroungers. Thus,
Ulbaek claims these as special conditions for humans to
reach the stage of language in a communicative capacity.
It is important to note in response that, firstly, there are
vast differences between species, such as bonobos being far
more cooperative than chimpanzees (Hare et al., 2007), so
making such statements about all animals may need careful
consideration. Additionally, Ulbaek’s argument does not
consider any of the documented cases of animal cooperative
behaviour, including mutualism. This includes mutualism
between humans and wild animals, like dolphins helping
fishermen to hunt in Brazil and Myanmar (Gregg, 2013),
and the African Greater honeyguide birds, which regularly
lead human honey-hunters to bee colonies, so that the wax
and honey can be consumed respectively (Spottiswoode,
Begg, and Begg, 2016). What is more, this latter example
instantiates reciprocal and functionally meaningful
communication, with both the humans and the birds using
their own specific calls to recruit one another, distinct from
any other contexts or vocalisations. As a result, three
quarters of the hives found by the humans involved these
birds. Despite these points, however, Ulbaek’s basic
argument proposing a more cognitive link to language,
across species, is worth exploring.
Fitch (2019) also argues this point, though focusing more
on the mental mechanisms that language supports, than any
communicative function. Fitch notes that not only can other
animals know more than they can ‘say’, but though ‘a
defining feature of human language is its ability to flexibly
represent and recombine concepts’, not all such concepts are

expressed, even within recognised languages used by
humans. One example Fitch gives for other species is
honeybees, which have excellent colour vision and colour
memory for flowers visited, though their waggle dances
communicate only the spatial location and distance of the
flowers, without apparently expressing colour information.
Fitch argues additionally that animal communication
generally is limited in terms of content and form, but notes
that animal cognition is highly advanced, and that other
animals have concepts, which can be manipulated,
remembered, and represented. One such example is metacognition, as found in rats (Foote and Crystal, 2007). In a
duration-discrimination test, trials were divided into forced
and optional, with varying levels of difficulty across both
conditions, and context-dependent rewards offered: a large
reward for accurate performance, a small but guaranteed
reward for opting out of the test, and no reward for
inaccuracy. The results showed, for instance, in trials where
the rats could decline the test, and where the test was also
difficult, the rats opted out and gained a small reward,
suggesting they could determine uncertainty of their own
knowledge in relation to the task.

Animal Cognition Studies and Cognitive
Linguistics Support
Though there is slight variation between these two
perspectives of Ulbaek (1998) and Fitch (2019), both
proposals make a good case for exploring links to language
that go beyond animal communication. It is proposed here
that a particular branch of linguistics, developed since the
1970s, Cognitive Linguistics, can add still further support to
the proposal that animal cognition holds the key to the
origin of language. This interdisciplinary linguistics
movement centres on studying not just language structure,
but also language’s meaning and symbolic quality – holding
for grammar (structure) as much as for the lexicon
(vocabulary), as well as the communicative use of language,
and most importantly emphasising the relation of language
to domain-general cognition. In fact, newly systematised
methodology, Cognitive Discourse Analysis (Tenbrink,
2020) investigates linguistic patterns to better understand
underlying human concepts and cognitive processes.
Cognitive Linguistics’ very name points to the cognitive
nature of language. Furthermore, its two key commitments
(Lakoff, 1990) are cognitively related also. The
‘Generalisation Commitment’ characterises general
structural principles across all of language, rather than the
existence of distinct mental modules like syntax separate to
phonology, as Chomsky (2005) maintains. The ‘Cognitive
Commitment’ uses information from other cognitive
sciences to understand these general principles of language.
As such, this branch of linguistics highlights the focus on
the language-cognition relationship, and provides theories
and methodologies that could be applied to other species’
cognition for comparison. This section concerns both
general and social cognition, as follows.
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From a general cognition standpoint, cognitive scientist
Tomasello (2003) considers the cognitive function of
pattern-finding to be one of the prerequisite skills for
‘understanding...the symbolic dimensions of linguistic
communication’. It is key to be able to categorise, for
instance, communicative sounds into meaningful segments.
This general cognitive function is found in many other
species. Seven-Spot Archerfish, with no evolutionary need
to do so, can recognise human faces (Newport et al., 2016).
Newborn ducklings can acquire the abstract relations of
same and different through experimental manipulation of
their natural imprinting, in terms of shape and colour
(Martinho and Kacelnik, 2016). Pigeons learned to sort over
a hundred photographs of objects – novel and familiar – into
sixteen human language categories (Wasserman, Brooks,
and McMurray, 2015). Meanwhile, various species of tits
avoided dummy sparrowhawks, even when dismantled and
rearranged, apparently based on the predator’s presence and
key features, rather than their mutual spatial arrangement
(Nováková, Veselý, and Fuchs, 2017).
A second key example of cognitive links to language, one
shared by Cognitive Linguistics, is vocal learning as
opposed to accounts of acquiring language or other
communicative systems innately. For instance, vocal
learning in mice (Arriaga, Zhou, and Jarvis, 2012), and the
Egyptian fruit bat (Prat, Taub, and Yovel, 2015), point to a
more tabula rasa and cognitive plasticity approach. This
learning approach is adopted in Cognitive Linguistics for a
usage-based account of language, in which linguistic
structure arises from patterns of usage (Geeraerts and
Cuyckens, 2010).
In terms of social cognition, there are also strong potential
links to the origin of language (e.g. Fitch, Huber, and
Bugnyar, 2010; Seyfarth and Cheney, 2014). Cognitive
Linguistics, given its focus on language use and meaning, as
well as language structure and general cognition, further
supports these. Tomasello (2003) has argued that the triadic
behaviour of joint attention is a necessary prerequisite for
language development, on account of its connection to the
reading of communicative intent. In terms of establishing a
joint attentional frame with a conspecific, or heterospecific,
a growing number of other species have also been shown to
follow gaze or other body language cues, like the direction
of mobile ears or a human pointed finger, to attend to
another’s focus of attention. This includes elephants (Smet
and Byrne, 2013), penguins (Nawroth, Trincas, and Favaro,
2017), and ringtailed lemurs (Shepherd and Platt, 2008).
Cognitive Linguistics takes this up with, for instance, study
of demonstratives like English this and that, or Japanese
sono, kono, and ano, and the argument that they form a
unique class of linguistic expressions with a fundamental
joint focus of attention function within language (Diessel,
2006).
But can other species engage in the next stage of
complexity, that of role reversal imitation, ‘to acquire
symbolic conventions first used toward them in’ joint
attentional frames (Tomasello, 2003), as with children’s

holophrases? This could be involved in an animal
alternating its gaze between another animal and the focus of
attention, as kangaroos have just been discovered to do so
with human experimenters, during an unsolvable task
(McElligott, O’Keeffe, and Green, 2020). Alternatively
human-reared dogs exhibited this during the experiment
where they were presented with an impossible task of
opening a locked box with food inside, and almost
immediately resorted to alternating their gaze between the
human and the box, in comparison to their wolf counterparts
(Miklósi et al., 2003). Another instance might be coral trout
and grouper fish regularly pointing out prey hiding in
crevices to other local predators, moray eels and wrasse,
with vertical distinct headshakes, and even using a
horizontal ‘shimmy’ to recruit these other predators for help
with hunting (Vail, Manica, and Bshary, 2013). This stage
of role reversal imitation links general and social cognition,
but also links to the symbolic thesis. This is one of the
central tenets of Cognitive Linguistics, as will be explored
in the next section in more detail.

Symbolic Cognition
Used communicatively within natural languages,
conventional arbitrary form-meaning pairings, or symbolic
assemblies as they are known in Cognitive Linguistics
(Evans, 2007), are conceptual representations of perceptual
information, which can be expressed through numerous
modalities as language. This symbolic function, along with
the interactive function of language, are central to Cognitive
Linguistic theory, even to the extent of a symbolic thesis, in
which form is paired with meaning for grammatical units
and not just vocabulary.
Symbols are widely acknowledged as a criterion for
language (Barón Birchenall, 2016; Deacon, 1997; Hockett,
1960; Saussure, 1966; Tomasello, 2003). However, symbols
are approached with differing interpretations by the various
scholars who propose them. Planer (2021), for example,
posits that symbols are conventional signs that are not
dependent on spatio-temporal coincidence with referents.
Thus, discussing vervet monkeys, Queiroz and Ribeiro
(2002) state that ‘If the alarm call operates in a sign-specific
way in the absence of an external referent,’ as with
experimental playbacks, ‘then it is a symbol of a specific
predator class’, a category of predators rather than a specific
individual in the vicinity. Given there is no actual referent at
the time of the conventional signal; this could be argued as
constituting symbolic communication and so also symbolic
cognition.
Taking the generalised Cognitive Linguistics view of
symbols as form-meaning pairings, and with their cognitive
basis established, it is interesting to find possible symbolic
reference used amongst the communication of other species.
Gunnison’s prairie dog alarm calls, for instance, encode
information like colour and shape labels for their different
predators, each predator in turn stimulating their own
individual alarm calls (Slobodchikoff, Paseka, and Verdolin,
2009). This range of calls, including at least four predator
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labels (Kiriazis and Slobodchikoff, 2006; Slobodchikoff and
Placer, 2006), seems to exemplify a symbolic unit, given
that reference to colour is arbitrary in any vocal-auditory
communication, unless a species has some cross-domain
perception of colour; this has not arisen from previous study
of this genus (Cain and Carlson, 1968).
More recently, twenty-three horses of various ages and
breeds were trained, in two weeks, to approach and touch
symbol boards, before choosing freely between a ‘no
change’ symbol and the symbol for either ‘blanket on’ or
‘blanket off’, depending on whether the horses already wore
blankets (Mejdell et al., 2016). Results were significantly
weather dependent, showing equine understanding of the
symbols used by the experimenters, although it may have
made the results more robust if the horses were allowed free
choice from all three symbols at once.
Another more prominent example of animal symbolic
cognition relates to two of Cognitive Linguistics’ bedrock
propositions: the Cognitive Commitment, reflecting ‘general
cognitive principles rather than cognitive principles that are
specific to language’ (Evans, 2007), as well as the formmeaning pairings. Currently in Cognitive Linguistics texts,
the form-meaning pairing refers only to linguistic,
communicated expressions; even a study of conceptual
metaphor as a cognitive principle utilises linguistic
examples, like ‘“She’s a block of ice”’ for the ‘affection is
warmth’ metaphor (Lakoff and Johnson, 2003). However, in
order to substantiate the Cognitive Commitment, an
understanding and expression of symbols in non-linguistic
non-communicative contexts should be considered too.
Examples of a generalised symbolic unit, as defined
earlier, might include the offering of collected objects to a
potential mate by the male gift-giving spider, nearly three
quarters of their food ‘gifts’ being empty and ‘worthless’
(Pandulli-Alonso, Quaglia, and Albo, 2017). Given the lack
of function of these ‘gifts’, and the cost-benefit analysis that
animal behaviour is regularly subjected to (Ha, 2010), is this
a symbolic ‘gesture’, in a similar way to a man buying a
woman flowers? Whether these objects are offered
intentionally, or as part of evolved adaptation, like
representing the individual’s ability to forage, the objects
still form part of a social convention within the species and
are otherwise useless for the animals, so constitute a natural
form-meaning pairing.
Elsewhere, wild chimpanzees have been found to create
stone accumulation sites at trees in a very similar form to
human cairns at sacred trees in the same area of West Africa
(Kühl et al., 2016). As a result of cultural transmission, the
primates throw rocks at the trees and their cavities, as well
as hitting the trees with the stones, in seemingly ritualistic
display behaviour, with no apparent caching of food. The
study authors suggest a symbolic element to this behaviour.
Also amongst chimpanzees is a much sweeter behaviour:
female juveniles carry sticks ‘in a manner suggestive of
rudimentary doll play’, carrying them for up to four hours
during rest, movement, and feeding times (Kahlenberg and
Wrangham, 2010). This behaviour has no obvious function

and has not been reported in other chimpanzee studies,
suggesting it is a learned behaviour in this particular troop,
while it could also be analysed in terms of a discussion of
the relationship between symbolic play and language
development (Orr and Geva, 2015; Mitchell, 1997).
Importantly, there is also neuroscientific support for this
reasoning about non-linguistic symbolism. Functional MRI
study discusses how the anterior and posterior perisylvian
areas of the human brain may function as a modalityindependent system linking meaning with symbols ‘whether
these are words, gestures, images, sounds, or objects’ (Xu et
al., 2009). Thus symbolic cognition is a serious prerequisite
for language, which can be witnessed across multiple
different animal species.
Therefore, all such cognition studies – general, social, and
symbolic – seem to support the notion of studying animal
cognition for the evolutionary origin of language, and how
Cognitive Linguistics supports this viewpoint, as well as
showing how animal study can reciprocally inform
linguistics.

Complex Animal Communication
Cognition, though, is not the whole story of language. In
fact, the functional aspect of cognition’s relationship with
language contributes to a serious dichotomy within
linguistics: those who hold that language has developed for
the purpose of structuring thought (Chomsky, 2005; Fodor,
1975; Kolodny and Edelman, 2018; Reboul, 2015), or for
the purpose of communication of thought (Bickerton, 2007;
Evans, 2015; Hurford, 2007; Scott-Phillips, 2015).
Cognitive Linguistics mediates both positions to a degree.
In Cognitive Linguistics, both the cognitive aspects of
language and its communicative capacity need to be
reconciled. For instance, there is a conventionality aspect, or
tacit social agreement, involved in symbolic reference
(Deacon, 1997). There is a proposed co-development of
theory of mind – the understanding of other’s minds – with
language (Malle, 2002). Negotiating common ground, like
shared background knowledge between interactants is
important (Clark, 1996). Additionally, the social brain
hypothesis (Dunbar, 2009) proposes that complex social
lives have led to enlarged brains in at least mammals, due to
the extra cognitive processing involved in managing their
dynamic social relationships. All of these indicate that the
communicative capacity needs to be considered just as
much as the more structural and cognitive sides of language.
In Cognitive Linguistics, it is thought that language is used
as a representation of thought or cognition primarily in
order to communicate, and that ‘language is the most
developed and complex mode of communication’
(Tenbrink, 2020). This is whether such usage involves
information exchange or interpersonal expressions of social
relations and personal attitudes: ‘transactional’ or
‘interactional’ views respectively (Brown and Yule, 1983).
Therefore, while investigating animal cognition could
yield highly worthwhile evidence for the origin of language,
and Cognitive Linguistics provides a useful framework in
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which to study this, it is also worth considering Hurford’s
(2014) point that humans may simply be the first species to
evolve language. Or, to put it slightly differently: perhaps
humans may simply have been the first species to make use
of language in a communicative capacity.
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Abstract
Species such as humans rely on their excellent visual abilities
to perceive and navigate the world. Dogs have co-habited with
humans for millennia, yet we know little about how they gather
and use visual information to guide decision-making. Across
five experiments, we presented pet dogs (N=49) with two
foods of unequal value in a 2-alternative choice task, and
measured whether dogs showed preferential gazing, and
whether visual attention patterns were associated with item
choice. Overall, dogs looked significantly longer at the
preferred (high value) food over the low value alternative.
There was also evidence of item-dependent predictive gaze—
dogs looked proportionally longer at the item they
subsequently chose. Surprisingly, dogs’ choice behavior was
only slightly above chance, despite visual discrimination.
These results suggest that dogs use visual information in the
environment to inform their choice behavior, but that other
factors may also contribute to their decision-making.
Keywords: Domestic dog; Visual attention; Preferential gaze;
2-alternative choice task; Preference test; Decision-making.

Introduction
Making choices about where to forage or hunt for food,
whether that is at a grocery store, in a grove of fruit trees, or
tracking a herd of prey animals, is critical to survival for
many species. Deciding where to allocate time and effort in
search of resources is highly dependent on being able to
effectively gather information from the environment
(Stephens, 2008). Primates are endowed with an excellent
visual system, and frequently rely on visual information from
their surroundings to guide their behavior and selectively
choose which objects to interact with. For instance, primates
visually assess item features (e.g., color, size) that signal item
value to the beholder (Lucas et al., 2003). As a result, visual
behavior in primates is also a good indicator of the
individual’s attention to the outside world and can help
predict how they will interact with items in the environment
(Santos & Hauser, 1999; Teichroeb & Chapman, 2014).
A particularly valuable measure of visual attention in
primates is preferential gaze (for a review of animal visual
perception see Winters et al., 2015). This visual behavior
occurs when an individual allocates more visual attention to
one scene or item over alternatives. It provides a measure of
the individual’s relative interest in the items, and suggests
that they differentiate them based on visual features. In
primates, it has been used as a preference marker for the item
that is looked at longer, and is a predictor of item selection
(Jantathai et al., 2013; Smith & Krajbich, 2018). While
preferential gazing is well documented in primates, relatively
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little is known about how prevalent it is in domestic dogs, a
species that has coevolved with humans for millennia.
Domestic dogs inhabit a human built world designed for
human visual perception, but as dichromats that sense a
different color spectrum than humans, their visual abilities
are structurally different from those of primates (for a review
see Byosiere et al., 2018). Further, some would argue that as
a species dogs are better suited to interacting with the world
through olfaction as their primary sense, rather than through
vision (Horowitz, 2017; Horowitz & Franks, 2020).
Irrespective of this debate, the question remains, do dogs
glean useful decision-making information through visual
perception and do they display visual attention markers
similar to primates?
Previous investigations of dogs’ visual perception have
predominantly used photographs or screen-based methods
(e.g., touch screens), asking dogs to visually compare
representations of people, places, or things. Results show that
when using pictures of real-world objects, dogs differentiate
a wide range of stimuli, including animals (e.g., Range et al.,
2008), shape or size differences (Byosiere et al., 2017), can
categorize dogs from other species (Autier-Dérian et al.,
2013), and can discriminate human faces based on familiarity
(Huber et al., 2013; Mongillo et al., 2010) or emotional
valence (Müller et al., 2015; Nagasawa et al., 2011).
These studies demonstrate that dogs are able to selectively
allocate visual attention, however it is unclear whether the
findings from impoverished 2D images (with other sensory
information unavailable) generalize to a real-world
environment. In addition, previous work has not examined
whether dogs’ visual attention predicts their actions on realworld objects. Here we examine whether dogs engage in
preferential gazing in a real-world task and whether, as in
humans, their gaze predicts their choice behavior.
In the present study, we address this gap by integrating
looking and choice behavior measures in a simple 2alternative choice task (i.e., preference test) involving two
food items of unequal value. To identify patterns of visual
behavior that correlate with successful outcomes, we used
two variations of the task, one that dogs solved easily and one
where they were at (or very close to) chance at selecting the
high value food. By examining both gaze and choice
behavior, our study provides an important link between
visual attention and action in a real-world, interactive
context, extending the previous results observed with
preferential gaze at symbolic representation of items.

2
angle from the median, at dog’s head height) or on two 9-inch
blue plastic plates that were set on the floor ~0.9m apart (Fig.
1). Presenting both items simultaneously allowed the dogs to
freely examine their options prior to choice. In the Cups and
Jars and conditions, dogs watched as the high and low value
items were presented and placed one at a time, sequentially
in a counterbalanced order across trials. In the Cups
condition, the experimenter dropped each item into a blue
plastic cup. In the Jars condition, the experimenter showed a
clear plastic jar full of either high or low value items before
placing it to either the right or left. Sequential presentation
encouraged the dogs to attend to each of the items
individually before making a choice.

.

Fig. 1. Top view of testing environment for a) experiments
and b) baseline and experiments

Methods
We recruited pet dogs (N = 49) from the city of Toronto
(Male = 26; Mage = 57.9 mo, range = 6-151 mo) to participate
in-lab at the University of Toronto’s St George campus. An
additional five dogs were excluded from the final analysis for
failing to complete the study (n = 2), or due to experimenter
baiting error (n = 3). The dogs did not have prior experience
in the lab and we did not implement any breed or training
requirements for inclusion. Guardians volunteered their time
and were compensated for transportation to the lab. During
the study guardians remained in the room, sitting out of their
dog’s sightline while the task was run (Fig. 1).

Materials and Procedure
We randomly assigned dogs to a baseline condition (nBaseline
= 10) or one of four experimental conditions (nHands = 10;
nPlates = 8; nCups = 11; nJars = 10) of the 2-alternative choice
task. In the baseline, we presented dogs with a choice
between a white plate with a freeze-dried beef liver treat and
a plate with nothing, to confirm that dogs would indeed
consistently choose a location with a food item over an empty
location (rather than exhibiting random behavior) (Fig. 1).
To motivate a preference-based choice from the dogs in the
four experimental conditions, we selected two edible items of
comparable size but that differed substantially in color and
that were reasonably assumed to have unequal value1 to dogs.
The high value items were microwaved beef hotdog slices
and the low value items were dried giant white corn kernels.
With similarly sized items, we controlled for the possibility
that dogs made choices based on reward quantity, rather than
item preference. The four experimental conditions all
involved a choice between these items but presentation of the
items was varied systematically. In the conditions Hands and
Plates conditions, dogs watched the experimenter
simultaneously present a single high and low value item
either in the palms of her extended hands (arms at 45˚ lateral
1 Coding a subset of 40 dogs for warm-up responses showed that
only 16 out of 40 dogs tried to eat the corn on at least one
introduction, whereas all dogs ate the hotdogs.
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Warm-up and Item Introduction
After adjusting to the lab, dogs worked on leash with a trained
handler (Fig. 1). The experimenter sat on the floor facing the
dog and began each session with a simple warm-up game.
The experimenter drew the dog’s attention by saying “look”
and extending a treat at arms-length, then placed it on the
floor and verbally released the dog to approach and get the
treat. Dogs that hesitated were encouraged vocally by the
experimenter and the game was repeated until they
approached without signs of anxiety (typically 2-4 trials).
Dogs assigned to the four experimental conditions of the 2alternative choice task were next introduced to the novel food
items (corn kernel and hotdog slice) in the same manner as in
the warm-up. Two trials of each item were completed,
beginning with the high value item, and alternating between
high and low value. This gave dogs the opportunity to learn
the appearance and taste of the items prior to the choice task
and established that they preferred hotdogs over corn kernels.
2-Alternative Choice Test
Dogs assigned to the baseline condition proceeded
immediately to test trials following the warm-up. Dogs across
all conditions worked on leash throughout warm-ups and test
trials, beginning each trial facing the experimenter, and
recalled after each choice to reset at the start box (Fig. 1).
Both the handler and experimenter were trained to avoid
cueing the dog through gaze, gesture, or vocalization to
prevent influencing the dog’s behavior in the task. To
equalize human enhancement of the search locations, the
experimenter presented both hands before simultaneously
moving them laterally to the search locations and placing the
treat at one and nothing at the other. A brief pause of ~3
seconds occurred between baiting and verbal release for the
dog to freely observe the options. Upon making a choice, the
other option was removed from access to prevent exhaustive
searching. Locations were baited equally across trials, no
more than twice consecutively.
The structure of the experimental test trials was nearly
identical to the baseline condition, though a few changes
were necessitated for the sequential presentation of Cups and
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Jars, and also the incorporation of two items into the trial
demonstration. The order of showing high or low value item
first was counterbalanced for sequential presentation
conditions. Procedure timing and item location were
consistent across all conditions.

Data Scoring and Analysis
Dogs in all conditions completed 10 test trials of the 2alternative choice task variations and were live coded by the
experimenter for their approach and choice on each trial. Live
coded choice results were confirmed through video recoding
by a trained research assistant with 100% agreement. Choice
per trial was coded based on the dog’s first touch of the food
item or container (i.e., cup, plate, jar, or hand) made with their
muzzle or forepaw. Correct choices were scored as one,
defined as touching the high value first (or in the case of
baseline, the plate with the treat) and incorrect choices as
zero, defined as touching the low value (or empty plate) first.
Choices were summed across trials per dog, generating a
possible score out of 10.
We examined overall choice performance across all five
conditions combined using a t-test (two-tailed, α = .05), to
determine if dogs as a group were significantly above chance
at choosing the high value item. Subsequent t tests looked at
baseline and experimental conditions separately to determine
the effect of choosing between two items (versus one item
and an empty search location) on successful choice.
Gaze Coding
We video recorded dogs’ gazing behavior during test from
two camera angles. Videos were coded post-data collection
for visual fixations by a trained coder using BORIS event
logging software (Friard & Gamba, 2016) and using an
ethogram that defined visual areas of interest (AOIs) in the
test environment (see OSF for full coding scheme and
ethogram). Visual fixations on the AOIs were coded using the
frame-by-frame function in BORIS (viewed at 60fps). Five
AOIs were coded (three social2 and the two food items) as
part of a broader study, but herein we will focus on the
fixations to the high and low value food items that
corresponded to our hypotheses about dog visual attention in
a choice task. Fixations were identified from head orientation
and visible eye movements (including muscles around the
eyes, i.e., AU101/eyebrows). Visual fixation onset to the AOI
was coded when the dog’s head and/or eyes were oriented
towards the AOI, and offset immediately from when the
head/eyes shifted away, generating a duration in seconds.
Test trials were divided into two temporal phases: (1)
observation phase where the dogs watched the experimenter
present the items, and (2) approach phase where dogs walked
towards one of the choices. Fixations were coded throughout,
but only fixation data from the observation phase in which
dogs stood facing the experimenter while she showed and
2 Visual fixations on the i) experimenter’s face/torso, ii) the
experimenter’s empty hands (post baiting), and iii) look backs to the
owner or handler were coded as measures of social referencing.
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placed the items were used in the current analyses. This time
period prior to movement forward is when dogs were
evaluating the options and provided the relevant data for
analyzing visual information gathering patterns that
contribute to the choices. As dogs could look at each item
more than once during the observation phase of a trial (e.g.,
looking at the high value item, then the low value, then back
to the high value), the total duration of looking at the choice
items per trial was calculated by summing the looking time
at each item and combining the individual item durations for
a total duration per item per trial. A proportion of looking
time at the high versus the low value item per trial was then
calculated, and proportional values are used throughout the
analyses here. These looking time measures in conjunction
with dogs’ behavioral responses from each trial of the choice
task allowed us to investigate the link between looking and
acting in the real world. We focused on two aspects of visual
attention: 1) preferential gazing, and 2) gaze-choice
associations. They are similar measures of visual behavior,
but distinct in that preferential gazing compares relative
looking time between targets at a detection level, whereas
gaze-choice associations (or predictive gaze) investigates the
correlation between relative gaze duration at an item and item
choice. By examining these two facets we aim to understand
how dogs use visual information in the context of item
evaluation and choice behavior.
Gaze Analysis
To explore gaze patterns in dogs, we used two series of linear
mixed effects models, one testing preferential gaze at the high
value item, and the other testing the predictive effect of gaze
associated with choice. Both series of models included
random intercepts per dog and trials nested within dog. To
test for evidence of preferential gaze at the high value item,
the linear mixed model included centered proportion of
looking duration (s) as the dependent variable and
Experiment as a predictor. The second model series tested the
association between gaze and choice and used proportion of
looking duration as the dependent variable with Response (a
binary factor variable coded as choose high or choose low)
and Experiment as predictors. Data across all five conditions
was combined for initial analyses of gaze time against
chance, then baseline and experimental conditions tasks were
analyzed separately to take a closer look at the effect of
experimental condition on gaze behavior. Trials on which
dogs did not look at either of the items (i.e., looked only at
the experimenter) were excluded. All statistical tests were run
in R (version 4.0.3; R Development Core Team, 2020) using
the glmer and lmer functions of lme4 package (version 1.126). All data and analysis scripts are available on OSF.
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suggesting that dogs did not increase their selection of high
value items over the 10 trials.

Results & Discussion
Two-alternative Choice Task Performance

Preferential Gaze & Gaze-Choice Associations

We looked at overall performance choosing the high value
item in the baseline and experimental conditions separately.
Dogs in the baseline condition chose the high value item
significantly above chance, (Mcorrect = 8.3, 95% CI [7.04,
9.56]), t(9) = 5.91, p < .001. Dogs in the experimental
conditions were also significantly above chance on this task,
(Mcorrect = 5.87, 95% CI [5.43, 6.31]), t(38) = 4.00, p < .001,
albeit at a significantly lower rate than dogs in the baseline
condition, F(1,47) = 22.4, p < .001 (Fig. 2B). Post-hoc
analyses with Tukey correction showed no significant
difference between the means of the experimental groups, ts
< 1.07, .712 < ps ≤ .997 (Fig. 2D).
These results suggest that dogs were somewhat successful
at choosing the high value alternative in variations of the 2alternative choice task, but also that they were succeeding at
a higher rate when detecting one item than they were at
differentiating two items of unequal value. Interestingly,
across experimental conditions, we did not observe evidence
of increased accuracy selecting the high value food over
trials, B = -0.001, S.E. = 0.012, t(339.68) = 0.04, p = .970,

Proportional looking time

C

Mean Correct ± 95% CI

B

D
Mean Correct ± 95% CI

Proportional looking time

A

We examined the proportion of time on each trial that dogs
looked at the high and low value items to explore preferential
gaze at inanimate objects in dogs—i.e., whether they looked
relatively longer at an item they prefer over a non-preferred.
Overall, across all five conditions, dogs gazed longer at the
high value item than expected by chance, B = 0.07, SE =
0.02, t(47.75) = 4.36, p < .001. Omnibus ANOVA analyses
indicated a significant difference in looking behavior across
conditions, F(4, 43.69) = 4.08, p = .007 (Fig. 2C). To unpack
the results, we performed post-hoc analyses with Tukey
correction for multiple testing. Results of post-hoc analyses
revealed that preferential gazing was more pronounced in the
baseline compared to Cups and Jars experimental conditions,
baseline vs. cups: t(42.5) = 3.35, p = .014, baseline vs. jars:
t(42.8) = 3.64, p =.006, whereas experimental conditions
were not significantly different from each other, 0.11 < ts <
1.44, ps > .607.
We next analyzed baseline and experimental conditions
separately. In the baseline condition, dogs looked
proportionally longer at the high value item over the empty

Fig. 2: A) Proportion of looking time at the high value item in baseline and combined experimental conditions.
The median is represented by the solid horizontal line, the mean by the square, and the box indicates the data between
upper and lower quartiles. Chance-level in all panels is indicated by the horizontal dashed line. B) Average correct
response in baseline and combined experiments. Dots on bar graphs represent individual dogs’ summed scores over
10 trials. C) Proportion of gaze at the high value item in separated baseline and experimental conditions. D) Average
correct response in separated baseline and experimental conditions.
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0.05, t(468)= 6.43, p <.001, with a trend in the same direction
in Cups (p = .054), Plates (p = .10), and Jars (p = .11).
Overall, the association of looking time and item selection
we observed in these experiments suggests that dogs may
indeed be using visual information to make decisions in a 2alternative choice task, and that visual attention correlated
with choice.

General Discussion

Fig. 3: Proportional looking time at high versus
low value items in separate experiments. Estimated
means of proportional looking time with 95% CIs.
plate, B = 0.16, SE = 0.03, t(41.51) = 5.46, p < .001. Across
the four experimental conditions, dogs showed a similar
pattern of preferential gazing, looking proportionally longer
at the high value over the low value item, B = 0.04, SE =
0.02, t(37.76) = 2.81, p = .008 (Fig. 2A).
Taken together, these results suggest that dogs identify
items that they prefer based on visual features, as dogs gazed
proportionally longer at the high value item across all
conditions. It also confirms that dogs attend to inanimate
objects differentially in a real-world environment, in the
context of a 2-alternative choice task, something that has
been assumed in previous studies. While dogs gazed longer
at the high-value item, their attention was more divided when
two choice items were present (experimental conditions),
than when only one option was available (baseline condition).
We applied a second series of linear mixed models to
investigate gaze-choice associations—i.e., whether dogs look
relatively longer at an item they subsequently select. Overall,
gazing proportionally longer at an item correlated with
choosing that item regardless of the item’s value, B = 0.21,
SE = 0.02, t(476.99)= 8.88, p < .001, which suggests that
dogs allocate more visual attention to items that they
subsequently choose. We looked at experimental conditions
without baseline and found the same association of longer
looking at the chosen item, B = 0.14, SE = 0.02, t(366.59) =
5.96, p < .001. While there was an overall relationship
between gaze proportion and choice, F(4, 462.45) = 113.27,
p < .001, the choice-looking time associations varied
significantly by condition (Fig. 3), Condition X Choice
interaction: F(4, 462.45) = 19.52, p < .001. In particular, in
the baseline condition there was a significant association
between choice and looking time, B = 0.67, SE = 0.06,
t(461)= 10.46, p <.001, as well as in Hands, B = 0.33, SE =
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In a series of five, 2-alternative choice experiments that were
coded for visual attention to food items of unequal value, we
explored dogs’ preferential gaze and gaze-choice
associations to understand how they gather visual
information to solve a simple task. When presented with a
choice between a high value and a low value food item, dogs
gazed relatively longer at the preferred (high value) item than
at the non-preferred item, which is similar to patterns of
human visual behavior when confronted with a analogous
choice (Krajbich et al., 2010). In addition to preferential gaze,
dogs demonstrated a gaze-choice association, selecting the
item that they looked at proportionally longer, regardless of
the item’s value. Interestingly, while these findings about
visual behavior suggest that dogs visually distinguish items,
and may be able to use visual information to guide their
choice behavior, their success at consistently picking the high
over the low value item, while significantly above chance,
was somewhat underwhelming. While dogs in the baseline
condition chose the baited location over the empty location
87% of the time, dogs in the experimental conditions chose
the preferred item over the non-preferred item approximately
59% of the time, regardless of how the items were displayed.
Interestingly, this too is consistent with dogs’ gaze
behavior—while dogs gazed proportionally longer at the high
value item, they displayed more divided visual attention in
the experimental conditions, where two items were present,
than in the baseline condition with just one item.
One possible explanation for why we see a lower rate of
high value choices in the experimental conditions may be
attributed to executive function. Previous research using
simple detour and choice tasks has suggested that dogs vary
in their ability to exercise inhibitory control, and that
individuals may show different levels of competence
depending on the problem solving situation (Bray et al.,
2014). In our task, dogs may have anticipated where to search
for the high value item and been unable to inhibit that action
plan after observing the actual location of the items. This may
also have been supported by a win-stay-lose-shift strategy,
which would have prompted dogs to avoid a location based
on failing to find the reward there on the immediately
preceding trial. In fact, recent results have suggested that in
some choice situations dog may default to just such a strategy
(Byrne et al., 2020). Similarly, dogs may have identified the
high value item, but nonetheless been distracted by the
presence of the alternative low value choice.
Together, this could mean that while dogs visually
perceived the difference between the choices, they may not
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have been able to update their approach/avoidance motor
plan to incorporate new visual information about item
locations. This may also be a potential explanation
underlying the lack of improvement over trials in
experimental conditions; while able to discriminate the items,
choice strategy would have been limited by executive control.
Another possible explanation for dogs’ relative difficulty
in the experimental conditions could be that dogs did not
visually attend to both items on every trial. Dogs may have
fixated on one of the items and neglected to evaluate the
other, either entirely, or for long enough to identify it. While
this may be optimal if dogs noticed the high value item first,
if they looked at the low value item first, dogs would have
been required to reason by exclusion, and avoid the item they
had fixated on in favor of approaching the unobserved option
on the assumption that it was the higher value alternative. It
is possible that a minimum duration threshold along with
visual assessment of all options is a key for dogs to correctly
discriminate the options and make successful choices.
Examining the number and duration of gazes to each item is
a fruitful direction for future work.
One concern might be that dogs in our task are making
olfactory rather than visual choices. Even though dogs have
excellent olfactory abilities, results from pet dogs suggest that
they may not necessarily integrate olfactory information in 2alternative choice contexts. For instance, in an olfactory
quantity discrimination task, pet dogs did not appear to
differentiate large from small amounts of food based on scent
(Horowitz et al., 2013), though they succeeded at visual
versions of the task (Prato-Previde et al., 2008; Ward &
Smuts, 2007). Similarly, when tasked with finding a baited
pot in a 3-alternative choice task at distances of one or three
meters, dogs exhibited a win-stay-lose-shift strategy or
random choices, suggesting that they were not using odor
cues (Polgár et al., 2015). Ultimately, we think it unlikely that
dogs in the current study used olfactory information to solve
the task. It is reasonable to conclude that dogs were relying
on visual information in this set of tasks, and the addition of
the low value item presented additional discrimination
challenges in experimental conditions not present in the
baseline.
Another aspect of looking behavior in choice tasks that
could be examined in future studies is whether social
referencing to humans is correlated with choice of high or
low value items. Some research has suggested that dogs are
more likely to socially reference humans when they are
uncertain or seeking help (Merola et al., 2012), though there
is debate about the function of the behavior as a problem
solving strategy, and whether it is an artifact of training,
socialization, or the individual’s persistence (Lazzaroni et al.,
2020). Observing patterns of looking at humans when dogs
are presented with multiple choice options may provide more
insight into their problem-solving strategies.
The results of our work on dog gaze behavior indicate that
dogs, like primates, can use visual information to solve
visually-based choice tasks. Future exploration in this area
should undertake to determine how gaze-choice associations
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in dogs may be subject stimulus salience and reward value,
factors that appear to influence human attention and behavior
(Blanco & Sloutsky, 2020).
These findings underscore the importance of collecting
multiple behavior measures from nonhumans. On the surface,
looking only at choice results would suggest that dogs either
do not have a strong preference between hotdogs and corn
kernels or that they are barely able to distinguish the items.
By examining looking behavior, we can determine that these
low-level explanations are unlikely to be the cause of their
mediocre performance, and therefore other features of the
task or executive function may be impacting their behavior.
Dogs are undoubtedly gifted when it comes to scent
detection, but we also believe that there is a great deal of
information that they perceive visually, and hope that future
studies will undertake to uncover more about how dogs
visually make sense of the world.
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Abstract
The Go/No-Go paradigm is being used in various clinical
applications frequently. Besides, the sequential sampling
models have achieved much attention for modeling the
underlying processes of decision making. One of the most
successful sequential sampling models that is used also for
modeling the Go/No-Go paradigm is the drift diffusion model
(DDM). The major assumption of the drift diffusion model is
that the process of information accumulation is terminated by
reaching the boundaries. But this assumption has been argued
during the last years and some studies have confirmed that the
accumulation process continues after making a decision (i.e.
accumulator reaches the boundaries). The main constraint of
the drift diffusion model for modeling the Go/No-Go paradigm
is that it can not capture the ongoing information accumulation
after making a decision. This is important in the Go/No-Go
paradigm because when the participants decide to no-go they
should wait until finishing the trial and it is a good time for
continuing the information accumulation. In this paper, we are
going to develop a variation of the drift diffusion model which
is able to capture continuing the information accumulation
after making a no-go decision. The developed model is based
on substituting the lower boundary with a reflecting boundary.
This paper aims to introduce an alternative model for Go/NoGo paradigm and after presenting a theoretical discussion on
the model behavior, mean first passage time, and the first
passage time distribution of the model, it is compared with the
previous DDM model.
Keywords: Sequential Sampling Models; Go/No-Go Task;
Reflecting Boundary; Drift Diffusion Model;

Introduction
There are many experiments in the clinical setup which are
based on Go/No-Go paradigm such as continues performance
task (Karalunas et al., 2018). The main difference of the
Go/No-Go paradigm with the 2-alternative forced-choice
paradigm (2-AFCP) is that in the 2-AFCP the participants
should do an action for both decisions (press a button for
each decision) but in the Go/No-Go paradigm the participants
should just do an action for the go decision and for the no-go
decision they should do nothing (Gomez, Ratcliff, & Perea,
2007). Therefore this paradigm provides a good framework
for diagnosing and rehabilitating impulsive behaviors, selfcontrol, and inhibitory control (Huang-Pollock et al., 2017).
Despite these clinical applications, the Go/No-Go paradigm
can not provide detailed information about the response time
distribution of No-Go decisions (Ratcliff, Huang-Pollock, &
McKoon, 2018). Thus, the main measurements of the Go/NoGo paradigm are the go accuracy, no-go accuracy, and go
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reaction time (Nejati, Salehinejad, Nitsche, Najian, & Javadi,
2020).
On the other hand, the sequential sampling models can
shed light on the underlying processes of the decision making
and provide additional information about what happens in
the brain during making a decision (Ratcliff, Smith, Brown,
& McKoon, 2016). There are various sequential sampling
models that can capture different underlying processes. For
example race diffusion model (pure parallel processing),
leaky competing accumulator model (lateral inhibition)
(Usher & McClelland, 2001), and drift diffusion model
(forward inhibition) (Ratcliff et al., 2016). But all models
have the same basic assumption which is starting sampling
from a random starting point z and continue the information
accumulation with a constant rate v until reaching the
threshold of the decision a (i.e. 0 and a in the DDM) (Ratcliff
et al., 2016). DDM has been also used for modeling the
Go/No-Go paradigm. In 2007, a DDM model has been
introduced for the Go/No-Go tasks (Gomez et al., 2007).
In this model, the researchers estimate the parameters of
the Go/No-Go DDM model based on the performance of
participants on 2-choice tasks. But this framework is not
suitable for clinical applications because the participants
should complete both 2-choice and Go/No-Go tasks and it
takes time. It is so important because usually, the Go/NoGo paradigm is utilized for patients with some impulsive
behavior and also hyper activities. Thus, they can no
participate in many clinical experiments. So, a new DDM
framework has been introduced by Ratcliff et al. (2018)
which has the ability the estimating the parameters of the
DDM based on only the performance of the participants on
Go/No-Go tasks. There are several ways to model the Go/NoGo paradigm using DDM. The simplest one is considering
only one threshold for the model (single boundary) (Gomez
et al., 2007). In contrast, there are some other ideas
for modeling the Go/No-Go paradigm that includes two
thresholds in the DDM (i.e. the no-go threshold is implicit)
and the model assumes the decision maker waits until the next
trial by hitting the no-go threshold. In these two threshold
models, the assumption is that there is a go bias in the
response pattern of the participants and the DDM should
capture this go bias. For this purpose, three assumptions have
presented: a) Starting point bias should be located closer to
the go threshold, b) A constant value should be added to the

rate of accumulation for both go and no-go decisions which
cause an equal reduction in the no-go drift rate and increase in
go drift rate, and c) The reduction in the rate of accumulation
for no-go decision is greater than the increase for the rate
of accumulation for the go decision (Gomez et al., 2007;
Ratcliff et al., 2018). Additional to the mentioned patterns
which indicate the strategy of Go/No-Go is different from 2alternative forced choice, the non-decision time of these two
paradigms is different which is the result of the difference in
the execution time (Ratcliff et al., 2018).
Recently Evans, Dutilh, Wagenmakers, and van der Maas
(2020) have highlighted double responding phenomena as
a constraint of the sequential sampling models including
drift diffusion model. Based on this phenomenon, the
decision maker continues the sampling of information after
making a decision and may change his/her decision after
responding (Pleskac & Busemeyer, 2010; Rabbitt & Vyas,
1981). “Double responding” (Evans et al., 2020), “partial
error” (Burle, Spieser, Servant, & Hasbroucq, 2014), “error
correcting” (Rabbitt, 2002), and “change of mind” (Rabbitt
& Rodgers, 1977) are the keywords in the literature that
point to the same phenomenon which is continuing the
information accumulation process after making a decision.
This phenomenon is studied in 2-AFCP but it is reasonable
to explore it in the Go/No-Go paradigm. Because, in the
Go/No-Go paradigm, when the participants decide to nogo they should do nothing for a while, and during this
waiting time, the accumulation process is still alive and can
accumulate more information. So, it is time for changing the
decision. Thus there is enough evidence for motivating us
to develop a model for Go/No-Go paradigm based on this
phenomenon. In other words, the main motivation of this
research is developing a sequential sampling model for the
Go/No-Go paradigm that has the ability to capture double
responses.
The rest of this paper is organized in the following order:
in the Model section, first, the lack of previous Go/No-Go
DDMs are discussed, and then a new DDM based on using
a reflecting boundary for the no-go threshold is presented.
After that, the mathematical properties of the model and
the parameter estimation of the model are presented in this
section. In the last parts of this section, the behavior of the
model in the parameter space and parameter recovery of the
model are illustrated. The Behavioral Data Analysis section
contains the fitting results of the model on a behavioral data
set. In the next section, a discussion on the model is presented
and finally, in the last section, a conclusion is presented.

Model
From the computational point of view, the difference between
the Go/No-Go paradigm and 2AFCP is that no data is
recorded for the no-go decision and it is considered that if
the button is not pressed during a finite time interval, the
decision is no-go. The assumption of DDM for the nogo decision is that when the accumulator hits the lower
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boundary, the decision maker decides to no-go and the
information accumulation process is finished (Ratcliff et al.,
2018; Gomez et al., 2007). But the no-go decision can be the
result of making no decision. Moreover, the go decision can
be the result of a double responding process (i.e. first decide
to no-go and then decide to go). Thus, some processes are not
captured by the DDM models of Go/No-Go.
One of the missing cases is the one that the accumulator
does not reach the go or no-go thresholds, and the decision
maker does not make any decision during the time interval.
In this case, the response which is recorded is no-go but
the DDM model assumes all the processes of the no-go
decision are hit with the lower boundary. Therefore, the
model should capture alive processes at the end of the time
interval and consider them as the no-go response. The other
missing process that should be included in the model is
mind changing. When the decision maker decides to press
the button (go decision), by pressing the button, the trial
is finished and the stimulus disappears from the monitor.
In this case, if the decision maker wants to change his/her
decision, any data is not recorded and we can not model
this case without additional information. But in the case
of the no-go decision, the decision maker should wait until
the end of the time interval. Thus, there is enough time
to continue the accumulation process. By continuing the
accumulation process, three scenarios are possible. The first
one is sampling for the benefit of the no-go decision and
the decision of the decision maker does not change. The
second one is sampling towards the go decision and there is
enough time to reaching to the go threshold and the decision
maker changes his/her decision. So, in this case, a double
responding phenomenon has occurred but no data is recorded
for the first decision. The last scenario is sampling toward
the go threshold but there is not enough time for reaching the
go threshold and the time interval finishes before the second
decision. In this case, the recorded data is the no-go response
but the decision maker is not confident about his/her decision
(Pleskac & Busemeyer, 2010). The confidence index can
be used as a measure of how often the double responding
phenomenon is occurred in a Go/No-Go paradigm. Thus, it
could shed light on the underlying process of decision making
in a Go/No-Go paradigm.

Reflected boundary drift diffusion model
The traditional drift diffusion models have two absorbing
boundaries (i.e.
lower and upper threshold).
These
absorbing boundaries cause terminating the process when
the accumulator hits to one of these boundaries. The main
idea behind the developing reflected boundary drift diffusion
model (RBDDM) is substituting the lower absorbing
boundary with a reflecting boundary. The difference between
the absorbing boundary and the reflecting boundary is that
the process does not stop by hitting the reflecting boundary.
Thus if the formulation of the standard diffusion process is as

below:


X(0) = z,
√
X(t + ∆t) = X(t) + v∆t + e ∆t


stop, X(t) ≥ a or X(t) ≤ 0

e ∼ N (0, 1),

,

(1)

where e is the noise of accumulation, and the parameters
‘z’ is the starting point bias, v is the rate of information
accumulation, and a is the threshold of making a decision.
Additional to these three parameters, a parameter t0 should
be added to the model for non-decision time (i.e. encoding
and motor time). Based on the mentioned formulation for the
traditional DDM, the RBDDM can be formulated as below:


X(0) = z,

X(t + ∆t) = X(t) + v∆t + e√∆t e ∼ N (0, 1),
(2)

X(t) = 0, X(t) < 0,



stop, X(t) ≥ a or t = tend
where tend is the termination time of the trial and it is
considered as input of the model. So, the RBDDM has
four free parameters (v, a, z, t0 ) and one input parameter
(tend ). The reflecting boundary prevents from finishing the
process when the accumulator hits to it until termination
time. In other words, the reflecting boundary behaves like
a wall. Figure (1) gives a good intuition about the RBDDM.
Some sample paths of the main processes of the RBDDM is
illustrated in this figure. These processes include go decision
with and without double responding occurrence, and no-go
response with and without making no-go decision.

Figure 1: The graph of six sample paths of the various
processes that can be generated by the RBDDM. p1 :
the process of go response without double responding
phenomenon, p2 : the process of go response with a double
responding phenomenon, p3 : the process of no-go response
without making a decision and positive drift rate, p4 : the
process of no-go response after hitting to the no-go boundary
and reflecting, p5 : the process of no-go response without
making a decision and negative drift rate, p6 : the process of
the no-go response with no-go decision.

the previous models only generate the processes p1 and p6 ,
but the RBDDM not only generates them but also generates
some additional plausible processes such as p2, p3 , p4 ,
and p5 . Additionally, the RBDDM can also model the
aforementioned go bias using the staring point bias parameter.
On the other hand, the nature of using a reflecting boundary
for the no-go threshold and an absorbing boundary for the
go threshold makes a go bias. Because even the accumulator
starts accumulating from the lower boundary (z = 0) there
is a chance for reaching the upper boundary before the
termination time. This property of the RBDDM will discuss
in the next part more.

Mathematical properties
The aim of this part is to mention some mathematical
properties of RBDDM. The expected exit time from (0, a)
starting at 0 < z < a, is the first property which is mentioned.
T (z) denotes this mean first passage time of the process
starts for z, and it is the solution of the following differential
equation (Gardiner et al., 1985):
1
vT 0 (z) + T 00 (z) = −1,
2

(3)

with respect to the following boundary conditions:
T (a) = 0,

T 0 (0) = 0.

(4)

The solution of (3) subject to (4) is as follow:

1
1
a − z + (e−2va − e−2vz ) .
T (z) =
v
2v

(5)

Based on this solution, it is concluded that the mean first
passage timeof the process starting
 from the lower boundary
1
1
−2va
is T (0) = v a + 2v (e
− 1) , and if v > 0 then we can
conclude that T (0) > 0, which means there is a chance for
go response even z = 0. But in the DDM if z = 0, then there
is no chance for go response, so, it implies that the reflecting
boundary adds a go bias to the RBDDM. On the other hand,
by tending z to a (i.e. z −→ a), T (z) tends to zero.
The other important property of the RBDDM which should
be presented is the first passage time distribution of the
process. If the process starts from z, the probability that the
process be still alive after time t is denoted by G(z,t) and can
be obtained by (Gardiner et al., 1985; Grasman, Onno, et al.,
1999):
∂
∂
1 ∂2
G(z,t) = v G(z,t) +
G(z,t),
∂t
∂x
2 ∂z2
with the following initial condition,
(
1, 0 < z < a,
G(z, 0) =
0, o.w

,

(6)

(7)

and the following boundary conditions:
It is worth mentioning that the RBDDM could be
considered as a general form of the Go/No-Go DDM because
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G(a,t) = 0,

∂
G(x,t)|x=0 = 0.
∂x

(8)

So, by considering the survival probability distribution as
above, the cumulative first passage time distribution, F(t),
and first passage time density function, f (t), can be obtained
easily by:

Endres, Busemeyer, & Finn, 2011). Figure (3) illustrates the
behaviors of these models besides the RBDDM. RBDDM
behaves similarly to the DDM when it has high drift rate
values or high boundary separation values. But it tends to
the behavior of the RDM when the relative the starting point
approaches to the lower boundary.

v = 0 | a = 2 | zr = 0.5

2.00

RBDDM
DDM
RDM

1.75

First passage time

Since the process is homogeneous, so G(z,t) also determines
the first passage time the process starts from z. Thus, by
approximating the solution of this Fokker-Plank equation,
the first passage time distribution of the RBDDM could be
obtained. But it is important to mention that there is some
analytical solution for the first passage time. The analytical
form of survival probability of this process can is as follows
(Goel & Richter-Dyn, 2016; Dybiec, Gudowska-Nowak, &
Hänggi, 2006):
" (2n+1)π
n va
2 v(−2z−vt) ∞
2a (−1) e − v
S(t) = e 2
∑
2
a
v2 + ( (2n+1)π
n=0
2a )
(9)
 #
(2n+1)π 2 t
(2n + 1)πz
−
2a
2
× cos[
]×e
.
2a

Moreover, the probability of the go and no-go responses can
be define as follows. Figure (2) illustrates the proportion
of the go response as the function of tend . As it is obvious
the proportion of go response increases by increasing the
termination time, tend .
Pno−go = S(tend ),
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Figure 3: Behavior of first passage time distribution of
RBDDM, DDM, and RDM for different parameter values.
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Figure 2: Plot of go proportion as a function of te nd for
different parameter values.

Qualitative model comparison
Two main models which are used to model Go/NoGo paradigm are DDM (Ratcliff et al., 2018) and also
single accumulator race diffusion model (RDM) (Trueblood,
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Parameter recovery is one of the important parts of a cognitive
model. If the parameters of a model do not recover well,
the psychologists can not inference based on the obtained
values for the parameters (i.e the obtained values are not
interpretable). Thus, the parameters of a good model should
recover well. Various procedures of the parameter recovery
have been developed for the sequential sampling models
such as the maximum likelihood (Heathcote, Brown, &
Mewhort, 2002), Chi-squared (Ratcliff & Tuerlinckx, 2002),

PDE method (Voss & Voss, 2008), hierarchical Bayesian
computing (Wiecki, Sofer, & Frank, 2013), and MonteCarlo simulation (Chandrasekaran & Hawkins, 2019). But
by the growth of the model complexity, obtaining the exact
likelihood function for the models becomes harder and the
previous methods can not be utilized and some more powerful
methods are needed. Recently, deep learning algorithms have
been used for estimating the parameters of the sequential
sampling models and several network architectures have been
developed by the researchers (Fengler, Frank, Govindarajan,
& Chen, 2020). The foundation of utilizing a deep learning
method for estimating the parameters of a model is simulating
the behavior of the model in the parameter space and
constructing a training data-set based on sampled data. Then,
the networks learn the behavior of the model in the parameter
space and map it to the parameter values of the model. The
developed networks consist of a part for feature extraction
which could be an auto-encoder (Radev, Mertens, Voss,
Ardizzone, & Köthe, 2020) or several convolutional layers
(Radev, Mertens, Voss, & Köthe, 2020). In our case, we have
utilized a deep inference neural network (Radev, Mertens,
Voss, & Köthe, 2020) with six convolutional layers for
estimating the parameters of the model. The training data
set includes 99000 sample data consist of 99000 RBDDM
experiments with 100 trials and 35640 sample data consist of
35640 RBDDM experiments with 200 trials. These numbers
of trials are chosen because the minimum number of trials for
the most of Go/No-Go paradigms in the clinical setup is 100.
But there are some clinical experiments such as CPT that need
much more trials. The simulated experiments have different
parameters that are sampled with the following priors:

Figure 4: The plot of precision of parameter recovers for
RBDDM with 100 trials.

v ∼ H N (1, 3),
a ∼ Gamma(2, 2),
zr ∼ Uni f orm(0, 1),
t0 ∼ H N (0.3, 0.3),
where zr is the relative starting point bias and defines zr = az .
Moreover, the number of go trials varies between 50 to 100
and is obtained by 100 × Uni f orm(0.5, 1). The go trials
are simulated with a positive drift rate (v) and the no-go
trials are simulated with a negative drift rate (−v). Also,
the response time for the no-go responses is considered equal
to the termination time and the conditions of each trial are
stored too (+1 for go trials and −1 for no-go trial). Therefore,
the accuracy of each trial can be obtained by comparing the
response time and the condition. For the simulation of the
training data set, the time step is considered ∆t = 0.001,
and all simulations are done with termination time tend = 3.
Each convolutional layer of the deep inference network has 2
channels and the filter size of the layers are 64, 64, 128, 128,
128, 216 respectively. Figure (4) and Figure (5) illustrate the
quality of parameter recovery of the model with 100 and 200
trials.
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Figure 5: The plot of precision of parameter recovers for
RBDDM with 200 trials.
As you can see, the drift rate, non-decision time, and the
relative starting point bias parameters can be recovered very
well in both data. Additionally, the recovery precision of the
threshold parameter is acceptable with 100 but it improves
when the number of trials increases.

Behavioral Data Analysis
In order to test the performance of the RBDDM on behavioral
data, it is fitted on the collected data from twenty-four
children, between 7–12 years old (M = 9.25, SD=1.53) who
participated in a stop-signal task. All participants were
diagnosed with ADHD symptoms by a professional child
psychiatrist according to the fifth version of Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (Edition et al., 2013).
In the stop-signal task, a plane appears at the middle of the
screen in one of the four possible orientations (up, down,
left, and right), as the go stimulus. The participants are
instructed to press corresponding arrow keys on the keyboard
as quickly and accurately as possible. In 50 out of 100 trials,
a beep sound is presented which serves as the stop signal,
and participants have to deny the response. Both DDM and
RBDDM have been fitted on this data set which resulted as
reported in Table (1).

Model
DDM

a

1.74
(0.24)
RDDM 2.92
(0.87)

Table 1: Caption
vgo
vno−go zr

t0

0.94
(0.52)
0.53
(0.19)

0.62
(0.23)
0.24
(0.06)

0.35
(0.26)

–

0.60
(0.08)
0.59
(0.10)

BIC
10722
4484

The obtained BIC for the DDM and RBDDM yields that
the RBDDM is fitted on this data much better than the
RBDDM. The fitting procedure of the DDM is as same as
(Ratcliff et al., 2018) and the RBDDM is fitted by the mention
convolutional neural network in this paper.

Discussion
There are several discussion points about the RBDDM. The
processes that it captures, go bias modeling, fitting procedure,
and separate drift rate for go and no-go responses are the main
discussion points.
The type of processes that the model can capture is the
first discussion point. The presented model can generate
several processes that are not generated by traditional Go/NoGo DDM. The main three processes that are not generated by
the DDM and the RBDDM has the ability to generate them
are a) the accumulator approaches the upper boundary but
it does not reach to the upper boundary b) the accumulator
approaches the lower boundary and it does not reach to lower
boundary c) the accumulator reaches the lower boundary
and reflects. On the other hand, the previous Go/No-Go
DDMs assume that the no-go decision is made whenever the
accumulator hits the lower boundary but in RBDDM, all alive
processes at the end of the time interval are considered as the
no-go response.
The second point of discussion is the way to model the
go bias. Previously three strategies have been introduced for
capturing the go bias in the model including starting point
bias, the bias in the drift rates, and bias and reduction in the
drift rates. But here, we have used only one drift rate for both
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go and no-go decisions and the go bias is captured by adding
a reflecting boundary to the model and also locating starting
point bias closer to the go threshold.
The third point of discussion addressed the fitting
procedure. The previous fitting procedure that was used for
fitting DDM on Go/No-Go data, is the quantile chi-squared
method. By utilizing this framework, all the no-go responses
represent by one quantile and the go responses are presented
by five or nine quantiles. It is important to mention that
the fitting procedure can add some ad-hoc assumptions to
the model. For example in the case of using the quantile
chi-squared method for the Go/No-Go data, considering
only one quantile for the no-go responses yields the no-go
responses have a uniform distribution which is not a realistic
assumption. In contrast, the RBDDM considers all alive
processes at the termination time as the no-go response and
represents them by termination time, which does not add an
ad-hoc assumption to the model. Because the assumption is
the decision maker should persist on his/her no-go decision
until the termination time. As illustrated in this paper, the
RBDDM can be fitted better than the DDM model on the
behavioral data.
The last thing that should be discussed, is considering the
same drift rate for go and no-go responses. As mentioned
before, for capturing the go bias, the Go/No-Go DDMs use
separate drift rates for the go and no-go decisions. In fact,
the Go/No-Go DDMs include two separate drift rates in the
model and estimate them simultaneously. But in RBDDM, it
is assumed that the go drift rate is negative of the no-go drift
rate. This assumption adds one limitation to the model which
is the conclusion of the estimating problem in the no-go
drift rate in RBDDM. One of the solutions for this issue that
provides a possibility for overcoming this problem is utilizing
joint modeling. For example, it is possible to estimate the nogo response time distribution by using eye-tracking or EEG
techniques which are out of the scope of this study and could
be the topic of some future researches (Turner, Forstmann,
Steyvers, et al., 2019).

Conclusion
In this paper, a new drift diffusion model for the Go/No-Go
paradigm was introduced which is based on substituting the
lower absorbing boundary of the traditional drift diffusion
model with a reflecting boundary. The model can be
considered as the general form of the previous Go/No-Go
DDMs. Moreover, the mathematical properties of the model
were discussed. A formulation for the mean first passage
time and a partial differential equation for the first passage
time distribution of the model were presented. Finally, the
parameter estimation of the model based on simulation study
was illustrated and it was shown that the parameters of the
model can recover well.

Code and Data Availability
All codes and the data of this paper are available online at
https://osf.io/chvqm/
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Abstract
Strategic decision-making is chiefly studied in behavioral economics using multi-agent games. Decades of empirical research has revealed that emotions play a crucial role in strategic decision-making, calling into question the “emotionless”
homo economicus. In this work, we present a unified processlevel account of a broad range of empirical findings on the
effect of emotions in Prisoner’s Dilemma and Ultimatum
games—the two most studied games in behavioral sciences.
Under the empirically well-supported assumption that emotions modulate loss aversion, we show that Nobandegani et
al.’s (2018) sample-based expected utility model can account
for the effect of emotions on: (i) cooperation rate in Prisoner’s
Dilemma, and (ii) the rejection rate of unfair offers in the Ultimatum game. We conclude by discussing the implications
of our work for emotion research, and for developing a unified process-level account of the role of emotions in strategic
decision-making.
Keywords: emotions; strategic decision-making; behavioral
game theory; Prisoner’s dilemma; Ultimatum game; cooperation; fairness; sample-based expected utility

1

Introduction

Nearly four decades of empirical research has investigated
the role of emotions in decision-making (for reviews see, e.g.,
Phelps et al., 2014; Lerner et al., 2015), collectively revealing
that the effect of emotions on decision-making is both substantial and systematic. However, despite this wealth of emotion research, a process-level understanding of how emotions
affect decision-making has remained largely elusive.
Here, we focus on the role of emotions in strategic decision-making—a domain of decision-making chiefly
studied in behavioral economics using multi-agent games
(Camerer, 2003)—and present a unified process-level account
of a broad range of experimental findings on the effect of
emotions in Ultimatum Game (UG) and Prisoner’s Dilemma
(PD), the two most studied games in behavioral sciences.
To this end, our work combines a resource-rational process
model of risky choice, sample-based expected utility (SbEU;
Nobandegani et al., 2018), with an overarching assumption
on the role of emotions in decision-making: emotions affect decision-making by modulating loss-aversion—the tendency to overweight losses as compared to gains (Kahneman
& Tverskey, 1979).
The assumption of loss-aversion has received a wealth of
empirical support from both behavioral and neuroimaging
studies. For example, links have been established between
loss-aversion and the amygdala (De Martino et al., 2010),
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a brain region known to be implicated in processing emotional responses. Also, high interoception—the awareness
of one’s own internal sensations, which entails sensitivity to
markers of emotion—was associated with higher loss aversion (Sokol-Hessner et al., 2015). More directly, the difference in skin conductance response (a common measure of
emotional arousal; Kreibig, 2010) to losses vs gains were
correlated with loss aversion (Sokol-Hessner et al., 2009).
Relatedly, changes in loss aversion were observed when participants were asked to regulate their emotions by thinking
like a trader (Sokol-Hessner et al., 2009), considering each of
their monetary choices in the broader context of their overall
choices, as if they were creating a portfolio.
Specifically, we show that SbEU together with the broad
assumption that negative emotions elevate loss-aversion
while positive emotions lower loss-aversion can explain the
effect of a wide range of emotions on the rejection rate of
unfair offers in UG and cooperation rate in PD.
Our paper is organized as follows. We first explain the
computational underpinnings of SbEU. We then review a
range of empirically well-replicated findings in UG and PD
and present a unified, process-level account of those findings. We conclude by discussing the implications of our work
for emotion research, and for developing a unified processlevel account of the role of emotions in strategic decisionmaking.

2

Sample-based Expected Utility Model

SbEU is a resource-rational process model of risky choice
that posits that an agent rationally adapts their strategy depending on the amount of time available for decision-making
(Nobandegani et al., 2018). Concretely, SbEU assumes that
an agent estimates expected utility
Z

E[u(o)] =

(1)

p(o)u(o)do,

using self-normalized importance sampling (Hammersley &
Handscomb, 1964), with its importance distribution q∗ aiming to optimally minimize mean-squared error (MSE):
Ê =

1

s

wi u(oi ),
∑sj=1 w j i=1

∑

∀i : oi ∼ q∗ , wi =

p(oi )
,
q∗ (oi )

(2)

s
∗

q (o) ∝ p(o)|u(o)|

√
1 + |u(o)| s
√ .
|u(o)| s

(3)

MSE is a standard measure of estimation quality, widely used
in decision theory and mathematical statistics (Poor, 2013).
In Eqs. (1-3), o denotes an outcome of a risky gamble, p(o)
the objective probability of outcome o, u(o) the subjective
utility of outcome o, Ê the importance-sampling estimate of
expected utility given in Eq. (1), q∗ the importance-sampling
distribution, oi an outcome randomly sampled from q∗ , and s
the number of samples drawn from q∗ .
Recent work has provided mounting evidence suggesting
that people often use very few samples in probabilistic judgments and decision-making (e.g., Vul et al., 2014; Nobandegani et al., 2019a, 2020; Nobandegani & Shultz, 2020a,
2020b, 2020c). Consistent with this finding, throughout this
paper we assume that a player draws a single sample (s = 1)
when making a decision.
Also, consistent with prospect theory (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979), in this paper we assume a standard S-shaped utility function u(x) given by:
 0.85
x
if x ≥ 0
u(x) =
(4)
−λ|x|0.95
if x < 0

a cost to themselves. Players who inflicted costly punishment
reported significantly higher levels of negative emotions including anger, while players who provided costly reward reported higher levels of positive emotion such as happiness
(Duersch & Servátka, 2007).
Other studies, although not directly involving emotion
measurement or manipulation, also suggest that emotion
plays a role in decision-making in PD. Increased collaboration was observed after priming players with physical
warmth, which is cognitively similar to pleasant intrapersonal
warmth, as opposed to cold (Storey & Workman, 2013). Players cooperated more when their opponents were physically
attractive, perhaps because these opponents triggered positive
emotions (Mulford et al., 1998).
More directly, after an unrelated task which induced feelings of sympathy (or respectively anger) directed towards
their opponent, participants were more (or respectively less)
likely to cooperate (Eimontaite et al., 2019). Also, opponent’s
facial expressions associated with positive emotion predicted
cooperation while those associated with negative emotion
predicted defection (Reed et al., 2012).
0.45

***

0.4

3

Effect of Emotions in Prisoner’s Dilemma

The (one-shot) Prisoner’s Dilemma (PD) is a canonical task
for studying altruism and cooperation across a wide range of
disciplines, e.g., biology (Turner & Chao, 1999), psychology
(Rapoport & Chammah, 1965), neuroscience (Rilling et al.,
2002), and behavioral economics (Camerer, 2003). In PD,
two players must independently choose whether to cooperate
or defect. Their payoffs are jointly determined by their choice
and by their opponent’s choice: if both cooperate, they each
get payoff c (for mutual cooperation). If a player cooperates
while the other player defects, the cooperator receives payoff
v (the victim’s payoff) and the defector receives payoff t (the
temptation to defect). If both players defect, they each receive
outcome d (for mutual defection). For PD, these parameters
satisfy t > c > d > v. Although it is normatively irrational
to cooperate in one-shot PD, substantial empirical evidence
indicates that people often cooperate (e.g., Dawes & Thaler,
1988; Fehr & Gächter, 2000).
Recent experimental work has studied emotions in the context of standard PD or a variant thereof. In one variant, after playing PD and learning their opponent’s choices, players
were given the chance to punish or reward their opponent, at
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0.35

Cooperation Rate

where λ denotes the loss-aversion parameter.
Recently, Nobandegani and colleagues showed that SbEU
provides a unified, resource-rational process model of several major experimental findings in UG and PD (Nobandegani
et al., 2019a, 2020), suggesting that the broad framework of
resource-rationality (Nobandegani, 2017; Lieder & Griffiths,
2020) may hold the key for developing a unified account of
human strategic decision-making.
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Figure 1: Simulated effect of induced emotions on cooperation rate in PD. The SbEU model predicts that induced
positive emotions increase cooperation while, conversely, induced negative emotions decrease cooperation in PD. Error
bars indicate binomial 95% CI. ∗∗∗ p < .001
Based on these experimental findings, the overwhelming
impression is that induced positive emotions tend to increase
cooperation while, conversely, induced negative emotions
tend to decrease cooperation in PD. As Fig. 1 shows, SbEU
together with the assumption that λ negative emotion > λneutral >
λ positive emotion provides a resource-rational process model of
this result. This assumption is consistent with the empirically

well-established finding that emotions affect decision-making
by modulating loss-aversion (i.e., the λ parameter in Eq. 4);
see Introduction for empirical evidence.
In our simulations (Fig. 1), we use a representative example of a PD game from Shafir and Tversky (1992), with payoffs t = 85, c = 75, d = 30, v = 25. Importantly, the trend of
our simulation results is robust across a wide range of PD
parameterizations. We use λ negative emotion = 3, λneutral = 2,
λ positive emotion = 1; the trend of our simulation results is preserved as long as the ordering suggested by the assumption
λ negative emotion > λneutral > λ positive emotion is respected. Note
that having to satisfy an ordering is a considerably weaker assumption, compared to having to precisely fine-tune parameters. We simulate 1000 participants.

4

Effect of Emotions in Ultimatum Game

The Ultimatum Game (UG; Güth et al., 1982) is a canonical
task for studying fairness, and is extensively studied in brain
and behavioral sciences (see Camerer, 2003). UG has a simple design. Two players, Proposer and Responder, have to
agree on how to split a sum of money. Proposer makes an offer. If Responder accepts, the deal goes ahead; if Responder
rejects, neither player gets anything. In both cases, the game
is over. Normative standards of game theory predict that Responder will accept any nonzero offer, with the rationale being that any positive amount, even if minuscule, is better that
nothing at all (Camerer & Thaler, 1995). Nevertheless, in
sharp contrast to the predictions of these normative standards,
a wealth of empirical evidence reveals that Responders predominantly reject offers below 30% (e.g., Güth et al., 1982;
Thaler, 1988; Camerer & Fehr, 2006).
Another substantial body of experimental work has studied
the link between UG Responder behavior and various markers of emotions that arise in response to unfair offers (i.e., integral emotions; see Lerner et al., 2015). For example, rejections of unfair offers were associated with measures of emotional arousal such as heart rate (Osumi & Ohira, 2009), skin
conductance activity (van’t Wout et al., 2006), and higher activity in brain areas related to emotion like the amygdala and
the anterior insula (Gospic et al., 2011; Sanfey et al., 2003).
In particular, a pharmacological intervention decreased both
rejection rates and amygdala response to unfair offers, without affecting perceived unfairness (Gospic et al., 2011). Rejections were also correlated with the intensity of reported
negative emotions (Bosman et al., 2001), more so than to perceived unfairness (Pillutla & Murnighan, 1996). There were
also fewer rejections when Responders could express their
feelings of anger to the Proposer (Xiao & Houser, 2005).
More surprisingly, there is mounting evidence that emotions that are unrelated to the task, aka incidental emotions,
impact Responder’s accept/reject decision in the UG, particularly for offers of less than 40% of the total (Riepl et al.,
2016; Moretti & di Pellegrino, 2010). Experimentally, incidental emotions are often induced by a movie clip or recall
task. When compared to a neutral emotion, incidental anger
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led to lower acceptance rates (Liu et al., 2016; Vargas et al.,
2019), as did incidental sadness (Harlé et al., 2012; Harlé &
Sanfey, 2007; Liu et al., 2016) and incidental disgust (Harlé
& Sanfey, 2010; Liu et al., 2016; Moretti & di Pellegrino,
2010). Incidental happiness led to higher acceptance rates
when compared to a neutral incidental emotion (Riepl et al.,
2016), to incidental anger (Andrade & Ariely, 2009; Vargas
et al., 2019) and to incidental sadness (Forgas & Tan, 2013).
Next, we focus on a range of empirically well-replicated
findings on the effect of incidental emotions on UG Responder’s acceptance rate (AR), and provide a unified processlevel account of those findings. See Fig. 2 for corresponding
SbEU simulation results.
Disgust vs Neutral. Four studies found that incidental disgust leads to lower AR, compared to neutral emotion (Bonini
et al., 2011; Harlé & Sanfey, 2010; Liu et al., 2016; Moretti
& di Pellegrino, 2010).
Anger vs Neutral. Two studies found that incidental anger
leads to lower AR, compared to neutral emotion (Liu et al.,
2016; Vargas et al., 2019).
Happiness vs Sadness. Forgas and Tan (2013) found that incidental happiness yields higher AR than incidental sadness.
Sadness vs Disgust. Moretti and di Pellegrino (2010) found
that incidental sadness yields higher AR than incidental disgust.
Happiness vs Neutral. Riepl et al. (2016) found that incidental happiness leads to higher AR, compared to neutral emotion.
Happiness vs Anger. Two studies found higher AR for incidental happiness than for incidental anger (Andrade & Ariely,
2009; Vargas et al., 2019).
Sadness vs Neutral. Three studies found that incidental sadness lowers AR, compared to neutral emotion (Harlé et al.,
2012; Harlé & Sanfey, 2007; Liu et al., 2016).
Overall, these experimental findings involve five emotions:
three negative emotions (disgust, anger, and sadness), one
neutral emotional state (neutral), and a single positive emotion (happiness). As in Sec. 3, to simulate these experimental findings, we assume that λ negative emotion > λneutral >
λ positive emotion . This assumption is consistent with the empirically well-established finding that emotions affect decisionmaking by modulating loss-aversion (i.e., the λ parameter in
Eq. 4); see Introduction for empirical evidence.
However, to account for the full range of these empirical results, we need to further specify how the λ parameter
varies within the category of negative emotions (i.e., emotions with negative valence). Hence, we tentatively assume
λ disgust > λ anger > λ sadness > λ neutral > λ happiness . Importantly,
the trend of our simulation results is preserved as long as
emotion-specific λ parameters respect the ordering suggested
by this assumption. Note that having to satisfy an ordering is a
considerably weaker assumption, compared to having to precisely fine-tune parameters. For simulation results reported in

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

Figure 2: Simulating the effect of incidental emotions on UG Responder’s acceptance rate (AR). In each subplot, the x-axis
shows percent of offer made to Responder, and the y-axis shows AR. The SbEU model predicts that: (A) incidental disgust
lowers AR compared to neutral emotion; (B) incidental anger lowers AR compared to neutral emotion; (C) incidental happiness increases AR compared to incidental sadness; (D) incidental sadness increases AR compared to incidental disgust; (E)
incidental happiness increases AR compared to neutral emotion; (F) incidental happiness increases AR compared to incidental
anger; (G) incidental sadness lowers AR compared to neutral emotion. We simulated 1000 participants.
Fig. 2, we use λ disgust = 5, λ anger = 4, λ sadness = 3, λ neutral =
2, λ happiness = 1. We simulate 1000 participants.
As shown in Fig. 2, the SbEU model predicts that incidental emotions have virtually no effect on acceptance rate
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of offers greater than 50% of the total (with such offers being almost invariably accepted, as in the original UG), a prediction well-supported by empirical evidence (Moretti & di
Pellegrino, 2010; Riepl et al., 2016).

5

General Discussion

Decades of experimental work has shown that emotions influence decision-making, both systematically and substantially
(see Lerner et al., 2015). Nevertheless, despite a wealth of
emotion research, a process-level understanding of how emotions affect decision-making has remained largely unknown.
In this work, we present a unified process-level account of
a broad range of empirical findings on the effect of emotions
in Prisoner’s Dilemma (PD) and Ultimatum Game (UG)—
the two most studied games in behavioral sciences. Our work
shows that sample-based expected utility (SbEU; Nobandegani et al., 2018), a resource-rational process model of risky
choice, together with the assumption that negative emotions
elevate loss-aversion while positive emotions lower lossaversion (i.e., λ negative emotion > λneutral > λ positive emotion ) can
explain the effect of a wide range of emotions on the rejection
rate of unfair offers in UG and cooperation rate in PD. Importantly, this assumption is consistent with the empirically wellsupported hypothesis that emotions affect decision-making
by modulating loss-aversion; see Introduction for empirical
evidence.
Interestingly, the hypothesis that emotions modulate lossaversion suggests that emotions could be localized along
the λ-axis, thus opening up a new research program aiming
to quantitatively uncover the signature of every emotion on
the λ-axis. Our work contributes to this intriguing research
program by demonstrating the explanatory power of the assumption λ negative emotion > λneutral > λ positive emotion in unifying a broad range of emotion research findings in strategic
decision-making. It is worth noting that, according to our
work, every emotion could occupy an interval on the λ-axis,
with each point in that interval corresponding to some arousal
level, and these intervals need not be non-overlapping (e.g.,
weakly-induced disgust and strongly-induced anger might
both result in the same λ value). Alternatively, every emotion
might be inducing a probability distribution on a region of the
λ-axis, and, again, these regions need not be non-overlapping.
Future research should delineate the range of λ values associated with various emotions.
Besides loss-aversion, emotions would likely affect choice
behavior by modulating other key components of decisionmaking, e.g., number of mental simulations performed by an
agent before deciding (aka samples, operationalized by parameter s; see Sec. 2). Future work should rigorously investigate how various emotions affect the number of mental simulations people perform when deciding. This investigation
would be critical if a process-level understanding of emotions
is to be developed within the broad framework of resourcerationality (Nobandegani, 2017; Lieder & Griffiths, 2020).
Recent work has shown that SbEU explains a broad range
of empirical findings in risky, value-based, and strategic
decision-making (see Nobandegani et al., 2020; Nobandegani, Shultz, & Dubé, 2021), successfully bridging between
these three domains of decision-making. Together with the
current study, these results suggest that the framework of
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resource-rationality may hold the key for developing a unified
process-level account of decision-making. We see our work
as a step in this direction.
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Abstract
The close connection between the action of the body and
creativity has long been discussed in artists’ anecdotes. In
recent years, the importance of this connection has been
gaining attention in psychology and cognitive science.
However, studies investigating how the body influences
creativity are limited. This study proposed a framework for the
above mechanism and investigated its validity through
experiments. We proposed a framework called Perception and
Action-based Imagination (PAI) based on studies of creativity
and embodied cognition theories. This framework suggests that
creation proceeds through the cycle of imagination generation
based on perceptual information and the acquisition of rich
perceptual information through imagination implementation.
Then, we conducted an experiment using the famous creativity
task to design a toy by combining multiple parts. We prepared
the following three conditions: the participants designed the
toy with manipulation of the parts 1) by their bodies. 2) in their
mind, not by their bodies, while seeing the parts. 3) in their
mind only (not by their bodies), without seeing the parts. The
results showed that high product creativity evaluations were
obtained in the first condition with body manipulation, that the
participants paid more attention to the possibility of part
fabrication in the above condition, and that the above
condition’s effect in the creativity evaluations was partially
explained by the focus of the possibility of part fabrication.
Keywords: creativity; artistic creation; action; embodied
cognition; PAI framework; mediation analysis

Introduction
Artists generate fascinating artworks while actively
interacting with the environment through their bodies. This
leads one to question as to what influences these bodily
actions have on creativity. This study proposes a framework
to explain the above mechanism and investigate the process
experimentally.
Many famous artists have described the close connection
between the actions of the body and creativity. For example,
the Swiss painter Paul Klee, who created a unique style that
does not belong to either Expressionism or Surrealism, paid
particular attention to the line and the movement that
generates it. He described the series of movements that
generate the line as a "journey to a better place of cognition."
He argued that artistic creation proceeds through the cycle of
artistic movements, including the hands and eyes, and the
renewal of the motif's cognition. Furthermore, MerleauPonty, who paid special attention to "ambiguity" in Cézanne's
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paintings, focused on our connection to the world through the
bodies and discussed how these are connected to cognition.
As the above instances and critiques suggest, bodily action is
considered to be closely related to artistic creation and
creativity.
However, the studies that addressed and investigated this
relationship are limited. Most studies on creativity in
psychology and cognitive science have focused on
personality (Amabile, 1988) and higher cognitive functions
(Finke, Ward & Smith, 1992) based on the historical, cultural,
and religious backgrounds of Western Europe. While these
studies have provided important insight into creativity,
people gradually recognized the limitations of this
framework that focuses solely on individuals’ higher
cognition (Batey, 2012). An attempt to reconsider creativity
as a complex phenomenon in which various factors, such as
the body, environment, and other people, can play significant
roles, has become active recently (Glăveanu, 2013; Okada &
Ishibashi, 2017; Sawyer, 2009). A representative example is
the 5A approach (Glăveanu, 2013), which captures creativity
as the interaction of the five critical factors: actor (creator),
action, artifact (product), audience (other creators/audience),
and affordance. Although this framework theoretically
proposed the importance of the above interaction, it has not
explained the process and mechanism in detail; how the
action of the body influences the individual's cognition and
creative process. This study proposes the influence and
mechanism of bodily action on creativity and investigates
them through experiments.
One of the few studies that focused on the connection
between action and creativity is Yokochi and Okada (2005).
Their study involved several days of fieldwork to create an
expert Chinese-ink painter. They suggested that the painter
drew an image in the air before his actual drawing called
“kusho” and expanded his drawing image by this process. We
can speculate that the artist acquired visual and
somatosensory feedback during the above “kusho” process
and used it to expand his image. Abe (2010) also conducted
an experiment using a specific object (a plastic bendable
board) whose possible manipulations changed depending on
the participant’s palm size. The results suggest that the
divergent thinking test scores of that board change depending
on the possible board manipulation. The participants obtained
visual and tactile feedback by manipulating the objects and

Fig. 1. The PAI framework that this study proposes. As
structured imagination theory proposes, imagination is
strongly influenced by both memory and knowledge.
Perceptual feedback by bodily action changes the memory
and the knowledge that was activated and applied to the
imagination.
actively using the above feedback to generate their
imaginations. Based on these findings, it can be assumed that
the acquisition of rich perceptual information through bodily
action has a strong influence on imagination generation.
Why does the acquisition of rich perceptual information
influence the process of creative imagination? The present
study investigated this question by referring to structured
imagination in creativity studies, and to knowledge activation
in embodied cognition. Structured imagination is a theory
that describes the characteristics of imagination, which is an
important component of creation (Ward, 1994, 2000; Ward
& Sifonis, 2007). It proposes that our imagination generates
imaginary things based on our memories and knowledge. It
also suggests that sometimes it can be difficult for us to create
highly novel products because our memories and knowledge
strongly constrain imagination. In fact, some experiments
suggested that animals on extraterrestrial planets imagined by
participants frequently reflected the characteristics of
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amimals on Earth (e.g., eyes, mouth, limbs, body symmetry,
Ward, 1994; Ward & Sifonis, 1997).
What factors are important for creative imagination
beyond the above constraints? In this regard, we propose the
importance of perception and bodily action and refer to
embodied cognition theory. Although there are various
interpretations of knowledge in embodied cognition theory
(e.g., Barsalou, 1999; Clark, 1999; Wilson, 2002), one
common understanding is that knowledge is strongly related
to perception and action. Some of our knowledge can be
stored as a sum of neural traces activated during perceptual
processing (Barsalou, 1999). In addition, the retrieval of that
knowledge occurs as a process of activation/reactivation of
the above perceptual neural traces called simulation
(Barsalou, 2009; Clark, 1999; Wilson, 2002).
Psychology and neuroscience have shown that perceptual
and motor processing are closely linked to knowledge
activation (i.e., recall from memory) and information
processing. Furthermore, several studies have suggested that
it facilitates knowledge activation and recognition. For
example, some studies using PET have suggested that the
areas involved in motor planning (left premotor cortex and
the left middle temporal gyrus) are more strongly activated
during the recognition of tools like hammer than that of
animals (e.g., Beaucamp et al., 2002; Chao et al., 1999;
Martin et al., 1996). Similarly, it has been suggested that the

processing areas for gustatory perception (the right insula and
the left orbitofrontal cortex) are strongly activated during the
recognition of food pictures than during the recognition of
landscape pictures (Simmons et al., 2005). Notably, the
above activation of perceptual and motor processing areas is
not a byproduct of knowledge activation and recognition. In
contrast, TMS (Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation)
experiments have shown that perceptual and motor
processing areas' stimulation facilitates the recall and
recognition of related memory (Pulvermuller et al., 2005).
These findings suggest that the memory of various objects
such as tools and food is stored as a distributed network that
includes somatosensory, tactile, gustatory, and other
perceptual processing areas. Further, they suggest that
information processing, such as recall and recognition of
memory, occurs through interaction with the perceptual and
motor experiences of these objects.
Based on these findings and theories, we propose a
framework called Perception and Action-based Imagination
(PAI) to describe the influence and mechanism of bodily
action on people's creation (see also Shimizu & Okada, under
review). The upper part of Fig. 1 shows an outline of this
framework. First, as previous studies, like that of the
Chinese-ink painter show, creation in reality is considered to
proceed in a cycle of imagination generation and imagination
implementation (e.g., Glăveanu, 2013; Yokochi & Okada,
2005). In this cycle, the creator's action has a strong influence
on imagination generation strongly constrained by the
knowledge and memory related to the task. For example,
manipulating an object with the body during the generation
of imagination will facilitate the acquisition of various
perceptual information included in that object, and activate
the corresponding neural traces. This activation will lead to
recall of different memory being closely linked to these
neural traces and facilitates their use in imagination
generation (Abe, 2010). Further, implementing the generated
imaginations through bodily action is also expected to enable
the acquisition of rich perceptual feedback related to the
surrounding environment (activation of perceptual neural
traces). This activation promotes the recall of connected
memory and its use in imagination regeneration (Yokochi &
Okada, 2005). The above memory recall brought about by
perception and action and its use in imagination generation
has an essential function in creation. It will facilitate the
unexpected combination of remote memory and promote the
novel imagination in cognitive processes. These processes
may not often occur when people do not manipulate objects
or implement their imaginations using their bodily actions.
This cycle of imagination generation using the knowledge
activated by the perceptual information and acquisition of
rich perceptual information through imagination embodiment
is important in the creation. By repeating the above cycle, the
creator may generate their unique works deeply rooted in
their body features, the surrounding environment, and past
perceptual experiences.
This PAI framework was also proposed by our study for
an expert dancer in parallel (see, Shimizu and Okada, Under
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review). The above study investigated whether this
framework could explain the expert dancer’s creation process
through a case study. However, that study had several
caveats; it dealt with the dance domain where the bodily
action is an expression medium. It is a case study treating
only an expert, and its generalizability has not been
sufficiently investigated. Further, it did not identify the
mechanism in detail because various influences of action on
cognition are assumed. The current study solves the above
problems. While applying the same experimental paradigm
proposed in that study, this study deals with a more general
creativity task and conducting an experiment with a large
number of participants. Further, by using mediation analysis,
we aim to identify the important influences that bodily action
has on people’s creativity.

Methods
Experimental Design
The experiment included the following three conditions
about a procedure of product generation, 1: Verbal condition,
in which the participants generated the product without
physical manipulation based on verbal stimuli, 2: Visual
condition, in which they generated the product without
physical manipulation based on visual stimuli and 3:
Embodied condition, in which they generated the product
with physical manipulation based on visual, tactile, and
somatosensory stimuli.

Participants
Forty-seven undergraduate and graduate students from the
University of Tokyo participated in this experiment (19 males,
28 females). Their mean age was 21.57 (SD = 1.89) years.
We included forty-five participants in the analysis, excluding
two participants who participated in a noisy environment and
deviated from the experimental instructions. The details of
the participants in each condition are as follows. Verbal
condition: 15 participants (six males, nine females) with
mean age 21.53 (SD = 1.51) years, Visual condition: 15
participants (six males, nine females) with mean age: 21.27
(SD = 1.62) years, Embodied condition: 15 participants (six
males, nine females) with a mean age of 21.87 (SD = 2.45)
years.

Procedure
We used a modified version of the product generation task
used by Finke, Ward, and Smith (1992) in this experiment. In
this task, the participants combine three figural parts to
generate a novel industrial product. The participants
generated a toy for children, and they conducted this task
three times. In each task, the three parts used were different.
Task 1: Hemisphere, square plate, and a pair of wheels; Task
2: cone, cube, and rectangle; Task 3: cylinder, sphere, and
ring. To prevent the spread of COVID-19, we conducted this
experiment using an online conference system, Zoom (Zoom

Fig. 2 Toys that the participants generated in each condition.
We listed the toys with high novelty scores.
Video Communications, Inc.). The parts were sent to the
participants’ homes with sufficient disinfection.
The outline of the procedure is as follows: 1: The outline
of the experiment was explained orally and in the response
sheet. The participants also provided their consent to
participate in the experiment by signing their names on the
sheet. 2: The three parts to be used in each task were
explained. 3: The participants worked on each task for 10
minutes. The ways to work on the task were different among
the conditions. In Verbal condition, the parts were not handed
out. The participants generated their products by imagining
and manipulating the parts in their minds. The details of the
parts were written in the response sheet and explained
verbally. They could freely check this explanation during the
experiment. In Visual condition, the parts were handed out.
The participants generated their products by manipulating the
parts in their minds while looking at the parts. In Embodied
condition, the parts were handed out. The participants
generated the products by manipulating the parts physically.
In this condition, we recommended that the participants touch
the parts. The participants wrote their products on the
response sheet in pictures and letters. 4: Immediately after
completing each task, we asked the participants what they
had in mind when they generated the products, and they
reported what they had been thinking about before coming up
with the products. The participants repeated the second to
fourth process three times (three tasks). Finally, we
concluded the experiment with a debriefing on the
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experimental purpose. This experiment was conducted in
accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and with the
permission of the Ethical Committee of the University of
Tokyo.

Analysis
Creative Evaluation of the Products We obtained creativity
evaluation for the generated products and compared that
evaluation across the conditions. First, we prepared the items
of this evaluation by referring to previous studies such as
creativity rating (novelty and usefulness) of Finke et al.
(1992), the Creative Product Semantic Scale (novelty,
feasibility, and elaboration) of Besemer and O'Quin (1999),
and the importance of the surprise by Kaufman and Sternberg
(2010), and our pilot study. The following items were
included in the evaluation: 1) novelty (how novel the toy is);
2) physical enjoyment (how much physical fun children have
when they play with the toy); 3) intellectual enjoyment (how
much intellectual fun children have when they play with the
toy); 4) physical learning (how much children can learn
physically when they play with the toy); 5) intellectual
learning (how much children can learn intellectually when
they play with the toy); 6) feasibility (how feasible is the toy);
and 7) surprise (how surprised you were at the idea of the toy).
Note that the second to fifth items correspond to usefulness
as a toy. In addition, the average value of the overall items
was included.
To evaluate the products of these items, we used a method
similar to that of Finke et al. (1992). The first author and two
graduate students (one male, one female), who were working
on creativity research and did not know the purpose of this

experiment, worked on the evaluation ratings individually. In
the ratings, the order of the products was randomized. We
compared the evaluations among the conditions using
ANOVA and multiple comparisons. We calculated the
intraclass correlation coefficient for the mean of the three
raters (ICC [2, k]; Shrout & Fleiss, 1979). The result showed
that ICC (2, k) was .36 (p < .001). Considering that previous
studies on creativity evaluation have not reported sufficient
high agreement rates (Getzels & Csikszentmihalyi, 1976;
Sobel & Rothenberg, 1980), it is difficult to say that this value
is significantly low. Therefore, we used the mean value of the
three raters as the product score.
Cognitive process Next, we analyzed what people were
considering at the time of product generation, which was
obtained in the fourth procedure. First, we transcribed their
verbal reports and checked the details. We treated the report
for each product as a unit of analysis. Then, the first author
generated the following categories in a bottom-up manner
based on the contents that the participants frequently
mentioned in the reports: 1) part feature; 2) possibility of part
fabrication; 3) parts combination; 4) part analogy; 5) memory
of the past; and 6) part material. We then classified the reports
into each category and calculated the frequency of the
category for each participant. We compared each category's
frequency among the conditions and identified the cognitive
process observed frequently in each condition. We applied
the Mann–Whitney U test for the analysis because the
normality distribution assumption was not satisfied in this
kind of frequency data. At present, we have not been able to
obtain the ratings from multiple people for category
classification. We plan to add this analysis and check the
inter-rater reliability in the future.
Mediation Effect of the Cognitive Process Finally, we
investigated the degree to which the above cognitive
processes explained the condition’s influence on creative
evaluation. A mediation analysis was conducted with the
condition as the explanatory variable, creativity evaluation as
the objective variable, and cognitive process as the mediator
variable (Baron & Kenny, 1986). We included the evaluation
items and cognitive categories that showed statistical
significance among the conditions in the above two analyses
in this mediation analysis.

Results
Creative Evaluation of the Products
Fig. 3 shows the results of the creativity evaluation. We can
observe that Embodied condition was higher than Visual and
Verbal conditions in terms of novelty, physical enjoyment,
physical learning, and overall evaluations. Similarly, in
intellectual enjoyment and intellectual learning, Embodied
and Visual conditions suggested higher values than Verbal
condition.
The statistical tests showed consistent results. One-way
ANOVA showed significant differences among conditions
for several evaluation items (novelty: F (2, 42) = 4.89, p < .05,
η2 = .19; intellectual enjoyment: F (2, 42) = 3.47, p < .05, η2
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Fig. 3 Creative evaluation score of the product ＊: p < .05, †:
p < .10
= .14; physical learning: F (2, 42) = 5.04, p < .05, η2 = 0.19,
intellectual learning: F (2, 42) = 2.59, p < .10, η2 = 0.11,
overall: F (2, 42) = 7.12, p < .01, η2 = 0.25). Therefore, we
conducted multiple comparisons between conditions for
these items (adjusted by the Bonferroni method). The results
showed significant differences or marginally significant
differences between Embodied condition and the other two
conditions (Visual and Verbal conditions) for novelty,
physical learning, and overall rating (novelty: p < .05, d = .88,
p < .05, d = 1.12; physical learning: p < .05, d = . 90, p < .05,
d = 1.13, overall: p < .10, d = .81, p < .01, d = 1.41). For
intellectual enjoyment and intellectual learning, significant
differences or marginally significant differences were
observed between Embodied and Verbal conditions
(intellectual enjoyment: p < .05, d = 1.13; intellectual
learning: p < .01, d = .87). These results suggest that toys that
are more novel and promote physical learning were generated
in Embodied condition. In addition, they indicated that toys
that promote intellectual learning were frequently generated
in Embodied and Visual conditions. However, there were
some items such as feasibility that did not show any
difference among conditions. Differences among conditions,
such as physical manipulation of the parts, are thought to
have selectively influenced the product features.

Cognitive Process
Fig. 4 shows the results of the cognitive process. We can
observe that Embodied condition showed a higher frequency
than the other two conditions for 1) part feature, 2) possibility
of part fabrication, and 4) part analogy. On the other hand,
for the 3) parts combination, Verbal condition suggested
higher values than Visual and Embodied conditions.
Mann-Whitney's U test revealed generally consistent
results (adjusted for multiple comparisons by the Bonferroni
method). Significant differences were identified between
Embodied and Visual conditions, and between Embodied and
Verbal conditions for 1) part feature and 2) possibility of part
fabrication [1) part feature: U = 55.50, p < .05, r = .47; U =
54.50, p < .05, r = .47, 2: possibility of part fabrication: U =
48.00, p < .05, r = .52; U = 39.00, p < .01, r = .60] On the
other hand, no significant differences were indicated for 3)
parts combination and 4) part analogy. These results suggest
that in Embodied condition, the participants generated their

Fig. 4 Category’s frequency of the cognitive process＊: p
< .05

Fig. 5 Result of mediation analysis on product’s novelty. ＊
＊＊: p < .001, ＊: p < .01, ＊: p < .05

products with more attention paid to the part features and the
various possibilities of the part fabrication.

found various parts fabrication possibilities based on this
feedback and gained a novel perspective for generating
products. On the other hand, in Verbal condition, the
participants could not obtain the feedback mentioned above,
and it was difficult for them to find new perspectives to
generate products. As a result, the creativity evaluation scores
in Verbal condition were lower than those in the other
conditions. In fact, in Visual condition, creativity evaluations
such as novelty, physical enjoyment, and physical learning
were lower than those in Embodied condition. On the other
hand, the same differences were not observed for intellectual
enjoyment and intellectual learning. These results of Visual
condition may be due to the fact that the participants could
not obtain tactile and somatic feedback sufficiently in this
condition. They could probably not explore the fabrication
possibility based on these kinds of feedback, which are
considered to facilitate the generation of product
imaginations related to physical perspectives.
These results and interpretations show the important
functions and mechanisms of action in creativity. This
function and mechanism are consistent with the PAI
framework proposed in the introduction. This study's
significance and novelty is that it proposed and investigated
the detailed influence mechanism of bodily action on people's
creativity.
Many issues remain to be addressed. First, we need to
check the influence of cognitive loads. In the Embodied
condition, the cognitive load was lower than in the other
conditions because the participants could manipulate the
parts. This lower cognitive load might have enabled the
generation of novel products. It will be necessary to carefully
investigate whether the product evaluation suggested in this
study is due to cognitive load or to perceptual feedback by
bodily action. We need to set and compare the conditions
where the cognitive load is kept at the same level. We also
need to investigate the physical manipulations performed in
Embodied condition. In this experiment, we recorded the
participants’ behavior using Zoom’s recording function. We
are currently analyzing the behaviors and identifying the part
manipulations that facilitate the exploration of the possibility
of part fabrication. Further analysis to identify the
relationship between these specific part manipulations and
the cognitive process as well as the creativity evaluation will
be important. It will also be necessary to conduct experiments
that include the part manipulation identified above as an

Mediation Effect of the Cognitive Process
Fig. 5 shows a part of the mediation analysis results (with the
novelty evaluation as the objective variable, part feature, and
possibility of part fabrication as the mediator variable). This
figure indicates that the overall standardized effect of
Embodied condition was β = .57 (p < .01), the standardized
direct effect was β = .38 (p < .05), the standardized indirect
effect of part feature was β = .03 (p = .62), and the
standardized indirect effect of the possibility of part
fabrication was β = .16 (p < .05). We calculated the 95%
confidence interval for the possibility of part fabrication
using bootstrap (bias correction method, sample size: 10,000).
The result indicated a significant mediation effect, which did
not include 0 (95% CI [0.03-0.33]).
These results suggest that the increase in the novelty
evaluation in Embodied condition can be explained to some
degree by the cognitive process, such as the possibility of part
fabrication. In Embodied condition, the participants
physically manipulated the parts and acquired various
perceptual feedback such as visual, tactile, and auditory
feedback. These kinds of feedback gave them various
perspectives to fabricate the parts and increased their
attention to the fabrication possibilities. We assumed that this
process led to the generation of products with novel features.
However, there are some direct effects that cannot be fully
explained only by this indirect effect. It is necessary to further
investigate the background of creativity facilitation in
Embodied condition.

Discussion
The experiment in this study suggested the following three
results. 1) Scores of the creativity evaluation such as novelty
(other than feasibility) increased in Embodied condition; 2)
More attention was paid to the possibility of part fabrication
in Embodied condition. 3) Increase in creativity evaluation
scores in Embodied condition can be partially explained by
the focus on the possibility of part fabrication.
Based on these results and the condition settings, we can
consider that in Embodied condition, the participants
acquired various perceptual feedback such as visual, tactile,
and auditory feedback through physical manipulation. They
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experimental factor. Through this experiment, we can
investigate the causal relationship between manipulation and
creativity evaluation. Furthermore, the identification of
perceptual feedback that encourages creativity is considered
important. In this experiment, the participants acquired
various perceptual feedback, including tactile, auditory, and
somatosensory feedback. However, we could not detect
which one had a critical function. We consider that the
feedback which has an essential function largely depends on
the characteristics of the task, the participant, and has domain
dependence. We need to clarify the details of these functions
to investigate the influence of bodily action on creativity.
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Abstract
Humans readily make inferences about the behavioral context
of the music they hear. These inferences tend to be accurate,
even if the songs are in foreign languages or unfamiliar musical
idioms: upon hearing a Blackfoot lullaby, a Korean listener
with no experience of Blackfoot music, language, or broader
culture is far more likely to judge the music’s function as “to
soothe a baby” than as “for dancing”. Are such inferences
shaped by musical exposure or does the human mind naturally
detect certain links between musical form and function?
Children’s developing experiences with music provide a clear
test of this question. We studied musical inferences in a large
sample of children (𝑁 = 2,418), who heard dance, lullaby, and
healing songs from 70 world cultures and were tasked with
guessing the original behavioral context in which each was
performed. We found little evidence for the effect of
experience on musical inferences: children reliably inferred the
original behavioral contexts of unfamiliar foreign songs, with
only minimal improvement in performance from the youngest
(age 3 or younger) to the oldest (age 12) participants.
Children’s inferences tightly correlated with those of adults for
the same songs, as collected from a similar massive online
experiment (𝑁 = 85,068). Moreover, the same acoustic features
explained variability in both children’s and adults’ inferences.
These findings imply that accurate inferences about the
behavioral contexts of music, driven by links between form
and function in music across cultures, do not require extensive
musical experience.
Keywords: Music; Development; Form-function links; Social
cognition

Introduction
Music is a ubiquitous part of human culture whose
presence plays various functional roles in our day-to-day
lives (Mehr et al., 2019; Trehub et al., 2015): We sing songs
to entertain each other, to find spiritual connection, to tell
stories, to regulate our emotions, or just to pass the time.
Whereas some musical contexts are idiosyncratic, like how
complex geographical knowledge is culturally encoded in
song by some groups of Indigenous Australians (Norris &
Harney, 2014), others are recurrent across societies. These
latter contexts tend to also be accompanied by a recurrent set
of features. For example, lullabies tend to have slow tempos
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and a narrow dynamic and pitch range (Bergeson & Trehub,
1999; Trehub et al., 1993b; Trehub & Trainor, 1998), and this
is found not only for western lullabies but also those in a
globally representative sample of small-scale societies (Mehr
et al., 2019). That music appears universally in conjunction
with a given behavioral context (e.g., infant-care), and that
examples of music in that context share particular musical
features (e.g., slow tempos), implies a link between form and
function in music production.
Adults are sensitive to this link, in that they reliably
distinguish song forms from one another even when
examples are unfamiliar and foreign. This has been
demonstrated in experiments where naïve listeners are asked
to identify the context in which a song was originally used,
purely on the basis of the sounds it contains. Indeed, they
successfully identify lullabies when paired with love songs as
foils (Trehub et al., 1993a) and distinguish lullabies, dance
songs, healing songs, and love songs from one another (with
weakest performance at identifying love songs) (Mehr et al.,
2018, 2019).
How do adults come to be sensitive to these musical formfunction links? Given the ubiquity and richness of musical
experience over the lifespan, and especially in the younger
years (Mendoza & Fausey, 2021), it is plausible that this
sensitivity is shaped by direct musical experience. This seems
all the more plausible given the detailed nature of people’s
long-term memories for music (Krumhansl, 2010) and known
importance of implicit associative learning in musical
knowledge more generally (Rohrmeier & Rebuschat, 2012).
Two forms of evidence point to an alternative explanation,
however. First, across species, systematic form-function
pairings are found in vocalizations throughout the animal
kingdom (Morton, 1977), possibly reflecting innate aspects
of vocal signaling (Darwin, 1871; Mehr et al., 2020). Indeed,
emotional vocalizations are not only cross-culturally
intelligible in humans (Scherer et al., 2001; including in
music: Balkwill & Thompson, 1999), but also between
species (Filippi et al., 2017). Form-function inferences in
song might thus be grounded in these instinctive and
evolutionarily ancient signaling mechanisms.

Secondly, infants, who have far less exposure to music than
do adults, relax more in response to lullabies than nonlullabies, even when the particular examples are culturally
unfamiliar (Bainbridge et al., 2020). While this does not
demonstrate an ability to identify a lullaby as such, it does
suggest an innate sensitivity to its physiological effects,
which may in turn come to act as an internal cue for higherlevel cognitive inferences. Together, these findings suggest
an innate or early-appearing sensitivity to form and function
in music, which could subsequently interact with musical
experience to produce adult-level musical inferences.
Here, we test between these explanations by studying
musical inferences across early and middle childhood, so as
to measure whether and how these inferences change as
children’s musical experience grows. Children participated in
a citizen-science experiment (readers can try it with their
children at https://themusiclab.org) where they listened to
examples of lullabies, dance songs, and healing songs from
70 mostly small-scale societies, drawn from the Natural
History of Song Discography (Mehr et al., 2019). For each
example, they guessed the original behavioral context of the
song.
To examine the degree to which musical experience
affected their intuitions, we conducted a series of
preregistered and exploratory analyses, asking (1) whether
children are sensitive to form and function in music; (2) how
this sensitivity changes over the course of childhood; (3) how
children’s inferences compare to those of adults; and (4)
whether and how children’s inferences are predictable from
the acoustical features of the music.

Methods
Participants
Children visited the citizen science website
https://themusiclab.org to participate. We posted links to the
experiment on social media, which were spread via organic
sharing, and we also advertised the experiment on
https://childrenhelpingscience.com, a website disseminating
information on web-based research for children. Recruitment
was/is open-ended; at the time of analysis, we had complete
data from 5,774 children with reported ages from “3 or
under” to “17 or older.” Given our interest in early
development, we chose to analyze only data from the
youngest 10 age bands (ages “3 or under” to “12”). We
excluded older children (𝑛 = 3,502); children whose parents
indicated that they had assisted their child during the
experiment (𝑛 = 658); children who indicated they had played
the game previously (𝑛 = 499); children with known hearing
impairments (𝑛 = 350); and children who were missing data
from the test phase (𝑛 = 37).
This left 2,418 participants for analysis (1,031 male, 1,292
female, 95 other) representing 107 native languages and 110
countries.
No compensation was given, reducing the likelihood that
adults were posing as children, but as an additional check, we
examined participants’ response times during the study.
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Consistent with prior work showing that response time in
perceptual and cognitive tasks decreases over the course of
childhood (Kiselev et al., 2009), response times during the
task decreased reliably as a function of age (F(1, 2,416) =
205.54, p < .001, R2 = 0.078; SI Figure 1). More generally,
there is growing evidence that online and lab-based data
collection produce similar results, with limited evidence for
reduced reliability in online cohorts (Hartshorne et al., 2019).

Stimuli
Song excerpts were drawn from the Natural History of
Song Discography (Mehr et al., 2019), a corpus of vocal
music collected from 86 predominantly small-scale societies
across the world, including hunter-gatherers, pastoralists, and
subsistence farmers. Each recording in this corpus is
performed in one of four behavioral contexts: dance, healing,
lullaby, and love. The song recordings in this corpus are
selected and categorized based on the ethnographic records
pertaining to each song, collated within the NHS
Ethnography (see Mehr et al., 2018, 2019). Each song is
described by a text excerpt which summarizes the song
performance, its use within a given society or both. For
example, “Urai turuk bilou”, a dance song from the Mentawai
people located off the western coast of Sumatra in Indonesia
is described by dancers remaining still during singing, or
stamping in rhythm while making animal noises.
Because love songs were ambiguously detected in some
prior work (Mehr et al., 2018), and given the relative
difficulty of explaining this category to children, we omitted
love songs from the experiment and studied only the
remaining three categories (dance, lullaby, and healing). This
left 88 songs from 70 mostly small-scale societies, sung in 30
languages and originating from locations corresponding to 46
modern countries (see SI Figure 2). The 88 songs consisted
of 30 dance, 28 healing, and 30 lullaby.

Procedure
Parents were instructed to begin the game without the child
present, so that they could provide us with demographic
information and become oriented to the interface. This
information included whether the child had previously
participated in the experiment; the child’s age, gender,
country of residence, native language, any known hearing
impairments; and whether or not the child was wearing
headphones. We also asked about the frequency with which
the child heard singing and recorded music in the home.
Parents then turned the experiment over to their children,
who interacted with an animated character (“Susie the Star”).
First, in a training phase, Susie played children a likely-tobe-familiar song (the “Happy Birthday” song) and asked
them to identify what they thought it was used for, by
selecting one of three choices: “singing for bath time”,
“singing for school assembly” or “singing for celebrating a
birthday”). Once children correctly identified the song’s
behavioral context, Susie then presented the three song
categories that children would be tested on in the experiment
(lullaby, “for putting a baby to sleep”; healing, “to make a

sick person feel better”; dance, “singing for dancing”). A
static illustration accompanied each song category’s verbal
description, so as to facilitate responses for children too
young to read.
Susie then played the children a counterbalanced set of six
songs (two per song type, 14s each) drawn randomly from the
Natural History of Song Discography and presented in a
randomized order. Children were unable to advance to the
next trial until the song excerpt played in its entirety. After
each song, Susie asked “What do you think that song was
for?” and children made a guess by clicking or tapping on an
illustration corresponding with the song type. After each
song, we also asked children to rate how much they liked the
song, for use in a separate experiment. Encouraging feedback
was always given after each trial (e.g., “Good job!”), with an
arbitrary number of “points” awarded (+20 points when
correct and +15 points when incorrect).
Last, parents answered debriefing questions. The questions
confirmed whether the child had worn headphones during the
experiment (if, at the beginning of the study, the parent had
stated the child would wear headphones), if the parent had
assisted the child during the training portion of the
experiment, and if the parent had assisted the child during the
test questions.

0.82), as they did in exploratory results, and confirming the
first preregistered hypothesis.
Notably, children did not use the three response options
evenly: they guessed “dance” most frequently (42.6%),
followed by “healing” (35.3%), and least often guessed
“lullaby” (22.2%). As such, we computed d-prime scores for
each of the three song types for each of the participants, to
assess discrimination independently from response bias.
Dance songs were the most reliably discriminated (d’ = 0.88,
95% CI [0.84, 0.91], t(2417) = 50.57, p < .001, one-sample
two-tailed t-test), followed closely by lullabies (d’ = 0.85,
95% CI [0.82, 0.88], t(2417) = 49.51, p < .001). Healing
songs were the least reliably discriminated but still robustly
above chance (d’ = 0.28, 95% CI [0.24, 0.32], t(2417) =
15.04, p < .001).

Pilot study and preregistration
We ran a pilot version of the experiment with 500 children
(50 children in each age group, range 3-12; 221 male, 267
female, 12 other) to provide a dataset for exploratory
analyses. Based on these data, and our broader theoretical
interests motivated in the introduction section of this paper,
we preregistered three confirmatory hypotheses to be tested
in a larger sample (see the preregistration at
https://osf.io/56zne): in the full cohort of children, accurate
identification of behavioral contexts overall and in all three
song types; a statistically significant but practically nonsignificant effect of age on accuracy (R2 < .05); small or null
associations of musical exposure in the home on accuracy.
We also pre-specified four other hypotheses that were not
investigated in the exploratory sample. Two of these are
studied in this paper: predicted correlations between
children’s intuitions about the songs and adult’s intuitions
(with a sampled expanded from our previous study in Mehr
et al., 2019); and a prediction that the musical features of the
songs that are predictive of children’s intuitions about them,
within a given song type, will correspond with musical
features previously identified as universally associated with
that song type (from Mehr et al., 2019). We leave the
remaining two hypotheses for future research.

Results
Children’s musical inferences are accurate
Children accurately inferred the behavioral context of the
songs they listened to at a rate significantly above chance
level of 33.3% (Figure 1a; M = 52.3%, SD = 20.8%, d’ =
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Figure 1: Accurate identification of all three song types,
cohort-wide and as a function of age. a, Mean d-prime scores
across all children show above-chance identification of each song
type, independent of their response bias. b, Accuracy increases
only modestly from the youngest to the oldest children, and only
for lullabies and dance songs. In both panels, the circles indicate
mean d-prime scores and the error bars indicate the 95%
confidence intervals. In panel b, the three thick lines depict a linear
regression for each song type and the shaded regions represent the
95% confidence intervals from each regression.

Figure 2: Children and adults make similar musical inferences that are driven by the same acoustical
features. The scatterplots (a-c) show the tight correlations between children’s and adults’ musical inferences.
Each point represents average percent guesses that was (a) “for dancing”; (b) “for putting a baby to sleep”; and
(c) “to make a sick person feel better”; the songs’ actual behavioral contexts are color-coded, with dance songs
in blue, lullabies in green, and healing songs in red. The lines depict simple linear regressions and the gray
shaded areas show the 95% confidence intervals from each regression. The bar plots (d-f) show the similar
amounts of variance (partial-𝑅2) in childrens’ (lighter bars) and adults’ (darker bars) guesses that is explained
by musical features selected via LASSO regularization, for each of the three song types, computed from
multiple regressions.

Musical inferences improve only slightly with age
To measure the degree to which these inferences change
through development, we fit a simple linear regression
predicting children’s average accuracy from age, finding a
small but significant effect (F(1, 2,416) = 7.38, p = 0.007, R2
= 0.003), consistent with our exploratory analyses and
preregistered hypothesis (i.e., a small, or practically nonsignificant increase in accuracy). As a more rigorous test
(which was not preregistered), we ran a mixed-effects model
on participant-wise d-prime scores, with random intercepts
for participants and random intercepts and slopes for song
types. In this model, the effect of age did not reach statistical
significance (F(1, 235.63) = 3.73, p = 0.055).

Musical inferences are unrelated to children’s
home musical environment
We tested the relation between parent-child musical
interactions and children’s musical inferences. Consistent
with the preregistered hypothesis, we found no evidence for
relations between d-prime scores and the frequency of
parental singing (SI Figure 4a; F(1, 2,414) = 0, p > 0.99), or
the frequency of recorded music (SI Figure 4b; F(1, 2,414) =
0.06, p = 0.801).
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Musical inferences are highly similar between
children and adults
With practically no change in accuracy from early
childhood to early adolescence, might children’s musical
inferences be similar to those of adults? We used all available
data
from
the
“World
Music
Quiz”
on
https://themusiclab.org, a similar experiment for adults. Data
were available from 85,068 participants who were older than
18 years old (13,157 male, 6,643 female, 205 other, for
65,063 gender information was not available; mean age =
31.3, SD = 12.9, range: 18-99; n.b., a portion of these data
were previously analyzed in Mehr et al. (2019), but not in
relation to children’s performance on the task). For both
adults and children, we computed the song-wise proportion
of guesses for each song type (i.e., a measure of how strongly
each song cued a given behavioral context) and then
regressed these scores on each other.
In all cases, children’s inferences were highly predictive of
adults’, with R2 values approaching 1 (Figure 3a-c; dance:
F(1, 86) = 1,967.28, R2 = 0.96; lullaby: F(1, 86) = 1,940.38,
R2 = 0.96; healing: F(1, 86) = 297.49, R2 = 0.78; all p <.001).
This relationship was also robust when inferences were
reduced from a continuous score to a discrete ranking of the
songs by guessing percentage. We quantified the strength of
this relationship using Kendall’s rank correlation coefficient
𝝉: a more conservative, non-parametric measure of

correlation. Again, there was a strong positive correlation
between children’s and adults’ inferences for all song types
(dance: 𝝉 = 0.874; lullaby: 𝝉 = 0.787; healing: 𝝉 = 0.706; all
p <.001).

Child and adult musical inferences are driven by
the same musical features
To investigate what might drive children’s musical
inferences, we analyzed which musical features were
predictive of their guesses, within each song; and whether
these musical features corresponded with those that were
predictive of adults’ guesses. We began with the set of 36
musical features (expert annotations and transcription
variables) previously studied in Mehr et al. (2019). To reduce
overfitting, we selected variables via LASSO regularization.
The model was trained to predict the child and adult
inferences for each song on the basis of the 36 musical
features. The key hyperparameter of the model (lambda),
which determines how many features are selected, was
chosen on the basis of a 10-fold cross-validation procedure
across random subsets of the data, repeated 100 times for
each song function to maximize robustness. The model mean
squared error was averaged over these iterations, and we
selected the highest lambda value whose model error was
within one standard error of the minimum. This procedure
yielded a small number of musical features predictive of each
song-type guess; we then discarded those with coefficients
below an arbitrary threshold of 0.01, as a form of secondary
regularization (to err on the side of analyzing a smaller set of
features).
We then built multiple regression models predicting the
percentage of song-wise guesses in each category from the
selected musical features. For all three song types, these
features explained substantial variability in listener
inferences (dance: F(1, 84) = 52.66, p < .001, 𝑅2 = 0.65;
lullaby: F(1, 85) = 36.05, p < .001, 𝑅2 = 0.46; healing: F(1,
80) = 17.89, p < .001, 𝑅2 = 0.61). An analysis of the partial
𝑅2 s from the models showed that the musical features
explained comparable degrees of variability in guessing
behavior between children and adults (Figure 3d-f; full
regression reporting is in SI Tables 1-3). To estimate the
degree of similarity, we pooled song-wise guessing
percentages and tested whether a model that could
differentiate child/adult was statistically equivalent to one
that could not, using a chi-square test. Only the model for
dance inferences showed a statistical difference between
children and adults (dance: 𝜒2 = 5.95, p = 0.005; lullaby: 𝜒2
= 6.45, p = 0.073; healing: 𝜒2 = 3.35, p = 0.217).

Discussion
We showed that 3- to 12-year-old children can discriminate
whether songs are intended for soothing an infant, for
dancing, or for healing the sick. The songs were unfamiliar to
the children, taken from a representative sample of vocal
music from 70 human societies, yet their guessing patterns
were well above chance and strikingly similar to those of
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adults. While older children guessed more accurately than
younger children, on average, this difference was small, with
three-year-olds already reaching near-adult levels of
performance. Additionally, musical exposure in the child’s
home, from either recorded music or from parental singing,
had no discernible effect. Together, these results imply that
for the particular song types sampled in this study (dance,
lullaby, and healing) human intuitions about their function
develop early and seemingly independently from direct
musical experience.
The similarities in children’s and adults’ inferences were
detectable even at the level of individual musical features of
each song. For example, faster tempo, more stable beat
structure, and more rhythmic accentuation led listeners to
guess that a song was used for dancing; less rhythmic
accentuation and slower tempo cued listeners that a song was
used as a lullaby; and songs with a slower tempo, less beat
stability, more melodic arpeggiation, and a major tonality
suggested that a song was used for healing. But across the
board, these acoustical features were comparably predictive
of both children’s and adults’ inferences, suggesting similar
mechanisms in both cohorts.
What explains the associations between particular musical
features and listener inferences? We speculate that these
associations may tie into the prototypical emotional and
physiological content of songs’ behavioral contexts. Across
cultures, dance songs typically aim to increase arousal (e.g.,
energizing groups of people to dance) whereas lullabies aim
to decrease it (e.g., soothing an infant). This is mirrored in the
arousal-mediating effects of both rhythmic accentuation (Ilie
& Thompson, 2006; Schubert, 2004; Weninger et al., 2013)
and tempo (Balch & Lewis, 1996; Holbrook & Anand, 1990;
Husain et al., 2002; Yamamoto et al., 2007)—consistent with
the inferences made by both children and adults.
Dance songs also aim to not just excite but to have people
move their bodies. This may be supported by the
psychological effects of ‘groove’: an impulsive drive for
rhythmic body movement in response to music with high beat
stability, faster tempos, more rhythmic accentuation, and
moderate amount of rhythmic complexity (Janata et al.,
2012)—also consistent with the musical features correlated
with ‘dance’ inferences.
The acoustical correlates of healing songs are more
difficult to interpret. Their traditional behavioral context is
characterized by formal and religious activity across cultures
(Mehr et al., 2019), such as manifest in shamanic healing
rituals (Singh, 2018). But the difficulty in their interpretation
here is that healing rituals sometimes involve prominent
dance elements, blurring the distinction between healing
songs and dance songs. Indeed, looking at the songs which
received the highest percentage of ‘dance’ guesses: two of the
top five were healing songs (as can be seen in Figure 2a), with
the highest of these receiving 96% ‘dance’ guesses, and
clearly exemplify the characteristic dance features discussed
in the previous paragraph. More generally, despite better than
chance identification of healing songs, participants were
more likely to guess healing songs as having a dance function

(43.7%) than a healing function (42.6%). But if we instead
look at the proportions of song types inferred to be healing
songs, 40.20% were actually healing songs and 39.33% were
lullabies, and indeed, the songs with the highest percentage
of ‘healing’ guesses were characterized by unaccompanied
vocal chanting, differentiated from lullabies by not having
reduced accentuation (and having other intensifying features
like vibrato), and differentiated from dance songs by having
less precise and prominent rhythmic structures.
Taken together, our results suggest that the ability to
distinguish dance, lullaby, and healing songs from one
another—to infer their behavioral function—comes naturally
to humans and relies minimally on experience. Indeed, many
music perception abilities appear to be precocial, including
beat-based processing (Kirschner & Tomasello, 2009;
Phillips-Silver & Trainor, 2005; Winkler et al., 2009; Zentner
& Eerola, 2010); sensitivity to tonal structure in music
(Lynch & Eilers, 1992); rich memories of musical stimuli
(Granier-Deferre et al., 2011) that persist after long delays
(Mehr et al., 2016); and early sensitivity to metrical (Hannon
& Trehub, 2005) and tonal structures (Lynch et al., 1990)
typical of infants’ native musical environment. The nature of
human music perception — including inferences about
particular form-function relationships — might therefore be
similar to the perception of arousal signals in vocalizations
across species (Filippi et al., 2017; Owren & Rendall, 2001).
This contrasts with abilities that require extensive direct
experience, such as those involved in using a specific
language, or indeed, other aspects of music psychology, such
as specific stylistic competence.
This is not to say that experience does not shape listeners’
understanding of music: it obviously does, as evidenced by
common sense and a variety of studies showing modest
differences in the interpretation of musical structure across
cultures (e.g., Drake & Heni, 2003). But the results of the
present study provide support for the view that some aspects
of our musical understanding stem from innate signaling
mechanisms not unlike those found in nonhuman
vocalizations (e.g., those found in the contexts of infant care
and territorial signaling; Mehr et al. 2020). Musical
understanding might thus result from a unique combination
of acoustic predispositions, built on those shared with other
species; social experience, which plays a key role in early
learning (Baldwin et al., 1996; Liberman et al., 2017;
Tomasello et al., 2005), including in music (Cirelli et al.,
2018; Mehr et al., 2016, 2017; Xiao et al., 2018); and their
interaction with related modalities, such as movement and
emotion (Sievers et al., 2013, 2019).
The findings reported here raise the possibility that despite
the vast variety of ways that music entangles with human
lives, many of which shaped in large ways by culture and our
idiosyncratic experiences, some of these may be rooted in our
biology, developing independently of experience as a natural
part of the human mind.
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Abstract
An open problem in Libet task literature regards the
relationship between the moment in which awareness of
motor intention arises and inhibition efficiency in response to
an external stimulus (taking into account both the reactive and
proactive mechanisms). In this study, 112 volunteers
performed the Libet’s clock task to evaluate motor intention
awareness, a Stop Signal Task (SST) to evaluate the
inhibitory efficiency in its mainly reactive component, and a
Cued Go/No-Go to evaluate the inhibitory efficiency in its
mainly proactive dimension. We observed that a delayed
insurgence of the awareness of motor intent is related to a
better reactive inhibitory efficiency. No relationship was
observed with the proactive component.
Keywords: Libet’s clock, motor awareness, inhibitory
control, reactive inhibition, proactive inhibition.

Introduction
The Readiness Potential (RP) is a preparatory
neurophysiological activity that begins as early as ~1 second
before the subject performs a spontaneous action, (Deecke
et al., 1976). This finding initiated a stream of studies aimed
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at investigating the role and the timing that the awareness of
motor intention has in the process of implementing the same
action. The paper of Libet, Gleason, Wright, and Pearl
(1983) represents the pioneering research of this field. In
this study, participants reported the onset of motor intention
awareness of self-generated action through the Libet’s
clock. This task measures when the awareness of motor
intention arises with respect to the moment of actual action
implementation. The authors found that the reported onset
of motor intention precedes on average the moment in
which the action is actually performed by ~200-250 ms.
These data have been compared with the relative moment of
the RP onset and it emerged that the beginning of the of the
RP preceded the moment of motor intention awareness.
Although Libet's paradigm has been subject to criticism
due to the difficulty of reporting introspective measures, the
results obtained have been widely replicated (Hallett, 2016).
Since Libet's pivotal study, many other studies have
confirmed the presence of action related neural correlates
that precedes the moment of motor intention awareness
(Fried et al., 2011; Soon et al., 2008). Libet (1983)
hypothesized that the moment of awareness of motor

intention play a relevant role in relation to self-generated
actions. He suggested that the chance to exert a "veto" under
conscious control that prevents the execution of the
impending action is available once that the awareness of
motor intention has been reached: the time elapsed between
the moment of motor intention awareness and the eventual
moment of action enactment represents the temporal
window in which one can inhibit the implementation of the
action. This interval seems indeed to be sufficient to
effectively stop the action (Brass & Haggard, 2007; Kühn et
al., 2009; Walsh et al., 2010). Nevertheless, the vetoing can
be exerted until a ‘point of no return’, after which the
initiation of an action cannot be undone, and this represents
a key aspect of the self-control. Critically, according to
Libet, exerting a last-moment veto against earlier
unconscious decisions is one pivotal function of becoming
aware of these decisions. As voluntary control mainly relies
on deliberate conscious processes, a crucial aspect to be
considered is when the awareness of intention to perform an
action emerges.
Action inhibition is mostly studied in response to external
stimuli and it reflects the ability to voluntary withhold a
‘prepotent’ response tendency and suppress inappropriate
actions (Duque et al., 2017). It relies on both proactive and
reactive mechanisms that exert a synergic control on
behavior (Braver, 2012). Proactive inhibition refers to the
ability to stand ready to inhibit an action in order to prevent
inadequate behaviors, allowing to prepare for and facilitate
the inhibition. Reactive inhibition enables the cancellation
of a planned action in reaction to a sudden external signal
once that the action has been previously elicited (Aron,
2011).
The capacity to inhibit an action is assessed with typical
experimental paradigms, such as the Stop Signal Task (SST)
and the Go/No-Go task (GNG). Although often used
interchangeably (Meyer & Bucci, 2016), the GNG and the
SST might investigate different components of the motor
inhibitory function (Raud et al., 2020; Verbruggen &
Logan, 2009). In fact, the GNG mainly involves proactive
mechanisms engaged during the motor preparation, namely
before the appearance of a target stimulus, reflecting the
active maintenance of task goals (Singh & Kar, 2018). In
contrast, the SST mainly engages the reactive component, as
the cancellation of an already initiated motor response is
required after the stop signal appearance (Cunillera et al.,
2014; Picazio et al., 2018; Ray Li et al., 2008; Wang et al.,
2013). In these tasks, subject’s inhibitory performance is
quantified through behavioral indices such as the Stop
Signal Reaction Time (SSRT) and the rate of accuracy in
inhibiting erroneous action in the SST and GNG
respectively. The SSRT represents the time needed to inhibit
an action that has already been elicited in response to a
“stop” signal and it computed on the basis of the
Independent race model (Logan & Cowan, 1984). This
model formalizes inhibition as a 'race' between a process of
response, triggered by the presentation of a stimulus, and a
stopping process, triggered by the presentation of a stop
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signal. Short SSRT indices reflect an efficient inhibitory
control. In the GNG the accuracy can be estimated as the
number of erroneous action implemented during No-Go
trials, where inhibition was requested. Less are the error
committed, better is the inhibitory capacity.
Recent studies conducted in healthy subjects (Caspar &
Cleeremans, 2015; Giovannelli et al., 2016), revealed a
relationship between the timing component of subjective
experience of intention and impulsivity traits: the higher
was the level of trait impulsivity, the closer was the
intention awareness to the action onset. Assuming that the
emergence of conscious intention close to the actual action
may interfere with the processes underlying the conscious
‘veto’, we hypothesized that in impulsive individuals the
delayed awareness of the intention to act could exceed the
'point of no return' more frequently, determining nonefficient inhibitory processes (Giovannelli et al., 2016).
As far as we know, no research has investigated the role
of the ‘veto window’ (i.e., the time interval which seems
sufficient to effectively stop the action) in the different
components (proactive and reactive) of inhibitory control
processes. Proactive and reactive processes rely on distinct,
contiguous brain networks (Gavazzi et al., 2020), and that
exert a synergic control on behavior.
The aim of the present study was to test the hypothesis
that the time component of the awareness of the intention to
act (as measured by the ‘veto window’) may be related to
the efficiency of the inhibitory control. To this end, we
conducted an exploratory correlational study in which
healthy participants performed a task based on the Libet’s
clock paradigm and a behavioral response inhibition
assessment. Using two different tasks (i.e., GNG and SST)
allowed to evaluate either proactive and reactive inhibitory
processes to test any difference.

Experiment
In the present correlational study, we investigated whether
the awareness of motor intention may be relevant for
inhibitory control efficiency in response to external stimuli.
Participants performed a modified version of the Libet’s
clock task (Libet et al., 1983) to assess motor intention
awareness, a Cued Go/No-Go (Cued GNG) and a Stop
Signal Task (SST) to assess respectively proactive and
reactive response inhibition. The rate of commission errors
in the cued GNG is considered the index of proactive
inhibition efficiency, the SSRT index is the measure used to
quantify reactive inhibition performance.

Method
Participants 112 healthy volunteers (53 women; mean age
24 years; range 18–40) with no history of neurological and
psychiatric diseases or drug abuse, normal hearing and
normal or corrected-to-normal vision were included in the
study. All participants, but ten, were right-handed.
Participants were mainly recruited from the Psychology
students’ community of the University of Florence. All

participants gave their written informed consent to the
procedure and the processing of personal data. The study
was performed according to the Declaration of Helsinki and
was approved by the Ethical Committee of the University of
Florence. Prior to the experimental session, each subject
was blind to the purpose of the study, which was carefully
explained after the completion of the evaluation.
Materials and procedure The Libet’s clock task was
performed as first paradigm from each participant to avoid
fatigue bias, the cued GNG and SST were randomized
between subjects. For the Libet’s clock task, participants sat
in front of a computer screen with the index finger of their
dominant hand on a keyboard. An analogical clock
(diameter 4 cm, subtending ~9º of visual angle) marked with
conventional intervals from 0 to 55 in steps of ﬁve units,
with a hand rotating clockwise with a revolution period of
2560 ms was displayed on the center of the screen. At each
trial, the initial clock hand position was random. The task
consisted of three experimental conditions performed in
separate blocks: movement (M), ‘wanting to move’ (W),
and sound judgement (S). In the M and W judgement
conditions participants were instructed to focus their
attention on the actual onset of a movement or to their
intentional decision to move. Namely they were requested to
press the key by their index finger whenever they want.
They were instructed to avoid planned or pre-decided
responses and not to push the button before the clock hand
completed the first round. After each trial, subjects had to
report as accurately as possible, the position of the clock’s
hand at the time they perform the actual key press (Mjudgement) and the time they first feel (become aware) their
intention to move (W-judgement). As a control condition to
assess the ability to estimate time events, subjects were
asked to report the clock’s hand position when an acoustic
tone was randomly delivered by speakers (S-judgement).
After each event (key press or tone presentation), the clock
hand rotation continued for a randomly assigned interval
(between 400 and 800 ms) before stopping, to avoid
providing spatial reference on the final position. Each block
consisted of 30 trials. The experimental phase was preceded
by a practice session. The order of the three experimental
blocks was randomized and counterbalanced across subjects
(Figure 1).
To assess response inhibition efficiency, participants
performed the cued GNG and SST. For both tasks, motor
responses were collected using an optical gaming mouseperipheral (KEY IDEA, model G10S). The mouse was
positioned on the center of a wooden board delimited by
two sponges (Figure 2A). Each sponge was positioned at
12.5 cm from the center of the wooden table.
For the cued GNG, visual stimuli consisted of arrows
presented at the center of the screen (4×4 cm, ~4° of visual
angle) (Figure 2B). Subjects were instructed to move the
mouse as quickly and accurately as possible in the direction
indicated by a ‘go’ target (white arrow) until they reached
the sponge barrier, and to suppress the response when a ‘no-
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go’ target (blue arrow) was presented. Both ‘Go-stimulus’
and ‘No-Go-stimulus’ disappeared when the response
threshold was reached or once 1000 ms was passed. A
descending series of five asterisks was presented at the
beginning of each trial as a countdown to prepare the
participant for the proper stimulus. This procedure was
employed in order to heighten the proactive preparatory
phase. Each asterisk remained on screen for 200 ms and,
between an asterisk and the following, a blank was
presented for 600 ms. The color of the last three asterisks
during the countdown provided information on the
probability that a ‘Go-stimulus’ or ‘No-Go-stimulus’ were
presented, but it was not informative about arrow response
side. Namely, in the ‘high Go-stimulus probability’
condition (green asterisks), Go-stimuli were 70% likely (i.e.,
in this condition there were 56 correctly cued Go trials and
24 No-Go trials, which were different from cued
expectation), whereas in the ‘low Go-stimulus probability’
condition (red asterisks) Go-stimuli were 30% likely (i.e., in
this condition there were 56 correctly cued No-Go trials and
24 Go trials, which were different from cued expectation).
Subjects were informed about the association between
asterisk color and relative Go or No-Go stimulus
probability. The time between the end of the countdown and
the appearance of the target varied randomly between 300
and 600 ms. The order of ‘Go-stimulus’, ‘No-Go-stimulus’
and relative asterisk countdown trials was randomized for
each participant. The task consisted of 160 trials, half of
them requested a leftward movement, the other half a
rightward movement.
The SST paradigm included two conditions: ‘Go-trials’
and ‘Stop-trials’ (Figure 2B). Each trial started with a
fixation point presented at the center of the screen for 500
ms. Visual stimuli consisted of arrows presented at the
center of the screen (4 × 4 cm, ~4° of visual angle). In Gotrials, a white arrow pointed randomly toward left or right.
Subjects were instructed to move the mouse in parallel to
the x-axes of the board as quickly and accurately as possible
in the direction indicated by the arrow until they reached the
sponge barrier. These trials represented 70% of the total
trials (56 left-arrow and 56 right-arrow trials, 112 trials in
total). In Stop-trials (30% of the total trials, i.e., 48 trials),
the white arrow was followed by a blue arrow (stop-signal)
pointed in the same direction. Subjects were instructed to
refrain from responding or to suppress the on-going motor
response when the stop-signal was presented. The blue
arrow disappeared after 1000 ms or as soon as the subject
failed to inhibit a motor response (i.e., responses in which
the mouse reached the sponge barrier). The time between
the white and the blue arrows (Stop Signal Delay, SSD) was
adapted to the participant’s performance by a tracking
procedure: when the subject succeeded correctly in
inhibiting the response in Stop-trials, the SSD increased by
50 ms; when the subject failed to inhibit the SSD was
shortened by 50 ms. The order of the Go-trials and Stoptrials was randomized for each participant. The task
consisted of a total of 160 trials divided into two blocks.

In both inhibitory tasks, feedback on the response speed
was given after ‘Go-conditions’ (i.e., Go-stimulus of the
cued GNG and Go-trials of the SST), in order to limit the
slowing tendency which can be adopted by the participant as
a strategy to improve accuracy.

Figure 1: Graphical representation of Libet’s clock task
for each condition.

Data analysis The measure used to quantify the behavioural
performance in the Libet’s clock task was the differences in
ms between the time in which subjects reported the
movement execution (M-judgement) or the intention to
move (W-judgement) and the time in which they performed
the actual key press. To assess the ability to correctly
estimates external event timing, we computed the difference
in ms between the time when subjects reported a sound and
the actual moment when the sound was delivered (Sjudgement).
For response inhibition tasks, behavioral performance was
quantified as (I) the number of correct responses and (II)
reaction times (RT), i.e., the time between the stimulus
appearance and the mouse movement onset, in the Go
conditions (Go-stimulus and Go-trials for GNG and SST,
respectively) and (III) number of inhibitory failures in the
No-Go/Stop conditions (i.e., No-Go-stimulus and Stoptrials, respectively) which were calculated as total and
dividing between full errors (mouse displacement reach set
threshold) and partial errors (mouse displacement do not
reach the threshold but moves from the board centre).
Finally, for the SST only we quantified (IV) mean SSD
and (V) computed the Stop Signal Reaction Time (SSRT)

Figure 2: (A) Mouse tracking system and (B) response inhibition experimental paradigms.
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using the mean method. For the cued GNG, correct
responses and inhibitory failures were calculated as total
and as a function of the Go-stimulus probability (low and
high probability). ANOVA and Student’s t were employed
to assess significant differences.
The relationship between Libet’s clock measures (Wjudgement, M-judgement, S-judgement) and inhibitory
control efficiency (total errors for the cued GNG and SSRT
for the SST) was tested by calculating the Pearson’s
correlation coefficients. All tests were two-tailed and
significance was set at p < 0.05.

Results
In the Libet’s clock task, we observed values near zero in
the estimate of the time of the acoustic tone (36 ± 59 ms)
and moment of actual movement (-10 ± 50 ms). As
expected, the intention to move (W-judgement) was
reported more in advance of the actual movement execution
(-141 ± 109 ms). As expected, there was a significant
difference in the mean values of the S, M and W measures
(F(2,222) = 164.46, p < .001), where each mean value was
statistically different from each other (all ps < .001). The
variance of the W-judgement was statistically higher than
the variance of the S-judgement (p < .001) and the Mjudgement (p < .001)
Descriptive statistics on behavioral performance in the cued
GNG and in the SST are given in Table 1. There were no
differences among the High Go, Low Go and SST both for
accuracy and reaction times (all ps > .1). The percentages of
errors were significantly higher in SST compared to High
Go and Low Go conditions (p < .001). In the cued GNG left
movements were significantly faster than right movements
(t(111) = 5.014, p < .001). In the SST left movements were
significantly slower than right movements in the GO
condition (t(110) = 2.04, p = .043) whereas in the STOP
condition we observed the opposite pattern (t(110) = 2.12, p =
.036).
Cued GNG
Total High Go

SST
Low Go

Go conditions
Accuracy (%) 100±0.7 100±1 100±1
RT (ms)
382±48 376±46 392±51
Inhibitory failures
Errors (%)
10±8
RT (ms)
SSD (ms)
-

99 ± 1.6
410 ±52

Table 2: Correlations among S, M, W, SSRT and GNG
performance. Mean and standard deviation are reported for
each variable
Results of the correlation analysis are reported in the Table
2. The moment of motor intention awareness (W) showed a
negative correlation with the SSRT (r = -.269; p = .004). A
positive correlation was found for the moment of motor
intention awareness (W) with the judgment of the acoustic
tone (S) (r = .317; p = .001). A positive correlation was also
found for the moment of motor intention awareness with the
judgment of the actual movement (M) (r = .267; p = .004).
The judgment of the acoustic tone (S) and the judgment of
the actual movement (M) were positively correlated (r =
.273; p = .004). The SSRT showed a negative correlation
with the judgment of the acoustic tone (S) (r = -.256; p =
.006). The number of total errors was positive and highly
correlated with High Go condition errors (r = .841; p < .001)
and with Low Go condition errors (r = .960; p < .001). The
number of errors in the High Go condition was highly and
positive correlated with the number of errors in the Low Go
condition (r = .655; p < .001). The remaining correlation
were low (r = .089 max value) and not statistically
significant.
The difference between the W-SSRT correlation and the
W-Total Errors correlation was statistically significant (z =
1.673, p = .047). On the contrary, we did not observe a
statistically significant different between the S-SSRT
correlation and S-Total Errors correlation (z = -1.361, p =
0.087). Correlational analysis was also performed taking
into account error rates but the results do not change.

Discussion
11±10
-

10±9
-

62±7
399±42

-

-

182±61

Table 1: Behavioral performance (mean and standard
deviation) for both cued GNG and SST
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We found a relationship between motor intention
awareness and the reactive inhibitory component. The more
the moment of motor intention awareness (W judgment)
was close to the time at which the action was actually
performed, the lower the SSRT value was. A low value on
the SSRT is indicative of a good reactive inhibitory
efficiency since it represents the capacity to quickly inhibit
the implementation of an action. We speculate that
participants that reported a late motor intention awareness
onset might be usually able to exercise the "veto"
temporally closer to the moment of the possible actual

action. This ability could allow them to obtain a good
performance in the reactive inhibition task (SST). In this
task, the moment in which it is required to inhibit the
programmed action (i.e., presentation of the 'stop-signal') is
modulated on subject performance. Specifically, the time
interval between the moment when action implementation is
evoked (i.e., presentation of the ‘Go’ target) and the
moment when inhibition is required extends for correct
inhibition in order to 'stress' the reactive inhibitory process
with a consequent short interval to inhibit before action
implementation.
We did not observe an association between motor
intention awareness and inhibitory efficiency in the
proactive task. However, a weak significant correlation
between W-judgement and failure inhibition expressed as
percentage of response for no-go stimuli was observed in a
previous study of our research group (Giovannelli et al.,
2016). It should be noted that GNG is a low demanding task
for healthy subjects (typically, error rate and variability are
low). This may have contributed to the discrepancy between
the current findings and that obtained in the study by
Giovannelli et al. (2016). Further studies are needed to
better characterize the relationship between veto window
and proactive inhibition processes.
Also, the judgment of the acoustic tone significantly
correlated with the SSRT. This is explained by the existence
of a significant, positive relationship between this measure
(S) and the motor intention awareness (W). However, the
difference between the W-SSRT correlation and the WTotal errors correlation was statistically significant whereas
the S-SSRT and S-Total Errors correlation was not.
It is important to highlight that this is a correlational study
and thus more experiments are needed to further investigate
the role of motor intention awareness in the different
component of inhibitory control processes.
Moreover, we highlight that in this study motor awareness
is registered as an all-or-nothing phenomenon due to
behavioral paradigm constraints, however this might not
properly reflect the nature of this event. Subjects indicate a
precise moment at which they become aware of the motor
intention, defining a binary measure (Fahle, Stemmler &
Spang, 2011). However, the markers used to assess the
initiation of neural processes that mediate the onset of
spontaneous action over time, such as RP, voxels fMRI
analysis or progressive neuronal population firing in deep
electrodes studies, follow a rather incremental trend and
thus are continuous measures. Authors (Fahle et al., 2011,
Guggisberg, Dalal, Schnider & Nagarajan, 2011) suggest
that given these evidences, the awareness of motor intention
could arise progressively. Thus, it is important to consider
that Libet's paradigm seems to impose a binary
discretization of a continuous trend.
Being a core aspect of cognitive control, inhibition is a
crucial process of self-control mechanisms associated with
the regulation of impulsive behaviors (Filevich et al., 2012).
Previous literature has reported a negative correlation
between the efficiency in the inhibitory performance,
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quantified through the SSRT, and the level of impulsivity
traits (Farr et al., 2012; Logan et al., 1997; van den
Wildenberg & Christoffels, 2010)1, while other failed to
find this result (Avila & Parcet, 2001; Rodrìguez-Fornells et
al., 2002; Lijffijt et al., 2004; Lansbergen et al., 2007). The
link between response inhibition and impulse control is
made explicitly within the personality literature, where
SSRT is often used as a behavioral measure of impulsivity.
However, Stahl et al. (2014) among others have questioned
the direct correspondence between the construct of response
inhibition and impulsivity traits. These diverse results might
reflect the difficulty to investigate variables belonging to
different domains, as traits measures opposed to state
measures (Skippen et al., 2019).
Crucially, recent studies (Caspar & Cleeremans, 2015;
Giovannelli et al., 2016) reported that the impulsive
personality trait is related to a ‘delayed' awareness of the
intention to act. It was found that the more the subjects were
impulsive, the closer was the reported onset of motor
intention awareness to the moment of actual movement in a
Libet’s clock task. Given these results, future studies should
take into account the role of impulsivity trait as a mediator
variable on the relation between shed motor intention
awareness and inhibitory efficiency.
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Abstract
Many events that humans and other organisms experience contain regularities in which certain elements within an event
predict certain others. While some of these regularities involve tracking the co-occurrences between temporarily adjacent stimuli, others involve tracking the co-occurrences between temporarily distant stimuli (i.e., non-adjacent dependencies, NADs). Prior research shows robust learning of adjacent
dependencies in humans and other species, whereas learning
NADs is more difficult, and often requires support from properties of the stimulus to help learners notice the NADs. Here
we report on four experiments that examined NAD learning
from various types of visual stimuli. The results suggest that
continuous movements aid the acquisition of NADs. We also
found that human motion leads to more robust NAD learning compared to object motions, perhaps because of a richer
representation. This richer representation could result in better memory and recall, and provide a stronger signal for NAD
learning.
Keywords: non-adjacent dependency; human action; visual
sequence; statistical learning

Introduction
Many events we experience involve temporally ordered sequences. These include visual events, such as watching
agents engaging in actions, as well as auditory events, such as
hearing a sequence of words in a spoken sentence. In many
cases, these sequential events contain regularities in which
certain elements within predict certain others. For example,
in the English present progressive, the copula, is, is followed
by a verb with the inflection -ing (e.g., . . . is bak-ing . . . ).
Through experience, individuals learn about aspects of these
regularities, and, once noticed, can use them to generate new
knowledge, either explicit, such as the understanding of an
artifact’s function, or implicit, such as the knowledge of the
grammatical rules in one’s native language(s).
There is now a large body of research investigating the
kinds of regularities that learners can detect and learn from
sequential stimuli. Many studies have looked at regularities involving adjacent items. The findings show that cooccurrence patterns of adjacent items are readily detected by
human adults (Saffran, Newport, Aslin, Tunick, & Barrueco,
1997), infants (Saffran, Aslin, & Newport, 1996; Aslin, Saffran, & Newport, 1998), and even by other species (Hauser,
Newport, & Aslin, 2001; Toro & Trobalón, 2005). The
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ability to detect adjacent regularities has been shown for
a range of stimuli, including speech (Saffran et al., 1996;
Pelucchi, Hay, & Saffran, 2009), tones (Saffran, Johnson,
Aslin, & Newport, 1999), non-musical noises (Gebhart, Newport, & Aslin, 2009), shapes (Fiser & Aslin, 2002), and human actions (Baldwin, Andersson, Saffran, & Meyer, 2008).
Researchers have also explored regularities involving nonadjacent items, or non-adjacent dependencies (NADs). The
findings from studies with adult humans suggest that learning
of non-adjacent patterns is less robust, and shows a greater
dependency on various properties of the stimulus. For example, Peña, Bonatti, Nespor, and Mehler (2002) first tested
whether adults could learn NADs from sequences of nonsense syllables in an artificial language, and found that adults
were capable of learning NADs from syllable sequences only
when brief 25ms pauses were added between syllable triplets
that contained the NAD. Wang, Zevin, and Mintz (2019) expanded this finding and demonstrated that learning NADs
from syllable sequences was possible without pauses, if the
sequences were presented at a natural speech rate. With respect to non-linguistic auditory stimuli, adults could learn
NADs from musical tones and noises when the items constructing the dependency (i.e., the a and b) were perceptually
similar to each other and when the middle item X differed perceptually from them (Creel, Newport, & Aslin, 2004; Gebhart et al., 2009). Similar results were found with learning NADs from visual stimuli such as simple shapes (TurkBrowne, Jungé, & Scholl, 2005). Participants failed to acquire the NADs when the perceptual similarity cues were
removed from the sequence, even when brief pauses were
added (Gebhart et al., 2009).
It is not surprising that pattern detection and learning is different for adjacent and non-adjacent patterns. Linking adjacent items requires minimal memory resources (although resources are required to store the link), and the relationship itself is very basic—items are either adjacent or they are not. In
contrast, detecting non-adjacent relationships requires holding one item in working memory as more items are processed,
then linking that item to a subsequent (non-adjacent) item.
Beyond this increase in resource demands, the computational
problem increases because there are multiple non-adjacent re-

lationships that the learner could consider: While adjacency
is limited to one position, non-adjacency is bounded only by
the length of the sequence. Moreover, there is evidence that
learners learn adjacent patterns even as they are learning nonadjacent ones (Romberg & Saffran, 2013; Wang & Mintz,
2018). Thus, given that the non-adjacent relationship itself
is less constrained than adjacency, and given the correlated
increase in resource demands, learning non-adjacent dependencies would logically benefit from constraints on the domain over which non-adjacent patterns are processed. The
pauses in Peña et al.’s (2002) study plausibly contribute one
kind of constraint. Wang et al. (2019) proposed that rhythmic
segmentation set up by repetition patterns (when there are no
pauses) could be another. Perceptual similarity could serve
a similar function by packaging the input into perceptually
similar units, over which pattern detection mechanisms could
operate. In general, anything that could constrain or bias
a learner to segment or group a sequence into smaller subsequences could facilitate NAD learning, if the sub-sequences
contain the NAD (Wang, Zevin, & Mintz, 2017).
In the visual domain, dynamic movement has been proposed as another property that could constrain and facilitate
NAD learning. Li and Mintz (2015) showed that when an object dynamically transformed from a flat, blanket-like shape
into different forms, learners could detect NADs involving
those transformation movements but did not learn NADs involving pictures of the static endpoints of those transformations.1 Interestingly, if the dynamic events or static images involved human avatars, then learners were able to detect NADs
in both dynamic and static images. Li and Mintz hypothesized that movement provided a way of connecting the items
in a sequence into a cohesive package, and that this packaging served to constrain and facilitate the detection of the
NADs contained within those elements. They further speculated that in the case of static human images, learners filled in
the motion, either because of familiarity with seeing human
forms in motion, or because they mapped the avatar positions
to their own body, and simulated the motor movements to
transition from one pose to the next. Either way, they speculated that dynamic motion (real or inferred) bound the events
together and and thus facilitated NAD detection, much like
the other signal-driven constraints discussed earlier.
A limitation with Li and Mintz’s (2015) findings is that
their design did not allow them to rule out the possibility that
learners were learning simpler positional regularities, and not
NADs. In their experiments, participants saw random sequences of nine NAD triplets during training (e.g., a1 X1 b1 ,
a1 X2 b1 , a1 X3 b1 , a2 X1 b2 , a2 X2 b2 , etc.). Then, they were
tested on triplets that adhered to the NAD patterns (i.e., NAD
triplets) and triplets that deviated from the NAD patterns (i.e.,
part triplets). In the test materials, NAD triplets had items
at the beginning and end positions in their trained positions
(e.g., a1 Xb1 where a1 b1 constituted a trained NAD, but

where the X item was an a or b item in training which hadn’t
occurred in the medial position), whereas part triplets contained an edge position with an item in an unattested position (e.g., a middle item during training occurred in an edge
position in testing). On each test trial, subjects had to pick
which of two test items, NAD triplet or part triplet, was most
like the training triplets. When stimuli were human avatars
(static, or in motion) or objects displaying dynamic movement, subjects chose the NAD triplets. Endorsement of the
items with the NADs could have been driven by the recognition of the NADs, but could also have been driven by the
fact that the first and last items were in familiar positions.
Hence, those findings do not conclusively show that dynamic
motion facilitates NAD detection in visual sequences. In fact,
Li and Mintz (2015) based their study on a prior study by
Endress and Wood (2011) that explored the conditions under
which subjects learned adjacent dependencies and positional
regularities in human action sequences, so the design was not
meant to provide a strong test of NAD learning. Frost and
Monaghan (2016) also identified problems with this design
for testing NAD learning. They argued that using an item in
its unattested position might hinder NAD learning and block
generalization to triplets in the test phase. When they modified the design by using novel items in the medial position
of test triplets, adults were capable of learning NADs in unsegmented speech, in contrast to the findings of Peña et al.
(2002). Thus, it is still an open question whether dynamic
motion facilitates the detection of NADs in temporally sequenced visual stimuli. This is what the present study addresses.
In the four experiments here, the test items were either
NAD triplets, or positional triplets. These were sequences
where the first and last items appeared in the same position
within the sequence as they did in the triplets in the training
materials, but where the non-adjacent relationship was violated. For example, if a1 b1 and a2 b2 were trained NADs,
then a1 Xb2 and a2 Xb1 would be positional triplets. This difference in test items compared to Li and Mintz (2015) allows
one to test for subjects’ sensitivity to NADs, above and beyond their sensitivity to absolute position.

1 The shapes and transformations were similar to those depicted
in Figure 3.

Participants Forty-five participants were recruited online
through Prolific, a crowd-sourcing platform for running
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Experiment 1: Human Actions
Experiment 1 investigated adults’ capacity for learning NADs
from human actions. Li and Mintz (2015) found that subjects
endorsed sequences of human actions that contained attested
NADs over ones that did not, but their data is consistent with
the possibility that subjects learned only the positions of actions within triplet sequences, and not the relations between
them. In this experiment, all the items in all test sequences
were in the same positions within the test triplet as they were
in the training materials; they differed only on whether they
contained a trained NAD or not.

Methods

experiments. Participants received $3.75 for their time in the
experiment. Ten participants were excluded for the analysis
due to technical issues during the experiment (2) or not
passing the attention check (8). The final sample included 35
participants (Mage = 25.37, SDage = 6.00, range: 18-41 years).
Materials Fifteen video clips of human actions similar to
those in Li and Mintz (2015) and Endress and Wood (2011)
were used to create training and testing materials. In each
video clip, an animated male human avatar performed one
action (e.g., kicking a leg). Each action clip lasted 625ms,
and it started and ended with the avatar in a neutral upright
position with arms at the sides and head facing forward. This
ensured that the action sequence flowed naturally from clip to
clip. The midpoints of each action clip depicted the maximum
extent of movements (Figure 1). The videos of human actions
were created using the animation software Poser (Bondware,
Inc., 2015).

Figure 1: Frames excerpted from the action clips (depicting
the maximum extent of movement) used in Experiment 1.
These were also the still images of postures used in Experiment 4.
Procedure Participants were first exposed to video sequences of human actions with NADs embedded (i.e., training phase). Six action clips were used to create three NAD
frames (i.e., a1 b1 , a2 b2 , and a3 b3 ). For each NAD
frame, one of three corresponding intervening actions could
be inserted to create a triplet (i.e., X1−3 for one frame, and
X4−6 for a different frame, and X7−9 for the third frame).
Therefore, participants saw 9 unique triplets during training (i.e., a1 X1 b1 , a1 X2 b1 , a1 X3 b1 , a2 X4 b2 , a2 X5 b2 , a2 X6 b2 ,
a3 X7 b3 , a3 X8 b3 , and a3 X9 b3 ). Furthermore, the assignment
of actual actions to letters was random for participants (i.e.,
a1 might be raising a leg for one participant and turning
head for another). Following Li and Mintz’s (2015) design,
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each triplet was presented for a total of 1875ms, with 125ms
pauses between triplets. In the training phase, participants
saw a pseudo-random sequence of 20 repetitions of each
triplet, resulting in a total of 180 triplets and a total exposure
time of 6 minutes.
Then, participants were presented with 36 novel test
triplets one at a time. They were asked to indicate for each
triplet whether they thought they had seen it before, using a 5-point scale with 1 being definitely had not seen the
triplet and 5 being definitely had seen the triplet. Half of
the novel triplets followed the NAD patterns (NAD triplets),
and the other half violated the patterns (positional triplets).
The NAD triplets were created by combining an intervening item of one trained NAD frame with a different NAD
frame (e.g., combining the X5 in a2 X5 b2 and the NAD frame
a1 b1 to create a1 X5 b1 ). Note that these test sequences were
novel since the adjacent transitional probabilities between
actions—based on the training sequences—were zero, even
while the non-adjacent dependencies were maintained. The
positional triplets were created by swapping the last action
of one trained NAD triplet with a last action from a different trained NAD triplet, with a middle item that did not occur
with either edge item during training (e.g., a1 X5 b3 ). These
test sequences were also novel because the adjacent transitional probabilities were zero; but in this case, the NAD was
not maintained. Note that a1 X5 b2 could not be a positional
triplet because X5 had occurred with b2 in training. Thus,
the two types of test items were equated on all surface dimensions with respect to the training items, except the NAD
triplets maintained the NAD relationship but the positional
triplets did not.
One possible problem with this design was that participants
might form a category-like feature for each NAD frame in
training and resist generalizing the learned frame with a medial item that went with a different NAD frame in training.
This possibility was addressed in Wang et al.’s 2019 study,
where the authors compared participants’ NAD learning from
speech using this design with their learning using a more distributed design (where the nine medial items could go with
any of the three NAD frames). Both groups of participants
were able to learn the NADs, and showed no difference in
their learning outcomes. We therefore did not think that this
property would inhibit generalization in our experiments.
Since the experiment was conducted online, twelve catch
trials were added into the test phase to ensure participants
were paying attention. The catch trials asked participants to
rate the familiarity of novel triplets involving repetition of actions (e.g., a1 b2 b2 or a1 a1 b2 ), which should be obvious to
participants that these patterns were novel if they paid attention. Participants who gave a rating of 3 or higher for more
than four catch trials were excluded for further analysis. The
48 novel triplets were pseudo-randomly ordered such that no
more than 2 triplets of the same type could occur in a row.
If successful NAD learning occurred, we expected participants to rate the NAD triplets higher than the positional

triplets. In addition, as the experiment progressed, the difference between participants’ ratings for the NAD and positional
triplets might become less noticeable. Note that this could be
considered a more conservative test of NAD learning than the
2AFC assessment used by Li and Mintz (2015). The difference between NAD and positional triplets is minimal, as the
individual items in both test triplet types are in the familiar
positions with respect to the training triplets. In 2AFC, subjects compare two items, and the comparison could highlight
the small difference between them (the NAD), making the
NAD triplet just a little more familiar. In contrast, rating individual test items requires subjects to evaluate each item on
its own. Since both test triplet types are very similar to the
training triplets, even a small but reliable difference in ratings
between NAD and positional triplets is strong evidence for
the learning of NADs.

Results and Discussion
An ordinal logistic regression model, with the ordinal package in R (Christensen, 2019), was used to compare participants’ ratings for the NAD and positional triplets. The model
incorporated fixed effects of grammaticality (NAD versus positional), test trial number, and an interaction between the
two. In addition, the model allowed for a random intercept
for subjects and a by-subject random slope for grammaticality and trial number. Participants’ average rating was 3.43
(SD = 1.24) for NAD triplets and 3.17 (SD = 1.30) for positional triplets. The model indicated that NAD triplets were
rated significantly higher than positional triplets (β = .81,
z = 3.56, p < .001). See Figure 2 for a depiction of participants’ ratings of NAD triplets and positional triplets over
the period of the test phase. No significant effect was found
for trial number (p = .994). However, there was a significant interaction between grammaticality and trial number
(β = −.02, z = −2.29, p = .022). Overall, participants had a
smaller difference in their ratings between the NAD and positional triplets as the experiment progressed.
These results show that human adults can learn NADs in
temporally sequenced visual events depicting human actions.
This findings thus go beyond the findings in Endress and
Wood (2011) and Li and Mintz (2015), which showed that
subjects can learn positional information in action sequences.
Furthermore, participants succeeded even with a more rigorous testing method. Subjects rated each item with respect to
its familiarity with the training material, in contrast to some
prior methods that used a 2AFC design in which the differences between test items that conform to or violate the trained
NADs would be highlighted.

Experiment 2: Object Transformations
Li and Mintz (2015) also investigated NAD learning in sequences of object transformation events. They demonstrated
that human adults could learn the positions of items in these
sequences. In Experiment 2 we ask whether subjects can
learn NADs in such sequences. The question is important because it addresses the generality of the mechanisms involved
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Figure 2: Results of Experiments 1-4. Each graph depicts
participants’ ratings for positional triplets and NAD triplets
over the time course of the experiment. The shades surrounding the lines represent the 95% confidence interval, and each
dot represents a rating from one participant for a certain test
triplet.
in visual NAD learning in humans. One could imagine that
highly familiar and ecologically important human forms engage learning mechanisms that more generic stimuli do not.
Here we use similar object transformations to those used by
Li and Mintz, and ask whether human adults can learn NADs
in sequences of object transformations.

Methods
The methods were the same as in Experiment 1, except
that the materials used were video clips of 15 transformations of a blanket-shaped object instead of human actions (Figure 3). These videos were created using Blender
(BlenderOnlineCommunity, 2018).
Participants Fifty-eight participants were recruited online
through Prolific2 . Participants received $3.75 for their time
in the experiment. Twenty-eight participants were excluded
for the analysis due to technical issues during the experiment
(2) or not passing the attention check (26). The final sample
included 30 participants (Mage = 29.47, SDage = 8.82, range:
18-57 years).

Results and Discussion
The same model as the one in Experiment 1 was fitted for
Experiment 2. Participants’ average rating was 3.37 (SD =
1.18) for NAD triplets and 3.30 (SD = 1.25) for positional
triplets. No significant effect was found for grammaticality
(p = .136), trial number (p = .404), or the interaction between the two (p = .239), suggesting that participants failed
to distinguish the NAD and positional triplets.
These results differ from those in Li and Mintz (2015),
who pitted NAD triplets against part triplets, and found that
2 All participants only took part in one of the four experiments
reported here.

Experiment 3: Object Transformations with
More Exposure
In Experiment 1, we found that subjects learned NADs in sequences of human actions, but we failed to find evidence of
this capacity when the stimuli were sequences of object transformations. One explanation of this difference is that certain
sequence learning mechanisms are only engaged in the domain of human actions, but not for other visual motion events.
On the other hand, the apparent advantage for human stimuli
may result from greater attention, or richer representations in
that domain. In that case, increased exposure to sequences
of object transformations could yield NAD learning, even for
non-human objects.

Methods
Figure 3: Frames excerpted from the object transformation
clips. The image in the upper left corner, labeled ”Neutral
position,” depicts the start and end point of each transformation. Each other image depicts the maximum extent of one of
the transformations used in Experiments 2 and 3.

subjects were more likely to choose NAD triplets as the sequences they saw in the training phase. It is possible, as we
indicated in the introduction, that subjects in their experiment
based their choices on the positional information, and not on
the NADs. In our materials, both NAD and positional triplets
conformed to the positional patterns in the training triplets.
Our different results could also be due to the testing measure
we use, as discussed in the Procedure section of Experiment
1. With the 2AFC method Li and Mintz used, subjects always
evaluate a ‘grammatical’ item in comparison to an ‘ungrammatical’ one, which could draw attention to the critical differences. Here, subjects rate each item individually, and subjects
may not always be applying the same standard of comparison
in each evaluation. In any case, it is noteworthy that, using the
same designs and methods we failed to find evidence of NAD
learning in sequences of object transformations, whereas we
did in sequences of human actions, in Experiment 1. This
contrast suggests that there may indeed be an advantage for
human forms in human subjects’ visual sequence learning.
To compare the learning outcomes across Experiments 1 and
2, we fitted an ordinal regression model with grammaticality,
experiment (Experimant 1 vs. 2), and their interaction as the
fixed effects, allowing for a by-subject random slope of grammaticality. The lack of an interaction between grammaticality
and experiment (p = .140) suggests that there might be some
weak learning in Experiment 2. Therefore, in Experiment 3,
we tested whether increasing the exposure to the training material would lead to detectable NAD learning in sequences of
object transformations.
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The materials were the same as in Experiment 2, except that
the training phase included 30 repetitions of each of the 9
NAD triplets, resulting in an exposure time of 9 minutes. In
addition, participants were given a short break after 6 minutes
of NAD exposure and saw a short one-minute hand-drawing
video during the break.
Participants Forty-five participants were recruited online
through Prolific. Participants received $3.75 for their time
in the experiment. Fifteen participants were excluded for the
analysis due to technical issues during the experiment (2) or
not passing the attention check (13). The final sample included 30 participants (Mage = 23.41, SDage = 6.31, range:
18-47 years).

Results and Discussion
Participants’ average rating was 3.43 (SD = 1.21) for NAD
triplets and 3.26 (SD = 1.22) for positional triplets in Experiment 3. NAD triplets were rated significantly higher than
positional triplets (β = .59, z = 2.26, p = .024), suggesting
that participants learned the NADs embedded in the training phase. No significant effect was found for trial number
(p = .468) or the interaction between grammaticality and trial
number (p = .094). Thus, adults indeed have the capacity to
learn NADs in sequences of object transformations. However, learning appears to be less robust than in the domain
of human actions, as learners required more exposure to the
non-human stimuli.

Experiment 4: Human Postures
Li and Mintz (2015) found that subjects could learn positional
information (and possibly NADs) from static images of human postures, but not with static images of objects. Thus,
the dynamic aspect of the stimuli was not critical for human
forms, but was for objects. In our final experiment, we tested
NAD learning in sequences of human postures.

Methods
The methods were the same as in Experiment 1, except that
each action was substituted with the frame depicting the
largest extent of action in that clip (Figure 1). In addition, the

twelve attention check triplets had an additional 25ms pause
in between postures within a triplet. Otherwise, the attention
check triplets might be perceived as a sequence containing
only two postures (e.g., instead of a1 a1 b2 , participants might
perceive it as a longer a1 followed by a shorter b2 ).
Participants Sixty-nine participants were recruited
through the University of Southern California Psychology
Subject Pool3 . They received course credits for their participation in the experiment. Thirty-nine were excluded for
further analysis because they didn’t pass the attention check,
leaving 30 participants in the final sample (Mage = 20.17,
SDage = 1.84, range: 18-27 years).

Results and Discussion
Participants’ average rating was 3.04 (SD = 1.32) for positional triplets and 3.16 (SD = 1.32) for NAD triplets in Experiment 4. No significant difference was found in participants’ ratings based on grammaticality (p = .405), trial number (p = .131), or the interaction between the two (p = .910),
suggesting that participants failed to distinguish the NAD and
positional triplets for human postures.

General Discussion
These findings help clarify the role of motion in facilitating
learning NADs in temporal visual sequences. Prior research
suggested that motion facilitated learning positional information within visual sequences. The present findings extend this
result, with evidence of facilitation of NAD learning as well.
Moreover, subjects were able to detect action NADs, whether
performed by human avatars, or by objects.
Why might motion facilitate NAD learning? In dynamic
events, in contrast to static displays, observers witness an entity transform over time. The resulting perception is one in
which the temporal dimension is highly salient, and links momentary states or representations of the object, establishing
relationships between configurations at different time points.
Movement, then , facilitates establishing relationships across
time. While any temporal sequence objectively, and necessarily, involves the dimension of time, our hypothesis is
that processing dynamic events has the effect of priming, or
strengthening the temporal dimension, thus making the relationship between temporally non-adjacent events more accessible. How this is realized at the level of cognitive mechanisms is an important question for future research. We speculate that it may be realized as a kind of chunking or integrative process within working memory. It could also be
that dynamic motion events may better sustain people’s attention, thus leading to successful NAD learning. Future studies can measure participants’ level of attention when viewing
NADs from various kinds of events and examine the associated learning outcomes.
3 This

was a different participant recruitment platform than the
one used in the previous three experiments. However, we have recently started running this experiment with subjects recruited from
Prolific. Data from 24 subjects show the same patterns as reported
here.
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We also found that participants didn’t learn NADs from sequences of static human poses. This contrasts with what Li
and Mintz (2015) found for learning positional information.
It may be that our testing method was too conservative to detect learning, as discussed in Experiment 1. In any case, our
data do not provide evidence that human forms, as opposed
to mere objects, confer any advantage to NAD learning of
static images. However, the fact that learners detected NADs
in human actions with less exposure than was necessary with
object transformations suggests that, as Li and Mintz found
with positional learning, human stimuli might confer an advantage for sequence learning. More studies with different
objects and transformations would need to be done to rule out
the possibility that there were lower-level artifacts of the particular stimuli in Experiments 2 and 3 that made them harder
to learn from. One possibility is that some of the object motions in Experiments 2 and 3 looked more complex than the
kinds of human motions seen in Experiment 1, in that they
involved physical deformations that are rarely seen in the real
world. Despite the fact that the human form in Experiment 1
had more parts than the flat plane in Experiments 2 and 3, participants may have a harder time forming mental representations of those complex object motions, resulting in the unsuccessful NAD learning.4 It would be interesting to investigate
whether the advantage of human forms still holds when comparing NAD learning from point-light displays versus NAD
learning from groups of dots moving systematically.
It’s worth noting that Experiments 1-3 had each motion begin from and return to a neutral position. This feature may
aid the segmentation of motions, making it easier to form a
mental representations of motions and eventually help NAD
learning. On the other hand, it may also make each motion
more discrete within a triplet, thus looking less like a cohesive package for NAD learning. Future studies could have the
human avatar and the object plane continue to the next motion
without returning to a neutral position. This also better mimics the kind of motions we see in the real world, especially
those performed by humans.
In summary, we found that subjects can learn NADs in temporally sequenced visual stimuli. Like Li and Mintz (2015),
we found that dynamic motion contributed to successful NAD
learning, and we also found a learning advantage for human
forms. Note that in our experiments, there were brief pauses
between triplets during the training phase. Thus, there were
already aspects of the signal that were like the pauses in Peña
et al.’s (2002) study, yet that was insufficient for NAD learning with static images. Dynamic motion appears to bring the
events together in a cohesive package and to stimulate processing and computing relationships over time.
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Abstract
Chinese texts are renowned for the lack of physical spaces
between words in a sentence. Reading these sentences requires
a stage of word segmentation, the mechanism of which may
involve visual statistical learning. In three experiments
employing the RSVP task along with the Saffran et al. (1997)
paradigm, we provided evidence that foreign learners of
Chinese could capture the statistical information embedded in
a string of characters and use that information to tell apart a
“word” from a “nonword”. The statistical learning effect (.57)
was comparable to that observed previously in an auditory task
using the same stimuli. The results of the experiments also
suggested that significant visual statistical learning required a
conscious level of processing that directed the participants’
attention at the characters as well as an unconscious level, at
which the distributional information across the characters can
be continuously computed and accumulated.
Keywords: Visual statistical learning; reading; Chinese; word
spacing

Introduction
It is well known that Chinese sentences consist of strings of
characters with no explicit spaces between words. How the
readers of Chinese segment and identify words in a sentence
remains a mystery. Past psycholinguistic research on this
issue has not addressed it directly, but, instead, turned the
question around and investigated the psychological reality of
a word in Chinese (Cheng, 1981; Hue, 1989; Hoosain, 1992;
J.-Y. Chen, 1998; Peng & Chen, 2004) or asked whether
inserting word spaces or other physical cues could facilitate
reading (Liu, Yeh, Wang, & Chang, 1974; Yang, 1998; Bai,
Yan, Liversedge, Zang, & Rayner, 2008; Bai, Liang, Blythe,
Zang, Yan, & Liversedge, 2013; Li, Rayner, & Cave, 2009;
Shen et al., 2018). Research in computational linguistics has
investigated the statistical meaning of a word and proposed a
few algorithms for automatic word segmentation by
machines (Huang, Chen, Chen, & Chang, 1997; Tang, Geva,
Xu, & Trotman, 2009; Shu, Wang, Shen, & Qu, 2017). Few
studies have examined whether Chinese readers represent
words statistically and whether they use the statistical and
distributional information to segment and identify words
while reading. The lack of such studies may be due to the fact
that the questions have been (mis)construed in the context of
skilled reading while it is really learning that the questions
are about. That is, the question to ask is whether beginning
readers of Chinese can learn to capture the statistical and
distributional information in a string of characters and use
that information to find the words therein.
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There is now ample evidence to suggest that the answer to
the above question is positive. Saffran, Aslin, and Newport’s
seminal work (1996) demonstrated the potential of 8-monthold infants in capturing the transitional probabilities (TPs)
between syllables in a continuous flow of speech-like sounds
and used them to distinguish syllable strings with high TPs
(“words”) from those with low TPs (“nonwords”).
Subsequent research replicated this statistical learning effect
in infants and adults with a natural language (Saffran,
Newport, Aslin, Tunick, & Barrueco, 1997; Hay, Pelucchi,
Graf Estes, & Saffran, 2011; Kittleson, Aguilar, Tokerud,
Plante, & Asbøjrnsen, 2010). Additional research shows that
statistical learning extends to visual, tactile, and kinesthetic
modalities as well as nonlinguistic stimuli, pointing to its
domain-general nature (Fiser & Aslin, 2002; Conway &
Christiansen, 2005; Baldwin, Anderson, Saffran, & Meyer,
2008; Aslin, Saffran, & Newport, 1999; Frost, Armstrong,
Siegelman, & Christiansen, 2015). Moreover, it is a type of
implicit learning, requiring little attention (Baker, Olson, &
Behrmann, 2004; Toro, Sinnett, & Soto-Faraco, 2005;
Perruchet & Pacton, 2006; Kim, Seitz, Feenstra, & Shams,
2009; Kittleson et al., 2010; Hamrick & Rebuschat, 2012).
For recent reviews, see Armstrong, Frost, and Christiansen
(2017) and Cunillera and Guilera (2018).
Although statistical learning has been examined in the
visual modality, existing research has all used visual
nonlinguistic stimuli. Visual linguistic stimuli such as the
script of a language have not been investigated. The Chinese
script, with its characters and no-word-spacing sentences,
offers a perfect testing ground for such an investigation. Our
laboratory has made a few attempts to investigate whether
statistical regularity between characters could be captured by
foreign beginning learners of Chinese (see Chen & Wang,
2019). We briefly summarize our findings below.
Our initial attempt repeated Saffran, Newport, Aslin,
Tunick, and Barrueco’s (1997) experiment but manipulated
the transitional probabilities between six Chinese syllables
(gu3, ke4, xi4, qu1, pi2, xian1). Six “words” (gu3ke4, xi4ke4,
gu3qu1, pi2qu1, ke4xian1, xian1pi2) were defined where the
TPs between characters ranged from .46 to 1. These “words”
were judged to be not real words whether read forwards or
backwards. Each was repeated 300 times and randomly
concatenated to form a continuous string of 3600 syllables.
The TPs between syllables across “words” ranged from 0
to .29. The syllable string was artificially pronounced by a
speech synthesizer developed by the Industrial Technology
Research Institute (ITRI) of Taiwan, R.O.C. The syllable

string was played back to 20 foreign learners of Chinese
while they performed a paper coloring task. In the subsequent
two-alternative-forced-choice (2AFC) task, they could
distinguish “words” from “nonwords” with a mean accuracy
of .57 (s.e. = .08), which was significantly greater than .5 (p
< .05). The accuracy was similar to that observed by Saffran
et al. (1997), which was .58. The result demonstrated a
successful replication of Saffran et al. (1997) using Chinese
syllables. It served as a methodological check of the
adequacy of our experimental procedure.
Our next attempt was to turn the above experiment into the
visual mode, presenting the syllable string as a character
string. The six characters were 古, 文, 唐, 詩, 仙, 人. The six
words were 古文, 唐詩, 仙人, 古詩, 詩仙, 人文. The string
of 3600 characters were divided into 36 consecutive blocks
with 100 characters in each block presented in one single
screen. In a screen, the 100 characters was presented one at a
time at a rate of .5 second per character, from left to right and
from top to bottom. Sporadically (0~.03), the presentation
rate doubled for two consecutive characters and the
participants were required to press a button to indicate that
they had noticed the change. In the subsequent 2AFC task,
they could barely distinguish words from nonwords with a
mean accuracy of .53 (s.e. = .08), which was not significantly
greater than the .5 chance expectation. Although the result
could be shown to be significant if the accuracy rate for each
participant was analyzed first and the p values pooled metaanalytically, the mean accuracy of .53 was obviously lower
than the .57 accuracy in the previous auditory experiment.
To boost the statistical learning effect in reading Chinese,
the subsequent attempts (1) doubled the exposure and (2)
reduced the complexity of characters. The mean accuracy
rates for these attempts were .52, and .52, respectively, and
not significant. When pooled across the three attempts, the
effect was significant. These experiments suggested that
statistical learning probably contributed to word
segmentation during reading of Chinese texts but the effect
was small.
To understand how readers of Chinese learn to segment
words in a Chinese sentence, we needed to find a task as
similar to normal reading as possible and to demonstrate a
statistical learning effect with a significant size that was
comparable to the one we observed in our auditory
experiment. A good candidate was the Rapid Serial Visual
Presentation (RSVP) of characters, which had been used in
past investigations of visual word recognition (Potter, 1983;
Yen & Chien, 2011; Ö quist & Goldstein, 2002; Cao, Yang,
& Yan, 2017). The sequential nature of the task was also an
essential feature for computing transitional probabilities
across adjacent items. In order to ensure that the participants
kept their eyes on viewing the fast flashing characters shown
in the RSVP task, three different kinds of cover task was
attempted. In Experiment 1, the participants needed to press
a button whenever they detected an English letter. In
Experiment 2, the participants were not required to respond
to English letters. Experiment 3 contained no English letters.
The participants were simply told to pay attention to the
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flashing characters because they would be asked to write
down the characters at the end of the experiment.

Experiment 1
Method
Participants Experiment 1 recruited 15 foreign beginning
learners of Chinese (4 males, 11 females; 18-49 years of age
(M = 24.2, SD = 7.57). Hours of learning Chinese ranged
from 30 to 180 (M = 98.1, SD = 70.1). Their mother
languages included Polish, Kazakh, Russian, French, English,
German, and Spanish. They were all at the beginners’ level
of learning Chinese, as inferred from the fact that they were
all learning from the first book of various Chinese language
textbooks (A Course in Contemporary Chinese, Mastering
Chinese, Practical Audio-Visual Chinese).
Materials The learning materials were six experimenter
defined “words” (三上, 久也, 女上, 三也, 大女, 也大) made
from 6 Chinese characters. None of these “words” can be
found in real usage. Each “word” was repeated 300 times and
concatenated into a pseudorandom sequence of “words” (the
same word did not appear in a row), or a stream of 3600
characters. The transitional probabilities (TPs) of adjacent
characters between “words” ranged from 0 to .29, while the
TPs of adjacent characters within “words” were from .46 to
1. The stream of 3600 characters were divided into nine sets
of equal size. Each set of 400 characters were mixed with 20
English letters (randomly chosen for each set). The English
letters were randomly inserted into the 400 Chinese
characters, with the restrictions that they did not appear at the
beginning or end of the stream and that they appeared
between “words” and not within a “word”. The test materials
consisted of “words” and “nonwords”. The “nonwords” were
character reversal of the “words”. Each “word” was paired
with each “nonword” to make up 36 pairs and served as test
items in a two-alternative-forced-choice (2AFC) test.
Procedure Before the experimental task was given, the
participants were shown the 6 characters, told the
pronunciation of each, and checked to ensure they could tell
apart the six characters. For the experiment task, the nine
stimulus sets were administered in nine separate sessions,
with a break in between. A session started with a fixation
cross displayed at the center of the screen. Pressing the
spacebar removed the cross and brought in the stimulus
stream. The stream of Chinese characters and English letters
were shown one at a time at the center of the screen. Each
character or letter appeared for 350 ms, followed by a 150ms blank screen. The participants were asked to view each
character and to press ‘1’ on the numeric keypad whenever
and as soon as an English letter appeared. The next character
came on regardless of whether they responded in time. At the
end of the learning phase, the participants were given a
surprise 2AFC test, in which they were shown the 36 “word”“nonword” pairs, one pair at a time randomly chosen and with

one member above the other, the order of which was random.
The participants had to indicate which member in a pair was
the one they had seen in the stimulus stream during learning.
Following the 2AFC test, a memory test was given, in which
the participants were shown the 6 characters and asked to
write down the pinyins and the meanings.

Results and Discussion
The mean accuracy from the 15 participants was .53
(SD= .09, Max = .64, Min = .39), which was not significantly
greater than the .5 guessing rate: t(14) = 1.29, one-tailed p
= .1090, Cohen’s d = .47. Nine out of the 15 participants
scored above .5. The mean signal detection d’ was .11, (SD
= .33, Max = .52, Min = -.40). Table 1 presents the proportion
of responses cross-tabulated according to the type of stimulus
and the type of responses.
Table 1: Crosstabulation of the proportion of the
participants’ responses in Experiment 1.

Participants’
response

0.54

0.48

0.46

0.52

Procedure The procedure for Experiment 2 were also
identical to that for Experiment 1, except that the participants
were told about the English letters but did not have to make
manual responses upon their appearance.

Results and Discussion
The mean accuracy was .53 (SD= .10, Max = .67, Min
= .36), which was not significantly greater than the .5
guessing rate: t(14) = 1.02, one-tailed p = .1625, Cohen’s d
= .42. Eight out of the 15 participants scored above .5. The
mean signal detection d’ was .10, (SD = .39, Max = .68, Min
= -.50). Table 2 presents the proportion of responses crosstabulated according to the type of stimulus and the type of
responses.
Table 2: Crosstabulation of the proportion of the
participants’ responses in Experiment 2.

Stimulus
“word”
“nonword”
seen
(“word”)
not seen
(“nonword”)

Materials The materials for Experiment 2 were identical to
those for Experiment 1.

Stimulus
“word”
“nonword”
Participants’
response

The result of the memory test showed a mean score of 5.8
(SD= .77, Max = 6, Min = 3) for pinyin and 4.93 (SD= .96,
Max = 6, Min = 2) for meaning.
No significant statistical learning was observed in
Experiment 1 despite that the participants had been
familiarized with the characters and that the RSVP task
should have been ideal for computing transitional
probabilities. Having to initiate a manual response might
disrupt the statistical computation. Simply anticipating the
appearance of an English letter might also distract the
participants’ attention away from the statistical computation.
Experiment 2 removed the manual responses and Experiment
3 removed the distracting English letters.

Experiment 2
Method
Participants Experiment 2 recruited another 15 foreign
beginning learners of Chinese (9 males, 6 females; 18-46
years of age (M = 22.5, SD = 7.1). Hours of learning Chinese
ranged from 75 to 225 (M = 166.7, SD = 54). Their mother
languages included French, English, German, Spanish,
Tagalog, Portuguese, and Indonesian. They were all at the
beginners’ level of learning Chinese, as inferred from the
fact that they were all learning from the first book of various
Chinese language textbooks (A Course in Contemporary
Chinese, Mastering Chinese, Practical Audio-Visual
Chinese).
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seen
(“word”)
not seen
(“nonword”)

0.57

0.51

0.43

0.49

The result of the memory test showed a mean score of 5.67
(SD = .49, Max = 6, Min = 5) for pinyin and 5.53 (SD= .64,
Max = 6, Min = 4) for meaning.
The mean accuracy of .53 was identical to that observed in
Experiment 1, indicating that requiring a manual response
was not responsible for the lack of a statistical learning effect.

Experiment 3
Method
Participants Experiment 3 recruited yet another 15 foreign
beginning learners of Chinese (8 males, 7 females; 21-65
years of age (M = 31.7, SD = 11.2). Hours of learning
Chinese ranged from 45 to 150 (M = 72, SD = 31.2). Their
mother languages included French, English, German,
Swedish, Tagalog, and Thai. They were all at the beginners’
level of learning Chinese, as inferred from the fact that they
were all learning from the first book of various Chinese
language textbooks (A Course in Contemporary Chinese,
Mastering Chinese).
Materials The materials for Experiment 3 were identical to
those for Experiment 1 except that there were no English
letters in the stimulus stream.

Procedure The procedure was the same as that of
Experiment 1 with two exceptions. There were no English
letters in the stimulus stream. In addition, the participants
were not shown and familiarized with the stimulus characters
before the experimental task was given. Instead, they were
told that a memory test of the characters would be given at
the end of the experiment, in which they had to write down
the six characters that appeared in the experimental task.
When the memory test was administered, the participants
were also encouraged to provide the pinyin and the meaning
of each character they wrote down.

Results and Discussion
The mean accuracy was .57 (SD = .14, Max = .78, Min
= .25), which was significantly greater than the .5 guessing
rate: t(14) = 3.06, one-tailed p = .0042, Cohen’s d = 1.16.
Eleven out of the 15 participants scored above .5. The mean
signal detection d’ was .26, (SD = .55, Max = 1.10, Min =
-.96). Table 3 presents the proportion of responses crosstabulated according to the type of stimulus and the type of
responses.
Table 3: Crosstabulation of the proportion of the
participants’ responses in Experiment 3.
Stimulus
“word”
“nonword”
Participants’
response

seen
(“word”)
not seen
(“nonword”)

0.56

0.41

0.44

0.59

The result of the memory test showed a mean score of 3.95
(SD = 1.82, Max = 6, Min = 1) for pinyin and 4.45 (SD =
1.36, Max = 6, Min = 2) for meaning. The accuracy of the
remembered characters was fairly high, with a mean of 5.85
(SD = .37, Max = 6, Min = 5).
Employing the RSVP paradigm, Experiment 3 observed a
significant effect of statistical learning with Chinese
characters, but Experiment 1 and 2 did not. Requiring an
explicit manual response does not convincingly explain the
failure of statistical learning in the latter experiments because
Experiment 2 did not require it. The presence of the
sporadically shown English letters obviously had something
to do with the failure of statistical learning in these
experiments, but it is not clear in what way. Attention might
be an explanation. The sporadic appearance of an English
letter among a sequence of Chinese characters might induce
an attentional capture effect (Yantis, 1996), disrupt the
implicit computation of the transitional probabilities between
characters in the stimulus stream, and result in the failure of
statistical learning. The cover task adopted in Experiment 3
served to direct the participants’ attention to the characters
themselves (and quite effectively, based on the high accuracy
of the participants’ memory of the characters) and there were
no extraneous stimuli or tasks to distract their attention away
from the character string. With this kind of cover task, the
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sequential nature of the RSVP paradigm was effective to
induce computation of transitional probabilities between
characters and statistical learning.

General Discussion
The present study applied the RSVP task to investigating
statistical learning in reading a string of Chinese characters.
The statistical learning effect (.57) observed in Experiment 3
was comparable to the effect (.57) observed with the auditory
version of the Saffran et al. (1997) paradigm using Chinese
syllables in our previous study (Chen & Wang, 2019). It was
also similar to the effect (.58) originally reported by Saffran
et al. (1997) with auditory English syllables. To our
knowledge, this is the first study that reports a statistical
learning effect in a task that simulates normal reading.
Although Experiment 1 and 2 were unsuccessful in
producing a statistical learning effect, the failure could not be
attributed to the small samples and low statistical powers.
This is because Experiment 3 employed the same sample size
but succeeded in observing a statistical learning effect. The
effects were simply much smaller in Experiment 1 and 2 than
in Experiment 3. The different sizes of the effects can only be
explained by the difference in the task requirement.
Experiment 1 and 2 involved task-irrelevant stimuli (English
letters) that may have directed the participants’ attention
away from the characters, whereas in Experiment 3, the task
demand required the participants to pay attention to the
characters.
While the comparable effects of statistical learning in
speech and print do not necessarily imply the same
underlying mechanisms (cf. Siegelman & Frost, 2015), the
use of the Saffran paradigm coupled with the RSVP task
suggests that the same mechanisms may be responsible for
the statistical learning effects in speech and print. Based on
the results from the current and our previous investigations of
statistical learning in reading Chinese, two mechanisms may
be inferred. First, statistical learning requires sequential
processing of input, and can be observed only if a task can
effectively induce sequential processing. Second, statistical
learning requires attention directed at the input. It might be
that processing of the items in the input requires attention
(and is explicit) while sequential processing that computes
statistical distribution across items does not (and is implicit).
This echoes that of Turk-Browne, Jungé and Scholl (2005)
about the automaticity of visual statistical learning.
In reading unspaced Chinese sentences, Chinese readers
likely learn to compute statistical regularities contained in the
sentence, and retrieve and use that information in subsequent
reading to find word boundaries and identify words. However,
we quickly note that statistical learning in reading may not
depend just on sequential processing. Transitional
probabilities (or co-occurrence probabilities) between
characters can be computed and accumulated when a string
of characters that forms a word appears in isolation, as in a
common word learning experience. Moreover, voluntarily
reading across a line of characters as in normal reading does
not seem to be an effective way of engaging sequential

processing. Nonetheless, sequential processing may still be
an essential characteristic of, and contribute to, statistical
learning in reading.
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Abstract
Certain colors are strongly associated with certain adjectives
(e.g. red is hot, blue is cold). Some of these associations are
grounded in visual experiences like seeing hot embers glow
red. Surprisingly, many congenitally blind people show similar color associations, despite lacking all visual experience of
color. Presumably, they learn these associations via language.
Can we detect these associations in the statistics of language?
And if so, what form do they take? We apply a projection
method to word embeddings trained on corpora of spoken and
written text to identify color-adjective associations as they are
represented in language. We show that these projections are
predictive of color-adjective ratings collected from blind and
sighted people, and that the effect size depends on the training
corpus. Finally, we examine how color-adjective associations
might be represented in language by training word embeddings
on corpora from which various sources of color-semantic information are removed.
Keywords: distributional semantics; language and thought;
word associations

Introduction
Much of what we know about the world we learn by perceiving and interacting with it, and consequently we often talk
about knowledge as if it can only be acquired through personal experience. This has sometimes led to the presumption
that people who lack certain experiences (e.g. because they
are blind or deaf) do not understand the nature of these experiences. It was long thought, for instance, that blind people
could not understand the concept of color (see e.g., Hume,
1740; Locke, 1690). Evidence from behavioral studies, however, suggests that blind participants can in fact distinguish
between cool and warm colors (Shepard & Cooper, 1992)
and that some are able to rate color similarities with enough
accuracy that multidimensional scaling of the pairwise similarities yields an arrangement that resembles the color wheel
(Marmor, 1978; Saysani, Corballis, & Corballis, 2018). Most
recently, Saysani, Corballis, and Corballis (2021) collected
semantic differential ratings for color words from both blind
and sighted individuals and used multidimensional scaling
to demonstrate that there is considerable variability between
blind individuals and that some, but not all, blind participants
generate semantic differentials that are highly similar to the
ones generated by sighted people. Since blind participants
have no means of directly perceiving color associations, it
perhaps seems obvious that they learn color semantics from
language. How color semantics are represented in spoken and
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written language–and to what extent language, rather than visual perception, aligns color semantics between individuals–
is, however, not obvious. Are color semantics conveyed explicitly, e.g. through generic statements? Are they conveyed
through simple co-occurrences, when a color word occurs adjacent to another word? Or are color semantics encoded in
more complex semantic structures–a web of associations that
we can derive color semantics from?
We conduct four experiments to further explore these
questions: In Experiment 1 we reanalyze data collected by
Saysani et al. (2021) using word embeddings (a class of distributional semantics model) to get a quantitative measure of
the relationship between participants’ color-adjective association ratings and the color semantics represented in language.
In Experiment 2 we replicate our findings from Experiment 1
in a sighted sample of American English speakers and further
ask whether participants think their own color associations
differ from those of others. In Experiment 3 we replicate
our findings in yet another, larger, sighted sample, and also
explore whether more exposure to certain kinds of language
causes participants’ color-adjective associations to be more
aligned. In Experiment 4, we test several hypothesized origins of color-adjective associations in word embeddings by
selectively removing them from the corpus on which the embeddings are trained.

Experiment 1: Reanalysis of Saysani et al.
Word embedding projections
Using word embeddings, we draw an axis from one end of a
semantic dimension (e.g. hot) to the other end (e.g. cold) by
subtracting the word vector for one of the two adjectives from
the word vector for the other adjective, and then project the
word embedding for each color onto that axis by computing
the cosine similarity between the color word vector and the
axis vector. The projection for e.g. the color blue on the di#« # « # «
mension cold-hot is then given by cos (hot − cold, blue) (see
Grand, Blank, Pereira, & Fedorenko, 2018 for a discussion of
this projection method, but note that the method we use here
differs slightly in that we normalize the semantic axis by its
L2-norm before computing the inner product, which is equivalent to taking the cosine similarity). This provides us with a
relative measure of word similarity, taken along the semantic
dimension’s axis, that we can use to predict human ratings of

color associations.
Word embeddings are trained on large text corpora, and
as such the semantic information they capture tends to reflect the contents of the corpus they are trained on. Using the projection method, we computed color associations
in 300-dimensional embeddings trained on several different text corpora: embeddings pretrained on Common Crawl
and Wikipedia using the fastText implementation of the continuous bag of words (CBOW) model (Grave, Bojanowski,
Gupta, Joulin, & Mikolov, 2018), embeddings pretrained on
the OpenSubtitles corpus using the fastText implementation
of the skipgram model (Van Paridon & Thompson, 2020), and
embeddings trained on the subcorpora of the Corpus of Contemporary American English (COCA; subcorpora are fiction,
news, academic texts, spoken texts, and magazine articles)
using the fastText implementation of the skipgram algorithm
(fastText uses subword information to improve embeddings,
for details of the CBOW and skipgram implementations see
Bojanowski, Grave, Joulin, & Mikolov, 2017).

Method
Participants
Saysani et al. recruited 32 participants, all native speakers of
English, 20 of whom had normal, trichromatic vision (mean
age = 29, range = 21–35). The remaining 12 were congenitally blind with no residual experience of vision (mean age =
39.6, range = 18–69).
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Design and procedure
Participants were asked to rate each of nine color terms (red,
orange, yellow, green, blue, brown, purple, black, and white)
on 17 semantic dimensions, each defined by two antonyms
placed at the poles of a seven-point Likert scale (happy–sad,
calm–angry, submissive–aggressive, relaxed–tense, exciting–dull, selfless–jealous, active–passive, like–dislike,
alive–dead, fast–slow, new–old, unripe–ripe, soft–hard,
light–heavy, fresh–stale, clean–dirty, and cold–hot). See Figure 1 for lowest- and highest-rated colors in each dimension.

Results
The main finding reported by Saysani et al. (2021) was that
multidimensional scaling solutions were more variable between blind participants than between sighted participants.
Comparing intraclass correlations (ICC) for the blind (.35,
95% CI [.29, .42]) and the sighted (.49, 95% CI [.43, .55])
groups also suggests the blind participants are more variable
than the sighted participants and computing ICCs for repeated
sub-samples from the sighted group suggests this difference
is not simply due to the smaller number of blind participants.
However, slightly higher between-participant variability does
not mean that there is no common variance in individual blind
participants’ scores that can be predicted from a common
measure.
Using a Bayesian linear mixed-effects model with weakly
regularizing priors (Yarkoni & Westfall, 2016), we re-
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Figure 1: Distribution of participants’ color-adjective association ratings for the lowest- and highest-rated color on each
dimension. Dimensions are plotted in order of mean color rating variance (with the most differentiated dimension, “coldhot” at the top of the figure). This figure combines participant
ratings from Experiments 1-3.

gressed word embedding projections onto participants’ coloradjective association ratings, while adjusting for dimension
word frequency and dimension word concreteness (these are
included as nuisance predictors; we are not particularly interested in their effects, but if they are affecting ratings we want
to account for that source of variability). The model accounts
for random variability by including participant-, color-, and
dimension-level random intercepts but also participant-level
random slopes for embedding projections, dimension word
frequency, and dimension word concreteness.
Color-adjective ratings (e.g., placing yellow closer to ripe
than unripe) were predicted by word embedding projections,
with a standardized effect size of .68 (95% CI [.59, .77]) for
sighted participants and .46 (95% CI [.34, .57]) for blind participants when using the COCA-fiction based embeddings,
meaning a shift of one standard deviation in embedding projections predicted a shift of .68 and .46 standard deviations,
respectively, in color-adjective ratings from sighted and blind

participants. Effect sizes were smaller for the other training
corpora, with COCA-spoken performing worst. The COCAfiction effect sizes are relatively large, but we cannot tell from
just the size of the effect whether it is a broad effect across
dimensions and colors, or if it is driven by a small number of highly salient color-adjective pairs (e.g. unripe and
green). We can, however, adjust for these highly salient pairs
by including as a predictor how often a given color was provided as response by people being cued with an adjective in
the Small World of Words word association corpus (SWOW;
De Deyne, Navarro, Perfors, Brysbaert, & Storms, 2019). For
instance, given the cue “unripe”, 18% of people responded
with “green”. We then compute SWOW differential scores by
subtracting the number of “green” responses to the cue “ripe”
from the number of “green” responses to “unripe”. Participants in the SWOW study provided three responses to each
cue word; we included all three responses in our SWOW differential calculation. SWOW and embedding projections are
only very weakly correlated (correlations range from .09 to
.12, depending on embedding training corpus) suggesting that
these measures describe different sources of semantic association.
Color-adjective ratings were predicted by both SWOW differential scores and by word embedding projections, however
adjusting for SWOW differential caused only a minor reduction in the effect sizes of the word embedding projections:
SWOW differential scores have an estimated standardized effect size of .25 (95% CI [.29, .21]); word embedding projections have an estimated standardized effect size of .58 (95%
CI [.66, .50]) in sighted participants and .37 (95% CI [.48,
.26]) in blind participants when trained on COCA-fiction (see
Figure 2 for all effect size estimates).

95% CIs for embedding projections
from various corpora
sighted
blind

OpenSubtitles projection
Common Crawl projection
COCA-fiction projection
COCA-spoken projection
OpenSubtitles projection
Common Crawl projection
COCA-fiction projection
COCA-spoken projection

predictive for both blind and sighted participants’ ratings of
color-adjective associations. This suggests that even though
blind participants are more variable in their color-adjective
association ratings, this information is contained, to some extent, in the statistics of language, allowing blind people to
align their color semantics with those of sighted people. The
alignment is not perfect, of course, but consider that in the
absence of a shared language, no such alignment would be
possible at all.

Differences between embedding training corpora
Each of the corpora we used yielded color associations that
were predictive of the human ratings of color associations,
but the corpus that yielded the most predictive associations
(i.e. the largest effect size) was the fiction subcorpus of the
Corpus of Contemporary American English (COCA-fiction).
This is unrelated to the relative sizes of the training corpora:
We controlled the sizes of the different COCA-subcorpora
specifically to allow for direct comparisons between different registers of English (and fiction clearly outperformed e.g.
spoken English here). Moreover, the OpenSubtitles corpus is
about 50% larger than the COCA-subcorpora and the Common Crawl corpus is about an order of magnitude larger, yet
neither of these corpora produced embeddings as predictive
of color-adjective associations as the COCA-fiction embeddings.
There are a number of reasons why fiction specifically,
would render a high quality representation of color associations: The fiction subcorpus has a wide-ranging semantic
scope and contains long, coherent sentences. It is therefore
relatively high in quality compared to e.g. the spoken subcorpus, which largely consists of news shows and talk radio
interviews and is therefore more limited in semantic scope
and contains many short or disjointed sentences. However,
what is likely most important is that fiction contains many
idiomatic expressions that convey–or are even the primary
source of–color associations, such as stating someone is turning blue (when they are cold), green (with jealousy), or red
(with anger or embarrassment). These idioms are less common or even absent in news and academic texts, and may be
less consistently used in spoken text.

Between-participant variability
0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

standardized coefficient estimate
Figure 2: Estimated effects of word embedding projections
from various corpora in predicting sighted and blind participants’ color-adjective association ratings from Experiment 1.

Discussion
Color-adjective associations in language may arise from our
visual perception of the world around us, but they appear to be
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That we are able to use word embeddings to predict people’s
color-adjective ratings means that these ratings are, to some
extent, similar. Not all variability in participant ratings is predicted by word embeddings however, and intraclass correlations between participants suggest that there is a considerable
amount of variability between participants. Some of this variability may be due to sampling error, but another source could
be that participants’ color semantics are idiosyncratic, shaped
by experiences unique to each individual. For example, you
you might think yellow is associated with calmness because
the yoga studio you go to has yellow walls.

Experiment 2: Replication of sighted results

95% CIs for self- vs. other-ratings

To test whether participants perceived their own coloradjective associations as idiosyncratic, we conducted a replication of Experiment 1 with sighted participants, whom we
asked to provide not only color-adjective association ratings
for themselves (self-ratings), but also their expectation of
color-adjective association ratings other participants would
provide (other-ratings).

Method
Participants
We recruited 30 undergraduate psychology students from
the student participant pool at the University of WisconsinMadison.

Design and procedure

self
other

COCA-fiction projection
SWOW differential score
COCA-fiction projection
SWOW differential score
0.0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

standardized coefficient estimate

Figure 3: Estimated effects of word embedding projections
and SWOW differential scores in predicting sighted participants’ color-adjective self-ratings and other-ratings from Experiment 2.

Design and procedure

Stimuli and procedure were identical to those used in Experiment 1, with two exceptions:
1. The experiment was carried out online rather than in person.
2. We asked participants to provide not only their own coloradjective association ratings, but also the color-adjective
associations they expected others would provide.

Results
Using the model structure described in Experiment 1, with the
addition of a binary variable describing whether a rating is a
self- or an other-rating (and interactions between that variable and the various other variables), we again regress word
embedding projections and SWOW differential scores onto
participants’ color-adjective association ratings.
Participants’ self- and other-ratings were almost perfectly
correlated (Pearson r = .98). Bayesian linear mixed effects
modeling showed no difference in self- versus other-ratings
(mean estimated effect size .00, 95% CI [-.03, .04]) and
embedding projections nor SWOW differential scores were
equally predictive of self- and other-ratings (mean estimated
interaction for embedding projections and self- vs. otherratings .01, 95% CI [-.01, .03], mean estimated interaction
for SWOW differential scores and self- vs. other-ratings .00,
95% CI [-.02, .02]), for effect sizes in self- and other-ratings
see Figure 3.

Discussion
While some color-adjective associations may indeed be idiosyncratic, participants certainly do not perceive their own
associations as differing from others’.

Stimuli and procedure were identical to those used in Experiment 1, with two exceptions:
1. The experiment was carried out online rather than in person.
2. We asked participants to fill out a survey meant to assess
their exposure to fiction texts, including how many hours
per week they spend reading fiction and nonfiction text and
a series of questions meant to gauge reading motivation.
Participants also completed the Author Recognition Test
(ART; Acheson, Wells, & MacDonald, 2008). The ART is
meant to assess a participant’s familiarity with prominent
authors and is a well-validated proxy of print exposure.

Results
We analyzed this experiment using the model described in
Experiment 1, with added predictors for the reading measures
and their interaction with the word embedding projections
from the COCA-fiction corpus. None of the reading measures
interact with the word embeddings projections in predicting
color-adjective association ratings (see Figure 4 for estimated
effect sizes).
The intraclass correlation of participants’ self-ratings was
lower in this experiment (.27, 95% CI [.23, .32]) than in than
in Experiment 1. One possible reason for this increased variability despite the larger sample size is that participants in Experiment 1 participated in a lab setting, whereas the present
experiment had to be conducted online. This increase in
between-participant variability could explain why the effect
size for the COCA-fiction projections is somewhat smaller in
the present experiment than in Experiment 1.

Discussion

Experiment 3: Do people who read more have
ratings more similar to the fiction corpus?
Method
Participants
We recruited 100 undergraduate psychology students from
the student participant pool at the University of WisconsinMadison.
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Given the predictive power of the COCA-fiction word embedding projections (relative to those based on spoken text
or Wikipedia/Common Crawl), it is surprising that reading
more fiction does not cause participants to be more aligned
with the word embedding projections. However, it is possible
that since our participants are all undergraduate students at a
large research university, their shared linguistic and cultural

95% CIs for reading measures
and interactions with projections
COCA-fiction projection
author recognition
fiction reading
nonfiction reading
reading motivation
COCA-fiction : author recognition
COCA-fiction : fiction reading
COCA-fiction : nonfiction reading
COCA-fiction : reading motivation
0.1 0.0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

standardized coefficient estimate

Figure 4: Estimated effects of word embedding projections,
various reading measures, and the interactions between projections and reading measures in predicting sighted participants’ color-adjective association ratings from Experiment 3.
The predictiveness of fiction-derived word embedding projections does not appear to be higher for participants with more
reading exposure.

background (reading the same books in school, watching the
same TV shows growing up, using the same social media)
could mean they are already strongly semantically aligned,
essentially creating a ceiling effect that obscures any alignment due to additional exposure to written fiction.

Where do the embeddings “learn” their color
semantics?
One potential way of finding the source of these color associations (in the word embeddings, at least) is to try to modify
the training corpus in such a way that the associations disappear from the embeddings (and the projected associations
are no longer predictive of human ratings). If we can identify
the sentences in the training corpus that give rise to the color
associations, can these sentences tell us whether (and how)
humans learn color associations from language?

Experiment 4: Identifying sources of
color-adjective associations in embeddings
Identifying the sentences that are most informative for color
associations in a training corpus is not a trivial problem: there
is a computational cost to training word embeddings, so performing an exhaustive search is not feasible. Nevertheless,
we can start by testing several ”naive” hypotheses of what is
responsible for the color-adjective associations we find in the
word embedding models:
(a) First-order co-occurrences: the occurrence of a color
word and a semantic dimension word in the same sentence (e.g. ”the fire was red hot”; color associations in
these sentences can be explicit, but often are not).
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(b) Second-order co-occurrences: the occurrence of color
words and semantic dimension words in similar contexts (i.e. color words and semantic dimension words
may not co-occur, but the share words that they co-occur
with, e.g. ”Southern cooking uses green tomatoes” and
”Southern cooking uses unripe tomatoes”).
(c) Co-occurrences between color words and words in the
same semantic neighborhood as semantic dimension
words. For example in ”The forest was white with
snow”, snow is in the same semantic neighborhood
as cold, which might lead to an association between
white and cold). We can identify semantic neighborhood words using cosine similarity between word embeddings.
(d) Mediation by psychologically salient words. It is conceivable that some color-adjective associations may be
driven by mediation by specific words, e.g., when considering the ripeness of yellow, people might think of
a banana. We cannot infer directly from the training
corpus which words are salient mediators, but we can
test this hypothesis by eliciting salient labels for coloradjective pairs from human participants and then finding
those words in the training corpus.
Note that these sources of semantic information need not be
mutually exclusive; words captured by (c) and (d) may overlap, and all of these words may be a subset of the words described by (b).

Methods
Participants
We recruited 100 undergraduate psychology students from
the student participant pool at the University of WisconsinMadison. They were presented with color-adjective pairs and
asked to produce a word that they associate with both.

Design and procedure
To test the first-order co-occurrence hypothesis, we removed
from the COCA-fiction corpus any sentence containing both
a color word and one of our semantic dimension words.
To test the semantic neighborhood hypothesis, we removed
from the COCA-fiction corpus any sentence containing one
of the 10 nearest neighbors of each semantic dimension word.
The second-order co-occurrence hypothesis proved to be infeasible to test directly: The number of sentences containing
shared words is vastly larger than the number of sentences
containing first-order co-occurrences, so indiscriminately removing all of these shared words (and the sentences they occur in) reduces the size of the training corpus by an order of
magnitude. We cannot test this hypothesis without first further narrowing down which shared words are most informative for the color-semantic associations.
To test the salient word mediation hypothesis, we presented
participants with color-adjective pairs and asked them to respond with a word that is well described by that color and
the adjective (e.g. ”What is something that is red and fast?”).

Each participant rated three colors and 34 adjectives (order
was blocked by color) for a total of 102 trials per participant.
Each color-adjective combination was labeled by 7–13 participants. We computed modal name agreement (fraction of participants providing the modal label, M = .20, SD = .12) and
Simpson’s diversity (M = .04, SD = .08; for details see Simpson, 1949) for the labels participants provided for each coloradjective pair. We then removed from the COCA-fiction corpus any sentence containing a label provided by at least two
participants before training word embeddings on the corpus.
To test the effect of the different alterations made to the
training corpus, we again use the embedding projections to
predict participant ratings, but rather than collecting new semantic differential ratings, we pool the ratings from Experiments 1–3 (for a total of 150 sighted participants and 12 blind
participants). The effect size of the COCA-fiction projections
differed somewhat across the first three experiments, appearing larger in the Experiment 1 than in Experiments 2 and 3,
which may simply be due to sampling error. Pooling participant ratings will provide for a more robust estimate of the
overall effect size (in sighted participants, at least) and the
effect size for the embeddings trained on altered corpora.

Discussion
That removing first-order co-occurrences had no measurable
effect is perhaps not surprising: Word embedding models,
specifically the skipgram models used here, are trained to
predict the context a word occurs in. Strict first-order cooccurrence therefore does little to drive embedding similarity.
That instead removing participant-generated labels for
color-adjective pairs is so effective in removing coloradjective association information from the embedding projections is striking, since the number of labels generated by at
least two participants (the threshold for inclusion in our corpus filtering procedure) was only 242, on average less than
one label per color-adjective pair. Furthermore, the positive
correlation between name agreement (for the color-adjective
pair labels) and association rating variability means that for
color-adjective pairs with more salient labels, variability in
ratings goes up, rather than down. This suggests that participant ratings are perhaps not directly mediated by availability
of a salient label for a given color-adjective pair. Future work
will explore whether the participant-generated labels also satisfy the second-order co-occurrence hypothesis, or if the semantic structures that underpin color-adjective associations
arise from still higher-order co-occurrence patterns.

Results
sighted
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3
2

95% CIs for embedding projections
after filtering corpora
sighted
blind

COCA-fiction projection
COCA-fiction without 1st order
COCA-fiction without neighbors
COCA-fiction without salient labels
COCA-fiction projection
COCA-fiction without 1st order
COCA-fiction without neighbors
COCA-fiction without salient labels

blind

mean participant rating

Removing first-order co-occurrences did not meaningfully reduce the effect size of the COCA-fiction word embedding
predictions. Removing nearest neighbors and especially removing participant-generated labels for color-adjective associations had a measurable impact however (see Figure 5 for
estimated effect sizes).
Modal name agreement and Simpson’s diversity are not
significantly correlated with the mean rating for each coloradjective pair (Pearson r = .06, p = .23 and r = .07, p = .24,
respectively), but weakly positively correlated with the variability in ratings for each color-adjective pair (Pearson r =
.23, p < .001 and r = .23, p < .001, respectively).
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Figure 6: Mean participant rating versus embedding projection for each color-adjective association. Trendlines show
positive relation between participants ratings and embedding
projections across dimension for the majority of colors.
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Figure 5: Estimated effects of word embedding projections
in predicting blind and sighted participants’ color-adjective
association ratings.
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General discussion
Saysani et al. (2021) demonstrated that blind people have
color-adjective associations that are similar to those of

sighted people. This is surprising in that many such associations would seem to require direct visual experience.
Saysani et al. surmised that blind people are likely learning
about color-adjective relationships through language. Here,
we show for the first time that the color-adjective associations captured in semantic differential tasks are present in the
statistics of English. They are recoverable from a variety of
corpora, but are best represented in a fiction corpus (see Figure 6 for an illustration of both the relationship between ratings and embedding projections, and the similarity of this relationship across sighted and blind participants).
In the subsequent studies, we examined whether people
who report reading more fiction and/or have more print exposure in general show color-adjective associations that are
more similar to those recoverable from the fiction corpus. No
clear differences were found between people with different
levels of print exposure or differences in self-reported fiction
reading.
We next examined where in language these associations
come from by altering the training corpus in an effort to remove likely linguistic sources of color-adjective associations.
Removing first-order co-occurrences such as sentences containing colors and adjectives did nothing to disrupt the learned
associations. On the other hand, removing sentences containing words that people think of when presented with coloradjective pairs sharply decreased the learned associations.
These findings suggest that color-adjective associations in
word embeddings are mediated by co-occurrence with salient
words and that blind people are able to use this type of distributional semantic information to acquire color-adjective associations.
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Abstract

Sekuler, 1987), orientation discrimination (Fiorentini & Berardi, 1980), and texture discrimination (Karni & Sagi, 1991),
using simple stimuli such as random dot motion, line segments, and Gabor patches. Perceptual training is based on
pattern recognition, which enables learners to become sensitive to important features and relationships even when these
relationships are difficult to verbalise (Kellman & Garrigan,
2009).

Perceptual training leads to improvements in a wide range of
simple visual tasks. However, it is still unclear how effective
it can be for more difficult visual tasks in real-world domains
such as radiology. Is it possible to train people to the level of
experts? If so, what method is best, and how much training is
necessary? Over four training sessions, we trained medically
naı̈ve participants to identify the degree of fatty liver tissue
present in ultrasound images. We found that both COMPARI SON and SINGLE - CASE perceptual training techniques resulted
in significant post-training improvement, but that the SINGLE CASE training was more effective. Whilst people showed rapid
learning with less than one hour of training, they did not improve to the level of experts, and additional training sessions
did not provide significant benefits beyond the initial session.
This suggests that perceptual training could usefully augment,
but not replace, the traditional rule-based training that medical
students currently receive.
Keywords: perceptual training; comparison; radiology; expertise

Introduction
Perceptual learning is defined as the improvement in task performance that occurs with sensory experience (Sagi, 2011).
It has been shown to occur across a range of low-level
visual tasks including motion direction detection (Ball &
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It has been shown that perceptual training can result in
a substantial improvement in performance for a variety of
real-world visual tasks in medical domains such as radiology
(Chen, HolcDorf, McCusker, Gaillard, & Howe, 2017; Frank
et al., 2020; Johnston et al., 2020; Sha, Toh, Remington, &
Jiang, 2020; Sowden, Davies, & Roling, 2000), dermatology (Xu, Rourke, Robinson, & Tanaka, 2016), histopathology
(Krasne, Hillman, Kellman, & Drake, 2013), and cytology
(Evered, Walker, Watt, & Perham, 2014). Because some aspects of perceptual expertise are difficult to express verbally,
perceptual training has been proposed as a potential supplement to the traditional approach to training medical professionals like radiologists, who are currently trained to diagnose
medical images in a primarily rule-based fashion (Johnston

et al., 2020). However, it remains unclear how much benefit people can receive from perceptual training: can it lead to
expert-level performance in highly complex domains?
While many studies have demonstrated that perceptual
training results in rapid learning, few studies have compared
the performance of participants trained by perceptual training
to that of experts. One exception is a study by Chen et al.
(2017), in which medically naı̈ve participants were trained to
identify hip fractures in X-ray images. After only two training
sessions (1280 training images in total), the mean accuracy
of novices was approximately 90%, which was slightly lower
than experts (radiology residents and board-certified radiologists, who achieved approximately 94% accuracy). However,
the top five novices performed at a level comparable to the
board-certified radiologists after less than one hour of training. These findings support the idea that perceptual training
can result in a level of expertise that is practically useful, and
thus could usefully augment the traditional rule-based training paradigm.
An alternative possibility is that the task in Chen et al.
(2017) may have been relatively easy for novices to learn
and perceptual training would have been less effective for
a more difficult task. Consistent with this, in a more difficult task that involved identifying whether appendicitis was
present in a single axial image from a computed tomography
scan, Johnston et al. (2020) found that experts substantially
outperformed trained novices. Consequently, it remains unclear whether perceptual training can lead to similar levels of
performance as experts on more difficult radiological tasks.
A second unresolved issue is which perceptual training
methodology is the most effective. The standard approach,
which has been used by the majority of studies, involves presenting a single stimulus on each trial. The participant answers a specific question about the image (e.g., “Is there a
hip fracture in this image?”) and receives immediate feedback. This method was used by both Chen et al. (2017) and
Johnston et al. (2020), along with studies involving the categorisation of cancerous lesions (Xu et al., 2016) and the
recognition of histopathology patterns (Krasne et al., 2013).
An alternative training method, which we refer to as comparison training, presents multiple stimuli simultaneously on
each trial. These stimuli generally depict different categories
(e.g., a normal and abnormal medical image) and require an
alternative forced choice response (e.g., “Which image is abnormal?”), which is followed by feedback. While only a
few perceptual training studies have used comparison training (Evered et al., 2014; Sha et al., 2020), similar techniques
are widely used in category learning experiments (e.g., Kang
& Pashler, 2012; Meagher, Goldstone, Nosofsky, & Carvalho,
2017).
The proposed advantage of comparison training is that it
enhances discriminative contrast by highlighting commonalities and differences (Kang & Pashler, 2012). Comparing
stimuli that represent differing categories can improve discrimination ability (Hammer, Bar-Hillel, Hertz, Weinshall, &
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Hochstein, 2008), particularly when discriminating between
highly similar categories (Carvalho & Goldstone, 2014). Despite the potential benefits of comparison training, to our
knowledge, there are no perceptual learning studies with
complex real-world stimuli that have compared comparison
training to standard (single-case) perceptual training.
A third unresolved issue is the amount of training required
for perceptual learning with complex visual stimuli. Most
studies have used multiple sessions (generally between two
and four), which is consistent with the positive effects of distributed practice (Donovan & Radosevich, 1999). However,
it is unclear whether multiple sessions are, in fact, necessary. Several previous studies used relatively short training
sessions because these studies were limited by the number of
stimuli they had access to. Given that repeating images within
a training session does not appear to reduce the effectiveness
of the training (Chen et al., 2017; Sha et al., 2020), these
studies might have achieved the same result using just a single, but longer, training session. Alternatively, it may be that
while fewer training sessions is adequate for relatively simple
images, more sessions may be required when the domain or
task is more challenging.
The current study was designed to address these three issues. First, we specifically chose a task that trainee radiologists find difficult – identifying the degree of fatty liver disease present in ultrasound images – as this is the type of task
where experts are likely to outperform non-experts, and compared the performance of our trained participants to that of
experts. Second, we evaluated performance under two different types of perceptual training techniques, COMPARISON
and SINGLE - CASE training. Third, we investigated the learning benefits of multiple training sessions.
We hypothesised that both types of perceptual training
regimes would lead to an improvement in post-training performance, but that COMPARISON training would be more effective because the task requires discriminating between very
similar images. Due to the large literature on distributed practice (Donovan & Radosevich, 1999), we further hypothesised
that multiple training sessions would result in more learning
beyond that of a single training session but, regardless of the
extent of training, we would not be able to train medically
naı̈ve participants to the level of experts on such a difficult
task.

Method
Participants
We recruited 186 medically naı̈ve adults from Prolific Academic to complete a four session experiment online. A prescreening questionnaire was used to ensure that all participants had normal-or-corrected-to-normal visual acuity, normal colour vision, and no prior experience in radiology.
Participants were compensated for each session, receiving
£11.05 for completing all sessions. Twenty participants did
not complete all sessions and five were excluded due to repeating a session, resulting in 161 people in the dataset (89

female; M age = 37.35 years; SDage = 12.60 years; all resided
in the UK, US, Canada, Australia, or New Zealand).
We additionally recruited a group of experts; three consultant radiologists, one radiology fellow, and one radiology
registrar from the Royal Melbourne Hospital. These experts
did not participate in the experiments but instead graded the
stimuli and provided a measure of expert performance.

Materials
The stimuli were abdominal ultrasounds of 505 unique livers
obtained from a tertiary care centre. Each liver was represented by a collage with four ultrasound views of it (Figure 1).
We used a collage of four images to depict each case instead
of a single image, because in practice, radiologists make decisions about these types of cases based on several images.
As there is no objective measure to determine the degree of
fatty liver tissue, we used ratings from our experts to establish
a gold standard consensus grade. The experts independently
reviewed each collage and graded the degree of fatty liver disease (hepatic steatosis) present, ranging from 1 (Normal) to 7
(Severe). The average of all of the five experts was used as the
gold standard for training and assessing naı̈ve participants.
Because we wished select stimuli that were rated consistently
by the experts, we excluded cases where any expert’s rating
was more than one off the consensus grade. This resulted in
a stimulus pool of 386 unique collage images for use in the
experiment.

Figure 1: Example of a collage of two transverse and two longitudinal liver ultrasound images from a single case. In this example,
the degree of fatty liver disease is 1 (Normal).

The collages were split into a training set and two test sets
(286 collages in the training set and 50 collages in each test
set) such that the distribution of grades was balanced between
each set. There was no overlap between the training and test
sets and the same sets were used across all participants.
The experiment was created using jsPsych (de Leeuw,
2015) and participants completed it online using a laptop or
desktop computer; they were prevented from using tablets
and smartphones. Each collage was resized to a width of 750
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pixels and a height of 562.5 pixels. A minimum browser window of 1024x700 pixels was required.

Design and Procedure
We used a pre-test/post-test design, with two possible perceptual training conditions (between-participants; COMPARISON
and SINGLE - CASE, described below). For technical reasons,
the single-case training condition was run after the comparison training condition. In both training conditions, the experiment occurred over four sessions, with demographic questions and a pre-training test at the beginning of the first session, perceptual training in sessions 1-4, and a post-training
test at the end of the fourth session. Participants were provided with a 48 hour window to complete each session, which
was followed by a 24 hour break before the next session began. Thus, depending on when during the 48 hour window
the participant completed the session, the participant would
experience a break of between 24 and 120 hours between sessions. All of the sessions were self-paced, with no limits on
the time taken to view and respond on each trial.
At the start of each session, participants were shown a brief
explanation of the grading scale with some example images
and an annotated image that identified the main differences
between normal and severe fatty liver disease. All participants then completed the pre-test, where they were asked to
grade the degree of fatty liver tissue present (using the 7-point
grading scale described previously) for 50 unique collage images (Figure 1 provides an example of a collage image for a
single-case). The collage images were presented sequentially
(a single case per trial) in a randomised order. Participants
used the keyboard to grade each collage according to the 7point grading scale. No feedback was provided during the
pre-test.
There were 100 training trials per session for both of the
training conditions (400 trials total). Images were randomly
sampled from the training set and could be repeated across
sessions or even within a session. To motivate participants
throughout the training, points were awarded based on performance. Participants were able to monitor and compare their
points across sessions.
After completing the final training phase in session four,
all participants completed a post-test. The format of the posttest was the same as the pre-test, except the 50 collage images
were novel.
Single-case Training On each trial in the SINGLE - CASE
perceptual training (n = 90 participants), participants were
presented with a collage consisting of four images of the same
case, and were asked to rate the degree of fatty liver disease
on the 7-point scale described above. This was a similar format to the pre-test and post-test. However, after they provided their assessment, the correct grade was immediately
presented underneath the image for review. In addition, a
feedback message was presented in coloured text, with the
content of the message determined by how close the response
was to the correct answer (“Spot on! Correct” in green for

Figure 3: Percentage of responses for each possible distance from

Figure 2: Example of a COMPARISON training trial. In each trial,
participants were presented with two panels of images. Each panel
contained a single liver case, with each case depicting a different
degree of fatty liver tissue. From the two livers, participants were
asked to make a discrimination choice. In this example, the left
panel depicts a grade of 5 (Moderate), the right panel depicts a grade
of 3 (Mild), and participants were asked which panel was Mild.

correct, “Almost” in blue for one grade from the correct answer, “Not quite” in orange for two grades from the correct
answer, or “Incorrect” in red for responses more than two
grades from the correct answer).
Comparison Training In the COMPARISON training (n =
71 participants), people were asked to compare two different
livers. They were thus presented with two panels of images
(each consisting of half of a collage image from a single case)
simultaneously on each trial. We chose to present half of each
collage in order to keep the total number of individual images of the livers (i.e., four) consistent with the SINGLE - CASE
training condition. The two panels were positioned side-byside with a small gap between them (Figure 2). Each panel
depicted a different grade of fatty liver tissue.
The training task in the COMPARISON condition differed
from the SINGLE - CASE condition, as we asked people to discriminate between two different grades of fatty liver tissue.
At the start of each trial, a prompt informed participants about
the discrimination that they would need to make (e.g., “Which
image is 3: Mild?”). The prompt also contained information
about the grade of the other image (e.g., “The other image is
5: Moderate”). Participants indicated which image they believed matched the prompt and then received immediate feedback about whether they were correct or not.
The difficulty of the comparisons was adapted throughout
the training, and began with easier comparisons (i.e., cases
that were six grades apart). The difficulty of the comparison
is determined by the distance between the grades of the livers
being compared.
A modified 2-up 1-down adaptive staircase procedure
was used, whereby correct responses on two previous trials
stepped a participant up to the next difficulty level (e.g., from
six grades apart to five apart, and so on). Following an incor-
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the consensus answer in the pre-test and post-test for each training
condition. A distance of 0 is equivalent to a correct response (consistent with the consensus answer). In both conditions, people gave
more correct or near-correct answers in the post-test, indicating that
they learned something.

rect discrimination, participants returned to a lower difficulty
comparison. The adaptive nature of the training meant that
participants progressed up and down, depending on their performance.

Results
Due to a technical error, data from 28 trials across seven participants was missing, but the remaining data from these participants was retained. The dataset and analyses can be found
at https://github.com/jmarris/pt-livers. People in
the SINGLE - CASE training took an average of 9 minutes to
complete each session, while those in the COMPARISON training took 12.
Figure 3 shows a comparison of pre-test to post-test performance across both training conditions. It is evident that in
both conditions, people were more accurate in the post-test,
making more responses that were closer to the correct answer
(distances 0 or 1) and fewer that were further (distances 5 or
6). This suggests that there was some learning between pretest and post-test.
In order to better quantify overall improvements in performance as well as compare across conditions, we calculated
each participant’s mean error on each test, which represents
their mean distance from the consensus answer. This is shown
in Figure 4. For the sake of comparison, we also show the performance of our group of experts on the same images that the
medically naı̈ve participants were tested on in the pre-test and
post-test. For these experts, we needed to use a slightly different reference point than that used to assess performance of
the naı̈ve participants. To avoid ‘double-dipping’ the data, we
assessed the performance of each expert in turn, by calculating their performance relative to the other four experts. From
this, we calculated an overall measure of expert performance,
which is shown in the green bars. It is evident that although
both types of perceptual training were successful for training
medically naı̈ve participants, as indicated by the post-test improvement, the training alone was not sufficient for them to
reach similar levels of performance as the group of experts.

Figure 4: Performance by training condition on the pre-test and
post-test images for medically naı̈ve participants. The experts did
not undergo training, but provide a measure of expert performance
on the same images. The y axis shows the mean error (distance
from the consensus answer); thus, lower is better. Each dot is the
mean error for one individual, and error bars represent the standard
error. Both training conditions improved from pre-test to post-test,
but improvement was greater for SINGLE - CASE training.

In order to quantify whether performance varied by training condition or test, we performed a mixed 2x2 ANOVA on
all of the non-expert data. Training condition was a betweensubjects factor (COMPARISON or SINGLE - CASE), test phase
(PRE or POST) was a within-subjects factor, and mean error
was the dependent variable. As expected, there was a significant main effect of the test phase, F(1, 159) = 196.79, p <
.001, η2G = .340, with lower mean error in the post-test compared to the pre-test indicating successful learning.
There was also a significant main effect of training condition, F(1, 159) = 9.74, p = .002, η2G = .035 and a significant
interaction F(1, 159) = 24.74, p < .001, η2G = .061. This suggests that the effect of training was greater in the SINGLE CASE condition. Post-hoc t-tests with Bonferroni corrections
supported this interpretation. There was no significant difference in performance between the training conditions on the
pre-test, t(148.28) = −0.72, p = .944, but on the post-test
participants who received SINGLE - CASE training had significantly lower error than people who received COMPARISON
training, t(139.38) = 6.56, p < .001.
How did learning proceed over the course of training? Is it
possible that medically naı̈ve participants could have reached
the level of experts had we provided them with only a few
additional sessions? Figures 5 and 6 address these questions
by presenting the training data broken down by session.
For the COMPARISON training in Figure 5, mean error is
not a good measure of performance since the training approach is adaptive; we therefore examine the difficulty level
of the comparison (difficulty is 7 minus the distance between
grades, so that 1 is the easiest and 6 is the most difficult).
It is evident that each session is marked by rapid increase in
the difficulty of the comparisons as the algorithm adapts to
each participant; however, performance across sessions does
not appear to improve, with people converging on a difficulty level of around five (i.e., discriminating between liv-
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Figure 5: Performance improvement across time during COMPAR ISON training. Each panel corresponds to a session, and the x axis
indicates the trial number within session. The y axis reflects the difficulty level of the comparison, with 6 being the most difficult and 1
being the easiest. Participants improve rapidly within each session
as the algorithm adapts to them, but there is no discernible improvement across sessions; people converge to a difficulty level of five in
all, which corresponds to a difference of two grades between comparison stimuli.

ers that are two grades apart) in all sessions. To address
whether the additional three training sessions provided a benefit above what learning was achieved in the first session, we
compared the mean difficulty level on the final training trial
in the first training session and last training session. Evaluating performance on the final trial enables us to compare
performance after the learning from the first session has occurred with performance after the learning from all sessions
has occurred. A paired-samples t-test revealed no significant
difference, t(70) = −1.48, p = .145, suggesting that all of the
meaningful improvement in learning between the pre-test and
the post-test likely occurred during the first session.
For the SINGLE - CASE training in Figure 6, there appears
to be a slight decrease in error over the course of the first
training session, but not in subsequent sessions. We quantified this with a linear model for each session, using error
as the outcome variable and trial number as the predictor. It
was statistically significant for the first session, F(1, 98) =
22.77, p < .001, but not for any of the other three. Consistent with this, a paired-samples t-test revealed no significant
difference in the mean error on the final training trial in the
first session and final session, t(89) = 1.42, p = .160. Taken
together, these results suggest that additional training would
not help participants reach the level of expert performance, at
least not within a small number of additional sessions.

Discussion
Our work makes several contributions to the growing literature investigating perceptual training in real-world, visually
complex domains. First, we replicated the finding that perceptual training improves the classification of medical images, as seen by the significant reduction in mean error on
the post-training test; less than one hour of training enabled
our participants to generalise their learning to novel images.

This is particularly interesting as we were able to train medically naı̈ve participants to do a task that trainee radiologists
find difficult – identifying the degree of fatty liver tissue in
ultrasound images. Whilst our perceptual training was not
as successful as Chen et al. (2017), it is not surprising given
the higher difficulty of the perceptual discrimination required
in our task. However, consistent with Johnston et al. (2020),
perceptual training alone was not sufficient to train people to
the level of experts.
How much does the type of training matter? As two different methods have been used in the literature, it was unclear
whether one might be superior. Given the potential advantages of comparison training (e.g., Hammer et al., 2008; Kang
& Pashler, 2012), we expected that discriminating between
different grades of fatty liver tissue would enhance learning,
because the stimuli are highly similar and differences only
become obvious when the stimuli are viewed side-by-side.
However, we found that SINGLE - CASE perceptual training resulted in better generalisation.
One explanation for this finding is that transfer is better
when the task people are tested on aligns closely with the
training task. Another possibility is that the SINGLE - CASE
training allowed people to learn about the full underlying distribution of different grades of fatty liver tissue in our experiment, since this distribution was the same in both the training and test sets. Conversely, since comparison training was
adaptive, the distribution of the grades of fatty disease observed by participants would not necessarily have matched
the distribution of grades seen in the test images. Whilst participants in the COMPARISON training would have seen more
livers overall (unique and repeated cases), only half of the full
collage of four images for each case was presented on each
trial. This method was chosen to ensure a consistent number
of images were presented in each training condition. Additionally, it avoided overcrowding the display further, which
could have impacted on learning (e.g., due to higher cognitive load).
We realise that our training method differs from the procedure commonly used in the perceptual training literature (i.e.,
presenting a single image or a pair of images), as we presented multiple images on each trial in both conditions (i.e.,
the collages). This change was because radiologists generally make these decisions from multiple ultrasound images.
Whilst it is unclear whether our methodological change impacts on the effectiveness of perceptual training, we show
that perceptual learning occurs when perceptual decisions are
based on multiple simultaneously presented images.
Finally, we found that learning was rapid and that multiple
sessions did not provide substantial benefits to learning, suggesting that we can achieve the benefits of perceptual training
within just one training session. In the COMPARISON training, people rapidly progressed to more difficult comparisons
within a session but this pattern did not substantially change
over sessions; performance after four training sessions was
not significantly better than after one session. The SINGLE -
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Figure 6: Performance improvement across time during

SINGLE training. Each panel corresponds to a session, and the x axis
indicates the trial number within session. The y axis reflects the
mean error. Participants show gradual improvement over the first
session, but no noticeable improvement in subsequent sessions.
CASE

CASE training also showed a similar lack of benefit for multiple sessions. For both perceptual training conditions, rapid
initial learning occurred within one session, but learning hit a
ceiling after this point. While it is theoretically possible that
a sufficient number of additional sessions might allow people
to improve to expert levels, the trend suggests that it would
take a very large number. It is also possible that for complex
domains such as this, where successful identification relies on
theoretical knowledge, purely perceptual training alone cannot produce expert-level classification.
It could be suggested that our comparison of medically
naı̈ve participants and experts is not fair because the experts were evaluated on their own ratings. However, to limit
‘double-dipping’ we evaluated each expert relative to the
other experts, and found that they were all quite consistent
in their ratings. We believe that the comparison to experts is
still useful, as it provides a benchmark for how effective our
training paradigm is.
An avenue for future work is investigating if there are ways
to improve the effectiveness of perceptual training in difficult
tasks. Is it possible to boost learning further? Recent work by
Frank et al. (2020) suggested that perceptual learning might
be improved if it is augmented with detailed feedback during
training. In their work, supplementing partial feedback (e.g.,
“Response correct: Lesion is present” and “Identified location of the lesion is incorrect”) with information about the location (with annotations) was necessary for perceptual learning of both calcification and distortion lesions in mammograms. Additionally, people that received detailed feedback
showed long-term retention when tested six months later, but
people who only received partial feedback did not. This finding could explain the success of the training in Chen et al.
(2017), who used annotated feedback that directed attention
to the location of the bone fracture.
Whilst the possibility of augmenting perceptual training
with detailed feedback provides a promising avenue for future work, there are some practical considerations. It can be

time consuming, costly, and difficult for experts to annotate
or label images. Additionally, for some diagnoses, it may be
difficult to isolate and communicate the particular regions of
interest to people that are medically naı̈ve. One potential solution, which we plan to investigate in our future work, is to
test the benefit of providing limited numbers of annotated images with verbal “perceptual rules” via augmented perceptual
training.
Our findings have implications for future applications of
perceptual training. We demonstrate that perceptual training
can be practically useful and efficient: even in a complex realworld domain, people can significantly and rapidly improve
their performance with less than one hour of training. Although people did not reach expert performance, we show
that perceptual training is a tool that can be used to achieve
rapid initial learning, which can be subsequently refined further. A combined approach would offer multiple benefits.
Perceptual training would provide trainees with the experience of a large number of exemplars, including those that
may not be often seen in practice (Johnston et al., 2020). This
would provide a robust foundation for subsequent rule-based
learning and clinical reasoning.
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Abstract
In addition to saliency and goal-based factors, a scene’s
semantic content has been shown to guide attention in visual
search tasks. Here, we ask if this rapidly available guidance
signal can be leveraged to learn new attentional strategies. In a
variant of the scene preview paradigm (Castelhano & Heaven,
2010), participants searched for targets embedded in real-world
scenes with target locations linked to scene gist. We found that
activating gist with scene previews significantly increased
search efficiency over time in a manner consistent with formal
theories of skill acquisition. We combine VGG16 and EBRW
to provide a biologically inspired account of the gist preview
advantage and its effects on learning in gist-guided attention.
Preliminary model results suggest that, when preview
information is useful, stimulus features may amplify the
similarities and differences between exemplars.
Keywords: visual search; scene gist; guided attention;
VGG16; EBRW

Introduction
Humans have a remarkable ability to rapidly categorize a
visual scene. With no more than 25 milliseconds of exposure,
a scene’s conceptual category or gist (e.g., kitchen, forest) is
readily perceived by an observer. Why do we have this ability
to quickly map visual features to rich conceptual knowledge?
One prominent theory (Torralba, Oliva, Castelhano, et al.,
2006) suggests scene gist is rapidly perceived in order to
guide exploration of our visual environment towards
information-rich regions (e.g., countertops in a kitchen).
Such gist-based guidance allows for efficient sampling of
behaviourally-relevant information contained within the
visual scene. Can gist and its associated vast semantic
knowledge be flexibly, and usefully, used in new learning?
Here, we empirically test the hypothesis that rapidly available
guidance signals from scene gist can be leveraged to learn
new attentional strategies. Moreover, we combine a formal
process model of category learning and skill acquisition,
exemplar-based random walk (EBRW), with a wellestablished deep-learning vision model, VGG16, to provide
a comprehensive account of the experimental effect.
Categorization is the abstraction of stimulus features to
group similar objects (or scenes) together (Greene & Fei-Fei,
2014). Scene categorization is a rapid (Evans, Horowitz, &
Wolfe, 2011; Harel, Groen, Kravitz, et al., 2016; Lowe,
Rajsic, Ferber, et al., 2018; Mack, Gauthier, Sadr, et al., 2008;
Mack & Palmeri, 2010), and seemingly automatic (Greene &
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Fei-Fei, 2014; Mack & Palmeri, 2015) visual perceptual
process, occurring with less than 100 milliseconds of
exposure to a natural scene image. In addition to visual
features of a scene, scene gist is an important part of a scene’s
overall context and has been found to guide attention in visual
search (Castelhano & Heaven, 2010; Robbins & Hout, 2020).
A scene’s properties, and the higher-order mental states of
the observer (i.e., expectations, goals), both influence the
allocation of visual attention (Võ & Wolfe, 2013; Yantis,
1996). The understanding of these features is akin to
“involuntary” versus “voluntary” direction of attention
(Yantis, 1996). Although saliency and top-down factors
undoubtably affect spatial attention and search behaviours,
other important details that can be extracted from a scene,
including its semantic contents and other global properties
(Chun & Jiang, 1998) must be accounted for. Work has
already been done to advance the notion of scene category as
capable of learning-induced transformations. Brockmole and
Henderson (2006) showed participants natural scene images
with target letter embedded within. Critically, they used
novel images (presented only once throughout the search
task) as a baseline measurement of reaction time (RT), and
repeated images to observe effects of contextual cueing.
Their results reflect that target information associated with
natural scenes was learned more quickly than targets linked
to arbitrary configurations of letters and numbers; the
semantic information contained in a scene is supposed to
facilitate this process (Brockmole & Henderson, 2006).
Whether scene gist can be the driver of attentional
guidance still requires investigation, though recent studies
have provided support for this notion (Robbins & Hout,
2020). We hypothesize that initial search strategies will be
largely informed by prior knowledge of information-rich
areas of scene categories. As trials progress, however,
participants will learn that scene gist is linked to specific
target locations. That is, the consistent presence of a target in
one location is expected to disrupt the typical categoryguided search patterns. Fully understanding this process
requires a formal model that can account for how perceptual
information is used to build new knowledge. The rich
literature of cognitive learning models (e.g., Nosofsky &
Palmeri, 1997) provides formal accounts of how perceptual
information is leveraged in new learning, yet is missing the
key perceptual mechanisms that translate visual stimuli into
meaningful perceptual components. We explore whether the
integration of a vision model and a cognitive model can

provide a formal means for understanding attention learning
in scene perception.
We use VGG16, a deep convolutional neural network for
image recognition (Simonyan & Zisserman, 2014), to obtain
stimulus features as input to EBRW. This perceptual frontend
allows for the investigation of scene perception together with
learning in visual search. VGG16 performance in specific
layers has been highly correlated with processing stages in
human primary visual cortex (Eberhardt, Cader, & Serre,
2016) (but see Palmerston, Zhou, and Chan (2020) for
comments on functional connectivity beyond these areas).
Essentially, VGG16 provides a biologically inspired
characterization of the perceptual features underlying rapid
scene perception.
We combine VGG16 perceptual representations with
EBRW (Nosofsky & Palmeri, 1997) to characterize the
nature of learning in scene-gist guided attention. EBRW
formally defines category learning as a mutual interaction
between instance-based memory, selective attention, and
random walk evidence accumulation (Nosofsky & Palmeri,
1997). Category decisions are based on comparisons between
the current stimulus and stored representations, or exemplars,
of the relevant categories (Nosofsky & Palmeri, 1997). If the
stimulus is similar to the exemplars of one category, the
accumulation of evidence towards the category and
subsequent decision will be made relatively quickly, whereas
categorical ambiguity would slow the random walk process.
Importantly, increased experience should lead to faster
performance. Within learning experiments, each trial is
encoded into EBRW as an additional exemplar of a category.
Here, we conceptualize EBRW such that perceptual
representations of scenes, which potentially hold key scene
gist information, are encoded as exemplars of target location.
Over multiple trials, these category representations
associated with target location accumulate to drive faster
responses in a manner consistent with the classic notion of a
power law of practice.
We had participants perform a novel attentional learning
task, finding that activating gist with scene previews
significantly increases search efficiency in a manner
consistent with formal theories of skill acquisition. As a proof
of concept, we provide preliminary analysis of a model
combining VGG16 and EBRW to account for scene gistbased learning effects on attention.

Methods
In a variant of the scene preview paradigm (Castelhano &
Heaven, 2010), participants searched for targets embedded in
real-world scenes with target locations linked to scene gist.
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preview

search

Figure 1. Trial schematic for each preview type
condition in the behavioural experiment. After
being shown an intact (left) or scrambled (right)
preview of the search image, participants
searched for a target for up to ten seconds, and
identified it using a key press.

Participants
All participants were recruited from an undergraduate subject
pool and given course credit as compensation for their
participation. All participants had normal or corrected-tonormal vision. This experiment was approved by the research
ethics board at the University of Toronto. Participants were
briefed and gave their written consent before the experiment
began. 43 participants (17-22 years) took part in the
experiment. Eleven participants had to be excluded from the
data analysis due to insufficient mean accuracy (<0.85) in
identifying the target’s identity across all trials of the
experiment. The resulting sample size was therefore 32
(mean = 18.85 years; 24 female).

Materials
Search and preview images
The search images were 180 photographs of outdoor scenes,
obtained from Google Images. 90 images were of forests,
representing the ‘natural’ category. The other 90 images were
of city streets, representing the ‘manmade’ category. All
images were resized to 1600 x 1067 pixels and converted to
grayscale.
Phase-scrambled images were created by deconstructing
all 180 scenes images into constituent magnitude and phase
spectra using fast Fourier transform (Sadr & Sinha, 2004),
randomizing the phase component, and inverting the Fourier
transform of the randomized phase and original magnitude
components. Randomising the phase component of an image
retains its low-level visual attributes but renders it
semantically incoherent (Mack et al., 2008). By presenting
these images as previews before the intact search image,
participants are, in a sense, still being given “the same
image”. The difference is that they will not be able to discern
any gist information from that preview. Phase scrambling
was performed using functions found in the pylab Python
library.

Targets
Two targets were used in these experiments: an illustration
of a kangaroo, and an illustration of a lizard. Both targets
were taken from Keynote for iOS’s “shapes”, a clipart library
accessible in the application. Each image was white with a
black outline and presented at 50% opacity. Targets were
each presented at a unique location on the right or left side of
the screen depending on scene context in each trial of the
experiment, such that there are 180 possible target locations.
These category-incongruent targets were chosen over
category-congruent targets (e.g., a fire hydrant on a city
street) to encourage participants to explore the whole scene
without being influenced by additional contextual factors
implied by a congruent object’s identity.

Procedures
There were 180 trials in total, and participants completed
every trial. All instructions were provided to the participant
onscreen. They were advised to maintain fixation when
beginning each trial, including when the preview was
presented, and then to find the target in the image as quickly
as possible. The first fixation was presented for 500 ms,
followed by a preview of the search image for 166.7 ms, after
which another fixation was presented for 500 ms. The search
image was then shown, with the target, for up to ten seconds
or until the participant had signalled that they have found the
target with a key press. An intermediate screen was shown
until the participant was ready to begin the next trial.
Throughout the experiment, targets consistently appeared on
either the left or right side of the screen, depending on the
trial image’s scene category. For example, a participant
would always see a target on the right side of a city street
search image, and on the left for a forest search image.
Premade conditions were counterbalanced for target side and
preview type. Participants were not informed of the target
location patterns.
Participants were subjected to both types of conditions at
once, such that trials of each type were randomly interleaved
throughout the entire experiment. The conditions were
distinguished by the preview that was shown on each trial: a
preview of the search image, or a phase-scrambled version of
the search image. The latter preview type eliminated any
distinguishable category information from the preview, such
that there was no helpful gist information until the search task
had started.

Computational model
To investigate how attention guidance is potentially impacted
by associative learning between visual scene representations
and target location, we conducted simulations with an
integrative computational framework that combined a deeplearning vision model (VGG16) with a category learning
model (EBRW).

Figure 2. VGG16 and EBRW model. Perceptual
representations of scenes were first generated by
a Places365-trained VGG16 model and feature
vectors from the first fully connected layer (FC1)
were extracted. The dimensionality of these
feature vectors was reduced with PCA to define a
two dimensional perceptual space. Each scene’s
position along the two dimensions was then
inputted to EBRW. Within EBRW, each scene
was compared to previously encountered scenes
associated with the two target locations.
Similarity to these stored scene exemplars drove
a drift diffusion evidence accumulation process to
predict visual search response times.

Perceptual frontend (VGG16)
To obtain a measure of visual similarity between
exemplars, a necessary component of EBRW model, we
turned to a well-established deep-learning vision model.
Briefly, the image feature extraction was done using VGG16,
a deep convolutional neural network consisting of 16 layers
(Simonyan & Zisserman, 2014), where the ‘learning’ layers
consist of five convolutional layers and three fully connected
layers (Krizhevsky, Sutskever, & Hinton, 2017); this was
implemented using the Keras application programming
interface (API) and TensorFlow machine learning platform
in Python (Zhou, Lapedriza, Khosla, et al., 2018). To
summarize, the model works as follows: the images are
resized to 224 x 224 pixels, each convolutional layer applies
‘filters’ to extract image features, and the model predicts the
probability of the image belonging to one of the two stimulus
categories (i.e., forest or city street) (Krizhevsky et al., 2017).
The perceptual representations across the layers of VGG16
include varying degrees of scene-specific and scene-gist
information. With the goal of primarily representing scenes
according to scene gist while also maintaining important
variability across the scenes, we focused on representations
from the fully connected layer FC1. To best link these highdimensional visual representations onto the cognitive
mechanisms of EBRW, we performed dimensionality
reduction with PCA (scikit-learn) following the approach of
similar prior work (Mack & Palmeri, 2010). Specifically, we
retained the first two principal components. Although this
resulted in a significant reduction of information from the
VGG16 representations, the resulting two-dimensional
representations retained both scene-gist and scene-specific
information and were appropriate for the computational
constraints of EBRW simulations.
EBRW
EBRW simulations were based on RTs from all participants
for each repetition of each trial type. Image features
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Results
Experiment
Mean values of the median RTs, per participant, for trials
with intact and scrambled previews are 3077 ms (SD = 633.3)
and 3074 ms (SD = 651.2), respectively. The effect of
learning repetition, preview type, and their interaction on logtransformed RT was estimated with a linear mixed effects
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regression model using the R ‘lme4’ package (Bates et al.,
2020). Participants were modelled as a random effect.
Participants averaged 87.8% and 85.9% successful
searches for intact and phase-scrambled trials respectively.
Thus, the type of preview did not affect participants’ ability
to complete the search. However, search efficiency was
impacted by preview type. Search RTs decreased over trials
(β=-0.003135, 95% CI [-0.004484, -0.001788], t=-4.559,
p=5e-6) but showed no main effect of preview type (β=0.08955 (95% CI [-0.1931, 0.01381], t=-1.696, p=0.0899).
Critically, preview type significantly interacted with trial
number such that intact scene previews led to faster search
RTs over the course of the experiment relative to phasescrambled previews (β=0.002286, 95% CI [0.0003540,
0.004222], t=2.316, p=0.0206). This effect suggests that an
intact scene preview speeds visual search, potentially through
the activation of the scene’s gist and its association with
target location.
A
correct RT (s)

6
preview type
scrambled

4

intact
2

1

2

3

trial block

B
3.4

correct RT (s)

generated by the VGG16 perceptual frontend served as
perceptual representations of each scene image for EBRW.
EBRW is defined by five parameters: α, a constant
accounting for the time needed to extract a category label for
a retrieved instance; c, a constant used for transforming
distance measures into similarity measures; w, a vector of
attention weights for the image feature dimensions; and two
regression parameters that map the arbitrary units of EBRW
accumulation evidence to RT: k, a scaling factor for the slope;
and μr, the y-intercept, or the mean of the RTs.
To simulate the current task, PCA representations of the
VGG16 FC1 layer for scenes were stored in category
knowledge along with category labels corresponding to target
location (right vs. left of screen). On each trial, the current
scene representation was compared to previously
encountered scene representations associated with the two
target category locations to drive a drift diffusion process.
The higher a match between the visual features of a scene and
previously encountered scenes with the same target location,
the faster the predicted visual search. At the end of a trial, the
current scene’s representation was encoded into the model’s
category knowledge as a new exemplar for the correct target
location, making it available to impact the similarity
calculations in subsequent search trials. Across trials, the
number of stored exemplars for each target location grew to
reflect prior experiences in linking scene category with target
locations.
To isolate the potential mechanistic effect of preview type,
three separate models with one parameter allowed to vary
between preview type (α, c, and w) were fit to participants’
RTs. Parameter optimization was conducted by minimizing
the root mean-squared error (RMSE) between observed and
model-predicted RTs with differential evolution, a stochastic
genetic algorithm-based optimization method (scipy v.1.5.2,
differential_evolution). Since all three models shared the
same degrees of freedom in accounting for the behavioural
data, the final RMSE of the three models served as an index
for comparison. Given the exploratory nature of the
VGG+EBRW model for visual search and the relatively
noisy nature of the behavioural data, we opted to optimize
parameters based on fits to the entire behavioural dataset all
at once rather than individual fits specific to each participant.
Although this approach precludes characterizing model
mechanisms at the level of individual participants, it does
provide a well-powered method for identifying likely
mechanisms that describe group-level differences between
preview types and offers preliminary proof-of-concept
evidence for the proposed computational framework.

preview type
scrambled

3.0

intact
2.6

0

25

50

75

repetitions (trials)
Figure 3. A: Average median RTs for trial
blocks of each trial type. Darker dots are grouplevel means, while lighter dots reflect individual
participants’ binned median RTs. Error bars
represent bootstrapped 95% confidence interval.
B: Estimated marginal means from LMER model
for RT as a function of trial repetition and preview
type. Margins around each line represent 95%
confidence bands.

Model simulations
As a preliminary proof of concept analysis, we conducted
model simulations with the aim of accounting for group-level
trends in the visual search behaviour. First, VGG16 trained
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previews may serve to activate related stored scene
exemplars associated with efficient search strategies. These
simulations are preliminary and based on group averages of
search behaviour. Model fits to individual participants’ data
will be a key future analysis to pinpoint the specific model
mechanisms that give rise to the greater learning effect
observed for intact previews.
4.2

correct RT (s)

on Places365 was used to generate perceptual representations
of each scene image. Specifically, we extracted vector
representations for the scenes from the first fully connected
layer (FC1) and submitted these representations to principal
component analysis (PCA) keeping only the first two
principal components. Although these components explained
only 17.4% of the variance across the layer representations,
they captured category differences well. Both categories
showed similar within-category cosine distances (forest:
µ=0.953, s=0.085, range=[0.506, 1.315]; street: µ=0.944,
s=0.056, range=[0.631, 1.066]) and larger between category
distances (µ=1.065, s =0.034 range=[0.856, 1.186]). These
reduced perceptual representations served as input to EBRW.
We formalized increases in search efficiency over time as
a category learning process, specifically EBRW, that linked
VGG16 scene representations to target location (i.e., left vs.
right side of the search scene). Our implementation followed
the standard formulization of EBRW (Nosofsky & Palmeri,
1997); here, we focus on a conceputal overview rather than
restating the model equations. On each trial, the summed
simliarity between the current search scene’s VGG16
representation and the previously stored scenes associated
with the two target locations is calculated. The degree that the
current scene matches one target location’s stored scenes
over the other is then used to estimate both the probability of
selecting that target location and the response time of the
visual search. With each correct trial, the current scene’s
VGG16 representation and its associated target location is
stored in memory. Thus, over time, EBRW builds “category”
representations that link perceptual features of scenes to
target locations.
As a first step in evaluating this model, we focused on three
parameters in EBRW: sensitivity, c, which acts as a scaling
parameter on the similarity calculation between the current
scene and stored exmplars; attention weight, w, which biases
the contribution of the two perceptual feature dimensions in
calculating similarity; and alpha, which determines the time
needed to retrieve an exemplar from memory. These
parameters are linked to distinct mechanisms that each could
influence search efficiency over learning by way of an intact
scene preview. Three separate models that each each allowed
one of these parameters to vary across preview type was fit
to all participants’ RTs across trial repetitions (Figure 3A).
To be clear, this combined VGG16+EBRW model provides
a mechanistic account of how visual features are linked to
scene gist and how, over the course of multiple experiences,
scene gist can be associated with attentional strategies (i.e.,
attend to the left or right of the scene). This model does not
formalize the deployment of overt or covert attention; rather
focusing on how regularities in prior experience can lead to
more guided attention.
Model analyses revealed that the sensitivity model
provided the best fit to behaviour (RMSEc = 153.79; RMSEα
= 153.91; RMSEw = 153.97). Importantly, sensitivity was
greater for the intact preview (0.128) than for the scrambled
preview (0.089) condition. In EBRW, higher sensitivity acts
to sharpen the similarity function. Thus, intact scene

preview type

4.0

scrambled
intact

3.8

3.6
1

2

3

trial block
Figure 4. VGG16+EBRW predictions of RT
over repetitions of preview types using image
features determined by VGG16 with separate
sensitivity parameters for preview type. Darker
points represent average RT per trial block and
lighter points depicted model predictions for each
participant. Error bars represent bootstrapped
95% confidence intervals.

Discussion
We show that, while mean RTs were similar for intact and
scrambled trials, the rate of learning over trials for intact
previews was substantially steeper than the learning rate for
scrambled previews (Figure 3). These results are consistent
with the hypotheses, such that it seems that there is some
component of the intact previews that is more informative
than the scrambled previews for the visual search task. It
should be noted that many studies have found that
performance is best in conditions where scene primes are
identical to the search images (Brockmole & Henderson,
2006; Castelhano & Heaven, 2010; Võ & Wolfe, 2013).
Some have even argued that semantic gist is informative if
and only if visual information is also present (Makovski,
2018). Therefore, it cannot yet be concluded with confidence
that gist per se is what caused participants to find the targets
faster when presented with the intact previews; it could very
well be that the visual information also had a role in driving
those observed differences.
Nonetheless, it is worthwhile to investigate the potential
mechanisms underlying this intact preview advantage.
Although cognitive models provide a rich landscape for
characterizing learning, they lack perceptual mechanisms
that translate sensory information into perceptual
representations; this is especially true for complicated stimuli
like real world scenes. Here we provided the first steps
towards this challenge by integrating VGG16 and EBRW,
finding initial evidence that this approach is viable. In

particular, we found that differences in the sensitivity
parameter (c) across preview type provided the best account
of the behavioural data, and that that parameter had a larger
value for the intact condition than the scrambled condition.
Higher sensitivity values translate to a sharper activation
function, where similar items may appear more similar to
each other, and different items may appear more different
from one another. Here, that means that intact previews may
better activate relevant category knowledge, speeding the
retrieval of the newly learned associations between target
locations and scene gist (Annis & Palmeri, 2019). These
findings are similar to those reported by Annis and Palmeri
(2019), such that exemplar distinctiveness, as defined by
changes in sensitivity, was correlated with visual expertise.
Again, this interpretation is based on preliminary model
simulations of group-level behaviour, but it is consistent with
both behavioural and model predictions. Future model
analyses conducted at the level of individual participants will
provide a formal evaluation of the sensitivity hypothesis
suggested here.
Our approach offers the best of both words: sophisticated
models of vision, and theory-driven mechanisms of human
learning. Here, we apply it to questions of novel scene
learning to gain perspective on the time course of learning
beyond what is observable from behavioural RT data, and,
more specifically, to gather information about the potential
mechanisms behind the intact preview advantage. Our
method also allows us to make mechanistic inferences based
on RTs and accuracy alone, extending the usefulness of these
measures in studies of learning and attentional guidance.
Given the exploratory nature of our approach, there are
some limitations that must be addressed in order to further
refine the model. Although visual search performance clearly
demonstrates a speeding for intact previews, the trial-by-trial
data is quite variable even when looking at group averages.
Characterizing individual participant performance with
tailored model simulations as opposed to the group average
model fits in the current work may provide a better
characterization of the underlying mechanisms. Also,
VGG16 provides a wealth of perceptual representations
across its many layers, only one of which we leverage in the
current model implementation. A systematic evaluation of
the gist-level and scene-specific information across the
VGG16 layers as it relates to visual search performance will
be key to understanding both trial-by-trial variability in
search and the type of perceptional information that can drive
new learning for attention guidance. Ultimately, the
modeling framework we propose offers the potential to link
the complex nature of naturalistic scene perception to novel
learning situations.
In conclusion, it is well established that scene
categorization is a rapid, behaviourally relevant process.
However, we do not know the extent to which scene gist
information is useful in novel learning contexts. The results
of the current behavioural experiment together with the
modelling framework described here suggest that rapid scene
categorization can be associated with new attentional
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strategies and increase visual search efficiency. These
preliminary findings motivate future work that will
characterize such learning effects in individuals and
determine the nature of rapidly encoded scene information
that best drives novel learning.
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Abstract
Language emergence is characterized by a high degree of lexical variation. It has been suggested that the speed at which
lexical conventionalization occurs depends partially on social
structure. In large communities, individuals receive input from
many sources, creating a pressure for lexical convergence.
In small, insular communities, individuals can remember idiolects and share common ground with interlocuters, allowing these communities to retain a high degree of lexical variation. We look at lexical variation in Kata Kolok, a sign language which emerged six generations ago in a Balinese village, where women tend to have more tightly-knit social networks than men. We test if there are differing degrees of lexical
uniformity between women and men by reanalyzing a picture
description task in Kata Kolok. We find that women’s productions exhibit less lexical uniformity than men’s. One possible
explanation of this finding is that women’s more tightly-knit
social networks allow for remembering idiolects, alleviating
the pressure for lexical convergence, but social network data
from the Kata Kolok community is needed to support this explanation.
Keywords: social structure; input variability; lexical uniformity; language emergence; sign language; Kata Kolok

Introduction
The amount of variation that is observed in recently emerged
languages appears to depend in part on the social network
structure of the communities in which they are used. In esoteric communities, which are small, highly connected, insular
communities, and in which contact with outsiders is infrequent, variation appears to be tolerated. In contrast, in exoteric communities, which are large and sparsely connected
communities, variability appears to be much harder to maintain.
An example of differing amounts of variation in esoteric
and exoteric communities comes from a comparison of two
sign languages, which have emerged in different types of
communities around the same time. Meir, Israel, Sandler,
Padden, and Aronoff (2012) observed a high degree of variation in everyday concepts in Al-Sayyid Bedouin Sign Language (ABSL), a sign language which emerged in a small, insular community in the Negev Desert in Israel. For example,
ABSL shows a high degree of lexical variation in everyday
concepts such as onion and morning, with different signers
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using different variants to refer to these concepts. In comparison, Meir et al. (2012) observed that there is far less lexical
variation in Israeli Sign Language (ISL), which emerged as
a result of interaction in a community consisting of predominantly deaf individuals in Israel, resulting in a much larger
community of users than the ABSL community. In comparison to ABSL, ISL seems to be more uniform, and signers
seem to have converged more quickly on signs for everyday
concepts. Crucially, the amount of variation present in these
sign languages may be partially attributed to users adapting
to the amount of variability they receive in their input (which
is determined in part by social structure), and to their need to
understand each other despite such variability.
In Kata Kolok (KK), a sign language which emerged in
a relatively small, insular community in Bali, de Vos (2011)
finds that there are few conventionalized color terms. Signers
used other strategies, such as naming relevant objects (e.g.
banana to indicate yellow) and pointing to objects in one’s
surroundings (e.g. pointing to a yellow piece of clothing to
refer to yellow). Notice that these strategies require a shared
context or face-to-face interaction. The lack of conventionalized color terms and substitutive strategies are not unique
to KK, and have been attested across other esoteric communities (de Vos, 2011, p. 73). More generally, as seen in the
previous example of ABSL, there seems to be a lack of pressure for lexical uniformity in languages emerging in esoteric
contexts.
de Vos (2011) puts forth three reasons for why esoteric
communities exhibit such a high degree of variation: first,
face-to-face interaction facilitates the use of strategies like
pointing, and generally relying on a shared environment. Second, because these communities are relatively small and community members frequently interact, individuals can remember each other’s idiosyncratic expressions. Last, these types
of sign languages are not typically used in deaf education.
Standardized education may accelerate lexicalization and lexical uniformity.
Though it is likely that all three of these factors play a role
in determining the degree of lexical variation in a community,
here we focus on the second of these explanations, namely

that it may be easier to keep track of idiosyncrasies because
of frequent contact in a small, insular community. It fits with
an existing hypothesis that one of the drivers of linguistic uniformity in the early stages of language formation is the need
to overcome high levels of input variability (Lev-Ari & Shao,
2017; Raviv, Meyer, & Lev-Ari, 2019). In esoteric communities, all individuals tend to interact with the same set of other
individuals (i.e. the small set of members of the community)
and therefore it is likely that each one receives similar linguistic input (Liu, Madhavan, & Sudharshan, 2005). Hence,
it may be easier to keep track of idiosyncrasies. In contrast, in
exoteric communities, each individual tends to interact with
different sets of other individuals, and therefore keeping track
of idiosyncrasies is not very useful. In such communities, the
low level of shared context between members creates a pressure for convergence (Wray & Grace, 2007; Trudgill, 2011).
Put simply, if people need to interact with individuals with
whom they share little common ground on a regular basis, it
is beneficial to use the same linguistic variant, so no time is
spent having to decipher what a variant refers to.
The hypothesized link between social network structure,
the ability to remember idiosyncrasies and emergence of linguistic conventions has been investigated in a recent computational model. Thompson, Raviv, and Kirby (2020) used an
agent-based model to study the relationship between population size and lexical convergence. In this model, agents
had individual-specific representations of the variants used by
community members (i.e., idiolects) as well as populationlevel representations (i.e., the shared language), which updated as a result of interactions with other agents in the population. They focused on memory limitations and shared
history, which dictated agents’ productions: when communicating with a familiar agent, agents would choose the specific variant used by that agent; but when interacting with
a stranger, agents would choose the most prevalent variant
in the entire population. Crucially, agents only had a limited memory capacity, such that it was not possible to memorize all agents’ productions across the community. In the initial stage, there were no conventions at all, so agents needed
to improvise signals for a given meaning. This means that
in the bigger populations, agents were exposed to more different signals than they could handle and quickly converged
to a uniform language. In contrast, in the smaller population, fewer different signals were coined and therefore agents
could memorize them (and their association with who uses
them). This reduced the pressure to conventionalize. This
leads to the counterintuitive situation that the population that
initially has less variants ends up with more variation. This
result is comparable to the high level of variation found for
everyday referents in esoteric signing communities, such as
in ABSL. To summarize, naturalistic data and computational
models have shown that the amount of lexical uniformity in a
community may be attributed in part to social network structure and to memory limitations, such that initial high variability in exoteric communities eventually leads to lower levels
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of lexical variation (i.e., more convergence), while relatively
lower variability in esoteric communities actually preserves
existing lexical variation.
In the current study, we expand on the idea that social network structure can lead to differences in the amount of variability in productions across a linguistic community. Here,
we look at specific interaction patterns between different individuals within one community, instead of comparing individuals from two separate communities. We investigate what
happens when subgroups of a community who share a language have different interaction patterns. Though not perfectly, this helps us to isolate the effect of the social network
from the other proposed explanations, because the groups
concerned share the same cultural environment, and for both
groups standardization stemming from education cannot play
a role.
Extrapolating from previous work, individuals within the
same community may have denser or more sparsely connected networks, resulting in exposure to different amounts
of input variability. In turn, these differences may affect their
choice of lexical variants, such that those exposed to more
variability would prefer producing more uniform variants (the
most extreme case being where all individuals use one sign to
refer to a concept). Supporting this hypothesis, Lev-Ari and
Shao (2017) showed that differences in the social network
(size, heterogeneity and density) of native English speakers in
the US influenced their language skills: individuals with more
heterogeneous networks (who were consequently exposed to
more input variability) demonstrated better performance on
lexical access and prediction tasks. Thus, there is preliminary evidence that interaction patterns within a community
can affect linguistic behaviors. However, it is currently unclear how such differences in interaction patterns and social
network structure affect variation within a community. To
explore this question, we turn to a case study of lexical variation in KK. As a young language (compared to any spoken
language), KK provides a unique window into the process of
language evolution, and since subgroups of this community
have different interaction patterns, we have the opportunity
to see how such differences may in part affect the degree of
lexical uniformity across groups.

The current study
KK is a sign language which emerged at least six generations
ago in a Balinese village due to a high incidence of hereditary deafness (Winata et al., 1995). More than half of the
village knows KK, with the majority of signers being hearing
and fluent in KK to varying degrees (Marsaja, 2008). In this
community, Marsaja (2008) found that more men are fluent
signers than women, which he attributed to the strong patriarchal system in the community: “opportunities for females to
go to school, leave the home, be involved in public activities,
and interact freely with outsiders are considerably less than
for males” (Marsaja, 2008, p. 115). Marsaja (2008, p.115116) adds that the majority of women are housewives and

are dependent on their husbands or parents to attend certain
events.
As such, these differences in social responsibilities affect
interaction in a way that parallels characteristics of esoteric
and exoteric communities. Specifically, the interaction patterns of men resemble exoteric communities with frequent
interaction with a larger pool of community members, and
the interaction patterns of women resemble esoteric communities with a smaller and more dense network structure. In
this setting, the hypothesis that social network structure influences variability can investigated, while controlling for environmental and cultural factors. It predicts that women should
have higher variability in their language use than men. However, because we are lacking extensive data on the social networks of women and men in this study and in the KK community at large, it is not possible to draw any conclusions about
the nature of the relationship between social network and the
amount of lexical variation. Rather, this study should be seen
as a preliminary attempt to investigate this relationship. A
possible confound is that women tend to lead linguistic innovation (Labov, 1990). Thus, if a higher degree of variation
within their group is found it is possible that this is a result
of women’s propensity to innovate. To control for this, we
would need to study women in different network types; this
should be the subject of future work.
To test our prediction about social network structure and
the degree of lexical variation, we conduct a reanalysis of a
picture description task in KK (Mudd et al., 2020). A major
shortcoming of the previous analysis was that only the first
lexical variant produced in response to the stimulus was analyzed. Because participants typically produced several variants in response to stimuli, in the current study we analyze
the majority of relevant variants produced by participants,
and compare their productions for each stimulus using a distance measure called Jaccard distance (see Analysis). Specifically, we compare the amount of lexical variation between
the women and men in order to test the effect of interaction
patterns on the amount of linguistic variation in one community.

Method
Participants
46 participants from the KK community took part in a picture
description task (see Table 1). Our sampling focused on maximizing the number of deaf participants from different village clans (geographical areas) and age groups. Additionally,
we recorded the gender of the participant and if they have a
deaf family member. Fluency was assessed by Lutzenberger,
a fluent signer of KK. Although it is typical to just include
deaf signers in studies of sign languages, we included both
deaf and hearing participants in order to achieve a representative sample of the population. Similar to other shared sign
languages, hearing signers build the core of the KK signing
community. Marsaja’s (2008) claims about the difference in
the social networks of women and men in the KK community
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apply to both deaf and hearing individuals, hence we did not
have a specific hypothesis pertaining to differences in the degree of lexical uniformity between deaf and hearing groups.

Materials and Procedure
The picture description task consisted of 36 culturally relevant stimuli from various semantic domains: animals, food,
religion, colors and a miscellaneous category. Based on
Lutzenberger and de Vos’s knowledge of KK (both are fluent KK signers), as well as ongoing work documenting KK
(Lutzenberger, 2021), we expected differences in the number
of variants that each stimulus would elicit. For some stimuli,
we expected few to no variants (e.g. dog), and for others we
expected a larger number of variants (e.g. dragonfruit). A
deaf research assistant from the KK community led the picture description task, asking participants what each stimulus
is in KK. The participants’ responses were videotaped.

Figure 1: Example of annotation using ELAN: a participant
responds to the stimulus pig

Analysis
As shown in Figure 1, the data from the picture description task were annotated using ELAN (Crasborn & Sloetjes, 2008). Mudd annotated the data using the KK dataset
in Global Signbank as a reference, accompanied by a list of
glosses that could be expected in response to each stimulus,
which was provided by Lutzenberger (a fluent KK signer).
Lexical variants were identified based on their underlying
iconic motivation and mapping, such that signs were grouped
together based on their iconic motivation and where on the
body and hands a feature is mapped. For example, as shown
in Figure 2, each of the three variants produced for the stimulus pig refer to different semantic components of a pig: how
a pig is killed (PIG-1), how a pig eats (PIG-2) and the ears of
a pig (PIG-3). Another example is from participant responses
to the stimulus butterfly, where variants involving the same
semantic content (the wings of the butterfly) were identified
as being distinct variants for the analysis as they mapped onto
different body parts (the hands or arms) (see Fig. 4 in Mudd
et al., 2020).
All 46 participants responded to all 36 picture stimuli
(1,656 trials in total). We removed trials from the analysis in
the following cases: if a participant did not know the sign for

Table 1: Participant information by gender
age

deaf/hearing

deaf family

signing skills

young

medium

old

deaf

hearing

yes

no

1

2

3

4

5

women
men

21
25

5
11

11
7

5
7

11
9

10
16

16
16

5
9

0
1

1
3

4
4

2
3

14
14

total

46

16

18

12

20

26

32

14

1

4

8

5

28

a stimulus, if a participant did not understand the stimulus and
if a participant did not produce a valid target. All color stimuli
(black, white, red, yellow) were removed prior to the analysis
as they were confusing to participants. We considered signs
produced to be a valid target if they are a relevant description
of the stimulus, produced by three or more participants, with
the goal of excluding gestures and productions improvised on
the spot1 . Finally, prior to the lexical distance analysis we removed four stimuli (blayag- steamed rice wrapped in a leaf,
cat, cow, dog) which only elicited one target in response to
the stimulus; because all participants produced the same target, there is no variation, i.e. maximal uniformity between
participants for these stimuli. After removing the trials not
suitable for analysis, we analyzed the remaining 1,166 trials.
For each trial, all relevant parts of the response were annotated2 . Hence, sequences of signs (see Figure 2 for two examples of participants producing sequences), compounds and
collocations were included, with each individual sign as separate variants. Because it is not always obvious if a pair of
signs are a compound, in this analysis, we chose to consider
each sign as a separate. Determining the boundary between
sequences, collocations and compounds should be the topic
of a future work (see Tkachman & Meir, 2018 for more on
this topic).
To see how much lexical variation exists in a group of
participants, we calculate the Jaccard distance between responses to each stimulus between pairs of participants. As
shown in Figure 2, the Jaccard similarity, also used in Horton’s (2018) analysis of homesigners in Guatemala, is the
number of targets in the intersection divided by the number of
targets in the union. Jaccard distance equals 1 – Jaccard similarity. A Jaccard distance of 0 would mean that both participants produced identical responses to a stimulus, while a Jaccard distance of 1 would mean that there was no overlap between the responses produced by participants (i.e., maximally
distant). All targets in responses are of identical weight in this
analysis, meaning that no two targets are considered more
similar or different, or weighted based on factors such as the
frequency of production in the sample (see Lutzenberger, de
Vos, Crasborn, & Fikkert, in press for an analysis of weighted
form variation). See Figure 2 for an example of how Jaccard
1 Though,

because of iconic affordances, we cannot rule out that
several signers may have improvised the same production.
2 Some longer responses were not fully annotated, for example if
a participant was telling a lengthy anecdote
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distance is calculated for the stimulus pig between participants B and D.

Figure 2: Calculating the Jaccard distance between participant B and D’s response to the stimulus pig. Both their productions consisted of the target PIG-1 (intersection = 1) and
all the targets produced by the pair are PIG-1, PIG-2, and
PIG-3 (union = 3). The Jaccard distance between these productions is 2/3, yielded by 1 - Jaccard similarity, which is the
intersection divided by the union (= 1 / 3).
We use a permutation test to determine if the ratio between
the mean Jaccard distance between the 25 women and the 21
men is significantly different from randomly generated subsamples of the population (i.e., permutations). To elaborate,
with the total sample of 46 participants, we sample without
replacement a group of 25 and a group of 21 (irrespective
of gender). For each group, we calculate the mean of the
Jaccard distances. We then calculate the ratio between the
mean Jaccard distance of the group of 25 and the group of 21.
This process is repeated 1000 times. With these subsamples,
the original statistic (ratio of the Jaccard distance between 25
women and 21 men) is compared to that of the generated subsamples. The null hypothesis is that the ratio between women
and men is 1, and would be rejected if the original statistic
falls outside of the 2.5 or 97.5 percentiles of the generated
subsamples.

Results
The number of variants produced across all participants in
response to stimuli ranged from 1 variant (blayag, cat, dog,
cow) to 8 variants (offering). Focusing on the community as a

whole, we found that the majority of stimuli elicited multiple
variants. In most trials, participants produced more than one
target in response to a stimulus (M = 1.41, SD = 0.64), and
women tended to produce more targets (M = 1.45, SD = 0.66)
than men (M = 1.38, SD = 0.62). Across all participants,
we found that the average Jaccard distance was 0.5 (SD =
0.09, min = 0.21, max = 0.79), indicating that on average
half of the participants’ lexical choices were shared across
the community. Table 2 shows a subset of the distance matrix
with 5 participants.
Table 2: Subset of the matrix used for analysis showing the
average Jaccard distance over stimuli between pairs of participants. For example, participants B and D have a Jaccard
distance of 0.68, which is fairly high compared to the Jaccard distance between other pairs of participants, meaning
that their responses differ more than most of the responses
between other pairs of participants. In contrast, participants
A and E have a Jaccard distance of 0.28, meaning that their
responses to stimuli were fairly similar.

A
B
C
D
E

A
0
0.45
0.5
0.57
0.28

B
0.45
0
0.61
0.68
0.37

C
0.5
0.61
0
0.42
0.56

D
0.57
0.68
0.42
0
0.64

To give a clear example of the difference in the amount
of variation between women and men in this study, consider the productions for the stimulus shovel. In this case,
there were two distinct responses to this stimulus: SHOVEL1 (depicting holding the shovel handle) or SHOVEL-2 (depicting the blade of the shovel). The majority of men produced SHOVEL-1 (21 out of 25), while women did not show
a strong preference for either variant (12 produced SHOVEL1 and 8 produced SHOVEL-2). Therefore, in response to the
stimulus shovel, women produced more variation (mean Jaccard distance of 0.51) than men (mean Jaccard distance of
0.28).

E
0.28
0.37
0.56
0.64
0

Next, we focus on the distances between women and between men in our study, which may provide an insight into
if the amount of variation in their lexicons may be the result of the interaction patterns of men (more typical of exoteric communities) and the interaction patterns of women
(more typical of esoteric communities). However, as previously stated, quantitative social network data from the KK
community would be needed to back this claim. Figure 3
shows the average Jaccard distance per stimulus for women
and men separately. For some stimuli, such as coffee, slippers
and shovel, there is more variation between women than between men. For other stimuli, such as sarong, dragonfruit and
mango, there is more variation between men than between
women. Nevertheless, the average Jaccard distance between
women is higher (M = 0.52, SD = 0.09) than between men
(M = 0.47, SD = 0.08). Thus, on average there is more variation in responses between women than between men. The
ratio between the mean Jaccard distances of women and men
is 0.516:0.470, thus 1.097. We used a permutation test to determine if this ratio is significantly different from the ratios
of the 1000 randomly generated subsamples. We find that the
actual ratio lies outside of the 95% range of the ratios of the
generated subsamples (2.5 percentile = 0.912 and 97.5 percentile = 1.096), and therefore we accept the alternative hypothesis that the ratio of the mean Jaccard distance of women
and men is significantly different from 1.
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Figure 3: Mean Jaccard distance per stimulus for women
(pink diamonds) and men (blue), with the average Jaccard
distance across all stimuli being higher between women (M =
0.52, SD = 0.09) than between men (M = 0.47, SD = 0.08).

Discussion
Previous studies compared the amount of lexical variation
present in two different communities as a function of their
social structure, and showed that communities with wider
social networks have a more uniform lexicon (e.g. Meir
et al., 2012). Our study is the first to consider lexical
variation within a community in which different subgroups
(i.e., women and men) have different types of interaction
patterns and thus different social network structures. Our
work showed that subgroups of women and men in the same
community produced different degrees of lexical uniformity:
women produced more varied labels compared to men, who
were more uniform in their productions.
One explanation for this trend, as put forth by Lev-Ari and
Shao (2017) and Raviv et al. (2019), is that exposure to a
high degree of input variability leads to more linguistic uniformity. In the KK community, as men have community-wide
ties, they likely receive more varied input, which could have
in turn led them to produce more uniform lexical variants. In
contrast, women have tighter social networks and mostly interact with known individuals, leading them to receive less

varied input, which could have in turn led them to produce
more varied signs. In line with de Vos’ (2011) hypotheses
about what drives lexical variation at the community level,
the stable, shared context of women may have reduced the
pressure for lexical uniformity and lexicalization at all.
It should be noted that it is possible that a higher degree of
variation is tolerated in sign languages because of the iconic
affordances of the manual-visual modality (Meir et al., 2012).
Iconicity, referring to the degree by which a meaning can be
retrieved from a form, depends on the unique linguistic, perceptual, sensory-motor and cultural experiences of an individual (Occhino, Anible, Wilkinson, & Morford, 2017). In
other words, what is iconic for one individual might not be
iconic for another individual even within a linguistic community. And given one’s experience with a concept, one variant
may be preferred over another.
For example, the variant PIG-1 (see Figure 2) refers to
how a pig is killed. Knowledge of how pigs are killed is
specific to communities that practice animal farming and use
this technique to kill pigs, and even more specific to people
who carry this out. Other variants produced in response to
the stimulus pig are PIG-2, referring to how a pig eats, and
PIG-3, referring to the ears of a pig. The majority of variants produced in response to this stimulus were PIG-1 (55%)
and PIG-2 (32%). In the KK community, it is typically men
who kill pigs, while feeding is typically but not exclusively
done by women (Lutzenberger et al., in press). In looking
at how women and men responded to the stimulus pig, it
appears that individual experience is shaping their choice of
variants3 ; men produce more PIG-1 (66% of their responses)
than women (45% of their responses) and women produce
more PIG-2 (39% of their responses) than men (22% of their
responses). Further, men were more likely to produce a single
target in response to pig (82% of all responses) while women
were equally likely to produce one or two variants in response
to pig. It should also be noted that women’s responses to this
stimulus were longer on average (M = 1.45, SD = 0.66) than
men’s (M = 1.38, SD = 0.62), but given the amount of variance, this may be coincidence.
In sum, the different experiences of individuals with a
concept likely shapes lexical variant choice with regards to
iconicity. Even when taking the prevalence of iconicity into
account, social network structure is still expected to affect linguistic variation. But the precise contribution of shared context (permitting iconic form-meaning mappings to be understood) and social network structure on the degree of variation
within a community are yet to be determined, and should be
the topic of further study.
A second potential explanation of our finding, that women
exhibit more lexical variation than men, is that women simply innovate more as discussed by Labov (1990). It is possible that the higher degree of variation found in the group
3 For

another example of differences between the experiences of
women and men shaping iconic affordances and thus the choice of
preferred variants, see an analysis of shared homesign systems in
Guatemala by Horton (2018, p. 200)
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of women is a product of their tendency to innovate and lead
language change, as opposed to a result of their social network structure. With the current design, it is not possible to
rule this out. However, as previously mentioned, the extent to
which innovation vs. social network configuration drives the
degree of lexical variation could be studied by considering
women with different social network types.
One clear limitation of the current study is that it did not
directly test the role of input variability and social network
structure, but instead relied on the observation that women
and men in the KK community exhibit different interaction
patterns (Marsaja, 2008). Future work should include richer
and up-to-date information about the exact social network
structure of participants in order to determine the precise nature of their social networks. Following Lev-Ari and Shao
(2017), we recommend collecting data on the size, heterogeneity and density of the social network of participants.
Moreover, in contrast to large-scale studies comparing properties esoteric and exoteric communities (e.g. Lupyan &
Dale, 2016), the groups which we have drawn parallels with
esoteric and exoteric communities here are not independent:
women and men in the KK community frequently communicate. It is unclear how the interaction between these groups
would affect the degree of variation within them.
In addition, future work could focus on other sociolinguistic properties of participants besides their gender, such as
their age (for examples, see Table 1). Older speakers may
exhibit more linguistic variation than younger speakers. This
hypothesis is in line with findings from iterated learning experiments, which show that unpredictable variation is typically reduced as a language ages and is transmitted over more
generations (Smith & Wonnacott, 2010). Given the characteristics of our sample, age may be a confounding factor that,
however, may represent the community adequately: the old
age group includes more men than women. Undoubtedly,
multiple sociolinguistic factors can interact when it comes to
lexical preferences and the amount of variation in the lexicon,
and as such should be the topic of future work. In a community of this size, it is a challenge to disentangle these factors.
Some features which may be of further interest also present
possible confounds in this study because the groups are not
entirely balanced across all sociolinguistic features4 . As
can be seen in Table 1, there are more hearing men than
women, and there are more young and old men in the sample than women (who are mostly in the medium age category). Because of the complexity of the analysis, involving
non-independent distance measures between participants, it
is unclear how to tease apart these additional sociolinguistic
features which could have an influence on the amount of variation observed within the groups of women and men.
4 In a small community balancing participants across all sociolinguistic fronts is virtually impossible. For example, as mentioned in
Mudd et al. (2020) with regards to sampling by geographic unit in
the KK community, no deaf participants in clan 9 were sampled because there are none.

Conclusion
Women and men in the KK community exhibit different
amounts of within-group lexical uniformity, with women producing less uniform responses to the picture description task
than men. This is in line with the hypothesis put forth by
Lev-Ari and Shao (2017) and Raviv et al. (2019) that this
difference can be attributed to differences in their interaction
patterns: men need to deal with less predictable variation as a
result of their community-wide interactions, and thus should
face a greater pressure to conventionalize their lexicon than
women. In order to confirm this explanation, precise social
network data from the KK community is needed, which could
also be used to study a possible alternative explanation for our
finding, namely that women’s propensity to innovate accounts
for the high degree of lexical variation. We want to stress that
our results allow for the possibility that differing degrees of
lexical uniformity are influenced by iconic affordances and
one’s experience with a concept.
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Abstract
The category variability effect is referred to as that the middle item between two categories is more similar to the lowvariability category but tends to be classified as the highvariability category, which challenges the exemplar model.
We however hypothesized that this effect can result from the
use of the single-category strategy in a binary categorization
task, specifically when only the low-variability category is referenced for categorization. One experiment was conducted
with a recognition task inserted in the categorization task to
selectively deepen the processing for the exemplars of the
high-variability category, low-variability category, or both categories. The results showed that the strongest category variability effect occurred when the low-variability category was
emphasized in the recognition task. The exemplar model SDGCM provided a good account for the category variability effect, with a large weight for the low-variability category and a
small weight for the high-variability category, hence verifying
our hypothesis.
Keywords: Category Variability Effect; Similarity and Dissimilarity; Single-Category Strategy

Background
The category variability effect (CVE) was first reported in
the seminal study of Rips (1989), in which the participants
judged the middle item (e.g., a circular object of 3 inches in
diameter) in between two categories in different variabilities
(e.g., COIN and PIZZA) more similar to the category with a
smaller variability (e.g., COIN), but classified it as the other
with a larger variability (e.g., PIZZA). This effect has been
regarded as the evidence against the exemplar model, such as
the GCM (Nosofsky, 1986), in which an item is always classified as the category with a higher similarity. Past studies
have tended to explain this phenomenon in terms of the category variability. Cohen, Nosofsky, and Zaki (2001) found that
this phenomenon can be replicated only when the difference
on variability between two categories is extremely large (e.g.,
the low-variability category even had only one exemplar).
Similarly, Stewart and Chater (2002) showed that CVE can
occur, when the within-category variability of the exemplars
are highlighted (i.e., showing all exemplars to the participants at the same time). Additionally, Perlman, Hahn, Edwards, and Pothos (2012) found when the difference on variability between two categories is less salient, the middle item
tends to be classified as the low-variability category, consistent with the exemplar account, whereas it is more likely to
be classified as the high-variability category, when the difference is large. Hsu and Griffiths (2010) demonstrated via
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empirical experiment and Bayesian modeling that CVE can
occur in the observational-learning paradigm, in which the
prediction for the middle items between the two category
distributions depends on the difference between the likelihoods to generate the same feature given different categories,
namely p(feature|category), but not in the feedback-learning
paradigm, in which the categorical prediction depends on the
estimation of the probability of a category given the feature,
namely p(category|feature). The critical middle item in between the two categories, although more similar to the lowvariability category, is actually more likely to be generated
by the high-variability category, hence inducing CVE. This
is also the same reason for the rule-based model GRT (e.g.,
Ashby & Gott, 1988) to account for this effect, in which the
category boundary is assumed to be located on where the two
category distributions have the same likelihood to generate a
positive instance.
Researchers have tried to make the exemplar model able
to predict CVE but have not gained satisfactory results.
Nosofsky and Johansen (2000) showed that the GCM can predict CVE, only when the sensitivity parameter c is allowed
to be tuned independently for each category. However, the
sensitivity parameter represents a global scaling of the psychological space for the specificity of the items in it. When
c is large, all items become more dissimilar to each other
and vice versa. Thus, it is harmful to the self consistency
of the GCM, if different categories in the same psychological
space are allowed to have different sensitivities. On the other
hand, Sakamoto, Jones, and Love (2008) modified the prototype model to represent a category as a Gaussian distribution
with the mean (i.e., prototype) and the standard devision of
the category being updated by error-driven learning for optimizing the modeling performance. Of course, this modification renders the exemplar model the capability to predict
CVE. However, it also contradicts the basic assumption of the
exemplar model that categorization is achieved based on the
similarity to the category exemplars (or means). Thus, there
so far has not a satisfactory exemplar account for CVE.

Motive of This Study
Despite the models (e.g., the rational model and the GRT)
with the assumption that a category can be represented as a
probability density function can account for CVE, there are
still reasons for us to continuously seek for an exemplar ac-

count for this effect. First, in all these models, the probability
density function is always assumed to be Gaussian. However,
in many studies which reported CVE, the exemplars of a category actually followed a uniform distribution. Although this
seems to be of no harm practically, theoretical concerns might
be required. On the contrary, the exemplar model with exemplars as category representations can be viewed as a nonparametric model (see Ashby & Alfonso-Reese, 1995), which has
no need to assume the type of the pdf and estimate the corresponding parameters.
Second, the failure of the GCM to predict CVE might
result from assuming that all exemplars of the two categories are referenced in a binary categorization task. In the
GCM, the probability to classify the middle item as the lowvariability category p(L) = SL /(SL + SH ) is the percentage
of the summed similarity of the middle item to the lowvariability category SL in the summed similarity of it to the
low- and high-variability categories SL + SH . As long as
SL > SH , even though they both are quite small, the GCM always tends to classify the middle item as the low-variability
category. However, the binary categorization can be done
by applying the strategy for learning a single category in an
A-or-not-A categorization task. That is, one can treat the
exemplars of the low-variability category only as the reference points and classify any item as the low-variability category or not (i.e., the high-variability category), based on the
summed similarity to the low-variability category. In this circumstance, the probability to classify the middle item as the
low-variability category becomes p(L) = SL /(SL + k), where
k is the response-criterion parameter (see for equation Zaki
& Nosofsky, 2007). When k > SL , p(L) < 0.5, hence producing CVE. Of course, it is also possible that the highvariability category is referenced for categorization. That is,
p(H) = SH /(SH + k). When k < SH , CVE occurs. Therefore, it was hypothesized in this study that the occurrence of
CVE might result from the use of this single-category based
strategy for categorization.

sentation of a category is neither the exemplars nor the prototype, but the partial abstraction of the category, namely the
sub-clusters’ means in the category.
Recently, Austerweil, Liew, Conaway, and Kurtz (2019)
even showed with empirical experiment and their exemplar
model PACKER that when only observing the exemplars of
one category, the participants could predict the probability for
an item to be classified as the same category or the contrasting
category, based on the similarity and dissimilarity to these
exemplars. Therefore, it is possible that people can adopt the
single-category based strategy for categorization. However,
in order to make this study comparable with the past studies,
it is not suitable to directly instruct participants to take this
strategy for categorization. We will introduce what we did
to implicitly induce the use of this strategy in the section of
Experiment.

SD-GCM
According to the previous discussion, it is not impossible for
the exemplar model to predict CVE, as long as the exemplars
of only one category are allowed to be referenced for categorization and the probability to classify an item as the target
category is determined by the strength of positive evidence
for the target category relative to the strength of all pieces
of (positive and negative) evidence accordingly. In fact, the
exemplar model the SD-GCM (Similarity and Dissimilarity
GCM; Stewart & Brown, 2005) can fulfill all these needs.
The SD-GCM is basically the same as the GCM, except
that not only similarity but also dissimilarity is considered for
categorization. That is, the valence of the evidence for classifying an item as the target category is computed as the sum of
the similarity of it to the target category and the dissimilarity
of it to the contrasting category. Also, in the SD-GCM, every
exemplar’s contribution to classifying an item is weighted by
a free parameter representing the unique importance of it for
categorization. Thus, for item i, the valence of the evidence
for Category A νA is computed as
νA =

Categorization with Partial Category
Representation

∑ w j si j + ∑ w j dsi j ,

j∈A

Past studies have provided evidence for that not all exemplars
contribute equally to categorization. For instance, in order to
enable the exemplar model to predict the sequence effect in
category learning, the similarity to the recent exemplars was
weighted far more than those less recent ones when making
the categorization decisions (see Nosofsky & Palmeri, 1997;
Stewart & Brown, 2005). Further, De Schryver, Vandist, and
Rosseel (2009) showed that it is not always better to use all
of the exemplars than part of them for accommodating human categorization performance. Their Rex LI model, which
chooses the best among all combinations of the exemplars as
the basis for categorization while modeling the observed data,
outperformed the GCM on fit to the data of Nosofsky, Clark,
and Shin (1989). Similarly, Vanpaemel and Storms (2008)
demonstrated via computer simulation that the suitable repre-
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(1)

j∈B

where si j and sdi j are respectively the similarity and dissimilarity of item i to exemplar j. The parameter w j controls to
what degree the exemplar j should contribute in categorization, 0 ≤ w j ≤ 1. The similarity si j between item i and exemplar j is transferred from the distance between them di j in the
same way as the GCM, si j = e−cdi j , where c is the sensitivity
parameter and di j = ∑m αm |xim − x jm | when city-block distance is used, with αm as the attention weight for dimension
m. The dissimilarity dsi j is computed as 1 − si j . Similarly,
the valence of the evidence for Category B is computed as
νB =

∑ w j dsi j + ∑ w j si j .

j∈A

(2)

j∈B

The probability to classify an item as Category A is proportional to how much evidence supports Category A in the
summed valence of the evidence for the two categories as

(βA νA )γ
p(A) =
,
(βA νA )γ + (βB νB )γ

(3)

where β is the bias for a category and βA = βB when the two
categories have equal numbers of exemplars. The parameter
γ shows how deterministic the categorization decision is, the
larger the more deterministic.
When all exemplars of one category are weighted the same,
the SD-GCM presumably can implement the single-category
based strategy. For example, the low-variability category
based categorization can be implemented, when the weightings for the exemplars of the low- and high-variability categories are respectively set as extremely large and small, such
as wL = 1 and wH = 0. In this case, for classifying item i,
the valence of the evidence for the low-variability category
is the summed similarity to it νL = ∑ j∈L si j . In contrast, the
valence of the evidence for the high-variability category becomes the summed dissimilarity to the low-variability category νH = ∑ j∈L dsi j . Now Equation 3 becomes

p(L) =

(∑ j∈L si j )γ
(νL )γ
=
.
(νL )γ + (νH )γ
(∑ j∈L si j )γ + (∑ j∈L dsi j )γ

asked to learn the category structure as shown in Figure 1 and
their categorization decision for the middle item (in the midway between the boundary items of the two categories) would
be treated as the index for CVE. In addition to the categorization task, inspired by the finding that recognition and categorization might share the same memory system (Curtis &
Jamieson, 2018; Jamieson & Mewhort, 2009; Nosofsky, Little, & James, 2012; Nosofsky & Zaki, 1998), a recognition
task was inserted in the categorization task, after the training phase and before the transfer phase, with the intention
to activate more the exemplars of specific categories. In the
Low condition, the participants were given only the exemplars of the low-variability category (without category label)
to review and then were asked to judge which among all transfer items was the previously-reviewed (or old) item.

(4)

Comparing to the aforementioned equation in the GCM
devised for single-category based categorization p(L) =
SL /(SL + k), the summed dissimilarity to the low-variability
category is functionally equivalent to the response criterion.
Similarly, for the high-variability category focused categorization, the decision criterion is the dissimilarity of the tobe-classified item to the high-variability category.
With the dissimilarity to the target category as the decision
criterion, it can be expected that CVE will occur more easily when the low-variability category is focused rather than
the high-variability category. Given that the middle item is
often designed to be distant to either category (i.e., dissimilarity DSL > similarity SL ), it should be classified as the highvariability category (i.e., CVE), when the low-variability category is focused. Following the same logic, when the highvariability category is focused, the middle item should be
classified as the low-variability category. This is not CVE.
However, the possibility should not be precluded that
a small sensitivity parameter c might make the similarity
larger than the dissimilarity of the middle item to the highvariability category, when the high-variability category is focused. In this case, CVE can also occur. Thus, it is not sure
if CVE will occur when the high-variability category is focused. Nonetheless, comparing with the attempt of Nosofsky
and Johansen (2000) to estimate c independently for each category, the single-category based strategy is a better solution
for the exemplar model to account for CVE, without the harm
to the self consistency.

Experiment
This experiment was aimed to gain empirical evidence for
our single-category strategy hypothesis. All participants were
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Figure 1: Category structure. The training items of the lowand high-variability categories are denoted respectively by 5
light-grey bars and 5 dark-grey bars. The transfer items consist of the 5 exemplars of each category and the 5 novel items
in between with the black bar denoting the critical middle
item.
Similarly, in the High condition, the reviewed items were
only the exemplars of the high-variability category. In the
Both condition, all exemplars were the reviewed items. Presumably, when the exemplars were reviewed in the recognition task, they should be more active than those not reviewed.
As the recognition phase was followed by the transfer phase
in the categorization task, these reviewed exemplars would
be more likely referenced for categorization. Thus, which
category should be more relied on for categorization could be
manipulated. According to our hypothesis, if this manipulation was successful, it was expected to find a stronger CVE in
the Low condition than the other two conditions.

Method
Participants and Apparatus
One hundred forty-three undergraduate students were recruited from National Chengchi University to participate in
this experiment. These participants were randomly assigned
to the Both condition (n = 49), the High condition (n = 47),
and the Low condition (n = 47). The experiment was con-

Figure 2: Stimuli for the even-numbered participants. The
large saturation values correspond to the high-variability category (denoted by High) and vice versa. Test for the novel
items in the transfer phase.
ducted on an IBM compatible PC in a quiet booth for the participants individually. The whole experiment procedure (including stimulus displaying and response recording) was under the control of the script composed with PsychoPy (Peirce,
2007). On average, each participant could finish the test in
half an hour. After testing, every participant was reimbursed
with NTD$ 120 (' US$ 4) for his/her time and effort.

Stimuli and Procedure
The stimuli were color circles varying on saturation with hue
and brightness fixed, which are shown in Figure 2. For counterbalancing the correspondence between saturation values
and the two categories, the even-numbered participants were
given the stimuli with high saturation for the high-variability
category and the odd-numbered participants the stimuli with
high saturation for the low-variability category. The saturation values for the even-numbered stimulus set were created
by 1 - the values of the odd-numbered stimulus set.
An independent experiment was conducted to examine the
correlation between psychological values (i.e., MDS coordinate values in one-dimensional space) and physical values
(saturations) for the stimuli. Each participant was asked to
judge the pairwise similarity between the stimuli from 1 (least
similar) to 9 (most similar). The correlation was pretty high
for the odd-numbered stimulus set (r = .98, n = 10) and the
even-numbered stimulus set (r = .99, n = 11). Also, with
the judged similarity as the dependent variable, the middle
item was equally similar to the boundary items of the two
categories for the odd-numbered stimulus set [t(9) = −0.87,
p =.41] and so was for the even-numbered stimulus set
[t(10) = 0.32, p = .76]. However, the left and right items
to the middle one were more similar to the boundary items of
the closer categories (all p0 s < .01). Thus, in no matter which
stimulus set, the middle item was equally similar to either category. Therefore, the odd- and even-numbered participants’
data were aggregated for data analysis.
Every participant went through four phases: training phase
→ review phase → recognition phase → transfer phase. The
middle two correspond to the recognition task and the first
and last phases correspond to the categorization task. In the
training phase, on each trial in each of the 8 training blocks,
the training item was presented on the center of computer
monitor (in about 5◦ vision angle) until a response was made
(by pressing key ”s” or key ”k” for one or the other cate-
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gory), followed by a corrective feedback (i.e., ”correct” or
”wrong”).
In the review phase, in the Both condition, all exemplars
were presented in random in 10 trials to the participants, who
were asked to do nothing just memorize the circular colors
for the latter recognition test. In the Low condition, only the
5 exemplars of the low-variability category were presented in
random in 10 trials. Similarly, in the High condition, only
the 5 high-variability category exemplars were presented in
random in 10 trials. Thus, there were 10 trials in the review
phase in no matter which condition. In the recognition phase,
all 15 items shown in Figure 1 were presented one by one in
random for all participants to judge whether it was previously
seen in the review phase (by pressing key ”y” for yes and key
”n” for no). In the transfer phase, again, the same 15 items
were presented in random to all participants for predicting the
category of each item with no corrective feedback.

Results and Discussion
All participants data were included in data analysis. The results of data analysis are reported in the order of the experiment phases, with a pass given to the review phase, in which
the participants were not asked to make any response.

Training Performance
The participants in no matter which condition could quickly
learn the categories, with the learning accuracy increasing
from 0.86 to 0.99 in the Both condition, from 0.82 to 0.99
in the High condition, and from 0.83 to 0.99 in the Low
condition. A 3 (Condition) × 8 (Block) between-within
subjects ANOVA shows a significant main effect of Block,
F(7, 980) = 92.68, MSe = 0.004, p < .01. However, there is
no difference between the conditions, F(2, 140) < 1 nor the
interaction between Condition and Block, F(14, 980) < 1.

Recognition Performance
The probability to be called as ”old” for each of the 15 items
is shown in Figure 3. For the ease of understanding the data,
the stimulus order is reversed for the odd-numbered participants, making the high saturation values always correspond
to the high-variability category.
Apparently, the participants did follow the instructions to
do the recognition task. In the High condition (denoted by
white circles), the probability of ”old” response is extremely
high for the exemplars of the high-variability category and
drops dramatically for the exemplars of the low-variability
category. In the Low condition (denoted by white diamonds),
the pattern of the probability of ”old” response is reversed.
In the Both condition (denoted by black circles), the exemplars of both categories are judged as ”old” with a probability
larger than 0.75, above the 5 novel items. A 3 (Condition)
× 15 (Item) between-within subjects ANOVA shows that the
mean probability of ”old” response is different in different
conditions, F(2, 140) = 106.4, MSe = 0.23, p < .01. Also,
the probability of ”old” response for different items is significantly different, F(14, 1960) = 56.37, MSe = 0.08, p < .01.

Figure 3: Recognition performance. The ordinate axis shows
the probability of ”old” response for each item and the abscissa axis represents the saturation values of the stimuli for
even-numbered participants. The dashed vertical line marks
the position of the middle item.
The interaction between Condition and Item is also significant, F(28, 1960) = 110.10, MSe = 0.08, p < .01.
It is worth checking how the participants would judge the
middle item in the recognition task. Visual inspection of Figure 3 suggests that the middle item is more likely to be judged
as ”new” in all three conditions. However, this tendency differs across the conditions, F(2, 140) = 8.93, MSe = 0.15,
p < .01. This is because the probability of ”old” response for
it is significantly lower in the Low condition than the High
condition, F(1, 140) = 15.56, MSe = 0.15, p < .01. The reason for this result is unsure. Perhaps, the criterion for making
an ”old” judgment is higher in the Low condition. Also, it
is worth examining whether the participants’ recognition performance is correlated with the total similarity to the exemplars for all transfer items in this experiment. We will come
back to this issue after introducing the results of computational modeling. Nonetheless, the manipulation over the exemplars to be rehearsed successfully alters the propensity to
make an ”old” response for the critical item.

Transfer Performance
Same as the recognition data, the transfer responses of the
odd-numbered participants are rearranged to match the items
observed by the even-numbered participants. The probability
of ”High” response for each transfer item is shown in Figure
4. The pattern of probability of ”High” looks similar across
these conditions. A 3 (Condition) × 15 (Item) betweenwithin subjects ANOVA confirms this inspection that only
the main effect of Item is significant, F(14, 1960) = 438.36,
MSe = 0.06, p < .01, the main effect of Condition is not
significant, F(2, 140) = 1.56, MSe = 0.13, p = .21, and
there is no interaction effect between Condition and Item,
F(28, 1960) = 1.13, MSe = 0.06, p = .29.
Of our great interest is how the middle item would be classified. Visual inspection of Figure 4 shows that the middle
item is more likely classified as the high-variability category
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Figure 4: Transfer performance. The ordinate axis shows the
probability of ”High” response and the abscissa axis shows
the transfer items. The Both condition, the High condition,
and the Low condition are respectively denoted as black circles, white circles, and white diamonds. The dashed vertical
line marks the position of the middle item.
in all conditions, implying the occurrence of CVE in all conditions. As every participant made only one response (i.e.,
”High” or ”Low”) for the middle item, the cumulation of
”High” responses for it in each condition follows the binomial
distribution. The null hypothesis that Ho : p(High) = 0.5 (and
the scientific hypothesis that H1 : p(High) 6= 0.5) is statistically tested with z test. The results rejects the null hypothesis
in all conditions (for the Both condition, z = 3.00, p < .01;
for the High condition, z = 2.19, p < .05; for the Low condition, z = 3.94, p < .01). The same results are obtained, if t
test is conducted.
It is good for us to replicate CVE in this experiment. However, the null hypothesis significant testing cannot tell us the
size of the true effect of CVE. Therefore, the true effect of H1
over Ho in each condition is estimated via BF (Bayes Factor).
The BFs are 20.15, 2.88, and 473.70 in the order of the Both
condition, the High condition, and the Low condition. According to the suggestion of Kass and Raftery (1995), the evidence strength of the High condition is not worth more than a
bare mention (BF < 3.2), whereas the strength of the evidence
is strong for the Both condition (BF in between 10 and 100)
and decisive for the Low condition (BF > 100). Therefore, it
can be inferred that the Low condition induces the strongest
CVE among all three conditions and the High condition the
weakest. Our hypothesis is verified.

Computational Modeling
The SD-GCM is fit to each participant’s transfer data individually with 4 free parameters: c, wh (i.e., weighting for
the high-variability category), wl (i.e., weighting for the lowvariability category), and γ, where 0 ≤ c ≤ 15, .001 ≤ wh ≤
.999, .001 ≤ wl ≤ .999, and 0 ≤ γ ≤ 10. The model predictions are shown in Figure 5.
It is of no doubt that the SD-GCM can accommodate
well the observed data of every condition with the RMSD

Table 2: CVE degree wh − wl in each group in each condition
with sample size in parentheses.
Both
High
Low
CVE -0.94 (35) -0.96 (31) -1.00 (37)
non-CVE
0.24 (14)
0.27 (16) -0.15 (10)

Figure 5: Predictions of SD-GCM for the transfer items.
(Root Mean Square Deviation) as 0.08 for the Both condition, 0.08 for the High condition, and 0.07 for the Low condition. The best-fit parameter values are list in Table 1. The
high-variability category is generally less relied on for categorization than the low-variability category (i.e., wh < wl )
with t(48) = −6.65, p < .01 for the Both condition, t(46) =
−5.32, p < .01 for the High condition, and t(46) = −13.06,
p < .01 for the Low condition. As CVE occurs in all conditions, this result supports our hypothesis that CVE tends to
occur when focusing on the low-variability category for categorization.
Table 1: Statistics of best-fit parameter values in all conditions with mean in each entry and SD in parentheses.
Both
High
Low
c
5.27 (3.78) 4.17 (2.47) 4.87 (3.06)
wh 0.26 (0.40) 0.27 (0.41) 0.13 (0.30)
wl 0.86 (0.32) 0.82 (0.36) 0.95 (0.20)
γ
9.95 (0.25) 9.83 (1.12) 9.95 (0.26)

Differential Reliance Degrees on High- and
Low-Variability Categories
According to the results of the previous analysis, the difference between the weightings for the two categories wh − wl
can be treated as the index of the degree of CVE, the smaller
the stronger. Considering the individual differences on CVE
(see also Yang & Wu, 2014), the participants in each condition can be separated to two groups by whether or not
s/he performed CVE (i.e., classifying the middle item as
the high-variability category). A two-way between-subjects
ANOVA shows that the CVE degree differs across conditions,
F(2, 137) = 8.81, MSe = 0.11, p < .01, and between the
groups, F(1, 137) = 316.02, MSe = 0.11, p < .01, and the
CVE degree is influenced by the interaction effect between
the conditions and the groups, F(2, 137) = 3.48, MSe = 0.11,
p < .05. See Table 2 for the CVE degrees in the two groups
in all conditions.
For the CVE group, the CVE degree is not different across
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the conditions, F(2, 100) < 1, and the mean difference of
wh − wl is -.97, suggesting that these participants exclusively focused on the low-variability category for categorization. For the non-CVE group, the difference on the CVE degree is not significant across the conditions F(2, 37) = 1.93,
MSe = 0.32, p = .16 and the mean difference is .15, suggesting that the non-CVE group relied slightly more on the
high-variability category than the low-variability category for
categorization. To sum up, these results converge on the conclusion that CVE tends to occur when the low-variability category is largely focused for categorization.

Recognition and Categorization
Apparently, the recognition task successfully led the participants to focus on different categories for categorization.
Thus, there should be some relation between the recognition
performance (i.e., the probability of ”old” response) and the
similarity to the exemplars (i.e., the weighted total similarity
to the exemplars of the target category in the SD-GCM on fit
to the categorization data). For the High condition, the larger
the weighted total similarity to the high-variability category
exemplars is, the more likely a transfer item is judged as ”old”
[r = .98, t(13) = 20.01, p < .01]. Similarly, for the Low condition, the correlation between the recognition performance
and the weighted total similarity to the low-variability category exemplars is extremely high [r = .97, t(13) = 14.00,
p < .01]. However, there is no significant correlation in the
Both condition between the recognition performance and the
sum of weighted total similarity of the exemplars of the two
categories [r = .23, t(13) = 0.83, p = .42]. This is because
the novel items which are in between the exemplars of the
two categories instead have a larger total similarity to all exemplars than the old items do. Nonetheless, our results can
be viewed as a support for the argument that the recognition
and categorization share the same memory system.

Conclusions
The goal of this study is to provide an exemplar account for
the category variability effect, which has been regarded as
a challenge for the exemplar model. A hypothesis was proposed that CVE tends to occur when the low-variability category is focused. The empirical and modeling results both
support this hypothesis. Thus, CVE is no longer an effect
that the exemplar model cannot account for.
There are a couple of theoretical and empirical implications of this study. First, this study shows that people can
only rely on a single category to solve the problem of binary categorization. Although different from the conventional

assumption in the exemplar model that categorization decision is made according to the difference between the evidence
strengths for the candidate categories, with the summed dissimilarity to the exemplars of the target category as the response criterion, a single category can provide sufficient information for binary categorization. Second, apparently most
of the participants preferred relying on the low-variability
category for categorization when the two categories have
unequal-sized variabilities. Although the SD-GCM can fit the
data well, some more work is still needed for the SD-GCM to
explain why people have such a preference. Third, the design
of the present experiment is an innovation in experimental
skills that embeds the recognition task in the categorization
task to examine the relationships between them. The success of this design not only supports the relationships between
recognition memory and categorization, but also provides an
example for future studies with the attempt to examine the
relationships between different cognitive functions.
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Abstract
Understanding how people mentally represent expenditures is
crucial to understanding how they manage their money. In this
paper, we report three studies that investigate people’s
representation of budgeting categories by asking people to
categorize common expenditures of money (e.g., rent, dining
out, etc.). We then examine the implications of these
taxonomic representations of expenditures for how people
selectively restrict their uses of money (e.g., when
overspending on one item, for which other items would people
choose to spend less). We found that there is consensus in
people’s representations of expenditures, and that both the
category membership and taxonomic distance between items
predict how people restrict their spending.
Keywords: mental representation; categorization hierarchy;
mental budgeting; mental accounting; successive pile sort

Introduction
An important and relatively novel domain in which to
investigate people’s representation of concepts and
categories is mental budgeting. Mental budgeting is the
practice of mentally categorizing expenditures and restricting
the amount of money allocated to each category of spending
(Heath & Soll, 1996). The categorization of expenditures is
therefore an essential part of the budgeting process
(Henderson & Peterson, 1992). This paper investigates the
structure of budgeting categories that people have in mind
and the restrictions that this structure imposes on spending
behavior.
Budgeting is a common practice that leads to important
behavioral changes. Many people use budgets to control their
spending (for review, see Zhang & Sussman, 2017; Zhang,
Sussman, Wang-Ly, & Lyu, 2020), and much work has
explored this restrictive effect. For example, people would be
less willing to spend on a category if they had already
consumed a typical item in the category (Heath & Soll, 1996).
But what are the budgeting categories that people naturally
have in mind as they budget? The study of mental budgeting
behavior often makes assumptions about the categories
people have in mind, such as food and entertainment (Heath
& Soll, 1996; Cheema & Soman, 2006). Yet it remains
unclear whether these are the categories that naturally come
to people’s minds, how common they are, and how they relate
to each other. The current research attempts to address these
questions and better understand these mental budgeting
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processes by asking people to sort expenditures into
categories.
The investigation of representation in the context of mental
budgets further allows us to deepen our understanding of the
representation of concepts in general. Most, but not all of our
current understanding of how we represent concepts is
informed by methods where people are asked to form groups
of natural kinds like plants (Medin, Lynch, Coley, & Atran,
1997) and animals (Lopez, Atran, Coley, Medin, & Smith,
1997). This research has documented both consensus of
taxonomic representations within a culture, though the
taxonomy differs between cultures and across occupations.
For example, landscape workers tend to categorize trees in
terms of landscape roles, while botanists’ categories better
resemble their field’s biological taxonomy (Medin et al.,
1997). Less attention has been devoted to studying people’s
representation of ad-hoc product categories, with some
notable exceptions (Ratneshwar & Shocker, 1991; Ross &
Murphy, 1999), where concepts are likely to be influenced by
functional and goal-related features (Barsalou, 1985; Ross &
Murphy, 1999). However, it is less clear whether people have
consensus in their representations of concepts such as
expenditures and how such representations influence
subsequent behaviors. In this research, we examine how these
functional objects (i.e., expenditures) are represented across
individuals and how the representation subsequently
influences people’s behaviors.

Hierarchical Elicitation of Product Categories
The current research aims to investigate people’s mental
representations of budgeting categories, and we take the
approach of asking people to successively sort a range of
items that people spend money on (Boster, 1994; Medin et
al., 1997). A successive pile-sort task requires participant to
initially sort items into however many categories they would
like. Then, participants further split and merge the categories
that they deem appropriate to generate a hierarchy of
categories. Doing so allows us to learn the categories of items
that are most natural to participants (Boster, 1994).
Even though such hierarchical structure has not been
investigated as extensively in expenditure and budget
categories, it is reasonable to assume that there is a stable
hierarchical structure on budgeting categories for several
reasons. First, hierarchical structure prevails in concepts of
the natural world (Murphy, 2002). For example, the concept

of mammals includes dogs and cats, while the concept of
dogs includes bulldogs (Murphy, 2002). Similar to natural
categories, budgeting categories have graded membership
and people often can identify the purchases that are more and
less typical of the category (Heath & Soll, 1996; Reinholtz,
Bartels & Parker 2015). It is therefore likely that people also
represent budget categories taxonomically as they do natural
categories. In addition, some early research has provided
support by finding that people have a hierarchically clustered
representation of food items, and the representation involves
ad-hoc functional groupings such as snack food (Ratneshwar
& Shocker, 1991). Therefore, we think that a hierarchical
structure is natural to people’s representation of spending
items.
A hierarchy allows for an approximation of the taxonomic
distance between items. Specifically, an item will have
distance 0 with itself, while the items grouped in the lowerlevel group (i.e., the group after splitting) will have a distance
of 1; items grouped together in the initial sort but not in the
lower-level group a distance of 2; those shared only higherlevel category a distance of 3 while those never grouped
together a distance of 4. Such taxonomic distance
characterizes the relationship between two items, and
therefore we hypothesize that it can predict downstream
behaviors like budgeting where the relationship plays an
important role.
In addition, in the hierarchy of categories, levels contain
different amounts information. Lower-level categories
contain more detailed information while the higher-level
categories contain only the most overarching features that
describe all the categories they contain (Murphy, 2002;
Rosch, Mervis, Grey, Johnson, & Boyes-Braem, 1976; cf.
Sloman, 1998). It is consequently often easier to verify that
an item belongs to a lower-level level category than a higherlevel category (e.g., “a pine is an evergreen” is easier to
evaluate than “a pine is a plant”; Collins & Quillian, 1969).
In the context of budget items, spending on an item may be
more readily associated with other spending on a lower-level
category than a higher-level category. Therefore, we
hypothesize that items in higher-level categories will be less
influenced by the expenditure.

Study 1
Study 1 investigates people’s representation of budgeting
categories and items. The study asks participants to perform
a successive pile-sort task (Boster, 1994) of 64 budget items
(determined through a pilot). Through this study, we aim to
explore the representational consensus among participants,
the dimensions that people categorize on, the categories
constructed, and the similarity relationship between the
expenditures.

1 Unlike Medin et al. (1997) that elicited merging and splitting
iterativly, we only asked participants to merge and split once to keep
the task concise considering the attention limit of online workers.
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Participants
Twenty-seven participants were recruited on Amazon
Mechanical Turk (MTurk) to perform a successive pile-sort
task of 64 common expenditure items. The average age of the
participants was 38.4 and 37.0% were female.

Procedure
Participants learned that we were interested in how they
budget their spending and performed a successive pile-sort
task on a web interface. The participants saw a set of 64 cards
labeled with items on the left-side of the screen. The order in
which the index cards were presented was random.
Participants put together the items that went together with
however many budgeting categories as were natural to them
(the initial category). After the groupings were recorded,
participants were asked to review the categories they had just
put together. They were then asked to merge the categories
that were most similar to each other, forming the higher-level
categories. Then, the interface restored the initial categories
and asked participants to split out the items that were the most
different from each other into smaller, lower-level
categories1. Prior to this task, participants were familiarized
with the interface by merging and splitting groups of simple
symbols.

Analysis and Results
With the sorting task, we obtained each of the 64 items’
hierarchical relationship with respect to all other items. To
quantify the taxonomy, each participant’s sorting was
translated into distances between 0 to 4 and characterized as
a 64 by 64 symmetrical distance matrix.
Consensus Result A Cultural Consensus Model (CCM;
Romney, Weller, & Batchelder, 1986) was fit to assess
consensus in people’s groupings (Medin et al. 1997). Each
participant’s distance matrix was correlated with every other
participant, which yielded a 27 by 27 correlation matrix.
Then, a principal component analysis was performed on the
inter-subject correlation matrix. The data would suggest that
there was consensus according to CCM if the loadings on the
first factor were positive, the first latent root (eigenvalue) was
relatively large compared to the rest. As hypothesized, the
loadings for all participants were positive, and the first
eigenvalue was 12.23, which was large compared to the
second eigenvalue of 1.392.
This result suggested that people had consensus in their
representation of items that they spend on, which implied that
people grouped items with a set of dimensions that was
shared across individuals. For instance, people shared the
understanding of why shampoo and toilet paper were closely
related to each other, while shampoo and movies were not.

2 The rule of thumb to evaluate whether the first eigenvalue is
sufficiently larger than the second is to see if the ratio exceeds 3:1
(Weller, 2007)

Aggregate Level Categorization Since there was relative
consensus, we further identified categories that were
constructed on the aggregate level. The aggregate distance
matrix was obtained by adding up all participants’ distance
matrices. A multidimensional scaling (MDS; Cox & Cox,
2008) with two dimensions on the aggregate distance matrix
yields the loadings of each item onto the two dimensions (the
loading matrix). To identify the categories, we performed kmeans clustering on the loading matrix. We chose five as the
number of clusters as five clusters allows for a small withinclusters sum of squares as well as variation in the categories.
Further, five was the modal number of groups that
participants constructed on the initial sort.
Applying five clusters to the loading matrix, we obtained
the grouping as shown in Figure 1. In MDS, any orthogonal
directions can be interpreted as the dimensions (Cox & Cox,
2008). Dashed lines represented one possible interpretation,
where the two dimensions roughly mapped to the amount
needed to spend on the item and how hedonic (or fun) it is to
acquire the item (Hirschman & Holcrook, 1982). A
dendrogram of the item distances based on a hierarchical
clustering of the aggregate distance matrix is presented in
Figure 2.3
From the groupings in Figure 1 and Figure 2, we observed
that the five major groups that people readily have in mind
were centered around necessary expenses (e.g., rent),
groceries (e.g., juice), household products (e.g., shampoo),
clothing items (e.g., shirts), and entertainment spending (e.g.,
dining out, airplane tickets). Though this grouping was likely
to be specific to the budgeting context, as participants were
explicitly instructed to think about how they budget, it offers
important insight to this context. This methodology provided
a better understanding of expenditures’ membership to any
specific category. We observed that participants’
representation of the “entertainment” group was much
broader than that assumed in the literature, and it ranged from
books to travel expenses. In addition, eliciting the
representations allowed us to better understand the categories
readily accessible in people’s mind and the nature of such
categories. For example, the representation showed that both
the taxonomy and the function of the expenditures influenced
people’s representation. Airplane tickets and hotel booking
were categorized together because they served the same goal,
while foods were mostly categorized together even though
wine might serve different functions than juice.

Peterson, 1992). Therefore, we can verify the represented
structure by using it to predict how people make adjustments
to their spending. Study 2 assessed downstream implications
of our recovered representations.

Figure 1: Spatial representation of items in two
dimensions. Colors represent the five clusters.

Figure 2: Average dendrogram for Study 1 showing the
relationship between the expenditures.

Discussion
Study 1 provided a picture of people’ mental representation
of the budgeting categories, and this structure should impose
a pattern on people’s budgeting behaviors. Namely, work in
mental budgeting found that people who deviate from
budgetary restrictions should make more adjustments to
items within the category (Heath & Soll, 1996; Henderson &
3 Note that the groupings in Figure 1 are slightly different from
that in Figure 2, and this discrepancy is reasonable since the
clustering in Figure 1 was performed based on the reduced
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Study 2
Participants
Three hundred and seventy-two MTurk workers participated
in the survey and passed the attention check. The average age
in the sample was 33.4 (range:18-77). In our sample, 172

representation of the items in two dimensions, while Figure 2 is
based on the aggregated distances between items.

participants were male, 192 were female, four were other and
three preferred not to answer.

Design and Procedures
We adopted our paradigm from the Study 2 of Heath and Soll
(1996) by prompting people to consider a spending scenario
on a focal item and eliciting their adjustment on several
comparison items.
The study used a 2 (spending condition: overspend vs
underspend on the focal item) by 5 (scenarios with different
sets of items) within–subject design. Each set of scenarios
consisted of four items, a focal item that they “spent” on (e.g.,
microwave) and three comparison items: (i) a “samecategory” item—an item that was grouped together with the
focal item in the initial sort by more than 90% of the
participants in Study 1 (e.g., pots and pans), (ii) a “marginal
category” item—one grouped together with the focal item by
50% of Study 1’s participants (e.g., laptop), and (iii) a
“different-category” item—one never grouped together with
the focal item in Study 1 (e.g., weekend getaway).
Participants read that they budgeted for the focal item, and
they were randomly assigned to have underspent [overspent]
on the item with respect to the budget. They then rated their
likelihood to adjust their spending on the three comparison
items on a 7-point scale (1- decrease spending by a lot, 4 - no
change, 7 - increase spending by a lot). Participants repeated
this process for all five focal items. The budget and the
respective deviation amount varied across all five scenarios
for more generalizable results. Participants also finished the
same successive pile sort task as Study 1 in addition to the
rating task, and the order in which they completed the pilesort task and the rating task was counterbalanced across
participants. Then, they entered their age, gender, and
income, and were compensated for the study.

Analysis and Results
Spending Adjustments with Respect to Aggregate
Categorization In order to test for spending adjustment, we
ran two regressions, one for overspending and one for
underspending, regressing people’s spending adjustment
onto the comparision items’ taxonomy (contrasted coded; 0
= different, 1 = marginal, 2 = same), order of the tasks
(categorization-first or rating-first), controlling for the
scenarios. Order of the tasks did not significantly affect the
pattern of spending adjustment in either models and will not
be discussed further (p’s > 0.40).
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Figure 3: Spending adjustment in Study 2. Negative
values indicate the spending will be adjusted downward
while positive values indicate the spending will be adjusted
upward. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.
The regression on overspending revealed that when people
overspent on the focal item, they adjusted consumption
downward for same-category items the most and the
different-category items the least (slope = -0.14, t(2783) = 5.06, p < 0.001; Figure 3). Compared to the “different
category” condition, we found a significant negative effect on
adjustment of marginal-category items (b = -0.15, t(2782) =
-2.63, p < 0.01) and a larger significant negative effect on
adjustment of same-category items (b = -0.29, t(2782) = 5.06, p < 0.001).
In our underspending conditions, people were more likely
to adjust consumption upward for items that were more likley
to be grouped together with the focal item (b = 0.08, t(2783)
= 3.20, p < 0.005), though the adjustment was smaller than
that in overspending, which was consistent with previous
findings (Zhang et al., 2020). Compared to the different
category condition, there was a significant positive effect of
same-category items (b = 0.16, t(2782) = 3.20, p < 0.01), and
a similar, nonsignificant trend for the marginal-category
items (b = 0.04, t(2782) = 0.94, p = 0.34; Figure 3). These
results remained significant when we controlled for
individual random effects or additional norming measures
such as the average price of each item on offer.
Spending Adjustments with Respect to Individual
Categorization We further examined these patterns by
testing whether individuals’ categorizations lead to a similar
adjustment pattern. We dummy-coded the comparison items
as whether they are in the same category as the focal item in
each participants’ first sort. Then, we performed the same two
regressions, finding again that there was a negative
adjustment of spending on same-category items when
participants overspent on the focal item (b = -0.17, t(2784) =
-3.59, p < 0.001) and a positive adjustment when they

underspent on the focal item(b = 0.12, t(2784) = 3.08, p <
0.002).

Discussion
Study 2 found that our recovered initial sort of budgeting
categories conceptually replicates the past findings (Heath &
Soll 1996) that a budgeting category restricts the fungibility
of money. In previous work, participants were prompted to
think about the membership of constituent items within a
category (e.g., “entertainment spending”). Study 2 offered a
more conservative test of this notion, because categorical
labels of expenditures were not provided, and any priming of
the category came from the expenditures themselves. Yet we
still observed patterns that were consistent with the budgetary
category constraint on both the aggregate and the individual
level. This pattern also supported the claim that Study 1’s
categories aligned with how people represent expenditures,
and therefore restricted the fungibility of money.
In Study 2, we only investigated expenditures in relation to
the categories of initial sort. We did not study the difference
between, for example, an item in the higher-level category
and one that never shared the same category. Our recovered
taxonomies can also further allow us to investigate some finer
details of spending adjustment. Specifically, we can
investigate how different levels of grouping impact one’s
spending adjustment. We predict that we should observe
larger adjustments in spending for items with a smaller
taxonomic distance (e.g., sharing a lower-level category) and
smaller adjustments for items with greater taxonomic
distance (e.g., not even sharing a higher-level). Study 3
investigated this hypothesis.

Study 3
Participants
One hundred and ninety-eight Prolific participants completed
Wave 1. Of them, 171 (86%) people were eligible for Wave
2, and 168 participated. After screening by attention check,
161 participants were included for analysis. The average age
in the sample was 31.4 (range:18-77), and 66 were male, 93
female, and two other.

items that are maximally comparable to each other on
additional norming measures we collected (e.g., how hedonic
it was to spend on the item, how often do people budget this
item, etc.).
Participants were not invited for the second part if none of
the focal items had a four-level hierarchy (e.g., if they merged
all the initial categories into one big category, or if they failed
to find the two that could be merged). Eligible participants
were invited back for the second part one day after the first
part. They first were prompted for a price that they usually
budget for the focal item. Then, they read about a scenario
where they underspent [overspent] 30% on the item with
respect to their budget. They then rated their likelihood of
adjusting their spending on the four comparison items (lower,
initial, higher-level, and different-category item) on a 7-point
scale as in Study 2. Participants repeated this process for both
focal items. After this task, participants completed some
additional control measures that did not influence the main
results.

Analysis and Results
Results from the overspending conditions mirrored those of
Study 2. When people overspent on a focal item, they
adjusted their spending less for items at greater taxonomic
distances (b = 0.10, t(642) = 2.66, p < 0.01). Adjustment for
the “higher-level” and “different” items was significantly
less than that for the “lower-level” items (b’s = 0.40, t(640)
= 2.19, p < 0.01; b = 0.27, t(640) = 2.13, p = 0.03), and the
pattern that the higher-level was adjusted marginally more
suggested that money might have regained fungibility on the
higher-level (M(high) = 3.41 vs M(different) = 3.27, t(160)
= 1.54, p = 0.13). Spending on initial-sort items was
directionally adjusted less, but this difference was not
significant (b = 0.16, t(640) = 1.32, p = 0.20). For
underspending, we did not observe differences across levels
(F(3,640) = 0.31, p = 0.82; Figure 4).

Design and Procedure
Study 3 used two waves of data collection, separated by two
days. In Wave 1, participants did the categorization task from
Study 1. We then tailored the stimuli for each participant. In
Wave 2, they took part in a 2 (spending condition: overspend
vs underspend on the focal item) by 2 (scenarios with
different sets of items) within-subject design. Each set of
scenarios consisted of a focal item that they had “spent” on
and four comparison items, one item each that (i) shared a
lower-level category with the focal item, (ii) shared an initial
category with the focal item, (iii) shared a higher-level
category with the focal item, and (iv) was never categorized
together with the focal item. We used the set focal items
similar to the set in Study 2, and we generated comparison
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Figure 4: Spending adjustment in Study 3. Negative
values indicate the spending will be adjusted downward
while positive values indicate the spending will be adjusted
upward. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.

Discussion
Study 3 found partial support for the hypothesis that people’s
spending adjustment differs across taxonomical distances.
Specifically, adjustments were larger for items that are closer,
but the effect is significant only when people overspent on
focal items. The lack of a significant effect in underspending
could be because it is generally difficult for people to report
that they intend to spend more than they intend to spend
(Zhang et al., 2020). This difficulty was also observed in
Study 2 in that the slope for underspending was less than for
overspending. Consequently, much larger power is needed
for detecting the detailed differences across distances when
there is underspending.

General Discussion
Across three studies, we investigated how people represent
budget items with respect to each other. The categories we
recovered from people in Study 1 were related to how people
restrict the use of money (Study 2), and the strength of
budgetary restrictions was a function of the taxonomic
distance (Study 3).
Our methodology and findings deepen the understanding
of how people represent expenditures in several ways. First,
we recover taxonomies that correspond to standard budgetary
categories in sensible ways (e.g., household products are
considered more similar to clothing). This allows us to make
more refined predictions on spending adjustment across
budgeting groups. Second, our elicited hierarchies can
translate into distance between items, allowing us to test for
spending adjustment on items without imposing budget
category labels. This approach better approximates how
people typically think about spending and subsequent budget
adjustments in reality, as they often are not reminded of the
category in which spending belongs to.
We also hope that this research inspires more investigation
of how people represent functional objects and how such
representation affects downstream inferences and decisions,
as several questions remain open and our studies have their
limitations. One potential direction of future studies is to
compare our recovered categories with other imposed
categories and how the different categorical labels influence
the magnitude or the direction of spending adjustment.
Notably, in asking participants to make distinct groupings for
all items, we did not allow cross-categorization, which is
multiple categorical membership for each item (Ross &
Murphy, 1999). This is a limitation of our studies, because
expenditures and products might serve different functions in
different contexts. Future studies could investigate when and
how priming different usage occasions could influence
people’s representation and consequently spending
adjustment. Additionally, we observed consensus among
participants’ categorization dimensions, yet we note that this
result is not equivalent to the lack of heterogeneity in the
grouping. People could still be generating categorizations of
different sizes on the initial sort. In fact, in our data, people
generate vastly different numbers of initial-sort categories
(from 3 to 18, with a mode at 5-6). Addressing such
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heterogeneity has important implications as category sizes
might influence people’ spending behavior.
The current paper develops its theoretical framework from
the categorization theories and applies the investigation
methodology to a mental budgeting context. Providing an
approach to investigating people’s categories of
expenditures, such methods could be extended beyond
budgeting to countless other decisions about spending and
saving, and potentially illuminate other structures of, for
example, ad-hoc categories, with implications for better
understanding downstream decisions.
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Abstract
Many researchers have demonstrated the change of body representation, including the rubber hand illusion and pinocchio illusion. However, they focused on the change of a single body
part. The human body has a symmetric structure; therefore,
the modification of body representation can be facilitated by
the corresponding movement of symmetric parts. In our four
experiments, participants moved their hands in different manners with distorted vision and were measured whether their behavior changed throughout the task. The four tasks differed
in whether participant’s hands were moving simultaneously or
separately and whether they moved their hands to the same
point or a different point. A behavioral change occurred in
all experiments. When the participants moved their hands to
the same point simultaneously the greatest behavioral change
was facilitated. Neither moving both hands simultaneously or
moving to the same position facilitated the change.
Keywords: Body representation; symmetric body parts; proprioceptive recalibration; distorted vision

Introduction
We determine our next actions based on our body representation or a mental model of our bodies (Barsalou, 2008; Warren, 1984). The body representation includes various information about one’s body, such as posture, size, bone structure, and material property. The continuous integration of
multisensory information keeps updating the body representation, which is sometimes distorted from the actual body. We
aim to understand how the body representation is modified
or (re)constructed. In this study, we focused on symmetric
body parts, upper limb, and conducted various training where
the relationship between the left and right-limbs movements
was different. Based on the behavioral changes through the
training, we argued which independently or dependently controlled the modification of body representation and asked if
symmetry plays a role.

Change of Body Representation
Many researchers have demonstrated various body representation changes (Kilteni, Maselli, Kording, & Slater, 2015).
Some of them changed the anatomical structure of the body.
For example, the length of a nose (i.e., Pinocchio Illusion)
or arm in body representation was extended using vibration
or sound (Tajadura-Jiménez, Tsakiris, Marquardt, & BianchiBerthouze, 2015). Auditory information could also change
perceived body size (weight) and a body material (TajaduraJiménez, Basia, et al., 2015; Senna, Maravita, Bolognini, &
Parise, 2014).
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Change in the perceived position of body part(s) was referred to as a proprioceptive drift in studies of body ownership. One of the well-studied phenomena is the rubber hand
illusion where, after a synchronized visuotactile stimulation,
participants feel the rubber hand as their hand (Botvinick &
Cohen, 1998; Tsakiris & Haggard, 2005). When participants
experience this illusion, they perceive that their hand is located nearest to the rubber hand rather than their actual hand
position. It was used as an index of the strength of the body
ownership. Additionally, some researchers demonstrated the
proprioceptive drift of a whole-body with a similar procedure to that of the rubber hand illusion (Ehrsson, 2007). As
demonstrated in those studies, we easily modify our body representation through different experiences; especially proprioceptive information that conveys our body parts’ position or
posture was easily distorted.
Based on cumulative findings, including the above studies, some researchers, such as Longo, Azañón, and Haggard
(2010) and Tsakiris (2010), proposed theories about what
body representation is and how it is modified or constructed.
The proprioceptive distortion in the previous studies was observed in either a single body part or an integrated wholebody. Therefore, a discussion of body part dependency in the
modification of body representation is explored in or investigations.

Aim of This Study
We aim to investigate whether the modification of body representation is facilitated by referring to each body part. Body
representation of directly connected parts must affect the representation in whole and parts; the question being, how about
distant parts? The human body has a symmetric structure;
based on this, we focused on how upper limb symmetry and
movement affect body representation.
Because of this symmetric structure, when human moves
symmetric body parts from symmetric positions for the same
duration at the same speed, those parts return to symmetric positions. For example, put your hands on a desk and
then bring them up for 3 seconds at the same speed; your
hands will locate the same height from the desk. Many researchers have revealed specific characteristics to the symmetric movements of symmetric body parts for a long time,
including its neural mechanism (Swinnen, 2002). If the body
parts are stable during the modification process, such as in the

(a) Hands without the HMD.

(b) Shift amount 0%.

(c) Shift amount 10%.

(d) Shift amount 20%.

Figure 1: Experimental setting.

Figure 2: Example visions in each shift amount.

rubber hand illusion, this feature would have little effect; on
the other hand, when the participants perform a dynamic task
during the modification process, this feature can facilitate the
modification of body representation. We decided to employ a
task that requires the movement of the hands, through which
some researchers demonstrated a proprioceptive drift through
the visuomotor synchronized task (Swinnen, 2002; Romano,
Caffa, Hernandez-Arieta, Brugger, & Maravita, 2015).
The task that we used to cause body representation modification was simple, the participants moved their limbs as their
index fingers touched each other. We added a manipulation
to visual information to distort their body representation integration of proprioceptive information during the task, which
was not informed to the participants. We evaluated the change
in body representation by comparing the action for the same
task before and after the above task.
We investigated how two aspects of limb movement affected the body representation changes. The first aspect was
whether the participants moved both limbs simultaneously.
If the proprioceptive information from both limbs was processed in referring to each other, moving both limbs simultaneously would make the process easy. As a result, it would
facilitate the change of body representation. The second was
how easily both limbs’ movements when their index fingers
reached the same point were associated. When the participants observed and experienced such movement simultaneously or successively, they would acquire the baseline position and use it to adjust their body representation.

Experimental Setting
The participants wore a head-mounted display (HMD;
MREAL HA-A1, Canon, Tokyo, Japan) with a resolution of
1280 × 960 pixels; the total field of view was 41◦ × 31◦ and
displayed at 60 Hz. They sat in front of the partition and set
their chin on the chin rest, as shown in Figure 1.
The main task was to move their limbs as their right and
left index fingers touched each other. In the experiment, they
touched the partition in front of their face to prevent feedback
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from the distance of two fingers (Figure 1). We asked the participants to lift their arms without bending their elbows until
they thought their index fingers were at the same height in
front of their face and then to move forward until they touched
the partition. We did not allow them to move their hands after
touching the partition.
To change the observed position of their hands, we manipulated the scenes displayed on the HMD. Every scene from
the participants’ perspective was acquired via the camera on
the HMD. We divided it vertically into the left and right half
and shifted the left half down and the right half up. During
the task, the left half included the left hand, and the right half
included the right hand.
Owing to this manipulation, the participants observed that
their index fingers were at the same height, even though
they were at different heights in reality, as shown in Figure
2(a)–2(d). We defined the shift as 0% when we did not manipulate the scenes and 100% when the scenes were shifted
by the height of the HMD (i.e., the scenes were perfectly out
of the HMD). We selected 0%, 5%, 10%, 15%, and 20% for
our experiments (5% and 15% were excluded in Experiment
2 to 4) and did not go over 20% because the participants’ fingers were not displayed on the HMD when we shifted more
than 20%.

Experiment 1
Experiment 1 was used to confirm that our training task could
change participant behavior. The participants moved their
hands to the same point simultaneously (i.e., symmetrical
movement). We prepared five levels of the shift amount: 0%
(control condition), 5%, 10%, 15%, and 20% conditions.

Methods
Participants Twelve undergraduate students participated
the experiment (nine females and three males). Their average age was 22.00 years old (SD = ±0.426).

Figure 3: Change in vertical difference for each experiment.
Procedure Each shift condition consisted of three phases:
pre- and post-test with training between them. In all phases,
we asked the participants to move their limbs as their index
fingers were touching each other in front of their face as described in the Experimental Setting section.
Each condition started from the pre-test. The participants
sat in front of the partition and laid their arms down on the
desk. After a cue from the experimenter, they moved their
limbs with the HMD blacked out to touch their index fingers
at the same height. We explicitly asked them to rely on the
body representation in their mind to accomplish the task. The
position of their fingers was recorded; then, the participants
laid their arms down on the desk. This was done three times.
The training phase followed the pre-test. The participants
moved their limbs according to the same procedure in the pretest while watching their hands through the HMD. The scene
sent to the HMD was manipulated as described in the Experimental Setting section with one of the shift amounts. During the training, we asked them only to move their limbs so
that their index fingers reached the same position. We did
not instruct them to focus on either visual or proprioceptive
information. The training movement was repeated five times.
The participants laid their arms down on the desk for a
short time, and we conducted the post-test. The procedure
of the post-test was identical to the pre-test. We conducted
the procedure above for all shift amounts on each participant.
The order of conditions was randomized for each participant.
To cancel the effect of the preceding condition, we gave
a five minute rest between conditions. Additionally, before
starting the pre-test in each condition, the participants moved
their limbs to touch their index fingers without the HMD.

Results
First, we calculated the vertical difference of two index fingers in each trial in the pre- and post-tests by subtracting the
left index finger’s vertical position from the right index finger. Using the mean of the three trials’ vertical differences
in each of the pre- and post-tests, we calculated the change
of the vertical difference from the pre- to post-test, namely,
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the length of subtracting the vertical difference in the pre-test
from that in the post-test. The manipulation in the training
phase aimed to make the participants believe their right hand
position was higher than and their left hand position lower
than the actual position. When they tried to move their index
fingers based on this distorted body representation, compared
to the pre-tests, their right index finger would locate at the
lower position and the left index finger would locate at the
higher position. Therefore, the change of body representation let the change of vertical difference become larger.
The results of all experiments are summarized in Figure
3. In some conditions, the data distribution did not satisfy
the normality assumption; Shapiro-Wilk tests showed significance (p < .05). We compared the change of the vertical difference among conditions using the Friedman test.
There was a significant main effect of the amount of shift
(x2(4) = 34.929, p < .001, η2 = 0.728). We performed multiple comparisons using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test with
Holm’s method to adjust the p-value. The change in the 15%
and 20% conditions were significantly larger than in the 0%
condition (both p = .025, r > .880) and the change in the
20% condition was significantly larger than that the 10% condition (p = .031, r = .847). The differences between the 0%
and 5% conditions and between the 0% and 10% conditions
were marginally significant (both p = .065, r > .740). There
was a marginally significant difference between the 5% and
20% conditions (p = .053, r = .782), the 15% and 20% conditions (p = .076, r = .657), and the 10% and 15% conditions (p = .067, r = .702). In short, except for the 5% and
10% condition and the 5% and 15% condition (both p > .200,
r < .476), the differences in all pairs were (marginally) significant.
We confirmed the behavioral change through our training.
While we found only marginally significant differences in the
5% and 10% conditions that might be because the sample size
was not large enough for the statistical significance. In the
following experiments, we investigate the effect of the two aspects of limb movement described in the Introduction section:
Whether the participants moved their limbs simultaneously

or separately and whether they easily compare the movement
when their hands reach the same height, Experiment 1 facilitated the representational change the most because it satisfied
both simultaneity and observation of the same height.

Experiment 2–4
To test the above points, we conducted three experiments. We
used three levels of the shift, 0%, 10%, and 20%, because we
had already tested the effect of our training task in Experiment 1. We changed the training phase’s task as follows:
In Experiment 2, the participants moved their hands simultaneously but touched the different heights. In Experiment
3, they moved their hands separately but touched the same
height in two successive trials. In Experiment 4, the participants moved their hands alternatively and never touched the
same heights in any successive trials. Additionally, we asked
about the ownership feeling to confirm that the participants
perceived that they were observing their body parts.

Methods
Participants For all the experiments, there were 20 undergraduate or graduate students (four females in each experiment). Eleven students participated in all experiments, and
nine students participated in Experiment 2 and 3. All participants were blind to the study’s purpose, and we took more
than two days between each experiment. The mean of the
participants’ age was 21.00 years (SD = ±1.076) in Experiment 2, 20.95 years (SD = ±1.050) in Experiment 3, and
21.75 years (SD = ±1.482) in Experiment 4.
Procedure We gave a different task in the training phase
for each experiment. The common procedure for three experiments was that the participants moved their fingers to where
a virtual ball(s) was presented until their fingers touched the
partition (Figure 4). The number and position of the virtual
ball(s) differed according to each experiment’s purpose.
Experiment 2: The participants moved both limbs simultaneously and did not observe both hands visually at the same
height. In the training phase, two virtual balls were presented
at both the left and right side of the partition; the participants
were asked to touch them with both hands. We prepared five
different vertical positions and selected one of them not to locate the two virtual balls at the same vertical position in the
shifted scenes. The participants were able to observe both
hands at a time, although they were not visually at the same
vertical point. We carefully selected the positions to not bias
which hand moved to higher considering the distance of the
two balls. The participants experienced five trials.
Experiment 3: The participants moved each limb alternately,
and the virtual ball was presented visually at the same height
in two successive trials. In each trial, we presented one virtual ball on the left or right side of the partition. The vertical
position was identical in each of two successive trials, one for
each left- and right-limb movement, in the manipulated display. This selection enabled the participants to associate the
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Figure 4: Example vision from Experiment 2.
left- and right-limb movement when they moved it visually to
the same vertical position. We counterbalanced which, right
or left, ball was first presented. The participants experienced
five trials for each of the left and right hand.
Experiment 4: The participants moved each limb alternately,
and the vertical position of the virtual ball in any successive
trial differed. One ball was presented as done in Experiment
3, whose vertical position was decided by the same rules in
Experiment 2. Because of these procedures, the participants
could not observe both hands at a time or associate the movements of the left- and right hand when they reached the same
vertical position visually. We counterbalanced the initial hand
and carefully selected the vertical position in the same manners in Experiments 2 and 3. The participants experienced
five trials for each left and right hand.
In all three experiments, after each condition was finished,
the participants answered the body ownership questionnaire.
We asked one ownership item for each hand: “I felt as if the
observed right/left hand was my own arm.” This statement
was selected from existing questionnaires used in the traditional rubber hand illusion experiments (Botvinick & Cohen,
1998) and modified for our experiment. The participants reported their feeling on a 7-point Likert scale ranging from
“−3” (totally disagree) to “+3” (totally agree). The other
procedures were identical to those in Experiment 1. We repeated the above procedures for three conditions (0%, 10%,
and 20%) and randomized the order of three conditions for
each participant.

Results
We used the same index and the analysis methods as Experiment 1. The results were summarized in the right three blocks
of Figure 3. In all experiments, the main effect of the shift
amount reached significance: Experiment 2 x2 (2) = 16.900,
p < .001, η2 = .423, Experiment 3 x2 (2) = 12.700, p = .002,
η2 = .318, and Experiment 4 x2 (2) = 19.600, p < .001,
η2 = .498. In Experiment 2, the change of vertical difference
in the 10% and 20% conditions was significantly larger than
the 0% condition (0% and 10% p = .006, r = .668, 0% and
20% p < .001, r = .826). The difference between the 10%
and 20% conditions was marginally significant (p = .083,
r = .392). Similarly, in Experiment 3, the change of the vertical difference in the 10% and 20% conditions was significantly larger than the 0% condition (0% and 10% p = .032,

Exp. 2

Exp. 3

Exp. 4

Table 1: Ownership scores.
Ownership Score (SD)
Shift Amount
Right Hand
Left Hand
0%
1.550 (1.276) 1.440 (1.353)
10%
1.450 (1.468) 1.550 (1.317)
20%
1.250 (1.446) 1.650 (1.309)
0%
1.850 (1.226) 2.000 (0.973)
10%
1.500 (1.504) 1.750 (1.164)
20%
1.550 (1.276) 1.700 (1.174)
0%
1.850 (1.348) 2.100 (1.119)
10%
1.800 (1.399) 1.850 (1.226)
20%
1.650 (1.089) 1.700 (1.174)

Table 2:
Predictor
Intercept
Hand
Position
Hand×Position
*

Result of regression analysis.
Estimate
SE
t-value p-value
12.000
3.064 3.917
< .001
4.345
4.333 1.003
0.319
-0.380
4.333 -0.088
0.930
21.452
6.618 3.241
0.002

Table 3: Result of simple slope analysis.
Simple Slope SE
t-value p-value
Simple main effect of position
Hand
Both
19.89
4.73
4.20
< .001
Each
-1.58
4.58
-0.34
0.731
Simple main effect of hand
Position
Same
24.61
4.73
5.20
< .001
Different
3.14
4.58
0.69
0.490
The analyses results show the following two things: (1)
in all experiments, training with the manipulated hand position changes the participants’ body representation, resulting
in behavioral change. (2) More modification of the body representation happened when the participants could experience
where the same position was vertically with both hands, compared to when just using both hands or observing the vertically same position.

F(3, 68) = 10.800, p < .001

General Discussion
r = .543, 0% and 20% p = .002, r = .760); although there
was no significant difference between the 10% and 20% conditions (p = .259, r = .259). The change in the vertical distance became larger as the shift amount increased in Experiment 4. The difference between all pairs reached significance
(0% and 10% p = .027, r = .543, 0% and 20% p < .001,
r = .868, 10% and 20% p = .027, r = .555). There was no
main effect of the shift amount in both left- and right hand’
ownership score in any experiments (see details in Table 1).
These results show that the vertical difference became
larger during the training where the participants observed
their hands at the manipulated position.

Combined Analysis
We conducted a regression analysis on the results. Our four
experiments had a 2 limb (both vs. each) × 2 position (same
vs. different) design; these two factors were used as dummy
independent variables. The dependent variable was the value
of subtracting the change of the vertical difference in the 0%
condition from the 20% condition. The model, including both
hand and position factors, fit better than the model including
either one (vs. only hand F(1, 69) = 6.365, p = .014, vs.
only position F(1, 69) = 15.018, p < .001). Including the interaction between the two factors improved the model (Table
2; F(1, 68) = 11.000, p = .002). From the simple slope analysis (Table 3), when the position was the same, using both
hands significantly increased the difference in the change of
the vertical difference between the 0% and 20% conditions
(t(68) = 5.200, p < .001); in contrast, it was not significant
when the position was different (t(68) = 0.690, p = .490).
The effect of the position factor was significant only when
the position was same (same t(68) = 4.200, p < .001; different t(68) = −0.340, p = .731).
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To understand the modification process of body representation, we investigated whether the symmetric relationships
between the left- and right-limbs facilitated the behavioral
change in the task using body representation. We conducted
four different tasks during the modification phase, which differed in the following two aspects: (1) whether the participants move their limbs simultaneously and (2) whether they
could easily associate each limb’s movements when their
hands visually reached the same position. From the results
of the experiments, we confirmed that the behavioral change
occurred during all four tasks. Additionally, the task where
the participants moved their limbs to the same position simultaneously brought the biggest change; and there was no
difference in the other three tasks.
It is not surprising that we observed the behavioral change
in all experiments. Previous studies showed that the participants perceived their hand or a part of their body drift toward
the object by feeling it as a part of their own body (Botvinick
& Cohen, 1998; Tsakiris & Haggard, 2005). In this study, the
participants observed their own hands; hence the ownership
feeling did not differ according to whether we added manipulation to visual information. In the last three experiments, the
averaged ownership score across the left- and right-hands was
around 1.5 or higher in all conditions. Additionally, based on
their comments after the experiments, we confirmed that the
participants did not notice that their observed scene was distorted. Owing to the sufficient ownership feeling, the behavioral change occurred following only five training trials; even
though in the previous studies, several minutes was needed to
induce the drift.
Experiment 1 showed a significantly larger change than the
other three experiments. This means that to facilitate a change
in body representation, the participants need to observe and

experience both hands’ movement reaching the same position visually in one trial. We had predicted that although
the effect would be smaller than Experiment 1, either moving
both limbs (Experiment 2) or experiencing the same position
successively (Experiment 3) could also facilitate the change.
Those movements gave the participants a reference position
to modify their body representation. However, the amount of
change in those two experiments did not differ from the one
without the cue, Experiment 4.
That may be because the modification of body representation progressed implicitly. When the participants consciously
corrected their erroneous actions, such explicit cues were useful because they show the participants how they had to change
their actions. Mazzoni and Krakauer (2006) showed that the
explicit strategy using an explicit cue decreased errors in the
initial phase; however, as the participants implicitly learned
the visuomotor discrepancy, the error gradually increased. In
our experiments, the participants did not know the visual information was distorted and did not fail to touch the virtual
ball, which meant that they implicitly modified their body
representation. Each cue alone (i.e., Experiments 2 and 3)
might be useful when the participants use an explicit strategy
but not be enough to facilitate the implicit modification.
Studies about motor adaptation (Mazzoni & Krakauer,
2006; Wei & Kording, 2009) and a series of studies about
inverted vision from Stratton (1897) have a close relationship
to our study. However, those studies mainly focused on the
explicit motor error correction process through interactions
with the external world. We focused on the implicit process,
particularly proprioceptive recalibration, caused by the positional relationship between the body parts and investigated
the body parts’ dependency in the process. In future work,
by instructing the visual distortion, we can make the situation where explicit learning is needed in the same task as this
study, which will give us a deep understanding of the modification process of body representation.
One limitation to our experiments is that the task in the
pre- and post-tests was almost identical to that in the training
phase. Leaving the possibility that the participants in Experiment 1 recalled the training phase’s movement and replicated
it in the post-test. We can deny the possibility to some extent
from the following procedure and data. First, we asked the
participants to move the limbs based on their body in their
minds. Second, if they replicated the movement, the vertical
difference between the left- and right-hands was about 80 mm
in the 20% condition, and the change through the training was
smaller. Finally, in the comments after the experiments, the
participants said that they did not try to replicate the movement in the training phase and had high confidence that they
could move their index fingers more accurately in the posttest than in the pre-test. We are planning a new experiment
using another task, size discrimination by touch, in pre- and
post-tests to confirm this point.
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Abstract
When learning to bind visual symbols to sounds, to what extent
do beginning readers track seemingly irrelevant information
such as a symbol’s position within a visual display? In this
study, we used adult typical readers’ own webcams to track
their eye movements during a paired associate learning task
that arbitrarily bound unfamiliar characters with monosyllabic
pseudowords. Overall, participants’ error rate in recognition
(Phase 1) decreased as a function of exposure, but was not
modulated by the episodic memory-based effect of ‘lookingat-nothing’. Moreover, participants’ lowest error rate in both
recognition and recall (Phases 1 and 2) was associated with
item consistency across multiple exposures, in terms of spatial
and contextual properties (i.e., stimulus’ screen location and
co-occurrences with specific distractor items during encoding).
Taken together, our findings suggest that normally developing
readers extract statistical regularities in the input during visualphonological associative learning, leading to rapid acquisition
of these pre-orthographic representations.
Keywords: Episodic memory; looking-at-nothing; paired
associate learning; cross-modal binding; reading.

Introduction
Associative learning is a key skill underlying reading
development. In initial stages of literacy acquisition, written
or printed symbols (i.e., graphemes), which at first appear
meaningless, gradually begin to evoke specific linguistic
representations (i.e., phonemes). Repeatedly accessing such
phonological associations in response to visual stimuli (i.e.,
letters) progressively automatizes that process (Ehri, 2005;
Ehri & Saltmarsh, 1995; Jones et al., 2018) resulting in the
apparent effortlessness of skilled reading. Performance in
visual-verbal versions of the paired associate learning task –
an episodic memory paradigm which assesses the ability to
accurately bind two distinct items together in memory
(Scorpio et al., 2018) and retrieve them later as a single entity
(Brockmole & Franconeri, 2009) - has been shown to
discriminate typical readers from those with dyslexia (e.g.,
Jones et al., 2018; Toffalini et al., 2018; Wang, Wass, &
Castles, 2017). Paired associate learning performance
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accounts for unique variance in reading ability, and
impairments to the underlying skills appear to result in
clinically significant reading difficulties (Litt & Nation,
2014; Wang et al. 2017), supporting the assumption that the
task taps abilities that are crucial for skilled reading
acquisition.
Reading acquisition thus appears to build on episodic
memory. In episodic memory, contextual properties, such as
temporal and spatial information, are encoded alongside
salient task features (Tulving, 1972). These properties, which
share patterns of neural activity, can be used as cues to aid
memory retrieval (El-Kalliny et al., 2019). To illustrate, if
Event A is encoded in temporal proximity to Event B,
exploiting the temporal relationship between the two events
may facilitate their subsequent retrieval from the episodic
memory system when needed (Tulving, 1972; El-Kalliny et
al., 2019). Episodic memory-based investigations focusing
on learning of arbitrary visual-phonological associations
demonstrated that typical readers, but not individuals with
dyslexia, are sensitive to consistent spatial cues presented
across multiple trials (Albano, Garcia, & Cornoldi, 2016;
Jones et al., 2018; Toffalini et al., 2018). Typical readers’
sensitivity to spatial cues extends to their oculomotor
behavior: when given a visual cue, they fixate blank screen
locations previously occupied by a target item, resulting in
greater probability of accurate phonological recall (Jones et
al., 2018).
Returning to a spatial location in which salient information
was originally presented is an unconscious oculomotor
behavior that is triggered by the reactivation of internal
memory representations (Ferreira et al., 2008; Richardson &
Spivey, 2000). This behavior is believed to play a functional
role in memory retrieval (Richardson & Spivey, 2000;
Scholz, Klichowicz, & Krems, 2018), modulating retrieval of
both visual and auditory information (Scholz, Mehlhorn, &
Krems, 2016). The phenomenon seems to occur even when
encoding of spatial information is task-irrelevant (Richardson
& Spivey, 2000) and thus encoded incidentally. The episodic
memory-based effect of ‘looking at nothing’ when trying to

remember something gradually diminishes as learning
unfolds and representations strengthen over time (Scholz et
al., 2016; Wantz et al., 2016).
To date, however, the effect of presentation consistency in
the episodic trace on visual-phonological binding accuracy in
typical readers is relatively underexplored. Here, we begin to
elucidate the cognitive underpinnings of efficient
orthographic-phonological representations in typical readers.

The Current Study
We examine whether typical readers efficiently use a
combination of spatial and contextual cues to aid learning of
novel cross-modal bindings, taking a full and accurate
snapshot of the episodes to facilitate the visual-phonological
binding. To test this, we designed a paired associate learning
task in which we manipulated consistency of stimuli’s spatial
locations and their co-occurrences across multiple exposures.
Our goal is to probe whether these episodic cues, when
combined, modulate recognition of novel visualphonological associations in typical readers. We also
examined whether ‘looking-at-nothing’ behavior would
emerge in the current study at the trial level, and if so,
whether directing one’s gaze towards relevant empty screen
locations would aid recognition of the novel associations.
We tracked participants’ eye movements remotely with
their webcams during a paired associate learning task in
which Kanji characters – which were unfamiliar to these
native British English speakers – were arbitrarily but
consistently bound to monosyllabic pseudowords adhering to
phonotactic constraints in English. On each trial, as in Jones
et al. (2018), participants were prompted to encode three
characters, one at a time, along with their corresponding
pseudowords. An auditory cue with the target pseudoword
followed the encoding phase. After a blank screen, during
which we tracked participants’ eye movements, participants
were then tested on their ability to recognize the
corresponding character associated with the auditory cue.
Our manipulation of consistency of stimuli’s locations and
intra-trial co-occurrences (‘context’, henceforth) resulted in
four different trial types. Consistent location involved Kanji
characters appearing in the same screen location across trials,
whereas consistent context involved characters appearing
with the same distractor items across trials. A separate cuedrecall task was administered to assess lasting retention of the
visual-phonological associations.
Based on previous empirical findings that typical readers
gradually automatize retrieval of visual-phonological
associations over time (Jones et al., 2018), performance in
later blocks should be superior as a function of repetition,
which, in turn, will be an indication of incremental learning.
If typical readers are able to efficiently use multiple
episodic cues present during encoding in order to aid
recognition of the novel visual-phonological associations,
then they should err less when both location and context are
kept consistent across trials, as compared to when they are
not. Furthermore, if encoding under the consistent location/
consistent context condition is indeed more robust than in the
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other conditions as a consequence of the regular episodic
cues, then we will also observe longer-lasting retention of the
bindings encoded under this condition (as assessed by a
separate cued-recall task following the main recognition task)
showing that typical readers not only efficiently detect
regularities in the stimuli but also use them to their advantage.
Considering that visually revisiting empty screen locations
previously occupied by targets has been shown to aid
memory retrieval, we expected looking-at-nothing behavior
to also emerge in our study.
Finally, one unique methodological aspect of this study is
its use of a webcam-based method for remote eye-tracking.
Previous research on the role of looking-at-nothing behavior
in paired associate learning has been conducted in-lab with
specialized hardware. Here, we set out to investigate the
phenomenon remotely using WebGazer.js, an open-source
webcam-based eye-tracking JavaScript library (Papoutsaki et
al., 2016) which has been shown to reliably detect fixations
and replicate findings of in-lab cognitive science studies with
reasonably comparable accuracy (Semmelmann & Weigelt,
2018). Without transmitting videos or pictures, WebGazer.js
uses participants’ webcams to infer on-screen gaze locations
with an average error of approximately 100 pixels. Thus, this
study provides a test of the method’s suitability as a flexible,
low-cost alternative for ‘looking-at-nothing’ research.

Method
Participants
Fourteen university students (age: M = 22.6, SD = 4.21, 13
females) participated remotely in this experiment. One
additional participant was excluded due to an error rate more
than three standard deviations above the group mean. All
were native speakers of British English, recruited through
Bangor University, and none reported any history of
psychiatric and/or neurological diseases, visual acuity,
hearing, or any other risk factors. Crucially, all participants
self-reported normal or skilled reading ability in the Adult
Reading Questionnaire (Snowling, Dawes, Nash, & Hulme,
2012). All participants were naïve to the purpose of the
experiment, and had never seen nor heard any of the stimuli
before. The experiment was approved by the Bangor
University Ethics Committee, and participants provided
informed consent and received payment for participation.

Stimuli, Design and Procedure
Phase 1: Recognition Task The task was programmed and
hosted on Gorilla Experiment Builder (Anwyl-Irvine,
Massonnié, Flitton, Kirkham, & Evershed, 2018).
Participants were not allowed to do the task on mobile phones
or tablets. Participants’ physical distance from the screen was
calculated with the Virtual Chinrest task (Li et al., 2020),
which indicated an average sitting distance of 50.88 cm from
their monitors (SD = 8.59). Participants were instructed to sit
still, and to avoid head movements and/or to look away from
the screen during the task. Pictorial instructions were
included in an attempt to collect higher data quality. A 5-

Figure 1: Timeline of a single trial in the recognition task.
The eye denotes the screen in which we expected to detect
‘looks-at-nothing’ behavior.
point calibration was performed at the beginning of the main
task and every 18 trials (i.e., mid-block and at the onset of a
new block). Calibration was re-attempted whenever the
calibration prediction for at least one of the five calibration
points approximated an incorrect one.
Thirty-six Kanji characters were arbitrarily matched to 36
monosyllabic pseudowords (e.g., ‘kig’), generated with
Wuggy (Keuleers & Brysbaert, 2010) according to Englishlike phonotactic constraints. The auditory stimuli were
recorded by a female native speaker of British English.
Character-sound pairings were kept constant across the
experiment such that each character was always bound to the
same pseudoword.
Each trial began with a 1000-ms fixation cross. Then, three
Kanji characters appeared in black on white background in
triangle formation (See Fig. 1). Each character occupied
20x20 units within a 4:3 window in Gorilla Experiment
Builder’s screen space. One at a time, each character would
pseudo-randomly highlight in red while its corresponding
pseudoword played in the background (participants were
encouraged to use earphones or headphones to listen to the
1 Due to the automatic and unconscious nature of the ‘looking-atnothing’ behavior (Ferreira et al., 2008); Richardson & Spivey,
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stimuli). A 1000-ms blank screen followed, and then a visual
backward masking phase, during which hash symbols and
numbers replaced the target stimuli on the screen to minimize
iconic memory. Then the ‘testing phase’ began. A black dot
appeared in the centre of the screen; participants were
instructed to click on it to hear one of the three pseudowords:
the ‘target’ for the testing phase. This clicking instruction
also provided a crucial attention check: participants were
automatically excluded from the experiment if they failed to
click on the dot within 10 seconds in three consecutive trials.
A 1000-ms blank screen followed, during which participants’
eye movements were recorded via WebGazer (Papoutsaki et
al., 2016) with a sampling rate of 60 Hz. The three Kanji
characters re-appeared; to encourage participants to encode
character-sound associations, characters’ spatial positions
changed between the encoding and testing phases in two
thirds of the trials1. Participants were prompted to click on
the character that corresponded to the target audio. The
characters remained on the screen for up to 5000 ms or until
a mouse-click was detected, after which a 250-ms blank
screen terminated the trial.
We orthogonally manipulated two aspects of the encoding
phase: 1. Location consistency: whether a target character
consistently appeared in the same spatial location throughout
the experiment, and 2. Context consistency: whether a target
character consistently appeared with the same two other
characters throughout the experiment. Thus, of the 36 Kanji
characters, 18 always appeared in the same screen position,
whereas 18 characters varied in position. Similarly, half of
the stimuli consistently co-occurred with the same two other
characters, whilst the remaining 18 did not have any fixed cooccurrences.
To ensure attention to the phonological component of the
bindings, we interspersed cued-recall trials within each block
at regular intervals (i.e., every six trials). In each trial, a Kanji
character was shown in the middle of the screen (see Fig. 2),
after which participants were prompted to articulate the
corresponding pseudoword. The target for each interspersed
recall trial (N= 36) was a character randomly selected from
one of the six preceding recognition trials.
The 252 trials (216 recognition trials plus 36 interspersed
cued-recall trials) were presented over 6 blocks, between
which participants were encouraged to take short breaks.
Trials’ assignment to blocks was pseudo-randomized to
ensure that all conditions were equally frequent within a
block. Presentation of blocks and of trials within each block
was randomized across participants to avoid order effects.
Five practice trials (i.e., four recognition trials and one
recall trial) representative of those used in the actual
experiment were presented in order to familiarize the
participants with the procedure. None of the practice items
were used during the experiment. Feedback was provided to
participants during the practice block, but not in the
experimental trials.

2000), we did not expect this manipulation to prevent participants
from re-fixating relevant screen locations.

Phase 2: Cued Recall A separate cued-recall task
comprising the same visual-auditory stimuli from the
previous task was administered on Gorilla Experiment
Builder (Anwyl-Irvine et al., 2018) immediately after Phase
1. The task consisted of a single block with 36 trials. Each
trial, methodologically identical to the above mentioned
interspersed cued-recall trials, started with a 1000-ms
fixation cross, followed by a Kanji character presented in
black on a white background (See Fig. 2). The character was
presented in the center of the screen for 1000-ms, and
occupied 20x20 units of screen space within a 4:3 window.
Three black dots, presented in the same triangle formation as
Phase 1, indicated that a voice response was required.
Participants were allowed 4 seconds to provide a verbal
response. A 250-ms blank screen terminated the trial. Trial
presentation was randomized across participants to avoid
order effects. Eye-tracking metrics were not recorded in this
task.
Total experiment duration averaged 105 minutes. An
automatic time limit of 150 minutes ensured that participants
would complete the experiment in one sitting.

Data Analysis
Eye tracking. Eye-tracking metrics recorded by Gorilla
Experiment Builder (Anwyl-Irvine et al., 2018) include a face
convergence value column, which comprises a score ranging
from 0 to 1 for the face model fit. The face convergence value
indicates how strongly the image detected resembles a face:
0 means no fit and 1 means perfect fit. Gorilla’s
recommendation is to trust face convergence values over 0.5.
We excluded eyetracking estimates below that threshold in
our analyses.
Under ideal conditions, WebGazer.js (Papoutsaki et al.,
2016) is able to generate up to 60 eyetracking estimates (i.e.
predictions) per second with x and y coordinates of where on
the screen the subject is predicted to be looking. However,
the number of predictions largely varies depending on
participants’ hardware, lighting conditions, among other
things. In addition to these predictions, Gorilla Experiment

Builder (Anwyl-Irvine et al., 2018) translates the coordinate
data into a ‘normalized’ space, in which -0.5 and 0.5 will
always be the center of the screen regardless of its size. This
normalization allows eye movements detected across
different screen sizes to be compared. We used the
normalized coordinates in our analyses.
Regression analyses. Analyses used confirmatory logistic
mixed effects regression, via the glmer::binomial function in
the lme4 v1.1-23 library (Bates, Mächler, Bolker, & Walker,
2014) in R v4.0.0 (R Core Team, 2020), including maximal
random effects structures (Barr, Levy, Scheepers, & Tily,
2013) reverting to a ‘parsimonious’ approach in the case of
convergence errors (Bates et al., 2015). For the recognition
task in Phase 1, error rate was modelled as a function of
Location consistency (“LocationC”, i.e., whether a target
character consistently appeared in the same spatial location
throughout the experiment; consistent = -0.5, inconsistent =
0.5), Context consistency (“ContextC”, i.e., whether a target
character consistently appeared with the same two other
characters throughout the experiment; consistent = -0.5,
inconsistent = 0.5), and Block, a predictor tracking target
repetition, log-transformed to account for the fact that
repetition effects follow a logarithmic function. Following
Jones et al. (2018), to probe whether participants’ looks back
at blank screen locations previously occupied by targets
would facilitate recognition of those items, we also included
two eyetracking-related binomial predictors: (1. a binomial
predictor indicating whether we identified fixations on any

Figure 3: Error rate by condition in the Phase 1 recognition
task. The main figure depicts the pattern in the restricted
dataset; the inset shows the same pattern when including
trials without valid eyetracking data.

Figure 2: Timeline of a single trial in the cued-recall task.
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region of interest during the blank screen immediately
preceding the testing phase (“FixatedAnyROI”, no = −0.5,
yes = 0.5), and 2. a nested binomial predictor indicating
whether the participant fixated the former location of the
target more than the former locations of the distractors
(“PrimaryFixation”, target = -0.5, distractor = 0.5, no
fixations = 0.0). All predictors were contrast-coded and
centered. For Phase 2’s cued-recall task, accuracy was
modelled as a function of Location consistency and Context
consistency, as described above.

Results
Phase 1 (Recognition Task)
We excluded 30 (out of 3024) trials without behavioral
responses (i.e., mouse clicks), leaving 2994 trials. The eye
tracking procedure generated 52,204 fixation estimates
across these 2994 behaviorally valid trials. We excluded
1.39% of those estimates (N=726), due to face convergence
values below 0.5, indicating low-confidence eyetracking
estimates. Finally, to address questions about looking-atnothing behavior, in this paper, we focus our analyses on just
the 2093 behaviorally valid trials with at least one valid
eyetracking estimate; as illustrated in Figure 3, this restricted
dataset is behaviorally very similar to the larger dataset. The
mean face convergence value for these remaining trials was
0.77 (SD = 0.12), suggesting a sufficient basis for estimating
eye movements. Participants primarily fixated the former
locations of the target in 17% (N =366) of these trials, former
locations of distractors in 18% (N=386), the center of the
screen in 41% (N=874), and elsewhere in 22% (N=467).
Error rate data are illustrated in Figure 3, and do not
suggest floor or ceiling effects in the recognition task. As
described in the Method section, we used logistic mixed
effects regression to model error rates as a function of
location consistency, context consistency, target repetition,
and eye fixation patterns (Table 1). Participants benefitted
from stimulus repetition, erring less in later blocks (OR:
0.36:1, βlog(Block) = -1.02, SE = .22 p < .001), and this benefit
was stronger for targets that repeatedly appeared with the
same distractors than those appearing with different
distractors (OR: 1.93:1, βlog(Block) x Context = 0.66, SE = .22,
p = .003). Finally, as illustrated in Figure 3, participants
particularly benefitted from the combination of a consistent
context with a consistent location (OR: 0.42:1, βLocation x Context
= -0.87, SE = .44, p = .046).2
On average, participants correctly articulated 19.3 out of
36 pseudowords in the interspersed cued-recall trials (SD =
2 In a post-hoc analysis, we examined the effect of varying stimuli
positions between encoding and testing phases. Although
participants erred significantly more when stimuli positions were
mismatched
across
the
two
phases
(OR:
2.23:1,
βEncodingVersusTestingPositions = -1.02, SE = .24 p < .001), the overall
pattern of results indicated in the main analysis stayed largely the
same (βlog(Block) = -1.07; βContext = 0.58; βlog(Block) x Context = 0.73;
βLocation x Context = -0.90; all ps < .05).
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6.95). Since these trials were only included to ensure
participant engagement with the task, they were not further
analysed.

Phase 2 (Cued-Recall Task)
Due to slow Internet connections, two participants’ audio
recordings from the cued-recall task failed to properly upload
to Gorilla Experiment Builder’s server, leaving a total of 12
participants for these analyses. On average, participants
correctly articulated 20 out of 36 pseudowords in the cuedrecall task (SD = 10.91). Participants’ mean error proportions
per trial type (i.e., whether location and/or context were
consistent) can be found on Table 2.
We used logistic mixed effects regression to model error
rates as a function of location consistency and context
consistency (Table 3). As in the recognition task, these
factors significantly interacted to affect cued recall
performance (OR: 0.30:1, βLocation x Context = -1.21, SE = .61, p
= .049): as in the Phase 1 recognition task, target location
consistency only appeared to affect error rates when the target
had been consistently presented with the same pair of
distractors.3

Discussion
In this study, we examined the conditions under which typical
readers optimally learn to associate visual-phonological
information, simulating the process of acquiring
orthographic-phonological representations. Specifically, we
investigated the extent to which ostensibly task-irrelevant
episodic details modulate visual-phonological binding
performance in typical readers. To this end, we tested
whether encoding new visual-phonological associations over
multiple exposures was modulated by whether targets
consistently appeared in the same screen locations or with the
same pair of non-target distractors. To assess whether visual
attention, in the form of ‘looking-at-nothing’ behavior,
modulated these episodic effects, we also used participants’
webcams to remotely track their eye movements.
Recognition accuracy for novel orthographic-phonological
bindings improved with repetition (see Fig. 3), in line with
previous evidence in the paired-associate learning literature
(e.g., Jones et al., 2018), and suggesting an incremental
development of stable visual-phonological associations with
repetition.
Recognition, as well as later recall, was also modulated by
the consistency of extraneous cues that were present during
encoding. Participants more accurately recognized visual
symbols from associated nonword cues for targets that were
3 Observed power for the significant results: Recognition task: 1βlog(Block) = .99; 1-βContext = .83; 1-βlog(Block) x Context = .84; 1-βLocation x
Context = .58. Separate recall task: 1-βLocation x Context = .62. Due to the
noisier nature of webcam-based eyetracking, we did not have a good
basis for a pre-hoc power calculation for the current study. We
intend to use the current findings to estimate sample and effect sizes
that are suitable for the context of webcam-based eyetracking in
future paired-associate learning/ looking-at-nothing experiments.

condition, all three bindings repeatedly co-occurred over the
course of the experiment. We might speculate that
participants encoded all three bindings and stored them
together, such that when the locations of these items were
inconsistent across trials, separating one item representation
from the others for recall became problematic.
It is worth noting that our superadditive interaction of
location consistency and context consistency for novel
orthographic/phonological bindings resembles on its surface,
at least, a very well-known superadditive effect in which
relative location consistency interacts with context
consistency to support perception and recall of overlearned
orthographic-phonological bindings: ‘the word superiority
effect’ (Baron & Thurston, 1973). This resemblance is
intriguing because models of that effect often attribute it to
robust connections between well-established representations
(e.g. Rumelhart & McClelland, 1982). If a shared mechanism
underpins both effects, our results would further demonstrate
continuity between the earliest stages of binding acquisition
and the distant goalpost of seemingly automatic skilled
reading.
Although this study was partly motivated by previous
reports that ‘looking-at-nothing’ modulates paired associate
learning, we did not detect any such significant effects in this
dataset. Contributing factors may simply be power and
webcam-based eyetracking data quality: though the
regression analysis identified trends in the expected
directions, webcam-based eyetracking is still in its infancy,
and thus, due to the inevitable increase in noise engendered
by remote webcam-based eyetracking, the method used in our
study may potentially not have detected fixations as
consistently as specialized laboratory hardware.

Table 1: Summary of a logistic mixed effects regression
analysis of recognition error frequency.

(Intercept)
log(Block)
LocationC
ContextC
PrimaryFixation
FixatedAnyROI
Block x LocationC
Block x ContextC
LocationC x
ContextC
Block x LocationC
x ContextC

Coef
(ß)
-2.49
-1.02
0.23
0.50
0.39
-0.21
0.19
0.66
-0.87

SE
(ß)
0.37
0.22
0.33
0.20
0.29
0.16
0.29
0.22
0.44

p
<.001
<.001
0.489
0.011
0.175
0.195
0.509
0.003
0.046

OR
(exp(ß))
0.08
0.36
1.26
1.65
1.48
0.81
1.21
1.93
0.42

-0.32

0.45

0.477

0.73

Table 2: Summary of subject-weighted mean error
proportions in the Phase 2 cued-recall task.

Location

Consistent
Inconsistent

Context
Consistent
Inconsistent
.454 (.274) .491 (.340)
.500 (.320) .493 (.216)

Table 3: Summary of a logistic mixed effects regression
analysis of cued-recall error frequency.

(Intercept)
LocationC
ContextC
LocationC x
ContextC

Coef
(ß)
-0.32
-0.12
-0.17
-1.21

SE
(ß)
0.46
0.31
0.29
0.61

p
0.481
0.690
0.562
0.049

OR
(exp(ß))
0.73
0.88
0.84
0.30
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Abstract
In this experiment, we investigated the role of dimensional
distinctiveness on the generalization of novel names for
unfamiliar objects. In a comparison design, we manipulated the
sequence of trials difficulty, starting either with more difficult
trials or with easier trials. To achieve this, we manipulated the
dimensional distinctiveness of the first comparison trials and of
the, later, transfer trials. Results showed that high-distinctiveness
(easy) stimuli increased children’s later performance in the lowdistinctiveness (difficult) condition whereas low-distinctiveness
early training led to no later improvement in easier trials. Last, a
correct answer for the first trial in the first learning part predicted
the level of performance in the second learning part. We interpret
these findings in terms of differential costs of comparison for
varying levels of distinctiveness and level of abstraction from one
condition to another.
Keywords: Generalization; Word learning;
Transfer; Distinctiveness; Preschoolers.

Comparison;

Introduction
Children learn novel words in situations in which they
encounter a target stimulus and a word. For example, a dog
and its name, “Look, this is a dog”. Later on, they will have
to use this novel word despite broad dissimilarities
(contextual and perceptual) between new dogs and the first
one. When they learn novel nouns, children’s challenge is to
sample properties that are central for categories the nouns
refer to (Murphy, 2002). Indeed, in many novel noun learning
situations, irrelevant superficial and salient similarities or
differences can be more cognitively prominent than
variations of more relevant dimensions. The present paper
compares several novel noun learning conditions in terms of
their respective level of generalization.
Learning a novel word consists in finding out which
features are relevant to decide whether or not a new object is
also a member of a target category (Gentner & Namy, 1999;
Jones & Smith, 1993). Former studies have shown that young
children often extend novel object names according to their
shape (e.g., Imai et al., 1994; Landau et al., 1988; Smith et
al., 1996). Given that shape or other salient features can be
conceptually irrelevant, understanding which situations
facilitate generalizations based on relevant but non salient
properties is a crucial issue for concept development.
In the context of novel noun generalization, it has been
repeatedly shown that the opportunity to compare several
learning examples (at least two) of a taxonomic category
(e.g., apple and pear for fruits) associated with a common
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novel name, help children to generalize novel words
taxonomically rather than perceptually (Augier & Thibaut,
2013; Gentner & Namy, 1999, Graham et al., 2010). In
contrast, no-comparison situations tend to favor perceptuallybased word extensions (e.g., Imai et al. 1994). For example,
if children are presented with an apple introduced with a
pseudoword (e.g., “This is a buxi”) and asked which one
between a banana (taxonomic match) and a balloon
(perceptual match) could also be a “buxi”, they point to the
perceptual match (the balloon) beyond chance. In contrast, if
they are presented with an apple and a pear introduced with
the same pseudoword (e.g., “This is a buxi”, “This is also a
buxi”), children select the taxonomic match beyond chance
(Gentner & Namy, 1999).
However, a recent meta-analysis on the effects of
comparison showed that all comparison situations are not
always associated with better performance (Alfieri et al.,
2013). For instance, Thibaut and Witt (2015) manipulated the
number of training items (two, three or four pairs illustrating
the relation). Three training pairs gave the best performance
whereas, surprisingly, four pairs significantly decreased
performance (see also Augier & Thibaut, 2013; Simms et al.,
2018, for similar results). The authors argued that the threepair condition was the best compromise between
informativeness and cognitive demands for the targeted age
group. Augier et Thibaut (2013) also showed that the effects
of comparison are modulated by age, with older children
(five- to six-year-old) benefitting more from complex
comparison situations than younger children (three- to fouryear-old). In the present research, capitalizing on previous
results, we introduced comparisons in sequences and
manipulated the difficulty of the comparison trials in order to
better understand which sequence of comparisons trials
would lead to better results. In other words, the question of
interest was to understand whether benefits in a first sequence
of comparison trials would influence (positively or
negatively) following trials.
The role of sequences in learning has already been studied
in previous studies but not in the framework of comparison.
For example, Carvalho and Goldstone (2014) showed that
blocked (i.e., the same stimuli repeated in a row)
presentations led to more discoveries of commonalities
among objects within the same category than interleaved (i.e.,
different stimuli interleaved in a sequence) presentations.
Another conceptualization of sequences of learning trials is
to think of them as a succession of trials, starting with

concrete trials followed by less concrete later trials.
Goldstone and Son (2005) showed that performance on
pattern learning was significantly better in what they called a
concreteness fading paradigm, which is supposed to promote
more decontextualized representation, hence more
transferable. Similarly, Kotovsky and Gentner (1996)
showed that four year old who first saw easier instances of a
relational similarity, were more able to abstract more difficult
instances in later trials that would stay out of reach without
the former easier trials. In Gentner et al. (2007), when
children were first presented with high-similarity training
stimuli, they were better to identify the common part than
when they saw low-similarity training stimuli.
One popular interpretation of these experiments is the
theory of progressive alignment (Gentner, 1983 ; Gentner &
Rattermann, 1991). According to this theory, when children
compare two objects, they first find perceptual similarities
that ground the comparison and, then, discover less salient,
deeper commonalities. Our proposal goes further and suggest
that the process of comparison induce a change in the
representation of the objects presented that could impact the
result of a following process of comparison. More precisely,
we examine preschool children's ability to learn and transfer
across comparison situations that share a common underlying
relevant feature (i.e., texture) which differ in in the way it is
implemented. If feature alignment is an important step for
successful learning from comparisons, then the difficulty of
feature alignment in a first phase might influence
identification and alignment of those features in a following
comparison phase. In our study, we implemented a sequence
of comparison trials and manipulated the easiness to identify
the relevant feature. The stimuli were defined along two main
dimensions, shape and texture, with shape being the salient
bur irrelevant feature and texture the less salient but relevant
feature.
In a noun generalization task with unfamiliar stimuli,
Augier and Thibaut (2014) manipulated age (three- to fouryear-old vs. five- to six-year-old) and the dimensions’
distinctiveness (high vs. low) in comparison situations.
According to Hammer and Diesendruck (2005, p.145) “the
physical differences between stimuli, that is, their
distinctiveness, affect people’s (…) ability to discriminate
between stimuli or to perceive them as similar”. It means that
a dimension (e.g., shape, texture, color) that would not be
very different between two stimuli might be very difficult to
identify and thus difficult to align. For example, the intuition
tells us that a circle and a square are very different shapes,
that is they are highly distinctive. In contrast, two oval shapes
also differ in their shape, but the difference seem to be less
pronounced, hence they have less distinctive shapes. In
Augier and Thibaut study, both shape and texture were
distinctive (i.e., very different) in the high-distinctive
condition and both shape and texture were less distinctive
(i.e., less different) in the low-distinctive condition. Their
results showed that when the distinctiveness was high, both
groups of age benefitted from comparison and achieved high
categorization performance. When the distinctiveness was
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low, older children found the relevant dimension more often
than chance in the comparison condition but not younger
children. It means that the effects of comparison depend on
dimensions’ distinctiveness. The authors interpreted their
finding in terms of complexity to integrate nonobvious
commonalities when the differences were less easily noticed.
However, even in the low distinctive case younger children
still benefitted from comparison compared to a nocomparison situation. It means that they managed,
sometimes, to find the relevant dimensions. In our study we
manipulated the dimension’s distinctiveness in the same way
as Augier and Thibaut (2014) and considered highdistinctiveness comparison as easier comparison situation
than low-distinctiveness comparison (see Figure 1 for an
example of the stimuli used).

The present study
Our main research question was, whether comparisons not
only support immediate taxonomic relation identification but
also can confer insight that potentiates future comparisons.
As in Augier et Thibaut (2014), we investigated this question
in two group of age four-year-old and five-year-old. We
compared three conditions. In the High-Low condition, highdistinctiveness objects were introduced before lowdistinctiveness objects. In the Low-High condition, low
distinctiveness objects were presented before high
distinctiveness objects. In the Low-Low condition, lowdistinctiveness objects were presented in both phases. In the
High-Low condition, the purpose was to investigate if the
understanding of the relevant dimension in the easier
situation (high-distinctiveness) would be transferable to a
less clear situation of comparison (with low-distinctive
objects). The Low-Low condition was supposed to test
whether there is a general practice effect, that is if
improvements in the second – transfer phase could result
from a larger number of practice trials. The purpose of the
Low-High condition was to test if the level of abstraction
obtained in the low distinctive situation thanks to
comparison, compared to a no-comparison situation, would
boost performance in easier cases of comparison.
In the first phase of experiment, the practice phase, we
expected to replicate Augier and Thibaut (2014) results, i.e.,
(a) find more texture-based responses in the older group of
children (b) In both age groups, better performance with
high-distinctiveness objects than low distinctiveness case (c)
less benefits of comparison with younger children.
Based on the progressive alignment theory suggesting that
providing easily alignable dimensions first should help
alignment of those features latter on, we predict better
performance in the low condition after practice with highsimilarity comparisons (High-Low condition). Indeed, if the
level of abstraction achieved in the high-distinctive condition
is sufficient to be applied in the low condition, comparison
with distinctive objects may bootstrap transfer with less
salient features’ objects. In the Low-Low condition,
predictions might differ for older and younger children.
Given that only older children found the relevant dimension

thanks to comparison in the low-distinctiveness condition, we
hypothesized that only them could benefit from repetitive
comparison with this level of distinctiveness. Then, children
who fail to find the correct answer in the first trials might also
fail in the transfer phase. In the low-high condition, the issue
is more open: if comparison led to better abstraction, as
shown by Augier and Thibaut, this abstraction might be
sufficient to boost later performance in an easier condition.
On the other hand, difficulties with this condition might lead
to worse performance.
A last purpose, was to study whether participants who
succeed in the second, transfer, phase found the correct
answer early on or progressively. The first possibility would
predict a positive correlation between the first trial and the
performance in the transfer phase. On the contrary, an
incremental view of learning would predict that given that
children benefit from comparison, more trials should lead to
better performance.

Methods
Participants
150 preschoolers participated in this study and were tested
individually at school. They were split in two age groups: 90
younger (57 females, mean age = 52.83 ± 5.5m, range: 3659m) and 60 older (32 females, mean age = 67.86 ± 4.9m,
range: 60-76m). They were randomly assigned to one of the
three experimental conditions with 20 children per condition
for the older and 30 children per condition for the younger.
We recruited more older children because even in the lowdistinctiveness condition, they already have good
performances so there is not much room for improvement.
Informed consent was obtained from their school and their
parents. The procedure was in accordance with the
Declaration of Helsinki and followed institutional ethics
board guidelines for research on humans.

Design
We used a forced-choice categorization task, in which
children had to decide which of two simultaneously presented
objects was of the same kind as the standard(s). Each child
saw two familiarization trials followed by five practice trials
and five transfer trials. No feedbacks were given. Younger
and older groups of children participated in one of the three
between-subject experimental conditions: High-Low, LowLow or Low-High. In the High-Low condition, highdistinctiveness objects were introduced in the first phase (i.e.,
practice phase) and low-distinctiveness objects in the transfer
phase. In the Low-Low condition, low-distinctiveness objects
were presented in both practice and transfer phases. In the
Low-High condition, low-distinctiveness objects were
presented in the practice phase and high-distinctiveness
objects in the transfer phase.
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Figure 1: Example of sample stimulus sets and instructions
used in the two levels of distinctiveness.

Materials
Twenty-one sets of four artificial grey-scale objects depicted
on laminated cards were adapted from Augier and Thibaut
(2013), fourteen for the low-distinctiveness condition and
seven for the high-distinctiveness condition. Each set was
composed of two standards and two test objects. The two
standards had the same texture but different shapes (see
Figure 1). The first test object, the shape match, had the same
shape as one of the two standards but differed in its texture.
The other test object, the texture match, had the same texture
as both standards but had a different shape (see Figure 1).
Each object was printed on a 12 cm by 9 cm laminated card.
The objects’ textures and shapes in the low distinctiveness
condition were created to be less distinctive (Figure 1, left
panel) than in the high distinctiveness condition (Figure 1,
right panel). Seventy-five adults rated the distinctiveness of
pairs of objects on a 7-point Likert-like scale (ranging from
not similar at all to extremely similar). Objects presented in
pairs of different-texture-but-same-shape objects were
judged to be significantly less distinctive in the lowdistinctiveness condition (Mean = 3.48 ± 1.29) than in the
high-distinctiveness condition (Mean = 1.67 ± 1.19),
t (74) = 15.85, p < .001. Objects presented in pairs of
different-shape-but-same-texture pairs of objects were
judged to be significantly more similar in the low
distinctiveness set (M = 3.47, SD = 1.19) than in the highdistinctiveness set (M = 1.81 ± 1.10), t (74) = 13.82, p < .001.
Textures and shapes that were used in one set differed from
those used in the other sets. The order in which the sets were
presented was pseudo-randomized within and across
participants.
We also created twelve different bi-syllabic labels (pseudowords). Each of these novel names (Youma, Buxi, Dajo,
Zatu, Sepon, Xanto, Vira, Loupo, Sampi, Loga, Kufa, and
Budan) was randomly associated with one of the twelve sets
performed by each child. The names were pseudorandomized in a counterbalanced design across sets and
participants.

Children were introduced to the puppet “Yoshi” who “lives
very far away”. They were told that Yoshi had some unknown
objects with strange names that they would have to learn. The
experimenter introduced the first standard with a novel-name
(e.g., “This is a Dajo”) and children were asked to repeat the
novel word. Then, a second standard was introduced with the
same label as the first one (e.g., “This is a Dajo too. They
both are Dajo.”). The two standards were presented in a row
and their location was determined randomly. Children were
asked to look carefully at the objects. In the forced-choice test
phase, the two test objects (i.e., the shape and the texture
match) were introduced simultaneously and children were
asked to point at the one that was also a member of the
category (e.g., “Show me which one of these two is also a
Dajo.”). The test objects were presented in a row and their
location was determined pseudo-randomly.

Results
Anova analysis We first conducted an ANOVA with 2 Age
(young vs. old) and 3 Conditions (High-Low vs. Low-Low
vs. Low-High) as between subject factors on the percentage
of texture match choices at the transfer phase. Older children
made significantly more texture choices (77% ± 32.69) than
younger children (61% ± 35.30) (F (1, 144) = 12.42, p < .001,
η2P = .08, BF10 = 39.56). The ANOVA also revealed a
significant effect of Condition (F (2, 144) = 3.67 p = .003,
η2P = .05, BF10 = 1.54). All groups of post-hoc were
computed using separate paired-samples comparison and the
sequentially acceptive step-up Bonferroni procedure, with an
initial alpha level of .05 (Hochberg, 1988).
To explore more precisely this result on the transfer phase
with low-distinctiveness objects, we ran t-tests as post-hoc
analysis for each age group. In the younger group, there were
more texture-based categorizations in the transfer phase in
the High-Low condition (M = 67%, SD = 33.60) than in the
Low-Low condition (M = 47%, SD = 30.00), t (58) = 2.42,
p = .019, d = .6, BF10 = 2.88). This means that in the transfer
phase with low-distinctiveness objects, younger children
significantly benefited from practice with highdistinctiveness objects (see Figure 2a) which was not the case
with earlier practice with low-distinctiveness objects. In the
older group, there were not more texture-based
categorizations in the transfer phase in the High-Low
condition (M = 87%, SD = 24.52) than in the Low-Low
condition (M = 70%, SD = 32.12), t (38) = 1.88, p = .07,
d = .60, BF10 = 1.22).
In order to explore the effect of a practice phase with highdistinctiveness objects on the performance with lowdistinctiveness objects, we ran independent sample t-tests
(two-tailed) to compare the practice phase in the Low-High
condition and the transfer phase in the High-Low condition
in the two-age group. There were not significant differences
for younger children (L-H practice phase M = 51%,
SD = 37.39; H-L transfer phase M = 67%, SD = 33.7=60),
t (58) = 0.67, p = .507, d = .17, BF10 = 0.32) and for older
children (L-H practice phase M = 74%, SD = 33.78; H-L
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transfer phase M = 87%, SD = 24.52), t (38) = 1.39, p = .172,
d = .44, BF10 = 0.66).
In order to explore the effect of a practice phase with lowdistinctiveness objects on the performance with lowdistinctiveness objects, we ran independent sample t-tests
(two-tailed) to compare the practice phase in the Low-High
condition and the transfer phase in the Low-Low condition in
the two-age group. There were not significant differences for
younger children (L-H practice phase M = 51%, SD = 37.39;
L-L transfer phase M = 47%, SD = 30.00), t (58) = 0.45,
p = .651, d = .12, BF10 = 0.29) and older children (L-H
practice phase M = 74%, SD = 33.78; L-L transfer phase M
= 70%, SD = 32.12), t (38) = 0.38, p = .703, d = .12, BF10 =
0.33).
In order to compare the effects of a first practice phase with
low-distinctiveness objects on the performance with highdistinctiveness objects, we used an independent sample t-test
(two-tailed) to compare the transfer phase in the Low-High
condition and the practice phase in the High-Low condition
in the two-age group. There were not significant differences
for older (H-L practice phase M = 92%, SD = 18.80; L-H
transfer phase M = 77%, SD = 41.69), t (38) = 1.47, p = .151,
d = .46, BF10 = 0.72, or younger children (H-L practice phase
M = 76%, SD = 33.80; L-H transfer phase M = 61%,
SD = 35.81), t (58) = 1.71, p = .093, d = .44, BF10 = 0.88). It
suggests that a practice with low-distinctiveness objects did
not benefit generalizations with high-distinctiveness objects.
1

Percentage of texture-based
responses

Procedure
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H_L
L_H
L_L
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0.6
0.5
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Transfer

Figure 2a: Young children mean percentage of texture
based-categorization in the practice and the transfer phase
for the three conditions: High-Low (H-L), Low-Low (L-L)
and Low-High (L-H). Vertical bars represent standard error
of the mean.

Percentage of texture-based
responses

In the older group, the distribution of the pattern of
responses in the transfer phase between the conditions was
significant. Indeed, they were more texture-consistent and
less inconsistent in the High-Low condition than in the LowLow condition (χ² (2,40) = 7.20, p = 0.027).
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Figure 2b: Old children mean percentage of texture basedcategorization in the training and the transfer phase for the
three conditions: High-Low (H-L), Low-Low (L-L) and
Low-High (L-H). Vertical bars represent standard error of
the mean.
Chance comparisons We compared the percentage of
texture match choices with chance (i.e., 50%) in each phase
of learning in the three condition for the two age groups.
For older children all t-tests were significant except in the
training phase in the Low-Low condition (M = 65%,
SD = 37.80), t (19) = 1.78, p = .09, d = .40, BF10 = 0.87).
For younger children, in the Low-Low condition, t-tests
were not significant in both the practice (M = 55%,
SD = 30.50), t (29) = 0.96, p = .346, d = .175, BF10 = 0.30)
and the transfer phases (M = 47%, SD = 29.90), t (29) = 0.47, p = .644, d = -.08, BF10 = 0.22). In the High-Low
condition, the t-tests were significant in both the practice
(M = 76%, SD = 33.80), t (29) = 4.21, p < .001, d = .77,
BF10 = 125.98) and the transfer phase (M = 67%,
SD = 33.60), t (29) = 2.83, p = .008, d = .52, BF10 = 5.19). In
the Low-High condition, t-tests were not significant for both
the practice (M = 51%, SD = 37.39), t (29) = 0.19, p = .847,
d = .036, BF10 = 0.19) and the transfer phase (M = 61%,
SD = 35.81), t (29) = 1.63, p = .113, d = .30, BF10 = 0.63).
Pattern analysis In order to provide a more precise picture
of participants’ distribution of answers, individual patterns of
answers analysis were also performed. Indeed, a mean score
can result either from a bimodal distribution of consistency
or from a large number of inconsistent participants plus a
small number of consistent participants. Children were
categorized as texture-consistent when they chose at least
four texture matches (out of five trials) and shape-consistent
when they chose at least four times the shape matches (out of
five). They were classified as inconsistent in other cases. Chisquare tests of independence were then run on the patterns of
consistency of the transfer phase between conditions.
In the younger group, the distribution of the pattern of
responses in the transfer phase between the conditions was
marginally significant. They were more texture-consistent
and less inconsistent in the High-Low condition than in the
Low-Low condition (χ² (2, 60) = 5.71, p = 0.057) (see
Figure 3).
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Correlations analysis Pearson’s correlations between the
first training trial and the mean of the transfer phase was
conducted for each condition, to examine whether the first
trial would predict the performance in the transfer phase. This
analysis was motivated by the contrast between a cumulativeprogressive view of learning and an all-or none view of
learning. An all-or-none view would predict the first trial to
be correlated with the transfer trials scores.
For the younger children, the correlation was significant in
the three conditions, High-Low (r (53) = 0.36, p = .007, BF10
= 6.60), Low-High (r (58) = 0.50, p < .001, BF10 = 514) and
Low condition (r (58) = .51, p < .001, BF10 = 417). We
interpret this result in terms of executive function in the
general discussion. We did not look at the older group,
because the majority of them (17 participants out of 20) were
correct on the first training trial.
Young
100%
90%
70%

23%

30%

80%

40%

53%

60%

47%

60%

40%

50%

43%

33%

40%
30%

23%
30%

23%

20%
10%

17%

27%

27%

L_H

L_L

30%

37%

L_H

L_L

17%

0%

H_L

H_L

Training phase
Shape consistent

Transfer phase
No consistancy

Texture consistent

Figure 3: Percentage of young children who were either
texture-consistent, shape-consistent, or inconsistent for each
phase in each condition.

Discussion
Former evidence regarding the positive role of comparison
in novel name learning has been obtained with comparisons
situations that did not assess how a first phase in one
condition would influence performance in another condition.
In this experiment we examined whether learning to
categorize objects at a given distinctiveness level (either low
or high) would influence later categorization of high- or lowdistinctiveness objects. Overall, our results showed that
training with high-distinctiveness objects led to better scores
in low-distinctiveness object categorization than training
with low-distinctiveness objects. Correlation analyses
showed that the first training trial predicted transfer
performance, providing evidence in favor of an all-or-none
view of learning.

In both age groups, we found more texture based-responses
in the transfer phase after training with high distinctiveness
objects than after training with low distinctiveness objects.
This result is in line with the notion of progressive alignment
suggesting that comparisons children make in a simple
domain highlight the relational structure in this domain,
which, in turn makes possible even more abstract
comparisons (Kotovsky and Gentner, 1996). In our study,
children’s first exposure to the high-distinctiveness objects
allowed them to align texture with texture even in the case of
more complex learning objects. This is important because
high-distinctiveness objects are likely to be compared and
even young children might benefit from this comparison to
gains deeper knowledge about them. Indeed, our findings
suggest that these high-distinctive objects potentiate
following less obvious comparison situations. It suggests that
participants encoded texture across trials as a relevant type of
feature in this situation, rather than as disconnected tokens.
Exemplars of texture might have been stored as a result of
stimulus processing, and the code in which these easy cases
were stored was applied to new, less obvious, cases.
This result stands in sharp contrast with the Low-Low
condition, in which participants could not use the trials of the
practice part as additional opportunities to learn texture
before the second part occurred. This result suggests that less
distinctiveness objects did not allow any progressive learning
that might occur across repeated presentations of the same
learning situations (e.g., Scott & Dienes, 2010). This result is
surprising because children, especially the older, benefited
from comparison with low-distinctiveness objects but they
could not use the gained insight for the following trials. It
suggests there is a limit of the benefits from repeating
comparison situations with the same material.
We also examined the course of learning thanks to the
correlation between the first trial and the global performance.
A first hypothesis was that once a dimension has been found
by participants, they have difficulties to inhibit this first
hypothesis or if they were able to inhibit it, they were unable
to generate a new description of the objects (i.e., a lack of
cognitive flexibility). On the contrary it is possible that
learning is composed of trial-and-error testing in which
participants try different hypotheses until they converge on
the correct one. The significant correlation between the first
trial in the practice phase and the mean performance of the
transfer part of the experiment speaks in favor of the first
hypothesis, that is an explanation in terms of executive
functions (see Augier & Thibaut, 2013; Simms et al. 2018).
These results suggest a link between the comparison process
and cognitive flexibility necessary to apprehend objects from
a novel point of view. Moreover, it seems that repeating
comparisons situations does not allow for a progressive
improvement and everything is settled after the first trial.

Conclusion
To the best of our knowledge, our data were the first to
contrast different sequences of learning comparison
conditions in a novel noun learning task. In our case, the first,
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high-distinctiveness, comparisons allow some form of
abstraction of the texture dimension which are usable for
more difficult, demanding cases later on. However, it does
not tell us how the alignment was performed: transfer of an
abstract notion of texture, learning of shape irrelevance.
Further studies involving objects composed of different kinds
of dimensions are required to explore more clearly how
transfer occurs between trials.
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Abstract
Studies have shown that video game players exhibit superior performance to non-video game players on a number
of cognitive tasks. Methods to compare the groups have
mainly involved using measures of central tendency such as the
mean without examining intra-individual differences in performance. In the present study, top-ranking Tetris players and
novice Tetris players completed a reaction time cognitive task.
Results show that the top-ranking players exhibit faster reaction times compared to novice players. Beyond the mean RT,
we used the ex-Gaussian modeling technique and found differences in variability and attention between the two groups.
Future studies can use modeling techniques such as the exGaussian distribution to analyze the whole distribution at an
individual level beyond measures of central tendency and further examine the behavioral differences between video game
players and non-video game players.
Keywords: Tetris; extreme expertise; reaction time distribution; Ex-Gaussian distribution

Introduction
Previous research has shown that playing video games improves cognitive abilities. Some of these cognitive abilities include visual attention (Green & Bavelier, 2003; Dale,
Kattner, Bavelier, & Green, 2019), probabilistic inference
(Green, Pouget, & Bavelier, 2010), executive control (Li,
Huang, Li, Wang, & Han, 2020), and reaction time (PardinaTorner, Carbonell, & Castejón, 2019; Dye, Green, & Bavelier, 2009; Pluss et al., 2020). Other research has failed to
find benefits of playing video games to improve spatial visualization skills (Sims & Mayer, 2002) and reaction time (van
Ravenzwaaij, Boekel, Forstmann, Ratcliff, & Wagenmakers,
2014). In this paper, we argue that, among other things, the
methods used to analyze data comparing video game players
to non-video game players at the group level may contribute
to some of these inconsistencies. We use a classic reaction
time experiment to investigate if playing video games is associated with faster response times.
Reaction time experiments have been used to understand
how reaction time (mental speed) differs for different populations such as younger vs older people (Deary, Liewald,
& Nissan, 2011), professional video gamer players vs nonplayers (Pluss et al., 2020), and children with Attentiondeficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) vs those that do not
have ADHD (Gmehlin et al., 2014), to name just a few. It
is interesting to examine reaction time to try and understand
the underlying cognitive processes responsible for these dif-
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ferences both at the group level and for the individuals within
the group.
Reaction time (RT) distributions are usually positively
skewed which means applying normal statistical methods
might give incorrect results (Heathcote, Popiel, & Mewhort,
1991; Rousselet & Wilcox, 2018). It makes sense to remove
RTs on the lower bound faster than 100ms attributed to fast
guesses as that is the minimum threshold for stimulus perception and response (Whelan, 2008). On the upper bound,
researchers deal with skewness in the data by removing RTs
beyond a certain threshold such as 1500ms or above 3 standard deviations from the mean. However, there is no standard
rule for dealing with slow RTs because it depends on the specific data and it can be challenging to separate outliers from
real processes.
As other authors have noted, using measures of central tendency does not work for data that is not symmetrical (as most
RT data is) (Balota & Yap, 2011), leads to misinterpretation
of the data (Heathcote et al., 1991), and could mask interesting insights from behavior that results in fast and slow responses (Whelan, 2008). In other words, it might be insufficient to use mean RT alone to examine performance differences between groups of people.
An alternative that has been proposed is to analyze the
whole distribution using modeling approaches to consider
trial by trial changes in RT for the individual within a group
(Balota & Yap, 2011; Heathcote et al., 1991). The exGaussian function is a mathematical combination of the exponential and Gaussian (mean) distribution. It provides three
estimates: mu, sigma, and tau. Mu and sigma represent
the mode and standard deviation of the Gaussian component,
respectively. Tau represents the mean and standard deviation of the exponential component (Balota & Yap, 2011).
The ex-Gaussian provides a better fit for reaction time distributions compared to the gamma or lognormal distributions
(Heathcote et al., 1991).
The ex-Gaussian approach has been used to examine intraindividual variability in inhibition for children with ADHD.
The results showed a difference in Mean RT between the
ADHD and control groups. However, the ex-Gaussian analysis found no difference for mu and a difference for sigma and
tau suggesting that the ADHD group had higher variability
than the control and many more slower reaction times compared to the control group (Gmehlin et al., 2014). These sub-

tle behavioral differences would have been missed by only
conducting an analysis of the Mean RT.
Using this approach, we can estimate ex-Gaussian parameters for RT data and examine individual differences between video game playing (VGP) and non-video game playing (nVGP) groups beyond what the mean can tell us. We
show for the first time that by using ex-Gaussian modeling
approaches, we can better tease apart the differences between
video game playing individuals and non-video game playing
individuals.

Assessing Expertise
There is a vast body of literature examining the effects of
video games on cognitive abilities using a variety of methods to recruit and organize subjects (Green & Bavelier, 2003;
Dale et al., 2019; Boot, Kramer, Simons, Fabiani, & Gratton, 2008; Li et al., 2020; Waris et al., 2019; Toth, Kowal, &
Campbell, 2019; Gobet et al., 2014). There are two main
methods used to classify and compare subjects in experimental and control groups: intervention and cross-sectional.
With the intervention approach, subjects who initially have
no gaming experience are trained using a video game of interest (experimental group) and compared to a control group
(passive or active control group playing a different unrelated
game). For both groups, measures of the cognitive abilities
of interest are collected before and after the training intervention (Boot et al., 2008). With the cross-sectional approach,
participants are categorized into video game playing (VGP)
and non-video game playing (nVGP) groups based on selfreports of time spent playing video games. The groups are
then compared on the cognitive abilities of interest to examine any differences that may exist as a result of playing video
games (Dale et al., 2019; Waris et al., 2019).
Using an intervention approach would allow us to follow
video game skill development and changes in cognitive abilities in a controlled setting. However, developing expertise
may take months, years, or even decades to develop which
may make such studies challenging to conduct in a laboratory setting. Recent research has begun to recruit subjects using ranking scores from E-sport tournaments such as League
of Legends (Li et al., 2020) or Counter-Strike: Global Offensive (Toth et al., 2019). We followed this approach and
recruited our VGP group from the top-ranking players at the
annual Classic Tetris World Championship (CTWC) 1 .

Figure 1: Screen-shot of a Tetris board during a game.

quickly becomes faster (e.g., at level 9 that same drop takes
2s, at level 18 1s, and at level 29 1/3s). An example of a Tetris
board from the Meta-T version (Lindstedt & Gray, 2015) of
the classic Tetris game is shown in Figure 1.
Tetris is one of the most popular video games in the world
and draws many expert players to the annual Classic Tetris
World Championship (CTWC, n.d.). This means we can collect a rich source of data from these extreme experts and compare their performance on a reaction time experiment with
other less skilled players to explore differences in their mental speed.
Video games such as Tetris can be used as experimental
paradigms to focus on processes such as perception, decision
making, and skill acquisition (Gray, 2017). Tetris also provides a favorable environment for such a study because it is a
dynamic task environment that can be used to carry out experiments as well as to observe and to analyze human behavior.

Aims of the current study

Tetris As A Research Paradigm
Tetris is a puzzle video game in which the player’s objective
is to maximize points by creating and clearing one or more
horizontal lines. A zoid (Tetris piece) drops from the top of
the board; it is rotated and translated so that it stacks with the
other zoids on the board, ideally without leaving gaps. As
the game progresses, the board configuration changes with
each zoid placement. The game begins slowly (with the unhampered zoid requiring 16s to drop from top to bottom) but
1 Link

to a CTWC match: https://youtu.be/5sxMqLjTv6k

2
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The purpose of this study is to identify whether top-ranking
players in a prominent game (Tetris) exhibit faster reaction times at both the group and individual level using exGaussian modeling techniques. Tetris has predominantly
been classified as game that involves spatial skills (Pilegard
& Mayer, 2018) and ‘demands focus on one object at a
time’ (Green & Bavelier, 2003, p. 536). While this is
true, we also posit that Tetris involves significant coordination of perception and action especially at the higher levels
of the game where zoids have to be positioned on the board
in 1/3s. We are also interested in applying the ex-Gaussian
technique to examine individual differences in reaction time
beyond using measures of central tendency. We hypothesize
that the VGP group will exhibit faster reaction times than the
nVGP group from previous research on video games (MorinMoncet, Therrien-Blanchet, Ferland, Théoret, & West, 2016;
Dye et al., 2009; Hubert-Wallander, Green, Sugarman, &
Bavelier, 2011) and because of the dynamic nature of Tetris
especially at the high levels where Tetris experts play.

Methods

the position where the letter X appeared. Participants were
instructed to position their fingers on the A, S, K, or L keys
in preparation for the stimulus appearing in one of those 4
squares. Participants completed 8 practice and 40 test trials.
The inter-stimulus interval varied randomly between 1 and
3 seconds. The measures of interest during the Choice RT
block was RT on the correct trials. Figure 2 shows sample
trials from the Simple RT and Choice RT blocks.

Participants
Video Game Playing Group (VGP) Twenty-two participants (21 male, 1 female) with a mean age of 20.8 years
(SD = 7.1) were recruited from the top-ranking players attending the 2020 annual Classic Tetris World Championship
(CTWC). Player rankings are usually determined based on
the ELO rating for chess and multiplayer online battle arena
games such as League of Legends (Li et al., 2020). However, Tetris doesn’t officially use such a system. Players are
ranked based on the highest score obtained during the qualifying rounds and tournament brackets of the CTWC. The VGP
group was recruited through advertisements posted in online
Tetris forums and via word of mouth.
Non-Video Game Playing Group (nVGP) Thirty-seven
participants (17 male, 19 female, 1 did not say) with a mean
age of 19.7 years (SD = 2.7) were recruited from introductory
undergraduate psychology and cognitive science courses at
a Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. Participants in the nVGP
group had previously completed a gaming history survey asking about the time spent playing Tetris. On average, they reported playing less than 1 hour per week. The nVGP group
signed up for the study through the university research participant pool system.
To be eligible for the study, participants reported normal
or corrected to normal vision and no history of seizures. The
Institutional Review Board approved this study, and all participants provided written informed consent.

Figure 2: Screen shot of the Reaction Time task for the Simple and Choice reaction time blocks

Data Processing
Trials where participants did not respond or responded with
the wrong key (for the choice RT block) were labelled as incorrect and omitted from data analysis. Trials where participants were incorrect were removed since it is hard to determine the factors responsible for the reaction time on incorrect
responses. In total, approximately 4.5% of the data was removed from any further analysis. Potential outliers on the
lower bound were detected using a strategy to exclude trials
where RT was less than 100ms.

Procedure
The study at large consisted of 6 cognitive tasks administered
remotely over an hour-long session. All tasks were developed
and presented using E-prime software (Psychology Software
Tools, Inc., 2016). Participants were sent information via
email on how to remotely access the tasks with instructions
to complete the study in a distraction free environment. In
this article, we only present data from one of the tasks that
the participants completed: a Reaction Time task (Deary et
al., 2011).
Reaction Time Task Our version of the Reaction time task
was an exact replication of the original task developed by
Deary et al. (2011) in terms of task design and number of trials to reliably make between-group comparisons of reaction
time. The Reaction Time (RT) task consisted of two blocks:
Simple RT block and Choice RT block. During the Simple
RT block, participants responded with the space bar each time
the letter X appeared in a square on the screen for each trial.
Participants completed 8 practice and 20 test trials. The interstimulus interval (time between response and the next trial)
varied randomly between 1 and 3 seconds. The measures of
interest during the Simple RT block was RT.
The Choice RT block consisted of four horizontally placed
squares on the screen. Each square had a corresponding key
assigned to it on the keyboard. On each trial, participants had
to press one of the four keys on the keyboard depending on

Data Analysis
The ex-Gaussian distribution was used to estimate parameters
from each individual’s RT data. The probability density function (PDF) of Ex-Gaussian distribution with three parameters
can be expressed as shown in Equation 1:

p(x) =

3
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1
x µ σ2
x − µ − σ2 /τ
exp(− − − 2 ) Φ(
)
τ
τ τ 2τ
σ

(1)

where µ and σ are the Gaussian mean and standard deviation, respectively. τ is the exponential rate parameter, and Φ
is a standard normal cumulative distribution function (Zandt,
2002). As can be noted, for τ = 0, the PDF in Equation 1 becomes a Gaussian PDF with no skew. τ is positive for positive
skewness in the data and converse.
Differences in mean reaction time and the ex-Gaussian parameter averages between the VGP and nVGP groups were
compared using the Mann-Whitney test, the non-parametric
alternative to the independent samples t-test. The Bonferroni correction was applied to correct for multiple comparisons. As an additional test, Bayesian t-tests were conducted

using JASP (JASP Team, 2020) to compare the two groups
on the aforementioned variables to quantitatively support or
disprove our hypothesis.

Results
The primary question was whether there would be differences
in performance on the Reaction Time task between the VGP
and the nVGP groups.

Group Level Analysis
Mean RT for the VGP group was significantly less than the
mean RT for the nVGP group, U = 123,374, p < .001, r pb =
.26 for the Simple RT block.
Mean RT for the VGP group was significantly less than the
RT for the nVGP group, U = 381,276, p < .001, r pb = .37 for
the Choice RT block. It appeared that the critical difference
between the two groups (α = .0063 corrected for the number
of tests) was still significant for Simple Mean RT and Chioce
Mean RT.
Table 1 shows a summary of the descriptive statistics for
the mean. Figure 3 shows the mean RT distributions for the
Simple RT and Choice RT blocks. For a more detailed comparison, the RT distributions for the two groups are shown in
Figure 4 and Figure 5.

Figure 4: Display of the reaction time (RT) distributions for
the VGP and nVGP groups on the Simple RT block.

Table 1: Summary of mean reaction time in milliseconds for VGP and nVGP groups with Bayes
factor (BF) values shown. H0 : VGP = nVGP and
H1 : VGP<nVGP
Measure

VGP
(n = 22)

nVGP
n= 37)

BF10

Simple RT
Mean (SD)

260 (59)

283

Choice RT
Mean (SD)

395 (80)

446 (107)** 9.0e+12

**

(82)**

Figure 5: Display of the reaction time (RT) distributions for
the VGP and nVGP groups on the Choice RT block.

11,006

Individual Level Analysis

p < 0.001

For each participant, ex-Gaussian parameters were estimated
and averaged for participants in the VGP and nVGP groups.
For the Simple RT block, there were significant parameter
differences between the VGP and nVGP groups for muSRT
(p = 0.003, r pb = .42) and sigmaSRT (p = 0.004, r pb = .41),
but not for tauSRT (p = 0.47, r pb = .02). After applying the
Bonferroni correction, the critical difference between the two
groups was significant for muSRT and sigmaSRT .

Figure 3: Performance differences for VGP and nVGP groups
on the Simple RT and Choice RT blocks. Error bars represent
95% confidence intervals.
4
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For the Choice RT block, there were significant parameter
differences between the VGP and nVGP groups for muCRT
(p = 0.008, r pb = .38) and tauCRT (p < .001, r pb = .53), but
not for sigmaCRT (p = 0.24, r pb = .11). After applying the
Bonferroni correction for the two groups, the critical difference between the two groups was only significant for tauCRT .
Table 2 shows a summary of the Bayes Factor values comparing the two groups on the ex-Gaussian parameters. Figure 6
shows the three ex-Gaussian parameters, averaged across participants within a group.

For the Choice RT block, the VGP group was significantly
faster than the nVGP using the classic mean RT. However,
the non-significance of the mu parameter from ex-Gaussian
modeling and the anecdotal evidence based on the Bayes
Factor value suggests otherwise. When VGPs are presented
with multiple choices, they become slower at responding than
when presented with a single simple choice. They might be
fast, but they are not consistently fast for different levels of
task complexity.
The VGP group showed lower variability around the mean
compared to the nVGP group (as indicated by sigma). The
difference was significant for Simple RT but not for Choice
RT. This suggests that top-ranking Tetris players may exhibit
more consistent performance compared to novices in terms
of their RTs deviating less from the mean. This might be
attributed to different strategies used by the top-ranking players during Tetris that result in them being more likely to tap
their controller at a consistent rate based on how each individual learns to finesse their game. However, for more complex
tasks, such as the choice RT block, the VGP group does not
behave as consistently.
There was evidence of a decrease in the skewness of the
distribution for the VGP group compared to the nVGP group
(as indicated by tau). As mentioned earlier, tau is positive
for positive skewness in the data. The difference was significant for Choice RT but not for Simple RT. This suggests that
there might have been an increase in the number of slower
responses for the novices compared to the top-ranking players. Tau indicates abnormally slow responses (Gmehlin et
al., 2014) which suggests that the novices had more lapses
in attention compared to the top-ranking players. This is
an area requiring further exploration and targeted research to
understand why Tetris experts show an attention control advantage compared to novices and if this trend is consistent
across video game players in general. Additionally, future research should further examine how reaction time and variability change for VGPs compared to nVGPs for different levels
of task complexity, for example 1-choice vs 2-choice vs 4choice reaction time tasks.
It would be interesting to compare expert Tetris players
with experts of other video games such as League of Legends.
While they are different types of games, it is worth examining the extent to which Tetris is associated with improvement
in cognitive abilities such as reaction time compared to other
types of video games.

Table 2: Summary of ex-Gaussian parameters
Mu, sigma, and tau for VGP and nVGP groups
with Bayes factor values shown. H0 : VGP =
nVGP and H1 : VGP<nVGP
Measure

VGP
(n = 22)

nVGP
(n = 37)

Simple RT
muSRT
sigmaSRT
tauSRT

221 (20)
9 (9)
39 (15)

239 (24)* 15.83
18 (16)* 6.46
42 (31)
0.40

Choice RT
muCRT
sigmaCRT
tauCRT

356 (45)
29 (15)
38 (27)

379 (43) 2.51
32 (14)
0.53
66 (33)** 39.41

*
**

BF10

p < 0.05
p < 0.001

Figure 6: Ex-Gaussian parameters for VGP and nVGP groups
on the Simple RT and Choice RT blocks. Error bars represent
95% confidence intervals.

Discussion
Using a Reaction Time task, we found robust differences
in reaction time between the top-ranking Tetris players and
novices. The Bayesian analysis supported the frequentist results and aided in the interpretation of these results.
The VGP group was significantly faster than the nVGP
on the Simple RT block using the classic mean RT and the
mu parameter from ex-Gaussian modeling. This confirms
our hypothesis that Tetris expert players are faster at reacting to visual stimuli compared to novices. Existing research
(Pardina-Torner et al., 2019; Dye et al., 2009) has also shown
that VGPs exhibit faster RTs than nVGPs because VGPs are
more advanced in producing a response once a stimulus is
detected (Castel, Pratt, & Drummond, 2005). This necessary
skill acquired by video game experts allows them to make
decisions about the next move and act in response to that decision quickly.

Limitations

5
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This study has two important limitations. First, there was a
small sample size. The remote nature of this study meant that
it was up to the participants to complete the study on their
own time resulting in some attrition. We tried to account
for these smaller sample sizes by using Bayesian analyses
to quantitatively support or disprove the hypothesis. Future
studies will recruit a wider sample of participants to provide
support in favor of or against our hypotheses.
Secondly, this study was cross-sectional and considered

populations on the two extremes of the video game expertise continuum. We cannot establish causality as there might
be pre-existing differences in cognitive abilities that influence
video game players to self-select and play video games. Thus,
the faster reaction times and behavioral differences evident
here might be attributed to other factors and experiences besides playing Tetris. This presents an interesting challenge
and avenue for future research to consider and perhaps recruit from a wider participant pool to account for some of
these pre-existing differences to examine intra-individual differences in cognitive abilities.
Future research could also design training intervention
studies to establish causality and better understand the mechanisms behind transfer of cognitive abilities from Tetris to
other tasks. Okagaki and Frensch (1994) trained non-gamers
to play Tetris for 6 hr. The experimental and passive control
groups completed tasks measuring spatial ability before and
after the training intervention. Compared to a passive control
group, the experimental group improved on the spatial ability
tasks after training (Okagaki & Frensch, 1994). Contrary to
these results, Sims and Mayer (2002) found no advantage of
playing Tetris to improve spatial ability skills. It is hard to
pinpoint the source of these inconsistencies especially since
both studies used similar spatial ability tasks and the Sims and
Mayer (2002) study trained non-gamers for a longer time (12
hr compared to 6 hr). Perhaps, there are pre-existing differences in cognitive abilities that would facilitate performance
improvements of individuals in one group over another.
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Abstract
Representing a location in space requires two things: an anchor
point, and a code (or coordinate system) to define other locations
relative to that anchor point. Recent work has shed light on the
latter, providing evidence that the default ‘format’ of visuospatial
representation may be polar coordinates (i.e., angle/distance
relations). Yet the former remains a topic of debate. For example,
a classic distinction in the realm of spatial navigation research pits
representation relative to landmarks against representation relative
to boundaries. Here, we exploit the polar format of spatial
representations to propose a new method for assessing the locus of
spatial representation. Specifically, we show that from simple
localization errors we can infer the anchor point from which
observers localized a target point. We highlight a few basic
demonstrations of this method and discuss possible applications for
further research on spatial representation.
Keywords: Space; spatial representation; format; polar; landmark

Introduction
Consider your favorite restaurant. Where is it located? The
answer is not obvious: You cannot simply define its location in
absolute terms. To answer this question, you must first refer to
some other location in space, whether that be a familiar landmark
or a nearby street (or perhaps some global coordinates, which are
themselves defined relative to other points in space). The simple
demonstrations highlight a key aspect of spatial representation:
that all locations in space must be represented relative to some
other location.
There is debate regarding the nature of spatial representation.
What coordinate system, if any, supports spatial representation
(Yang & Flombaum, 2018; Yousif & Keil, 2021)? What role do
landmarks vs. boundaries play in spatial representation (Bullens
et al., 2010; Doeller & Burgess, 2008; Doeller et al., 2008)? Is
the ‘cognitive map’ Euclidean or network-like (Kuipers et al.,
2003; O’Keefe & Nadel, 1978; Tolman, 1948; Warren et al.,
2017; Werner et al., 2000)? Naturally, the answers to some of
these questions may be related: if the cognitive map is networklike, it may be easier to imagine it being supported by polar
coordinates (i.e., angle distance relations) than Euclidean
coordinates. And perhaps a network-like cognitive map is more
likely to depend on landmarks than boundaries.
Here, we exploit one aspect of spatial representation to
explore another. Recent work analyzed errors made in a simple
localization task to infer the coordinate system observers use
place an object (Yousif & Keil, 2021). In brief, this method
depends on an inference based on correlations of errors across
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trials. The method assumes that if space is represented with a
given coordinate system, errors in each dimension of that
coordinate system should be random, or uncorrelated (if they are
in fact represented as independent dimensions). In this way, the
presence of error correlations indicates that a given coordinate
system is an unlikely candidate for representation. Conversely,
the absence of error correlations indicates that a given coordinate
system is a good candidate for representation. Across several
studies, observers defaulted to a polar coordinate system
(although they used other coordinate systems flexibly, depending
on the space; Yousif & Keil, 2021; see also Huttenlocher et al.,
1991; Yousif et al., 2020).
This method may uncover more than merely how observers
represent space; it may also reveal the locus of that
representation. In prior work (Yousif & Keil, 2021), all analyses
are conducted relative to other objects present in the display. But
suppose the presence of other objects in the display was
unknown. Would it be possible to infer the locations of the
landmarks? In theory, the answer is yes: if the absence of
correlation is evidence of representation, then one could ‘search’
the space for the point with the lowest error correlations. In other
words, it should be possible to do a ‘searchlight’ analysis (akin to
searchlight analyses in fMRI; Etzel et al., 2013) to find the
regions of low error correlation — and from those low
correlations infer the locus of representation.

Current Study
The present paper explores whether this ‘searchlight’ approach
can reveal the locus of spatial representation. In three initial
demonstrations, observers localized points in a space comprised
of only a single landmark. Different sets of observers were shown
different landmarks. We show that we can reliably infer where
the landmark was located — based solely on localization errors
observers made throughout the task. In one additional
experiment, we explore how this method may apply in more
complex spatial environments, i.e., ones with more than one
landmark. Finally, we discuss how this method may be applied to
other aspects of spatial cognition.

Experiment 1: ‘Decoding’ landmarks
Here, four separate groups of observers completed a visual
matching task, modeled after that used by Yousif & Keil (2021).
In the simplest version of this task, observers saw a grey dot
paired with a separate blue dot in one corner of the screen. In the
opposite corner of the screen, observers saw another grey dot, but
no blue dot. Observers were instructed to place a new blue dot
near the other grey dot, such that the relative position of the new

Figure 1. (A) A caricature of the method. In this example, observers must place a point to match the initially present blue point in the top left.
The dotted grey lines represent the ‘functional’ region in which points can appear. (B) A representation of the error correlation analysis. Here,
we are analyzing correlations between errors in the two dimensions of polar coordinates. In the basic analysis, each subject therefore has a unique
correlation value that is used for subsequent analyses. (C) A representation of the ‘searchlight’ analysis. Here, error correlations are calculated
relative to thousands of points in the space, as if each was the anchor point relative to which observers made their localization judgments. The
resulting heatmap shows the regions of lowest correlation (in blue) indicating the likely presence of a landmark in that location. (D) A depiction
of the primary analyses.

blue dot relative to the second grey dot matched the relative
position of the already-visible blue dot to its grey dot counterpart.
See Figure 1 for an example display. The goal of the present study
is to determine whether we can use a ‘searchlight’ error
correlation analysis to infer the location of the landmark (grey
dot) based solely on an analysis of observers’ localization
errors.Method
Participants Twenty observers were recruited via Amazon
Mechanical Turk completed each task in exchange for monetary
compensation (80 observers total).
Design Observers completed 48 trials of the visual matching
task, in which dots appeared in random locations within a 400
pixel by 400 pixel region. In one experiment, the visible anchor
point (grey dot) was presented in the bottom left of the functional
region (as shown in Figure 1); in another, it was presented in the
center; in another, it was presented in the top right; and in a final
experiment, two separate anchor points were presented in
opposite corners.
Procedure On each trial, observers simply had to place the
missing shapes to match the relative location of the
corresponding shape, by moving and then clicking with the
mouse (see Figure 1a). The missing shape appeared upon mouseclick, at which point observers could click additional times or
drag and drop the dot to change its location. Once observers were
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satisfied with the missing object’s location, they pressed a key to
submit their response. If a response was recorded, then the
display was replaced with a blank screen for 0.5s, after which the
next trial began. If no response was recorded within 7s, then the
next trial automatically began (after .5s), and that trial was
randomly shuffled back into the trial sequence. Observers were
repeatedly instructed to ensure that they responded within the
time limit.
Each observer completed 48 trials. The location of each target
object on each trial was randomized within and across observers.
Observers completed two representative practice trials (the data
from which were not recorded) before beginning the task.
Analysis The key analysis is a correlation between errors in
various spatial dimensions. Unlike Yousif & Keil (2021), only
correlations among polar errors are analyzed. Further, these
analyses are conducted relative to the entire visible space, rather
than a single location (i.e., the same analysis will be conducted
iteratively at 6561 points throughout the space).
First, the original polar coordinates (i.e., the true polar
coordinates of the initially visible blue dot relative to its
counterpart grey dot) are calculated relative to a fixed point in the
400 x 400 space. Then, the polar coordinates of the new point
(i.e., the point placed by the participant) are calculated relative to
the same fixed point. The error in each dimension is calculated as

Figure 2. A depiction of the location of the anchor points in each experiment for Experiment 1 (A, B, C, and D). The dotted grey lines

correspond to the ‘functional’ region of space in which points could appear; these lines were not visible to observers. The resulting
heatmaps from the ‘searchlight’ error correlation in each experiment are also displayed (D, E, F, and G). Regions of lower correlation
appear in blue; regions of higher correlation appear in red.
the absolute difference between the original value and the new
value in each dimension. Therefore, for each trial, there is a
measure of error in the angle dimension and in the distance
dimension. Then, at the subject level, the correlation between the
errors in these two dimensions is calculated (across the 48 trials).
This is done iteratively for each observer. Then, an average
correlation value is calculated by averaging the correlation values
across observers.
This analysis (as explained in the previous paragraph) is
conducted relative to 6561 different anchor points throughout the
functional space. (There are anchor points every 5 pixels, starting
at the point [-200, -200] and reaching to the points [200, 200],
functionally resulting in 81 rows and 81 columns of anchor
points.) Therefore, a unique average correlation value is
calculated for each of those 6561 anchor points. These values will
then be summarized via heatmaps. To quantify impressions
gleaned from the heatmaps, we will subdivide the space into nine
equivalent regions (see Figure 1D) and compare average
correlations across regions. For example, if the anchor point was
present in the top left corner, average correlations for the top left
section should be lower than the other corner sections. The key
statistical analysis will be t-tests between regions, not between
individual points.
Note that we analyzed only error correlations in polar
dimensions, not Cartesian dimensions (as in Yousif & Keil,
2021). There are two primary reasons for this. First, prior work
has clearly demonstrated the use of polar coordinates in simple
environments like these (Yousif & Keil, 2021). Despite this, if
observers were not relying on polar coordinates, then the
heatmaps should reveal no systematicity whatsoever. This means
that, in practice, the studies here serve as a replication of that prior
work; the method here only succeeds if observers are using polar
coordinates.
Second, it is impossible to create heatmaps for errorcorrelations in Cartesian dimensions in the same way. Regardless
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of where we assume the Cartesian anchor point is, errorcorrelations relative to any point in space will be the same.
Whether Cartesian errors are highly correlated or not, the
heatmaps would necessarily be uniform. (The equivalent analysis
using Cartesian coordinates would involve rotation, not
translation.)

Results and Discussion
Heatmaps for the four experiments are presented in Figure 2. As
is evident from the figure, the decoding analysis was capable of
identifying the location of the anchor point.
For Experiment 1a, in which the anchor point was in the
bottom-left corner, we compare the average correlation for the
bottom-left section to the other three corner sections as well as
the center section. Each region contained 27x27 separate points
relative to which errors were calculated, resulting in 729 total
points. T-tests were conducted comparing the 729 points of the
target region to the 729 points of the non-target regions. There
were indeed significantly lower correlations in the target corner
(bottom-left) compared to the other three locations, ts>50,
ps<.001, ds>1.80.
For Experiment 1b, in which the anchor point was in the center
section, we compare the average correlation for the center section
to the four corner sections. There were significantly lower
correlations in the relevant section, ts>54, ps<.001, ds>2.00.
For Experiment 1c, in which the anchor point was in the top
right section, we compare the average correlation for the top right
section with the three other corner sections as well as the center
section. Once again, there were significantly lower correlations
in the relevant section, ts>78, ps<.001, ds>2.90.
For Experiment 1d, in which there were two separate anchor
points in opposite corners of the screen, we tested one key
comparison: the diagonal on which the anchor points were
situated vs. the opposite diagonal. In other words, we average the
correlations for the top-right and bottom-left corners and

Figure 3. Representative heatmaps from individual observers in Experiment 1d. Regions of lower correlation appear in blue; regions of

higher correlation appear in red.
compared that to the average correlations for the top-left and
bottom-right corners. (Note that the middle section is excluded
from this analysis, as it would be redundant across the
comparisons.) Surprisingly, the diagonal along which the anchor
points sat had higher error correlations than the opposite
diagonal, t(1457)=28.35, p<.001, d=.74. However, note that this
effect, although significant, is significantly weaker than those in
the previous experiment; note also that this pattern is not obvious
from the heatmap itself. To understand this pattern, we created
separate heatmaps for each observer (following the same
procedure as before, but without averaging across observers). A
representative set of these heatmaps are displayed in Figure 3.
As seen in Figure 3, despite the ambiguity in the average
heatmaps, the individual observer heatmaps are systematic —
although sometimes in opposing directions. Some observers had
the lowest correlations on the diagonal with the anchor points,
whereas other observers had the lowest correlations on the
opposite diagonal. We refrain from overinterpreting these
impressions, although we think these results warrant additional
investigation given the systematic bimodality of responses.
These experiments serve as a proof of concept: when observers
are localizing points relative to a stable location in space, we can
‘decode’ the location of that anchor point using nothing but error
correlations. Although results from Experiment 1d were mixed,
it is clear that, on an individual level, meaningful systematicity is
revealed from this method.

General Discussion
Here, we have proposed a novel ‘searchlight’ method for
determining the locus of spatial representation. In three
experiments, we showed how this approach can be used to
identify landmarks in an environment. In a fourth experiment, we
tested this method in a more complex spatial environment — one
with multiple landmarks. The results of this latter experiment
were mixed, although there were still signs of systematic,
interpretable patterns of data. Below, we discuss some key
strengths and limitations of this approach and highlight some
ongoing research programs that could use a similar approach.
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Strengths of the searchlight approach
First, the task employed here is exceedingly simple. The key
measure here depends only on localization errors and no other
explicit task. Unlike other spatial tasks that rely on relatively
explicit measures (e.g., pointing behavior), this method could be
framed as either a visual memory or a visual perception task;
observers need not view this as a spatial task per se.
Second, this method can be straightforwardly adapted to work
in both 2D and 3D spatial environments. Although the
environments we test here are simple 2D environments on a
computer screen, this method could be readily applied to a
localization task in both virtual and real-world 3D environments.
Third, the method yields robust, easily appreciable results (at
least in simple environments). From the heatmaps alone, it is
obvious where the landmarks are located.
Fourth, because this approach is maximally data-driven, it has
the potential to reveal counterintuitive, unexpected pattern of
results. (Of course, it is hard to predict what such results may be
— otherwise we wouldn’t call them ‘counterintuitive’!)
Fifth, this method has the potential to reveal observer-specific
variations that may go unnoticed in other spatial tasks (which
primarily rely on average behavior across many observers).
Although the heatmaps in Experiment 1d produced no conclusive
pattern, it is still clear from the heatmaps of individual observers
that there are meaningful, systematic patterns for several
observers.

Limitations of the searchlight approach
First, this method depends on the use of polar coordinates; the
‘searchlight’ is specifically searching for regions of low polar
error correlations. Of course, observers may in some cases rely
on other forms of spatial representations (Yousif & Keil, 2021).
In such cases, this exact analysis would yield no meaningful
results.
Second, this method depends on a correlation analysis that is
sensitive. Although results are clear when we average across
many trials and many observers, virtually any noise in the data

(i.e., a subset of trials in which observers responded randomly)
may yield uninterpretable results. Certain exclusion criteria may
eliminate this problem, but for now we have not yet established a
clear ‘pre-processing’ plan for determining how data should be
filtered.
Third, we view the current version of this method as a
prototype. This method could be improved in ways that would
allow for its application to numerous other contexts. For example,
if better criteria are established for filtering noisy data, then
cleaner heatmaps may be obtainable, especially at the level of
single observers.

Possible applications
This method could be used address numerous open questions in
the fields of spatial cognition and navigation. It can be easily
applied both to 2D and 3D spatial tasks, meaning that the range
of applications is wide. For instance, perhaps this method could
be used to address the use of landmarks vs. boundaries more
directly (e.g., Doeller & Burgess, 2008; Doeller et al., 2008). It
could also be used evaluate other aspects of spatial
representation, e.g., whether spatial representation is supported
by Cartesian vs. polar coordinates, or whether spatial
representation operates in a metric format or a network-like
format (see, e.g., Yousif & Keil, 2021).
This method could also be applied to research questions
beyond the domain of spatial cognition. The error correlation
analysis presented here could, in theory, be applied to any
dimensions that might may be represented integrally vs.
separably in the mind (Garner & Felfoldy, 1970; for review see
Algom & Fitousi, 2016). That said, this approach is flexible
enough that we imagine there may be many yet-unforeseen
applications.

Conclusion
We have presented a novel method for assessing representational
content, which we have used to demonstrate that we can ‘decode’
the locus of spatial representation from mere localization errors.
We have also provided some preliminary evidence that this
method may be useful in addressing other questions of spatial
representation, and we have speculated about how this method
could be applied to other research questions (including nonspatial domains). Future work can build on this approach in
several ways.
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Abstract

simple perceptual objects that varied along two feature dimensions, providing instructions about which of two locations should be clicked. On each trial, either one or both
features were shown; on trials with both, they appeared either simultaneously or sequentially. When sequential, either
feature could arrive first. This empirical design, combined
with Hidden Markov Modeling of the cursor movements, allows extraordinarily precise inferences to be made about the
moment-to-moment unfolding of the processes of feature perception, evidence accumulation, and decision making. The
results provide insight into the processes of perception, decision, and action that occur continuously in the natural environment.

We explore the dynamic coordination of perception, decision,
and action underpinning perceptual choices by recording cursor movements during a binary response task. Stimuli were
presented sequentially to control the time-course of perception, and we utilized a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) to relate
measured movements of the mouse cursor to latent cognitive
processes. Stimuli were simple perceptual objects comprised
of two features, one of which was fully diagnostic of the correct response, while the other provided a probabilistic cue. The
order of their arrival varied across trials, allowing us to manipulate the order of feature processing. The model builds upon
response time methods and makes predictions about when individual features were perceived and the accumulation of evidence towards a response, every 10 milliseconds of each trial.
Keywords: Feature perception; dynamic decision-making;
Hidden Markov modeling; mouse tracking.

Methods

Introduction

Participants

Recent evidence suggests that the brief period of time between presentation of an object and its identification are filled
with complexly interacting processes that unfold as time
passes. This research tends to fall into two camps: 1) studies modeling the accuracy and time of a binary response in
order to infer the processes that must have been occurring
prior to the response (e.g. Diederich, 2016, Lamberts, 2000,
Lamberts, 1998, Cohen & Nosofsky, 2003, Cox & Shiffrin,
2017); or 2) studies measuring cursor movements controlled
by a computer mouse during the period from stimulus presentation to response, with inference about ongoing processes
based largely on empirical analyses, and the assumption that
the shape of the overall trajectory reflects moment-to-moment
changes in the underlying processes (e.g. Dale, Kehoe, &
Spivey, 2007, Freeman & Ambady, 2010, Farmer, Cargill,
Hindy, Dale, & Spivey, 2007).
The inferences from studies in the first camp are indirect,
because measurements are taken only after the processes are
complete. The inferences from studies in the second camp
lack precision because they are based on summary statistics
of the movements. The present research combines and extends these approaches with a relatively novel method that
varies the onset timing of features of the presented object (e.g.
Holmes, Trueblood, & Heathcote, 2016; Harding, Cousineau,
& Shiffrin, in review).
Participants performed a binary response task by moving
a computer mouse to report their choice. The stimuli were
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Thirteen graduate and undergraduate students participated in
a perceptual decision task. They provided informed consent
in accord with the university IRB, and were paid $10 for each
of three sessions.

Stimuli & Instructions
Each trial presented a single stimulus object at the top center
of the screen. Objects were constructed by combining two
binary feature dimensions. The deterministic feature (D) dimension was a dark or light central shading; the probabilistic
feature was an orange or blue border. The probabilistic feature (P) occurred with one deterministic feature 75% of the
time and the other 25% of the time. The 2x2 combination of
features produced four distinct stimuli. At the start of each
session, participants were shown eight stimulus examples as
in Figure 1. They were instructed to follow the direction indicated by the deterministic feature, if it was present (e.g.,
‘dark’ = left, ‘light’ = right). If it was absent, the probabilistic feature appeared alone, and they were told to move in the
direction the probabilistic feature was most frequently paired
with (e.g., ‘orange’ = right, ‘blue’ = left)1 .
1 Participants were randomly assigned to one of four groups,
which determined the mapping between the dark/light shades and
the correct response (left/right) and the correlation between the deterministic and probabilistic cues. All three sessions used the same
mapping

Figure 1: Objects were comprised of a deterministic feature
(dark- or light-grey central shading) and a probabilistic feature (orange or blue border). The correct response was determined by the deterministic feature, when present; if absent,
the probabilistic feature provided a 75% valid instruction.

Design
Each session consisted of eight experimental blocks, each
containing 70 trials (total = 560/session). The stimulus object on each trial contained either a single feature (P-only,
D-only), or both features. When both were presented, we
manipulated the order that the features appeared such that the
two appeared simultaneously (P+D), the deterministic feature
appeared first (D→P), or the probabilistic feature appeared
first (P→ D). This produced five distinct presentation orders:
D-only, P-only, P+D, D→P, P→D. When both features were
present, they could indicate the same instruction (e.g., PR,
DR), termed a consistent trial; if they pointed in opposite directions (e.g., PR, DL), this was an inconsistent trial. When
a single feature was shown alone (i.e., D-only or P-only), the
feature was considered consistent.
The frequency of trial types was not equal; instead, consistent trials with both features were three times more likely than
inconsistent trials. This was done to establish the probabilistic feature as a 75% valid instruction about where to move.
Participants we explicitly informed of these frequencies during instructions at the beginning of each session.

Procedure
Each trial began with the cursor at the bottom-center of the
screen. After clicking on a button saying ‘GO!,’ the participant moved the cursor upward. Once the cursor had moved
one quarter of the way up the screen, the stimulus object appeared at the top-center of the screen. On trials with two features presented sequentially, the first feature was shown once
the cursor passed the line and the second feature was shown
100ms later (see Figure 2). The trial ended when the participant clicked on either response region. Epochs were extracted
from each trial, beginning 60 ms before the onset of the first
stimulus until the first recorded click on either response2 .
2 The first click was allowed to fall within an area twice the size
of the visible response region shown on the screen, in order to accommodate small motor guidance errors.
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Figure 2: (A) The start of each trial began with a small black
box in the bottom center of the screen which remained on the
screen until the participant brought the cursor into the square
(B). The participant was then instructed to click “GO!” and
to begin moving (C). (D) Once they crossed an invisible line,
the stimulus presentation began (E). The trial ended when the
participant clicked on either of the two response regions.

Empirical Results
We examine two empirical measures before applying the
model: the latency until the click occurred and area under
the curve (we also examined maximum deviation and time of
maximum deviation; space prohibits a detailed report but the
results were consistent with area under the curve analyses).
Analyses of the two-feature conditions were performed using
(generalized) linear mixed effects models with trial consistency (consistent, inconsistent) and presentation order (P+D,
D→P, P→D) treated as categorical fixed effects, and which
included a random intercept for each participant. Conditions
with a single feature were compared using paired t-tests. The
results are shown in Figure 4.
Overall, accuracy was quite high, with participants near
ceiling across all conditions (overall accuracy = 99.3%). Only
correct response times were analyzed, errors being too few to
analyze. Click times were measured from the onset of the first
stimulus feature (or features when presented simultaneously).
Because response times tended to be right-skewed, the summary measure was the mean across participants of the median
time within each condition.
Consider first the conditions that present a single feature.
Presentation of the probabilistic cue alone (P-only) produced
the slowest responses (972 ms), reliably slower than presentation of the deterministic cue alone (D-only, 793 ms), t(12)
= 6.08, p < .001. This result was expected due to the less
informative nature of the probabilistic feature. Consider next
the conditions that presented both features. Overall, inconsistent trials (809 ms) were slower than consistent trials (744
ms), F(1, 72) = 96.19, p < .001, which suggests that the

Figure 3: Trial type frequencies within each experimental session; each condition appeared in each block in a randomly mixed
order.
conflicting instructions slowed participants’ ability to identify the correct choice. There was also a significant main effect of presentation order, F(2, 72) = 94.59, p < .001. Responses were fastest when the deterministic feature appeared
first (708 ms); these trials were reliably faster than when the
probabilistic feature appeared first (811 ms) or when the two
appeared simultaneously (810 ms), ts(12) > 10.11, p < .001.
These latter cases were not significantly different from one
another, t(12) = 0.17, p = .87.
The interaction of presentation order and feature consistency was also significant, F(2, 72) = 14.58, p < .001, indicating that the degree of difference between consistent and
inconsistent trials varied depending on the order of feature
arrival. The difference between response times on consistent
and inconsistent trials was smallest in the D→P condition (25
ms) and largest in the P→D condition (111 ms); the simultaneous condition was intermediate (62 ms). These differences
were all significant, ts(12) > 3.21, ps < .01. Note that this ordering matches what we observed in the mean response time
(ignoring consistency) – fastest responses in D→P, followed
by P+D, and with P→D being slowest.
We hypothesized that individual features would be encoded
as they arrived and then subsequently used to respond as
quickly as possible. These results are consistent with this hypothesis – when the deterministic feature was presented early,
responses were the fastest that we observed, suggesting that
the early arrival of the fully diagnostic feature provided sufficient information for participants to begin planning and exe-
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cuting a response. Moreover, its early arrival appears to have
inoculated the decision process from the later arrival of the
inconsistent probabilistic feature. While the difference was
significant, it was much smaller than in the other presentation orders. This suggests that the deterministic feature was
primarily guiding responses on these trials, but that there remained some degree of competition, perhaps resulting from
variability in the encoding speed for different features.
In the simultaneous presentation condition, responses were
slower on average and the magnitude of the difference between consistent and inconsistent trials likewise grew. Because both features are presented at the same time, it is possible for either to be perceived first, leading to a greater proportion of trials wherein the probabilistic feature affected the
decision process first. On consistent trials, its lower diagnosticity would slow the accumulation of evidence towards
the correct response, while on inconsistent trials, it would
initiate a decision towards the wrong choice, which would
need subsequent correction. These same forces were seen the
strongest in the P→D condition, where response times were
slowest and the difference between consistent and inconsistent trials was greatest.

Cursor Trajectory Analyses
Qualitative analysis of trajectories has shown that many exhibit a curvilinear shape, moving initially straight upwards
but gradually moving towards the selected alternative. We
therefore examine the measure known as area under the curve

Figure 4: (A) Latency until the participant clicked the response region (correct trials only), measured from the onset
of the first feature(s). (B) Area Under the Curve (AUC) computed for trials with a correct response. Error bars indicate
Standard Error (SE) of the mean across subjects.
(AUC) which measures the difference between these observed, curved trajectories and the straight-line path drawn
from the start position to the selected response. It is thought
to correlate positively with the degree of competition between
the two response options during the decision process. AUC
is reported only for correct responses. AUC was measured
from the position of the cursor at the time that the first feature
appeared, rather than from the start button, as the cursor was
already moving on each trial.
When a single feature was shown, AUC was larger for the
P-only trials than the D-only trials, t(12) = -11.03, p < .001.
This matches the earlier reported results for both the accuracy
and response time for the first click. The two-feature conditions exhibit a significant main effect of feature consistency,
F(1, 72) = 128.06, p < .001, reflecting lower AUC values
for trials with consistent features, as compared to those with
inconsistent features (1.76 px3 ). Similarly, there was a significant main effect of presentation order, F(2, 72) = 74.96, p <
.001. The deviation was smallest when the deterministic feature appeared first, (1.45 px), followed by the simultaneous
presentation (1.52 px), while the largest values were found
for the conditions which showed the probabilistic feature first
(1.84 px). There was also a significant interaction between
the two factors, F(2, 72) = 20.14, p < .001.
Consistent and inconsistent trials were the least different
3 values

in pixels ×104
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when the deterministic feature was shown first, differing by
only 0.11 px, t(12) = 6.04, p < .001. The simultaneous presentation condition showed a larger difference between these
two trial types of 0.30 px, which was significantly larger than
the D→P condition, t(12) = 5.11, p < .001. Finally, as expected, the magnitude of this difference was largest when the
probabilistic feature appeared first: 0.54 px, which was again
larger than the simultaneous condition, t(12) = 4.51, p < .001.
The ordering of these results is the same as those observed
when analyzing the response time measures, and is consistent with the idea that features are processed online, as they
appear. When the deterministic feature was shown first, sequentially, participants made the most direct responses and
showed a smaller increase in uncertainty when the two features were inconsistent. By contrast, appearance of the probabilistic feature first led to trajectories that deviated furthest
from the straight-line path. On inconsistent trials, this deviation was the largest we observed, indicating that the trajectories tended to deviate a significant amount towards the incorrect response before correcting. The simultaneous condition
lay in between these two extreme cases but still showed a
large deviation as a function of feature consistency. The continuous guidance of the cursor appears to be influenced by the
momentary changes in feature perception and its corresponding influence over decision.

Model-Based Analysis
We utilized a Hidden Markov Model to understand the dynamics of perception, decision, and action. The model performs inference over latent states based on the measured cursor movements. At each moment, the model estimates 1)
which features have been encoded into short-term memory,
and 2) the current accumulation of evidence towards either
response. These processes form the transition matrix that
captures the inherent dynamics of the system over time. The
transition matrix has three parameters that are estimated for
each participant to maximize the set of most likely sequences
of latent states. The estimation of these states is informed using the measured cursor movements, which provide a noisy
measure of the true latent state, formalized as emission probabilities.

Cursor Measures
Cursor movements are thought to reflect ongoing decision
processes (Dale et al., 2007). We compute three statistics to
describe the movements of the cursor, every 10 ms, which are
employed by the model to perform inference over cognitive
states.
Movement Direction (D) The direction of movement is
computed using a normalized measure describing the degree
to which the cursor is currently moving towards the ‘right’
versus ‘left’ response region (see Figure 5). This measure
falls between 0 (cursor moving directly towards the ‘right’
response region) and 1 (towards the ‘left’ response region).

Figure 5: We compute three vectors, the instantaneous change
in cursor position, VC , and the direction to the two response
regions, VR , and VL . Movement direction, D, describes
whether the cursor is moving more towards the ‘right’ (0) or
‘left’ (1) region.
Movement Speed (S) The current speed of the cursor is
computed using as the instantaneous change in the position
of the cursor. Empirically, we observed values ranging from
0 to 15,000 pixels/second.
Horizontal Position (H) The horizontal position describes
the X component of the cursor, relative to the center of the
screen. The screen size and locations of the response regions
limit values to between -700 and +700 pixels.

Perception & Decision
We build upon existing models developed to understand
binary decisions made about multi-attribute stimuli which
are presented sequentially (Diederich & Busemeyer, 2003,
Cohen & Nosofsky, 2003, Harding et al., in review; readers
are referred to the original publications for further details.)
The model posits that two processes occur at each moment
in time. The first is perception, which acts to encode the features of the stimulus into short-term memory. The second
process is decision, which operates as a memory search that
compares these encoded features to long-term memory traces
stored during instruction.
Perception is stochastic – at each moment in time, there
is a fixed probability that a physically present but not-yetencoded feature (probabilistic or deterministic) will enter
short-term memory. The perceptual state forms a 1x2 row
vector describing the participant’s knowledge about the probabilistic and deterministic features (e.g., φ(t) = [PR, D0]:
probabilistic instructing ‘right’, deterministic not yet encoded).
Decisions unfold through memory search based on the currently encoded features. Memory traces contain feature information, (i.e., [P0, DR]) along with a learned response mapping (i.e., ‘respond right’). Long-term traces which are more
similar (as defined in Nosofsky & Palmeri, 1997) to the current contents of short-term memory will tend to be retrieved,
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while dissimilar traces will be retrieved less often. Each retrieval drives a random walk – when a trace with a ‘right’
response label is retrieved, the process increments +1 step;
when a trace with a ‘left’ label is retrieved, the process moves
−1 step. It is also possible that neither trace will be sampled,
in which case the process remains stationary. This process
occurs between two reflecting boundaries4 located at +7 and
−7 steps away from the start position, located at 0. The position of the process describes the relative degree to which the
participant believes the correct response is to the ‘left’ versus
‘right’ at each moment in time.
The model therefore represents both the current contents
of short-term memory, φ(t) = [P, D], and the current accumulation of retrievals from long-term memory, k(t). The state
of the system, Ω(t) = (φ(t), k(t)), governs the movements of
the cursor at each moment. There are nine possible values for
φ: {[P0, D0], [PL, D0], [PR, D0], [P0, DL], [PL, DL], [PR, DL],
[P0, DR], [PL, DR], [PR, DR]}. There are a total of k = 15 total decision states, ranging in integer values from −7 to +7.
In total, there are 9 × 15 = 135 total latent cognitive states.

Relating Cursor Movements to Cognitive States
The cursor measures (D, S, H), at each moment, contain information about the latent state, Ω(t). The exact relationship
is not known. Our model assumes that cursor movements
depend only on the state of the decision process, k(t), such
that conclusive decision to respond ‘right’ should manifest in
e.g., movements directed towards the ‘right’ response region
(D ≈ 0), at high speed (S ≈ 10, 000 pixels/sec), and with the
cursor on the right side of the screen (H ≈ +700 pixels).
However, the relationship is not a one-to-one mapping and
decisions may be reflective of a number of different cursor
movements. As such, the three cursor statistics at each time
epoch are probabilistically related to the decision state k. The
probabilities of each statistic value are proportional to the
S
H
density of a Gaussian distribution with means, µD
k , µk , µk ,
varying as a function of k (see Figure 6). The standard deviations differed by statistic, but had the same value for all
k within each statistic. Bayes theorem is used to convert the
probability of the statistic value given the evidence state into
the probability of the evidence state given the statistic value.
Intuitively, the more certain the decision, the more decisive
should be the movements of the cursor toward that response.

Latent State Estimation
The Viterbi algorithm (Viterbi, 1967) provides an efficient
procedure for estimating the most probable sequence of latent
states spanning every 10ms of each trial. An example trial
showing the estimated path highlights the fine-grained level
of analysis that is possible using this approach (Figure 7). In
this trial, inconsistent features appeared simultaneously. The
top left plot shows the cursor position over time; the color of
the circles corresponds to the estimate of the decision process
4 If the process were to exceed either boundary, it instead remains
in the same position.

Figure 6: (A) Relating cursor statistics D, S, H (columns 1,
2, 3) to k; plotted as step-wise mean functions. (B) shows
all possible values for each measure, labeled with their correspondingly most-likely k (B).
at each step. Red circles indicate moments where the decision is towards ‘left;’ blue circles indicate a decision to the
‘right.’ The two lower plots show the estimated perceptual
state of the system (which features are encoded) and the decision component over time. There are two moments where
a new feature is encoded – the first moves the cursor towards
the left, while the second corrects it to move right.
Figure 8: (A) Accuracy of cursor movement following first
estimated perceptual encoding event. (B) Latency of this
event on correct trials.

Figure 7: A sample trajectory showing the assignment of the
most-likely sequence of states.

First Transition Analysis
We report one of many possible analyses of the HMM output,
analyses of the first feature encoded and time of its encoding,
and related those to the direction of movement at that time
(correct or not). The results are shown in Figure 8.
When a single feature appeared, the transition accuracy
was near ceiling and nearly identical regardless of the type
of feature and (P-only: 99.%; D-only: 98.2%), t(12) = 1.42,
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p > .18. This transition occurred more quickly when the deterministic feature (361 ms) was shown, as compared to the
probabilistic feature (416 ms), though the high variance of
the latency for the probabilistic feature caused the difference
to fall short of significance: t(12) = 1.57, p > .14.
Next, consider conditions in which both features are
shown. In the D→P condition, the onset of the fully diagnostic feature helps participants begin moving in the correct direction the majority of the time, regardless of the information
provided by the later-arriving probabilistic feature. Transition accuracy was very high and identical for both consistent
(89.5%) and inconsistent (89.7%) trials, t(12) = 0.07, p >
.95. Further, the time of first transition showed no differences due to consistency (consistent: 262 ms; inconsistent:
256 ms), t(12) = 1.80, p > .10. By contrast, the P→ condition showed significant differences between consistent and
inconsistent trials in accuracy and the speed of the first movement. Transition accuracy was lower and the subsequently
arriving deterministic feature increased accuracy when consistent, 87.0%, vs. inconsistent, 77.2%; t(12) = 2.88, p < .05.
It also decreased the speed of responding: responses were
slowed when the features provided inconsistent instructions
(384 ms) as compared to consistent instructions (311 ms),
t(12) = 6.94, p < .001.
The accuracy results of the simultaneous presentation condition align with the trials which present the deterministic feature first. There was no significant difference in transition accuracy between consistent (88.8%) and inconsistent (86.1%)
trials, t(12) = 1.36, p > .20, though the consistent condition

was slightly higher. However, consistency did produce a significant speeding when the two features were consistent (344
ms) vs. inconsistent (376 ms), t(12) = 4.01, p < .01. This
could be due to trials on which the P feature was perceived
before D, to a speeding cursor movement when the P feature
had been perceived second, or to configural encoding that occurs more quickly for the more frequent consistent trials.

Discussion & Conclusion
The procedure varied when the two features of an object arrived and the subsequent effect on binary classification performance. We measured cursor movements used to make a
response. The HMM was used to infer the latent states of
perception at each 10ms of each trial for each condition for
each participant. A number of simplifying assumptions were
made to highlight the most important ongoing processes of
cognition and perception. The analyses here represent a tiny
fraction of the possible applications of the approach; nevertheless this approach allows inference about underlying cognitive processes at a temporal precision that outstrips existing approaches. Furthermore, the approach is quite general –
the cursor movement measures used here were chosen due to
their intuitive nature and simplicity of implementation. However, many other aspects of the cursor movements (e.g., acceleration, entropy, or machine-learning derived features) could
provide additional or alternative evidence to help inform estimation of latent states. The relationship between these measures and those used here remain an open question.
Perhaps the biggest limitation of this approach is that the
model does not consider biomechanical limitations and constraints on the arm movements (e.g., 1995). As such, the influence of these dynamics are therefore implicitly represented
through other model mechanisms, possibly affecting our conclusions. While further research can and should work to incorporate these factors, it is worth noting that the unique contribution of the model proposed here is that it explicitly represents the perceptual and decision dynamics of choice. This
is a novel approach that has not been previously attempted.
Any model, no matter how complex, will fail to represent
some critical aspects of the true underlying processes, and
while a more-full account of all motor and cognitive factors
would certainly need to explicitly model these biomechanical
aspects, we argue that this paper makes important progress
to formalizing the latent structure of cognitive processes of
choice in cursor movement studies.
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Abstract
A good deal of recent research has examined children’s norm
learning across a wide range of novel contexts. The typical
interpretation of these findings is that children’s norm learning is
driven by group-based biases. In this paper, we present an
alternative interpretation and corresponding meta-analyses that cast
the current body of evidence in a rather different light. First, we
argue the extant literature uses an ill-suited standard for assessing
bias. Rather than comparing children’s judgments to what is
expected under random chance (a ‘random standard’), bias is better
assessed by comparing children’s judgments to what is most
probable, given their total evidence (an ‘evidential standard’). Next,
we report a meta-analysis of the known findings to date (k = 40
effect sizes; N = 1,369 in total; ages 4- to 13-years-old) to compare
children’s norm learning against an appropriate evidential standard.
Meta-analytic estimates reveal that children’s norm learning is not
restrictively biased toward narrow-scope inferences on account of
group-based factors. Rather, the findings to date are consistent with
children’s norm learning being rational (i.e., statistically
appropriate, given their evidence) or even inclusively biased toward
making the wide-scope inference that a novel norm applies to
everyone in a population. We conclude with brief discussion of
implications for current understanding and future research on norm
acquisition.
Keywords: norms; social learning; cognitive development; rational
learning

Introduction
Across many domains in cognitive development, children are
evidentially rational learners: they make appropriate
statistical inferences, given their total evidence (Xu, 2019;
Gopnik & Wellman, 2012; Kushnir & Xu, 2012; Perfors et
al., 2011). For those interested in better understanding
children’s social learning and normative cognition, it seems
a natural step to pose the question: Is children’s norm
learning similarly rational?
Going by current accounts, the answer would be an
emphatic no. Early emerging, group-based biases in
children’s social learning and judgment are often
documented, both about meaningful groups in the real world
(reviewed in Chalik et al., 2019) and arbitrary groups in
experimental settings (reviewed in Dunham, 2018). Given
the expansive nature of these phenomena, one emerging
hypothesis is these biases are partly due to common, deeprooted processes in social cognition. The proposal is that
children rely on a set of coalitional heuristics to assimilate
and solidify their abstract, causal-explanatory theories of
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social group behavior (see, e.g., Chudek & Henrich, 2011, p.
219; Dunham, 2018, p. 788; Chalik et al., 2019, p. 5). Over
the past several years this account has gained empirical
support due to findings that indicate children’s norm learning
is driven by group-based biases even under completely novel,
third-party contexts (e.g., Roberts et al., 2017a; Chalik &
Rhodes, 2018; later reviewed in detail). At face value, then,
this literature portrays children’s norm learning as
fundamentally not rational, with mere representations of
social groups eliciting biases in learning (see, e.g., Roberts et
al., 2017a, p. 593; Chalik & Rhodes, 2020, p. 80).
In this paper, however, we put forth an alternative
interpretation and corresponding meta-analyses that cast the
current body of evidence in a rather different light. Currently,
the literature assesses bias by comparing children’s
judgments to what is expected under random chance (i.e., a
‘random standard’). We argue that learning biases are better
assessed by comparing children’s judgments to what is most
probable, given the total relevant evidence (i.e., an ‘evidential
standard’). In tandem, we conduct a meta-analysis of known
findings to date in order to compare children’s norm learning
against an appropriate evidential standard. We use this
evidential standard to discriminate between competing
hypotheses about potential biases that learners bring to bear
on normative inference. Ultimately, we find that children’s
inferences are not restrictive, or unduly narrow-scope on
account of group-based factors. Rather, the findings to date
are consistent with children’s inferences being rational (i.e.,
statistically appropriate, given their evidence) or even
inclusive (i.e., unduly wide-scope, or a tendency towards
believing a novel norm applies to everyone in a population).
To begin, we review the findings that are understood to
demonstrate a crucial role for group-based biases in
children’s norm learning.

Novel groups and the random standard for bias
The evidence in question comes entirely from studies which
employ a novel groups paradigm. In this paradigm, children
are first introduced to two previously unfamiliar social
groups that are clearly demarcated by visual characteristics
(e.g., body or t-shirt color) and verbally labelled by
experimenters (e.g., “Hibbles” and “Glerks”). Note that by
introducing novel groups, these studies plausibly examine
children’s learning from a naïve state, rather than tapping
their knowledge about specific real-world groups or the
influences of affiliative responses. Next, children experience

a learning episode during which they receive evidence about
the behavioral tendencies of one or both groups. After,
children make a forced-choice judgment about the content of
the norm that group members follow.
To date, novel groups research has focused on children’s
learning about two types of norms: subject norms and agentpatient norms. Subject norms govern self-directed actions.
For example, students are subjects to the rule “Students
cannot wear pajamas to school.” In contrast, agent-patient
norms govern dyadic interactions. For the rule “Don’t tease
your younger siblings,” an older child is the agent, and the
younger siblings are the patients. Below, we detail notable
findings regarding each type of norm.
Roberts and colleagues (2017; 2018; 2019a; 2019b; FosterHanson et al., 2018; see also Riggs, 2019) have most
extensively studied children’s learning about subject norms.
In these studies, children are introduced to two groups of nonhumanlike characters labelled “Hibbles” and “Glerks.” In the
learning episode, children receive evidence about the groups’
behavioral regularities (e.g., “Hibbles eat purple berries and
Glerks eat orange berries”). After, children make a
dichotomous judgment about whether a non-conforming
individual is breaking a norm (e.g., “Is it okay or not okay for
this Hibble to eat an orange berry?”). The typical finding is
that children use the descriptive evidence to make a
prescriptive judgment: children judge that non-conformity is
“not okay” at a greater rate than random chance (i.e., 50%),
and younger children in particular are prone to this pattern of
response. Roberts and colleagues propose this tendency may
be due to a restrictive, group-based bias according to which
“group regularities may exert influence by rather
automatically fostering a negative evaluative stance,” to nonconformity (2017, p. 593) and understand the findings to
highlight “the profound implications groups concepts have
for stereotyping and normative reasoning” (2018, p. 149).
Chalik and Rhodes (2014; 2018; see also Roberts et al.,
2019a) have used a similar procedure to examine children’s
learning about agent-patient norms. In this work, children are
introduced to two groups of humanlike characters who are
wearing different t-shirt colors and labelled accordingly (e.g.,
the “red group” and “blue group”). In the learning episode,
children observe a member from one group directing an
action toward another individual (e.g., “A kid from the blue
group stole a cookie from a kid from the red group”). After,
children make a judgment about to whom an additional action
will be directed (e.g., “One day, a kid from the blue group hit
someone when they were building a tower. Who did the kid
from the blue group hit? Did he hit another kid from the blue
group? Or did he hit a kid from the red group?”). The typical
pattern of response is that children judge negative-valence
actions (e.g., hitting, stealing, excluding) will be directed
toward the agent’s outgroup at a greater rate than random
chance, whereas positive-valence actions (e.g., hugging,
sharing, including) will not1. Together with findings from

Roberts and colleagues, these results are understood to reflect
how “children assume that all norms (not just moral norms)
are bounded by some type of category. Thus, once they learn
that something falls under the scope of a norm… they assume
there is a boundary on to whom it applies” (Chalik & Rhodes,
2020, p. 80).
In summary, a good deal of recent research is marshaled to
support the notion that children’s norm learning is driven by
restrictive, group-based biases, even in novel contexts. More
specifically, the claim is that group-based biases lead to
restrictive inferences about norm-governed behavior such
that if one learns about the behavior of one or more group
members, then one assumes that other members of the group
must conform to the same behavior. However, this
interpretation relies crucially on a particular methodological
choice: assessing bias by comparing children’s pattern of
response against random chance (i.e., a ‘random standard’).
Next, we propose that bias is better assessed by comparing
children’s judgments against an evidential standard. To do so,
first we provide some background from the philosophical
literature on epistemic rationality.

1 Note there is a sense in which valence-infused norms may not
be truly ‘novel’ if children already have prior beliefs about harmful
and/or prosocial actions. We return to this point in the Discussion.

2 Epistemologists draw a distinction between beliefs and degrees
of belief (‘credences’). Since the distinction does not play a large
role in cognitive science, we use ‘belief’ as a catch-all here.
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Novel groups and the evidential standard for bias
The dominant framework in analytic epistemology promotes
and defends an evidentialist notion of rationality (c.f.,
Talbott, 2016). On this view, an agent’s beliefs2 are rational
to the extent that they are supported by the agent’s total
evidence. The minimal requirements for this sort of
rationality are twofold. One: the agent’s beliefs cohere to the
laws of probability. Two: when the agent receives new
evidence, her initial (or ‘prior’) beliefs are systematically
updated according to a principle of conditionalization (often,
Bayes’ Rule is the appropriate principle). Philosophers
mainly use these requirements to describe ideal epistemic
agents, in much the same way economists use expected utility
theory to describe ideal economic agents. So just as
behavioral economists use expected utility theory to compute
a baseline for assessing whether human decision-making is
rational or biased, cognitive scientists can use the minimal
requirements for epistemic rationality to do the same for
human learning. In this section, we apply this technique to
the learning scenarios in the novel groups paradigm.
First, we need to specify the learner’s evidence. During the
learning episode, children receive at least one sample of
evidence about a group norm (e.g., “Hibbles eat purple
berries”). Of course, there are also pragmatic factors at play:
the generic formulation used in some studies plausibly
implies ‘more than one’ (c.f., Tessler et al., 2020), and the
pedagogical context common to all studies may also have a
similar effect (c.f., Bonawitz et al., 2011). Further, in Roberts
and colleagues’ studies, children receive evidence about the
other group as well (e.g., “Glerks eat orange berries”).
Indeed, a purely descriptive model of children’s learning may

do well to incorporate these factors. For the purposes of
computing a rational baseline, however, we will start with a
conservative specification that does not presume their
influence, as otherwise the baseline would presume the very
thing that empirical deviations are meant to demonstrate.
Thus, our treatment will focus on the case of one independent
sample, but throughout we will also mention how the baseline
for epistemic rationality shifts if one considers the pragmatic
features of the novel groups paradigm to imply stronger
confirmatory evidence.
Next, we need to specify the learner’s hypothesis space.
For the subject cases, when children make the judgment
about a non-conforming individual (e.g., a Hibble who eats
an orange berry) they are judging which hypothesis is more
likely: is the norm restricted to only the sampled behavior
(hrestrictive), or does the norm also include behaviors that were
not sampled (hinclusive)? For example, can Hibbles only eat
purple berries (hrestrictive), or can Hibbles also eat orange
berries (hinclusive)? The same goes for the agent-patient cases.
For example, after learning “A kid from the red group stole a
cookie from a kid from the blue group,” children judge
whether the patient of the next theft will also be from the blue
group (hrestrictive), or whether an agent from the red group will
steal from a member of the red group (hinclusive). Note the
candidate norms may differ in type (i.e., injunctive or
descriptive), but the learning problem does not change.
Rational learners should update their beliefs in accordance
with the available evidence, no matter whether those beliefs
concern injunctive or descriptive norms.
Across both the subject cases and agent-patient cases, then,
if children disproportionately favor hrestrictive this would
constitute evidence for a group-based bias, since judgments
about the norm’s content would be disproportionately tied to
the previously observed behavior of group members. Recall
that under the random standard if the pattern of responses
differs from the 50% baseline, then this constitutes evidence
for a restrictive bias in learning.
In order to compute an analogous baseline for the
evidential standard, we can leverage the size principle (c.f.,
Tenenbaum & Griffiths, 2001), which dictates the probability
of the evidence given a hypothesis (‘likelihood’) is (1)
inversely proportional to hypothesis size and (2) increases
exponentially with each additional piece of evidence. In the
novel groups paradigm, naïve learners should assume that
observing any one behavior is just as likely as observing any
other behavior. We can also assume that when naïve learners
are presented with two possible behaviors, they believe there
3

This assumption is already built-in to the agent-patient cases,
where agents can direct behavior to one of two groups, and it also
plausibly follows from the context provided in the subject cases. All
else equal, this assumption also renders the closest evidential
baseline to 50%: as the number of behaviors increases, the posterior
for hrestrictive increases and the posterior for hinclusive decreases.
4 Recall likelihood also increases exponentially with each
additional piece of confirmatory evidence. If we consider the
pragmatic cues to imply ‘more than one’, the upshot is the evidential
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are only two possible behaviors3. From these assumptions, we
can assign values to the likelihood of each hypothesis on the
basis of the size principle. It is easy to see that with two
possible behaviors, hrestrictive is consistent with half of the
possible evidence consistent with hinclusive. Thus, a single
piece of confirmatory evidence gives hrestrictive twice as much
likelihood as hinclusive, since likelihood is inversely
proportional to hypothesis size4.
Now, we have everything we need to compute an evidential
baseline. Recall the minimal requirements for rationality
dictate the probabilities assigned to each hypothesis update in
response to new evidence E via Bayes’ Rule:
𝑃(ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠 |𝐸) =

𝑃(𝐸|ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠 )𝑃(ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠 )
𝑃(𝐸|ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠 )𝑃(ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠 ) + 𝑃(𝐸|ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑐 )𝑃(ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑐 )

Since the learners are naïve, they should assign equal prior
belief c to each hypothesis. As we discussed, naïve learners
should also assign twice as much likelihood L to hrestrictive than
hinclusive. Inserting these values back into Bayes Rule allows
us to compute the baseline posteriors for hrestrictive and hinclusive:
𝑃(ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 |𝐸) =

2𝐿𝑐
2
=
2𝐿𝑐 + 𝐿𝑐 3

𝑃(ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑣𝑒 |𝐸) =

𝐿𝑐
1
=
𝐿𝑐 + 2𝐿𝑐 3

Thus, naïve rational learners should assign P ≈ 0.66 to
hrestrictive and P ≈ 0.33 to hinclusive, given the total evidence in
the novel groups paradigm. If children are evidentially
rational, then on average we should expect children to make
inclusive judgments 33% of the time. For the subject cases,
this means approving of non-conformity (e.g., saying it is
‘okay’ for a Hibble to eat an orange berry) 33% of the time.
For the agent-patient cases, this means judging that an agent
will target a patient from the opposite group as in the learning
episode 33% of the time5 (e.g., a red group member, who
stole from a blue group member, will steal from a red group
member next). Critically, such patterns of response are biased
by definition under the random standard (i.e., differ from
50%), but according to the evidential standard they are
epistemically justified.
Altogether, the evidential baseline provides the following
definitions of rationality and bias in the novel groups
paradigm:

baseline shifts accordingly: restrictive judgments should be more
likely, and inclusive judgments should be less likely.
5 Note: Roberts et al., 2019 (Study 2) is a subtle exception,
because the patients of the norm are not members of the opposite
novel group (e.g., one norm is “Glerks make babies cry”). The same
evidential baseline remains appropriate, but there is a subtle
difference in meaning whereby ‘inclusive judgment’ applies only to
the actions of the candidate agent, rather than a complete agentpatient dyad (as in Chalik and Rhodes’ agent-patient studies).

Evidentially rational: the average proportion of inclusive
judgments does not differ from 33%.

mere representation of social groups elicits a restrictive bias
in children’s norm learning.

Restrictive bias: the average proportion of inclusive
judgments is less than 33%.

Coding and analysis approach

Inclusive bias: the average proportion of inclusive
judgments is greater than 33%.
In contrast, according to the random standard children’s
learning is restrictively biased if the average proportion of
inclusive judgments is less than 50%. However, note that any
evidentially rational, and even some inclusive, patterns of
response would be considered biased according to the
random standard. Thus, the current interpretation of the
literature leaves us in the dark about whether and how exactly
children’s norm learning is biased (or rational). To shed light
on this gap in understanding, next we report a meta-analysis
of the known findings to date (c.f., Holland & Phillips, 2020).

Method
Study selection
We have collected 12 studies published between 2014 and
2019, and 2 unpublished studies, containing 40 effect sizes
relating to children’s norm learning in novel contexts. This
meta-analysis is ongoing, and our plan is to extend its scope
beyond the studies included here. Out of the current 14
studies in total, 9 studies report effects of children’s learning
about subject norms (k = 26 effect sizes; n = 952 in total; ages
4- to 13-years-old, m = 7.22 years, SD = 2.23 years) and 5
studies report effects of children’s learning about agentpatient norms (k = 14 effect sizes; n = 417 in total; ages 4- to
9-years-old, m = 5.03 years, SD = 1.22 years). For a complete
list of papers in each group, see Appendix 1.
Studies were selected on the basis of the following criteria.
First, the studies must involve children’s learning about
novel, third-party groups. Second, the studies must present
children with evidence about a candidate norm’s behavioral
content. Third, following the learning episode, studies must
report a dichotomous measure of children’s judgments about
the content of the candidate norm. This criterion is necessary
to ensure the measures reflect children’s learned belief about
the norm’s contents and allow us to convert the
corresponding effect sizes into a common standard (i.e., a raw
proportion) across all studies. Studies were selected by
searching the literature on children’s learning about novel
groups and from helpful reviews of related research that were
published recently (Chalik et al., 2018; Chalik & Rhodes,
2020).
In summary: all of the included studies involve children
making dichotomous judgments about the content of novel,
third-party norms on the basis of limited evidence. Thus, the
included studies are well-suited for examining whether the

6

For a complete record of data, code, and analyses, see: osf.io
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Each study was read and coded by a rater who was not blind
to the aims of the meta-analysis (the first author). The studies
were coded for: (1) sample size, (2) sample mean age, (3)
norm type (i.e., subject or agent-patient), (4) the valence of
the norm’s content (i.e., positive, neutral, or negative), (5) the
total number of judgments, and (6) the proportion of inclusive
judgments (i.e., judgments that extended the norms’
behavioral scope beyond the sampled evidence)6.
For an example, consider Study 1 from Roberts et al., 2017.
In this study, children received evidence of the form “Hibbles
eat purple berries and Glerks eat orange berries” and made a
forced-choice judgment about whether it is okay for a Hibble
to eat orange berries (coded: type = subject, valence =
neutral). The authors report collecting judgments from
groups of 4- to 6-year-olds (n = 24, mage = 5.37 years), 7- to
9-year-olds (n = 31, mage = 8.52 years), and 10- to 13-yearolds (n = 27, mage = 11.39 years). The authors report each
participant making four judgments in total, and, for each
group, the corresponding average proportion of inclusive
judgments (i.e., proportion of ‘It is okay’ responses to nonconformity) was m4-6 = 0.24, m7-9 = 0.43, and m10-13 = 0.47.
Our main focus for the meta-analysis is calculating an
average point estimate and 95% CI for the proportion of
inclusive judgments for each type of norm. To accomplish
this, we used a random-effects analysis, which takes into
account both within- and between-study variability in the
observed effect sizes. In contrast, a fixed-effects analysis
only accounts for within-study variability in the observed
effect sizes. Accordingly, the random-effects estimates are
more appropriate to consider when one’s aim is generalizing
beyond the already-observed effects, whereas the fixedeffects estimates more narrowly describe the alreadyobserved effects. Here we use the estimates from the randomeffects models to anchor our main interpretations, but both
types of models yielded similar results (for a summary of the
fixed-effects estimates, see: osf.io).
We used the R package metafor to conduct all analyses
(Viechtbauer, 2010). To satisfy the normality assumption of
the models, we used logit-transformed proportions instead of
the raw proportions in the analyses. For ease of interpreting,
however, we report the back-transformed effect sizes as raw
proportions (i.e., simply, the proportion of inclusive
judgments).

Results
How does the average proportion of inclusive judgments
compare to the evidential baseline of 0.33? For children’s

Figure 1: The average proportion of inclusive judgments
(diamonds) and 95% CI (lines) for studies involving
subject norms. Meta-analytic estimate of the average
proportion (diamond) and 95% CI (error bars) is below.
The dashed vertical line denotes the evidential baseline for
sampled evidence n = 1 (note: the baseline shifts
downward for all n > 1). Effect index (y-axis) includes the
publication, study number, and sample mean age.

Figure 2: The average proportion of inclusive judgments and
95% CI (lines) for all studies involving agent-patient norms.
Red circles denote negative valence behaviors, and blue
triangles denote positive valence behaviors. Meta-analytic
estimates of the average proportion and 95% CI (error bars)
are below. The dashed vertical line denotes the evidential
baseline for sampled evidence n = 1. Effect index (y-axis)
includes the publication, study number, and sample mean age.

judgments about subject norms, the estimate of the average
proportion was 0.34, 95% CI [0.27, 0.41]. For children’s
judgments about agent-patient norms, the estimate of the
average proportion was 0.41, 95% CI [0.28, 0.56]. Thus,
overall, the meta-analytic estimates of the average proportion
of inclusive judgments were not different from the evidential
baseline of 0.33. These results support the notion that
children’s norm learning is not prone to restrictive, groupbased bias. Rather, children’s responses on the whole are
consistent with the hypothesis that they are learning in an
evidentially rational way.
However, both analyses found significant heterogeneity
between studies (subject: Q(25) = 236.60, p <.0001; agentpatient: Q(13) = 170.09, p < .0001), which indicates that
study-specific moderators do exert an influence on the studyspecific effects. To get a better sense of potential moderator
influences, we conducted a series of moderator analyses
using mixed-effects models (Viechtbauer, 2010, p. 4). The
moderators that we analyzed were sample size, sample mean
age, and valence of the target behavior (dummy coded:
‘negative’ = 0, ‘positive’ = 1).
First, we conducted moderator analyses for studies
involving subject norms. Sample mean age accounted for a
significant proportion of the observed heterogeneity (R 2 =
15.37%), with older children more likely to make inclusive
judgments than younger children (β = 0.143, SE = 0.07, p =
.034). Since these data are not participant-level, however, we
emphasize that a healthy dose of caution is warranted before
interpreting this result as indicative of a developmental trend.
Sample size did not account for a significant proportion of
observed heterogeneity (β = 0.004, SE = 0.01, p = .67). All
studies involving subject norms examined behaviors with
neutral valence (e.g., food choice, toy choice, music choice),
and thus valence was not included in the moderator analyses
for subject norms.

Next, we conducted moderator analyses for studies
involving agent-patient norms. Sample mean age (β = 0.144,
SE = 0.26, p = .59) and sample size (β = -0.005, SE = 0.02, p
= .79) did not account for a significant proportion of observed
heterogeneity. However, the valence of the target behavior
did account for a significant proportion of the observed
heterogeneity (R2 = 33.08%), with children more likely to
make inclusive judgments about positive-valence behaviors
than negative-valence behaviors (β = 1.382, SE = 0.531, p =
.009). Correspondingly, the meta-analytic estimates for the
average proportion of inclusive judgments was 0.54, 95% CI
[0.40, 0.67] for positive-valence behaviors and 0.22, 95% CI
[0.09, 0.44] for negative-valence behaviors. Thus, compared
to the evidential baseline of 0.33, on average children’s
learning about positive-valence norms was inclusively
biased, whereas children’s learning about negative-valence
norms was statistically appropriate, albeit in a directionally
restrictive manner.
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Discussion
Across many domains in cognitive development, children are
evidentially rational learners: they make statistically
appropriate inferences, given their total evidence (c.f., Xu,
2019; Kushnir & Xu, 2012; Perfors et al., 2011). Yet, a
prominent view is that children’s norm learning is driven by
restrictive, group-based biases, even in novel contexts (c.f.,
Roberts et al., 2017; Chalik & Rhodes, 2020). Upon a closer
examination of the methods and evidence that support this
interpretation, however, children’s norm learning appears to
be more rational than commonly thought.
In the ongoing meta-analysis presented here, we find that
children’s norm learning is not prone to restrictive, groupbased biases. Rather, children infer the scope of subject
norms at a statistically appropriate rate, given their total
evidence. Likewise, we also find that, overall, children infer
the scope of agent-patient norms at a statistically appropriate

rate. However, it appears the valence of the norm’s
behavioral content is a key moderator of children’s learning.
In comparison to a naïve learner faced with the same
evidence, children are more likely to make inclusive, widescope judgments about norms that govern positive-valence
behaviors (e.g., say it is okay to help everyone in a novel
population). We also find suggestive evidence that children
are more likely to make restrictive, narrow-scope judgments
about norms that govern negative-valence behaviors (e.g.,
say it is not okay to harm everyone in a novel population).
Note this pattern of response is expected if children have
already internalized a common characteristic of moral rules
(e.g., it is good to direct prosocial, and wrong to direct
harmful, actions toward others). Thus, these results may not
reflect a learning bias per se. More likely, they indicate
rational learning given the evidence and non-naïve prior
beliefs. As such, the results are consistent with Chalik and
Rhodes’ claim that children’s sophisticated understanding of
harm and prosociality is a key factor in their learning about
novel norms (c.f., Chalik & Rhodes, 2020, p. 73).
Generally speaking, meta-analysis is a valuable method for
quantitatively summarizing the evidence for an effect and
highlighting moderators of potential importance (e.g., age
and valence of target behavior). However, it is also worth
noting that meta-analysis has limitations. If the included
studies have not examined a broad range of populations,
stimuli, or measures, then meta-analytic results are subject to
corresponding limits on generalizability. Here, only one
study included in the meta-analysis examined a non-Western
population (Roberts et al., 2018), and only one study
specifically manipulated the statistical features of children’s
evidence (Riggs, 2019). These are areas where future
research could provide great value. Likewise, incorporating
more fine-grained measures of age (e.g., participant-level
data) or future longitudinal studies could illuminate the
developmental dynamics at play.
For now, our results indicate that, in novel contexts studied
to date, children’s norm learning is not prone to restrictive,
group-based biases. Rather, the evidence is consistent with
children learning the scope of novel norms in a statistically
appropriate manner—perhaps, even with an inclusive
tendency under certain plausible modeling assumptions,
given the pragmatic features of the novel groups paradigm
(c.f., Tessler et al., 2020; Bonawitz et al., 2011). If children
also treat generic and/or pedagogical evidence as more
strongly confirmatory than a single independent sample, then
the evidential baseline should shift downwards, and the
present results would indicate an inclusive bias in norm
learning. However, it is not yet clear whether or how exactly
these factors exert an influence. As such, the extent to which
children’s norm learning is strictly rational or inclusively
biased is an intriguing topic for future work to address.
In this way, the Bayesian framework leveraged for the
present analyses holds promise for future research on norm
acquisition. Building from the minimal model specifications
used to compute the evidential baseline (essentially, a null
hypothesis), there are many possible ways to build and test
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descriptive models of norm acquisition. For example, more
severe tests of the rational learning account can include
varying the amount of evidence available to learners and/or
varying the group sizes relative to total population (i.e.,
manipulating the hypothesis space). In an experiment with
adult participants (Partington et al., 2020), we found the
rational learning account indeed predicts adults’ judgments
under such manipulations, and an ongoing study suggests
children also display a similarly rational pattern of inference.
Going forward, the Bayesian framework can also be extended
to model the joint influence of pragmatic, stimuli-induced,
and individual/cultural differences (see, e.g., Goodman &
Frank, 2016; Tauber et al., 2017). All such factors plausibly
play an important role in any given instance of norm
acquisition and thus plausibly explain the between-study
heterogeneity that we found in the meta-analysis.
Even so, the upshot remains that, in novel contexts studied
to date, children appear to make roughly the kinds of
inferences that they should make, given the evidence (c.f.,
Nichols, 2021). As such, this calls into question whether mere
representations of social groups automatically elicit
restrictive biases in norm acquisition (c.f., Roberts et al.,
2017a, p. 593; Chalik & Rhodes, 2020, p. 80). Rather, what
is made clear by the present analysis is that the inclusive
hypothesis is available to children during norm acquisition.
In novel contexts, children can—and often do—acquire
inclusive norms when the evidence allows. How and why this
tendency is amplified or diminished in real-world norm
acquisition is rich grounds for future research.

Appendix 1: Studies included
Subject norms: Roberts et al., 2017 (Study 1, 2); Roberts et
al., 2018 (1); Roberts et al., 2019 (1); Roberts & Horii, 2019
(1); Foster-Hanson et al., 2018 (1, 2); Riggs, 2019 (1, 2).
Agent-patient norms: Chalik & Rhodes, 2014 (1-4); Chalik
& Rhodes, 2018 (2); Roberts et al., 2019 (2).
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affected phenomena that occur too early in processing. They
Abstract
can also not be explained through structural changes, since
Is language unique in how it evokes conceptual content, and if
the effects could temporarily be activated or suppressed by
so, why? In an influential study, Lupyan & Thompson-Schill
(2012) report that labels (nouns like “dog”) have a stronger cuthe presentation of a label – hence providing support for the
ing effect in picture verification tasks than “equally informative
label-feedback hypothesis. In determining the processing arand predictive nonverbal cues”, like the sound of a barking dog.
chitecture of the brain, it is relevant whether labels are unique
Here we sought to better understand the factors that lead to a
label advantage. First, while we replicate the label advantage
in this regard, as this would imply dedicated processing of
itself, our data do not support the assumption that labels and enlabels.
vironmental sounds are equally informative. Instead, we show
In their seminal study, Lupyan & Thompson-Schill (2012)
that different cue types are associated with target images to
different degrees, and that labels show the strongest association.
presented participants with a cue (e.g., the noun “dog” or the
Moreover, the degree of association is a better predictor of resound of a barking dog) followed by an image that could either
action times than cue type. Thus, we conclude that labels are
match the cue (a picture of a dog) or not (that of a train). In
not more effective at activating the same semantic content than
non-verbal cues, but rather activate different semantic content.
a series of experiments, they showed that noun cues (“dog”)
led to faster reaction times than sound cues (barking sound),
Keywords: linguistics; neuroscience; psychological science;
language and thought; perception; label-feedback hypothesis
even though the sounds were unambiguously related to the
images. A central claim in their study is that labels lead to an
Introduction
advantage over environmental sounds even though both were
“equally informative and predictive” of the target category
Language breaks down our world into a heterogeneous uni(Lupyan & Thompson-Schill, 2012), referring to this as the
verse of symbols, of discrete labelled categories, allowing us
label advantage effect. To investigate whether this effect was
to communicate complex concepts and ideas with relative ease.
due to the nature of the cue (word versus non-word) or due
Each of these symbols (e.g. “dog”) conveys a concept, but this
to its semantic content (label versus non-label), Lupyan &
conceptual content can also be activated through our senses
Thompson-Schill (2012) conducted an additional experiment
(the sound of a barking dog), and can be used in non-linguistic
that included different types of cues: nouns and verbs (e.g.
tasks (e.g. flight or fight). This suggests that the underly“dog” and “barking”), imitated sounds (e.g. “arf-arf”), and
ing semantic system is shared, and that language accesses a
environmental sounds (the sound of a barking dog). Generally,
conceptual store that can equally be accessed through other
the noun cue retained an advantage and proved to be more
means.
effective than any other cue, suggesting that the effect was
However, some accounts suggest that language is unique in
caused by the fact that it was a label for the object category,
the way it evokes conceptual content and interacts with perrather than the word-like nature of the cue.
ceptual processing. This potentially implies some dedicated
cognitive architecture, similar to what Paivio (1991) proposes
The strongest claims regarding the label advantage effect
in his dual-coding theory, which argues that language is propoint towards a special cognitive treatment of labels, arguing
cessed differently from other sensory input. According to the
that labels are not better cues for the target images, but that
label-feedback hypothesis (Lupyan, 2012), language can affect
they affect their processing more strongly because labels are
lower-level perceptual processing through a top-down process,
“special” and processed differently from other conceptual cues.
allowing linguistic information to reinforce or interfere with
This reasoning relies on the assumption that verbal and nonbottom-up categorization processes. Importantly, the labelverbal cues were equally informative, as they showed in an
feedback hypothesis envisions a special role for labels, as they
image concordance rating task conducted as a part of their
are the proposed drivers of this feedback effect. Numerous
study (Lupyan & Thompson-Schill, 2012). This is crucial,
studies support this type of low-level effect of language on perbecause it would not be surprising to show that cues which
ception (Lupyan & Thompson-Schill, 2012; Lupyan & Ward,
are rated to be better fits for a set of images, are better cues
2013; Ostarek & Huettig, 2017; Lupyan & Spivey, 2010; Bouin a picture verification task using those images. Nonetheless,
tonnet & Lupyan, 2015; Edmiston & Lupyan, 2015; Forder
this less surprising possibility might be the more likely one:
& Lupyan, 2019). These effects cannot be explained entirely
labels differ from environmental or other non-verbal cues in
through high-level cognitive effects of language, since they
presentation, usage, and acquisition. Thus, they are likely to
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activate different instantiations of the same conceptual categories. Here, we test the notion that the strength of cuing
effects is not determined by whether cues are labels or not, but
by how (well) cues trigger a concept that matches the target
picture.
Interestingly, in their study, Lupyan & Thompson-Schill
(2012) also found verbs to lead to slower reaction times than
environmental sounds in matching conditions, an unexpected
result that was left mostly unexplained. Verbs are also labels,
although perhaps not for the object in question, but for associated actions. Additionally, sound cues (sound of a dog
barking) more accurately reflect the verb (“barking”) than the
noun (“dog”), since sounds are often related to actions, and
only refer to the object or animal in question indirectly. Hence,
the presented verbs and sounds might be more conceptually
similar to each other, but less similar than the noun and a
generic target image. This argument would entail that cues are
not actually equally informative.
This account that the semantic content of cues can help
explain a processing advantage is in line with research by
Edmiston & Lupyan (2015), which suggested that the label advantage could be modulated by having cues and targets match
more or less closely. The authors proposed that environmental
sounds convey specific information about particular exemplars
whereas labels activate diagnostic information about the given
category as a whole. For example, the pitch of a barking dog
provides information about its size in addition to information about the source being a dog. In a picture verification
paradigm, this might lead us to have more specific expectations about a target image, and consequently to shorter reaction
times when these specific expectations are confirmed.
In a series of experiments, we test whether the label advantage reported in Lupyan & Thompson-Schill (2012) is
compatible with a more integrated account of the language
system and the conceptual system, where language accesses
and modifies a shared conceptual store without the need for a
fundamental conceptual processing difference. The original
experiment by Lupyan & Thompson-Schill (2012) only tested
a relatively small number of stimuli (10) and participants (14).
Here, we revisit the assumption that verbal and non-verbal
cues are equally informative, with increased power, and find it
is not supported by our results. We then replicate the original
label advantage, but find that it is better explained by the concordance scores between cues and targets, than by the nature
of the cue itself (label vs non-label). In our last experiment,
we manipulate the visual targets to make them more concordant with the environmental sounds. While we do not reverse
the label advantage in favour of environmental cues, we find
an interaction effect similar to that reported in Edmiston &
Lupyan (2015). Importantly, we find concordance scores to
again be the best predictor of reaction times.
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Figure 1: Nouns (red) lead to faster reaction times than
any other cue type. (A) Exp. 1: similar to the original
Lupyan & Thompson-Schill (2012) study, a noun advantage
is observed regardless of whether cue and target match, and
responses in the mismatch condition are significantly slower.
Contrary to the original study, no verb disadvantage is observed. (B) Exp. 2: the noun advantage effect was reduced
in the matching condition when targets were selected to more
closely match the semantic content of the non-verbal sound
cues (active), as compared to more neutral targets (normal).
Bars represent the mean reaction time and the error bars represent the standard error of the mean, both calculated in logarithmic space.

sounds uniquely referred to a specific object or animal, and
how well cues referred to these. As the original results supported the claim that the different cue types were equally
informative, we conducted an online replication of this study.
We followed the design of the original norming study, but
with stimuli translated to Dutch, and with additional items and
more participants. We obtained image concordance scores for
all cues, as differences in these scores could contribute to an
explanation of the label advantage effect.

Method

Are labels and non-labels equally informative?

Participants 40 participants (ages 19-44, 32 females) were
recruited from the MPI subject database for an online experiment.

In the original research by Lupyan & Thompson-Schill (2012),
a norming study was conducted in order to quantify which

Materials We tested 23 items in total and, per item, included one drawing, one active and one normal photograph,
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one sound, and three voice recordings for the noun, verb and
sound imitation conditions. The active photographs were chosen to correspond more closely to the verb and sound cues,
e.g. an image of a barking dog to match “barking” and “arfarf”. Stimuli were selected to be suited for all subsequent
experiments of this study.
Procedure Participants did the experiment in the Frinex online environment (Withers, 2016), from their own computer.
First, the sounds were presented to participants in a randomized order, and they were asked (in Dutch) to respond what
animal or object typically produces this sound. We requested
singular single-word noun responses, and limited the text input to deny submission of multiple words or common verb or
plural word endings.
Subsequently, after hearing/seeing a cue, participants were
requested to imagine the animal or object belonging to that
cue. They were then shown either a normal or active target
photograph, and asked (in Dutch) to rate how well the photograph matched the image they pictured, using a 5-point Likert
scale. We asked this question separately for the sound cue, for
the spoken noun, verb and sound imitation cues, as well as
the drawing cue (so 5 times per photo, or 10 per item). We
followed the imagery concordance task procedure used for
norming by Lupyan & Thompson-Schill (2012) and described
in their appendix. All cue/target combinations were presented
in three randomized blocks with short breaks in between.
Analysis Any stimuli where the label accuracy in response
to presented sounds was lower than 50% were dropped from
the set of stimuli, and stimuli where the cue/target image
concordance ratings resulted in an average Likert score significantly below 3.0 (using a Bonferroni-corrected t-test with
α = 0.05) were also dropped. All other image concordance
scores were entered as factors into the corresponding analyses
in the further results of the current study.

Results
Based on the collected labels for sounds and concordance
scores between cues and images, we selected 16 items that
were easily nameable (> 50% correct labelling), and had
sounds, imitated sounds, nouns and verbs that were rated
as highly congruent (rating not significantly lower than 3 on
a 5-point scale). These items, categorizable into tools and
animals, were (with mean and standard deviation, calculated
across cue and target types): bell (3.9 ± 1.4), bird (4.1 ± 1.0),
cat (4.3 ± 0.9), chicken (4.0 ± 1.1), clock (4.0 ± 1.1), cow
(4.2 ± 1.0), dog (3.7 ± 1.2), duck (4.3 ± 0.9), frog (4.1 ± 1.1),
gun (4.1 ± 1.0), hammer (4.0 ± 1.2), motorcycle (3.8 ± 1.2),
rooster (4.2 ± 1.0), sheep (4.2 ± 0.9), snake (4.0 ± 1.1), and
train (3.8 ± 1.1). Half of these items (8) matched the ones
used in the original study (Lupyan & Thompson-Schill, 2012),
and we find no major differences between the ratings of the
original (3.95 ± 1.17) and the additional items (3.97 ± 1.16),
indicating that our newly introduced items are not significantly
different from the original materials (p = 0.26, two-sided t-
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test).
Comparing the image concordance scores between cue and
target types (data not shown), we observe significant differences between both different cue types (F(4, 156) = 35.6, p <
0.001) and different target types (F(1, 39) = 6.64, p < 0.05),
as well as an interaction between the two (F(4, 156) = 41.0,
p < 0.001). For normal targets, nouns result in the highest
image concordance scores (4.5 ± 0.8), followed by sounds
(3.9 ± 1.2), and both other cues led to significantly lower
scores (imitated: 3.6 ± 1.2, verbs: 3.4 ± 1.2). For active
targets, sounds result in a higher concordance score than
any other cue type (4.24 ± 1.0), closely followed by nouns
(4.16 ± 1.0), and both other cues led to significantly lower
scores (imitated: 3.8 ± 1.2, verbs: 3.8 ± 1.2).
In sum, this shows that active target images match more
closely with sounds than with nouns, and hence confirms our
suspicion that the original materials used target images that
were biased in favour of noun cues. More generally, these
results show that there are significant differences between cue
types, as well as that there is an interaction effect between
cue and target type on the observed concordance scores. Both
of these factors contradict the claim that the different cue
types are equally informative, and may hence play a role in
explaining the label advantage effect.

Experiment 1
We replicate experiment 2 from Lupyan & Thompson-Schill
(2012) to confirm their findings and to analyse whether concordance scores contribute to their results. In the original study,
the motivation for this experiment was to disentangle a label
(noun) advantage from a word or speech advantage by introducing non-label word cues (verbs) and non-word speech cues
(imitated sounds). The results from their experiment suggest
that there is a reaction time advantage for noun cues over the
other cues, while there is a reaction time disadvantage for verb
cues. The verb disadvantage was only present in matching
trials (where cue and target match), while the noun advantage
persisted in both matching and mismatching trials. Sound and
imitated sound cues performed comparably in both cases, and
led to response times in between the noun and verb cues. We
will investigate whether concordance scores can account for
the observed differences in reaction times, and whether they
can explain the presence of a verb disadvantage effect.

Method
Participants 63 participants (ages 18-49, 50 females) were
recruited from the MPI subject database for an online experiment, based on a power analysis. One participant was excluded
from further analysis because fewer than 75% of trials were
usable.
Materials We created stimuli similar to those used by
Lupyan & Thompson-Schill (2012), following the same selection criteria, and after norming selected 16 items that met the
requirements (see norming experiment).
Auditory stimuli were volume normalized, but unlike the
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Procedure Participants did the experiment in the Frinex
online environment (Withers, 2016), from their own computer.
Each trial followed the following sequence: first a cue was
presented, followed by a 1s pause, and then a target image was
presented that either matched or did not match the presented
cue. Cues were all auditory, and could be either a noun, verb,
imitated sound, or environmental sound. For non-matching
trials, an image from the other objects was randomly selected.
Participants were instructed to respond to targets as quickly as
possible by indicating whether the displayed target matched
the presented cue. Feedback was presented on-screen for
500ms after each trial, indicating whether a correct response
was given, followed by a 500ms pause before starting the next
trial. Each participant completed 512 trials: 16 items x 4
cues x 1 target x 2 levels of congruence x 4 repetitions. The
experiment started with 16 practice trials (using 2 items that
were not used in the actual experiment). Trials were presented
in four randomized blocks with short breaks in between. In
total, the experiment took approximately 40 minutes, including
instructions, practice trials, and breaks.
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Figure 2: Concordance scores explain reaction times. (A)
Exp. 1: reaction time was negatively correlated with cue-target
concordance scores, taken from our norming study. The ranges
of concordance scores spanned by each cue type are limited,
as they are not independent from to each other, with labels
notably more reliably being concordant with target images.
(B) Exp. 2: this negative correlation remained regardless of
the semantic closeness between non-verbal cues and target
images, indicating that our concordance scores accurately reflect these differences. A notable exception are the sound cues
in trials with active target images, where concordance score
seems to be positively correlated with reaction time. Dots
represent different cue-target combinations, coloured by cue
type and plotted by their normalised mean concordance score
and reaction time, the latter calculated in logarithmic space.
Lines represent log-linear fits on specific cue types (coloured)
or on all data (black), with the shaded area representing the
standard error of the mean. Only data from correct trials on
matching conditions is visualised.

original study, we did not match the lengths of the auditory
stimuli, because this produced unnaturally sounding audio
which could affect results. Despite the fact that cue timing has
been shown to be important (Edmiston & Lupyan, 2015) when
the delay was very short or even absent, results from Lupyan
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Analysis We analyse reaction times of correct trials using a
log-normal mixed-effects model. We use stimuli and participants as random effects, and we consider cue, matching, and
all their interactions as fixed effects and slopes for our random
effects. In further analyses, we additionally consider norming concordance scores, gender, age, cue length and stimulus
order as fixed effects. We used orthogonal contrasts, and all
numeric variables were normalized prior to fitting the models.
The Welch–Satterthwaite method was used to approximate the
effective degrees of freedom, in order to calculate significance.

Results
We find a significant noun advantage (p < 0.001), both in
matching and mismatching conditions (Figure 1A), replicating
the original results by Lupyan & Thompson-Schill (2012).
While verbs and imitated sound cues also led to slower responses than noun cues (Figure 1A, p < 0.001), the verb
disadvantage was not replicated in either the matching or mismatching condition (p = 0.36 and p = 0.63, respectively).
Given our much higher sample size and power, we assume
that our failure to replicate this verb disadvantage, which was
the largest effect in the original study (Lupyan & ThompsonSchill, 2012), indicates that it was a false positive in the original results.
When concordance scores are included in the model, higher
scores significantly predicted faster reaction times (Figure 2A,
p < 0.001). This was even the case when concordance scores
were normalized per cue type, to correct for the correlation
between concordance scores and cue type (data not shown,

p < 0.001). Critically, inclusion of concordance scores as a
covariate eliminated the noun advantage over verbs and imitated sound cues (p > 0.05). This shows that the degree to
which cue and target are deemed to be congruent can explain
the changes in reaction time (Figure 2A). Here, sounds and
nouns seem to display a weaker negative correlation between
reaction time and concordance score, which may be explained
by the limited range of concordance scores within each category, combined with a high variability in reaction times for
sound cues. These ranges are limited because concordance
scores and cue types are not independent from each other, with
labels more reliably being concordant with target images. We
conclude that concordance scores can at least partially explain
differences in reaction time, but since concordance scores and
cue types are correlated, no strong conclusions can be drawn
regarding the noun advantage effect itself.
In order to address this point, we perform an indirect model
comparison between three models: one with cue type, one
with concordance scores, and one with both as fixed effects.
Because the first two models are not hierarchical with respect
to each other, we compare both single-effect models with the
combined model in order to test the hypothesis that concordance scores alone can explain the results. We do this by
estimating the Bayes factor from two linear mixed-effects
model, assuming a uniform prior, using the Bayes Information
Criterion (BIC). Here, we find that the combined model is
strongly preferred over the cue-type model with a Bayes factor
of over 1018 , and that the concordance-only model is strongly
preferred over the combined model with a Bayes factor of
over 108 . Thus, we conclude that the noun advantage can be
explained by just the concordance scores, indicating that it is
determined by how well a cue matches the target image, not
by whether the cue is a label.

displaying a barking dog.
Procedure The procedure of this experiment was identical
to that of experiment 1. Each participant completed 512 trials:
16 items x 4 cues x 2 targets x 2 levels of congruence x 2
repetitions. The experiment started with 32 practice trials
(using 2 items that were not used in the actual experiment). In
total, the experiment took approximately 40 minutes, including
instructions, practice trials, and breaks.

Experiment 2
The initial Lupyan & Thompson-Schill (2012) study suggested
that the label advantage effect was related to the label (noun)
itself, not just the fact that it was a word. However, verbs are
also labels, although perhaps not for the object in question, but
for associated actions. Additionally, our concordance scores
show that there are differences in semantic content between the
different cue types. To further tease apart the effect of semantic
content and cue type, we adapt a paradigm used by Edmiston
& Lupyan (2015), where different target images were used
that matched the cue more or less closely (e.g. [barking dog]
versus just [dog]).

Method
Participants 91 participants (ages 18-44, 72 females) were
recruited from the MPI subject database for an online experiment, based on a power analysis.
Materials Materials matched those used in experiment 1,
with the exception of an additional target photograph. These
photographs were “active”, in the sense that they more closely
resembled the action associated with the verbs and sounds, e.g.
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Analysis The analysis was identical to experiment 1, except
we added target (active/normal) and all its interactions with the
other predictors as fixed effects. Slopes for our random effects
included these same factors, but without their interactions, due
to computational restrictions.

Results
Reinforcing results from experiment 1, we find a significant
noun advantage (p < 0.001), both in matching and mismatching conditions, as well as between normal and active target
images (Figure 1B). Verb and imitated sound cues again led
to slower responses than noun cues (Figure 1B, p < 0.001),
and a significant effect of matching condition (p < 0.001) was
found.
Active target images, which more closely matched sound
cues (as shown by our norming results), led to slightly slower
reaction times overall (p < 0.05). Contrary to our expectations,
we did not find a complete inversion of the label advantage
effect. However, there was an interaction between target type
and the size of the noun advantage, due to slower reaction
times in response to noun cues but faster reaction times in response to sound cues for active images (p < 0.05, Figure 1B).
This is in line with our expectations, and reaffirms the hypothesis that the original target images favoured the noun cues,
albeit not to the degree as we had expected.
When concordance scores are included in the model, the
disadvantage of verbs and imitated sounds with respect to
nouns disappears, along with cue-target interaction effects (all
p > 0.05, Figure 3). This shows that concordance scores at
least partly explain the same variance as cue type. The semantic congruence between cues and targets consistently led to
faster reaction times (Figure 2B), for both target image conditions, showing that our concordance scores accurately capture
the information that determines task performance. Note that
both here and in our statistical model (Figure 3), sound cues
seem to be outliers, and a positive correlation even seems
to be present for active target images following sound cues
(Figure 2B, right).
To determine whether concordance scores alone can adequately explain these results, we again perform an indirect
model comparison between three models, as in Experiment 1:
one with cue type, one with concordance scores, and one with
both as fixed effects. Again, we find that the combined model
is strongly preferred over the cue-type model with a Bayes
factor of over 1041 , and that the concordance-only model is
strongly preferred over the combined model with a Bayes
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Figure 3: Concordance scores can partially explain the effect of cue type on reaction time (Exp. 2). Incorporating cuetarget concordance scores (yellow), taken from our norming study, into our model leads to reduced noun-verb and noun-imitated
effects (teal), and eliminates the cue-target interaction effect (blue). The noun advantage effect (nouns-sounds) itself is unaffected.
Shapes represent the mixed-effects model estimates of the specified contrasts in log-space, and bars the 95% confidence intervals.
factor of over 103 , confirming our hypothesis.

Discussion
This study suggests that the label advantage effect can be
deconstructed into differences in semantics, and that labels
are only special insofar as they typically differ from other
cues with respect to their semantic content. Nouns seem to
activate information about objects in a neutral (prototypical)
state. Thus, when prototypical images are used, ratings show
that nouns are more strongly associated with them and they
reduce reaction times in picture verification experiments. This
matches the general pattern that higher cue-target concordance
scores lead to faster reaction times, also for non-labels. When
non-prototypical images are used, the label advantage effect is
reduced. Thus, our results support the claim that nouns, verbs,
and non-verbal cues activate different conceptual information.
We replicated the main result from Lupyan & ThompsonSchill (2012), and consistently find a reaction time advantage
for nouns relative to other cue types, but do not find that the
effect is there despite cues being equally informative. Rather,
we propose that it is there because cues are not equally informative: contrary to the original Lupyan & Thompson-Schill
(2012) study, nouns were rated to match the target images
better than non-verbal cues, despite the fact that we followed
their design very closely. A subset of our items were taken directly from the original study, and the newly introduced items
did not differ significantly from the original ones, making it
unlikely that these introduced differences. We also find it unlikely that differences in population or language alone could
explain the difference between our results, and thus we assume
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that the higher power of our norming study may explain this
difference.
We find that meaningful differences in semantic information, as measured by our concordance scores, are present both
for verbal and non-verbal cues, both within and between cue
types. This suggests that this flexibility is a feature of a shared
semantic system, rather than an idiosyncratic property of label cues. This is in line with statements in the original study
by Lupyan & Thompson-Schill (2012) that describe labels
as evoking more prototypical categorical representations of
concepts. However, it contradicts statements about cues being
equally informative, or words being inherently special.
Importantly, our results are not compatible with the view
that nouns refer to the general conceptual category (dog) without specifying features of a particular category member. This
is because on that account the effect of labels should be the
same regardless of the idiosyncratic features of a given target
image. In contrast, our second experiment shows that reaction
times in the noun condition were slower when active target
images were used (e.g., a barking dog) than more closely
matched non-verbal cues. This fits better with a view where
nouns activate objects in a particular state in a way that differs
from verbs and from non-verbal cues. This is in line with
experiments conducted by Edmiston & Lupyan (2015); they
show that the semantic content of cues, and in particular the
degree to which the cue and target match, has an influence on
the observed effect.
In experiment 4, Lupyan & Thompson-Schill (2012) show
the presence of a label advantage effect in a different paradigm
where participants first learnt novel cues (either sounds or

labels), so that cue predictiveness and familiarity could be
controlled. This experiment suggests that labels differ in the
semantic content that they evoke even if the learning regime
is the same. As proposed by Lupyan & Thompson-Schill
(2012), this may be the case because our prior experience with
language biases us to learn new words in a more categorical
and abstract manner compared to non-verbal cues.
One limitation of the current concordance-based explanation is that the different cue types only span a limited range
of the concordance scores. Of course, this limitation follows
directly from the task design, since we selected cues with high
concordance ratings to ensure that they were sufficiently associated with their target concepts. Despite this, we showed that
the concordance scores have a significant effect even if they
are normalized per cue type, effectively removing differences
in range. For future studies, it may be interesting to sample
cues where each cue type spans a similarly broad range of
congruence scores, to consolidate our results.
There were some effects of cue type that the concordance
scores did not capture; however, this was reflected in a disadvantage for environmental sound cues, rather than an advantage for nouns. This raises the possibility that the differences
in reaction times can be characterized more accurately as a disadvantage for environmental sound cues in conjunction with
an advantage for trials with higher semantic cue-target concordance. Further research needs to determine whether the label
advantage in this experimental paradigm may be explained
through a bias towards representations of a specific modality
type, e.g. a bias of nouns towards visual representations (dog)
and of verbs towards auditory representations (barking). This
difference may be relevant because in the present paradigm
the target is always an image, and hence potentially favours visual representations. A fully visual version of the experiment
could address this issue, where spoken word cues are replaced
by written words and the environmental sound is replaced by
e.g. a drawing. Additionally, in future research, it may be
informative to look at dynamic stimuli, such that the use of
verbs as labels can more extensively be investigated.
In the end, words are not neutral cues, but represent an implicit intention to convey categories, and are used in a way that
is fundamentally different from the way in which non-verbal
cues are used. Meaning arises from how our conceptual representations form and are used in everyday life, and what their
associated prototypes and modalities are, and it is likely that
the semantic content of labels reflects these differences. These
differences then invoke different representations, leading to
differentiated top-down modulation of sensory processing and,
thus, a difference in task performance. As such, the label advantage effect can be deconstructed into underlying semantic
differences, based on a shared semantic system. This provides
a simpler explanation of what makes words special, that is tied
to semantic content rather than to cue type directly.
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Abstract
Delays between causes and effects are commonly found in
cause-effect relationships in real life. However, previous studies have only investigated delays on the order of seconds. In
the current study we tested whether people can learn a causeeffect relation with hour long delays. The delays between the
cause and effect were either 0, 3, 9, or 21 hours, and the study
lasted 16 days. Surprisingly, we found that participants were
able to learn the causal relation about equally as well in all four
conditions. These findings demonstrate a remarkable ability to
accurately learn causal relations in a realistic timeframe that
has never been tested before.
Keywords: causal learning; delay; preparedness of learning

Introduction
An important question in the fields of causal, reinforcement,
and associative learning, is the impact of the delay between a
cause and effect (or cue and outcome) on learning.
Temporal delays have been studied in animal conditioning
and reinforcement learning for decades. Initially it was believed that learning is worse with longer intervals between
the conditioned stimulus and unconditioned stimulus (Renner,1964). Subsequent research on taste aversion has found
that learning with delays ranging from one hour to 24 hours
is possible (Logue, 1979), but this phenomenon of learning
over a long delay, often called ‘preparedness of learning’ is
believed to be an evolutionarily adapted exception for foodrelated conditioned stimuli and certain fearful stimuli and
phobias (Dunlap & Stephens, 2014). Computational models
of associative learning that have attempted to model the influence of delay on learning (’trace learning’ paradigms) have
primarily attempted to capture how longer delays, even on
the order of seconds, produce considerably less learning. For
example, associative learning theories that are more biologically inspired assume a short window of associability (e.g.,
Gluck & Thompson, 1987; Grossberg & Schmajuk, 1989).
Whereas trial-by-trial models of learning (e.g., Rescorla &
Wagner, 1972) are not sensitive to intra-trial temporal dynamics, subsequent reinforcement learning models such as
Sutton and Barto’s Temporal Difference model (1990) was
specifically designed to capture this finding by using eligibility traces. However, there are still open debates in the theorizing of the role of delay. For example, Gallistel and Gibbon’s (2000) timing model proposes that the effect of delay is
proportional to the intertrial interval; if both are increased in
proportion then there is no impact of delay. But most impor-
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tantly, delay has played a central role in the field of animal
learning and Reinforcement Learning.
Within the field of human causal learning, there have also
been debates about the role of delay. Initially it was believed that humans have difficulty learning cause-effect relations with longer delays. Shanks, Pearson and Dickinson
(1989) investigated the role of temporal contiguity between a
cause and effect with delays from 0 to 16 seconds and found
that participants’ judgements of causal efficacy were significantly reduced with delays longer than 4 seconds.
However, subsequent studies showed that causal learning
is mediated by temporal assumptions (Buehner & McGregor, 2006; Buehner, 2005; Hagmayer & Waldmann, 2002).
Buehner and colleagues argued that Shanks et al.’s (1989) results were due to learners having an expectation of an immediate succession of causes and effects. Buehner and McGregor (2006) had people learn the relation between releasing a
ball into a chute and a light coming on triggered by the ball
reaching the end of a chute. They had two conditions, one
which had a steeper chute, and another with a more gradual
chute, so participants had different expectations about how
long it would take for the ball to reach the end of the chute.
When the chute was gradual, and the delay between the insertion of a ball and the light was longer (their expectations
matched the delay), participants gave stronger causal ratings
that inserting the ball made the light come on than if the delay
was so short that it violated their expectations. Other research
investigated the roles of the variability of delay and number
of intervening events as opposed to delay per se (Lagnado &
Speekenbrink, 2010), and how people use distributions of delays for inferring causal structures among multiple variables
(Bramley, Gerstenberg, Mayrhofer, & Lagnado, 2018).

Longer Delays and Current Study
Despite all this important empirical and theoretical work on
delay, an important open question is how delays impact human learning in real-life situations. Almost all the prior research, with the exception of the preparadness of learning research with animals, has focused on delays on the order of
seconds. However, many real-life causal events occur with
delays of several minutes, hours, or days. The primary goal
of this research is to investigate how well people are able to
learn cause-effect relations with delays on the order of hours.
Recently we have begun to study how well people can learn
cause-effect relations from data presented one trial per day for

In a subsequent study testing how well people can learn
about two causes and one effect, one cause had a strong unambiguous influence on the effect, but the other cause had a
weaker influence, and assessing the influence required ’controlling’ for the influence of the first cause. We found that
people could learn about the stronger cause, but in the long
timeframe people were not able to control for one cause when
assessing the influence of the other cause (Willett & Rottman,
2020). Though people were able to control for second causes
in the rapid presentation format, there also was not a significant difference between the two conditions.
Critically, in both of these experiments, the cause and effect were presented at the same time, so even though they are
more realistic in one sense that the trials are more spaced out,
they are still artificial in that there is zero delay between the
cause and effect. The findings that participants are able to
learn single cause-effect relations quite well, and are able to
learn about two causes to some degree, possibly represent an
overly optimistic picture of real-world causal learning.
This study aimed to assess the effect of temporal delays
on causal learning over 16 days. We adopted a trial-by-trial
learning paradigm and spaced it out to one trial per day. We
manipulated the intervals between the cause and the effect
within a trial, ranging from a few seconds to roughly 21
hours, to investigate whether long term causal learning is impeded with delay and the extent to which people can accurately learn cause-effect relations with long delays.

Methods
Participants
202 participants completed the study. 76 participants were recruited within the Pittsburgh community (mainly undergraduate students) and attended an in-person lab session on the first
day of study. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the rest of participants were recruited through social media (e.g. Facebook)
and attended a remote lab session over Zoom on the first day
of study. Participants who successfully completed the entire
study were paid $40. The final analyses included 200 participants, excluding 1 participant who explicitly reported they
wrote down data during the study and 1 participant due to a
programming error.
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a series of days. The reason is that one way in which standard
causal-learning paradigms are artificial is that all the trials are
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Figure 1: The time windows for participation.

Design
The study had employed a 2x4 between-subject design. There
were two types of learning datasets (positive correlation vs.
negative correlation) and four temporal delay conditions of
roughly 0, 3, 9, or 21 hours between the cause and effect.
Dataset Type The positive correlation dataset used the following data: the cause and effect were both present 6 times
(A cell), both absent 6 times (D cell), the cause was present
and the effect was absent 2 times (B cell), and the cause was
absent and the effect present 2 times (C cell). For the negative
dataset, the cell frequencies were reversed [A=2, B=6, C=6,
D=2]. According to the ∆P rule (Allan, 1980), the causal
strengths were .5 and -.5 for the two datasets respectively.
In order to ensure that the contingency kept the same for the
first 8 days and the latter 8 days, we divided the whole dataset
into two identical sets ([A=3, B=1, C=1, D=3] for the positive; [A=1, B=3, C=3, D=1] for the negative) and randomly
ordered 8 trials across each half.
Temporal Delays We manipulated the temporal delays
within each trial. Participants observed 16 trials of events and
each trial contained a cause task in which participants learned
whether the cause is present or absent, and an effect task in
which participants learned whether the effect is present or not.
In the 0-delay condition, participants did the cause and the effect task back to back each day. In the 3-hour delay condition,
participants did the cause task in the morning and the effect
task in the afternoon around 3 hours (min = 2, max = 7) later
than the morning task. In the 9-hour delay condition, participants did the cause task in the morning and the effect task in
the evening around 9 hours (min = 8, max = 15) later. In the
21-hour delay condition, participants did the cause task in the
afternoon and the effect task next morning roughly 21 hours
(min = 16, max = 24) later. See Figure 1 for a visualization
of these windows of time to participate.

Cause Task

Effect Task

Figure 2: Screenshots of the cause task and the effect task. In
the cause task, the participant has already verified whether the
cause is present or not based on the icon. In the effect task,
the participant predicted that the effect would be absent (no
pain), and is now receiving feedback (that they experienced
pain) and are verifying the pain.
The study was run automatically through a custom built
website using the psychcloud.org framework. This website
sent automated text message reminders, and allowed participants to login only at the allocated times. When participants
were supposed to do the task, they were sent a text message,
and if they did not they received hourly reminders.
If a participant did not do one of the tasks, either cause or
effect task within the window of time that they were allotted
in a given day, they were not allowed to participate for the the
rest of the day, and they received the same trial the subsequent
day. If participants missed more than 4 days, they could not
continue to participate in the study. In total 6 participants
were dropped from the study due to missing more than 4 days.

Procedures
The entire study which was conducted on participants’ mobile phones, contained one practice task which happened in
the lab (or over Zoom) on Day 0, one 16-day learning task
and one final judgement task which happened on Day 17.
On the first day (Day 0), participants did a practice task in
the lab (or over Zoom) which took 20 minutes. The task contained a four-trials learning session and a testing session afterwards. In the learning session, the trials were shown back-toback. Participants finished one trial by pressing a button and
then they moved to the next one. The goal for the practice
task is to become familiar with the experiment procedure.
The long-term task began on Day 1. At the beginning, the
participants read about a cover story that they are taking a new
medication during the next 16 days and they need to figure out
whether the medicine improves or worsens or has no influence on their back pain. The entire learning session contained
16 trials, one trial per day. Each day participants conducted
two tasks, a cause task and an effect task (see Figure 2).
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In the cause task, participants first saw an image of a
scene.1 After they clicked the ‘Continue’ button, they were
shown an icon and a text of whether the cause is present or
absent that day. Participants then verified the status of the
cause by clicking a button. Only after they responded correctly would a ‘Continue’ button appear allowing them to
continue. Finally, they were asked to “tell a story that links
both pictures together” by typing down their story.2
The effect task followed a similar procedure, except that
before seeing whether the effect was present or absent, participants were asked to predict the status of the effect (whether
or not they have back pain). After they submitted their prediction, they received text feedback of their prediction and an
icon showing whether they have back pain or not.
On Day 17, the day after the 16-day learning task, they
did a 15-minute final judgment task. The task consisted of
two parts. In the causal strength part, we measured causal
strength, future prediction strength and frequency strength.
In the memory part, we measured participants’ recognition
memory of the contextual images and episodic memory of
causes and effects within each day, but we are not going to
analyze the data from the memory part in this article.

Measures
We used five different measures of participants beliefs about
the strength of the relation between the cause and the effect.
All the measures were scaled in a range of [-1,1] for analysis.
Causal Strength Participants made a standard “causal
strength” judgment by answering whether the medicine
“worsens, improves, or has no influence on pain” (on a scale
of −10 to +10, −10 = strongly worsens, 0 = no influence,
and +10 = strongly improves). This question was asked both
in the middle of the learning session (after Trial 8) and in the
testing session (after Trial 16).
Future Prediction Strength Participants were asked about
the probability of having pain given that they did or did not
take the medicine (“Imagine that ‘tomorrow’ (Day 17) you
take/do not take” medicine). On a scale of 0 to 100%, what do
you think is the likelihood that you would experience pain?”
The future prediction strength was derived by subtracting participants’ responses of when they do not take the medicine
from when they do take the medicine - similar to the ∆P rule.
1 These scenes were included to help provide some context and
for other analyses involving episodic learning that are not presented
in the current paper.
2 We wanted to ensure that participants were paying attention and
encoding the stimuli, not just clicking through the task, given that
this task was embedded in their daily lives and could happen while
they were doing other things. We were also concerned that if learning in all conditions was at floor it could be explained merely due to
a lack of processing. One potential concern is that this task may have
led to increased salience, perhaps leading to an overly optimistic picture of learning with delays. Though possible, these stories were still
quite short and likely took 10-20 seconds to write. In comparison,
many real-world events that people care to learn about are likely to
be much more salient and important in one’s life (e.g., pain, sleep)
leading to deeper processing than in the current task.

Future Use Participants answered whether they believe
they should continue to use the medicine on a scale of −10 to
+10, −10 = definitely no, 0 = unsure, +10 = definitely yes.
Frequency Strength We asked about their memories of
the frequencies of A, B, C, and D cells (e.g., “Of the 16
days in the study, how many days did you see a picture in
which you did take the medicine and did experience pain”).
We calculated frequency strength by calculating p(effect |
cause) − p(effect | ¬cause) from participants memories of A,
B, C, and D cells. We excluded one participant from data
analysis due to this participant’s frequency strength being incalculable due to a division by zero problem, which can happen if some pairs of cells are judged as zero.
Trial by Trial Prediction Strength We computed “prediction strength” from participants’ predictions about the presence or absence of the effect from Trial 9 to Trial 16 using a
similar equation as calculating frequency strength. We only
use the last 8 trials because we assume that participants have
experienced some data so that they could give a relatively reliable prediction.

Results
The
analysis
follows
our
pre-registered
plan
(https://osf.io/8tcvq). For ease of interpretation, we inverse coded the judgments for the negative datasets so that
they are positive.
Figure 3 shows summaries of the six measures. As can easily be seen in the figure, participants’ judgments were above
zero for all six measures and for all 4 conditions, which provides evidence that participants were able to learn the contingency between the cause and effect in every condition. All 24
t-tests against zero were significant (see Figure 3).
We conducted two analyses and provided both p-values and
Bayes Factors (BFs, Kruschke, 2014). First, we conducted an
ANOVA for each dependent measure. If learning becomes
weaker with longer delays, there should be a main effect of
delay.3 These ANOVAs also included a main effect of dataset
(positive vs. recoded negative) and an interaction.
Table 1 presents the ANOVA results for the six measures.
We first discuss the main effect of delay. In four of measures
(causal strength after Trial 8, and after Trial 16, future use
strength, and future prediction strength), there was no significant effect of delay, and the BFs were in the range of .03-.06,
meaning that the evidence is roughly 20 to 1 in favor of the
null hypothesis of no influence of delay. In the frequency
strength measure, the BF was weaker, about 2 to 1 in favor of
3 There are two highly related ways to conduct this analysis. One
way involves testing for an interaction between dataset and delay; if
participants have more difficulty learning the cause-effect relations
then their judgments for the positive and negative datasets would get
closer together over longer delays. Here as preregistered, we took
a simpler approach of inverse coding the judgments for the negative
datasets so that they are positive and then testing for a main effect of
delay. These two approaches are very similar mathematically, only
here we are primarily interested in a main effect of delay whereas in
the other version we would primarily be interested in the interaction.
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Figure 3: Judgments in four delay conditions and t-test results. p-values against 0: *<.05,**<.01, ***<.001
a null effect. The only measure that found an effect of delay
was the trial-by-trial prediction strength measure. As can be
seen in Figure 3, participants’ predictions were stronger for
the 0 and 3 hour conditions than for the 9 and 21 hour conditions, suggesting that learning was somewhat better with the
shorter delays. The p-value was .006, though the BF was not
especially strong; 5.126 to 1 in favor of the alternate. We
compared the trial by trial prediction strength measure across
the 0 vs. 3, 3 vs. 9, and 9 vs. 21-hour delay conditions. Out of
these three comparisons, the only significant difference was 3
vs. 9 hours, F(1,95) = 7.048, p = 0.009.
Four out of the six ANOVAs also found very strong main
effects of dataset. This is because participants tended to give
somewhat stronger judgments in the negative condition than
the positive condition. This could have been due to a bias
to think that the medicine is effective - that the presence of
the medicine would help prevent the back pain. Though the
cover story explicitly said that the medicine could improve or
worsen the back pain, this bias is understandable, and is not
of primary importance to the study. There were no significant
interactions between delay and dataset, with most of the BFs
roughly in the range of 10 to 1 in favor of the null.

Table 1: ANOVA results for the six measures.
F
p
Causal Strength (After Trial 8)
Delay
0.62
0.603
Dataset
3.98
0.048
Delay:Dataset 1.13
0.340
Causal Strength (After Trial 16)
Delay
0.18
0.908
Dataset
14.17 <0.001
Delay:Dataset 0.27
0.846
Future Prediction Strength
Delay
0.76
0.518
Dataset
14.75 <0.001
Delay:Dataset 0.57
0.635
Future Use Strength
Delay
0.85
0.467
Dataset
12.57 0.001
Delay:Dataset 0.36
0.783
Frequency Strength
Delay
2.24
0.085
Dataset
1.65
0.200
Delay:Dataset 0.46
0.709
Trial by Trial Prediction Strength
Delay
4.28
0.006
Dataset
12.12 0.001
Delay:Dataset 0.78
0.510

Table 2: Regression results for the six measures.

BF

β
p
Causal Strength (After Trial 8)
Interval
-0.003 0.417
Dataset
-0.101 0.291
Interval:Dataset -0.004 0.647
Causal Strength (After Trial 16)
Interval
-0.002 0.616
Dataset
-0.241 0.010
Interval:Dataset 0.0002 0.981
Future Prediction Strength
Interval
-0.004 0.237
Dataset
-0.261 0.001
Interval:Dataset 0.005
0.439
Future Use Strength
Interval
-0.003 0.525
Dataset
-0.293 0.006
Interval:Dataset 0.004
0.661
Frequency Strength
Interval
-0.006 0.035
Dataset
-0.117 0.087
Interval:Dataset 0.007
0.254
Trial by Trial Prediction Strength
Interval
-0.011 0.003
Dataset
-0.277 0.001
Interval:Dataset 0.009
0.229

0.05
1.03
0.19
0.03
128.6
0.08
0.06
147.3
0.10
0.06
55.71
0.08
0.41
0.34
0.09
5.13
45.9
0.13

Second, we conducted linear regressions to test for an effect of the actual delay that a participant experienced given
that participants in the same condition could have experienced somewhat longer or shorter delays based on exactly
when they choose to complete the task. The regressions used
the actual delay intervals, rather than the 4 delay conditions.
The actual time interval for an individual participant was the
average time interval between the cause task and the effect
task over the 16 days. The delay is coded in terms of hours
for interpreting the regression coefficient.
Table 2 presents the results of the regressions, which were
similar to the ANOVA results. Again, we only found a main
effect of delay in the trial by trial prediction strength measure,
with a somewhat stronger BF than the ANOVA; 13.6 to 1.
There was a marginal effect of delay for the frequency measure, but the BF was very weak. The main effects of dataset
and the interaction mirror the ANOVA results.

Discussion
This is the first study to investigate human causal learning
in which the trials were spaced out over time (once per day)
and there were considerable delays between the cause and the
effect ranging from 0 to 21 hours. These two features were
designed to make the task mimic a real-world causal learning
situation in which an individual is learning about causes and
effects over longer periods of time (e.g., what factors improve
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BF
0.37
0.46
0.30
0.28
5.52
0.25
0.46
27.3
0.32
0.30
8.61
0.27
2.07
1.04
0.48
13.6
30.2
0.45

or worsen one’s sleep or one’s mood). Surprisingly, this study
showed that people are capable of learning cause-effect relationships with delays up to 21 hours, and for the most part
causal learning was not affected by the length of delay, ranging from 0 to 21 hours.
Exceptions to the General Finding We did find some exceptions. Most notably, the length of delay affected the
trial by trial prediction strength. This judgment is somewhat different from the rest. The trial by trial prediction
strength was calculated from participants’ predictions of the
effect after knowing that the cause was present or absent on
each day during the latter 8 days of learning. At a conceptual level, prediction-based reinforcement learning models
(e.g., Rescorla & Wagner, 1972) assume that learners spontaneously make predictions of outcomes, and that these predictions are required for learning. Because predictions were
made during learning in this study, they can be viewed as
interim measures of learning, but they should be tied to the
other measures. Though the predictions should be related to
the final measures of learning, the predictions are the most
implicit or at least farthest removed from all the other measures. For example, we did not remind participants of the
cause when they predicted the effect, and retrieving the cause
for making predictions may require more effort in the longer
delay conditions so that participants may have been less likely

to make predictions of the effect based on the cause they saw
earlier. All of these reasons could have contributed to effects
of delay appearing primarily for this measure.
At the same time, there are some other findings that do not
entirely fit with this interpretation. Most importantly, there
was not an effect of delay in the causal strength measure after Trial 8, suggesting that learning was not considerably impaired by the delay even earlier on. Furthermore, the proposal
that participants weren’t thinking about the cause when predicting the effect in the longer delay conditions is problematic from a reinforcement learning perspective. Prediction is
necessary in reinforcement learning, and if participants aren’t
predicting the effect from the cause reinforcement learning
models would not be able to say how participants had accurate judgments by the end of learning. Furthermore, the future
predictive strength measure also did not find an effect of delay. We asked the future predictive strength measure in order
to have another measure similar to the trial by trial prediction
strength measure, but assessed after learning. It is not entirely clear why these two measures would produce different
outcomes except for the fact that the trial by trial measure is
happening earlier during learning.
Another exception to the overall findings of no influence
of delay is the frequency strength measure. Though the
frequency strength judgment was asked after learning, it is
also somewhat different from the other questions and can
be viewed as a less explicit measure of causal strength.
This measure had people to recall their memories for the 16
events rather than make a judgment about the cause and/or
effect. It is possible that this measure taps into people’s
episodic memories, or that this judgment is recreated from
participants’ beliefs about the relationship between the cause
and effect; this is a topic of current study. However, the
effects of delay on frequency strength were only found in
the regression analyses, and though significant, the BF was
very weak, suggesting that any influence of delay was quite
modest.
Open Questions Though this study has been designed to
push the limits of external validity of the learning paradigm
- to study causal learning as closely as it occurs over long
timeframes in everyday life - there are still important future directions. One is that participants received the information of an absence of the cause or the effect. However, in
many real life situations, nothing alerts the learner to an absence, which raises important challenges for research (Gallistel, Craig, & Shahan, 2019). For example if someone forgets
to take medicine, or does not feel pain, these absences may
go unnoticed. However, modifying the paradigm for real absences will be hard to implement because if a participant fails
to do a task when they receive a text message it will turn
what should be a presence into an absence. Another important future direction has to do with a different sort of delay.
For example, antidepressant medications can take multiple
weeks before starting to have an influence and in this case
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the medicine is taken each day, whereas in the current study
the medicine was taken on 50% of days.
Conclusions This research makes an important empirical
contribution to the field of human causal learning specifically, and learning more generally, showing that learning is
not necessarily degraded even with considerable delays. Empirically, this raises the possibility that people can accurately
learn about the contingencies between events in their daily
lives, at least in simple cases with only one cause and effect.
Theoretically, this research requires a reexamination of the
mental processes that underlie human causal and statistical
learning, which primarily assume that learning is degraded
with increasing delay.
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Abstract
Productive failure (PF) is a learning paradigm that reverses the
standard order of instruction by asking students to solve
problems prior to instruction. This paradigm has been shown
to be effective for fostering student learning. To date, however,
the role of student emotion in productive failure has not been
investigated. In other paradigms, there is some evidence that
failure elicits negative emotions and that these emotions can
interfere with learning. This leads to a conundrum given
productive failure’s positive effect on learning. To shed light on
this, we report on results from a study (N = 48) in the productive
failure paradigm. For the analysis, we used a mixed-methods
approach to investigate the distribution of emotions in
productive failure, how these changed across different
instructional activities, and the relation between emotions and
posttest performance.
Keywords: Productive failure; emotions

Introduction
Theories of impasse-driven learning show that failure is an
important part of learning (Darabi et al., 2018; Tawfik, Rong
& Choi, 2015; VanLehn 1988). Failure can have both
negative and positive effects. On the one hand, it can result
in students feeling discouraged and frustrated (Falout et al.,
2009; Nummenmaa & Niemi, 2004), but on the other hand, it
can promote reflection and serve as a catalyst for novel ideas
needed to overcome impasses (D’Mello et al., 2014; Kapur
& Bielaczyc, 2012; Loibl & Rummel, 2014). The present
study focuses on a particular failure paradigm called
productive failure (Kapur, 2008; Kapur & Bielaczyc, 2012).
Our goal was to investigate what emotions productive failure
elicits in students and whether those emotions relate to their
learning.

Productive Failure
The productive failure (PF) paradigm includes two key
phases, with the “failure” part occurring during the first
phase. Here, students are given a problem to work on that
they do not have adequate prior knowledge to solve (referred
to as the PF phase below). Not surprisingly, students rarely
find correct solutions, and in the process of attempting to
solve the problem they encounter impasses and setbacks.
However, they also have the opportunity to be creative, try
unconventional solutions, and explore the problem space.
These activities are hypothesized to help students become
aware of their knowledge gaps, activate prior knowledge, and
recognize deep conceptual features of the problem (Kapur,
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2008). The second productive failure phase (the Lesson
phase) involves giving students a lesson on how to solve the
problem, including the salient concepts related to the
solution. This ordering (problem solving first, lesson second)
may seem counterintuitive as it is contrary to traditional
instruction. However, there are benefits to productive failure:
students learn more from this paradigm than traditional
instruction (Kapur, 2008; 2012; Kapur & Kinzer, 2009; Loibl
& Rummel, 2014). Productive failure is especially beneficial
for fostering conceptual knowledge (the ‘why / what’
understanding of key domain concepts). This is because
productive failure is designed to expose students to the salient
problem features. In contrast, both productive failure and
traditional instruction are similarly effective at fostering
procedural knowledge (the ‘how to’ knowledge - in problemsolving contexts, it can be defined as the ability to execute a
series of actions to solve a problem (Rittle-Johnson, Siegler &
Alibali, 2001)).
To illustrate with a few examples, the classic productive
failure study (Kapur 2012) evaluated the paradigm in a
classroom with ninth-grade students. There were two
conditions: productive failure and direct instruction. The
productive failure group spent the first two class periods
working collaboratively in triads to solve a math problem
centered around the concept of variance. Subsequently,
students were given a lesson by their teacher, who explained
the concept of variance and also provided contrasting cases
by comparing and contrasting various solution methods
(including canonical and incorrect solutions). For the direct
instruction condition, the order of instruction was flipped: the
first period consisted of the teacher explaining the concept of
variance and the next two periods involved problem solving.
Both conditions were subsequently given a posttest. The
productive failure group significantly outperformed the
traditional group on the conceptual and transfer items; there
was no difference on the procedural items.
Loibl & Rummel’s (2014) study replicated and extended
the earlier productive failure studies, while also addressing a
limitation in those studies. That limitation was due to a
difference between the productive failure and traditional
conditions in the lesson, namely that only the productive
failure group’s lesson included contrasting cases. Contrasting
cases involve incorrect solutions used to teach students about
the critical problem features. Thus, the fact that only the
productive failure group had instruction on contrasting cases
could bias the results against the traditional group. To address
this limitation, Loibl and Rummel used a 2x2 design,

manipulating the lesson design (contrasting cases present or
not) and the timing of the lesson (before or after problem
solving). The participants were 10th graders, and the topic was
mathematical variance. Students in the ‘failure paradigm’
(problem solving first - lesson after) acquired more
conceptual knowledge than the traditional instruction group
(lesson first-problem solving after). Additionally, the main
effect of lesson design was significant, favoring the lesson
that included contrasting cases. These results replicate earlier
findings that productive failure is an effective paradigm and
demonstrates that including contrasting cases increases
learning.
To summarize, productive failure fosters greater
conceptual learning than traditional instruction, without
sacrificing procedural learning. We now review research on
emotions and learning.

Emotion and Learning
Research outside of the productive failure paradigm has
shown that students’ emotions are an integral part of learning
and impact outcomes (D’Mello et al., 2014; Kim & Pekrun,
2014; MacIntyre & Vincze, 2017). Certain emotions improve
learning. For example, when students enjoy their work and
feel happy, they are more creative and flexible with their
learning styles (Kim & Pekrun, 2014). MacIntyre & Vincze
(2017) reported that enjoyment positively impacted students’
second language learning. Confusion can be beneficial when
it is induced through contradictory information, leading to a
confrontation of the corresponding impasse, and so learning
(D’Mello et al., 2014). Uncertainty also positively correlates
with learning in some studies (Lamnina & Chase 2019;
Ozcelik, Cagiltay, & Ozcelik, 2013).
Conversely, negative emotions like boredom and anxiety
have consistently been associated with reduced learning
(Craig et al., 2004; Pekrun, Elliot & Maier, 2009). The results
related to frustration are mixed: while some models predict a
negative relation between frustration and learning (Kort,
Reilly & Picard, 2001) others have found the opposite, namely
that learning and frustration are positively related but with the
caveat that this depends on frustration level (Liu et al., 2013).
In other (non- productive failure) contexts, failure has been
correlated with increased anxiety, and, in some cases,
hopelessness (Pekrun, Elliot & Maier, 2009). Thus,
investigating the emotions elicited during productive failure
would shed light on how students feel in this paradigm and
provide additional insight into the relationship between
emotion and learning in this paradigm.
To our knowledge, to date there is only one study
measuring emotion in a productive failure context (Lamnina
& Chase, 2019). In this study, middle-school children selfreported on positive and negative emotions after the
instructional activity. The results showed that uncertainty and
positive affect both increased students’ performance on
problems. Our work adds to this research by (1) reporting on
student emotion during productive failure through a
qualitative analysis of verbal protocols, (2) collecting selfreports of emotion at multiple points during the study in order
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to obtain trends over time. We also used a novel domain,
namely computer programming, and an older population,
namely university students.

The Present Study
The high-level goal of the present study was to investigate
student emotions during the PF phase. We took an
exploratory approach by using a single-condition design and
measuring emotion through (1) protocol analysis based on
transcripts of students working on a productive failure task
prior to instruction and (2) self-reports.
Following the productive failure design and guidelines that
Kapur & Bielaczyc (2012) proposed, participants in our study
worked collaboratively in pairs on a problem. This problem
was in the programming domain. This domain facilitates the
design of problems according to the productive failure
criteria, namely: the problem should allow for exploration of
the problem space and be familiar to students on a general
level (so that they can use their intuitions to try and solve it).
Programming is challenging for many students (Costa &
Miranda, 2017) and so novel pedagogical interventions are
needed. To date, productive failure studies have focused on
math domains and younger populations, and so less is known
about outcomes from this paradigm for university students
(our population) and programming (our domain). We had the
following three research questions:
1. What is the distribution of emotions expressed during
productive failure?
2. Do emotions change based on instructional activity?
3. What is the relationship between emotions and posttest
performance?
To address these questions, we used both qualitative and
quantitative methods. Qualitative methods provided insight
into the process of problem solving (PF phase) and in
particular the emotions that participants experienced.
Quantitative methods provided a complimentary view of the
results – here, we used both descriptive and inferential
statistics. For the latter, we report both Bayesian and
frequentists statistics. While frequentists statistics are the
norm, Bayesian statistics provide a measure of evidence
present in the data for each model (alternative vs. null) and
allow researchers to make claims about the null hypothesis
(Jarosz & Wiley, 2014). We report the Bayes factor, where
BF01, is “a ratio that contrasts the likelihood of the data
fitting under the null hypothesis with the likelihood of fitting
under the alternative hypothesis” (Jarosz & Wiley, 2014).
The inverse, BF10, states the ratio in terms of the alternative
hypothesis. We report the more likely model (null BF01 or
alternative BF10) and interpret the strength of the evidence for
that model using Table 4 in Jarosz and Wiley (2014).

Materials
We used the web-based SNAP! programming environment
(snap.berkeley.edu) – see Figure 1 for an example. SNAP!
does not require syntax knowledge because it provides blocks
of code that participants snap together. We customized the
SNAP! interface by creating a template so that the only blocks

Figure 1: Example of SNAP! program from the tutorial
participants were able to see/use were those relevant to the
task. To help participants navigate SNAP!, we created a
SNAP! cheat sheet, including labels for the interface
components to help the participants guide their collaboration.
Productive Failure Task and Instructional Videos The
task used during the PF phase corresponded to sorting a list
of numbers – this task meets the criteria for a productive
failure task (Kapur & Bielaczyc, 2012) – here, we used a
version of the selection sort algorithm. To prepare students
for the sorting task, we developed a background tutorial
video to provide background on programming constructs
(variables, loops, conditional statements) and how to
implement them in SNAP! Note that this video was not about
sorting (and so did not describe it) but rather the foundations
needed to approach the sorting task.
A standard productive failure paradigm involves a lesson
that follows the problem-solving task. Accordingly, we also
created a sorting lesson video that had two parts: (1)
conceptual foundations, which introduced the sorting
algorithm and provided contrasting cases on the key concepts
underlying the algorithm, and (2) a step-by-step
demonstration that showed participants how to implement the
sorting algorithm in SNAP!
Pretest and Posttest The pretest consisted of two procedural
questions: (1) a code tracing question and (2) a codegeneration question. These questions were designed to test
participants’ procedural knowledge; the first tested ability to
read code and the second tested ability to write code. The
posttest, which measured procedural and conceptual
knowledge, consisted of three sections: (1) the two pretest
questions (procedural section), one question asking
participants to replicate the sorting algorithm (recall section)
(to gauge retention from the experiment), and seven
questions on the concepts behind the sorting algorithm
(conceptual section) (to measure participants’ conceptual
understanding related to sorting). The posttest included more
questions than the pretest due to participants’ lack of prior
programming knowledge at pretest. While having an
identical pre and posttest would give us more sensitivity,
asking participants about sorting on the pretest would not have
been productive, given that sorting is a more advanced topic.
Questionnaires

A

basic

questionnaire

measured

1

It was not appropriate to ask one of the participants to give remote
access to their computer to their partner, because remote access is
risky if not done correctly.
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demographic information. To measure self-reported emotion
during the study, we used an emotion self-report
questionnaire based on the one in (Muldner et al., 2015) that
we adapted for the present study. This questionnaire
consisted of five questions, one per target emotion, asking
participants how they felt (e.g., How anxious are you?).
Responses were provided using a five-point Likert scale (1 =
not at all … 5 = extremely). The emotions in the
questionnaire included anxiety, boredom, enjoyment,
frustration, and confusion. We chose these emotions because
prior research has shown them to be present in learning
situations (Craig et al., 2004; D’Mello et al., 2014; Liu et al.,
2013; MacIntyre & Vincze, 2017; Pekrun, Elliot & Maier,
2009). We did not have participants report on a wider range
of emotions to avoid fatigue.

Participants
The participants were 48 university students (22 males, 21
females, 5 chose not to answer) between the ages of 17 to 29
(M = 21, SD = 3.26). To be eligible, participants had to have
(1) some self-reported knowledge of computer programming
(from tinkering, from a high school course, or from one
university course) but (2) not too much knowledge (no more
than one university programming class) and (3) come to the
study with a friend (as the study involved working with one
other individual during the problem-solving task). Thus, in
total 24 pairs of students participated.

Design and Procedure
As noted above, we used a single-group design, with all
participants assigned to the productive failure group, i.e., they
first solved a problem collaboratively (PF phase) and then
received a lesson. Each study session was conducted with one
pair of participants over a two-hour period using Zoom; all
activities were done online. After providing consent,
participants individually completed several questionnaires
(they are not part of the results here and so are not described)
and then the pretest. Following the pretest, the experimenter
shared their screen with both participants and showed the
background tutorial video. To control for time and keep the
experiment a reasonable length, participants could not
manipulate the video (e.g., pause).
Following the tutorial, the PF phase began, during which
participants were asked to work collaboratively to sort a list
of numbers using SNAP! (20 minutes). To help with SNAP!
logistics, participants were given a template with a list of
randomly generated numbers and the SNAP! cheat sheet. One
participant shared their SNAP! screen and was in charge of
entering the program steps, while the other participant
contributed by specifying actions and ideas. This type of
scenario was necessitated by the online nature of the study1
but is not uncommon in in-person contexts (e.g., students
sharing a computer during a lab, with one student in charge

of entering the solutions). This phase was screen and audio
recorded. Next, participants individually answered the
emotion self-report questionnaire. They then watched on the
experimenter’s shared screen the sorting lesson video that
detailed the solution to the problem. Thus, we implemented
the productive failure paradigm by having students first work
on a problem (phase1) and then receive a lesson on it (phase
2). Following the lesson, participants individually answered
the emotion self-report questionnaire, completed the posttest,
and answered the self-report questionnaire one more time.

Table 1: Scheme used to code participants’ transcripts
Uncertainty

Participants expressed they were not
sure about an idea’s validity, as
indicated by hedges, hypotheticals,
suppositions, or probability statements
(Jordan et al., 2014).

Confusion

Participants expressed confusion, posed
a ‘why’ question or expressed that an
idea or result was not what they
expected.

Frustration

Participants expressed frustration, either
as a response to confusion, uncertainty,
or impasse, or a general expression of
irritation.

Results
The results are organized according to the research questions
presented above.

What is the Distribution of Emotions Expressed
During Productive Failure?
To identify the distribution of emotions expressed during the
PF phase, we transcribed the audio recordings corresponding
to this phase and analyzed them according to guidelines in
(Chi, 1997). Our original goal was to identify the same set of
emotions as measured in the emotion self-report
questionnaire. However, we did not find sufficient evidence
of enjoyment, boredom, or anxiety in the verbal protocols.
Participants rarely expressed explicitly being in those states
nor did they provide sufficient evidence to objectively code
for these emotions. Thus, the final coding scheme includes
emotions that emerged from the transcripts – these emotions
include frustration, confusion, uncertainty, and positive
affect. We also coded for impasses. All of these emotions/states
have been identified in prior studies as present during
learning (D’Mello et al., 2014; MacIntyre & Vincze, 2017;
Lamnina & Chase, 2019; Liu et al., 2013; VanLehn, 1988).
We included both uncertainty and confusion rather than
collapsing them into a single code to obtain a finer-grained
view on when participants had a mental schema of the
problem that did not account for a novel piece of
information/development and was trying to reconcile the two
(confusion) vs. when participants had an idea but expressed
uncertainty about it.
To accurately capture the presence of the target states, we
developed an initial coding scheme. Two researchers
independently coded a series of 4 transcripts; after each
transcript was coded, disagreements were discussed, and the
scheme was updated. After 4 transcripts, saturation was
reached (the scheme stabilized). To obtain inter-rater
agreement, 5 more transcripts were independently coded (no
discussion occurred during this period). On this set, Cohen’s
Kappa was .681, p < .01, indicating substantial agreement
between the coders (McHugh, 2012). The finalized coding
scheme, shown in Table 1, was used by the primary
researcher to code the remaining transcripts.
The mean number of times the target emotions were
expressed per participant is shown in Figure 2. Excluding
“other” utterances, 62% corresponded to uncertainty (496),
15% to confusion (119), 16% to impasses (130), 3.5% to
frustration (30), and 3.5% to positive affect (28).
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Positive
Affect

Participants expressed any positive
emotion, including success-related
utterances (e.g., “we did it!”).

Impasse

Participants expressed they did not
know how to proceed. Explicit
expressions of ‘being stuck’ also
counted as impasses.

Other

All other utterances (including
fragments, simple agreement, task
coordination, shallow questions like
“what did you say?”)

Figure 2: Mean number of times emotions and impasses
were expressed per participant (error bars = 95% CI)

Do Emotions Change Based on Instructional
Activity?
To examine participants’ self-reported emotions after each
key activity (PF phase – sorting task, lesson, and posttest), we
used data from the self-report questionnaire that was
collected at these three timepoints. We did not include
uncertainty in the self-report questionnaire because based on
our coding scheme’s definition (see Table 1), uncertainty had
to be related to a particular idea whereas these 5 emotions are

not bound to an idea. Figure 3 shows the trends in how
emotions varied over time for each of the five target
emotions.
As reported by a one-way repeated measures ANOVA for
each emotion, there was a significant main effect of time
point on emotion (anxiety: F(2,94) = 11.01 p < .01, ηp2 = .19;
boredom: F(2,94) = 29.2, p < .01, ηp2 = .38; enjoyment:
F(1.7, 80.6) = 5.8, p <.01, ηp2 = .11; frustration: F(2,94) =
15.7, p < .01, ηp2 = .25; confusion: F(1.8,82.4) = 14.9, p < .01,
ηp2 = .24). Bayesian statistics provided decisive evidence for
the alternative model (BF10 > 150 for each analysis). These
results demonstrate that participants’ levels of all emotions
were affected by the activity that directly preceded the
emotion self-report. We used trend analysis to further
investigate these patterns over time. All emotions followed a
quadratic trend (boredom, anxiety, frustration, confusion: p <
.01; enjoyment: p = .053). For boredom, the trend indicated
boredom was lowest directly after PF phase (sorting task),
highest after the lesson,and then decreased slightly after the
posttest. This suggests that students self-reported more
interest after the sorting task compared to the lesson. The
other four emotions (anxiety, confusion, frustration, and
enjoyment) also followed a quadratic trend, but the pattern
was different: each emotion started off high after PF phase
but dropped after the lesson, increasing again after the
posttest. These results highlight that the PF phase elicits
higher emotional activation than the more passive lesson
viewing – this is not surprising as students are more actively
engaged in the content during productive failure than when
viewing the lesson. After the posttest, the level of boredom
decreased while the levels of the other four emotions
increased. Not surprisingly, these changes highlight that the
posttest elicited a greater emotional response than the lesson
(although descriptively, not as high an emotion response as
was self-reported directly after the PF phase).

What is the Relationship Between Emotions and
Posttest Performance?
We begin with the results on programming knowledge,
assessed by the pretest and posttest (Figure 4). As noted
above, the pretest assessed only procedural knowledge as
participants were not expected to have any algorithmic or
conceptual knowledge of sorting. The pretest confirms that
participants had low prior programming knowledge, with the
average pretest score at 22%. The posttest % was also low
(44%). Figure 4 also shows the percentage obtained for the
three types of questions, procedural, algorithm recall, and
conceptual. Of the three types of questions, participants
performed the highest on the procedural questions (58%, a
36% increase from the pretest).
We investigated the relationship between posttest
performance and emotions using exploratory correlational
analysis; the emotion data included (1) the emotions
expressed during the PF phase (see Figure 2), and (2) the selfreported emotions directly after the PF phase (see after
lesson, Figure 3), namely we correlated each of the target
emotions with the total posttest %. We acknowledge this
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Figure 3: Change in self-reported emotion over the three
time points for the five target emotions

Figure 4: Pretest %, procedural %, recall %, conceptual %
and postTotal % (error bars = 95% CI)

analysis involves a relatively large number of comparisons
but given the exploratory nature of the work we felt
proceeding was warranted.
We begin with the results for the emotions extracted from
the transcripts during the PF phase. The frequentist statistics
did not identify any significant correlations between
posttest% and target emotion (frustration, confusion,
uncertainty, and positive affect), p > .3 for all analyses. We
also found no relation between any of the emotions and the
individual posttest sections (procedural, recall, and conceptual).
We turned to Bayesian statistics to see if there was evidence
for the null model. This turned out to be the case with
substantial evidence for the null model for frustration (BF01 =
4.3), uncertainty (BF01 = 5.3), confusion (BF01 = 3.4), and
positive affect (BF01 = 4.9).
The results for the self-reported emotions directly after the
PF phase indicated a significant positive relationship between
self-reported enjoyment and posttest % (r = .32, p = .03).
While Bayesian analysis confirmed the alternative model was
more likely, the evidence was anecdotal (BF10 = 1.8).
Confusion was negatively associated with posttest % (r = .28,
p = .054) but the Bayesian analysis indicated both models
were more or less equally likely (BF10 = .1; BF01 = .9). Thus,
we cannot draw conclusions about the relation between post-

PF phase confusion and posttest %. For the remaining
emotions, no correlations were significant (all p > .17) and
the Bayesian statistics provided substantial evidence for the
null model for two emotions (anxiety BF01 = 4.9; boredom
BF01 = 4.4). For frustration, the null model was more likely,
but the evidence was anecdotal (BF01 = 2.0).

Discussion
We extended prior work on productive failure by exploring
the distribution and change in emotions with university
students through both verbal protocol analysis and self-report
data, in a novel domain (computer programming). We now
discuss our primary findings.

Emotions in Productive Failure
To gain insight into emotions elicited by productive failure,
we analyzed the transcripts from the PF phase to identify
expressions of frustration, confusion, uncertainty, and
positive affect, as well as impasses. We acknowledge,
however, that the PF phase may have not been the only cause
of the measured emotions. In particular, the pretest could
have caused students to feel emotions that they carried over
into the PF phase, something we plan to take into account in
future work.
While we did find that all five target states were expressed
during the PF phase, with the exception of uncertainty the
levels of expression were low. Baker et al. (2010) also found
low levels of emotional expression during standard problemsolving activities – in this study, emotions were measured by
observers and the most common states were engaged
concentration (60% of the time) and confusion (13% of the
time). We anticipated that productive failure might elicit more
expression of confusion, uncertainty, and frustration because
students are asked to work on problems they are not expected
to succeed in solving. One potential explanation for why this
did not happen could be that the collaboration between the
participants during the PF phase buffered the negative affect
that usually accompanies failure. Pietarinen et al. (2018)
reported a positive relationship between collaboration and
positive affect. While this finding hints at the possibility that
collaboration in productive failure may reduce negative
emotion and related states, in our study expression of positive
affect was also low. Thus, in general participants were not
that verbally expressive about their emotions in the PF phase.
Here, additional channels beyond verbal data may help to
more accurately measure emotion, such as data from
physiological sensors like skin conductance, something we
did in prior work but outside the productive failure paradigm
(Muldner et al. 2010). Another source of data could
correspond to human judges, an approach used in other work
(Baker et al. 2010).
In addition to identifying the emotions expressed during
the PF phase, we used self-report questionnaires to collect
information on emotion levels right after (1) the PF phase, (2)
the lesson, and (3) the posttest. Boredom was lowest right
after the PF phase compared to after the other two activities,
highlighting productive failure’s potential to engage students.
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Confusion, anxiety, and frustration were also higher after the
PF phase, with confusion rated slightly higher than the other
two emotions. As noted, self-reports were used to supplement
the verbal protocol data. One limitation with doing so is that
there are individual differences in ability to accurately selfreport (Barrett, 2004; Barrett et al., 2004). Thus, future work
could supplement the self-reports with additional channels of
data (e.g., physiological sensors, human judges).

Posttest Performance and Emotions
Some prior work reported relationships between emotions
and learning (Pekrun, Elliot & Maier, 2009). As another
example, D’Mello et al. (2014) found that the more confused
students were, the better their learning outcomes were. In
contrast, we found that emotions were not predictive of
posttest performance. We tested this relationship both for
emotions expressed during the PF phase and directly after.
While frequentist statistics do not allow us to make claims
about null results, we also used Bayesian statistics, which do
allow for such claims.
One explanation for the lack of association between emotion
and posttest scores is that students did not experience
emotions that frequently during productive failure in our
study. With the exception of uncertainty, expressions of emotion
were rare during PF phase and moderate right after the PF
phase. It may be that students would need to experience
emotion more frequently (and/or strongly) for the emotion to
have an effect on learning. Another potential explanation for
the lack of a correlation between emotion and learning is that
we gave participants a short (20 minute) window to work on
the productive failure task. While this was necessary due to
experimental nature of the study (and thus the need to control
time on task), giving students a longer period of time with the
option to stop early if they choose may make the effect of
emotion more salient.

Other Future Work
To date studies have focused on productive failure outcomes.
Through our analysis of the transcripts captured during the
PF phase, our study adds to the productive failure paradigm
by providing insight into the productive failure process. In the
present study, this analysis is limited to emotional states but
as the next step, we are analyzing students’ collaborations to
identify constructive and interactive patterns. Our plan is to
analyze if more constructive collaborations are associated
with less negative emotion and higher posttest performance.
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Abstract
Human-AI collaboration is an increasingly commonplace part
of decision-making in real world applications. However, how
humans behave when collaborating with AI is not well understood. We develop metacognitive bandits, a computational
model of a human’s advice-seeking behavior when working
with an AI. The model describes a person’s metacognitive process of deciding when to rely on their own judgment and when
to solicit the advice of the AI. It also accounts for the difficulty
of each trial in making the decision to solicit advice. We illustrate that the metacognitive bandit makes decisions similar to
humans in a behavioral experiment. We also demonstrate that
algorithm aversion, a widely reported bias, can be explained as
the result of a quasi-optimal sequential decision-making process. Our model does not need to assume any prior biases towards AI to produce this behavior.
Keywords: Algorithm aversion; Human-AI interaction; Bandit problems; Cognitive modelling; Bayesian modeling,
Metacognition

Introduction
In an era in which AI is influencing areas of decision-making
that were historically the province of human subjectivity and
expertise, fostering effective teamwork between humans and
agents is increasingly important. AI now assists doctors who
look towards binary classifiers to decide which patients to
send to outpatient programs (Kamar, 2016) and courts who
use risk assessment tools to predict recidivism (Green &
Chen, 2019), among many other examples. As part of the collaborative process, humans are increasingly reliant on complex and often opaque algorithms to support their decision
making. The shift to hybrid human-AI decision making has
been accompanied by a growing body of work that investigates the dynamics of AI-assisted decision making. In this
paper, we present a cognitive science perspective on how humans decide when to solicit an AI’s advice as opposed to relying on their own judgement.
Resistance to outside advice is not unique to humanmachine teams: humans discount advice from peers and tend
to rely on their own judgment, even when that judgment is
inexpert (Bonaccio & Dalal, 2006). Humans also exhibit excessive and unwarranted confidence in their own judgments
relative to those of their peers (Gino & Moore, 2007). Recent
work suggests that a number of similar behaviors might be at
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work when humans collaborate with AI. These human biases
can lead to suboptimal outcomes.
Two widely discussed biases are algorithm aversion and
algorithm appreciation. Algorithm appreciation is the tendency of a human to prefer algorithmic help over another
human’s help (Logg, Minson, & Moore, 2019). In contrast,
algorithm aversion has been described as the tendency of a
human to disregard the recommendations of a machine after
observing that it made a mistake. This can occur even when
the algorithm can be beneficial to the human decision maker
on average (Dietvorst, Simmons, & Massey, 2015). Human
behavior consistent with these biases is often reported as inappropriate reliance by the human on the AI. One proposed
explanation for algorithm aversion is that early errors by the
algorithm lead to a loss of trust, and consequently to an inadequate exploration of an algorithm’s capability by the human partner. This finding is consistent with human factors
research showing that initial interactions and negative interactions are known to have a greater impact on trust in AI than
interactions later in the exchange (Logg, 2017). This loss of
trust may result in reduced reliance on the AI.
In this paper, we present the first (to our knowledge) cognitive models for human-AI interaction. Our starting point
is that humans compute the utility of advice from an algorithm and that they behave like quasi-ideal observers, performing Bayesian inference to decide when to ask for AI
assistance. The computational model combines two different cognitive processes: explore/exploit sequential decisionmaking and metacognition. On each trial, the human needs to
decide whether to solicit the advice of the AI or rely on their
own judgement. This decision requires a form of metacognition — thinking about the relative abilities of oneself and
the AI. In our setting, the human engages metacognition to
infer and compare the utility of making one’s own decision
with the utility of seeking the advice of an AI. We model the
sequential decision-making problem of soliciting advice on
each trial as an explore/exploit problem.
On the one hand, the human can explore by choosing to
solicit the advice of the AI. This action is risky, since the
AI has an unknown capacity and the action to solicit advice
is associated with time costs associated with soliciting, pro-

cessing, and integrating the advice with one’s own judgment).
The solicitation pays off if the utility of AI advice exceeds
the utility of making an independent decision. On the other
hand, the human can exploit by choosing to forge ahead with
an independent judgment. This choice is less risky when
confidence in one’s decision is high. We will show that the
proposed computational models produce behavior consistent
with a wide range of behaviors that humans display when presented with such a choice, including algorithm aversion. Consistent with the standard interpretation of algorithm aversion,
early errors lead the (simulated) human to under-utilize the
AI and in some cases to completely disregard it. However,
the model also predicts a more general pattern of algorithm
aversion when the AI utility is not only based on perceived
accuracy but also includes temporal factors related to time
to receive the AI advice and cognitive efforts to process the
advice. The computational model predicts that humans can
abandon the AI advice even in the absence of early errors if
the perceived accuracy advantages of AI advice do not make
up for the perceived temporal costs. Finally, the model also
provides a framework for incorporating the difficulty of a trial
into the decision of soliciting advice.
The paper is organised as follows. We first report the qualitative results from an experiment on AI advice solicitation.
We then introduce the basic metacognitive bandit model that
can account for several important qualitative patterns in the
data. In addition, we introduce model extensions that can account for variation in task difficulty across trials. We end with
a discussion of the implications of this metacognitive framework for human-AI team collaborations and suggestion some
future directions for research.

Experimental Data
We provide a brief description here from one of a series of
experiments on AI advice solicitation. In the experiment, 40
participants first made an independent judgment on a perceptual decision-making task and were then given the option to
solicit the advice from an AI agent. A key feature of the experiment is that information about the accuracy of the AI is
only evident when its advice is solicited.

Methods
40 participants were recruited through an online subject pool
at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and received assignment credit for participation. Participants were
first shown a fixation point for 500 ms followed by a randomdot kinematogram (See Figure 1(a)) for 500 ms. Participants
were tasked with identifying the dominant direction of movement in the kinematogram (left or right). The coherence (randomness) of the kinematograms varied between 0 and .3 —
a coherence of 0 corresponds to maximum randomness or
highest difficulty and difficulty decreases with increase in coherence value. Participants were presented with 240 trials.
The sequence of events in the experiment as shown in Figure 1(b) were as follows. Participants were shown a kinematogram and were asked to submit an initial response. Af-
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Experimental setup: (a) Kinematograms with varying coherence levels (inversely related to difficulty) were used
as stimuli. (b) Sequence of events in the task.
ter submitting their response, they were asked to rate their
confidence (low, medium or high) in their decision. Next,
they were given the option to solicit the advice of an AI
agent. If they chose to solicit advice, they were shown the
AI recommendation. If not, they were shown feedback (correct/incorrect) on their original answer.
If they solicited the AI’s advice, they were allowed to
change their answer after viewing the AI’s recommendation.
The AI advice did not include a confidence rating. AI advice
was simulated by the experimenters such that AI accuracy
decreased as a function of coherence. Participants submitted
their answer after taking into account the AI’s advice. This
was followed by feedback (correct/incorrect) on their final response.

Empirical Results
For the purpose of this paper, we focus on four qualitative
findings related to the initial decision in the perceptual task
and the decision to solicit advice. First, human performance
was on average poorer than that of the AI. Participants were
correct 69% of the time on their first judgment, and the AI
was correct 81% of the time. Therefore, on average, participants should be able to increase performance by soliciting
and adopting the advice of the AI. Second, there was substantial variation in the degree of soliciting AI advice across
participants and trials. Figure 3(a) and 4(a) show that the tendency to solicit AI advice decreased over time. In addition,
some individuals stopped soliciting advice after only a few
trials, whereas other individuals kept soliciting advice across
the entire experiment. Third, Figure 6(a) shows that confidence in the initial decision is related to accuracy, suggesting that participants have accurate metacognitive awareness
of the difficulty of that particular trial and the associated level
of uncertainty in their decision. Finally, figure 6(b) shows a

final important result: the AI was solicited more often when
the participant was less confident.

Computational Modeling Approach
The computational problem associated with the decision to
solicit advice from an AI can be formulated as an optimal
exploration effort: Humans need to infer the relative utility
of relying on themselves or the AI assistant to inform future decisions of when to seek help. This problem can be
elegantly captured using a multi-armed bandit framework.
Bandit problems have been widely used to study sequential
decision-making when there is uncertainty about the rewards
associated with decisions (or arms). In a machine learning
context, multi-armed bandits have been used to efficiently
choose between different sources of information, such as
crowd workers and/or machine learning models (Tran-Thanh,
Stein, Rogers, & Jennings, 2014) and active assessment of
machine classifiers (Ji, Logan IV, Smyth, & Steyvers, 2021).
In cognitive science, multi-armed bandits have been used to
model human sequential decision behavior in reward and information seeking environments (Steyvers, Lee, & Wagenmakers, 2009; Speekenbrink & Konstantinidis, 2015; Wu,
Schulz, Speekenbrink, Nelson, & Meder, 2018). The objective of a bandit problem is to maximize the expected value of
the cumulative rewards received during the decision-making
process. This requires a balance between exploring all available arms and exploiting the best possible arm at any time.
We specify the decision to seek help from AI as a pull of
one of two arms: self and AI. However, note that the decision
to select an arm is a metacognitive one: the human needs to
evaluate their own performance (which will reflect the subjective difficulty of the current problem) as well as learn about
the AI arm’s utility. This is different from a traditional bandit
setting in which the evaluation of arms corresponds to competing external events. We now describe the details of the
models we consider. Note that the goal is to capture the important qualitative trends observed in the empirical data; we
plan to pursue quantitative modelling in future work.

Metacognitive Bandit
The metacognitive bandit captures the metacognitive process
employed by a human to decide whether to seek AI help on an
individual trial. The human relies on the performance history
of both arms (AI and self) to inform the decision of arm selection. We use the framework of upper confidence bound
(UCB) bandit models to model this process. Specifically,
we use the Bayesian UCB framework proposed by Pavlidis,
Tasoulis, and Hand (2008) as a solution to this metacognitive task. In this framework, the decision-maker constructs a
100(1 − λ)% credible interval for the expected reward from
each action at each trial and greedily chooses the action with
the highest upper bound of the credible interval. It favors the
exploration of actions with high uncertainty that have the potential to produce favorable outcomes.
On each trial, the human infers a utility for soliciting the
AI’s help and a utility for coming up with a solution on one’s
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own. This utility is a combination of expected accuracy and
time costs associated with both arms. Since the AI has unknown accuracy, the human does not have a good estimate of
its ability and the choice to solicit advice is risky. There are
also time costs associated with the decision to ask for help.
The human may also be uncertain about their own ability and
may need to rely on trial feedback to update their own estimates of ability. The human then picks the arm that has the
highest upper bound at each time step.
Let θ and φ denote the latent accuracy of the self arm (S)
and the AI arm (AI) respectively. Let xt denote the reward
observed at each trial t for arm S and yt denote the reward
observed at each trial t for arm AI. The reward is 1 when an
arm gives a correct response and 0 when the response is incorrect. Let at denote the action taken by the human where
at = 1 if the AI was solicited on trial t and at = 0 if the AI was
not solicited (i.e. the self arm was selected). We assume that
the human always observes the reward for the self arm. However, for the AI arm, the correct and incorrect responses can
only be observed for those trials when the arm was selected
(i.e., at =1). We assume that the observed rewards of the two
arms are generated independently and identically from two
unknown Bernoulli distributions. In this Bayesian model, the
human updates the posterior of latent accuracy θt and φt at
trial t based on the history of the rewards x1:t−1 and y1:t−1
according to:
t−1

t−1

θt |x1 , . . . ,xt−1 ∼ Beta(α + ∑ x j , β + ∑ (1 − x j ))
j=1

j=1

φt |y1 , . . . ,yt−1 , a1 , . . . , at−1 ∼
t−1

(1)
t−1

Beta(γ + ∑ y j a j , δ + ∑ (1 − y j a j ))
j=1

j=1

where (α, β) and (γ, δ) encode prior beliefs of the human
about their own accuracy (arm S) and AI respectively. In
essence, this model suggests that humans keep a count of the
number of observed correct and incorrect responses by both
arms.
The posterior latent ability distribution serves as a proxy
for expected accuracy of the arms: higher perceived ability of
an arm corresponds to a higher probability of the arm giving
a correct response. In the UCB decision process, at each trial
t, the human compares the upper confidence bounds of both
arms to pick the arm a with the higher inferred utility:
(
1 if UCB(θt , λ) > UCB(φt , λ) − c
at =
(2)
0 otherwise
where UCB(θt , λ) is the 100(1 − λ)% upper confidence
bound for the posterior distribution for θ and c is a time cost
associated with the AI arm. This cost includes the additional
cognitive effort and time assdociated with asking for advice
and incorporating it into the final decision.
To illustrate the model, Figure 2 shows some predicted actions by the model based on different performance histories.
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model to no longer seek the AI advice for the remaining trials.
We should note that the substantial differences in behavior
across the simulated participants occur despite the fact that
no individual differences are built into the model. Each simulated human participant starts with the same prior beliefs
and assumptions about time costs. Despite this homogeneity,
there are strongly diverging patterns of advice-seeking behavior that are determined entirely by the feedback history.
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(c) Model extension with decisional uncertainty
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(d) Model extension with trial level adjustments for difficulty
0
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Figure 2: Illustrative results for the basic metacognitive bandit for three participants (rows) with inferred utilities for the
AI arm (left column) and self arm (right column). The shaded
region shows the posterior uncertainty associated with the inferred utility. Dots correspond to the rewards observed for
each arm pull. The panels on the left show the human’s inferred utility of asking the AI for help. Gray dots correspond
to the AI arm not being pulled, hence no reward was observed
for those trials. Green and red dots corresponds to correct and
incorrect responses respectively. The panels on the right show
the human’s inferred utility of relying on own judgment and
the associated reward sequence. The last row is an example
of behavior that exemplifies the pattern often associated with
algorithm aversion.

Participants

0

In this simulation, we set λ to .1 such that the UCB action
selection is based on the 90th quantile of the latent abilities
of the two arms. We set c to .1 to impose a small cost associated with the action of soliciting advice. We set (α, β) to
(7,4) reflecting a moderately strong prior belief that the human agent’s own accuracy is above chance and (γ, δ) to (.1,.1)
corresponding to an absence of any belief about the AI performance in the task. Figures 3(b) and 4(b) show the advice
seeking behavior across 240 trials for 40 simulated participants. We observe that the basic metacognitive bandit model
produces behavior that is consistent with a variety of adviceseeking behaviors, including algorithm aversion. For example, for the third simulated participant (bottom row of Figure
2), advice was solicited on the first trial and proved to be incorrect. That single negative observation is sufficient for the
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Figure 3: Advice soliciting behavior for actual and simulated
participants on 240 trials. Participants are sorted in increasing order of proportion of trials on which advice is solicited.
White corresponds to trials where a participant did not solicit AI advice. (a) Empirical data (b) predictions of basic
metacognitive bandit model with deterministic arm selection.
(c) predictions from model extension with stochastic arm selection (d) predictions from model with adjustments for perceived trial difficulty.

Model Extension: Adding Decisional Uncertainty
The basic metacognitive bandit model suggests that humans
engage in perfectly optimal decision-making at each trial.
However, this is a strong assumption. In the first extension to
our model, we allow for some stochasticity in decision making. We assume that humans employ the metacognitive bandit
to choose the arm with the highest utility most frequently, but
occasionally deviate from optimal behavior. The softmax action selection function is widely used to model uncertainty in
human decision-making and gives us an elegant way to incor-
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dt denote the subjective difficulty of the stimulus presented at
trial t.
The Rasch framework is a natural choice to incorporate
trial-by-trial variation in difficulty while inferring ability. The
Rasch model is a classic psychometric model used to analyse
participant responses to questions as a function of the participant’s latent ability and the question’s difficulty. In contrast to the standard Rasch model application, in which ability and difficulty combine to produce performance, we adopt
the Rasch model as a component of the metacognitive process underlying the decision to solicit advice. We hypothesize that the human participant employs the Rasch model to
assess their own ability and decide when to seek advice based
on the current estimate of their ability, the current estimate of
the ability of the AI, and the perceived difficulty of the current trial. The probability of being correct without the AI’s
help as estimated by the human is based on a Rasch model:
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Figure 4: Probability of seeking AI advice across participants on 240 trials (a) Empirical data (b) Predictions of basic
metacognitive bandit model with deterministic arm selection.
(c) Predictions from model extension with stochastic arm selection (d) Predictions from model with adjustments for perceived trial difficulty

porate stochasticity in our model. The probability of choosing
the AI arm according to the softmax function is:
p(at = 1) =

P(xt = 1|θ, dt ) =

1
1 + exp(−(θ − dt ))

(4)

We use the sigmoid function to transform the value (θ − dt )
to a probability value between 0 and 1. This transformed density of the latent ability serves as the distribution of expected
accuracy for the self arm. In this model, the likelihood of observing a sequence of trial outcomes (i.e., runs of successes
and failures) is:
t−1

exp(x j (θ − d j ))
j=1 1 + exp(θ − d j )

p(X = x1:t−1 |θ, d1:t−1 ) = ∏

(5)

1
t ,λ)−c)
)
1 + exp(− UCB(θt ,λ)−(UCB(φ
τ

(3)

where τ is temperature that modulates the level of stochasticity; low values of tau corresponding to lower stochasticity
in decision making behavior. Figures 3(c) and 4(c) show the
predictions from this model where τ = .01. Note that the key
difference from the basic metacognitive bandit model is the
added noise in the decision-making process where occasionally the arm with a lower UCB bound is chosen.

Model Extension: Adjusting for Subjective Trial
Difficulty
We now extend our basic metacognitive bandit to a subjective
trial difficulty adjusted metacognitive bandit that captures the
metacognitive process of inferring overall ability while also
accounting for the difficulty of the trials. We posit that humans estimate a probability of being correct on the current
stimulus without the AI’s aid based on their inferred ability
and the subjective difficulty of the stimulus at trial t. We use
the term ‘subjective difficulty’ to draw attention to the possibility that an objectively easy trial can be perceived as a difficult trial by a human. This may happen because the human
was not paying attention, or because the human doesn’t have
enough context or prior knowledge about a trial. The human
infers a subjective difficulty for each stimulus presented. Let
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We assume that the human participant engages in an inference
process about their own overall ability θ. Using Bayes’s rule,
the posterior over θ is:
p(θ|X = x1:t−1 , d1:t−1 ) ∝ p(X1:t−1 |θ, d1:t−1 )p(θ)
N(µ, σ2 ).

(6)

where we assume the prior p(θ) ∼
Since calculating the posterior exactly is intractable, we adopt an approximate inference technique to simulate the human’s assessment of their own ability. We implement a Hamiltonian
Monte Carlo algorithm to draw samples from the posterior of
θ. The samples from the posterior are then used in equation 2
to infer the probability of being correct which adjusts for the
difficulty of each particular trial.
We assume that the human only adjusts for trial difficulty
when inferring their own ability on a particular trial. As a
simplifying assumption, we assume the human’s inference
about the AI’s ability is independent of difficulty (as the human does not know what the AI finds difficult). The inference
of the AI’s ability is the same as the beta update in Equation
1.
After the adjustment for trial difficulty by the human, the
probability of choosing the AI arm is again evaluated using
the softmax function:
1
p(at = 1) =
(7)
UCB(σ(θt −dt ),λ)−(UCB(φt ,λ)−c)
1 + exp(−
)
τ

Another important feature of the metacognitive bandit adjusted for subjective item difficulty is that it allows us to generate confidence ratings based on the learner’s inferred probability of being correct on each trial. In the data, we observe
that participants tend to give lower confidence ratings on trials
that they are likely to get wrong. This is another way of saying that metacognition in this task is accurate—participants
are able to judge the likelihood of answering correctly on a
particular trial. This metacognitive awareness can also be
seen in the advice-seeking behavior: participants are more
likely to seek advice on trials for which they have low confidence.
We use the estimated perceived coherence of a trial to simulate the response and confidence of the human on that trial.
Figure 5 shows the correspondence between the coherence
value and the confidence of the human. We expect the human
to have high confidence when the absolute value of coherence
is high (between .16 and .3) and the direction of movement of
the stimuli is highly discernible. We expect the human to have
medium confidence when the absolute value of coherence is
between .06 and .16 and low confidence when the absolute
value of coherence is less than .6. If the human’s perceived
coherence has the same sign as the true coherence, we predict
that the human can correctly guess the dominant direction of
movement in the stimulus. Figures 6 (a) and (b) demonstrate
that the model is able to capture the qualitative relationship
between confidence, accuracy and the probability of seeking
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Figure 5: Proposed generative model for human response and
confidence: True coherence is sampled from a uniform distribution between −.3 and .3. Perceived coherence is a noisy
sample from a normal centered at the true coherence and is
used to determine the accuracy and confidence of the human
on a trial.
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where σ is the sigmoid function. Note that θ is conditioned
on the history of the rewards x1:t−1 accumulated by the human and the associated perceived difficulties d1:t−1 of the trials, while φ is conditioned only on the history of the rewards
y1:t−1 accumulated by pulling the AI arm.
We simulated the metacognitive bandit adjusted for perceived trial difficulty by conditioning on the same true coherence and reward sequence as in the experimental data. We
set λ to .1 such that the UCB action selection is based on
the 90th quantile of the latent abilities of the two arms. We
set c to .1 to impose a small cost associated with the action
of soliciting advice. The experiment didn’t ask participants
for subjective difficulty on each trial. Instead, we use a noisy
transformation of the true coherence of the stimuli used in the
experiment to simulate subjective difficulty. Let Ct be the true
coherence level at time t. Perceived coherence ωt is a sample
from a normal distribution centered at Ct and standard deviation .2. We then impose an inverse transformation to estimate
a subjective difficulty based on the true coherence of a trial,
dt = k/(ωt + ε), where ε is a small value added to the denominator (set to .001 in our simulation) to avoid numerical
issues. k is a proportionality constant set to .02. This equation
gives us a way to estimate trial-level subjective difficulty for
our experiment. This is substituted in equation 5 to calculate
the probability of being correct on each trial. Figures 3(d)
and 4(d) show the advice seeking trend across the simulated
population.
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Figure 6: Relationship between the reported confidence of
participants in their response and (a) the accuracy of response,
and (b) probability of soliciting AI advice.

Discussion
Work on human-AI interaction often describes algorithm
aversion as an unwarranted bias displayed by humans who become overly skeptical of an algorithm’s ability. Through a series of metacognitive bandit models, we demonstrate that algorithm aversion can arise as a consequence of quasi-optimal

decision making by humans that factors in not only an assessment of accuracy differences between the human and the AI,
but also temporal factors such as the time and cognitive effort required to process the AI advice. Our model describes
how humans update their beliefs about their ability relative
to the AI and use it to decide when to seek advice from the
AI. However, we look at a very specific behavioral paradigm
and use simulated AI advice. An important future direction
is to look at more naturalistic decision-making settings while
using a real AI in the loop.
We also note that currently our model only qualitatively
captures trends in the data. To get a complete picture, we
need to do more quantitative model fitting. Our model also
does not yet explain how advice is integrated into the decision by the human, but the same framework that provides for
advice solicitation can also support a weighting of evidence
from multiple sources. Understanding how AI advice factors
into human judgment is another direction we plan to pursue.
Ultimately, a model of human-agent interaction will be critical for understanding human behavior in hybrid teams and
also for understanding how to design agent partners in a way
that humans can use most effectively.
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Abstract
Cognitive control—the ability to execute goal-relevant
responses in the presence of competing goal-irrelevant
response alternatives—predicts academic achievement,
delinquency, and occupational success. Assessing children's
cognitive control is challenging due to the tedious nature of
cognitive assessments and children’s low attention spans. This
study examined whether a cognitive game-based assessment
(GBA) may alleviate these challenges by investigating the
construct and criterion validity of implementing game-based
features into a traditional cognitive assessment, and the
associations between GBA performance, academic
achievement outcomes, and associated neural substrates in
children ages 3-5. Performance on the GBA was significantly
associated with performance on a traditional measure of
cognitive control, functional brain connectivity, and
mathematical and verbal test outcomes. Children also showed
a stronger preference and higher ratings of enjoyment for the
GBA compared to the traditional cognitive control assessment.
Keywords: educational technology; cognitive
gamification; functional connectivity; fNIRS

control;

Introduction
Cognitive control is a set of processes that support adaptive
goal-directed behavior in the face of changing task demands
(Crone & Stienbeis, 2017; Munakata et al., 2012). Cognitive
Control is widely agreed to play an important role in
supporting academic success, life outcomes, and well-being
(Blair & Diamond, 2008; Riggs et al., 2004; Rimm-Kaufman
et al., 2009). The development of the prefrontal cortex (PFC)
has also been found to be linked with the development of
cognitive control (Chevalier et al., 2019; Crone & Stienbeis,
2017). More recently, studies have utilized functional nearinfrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) with evidence linking
performance on tasks of cognitive control and PFC
development in children (Masataka et al., 2015; Moriguchi &
Hiraki, 2013). Evaluating children's cognitive control can be
challenging due to lengthy experimental protocols.
Children’s engagement and attention spans with tedious tasks
may dwindle (Anguera, et al., 2016a), and pediatric
populations may not comply with the instructions to produce
usable data (e.g., Fisher & Kloos, 2016).
One potential solution to this problem is to administer
cognitive tasks as a Game Based Assessment (GBA), with
aspects of gamification such as rewards, a narrative,
competition, adjusting to individual skill level, and
employing evidence-based principles related to motivation
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and learning (Kiili & Ketamo, 2018; Berger et al., 2000).
GBAs have the potential to sustainably engage children
without sacrificing the quality of the data. Importantly, these
game-based tasks are capable of including algorithms for
continuously adapting the difficulty level based on children’s
individual performance, so they are challenged at the right
level, preventing floor or ceiling effects often encountered
when a study includes participants of different ages.
Furthermore, there is recent evidence that in school-age
children, GBAs provide better test sensitivity for assessing
cognitive control in clinical populations than either paperand-pencil tasks or non-adaptive computerized tasks
(Anguera, et al., 2016b). Providing children with an
enjoyable activity while simultaneously collecting accurate
and reliable data is a challenge, but transforming widely
utilized cognitive assessments into GBAs might be a
potential solution.
The present study was designed to evaluate the construct
and criterion validity of a game-based assessment based on
the child-friendly adaptation of the widely used Flanker Task
(Eriksen & Eriksen, 1974; Rueda et al., 2004). The Flanker
Task assesses cognitive control by requiring participants to
suppress attending to distractors and to focus narrowly on a
target stimulus. Participants are instructed to press a button
corresponding to the direction of a central target arrow
flanked by peripheral arrows. Incongruent trials require
cognitive control processes because the flanking arrows face
the opposite direction of the central target arrow (Best, 2010).
This task predicts academic achievement in Kindergarten and
First grade better than other widely used cognitive control
tasks (Vandenbroucke et al., 2017).
Given the limited research on the feasibility and validity of
GBA of cognitive control in research and clinical settings, the
goals of this study were as follows. First, we aimed to conduct
a psychometric validation of a GBA based on the Flanker task
with preschool-aged children. Specifically, we examined
whether addition of game features to the Flanker task changes
the well-established patterns of task performance. Second,
we examined whether or not the addition of game features to
the Flanker task obscured the association between task
performance and standardized academic achievement
measures observed in prior research. Third, we examined
whether or not addition of the game features to the Flanker

task obscured the association between performance and PFC
brain connectivity using fNIRS, a neuroimaging method
particularly well-suited for research with young children
(Chevalier et al., 2019; Lloyd et al., 2010; Moriguchi &
Hiraki, 2013). Finally, we assessed whether adding game
features to the Flanker task increases children’s enjoyment.
We hypothesized that adding game-based features to a
traditional task of cognitive control would improve children’s
enjoyment of the task, while still preserving construct and
criterion validity.

Method
Participants 21 children were recruited from a pre-primary
school in a Northeastern city in the United States. Of the 21
children, 1 participant was excluded due to noncompliance
on the Flanker Task. The remaining 20 participants were ages
3 to 5 (Myears=4.77, SD=.97; 13 Males; 7 Females). The
school environment represents local racial and economic
diversity with children being 54% White, 24% Asian or
Pacific Islander, 5% African American, 12% Middle-Eastern,
5% Hispanic, and 28% of children attending with financial
aid. The experimental protocol was approved by the
University Institutional Review Board. Signed consent was
obtained from the parents of participants. Children were
given stickers for participating.

Procedure and Measures
For this study, a within-subjects design was implemented in
which children participated in two conditions of a cognitive
control assessment: the Flanker Task (traditional) Condition
and a GBA Flanker Condition: Frankie’s Big Adventure (Eng
et al., 2020). To control for order, practice, and fatigue
effects, the order of which each task was played was
counterbalanced. After playing each condition, enjoyment
was assessed. During subsequent lab visits within the same
week, PFC resting-state connectivity utilizing fNIRS and
performance on standardized assessments of Verbal and
Mathematical tests were collected. Testing sessions were
administered to participants in the same room each day, by
an experimenter naive to the study hypotheses.

Assessments
The Flanker Task (Rueda et al., 2004): The Flanker Task
modified for children with fish instead of arrows was
presented on a computer screen (see Fig. 1A). The task
presented 5 fish in a row facing either right or left. The task
goal was to make a response in accordance with the direction
of the middle fish while ignoring the surrounding fish. The
flanking fish either faced the opposite (incongruent trials) or
same direction (congruent trials) of the central target fish.
For incongruent trials, the prepotent response is to choose the
direction of the distractor fish, so participants need to
narrowly focus on the central target while inhibiting
distraction from the flanking distractors surrounding the
target (Best, 2010). Children completed 8 practice trials to
ensure directions were understood, followed by 42 test trials.
Children were given encouragement during the practice trials
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to respond as quickly and accurately as possible. No
encouragement or correction was given during the testing
block. The primary outcome measure was accuracy for the
incongruent trials.
GBA Flanker The game-based version of the Flanker Task
had existing game interface design features that were applied
to the standard task, but the main goal of responding in the
direction of a central fish remained the same (Deterding et al.,
2011). Children were presented with a narrative to help
Frankie, the center fish, collect ocean treasures. For correct
responses, in which children helped Frankie go in the correct
direction, participants earned a reward, an ocean treasure in a
jar, as positive feedback. The GBA had the feature of children
being able to see their progress as they progressed throughout
the game as ocean treasures were collected in their jars (see
Fig. 1B).
(A)

(B)

Figure 1: Display of an incongruent trial for the (A) Flanker
Task and (B) Game-Based Assessment of the Flanker Task.
The game features were designed from evidence-based
approaches in the learning sciences such as including a
narrative that helps learners imagine they are on quests, and
player feedback such as anticipating an opponent’s behavior
(see Fig. 2; Schwartz et al., 2016). If children took too long
to make a response or responded in the wrong direction,
Dolphie the Dolphin would come and take a treasure as
negative feedback. The game features included a narrative,
player feedback, and a computational algorithm to provide
incremental challenge by continuously adapting the difficulty
level based on performance. Like the traditional Flanker
Task, the GBA involved the cognitive control skill of
inhibiting distraction from the flanking fish and narrowly
focusing attention to a central target.
Children completed 50 trials, 8 practice trials and 42 test
trials. During the practice trials with the gamification
features, children were given encouragement to respond as
quickly and accurately as possible. No form of

encouragement was given during the testing block.

disliked) to a big smiley face (really liked) to measure
enjoyment at the end of the task. Additionally, we asked
children an Again-Again question, a valid measure of
children’s enjoyment which assesses which activity children
would rather play again (Read & MacFarlane, 2006).
Standardized Academic Achievement Measures We
administered two Wechsler Prseschool and Primary Scale of
Intelligence (WPPSI-P; Petermann, 2011) subtests: Verbal
Information and Matrix Reasoning. The Verbal Information
subtest consisted of 34 questions that assess knowledge of
general acquired facts as a proxy for verbal intelligence. The
Matrix Reasoning subtest consisted of children viewing an
incomplete matrix followed by the children’s selection of
which option completed the matrix. These 29 problem sets
measure classification and spatial capacity, knowledge of
part-whole relationships, and perceptual organization.

Figure 2: GBA narrative, instructions, and feedback. GBA
features were illustrated and developed by Cassondra Eng,
the last author.
The initial allotted response time started at 5000
milliseconds and adjusted to individual capabilities utilizing
a machine learning algorithm. For correct trials when
children responded correctly, difficulty advanced by
decreasing the allotted response time by 500 ms. For
incorrect trials when children responded in the incorrectly or
took too long to respond, difficulty decreased by increasing
the allotted response time by 500 milliseconds to optimally
challenge children’s skills with explicit feedback across
conditions. GBA Flanker and the Flanker Task were
programmed in Unity Technologies: a software permitting
game customization to carefully control features (see Table 1
for similarities and differences between the two conditions).
Table 1: Summary of Flanker Task versus GBA Features

Resting-State Prefrontal Cortex Connectivity fNIRS is a
neuroimaging technique that uses low-levels of light to
measure changes in cerebral blood volume and oxygenation.
Optical imaging was collected with a continuous wave
realtime fNIRS system (TechEn, Inc.). There were 4 light
sources, each containing 690-nm and 830-nm laser light and
8 detectors, with a source-detector distance of 3.0 cm to give
oxygenation measures in 10 channels. Probes were
positioned referenced to the 10–20 EEG international
coordinate system covering areas Fp1-F8 on the PFC.
Sensors were mounted on a probe strip and secured with a
child-friendly Neoprene Cap. Inscapes (Vanderwal et al.,
2015)—a movie paradigm designed to measure restingstate—has been found to be a useful condition between taskfree rest and movies for children. It features abstract shapes
without a social narrative and has been associated with
patterns of connectivity that most closely resembles those
obtained during rest. fNIRS recordings were available for 12
participants in this study.

Results
Construct Validity of GBA There were no significant
differences in accuracy on the Incongruent trials of the
Flanker Task (53.73 ± 33.16%) compared to the GBA
Flanker Task (60.86 ± 26.58%), paired-sample t(19)=1.69,
p=.12 (see Fig. 3). The mean accuracy values are consistent
with prior studies showing accuracy with children of similar
age varying greatly from 22%-90% on incongruent trials for
cognitive control tasks (Jones, Rothbart, & Posner 2003)
Accuracy on the incongruent trials in both conditions were
also positively and significantly correlated, r(20) = .81,
p< .0001 (see Fig. 3), providing evidence that the addition of
gamification features does not change children’s
performance.

Enjoyment Measures We used a 5-point Smileyometer
likert scale with five faces ranging from a frowny face (really
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Manipulation Check Paired t-tests indicated that mean
accuracy for the congruent trials were significantly higher
than mean accuracy for the incongruent trials in the GBA
Condition,(t(19) = 3.83, p = .001) and the Flanker Task

Condition (t(19) = 2.65, p = .016). Similar to the pattern of
results found for the incongruent trials, accuracy on the
congruent trials in both conditions were positively and
significantly correlated, r(20) = .67, p<=.001.

Figure 4: The density plot displays children rated the GBA
as more enjoyable than the Flanker Task.

Figure 3: GBA performance was significantly correlated
with performance on the traditional measure of cognitive
control.
Enjoyment Outcomes: Engagement was measured on 5
point Smileyometer likert scale. To assess possible order
effects, we conducted a mixed factorial analysis of variance
(ANOVA) on enjoyment, factoring order as a betweensubject variable and task condition as the within-subject
variable. There was a main effect of condition, in that
children’s enjoyment ratings were significantly higher in the
GBA Condition (M=4.45, SD=1.05) compared to the Flanker
Task Condition (M=3.05, SD=1.70), F(1, 18)=13.67; p=.002;
ηp2=.43. There was no main effect of order, F(1, 18)=.34,
p=.57. Children selected the GBA more than the Flanker
Task as their free-choice game option when asked which
game they would play again: 80% of children (16 out of 20)
selected the GBA while 15% of children (3 out of 20) selected
the Flanker Task, and only one participant did not respond. A
chi-square test of independence was performed to examine
the relation between game choice and task order (GBA-thenFlanker vs. Flanker-then-GBA). The relation between these
variables was not significant, X2(2, N=20)=1.33, p=.51,
indicating that regardless of which order children played the
tasks, the choice to play the GBA over the Flanker Task was
still chosen by the majority of children. Taken together, these
results indicate that children’s enjoyment ratings of the GBA
Condition were higher compared to the Flanker Task
Condition, regardless of the order in which the tasks were
played (see Fig. 4-5).
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Figure 5: Regardless of order, 80% of the children preferred
GBA Flanker over the traditional Flanker Task.
Association of Cognitive Control with Standardized
Academic Achievement Measures Higher accuracy on the
incongruent trials on the GBA Task, r(20) = .75, p = .0001,
and the Flanker Task, r(20) = .65, p = .002, were positively
associated with children’s WPPSI-P Verbal Subtest scores
(see Fig. 6A). Similarly, accuracy on the incongruent trials
on the GBA Task, r(20) = .76, p = .00009, and the Flanker
Task, r(20) = .78, p = .00005, were positively associated with
children’s WPPSI-P Matrix Reasoning Subtest scores (see
Fig. 6B).

Figure 7: Performance on both the Flanker Task and GBA
was associated with global resting state functional
connectivity in the prefrontal cortex.

Discussions

Figure 6: Performance on the Flanker Task and GBA were
associated with (A) Verbal and (B) Mathematical scores.
Association of Cognitive Control with Resting-state
Prefrontal Cortex Connectivity Twelve participants
returned to the laboratory for fNIRS data collection.
Preprocessing and rsFC analyses were carried out using the
NIRS Brain AnalyzIR toolbox (Santosa et al., 2018). Raw
fNIRS intensity signals were first converted to changes in
optical density. The data were then corrected for motion
artifacts using the Temporal Derivative Distribution Repair
method. This uses a motion correction procedure based on
robust regression that effectively reduces the magnitude of
large fluctuations (i.e., motion) in the signal, while leaving
small fluctuations (i.e., hemodynamics) intact to prevent
physiological artifacts from biasing the results (Fishburn et
al., 2019). Signals were then converted to oxygenated
hemoglobin concentrations using the modified Beer Lambert
relationship. Resting-state functional connectivity was
quantified by concatenating the individual block timecourses,
and the Pearson correlation coefficient was computed
between all 45 channel-pairs. A Fisher's r-to-Z
transformation was then applied to normalize the variance of
the correlation values. Z-scores were averaged together,
resulting in a single global resting-state functional
connectivity value. Increased performance on the GBA Task,
r(10) = .78, p = .002, and the Flanker Task, r(10) = .81, p =
.002, were positively associated with children’s mean
resting-state functional connectivity in the PFC (see Fig. 7).
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The goal of the present study was to investigate both the
construct and criterion validity of a cognitive GBA in
addition to assessing children’s enjoyment. The results
demonstrate that a cognitive control GBA exhibited high
construct validity. With the addition of gamification features,
the assessment was still capable of measuring the intended
construct of cognitive control: children’s performance on the
Flanker Task and the GBA showed an equivalent level of
performance. Performance on the GBA was also significantly
and positively correlated with the existing measure of
cognitive control (i.e., the traditional Flanker Task). The
results indicated that a cognitive control GBA exhibited high
criterion validity: performance on the GBA version of the
Flanker Task was positively and significantly associated with
resting-state functional connectivity in the PFC and
performance on standardized mathematical and verbal
academic achievement assessments.
These findings suggest that the addition of gamification
patterns and features to a traditional assessment of cognitive
control did not change children’s performance and preserved
the criterion validity of the assessment. Importantly, children
exhibited a stronger preference and higher ratings of
enjoyment for the GBA compared to the traditional version
of the Flanker Task. These results provide evidence that
GBAs can potentially be utilized as valid and reliable
assessments of cognitive control in pediatric populations to
maximize children’s enjoyment, while simultaneously
preserving data quality.
Although this study has contributed to the investigation of
the construct and criterion validity of a cognitive control
GBA, there are limitations that warrant future research on this
topic. The sample size (N=20) was limited and more
participants are needed to evaluate both the robustness and
replicability of these findings. The addition of learning curve
data would provide a deeper understanding of changes in task

performance over time. Implementing learning curve
analyses would also clarify the point(s) at which children
begin to improve and eventually plateau with further practice
on both tasks, if at all (Ritter & Schoolar, 2001). Investigating
cognitive GBAs with several more trials for longer testing
durations would clarify the efficacy of adding gamification
features on both children's performance and engagement
(specifically, when it begins to dwindle) over longer periods
of time. Addressing such limitations in future studies would
provide novel insight into whether GBAs can not only serve
as a potential solution to the current challenges of
administering tedious cognitive assessments with young
children, but also potentially minimize data loss from more
lengthy testing sessions.
Developing engaging assessments of cognitive functioning
is of increasing importance, given the wide-spread
implementation of remote data collection in the wake of stayat-home orders due to the COVID-19 global pandemic. The
addition of game-based features to existing cognitive
assessments is inexpensive and GBAs can be made widely
available. Importantly, GBAs are perceived as enjoyable by
children. These attributes make GBAs ideal for remote
developmental research because the assessments can
potentially promote sustained engagement in young children
with short attention spans throughout typically tedious
cognitive tasks. Cognitive GBAs show considerable promise
of providing a feasible method to collect accurate and reliable
data, while simultaneously providing young children with an
enjoyable activity.
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Abstract
Infants experience the world through their actions with objects
and their interactions with other people, especially their
parents. Prior research has shown that school-age children with
hearing loss experience poorer quality interactions with
typically hearing parents, and difficulties in controlling their
visual attention. In the current study, we used mobile eyetracking to investigate parent-child interactions in toddlers with
and without hearing loss. Parents and toddlers engaged in a
goal-directed, interactive task that involved inserting coins into
a slot and required joint coordination between the parent and
the child. We examined the visual behaviors of the toddlers and
the scaffolding behaviors of the parents. In contrast to previous
work, preliminary findings reveal a pattern of potential
similarities between deaf and hearing toddlers or their parents.
Keywords: dual mobile eye-tracking; parent-child interaction;
joint action; visual attention; social-cognitive development

Introduction
Prelingual hearing loss has a profound impact on social,
cognitive, and linguistic development. Not surprisingly,
toddlers with hearing loss demonstrate delays in language
skills, like speech perception and word learning (Houston &
Miyamoto, 2010). However, studies have also shown that
deaf1 toddlers and children demonstrate poorly understood
differences in cognitive skills such as visual working memory
(Harris et al., 2013), visual habituation (Monroy et al., 2019),
and visual statistical learning (Gremp et al., 2019) compared
to their hearing peers.
These findings suggest that hearing loss has broad effects
on social and cognitive development. However, despite the
deep interest in identifying behaviors and cognitive skills that
may predict language outcomes in children with hearing loss
(Houston et al., 2012), to our knowledge no studies have
focused on the domain of action in this population. The
current study represents a first step towards filling this gap by
investigating parent-child joint action in toddlers with and
without hearing loss.
Toddlers’ earliest experiences with the world are through
their visual observations and motor actions (Hunnius &
Bekkering, 2014). Certain motor skills may even be a
prerequisite for language development (Iverson, 2010), as
they create experiences that are relevant for communicative
1In the current paper, we use the term deaf when referring to
toddlers born with profound sensorineural hearing loss who have
cochlear implants. Although they currently experience electronic
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exchanges, as in parent-child play. Motor development also
supports the development of action understanding, a
precursor to advanced social-cognitive milestones such as
theory of mind (von Hofsten & Rosander, 2018).
Two lines of evidence support the possibility that hearing
loss early in life may affect motor experiences, particularly
during parent-child interactions. A body of research has
consistently demonstrated that hearing parents and their deaf
infants (Hd dyads) behave differently compared with hearing
children of hearing parents (Hh dyads). For instance, in a
1997 landmark longitudinal study, Meadow-Orlans and
colleagues reported that deaf infants (at 12 and 18 months)
demonstrated less compliance, and fewer reciprocal turntaking and communicative exchanges with their hearing
parents during parent-infant play than any other type of
parent-infant dyad (critically, this study included hearing
parents with hearing infants, deaf parents with hearing
infants, deaf parents with deaf infants, and hearing parents
with deaf infants). Although this study focused on expressive
or emotional elements of parent-infant interactions, rather
than specific motor behaviors or skills, it provides evidence
that Hd dyads struggle to achieve smooth, coordinated
interactions.
Deaf children also demonstrate consistent differences in
general visual attention and joint attention with their parents
during social interactions (Cejas et al., 2014; Dye & Hauser,
2014; Smith et al., 1998). Across a range of clinical and
empirical studies, deaf children of both hearing and Deaf
parents demonstrate differences in visual attention. In one of
the few studies that focuses on deaf children of Deaf
parents—who are exposed to natural language from birth and
typically meet developmental milestones—Dye & Hauser
(2014) found that younger deaf children (6-9-year-olds)
demonstrated difficulties in maintaining selective attention in
the presence of peripheral distractors. These findings suggest
that auditory experiences play a role in the development of
selective attention skills. More specifically, the need to
reallocate visual attention to the periphery in the absence of
hearing may disrupt this development. In the current study,
we examined whether deaf and hearing toddlers demonstrate
differences in their allocation of attention during a goaldirected, interactive task with their parents.
sound through their implant, they are still considered deaf by most
in the field. We adopt this term to highlight the fact that they were
born with no useable acoustic hearing.

Parent behaviors also contribute to the different interaction
patterns observed in Hd dyads. For instance, in the MeadowOrlans study (1997), Hd mothers were rated as significantly
less sensitive, flexible, consistent, and as showing less
participation and positive affect than mothers from all other
dyads. Over the past several decades, studies have examined
the linguistic behaviors of parents and consistently found that
hearing parents of deaf infants tend to be more directive, less
responsive, and use simpler language than their counterparts
(e.g., Chen et al., 2019; Fagan, Bergeson, & Morris, 2014).
One explanation for this pattern of behavior is that Hd parents
are adjusting to their child’s language ability, which is likely
delayed due to hearing loss.
Therefore, previous research has demonstrated consistent
differences in the parent-child interactions between deaf
children and their hearing parents. As highlighted earlier, this
body of work has primarily examined the emotional and
linguistic behaviors of parents, but little is known about the
motor behaviors that take place during parent-child play and
whether these are also affected by hearing loss.
The current study represents a first step in investigating
parent-child joint action in Hd and Hh dyads, and is part of a
larger, longitudinal project on joint action in infants and
toddlers with hearing loss. Toddlers and their parents
engaged in a joint, goal-directed task that required them to
coordinate their actions to successfully drop coins into a toy
piggybank. Inserting coins into a narrow slot demands handeye coordination and fine motor skill (in fact, it is an item on
the Mullen Scales of Early Learning developmental
assessment). In our study, we modified the task such that
toddlers needed to jointly collaborate with their parent to
achieve the goal of inserting the coins. Parents were
instructed to interact with their child as they “normally would
at home”, which resulted in varying levels of parent
engagement and scaffolding behaviors.
Here, we present analyses of toddlers’ visual attention and
parents’ scaffolding behaviors during this joint task. First, we
examined whether deaf toddlers demonstrate similar patterns
of visual attention during the task, compared with their
hearing peers. Based on evidence for poorer selective
attention in deaf children, one prediction is that deaf toddlers
spend less time attending to relevant locations—e.g., the goal
location or the coin of interest—compared with hearing
toddlers. Conversely, the interactive, goal-directed context of
the task might elicit more attentive behaviors in deaf toddlers
than the computer-based tasks typically used in prior studies.
Second, we examined the levels of scaffolding that parents
provided during the motor task. Toddlers often found this
task difficult at first and struggled to orient the coin correctly
into the slot. Parents could help their child by providing
visual cues, like pointing to the goal or tilting the piggybank
towards them, or they could help the child by guiding their
hand directly. Given the past evidence for more directive
language in the parents of Hd dyads, we explored whether
parents of deaf toddlers might demonstrate more scaffolding
behaviors in the current study.
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Our third question related to whether parent scaffolding
modulated toddlers’ visual attention in both deaf and hearing
toddlers. Prior research has established that parent behaviors
during parent-infant play modifies infant behavior (Chen et
al., 2020; Suarez-Rivera, Smith, & Yu, 2019; Yu & Smith,
2017). For instance, Yu & Smith (2017) found that parents’
actions with objects supports and extends infants’ visual
attention to those same objects. Though this study featured an
unstructured play paradigm rather than a goal-directed, we
predicted that parent intervention would affect children’s
attention. Due to the exploratory nature of this analysis, we
did not have any a priori predictions about whether the effects
of parent scaffolding on attention would differ between deaf
and hearing toddlers.

Method
Participants
The sample consisted of 12 parent-toddler dyads that
included six toddlers with hearing loss and six with normal
hearing (Table 1). Deaf toddlers were diagnosed at birth with
severe-to-profound bilateral sensorineural hearing loss
(SNHL) and received cochlear implants before 18 months of
age. At the time of testing, deaf toddlers had received
approximately 6-12 months of useable hearing experience
through their implant, and all were enrolled in speechlanguage therapy with the goal of attaining spoken language.
Each hearing toddler was matched in age (+/- 1 week) and
gender to each deaf toddler. Hearing toddlers were born fullterm and had no developmental diagnoses or history of
chronic ear infections.
Table 1: Participant characteristics.
Toddler group
Mean (SD; range)
Deaf
Age at Test
19.05 (3.71; 13.97-25.05)
Age at CI Activation 11.69 (1.88; 7.97-13.17)
Hearing
Age at Test
19.17 (3.60; 14.27-24.89)
Procedure
Toddlers and parents were seated at a child-sized table across
from one another. Both dyad members were fitted with headmounted eye-trackers from Positive Science, LLC (Figure 1).
Each eye-tracker has an infrared camera that records the right
eye and a head camera that records the field of view. Two
additional cameras recorded third-person views of the scene.
All cameras recorded at 30Hz and were synchronized offline
using ffmpeg (ffmpeg.org).

10 frames (0.33s) were resolved via discussion with the first
author; therefore, interrater reliability was 96%.
A third independent coder annotated every trial for the
level of parent scaffolding during round one, when it was the
child’s job to insert the coins into the goal (Table 2). A trial
was defined as the moment the first dyad member began
reaching for the target coin, until the moment the coin was
fully inserted into the piggybank.
Table 2: Levels of parent scaffolding.
Level Definition
1. None: child inserted coin into slot without help.
2. Some: parent gestured to the goal to encourage
the child or tilted the piggybank towards the
child to make the task easier.
3. Lots: parent physically helped the child through
hand-over-hand guidance.
4. Complete: the parent inserted the coin into the
slot for the child.

Figure 1: Eyetracking equipment and setup, showing
examples frames in which the child is passing coins to his
parent, who then places them into the piggybank slot. The
crosshair indicates the estimated gaze target.
To calibrate the eye-trackers, a laser pointer was directed
at nine unique locations on the tabletop to capture the
toddler’s attention. This phase was used for offline
calibration using Yarbus software by marking the locations
on the corresponding video frames when the eye was directed
at the laser pointer.
Following calibration, dyads were presented with a toy
piggybank that comes with ten colorful coins (Figure 1). In
Round 1, the piggybank was placed before the child, and the
coins were placed before the parent. Parents were instructed
to hand the coins to the toddler one by one, so the toddler
could then insert them into the piggybank. In Round 2, the
items were switched so that the piggybank was placed before
the parent and the coins before the toddler; it was the child’s
turn to pass coins to their parent who would then insert them
into the piggybank. The objects were arranged such that the
child could not complete the task alone; they needed to
cooperate and coordinate their actions with their parents’ to
successfully insert the coins into the piggybank. There were
10 coins and therefore 10 trials per round, for 20 total trials
per dyad). For the aims of the current study, we analyzed data
from Round 1 only.
Data processing. After offline calibration, gaze direction
was superimposed onto the head camera recording with a
crosshair, yielding an additional recording of the calibrated
gaze. All camera recordings were then exported into a series
of single frames. Two independent coders used frames from
the calibrated recording to determine, on every frame,
whether the crosshair fell within one of four regions of
interest (ROIs): the goal (the piggybank slot), the target coin,
the parent’s face, and the nontarget coins. The target coin was
defined as the coin currently being brought to the piggybank
and inserted into the slot; all other coins were defined as the
‘nontarget’ coins. Frames were excluded if the eye-tracker
failed to capture the eye (e.g., the child knocked the camera
out of place) or if the child was off-task (e.g., looking at the
floor). Disagreements between coders that were longer than
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Results
Gaze fixations to each ROI were converted into
proportions by summing the total amount of time spent
looking to each ROI (goal, target, face, nontarget) per trial,
and dividing by the total length of the trial. Similarly, levels
of parent scaffolding were converted into proportions by
summing the total number of trials featuring each of the four
levels and dividing by the total number of trials (10). Data
processing was done in Matlab 2020a (Mathworks, Inc), and
statistical analyses were done in R (R Core Team, 2019).
Visual Attention
Overall, infants were attentive during this task. On average,
both groups spent over 70% of total time attending to one of
the four ROIs of interest (Table 3). There was no significant
difference in the overall proportion of looking time to the four
ROIs, out of total interaction time, between groups, t(10) = .866, p = .407. There were also no differences in mean gaze
duration or the overall number fixations between groups (ps
> 0.14).
Table 3: Descriptive Statistics.
Deaf
Hearing
Visual Attention
Mean (SD)
Mean (SD)
Total looking (prop.)
0.70 (0.08)
0.76 (0.16)
Mean gaze duration (s)
1.35 (0.19)
1.29 (0.38)
Mean # Looks
19.04 (8.53)
12.71 (4.48)
Figure 2 shows the mean proportions of infant gaze to each
ROI. A one-way ANOVA confirmed that gaze proportions
differed significantly across ROIs, F(3,104) = 62.57, p <
.001. Post-hoc comparisons using Tukey’s Honest
Significant Difference test revealed significant differences
between all ROIs (all ps < .001) with one exception: there
was no difference in gaze proportions between the face and
nontarget ROIs. These findings confirm that toddlers
attended significantly more to the goal than to any other ROI,

and significantly more to the target coin than to either their
parents’ face or the nontarget coins.

Figure 4: Proportions of levels of parent scaffolding for each
toddler, separated by group.

Figure 2: Gaze proportions to each ROI across all infants.
Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.
An ANOVA with gaze proportions as the dependent
variable, ROI as a within-subjects factor and Group as a
between-subjects factor revealed no roi*group interaction (p
= .38), indicating that hearing status does not affect gaze
distribution across the ROIs (Figure 3). Although hearing
infants showed higher gaze proportions to the goal location,
and deaf infants showed higher proportions to the non-target
coins, these differences were not statistically significant.

Figure 3: Gaze proportions to the four regions of interest,
separated by group (deaf = D, hearing = H). Error bars
represent the standard error of the mean.
Parent Scaffolding
Figure 4 depicts the levels of parent support for each
toddler. A one-way ANOVA with mean number of trials as
the dependent variable and levels of scaffolding as a withinsubject factor revealed a significant effect of levels, F(3,44)
= 8.76, p = .014. Across groups, toddlers completed most
trials independently with no parent support (M = 4.58 trials
per toddler), which was significantly more than the number
trials taken over by parents (level 4, or ‘complete’ support; M
= 0.67 trials). The number of trials in which parents provided
‘some’ support (M = 1.42 trials per toddler), and ‘lots’ of
support (M = 2.08 trials) did not differ from other levels.
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An ANOVA with the mean number of trials as the
dependent variable, Level as a within-subjects factor and
Group as a between-subjects factor revealed no main effect
of group, and no level*group interaction (ps > .74), indicating
that levels of parent scaffolding does not differ significant
between deaf and hearing toddlers.
To determine whether parents of deaf toddlers differed in
the overall amount of scaffolding they provided, we
conducted an independent-samples t-test on the mean
proportion of trials containing any level of scaffolding; in
other words, we collapsed across levels 2-4 and compared the
proportion of trials between groups. This revealed no
differences in overall amount of parent scaffolding between
groups, F(1,44) = .33, p = .57. Thus, although the proportion
of trials with some level of parents intervention was higher
for the deaf toddlers (M = 0.63, SD =0.36) than the hearing
toddlers (M = 0.40 trials, SD = 0.47), this difference was not
statistically significant.
Does parent scaffolding modulate infant attention?
Our next question was whether attention to each ROI
varied as a function of parent scaffolding (Figure 5), and
whether this relationship differed between deaf and hearing
groups. Because gaze proportions differed significantly
across the four ROIS, we tested the effect of levels of parent
scaffolding on gaze proportions by fitting a linear mixedeffect model to gaze proportions separately for each ROI,
with Levels and Group as fixed effects and Participant as a
random effect.

help) in hearing toddlers compared with deaf toddlers
(Mhearing = 0.22, Mdeaf = 0.03).
Finally, analysis of the non-target ROI revealed no main
effect of level (p = 0.42) but a highly significant group*level
interaction (χ2(3) = 33.79, p < .0001). As with the face ROI,
this interaction revealed that hearing toddlers spent more time
looking at the non-target coins during trials in which parents
provided “lots” of support (i.e., hand-over-hand guidance)
compared with the deaf toddlers (Mhearing = 0.20, Mdeaf =
0.02). However, given the low frequency of these trials, this
finding should be interpreted with caution.

0.9
goal
target
face
non-target

0.8

Gaze Proportions

0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2

Discussion

0.1
0
No help

Some help

Lot of help

Complete

Level of Parent Support

Figure 5: Stacked bars depict mean gaze proportions to
the four ROIs per level of parent scaffolding, across groups.
Error bars represent the standard error of the mean.
For the Goal ROI, the model revealed no main effects of
level or group and no group*level interaction (ps > 0.40),
indicating that parent scaffolding or hearing status did not
modulate toddlers’ attention to the goal.
For the Target ROI, there was a significant main effect of
level, χ2(3) = 8.63, p = .035, revealing that attention to the
target coin varied across levels of parent scaffolding.
Proportion of looks to the target was highest when toddlers
completed the trial independently (‘None’; level 1), and
progressively decreased as the level of scaffolding increased
(Figure 6). This finding is not explained by a reallocation of
attention to other ROIs: overall attention was lower during
“complete” trials relative to all other trials (Figure 5). There
was no main effect of group or group*level interaction (ps >
0.63), indicating that hearing status did not influence
toddlers’ gaze to the target coin.

Figure 6: Boxplot showing gaze proportions to the target
coin as a function of levels of parent scaffolding. Error bars
represent 95% confidence intervals.
For the Face ROI, there was no main effect of level (p =
0.64), but there was significant group*level interaction χ2(3)
= 8.05, p = .045. This interaction revealed a higher proportion
of looks to the parents’ face during Level 4 trials (‘complete’
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The goal of the current study was to examine parent-child
interactions during a goal-directed task in Hd (hearing
parents with deaf toddlers) and Hh (hearing parents with
hearing toddlers) dyads. Parents and their toddlers put coins
together into a toy piggybank; specifically, parents handed
coins to their child one-by-one and the child inserted them
into the piggybank slot. We analyzed visual attention to taskrelevant locations, parent scaffolding behaviors, and whether
parent scaffolding modulated toddlers’ attention.
Our main finding was that there were consistent similarities
between Hd and Hh dyads in both the visual attention of the
toddler and the scaffolding behavior of the parent. Across
groups, toddlers demonstrated similar amounts of overall
attention, length of gaze fixations, and distribution of gaze to
task-relevant locations. They spent the largest proportion of
the time looking at the goal (the slot), followed by the target
coin, suggesting that toddlers were highly engaged with the
task. Notably, toddlers spent a high proportion of time
looking at relevant locations in the scene (above 70% of the
time across groups). Toddlers also looked infrequently to
their parents’ faces, which is consistent with previous studies
on parent-infant interactions using mobile eyetracking
(Peters et al., 2020).
The similarities in visual behavior between deaf and
hearing toddlers stands in contrast with previous research,
which has documented poorer performance on sustained
visual attention tasks in deaf school-age children (for a
review, see Dye & Bavelier, 2010). Many of these studies
employ standard computerized paradigms like the continuous
performance task (CPT; e.g., Horn et al., 2005; Mitchell &
Quittner, 1996; Quittner, Leibach, & Marciel, 2004; Smith et
al., 1998) that typically require children to attend to a rapidly
changing stream of stimuli like numbers. In the current study,
visual attention was measured during an interactive, social
task in much younger toddlers. One possibility is that active
control and/or sensorimotor processes play a critical role in
visual attention (Peters et al., 2020). Another possibility is
that the differences previously observed in CPT tasks could
be explained by a related cognitive process, like cognitive
control. A third possibility is that these differences in visual
behavior are not present early in infancy, but instead emerge
later in development. This latter possibility raises questions
about the underlying mechanisms that cause previously
observed differences in visual attention in deaf children and

is a critical question for follow-up work. Finally, it is
important to highlight that all deaf toddlers in the current
sample had worn cochlear implants for at least six months
and were receiving speech-language therapy. It is likely that
their hearing and language skills were developed enough to
also benefit from their parents’ verbal cues, another question
for future work. It is possible that deaf toddlers without
cochlear implants would not show such similarities with their
hearing peers.
We also found no preliminary evidence for differences in
parent scaffolding behaviors between parents of deaf and
hearing toddlers. Though parents in Hd dyads showed more
scaffolding behaviors than parents in Hh dyads, this
difference did not reach significance. Nevertheless, this
finding could be considered surprising in the context of
previous research, which has found Hd parents to typically be
less responsive and positively engaged in their interactions
and more directive in their linguistic behaviors. One
possibility is that this null finding is due to a small sample
size, which we plan on increasing. An open question is
whether parents also provide scaffolding through language;
for example, by aligning utterances with toddlers’ actions to
encourage them or keep them focused on the task. An
important next step will be to examine parents’ speech and its
effects on toddlers’ behavior in the current task.
Finally, the third aim of the current study was to explore
whether parents’ scaffolding behaviors influenced toddlers’
attention to task-relevant locations. We found that this was
the case only for the target coin: attention to the coin had an
inverse relationship with parent scaffolding, such that lower
levels of scaffolding elicited a higher proportion of attention.
One possibility is that parent intervention disrupts toddlers’
attention to the target object they are trying to insert into the
goal. This explanation is supported by the finding that overall
attention was lower during the trials with the highest amount
of parent intervention, and vice versa. An alternative
possibility is the reverse: whenever their toddler
demonstrates poorer attention, parents respond by providing
more scaffolding to keep them engaged. However, attention
to the goal location and to parents’ faces was consistent
across all levels of parent scaffolding, indicating attention to
these locations was unaffected by parent intervention.
Interestingly, we found that hearing toddlers showed
increased looks to their parent’s face and to the non-target
coins during trials with higher levels of parent scaffolding,
but this pattern was not evident in the deaf toddlers. One
speculation is that this pattern suggests more sensitivity in the
parents of hearing toddlers, which would be supported by the
literature. Whenever the toddlers are looking at the face or
nontarget coins, instead of the goal or the target, parents
provide more guidance. However, given that these conditions
included fewer trials, we view this finding with caution.
In conclusion, the current study extends what we know
about the parent-child interactions experienced by toddlers
with hearing loss. Here, we have shown that deaf toddlers
show largely similar patterns of visual attention while
interacting with their parents, demonstrating an ability to
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focus to the task. Similarly, we also found comparable parent
behaviors between groups, suggesting that the poorer
parental responsivity observed in prior research may not be
as pervasive as previously thought. Future work on this
project will focus on analyzing the motor proficiency of
toddlers, motor synchrony between parents and children, and
linguistic behavior of parents.
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Abstract
Judging if a conclusion follows logically from a given set of
premises can depend much more on the believability than on
the logical validity of the conclusion. This so-called belief bias
effect has been replicated repeatedly for many decades now.
An interesting observation is, however, that process models
for deductive reasoning and models for the belief bias have not
much of an overlap—they have largely been developed independently. Models for the belief bias often just implement first
order logic for the reasoning part, thereby neglecting a whole
research field. This paper aims to change that by presenting
a first attempt at substituting the first order logic components
of two models for belief, selective scrutiny and misinterpreted
necessity, with two state of the art approaches for modeling
human syllogistic reasoning, mReasoner and PHM. In addition, we propose an approach for extending the traditionally
dichotomous predictions to numerical rating scales thereby enabling more detailed analysis. Evaluating the models on a
dataset published with a recent meta-analysis on the belief bias
effect, we demonstrate the general success of the augmented
models and discuss the implication of our extensions in terms
of the limitations of the current focus of research as well as the
potential for future investigation of human reasoning.
Keywords: syllogistic reasoning; belief bias; cognitive process models; individual prediction

Introduction
How do humans reason? This question has been approached
from a variety of directions ranging from formal logical explanations (Inhelder & Piaget, 1958; Rips, 1994) to analogical model-based explanations (Johnson-Laird, 1983). What
they have in common is that they focus on interpreting and assessing the logical structure of problems to either derive representations in terms of logics or analogies. However, there
is strong evidence that human reasoning behavior is not only
dependent on logical properties of the problems but also on
interpretations of the content provided by the premises (Morgan & Morton, 1944). Consider the following problem:
No addictive things are inexpensive. [Premise]
Some cigarettes are inexpensive. [Premise]
Therefore, some addictive things are not cigarettes.
Would you agree with 92% of participants (Evans et al., 1983)
that the conclusion (the statement under the line) follows
from the two premises (the statements above the line)? This
example denotes a traditional syllogistic deduction consisting of two premises featuring one of four categorical quantifiers each (All, Some, No, or Some ... not, which are usually abbreviated as A, I, E, and O, respectively). Together,
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both premises provide information about three terms (addictive things, inexpensive, cigarettes), two of which only occur
in a single premise—the so-called end-terms (addictive things
and cigarettes).
Judged on the basis of formal logics, the inferred relationship between the end terms, i.e., the conclusion, is invalid
given the premises. But the conclusion is believable, and a
majority of reasoners accepted the logically invalid conclusion as valid. Maintaining the logical form of the problem
but losing the believability of the content produced the complementary endorsement probability (8%; Evans et al., 1983).
Recent research has established the belief bias effect as a
robust and systematic interaction between logic and belief
(Evans et al., 1983; Klauer et al., 2000; Dube et al., 2010a;
Trippas et al., 2018). Consequently, belief is an important influential factor for human syllogistic inferences. Despite this
fact, it is usually neglected by theories for human reasoning
and their model implementations. Similarly, research on the
belief bias has traditionally neglected the insight gained on
the basis of theories and models by focusing on the interaction with formal logics alone (Klauer et al., 2000; Trippas et
al., 2018). The only exception to this independence is the
Mental Models Theory for syllogistic reasoning, which provided an explanation for the effects of belief (Klauer et al.,
2000; Oakhill & Garnham, 1993). mReasoner, the implementation of the Mental Models Theory (MMT; Johnson-Laird,
1983), does not offer mechanisms for handling different beliefs so far (Khemlani & Johnson-Laird, 2013).
In this paper we attempt to bridge the current independence
of theories for syllogistic reasoning and the belief bias. Inspecting the composition of the traditional theory-agnostic
accounts for the belief bias, selective scrutiny and misinterpreted necessity (Evans et al., 1983), we argue that they offer the potential for natural extension with the mechanisms
postulated by most process models for syllogistic reasoning. Based on this extension, the resulting models are provided with the opportunity to leverage a novel kind of feature,
which should lead to an increase in predictive accuracy.
The following text is structured into four parts. Firstly, general background into cognitive modeling of syllogistic reasoning and the theoretical foundation of the belief bias is
presented. Secondly, our method for combining models for
syllogistic reasoning and belief is presented. Thirdly, this approach is evaluated based on predictive performance by rely-

ing on the model benchmarking framework CCOBRA1 . Our
results are discussed and put into context with respect to the
current state of the art and its implications for the field.

Theoretical Background
The question to which degree the human ability to reason is
influenced by personal beliefs is fundamental to reasoning research (Morgan & Morton, 1944). However, throughout the
investigation of human reasoning, questions about the processes underlying the human ability to reasoning and the interaction between logic and belief have largely been pursued
independently for methodological reasons despite their obvious relationship and importance in our daily lives. To illustrate the state of the art, we will briefly present the most
prominent explanatory approaches for syllogistic reasoning
and the belief bias in the following.

Models for Syllogistic Reasoning
Syllogistic reasoning is a traditional domain of human reasoning research that has brought up a multitude of explanatory theories and corresponding models throughout its investigation. A meta-analysis recently provided an overview over
twelve of the most prominent theories of syllogistic reasoning
(Khemlani & Johnson-Laird, 2012). In the following, two of
the most influential models for syllogistic reasoning are introduced: mReasoner, the official implementation of the Mental
Models Theory (MMT; Johnson-Laird, 1983), and PHM, a
model based on the probabilistic approach to cognitive science.
mReasoner. The LISP-based model mReasoner (Khemlani
& Johnson-Laird, 2013) follows the four inferential stages
proposed by MMT (e.g. Copeland, 2006). First, a mental
representation, i.e., the mental model, for the first premise is
constructed. Second, the information for the second premise
is integrated into the mental model. Third, a candidate conclusion is inferred from the mental model. Fourth, MMT attempts to falsify this candidate conclusion via a search for
counterexamples that constructs alternative models for the
premises. If the conclusion is falsified, MMT proceeds with
a different conclusion candidate. If all conclusion candidates
can be falsified, “No Valid Conclusion” (NVC) is returned
to indicate that no quantified conclusion follows from the
premises.
mReasoner realizes the principle ideas of MMT by relying on four parameters to optimize its inferential behavior to
datasets (Khemlani & Johnson-Laird, 2016) and even individuals (Riesterer et al., 2020): λ specifies a Poisson-distribution
from which the number of entities to represent in the mental
model is drawn. For each entity to be created, ε specifies the
probability for it to be sampled from a fully specified logically consistent reference model instead of a canonical one
only representing limited and potentially incomplete information about the premises. Based on the constructed mental model, a putative conclusion can be checked via a search
1 https://github.com/CognitiveComputationLab/ccobra
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for counterexamples. Parameter σ denotes the probability of
mReasoner engaging in this search for counterexamples. If
a counterexample is found, ω is the probability to continue
the search for a consistent conclusion based on a weakened
version of the conclusion candidate. Otherwise, NVC is returned. If the search for counterexamples turns out unsuccessful, the candidate is accepted as the conclusion.
Probability Heuristics Model. PHM (Chater & Oaksford,
1999) is a model for human syllogistic reasoning that is fundamentally based on the concept of probabilistic validity. At
its core, PHM approximates the computationally expensive
probabilistic inferences by following a set of three generation heuristics (G1-G3) and two test heuristics (T1, T2).
First the min-heuristic (G1) identifies the least informative
premise, the min-premise, based on the quantifier informativeness ranking A>I>E>O. Based on this information it
defines the conclusion quantifier to be the quantifier of the
min-premise. p-entailment (G2) proposes the quantifier probabilistically following (Chater & Oaksford, 1999) from the
min-heuristic conclusion candidate as an alternative candidate. As the final generative heuristic, attachment (G3) specifies the order of terms in the conclusion by postulating that
whenever the min-premise begins with an end-term, this endterm is used as the subject of the conclusion. Otherwise, the
end-term of the most informative premise, the max-premise,
is used.
After the conclusion candidate is generated, it is subjected
to the max-heuristic (T1) that assesses a reasoner’s confidence in it. PHM assumes this confidence to be proportional
to the informativeness of the max-premise. Consequently,
if the max-premise features an uninformative quantifier, the
likelihood of the reasoner to reject it in favor of NVC is high
(Copeland, 2006). In similar spirit, the O-heuristic (T2) postulates that “Some ... not” conclusions should generally be
avoided because of their extreme uninformativeness (Chater
& Oaksford, 1999).
For this work, we use a recently published implementation
of PHM, which makes the model applicable for the evaluation
of individual predictions by utilizing five parameters to fit the
heuristics to individual reasoners (Riesterer et al., 2020).

Models for Belief
First experiments that indicated the effect of content on reasoning are almost a hundred years old (Wilkins, 1928). Since
then, a large variety of studies have provided evidence for
that finding (for overviews, see Evans et al., 1983; Trippas
et al., 2018). Some research, such as the work by Gorden
(1953), has shown that problems that allow for the application of fast-and-frugal heuristics can outweigh the impact of
the belief bias. To exclude the potentially confounding effects of heuristics, the seminal work by Evans et al. (1983),
which has framed the experimental investigation on the interaction between logic and belief, excluded the affected syllogisms from its investigation. Resulting from this field of
research are theories that attempt to explain the influence of

belief based on its interaction with formal first order logic
(Evans, 2007; Klauer et al., 2000).
The question about the influence of belief on reasoning is
traditionally approached on the basis of two theories: selective scrutiny and misinterpreted necessity (Evans et al., 1983):
Selective Scrutiny. The selective scrutiny account (Evans
et al., 1983) assumes that the effects of belief precede the
actual processes of reasoning in the human mind. When confronted with syllogistic problems, reasoners first assess the
believability of a putative conclusion in terms of the premises.
In the case of a believable problem, reasoners dismiss the necessity to perform reasoning and conclude the problem’s validity directly. In the case of an unbelievable problem, reasoners perform the actual task of reasoning and generate a
conclusion based on their understanding of logic.
Misinterpreted Necessity. While selective scrutiny puts
the effects of belief before the reasoning process, misinterpreted necessity (Evans et al., 1983) assumes that belief affects its results. If a conclusion is falsified by the premises,
it can be rejected directly. Similarly, if the conclusion necessarily follows from the premises, it can be accepted directly.
Belief comes into play when a conclusion is possible but not
necessary. In this case of inherent uncertainty, belief is used
to determine whether the conclusion is accepted or rejected.
Figure 1 visualizes the processes assumed by selective
scrutiny (left) and misinterpreted necessity (models) in form
of a graph (adapted from Klauer et al., 2000). It is important to note that both accounts do not incorporate assumptions
based on existing theories of syllogistic reasoning but rely on
logic alone (blue boxes). Both, selective scrutiny and misinterpreted necessity, assume that the believe effects influence
the validation process.
Recent research on the belief bias effect has brought up
additional theories and models. Some of them are based
on theoretical assumptions about the processes underlying
human reasoning (Klauer et al., 2000; Oakhill & Garnham,
1993). Others, especially the most recent instances, investigate the belief bias effect on the basis of elaborate probabilistic models such as Multinomial Processing Trees (Evans,
2007; Klauer et al., 2000; Trippas et al., 2018). A prominent account based on the Signal detection theory (SDT)
explains the believe effect as a response bias (Dube et al.,
2010b), which would imply that the believe effect influences
the decision stage rather than the determination of the validity. While there is another prominent interpretations using
the SDT framework based on the argument strength (Klauer
& Kellen, 2011), the response bias account was supported by
a recent study (Stephens et al., 2019). This is problematic for
selective scrutiny and misinterpreted necessity, as their traditional interpretation focus on influences of the validation
process. However, while these newer accounts of the belief
bias effect might provide a better grasp of the data, they inherently operate on a group-level by being fitted to large corpora
of data. This also hold for the accounts based on the SDT
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(a) Selective Scrutiny.
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conclusion

(b) Misinterpreted Necessity.

Figure 1: Illustrations of the selective scrutiny and misinterpreted necessity accounts (adapted from Klauer et al., 2000).
The blue boxes with dotted edges reflect the locations where
inferential models can be integrated.
framework, as they are defined on distributions rather than
distinct processes. For our purposes, however, we require
accounts that are theory-agnostic and allow for a direct extraction of predictions for individual human behavior, which
were provided by the traditional approaches.

Method
While both, selective scrutiny and misinterpreted necessity,
assume access to an assessment of a problem’s logical validity, humans often fail to give logical correct responses. Therefore, models for human syllogistic reasoning are aimed at accounting for the systematically illogical behavior of human
reasoners. In doing so, they can be regarded as formalizing accounts for human logic instead of formal logic. This
observation allows for a natural way to integrate syllogistic
models into the models for belief by replacing the parts relying on logic (represented by the blue boxes in Figure 1) with
the respective mechanisms from syllogistic models. Note that
in the individual paradigm, the conflict between the response
bias and accounts assuming an influence on the determination
of validity are resolved. The prominent model of syllogistic

reasoning do not incorporate a distinct decision phase, which
implies that the integration of a response bias would have to
take place after the general reasoning process provided by the
model. As distribution-based explanations have to be made
deterministic for application in an individual prediction scenario, the account based on a response bias would align with
the misinterpreted necessity. Put differently, when combining
accounts for believability and reasoning without substantially
changing the underlying models, the most general approaches
would be to include belief before (selective scrutiny) or after
the reasoning process (misinterpreted necessity). This makes
selective scrutiny and misinterpreted necessity good promising for the extension of reasoning models.
There are two requirements that syllogistic models have to
meet in order to be usable in this approach: First, they have to
provide a mechanism for determining the validity of a conclusion. This requirement is usually met by models capable of
solving syllogistic problems. All conclusions that a model is
able to derive from a given syllogism can be considered valid,
as the model would predict humans to consider these conclusions valid. Second, the model needs to provide a mechanism
to determine if a conclusion is possible. This requirement is
not generally met by models for syllogistic reasoning. For example, heuristics such as Atmosphere or Matching (Wetherick
& Gilhooly, 1995) derive conclusions directly from the quantifiers in the premises, which allows for checking validity but
does not provide a distinct concept of possibility. However, it
is important to note that only misinterpreted necessity relies
on the concept of possibility, which means that the selective
scrutiny model can be applied to a wider range of models.
For this work, we use mReasoner and PHM, which satisfy
both requirements. While mReasoner directly offers support
for determining if a conclusion is possible, PHM was extended to allow for determining the possibility of a conclusion. To this end, we relied on its generative heuristics. For a
given syllogism, PHM can generate a set of conclusion candidates that can be interpreted as possible. This set is then
tested, which leads to the selection of the final valid conclusion.

Dataset
Our analysis relies on the dataset that was published along
with the meta-analysis on the belief bias effect in Trippas et
al. (2018). The dataset contains pairs of syllogistic problems
(consisting of premises and a putative conclusion with believable or unbelievable content to verify) and corresponding
human responses from a set of 22 studies. In total, the dataset
contains responses from 993 individuals who responded to up
to 16 syllogistic problems, each. In some of the underlying
studies, participants were presented with structurally equivalent problems twice. Responses were originally collected as
ratings on scale ranging between 1 and 6 in the studies underlying the dataset. In addition to this, Trippas et al. (2018)
also provided a dichotomization of these ratings where validity was determined from the rating values (invalidity for
values ≤ 3, validity for values > 3).
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Table 1: Rankings for the different belief models for different combinations of attributes. The validity, possibility and
believability of conclusion for a given syllogism is used to
derive the rankings for selective scrutiny, misinterpreted necessity and a baseline model representing the absence of belief effects. For not uniquely specified ratings the median was
used. Other possible values are shown in parentheses.
Valid

Poss.

Believ.

Misinterp.
Necess.

Selective
Scrutiny

No
Belief

3
3
7
7
7
7

3
3
7
7

3
7
3
7
3
7

6
5
4
3
2
1

6
4
5
2 (3)
5
1 (2)

5 (6, 4)
5 (6, 4)
2 (3, 1)
2 (3, 1)
2 (3, 1)
2 (3, 1)

Extension to Ratings
While the dataset does not only contain dichotomized decisions but also ratings for each conclusion, models for belief are generally only able to predict the acceptance or the
rejection of a conclusion without gradations (see Figure 1).
In our approach, syllogistic models are used as replacements
for the first order logic parts inside of a superordinate belief
model, which then derives the final decision. Therefore, we
also needed to develop an approach for incorporating ratings
into the belief models.
Since the structure of the belief models proposes hierarchies based on the attributes of a conclusion (i.e., validity,
possibility, and believability), they allow for the derivation
of ratings depending on the combinations of these attributes.
Analogously to the dataset used for the evaluation, we used
ratings ranging between 1 and 6 and constrained the ratings so
that ≤ 3 is considered as a rejection, while ratings > 3 accept
the conclusion. This constraint guarantees that the extended
belief models are equivalent to the original ones when used
for dichotomous verification tasks. In case of ties the median
value for the respective attribute combination was used. Table 1 shows the ratings for all combinations of the conclusion
attributes.

Evaluation Scenario
To evaluate the models, we applied them to a prediction task
where they had to predict the human decisions to accept or
reject a given conclusion for a syllogism. Our analysis allows the syllogistic models to fit their parameters to each individual participant before querying for predictions. Thus,
we evaluate each model’s performance to accommodate individuals behavior in their parameter space (coverage analysis;
Riesterer et al., 2020).
Besides PHM, mReasoner, a model using first-order logic,
and the respective augmented models based on selective
scrutiny and misinterpreted necessity, an individually fitted
variant was also included. Here, the best belief model (selective scrutiny, misinterpreted necessity or no influence of
belief) for each individual reasoner was determined post-hoc.

Results
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Figure 2: Comparison of the predictive accuracy for the
belief × syllogistic model combinations when predicting
whether an individual human reasoner accepts or rejects a
conclusion.
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As the influence of belief is likely to exhibit inter-individual
differences, this model can serve as a theoretical upper bound
of the performance achievable with the current models for belief.
In addition to the cognitive models, several baselines were
included: First, a Random model was included to denote the
lower bound of acceptable performance by randomly accepting and rejecting conclusions. Second, as 59% of the problems were responded to twice in the dataset, the PersonMean
model was included. It uses the mean response of a person for a given problem. If participants are consistent with
their responses, PersonMean is able to always correctly predict the decision. Therefore, the model can serve as an upper
bound and an assessment of the consistency of the participants. The last baseline model is a Portfolio which selects the
optimal combination of syllogistic models and belief models. As for the individually fitted models, this selection was
performed post-hoc and should therefore only serve as a theoretical bound of the performance that could be achieved by
the present models.
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First, we discuss the
obtained from evaluations the
predictive ability of conclusion acceptances and rejections
without taking rating into account. Since the models for
syllogistic reasoning and belief were designed for this task
paradigm, the results are well suited to assess the potential
that lies in their combination. Second, in order to evaluate
the proposed extension to ratings, we analyze the model performances when applied to the rating task.
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results2

Figure 3: Overall performance of models when predicting the
acceptance of the conclusion for a syllogistic task with (yellow) and without (blue) augmentation by a belief model. Additionally, baseline models for estimating the lower and the
upper bounds are included (green).

Verification Results
Figure 2 shows the predictive accuracy of the original syllogistic reasoning models and the augmented belief models that
were combined with the respective reasoning models. Overall, the belief variants (Mdn = 59%) achieved significantly
higher predictive accuracies than the variants ignoring beliefs
(Mdn = 55%, Mann-Whitney test, U = 359165, p < .0001).
Inspected separately, the predictive accuracies achieved by
selective scrutiny (Mdn = 61%) outperformed the variants
relying on misinterpreted necessity (Mdn = 56%, MannWhitney test, U = 308196, p < .0001) due to the PHMbased misinterpreted necessity model performing worse than
its non-belief variant. As misinterpreted necessity relies on
a mechanism to determine if a conclusion is possible, which
is not directly provided by PHM, the poor performance indicates that our proposed way of determining the possibility
based on the generative heuristics of PHM is insufficient.
The individualized belief models, which select the best belief model for each individual reasoner post-hoc, slightly outperform the overall best belief model (misinterpreted necessity for mReasoner and first-order logic and selective scrutiny
2 The scripts and data underlying the analyses of this article
are openly available on GitHub: github.com/Shadownox/cogscibeliefmodeling.
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for PHM), which indicates that there are in fact, although
rather weak, inter-individual differences with respect to belief.
Figure 3 includes the baseline models to allow for a better
understanding of the absolute performances. When compared
to the upper bound given by PersonMean, which directly uses
the individual reasoner as its own predictor, the performance
of the first-order logic-based models (FOL) are not far behind.

Rating Results
The results for the rating task are shown in Figure 4. Instead of predictive accuracy, we scored model performances
in terms of the absolute difference between the prediction and
the rating given by a reasoner. Overall, the results are in line
with the results from the verification task. As the order of the
models is exactly the same as for the verification task, it indicates that our extension to ratings does indeed preserve the
underlying principles of the models. Besides the combination
of misinterpreted necessity and PHM, which suffers from the
aforementioned insufficient determination of possibility, the
error of all models stays below 1.89, the standard deviation
of the ratings in the dataset. Using the mean rating of a per-
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icantly outperform the traditional model variants neglecting
information about belief.
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Figure 4: Overall performance of models when predicting the
rating of a conclusion for a syllogistic task with (yellow) and
without (blue) augmentation by a belief model. Additionally, baseline models for estimating the lower and the upper
bounds are included (green).

son for each unique task as a predictor (PersonMean) leads
to an error of 1.00, which quantifies the inconsistency of individuals when rating the structurally same task (with respect
to syllogism, conclusion, and believability). Therefore, the
FOL-based models and selective scrutiny with PHM, which
achieve an absolute difference of about 1.5, perform reasonably well. This indicates the general success of our approach
for deriving ratings from the hierarchical assumptions of the
models if no direct possibility to derive ratings or confidences
is provided by theories and models.

General Discussion
In this article, we introduced an approach for combining models for belief and reasoning in syllogistic reasoning—two
lines of research that have operated mostly independently.
Our analyses showed that information about belief is generally beneficial for optimizing the prediction generation process of models. In our model evaluations that were based on
the extensive meta-analysis data from Trippas et al. (2018),
the integrative approaches based on selective scrutiny and
misinterpreted necessity (Evans et al., 1983) were able to
significantly outperform their counterparts, which were restricted to the usual problem description data.
One requirement of misinterpreted necessity for the combination’s success that could be identified from the evaluation results is the availability of possibility in a model’s underlying conceptual foundation. One of the applied models,
mReasoner, readily provides a notion of possibility from the
interpretation of conclusion consistency with the internal representation of the premise information (e.g., Schaeken et al.,
1996). In PHM, the other applied model for syllogistic reasoning, possibility is not directly accessible from within the
model’s internal processes. As such, the model applied in
this article featured an experimental approach for extracting
possibilities that turned out poorly (no improvement over the
variant not relying on belief). Selective scrutiny does not require information about the possibility of a conclusion candidate, which makes it well-suited for a use in combination
with a wide range of models. Its variants were able to signif-
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Predictions for the verification data could be extracted naturally from most of the predictive accounts. Ratings, however, turned out to be more challenging due to rarely being in
the focus of process modeling of syllogistic reasoning. Ideally, future models for syllogistic reasoning and belief should
aim at providing explanations for human behavior on a deeper
level such as by providing weightings or confidences for their
outcomes. More complex models for belief, such as the dualprocess parallel-competitive model by (Evans, 2007), lend
themselves as a starting point for this type of application.
While not originally being developed for it, the inherent perspective of conflict resolution given the individual outcomes
of the reasoning and belief processes can still be used as a
foundation for the extraction of rating information.
In our evaluation, first-order logic appears to be superior
to traditional syllogistic reasoning models when combined
with a belief model. However, this is likely an artifact of the
dataset. While the dataset provided by Trippas et al. (2018)
is extensive in the sense that it includes a large number of
individuals, only a small set of syllogisms and conclusions
was selected in order to “minimize figure, atmosphere, and
conversion effects”. Therefore, a bias towards FOL is likely
to exist, as problems relating to effects that are usually at the
core of syllogistic reasoning research were excluded. As such
the results should not be interpreted in terms of performance
measures for the syllogistic models. The bias towards FOL
also has an impact on the Portfolio, which selects the best individual combination for each reasoner. As FOL is disproportionately often the best account, the potential of the portfolio
is severely reduced. However, it still manages to outperform
the best belief model (FOL with misinterpreted necessity),
showing that inter-individual differences should not be neglected.
This also reveals a general problem of current research
in syllogistic reasoning and the belief bias. Each field actively considers the effects of the other as confounders. For
instance, datasets collected for the evaluation of syllogistic
theories and models carefully use terms that do not trigger
individually differing beliefs (Copeland & Radvansky, 2004).
Similarly, as discussed above, studies investigating belief bias
try to exclude syllogisms known to trigger robust response
biases. Ultimately, however, theories and models need to
integrate belief into their respective inferential mechanisms
to eventually provide a unified approach to cognition. The
results of this work demonstrate the success resulting from
a generic integration of belief into computational models of
syllogistic reasoning. Knowledge, belief, and reasoning have
now been investigated in isolated research for too long. The
methods are available, and the time has come to bring the
fields closer again and to consider more unified cognitive approaches at the individual human level.
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Abstract
Comparison settings (i.e. several stimuli introduced
simultaneously) favor novel word learning and generalization.
This study investigates the temporal dynamics of 6-year-olds
solving strategies in a relational noun (e.g. “x is the dax for y”)
comparison and generalization task with eye tracking data. We
manipulated conceptual distance between the task’s items and
recorded children’s performances and eye tracking data. We
analyze and interpret solving strategies following the
predictions made by two hypotheses, the Projection-First and
Alignment-first. Eye tracking data clearly revealed that
children, first, extract the relation from comparisons of items
within a pair and search for a match for the extracted relation,
which confirms the predictions of the projection-first
hypothesis. Further analyses on error and correct trials suggest
that errors occurred in the late, choice, phase of a trial.
Key words: comparison; generalization: eye tracking
measures; strategies; relational nouns.

Introduction
Relational nouns refer to categories that are defined by
relations between objects rather than by the properties of the
objects themselves. A relational noun can be used in many
different situations involving many different entities.
“Neighbor” for example is a relational noun that can refer to
an object, a person, or even an abstract entity but in all these
cases neighbor is always defined by the relation “something
that is close” rather than by any of the objects’, persons’,
entities’ properties. The number of situations in which the
same relational noun can be used makes relational nouns
more difficult to learn than object nouns (Andrews & Halford,
2002). Children learn relational nouns later than object nouns
(Gentner et al., 2011) and often generalize them to object
matches instead of relational matches
(Gentner &
Rattermann, 1991; Christie & Gentner, 2010; Richland et al.,
2006)
Little is known of the solving strategies that children use to
learn and generalize relational nouns. The present study aims
to analyze the temporal dynamics of solving strategies that
lead to correct relational noun generalization in a comparison
setting. We use eye tracking measures to explore children’s
solving strategies to get a better understanding of how
children learn and generalize relational nouns correctly, in an
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object comparison design (Gentner & Namy, 1999), which to
the best of our knowledge has never been done.
Comparison and conceptual distance in relational nouns
A large body of research demonstrates the benefit of
comparison situations over non-comparison situations for
learning nouns (Graham et al., 2010), adjectives (Waxman &
Klibanoff, 2000), and for learning words that refer to transient
relations between objects like relational nouns (Gentner et al.,
2011; Thibaut & Witt, 2015) and verbs (Childers & Paik,
2009). It has been proposed that comparison favors
generalization because an alignment process takes place
during comparison that highlights conceptual, non-salient
shared properties between compared exemplars, and helps
children build a conceptually based representation of the
relation before generalization (Gentner & Namy, 1999;
Gentner et al., 2011; Graham et al., 2010; Tversky, 1977).
Factors in comparison-generalization tasks have often been
studied to try and assess their influence on children’s novel
word generalization performances. Capitalizing on Gentner et
al. (2013) design, Thibaut et al. (2018) tested 3- and 4-years
old children in a relational noun comparison and
generalization task. Participants compared two pairs of
objects illustrating the same targeted relation (e.g. cutter for),
and then had to generalize the relation. To generalize,
children were given an item (i.e. a generalization item, called
entity, that could be cut) and had to choose a related item (i.e.
a generalization object, called operator, that could cut) from
a set of options (i.e., a correct relational match, and two
distractors, a taxonomic match and a thematically-related
match) See Figure 1 for an example of the design.
The authors manipulated comparison so that children saw
either one pair only or could compare two learning pairs. The
authors also manipulated conceptual distance between items
in the learning pairs and conceptual distance between these
items and the generalization items. Results revealed better
generalization performances in comparison than in nocomparison settings. In addition, far learning favored near
generalization for the older children only. There was no effect
of learning distance for the younger children, whatever the
generalization distance (near or distant).

A
B
Figure 1: Example of a set of stimuli adapted for the relation “cutter for” as displayed on a Tobii 120 screen in layout 1 .
Item names do not appear in the experiment.
Note: A, crosses close learning and near generalization; B, crosses far learning and distant generalization
This influence of conceptual distance on generalization
results can be interpreted in terms of executive functions. We
argue that comparisons generate cognitive costs (Augier &
Thibaut, 2013). As the conceptual distance between learning
items or between learning and transfer items increases the
task’s cognitive cost increases as well. Aligning more distant
items is more informative but cognitively more demanding
because conceptual commonalities to be detected are less
obvious and can only be done by children who’s executive
reasoning is sufficiently developed.
Search strategies explored with eye tracking measures.
Whereas research has extensively studied factors that
influence generalization performances, still little is known
about strategies that lead to correct generalization.
To succeed in relational noun comparison and
generalization tasks, children must successfully compare
learning pairs and compare them with the stimuli that are
provided as options (i.e., the generalization items). Analyzing
eye movements thanks to eye tracking measures is a way of
observing children’s comparisons throughout a task, and all
eye movements considered together are the trace of the
child’s solving strategy. This has already been done for
example in an analogy task (Thibaut & French, 2016) or in an
object noun generalization task (Stansbury et al., 2019).
In eye movements data, children’s comparisons and search
of a solution translate as switches between the task’s items.
Many different types of switches are possible between task
items and theoretical framework is necessary to envisage their
organization and analysis. Recent eye-tracking research on
analogical reasoning tasks (another generalization task)
investigated solving strategies and have confronted their data
to two main hypotheses: the Projection-first and the
Alignment-first strategies (Thibaut & French, 2016).
Projection-first (Hummel & Holyoak, 1997) refers to an
initial analysis of the learning domain, in search of a relation
connecting items A and B. Once a relation is found it is
projected on the generalization domain where item C must be
matched to an item D so that A:B and C:D share the same
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relation. The Alignment-first strategy (Markman & Gentner,
1993) refers to the alignment of equivalent stimuli (i.e., that
play the same role) in the learning and the generalization
domains (in a scene, A with C, and B with D in a A:B::C:D
proportional analogy).
In this study, we test 5-6 years old children on a relational
noun comparison and generalization task adapted from
Thibaut et al. (2018). Our main goal is to describe children’s
solving strategies and investigate the strategies as they are
revealed by the temporal dynamics of the task, that is the
temporal organization of the eye tracking data. We will
investigate two things, the temporal dynamics of search
strategies that led to correct answers and the temporal
dynamics (and their differences if any exists) of strategies that
led to errors.
We can consider the tasks switches following predictions
mentioned above. At learning, two types of switches can be
considered: 1. switches between items of a learning pair (e.g.:
the watermelon and the knife), 2. switches between
equivalent items from different pairs (e.g. the watermelon and
the orange) (see Figure 1 for materials). Theoretically, the
first translate relation extraction from a pair before relation
projection, and the second translate pair comparison and
equivalent learning item alignment.
At generalization, the switches that can be considered are:
1. the switches that are made between the generalization items
themselves (e.g.: the paper and the given options, or between
the options themselves) or 2. the switches made between
equivalent learning items and generalization items (e.g.: the
watermelon/orange and the paper, or the knives and the
scissors). The first translate relation projection in the
generalization items’ domain, the second translate alignment
between items with the same function in the learning domain
and the generalization domain.
We hypothesized that switches between items of pairs at
learning on the one hand and switches between the target
entity and the generalization options (especially the relational
match, the operator) on the other hand would confirm the
Projection-first hypothesis. We hypothesized that switches

between equivalent items in the learning pairs and switches
between equivalent items from the learning and
generalization domains (i.e., between operators, or between
entities) would represent alignment and confirm the
Alignment-first hypothesis. We will analyze data in order to
assess whether switches are mainly between learning items
and then between generalization items (projection first) or
mainly between equivalent items in the learning and the
generalization domains (alignment first).
In order to capture the time course of comparisons (i.e.,
switches between items) we divided each trial into three equal
time slices. In this way, we may observe alignments or
projections at different points in time. It will also reveal the
general switches’ organization during the task.
A second issue was whether conceptual distance would
affect children’s search strategies, that is the distribution of
the switch types across the three time slices.
A third issue we address is the differences, if any, between
strategies that led to correct answers or errors. The underlying
question is: is it the strategy that determines success and if so,
do differences appear on the onset of the trial or do they result
from wrong decisions at the end of the trial once all options
have been considered.

Methods
Participants
Seventy-six French speaking children were tested
individually in a quiet room at their school. Participants were
5.5 years old (mean age = 65.8 months; range: 56 months to
74). Children were randomly assigned to one of the two
experimental conditions (close comparison, 37 children or far
comparison, 39 children). Informed consent was obtained
from their school and their parents.

Materials
Fourteen experimental sets of pictures were built for the word
generalization task, and four sets were built for the warm-up
trials. Each set was associated to one of the seven relational
categories used in the experiment (e.g., cutter for, baby of,
travel space for, food product of), and was made of 14
pictures displaying one object each. Each set was composed
of 3 learning pairs, and 2 test-subsets of 4 items. As
mentioned above we manipulated the distance between
learning pairs (close, far). All three learning pairs from a set
showed the set’s targeted relation (e.g. cutter for) and were
composed of an entity (E) and an operator (O) (e.g. a
watermelon as an entity and a knife as an operator). One of
the three learning pairs was the standard learning pair (L), one
was a pair conceptually close to the standard learning pair
(Lc) and one was a pair conceptually further (Lf) from the
standard learning pair than Lc. Thus, a close learning trial
was built by showing L and Lc, and a far learning trial was
built by showing L and Lf (see Figure 1).
We also manipulated generalization distance (near, distant).
One of the two test-subsets was a near subset, and one was a
distant subset. Each test-subset consisted of a
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GeneralizationEntity (GE), and three choices (Choices:
Relational, Taxonomic and Thematic). The GE from the near
test-subset was conceptually nearer to the standard learning
entity than the GE from the distant test-subset. Thus, each
participant saw 14 trials, 7 in the near generalization
condition and 7 in the distant generalization condition.
Sixty-one students assessed semantic distance with
similarity ratings. Ratings: close pairs (M = 6.15, SD = 0.68)
vs. far pairs (M = 4.98, SD = 0.69), t(26) = 4.47, p < .001. The
same was done to confirm that the near GE was conceptually
nearer to the learning pairs than the distant GE was, ratings:
near GE, (M = 4.51, SD = .71) vs. far GE, (M = 3.59, SD =
1.10), t(26) = 2.64, p < .02.
We used photos (500x500 pixels), displayed on a Tobii
T120 eye-tracker device. The experiment was run with Eprime® software. Four different layouts were used to present
the pictures on the screen to balance any effect of the picture’s
display. Learning pairs were either presented vertically (one
above the other), or horizontally (next to each other). In both
cases pairs were presented either left to right or right to left
(i.e., layout 1, vertical-left to right; layout 2, vertical-right to
left; layout 3, horizontal-left to right; layout 4, horizontalright to left.
The design worked as follows. For each relational category,
either the close or the far learning pairs were displayed and
test pictures from the near or the distant test-subset were
displayed opposite the learning pairs. Learning pictures and
test pictures were separated by a fine black line (see Figure
1). Each learning pair was presented with a pseudo relational
name for which we shaped 14 different bisyllabic labels
(pseudo-words) which are, as shown by Gathercole and
Baddeley (1993), easier to remember than monosyllabic
pseudo-words (e.g., buxi, dajo, zatu, xanto, vira). Syllables
were of the CV type which is the dominant word structure in
French (from Lexique.org, New, Pallier, Brysbaert, &
Ferrand, 2004)

Procedure
Task presentation and warn-up: When the children were
settled in front of the computer with the experimenter, the
task was presented as a game with a puppet, Yoshi. The
puppet was used in order to make the task more attractive for
children and to frame the use of non-existing names. The
following instructions were given: "Hello, we are going to
play a game with Yoshi. Yoshi lives in a faraway country and
speaks a special language. In this game we are going to play
with words Yoshi uses for things. We are going to help him to
sort some objects." Children then saw four warm-up trials
(identical to the test trials with the same instruction as detailed
bellow) during which the experimenter first showed the items
as they gave the instruction and progressively stopped hand
movements.
Eye tracking calibration: the eye tracking device was
calibrated with the Tobii device’s calibration procedure. Two
calibrations were done, one between the warn-up trials and
the first test trial, and another between the 7th and 8th trial to
reduce the amount of lost data due to children who move
during the task.

Test: For each trial, all stimuli appeared on the screen and
stayed in view until the end of the trial. The experimenter
gave the following instruction (example in the case of stimuli
illustrating the relation “cutter for” in the close learning - near
generalization condition): "Look! the big knife is the buxy for
the watermelon. And the smaller knife is the buxy for the
orange". In this way, the experimenter attracted the child’s
attention towards the screen with the word look but didn’t
indicate anything on the screen so that eye movements were
not influenced. The experimenter continued: “But look! the
paper doesn’t have a buxy. We need to find the buxy for the
paper. Can you help Yoshi and show him which object is the
buxy for the paper?" This procedure was repeated for the 14
experimental relational categories. The rate of presentation of
the learning pairs was automatically controlled. The
presentation order and the items’ positions on the screen were
automatically randomly assigned. Labels were interchanged
among pairs across participants.

Design
Children were randomly assigned to one of the two learning
conditions (close comparison, 37 children; far comparison, 39
children). Learning distance (a between factor), was crossed
with Transfer distance (near vs distant) a within factor.

Results
Performance data. To assess the effect of conceptual
distance on children’s generalization, we ran two analyses of
variance (two-way ANOVAs) on the percentage of correct
relational answers and on reaction times for correct answers
with Learning distance (close, far) as a between-subjects
factor and Generalization distance (near, distant) as a withinsubject factor. These analyses did not reveal any significant
effects. Indeed, children’s percentages of correct answers
(close learning: MNear = 58.7 %, SD = 3.76 ; MDistant = 59.5 %
, SD = 3.76 ; far learning: MNear = 61.4 %, SD = 3.74 ; MDistant
= 62.2 % , SD = 3.74) were equivalent in all conditions.
Scores were all significantly above chance (at .33 because
children choice between three choices). In previous studies, it
has often been considered that an increase in conceptual
distance between items makes the task more difficult, which
explains the conceptual distance’s effect on children’s
performance rates (Augier & Thibaut, 2013 for an example).
Here, performance rates are high and equivalent in all
distance conditions. Most likely, overall, the task was too
easy in all conditions for there to be an effect of conceptual
distance.
Coding and analysis of eye tracking data.
Given the lack of an effect of conceptual distance on
children’s performances we chose to exclude these factors
from further analyses on eye-tracking data.
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When considering eye tracking data, a switch was defined
as a saccade between two items. Fifty-four different types of
switches can be found with the present design. We grouped
switches together (and averaged scores) that were equivalent
following the theoretical framework mentioned above.
Learning switches were: switches between an entity and an
operator from a learning pair (Entity-Operator) and switches
between equivalent items from different pairs (Entity-Entity
or Operator-Operator). Generalization switches were either
switches between generalization items themselves (3 switch
types:
1.
GeneralizationEntity-Relational,
2.
GeneralizationEntity-Distractors, 3. Between all choices); or
switches between equivalent learning and generalization
items (3 switch types: 1. Entities-GeneralizationEntity, 2.
Operators-Relation, 3. Operators-Distractors; where
“Entities” refers to LearningEntities and “Operators” refers to
LearningOperators).
Each trial was cut into three equal time slices (see Thibaut
& French, 2016 for rationale), and data was sorted by slice
(1,2,3) before analysis. Slice is considered as a within factor.
Interactions between switches and time slices are central to
describe the search strategies’ temporal dynamics.
We also considered trial accuracy (i.e.: correct answer and
wrong answers) because different search strategy may
determine accuracy. When analyzed, Accuracy (correct or
false) is considered a within-subject factor.
Eye tracking data
First, we assessed switches at learning (i.e., between learning
items). To assess whether children mainly extracted the
relation from switches within a learning pair or aligned
equivalent items from different learning pairs, we ran a twoway analysis of variance (ANOVA) on the proportion of
learning switches for correct answers with Slice (1, 2, 3) and
Switch type (Entity-Operator, Entity-Entity or OperatorOperator). As well as simple effects for slice (F(2,118) = 73.6
, p < .001 , 𝜂 2𝑃 = .55) and switch type (F(1,59) = 149.4 , p <
.001 , 𝜂 2𝑃 = .72), the analysis revealed an interaction effect
between Slice and Switch type, F(2,118) = 33.9 , p < .001 ,
𝜂 2𝑃 = .37 (Figure 2). A posteriori Tukey test showed that the
proportion of Entity-Operator switches was significantly
larger than Entity-Entity or Operator-Operator switches in the
first two slices (slice 1: p < .001 ; slice 2: p < .001). In the
first two slices children use comparisons between items from
a same learning pair, that we interpret as switches to extract
the targeted relation, and they do not align equivalent items
between pairs during the task. In regard to the amount of
Entity-Entity or Operator-Operator switches you consider
that it is likely that they are merely due to children moving
from a learning pair to another rather than due to alignment.

Figure 2 : Proportion of switches as a function of Slice (1, 2, 3) and Switch type (Entity-Operator, Entity-Entity or OperatorOperator). Error bars are SEM

Figure 3: Proportion of switches as a function of Slice (1, 2, 3) and Switch type (GeneralizationEntity-Relation,
GeneralizationEntity-Distractors, Between all choices; Entities-GeneralizationEntity, Operators-Relation, OperatorsDistractors).
Error bars are SEM.
Note: Switches within the generalization domain (reflecting projection) are full, and switches between the learning and the
generalization domains (reflecting alignment) are checked)

Second, we assessed switches for generalization. To
analyze children’s search in the generalization domain we ran
a two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) on the proportion
of switches for correct answers with Slice (1, 2, 3) and Switch
type as within factors. Switch types were switches between
items
within
the
generalization
domain:
GeneralizationEntity-Relation,
GeneralizationEntityDistractors, Between all choices; and switches between
equivalent items in the learning and the generalization
domains: Entities-GeneralizationEntity, Operators-Relation,
Operators-Distractors.
As well as simple effects for slice (F(2,118) = 120.0 , p <
.001 , 𝜂 2𝑃 = .67) and switch type (F(5,295) = 142.2 , p < .001
, 𝜂 2𝑃 = .71), the analysis revealed an interaction effect
between Slice and Switch type, F(10,590) = 36.6 , p < .001 ,
𝜂 2𝑃 = .38 (Figure 3).
The interaction shows that children switch between items in
the generalization domain (GeneralizationEntity-Relation,
GeneralizationEntity-Distractors, Between all choices: full
columns in Figure 3) and not between equivalent items in the
learning
and
generalization
domains
(EntitiesGeneralizationEntity,
Operators-Relation,
OperatorsDistractors, checked columns in Figure 3). A posteriori
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Tukey test also showed that the proportion of
GeneralizationEntity-Relation switches is significantly larger
than the proportion of GeneralizationEntity-Distractors
switches in the last slice (p < .001).
This analysis, combined with the previous analysis of the
switches at learning, reveals that children do not align
equivalent items from the learning and the generalization
domains. They search in both domains to find a match for the
GeneralizationEntity and progressively increase switches
from the GeneralizationEntity to the Relational choice until
their choice at the end of the trial. They make this search,
unexpectedly in both domains from the beginning of the task
even though they don’t align items from the different
domains. The very few switches translating alignment may
simply reflect children passing from the learning domain to
the generalization domain but not alignment.
A second issue was the difference between strategies of
trials that led to correct or wrong answers. To analyze this
question, we ran a three-way analysis of variance (ANOVA)
on the proportion of switches with Accuracy (correct, false),
Slice (1, 2, 3) and Switch type (Entity-Entity or OperatorOperator, Entity-Operator, GeneralizationEntity-Relation,
GeneralizationEntity-Distractors, Between all choices) as

within-subject factors. The analysis revealed effects of all
factors. The most interesting effect for this study was the
interaction between Accuracy, Slice and Switch type:
F(20,1060) = 11.22 , p < .001 , 𝜂 2𝑃 = .18. (Figure 4). The
interaction and a posteriori Tukey analysis revealed that
search profiles are identical at the beginning for both types of
trials and that the major difference between errors and correct
answers is at the end of the trial between the relational choice

and the distractors. Another interesting observation is that
even for errors children had switches between choices at the
end of the trial which suggests that they were checking their
answer. These two results strongly suggest that children
followed the same strategy in both types of trials but ended
up with the incorrect solution.

Figure 4: Proportion of switches as a function of Accuracy (Correct, False), Slice (1, 2, 3) and Switch type
Error bars are SEM.
Note: Learning switches are lined, generalization switches are full.

Discussion
Our main interest in this study was solving strategies’
temporal dynamics in a relational noun comparison and
generalization task. We hypothesized that solving strategies,
would follow Projection-first predictions (Hummel &
Holyoak, 1997) or Alignment-first predictions (Markman &
Gentner, 1993) or would be a combination of both.
Switch analysis revealed that children’s strategies follow
predictions from the Projection-first hypothesis. Children
clearly systematically explore the task’s items from the
beginning (they make learning switches and switches
between generalization items themselves from the beginning
of the task) and check their answer at the end of the task
before answering.).
Fixation times reveal that children organize this search
around the GeneralizationEntity, around which they pay more
attention to the learning items at first, then progressively turn
their attention to the generalization items. This organization
of fixation times witnesses a constructive view of the solution
discovery: first, find a relation with the learning pairs, then
apply it to the other domain (Bethell-Fox et al., 1984
The analysis of the differences between strategies that lead
to correct answers or errors reveals that the major difference
between correct and error strategies holds in the children’s
decision making at the end of the trial.
These results are interesting for different reasons. First very
few switches translating alignment were found whereas these
comparisons are well known to help generalization. However,
children are old (5 years) compared to previous studies and
more alignment may be found in younger children that need
more comparing and aligning to succeed. If it was the case, it
may be that children developpe towards projection first
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strategies as they grow up. Second, children seem to
progressively build their representation of the relation thanks
to all the comparisons they make rather than only from the
learning pairs. Third, the analysis of fixation times reveals a
profile that is very similar to Thibaut and French’s (2016)
results in the domain of analogical reasoning. These authors
observed that 5-years old children organized their search
around the C term, the item for which one has to find a D
term, which would terminate the analogy in a relationally
consistent way.
Finally, following a projection-first strategy, irrespectively
from success or failure to extend the built relational concept
leads to a provisional conclusion. Although children
identified this strategy as the optimal way to learn the
meaning of new relational words in comparison setting, this
is not the sole determinant to succeed when they have to find
a relational match.
Our data are important because, first, they provide the first
online analysis of the time course of generalization and,
second, suggest that a strategy seems to dominate their
exploration: first understanding the relation within each pair,
second applying it to another domain by systematically
comparing the different options with the entity, and last
controlling the different options in terms of soundness.
Beyond our data, continuity between the progressive
construction of representation and decision making is
probably driven by individual factors (e.g., cognitive control,
goal maintenance, interference resistance) which should be
investigated in further studies.
To conclude, generalization of relational concepts is the
most relevant aspect of conceptual development for
educational outcomes (Goldwater & Schalk, 2016).
Identifying children’s strategies to generalize relational

concepts could be quite important to develop methods to
specifically
improve
this
kind
of
conceptual
learning/reasoning. Further studies are now needed to test
different age groups and get a better understanding of how
children’s strategies develop over time.
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Abstract
Communication in groups allows social learners to influence
one another and change their beliefs over time. Though some of
the same heuristics that guide learners’ trust in individual
informants can be applied to groups, variation in how individual
beliefs are aggregated into a collective judgement can radically
alter the accuracy of collective judgement. How do observers
evaluate collective judgements? We present two experiments
testing the impact of affective signals on observer trust. In each
experiment, one faction “converts” group members from an
opposing faction, or is converted by them. When the focal faction
is surprised at the opposing view, observer trust in the focal
faction’s belief rises or falls as consensus increases or decreases.
When the focal faction is angry, observer trust falls when
consensus decreases, but does not rise even when the “consensus”
approaches unanimity. Affective signals in group interactions may
help naive learners evaluate collective accuracy.
Keywords: affective signaling, group reasoning, trust in
testimony, cooperative learning

Introduction
Widespread misconceptions and misinformation make
social learning risky, even as cumulative culture has made
humans obligatory social learners: because the skills and
knowledge shared by every adult member of a society far
exceed what any isolated individual could discover alone,
decisions about who to trust are part of our everyday
experience. Frequently, however, we place our trust not in
individuals, but groups. From vote-counting to grand juries
to scientific advancements, collective judgements are often
made without any individual having firsthand knowledge of
the critical information. While in some cases a collective
judgement may be evaluated by collective reputation (e.g.,
one may trust a vaccine because of the reputation of the
manufacturer or the oversight committee), in other cases,
one may do better to consider how the beliefs of the
individuals involved were aggregated into a collective
judgement. Here, we ask how affective signals of
individuals in a group discussion — such as anger or
surprise at opposing perspectives — impact observers’ trust
in collective judgements.
Beginning in early childhood, simple heuristics guide
learners’ trust in individual sources. For example, even
infants selectively learn words from sources who have been
accurate in the past (Luchkina, Sobel, Morgan, 2018), play
more with toys offered by adults who have demonstrated
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competence with other toys (Stenberg, 2012), and
proactively request labels for novel objects from accurate
over inaccurate sources (Bazhydai, Westermann, & Parise,
2020). From an early age, we recognize domains of
expertise and rely on domain-experts over non-experts (Lutz
& Keil, 2002; Danovitch & Keil, 2004), and we trust kind
informants over mean informants (Johnston, Mills, &
Landrum, 2015).
We also evaluate sources collectively. Adults and children
conform to majority consensus over minority dissent, and
majority rule appears to be the default across a variety of
contexts, cultures, and even species (Boehm, 1996;
Claidière & Whiten, 2012). Majority-based conformity
outperforms other social learning strategies in simulation
studies (Hastie & Kameda, 2005), and has an evolutionary
logic: if selection favors adaptive behaviors, behaviors
shared by more agents are more likely to be adaptive.
However, in populations of majority-biased conformers,
conformity can create bandwagon effects: popular behaviors
or beliefs promulgate simply because they are popular. Even
in judgements more granular than all-or-nothing imitation,
similar “herding” effects can result from people simply
adjusting their beliefs to be more similar to their neighbors
(Raafat et al., 2009). One way to guard against groupthink is
to trust only “independent” firsthand judgements; but strict
insistence on firsthand information is implausible in
societies with a high degree of specialization and
collaborative problem-solving. For example, scientific
publications in mature fields regularly have tens or hundreds
of authors, none of whom can account for every aspect of
their collective work (Hardwig, 1991; Haeussler &
Sauermann, 2020). Nevertheless, cutting-edge findings
eventually become standard curriculum, taught by
instructors many degrees removed from “firsthand”
knowledge. Effectively evaluating collective judgement
requires some balance of the benefits of collaboration and
cumulative culture against the risks of bandwagon effects.
One way to evaluate collective judgement is to consider
the process by which individual beliefs are aggregated into a
collective response (Dunn, 2019; Goldman, 2014). This can
include considering agent-level factors such as the
competence or intentions of individual group members (see
Harris, Koenig, Corriveau, & Jaswal, 2018, for review). But
it can also include group-level factors, such as considering
whether opinion changes in a group reflect conscientious
error-correction or groupthink, whether the aggregation
method is appropriate to the question at hand, or how the
aggregation is carried out. For example, even minimal
dissent about which of two trajectories will safely land a

probe on a comet might cause concerns about the reliability
of the engineers’ calculations, and neither majority vote nor
taking the average of the conflicting results addresses those
concerns; but if one side accepts the other side’s
calculations, their change of opinion is likely genuine, and
may restore confidence. In contrast, a political party whose
members toe the party line might cause concern about
dogmatism or even political oppression, but both majority
vote and “averaging” a middle way are usually considered
acceptable forms of collective decision-making. Any
decision to trust a collective judgement entails at least
implicit endorsement of the process by which individual
judgements were aggregated.
Recent work suggests that intuitions about belief
aggregation processes develop early. Even as children,
people distinguish between contexts in which consensus is
more likely to reflect conscientious endorsement or
uninformative conformity. For example, in eyewitness
memory contexts, children and adults trust a minority with
firsthand information over a majority implied to be
parroting a single source (Aboody et al., 2019; Mercier &
Miton, 2019). Similarly, adults and children believe that
polling a large crowd is a better way of inferring the
preference of a population than deliberating in a small group
— but for mathematical and physical reasoning questions,
they expect group deliberation to be more accurate
(Richardson & Keil, 2020). Intuitions about the advantages
of group deliberation for reasoning tasks are consistent with
a large empirical literature demonstrating that groups can
outperform not only their average member, but even their
best member (Laughlin, 2011; Moshman & Geil, 1998). Yet,
despite their potential, groups also regularly underperform
their potential (Steiner, 1972; Stasser & Stewart, 1992; Kerr
& Tindale, 2004), and some work has suggested that people
may underestimate both the risks and benefits of some
aggregation procedures (Mercier et al., 2020; Mercier et al.,
2015; Yousif et al., 2019). Social learners who evaluate
collective judgement by the reliability of the belief
aggregation process could gain an advantage over learners
that ignore group-level processes.
In the present work, we examine how adults respond to
one feature of group-level processes: the manner in which
individual group members attempt to influence one another.
Namely, we ask whether people lose confidence in a faction
that attempts to influence opponents by angry shouting,
relative to a faction that reacts with surprise to opponent
beliefs, but attempts to influence them by simply talking
together.
Despite a large literature examining the effects of emotion
on individual decision making and interpersonal
negotiations, recent reviews note a dearth of research on
how emotion influences group processes and perceptions of
groups (Lerner et al., 2015). Two recent studies compared
participants’ reactions to violent and non-violent protests as
a political tactic. Simpson, Willer, & Feinberg (2018) argue
that political violence is likely to reduce support for the
violent group’s goals because observers see violent groups
as “unreasonable”, and identify less with those goals as a
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result. After reading news accounts about white nationalist
and anti-racist protestors that portrayed one or both groups
as physically attacking the other, participants’ ratings
supported the authors’ mediation model. Teixeira, Spears, &
Yzerbyt (2020) focused instead on norms and the power
dynamics between high-status and low-status groups.
Results suggested that members of high-status groups in
particular see “normative” protests (e.g., petitions, peaceful
demonstrations) as effecting change for the low-status
group, but see “non-normative protests” (e.g., hacking,
traffic-blocking) as simply blaming the high-status group
without effecting change for the low-status group. Studying
political contexts may make it difficult to separate intuitive
reasoning about emotions as an epistemic signal from
participants’ own political affiliations and their firsthand
experience with political protest. Thin-slice evaluations of
two orthogonal dimensions, warmth and competence,
account for most of the variance in person-perception
(Fiske, Cuddy, & Glick, 2007), and tradeoffs between a
mean-but-smart and a nice-but-ignorant informant begin to
favor the more relevant dimension in moral or “science”
questions in early childhood (Danovitch & Keil, 2007;
Fusaro & Harris, 2008; Johnston, Mills, & Landrum, 2015).
These findings suggest that affective signals could play a
significant role in group processes as well.
Evaluations of belief aggregation processes in groups
could rely on heuristics similar to warmth-competence
evaluations of individuals, but would require reasoning
about at least two features unique to group-level processes:
the level of consensus among the group members, and how
the group members influence one another. For example, the
conformity literature suggests higher confidence in greater
degrees of consensus, but also a sensitivity to quickly
“trending” beliefs, independent of their absolute frequencies
(Toelch, Bruce, Meeus, & Reader, 2010). How might
affective signals influence observer confidence in changing
trends? If affective signals suggest that group members
genuinely changed their opinion, observer confidence may
shift to reflect the final degree of consensus. If affective
signals suggest that group members were forced to conform,
but did not actually change their beliefs, then observer
confidence may instead track the degree of consensus prior
to the shouting. This suggests an asymmetry between
emotions like Anger and Surprise. While confidence in the
accuracy of a faction that expresses Surprise at opposing
views will rise or fall as that faction gains or loses endorsers
(reflecting genuine changes in opinion), confidence in the
accuracy of a faction that expresses Anger at opposing
views will fall when that faction loses endorsers, but it will
not rise even when the faction gains endorsers, because
observers will infer that the converts are not endorsing their
genuine beliefs. Moreover, if resorting to verbal abuse
suggests that a faction is unable to persuade opponents by
other means, anger may wholly discredit an opinion in the
eyes of observers; if this is the case, confidence in the
accuracy of the angry faction may fall even if the faction
gains supporters.

We present two experiments exploring the impact of
anger on observers’ evaluations of collective judgements. In
Experiment 1, the majority faction expresses Anger or
Surprise at the minority view, resulting in the majority
faction either Gaining or Losing three endorsers (e.g., the
majority moves from 6 of 10 agents to 9 of 10 agents or vice
versa). Experiment 2 is identical, but the minority faction
expresses Anger or Surprise at the majority view (e.g., the
minority moves from 4 of 10 agents to 1 of 10 agents or
vice versa). In each experiment, we predict that if the
change follows a surprised discussion, confidence in the
focal faction will rise or fall as they gain or lose endorsers;
but if the change follows angry shouting, confidence in the
focal faction will fall if they lose endorses, but will not rise
even if they gain endorsers.

Experiment 1
Method
Participants. We recruited 60 participants from MTurk
for Experiment 1. Each participant saw an Anger trial and a
Surprise trial (order counterbalanced). 31 participated in the
MajorityGain condition, and 29 in the MajorityLoss
condition.
Procedure. Participants were told that each of the 10
students in a classroom setting would answer a test question
individually. Then, the students would be allowed to talk
together before turning in their test. Participants were told
about six topics that the students had studied in science class
that year. However, we did not specify for participants
which question the students were answering, nor did we
reveal what their answers were. Instead, individual student
answers were color-coded so that participants knew how
many people gave one answer or another. Importantly, this
meant that disagreement was not between pre-existing social
groups, but opinion-based factions.
Participants were assigned one of two conditions:
MajorityGain or MajorityLoss. In each condition,
participants saw a group of 10 students answering a
question. A majority of students (6 of 10 or 9 of 10) initially
gave one answer, while a minority (4 of 10 or 1 of 10) gave
a different answer. Participants were asked to predict which
answer was more likely to be accurate. Given the default
tendency to trust majority beliefs over minority beliefs, we
expected participants to predict that the majority answer was
more likely to be accurate. However, the crucial
manipulation was the students’ emotional response to
disagreement. The majority was either “very angry” or
“very surprised” that the minority had given a different
answer, and “shouted at them” or “talked together with
them”. As a result of the meeting, three students changed
their answer. In the MajorityGain condition, three of the
four minority-opinion students changed their answers after
the six majority-opinion students [shouted at / talked with]
them; in the MajorityLoss condition, three of the nine
majority-opinion students changed their answers after
[shouting at / talking with] the one minority-opinion
student. After seeing the opinion change, participants were
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Figure 1 (columns read top-to-bottom). Procedure for
Anger trials in each condition (MajorityGain vs
MajorityLose) of Experiment 1. After being told the
possible topics and seeing the initial distribution of
beliefs, participants were told, “the students who
answered blue were very angry that some students gave a
different answer, but after the students who answered blue
shouted at the students who answered green, some of the
students changed their answer,” and were shown the
change. Procedure was identical for Experiment 2, but the
minority faction was Angry (or Surprised) at the majority
faction’s response.
asked to make a second prediction about which answer was
more likely to be accurate. Participants completed one prepost Anger trial and one pre-post Surprise trial, rating their
relative confidence in the accuracy of the judgements on a
21-point scale.

Results and Discussion
We first analyzed the raw ratings for the Pre-meeting
judgments. Past work has suggested that people trust
majority over minority judgement, and that confidence
increases with the size of the majority. Our data was
consistent with this pattern. Participants favored the 6vs4
pre-meeting majority in the MajorityGain condition (Gain3:
MAnger =14.48, t(30) = 9.12, p<.001, MSurprise = 13.81, t(30)
= 7.06, p<.001), and they favored the 9vs1 pre-meeting
majority in the MajorityLoss condition (Lose3: MAnger
=17.10, t(28) = 9.93, p<.001, MSurprise = 16.93, t(28) = 7.33,

Figure 2. Box and violin plots of confidence shifts in Experiments 1 and 2. Facets show Change condition and pre-post
changes in the number of endorsers. For visualization clarity, scores in Exp 2 were multiplied by -1, making positive
numbers represent increase in confidence relative to minority accuracy. Each point is the difference score for one
participant. Grey labels are mean differences.
p<.001). Importantly, the pre-meeting judgments within
each condition did not differ across Emotion (ps>.2).
Next, we examined how people’s reactions to the
discussions differed by the direction of Change and
Emotion. We first computed a difference score by
subtracting the Pre-meeting ratings from the Post-meeting
ratings for Anger and Surprise trials, producing negative
numbers for a decrease in confidence and positive numbers
for an increase in confidence. In each condition, the shift in
confidence was consistent with our predictions. When the
majority faction was Surprised at the minority view,
confidence in majority accuracy rose significantly when the
majority Gained three endorsers from the minority view, but
fell significantly when they Lost three endorsers to the
minority view (Surprise: MGain = 4.61, t(30)=11.10, p<.001;
MLoss = -4.48, t(28)= -8.26, p<.001). In contrast, when the
majority faction was Angry at the minority view, confidence
in majority accuracy fell, regardless of whether the majority
Gained or Lost three endorsers from the minority view —
however, the decrease in confidence was only significant in
the Lost condition (Anger: MGain = -1.16, t(30)=-1.85, p=.
074; MLoss = -3.72, t(28)=-3.89, p<.001).
The asymmetry between Angry and Surprised majorities
suggests that participants inferred that dissenters who
converted to the majority view after being shouted at had
not genuinely changed their opinion; moreover, many
participants actually reported less confidence in the larger
post-meeting consensus than the smaller pre-meeting
consensus, suggesting that people may have additionally
inferred that the angry faction was unable to persuade
dissenters. However, the backfire effect only approached
significance.
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Experiment 2
In Experiment 2, we used the same procedure to examine
observers’ evaluations of minority affect. As in Experiment
1, our critical prediction was that confidence in the Angry
faction would fall when they lost endorsers, but would not
rise even when they gained endorsers, because participants
infer that converts are no longer endorsing their genuine
beliefs. However, as “underdogs”, minority factions
typically have less power to force majority conformity than
vice versa. Hence, it may be less clear that a majority-tominority conversion is due to the threat of minority anger
rather than genuine belief change. A backfire effect may
also be weakened for an angry minority: though anger may
imply that the angry faction is unable to persuade opponents
by other means, the power differential could make it
difficult for the minority to convert majority members by
any means. In short, a plausible alternative is that the power
differential could lead participants to excuse the minority’s
anger altogether, and treat the converts’ opinion change as
genuine. We can check for an underdog effect that favors
minority factions by comparing Experiments 1 and 2: if
participants’ confidence shifts in Experiment 1 reflected
their inference about whether the converts had genuinely
changed their belief, then the predicted effect of Anger may
be weaker in Experiment 2, wherein the minority faction is
angry, than in Experiment 1.

Method
Participants. We recruited 61 participants from MTurk
for Experiment 2. Each participant saw an Anger trial and a
Surprise trial (order counterbalanced). 31 participated in the

MinorityGain condition, and 30 in the MinorityLoss
condition.
Procedure. The procedure for Experiment 2 was identical
to Experiment 1, except that instead of the majority faction
expressing anger or surprise at the minority view, the
minority faction expressed Anger or Surprise at the majority
view. Participants again answered using a 21-point scale.

Results and Discussion
We first analyzed the raw ratings for the Pre-meeting
judgments. As in Experiment 1, one-sample t.tests for each
Emotion trial showed that participants favored the 9vs1 premeeting majority in the MinorityGain condition (Gain3:
MAnger =16.87, t(30) = 10.60, p<.001, MSurprise = 17.06, t(30)
= 11.94, p<.001), and favored the 6vs4 pre-meeting
majority in the MinorityLoss condition (Lose3: MAnger
=14.10, t(29) = 7.12, p<.001, MSurprise = 13.77, t(29) = 6.13,
p<.001). As in Experiment 1, the pre-meeting judgments for
each Emotion trial did not differ for either condition (ps>.5).
Next, we examined how people’s reactions to the
discussions differed by the direction of Change and
Emotion. As in Experiment 1, we first computed a
difference score by subtracting the Pre-meeting ratings from
the Post-meeting ratings for Anger and Surprise trials. In
order to produce negative numbers for a decrease in
confidence and positive numbers for an increase in
confidence relative to minority accuracy, we then multiplied
the difference score by -1. In each condition, the shift in
confidence was consistent with our predictions. When the
minority faction was Surprised at the majority view,
confidence in minority accuracy rose significantly when the
minority Gained three endorsers from the majority view, but
fell significantly when they Lost three endorsers to the
majority view (Surprise: MGain = 4.71, t(30)=8.94, p<.001;
MLoss = -4.33, t(29)= -11.64, p<.001). In contrast, when the
minority faction was Angry at the majority view, confidence
in minority accuracy fell significantly when the minority
Lost three endorsers from the majority view, but did not
change significantly when the minority Gained three
endorsers from the majority view (Anger: MLoss = -2.73,
t(29)=-4.96, p<.001, MGain = 0.39, t(30)=0.59, p=.56).
Finally, we compared the Angry Majority in Experiment 1
with the Angry Minority in Experiment 2; however,
evidence of an “underdog effect” was weak. Though
participants lost less confidence in the Angry minority than
the Angry majority regardless of whether they Gained or
Lost endorsers, the effect was not significant (MGain = -2.40,
MGain = -1.15,
t(114) = -1.67 p=.098). Regardless of
whether the majority shouted at the minority or vice versa,
participants appeared to infer that people who converted
after being shouted at were not endorsing their genuine
beliefs.

General Discussion
Reliance on collective judgement is ubiquitous in modern
societies, but the processes by which individual beliefs are
aggregated into a collective response are not all equally
reliable. While a massive division of cognitive labor may
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make it impossible for individuals to evaluate every
collective judgement “on the merits”, simple heuristics
about the reliability of different aggregation processes
themselves may allow observers to evaluate collective
judgements without access to specialized knowledge. Our
experiments suggest that affective signals such as surprise
and anger may be one such heuristic.
Recent studies have suggested that emotional language
may contribute to the spread of “moralized” content on
social media (Brady et al., 2017; cf. Burton, Cruz, & Hahn,
2019); indeed, entire genres of popular fiction are built
around themes of anger and vengeance at immoral, ignorant,
and incompetent agents, suggesting that people may often
see anger as justified in both moral and non-moral contexts.
In our experiments, the topics were non-moralized questions
about science, and participants had no information about the
competing beliefs, allowing a more direct test of the role of
emotion per se. Our results complement earlier findings:
though observers may use their own prior alliances to justify
anger at ideological opponents, our results suggest that
anger itself generally engenders doubt about the angry
faction’s belief, regardless of the apparent popular support
for the angry faction.
However, our design also highlights a potential role for
agents’ responses to emotion: though a single person or
faction can be angry or surprised for a variety of reasons,
observers may interpret responses to that emotion as
validating or rejecting the reasons for it. For example,
observers may interpret steadfastness in one’s initial views
as a positive cue to accuracy (cf. Christensen, 2009); if a
minority remains steadfast in the face of majority anger,
observers may shift their support towards the minority
faction even if none of the majority faction convert to the
minority view.
An even finer distinction might separate the focal
faction’s emotions from their expression of that emotion as
well as from the other faction’s response. An angry faction
may gain credibility with observers by adopting a “neutral
tone” with opponents despite their anger. Of course,
adopting a neutral tone may also give a faction’s views more
legitimacy than they deserve; for instance, naive observers
may better recognize absurd claims as such when they are
met with open laughter than with a more “neutral” reaction.
Moreover, to the extent that our intuitive beliefs about how
emotions can act as epistemic signals for observers are
accurate, skilled speakers may be able to use them to their
advantage in public settings. From a rhetorical standpoint,
the “appropriate” reaction when trying to persuade an
individual in a private setting may not be the same when
trying to persuade the audience in a public setting.
To better understand the epistemic inferences licensed by
affective signals, future work should examine a broader
range of emotions than those studied here. We contrasted
surprise and anger, reasoning that surprise would be the
most neutral baseline for comparison to anger short of
omitting mention of emotion altogether. Contrasting
Surprise with an Omission condition may reveal that
surprise licenses its own set of inferences. For example, it’s

plausible that omitting mention of emotion altogether would
lead observers to treat opinion changes as indicative of
general uncertainty in the group instead of error-correction;
in this case, participants should moderate their confidence
judgments regardless of whether the focal faction gained or
lost endorsers.
The ability to reason about emotions is crucial to
understanding others beliefs and desires, and developmental
psychologists have long studied children’s ability to infer
agents’ emotions from their beliefs. Only recently has
attention turned to the converse problem: inferring agents’
beliefs from their emotions (Wu & Schulz, 2018). Our
results suggest that affective signals may also influence
inferences about others’ knowledge states. Future work will
examine the development of emotion-to-knowledge
inferences in children. Changes in the popularity of beliefs
may scaffold learners’ inferences more effectively than
absolute frequencies; simple heuristics like affective signals
may help otherwise naive learners distinguish between
trends stemming from knowledge-based deference and
trends caused by social conformity or Machiavellian
maneuvering.
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Abstract
We rely heavily on information from the social world to inform
our real-world beliefs. How is this social information used, and
when is it most influential? We assess the role of one kind of
social information, the prevalence of a belief, in belief
updating. Using real-world pseudoscientific and conspiratorial
claims, we show that increases in people’s estimates of the
prevalence of a belief led to increases in their endorsement of
said belief. Prevalence information elicited the strongest belief
change when people were most uncertain of their initial belief,
suggesting that people weigh social information rationally
according to the strength of their initial evidence. We discuss
the implications of our results in the context of the present
misinformation epidemic.
Keywords: belief change; belief prevalence; informational
social influence; misinformation

Introduction
Beliefs are essential in guiding our interactions with the
world, yet the amount of data required to construct all of our
beliefs “from scratch” is intractable given our limited
attentional resources. What’s more, most truths cannot be
determined by direct reference to the physical world in the
first place (Festinger, 1954). For most real-world beliefs,
relevant evidence is inaccessible to the individual and must
be mediated through other agents (Perfors & Navarro, 2019).
Reliance on information sampled from the social world is
thus central to belief formation. This is distinct from
normative social influence, where one conforms their belief
to an established social norm for the sake of maintaining
positive social standing and group unity, regardless of
potential conflicts with private information about the ground
truth (Deutsch & Gerard, 1955). Instead, this social sampling,
a form of informational social influence, is necessary for
acquiring information about truths that are complex or
otherwise unavailable to the learner.
People’s beliefs have demonstrated sensitivity to social
consensus
information.
Experimentally
increasing
perceptions of the scientific consensus about climate change
led to increased belief in climate change as human-caused as
well as increased support for public action (van der Linden,
Leiserowitz, Feinberg & Maibach, 2015; van der Linden,
Leiserowitz & Maibach, 2019). Appeals to expert consensus
have been effectively used to intervene on beliefs in a variety
of other domains, including GMOs (Kerr & Wilson, 2018)
and vaccination (van der Linden, Clarke & Maibach, 2015).
However, much of this work has relied on information from
experts or authority figures, which may carry more weight
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than information about the beliefs of the general public. It is
important to understand the role of public consensus in belief
formation, as there are many cases in which expert opinion is
ambivalent or distrusted; in the latter case, scientific
consensus information can lose effectiveness in promoting
belief change (Bolsen & Druckman, 2018). Previous work
has discovered causal influences of public consensus
information on e.g., stereotypes about race (Stangor, Sechrist
& Jost, 2001) and obesity (Puhl, Schwartz & Brownell,
2005), but these findings conflate beliefs with attitudes and
may not generalize to all kinds of beliefs. One notable
exception is Lewandowsky, Cook, Fay & Gignac (2019),
which found that beliefs formed about anthropogenic global
warming on the basis of an internet blog were influenced by
the extent to which reader comments endorsed or rejected its
contents. While this finding is suggestive, it is impossible to
parse the unique role of perceived consensus per se from the
argumentative content of the reader comments. The precise
causal role of one’s perception of the general prevalence of a
belief in their own belief change remains unclear.
It is not a given that information about the mere prevalence
of a belief would influence people’s endorsement of that
belief, particularly in domains affected by widespread
ignorance or polarization. Given the global rise in political
polarization, and findings that lay perceptions of polarization
tend to be even stronger than reality (Lees & Cikara, 2021),
the possibility of bias in social evidence may be particularly
salient, constraining its use in belief formation. Perfors,
Navarro, and Shafto (2018) report a paradoxical finding that
social presentation of stronger evidence did not always lead
to stronger conclusions—because it prompted inferences
about selection bias. In some cases, prevalence information
can even lead to contrary updating. When presented with
scientific consensus information about anthropogenic global
warming, Americans who strongly supported free markets
reduced their acceptance of the consensus and the reality of
global warming further (Cook & Lewandowsky, 2016).
People continually assess the reliability of new social
information in light of their prior knowledge before
integrating it to update their beliefs (or not).

Informational social influence as cue integration
The role of social information in belief formation can be
understood within a multimodal cue integration framework,
which originated in the physical perception literature (e.g.,
Knill & Richards, 1996; Ernst & Banks, 2002). In perceiving
the world, observers combine signals from different senses to

arrive at a unified percept. In forming a new belief, a learner
similarly integrates private information, like domain-relevant
knowledge, with social information, like the prevalence of a
belief in a sampled population. Importantly, each cue is
flexibly weighted according to its estimated reliability.
Strong reliance on social information is often rational,
especially under conditions of uncertainty. Within this
framework, even the conformity to the majority in Asch’s
(1951) famous line matching experiments is an optimal
choice, regardless of normative pressure. If the participant
assumes that the confederates are unbiased and have low
error rates, as is expected in simple perceptual tasks, the
probability of the participant being correct given the
confederates’ convergence on a different answer is very low
(Toelch & Dolan, 2015). Thus, an optimal Bayesian learner
would give high weight to the social information.

certainty and belief change. We predict that prevalence
information will have a greater influence on a belief when a
participant is less certain of their initial belief.

The role of social prevalence in the spread of
misinformation

Participants were shown a series of statements relating to
real-world conspiratorial or pseudoscientific beliefs (e.g.,
“The earth is flat”, “Wearing masks is harmful to the health
of the mask wearer”, “The US government planned the 9/11
attack on the World Trade Center”, “Hillary Clinton was
involved in a child sex-trafficking ring centered around a
pizza restaurant in Washington DC”). On each trial,
participants were asked to provide (1) a likelihood estimate
of the belief (“How likely do you think it is that the statement
is true?”, on a 0-100 slider scale), and (2) a prevalence
estimate (“How many people out of 100 do you think believe
the statement is true?”). To ensure participants understood the
likelihood scale, the experiment began with three practice
trials whose answers were intended to be obvious. If the
participant gave an unreasonable response to a practice trial,
e.g., rated “Plants need water to grow” as less than 90%
likely, they received an error message and were asked to
change their response until they responded appropriately. We
included 4 more trials of the same type in the main task to be
used as attention checks (without feedback), for a total of 37
trials.
In a second block, these same trials were repeated in a
shuffled order. However, before evaluating the likelihood
and prevalence of each statement, participants were shown a
sample of data indicating how many of 10 survey respondents
believed the shown sentence. On half of the trials, randomly
assigned, the sample for the 10 people approximately
matched the participant’s own estimate for the prevalence of
the belief in block 1 (Control condition). On the other half of
trials, the number of people in the sample endorsing the
pseudoscientific or conspiratorial belief was 40% higher than
the participant’s initial prevalence estimate (Higher
Prevalence condition). For example, if a participant estimated
in block 1 that 19 of 100 people believe the given statement
is true, then in block 2 they would be shown that 2 of the 10
survey respondents believe the statement (Control condition)
or 6 of the 10 believe it (Higher Prevalence condition). Note
that, for variation, some statements were related to an attested
conspiracy or pseudoscientific belief but worded in their

As the Asch example illustrates, the optimal integration of
social information can still lead to the formation of false
beliefs. Can these principles similarly explain viral cases of
online misinformation? Much of the existing literature on
conspiracy and pseudoscientific beliefs has sought to explain
them away by appealing to ancillary influences on belief
formation, like emotionality (Vlasceanu, Goebel & Coman,
2020), political extremism (Van Prooijen, Krouwel & Pollet,
2015), inattentiveness (Pennycook & Rand, 2019), and
bullshit receptivity (Pennycook & Rand, 2020). Similarly,
social influences in belief formation have been described as
heuristics which operate in opposition to “systematic
processing” (Metzger, Flanagin & Medders, 2010; Kim,
2020). However, these arguments fail to acknowledge that
many online platforms have created an environment that
makes rational belief formation processes particularly
susceptible to misinformation. False news has been found to
spread “faster, farther, deeper, and more broadly” than true
news online (Vosoughi et al., 2018), due in part to the
formation of echo chambers. Given the high virality potential
of online misinformation, it is likely that people encounter
high social engagement metrics, like the number of likes and
shares, accompanying false claims. These engagement
metrics may serve as a cue to a belief’s prevalence in the
population, which may in turn impact the user’s own
impression of the belief’s legitimacy.
The present study investigates this potential relationship
between the inferred prevalence of a belief and its
believability. In an online experiment, we modulate people’s
perceptions of the prevalence of various empirically
unsupported beliefs to test whether this affects later
endorsement of the beliefs. We predict that people will judge
these beliefs as more likely when they believe the beliefs are
more prevalent. Further, the weight of this prevalence cue
should be rationally modulated according to the reliability of
existing evidence. We use a set of items spanning a wide
range of domains in order to capture beliefs of varying
strength, enabling us to assess the relationship between initial
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Method
This experiment was preregistered prior to data collection at
https://aspredicted.org/blind.php?x=qm6mt6.

Participants
Four hundred and three Americans fluent in English were
recruited through Prolific (www.prolific.co) to participate in
an 18-minute online experiment. Participants were
compensated at a rate of $10/hour, with an opportunity to
receive a bonus for good performance.

Procedure

Figure 1: Example trial from block 2.
inverse (true) forms, e.g., “Humans have landed on the
moon”. In this case, the prevalence of the sample was made
40% lower, i.e., in the direction of the empirically
unsupported belief, in the experimental condition. These
items are reverse coded in our analyses, so we retain the
Higher Prevalence label for simplicity. The prevalence data
were also presented visuospatially with icons representing
each of the 10 people (see Figure 1). The participants were
then asked to give estimates for the prevalence and likelihood
of the belief.
At the end of the experiment, participants were debriefed;
they were shown a representative prevalence estimate of all
of the beliefs based on a large sample of over 900 Americans
(Martí, Conover & Kidd, 2021) and reminded that the
prevalence of a belief does not necessarily indicate the
ground truth.

Participants revise their estimates of prevalence in
light of prevalence data
If our manipulation worked as intended, participants’
estimates of the prevalence of these beliefs should have
increased after seeing the Higher Prevalence data, but
remained the same after seeing the Control prevalence data.
On average, participants’ prevalence estimates increased by
21.0% in the Higher Prevalence condition and decreased
marginally by 1.7% in the Control condition. A t-test
indicates that this difference is statistically significant
(t(6905) = 65.75, p < 0.001, d = 1.35), confirming the
effectiveness of the manipulation.

Results
Exclusions
Following our preregistered exclusion plan, 18 participants
were excluded for failing more than 1 of 4 attention checks,
and an additional 19 participants were excluded for giving
blank or unreasonable responses to one or more of 6 bot-catch
questions (e.g., “What’s your favorite frozen treat?”)
intermixed between experimental trials. These subject-level
exclusions resulted in a final sample of 366.
In addition to these preregistered exclusions, we also
excluded trials in which participants initially endorsed the
empirically unsupported belief with a likelihood rating of
over 60%, because the 40% exaggeration in the Higher
Prevalence condition could not be applied to these. These
trials only constituted 13.1% of our data, and their removal
did not significantly affect the interpretation of any analyses.
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Figure 2: Mean change in participants’ estimates of belief
prevalence after viewing new prevalence data for each item,
by condition. Colored lines represent the fit from linear
regression for each condition, with 95% confidence intervals.

Changes in prevalence estimates depend on initial
certainty of belief

Participants revise their beliefs in line with new
prevalence information

First, we asked whether the amount of change in prevalence
estimates was predicted by participants’ initial certainty in
their belief. As a metric of certainty, we used participants’
initial likelihood estimates for each belief and calculated their
distance from 50% on the likelihood scale (where 50%
indicates being equally distant from “definitely false” and
“definitely true” on the judgment scale). Thus, higher values
of certainty indicate the most extreme beliefs. Given that
participants tended to rate most of these empirically
unsupported beliefs as rather unlikely, certainty ratings were
high overall (mean = 37.8/50, median = 46, SD = 16.0).
Figure 2 shows the mean change in prevalence estimates
for each belief in the Control vs. Higher Prevalence
conditions as a function of initial certainty of belief. We ran
a linear mixed-effects model predicting change in prevalence
estimates using standardized certainty and condition (Control
vs. Higher Prevalence), with random intercepts for item and
participant. The model revealed a significant main effect of
condition (β = 22.8, p < 0.001) and a significant condition by
certainty interaction (β = -2.19, p < 0.001). Within the Higher
Prevalence condition, participants updated their estimates of
a belief’s prevalence more in response to new prevalence data
when they were less certain of the belief itself. This model
accounted for 50.0% of the variance in the change in
prevalence estimates (conditional R2, Nakagawa et al.,
2017).

We hypothesized that showing participants samples of people
that more often espoused an unsupported belief than the
participant expected would increase their own endorsement
of said belief. Figure 3 shows the mean amount of belief
change per item according to prevalence condition. A
positive value of belief change corresponded to a stronger
endorsement of the unsupported belief. As predicted,
participants’ ratings of the likelihood of these beliefs
increased by 5.44% in the Higher Prevalence condition and
remained relatively stable (increased by 0.46%) in the
Control condition (t(9047) = 17.82, p < 0.001, d = 0.365),
indicating that exposure to samples with higher belief
prevalence influences the believability of the belief.

Figure 3: Boxplot of belief change after seeing a sample of
data that either matched participants’ expectations (Control)
or indicated a higher prevalence of belief (Higher
Prevalence). Points represent the mean belief change per
item, with lines showing the effect of prevalence condition
for each item.
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Belief change is commensurate with change in
prevalence estimate
If social prevalence is treated as an independent source of
information that is integrated rationally with prior beliefs,
then greater changes in one’s estimation of the prevalence of
a belief should result in greater changes to the belief itself.
Figure 4 shows the relationship between change in
prevalence estimate and resulting belief change within the
Higher Prevalence condition. We ran a linear mixed-effects
model predicting belief change with condition and change in
prevalence estimate as fixed effects and random intercepts
per participant and item. This model revealed significant
main effects of condition (β = 1.29, p < 0.001) and change in
prevalence estimate (β = 0.16, p < 0.001), suggesting that
larger increases in prevalence estimates of a belief led to
larger increases in personal belief endorsement. There was no
significant interaction (p = 0.81). The model accounted for
19.0% of the variance in belief change.

Figure 4: Mean belief change vs. mean change in prevalence
estimate for each item in the Higher Prevalence condition.
Line represents the fit from linear regression with 95%
confidence intervals.

Belief change is dependent on initial certainty
We predicted that rational belief updating should also depend
on the initial certainty of the belief. While novel evidence
about social prevalence should bear significant weight under
conditions of uncertainty, high certainty beliefs should be
relatively resistant to updating regardless of social
prevalence. Figure 5 illustrates how initial certainty about a
belief predicts how that belief changed after exposure to both
expected (control) and Higher Prevalence information.
To assess the relationship between initial certainty and
belief change, we fit a linear mixed-effects model with
standardized certainty and prevalence condition as fixed
effects and random intercepts per participant and item. The
model revealed main effects of both certainty (β = 2.42, p <
.001) and prevalence condition (β = 4.93, p < .001), as well
as a significant interaction in the predicted direction (β = 2.84, p < .001). The model accounted for 18.1% of the
variance in belief change. In the Control condition, higher
certainty predicted more belief change, likely because high
certainty corresponded to the lower end of the likelihood
scale where any movement had to be upward. However, in
the Higher Prevalence condition where belief change was
motivated by data, lower levels of certainty predicted higher
belief change as hypothesized.

Figure 5: Mean belief change vs. mean initial certainty for
each item, by condition. Lines represent the fit from linear
regression for each condition, with 95% confidence intervals.

Discussion
In this experiment, we demonstrated that increasing people’s
perceptions of the general prevalence of a belief, divorced
from any direct evidence, can cause them to endorse that
belief more strongly. This prevalence-based belief change
was significant for 27 of the 30 beliefs tested (see Figure 3),
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despite the fact that all items pertained to uncommon,
empirically unsupported beliefs in a wide variety of domains.
Participants were presented with new prevalence data from
an anonymous 10-person sample that conflicted with their
prior about a belief’s prevalence by a uniform amount.
Participants’ initial certainty governed the extent to which
they updated their estimates of each belief’s prevalence in
response to this new data. Larger changes in prevalence
estimates, as well as lower initial certainty in beliefs, led to
higher ultimate belief change. Taken together, these findings
suggest that prevalence information serves as an independent
cue that people rationally integrate with existing evidence to
form a belief.
This work builds upon evolutionary models of social
learning, clarifying the role of certainty in belief formation.
Existing models have proposed a copy-when-uncertain social
learning strategy, but precise interpretations vary. Learners
are predicted to copy the behavior of others when they have
no relevant private information or when their private
information is unreliable or outdated (Kendal, Cooland &
Laland, 2009). There is empirical evidence to support these
models (e.g., Toelch, Bruce, Newson, Richerson & Reader,
2014), but they tend to assume a binary choice between
copying social information or maintaining private
information. Instead, we find evidence that social prevalence
information is rationally integrated with prior beliefs. The
reliability of new social evidence is evaluated against the
initial certainty of the belief, and both sources of information
are combined to form a final belief. This framework allows
for social information to have a graded effect on belief
change according to its relative reliability, and can
accommodate cases in which such information is largely
dismissed.
The malleability of participants’ beliefs in line with the
minimal social data from our experiment is particularly
striking given that items were generally high-certainty and
low-probability. The median initial likelihood rating for
items in our study was a mere 7%. Social prevalence
information may have an even stronger effect on other beliefs
about which people are more ambivalent or generally lack
information. In addition, participants were likely aware of the
fact that all the items were related to pseudoscientific or
conspiratorial claims, which may have made them more wary
of the items and increased their motivation to remain
consistent in their reported beliefs between blocks. The social
prevalence manipulation may induce even stronger belief
updating in more neutral contexts.
Demand characteristics are a concern for our experiment
because participants were asked to re-rate their beliefs
directly after new prevalence data was presented. However,
there are several reasons to doubt that demand characteristics
played a significant role in producing our pattern of results.
First, we implemented a blocked design to limit participants’
access to their initial prevalence estimates of the beliefs.
Participants may not have been aware of the extent to which
their prevalence estimates changed in the second block,
reducing demand characteristics. Second, since the

prevalence data in the Higher Prevalence condition differed
from participants’ original estimates by a fixed amount,
demand characteristics should be consistent across trials.
However, participants did not update their beliefs equally
across all trials within this condition, but rather did so flexibly
in accordance with their initial certainty about the beliefs.
Finally, data shown in the Higher Prevalence condition,
although significantly higher than participants’ initial
expectations, were usually still ambivalent. The modal
distribution of data presented in this condition was 6 out of
10 people endorsing the belief. Such cases of mixed evidence
likely bring weaker demand characteristics than data with
higher consensus.
It is also important to note that participants in our
experiment were not simply blindly updating their beliefs to
match the prevalence information that they were shown.
Recall that the prevalence data shown in the Control
condition matched participants’ initial estimates of the
broader prevalence of a belief, and not their personal ratings
of its likelihood. Participants were aware of this distinction;
their initial prevalence estimates differed from their own
initial likelihood estimates by a mean of 10.9% across
conditions. Thus, before encountering the prevalence
manipulation, participants demonstrated an implicit
understanding that their belief may not be representative of
that of the broader population. Further, the prevalence
information in the Control condition primed this discrepancy
by providing additional evidence matching their initial
prevalence estimate. The fact that participants only
modulated their beliefs in the Higher Prevalence condition
suggests that the key factor was not simply a difference
between their belief and the new prevalence data, but an error
signal in their estimation of the prevalence per se. This
comports with recent evidence that prediction error linearly
predicts belief change (Vlasceanu, Morais & Coman, 2021),
and further highlights social prevalence as an independent
factor affecting human belief.
One limitation of the present study is that the nature of the
experiment may have biased participants to assume the
prevalence data they were shown was particularly reliable or
representative of the general population. The association of
the experiment with a research university may have increased
the authoritativeness of the manipulated prevalence data,
eliciting a stronger effect than may occur in more naturalistic
contexts. However, there is some evidence indicating that this
is of little concern. The critical manipulation in our
experiment showed a sample with a belief prevalence 40%
higher than the participant indicated that they expected, yet
participants’ final prevalence estimates changed by a mean of
only 21%. Thus, participants did not uncritically trust the
prevalence data, but rather integrated it with their existing
belief about the prevalence of each claim. Still, future work
should explore whether the method of presentation of
prevalence data affects its influence on people’s beliefs.
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Implications for countering false beliefs online
Our findings have important implications for interventions
against the spread of misinformation online. The existing
interventions used by prominent social media sites typically
consist of warning labels to flag false or misleading
information on their posts. Although there is some evidence
that this kind of intervention may be modestly effective (e.g.,
Clayton et al., 2020; Walter & Murphy, 2018), other studies
find that it doesn’t help at all (Grady, 2019; Pennycook,
Cannon & Rand, 2018). In any case, posts flagged with
warning labels typically still have visible social engagement
metrics. Given our finding that inferring a conspiratorial
belief is prevalent in a population increases one’s likelihood
of believing it themselves, engagement metrics are a
dangerous cue that may work against the effectiveness of
warning labels. Indeed, people tend to rate news from lowcredibility sources as higher quality when engagement
metrics are present (Chung, 2017). Further, high engagement
metrics elicited more sharing and less fact-checking from
participants in a simulated social media feed (Avram et al.,
2020). This is of particular concern for viral misinformation
posts, which can bear engagement numbers in the hundreds
or thousands, as opposed to our experimental manipulation
with data on 10 people. Hiding social engagement metrics
entirely for posts relaying false or misleading information
may therefore help reduce false belief. Future work should
test interventions along these lines in an effort to counter the
online misinformation crisis.
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Abstract

schools, universities, and educational institutions educate students through lectures. While lecture-centered classes have
the advantage of being able to deliver a lot of knowledge,
such characteristic does not directly lead to students’ achievements. Rather, there are many studies that show the problems of one-way lectures (Bonawitz et al., 2011; Wieman &
Perkins, 2005; Mayer & Alexander, 2016).
This paper has three major sections. The first section describes why active learning is needed in the learning process.
The second section outlines the framework of active learning
based on the DOLA framework (Menekse, Stump, Krause, &
Chi, 2013) and the ICAP framework (Chi & Wylie, 2014).
In the third section, we show the results of the two experiments conducted for humans and machines, considering that
application of the human active learning.

There are numerous studies that show that the more learner actively participate in the learning process, the more they learn.
Although the use of active learning to increase learning outcomes has been recently introduced in a variety of methods,
empirical experiments are lacking. In this study, we introduce
two frameworks of human active learning and then conducted
two experiments to determine how these frameworks can be
used as leaning tools. In experiment 1, we compared three
types of active learning and passive learning in order to empirically confirm the effect of active learning. In experiment 2,
based on the results of experiment 1, we explored through simulation on machine learning with the frameworks that the more
active the learners are, the better outcomes can be obtained.
Both experiments showed that active learning both also effective in human and machine learning. Therefore, our analyses
of the two experiments fit within the taxonomy and classification of the frameworks of active learning. This result is further
significant in that it gives practical implications on human and
machine learning methods.
Keywords: active learning; DOLA framework; ICAP framework; knowledge transfer; learning outcome.

Being Passive Versus Active

Educators and educational researchers have long perceived
that students learn much better by learning actively (Chi &
Wylie, 2014). Bonwell and Eison (1991) argued that active
learning is defined as learning that requires students to engage cognitively and meaningfully with the learning materials. In particular, students are required to get involved with
the learning material by considering, analyzing, synthesizing, and evaluating it rather than receiving it passively (King,
1993). Therefore, active learning refers to learner-centered
instructional methods that dynamically engage learners in the
learning process (Chi, 2009). The main constructs of active
learning include the learner’s cognitive engagement and participation with knowledge construction through meaningful
learning experiences, and interaction between other learners
during learning process (Chi, 2009).
Active learning has been studied in many fields, including education, learning sciences, educational psychology,
and STEM education (Heller, Beil, Dam, & Haerum, 2010).
However, although active learning has received considerable
interest over the past several years, the current educational
system, which emphasizes the amount of knowledge, naturally sets the delivery of knowledge as the goal of learning (Lim, Jo, Zhang, & Park, 2020). Accordingly, most
* Equal contribution
† Shared corresponding

authors
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Passive learning often means teacher-centered methods that
favor direct instruction in which students usually learn
through listening to and observing lectures presented by a
professor or lecturer. Likewise, rehearsing or repeating words
is rather passive because it leads to less learning and recalling
as compared to deeper levels of processing (Chi, 2009). However, simply conveying a lot of information does not lead to
learners’ achievements. Based on research which compared
lectures and other teaching methods, Bligh (1998) claims that
traditional lecturing is as effective as other methods in relaying information, but not as effective in encouraging discussions, in changing attitude, and acquiring skills. Thus, it is
the instructors’ erroneous notion that lectures can draw students’ attention, stimulate their motivation, or improve academic performance.
There is also an experimental comparison of students’
learning outcome (Hrepic, Zollman, & Rebello, 2007; Hake,
1998). This study investigated the effect of listening to lectures with preliminary questions. As a result, although the
lecturer delivered a lot of information, the students did not
gain much knowledge. In response to the findings, Wieman
and Perkins (2005) suggested that the amount of information may have been too overwhelming for students to acquire.
There are also studies that support this opinion (Poh, Swenson, & Picard, 2010). They had participants wear a wristband which measures the sympathetic nerve system’s activity
through skin conductive response. While they had the device,

they were told to record their own activity at a certain time.
As a result of the analysis of the integrated data, the activity level was high when doing homework by themselves or
taking tests, but the nerve activity level in listening to a lecture was as low as watching TV or doing house chores. The
findings correspond to Bligh’s claim that it is delusional to
think one-way lectures are effective for drawing attention, or
improving academic level.
As an alternative to strategies of passive learning, various
methods have been researched to increase learning outcomes.
They are called active learning, which requires learners’ cognitive intervention (Bonwell & Eison, 1991). According to
Menekse et al. (2013), the main constructs of active learning are learners’ engagement with concrete learning experiences, knowledge construction through meaningful activities,
and some degree of interaction between learners during the
learning process. Therefore, active learning means learnercentered instructional approaches that dynamically involve
learners in the learning process.
Many research regarding active learning support that their
effectiveness of these methods has to do with the learners’
performance during learning process. For example, in the
context of learning, these learning activities involve activities
such as paraphrasing, manipulating objects and so forth (Igo,
Bruning, & McCrudden, 2005; Chi, Roy, & Hausmann,
2008). In addition, Johnson and colleagues found that active
learning such as cooperative, and collaborative activities during learning improved students’ learning outcomes (D. Johnson, Johnson, & Smith, 1991; D. W. Johnson, Johnson, &
Smith, 1998). Therefore, for various measures of learning
outcome, active learning have been shown to exceed passive
learning in many aspects (Chi & Wylie, 2014; Lambert &
McCombs, 1998).

Frameworks of Active Learning
The concept of active learning tends to be used differently depending on the researchers. And the scope of active learning
is also too comprehensive. To address the lack of taxonomy
and framework about active learning, Chi and colleagues proposed the Differentiated Overt Learning Activities (DOLA)
framework. The DOLA framework divided active learning
methods into three modes: interactive, constructive, and active, depending on what learning activities students overtly
show (Menekse et al., 2013). It is the characteristics of this
framework which differentiates a variety of a learner’s engagement in the learning process that have previously been
considered by many research about active learning. This
framework also insists that different modes of students’ engagement have different learning outcomes. Because of the
different features they have, these modes of learning activities involve different cognitive processes.
The framework assumes that being active is expected to
involve learners’ manipulation with the learning materials;
being constructive is to facilitate the generation of novel
thoughts, beyond those presented. And being interactive is
expected to generate new ideas with peers, but both learn-
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ers are contributing substantial mental efforts. These active
modes of engagement, as defined, also predict learning outcomes. Interactive modes are superior to constructive activities, followed by active modes. All these active modes are
better than the passive mode (Chi & Wylie, 2014; Menekse
et al., 2013). This is in the same context as the InteractiveConstructive-Active-Passive framework below.
Chi and Wylie (2014) proposed the InteractiveConstructive-Active-Passive (ICAP) framework as a
segmentation of active learning. The ICAP framework,
referred to in previous publications as DOLA for Differentiated Overt Learning Activities (Chi, 2009), consists of a
taxonomy (Chi & Wylie, 2014). Student learning is more
effective in interactive learning than constructive learning,
which is more effective than active learning activities, which
are superior than passive learning (Chi & Wylie, 2014). Thus,
the ICAP framework includes a taxonomy that differentiates
three modes of active learning, referred to in the DOLA
framework.
The core of the framework mainly insists that an interactive
mode can enhance learning outcome more than a constructive
mode, which is also superior to any active mode of engagement for learning. And these three types of active modes are
better than the passive mode. All in all, the sequence I, C,
A and P is due to the cognitive engagement of learners, and
through the knowledge-change process in these orders of each
mode, learners have hierarchical learning outcome.
Although these taxonomies and frameworks for active
learning to increase learners’ outcomes have been introduced
in a variety of fields, there are not many attempts to analyze
systematically. The reason why passive learning such as lectures is considered that not only do people think it is a more
convenient method for both teachers and students, but also
providing vast amount of information is effective in learning.
Therefore, the current study is to examine to investigate the
effectiveness of active learning based on these frameworks of
active learning, and identify its impact on learners’ learning
outcomes. Thus, we compared passive, active, constructive,
and interactive modes of learning: lecture group (Passive),
self-study group (Active), lecture and review group (Constructive), and two discussion groups (Interactive). However,
it is only a relative difference, not a discrete division. For
example, self-study groups are more or less active than lecture groups. Nevertheless, in line with the previous findings
that active learning will have a positive influence on actual
learners’ performance, the hypothesis of the present study
was that the discussion groups would score higher than lecture and review group, which is better than the self-study
group, which is better than the lecture group (Prince, 2004;
Schroeder, Scott, Tolson, Huang, & Lee, 2007; Chi & Wylie,
2014).
For the next step, we explore through simulation on machine learning with frameworks that show the active the
agents are, the better learning outcomes they can be obtained.
Because the experiment with machines can complement the

limitations of experiment with human such as sampling bias
and subjectivity, thus, we aimed to maximize the effectiveness of by applying the human active learning framework to
machines. In order to form active learning in machines, we
have set up teacher models and student models for both passive and active learning.

Experiment 1
In experiment 1, we aimed to find out what learning methods
produce better outcomes in class. Thus, based on the DOLA
and ICAP framework, we have set five groups: lecture group
(P), self-study group (A), lecture and review group (C), and
two discussion groups (I).

Method
Participants and Design. Undergraduate students in a selective university participated in this experiment. A total of
138 students participated, with 63 females. Students were assigned to each group randomly: the lecture group (L group, n
= 25), the self-study group (S group, n = 25), the lecture and
review group (LR group, n = 30), the lecture and discussion
group (LD group, n = 29), and the self-study and discussion
group (SD group, n = 29). Three or four students formed a
discussion group. There were no significant differences in
age among the groups.
Learning Material. The instructional lecture used in the
experiment was a monologue-style. It was a lecture on law
available and dealt with accusation, charge, and recognition
as criminal procedure code. This is because these topics were
less likely to be affected by prior knowledge since that are not
available for undergraduate course. Written learning material
was created from the lecture, and was seven-page long.
Test Items. The final test items were categorized into three:
(1) Verbatim type items. It consisted of short answer questions, requiring memorization for the material; (2) Paraphrased type items. They are questions where participants
have to explain a concept from the material; (3) Transfer type
items. It included all the concepts in the material, and one’s
understanding on the whole learning contents to apply in a
new situation and explain (i.e., questions with novel scenarios).
Procedures. The students first took a survey to check their
levels of knowledge and interest on the topics. The detailed
progress of each group was as follows: the L groups listened
to a lecture without any physical manipulation for 36 minutes.
The S groups studied the learning material by themselves for
36 minutes. The S groups was also free of physical manipulations such as underlining during the learning process. The LR
groups listened to a lecture for 18 minutes and then studied
the provided written learning material by themselves without any physical manipulation for 18 minutes. Students of
LD and SD groups listened to lecture or studied the written
learning materials by themselves for 18 minutes and then discussed in groups of three or four for another 18 minutes. In
fact, the total amount of learning time for both groups was the
same. Lastly, all two groups took a twenty-minute final test.
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Figure 1: Comparisons of the final test of experiments 1 as
a function of different learning. Note. L = lecture; S = selfstudy; LR = lecture and review; LD = lecture and discussion;
SD = self-study and discussion. All types of item consist of
verbatim, paraphrased, and transfer type items. Error bars are
± 2SE.

Result and Discussion
Prior to full-scale analysis, there were no significant difference in background knowledge survey between the five
groups. That is, most of the students had no prior knowledge
on the learning topics.
The mean values and standard deviations of the test are
shown in Figure 1. We carried out an analysis of covariance
(ANCOVA) and post-hoc using Tukey to find out any difference between the five groups. The total mean values of the L
group (M = 27.52, SD = 5.03) and the S group (M = 27.52,
SD = 5.89) were significantly lower than those of other three
groups, p < .001. The L group (M = 4.96, SD = 1.46) scored
significantly lower than other four groups in verbatim type
items, ps < .01, and the S group (M = 5.60, SD = 1.58) scored
only lower than the SD group, p < .001. The L group (M =
15.40, SD = 3.14) and the S group (M = 14.48, SD = 4.52)
scored significantly lower than the other three groups in the
paraphrased type items, ps < .05. For transfer type items, the
L group (M = 7.16, SD = 2.73) and the S group (M = 7.44,
SD = 3.00) scored significantly lower than the two discussion
groups, ps < .01, but showed no significant difference from
the LR group.
Therefore, these results suggest that interactive modes of
learning enhance scores for transfer type items. In particular, students’ learning performance was high in the order
of passive < active < constructive < interactive. Consistent with the DOLA framework and ICAP framework, the
findings showed the better learning outcomes in active learning. Although it varies slightly depending on the test items,
the finding that a large difference was found in transfer type

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2: Illustration of the training frameworks. (a) the conventional training framework. Pretrained means the model
is trained like (a) before using it. (b) passive learning using knowledge distillation (in this case, transfer), which minimizes the loss between the prediction scores of the two models instead of the loss between the prediction scores and the
true labels. (b) and (c) imitate passive mode and interactive
mode, respectively.

questions is the most important practical implication. Transfer is very hard to achieve (Muldner, Lam, & Chi, 2014), and
because transfer is the ability to apply existing knowledge to
a new situation or environment, it is also the ultimate goal of
education.
Subsequently, we compared active learning with passive
learning in machines in order to further extend and even validate the results of human active learning. In order to examine
the extensibility of the frameworks of active learning, experiment 2 was conducted.

Experiment 2
Active learning has often been used in machine learning but
with different concepts. The method in machines, which
query datasets to be labeled for training by an oracle, may get
better accuracy (Settles, 2010). However, it has limitations
that many of the queries generated by the learner included no
recognizable symbols, no semantic meanings (Settles, 2011).
In experiment 2, we simulated on machine learning with
the frameworks of ‘human’ active learning in order to verify
the result that the more active in the learning process the better learning outcomes can be obtained (Chi & Wylie, 2014;
Chi, 2009; Menekse et al., 2013). Like experiment 1, we
implemented the human learning process but the interactive
mode, the most effective learning method, and passive mode
were only compared.

Method
Task, Datasets, and Classifiers. Although the task of experiment 1 was open-ended question answering, we set experiment 2 as text classification. This is because open-ended
question answering is still hard problem to be solved and the
model to solve the problem should be complex and large.
Therefore, we attempt to use simple and basic problem.
We used 5 benchmark text classification datasets. 3 are
topic classification: DBpedia ontology (Lehmann et al.,
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2015), YahooAnswers (Chang, Ratinov, Roth, & Srikumar,
2008), AGNews and 2 are sentiment classification: Yelp reviews (Zhang, Zhao, & LeCun, 2015), IMDB (Maas et al.,
2011). For the details on the datasets, refer to the original
papers.
Next,
we used TextCNN (Kim,
2014) and
LSTM (Hochreiter & Schmidhuber, 1997) as classifiers
but we made the difference between passive learning and
active learning on model capacity. Passive learning required
a teacher model (MT ), which is able to learn from the data
fully. On the other hand, student models (MS ) only represented novice learners. In TextCNN classifiers, the teacher
model architecture consisted of 2 convolution layers, which
had 32 and 16 channels, respectively. We also utilized the
multi-kernel approach, which kernel sizes were 2, 3, 4, and
5. The student model architecture consisted of 1 convolution
layer, which had 32 channels only. And, its kernel size were
2 and 3. In LSTM classifiers, the teacher model architecture
consisted of forward and backward LSTM layers with 300
hidden units. In contrast, the student model architecture had
forward LSTM only with 150 hidden units. We used Adam
optimizer (Kingma & Ba, 2014) and Cross Entropy Loss to
train the models. The other hyperparameters (e.g. learning
rate, batch size, etc.) were the same.
Implementation. Knowledge transfer, for example teaching
(lecturing), and discussion in experiment 1, was implemented
by knowledge distillation (Hinton, Vinyals, & Dean, 2015).
The method did not use training data directly, instead it
used other models to train a model. Specifically, a model
can learn the other models’ prediction scores on the training
data. The transfer was implemented by mean squared error
loss between two model predictions as the original paper
suggested. By using the idea, the training frameworks were
illustrated in Figure 2. Passive learning (b) used a teacher
model (MT ) and a student model (MS ). Both models are
trained on the conventional training framework (see (a)) and
then knowledge transfer occurred from MT to MS ; it imitates
“the teacher provides knowledge to the student.” Lastly, (c)
imitates active learning used in experiment 1. Limiting the
time (36 mins in passive learning vs. 18 mins in active learning) in experiment 1 corresponds to constraint the training
capacity for machine. Therefore, we used two MS , which is
much smaller than MT . Beside, in order to implement the
discussion process, we simply made the knowledge transfer
(distillation) in bidirectional ways. Overall method imitated
that “students use their knowledge (inter)actively to make
better results.”

Result and Discussion
The performance of the passive learning framework and the
interactive learning framework were presented in Table 1.
When we compared the result between the passive and the
interactive, the interactive learning performed better in most
of the datasets. These results supported our hypothesis that
active learning enhances performance, as observed in experiment 1. The other minor findings are as follows: the perfor-

Table 1: The performance of training frameworks on the text classification. x denotes training data, MT denotes the teacher
model, which had larger model capacity than the student model (MS ). The arrows (→ and ↔) describe the flow of knowledge
transfer. Passive and Active can be symbolized as [x → MT ] → MS and [x → MS ] ↔ [x → MS ], respectively.
Classifier
CNN

LSTM

Methods
x → MT
x → MS
Passive
Active
x → MT
x → MS
Passive
Active

IMDB
76.61±.73
78.70±.13
78.89±.37
79.04±.28
77.05±.13
77.10±.25
77.55±.82
77.58±.16

Yelp
56.36±.17
56.31±.25
56.60±.08
56.79±.15
58.94±.19
58.26±.24
58.90±.20
59.00±.14

mance of the passive learning framework were on par with the
conventional learning framework (x → MS ), and even were
better on several datasets. This means that the knowledge
captured by the teacher model was successfully transferred
to the student model. Besides, in some datasets the teacher
model was overfitted to the training data, so their performance
on test data was worse than the student model.
To sum up, we tried to imitate interaction in the learning framework of humans on that of machines and used the
framework to solve a core NLP task. The result from both
humans and machines implies that the more active the learners (models) were, the better outcomes was obtained. Furthermore, the result showed that the idea of the human active
learning can be applied to machines, showing better performance than passive learning. In other words, through simulation of machines, we empirically explored the applicability
and extensibility of frameworks of human active learning to
machines.

General Discussion
Passive learning, such as listening to a lecture has been the
predominant instruction ever since universities were founded
(Freeman et al., 2014; Lim et al., 2019, 2020). Despite the
limitations of passive learning, lecture-centered classes are
still widespread. This is because students are more used to
lectures getting a feeling of having gained knowledge by just
listening. Instructors also prefer lectures because they think
that lectures are the most effective way to control the classroom environment and deliver a lot of knowledge. However,
passive learning is not associated with an actual increase in
learners’ knowledge, and also has a great limitation that learners cannot develop their own thinking.
Instead, active learning emphasizes the need for learners to construct their own understanding and through this,
they are expected to improve their learning outcomes. However, active learning has been challenged by the traditional
and lecture-centered methods, because there has been a lack
of empirical and systematical analysis on how these learning methods impact students’ performance. Accordingly, the
present study was performed to reconfirm the effectiveness
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AGNews
88.85±.38
89.54±.12
89.68±.28
90.21±.13
89.38±.34
89.45±.47
89.74±.06
90.53±.23

Yahoo
65.45±.30
67.92±.25
66.01±.36
68.69±.10
72.23±.20.
71.63±.75
72.93±.78
74.44±.55

DBpedia
98.04±.11
98.01±.03
97.85±.12
98.14±.03
98.43±.05
98.26±.06
98.33±.02
98.67±.06

of active learning, based on the frameworks of active learning: the DOLA and ICAP framework (Chi & Wylie, 2014;
Menekse et al., 2013).
In this study, we conducted two experiments in order to
investigate the effect of active learning. Active learning is
expected to enhance students’ performance better than passive learning because actively participating in class allows
the students to activate relevant knowledge, thereby allowing the student to assimilate novel information to fill in the
knowledge gaps, whereas passive learning only allows to
store novel information infrequently (Menekse et al., 2013).
In particular, active modes, as defined, also predict learning
outcomes. Interactive modes are superior to constructive activities, and active modes in order: I ≥ C ≥ A ≥ P. With this
expectation, in experiment 1, we compared five conditions:
lecture (P), self-study (A), lecture and review (C), and two
other discussions (I). As a result, the two discussion groups
scored higher than the lecture and review group, which was
better than the self-study group. The lecture group had the
lowest score, as expected. There were slightly different aspects depending on the types of item, but for the most important transfer type items, the results came out in this order.
These findings also correspond with the frameworks introduced in that learning performance would be greater in active
learning than in passive learning.
In experiment 2, we compared performance of the active learning with the passive learning in machines. In detail, interactive mode, which was the most effective learning
method, and passive mode were compared, based on the results of experiment 1. Like in experiment 1, machines also
increased their performance when they performed as active
learning; the two student models which exchanged their opinions (i.e. distilled) were the most effective.
In the end, the results of these two experiments are summarized as follows: First, active learning is very effective in
actual class, and it works better as learners become more active. Although it was an exploratory and simplified study, we
showed that the frameworks of human active learning worked
for machines as well. Moreover, adopting more sophisticated
techniques in implementing knowledge transfer can be used

to overcome several limitations of presented frameworks, increasing the model performances.
These are the limitations: First, it is worth pointing out that
the students in this study discussed on their own without any
intervention. Thus, future study can consider various learning
activities before having a discussion (Lim et al., 2019), or
interventions from the instructor during the discussion.
Second, as previously explained, group classification in
human experiments is not discrete. The lecture group can
be said to be passive by limiting physical manipulation, but
the boundaries between the self-study group and the review
group is not clear. Nevertheless, there was a difference in relative overt active activity, which led to the higher test scores.
Last but not least, human and machine studies are not exactly symmetrical: the tasks are different (open-ended question answering vs. text classification) as well as the discussion or knowledge transfer process in humans and machines
are not the same. However, it is meaningful in that we applied
the interactive mode of human active learning to machines,
and tried to verify the effectiveness of the human learning
framework through machines.
In the past, constructivists asserted that human learning
should emphasize two key principles: learning must be situated and the learner must be active. That is, learning provide
opportunities for the learner to acquire knowledge and skills
in meaningful, often natural contexts, and students should actively participate in class. The biggest advantage of such active learning is that students develop the power to think for
themselves, which leads to higher learning performance.
The effects are also shown in machines. The models
learned the same data but the final model weights would be
different, since they are updated by gradient descent started
from different initial weights. Thus, the models’ different
points of view, which means different model predictions on
the same data, and the process of exchanging the predictions
using the weights improve the overall performances.
Now, it is important to apply and utilize the knowledge one
has rather than just get a lot of knowledge. In this respect, this
study is important in that it provides practical implications on
how to change the current knowledge-oriented learning methods. Next, experiment 2 tells us that the knowledge difference
is also important in the machines (Jo & Cinarel, 2019), showing that the machine experiment can be used to verify the human experiments. Reversely, the results of human experiment
can also be adopted to design a better framework.
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Abstract
Numbers and variables often follow the same principles of
arithmetic operations, yet numbers can be computed to a value
whereas variables cannot. We examined the effect of
symbols—numbers versus variables—on middle school
students’ problem-solving behaviors in a dynamic algebra
notation system by presenting problems in numbers (e.g.,
3+5−3) or variables (e.g., x+y−x). We found that compared to
problems presented in numbers, students attempted the
problems more times and took more total steps when the
problems were presented in variables. We did not find
differences in pre-solving pause time or strategy efficiency on
the two types of problems, indicating that students might notice
problem structure in both types of problems. The results have
implications for research on cognitive processes of symbols as
well as the design of educational technologies.
Keywords: variables, algebra, arithmetic, problem-solving,
mathematical structure, online learning

Introduction
Abstract symbols are cognitive tools that support reasoning,
problem-solving, and higher-level thinking (Koedinger et al.,
2008; Vygotsky, 1978). However, children’s struggles with
abstract symbols are documented across development and
domains. In mathematics, infants as young as six months of
age can perceive differences in the quantity of sets of objects
(e.g., 4 vs. 8; Xu & Spelke, 2000), yet the process of mapping
sets of concrete objects (e.g., 4 cookies) to abstract number
words or symbols (e.g., “four”, “4”) is protracted. Although
two-year-olds can recite the count list, children may take
another three years to reliably map number words to sets of
objects (Gelman & Meck, 1983). In science, providing
undergraduate students physical experimentations with
concrete models before transitioning to virtual simulations
better promote learning compared to the physical
experimentations alone (Zacharia, 2007). These findings
suggest the importance of abstract symbols yet students
continually struggle with them.
Fyfe et al. (2014) propose the concreteness fading theory,
and recommend “beginning with concrete materials and then
explicitly and gradually fading to the more abstract (p. 9)”.
Doing so may help students interpret abstract symbols,
ground them in physical experiences, and distill the
generalizable properties. Building on this theory, we
investigate the effects of numbers and variables on students’
algebra problem-solving. Focusing on students’ problemsolving processes, we move beyond the traditional
approaches that focus on the answer correctness to explore
how symbols impact the microstructure of problem-solving.
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Algebra is an important building block for success in
higher-level mathematics, yet many students struggle to learn
algebra (Matthews & Farmer, 2008). One defining challenge
is the shift from numbers to variables. Variables are letters
that represent a range of unknown values and denote a
systematic relation within expressions (Küchemann, 1981).
While this shift from numbers to variables can be challenging
for students, much research has found that using algebraic
symbols in earlier years can promote a smooth transition
(Blanton & Kaput, 2005; Carpenter et al., 2005). For
instance, prior work has highlighted the instructional and
developmental sequence transitioning students from
arithmetic to algebra, such as using concrete numbers to
support thinking about abstract unknown variables (Fyfe et
al., 2014; Koedinger & Anderson, 1998). Although students
are introduced to some concepts of algebra at a young age,
including equivalence, rarely are they asked to work with
variables before sixth grade (CCSS, 2010). Consequently,
less is known about how variables may help students reason
about algebraic structures and arithmetic principles.
We hypothesize that variables may help middle schoolers
avoid the impulse to calculate and provide them with
opportunities to notice structures within algebraic equations.
Although variables have typically been obstacles for most
students (Kaput, 1998; Koedinger et al., 2008), this approach
could potentially help bridge the gap between arithmetic and
algebra by guiding students’ attention to the structure of the
mathematical equations.

Students’ Struggle with Variables
Arithmetic is a foundation for algebra. Arithmetic relies on
numbers that represent specific, known, and concrete values.
Building on arithmetic, algebra introduces the use of
variables, representing unknowns that cannot be simplified to
a numerical value. Students often struggle to solve problems
involving variables because solving these problems requires
them to understand the meaning of variables, operate with
unknowns, and make explicit relations between the unknown
and the numbers (Malisani & Spagnolo, 2009; Philipp, 1992).
Although the transition from arithmetic to algebra can be
challenging, arithmetic and algebra share many underlying
principles that are consistent across the use of symbols in
mathematical notation (Booth, 1981, 1984). In arithmetic,
students operate with numbers and apply mathematical
properties (e.g., commutativity, associativity, distributivity)
to transform or simplify expressions. Students vary in their
conceptual understanding of these properties when operating

with numbers (Robinson et al., 2018), and this understanding
is an important indicator of flexible problem-solving in
arithmetic. Although students can benefit from leveraging
these properties and noticing the structures of the algebraic
equations (Kieran, 1989), this conceptual understanding
often do not transfer (Robinson et al., 2006). Further, whereas
students can simply compute using numbers, they have to
rely on their understanding of these properties as the option
to compute becomes more restricted with variables.

Mathematical Structures and Strategy
Noticing structures is an important foundation for algebra
learning (Kaput, 1998; Venkat et al., 2019). There are two
kinds of “structure”, surface and systemic structures (Kieran,
1989). Surface structure refers to how the terms and operands
are presented within an expression to create mathematically
valid options for computing. For instance, “3 + 5 − 3” has the
surface structure of 3 on the left, +5 in the middle, and −3 on
the right. Systemic structure refers to the underlying
properties, such as commutativity, associativity, and
distributivity, within the expression. The systemic structure
of “3 + 5 − 3” involves recognizing the inverse relation
between 3 and −3, and applying the commutative property to
simplify the expression to 5. Recognizing systemic structures
can help students apply efficient problem-solving strategies.
Understanding and noticing the systemic structure is an
important aspect of flexible and efficient equation-solving
(Rittle-Johnson & Star, 2007; Schneider et al., 2011), and a
primary goal in mathematics education (CCSS, 2010).
However, in numerical expressions, students can rely on the
surface structure instead of leveraging systemic structure
(Newton et al., 2020). For instance, in “3 + 5 − 3”, students
may apply the computation from left to right in response to
the surface structure (3 + 5 − 3 = 8 − 3, 8 − 3 = 5), and
simplify the expression in two steps. Alternatively,
leveraging the systemic structure, students can combine 3 and
−3 to efficiently reach 5 in one step. Although students can
use the surface structure to compute and simplify numbers in
numerical expressions, the same approach does not apply to
algebraic expressions involving variables. Instead, in “x + y
− x”, students need to notice the systemic structure and
combine x with −x in order to isolate y. As students progress
from arithmetic to algebra, the need to notice systemic
structure becomes more poignant.
Prior work suggested that the ability to use efficient
equation-solving strategies require relevant content
knowledge and attention to structures (Rittle-Johnson & Star,
2007; Schneider et al., 2011; Xu et al., 2017). Further, the
amount of time that students pause before enacting their first
step positively predicts the strategy efficiency, suggesting
that pause time may provide a window for students to notice
the systemic structure and in turn use more efficient strategies
(Chan et al., 2020). Here, we examine the effect of symbols
on problem-solving by compare middle schoolers’ behaviors
on problems presented in numbers versus variables.
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The Current Study
To examine how numbers and variables impact students’
problem-solving, we designed problems that were similar in
systemic structure but varied in whether they were presented
with numbers (e.g., 3 + 5 − 3) or variables (e.g., x + y − x).
We present these problems in From Here to There! (FH2T),
a web-based interactive game that builds on a dynamic
algebra notation system (graspablemath.com; Weitnauer et
al., 2016) to allow real-time manipulation of algebraic
symbols on the screen. Using the log data within this system,
we examine the microstructure of students’ problem-solving
behavior. Specifically, we test whether presenting
expressions in variables as opposed to numbers helps
students suppress the impulse of performing computations
leading to a longer pause time before their first action (RQ1).
Further, we examine whether students struggle with
expressions presented in variables as opposed to numbers by
comparing the number of problem-solving attempts (RQ2)
and steps students made prior to completing the problems
(RQ3). Finally, we explore whether students’ strategy
efficiency on their final solution, as measured by their
solution steps, vary when expressions were presented in
variables as opposed to numbers (RQ4). Investigating how
students’ pause times, attempts, steps, and strategy efficiency
vary by problem features extends prior work on the relation
between pause time and strategy efficiency (Chan et al.,
2020) and demonstrates how symbols impact aspects of
student behaviors during problem-solving.
Based on the prior literature, we hypothesize that when
expressions are presented in variables as opposed to numbers,
students may pause longer prior to taking their first action
(H1). They may also struggle more and consequently take
more attempts (H2) and steps (H3) to complete the problem
presented in variables. We do not have a directional
hypothesis on students’ strategy efficiency (H4). While
students may struggle less and be more efficient at solving
problems presented in numbers, the variables may force
students to notice the systemic structure of the expression
leading to a decrease of unnecessary computations and a
more efficient solution strategy that involve fewer steps.

Methods
Participants
The sample was drawn from a larger study conducted in Fall
2019. The aim of the larger study was to improve students’
algebra performance through educational technologies.
Students were randomly assigned to one of two technology
conditions at the student level within their classrooms. All
students worked on their assigned technology at their own
pace on their own device as a part of their regular instruction.
Here, we focused on the 125 middle schoolers who
received FH2T as their technology intervention and
completed the four focal problems within FH2T. We
designed the four focal problems to address our research
questions regarding the effects of variables and numbers on
students’ problem-solving.

These 125 students (57 girls) were recruited from four
schools in a large urban district in the Southeastern United
States. The majority of students were in sixth grade (98.4%),
and the remaining were in seventh grade (1.6%). Most
students were in advanced mathematics class (96%), and the
remaining were in on-level (2.4%) or support (1.6%) classes.
In terms of race, 64.8% were Asian, 26.2% were White, 4.1%
were Hispanic or Latino, 2.5% were multiracial, 1.6% were
American Indian or Alaska Native, and 0.8% were Black.

the goal. The activity thus provided an ideal context for
examining variation in algebra problem-solving processes.

Procedure
All students began by completing a pretest on algebra
knowledge. After, students completed four 30-minute
sessions using their assigned technology; they had two weeks
to complete each intervention session. Then, they completed
a posttest on algebra knowledge that mirrored the pretest. All
study assessments and assignments were administered online
in mathematics classrooms during instructional periods.
We used the log data within FH2T and the algebra pretest
for our research questions. The results on the efficacy of the
learning technologies are reported in Chan et al. (2021), thus
we only describe the tasks relevant to the current study.
Figure 2: A visualization of the data on a student’s
problem-solving process for problem 2-Number.

From Here to There! (FH2T)

Figure 1: A sample problem in From Here to There!.
In FH2T (https://graspablemath.com/projects/fh2t), students
were presented with an initial expression at the top and a
mathematically equivalent goal at the bottom in the white box
(Figure 1). The objective was to transform the expression into
the goal using a series of gesture-actions (e.g., tapping or
dragging) that applying mathematical operations and
properties. As an example (Figure 1), a student could drag
and distribute the 2 inside the parentheses to transform the
%&'()&)*')*(
expression into 2𝑦 + 2𝑦 ∙
∙ 𝑦. All student
+)+
actions were counted and reflected as the number of steps in
the white box, informing students of how many steps they
have taken to solve the problem. If students were stuck, they
could reset the expression to the starting state and reattempt
problems as many times as needed.
Because all student actions and the corresponding
transformations were time-stamped and recorded, we could
systematically and quantitatively compare students’
equation-solving processes in ways not accessible in answerbased learning systems or paper-and-pencil tasks (Figure 2).
Furthermore, students could take any series of
mathematically valid steps that link the initial expression and
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All students who received FH2T as their intervention in the
larger study worked on problems in the same order starting
from basic arithmetic operations to more complex topics,
such as fractions, distributions, and algebraic equations. We
designed and embedded two pairs of problems to directly
compare student behaviors on problems with variables versus
numbers. Within each pair, problems shared a similar
systemic structure of the starting expression and the goal; the
paired problems varied on whether the symbols were
numbers or variables (Table 1). Both pairs of problems
required six steps as the optimal solution strategy—
cancelling the opposite, cancelling the inverse, and
simplifying the 0 and 1. For the primary analyses, we dummy
coded the numerical problems as 0 and variable problems as
1 in order to test the effect of variables as opposed to numbers
on students’ problem-solving.
Table 1: The paired problems with a similar structure
presented in either numbers or variables.
Pair
Initial Expression
Goal
2+2∙2−2
1-Number
2∙2
.−2
2+2,
2
𝑥 − 𝑎 ∙ −𝑎 − 𝑥
.+𝑧
−𝑧 + 𝑦 ,
1-Variable
−𝑎 ∙ −𝑎
𝑦
1
2-Number
−3 ∙ −3
(4 − 4 − 3 ∙ −3) − 7 + 7 ∙ 2 ∙
2
1
2-Variable
𝑏∙𝑏
∙ 𝑏 ∙ (−𝑏 + 𝑏 + 𝑏 ∙ 𝑏) + 𝑏 − 𝑏
𝑏

Measures
Algebra Knowledge Assessment at Pretest Students’
algebra knowledge was assessed with 10 items selected from
a validated measure (Star et al., 2014; Cronbach’s α = .89).
The 10 items were selected because they measured aspects of
students’ algebra knowledge that were relevant to the
intervention. Two sample items were as follows: solve for y
in 5(y − 2) = 3(y − 2) + 8, and identify the expressions that
are equivalent to 4(n + 3). Each item was scored as correct
(1) or incorrect (0). The total score on this assessment was
included as a covariate in all primary analyses.
Measures in FH2T All student actions were recorded for
each FH2T problem. The five variables described below were
computed based on the log data.
Pause Time We computed the number of seconds students
spent before taking their first step—a valid transformation—
on their first attempt of each problem. This value represented
the number of seconds from when the problem first appeared
on the screen to when students took their very first step. As
an example, the pause time in Figure 2 was 7.691 seconds.
We used the pause time as the dependent variable for RQ1 in
our analyses.
Attempt Count We computed the attempt count using the
number of times students reset the problem. The attempts
represented the number of times students tried to solve the
problem. For example (Figure 2), the student reset the
problem once, thus attempted the problem twice. We used the
attempt count as the dependent variable for RQ2 in our
analyses.
Total Step Count We computed the total number of steps
students took on the problems. The total step count consisted
of all the steps students took from when the problem first
appeared on the screen to when the expression matched the
goal. As an example, the student in Figure 2 took a total of
eight steps on the problem. We used the total step count as
the dependent variable for RQ3 in our analyses.
Final Solution Step Count We computed the number of
steps students took to reach the goal on their final, successful
attempt. If students completed the problem on their first
attempt, the final solution step count included all the steps
they took on the problem. If students reset and re-attempted
the problem, the final solution step count only included the
number of steps they took from when they last reset the
problem to reaching the goal. As an example, the final
solution step count in Figure 2 was six steps. We used the
final solution step count as the dependent variable for RQ4 in
our analyses.
Exploratory Step Count Prior to the Final Attempt On the
problems where students did not reach the goal on their first
attempt, we computed the number of steps they took from
when the problem first appeared on the screen to when they
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last reset the problems. We classified these actions leading up
to their final attempt as exploratory steps. Exploratory step
count represents the amount of actions students took prior to
their final successful attempt of solving the problem. For
example (Figure 2), the student took two exploratory steps
before they reset the problem and solved it on their next
attempt. We used the exploratory step count as a covariate for
RQ4. Because students who took more exploratory steps had
more opportunities to practice with the problems and might
use more efficient strategies involving fewer steps on their
final solution, we included exploratory steps as a covariate to
account for the potential practice effects on students’ final
strategy efficiency.

Results
Prior to addressing the research questions, we conducted
descriptive analyses to examine the distribution of the algebra
pretest scores and the measures in FH2T for each focal
problem. Because students could take as many attempts and
steps as needed to reach the goal, we used the interquartilerange methods to replace outliers (Walfish, 2006). This
method extracted the top and bottom 25% values from the
data. Within these two quartiles, the values that were beyond
1.5 times the interquartile range were considered as outliers.
These values were then replaced with either the fifth or
ninety-fifth percentile observation value. This method
allowed us to retain all participants in the analyses while
avoiding the results being distorted by the influential cases.
To address our research questions, we conducted a series
of mixed-effect linear regression models on the two pairs of
problems using the lme4 package (Bates et al., 2015) with
maximum likelihood estimation in R. In each model, we
included students as a random effect to account for the
repeated measures (i.e., all students completed all four focal
problems), the algebra knowledge score as a covariate, and
the symbol of the problem (variables vs. numbers) as the
focal predictor. To address our first research question, we
conducted a mixed-effect linear model with pause time as the
dependent variable. Next, we replaced pause time with
attempt count or total step count as the dependent variable to
address our second and third research question, respectively.
Finally, we used the final solution step count as the dependent
variable for the fourth research question. We included
exploratory step count as an additional covariate to examine
whether symbols (number vs. variable) impacted students’
final strategy efficiency above and beyond the practices they
had with the problem. To aid the interpretation of the results,
all covariates (i.e., algebra knowledge score, exploratory step
counts) were mean-centered in all models.

Descriptive Analysis
On average, students scored 7.18 points (SD = 2.22) on the
algebra knowledge assessment, indicating that the scores
were not subject to ceiling or floor effects. A total of 500
problems were completed by the 125 students (each student
completed four focal problems). See the descriptive statistics
(Table 2) and the data distribution (Figure 3) below.

Pause time
Attempts
Total Steps
Solution Steps
Exploratory Steps

Table 2: Means and (standard deviations) of the FH2T measures on each problem.
Pair1
Pair 2
Number
Variable
Number
9.08 (6.47)
8.90 (6.65)
8.96 (6.81)
1.51 (1.15)
3.36 (1.75)
1.57 (1.04)
8.92 (4.94)
19.41 (8.71)
11.78 (6.15)
6.94 (1.57)
7.36 (1.51)
8.46 (1.75)
1.87 (4.52)
11.96 (8.56)
3.29 (6.31)

Variable
8.67 (6.10)
2.62 (2.00)
15.45 (10.00)
8.17 (2.00)
7.42 (10.24)

Figure 3: Density plots of the dependent variables by problem.
Table 3: Fixed effect estimates (standard errors) in the mixed-effect linear regression models.
Dependent variable
Model 1: Pause
Model 2: Attempts
Model 3: Total steps
Model 4: Final steps
Pair 1 Intercept
9.49 (0.62)***
1.52 (0.14) ***
8.74 (0.66)***
6.91 (0.15) ***
Algebra
0.33 (0.21)
-0.02 (0.05)
-0.26 (0.21)
-0.14 (0.05) **
Exp. Steps
---0.002 (0.01)
Variable
-0.15 (0.72)
1.85 (0.17) ***
10.49 (0.87)***
0.40 (0.23)
Pair 2 Intercept
8.98 (0.60)***
1.59 (0.15) ***
11.92 (0.77)***
8.45 (0.18)***
Algebra
-0.07 (0.19)
-0.02 (0.05)
-0.25 (0.25)
-0.14 (0.06) *
Exp. Steps
----0.27 (0.20)
Variable
-0.29 (0.80)
1.06 (0.19) ***
3.67 (1.00) ***
-0.01 (0.01)
Note. Algebra = Algebra knowledge score; Exp. steps = Exploratory step count, Variable = Symbol (variable = 1,
number = 0).* indicates p < .05; ** indicates p < .01; *** indicates p < .001

Primary Analyses
All primary analyses were first conducted with the first pair
of problems, then repeated on the second pair of problems.
Because the pattern of the results was consistent between the
two pairs of problems, we summarized the findings below
and presented the results in Table 3.
A generalized mixed-effect model revealed that students’
pause time before first action did not differ whether the
problems were presented in variables or numbers (Model 1).
Next, we found that students attempted the problems 1.85
(Pair 1) or 1.06 (Pair 2) more times when they were presented
in variables as opposed to numbers (Model 2). Students took
10.49 (Pair 1) or 3.67 (Pair 2) more steps on problems
presented in variables as opposed to numbers (Model 3).
Finally, students’ final solution steps did not differ by
symbols, but students with higher algebra knowledge tended
to take fewer steps on their final solution. Specifically, for a
student with the average score on the algebra knowledge
assessment, a one-point increase in the assessment was
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associated with 0.14 steps decrease in final solution steps
(Model 4).

Discussion
The aim of this study is to examine how variables and
numbers impact students’ algebra problem-solving
behaviors. We address the aim by testing the effect of
presenting problems in variables as opposed to numbers on
aspects of students’ behaviors. Our findings provide insights
into ways in which symbols—specifically variables and
numbers—influence students’ problem-solving. The results
have implications for future research on algebra problemsolving, and instructional practices on guiding students’
attention to the systemic structures of expressions within
learning technologies.
First, contrary to our hypothesis, students do not pause
longer on problems presented in variables as opposed to
numbers. On average, they pause for approximately nine
seconds prior to taking their first step. The pause time is
longer than that of guessing (five seconds; Kong et al., 2007),

suggesting that students may be thinking and planning during
pause time (Chan et al., 2020; Welsh et al., 1995). The
comparable pause time suggests that presenting problems in
variables does not force students to pause longer, inhibit the
impulse to calculate, or notice the systemic structures.
Next, students made more attempts and steps on problems
presented in variables as opposed to numbers. Although these
actions may indicate explorations within the context of an
intervention, they may also indicate student struggles.
Students can explore all problems as much as they want in
FH2T, but they tend to solve problems presented in numbers
in one attempt, suggesting that they may be solving problems
efficiently rather than exploring. The higher attempt and step
counts in variable problems thus may be signs of student
struggles, aligning with previous research documenting the
difficulties of understanding and solving problems involving
variables (Heffernan & Koedinger, 1998; Malisani &
Spagnolo, 2009; Philipp, 1992). The findings further suggest
some convergence across contexts, and student behaviors in
FH2T may providing some insights into their reasonings
about algebraic symbols beyond the game.
Extending beyond prior research, we find that students
solve problems presented in variables just as efficiently
(using a similar number of final solution steps) as problems
presented in numbers on their final solution, albeit they take
more attempts and steps on variable problems prior to their
final solution. Considering the relatively long pause time, low
attempt count, and high strategy efficiency, as measured by
the final solution step count, we posit that students may notice
the systemic structure within the problems presented in
numbers. Although students pause for a similar amount of
time on variable problems, they took more attempts and steps
prior to using an efficient final solution strategy, indicating
that presenting problems in variables do not help students
notice the systemic structures but interacting with problems
may help. The findings suggest that presenting problems in
non-calculatable variables may not be sufficient in guiding
students’ attention to systemic structures of problems, but
providing them with opportunities to dynamically manipulate
algebraic symbols may help. This aligns with the theory of
concreteness fading (Fyfe et al., 2014), and demonstrates the
importance of explicitly drawing connections between
concrete materials and abstract symbols as well as grounding
abstract symbols in concrete, perceptual, and physical
experiences. Prior work has demonstrated the efficacy of
FH2T in improving students’ mathematical performance
(e.g., Chan et al., 2021; Ottmar et al., 2015). FH2T may be
one way to provide students the concrete experiences with the
abstract algebraic symbols. Future research should explore
how FH2T support algebraic reasoning, and ways to
explicitly draw connections between numbers and variables.
Several limitations warrant mention. First, given the nature
of the intervention, the paired problems are not identical in
the problem structure. As an example, the first number
problem starts with 2 and ends with -2 whereas the first
variable problem starts with -z and ends with +z. Further, the
former involves all 2s whereas the latter involves other
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variables. Second, the order in which the problems are
presented was not counterbalanced. In both pairs of
problems, students received the variable problems followed
by the number problems. Third, the majority of the sample
was Asian students in advanced mathematics classes, and is
not representative of the US population. We are currently
conducting a larger randomized controlled trial with middle
school students from a large, public school district. When the
data become available, we will replicate the current findings
with a larger, more diverse sample and with more problems
that matched exactly on the systemic structure and
counterbalanced on the presentation order. Furthermore, we
plan to conduct additional analyses on the visualization of
students’ problem-solving (e.g., Figure 2) to reveal the
sequence of steps that students take. Visualizing students’
problem-solving steps will provide insights into whether
students leverage the systemic structure of the problem to
efficiently reach the goal.
Overall, the study reveals ways in which symbols influence
students’ problem-solving processes, and contribute novel
findings to the literature on the transition between arithmetic
and algebra. Going beyond correctness, we investigate
students’ behaviors in problems presented in variables versus
numbers to demonstrate how symbols may impact students’
behavior at a microlevel while problem-solving. The findings
provide important information for future research examining
students’ conceptualization of numbers and variables, and
how the conceptualization impacts aspects of students’
mathematical thinking, learning, and problem-solving. The
findings also have implications for designing educational
technologies that support algebra problem-solving through
drawing explicit connections between symbols and ground
abstract variables in concrete, embodied experiences.
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Abstract
We study human learning & decision-making in tasks with
probabilistic rewards. Recent studies in a 2-armed bandit task
find that a modification of classical Q-learning algorithms,
with outcome-dependent learning rates, better explains behavior compared to constant learning rates. We propose a simple
alternative: humans directly track the decision variable underlying choice in the task. Under this policy learning perspective,
asymmetric learning can be reinterpreted as increasing confidence in the preferred choice. We provide specific update rules
for incorporating partial feedback (outcomes on chosen arms)
and complete feedback (outcome on chosen & unchosen arms),
and show that our model consistently outperforms previously
proposed models on a range of datasets. Our model and update rules also add nuance to previous findings of perseverative behavior in bandit tasks; we show evidence of outcomedependent choice perseveration, i.e., that humans persevere in
their choices unless contradictory evidence is presented.

Figure 1: Experiment protocol: Subjects choose between
two abstract options, and receive a higher or a lower outcome with predetermined probabilities associated with each
option. In Expt(P), they see an outcome on chosen arm, and
in Expt(C), they see outcomes on both chosen and unchosen
options. Figure adapted from Palminteri et al. (2017)

Keywords: 2-armed bandits; reinforcement learning;
decision-making; optimism bias; confirmation bias

Introduction
How do humans and other animals learn about actions & rewards from probabilistic outcomes? A popular experimental
paradigm for studying this question is the 2-armed bandit task
(Figure 1), involving a repeated choice between two actions
associated with some predetermined (but unknown) probability of rewards. Classical reinforcement-learning algorithms
for this task such as the Rescorla-Wagner model (Rescorla,
1972) track running estimates of average rewards associated
with actions, updated using prediction errors with respect to
observed outcomes. However, empirical data and model fits
to behavior (Palminteri et al., 2017) suggest that RW models
do not fully capture human behavior; instead, learning appears to be biased towards positive outcomes (Sharot et al.,
2011), and towards reinforcing current decisions (Palminteri
et al., 2017).
In this paper, we propose a simple reframing of the learning goal in 2-armed bandit tasks: Instead of maintaining estimates of average rewardability of the two arms, we directly
maintain a decision variable encoding the better choice, in a
manner similar to a large body of work in perceptual decisionmaking (see e.g., Platt & Glimcher (1999)). This choice of
representation is both more task-relevant and easier for the
brain to maintain and update over time; indeed, recent work
argues that the brain may represent action policy instead of
value (Hayden & Niv, 2021) over a broad range of contexts.
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We provide update rules for incorporating outcomes into the
decision variable, and compare against previous models for
this task on a range of datasets involving feedback on both
factual (chosen action) and counterfactual (unchosen action)
outcomes. Our model consistently outperforms previously
proposed learning rules across all datasets and experiments.
Our proposal for counterfactual learning separates out ambiguous scenarios (e.g., where both arms get same reward),
from unambiguous scenarios where rewards on the arms are
different. While unambiguous feedback moves the decisionvariable in the relevant direction, we show that in equal reward situations, the current choice is reinforced. We therefore propose a notion of outcome-dependent perseveration of
choice, in contrast to previous proposals that suggest a bias
term tracking choice autocorrelation over time, independent
of outcome (see e.g., Akaishi et al. (2014)).

Tasks and previous models
We summarize key results in the literature on human rewardbased learning in highly controlled laboratory experiments
involving probabilistic rewards, specifically 2-armed bandits involving two possible outcomes (a higher rewarding/
less punishing outcome and a lower rewarding/ more punishing outcome) (Figure 1). We cover experiments with partial feedback (hereafter referred to as Expt(P)), and complete feedback (factual and counterfactual both, abbreviated
as Expt(C)). Human behavior in this task has been analyzed

using the following reinforcement learning methods:
Rescorla-Wagner (RW): This model (Rescorla, 1972)
tracks rewards associated with each arm using two Q-values,
which are updated using a delta rule every time an outcome associated with an arm has been observed. Concretely,
qc ← qc + α(r − qc ), where arm c has been observed to yield
reward r, and α is a learning rate parameter. The two Q-values
are expected to converge to average reward of the arms. The
following modifications to this classical Q-learning approach
have been shown to better fit human behaviour.
Valence-driven learning (VM): Here, separate learning
rates are associated with positive and negative prediction errors (equivalently higher and lower outcomes respectively).
The update rule in VM is:
(
α p if (r − qc ) > 0
(1)
qc ← qc + (r − qc ) ∗
αn if (r − qc ) < 0
Model fits confirm that VM better explains behavior in the bandit task compared to RW (Lefebvre et al., 2017). The asymmetry in learning (α p > αn ) has also been interpreted as “optimism” (see e.g., Sharot et al. (2011)). Importantly, the Qvalues no longer converge to true reward probabilities of the
arms.
Confirmation-disconfirmation (CD): Palminteri et al.
(2017) argue that VM is only a partial explanation, due to a
limitation of experimental design where only chosen options’
outcomes are shown. When counterfactual evidence (Fig 1,
Expt(C)) is presented on each trial, there is an interaction
between chosen-unchosen arms, and higher-lower outcome
(equivalently, prediction error). The update equation for CD
is:
(
αcon if (rc − qc ) > 0
qc ← qc + (rc − qc ) ∗
αdis if (rc − qc ) < 0
(
(2)
αdis if (ru − qu ) > 0
qu ← qu + (ru − qu ) ∗
αcon if (ru − qu ) < 0
Specifically, they find αcon significantly higher than αdis ,
i.e. learning rates are higher on higher outcome for chosen arms (rc − qc > 0) but lower outcome for unchosen arms
(ru − qu < 0). This is interpreted by the authors as a confirmatory update to the Q-values: outcomes confirming the validity
of the choice (higher outcome on chosen or lower outcome on
unchosen arm) show a higher learning rate than disconfirmatory outcomes.
Estimation under nonstationarity (DBM): In recent work,
Zhou et al. (2020) propose a dynamic belief updating model
where reward probabilities are estimated under an assumption
that at any instant, with fixed probability, the reward probability associated with each arm may be “reset”, i.e., redrawn
from a fixed prior distribution over reward probabilities. They
only model Expt(P), i.e., partial feedback experiments.
Let p(θi ), be the probability density function (pdf) for the
random variable θi denoting the probability of arm i giving
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the higher outcome in some particular arm-pairing context.
Suppose an arm c is chosen in a particular trial, and its outcome is observed. The pdf for unseen arms (unchosen arm in
the current trial, as well as arms not included in the present
trial) are “reset” as,
p(θi ) ← (1 − αp0 (θ)) + αp(θi ) ∀i 6= c

(3)

where p0 (θ) is the fixed prior distribution to which arms are
reset. The pdf for seen (or chosen) arm is updated based on
Bayes rule, incorporating the seen outcome (rc ) as,
p(θc ) ← λp(rc |θc )p(θc )

(4)

where λ is the normalizing constant. The final Q-values for
making a choice are estimated as the expected value of each
pdf, i.e. qi = E[p(θi )]. For the prior p0 (θ), the authors use
a beta distribution, Beta(s · p, s · (1 − p)) with a fixed scale
parameter s for all participants, and a free parameter p (mean
of the beta distribution) for each participant.
The authors show that this model is a better fit than VM
for one experiment from Lefebvre et al. (2017) where factual evidence alone is presented; they also remark that in the
specific experiment modeled, this model mimics choice perseveration (a tendency to continue choosing previously chosen options (Akaishi et al., 2014)). We note in passing that
this formulation and finding are closely related to previous
proposals of forgetting rates in Q-value estimation (see e.g.,
Barraclough et al. (2004); Ito & Doya (2009)). They do not
analyze other open source datasets with similar experimental
conditions, or experiments where counterfactual evidence is
presented.

Decision Variable Tracking
In all experiments studied here, arms have binary outcomes:
a higher reward and a lower reward. In our models, we represent these binary outcomes as 1 and −1, respectively.1
Instead of maintaining an estimate of average rewards of
the two arms, we propose to track a decision variable, d ∈
[−1, 1] encoding the identity of the higher rewarding arm,
with d > 0 (or < 0) signaling that arm 1 (resp., arm 2) is
more rewarding than the other arm. To preserve symmetry in
the mathematical form of the update equations, we show update equations for d in terms of d1 , d2 ∈ [−1, 1], where d1 , d2 ,
def
def
and d are related as follows: d = d1 = −d2 . d2 is simply the
reverse of d1 , i.e. positive when arm 2 is believed to be better. The choice on the next trial depends on the softmax of
d1 , d2 . The magnitude of d can also be interpreted as the degree of confidence that a specific arm is more rewarding than
the other.

Partial feedback experiment
We start with the update equation for incorporating an observed outcome rc after having chosen arm c ∈ {1, 2}. Evidence for the chosen arm being better (dc ) is updated towards
1 This representation of relative valuation instead of absolute values of outcomes does not affect quality-of-fit of previous models
(RW, VM, CD and DBM) in the experiments modeled here.

−1 on seeing an outcome of −1, and towards 1 on an outcome of 1. The update equation for the model, which we call
DV1, are:
(
α p (1 − dc )
: rc = 1
(5)
dc ← dc +
αn (−1 − dc ) : rc = −1
We model separate rates for positive and negative outcomes. When α p > αn , there is a tendency towards certainty
in the current choice, i.e., for d to converge towards one of
the choices. Indeed, in asymptote, it is desirable for a decision variable such as d to converge towards a particular choice
regarding which arm is better. If α p were set equal to αn , the
decision variable would converge to E(r1 − r2 ), i.e., the same
as the mean value of (q1 − q2 ) from a basic Q-learning (RW)
model; this would gain lesser reward in asymptote under a
stochastic policy (also see Lefebvre et al. (2020)). We find
in our experiments that fitted α p > αn for most subjects (see
Figure 3).
Differences with VM: DV1 is different from VM, since it
only represents one quantity at any given time. In contrast,
the choice in VM depends on ∆q = qc − qu , which depends on
both qc and qu , and cannot be represented by a single equivalent update. One possible interpretation of DV1 in terms of
prior work is that it is mathematically equivalent to CD update rule with a hallucinated outcome on unchosen arm that
is perfectly anti-correlated with chosen arm outcome (i.e.,
ru = −rc ).

Complete feedback experiment
In Expt(C), there are 4 possible outcomes for the paired outcomes on chosen and unchosen arms (rc , ru ). When the two
arms have opposite outcomes, the decision variable should
naturally reinforce towards the arm with higher one. In these
two cases, the update is similar to DV1; towards 1 with a learning rate α p , or towards −1 with a learning rate αn , depending on which arm had higher outcome. But what should the
update be, when both the outcomes are same? We consider
two hypotheses – update dc either towards t = 1 or −1, i.e.
“increase” or “decrease” confidence with respect to current
choice:
dc ← dc + α0 (t − dc ) : rc = ru , t ∈ {−1, 1}

(6)

Model comparison between the two version showed 100%
support for t = 1 (for each participant, t = 1 version had lower
NLL compared to t = −1), a finding we term as outcomedependent choice perseveration: increased confidence in current choice in the absence of unambiguous reward signals
from the environment. Additionally, we find α p > αn , α0
for each participant, again reflecting tendency towards certainty. Finally, there was a significant correlation between
the three parameters indicating degeneracy, with mean value
of α0 very close to mean value of (α p − αn ). So, we choose
α0 ≡ α p − αn , and t = 1, and refer to the reduced model as
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DVc.


rc > ru
α p (1 − dc )
dc ← dc + αn (−1 − dc )
rc < ru


(α p − αn )(1 − dc ) rc = ru

(7)

Differences with CD: We note that CD and DVc differ primarily on same-outcome trials; if outcomes were perfectly
anti-correlated, DVc CD models would become exactly equal.
However, on same-outcome trials, the CD updates for (qc , qu )
cannot be reduced to an update of ∆q. In fact, unlike DVc,
the quantity ∆q in the CD model may reduce, or increase,
after same-outcome trials depending on the actual values of
(qu , qc ) before that trial.

Partial feedback: an alternate model
Finally, we consider another model for Expt(P) which we
refer to as DV2,
dc ← dc + α1 (rc − dc ) + α2 (1 − dc )

(8)

(Also, α1 + α2 ≤ 1 because |dc | ≤ 1).
This model can be understood as a simplification of the DVc
model proposed for Expt(C). If the unchosen arm was revealed, and its outcome were opposite to the factual outcome rc , the update in DVc is towards rc . These cases (rc ∈
{1, −1}, ru 6= rc ) are reflected in the above update equation as
the first term, α1 (rc −dc ). In case the two outcomes are equal,
the update should be towards 1, and is captured by the second
term above, α2 (1 − dc ). As in DVc, this second term reflects a
tendency towards certainty, since for α2 > 0, the decision is
reinforced towards the current choice, and the mean value of
dc moves closer to 1. The DV2 model combines both of these
update terms into a single update equation shown above.

Results
Datasets
We used open-source data from previous studies (Palminteri
et al., 2017; Chambon et al., 2020; Lefebvre et al., 2017; Lebreton et al., 2019)2 . The datasets covered a range of different
experimental conditions where a number of factors were varied, including: 1) the probability of reward associated with
each arm, and their pairing, e.g., both high, both low, or contrasting, 2) the nature of reinforcement – reward, punishment
or both, 3) presence of a reversal condition (arm reward probabilities swapped in the middle of the block), etc. The experiments are summarized in Table 1. We do not break down
our analyses or customize models to each specific condition;
the details are presented for completeness, and to demonstrate
the wide range of scenarios under which model comparisons
show consistent gains.
2 In some studies (Chambon et al., 2020; Lebreton et al., 2019),
trials related to Expt(P) and Expt(C) paradigms were interleaved
(with different arm pairs & visual stimuli for each), so we separated
trials out into Expt(P) and Expt(C) datasets. Also, from Chambon
et al. (2020) we ignore “forced-choice” blocks that involved implementing a computer chosen choice.

Table 1: Summary of datasets. The two possible outcomes for any arm are ≥ 0 in Pos and ≤ 0 in Neg. In Mix, the higher
outcome is > 0 and the lower is < 0. Reward probabilities (contingencies): one arm > 0.5 and other < 0.5 in C, both arms
> 0.5 in H, equal to 0.5 in S, equal but > 0.5 in sH, equal but < 0.5 in sL. Contingencies of the two arms are contrasting but
are reversed in the middle of the block in R. “Length” is # trials per pair of arms in a single learning sequence (or block).
#subjects #trials Length Outcomes Contingencies
Reference
Dataset
Palm-E1
20
192
24
Pos
C, S, R
Expt 1, (Palminteri et al., 2017)
Cham-E1
24
240
40
Pos
H, L
Expt 1, (Chambon et al., 2020)
Cham-E3
24
120
20
Pos
H, L
Expt 3, (Chambon et al., 2020)
Lefe-E1
50
96
24
Pos
sH, sL, C
Expt 1, (Lefebvre et al., 2017)
Lefe-E2
35
96
24
Mix
sH, sL, C
Expt 2, (Lefebvre et al., 2017)
Lebr-E1a
18
144
24
Pos, Neg
C
Expt 1, (Lebreton et al., 2019)
Lebr-E2a
18
144
24
Pos, Neg
C
Expt 2, (Lebreton et al., 2019)
Lebr-E3
48
360
30
Pos, Neg
C, R
Expt 3, (Lebreton et al., 2019)
Total Expt(P)
237
43,104
Palm-E2
20
192
34
Pos
C, S, R
Expt 2, (Palminteri et al., 2017)
Lebr-E1b
18
144
24
Pos, Neg
C
Expt 1, (Lebreton et al., 2019)
Lebr-E2b
18
144
24
Pos, Neg
C
Expt 2, (Lebreton et al., 2019)
Total Expt(C)
56
9,024

Model fits
We compare the previously proposed models (VM, CD, DBM)
and our proposed models (DV1, DV2, DVc) on the datasets &
experiments described above. For each model, the free parameters were estimated to minimize Negative Log Likelihood (NLL) under a softmax decision policy, using matlab’s
fmincon function, in a manner similar to that described in
Palminteri et al. (2017)3 . The softmax policy computes the
probability for a model selecting the same arm (c) as the participant as,
P(a = c) = 1/(1 + exp(−β∆q))
where ∆q = (qc −qu ) for value-estimation models VM, CD, and
DBM, and (dc − du ) ≡ 2 · dc for decision-variable models DV1,
DV2, and DVc. Log-likelihood of the data (sequence of choices
of arm {ai } taken by a participant) given a model is computed
as
N

∑ log P(ai = ci )

i=1

Since all the models being compared have the same number of free parameters, i.e. 3 (two parameters in the update
equations, and one parameter (β) in the softmax policy), any
penalty for #parameters such as BIC/AIC would yield the exact same ordering of models in fit quality; we therefore do
not report BIC scores. We present group comparison of models (Table 5), which is estimated using log likelihood of data
computed from best fitted parameters.
We do not include a random prediction baseline, or the basic RW model in our results, as RW already performs much
3 We

used code shared by the authors (Palminteri et al., 2017) in
reproducing the performance of competing models VM and CD and
are able to replicate the exact numbers reported in Palminteri et al.
(2017), as a sanity check on the model fitting process.
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better than random, and VM & CD beat RW in Expt(P), and
Expt(C) respectively as shown in Palminteri et al. (2017)4 .

Partial Feedback Experiments

Model fits: As shown in Table 2, DV2 shows consistently better fits to data across datasets, having clearly better log likelihood measure without resort to additional parameters. DV1,
the algorithm structurally most related to VM, outperforms it
in all datasets, and is at par with DBM, whereas DV2, which
is inspired by DVc as an admixture of its update rules, provides a better fit than both VM and DBM. Table 5 shows a group
analysis of the models with data pooled across all datasets,
showing that exceedance probabilties (XP in the table; the
probability that a given model best fits a majority of subjects)
as well as estimated model frequencies clearly favor our models. Figure 2 shows model comparison across subjects pooled
over all Expt(P) datasets. We see that DV2 has better average
NLL than DBM and VM for a significant majority of subjects.
Table 6 show mean values of fitted learning rates for our
models. We find mean α p considerably greater than mean αn
in DV1 and α2 greater than 0 in DV2, both reflecting a tendency
towards certainty as described earlier. Figure 3 compares
(α p , αn ) for individual subjects pooled across all datasets, and
shows that α p > αn , to a significant degree, for most subjects.

4 For reference, a rough calculation for random prediction model
on Palm-E1 gives NLL = -192*log(1/2) = 133, much worse than all
models.

Table 2: Expt(P) model fit: NLL for best-fit parameters,
averaged across participants. Our models consistently outperform previous models on a range of datasets. DV1 is significantly better than VM, while DV2 performs best overall.
VM
DBM
DV1
DV2
Dataset
Palm-E1
83.94
80.53
80.16
79.23
92.10
91.01
91.22
88.57
Cham-E1
Cham-E3
52.54
53.99
52.48
51.74
Lefe-E1
40.25
39.44
39.39
38.90
40.00
39.40
39.07
38.39
Lefe-E2
Lebr-E1a 55.94
55.98
55.46
53.15
57.48
55.67
54.13
Lebr-E2a 57.62
Lebr-E3
171.26 164.81 162.28 156.79
Generalization on holdout: Table 3 shows the evaluation
of models on held-out blocks from each dataset, with parameters fitted using half of the blocks–this is a measure of generalization on held-out data commonly used in the machine
learning literature. Not only is DV2 better on all datasets, but
the percentage difference between the models is significantly
magnified, suggesting that the difference between the models
is in fact larger than apparent in Table 2.

Figure 2: Comparison of Negative Log Likelihood (NLL) averaged over number of trials (N) (1/N · log2 (P(data|model)))
on our model DV2 and previous models (VM, DBM). Participants
labelled red perform better on DV2.
Table 3: Expt(P) generalization: Train on b n+1
2 c blocks
and test on the remaining blocks. Lefe-E1 and Lefe-E2
dropped from comparison since they only have one block.
Dataset
VM
DBM
DV1
DV2
Palm-E1
43.81 40.45 40.11 39.07
Cham-E1
33.98 32.09 32.90 30.95
Cham-E3
38.85 34.91 35.43 34.53
Lebr-E1a 19.57 18.75 19.43 17.75
Lebr-E2a 21.16 18.60 18.03 17.71
Lebr-E3
55.80 52.26 51.28 49.61

Complete Feedback Experiments
Model fits: Table 4 compares various models on the counterfactual experiment Expt(C). Our model DVc shows a better
fit to data than DBM and VM using the same number of learned
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parameters. Interestingly, DBM shows a fairly poor fit to the
data, significantly worse than CD. In factual experiments, as
described in Zhou et al. (2020), the primary advantage of
DBM was the decay of reward estimates for unchosen arms in
the absence of feedback, resulting in a choice-perseverationlike behavior. However, in the counterfactual evidence scenario, unchosen outcomes are explicitly available, and need
to be incorporated into the belief. We found that DBM-1, a
version we implemented that ignores counterfactual evidence
entirely, shows better fit than DBM, supporting the hypothesis that the gains from DBM come from a tendency towards
choice perseveration that is removed in the face of explicit
counterfactual evidence. Finally, from Table 5, we see that
estimated model frequency (MF) for DVc compared to CD is
0.98, suggesting that for almost all participants DVc better fits
their behavioral data than CD.
Table 4: Expt(C) model fit: DVc outperforms CD on all
three datasets. DBM as noted earlier is unable to generalize to
Expt(C), and performs poorly.
DBM
DBM-1 CD
DVc
Dataset
Palm-E2
82.50 74.91
69.60 68.82
Lebr-E1b 59.54 52.37
50.63 49.31
Lebr-E2b 55.49 45.26
43.99 43.59
Table 5: Pairwise group comparison of our models (DV1,
DV2, DVc) with previous (VM, DBM, CD) on random effects
Bayesian analysis; XP, exceedence probability; PP, posterior
probability; MF, model frequency. Null Hypothesis (difference due to chance) was not rejected only in DV1 v/s DBM.
DV2
DV1
DV2
DV1
DVc
v/s
v/s VM
v/s VM
v/s
v/s CD
DBM
DBM
XP 1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
PP 0.87
0.87
0.58
0.84
0.98
MF 0.87
0.87
0.58
0.84
0.97
Table 6: Fitted Parameters: Learning rates averaged across
all participants (with standard mean error) for our models.
DV1
DVc
DV2
α p 0.42 ±0.02 0.42 ±0.02 α1 0.24 ±0.01
αn 0.13 ±0.01 0.11 ±0.01 α2 0.17 ±0.01
Outcome-dependent choice reinforcement: As remarked
in Eq 6, for the specific situations where both factual and
counterfactual outcomes are equal, the choice of t controls
whether current choice is reinforced (t = 1) or has reduction
in confidence (t = −1). We found that t = 1 model was a
better fit in terms of NLL for every single subject in our data
pool.
Further, as discussed earlier, only these equal outcome trials causes DVc and CD to differ–if there were no trials with
equal outcomes on both arms, DVc and CD would behave exactly the same, with the Q-values in CD having the relationship qc ≡ −qu . To investigate this difference further, we compared the two models on trials split into two bins: those that

tion–the tendency to reinforce current choice in the absence
of directional evidence. We discuss below some implications
of our work and its connection to the broader literature on
decision making & neuroscience.

Figure 3: Fitted Learning rates (α p vs αn ) of our models, DV1
and DVc on Expt(P) and Expt(C) respectively.
follow an equal-rewards trial, and those that follow an unequal rewards trial (Table 7). The relative NLL gains of DVc
over CD are much larger on trials following equal-rewards trials, thereby validating our choice of update rule in Equation 7.
This choice reinforcement is very different from unbiased Qvalue estimation (RW model) in which decision confidence in
current choice often reduces after same-outcome trials. It is
also different from classically studied perseverative behavior
which typically models autocorrelation in choice independent
of outcomes.
The fitted parameters of DVc (Table 6) also find the mean of
α p − αn considerably greater than 0; this is also seen on a
per-subject level in the scatterplot of Figure 3 where for most
subjects, the fitted parameters show an asymmetry in value.
Table 7: NLL on Expt(C), split into trials following same
(different) outcome trials.
On trials following
Dataset
any
rc = ru rc 6= ru
Palm-E2
NLL CD
69.6
24.35
39.7
NLL DVc 68.8
23.77
39.5
∆ NLL
0.78
0.58
0.2
Lebr-E1b+ NLL CD 60.12 20.24
35.03
Lebr-E2b NLL DVc 59.06 19.60
34.61
∆NLL
1.06
0.64
0.42

Discussion & Future Work
We presented a decision-variable account of human behavior
in bandit tasks with factual and counterfactual feedback. Our
model consistently outperforms previous proposals across a
range of datasets and experimental conditions. Some key insights from our model and experiments are that decision variables (more generally, action policies, see e.g., Hayden & Niv
(2021)) are a parsimonious representation in the task, both
conceptually in terms of maintenance complexity and cost,
and empirically in terms of fit to human behavior. We also
showed strong evidence for outcome-dependent persevera-
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Biased learning in humans: Asymmetric-update models such as VM and CD have been interpreted as optimism
bias (Sharot et al., 2011), or confirmation bias (Palminteri
et al., 2017) as they appear to reinforce positive or confirmatory interpretations of evidence. From an RL perspective, one could view these algorithms as learning biased Qestimates; however, other work has argued that such estimates can be reward-maximizing, in comparison to unbiased
estimates. For instance, Lefebvre et al. (2020) suggest that
the CD update rules sharpen the gap between Q-values, and
allow the learner to overcome “decision noise” inherent in
the brain (e.g., instantiated as the temperature parameter of a
softmax decision function). Similarly, Cazé & van der Meer
(2013) suggest that “optimism” (i.e., higher learning rates for
positive outcomes) increases reward in certain environments,
whereas the reverse would be beneficial in others. Our work
suggests a more straightforward interpretation of the apparent asymmetry as a tendency to update decision variables
towards certainty (see also Hayden & Niv (2021)), as opposed to tracking biased individual values, providing robustness against stochasticity in reward distribution. In particular,
this explains the finding (Palminteri et al., 2017) that humans
to converge upon a specific choice when repeatedly offered
two equally rewarding options (Palminteri et al., 2017), in a
manner inconsistent with unbiased Q-estimation. A natural
question for future work is the analytical and empirical evaluation of our models in terms of reward maximization, under
a range of environmental conditions.
Representation of value: Taken at face value, our model
suggests that only the decision variable, which measures a
relative valuation between the two options, needs to be maintained. However, there is substantial prior work suggesting
value representation and update in brain & behavior. In the
2-armed bandit task we study here, subjects can be probed,
after the experiment, to estimate the actual likelihood of reward of each arm (Lebreton et al., 2019), and appear to have
close-to-veridical representations of these probabilities. Further, experiments tracking neural representation of value suggest that individual arm values are estimated and tracked over
trials–see e.g., Pischedda et al. (2020), who also, intriguingly, suggest that value representations switch from absolute
to relative when comparing factual & counterfactual experiments. More broadly speaking, there is significant recent
debate about whether the brain represent value or action policies (Hayden & Niv, 2021)–our proposal of a decision variable is directly in line with the hypothesis of policy tracking. We plan to explore in future work the computational
and ecological value of a hybrid model that explicitly tracks
decision variables in addition to maintaining individual (or,
indeed, contextual) value estimates.
Relationship to decision-making in general: Perceptual

decision-making models have largely focused on decision
variables (Platt & Glimcher, 1999; Gold & Shadlen, 2007)
which are primarily veridical representations of integrated
sensory evidence over time. Interestingly, a growing body
of work suggests that a closely related concept termed decision confidence (Pouget et al., 2016; Bang & Fleming, 2018))
may be explicitly represented in the brain, separate from
probabilistic sensory evidence, for use in subsequent / downstream decision making. Other recent work (Yeon & Rahnev, 2020) suggests, for instance, that in perceptual decisionmaking with multiple alternatives, sensory evidence is not
veridically represented, and instead a demonstrably suboptimal “decision-level” representation is used for choice behavior. Another interesting area of future investigation is whether
the kind of decision-variable approach we propose here will
apply to perceptual decision-making, and to multi-alternative
choice & learning scenarios.
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Abstract
Virtual laboratories that enable novice scientists to construct,
evaluate and revise models of complex systems heavily involve
parameter estimation tasks. We seek to understand novice
strategies for parameter estimation in model exploration to
design better cognitive supports for them. We conducted a
study of 50 college students for a parameter estimation task in
exploring an ecological model. We identified three types of
behavioral patterns and their underlying cognitive strategies.
Specifically, the students used systematic search, problem
decomposition and reduction, and global search followed by
local search as their cognitive strategies.
Keywords: parameter estimation; model exploration;
modeling and simulation; cognitive strategy; problem-solving

Introduction
Parameter estimation is a common problem for humans and
thus there exists a large literature on addressing it (Brown &
Burton, 1978; Kalp, 1995, Varma & Schwartz, 2011). As a
simple example from arithmetic, consider the subtraction
problem (671 – 28). In early work, Brown & Burton, (1978)
identified several types of errors novices make in calculating
the results of such subtraction problems. Kalp (1995)
described general cognitive strategies for addressing such
problems: problem decomposition that partitions the
subtraction problem into subproblems; sorting that prioritizes
search in the resulting problem spaces; and problem
reduction that solves and eliminates sub-problems. Kalp
(1995) also presents a parameterization technique that
composes the solutions to the subproblems into a solution for
the whole problem under the assumption of piecewise
linearity of the functions in the subproblems.
As an example of more challenging parameter estimation
problem, most humans have difficulty calculating the value
of √5 without the assistance of an electronic device. Yet, most
humans can correctly estimate its value as a real number
between 2 and 3 that is closer to 2 than to 3. One cognitive
strategy is to map the problem into the dual space of a straight
line, imagine integer values on the line, recall that √4 equals
2 and √9 equals 3, use 4 and 9 as anchor points, and recognize
that 5 is closer to 4 than to 9 (Varma & Schwartz, 2011). In
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addressing this problem, people make use of the monotonicity of the √ function, with the straight line acting as a
model of the function.
While these estimation problems in arithmetic deal only
with a small number of parameters (only one in case of the √
problem), where the range of values a parameter can take is
discrete and small (one of ten integers for each column in the
subtraction problem), they illustrate a few points (Ashcraft,
1992; Dehaene, 2011): (i) novices often find parameter
estimation cognitively challenging, (ii) it is important to
understand the cognitive strategies novices use for parameter
estimation tasks, (iii) the cognitive strategies for parameter
estimation can vary from task to task, and (iv) the cognitive
strategies often make assumptions about the linearity or
monotonicity of the functions.
The advent of modern informatics–data visualization,
interactive machine learning, open learning environments,
etc.– often engages humans in parameter estimation tasks in
modeling complex systems with high dimensional parameter
spaces, where the number of parameters can be large (ten or
more) and the range of values a parameter may take can be
large (hundreds, thousands, or more). “Virtual laboratories”
that enable novice scientists to construct, evaluate and revise
models of complex systems in biology and ecology heavily
involve parameter estimation tasks (Basu, Biswas, &
Kinnebrew, 2017; Bridewell, Sa ́nchez, Langley, & Billman,
2006; De Jong & Van Joolingen, 1998; Sins, Savelsbergh, &
van Joolingen, 2005). Using a virtual laboratory, a modeler
can examine the influence of a large number of parameters
on the model of an ecological system and conduct “What If?”
experiments by varying the values of the parameter values.
The question then becomes: What are the cognitive strategies
that novice modelers use to estimate the parameter values in
this high-dimensional space? It is important to understand
their cognitive strategies for designing effective cognitive
scaffolds and pedagogical techniques (Joyner & Goel 2015).
The literature on parameter estimation is very large,
including techniques such as genetic algorithms, neural
networks,
reinforcement
learning,
and
Bayesian
parameterization, etc. Here we will note two points. First,
while digital libraries such as the Smithsonian Institution’s
Encyclopedia of Life (EOL; eol.org) contain knowledge

about the parameters of more than a million biological
species, they contain little information about the probability
distributions of the parameter values of any species (Parr et
al., 2016). It is also unlikely that most novice modelers have
much background knowledge of the probability distributions
of the parameter values for even a small number of biological
species. Second, as MacLeod & Nersessian (2018) recently
pointed out, our understanding of what cognitive strategies
humans use in navigating parameter spaces in modeling
complex biological systems is limited (MacLeod &
Nersessian, 2018). The present work seeks to add to this
modest understanding so that we can build interactive
learning environments that can provide cognitive support to
novice modelers.
We describe an experimental study using a web-based
virtual laboratory in which 50 college-level biology students
engaged in the parameterization task for modeling an
ecological system in a classroom setting. In this study, the
task was deliberately limited to estimating the value of only
one parameter, though the value could vary from 1 to 1000.
An analysis of students’ parameter estimation behaviors
showed three different behavioral patterns. The three patterns
use differing combinations of systematic search, problem
decomposition/reduction, and global/local search. We also
related the patterns with successful outcomes on the
parameterization task.

Experiment
In Fall 2019, we conducted an in situ experiment in a physical
classroom of an undergraduate Introduction to Biology class
at a large public R1 institution in the southeastern US.

Participants
A total of 50 students who attended a 50-minute period of the
introductory biology class participated in the study (N=50).
Given the nature of the course and the students’ selfassessments, the students were novice biologists as well as
naive modelers, who had limited biology knowledge or
experience in modeling. On a 1-5 Likert scale, the average
self-perceived familiarity with biology was 2.80 and the
average self-perceived familiarity with modeling was 2.22.
The study was conducted as part of the course following an
approved IRB protocol, and the students did not receive any
monetary compensation or additional course credit for their
time.

Materials
A freely and publicly available web-based virtual laboratory
called VERA was used for modeling complex systems during
the experiment (https://vera.cc.gatech.edu/; An et al., 2020;
An et al., 2021). VERA evolves from earlier work on the
ACT (Vattam et al., 2011), EMT (Joyner et al., 2011) and
MILA (Joyner, Goel & Papin, 2014) learning environments.
VERA enables a user to interactively build conceptual
models of ecological phenomena. Conceptual models of
ecological phenomena in VERA are expressed in the
Component Mechanism Phenomenon (CMP) language
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Figure 1: The conceptual model, the simulation
parameters of kudzu, and the simulation output generated
based on the conceptual model and its parameters. X axis:
Time (months). Y axis: Population. The color of lines
represents the biotic and abiotic components in the
conceptual model.
(Joyner et al., 2011) that derive from the Structure-BehaviorFunction theory of modeling complex systems (Goel et al.,
2009). A CMP model consists of components and
relationships between components. A component can be
either biotic or abiotic. A relationship connects one
component to another in a directed manner. In Figure 1, the
top image shows a conceptual model of the kudzu plant
showing interactions among kudzu (biotic), kudzu bug
(biotic), American hornbeam (biotic), and sunlight (abiotic).
VERA uses several AI technologies to help users construct,
evaluate, and revise their models. First, an AI compiler
(Joyner, Goel & Papin, 2014) automatically spawns an agentbased
simulation
in
the
NetLogo
platform
(https://ccl.northwestern.edi/netlogo/; Wilensky & Rand,
2015) directly from the visual syntax and operational
semantics of the conceptual model. The bottom image in
Figure 1 shows the results of running the NetLogo simulation
of the conceptual model shown in the top image. The virtual
experimentation through running simulations enables a user
to observe the evolution of the system variables over time and
iterate through the model generate-evaluate-revise cycles.
Second, VERA provides access to Encyclopedia of Life
(EOL; eol.org; Parr et al., 2016) to help construct the
conceptual model and set initial values of the simulation
parameters. This enables the user to learn domain knowledge
in specific contexts and in relation to other domain
knowledge.
Third, VERA uses genetic algorithms for parameter
optimization to fit the model to the existing data (Broniec et
al., 2021). This allows the users to conduct “What If?”
experiments with different parameter settings to either
explain an ecological phenomenon or attempt to predict the
outcome of changes to an ecological system.

Figure 3: Examples of three different patterns (x-axis:
nth attempt; y-axis: the attempted KBP values). For
example, the sequence of attempted KBP values in the first
graph is 0, 100, 500.

Figure 2: The parameter spaces of kudzu bug population
(KBP) and the simulation output graphs for each
parameter (Kudzu: green; American hornbeam: blue;
Kudzu bug: purple; Sunlight: yellow).

Parameterization Task

Finally, VERA uses an AI teaching assistant called Jill
Watson (Goel & Polepeddi, 2018) to answer a user’s
questions based on the user guide document. In particular, Jill
Watson in VERA provides explanations about both the
domain vocabulary knowledge used in VERA (e.g., such as
“What is a food web?”) and the mechanics of using VERA
(e.g., “How do I make a model?”) (Goel, 2020).

Procedure
Before the class intervention day, the students completed a
class assignment (‘pre-test’) to assess their baseline biology
knowledge. During the intervention, we spent approximately
15 minutes training the students on the concept of scientific
modeling and the use of the system. We walked the students
through one case of building, testing and revising a model.
Next, the students were instructed to spend 25 uninterrupted
minutes to complete a modeling task on a pre-built (kudzu)
model (Figure 1). The experiment instructions were
embedded in a Qualtrics survey. After the exploration,
students completed a class assignment to examine what they
learned (‘post-test’). The questions on the pre-/post-tests
were different but aimed at the same concept. All the students
in the class used the VERA virtual laboratory on their own
laptops during the study.
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For the modeling task, the students were given the pre-built
kudzu model in the VERA system created by the researchers
(see Figure 1). The model addresses the invasive species,
kudzu (Pueraria montana), a fast-growing vine originally
from Asia brought to the United States in the late 19th
century. Kudzu competes with a native plant, American
hornbeam (Carpinus caroliniana), for resources like light.
Another Asian import, kudzu bug (Megacopta cribaria),
which feeds on both kudzu and American hornbeam, can
potentially slow down the spread of kudzu vines, but also of
American hornbeam.
As shown in Figure 2 (but not shown to the students in this
study), the size of the kudzu bug population (KBP) on a scale
of from 1 to 1000 can lead to three different outcomes. (1)
When KBP is between 1-10, kudzu grows fast and
outcompetes American hornbeam for the shared resource of
light, and American hornbeam does not survive the
competition with kudzu (indicated as a blue line). (2) When
KBP is between 10- 570, the kudzu population is controlled
while American hornbeam also survives. (3) When KBP is
between 570-1000, the kudzu and the American hornbeam
population both die off due to the large KBP population.
Without knowing the effects of these values, the students
were asked to manipulate the KBP to select the best value for
the ecosystem stability, making sure that kudzu, the kudzu
bug, and American hornbeam all survive, creating a long-

term predator-prey cycle. The students were first asked to
observe the simulation results of the initial model in which
KBP was set to 1 and that manifested a fast-growing kudzu
population. Then they were asked to alter the KBP value between 1 and 1000 to estimate what they thought to be the
optimal value for the KBP for the ecosystem and to explain
their reason in a short text.
The participants’ log data was collected through our
logging technology while they interacted with VERA.
Specifically, we collected their activity logs including the
projects and models they created and edited with timestamps.
The collected low-level data is then processed to identify the
KBP values they have tried for this task.

Results
We analyzed the 50 students’ log data and answers. We
identified the three patterns of parameter estimation
behaviors shown in Figure 3. We then inferred the cognitive
strategies used by the students.
Behavior Patterns As shown in Figure 3, three different
parameter estimation behavior patterns were monotonic upslope (Pattern 1), non-monotonic upslope and downslope (Pattern 2), multiple upslopes and downslopes (Pattern 3). In the
following discussion, a segment refers to a section in a pattern
that is either upslope or downslope. In Pattern 1, 14 out of 50
students continuously increased the values to estimate the
optimal value for KBP. The students in this category started
with a relatively small value for KBP and then gradually
increased its value and explored its impact on the ecosystem.
In Pattern 2, 19 students showed an upslope segment
(increasing values of KBP) and a downslope segment
(decreasing KBP values). Lastly, in Pattern 3, 17 students
explored three or more segments of upslope and downslope
segments (corresponding to increasing and decreasing KBP
values, respectively).
The students’ estimate of the optimal value for KBP
determined whether the modeling task was successful or
unsuccessful. If a student’s answer on the optimal value for
KBP was between 10-570, we counted it as successful;
otherwise, we assessed it as unsuccessful. Overall, 39 out of
the 50 students were successful in finding the optimal value
of the kudzu bug whereas 11 students were not. As shown in
Table 1, the students who showed Pattern 2 were more likely
to be successful in finding the optimal parameter value
(89.47%) followed by Pattern 1 (78.57%), and Pattern 3
(64.70%). Within Pattern 3, the students who showed more
than four segments were the least successful in estimating the
optimal value for KBP; only 3 out of 6 succeeded for a
success rate of only 50%.
Cognitive Strategies A detailed analysis of the above data
suggests that the students in our study showed three distinct
cognitive strategies interleaved with one another. The first is
systematic search common in problem-solving and found, for
example, in searching for information on the web (Tabatabai
et al., 2005; White et al., 2007; Aula et al., 2010). Systematic
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Figure 4: The segment sizes of (a) Pattern 1 with one
segment (Top) and (b) Pattern 3 with three segments
(Bottom). Light gray region illustrates upslope; Dark gray
region illustrates downslope. In Pattern 3, the segment
sizes steadily decrease (999, 800, 400).
search takes an initial value and only make monotonic
changes with each attempt. For example, it starts with one
value for a parameter and then iteratively increases or
decreases the value. This is manifested in each linear segment
of Patterns 1, 2, and 3, most evidently in Pattern 1.
The second strategy is problem decomposition and
reduction (Kalp, 1995; Jacobson, 2000; Hogan & Thomas,
2001). Problem decomposition partitions the overall problem
into smaller and simpler subproblems and problem reduction
(which address some subproblems thereby reducing the
overall problem). Figure 4 illustrates the pattern estimation
behavior resulting from this strategy. The top graph in the
figure represents an example of Pattern 1 and the bottom
graph represents an example of Pattern 3. The upslope
segments are illustrated by the blue region whereas the
downslope segment is illustrated by the red region. Pattern 1
consists of one upslope segment, and the segment size is expressed as the vertical line next to the graph (e.g., 899). The
segment size is defined by the difference between the starting
value and the ending value of the segment. Pattern 3 consists
of three different segments, and the three vertical lines represent the segment sizes for each segment. For example, the
first segment size is 999; the second is 800; and the third is
400, indicating problem decomposition.
The third cognitive strategy is global search followed by
local search (e.g., Goldberg et al., 1999). Global search
estimates the global optimum for the problem, and then local
search helps get closer to the optimum. This strategy is
manifested in the decreasing sizes of the problem spaces
represented here as ‘segment’ sizes in the behavioral patterns.
As Figure 5 illustrates, the segment sizes tend to decrease
gradually for both Pattern 2 and 3, though this is more evident

Correlations Table 1 shows the success rate for three
patterns. Briefly, the second pattern resulted in the highest
rate of success.
Table 1: The success rate of each pattern.
Success rate

Figure 5: The changes in the segment sizes for the three
patterns. X-axis: nth segment, Y-axis: size of the segment.
Each line represents a different student. The segment sizes
tend to decrease gradually for Pattern 2 (two segments)
and 3 (three segments).
in Pattern 2 (two segments) than in Pattern 3 (three or more
segments). The above three cognitive strategies were
interleaved with one another. This is evident in Pattern 2 that
is combining problem decomposition and systematic search.
Statistical analysis was conducted by calculating the slopes
of the trend lines for each graph and the trimmed means and
the standard deviations were calculated for central tendency.
This involves the calculation of the mean after discarding
20% of sample at the high and low ends. As shown in Figure
6, the means of the slopes are negative (Pattern 2 = -150.61,
Pattern 2 with three segments = -120, Pattern 3 with four
segments = -35.43), which means that the segment size tends
to decrease regardless of the patterns.

Pattern 1
78.57%
(11/14)

Pattern 2
89.47%
(17/19)

Pattern 3
64.70%
(11/17)

We compared students’ academic performance with their
parameter estimation behaviors. We found no significant
differences among the patterns they used for model
parameterization and their self-assessed familiarity with
biology as determined by one-way ANOVA (p=0.18), or
their self-assessed familiarity with modeling (p=0.42), or
their performance on the biology test (p=0.88) (see Table 2).
We did find a significant correlation between the cumulative
GPA and the parameter estimation behaviors (p <0.05):
Pattern 2 has the highest mean value for the cumulative GPA,
followed by Pattern 1 and then Pattern 3. On one hand, this
follows the success rates of three behavior patterns shown in
Table 1: Pattern 2 was most likely to result in success,
followed by Pattern 1 and then Pattern 3. On the other, it is
difficult to draw strong conclusions about this apparent
correlation from a single study of modest size. Additionally,
it is important to note that correlations do not imply causality
and therefore that no causal claims could be made even with
a larger sample as this experiment does not include
randomization.
Table 2: The means and standard deviations of each pattern
for cumulative GPA, performance on the biology tests, and
self-perceived familiarity with biology, and the success rate
of each pattern.
Cumulative
GPA
Biology Test
Performance
Familiarity with
Biology
Familiarity with
Modeling

Pattern 1
Pattern 2
Pattern 3
3.67
3.72
3.27
(.36)
(.41)
(.69)
ANOVA: df = 2.0; f value = 3.88; *p <.05
56.18
58.45
57.82
(12.33)
(10.04)
(16.29)
ANOVA: df = 2.0; f value = .12; p = .88
2.57
2.73
3.05
(.51)
(.80)
(.82)
ANOVA: df = 2.0; f value = 1.75; p = .18
2.14
2.42
2.05
(.94)
(.96)
(.65)
ANOVA: df = 2.0; f value = .86; p = .42

We also investigated whether gender was correlated with
parameter estimation behaviors. As Table 3 indicates, 0% of
male students displayed Pattern 1 while 40% of female
students did; 60% of male students followed Pattern 2 while
29% of female students did; the proportion for Pattern 3 was
approximately the same for male students (40%) and female
students (31%). Given the modest size of this study (with
number of male students = 15), it is not clear if these

Figure 6: Mean, median, and lower and upper quartiles
of the slope sizes of the trend lines for each graph in Figure
5.
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differences are real or manifestations of sample bias. We did
not try to find correlations with other demographic groupings
because of their small proportions in our sample.
Table 3: The gender distribution. N(M)=15. N(F)=35.
Pattern 1
Pattern 2
Pattern 3
M 60% (9/15) M 40% (6/15)
Gender M 0% (0.15)
F 40% (14/35) F 29% (10/35) F 31% (11/35)

Discussion
Modeling complex systems is cognitively challenging in part
because it involves a high dimensional parameter space. Prior
studies have found that students typically struggle with
defining and manipulating the variables in a system model
and with deciding what values to assign to the variables
(VanLehn, 2013). Students also have difficulty
understanding the indirect effects of manipulating a variable
(Hogan & Thomas, 2001). Consequently, students tend to
focus on individual variables separately instead of
understanding the direct and indirect interactions among the
components of a system as a whole (Hogan & Thomas, 2001;
Sins, Savelsbergh, & van Joolingen, 2005).
Further, most novices have a strong focus on adjusting
model parameters to fit the empirical data without deeply
thinking about the system (Sins, Savelsbergh, & van
Joolingen, 2005). Similarly, students often fail to adequately
evaluate and revise their models because they spend their
effort trying to match their model output to some desired
output (VanLehn, 2013). Such model-fitting behavior
typically results in the generation of low-quality models.
When building a model of a large system, modelers often do
not include entire sets of interactions due to their limited
working memory for model construction and model- based
inferencing. Instead, they start from small models that
represent a subset of the problem and then build outwards
with those. This cognitive strategy makes modelers build less
accurate models, but it makes modeling more tractable
(Noble, 2008).
While these prior studies examined novices’ difficulties in
modeling due to the high dimensionality of the parameter
search space, they do not investigate why such difficulties
emerge or how novices explore the parameter space. The
present study investigates how learners manipulate the
parameter values and how they use the simulation outputs to
guide adjustments to their estimates of parameter values. In
addition, previous studies typically used directed
observations and verbal protocols to identify the difficulties
of novices while working on a modeling task. In this study,
we used students’ interaction log data for detailed analysis.
Our analysis indicates that students navigate the parameter
space in three different patterns that involve differing
numbers of linear segments: one segment (Pattern 1), two
segments (Pattern 2), and three or more segments (Pattern 3).
Students who explore more than four segments were
wandering in the problem space. Our analysis also suggests
that novices use three distinct but interleaved cognitive
strategies for searching the parameter space: (1) systematic
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search, (2) problem decomposition followed by problem
reduction, and (3) global search followed by local search.
Based on the correlation results we have from this limited
study (see Table 2 and 3), the cognitive strategies the students
used for the model parameterization task appear to be general
constructs. It seems plausible that many students have
acquired the strategies of systematic search, problem decomposition/reduction and global/local search from previous
experiences and are transferring and applying them to the
new context of parameter estimation. This suggests many
ways for designing pedagogical techniques, instructional
materials, and virtual laboratories. For example, pedagogy
can help make these strategies explicit so that more students
are successful in using them and fewer students are lost
wandering in a large parameter space.

Conclusion
The use of modern informatics in modeling complex systems
poses the cognitive challenge of navigating large parameter
spaces. While cognitive science has developed a good
understanding of cognitive strategies for estimating a small
number of parameters in a small range of values, cognitive
science research on parameter estimation in modeling
complex systems is still at an early stage. In this paper, we
examined the parameter estimation task in the context of
ecological modeling in which undergraduate biology students
were asked to estimate the value of one parameter for making
an ecosystem stable.
We found that the students exhibited three patterns of
parameter estimation behavior that appear to be arising due
to three cognitive strategies: systematic search, problem
decomposition/reduction and global/local search. We also
found a correlation between the behavior patterns and the
outcomes on the parameter estimation task.
This work is an early step in understanding learners’
parameterization search patterns and leaves many exciting
questions to be answered with further research. Having
students explore a more complex space (many components
and many parameters) may give us different insights into
parameter search strategies. Also, we expect that results can
vary by the complexity of the task, for example, a welldefined task as in our study vs. a more open-ended sensemaking task.
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Abstract
Our ability to perceive our own and other people’s bodies
is critical to the success of social interactions. Research has
shown that adults have a distorted perception of their own
body and those of other adults. However, these studies ask
perceivers to estimate for adults that have similar bodily
make-up. This study explored the developmental
progression in how children perceive their own body (512-yrs-olds) (Exp1) and whether children have similar
distortions as adults when estimating the dimensions of
adult bodies both unknown (Exp2) and familiar to them
(Exp3). Overall, children showed similar distortions to
those found in adult’s estimations for own body perception
(i.e., limbs with a smaller density of sensory receptors
showed a larger error than those with a higher density) and
perception of adult’s bodies showed less distortion when
perceiver and model were of the same gender, but not when
the adult was familiar to the child.
Keywords: Body Perception; Cognitive Development;
Perceptual Distortions; Social Perception

We have almost unrestricted access to visual information
about our bodies and the relative size of its limbs, either
directly or through reflection. Moreover, we also have access
to information about other people’s bodies and their action
possibilities. This allows us to engage in joint actions with
others, such as moving an object, and to ask for help from
others when we cannot reach a goal (Ramenzoni &
Liszkowski, 2016). Ramenzoni et al. (2008a; Ramenzoni
et al., 2008b) argued that information about our action
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system’s ability to act within a given environment influences
how we perceive other people’s. In a nutshell, when our
ability to act in the world changes this change is transferred
to how we perceive another person’s ability to act. This
suggests how we perceive our own body and its action
capabilities is in some ways linked to how we perceive other
people’s. Findings by Linkenauger and colleagues (2017)
that show that there is more similarity in how we estimate our
own and another person’s body proportions when we are of
the same gender lend some support to this notion. However,
participants in these studies are often of similar
anthropometric proportions and possess similar action
capabilities, which makes it hard to disentangle the role of
biological and social components on body perception. This
project aimed at studying this issue by asking school-age
children to estimate their own and an adult’s relative body
proportions. In three experiments we used the method
developed by Linkenauger and colleagues (2015) to establish
whether children produce the same type of perceptual
distortions observed in adults and whether they produce
similar distortions when looking at familiar and unfamiliar
adult bodies.
Body perception—that is the perception of our own
bodies—relies on visual information, on constant feedback
about the body’s movements provided by proprioception and
haptics, and on the tactile sensitivity of each body part. It is
believed that reliance of tactile and proprioceptive sensitivity
carries with it a distortion on how different parts of the body
are perceived: less tactilely sensitive body parts, such as the
torso, are perceived as proportionally longer relative to more
sensitive body parts, such as the hand (Linkenauger et al.,
2015). Consequently, body perception studies that ask people

to estimate the size of different limbs find that the amount of
overestimation of each body part varies inversely with the
size of the area on the somatosensory cortex associated with
it. Linkenauger et al. (2015) termed this effect reverse
distortion, whereas body parts with small and dense
somatosensory receptive fields have a larger representation
on the somatosensory cortex than other less sensitive body
parts (Powell & Mountcastle, 1959; Sur, Merzenich, & Kaas,
1980).
Perception of other people’s bodies and their action
capabilities is determined by cognitive mechanisms that
exceed mere information pick-up from the senses. Authors
have suggested that we rely on a representation of our own
body to identify and interpret the bodies of others (Jeannerod,
2001). Research has shown that we use our own motor system
to simulate the movements of others in order to interpret and
predict their actions (Aron, Aron, & Smollan, 1992) and to
understand the intentions behind them (Jeannerod, 2001). It
is possible, therefore, for distortions in the perception of our
own body to be transferred to how we perceive other people’s
bodies, if they are intrinsic to how we represent our own. A
reasonable hypothesis is that when our body and that of
another person share similarities in their relative proportions,
it should be more easily mapped onto our body representation
compared to that of a person that has different proportions
from our own. One of the axes of similarity that affects body
proportions is gender; women’s bodies tend to share more
similarities to other women’s than to men’s. Estimating the
body proportions of a person of the same gender (gender
consistent) may modulate perceptual distortions, because
males and females’ bodies differ proportionally. Linkenauger
and collaborators (2017) compared individuals’ estimations
of their own body proportions and those of a model of the
same or different gender. Results showed that while people
perceive other people’s bodies as distorted to a similar degree
as their own body, distortions were modulated by
interpersonal similarity (i.e., overestimations were greater
when perceiver and model were of the same gender).
Little is known about the development of body
perception; whether infants and children have a similarly
distorted perception of their own bodies as adults, and
whether they transfer such distortions to their perception of
other people’s bodies. Toddlers have a basic representation
of the typical human form, which continues to develop over
infancy (Gliga & Dehaene-Lambertz, 2005; Heron-Delaney,
Wirth & Pascalis, 2011; Slaughter & Heron, 2004; Slaughter,
Heron-Delaney & Christie, 2011). A study explored 1-to-3year-olds’ acquisition of knowledge about their own body’s
layout. Children were asked to put stickers on specified body
parts, copying an experimenter, and to imitate meaningless
gestures. Younger children were able to locate two or three
common body parts (e.g. hand and foot), while by 30 months
of age children were able to locate twice as many body parts
including less common ones (e.g. neck). These findings
indicate that knowledge about the body becomes increasingly
sophisticated with age (Le Cornu Knight, Cowie, & Bremner,
2017). This knowledge, in turn, plays an important role in the
type of social interactions, including songs and games (e.g.
‘Head, shoulder, knees and toes’), that children engage in
early childhood.
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In the current study, we tested whether children (512 yrs olds) show similar body distortions as adults and
whether there is a developmental progression in how the body
is perceived (Experiment 1). Additionally, we investigated if
children show body distortions in the perception of adults
both unknown (Experiment 2) and familiar to them
(Experiment 3). Different samples of children were recruited
for each experiment.

Methods and Results
Experiment 1
The objective of this experiment was to test whether
children (5-12-year old’s) show similar body distortions as
adults, and whether there is a developmental progression in
how the body is perceived.
Participants 138 children (mean age = 9.35 yrs.; SD age =
1.96 yrs.) participated in this experiment. All children were
recruited at the Science Cultural Center in Buenos Aires,
Argentina, had normal or corrected to normal vision, and had
no visible morphological abnormalities. Parents of all
participants provided written informed consent before the
beginning of the study. Protocol and consent forms were
approved by the ethics review board of the Argentinean
Society for Clinical Analyses (SAIC). Participants received
no monetary or other compensation for participating in the
study.
Materials and Procedure At the beginning of the
experiment children were randombly assigned to one of two
groups: a hand group that provided estimations using their
own hand as a metric and a baton group that provided
estimations using a baton as a metric. The baton was selected
to correspond to the size of the child’s hand. Participants
hands were measured (from the intersection of the palm and
wrist to the longest fingertip) using a tape measure. Children
were instructed to use the length of the metric (hand or baton)
to estimate the lengths of their own body parts by saying how
many multiples of the metric they were. The body parts that
participants in both groups were instructed to estimate the
length of: leg, torso, arm length, head, the entire body, and
foot. The oral instruction was for each group: for example,
“how long is your leg in ‘hands’?” and “how long is your leg
in ‘batons’?”. Children gave 2 estimations for each body part
in random order. We asked for two estimations to increase
the reliability of the estimations provided. When estimations
were either uncommonly large or small, the experimenter
queried the child on the instructions to ensure that their
correct understanding. Participants stood facing front with
their feet apart and were encouraged to look at their different
body parts while making their estimates without bending or
producing large movements. Also, participants did not have
access to a mirror or any other reflecting surface that could
provide additional information about their body’s
dimensions. In all conditions, participants were prevented
from physically measuring their own body parts with the
hand or the baton. All responses were given verbally.

Results Children showed different degrees of distortion
depending on the body part they were asked to estimate [F (5,
680) = 36.68, p < .0001, η2=.21]. Children that used a baton
as a metric showed less distortion than those that used their
hand [main effect: F (1, 136) = 19.02, p < 0001, η2=. 12].

extends to the perception of other people’s bodies as observed
by Linkenauger and cols. (2017).

Experiment 2

In this experiment we investigated if children show body
distortions in the perception of adults they don’t know of their
same (congruent) or different gender (incongruent).
Participants 40 children (mean age = 9.49 yrs.; SD age =
1.83) participated in this experiment. A female (age = 22 yrs.,
height = 1.68 m; weight = 62 kg) and a male model (age = 22
yrs., height = 1.78 m; weight = 74 kg) assisted in the
experiment.

Figure 1: Mean estimation of each body part for
Experiment 1. Bars show SEMs.
Estimation error was not predicted by age. Regression
analyses were carried out on the mean estimation provided
for each body part with either the baton or the hand to
investigate whether responses were affected by age. None of
the analyses were significant. Unequal distribution of
children prevented us from doing a group comparison across
different ages.

Discussion

Results indicate that children produce the same pattern of
distortions as adults when asked to estimate the size of their
own body parts (Linkenauger and cols., 2015, 2017). This
pattern seems to be stable across ages. Though discrepancies
in the frequency of ages prevented us from carrying out a age
group comparison, regression analyses showed that age did
not predict differences in the estimations for any of the body
parts regardless of the metric used. This lack of significant
effects suggests that there is no developmental progression
on the ability to estimate the size of our own limbs.
Additional studies that compare groups of children of
different ages are necessary to further support this
conclusion.
In sum, the results of experiment 1 replicate those of
Linkenauger and cols. (2015) in that children that used the
baton as a metric for providing their estimations were in
general more accurate than those that used the hand. The
pattern of distortions observed (i.e., more overestimation for
body parts that have less receptors compared to body parts
with a larger receptor presence) was more pronounced when
the hand (i.e., an embodied ruler) is used as a metric. This
effect suggests that more ecological minded rulers might
provide a more accurate measure of how the body is
perceived in everyday interactions with the world both from
an early age.
In the following experiment, we aimed at testing the
reliability of this effect and to investigate if as in adults it also
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Materials and Procedure At the beginning of the
experiment, participants' hand lengths were measured as in
Experiment 1. Children were instructed to use their own hand
as a metric to estimate the lengths of the body parts of, in one
group, a model of the same gender (congruent condition) and
in another group of a model of the opposite gender
(incongruent condition). The lengths body parts participants
estimated the length of were the same as those followed in
Experiment 1. Children also gave 2 verbal estimations for
each model’s body part in random order, first for one and then
for the other model. Half of the sample provided estimations
for the congruent model first and half of the sample for the
incongruent model first. Participants were allowed to move
and look at the model from various viewpoints, while
maintaining a 4 feet distance. They were not allowed to
compare directly their limbs to those of the model. The model
stood straight, eyes closed, with his or her feet apart facing
forward. Children were prevented from physically measuring
the model’s body parts with the hand, comparing their own
bodies with the model, and children and model were asked
not to talk to each other during estimations.
Results Children showed different degrees of distortion for
each body part [F (5, 190) = 6.83, p < .0001, η2= .18], and
were more accurate when estimating for a model of the same
gender as themselves [main effect: F (1, 39) = 15.73, p <
.0001, η2=.19]. There was no gender effect.

Figure 2: Mean estimation of each body part for
Experiment 2. Bars show SEMs.

Similar to experiment 1, regression analyses carried out on
the mean estimation provided for each body part for each of
the models showed no significant effects.

Discussion

Consistent to studies with adults (Linkenauger et al., 2017),
children produce a pattern of distortions when estimating the
relative size of other people’s body parts that reflects the
relative distribution of receptors on the body and their
correspondent relative size in the sensory brain areas.
Furthermore, as is the case in adults, children are more
accurate when providing estimations for somebody of the
same versus a different gender. For the congruent condition,
this effect could be explained in terms of the gender similarity
in body shape, in spite of age and developmental differences.
The pattern observed in the congruent condition more closely
aligns with that observed for self-hand estimations in
experiment 1. The incongruent condition, however, seems to
track less closely with the pattern observed in previous
studies with adults estimating other people’s body parts and
those of the self-hand estimations of experiment 1. In
particular, estimations for the torso of the incongruent model
are more accurate than those produced for the congruent
model. Further studies that employ a larger sample of models
both congruent and incongruent are necessary to investigate
to what extent this might be a stable finding. It would be
particularly interesting to explore whether these effects
replicate when children are asked to estimate the body
dimensions of children that share similar body
anthropometrics (i.e., height and weight) as their own.
Finally, adding to the lack of age effects observed for selfestimations, the fact that age does not predict the pattern of
estimations indicates that there is no developmental
progression on the ability to estimate the size of other people
body parts.

Experiment 3

In this experiment we investigated if children show body
distortions in the perception of adults familiar to them (their
parents) of the same (congruent) or opposite gender
(incongruent).
Participants 46 children (mean age = 9.49 yrs.; SD age =
1.83) participated in this experiment.
Materials and Procedure The same procedure as in
Experiment 2 was followed. The only difference between
studies is that one of the child’s parents served as a model. If
the child was a female the mother acted as the model for the
congruent condition and the father was the model for the
incongruent condition. The opposite was true for male
children. As in experiment 2, children provided two
estimations for each of the model’s limbs on random order
and the presentation of the congruent or the incongruent
model condition was counterbalanced.
Results Children showed different degrees of distortion for
each body part [F (5, 220) = 10.52, p = .002, η2= .19] but
showed no differences depending on whether they were
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estimating for a parent of the same or opposite gender and no
gender effects. Similar to experiments 1 and 2, regression
analyses carried out on the mean estimation provided for each
body part for each of the models showed no significant
effects.

Figure 3: Mean estimation of each body part for
Experiment 3. Bars show SEMs.
Discussion
The results of experiment 2 are consistent with those
observed in the previous experiments. However, children
seem to be overall more accurate when providing estimations
for models they are familiar with: their own parents. It is
likely that familiarity observing them might explain that they
are similarly accurate when estimating the relative size of the
body parts of both parents irrespective of their gender. While
the pattern of distortions tracks with that observed in the other
studies, it is attenuated almost certainly due to the improved
overall accuracy in estimations. Finally, egression analyses’
results are in line with the results of the previous experiment
and provides further evidence of the lack of a developmental
progression for the ability to estimate the size of other
people’s body parts.

Discussion
Results showed that children have similar distortions in the
perception of their own body to those found in adult studies
(Linkenauger et al., 2015, 2017). Parts of the body were in
general overestimated and those that have the smaller density
of sensory receptors (e.g., torso) showed a larger error than
those with a higher density (e.g., hand). Experiment 1 found
that these distortions were larger when using the hand
compared to a baton as a metric, in line with Linkenauger and
colleagues’ findings (2015). The same pattern of distortions
was found when estimating the length of the body parts of a
model (Experiment 2) and a family member (Experiment 3).
Finally, distortions in the perception of another person’s body
were more pronounced when estimating for a person of the
opposite gender, but not when he or she was familiar to the
child. Taken together, these results suggest that by school age
children use similar mechanisms to perceive their own and
other people’s bodies as adults do.
These findings have several implications for our
understanding of perception-action processes and social

perception. On the one hand, they support the notion that
perception is intrinsically body-scaled (Proffitt, 2006; Proffitt
& Linkenauger, 2013). They suggest that from an early age
perceptual processes use the body as a ruler to estimate what
it can do in relation to the environment, even when it comes
to the estimation of the relative dimension of self and other
people’s body parts. On the other hand, they support the
notion that perception of our own action system modulates
how we perceive that of others. In this respect, they are
consistent with one the main tenants of action-based theories
of social perception; that is, that information about our own
perception-action systems is one of the determinant factors in
how we perceive, anticipate, and predict other people’s
actions (Ramenzoni et al., 2008a; Ramenzoni et al., 2008b).
The lack of age-related effects on any of the experiments
further indicates that body perception might develop early in
life. Further studies that investigate younger populations are
needed in order to better understand the developmental
trajectory of its acquisition. Of particular interest would be to
determine to what extent perception processes follow the
trajectory of action skill acquisitions and the progressive gain
of social interaction skills during infancy and early
childhood.
An additional finding of this study is that, for people
children are not familiar with, gender congruency modulates
their estimations. Congruency between the body of the
perceiver and the model plays a role in how other people’s
bodies are mapped into one owns in adults (Linkenauger et
al., 2017) and our study provides evidence that a similar
effect is present from an early age and as in adults likely due
to anthropometric similarities between perceiver and model
of the same gender that are strong enough to overwrite other
anthropometric differences due to differences in age an body
development. Additional studies that ask children to provide
estimations from other children that share similar
anthropometrics to their own are needed to provide stronger
evidence as to these effects being due to similarities in gender
anthropometrics.
There are limits to how much congruency modulates
estimations. Results of experiment 3 suggests that
congruency effects might be overwritten by social factors,
such as familiarity with the model. While in Experiment 2
children showed the same effect observed in adults of being
more accurate when estimating for a model of the same
gender, results of Experiment 3 showed that this effect
disappears when the model is very familiar to the child. This
lack of congruency effects might be explained by experience
observing and interacting with the other person. Not only
were estimations not affected by congruency, but distortions
were overall smaller than those observed in Experiment 2 and
even than those observed in experiment 1 for the perception
of the children’s own body. This finding suggests that
children might be tuned to the action capabilities of those
close to them. Such a result is consistent with the expectation
that children have a better perception of those that engage in
social interactions with them and are present whenever help
is required. This issue should be addressed more directly with
studies that explore how children perceive adults’
affordances when they have prior experience interacting with
them and when they do not know them. A good place to start

would be affordances-based studies that ask children to
estimate an adult’s vs. a parent’s ability to help them. That is
studies that depart from the estimation of mere
anthropometrics and explore how the body actually makes
use of those in interaction with the world. Ramenzoni &
Liszkowski (2016) study of how infant communicate to an
adult’s their need for help, suggests that even at 8 months
infants rely on other people’s action capabilities and do not
discriminate between their parent and an unknown adult. It is
likely that through development such discriminations might
emerge and that older children might be more accurate in
estimating whether a parent can help them compared to an
unknown adult.
Overall, these findings bring light to a seldom researched
aspect of perception development (i.e., body perception) and
provide valuable information towards our understanding of
social interactions between children and adults during
childhood.
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Abstract
Immigration policy has been one of the top concerns of
American voters over the last decade and has attracted some of
the most heated rhetoric in politics and news media across the
world. Much like other political language, talk about
immigration is suffused with metaphor. To what extent does
the language about immigration, and specifically the
metaphors used, influence people’s views of the issues? How
powerful are these metaphors? In our studies, we exposed
participants to one of four versions of a passage about an
increase in immigrants in one town. The four versions of the
passage included all identical facts and figures and differed in
only a single word at the beginning of the passage, describing
the increase in immigrant labor as either an “increase,” a
“boost,” an “invasion,” or a “flood.” Although the passages
differed only in this one word, participants’ attitudes towards
this increase and their predictions about its effects on the
economy differed significantly depending on the metaphor. Of
course, opinions on immigration differ across political
affiliations. Remarkably, the single word metaphor was strong
enough to mitigate much of the difference in opinion on
immigration between Democrats and Republicans in our
sample. Further analyses suggested that the results are not due
simply to positive or negative lexical associations to the
metaphorical words, and also that metaphors can act covertly
in organizing people’s beliefs.
Keywords: metaphor; framing; attitudes; immigration

Introduction
The United States is famously “a nation of immigrants”
(Martin, 2010), and yet the question of immigration policy
remains a hot-button issue. A third of the 2020 voters
reported immigration should be a top priority for Congress,
and more than 4 in 5 registered voters in the 2020 US
presidential election reported that immigration was important
in their decision about who to vote for. A similar trend was
seen in the 2018 midterm elections (Pew Research Center,
2018).
Immigration is actively discussed in media, political, and
public discourse and attracts much-heated rhetoric. The
discussion is often suffused with a variety of linguistic
metaphors (Ana, 1999). For example, during the 2018
election campaign, former US President Donald Trump
stated: “That’s an invasion. I don’t care what they say. …
That’s an invasion of our country,” referring to Central
American migrant caravans (Factbase Videos, 2018).
Trump’s 2016 and 2018 campaign rallies and tweets on
immigration are filled with “battle” and “threat” rhetoric.
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Several recurrent metaphor categories have been identified
in discussions of immigration in media (Dervinytė, 2009),
immigration jurisprudence (Cunningham-Parmeter, 2011),
and political campaigns (Charteris-Black, 2006; Delouis,
2014; O’Brien, 2003). For example, by analyzing the early
20th-century immigration debate discourse, O’Brien (2003)
identified “organism,” “object,” “natural catastrophe,”
“war,” and “animal and subhuman” metaphorical categories.
“Flood” and “invasion” were among the most frequently used
metaphors. O’Brien argued that these metaphors might
support repressive public policies against immigrants. In
another paper, Charteris-Black (2006) analyzed Supreme
Court texts about immigration law and found three prevalent
metaphors: immigrants are “aliens,” immigration is a
“flood,” and immigration is an “invasion.” He argued that
these metaphors contain images of danger, and there is a risk
for the public to literalize these images in forming their
opinions on immigration, hinting that language might
influence not only human communication but also cognition.
Do these ways of talking about immigration and
immigrants indeed have an influence on how the public
thinks and feels about immigration? Researchers in cognitive
linguistics have argued that metaphors are more than
figurative linguistic ornaments – rather they structure human
conceptual systems and become part of our thoughts and
actions (e.g., Lakoff & Johnson, 1980a). In the legal domain,
Justin Benjamin Cardozo (1926) argued that “(metaphors)
end often by enslaving [thought].” Empirical work in
cognitive psychology has shown that metaphors allow us to
conceptualize abstract and complex ideas by activating
conceptual frames for concrete and familiar concepts (e.g.,
Gentner et al., 2001), and different metaphors can support
and lead to different ways of thinking (e.g., Thibodeau,
Hendricks & Boroditsky, 2017). For example, one study
found that thinking about conflicts in a relationship hurts
more when a relationship is framed as a unity rather than a
journey (Lee & Schwarz, 2014). Furthermore, the effects of
metaphors can be implicit – people’s views can be shaped by
a metaphorical framing even if they don’t explicitly notice or
remember the metaphor itself (Thibodeau & Boroditsky,
2013).
Prior work has shown that linguistic metaphors also change
our attitudes towards social issues. In one study, participants
who read about climate change metaphorically framed as war
felt more urgency and willingness to change behavior than
when it was framed as a race (Flusberg et al., 2016). Another
study showed that people who read about crime as either a

virus or a beast offered different solutions for dealing with it
(Thibodeau & Boroditsky, 2011, 2013). When crime was
framed as a beast, participants were more likely to offer
stricter law enforcement and punishment solutions than when
it was framed as a virus.
Can metaphors likewise structure the way people think
even about such prominent, highly politicized, and mediasaturated issues like immigration? Prior work suggests that
exposure to different news reports about immigration can
shift people’s attitudes toward immigrants (López-Rodríguez
et al., 2020). These studies compared participants’ responses
after being exposed to news articles that reported on
immigration either as an invasion or an opportunity. The
reports were drawn from real newspapers, which used
entirely different text and narratives, and included different
accompanying graphics. Would metaphorical framing have a
similar effect, acting implicitly to activate whole systems of
knowledge even when all other information was controlled?
One possibility is that people’s views might be too
calcified, not susceptible to metaphorical framing when it
comes to a social topic with such clear and saturated political
divides. Further, how much metaphor is needed to shift
people’s views? In our study, we include only a single
metaphorical word that changes between conditions. Would
even such a minimal framing shift people’s views? Because
immigration is such a politicized issue, there are baseline
differences in attitudes towards immigration between
Democrats and Republicans. This baseline difference allows
us to compare the strength of the metaphor effect to the
differences we find across this political divide. How much of
a difference can a metaphor make against the large political
divide between Democrats and Republicans on this issue?
We explore how immigration metaphors shape people’s
views on it by comparing people’s responses to a passage
about a recent increase in immigrant labor framed as either
an “increase,” a “boost,” a “flood,” or an “invasion.”
Experiment 1 tested whether different metaphorical
framings influence attitudes towards immigration. We chose
two frequently used negative metaphors in immigration
discourse, “flood” and “invasion.” Both floods and invasions
have devastated cities and societies throughout history. These
metaphors emphasize the dangers of immigration. We also
included an alternative positive metaphor for immigration –
“boost,” a framing that may invoke the idea of immigration
as providing needed help and enrichment to society. Our
fourth condition was the word “increase” to serve as a neutral
baseline. We checked the valence of these four words in the
affective norms database (Warriner, Kuperman, Brysbaert,
2013). The valence of “invasion” and “flood” was ranked low
(2.45 and 2.76, respectively) on a scale ranging from 1 to 9.
“Boost” was ranked as more positive (6.53), while “increase”
was ranked as more neutral (5.9).
First, participants read a paragraph about a town that was
said to have recently experienced an “increase,” a “boost,” a
“flood,” or an “invasion” of immigrant labor. The paragraphs
about the town were completely identical in the four
conditions except for this one word. Afterward, we measured
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the inferences they made about the impact of immigration on
the local economy. We found that people indeed were more
negatively disposed to immigration if it was framed as an
invasion or flood, as opposed to a boost.
Of course, a negative word like “invasion” may simply put
people in a worse mood than a positive word like “boost” or
may activate other negative lexical associates, and so people
may report more negative opinions on immigration simply
because of this general negativity – not specifically to do with
immigration. Experiment 2 was designed to test whether
being exposed to these words in isolation (not as a metaphor
about immigration) would likewise shift people’s attitudes on
immigration.

Methods
Participants
Participants in each of the two experiments were recruited
through Amazon’s Mechanical Turk. We restricted
participants to those whose IP addresses were in the United
States, who reported being native English speakers, had
completed at least 500 tasks, and had an overall approval rate
of at least 95%. We also tracked participant Worker IDs to
ensure that everyone participated only once. We excluded
participants who did not respond to our survey questions,
participated more than once, did not finish the survey, did not
indicate their political affiliation or did not learn English until
they were 12 years old. Each experiment took about five
minutes to complete. Participants were paid 85 cents (a rate
of approximately $10/hour).
Experiment 1: Metaphors 1220 Turkers participated in the
experiment. Data from 455 participants were excluded. The
final dataset included 765 participants (417 males, 348
females). 379 participants were Democrats, 205 Republicans,
and 181 Independents.
Experiment 2: Lexical Prime 864 Turkers participated in
the experiment. After applying exclusion criteria, the final
dataset consisted of 596 participants (304 males, 290 females,
2 did not specify). 309 participants chose Democrat as their
political affiliation, 131 were Republicans, 156 –
Independent.

Materials & Procedure
In Experiment 1, each participant read one of the four reports
about increasing immigration in the hypothetical town of
Addison and was asked to evaluate the effect of this increase
on the local economy and general situation. The reports were
identical except in the metaphor used to describe the increase
of immigrants. One version framed this increase as an
“invasion” (n = 191), another one as a “flood” (n = 186), the
third one as a “boost” (n = 193). The neutral baseline
condition used an “increase” (n = 195). The paragraph read:
In the last three years, there has been a(n)
{invasion/flood/boost/increase} of immigrant labor in the

town of Addison. Most of the immigrants do farm work in the
surrounding agricultural communities. Some have expanded
into construction, cleaning, food service, or other manual
labor professions. Some immigrants have also started
businesses, opening restaurants, or small shops. In 2016,
there were 12,000 immigrants working in Addison, but that
number has rapidly grown. In 2020, there were 40,000
immigrant workers.
To test the lexical priming hypothesis, in Experiment 2, the
words “invasion,” “flood,” “increase,” and “boost” were
dissociated from the metaphorical frame. Instead, they were
displayed at the beginning of the experiment. Each
participant saw one of these words and was asked to provide
a synonym. This design was used for priming representations
for “invasion,” “flood,” “increase,” or “boost.” Immediately
after providing this synonym, participants read the same
paragraph as in Experiment 1 that used the neutral “increase”
frame.
In both experiments, the reports were followed up with one
open-ended question: “In your opinion, what has been the
effect of this change on the local economy?” Participants
were given a text box to provide a narrative answer.
Participants were also asked to rate the overall effect of
immigration on the town of Addison by responding to the
following question: “Overall, how positive or negative is this
for Addison? (1 – very negative, 10 – very positive).”
On the next page, participants were asked to recall the
framing by filling the following blank from memory: “In the
last three years, there has been a(n) _____ of immigrant labor
in the town of Addison”.
At the end of the experiment, participants filled out a
questionnaire about their gender, political affiliation,
language background, and immigration status.
Two independent raters manually coded free responses as
either positive or negative. Coders were blind to participants’
metaphor conditions. The raters’ initial judgments agreed
94% of the time, with disagreement resolved through
discussion. Responses that did not fit into either category
were excluded from the valence analysis (125 in Experiment
1, 68 in Experiment 2).
Prior studies have found that attitudes towards immigration
differ across political parties: Republicans prefer lower levels
of immigration compared to Democrats (Citrin & Wright,
2009). They are also more likely to express anti-immigrant
sentiment and vote for more restrictive immigration policies
(Burns & Gimpel, 2000; Chandler & Tsai, 2019; Haubert &
Fussell, 2006). More than half of Republicans report that
immigration should be the most important policy issue
compared to 21% of Democrats (Morning Consult, 2019). To
account for these differences, we analyzed whether political
affiliation influenced participant responses.
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Results
Experiment 1: Metaphorical framing
Overview Metaphors influenced people’s views on
immigration both as expressed in their free responses and
their ratings on a numerical scale, with more negative views
expressed after being exposed to negative metaphors like
‘invasion.’ The results did not differ between participants
who could explicitly recall the metaphor and those who could
not. Predictably, Republicans were more negatively disposed
toward immigration than Democrats. Impressively, the
difference in opinion induced by metaphor was considerable
as compared to the difference by political affiliation (about
equal in size in the rating data and about 1/3 of the size as
measured in free responses.
Free responses A majority (79.4%) of the participants
judged immigration influence as more positive than negative
[χ2(1) = 221, p < 2.2*10-16]. A set of logistic regression
models were used to assess the influence of metaphor and
political affiliation on the valence of participants’ responses.
As predicted, metaphor framing predicted the valence of a
participant’s response significantly better than a reduced
model that did not include metaphor condition [χ2(3) = 24, p
< 2.49*10-5] (Figure 2a). “Invasion” and “flood” framings
elicited a lower proportion of positive responses (66% and
79%, respectively) than “boost” and “increase” framings
(85% and 87%, respectively). Pairwise comparisons using Ztests, corrected with Holm’s sequential Bonferroni
procedure, indicated that “invasion” vs “boost” was
significantly different (Z = -1.08, p = .0006), as was
“invasion” vs “increase” (Z = -1.19, p = .0002). The
difference between “invasion” vs “flood” was marginally
significant (Z = -0.65, p = .05). There was no significant
difference between the rest of the pairs. In other words,
participants were more likely to give negative responses
when immigration was framed as invasion compared to
boost, increase, and flood framings. There was no significant
difference between the other pairs.
We further tested whether the effect of metaphors was
conscious or not by looking at the recall test results. 333
participants (51%) successfully recalled the metaphor they
saw in the immigration paragraph. To explore the effect of
recall on participant responses, we included the recall test as
a predictor in the logistic regression model. The full model
including metaphor condition and recall test results did not
predict the valence of participants’ responses better than the
reduced model only with metaphor condition [χ2(1) = 0.06, p
= .8]. In other words, participants who had no explicit recall
of the metaphor were just as much affected by the metaphor
as participants who were able to remember the metaphorical
frame. We also examined if the metaphorical framing effect
was independently significant for those who did not explicitly
recall the metaphor. Indeed, it was. For those participants
who did not explicitly recall the metaphorical framing, the

regression model including the metaphor condition predicted
participant responses significantly better compared to the
reduced model without this predictor [χ2(3) = 25.4, p =
1.274*10-5].
Lastly, we explored whether political affiliation influenced
people’s responses. A logistic regression model that included
a regressor for metaphor frame and political affiliation
predicted the valence of a participant’s response significantly
better than the reduced model only with metaphor condition
[χ2(2) = 36.38, p < 1.26*10-8] (Figure 2c). Pairwise
comparisons using Z-tests, corrected with Holm’s sequential
Bonferroni procedure, indicated that the valence of the
responses significantly differed between Independents and
Democrats (Z = -4.01, p = .0001) and Republicans and
Democrats (Z = -5.62, p < 5.84*10-8). There was no
significant difference between Republicans and Independents
(Z = -1.45, p = .15).
Ratings A 4 (Framing: Increase, boost, invasion, flood) x 3
(Political affiliation: Democrat, Independent, Republican) x
2 (Covertness: Remembered, forgot) ANOVA was used to
analyze participants’ ratings of the immigration influence on
Addison. There was a significant main effect of framing, F(3,
741) = 4.44, p = .004, ηp2 = .02. Tukey’s HSD post hoc tests
revealed that “invasion” elicited more negative attitudes than
“increase” and “boost,” p = .006 and p = .01, respectively
(Figure 1a). There was no significant difference between the
other pairs. There was also a significant main effect of
political affiliation, F(2, 741) = 40.88, p = 2.2*10-16, ηp2 = .1.
Republicans rated the immigration influence on Addison
more negatively compared to Independents and
Democrats, p = .006 and p = .00, respectively. Independents’
ratings were more negative compared to Democrats, p =
2.6*10-6 (Figure 1c). There was no main effect of
covertness, p = .61. We also examined if the metaphorical
framing effect was independently significant for those who
did not succeed on the free recall test. There was indeed a
main effect of metaphor condition even for those participants
who could not recall the metaphorical framing, F(3, 741)
= 4.96, p = .002.

Experiment 2: Lexical Prime
Overview Simply providing synonyms for words like
“boost” “invasion” and “flood” did not influence people’s
views on immigration, neither as expressed in their free
responses nor their ratings on a numerical scale. This
suggests that it is the meanings of these words as used as
metaphors for immigration, not simply their valences or
lexical associations that influenced people’s responses in
Experiment 1. Predictably, Republicans were more
negatively disposed toward immigration than Democrats just
as in Experiment 1. This provides a further sanity check,
suggesting that a failure to see an effect across conditions
here is not simply a matter of not having enough sensitivity
to measure any differences between participants.
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Free responses If Experiment 1 results could be explained
by lexical priming, we would expect similar differences in
participant responses across different priming conditions in
Experiment 2. However, priming conditions did not predict
participants’ free responses [χ2(1) = 4.72, p = .19] (Figure
2b). We found that after adding political affiliation, our
logistic regression model predicted the valence of participant
responses significantly better than the reduced model with
framing condition only [χ2(2) = 19.90, p = 4.78*10-5] (Figure
2d). The proportion of negative responses was significantly
higher in Republicans compared to Independents (Z = -2.78,
p = .01) and Democrats (Z = -4.47, p = 2.33*10-5). There was
no significant difference in responses between Independents
and Democrats (Z = -1.35, p = .18).
We further compared the free response results from
Experiments 1 and 2. We found an interaction between
experiment (lexical prime vs. metaphor) x condition
(invasion, flood, boost, increase). A logistic regression model
with this interaction term included predicted participant
responses significantly better than a reduced model that only
included condition as a predictor, [χ2(4) = 9.34, p = .05].
Ratings The results for ratings were similar to the free
responses. A 4 (Lexical prime: Increase, boost, invasion,
flood) x 3 (Political affiliation: Democrat, Independent,
Republican) ANOVA showed that there was no main effect
of lexical prime on participant ratings, F(3, 584) = 0.89, p =
.45, ηp2 = .004 (Figure 1b). However, there was a main effect
of political affiliation, F(2, 584) = 20.65, p = 2.17*10-9, ηp2
= .07. Pairwise comparisons showed that there was a
significant difference between all three pairs (Figure 1d).
Combined, these results suggest that participants’ attitudes
are affected by using “invasion,” “flood,” and “boost”
metaphorically rather than as lexical primes.
As a caveat, we further compared the rating results from
Experiments 1 and 2. We found that the interaction term for
experiment (lexical prime vs. metaphor) x condition
(invasion, flood, boost, increase) did not reach significance,
F(3, 1337) = 1.53, p = .2. Further data collection would be
needed to increase the power for this comparison before
coming to stronger conclusions about the differences
between the two experiments.

Discussion
We explored the role of metaphors in shaping people’s
attitudes toward immigration.
In Experiment 1, participants read a paragraph about a
town that was said to have recently experienced an
“increase,” a “boost,” a “flood,” or an “invasion” of
immigrant labor. The paragraphs about the town were
completely identical in the four conditions except for this one
word. Afterward, we measured the inferences they made
about the impact of immigration on the local economy. We
found that people indeed were more negatively disposed to
immigration if it was framed as an invasion or flood as
opposed to a boost or increase.
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Figure 1. Rating (A) Metaphorical condition influences
attitudes towards immigration, while (B) lexical priming
does not. (C) (D) Political affiliation influences attitudes
towards immigration in both experiments.

Figure 2. Free response (A) Metaphorical condition
influences attitudes towards immigration, while (B) lexical
priming does not. (C) (D) Political affiliation influences
attitudes towards immigration in both experiments.

Metaphors influenced people’s views on immigration both
as expressed in their free responses and ratings on a
numerical scale, with more negative views expressed after
being exposed to negative metaphors like ‘invasion.’ The
results did not differ between participants who could
explicitly recall the metaphor and those who could not.
Indeed, even participants who did not explicitly recall the
metaphor they had read on the memory check immediately
after, still showed an effect of metaphor on their views of
immigration. This suggests that metaphors can act covertly –
even if people do not take special note of them or remember
them explicitly, metaphors can influence their judgments.
Predictably, Republicans were more negatively disposed
toward immigration than Democrats. Impressively, the
difference in opinion induced by the metaphor was
considerable as compared to the difference by political
affiliation (about equal in size in the rating data, and about
1/3 of the size as measured in free responses). It is impressive
that a single word intervention can produce shifts in opinion
as large as exist between these two opposing political parties,
especially on such a politicized and entrenched issue.
Of course, a negative word like invasion may simply put
people in a worse mood than a positive word like boost or
may activate other negative lexical associates, and so people
may report more negative opinions on immigration simply
because of this general negativity – not specifically to do with
immigration. In Experiment 2, we tested whether being
exposed to these words in isolation (not as a metaphor about
immigration) would likewise shift people’s attitudes on
immigration. Instead of using words like ‘invasion’ and
‘flood’ as metaphors, we asked participants to provide a
synonym for these words before reading the paragraph about
the increase in immigration. We found that simply providing
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synonyms for words like “boost,” “invasion,” and “flood” did
not influence people’s views on immigration, neither as
expressed in their free responses nor their ratings on a
numerical scale. This suggests that it is the meanings of these
words as used as metaphors for immigration, not simply their
valences or lexical associations that influenced people’s
responses in Experiment 1.

Conclusion
Our results suggest that metaphors can structure the way
people think even about such prominent, highly politicized,
and media-saturated issues as immigration. Further, we find
that only a single metaphorical word embedded in a
description rich with other details, facts, and numbers still
influences how positively people view immigration. Finally,
the effect of the metaphor can be strong, in ecological terms,
as big as the pre-existing differences in opinions on
immigration between Democrats and Republicans.
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Abstract
As children acquire the knowledge of their language’s morphology, they invariably discover the productive processes that
can generalize to new words. Morphological learning is made
challenging by the fact that even fully productive rules have
exceptions, as in the well-known case of English past tense
verbs, which features the -ed rule against the irregular verbs.
The Tolerance Principle is a recent proposal that provides a
precise threshold of exceptions that a productive rule can withstand. Its empirical application so far, however, requires the
researcher to fully specify rules defined over a set of words.
We propose a greedy search model that automatically hypothesizes rules and evaluates their productivity over a vocabulary.
When the search for broader productivity fails, the model recursively subdivides the vocabulary and continues the search
for productivity over narrower rules. Trained on psychologically realistic data from child-directed input, our model displays developmental patterns observed in child morphology
acquisition, including the notoriously complex case of German
noun pluralization. It also produces responses to nonce words
that, despite receiving only a fraction of the training data, are
more similar to those of human subjects than current neural
network models’ responses are.
Keywords: linguistics; language acquisition; morphology;
computational modeling

Introduction
The acquisition of English past tense is one of the most extensively studied problems in cognitive science (McClelland
& Patterson, 2002; Pinker & Ullman, 2002). Yet its
simplicity—a single, and numerically dominant, rule (-ed)
along with a list of irregular verb exceptions—is hardly representative of the complexity of the world’s morphological
systems (Comrie, 1989). In comparison, German noun pluralization is a more challenging test for morphological learning theories. The plural is formed by five suffixes, but even
the least frequent, -s, is productive and applies to novel nouns
(e.g., iPhones), while the other four suffixes are also productive for sub-categories of nouns characterized by their gender and phonological properties (Wiese, 1996). Nevertheless,
children exhibit remarkable proficiency of their native language’s morphology at a very early age; see (Lignos & Yang,
2016) for a cross-linguistic review.
Children’s discovery of productive rules is also attested
experimentally when presenting young children with nonce
words in a Wug test (Berko, 1958) and when new words (e.g.,
google-googled) enter a language. As a result, traditional linguistic approaches to language acquisition often make use of
productive rules (Chomsky & Halle, 1968). Rumelhart and
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McClelland (1986) proposed an impactful neural-network
(NN) model, suggesting that NNs might be capable of exhibiting rule-like behavior despite having no explicit representation of rules. Ensuing critiques of the model by Pinker
and Prince (1988) and of connectionist models of cognition
more generally by Fodor and Pylyshyn (1988) sparked what
came to be known as the “Past Tense Debate.” Due to the
extensive advancements in NN architecture in natural language processing and machine learning, the debate has recently been revived by Kirov and Cotterell (2018) with some
initially promising improvements over early models (in particular, more realistic accuracy). However, these accomplishments have been challenged, especially when compared
against human behavioral results on Wug tests in English past
tense (Corkery, Matusevych, & Goldwater, 2019) and German plurals (McCurdy, Goldwater, & Lopez, 2020).
The Tolerance Principle (TP) may provide another solution to some of these challenges (Yang, 2016). It provides
a tipping point for rule productivity based on the level of
rote-memorized exceptions that the rule needs to withstand.
A mathematical consequence of the TP is that rules defined
over smaller vocabularies can tolerate a larger fraction of exceptions. This property is attractive. First, it makes the TP
a promising candidate for modeling early language development, when children’s vocabulary size is quite limited. Second, if the learner fails to acquire a broad rule defined over
a vocabulary, the vocabulary can be partitioned into subsets,
within which narrower rules may be identified by recursive
application of the TP. In this work, we propose an abductive learning model of morphology, which we call Abduction
of Tolerable Productivity (ATP). ATP is a search procedure
that recursively hypothesizes rules and evaluates productivity,
until all words in the vocabulary are either accounted for by
productive rules or listed as exceptions.

Background
Psychological and Developmental Considerations
Computational models of cognition, which inevitably make
simplifying assumptions, must still operate within the boundaries established by empirical research. We review several
important lines of results from child language acquisition,
which serve as the design specifications for computational
models of morphological learning.

Data size One of the most remarkable characteristics of
child language acquisition is how small the vocabulary on
which they learn is. All English-learning children acquire
the productive use of past tense by age three (Kuczaj, 1977),
some even before age two (Brown, 1973). Likewise, Germanlearners show over-regularization of suffixes such as -(e)n
and -e before or around age two (Mills, 1986; Elsen, 2002).
At such an early stage of development, children have a very
modest vocabulary: a two-year-old English learner’s total vocabulary is 500 at most, and a three-year-old’s vocabulary has
an upper limit of just over 1000; most children’s vocabulary
size is considerably smaller (Fenson et al., 1994; Hart & Risley, 1995). See (Bornstein et al., 2004; Szagun, Steinbrink,
Franik, & Stumper, 2006) for similar findings in other languages. Thus, a developmentally plausible cognitive model
should be able to learn the core morphology of inflection from
datasets containing only a few hundred words.
Productivity and Wug Tests The classic study by Berko
(1958) was the first systematic demonstration that young children apply productive rules to form noun plurals (wug-wugs)
and past tense verbs (rick-ricked). Berko also found that children nearly categorically resist the analogical use of irregular forms, even for words very similar to existing irregulars. For example, only 1 of the 86 children in the study
produced glang for the novel verb gling. The categorical status of productivity is also strongly confirmed in naturalistic
production. One of the first quantitative longitudinal studies (MacWhinney, 1978) noted that regular forms are rarely
analogized into irregular forms, while irregular forms are often regularized. More recent quantitative studies estimate
the rate of past tense over-regularization at 8-10% of all past
tense forms (Maratsos, 2000; Maslen, Theakston, Lieven, &
Tomasello, 2004). By contrast, children almost never overextend an irregular form (e.g., bite-bote from write-wrote, fryfrew from fly-flew): the most comprehensive study places the
error rate at 0.2% (Xu & Pinker, 1995).

The Tolerance Principle
The Tolerance Principle (TP) is a cognitively-motivated,
theoretical tipping point that makes quantifiable predictions
about when a linguistic process is used productively. It is
inspired by studies of lexical processing and the hypothesis
that children use a morphological process productively when
it is computationally more efficient to do so. The TP only
depends on two quantities: N—the number of words in the
rule’s scope—and e, the number of exceptions. For instance,
the -s process for English pluralization applies to singular
nouns and has exceptions like children, sheep, fish, etc. In
our model, rules are of the form r : A=⇒C where A is the antecedent and C the consequent; N measures how many times
A applies and e measures the number of times C fails to follow from A. Given a rule r with a scope of size N and e
exceptions, the TP states that
r is productive iff e ≤ θN ,

N
.
ln N

(1)
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The TP has consistently made accurate predictions on when
children accept rules as productive and when they do not,
as confirmed in artificial language learning experiments
(Schuler, Yang, & Newport, 2016; Koulaguina & Shi, 2019)
with precisely controlled conditions. Productivity under the
TP is categorical, which mirrors children’s morphological
use reviewed above. It is also parameter-free: the two values N and e are word counts directly from the training data
that require neither parameter tuning nor statistical fitting.
Critically for complex morphological systems, the TP can
be applied recursively: if a rule r is unproductive over its
current scope, its scope can be recursively narrowed. For
example, none of the five German noun plural suffixes covers a sufficiently large number of nouns to tolerate the rest
as exceptions: the learner will attempt to organize nouns
into subcategories—defined by morphological gender and the
phonological form of the noun—to recursively search for productivity within. As we will see, this divide-and-conquer
strategy is fully automated in our search procedure.

Model
Abductive Search for Productivity
The recursive application of the TP lends itself to a Peircean
abductive learning procedure. Given data in pairs, such a procedure hypothesizes rules that map one set to the other (e.g.,
lemmas to their inflected forms). If no such rule is productive
via the TP, then it subdivides the words according to some
feature—that is, it refines the hypothesis over more narrow
scopes—and recursively tries again.
We propose just such a procedure: Abduction of Tolerable Productivity (ATP). Its input is a set X of instances
in the form (`, F , I), where ` is a lemma, F ⊆ Ω is a set
of features from the feature space Ω, and I is the inflected
form corresponding to lemma ` and features F ; for instance
(walk, {3,SG,PST}, walked), where the example features
3,SG,PST carry the information that the inflection is 3rd person, singular, and past tense.
ATP recursively grows a decision tree, where each instance’s “label” is the morphological change that produces
the inflection; the resulting tree thus encodes a map from
lemma and features to inflection. In principle ATP could
model any type of inflectional morphology, but the inflections
modeled in this paper involve only suffixation, in which case
an instance’s “label” is the suffix that is concatenated to the
lemma. For clarity, we describe ATP in terms of suffixation.
At each recursive level, the decision of which feature to
split on is selected to maximize consistency: the relative frequency of the most frequent suffix that the instances with that
f
(Xs )
feature take. That is, it splits on ŝ = arg maxs∈Ω = σmax
|Xs | ,
where Xs = {(`, F , I) ∈ X : s ∈ F } is the set of instances with
feature s and fσmax (Xs ) is the frequency of the most frequent
suffix in Xs . The split is formed by recursing separately on
those instances with feature s (i.e., Xs ) and those without it
(i.e., X \ Xs ).

If productivity is defined as the frequency of the most frequent suffix in Xs , then this is one possible formulation of
Yang (2016)’s proposed Principle of Maximize Productivity,
which he described as “Pursue rules that maximize productivity.” Furthermore, it is motivated by findings that consistent patterns promote generalization and category formation
in learning (Gerken, 2006; Reeder, Newport, & Aslin, 2013).
Features The set of features provided as input is expanded
to include regularities in the ending of lemmas. For instance,
the null suffix for German nouns is predominantly used for
non-feminine lemmas ending with a schwa followed by l, r,
or n (Wiese, 1996). Regularities of this sort are extracted at
each recursive level as the shortest lemma endings that productively predict a suffix in X (the training instances at that
level).
To do so, ATP considers suffixes one-by-one and, for each
suffix, it considers the endings of lemmas that take that suffix, starting with the shortest ending. It caches any ending
where the number of lemmas that do have the ending but do
not take the suffix is tolerably low; effectively, ending =⇒
suffix passes the TP. For example, enough English verb lemmas ending in [k] take the [-t] suffix to pass the TP; similarly
for [p], [S], and other voiceless segments. We denote the lemmas that take any such endings as E (e.g., E = {lemma :
lemma ends in [k] or [p] or ... or [S]} in the English verb example). If S consists of the lemmas whose inflections take
the suffix being considered, then ATP tests the TP for both
N1 = |E |, e1 = |E \ S | and N2 = |S |, e2 = |S \ E |. If both tests
pass the TP, the endings contributing to E are added to the
feature space Ω. The purpose of these tests is to establish
that there is a productive relationship between the endings
and the suffix. In the running example, all words that end in
a voiceless segment other than [t] take the [-t] suffix, and all
words that take the [-t] suffix end in a voiceless segment, so
both tests pass. Further examples of the result can be seen
in Figs. 3-4, where sets of lemma endings appear in brackets,
separated by “|” for logical or. This has the interpretation of
picking out the lemmas that end in any such ending (i.e., E ).
Thus, at the end of the lemma ending extraction, the feature space Ω consists of whatever features were provided as
input, together with the newly added sets of endings. ATP is
agnostic to the nature of a feature, such as whether it has to do
with content or form. It considers them all equally, seeking
to maximize consistency, as described above.
Moreover, alternative approaches to incorporating or discovering features could be used without changing the fundamental recursive, abductive search procedure. Such adaptions
could be useful in morphological processes beyond suffixation, where ATP could make use of features relevant to processes such as infixation and stem change within the same
abductive search procedure.
Recursive and Base Cases Once a split is performed, the
node’s children are formed recursively on the partitioned set.
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Features that are equivalent across all instances in X are ignored since they are completely uninformative. The base case
of this recursion is reached when the most frequent suffix at
the node passes the TP or when there are no more features
to split on. The path to a node with a productive suffix is the
rule (e.g., Figs. 3-4), and all exceptions to the rule are memorized by storing them at the corresponding node. If a node is
reached where no suffix is productive and there are no more
features to split on, the node’s instances are memorized.

Inflection Production
Once trained, ATP can use its acquired knowledge to produce the inflected form corresponding to a lemma and its features. It does so by traversing the decision tree to a leaf. If
the leaf has a productive suffix, ATP produces the inflected
form via the rule. If there is no productive suffix at the
leaf, ATP makes an analogical guess by retrieving the memorized lemma at that node with the smallest character-level
Hamming distance, padding 0’s if necessary to make the two
strings the same length. ATP uses the learned inflected form
for the nearest-neighbor lemma to produce the inflection for
the target lemma. In some cases—such as when nonce words
are presented—some features may be unknown. In this case,
an inflection is produced by traversing all logically compatible paths and using the most specific (i.e., deepest in the tree)
compatible rule. A path is logically compatible if none of
the features it specifies are contradicted by the word’s known
features. For instance, if the gender of a nonce word is unknown, and ATP encounters a branch point in the tree that is
determined by gender, it takes both branches.
It is worth pointing out that analogical guessing forces an
answer in order to quantitatively evaluate our model on test
data. However, in many cases of language use, speakers may
refuse to produce any form when they do not have an applicable productive rule, as in the well-known case of morphological gaps (Yang, 2016).
Code We make the code for ATP, along with instructions
for using it on new data, available online.1

Evaluation
We evaluate the developmental plausibility of ATP with respect to the order in which rules are acquired and its quantitative performance on realistic data. We further evaluate how
the regularities ATP discovers and its productions on Wug
tests correspond to children’s discoveries and productions.

Data and Setup
We briefly discuss the data that we use in our experiments,
and name each dataset for reference.
CHILDES-DE contains 442 German nominative singular/plural pairs of child-directed speech from the Leo
(Behrens, 2006) CHILDES corpus. Features encode gender, one of Ω = {feminine, masculine, neuter}, and
1 https://github.com/cbelth/ATP-morphology.

frequency of words is known. We removed umlauts, as these
follow a separate morphological process from suffixation. For
developmental experiments, we sampled subsets of size 400,
weighted by frequency, each sample modeling a child’s 400
word vocabulary. The findings (reviewed earlier) that age-two
children have productive plural morphology suggests that suffixes are learnable on vocabularies of this size or even smaller.
While the CHILDES-derived words are used for training, we
test on CELEX words. Morphological knowledge is generally acquired during childhood but must be able to generalize
to other words in the lexicon.
CHILDES-EN was constructed from 6,539 wordinflection pairs extracted from child-directed English
(MacWhinney, 2000). There are 3,321 plural nouns (23 irregular), 1,494 past tense verbs (120 irregular), and 1,724
progressive verbs (the exceptionless -ing). As reviewed earlier, children’s vocabulary size during morphological learning
is very modest. We thus log-binned words into 20 bins based
on frequency and sampled 50 from each, simulating a child’s
vocabulary growth from 50 to 1K words. We repeated 100
times with different random seeds to simulate 100 children.
Features are one of Ω = {progressive, past, plural}.
CELEX-EN contains just the stem/past tense pairs from
CHILDES-EN, intersected with CELEX (Baayen, Piepenbrock, & Gulikers, 1996) for word frequency. For crossvalidation, we formed 10 random 1000/100/200 train/dev/test
splits, and for developmental experiments, we test on the
top n items, n ∈ {100, 200, 400, 600, 800, 1000}. To simulate
children, we added random jitters between 0 and 5 to the frequencies. This has the Zipfian effect of scrambling which
low-frequency items appear in each learner’s training data.
Setup Throughout the experiments, we use orthography
for German and IPA transcriptions for English, following
McCurdy et al. (2020)’s use of orthography and Kirov and
Cotterell (2018)’s use of phonological transcriptions. Token
frequencies are used to construct realistic datasets, but only
type frequencies are used in learning and evaluation. We use
paired t-tests at a 0.95 confidence level for statistical analysis. When testing Kirov and Cotterell (2018)’s ED model, we
follow their setup, using an identical RNN implementation,
trained for 100 epochs, with batch size 20. Both encoder and
decoder RNNs are bidirectional LSTMs (Schuster & Paliwal,
1997) with two layers, 100 hidden units, and a vector size of
300.

Developmental Results
Order of Acquisition We study the order in which ATP
discovers productive processes in English and German to assess its consistency with children’s developmental patterns
on both English pluralization, verb past tense, and verb
present participle (CHILDES-EN) and German pluralization
(CHILDES-DE).
Figure 1 shows that ATP acquires the -s for pluralization
(e.g., book, books) and -ing for the verb present participle
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Figure 1: Fraction of “children” (ATP runs on different data)
who have learned each major suffixation rule. The order of
acquisition closely follows child development. Legend order
and shade of gray match acquisition order. All suffixes are
consistently acquired, except German -s (≈ 20%).

Figure 2: Accuracy on English and German vs. ED. ATP
outperforms ED by a stat. sig. amount on English and the first
four training sizes for German. English accuracy on irregulars
in the training data (dotted line) demonstrates the classic Ushape. The dashed line on German is the performance when
the models are presented lemmas without gender.

(e.g., walk, walking) on the smallest dataset (50 pairs). In
contrast, the exception-laden -ed of the past tense takes longer
to overcome the irregulars, but is consistently acquired by
around 500 words. These patterns align well with the order of
morpheme acquisition by English-learning children (Brown,
1973).
On German pluralization, which has five primary suffixes
/ -er, -s; we separate -n and -en), ATP acquires (-(e)n, -e, -0,
n immediately (on 50 words), which closely follows “A" in
Elsen (2002)’s diary study, who learned -e(n) words most
quickly. By 100 words, -0/ and -e have been acquired; again
matching “A," where the rate of learning of -0/ and -e words
is virtually identical. Other longitudinal studies have also
shown the very early acquisition of these suffixes (GawlitzekMaiwald, 1994). The -er suffix is learned by 95% of simulated children by 400 words. In Elsen (2002), -s and -er words
were learned at similar rates, while other studies (Köpcke,
1998; Bittner, 2000; Szagun, 2001) also find that -s, while
productive, generally emerges later. In our data, -er is attested 15 times, while -s only 8 times; Elsen (2002) reports
that A’s s-over-regularizations jump at 2;1, when her vocabulary contains around 50 -s words, which may explain the
difference.

Performance We evaluate quantitative performance on
CELEX-EN and CHILDES-DE in terms of how accurately the model generates inflections for held-out (lemma,
features) pairs as the training data is progressively grown,
simulating vocabulary growth. We compare to Kirov and Cotterell (2018)’s ED model. Results are in Fig. 2.
On English past tense, ATP outperforms ED by a statistically significant amount on all training sizes. Furthermore,
when evaluated on irregulars that it has seen during training,
ATP over-applies learned rules before correcting, exhibiting the developmental regression (Kuczaj, 1977; G. Marcus,
Pinker, Ullman, Hollander, & Xu, 1992) that is a hallmark
of the English past tense acquisition (dotted line). Before
the model learns the productivity of -ed, all training verbs
are memorized (irregulars and regulars alike). Once the productive rule is learned, the model erases the memory of rulefollowing verbs, which no longer require storage. The two
drops in irregular training accuracy correspond with the two
largest jumps in test accuracy, demonstrating the acquisition
of a rule (likely /-t/ and /-d/; see Fig. 3). Throughout learning, all test errors were over-regularizations of rules (unless
guessing occurred due to no rule having yet been acquired),
matching the regularization vs. irregularization contrast in
child acquisition (Berko, 1958; MacWhinney, 1978; Xu &
Pinker, 1995).
On German pluralization, ATP outperforms ED by a statistically significant amount on the first four datasets (60-240
words) and is statistically indistinguishable after that point.
Though the training data contains gender, the models can also
be tested with novel nouns without gender information. Plural suffixation is not only conditioned on gender but also the
phonological properties of nouns (Wiese, 1996; Zaretsky &
Lange, 2015). ATP always outperforms ED without gender,
indicating that it is more capable of extracting the phonological regularities in the German system.
In addition to its accuracy, ATP runs in seconds on all
dataset sizes, compared to minutes for ED.
We note that the setup of this evaluation differs in certain
respects from that used in the neural modeling literature. In
particular, each number in Fig. 2 is the average test accuracy
of fully-trained models on each of the training sets of that size
(with the exception of the dotted U-shape line, as discussed
above). In contrast, learning curves in works like Kirov and
Cotterell (2018) report training accuracy of partially-trained
models by epoch. Moreover, in such works, the model’s final
test-accuracy is an average only over different random initializations of the model, holding the training data constant. We
chose our setup because our focus is on modeling development, and evaluating periodically on held-out test data is a
more faithful measure of a model’s developmental trajectory.

Acquired Knowledge
Discovered Rules ATP learns rules explicitly, represented
in a decision tree. The output trees in Figs. 3-4 have transparent linguistic interpretations.
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Figure 3: ATP decision tree for CHILDES-EN past tense.
IPA symbols in brackets are separated by “|” to indicate that a
lemma that ends in any of the listed endings follows (or does
not follow, if preceded by “¬”) the branch.
Table 1: Correlations with human production results (bold =
stat. sig.). Training ATP on just 400 words of child-directed
speech yields higher correlation with human productions than
training a NN on 22x times the data (McCurdy et al., 2020).

-(e)n
-e
-0/
-er
-s
other

%R
0.17
0.27
0.11
0.44
0.01
0.00

Neuter
%NR
0.04
0.35
0.0
0.17
0.44
0.00

ρ
-0.26
-0.14
0.55
0.53
0.3

%R
0.19
0.45
0.07
0.29
0.01
0.00

Unknown
%NR
0.23
0.62
0.00
0.0
0.15
0.00

ρ
0.43
0.01
0.55
0.46
0.64

The English tree (Fig. 3) correctly characterizes the -ed
rule for English past tense: the first branch to the [-t] node
splits on voiceless stem endings, the next branch to [-d] splits
on voiced stem endings, and [-Id] captures the remaining instances.
The German tree (Fig. 4) captures all five primary suffixes
/ -er, -s). The -s suffix—well-known to be the
(-(e)n, -e, -0,
most idiosyncratic—is picked up at the deepest point in the
tree, conforming to its role as the rule of last resort (G. F. Marcus, Brinkmann, Clahsen, Wiese, & Pinker, 1995).
This particular English tree was learned from 1000 words
(one simulated child) of CELEX-EN, and the German tree
was learned from the 442 German nouns in CHILDES-DE.
Wug Test Production The Wug test can be used to assess
the morphological knowledge acquired by both humans and
computational models. G. F. Marcus et al. (1995) carried out
a Wug test study with 24 nonce words, divided into Rhyme
(rhymes with familiar German words) and Non-Rhyme (unfamiliar) nonce words. The same stimuli were used by Zaretsky
and Lange (2015) and McCurdy et al. (2020). McCurdy
et al. (2020) compared the predictions of Kirov and Cotterell (2018)’s ED neural network model to human productions. We passed the same 24 nonce words to ATP trained
on CHILDES-DE. This experiment follows McCurdy et al.
(2020): it computes (a) the fraction of productions for each

When presenting nonce words with unknown gender to
ATP, the correlation with human performance is higher than
when presenting with neuter gender (left columns). The
participants in McCurdy et al. (2020) were presented nonce
words with the neuter determiner das. However, the impact
of this is unknown. As noted earlier (Wiese, 1996), the suffix
choice is conditioned on both gender and phonology, and a
conflict generally arises only in non-feminine gender (nearly
all feminine nouns add -(e)n). When they conflict, as in
the test stimuli, human subjects may persist with a genderconditioned rule, or they may eschew gender altogether and
rely on phonological similarity to existing words (Zaretsky &
Lange, 2015). Our model makes a testable prediction regarding this open question that can be pursued in future research.

Discussion
ATP is not limited to morphology acquisition. Further research could investigate its use in learning phonology, syntax, or anything where linguistic generalizations are learned.
Children’s adeptness at language acquisition is a constant reminder of how much knowledge can be learned from tiny
amounts of evidence. The decision trees that ATP learns
leave a step-by-step trace of what was learned and how. They
thus provide explicit places to look for the steps children take
in acquiring language.
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Figure 4: ATP decision tree for CHILDES-DE. “M” indicates nouns with masculine gender.

suffix, divided into Rhyme (R) and Non-Rhyme (NR) and (b)
Spearman’s rank correlation (ρ) between the production probabilities of human and ATP productions. To simulate multiple people, we ran ATP on 500 samples of size 400 (by frequency) from CHILDES-DE. As in McCurdy et al. (2020),
we treated each run as a model of a human, and computed the
production probabilities for a particular word-suffix pair as
the fraction of models that produced that suffix for that word.
When presenting ATP nonce words with unknown gender
(right columns of Tab. 1), ATP correlates with human productions statistically significantly for all suffixes except -e. This
is in contrast to the ED model, which shows no correlation
for any suffix (McCurdy et al., 2020). Moreover, ATP was
trained on a realistic 400 words of child-directed speech—
over which the core inflectional morphology is learned—
while ED was trained on 8.7K words, or 22x the data. Furthermore, both Zaretsky and Lange (2015) and McCurdy et
al. (2020) found that -(e)n and -s are used more frequently for
non-rhyme words than rhyme words. ATP again matches this
behavior, and ED did not (McCurdy et al., 2020).
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Abstract
When do people use knowledge about the world in order to
comprehend language? We asked whether pronoun resolution
decisions are influenced by knowledge about physical plausibility. Results showed that referents which are more physically
plausible in described events were more likely to be selected
as antecedents of ambiguous pronouns, implying that resolution decisions were driven by physical inference. An alternative explanation is that these decisions were driven instead
by distributional word knowledge. We tested this by including predictions of a statistical language model (BERT) and
found that physical plausibility explained variance on top of
the statistical language model predictions. This indicates that
at least part of people’s pronoun resolution judgments comes
from knowledge about the world and not the word. This result
constrains psycholinguistic models of comprehension—world
knowledge must influence propositional interpretation—and
raises the broader question of how non-linguistic physical inference processes are incorporated during comprehension.
Keywords: pronoun interpretation; language comprehension;
world knowledge; situation models; language models

Introduction
Theories of language comprehension vary in the role they assign to world knowledge in determining interpretation. In
particular, theories differ in whether they allow world knowledge to influence the propositional interpretation of an utterance. Some theories assign a minimal or elaborative role,
where world knowledge is not integrated before a propositional interpretation has been generated. Other theories provide a mechanism for world knowledge to influence propositional interpretation, either by validating a given interpretation against world knowledge, or using world knowledge to
generate expectations before interpretation begins.
Imagine a reader encounters the following sentence:
(1) The swallow carried the coconut.
Traditional situation model theories of language argue that a
comprehender transforms this input into propositions, which
form the basis of their representation of the message (Kintsch
& Van Dijk, 1978). For instance (1) might be transformed
into the proposition carry(swallow, coconut). According to
McKoon & Ratcliff’s Minimalist Hypothesis (1995, 2015),
world knowledge will play a minimal role in interpreting
such input. They argue that inferences are only made when
supporting information is “highly available” or there is a
break in local coherence which triggers strategic analysis. As
neither condition is met, there ought to be no further inferences made.
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Kintsch’s (1998) Construction-Integration model supports
a more pervasive (though still limited) influence of world
knowledge. Input is transformed into propositions which activate related propositions of world knowledge in a pre-existing
semantic network. Activation then spreads throughout the
network until an equilibrium state is reached. The model
allows related information to be integrated into the comprehender’s mental model, elaborating on the propositional interpretation of the input. For instance, a comprehender of
(1) might activate information about the shapes of swallows
and coconuts and infer that the swallow grips the coconut’s
husk with its claws. Although the Construction-Integration
model offers more potential for elaborative inference than the
Minimalist Hypothesis, it is crucially similar in that a propositional interpretation of the input is selected before world
knowledge can be activated.1 Thus world knowledge can play
only an elaborative role in supporting the core propositional
information of the linguistic signal.
Other theories of language comprehension provide mechanisms for world knowledge to influence the core propositional interpretation of linguistic input: either by rejecting an
implausible interpretation (validation) or by influencing the
comprehension process before a propositional interpretation
has been chosen (expectation). O’Brien & Cook’s 3-stage RIVal model (2016) is similar to the Construction-Integration
model in its first two stages (Resonance and Integration). The
third stage, Validation, checks the output against the existing
situation model and general world knowledge. If an inconsistency is discovered, the initial propositional interpretation
may be rejected or revised. For instance, a reader of (1) might
initially interpret swallow as referring to the small European
Swallow. During validation they might conclude that the described situation is implausible, and reinterpret swallow as
referring to the larger African variant.
Sanford and Garrod’s (1998) Scenario-Mapping model
is a more radical departure from traditional situation model
theories. They propose that linguistic input is integrated
with background knowledge immediately, before selecting a
propositional interpretation for the input. This allows world
knowledge to influence interpretation at the earliest possible
opportunity by generating expectations about the proposi1 Although the C-I model provides a mechanism for world knowl-

edge to winnow potential interpretations during integration, the process is heavily influenced by which interpretations are initially selected and world knowledge plays no role in this initial selection.

tional form which input must take.
In the former two models, world knowledge cannot typically affect the propositional interpretation of input, but on
the latter two it can. If world knowledge does indeed play
a role in determining propositional interpretation, this would
have implications for a variety of areas of cognitive science. It
would place constraints on psycholinguistic models of comprehension, which would need to account for the rapid access
and influence of such information. It would suggest that natural language understanding solutions will need to incorporate
world knowledge in order to achieve human performance on
a variety of tasks. Finally, it would provide evidence for the
continuity of language processing and other cognitive tasks,
and raise questions about how cognitive resources are shared
between linguistic and non-linguistic activities.
A variety of research provides supportive but inconclusive
evidence on the specific question of whether world knowledge influences the propositional interpretation of linguistic
input. Online measures such as Event-Related Potentials and
reading times provide invaluable insight into the time-course
of world knowledge activation. World knowledge violations
cause early processing difficulty, indicating that world knowledge must be activated and integrated rapidly during comprehension (Hagoort, Hald, Bastiaansen, & Petersson, 2004;
Garrod, Freudenthal, & Boyle, 1994; Milburn, Warren, &
Dickey, 2016). However, online measures alone cannot expose the result of such integration: the products of language
comprehension (Ferreira & Yang, 2019). Additional evidence
is needed using methods which probe the contents of mental
representations during and after comprehension.
Visual world studies provide evidence that world knowledge can influence anticipation of upcoming linguistic input, which in turn drives eye-movement behavior (Tanenhaus,
Spivey-Knowlton, Eberhard, & Sedivy, 1995; Altmann &
Kamide, 1999). However, the presence of visual stimuli before and during processing may facilitate exceptionally strong
world knowledge influence that might not generalise to ordinary reading behavior or comprehending spoken language in
the absence of visual referents.
Ambiguous language provides an ideal testbed for the influence of world knowledge on comprehension. If a linguistic signal affords multiple propositional interpretations, and
world knowledge influences the interpretation which a comprehender selects, we should expect that comprehenders disproportionately select world knowledge-consistent interpretations, controlling for other factors. Related research uses
ambiguous pronouns to investigate the implicit causality of
verbs: the tendency of comprehenders to attribute causal responsibility for the event described by a verb to a particular entity. Comprehenders resolve she to Sally in Jane criticized Sally because she. . . , but to Jane if the verb is changed
to amazed (Garvey & Caramazza, 1974). Although some
researchers have interpreted implicit causality effects as the
influence of world knowledge about the typical causes of
events (Van den Hoven & Ferstl, 2018; Pickering & Majid,
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2007), others have argued that they result from purely linguistic knowledge about verbs (Hartshorne, 2014).
Two studies have explicitly examined the influence of
world knowledge on pronoun interpretation. As part of a
pilot study for a self-paced reading experiment, Gordon &
Scearce (1995) found that pronoun interpretation is influenced by modulating the verb in sentences like Bill wanted
John to look over some important papers. . . Unfortunately
he never [sent/received] them. More recently, Bender (2015)
found that human subjects perform well on the Winograd
Schema Challenge, an artificial intelligence benchmark that
involves solving pronoun resolution problems designed to require world knowledge. Both studies face two methodological challenges, which we aim to address in the present study.
First, both studies use the experimenter’s intuition as their
metric of world knowledge plausibility. Experimenters’
judgements might not align with participants’, or may have
been guided by pragmatic, lexical, or other non-world knowledge information that is known to influence pronoun resolution judgements. We therefore conducted two separate norming studies to measure i) the world knowledge bias of each of
our stimuli, and ii) the bias exerted by the structural linguistic
information in the stimulus, in the absence of world knowledge. These measures not only provide an experimenterindependent metric of world knowledge bias, but also allow
us to control for the effects of structural information. Moreover, by operationalizing the strength of each bias as the proportion of participants who chose a particular response, we
can treat both biases as continuous variables. This allows us
to test the stronger claim that the degree of bias should predict
the degree of effect on responses.
Second, many previous experiments have not controlled
for the possibility that participants use their distributional
knowledge of language to provide responses that are consistent with world knowledge (Willits, Amato, & MacDonald,
2015). We test this account by measuring the variance explained by world knowledge biases when controlling for the
predictions of a language model. If participants are using distributional information, rather than experiential world knowledge, to make pronoun resolution judgements, we expect a
language model (which makes use of this same distributional
information) to explain any variance in their responses which
might be explained by world knowledge bias.

The Present Study
In order to investigate the role of world knowledge in language comprehension, we test whether knowledge about the
physical world exerts an influence on pronoun interpretation.
When a comprehender encounters the pronoun it in (2), they
must decide whether it refers to the vase or the rock.
(2) When the vase fell on the rock, it broke.
Linguists have found evidence for a variety of structural factors which influence pronoun interpretation. Comprehenders
are more likely to resolve a pronoun to the subject of the previous clause (Crawley, Stevenson, & Kleinman, 1990), or to a

Table 1: Item versions and responses
Study
Structural Norming
Structural Norming
Physics Norming
Physics Norming
Main Experiment
Main Experiment

Order
A
B
A
B
A
B

Stimulus
When the purple vase fell on the green vase, it broke.
When the green vase fell on the purple vase, it broke.
If a vase fell on a rock, which would be more likely to break?
If a rock fell on a vase, which would be more likely to break?
When the vase fell on the rock, it broke.
When the rock fell on the vase, it broke.

noun phrase (NP) which occupies the same grammatical role
as the pronoun (Chambers & Smyth, 1998). In (2), these factors both bias interpretation toward the vase. Orthogonally, if
comprehenders are using world knowledge to assess the plausibility of candidates, then all things being equal, they should
select antecedents that they think are more plausible in the
described events. Consider:
(3) When the rock fell on the vase, it broke.
Here, structural factors continue to bias interpretation toward the first noun phrase (NP1—now, the rock). However, world knowledge about the physical properties of rocks
and vases may lead an interpreter to believe this interpretation is implausible and select an alternative antecedent: the
vase (Hobbs, 1979; Garnham, 2001). Thus if world knowledge does influence interpretation, more participants should
choose the second noun phrase (NP2) in (3) than in (2).
A difference in NP2 responses between (2) and (3) would
allow us to reject the null hypothesis that only structural factors influence pronoun assignment. However, it does not entail that world knowledge is responsible for this shift. Therefore, we conducted separate norming studies measuring the
strength of structural and physics biases. We elicited structural norms by replacing the NPs in each experimental item
with two NPs deemed equally likely to participate in the critical event (see Table 1, rows 1-2). We elicited physical norms
by asking participants explicit hypothetical reasoning questions about the described situation (Table 1, rows 3-4). We
operationalize structural and physics biases as the proportion
of participants who selected NP2 for each item in the respective norming studies.
In addition to structural biases, participant decisions may
be influenced by statistical associations between words. A
participant might select the vase in (3) purely because broke
is more likely to follow the vase than the rock. Therefore,
a comprehender could in principle use statistical knowledge
about the distribution of language to produce responses which
are consistent with their physical knowledge. This could result from the physical world influencing language production:
language is often used to describe the real world, and so the
relevant world knowledge may be encoded in the distribution of language itself. Alternatively, distributional information may not fully capture the ground truth of the physical
world, but linguistic knowledge might influence comprehen-
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NP2 Responses
10%
0%
0%
100%
12.5%
95%

ders’ interpretation even when it conflicts with knowledge
gleaned from their grounded experience with the physical
world. In order to control for the influence of distributional
linguistic knowledge, we also obtained probabilities for each
antecedent from a language model (LM). LMs learn to predict sequences of words based on the statistical distribution of
words in language. If LM predictions account for the variance
in participant responses that is explained by world knowledge
bias, this supports an alternative explanation that does not require the influence of world knowledge.
Different theories of world knowledge make distinct predictions about the effect of these measures on pronoun resolution judgements. Models which assign only a minimal or
elaborative role predict no marginal effect of physics bias.
World knowledge, on these accounts, exerts no influence before a propositional interpretation has been extracted. It can
therefore play no role in determining the propositional interpretation. In contrast, accounts which assign a role to world
knowledge in validation or generating expectations do predict a marginal effect of physics bias. Validation accounts
predict that physically implausible referents, such as the rock
in (3) will be ultimately rejected, even if they are favoured
by structural factors. Similarly, if world knowledge influences expectations about how the text will develop, then the
vase might be preferred initially, without the need for alternate candidates to be validated.

Method
Norming Studies
Participants All research was approved by the University
of California San Diego Institutional Review Board. We recruited 35 native English speaking undergraduate students
from the Psychology Deparment Subject pool, who provided
informed consent using a button press and received course
credit as compensation for their time. All participants successfully answered ≥ 2/3 catch trials. We excluded 1 participant who indicated they were not a native English speaker; 1
participant who took over 1 hour to complete the experiment;
and 8 participants who had > 20% of their trials excluded.
We excluded 43 trials where the response time was < 500ms
(indicating guessing), and 67 trials where the response time
(offset by 191ms per syllable of question length in the syntax condition) was > 10s (indicating inattention or deliberation). We also excluded 5 trials where the response time

each case. The examples were counterbalanced with respect
to presentation order, and (in the structural norming) did not
require the use of physical inference to resolve.
Participants in both norming tasks were presented with 30
critical items and 3 catch trials. In the structural norming
study, 45 filler items were included in order to mask the purpose of the study from participants. Filler items were taken
from other studies about pronoun resolution (Bender, 2015;
Crawley et al., 1990; Smyth, 1994). Fillers were vetted to ensure they did not encourage physical inference and balanced
with respect to NP1/NP2 bias. Presentation order of items
was randomized. The position of response options was also
randomized, so that the NP1 response appears on the right in
half of trials.
Figure 1: Distribution of biases elicited via norming. Physics
bias is bimodally and symmetrically distributed while the
structural biases are unimodally skewed toward NP1.

was ±2.5SD from the participant mean. 1 participant used
a touchscreen and none of their trials met exclusion criteria.
We retained 820 trials (375 physics, 445 structural) from 27
participants (13 physics, 14 structural; 20 female, 6 male, 1
non-binary; mean age = 20.3, σ = 1.8). The physics norming
study lasted 6.9 mins on average (σ = 1.3), while the structural norming lasted 19.1 mins on average (σ = 4.2). The difference in duration was largely due to the inclusion of filler
items in the structural norming study.
Materials We created two alternate versions of each of the
critical items from the main experiment (see § Main Experiment). To elicit structural norms, we replaced the candidate antecedents with two objects which were deemed to be
equally physically plausible. We used either modifiers that
did not alter the physical properties relevant to the plausibility of the candidate, or different objects that were similar in
relevant properties. We confirmed that differences between
the objects were not influencing decisions by calculating the
difference in proportion of NP2 responses when the order of
the NPs was reversed (µ = 0.1). To elicit physics norms we
reframed the pronoun resolution problem as an explicit reasoning task (see Table 1). 2
Procedure The experiment was designed using jsPsych
(De Leeuw, 2015) and hosted online. Passages were presented for 250ms + 191ms/syllable. A question would then
appear below the sentence along with two response options.
In the physics norming study, the question was presented
immediately and the response options were revealed after a
delay. Participants were instructed to use the keyboard (or
touchscreen) to indicate their response. Two examples were
then presented, along with instructions on how to respond in
2 All

items, as well as the source code for the experiment, are
available on github: https://github.com/camrobjones/pipr.
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Results Responses were aggregated by item to find the proportion of NP2 responses in each norming study. Results for
a single item are shown in Table 1. Items in the structural
norming study elicited responses which were heavily skewed
toward NP1 (see Figure 1). This is likely due to subjecthood
biases (as NP1 was often the subject) and grammatical parallelism (as ambiguous pronouns were often grammatical subjects). Most responses in the physics norming study elicited
0% or 100% NP2 responses, indicating high agreement and
reflecting the fact that reversing the order of each item effectively reverses its bias with respect to NP1/NP2-coding.

Main Experiment
Participants Participants were recruited, excluded, and
compensated in the same manner as described for the norming studies. 48 participants were recruited, and 15 were excluded (5 non-native English; 1 failed ≥ 2/3 catch trials; 1
with completion time > 1hr; 8 with > 20% trials excluded)
leaving 33 (20 female, 10 male, 1 non-binary, 2 prefer not
to say; mean age = 20.3, σ = 2.6). Mean completion time
was 18.8 minutes (σ = 5.0). We excluded trials where response time was < 500ms (46), > 10s (+191ms/syllable,
105), ±2.5SD from participant mean (5), leaving 1105 trials.
Materials 30 critical items were designed so that each featured an introductory clause that referred to two objects (the
candidates), and an ambiguous pronoun that referred back to
one of the candidates in a later clause. The later clause described a physical event in which one of the candidates was
a more plausible participant than the other, such as in (2).
We used a variety of situations, which would require invoking different physical properties to infer the most plausible
candidate, including mass, velocity, momentum, brittleness,
mass distribution, surface area, scratch hardness, indentation
hardness, melting point, and flammability. All items were designed so that the candidates could be switched and the order
of the candidates was randomized across participants, forming pairs (see Table 1, rows 5-6).
Procedure The main experiment proceeded exactly as the
structural norming study, described above (including the
same instructions and filler items).

Figure 2: Structural factors, such as grammatical role, had little influence on whether an NP was selected as an antecedent,
r = −0.09, χ2 (1) = 0.407, p = 0.52.

Figure 3: The physical plausibility of an NP had a strong
effect on whether it is selected as an antecedent, r = 0.72,
χ2 (1) = 65.667, p < 0.001.

Results
Main Experiment
We constructed linear mixed effects models using the lme4
package in R (Bates, Sarkar, Bates, & Matrix, 2007). Models
predicted the responses in the main experiment, with random
effects of physics and structural bias by participant. We used
Likelihood Ratio Tests to compare models. No significant effect of structural bias was detected compared to a null model
(χ2 (1) = 0.407, p = 0.52; marginal R2 < 0.001; see Figure
2). However, a model which included physics bias performed
significantly better than a model with only structural bias as a
fixed effect (χ2 (1) = 65.667, p < 0.001; marginal R2 = 0.55;
see Figure 3). Thus, physics bias appears to have a strong
positive effect on pronoun resolution in the main experiment,
while there is no clear effect of structural bias.

Language Model Analysis
The significant effect of physics bias observed above could
represent the causal influence of world knowledge in pronoun resolution. However, this result is also consistent with
an alternative account: participants may be using statistical
knowledge about the distribution of language to select an antecedent. Language is often generated to describe the real
world and so we would expect judgements based on distributional information to be consistent with world knowledge. For example, if vases are more likely to break in the
real world than rocks are, we might expect vase to co-occur
with broke more frequently than rock does. In order to test
this alternative explanation, we elicited predictions for each
item using a language model, BERT (Devlin, Chang, Lee, &
Toutanova, 2018). We used an uncased pre-trained ‘BERT
for masked LM’ model from the python transformers library
(Wolf et al., 2020). Following Kocijan, Cretu, Camburu, Yordanov, and Lukasiewicz (2019), we elicit probabilities for
each candidate by masking the pronoun and using the LM to
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predict the correct candidate. Where a candidate comprises
multiple words, we use a corresponding number of mask tokens and find the mean of the log probabilities of each token.
We normalise probabilities to the restricted decision space
to obtain a measure of how biased the LM is toward NP2:
p(NP2) / (p(NP1) + p(NP2))
Two linear mixed effects models were constructed. A
base model predicted participant responses using structural
bias and LM predictions. The full model additionally used
physics bias to predict responses. Both models included random effects for physics and structural biases by participant.
A Likelihood Ratio Test comparing the models found a significant improvement in fit from including physics bias data
(χ2 (1) = 65.5, p < 0.001). The marginal R2 was 0.002 for
the structure + LM model, and 0.56 for the full model. The
full model showed positive effects of BERT predictions (β =
0.604, p = 0.024) and physics bias (β = 4.58, p < 0.001), and
no effect of structural bias (β = −0.313, p = 0.0487). To ensure that the LM predictions were not adversely affected by
the surface form of the experimental stimuli, we also elicited
LM predictions for the physics norming stimuli (e.g. If a
vase falls on a rock, [MASK] is more likely to break).3 The
LM normalized p(NP2) had a positive relationship with proportion of NP2 responses (z(1) = 2.079, p = 0.037). However, the model predicted little variance in physics norming
responses (marginal R2 = 0.014).
The result shows that physics bias explains additional variance in responses which is not accounted for by structural or
distributional information. This implies an influence of world
knowledge on interpretation that cannot be explained away by
the alternative distributional knowledge account.
3 We

thank an anonymous reviewer for this suggestion.

Figure 4: Language Model predictions are positively correlated with participant judgements (r = 0.14). However,
physics bias explains additional variance which is not accounted for by LM predictions, χ2 (1) = 65.5, p < 0.001.

Discussion
Physics bias, as measured through the physics norming study,
was found to have a strong predictive effect on participant
pronoun resolution decisions. Specifically, participants were
more likely to select a candidate as the antecedent of a pronoun if the candidate was judged to be a more plausible participant in the described situation. In contrast, the structural
bias of the sentence—exerted by grammatical features and
measured in the structural norming study—did not show a
significant effect on pronoun resolution decisions. Moreover,
physics bias was found to improve model fit when controlling
for both structural factors and distributional semantic information learned by a language model.
The results suggest that world knowledge does exert an influence on pronoun resolution. This evidence is inconsistent
with the predictions of accounts which assign a minimal role
to world knowledge, or a role only after a propositional interpretation for the sentence has been constructed. However, the
results are consistent with accounts which incorporate world
knowledge during validation or driving expectations about
upcoming input, as these accounts provide a mechanism for
world knowledge information to influence which referent is
selected.

Implications and Future Work
The results have implications for three broad fields within
cognitive science: psycholinguistics, natural language understanding, and cognitive linguistics. First, the results provide
evidence against the Minimalist and Construction-Integration
models in favor of the RI-Val and Scenario-Mapping models, but future work is needed to adjudicate between the latter
two. One promising approach is to vary the strength of world
knowledge bias. Stimuli in the present study were designed
to evoke a strong world knowledge bias response (see Figure
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1), however more subtle biases could be evoked by using candidates that are more similar in relevant characteristics (e.g.
When the glass fell on the vase). Although structural factors
had no effect in the present study, there is substantial evidence that they play an important role in pronoun resolution
in other contexts (Crawley et al., 1990; Smyth, 1994). The
validation account predicts that structural biases will govern
resolution decisions so long as the structurally preferred candidate is not so implausible as to be rejected. Alternatively,
an expectation account predicts that world knowledge will be
routinely accessed and used to direct parsing, so even smaller
world knowledge biases will influence pronoun resolution decisions.
Second, the results suggest understanding natural language
requires general world knowledge (such as intuitions about
physical properties and interactions). Much of this information is unlikely to be explicitly reported due to it being perceptually obvious and is therefore less likely to appear in text
corpora used to train LMs (Shwartz & Choi, 2020). This prediction is borne out by the low proportion of variance in participant judgements explained by the LM in our results, compared to that explained by grounded information about physical biases. One solution involves developing methods to infer
physical world knowledge from implicit information in corpora: for instance, the physical relationships implied by verb
roles (Forbes & Choi, 2017). Alternatively, models may need
to be augmented with multimodal data or datasets of physical
norms (Lynott, Connell, Brysbaert, Brand, & Carney, 2019).
Finally, the results provide evidence that non-linguistic
information and reasoning abilities exert influence on a
core language comprehension process: reference assignment.
What mechanisms and resources underlie the rapid deployment of general world knowledge during language comprehension? Battaglia, Hamrick, and Tenenbaum (2013) propose that humans are equipped with an Intuitive Physics Engine (IPE), which they can use to simulate hypothetical situations and predict their outcomes. Previous research has tested
this claim on non-linguistic stimuli, but future work should
examine whether the IPE can also explain physical inferences during language comprehension. Similarly, Barsalou
(1999) proposes that language comprehension involves relating linguistic information to multimodal perceptual symbols
grounded in sensorimotor experience. Activation of embodied perceptual symbols provides an intuitively plausible hypothesis about how world knowledge can be leveraged so efficiently to influence pronoun resolution decisions (Zwaan,
2016). Future work could explore whether sensorimotor activation correlates with evidence of world knowledge influence
during language comprehension.
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Abstract
In this paper we use pupillometry, a non-invasive, naturalistic
method of measuring attention and cognitive load, to measure
the effect of stress clash (Chinése shı́p) and its metrical repair (Chı́nese shı́p) during auditory sentence processing. We
addressed two main research questions. The first question explores whether phonologically-disfavored metrical structures
induce processing costs indexed by changes in pupil size. The
second investigates whether the application of an optional process of stress retraction called the Rhythm Rule (Liberman &
Prince, 1977) ameliorates or compounds any general penalty
for stress clash. We find that unrepaired stress clash leads to
greater pupil diameter relative to non-clashing sequences, indicating increased attention and cognitive load. We also find that
repaired sequences lead to a decrease in overall pupil diameter,
indicating facilitation.
Keywords: stress clash; rhythm rule; metrical constraints; lexical processing; pupillometry; auditory sentence processing

Introduction
An extensive literature in both formal phonology and speech
science more broadly has demonstrated that the prosodic
structure of a sentence — its overall intonation, as well as
the placement of phrase-level and word-level prominence or
stress — impacts its acceptability. A classic example of
the role of prosodic well-formedness is Stress Clash (SC) in
North American English, which is dispreferred by the phonology of the language. Stress Clash is a prosodic configuration
which occurs when two adjacent syllables within a prosodic
phrase both bear primary stress, e.g., maroón sweáter (Hayes,
1995).
There are multiple ways to resolve SC in English. In one,
stress on the first word of a clashing pair may be retracted
to a metrically prominent syllable earlier in that same word
by an optional metrical repair process often referred to as
the Rhythm Rule (RR; Kiparsky, 1966; Liberman & Prince,
1977), as in Chinése shı́p → Chı́nese shı́p. The availability of the RR is predicated on numerous factors, including
whether there is a previous syllable that is able to bear stress
or not. Another way to resolve SC is to partition the stressed
syllables into separate phonological phrases, separated by a
prosodic boundary, as in Chinése # shı́p.
SC is strongly disfavored in English; listeners often repair SC violations perceptually (Kimball & Cole, 2014), and
speakers routinely avoid it in spontaneous speech (Hammond,
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2016; Breiss & Hayes, 2020). SC is also known to exact
a processing cost, with clashing sequences resulting in increased cognitive load (Kentner, 2015).
In this paper, we use pupillometry to examine how stress
shift motivated by avoidance of SC, as well as spurious stress
shift which lacks phonological motivation, impacts the online auditory processing of sentences containing (possible)
instances of SC. We find evidence that unrepaired SC induces
a processing penalty, but that SC which has been repaired by
RR facilitates processing above and beyond the simple lack of
overt SC. We suggest that the exceptional facilitation for repaired SC may arise from participants using the non-citation
form stress placement on a pre-nominal adjective (Chı́nese)
as an early clue predicting the metrical structure of the upcoming noun (shı́p), thereby facilitating word recognition.
We close with a discussion of the implications of these results
for different theoretical models of phonological processing.

Pupillometry
In many respects, pupillometry is ideal for exploring auditory manipulations, as it provides a noninvasive, naturalistic,
largely unconscious window into on-line processing. Pupillometry measures changes in pupil diameter in response to
changes in the environment or as a function of internal cognitive processes. While the pupil responds most dramatically
to changes in luminance, it has also been found to index
changes in mental effort and cognitive load. For example,
Hess & Polt (1964) observed that pupil size increased when
subjects attempted to solve difficult mental arithmetic problems compared to easy ones. Subsequent studies found an association between pupil size and other cognitive functions related to emotional valence, attention, memory, and language
(e.g., Laeng et al., 2012, for a review). Linguistic variables
reflected in the pupil have been found to include relative accessibility of word forms (Kuchinke et al., 2007; Schmidtke,
2017) and syntactic complexity (Engelhardt et al., 2010; Just
& Carpenter, 1993), as well as prosodic (Zellin et al., 2011;
Harris et al., 2019) and metrical (Scheepers et al., 2013) violations.
Scheepers et al. (2013) measured pupillary responses to
highly expected metrical patterns imposed by limericks,

forms of poetry that place strong metrical constraints on the
verse (see also Breen & Clifton, 2011, 2013). Metrical violations were created by manipulating a single word before the
final word of the poem. They found that pupil size increased
in response to violations of metrical structure, but not to violations of syntactic, semantic, or rhyming conventions.
In keeping with the current pupillometry literature, we assume the following basic linking hypothesis between cognition and behavior: increased pupil size indirectly reflects
increased cognitive load, including mental effort directed at
managing language comprehension processes. The method
provides an appealing online measurement of cognitive processing during passive listening. In addition, as pupil size is
not under conscious control, the technique is resistant to individual strategies that may be employed by participants in
tasks that may involve elements of strategic processing, such
as self-paced reading or eye-tracking while reading.
We now turn to a pupillometry experiment that was designed to investigate the effects of stress clash and repair on
sentence processing during passive listening.

Hypotheses and predictions

A scenario (2A) in which RR application hinders processing could arise from the non-citation form of the adjective
undergoing stress retraction (Chı́nese) which could, in principle, inhibit lexical access and consequently lead to a more
effortful parse of the sentence. On the other hand, encountering the non-citation form of a pre-nomimal adjective resulting
from stress shift could facilitate processing in two ways.
First (2B), stress retraction in a pre-nominal adjective
could act as an early cue to the stress-initial prosodic structure of the upcoming noun, thus facilitating word recognition
and speeding up subsequent processing at the noun by both
narrowing the space of possible nouns and possibly speeding word segmentation due to anticipating a primary stress
(Cutler & Norris, 1988). Second (2C), early phonetic cues
to primary stress in Chı́nese may enable earlier word recognition, due to easier word segmentation at that word’s edge
(Cutler & Norris, 1988) compared to canonical Chinése. In
this case, we would expect that the RR would facilitate lexical
processing of the adjective, but not necessarily the noun.

Experiment
Participants

Given the prominent role that prosody is known to play in
on-line processing, this study was conducted to explore the
following questions:
1. Research questions:
A. Does the pupil index processing costs due to SC?
B. Does the RR help or hinder processing?

18 undergraduates from the University of California, Los Angeles participated in the experiment. No participants reported
a history of hearing loss or language disorders, and all reported being monolingual native listeners of North American
English. Experimental sessions lasted approximately 45 minutes, and participants were compensated with course credit.

Materials and method

As discussed, violations of metrical expectations imposed
by limerick structure have been found to induce processing penalties in studies with auditory stimulus-presentation
(Scheepers et al., 2013), as well as during silent reading
(Breen & Clifton, 2011, 2013). However, the strictness of the
metrical constraints imposed by limericks are extreme and
likely do not reflect the day-to-day auditory experience of
most listeners. Therefore, it is not certain that the more subtle ill-formedness due to SC will be indexed by pupillary response. This motivates research question (1), since our study
uses more naturalistic sequences of stress placement to assess
how listeners respond to stress clash and its repair.
If the pupil does index SC violations, we explore three central possibilities in response to (1B).
2. Possible hypotheses addressing (1B):
A. Inhibition: Non-citation form pronunciation of adjectives due to RR could hinder lexical access.
B. Facilitation: Non-citation form adjective stress could
constrain possibilities for upcoming metrical structure,
allowing the early formation of lexical predictions.
C. Facilitation: Earlier adjective stress could cue earlier
recognition of a word boundary, facilitating word segmentation.
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20 sentence quartets were constructed as shown in Table 1.
The 2×2 design crossed a pre-nominal adjective and following noun’s citation form stress placements (Clash, NoClash)
with whether the RR applied (Shift, NoShift). The nouns
in the critical adjective-noun pairs were identical within a
quartet. Adjectives were all bisyllabic and monomorphemic.
Thus, the stress of the citation form of an adjective was in
either final (Clash; Chinése) or initial (NoClash; Spánish)
position. The application of a stress shift to an adjective
of the Clash type was motivated under the RR (Chı́nese
shı́p), whereas applying stress shift to a NoClash adjective
(Spánish) is unmotivated by the RR (Spanı́sh shı́p).
Adjectives with similar meanings were selected for the
manipulation. Pairs were matched for adjective frequency
and phonological neighborhood density using the English
Lexicon Project database (Balota et al., 2007), and critical
adjective-noun bigram frequency using the English One Million subset of the Google Books corpus (Lin et al., 2012). In
addition, we conducted an offline ratings experiment to select the quartets of stimuli whose critical adjective-noun pairs
were sufficiently similar in naturalness given the context of
the carrier sentence. In other words, the rating study was designed to select quartets where there were minimal baseline
differences in naturalness between the critical adjective-noun
pairs, e.g., Spanish ship and Chinese ship, in the context of

the carrier sentence, regardless of overt stress placement.

Experimental predictions

Forty-six subjects recruited from the same population as
the main experiment completed an off-line ratings task, where
they were asked to judge the naturalness of written Clash and
No Clash sentences using a 7-point Likert scale (1 = completely unnatural, 7 = completely natural). From a starting
set of 24 candidate quartets, we selected the 20 in which the
critical adjective-noun pairs differed the least in rating. Ratings on the final set of stimuli were analyzed with a Bayesian
mixed effects ordinal regression model fit in brms (Bürkner,
2017) with by-subject and by-item random intercepts, and a
sum-coded fixed effect of Condition (Clash = −1, No Clash
= 1), with a random slope of Condition by subject. The
model also included a by-subject random intercept for the
dispersion parameter of the ordinal model. The analysis revealed that the central 95% of values for Condition included
zero, indicating no strong support for a difference in naturalness between Conditions. An example quartet is shown in
Table 1.

If SC induces a processing cost that is indexed by pupil dilation, we expect to observe increased pupil diameter in response to the Clash NoShift (Chinése shı́p) and NoClash Shift
(Spanı́sh shı́p) conditions relative to the NoClash NoShift
(Spánish shı́p) condition. Further, if shift facilitates lexical
processing, pupil size should decrease following the Clash
Shift (Chı́nese shı́p) condition as compared to a NoClash
NoShift baseline. In contrast, if RR-induced stress shift hinders processing, pupil size should increase in this condition.
The spurious application of a stress shift in the NoClash Shift
(Spanı́sh shı́p) condition was intended as a methodological
check to determine whether the pupil would respond to metrical anomaly, regardless of the central manipulation.

Sentences were recorded in a sound-attenuated room by a
female phonetically-trained native speaker of American English, who recorded the full sentences shown in Table 1. To
ensure maximum acoustic similarity between different conditions within same quartet, we used the NoClash, NoShift
condition (as in Spánish shı́p) as a base frame, into which
we spliced in the critical adjective-noun pairs from the other
three conditions using Praat (Boersma & Weenink, n.d.) in
order to yield the other three items in each stimulus quartet. Following the critical adjective-noun pair, we inserted
50ms of computer-generated silence to serve as a stable baseline for pupil size, and then normalized the audio intensity of
the whole sentence to 70 dB. The materials were divided into
four counter-balanced lists, interspersed with 58 filler items
for a total of 78 trials per list. To ensure thorough processing of the sentences, participants answered a two-alternative
forced-choice comprehension question after half of the trials.
The experiment was programmed and presented with Experiment Builder (SR Research). Subjects listened to sentences played over sound-isolating headphones in a dimly lit
room dedicated to experimentation. Eye position and pupil
area were recorded using an SR Research EyeLink 1000 Plus
eye tracker sampling at 250Hz. Subjects’ heads were stabilized with a chin rest attached to a tracker mounted to the table 55cm from a 27 inch LCD monitor with a light gray background to minimize light exposure from the screen. A 5-point
calibration procedure was used before recording as necessary,
and drift correction was conducted after every trial.
At the start of each trial, subjects fixated a cross at the center of the screen. They were instructed to avoid blinking for
the duration of the sentence. They were encouraged to blink
between trials, and to rest their eyes as needed. In order to
minimize the possibility of eye blinks due to fatigue, participants initiated the trial when they were ready to begin. Calibration was also performed after breaks and as needed.
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Results
On average, subjects answered comprehension questions correctly in 89% of trials. No differences in responses between
conditions were observed in a mixed effects logistic regression model with by-subject and by-item random intercepts.
Pupil size data were preprocessed using PupilPre
(Kyröläinen et al., 2019) following the procedure outlined
in Mathôt et al. (2018). Fixations outside of the fixation
cross area were excluded. Blinks and other artefacts were removed from the data, along with 200ms on either side of the
event. The missing data was interpolated with spine smoothing. Each event was examined individually and corrected by
hand if needed. A baseline of 50ms was established for each
event, corresponding to the interval of inserted computergenerated silence. Observations of pupil size following the
baseline were calculated by subtracting the value of each observation from the mean pupil diameter during each trial’s
baseline. Data were then downsampled to 25Hz in order to
reduce autocorrelation between points (van Rij et al., 2019).
The remaining analyses were conducted in R (R Core
Team, 2020). Data were fit with a growth curve model (Mirman, 2016), which avoids assuming a linear form or an arbitrary time window for analysis. Growth curve models have
been used to quantify continuous changes in pupillary response (e.g., Kuchinsky et al., 2013; McGarrigle et al., 2017;
Harris et al., 2019). Experimental predictor variables were
coded with treatment contrasts, with the NoClash and NoShift
conditions specified as the reference levels for their respective
factors. We used orthogonal polynomials (ot1–ot3) to further reduce multicollinearity between neighboring samples in
the time series. Multiple models of the data were computed,
starting with a third-order cubic model with fixed effects of
Clash, Shift, and their interaction on polynomial terms, and
by-subject and by-item random intercepts.
This model was compared with two simpler models, consisting of either quadratic and linear polynomials and the
same fixed and random effect structures as before. The best
fitting model included quadratic polynomial predictors and
is reported in Table 2. The left panel of Figure 1 shows the
model fits on the mean percent change for 2000ms from the

Citation form
stress pattern

Stress realization
No Shift

Shift

Clash

As the crowd cheered, the Chinése shı́p //
from across the ocean pulled into the harbor.

As the crowd cheered, the Chı́nese shı́p //
from across the ocean pulled into the harbor.

No Clash

As the crowd cheered, the Spánish shı́p //
from across the ocean pulled into the harbor.

As the crowd cheered, the Spanı́sh shı́p //
from across the ocean pulled into the harbor.

Table 1: Sample quartet item crossing Citation form stress pattern (Clash, No clash) and Stress realization (Shift, No shift).
The underlining identifies the critical adjective-noun pair. Material following the // symbol (from across the ocean pulled into
the harbor) was spliced into the recording from the NoClash NoShift condition following 50ms of computer generated silence,
and was thus acoustically identical across the items within each quartet. All items are provided in the Appendix.
offset of the critical noun (shı́p). The right panel illustrates
the overall mean percent change in pupillary response during
the same time window.
lmer(Pupil ˜ (ot1+ot2+ot3) * # Orthogonal
polynomials
Clash*Shift +
# Fixed effects
(1|Subject) + (1|Item), # Random effects
control = lmerControl(optimizer="bobyqa"),
REML = F)
Parameters

Estimate

SE

t-value

(Intercept)
Linear
Quadratic

-7.12
-23.23
7.58

6.95
14.22
14.22

-1.02
-1.63
0.53

Clash
Linear: Clash
Quad: Clash

8.79
-4.99
-40.10

2.91
19.73
19.73

3.02 ***
-0.25
-2.03 *

Shift
Linear: Shift
Quad: Shift

12.99
3.86
-38.78

2.91
20.11
20.11

4.47 ***
0.19
-1.93 +

Clash × Shift
Linear: Clash × Shift
Quad: Clash × Shift

-22.63
-33.50
64.83

4.12
28.08
28.08

-5.49 ***
-1.19
2.31 *

Effect of citation form clash Sentences containing adjectives with a word final stress in their citation forms (Chinése)
were associated with increased pupil size overall (Clash intercept: t = 8.79, p < .001), and exhibited a more linear curvature (Quadratic: Clash, t = −2.03, p < .05).
Effect of stress shift Sentences with a stress shift (Chı́nese
shı́p, Spanı́sh shı́p) induced greater pupillary responses in listeners than sentences without stress shift. Shifting was found
to elicit increased pupil size overall, as indicated by the significant coefficient on the Shift intercept, t = 2.91, p < .01,
and marginally interacted with the Quadratic polynomial,
producing a curve with a less linear form, t = −1.93, p = .05).
Clash × Shift interaction Crucially, these main effects
were moderated by an interaction showing a differential benefit for stress shift on adjectives with word-final stress, reducing the overall pupil excursions (Clash×Shift interaction:
t = −5.49, p < .001) and a sharper, more transient peak
(Quadratic: Clash×Shift, t = 2.31, p < .05). The pattern suggests that RR application to avoid a clash (Chı́nese shı́p) facilitated, rather than inhibited, speech processing.

Discussion

Table 2: Linear mixed effects regression model of a growth
curve analysis with two orthogonal polynomial terms (Linear; Quadratic). Significant terms demarcated with ’***’ indicating p < .001, ’*’ indicating p < .05, and ’+’ indicating
p = .05.
We adopt Kuchinsky et al.’s (2013) interpretation of coefficient terms in a growth curve model of pupil size data. Larger
positive intercepts reflect a greater overall response from the
pupil, larger linear terms indicate a steeper deflection from a
hypothetical flat line, more negative quadratic terms are associated with increased non-linearity, and more positive cubic
terms reflect a more steep rise and fall from the peak.
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Our findings indicate that pupillary response is sensitive to
violations of preferred metrical structure during auditory processing (1A). RR application that avoided a SC appeared
to alleviate any cost of shifting stress. But this is not to
say that deviations from citation forms are necessarily cost
free. As indicated by the penalty in the NoClash Shift condition (Spanı́sh shı́p), shifting stress facilitated processing only
when it was motivated by general metrical well-formedness
pressures.
Our results cast doubt on the hypothesis that a metricallylicensed application of the RR exacts a cognitive cost (2A).
By extension, it is unlikely that the means for resolving metrical violations would be associated with a cognitive process
penalizing deviations from citation forms. We instead take
these results to be compatible with one of the hypotheses that
stress shift may facilitate auditory processing (2B–C).
On one variant (2C), placing main stress earlier in the adjective allows word recognition to occur faster than for coun-

Pupillary response after critical word
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Figure 1: Percent change from baseline in pupillary response from critical word (left); mean and standard error of percent
change in pupil size during 2000ms window (right).
terparts with later stress. This proposal was motivated by
research finding that syllables bearing main stress facilitate
speech segmentation processes (Cutler & Norris, 1988), because native English listeners use word-initial stress to identify the beginnings of words. However, this explanation for
the present results seems insufficient on its own, as the NoClash NoShift (Spánish shı́p) condition, in which adjectives
always began with word-initial stress, was not apparently as
easy to process as the Clash Shift condition.
The other variant (2B) proposed that stress shift facilitated
word recognition by constraining a listener’s expectations
about the metrical structures of the following word. Under
this account, if a native listener of American English encounters a non-citation form of a bisyllabic adjective like the ones
used in our Clash condition, then their experience of their native language is highly consistent with a stressed syllable at
the beginning of the next word that they will hear. Indeed, it
is difficult to imagine an alternative reason for which a stress
shift would have occurred in this case. We suggest that native
American English listeners have learned to use stress retraction / non-citation forms as a cue to upcoming primary stress
in an immediately following word. When a prediction based
on this cue was fulfilled, they would have experienced the
facilitation that we observed in the Clash Shift condition.
Although not conclusive, the present evidence supports the
prediction variant (2B) over the other (2C). This account is
compatible with Cutler’s (2012) observation that while native English listeners do not need to use stress for identifying words, word-initial stress is nonetheless useful in locating word boundaries during segmentation. In English, the
stressed versus unstressed distinction covaries perfectly with
whether the vowels and consonants in a syllable are fully
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or hypo-articulated. It is possible that we observed a benefit of motivated stress shift in the Clash Shift condition relative to the baseline NoClash NoShift condition precisely because stress in English is not used for identifying a word itself, but only for finding a potential word boundary faster.
But in other languages, vowels and consonants are realized
in their full forms in unstressed syllables. In a language in
which (i) stress is a useful cue for word identification and (ii)
stress does not covary with segmental articulation, stress shift
might be costly to process even when motivated by the RR,
as shifting would disrupt a cue that is more fundamental to
word identification.
In future studies on English, we hope to test the two hypotheses about word recognition more directly by comparing
the effect of pre-nominal stress shift on bisyllabic nouns with
initial (káyak) or final stress (canóe) placement. If stress shift
on an adjective constrains expectations for the metrical structure of the following word, then metrically-motivated applications of the RR should facilitate word recognition of nouns
with initial stress (Chı́nese káyak), but not of nouns with final
stress (Chı́nese canóe).
The present results may also bear on current issues in
phonological theory, which concern the trade-off between
lexical listing and grammatical derivation in the representation of words in the lexicon. For illustration, it is useful to
consider two kinds accounts of how word recognition might
reference phonological knowledge: phonological inferencing
and exemplar matching (see Farris-Trimble & Tessier, 2019,
for an overview). Phonological inferencing accounts assume
that lexical items are associated with one underlying word
form, which must be recovered from a realized form in online word recognition. This is a process-oriented view, similar

to rule-based models of phonology (e.g., Chomsky & Halle,
1968, i.a.), which posits a cost for undoing each successive
phonological process that has been applied to a perceived
word form. This model predicts that non-citation variants like
Chı́nese would be costly to process in all contexts, since only
citation forms Chinése are stored in the lexicon.
In contrast, exemplar matching accounts hold that contextspecific, non-citation forms are stored side-by-side with
canonical forms (Chinése ∼ Chı́nese). They predict that the
cognitive effort of accessing lexical variants should be equivalent, modulo any differences in the frequency of each realization. Assuming that the stress-initial form Chı́nese is less
frequent than the citation form Chinése, the non-citation form
should induce a penalty compared to the latter, regardless of
metrical context. However, we observed that a non-citation
form was associated with a reduction in processing cost just
in the case that it was motivated by stress clash avoidance.
Neither account in its unaugmented form seems, at present,
to be immediately compatible with our findings. But we
note that other psycholinguistic work on speech processing
by Cutler and colleagues (see Cutler, 2012, for an overview)
has demonstrated that not all differences in frequency of occurrence necessarily result in differences in listeners’ behaviors. It could thus be the case that the non-citation forms
in our Clash conditions are frequent enough that their use is
not costly, even if they are not as frequent as their citation
form counterparts. Thus, it seems that the exemplar matching account might be more easily augmented in light of our
results. Alternatively, it could be the case that the processing cost predicted by both accounts is in fact exacted by the
non-canonical form of the pre-nominal adjective, but that the
penalty is too short lived to be detected in the relatively slowmoving pupillary response. In addition, any cost introduced
by a non-citation form could have fleeting effects, rendering
it undetectable in the presence of a larger word segmentation
benefit associated with stress-initial adjectives.
Finally, we note that the stimulus construction method –
splicing adjective-noun pairs from other conditions into the
base recording of the NoClash NoShift (Spánish shı́p) condition — may have created differences in auditory naturalness across the conditions of the present study. This seems
unlikely to have confounded our results, because the Clash
Shift condition (Chı́nese shı́p) was facilitated even relative to
the NoClash NoShift condition. While it seems unlikely that
the splicing scheme caused the apparent facilitation, future
studies may be required to address this possibility.

Conclusion
This study investigated the interplay between stress clash and
its repair in online processing using pupillometry. We provided initial support for the claim that the pupil is sensitive to the prosodic ill-formedness of SC. As our findings
were observed in speech unconstrained by strong metrical
expectations, the results extend those observed in previous
literature (Scheepers et al., 2013). We also found evidence
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that metrically-motivated application of the RR was associated with facilitated processing. We attributed the facilitation to an advantage of metrical information in the process
of word recognition, and speculated that listeners used the
non-citation form of an adjective to narrow the space of possible upcoming nouns to ones which would motivate application of the RR. Further research is needed, both with speakers
of English to further support the claims made here, and with
speakers of other languages, especially ones in which stress
and hypo-articulation do not completely covary, to establish
the validity of our interpretation of the role of stress and segmental reduction. We hope that this study can act as a starting
point for such work, having demonstrated that pupillometry
presents a promising method for exploring how metrical information guides auditory processing in real time.
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Appendix: stimuli
Critical adjective-noun sequence underlined, with the clashing adjective and non-clashing adjective separated by a tilde
(∼); // indicates 50ms of computer-generated inserted silence.
1. On the way home, the thirteen ∼ thrifty men // from the
construction-site stopped at the dollar store.
2. Just as the party ended, the unkind ∼ spiteful guest // from the
next town over criticized the host’s hair.
3. Despite the high cost, the unkind ∼ stingy boss // from the new
management didn’t cover the meal.
4. As the car passed, fourteen ∼ countless dogs // by the side of the
road started howling loudly.
5. Despite investors’ worries, robust ∼ sturdy growth // from the
economy kept recession at bay.
6. Three years after the disaster, the intact ∼ stable house // below
the old dam site finally went on sale.
7. As the crowd cheered, the Chinese ∼ Spanish ship // from across
the ocean pulled into the harbor.
8. As the dorm door opened, the unclean ∼ pungent smell // from
the old pizza box met the janitor’s nose.
9. On a bright spring day, the uncouth ∼ rustic lad // from the small
town arrived in the city.
10. As the dancers twirled, a(n) insane ∼ crazy thought // for a new,
bold costume entered Angela’s mind.
11. Late in the evening, the complex ∼ easy task // for his demanding boss seemed insurmountable.
12. Hearing the barking dog, the innate ∼ native sense // for protection in heights drove squirrels up the tree.
13. As the salespeople left the room, the compact ∼ bundled notes
// from the boring meeting were thrown in the trash can.
14. Although much money was paid, the unreal ∼ foolish dream //
to run a dog-daycare was never realized.
15. As the thief left the crime scene, a covert ∼ furtive glance //
behind him up the road ensured him he was safe.
16. Hikers need to pay attention; a(n) unsure ∼ hasty step // through
such dense underbrush could send you tumbling down.
17. Across the decades, the convex ∼ arching roof // of the old
cathedral has been weathered by rain.
18. At the end-of-year dance, the sixteen ∼ sixty girls // by the water cooler discussed their summer plans.
19. At the end of the week, eighteen ∼ extra shirts // from the
town’s spare-clothes-drive were given to the poor.
20. Every morning after the cows are milked, the fifteen ∼ fifty cats
// by the dairy farm drink the left-over milk.
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Abstract
During lexical access, listeners turn unfolding phonetic input
into words. We tested how participants interpret words that
aren’t in their lexicon, either due to their coarticulation cues or
because they label a novel object. In a 2-picture Visual World
study, 57 adults saw a familiar object and an unfamiliar object, while hearing sentences directing their gaze to the target
in 3 conditions: with a familiar word (“crib”), a novel word
(“crig”), or a familiar word with coarticulation cueing a novel
word (“cri(g)b”). When coarticulation cues matched the novel
word (“cri(g)b”), participants looked more at the unfamiliar
object than when the cues matched the familiar word, suggesting lexical competition can include a novel word under appropriate circumstances. When hearing a novel word (e.g. “crig”),
participants showed two patterns: Roughly half looked more at
the unfamiliar object, as expected, while the rest surprisingly
looked more at the familiar object. We discuss the interaction
of mutual exclusivity, phonetic similarity, and coarticulation
cues in driving lexical access.
Keywords: Coarticulation, Visual World Paradigm, Mutual
Exclusivity, Speech Perception

Introduction
To achieve the speeds necessary for typical speech, articulators maximize efficiency by moving into position for upcoming sounds while earlier sounds are still being articulated.
This preparation leads to a phonetic blending throughout an
utterance, referred to as coarticulation (Fowler, 1981). Coarticulation cues can provide early acoustic signals to upcoming speech sounds before those sounds have been fully articulated.
Across eyetracking studies, findings suggest that coarticulation cues facilitate speech perception: participants find the
target object more quickly when they hear useful coarticulation cues compared to when they hear no cues (Beddor, McGowan, Boland, Coetzee, & Brasher, 2013; Salverda, Kleinschmidt, & Tanenhaus, 2014). Similarly, misleading coarticulation cues can create lexical competition between the cued
word and the realized one, delaying target looking relative
to controls. For example, in Dahan, Magnuson, Tanenhaus,
& Hogan (2001), participants were prompted to find an object (e.g. a rod) with edited tokens where coarticulation cues
in the vowel were either correct (e.g. “ro(d)d”) or misleading. When participants heard “ro(k)d”, where the vowel had
coarticulation cues for the word “rock” but the final phoneme
matched “rod,” they were slower to find the target compared
to trials where cues were consistent (“ro(d)d”). This effect
occurred whether or not a rock was present as a competitor
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image during the trial. In contrast, coarticulation cues that
matched a novel word like in “ro(p)d” did not slow participants down. These findings suggest that the delay in target looking was caused by lexical competition between two
known words; since rop was not a word participants knew, it
did not create competition and thus did not influence participants’ target-looking. However, since this study only used
familiar referents, it leaves open the possibility that referential context (i.e. the presence of novel objects) might interact
with coarticulation cues to drive lexical competition, even for
novel words. We explore this possibility below.
Studies with adults complement a robust literature looking at speech comprehension during development. Studies
with infants often test their ability to perceive larger, phonemic changes (Von Holzen & Bergmann, 2018). For example, when hearing one-phoneme mispronunciations, infants look less to a target object than when the label is correctly pronounced (Mani & Plunkett, 2010). Even more relevantly, toddlers show gradient responses to mispronunciations: 1-feature changes disrupt comprehension less than 2or 3-feature changes. Crucially, this gradient response only
emerges when a plausible referent (e.g. a novel object) for a
novel word (i.e. a mispronounced familiar word) is present
(White & Morgan, 2008; White, Morgan, Wier, & Brown,
2004). This suggests that the greater pragmatic context plays
a role even in early speech comprehension.
In what follows, we explore how adults respond when coarticulation cues in a familiar word point to a novel word while
a possible referent for that novel word is visually available.
In a context where a novel label is expected, listeners might
attend to coarticulation cues that do not match any known
words. Do listeners need to know a word already for its coarticulation cues to interfere with word recognition? In order
to answer this question, we presented participants with unknown objects alongside familiar ones, and manipulated coarticulation cues. Germane to this design is the assumption that
new words go with new referents, i.e. mutual exclusivity.

Mutual Exclusivity
Mutual exclusivity (Carey & Bartlett, 1978; Markman &
Wachtel, 1988) refers to learners’ preference to map novel
words onto novel objects, as opposed to mapping novel words
onto objects whose names are already known. Older children
use mutual exclusivity more reliably than younger children to

match novel objects with novel labels, with the rate of use stabilizing in early childhood (Lewis, Cristiano, Lake, Kwan, &
Frank, 2020). Studies with adults do not generally employ the
same simple-choice mutual exclusivity tasks used with young
children. However, cross-situational learning studies suggest
that adults do use mutual exclusivity, and learn more novel
words in conditions where they know the names of more
distractor objects (Hendrickson & Perfors, 2019) or when a
one-to-one mapping is maintained between objects and labels
(Yurovsky & Yu, 2008).
Mutual exclusivity is less robust in some contexts
(e.g. multilingual learners use it less; Byers-Heinlein &
Werker (2009)). Further, mutual exclusivity cannot constrain
learning in all contexts or it would bar learners from acquiring typical language features like synonyms or taxonomic relations. While most studies of mutual exclusivity use novel
words that aren’t neighbors of common nouns (e.g. dax), phonetic similarity may play a role. For instance, White, Yee,
Blumstein, & Morgan (2013) showed that adults do not always use mutual exclusivity when perceiving newly-learned
words. In an artificial language, they find that adults accepted
one-feature mispronunciations of newly-learned words as
correct even when a plausible alternate referent was available
(e.g. they selected the learned object zad when they heard
vad). Adults were most likely to accept an incorrect label
when they had only heard the new word once, suggesting that
newly learned wordforms are particularly fragile. Here we
extend this line of research beyond newly-learned words by
examining whether adults use mutual exclusivity when considering novel words alongside highly similar early-learned
nouns, i.e. words whose representations are ostensibly wellengrained in the lexicon.
While under-studied with regards to mutual exclusivity,
phonological similarity may be particularly relevant for realtime word comprehension. Indeed, speech is notoriously
variable in its realization (Liberman, Cooper, Shankweiler,
& Studdert-Kennedy, 1967), requiring listeners to perceive
incoming speech adaptively (Kleinschmidt & Jaeger, 2015).
Phonological similarity affects speech comprehension generally; words that share cohorts or rhymes create competition with one another (Allopenna, Magnuson, & Tanenhaus,
1998). In the context of mutual exclusivity, a novel word that
is highly similar to a known word may be difficult to learn because it may be perceived as a speech error. Put another way,
if my friend mentions her “new dresh,” it is more likely that
she is discussing the known object dress than a novel object
dresh. However, the calculus of this situation changes if I see
my friend holding an unknown object.
By testing familiar words and novel words that differ only
in their final consonant, we can observe how adults perceive
a novel word in a context where both a novel word and a
familiar word are plausible. This allows us to test the relative contributions of phonetic cues and referential context to
speech comprehension.
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The Present Study
Our study has two aims. The first (and primary) aim is to
determine what happens while listeners perceive coarticulation cues in a context that makes a novel word plausible. Do
listeners take the greater context into account when understanding speech and consider any legal sound combination,
or are listeners constrained by words they already know while
attending to sub-phonemic cues like coarticulation? We assume that adults will look at familiar objects when hearing
familiar labels (e.g. a photo of a crib when hearing “crib”),
and novel objects when hearing novel labels (e.g. a photo
of a new object when hearing “crig”) (Markman & Wachtel, 1988; Markman, Wasow, & Hansen, 2003). Here we ask
what they do with misleading stimuli where the vowel cues
a novel word, but the final consonant is consistent with a familiar one (e.g. cri(g)b). The answer to this question will tell
us whether phonetic cues (i.e. coarticulation) interface with
pragmatic cues during lexical competition and selection.
The second (auxiliary) aim of this study is to examine the
relationship between mutual exclusivity and the phonological
similarity of a novel word to a known word. Mutual exclusivity may only function as a word-learning heuristic when
the novel label is sufficiently different from known words in
the context. If this is the case, we would expect to find that
listeners do not map a novel label like “crig” to a novel object when a crib is also an available referent; instead, listeners
may assume they misheard the speaker or that the word was
mispronounced. On the other hand, if listeners’ mutual exclusivity bias does not interact with a lower-level phenomenon
like phonetic similarity, then we would expect to find that listeners use the mutual exclusivity bias at very high rates, even
when the novel words presented are highly similar to known
words. In this case we expect to see listeners looking significantly to e.g. a spiky dog toy when they hear “crig.”
To achieve these aims, we present an eyetracking study
which simultaneously tackles questions of both coarticulation
processing and mutual exclusivity. Taken together, the results
highlight interactions between phonetic, lexical, and pragmatic considerations. While our main goal was to seek evidence that coarticulation perception interacts with the pragmatic context, this work also inadvertently highlighted some
limits to the mutual exclusivity bias in adults.

Methods
Participants
We collected data in two samples. Sample 1 (N = 20 participants) was a convenience sample of adults affiliated with
a private university in the United States. The second sample (N = 37) was recruited through this university’s undergraduate research program. Both consisted of fluent English
speakers. Four participants had native languages other than
English. Their exclusion did not change the results; they are
retained in the analyses below. Race data was not collected.

Design
We use a modified Visual World paradigm akin to Looking
While Listening (Allopenna, Magnuson, & Tanenhaus, 1998;
Fernald, Zangl, Portillo, & Marchman, 2008). This study was
a control for a study with infants, thus the design is geared
towards younger participants, i.e we provide two images instead of four, and there is no overt selection response.
After 4 warm-up trials, participants saw 24 experimental
trials. On each, they saw two images and heard one sentence.
Sentences came from one of three conditions, which differed
only at the target word. In the match condition, participants
heard a label for the familiar object (e.g. “crib”). In the mismatch condition, participants again heard a label for the familiar object, but the coarticulation cues on the vowel did not
match the expected final consonant and instead matched a
novel word (e.g. the vowel /I/ in “crib” cued an upcoming
/g/). The actual final consonant matched the familiar word
(e.g. “cri(g)b”). In the unfamiliar label condition, participants heard a novel word which differed from the familiar
word only in its final consonant (e.g. “crig”). Each trial contained a familiar object and an unfamiliar object. Each pair of
images was always presented together, making 8 unique pairs
of images. All pairs were presented three times throughout
the study, once with the audio prompt for each of the conditions listed above. See Table 1 and Figure 1.

Stimuli
Each yoked pair contained one photograph of a familiar,
early-learned object (e.g. a crib) and one of an unfamiliar object with no well-known name (e.g. a spiky dog toy). All
images were superimposed on a 500x500 pixel gray background. Auditory stimuli were created in Praat (Boersma,
2001). A female speaker produced all stimuli sentences. For
unfamiliar tokens, stimuli were used as recorded. To create
the match condition, we took the familiar word and spliced
together the onset and vowel of one token with the final consonant of another token of the same word (e.g. cri(b)b). Stimuli were spliced at the closest zero-crossing to the closure of
the stop consonant. For the mismatch condition, we spliced
the onset and vowel of the novel word and the final consonant of the familiar word (e.g. cri(g)b). By splicing both the
match and mismatch conditions, we could be sure that differences between the two conditions were not due to the splice
itself. Stimuli are available at bit.ly/36Ijy54.

Procedure
Participants came to the lab and signed the consent form.
They were then asked about their language background using a 3-question survey to determine when they learned English and if they spoke any additional languages. Participants
in Sample 1 then proceeded to the eyetracking component.
During data collection of Sample 1, we noticed that some
participants were looking to the familiar object even when
they heard the unfamiliar label. To ensure that this was not a
result of a misunderstanding about the nature of the task, we
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Table 1: The 8 stimuli words included in the study by condition. The sound in parentheses indicates the sound being
coarticulated in the vowel.
Match
crib
foot
bed
block
egg
dog
hand
sock

Mismatch
cri(g)b
foo(p)t
be(g)d
blo(p)ck
e(b)gg
do(b)g
ha(N)d
so(p)ck

Unfam.
crig
foop
beg
blop
ebb
dob
hang
sop

Figure 1: Two example images presented as in a trial with the
corresponding three auditory prompts. Prompts were heard
aloud and are written here for demonstrative purposes.

collected an additional sample where we included more information about the study. In Sample 2, participants were read
a script that stated that this study was designed as a control
for an infant study, and reminded them that infants hear many
words they may not know and that some of those words may
sound very similar to words they already know.
Next, all participants were seated in front of a 1240x1028
pixel display connected to an Eyelink 1000 Plus eyetracker
and calibrated using 5-point calibration. The eyetracking
study itself contained 4 warm-up trials with a single image on
the screen (e.g. a cracker) and a prompt to look at the image
(e.g. “look at the cracker!”). After the warm-up trials, the test
trials began. Each test trial featured two images on the screen,
one of a familiar object and one of an unfamiliar object (See
Figure 1). Participants first saw both images in silence for
2500ms, then heard one of the three corresponding prompts
(coarticulation match, coarticulation mismatch, or unfamiliar
label). Looking was recorded throughout the trial. After the
experiment, participants were thanked and when applicable
provided with course credit.

Data Analysis plan
Our first question was whether mismatching coarticulation
cues (e.g. cri(g)b) led listeners to look more at the unfamiliar
object relative to match trials. To answer this, we fit growth

Table 2: Fixed effects of the growth curve analysis. ’Int’ represents the intercept term. Terms labeled ’ot’ represent orthogonal polynomials, with number indicating the order, e.g.
ot1 is the linear term. Degrees of freedom (df) are approximate and estimated using Satterthwaite’s method.
Fixed Effs
Int.
ot1
ot2
ot3
ot4
Cond
Sample
ot1:Cond.
ot2:Cond.
ot3:Cond.
ot4:Cond.

Est.
-1.36
-5.31
0.07
0.39
0.35
-0.23
-0.01
-1.00
0.58
0.44
-0.25

SD
0.16
0.30
0.21
0.15
0.11
0.05
0.09
0.30
0.21
0.15
0.11

t=
-8.35
-17.90
0.35
2.63
3.11
-5.06
-0.11
-3.37
2.82
2.94
-2.19

df
114
114
114
114
114
114
114
114
114
114
114

p value
<0.001 ***
<0.001 ***
0.729
0.01 *
0.002 **
<0.001 ***
0.916
0.001 **
0.006 **
0.004 **
0.03 *

curves for just the mismatch and match conditions. Our second question was based on a surprising discovery in our initial visualization of the data in Sample 1 (N = 20). Namely,
we found that counter to our predictions, not all participants
readily looked at the unfamiliar object when hearing the unfamiliar word. In an exploratory analysis, we first categorized
participants into two “listener types” based on their behavior
on unfamiliar label trials. Next, we fit growth curves to their
performance on these trials, and added listener type as a fixed
effect to a base model to confirm that listener type helped
explain variance in behavior. Finally, we returned to our original model but added listener type to look at any differences
in performance on the mismatch and match conditions based
on performance in the unfamiliar label condition.
For the growth curve analyses, we follow Mirman (2014).
We conduct pseudo-logistic growth curve analyses using
weighted empirical logits. We analyzed participants’ gaze
to the unfamiliar object (the distractor image) in the match
and mismatch conditions from 200-1500ms after the target
word’s onset in each of 8 trials per condition. To accomplish
this, each participant’s gaze data was divided into 20ms bins.
For each participant, we summed looks (0 or 1) for each of the
20 ms bins across items, resulting in a condition-level value
(with possible values ranging from 0-8) for each bin. These
condition-level sums were then used to create the empirical
logits and weightings used in the model.

Results
Aim 1: Coarticulation effect
To determine whether participants were slower to find the target in the mismatch condition relative to the match condition,
we used the lmerTest package to fit the following model:
Ŷ = (ot1 + ot2 + ot3 + ot4) ∗ Condition + Sample + ((ot1 +
ot2 + ot3 + ot4)||Sub j × Condition) The fixed effects were
Condition (match or mismatch), Sample (1 or 2) and orthog-
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onal polynomials to model time. Time 0 on each trial corresponds to target word onset (e.g. the start of crib in “Look at
the crib!”). We use four orthogonal terms to model time in
keeping with Mirman (2014), which establishes that multiple
terms are needed to appropriately capture the nature of eye
movement trajectories for this method.
The final model also included interaction terms between
Condition and each of the 4 polynomial terms. The model
including these interaction terms was significantly better than
one without (χ2 = 723.73, p < .001), suggesting that looking
to the unfamiliar object unfolded differently as a function of
whether participants’ heard cri(b)b, crig, or cri(g)b.
A summary of the fixed effects is in Table 2. All estimates
are in logit space. The intercept estimates the log odds of
looking to the unfamiliar object in the match condition for
Sample 1. Sample was not a significant predictor, suggesting that our added instructions for Sample 2 did not influence looking behavior. There was a significant main effect
of condition, indicating that participants looked at the unfamiliar object significantly more overall in the mismatch condition (e.g. crig when hearing cri(g)b). Looking at the time
estimates, the significant linear term indicates that looking to
the unfamiliar object decreased overall as each trial unfolded.
The significant cubic and quartic terms confirm curvilinear
gaze dynamics, shown (untransformed) in Figure 2.
The slopes of the two conditions were also significantly
different on the polynomial terms, corresponding to differences in the speed that participants looked away from the unfamiliar object across conditions; participants were significantly faster to look away from the unfamiliar object in the
match condition, and looked less at it overall. In sum, coarticulation mismatches pulled participants’ looking away from
the target across the entire analysis window, i.e. participants
were mis-cued by the coarticulation on the vowel in mismatch
trials. This in turn suggests that the presence of an unfamiliar competitor object onscreen created lexical competition between the familiar word and the cued unfamiliar word

Aim 2: Mutual Exclusivity
Given the robustness of the mutual exclusivity (ME) constraint from early childhood on, we assumed that on hearing “crig”, participants would look at the unfamiliar object
(e.g. the spiky dog toy) rather than the crib. To our surprise, a
large proportion of our adult participants appeared not to do
so, instead looking mostly at the crib upon hearing “crig”.
Thus, in an exploratory analysis, we first categorize subjects
into two groups, those who exhibited this unexpected behavior (ME Eschewers), and those who behaved as expected (ME
Users). Then we model their gaze using the same type of
growth curves as in Aim 1, this time comparing these two
groups’ performance across conditions.
To quantify the two different patterns we observed across
individuals, we began by aggregating the data for each participant’s looking across all 8 of the unfamiliar label trials
to determine what proportion of the time participants spent
looking at the unfamiliar object. We used the entire length of
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Figure 2: Looking over time to the unfamiliar object for both
listener types. Horizontal line indicates chance. Shaded area
indicates window of analysis for growth curve models. Width
of band represents 95 percent CI.

the trial after the target word was uttered (from 200ms after
target word onset to 4000ms after). We use the full window
rather than making assumptions about the timeline of looking
behavior given this unexpected result.
Participants who spent more than 50% of the trial after the
target word’s onset looking at the unfamiliar object on unfamiliar label trials were categorized as ME Users (N = 32).
Participants who spent less than 50% of the time looking at
the unfamiliar object were labeled ME Eschewers (N = 25).1
Neither group showed a preference for the unfamiliar object
before the target word was spoken (50.4% for ME Eschewers
and 49.8% for ME Users). See Figure 3.
After establishing the two distinct groups, we conducted
an additional growth curve analysis predicting looking behavior in only the unfamiliar label condition using the same approach described above, comparing a baseline model to one
with listener type (ME User vs. Eschewer).
The model with listener type as a fixed effect fit the data
significantly better than one without it (χ2 = 15.12, p < .001).
The final model was Ŷ = (ot1 + ot2 + ot3 + ot4) + Sample +
ListenerType + ((ot1 + ot2 + ot3 + ot4)|Sub j). This suggests
that in line with our holistic trial-level split, ME Users and
Eschewers diverged in their dynamic responses to unfamiliar
labels; we explore possible explanations in the Discussion.
To see if this difference held beyond the unfamiliar trials, we
next modeled the coarticulation effect in the match and mismatch conditions using listener type as a predictor.

Listener type to predict coarticulation processing
We extended the model in Aim 1, adding listener type as
a fixed effect. This significantly improved model fit (χ2 =
1 These distinct patterns were already present in the first half of
the study and became stronger in the second half of trials, especially
for the ME Users. See bit.ly/36Ijy54.
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ME user

ME eschewer

Figure 3: Histogram of unfamiliar label trial responses. Xaxis shows subject-level mean proportion of time spent looking at the unfamiliar object 200-4000ms post-target word onset (full trial length). Higher proportions represent greater use
of mutual exclusivity. Color indicates how participants were
sorted in growth curve models.
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Figure 4: Comparison of the transformed raw data in logit
space (solid lines) and the predicted values from the growth
curve model which contains listener type as a predictor (dotted lines).

12.98, p = < .001), suggesting that in addition to differing in
their responses in the unfamiliar label trials, the two listenertypes had divergent looking trajectories in the two conditions
where coarticulation cues were manipulated as well. Figure
4 highlights this difference: ME Users exhibited a characteristic ‘bump’ (from ~500 to 1000ms post-target onset) in the
mismatch condition wherein they began looking at the unfamiliar object more when they heard the coarticulation cues
in the vowel, then returned their gaze to the familiar object
upon hearing the final consonant. In the ME Eschewers, this
‘bump’ is missing, suggesting that the coarticulation cues on
the vowel did not create the same effect for these participants.
Instead, ME Eschewers reduced their looking monotonically.

Discussion
We asked whether the referential context changes how coarticulation cues are used in speech comprehension. Previous
work suggests that competition from within the lexicon is
a prerequisite for coarticulation competition effects (Dahan,
Magnuson, Tanenhaus, & Hogan, 2001). Instead, we found
that when listeners were provided with a plausible referent
for an unfamiliar word, they were slower and less accurate at
finding the target on mismatch trials compared to match trials.
This suggests that listeners were not limited to the words in
their lexicon when predicting the identity of a word from its
vowel. Even ME Eschewers were sensitive to coarticulation
mismatches, though the difference between match and mismatch trials was less pronounced for these participants. These
findings provide evidence that coarticulation perception does
not merely create competition between known words in the
lexicon. Instead, coarticulation cues that correspond to novel
words seem to guide behavior when a plausible referent for
the novel word is available. This type of pragmatic inference
where participants take context into account during speech
comprehension may explain why we find a robust effect of
coarticulation between our match and mismatch conditions
where Dahan et al. (2001) did not.
While the divergence between the match and mismatch
conditions is consistent with a lexical competition account, a
possible alternative explanation is that upon hearing the mismatch stimuli (e.g. cri(g)b), participants were simply confused about the target. We find this explanation unlikely,
given the systematic looking trajectories that participants provided across conditions; confusion would likely result in
more random looking behavior than what our results have
captured. That said, a lexical competition account would be
bolstered by a replication of Dahan et al (2001), to allow us
to compare our findings to a condition with multiple familiar
objects onscreen.
While we intended to examine the interaction of coarticulation cues with pragmatic considerations, along the way
we unexpectedly discovered a limit to the mutual exclusivity
bias. Participants fell into two distinct behavior patterns when
faced with a novel word that was very similar to a known
word. 56% of participants showed the pattern we would expect based on mutual exclusivity, i.e. looking to the unfamiliar object when hearing the unfamiliar word. The other 44%
showed the opposite pattern, looking at the familiar object for
most of each trial even when they heard an unfamiliar word.
Why might this be?
One possibility is that participants could not detect differences in final consonants across conditions. If this were the
case, we would expect the timecourse of looking behavior in
all three conditions to be equivalent; this is not what we find.
Instead, all participants looked at the familiar object (e.g the
crib) least when they heard e.g. “crig.” Furthermore, participants looked less at the target on mismatch trials than on
match trials, suggesting they detected fine-grained phonetic
distinctions. It is therefore highly unlikely that half of our
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participants were unable to perceive the differences between
each condition.
A Bayesian explanation in the vein of Kleinschmidt &
Jaeger (2015) is that participants correctly heard each prompt,
but because the prior probability of the familiar word was so
much higher than a novel word, the winning candidate was
the familiar word. Under this view, participants either interpreted the unfamiliar words as a mispronunciation of the
familiar word instead of as a novel word, or assumed they
misheard the prompt. These are plausible explanations for
the data, since the unfamiliar words differed only in the final
phoneme. Further, the mismatch condition likely added uncertainty, as those trials sounded unusual due to their conflicting cues. This explanation also helps us account for the emergence of two divergent approaches. ME Eschewers may have
stronger priors to expect familiar words or less clear speech,
whereas ME Users may have weaker priors in those domains.
To probe this possibility further, we took advantage of our
randomized trial orders. Order 1 began with a familiar word
while Order 2 began with an unfamiliar word. 20/29 Order 1
participants were ME Users, while only 12/28 Order 2 participants were ME Users. This suggests that the first trial participants saw may have biased them towards expecting familiar
or unfamiliar words, in effect shifting their priors.
Because this bifurcation of our participants was unexpected, these results require confirmatory follow-up beyond
the second sample reported here. It would also be informative to vary the size of the phonetic difference between the
match and unfamiliar conditions to see if the number of ME
Eschewers scales with the size of the difference. Another
fruitful avenue would be to query what features of the listener
predict ME using/eschewing behavior (e.g. frequency of exposure to new words, frequency of exposure to unclear or accented speech, or personality factors like agreeableness.) Another important next step would be to add an overt response
to our design, asking participants to click on the correct object in each trial. This would provide discrete evidence of the
interpretation participants committed to, complementing the
gradient gaze data.
Taken together, our results add evidence that the comprehension of sub-phonemic cues is subject to pragmatic factors outside of language. This further supports the interconnectedness across levels of linguistic analysis, from global
contextual effects to low-level phonetic cues. Further, we provide one of the first direct tests of mutual exclusivity in adults,
showing that adults use mutual exclusivity to varying degrees
when labels are sufficiently similar to known words.

Conclusion
Coarticulation cues are a fundamental component of speech
perception, used to distinguish words in the lexicon from one
another early in the speech stream. This study provides new
evidence that coarticulation cues can also be used to distinguish known words from novel ones when a plausible novel
referent is provided, and that this effect is present whether

listeners map a novel word to an unfamiliar referent or not.
We also provided surprising evidence that individual differences play a large role in how participants perceive unfamiliar
words that sound highly similar to known words. Taken together, these results show that coarticulation perception creates more than lexical competition - understanding this seemingly low-level phonetic cue involves a complex interplay between the context, the acoustics of the speech stream, and the
possible intentions of the speaker.
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Abstract

(1)

I put the butterfly wingi on the table j and iti/∗ j broke.

In this paper, we focus not on the disambiguation process
but rather on the production side, hence, the speaker. We
ask whether a speaker would refrain from producing an ambiguous sentence, such as (1), and use a full noun phrase the
butterfly wing instead to avoid confusion. We further probe
whether the hypothesized ambiguity avoidance is mediated
by world knowledge—the general patterns of behavior of the
world that are familiar to a person. Such knowledge allows
the speaker to form expectations and leads to differing levels
of surprise when she is confronted with unexpected or new
events (Baldwin & Kosie, 2020; Butz, Achimova, Bilkey, &
Knott, 2021; Kuperberg, 2020). We test whether the predictability of the referent affects how likely the speaker is to
avoid ambiguity. Assuming that speaker and listener share
background knowledge (such as that a bufferly wing is more
fragile than a table), we ask how likely the speaker is to produce an ambiguous anaphoric reference as in (1). We furthermore probe whether the speaker factors in how easily a
reduced anaphoric reference can be disambiguated by the listener. Our results show that world knowledge, operationalized as knowledge of common event patterns, affects the production of anaphoric references.

(2)

I put the heavy booki on the table j and it∗ i/ j broke.
(Davis, 2019)

Tailoring A Message To The Listener

Production of referring expressions (the dog, it, Snoopy) is a
complex process regulated by a combination of linguistic and
cognitive constraints. In this paper, we explore the impact of
world knowledge on the types of references speakers produce,
focusing on predictability of event progressions. We argue that
speakers are more likely to use a full noun phrase rather than
drop the subject or use a pronoun when they describe an event
progression they find surprising. In order to avoid the influence of distributional properties of event descriptions, we created an artificial world and trained subjects to recognize typical
collision-event progressions within. Speakers then described
novel scenes, which either conformed to their expectations or
violated them, in a free production experiment. The results reveal that unpredictable event progressions lead to a more frequent production of full noun phrases, in contrast to reduced
linguistic expressions (pronouns and null subjects). We conclude that speakers choose more informative descriptions to
talk about surprising events.
Keywords: Referring expressions; speech production experiment; event-predictive cognition; ambiguity avoidance; world
knowledge

Introduction
Consider the following pair of sentences (1-2)1 :

Each of these sentences contains two potential antecedents
for the pronoun it: the object of the verb put (the buttterfly
wing in (1) or the heavy book in (2)) and the noun phrase the
table inside the prepositional phrase on the table. While syntax allows both binding options iti/ j , each of these sentences
has only one reading that is coherent with our understanding
of how the world normally works: in (1) it refers to the butterfly wing and not the table, while in (2) the pronoun it refers
to the table rather than the heavy book. Such structurally parallel sentence pairs, known as Winograd Schemas2 , show an
effect of semantic content on pronominal disambiguation.
use the linguistic notation ∗ j to denote unacceptable coindexing. When the noun phrase and the pronoun bear the same
index, it means that they refer to the same object/individual.
2 Winograd schemas were first proposed by Terry Winograd as
examples of particularly challenging machine translation problems
(Winograd, 1972) and later turned into a competition by Hector
Levesque (Levesque, 2014). These sentence pairs were designed
to test the power of computational models of language and of world
knowledge.
1 We
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When speakers need to refer to an object or a person they
have several options to choose from: a definite noun phrase
(3), a pronoun (4) or a null subject (5). While the form in
(5) may not be available in standard English, it is common in
telegraphic speech (Barton, 1998; Haegeman, 2013).
(3)

The letter finally arrived today.

(4)

It finally arrived today.

(5)

Finally arrived today.

A number of linguistic factors potentially affect the choice
of a referential expression. Speakers are less likely to produce a pronoun if the potential referents for it share relevant
characteristics (Fukumura, van Gompel, Harley, & Pickering,
2011). The authors demonstrated that in a test scenario, if
both male characters in a scene were shown on a horse, participants were less likely to describe the event where the first
character got off the horse using a pronoun (“He got off the

horse”), and instead preferred to use a noun phrase. Topicality is another factor that affects the use of reduced referential
expressions: Rohde and Kehler (2014) demonstrated that in
their experiments speakers were more likely to produce pronouns if the referent was the topic. The effect of thematic
roles on reference is less clear: Rosa and Arnold (2017) argued that thematic roles influence the frequency of producing
a pronoun, while Fukumura and van Gompel (2010) found no
such link.
From a production-centered perspective (for a review see
Jaeger & Buz, 2017), a speaker should choose the referential
expression that is easiest to produce: either a null subject (5)
or a pronoun (4). This effort-saving behavior on the part of
the speaker is mediated by the ability of the listener to infer the actual antecedent from context. If speakers focus on
ease of production, anaphoric reduction should be dominant,
independent of whether it is possible to infer the antecedent
pragmatically.
On the other hand, if speakers focus on comprehension,
they will not use reduced reference in cases where this may
cause the listener problems to infer the correct reference, for
example, in the light of ambiguity that may be introduced by
the reduction. However, Fukumura and van Gompel (2012)
argue that in producing pronouns instead of full noun phrases,
speakers do not account for the knowledge of the listener but
simply rely on their own privileged knowledge. The ability
of the speaker to take into account the interpretability of the
chosen referential expression for the listener has been called
into question in a large body of literature on audience design and ambiguity avoidance (see Ferreira, 2019, for a review). Speakers have been shown to rarely avoid either lexical (Ferreira, Slevc, & Rogers, 2005) or structural ambiguity
(Haywood, Pickering, & Branigan, 2005).
At the same time, speakers have been shown to adjust their
description when giving directions based on whether the listener seems to know the local area or not (Kingsbury, 1968).
They are also able to attenuate the characteristics of a story
depending on whether the listener has heard the story before
or not, including events mentioned, number of words, amount
of detail, and even the clarity of articulation (Galati & Brennan, 2010).
While studies show that ambiguity avoidance was not a
sufficient motivation to insert a disambiguating complementizer that to mark a new clause (Haywood et al., 2005), experimental work on the role of predictability in similar sentences
paints a different picture. Predictability has been shown to
affect the acoustic intensity of a word with more acoustically prominent words marking surprising information (Lam
& Watson, 2010). In a task testing the effect of predictability on sentence structure (Jaeger, 2010), speakers were more
likely to use the that in a phrase like “[m]y boss confirmed
(that) we were absolutely crazy” if they judged the contents
of the sentence to be less predictable. Jaeger (2010) therefore
argues that speakers actively smooth the information density
of an utterance, i.e. the rate of surprising information, call-
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ing this the uniform information density hypothesis. Since it
is difficult to judge how predictable or surprising words in a
sentence are, Jaeger (2010) approximated this with next-word
statistics derived from a corpus. Corpus studies further reveal
that referential expressions in written text alternate between
full descriptive reference, proper name, and pronoun depending on predictability (Tily & Piantadosi, 2009).
Predictability has also been shown to affect the grammatical encoding of an utterance. In an experimental work
on Japanese, Kurumada and Jaeger (2015) have shown that
speakers tend to insert case markings strategically when sentence properties, such as the animacy of the object or plausibility in general, suggest a different structure. Note that
Kurumada and Jaeger (2015) quantified the plausibility of
events by means of norming studies with native speakers
rather than merely using word statistics. While the participating native speakers were most likely guided by their world
knowledge when assigning their ratings, it is virtually impossible to exclude the possibility that they were also influenced
by the distributional properties of target word combinations
in spoken and written language, since such properties naturally reflect the structure of events they describe. Knowledge of event structures, sometimes also referred to as semantic knowledge, may be difficult to separate from the knowledge of word co-occurences. Willits, Amato, and MacDonald
(2015) show that the relative weight of these factors is also
modulated by the nature of the task.
Bunger, Papafragou, and Trueswell (2013) have explored the effects of world knowledge more directly by a
prime/scene description paradigm. They showed that conceptual overlap between the prime sentence and the target scene
(such as motion through space) led to a tendency to assimilate structural components of the prime sentence into utterance production. Thus, abstract conceptual world knowledge,
such as the type of an event, influenced production behavior.
In this paper, we present a more immediate way to explore
the influence of world knowledge in the form of event predictability on language production. We ask whether world
knowledge, and event prediction in particular, influences
scene descriptions. To avoid confounding event knowledge
with distributional regularities of its descriptions, we trained
participants to learn about typical interactive event progressions in an artificial world. We show that speakers use full
noun phrases more often when they describe the events that
they find unusual.

Experiment
In the course of the experiment, participants watched animated scenes that pictured characters interacting in an artificial world. The participants were then asked to describe similar event progressions verbally. We used a free production set
up in order to elicit maximally natural descriptions of the observed event progressions. This type of narration differs from
scripted story continuation adopted in other psycholinguistic
studies (e.g. Rosa & Arnold, 2017).

We manipulated the predictability of events that speakers
had to describe. In half of the trials, the characters interacted
according to the event progression patterns that the participants previously learned, while in the other half an unexpected event progression was shown. We predict that participants will use more pronominal or null references when
the involved entities interact as expected. In contrast, when
an unusual interaction is observed, we expect the speakers to
produce more full noun phrases.
We use scenes from an artificial mini world called BrainControl (Schrodt, Röhm, & Butz, 2017; Schrodt, Kneissler,
Ehrenfeld, & Butz, 2017) 3 to confront participants with an
environment they are unfamiliar with.

Design
The scenes featured three types of moving entities: long blue
cells, spiky red cells4 , and round green viruses5 . These entities can move left, move right, or rest. A collision between
two entities forces one of them to flee. The blue cell flees
from the green virus and the green virus flees from the red
cell. Cells never interact. All possible interactions are shown
in (6). Figures 1 and 2 provide examples of collision events
shown to the participants.
(6)

a. Green virus attacks blue cell, blue cell runs away.
b. Green virus attacks red cell, green virus runs
away.
c. Red cell attacks green virus, green virus runs
away.
d. Blue cell attacks green virus, blue cell runs away.

Figure 1: The blue cell attacks the virus and flees

Figure 2: The green virus attacks the blue cell, the cell flees
The actual experiment started with an introduction of the
entity categories and the participants were asked to predict
the outcome of collisions. In the learning phase, participants
were then shown the four interactions given in (6a-d): first
3 This
work
is
based
on
code
available
at
github.com/CognitiveModeling/BrainControl
4 We tested variations in colors in a pilot-study but found no impact of the entities’ color.
5 We collected the data for this project before the Covid-19 pandemic unfolded. It is an unfortunate coincidence that our stories
feature viruses as characters.
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the interactions by themselves in a randomized order, then
a larger scene with several interactions occurring within the
scene (2x(6b), 1x(6a,d)).
We then tested the participants’ knowledge of the basic
event patterns in (6). Participants were shown an initial situation (e.g. a green virus facing a red spiky cell) and two
possible outcomes (e.g. only the green virus and only the
red cell remaining) and were asked to choose which of the
outcomes was more likely. This test was done twice. If a participant chose the correct outcome both times, the experiment
proceeded to the production phase. Otherwise, the participant
repeated the learning phase with a new random ordering and
the test phase with another pair of situation-outcome questions. The experiment then continued independent of the participant’s answers in the second testing phase, however if participants did not answer at least 2 test cases correctly across
both testing phases, their data was excluded.
The production phase included four possible interactions in
(6), as well as their surprising counterparts, where the other
character fled, i.e. a spiky cell fled from a green virus and a
green virus fled from a blue cell. Figure 3 provides an example of such a surprising version, directly reversing the pattern
shown in Figure 1.

Figure 3: The blue cell attacks the green virus, the virus flees
The production phase started with pretrial fillers and then
presented blocks of two trials (i.e. events), with the blocks
separated by fillers. As fillers, we used video clips where either one or two entities are present and moving, but no interactions happen. The pretrial fillers featured a longer sequence
of such events to let the participants get used to the task. The
participants were asked to follow the prompt: Simply describe
what is going on! The participants’ linguistic descriptions involved unconstrained spontaneous speech production.
There were no restrictions or priming to influence descriptions apart from the instructions shown in (7), which may
have primed the usage of the verb attack. We explicitly
avoided priming the use of NPs or reduced utterances as well
as any specific grammatical constructions.
(7)

Let us first look at interactions between a virus and a
cell. Notice how it doesn’t matter who attacks whom.

All events consisted of two sub-events: one character attacking another character, and as a result of this collision one
of the characters flees the scene. We thus anticipated that the
structure of the target event will make the participants produce one of the descriptions in (8) for the event shown in
Figure 1.
(8)

a. The blue cell attacks the virus and the blue cell
flees.

b. The blue cell attacks the virus and it flees.
c. The blue cell attacks the virus and flees.

Responses that did not fit any of the categories were assigned to a separate category X. Such descriptions either did
not conform to subject verb structure, which allows the use of
a full NP or a pronoun (14), or the speakers provided a summary of a whole scene rather than describing the sub-events
(15).

Table 1: The 2 x 2 design of the trial stimuli
expected

agent fleeing
B attacks A, B flees

patient fleeing
A attacks B, B flees

Condition 1

Condition 3

surprising

A attacks B, A flees

B attacks A, A flees

Condition 2

Condition 4

The 8 trials adhere to a 2 x 2 design as shown in Table 1,
varying the thematic role of the fleeing character in the first
sub-event (agent or patient) and whether the event followed
an expected pattern (Figures 1 and 2) or surprising pattern,
as in Figure 3. In Figure 1, the attacker of the first subevent flees (agent). In Figure 2 on the other hand, the one
that was attacked in the first sub-event flees (patient). Participants viewed and described two scenes for each of the four
conditions.
We conducted the experiment online and recruited 300 participants with US IP addresses through the online platform
Amazon Mechanical Turk. Participants received compensation for their participation with a rate of $10/hour.

Annotation And Analysis
Technical assistants blind to the purpose of the experiment
transcribed the audio recordings that we obtained from the
study participants. Participants produced a range of utterances that conformed to our expectations (e.g. 9 - 12).
(9)

The red cell just attacked the virus and it ran away.

(10)

The virus attacks the blue cell, the blue cell runs away
to the left.

(11)

The green virus attacks and hits the blue cell, but then
runs away.

(12)

Virus eats the red blood cell and then the virus runs.

We annotated the utterances as to whether the subject of the
second verb in the event description was a full noun phrase
(NP) or a pronoun. As an alternative, sometimes the speakers
produced a conjoined verb phrase (8c), a possible simplified
structure shown in (13). We assigned such responses to category “null” for null separate subject of the second verb (the
whole verb phrase has only one subject)6 .
(13)

IP
VP

DP
The virus

VP
V

DP

Coord

VP

and

flees

attacks the green cell
6 An alternative analysis would be to postulate coordination at
the level of IP but this structure appears unlikely (Fasold & ConnorLinton, 2014)
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(14)

Virus and cell attack each other.

(15)

The cell defeats the virus.

For the analysis, the utterances were grouped according
to the type of referring expression that was used in the second conjunct. Utterances with pronouns and null descriptions
formed the reduced category, utterances with full NPs formed
their own category. We hypothesize that a full NP is justified in cases when the speakers find the event surprising. We
expect this effect to be similar to an m-implicature (manner
implicature): speakers choose a marked form of a linguistic
expression to describe an unusual event (Levinson, 2000).
Out of 300 participants, we excluded 31 participants because of bad audio quality and 25 participants because they
did not pass the learning test block. We further excluded 11
participants because their descriptions did not conform to our
schema at all, mostly because they produced predictions instead of descriptions. Data from 233 participants (1864 descriptions) were included in the analysis.

Results
Participants produced both full NPs and reduced forms when
both sub-events contained the same character as the agent
(Conditions 1 and 2), using reduced expressions in 34.4%
and full NPs in 65.6% of the cases. In the conditions where
the patient of the first sub-event became the agent of the second sub-event (Conditions 3 and 4), speakers overwhelmingly produced a full NP as the subject of the second clause
(97% of the time), independent of whether the event structure
violated the patterns they learned or not. Since that we observed a ceiling effect in Conditions 3 and 4, we concentrate
on Conditions 1 and 2, where the same character acted as the
agent in both sub-events.
Prior to the main analysis, we plot the production rates for
different types of responses as a function of trial order. Figure
4 indicates that trial 1 shows an unusual pattern of responses
compared to other trials. Here participants were much more
likely to produce reduced phrases compared to other trials, we
therefore excluded trial 1 from the main analysis and proceed
further with data from trials 2-8.7
Figure 5 shows a distribution of different referring expressions depending on condition. We fitted a generalized linear
mixed-effects model using lme4 package (Bates, Mächler,
Bolker, & Walker, 2015). The type of referring expression
served as a binomial dependent variable, surprise was treated
7 Despite the different overall base rate of pronouns and NPs in
the first trials, the qualitative effect of surprise remains the same
there.
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Figure 6: Effects as determined by the model
as the independent variable. The random effect structure included items and subjects as random intercepts, as well as
random slopes for surprise per subject. As we predicted,
speakers produced more full NPs when they encountered a
surprising event (β = 1.417, SE = 0.678, z = 2.091, p <
0.05). There was no effect of trial order in this case. Figure 6
shows the odds ratios for the two factors and their interaction,
revealing the relative magnitude of the effects.8
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Figure 5: Full NP vs reduced form frequencies for surprising
and unsurprising events, same agent in both sub-events, first
trial excluded.
Even though it seems plausible that longer NPs with more
discriminating adjectives could be used to mark atypical referents (Degen, Hawkins, Graf, Kreiss, & Goodman, 2020),
there was no such effect in our study, possibly because
the number of objects was small and color was a sufficient discriminating property (β = −0.045, SE = 0.609, z =
0.074, p = 0.94). There was also no effect of learning speed
8 The

odds ratio for the effect of surprise reduces to 2.09 if we
include first trials into the analysis, turning the overall effect nonsignificant, since first trials show a qualitatively different pattern of
responses.
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Discussion
By creating an artificial world set up, we were able to isolate
the effect of knowledge of event structures from the distributional regularities of the language stream. Therefore, our
work directly targets the effect of world knowledge on the
production of referential expressions, and language production more broadly.
In line with the Gricean maxim of manner, to be clear but
brief (Grice, 1989), speakers typically refrain from using a
full noun phrase when referring to a previously mentioned
entity. In fact, repeating a name causes a disruption in discourse coherence and slows down reading times. This effect is known as “Repeated-name Penalty” (Gordon, Grosz,
& Gilliom, 1993). Interestingly, the penalty applies if the antecedent of a repeated reference occurs in subject position but
not in other positions, since the subject position marks entities
salient in discourse. Gor (2020) summarizes evidence from a
number of studies showing that more informative nominals,
such as full NPs in our case, often refer to less salient entities in discourse, while less informative references (pronouns
and possibly null subjects) refer to more salient entities. It
is therefore not surprising that in our data, speakers were
more likely to use full NPs, or in other words, they repeated a
name, when the antecedent occurred in the object position in
the previous clause. Moreover, in this condition, the character switched its thematic role from being a patient in the first
sub-event, to becoming an agent in the second sub-event. The
need to alert the listener to the change of role justifies using
a full NP in the second clause and results in the ceiling effect
in the use of full NPs—when the object in the first sentence
became the agentive subject in the second.
The standard Repeated-name Penalty effect has been described for sentences with a single potential antecedent for
a repeated name. However, it appears that the effect holds
to a certain extent even when there are multiple competing

antecedents in the previous clause. Our data reveals that the
effect is stronger when speakers describe an event where the
agent engages in familiar interactions with the patient. In
such cases, a less informative nominal (a pronoun or a null
subject) should normally be preferable for a predictable agent
in the second event. However an unexpected turn in the unfolding of an event progression calls for a referring expression
that could boost the salience of the agent to the listener. These
findings are in line with the uniform information density hypothesis (Jaeger, 2010; Levy & Jaeger, 2007), that predicts
that full NPs should be preferred over pronouns if the NP referent is less predictable. In that situation, the NP carries essential information about the referent and smoothes out information density. We can then reformulate the Gricean requirement for ambiguity avoidance in information theoretic terms:
ambiguity arises when the meaning of an expression cannot
be straightforwardly predicted from prior context. Therefore,
if a pronoun could pick out multiple potential referents, and
the context (or world knowledge) does not provide sufficient
cues to disambiguate, speakers should opt for a more informative referring expression.
Jaeger (2010) viewed ambiguity avoidance and smoothing information density as distinct hypotheses and showed
that in his study participants were not more likely to use a
disambiguating complementizer “that” when a sentence was
more likely to lead to a garden-path. Rather, what predicted
the use of a complementizer was a desire to make information density uniform: adding an extra word allowed to spread
out a more informative (less predictable) content across more
words, therefore equalizing information density per word.
The case of referential ambiguity we are considering in this
paper offers another angle to explore the interaction of ambiguity avoidance and information density. Unlike in the case
of structural ambiguity caused by the absence of “that”, the
absence of an overt subject (when grammatically allowed) is
not what causes the ambiguity. Rather it is the informativity
of the referring expression itself that is crucial: choosing a
pronoun that can be co-referenced with multiple potential antecedents induces referential ambiguity. Our data reveals that
if the identity of the referent is predictable and can be easily
recovered by relying on knowledge of event structures, speakers are more likely to use a pronoun or drop the subject and
opt for a conjoined verb phrase. Speakers do not need to avoid
potential referential ambiguity because the reference can be
easily and correctly disambiguated. What makes speakers utter a full NP in the case of a surprising agent of the second
sub-event is not ambiguity avoidance as a strategy, but rather
avoiding misleading reference, since it can compromise sentence comprehension. Note that this information-theoretic
approach does not take the potential referential ambiguity of a
pronoun per se into account, but rather how likely the listener
is to recover the intended referent given the actual knowledge
about the world.
It remains an open question whether speakers intentionally
avoid misunderstandings. We view the preference to use a full
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NP when talking about surprising situations and event progressions as a type of automatic behavior (Lieberman, 2007;
Dale et al., 2018), which developed through monitoring the
effect of previous interactions. While it is aimed at simplifying the comprehension process, it is not necessarily driven by
a consideration of particular beliefs of the listener, but may
rely on the speaker’s own belief of what event structures she
finds likely.
When generating referring expressions speakers perform
intricate mental calculations balancing the effect of multiple
linguistic and extra-linguistic factors. Our goal in this paper
was to investigate the nature of these interactions, and spell
out precisely which components of the world knowledge affect the choice of utterances. Alongside with the theoretical contribution, this paper documents an experimental setup
that may serve as a general paradigm to examine the influence of world knowledge on language further. Participants
adapted to the task surprisingly well. The majority of utterances produced were in line with our expectations, without
priming utterance structure or prescribing parts of the utterances. Thus, we believe that the paradigm may be useful to
further study intricate interactions between world knowledge,
event prediction, and language. Here, we focused on the role
of predictability of an event progression and demonstrated
that discriminating referring expressions (full NPs) are preferred over reduced forms to mark the agent of a surprising
event transition. This effect illustrates the interaction of linguistic constraints on reference with world knowledge.
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Abstract
Metaphor is an important part of everyday thought and language. Although we are often not aware of metaphor in everyday speech, on occasion, a particularly creative or novel
use of metaphor will make us pay attention. It has been hypothesized that one of the driving cognitive factors behind
the use of novel metaphor is a need to describe a new reality (as opposed to a preexisting reality) that would otherwise
be difficult to convey using conventionalized metaphor. To
this extent, novel metaphor use in everyday language may be
more associated with episodic memory demands in contrast to
conventional metaphor that is associated with semantic memory. To test this idea we analyzed novel metaphor use in the
Hippocorpus—a corpus of more than 5000 recalled and imagined stories about memorable life events in the first person perspective. In this dataset, recalled events have been shown to
rely on episodic memory to a greater extent than descriptions
of imagined events (i.e., narrating an event as if it happened to
you but not describing an event that actually happened to you),
which largely draw on semantic memory. We hypothesized
that novel metaphor use during event narration should be modulated by the extent to which language users are able to draw
on primary experience to describe events. We found that novel
metaphor counts in recalled events were significantly higher
than imagined events. Importantly, we found that factors that
influence the extent to which language users are able to draw
on primary experience during event narration (i.e., openness to
experience, similarity to one’s own experience, and how memorable or important an event was) modulated novel metaphor
use in different ways in imagined compared to recalled events.
The work paves the way for using large scale corpora to analyze underlying cognitive processes that modulate metaphorical language use.
Keywords: Conventional Metaphor; Novel Metaphor; Semantic and Episodic Memory; Emotion and Metaphor

Introduction
Metaphor is an important part of everyday thought and communication serving a broad range of functions. However, little is known about the underlying cognitive factors that may
modulate everyday metaphorical language use. According
to conceptual metaphor theory, conventional metaphors reflect systematic conceptual mappings that have been established over the course of experience and are reflected in everyday language use (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980). While novel
metaphor use may also reflect underlying conceptual mappings, it typically needs to involve a creative association of
ideas (or use of language) to convey these mappings in a
new way. Additionally, novel metaphor use may also involve
making entirely new associations between disparate concepts.
Critically, it has been hypothesized that language users may
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draw on novel metaphor to describe a new reality (as opposed
to a preexisting reality) when more conventional metaphors
are inadequate (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980).
While a great deal of research has been devoted to understanding differences in the comprehension of conventional
versus novel metaphor (Gentner & Bowdle, 2005), less attention has been placed on identifying the cognitive factors that
drive the production of conventional versus novel metaphor
use in everyday contexts. One possibility, in line with the
idea that novel metaphor is used primarily to convey a ‘new
reality’ as opposed to ‘preexisting reality’, is that one cognitive factor associated with novel metaphor use may be the
ability to draw to a greater degree on episodic memory in contrast to conventional metaphor that relies mainly on semantic
memory. That is, a language user might be more likely to
draw on novel metaphor to describe an event from primary
experience than when describing an event that they have little
to no primary experience to draw upon. Tulving (1972) first
proposed a distinction between episodic and semantic memory. Episodic memory is associated with ‘temporally dated
episodes or events’ with an autobiographical reference. In
contrast, semantic memory is associated primarily with commonsense knowledge necessary for the use of language.
In order to test this idea we leveraged NLP techniques to investigate the use of novel metaphor in the Hippocorpus. The
Hippocorpus consists of a large corpus of recalled and imagined stories about life events (Sap, Horvitz, Choi, Smith, &
Pennebaker, 2020). In this dataset, NLP techniques were used
to show that recalled events rely to a greater extent on markers
of episodic memory in language than descriptions of imagined events (i.e., narrating an event as if it happened to you but
not describing an event that actually happened to you), which
draw largely on semantic memory (Sap et al., 2020). We
hypothesized that novel metaphor use during event narration
should be modulated by the extent to which language users
are able to draw on primary experience to describe events.
To this extent, we further hypothesized that cognitive factors
that may impact the extent to which language users are able to
draw on primary experience would modulate novel metaphor
use in recalled and imagined stories. We analyzed three factors that were collected in the Hippocorpus (1) openness to
experience—one of the Big Five personality traits; (2) emotionality or how memorable/important the event described is
perceived to be; and (3) similarity or how similar the event

described is to one’s own experience (only relevant to imagined events). Openness to experience is one of the Big Five
personality traits (Donnellan, Oswald, & Lucas, 2006) and
is associated with individuals typically described as creative,
cognitively open, introspective, and imaginative. To this extent, openness may closely reflect a language user’s ability to
creatively use language to describe events drawing on both
imagination and episodic memory. On the other hand, how
important an event is perceived to be may impact recall of
relevant primary experience. Critically, however, we expect
that overall novel metaphor use should depend on the ability to more directly access relevant primary experience which
should be more closely associated with recalled compared to
imagined stories and associated to a greater extent with imagined stories that describe an event highly similar to one’s own
experience.

Hippocorpus
The Hippocorpus is a dataset of 6,854 English diary-like short
stories. This involves pairs of recalled and imagine stories in
the first person perspective that are matched for topic (Sap
et al., 2020). Specifically, the data was collected in two main
stages using MTurk. First, workers were asked to recall memorable/salient events that happened to them. Secondly, a separate set of workers were asked to imagine events using a
summary sentence. Importantly, they were instructed to describe the event as if it had happened to them but not describe
an experience that actually happened to them. An example
of a recalled event containing metaphor is shown in (1). An
example of a summary of the above recalled story is shown
in (2). Lastly, an example of an imagined story containing
metaphor and using the above summary as a topic is shown
in (3).
1. Recalled: “Five months ago, my niece and nephew were
born. They are my sister’s first children, and I was so excited when she announced she was pregnant and I would be
an aunt... They were both so perfect an tiny. I was like holding tiny dolls...”
2. Summary: My sister gave birth to my twin niece and
nephew. I visited them in the hospital and held them just after
they were born. They were premature and tiny, but strong and
healthy.
3. Imagined: “...When I arrived my sister had just delivered and I just was in awe. Even though they were a bit small
they were mighty. Seeing the tears of joy my sister had was
the most warming thing...”
The Hippocorpus is accompanied by data on variables such
as openness to experience, emotionality or how memorable
or important the event was, and similarity to one’s own experience (relevant mainly to imagined events), among other
demographic information (Sap et al., 2020). Openness to experience was assessed using Mini-IPIP personality questionnaire (Donnellan et al., 2006). Emotionality and similarity
were assessed using five-point Likert scales.
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Automatic Metaphor Identification
To automatically identify metaphors in the Hippocorpus, we
extract predictions from a neural network pre-trained on a
corpus annotated for metaphor use at word level. Stateof-the-art metaphor identification methods cast the task in
a sequence labelling paradigm and fine-tune a pre-trained
language model on sentences from a metaphor corpus, predicting a binary metaphoricity label for each word (Dankers
et al., 2019; Chen et al., 2020). We use the model of
Dankers et al. (2020), who extend that setup by including discourse information in the prediction. The Hippocorpus contains sentences in the context of a document, which makes
the discourse-aware neural model particularly suitable. The
metaphor identification model is initialized with the BERT
model (Devlin et al., 2019), that contains 12 self-attention
layers, pre-trained on large corpora with a language modeling objective. BERT is augmented with a metaphor classification layer that takes two components as input at every step:
BERT’s representation of the word to label, and a representation that is a weighted average of the words contained in
the wider discourse, consisting of the sentence itself, and one
preceding and one succeeding sentence.
The model is trained using data from the FigLang 2020
metaphor shared task (Leong et al., 2020), that provides binary labels for verbs, adjectives, nouns and adverbs from a
subset of the VU Amsterdam metaphor corpus (Steen et al.,
2010). The VU Amsterdam metaphor corpus contains documents from the British National Corpus (Clear, 1993) that
fall into four genres: academic, news, conversation, and fiction. The shared task data contains a training dataset with
73 thousand labelled words, of which 15% are metaphorical. We refer the reader to Dankers et al. (2020) for further
details on the training procedure of the model. We apply
a model pre-trained by Dankers et al. (2020)—specifically,
BERT with general attention and (k = 1)—to the Hippocorpus, that obtained an F1-score (i.e. the harmonic mean of the
precision and recall) of 71.1 on the shared task test set. A total of 53,375 words in the Hippocorpus were tagged as being
potentially metaphorical.

Novel Metaphor Identification
The VU Amsterdam corpus provides binary labels that indicate whether a word is used metaphorically. Do Dinh,
Wieland, and Gurevych (2018) extended the corpus with novelty scores for 15,180 metaphors. The scores range from 1
(novel) to −1 (conventionalized), and were collected through
best-worst scaling of four items at a time by crowd-workers
from Amazon Mechanical Turk, resulting in approximately
normally distributed scores.
We use these novelty annotations to train a neural network that jointly predicts metaphor and novelty, and apply
it to the Hippocorpus after training. The network uses BERT
as neural encoding module and has both a linear classifier
with a sigmoid function to predict metaphoricity, and a linear
classifier with a tanh (hyperbolic tangent) function to predict

metaphor novelty. To learn the model parameters, the training data is presented to the network in batches of size 32 over
the course of 2000 training steps. We use the AdamW optimizer (Loshchilov & Hutter, 2018) with an initial learning
rate of 5e − 5 and a cosine-based learning rate schedule with
10% warmup. For the tasks of metaphor identification and
metaphor novelty prediction, the binary cross-entropy and L1
loss functions are used, respectively. The multi-task loss is a
weighted sum of the two components, with weights .05 and
.95, respectively.
The training procedure is repeated ten times with different
random seeds, that determine the random initialization of the
classifiers and the order in which the VU Amsterdam data
samples are presented to the model. Do Dinh et al. (2018)
report a mean absolute error (MAE) of .163 for a baseline
Bi-LSTM model. For the metaphors contained in the test set
of the FigLang 2020 shared task, we obtain a MAE of .142.
The correlation between the predictions and the target is .705
(Pearson’s r). We combine the predictions on the Hippocorpus of the ten models by using the maximum score assigned
to improve the recall of potentially novel metaphors in the
Hippocorpus.
Do Dinh et al. (2018) in their analysis and reporting of
novel metaphor chose an arbitrary threshold of T = 0.5 (with 1 being very conventional and 1 being very novel) and labeled
everything above this threshold as novel. In the Hippocorpus we used a threshold of T = 0.45 and labeled everything
above this threshold as novel. We used a slightly less conservative threshold in order to have a minimum of 1% possible
novel metaphor out of all metaphor detected. This resulted in
n = 468 novel metaphor in recalled stories and n = 354 novel
metaphor in imagined stories in the Hippocorpus.

Results
A Wilcoxon rank-sum test showed significantly higher normalized frequency counts for novel metaphoric words in recalled stories compared to imagined stories z(2611) = 2.18,
p < .05. Relatedly, we found that a Wilcoxon rank-sum test
showed higher values for the max novelty score of metaphoric
words in each story for recalled compared to imagined stories
z(2611) = 2.65, p < .01. We also showed significantly higher
average novelty scores for metaphoric words in recalled stories (m = 0.07, std = 0.17) compared to imagined stories
(m = 0.05, std = 0.15), t(2611) = 3.10, p < .01. In the latter case, we set all stories with no novel metaphors to have a
novelty score of zero. The results suggest that language users
are more likely to use novel metaphor when they are able to
directly draw on primary experience during event narration.
A regression analysis showed that factors that impact the
degree to which language users are able to draw on primary experience during event narration (i.e., openness to
experience—one of the Big Five personality traits, similarity
or how similar the event described is to one’s own experience
[only relevant to imagined stories], and emotionality or how
memorable/important the event described is perceived to be)
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may be subtly associated with novel metaphoric word counts
(and novelty scores for metaphoric words) in different ways
in recalled versus imagined stories. A multiple regression
analysis was run to predict the normalized frequency counts
for novel metaphoric words in each story from openness and
emotionality with type of story (recalled = 1 versus imagined = 0) coded as a dummy variable. We also included all
possible interactions with the type of story as predictor variables in the regression. We found that openness β = 0.0003,
t(5219) = 3.96, p < .001 and the interaction between openness and story type β = 0.0003, t(5219) = 3.39, p < .01
added statistically significantly to the prediction explaining a
small proportion of variance in normalized frequency counts
for novel metaphoric words with R2 = 0.016, F(5, 5219) =
17.44, p < .001. We also ran a multiple regression analysis
to predict the average novelty scores for metaphoric words,
which also showed a significant effect for openness β = 0.03,
t(5219) = 4.047, p < .001 and the interaction between openness and story type, β = 0.03, t(5219) = 3.00, p < .01 explaining a small proportion of variance in novel metaphor
counts with R2 = 0.018, F(5, 5219) = 19.23, p < .001. Taken
together these result suggest that the personality trait of openness is more closely associated with novel metaphor use in
recalled compared to imagined stories.
In order to test the extent to which similarity (only relevant for imagined stories) impacted novel metaphor use in
each story we conducted an additional regression analysis.
A multiple regression analysis was run to predict the average novelty scores for metaphoric words in each imagined story from openness, emotionality, and similarity. We
also included all possible interactions with similarity as predictor variables in the regression. We found that openness
β = 0.03, t(2606) = 1.97, p < .05 and the interaction between
openness and similarity β = 0.01, t(2606) = 2.10, p < .05
added statistically significantly to the prediction, however,
only explaining a very small proportion of variance in average novelty scores for metaphoric words with R2 = 0.005,
F(5, 2606) = 2.86, p < .05. Nevertheless, this result is in line
with our intuition that when language users are able to draw
on primary experience (e.g., if they have had a similar experience to the event described) they may be more likely to use
novel metaphor during event narration.
Lastly, a multiple regression analysis was also run to
predict the normalized frequency counts for all metaphoric
words (irrespective of novelty) in each story from openness
and emotionality with type of story (recalled = 1 versus imagined = 0) coded as a dummy variable. We also included all
possible interactions with type of story as predictor variables
in the regression. We found that emotionality added statistically significantly to the prediction β = 0.001, t(5219) =
2.355, p < .05 but only explaining a very small proportion
of variance in normalized frequency counts for metaphoric
words with R2 = 0.003, F(5, 5219) = 2.65, p < .05. A similar but slightly stronger result was found when looking at
predicting the normalized frequency counts for conventional

metaphoric words. Taken together, these results may suggest
that emotionality (or how important the event was perceived
to be) may be subtly associated with metaphor use overall.
This is in line with prior research showing a link between
metaphor and emotion but this will need to be further investigated in a larger dataset that more directly assesses the role
of emotion.

Discussion
In this study we used NLP techniques to analyze metaphor in
a corpus of English diary-like stories of recalled and imagined events. Specifically, we sought to investigate whether
episodic memory demands (or cognitive factors that impact a
language users ability to draw on primary experience) during
event narration modulate novel (conventional) metaphor use.
Importantly, imagined events were matched in topic with recalled events in the corpus but included descriptions of events
as if they had happened to the authors of the stories but not
describing an event that actually happened to them. For the
stories in the corpus, Sap et al. (2020) showed that describing
recalled events places larger demands on episodic memory
compared to imagined events, which largely involve semantic memory. Furthermore, stories were also accompanied by
variables or factors that may impact a language user’s ability
to draw on primary experience to describe events including
(1) openness to experience—one of the Big Five personality traits; (2) emotionality or how memorable/important the
event described was perceived to be; and (3) similarity or
how similar the event described was to one’s own experience (only relevant to imagined events). We hypothesized
that greater episodic memory demands in recalled compared
to imagined stories (or cognitive factors that may modulate a
language user’s ability to draw on primary experience) should
positively modulate novel metaphor use during event narration.
The results showed significantly greater novel metaphor
count (and overall higher novelty scores for metaphoric
words) in recalled compared to imagined stories supporting
the idea that access to primary experience may be one important cognitive factor driving novel metaphor use at least in
event narration. Put another way, novel metaphor use is associated with recalled events to a greater extent than imagined
events as they involve describing or reflecting on a private
experience that may be more difficult to fully convey using
only conventional metaphor. Filling these ‘lexical gaps’ involves the creation of novel semantic representations through
the association of novel ideas (creative use of language). It
is believed that this process is mediated in part through relational processing in the hippocampus that allows for the interaction of information associated with episodic and semantic memory (Duff, Covington, Hilverman, & Cohen, 2020).
In contrast, while imagined events may also draw on these
processes—including to flexibly organize semantic representations in terms of temporal-spatial events—it is largely dependent on semantic memory. This is in line with the find-
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ing that imagined compared to recalled events were found to
rely more on commonsense knowledge and overall had more
linear narrative flow (i.e., likelihood of sentences under generative language models conditioned on varying amounts of
history) (Sap et al., 2020).
Importantly, we found that factors that impact the extent
to which language user’s are able to draw on primary experience to describe events were associated with novel metaphor
use in distinct ways in recalled compared to imagined events.
On the whole, we found evidence to suggest that the Big-Five
personality trait of openness to experience was significantly
associated with novel metaphor use (i.e., novel metaphor
counts and novelty scores for metaphoric words) irrespective
of story type. Notably, however, we found that openness was
significantly more associated with novel metaphor use in recalled compared to imagined stories. Moreover, when only
looking at imagined stories we found a small but significant
interaction effect between openness and similarity suggesting
that openness may be more associated with novel metaphor
use for imagined events that describe an experience very similar to the author’s own personal experience. Openness to
experience in the Big Five personality traits has been associated with being creative, cognitively open, imaginative, and
introspective (Donnellan et al., 2006). These qualities would
certainly facilitate the ability to describe a private experience
that may be more difficult to convey using only conventional
metaphor (an important component of linguistic introspection). The results add further support to the idea that novel
metaphor use may be modulated by episodic memory demands (or factors that directly impact a language user’s ability to draw on primary experience) during event narration.
Interestingly, when looking at metaphor counts irrespective
of novelty we found a very small positive association with
emotionality (or the perceived importance of the event described) and not openness. This may suggest that emotionality is to some extent associated with metaphor use, more generally. This would be in line with prior research suggesting
that language users draw on emotion metaphors to talk about
emotion (Kovecses, 2000), as well as metaphor to conceptualize their emotional experiences (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980).
This is further supported by work showing that metaphor may
be more emotionally evocative compared to equivalent literal
expressions (Citron & Goldberg, 2014; Mohammad, Shutova,
& Turney, 2016), which supports the idea that metaphor may
be used for added rhetorical effect. Critically, the task involved depictions of memorable life events (e.g., the birth of a
child or the death of a loved one) and, therefore, a good number of these events were rated as having high perceived importance overall, which may have prevented finding a larger
effect of emotion on metaphor during event narration. Future
work will need to more directly assess the impact of emotion
on metaphor (also novel versus conventional metaphor use)
during event narration.
There are important limitations to the current work. The
results presented depend on the accurate identification of

metaphor and, additionally, detection of novelty—a graded
concept difficult to pinpoint (Do Dinh et al., 2018). The
model we used for automatic metaphor identification suffers
from both false positives and negatives but at a low rate with
an F1-score of 71.1 (i.e. the harmonic mean of precision and
recall) on the FigLang 2020 metaphor shared task set (Leong
et al., 2020). We also obtained a low mean absolute error
performance (MAE = .142) for novelty score prediction in
the test set of the FigLang 2020 shared task when compared
to Do Dinh et al. (2018) human annotation best-worst scaling of four metaphors at a time for novelty. Nevertheless,
these measures clearly indicate that a certain amount of noise
(e.g., false positives and negatives) may have impacted our
results possibly resulting in small effect sizes. On the other
hand, it is possible that systematic biases in the datasets and
the task of learning binary classification of metaphoric (nonmetaphoric) words and novelty scores may have impacted our
results. Human annotation of the Hippocorpus for metaphor
and novelty scores are ultimately needed to corroborate our
findings. This work will also help to evaluate and improve
models for metaphor (and novel metaphor) identification.

cific event in memory or is more fictitious in nature. This
might better control for underlying differences in the difficulty of narrating imagined versus recalled events.
In conclusion, we found evidence to suggest that episodic
memory demands (or cognitive factors that influence the extent to which language users are able to draw on primary experience) modulate novel metaphor use in event narration in
subtle ways. Future studies will need to more carefully tease
apart the exact cognitive factors associated with novel (conventional) metaphor use and the mechanisms by which they
may be driving metaphor use in event narration. Attention
should also be given to the underlying communicative (interpersonal) or other goals that may involved and its potential
impact on more novel metaphor use (Gerrig & Gibbs, 1988;
Horton, 2007). This analysis paves the way for using largescale corpora to analyze underlying cognitive processes that
modulate metaphorical language use.
Acknowledgments: This project has received funding
from the European Research Council (ERC) under the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation program
grant agreement IMSquared (844594).

Finally, the work depends on the assumption that the task
in the Hippocorpus effectively manipulated episodic memory
demands which was corroborated through various linguistic
markers that were found (Sap et al., 2020). However, it is
entirely possible that the linguistic differences observed by
Sap et al. (2020) between recalled and imagined stories are
due to more general differences in the cognitive demands between imagined versus recalled narration due to the nature of
the task itself. In particular, in the imagined cases the authors
were asked to describe events given a topic which may be a
more difficult task compared to the task of merely retelling a
story. Moreover, participants were additionally asked to describe the event as if it happened to them (i.e., in the firstperson) but not describe an event that actually happened to
them. This may be somewhat of an unnatural task and, therefore, an overall more difficult task cognitively. Not to mention it is unclear what motivation if any the participants might
have to do a good job at imagined storytelling. There might
be more communicative goals to consider such as imagined
storytelling for the purpose of deception or entertainment.
Thus, differences in the use of novel metaphor may merely
reflect the fact imagined storytelling placed greater overall
cognitive demands compared to recalled storytelling. Still,
it is not entirely evident how this could explain our findings
showing a small but significant interaction between the personality trait of openness and type of story (recalled versus
imagined), as well as an interaction between openness and
similarity in imagined stories. These findings rather suggest
an association between the ability for creative language introspection and access to relevant primary experience irrespective of cognitive demands. Nevertheless, future work may
consider giving all participants a topic to narrate with more
explicit goals (communicative goals or otherwise) and later
assessing the extent to which the story closely reflects a spe-
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Abstract
Research suggests that people minimize the amount of effort
used to generate natural language descriptions of visual scenes.
In the case of visual scenes with multiple groups, recent work
has found that people tend to generate quantitative descriptions
that mention the number and cardinality of groups (e.g., “two
groups of three limes”), but omit the total quantity (e.g., “six
limes”). This finding suggests that people groupitize, that is,
they more quickly determine the number of grouped items by
rapid enumeration of subgroups, rather than slower item-byitem counting. A recent proposal predicts that during description, people exert less effort by encoding and reporting only
information that is readily available to perception. In previously studied description tasks, people may have omitted the
total quantity from their descriptions because of considerations
of brevity and informativity. In this paper, we describe a study
designed to test how individuals balance effort, brevity, and
informativity when evaluating quantified descriptions. The experiment was designed to elicit more fine-grained preferences
for descriptions using direct comparisons between two competing descriptive forms. The results suggest that perceptual
effort plays a central role in how people describe grouped collections of items.
Keywords: numerical perception; pragmatics; quantified description; visual grouping

Figure 1: An example of a visual scene with multiple groups
of similar objects.

Introduction
When communicating about visual scenes with multiple objects in them, people often produce quantified descriptions.
Consider the scene depicted in Figure 1. Many possible options exist to accurately describe the image, e.g., “six limes”,
“several limes”, “more than four limes”. The relevant goals
of discourse, and other pragmatic constraints, serve as guides
for generating descriptions (Cummins, 2015; Hesse & Benz,
2018).
During production of quantified descriptions, pragmatic
constraints are often in tension with perceptual constraints.
For example, when placed under time constraints that make
exact enumeration difficult, people produce inexact quantified descriptions of sets of items (Briggs, Wasylyshyn, &
Bello, 2019). In a reference generation task, where people
use quantified expressions to distinguish one set of objects
from other sets of different quantities, a similar modulation
of precision occurs (Barr, van Deemter, & Fernández, 2013).
Specifically, Barr et al. (2013) found that people use exact
numbers to describe items below the subitizing range, which
is the range of quantities that people can exactly enumerate
without counting. Many researchers suggest that the subitizing range is from one to around four items, meaning that peo-
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ple can rapidly and accurately enumerate quantities of 4 or
fewer (Mandler & Shebo, 1982; Trick & Pylyshyn, 1994).
Barr et al. (2013) also found that people use non-numerical
quantifiers when describing quantities outside the subitizing
range. These findings are consistent with the least perceptual
effort hypothesis (Briggs, Harner, & Khemlani, 2020), which
posits that speakers exert the minimum amount of perceptual
effort to accomplish a particular task. Thus, for small subitizable quantities, where exact enumeration is low-effort and
automatic, people should produce exact number descriptions.
For large quantities, when exact enumeration is high-effort,
people should produce less precise quantified descriptions.
In other words, the hypothesis predicts that pragmatic pressures to be precise and informative interact with the level of
perceptual effort the speaker is willing to exert.
The phenomenon of quantified description becomes more
complex when a scene has multiple groups. Consider again
the image in Figure 1. People can describe not only the total
number of limes, but also the number of groups of limes (i.e.,
two) and the cardinality of each of these groups (i.e., three).
Inclusion or exclusion of these three different quantified referents yield several possible forms of quantified descriptions.
Briggs et al. (2020) found that for certain scenes that depict
multiple groups of items, people tend to generate quantified
descriptions that describe the number and cardinality of the
groups, but omit the total quantity (e.g., two groups of tree
limes). The scenes that yield such descriptions are those in
which the number of groups and their cardinalities are at or
below the subitizing limit, such as in Figure 1.

Research in numerical perception has shown that “groupitizing” is a common means to determine the exact quantity of
a set of objects that can be easily decomposed into subgroups
of small quantities (Starkey & McCandliss, 2014; Ciccione
& Dehaene, 2020; Anobile, Castaldi, Maldonado, Burr, &
Arrighi, 2020). People can, for example, determine the number of limes in Figure 1 by first noticing that there are two
groups of limes, and that both have three limes. Simple mental arithmetic allows the viewer to determine the total quantity
without relying on item-by-item counting. Thus, according
to the least perceptual effort hypothesis, people should produce quantified descriptions that include only the group number and the group cardinality. These descriptions may serve
pragmatic considerations as well. For example, saying “two
groups of three limes” is briefer than saying “six limes in two
groups of three each,” and more informative than saying “six
limes.”
In this paper, we examine the role of perceptual and pragmatic factors in the quantified description of visual scenes
with multiple groups. We begin by introducing three key perceptual and pragmatic constraints and discuss what predictions they make regarding what quantified description forms
should be favored over others. In particular, we identify a particular pairwise comparison that makes a prediction unique to
the least perceptual effort hypothesis. We then present a novel
experiment designed to elicit description preferences given
direct comparison between two competing descriptive forms,
and show that participants’ preferences corroborate the prediction. We conclude by discussing the results of the experiment and how perceptual and pragmatic constraints interact
in visual scene description.

Preferences in descriptions of groups
Perceptual and pragmatic constraints can account for preferences between forms of quantified descriptions of visual
groups. At least three kinds of quantification are relevant
when considering quantified descriptions of groups: the total
number of similar visual items, the number of groups, and the
cardinality of each group. Consider the following quantified
descriptions of Figure 1:
“There are six limes.” [D1]
“There are six limes in two groups.” [D2]
“There are two groups of three limes.” [D3]
“There are six limes in groups of three.” [D4]
“There are two groups of three limes for a total of six
limes.” [D5]
Perceptual and pragmatic constraints make diverging predictions as to which types of quantified description people
should favor over others during natural language production,
so we review their differences.
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Perceptual constraints. When the number of groups in an
image is easy to enumerate, i.e., below the subitizing limit,
people appear to have rapid access to that number. And when
the number of items in a particular group is also below the
subitizing range, people should have access to the group cardinality as well. Hence, if people base descriptions on whatever numbers come to mind most rapidly as a result of perceptual processes, as the least effort hypothesis predicts, they
should favor descriptions such as D3 over more complex descriptions (such as D4 and D5). They should also favor D3
over simpler descriptions such as D1, because D1 is based
on the number of total items, i.e., a number that may not be
rapidly available.
Pragmatic constraints. People may favor expressions that
are more informative or briefer than alternative expressions.
These constraints correspond to the Gricean maxim of quantity and manner, respectively (Grice, 1975). We do not consider the constraint of correctness (the Gricean maxim of
quality) as the vast majority of people tend to describe images such as Figure 1 accurately. Hence, D1-D5 above are all
accurate descriptions, and people cannot evaluate them based
on their relative accuracies.
Considerations of informativity concern those pieces of
quantitative information that can be communicated or easily
inferred. Hence, if viewers are concerned with informativity
alone, they should prefer descriptions D3, D4, and D5 as the
most informative. D5 is most informative because it explicitly communicates all 3 pieces of quantitative information,
whereas with D3 and D4, the quantitative information not directly communicated can be inferred from the other two descriptors. In the case of D3, the total quantity can be inferred,
while D4 provides enough information to infer the number
of groups. D1 is the least informative form, because while
it conveys the total number of items, it does not convey any
indication that the items are grouped (let alone the number of
groups or the cardinality of those groups). D2 is more informative than D1, as it mentions the number of groups, but it
does not convey any information about the cardinality of each
group. For instance, a description such as “six limes in two
groups” could describe an image where one group has two
limes and the other four, not distinguishing it from an image
where both groups have three limes.
Considerations of brevity, i.e., a constraint that pressures
viewers to produce concise descriptions, apply to the task of
quantified descriptions by determining the number of facts
explicitly communicated. Brevity could be construed in terms
of precise word counts, but various surface realizations of
the descriptive forms above could yield expressions of different lengths (e.g., “six limes in two groups” vs. “six limes
in groups of two items”) and so we construe brevity as a more
conceptual constraint. The constraint yields the following ordering: D1 is the briefest description, conveying only one
quantitative fact. D5 is the least brief, explicitly conveying
all three relevant facts, and D2, D3, and D4 all convey two
pieces of quantitative facts. Hence, a constraint on brevity, in

isolation, should favor D1 over D2-D5 and D5 over D2-D4.
Probing preferences. In a prior study, eliciting descriptions of images such as in Figure 2, Briggs and colleagues
(2020) found D3 to be the most common form produced by
participants, consistent with the least perceptual effort hypothesis. However, this preference is also consistent with
pragmatic factors such as informativity (since D3 is more informative than D2 and D1) and brevity (since D3 is more
concise that D5). The D3 preference in these cases may
be overdetermined. Thus, the elicitation task presented by
Briggs and colleagues (2020) cannot unequivocably predict
what candidate forms people consider when they generate descriptions. It may be that the task of generating a description
biases participants to incorporate considerations of informativity and brevity. Hence, we report a novel experiment that
sought to further elaborate on this work by investigating direct comparisons between different forms of quantified description.

Experiment
The aim of the experiment was three-fold. First, it sought
to gather more fine-grained data regarding description preferences, including between candidate descriptions that people
do not produce often. Second, the study tested preferences
between D3 and D4: these two statements are matched on
their informativity and brevity, and so the least perceptual effort hypothesis uniquely predicts a preference for D3. Third,
it sought to test whether the strong preference for D3 descriptions predicted by the least perceptual effort hypothesis and
found in prior work could be replicated in a non-elicitation
paradigm.
The experiment investigated descriptive preferences between a limited set of possible candidate expressions. All
the images presented multiple groups of objects, with each
group containing the same number of objects. Participants
viewed two possible descriptions of the image and selected
the one they found to be the more natural description (or else
indicated that they had no preference between the two descriptions).

Method
Participants. Fifty-three participants (mean age = 36.6
years; 31 males, 21 females, and 1 no response) volunteered
through the Amazon Mechanical Turk platform (see Paolacci,
Chandler, and Ipeirotis (2010), for a review). All participants
reported being native English speakers; we dropped one
participant due to a data recording error.
Procedure. Participants carried out 20 trials where they were
presented with each of the 10 possible pairwise description
comparisons twice. The experiment randomized the order
of the trials. On each trial, participants viewed a single
image randomly selected from the materials. Below the
image, the participants were presented with two descriptions
that accurately reflected the quantities contained within the
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Figure 2: A screenshot from an example trial within the experiment.

selected image. Each trial was self-paced with no time
limit. Participants selected the description they found to
be a more natural description of the image, or otherwise
selected a third option to indicate ‘no preference’ between
the two descriptions. Figure 2 shows an example trial, where
the participant was asked to select between forms D1, D5,
and NP (no preference). The presentation order of the two
candidate forms was randomized on each trial, while the ‘no
preference’ option was always placed last.
Design. The study manipulated the possible descriptive
forms (i.e., D1–D5) participants were presented with, and
participants acted as their own controls. The study gave
participants pairwise choices between two different forms.
Therefore, there were C25 = 10 possible pairwise comparisons
(i.e., {D1,D2}, {D1,D3}, ..., {D4,D5}).
Materials. Images in the study contained multiple homogeneous sets of everyday objects (e.g., paperclips, mugs,
flowers). A total of eight different object types were used.
Images involved four possible combinations of number of
groups and group cardinality, specifically: 2x4, 3x3, 3x4,
and 4x3. Figure 3 provides an examples of stimuli from each
of these variants. The materials included an image for each
object type and group configuration, yielding a total of 32
unique images.

data. In particular, participants dispreferred D1 compared to
all competing descriptions. As previously reported, D1 was
significantly dispreferred to D3. Likewise, D1 was significantly less preferred to D5 (29% vs. 67%; Wilcoxon test,
z = 3.08, p = .002, Cliff’s δ = .39) and D2 (29% vs. 67%;
Wilcoxon test, z = 3.15, p = .002, Cliff’s δ = .39). Participants preferred D1 less often than D4, but this comparison
was marginal in significance (36% vs. 58%; Wilcoxon test,
z = 1.96, p = .05, Cliff’s δ =). Participants selected D2 more
often than D4, contrary to the prediction from informativity. However, this result was not significant (47% vs. 44%;
Wilcoxon test, z = 0.27, p = .79, Cliff’s δ = .04).

Figure 3: Example stimuli representing each possible group
number and group cardinality (i.e., 2x4, 3x3, 3x4, 4x3).

Open science. Data from the experiment, experimental code,
and statistical analyses are all available online through the
Open Science Framework (https://osf.io/u7gyc/).

Results
Table 1 presents the percentages of response preferences for
each pairwise comparison of candidate descriptions. To analyze the significance of a response pattern in a given comparison, we coded one response as -1, the other as 1, and the ‘no
preference’ option as 0. The mean responses for each participant were then compared to a null hypothesis sample (all
zeros to indicate no preference) using Wilcoxon signed-rank
tests. In the analyses reported below, a Bonferroni correction
was applied to account for the ten pairwise comparisons involved in the analysis. The corrected significance level was
set to p < .005.
Least effort hypothesis. Overall, the data supported the
least perceptual effort hypothesis. Participants preferred D3
descriptions reliably more often to D4 descriptions (64% vs.
35%; Wilcoxon test, z = 3.11, p = .002, Cliff’s δ = .31).
Likewise, they preferred D3 more often than D1 (70% vs.
28%; Wilcoxon test, z = 3.65, p < .001, Cliff’s δ = .423).
The data were consistent with the least perceptual effort hypothesis for D3 vs. D2 and D3 vs. D5, where D3 was more
commonly preferred to D2 (59% vs. 39%; Wilcoxon test,
z = 1.77, p = .077, Cliff’s δ = .19) and D5 (57% vs. 41%;
Wilcoxon test, z = 1.33, p = .18, Cliff’s δ = .135), respectively, though these results were not statistically reliable.
Informativity predictions. The preferences predicted by
the informativity constraint were mostly supported by the
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Brevity predictions. Participants tended to violate the predictions of the brevity constraint for many comparisons,
e.g., they preferred D5 to D4 descriptions (57% vs. 34%;
Wilcoxon test, z = 2.04, p = .041, Cliff’s δ = .23) and D5
to D1 descriptions (see previous section). Those scenarios
in which participants preferred briefer descriptions happened
to concern the comparisons in which the briefer description
was D3, as in D3 vs. D4 or D3 vs. D5. As a whole, the
study lends more support to the least effort hypothesis than
the brevity constraint.
Summary. Overall, the preferences found in the data were
consistent with both the predictions made by the least perceptual effort hypothesis and the informativity constraints. Participants preferred D3 over all other competing descriptive
forms, as predicted by the least perceptual effort hypothesis.
In particular, participants preferred D3 over D4 responses, a
preference uniquely predicted by the least perceptual effort
hypothesis. These results reveal that the interaction between
perceptual cost and informativity found in other quantified
description tasks without multiple groups (Barr et al., 2013;
Briggs & Harner, 2019) is robust and generalizable. The data
complement the findings from a quantified description elicitation task that involved scenes with multiple groups, which
revealed a strong preference for D3 descriptions (Briggs et
al., 2020).

General Discussion
When formulating descriptions of visual scenes, speakers
must balance a variety of constraints. On the one hand, they
ought to be cooperative speakers by satisfying various pragmatic goals: they should be appropriately informative by
communicating necessary information and omitting redundant information (Grice, 1975). On the other hand, speakers are constrained by the way they perceive a visual scene,
since perception demands time and effort. The least perceptual effort hypothesis proposes that people generate descriptions in a way that minimizes perceptual costs. It predicts
that speakers generate descriptions based on the information
readily available to them.
In practice, perceiving a scene to know what information is redundant requires additional effort beyond perceiving what is needed to be sufficiently informative. Thus, the

Comparison
D1 vs. D2
D1 vs. D3
D1 vs. D4
D1 vs. D5
D2 vs. D3
D2 vs. D4
D2 vs. D5
D3 vs. D4
D3 vs. D5
D4 vs. D5

Percentages of descriptions
selected as preferred
D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 NP
28 67
–
–
–
4
28
–
70
–
–
2
36
–
–
58
–
7
29
–
–
–
67
4
–
39 59
–
–
3
–
47
–
44
–
9
–
38
–
–
55
8
–
–
64 35
–
1
–
–
57
–
41
2
–
–
–
35 58
8

Significance
*
*
.
*

*
.

Table 1: Percentages of trials on which participants preferred one of the five descriptive forms in Experiment 1 for each pairwise
comparison; NP = “no preference”. [* = p ≤ .005; . = p ≤ .05]

least perceptual effort hypothesis predicts a tendency toward
over-informativity. For instance, many researchers have investigated how people produce referring expressions, where
a speaker must describe a target item to distinguish it from
distractors. Overspecification is a common phenomenon in
such cases: speakers describe redundant attributes beyond
what is necessary to disambiguate the item (Pechmann, 1989;
Tarenskeen, Broersma, & Geurts, 2015; Koolen, Krahmer, &
Swerts, 2016; Rubio-Fernández, 2016; Viethen, van Vessem,
Goudbeek, & Krahmer, 2017). Likewise, in the case of
quantified referring expressions, where target collections are
based on quantity information, speakers display a similar tendency toward over-informativity (Barr et al., 2013; Briggs &
Harner, 2019), that is, they often describe an image as “4
black dots” when a description such as “a set of dots” is sufficient (Barr et al., 2013).
In this study, we examined preferences in how people evaluate quantified description of visual scenes that contain multiple groups. When multiple groups are present, the space of
possible quantified descriptions grows more complex, and it
presents viewers with the option of not only reporting the total number of items in a scene, but also the number of groups,
and cardinality of each group. Specific pragmatic constraints
make predictions about what descriptive forms should be preferred by speakers. For example, the constraint of brevity
would favor reporting only the total number of items, whereas
informativity would favor the forms that allow hearers to infer the total number of items, the number of groups, and the
cardinality of each group. Research in numerical perception
has shown that people “groupitize” to determine the exact
quantity of a set of objects that can be easily decomposed
into subgroups of small quantities (Starkey & McCandliss,
2014; Ciccione & Dehaene, 2020; Wege, Trezise, & Inglis,
2021), i.e., they determine quantity by first encoding the number of groups and cardinality of subgroups, then performing
mental computation to obtain the total quantity without relying on item-by-item counting. Thus, according to the least
perceptual effort hypothesis, people should commonly pro-
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duce quantified descriptions that include only the number of
groups and their cardinalities.
A previous elicitation study supported this prediction
(Briggs et al., 2020). However, a limitation of that study was
that it did not provide insight into what candidate forms people considered as they generated descriptions, only the final
description produced by the participants. In particular, we
sought to advance that work by examining whether or not a
description of only group number and cardinality (D3 above)
was preferred to a description containing total number and
group cardinality (D4 above). This preference is predicted
only by the least perceptual effort hypothesis. To obtain such
fine-grained data about descriptive preferences, we designed
an experiment that asked participants to engage in pairwise
comparisons of descriptive forms. The data supported the
preference to report group number and cardinality predicted
by the least perceptual effort hypothesis.
One of the limitations of the present study is that it only
deals with groups of homogenous cardinality and group cardinalities within the subitizing range. The prediction of reporting both the exact number and cardinality of groups may
not apply in such situations. For instance, consider an example of a collection of items with subgroups containing 10
items each. In this case, the least perceptual effort hypothesis
predicts that people may choose to describe the group cardinality imprecisely (e.g., “groups with lots of dots”) or not at
all. And, when the cardinality of each subgroup differs, precise descriptions of the cardinality of each group may become
both harder to perceive and encode and unwieldy to produce.
The pairwise comparison paradigm reported in this study may
help investigate preferences that are not predictive of elicited
descriptions. For example, it may be the case that participants
favor exact descriptions of quantities outside of the subitizing
range because they simply assume the supplied descriptions
are correct (without having to engage in costly exact enumeration of large quantities to verify the description). As such,
we view the pairwise comparison paradigm as complementary to elicitation studies.

Nevertheless, the results we report suggest that models of
how people describe quantities from images must depend, in
part, on the processes by which they perceive those quantities. Models that do not take such perceptual costs into account may be overly permissive, and they may generate descriptions that individuals neither produce nor prefer (Briggs
& Harner, 2019). Furthermore, implementing the least effort hypothesis in computational systems for visual scene description will require the ability to model more human-like
perception (Kotseruba, Gonzalez, & Tsotsos, 2016). Systems
designed to produce natural descriptions of scenes must take
into account how people incrementally attend to, perceive,
and construct representations of the objects and object clusters depicted in those scenes.
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Abstract
While many formal frameworks distinguish between desires
and intentions, and considerable empirical work shows that
people interpret them differently, no studies examine how
people reason about them. We extend Harner and Khemlani’s
(2020) model-based theory of relations describing desire. The
theory holds that people represent desires, as in, e.g., Pav wants
to visit Angkor Wat, by pairing a factual representation of the
negation of the desire (e.g., that Pav is not currently visiting
Angkor Wat) with a future possibility where the desire is
realized. We propose that intentions, which people express
using verbs like plan, are represented as future actions that
agents seek to perform. A particular individual’s plans must be
consistent with one another, whereas desires can conflict with
these plans. We show how the model theory distinguishes
desires and intentions, namely that models can be coherent
even when a desire and a plan are inconsistent with each other.
The distinctions make predictions about how reasoners should
assess the consistency of statements concerning desires and
intentions, and we report on two experiments that validate
them.
Keywords: bouletics; desires; plans; intentions; model theory

Introduction
People can desire an outcome without planning to achieve
it, e.g.:
1) Lisa wants to quit her job to work on a ranch.
Lisa may have no serious intention to quit her job, and given
the opportunity to work on a ranch, she might even refuse it.
So long as the very thought of quitting her job and working
on a ranch appeals to her, it is true that she has the desire. In
contrast, goals imply an intention to act towards them
(Bratman, 1987), so when people set goals for themselves,
they intend to act to achieve them. Intentions about goals can
be expressed with the verb plan:
2) Lisa plans to quit her job to work on a ranch.
If Lisa were to exhibit no signs of following through on her
goal of quitting her job and working on a ranch, (2) would be
considered false. Unlike desires, the mere contemplation of a
goal is not sufficient to warrant a statement about having the
goal; intent must accompany it.
Intentions further differ from desires in the objects they are
directed to. A person may desire any number of events or
outcomes they have no way of making happen, as in (3a):
3a) Lisa wants France to vote in a new president.
b) # Lisa plans for France to vote in a new president.
c) Lisa plans to vote for a new president.
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The same is not true for the intention described in (3b), where
‘#’ denotes an incoherent statement. Lisa can only intend
those things she is able to accomplish, as in (3c).
Malle and Knobe (2001) performed a corpus analysis that
support these distinctions: 98% of active uses of the goaloriented verbs plan, intend, decide revealed that people’s
plans, intentions, and decisions were directed toward
behavior they themselves would carry out. In contrast, 63%
of the active uses of desire verbs want, wish, and hope were
directed towards other people’s behavior. Perugini and
Bagozzi (2004) likewise show that people construe intentions
as actions that can be performed more often than desires. And
around the age of 5, children seem to be able to distinguish
the differential satisfaction of desires and intentions (Schult,
2002).
Despite these differences, desires and intentions share
many similarities: neither desires nor intentions, as Searle
(1983) observed, are ‘right’ or ‘wrong’ in the same way that
beliefs can be wrong – desires and intentions cannot be
falsified by facts in the way that beliefs can. Desires and
intentions are better characterized as being satisfied or not.
Both desires and intentions can be predicates for action: the
desire for, say, more money, may cause an individual to buy
a gun because the would-be criminal intends to rob a bank.
Hence, desire and intentionality are central to systems of
moral and legal thinking (Kenny, 1973a, b; Malle & Nelson,
2003; Marshall, 1968; Williams, 1993). Reasoners often
make the reverse inference to impute intentionality and desire
on others, i.e., they might reason that an individual (with
sufficient means) who hasn’t carried out an action refrains
from doing so because of a lack of desire or intention. For
instance, a teetotaler may possess no desire for alcohol, while
a pregnant woman may possess such a desire without the
intention to pour the drink (see Baird & Astington, 2005, for
an integrative review of intentionality).
Despite extensive work into the social and developmental
aspects of intentionality – particularly work about how
individuals attribute folk notions of intentionality onto others
– no theory exists to explain how people mentally represent
intentions or desires, and no existing psychological proposal
of human reasoning explains the underlying processes by
which individuals make inferences about desires and
intentions. A recent account by Harner and Khemlani (2020)
sought to explain how people mentally represent desires.
In what follows, we describe the account and extend it to
distinguish intentions from desires. We describe two
predictions that the new theory makes, and we report the
results of experiments that corroborate the theory. Finally, we
conclude by contrasting the account with common

frameworks that separate intentions and desires in the
adjacent field of artificial intelligence.

The mental representation of desires and plans
A growing consensus among cognitive scientists is that
many higher-level thought processes, such as moral
reasoning, counterfactual thinking, and reasoning about
physics, depend on the mental simulations of possibilities
(Battaglia, Hamrick, & Tenebaum, 2013; Byrne, 2005;
Carey, Leahy, Redshaw, & Suddendorf, 2020; Phillips,
Morris, & Cushman, 2019; Ragni & Johnson-Laird, 2019).
Possibility-based theories seem similarly relevant for a
‘bouletic’ verb – i.e., a verb that concerns desires – like want
and an intention-based verb like plan, because when people
want or plan something, or when they reason about what
other people want or plan, they are capable of envisioning the
possibilities in which their wants or plans come true.
Despite the utility of possibility-based accounts and a range
of applied uses, many psychological accounts of human
reasoning base it on, not the construction of possibilities, but
the computation of proofs (e.g., Stenning & van Lambalgen,
2005, 2008; Rips, 1994) or probabilities (e.g., Elqayam et al.,
2013; Evans, 2012; Oaksford & Chater, 2007; Over, 2009;
Pfeifer, 2013; for a review, see Johnson-Laird, Khemlani, &
Goodwin, 2015). A disadvantage of many proof- and
probability-based accounts is that they provide no cognitively
plausible way of characterizing how two propositions can
conflict with one another (see, e.g., Johnson-Laird, 2012).
For example, suppose that there is a 50% chance that a
particular door is open (and a 50% chance that it’s closed):
P(the door is open) = 50%
P(the door is closed) = 50%
There’s nothing inconsistent about this scenario, but the
conjunctive probability of the two situations is 0% because
the two events can’t be true at the same time:
P(the door is open AND the door is closed) = 0%.
In general, there is no sensible way to use probabilities alone
to assess the consistency of a set of statements, each of which
has a non-zero probability. As we will show below, desires
and intentions can conflict, and people’s assessments of their
consistencies are systematic, so any viable theory about how
people reason about desires and intentions must be able to
account for how people assess those conflicts. Theories based
on the construction of possibilities can do so.
Among different accounts of human reasoning, only one
theory is based on the mental representation of possibilities:
mental model theory. The model theory argues that all forms
of reasoning depend on the mental simulation of sets of
possibilities, i.e., mental models (Khemlani, Byrne, &
Johnson-Laird, 2018). It rests on three fundamental
principles:
• People represent one model by default. People typically
reason by building a model of a single possibility
consistent with the information they have at hand
(Johnson-Laird, 2006; Khemlani, Byrne, & Johnson-
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Laird, 2018), even though that information may be
compatible with a wide range of possibilities. In principle,
people can deliberate to consider alternative models
compatible with their information, but doing so demands
additional mental resources and can lead to systematic
errors.
• Models are iconic. Models are mental structures that
mirror the real-world scenarios they represent, i.e., they
are iconic (Peirce, 1931-1958, Vol. 4). For instance,
reasoners represent a group of individuals by constructing
a set of tokens that stand in place of those individuals
(Khemlani & Johnson-Laird, under review). Other sorts
of representations, such as Venn diagrams and Euler
circles (see Khemlani & Johnson-Laird, 2012a) are not
iconic because they use a single entity (a circle) to stand
in place of several individuals. Some abstract concepts,
such as the concept of negation, cannot be iconic because
they have no inherent structure; models represent these
abstract concepts as symbols (Khemlani, Orenes, &
Johnson-Laird, 2012). They can also represent
possibilities that unfold in time (see Khemlani,
Mackiewicz, Bucciarelli, & Johnson-Laird, 2013) by
simulating the step-by-step changes that occur.
• Models are coherent. Models cannot, e.g., represent a
scenario in which a door is both open and closed at the
same time – they represent only those possibilities that are
coherent. Reasoners can update models with new
information that they remember, learn, perceive, or
imagine – when they do so, the resulting updated model
is likewise coherent. When new information conflicts
with a model, people judge the information to be
inconsistent with what came before it (Johnson-Laird,
2012; Johnson-Laird, Girotto, & Legrenzi, 2004) and
make inferences to eliminate the conflict (Khemlani &
Johnson-Laird, 2012b).
The model theory explains reasoning about causal relations
(Khemlani, Bello, Briggs, Harner, & Wasylyshyn, 2021),
temporal relations (Kelly, Khemlani, & Johnson-Laird, 2020;
Schaeken et al., 1996), and other sorts of abstract relations
(Goodwin & Johnson-Laird, 2005; Cherubini & JohnsonLaird, 2004). Harner and Khemlani (2020) recently extended
it to bouletic reasoning; they proposed that reasoners
represent the statement A wants P by assuming that P is false
and that it is a possibility that can occur in the future. For
example, a model of a sentence such as “Marcus wants to run
the marathon” is:
CURRENT FACT

Marcus ¬ marathon

FUTURE POSSIBILITY

marathon

The above diagram represents a token for an individual, a
token that represents a current fact about that individual, and
a token that represents a future possibility for that individual.
The diagram uses words, e.g., “marathon”, as a shorthand to
represent a mental simulation, e.g., the simulation in which
Marcus runs the marathon, though the simulation can contain
explicit symbols for negation (i.e., ‘¬’) to represent the

scenario in which Marcus does not run the marathon. Hence,
the diagram represents that Marcus is not currently running
the marathon and that it is a possibility in the future.
We extend the theory to reasoning about intentions by
proposing that they are future actions that a person intends to
perform (cf. Altmann & Trafton, 2002). So reasoners should
represent the statement, “Marcus plans to run the marathon”,
as:
CURRENT FACT

Marcus

FUTURE ACTION

¬ marathon

marathon

Models of future actions are limited to those actions an
individual can perform personally. And, like any other kind
of model, models of future actions must be coherent: one
cannot simultaneously maintain a future action of running
and not running a marathon.
Because future action models are distinct from models of
future possibilities, the two can conflict, e.g., the following
statement seems sensible:
4) Marcus wants to run a marathon, but he doesn’t plan on
doing so.
Reasoners can build the following model to capture the
meaning of (4):
CURRENT FACT

Marcus ¬ marathon

FUTURE POSSIBILITY

marathon

FUTURE ACTION

¬ marathon

The integrated model shows that the models of desires and
goals are independent from one another and thus can conflict
with each other, even though the models of desires and goals
must be internally consistent. As a consequence, the model
theory makes the following prediction:
Prediction 1. Reasoners should consider sentence pairs
of the form A plans P and A plans not-P as incompatible
with one another. In contrast, reasoners should consider
sentences of the form A plans P and A plans Q, where P
and Q do not conflict, as consistent.
The prediction concerns the verbs plan and want specifically
since we take them as expressions of intentions and desires,
respectively (cf. Malle & Knobe, 2001). A corollary is that
because intentions can conflict with desires without resulting
in incoherence, reasoners should judge the following two
sentences to be consistent with one another:
5) Marcus wants to not run the marathon.
Marcus plans to run the marathon anyway.
which yield the following model:
CURRENT FACT

Marcus

FUTURE POSSIBILITY

¬ marathon ¬ marathon

FUTURE ACTION

marathon

Thus the model theory makes this prediction concerning the
relation between plan and want:
Prediction 2. Reasoners should consider sentences of
the following form: A wants P and A plans not-P, as
compatible with one another, because desires and
intentions can conflict without being incoherent.
We designed two experiments to test each of these
predictions.
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Experiment 1
Experiment 1 tested prediction 1: reasoners will accept pairs
of consistent plans, but will reject pairs of inconsistent plans.
It provided participants with two sentences that described
either plans that conflicted or those that didn’t. For example,
the pair of sentences below describes a consistent pair of
plans:
6) Keegan plans to water the indoor plants.
Keegan plans to water the outdoor plants.
Keegan can water both indoor and outdoor plants without any
conflict. The other half of the sentence pairs concerned
inconsistent plans, e.g.:
7) Colleen plans to spend the next hour alone.
Colleen plans to spend the next with friends.
The experiment also provided participants with sentences
that paired desires and intentions, e.g., problems in which one
sentence used the verb want and the other used the verb plan,
e.g.:
8) Jacob wants to watch a movie tonight.
Jacob plans to watch a movie tomorrow.
The theory predicts that people will consider any want/plan
pair, like (8), to be consistent, regardless of whether their
complements conflict or not. In contrast, it predicts that
reasoners should rate plan-plan pairs as consistent only when
their complements are consistent, as with (6).

Method
Participants. 50 participants (mean age = 40.5 years; 22
females and 28 males) performed the study using the Amazon
Mechanical Turk online platform (see Paolacci, Chandler, &
Ipeirotis, 2010, for a review). All participants reported being
native English speakers.
Design, procedure, and materials. Participants read 12
sentence pairs, one at a time. 8 of the pairs were of the form
A plans [complement], A plans [complement]. For 4 of these
8 pairs, the complements of the two sentences were
consistent; for the other 4, they were inconsistent. The
remaining four sentence pairs were of the form A wants P, A
plans Q; the complements P and Q were consistent. Thus
there were 8 consistent complement pairs, and the experiment
randomly assigned them to a want/plan sentence pair or a
plan/plan sentence pair. It also randomly assigned the name
of an agent to each sentence pair, half of which were female
and the other half male. The experiment randomized the order
of presentation for all sentence pairs. In sum, the study
yielded a nested within-participants design.
After reading each sentence pair, participants typed out
their response to the question, “Can both of these sentences
be true at the same time?”, which is a task used to elicit
consistency judgments from participants without extensive
training in logic (see, e.g., Johnson-Laird et al., 2004).
Participants were required to type ‘yes’ or ‘no’ and they could
elaborate on their response if they wanted. The first author

coded participants’ responses on whether they responded
affirmatively or negatively, i.e., whether they thought the two
sentences were consistent or not, and did so blind to the
condition of the study.

in which want/plan pairs were inconsistent. If people accept
such pairs, as prediction 2 holds, then it would indicate that
people tend to distinguish desires from intentions.
Experiment 2 remedied this limitation.

Open science. Data, materials, experimental code, and
analysis scripts are available online (https://osf.io/kx74s/).

Experiment 2

Results and discussion
Participants based their responses in Experiment 1 on the
consistency of the complements. They judged plan/plan
sentence pairs with consistent complements as consistent
more often than plan/plan pairs with inconsistent
complements (80% vs. 22%, Wilcoxon test, z = 5.73, p <
.001, Cliff’s δ = 0.79), which corroborates prediction 1. Their
judgments of consistency were not reliably different between
want/plan pairs and the consistent plan/plan pairs: 82% of
want/plan pairs were judged consistent and 80% of consistent
plan/plan pairs were judged as such (Wilcoxon test, z = 0.41,
p = 0.68, Cliff’s δ = 0.02). Accordingly, the differences in
ratings between want/plan pairs (whose complements were
all consistent) and between the plan/plan pairs with
inconsistent complements were similar to the differences
between both sets of plan/plan pairs (82% v. 22%, Wilcoxon
test, z = 5.65, p < .001, Cliff’s δ = 0.82).
Participants tended to reject inconsistent plans and to
accept consistent plans, in line with the theory’s first
prediction. A post hoc analysis of the comments participants
generated supported this interpretation: they explicitly noted
the conflicts between two inconsistent plans, e.g., in response
to sentences like (7), one participant explained “No, Helen
cannot be alone and with friends at the same time”. Less
often, participants rated inconsistent plans as consistent;
when they did so, their explanations tended to explain away
the conflict, e.g., in response to a person’s plans to go to bed
at 9pm and to go to bed at 11pm, one participant justified it
with, “Yes. One can sleep from 9:00 to 10:30, possibly
completing an entire REM cycle, and subsequently returning
to bed at 11:00.” Hence, participants on occasion provided
cooperative interpretations that mitigated the inconsistency.
Another kind of explanation showed a lack of association
between plan and intention, e.g., a participant who received
the sentence pair in (7) said:
Colleen could be making plans to go either way and be
waiting for a phone call from her friends to see if they can
get together.
Responses such as these suggest that the participant treated
the verb plan as equivalent to prepare for, which could
indicate that plan has a reading that does not entail intention.
As for the want/plan sentence pairs, participants generally
found them to be consistent. In cases where they didn’t, their
explanations often elaborated that a person could not perform
an action and its negation at the same time, perhaps
indicating some overlap between the meaning of want and the
meaning of plan. This possibility reveals a limitation in the
design of Experiment 1: it did not directly compare situations
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Experiment 2 tested prediction 2: people should accept
want/plan sentence pairs of the form A wants P and A plans
not P as consistent, e.g.,
9) Lucy wants to wake up at 10am tomorrow.
Lucy plans to wake up at 8am tomorrow. [experimental]
In contrast, participants should judge plan/plan pairs such as
A plans P and A plans not-P, as inconsistent, e.g.:
10) Jimmy plans to get a full refund on the movie ticket.
Jimmy plans to exchange the movie ticket for a
different showing.
[control]
Participants in Experiment 1 had done so, and we expected
participants in Experiment 2 to provide similar judgments, so
sentence pairs such as (10) served as controls.

Method
Participants. 48 participants (mean age = 36.1 years; 21
females and 27 males) volunteered through Amazon
Mechanical Turk. All but one participant reported English as
their native language; we dropped their data from our
analysis.
Design, procedure, and materials. Participants responded to
12 problems – 6 experimental and 6 control. Experimental
problems consisted of sentence pairs where the first sentence
described a person’s desire and the second a plan that was
incompatible with this desire, as in (9). The control problems
were similar in form except that the matrix verb of the first
sentence was plan instead of want; the complements of the
verbs were likewise incompatible with each other, as in (10).
The experiment randomly assigned a pair of complements to
have want/plan or plan/plan as their matrix verbs; no
complement pair was designed for a particular matrix verb
pairing. The experiment also randomly assigned each
sentence pair a unique male or female name to serve as its
subject. The order of presentation for the 12 problems was
shuffled for each participant.
As in Experiment 1, participants read the sentence pairs
and then typed out their response to the question, “Can both
sentences be true at the same time?” They had to respond with
‘yes’ or ‘no’ and could elaborate further if they chose. Data
were coded in a manner similar to Experiment 1.
Open science. The predicted effects and analyses were
preregistered via the Open Science Framework
(https://osf.io/afueq/).

Results and discussion
Participants judged experimental want-plan sentence pairs to
be compatible 65% of the time and control pairs to be

compatible 22% of the time (Wilcoxon test, z = 4.68, p < .001,
Cliff’s δ = 0.65). Experiment 2 accordingly confirmed
prediction 2: people consider a scenario consistent even when
it describes desires and intentions that conflict. This supports
the model theory’s claim that the desires expressed by want
have no necessary connection to intentionality, as desire is
distinct from intention. In contrast, since the verb plan tends
to suggest intentionality (as Experiment 1 shows), people
tended to reject incompatible plans – a result that replicates
the previous study.
Not every participant response conformed to these
overarching trends; we reviewed written responses in a
posthoc analysis for some insight. When participants rejected
want/plan pairs as incompatible, several gave explanations
indicating incompatibility of the complements, e.g., for the
following problem:
11) Henry wants to get a full refund on the movie ticket.
Henry plans to exchange the movie ticket for a different
showing.
one participant responded: “no, because if Henry gets a
refund then he can't also get an exchange”. Thus it is possible
that their rejection was based on the complements themselves
and not inferences about the sentences in their entirety as
want/plan pairs. An alternative hypothesis is that the
participant had read the problem too quickly, and had failed
to see that the verbs in the two statements were different.
Analysis of participants’ acceptance of plan/plan pairs
likewise reveals an occasional tendency to accommodate
incompatibilities, e.g., one participant responded to a pair like
(11) by saying: “Yes. First plan Teagan get[s a] refund movie
ticket but next Teagan exchange[s] a ticket so it is possible.”
Despite these responses, on the whole, the data from
Experiment 2 supports the claim that people do not associate
want with intention, but they do so for plan.

General discussion
Do people associate desire with intention when they
reason? Philosophical accounts (Bratman, 1987, Bratman,
1988, Searle, 1983) and computational models (e.g., Rao and
Georgeff, 1995) often distinguish desires from intentions
theoretically and in application. And studies reveal that
children distinguish between the two by the age of 5 (see, e.g.,
Schult, 2002). But few studies have examined how people
reason about a person’s desires and intentions to resolve
conflicts between them, and no contemporary theory of
reasoning takes their differences into account.
We ran two studies to show that the goals expressed by
plan are associated with intention, as opposed to the desires
expressed by want, which are not associated with intention.
Experiment 1 showed that plan is associated with intention,
as participants rejected pairs of plan/plan sentences whose
complements were inconsistent, e.g.:
12) Ella plans to settle permanently in Ohio.
Ella plans to settle permanently in Utah.
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This rejection was not based on their reticence to accept pairs
of plan/plan sentences. They accepted such pairs as long as
the complements were consistent; likewise, they accepted
want/plan sentence pairs which also had consistent
complements:
13) Marcus [plans / wants] to read the comics.
Marcus plans to read the news.
Experiment 2 showed that people accept want/plan pairs even
when their complements are inconsistent.
14) Henry wants to skip the play tonight.
Henry plans to attend the play tonight.
These findings support the model theory, as they reveal that
people distinguish desires from intentions. A basic premise
of the theory is that models must be coherent, which requires
the situations they represent, e.g., the model of future
possibilities, to be consistent. But the theory posits that
people keep separate simulations of future possibilities and
simulations of future actions, so those models can conflict
without yielding an inconsistency. Hence, reasoners should
treat A wants P and A plans not-P as consistent, because they
can build an integrated model that represents both assertions:
Marcus

FUTURE POSSIBILITY

FUTURE ACTION

read-comics

read-comics
read-news

In contrast, the theory predicts reasoners’ rejection of
inconsistent plans since plans are modeled together, i.e., there
is no coherent model in which Henry both plans to attend the
play and intends to skip it. Other theoretical frameworks in
cognitive science and AI call for different representations for
desires and intentions, and it is not clear how they yield the
predictions of the model theory. For example, a common
software architecture in AI separates between the beliefs,
desires, and intentions (BDI) of a particular simulated agent.
Some of the systems that implement this architecture
explicitly stipulate that desires and plans must overlap (Rao
& Georgoff, 1995). Others treat desires as necessary
precursors to intentions (e.g., Woodridge, 1999). These
systems serve to model how humans incorporate desires and
intentions into reasoning and decision-making processes, but
they do not (and are not intended to) predict how people
reason about desires. Indeed, the systems cannot explain how
desires and plans differentially conflict with one another. In
contrast, the model theory predicts that desires can be
inconsistent with plans; and the experiments and data we
report on validate these predictions.
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Abstract
Questions are prevalent in everyday speech and they are often
used to teach (Newport, Gleitman, & Gleitman, 1977; SirajBlatchford & Manni, 2008). When learners receive explicit
cues that the intent of a question is pedagogical, they draw
inferences that lead to superior learning (Yu, Landrum,
Bonawitz, & Shafto, 2018). Although the ability to infer
pedagogical intent is critical, very little is known about the
mechanisms that support the inference that any particular
statement is pedagogical or not. We tested the hypothesis that
the prosody of speech marks the intent of pedagogical and
information-seeking questions. In Studies 1 and 2, 256 naïve
participants rated 100 pedagogical and information-seeking
questions, spoken in child- or adult-directed speech. We found
that naïve listeners can accurately infer pedagogical intent on
the basis of prosody alone. In Study 3, we begin charting the
acoustic features that differentiate pedagogical from
information-seeking questions. We found that pedagogical
questions are longer in duration, have lower F0 variability, and
are characterized with a non-canonical pitch contour compared
to information-seeking questions. These findings provide a
window into the mechanisms that allow learners to infer
pedagogical intent in otherwise ambiguous situations.
Keywords: pedagogical questions; information seeking
questions; prosody; child-directed speech

Introduction
Questions are ubiquitous in everyday speech. Infants in the
US begin receiving questions as early as 5 months-of-age
(Bornstein, et al., 1992), and almost half of the utterances that
children hear when they are between 12 and 27 months-ofage are questions (Newport, Gleitman, & Gleitman, 1977).
Receiving questions is ubiquitous in later childhood and
adulthood as well. At school, students hear 300-400 questions
per day (Leven & Long, 1981).
Importantly, however, not all questions are the same.
Sometimes the intent of a question is to serve the asker
(information-seeking) and sometimes the intent of a question
is to serve the listener (pedagogical). The recipient’s
inference about the goal of the question has important
consequences for learning. For example, when learners
receive explicit cues that the intent of a question is
pedagogical (e.g., when the knowledge state of the asker is
known), they draw different inferences, and they exhibit
superior learning outcomes (Yu, Landrum, Bonawitz, &
Shafto, 2018; Jean, Daubert, Yu, Shafto, & Bonawitz, 2019).
Despite the well documented role that people’s inferences
about the pedagogical or non-pedagogical goal of a question
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plays in learning, very little is known about how learners infer
pedagogical intent in everyday situations.
We propose here that a plausible mechanism for
communicating pedagogical intent of questions is the
prosody of speech. Such a proposal is plausible for multiple
reasons. Prosody is a reliable signal that is always present in
speech. It can carry information about intent. And, there is
evidence that sensitivity to prosody exists even in infancy.
For example, even very young infants are sensitive to
different registers of speech, such as child-directed speech
(Saint-Georges et al., 2013). However, it remains an open
question whether the two primary goals of questions,
teaching and information-seeking, are also differentiated by
strong, reliable prosodic cues, to which listeners are sensitive
to and use to inform their inferences from quired content.
There are at least three steps to testing the hypothesis that
learners infer pedagogical intent from prosody. The first is to
test whether naïve listeners can accurately detect differences
in prosodic cues that were intended to be pedagogical or
information-seeking. The second step would be to show that
the prosodic cues that are recognized by naïve listeners as
pedagogical are also present in speech in naturalistic
contexts. The third step would be to show that learners draw
different inferences and exhibit different learning outcomes
on the basis of prosody alone. In the present study, we take
only the first step. We test whether naïve listeners are
sensitive to prosodic cues that the asker intended to be
pedagogical or information-seeking, and we begin to chart
the prosodic features of each.

Pedagogical Communication
Pedagogical communication may be a particularly powerful
tool to support human learning (Carey, 2009; Csibra &
Gergely, 2009; Harris, 2012; Tomaselo, 2008). Learning
from teaching differs from standard learning in two critical
ways. First, the data that the learner observes are chosen by a
knowledgeable and helpful person, not selected at random.
Second, the learner infers that the teacher is choosing these
data as a knowledgeable and helpful person. In this way,
pedagogical communication differs from other forms of
communication in that the speaker’s goal is for the learner to
learn. Critically, the inference by the learner (that the teacher
is knowledgeable, helpful, and intends to teach) is what
supports such rapid inferences from very few samples
(Bonawitz & Shafto, 2016).
1

Pedagogical Questions. Questions vary according to whether
they serve the questioner (as in information-seeking
questions, ISQs) or the listener (as in pedagogical questions,
PQs). Information seeking questions from a parent to a child
include clarifying children’s utterance (“What?”), checking
children’s status (“Are you sleepy?”), asking for permission
(“Can I see this toy?”) and offering help (“Do you need
help?”). These questions are asked because the questioner
does not have the knowledge and is seeking information from
the child. However, parents also use questions for
pedagogical purposes, providing queries despite having
knowledge of the correct answer. For example, questions are
asked to elicit children’s attention (“See?”), to test children’s
knowledge (“Is this green or red?”), to encourage children to
keep talking (“Oh really?”), to interpret children’s actions
(“You putting the doggie in a chair?”), and to report a fact
(“That car doesn’t fit?”) (Olsen-Fulero & Conforti, 1983).
A large survey of the CHILDES database found that
pedagogical questions are common but used with different
frequencies in different daily contexts and across SES (Yu,
Bonawitz, & Shafto, 2017). A follow-up study found that the
frequency with which pedagogical questions are used in
everyday parent-child interactions predicts children’s
exploration following an experimenter’s pedagogical
question on a new task (Yu, et al., 2020). Furthermore, when
children are given explicit cues that the question is
pedagogical, they engage in more exploration and discovery
of new features of a novel toy, and they are more persistent
at exploring a causal function that is not working (Jean et al.,
2018; Yu, et al., 2020).
Unlike in the studies cited above, learners in everyday
situations rarely receive explicit cues about the intent of the
questions they receive. Most conversations are rife with
ambiguity regarding the content, context, knowledge, and
intentions of the speaker. That is, when a speaker asks a
pedagogical question, she does not necessarily reveal that she
already knows the answer, and she does not necessarily state
that her intention is to teach. Because of this absence of
explicit cues to pedagogy in everyday situations, it may be
quite difficult for a learner to infer that a particular question
is a pedagogical question. One possibility, however, is that in
addition to using the content, context, or knowledge-state of
the speaker, learners also use prosodic cues to infer that a
particular question is a pedagogical question. Unlike explicit
cues to pedagogy (e.g., “I know the answer to this, but I am
asking you because I want to teach you…”) that are typically
absent from speech, prosodic cues can mark pedagogical
questions without interrupting the natural flow of the
conversation. This raises the question of whether and how
naïve listeners can recognize questions as pedagogical on the
basis of prosody alone?
Although there is a large literature on the prosody of
different kinds of questions (e.g., rhetorical, informationseeking, indirect requests, etc. (See, Bartels, 1999; Banuazizi
& Cresswell, 1999; Braun, et al., 2019; Han, 2002; Trott,
Reed, Ferreira, & Bergen, 2019), to our knowledge, there are
no studies that have documented the prosody of pedagogical
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questions. One particular kind of prosody, however, that has
been investigated extensively in the context of how the
prosody of speech can facilitate learning, is the prosody of
child-directed speech (Eaves, Feldman, Griffits, & Shafto,
2016; Fernald, 1985; Fernald & Simon, 1984; Nencheva,
Piazza, & Lew-Williams, 2020; Rowe, 2008; Thiessen, Hill,
& Saffran, 2005). Although several studies have shown that
the prosody of child-directed speech is also interpreted as an
ostensive signal by learners (Gergely, Egyed, & Kirali, 2007;
Senju & Csibra, 2008), we note that child-directed speech
cannot be a reliable signal of pedagogy. This is so because
adults use child-directed speech across various situations that
do not entail teaching about the world. Also, when children
are older, adults no longer use child-directed speech even
when they teach (Liu, Tsao, & Kuhl, 2009). We note,
therefore, that the main goal of the present study is not to
extend the child-directed speech research program. Rather,
we use child-directed speech as an important analogous
domain from which our questions about the novel domain of
pedagogical prosody are partly inspired.

Present Studies
Studies 1 and 2 test the hypothesis that naïve adult listeners
can differentiate between pedagogical and informationseeking questions on the basis of prosody alone, both within
adult-directed and within child-directed speech. Study 3
begins to model the prosodic differences between
pedagogical and information-seeking questions at a word
level and at a level of an utterance.
To achieve these goals, we created stimuli in English
(Study 1) and Macedonian (Study 2) language, where 10
speakers recorded 100 questions in 4 different ways: as a
child-directed pedagogical or information-seeking question;
and as an adult-directed pedagogical or information-seeking
question. Next, we asked naïve MTurk listeners to rate the
questions on both dimensions (i.e., pedagogical/ informationseeking; and child/ adult-directed). In Study 3, we analyzed
the stimuli created for Studies 1 and 2. In addition, we
selected a subsample of accurately rated questions for further
acoustic analyses. All three studies were approved by the
Institutional Review Board at Rutgers University -- Newark.

Study 1
Participants
A sample of 128 participants was recruited from the US on
Amazon’s Mechanical Turk platform. Two participants were
excluded and replaced because they completed the
experiment in an extremely short timeframe (338 and 270
seconds respectively), which is incommensurable with
listening to the audio clips. The participants’ average age was
39 years (range = 19–72; SD = 12.73). Sixty-five participants
identified as male, sixty-two as female, and one participant
identified as non-binary genderqueer. Sixty-five participants
identified as parents and forty said that they had worked with
children in some professional capacity (e.g., a teacher, a
nanny, etc.).
2

Stimuli
The stimuli were recorded by 8 speakers (four females and
four males) who are native speakers of American English,
who come from diverse ethnic and cultural backgrounds, and
have extensive experience interacting with children (e.g., as
parents or developmentalists). The stimuli consisted of 100
short questions covering the physical, biological, and social
domains (e.g., “Is the speed of light the same in all
mediums?”; “How do dolphins sleep?”; “Why do people
gossip?”). The list of all questions and the context that was
given to differentiate between PQs and ISQs can be found at
osf.io/kh7xn
Each speaker was asked to read and record all 100
questions, 4 different times (a total of 400 recorded questions
per speaker): 1) as an adult-directed pedagogical question, 2)
as an adult-directed information seeking question, 3) as a
child-directed pedagogical question, and 4) as a childdirected information seeking question. Audio examples can
be found at osf.io/kh7xn. Before the recording, the speakers
were told descriptively what a pedagogical question is (i.e., a
question where the asker knows the answer and asks the
question with an intention to teach), what an informationseeking question is (i.e., a question where the asker does not
know the answer and asks the question with an intention to
learn), and what child-directed and adult-directed speech is.
An important aspect of this design is that it allowed a
comparison of the exact same questions that were recorded as
pedagogical and as information-seeking questions.
Importantly, the speakers were not told how the stimuli
should sound. Each speaker was left on their own to decide
how child-directed and adult-directed PQs and ISQs should
sound. To aid the recording of the stimuli, each question was
preceded by a context sentence providing a pedagogical or an
information-seeking context. For example, the informationseeking context sentence that preceded the question “How do
dolphins sleep” was “I have no idea how animals that live in
the sea sleep. Do you know…” The pedagogical context
sentence for the same question was: “I learned about this at
the aquarium a few days ago. Do you know…” Importantly,
the ending of the provided context (e.g., “Do you know…”)
was the same across pedagogical questions and information
seeking questions. The speakers read the questions in blocks.
The order of blocks was counterbalanced across speakers and
the order of questions within each block was randomized.

read a description of what pedagogical questions are and what
information seeking questions are, and also a description of
what is meant by child-directed and adult-directed questions.
Following that short training, participants were tasked with
listening to the audio clips (a total of 100) and answering two
questions about each audio clip: 1) Is the question you heard:
a) A Pedagogical Question; b) An Information Seeking
Question; and 2) Is the question you heard: a) A Question
Directed to a Child; b) A Question Directed to an Adult. The
100 audio clips were randomized within each survey. The
order in which the two questions appeared (PQ vs ISQ or CD
vs AD) and the order in which the two alternative answers
appeared after each audio clip were counterbalanced.

Results and Discussion
The main goal of this study was to establish whether naïve
listeners can decode the pedagogical and the informationseeking intent of a question. Recall that for each of the 100
audios, participants answered two questions: i) Is the
question you heard a) A pedagogical question or b) An
information-seeking question; and ii) Is the question you
heard a) directed to a child or b) directed to an adult. Each
incorrect response received a 0 and each correct response
received a score of 1. This allowed us to compute an accuracy
score (proportion correct) for each participant (e.g., the
participant X correctly identified the pedagogical and
information-seeking questions X% of the time (out of 100
questions) and correctly identified that it was directed to a
child or an adult X% of the time). We found that the average
accuracy score (across all participants) for discriminating
pedagogical from information seeking questions was MPQ/ISQ
= .58, and it was significantly above chance level
performance (t(127) = 6.97, p < .001, d = .62).
We also computed an accuracy score (proportion correct)
for discriminating child-directed from adult-directed speech.
Replicating prior research, we found that the average
accuracy score MCD/AD = .56 was also significantly different
from chance performance (t(127) = 7.42, p < .001, d = .67).
Table 1 presents the accuracy scores for discriminating
pedagogical from information-seeking questions within
child- and adult-directed speech.
Table 1. Accuracy for discriminating pedagogical questions
from information seeking questions

Design
We created 4 different surveys from the 400 questions
recorded by each speaker. Each of the 4 surveys included 100
questions, 25 of each question type. Together, the 4 surveys
contained all 400 questions generated by the speaker. Each
survey was presented to 4 participants on Mechanical Turk (4
participants per survey x 4 surveys per speaker x 8 speakers
= 128 Mechanical Turk participants).

Procedure
The surveys were prepared and administered via Qualtrics.
After answering a few demographic questions, participants
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Accuracy

ADPQ

ADISQ

CDPQ

.56**

.59***

.65***

CDISQ
.53

Note: One-sample t-test comparisons against chance.
Key: ~ p<.10, * p<.05, ** p<.01, *** p<.001
Inspection of Table 1 reveals some asymmetry in the
accuracy of detecting pedagogical or information-seeking
questions within different categories of speech (child vs.
adult directed). For example, the accuracy score for
information-seeking questions spoken in child-directed
speech was not different from chance. There are at least two
3

possible interpretations of this result. One is that some (but
not all) prosodic features of pedagogical questions overlap
with the prosody of child-directed speech, while some (but
not all) features of information seeking questions overlap
with the prosody of adult-directed speech. Another, not
mutually exclusive possibility, is that listeners might have an
expectation that pedagogical questions are typically directed
to children and information seeking questions are typically
directed to adults. We will return to this issue in the General
Discussion.
In conclusion, Study 1 shows that the communicative
intent to pose a pedagogical question or an information
seeking question can be encoded in the prosody of the
question and naïve listeners can correctly decode the intent of
the speaker by relying on the prosody alone. Are these cues
present at the word level, or does the general “shape” and
duration of a question inform this judgement? To explore
whether speakers could discern pedagogical from
information-seeking questions without relying on any
syntactic or semantic cues, we repeated the same study but
with audio stimuli recorded in Macedonian language.

Study 2
Participants
A sample of 128 participants was recruited from the US on
Amazon’s Mechanical Turk platform. Six participants were
excluded and replaced because they reported that they could
understand Macedonian language. The participants’ average
age was 39 years (range = 24–74; SD = 10.61). Sixty-eight
participants identified as male, fifty-nine as female, and one
participant identified as non-binary genderqueer. Sixty-seven
participants identified as parents and forty-six said that they
had worked with children in some professional capacity (e.g.,
a teacher, a nanny, etc.).

Results and Discussion
The average accuracy score for discriminating pedagogical
from information-seeking questions was MPQ/ISQ = .66, and it
was significantly different from chance performance, t(127)
= 11.7, p < .001, d = 1).
Similarly, the average accuracy score for discriminating
child-directed from adult-directed speech was MCD/AD = .65
and it was also significantly different from chance
performance (t(127) = 13.92, p <.001, d = 1.25). Table 2
presents the accuracy scores within child- and adult-directed
speech.
Table 2. Accuracy for discriminating pedagogical questions
from information seeking questions

Accuracy

ADPQ

ADISQ

CDPQ

CDISQ

.66***

.67***

.68***

.63***

Note: One-sample t-test comparisons against chance.
Key: ~ p<.10, * p<.05, ** p<.01, *** p<.001
These results confirm that naïve listeners can discriminate
between pedagogical and information-seeking questions both
within child-directed and within adult-directed speech on the
basis of prosody alone, and in the absence of any syntactic or
semantic cues. Which prosodic features differentiate the two
types of questions is an issue that we begin addressing in
Study 3.

Study 3

The stimuli were the same as in Study 1, except they were
translated and recorded in Macedonian language by 2
speakers (1 male and 1 female). The stimuli were recorded by
native speakers of Macedonian language. The two speakers,
however, live and work in the US. Just like the English
language stimuli, these stimuli were recorded by providing
context sentences and imagining that the question is
pedagogical or information-seeking and that the question is
directed to an adult or a child.

We investigated acoustic features that have been shown to be
important in prior research on child-directed speech, such as
the average fundamental frequency (F0) perceived as pitch
(typically higher in CD speech), F0 variability (typically
higher in CD speech), duration (also typically higher in CD
speech), and pitch contour (typically exaggerated in CD
speech) (e.g., Fernald & Kuhl, 1987; Fernald & Simon,
1984). In addition to research on child-directed speech, prior
research on the prosody of questions has shown that
questions’ pitch contours vary systematically and can be
separated into canonical and non-canonical contours (Bartels,
1999). Importantly, research on inquisitive semantics has
shown that the non-canonical pitch contours of wh- questions
are associated with episodes where the asker has partial
knowledge of the answer (e.g., Hedberg & Sosa, 2011),
suggesting an additional promising factor to explore.

Design

Data

The design was the same as that of Study 1. Four different
surveys were created from the 400 questions recorded by the
speakers. Each survey contained 100 questions, 25 of each
question type. Each survey was presented to 16 participants
on Mechanical Turk (16 participants per survey x 4 surveys
per speaker x 2 speakers = 128 Mechanical Turk
participants).

We analyzed the total of 3200 audio files of the 100 matched
questions recorded in English language by 8 speakers (800
ADPQs, 800 ADISQs, 800 CDPQs, and 800 CDISQs) and
also the total of 800 audio files recorded in Macedonian
language. In addition, in order to confirm that the average
acoustic differences between PQs and ISQs across all audio
files are in fact the acoustic cues that participants use to make
judgments, we selected a subsample of audio files from each

Stimuli
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question type on the basis of the accuracy ratings from Study
1. Recall that in Study 1, four MTurk participants rated each
question, which allowed us to select questions that were
accurately rated by 3 or 4 participants on the
pedagogical/information-seeking dimension. This resulted in
143 pairs of perfectly matched adult-directed utterances (i.e.,
143 accurately rated PQs and the same 143 accurately rated
ISQs) and 180 pairs of perfectly matched child-directed PQs
and ISQs. The audios from the subsample were then
annotated, which allowed us to do an analysis at a word level.
All analyses were done separately for child-directed and
adult-directed questions.

Results and Discussion
Analysis of the full sample of audios1. Table 3 summarizes
the comparison of pedagogical and information-seeking
questions on three dimensions (Mean F0, F0 Range, and
Duration), separately for adult-directed and child-directed
speech.
Table 3. Summary statistics of three acoustic features of
PQs and ISQs within adult- and child-directed speech
(Mean F0, F0 Range in HZ, and Duration is seconds)
Adult Directed Questions
Mean F0

F0 Range

Duration

PQ

ISQ

PQ

ISQ

PQ

ISQ

193

203

228

247

1.72

1.57

Child Directed Questions
Mean F0

F0 Range

Duration

PQ

ISQ

PQ

ISQ

PQ

ISQ

211

217

253

277

1.82

1.71

Inspection of Table 3 shows that the Mean F0 of
pedagogical questions is lower than that of informationseeking questions, both within adult-directed (t(799) = 8.57,
p < .001) and child directed speech (t(799) = 4.23, p < .001).
The F0 Range is also lower in pedagogical than in
information-seeking questions both within adult-directed
(t(799) = 5.47, p < .001) and child-directed speech (t(799) =
9.13, p < .001). Finally, pedagogical questions are with
longer duration than information-seeking both in adultdirected (t(799) = 11.1, p < .001) and child-directed speech
(t(799) = 7.94, p < .001). Unlike the other cues, the longer
duration of pedagogical compared to information-seeking
questions was also true of the stimuli recorded in Macedonian

language with adult-directed (MPQ = 2.9 and MISQ = 1.9,
t(199) = 22.85, p < .001) and child-directed speech (MPQ =
3.04 and MISQ = 2, t(199), 24.7, p < .001). Indeed, the
difference was quite prominent in the Macedonian questions,
suggesting that this is likely the cue that was used by
participants to correctly differentiate between different types
of questions.
Analysis of the subsample of accurately rated audios. At
the level of an utterance, we confirmed the difference in
duration between pedagogical and information-seeking
questions. Pedagogical questions were longer duration (in
seconds) than information-seeking questions both within
adult-directed speech (MPQ = 1.83 s., MISQ = 1.60; t(142) =
7.69, p<.001 and within child-directed speech (MPQ = 1.96,
MISQ = 1.75; t(179) = 10.17, p<.001). Similarly, we confirmed
that the F0 range was lower in pedagogical than in
information seeking questions, both within adult-directed
(MPQ = 277, MISQ = 319; t(142) = 2.99, p=.003 and within
child-directed speech (MPQ = 309, MISQ = 379; t(179) = 6.26,
p<.001), suggesting that participants relied on these cues to
classify the different question types. The differences between
PQs and ISQs in Mean F0 were not significant.
Word level analysis. We also explored how pedagogical
questions differed from information- seeking questions at the
word level. Here, we present an analysis of adult-directed
questions only.2 We present an analysis of the first word (a
wh- question word), the second word (typically an auxiliary
verb, e.g., is/are), and the last word in the utterance. The
analysis of the first two and the last word can give us a
glimpse into the pitch contours of utterances of variable
length and it can also give us a glimpse into the potentially
important differences between pedagogical and informationseeking questions in terms of how the wh- question words are
stressed. For this analysis, we excluded the yes/no questions,
because they do not have wh- question words and because
they typically have a different pitch contour than whquestions (Bartels, 1999). This exclusion resulted in a total of
130 adult-directed pairs of perfectly matched wh- PQs and
ISQs.
Duration. The duration of the first and the second word of
pedagogical questions was longer than the duration of the
first and the second word of information-seeking questions
(MPQ1 = .34 sec. vs. MISQ1 = .22 sec., t(129) = 9.51, p < .001)
and (MPQ2 = .21 sec. vs. MISQ2 = .17 sec., t(129) = 5.94, p <
.001). Given that pedagogical utterances were overall longer
than information-seeking utterances, does this mean that all
words in the utterance were longer in duration? Our analysis
revealed that the average duration of the last word in the
utterance in pedagogical questions was not significantly
different from the duration of the last word in informationseeking questions (MPQL = .55 sec. vs. MISQL = .54 sec., p >
.05).
F0 (Pitch). The average pitch of the first and the second
word of pedagogical questions was lower than the average

1

To avoid making a Type I error, we applied conservative
Bonferroni corrections across all analyses (18 comparisons = p <
.003).
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The analysis of child-directed questions is ongoing.
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pitch of the first and second word in information-seeking
questions (MPQ1 = 203.09 HZ vs. MISQ1 = 223.54 HZ, t(129)
= 4.00, p < .001 and MPQ2 = 227.49 HZ vs. MISQ2 = 288.44
HZ, t(129) = 9.43, p < .001). However, this was not true for
the last word in the utterance. In fact, the relationship was
reversed: the average pitch of the last word in pedagogical
questions (MPQL = 204.17 HZ) was higher than that of
information-seeking questions (MISQL = 152.9 HZ), t(129) =
7.27, p < .001. This suggests that information-seeking
questions follow a canonical pitch contour characteristic of
wh- questions that tend to fall over time, whereas pedagogical
questions follow a non-canonical contour. Indeed, the
average pitch of the first word in pedagogical questions (MPQ1
= 203.09 HZ) was not significantly different from the average
pitch of the last word in pedagogical questions (MPQL =
204.17 HZ), whereas the average pitch of the first word in
information-seeking questions (MISQ1 = 223.54 HZ) was
significantly higher than the last word in information-seeking
questions (MISQL = 152.9 HZ) (p < .001). This finding is
consistent with the finding at the utterance level that the F0
range is lower in PQs than in ISQs. Figure 1 represents the
pitch contours of a single exemplar of a pedagogical and an
information-seeking question that captures the reported
differences.

Figure 1. Pitch contour of an exemplar of a pedagogical
(solid blue line) and an information-seeking (dashed
magenta line) question from a single speaker (logarithmic
scale).
In summary, the average pitch of the first two words of
pedagogical wh- questions is lower than the pitch of
information-seeking questions. In addition, the first two
words of pedagogical questions are with longer duration than
the first two words of information-seeking questions.
Whereas the pitch contour of information-seeking questions
is canonical and tends to fall from high to low pitch, the pitch
contour of pedagogical questions is non-canonical. As a
result, the pitch of the first and the last word in pedagogical
questions is not significantly different, whereas the pitch of
the last word is significantly lower than the pitch of the first
word in information-seeking questions.

Discussion

well as a foreign, language in order to accurately detect the
pedagogical or the information-seeking intent of a question.
Naïve listeners draw accurate inferences about the intent of
the question, both when the question is embedded in adultdirected speech and when it is embedded in child-directed
speech. Moreover, naïve listeners make these judgments even
when they have no syntactic or semantic cues whatsoever.
Compared to information-seeking questions, some of the
prosodic features that characterize pedagogical questions are
longer duration of the question word and the verb that follows
it, lower pitch of those two words, and non-canonical pitch
contour also captured by the lower F0 range in PQs at the
utterance level. The lower pitch and the longer duration of the
first two words in pedagogical questions might play a
functional role, which is to mark the question as a noncanonical inquiry, and to emphasize the focus on the whquestion word. In a similar vein, the non-canonical shape of
the contour of pedagogical questions, where the pitch at the
end of the utterance either raises or stays flat (as opposed to
falling down as in canonical wh- questions), is important in
light of arguments that non-canonical question contours mark
partial knowledge of the answer being asked (Hedberg &
Mameni, 2010; Hedberg & Sosa, 2011). This claim is
consistent with the finding in the present study showing that
pedagogical questions have a non-canonical contour.
Namely, pedagogical questions are asked by knowledgeable
teachers and it is therefore expected that they will have noncanonical contours that signal the asker’s knowledge state.
Future research should further investigate this possibility.
Unlike the lower pitch of the first two words and the noncanonical shape of the contour of pedagogical questions, the
longer duration of pedagogical questions is a feature that is
shared with child-directed speech (Fernald & Kuhl, 1987;
Fernald & Simon, 1984). This may explain why the naïve
listeners in the present study were less likely to accurately
rate child-directed information-seeking questions as
information-seeking questions. It is still possible, however,
that participants have preconceptions that pedagogical
questions are more likely to be child-directed and that
information-seeking questions are more likely to be adultdirected. Future research should explore this question.
Another important step for future research is to investigate
how the prosody of questions produced in naturalistic settings
marks pedagogical intent, and how the learners’
interpretation of those prosodic cues shapes their learning.
We are actively investigating both issues.
In conclusion, although questions are ubiquitous in
everyday experience and they are important for learning, very
little is known about how learners identify questions that are
intended for learning. The present study has demonstrated for
the first time that the prosody of language can encode
pedagogical intent and naive listeners can decode it. This
important finding opens up many new important questions
about the role of prosody in learning. Might pedagogical
questions hold the key?

The present studies demonstrate that English speaking naïve
listeners can use the prosody of questions in their native, as
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(a) One-feature conditions

Abstract
i. Familiar

Scalar implicatures, one of the signatures of pragmatic reasoning, are believed to arise from competing alternative utterances, which the listener knows that the speaker could have
used to express a strengthened meaning. But do scalar implicatures also arise in the presence of nonce objects, for which
no alternative name is known? We conduct a series of experiments assessing the degree of scalar strengthening driven by
familiar and nonce objects. We find that nonce objects can derive scalar implicatures as strongly as familiar objects in simple reference games. Our experiments also reveal an asymmetry in the relative strengths of familiar- and nonce-driven
inferences: relative to the prior, participants preferentially interpret the name of a shared feature as referring to an object
with an additional nonce feature over an object with an additional familiar feature, suggesting that familiar alternatives
exert greater scalar pressure than nonce alternatives. We also
present exploratory model simulations suggesting that our results may be explained by rationally reasoning about a highcost description of the novel object. Our findings support the
idea that novel lexical entries may be generated from one-shot
encounters and spontaneously used in pragmatic inference.
Keywords: scalar implicature, reference games, pragmatics,
lexical uncertainty, novel objects, alternatives

ii. Nonce

(b) Two-feature condition

Figure 1: Bob says “hat”. In these referential contexts, the
snowman you choose is affected by competition from referents with other familiar features (scarf; green shading) or
nonce features (greeble; orange shading).

Introduction
Humans resolve linguistic ambiguity in remarkably flexible
ways. One signature pattern of pragmatic reasoning is scalar
implicature, which arises when an utterance is interpreted as
excluding the meaning of more informative utterances on the
same scale (Grice, 1975; Horn, 1972). For example, “some of
the students passed the exam” implicates that not all students
passed the exam, since the speaker could have said “all of
the students passed the exam” if that had been the case. This
cooperative inference requires listeners to reason about the
possible alternatives the speaker could have said, which may
arise from entailment relationships (e.g., “some” and “all”) or
ad-hoc scales constructed from a shared referential context.
Ad-hoc scalar implicatures have been extensively studied
in reference game settings (Frank & Goodman, 2012; Vogel,
Emilsson, Frank, Jurafsky, & Potts, 2014; Stiller, Goodman,
& Frank, 2015; Frank, Emilsson, Peloquin, Goodman, &
Potts, 2018). These studies have constructed referential contexts by selecting a base object (e.g., snowman) and overlaying familiar, conceptually related objects (e.g., hat, scarf) in a
way that gives rise to an entailment-like relationship between
All code and data to reproduce our analyses can be found at
https://github.com/jennhu/nonce-SI.
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features. Figure 1a-i shows one such context, where two
snowmen are wearing hats, and one of these snowmen is additionally wearing a scarf. Given the description “hat”, humans
have been shown to reliably select the snowman wearing only
a hat, which is consistent with a pragmatically strengthened
interpretation of the utterance. This effect is typically attributed to competition from the alternative “scarf”, which
could have been used to unambiguously describe the hat-andscarf snowman if that had been the speaker’s intended referent. However, it remains unclear whether similar implicatures arise in contexts where no clear alternative exists, such
as when the scarf is replaced by a nonce object (Figure 1a-ii).
On the one hand, if the label that would be used to indicate
a certain feature is not in common ground (Clark & Brennan, 1991) between the speaker and listener, it might not enter
into the computations underlying scalar inference. This view
would not predict a scalar implicature in contexts like Figure 1a-ii, since there is no competing alternative evoked by
the referent with the nonce feature. On the other hand, speakers (children and adults alike) can generate and use a new lexical entry from a single instance of contextually appropriate
grounded exposure (Carey, 1978; Markson & Bloom, 1997).

If that ability is used in the machinery of scalar inference,
nonce features of potential referents could drive implicature
just like familiar features do. Thus, the question of whether
scalar implicatures can be driven by nonce objects has implications for how humans spontaneously reason about common
ground and the lexicon in previously unobserved contexts.
In this paper, we investigate the following questions: To
what extent do nonce objects induce scalar strengthening?
And what are the relative strengths of familiar- and nonceinduced scalar implicatures when both features potentially
compete as alternatives to a named shared feature? We
first conducted an experiment using a basic reference game,
and found that nonce objects derive scalar implicatures as
strongly as familiar objects. To reinforce the interlocutor’s
lack of lexical knowledge about the nonce object, we conducted a second experiment with an additional familiarization
phase, and found that familiar features exerted greater relative scalar pressure than nonce features. Our results suggest
that novel lexical entries may be generated from one-shot encounters and spontaneously used in scalar inference, but these
novel alternatives do not drive inferences as strongly when familiar alternatives also compete to a named shared feature.

Related work
Prior work has shown that humans robustly make simple
scalar implicatures in reference games where the competing
features are familiar and nameable (e.g., Vogel et al., 2014;
Frank et al., 2018). It has also been demonstrated that children and adults rationally integrate common ground, informativeness, and speaker history in learning and interpreting
novel words (e.g., Markman & Wachtel, 1988; Bohn, Tessler,
& Frank, 2019; Bohn, Tessler, Merrick, & Frank, 2020). A
crucial difference between these latter studies and ours is that
participants in our experiments never encounter a novel word.
Instead of identifying the referent of novel words such as
“dax”, our participants were tasked with identifying the referent of familiar words such as “hat” among a context potentially containing targets with novel features. To the best
of our knowledge, it has not been investigated whether scalar
inferences are driven by novel objects, and how the degree of
such inferences compares to those driven by familiar objects.

allowed us to constrain the alternatives, it also may have decreased the naturalness of the task. We revisit the issue of
ecological validity in greater detail in the general discussion.
On each trial, participants saw a set of three referents generated according to one of the three conditions described below (see “Conditions”). The main task prompt read “Bob
says [feature],” where the named feature was the one shared
between the non-base referents (e.g., “hat” in Figure 1). In
order to measure participants’ prior preferences for selecting each referent, we also ran a prior elicitation task with the
prompt “Bob says ***. Unfortunately, you couldn’t hear what
he said.” For both the main and prior tasks, participants were
instructed to click on the object they thought Bob was talking
about via 3-alternative forced choice (Figure 2a).
Each participant completed two trials in randomized order: one snowman item, and one tray item (see “Materials”).
The condition, task (main vs. prior), and order of referents
were randomized on each trial, such that exactly one trial featured a nonce object. After the experiment, participants answered demographic questions, an attention check (“Whom
did you meet during this experiment?”), and a question about
the nonce object (“What would you call this object?”).
Conditions Each set of referents was generated according
to one of three conditions. In the one-feature conditions (Figure 1a), participants saw a context with a base object, a base
object with one familiar feature (e.g., hat), and a base object with the same familiar feature and one additional feature.
This additional feature could either be familiar (e.g., scarf;
Figure 1a-i) or novel (e.g., greeble; Figure 1a-ii).

Methods

In the two-feature condition (Figure 1b), the context contained a base object, a base object with two familiar features
(e.g., hat and scarf; “Familiar+Familiar”), and a base object with one shared familiar feature and one nonce feature
(e.g., hat and greeble; “Familiar+Nonce”). In this condition,
the two non-base referents are symmetric in logical structure:
both have one shared feature and one unique feature.
Materials The items used in our experiment fell into two
classes. For continuity with prior work, we first followed the
common approach of selecting a base object (snowman) and
constructing the other referents by overlaying conceptually
related features (hat and scarf). However, this presented a
challenge for designing nonce referents. In order to make the
nonce feature appear conceptually aligned with the snowman
(akin to a hat or scarf), we placed a greeble (Gauthier & Tarr,
1997) on the snowman’s arm to mimic a perched bird. By
placing the nonce feature in a semantically plausible position,
however, we risked portraying the nonce object as serving a
particular function or being part of a familiar object class.

Procedure Before starting the experiment, participants first
saw a page introducing a character Bob, and were told “Bob
likes to describe objects with one word.” This setup restricted
the space of possible alternatives that participants might consider, effectively removing multi-word utterances like “the
snowman with only a hat” from consideration. While this

To address these concerns, we constructed a second class
of stimuli using a generic base object with objects in randomized positions (similar to the approach of Asherov, Fox, &
Katzir, 2021). For this stimulus class, we used trays as the
base objects, with randomly sampled pairs of everyday objects (apple, ball, banana, keys, sunglasses, and teddy bear)

Experiment 1
In our first experiment, we tested the strength of scalar implicatures using a basic reference game paradigm, following
Frank et al.’s (2018) methodology. All experiments were
performed using psiTurk (Gureckis et al., 2016) on Amazon.com’s Mechanical Turk (MTurk).
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(a) Sample trial

suggests that neither the nonce nor the familiar feature exhibits stronger scalar pressure over the other: upon hearing
“hat”, participants were equally likely to choose the hat-andscarf snowman and the hat-and-greeble snowman.
A potential concern is that participants may not be integrating the fact that Bob does not know how to describe the
nonce feature. If listeners assume that Bob would use a simple alternative like “alien” to describe the nonce object, then
the nonce features would operate like familiar features, which
could also explain the symmetry between nonce and familiar
features observed in Experiment 1. We sought to rule out this
alternate explanation in Experiment 2.

(b) Sample nonce objects

Experiment 2
In a second experiment, we placed Bob’s lexical knowledge
in the common ground through a familiarization and testing
phase. This made participants explicitly aware of the objects
that Bob knew and did not know how to name.

Figure 2: (a) Sample trial in two-feature condition with tray
item. (b) Greebles and fribbles were used as nonce objects.
as the familiar features. While we chose to pair greebles with
the snowman stimuli for plausibility, the tray stimuli allowed
us to use a wider variety of nonce objects with fewer restrictions. We used a set of fribbles (Williams, 1998), which are
artificially rendered 3D objects with an abstract body and appendage structure. The fribbles are visually similar to the
greebles in form and texture (Figure 2b).1
All images were presented in grayscale, such that the nonce
features could not be easily described with color terms.
Participants We recruited n = 192 participants with USbased IP addresses. 24 participants were excluded from our
analysis due to not reporting English as their native language
and/or not passing the attention check.

Results
Figure 3a shows the results from the one-feature conditions.
In both the familiar (green) and nonce (orange) conditions,
participants reliably selected the referent consistent with a
strong interpretation of the utterance (76% familiar, 85%
nonce). Furthermore, after excluding base-referent selections, there was no significant difference between the familiar
and nonce conditions (main task p = 0.55, prior p = 0.64).2
This suggests that competition from nonce features can derive
scalar implicatures as strongly as familiar features.
Figure 3b shows the results from the two-feature condition. The prior is not significantly different from uniform
(p = 0.83; χ2 goodness of fit test), and there is no significant
difference between selection rates of Familiar+Nonce and Familiar+Familiar across the prior and main task (p = 1). This
1 For consistency, we refer to the shared feature as “hat” throughout the paper, but our materials comprise 17 different items.
2 All reported p-values are given by a two-sided Fisher exact test
unless stated otherwise.
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Methods
The methods for Experiment 2 were identical to those for Experiment 1, but participants were informed of and tested on
Bob’s knowledge after viewing the initial instruction screen.
Procedure The conditions and stimuli for the main task
were sampled at the beginning of the experiment, producing a
set of 4 familiar objects and 1 nonce object that would be seen
during the critical trials. During the familiarization phase,
participants were shown these objects one at a time. The familiar objects were displayed with the text “Bob says [object
name]”, and the nonce object was displayed with “Hmm, Bob
isn’t sure how to describe this object.” Participants were only
able to advance to the next object after a 1.5 second delay.
The 4 familiar objects were presented in randomized order,
while the nonce object occurred last to reduce memory demands. During the testing phase, participants were shown all
5 objects in a randomized grid and were asked to click on the
ones that Bob knew how to name. Participants then proceeded
to the critical trials and postquestionnaire, which included an
additional question asking participants to rate how familiar
they found the nonce object on a 5-point scale.
Participants We recruited n = 186 US-based participants.
56 participants were excluded due to not reporting English as
native language, not correctly identifying Bob, making a mistake in the testing phase, and/or rating the nonce object as 3
or higher on the 5-point familiarity scale. This latter exclusion was performed to rule out any participants for whom the
greebles or fribbles were not construed as novel objects.

Results
As in Experiment 1, participants reliably selected referents
consistent with a strengthened interpretation of the utterance
for both familiar and nonce features (Figure 3c), with no significant difference between familiar and nonce one-feature
conditions (main task p = 0.62, prior p = 0.13). Within each
one-feature condition, we also investigated whether there

Role of the prior Since our analysis of the two-feature condition depends on the prior, we wanted to ensure that the observed patterns were not simply artifacts of the prior elicitation method. The “mumble” prior used in both experiments
implicitly takes into account Bob’s intentions, which potentially interacts with Bob’s inability to name certain objects.
We thus repeated Experiment 2 using a prompt designed to
control the prior. On prior elicitation trials, participants saw
“One of the options below has been chosen at random, and
Bob needs to describe it to you. Which one do you think it
is?”. On main task trials, participants saw “One of the options
below has been chosen at random, and Bob needs to describe
it to you. Bob says [feature]. Click below on the option that
you think Bob is talking about.” With this method, we could
be more confident that any biases reflected participants’ baseline sampling of referents and not other factors introduced by
the wording of the prompt. We found no significant difference between the “mumble” prior and controlled prior experiments for the main task or prior task. Relative to the prior,
3 This

could be due to increased engagement with the task.
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were significant differences between Experiments 1 and 2
introduced by the familiarization phase. The difference in
priors was not significant between experiments for both onefeature conditions (familiar p = 0.16, nonce p = 0.42). For
the main task, we found no significant difference between
experiments for the nonce feature condition (p = 0.65), but
there was a significant difference for the familiar feature condition (p = 0.01).3 Since Experiment 2 explicitly informed
participants that Bob did not know how to describe the nonce
object, the similarity between the familiar and nonce conditions cannot be explained by participants assuming there was
an easily accessible alternative to identify the nonce referent.
Next, we turn to the two-feature condition (Figure 3d).
Relative to the prior (empty bars), participants selected the
Familiar+Nonce referent at a significantly higher rate than
the Familiar+Familiar referent in the main task (shaded bars)
(p = 0.001; one-sided Fisher’s exact test). This suggests that
the Familiar+Familiar referent exerts stronger scalar pressure
than the Familiar+Nonce referent: that is, given the ambiguous description “hat”, competition from the scarf ultimately
wins over competition from the greeble.
Our results across Experiments 1 and 2 provide evidence
that nonce features can derive scalar implicatures just as
strongly as familiar features in reference game settings.
When a referent with an unambiguous familiar feature competes with a referent with an unambiguous nonce feature (as
in our two-feature condition), we found that participants selected Familiar+Familiar and Familiar+Nonce at equal rates
in Experiment 1. After explicitly informing participants that
the interlocutor lacked a description for Familiar+Nonce in
Experiment 2, we observed higher rates of selecting Familiar+Nonce (relative to the prior), suggesting that competition
from the Familiar+Familiar referent was stronger than competition from Familiar+Nonce.

Main task

1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0

Base Hat Hat
+Fam. +Nonce

Referent type

Figure 3: Main results from Experiments 1 (top row) & 2
(bottom row). Error bars indicate 95% binomial CIs. Horizontal dashed lines indicate 1/3 uniform baseline. (a,c) Participants in both experiments reliably chose the referent consistent with a strong interpretation of the utterance, for both
familiar and nonce one-feature conditions. (b,d) Participants were ambivalent between Familiar+Familiar and Familiar+Nonce referents in Expt. 1, but chose the Familiar+Nonce
referent at a higher rate in Expt. 2 (relative to the prior).

participants selected Familiar+Nonce at a marginally higher
rate than Familiar+Familiar (p = 0.05; one-sided Fisher’s exact test). This suggests that our main results in the twofeature condition are not an idiosyncrasy of our prior elicitation method: the relative preference for Familiar+Nonce also
holds when we explicitly control the prior.
Finally, we repeated the experiment a third time where participants saw the following prompt on prior elicitation trials:
“Bob needs to talk to you about one of the objects below.
Which one do you think it is?” The prompt on main task
trials was identical to that of the original experiment. We
found no significant difference between the “mumble” and
“need” experiments for the main task or the one-feature conditions in the prior task, but there was a highly significant
difference between the priors for the two-feature condition

(p = 2.85 × 10−5 ). This reversal of the prior meant that the
Familiar+Familiar referent was more likely to be selected in
the main task than the prior (p = 0.02; one-sided Fisher’s
exact test), in contrast to the “mumble” and controlled prior
experiments. Since two of the three priors pattern together –
including the controlled prior – we interpret the main task results with respect to the “mumble” and controlled priors, and
leave further investigation of different priors to future work.

Potential computational accounts
A natural next question is what computational mechanisms
may offer an account for our results. To begin to address
this question, we explore two potential mechanisms by building on the Rational Speech Act framework (RSA; Frank &
Goodman, 2012), which has been shown to account for many
pragmatic phenomena in reference games (Frank et al., 2018).
One potential explanation is that the listener assumes that
Bob has a way of uniquely identifying the referent with the
nonce feature, but this utterance (which we will call N ONCE)
may be difficult or otherwise costly to produce. Another possibility is that the listener is uncertain whether Bob knows
how to describe the nonce object, and entertains the possibility of multiple lexica that may or may not include an utterance
like N ONCE. These accounts are neither mutually exclusive
nor exhaustive, but provide an intuitive way to begin investigating computational explanations of our empirical findings.
RSA-C: Nonce descriptions are available but costly We
start by considering a vanilla RSA model, which formulates
pragmatic communication as back-and-forth cooperative reasoning (Grice, 1975). Under RSA, a literal listener L0 interprets an utterance u by assigning a distribution over meanings
based on a lexicon L and a meaning prior p(m):

is a referent with a nonce feature, we also take the lexicon
to include an utterance N ONCE that uniquely identifies that
feature. Crucially, κ(N ONCE) is greater than the costs of the
other utterances, which we take to be equal to each other.
RSA-LU: Nonce objects induce lexical uncertainty The
second model is a variant of RSA that incorporates uncertainty about the shared lexicon (LU; Bergen, Levy, & Goodman, 2016). The intuition is that listeners may be uncertain
whether Bob knows a way to uniquely identify the nonce
object. Under RSA-LU, the pragmatic listener marginalizes
over possible lexica L ∈ Λ (Equation (4)), and the pragmatic
speaker and literal listener correspondingly condition on a
lexicon L . This model also requires a prior over lexica, p(L ).
Li (m|u) ∝ p(m)

∑ Si (u|m, L )p(L )

(4)

L ∈Λ

RSA-C and RSA-LU make identical predictions in the familiar one-feature condition, as there are no nonce objects
(and thus no LU). For each condition involving nonce features, we consider two lexica, L1 and L2 . L1 is the same
lexicon used by RSA-C, where there is an utterance N ONCE
that can uniquely identify the nonce feature. To test the extent to which cost and lexical uncertainty may contribute to
explaining our results, we assume that N ONCE in the L1 has
the same cost as the other utterances. L2 , on the other hand,
does not have an utterance that uniquely identifies the nonce
feature, reflecting the view that no label for the nonce feature
is in common ground between the speaker and listener.

Model comparison

The lexicon for the familiar one-feature condition is identical to the one used in many existing studies of scalar implicature in reference games (e.g., Vogel et al., 2014). There
are three possible meanings corresponding to the three referents in the context. For each unique feature present in the
context, we take there to be a unique utterance in the lexicon
(e.g., “snowman”, “hat”, “scarf”).4 In conditions where there

Next, we explore the degree to which these two models may
account for our empirical observations by presenting a set of
model simulations that mimic our experimental settings. We
tested α ∈ {0.7, 0.9, 1.1, 1.3, 1.5} and listener depths from L1
to L5 . For simplicity, we set κ(u) = κ0 = 1 for all u 6= N ONCE,
and took a uniform prior over meanings and lexica. While
our empirically measured priors are generally not uniform,
we emphasize that using a non-uniform prior does not qualitatively change our conclusions about the models – the relationships described below hold for any prior.
As expected, both models predict scalar strengthening in
the familiar one-feature condition (Figures 4a and 4b, green
bars), consistent with human behavior and prior work. Turning to the nonce one-feature condition, both models can predict the interpretation of “hat” to fall anywhere between fully
strengthened (i.e., matching the green bar) to non-pragmatic
(i.e., matching the prior). These predictions can be manipulated parametrically by tweaking κ(N ONCE) in the RSA-C
model, and the lexicon prior in the RSA-LU model. For example, Figure 4a illustrates that RSA-LU predicts the strong
scalar implicature pattern revealed by our experiments for a
uniform prior over lexica (α = 1.3, listener depth 3).5 Increasing p(L1 ) would push the nonce posterior (orange bars)

4 While this is an oversimplification of the full range of possible
utterances, we believe this modeling choice is justifiable given that
participants were told Bob only communicated using single words.

5 We illustrate results for these parameters because they fall in the
range typically reported in empirical studies of reference games, but
the general patterns hold across a range of α values.

L0 (m|u) ∝ L (m, u)p(m)

(1)

Next, given an intended meaning m, a pragmatic speaker
chooses an utterance u by soft-maximizing the listener’s likelihood while minimizing the cost κ of producing u. The
speaker’s choice is modulated by a parameter α > 0, which is
typically interpreted as the speaker’s degree of rationality.
Si (u|m) ∝ exp(α(log Li−1 (m|u) − κ(u))

(2)

Finally, a pragmatic listener defines a distribution over meanings that is Bayesian with respect to the pragmatic speaker.
Li (m|u) ∝ Si (u|m)p(m)

(3)
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Figure 4: Model listener predictions with uniform meaning prior, uniform lexicon prior, α = 1.3, listener depth 3, κ0 = 1, and
κ(N ONCE) = 2. While our empirically measured meaning priors are generally not uniform, the relationships between the prior,
κ, and listener posterior distributions hold for any prior (see main text).
towards the familiar posterior (green bars), whereas increasing p(L2 ) would push the nonce posterior towards the prior.
For the same parameters and κ(N ONCE) = 2, Figure 4b
shows that RSA-C also predicts pragmatic strengthening of
“hat”, though to a lesser extent than in the familiar condition.
Equations (2) and (3) demonstrate that this effect can be modulated through κ under RSA-C: as κ(N ONCE) approaches infinity, L(·|“hat”) approaches the prior, and as κ(N ONCE) approaches κ0 , L(·|“hat”) approaches the peaked distribution in
the familiar condition.
A similar pattern holds in the two-feature condition.
For a uniform lexicon prior, RSA-LU predicts
L(Fam.+Nonce|“hat”) > L(Fam.+Fam.|“hat”) (Figure 4c),
and the magnitude of this difference increases with p(L2 ).
Under RSA-C, the high cost of N ONCE weakens its viability
as an alternative to “hat”, increasing L(Fam.+Nonce|“hat”)
(Figure 4d). This probability decreases with κ(N ONCE),
reaching the prior when all costs are equal.
This initial analysis suggests that both RSA-C and RSALU can in principle explain our empirical findings. In order to
adjudicate between the two models, recall that in Experiment
2, participants were explicitly told that Bob was unsure of
how to describe the nonce object. We expect that this had the
effect of reducing lexical uncertainty by increasing the prior
probability of L2 under the lexicon distribution. However, if
the RSA-LU model favors L2 , then it would be challenged by
our results in the nonce one-feature condition, where we consistently observed that nonce objects drove scalar inferences
as robustly as familiar objects. We take this to suggest that
RSA-C may be a preferred explanation of our results, which
also accords with evidence that speakers can generate and use
novel lexical entries from a single exposure (Carey, 1978).

Discussion
We conducted two experiments assessing the degree of scalar
strengthening induced by familiar and nonce objects. The
basic reference game paradigm in Experiment 1 revealed no
significant differences between implicatures derived by fa-
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miliar and nonce objects. When participants were explicitly
informed that the interlocutor did not know how to describe
the nonce object in Experiment 2, we observed again that familiar and nonce objects derived scalar implicatures at similar
rates. This is consistent with the hypothesis that novel lexical entries may be generated from one-shot encounters and
spontaneously used in pragmatic inference. The two-feature
condition revealed an asymmetry in the relative strengths of
familiar- and nonce-driven inferences: upon hearing the name
of a shared feature like “hat”, participants selected the hatand-nonce referent at a higher rate than the hat-and-scarf referent (relative to the prior), suggesting that familiar alternatives exert greater scalar pressure than nonce alternatives.
One issue with this general experimental paradigm is ecological validity. Since pragmatics is precisely concerned with
the influence of contextual factors on language use, care
must be taken when drawing generalizations from tightly controlled experimental settings to linguistic interactions in the
wild. Nevertheless, we believe that this broader class of reference game experiments (conducted not only here but also in
many other studies) reveals the possibility of certain types of
inferences, which may underlie naturalistic communication
under the right conditions. We acknowledge the limitations
of this approach and advocate for the development of methods that embed signaling games in more naturalistic settings
while maintaining fine-grained experimental control.
In future research, we would like to gain a better understanding of the effect of prior elicitation methods and stimulus types. We also aim to expand our exploratory simulations
to a wider range of models. For example, while our analysis
has taken alternatives to be realized as strings, other proposals suggest that alternatives operate at the level of concepts
instead of linguistic forms (Buccola, Križ, & Chemla, 2018),
in which case we might expect the cost structure to be symmetric across the nonce and familiar features. Further work
is needed to develop a computational account of how alternatives, utterance costs, lexical uncertainty give rise to such
flexible patterns of pragmatic reasoning.
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Abstract
We asked whether categories expressed through lists of salient
exemplars (e.g., car, truck, boat, etc.) convey the same
meaning as categories expressed through conventional
superordinate nouns (e.g., vehicles). We asked English
speakers to list category members, with one group given
superordinate labels like vehicles and the other group given
only a list of salient exemplars. We found that the responses of
the group given labels were more related, more typical, and less
diverse than the responses of the group given exemplars. This
result suggests that when people do not see a superordinate
label, the categories that they infer are less well aligned across
participants. In addition, categories inferred based on
exemplars may be broader in general than categories given by
superordinate labels.
Keywords: categories; concepts; semantics; superordinate
nouns; exemplar theory

Introduction
Suppose you want someone to think about a dog. You have a
variety of communicative tools at your disposal to achieve
this goal — you could start barking, you could draw a picture
of a dog, or you could say the word dog, for example. While
each of these strategies would likely elicit thoughts about
dogs, these strategies would likely not elicit the same
thoughts about dogs — in other words, they would not
activate identical conceptual representations. For example,
English speakers have been shown to be faster and more
accurate at identifying pictures of dogs when they hear labels
such as dog rather than characteristic sounds (e.g., barking)
(Lupyan & Thompson-Schill, 2012). In this paper, we asked
whether different cues to a concept result in identical
conceptual representations focusing on different linguistic
means for communicating superordinate categories.
Specifically, we investigated exemplar lists (e.g., horses,
monkeys, dogs, and so on) as a cue to conceptual knowledge,
asking whether such exemplar lists convey the same type of
categorical information that is conveyed through a
conventional superordinate term (like mammal).
Across the world’s languages, communicating
superordinate categories through lists of salient exemplars is
https://www.foxnews.com/transcript/lara-trump-we-wouldlove-to-beat-hillary-clinton-for-a-second-time
1
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a widely attested strategy (Mauri, 2017; Mauri & Sansò,
2018). Kannada speakers, for example, can use a
reduplicative strategy: for example, if pustaka (‘book’) has a
reduplicative marker — pustaka-gistaka — it conveys ‘books
and related stuff’ (Mauri & Sansò, 2018, ex. 15). For ad-hoc
categories, exemplar lists may provide an efficient means of
communicating the category (e.g., as in the job of the royal
family is to be symbols of our better selves, to turn up at
schools and hospitals and military events and so on). 1
To what extent do exemplar lists cue the same
conceptual content as superordinate labels? There are at least
two reasons why this is an interesting question to pose and
answer. First, many superordinates in one language lack
translational equivalents in another language (Goddard &
Wierzbicka, 2014; Kemmerer, 2019; Mihatsch, 2007; Rosch,
Mervis, Gray, Johnson, & Boyes-Braem, 1976). For
example, while English seafood includes fish, its Spanish
translation equivalent— mariscos — refers to shellfish in
particular. Such differences abound. The Chinese
superordinate label tiáowèipǐn translates to something like
“common ingredients used to flavor food” and includes
herbs, spices, vinegar, salt, and sugar. Even seemingly basic
concepts such as animal and color are not universally
expressed as superordinates across the world’s languages
(Goddard & Wierzbicka, 2014; Kemmerer, 2019; Mihatsch,
2007). ||Gana divides living things not into categories of plant
and animal but into categories such as kx’ooxo (‘living things
which are edible’) and paaxo (‘living things which are
harmful to humans’) (Harrison, 2007). If English speakers
wanted to express kx’ooxo or if ||Gana speakers wanted to
express animal, they could not rely on a single easy-totranslate term. Given such diversity, it is useful to understand
whether alternate strategies to communicate superordinate
categories, such as exemplar lists, cue identical conceptual
content.
Second, making this comparison helps distinguish
between different theories of word meaning. In a variety of
theories, word meanings are encoded as collections of
individual exemplars (Habibi, Kemp, & Xu, 2020;
Voorspoels, Vanpaemel, & Storms, 2008). Exemplar lists
(e.g., roses, daisies, petunias, and so on) and superordinates

(e.g., flowers) may have similar semantic representation
because a few prominent examples may be sufficient to
construct the larger exemplar space. Alternatively, the
meanings of exemplar lists and superordinates may differ in
systematic ways. Access to verbal labels has been shown to
affect memory, category learning and induction
(Loewenstein & Gentner, 2005; Lupyan & Thompson-Schill,
2012; Özçalışkan, Goldin-Meadow, Gentner, & Mylander,
2009; Zettersten & Lupyan, 2020). While these and related
studies have compared categorization of non-linguistic
stimuli with and without verbal labels, we compare different
linguistic strategies, testing the hypothesis that exemplar lists
and superordinate labels are equivalent modes of conveying
categorical information. If they are, it would support the idea
that a small set of category exemplars is a good proxy for
activating a general meaning, a reasonable inference if both
map onto the same conceptual category.

Approach
One way to test the hypothesis that a superordinate meaning
can be effectively conveyed through a set of exemplars is to
compare speakers of a language that has a superordinate term
against speakers of a language that lacks a translational
equivalent. This is complicated by the nonlinguistic cultural
differences that accompany such linguistic differences. For
example, if we found that Chinese speakers had difficulty
conveying tiáowèipǐn to English speakers, this might be the
result of differences in cooking traditions rather than
linguistic differences.
In the current study, we avoided this problem by testing
a monolingual group of participants whom we expect to be
highly familiar with the superordinate categories we are
testing. We cue some participants (label group) with the
superordinate cue (e.g., vehicles) and ask them to list 6 typical
members. We then use the first three responses as cues to
another exemplar group of participants and ask them to
generate three more responses (see Figure 1). By comparing
the qualities of responses 4-6 generated by the two groups,
we are able to measure whether a set of salient category
exemplars and a superordinate term activate the same
conceptual knowledge or whether it is systematically
different in the two cases.
We analyzed the groups’ responses using three
measures: the first is relatedness – the semantic similarity
between the label and the response as measured by distance
in word embedding space learned by a model trained on a
large English corpus (see below). High relatedness signifies
that the label and the response occur in more similar contexts
and provides initial evidence that the responses are more
central to the superordinate label category. The advantage of
this measure is that it can be easily computed for the more
than 2000 unique responses we collected. The disadvantage
is that differences in relatedness can be obtained for a large
number of reasons. We therefore also sought to collect human
typicality ratings for a subset of responses. The typicality
ratings allow us to determine whether the responses
generated from superordinate labels elicit more or less typical
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responses compared to those generated from three exemplars.
If superordinate labels elicit responses that have higher
typicality with respect to the superordinate, this also
constitutes evidence that the responses are more central to the
superordinate category. Lastly, we quantified the diversity of
people’s responses given a superordinate label as opposed to
a yoked set of exemplars. One function of superordinate
terms may be to align people’s mental representations so that
they are more similar to each other. This would lead to greater
similarity across the responses produced by the label group
than across the responses produced by the exemplar group.

Method
Participants
We recruited 174 English-speaking adults on Amazon
Mechanical Turk (Nfemale = 89, Nmale = 82; age range = 20 –
70, median age = 36). An additional 37 participants were
tested and excluded for providing repetitive or non-word
responses (N = 6) or because they viewed a duplicate set of
trials as another participant (N = 31; see Design). Participants
received $1.00 for completing the study.

Materials
We tested 20 superordinate labels: animals, appetizers,
chores, clothing, desserts, diseases, flowers, food, furniture,
games, hobbies, mammals, pets, plants, tools, toys,
vegetables, vehicles, and weapons. We used the following
criteria in choosing these labels: inclusion of both natural
kinds and artifacts, inclusion of labels that have been studied
in previous research on superordinates, and inclusion of
labels that are familiar and have many members (cf. a label
like precipitation).

Design and procedure
Participants were assigned either to the Label condition or the
Exemplar condition (see Figure 1). Participants in the Label
condition were told that they would be given a word naming
a category and would need to list six members of this
category. As examples, they were given the labels colors and
beverages along with some typical category members (e.g.,
red, blue, green, yellow, orange, pink). Each participant in
the Label condition listed six category members for each of
10 superordinate labels, selected randomly from the total set
of 20 and presented in a random order. Each participant in the
Exemplar condition was yoked to a participant from the Label
condition, viewing the first three category members listed by
the participant from the Label condition. Participants in the
Exemplar condition were told that they would be given three
words that are members of a category and they would need to
list three more members of the category. They were given the
same examples of colors and beverages as participants in the
Label condition, for example “if you were given the words
red, blue, and green, you might list yellow, orange, and pink.”
Each Exemplar participant was yoked to a specific Label

Figure 1. Schematic representation of design with sample participant responses.
participant. Participants in both conditions were instructed to
list the first category members that came to mind.

Data preprocessing
We standardized spelling and inflectional variants to reduce
minor variability. For example, action-figure and action
figure were replaced by with action figures; cleaning the
room was replaced with cleaning room. We retained the
variant that was most common across all responses.

Label-to-response relatedness

We computed relatedness between the label and response
using
word
embeddings
trained
on
English
Wikipedia+Statmt news corpus using the fast-text algorithm
(300 dimensions with subwords) (Bojanowski, Grave, Joulin,
& Mikolov, 2017). 2 Using these embeddings, we computed
the cosine distance between the cue and each response. One
shortcoming of this method is that pre-trained embeddings
are available only for single words whereas 14% of our
responses were multi-word (e.g., “heart disease”). For these,
we treated the response as the vector sum of the content
wiki-news-300d-1M-subword.vec.zip
https://fasttext.cc/docs/en/english-vectors.html
2

available

from
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words. This simple procedure produces surprisingly good
representations of compound words such as those we are
dealing with here (Boleda, 2020). As additional verification,
we replicated all our analyses using the subs2vec embeddings
derived from movie and TV show subtitles (van Paridon &
Thompson, 2020) and contain entries for many compound
words. The results, omitted here for brevity, were nearly
identical to those obtained using our original method.

Typicality ratings
We collected typicality ratings from 134 English speakers on
Amazon Mechanical Turk. Given the large number of
response types produced in the main experiment, we
collected typicality ratings for a subset of label/response
pairs. We sampled the label/response pairs by first dividing
the responses for each label into three categories: responses
that were produced in the Label condition only, responses
produced in the Exemplar condition only, and responses
produced in both conditions. We then used the semantic
distance metric from the previous analysis to divide each

Figure 2. Mean relatedness and typicality scores by condition and response number.
Error bars show within-subject standard error of the mean.
group of responses into three tertiles: responses with high,
medium, and low similarity to the label. We randomly
selected four responses from each tertile from each group,
resulting in 12 responses per group and 36 responses per
label. If there were four or fewer responses in each tertile, all
responses were tested. Participants were asked “How typical
is example [response] of the category [label]?” and rated each
label/response pair on a scale from 1 to 8, where 8
corresponded to Very Typical, 2 to Not typical at all, and 1 to
Not an example. Participants were given the example: “if the
category is ‘sports’, you would probably rate football as more
typical than lacrosse.” Participants viewed two labels chosen
at random from the total list of 20, rating all of the responses
for each label in two blocks (e.g., a plants block followed by
an appetizers block).

Results
Figure 1 shows example responses from the Label and
Exemplar conditions. We compared the fourth, fifth, and six
responses produced by participants in the Label condition
against the responses produced by participants in the
Exemplar condition. Across conditions and participants, an
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average of 89 responses per label were produced (range
across labels = 42 – 156).
In the analyses below, we used mixed-effects regression
models modeled using R (R Core Team, 2017) and the lme4
package (Bates, Maechler, Bolker, & Walker, 2014). We
used the lmerTest package (Kuznetsova, Brockhoff, &
Christensen, 2017) and Satterthwaite approximation to
compute p-values for fixed effects (see Luke, 2017). For the
relatedness and typicality analyses, we fit baseline models
with by-subject and by-label random intercepts and response
number-by-subject random slopes. For the diversity analyses,
we fit baseline models with by-label random intercepts.

Relatedness analysis
As shown in Figure 2 (top), relatedness between the
superordinate label and the responses decreased as
participants produced more responses (b = -.008, SE = .0006,
t(4016) = -13.2, p < .001). Restricting our analysis to 4-6 —
the responses we can directly compare between the Label and
Exemplar conditions — reveals that relatedness
progressively decreased for these responses as well (b = .005, SE = .001, t(3701) = -3.45, p < .001). Crucially,

responses were more related to the superordinate in the Label
condition than in the Exemplar condition (b = .01, SE = .003,
t(174) = 3.01, p < .01). That is, responses 4-6 produced by
people who were cued with the superordinate label were more
related to the label than responses 4-6 produced by people
who were cued with responses 1-3. There was no significant
interaction between response number and condition (b = .0003, SE = .003, t < 1).

Typicality analysis
We next assessed whether the responses produced in each
condition differed in how typical they were of the originally
cued label (e.g., how typical is the response action figures of
the category toys?). Figure 2 shows mean typicality of
responses with respect to the superordinate across condition
(Label vs. Exemplar) and response number (1 through 6). As
with the relatedness analysis, we found that initial responses
were more typical than later responses (b = -.20, SE = .015,
t(261) = -13.5, p < .001). This decrease remains highly
reliable when including only responses 4-6 (b = -.13, SE =
.03, t(1660) = -3.94, p < .001). As with relatedness, we found
that cueing people with the superordinate label yields more
typical responses (4-6) than the analogous responses cued by
an exemplar list (b = .24, SE = .08, t(178) = 2.96, p < .01). In
addition, raters were more likely to judge that a response was
‘Not an example’ of the superordinate label when the
response was produced in the Exemplar condition (b = .026,
SE = .0068, t(182) = 3.84, p < .001). We found no significant
interaction between response number and condition (b = .06,
SE = .06, t(2045) < 1).
As expected, human typicality ratings were correlated with
our word-embedding based relatedness measure, though only
moderately (rho = .32, p < .001) suggesting that (again, as
expected) the two measures capture meaningfully different
types of relations. Interestingly, typicality of exemplarproduced responses was lower even when controlling for
relatedness (b = -.20, SE = .08, t(177) = -2.6, p < .01) and
relatedness was lower for exemplar-produced responses even
when controlling for typicality (b = -.009, SE = .003, t(162)
= -2.5, p < .05).

Response diversity analysis
Cueing people with lists of exemplars led to less related and
less typical responses than cueing people with a
superordinate cue even though everyone in our study is
familiar with the superordinate categories we test here. This
shows that explicit use of superordinates is more effective at
evoking the category than what can be evoked through a
small set of exemplars. In this last analysis, we examined
whether superordinates help people converge as measured by
their producing more similar responses than when ostensibly
the same category is cued through exemplars.
We compared response diversity using measures: 1) the
proportion of responses that are unique, 2) modal response
agreement, i.e., the proportion of responses that match the
modal response(s), and 3) Simpson’s diversity index D (see
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Majid et al., 2018; Zettersten & Lupyan, 2020 on previous
use of this index). D-values range from 0 to 1, with 0
corresponding to no overlap in responses and 1 to complete
homogeneity in responses. Each of these measures was
computed for each of the 20 labels in each condition.
Mean values of each measure were comparable across
the Label and Exemplar conditions (proportion unique
responses: .43 vs. .47; modal response agreement: .085 vs.
.084; Simpson’s diversity D: .027 vs. .029, respectively). The
raw diversity measures revealed no difference between
conditions. However, we unexpectedly found that response
length (i.e., number of words) differed across conditions
(1.20 vs. 1.14 words per response in the Label and Exemplar
conditions, respectively), where response length correlates
with our diversity measures. All else being equal, it is harder
to converge on a longer response. We therefore included
response length as a covariate. Controlling for response
length, the proportion of unique responses was lower when
participants had seen the superordinate label (b = -.065, SE =
.015, t(26) = -4.28, p < .001). D-values were higher (signaling
greater convergence) when participants had seen the
superordinate (b = .0049, SE = .002, t(26) = 2.4, p < .05).
Modal response agreement did not differ significantly by
condition (b = .0050, SE = .0064, t(23) < 1).

Discussion & conclusion
We began by posing the question of whether different cues to
a concept activate identical conceptual knowledge. We
focused on the contrast between superordinate labels such as
vehicle and exemplar lists (e.g., cars, trucks, boats and so
on), the latter being a well-attested strategy for
communicating categories in the absence of a conventional
superordinate label. Do such exemplars activate the same
conceptual knowledge as the superordinate term? Our results
suggest that they do not. When people were not given a
superordinate label, they listed category members that were
less semantically related, less typical, and (controlling for
length) more diverse than the category members provided by
people who had seen a label. This result is particularly
striking because all the participants in this study, as English
speakers, had access to the same superordinate nouns. Given
an exemplar list like cars, trucks, boats, participants could —
and likely often did — recode this list as vehicles.
Nonetheless, the absence of labels appeared to lead
participants to infer categories that were less aligned than the
categories used by participants who did see labels.
One interpretation of our data is that participants in the
Exemplar condition inferred categories that had a broader
extension that the categories provided by the superordinate,
leading the exemplar-based responses to be less semantically
related to the label, less typical of the label, and more diverse.
Indeed, of the 37 label/response pairs that received typicality
ratings of less than 2.0, 78% of these were produced by
participants in the Exemplar condition. Such highly atypical
responses suggest that a category broader than the label is
being inferred. An alternative possibility is that participants
in the Exemplar condition provided more fine-grained,

subordinate-level responses (e.g., electric car, Chevy Malibu)
than participants in the Label condition, which may lead to
the same overall pattern: responses that are less semantically
related to the label, less typical of the label, and more diverse.
One way to find out whether the responses exhibit over- or
under-generalization is to have the responses rated on their
generality (Lewis et al., in prep). Such an analysis may reveal
that exemplar lists lead to over-generalization for some
categories (e.g., more socially constructed categories like
hobbies) and under-generalization for others (biological
kinds).
Our results suggest that participants in the Exemplar
condition did not always guess the correct label that
generated the responses (otherwise their responses would
have been indistinguishable from the responses in the Label
condition). This may be because participants always
generated guesses but sometimes their guesses were wrong.
For example, if a Label participant was given mammal and
listed lion, wolf, tiger, an Exemplar participant may have
incorrectly guessed that the category was animal and listed
tiger, squirrel, shark. It may also be that the conditions are
different because Exemplar participants did not always
generate guesses, i.e., they did not always use a superordinate
label to characterize the category they were being given.
Evidence for or against these contrasting explanations could
be obtained by asking English speakers to guess the category
that generated the three exemplars. For example, if a
participant were given lion, wolf, tiger and guessed “animal,”
this would indicate that competition between existing
superordinate terms is one factor leading to the different
patterns of responses we observed between the Label and
Exemplar conditions. If, by contrast, participants guessed adhoc descriptive categories such as “mammals that like to
hunt,” this would suggest that participants in the Exemplar
condition are inferring categories that do not map onto
conventional superordinate labels.
At the outset of this paper, we argued that if exemplar lists
activate the same conceptual categories as superordinate
labels, this would provide strong evidence for exemplar
theories of word meanings. We did not find this supportive
evidence, as responses in the Label and Exemplar conditions
differed. This result does not on its own invalidate exemplar
theories, as it could be that three exemplars is simply too few
to infer the correct category. However, if participants in the
Exemplar condition were not consistently activating
superordinate labels for the categories (as we suggest above),
this would present a challenge for exemplar theories. That is,
if word meanings are represented as collectives of exemplars,
it raises the question of why words would not automatically
be activated upon viewing exemplar lists.
How do these results speak to issues around translating
superordinate word meanings across languages? Our results
suggest that without the ability to rely on a shared
superordinate term, the ability to convey the kind of broad
category that these terms typically denote is compromised,
and to a likely much greater extent than what we see here with
speakers of the same language. Providing lists of salient
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exemplars, no matter how good, may be insufficient. The
efficacy with which dedicated superordinate terms convey
broader categories is presumably a key reason why they exist
(i.e., culturally evolve) in the first place. Our experiments
take an initial step toward a more precise understanding of
their communicative function and the possibility that
superordinates help in aligning and perhaps learning the
conceptual categories they denote.
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Abstract

Related Work

Top-down predictive processes and bottom-up auditory
processes interact in speech comprehension. In background
noise, the acoustic signal is degraded. This study investigated
the interaction of these processes in a word recognition
paradigm using high and low predictability sentences in two
types of background noise and using phonetically controlled
contrasts. Previous studies have reported false hearing, but
have not provided insight into what phonetic features are most
prone to false hearing. We here systematically explore this
issue and find that plosives lead to increased false hearing
compared to vowels. Furthermore, this study on German for
the first time replicates the overall false hearing effect in
young adults for a language other than English.
Keywords: predictability; background
comprehension; false hearing

noise;

listening

Introduction
When listening to speech, there are at least two sources of
information available that help us decode the speaker’s
message: there is the sensory information in the form of the
acoustic speech signal, and there is also contextual
information that can help guide predictions (Boothroyd &
Nittrouer, 1988; Nittrouer & Boothroyd, 1990).
The aim of the present study was to examine whether
acoustic misunderstandings that can arise from too strong
reliance on contextual information are influenced by the
type of noise (babble vs. white noise) and the sound
characteristics of words (phonetic minimal pairs, that is,
tense vs. lax vowels and plosives which differ in the place
of articulation). Our study will reveal new insights
regarding misunderstandings due to predictive context and
the phenomenon of false hearing, which is characterized by
high confidence in the correctness of a response, although
answering incorrectly.
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Predictability and Noise Studies have shown that
predictions can facilitate auditory processes in difficult
listening situations like background noise (Dubno,
Ahlstrom, & Horwitz, 2000; Hutchinson, 1989; PichoraFuller, Schneider, & Daneman, 1995; Sommers &
Danielson, 1999). By making use of the information
provided by the sentence context combined with the
information that can be glimpsed in the acoustic signal, the
adverse effects of difficult listening situation can even be
overcome (Wingfield, Tun, & McCoy, 2005; Wingfield,
Tun, & Rosen, 1995).
Relying on context can sometimes also lead to what is
known as false hearing. In these cases, the listener mishears
a word, but is convinced they identified it correctly. Studies
manipulating the predictability of sentences found that
relying on contextual information in incongruent conditions
leads to false alarms of around 30% for younger adults, and
up to 40% for older adults (Failes, Sommers, & Jacoby,
2020; Sommers, Morton, & Rogers, 2015). Other studies
used a priming paradigm to manipulate predictability
(Rogers, 2017; Rogers, Jacoby, & Sommers, 2012;
Sommers et al., 2015) and found similar results. The aim of
the present study is to replicate these basic findings on how
misunderstandings and false hearing vary with sentence
predictability and extend those to the German language, as
the aforementioned studies were all conducted in English.
Type of Noise Background noise has a negative effect on
speech comprehension through energetic masking. Both the
speech signal and the competing noise have energy in the
same frequency bands at the same time (Brungart, 2001).
The acoustic cues that listeners need for sound identification
are masked by the noise. If the background noise is
competing speech, its acoustic cues can “attach” themselves
to the target speech (Cooke, 2009). In this way, the type of
noise, for example, white noise, babble noise, or competing

speech from a single speaker, might have different effects
on the target speech. Multi-speaker babble noise
approximates the average long-term spectrum of the speech
of an adult male speaker, whereas white noise has a flat
spectral density with the same amplitude throughout the
audible frequency range. As such, these two types of noise
lead to contrastive interference effects as they obscure
different parts of the speech signal. The present study used
both babble noise and white noise to investigate the effects
of the different levels of energetic masking. As babble noise
has more energetic masking of a speech signal than white
noise, we expect more misunderstanding and lower
confidence in responses.
Various studies have compared speech intelligibility in
babble noise and in white noise. Gordon-Salant (1985)
tested 57 CV sequences embedded in multispeaker babble
and compared the results of the listening experiment to
similar studies with white noise maskers (e.g., Soli &
Arabie, 1979). The results showed that while the
interference effects of both types of noise are contrastive,
the predominant acoustic cues used for perception of
consonants are the same in babble noise and white noise. In
a paradigm using both meaningful and nonsense words
embedded in speech noise, babble noise, and white noise,
Taitelbaum-Swead and Fostick (2016) found lower accuracy
for white noise than for the two speech-related noises.
However, other studies found worst performance for babble
noise compared to steady-state noise (Garcia Lecumberri &
Cooke, 2006; Simpson & Cooke, 2005), suggesting the
effect of noise type depends also on task and population.
However, no studies so far directly compared the effect of
noise type on mishearings guided by the sentence context.
Sound contrast Besides different noise types, there is also
evidence that the characteristics of speech sounds influence
speech understanding differently. Investigating specifically
voicing and place of articulation of plosives in audio-visual
speech perception, Alm et al. (2009) found that voicing
information cues are more robust in white noise and more
susceptible to babble noise, and that the place of articulation
cues is more susceptible to white noise than babble noise.
Furthermore, plosives consist of a closure of some part of
the vocal tract, followed by a short burst of energy. This
burst can easily be masked by noise. Vowels generally have
a longer, steadier signal, that can be easier to distinguish in
background noise. Their energy primarily lies between 250
and 2000 Hz (first and second formant, Flanagan, 1955) and
thus is lower than that of plosives, for which higher
formants are also important for identification (Alwan, Jiang,
& Chen, 2011; Edwards, 1981). Spectral frequency
information has been found to be particularly important for
identifying the place of articulation in plosives, which is the
feature of interest in the current study (Edwards, 1981;
Liberman, Delattre, Cooper, & Gerstman, 1954). In the
present study, a distinction is made between plosives that
differ in place of articulation, and vowels that are either
tense or lax. Previous studies (Failes et al., 2020; Sommers
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et al., 2015) did not systematically vary specific aspects of
the minimal pair of sound changes in their stimuli: they
replaced the first or last phoneme, but did not control in how
many or which phonetic aspects the phoneme is changed.

Study Goals and Predictions
The present study aims to investigate in more detail than
previous work to what extent mishearing and false hearing
are affected by different types of noise and how the noise
affects different types of sounds, as little is known about
how misunderstandings and confidence ratings are further
modulated by noise type and the characteristic of sounds.
We hypothesize that in adverse listening conditions (e.g.,
added noise) participants rely more on the sentence context
rather than the acoustic signal, and use the context to
compensate for the increased processing costs of the sound,
in line with prior findings on English.
Our second hypothesis is that there will be a difference
between the two types of noise, specifically, that babble
noise is a more difficult listening condition than white noise.
This is in line with previous studies (Garcia Lecumberri &
Cooke, 2006; Simpson & Cooke, 2005), and we assume to
find the same overall effect for German.
Finally, we hypothesize that words with vowel contrasts
are more easily identified correctly than words with plosive
contrasts, due to the longer signal of vowels. In white noise,
particularly, place of articulation cues in plosives are hard to
identify (Alm et al., 2009), which should lead to fewer
correctly identified words among plosives.

Method
Participants 48 native speakers of German were recruited
using a crowd-sourcing platform (31M, mean age = 24
years) to participate in the experiment. None of the
participants reported hearing difficulties.
Materials We constructed sentences based on German
minimal pairs that had a contrast in the middle of the word.
These contrasts were plosives differing in place of
articulation or tense vs lax vowels, each accounting for
approximately half of the stimuli. The sentence-final target
words were predictable based on the preceding sentence
context (mean cloze 0.72, high predictability condition, HP).
Sentences for the low predictability condition (LP) were
constructed by swapping the target word of the HP sentence
with its partner from the minimal pair. This procedure let us
investigate whether listeners could rely on small acoustic
cues for word recognition, even in background noise, while
keeping sentence contexts equal across conditions.
Example stimuli with translations can be found in Table 1.
We tested a total of 480 sentences, half of which were
highly predictable and half of which were unpredictable.
Recordings were made of all high predictability sentences
and were read by a female native speaker of German.
Recordings of the low predictability sentences were
constructed via cross-splicing using Praat (Boersma &
Weenink, 2021, version 6.1.05) to ensure the intonation and

stress patterns were identical across conditions and not
indicative of the unpredictable items. Subsequently, all
sentences were embedded in two types of background noise,
white noise and a multi-speaker babble. In the babble noise,
none of the speakers were intelligible to prevent
informational masking (café noise, BBC Sound Effects
Library, Crowds: Interior, Dinner-Dance, http://bbcsfx.
acropolis.org.uk/), and the sample was chosen to minimize
environmental noises. All items had a Signal to Noise ratio
(SNo) of -5 dB, meaning the background noise was five dB
louder than the target sound, based on the mean intensity of
the target word. There was 300 ms of leading and trailing
noise so that participants had a chance to get used to the
noise before the speech started. We used the unmasked
recordings as a control condition (“Quiet”).
Procedure In the experiment, participants listened to the
sentence and had to report the final word that they heard.
The sentence minus the target word, was presented on the
screen in written form to ensure there was contextual
information that could be used by the participant even when
the background noise made it difficult to understand the
speech itself. Additionally, participants rated their
confidence in having given the correct response on a scale
of 1 (completely uncertain, guessed) to 4 (completely
certain). We collected these confidence ratings as a control
measure to investigate participants’ awareness of possible
mistakes they were making. The next trial started when the
participant had filled in both questions and clicked on ‘next’
to proceed. Different experimental lists were constructed so
that each participant saw a total of sixty items, half of which
were HP items and half were LP items. Participants saw
only one item out of a set of four, but all items occurred in
each noise condition across the lists. The three noise
conditions (white, babble, and quiet) were presented in
blocks of twenty items with the quiet condition last, so that
the goal of the experiment would not be immediately
obvious to participants. The order of the white and babble
noise conditions was counterbalanced across participants.

Analysis Responses were coded on whether they matched
the auditorily presented word (e.g., in example 1A in Table
1 “Liege” / “lounger”, target), the similar sounding
distractor (e.g., in 1A “Liebe” / “love”), or were a different
word entirely (e.g., in 1A “Platz” / “space”, wrong). To get
a better idea of whether participants relied on the sentence
context or on the speech signal, we coded the semantic fit of
the incorrect responses (fitting or not fitting), as well as the
phonetic distance between the incorrect responses and target
and distractor items. We made phonetic transcriptions based
on the Deutsches Aussprachewörterbuch (German
Pronunciation Dictionary; Krech, Stock, Hirschfeld, &
Anders, 2009) and calculated the weighted feature edit
distance using the Python package Panphon (Mortensen et
al., 2016). This distance was normalized by dividing it by
the longest of the two compared words. The normalized
distance fell between 0 and 1.

Figure 1: Percentage of Target and Incorrect (Wrong +
Distractor) responses for both the High Predictability (HP) and
Low Predictability (LP) condition, in quiet, babble, and white
noise, split for plosives (P) and vowels (V).

Table 1: Example stimuli.
1A
HP

Am Pool im Hotel gab es nur noch eine freie Liege.
At the pool in the hotel there was only one free lounger
left.
1B Nach vier Jahren heiratete Paul seine große Liebe.
HP After four years, Paul married his big love.
1C Am Pool im Hotel gab es nur noch eine freie Liebe.
LP At the pool in the hotel there was only one free love left.
1D Nach vier Jahren heiratete Paul seine große Liege.
LP After four years, Paul married his big lounger.
Note. Highly predictable sentences (HP) were made based on
minimal pairs (Liebe / Liege) in 1A and 1B), then sentence-final
target words were swapped to make low predictability items (LP)
with the sentence frames of 1A and 1B, resulting in 1C and 1D.
English translations of the sentences have been given in italics.
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Figure 2: Percentage of Wrong and Distractor responses for
the Low Predictability (LP) condition, in quiet, babble, and
white noise, split for plosives (P) and vowels (V).

Results
We used general linear mixed models (GLMM),
implemented in the lme4 package (Bates, Maechler, &
Bolker, 2012) in R (R Development Core Team) to analyze
our data. We analyzed the participants’ binomial responses
(0 = distractor/wrong, 1 = target) using a GLMM with a
logistic linking function. To achieve convergence more
easily, all models were run using the bobyqa optimizer and
increased iterations to 2·105. The random structure of the
models was reduced in cases of non-convergence. Model
comparisons were made to guide model selection based on
the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC), models with the
lowest AIC are reported below.

Target vs. Incorrect Responses
To first replicate previous findings with our German
materials, namely that the percentage of incorrect responses
is higher for noisy as compared to quiet sentences, and
whether this effect varies with predictability and noise type,
we aggregated distractor and wrong response in our initial
analyses. The corresponding data are displayed in Figure 1.
The model included fixed effects of Noise (categorical
predictor with three levels, mapping Quiet to the intercept),
Predictability (categorical predictor with two levels,
mapping HP to the intercept), and Sound Contrast
(categorical predictor with two levels, mapping Plosive to
the intercept), and Trial No (continuous predictor, scaled).
Trial No was added to control for learning effects over the
course of an experimental block. Furthermore, the model
included by-Participant and by-Item random intercepts, both
with random slopes for Noise and Predictability. As
expected, the model showed that both the Babble and White
Noise conditions lead to higher incorrectly target responses
than the Quiet condition (β = -5.87, SE = 0.54, z = -10.87, p
< .001 for Babble and β = -5.01, SE = 0.49, z = -10.15, p
< .001 for White Noise). A comparison of the two noise
conditions shows that white noise led to more correct
responses than babble noise (β = 0.854, SE = 0.40, z = 2.15,
p < .05). Regarding the beneficial effect of predictability,
we found that participants made more incorrect responses in
the LP condition than in the HP condition (β = -6.62, SE =
0.59, z = -11.21, p < .001). We also found an effect of
Sound Contrast where Vowel contrasts lead to more target
responses than Plosive contrasts (β = 0.82, SE = 0.23, z =
3.62, p < .001).

before), as well as random intercepts for Participant and
Item.
We found a significant effect of noise, indicating more
wrong responses in Babble compared to Quiet (β = -1.22,
SE = 0.34, z = -3.56, p < .001, White Noise did not differ
significantly from Quiet, p = .13), as well as a significant
difference between White Noise and Babble: White Noise
leads to more distractor responses than wrong responses (β
= 0.70, SE = 0.25, z = 2.89, p < .01). These effects are
presented in Figure 2.

Controlling the Semantic Fit and Phonetic Distance
We coded the semantic fit and phonetic distance to the
target of the wrong responses, to see whether participants
for these responses relied more on the acoustic signal (low
distance) or on the provided context (wrong response fits
semantically). Figure 3 presents the normalized phonetic
distance and semantic fit for the wrong responses in each of
the three noise conditions. Lower normalized phonetic
distance scores mean that the participant’s response sounded
more similar to the target word. Responses with a distance
score of 1 were empty responses. We see that in all noise
conditions the majority of the wrong responses did not fit
the sentence semantically, suggesting participants did try to
rely on the acoustic signal rather than the provided context.
Especially in white noise (but also suggested by the rightside tail in babble noise) there is higher peak at larger
phonetic distances for the responses that semantically fit the
sentence, suggesting a trade-off between acoustic fit and
semantic fit. When not responding with the target or
distractor, participants made their response based on what
they heard at a cost of fitting the semantic context. This is
also the case in the quiet condition, where virtually none of
the responses fit the context semantically but show a small
phonetic distance to the target word, suggesting that
participants chose to rely on the acoustic signal rather than
the presented context.

Effect of Noise Type on the Type of Errors
Next, we took the subset of LP items, and tested whether the
types of errors (distractor vs wrong) differ between the
noise and sound contrast conditions. In these items, the
context supports the distractor item, which is the minimal
pair from the auditorily presented target word. As such,
there is also some acoustic information supporting the
distractor, and only careful listening would lead to reporting
the target word. The model included fixed effects of Noise,
Trial No, and Sound Contrast (all coded and scaled as
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Figure 3: Wrong responses that semantically fit or did not fit the
sentence, plotted with the normalized phonetic distance, in each of
the three noise conditions.

Confidence Ratings
We had collected the participants’ confidence ratings for
each trial, and took two subsets of the data for the analyses:
one with the wrong responses (N = 445), and one with the
distractor responses (N = 760). We transformed the
participants’ confidence responses to a binary variable of
low confidence (confidence ratings 1 and 2) and high
confidence (confidence ratings 3 and 4). For the subset of
distractor items, the model included fixed effects of
Predictability, Noise, and the interaction, Trial No, and
Sound Contrast (all coded and scaled as before). There were
random intercepts for Participant and Item, with a random
slope of Noise for Participant.
We find a significant effect of predictability, with higher
confidence for distractor responses in LP sentences
compared to HP sentences (β = 2.64, SE = 0.96, z = 2.75, p
< .01). There was a significant effect of Noise in the case of
Babble noise compared to Quiet, with lower confidence
ratings in the Babble condition (β = -1.57, SE = 0.63, z =
-2.50, p < .01). The effect did not reach significance
between Quiet and White noise (p = .15). Comparing
Babble and White Noise, the effect approached significance,
suggesting participants were more confident in White Noise
(β = 0.61, SE = 0.31, z = 1.95, p = .05). The model revealed
a significant effect of Trial No, indicating that participants
got less confident as the experiment went on (β = -0.38, SE
= 0.12, z = -3.21, p < .01). Additionally, there was a
significant effect of Sound Contrast (β = -0.57, SE = 0.27, z
= -2.09, p < .05), suggesting that participants were less
confident about their answers on items that had a vowel
contrast, rather than those with a plosive contrast.
The model for the subset of wrong responses included the
same fixed effects as the previous model, but now with
additional Semantic Fit, Normalized Distance and the
interaction. The random effects structure only included a
random intercept for Noise, all other random effects led to
singularity issues. The model revealed a significant effect of
Noise: Participants were less confident in their responses in
both types of noise (β = -2.55, SE = 0.61, z = -4.19, p < .001
for Babble and β = -2.99, SE = 0.63, z = -4.74, p < .001 for
White Noise). There was no significant difference between
the two noise conditions (p = 0.16).

Discussion & Conclusion
The present study investigated acoustic misunderstandings
that can arise when listeners rely too strongly on contextual
information. It aimed to extend previous studies on
mishearing by investigating whether those effects are
modulated by different types of noise and sound
characteristics.

Effect of Predictability and Noise
Performance was best in HP sentences without noise as both
the acoustic information and the contextual information can
be easily processed and point to the same lexical candidate.
Hence, in line with previous findings that contextual
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information supports word recognition (Dubno et al., 2000;
Hutchinson, 1989; Pichora-Fuller et al., 1995; Sommers &
Danielson, 1999), we showed that the effects can be
replicated with German sentences. Our findings support the
view of a trade-off between focusing on acoustic and
semantic information; while participants strongly rely on the
acoustic signal in favorable listening conditions, they turn
more to the sentence context in background noise. This is
the case in both babble and white noise, where listeners
relied more on the sentence context, leading to incorrect
responses in the LP condition. We thus replicated the effect
of mishearing in younger adults in German, which has
previously only been reported for English (Failes et al.,
2020; Sommers et al., 2015).
The larger number of incorrect responses in babble noise
suggests that this type of noise is the more difficult
condition due to its large overlap with the frequencies of
speech, obscuring the signal more than white noise, which is
spread out over more frequencies. These findings suggest
that in white noise, more of the speech signal is preserved
that can guide participants’ predictions than in babble noise.
We find this effect both overall as in the low predictability
subset (for wrong responses). It has been found by previous
studies as well (Garcia Lecumberri & Cooke, 2006;
Simpson & Cooke, 2005; but see Taitelbaum-Swead &
Fostick, 2016 for opposite results). The wrong responses in
the babble condition cannot have been caused by competing
speech in the noise: due to the high number of speakers,
specific speech streams were unintelligible. As such, the
larger proportion of wrong responses compared to distractor
responses must be due to interference of the noise itself.
Finding a larger amount of target responses for items with
vowel contrasts suggests that words containing a vowel
contrast were easier to identify correctly because they have
a longer and steadier acoustic signal than plosives, which
are characterized by their short burst. Thus, confirming our
hypotheses, vowels are easier to identify than plosives.

Confidence Ratings
False hearing is defined by high confidence in incorrect
responses. We find that different sound types lead to
different degrees of false hearing, showing that false hearing
depends not only on age or context, but also on acoustic
characteristics of the message. In particular, plosives are
more prone to false hearing than vowels: when the
mishearing was based on a change in place of articulation in
the plosive, participants reported higher confidence in their
incorrect responses than when the misheard sound was a
vowel.
A wrong response led to low confidence scores in
general: 75%, while for distractor responses this was 22%.
This suggests that participants were able to subjectively rate
their confidence, as the distractor, which was predicted by
the LP sentence context and mostly supported by the audio
signal as well, would not lead to much doubt in the
participants, whereas there was less support from both types
of information for the wrong response, leading to lower

confidence scores. The higher confidence for the distractor
responses suggests false hearing, as these words were
incorrect. This is also supported by the finding that the
distractor response got higher confidence ratings in low
predictability sentences compared to high predictability
sentences. In low predictability sentences, the distractor fit
the sentence semantically, but not in the high predictability
sentences. Participants became less confident of their
responses as the experiment went on. This might be because
they started to notice the manipulation, and realized they
could not rely on the sentence context in half of the trials
(the low predictability items).
We saw before that words with a vowel contrast were
more often identified correctly. If participants are less
confident of their responses, they may focus their attention
more on those targets, which in turn leads to better
performance. However, this would have to be the case for
both sound types, as only during presentation they could be
aware of the sound contrast.

Language & Noise Type
Most studies on mishearing and false hearing have been
done on English (Failes, et al., 2020; Rogers, 2017; Rogers,
et al., 2012; Sommers, et al., 2015). The present study was
conducted with German stimuli and listeners. Overall, the
results between the two languages are similar, which aligns
with our expectations. Similarly, the differences between
vowels and plosives in terms of their length and intensity of
the signal, do not differ between languages either, so we
would expect similar results in other languages that are
tested.
The present study compared white noise and babble noise.
The babble noise used came from a recording of café noise
with multiple speakers and some level of environmental
noise. As there were multiple speakers, there was a larger
difference to the single-speaker target, due to the signal
being less similar to a single speaker. We expect that if the
experiment would be repeated with babble noise containing
a low number of speakers (e.g., one or two), the difference
between white noise and babble noise would be larger.
Single-speaker competing speech, particularly in the same
language and with a speaker of the same gender, would lead
to more masking, both energetic and informational
compared to the babble used in the current study.
Even though we already find high rates of mishearing in
our study, it is likely that this underestimates the amount of
mishearing that would occur for these materials in a more
naturalistic setting. As shown by the learning effects,
participants were aware of the possible semantic
mismatches in the presented audio and sentence context.
Therefore, they might have paid extra careful attention to
the speech, more than they would have done in more natural
circumstances. Analysis of the wrong responses showed that
participants in fact paid a lot of attention to the acoustic
signal rather than the sentence context.
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Abstract
The ability to rapidly recognize words and link them to referents in context is central to children’s early language development. This ability, often called word recognition in the
developmental literature, is typically studied in the lookingwhile-listening paradigm, which measures infants’ fixation on
a target object (vs. a distractor) after hearing a target label. We
present a large-scale, open database of infant and toddler eyetracking data from looking-while-listening tasks. The goal of
this effort is to address theoretical and methodological challenges in measuring vocabulary development. We present two
analyses of the current database (N=1,320): (1) capturing agerelated changes in infants’ word recognition while generalizing across item-level variability and (2) assessing how a central methodological decision – selecting the time window of
analysis – impacts the reliability of measurement. Future efforts will expand the scope of the current database to advance
our understanding of participant-level and item-level variation
in children’s vocabulary development.
Keywords: word recognition; eye-tracking; vocabulary development; looking-while-listening

Introduction
Across their first years of life, children learn words in their
native tongues at a rapid pace (Frank, Braginsky, Yurovsky,
& Marchman, 2021). A key facet of children’s growing word
knowledge is their ability to efficiently process words and link
them to relevant meanings – often termed word recognition.
Developing word recognition skills builds a foundation for
language development; for example, the speed and accuracy
with which infants process words are predictive of later linguistic and cognitive outcomes (e.g., Marchman et al., 2018).
Word recognition is traditionally studied in the “lookingwhile-listening” paradigm (or alternatively in a version of
the intermodal preferential looking paradigm; Fernald, Zangl,
Portillo, & Marchman, 2008; Hirsh-Pasek, Cauley, Golinkoff,
& Gordon, 1987). In such studies, infants listen to a sentence
prompting a specific referent (e.g., Look at the dog!) while
viewing two images on the screen (e.g., an image of a dog –
the target image – and an image of a duck – the distractor image). Infants’ word recognition is measured in terms of how
quickly and accurately they fixate on the correct target image
after hearing its label. Studies using this design have contributed to our understanding of a wide range of questions in
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language development, including infants’ early noun knowledge, phonological representations of words, prediction during language processing, and individual differences in language development (Bergelson & Swingley, 2012; Golinkoff,
Ma, Song, & Hirsh-Pasek, 2013; Lew-Williams & Fernald,
2007; Marchman et al., 2018; Swingley & Aslin, 2000).
While the looking-while-listening paradigm has been
highly fruitful in advancing understanding of early word
knowledge, fundamental questions remain both about the trajectory of children’s word recognition ability and how to improve measurement of children’s word recognition in the first
place. One central question is how to measure developmental
change in the speed and accuracy of word recognition. In language development research, processing speed - the ability to
quickly link a word to its referent - has been of key interest
because it is thought to both reflect past language learning
and to support subsequent learning. Age-related changes in
speed of processing are argued to accelerate infants’ learning: as infants begin to process incoming speech input faster,
they become better equipped to learn from their language environment (Fernald & Marchman, 2012). Consistent with this
hypothesis, longitudinal analyses have found that individual
differences in word recognition speed predict linguistic and
cognitive outcomes later in childhood (e.g., Marchman &
Fernald, 2008). However, measuring increases in the speed
and accuracy of word recognition faces the challenge of distinguishing developmental changes in word recognition skill
from changes in knowledge of specific words. This problem
is particularly thorny in child development research, since the
number of items that can be tested within a single session is
limited and items must be selected in an age-appropriate manner (Peter et al., 2019). One way to overcome this challenge
is to measure word recognition across development in a largescale dataset with a wide range of items. A sufficiently large
dataset would allow researchers to estimate developmental
change in word recognition speed and accuracy while generalizing across changes related to specific words.
A second question relates to evaluating methodological
best practices. In particular, many fundamental analytic decisions vary substantially across studies, and different decisions

may lead to different inferences about children’s word recognition. For example, researchers vary in how they select time
windows for analysis, transform the dependent measure of
target fixations, and model the time course of word recognition (Csibra, Hernik, Mascaro, Tatone, & Lengyel, 2016; Fernald et al., 2008; Huang & Snedeker, 2020). This problem is
made more complex by the fact that many of these decisions
depend on a variety of design-related and participant-related
factors (e.g., infant age). Establishing best practices therefore
requires a large database of infant word recognition studies
varying across such factors, in order to test the potential consequences of methodological decisions on study results.
What these two questions share is that they are difficult to answer at the scale of a single study. To address
this challenge, we introduce Peekbank (https://peekbank
.stanford.edu/), a flexible and reproducible interface to an
open database of developmental eye-tracking studies. The
Peekbank project (a) collects a large set of eye-tracking
datasets on children’s word recognition, (b) introduces a data
format and tools for standardizing eye-tracking data across
data sources, and (c) provides an interface for accessing and
analyzing the database. In creating the Peekbank database,
the project pursues two main aims: to answer central theoretical questions about lexical development and to provide datadriven guidance on methodological decisions. In the current
paper, we give an overview of the key components of the
project and demonstrate its utility in advancing theoretical
and methodological insights. We report two analyses using
the database and associated tools (N=1,320): (1) a growth
curve analysis modeling age-related changes in infants’ word
recognition while generalizing across item-level variability;
and (2) a multiverse-style analysis of how a central methodological decision – selecting the time window of analysis –
impacts inter-item reliability.

Methods
Database Framework
The Peekbank data framework consists of three components:
(1) processing raw experimental datasets; (2) populating a
relational database; and (3) providing an interface to the
database (Fig. 1). The peekds library (for the R language;
R Development Core Team, 2020) helps researchers convert and validate existing datasets to use the relational format of the database. The peekbank module (Python) creates
a database with the relational schema and populates it with
the standardized datasets produced by peekds. The database
is implemented in MySQL, an industry standard relational
database, which may be accessed by a variety of programming languages over the internet. The peekbankr library (R)
provides an application programming interface, or API, that
offers high-level abstractions for accessing data in Peekbank.

Data Format and Processing
One of the main challenges in compiling a large-scale eyetracking dataset is the lack of a shared re-usable data format
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Figure 1: Overview of the Peekbank data ecosystem. Peekbank tools are highlighted in green. *custom R packages.

across individual experiments. Researcher conventions for
structuring data vary, as do the technical specifications of different devices, rendering the task of integrating datasets from
different labs and data sources difficult. We developed a common, tidy format for the eye-tracking data in Peekbank to ease
the process of conducting cross-dataset analyses (Wickham
et al., 2019). The schema of the database is sufficiently general to handle heterogeneous datasets, including both manually coded and automated eye-tracking data.
During data import, raw eye-tracking datasets are processed to conform to the Peekbank data schema. The centerpiece of the schema is the aoi timepoints table (Fig. 1),
which records whether participants looked to the target or the
distractor stimulus at each timepoint of a given trial. Additional tables track information about data sources, participants, trials, stimuli, and raw eye-tracking data. In addition to
unifying the data format, we conduct several pre-processing
steps to facilitate analyses across datasets. First, we normalize time relative to the onset of the target label, since the main
goal is to assess participants’ fixation of the target image in
response to hearing its corresponding label. Second, we resample observations to a common sampling rate (40 Hz), in
order to ease data visualization and analysis. Where necessary (e.g., if the original data was sampled at 30 Hz), observations are interpolated by selecting the gaze location at the
nearest time point in the original data.

Dataset Name
attword
canine
coartic
cowpig
ft pt
mispron
mix
reflook socword
reflook v4
remix
salientme
switchingCues
tablet
tseltal
yoursmy

Citation
(Yurovsky & Frank, 2017)
unpublished
(Mahr et al., 2015)
(Perry et al., 2017)
(Adams et al., 2018)
(Swingley & Aslin, 2002)
(Byers-Heinlein et al., 2017)
(Yurovsky et al., 2013)
unpublished
(Potter et al., 2019)
(Pomper & Saffran, 2019)
(Pomper & Saffran, 2016)
(Frank et al., 2016)
(Casillas et al., 2017)
(Garrison et al., 2020)

N
288
36
29
45
69
50
48
435
45
44
44
60
69
23
35

Mean Age (mos.)
25.5
23.8
20.8
20.5
17.1
15.1
20.1
33.6
34.2
22.6
40.1
44.3
35.5
31.3
14.5

Age Range (mos.)
13 - 59
21 - 27
18 - 24
19 - 22
13 - 20
14 - 16
19 - 21
12 - 70
11 - 60
18 - 29
38 - 43
41 - 47
12 - 60
9 - 48
12 - 18

Method
eye-tracking
manual coding
eye-tracking
manual coding
manual coding
manual coding
eye-tracking
eye-tracking
eye-tracking
manual coding
manual coding
manual coding
eye-tracking
manual coding
eye-tracking

Language
English
English
English
English
English
English
English, French
English
English
Spanish, English
English
English
English
Tseltal
English

Table 1: Overview over the datasets in the current database.

Current Data Sources
The database currently includes 15 looking-while-listening
datasets comprising N=1320 total participants (Table 1).
Most datasets (12 out of 15 total) consist of data from monolingual native English speakers. They span a wide age spectrum with participants ranging from 9 to 70 months of age,
and are balanced in terms of gender (46% female). The
datasets vary across a number of design-related dimensions,
and include studies using manually coded video recordings
and automated eye-tracking methods (e.g., Tobii, EyeLink)
to measure gaze behavior. All studies tested familiar items,
but the database also includes 5 datasets that tested novel
pseudo-words in addition to familiar words. All data are
openly available on the Open Science Framework (https://
osf.io/pr6wu/).

Results
General descriptives and Item Variability
Dataset Name
attword
canine
coartic
cowpig
ft pt
mispron
mix
reflook socword
reflook v4
remix
salientme
switchingCues
tablet
tseltal
yoursmy

Unique Items
6
16
10
12
8
22
6
6
10
8
16
40
24
30
87

Prop. Target
0.63
0.64
0.70
0.60
0.64
0.57
0.55
0.61
0.61
0.62
0.73
0.77
0.63
0.59
0.60

95% CI
[0.61, 0.64]
[0.61, 0.67]
[0.67, 0.73]
[0.58, 0.63]
[0.63, 0.66]
[0.55, 0.59]
[0.52, 0.58]
[0.6, 0.63]
[0.57, 0.65]
[0.58, 0.66]
[0.71, 0.75]
[0.75, 0.79]
[0.6, 0.67]
[0.54, 0.63]
[0.56, 0.64]

Table 2: Average proportion target looking in each dataset.
Analysis scripts for all results are openly available at
https://github.com/langcog/peekbank-paper. In general, participants demonstrated robust, above-chance word
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recognition in each dataset (chance=0.5). Table 2 shows the
average proportion of target looking within a standard critical
window of 300-2000ms after the onset of the label for each
dataset (Swingley & Aslin, 2000). The number of unique target labels and their associated accuracy vary widely across
datasets (Figure 2). Proportion target looking was generally
higher for familiar words (M = 0.66, 95% CI = [0.65, 0.67], n
= 1269) than for novel words learned during the experiment
(M = 0.59, 95% CI = [0.58, 0.61], n = 822).

Predicting Age-Related Changes While
Generalizing Across Items
Developmental changes in word recognition have been a
central issue since early investigations of eye-tracking techniques (Fernald, Pinto, Swingley, Weinberg, & McRoberts,
1998). Children’s speed and accuracy of word recognition increases across early childhood, yet measuring these increases
presents an item selection puzzle for researchers: Words that
are appropriate for an 18-month-old will be too easy for a
three-year-old; those that are appropriate for a three-yearold will be difficult for the 18-month-old. Failure to choose
appropriate test items can even lead to spurious conclusions
about development (Peter et al., 2019).
This issue is familiar in psychometrics: test developers interested in measuring across a wide range of a particular latent ability must choose items appropriate for different abilities. One solution is to use data from a bank of questions that
have been taken by test-takers of a range of abilities, and then
use item-response theory models to create different test versions appropriate for different ability ranges (Embretson &
Reise, 2000). Such tests can then be used to extract estimates
of developmental change that are independent of individual
tests and their particular items.
Peekbank provides the appropriate large-scale database for
estimating these item-independent developmental changes
and designing age-appropriate tests in the future. Here
we show a proof of concept by providing an estimate of
the item-independent growth of word recognition accuracy
across development. We take advantage of the equivalence

Figure 2: Itemlevel variability in proportion
target looking
within each dataset
(chance=0.5). Time
is centered on the
onset of the target label (vertical line). Colored
lines represent specific target labels.
Black lines represent smoothed
average fits based
on a general additive model using
cubic splines. See
Table 1 for details
on each dataset.
between item response theory and linear mixed-effects models (LMMs; De Boeck et al., 2011), using LMMs to model
the trajectory of word recognition across age. We follow the
approach of Mirman (2014) and use growth curve LMMs to
predict the time course of recognition. Specifically, we predicted children’s proportion of target looking during an early
window of time (0-1500ms, chosen to avoid modeling declines in looking later in the trial), using an empirical logit
transform on the proportion of target looking to allow the use
of linear (rather than logistic) regression models. We focused
our analysis on familiar words and included only datasets
testing infants with monolingual English language exposure
(12 datasets, see Table 1). Our predictors were time after
word onset and age, and we additionally included polynomial
functions of time (up to fourth order) and quadratic effects of
age, as well as their interactions. We subtracted all intercepts
to force fits to start at a baseline of 0 (chance performance)
at time zero. As a random effect structure, we included byitem, by-subject, and by-dataset random intercepts; though
larger random effect structures could be justified by the data,
the size of the dataset precluded fitting these. The random
effect structure allows us to model word recognition while
generalizing across items and participants.
Figure 3 depicts the results of this analysis. Panel A
shows the mean empirical word recognition curves for four
age groups, along with fitted model performance. Although
model fits are acceptable, developmental change appears irregular – for example, 12- to 24-month-olds show slightly
earlier recognition than 24- to 36-month-olds. This pattern
is likely an artifact of averaging across datasets with substantially different items. Panel B shows model predictions for
the population level of each random effect – our best estimates of the latent ability structure. Here we see continuous
increases in both speed (point at which the curve rises) and
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accuracy (asymptote of the curve) across ages, though this
developmental trend decelerates (consistent with other work
on reaction time development; Frank, Lewis, & MacDonald,
2016; Kail, 1991). This proof of concept suggests that Peekbank can be used to model developmental change over multiple years, overcoming the limitations of individual datasets.

Time Window Selection
In our second analysis, we address an analytic decision researchers often face: how to summarize time course data
into a single measure of accuracy. Taking a similar approach to that of Peelle & Van Engen (2020), we conducted a
multiverse-style analysis considering possible time windows
researchers might select (Steegen, Tuerlinckx, Gelman, &
Vanpaemel, 2016). Our multiverse analysis focuses on the
reliability of participants’ response to familiar words by measuring the subject-level inter-item correlation (IIC) for proportion of looking at familiar targets. The time windows
selected by researchers vary substantially in the literature,
with some studies analyzing shorter time windows between
300ms and 1800-2000ms post-target onset (Fernald et al.,
2008; Swingley & Aslin, 2000), and others using longer
time windows extending to approximately 3000-4000ms (especially with younger infants; e.g., Bergelson & Swingley,
2012). We thus examined a broad range of window start times
ranging from 300ms pre-target onset to 1500ms post-target
onset and window end times ranging from 0ms to 4000ms
post-target onset. For each combination of window start time
and end time with a minimum window duration of 50ms,
we calculated participants’ average inter-item correlation for
proportion of looking at familiar targets (mean IIC) within
each dataset and subsequently averaged inter-item correlations across datasets. Since observations were unevenly distributed across the age range, and because children likely

Figure 3: Growth
curve models of
proportion target
looking during the
critical target window at each age
range (in months).
(A) Mean empirical
word recognition
fit. (B) Populationlevel estimates.

show a varying response to familiar items as they age (often motivating different window choices), we split our data
into four age bins (12-24, 24-36, 36-48, and 48-60 months).
We restricted the analysis within a given age bin to include
only datasets that contributed at least 5 unique test sessions.
While it is an open question what space of possible windows
will yield the greatest reliability, we expect to see low reliability (i.e. 0) in windows that start before target onset and
in windows that end within 300ms post-target onset, before
participants can execute a response.
Results from this multiverse analysis are shown in Figure
4, where each colored pixel represents the mean IIC for proportion of looking to familiar targets for a specific combination of window start and end time. The analysis shows
that IIC is positive (red) under a wide range of sensible window choices. IIC is relatively low however, especially for the
youngest age group, suggesting that individual items carry
only limited shared signal regarding children’s underlying
ability.
Intriguingly, however, late end times and long overall window lengths tend to show higher reliability than shorter windows. Shorter windows (e.g., 300-2000ms, as we used above)
likely maximize absolute recognition performance by fitting
the peak of the recognition curve, but simultaneously may
lower reliability by failing to include all relevant data. Especially for older children, higher IICs tended to be found with
windows that started between 300 and 1000ms and ended between 2500 and 4000ms. This finding is sensible from a psychometric perspective – averaging more timepoints (even if
some contain limited signal) increases reliability and reduces
variation. Thus, researchers interested in better measurement
of individual variation or condition differences could consider
using longer windows by default.

Discussion
Theoretical progress in understanding child development requires rich datasets, but collecting child data is expensive, difficult, and time-intensive. Recent years have seen a growing
effort to build open source tools and pool research efforts to
meet the challenge of building a cumulative developmental
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science (Bergmann et al., 2018; Frank, Braginsky, Yurovsky,
& Marchman, 2017; The ManyBabies Consortium, 2020).
The Peekbank project expands on these efforts by building an infrastructure for aggregating eye-tracking data across
studies, with a specific focus on the looking-while-listening
paradigm. The goals of the database are to ask theory-driven
questions about the development of word knowledge and to
establish methodological best-practices in infant eye-tracking
methods. This paper presents an illustration of some of the
key theoretical and methodological questions that can be addressed using Peekbank: generalizing across item-level variability in children’s word recognition and providing datadriven guidance on choosing windows of analysis.
Our first analysis shows that Peekbank can be used to
model item-independent changes in the speed and accuracy of
word recognition across development. Children showed agerelated increases in the speed of word recognition across one
to five years of age, extending past foundational work (e.g.,
Fernald et al., 1998) by showing that these word processing
gains generalize across items and are not only attributable to
word-specific gains in processing speed. Our second analysis
demonstrates how Peekbank can be used to make data-driven
analytic decisions, focusing on the choice of time windows
for analysis. In looking-while-listening studies, researchers
often choose a relatively short time window of roughly 3001800 or 2000ms (Fernald et al., 2008), with the justification that eye movements occurring after this window may no
longer be related to the target label (Swingley & Aslin, 2000).
Our results suggest that researchers could consider increasing
the size of the time window for analyzing target fixations, at
least for familiar words, if their goal is to maximize consistent
signal in children’s target fixations.
There are a number of limitations surrounding the current
scope of the database. A priority in future work will be to
expand the size of the database. With 15 datasets currently
available, idiosyncrasies of particular designs and condition
manipulations still have substantial influence on modeling results. Increasing the set of distinct datasets will lead to more
robust generalizations across item-level variability. The cur-

Figure 4: Participants’
average inter-item correlation for proportion of looking time
to familiar targets, as
a function of window
start time and end time,
with each facet showing
a different age group.
More positive (red) correlations are more desirable, and blue/white
represent start/end time
combinations that researchers should avoid.
Black lines highlight
the region (start time:
[300, 1000], end time:
[2500, 4000]) in which
IICs tend to be highest
(mean = .093; range =
[.042 - .131]).
rent database is also limited by the relatively homogeneous
background of its participants, both with respect to language
(mostly monolingual native English speakers) and cultural
background (all but one dataset comes from WEIRD populations; Muthukrishna et al., 2020). Broadening the diversity
of participant backgrounds will expand the scope of the generalizations we can form about child word recognition.
Finally, while the current database is focused on studies
of word recognition, the tools and infrastructure developed
in the project can in principle be used to accommodate any
eye-tracking paradigm, opening up new avenues for insights
into cognitive development. Gaze behavior has been at the
core of many of the key advances in our understanding of
infant cognition. Aggregating large datasets of infant looking behavior in a unified, openly-accessible format promises
to bring a fuller picture of infant cognitive development into
view.
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Abstract
How does abstract linguistic negation develop in early child
language? Previous research has suggested that abstract negation develops in stages and from more concrete communicative functions such as rejection, prohibition, or non-existence.
The evidence for the emergence of these functions in stages
is mixed, however, leaving the possibility that negation is an
abstract concept from the beginning that can serve multiple
specific functions depending on early communicative environment. Leveraging automatic annotations of large-scale child
speech corpora in English, we examine the production trajectories of seven negative constructions that tend to convey
communicative functions previously discussed in the literature.
The results demonstrate the emergence and gradual increase
of these constructions in child speech within the age range of
18-36 months. Production mostly remains stable, regular, and
close to parents’ levels after this age range. These findings are
consistent with two hypotheses: first, that negation starts as
an abstract concept that can serve multiple functions from the
beginning; and second, that negation develops in stages from
specific communicative functions but this development is early
and quick, leaving our corpus methods incapable of detecting
them from the available corpus data.
Keywords: negation; syntactic construction; communicative
function; development; child language.

Introduction
Negation is an abstract concept that serves different communicative functions in everyday communication. A coffee
shop can divide its menu into “coffee” and “not coffee” sections, with “not coffee” bringing together diverse items with
no common label like tea and hot chocolate. It could be used
in a sign like “no mask, no entry” to regulate people’s behaviors. An employee could say “I don’t like Mondays” to
communicate their desires or dislikes. But how does abstract
multi-functional negation emerge and develop in the human
mind? Are early stages of negation in child language specific
to one or a few functions? Or does negation emerge as an
abstract and multifunctional concept from the beginning?
Previous literature has proposed that abstract negation develops from less abstract communicative functions in ordered
stages (Pea, 1978). For instance, Darwin (1872) hypothesized
that the earliest manifestation of negation in infants is when
they refuse or reject food from parents by withdrawing their
heads laterally. Similarly, Pea (1978) also proposed “rejection” as the first function of negation in child language. In
contrast, Bloom (1970) argued that the use of negation to express “non-existence” emerges before “rejection”. For example, when an object that children expect to be present is not,
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children may say: “there is no window”. Follow-up study by
Choi (1988) argued that “prohibition” emerges as early as rejections and non-existence. In cases of prohibition, children
use negation to stop others or themselves from performing
actions (e.g. “don’t go”). A function similar to prohibition is
“inability” (e.g. “I cannot zip it”), in that both involve conceptualizing actions and negating them. Choi (1988) suggested
that expressions of inability emerge after the functions in the
first phase, namely non-existence, rejection, and prohibition.
Despite considerable research on early communicative
functions of negation, their developmental trajectories in children’s production have remained unclear. Recently, Nordmeyer & Frank (2018) looked at the speech of five children in
the Providence corpus (Demuth, Culbertson, & Alter, 2006)
and found a great deal of individual variation in how early a
negative function is attested. They reported that the developmental trajectory of negation in their study was not as consistent as previously claimed. This leaves the possibility that
negation develops as an abstract concept that can serve multiple communicative functions early in the development based
on the context of use in parent-child interactions. Therefore,
across (a larger number of) children, distinct functions of
negation could develop within the same age range and share
common production trajectories.
However, previous experiments have mainly relied on
manual annotations of corpus data to determine the communicative function of a given negative utterance, which in turn
has limited their work to only a handful of children per study.
Here we aim to go beyond existing work via utilizing a large
collection of child speech corpora in English (MacWhinney,
2000) along with computational tools to automatically identify negative utterances that tend to convey the communicative functions discussed in prior research (Table 1). In particular, our study investigates three questions: (1) how does
the developmental trajectory of the negative constructions for
each function look like? (2) for utterances expressing the
same function, does the developmental trajectory differ depending on particular lexical items that negation modifies
(e.g. like or want for rejection)? (3) taking all functions into
account, do they share similar developmental characteristics,
or would there be function-specific differences?
Given the automatic fashion of our approach, we focus
on larger/longer negative constructions at the single-sentence
level. This is in opposition to short negative forms at the

discourse-level such as cases consisting of one morpheme
(e.g. “no!”) or repetition of negative morphemes (e.g. “no no
no”), which arguably could express multiple functions when
not taking the discourse context into account and accordingly
leave more room for ambiguous interpretation. Therefore the
negative utterances in our study do not fully cover all negation
instances from the corpora investigated, nor reflect all possible communicative functions that could be played by negation
more broadly, but it could provide at least a conservative estimate of the age range during which negation is developed
gradually in child production.

Experiments
Data and preprocessing
For developmental production data of child speech in English,
we turned to the CHILDES database (MacWhinney, 2000)1
and focused on children with typical development within the
age range of 12 - 72 months. Parents’ and children’s utterances were extracted via the childes-db (Sanchez et al., 2019)
interface using the programming language R. Structures containing the morphemes no, not and n’t were identified as negative. Cases with a single no or such repetitions (e.g. no no
no!) were excluded. In order to obtain (morpho)syntactic representations for parents’ and children’s utterances, we used
the dependency grammar framework (Tesnière, 1959). Dependency relations for all negative utterances were automatically derived with DiaParser (Attardi, Sartiano, & Yu, n.d.),
a dependency parsing system that has been demonstrated to
achieve excellent performance for English. To facilitate identification of negative constructions, we also utilized the available part-of-speech (POS) information initially provided by
CHILDES (Sagae, Davis, Lavie, MacWhinney, & Wintner,
2010) when necessary.
In this study, we consider seven communicative functions
of negation shown in Table 1. For each function, using our
parsed data set, we characterized the syntactic features of the
negative construction associated with it. Based on these features, negative utterances were automatically extracted in a
rule-based fashion with the help of POS information and syntactic dependencies.

Measures
As indexes of the developmental trajectory for negative constructions and their communicative functions in child speech,
we measured the following two metrics at each given age of
the children. The first one is the ratio of negative utterances.
For instance, the number of utterances produced by children
at the age of 30 months (not just all negative constructions
at this age) is 52,491 in total. Among these utterances, negative structures that have the function of inability occur for 141
times; the ratio for this communicative function at 30 months
is then calculated as 141 / 52,491 = 0.003.
1 Code and data are in quarantine at https://github.com/
zoeyliu18/Negative Constructions.
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Given the noisy nature of child production data in general,
and the facts that there are different numbers of utterances
and children at each age, another measure that we utilized is
moving ratio, borrowed from the model of moving average in
analyses of time series data (Wei, 2006). For a communicative function, the goal of the moving ratio is still to reflect the
production of the negative utterances at the given age; meanwhile it takes into account the previous production of all negative constructions of the same function before the specified
age. This would allow us to have a more balanced look at
individual developmental stage (e.g. age) of a communicative
function, in relation to its development patterns thus far.
The computation of the moving ratio is as follows. For instance, given that the number of negative utterances that express inability in child speech is 141 at the age of 30 months,
we: (1) count the total number of negative constructions with
the same function produced by children at and before 30
months old (682); (2) compute the total number of utterances
(419,949) within the same age range; (3) divide the number
of (1) by that of (2) (682 / 419,949 = 0.002).
While our focus is negative utterances in child production,
we used parents’ speech as comparative references. Therefore for every communicative function, the same two ratio
measures were calculated for parent speech in a similar fashion. Our plots accordingly contrast the ratio / moving ratio of
different negative constructions between children’s and parents’ production at corresponding ages of the children.
In what follows, we describe in detail the results of each
communicative function and their negative constructions.
While we computed both ratio and moving ratio for every
function, our analyses mainly rely on the latter.

Communicative functions of negative constructions
Rejection For the function of rejection, we examined cases
where the lemma of the head verb of the phrase is either like
or want, and the head verb is modified by one of the three negative morphemes. Other than expressions that the speakers
used to describe their own desires with (e.g. (1)) or without
(e.g. (2)) an auxiliary verb, we also included cases that express rhetorical inquiries of desires from one interlocutor addressed to another (e.g. (3)), and instances where the speaker
is describing the desires of somebody else (e.g. (4)). This resulted in a total of 17,436 negative utterances (child: 7,395;
parent: 10,041).
(1) I no like sea
(2) don’t wanna go
(3) don’t you wanna try it
(4) Sarah doesn’t like that either
As presented in Figure 1, the overall pattern for children’s
usage of negative morphemes for rejection is comparable regardless of the particular head verb. Comparing child and
parent speech, it seems that children’s production of rejection
is gradually increasing between the age of 18 to 36 months.
And the production moving ratio in child speech appears to be
more comparable to that of parent speech after 32-34 months.

Function
Rejection
Non-existence
Prohibition
Inability
Labeling
Epistemic negation
Possession

Linguistic Composition
with like or want
expletives
with imperative subjectless do
with modal can
modifying nominal or adjectival predicatives
with know, think, remember
with have; or possesive pronouns

Examples
I not like it, not want it
there is no soup
do not spill milk
I cannot zip it
that’s not a crocodile; it’s no interesting
I not know
not have the toy; not mine

Table 1: Communicative functions of negation in early child language of English.

Measure

negative construction ratio

negative construction moving ratio

Parent

−4
−6
−8

like

−4
−6
−8

want

log(ratio)

Child

12 18 24 30 36 42 48 54 60 66 72

12 18 24 30 36 42 48 54 60 66 72

child age (months)
Figure 1: Rejection.
Non-existence For the function of non-existence, we extracted utterances that have expletives marked by there
(e.g. (5) and (6)), and that the predicate modified by the negative morphemes is a nominal phrase (headed by either nouns
or pronouns). This led to a total of 1,611 negative utterances
(child: 406; parent: 1,205).
(5) there’s no (more) water
(6) there isn’t it
In child speech, the production of negative constructions
to express non-existence is gradually increasing from 25 to
36 months (Figure 2), which is by contrast later than that
for the communicative function of rejection presented in Figure 1. This observation does not seem to align with Bloom
(1970), which initially proposed that the development of nonexistence is earlier than that of rejection. On the other hand,
children’s production moving ratio gradually approaches that
in parent speech at 36-38 months.
Notice that there appears to be fluctuations of moving ratios between the age of 19 and 25 months regarding child
production. A closer inspection of the data reveals that within
that age range, the frequency of negative utterances at most
ages is either one or zero. Therefore while the number of
total utterances increases along the developmental trajectory,
the moving ratio for negative utterances actually decreases.
Prohibition For constructions that articulate the function of
prohibition, we focused on cases that are annotated as imperatives from the initial CHILDES annotations. These utterances do not take any subject; the negative morphemes are
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combined with the auxiliary verb do (do, does, did) and they
together modify the head verbs of the sentences. In order to
not overlap with rejection, non-existence, epistemic negation
and possession (see below), our search excluded cases where
the head verb has any of the following lemma forms: like,
want, know, think, remember, have. This resulted in a total of
938 negative utterances (child: 267; parent: 671).
Based on Figure 3, children are combining negative morphemes for prohibition more and more regularly between 2436 months, which is comparable to that of the function of
non-existence, but slightly later than that of rejection. In comparison, the production moving ratio in child speech for prohibition is consistently lower than that in parent speech at any
age of the children.
(7) don’t blame Charlotte
Inability For the function of inability, we analyzed instances where the negative morphemes co-occur with the auxiliary can (can and could; e.g. (8)) and both of them modify the head verbs of the utterances. Again, we filtered out
cases where the head verbs are the focus for other functions.
Cases without a subject (e.g. “can’t play”) or where the subject is not I (e.g. “you can’t do that”) could yield ambiguous
readings when not looking at a larger discourse context; they
could be a rhetorical question or also express the concept of
prohibition. Therefore to potentially avoid less ambiguity, we
restricted our analyses only to cases with a subject I. This led
to 6,369 negative utterances (child: 3,237; parent: 3,132).
(8) I can’t see

Measure

negative construction ratio

negative construction moving ratio

log(ratio)

Child

Parent

−4
−6
−8
−10
12 18 24 30 36 42 48 54 60 66 72

12 18 24 30 36 42 48 54 60 66 72

child age (months)
Figure 2: Non-existence.

Measure

negative construction ratio

negative construction moving ratio

log(ratio)

Child

Parent

−6
−8
−10
12 18 24 30 36 42 48 54 60 66 72

12 18 24 30 36 42 48 54 60 66 72

child age (months)
Figure 3: Prohibition.
As shown in Figure 4, the developmental trajectory of inability is similar to that of rejection. Negation is applied more
and more regularly between 18-36 months. By contrast, it
is different from those of non-existence and prohibition. It
seems that the production trajectories of the latter two are
both becoming more regular at a later age (25 and 24 months,
respectively).
Labeling To capture the function of labeling, we concentrated on cases where negative morphemes indicate the identity (e.g. (9)), and/or characteristics (e.g. (10)) of a predicative nominal. We also included instances where negation is
used to modify a predicative adjective (e.g. (11)). Utterances
where negative morphemes modify a nominal or adjectival
predicate of a copula verb were extracted. None of the utterances contained expletives (e.g. “there is no book”) to distinguish from non-existence. This resulted in a total of 32,474
negative utterances (Child: 4,180; Parent: 28,294).
(9) that’s not a farmer
(10) I’m not a heavy baby Mum
(11) It’s no good
Based on Figure 5, the developmental pattern for labeling
is comparable to non-existence and prohibition; children are
increasing their use of the negative morphemes around the
age range of of 22-36 months.
Epistemic negation Previous studies have reported instances where negative morphemes are combined with mental/epistemic state verbs such as know, think, and remember
in child speech to express epistemic negation. Here we focused on these three verbs and analyzed negative utterances
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that articulate the concept of not knowing (e.g. (12)) or uncertainty (e.g. (13)). The verbs in these cases are modified by the
negative morphemes directly or by the combination of negation with auxiliaries. Instances where the speaker asks about
or describes the negative epistemic state of another speaker
(e.g. (14)) were also selected, leading to 21,844 negative utterances in total (child: 4,074; parent: 17,770).
(12) I not know / I didn’t remember
(13) I don’t think so
(14) don’t you remember / She doesn’t know this
Based on the data analyzed here (Figure 6), the production
of negative utterances headed by know are becoming more
regular at an earlier age (17-18 months) compared to that of
remember (˜19 months) or think (˜20 months). Overall the
production moving ratio of utterances with know is comparatively the highest.
Possession The last function we explored is possession. We
selected cases where the negative morphemes are combined
with auxiliary verbs to modify a head verb with the lemma
form have (e.g. (15)). We also included individual noun
phrases with possessive pronouns as heads and modified by
negative morphemes (e.g. (16)). Cases in which the syntactic head of the negative morphemes is a predicate of a copula
verb (e.g. “this is not mine”) were excluded to separate them
from the function “labeling”. The number of negative utterances that were subjected to analysis for this function is 8,187
(child: 2,331; parent: 5,856).
(15) I don’t have it
(16) not mine

Measure

negative construction ratio

negative construction moving ratio

log(ratio)

Child

Parent

−4
−6
−8
−10
12 18 24 30 36 42 48 54 60 66 72

12 18 24 30 36 42 48 54 60 66 72

child age (months)
Figure 4: Inability.

Measure

negative construction ratio

negative construction moving ratio

log(ratio)

Child

Parent

−2.5
−5.0
−7.5
−10.0
12 18 24 30 36 42 48 54 60 66 72

12 18 24 30 36 42 48 54 60 66 72

child age (months)
Figure 5: Labeling.

Measure

negative construction ratio

negative construction moving ratio

Child

Parent

−5.0
know

−7.5

−5.0

remember

log(ratio)

−10.0

−7.5
−10.0

−5.0
think

−7.5
−10.0
12 18 24 30 36 42 48 54 60 66 72

12 18 24 30 36 42 48 54 60 66 72

child age (months)
Figure 6: Epistemic negation.
Given Figure 7, the developmental trajectory for possession in child speech appears to have notable differences depending on what the negative morphemes are modifying.
When their syntactic head is have, the pattern is comparable
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to those of “rejection” and “labeling”, where children are increasing their combination of negative morphemes from 18 to
36 months. However, the production moving ratio for utterances headed by possessive pronouns seems to be relatively

Measure

negative construction ratio

negative construction moving ratio

Child

Parent

−7.5
−10.0

pronoun

log(ratio)

have

−5.0

−5.0
−7.5
−10.0
12 18 24 30 36 42 48 54 60 66 72

12 18 24 30 36 42 48 54 60 66 72

child age (months)
Figure 7: Possession.
Epistemic

Labeling

Possession

Inability

Non−existence

Prohibition

Rejection

Function

Child

Parent

log(ratio)

−4
−6
−8
−10
12 18 24 30 36 42 48 54 60 66 72

12 18 24 30 36 42 48 54 60 66 72

child age (months)
Figure 8: All functions; ratio measures plotted here are moving ratios.
stable across different ages.

Discussion
Using automatic annotations of large-scale corpora of childparent interactions, we presented production trajectories for
seven negative constructions that tend to express rejection, non-existence, prohibition, inability, labeling, epistemic
states, and possession (Table 1). The results suggest that the
production of almost all these negative constructions (except
for prohibition) emerges and gradually increases within the
18-36 months age range (Figure 8). Their production frequencies remain stable and regular after 36 months and relatively close to parents’ levels of production. It is important to
note that similar to prior studies, our conclusions are limited
to negation in children’s production. Systematic experiments
testing children’s comprehension of negative utterances with
different communicative functions are necessary to better understand the origins and developmental trajectory of negation.
For future work, we would like to explore several direc-
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tions. First, to more thoroughly examine and potentially
model the developmental trajectories of negation in child production, certain production-specific factors (e.g. length of utterance, ease of pronunciation) should be taken into account
as well. In addition, we aim to investigate the production
trajectory of positive counterparts to our negative structures
(e.g. “I know” for “I don’t know”). Comparisons of negative
utterances in relation to their positive counterparts would allow us to further analyze the developmental paths of negation
within specific constructions.
Lastly, our experiments have concentrated on larger syntactic structures at the utterance level, hence cases where
negation is used as discourse markers to respond to previous
utterance(s) were excluded. However, these instances also
have important semantic and conceptual roles in the communication between children and parents (e.g. parent: do you
want some bread?; child: no no no). Thus inclusions of negative structures at a more comprehensive level would be able to
paint a more clear picture about the development of negation.
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Abstract

Snow et al. (1996) analyzed a longitudinal corpus of childcaregiver spontaneous conversations for children aged 14 to
32 months old. They found that children produce a rich set of
speech acts from an early age. However, they also observed
that some speech acts take longer to emerge than others.

A crucial step in children’s language development is the mastery of how to use language in context. This involves the ability to recognize and use major categories of speech acts (e.g.,
learning that a “question” is different from a “request”). The
current work provides a quantitative account of speech acts’
emergence in the wild. Using a longitudinal corpus of childcaregiver conversations annotated for speech acts (Snow et al.,
1996), we introduced two complementary measures of learning based on both children’s production and comprehension.
We also tested two predictors of learning based on input frequency and the speech acts’ quality of linguistic cues. We
found that children’s developmental trajectory differed largely
between production and comprehension. In addition, development in both of these dimensions was not explained with
the same predictors (e.g., frequency in child-directed speech
was predictive of production, but not of comprehension). The
broader impact of this work is to provide a computational
framework for the study of communicative development where
both measures and predictors of children’s pragmatic development can be tested and compared.
Keywords: first language acquisition; pragmatics; speech
acts; computational modeling

The current study

Introduction
Language development requires not only the acquisition of
linguistic structures that allows one to construct grammatically sound utterances (e.g., phonology, words, and syntax)
but also the mastery of how to put this structure to use in social communication. This mastery involves both learning to
pick utterances that best conveys one’s communicative intents
(or speech act) and understanding other’s communicative intents based on their linguistic utterances (e.g., Grice (1975))
An important line of work in language use has been the
study of how categories of speech acts (e.g., “question”, “request”) emerge in the natural context of child-parent social interactions (for reviews, see Cameron-Faulkner (2014); Casillas & Hilbrink (2020)). Children’s learning of speech acts is
crucial for their ability to engage in coherent conversations.
For example, it is important to recognize that an utterance is
a “question” requiring an “answer”, or that it is a “request”
requiring “acceptance” or “refusal”, instead.
Previous studies about children’s acquisition of speech act
categories have focused on developing coding schemes that
best capture children’s emerging repertoire of communicative intents. The most comprehensive scheme has been the
Inventory of Communicative Acts and its abridged version,
INCA-A (Ninio et al., 1994). Using the INCA-A scheme,
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Following this observation, the current study aims at investigating, in a quantitative fashion, what makes speech acts easy
or hard to learn. To answer this question, we define both accurate measures of emergence (the explanandum) and plausible
predictors of learning (the explanans).
Concerning the measures, Snow et al. (1996) focused on
children’s production. While it is true that production provides a rather tangible evidence of learning, it tends to underestimate children’s knowledge. In many cases, children may
understand the speech act without necessarily attempting to
produce it, especially in contexts such the child-caregiver interactions where there is a clear asymmetry in social roles.
In fact, social asymmetry could translate into an asymmetry in terms of the speech acts used. Take the case of whyquestions: In some small-scale traditional societies, children
do not typically ask such questions to caregivers (Gauvain &
Munroe, 2020) though they may be perfectly able to answer
them. Thus, the production-based measure is not enough, it
should be complemented with a comprehension-based measure. The latter can be operationalized in many ways, e.g.,
in terms of whether or not the child is able to respond to the
target speech act in a contingent fashion.
Concerning the predictors of learning, a variety of factors
may influence children’s learning. Here we focus on testing
the role of two different predictors. The first one is frequency:
We can imagine that children learn first the speech acts that
are used more frequently by the caregiver. Another factor
that could influence learning is the difficulty with which children can infer the identity of the speech act from its linguistic expressions. Using examples from the INCA-A scheme,
the speech act that consists in “asking for permission” typically involves distinctive words such as “can I” and “please”,
which could make it easier to learn and understand than, say,
the speech act that consists in “giving reason” which could be
expressed in a much larger number of ways and does not have
linguistic cues that are as distinctive as in the case of asking
permission. The goal is thus to test how such linguistic fac-

tors predict the learning trajectory of speech acts.
In what follows, we will first provide a brief description of
the data we use as well as the INCA-A coding scheme used
to annotate these data for speech acts. Then, we explain how
we defined the measures of emergence (in both production
and comprehension) and how we characterized the predictors
of learning, especially regarding the quantification of the linguistic cues associated with speech acts. Next, we present the
results of the analyses that aim at 1) comparing the developmental trajectories of speech acts across production and comprehension, and 2) testing how frequency and the quality of
linguistic cues predict the order of emergence of speech acts.
Finally, we discuss the findings in the lights of the literature
on speech act acquisition.

(e.g., the speech act “Ask a limited-alternative yes/no question” (TQ) is part of the higher-level category “Ask a yes/no
question” (YQ).) (A full list of speech acts and how they were
collapsed is given in the appendix). The resulting coding
scheme reduced the number of speech act types from 67 to
46. The results in the main text are obtained using INCAA2 . However, we also report the results using the original
INCA-A version in the appendix. For a transparent reading,
the labels for collapsed speech act categories (e.g. YQTQ) were
simply obtained by concatenating the labels for the individual
categories (e.g., YQ and TQ).

Measures of speech act emergence
Here we introduce measures of speech acts’ age of emergence
both at the level of children’s production and comprehension.
This will allow us to rank speech acts by order/difficulty of
emergence in development and, later, test which factors predict this order.

Data and Methods
Data
We used the data that Snow et al. (1996) used for their longitudinal study examining speech act development of 52 American English speaking children aged 14, 20 and 32 months
old. Child-caregiver dyads were invited for three sessions
which included a warm-up and a semi-structured free play
period. All conversations were recorded, transcribed, and annotated using the INCA-A coding scheme.

INCA-A coding scheme
While a wide range of taxonomies has been developed to
study children’s emerging speech acts (Cameron-Faulkner,
2014), INCA-A is the most comprehensive to date (Ninio et
al., 1994). The coding scheme has two levels: 1) the interchange level that characterizes the topic of the conversation
(e.g., “discussing a recent event”) and may span multiple utterances, and 2) the illocutionary force (e.g., “Ask a yes/no
question”) which is determined at the utterance level. Here,
we focus on the illocutionary force, more commonly known
as the speech act. INCA-A has 67 different speech act types,
which are grouped into high-level categories such as directives, speech elicitations, commitments, declarations, markings, statements, questions, performances, evaluations, demands for clarification, text editing, and other vocalizations.

INCA - Abridged Again: INCA-A2
Our preliminary investigation of INCA-A has revealed the
presence of several couples of speech acts that were either
very similar or hierarchically related (see Cameron-Faulkner
& Hickey (2011) for a similar observation). We found that
these shortcomings add noise to the our measures of speech
act emergence and spuriously inflate the error rate of our
models. Thus, we created an abridged version of the already
abridged INCA-A (henceforth called INCA-A2 ) in a systematic fashion where we collapsed 1) couples of speech acts categories that overlap to a high degree both conceptually and
linguistically (e.g., “Criticize or point out error in nonverbal
act” (CR) overlaps with “Disapprove scold protest disruptive
behavior” (DS)), 2) couples of speech acts where the meaning of one act was included in the other (coarser-grained) act

Production By analogy to work in word learning (Braginsky et al., 2019), we define the age of acquisition of a speech
act in production as the month by which at least 50% of
the observed children produce it.1 More precisely, for each
speech act S, we proceed as follows:
1. For each age in the dataset (i.e., 14, 20 and 32 months),
calculate the fraction of children who are producing S at
least twice.
2. Perform a logistic regression over these fractions
3. Measure the age of first production as the age where the
logistic regression curve surpasses the value 0.5.
Comprehension As pointed out in the introduction, studying speech act emergence only from a production point of
view may underestimate children’s pragmatic competence.
Thus, we additionally introduce a measure for children’s
comprehension which we define as the ability of children to
respond to a target speech act in a contingent fashion (e.g.,
responding to a “yes/no question” with “yes” or “no”). More
precisely, for each speech act S, we proceed as follows:
1. Find all utterances produced by the caregivers labelled as S.
2. Find all cases where these utterances are followed by an
utterance of the child.
3. For each occurring follow-up utterance, annotate whether
its speech act is contingent as a response to S.2
4. For each age (14, 20 and 32 months), calculate the fraction
of contingent follow-up utterances.
5. Perform a logistic regression over the fractions.3
6. Measure the age of comprehension as the age where the
logistic regression curve surpasses the value 0.5.
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1 In line with (Snow et al., 1996), we consider that a child acquired a speech act if it is produced at least twice at a certain age.
2 Annotating contingency was done using a binary scale, indicating whether the speech act was possibly contingent (1) or clearly non
contingent (0).
3 We only regard datapoints where the fraction was calculated
over at least 2 examples, i.e. where there were at least two utterances
with follow-ups.

In both production and comprehension, we only used in
the analyses the speech acts for which we could successfully
perform the logistic regression (i.e. we excluded speech acts
where we had less than two datapoints at two different ages.)
This left us with a set of 23 speech acts for production and 29
for comprehension. 4

Predictors of speech act emergence
We test two predictors of speech acts’ development: the frequency of use by the caregiver and the quality of its linguistic
cues. While measuring frequency required a mere count of
occurrences in the input, the characterization of the linguistic cues required the use of sophisticated tools we borrowed
from the field of Natural Language Processing (NLP).
The intuition behind this second factor is explained in the
introduction and can be summed up as follows: The easier it
is to map a given speech act to its linguistic instances, the
more these linguistic instances contain rich and consistent
cues pointing to the speech act, and — as the hypothesis goes
— the easier it is for children to learn it.
We quantify the quality of the linguistic cues of a given
speech act by the accuracy of classification by an automatic
classification model (as measured in per-label F1 -score). We
proceed as follows. We use a Conditional Random Field
(CRF, Lafferty et al., 2001), a simple probabilistic model that
is typically used in speech act recognition in adult dialogues
as it takes into account the context of the conversation (i.e.,
how preceding labels are sequentially organized).5
We train the model to automatically classify speech acts
given a set of linguistic features.6 Next, we evaluate the
model on a held-out test set (20% of the data). The accuracy
of this model reached 75.3% in our INCA-A2 coding scheme
(increasing from 72.3% obtained with the original, but noisier scheme: INCA-A), while inter-annotator agreement for
the corpus is reportedly ranging from 81% to 89% (Snow et
al., 1996). Given these high accuracy scores (close to stateof-the-art scores for models in adult dialogs), our model can
be understood as successfully learning the linguistic cues that
characterize each speech act.
Finally, for each speech act, we define the quality of linguistic cues as its F1-score on the held-out test set when classifying adults’ utterances.7
4 While the resulting sets of speech acts may appear small compared to the original size, it is due to the fact that the original frequency distribution was highly skewed: A small set of speech acts
were used very frequently while many have very few instances, and
therefore, did not provide enough data to fit a logistic regressor.
5 In addition to CRF, we tested both simpler models (random
forests and linear support vector machine) as well as state-of-the-art
neural network based models (using a hierarchical LSTMs encoder
in combination with a CRF decoder). The CRF model was performing the best in terms of accuracy. We ascribe the poor performance
of the neural network model to the lack of large-scale training data.
6 These features are: speaker (caregiver/child), unigrams and bigrams of the target utterance, repetitions (number of words that are
repeated from the previous utterance) and part of speech tags. We
also experimented with other features such as words from previous
utterances but found no performance improvements.
7 We only test on adults’ utterances as we assume these utterances
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Results
We present two sets of results. The first concerns the analysis
of age of emergence of speech acts as quantified by our measures of production and comprehension. The second set of
results concerns the analysis of how our hypothesized predictors (i.e., frequency and quality of linguistic cues) correlate
with the age of emergence of speech acts both in production
and comprehension.

Figure 1: Quantification of the age of acquisition in terms of
production (top) and comprehension (bottom) of 6 example
speech acts.

Trajectories of speech act emergence
Concerning the measure of production, Figure 1 (top) is an
illustration of the proportion of children who use speech acts
across time as well as the best logistic fits we used to predict
their precise age of emergence (we only selected a few examples of speech acts for ease of visibility and to illustrate the
range of variance). We can observe clear variance in terms of
when these speech acts emerge, in line with the qualitative observations made by Snow et al. (1996). For example, the category of Statements (STAPDWTXCT), markings (MKTOXA) and
answers to wh-questions (SA) are produced early, while polar
questions (YQTQ), demands for clarification (RR) and demands
for permission (FP) are produced later.
To illustrate the emergence of speech acts in terms of
comprehension, we first show observed adjacency pairs for
represent the input children are learning from. The quality of linguistic cues in adults’ utterances is what may predict their learning
by children.

Figure 2: Adjacency pairs of speech acts for children of 14, 20, and 32 months. Utterances by the caregiver are on the left,
responses by the children on the right. Filtered to display speech acts that occur in at least 0.01% of the data for better visibility.
adult-child turns for different ages in Figure 2. The younger
children respond with unintelligible utterances or utterances
without clear function (YYOO) in most of the cases displayed.
Children at 20 months of age show some consistent patterns
in their response behavior: Polar and product questions (YQTQ
and QN) are answered with adequate responses (AA and SA).
Polite requests (RQ) are either accepted (ADALGI) or refused
(RD). Requests or suggestions (RPCS) are also usually accepted or refused, although in some cases children answer
with a statement (STAPDWTXCT), which is not contingent. Additionally, there is still a large amount of utterances without
clear function (YYOO). Only by the age of 32 months, most
of the parents’ utterances are addressed with contingent responses.

Figure 3: The distribution of the speech acts’ age of emergence in comprehension and production.
Using this data on child-caregiver adjacency pairs, we
computed the age of emergence in comprehension as the
month at which the proportion of contingent responses surpasses 50% of children’s total responses. Figure 1 (bottom)
illustrates the proportion of contingent responses made by
children across time as well as the best logistic fits used to
predict the speech acts’ precise age of emergence. We show
the same examples of speech acts as in production for comparison. While there are similar trajectories in production
and comprehension for some speech acts (e.g. RR), we also
observed some striking differences in other cases. For example, “demands for permission” (FP) is produced very late
(around 52 months), but they are already understood a lot ear-
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lier (around 16 months). Figure 3 shows the full distribution
of age of emergence in both production and comprehension.
It shows that, overall, comprehension of speech acts precedes
their production. Indeed, a paired t-test shows a mean difference of 9.61 months (p < 0.01).
Finally, we ask how the trajectory of emergence in comprehension compares to that of production. For instance, does
production follow the same pattern/order of comprehension,
only delayed? Pearson’s correlation between the two developmental trajectories is r = 0.3 (p = 0.19), indicating that
speech acts emerge differently in production and comprehension, and suggesting that these two dimensions of development may be explained by different factors.

Predicting the emergence of speech acts
What makes a speech act easy or hard to acquire? Here we
investigate the extent to which frequency and quality of linguistic cues predict the order of emergence both in production
and comprehension. The results are shown in Figures 4 and
5, respectively.
For production, we found that frequency (but not the quality of the linguistic cues) predicts the speech acts’ order of
emergence (r ≈ −0.47, p < 0.03). As for comprehension,
we found the opposite pattern: While frequency showed no
correlation whatsoever with age of emergence, the quality of
linguistic cues led to a small correlation in the right direction,
although this effect is not statistically significant (r = −0.17,
p = 0.37) (probably due to low statistical power for this small
sample size). Finally, the predictors themselves are highly
correlated (r = 0.77, p < 0.001). 8

Discussion
This work had two major goals: 1) provide a quantitative account of the developmental trajectory of speech acts in early
childhood and 2) test some hypotheses about what could explain/predict this trajectory. For the first goal, we introduced
two complementary measures that quantify the age of emergence of speech acts both in children’s production and comprehension. We found that these two measures did not correlate, i.e., showing that speech acts may develop differently
8 This high collinearity made it inadequate to run a multiple regression.

Figure 4: Predictors of age of emergence in production.

Figure 5: Predictors of age of emergence in comprehension.
in production and comprehension, and suggesting that factors that would be relevant for learning in production may not
necessarily be the same in comprehension.
As for the second goal, and in order to explain what makes
some speech acts emerge before others, we tested two factors: the frequency in the caregiver’s input and the quality of
the linguistic features that cue the speech act. Although these
factors were highly correlated, we found that they provided,
overall, non-redundant information. Generally speaking, frequency tended to predict production more whereas the quality
of linguistic cues tended to predict comprehension more.9
The non-redundancy in the information provided by linguistic cues — beyond and above frequency — can be illustrated more clearly with some special cases. For example,
the quality of linguistic cues for “giving reason” (GR) is very
low compared to “requests to repeat” (RR) or “eliciting ques9 That said, statistical tests in the correlations are to be taken with
a grain of salt given the relatively small sample size.
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tion” (EQ), while all have a similar (low) frequency. Indeed,
there is a variety of ways one can express the act of “give reasons” in linguistic terms, which makes it harder to recognize
this speech act based only on the linguistic features of its instances. In comparison, the set of linguistic terms typically
used to express the act of requesting repetition or eliciting
question is much more constrained, making its recognition
easier. Indeed, this difference did predict emergence in comprehension: GR emerges later than RR and EQ
Take also the case of “stating intent” (SI) and “prohibiting” (PF). Both of these speech acts are similarly frequent,
but the linguistic cues for PF are better/more consistent. Indeed, learning wise, we found that PF was understood earlier
than SI. Finally, an interesting example is that of “asking for
permission to carry out an act” FP which has high consistent
linguistic cues while being very infrequent in caregivers’ talk
(caregivers do not frequently ask permission from children).
Nonetheless, we found that this speech act is acquired very

early in terms of comprehension, highlighting the predictive
power of linguistic cues beyond frequency.
Findings in the current work allow us to make some links
with literature on the development of communicative intents.
On prominent example is that of Wh-questions vs. yes/no
questions (also known as polar questions). Snow et al. (1996)
found that children produce Wh-questions before polar questions and Moradlou et al. (2020) shows that the same order
is found in comprehension. Our work confirms both of these
findings (cf. Figure 5; QN is acquired earlier than YQTQ in
both production and comprehension). This order was predicted both by the quality of linguistic cues which was much
higher for Wh-questions than for polar questions and, to a
lesser extent, by frequency.
Another interesting case is that of “Yes/no requests” vs.
“yes/no questions for information.” In production, we replicated Snow et al. (1996)’s finding that children produce
yes/no questions as requests later than yes/no questions for information (very few children produced the first act and only
at 32 months). This fact is also in line with the literature
on politeness suggesting that children produce polite requests
quite late (Axia & Baroni, 1985). Interestingly however, in
comprehension we found the opposite pattern: Children responded more contingently to the yes/no requests earlier than
they did to yes/no questions for information. In line with the
general trend found in Figures 4 and 5, the order of production was predicted by frequency but not by linguistic cues,
and the order of comprehension was predicted by the linguistic cues but not by frequency.

Limitations and future work

sion. Second, concerning the research methods, here we introduced an NLP-based method (CRF model) that allowed
us to provide a quantification of the linguistic cues to speech
acts despite the variability and complexity that characterize
natural conversations (as opposed to controlled lab designs).
While this method was enough to investigate the question at
hand, i.e., whether the quality of linguistic cues play a role in
facilitating the learning of speech act, it only provided a partial response to the larger question of how speech acts emerge.
Indeed, a more comprehensive answer would involve a diversity environmental factors. For example, several multimodal
cues — besides language — likely play a role in signaling
communicative intents such as vocal and visual cues. Indeed,
such cues are picked up on by adults and children and are
integrated to optimize language understanding and learning
(e.g., Fourtassi & Frank, 2020; Fourtassi et al., 2021). In order for such an account to capture development with naturalistic data, efforts should continue to develop and combine
methods in both NLP and Computer Vision.
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Abstract
Language is multimodal: non-linguistic cues, such as prosody,
gestures and mouth movements, are always present in face-toface communication and interact to support processing. In this
paper, we ask whether and how multimodal cues affect L2
processing by recording EEG for highly proficient bilinguals
when watching naturalistic materials. For each word, we
quantified surprisal and the informativeness of prosody,
gestures, and mouth movements. We found that each cue
modulates the N400: prosodic accentuation, meaningful
gestures, and informative mouth movements all reduce N400.
Further, effects of meaningful gestures but not mouth
informativeness are enhanced by prosodic accentuation,
whereas effects of mouth are enhanced by meaningful gestures
but reduced by beat gestures. Compared with L1, L2
participants benefit less from cues and their interactions, except
for meaningful gestures and mouth movements. Thus, in realworld language comprehension, L2 comprehenders use
multimodal cues just as L1 speakers albeit to a lesser extent.
Keywords: multimodal communication; language; N400;
gesture; mouth; prosodic accentuation, bilingualism, L2

Introduction
In face-to-face communication, spoken words are always
accompanied by multimodal information, such as prosodic
accentuations, gestures, and mouth movements.
Evidence from behavioural, electrophysiological, and
neuroimaging studies suggested that these individual cues
modulate L1 comprehension. Prosodic accentuation (i.e.,
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prosodic stress characterized as higher pitch, higher
amplitude and longer duration) has been found to facilitate
word comprehension by making specific words more
prominent (e.g., Cutler et al., 1997; Li & Ren, 2012;
Kristensen et al., 2013). Meaningful gestures directly provide
semantic information and facilitate semantic processing (e.g.,
Holle & Gunter, 2007; Kelly et al., 1999; Skipper, 2014);
whereas, beat gestures (i.e., rhythmic hand movement with
no direct meaning; McNeill, 1992) make words more
prominent (Krahmer & Swerts, 2007; Wang & Chu, 2013;
Hubbard et al., 2009). Mouth movements mainly provide
sensory information (e.g., Pilling, 2009; Sumby & Pollack,
1954), although some studies found facilitatory effects at a
semantic level (Brunellière et al., 2013; Hernández-Gutiérrez
et al., 2018).
A recent study by Zhang and colleagues (2020) with native
English speakers investigated the pattern of interaction
between multimodal cues when they co-occur in naturalistic
contexts. In two EEG studies, participants watched videos of
an actress producing naturalistic passages (taken from the
BNC and BBC programmes). Zhang et al. (2020) quantified
linguistic surprisal per each word, and the informativeness of
each cue. They established that words’ surprisal (based on
prior linguistic context) predicts N400 effects and they
assessed how different multimodal cues modulate this effect.
They found that multimodal cues always modulate N400:
presence of prosodic accentuation and meaningful gestures
reduce the N400 but beat gestures enhance it. Moreover, the

N400 modulation is dynamic and actively depending on the
co-occurring cues: prosodic accentuation enhances the
facilitatory effect of meaningful gestures (indexed by a N400
reduction); while the facilitatory effect of informative mouth
movements is only observed when gestures (both meaningful
and beats) are present.

Multimodal Cues in L2 Speakers
How do L2 speakers process multimodal cues? Two
previous studies compared verbal reports after watching
audio/audiovisual stimuli, showing that multimodal
information is in general used by participants (Gruba, 2004;
Seo, 2002). Other studies focused on individual cues (either
gestures, prosody or mouth) and reported processing
differences in L2 and L1. Behavioural and eye-tracking
studies suggested that although both L1 and L2 participants
respond to prosodic accentuation (e.g., faster phoneme
detection, Akker & Cutler, 2003), L2 participants may be less
capable of mapping prosodic with semantic information
(Akker & Cutler, 2003; Perdomo & Kaan, 2019; Lee et al.,
2019). Similarly, mouth movements improve language
perception in both L1 and L2 (Drijvers & Özyürek, 2019;
Navarra & Soto-Faraco, 2007), but while L2 users look more
at the speakers’ mouth than L1 users (Birulés et al., 2020),
their behavioural improvement in terms of word recognition
is smaller (Drijvers, Vaitonytė, et al., 2019; Drijvers &
Özyürek, 2019). Some studies suggested that meaningful
gestures improve word recognition to a smaller extent in L2
than in L1 (Drijvers, Vaitonytė, et al., 2019; Drijvers &
Özyürek, 2019), while other studies suggested that L2 users
look more at the hands compared with L1 (Drijvers,
Vaitonytė, et al., 2019), and meaningful gestures improve L2
comprehension to a larger extent than L1 (Dahl & Ludvigsen,
2014), especially for low proficiency participants (Sueyoshi
& Hardison, 2005). Beat gestures facilitate the learning of L2
words, and the effect is larger when prosodic accentuation is
present (Kushch et al., 2018). However, this effect is
modulated by the naturalness of the gesture (Rohrer et al.,
2020). Taken together, these results suggest that L2
comprehenders benefit from each multimodal cue in
comprehension, but not as much as L1 speakers do, possibly
because L2 comprehension is computationally more
demanding thus resulting in insufficient cognitive resources
(e.g., Hopp, 2010) or because they are simply less familiar
with the cues in L2 (e.g., Ortega-Llebaria and Colantoni,
2014). Further, meaningful gestures and mouth movement
are more clearly linked to facilitatory effect than other cues
(e.g., Birulés et al., 2020, Dahl & Ludvigsen, 2014, Sueyoshi
& Hardison, 2005).

Current Study
Here, we present an electrophysiological study of how L2
Mandarin-English speakers process naturalistic-style
audiovisual materials, including a comparison of the results
obtained (L2 speakers) with data from a group of L1 speakers
tested on the same materials. In contrast to most previous
work, we do not isolate single cues, rather we investigate how
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the different cues are processed and how they interact in
naturalistic-style materials. Non-native English speakers
watched videos of an actress producing passages chosen from
TV scripts (same material as Zhang et al., 2020 Exp.2) while
their EEG was recorded.
Based on Zhang et al., (2020), we predicted that prosodic
accentuation, meaningful gesture, and mouth movement
would make words easier to process, indexed by smaller
N400, while beat gestures would make words stand out more.
Based on previous literature, we further predict that overall
L2 participants would show a smaller N400 change than L1
users.

Methods
The stimuli, procedure and part of the analyses are identical
to
Zhang
et
al.
(2020),
Exp
2
(see
https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.01.08.89671
2v3).

Participants
Twenty (16 female, aged 18-40) students were recruited from
University College London. All participants are highly
proficient L2 English speakers (Mandarin-English; >7.5/9 in
IELTS listening tests; >2 years in English-speaking country;
use English daily). All participants had normal hearing,
vision, and no known neurological disorder. Participants
gave written consent approved by the local ethics committee
and were paid £7.5/hour for participation.

Materials
Materials were the same as in Zhang et al. (2020) (see Figure
1 for an example). In the original study, to better approximate
real-life language use, 79 passages were chosen from BBC
script library (https://www.bbc.co.uk/writersroom/scripts). A
native English-speaking actress produced them with natural
prosody and facial expression. Two versions (one with and
another without gestures) were created, resulting in 158 video
clips (duration 10s-34s). A comparison of the same word
across with/without gesture videos was performed to avoid
confounds in “gesturability” if comparing different words
(due to semantic differences between more and less
gesturable words; e.g., combing v.s. pleasing). Four
additional passages were used as practice trails.
Participants of the EEG study rated the difficulty of each
passage after the experiment on a 1-5 scale. The average
difficulty score of the 79 passages was not significantly
different across L1 and L2 participants (L1: M=2.53,
S.D.=.53; L2: M=2.58, S.D.=.76; paired-sample t-test
p=0.46), with all values staying within ±3S.D. Therefore, all
the 79 passages were included in further analyses.

Procedures
Participants sat ~1m facing a computer and wearing
earphones. After practice trials, participants were presented
with 79 video clips (gesture/no-gesture was randomized and
counterbalanced across participants). Videos were displayed

with an intertrial interval of 1000ms. Forty videos were
followed by yes/no questions to ensure that participants paid
attention to the stimuli (mean accuracy=0.82, p<.001 in one
sample t-test comparing against chance level). Participants
were instructed to watch the videos carefully and answer as
quickly and accurately as possible. The whole EEG
experimental session took ~60 mins.

Quantification of Cues
For each video, we annotated the onset and offset of each
word (mean duration=508ms, SD=306), and then quantified
the informativeness of each cue per content word as below.
Surprisal (mean surprisal=8.17, SD=1.92) was obtained
using a bigram language model. The surprisal of each word
in the passages was computed based on previous content
words using the following formula:

Preprocessing of EEG data
The data was pre-processed with EEGLAB and ERPLAB
running under MATLAB. EEG files were referenced to
mastoids, down-sampled to 256Hz, separated into -100 to
1200ms epochs time-locked to word onset and filtered with a
0.05-100Hz band-pass filter. Artefacts (e.g., eye movements
and muscle noise) were first corrected with ICA, and the
remaining ones were rejected using a moving window peakto-peak analysis and step-like artifact analysis (mean artefact
rejection=8.69%, SD=14.12). Then, an additional 30Hz lowpass filter was applied to the data. Due to likely overlap
between any baseline period (-100 to 0ms) and the EEG
signal elicited by the previous word, we did not perform
baseline correction, but instead extracted the mean EEG
amplitude in this time interval and later used it as a control
variable in the analysis (Frank et al., 2015).

Hierarchical Linear Modeling Analysis

Surprisal(wt+1) = -log P(wt+1|w1…t)
Prosodic accentuation (mean F0=288Hz, SD=88) was
quantified as the mean F0 per word, extracted using Praat.
Gestures were coded as meaningful gestures or beats by two
expert coders (reliability coding was carried out by a third
coder; intercoder reliability >95%, kappa>0.90, p<.001).
Meaningful gestures (N=457) included iconic gestures (e.g.,
drawing movements for the word “drawing”) and deictic
gestures (e.g., pointing to the hair for “hair”). Beat gestures
(N=340) comprised rhythmic hand movements without clear
meaning. Each word was then linked either with a meaningful
gesture (if a meaningful gesture associated with its meaning
is present), a beat gesture (if a beat gesture overlaped with it)
or no gesture.
Mouth informativeness (mean informativeness=0.67,
SD=0.29) was quantified by Krason, Zhang & Vigliocco (in
prep). Participants guessed the identity of words based on
mouth movements. Then, averaged phonological distances
between responses and target answer was calculated to
measure the mouth informativeness.

First, we established the precise time window in which
linguistic surprisal has an effect (following Zhang et al.,
2020). We first performed hierarchical LInear MOdeling
(LIMO toolbox) rather than specifying a N400 window a
priori. This regression-based EEG analysis decomposes ERP
signal into time-series of beta coefficient waveforms
associated with each continuous variable. A variable is
considered significant if its beta coefficient waveform is
significantly different from zero (a flat line). We focused on
the 0-1200ms time window, and carried out a one-sample ttest to compare the group level response with 0 (bootstrap set
at 1000, clustering corrected against spatial and temporal
multiple comparison).

Linear Mixed Effect Regression Analysis (LMER)
LMER analysis was conducted using the lme4 package. For
each participant, mean ERPs in the 500-800ms time window
(determined by the LIMO analysis above) were extracted
from 32 electrodes for all content words and were used as
dependent variables. In all the models below, we only
included the words with gestures (in with gesture videos) and
the corresponding words without gestures (in without gesture
video) to balance the number of observations between
groups.
Analysis 1: The independent variables included were: 1)
main effect of log-transformed surprisal, mean F0,
meaningful gesture, beat gesture and mouth movements; 2)
two-way interactions between these cues; 3) three-way
interactions involving surprisal and any two multimodal
cues; and 4) control variables including baseline (-100 to 0ms
ERP), word length, word order in the passage, passage order
in the experiment, x, y and z coordinates of electrode.
Frequency was omitted from the model due to multiple
collinearity with surprisal. No main effect or interaction
showed
multicollinearity
(VIF<2.4,
kappa=5.63).
Continuous variables were standardized and categorical
variables were sum coded. We further included the highest
interaction (three-way interactions between surprisal and

Figure 1: Stimuli and informativeness of cues.
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cues) as random slopes for participants (Barr, 2013). We did
not include lemma as random intercept or other interactions
as random slopes due to convergence issues.
Analysis 2: Here we compared results from L2 participants
to those of L1 participants who were tested with the same
materials (Zhang et al., 2020). The EEG responses within
500-800ms from the 20 L1 participants reported in Zhang et
al. (2020, Exp 2) were combined with the L2 data described
above. Native status and the interaction between native status
and the multimodal cues were added to the LMER model
presented in Analysis 1. No main effect or interaction showed
multicollinearity (VIF<2.5, kappa=5.76).
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Figure 3: Multimodal cues each modulate L2 processing.
In addition, we found a number of interactions between
multimodal cues (Figure 4). We found a negative interaction
between F0 and mouth informativeness (β=-0.003,
SE=0.001, p=.009), such that N400 was more negative for
high mouth informativeness and high pitch words.
Conversely, there was a positive interaction between F0 and
meaningful gesture (β=0.003, SE=0.001, p=.002), mediated
by an interaction with surprisal (β=0.012, SE=0.005, p=.031),
indicating that meaningful gestures elicited even less
negative N400 when co-occurring with high pitch, especially
for high surprisal words. While the interaction between
mouth and meaningful gestures was positive (β=0.004,
SE=0.001, p<.001), the interaction between mouth and beat
gestures was negative (β=-0.006, SE=0.001, p<.001),
indicating that meaningful gestures induced less negative
N400 while beat gestures induced more negative N400 for
words with informative mouth movement.

Hierarchical Linear Modeling Analysis
As shown in Figure 2, EEG responses for words with higher
surprisal were significantly more negative in the 500-800ms
time window post-stimulus, in line with the N400 in previous
studies. We focused on the 500-800ms window in all
following analyses.
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Figure 2: surprisal elicit negative ERP at 500-800ms.
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uV
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Below, we report only the significant effects. Full results at
https://osf.io/zk47n/?view_only=e7d847fab90945c5bfd69dc
1a59dc887.
Analysis 1: How do multimodal cues affect L2
processing? We found a main effect of surprisal: more
surprising words induced more negative N400. Crucially,
multimodal cues modulated ERP amplitude (Figure 3). We
found significant positive main effects of: mean F0 (β=0.004,
SE=0.002, p=.011) and mouth informativeness (β=0.007,
SE=0.001, p<.001), indicating that words with higher pitch
or more informative mouth movement elicited less negative
N400 overall. While both informative mouth movements
(β=0.010, SE=0.002, p<.001) and meaningful gestures
(β=0.019, SE=0.001, p<.001) showed a positive interaction
with surprisal, indicating that less predictable words showed
less negative N400 when accompanied by informative mouth
movements and meaningful gestures, mean F0 showed a
negative interaction with surprisal (β=-0.006, SE=0.002,
p<.001), indicating that less predictable words showed larger
N400 with prosodic accentuation.
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Figure 4: multimodal cues interact in L2 processing.
Analysis 2: Do multimodal cues show the same effects in
L1 and L2? Overall, L2 participants showed smaller effects:
surprisal had a smaller negative effect in L2 than L1 (β=0.009, SE=0.001, p<.001); Compared with L1 users, L2
participants showed a smaller reduction of negative N400
with high pitch (β=0.004, SE=0.001, p<.001) especially for
high surprisal words (β=0.003, SE=0.001, p=.007); high
mouth informativeness (β=0.004, SE=0.001, p<.001);
meaningful gestures (β=0.002, SE=0.001, p=.012); and a
smaller negative effect of beat gestures (β=-0.006, SE=0.001,
p<.001). The only exceptions were that L2 participants
showed a larger reduction in N400 than L1 speakers for high

surprisal words with meaningful gestures (β=-0.008,
SE=0.001, p<.001) or informative mouth movements (β=0.007, SE=0.001, p<.001).
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Figure 5: Effect of each cue in L1 and L2.
L2 participants were also less affected by the interaction
between cues. There were a number of 3-way interactions:
between native status, pitch and beat gestures (β=0.005,
SE=0.001, p<.001); native status, mouth informativeness and
meaningful gestures (β=0.003, SE=0.001, p<.001); native
status, mouth informativeness and beat gestures (β=0.006,
SE=0.001, p<.001). These all indicated that L2 users were
less sensitive to the multimodal cues and their combinations.
However, 4-way interactions between native status and
surprisal, prosody, meaningful gestures (β=-0.009,
SE=0.003, p=.014) and surprisal, mouth informativeness,
meaningful gestures (β=-0.006, SE=0.003, p=0.026)
indicated that L2 users benefited more than L1 users from the
combination of higher pitch and meaningful gestures as well
as more informative mouth movement and meaningful
gestures when words are less predictable.
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Figure 6: Effects of cue interactions in L1 and L2.

Discussion
We characterised how highly proficient L2 speakers use
multimodal cues in naturalistic audio-visual comprehension.
First, we established that L2 users are sensitive to linguistic
predictability (surprisal). We then characterised how
multimodal cues such as prosodic accentuation, gestures and
mouth movements modulate linguistic processing. As
predicted based on L1 performance reported in Zhang et al.
(2020), we found that words with higher pitch induce less
negative N400 overall but especially for more predictable
words, while informative mouth movement and meaningful
gestures elicit less negative N400 for less predictable words.
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As in L1, we further found a number of interactions among
the cues: higher pitch enhances the facilitatory effect (N400
reduction) of meaningful gestures (especially for high
surprisal words) but decreases the same effect for mouth
movement.
The
co-occurrence
between
mouth
informativeness and meaningful gestures induce less
negative N400 while the co-occurrence between mouth
informativeness and beat gestures induce more negative
N400. Compared with L1, L2 users show overall reduced
facilitatory effects of multimodal cues and their interactions,
in line with previous studies. However, when words are less
predictable based on their linguistic context, L2 users do
benefit more than L1 from meaningful gestures (especially
when co-occurring with prosodic accentuation) and
informative mouth movement (especially when co-occurring
with meaningful gestures).
The first main finding of our study is that different
multimodal cues impact L2 processing. In line with previous
behavioural studies, we found that prosodic accentuation
facilitates L2 comprehension, indexed by smaller N400
(Akker & Cutler, 2003; Takahashi et al., 2018), although this
effect is smaller for less predictable words. While new and
less predictable words tend to be produced with accentuation
(Cruttenden, 2006) and the presence of prosodic accentuation
has been shown to facilitate processing of these words in L1
(e.g., Bock and Mazzella, 1983; Zhang et al., 2020), L2 users
did not show the same effect. This suggest that while L2 users
are sensitive to prosodic information, their ability to map it
with semantic newness or predictability is limited (Akker &
Cutler, 2003; Perdomo & Kaan, 2019; Lee et al., 2019). This
is potentially due to the limited cognitive resources available
(e.g., Hopp, 2010; Sorace, 2011) or because the users
encountered problems identifying prosodic prominence in
online processing (e.g., Rosenberg et al., 2010). We also
found a facilitatory effect of meaningful gestures. Previous
L2 studies found that incongruent meaningful gestures
induced larger N400 (Drijvers & Özyürek, 2018; Ibáñez et
al., 2010). In line with previous behavioural studies (Dahl &
Ludvigsen, 2014; Sueyoshi & Hardison, 2005), our finding
further indicated that naturally occurring congruent
meaningful gestures make comprehension easier (smaller
N400). This effect is especially strong for high surprisal
words, suggesting that the semantic information conveyed by
meaningful gestures is used when linguistic information is
difficult. We report for the first time that informative mouth
movements also facilitate L2 comprehension.
While
previous studies found that seeing the mouth leads to better
recognition of words in noise (Drijvers, Vaitonytė, et al.,
2019; Drijvers & Özyürek, 2019), we show that mouth
movement can also improve comprehension of clear speech,
possibly by enhancing the recognizability of words.
Because we did not manipulate any multimodal cue but we
investigated them in their natural context, our study also
allows us to assess how these multimodal cues interact.
Prosodic accentuation enhances the facilitatory effect of
meaningful gestures (especially for less predictable words).
This may come about because higher pitch enhances attention

to other co-present cues, or because of “local” binding of the
cues that can arise as accentuation often co-occur with
gestures (Holler & Levinson, 2019). Interestingly, while cooccurrence of meaningful gestures and more informative
mouth movement induces less negative N400, co-occurrence
between beat gestures and informative mouth movements
induces more negative N400. It is possible that the presence
of hand movements draws participants’ visual attention away
from the mouth. While this shift of attention can yield
additional semantic information when the gestures are
meaningful, if the gestures are beat, the processing is more
difficult.
Compared with L1 users, L2 users show smaller effects of
the multimodal cues (in isolation and in combination), in line
with previous studies (Akker & Cutler, 2003; Drijvers &
Özyürek, 2019). Coupling of multimodal cues sometimes
induces even larger N400 (e.g., co-occurrence of mouth and
beat), indicating that multimodal communication in L2 may
be more easily penalised, potentially because L2 users are
less capable of accessing and integrating multimodal
information. This may be associated with their cognitive
resources being more limited due to the computationally
demanding nature of the L2 processing (e.g., Hopp, 2010).
Alternatively, they may be less familiar with the naturally
occurring pattern of cues in a non-native language.
On the other hand, when words are less predictable based
on linguistic information only, L2 users benefit more than L1
users from some multimodal cues (namely meaningful
gesture, especially when prosodically stressed, or informative
mouth movement, especially when co-occurring with
meaningful gestures). In comparison with prosodic
accentuation or beat gestures (both showing smaller effect in
L2 than L1), meaningful gestures and mouth movements
provide semantic or sensory information that is independent
from linguistic input, and thus can be especially helpful for
L2 users when linguistic information is hard and less
predictable. It is possible that L2 users are capable of
regulating their attentional resources in online processing,
and pay more attention to informative multimodal cues to
compensate for their relatively lower linguistic proficiency.
Indeed, L2 users are more likely to look at the hands
(Drijvers, Vaitonytė, et al., 2019) and mouth (Birules et al.,
2020) and benefit more from meaningful gestures than L1
speakers (Dahl & Ludvigsen, 2014; Sueyoshi & Hardison,
2005). Note that previous studies reporting smaller gestural
and mouth enhancement in L2 were mostly measuring single
word recognition (Drijvers, Vaitonytė, et al., 2019; Drijvers
& Özyürek, 2019; Drijvers, van der Plas, et al., 2019), which
may not provide sufficient information for such adjustment
to occur.
Our results provide key constraints to theories of L2
processing. Current theories in L2 comprehension typically
focus on linguistic processing (e.g., Clahsen and Felser,
2006; Hopp, 2010; Kaan, 2014), thus cannot accommodate
our findings of how L2 users actively use multimodal cues in
comprehension. Some domain general theories may better
capture our findings, such as Holler and Levinson’s (2019)
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proposal that multimodal cues are bonded together and
dynamically modulate language processing, or Skipper’s
(2015) proposal, according to which multimodal information
is processed in different but partially overlapping subnetworks that constantly communicate with each other. To
conclude, our study provides the first electrophysiological
investigation of natural L2 processing. We characterise how
multimodal cues jointly modulate L2 comprehension, and
highlight those cues that can be most useful for L2
comprehenders.
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Abstract
Adults and children systematically match certain kinds of
words to certain kinds of shapes according to the sounds of
their phonemes (e.g., ‘kiki’-spiky ‘bouba’-curvy). These
sound-shape mappings rely on multisensory processing of
perceived goodness of fit between vision and audition.
Dyslexic individuals have shown deficits in general
multisensory processing and sound-symbolic matching
suggesting that multisensory processing deficits may be
developmentally implicated in early reading difficulties. A
longitudinal cohort study tracking bilingual children in
Singapore showed that early predictors of English reading at 4
years (e.g., phonological awareness, vocabulary size and letter
knowledge) did not correlate with a novel child-friendly task
eliciting the bouba-kiki effect at 6 years. However, since the
children had not yet started formal reading instruction, it is
difficult to interpret the lack of relationship. In the current
study, we followed the same cohort of children into early
reading years and tested their English word and pseudoword
reading abilities at 8.5 years. In our preregistered analysis, no
significant relationship was observed between earlier
multisensory sound-shape matching reading outcomes but
known predictors of reading showed strong relationships in this
cohort of bilingual children.
Keywords: reading; bouba-kiki; early predictors of reading;
developmental trajectory; dyslexia; multisensory processing

Introduction
Learning to read represents the acquisition of stable links
between stimulus types processed in vision and audition;
fluent readers integrate visual symbols (graphemes) with
abstract categories of speech sounds (phonemes) effortlessly
when they engage with text. The intersensory linkages are
therefore a kind of cross-modal association. Research
suggests that individuals with difficulty in reading also show
difficulties in making multisensory mappings between
graphemes and phonemes (Blau et al., 2010; Froyen et al.,
2011), and adults diagnosed with developmental dyslexia
even show impaired multisensory mapping in nonlinguistic
domains including white noise and Gabor patches (Harrar et
al., 2014). These findings suggest that impairments in
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multisensory processing/mapping may be related to
impairments in reading.
In an audio-visual matching task, popularly known as the
‘bouba-kiki’ task, participants are asked to match auditory
speech tokens with either rounded or spiky shapes (Köhler,
1929; Ramachandran & Hubbard, 2001). Adults and 2-yearolds systematically match certain speech sounds to certain
kinds of shapes (e.g., ‘bouba’-curvy‘, kiki’-spiky) (Maurer et
al., 2006). This preferential matching task has been replicated
across various populations. One recent meta-analysis showed
that around 89% of normal adults make ‘congruent’ matches
when the nonsense words contain canonically ‘round’ or
canonically ‘spiky’ phonemes (/b, m, l, o, u/ and /k, t, i, e/,
respectively), but this task fails when the tested speech tokens
do not comply with phonotactic rules of the participants’
language (Styles & Gawne, 2017).
What about individuals who struggle to read? Drijvers,
Zaadnoordijk, & Dingemanse (2015) tested Dutch dyslexic
adults with the bouba-kiki paradigm and found that they
made fewer congruent sound-shape matches compared to
normal adults, and suggested that their matching task may be
a marker of a broader pattern of multisensory deficits that
impair normal reading. Since systematic preferences for
sound-shape matches occur in pre-reading children (Maurer
et al., 2006), tests of multisensory matching may be perfect
for detecting children at risk of reading difficulties, using a
task that does not rely on higher-order metalinguistic
knowledge (e.g., letter knowledge, phonological awareness).
Recently, 377 bilingual English-speaking children
(average age: 5 years 10 months) in Singapore completed a
novel, child-friendly task eliciting this bouba-kiki effect, the
Alien Zoo task (Woon & Styles, 2017). The children were
presented with sixteen trials of yoked auditory-visual stimuli
and were asked to choose “which Alien (visual token) do you
think has this name (recorded auditory token e.g, ‘pikeki’)?”.
The children systematically made congruent matches albeit
at a lower rate than the adults in the control group. In a
preregistered analysis, their results in the Alien Zoo task were
examined with their predictors of English reading at 4 years

to the COVID-19 lockdown measures in Singapore and was
concluded in August 2020. Preliminary results for the 6-year
wave were reported previously. 118 children from the
GUSTO cohort completed all tasks at ages 2-8.5y and are
included in the preregistered analysis reported here.

Participants
The children were recruited from Singapore’s largest
longitudinal cohort study, Growing Up in Singapore Toward
healthy Outcomes (GUSTO)(Soh et al., 2014). They are
bilingual in English and one of the following languages:
Mandarin Chinese, Malay, or Tamil. The GUSTO study was
approved by the National Healthcare Group Domain Specific
Review Board (NHG DSRB) and the Sing Health Centralized
Institutional Review Board (CIRB). Written consent was
obtained from mothers at the time of the test. Following the
GUSTO cohort study design, the children were measured on
a variety of cognitive and developmental tests including
known predictors of reading ability. At 2 years of age,
children were administered a vocabulary inventory, a
Singapore
adaptation
of
the
Macarthur-Bates
Communicative Developmental Inventory (CDI) (Tan,
2009); at 4 years of age the Comprehensive Test of
Phonological Processing (CTOPP-2) (Wagner et al., 2013);
the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (PPVT-4) (Dunn &
Dunn, 2007), and the Lollipop Test (Chew, 1981).
In our previous study, at 6 years of age, 377 children from
the cohort completed a sound-shape matching task, Alien
Zoo, designed to elicit their preference for congruent soundshape matches (Woon et al., 2018). Given the relationship
between multisensory processing and reading, we predicted
that children who achieved low scores on the multisensory
matching task would go on to have difficulties learning to
read. At 8.5 years, 285 of the GUSTO children (Range: 8.5y
– 9.9y, Ave = 8.8 years old, SD = 0.11) completed the
TOWRE-2 reading task, which comprised of a Word-reading
and a Non-word reading task (Torgesen et al., 2012). Data
collection for the 8.5-year-old age group was interrupted due
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Methods
We conducted a preregistered test of the relationships among
linguistic sound-symbolic matching, early predictors of
reading, and later reading outcomes in a large cohort of 8.5year-olds in Singapore. The children are enrolled in a
longitudinal birth cohort and have been tracked since birth.
We compared the children’s previously recorded scores on
known predictors of reading at age 2 and 4, with their
tendency for sound-symbolic matching at 6 years in the Alien
Zoo task, and their reading outcomes at 8.5 years.

Known Reading
Predictors

PPVT (receptive)

GUSTO
Recruitment

CDI Score

(i.e., phonological awareness, vocabulary size and letter
knowledge). Strong inter-correlations were found amongst
the predictors of reading. However, no significant
relationship was found between predictors of reading at 4
years and sound-symbolism at 6 years (Woon et al., 2018).
Hence, although sound-symbolic matching was not related to
known predictors of dyslexia in this group of pre-schoolers,
it may be the case that differences only emerge after the onset
of formal reading instruction. We planned to follow up the
same group of children with a reading assessment conducted
after the first grade of primary school (P1) to see if those
children who made fewer congruent sound-symbolic choices
would go on to show weaker reading skills.

8.5-y
Current
Report

Figure 1. Timeline of study elements

Stimuli & Procedure
As part of the cohort study, the children are invited for a day
of activities and tests as they turn 8.5 years. The TOWRE-2
reading and non-word reading tasks are administered as the
last task of the day for the children. The TOWRE-2 test of
reading requires children to read aloud from a list of words
and non-words as quickly as possible within a time limit.
There are 4 sets of test stimuli (A, B, C, D), each containing
one ‘Word’ list and one ‘Non-word’ list. According to the
TOWRE-2 manual, all four sets are equivalent in difficulty
(Torgesen et al., 2012). There are separate word and nonword lists, and children always complete the ‘Word’ task
before the ‘Non-word’ task. Before the start of each task, the
researchers conducted a practice task. For each task, the
children are given 45 seconds and were asked to read as many
words as possible. Each list starts with relatively easy words
(e.g., ‘is’) and gradually increases in difficultly (e.g.,
‘limousine’). Children are allowed to skip words.
The words and non-words increase in the number of
syllables, complexity, syllable length. The non-words are
designed to reflect grapheme-phoneme correspondences in
English. Participants were sequentially assigned one set of
the test lists, starting with Participant 1 receiving set A,
Participant 2 receiving set B and so on. During testing,
research assistants awarded one mark for each accurately
read word. For this analysis, we followed standard TOWRE2 scoring guidelines.
Our previous experience has shown that research assistants
are sometimes uncertain of whether to mark a word as correct
or incorrect for the local variety of English. To facilitate
future offline scoring, children’s verbal responses were
recorded on a Zoom H4n Pro recorder. They wore a Rode Lav
headset with a SmartLav+ lapel microphone to ensure clear
near-field recordings. To encourage children to wear the
headset and make the task more engaging, we created a novel

storyline for the task, a ‘wrapper’ for the TOWRE-2 task
called Spy School. Children were told that they had been
recruited into a Spy School and their first task was to read
“code words” as quickly as possible to help their fellow spies
escape from a maze. Each “code word” they read aloud
opened a door for their fellow spies. At the end of the task,
the participants were rewarded with an “I survived Spy
School” sticker. This Spy School wrapper for the TOWRE-2
reading tasks is archived publicly (Woon & Styles, 2021).

Figure 2: Sticker given to participants who completed our
Spy School wrapper for TOWRE-2 reading tasks.

Predictions
In our previous report, the children were above chance when
choosing congruent sound-shape matches in the 16-trial
Alien Zoo task, demonstrating some tendency to respond
with congruent choices, albeit less strongly than adults
(Woon et al., 2018). In addition, the range of the children’s
scores was wide and normally distributed, providing a good
range for analysis of individual differences.
If weak multisensory preferences are related to weak
reading abilities as seen in Dutch dyslexic adults (Drijvers et
al., 2015), we predicted a positive relationship between the
number of congruent sound-symbolic choices an individual
made in the Alien Zoo task at age 6 and their scores in reading
tasks in TOWRE-2 at age 8.5. We also expected reading
scores to be higher for Words than for Non-Words, and as
dyslexic children struggle more with decoding unfamiliar
non-words than reading familiar real words (Elbro et al.,
1994; Rack et al., 1992), we predicted that the relationship
between multisensory sound-symbolic matching and reading
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scores might be stronger in the non-word reading task. We
also predicted a positive relationship between the earlier
predictors of reading (ages 2 years to 4 years) and early
reading outcomes in the Spy School TOWRE-2 reading tasks
(Preregistration: Woon, Yap, & Styles, 2021).

Data-handling and Analysis Plan
In our previous analysis of the data collected at age 2y and
age 4y, strong correlations were found between all four
measures which are known in the literature to predict reading.
To prevent multicollinearity in a generalized linear modelling
approach, we followed a preregistered analysis pathway and
performed dimensional reduction using Principal
Components Analysis to extract factors with shared sources
of variance among the four measures. Significant factors
arising from this analysis were then used as predictors in our
linear mixed model analysis. In our Primary analysis, we
planned to test a positive relationship between Spy School
TOWRE-2 reading scores at age 8.5 years and Alien Zoo
sound-symbolic matching score at 6 years using a general
linear mixed effects model in R (R Core Team, 2020). The
fixed effects include the number of congruent matches in the
Alien Zoo task, Spy School TOWRE-2 task type (Word or
Non-word), and factor(s) arising from the PCA analysis of
predictors of reading. The random factors are participants and
the precise age at which when the Spy School TOWRE-2
tasks were completed. Particularly, we are interested in the
interaction between the Alien Zoo score and the Non-word
TOWRE-2 task. Our secondary analysis involves examining
the correlations between the Spy School TOWRE-2 scores
and the significant predictor(s) identified by the analysis.
Given the longitudinal nature of the data used in analyses
and variable completion rates for different test waves, all
children for whom the complete set of measures were
available are included in the modelling analysis reported
here.

Results
118 children completed all seven tasks over four testing
waves, and are included in the current analysis, with no
exclusions. Figure 2 shows the scores for the Alien Zoo task
and the two tasks of the TOWRE-2 test of reading. Alien Zoo
scores ranged between 5 and 16 (M = 9.6, SD = 2.45), and
their scores on the Word reading lists were higher than their
scores on the Non-Word reading lists (Words: M = 62.6,
SD = 10.1; Non-Words: M = 35.2, SD = 11.9; t(117) = 19.13,
p = 2.2e-16).

Figure 3: Alien Zoo multisensory congruent matches at 6y and Spy School TOWRE-2 reading tasks raw scores at 8.5y.

Relationships among Reading Predictors

Reading Outcomes & Sound Symbolism

The exploratory Principal Component Analysis identified
four factors, with the first component accounting for 58% of
the variance, with an Eigenvalue of 2.19. The first component
has positive associations with English vocabulary sizes at 2y
(.39) and 4y (.58), phonological awareness at 4y (.55), and
letter knowledge at 4y (.45), so we characterise this Factor as
‘General pre-reading skills’ in English.

To test whether sound symbolic matching on the Alien Zoo
task at age 6 was a predictor of reading skills in early readers
at age 8 we conducted a preregistered GLM of reading scores
with Task type, Alien Zoo score and the PCA derived General
prereading skills score as fixed factors, along with the
interaction between task type and alien zoo, and participant
and age as random factors. Contrary to the primary
hypothesis, we did not find a significant relationship
(t(168.9) = .98, p = .33) between the number of congruent
sound-symbolic matches in the Alien Zoo task and reading
outcomes from the Spy School TOWRE-2 reading tasks, nor
did the relationship between these scores differ for the two
kinds of task (t(116) = -.86, p = .39).
In line with the existing literature on predictors of early
reading, a strong significant relationship between the general
prereading skills component identified by PCA and later
reading outcomes was found (t(115) = 4.66, p < .001). The
model which included the General prereading skills
component was shown to have a better fit compared to the
model without (χ2 (1) = 20.62, p < .001). As the component
of General prereading skills was identified as a significant
predictor, planned correlations were run. General prereading
skills were strongly correlated with Word reading (R = .47,
p < .0001) and Non-word reading (R = .28, p < .0001).

Figure 4: Scree plot of the components identified by the
PCA on early predictors of reading.
The second factor does not equivocally account for a
substantial proportion of extra variance in this small model,
as assessed by Scree plot (Figure 1), and limited explanatory
value (Eigenvalue: .91; variance: 22.8%, inconsistent factor
loadings). In line with our preregistered analysis plan, we
included Component 1 as a predictor of reading scores in
subsequent models. Supplementary analysis (omitted for
space constraints) reveals Factor 2 does not significantly add
to the GLM of reading scores.
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Table 2: Results of fixed effects from GLM predicting
Spy School TOWRE-2 reading task.

Intercept

58.91

Std
Error
3.90

Alien Zoo

0.38

0.39

0.98

0.33

Task Type

-24.55

3.49

-7.04

<.001

Prereading

2.70

0.58

4.67

<.001

-0.30

0.35

-0.86

0.391

Fixed effects

Alien Zoo* Task
Type

Estimate

t

p

15.08

<.001

Figure 5: Correlations between Word/Non-Word reading
at 8.5y and early general prereading skills derived from tests
at ages 2-4y.

Discussion
We wanted to know if the number of congruent soundsymbolic choices made by children at 6 years of age predicted
their English reading outcomes at 8.5 years of age. There is
evidence that sound-symbolism precedes reading (Maurer et
al., 2006) and research has suggested that sound-symbolism
may provide a bootstrap for vocabulary learning in infancy
(Imai et al., 2015). By following the design of a longitudinal
cohort study, we were able to examine, for the first time, the
developmental trajectory of early pre-reading skills, soundsymbolism during pre-schooling years, and reading outcomes
after the onset of formal instruction in a large cohort of
children. In a previous study, Dutch dyslexic adults made
fewer congruent sound-symbolic choices (60%) compared to
normal readers (73%) (Drijvers et al., 2015) leaving open the
question of whether deficits in multisensory processing
precede and/or cause deficits in reading. We posited that
there are three possible developmental relations between
multisensory matching and reading: (i) weaker multisensory
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processing precedes (and possibly causes) later reading
difficulties, (ii) weaker reading precedes (and possibly
causes) later weakness in multisensory processing, (iii)
weaker multisensory processing and weaker reading are
discrete deficits but may arise from a common deficit of
neural representations of language.
In a previous preregistered study, we examined early
relationships between multisensory processing and
prereading skills, using known predictors of reading at 2y and
4y as proxies for reading ability. At this early age, we did not
find significant relationships (Woon et al., 2018), but this
could be because the children had not yet begun formal
reading instruction so differences may not have been
apparent. In the current preregistered study, we were able to
follow up the same children in a clearer examination of the
first developmental relationship (above) using sound-shape
multisensory matching scores in the Alien Zoo task at 6 years
of age and reading scores at 8.5 years of age. As English
reading involves a multisensory link between vision (letters)
and audition (phonemes), if multisensory deficit seen in
dyslexic adults in Drijvers et al.’s study (2015) precedes the
onset of reading instruction, we expected that the children
who made fewer congruent sound-symbolic choices would
also score lower for the reading tasks, in particular, for nonword reading. We were optimistic that the Alien Zoo
adaptation of the bouba-kiki task could provide a valuable
language-independent screening tool, complementary to
existing tools for identifying children at risk of developing
language-related difficulties, if a relationship had been found.
However, our predictions were not borne out for this cohort
of Singaporean children.
Aside from multisensory processing and in line with
existing literature on early reading, bilingual children in the
current study showed a robust predictive relationship
between early pre-reading skills and later reading outcomes,
particularly for real words of English. This finding aligns
with existing literature on the language acquisition trajectory
for monolingual English speaking children (Kuhl, 2011).
The reading tasks were conducted during the year 8.5
testing wave for the children in the GUSTO cohort from
March 2019 to August 2020. Due to the COVID-19
lockdown measures in Singapore from April to June 2020,
testing schedules were affected which resulted in a much
smaller group of the cohort who completed both the Alien
Zoo task at 6y and Spy School TOWRE-2 reading tasks at
8.5y. However, given our analysis, we are not confident that
the Alien Zoo multisensory matching task at 6y will predict
reading outcomes at 8.5y even with all the children in the
cohort included.
In line with standard administration of the TOWRE-2
reading task, the scoring of the children was done online
when the children were reading the words aloud. All the
scorers were speakers of Singapore English and from the
same linguistic community as the children. The TOWRE-2
answer manual provides pronunciation guides for each word
using vowels spoken by US English speakers. Recent
research showed that fluent Singapore English speakers’

perception of English vowels differs from standard UK
English or US English pronunciations; highlighting the
possibility of vowel mergers in Singapore English (e.g., a
merger between long and short vowels /i/) (Leung, 2019).
Given the pronunciation differences in the local variety of
English, scorers were asked to judge the pronunciation of the
children by comparing it to their own Singapore English
pronunciations. Thus, understandably, there may be
individual scoring differences.
In a related project, we collected audio recordings of
several skilled adult Singaporean readers articulating all the
items in the TOWRE-2 test sets (Woon, Yogarrajah, et al.,
2021). We plan to model skilled Singapore English readers’
pronunciations of each word on the TOWRE-2 task to create
a standard scoring guide for researchers using the task in
Singapore and in regions where English speakers have a
vowel repertoire similar to Singapore English. Once the
scoring guide is complete, offline scoring of the children’s
responses reported here will be possible.
Since offline scoring requires clear audio recordings, all
children in the study wore a headset mic while performing
the task. Wearing the headset was embedded in our novel
story framework called ‘Spy School’. With the ‘Spy School’
narrative, the children were happy to wear the headset and
enjoyed the task. No children dropped out of the task before
completion. We believe the ‘Spy School’ wrapper may be a
useful addition to the standard TOWRE-2 administration
especially in contexts where a) children experience
performance anxiety during reading assessments and b)
offline scoring is desirable – for example, where children
speak different regional varieties of English.
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Abstract
Social factors, such as partner familiarity (e.g., talking to a
friend vs. stranger) may affect some conversations but not
others. While researchers do not always control the partner
identity when conducting interactive studies, the current
empirical report of a language production experiment
conducted via Zoom presents effects of partner familiarity
(friends vs. strangers) on the form and content of referring
expressions in the mundane task of describing everyday
objects. First, speakers interacting with a friend were less
disfluent than speakers interacting with a stranger, showing
that more effort is invested in interactions with strangers.
Second, speakers interacting with a friend showed more
sensitivity to prior context. Surprisingly, these effects reveal
that speakers are sensitive to the partner identity even when
describing everyday objects whose labels are shared across all
language users. The current findings suggest that researchers
should consider social factors as part of the experimental
design of interactive tasks.
Keywords: psycholinguistics; social effects; partner identity;
referring expressions; lexical differentiation; priming;
alignment

Introduction
Conversation always occurs in a social context. The social
connection between conversational partners, such as whether
they are friends or strangers, may affect some conversation
topics. This is because interlocutors must reason about what
information is likely – and unlikely – to be shared with the
partner. Because the scope of shared information can vary
widely, this is a complex task: in some cases, we expect all
members of our linguistic community to share our knowledge
(e.g., calling an umbrella “umbrella”), in other cases we
expect only sub-communities to share our knowledge (e.g.,
researchers in the field call this conference “Cog Sci”), and
in still other cases we expect only those with whom we have
joint experience to share our knowledge (e.g., in calling our
local coffee shop “the café”).
When interlocutors know each other, they already have
established shared knowledge and thus, they have a better
representation of what their partner does and does not know.
The established shared knowledge enables interlocutors to
tailor language to the familiar partner. This issue has been
studied with abstract images (e.g., tangrams) where referring
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expressions depend on the ability to model the knowledge of
the partner (e.g., a person sitting down has a bowl of soup in
their hand vs. the soup drinker). For example, when
collaboratively establishing labels for abstract images,
interlocutors interacting with their friends established shorter
labels than interlocutors interacting with a stranger
(Rodrigues et al., in press). In these situations, interlocutors
show lower stress levels when describing abstract images to
familiar partners compared to unfamiliar partners – as
reflected by cortisol concentrations – reflecting lower
cognitive effort when interacting with friends (Rodrigues et
al., in press). Listeners, in turn, identify objects more
accurately when they receive instructions from friends
(Fussell & Krauss, 1989), a behavior which may also be
linked to friends relying on shared experiences more, thereby
making communication more efficient. Finally, speakers are
more efficient in turn-taking while communicating with their
spouse compared to strangers (Bortfeld et al., 2001).
Importantly, such an effect is not expected when the
conversation concerns everyday objects, such as umbrellas,
bottles, or flowers, that vary along standard properties, such
as size, colour, or state. This is because all adult speakers of
a language are expected to share the appropriate
conceptualization and lexical items to the same extent. But
even when the conversation concerns everyday objects, there
are differences in interactions that arise from the social
relationship between partners. For example, speakers show a
greater extent of lexical alignment when interacting with an
in-group member as compared with an out-group member
(Unger, 2010). Interestingly, interacting with friends is not
always advantageous: listeners may be more egocentric,
leading to communicative failure (Savitsky, et al., 2011), a
behavior that may be linked to lower cognitive effort.
Psycholinguistic studies have traditionally examined
interlocutors’ production and comprehension in a laboratory
setting, and the identity of a conversational partner was not a
primary interest nor a critical factor that the researchers
always control. These studies have adopted different types of
social relationships: a pair of naïve strangers (e.g., Yoon,
Benjamin, & Brown-Schmidt, 2016), a pair of naïve friends
(e.g., Brown-Schmidt & Tanenhaus, 2008; Carbary &
Tanenhaus, 2011), or a naïve participant interacting with a
lab confederate (e.g., Yoon & Brown-Schmidt, 2013).
1

However, the effect of partner identity on language use has
generally not been examined directly. Further, online
interactive language studies (e.g., using Zoom) have been
gaining popularity, especially due to the COVID-19
pandemic, despite the fact that we do not have a firm
understanding of how interlocutors may change their
behavior in online social interactions. We note that the
identity of the partner might have a stronger effect in online
social interaction, because these settings afford fewer cues
about the partner (e.g., shared space, gestures, etc.).
The current paper is an empirical report of a language
production experiment conducted via Zoom, which was
originally designed to address a theoretical question about
referring expressions, specifically building on the effect
known as lexical differentiation (van der Wege, 2009; Yoon
& Brown-Schmidt, 2013). To our surprise, pilot data revealed
systematic differences between utterances produced by
speakers who gave instructions to a familiar partner (i.e., a
friend) compared to speakers who interacted with an
unfamiliar partner (i.e., a stranger). This difference is
particularly surprising because the target objects in this study
were not abstract images whose description may require
conceptualization that could benefit from prior shared
experiences, but instead everyday, easy-to-name objects,
such as umbrellas, candles, and chairs. The results provide
insights on the effect of partner identity in interactive
language use during online and face-to-face interactions.

The Present Research
Referring expressions – the labels we use to talk about objects
and other entities – have long been known to be influenced
by a number of different sources, including earlier referring
expressions, or the discourse history. For example, when
referring to the same object again, speakers use the same
words and concepts as the ones used earlier (Clark & WilkesGibbs, 1986; Brennan & Clark, 1996). But discourse history
has an effect even when speakers refer to a previouslyunmentioned object. For example, speakers tend to reuse the
same syntactic structures and concepts that were used earlier,
and even more so if the noun overlaps (Cleland & Pickering,
2003; Carbary & Tanenhaus, 2011; Goudbeek & Kramer,
2012; Heller & Chambers, 2014).
Our focus here is the effect of lexical differentiation (van
der Wege, 2009; Yoon & Brown-Schmidt, 2013). Lexical
differentiation occurs when speakers include information that
distinguishes the current target object from an object that was
mentioned earlier, even though the earlier object is no longer
visible. For example, in a context like Fig. 1. (1a), speakers
normally refer to the object highlighted in red as the
umbrella, and later in the experiment, when they see a
second, different umbrella, they sometimes label it as the
open umbrella (22-24% of the times in Yoon et al., (2016)).
This linguistic behavior is somewhat unexpected, because the
earlier umbrella is no longer shown in the visual local
context, and so including the adjective is not necessary to
uniquely identify the intended object. Thus, this finding
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demonstrates that the earlier-mentioned object is still active
in memory despite no longer being visible.
Our goal in designing the current study was to examine
whether objects that were presented but not mentioned in an
earlier context (e.g., the open umbrella on the entrainment
trial in Fig. 1, 1b) have similar influences on later
descriptions. We created two different manipulations to
address the question of whether an unmentioned object that
appeared in the visual context earlier influences the form of
descriptions that are produced later, when this unmentioned
object is no longer visible in the context. In other words, we
ask whether unmentioned objects are still active in memory
such that they will affect later language production.
We had two trial types. First, in the two-properties trial
type, participants first saw either one item or a pair of items,
either from a critical category (e.g., umbrella) or from a
different category (e.g., bottle) and had to describe a member
of this pair (e.g., closed umbrella or closed bottle) – see the
entrainment trials in Figure 1. On the test trials which
appeared later, participants viewed another exemplar from
the critical category (e.g., a striped open umbrella). In this
situation, speakers have been previously shown to sometimes
include information that distinguished the second referent
from the first, normally by including an adjective in the
expression, as in the open umbrella (van der Wege, 2009;
Yoon & Brown-Schmidt, 2013). Our critical case is Figure
1b, where speakers see two umbrellas on the entrainment
trial, and are therefore expected to produce a modified
expression. If the speaker indeed said the closed umbrella on
the entrainment trial, what will they say on the test trial? One
possibility is that they will reuse the structure and concepts
from the earlier description, and say the open umbrella.
However, note that the earlier context had a different open
umbrella (which was not mentioned): we hypothesize that if
that earlier open umbrella is still active in memory, this
description should not be used for the current umbrella.
Instead, because the umbrella on the test trial contrasts with
the earlier umbrella on another property – stripes – speakers
may choose to say the striped umbrella (of course, we expect
that on the majority of the trials they will simply say the
umbrella). Thus, our primary measure was the type of
modifiers speakers used on test trials: whether the modifier
on the test trial distinguished the current object from the
images in the entrainment trial. If speakers use the
distinguishing modifier (e.g., striped) on the test trial, this
indicates that the unmentioned object is still active in
memory. We note that this type of trial is more open ended,
as speakers have other options in addition to the adjective
striped, mentioning, for example, the two tones.
Our second trial type included items that differed only in
size, such as the small, medium, and large flowers in the
bottom panel of Figure 1. We exploited the fact that the
intermediate object in a set of three is called “medium” (pilot:
94%), but the same object would be called “big(ger)” when
paired with just one object (pilot: 97%). First, if speakers
refer to the large flower on the entrainment trial, probably by
saying the flower, how will they refer to the medium flower
2

1. Twoproperties

ENTRAINMENT TRIAL

TEST TRIAL
umbrella: 68% 65%

umbrella: 42% 47%

Same-noun
Single-history

closed
umbrella: 32% 35%

striped
umbrella: 26% 22%

(b)

umbrella: 0%

umbrella: 44% 41%

(a)

Same-noun
Pair-history

0%

closed
umbrella:100% 100%

striped
umbrella: 30% 31%

(c)

bottle:

81% 80%

umbrella: 64% 64%

Diff-noun
Single-history

closed
bottle:

19% 20%

striped
umbrella: 17% 15%

(d)

bottle:

0% 4%

umbrella: 56% 54%

Diff -noun
Pair -history

closed
bottle:

100% 96%

striped
umbrella: 11% 20%

2. Size
(a)
Pair
critical

(b)
Pair
baseline

(c)
Single
critical

(d)
Single
baseline

ENTRAINMENT TRIAL

TEST TRIAL
flower:
83% 77%
big flower:
2% 3%
bigger flower: 0% 0%
medium flower:0% 0%

flower:
0% 0%
big flower:
29% 23%
bigger flower: 64% 77%
medium flower:10% 0%

garlic:
86% 78%
big garlic:
6% 4%
bigger garlic: 0% 1%
medium garlic: 0% 0%

flower:
0% 1%
big flower:
50% 38%
bigger flower: 49% 60%
medium flower: 1% 0%

flower:
0% 0%
big flower:
65% 61%
bigger flower: 34% 36%
medium flower: 0% 0%

flower:
88% 88%
small flower: 0% 2%
smaller flower: 2% 4%
medium flower:7% 1%

flower:
92% 81%
big flower:
3% 2%
bigger flower: 0% 0%
medium flower: 0% 0%

flower:
86% 84%
small flower: 4% 1%
smaller flower: 6% 8%
medium flower:1% 0%

COLOR CODE Friend = blue Stranger = orange

Figure 1. The example stimuli in the experiment: Two-properties trial type on the top panel and size trial type in the bottom
panel.
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on the test trial? (Fig. 1. (2a)) We reasoned that if the earlier
flower is still active in memory, they may wish to inhibit the
description the big flower, as the referent on the test trial is
actually smaller than the earlier referent. Instead, they might
say the bigger flower which avoids this problem, or the
medium flower which takes the earlier flower into account.
Second, if speakers saw two flowers earlier and referred to
one of them as the big(ger) flower, how will they refer to the
medium flower on the test trial? (Fig. 1. (2c)) Here they may
just say the flower, because there is only one flower in the
visual context, but like with Fig. 1. (2a), they could take the
earlier flowers into account and say the medium flower. More
generally, if speakers are sensitive to the historical discourse
context, including unmentioned objects, they should produce
size adjectives that distinguish the current target object from
the previously mentioned and unmentioned objects. Unlike
the two-properties trial type, here objects contrast only in
size, and so speakers’ options are limited to size information
alone.
In the context of talking to friends or strangers, we
examine, first, whether the social connection to the partner
affects one’s cognitive effort, as measured by the rate of
disfluencies (e.g., thee uh open umbrella), which have been
linked to situations where the speaker is experiencing
cognitive load, and can therefore be used as a measure of
planning difficulty or effort (Bortfeld et al., 2001; Clark &
Fox Tree, 2002; Fraundort & Watson, 2011; Yoon & BrownSchmidt, 2019). Prior findings lead us to expect reduced
effort with friends. Second, we ask whether talking to a friend
or a stranger affects one’s sensitivity to the historical
discourse context, measured through the effect of lexical
differentiation: When partners interact with someone with
whom they share more prior experiences, they may also
exhibit more sensitivity to shared experience in the current
conversation. This may be reflected in producing more
modified expressions that are appropriate with respect to the
historical context, compared to speakers interacting with a
stranger. Thus, we expect to see more lexical differentiations
or other reflections of considering the historical context when
interacting with a friend.

Experiment
Participants
Thirty-two native speakers of North American English
participated in the experiment in return for partial course
credit or cash payment ($10). Participants had normal hearing
and normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Participants were
recruited in two groups: Strangers, with no relation to the
experimenter (N=16, 9 female), and Friends, with a personal
connection to the experimenter (N=16, 10 female).

Materials and Procedure
Participants performed a referential communication task
(Krauss & Weinheimer, 1966) via Zoom. The experimenter
informed the participant that they were assigned to the
speaker role. On their own screen, participants opened a
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PowerPoint file containing their side of the experiment. The
experimenter viewed the listener version of the PowerPoint
on her screen. On their respective computer screens, the
participant and experimenter each viewed a grid containing
three rows and five columns, or fifteen virtual “cards” turned
upside down (Figure 1). On each trial, 4 pictures were
revealed to the participant and experimenter, and the
participant’s task was to describe the object in a highlighted
red box for the experimenter to click (participants were
informed that they would see the same images as the
experimenter; the red box was not shown to the
experimenter). After the experimenter clicked the object on
her screen, the participant clicked to proceed to the next trial
on theirs.
The 3x5 grids were designed such that each of the 15
squares on the grid could contain an image; however, on each
trial only 4 of these images were revealed to the participant
and experimenter. Trials were administered in “blocks” of 8,
such that participants completed 8 trials with a given set of
15 pictures, and then moved onto a new “block” of 15 images
for 8 trials, and so on.
There were two different types of trials that examined
sensitivity to the historical context (see Experimental
Design): Two-properties trials and Size trials. There were a
total of 24 different item sets in each type, each of which
included one entrainment trial, one test trial, and 6
interspersed filler trials (such that each participant saw a total
of 48 entrainment trials, 48 test trials, and 336 filler trials
across the entire study). Within each block, the entrainment
trial always preceded the test trial. In the two-properties
blocks, there were 1 to 3 filler trials between entrainment and
test (mean = 1.67). In the size type blocks, the test trial
immediately followed the entrainment trial. A list design
cycled the items in each of the trial types through the four
conditions, resulting in four presentation lists; each
participant was randomly assigned to one list.

Experimental Design
Two-properties trial type
This trial type involved a 2 (Category) x 2 (Pair) withinsubjects manipulation on the entrainment trials, whereas the
test trials remained constant across the manipulation – see
Figure 1, top panel. Category of the target object that
appeared on the entrainment trial was manipulated: the target
was either from the same category as the test item, or from a
different category. For example, if the test item was a striped
open umbrella, then the target object in the entrainment trial
would also be an umbrella, whereas it would be a bottle in
the different-noun conditions.
The Pair manipulation targeted the number of objects that
appeared on the entrainment trial. In the pair condition, the
entrainment trial had a pair of items from the same category
(e.g. an open and closed umbrella), and the participant had to
describe one of them, which requires the use of a modifier.
The pair of objects in the entrainment trial in both the sameand different-noun conditions contrasted in the same property
(e.g. open vs. closed), so as to elicit the same modifier. In the
4

disfluent compared to speakers interacting with a stranger
(3% vs. 7%, respectively, z=2.83, p=.005).
0.4

Disfluency

single condition, there was no contrasting item to the target
image on the entrainment trial, and therefore a modifier was
not expected to be produced (although it was of course still
possible).
Test trials were the same across all conditions: Participants
described a target object (e.g., an open striped umbrella) that
was unique in the local visual context. In the same-noun
condition, the target was a second or third exemplar from the
same category; in the different-noun condition the target was
the same (e.g. open striped umbrella) but the participants had
not previously seen or described an object from this category.

0.3
0.2

0.15

0.1
0.0

0.05

0.03

0.03

Size

Two−Properties

TrialType

Results
Disfluency
We examine speakers’ cognitive effort on test trials by
computing the rate of disfluencies. An expression was coded
as disfluent if it contained a disfluent filler word (e.g., the um
umbrella).
Speakers who interacted with a friend produced fewer
disfluencies than speakers who interacted with a stranger
(friend: 3% vs. stranger: 10%– see Figure 2). The rate of
disfluency on test trials was analyzed using a mixed-effects
logistic regression model that included Trial Type (twoproperties vs. size) and Group (friend vs. stranger) as fixed
effects. When the maximal model did not converge, random
slopes were removed from the model one at a time until
convergence was achieved. The final model revealed a
significant main effect of Group (z=2.82, p=.005), indicating
that speakers who interacted with a stranger invested more
cognitive effort compared with speakers who interacted with
a friend. This effect is consistent with prior findings, whereby
speakers experience lower cognitive load when interacting
with friends (Rodrigues et al., in press). Nevertheless, it is
surprising to observe a measurable difference in cognitive
load in what is arguably an easy and straightforward task –
describing everyday objects. In addition, there was a
significant Trial Type X Group interaction (z=-2.37, p=.02).
Planned comparisons showed that the Group effect was not
significant in the size trial type (z=1.14, p=.25) where
speakers only had to choose an appropriate size adjective.
This comparison was significant in the two-properties trial
type (z=3.15, p=.002), where there are more options for what
modifier to use – speakers have been shown in other contexts
to be disfluent in the face of options (Schachter et al., 1991;
Schachter et al., 1994).
To investigate the generality of this group difference, we
also calculated the rate of disfluencies across all trials: test
trials (as above), entrainment trials, and all filler trials.
Interestingly, the group effect was again significant:
Speakers interacting with their friend were less likely to be
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Group

Friend

Stranger

Figure 2: Proportion of disfluent referring expressions on test
trials.
Use of modifiers: Two-properties trial type
To test speakers’ sensitivity to the historical context, we
coded all the modifiers used, both on the entrainment trials
and on test trials. As expected, speakers almost always
produced modifiers on entrainment trials when the visual
context contained a pair of objects, but not when there was
just a single object (e.g., Brown-Schmidt & Konopka, 2011).
That is, they almost always produced modifiers in the pairhistory conditions, but not frequently in the single-history
condition – this pattern is summarized in Figure 1, top panel,
left column.
Our primary measure is the proportion of distinguishing
modifiers on test trials which reflects sensitivity to the
historical context. Specifically, we coded whether the
modifier used on the test trial distinguishes the referent from
the unmentioned contrasting object that was present on the
entrainment trial. For example, the open umbrella or the
yellow umbrella do not distinguish the target item on the test
trial from the unmentioned umbrella on the entrainment trial,
whereas the striped umbrella or the umbrella with two colors
does distinguish the two. Figure 3 plots this measure across
the four conditions, for each of the groups – friends and
strangers.

Distinguishing Modifier

Size trial type
This trial type also had four conditions. The test trial
contained either a Pair of objects or a Single object.
Participants always described an object of intermediate size.
The entrainment trial either completed the set of 3 (Critical),
or had one less object (Baseline) – see Figure 1, bottom panel.

0.4
0.3

0.3

0.31
0.26

0.2
0.1

0.2

0.22
0.17

0.15

0.11

0.0
Diff−noun/Pair−history

Diff−noun/Single−history Same−noun/Pair−history Same−noun/Single−history

Condition

Group

Friend

Stranger

Figure 3: Proportion of distinguishing modifiers produced on
test trials.
These data were analyzed using a mixed-effects logistic
regression model that included Category (same- vs. different5

Use of modifiers: Size trial type
We coded the type of modifier on test trials as one of three:
plain (e.g., big/small), comparative (e.g., bigger/smaller),
and medium. The descriptive pattern is summarized in Figure
1, bottom panel. The strongest influence on the size adjective
produced comes from the local context of the test trial: both
groups usually produced bare noun phrases (e.g., the flower)
in the single conditions (over 80%), but avoided such
description in the pair conditions (1% or less).
Of most interest for our purposes here is the modifier
medium: because it is only appropriate in a context with three
objects of different sizes, and our experiment contained no
such context, the use of this modifier acts as a clear reflection
of speakers’ consideration of the historical context: this
situation occurs in the Pair-Critical and in the Single-critical
conditions. For this modifier, there was a striking difference
between speakers who interacted with a friend and who
sometimes produced the medium flower, and those
interacting with a stranger who produced medium very rarely
(9% vs. 1%, respectively; Figure 4). This finding reveals an
unexpected effect, whereby friends consider the historical
context more than strangers when choosing referring
expressions.
The use of the modifier “medium” was analyzed using a
mixed-effects logistic regression model1. The model revealed
that speakers produced medium more often when three
critical objects had been presented than when two of them
had been presented (Pair-Baseline vs. Pair-Critical: z=2.48,
p<.05; Single-Baseline vs. Single-Critical: z=2.18, p<.05):
this is expected from the fact that only the critical conditions
had three objects of the same type. More importantly, the
main effect of Group was significant (z=-1.98, p<.05),
revealing that friends are more likely to reflect the
representations of discourse history in their referential
expressions, compared to strangers.
1
The mixed-effects model including the interaction term did not
converge. We used a model that only included the main effect of
Group and the main effects of Condition (coded with Contrast 1:
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0.3

Modifier 'Medium'

noun, within-subjects), Pair (single- vs. pair- history, withinsubjects), and Group (friend vs. stranger, between-subjects)
as fixed effects. The model revealed a significant main effect
of Category (z=4.70, p<.001), indicating that all speakers
were more likely to produce distinguishing modifiers when
the noun was repeated (i.e., seeing an umbrella after seeing
umbrellas earlier) ; The main effects of Pair (z=-1.18, p=.24)
and Group (z=-0.03, p=.97) were not significant. However,
the Pair X Group interaction was marginal (z=-1.83, p=.07):
In a planned comparison analysis, the effect of Pair was
significant in the Stranger group (z=-2.13, p=.03), but not in
the Friend group (z=0.14, p=.89). This means that speakers
who interacted with their friend were more likely than
speakers who interacted with a stranger to produce
distinguishing modifiers that clearly differentiated the
referent on the test trial from referents that appeared in an
earlier context, regardless of how many similar images they
had seen before.

0.2

0.1

0.1
0.07

0.0

0.01

0

0

Pair−Baseline

Pair−Critical

0.01

0

0.01

Single−Baseline Single−Critical

Condition

Group

Friend
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Figure 4: Proportion of the modifier “medium” produced on
test trials.

General Discussion
While our theoretical motivation for this study was to explore
new effects of the historical context on referring expressions,
our analysis revealed a significant effect of the social
connection to the partner, even when the language concerned
everyday objects whose labels are expected to be shared
widely across the linguistic community. We examined two
aspects of language production: the cognitive effort speaker
invested in referential design as reflected in disfluencies, and
speakers’ sensitivity of the historical context as reflected in
the use of modifiers.
Results showed that speakers who interacted with a friend
were less disfluent than speakers who interacted with a
stranger. In addition, their use of modifiers, across two types
of manipulations, revealed that speakers who interacted with
a friend considered the earlier context to a larger extent. It is
striking that these differences are observed even when
speakers engage in a simple and straightforward task of
describing easy-to-name everyday objects.
The finding whereby speakers invested more cognitive
effort for strangers than for their friend is consistent with
previous physiological findings that have shown higher
cortical concentrations when interacting with strangers
compared to with friends (Rodrigues et al., in press). This
effect of partner familiarity in cognitive effort was more
robust in the two-properties trial type compared to the size
trial type. One explanation is that the effect of partner
familiarity can manifest in various measures depending on
the types of referring expressions. To illustrate, in the twoproperties trial type, the choice of an appropriate modifier
was more open-ended, whereas in the size trial type the
appropriate set of modifiers was much more restricted, as
objects contrasted only in size. When speakers choose one
modifier among many possible options, partner familiarity
modulates cognitive effort (see also Schachter et al., 1991;
Schachter et al., 1994). It is possible that speakers who
interact with a stranger spend more cognitive effort to use an
appropriate modifier in order to ensure that their partner
understands their message. But when the options are limited,
Pair vs. Single, Contrast 2: Pair-Critical vs. Pair-Baseline, Contrast
3: Single-Critical vs. Single-Baseline).
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speakers may choose a different strategy to ensure
communicative success. In the size trial type, speakers who
interacted with a stranger focused on the local context,
potentially suppressing any effects of the historical context
which do not directly contribute to the partner’s ability to
identify the correct referent. Specifically, if there are just one
or two critical items in the local context, the modifier medium
may confuse their partners, even though it is perfectly
suitable for the discourse history.
This account is related to the claim that conversational
partners collaborate to minimize joint effort (Clark & WilkesGibbs, 1986). While speakers and listeners distribute their
effort in conversation, friends (or other familiar interlocutors)
may divide the effort more equally than unfamiliar
interlocutors. In contrast, strangers are willing to take on
more effort in order to minimize the risk of
miscommunication. In other words, friends are more likely to
take the risk of failing communication and shift some work
onto their familiar partner.
In conclusion, despite its post-hoc nature, this empirical
report reveals a small but significant effect of speakers’
sensitivity to the social connection with their partner,
strikingly in a mundane interaction of describing everyday
objects. Partner familiarity modulated speakers’ cognitive
effort and the consideration of discourse history. While being
surprising in this particular task, the results are nevertheless
consistent with previous findings about differences between
speakers who interact with familiar and unfamiliar partners.
More generally, the current findings suggest that researchers
should always consider social factors as part of the
experimental design of interactive tasks.
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Abstract
This study addresses the hypothesis that the aesthetic appeal of
linguistic features may influence their learnability and in turn
their stability in a language. Focusing on prosodic patterns, we
investigated the crucial baseline assumption that linguistic
features like stress affect aesthetic appeal. Listeners’ liking,
beauty and naturalness ratings of isochronous words and words
with initially, medially or finally lengthened or shortened
syllables revealed that, indeed, these patterns differed in their
aesthetic appeal. Interestingly, the aesthetic appeal of prosodic
patterns corresponded to their effectiveness for speech
segmentation in other experiments, indicating a potential
connection between aesthetics and language learning and
opening up avenues for further research on the role of
aesthetics in language acquisition and change.
Keywords: aesthetics; prosody; speech
artificial language learning; syllable duration

segmentation;

Introduction
All human cultures appreciate art and can perceive visual,
verbal, or musical stimuli in terms of their aesthetic appeal
(Nadal & Vartanian, 2019). While research on the explicit
aesthetic appeal of linguistic features (such as Rastall, 2008)
is still comparatively scarce, linguistic stimuli have often
been investigated with regard to their processing fluency,
emotional value, valence or arousal (Paulmann, Bleichner, &
Kotz, 2013; Warriner, Kuperman, & Brysbaert, 2013) –
features that are closely linked to aesthetic appeal (Leder,
Ring, & Dressler, 2013; Reber, Schwarz, & Winkielman,
2004; Shibles, 1995). These connections make the more
explicit investigation of the aesthetic appeal of linguistic
features and its wider implications a worthwhile endeavor.
For example, among the aspects that produce the appeal of
poetry, aesthetic preferences regarding prosodic patterns play
a prominent role (Obermeier et al., 2016). If such preferences
also apply in the perception of spontaneous everyday speech,
they may affect language learning and, indirectly, also
language change. A plausible hypothesis is that aesthetically
appealing linguistic features are memorized more easily
(Kousta, Vinson, & Vigliocco, 2009; Reber et al., 2004), used
more frequently, and therefore transmitted more successfully
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across speaker generations than features with less aesthetic
appeal (cf. Smith & Kirby, 2008). Alternatively, features that
violate aesthetic preferences may acquire an advantage in
learning and transmission, because they may create negative
arousal and thus be more easily noticed and remembered (e.g.
Citron, Weekes, & Ferstl, 2014; Kuperman, Estes, Brysbaert,
& Warriner, 2014). In either case, aesthetic appeal (or lack
thereof) may constrain language learning, use, transmission,
and change (e.g. sound changes or lexical borrowings;
Rastall, 2008).
In this study, we investigate the crucial underlying
assumption that there are in fact differences in people’s
aesthetic judgements of linguistic features, or patterns. To
relate aesthetic judgements to language learning, we designed
our study with respect to a widely investigated problem in
language acquisition research, the speech segmentation
problem (e.g. Saffran, Newport, & Aslin, 1996). This
problem describes the challenge facing language learners to
segment fluent speech into words. Several linguistic cues,
including prosodic patterns in the speech stream, help
learners to solve this problem (e.g. Matzinger, Ritt, & Fitch,
2021; Saffran et al., 1996; Tyler & Cutler, 2009). Therefore,
we investigate listeners’ aesthetic evaluation of different
prosodic patterns, hypothesizing that the aesthetic appeal of
prosodic patterns may affect the ease with which listeners can
extract words from a continuous speech stream. If so, we
could relate the aesthetic appeal of different prosodic patterns
to speech segmentation, and draw more general conclusions
about language learning and change. Crucially, when linking
the aesthetic appeal of prosodic patterns to the role of these
patterns in speech segmentation, we can only identify
correlations, but not causalities.
Note that this study does not link aesthetic appeal and
speech segmentation directly, i.e. within a single experiment,
but rather provides a necessary baseline for such desirable
future endeavors (see discussion) by explicitly testing in a
word-rating experiment if prosodic patterns differ in their
aesthetic appeal at all. When linking our experiment to
speech segmentation, we refer to previous speech
segmentation studies, most notably to one of our own studies

(Matzinger et al., 2021), which was similar to the present
study in terms of stimulus and study design and therefore
lends itself well for comparison.
We focus on the aesthetic perception of rhythmic patterns
in trisyllabic words by native German speaking listeners. On
the one hand, words may be regarded as most aesthetic if their
syllables are isochronous, because isochrony has a
facilitatory effect on auditory processing, and people have a
general propensity for regular patterns (e.g. Poeppel &
Assaneo, 2020; Ravignani & Madison, 2017). On the other
hand, people also perceive irregular patterns as aesthetically
appealing (e.g. Westphal-Fitch & Fitch, 2013). In that case,
words with deviations from isochrony may be judged as more
appealing than purely isochronous stimuli. The aesthetic
perception of words with deviations from isochrony,
especially on word-final syllables, is especially interesting
with regard to the speech segmentation problem. We have
shown in an artificial language learning experiment
(Matzinger et al., 2021) that, when identifying trisyllabic
words in a continuous speech stream, the performance of
German speaking listeners improved when the final syllable
of each word in the stream was lengthened. In contrast, their
performance declined when the final syllable of each word
was shortened. If aesthetic perception plays a role in speech
segmentation, this predicts differences between the aesthetic
appeal of words that have their final syllables lengthened and
shortened, respectively. For example, if speech segmentation
is facilitated by aesthetically appealing prosodic patterns, this
predicts that words with lengthened final syllables should be
rated highly and words with shortened final syllables should
be rated lower in aesthetic appeal.
Besides durational deviations on word-final syllables,
deviations on word-medial syllables are interesting for
exploring the aesthetic appeal of prosodic patterns. Our
previous speech segmentation experiment (Matzinger et al.,
2021) showed that native German speaking participants
preferably segmented words with medially shortened
syllables from a continuous speech stream. If speech
segmentation is facilitated by a high aesthetic appeal,
participants should therefore perceive words with shortened
medial syllables as aesthetically appealing. On the other
hand, durational changes might be the result of languagespecific stress patterns, in which, usually, stressed syllables
are lengthened, and unstressed syllables shortened or reduced
(Ordin, Polyanskaya, Laka, & Nespor, 2017; Tyler & Cutler,
2009). Due to an exposure effect (Sluckin, Hargreaves, &
Colman, 1983; Zajonc, 1968), listeners may find durational
variations that match the typical stress patterns of their native
language more aesthetically appealing than other durational
variations (but there are also alternative theories stating that
moderately frequent or novel, i.e. infrequent items may be
perceived as most aesthetically appealing; Martindale et al.,
1988) Our participants were native speakers of German, and
most German trisyllabic words are stressed on their wordmedial syllable (Domahs, Plag, & Carroll, 2014; Ernestus &
Neijt, 2008). Therefore, if participants prefer durational
patterns that match the typical stress patterns of their native
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language, they should rank words with lengthened medial
syllables as aesthetically appealing.
To complement our investigations on words with wordfinal and word-medial durational modifications, we also
tested the aesthetic appeal of words with word-initial
durational modifications. However, we did not have clear
predictions for the aesthetic appeal of words with initially
modified syllables based on our previous speech
segmentation experiment or prosodic features of German.
To summarize, our study investigated how listeners judged
the aesthetic appeal of trisyllabic words where word-initial,
word-medial or word-final syllables were lengthened or
shortened, compared to an isochronous baseline. We
measured aesthetic appeal by collecting participants’ ratings
of these different prosodic patterns. They ranked each
acoustic stimulus on its ‘liking’, its ‘beauty’ and its
‘naturalness’. Although closely related, these concepts are
different manifestations of aesthetic appeal (Conway &
Rehding, 2013). ‘Liking’ refers to purely sensual pleasure
and is often regarded as an explicit evaluative judgement,
whereas ‘beauty’ requires higher executive functions and
includes more emotional involvement (Armstrong &
Detweiler-Bedell, 2008; Brielmann & Pelli, 2017).
‘Naturalness’ serves as a control category to test if
judgements of likability and beauty might be influenced by
how natural participants find the stimuli.
Ratings of all three measures of aesthetic appeal might be
influenced by the occurrence frequencies of the respective
prosodic patterns in the participants’ native language,
German (Sluckin et al., 1983). However, ‘naturalness’ is
expected to be most strongly influenced by occurrence
frequency, with most frequent prosodic patterns being judged
as most natural. Therefore, naturalness ratings might help to
determine if liking and beauty are influenced by the
occurrence frequency of the respective prosodic patterns.

Methods
Experimental Conditions and Procedure
We tested if participants perceived trisyllabic pseudo-words
that either had isochronous syllables (isochrony condition) or
had one of their syllables lengthened (lengthening condition)
or shortened (shortening condition) as differing in their
aesthetic appeal. We conducted three experiments: in the first
experiment, lengthening and shortening happened on wordinitial syllables, in the second experiment on word-medial
syllables, and in the third experiment on word-final syllables.
Otherwise, the three experiments were identical in their
experimental procedure. Thus, durational condition
(isochrony, lengthening, and shortening) was a withinsubjects variable and modification position (word-initial,
word-medial, and word-final) a between-subjects variable.
For each of 20 pseudo-word stimuli (Tab. 1), each
participant rated its liking, beauty and naturalness. Ratings
were blocked on liking and beauty: liking and beauty were
counterbalanced, and naturalness was always the last block,
i.e., participants first rated all stimuli on liking before rating

the same stimuli on beauty (or vice versa), and finally gave
naturalness ratings. All participants completed naturalness
ratings last because naturalness ratings might be heavily
biased by the stage of occurrence in the experiment (e.g. early
in the experiment, artificial pseudo-words might be regarded
as more unnatural than later in the experiment when
participants have already been exposed to many similar
pseudo-words) and because the naturalness ratings served as
a control category to test if participants’ judgements of liking
and beauty were influenced by their naturalness. Participants
ranked each stimulus on a scale from 1 to 7, with 1 being the
least and 7 being the most likable, beautiful, or natural.
In total, in each experiment each participant ranked each
word nine times, namely in three durational conditions
(isochrony, lengthening and shortening) and for three
manifestations of aesthetic appeal (liking, beauty and
naturalness). Modification positions (either word-initial,
word-medial, or word-final position) varied across
experiments, meaning that each participant only heard words
modified in one position.
Table 1: Artificial words used in the study. Hyphens
indicate syllable boundaries.
ba-pe-di

fa-ro-vu

ke-ta-fi

me-ko-ru

ri-fe-tu

bo-re-fu

fo-pu-ve

ku-te-so

mu-lo-se

si-go-va

da-ni-mo

ga-su-de

le-vi-po

ne-bu-pa

ti-nu-ge

do-mi-ka

gu-sa-ki

lu-bi-na

pi-ma-to

vo-la-gi

avoid priming between artificial words and possible effects
of different intrinsic aesthetic values of different consonantvowel combinations, each consonant-vowel combination, i.e.
each syllable, only occurred once in our set of words.
Creation of the Sound Signals To create the actual sound
signals for the experiments, each syllable was recorded
individually by a female native speaker of German. The
acoustic parameters of the syllables were normalized in Praat
(version 6.0.36; Boersma & Weenik, 2017) so that each
syllable had a duration of 400 ms and a fundamental
frequency (f0) of 210 Hz. In addition, syllable amplitude was
normalized by scaling the amplitude of each syllable so that
its absolute peak amplitude was 0.99. To create the stimuli
for the lengthening and shortening conditions, the respective
syllables were modified in Praat so that their duration was
150% or 50% of their original duration, making the shortened
syllables 200 ms long and the lengthened syllables 600 ms
long. Finally, the normalized and modified syllables were
concatenated to form artificial words (Tab. 1) using custom
code in Python 3.6.3.

Results
Descriptive Statistics: Mean Liking, Beauty and
Naturalness Ratings

Participants and Setting
In total, 180 monolingual native German speaking
participants with English as a second language took part in
all 3 experiments: 60 people each participated in the wordinitial modification experiment (43 female, mean age: 20.6 ±
SD 1.98; 2 participants were excluded because of technical
issues during data collection), the word-medial modification
experiment (43 female, mean age: 20.5 ± SD 1.67) and the
word-final modification experiment (39 female, mean age:
21.4 ± SD 3.23). Testing lasted about 30 minutes per
participant and participants were rewarded with study credits
for their participation.
Participants were tested in a laboratory setting that was
free of background noise. Testing was administered via
desktop computers and the experimental interface that was
used to present the stimuli and collect ratings was created in
OpenSesame (version 3.1.9; Mathôt, Schreij, & Theeuwes,
2012). Participants gave their ratings by pressing keys on a
computer keyboard with their preferred hand. Stimuli were
presented binaurally over Sennheiser HD 300 PRO
headphones and had the same amplitude for all participants.

Stimuli
Creation of the Artificial Words The artificial language
used in these experiments consisted of 20 words (Tab. 1),
which all consisted of three consonant-vowel syllables. To
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The mean liking, beauty and naturalness ratings with their
confidence intervals (Fig. 1) show that, overall, there were
differences (indicated by non-overlapping confidence
intervals) in aesthetic appeal between different durational
modifications at different positions within trisyllabic words.
In general, words with shortened syllables were rated as less
aesthetically appealing than words with isochronous or
lengthened syllables, and this effect manifested most
prominently when shortening happened word-finally (for
more details see the model results below). However, overall,
differences were small, with mean ratings ranging from 2.83
(SD = 1.50; mean liking of word-finally shortened words) to
3.83 (SD = 1.76; mean naturalness of isochronous syllables
in the experiment on word-initial modifications) on a sevenpoint rating scale (Fig. 1).
In general, the mean ratings of liking and beauty were
similar, whereas naturalness ratings were slightly higher (see
non-overlapping confidence intervals in Fig. 1 and results of
the Cumulative Link Mixed Models below), indicating that
participants’ sense for naturalness was more liberal than their
sense for liking and beauty.
To investigate possible correlations between the ratings on
liking, beauty and naturalness, we calculated Spearman’s
rank correlation coefficients (Spearman, 1910), using the
cor.test function in R (version 3.6.0; R Development Core
Team, 2018). This revealed that there was a moderate
positive correlation (Cohen, 1992) between liking and beauty
ratings (rs(10,678) = 0.50, p < 0.001), liking and naturalness
ratings (rs(10,678) = 0.46, p < 0.001) and beauty and
naturalness ratings (rs(10,678) = 0.46, p < 0.001).

a.

Cumulative Link Mixed Model
Analysis To test if the aesthetic perception of the artificial
pseudo-words was influenced by durational condition and
modification position, i.e. whether different durational
modifications led to different ratings when they occurred in
different positions, and whether this differed for liking,
beauty and naturalness, we applied a Cumulative Link Mixed
Model (Christensen, 2018, 2019a; Christensen & Brockhoff,
2013), using Laplace approximation (Joe, 2008; Pinheiro &
Bates, 1995). One advantage of CLMMs over standard linear
mixed models is that they reflect the ordinal nature of the
rating scale data (Christensen & Brockhoff, 2013).
In this model, durational condition and modification
position, as well as their interaction were included as fixed
effects. The type of aesthetic appeal (i.e. liking, beauty and
naturalness) was included as an additional fixed effect. We
also entered random intercepts of participant and word into
the model. To avoid inflated type I error rates, each model
included a random slope (Barr, Levy, Scheepers, & Tily,
2013) of durational condition within participant. The sample
size for the model was 32,040 data points (178 individuals
tested for 3 types of aesthetic appeal on 3 durational
conditions with 20 words each). We used the durational
condition of isochrony, the word-medial modification
position and the aesthetic appeal of naturalness as reference
levels in the model.
The model was fitted in R (version 3.6.0; R Development
Core Team, 2018), using the function clmm of the R-package
ordinal (version 2019.12.10; Christensen, 2019b).
We used a likelihood ratio test to test the overall
significance of the full model as compared to a null model
comprising only the random effects (R function anova;
Dobson, 2002). P-values for the effects of individual
predictors are based on likelihood ratio tests that compare the
full model with a reduced model lacking the fixed effects one
at a time (R function drop1; Barr et al., 2013).

Mean liking ratings

4.0

3.5

3.0

2.5
Initial

Medial

Final

Position

b.

Mean beauty ratings

4.0

3.5

3.0

2.5
Initial

c.

Medial

Final

Position

Mean naturalness ratings

4.0

3.5

3.0

2.5
Initial

Medial

Final

Position
Lengthening

Isochrony

Shortening

Figure 1. Mean a) liking, b) beauty, and c) naturalness ratings
of words with isochronous, lengthened or shortened syllables
in word-initial, word-medial and word-final position.
Participants rated the stimuli’s liking, beauty and naturalness
on a scale from 1 (least likable, beautiful and natural) to 7
(most likable, beautiful and natural). Error bars denote 95%
confidence intervals.
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Results Overall, the full model (Tab. 2) was significantly
different from the null model, indicating an effect of
durational condition, its potential interaction with
modification position or of the type of aesthetic appeal on
how participants rated the stimuli (likelihood ratio test: χ2 =
212.0, df = 10, p < 0.001). More specifically, we found that
the durational condition influenced the ratings of stimuli
(likelihood ratio test: χ2 = 72.2, df = 2, p < 0.001): in general,
lengthening and shortening of syllables within a word had a
negative effect on the ratings compared to isochrony (Tab. 2).
Additionally, the interaction between durational condition
and modification position had a significant effect on the
ratings of stimuli (likelihood ratio test: χ2 = 16.0, df = 4, p =
0.003). This indicates that the ratings of durational variations
were influenced by the syllable position at which the
durational variations occurred. Especially, word-finally
lengthened syllables had a positive effect on the ratings
(despite the overall negative effect of lengthening), whereas
word-finally shortened syllables had an additional negative
effect on the ratings (Tab. 2, Fig. 1). Also, there was a

significant effect of the type of aesthetic appeal on the ratings
(likelihood ratio test: χ2 = 112.0, df = 2, p < 0.001):
participants provided lower ratings for liking and beauty as
compared to naturalness (Tab. 2). Overall, there was no effect
of modification position on the ratings (likelihood ratio test:
χ2 = 5.1, df = 2, p = 0.077), but participants tested on initial
modifications provided slightly higher rankings than
participants tested on medial modifications (Tab. 2).
Table 2. Results of the Cumulative Link Mixed Model
exploring the effects of duration, position, their interaction
and type of aesthetic appeal on the ratings of participants. The
table reports estimated model coefficients (Est.), standard
errors (SE), z-values (z) and p-values (p) of the fixed effects.
Coefficients
appealLiking
appealBeauty
durationLonger
durationShorter
positionInitial
positionFinal
durationLonger:
positionInitial
durationShorter:
positionInitial
durationLonger:
positionFinal
durationShorter:
positionFinal

Est.
-0.26
-0.19
-0.11
-0.38
0.48
0.25

SE
0.03
0.03
0.05
0.10
0.22
0.22

z
-10.28
-7.56
-2.23
-3.68
2.18
1.13

p
< 0.001
< 0.001
0.026
< 0.001
0.029
0.257

0.03

0.07

0.41

0.684

-0.07

0.15

-0.44

0.659

0.20

0.07

2.92

0.004

-0.44

0.15

-3.04

0.002

Discussion
To summarize, in general, words with one syllable shortened
had a lower aesthetic appeal than isochronous words. In
contrast, words with one of their syllables lengthened had a
lower aesthetic appeal than isochronous words only when
lengthening occurred word-initially or word-medially, but
not when it occurred word-finally (see results of the CLMM).
Overall, this finding suggests that humans may have a more
general preference for regular and isochronous patterns in
words (e.g. Ravignani & Madison, 2017).
One explanation for why participants rated words with
shortened syllables as less appealing could be that shortened
syllables indicate a fast speech rate. Fast speech is often
associated with low-prestige and casual situations, or with
nervousness (Demenko & Jastrzȩbska, 2012), and listerns
may have disliked stimuli with shortened syllables for that
reason. This would point towards a socially learned
connection between prosodic patterns and aesthetic appeal.
The low aesthetic appeal of words with shortened syllables
manifested most prominently when shortening happened on
word-final syllables (non-overlapping confidence intervals in
Fig. 1). This is in line with our previous speech segmentation
experiment (Matzinger et al., 2021), in which final syllable
shortening hindered the segmentation of words from a
continuous speech stream. Together, these findings indicate
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that a low aesthetic appeal of prosodic patterns may correlate
with a disadvantage of these patterns for speech
segmentation, and potentially for language learning in a
wider sense. The causalities behind these correlations are
however unclear: the correlations may indicate either that
listeners do not use aesthetically unpleasant prosodic patterns
for speech segmentation, or that patterns that are not used for
speech segmentation for any reason, are not perceived as
aesthetically appealing. Most probably, both directions of
this relationship interact, or additional underlying factors
such as acoustic salience, speech rate, context, occurrence
frequencies, neural oscillations, ease of processing or
memory influence them both (Forster, Leder, & Ansorge,
2013; Morrill et al., 2015; Obermeier et al., 2016; Palmer &
Mattys, 2016; Poeppel & Assaneo, 2020; Reber et al., 2004).
Words with finally lengthened syllables, which boosted
speech segmentation in our previous study (Matzinger et al.,
2021), did not differ in their aesthetic appeal from
isochronous words (overlapping confidence intervals in Fig.
1). This indicates that the positive effect of word-final
lengthening for speech segmentation may not be related to its
aesthetic appeal, but rather to other underlying factors (as
discussed in the previous paragraph). The differences in
aesthetic appeal of words with finally lengthened and finally
shortened syllables suggest that prosodic patterns that are
aesthetically appealing do not support speech segmentation,
but patterns that are unappealing can hinder it.
In our previous speech segmentation experiment
(Matzinger et al., 2021), shortened syllables were preferably
segmented as occurring word-medially. This led to the
prediction for this study that, if aesthetic appeal facilitates
speech segmentation, shortened medial syllables should be
ranked as most aesthetically appealing. This prediction,
however, was not borne out because – like in word-initial and
word-final position – also in word-medial position, shortened
syllables were perceived as less likable and beautiful than
lengthened and isochronous syllables (non-overlapping
confidence intervals in Fig. 1). Still, the negative effect of
medial shortening on likability and beauty was smaller than
the negative effect for initial and final shortening, and there
was no negative effect of medial shortening on naturalness
(Fig. 1). This may reflect that initial and final syllables are
particularly important for speech processing and
segmentation, while word-medial syllables are less relevant
(Tyler & Cutler, 2009; Wedel, Ussishkin, & King, 2019).
Although in this case, evidence is undoubtedly weak, indirect
and not as straight-forward as we had predicted, it seems
plausible that this finding reflects a link between aesthetic
appeal and speech segmentation performance.
Interestingly, we did not find naturalness ratings of
prosodic patterns to be influenced by the occurrence
frequencies of stress patterns in the participants’ native
language. Since most German trisyllables are stressed on the
word-medial syllable, and stress usually correlates with
lengthening (Ordin et al., 2017), we would have expected
words with lengthened word-medial syllables to be most
natural, and words with shortened word-medial syllables

least natural. Instead, we found that the naturalness of
medially lengthened and medially shortened words was
comparable. Interestingly, there was a large difference in
naturalness ratings of words with finally lengthened and
finally shortened syllables: finally lengthened words were
rated as much more natural. This finding may be explained
by the occurrence frequencies of prosodic patterns in natural
languages. Cross-linguistically, final syllables are lengthened
for multiple reasons, for example to indicate boundaries
(Fletcher, 2010). This boundary-related lengthening mostly
happens phrase-finally, and not word-finally, but since in our
design, each word essentially equaled a phrase, participants
may have transferred the high naturalness of phrase-final
lengthening to our stimuli.
Methodologically, we decided against including other
prosodic cues such as variations in f0 or intensity in our
stimuli to be able to clearly attribute the differences in
aesthetic appeal to the durational modifications.
Undoubtedly, leaving out all other prosodic cues comes at the
cost of the stimuli being slightly unnatural from the outset.
For example, in natural languages, stress has multiple
correlates, and participants in our experiments may not have
interpreted syllables that only had a longer duration, but not
a higher intensity or a higher f0 as being stressed (cf. Gordon
& Roettger, 2017). Also, in natural languages, pitch and
intensity typically decrease phrase-finally, which we did not
model into our stimuli (Vaissière, 1983). Future experiments
evaluating the aesthetic appeal of prosodic patterns could
combine different voice modulatory cues in their stimuli,
which would resemble natural speech more closely and
provide a more nuanced picture. Also, to make the task more
natural from the outset, target words could be embedded in a
bigger context (e.g. in an utterance) in future experiments.
Liking, beauty and naturalness ratings were positively
correlated, indicating that participants perceive these three
concepts to be highly related. This suggests that in future
studies, it might be sufficient to use a single measure of
aesthetic appeal, and that data across different dimensions of
aesthetic appeal may be combined.
The fact that naturalness ratings were slightly higher than
liking and beauty ratings suggests that naturalness ratings
were provided less conservatively than liking and beauty
ratings. Participants possibly did not find our stimuli
particularly appealing in general (e.g. for reasons discussed
in the previous paragraph). This dislike may be less reflected
in the naturalness ratings because naturalness may be
influenced less by explicit aesthetic judgements than liking
and beauty. An alternative explanation for this finding could
be that in our study design, naturalness ratings were always
provided last, and participants may have provided higher
ratings after a longer exposure to the stimuli (Sluckin 1983).

Conclusion
To conclude, we showed that different prosodic patterns
differed in their likability, beauty and naturalness. This
finding is an important baseline for further investigating the
potential relationship between aesthetic appeal, prosodic
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patterns and cognitive factors such as learnability, ease of
processing or memory. In connection with the effectiveness
of different prosodic cues for speech segmentation, our
findings on aesthetic appeal make it plausible that such a
relationship exists. Since our study provides a crucial
prerequisite for the study of aesthetic perception as a potential
bias in language learning and language change, it opens up
avenues for future research. A deeper insight into the role of
aesthetic perception of linguistic features as a potential bias
in language learning and language change could for example
be gained by studies that test this relationship in a more direct
and explicit way (e.g. iterated learning experiments).
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Abstract
The concept of accessibility has often been evoked to explain
reference resolution. According to the Givenness Hierarchy
theory, a referent’s accessibility in the mental state of a comprehender is encoded in the form of the referent as part of its
lexical semantic representation. However, the current literature has not reached a consensus on what accessibility exactly
means and how to best quantify it. The factors that modulate accessibility show a great extent of overlap with another
independently motivated concept of predictability, raising the
possibility of a “Predictability Hierarchy” that mirrors Givenness Hierarchy. In a self-paced reading study, the current study
examines whether there is such “Predictability Hierarchy” by
manipulating the predictability and the form of a referent presented to the participants. Our results indicate that although
there is no strong evidence for approximating the Givenness
Hierarchy with a “Predictability Hierarchy,” there is some preliminary evidence for a partial correlation between the form
and the predictability of a referent.
Keywords: accessibility; predictability; reference resolution;
Givenness Hierarchy; self-paced reading; psycholinguistics

Introduction
Referring is one of the central functions performed by human language. When referring to an entity, it is often the
case that language users have a variety of different reference
forms they can choose from. Taking the reference to the city
of Chicago as an example: in English, the linguistic forms
one can use range from a simplex pronoun “it,” a proper name
“Chicago,” a noun phrase with the definite article “the city,”
to a demonstrative expression such as “this/that city.” In light
of such diversity that all languages provide to their users, the
central question is how a speaker/listener negotiates the relationship between the form of a referring expression and the
intended referent.

Accessibility and predictability
It is widely recognized that the discourse structure of a referent in the mental state of language users affects the processing
of referring expressions. Many studies of reference resolution evoke a concept of referent accessibility (also referred to
as prominence or salience). More specifically, a commonly
held view is that there is a correlation between the accessibility of a referent and the linguistic form in which the referent
is realized. Fundamentally, referents that are more accessible tend to be realized in more reduced forms. According
to the Givenness Hierarchy (GH) Theory (Gundel, Hedberg,
& Zacharski, 1993; Gundel, Bassene, Gordon, Humnick, &
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Khalfaoui, 2010) and the Accessibility Theory (Ariel, 1991,
2001), reference form should serve as a cue for comprehenders to narrow down the space of possible referents. Both theories arrive at a similar hierarchy that orders different types
of reference forms. Taking Gundel et al. (1993)’s Givenness
Hierarchy as an example, as presented in Table 1, reference
forms are mapped onto six cognitive statuses from in focus to
type identifiable, in descending order of accessibility. Each
reference form encodes a certain level of referent accessibility as part of its lexical semantic representation. For example,
in English, the pronoun encodes the highest level of accessibility in the sense that it is expected to refer to an entity that
is highly accessible in the mental state of interlocutors.
Although the concept of accessibility seems to make intuitive sense, the current literature in psycholinguistics has not
reached a consensus on a clear definition for referent accessibility. Intuitively, this concept is meant to index how easy it
is to access or retrieve a referent in memory (Arnold, 2010).
However, the questions regarding what this ease of information retrieval exactly means and how it can be best quantified
have remained contested. Ariel (2001) claims that accessibility is a comprehensive concept and should not be measured
using a single metric. Similarly, various studies show that accessibility can hardly be measured using a single factor and
should reflect the interaction of multiple constraints instead
(Badecker & Straub, 2002; Järvikivi, Van Gompel, Hyönä,
& Bertram, 2005; Lappin & Leass, 1994). Making the issue
even more complicated, Kaiser and Trueswell (2008) find that
the sensitivity to different accessibility constraints may vary
across reference forms, and they thus propose a form-specific
multiple-constraints approach for accessibility. On the other
hand, as pointed out by Arnold (2010), the lack of definition
on how to exactly measure this concept leads to a practical
problem with respect to logical circularity: the use of a reference form is originally theorized to be determined by referent
accessibility, but the ultimate measurement of accessibility
turns out to be the reference form itself.
Apart from accessibility, another independently motivated
concept that contributes to referent resolution is predictability. It refers to the likelihood anticipated by a comprehender
that a certain referent is to be mentioned next. Similar to
accessibility, predictability is also comprehensive: there are
multiple factors influencing the comprehender’s expectancy
on the “next-mention” referent. For example, Tily and Pi-

Table 1: Givenness Hierarchy of reference forms in English
in focus
{it}

>

activated
{this N}

>

familiar
{that N}

>

uniquely identifiable
{the N}

antadosi (2009) demonstrate that factors such as the reference form, the frequency of mentioning, and the grammatical
role, have significant effects on the prediction of the nextmention referent. Some of these factors overlap with the
ones that are typically considered as affecting referent accessibility. But compared to accessibility, there is a single
formalized measure of referent predictability: the probability estimated by the comprehender that a given referent is to
be mentioned. The formalized notion of predictability connects the specific problem of referent resolution to the general
information-theoretic approaches on parsing and comprehension (Hale, 2016; Levy, 2008). Under such models, prediction, often quantified with the measure of surprisal, plays an
important role in modulating processing difficulty. Given that
predictability is a more trackable concept than accessibility,
it is theoretically important to evaluate how the two concepts
are related and whether predictability can replace, or at least
serve as an approximate of, accessibility. The current study
makes the first attempt to address this question.

Parallels between accessibility and predictability
At an intuitive level, highly predictable information is also
highly accessible, since such information is often preactivated prior to being encountered, thus increasing the accessibility of memory retrieval and reducing processing cost.
Empirically speaking, a number of parallels between predictability and accessibility have been observed.
As mentioned earlier, referents realized in pronouns are hypothesized as having the highest accessibility on the Givenness/Accessibility Hierarchy. It has been observed that referents with higher predictability also tend to have higher
pronominalization rates (Arnold, 2001; Rosa & Arnold,
2017). Moreover, predictability and accessibility seem to
co-vary with a similar set of factors. According to Arnold
(1999), the linguistic factors that increase a referent’s likelihood to be mentioned next (e.g. recency, syntactic position,
focus, parallelism, and goal status) also increase its likelihood to be realized as a pronoun. A similar correlation is
observed in some corpus studies, which found that particular
thematic roles, such as “goal,” increases both the frequency of
next-mention and the rate of pronominalization at the same
time (Arnold, 2001, 2003). In production, it has been observed that there is an inverse correlation between referent
predictability and the length of the reference form (Jaeger
& Buz, 2018; Mahowald, Fedorenko, Piantadosi, & Gibson,
2013; Tily & Piantadosi, 2009; Arnold & Zerkle, 2019). That
is, if a referent is highly predictable for comprehenders, the
speaker tends to select a more reduced expression to refer to
it, such as a pronoun. But we also note that this empirical
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>

referential
{indefinite this N}

>

type identifiable
{a N}

generalization failed to be substantiated by a number of studies (Fukumura & Van Gompel, 2010; Modi, Titov, Demberg,
Sayeed, & Pinkal, 2017; Rohde & Kehler, 2014; Modi, Titov,
et al., 2017; Zhan, Levy, & Kehler, 2020). Some have suggested that referent predictability should only influence comprehension but not production (Kehler & Rohde, 2013, 2019;
Rohde & Kehler, 2014).

The current study
Despite the parallels observed between accessibility and predictability, there have not been any studies that directly evaluate whether the two notions are empirically equivalent. The
current study explores this question. Recall that in the Givenness Hierarchy (GH) theory, each reference form encodes a
certain level of accessibility as part of their lexical semantic
representation. In this regard, if predictability can serve as
a reasonable approximation of accessibility, a parallel “Predictability Hierarchy” should be expected. That is to say, each
reference form is expected to encode a certain level of predictability in the same order as the GH. To assess whether this
is indeed the case, the current study examines the relationship
between predictability and reference form in comprehension.
Most of the previous studies on the relationship between predictability and reference form investigate production. These
previous studies often assume that speakers make production
choices based on an estimate of the predictability of a referent in a listener’s mental state. As mentioned in the last
section, there are both empirical and theoretical challenges to
this approach. We therefore will focus on comprehension in
the current study.
Two different probability measures are relevant to the
comprehension of referring expressions. The first one is
P(re f erent), which is the probability of a given referent in the
current discourse, and this probability represents the concept
of referent predictability. The second one, P(RF|re f erent), is
the probability of a reference form (RF) given a specific referent. If each reference form encodes a certain level of predictability in the same order as the GH, higher P(re f erent)
should lead to higher probability of those reference forms that
are closer to the pronoun end of the hierarchy in Table 1.
If there exists a “Predictability Hierarchy” in the same
way as the Givenness Hierarchy, a penalty would arise when
the comprehender encounters a referent whose actual predictability P(re f erent) in the discourse mismatches the level
of referent-predictability indicated by the form of the referent.
The current study assesses this prediction with a self-paced
reading experiment by manipulating the predictability of a
referent and the form with which this referent is expressed.
In general, stronger mismatch should lead to larger penalty

and thus result in longer reading times on the target referent.

N” as familiar and the definite “the N” as uniquely identifiable.
Meanwhile, for each target referent and each item, we also
coded for several variables related to the context in which the
target referent appeared, as shown in (2). These variables
served as corpus-related control variables in the subsequent
reading time (RT) analyses.

Experiment
Participants read a context passage and then self-paced read
a one-sentence continuation, as in (1). One of the NPs in
the continuation sentence was the target referent, whose reference form was manipulated as shown in the curly bracket
in (1).

(2) Corpus-related control variables

(1) Sample experiment stimuli
Context Passage: Today, in Rich’s Kitchen we’ll learn
about the fine attributes of baking a cake. Since I am
not a phenomenal baker we will be assisted by the use
of Little Debbie in using one of their fine cake mixes.
Continuation: In order to/ properly make/ {it/this
cake/that cake/the cake}/ we/ will/ need/ some vegetable
oil/ and/ a couple of eggs.
The materials were selected from the data set constructed
by Modi, Titov, et al. (2017). All the sentences in the original data set were selected from the InScript corpus (Modi,
Anikina, Ostermann, & Pinkal, 2017). In Modi, Titov, et
al. (2017), the predictability of each target referent was measured using the referent cloze game first created by Tily and
Piantadosi (2009). In the referent cloze game, participants
were presented with a passage that was cut off right before
the target NP, and were asked to guess what the upcoming
NP would most likely refer to by choosing among all the
existing discourse referents or by writing down a new referent. For instance, in example (1), participants were presented
with a discourse from “Today” (in context passage) up until the verb “make” (in continuation), and they were asked to
choose among “Rich,” “Kitchen,” “we,” “cake,” “I,” “baker,”
“Little Debbie,” and “cake mix,” or to write down a new referent. For this example, the target NP from the original corpus is “this cake.” The predictability of the target referent
was then computed by the percentage of correct guesses that
match the actual referent in the original sentence from the
corpus. In the present study, we kept the discourse context
preceding the target referent identical as in the Modi and colleagues’ study. In this way, the predictability of the target
referent measured in the original study was available to us.
Since the discourse context was at least three sentences long,
only the sentence containing the target referent was presented
in the SPR paradigm, with the rest of the discourse context
displayed as a whole (see the Procedure section).
A subset of the reference forms from Table 1 was investigated in the current study. As shown in (1), for each item,
the target referent appeared in four different forms: simplex
third-person pronoun (“he,” “she,” “it,” and “they”), proximal
demonstratives (“this N”), distal demonstratives (“that N”),
and nominals with a definite article (“the N”). As in Table 1,
these four forms represent four different cognitive statuses
with descending accessibility: the simplex pronoun occupies
the highest status in focus; the proximal “this N” encodes the
second-highest status activated, followed by the distal “that
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• Phi-featured Referents: the number of referents with the
same gender and number features as the target referents
in the discourse so far
• Recency: the distance measured as the number of intervening characters from the last-mentioned antecedent
• Frequency: the number of mentions of the target referent
in the discourse so far
• Intervening Referents: the number of referents between
the target referent and its last-mentioned antecedent
• Previous Referents: the number of referents that have
been mentioned so far in the discourse
• Grammatical Role: the grammatical role, coded as “subject” and “object,” of the target referent
• Previous Grammatical Role: the grammatical role,
coded as “subject,” “object,” and “others,” of the lastmentioned antecedent of the target referent
• If in SPR: a boolean value indicating whether the lastmentioned antecedent was presented in the self-paced
reading sentence or in the separate context passage
The prediction with the design in (1) is as follows. If referent predictability and accessibility are empirically equivalent, the Givenness Hierarchy should give rise to a parallel
Predictability Hierarchy: each reference form thus encodes a
certain level of predictability in the same order as the Givenness Hierarchy. That is, among all the four types of reference forms to be investigated, “the N” should encode the
lowest level of predictability, followed by “that N,” whose encoded predictability should be higher than “the N” but lower
than “this N,” and in the end, the pronoun encodes the highest predictability level. Given this Predictability Hierarchy,
with each reference form, there will be a mismatch if the
predictability encoded by that reference form is inconsistent
with the actual predictability of the referent. On the reference
form “the N,” the mismatch effect should become stronger
when the referent predictability increases, since “the N” encodes the lowest predictability level compared with the other
reference forms, resulting in increasing reading times (RTs).
Then, moving from “the N” to “that N,” since a higher predictability level is encoded, the mismatch effect should be
dampened for highly predictable referents and be enhanced
for referents that are less predictable. Iteratively, if we move
along the hierarchy from the lowest predictability level (“the
N”) all the way to the highest one (“pronoun”), when the actual referent predictability increases, the mismatch between
the referent predictability and the reference form is expected

to vary gradually. In other words, we expect an interaction
effect between referent predictability and reference form at
every reference form level compared with the adjacent form
on the hierarchy.

other two were implicitly assigned after the participants were
notified that the experiment session would start.

Method
Participants 112 native speakers of English living in the
U.S. (mean age: 32.89) were recruited through Amazon Mechanical Turk.
Materials Experiment materials were selected from Modi,
Titov, et al. (2017)’s dataset, which consists of narrative stories from InScript (Modi, Anikina, et al., 2017), a corpus of
spoken language collected by asking participants to describe
a scenario in daily life as if explaining it to a child. There
were 20 experimental items and 20 filler items in the present
study. Each item consisted of a discourse context followed
by a one-sentence continuation. The target referent, whose
reference form was manipulated, was in the continuation sentence. The materials were presented to participants in a Latin
Square design: each participant only saw one of the four types
of reference forms in each item. As mentioned earlier, the target referents’ predictability measures were available from the
original data set created by Modi, Titov, et al. (2017). In selecting items from the original set, we balanced the distribution of target referents’ predictability across items by dividing
the predictability scale (a 0-1 interval) into 5 equally spaced
bins (with an increment of 0.2 intervals each), and each bin
contained four items. Filler items were designed to contain
both an acceptable and an unacceptable condition. The acceptable filler sentences were naturally produced utterances
drawn from the original InScript corpus. To create the unacceptable filler sentences, we modified the acceptable fillers
by introducing semantic and pragmatic anomalies. Filler sentences served as attention check items for the data analysis.
We removed 18 participants from the data analysis since the
mean of their acceptability ratings for the acceptable fillers
was lower than the unacceptable ones.
Procedure Participants recruited through Amazon Mechanical Turk were directed to the server of Ibex Farm to take
part in the experiment. After submitting the consent form and
completing a questionnaire of language background, participants were presented with the instructions of the experiment.
For each trial, participants were asked to go through three
steps. In the first step, they read a context passage that was
part of a story describing a common scenario in daily life. In
the second step, the context passage disappeared, and the participants were directed to another page that presented in selfpaced reading paradigm a one-sentence continuation of the
previous context passage. The last step was an acceptability
judgment task, in which the participants were asked to rate
on a 1-7 scale the naturalness of the continuation sentence
they read. There were four practice trials in total to familiarize participants with the experiment procedure, two of which
were explicitly assigned as part of the instructions, and an-
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Figure 1: Critical regions: Model predicted interactions between Predictability and Reference Form.

Figure 2: Spill-over regions: Model predicted interactions between Predictability and Reference Form.

Results and discussion
Linear mixed-effects models (LMEMs) over log RTs were
performed for the critical referent region and the spill-over
region with the maximal random effects that allow the model
to converge. The critical fixed-effect predictors are the Reference Form (RF) and the Predictability of the referent. The
regression model, as presented in (3), also controls for a
number of corpus-related effects as in (2) as well as several
experiment-control variables1 . The model predicted RTs are
presented in Figure 1 for the critical region and in Figure 2 for
the spill-over region. To compare each RF with the left adjacent RF on the hierarchy in Table 1, the variable Reference
1 Experiment-control

variables include Word Length (the orthographic length of the chunk), Chunk Position (the position of the
chunk in the SPR sentence), and RT Previous (the logRT of the previous chunk).

Table 2: Results of corpus-related control variables
Effect
Recency
Frequency
Intervening Referents
Previous Referents
Previous Grammatical Role

Other
Subject

If in SPR

Beta
-0.123
0.086
0.316
-0.057
-0.162
-0.381
-0.703

Critical Region
std. t value
0.032 -3.887
0.125
0.689
0.095
3.336
0.017
-3.3
0.196 -0.828
0.169 -2.248
0.242 -2.902

Form was backward-difference coded. On neither the critical
region nor the spill-over region did we find step-by-step Predictability × RF interaction moving from the pronoun to the
definite “the N.” However, in the spill-over region, there is
an RF × Predictability interaction when comparing “the N”
(Figure 2) to the pronoun (β = 0.188, p = 0.018) and to “that
N” (β = 0.169, p = 0.034). That is to say, for the definite “the
N,” log RT in the spill-over region linearly increased when
the referent predictability increased. This linear relation is
dampened for other reference forms.
(3) Linear mixed effects model over logRTs.
Fixed Effects
predictability × reference form + phi-featured referents
+ recency + frequency + intervening referents + previous referents + grammatical role + previous grammatical role + if in SPR + word length + chunk position + RT
previous
Random Effects
Critical region: (predictability|subject) + (1|item)
Spill-over region: (1|subject) + (1|item)
Although the primary focus of the current study is on the
interaction between predictability and referent forms, it is
worth noting that we also found a significant main effect of
Predictability on the spill-over region (β = 0.187, p = 0.019),
showing slower RTs for referents with higher predictability.
This may seem counterintuitive at the first sight given the
overwhelming evidence in the literature that showed a robust
negative correlation between the predictability of a word and
the time it takes to read that word. But we note that previous
findings are mostly based on content words. Words that are
predictable in a context can have their lexical semantic features pre-activated, facilitating the lexical processing when
the word is actually encountered. This facilitation effect of
predictability does not apply to the pronoun condition in the
current study in that pronouns do not have inherent lexical
semantic features and their interpretation is completely dependent on the antecedent. It is also the case that the linking
hypothesis in the existent literature is between a word’s predictability in a context and its RT; whereas the predictability
measured in the current study is the predictabiity of a referent, which can be expressed in different forms/words. There
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p value
0.001
0.501
0.004
0.004
0.42
0.039
0.01

Beta
-0.015
-0.117
0.035
-0.002
0.054
-0.054
-0.131

Spill-Over Region
std. t value p value
0.009 -1.707
0.104
0.034 -3.494
0.002
0.026
1.385
0.182
0.005 -0.332
0.744
0.055
0.992
0.334
0.044
-1.23
0.233
0.063 -2.071
0.052

is not necessarily a linear correlation between the predictability of a referent and the RT measure. The positive effect of
referent predictability observed in the current results needs to
be further validated in future studies.
A number of variables presented in (2) also showed an effect on RTs as summarized in Table 2. As expected, if the target referent has been repeatedly mentioned in the discourse
(Frequency), the RT on the target referent is faster (on the
spill-over region); if the antecedent of the target referent was
in a subject position (Previous Grammatical Role), or if the
antecedent and the target form were in the same clause (If
in SPR), the target referent was also read faster; and if there
were many intervening referents between the target and its
antecedent (Intervening Referents), it led to slower RT on the
target referent. What is somewhat unexpected is that both Recency, which measures the linear distance between the target
and its antecedent, and Previous Referents, which tracks how
many other referents are present in the same discourse, had
a significant negative effect on the RTs at the critical referent
region. For Recency, it is possible that distance measured in
terms of the number of characters might not be an appropriate
representation of the amount of time elapsed between the target and its antecedent, especially given the self-paced reading
paradigm. For Previous Referents, it is possible that the number of referents in the discourse co-varies with the richness of
the context, and more contextual information facilitates reference resolution.
In summary, moving from one reference form to the next
one on the GH, we did not find a step-by-step interaction between reference form and predictability. Thus, there is no
strong evidence that different reference forms constitute a
“Predictability Hierarchy” in the same order as the GH. Referent predictability and accessibility, based on the current evidence, should therefore be kept apart as two distinct theoretical constructs. It is worth noting, however, a weaker version
of the “Predictability Hierarchy” hypothesis may still hold.
The current results found differences between “the N” on the
one hand and the other reference forms on the other, indicating that “the N” encodes a different degree of predictability
of the referent, distinguishable from other reference forms.
More specifically, the results indicate that the predictability
encoded by “the N” is lower than other RFs. This is consistent

with the “Predictability Hierarchy” hypothesis, suggesting a
somewhat partial correlation between referent predictability
and accessibility.
The reference forms we examined in this study included
demonstratives like “this/that N.” It is worth noting that
demonstratives are not only anaphoric but also deictic. Some
previous studies have observed that demonstratives and pronouns demonstrated different sensitivities to linguistic contexts (Kaiser & Trueswell, 2008). Their divergent behaviors
might stem from the fact that, as attention-managing devices,
deictics are used to perform different pragmatic functions
than regular anaphors, pointing to the possibility that in communication demonstratives may trigger additional cognitive
processes (Ehlich, 1982). In the current study, however, neither accessibility nor predictability is designed to capture the
deictic nature of demonstratives. In this regard, the current
“Predictability Hierarchy” might not be able to fully reflect
the processing of “this/that N” and therefore is hard to detect
the difference between these two forms and the others.
There is also a potential concern with the statistical power
of the current experiment. There are two critical predictors
plus eight corpus-related predictors in our statistic models,
but we only have a limited number of experimental items.
We conducted a power analysis using the SIMR package in
R (Green & MacLeod, 2016). For all the significant corpusrelated effects in Table 2, with the current effect sizes, the
power reached 80%. But for the Predictability × RF interaction, to reach an 80% power on the critical region would
require approximately 265 participants, and an 80% power
on the spill-over region would require 155 participants. The
absence of the interaction effect in the current study could
be the result of insufficient power. We therefore need future
work that is better powered.

Conclusions
In conclusion, while there is no robust support to entirely approximate the Givenness Hierarchy with a “Predictability Hierarchy,” there is some preliminary evidence for a partial correlation between the form of a referent and the predictability
of a referent. More future work is needed to further understand the intricate relationship between the form of a referent
and the communicative function it signals.
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Abstract
Recent research has proposed that adjective form (i.e., whether
adjectives typically occur before or after the nouns they modify) interacts with considerations from efficient communication
to determine the rate at which we use adjectives to resolve
reference to objects. According to this efficiency hypothesis,
languages with pre-nominal adjectives use modifying adjectives
at a higher rate in an effort to aid incremental reference resolution. We test this broad typological prediction in a large-scale
corpus analysis of 74 languages, finding that languages that
favor pre-nominal adjectives indeed do exhibit higher rates of
adjectival modification than languages that favor post-nominal
adjectives.
Keywords: efficient communication; adjective use; reference
resolution; incremental processing; cross-linguistic corpus analysis

Introduction
Linguists have long studied the interplay between form (properties of linguistic structure) and function (the purpose for
using individual forms), entertaining the hypothesis that humans use language structures that communicate their intended
meaning in a way that maximizes efficiency. The current paper investigates this broad hypothesis by taking a magnifying
glass to the use of adjectives. In terms of function, adjectives
have at least two universal roles: (i) aiding in the resolution
of reference by providing additional information about the
intended referent and (ii) revealing aspects of the speaker’s
subjective evaluation. For example, in the big wooden box, the
adjectives big and wooden tell us properties of the box being
referenced. While there is little reason to suspect that adjective function differs across languages, adjective form does: in
pre-nominal languages like English, adjectives come before
the modified noun, and in post-nominal languages like Arabic,
adjectives follow the noun.
Recent research has proposed that adjective form (i.e.,
whether adjectives typically occur before or after the nouns
they modify) interacts with considerations from efficient communication to determine the rate at which we use adjectives to
resolve reference to objects. Rubio-Fernández (2016) argues
that, when adjectives precede nouns, they serve an additional
function of incrementally aiding in a visual search for referents, with evidence from visual-world-paradigm experiments.
This account claims to explain why speakers often use adjectives over-informatively, for example describing a box as a
brown box even when there is only one box in a visual scene.
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In other words, overmodification arises when using adjectives
in contexts where they do not provide extra referential information for the nouns they modify. Critically, adjectives
would not serve this function of incrementally aiding visual
search when they occur after nouns, since the noun already
establishes reference to the unique box. Accordingly, RubioFernandez et al. (2020) and Wu & Gibson (2020) find that
speakers of Spanish (a post-nominal language) use overinformative adjectives at a reduced rate than English speakers in
controlled behavioral experiments. Waldon & Degen (2021)
also modeled this phenomenon within the RSA framework and
predicted that Spanish speakers should use redundant color
adjectives less frequently than English speakers, supporting
Rubio-Fernández’s behavioral results.
The functional consideration that adjectives might be more
useful pre-nominally than post-nominally leads us to a typological prediction about language form: adjectives should be
used more frequently in pre-nominal languages, where they
are more useful. The goal of this work is to test this prediction
in massively multilingual corpus analyses of adjective use in
74 languages.
The paper is structured as follows. First, we introduce and
motivate our efficiency hypothesis, which predicts that adjectives should be used more frequently in pre-nominal languages.
Next, we perform an analysis of adjective use in Wikipedia
corpora from three languages: English, Spanish, and Arabic.
Finding inconclusive evidence for or against the efficiency hypothesis in our Wikipedia analyses, we then expand our sights
to 74 languages in the Universal Dependencies corpora. There,
we find robust evidence supporting the efficiency hypothesis:
languages with pre-nominal adjectives feature more adjectival
modification. Importantly, our cross-linguistic analysis also
includes Spanish, English, and Arabic, and we replicate the
finding from our Wikipedia analysis that these three languages
feature similar rates of adjectival modification. We conclude
with a discussion of the efficiency hypothesis in light of our
findings, as well as discussion of the merits of large-scale
cross-linguistic investigations such as ours.

Background
Humans interpret incoming language in a linear and incremental way (e.g., Tanenhaus et al., 1995), processing words
as they are encountered in linear time. For example, in the
English phrase the big wooden box, listeners hear big before

wooden, and also before box. Eye-tracking data show that the
adjectives allow a listener in a referential context to incrementally restrict the space of possible referents, first based on their
sizes, excluding the not-big items, and then on the basis of
their material, excluding the not-wooden items, before arriving
at the correct object of reference, namely the box (e.g., Sedivy
et al., 1999; although see Qing et al., 2018, for a more nuanced
interpretation of eye-tracking data of this sort). In Arabic, a
language with post-nominal adjectives, the equivalent phrase
starts with the noun ‘box’ and then the adjectives follow: alsundūq al-xašabi al-kabı̄r ‘the-box the-wooden the-big’; given
the incremental nature of language processing, information
about the intended referent may be communicated already by
the noun, rendering some of the information contributed by the
post-nominal adjectives superfluous to reference resolution.
While establishing reference is one of the most common
uses of language, studies have shown that adjectives used in
referential settings are commonly overinformative with respect to reference resolution (Rubio-Fernández, 2016; Wu &
Gibson, 2020; for a recent overview, see Degen et al., 2020).
For example, a speaker might choose to say the brown box in
a case where all of the relevant boxes are brown, and thus the
use of the color adjective is redundant—and hence overinformative. According to Grice (1975), a speaker must be maximally informative, without being overly informative. Thus,
the use of overinformative adjectives violates the maxim of
quantity. One might wonder why speakers consistently violate
this maxim, and what communicative goals are acheived by
using overinformative adjectives.
One resolution to this apparent paradox of overinformativity
relies crucially on the incremental nature of language processing. When overinformative adjectives are used pre-nominally,
they enable the listener to perform an efficient, incremental visual search for the intended referent (Rubio-Fernández,
2016; see also Degen et al., 2020, for another analysis of
the rationale behind overinformative uses). However, when
adjectives occur post-nominally, then they cannot serve this
function—reference has already been fully established incrementally by the noun. In this connection, Rubio-Fernández
(2016) suggests that Spanish speakers (Spanish is a language
with post-nominal adjectives) use overinformative color adjectives less frequently than English speakers; she proposes that
these results should extend to all languages with post-nominal
adjectives.
Rubio-Fernández’s (2016) eye-tracking experiments involved visual displays of two types: either monochrome
(where all the objects in the display are of the same color;
Figure 1 left) or polychrome (where different objects in the
display have different colors; Figure 1 right). In both cases,
using the color adjectives in nominal descriptions is redundant,
but English’s pre-nominal adjectives aid in the incremental
visual search, especially in the polychrome condition. In both
monochrome and polychrome contexts, English speakers produced redundant color adjectives more often than Spanish
speakers (monochrome: 37% for English, 5% for Spanish;
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Figure 1: An example of the visual reference paradigm used
by Rubio-Fernández (2016). Within the monochrome scene
on the left, referring to the shoes as the brown shoes would be
an overinformative use of the adjective brown.

polychrome: 95% for English, 59% for Spanish ). In a related study, Wu & Gibson (2020) compared the use of color
adjectives and number words in English and Spanish, taking into account that number words occur pre-nominally in
Spanish (like in English), and thus the presence of number
words should be as useful in an incremental search as they
are in English. Wu & Gibson replicate the basic result from
Rubio-Fernández: English speakers use overinformative color
adjectives more than Spanish speakers. Importantly, the study
also showed no difference in the rate of number word usage
between English and Spanish speakers—as one would expect
given the efficiency hypothesis, since number words are prenominal in both languages.
These previous studies look at a very specific case of
carefully-controlled referential contexts, namely object requests; the experimental results support the hypothesis that
adjectives aid in referential resolution when they occur before
the noun, and thus the use of adjectives is less efficient after
the noun. We might wonder how broadly the pressure toward
efficiency applies in a language, such that adjective modification rates may be lower overall in post- vs. pre-nominal
languages.
These ideas about adjective usage are related to more general ideas about the role of efficiency in shaping the form of
human language. Gibson et al. (2019) define efficiency from
an information-theoretic perspective, meaning that languages
allow humans to communicate successfully with minimal effort, subject to cognitive and environmental constraints. If a
speaker’s intended message is equal to the message received
by the listener, then the communication was successful; if
this success was achieved with minimal effort, then it was
efficient. Rubio-Fernández’s hypothesis about adjective use
posits that speakers do not use overinformative adjectives
post-nominally because such a usage would represent effort
without any payoff. If true, the hypothesis would establish
a connection between language function and language form
that is asymmetrical between post-nominal and pre-nominal
positions.

However, the evidence for Rubio-Fernández’s hypothesis
currently comes only from controlled visual-world experiments, raising the possibility that these patterns of usage might
not generalize to other more naturalistic communicative settings, where the communicative environment and thus the
functions of language are different. The current paper examines at what rates adjectives are used in both pre-nominal
and post-nominal structures in written and spoken corpora,
together with the factors that play a role in determining these
rates.

Hypothesis
Our hypothesis is that adjectives are used at a higher rate in
pre-nominal languages compared to post-nominal languages.
As described above, this hypothesis is based on the idea that
adjective usage is driven by efficiency considerations. We
explore the extent to which this efficiency-based pressure toward more adjectives pre-nominally extends beyond controlled
cases of overinformative reference resolution in experiments
to the contexts reflected in corpora of naturally-occurring language. Assuming that incremental reference resolution is at
least sometimes an objective in written text, then we expect
efficiency-based pressures to apply also in these corpora, such
that languages with pre-nominal adjectives use adjectival modification more frequently than languages with post-nominal
adjectives.
Our analysis consists of two parts: an in-depth analysis of
three languages, and a broad analysis of 74 languages. Our
first analysis uses Wikipedia corpora from Spanish and English, two languages involved that have been studied with
respect to the efficiency hypothesis, as well as Arabic, a language that is more clearly post-nominal (Spanish allows some
pre-nominal adjectives). We choose Wikipedia because it instantiates a similar genre across the three languages, and even
covers similar topics (i.e., Wikipedia entries). By controlling
for genre and topic, we hope to get a fair comparison of modification rates. The Wikipedia corpus also provides us with a
written context that is different from the referential experimental contexts utilized in the literature in the original motivation
for the efficiency hypothesis.
The broad corpus analysis is conducted on the Universal
Dependencies (UD) Treebanks, which include more than 90
languages. These languages are manually tagged for Part-ofSpeech and syntactic dependencies. The text in the UD corpus
comes from several different genres, such as spoken, weblogs,
newspapers, and emails. Comparing the UD results with the
results of our more targeted Wikipedia analysis allows for a
more robust test of the efficiency hypothesis: do these trends
extend beyond the handful of languages typically investigated
in psycholinguistic experiments?

Wikipedia analysis
We begin with our analysis of the Wikipedia corpora from
Spanish, English, and Arabic.
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Tagging the Wikipedia data
We downloaded the Wikipedia corpus from the Wikimedia
Dumps,1 a large data set of encyclopedia articles, opensourced by Wikipedia. Our work takes advantage of several
tools for data collection and analysis. The WikiExtractor
(Attardi, 2012) was used to extract plain text from the xmlformatted Wikipedia data. The English corpus consisted of 12
GB of data, while the Arabic and Spanish corpora were 1.2
and 3.7 GB, respectively. To identify nouns and the adjectives
that modify them, we first need part-of-speech information.
We used the StanfordCoreNLP Part-Of-Speech tagger (Manning et al., 2014) to tag the Spanish and English corpora. For
Arabic, we used the Farasa Part-Of-Speech tagger, which is
made specifically for Arabic, and achieves state-of-the -art
performance on POS benchmarks while being faster (Abdelali
et al., 2016). An initial attempt using the Stanford POS tagger
took much longer and led to lower accuracy. With the Farasa
tagger, we noticed performance on a par with the Stanford
tagger’s performance on Spanish and English.

Estimating the rate of adjective modification
Once we had part-of-speech tags for each language, we identified all of the nouns (tagged as NOUN, NN, or NNS). We then
collected all the adjectives (tagged as ADJ, JJ, or JJS) that
are adjacent to the noun. The logic is as follows: we sequentially iterate over all the words in our corpus, and if we hit a
noun, we check the two adjacent words (to the right and to the
left). The noun will then fall into one of four buckets: (1) not
modified, where there are no adjacent adjectives, such as the
three-word segment the box was, (2) pre-nominally modified
(AN), such as the three-word segment blue box on, (3) postnominally modified (NA), such as ra’aytu al-sundūq al-xašabi
(the equivalent of saw-I the-box the-brown) in Arabic, and (4)
mixed modified (ANA), where the noun is modified both preand post-nominally, such as gran caja marrón (big box brown)
in Spanish.
This method of identifying adjectives modifying nouns is
only approximate, as (1) we miss any adjectives not directly
adjacent to nouns, and (2) we might unintentionally include
counts of non-attributive adjectives that happen to be adjacent
to a noun by chance. However, this method has the advantage
that it can be scaled up to large amounts of text and does not
require parsing of structure.
Once we had the nouns and adjectives counts, we then
calculated the rate at which adjectives are used to modify
nouns in each of these languages. We calculated the rate by
dividing the number of nouns with any adjectival modification
(one of the three types mentioned above) by the total number
of nouns.

Results
The results of our Wikipedia corpus analysis appear in Figure 2
and are summarized in Table 1. The estimated modification
rate is nearly identical across the three languages.
1 https://dumps.wikimedia.org/
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percentage of nouns

0.8

0.6

modification type
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0.4

pre−nominal (AN)
post−nominal (NA)
mixed (ANA)

0.2

0.0
unmodified

modified

unmodified

modified

unmodified

modified

Figure 2: Wikipedia analysis results: percentage of noun modification is similar across the three languages.
Failing to find a reliable difference in modification rates
across the three languages in our analysis, we therefore fail to
find evidence in support of the efficiency hypothesis. However,
there are a couple of caveats. First, the Wikipedia text we investigate may commonly feature translations from one language’s
articles (often English) into another language. These translations could contribute to similarities across languages that
would not arise in the absence of translated content, thereby
artificially leveling differences in modification rates. Second,
by only investigating three languages, the analysis is severely
limited and may therefore miss important generalizations that
only become apparent in the consideration of a larger set of
languages. In the next section, we attempt to address both of
these concerns through our analysis of UD corpora.

Universal Dependencies analysis
The UD corpora come manually tagged with part-of-speech
information. Using the same logic as our Wikipedia query,
we collected all the nouns and adjacent adjectives. Nouns
were again classified into one of four categories: not-modified,
pre-nominally, post-nominally, and mixed modified. We excluded languages with zero adjectival modification (Tagalog
and Classical Chinese), as well as languages with fewer than
1000 nouns in our search (14 languages total); these criteria
yielded data from 74 languages.2 Using these counts, we
then calculated the rate at which adjectives are used to modify
nouns in each of the 74 languages by dividing the number of
nouns with any adjectival modification by the total number of
nouns.
To test the efficiency hypothesis, we need a way of characterizing a language as either pre- vs. post-nominal in its use
of attributive adjectives. However, a quick look at the data
revealed that languages rarely fit neatly into either category:
although a language may favor pre-nominal modification, it is
common for there to also be post-nominal uses, and vice-versa.
2 We

suspect that the reason no adjectival modification appears in
our data for Tagalog and Classical Chinese is that these languages
commonly feature a linking particle between adjectives and the nouns
they modify (Scontras & Nicolae, 2014).
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Rather than relying on a potentially-arbitrary binary classification of our languages as pre- vs. post-nominal, we decided to characterize languages in terms of their propensity
toward post-nominal adjectival modification: among the nouns
with adjectival modification, what proportion of those nouns
feature post-nominal adjectives? We calculate a language’s
post-nominal propensity by dividing the number of nouns with
post-nominal adjectives (note that this number will include
both nouns with strictly post-nominal adjectives, and mixed
pre- and post-nominal adjectives, as in an ANA template common to languages like Spanish) by the number of nouns with
any adjectives at all.3
Following the hypothesis of Rubio-Fernández (2016), and
if the function of adjectives in writing is sufficiently similar
to their function in visual-world-paradigm experiments, we
expect languages with a higher post-nominal propensity to feature fewer instances of adjectival modification. In Figure 3, we
plot the results of our analysis, where we see clearly that this
prediction holds: as a language features more post-nominal
modification, the proportion of modified nouns decreases;
post-nominal propensity accounts for 18% of the variance
in the proportion of noun modification (r2 = 0.18, 95% CI
[0.054, 0.325], Spearman’s ρ = −0.41). Although the effect
may be small, it is reliable. We fit a mixed-effects linear
regression predicting proportion of nouns with modification
by proportion of nouns with post-nominal modification (i.e.,
post-nominal propensity), with random intercepts by language
family. We find a significant effect of post-nominal propensity
(β = −0.12, t = −3.30, p < 0.01).
One might worry that this trend is driven by the ten
languages in the upper-left quadrant of Figure 3 with low
post-nominal propensity and high modification rates; these
languages—Hungarian, Czech, Upper Sorbian, Belarusian,
Croatian, Serbian, Slovenian, Slovak, Ukrainian, and Russian—
all have nominal modification rates above 0.33. Importantly,
if even if we exclude these ten potential outliers, the pattern
3 We used an analogous ‘pre-nominal propensity’ measure and got
nearly-identical quantitative results (i.e., a robust statistical correlation between pre-nominal propensity and modification rate).

Language
English
Spanish
Arabic

# Nouns

%AN

%NA

%ANA

Total % Mod.

435,089,686
128,946,337
92,218,932

19.8
4.9
5.7

1.0
15.4
15.2

0.2
0.8
0.8

21.1
21.1
21.8

Table 1: Results of Wikipedia analyses for English, Spanish, and Arabic. # Nouns gives the total number of nouns extracted.
Columns AN, NA, and ANA give the percentage of nouns with adjacent adjectives of the specified type. Total mod. gives the
percentage of modified nouns which are adjacent to any adjective.
persists, such that post-nominal propensity predicts nominal
modification rates for the 64 languages that remain (r2 = 0.12,
95% CI [0.008, 0.299], Spearman’s ρ = −0.40). We therefore
find strong support for the efficiency hypothesis.

Discussion
We performed an in-depth analysis on Spanish, English, and
Arabic Wikipedia text covering more data in these three languages, and a large-scale corpus analysis on Universal Dependencies treebanks, covering a wide range of languages. In
the Wikipedia analysis, we failed to find a difference between
the rates of adjective modification between the targeted three
languages, and thus no evidence supporting the incremental
efficiency hypothesis. When looking at the broader analysis
of the UD treebanks, however, we see a robust trend consistent with the hypothesis: the rates of post-nominal adjective
modification predict the rates of noun modification overall.
One might worry that the results of our two analyses are in
conflict: no clear trend in the Wikipedia analysis, but a clear
trend in UD. Yet upon closer examination we see that Spanish,
English, and Arabic have similar modification rates also in our
UD results. In other words, if we had only looked at these three
languages also in our UD analysis, we might have (mistakenly)
concluded that there is no reliable cross-linguistic relationship
between the pre- vs. post-nominal form a language takes and
the rate at which it uses adjectives. By conducting a largescale corpus analysis of dozens of languages, most of them
under-studied in psycholinguistic research, we find that this
relationship does in fact exist.
Another concern involving our results is that our counts
of adjectives in different nominal orders might be skewed.
This skewing might be due to errors arising from identifying
adjectives that are adjacent to nouns as modifying those nouns.
Skewing of this sort could potentially explain why we get such
high rates of mixed ANA orders in Arabic, a strongly headinitial language, and a medium post-nominal propensity in
languages such as Korean that are strictly head-final. However,
it is unclear how the errors introduced by this technique would
bias the data towards or against our hypothesis. We chose
to use the POS-tag-based approach because it would allow
us to generalize between the Wikipedia and UD data, and
enable extension to further large datasets that might easily
admit accurate POS tagging but not easy or accurate parsing.
Despite these considerations, we appear to have robust support for the efficiency hypothesis: pre-nominal languages are
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more likely to overmodify nouns given the contribution prenominal adjectives make to incremental reference resolution;
as a result of this overmodifcation, pre-nominal languages
have higher overall rates of adjectival modification. This finding suggests that overmodification happens rather frequently in
pre-nominal languages; assuming that pre- and post-nominal
languages have an equal rate of adjectival modification in
cases where adjectives are necessary for the successful communication of a message, then the increases we observe in
pre-nominal languages arise due to overmodification. Given
that overmodification arises in cases where adjectives are used
in the determination of reference, our results further suggest
that the adjectival function of reference resolution commonly
arises in both controlled experiments and in corpora of spoken
and written language.
One might worry that instances of referential language use—
and overmodification specifically—are relatively rare in the
corpora we analyze. It would seem unlikely, then, that the
effects we observe (i.e., greater adjective use in pre-nominal
languages) are driven entirely by cases of overmodification.
However, it is possible that the more frequent use of prenominal adjectives in genuine contexts of overmodification
bleeds over to the use of adjectives overall, such that prenominal adjectives are used across the board at a higher rate.
Initially small biases of this kind can strengthen over time into
robust categorical trends (Kirby, 2017).
Moving forward, we are currently looking into extending
our analyses using dependency parses and better-typologicallycontrolled datasets. It may not be the case that the result
we find here survives in a dataset of strictly typologicallycontrolled languages. And by taking into account the structural
information from dependency parses, we can refine our queries
to more accurately identify attributive adjectives and the nouns
they modify.
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Abstract
There is a growing interest in alternative explanations to the
dual-system account of how people learn category structures
varying in their optimal decision bounds (unidimensional and
information-integration structures). Recognition memory performance and hippocampal activation patterns in these tasks
are two interesting findings, which have not been formally explained. Here, we carry out a formal simulation with SUSTAIN (Love, Medin, & Gureckis, 2004), an adaptive model
of category learning, which had great success in accounting
for recognition memory performance and fMRI activity patterns. We show, for the first time, that a formal single-system
model of category learning can accommodate recognition performance after learning and is consistent with fMRI data obtained while participants learned these structures.
Keywords: categorization; recognition memory; formal
model; SUSTAIN

Introduction
One commonly used pair of category structures in categorization research are the unidimensional (UD) and informationintegration (II) category structures. UD and II structures
were initially used for trying to separate the perceptual processes encoding the visual information from the decision processes assigning a category response to the perceptual effects (Ashby & Gott, 1988). Figure 1 shows how stimuli
varying in size and brightness are distributed within these two
category structures on either side of the boundaries. UD category structures have a either vertical or horizontal decision
bound: if the square is darker or larger than the set threshold,
then it is category A, otherwise it is category B. Figure 1A
and 1B shows that this optimal decision bound is parallel to
one of the dimensional axes in the physical stimuli space. II
structures are defined by diagonal optimal decision bounds.
Figure 1C and 1D shows that II decision bounds follow a linear function, where the gradient is neither zero, nor infinite.
Many experiments utilised these structures (e.g. Carpenter, Wills, Benattayallah, & Milton, 2016; Donkin, Newell,
Kalish, Dunn, & Nosofsky, 2015; Nomura et al., 2007;
Le Pelley, Newell, & Nosofsky, 2019) and many initial empirical results were taken as evidence for COVIS (COmpetition
between Verbal and Implicit Systems Ashby, Paul, & Maddox, 2011) — one formalization of a dual-system theory
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of categorization. Traditionally, dual-system theories have
two distinct architectures using functionally different mechanisms. In COVIS, the explicit system uses rules that can be
easily verbalized, while the implicit system maps perceptual
input onto category responses. Accuracy in UD and II category structures, according to COVIS, depends on which system is engaged in solving the task. COVIS predicts that the
explicit system will implement rules to optimally solve UD
tasks, whereas the implicit system will take charge if simple rules are inadequate and implements (in this case) multidimensional strategies to combine information from the two
dimensions of II tasks.
However, results from multiple labs pointed out flaws
in the experimental designs in COVIS-inspired experiments (Newell, Moore, Wills, & Milton, 2013) with potential alternative explanations (Le Pelley et al., 2019; Donkin
et al., 2015) or problems with the decision-bound analyses
applied (Edmunds, Milton, & Wills, 2018; Edmunds, Wills,
& Milton, 2019). In turn, some of these alternative-to-COVIS
explanations have been critiqued (Ashby, Smith, & Rosedahl,
2019). The debate continues.
The current paper further examines some of the alternativeto-COVIS explanations of how people classifiy II and UD
structures. Specifically, the way COVIS explains how people should optimally learn II structures was also questioned
by Carpenter et al. (2016) and Edmunds, Wills, and Milton
(2016), who provided direct evidence for an involvement of
similar processes in both II and UD problems.
Carpenter et al. (2016) found that the medial temporal lobe
(MTL) and specifically the hippocampus (HPC) were more
active when people were learning about II structures compared to when they were learning about UD structures. This
result contradicts to predictions of COVIS as it is currently
formalized, which posits less activation for II than UD. COVIS states that the explicit system is mapped to neurobiological substrates such as the MTL (HPC) and predominantly
the prefrontal cortex, while the implicit system is mapeed to
areas such as the supplementary motor areas and substantia
nigra (Ashby & Valentin, 2017). According to COVIS, HPC
and the prefrontal cortex is exclusively involved in the explicit
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rectly and consistently mapped to MTL activations (Davis et
al., 2012). Furthermore, SUSTAIN’s cluster-updating mechanism parallels HPC activity in response to changing task demands. SUSTAIN accommodates behavioral responses and
HPC activity in subsequent learning tasks where the stimuli
remain perceptually the same, but irrelevant features in the
first task become essential in the new categorization problem (Mack, Love, & Preston, 2016). SUSTAIN is well
matched with how the HPC binds together information into
meaningful category representations and updates the stored
representations to match with goal-oriented changes in taskdemands (for a complete review, see Mack et al., 2018).
More difficult tasks require SUSTAIN to bind (and store)
larger sets of information into clusters than simpler tasks
do (Love et al., 2004). This process results in higher number of clusters being recruited, which has been previously
mapped to increased HPC activity and improved recognition accuracy (Love & Gureckis, 2007). SUSTAIN therefore
predicts better recognition performance in tasks that require
higher number of clusters. In this paper, we intend to test
these predictions in relation to UD and II category structures
by formally fitting SUSTAIN to the categorization accuracy
data of Edmunds et al. (2016). Furthermore, we will compare its recognition performance to human recognition performance from Edmunds et al. (2016) and evaluate whether
the cluster-recruitment process is consistent with increased
HPC activity in II problems compared to UD problems observed in Carpenter et al. (2016).
UD+

B

UD−

II+

D

II−

Size

A

C

Size

system, which is responsible for the optimal learning of UD
structures. In other words, the way the two architectures are
specified in COVIS are inconsistent with the differences in
activations observed in HPC. HPC has also been long identified as crucial for memory (O’Reilly & Rudy, 2001; Schlichting & Preston, 2015). and thought to be essential for explicit
memory. This suggest that people should have better recognition performance after learning II structures than in UD structures.
Given Carpenter et al. (2016)’s observation of greater
HPC activity in II than in UD structures, one can further
predict, contrary to COVIS, that there will be better postrecognition memory for exemplars in II than in UD structures. Edmunds et al. (2016) directly confirmed this prediction. They found better recognition memory after learning
II than UD structures, essentially supplementing the neural
data. While the differences in recognition performance are
rather small, it is statistically present in a between-groups
comparison (Edmunds & Wills, 2016). A more extensive
investigation on recognition memory in UD and II problems also found that participants who reported using complex multidimensional rules showed better recognition performance (Edmunds, 2017).
Building on these findings, we further supplement behavioral and neural data with evidence from computational modeling. Here, we provide a formal single-system explanation
of the results of both Carpenter et al. (2016) and Edmunds
et al. (2016). We do so by using SUSTAIN (Supervised and
Unsupervised STratified Adaptive Incremental Network Love
et al., 2004).
SUSTAIN is one model in a single-system approach to
modeling categorization, and is able to accommodate a wide
range of behavioral and neural phenomena (e.g. Love et
al., 2004; Gureckis & Love, 2004; Davis, Love, & Preston, 2012). This breadth is particularly admirable, because
modelers tend to focus on a small subset of effects (Wills,
O’Connell, Edmunds, & Inkster, 2017).
There are two reasons for using SUSTAIN. First, SUSTAIN can accommodate recognition memory performance in
multiple tasks (Love & Gureckis, 2007; Davis et al., 2012;
Mack, Love, & Preston, 2018). Second, SUSTAIN’s conceptforming and -altering mechanism, adaptive clustering, has
been mapped to HPC and MTL functions and activations.
Cluster-specific model components in SUSTAIN have been
directly connected to strong HPC activations present in early
learning and low HPC functions in amnesic patients in a dotpattern classification task (for a more exhaustive review, see
Love & Gureckis, 2007). SUSTAIN views the hippocampus as the constructor and editor of clusters — binding information together into category representations, and views the
MTL familiarity signals as indicators of cluster re-activations.
These views have been reinforced by connecting computational modeling to neural activity patterns. For example,
during rule-plus-exception learning, SUSTAIN makes specific predictions about item recognition, which has been di-

Brightness

Brightness

Figure 1: Representations of the category structures used
in Edmunds et al. (2016). UD = unidimensional; II =
information-integration; +/- = vertical/horizontal for UD and
positive/negative for II.
We refer the reader to Love et al. (2004) for the full de-

scription of the model’s architecture and Love and Gureckis
(2007) for the full description of the supplementing architecture capturing recognition memory.
Briefly, SUSTAIN is an adaptive clustering model, which
proposes that clusters underlie category representations (Love
et al., 2004). Clusters, from SUSTAIN’s perspective, are single coordinates in the representation space. These coordinates are internal representations that connect to categories.
SUSTAIN starts with one cluster, centered on the first input representation it encounters by default. When SUSTAIN
encounters a stimulus, it computes similarity from all stored
cluster representations in the psychological space. First, the
distance is calculated for each dimension, then differentially
weighted in the cluster activation function by attentional tunings. So similarity on dimensions with higher attentional tunings will be more impactful on which cluster is activated. The
winning cluster will be the one with the highest activation.
After this algorithm, clusters are laterally inhibited by each
others’ activations. Laterally inhibited activations are considered to reflect the models’ overall familiarity with the current
stimulus. The sum of these activations, Recognition score R,
indexes this stimulus-specific familiarity. Lateral inhibition
then ends in a winner-takes-all fashion — non-winning clusters’ activations are muted for calculating further response
probabilities.
Activations after lateral inhibition spread to the category
output units by weighted connections. The activations of
each output units are turned into response probabilities. If the
model made the correct response, then the winning cluster’s
position is adjusted by moving it closer to the current input
representation. In the event of a prediction error (an incorrect
response) a new cluster centered on the current input representation is recruited and becomes the winning cluster. Connection weights from cluster units to the category output units
are updated according to the one-layer delta learning rule
(Widrow & Hoff, 1960). After both correct and erroneous responses, the winning cluster updates SUSTAIN’s attentional
tuning. Attentional tuning of each dimension maximizes its
impact on the recruited clusters. SUSTAIN prefers simple solutions, and only starts recruiting clusters in response to prediction errors. This means that more difficult tasks will cause
SUSTAIN to densely populate the psychological space with
clusters.

Simulation of Edmunds et al. (2016)
In the following, we present a formal simulation with the
SUSTAIN model accommodating human categorization accuracy in II and UD structures. In addition, we show how
the model captures categorization accuracy and predicts better recognition memory following the II problems compared
to the UD problems (Edmunds et al., 2016). This difference should be based on more clusters recruited for II,
which leads to the prediction of higher hippocampal activation while learning the II structures compared to UD structures (Carpenter et al., 2016). We do so by fitting SUS-
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TAIN to an abstract design of Edmunds et al. (2016). We
decided on Edmunds et al. (2016), because this allowed us
to present the model with a close approximation of the conditions present where the authors observed better recognition
performance in II.
Edmunds et al. (2016) used 36 grey squares that varied in
brightness and size1 . There were four conditions. UD structures included both vertical and horizontal category boundaries, shown on Figure 1A and Figure 1B respectively. II
structures involved diagonal category boundaries with both
positive and negative gradients, shown on Figure 1C and Figure 1D respectively.
Each condition consisted of three phases. First, the categorization training phase included 360 supervised training trials
in blocks of 120. Each simulated participant received 24 stimuli randomly picked from the 36 for their simulation. Those
24 stimuli were shown 5 times in each of the 3 blocks. This
was followed by an OLD/NEW recognition phase. This phase
consisted of 3 blocks of all 36 stimuli. The last phase was a
categorization test phase. This phase was similarly made up
of 3 blocks of all 36 items. For a more detailed description of
experimental procedure, see Edmunds et al. (2016).

Simulation
Our implementation of SUSTAIN is available in the R package catlearn (Wills et al., 2020). First, we wanted to find the
one best fitting parameter set for the model across all four
categorization problems. SUSTAIN therefore encountered
all four problems at the same time as a single participant SUSTAIN completed each problem once with the same set
of parameters. SUSTAIN was reset between each problem.
SUSTAIN’s parameters were then adjusted to minimise the
sum of squared errors (SSE). SSE was calculated between the
mean group-level accuracy of humans in the categorization
test phase (as reported in Edmunds et al. (2006) and shown in
Table 2) and the mean accuracy of SUSTAIN during the categorization test phase. We used the group-level data, because
it captures the ordinal difference associated with these tasks:
participants show higher accuracy for UD than II. The trial order was randomised on each iteration. The model was fitted
with a differential evolutionary algorithm, as implemented
in the DEoptim package (Mullen, Ardia, Gil, Windover, &
Cline, 2011). The algorithm iterated 1000 times to find the
best fitting parameters. The speed of crossover was set to
c = 0.5, which gave larger weights to successful mutations.
The top 30% best solutions were copied to the new iteration
and was used in the new mutated population. These settings
helped to find the single overall best set of parameters for all
category structures across different trial orders. The best fitting parameters are presented in Table 1. After finding the
best set of parameter, we simulated 1000 different trial orders
with SUSTAIN.
1 In our simulations, these values were put in a range [0, 1] within
each dimension. The values as specified by their respective coordinates are available in the supplementary material
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Table 2: Categorization accuracy in SUSTAIN and humans.
Standard deviations are in parenthesis.
SUSTAIN
0.78 (0.027)
0.85 (0.026)

UD−

Categorization Test Phase Accuracy SUSTAIN’s categorization performance is qualitatively similar to what we observed from humans — II structures are harder to learn than
UD in Edmunds et al. (2016). This difference in accuracy
is a reliable difference in SUSTAIN’s performance, BF =
1.88 × 10776 . SUSTAIN matches human-level categorization
test performance with a mean difference of 0.014, see Table 2.

Category Structures
II
UD

0.50
0.25

Best Fitting
4.1301
8.3273
1.9883
0.0626
Size

Parameters
Attentional focus (r)
Lateral inhibition (β)
Decision consistency (d)
Learning rate (η)

0.75
UD+

Table 1: Best fitting parameters for SUSTAIN rounded to the
4th decimal place.
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Cluster Recruitment and Attentional Tuning The mean
number of clusters recruited were Mii = 5.59, SDii = 1.20 for
II and Mud = 3.01, SDud = 1.18 for UD. SUSTAIN solves II
with a minimum of 4 clusters and a maximum of 12 clusters.
SUSTAIN solves UD with a minimum of 2 and a maximum
of 12 clusters. Example clusters populating the psychological
space are shown in Figure 2.
The mean, and variation, in the number of clusters is the
consequence of how trial-order interacts with the following
mechanisms: similarity, attention and error-driven cluster recruitment. Simple problems on average result in fewer clusters, while harder problems require the recruitment of more
clusters. This is attenuated by differentially weighing in relevant information from each dimension — by attentional tuning of perceptual inputs. Each dimension has its own attentional tuning, λ. For example, λ is higher for relevant dimensions in UD structures, but remains comparable across
dimensions in II, see Table 3.
Table 3: Mean λ values for each dimension across all category structures. UD = unidimensional; II = informationintegration; +/- = vertical/horizontal for UD and positive/negative for II. Standard deviations are in parenthesis.
Conditions
II+
IIUD+
UD-

λx
13.52 (0.81)
13.47 (0.78)
13.38 (1.48)
7.80 (1.41)

λy
13.46 (0.78)
13.51 (0.81)
7.80 (1.41)
13.39 (1.48)
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Figure 2: Example clusters recruited by SUSTAIN for three
simulations across conditions. The juxtaposed black lines
are the optimal decision bounds. UD = unidimensional; II =
information-integration; +/- = vertical/horizontal for UD and
positive/negative for II.
If SUSTAIN tries to incorporate the irrelevant dimension
in UD by attending to both dimensions equally, the only way
SUSTAIN can eventually solve the task is to recruit more
clusters. Similarly, if SUSTAIN only attends to a single dimension in II, it will need to recruit large number of clusters
to solve the task. This will also result in misclassification
during the categorization test phase. Figure 3 shows how the
36 stimuli are captured by different clusters (indicated by the
dots’ color) during the categorization test phase. Figure 3
second row gives an example when clusters from one side of
the optimal decision bound captures stimuli from the other
side of the decision bound. This is due to a single dimension weighting in more in cluster activations than the other
dimension.
Overall, SUSTAIN requires higher numbers of clusters to
solve II due to its difficulty. This will result in clusters more
perfectly matching training items, so the matching clusters
will dominate the activation function. From the model’s point
of view, the HPC is specifically responsible for encoding new
clusters after surprising events (Love & Gureckis, 2007). We
see higher HPC activations in II, because the category structure requires more representations to be encoded by the HPC.
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Figure 3: Example physical stimuli space for a single simulation during the categorization phase. Each color is a different
cluster SUSTAIN recruited during learning. The dots with
same colors are captured by the same cluster. The juxtaposed
black lines are the optimal decision bounds. UD = unidimensional; II = information-integration; +/- = vertical/horizontal
for UD and positive/negative for II.
HPC activations have been shown to positively relate to cluster activations, updates and recruitments in SUSTAIN (Mack
et al., 2016, 2018). Therefore, SUSTAIN’s prediction for the
difference in HPC activity between UD and II problems is
found to be consistent with Carpenter et al. (2016).

Table 4: Mean recognition scores and d’ for each category
structure, rounded to three decimal places. Standard deviations are in parenthesis.
II
UD

SUSTAIN d 0
0.040 (0.056)
-0.016 (0.135)

Human d 0
0.01 (0.02)
0.00 (0.01)

We found that the best-fitting parameter k was 0.571. This
parameter will not change the ordinal pattern of the recognition performance (II > UD) SUSTAIN shows given the simulated categorization test data, but simply brings the values
closer to the human data.
Table 4 shows the performance of humans and SUSTAIN.
A comparison of d’ between SUSTAIN and human data
yields a mean difference of 0.023. The model predicts better
recognition performance after learning II than UD structures,
consistent with Edmunds et al. (2016). This is a realiable difference in the simulated data, BF = 7.06 × 1057 . This difference of d 0 between SUSTAIN’s recognition performance in II
and UD results from the difference in the number of recruited
clusters between the two structures.
Recognition in SUSTAIN is based on similarity-driven
cluster activation and lateral inhibition. Where SUSTAIN recruits a large number of clusters, these clusters will generally be closer to the stimulus representations presented in the
recognition memory test. This means that the stored representions will match better to the model’s previous experience
in II than in UD problems. The more densely populated the
psychological space with clusters, the more clusters neighbouring the input representation will activate. These activations then compete and will diminish as a result of lateral inhibition. The better recognition memory performance in II
results from the higher sum of activations in regions neighbouring the input representations.
This benefit parallels HPC activation patterns. Better
recognition memory performance follows not just from the
modeling perspective, but also from a neural point-of-view.
Love and Gureckis (2007) predicted this relationship, where
higher number of clusters mirror higher levels of HPC involvement. This prediction strongly aligns with Carpenter
et al. (2016), who observed higher HPC involvement in the II
compared to UD task, and our simulation, where SUSTAIN
recruits more clusters for the II task.

Discussion

Recognition To get an approximate d 0 measure from R,
Recognition Score, we applied Equation A11 from Love and
Gureckis (2007) to turn stimulus-specific R values during the
categorization test phase into choice probabilities: P(old) =
R/ (R + k) where k is a response threshold parameter. We calculated the mean probability of a hit (P(H) = P(old | itemold )
and false alarm P(F) = P(old | itemnew ) for each simulated
participant. We continued to determine d 0 for each participant
using the z-transformed P(H) and P(F). Then we calculated
group-level averages. This algorithm (including the grouplevel d 0 calculations) were fitted against human performance
in the recognition phase as indexed by d 0 . Similarly, we used
DEoptim and reitereted the paramater search 50 times. More
details are included in the code available in the supplementary
material.
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We have presented a formal account of empirical results
(Edmunds et al., 2016; Carpenter et al., 2016) concerning the acquisition of unidimensional (UD) and informationintegration (II) category structures. In so doing, we have
shown - for the first time - that both the behavioral and neuroimaging data obtained in these tasks can be accomodated by
a single-system model, SUSTAIN. The increased number of
clusters recruited by SUSTAIN for the II structure served as
a base for better recognition memory performance, and larger
HPC activation, than in the UD structure. According to SUSTAIN, this is because the differing task demands of the two
structures requires a larger amount of information to be encoded in the HPC for II structures.
Previously, Davis et al. (2012) speculated that tasks like
the II category learning were not suitable to model with SUSTAIN. This sentiment was based on the idea that II category
learning is a procedural learning task (Nomura et al., 2007) —

and hence characterized by mechanisms not specified within
SUSTAIN. However, procedural accounts of II problems are
based on a range of experiments that received considerable
scrutiny, and which turn out to have alternative explanations.
While the findings reported here are preliminary, they provide a sufficient explanation for a range of findings related the
UD and II structures in the form of a fully specified formal
computational model — SUSTAIN. Nonetheless, our current
simulation might be considered unconstrained, because we
did not pursue quantiative fit per se. Instead we choose to focus on whether SUSTAIN could accomodate the UD/II differences in performance during the categorization test. We then
investigated the predictions SUSTAIN made on that basis relating to the subsequent recognition task, and the differences
in MTL/HPC activations across UD and II. One promising
follow-up would be to explore individual differences in HPC
activations and categorization accuracy via fitting SUSTAIN
to subject-level results. This would allow a direct mapping
between cluster recruitment and HPC activations. A caveat
with this approach is SUSTAIN’s sensitivity to trial-order effects.
The only formal model — before SUSTAIN — that has
been argued to accomodate the classification of both UD and
II structures was COVIS. COVIS posited a procedural account of how people learn II structures. COVIS solves II
with a procedural learning mechanism conceptualized as a
three-layer network: the first layer calculates the exponent
of the distance between activated input units and and sensory units; the second layer attenuates these similarities by
weighted connections between sensory units and striatal units
before spreading to the striatal units; in the third layer, a decision rule responds with the most activated striatal unit; and
then the weights are updated. It is a distributed-representation
connectionist network, where input node activations are supplied by a distance between sensory unit coordinates and input representation in the psychological space. COVIS solves
UD by a different, rule-based system, which establishes a decision bound dominating responding. Therefore, at limit COVIS predicts no recognition memory for either category structures. This still doesn’t allow better recognition in II than UD.
One approach would be to create an architecture that converts
similarity derived from sensory input and weighted connections to activations of memory traces. A similar approach has
been used to describe recognition by multiple-trace memory
models (Hintzman, 1986), but this can require the assumption
that both rule-based and procedural systems are able to access
the representation space where these values are stored.

Conclusion
We formally show that a single-system adaptive clustering model, SUSTAIN, can accommodate categorization and
recognition performance in two frequently used category
structures, information-integration and unidimensional. The
behavior of the model is also consistent with MTL and HPC
activity involved in learning these structures. Our simulation
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not only provides a formal account of how people learn these
structures, but also contributes to the literature bridging formal models of category learning, behavior and the brain.

Open Science Statement
All simulation code is available in the Open Sciences Framework at https://osf.io/jc9xs/.
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Abstract
Normal aging is associated with an increase in word finding
problems. Competing explanations posit that age impairs access to phonological representations (transmission deficit) or
leads to a deterioration of semantic representations (under-activation). Because these accounts are difficult to disentangle in
a highly interactive language system, we employed a neurobiologically grounded spiking network model which was lesioned to reflect transmission deficits or under-activation. Results of three simulated picture naming paradigms were in line
with the transmission deficit account that normal aging impairs
access to representations during word production. These initial
findings suggest that this is a promising approach for understanding age-related changes to language ability in an interactive system.
Keywords: neural network; aging; neurobiology of language

Introduction
Normal aging is associated with an increase in word finding
problems, which is one of the most common concerns of old
age (Reese et al., 1999). One explanation of age-related word
retrieval failure is the Transmission Deficit (TD) hypothesis,
under which weakening of the connections between linguistic
representations leads to problems retrieving complete phonology during word production (e.g., Burke et al., 2000). An
alternative explanation is that normal aging leads to degradation of linguistic representations, in particular semantic representations (e.g., Verhaegen & Poncelet, 2013), so that they
are under-activated during word retrieval. Understanding
whether normal aging primarily affects access to phonology
or impairs semantic integrity has important implications for
cognitive aging, but it can be difficult to disentangle these
mechanisms in non-computational interactive activation
models of language. The aim of the current study is to compare the predictions of the TD and under-activation (UA) accounts in a neurobiologically-motivated spiking network
model.

Word production declines in normal aging
Aging leads to increased word retrieval deficits, including increased numbers of dysfluencies in naturalistic speech, picture naming errors and temporary retrieval failures known as
tip-of-the-tongue states (see Shafto & Tyler, 2014 for a review). The TD hypothesis explains these effects in an interactive activation model of language and memory called Node
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Structure Theory (NST; MacKay & Burke, 1990). In common with other localist connectionist models of language
(e.g., Foygel & Dell, 2000), NST posits hierarchically organized interconnected representations. Word production involves first activating semantic representations, with activation cascading to lexical and phonological representations.
The TD hypothesis posits that age weakens connectivity between representations throughout the system. This differentially impairs phonological access during production because
each of many top-down connections from lexical to phonological representations must succeed for a word to be produced. In contrast, while connections from semantic-to-lexical representations also weaken with age, the convergence of
this activation supports lexical access, even in older adults.
TD predictions are supported by priming studies where improving access to phonology reduces naming errors. For example, if participants cannot retrieve a word like abdicate,
reading words with overlapping phonology (like abstract)
improves naming by increasing the accessibility of the key
phonology (James & Burke, 2000). In contrast, prior exposure to semantically-related alternatives (like renounce) does
not improve recovery (e.g., Cross & Burke, 2004).
In contrast to a phonological access deficit, some researchers suggest age-related naming deficits are due to weak semantic activation caused by age-related semantic deterioration (Verhaegen & Poncelet, 2013). These researchers highlight evidence of age-related changes in semantic processing,
including increases in semantic interference (Tun et al.,
2002), semantic error rate (Goral et al., 2007), and difficulty
in selecting between semantic alternatives (Britt et al., 2016).
During word production, under-activation of semantic representations would initiate an impaired retrieval process ultimately meaning that lexical and phonological representations
could not be successfully activated.
In an interconnected system like NST, it is difficult to disentangle semantic under-activation from weak connectivity
leading to phonological access deficits. For example, there is
evidence that impaired phonological access is associated with
more semantically-related errors (Bormann, 2011), which
could be taken as evidence for either position.

Using computational models to disentangle interactive mechanisms
While computational models of word production have not
been widely applied to normal adult aging, they have been
successfully applied to understanding speech error patterns in
acquired aphasia (Foygel & Dell, 2000). However, the neural
changes associated with normal aging are not relatively localized as in acquired brain damage, but are gradual and system-wide, including key language regions (Shafto & Tyler,
2014). Thus, in the current study we adopt two system-wide
candidate mechanisms to represent transmission deficits and
under-activation, respectively. First, we assume that age-related transmission deficits reflect demyelination of white
matter tracts, in keeping with evidence that declines in white
matter integrity in the superior longitudinal fasciculus, connecting frontal and temporal language centers, is associated
with age-related increases in word finding problems (Stamatakis et al., 2011). Second, we assume that under-activation
reflects a decline in neural spike generation due to calcium
dysregulation, given evidence that normal aging has a disruptive effect on calcium buffering (Riascos et al., 2011). Specifically, aging is associated with an increase in the slow afterhyperpolarization (sAHP) current due to the accumulation
of calcium in intra-cellular space, leading to an increase in
the duration of the sAHP which ultimately results in a decrease in firing frequency (Scutt et al., 2015).

Current study
The aim of the current study is to use a neurobiologically
grounded computational model to ask whether age-related
word finding problems result from a decline in either representational access (particularly phonological access) or representational integrity (particularly affecting semantic activation). We instantiated a portion of NST in a spiking neural
network (see Figure 1) and lesioned it either by reducing the
weights between representations (TD hypothesis, demyelination) or by reducing neural excitability via an increase of
the duration of the sAHP current (UA hypothesis, semantic
degradation). We assessed phonological retrieval in healthy
and lesioned simulations of a picture naming task, a phonological priming task, and a semantic priming task.

Methods
Spiking neural network model
Healthy model. To create a spiking network model, we replaced the representational nodes of NST with pools of spiking neurons (assemblies). Each assembly was composed of
the same ratio of excitatory and inhibitory neurons (80% and
20%, respectively). Synaptic connections within each assembly and between any two assemblies were created using a
probabilistic connectivity rule to ensure, for example, that out
of the 100 neurons in each assembly only a subset would randomly be connected to another assembly and every neuron
would have the same number of incoming connections (fixed
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in-degree). Similarly, the connectivity rule ensured that
within each pool only a subset of excitatory neurons would
be connected to the inhibitory neurons. The strategy was to
embed the general connectivity profile of NST within the
connectivity profile of the spiking network by appropriately
changing the connection probabilities (e.g., by using a lower
probability for between-assembly connections and a higher
probability for within-assembly connections). Thus, the overall connectivity pattern was manually defined at the macro
level but at the micro level it was kept probabilistic (see Supplemental Table 1 for the complete list of connectivity parameters).
Neurons were modelled as adaptive exponential units
(Brette & Gerstner, 2005) with conductance-based alpha synapses (Roth & van Rossum, 2009). This approach allows for
a direct translation of neuroscientific hypotheses (i.e., decline
of neuronal excitability due to accumulation of intracellular
calcium) into the neuro-computational model.
In biological networks, there is some correlation between
pre- and post-synaptic spiking activity, and neurons which
fire together in close temporal proximity tend to become
more strongly connected. In our simulation, we implemented
this learning mechanism as spike-timing dependent plasticity
(STDP) to capture how biophysical changes in the components that mediate spike generation (e.g., calcium concentration) and signal transmission can affect information processing capabilities (i.e., retrieval of phonological representations).
Model lesioning. For each of the simulations we first ran the
“healthy” network and then lesioned it in two separate simulations representing the TD and UA hypotheses (see Supplemental Table 1 for parameters). First, the Age-Net_TD model
instantiated the loss of connectivity from the TD hypothesis
as a reduction in the connection probability between layers
(e.g., lexical to syllable nodes; parameter cEbLS). Second,
the AgeNet_UA model instantiated the under-activation from
the UA hypothesis as an increase in the duration of the spiketriggered adaptation current (tau_w) for neurons in the semantic system, leading to a reduction in neuronal excitability.
Model performance. For all the simulations, the goal was to
retrieve the correct phonological form (combination of phonological nodes) given input to the propositional layer. Performance of the model was assessed by computing the average spike count over time windows of 100 ms for each node
in each layer. A spike count larger than 1 for any neuronal
node was taken as an indication of correct activation in that
neuronal pool.

Experiment overview
We measured correct phonological retrieval of healthy, TD,
and UA models in three experiments: (1) Picture naming, (2)
Phonological priming, and (3) Semantic priming.

Figure 1. Architecture of the spiking neural network model (AgeNet) with semantic and phonological layers. Stimulus currents
were applied to the propositional nodes 1 to 5 coding for semantic information about pylon, nodes 6 to 10, coding for semantic
information about nylon, or nodes 11 to 15, coding for semantic information about light. Inputs to the system were direct
currents produced by one of the stimulus generators. Model outputs were spikes produced by the phonological nodes.
Experiment 1: Picture naming. This experiment simulated
a task where participants are presented with pictures of
known objects and are asked to name them as quickly as possible. Performance measures typically include response times
and naming error rates. Our simulation represents the retrieval of one target concept as direct current injected into the
propositional nodes in the semantic layer representing the
facts pertaining to the concept. The goal of the simulation is
to test whether neural activity percolates to the phonological
system and activates the correct phonological nodes. Current
was injected at a constant amplitude of 800 pA for 1 s, representative of typical stimuli duration in a behavioral experiment. The parameters of the neuronal model were set as in
Brette & Gerstner (2005) to reflect adaptive spiking behavior.
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For the synapses and the STDP mechanism, we set the parameters (see Supplemental Table 1) as reported in experimental studies (Song et al., 2000). After the injection of the
current, the system was left to stabilize for an additional 500
ms to evaluate post-stimulus processing effects. Both TD and
UA models should lead to retrieval failures, with semantic
under-activation leading to more frequent and severe failures
compared to phonological retrieval deficits.
Experiment 2: Phonological priming. In the second experiment, we simulated a picture-picture phonological priming
study, where participants name a prime picture (nylon), followed by a target picture which is phonologically related to
the prime (pylon). This simulation tests the TD prediction that

phonological priming can attenuate the effects of weak connectivity. In the simulation, “prime” retrieval was followed
by the “target” retrieval, with the prime and target stimuli represented as two separate currents injected into the propositional pools of the associated stimulus in the semantic system.
Each stimulus presentation lasted for 1 s with an interval of
500 ms between stimuli. Behavioral evidence indicates that
phonological priming should overcome the effects of phonological access deficits (TD model) but should not improve
naming if semantic access has failed (UA model).

in the plots), which are regular (have similar intervals between volleys) and show gradually increasing intensity (more
spikes with each volley). The increase in firing rates is due to
the STDP mechanism leading to potentiation of synapses
which have been activated before (in the correct temporal order). There was also an after-stimulation volley (bin 10) generated by the current circulating through the system. Activity
propagated with the same spatio-temporal characteristics
(synchronous, regular) to the syllable nodes and phonological
nodes, leading to the activation of only the correct nodes.

Experiment 3: Semantic priming. In the third experiment,
we simulated a picture-picture semantic priming study, where
participants name a prime picture (light), followed by a target
picture which is semantically related to the prime (pylon) but
phonologically unrelated. This simulation tests the TD prediction that semantic priming does not attenuate age-related
phonological retrieval deficits. In the simulation, “prime” retrieval was followed by the “target” retrieval, with the prime
and target stimuli represented as two separate input currents
injected into the propositional pools of the associated stimulus (either light or pylon) in the semantic system. Each stimulus lasted for 1 s with an interval of 500 ms between stimuli.
For semantically-related pairs, semantic overlap was represented by increasing the connection probability (parameter
pEB) for lateral connections between propositional assemblies (see Supplemental Table 1). Lateral connections were
included for one of the five propositional assemblies for each
lexical item (e.g., connecting fact 8 for pylon with fact 11 for
light,). Critically, light and pylon do not share syllables,
therefore allowing for an assessment of semantic priming effects not influenced by phonological overlap (see Figure 1).
As in previous experiments, each stimulus lasted for 1 s with
an interval of 500 ms between stimuli. Behavioral evidence
suggests that semantic priming does not overcome phonological access deficits (TD model) but could facilitate semantic
access if representations are degraded (UA model).

AgeNet_TD. Application of the injected current resulted in
reduced activation in the syllable nodes. This in turn led to
lower neuronal activity with only one volley of spikes reaching the phonological nodes, leading to diminished retrieval of
phonological information (spike rate of 1 at time bin 8). The
implication of this result is compatible with the phonological
retrieval deficit: while semantic retrieval was successful,
phonological retrieval failed 80% of the time compared to the
healthy network.

Software. The spiking network model was implemented in
NEST (Gewaltig & Diesmann, 2007) interfaced with Python
(pyNN).

Results
For each experiment, we examined correct retrieval (spike
rate count larger than 1) of phonological representations and
temporal characteristics of neuronal firing in the healthy,
AgeNet_TD and AgeNet_UA models.

Experiment 1: Picture naming
Healthy model. In the healthy network, input injected into
the propositional clusters percolated through the synaptic
connections between neuronal assemblies and layers, progressively recruiting assemblies and ultimately the correct
neuronal pools in the phonological layer (see Figure 2A).
Specifically, initial current led to rhythmic behavior in the
lexical node (pylon) marked by five volleys of signals (peaks
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AgeNet_UA. Results indicate that the network was able to
retrieve information only in the initial stimulation period (0100 ms) but the activation quickly died out. Naming was successful only in the first time period (0-100ms) with a single
volley which is in line with what is experienced by normal
older adults, who can successfully recall semantic information during word production (Burke & Shafto, 2004).

Experiment 2: Phonological priming
Healthy model. Results show the correct sequential activation of nylon (lexical node 1) and pylon (lexical node 0). Similarly, the firing patterns correctly transfer to the syllable and
phonological nodes, maintaining a synchronous, regular behavior (see Figure 2B).
AgeNet_TD. Results show that in the condition where a phonologically-related prime was presented, even when the connection density was reduced by 40%, the correct phonological nodes were activated. In keeping with the role of spreading activation in behavioral studies, phonological nodes
which were downstream of an overlapping syllable node between the two stimuli (i.e., syllable node, “lon”) showed a
significant benefit with roughly twice as many spikes (phonological nodes: “l”,”o”,”n”). The nodes which were downstream of non-overlapping syllable nodes (i.e., syllable node,
“pai”, with downstream phonological nodes: “p” and “ai”, respectively) showed less spiking activity but still received
enough additional activity to sup-port correct retrieval (one
volley). This result is in line with behavioral evidence that
phonological access deficits can be overcome by priming relevant phonological representations.
AgeNet_UA. The increase in the duration of the adaptation
current led to reduced spiking activity in the propositional
nodes which in turn led to less activation percolating down to

Figure 2. Simulation results for Experiments 1(A) and 2(B) for healthy (blue), AgeNet_TD (orange) and AgeNet_UA (green)
networks. Nodes which showed no spiking activity are not reported. For propositional nodes, only one node is shown as representative of the input applied (i.e., node 9 for nylon, node 4 for pylon).
the phonological nodes. In comparison with the AgeNet_TD
model, the results show a minimal and delayed volley of
spikes at the phonological level for both the prime and the
target. The lack of priming is compatible with a semantic degradation hypothesis but goes against behavioral evidence that
phonological priming improves naming in older adults.

Experiment 3: Semantic priming
Healthy model. Results show correct activation at all levels
of the network with correct retrieval of the phonological units
in the right temporal order (see Figure 3). Furthermore,
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phonological units which were overlapping between prime
(light) and target (pylon) show a higher spike count during
the second activation in comparison to the first one (e.g., phonological node “ai”).
AgeNet_TD. Results show a single correct retrieval of the
phonological units (see Figure 3). In comparison with Experiment 2, there is clearly no increased correct retrieval for
overlapping phonological units (e.g., “ai”) indicating that semantic priming alone does not lead to better phonological retrieval.

AgeNet_UA. Like Experiment 2, results show minimal retrieval of correct phonological representations with a single
volley of spikes providing no benefit (i.e., higher number of
volleys) for overlapping representations at all levels of the
network (see Figure 3).

Using realistic timings for picture presentation, we simulated
correct picture naming, phonological facilitation and semantic interference. Moreover, by instantiating a cognitive/behavioral model in a computational setting we have been able
to contrast predictive mechanisms (transmission deficit and

Figure 3. Simulation results for Experiment 3 for healthy (blue), AgeNet_TD (orange) and AgeNet_UA (green) networks.
Nodes which showed no spiking activity are not reported. For propositional nodes, only one node is shown as representative
of the input applied (i.e., node 14 for light, node 4 for pylon).

Discussion
The results of three experiments support the predictions of
the TD hypothesis that age-related word finding problems reflect phonological access failures due to transmission deficits: First, compared to a network with successful phonological retrieval, weakening the connection strength between
nodes leads to phonological retrieval failures. Second, temporarily strengthening these connections through phonological priming attenuates retrieval failures. Third, semantic
priming does not improve phonological retrieval in the AgeNet_TD model. In contrast, a semantic “under-activation”
(UA) hypothesis was not supported, as phonological representations could not be retrieved reliably following lesioning
and both phonological and semantic priming did not systematically improve performance.
This type of neurobiologically grounded model holds
promise for further investigations of language processing.
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under-activation) that are difficult to disentangle behaviorally. Finally, using a neurobiologically-motivated model has
the potential to inform the original behaviorally-based models by suggesting plausible mechanisms. For example, the results of Experiment 2 suggest that phonological facilitation is
underpinned by a mechanism of entrainment. The first activation of nylon elicits a constant, tonic firing of all the assemblies participating in the representation from propositional to
phonological layers. The constant activation of nylon provides the basis for the activation of pylon in two ways. First,
it keeps the neuronal populations stimulated with excitatory
and inhibitory currents, creating the opportunity for an easier
emission of spikes. Second, it provides temporal windows for
selective synchronization. Additional elements get recruited
on an incremental basis.
Future application of this approach would benefit from
broadening the linguistic network and investigating the ef-

fects of different degrees of connectivity loss in the AgeNet_TD model. Additionally, while we chose a decrease in
neuronal excitability as a neurobiologically-motivated mechanism for under-activation, the AgeNet_UA model failed to
consistently activate the correct phonological nodes in Experiments 2 and 3. While these findings do not support the UA
hypothesis, it is also possible that another mechanism would
better reflect semantic deterioration and provide a more robust competitor to the TD hypothesis. While the UA and TD
models make different predictions about the locus of age-related word finding failures, the mechanisms underpinning
these models are not necessarily mutually exclusive. In many
models of conceptual semantics, semantic representations are
distributed networks, so that semantic degradation could reflect weakening of the connections within a representation, a
mechanism in keeping with the Transmission Deficit Hypothesis (Au et al, 1995). We chose a mechanism for the UA
model which targeted the proximal cause of its key predictions (semantic under-activation), but a future instantiation of
this model with an expanded semantic network could examine the qualitative differences in model behavior (i.e.,
whether phonological and semantic access are affected)
achieved through quantitative variation in system-wide connectivity deterioration (e.g., by making transmission deficits
increasingly more severe). Similarly, the results of Experiment 3 suggest our manipulation of semantic overlap led to
massive interference at the propositional level. Future comparisons of the effect of semantic priming on the AgeNet_TD
and AgeNet_UA models should use parameters that replicate
behavioral studies more closely, where lexical access is impaired but still possible following semantic interference.
In conclusion, the current study presents a promising approach for understanding age-related changes to language
ability in an interactive system. Current findings are in line
with the hypothesis that while normal aging impairs access to
linguistic representations, this impairment is limited to particularly vulnerable processes and the underlying representations remain intact.
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Abstract
This paper proposes a formalized approach to the specification of experimental tasks in cognitive science. Put briefly,
the proposal is to represent the structure of a task by a logic
program that accepts only valid experimental event logs for
the chosen paradigm. It is argued that the proposed approach
stands to benefit the research process at various stages as it
involves the creation of executable documentation for experimental tasks, which may facilitate the communication, validation, implementation, and analysis of experimental tasks.
A worked example is presented in detail and some potential
new directions of research at the intersection of psychology
and computer science are discussed.
Keywords: logic programming; formal methods; experimental task; task analysis; reproducibility

Introduction
In cognitive science, the structure and design of experimental tasks is an essential aspect of empirical research. The interpretation of experimental results depends on the exact sequencing, timing, and content of experimental events. Moreover, experimental work often progresses by refining or extending existing experimental tasks through the introduction
of new conditions, task demands, and measurements.
Even the simplest of experimental tasks exhibit intricacies
that require careful reporting and analysis. Such reporting
and analysis is currently carried out, by and large, in natural
language. Given the importance and intricate nature of experimental tasks, formal representations of task structure and design could prove highly useful. At the very least, such formal
representations may help improve communication, classification, and documentation of experimental tasks by providing a
structured medium in which assumptions could be made explicit and ambiguities reduced.
This paper proposes an approach to formalizing the structure of experimental tasks using executable experimental
task specifications. The proposal is motivated by a simple
premise. The specification of an experimental task involves
defining the set of acceptable experimental events, timings,
and data. All such requirements bear on operational aspects of an experiment and are consequently amenable to
being checked against experimental event logs. Therefore,
complete and accurate algorithms for validating experimental logs should naturally contain all essential operational information about the structure of experimental tasks. When
written as logic programs, such algorithms may serve as ex-
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ecutable specifications against which implementations, replications, and analyses of an experimental task can be evaluated.
The proposal goes beyond the specification of experimental designs, which involve specification, at an abstract level,
of how experimental measures are to be sampled. What is
being proposed here is related and much more granular. The
goal is to capture, in a formal language, the procedural details
of experimental tasks down to individual trial-level events
such that another researcher could, in theory, reimplement the
same experimental task based on these specifications alone
(assuming experimental assets, such as stimuli, are available).
The proposed approach is similar to task analysis techniques ubiquitous in human-computer interaction (Diaper,
2004). Among these techniques, it is closest in spirit to
GOMS. Nevertheless, the proposal distinguishes itself in the
following respects. First, it targets purely normative representations. Second, the proposal is designed to leverage the expressiveness and flexibility of logic-based knowledge representations. Third, the proposal establishes an explicit link between the structure of experimental tasks and theoretial computer science by casting experimental task specifications as
decision procedures.
This paper aims to develop and motivate the proposal
through detailed study of a worked example. The target
task is the simple reaction time task, which is arguably one
of the simplest tasks in cognitive psychology. The paper
starts out with a conceptual overview, then proceeds to develop a specification for the target task. Example code is
presented in SWI-Prolog (Wielemaker, Schrijvers, Triska, &
Lager, 2012). A brief primer on Prolog is included to help
readers navigate the worked example.

Conceptual Overview
An experimental event log (XEL) is a database that associates experimental event types with timestamps and contains
other important data such as subject characteristics, equipment characteristics, experimental parameters and so on. An
executable experimental task specification (XTS) is, then, a
logic program that takes an XEL as input and outputs an answer to the question “Is this data compliant with the experimental protocol?”. In other words, an XTS is a decision
procedure for validating experimental event logs against a
specific experimental protocol. The present paper proposes

XTSs as executable documentation for experimental tasks
and demonstrates how the proposal may be implemented using readily available tools and techinques, notably through
the use of the Prolog programming language and the event
calculus formalism.
The main technical challenge for writing an XTS is to
adequately express and validate requirements related to the
flow and effects of experimental events. The difficulty is
that, when reasoning about events and their effects, we inevitably want to talk about facts that hold at certain times
and do not hold at others. Such facts are called fluents and
care is needed when formulating logical theories about them.
Of the various available approaches to reasoning about fluents, event calculi are a natural choice for reasoning about
experimental events. In event calculi, reasoning is based on a
narrative of events (see Shanahan, 1999, for an introduction)
i.e., a record of what happens and when. Events determine
the values of fluents based on a collection of domain-general
and domain-specific axioms. The domain-general axioms establish general rules for reasoning about when fluents hold.
Domain-specific axioms encode information about the effects
of events in so-called effect axioms and about narratives in the
form of event axioms.

Prolog Primer
This brief overview of Prolog is designed to help the reader
navigate the code presented in the remainder of this paper.
The interested reader is referred to resources such as Bartko
(1986) for further information.
In Prolog, a program is expressed as a collection of clauses
against which queries may be run. To run a query, one provides a goal to the Prolog interpreter. The interpreter then
attempts to prove the goal from the given clauses. If a proof
is found, the query succeeds, otherwise it fails. Additionally,
if the goal contains variables, the interpreter returns any instantiations of the variables for which the goal succeeds. In
other words, the interpreter answers the following questions
relative to the set of given clauses “Is the goal proposition
true?” and “For what value(s) of the variable(s) is the goal
proposition true?”. If a queried proposition cannot be proved
from given clauses, it is assumed to be false. This way of
expressing negation is called negation as failure, and it differs subtly from classical negation. Generally, Prolog programs have two readings, a semantic reading, which pertains
to the logical content expressed by the program, and a procedural reading, which pertains to how the interpreter processes
queries.
Prolog clauses consist of terms, of which there are several
subtypes: atoms, numbers, variables, and structures. Typically, atoms occur as strings of letters, digits, and underscores that start with a lowercase letter (e.g., my_atom1 and
are used to represent individual objects, relations, or propositions. Variables are syntactically similar to atoms, but start
with an initial uppercase character or an underscore. If a
variable starts with an uppercase character and appears mul-
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tiple times in a term or clause, each instance of the variable
is bound to the same value. If a variable starts with an underscore, it is an anonymous variable, and repeated instances
of the variable within a term or clause may be bound to different values. A structure is a compound term consisting of
an initial atom, which is called the functor, and a sequence
of terms, which are called arguments. Anonymous variables
are typically used when the specifc value of a variable is not
of interest but a variable must be provided to properly form a
structure (i.e., with the appropriate number and placement of
arguments).
There are two types of Prolog clause: rules and facts. Rules
are clauses of the following form.
HEAD :- BODY.
In a rule, the HEAD is an atom or a structure. The atom or
structure at the head of a rule is called a predicate. The BODY
of a rule consists of a set of predicates, called the goals of
the rule, which may be joined by a set of special logical operators. The operators ‘,’ and ‘;’ denote conjunction and
disjunction respectively. The operator \+ denotes the not operator, which provides negation as failure, and may be read
as “it is not provable that ...”. Operator precedence may be
explicitly controlled using parentheses. There may be multiple rules with the same head, and the head may reappear in
the rule body, allowing for recursion. Semantically, a rule can
be read as an assertion that “HEAD (is true) if BODY (is true)”.
From a procedural point of view, a rule can be viewed as an
instruction stating “To prove HEAD, prove BODY”. Finally, a
fact is a clause of the following form, where FACT is an atom
or structure.
FACT.
Semantically, facts are interpreted as assertions that the corresponding predicate is true. Procedurally, a querying a fact
always succeeds.

Setup
To illustrate the proposed approach, we will analyze a basic
version of the simple reaction time task (SRT; see, e.g., Deary,
Liewald, & Nissan, 2011; Niemi & Näätänen, 1981, for analyses). For the present paper, we assume XELs are Prolog
programs primarily listing facts of the following form.
happens(Event, Time).
The binary predicate happens/2 represents an event log entry, the Event variable is a symbol designating the event type
and the variable Time is a timestamp. In terms of the event
calculus, facts about the happens/2 predicate are event axioms. The nullary predicate invalid/0 will be our running
example of an XTS program.
An SRT has one stimulus and one designated response.
Subjects are tasked with issuing the response as quickly as
possible on presentation of the stimulus. On each trial, the
stimulus is presented with a randomized delay, called the
stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) and a timeout occurs if the

follows in the same vein, but checks that each subject is assigned to a machine. To be clear, these checks are illustrative
and certainly not complete. Just as an example, there almost
certainly should be an additional clause declaring a record invalid if it associates multiple machines with a single subject.
To complete implementing the XTS, we simply need to
continue adding clauses for the predicate invalid/0 until we
have complete coverage of experimental requirements. In the
SRT, we are concerned about the sequencing and duration of
SOA and latency periods. The correctness of an implementation of the SRT hinges primarily on whether, in every trial,
there is first an SOA followed by a stimulus presentation and
latency period and whether the durations of these periods are
within the bounds set by the experimental design. The timing
and order of experimental events matter in as much as they affect the occurrence and duration of these periods of interest.
Such constraints may be expressed in the event calculus.

% Metadata
machine(e61f75505a65).
refresh_rate(e61f75505a65, 60).
subject(s1).
machine(s1, e61f75505a65).
% Event Log
happens(session_start(s1), 0).
happens(stimulus_onset(s1), 672).
happens(press(s1, space), 846).
happens(stimulus_offset(s1), 855).
happens(stimulus_onset(s1), 1705).
happens(timeout(s1), 2205).
happens(stimulus_offset(s1), 2222).
happens(session_end(s1), 2231).

Event Calculus Interlude
Figure 1: Sample event log for a simple reaction time task.
subject does not respond quickly enough. The basic experimental measures are durations of SOA and response latency
periods.
Given the above, an XEL for an SRT may look like Figure
1. The header of this database contains metadata about experimental equipment and subjects. For instance, it states that
subject s1 ran the experiment on machine e61f75505a65.
Subsequent lines record experimental events. Through structured event types like press(Subject, Key), the format can
provide detailed information about experimental events.
Even in a paradigm as simple as this one, there are many
subtle design decisions and manipulations. For instance, our
version of the task does not include a warning signal to mark
the start of the SOA period. Other versions of the task include
such signals and consequently may have larger gaps between
trials. This kind of fine-grained procedural detail, which may
be lost in all but the most careful verbal descriptions, is what
the proposed approach aims to capture.

The Anatomy of an XTS
It is easy enough to validate static data. For instance we may
write the following checks to make sure we are not missing
metadata in our example task.
invalid :machine(M),
\+ refresh_rate(M, _Rate).
invalid :subject(S),
\+ (machine(S, M), machine(M)).
The first clause indicates that an experimental record is considered invalid by the program if there is a machine for which
no screen refresh rate data is available. The second clause
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This paper uses a slight variant of the simplified event calculus (SEC; see Mueller, 2008, for a survey of different variants). The main difference from the ordinary formulation is
that, in the present variant, all fluents are initially negative.
One important caveat about the SEC is that it may arrive at
incorrect conclusions with incomplete event information. For
this paper, we will assume that we are working with complete
experimental records.
The core (domain-general) axioms of the calculus are presented in Figure 2. In particular, the Prolog predicates
holds_at/2 and clipped/3 render the main axioms of the
classical SEC. The predicate holds_at/2 says that a fluent
holds at some chosen point in time if an event that initiates
the fluent happens at some prior point in time and it cannot
be proven that the fluent is clipped between the time the initiating event happens and the chosen point in time. The predicate clipped/3 says that a fluent is clipped in the interval
between two time points if an event that terminates the fluent happens at some time point within the interval. Domainspecific axioms provide rules for evaluating the predicates
initiates/3, terminates/3, and happens/2 which appear
in these definitions. To the core axioms, we add an additional
predicate, for retrieving periods in which fluents hold, called
holds_in/3. Note that this predicate does not pick out maximal periods in which fluents hold.
Having established the basic axioms of SEC, we can define
some general validity constraints for XELs. The clauses below check that only explicitly declared events and fluents are
used in XELs and that all fluents are eventually terminated.
These checks help guard against subtle coding errors.
invalid :happens(E, _Time),
\+ event(E).
invalid :happens(Event, Time),
initiates(Event, F, Time),

event(session_start(_Subject)).
event(session_end(_Subject)).
event(stimulus_onset(_Subject)).
event(stimulus_offset(_Subject)).
event(press(_Subject, _Key)).
event(timeout(_Subject)).

initiation(Fluent, Time) :happens(Event, Time),
initiates(Event, Fluent, Time).
termination(Fluent, Time) :happens(Event, Time),
terminates(Event, Fluent, Time).

We use experimental fluents to represent SOA and latency periods. We also add fluents for tracking experimental sessions
and stimulus presentations. Trials are not explicitly represented in the interest of simplifying the presentation.

holds_at(Fluent, Time) :initiation(Fluent, Time0),
Time0 < Time,
\+ clipped(Time0, Fluent, Time).

fluent(session(_Subject)).
fluent(stimulus(_Subject)).
fluent(soa(_Subject)).
fluent(latency(_Subject)).

clipped(Time0, Fluent, Time1) :termination(Fluent, Time),
Time0 < Time,
Time < Time1.

Note that, like our experimental events, our experimental fluents are indexed by subject ID.
Defining Effect Axioms Now, we must provide effect axioms relating experimental events to each experimental fluent. For the session/1 fluent, these axioms are straightforward.

holds_in(Fluent, Time0, Time1) :initiation(Fluent, Time0),
termination(Fluent, Time1),
\+ clipped(Time0, Fluent, Time1).
holds_in(Fluent, Time0, inf) :initiation(Fluent, Time0),
\+ (termination(Fluent, Time1),
Time0 < Time1).

initiates(session_start(S), session(S), _).
terminates(session_end(S), session(S), _).

Figure 2: Basic definitions for a variant of the SEC in SWIProlog. The first two clauses serve to associate fluents with
time points in which they are actually initiated or terminated.

\+ fluent(F).
invalid :happens(Event, Time),
terminates(Event, F, Time),
\+ fluent(F).
invalid :- holds_in(_Fluent, _Time, inf).

The first axiom states that the session fluent for some subject
S is initiated by a session start event for that subject. Likewise, the second axiom states that the session fluent for a
subject S is terminated by a session end event for that subject.
There are a number of possible events that may constitute the
session start or end, these are abstracted away as they are not
essential to the experiment.
We provide similarly simple effect axioms for the fluent
stimulus/1.
initiates(stimulus_onset(S), stimulus(S), _).
terminates(stimulus_offset(S), stimulus(S), _).
These axioms state that stimulus periods are initiated by stimulus onset events and terminated by stimulus offset events.
Next, we analyze the soa/1 fluent. The effect axioms for
this fluent are slightly more complex.

Characterizing Experimental Narratives
We can now start characterizing the expected structure of experimental narratives in SRTs. This process minimally involves formulating definitions for the following constructs:
• Experimental events,
• Experimental fluents,
• Effect axioms,
• Constraints on the experimental narrative.
Through the first three of these activities, we establish the
basic structure of the task and give ourselves the means to express vailidity constraints. Finally, in the last step, we explicitly express essential requirements and rule out edge cases. In
the following, we work through each step.
Defining Events and Fluents For our basic SRT, it is sufficient to provide the following experimental event definitions.
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initiates(session_start(S), soa(S), _).
initiates(stimulus_offset(S), soa(S), T) :initiation(stimulus(S), T1),
T < T1.
terminates(stimulus_onset(S), soa(S), _).
The first effect axiom here states that an SOA begins as soon
as the experimental session starts. This means that any preliminary information screens, consent forms, and other questionnaires are not considered part of the SRT session. There
isn’t any hard-and-fast rule to include or exclude these elements. Here, we are focusing only on the essential features
of the SRT and thus glossing over some of the procedural details. Before treating the second axiom, let us first look at the
terminates/3 predicate. This predicate tells us that, at any

time, an SOA is terminated for a subject if a stimulus onset
event occurs for that subject at that time. To correctly deal
with this setup, the second effect axiom exhibits a precondition. This axiom says that a stimulus offset event initiates a
new SOA for the subject at time T if it can be proved that a
stimulus presentation occurs for that subject at a later time
T1. The precondition prevents the period after the last stimulus offset from being considered an SOA.1
The final set of effect axioms characterize latency periods.
initiates(stimulus_onset(S), latency(S), _).
terminates(press(S, space), latency(S), T) :holds_at(latency(S), T).
terminates(timeout(S), latency(S), _).
These axioms simply state that a latency period begins simultaneously with stimulus onset and that it ends on response or
timeout. We can also see from these axioms that the designated response for our SRT is a press on the space bar. Note
that the press event is only held to terminate the latency fluent
if, at the time the press occurs, the latency fluent holds.
Defining Validity Constraints We are done specifying the
basic form of the task. We now move on to declare new
clauses for invalid/0 to enforce our validity constraints.
We start off with some basic checks. First, we stipulate
that we do not expect fluent initiating (terminating) events
to occur at times where it can (cannot) be proved that the
relevant fluents hold.
invalid :fluent(F),
initiation(F, Time),
holds_at(F, Time).
invalid :fluent(F),
termination(F, Time),
\+ holds_at(F, Time).
These checks eliminate various problem cases including, for
example, situations in which multiple successive stimulus onsets appear in the record. That said, these constraints are
rather strong as they effectively disallow any event where
even just one of the fluents that may be affected remains unchanged. For instance, stray key presses would be caught by
the second clause defined above had we not placed a precondition allowing keypress effects only when the latency fluents
hold.
Next, we define constraints concerning the session/1 fluent. The first clause ensures that, for each subject, the soa/1
and latency/1 fluents are both bounded by the session/1
fluent.
invalid :1 This is, admittedly, not the most elegant solution as we refer
to future events in the effect axiom precondition. A more elegant
solution would have been available if we were counting trials. In that
scenario, the effect axiom could have been conditioned on whether
a sufficient number of trials had been run.
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holds_in(session(S), SessStart, SessEnd),
(Fluent = soa(S); Fluent = latency(S)),
holds_in(Fluent, Time0, Time1),
(Time0 < SessStart; SessEnd < Time1).
The second and third clauses together ensure that each subject
is associated with exactly one session.
invalid :subject(S),
\+ holds_in(session(S), _T0, _T1).
invalid :holds_in(session(Subject), Start1, End1),
holds_in(session(Subject), Start2, End2),
(Start1 =\= Start2; End1 =\= End2).
Next, we introduce some constraints on the relative timings of the stimulus/1, soa/1 and latency/1 fluents. The
stipulations, enforced by the following three clauses are as
follows. Firstly, the stimulus/1 and soa/1 fluents for the
same subject may not overlap. This does allow for the fluents to overlap if they are associated with different subjects,
permitting setups where multiple subjects run the task simultaneously. Second, these stipulations also require that, for
every stimulus period, there should be a latency period initiated concurrently with the stimulus period and terminated by
the termination of the stimulus period.
invalid :holds_in(soa(S), T11, T12),
holds_in(stimulus(S), T21, T22),
T11 < T21,
\+ T12 < T21.
invalid :holds_in(soa(S), T11, T12),
holds_in(stimulus(S), T21, T22),
T21 < T11,
\+ T22 < T11.
invalid :holds_in(stimulus(S), T0, T1),
\+ (holds_in(latency(S), T0, T2), T2 =< T1).
Note that our effect axioms, taken together with the preceeding validity constraints, guarantee that, for each subject, SOA
and latency periods alternate, starting on an SOA period and
ending on a latency period. They also ensure that, for each
subject, the latency fluent never holds outside the bounds of
stimulus periods for that subject.
Finally, we define some constraints that directly touch
our experimental variables, the SOA and latency durations.
The first clause below ensures that SOAs are no longer than
2000ms and no shorter than 500ms. The second clause ensures that latency periods are no longer than 500ms, when the
timeout event should occur.
invalid :holds_in(soa(_S), T0, T1),
(T1 - T0 < 500; 2000 < T1 - T0).
invalid :-

holds_in(latency(_S), T0, T1),
500 < T1 - T0.
As a final check on the resulting specification, we can ask
whether it can be used to correctly define the experimental
measures. The reader is invited to check that the following
clauses correctly compute SOAs and response latencies given
the XTS that we have developed.
soa(Subject, Time) :holds_in(soa(Subject), Time0, Time1),
Time is Time1 - Time0.
rt(Subject, Time) :holds_in(latency(Subject), Time0, Time1),
Time is Time1 - Time0.

Discussion
In this paper, we have developed a logic program that, when
given an experimental event log, decides whether the data has
the form we would expect if it had been produced by an SRT.
In writing this program, we encoded the structure of the SRT
in a formal representation at a high level of granularity. This
exercise serves two purposes. First, it presents a step-by-step
demonstration of the XTS development process and a concrete example of the proposed task representation. Second, it
concretely substantiates the key premise for motivating XTSs
in the first place, that even the simplest of experimental tasks
have intricate narrative structure, by making explicit many
details of this structure in the SRT. Indeed, explicitation of
task structure is the primary motivation for developing XTSs,
as it has the potential to curb omissions or errors in communications, implementations, and analyses. It is worth noting that
the XTS presented here is still in need of some further elaboration. For instance, it may be necessary to add constraints to
verify that SOAs are distributed appropriately within the 5002000 msec range and add other checks against mal-formed
records (e.g., two participants working on the same machine
at the same time). Writing an XTS is a difficult and non-trivial
endeavor that requires careful analysis of the target task.
Formalizations of psychological theory and experimental
designs (in the statistical sense) are viewed rather positively
(Eronen & Romeijn, 2020; Marewski & Olsson, 2009), but
there appears to be little work specifically targeting the formalization of the procedural details of experimental protocols (though see Balduccini & Girotto, 2010). Aside from
task analysis techniques, which were discussed in the introduction, experiment source code may, in some sense, be
viewed as formalizing experimental protocols. Some software packages for implementing psychological experiments
define rather intricate abstractions (e.g., Krause & Lindemann, 2014). Nevertheless, XTSs seem better suited for the
documentation, abstraction, and validation roles targeted here
as they are very flexible, can abstract away irrelevant implementation details, and are explicitly normative formalizations
rather than procedural specifications. In general, XTSs can
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help detect incorrect experiment implementations by checking experimental event logs for structural and narrative integrity and double as documentation for experimental protocols.
There are several possible refinements to the proposed
methodology which warrant further exploration. Some specifications may require soft constraints or robustness to occasional failures. For instance, checks addressing random data,
such as the aforementioned check on the distribution of SOA
durations must tolerate occasional spurious failures. Furthermore, it would be beneficial for XTS programs to return information on the causes of a failed validation. Such reporting functionality was omitted here to keep the presentation
simple, but the development and debugging processes would
have greatly benefited from the inclusion of such a feature.
Finally, although SEC was sufficient for the purposes of the
present demonstration, it may prove too limited for more advanced uses of XTSs. In the future, it may be worth developing a more powerful, standardized, open-source tool for
writing XTSs to ensure harmonization and correctness.
The present proposal invites a formal way of thinking about
psychological experimental tasks that is well-aligned with
theoretical computer science. This opens some new and interesting avenues for theoretical and computational work, not
to mention possibilities for deeper integration between two
disciplines of cognitive science. Namely, by associating experimental tasks with algorithms that characterize them, we
raise the possibility to bring to bear analytical tools from
computer science on experimental tasks. For instance, it may
be possible to formally trace and catalog similarities, differences, and other structural relationships between experimental paradigms by constructing and algorithmically analyzing
a catalog of XTSs. Such a catalog would also be a valuable
reference that may facilitate the development of more widelyscoped theories.
A particularly interesting prospect in the direction outlined
above is that of applying automated reasoning to the design
and analysis of experimental tasks in relation to psychological hypotheses. In defining XELs and XTSs, we have focused
exclusively on operational aspects of psychological experiments, yet we need not stop there. For instance, if psychological theories are encoded in logic-based knowledge representations, it may be possible to, for instance, formally check
experimental paradigms against the hypotheses they are designed to test or to generate experimental paradigms based
on user-specified hypotheses. A promising sign in this regard is that logic progamming techniques have already had
some success representing and modeling psychological theories (Balduccini & Girotto, 2010, 2011; Inclezan, 2015).
Being directly inspired by and having parallel goals to the
use of formal verification in computer science, the present effort is subject to some important challenges associated with
the use of such techniques. Indeed, the proposal can be situated in the broader context of a cluster of efforts attempting to apply formal verification techniques in various fields

that study the behavior of complex systems, ranging from
human-automation interaction (Bolton, Bass, & Siminiceanu,
2013) to complex biomolecular processes (Calder & Hillston,
2009). For the present proposal, there seems to be three main
issues under the general headings of usability and adoption.
The first is a barrier to entry arising from the cost of acquiring
the necessary technical knowledge and skills to use the event
calculus and Prolog (or possible alternative logical formalism
and logic programming paradigm). The second is the apparent necessity to write a lot of ‘boilerplate’ code to cover what
seem to be obvious commonsense constraints, like the fact
that a single user cannot simultaneously use two machines in
an SRT. The third is the danger that XTSs may end up being incomplete in significant ways. These challenges must
be addressed if the potential of the current proposal is to be
realized.
One meta-challenge here is that it is not totally clear how
each of the three general challenges will exactly manifest
themselves in practice. Therefore, continued experimentation
with the proposed methodology is a prerequisite for meaningful progress. Nevertheless, it is possible to offer some general
directions for future work aimed towards addressing the three
challenges. There seem to be two general ways in which the
first challenge may be tackled. The first is to work on reducing the barrier to entry by developing user-friendly tools,
and the second is to demonstrate the utility of the technique
through application. To address second challenge, common
patterns in experimental task design can be abstracted and
collected in a library, thereby reducing the need to write ‘boilerplate’ constraints. As for the third challenge, it is easy, in
theory, to demonstrate that an XTS is incompleted by constructing a passing XEL that is clearly flawed. However, performing such tests in a systematic way may be difficult and
costly, and automation may only be possible through the development of dedicated heuristics. All considered, the proposed approach seems to touch on an interesting direction for
further interdisciplinary work in cognitive science.
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Abstract
Cognitive science is itself a cognitive activity. Yet, computational cognitive science tools are seldom used to study (limits of) cognitive scientists’ thinking. Here, we do so using
computational-level modeling and complexity analysis. We
present an idealized formal model of a core inference problem faced by cognitive scientists: Given observations of a system’s behaviors, infer cognitive processes that could plausibly
produce the behavior. We consider variants of this problem at
different levels of explanation and prove that at each level, the
inference problem is intractable, or even uncomputable. We
discuss the implications for cognitive science.
Keywords: philosophy of cognitive science, formal epistemology, abduction, computational complexity, intractability

Introduction
Imagine a scientist, called Dr. Conjectura, who wants to explain some cognitive system’s behavior and inner workings.
They may be interested in explanations at different levels of
granularity, ranging from high-level functional explanations
of its input-output behavior to lower-level process or mechanistic explanations (Marr, 1982; Bechtel & Shagrir, 2015;
Anderson, 1990; Egan, 2017; Jarecki, Tan, & Jenny, 2020;
Love, 2020). A number of challenges facing Dr. Conjectura
have been recognized and studied to various degrees. Traditionally, challenges posed by uncertainty have been the focus
(e.g., statistically inferring effects from data, problems of induction and generalizability, underdetermination of theory by
data). In this paper, we show that even if all of this uncertainty were removed, a major obstacle to explaining cognition would remain. In particular, the inference problems that
Dr. Conjectura aims to solve are computationally intractable,
and some are even uncomputable. This shows that we cannot hope to explain cognition solely through techniques for
removing or responding to uncertainty; the task is difficult in
a more fundamental way, and different kinds of strategies are
necessary to address this.
Based on where the most energy is expended, one would
think that the main challenges for cognitive science have
to do with gathering sufficient, high-quality empirical evidence. This idea is further strengthened by the fact that recent science reforms (motivated in large part by the ‘replication crisis’) have focused on devising practices and procedures geared towards reducing uncertainty about which ef-
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fects are real, and which ones illusory (Open Science Collaboration, 2015; Nosek et al., 2019). Whether or not these
approaches help or hinder is a topic of debate (Szollosi et al.,
2020; Devezer, Navarro, Vandekerckhove, & Ozge Buzbas,
2021; Irvine, 2021), but let’s assume for sake of argument
that this challenge were resolved, and our experiments and
statistical analyses would yield only true results. We would
still have a major problem, namely the problem of induction
(Hume, 1739; Goodman, 1983), since present results are insufficient to infer future observations. Dr. Conjectura may
have observed people behaving a certain way or a particular
brain region being activated during an experiment, but remain
uncertain about how to generalize these observations across
contexts and time.
But let’s suppose that the problem of induction were also
solved; let’s even imagine that Dr. Conjectura has full, automatic access to all facts, present and future. Then their predictions would be accurate, a fortiori, but would Dr. Conjectura also be able to supply us with correct explanations of
cognitive phenomena? It might seem that little work would
remain, but explanation might still prove elusive. Not only
would the sheer volume of data present a practical challenge,
but theory is (notoriously) underdetermined by data (Quine,
1951).1 Dr. Conjectura may provide an explanation only for
future researchers to replace it with an alternative that they
find preferable not because it is objectively more accurate,
but because it is e.g. simpler or more fruitful (Kuhn, 1962).
Now, let’s imagine that even this challenge would disappear; we somehow knew for sure that only one acceptable
theory were consistent with our data. We suspect that many
would think that no serious theoretical challenges remained,
and that Dr. Conjectura could certainly provide all of the explanations we could want. The purpose of this paper is to
demonstrate that this is not true: even if all uncertainty is removed from scientific inference problems, there are further
principled barriers to deriving explanations, resulting from
the computational complexity of the inference problems.This
implies that our inferential challenges cannot be solved purely
by improving our responses to uncertainty. Furthermore, it
would be a mistake to think that finding strategies to address
1 The identifiability problem in cognitive science (Anderson,
1991; Varma, 2014) is a special case.

computational obstacles to scientific inference can be postponed until after the other challenges have been addressed;
methodological proposals must be assessed in terms of their
prospects all-things-considered, lest Dr. Conjectura waste
time on short-sighted measures that cannot lead to long-term
success.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We
first present idealized models of the inference problems Dr.
Conjectura faces when generating explanations of the workings of a cognitive system. Next, we analyze how hard these
inference problems are using concepts, tools and techniques
from the mathematical theories of computability and complexity. Finally, we position our conclusions with respect to
existing work and use a fictional dialogue to explain the implications of our results for practicing cognitive scientists.

Formalizing scientific abductive inference
In this section, we develop formalizations of inference problems posed to Dr. Conjectura when they try to explain the
workings of a cognitive system M (see Fig. 1). Without loss
of generality2 , we work with a highly idealized scenario: Dr.
Conjectura has access to a data set D ⊆ S × B where all observations are free from error in measurement or interpretation.
Each pair (s, b) ∈ D denotes an observed behavior b ∈ B of M
in a situation s ∈ S (see Table 1).
Table 1: Illustration of a hypothetical data set D. Here, situations can be anything (e.g., choice problems, visual tasks,
social situations, or combinations thereof), and behavior can
also be anything (e.g., choices, movement trajectories, speech
acts, reaction times, or combinations thereof).
entry nr.

situation

behavior

1
2
3
4
5
...
...
...
365

s1
s1
s2
s6
s7
...
...
...
s63

b3
b4
b3
b1
b1
...
...
...
b3

Dr. Conjectura aims to generate explanations of M from
D (a.k.a. abductive inference) at a functional level and/or algorithmic level while taking into account background knowledge and assumptions about the nature of the world (e.g., that
computation takes time, that physical systems are bounded in
space) and the system under study (e.g., M belongs to certain class of mechanisms). We formalize this idea as follows:
Dr. Conjectura seeks as a functional level explanation a function F ∈ F , where F is a class of functions F : S → 2B that
2 See

the Discussion section.
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Figure 1: A (cognitive) system M computes an unknown
function FM using an unknown algorithm AM . Dr. Conjectura observes the behavior of M in various situations and tries
to come up with a function F and an algorithm A that are
consistent with the observations and background knowledge.
[Figure created with elements from freepik.com]
satisfy these background assumptions. Similarly, Dr. Conjectura seeks as an algorithmic level explanation an algorithm
A ∈ A , where A is a class of algorithms able to compute functions F ∈ F in a way that satisfies the relevant background
assumptions.
Dr. Conjectura will need to be able to describe these explanations F and A somehow, possibly using a mix of natural
language, mathematical notation and diagrammatic sketches
(Guest & Martin, 2021; van Rooij & Blokpoel, 2020). We
formalize the scientific language system that Dr. Conjectura
uses for functional level explanations as a function LF that
maps any string LF (a description of a function), and sets S
and B, to a function LF (S, B, LF ) = F : S → 2B . In practice,
such desciptions cannot be arbitrarily long, but need to fit a
scientific article or book of reasonable length. Therefore we
assume some upper bound K on the length of descriptions
that Dr. Conjectura will consider workable and publishable.
With these formalizations in hand we can now more precisely define the inference problem that Dr. Conjectura solves
as they come up with functional level explanations (we consider an algorithmic level variant later on):
(F , LF )- ABDUCTIVE INFERENCE
Given: A data set D with observed situation-behavior
pairs (s, b) ∈ S × B, generated by an unknown function
FM : SM → 2BM of type F , where S ⊆ SM , B ⊆ BM , and
an upper bound K ∈ N ∪ {∞}.
Inference: A description LF ∈ LF of a function F ∈ F
that is consistent with D, such that LF has length at most
K, if such an LF exists. “None” otherwise.
What is meant here by ‘consistent’ is somewhat open to interpretation, and different interpretations yield slightly different
variants of the inference problem, just as different classes F
and languages LF do. For ease of presentation, let’s take
‘consistent’ to mean that for each (s, b) ∈ D, b ∈ F(s). As we

explain in the Discussion, our analyses and results are robust
to variations in the definition.
We illustrate the abductive inference problem with an example: Say Dr. Conjectura is interested in explaining human
choice behavior. A colleague, Dr. Mensura, has provided a
large data set D ⊆ S × B, where the s ∈ S are situations in
which individuals are presented with choices (i.e., sets of options that the person can choose from) and each b ∈ B is a particular choice made by the person (one or more of the options
from the given set). Based on their previous training in behavioral economics, Dr. Conjectura postulates that the functional
level explanation LF describing participant behavior is to be
built with the following constraints (F ): each person p has
a utility function u p : X → R that maps choice options x ∈ X
to subjective values u p (x) ∈ R, and a person selects options
that meet some minimum subjective value criterion t. I.e.,
given a subset X 0 ⊆ X of options, person p will choose an
option x ∈ {x|x ∈ X 0 and u p (x) ≥ t}. Given this background
commitment, the abductive inference problem for a given D
comes down to searching for a combination of functions u p
and values t p that is consistent with D. Of course, this explanation would also need to be described somehow (in LF ,
e.g. with a mix of natural language and formal notation, as
we ourselves used above), and this description should not be
too long to be practical.
This is but one example of assumptions about F that
Dr. Conjectura could make. They could make additional
assumptions (e.g., that the utility functions satisfy rationality principles like transitivity); very different assumptions (e.g., that preferences are dynamically constructed and
not describable by any option-level utility function (Payne,
Bettman, & Johnson, 1993)); or almost no assumptions (e.g.,
that decision making is describable by some (computable or
tractable) function (van Rooij, Blokpoel, Kwisthout, & Wareham, 2019)). This illustrates that (F , LF )- ABDUCTIVE IN FERENCE can be interpreted very narrowly as model fitting,
or very broadly as model specification or theory formation.3
We next define the algorithmic-level version of Dr. Conjectura’s abductive inference problem. Again, they will need
a language (LA ) to express their explanations, which can be
of any level of granularity, ranging from high (e.g. cognitive)
to low (neural). The main difference with the functional-level
language (LF ) is that LA must be constructive. For instance,
LF allowed Dr. Conjectura to postulate that a decision maker
presented with a set of options X 0 chooses any x ∈ {x|x ∈ X 0
and u p (x) ≥ t}, without specifying how this x is found. In
contrast, an algorithmic level explanation needs to specify exactly how a person is believed to compute set membership.
LA can be thought of as akin to a programming language,
but allowing only those computational steps that Dr. Conjectura believes are realizable by the system under study. Like
functional level explanations, algorithmic level explanations
3 Dr.

Conjectura can also drop assumptions about F whenever a
previous inference returned “none,” until inference is possible. We
do not model the problem of deciding which assumptions to drop.
Hence, our hardness results are really lower-bounds on complexity.
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must be publishable, and hence cannot be arbitrarily large (although the domains over which they compute can be infinite).
We can thus define Dr. Conjectura’s problem of inferring algorithmic level explanations as follows:
(A , LA )- ABDUCTIVE INFERENCE
Given: A data set D with observed situation-behavior
pairs (s, b) ∈ S × B, generated by an unknown algorithm AM of type A computing an unknown function
FM : SM → 2BM , where S ⊆ SM , B ⊆ BM , and an upper
bound K ∈ N ∪ {∞}.
Inference: A description LA ∈ LA of an algorithm A ∈ A
that computes a function FA that is consistent with D,
such that LA has length at most K, if such an LA exists.
“None” otherwise.
Note that (A , LA )- ABDUCTIVE INFERENCE and (F , LF )ABDUCTIVE INFERENCE really are two distinct problems; a
solution to one does not automatically yield a solution to the
other. In one direction this may be obvious: a description LF
of a function F need not specify an algorithm A for computing F. To see that the reverse also holds, note that a description LA of an algorithm A may concisely specify a method for
computing a function F, but that in itself does not naturally
give a short description of F in the explanatory language LF
(Bechtel & Shagrir, 2015; Egan, 2017; Varma, 2014).

Computational complexity analysis
To analyse how hard the inference problems posed to Dr.
Conjectura are, we build on concepts and proof techniques
from the mathematics of computability and complexity. We
start by presenting key definitions in an accessible form that
suffices for our purposes. For more extensive and formal
treatments see textbooks such as (Lewis & Papadimitriou,
1997; Garey & Johnson, 1979; Arora & Barak, 2009; Primiero, 2019; van Rooij et al., 2019).
Definition 1 (Computability) A relation (e.g., function
or inference problem) Q : X → 2Y is said to be computable if there exists at least one algorithm that can
compute y ∈ Q(x) for any x ∈ X. Otherwise we say that
Q is uncomputable.
Definition 2 (P-time algorithm) An algorithm A is said
to be a polynomial-time algorithm if it runs in time
O (nc ), where n is a measure of the input size and c is
a constant.
Algorithms that take more than polynomial time, such as
exponential time algorithms, are generally regarded as intractable for all but small input sizes (Garey & Johnson,
1979; Arora & Barak, 2009). To illustrate why, consider an
abductive inference problem with a data set D, of modest size
|D| = 100. An exponential time algorithm running in, say,
time O (cn ) with c = 2 would take on the order of 1030 steps,
which is more than the number of seconds that passed since
the birth of the universe (< 1018 seconds). For |D| = 500, this

number would be on the order of 10150 , which far surpasses
the number of atoms in the universe (< 1082 atoms). This
means that for such a data set, even a brain or machine—or a
collection of brains or machines, with as many parallel computing channels as there are atoms in the universe—may take
as long as the time that has passed since the birth of the universe to complete the inferential process. Suffice it to say that
in practice, intractable abductive inferences are not feasible
for medium to large inputs.
Definition 3 (Tractability) A relation Q is said to be
tractable if there exists at least one polynomial-time algorithm that can compute it. Otherwise we say Q is intractable.

Theorem 4 If there is a bound K ∈ N on the length
of the explanation LF ∈ LF and LF is tractable (hence
F contains only tractable functions), then (F , LF )ABDUCTIVE INFERENCE is tractably verifiable for all
LF .
Theorem 4 holds even if M is assumed to be a limited computational device, such as a finite state automaton.
The theorems listed so far pertain to the abduction of functional level explanations. We have a fully analogous set of
theorems for algorithmic level abduction.

Definition 4 (Tractable verifiability) A relation Q :
X → 2Y is said to be tractably verifiable if there exists an
algorithm that (i) runs in polynomial time in the size of
x, and (ii) given x and y, can verify that y ∈ Q(x) holds.
Note that if Q is tractable then it is also tractably verifiable.
The converse is generally assumed to be false (Goldreich,
2010, Chapter 2).
Here we will assume that both the functions computed
by cognitive systems and the inferential capacities of cognitive scientists themselves are bounded by the requirement of
tractability (for an extensive argument see (van Rooij et al.,
2019)). Given this assumption, we ask: How hard is cognitive science? To address this question, we derive a set of
theorems that we collectively refer to as Conjectura theorems
(see the supplementary materials4 for details and proofs and
Table 2 for an overview):
Theorem 1 If there is no bound on the length of the
explanation LF ∈ LF (i.e., K = ∞), then (F , LF )ABDUCTIVE INFERENCE is uncomputable for some LF .

Theorem 5 If there is no bound on the length of
the explanation LA ∈ LA (i.e., K = ∞), then (A , LA )ABDUCTIVE INFERENCE is uncomputable for some LA .
Theorem 6 If there is a bound K ∈ N on the length of
the explanation LA ∈ LA , then (A , LA )- ABDUCTIVE IN FERENCE is computable for all LA .
Theorem 7 If there is a bound K ∈ N on the length of
the explanation LA ∈ LA and LA is tractable (and hence
A contains only tractable functions), then (A , LA )ABDUCTIVE INFERENCE is intractable for some LA .
Theorem 8 If there is a bound K ∈ N on the length of the
explanation LA ∈ LA , LA is tractable (hence A contains
only tractable functions), then (A , LA )- ABDUCTIVE IN FERENCE is tractably verifiable for all LA .

Discussion

Theorem 1 holds even if LF is tractable (and hence F contains only tractable functions). This shows that the uncomputability of (F , LF )- ABDUCTIVE INFERENCE is not due to
excessive complexity of the to-be-explained cognitive system, but rather to the absence of the bound on the length of
explanations. This interpretation is confirmed by Theorem 2.
Theorem 2 If there is a bound K ∈ N on the length
of the explanation LF ∈ LF , then (F , LF )- ABDUCTIVE
INFERENCE is computable for all LF .
While a bound on the length of explanations buys computability, it does not yet buy tractability, as shown next.
Theorem 3 If there is a bound K ∈ N on the length of
the explanation LF ∈ LF and LF is tractable (and hence
F contains only tractable functions), then (F , LF )ABDUCTIVE INFERENCE is intractable for some LF .
4 Available

Theorem 3 shows that there cannot exist any polynomial-time
algorithm for generating tractable functional explanations (of
bounded size) for any given data set. What is possible, however, is to tractably recognize explanations when stumbled
upon by chance, as shown next.

on OSF at https://osf.io/gpkhj/
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We started our exploration by asking how hard cognitive science would be if there were no uncertainty in our observations
and we had all the relevant data. The Conjectura theorems
show that even in such an ideal situation, generating explanations consistent with our observations defies any efficient
abductive inference procedure (see Table 2 for an overview
of the results). We situate our results in the literature before
drawing out their implications.
While the results will strike some of the cognitive science
community as unintuitive and disappointing, others will not
be surprised because there is a family of negative theoretical results which are similar in spirit, coming from multiple research traditions and dating back to at least the 1960’s.
Most salient are computational and formal learning theory
(Solomonoff, 1964; Angluin, 1992; Kelly, 1996; Gierasimczuk, 2010) and the cognitive science of science (Thagard,
2012). The lines of research differ in their aims, degree of
generality, and the types of scientific problems they address.
There are several key differences between our formalization
and those existing approaches. We focus on explanation

Table 2: How hard is cognitive science?
Type of explanation

Assumptions

Functional
Algorithmic
Functional
Algorithmic

LF
LA
LF
LA

Computable

Tractable

Tractably verifiable

No
No
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No

No
No
Yes
Yes

tractable, K = ∞
tractable, K = ∞
tractable, K ∈ N
tractable, K ∈ N

instead of, for instance, induction, prediction or testability
(Kelly, 1996; Kelly & Schulte, 1995). We investigate computational complexity rather than learnability in the limit (Gold,
1967; Solomonoff, 1964). We model the specific problem of
abduction given background assumptions about the cognitive
system, in contrast to more generic formalisms (Gold, 1978;
Angluin, 1992). Our models are, however, general enough
to encompass all explanatory computational frameworks in
cognitive science, in contrast to Bayesian (Kwisthout, 2011;
Lipton, 2003) or coherentist (Thagard, 1989; Thagard & Verbeurgt, 1998) models of abduction. In sum, our formalisms
allow us to show how hard specific, recognizable abductive
inference problems of interest to cognitive scientists are.
It is important to show which negative results apply to these
specific problems, even though the nature of negative results
is that there can be no “solution” in the form of a way to get
around them. Compare to the “no free lunch theorem” of machine learning (Wolpert, 1996), which says essentially that
there exists no best algorithm for solving all learning problems; awareness of this is important so that researchers don’t
go looking for a generic best algorithm. Similarly, it is important to generate awareness among all cognitive scientists
that there can be no fixed, general procedure to generate good
explanations, precisely so that such a procedure is not sought,
and claims of its existence are not trusted.
Unpacking the full implications of our results for cognitive science research practice is not easy, and we imagine that
those reading this may have all kinds of questions, objections,
or counter-intuitions. Given space limitations, we cannot possibly address them all. Instead, we unpack the implications of
the results using a fictive dialogue, addressing the most likely
concerns along the way. In the dialogue, Dr. Conjectura (denoted by C) plays the role of the skeptic who does not see the
relevance of the results for their own practices. R relays our
responses.
C: I appreciate you trying to help me achieve my research
goals, but I can’t see how you are doing so. How are the
theorems relevant to me? I am never in that ideal situation.
R: What ideal situation?
C: You formalized my inferential problems by assuming I
have perfect, errorless observations. But my data are always
incomplete and noisy.

can more uncertainty about the relevant facts make this
problem easier? It seems it can only make it harder.
C: Fair. But you set an unrealistic standard for explanation.
No explanation is perfect, but at best an approximation.
R: What do you mean exactly by ‘approximation’?
C: Well, for instance, explanations do not always need to be
consistent with all the data.
R: We need not assume such a high standard. Even if
an explanation needs to be consistent with, say, half of
the data,5 generating such ‘half-consistent’ explanations
remains intractable.
C: Oh. That’s counter-intuitive.
R: I hope this takes away your worries about the idealizations we introduced? In general, many problems that are
intractable to solve exactly are also hard to solve approximately, for various meanings of ‘approximation.’6
C: But I still do not understand. If you would just give me
perfect, error-free observations, shouldn’t it be easy for me
to infer the mechanism producing that data?
R: Explanation does not come for free. The number of
possible mechanisms you could describe with language
and mathematics is astronomical. Finding a description
that pinpoints a mechanism consistent with the data is like
finding a needle in a haystack: there exists no general efficient procedure for searching the space.
C: But I’ve already narrowed down the options. I’m looking
only for explanations of a particular cognitive architecture
type: [insert your favorite framework, e.g., ACT-R, Adaptive
Toolbox, PDP, Subsumption-Architecture, etc.].
R: Our analyses encompass this view, as one option, by
constraining the space of possible functions (the set F ) and
algorithms (A ), according to your architectural commitments. Even with such general a priori commitments, the
space remains astronomically large for architectures with
non-trivial computing power.
C: What do you mean by non-trivial?

R: The theorems show that in the ideal situation finding
explanations consistent with the facts is not tractable. How
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5 Equivalently, one could assume that D contains only those data
you care about and think are relevant for ones explanation.
6 See e.g. (Arora, 1998; Garey & Johnson, 1979).

R: Well, even if a system has few possible internal states
and its behavior is fully governed by simple rules, generating explanations of its behaviors remains intractable.7 Do
you think that human cognition is simpler than this?
C: No, likely more complex.
R: Then our intractability results apply to your work.
C: Are you saying my work is hopeless? I cannot hope to
ever generate a satisfactory explanation for cognition?

R: Recognizing the need for and legitimacy of alternative
approaches is a prerequisite to productive critique.12 So
you can critique approaches on substantive grounds, but I
must dissuade you from viewing any fixed (set of) procedure(s) as the right one and trying to convince others that
they should adopt it too. I’ve noticed you grumbling about
the too-subjective methods13 some of your colleagues are
using, and I must encourage you to live and let live.14

Acknowledgments

R: I wouldn’t say hopeless. If you were to hit upon a
satisfactory explanation through sheer luck, then you could
recognize this.8
C: Sigh. That’s not much of a plan ...
R: I don’t think you need to be any more discouraged by
intractability than by the inherent uncertainty in your data,
generalizations, and theory that you were already dealing
with. But it does mean that your inferential work cannot
be proceduralized in any efficient way. So best not try to
make an algorithm, or an otherwise too-strict set of rules,
to replace your scientific thinking.
C: Why not? What could go wrong?
R: You may fool yourself into thinking you are searching
the whole space, while you are actually stuck in a small
corner of an astronomical space outside your consideration. It may also cause you to assume that the system you
are studying is simpler than you really believe, because
otherwise your procedures would not converge efficiently.
C: Well if any procedure I might use will hold me back,
what can I do?
R: I would endorse a meta-approach of not proceduralizing. This is especially important now, as we increasingly
focus on a too narrow set of methodological approaches in
cognitive science.9 The best advice I can give pertains to
the community: our only hope of understanding the mind is
if the community allows for pluralism10 in approaches and
an unbounded number of procedures different researchers
may adopt.
C: Why unbounded?
R: Because it is known that intractable problems cannot
be solved by a fixed number of parallel procedures.11
C: But if we impose no limit on the number of approaches,
wouldn’t there be many bad ones?
7 See

Thm A.1 and Proposition A.3 in Supplementary materials.
Thms. 3, 6. Note that so far, we only know this for ideal
situations as per our problem definitions.
9 For instance, due to increasing dominance of experimental psychology in cognitive science over the last 30 years (Gentner, 2019).
10 Cf. Devezer, Nardin, Baumgaertner, and Buzbas (2019) and
Dale (2008).
11 By Lemma 3, p. 481 of van Rooij et al. (2012).
8 By
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Abstract
How do we manage to understand the minds of others and
usefully interact with them? In the last decade, the debate on
these issues has developed from unitary to pluralist approaches.
According to the latter, we make use of multiple sociocognitive strategies when predicting, interpretating, and
reacting to the behavior of others. This means a departure from
the view of mindreading as the main strategy underlying social
cognition. In this paper, we address the question of the
controversial status of mindreading within such a pluralist
framework. Contrary to many other accounts, we ascribe
mindreading an equal status in a pluralist framework.
Mindreading is required for a variety of central situations in life
and importantly underlies the way in which we understand
other people. Mindreading is also no less reliable than
alternative strategies; reliability is not so much a matter of
different competing socio-cognitive strategies, but rather of
their complementary use.
Keywords: Pluralism; Social Understanding; Mindreading;
Theory Theory, Simulation Theory, Interaction Theory; Direct
Perception; Behavioral Scripts; Stereotypes

1. Introduction
From cradle to grave, successful interaction with others forms
a fundamental part of human life. As newborns, our survival
substantially depends on the interaction with others, and even
after that it remains a critical factor for our striving and
thriving as adults. Researchers in social cognition have been
interested in the question of what this ability consists in: how
does human social cognition work? How can humans
usefully predict, interpret, and react to the behavior of others?
Broadly construed, the debate on social cognition was long
stuck in the dispute between Theory Theory (TT) (e.g. BaronCohen, 1995; Gopnik & Wellman, 1992) and Simulation
Theory (ST) (e.g. Goldman, 2006), or combinations thereof.
Although these accounts disagreed on how exactly the
attribution of mental states is implemented, they all agreed
that social cognition is based on mindreading, i.e. the
attribution of non-observable mental states to others. Thus,
the debate was about whether mindreading was theory or
simulation based, or both. That social cognition depended
centrally on mindreading was not questioned. A key
development took place in the literature with the introduction
of Interactionist Accounts (IT) which criticized mindreading1

For a more detailed description of TT, ST, and IT including their
advantages and disadvantages see Coninx & Newen (2018).
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based approaches on the basis of an unnecessary overintellectualization of social cognition (Gallagher, 2001;
Gallagher & Hutto, 2008). Instead they argued for a more
basic interaction-based approach.1
TT, ST, and IT are, originally, all unitary theories – this
means that they propose a single strategy underlying social
cognition. Even if they allow for the general possibility of
multiple strategies to be employed in social cognition, only
one of them is supposed to function as the default or basis
underlying the others. In recent years, however, there has
been a move away from such unitary theories towards
Pluralist Accounts (Andrews, 2012; Fiebich, 2015; Fiebich et
al., 2017; Newen, 2015; Spaulding, 2018). That is, IT was
right in arguing that not all our social cognition depends on
mindreading, we have alternative, more basic and interactive
means of understanding others. However, it is not the case
that we simply replace mindreading as the golden standard of
social cognition by means of another socio-cognitive
strategy. According to pluralist approaches, there is no main
strategy underlying social cognition, instead we make use of
a variety of strategies to understand others. Consequently,
mindreading along with more direct and interactive processes
would be deployed in social cognition.
While this general pluralist direction in the recent debate is
promising, we want to investigate and question the status of
mindreading within current pluralist approaches to social
cognition. In part due to a remaining influence of IT, many
pluralist accounts argue that mindreading only has a
subordinate status within social cognition (e.g. Fiebich et al.,
2017). In this paper, we aim to establish the central status that
mindreading has in social cognition, even if we acknowledge
that alternative strategies also play an important role.
Therefore, we argue for an equal status of mindreading within
a pluralistic framework, i.e. where mindreading is treated as
a socio-cognitive strategy on par with others. The point is not
to show the superiority of theory-based inference or
simulation. However, we question the understanding of
mindreading as an error-prone last straw that we rely on only
in those rare cases when allegedly more reliable alternatives
are not available.
The paper proceeds as follows: in Section 2, we will
introduce pluralism and some of the main proponents of this
view, highlighting why they allocate only a subordinate

status to mindreading. In contrast to this, we will argue in
Section 3 that mindreading is a socio-cognitive strategy
employed in various central situations of human life that
proves more reliable than many defenders of pluralism so far
think. Note that our aim is not to defend pluralism per se
against more unitary accounts of social cognition, but rather
to shed light on the controversial status of mindreading within
such a pluralist framework. Section 4 summarizes our results.

2. The Plurality of Socio-Cognitive
Strategies
The basic idea of pluralism concerning social cognition is that
there is no one fundamental strategy of social cognition, but
that humans use a variety of strategies depending on what
serves the context best (e.g. Fiebich, 2015). In the following,
we are about to introduce the four most commonly discussed
socio-cognitive strategies that pluralist accounts aim to
incorporate (without aiming for completeness): i) theorybased inference-making, ii) simulation, iii) direct perception,
and iv) rule-following. Theory-based inference making and
simulation count as mindreading strategies as they rely on the
attribution of mental states by indirect means, i.e. theorizing
or simulation others’ minds. Direct perception is also
employed for the attribution of mental states but without the
intermediate step of theorizing or simulating involved in
mindreading. Rule following refers to those kinds of
strategies that enable us to successfully interact with others
without having to make recourse to mental states at all.
First, according to defenders of TT, mindreading relies on
the deployment of a folk psychological theory, i.e. a coherent
system of law-like assumptions, used for systematic
inferences about the mental states of others. This ability is
supposed to depend either on a dynamic process of
prediction, learning, and modification (Gopnik & Wellman,
1992) or the maturing of an innate module (Baron-Cohen,
1995). These accounts disagree with respect to the
acquirement of mindreading abilities, but define mindreading
in terms of theory-based inference-making. For example,
when we watch another person on the train take out a book
and then desperately rummage in their bag and feel their
pockets while their reading glasses are set on their head, we
can ascribe to the person the desire to find their glasses and
unawareness about the fact that their glasses are on their head.
We can do so based on a set of law-like assumptions of how
people in general behave and what their mental states are
when they behave a certain way.
Second, according to defenders of ST, we attribute nonobservable mental states to other by running simulations.
That is, we put ourselves ‘into the shoes’ of another person
and simulate the beliefs, desires, intentions, or emotions that
we would have or experience if we would be the respective
person in the respective situation (Goldman, 2006). This
includes the projection of oneself into the other’s position as
well as certain adjustments taking into account differences
between oneself and the respective other. For example, when
seeing another peson giving a talk in front of a great audience,
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we might infer their emotional state (e.g. anxiety) by
imagining how we would feel if we would be in their place
while we might also take into account that the other is
particularly nervous as they wish to be admired by one of the
participants in the audience. Both TT and ST can be
considered different strategies of mindreading. As our
concern in this paper is defending the role of mindreading,
we will not always distinguish between theory-based
inferences and simulations in what follows and speak instead
of strategies of mindreading in general.
Third, defenders of IT (Gallagher, 2001; Gallagher &
Hutto, 2008) have criticized TT and ST on the basis that
demanding strategies of mindreading are not necessary for a
vast majority of social cognition. Instead they argue for a
more basic interaction-based understanding of others that
allows for smart perception. That is, in many social situations
we do not need to infer or simulate the mental states of others,
but are able to directly perceive them based on social cues
such as facial expressions, body posture, or gestures
(Gallagher, 2008; Zahavi, 2011). For example, when jointly
carrying a table, we might be able to directly perceive the
intention of the other person concerning the direction in
which they are turning simply by means of their body posture
or eye gaze. Similarly, it is suggested that we can directly
perceive emotional mental states, such as anger. We do not
need to engage in theory-based inferences or run simulations
when engaging with an angry person in order to determine
their mental state, we can directly see that they are angry.
Fourth, it has been argued that we can predict the behavior
of others solely based on our knowledge that people follow
certain social rules and show behavioral regularities. In other
words, we can interact with others on the bases of rule
following without attributing any mental states. Social
interaction is often significantly shaped by stereotypes and
social biases about how members of certain groups act
(Andrews, 2012; Spaulding, 2018), by our expectations
concerning the behavioral routines of an individual (Fiebich
& Coltheart, 2015; Newen, 2015), or the scripts applying to
standardized interactions in social situations (Coninx &
Newen, 2018; Newen, 2015). For example, I can make
predictions about the driving style of taxi drivers based on
stereotypes I have about people of this profession; or about a
friends’ behavior based on my knowledge of their habits.
Further, there are certain behavioral rules when one gets on
the bus, such as showing the ticket to the driver, which allow
for predicting the behavior of others and navigating this
context without needing to attribute mental states.
As it stands, the pluralistic agenda seems promising. We
have moved away from the idea that there is a single basis for
social cognition and instead are faced with a variety of
strategies which can be employed flexibly. Mindreading, that
is attributing mental states to others via either simulation or
theorizing, is just one option. Endorsing a pluralist
framework, however, raises the question of what the status of
mindreading is within such a framework.
While little has been written explicitly on how different
strategies relate to each other (see Westra, 2018 for an

exception), it seems generally assumed that the different
strategies should be seen as alternative means of social
cognition, where mindreading plays only a subordinate role.
The deemphasizing of mindreading in comparison to other
strategies seems motivated in reference to three interrelated
criteria. Quantitative criterion: mindreading is a little used
strategy in comparison to alternatives (e.g. Gallagher &
Hutto, 2008). Centrality criterion: mindreading is not
employed in central situations of social interaction, but
occurs only in the periphery of human life (e.g. Fiebich et al.,
2017). Reliability criterion: mindreading is less reliable than
alternative strategies (e.g. Andrews, 2017). In other words,
while mindreading is a strategy used in social cognition, it is
rarely employed, and if so, of minor relevance to understand
central situations of social understanding and more errorprone than alternative socio-cognitive strategies.
It is this marginalization of mindreading within the
pluralist framework which we object to in this paper. It
should be noted, however, that this will not be a point about
the frequency with which mindreading is used. We consider
the discussion of the quantitative criterion as little fruitful
given that we lack a clear standard on how to measure the
frequency with which particular socio-cognitive strategies
are used. Even if we did, it would require an in-depth
comprehensive empirical investigation to determine the use
of each concrete strategy. Further, even if it shows that we
use mindreading less frequently than some of the alternative
strategies, this does not imply that they are less central or
reliable which we consider more relevant for the status to be
ascribed to a socio-cognitive strategy in a pluralistic
framework. In what follows we will therefore focus on the
centrality criterion and the reliability criterion in order to
highlight the equal status that mindreading should be
allocated within the pluralist framework.

3. The Controversial Status of
Mindreading
Our argument has the following two strands. First, we show
that mindreading is not merely used in extraordinary
circumstances but in various central situations of our social
life that direct perception and rule following cannot account
for (centrality criterion). Second, we argue that mindreading
constitutes a socio-cognitive strategy that is at least as reliable
as suggested alternatives (reliability criterion).

3.1. The Centrality of Mindreading
It is a common argument given by defenders of pluralist
accounts that mindreading is only used in very unusual
circumstances where alternative and less demanding
strategies cannot be employed. That is, mindreading might be
used in some situations but these are not central to our ability
to successfully predict, interpret, and react to the behavior of
other. We might need mindreading as a back-up option for
extraordinary cases, but it is not key to our striving and
thriving as social beings. Testing the centrality of a sociocognitive strategy is not a simple empirical matter, as
normative aspects play a role in determining what constitutes
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crucial aspects of human life, including aspects of pure
biological survival, socio-economic status, or personal
fulfillment. We will therefore not attempt to develop a strict
measure here. Rather, we want to point out different
situations in which mindreading necessarily comes into play
and identify them as relevant paradigmatic cases of human
interaction. This argument is based on two steps. First, we
must recognize that there are certain cases of social cognition
in which mindreading is necessarily employed as alternative
strategies come to their limit. Second, we must show that
these cases are not just side-phenomena of human life.
A first point to note is that the assumption that
mindreading is used only in unusual cases is based, among
other things, on a common overestimation of the cases in
which socio-cognitive strategies other than mindreading can
be employed. For example, it is often assumed that
mindreading is only of relevance when we interact with
people who substantially differ from us (e.g., people from an
unfamiliar culture background or with certain impairments in
social interaction). On the contrary, we think that the
application of mindreading is much broader given that, taken
on their own, all socio-cognitive strategies are quite limited,
including direct perception and rule following.
With sufficient background knowledge about a person or
situation, smart perception might allow us to directly access
not only basic intentions, such as the direction of another
person’s movement, but also “higher” mental states, such as
more complex emotions (e.g., Gallagher, 2008). However,
direct perception has its limits, for example, when there are
insufficient social cues (e.g., in written communication via
letters, emails, text messages, or social media) or when the
social situation becomes more complex and multilayered
(e.g., when a person tries to cover up their actual feelings out
of shame by imitating the bodily cues of another emotion).
The same is true of many cases of rule following which only
has application in situations in which the attribution of mental
states is not required. For example, we might be able to
predict the behavior of others and coordinate our movement
when being on a busy bus. However, we will not be able to
know what another person on the bus thinks when staring at
us based purely on rule following. Rule following and direct
perception may complement each other in some cases
without the need to theorize about or simulate the minds of
others. A crucial area that remains inaccessible, however,
relates to interactions that focus on the complex idiosyncratic
mental states of others (e.g. their world view, existential
concerns, or life goals) that are constitutive of their
personality. These play a central role, for example, for long
term relationships and are accessible neither via direct
perception nor rule following (Coninx & Newen, 2018).
Taken together, direct perception and rule following alone
seem insufficient for certain social encounters. One could
argue that this is unproblematic for recent pluralistic
approaches. These allow for mindreading as a subordinate
socio-cognitive strategy employed in particular situations.
This may include those situations in which we interact with
people that profoundly differ from us, communicate in

written format, have to master contractual social situations,
or establish in-depth relationships with individuals. However,
in order for this to continue to justify the attribution of a
subordinate status to mindreading, precisely these situations
would have to turn out to be marginal phenomena of human
life. In a second step, we therefore intend to show that this is
not the case. On the contrary, mindreading is necessary to
enable central spheres of our life. In order to show this, we
will address the previously indicated examples in more detail.
We do not assume that any of these examples on its own can
confirm our thesis, but that they jointly speak for the
attribution of an equal status to mindreading in a pluralist
framework.
First, mindreading is often argued to be an important
strategy in understanding people who differ substantially
from us with respect to their behavior, for example, who
come from different cultures or suffer from disorders
impairing social interaction (see also Newen, 2015). In these
cases, we cannot always rely on direct perception because the
given perceptual cues might not indicate the same mental
states or behaviors. For example, patients suffering from
Parkinson’s disease are impaired with respect to the facial
expressivity of emotions (e.g. Bologna et al., 2013). Hence,
socio-cognitive strategies of direct perception are of limited
use in understanding these patients. The same might apply in
situations in which we interact with people of a particular
cultural background, in which, for example, emotional
expressions are systematically suppressed or related to
different mental states and corresponding reactions than we
are used to. Moreover, past experiences, social roles, or
stereotypes would also not be of help in those situations in
which we are not particularly familiar with the relevant social
group to which a subject belongs. For many people these
situations are clearly peripheral occurrences. It should be
noted, however, that for some people interactions with people
from various different cultures are a central part of their daily
lives, such as in the financial sector or the travel industry.
Even for people for whom interactions with yet unfamiliar
cultures are rare events, they can still be perceived as
particularly significant experiences for their personal
development. Finally, it can be added that mindreading might
also be needed for various common interactions with young
children. Young children substantially differ from adults as
they are not yet fully familiarized with the respective social
norms and behavioral patterns and their bodily cues often
only indicate the need for further considerations.
At this point it is worth highlighting the role of
mindshaping. The idea of mindshaping is that we not only
passively interpret the mental states of others, but actively
shape these in order to make another person more
comprehensible (Mameli, 2001; McGeer, 2007; Zawidzki,
2008). The attribution of unobservable mental states to others
does not exclusively serve the accurate representation of
mental states and the accurate prediction of behavior, but
allows us to influence the mental states of others and thereby
facilitate coordination. This is a process which probably plays
an important role in our interactions with children, but also
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when meeting different cultures upon which mindshaping
can take place in order to increase mutual comprehensibility.
For example, our folk psychological assumptions about the
mental states of others might turn into self-fulfilling
prophecies as we ascribe certain beliefs, desires, intentions,
or emotions to children and expect them to behave
accordingly. What is important about this is that the
adjustments which take place are not merely at the level of
behavior – i.e. that we learn to behave according to the
practices of a society in line with the rule following strategy
- but that this is supposed to directly modify the mental states
we actually have in order to allow for better mindreading.
Mindreading and mindshaping can thereby be considered
complementary in that effective mindshaping depends on
mindreading and vice versa (Peters, 2019).
Second, we also tend to rely on mindreading when a social
situation emerges that offers only a small number of
perceptual cues (Baron-Cohen, 1995). Imagine, for example,
a situation in which we read an email from an editor or a
comment posted under a blog entry. In these cases, we engage
in forms of social interactions but all typical cues of direct
perception are missing. Thus, particularly in situations of this
kind, we seem to rely on the attribution of mental states by
means of theory-based inferences or simulations in order to
successfully engage in social understanding. It might be
objected that although in these cases interactive mechanisms
cannot be at work, other processes, such as social roles or past
experiences may be employed rather than mindreading. For
example, I may have interacted with editors via mail on a
regular basis and, therefore, I can rely on certain social scripts
or stereotypes in order to explain or predict behavior without
explicitly attributing a mental state. Notwithstanding, we
often engage in forms of communication in which we have
no general rules that we can rely on. For example, an early
career researchers might lack previous experience with
editors and even for advanced researchers it might appear
difficult to associate a random commentator with a social role
that allows for the prediction of behavior without the
engagement of mindreading. With the progress of
digitalization in our life and the fact that we use written
communication via various media for central aspects of our
professional and private lives, it seems difficult to see only a
peripheral role for mindreading here.
Third, socio-cognitive strategies of direct perception and
rule following are of limited use when a social situation
becomes more complex and multilayered. While it is often
emphasized that human beings are cooperative and this
collaborative interaction is a driving force in the development
of human social cognition (Tomasello, 2020), we should not
forget that we are also a highly competitive species. While
we may be willing to directly reveal our mental states in some
contexts, often we are more withdrawn with strangers or
actively try to deceive people. There are many different
reasons why people try to hide their actual mental states from
others. In some cases, a friend may act as if everything is fine
because they are ashamed to about their feelings. In another
case, a co-worker may act friendly so that we do not realize

their intention of plotting against us to receive a promotion.
In these cases, cues from direct perception may be missing or
unreliable and need to be supplemented with more complex
mindreading strategies. Rule following cannot replace this,
since this is about understanding the mental states of a
specific individual in a concrete life situation whose behavior
might deviate from the known general rules. These situations
require working out what another person is actually thinking,
as opposed to what they want you to think; or thinking about
how you need to behave in order to make another person
think you are thinking something else then you actually do.
For these complex activities, it seems unhelpful to resort
purely on rule-following strategies which offer only a rather
behaviorist approach in the absence of mindreading. Being
able to engage in ‘mind games’, identify tactical deception,
and develop counter-strategies seems central for the
biological, socio-economic, and personal thriving of humans,
even though they might not be used as frequently.
Fourth, mindreading is a central socio-cognitive strategy in
that it is fundamental for how we understand others. Stueber
(2012) has highlighted that mindreading - or more
specifically the ability to attribute mental states to others in
order to explain why someone acted the way they did - is
essential for understanding other people as rational beings.
Even if we do not always need to be able to explain the other
person’s actions in terms of their mental states in order to
interact with them, being in principle able to do so is required
for our understanding of others as minded and rational
beings. This is something which goes beyond direct
perception because often one’s reasons for action, including
also background beliefs and assumptions are not something
which can be directly perceived in a particular moment. In
this sense mindreading must be seen as a central pillar of
social understanding, not because we use it so often, but
because it underlies a fundamental aspect of our
understanding of other people. Beyond this, mindreading also
allows us to build and maintain person-centered relationships
with others as individuals. Rule following strategies are
necessarily limited when it comes to understanding others as
an individual as rules and norms tend to be broader
generalizations which are not subject to individual
differences. Even if we do have rules for the idiosyncrasies
of individuals (e.g. Chris goes for a jog every morning at
6:30) these only allow for limited behaviorist predictions. But
it is specifically these individual differences in terms of
beliefs, life goals, or fears which are essential for establishing
close bonds with individual people. The corresponding
attributions also elude direct perception because the set of
beliefs, desires, emotions, and the like that characterize an
individual are not directly perceivable in a single situation.
This is especially true when we are just getting to know a
person. Interestingly, situations in which we need to get to
know others as individuals might occur regularly in personal,
but also in professional contexts. This applies especially to
people working in educational or economic jobs which
require developing learning strategies adequate for
individuals or reacting to individual preferences to make
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convincing offers. In particular, mindreading is also required
for the maintenance of person-centered long-term
relationships going beyond the here and now. That is, we
need to attribute complex sets of mental states to keep close
relationships with our colleagues, friends, partners, and
families.
What this aims to illustrate is that even if we only employ
mindreading rarely, mindreading nonetheless underlies much
of our understanding of others. It is clear that we do not only
see others as objects. But our understanding of others also
goes beyond merely seeing them as minded beings: we
understand that other people are and complex rational beings
with an individualized perspective on the world. It is
mindreading which allows us to form this conception, even if
the strategy itself is less used in day-to-day life. As such,
cases in which we employ mindreading in this manner might
be less common but they might prove most meaningful and
rememberable to us.
Taken together, these examples show that mindreading
plays a central role in social understanding. In the literature,
we often find idealized descriptions of situations in which a
single socio-cognitive strategy is employed. In many of them,
mindreading finds no application. However, those cases in
which mindreading is actually employed are not necessarily
peripheral to human life. Moreover, we assume that in real
life, the plurality of socio-cognitive strategies are not used in
strict isolation. In the contrary, humans use all available
means in a situation to predict, interpret, and react to the
behavior of others in the best possible manner. Therefore, it
seems more likely that theory-based inference-making,
simulation, direct perception, and rule following are used
simultaneously as complementary strategies (see also
Spaulding, 2018; Westra, 2018). For example, in aiming to
understand and predict the behavior of another person,
perceptual cues as well as stereotypes might feed into the
ascription of a mental state via mindreading. Moreover,
mindreading can influence direct perception or rule following
by constraining the search space for perceptual cues or
activating certain stereotypes rather than others. This does not
exclude that in some cases only one socio-cognitive strategy
is employed. The decisive aspect is, however, that
mindreading does not only come into play in the periphery of
human social interaction.

3.2. The Reliability of Mindreading
A further argument often raised against mindreading is that it
is an unreliable strategy compared to the alternative
strategies. For example, in areas in which we are strongly
dependent on mindreading such as communication via social
media we seem to find more error and misunderstandings.
The conclusion drawn from this is that mindreading is error
prone and should therefore only be used when alternative
socio-cognitive strategies are not available.
A first point to note about this is that it is unclear to what
extent the reliability of mindreading (or any of the alternative
strategies) can be assessed. Westra (2020) argues that we
currently do not have any good means of determining the

reliability of mindreading. The reason for this is that
reliability of mindreading is often assessed through
comparison with self-report. In other words, whether we
correctly attributed a mental state depends on whether this
corresponds to the person’s self-report. However, there are
reasons to be skeptical that such an introspective self-report
is always accurate. For this reason, it would be difficult to
empirically determine whether mindreading really is accurate
or not. Therefore, we are once again confronted with the
problem of establishing a clear method to adequately
empirically test a criterion that is supposed to speak for a
marginalized status of mindreading in a pluralist framework.
But despite this, perhaps there is some motivation for being
concerned about the reliability of mindreading. As mentioned
above, it does seem that areas in which we are predominantly
limited to only mindreading, such as online interactions,
strategies are more prone to error and misunderstandings.
However, the situations in which mindreading is the only
strategy available to us are usually rather complex situations
where we must make decisions and judgements based on less
information than otherwise, or we have to engage in highly
specific and individualized mental state attribution. Given the
complexity of these scenarios, it does not seem surprising that
we would find more error here, simply owed to the situation
itself rather than the strategy of mindreading employed.
A different reason for being concerned about the reliability
of mindreading is the vast variety of mental states that could
be attributed to explain behavior. Andrews (2017) notes that
there is no clear one-to-one correspondence between mental
states and behavior and that for this reason mental state
attributions are likely to be false. For example, there are many
mental states which could explain someone’s behavior of
going to the shop – the need for a particular food item, the
desire to prepare for a party, etc. Similarly, there are many
behaviors which the desire for a drink could give rise to. This
would make predicting a behavior based on a mental state
unreliable. In response to this, we might question the level of
detail required for most everyday interactions – if we are
attributing relatively broad and unspecific mental states or
predicting broad types of behavior this would seem to be less
of a concern. More importantly, however, the alternative
strategies are also not free from this problem. For example,
there is also no one-to-one relationship between behavior and
rules or norms of society: one and the same behavior can be
in accordance with different rules, and norms do not always
mandate one specific behavior. Similarly, concerning direct
perception, there are multiple reasons why a person might
smile – they may be genuinely happy, or they are being polite,
or smiling to hide their true feelings.2 Purely seeing a smiling
face might therefore prove insufficient to attribute one
particular mental state with certainty.
This point is true more generally: the accuracy of all sociocognitive strategies often depends on how much background
information we have available to us. If we have a lot of

background information, for example, we know the situation
well and we are familiar with the person in question, then all
strategies of social cognition used are likely to be more
reliable. Background information is crucial in constraining
the search space of mental states to attribute to the other
person, but similarly it is also needed to constrain the
interpretation of another person’s behavior based on rule
following (see also Coninx & Newen, 2018).
One reason why mindreading might often be considered
less reliable is that some of the stereotypical examples
highlighted above where mindreading is especially needed,
are cases in which we have relatively little background
information, for example, when meeting a new person or
engaging with strangers online. In these situations, we first
need to gain information about the other person in order to
improve the reliability of our understanding of them.
However, this lack of reliability is due to the lack of
background information rather than mindreading itself.
A final point to note is that all three socio-cognitive
strategies considered here should be seen as playing an
important role in gaining information. As such, our ability to
understand others is likely to be most accurate when we are
able to make use of a combination of these strategies. When
interacting with other people we combine background
information, as well as all other information we can gain via
direct perception, rule following, and mindreading in order to
make the most accurate interpretation of the situation. As
such, mindreading is not only an ability which gets brought
in when the other abilities fail, but a further important source
of information which supplements and enriches the
information we gain from other strategies.
Fully working out how the different epistemic strategies
involved in social cognition interrelate would go beyond the
scope of this paper but the basic idea that we derive and
combine information for all socio-cognitive strategies can be
illustrated with an example. Imagine we meet a friend at a
party who does not greet us and seems to avoid us on purpose.
This constitutes a violation of the norm concerning general
behavior expected from friends as well as this particular
friend who has never acted like this before. This prompts the
need for the employment of socio-cognitive strategies other
than rule following to determine why our friend is behaving
in such manner. Perhaps we can directly perceive that the
other person intentionally avoids eye contact and we engage
in mindreading in order to determine why this is the case.
This mindreading is then itself influenced and constrained by
the information we have about the person or the situation, e.g.
do they show a similar behavior with respect to other people
or only us. Further, in conversation mindreading strategies
can be updated and combined with cues from direct
perception, such as facial expressions indicating whether our
friend is more likely to be angry at misbehavior on our part
or ashamed at misbehavior on theirs. In general, this
illustrates that epistemic strategies of social cognition are

2 Ekman, Friesen, & O’Sullivan (1988) have famously argued that
there are different types of smile and that a genuine smile differs
from a fake one. While this may allow an expert to spot the

difference, it is questionable whether this really is something which
is commonly noticed in social interactions, especially if the other
person is less familiar to us.
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often used in a mutually supporting and flexible manner in
order to best meet the demands of a situation.

4. Conclusion
In this paper, we have argued for the importance of
mindreading as an equal socio-cognitive strategy within a
pluralist framework. Contrary to what is often supposed,
mindreading is required for a variety of social situations and
is especially crucial for the maintenance of interpersonal
relationships. Mindreading might therefore also be
considered a central strategy of social cognition because it
opens up new spheres of social life. Furthermore, we have
argued that there is no reason for considering mindreading to
be less reliable than alternative strategies of social cognition.
In arguing for this version of pluralism, we have stressed the
importance of thinking of the different strategies not only as
alternatives but as complementary elements. An upcoming
task for future pluralist accounts is to provide a more detailed
account of how the different strategies interact and
complement each other in social cognition in order to provide
the best possible results.
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Abstract
How are emotions understood to relate to other aspects of
mental life? Among US adults, concepts of mental life are
anchored by a distinction between physiological sensations
(BODY), social-emotional abilities (HEART), and perceptualcognitive capacities (MIND); these conceptual units are in
place by 7-9y (Weisman et al., 2017a, 2017b, 2018). Here we
reanalyze these datasets to explore the structural relationships
among BODY, HEART, and MIND. Across six studies
(N=1758), adults’ assessments of the mental lives of robots,
beetles, birds, goats, and other entities revealed a clear
hierarchical structure: social-emotional abilities were virtually
never granted to any entity perceived to lack physiological
sensations or perceptual-cognitive abilities. This is consistent
with a folk theory—similar to prominent theories in affective
science—in which emotions emerge from the combination of
more basic capacities for sensation and cognition. Studies of
US children (4-9y, N=445) suggest that it takes years for
children to acquire this understanding.
Keywords: emotion concepts; mind perception; conceptual
change; folk psychology; cognitive development

Introduction
What are emotions, and where do they come from? How
are capacities for happiness, guilt, anger, and love related to
other aspects of our physical and mental lives? Are these rich
emotional experiences unique to humans, or might they be
shared with other animals, supernatural beings, or even
sophisticated technologies?
Such questions date back to some of the earliest writings
on human nature, from Plato’s Republic and Aristotle’s De
Anima, to the Buddha’s many teachings on sentience and
suffering—but these are timeless questions. Indeed, in the
past few decades, lively debate about the nature of emotions
(e.g., Lazarus, 1984; Zajonc, 1985) laid the foundation for the
burgeoning new field of “affective science.”
Like ancient philosophers and affective scientists, ordinary
people devote much time and energy to experiencing and
thinking about emotions (e.g., Trampe et al., 2015). Recent
research on folk theories of emotion—the concepts and
explanatory frameworks that guide reasoning about emotions
in everyday life—has focused primarily on how people
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predict and interpret the emotional responses of other people
as those people navigate the world in pursuit of their own
goals (e.g., Ong et al., 2015; Wellman et al., 2000). But a rich
tradition of work in psycholinguistics—focusing in particular
on the figurative invoked in descriptions of emotional
experience—suggests that people also have coherent
cognitive models of emotion itself: For example, expressions
like he lost his cool or her blood was boiling reveal a common
representation of the angry person as a “pressurized
container,” which might have roots in universal human
physiology as well as culturally-specific values and
emphases (Kövecses, 2010, Lakoff & Kövecses, 1987).
Here we focus on another, perhaps more metaphysical,
aspect of folk theories of emotion: intuitions about the place
of emotions in the broad range of capacities and experiences
that constitute mental life.
Our approach to this question is based in recent work
suggesting that emotions—particularly higher-order, social
emotions like guilt and love—are one of three fundamental
components of US adults’ concepts of mental life, alongside
physiological sensations and perceptual-cognitive abilities.
This three-way distinction initially emerged in a series of
studies in which US adults assessed the mental lives of
robots, beetles, birds, goats, dogs, elephants, infants, adults,
and various other target characters. Exploratory factor
analyses aimed at identifying suites of tightly correlated
mental capacities consistently revealed three factors that we
termed BODY (defined by items like getting hungry and
experiencing pain), HEART (e.g., feeling embarrassed,
experiencing pride) and MIND (e.g., remembering things,
recognizing someone) (Weisman et al., 2017a). These three
“conceptual units” have since been replicated in several
additional samples of US adults, and studies of US children
have suggested that these three “conceptual units” are firmly
in place by middle childhood (Weisman et al., 2018, 2017b).
In this paper, we re-analyze the datasets that first revealed
BODY, HEART, and MIND to address another aspect of this
folk ontology: the structural relationships among these
conceptual units. Which conceptual units are considered most
basic, most fundamental? Are any of these conceptual units
thought to depend on the presence of others? What is the

developmental trajectory of this aspect of conceptual
structure? Our results offer a new glimpse of metaphysical
intuitions about emotions among US adults and children.

Methods
In these studies, each participant judged 1-2 target
characters on a wide variety of mental capacities, including
various affective, perceptual, physiological, cognitive,
agentic, social, and other abilities. These studies were
designed to elicit variability in mental capacity attributions
across participants—either by asking participants about
“edge cases” in social reasoning (beetles and robots), whose
mental lives were likely to be the subject of disagreement
(Studies 1a-1c, Study 4), or by asking different participants
to consider diverse characters whose mental lives were likely
considered to vary dramatically (Study 1d, Study 3).
Our re-analysis of these datasets hinged on the following
logic: If many participants endorse capacities associated with
conceptual unit A without endorsing capacities associated
with conceptual unit B, but very few participants do the
reverse, this provides some evidence that A is more basic or
fundamental than B, or that B somehow depends on A. For
example, if there were many participants who, in their
assessments of the target characters included in a given study,
endorsed BODY more strongly than HEART—but very few
who endorsed HEART more strongly than BODY—this
would suggest that participants generally considered BODY
more basic than—perhaps fundamental to—HEART.

Studies 1a-1d (US adults)
Participants Adults (Study 1a: n=405; Study 1b: n=406;
Study 1c: n=200; Study 1d: n=431) participated via MTurk
between December 2015 and January 2016. An additional
125 adults participated but were excluded for not completing
the survey (n=42), failing an attention check (e.g., “Please
select 4”; n=50), or not providing a year of birth (n=33).
Materials and procedure Participants assessed target
entities on 40 capacities using a 7-point scale ranging from 0
( “not at all capable”) to 6 (“highly capable”). Target entities
were illustrated with a color photograph and labeled with a
short noun phrase (e.g., “a robot”); no other information was
provided about the entities. Capacities were presented in a
random order for each participant. In Studies 1a and 1b,
participants were randomly assigned to assess either a beetle
or a robot. In Study 1c, each participant assessed both a beetle
and a robot. In Study 1d, participants were randomly assigned
to assess 1 of 21 diverse target entities (adult, child, infant,
person in a persistent vegetative state, fetus, chimpanzee,
elephant, dolphin, bear, dog, goat, mouse, frog, blue jay, fish,
beetle, microbe, robot, computer, car, stapler).

Study 2 (US adults and children 7-9y)
Participants Adults (n=200) participated via MTurk in July
of 2016. Children (7.01-9.99y, median age: 8.31y, n=200)
participated at one of several SF Bay Area museums or at
their sibling’s preschool between July and December 2016.
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An additional 12 children participated but were excluded for
being outside the target age range (n=7), being of unknown
age (n=4), or being shown a target character other than a
beetle or a robot (n=1).
Materials and procedure Participants were randomly
assigned to assess 1 of 2 target entities (beetle, robot) on 40
capacities using a three-point scale (“no,” scored as 0;
“kinda,” scored as 0.5; or “yes,” scored as 1). These 40
capacities were child-friendly variants of the 40 capacities
employed in Studies 1a-1d. Materials and procedure were
otherwise very similar to Studies 1a-1d.

Study 3 (US adults and children 4-9y)
Participants Adults (n=116) participated via MTurk in
September 2018. (Note: this adult sample was not included in
Weisman et al., 2018.) An additional 22 adults participated
but were excluded for failing to respond sensibly to an
open-ended question about what they had been asked to do in
the study (n=11) or for failing to pass one or more attention
checks (e.g., “Please select no”; n=11).
Children participated at one of several SF Bay Area
museums or at their preschool between July 2016 and June
2017. 7- to 9-y-old children (n=123, median age: 8.57y) and
4- to 6-y-old children (n=122, median age: 5.03y) were
recruited separately. An additional 7 children participated but
were excluded for being outside the target age ranges.
Materials and procedure Participants were pseudorandomly assigned to assess 1 of 9 target entities (elephant,
goat, mouse, bird, beetle, teddy bear, doll, robot, computer)
on 20 capacities (a subset of the 40 capacities in Study 2).
Materials and procedure were otherwise identical to Study 2.

Analysis plan
Our goals in reanalyzing these datasets were (1) To assess
whether there were consistent asymmetries in US adults’
attributions of BODY, HEART, and MIND; and (2) To
investigate age-related changes in the direction or strength of
these asymmetries among US children.
Scale construction and scoring For each study, we
constructed a BODY scale, a HEART scale, and a MIND
scale based on the exploratory factor analyses of adult
samples reported in Weisman et al. (2017a, 2017b, 2018). We
sorted capacities into categories according to which factor
they loaded most strongly and positively onto, and selected
the 6 highest-loading items for each scale; see Table 1. We
then calculated mean scores for each scale, for each
participant, rescaling all responses to range from 0-1 to
facilitate comparison across studies. Each participant was
thus associated with a score between 0-1 for BODY, HEART,
and MIND for whichever character(s) they assessed.
Difference scores To assess asymmetries across the three
conceptual units, we calculated difference scores between
each pair of scales: BODY minus HEART, MIND minus
HEART, and MIND minus BODY. We were particularly
interested in whether there were any pairs of conceptual units
which consistently yielded an abundance of non-zero

Table 1: Capacities in the BODY, HEART, and MIND
scales. Wording varied across studies (e.g., experiencing
pain vs. feel pain; getting depressed vs. feel sad).

MIND

HEART

BODY

Scale

Capacity
hunger
pain
fatigue
fear
pleasure
free will
consciousness
desire
calm/safety
smell
nausea
embarrassment
pride
love
guilt
belief
hurt feelings
sadness
morality
joy
happiness
memory
recognition of
others
sensing
temperatures
communication
vision
depth perception
hearing
goals
choice
reasoning
awareness

1a
x
x
x
x
x
x

1b
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

Study
1c 1d
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x

x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x
x

x
x

x

x
x
x
x
x

x

x
x

x

x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x
x
x
x

x
x

2
x
x
x
x

x
x

3
x
x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x

x
x

x
x
x
x

difference scores, we considered this evidence against a
systematic hierarchical relationships. Difference scores close
to 0 provided no evidence for or against a hierarchical
relationship, given the many scenarios that could yield a
difference score of 0 (e.g., if someone attributed very little in
the way of mental life to the target character, or if they
attributed maximal capacities across the board).
Regression analyses of difference scores To assess
consensus in the direction of difference scores between pairs
of conceptual units, we compared these difference scores to
0 via linear regressions using the stats and lme4 packages for
R. We conducted a separate analysis for each pair of
conceptual units, including fixed effects accounting for
differences between target characters (effect-coded, to center
the intercept at the grand mean) and random intercepts for
participants in Study 1c (who assessed more than one target
character). In interpreting these regressions, we were
primarily interested in whether each intercept was estimated
to be differentiable from 0.

Results
Planned analyses of adults’ difference scores

x
x

x
x

x
x

x

x
x
x

difference scores running in the same direction. As noted
earlier, the current studies were designed with the express
purpose of eliciting variability in mental capacity attributions
across participants. If, despite this variability, participants
nonetheless converged on a systematic pattern of relative
endorsements across two conceptual units—e.g., if most
participants endorsed BODY capacities more strongly than
HEART capacities, regardless of the absolute strength of
these endorsements—this would provide some evidence of a
common conceptual framework that places these conceptual
units in asymmetrical, perhaps hierarchical, relation to one
another. Conversely, if participants had radically divergent
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BODY minus HEART In all studies, adults endorsed BODY
more strongly than HEART, yielding positive BODYHEART difference scores; see Fig. 1 and Table 2. There were
very few cases in which any adult participant endorsed
HEART more strongly than BODY for whichever target
character they were assessing: Across samples, only 4-11%
of BODY-HEART difference scores were negative, 19-40%
were 0, and fully 54-76% were positive.
MIND minus HEART In an even stronger display of
consensus, adults overwhelmingly endorsed MIND more
strongly than HEART, yielding positive MIND-HEART
difference scores; see Fig. 1 and Table 2. Across samples,
only 1-4% of MIND-HEART difference scores were
negative, 3-25% were 0, and fully 72-96% were positive.
MIND minus BODY Adults tended to endorse MIND more
strongly than BODY, but these tendencies were less
consistent across studies and individuals; see Fig. 1 and Table
2. Across samples, 23-46% of MIND-BODY difference
scores were negative, 5-24% were 0, and 31-68% were
positive. The lack of consensus was particularly striking in
Studies 1d and 3, which featured wider ranges of targets.

Interim summary and secondary analysis of adults
In assessing the mental lives of beetles, robots, and other
entities, participants attributed physiological sensations and
perceptual-cognitive capacities at least as strongly, and often
more strongly, than social-emotional abilities; i.e., they
granted HEART only in the presence of BODY or MIND. In
this conceptual representation, BODY and MIND appear to
be more basic or fundamental than HEART.
In what sense might BODY and MIND be considered
fundamental? One possibility is that the hierarchical relations

Figure 1: Difference scores comparing endorsements of BODY, HEART, and MIND, in all studies. Small colorful points
represent individual participants; large black points are group means, and error bars are bootstrapped 95% CIs.
surfaced by the preceding analysis of difference scores
emerged from a richer folk theory of mental life in which the
social-emotional abilities of the HEART emerge from a
combination of the physiological sensations of the BODY
and the perceptual-cognitive abilities of the MIND. Such a
theory would indeed resemble prevalent scientific theories of
emotions (e.g., Barrett, 2012; Mauss et al., 2005). The current
studies afford one way of exploring these intuitions, by
examining the possibility of a joint dependency of
attributions of HEART on attributions of BODY and MIND.
With this possibility in mind, we conducted an additional
regression predicting HEART scores as a function of BODY
and MIND scores and an interaction between them, using
data pooled from all adult samples. This model included
random intercepts for participants nested within studies and
for each target character.
Results from this model aligned with the previous analyses
of difference scores in that, when both BODY and MIND
scores were 0, HEART scores were also undifferentiable
from 0 (Intercept: b=0.01 [-0.06, 0.08]). Unsurprisingly,
when MIND scores were 0, BODY scores were a positive
predictor of HEART scores (b=0.20 [0.11, 0.28]). When
BODY scores were 0, MIND scores were, if anything, a
slightly negative predictor of HEART scores, but this effect
was nearly indistinguishable from 0 (b=-0.04 [-0.08, 0.00]).
The primary parameter of interest here was the interaction
between BODY and MIND scores: If attributions of HEART
were jointly dependent on attributions of both BODY and
MIND, then the interaction between BODY and MIND
scores would be a strong predictor of HEART scores, above
and beyond BODY or MIND scores on their own. Indeed, the
interaction between BODY and MIND scores was by far the
strongest predictor of HEART scores (b=0.34 [0.25, 0.44]):
Strong endorsements of HEART were only present among
participants who attributed both BODY and MIND to
whichever target character they assessed; see Fig. 2.
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Developmental comparisons
The original analyses of these datasets suggested that by
middle childhood (7-9y), US children have converged on
BODY, HEART, and MIND as the fundamental units in their
conceptual representations of mental life (Weisman et al.,
2017b, 2018). At what point are children sensitive to the
hierarchical relationships among these conceptual units?
BODY minus HEART As a group, children endorsed
BODY slightly more strongly than HEART, yielding BODYHEART difference scores that were positive but much
smaller than those of adults. Difference scores increased with
age in Study 3 (4-9y), but not across the more restricted age
range in Study 2 (7-9y). See Fig. 1 and Table 2.
MIND minus HEART Children also tended to endorse
MIND more strongly than HEART, yielding positive MINDHEART difference scores, but again these differences were
smaller than those of adults. Difference scores increased
substantially with age in both studies. See Fig. 1 and Table 2.
MIND minus BODY As among adults, the MIND-BODY
comparison varied across studies. In Study 2, children tended
to endorse MIND somewhat more strongly than BODY; but
in Study 3, children as a group actually endorsed BODY
slightly more strongly than MIND—the opposite tendency to
that of adults. Among all age groups, however, Study 3—
which featured a wider range of target characters—generated
a wide distribution of difference scores on either side of 0.
This suggests that participants, perhaps especially children,
were sensitive to the identity of the target character in
assessing whether perceptual-cognitive capacities might exist
in the absence of physiological sensations, or vice versa. In
both studies, age was associated with more “adult-like”
response patterns; see Table 2.
HEART as a function of BODY and MIND To assess the
joint dependency of HEART on BODY and MIND among
children, we ran an analysis parallel to the secondary analysis

described earlier, using data pooled from all child samples,
modified to include age (centered at the empirical mean of
7.48y) and all possible interactions with age.
As was true among adults, when both BODY and MIND
scores were 0, HEART scores were undifferentiable from 0
(Intercept: b=0.01 [-0.11, 0.14]), and when MIND scores
were 0 BODY scores were a positive predictor of HEART
scores (b=0.63 [0.42, 0.83])—a relationship that was stable
across the age range (b=-0.02 [-0.11, 0.08]). Unlike adults,
among children MIND scores were also a positive predictor
of HEART scores when BODY scores were 0 (b=0.21 [0.03,
0.40])—again, a relationship that was relatively stable across
the age range (b=-0.08 [-0.17, 0.01]).
Of primary interest, however, was the interaction between
BODY and MIND scores—our test of the joint dependency
of HEART on BODY and MIND. We observed no evidence
of such an interaction among children (b=-0.08 [-0.36, 0.20]),
and no reliable increase in this interactive effect across the
age range (b=0.06 [-0.09, 0.21]), suggesting that this is an
aspect of children’s folk theories of mental life that may not
be detectable until later childhood or adolescence; see Fig. 2.

Figure 2: Visualization of the joint dependency of
HEART scores on BODY and MIND scores across age
groups in all studies. Each point represents an individual
participant’s assessment of a particular target character.
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Cluster analysis What is the nature of these developmental
differences in asymmetries between attributions of BODY,
HEART, and MIND? Are these data more consistent with
changes across the age range in the degree of hierarchical
relationships among these conceptual units (i.e., the gradual
enrichment of nascent adult-like theories), or with changes in
the nature of this conceptual structure (i.e., radical conceptual
change; Carey, 1991)? As an initial foray into addressing this
question, we conducted agglomerative hierarchical clustering
analyses over individual children’s response patterns using
the agnes function in the cluster package for R. We posited
that radical changes in conceptual structure would be
associated with strong evidence for clustering structure, with
clusters marked by qualitative differences in response
patterns, and a tendency for older children to fall into more
“adult-like” clusters; while gradual enrichment would be
reflected in weaker clustering structures with clusters marked
by more graded differences in response patterns, and weaker
relationships between age and cluster.
A full discussion of these analyses is beyond the scope of
the current paper; here we briefly describe one variant of this
approach. For each of the two studies involving adults and
children, we pooled data from all age groups, clustered
participants according to their three difference scores, and
determined where to cut clusters via their average silhouette
width (using the fviz_nbclust function in the factoextra
package for R). In both studies this yielded three clusters: (A)
A cluster composed of adults as well as some older children,
nearly all of whom had assessed animate target characters
(Study 2: beetle; Study 3: beetle, bird, mouse, goat, or
elephant). Among these participants BODY-HEART and
MIND-HEART difference scores were nearly uniformly
positive, while MIND-BODY difference scores were
distributed across 0. (B) A cluster of adults as well as some
older children, nearly all of whom had assessed inanimate
target characters (Study 2: robot; Study 3: computer, robot,
doll, or teddy bear). Among these participants, BODYHEART difference scores tended to be slightly positive,
while MIND-HEART and MIND-BODY difference scores
were nearly uniformly large and positive. (C) A cluster
composed primarily of children on the younger end of the age
range, including participants who had assessed the full range
of target characters featured in the study in question. In this
cluster, all three difference scores were characterized by wide
distributions spanning zero, including many participants with
large negative difference scores even in the BODY-HEART
and MIND-HEART comparisons. See Fig. 3 for results from
Study 3; Study 2 results were very similar.
In sum, across two studies this analysis revealed two
variants of the conceptual structure characteristic of US
adults—one for representing the minds of animals and
another for the “minds” of technologies and toys—both of
which honored strict hierarchical relationships between
BODY and MIND on the one hand, and HEART on the other.
Some older US children also demonstrated these response
patterns, but many children demonstrated a qualitatively
different response pattern, in which one or more of these

Figure 3: Difference scores by cluster and age group in Study 3. Small colorful points represent individual participants; large
black points are group means, and error bars are bootstrapped 95% CIs.
hierarchical relationships was violated. Although we urge
caution in drawing strong conclusions from these preliminary
findings, these initial results appear to be consistent with a
more “radical” form of conceptual change.

Discussion
Across six studies, US adults endorsed the physiological
sensations of the BODY and the perceptual-cognitive
abilities of the MIND at least as strongly, often more
strongly, and almost never less strongly, than the socialemotional abilities of the HEART. This was true regardless
of whether participants were assessing the mental lives of
robots, beetles, goats, elephants, humans, or any number of
other target characters, and regardless of the exact abilities
they were asked to assess.
Across studies, 89-96% of individual adults’ assessments
of target characters yielded BODY scores that were at least
as high or higher than HEART scores, and fully 96-99%
yielded MIND scores that were at least as high or higher than
HEART scores. This is a remarkable level of consistency
across participants and studies, given that participants were
responding to questions presented in a random order, with no
indication of which capacities would be grouped together in
these analyses; and given different participants assessed
different target characters through the lens of their own
experiences and beliefs. Despite these important sources of
variability, exceedingly few adult participants answered
these questions in such a way as to indicate that any of the
target characters included in these studies had more in the
way of social-emotional abilities than physiological
sensations or perceptual-cognitive abilities. We interpret this
as evidence for a strong consensus among US adults that
physiological sensations (BODY) and perceptual-cognitive
abilities (MIND) are the more fundamental aspects of mental
life, while social-emotional abilities (HEART) are less basic.
Further analyses revealed are consistent with a richer folk
theory of mental life specifying that social-emotional abilities
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like love and pride depend on a combination of sensation and
cognition. This resonates with recent, increasingly prominent
scientific theories of emotion, in which emotional experience
is understood to involve the coordination and interaction of
physiological responses (e.g., changes in respiration or heart
rate), cognitive appraisals, and social-cultural knowledge
(Barrett, 2012; Mauss et al., 2005; see also Kövecses, 2010).
Our analyses of US children suggested that the structural
relations among sensations, emotions, and cognition take
years to fully resemble the “mature” adult theory. Even 7- to
9-year-old
children—whose
BODY-HEART-MIND
distinction is quite similar to US adults’ (Weisman et al.,
2017b, 2018)—demonstrated notably weaker asymmetries in
their attributions of BODY, HEART, and MIND, and much
less consensus across individuals. As a group, children’s
responses were consistent with the belief that the socialemotional abilities of the HEART are in some sense less basic
than—but perhaps not strictly dependent on—the
physiological sensations of the BODY and the perceptualcognitive abilities of the MIND; and we observed no
evidence that children shared adults’ belief that HEART
requires a combination of BODY and MIND. Preliminary
results of cluster analyses revealed subsets of mostly older
children who demonstrated qualitatively different response
tendency, with strict asymmetries similar to those of adults’,
raising the possibility that this is a domain of more “radical”
conceptual change rather than graduate enrichment (Carey,
1991). In either case, the strict hierarchical structure and joint
dependency that characterized US adults’ understanding of
mental life appears to be the site of prolonged development,
extending through late childhood and likely beyond.
This long developmental trajectory highlights the
importance of socialization and enculturation in acquiring
folk theories of emotions, which—like folk theories in other
domains (ojalehto & Medin, 2015), and like many other
aspects of emotional life (e.g., Markus & Kitayama, 1994)—
are likely to vary across cultural settings. The current
analyses lay the foundation for further studies of the cultural

and developmental origins of folk theories of emotion. They
also raise questions about the possible consequences of
developmental, cultural, and individual variation in such
theories: Are developmental differences in folk theories of
emotion associated with changes in children’s emotion
regulation strategies, or their reasoning about others’
emotions? Could cultural or individual differences in these
theories shape other metaphysical beliefs, such as the belief
that social-emotional life continues after biological death
(Astuti & Harris, 2008), the possibility that there exist
beings—whether technological or supernatural—whose
social-emotional presence is not bound to animal bodies?
These are fascinating directions for future work.
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CHILDREN

ADULTS

Table 2: Coefficient estimates (b) and 95% CIs from regression analyses. Parameters of primary interest are in bold.
Models for Study 1c also included random intercepts by participant. For child samples, age was centered at the empirical
mean (S2: 8.35y; S3: 6.73y).
BODY minus HEART
MIND minus HEART
BODY minus MIND
Study
Parameter
b
95% CI
b
95% CI
b
95% CI
1a Intercept
0.22
[0.20, 0.24]
0.50
[0.47, 0.52]
0.28
[0.26, 0.30]
Robot vs. grand mean
-0.22
[-0.24, -0.20]
0.09
[0.06, 0.11]
0.31
[0.28, 0.33]
1b Intercept
0.24
[0.22, 0.26]
0.51
[0.48, 0.54]
0.27
[0.25, 0.30]
Robot vs. grand mean
-0.22
[-0.24, -0.21]
0.05
[0.03, 0.08]
0.28
[0.25, 0.30]
1c Intercept
0.24
[0.23, 0.26]
0.51
[0.49, 0.54]
0.27
[0.25, 0.30]
Robot vs. grand mean
-0.24
[-0.25, -0.22]
0.08
[0.06, 0.10]
0.32
[0.29, 0.34]
1d Intercept
0.35
[0.33, 0.37]
0.38
[0.36, 0.40]
0.02
[0.01, 0.04]
[20 character comparisons]
…
…
…
…
…
…
2
Intercept
0.29
[0.26, 0.32]
0.64
[0.60, 0.68]
0.35
[0.32, 0.38]
Robot vs. grand mean
-0.25
[-0.28, -0.22]
0.13
[0.09, 0.17]
0.38
[0.35, 0.41]
3
Intercept
0.29
[0.24, 0.33]
0.35
[0.30, 0.40]
0.06
[0.03, 0.10]
[8 character comparisons]
…
…
…
…
…
…
2
Intercept
0.04
[0.00, 0.08]
0.21
[0.16, 0.25]
0.17
[0.14, 0.20]
Age (in y, centered)
0.05
[0.00, 0.09]
0.12
[0.06, 0.17]
0.07
[0.04, 0.11]
Robot vs. grand mean
-0.20
[-0.24, -0.16]
0.09
[0.04, 0.13]
0.29
[0.26, 0.32]
Age × char.
-0.01
[-0.06, 0.04]
0.03
[-0.02, 0.09]
0.05
[0.01, 0.08]
3
Intercept
0.11
[0.07, 0.14]
0.06
[0.02, 0.10] -0.05 [-0.08, -0.02]
Age (in y, centered)
0.02
[0.00, 0.04]
0.05
[0.03, 0.07]
0.03
[0.01, 0.05]
[8 character comparisons]
…
…
…
…
…
…
[8 age × char. interactions]
…
…
…
…
…
…
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Abstract
A widespread tool in analogy research consists of multiplechoice tests that require identifying a relation between two
situations and mapping it to another two situations, to find the
correct response option. A key source of difficulty during such
tests is attributed to the complexity of mapping. However, most
people do not construct mappings purely in the mind, but also
compare the emerging mapping with the existing response
options, so their features may affect the reasoning process. This
study examined the impact of relational match of error options
with respect to the correct option (the proportion of correct
elements present in a given error option) on the option
selection. Results indicate that option selection depends almost
linearly on the relational match. Moreover, the higher working
memory capacity of the participants, the more relationally
matching errors they select. The study suggests careful design
of error options in multiple-choice reasoning tests, because the
pattern of these options can affect the solution process.
Keywords: analogy, reasoning tests, errors, working memory

Introduction
Analogy is a crucial general-domain cognitive mechanism
underlying the transfer of information from the known
(source) to the unknown situation (target), operating at
various levels of the cognitive system, from perception to
reasoning and problem solving. The key process in analogy
making, called mapping, consists of finding the systematic
correspondence between relations that validly describe the
source and the target. According to an influential theory of
mapping (Gentner, 1983), people tend to look for the most
comprehensive (explanatory) mapping available that can
describe as many objects, their attributes, and their roles in
relations as possible but that, at the same time, is maximally
univocal and productive. When the correct mapping of
relations has been made, unknown elements in the target can
be filled in using the known elements from the corresponding
places in the source, by means of analogical transfer (see
Holyoak, 2012). Analogical mapping and transfer have been
studied intensively for the last fifty years.
Analogy making performance is typically examined using
various analogical reasoning tests. For instance, in the scene
analogy task (e.g., Gentner & Toupin, 1986; Richland,
Morrison, & Holyoak, 2006), a participant is shown the
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source scene in which a straightforward relation is depicted
(e.g., a cat chasing a mouse). The task is to identify an object
in the target scene (e.g., a boy chasing a girl) that corresponds
relationally to a given object in the source scene (e.g., the boy
= the cat). Such tasks become more difficult when the relation
includes more arguments (relational roles), as in mapping a
dog chasing a cat chasing a mouse onto a women chasing a
boy chasing a girl. Error rates also rise when distraction
occurs, as in mapping a dog chasing a cat chasing a mouse
onto a boy chasing a dog chasing a cat (the two dogs cannot
be mapped together, because they play different roles).
Most of analogical reasoning tests, used in the analogy
research, exploit the four-term format: a relation has to be
identified between the terms A and B, and then applied to
term C in order to establish term D that satisfies the relation.
For example, for the relation a part of, a leg is to a body as a
door is to a car. Such semantically-based analogies are
relatively easy to solve for healthy adults, and thus are used
primarily in research on children, elderly, and clinical
samples (e.g., Krawczyk et al., 2008; Thibaut & French,
2016). To study analogical reasoning in healthy adults,
geometric four-term analogies are typically applied, in which
relations are defined formally (e.g., as geometric properties
of shapes), and cannot be easily identified on a basis of
familiarity or common knowledge (Bethel-Fox, Lohman, &
Snow, 1984; Novick & Tversky, 1987). Because difficulty of
such tests is considerable, constructing the solution (D) term
from scratch is barely possible (but see Lovett, Tomai,
Forbus, & Usher, 2009), thus commonly a number of
alternative response options is presented to a participant, who
has to select the one and only correct option out of that set.
Several studies (e.g. Hosenfeld, van der Maas, & van den
Boom, 1997; Primi, 2002) suggested that difficulty of the
multiple-choice test items is driven by their relational
complexity. However, it was also noted that the items’
relational complexity is commonly confounded with their
perceptual complexity (more complex relations typically
require a larger number of shapes and shape attributes; Primi,
2002). Therefore, a more univocal examination of the
complexity factor is required (see below).
Moreover, other factors, beyond relational complexity,
might affect the difficulty of geometric analogical reasoning.
The objective of the present work was to examine a potential

role of one such factor: the characteristics of error response
options that accompany the correct response option.
To this aim, a novel computerized geometric analogy test
was developed, in which the correct response option (D) was
surrounded by five erroneous options. They varied in the
number of correct geometric transformations that were
required to obtain D from C (i.e., those transformations which
applied also to A and B), from having just one correct
transformation, up to having all but one transformation. The
proportion of the correct transformations defined relational
match (RM) of options, with the correct option D by
definition equaling RM = 100%, and the remaining options
equaling RM below 100%. The main research question was:
Would RM values of error options affect their selection rates?
Two data patterns were possible. First, if errors resulted
primarily from not running analogical mapping, but from
using some superficial solution strategy instead (e.g.,
following perceptual similarity; Kunda, McGreggor, & Goel,
2013), then the low-RM options should be selected more
frequently than the high-RM options, as the former were
more similar perceptually to option C, as well as their
processing was simpler (e.g., required noticing a single
transformation). Alternatively, if the participants involved in
analogical mapping, and tried to identify and map as many
correct transformations as possible (for them), the errors
could primarily result from not completing the mapping (e.g.,
missing just a single transformation), and thus the high-RM
options should be selected preferably over the low-RM ones.
However, even if this study failed to observe a general
effect of RM, some individual differences in the tendency to
select particular response options could still exist. In order to
examine whether such differences could be meaningful,
working memory capacity (WMC) of the participants was
screened. WMC reflects individual effectiveness in active
maintenance and manipulation of task-relevant information
in the mind (Cowan, 2001). WMC strongly predicts
proportion correct on analogical reasoning tests (see
Holyoak, 2012), but it is less understood how WMC affects
reasoning errors. Relatedly, the second research question
was: In what way would WMC predict the mean RM values
of errors that participants made?
Thirdly, to examine the impact of relational complexity on
the errors committed, the number of objects transformed (and
thus the number of transformations) was manipulated.
However, crucially, the number of visual features present in
options C and D was held constant, so any effects found could
not be attributed to perceptual complexity, but solely to the
geometric relation complexity.

the results, the data from 28 people (9%) were discarded
either due to having accuracy at the floor level and a mean
RT below 15 s (i.e., below a reasonable amount of time that
was needed for a valid perception of the test item), indicating
that such a person accepted options through rapid guessing,
or due to choosing the option identical to C in the majority of
trials, meaning that such a person most likely did not
understand the task instruction. In both cases, most probably
no analogical mapping was even attempted, so these data
would yield noise if included in the analyses. The final
sample consisted of 164 women and 101 men, aged 18–46
(M = 23.6 y, SD = 6.4 y), who were paid the equivalent of 20
euros in the local currency. All the participants were
informed that the study was related to thinking and that their
data would be anonymous. Participation could be ended at
will at any moment. The study conformed to the ethical
principles of the WMA’s Declaration of Helsinki.

Geometric analogies
In each trial of a computerized test, an A:B::C:D geometric
analogy was generated automatically. It consisted of terms A,
B, and C, placed in one column on the left side of the screen
(A over B, B over C), as well as the six response options
(including the correct option D), displayed on the right side
of the screen (for the general layout of the analogy, see Fig.
1). The two areas of the screen were separated by a black
vertical line. Each term and response option was a gray
square approx. 6 cm in size. It included four simple
geometrical shapes, organized in the two by two layout. The
instruction, placed on the screen, informed the participants
that “A is to B like C is to: (choose one response option)” in
the local language. A response option was selected by
clicking on it with the computer mouse. A green rim
surrounded the selected option. The selection could be
changed before the deadline. A clock indicated the seconds
remaining. The final selection was made by clicking on the
button “Accept answer” (in the local language) before the
deadline. If this button was not clicked on, a trial was treated
as an error and was discarded from the latency analyses.

Method
Participants
A total of 293 volunteers, recruited via ads on popular
networking websites, attempted geometric analogies as well
as three working memory tasks. After the initial inspection of
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Figure.1: The general layout of the geometric analogy task

The following rules governed the A:B::C:D analogy. The
terms A and B contained the same four shapes drawn from
the pool of twenty maximally distinctive yet simple shapes.
One to three visual features of as many as two, three, or four
shapes (the complexity condition) were transformed in the
term B relative to the respective features in the term A. Three
feature transformations (hereafter, transformations) were
allowed: a change in filling (white, light gray, or dark gray),
a change in rim (thin, medium, or thick), and a change in
rotation (by 90°, 180°, or 270°). As many as one, two, or three
transformations could be applied to each transformed shape.
The number of transformations for each shape was random.
Each shape was transformed using the unique combination of
transformations or the unique transformation. Specific levels
of features did not matter for the task (e.g., if a shape’s white
filling changed to either light or dark gray); only the
particular unique combinations of transformations for given
shapes needed to be tracked by the participants.
In the example analogy presented in Fig. 2, the teardrop
shape became rotated by 270°, its filling changed from dark
gray to white, and its rim thickened (three transformations),
the rounded triangle’s filling changed from white to dark gray
and its rim thickened (two transformations), and the
trapezium’s rim became thinner (a single transformation). To
make the task more difficult (errors were the primary focus
of the study), some of the shapes in B randomly changed
locations relative to A (the teardrop and the trapezium).

Figure 2: An example geometric analogy (legend in blue).
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The participants were instructed to detect which shapes had
been transformed between A and B and to identify for each
shape the unique combination of transformations to be
applied to shapes in C, which comprised another four shapes
drawn from the pool. The same four shapes were used in each
response option (their location relative to C could change).
The goal was to select the response option (all-correct) in
which the same number of shapes in C as in A and B were
changed according to the same transformation combinations.
In Fig. 1, the bottom-left option is correct, because three
transformations were applied to one shape (the crescent), the
filling and the rim were transformed for the second shape (the
“L”), and the rim was transformed for the third shape (the
horseshoe). The remaining five options lacked some of the
correct transformations. One option (all-1-invalid) included
the same combination of transformations as all-correct,
except that one of them was different from that in the A-B
pair (in the bottom-middle option, the horseshoe rotation was
changed, instead of its rim). Another option (all-but-1)
included all the correct transformations except that one
transformation was missing (in the top-left option, the L
shape’s filling was not changed from white). In the bottomright option (just-2), only two transformations were applied
(only the crescent was rotated and its rim was changed). In
the top-right option (just-1), only one transformation was
applied (the rim of the L shape was altered). In the top-middle
option (no-transformation), no shape was transformed at all,
and the shapes looked the same as in C.

For each participant, six unique analogies per complexity
condition were generated (in total, 18 analogies were applied
per person). Before the main test started, a detailed written
instruction explained the task, and an example screen
visualized the transformations, highlighting the respective
correct response. Research assistants provided additional
explanations if necessary. Also, two training analogies of the
lowest complexity were applied with a deadline of 150 s each.
Accuracy feedback was given on these training analogies;
there was no feedback on the main test.
The key dependent variable was the RM metric. RM of a
given option equaled the proportion of the correct
transformations present in that option, relative to all the
correct transformations (for ease of presentation, the
proportions were rounded to two decimal places and
expressed as percentage values). For the correct option, by
definition, its RM = 100. For the all-1-invalid, all-but-1, just2, and just-1 options, the exact RM values depended on the
number of shapes transformed, as, under the complexity of
two, three, and four, there were as many as four, six, and eight
valid transformations on average, respectively. As one
transformation was missing in the all-but-1 options, the RM
values were 75 (3/4, as three out of four transformations were
present), 84 (5/6), and 88 (7/8), for complexity of two, three,
and four shapes, respectively. In the all-1-invalid options, it
was assumed that the invalid transformations likely served as
cues that these options cannot be correct. The redundant
transformation was therefore scored as an RM decrement of
half of the valid transformation. Thus, the resulting RM
values for the all-1-invalid options under the complexity of
two, three, and four were 62 (2.5/4), 75 (4.5/6), and 82
(6.5/8), respectively. For the just-2 options, on average there
were two valid transformations instead of four, six, and eight
expected transformations, so the resulting RM values were
50 (2/4), 33 (2/6), and 25 (2/8), respectively. Consequently,
the RM values for the just-1 options equaled half of the latter
values: 25 (1/4), 17 (1/6), and 13 (1/8), respectively. For the
no-transformation options, RM always equaled 0. Notably,
the mean RM of options was balanced across the three
complexity conditions and equaled 52. In each such
condition, there were always twelve visual features in total
(three per shape), therefore the perceptual complexity was
always constant across the test items.
Another two dependent variables were derived from the
RM metric and calculated participant-wise. Individual RM
(IRM) was the mean RM across all the 18 analogies
attempted by a given participant. A person who solved all the
analogies correctly scored IRM = 100, while each error
decreased her or his IRM. Two people who selected the same
proportion of correct options (had identical response
accuracy) could still differ in their IRM if one person tended
to select error options that more closely matched the correct
option relationally (the all-but-1 and all-1-invalid options),
while the other person processed fewer transformations,
selecting error options that weakly matched the correct
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option, being similar perceptually to C (the just-2, just-1, and
no-transformation options). The second derived variable was
error RM (ERM) – the participant-wise mean RM calculated
only for the incorrect responses. For the four people who
made no error, ERM was not calculated.
The last dependent variable was response time (RT in
seconds; s), analyzed both trial- and participant-wise. RT
equaled the time that elapsed between the presentation of the
analogy and the pressing of the accept button. Responses
elapsed or shorter than 10 s were treated as errors and not
included in latency analyses (there were 404 such responses).

Working memory tasks
Three variants of the complex span task, modified after
Conway et al. (2005), were used to measure WMC. Each
variant required the participants to memorize four, six, or
eight (set size) stimuli, presented for 1.2 s apiece. Each
stimulus was followed by a simple decision task to prevent
the chunking of stimuli. The participants had to recall as
many stimuli as they could (in the proper order) and to
provide correct answers in the decision tasks. In each variant,
5 trials for each set size (in increasing order) were presented.
The letter span task required the participants to memorize
letters while indicating with a mouse button whether
intermittent simple arithmetical equations were either correct
or not. The digit span consisted of memorizing digits, and the
decision task was to decide whether the 5-letter string
presented after each stimulus either started or ended either
with a consonant or a vowel. In the figure span task, the
participants memorized geometric figures while judging
colors as either light (yellow or beige) or dark (brown or navy
blue). During the response procedure, as many 3 x 3 matrices
as a particular set size were displayed. Each matrix contained
the same set of all nine possible stimuli for a given task. The
participants had to select with a mouse those stimuli that had
been presented in a sequence, in the correct order. There was
no time limit for responding. The dependent variable for each
complex span task was the proportion of correctly selected
stimuli of the 90 stimuli presented in the task. These three
scores were used to compute the WMC factor using principal
component analysis (PCA).

Results
There were 1980 correct responses (out of 4734; mean
accuracy 41.8%). Accuracy and RT for the three complexity
conditions are presented in Table 1. Response accuracy was
comparable across the conditions (a drop of 1.5% from two
to four shapes transformed), F < 1. Actually, complexity
increased the proportion of transformations selected (a rise in
RM by 5.2), F(2, 4733) = 4.96, p = .007, but the effect was
weak, η2 = .02. Complexity affected RT in correct trials (a
rise of 4.7 s), F(2, 1977) = 5.09, p = .006, η2 = .01, but not in
incorrect trials (a non-significant difference of 2.8 s),
F(2, 2347) = 1.96, p = .140. Incorrect trials were faster by
3.6 s than correct ones, F(1, 4328) = 17.21, p < .001, η2 = .01.

Complexity:

Two shapes Three shapes Four shapes

Accuracy (%)
95% CI

42.6
[40.2, 45.1]

41.7
[39.3, 44.1]

41.1
[38.7, 43.5]

Relational match
72.7
95% CI
[70.9, 74.4]

73.7
[72.0, 75.4]

76.4
[74.7, 78.2]

Correct RT (s)
95% CI

61.3
[59.3, 63.3]

64.1
[62.0, 66.2]

59.4
[57.4, 61.5]

Incorrect RT (s)
56.3
58.5
59.1
95% CI
[54.2, 58.4] [56.4, 60.6] [57.0, 62.2]
Table 1: Accuracy, RM, and RT as a function of complexity
Fig. 3 presents the distribution of error responses (grey
bars). It was collapsed over the number of shapes
transformed, following the fact that the differences in RM
between the conditions were negligible. The distribution
differed significantly from the even distribution,
χ2(4) = 12.34, p = .014. The proportion of each type of error
option was a linear function of its average RM value,
r(3) = .969 [.598, .998], p = .007. Crucially, also RT (black
line) increased in a linear way as a function of the RM of error
response options, r(3) = .938 [.323, .996], p = .018.
When RT was split into the three complexity conditions,
and the three cases of correct responses (i.e., RM = 100 for
the two, three, and four shapes transformed, respectively)
were included, there was a strong positive correlation
between the resulting 18 RM values and the respective 18 RT
values, r(16) = .838 [.610, .938], p < .001 (see Fig. 4).

Figure 4: Correlation between the RT and the RM values of
options across the three complexity conditions.
The WMC factor was defined as the principal component
yielded by the PCA that was applied to the three WM task
scores, Eigenvalue = 2.21, 73.7% variance explained, each
factor loading = .86. The WMC factor significantly predicted
response accuracy, r(263) = .479 [.380, .567], p < .001.
Crucially, WMC correlated positively with individual RM
(IRM), r(263) = .535 [.443, .616], as well as with error RM
(ERM), r(259) = .393 [.285, .491] (see Fig. 5), both p < .001.

Figure 5: Correlation between the WMC factor values and
the individual error RM (ERM) values for 259 participants
who committed at least one error on geometric analogies.

Discussion
Figure 3: Proportion of each error option in all error options
selected (grey bars) and a respective mean RT (black dots).
Vertical lines = 95% CI. RM = the mean relational match.
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The results indicated that the amount of relational match of
error options strongly affected their selection rate. When
committing errors, people tended (in 56% cases) to select
error options that included all geometric transformations
needed, except one single transformation that was either

missing or wrongly substituted with another transformation.
This suggests that when committing an error, the participants
most frequently had already developed a relatively complex
representation of analogy, but failed to complete the mapping
of all its elements. Following perceptual similarity (ignoring
the relations and selecting the just-1, just-2, and even the notransformation option) was the case observed less frequently.
However, this data pattern was strongly modulated by the
participants’ WMC. The regression line in Fig. 5 indicates
that in error trials the participants with the highest WMC
(around 2 SDs above the mean) were able to map on average
the two thirds of transformations required; in such trials the
participants displaying around 2 SDs below the mean WMC
achieved to map only less than half of transformations
required. These individual differences suggest that even
though relational reasoning was a main way of coping with
the analogy task, certain participants might have used some
simplified strategies, for instance might have been relying on
perceptual similarity when selecting response options.
Less complex analogies (two shapes transformed) were
solved with a comparable accuracy as was observed for more
complex analogies. The proportion of transformations
correctly mapped was even slightly alleviated in the latter
analogies. It seems that in the present kind of sequential task
(with transformations most likely mapped one by one), and
with ample time allowed, relational complexity of analogies
not only was not affecting their difficulty, but even a larger
number of relations that bound the source and the target to
some extent facilitated recognizing of relations by the
participants (for a similar result see Livins & Doumas, 2015).
Methodologically, the present study suggests that the
characteristics of the error response options in the multiplechoice analogy tests can significantly affect the test validity.
Including in the test primarily the options that closely match
relationally the correct option (i.e., miss few its elements)
might increase the test’s difficulty, so that even highly
performing people could face problems while solving it. Such
a test would validly tap into recognition and mapping of the
key relations, but would be barely solvable by less
performing people. By contrast, increasing the relational
distance between the correct and the error options might
increase mean accuracy, but could effect in testing primarily
a strategy applied (i.e., either mapping or some heuristic)
instead of the effectiveness of reasoning itself. People relying
on reasoning would easily notice that error options cannot be
correct, whereas people using heuristic strategies, such as
perceptual similarity, might be prone to perceptually (but not
relationally) matching options. Therefore, the specific design
of error options is a crucial decision affecting the validity of
any multiple-choice analogical reasoning test, and it should
depend on the specific research objectives. Although the
present geometric analogy test included relatively univocal
features and transformations, and might not necessarily
generalize onto the tests in which rules need to be discovered
(e.g., Raven’s Progresssive Matrices), or semantics play a
role, this study nevertheless sheds some light on reasoning
processes that lead to committing errors in analogy making.
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Abstract
Confidence can be experienced for all kinds of decisions –
evaluating the value of a piece of artwork, determining whether
the lights are flickering, or remembering where we left our
keys. These are fundamentally different kinds of decisions, but
does that mean the confidence we feel is also fundamentally
different for each one? Here, we test competing theories of
domain-generality and domain-specificity in metacognitive
ability by correlating individual differences in memory and
perceptual confidence judgments in childhood. Children
performed a recognition memory task and an area
discrimination task followed by confidence judgments. Using
4 measures of metacognitive ability (indicated by higher
confidence for accurate compared to inaccurate judgments:
difference scores, meta-d’, MRatio, and HMeta-d’), we find no
significant correlations between this ability in memory and
perceptual tasks. These findings support an account of domainspecificity in children’s metacognitive abilities.
Keywords: metacognition, confidence, certainty, memory,
perception, development, domain-general

Introduction
A hallmark of the human experience is a sense of
confidence in our decisions. Feelings of wariness tell us when
to be skeptical of others or to check the lock on the door
again, and feelings of certainty push us to act in anticipation
of positive outcomes. For all kinds of decisions, from
memories to math problems to social etiquette, we can
evaluate the subjective strength of our decisions using
metacognitive processes. Notice though, even in this
description, there is an assumption that feelings of confidence
are fundamentally the same across all these decisions: we
experience the same unitary feeling and it serves the same
function (i.e., domain-generality, akin to g). This assumption
has led theorists to propose that feelings of certainty are a key
signature of (and possibly the mechanism for) conscious
thought because of their ubiquity and the possibility of their
shared representational code across all decisions (Shea &
Frith, 2019). Is this assumption of domain-generality
warranted given that decisions in different cognitive domains
are based on vastly different cognitive operations?
One piece of evidence for domain-generality is
commonality in the unit of confidence representation. Some
theories of confidence propose representational structures
that should act similarly across all decisions, using the same
units regardless of the content domain of the processing
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systems. For example, confidence may be generally
construed as reflecting the subjective probability of being
correct (Pouget et al., 2016). In this way, confidence is the
result of a statistical computation much like a t test: it can
take many different inputs (e.g., math scores, social bias
averages) and transform them into a single, useful output
(e.g., a standardized effect size or p value). As another
example, confidence could reflect an error signal (or lack
thereof, Boldt & Yeung, 2015). Like a probability judgment,
an error signal could take place following any kind of
decision, and it tracks the same information as confidence
judgments (see Fandakova et al., 2017). Both probabilistic
and error monitoring accounts are also consistent with
emerging developmental evidence showing early
metacognitive reasoning in infants and preschool children
(Goupil et al., 2016; Lyons & Ghetti, 2011), as probabilistic
reasoning and error detection are both known to occur in
infancy (e.g., Denison & Xu, 2019).
Consistent with a domain-general unit, experimental
evidence in both adults and school-aged children suggests
that confidence representations can be compared and have
carry-over effects even between unrelated tasks. In one
paradigm, participants were asked to evaluate which of two
decisions they were most certain of getting correct. When the
two decisions come from distinct cognitive acts, such as
judgments of number and emotion or vision and audition,
both adults and children as young as 6 years made these
comparisons as effectively as they did for two decisions from
the same cognitive domain (Baer & Odic, 2020; De Gardelle
et al., 2016), suggesting a common unit of comparison for
perceptual confidence among some cognitive domains.
Similarly, when participants were asked to provide
retrospective confidence judgments after each individual
cognitive decision, their confidence from previous decisions
‘leaked’ into subsequent judgments (Rahnev et al., 2015).
Notably, leaking also occurs when a memory decision is
followed by a perceptual decision or vice versa (Kantner et
al., 2019), suggesting related confidence units for these two
diverse decision types.
A second piece of evidence for domain-generality are
correlations in the ability to reason about confidence in
different cognitive domains (e.g., memory and perception). If
confidence is computed through a domain-general
mechanism, then metacognitive abilities should correlate
across otherwise independent cognitive domains.

Accordingly, some studies find that confidence sensitivity
(the precision with which one can distinguish states of
confidence) is correlated between distinct tasks (see Rouault
et al., 2018 for a review). For example, confidence sensitivity
in semantic memory, executive functioning, and visual
perception correlates in adults (Mazancieux et al., 2020), as
does number, area, and emotion perception in children (Baer
et al., 2018).
However, other empirical work fails to find correlations
between confidence reasoning abilities across domains,
particularly in childhood. Confidence sensitivity in emotion
and numerical perception was uncorrelated in children aged
5-8 (Vo et al., 2014, though see Baer et al., 2018), as were
confidence reports in mathematical and memory strategies
from age 8 to age 10 (Geurten et al., 2018) and math and
spelling confidence sensitivity in 7-8-year-olds (Bellon et al.,
2020). There are also patterns of distinct neural activation for
metacognitive judgments from different domains in adults
(see Rouault et al., 2018).
One possible explanation for these patterns is theoretical.
Perhaps confidence is computed by domain-specific
metacognitive abilities (e.g., by memory-specific
metacognition or number-specific metacognition), which
change over time to either become or act domain-general.
This would account for the lack of correlations in studies with
children, while still accounting for the evidence that
confidence representations are comparable and influential
across domains for adults. To test this account, we need to
examine in children those correlations between
metacognitive abilities documented in adults, and we need to
use the same methods of quantifying metacognitive abilities
to facilitate comparison (e.g., meta-d’ and MRatio, as used by
Mazancieux et al., 2020). If metacognitive abilities are
domain-specific in children, then we would expect these
measures to be uncorrelated in children, despite being
corrected in adults.
A second possible explanation is that confidence
representations reflect a domain-general process, with
conflicting results caused by the challenges of obtaining
sound metacognitive judgments uncontaminated by their
first-order task performance (e.g., separating perceptual
confidence from perceptual ability; see Paulewicz et al.,
2020), or other methodological challenges like underpowered
samples (see Mazancieux et al., 2020). This is particularly
relevant for the study of confidence in childhood, where there
is often dramatic improvement across age groups as
children’s cognitive abilities develop. To test this, we need to
use the best currently available measure for separating
metacognitive judgments from first-order task performance
(MRatio, Fleming & Lau, 2014), and use a sample large
enough to detect the expected correlations. With these
changes, this account predicts that there should be crossdomain correlations in confidence sensitivity, even in
younger children.
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Methods
We administered children between the ages of 4-7 an episodic
memory and a perceptual confidence task. This age group
overlaps with Baer & Odic’s study (2020) showing domaingeneral units of perceptual confidence, but investigates
younger children to detect possible developmental
differences between children who have or have not entered
structured schooling at age 5-6. By using Episodic memory
and perception were specifically chosen as first-order tasks
from the domains tested by , we also mirror the studies
conducted with adults (e.g., Mazancieux et al., 2020 as they
are well-studied and easy to administer with children) that
have provided evidence both in favor and against domaingenerality, allowing for comparison to other age groups.

Participants
We recruited 168 children ages 4 through 7 years from local
schools and daycares (M = 6;4 years;months, range = 4;06 –
7;11, 86 girls). Following our preregistered plan
(https://osf.io/yq73r/), we excluded all data for any child who
failed to complete the study (n = 4), who did not understand
the memory or area task (quantified as accuracy below 55%,
33 for memory, 24 for area), or who had no variability in their
confidence judgments (3 for memory, 6 for area). With these
exclusions, we had a sample of 110 children with both
metacognitive measures to assess correlations (M = 6;5,
range = 4;5 - 7;11, 64 girls). Two additional children were
tested but not included in any analyses because their parents
indicated that they heard English less than 50% of the time.
Children generally came from middle-class White and
East/Southeast Asian backgrounds, as is representative of the
large North American city where testing took place. All
children were tested individually in a quiet area of their
school.

Materials and Procedures
Children completed two tasks on a laptop in a
counterbalanced order: a memory task and a perceptual task,
each with a metacognitive judgment following each answer.
The memory and perceptual tasks were designed to be
equated at 70% accuracy at the group level to facilitate
comparisons between them.
Memory Task We presented children with kid-friendly
drawings (Rossion & Poutois, 2004) that were recolored to
be either yellow or blue (see Fig. 1), and asked children to
recognize the association between item and color by selecting
which of the two versions of the object, yellow or blue, they
had seen. In the Encoding phase, children saw a series of 49
pictures for 2000 msec (if age 4 or 5) or 1500 msec (if age 6
or 7). To ensure that children attended to both the identity of
the picture and its color, children were asked to respond to
each item by identifying it and stating its color (e.g., a blue
fox). The first three items were the same for all children so
they could be used as training items for the metacognitive

Figure 1: Stimuli used in the study. In the Encoding phase, children identified the item and its color one at a time. In the
Retrieval phase, children identified which color of that item they saw during Encoding. In the Perception task, children
indicated which shape was bigger. Following every Memory and Perceptual judgment, children gave a confidence judgment
on a three-point scale. Memory and Perception sections were counterbalanced across children.
measure; all other items were presented in a randomized
order. Thirty-two of the items were used as target items in the
Retrieval phase and were counterbalanced to appear yellow
for half of participants and blue for the other half, with every
child seeing equal numbers of yellow and blue items. The
remaining 14 items were distractors to make the task more
challenging.
The Retrieval phase immediately followed Encoding,
separated only by the confidence scale training (described
below). Children were shown the target items one at a time
and asked to identify whether they saw the yellow or blue
version (see Fig. 1). No feedback was given about accuracy.
The 32 trials were presented in a random order, and were
supplemented with 4 ‘Impossible’ trials with items they had
never seen before to examine children’s use of the confidence
scale.
Perception Task Children completed an area discrimination
task in which they indicated which of two amorphous shapes
was bigger (see Fig. 1). Shapes always appeared on separate
sides of the screen, and were slightly jittered to prevent
children from comparing their heights directly to determine
the larger area. The trial disappeared after 2000 msec (for 45-year-olds) or 1500 msec (for 6-7-year-olds). To achieve
70% accuracy with some variability (to match the Memory
task), we presented children with 4 similar ratios of pixels
that should lead to 65-75% accuracy in these age groups
(Odic, 2018). For 4-5-year-olds, these ratios were 1.2 (e.g.,
22500 vs 18750 pixels), 1.17, 1.14, and 1.1. For 6-7-yearolds, they were 1.1, 1.08, 1.05, and 1.03.
As with the Memory task, there were 32 target trials
supplemented by 4 ‘Impossible’ trials (where the two shapes
had the same number of pixels), which all appeared in a
random order. No feedback was given about children’s
accuracy.
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Metacognitive Judgments Following each trial of both the
Memory and Perceptual task, children made a metacognitive
assessment of their confidence using a standard 3-point scale
for children (Hembacher & Ghetti, 2014). Each level of
confidence was represented in the scale by an image of a
gender-neutral child demonstrating a facial and body
expression associated with high, moderate, and low
confidence (see Fig. 1).
Prior to the test trials in both the Memory and Perceptual
tasks, children completed 5 training trials to ensure they
understood how to use the scale. The experimenter told
children to use the “really sure” face when they definitely
knew the answer or didn’t have to think at all, to use the
“kind-of sure” face when they maybe knew the answer or had
to think about it a little bit, and the “not so sure” face when
they didn’t know the answer or had to think really hard about
it. Children then went through the practice trials with
corrective feedback from the experimenter based on the
child’s displayed confidence when answering the question
(e.g., “It seemed like you were really sure about that one, so
you should have picked the really sure face”). To help elicit
feelings of confidence from the entire scale range, three
practice trials were easy (relying on primacy effects for
memory, and using a ratio of 1.5 for perception), and two
were impossible.

Results
Our analysis plan was preregistered on the OSF
(https://osf.io/yq73r); any exploratory analyses are noted as
such below.

Memory and Perceptual Accuracy
We first sought to confirm that children understood both the
Memory and Perceptual tasks. Children correctly identified
the color of the images they encoded on 69.18% of trials (SD

= 8.89%), t(109) = 22.61, p < .001, d = 2.16, and correctly
identified 71.25% (SD = 9.26) of bigger shapes, t(109) =
24.06, p < .001, d = 2.29. An exploratory paired t test found
that Perceptual accuracy was marginally higher than Memory
accuracy, t(109) = -1.74, p = .084, d = 0.23. Memory
accuracy did not significantly improve with age in either the
younger (4-5 years) or older (6-7 years) age group, rOlder(103)
= .01, p = .958, rYounger(62) = .23, p = .069 (note that analyses
are performed separately due to differences in stimuli
presentation for the two groups). Perceptual accuracy
improved in both the older age group, r(103) = .24, p = .013,
and younger age group, r(62) = .36, p = .003.

Metacognitive Abilities
Next, we examined whether children’s confidence responses
corresponded to their accuracy. As detailed below, several
metrics for assessing metacognitive abilities have been
proposed, with the hierarchical Bayesian estimation of grouplevel MRatio considered current best practice. To our
knowledge, this is the first study using this metric and other
common metrics (e.g., meta-d’ and MRatio estimated
through MLE) with children this young. Therefore, we
preregistered these ‘best practice’ metrics alongside a
common metric from the developmental literature to provide
a complete picture of children’s performance. We report all
metrics below for posterity.
Confidence choices (2 = high confidence, 1 = medium
confidence, 0 = low confidence) were averaged separately for
items that children answered correctly and incorrectly. A 2
(Correct, Incorrect) by 4 (Age 4, 5, 6, 7) mixed ANOVA
found that children at all ages reported higher confidence on
correctly-answered Memory items than on incorrectly
answered Memory items, F(1, 128) = 25.15, p < .001, ηp2=
0.16, with no effects of age or their interaction, ps > .135, see
Figure 2. An analogous ANOVA on Perceptual items found
the same main effect of accuracy on confidence choices, F(1,
134) = 24.88, p < .001, ηp2 = 0.16. This effect was qualified
by a marginal interaction between accuracy and age, F(3,
134) = 2.44, p = .067, ηp2 = 0.05. Exploratory pairwise post
hoc t tests (Bonferroni-corrected) found that the difference in
confidence between correct and incorrect answers on
Perceptual items was significant in 5 -7-year-olds, but not for
4-year-olds. There was no main effect of age on Perceptual
confidence, p = .139. Therefore, consistent with past work
using this metacognitive measure, we found that children’s
confidence reports were largely calibrated to their accuracy
(Hembacher & Ghetti, 2014).
As has been extensively highlighted in several recent
papers (Fleming, 2017; Maniscalco & Lau, 2012), indexes of
metacognitive calibration such as the difference between
confidence scores on correct and incorrect items capture
information about three separate factors: the participant’s
metacognitive sensitivity (their ability to tell apart states of
certainty), their metacognitive bias (their tendency to prefer
to say high or low confidence), and their first-order task
abilities.
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Figure 2: Average confidence (2 = high, 1 = moderate, 0 =
low) on accurate (dark bars) and inaccurate (light bars) trials
in the Memory and Perception tasks. Error bars = 1 SE.
We therefore turned to the meta-d’ framework to compute
additional measures of metacognitive performance. Briefly,
meta-d’ can be thought of as the amount of information about
the first-order decision available for metacognitive
reasoning. Children with good metacognitive sensitivity, who
are very good at distinguishing when they are right from
wrong, will have higher meta-d’ estimates (see Fleming &
Lau, 2014; Maniscalco & Lau, 2012 for more detailed
descriptions). Meta-d’ can also be directly compared to d’
(the participant’s sensitivity to the first-order task), yielding
a measure of metacognitive efficiency, or how much
information about the decision was available to the
metacognitive system relative to how much was involved in
actually making the decision. Metacognitive efficiency, or
the MRatio, is thereby optimal at a value of 1 (all information
used to make the decision was available to the metacognitive
system). Below 1, the MRatio signals a loss of information
from the decision to the metacognitive judgment, above 1, the
MRatio signals additional information available to the
metacognitive decision (e.g., realizing one made a mistake).
Together, these two scores tell us how good a child’s
metacognitive abilities are without being influenced by their
biases to report high or low confidence, and how good these
abilities are relative to their first-order performance.
We relied on two techniques to model meta-d’ and MRatio
in our sample. First, we used the standard meta-d’ toolkit
(http://www.columbia.edu/~bsm2105/type2sdt/, Maniscalco
& Lau, 2012) to model these two scores, which uses
Maximum Likelihood Estimation with each subject’s data
individually. As is custom, all values in the model were

Figure 3: Correlations between (A) Accuracies in the tasks, (B) Differences in average confidence for accurate and inaccurate
trials in the tasks, (C) Meta-d’ estimates in the tasks, (D) MRatio (estimated through MLE) on the tasks, and (E) Individual
estimates for MRatio (estimated through a hierarchical Bayesian model) on the tasks.
‘edge-corrected’ (i.e., slightly inflated to avoid involving
zeros in the calculations). Meta-d’ estimates of Memory (M
= 0.94, SD = 0.99) were significantly above chance of 0,
t(107) = 9.84, p < .001, d = 0.95, as were meta-d’ estimates
of Perception (M = 0.83, SD = 0.89), t(107) = 9.69, p < .001,
d = 0.93, indicating the presence of metacognitive abilities.
MRatio scores for Memory (M = 1.02, SD = 1.30) were not
significantly higher than Perception (M = 0.78, SD = 0.86),
t(107) = 1.57, p = .119, d = 0.22.
Second, we used a hierarchical Bayesian model to estimate
group-level MRatio. As discussed in Fleming (2017), metad’ estimates are influenced by low numbers of trials (e.g., 32
in each task in our study), and requiring edge-correction is
not ideal for getting pure estimates of ability. In contrast, a
hierarchical Bayesian model captures uncertainty around
each single subject’s estimate and accounts for this in the
estimate of the group-level statistic. Using the HMeta-d’
toolkit (https://github.com/metacoglab/HMeta-d, Fleming,
2017), the Memory MRatio was 0.70, 95% HDI [0.53, 0.88],
and the Perception MRatio was 0.58, 95% HDI [0.43, 0.73],
slightly lower than meta-d’ estimates using MLE.

Correlations Between Metacognitive Abilities
We verified whether there was a correlation between
Memory and Perceptual accuracy and found that these
measures were not correlated in either age group (controlling
for age), rOlder(101) = .08, p = .45, rYounger(37) = .12, p = .460,
1 Note that this correlation is heavily influenced by one child who
had unusually high difference scores on both measures. Removing
this child drops the correlation to r(107) = .10, p = .303.
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see Fig. 3, suggesting that there were no obvious ways in
which associations between first-order task performance may
lead to spurious associations at the metacognitive level.
We computed the correlation between children’s Memory
and Perceptual metacognition performance using the four
measures described previously: difference scores of average
confidence (confidence on correct minus confidence on
incorrect), meta-d’, MRatio estimated through MLE, and
MRatio estimated through hierarchical Bayes. Because the
domain-specificity hypothesis relies on supporting the null
hypothesis, we also preregistered conducting these
correlations under a Bayesian framework where possible to
quantify support for the null hypothesis. As explained in
detail elsewhere (Wagenmakers et al., 2018), Bayesian
analyses quantify the likelihood of one hypothesis over
another in the form of a Bayes factor. All Bayesian analyses
were conducted in JASP with the default prior.
Difference scores in Memory and Perception correlated,
r(108) = .23, p = .014, and the Bayes factor (BF10) indicated
that a correlation was 2.59 times more likely than no
correlation, (i.e., “anecdotal” evidence, Wagenmakers et al.,
2018)1. Meta-d’ scores did not correlate, r(106) = .14, p =
.153, BF01 = 3.04, nor did MLE-estimated MRatios, r(106) =
-.02, p = .817, BF01 = 8.09, with both Bayes factors indicating
that evidence was moderately in favor of no correlation.
Similarly, the 95% HDI on the posterior correlation
coefficient of the hierarchical Bayesian MRatios overlapped

0, ρ = .38, 95% HDI [-0.15, 0.57], indicating it was not
different from the null hypothesis of no correlation. See Fig.
3 for graphs of the correlations.

Discussion
We found no correlation between episodic memory and
perceptual confidence reasoning on 3 of 4 metrics in children
aged 4-7. This is largely consistent with past correlational
studies in children in other domains, and somewhat in
contrast with a recent study using the same domains and
methods of quantifying metacognition. These results, using a
large sample of children and the current best practice metrics
of metacognitive sensitivity, support a view of metacognition
as an initially domain-specific process in these two domains
episodic memory and perception.
We chose two cognitive domains from Mazancieux et al.’s
(2020) paper showing domain-generality in adult
metacognition that could easily be adapted to for examination
in child samples. However, it is important to note that these
domains had the weakest correlation in their paper. This
potentially suggests that metacognition is not truly domaingeneral across all cognitive domains, even if it is domaingeneral among some cognitive domains. Given that we did
not include an adult sample to replicate the original findings
, we cannot rule out the possibility that we would also fail to
demonstrate an association between metacognitive skills in
the age group with the specific tasks used here. Relatedly, we
cannot say for certain that our findings demonstrate a shift
from domain-specificity in childhood to domain-generality in
adulthood, though they are consistent with such a possibility.
How do we reconcile these findings with the compelling
theoretical argument that confidence representations
correspond to domain-general units, even in childhood? That
is, does a lack of correlation between metacognitive
sensitivity across domains necessitate that the confidence
representations used in these metacognitive judgments are
domain-specific?
At present, there is very little evidence for a domaingeneral unit of confidence between memory and perception,
though there is growing evidence for a domain-general unit
between different perceptual tasks. In one study using three
perceptual tasks, 6-7-year-old children were flexibly able to
compare their confidence both within and across tasks,
signaling the presence of a domain-general unit of perceptual
confidence even in childhood (Baer & Odic, 2020). However,
many studies in both adults and children have found strong
correlations between metacognitive abilities in perceptual
tasks like these (e.g., Baer et al., 2018; Rouault et al., 2018),
suggesting that perceptual confidence judgments might share
underlying processing. As noted above, there are some
domains that do not consistently show high correlations,
including episodic memory and perception, making these
domains ideal for testing whether confidence truly shares a
domain-general unit. Directly testing whether children can
compare their confidence between memory and perception,
or whether confidence in one domain leaks into the other will
be crucial for testing this possibility.
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Abstract
Suppose humans exist in order to reproduce. Does it follow that
an individual who chooses not to reproduce is committing a moral
wrong? Past work suggests that, right or wrong, beliefs about
species-level purpose are associated with moral condemnation of
individuals who choose not to fulfill that purpose. Across two
experiments we investigate why. Experiment 1 replicates a causal
effect of species-level purpose on moral condemnation.
Experiment 2 finds evidence that when a species is believed to
exist to perform some action, people infer that the action is good
for the species, and that this belief in turn supports moral
condemnation of individuals who choose not to perform the
action. Together, these findings shed light on how our descriptive
understanding can sometimes shape our prescriptive judgments.
Keywords: teleology; explanation; morality; causality

Introduction
Pope Francis once remarked that “a society with a greedy
generation, that doesn’t want to surround itself with children
[…] is a depressed society. The choice not to have children is
selfish” (Neuman, 2015).
Beliefs that species, such as humans, exist for a purpose are
common in everyday discourse, even for those who are
nonreligious. For example, some hold that humans exist to
reproduce because we evolved in order to do so. And
sometimes, this judgment of purpose is associated with a
corresponding moral judgment: if humans exist to reproduce,
then humans have a moral obligation to reproduce. But why
does this inference from “is” to “ought” occur? In other
words, why might human purpose be perceived to entail a
moral obligation to fulfill it?
There is widespread evidence that people prefer purposebased explanations across a number of domains, even when
these explanations are not scientifically warranted. For
example, children endorse teleological explanations for many
aspects of the natural world (e.g., “baby birds are for flying”
and “mountains are for climbing”; Kelemen 1999), and for
some teleological claims (e.g., “birds transfer seeds in order
to help plants germinate,” “water exists so that life can
survive on Earth”), many adults agree (e.g., Kelemen &
Rosset, 2009).
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While endorsement of teleological explanations has been
long-established in the domains of living things and nonliving natural objects (e.g., birds and mountains,
respectively), research has only recently addressed whether
adults hold similar teleological beliefs about human
existence. Lewry, Lombrozo, and Kelemen (2020) found
evidence that many adults do explain human existence in
terms of purpose. Further, they found a causal relationship
between believing that a species exists for a purpose and
judging species members who do not fulfill their purpose as
immoral. Using novel alien species, their study stipulated
species-level telos (e.g., Kulvaws exist in order to reproduce)
or denied it (Kulvaws reproduce, but they do not exist in
order to do so), then measured moral judgments of a species
member who did not perform the specified action. They
found (for example) that a Kulvaw who does not reproduce
is judged as more immoral when doing so is the purpose of
Kulvaws, versus merely an action that Kulvaws sometimes
perform. While this research provides evidence of a causal
link between species-level teleological beliefs and moral
judgments of individuals who fail to fulfill the corresponding
purpose, no prior research has addressed why this link occurs.
The aim of the current paper is to shed light on this question.

Prior Work
Kelemen (1999) argued that the teleological bias emerges
as early as preschool and “derives from children’s
understanding of agency and intentional object-directed
behavior” (244). While a teleological stance supports
learning of artifact function (Casler & Kelemen, 2005), it also
leads children to over-extend purpose-based explanations:
preschoolers not only state that artifacts exist for a purpose,
but that living things and non-living natural objects do as
well.
Adults are more selective than children, often restricting
teleological claims about the natural world on the basis of
structure-function fit: high correspondence between form
(e.g., having large paws) and function (e.g., to balance)
makes a compelling case that a form exists to fulfill that
purpose (Liquin & Lombrozo, 2018). Even in adults,

however, there is evidence that teleology is over-extended:
many adults, like children, endorse scientificallyunwarranted teleological claims (e.g., Kelemen & Rosset,
2009; Kelemen, Rottman, & Seston, 2013; Lombrozo,
Kelemen, & Zaitchik, 2007).
More recently, Lewry, Lombrozo, and Kelemen (2020)
extended research on teleological bias to beliefs in human
purpose – for instance, that humans exist to reproduce, to care
for each other, or to care for the earth. They found that such
beliefs were often endorsed, and moreover that they were
associated with corresponding moral judgments. Consistent
with the examples in the introduction, participants who
agreed that humans exist in order to reproduce, for example,
were more likely to consider an individual who chooses not
to reproduce immoral. This association seemed to stem from
the first claim’s teleological content, as a matched control
claim (e.g., that humans reproduce, vs. exist in order to
reproduce) did not result in the same patterns of association.
An additional study, using the alien species described
previously, provided evidence that this relationship is not
only correlational, but causal: belief in species purpose leads
to moral condemnation of purpose violations.
The question that emerges is why this causal relationship
exists. In particular, if belief in human purpose is thought to
entail a moral obligation to fulfill that purpose, why is this
the case? Work on the “existence bias” provides a candidate
answer. Eidelman, Crandall, and Pattershall (2009)
demonstrate that the mere existence of something leads to
judgments that its existence is good or right. For example,
participants judged existing degree requirements (32 or 38
credit hours, depending on the condition) as more “right,”
“good,” and “the way things ought to be” than a proposed
change (to 38 or 32 hours, respectively). The authors describe
this phenomenon as a heuristic which is simple and efficient.
But while this work provides compelling evidence that
similar kinds of relationships—between existence beliefs and
judgments of what is good—exist, it fails to provide an
explanation for why. Tworek and Cimpian (2016) similarly
address why people infer value (“ought”) from existence
(“is”). They propose that people tend to prefer explanations
that cite inherent facts (e.g., “roses are given on Valentine’s
day because roses are beautiful”); in turn, inherence is taken
to suggest something necessary and inalterable about the
explanation, which suggests that things ought to be that way.
While this elaborates on the is-ought causal mechanism, it
also fails to fully explain the phenomenon: why does
something being inalterable mean it is valuable, good, or
moral?
Across two studies, we investigate why beliefs about
species-level purpose prompt the judgment that not fulfilling
that purpose is immoral. In Study 1, we test the hypothesis
that people believe that if a species exists to perform some
action, then they must have “good reason” to perform that
action, and in turn judge species members as immoral when
they do not fulfill actions that they have good reason to
perform. In Study 2, we test the hypothesis that an action
being a species’ purpose leads people to infer that performing
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that action is beneficial to the species as a whole, and that
species members who fail to perform actions that benefit their
species are judged immoral.

Experiment 1
In Experiment 1, we hypothesized that when people
believe a species exists to perform some action, people infer
that the species has good reason to perform that action, and
that it is therefore immoral for individuals to abstain. To test
this, we introduced participants to novel alien species. We
manipulated whether the species did or did not exist in order
to perform some novel action, and we measured participants’
character judgments across three traits: morality, warmth,
and competence.
In addition to manipulating teleology, we manipulated
whether the species had “good reason” to perform the action.
If belief in a good reason to perform some action is sufficient
to induce harsher moral condemnation for refraining from
that action, and if an inference from teleology to “good
reason” fully accounts for the effect of teleological
information on moral judgments, then we would expect an
interaction between the manipulation of teleology and the
provision of a good reason. In particular, we would expect
teleology to support harsher moral judgments when no
additional information about reasons is provided, but cease to
have an additional effect when a good reason is stipulated.
Using novel actions (e.g., daxing) rather than familiar
actions (e.g., reproduction) allowed us to test the generality
of prior results. In addition, the inclusion of morality, warmth
and competence character ratings allowed us to test moral
judgments more implicitly than prior work, as well as test the
effects of teleological information beyond moral judgments.

Method
Participants Participants in Experiment 1 were 94 adults
recruited via Prolific. One additional respondent was
excluded for failing an attention check. Participants in both
studies were paid at a rate of $7.50 per hour, pro-rated to our
8-minute task, and participation was restricted to workers in
the U.S. who had completed at least 100 prior tasks with a
95% approval rating. Both studies were pre-registered.
Materials and Procedures Participants were told the
following: “Scientists have recently discovered seven new
planets. Each planet has a unique group of beings living on
it. I'm going to tell you about each group of beings and then
ask you to answer some questions about them.” First,
participants were introduced to two novel species presented
serially and in a random order. One item stipulated that the
species existed in order to perform a novel action (e.g., “Far
away on the planet Glinhondo, there is a group of beings
called Kulvaws. Kulvaws do many things, including
something called daxing. In fact, Kulvaws exist in order to
dax.”). The other item stipulated that a species performs some
novel action, but that they do not exist in order to perform
this action (e.g., “Far away on the planet Thenala, there is a
group of beings called Yolnars. Yolnars do many things,

including something called gorking. Yolnars do not exist in
order to gork, it’s just something that they do.”). Participants
were then told that although some of the species members
choose to perform the action, some of them choose not to.
This statement was included to inform participants that not
all species members perform the action and that those who do
not perform it are making a choice not to do so, rather than
being unable to do so.
After each item, participants were asked to rate the extent
to which various character traits apply to species members
who choose not to perform the action. Nine traits were listed
in a random order and participants responded on a scale from
“1 - Not at all” to “5 - Extremely” with a midpoint at “3 Moderately.” The traits were selected from Goodwin, Piazza,
and Rozin (2014), which identified a list of character traits
falling into one of three categories: “high morality, lower
warmth,” “high warmth, lower morality,” or “ability.” We
selected the first three traits from each list (morality:
“courageous,” “fair,” “principled”; warmth: “warm,”
“sociable,” “happy”; ability: “athletic,” “musical,”
“creative”).
Next, participants were introduced to two more species,
serially and in a random order. As before, one species existed
for some novel purpose and one species performed some
novel action but did not exist for that purpose. However,
these items also contained information about reasons: for
both species, we specified that they perform the action
because they have good reason to do so (e.g., “Far away on
the planet Maroda, there is a group of beings called Nactans.
Nactans do many things, including something called lorping.
In fact, Nactans exist in order to lorp. Nactans lorp because
they have good reason to lorp.”). Participants also made
character judgments for the nine traits after reading about
each of these species.
Participants then read about two final species, serially and
in a random order. For these two, we aimed to understand
what participants inferred when they read that a species
existed for a purpose or had good reason to perform an action.
After reading some information about the species, we asked
participants what best explains why the species exists in order
to perform the action described (teleology inference) or why
the species has good reason to perform the action described
(reason inference). Participants could choose one or more
options from the following list: “A supernatural being, like a
God or gods”; “A natural being, like a human or another
species”; “Evolution by natural selection”; “Nature, who is a
powerful being”; “The choice or goals of individual [species
members, e.g. Rinias]”; “The choice of one powerful [species
member]”; “The choice of large groups or communities of
[species members]”; “It happened by chance, a totally
random process”; “Nothing caused it, it just is that way,”;
“Don't know/Not sure.”

Results
The primary dependent variables were participants’
character judgments. These were calculated by assigning
each character trait a score from 0 (“Not at all”) to 4
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(“Extremely”) for the extent to which participants thought
each trait applied to a species member who chose not to
perform the action. We calculated scores for each trait type
by averaging ratings for the three traits belonging to each type
(morality, α = 0.79; warmth, α = 0. 86; competence, α = 0.83).
Character trait composites were analyzed as the dependent
variable in a repeated-measures ANOVA with teleology
(stipulated, denied), reason (absent reason, good reason), and
trait type (morality, warmth, ability) as independent variables
(see Figure 1). This analysis revealed a main effect of
teleology, F(1,1115)=31.96, p<.001), such that characters
who chose not to perform an action were judged less
favorably when teleology was stipulated vs. denied. There
was also a main effect of trait type, F(2,1115)=12.23, p<.001,
such that moral character was rated more highly than warmth
or competence, which were not significantly different from
each other. However, the main effect of reason was not
significant, F(1,1115)=3.55, p=.06, though there was a
marginal trend in the predicted direction, such that aliens
were judged more harshly for failing to perform actions they
had a good reason to perform. More importantly, however,
the reason manipulation did not interact with other factors
(ps>.95).

Figure 1: Trait score, grouped by trait type, across each of
four conditions. Error bars indicate 95% CI.
To confirm the effect of teleology independently for each
type of character trait, we performed a series of post-hoc
paired sample t-tests, comparing character trait attributions
when species function was stipulated versus denied. This
revealed that moral judgments were significantly lower when
teleology was stipulated (M=1.85, SD=.67) than when
teleology was denied (M=2.05, SD=.57; t(93)=-3.24,
p=.002), providing evidence for our prediction that even with
novel actions, stipulating that a species exists for a purpose
negatively affects moral judgments of species members who
do not fulfill their species’ purpose. Additional post-hoc

paired sample t-tests revealed that judgments of warmth
(M=1.60, SD=.75) and competence (M=1.56, SD=.67) were
also significantly lower when teleology was stipulated than
when teleology was denied (warmth: M=1.96, SD=.61;
t(93)=-5.08, p<.001; ability: M=1.78, SD=.55; t(93)=-2.97,
p=.004). This suggests that species members who choose not
to act on their species’ purpose are not only judged more
harshly along moral dimensions, but also along those related
to warmth and competence.
Table 1 reports participants’ responses to the question of
what best explains why a species had a certain purpose or
why a species had good reason to perform a certain action.
The most highly endorsed reasons were evolution by natural
selection or the choice of individuals, leaders, or the
community. This suggests that participants treated the alien
species not merely as artifacts, but instead reasoned about
them as evolved, intentional creatures, much like humans.
Table 1: Number of participants who chose each option as
an explanation for why a species had good reason to
perform a certain action (reason) why a species had a certain
purpose or (teleology).
Response
type
Supernatural being
Natural being
Evolution
Nature/Gaia
Individual choice
Leader choice
Group choice
Chance
Nothing
Unsure

Reason
inference
2
12
24
10
19
3
21
7
8
7

Teleology
inference
8
10
36
8
8
3
8
7
14
6

Experiment 2
Experiment 1 found that stipulating a species-level purpose
for some action was sufficient to increase moral
condemnation of individuals who chose not to perform that
action, but that this effect was not attributable to an inference
that there is good reason to perform the action. In Experiment
2, we test a more specific version of this hypothesis: that it is
morally wrong not to do what is beneficial for the species,
and that species purpose supports the inference that an action
is beneficial for the species.
We again introduced participants to novel alien species and
manipulated whether not performing an action was harmful
or beneficial to the whole species or to individual species
members. We then asked the extent to which individuals who
refrained from performing the action were immoral. This
allowed us to determine whether people judge others as
immoral who do not perform actions that benefit their
species.
An additional aim of Experiment 2 was to test the
hypothesis that teleology indeed supports the inference that
an action is beneficial for the species. To do so, we presented
participants with a subsequent task in which we stipulated or
denied that some action was a species’ purpose, and we asked
whether that action was likely to be beneficial to the whole
species and to individual species members.

Method
Participants Participants in Experiment 2 were 52 adults
recruited via Prolific. Three additional respondents were
excluded for failing an attention check.

Discussion
The results from Experiment 1 replicate prior work
demonstrating a causal link between species-level purpose
and moral condemnation of individuals who fail to fulfill that
purpose. However, they also go beyond prior work by
showing that the causal link between species-level teleology
and morality extends to novel actions, to a more implicit
measure of moral condemnation (namely moral character),
and to additional judgments of character (namely warmth and
competence). Although there is some level of artificiality in
using alien species, doing so allowed us to assess causality by
manipulating the telos of a species, and participant responses
suggest that they reasoned about the aliens much like
humans.
These results also indicate that stipulating that a species
had “good reason” to perform an action did not reliably alter
participants’ judgments, and that teleology affected
judgments above and beyond “good reason.” They therefore
suggest that the causal mechanism underlying the link
between teleology and morality may be unrelated to an
inference of having good reason to perform an action, or
perhaps more specific in the form this reason takes.
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Materials and Procedures Experiment 2 comprised two
tasks: a Moral Judgment Task and a Teleology Inference
Task. Participants were randomly assigned to one of four
versions of the survey which counterbalanced the specific
novel species and actions (e.g., Kulvaws who dax) used for
each item.
Moral Judgment Task: All participants first received an
introduction to the novel alien species, as described in
Experiment 1. This task used a 2 (species consequence: harm,
benefit) x 2 (individual consequence: harm, benefit) withinsubjects design. For each item, we told participants about a
novel action performed by a species, along with information
about whether not performing the action harmed or benefited
the species or the individual. For example, in the Species
Harm/Individual Benefit condition, participants read that
“Far away on the planet Glinhondo, there is a group of beings
called Kulvaws. Kulvaws do many things, including
something called daxing. If Kulvaws do not dax, it is harmful
to the species, but it is beneficial to individual Kulvaws.”
Participants were then told that although some of the species
members choose to perform the action, some of them choose
not to. After each item, participants gave a moral judgment:
“To what extent is a Kulvaw who chooses not to dax
immoral?” They responded on a scale from “1 - Neutral” to
“5 - Very immoral” with a midpoint at “3 - Somewhat

immoral.” All four items in the Moral Judgment task were
presented serially and in a random order.
Teleology Inference Task: Participants were informed that
they would learn about two additional alien species, but that
they would be asked different questions about these last two
species. This task used a 2 (teleology type: stipulated, denied)
x 2 (benefit target: species, individuals) within-subjects
design. Serially and in a random order, participants read
about two novel species that performed some action and
existed in order to perform that action (teleology stipulated),
or that did not exist in order to perform that action (teleology
denied). After each item, participants rated the extent to
which this action is beneficial to the species (e.g., “To what
extent is lorping good for the Nactan species?”) and the
extent to which this action is beneficial to individual
members of the species (“To what extent is lorping good for
individual Nactans?”). The rating scale ranged from “1 - Very
bad for [individual Nactans/the Nactan species]” to “5 - Very
good for [individual Nactans/the Nactan species]” with a
midpoint at “3 - Neither good nor bad for [individual
Nactans/the Nactan species]”.

Results
Moral Judgment Task: The dependent variable was
participants’ moral judgment scores, where lower scores
corresponded to judgment of something as more neutral and
higher scores corresponded to judgment of something as
more immoral. To determine how moral judgments against
individuals who do not perform an action are affected by the
species-level and individual-level consequences of not
performing that action, we conducted a two-way repeated
measures ANOVA with species consequence (harm, benefit)
and individual consequence (harm, benefit) as independent
variables and moral judgment score as a dependent variable
(see Figure 2). We found significant main effects of species
consequence, F(1,51)=91.69, p<.001, as well as individual
consequence, F(1,51)=23.41, p<.001, but no significant
interaction, F(1,51)=1.94, p=.17. Post-hoc paired sample ttests showed that moral judgments were significantly harsher
when the species was harmed (M=3.42, SD=1.08) than when
the species benefited (M=1.92, SD=1.1; t(51)=9.58, p<.001),
and significantly harsher when individuals were harmed
(M=3.00, SD=1.08) than when individuals benefited
(M=2.34, SD=1.11; t(51)=4.83, p<.001).
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Figure 2: Mean moral scores against species members
who do not perform an action in each condition, where
lower scores indicate harsher moral judgment. Error bars
indicate 95% CI.
Next, to determine whether the effect of species harm on
moral judgments was larger than the effect of individual
harm, we calculated difference scores for the effect of species
harm and for the effect of individual harm (e.g., species harm
effect = average species harm moral judgment score –
average species benefit moral judgment score). Harm done to
species affected moral judgments to a significantly greater
degree than did harm done to individuals (species harm
effect: M=1.49, SD=1.12; individual harm effect: M=0.66,
SD=0.99; t(51)=-5.35, p<.001).
Teleology Inference Task: The dependent variable was
participants’ benefit ratings, where higher ratings indicated
inferences that an action is more beneficial. To determine
whether stipulating teleology (i.e., that a species exists in
order to perform some action) results in an inference that
performing that action is good for the species and/or
individuals, we conducted a two-way repeated measures
ANOVA with teleology (stipulated, denied) and benefit
target (species, individuals) as independent variables and
benefit rating as a dependent variable (see Figure 3). We
found a significant main effect of teleology, F(1,51)=96.31,
p<.001, but no significant main effect of benefit target,
F(1,51)=0.92, p=.34, and no significant interaction,
F(1,51)=3.97, p=.05. Post-hoc paired sample t-tests showed
that benefit ratings were significantly higher when teleology
was stipulated (M=4.25, SD=0.78) than when teleology was
denied (M=3.14, SD=0.63; t(51)=-9.81, p<.001).

Figure 3: Inferences that an action is beneficial to species
or individuals when teleology is stipulated or denied, where
a score of 3 indicates that the action is neither good nor bad,
and higher scores indicate that the action is good. Error bars
correspond to 95% CI.

Discussion
Experiment 2 built on Experiment 1 by investigating a
more specific mechanism potentially underlying the link
between teleology and morality: that teleology supports the
inference that an action is beneficial for the species, and that
people judge others as immoral who do not perform actions
that benefit their species.
In line with this mechanism, our results provide evidence
that stipulating teleology leads people to infer that
performing an action is good for the species and good for
individual species members. Additionally, our results suggest
that participants believe harsh moral judgment is warranted
when an individual does not perform some species-beneficial
action. This is the case even when not performing that action
is beneficial to individual species members.

General Discussion
Believing that a species exists for a purpose can support
moral condemnation of species members who do not fulfill
that purpose, whether condemnation is assessed through
character trait inferences (Experiment 1) or attributions of
immorality (Experiment 2). This is true even when the
species is novel and the purpose/action is novel (Experiments
1-2), and extends to judgments of warmth and competence
(Experiment 1).
In addition to better understanding the scope of the link
between teleology and morality, the present studies also
clarify why this link exists. When people believe that a
species exists for some purpose, they tend to infer that the
purpose serves a species-level good, such that failing to
achieve the purpose is immoral.
While our results are limited to novel alien species to allow
for better experimental control, the findings from the
inference task in Experiment 1 suggest that participants
reasoned about these aliens as creatures who evolved, had
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individual intentions, and formed social groups, much like
humans. Lewry, Lombrozo, and Kelemen (2020) found that
many people in fact hold teleological beliefs about human
existence, such that humans exist to reproduce or care for the
environment. If our results generalize to reasoning about
humans, people may infer that reproduction and caring for the
environment are beneficial for the human species and good
for individual humans. In turn, this inference could result in
moral condemnation of individuals who do not reproduce or
care for the environment, even when doing so is beneficial to
the individuals (for example, someone might not want to have
children, or find it inconvenient to recycle).
An important question for future study is the boundary
conditions on these effects. For instance, the link from
teleology to moral condemnation might depend on whether
individuals are aware of their species-level purpose, and able
to pursue it. If a honeybee is not aware that its perceived
purpose is to produce honey, for example, is it morally
condemned for failing to do so? If humans exist to reproduce
but a woman is infertile, do people still consider her failure
to reproduce immoral? Preliminary data on this latter
question suggests that although capability is taken into
consideration and moderates judgments, people still blame
individuals for failing to fulfill their purpose. Additional
research can better characterize the role each of these factors
has on the relationship between teleology and morality.
Further research can also investigate the relationship
between teleology and other types of judgments (see, e.g.,
Rose & Nichols, 2019, for links between species-level
teleology and classification). In Experiment 1, we find that
stipulating a species’ purpose affects perceptions of the
warmth and competence of individuals who fail to perform
that action. It is an open question whether the speciesbeneficial inference identified in Experiment 2 is also the
mechanism which prompts judgments of warmth and
competence. Our explanations for the world around us –
including our teleological explanations of species and their
behaviors – shape our basic understanding of the world. Our
findings shed light on how our descriptive understanding, the
“is,” can sometimes shape our prescriptive understanding, the
“ought.” Right or wrong, people seem inclined to infer moral
value from species function. It’s easy to see how this might
lead to harm (e.g., in judging a couple’s infertility), but it
might also be a psychological feature that can be harnessed
for good (e.g., in mobilizing care for others or the
environment). Our studies are first steps in the larger project
of mapping the links between explanation and understanding
on the one hand, and prescription and action on the other.
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Abstract
Toddlers can learn cause-effect relationships between single
actions and outcomes. However, real-world causality is often
more complex. We investigated whether toddlers (12- to 35month-olds) can learn that a sequence of two actions is causally
necessary, from observing the actions of an adult demonstrator.
In Experiment 1, toddlers saw evidence that performing a twoaction sequence (AB) on a puzzle-box was necessary to
produce a sticker, and evidence that B alone was not sufficient.
Toddlers were then given the opportunity to interact with the
box and retrieve up to five stickers. Toddlers had difficulty
reproducing the required two-action sequence, with the ability
to do so improving with age. In Experiment 2, toddlers saw
evidence that performing a single action (B) was sufficient to
produce an effect (i.e., a sequence was not causally necessary).
Toddlers were more successful and performed fewer sequences
in Experiment 2, suggesting some sensitivity to the sequential
causal structure.
Keywords: Causal reasoning, Cognitive development, Social
learning, Sequence learning

Introduction
The physical and social worlds are governed by a variety of
simple and complex causal relationships. Sequences of
multiple actions that need to be performed in a specific order
to achieve a goal are common in our everyday routines. Take
for instance getting a coke from a vending machine. What are
the steps you would take to retrieve this item? Do you find
the price and code for the item on the machine first? Do you
enter the code before you insert your coins into the slot? What
if the item gets stuck in the machine? Understanding that a
sequence of actions is necessary to bring about an effect, and
that these steps must be performed in a particular order (e.g.,
you must enter the item code before inserting the coins)
enables us to predict subsequent events and to intervene on
and manipulate our environment to achieve our goals. It has
been suggested that our ability to encode sequential
information may set us apart from other species (Ghirlanda et
al., 2017).
From a young age, children use causality as a guiding
principle for learning about the mechanisms of their
environment, their own behaviour and that of others (see
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Muentener & Bonawitz, 2017; Sobel & Legare, 2014 for
recent reviews). Research has shown that from preschool age,
children are able to understand many of the principles
governing causal relationships, such as covariation—that
causes and effects co-occur, with causes predicting effects
(Shultz & Mendelson, 1975; Mendelson & Shultz, 1976;
Irwin, 1996), and temporal priority—that causes must
precede their events in time (Bullock & Gelman; 1979;
Rankin & McCormack, 2013).
Even 12- to 24-month-olds show relatively complex
understanding of cause-effect scenarios, including
understanding conditional independence (Sobel and
Kirkham, 2006); applying causal rules based on abstract
relations (Walker & Gopnik, 2014) and higher-order
generalisations (Sim & Xu, 2017); and the ability to apply
learned causal functions to solve novel problems (Goddu &
Gopnik, 2020). In some causal reasoning tasks, toddlers even
outperform preschoolers (e.g., Walker & Gopnik, 2014).
Young children, including toddlers, can learn causal
structure by observing and copying more knowledgeable
individuals (e.g., Meltzoff et al., 2012). Studies of deferred
imitation suggest 11.5- and 13.5-month-old infants can
remember order information for short novel sequences (e.g.,
Bauer & Mandler, 1992), but recall is better when sequences
involve enabling causal relations—i.e., when one action
enables the next to be performed. In enabling situations, the
actions can only be performed in one specific order (e.g.,
unlocking a box enables the lid to be lifted; Bauer, 1992).
Further evidence that enabling sequences are easier for
young children to reproduce comes from a study by Brugger
et al. (2007), who demonstrated two actions leading to an
interesting effect to 14- to 16-month-olds. When a two-action
sequence was causally necessary due to an enabling causal
relation, toddlers were more likely to copy the sequence than
when the first action was not causally necessary. However,
even in the enabling scenario, only 29% of participants
reproduced the demonstrated sequence, whereas 39%
performed either the first or the second action, but not both.
Similarly, Carpenter et al. (1998) found that 14- and 18month-old infants were able to readily reproduce a single
demonstrated action out of two possible actions, but when

presented with a two-action sequence, only 6/20 infants
spontaneously reproduced the demonstration in the correct
order. These findings suggest that infants and toddlers can
reproduce short action sequences—especially if they involve
enabling causal relations—but they do not do so reliably.
The extent to which even older children can reliably copy
a sequence of actions in the correct order is not entirely clear.
Studies of overimitation (the faithful copying of even
causally unnecessary actions) with preschoolers have shown
that they can copy multiple novel actions to achieve a goal
(e.g., Horner & Whiten, 2005; Lyons et al., 2007). However,
whether these actions are performed in the correct sequence
is not often explicitly coded for, and there is evidence that 4and 5-year-olds can struggle to acquire temporal information
for arbitrary action sequences (Loucks & Price, 2019).
Previous work has shown that preschoolers readily
reproduce a two-action sequence in the correct order, when it
is ambiguous whether the first action is causally necessary to
enable the second one (Buchsbaum et al., under revision).
Specifically, when 3- to 5-year-olds watched a demonstrator
perform a sequence of two actions (AB) on a causally opaque
puzzle-box, that led to a desirable effect (E, a sticker
dispensing from a box), they faithfully copied the sequence,
performing actions in the correct order. In contrast, when 18to 30-month-old toddlers watched the same demonstration,
they did not reproduce the sequence; instead, they tended
only to perform the second action (B) from the sequence
(Tecwyn et al., 2020). Additional research using a similar
paradigm suggests that a recency effect does not account for
toddlers’ tendency to only reproduce the second action that
they saw. When 12- to 35-month-olds watched a
demonstrator perform A, following which a sticker dispensed
(effect E), following which a second action (B) was
performed, they were significantly more likely to (correctly)
manipulate A than B (Tecwyn et al., in prep)—the opposite
of what would be predicted by a recency effect.
These previous findings, together with earlier research with
infants and toddlers (e.g., Bauer & Mandler, 1992; Bruggers
et al., 2007; Carpenter et al., 1998) raise the possibility that
toddlers have difficulty learning simple causal action
sequences via observation, and/or reproducing them,
especially when the relations between the actions are nonenabling. If this is the case, there are potential implications
for the development of causal learning, but also for social
learning more broadly, particularly in relation to learning
how to operate causally opaque cultural artefacts. For
example, it might go some way to explaining why faithful
overimitation increases across early childhood (Chudek et al.,
2016; Hoehl et al., 2019; McGuigan & Whiten, 2009).
However, in the earlier study where toddlers saw AB-E
demonstrated, and primarily intervened on just B (Tecwyn et
al., 2020), the demonstration was purposefully ambiguous in
terms of whether the AB sequence was actually necessary to
produce the effect (and in fact, only action B was necessary).
Thus, to further probe toddlers’ ability to learn and reproduce
simple causal action sequences, in the present study we asked
whether toddlers could learn the correct causal structure in an
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observational learning paradigm, when the demonstrations
they see provide unambiguous evidence regarding whether a
sequence is necessary or unnecessary for generating a
desirable outcome.
In Experiment 1, we asked whether toddlers grasp that a
sequence of two actions is causally necessary when they see
unambiguous evidence that a single action is not sufficient to
produce the desirable outcome, but that the sequence does
produce the outcome. One- and two-year-olds observed an
experimenter manipulate a puzzle-box by performing action
A (e.g., pushing a button) followed by action B (e.g., sliding
a handle) to produce an effect E (dispensing a sticker, Figure
1). They also observed the demonstrator perform only action
B, which did not lead to a sticker being dispensed. Toddlers
then had the chance to interact with the box themselves and
retrieve up to five stickers. If toddlers can infer the correct
causal structure from the observed evidence (i.e., that the AB
sequence is necessary), then they should act on A first,
followed by B. If toddlers perform A followed by B in quick
succession (like the demonstrator), then this would be
particularly compelling evidence that they grasp that the
sequence is causally necessary.
In comparison, in Experiment 2, one- and two-year-oldsmonth-olds saw evidence that only the single action B was
causally necessary. Specifically, they saw a demonstration
that both the two-action sequence (AB) and the single action
B led to a sticker being dispensed. If toddlers can learn simple
causal sequences, then they should produce AB sequences in
Experiment 1, and should produce more in Experiment 1 than
Experiment 2, even though they have seen AB and B
performed equally in both experiments. On the other hand, if
they have difficulty learning sequences and inferring that a
sequence is necessary, then they should perform relatively
few sequences and have more difficulty successfully
retrieving stickers in Experiment 1 than Experiment 2.
Finally, if they just copy the single final action that they saw
precede the effect (as in Tecwyn et al., 2020), then they
should act on B first equally in both cases.

Experiment 1
Participants
Fifty-five 12- to 35-month-old children were included in
Experiment 1 (Mage, months = 23.89). Nineteen additional
participants were tested but their data excluded due to:
equipment failure (N = 8), experimenter error (N = 2),
parental or sibling interference (N = 6), and did not complete
session due to distraction (N = 3). An additional 12 toddlers
participated but did not interact with the puzzle-box at all and
therefore did not provide any data.

Materials and Procedures
Stimuli A customized wooden puzzle-box was used as in
Tecwyn et al. (2020), see Figure 1. The box had three
different-coloured, interchangeable front panels, each with
two distinct actions equidistant from a sticker dispenser. The
assignment of front panels and actions as A and B were

counterbalanced across participants. A rotating motor with
seven wells was placed inside the puzzle-box and was
covertly activated with a remote by the experimenter to
dispense stickers contained in Eppendorf tubes.
The puzzle-box was placed on a low table to ensure
accessibility for the toddlers. Cameras recorded from two
angles to capture the child’s observation during the
demonstration phase and manipulation of the box during the
action phase. During the sessions, caregivers were either
present and seated near the child (off-site testing), or in an
observation room, watching the participant through a oneway mirror (in-lab testing).

Figure 1: Example of the puzzle-boxes used in the study
Procedure
Acclimatization. An adult female experimenter (E1)
interacted with the child, while turned away from the puzzlebox, to acclimate the child to the testing environment.
Demonstration. A second adult female experimenter (E2),
in the testing area, did not interact with or acknowledge the
child, to minimize the impact of social cues on actions. Once
E1 and the child turned towards E2, E1 said, “Oh, it looks
like E2 is using the room right now, let’s wait for our turn
over here, we can watch!” Without acknowledging E1 or the
participant, E2 performed two demonstrations. In one
demonstration, E2 manipulated A and then B, following
which a sticker was dispensed from the puzzle-box (AB-E).
E2 picked up the sticker and said, “Oh, a sticker!” before
placing it back into the tray. In the other demonstration, E2
manipulated B and then no sticker was dispensed (B-No
Effect). E2 placed a hand in the empty tray and said, “Oh, no
sticker.” E2 then repeated these same two demonstrations in
the same order. Which type of demonstration toddlers saw
first (AB-E or B-No Effect) was counterbalanced across
participants. If a toddler failed to attend to a demonstration,
as signalled by E1, it was repeated until they had seen each
type twice. Following the demonstrations, E2 acted busy
again before suddenly noticing the child saying, “Oh, I’m all
done here, you can have a turn!” and leaving the testing area.
Child Action Phase. E1 and the child approached the
puzzle-box. The participant was able to interact with it to
receive up to five stickers. A sticker was dispensed and an
activation recorded when the participant manipulated A and
then B in that order, irrespective of the time elapsed between
these actions and any preceding actions (e.g., BBBAB would
activate the puzzle-box). If the participant did not
spontaneously interact with the puzzle-box, E1 provided
neutral encouragement such as, “It’s your turn, you can try
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anything!” Once five stickers were dispensed (i.e., the box
was activated five times), E2 returned to the testing area and
said, “You got all the stickers!”, and the session ended. If the
participant had not completed five activations but failed to
interact with the box for >2 min, the session was also ended.
Data Scoring and Analysis All sessions were coded live and
then re-coded from footage. Each child could activate the
puzzle box up to five times. An activation ended either when
the sticker was released or, if the child failed to successfully
retrieve a sticker on that activation, when the session ended
(the latter could only occur on the final activation performed
by a given child). Examples of unsuccessful activations
include the participant doing any of the following, followed
by no interaction with the puzzle-box for at least 2 min: the
interaction of the subject with (1) action A only, (2) action B
only, or (3) action B then A. Within each activation, each
action was noted in the order in which it was manipulated by
the child (e.g. AAAAB). A single action was defined as a
distinct touch (e.g. pushing the button in and then letting go)
or a continuous hold of A or B with a distinct motion (e.g.
holding the button and pressing it in and out without pausing).
From this action stream we coded the following:
(1) Successful activations (0-5), defined as the number of
times action A was manipulated followed by action B,
leading to a sticker being dispensed from the box. It was
possible for an activation to occur without the actions
performed constituting either a strict or loose AB sequence
(see below); for example, if a toddler performed BAB.
(2) Strict AB sequences, defined as a first touch to A and
then B being manipulated within 5 seconds, with no
intervening touches to A. This aimed to give a fairly
conservative measure of toddlers’ sequence reproduction
(though still reasonably generous as the demonstration of the
AB sequence was more rapid than this).
(3) Loose AB sequences, defined as a first touch to A
followed by B within any amount of time (and allowing for
more than one touch of A, e.g., A…AA…B).
(4) First touch per activation, defined as whether toddlers
touched A or B first on each puzzle-box activation.
Since not all toddlers completed five successful activations,
we analyzed DVs 2-4 as proportions, however analyzing the
raw number of each sequence type did not significantly
change overall results. Linear regression was used to analyze
the effect of age in months on each of the DVs. As follow-up
analyses, t-tests were used to compare the performance of 1vs. 2-year-olds.

Results and Discussion
In Experiment 1, toddlers successfully activated the puzzle
box on average 3.35 out of 5 possible times, and the number
of times toddlers successfully activated the box increased
significantly with age ( = 2.00, p < .001, Figure 2a). Oneyear-olds (M = 2.37, SD = 2.13) were significantly less
successful at activating the box than 2-year-olds (M = 4.29,
SD = 1.46), t(53) = 3.90, p < .001. Older toddlers also
produced significantly more strict AB sequences than

Figure 2: Linear regression of: (a) mean successful activations, (b) proportion of activations preceded by a strict AB
sequence, (c) proportion of activations preceded by a loose AB sequence, as a function of age in Experiments 1 and 2.
younger toddlers ( = .23, p < .001, Figure 2b), with 2-yearolds producing significantly more strict sequences (M = .27,
SD = .33) than 1-year-olds (M = .04, SD = .09), t(53) =
3.440.3, p < .001. The production of loose AB sequences
showed a similar but weaker trend, ( = .16, p = .068, Figure
2c), with 2-year-olds again producing more loose sequences
(M = .48, SD = .38) than 1-year-olds (M = .29, SD = .35),
t(53) = 1.93, p = .059, but not significantly so. Examination
of toddler’s first touch per activation found that overall they
were equally likely to first act on either A or B (M = .49, SD
= .40), t(54) = .25, p = .81, and that this was consistent across
the age range tested ( = .005, p = .95).
Overall, when a sequence of two actions performed in a
specific order was causally necessary to produce an effect,
toddlers were increasingly likely to reproduce that sequence
with age. Two-year-olds were more likely to be successful
and use either a strict or loose AB sequence (strict: 27%,
loose: 48%), than 1-year-olds (strict: 4%, loose: 29%). To
further investigate the understanding of sequential causal
structure in toddlers, In Experiment 2 we examined toddlers’
behavior when they are given evidence that only a single
action is causally necessary for the effect, even though a
sequence of both actions has still been demonstrated.

Experiment 2
In Experiment 2, 1- and 2-year-olds saw evidence that only
the single action B was causally necessary. Specifically,
demonstrations of the two-action sequence (AB) and the
single action B led to a sticker being dispensed. If toddlers
distinguish this evidence from that presented in Experiment
1 and can infer that in this case only B is necessary, then they
should produce fewer AB sequences here, even though they
have seen AB and B performed equally in both experiments.
Given that younger toddlers in Experiment 1 found it
challenging to activate the box by performing a sequence,
they should be more successful here where a sequence is not
necessary. Further, if toddlers are sensitive to the necessity of
the sequence in Experiment 1 and its lack of necessity in
Experiment 2, then they should produce fewer sequences in
Experiment 2.

Participants
Fifty-four 12- to 35-month-old children who had not
participated in Experiment 1 took part in Experiment 2 (Mage,
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= 24.36). Seventeen additional participants were tested
but excluded due to: equipment failure (N = 4), experimenter
error (N = 3), parental or sibling interference (N = 9), and did
not complete session due to distraction (N = 1). An additional
3 children watched the demonstrations but did not interact
with the puzzle-box and therefore did not provide any data.
months

Materials and Procedures
The methods and procedure were the same as Experiment 1,
except for the following changes:
Demonstration. As in Experiment 1, E2 manipulated A and
then B, following which a sticker was dispensed (AB-E).
Next, E2 manipulated B only, and another sticker was
dispensed (B-E). The same two demonstration were repeated
in the same order and which type of demonstration toddlers
saw first (AB-E or B-E) was counterbalanced across
participants. Thus, toddlers saw evidence that only the single
action B was causally necessary.
Child Action Phase. In contrast to Experiment 1 a sticker
was dispensed from the puzzle-box whenever the participant
acted on B.

Results and Discussion
In Experiment 2, toddlers successfully activated the puzzlebox on average 4.4 out of 5 possible times. Older toddlers
tended to be more successful at activating the puzzle-box than
younger toddlers (Figure 2a), but age in months did not
significantly predict success ( = .56, p = .08). Two-year-olds
(M = 4.75, SD = .52) tended to activate the box more times
than 1-year-olds (M = 4.08, SD = 1.72), but the difference
was not significant (t(52) = 1.98, p = .053). As in Experiment
1, older toddlers produced significantly more strict AB
sequences than younger toddlers,  = .14, p = .03, (Figure
2b), but unlike in Experiment 1 there was no significant
difference between 1-year-olds (M = .12, SD = .23) and 2year-olds (M = .22, SD = .30), t(52) = 1.35, p = .18. The
production of loose AB sequences did not significantly
change with age,  = .11, p = .12 (Figure 2c). We also
examined toddler’s first touch on each activation, and found
that, unlike in Experiment 1, toddlers were significantly more
likely to first act on action B, M = .74, SD = .32, (t(53) = 5.43,
p < .001, and that this was consistent across age groups,  =
.001, p = .98.

In Experiment 2, toddlers activated the puzzle-box most
frequently using the action B alone (74%), rather than using
a loose AB sequence (22%), with other sequences comprising
the remaining 4%. Nonetheless, as in Experiment 1, the
tendency to produce strict AB sequences increased with age,
even though here a sequence was not causally necessary.

where it was not. As with the strict sequence measure,
performance of loose sequences increased with age,
providing evidence that toddlers, and particularly 1-yearolds, may find it challenging to learn and/or reproduce twoaction causal sequences.

General Discussion
Comparison of Experiments 1 and 2
In Experiments 1 and 2, toddlers saw the same sets of actions
demonstrated by the experimenter; all that differed was
which of those actions led to a desirable outcome. To
examine the extent to which toddlers may have differentiated
the causal evidence observed in Experiments 1 and 2, we used
linear regression to examine the effects of experiment (1 or
2) and age (months) on our DVs.
For the number of successful activations, there was a
significant main effect of experiment F(1, 105) = 12.88, p <
.001 as well as age, F(1, 105) = 25.08, p < .001, and a
significant interaction between these factors, F(1, 105) =
7.99, p < .001. Older toddlers successfully activated the
puzzle-box significantly more times than younger toddlers in
Experiment 1, whereas success was high across the age range
in Experiment 2 (Figure 2a).
For strict AB sequences, there was a significant main effect
of age, F(1, 105) = 10.92, p < .001, such that older toddlers
produced significantly more strict AB sequences than
younger toddlers (Figure 2b). There was no main effect of
experiment (F(1,105) = .19, p = .66) and no interaction
(F(1,105) = 1.54, p = .22). For loose AB sequences there was
a significant main effect of experiment, F(1, 105) = 7.73, p =
.006, as well as age, F(1, 105) = 6.00, p = .016, but no
interaction, F(1,105) = .17, p = .68.
Toddlers were more likely to produce loose sequences in
Experiment 1 than in Experiment 2, and older toddlers were
significantly more likely than younger toddlers to produce
loose AB sequences in both experiments (Figure 2c). Finally,
for the first touch per activation, there was a main effect of
experiment, F(1, 105) =10.19, p = .002, such that toddlers
were more likely to touch A first in Experiment 1 than
Experiment 2, but no effect of age F(1, 105) = .003 p = .96,
and no interaction (F(1,105) = 0.001, p = .98).
Taken together, this comparison of performance between
Experiments 1 and 2 shows that toddlers—especially 1-yearolds—found it easier to activate a puzzle-box where only a
single action (B) was required (Experiment 2), compared
with a puzzle box where a two-action sequence in a specific
order (AB) was causally necessary (Experiment 1). The
extent to which toddlers produced strict AB sequences
increased with age and did not differ between experiments,
suggesting that, according to this measure, they did not
differentiate the causal structures in Experiment 1 vs.
Experiment 2. Nonetheless, our loose AB sequence measure
did reveal a difference in behavior between experiments:
performing A followed by B was more common in
Experiment 1 where the sequence was causally necessary. In
addition, toddlers were more likely to act first on action A in
Experiment 1, where A was necessary, than in Experiment 2
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The purpose of this study was to investigate toddlers’
capacity to understand that a sequence of actions performed
in a particular order can be necessary to bring about an effect.
Specifically, we investigated whether 1- and 2-year-olds can
learn from observation that a simple two-action sequence
(AB) is causally necessary, when they see unambiguous
evidence that just a single action (B) is insufficient to produce
a desirable effect (Experiment 1). We also investigated
whether toddlers of the same age could learn that a sequence
was not necessary when they saw evidence that both a 2action sequence (AB) and single action (B) were equally
effective (Experiment 2). We compared performance in these
two experiments to see whether toddlers behaved differently
depending on the evidence they saw, even though the
experimenter produced the same sets of actions in both cases.
Our results suggest that the ability to learn simple causal
sequences is still developing in early childhood. When a
sequence was causally necessary in Experiment 1, 2-yearolds were more successful at activating the puzzle-box and
produced more strict AB sequences (a first touch to A
followed by B within 5 seconds, comparable to what was
demonstrated by the experimenter) than 1-year-olds.
However, the production of strict sequences was relatively
rare across the age range, suggesting that learning a short
causal sequence and reproducing it in the correct order
remains challenging in the third year of life. Loose AB
sequences (a first touch to A followed by B within any
amount of time and allowing for more than one touch of A)
were more common, but still produced more by older than
younger toddlers.
Our results are consistent with previous studies of toddlers’
observational learning of action sequences where they did not
reliably reproduce sequences of actions in the correct order
(e.g., Bauer & Mandler, 1992; Brugger et al., 2007; Carpenter
et al., 1998; Tecwyn et al., 2020). The present study extends
this earlier work by demonstrating that even when shown
unambiguous evidence that a sequence of actions is causally
necessary, toddlers—especially 1-year-olds—still fail to
consistently reproduce it. Our finding that the tendency to
copy causal action sequences increases across the age range
tested also has potential implications for the development of
overimitation—the faithful copying of even causally
unnecessary actions—which has been shown to increase
across early childhood (e.g., Chudek et al., 2016; Hoehl et al.,
2019; McGuigan & Whiten, 2009). It is possible that this
pattern may at least partly be explained by children’s
developing ability to learn and reproduce action sequences.
In Experiment 2, where action B alone was causally
effective, toddlers across the age range were more successful
at activating the puzzle-box than in Experiment 1. Loose AB

sequences were more common in Experiment 1 than 2, and
toddlers in Experiment 1 were significantly more likely to act
on A first, suggesting that toddlers could, at least to some
extent, differentiate the causal necessity of the actions based
on evidence provided in the demonstrations.
What might explain toddlers’ difficulty with reliably
reproducing observed two-action sequences, despite clear
evidence that they are causally necessary? One possible
explanation for toddlers’ behavior in the present study is that
younger individuals in particular may hold a prior belief that
multi-action causes are unlikely; that is, they may expect
single outcomes to have a single cause (Tecwyn et al., 2020),
potentially due to a lack of experience with more complex
causal systems. This would be consistent with previous
imitation studies where toddlers readily copied either one of
two demonstrated actions but were less likely to reproduce
both (Carpenter et al., 1998).
Another possibility explanation for a low rate of AB
sequence reproduction is that toddlers failed to remember
what actions they saw the demonstrator perform. We think
this is unlikely, given that in previous work they have shown
the ability to perform either A or B, depending on the type of
demonstration they saw, and do not appear to simply act on
the basis of a recency effect (Tecwyn et al., 2020; in prep).
However, given evidence that even preschoolers can struggle
recall temporal information for action sequences (Loucks &
Price, 2019), it is feasible that toddlers find it difficult to
remember both of the actions that were performed and the
order in which they were performed. This may have been
made even more challenging in the present study, given that
toddlers consecutively watched multiple demonstrations of
different types in each experiment, which they may have
found challenging to parse.
Finally, toddlers’ interactions with the puzzle-box may
have been influenced by the social context of the
demonstration. Although the experimenters in our study
acted intentionally, they did not present as knowledgeable
about the puzzle-box. We deliberately chose not to use a
pedagogical context to avoid inadvertently encouraging
overimitation, or potentially overriding the crucial statistical
information with ostensive cues (e.g., Marno & Csibra,
2015). However, this may have had the unintended
consequence that toddlers viewed the experimenter as
exploring the box and wondering why it failed, rather than
demonstrating how it works. In addition, the demonstration
of the single action B in Experiment 1 (which was necessary
to demonstrate its ineffectiveness) may have suggested to
toddlers that this action was expected by the demonstrator to
be causally effective, but it failed, which may have prompted
toddlers to explore the puzzle-box, rather than to act
efficiently. Future research could examine the effect of
explicit teaching cues on toddlers’ behaviour in this task (but
see Tecwyn et al., 2020, for a lack of evidence that toddlers
are sensitive to demonstrator intentionality in a similar
paradigm).
In Experiment 1, where an AB sequence was causally
necessary, we anecdotally observed that a number of toddlers
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performed the actions BAB consecutively, which is also a
valid causal sequence (though the first B is unnecessary).
Further analysis of the timing of and duration between
toddlers’ actions will be conducted to disentangle alternative
potential explanations for this unexpected behavior. For
example, it is possible that some toddlers believed that BAB
was the causally necessary sequence—potentially due to
seeing the two types of demonstration (e.g., B-No Effect;
AB-E) performed consecutively—in which case we would
expect short durations between actions. Alternatively, this
pattern could emerge if toddlers believed that B alone was
causal, tried it and found it to be ineffective, so tried A, and
then at some point performed B again, which activated the
box (due to A being manipulated followed by B). This could
then reinforce the belief that B was the sole cause. In this case
we would expect quite different action execution timings.
In the present study, we were specifically interested in
causal sequence learning in the context of a causally opaque
puzzle-box. However, given that prior evidence suggests that
sequences involving enabling causal relations are easier for
toddlers to master (Bauer, 1992; Brugger et al., 2007), it
would be interesting to investigate whether the ability to learn
causal sequences improves when it is visibly obvious that a
sequence is causally necessary (e.g., pulling the lever on a
transparent box moves the sticker into a position that enables
the dial to push it down into the dispenser).
Given that even older 2-year-olds were not at ceiling in the
current study, gathering further information about the
developmental trajectory of the ability to learn causal
sequences seems warranted—particularly seeing as previous
studies where the copying of different actions is a key
variable (e.g., overimitation studies) have not always coded
the temporal order of action reproduction (Loucks & Price,
2019). To this end, ongoing work is testing preschoolers with
the task used in the present study.
In summary, although toddlers show relatively
sophisticated causal reasoning skills in some observational
learning tasks (e.g., Meltzoff et al., 2012; Walker & Gopnik,
2014), this study suggests that, at least in the context of a
causally opaque puzzle-box, the ability to learn simple causal
action sequences via observation is still developing in the
third year of life. Although toddlers were more likely to
reproduce two-action sequences when they observed
evidence of the causal necessity of both actions, younger
toddlers were more successful at activating the puzzle-box
when only a single action was required. Young toddlers may
struggle to represent multiple actions and their temporal order
in memory, or perhaps have a prior belief that single
outcomes have single-action causes. Given the potential
implications for the early development of causal reasoning,
as well as for social learning and overimitation, further work
to investigate the cognitive mechanisms underlying the
developmental trajectory observed in this study is warranted.
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Abstract

appears to have a genetic basis (Lee et al., 2019). The positive
manifold and g are also observed in other species. This
includes non-human primates and rodents, where there is
reliable evidence for g, and that it also positively correlates
with brain size (Burkart, Schubiger, & van Schaik, 2017).
These factors further support the concept of g as being a
fundamental feature of neurocognitive processing.

Widely recognized in differential psychology, but less so in
cognitive science, the positive manifold is the phenomena of
all cognitive tests inter-correlating positively. Frequently
demonstrated in people, it can also be observed in non-human
species. With 217 Ecuadorian adult participants, who
performed 11 cognitive tests, we show that all 55 pairwise
inter-correlations are positive, and of large magnitude.
Additionally, factor analysis revealed a single underlying
general, or g factor, often identified as general intelligence.
This robustly replicates the positive manifold in a non- WEIRD
(Western, Educated, Industrialized, Rich, Democratic) context.
We further demonstrate that tests of lexical knowledge, such as
word pronunciation, have particularly high loadings on g. We
explore explanations for the positive manifold, and the
implications for understanding the mind as being composed of
independent cognitive processing modules. We propose that
the positive manifold reveals a neglected but important role of
lexical-conceptual knowledge in high-level, top-down,
domain-general cognitive processing.

Modularity

Keywords: intelligence; modularity; g factor; process overlap
theory; crystalized ability; mental lexicon; vocabulary

Introduction
The Positive Manifold
When sufficiently diverse groups of people are tested with
multiple cognitive tests it is found that all of the test scores
correlate positively (Jensen, 1986). That is, if a particular
individual scores highly on one test, they are also likely to
have scored highly on the other tests. The array of only
positive associations is known as the positive manifold of
correlations. Furthermore, the correlation values, in addition
to being always positive, are generally of a large magnitude.
This has been taken to indicate a general factor that
contributes to all human cognitive processes.
The presence of the positive manifold in large data sets of
cognitive test performance means that factor analysis can
always be used to extract a single factor. That factor is the
general factor, or simply g. The concept of a “general
intelligence”, that contributes to all cognitive functions has
been an attractive and simple explanation for g (e.g., Carroll,
1991). Furthermore, in humans, g is associated with a range
of biological factors including nerve conduction velocity
(Reed, Vernon, & Johnson, 2004), and brain size, which also
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Nevertheless, although g is a statistical reality, across species,
and is associated with a range of biological features, its actual
physiological basis in the brain is elusive (Haier et al., 2009).
Furthermore, the very concept of a general intelligence
appears to be inconsistent with the concept of modularity of
cognitive functions, such as that proposed in the classic
theoretical work on human cognitive architecture provided
by Fodor (1983).
This contradiction between modularity on the one hand,
and general intelligence on the other, is particularly
problematic in the field of cognitive neuropsychology, in
which modularity is a core assumption (Coltheart, 2001).
That assumption underlies the methodology of double
dissociation in which independence of cognitive process are
ascertained by comparing patterns of observed cognitive
impairments across neurological patients. The cognitive
neuropsychological approach has been fruitful in identifying
specific cognitive processes, particularly in regard to visual
cognition, which appear to be independently susceptible to
brain lesions. Consistently localizable areas of the brain are
associated with impairments of recognition of very specific
classes of stimuli, such as common objects, faces, places, or
words, suggesting a substantial degree of both cognitive and
neurobiological modularity in the human brain (Martinaud et
al., 2012). Some theorists have gone as far to propose that the
human mind is ‘massively modular’ (e.g., Carruthers 2006).
How then can the accounts of general intelligence and of
cognitive modularity be reconciled, given the reality of the
positive manifold?

Process Overlap Theory
A recent suggestion that has been gaining support is known
as Process Overlap Theory (Kovacs & Conway, 2016). This
draws on studies that have suggested that g can be (nearly)
perfectly explained by normal human variation in working

memory ability (Colom et al., 2004). A similar argument has
been put forward for fluid intelligence being the basis of g,
which is conceptualized as reasoning ability in novel
situations. Statically derived latent variables of fluid
intelligence also (almost) perfectly predict g (Kan et al.,
2011). A third version of this approach asserts that ‘cognitive
control’, defined in terms of executive functions, is the basis
of g (Chen et al., 2019), and hence the positive manifold.
What these theories all have in common is that they argue
that domain-general processes are related to the positive
manifold. Process Overlap Theory which embraces these
approaches, argues that various overlapping domain-general
cognitive control functions produce a bottleneck on
information processing. That limitation then influences all
task performance.
This theory is supported by cognitive neuroscience, from
which several domain-general brain systems have been
proposed. The different theories all propose more or less the
same network of brain regions in the frontal lobes and
posterior parietal lobes, which seem to be recruited
independently of task content. Typical of these is the
Multiple-demand System (Duncan, 2010), proposed as being
a domain-general processing system that implements subtasks to achieve goals and hence the coordination of fluid,
intelligent action. The Multiple-demand System is argued to
be the physiological basis of fluid ability and various
executive functions, including inhibition, attention and
working memory (Camilleri et al., 2018). It does this,
supposedly, through acting as a domain-general processing
hub for an otherwise largely modular neurocognitive system
(Kovacs & Conway, 2016). This theory can, for the most part,
explain the positive manifold, without invoking a singular
general intelligence factor. It does this by arguing that all
tasks require some form of the Multiple-demand System,
even if it just to do with focusing on the task, or storing a
verbal response to guide an answer to a question.

Lexical Ability
There are nevertheless some features of the positive manifold
which are not so clearly explained by invoking high-level
cognitive control mechanisms. In particular, the fact that
crystalized intelligence, such as a person’s vocabulary or
their general knowledge, typically predicts more variation in
g (i.e., it has overall stronger correlations with other, nonverbal cognitive tasks) than any other tests, including
laboratory tests of working memory or fluid intelligence
(Gignac, 2006). Crystalized intelligence is by definition
highly dependent on education and culture, and by definition
fluid intelligence is minimally influenced by education and
culture. Crystalized intelligence is mainly composed of
verbal ability, and knowledge, such as vocabulary, but it is
the latter factor that is most closely linked to g (Schipolowski,
Wilhelm, & Schroeders, 2014). Simply put, a person’s
lexicon, as measured by their vocabulary, is a better predictor
of their general intelligence than any other cognitive measure
(Crawford et al., 1989; Jensen, 2001). As an example from
clinical sciences, word pronunciation, with assessments such
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as the National Adult Reading Test (NART), is the principle
method used to assess premorbid intelligence in patients with
brain damage. This is because it is very highly correlated with
intelligence test scores (Crawford et al., 1989), yet resistant
to cognitive impairment. For explanations of the g factor
which invoke high-level fluid mechanisms, this is the
‘elephant in the room’. Why should vocabulary tests, which
appear rather effortless to perform, be so highly g loaded, if
the explanation for the g factor is based on effortful fluid
processing?

The Current Study
We had two principal objectives. Firstly, to demonstrate the
positive manifold, given its implications for interpreting
theories in cognitive science that involve the concept of
modularity. Further as most of the research on this has come
from WEIRD countries, i.e., Western, Educated,
Industrialized, Rich and Democratic (Henrich, Heine, &
Norenzayan, 2010), we wished to assess the phenomenon in
a non-WEIRD population. A demonstration here is also
useful because it has didactic value, being much easier to
conceptualize than a reified latent variable such as general
intelligence. We therefore report a study of the positive
manifold from 11 different cognitive tests completed by a
large sample of Ecuadorian adults. Eight of these tests were
from a standard intelligence test and together would be
expected to produce a psychometric g if factor analyzed
together. However, we also included three other tests that
involve minimal active fluid processing, and measure
acquired lexical knowledge of language. The aim is not to
perform statistical null-hypothesis tests, but to investigate
whether we could reproduce the strong g loadings that are
frequently observed for lexical and verbal tasks. In addition,
to explore how the contribution of lexical tests fits with
theories of the relationship between g and domain-general
fluid ability, and how the relations can be reconciled with
concepts of cognitive modularity.

Method
Cognitive Tests Used
Eight different tasks that are part of the Wechsler Adult
Intelligence Scale 4th Edition (WAIS-IV) Spanish version
were used (Wechsler, 2012), all of which have substantial g
loadings (Canivez & Watkins, 2010). These were Block
Design (a manual visuospatial task using red and white
colored blocks), Similarities (a verbal test requiring the
identification of an abstract concept that links two different
words), Digit span (a test of repeating aloud sequences of
digits presented aurally), Digit sequencing (a test of orally
sequencing strings of numbers delivered aurally), Arithmetic
(a test mentally conducting calculations delivered aurally),
Information (a test of general knowledge), Coding (a manual
psychomotor test of transcribing abstract symbols), and
Picture completion (a test of reporting the missing parts from
a series of color drawings). Most of these tests are scored on

accuracy, however, Block design involves extra points for
fast performance, and Coding is scored solely as the number
of symbols correctly transcribed within 2 minutes. Evidence
of the validity of the WAIS-IV as a measure of intelligence
in Ecuador has been demonstrated by its large correlation
with academic achievement (Pluck et al., 2016).
We also used three tests of lexical ability. As this research
was conducted in Ecuador, South America, these are all tests
of Spanish lexical information. Importantly, all three tests
appear to place very low demands on executive processes.
The first was the Spanish Lexical Decision Task (SpanLex)
in which participants are presented with three words, in
which only one is a real word and the others are realistic
looking nonwords, with the task being to pick the real word.
Evidence for the validity and reliability of this as a measure
of vocabulary, in Ecuador, is provided in Pluck (2020). The
second lexical task was the Word Accentuation Test (WAT).
This involves pronouncing low frequency words in which the
word-stress information is not shown. It is equivalent to
pronouncing English words that have irregular spellings,
such as in the National Adult reading Test (NART; Crawford
et al., 1989). Evidence for the reliability and validity of the
WAT has been previously demonstrated in an Ecuadorian
sample (Pluck et al., 2018). The third test was the StemCompletion Implicit Reading Test (SCIRT). This tests
semantic knowledge through a form of confrontation naming.
However, multiple primes (visual, phonemic and semantic)
are given to minimize the need for strategies in the search of
the lexicon for the word form. There is previous evidence
from an Ecuadorian sample for the validity and reliability of
this as a measure of crystalized semantic-lexical knowledge
(Pluck, 2018).

Participants and Procedure
217 adult participants were assessed with all of the cognitive
tests. All were Spanish speakers. Of the full sample of 217
participants, 118 (54%) were female and the mean age was
31.1 (SD = 16.7). The age range was from 17 to 93. Due to
the wide age range, all raw cognitive test scores were adjusted
for age, by entering them individually into linear regressions
as dependent variables, with age as an independent variable,
and saving the residuals. The mean years of formal education
of the sample was 13.8 (SD = 3.1, range 2 – 26). The data
was collected in four different Ecuadorian cities (Quito, n =
137; Riobamba, n = 30; Guayaquil, n = 30; Manta, n = 20).
The participants identified as mestizo (n = 166), white (n =
19), indigenous (n =15), black (n = 12), or other (n = 5).
Each participant was interviewed in one-to-one test
sessions with a psychologist. All participants gave written
informed consent and the protocol had approval from an
appropriate research ethics committee.

Results
The age-adjusted scores, not raw scores, were used in all
analyses. As a first step, Pearson correlation r values were
calculated for each pair of the 11 different cognitive tests (55
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different pairs). As predicted, this produced a positive
manifold in which all 55 correlations were positive and
statistically significant at p < .001 (two-tailed). In addition,
all 55 r values would be considered qualitatively large effects
by a standard definition for individual differences research
(Gignac & Szodorai, 2016).
This positive manifold is shown in Table 1. The diagonal
in this matrix has been used to show the mean correlation of
each of the 10 different cognitive tests with the cognitive test
in question. For example, of the correlations of Block design
with each of the other ten tests, the r values ranged between
.37 and .60, with a mean of .55.
The strong inter-correlations shown in Table 1 suggest that
a g factor will be extracted with factor analysis. Indeed, in the
next step we used principal axis factoring with all 11
cognitive tests and found only a single factor, with an
eigenvalue of 5.92, which explained 54% of the variance.
Factor loadings are shown in Table 2. The highest loading
was .78 for the SCIRT test, a measure of semantic word
knowledge. In fact, the highest four factor loadings (i.e., the
correlations with the g factor) were for tests that would be
considered to rely substantially on crystalized ability, that is,
tests of word or general knowledge. In contrast, the five tests
with the lowest factor loadings would all be considered tests
of fluid ability in a general sense, as performance is not
obviously linked to any acquired knowledge. This
emphasizes the point made in the Introduction: knowledgebased measures appear to be particularly associated with the
psychometric g factor of cognitive test performance.
Nevertheless, this could be because four of the tests clearly
measure the contents of mental lexicons in some way
(SCIRT, WAT, Similarities, SpanLex), and this commonality
could potentially drive the association and overly weight
lexical knowledge in the extracted latent g factor. To test this,
the factor analyses were repeated, but only including one
lexical test in each set, plus the 7 non-lexical WAIS-IV tasks.
The resultant factor loadings are shown in Table 2. When the
SCIRT was analyzed with the 7 non-lexical tasks, again only
one factor was extracted, with an eigenvalue of 4.30,
explaining 54% of the variance. And again, the SCIRT had
the highest loading on that factor, in fact the rank order of the
different cognitive tests is very similar to the previous factor
analysis with all 11 tests.
When the WAT was analyzed in this way, it was the second
highest loaded on the single extracted factor (eigenvalue =
4.23, variance explained = 53%). For the Similarities test,
that was found to be the highest loaded on the single general
factor extracted (eigenvalue = 4.30, variance explained =
54%). So far, the lexical tasks have been shown to be highly
g loaded, even when none of the other tests that they were
factor analyzed with were lexical. For the SpanLex, the
lexical decision task, this was no so highly loaded, having
only the fourth highest rank on the extracted single factor
(eigenvalue = 4.20, variance explained = 53%). Nevertheless,
it had higher g loading than tests of working memory
(Sequencing) and visuospatial processing (Block design),
among other fluid ability tests.

Table 1: Matrix of correlation r values for the intercorrelations of the 11 cognitive tests, with the mean r value for each
test given in bold in the diagonal

1. Block design
2. Similarities
3. Digit span
4. Digit sequencing
5. Arithmetic
6. Information
7. Coding
8. Picture completion
9. SpanLex
10. Word accentuation
11. SCIRT

1
.55
.59
.37
.55
.57
.51
.57
.55
.59
.55
.60

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

.59
.52
.56
.61
.63
.58
.66
.48
.56
.67

.43
.57
.48
.46
.32
.38
.41
.42
.40

.53
.59
.58
.48
.50
.49
.52
.45

.57
.63
.55
.60
.50
.59
.57

.58
.54
.48
.61
.63
.72

.54
.54
.59
.66
.57

.52
.40
.49
.60

.54
.68
.61

.58
.66

.59

Discussion
Our results clearly replicate the positive manifold, with all
55 inter-correlations being positive, statistically significant,
and qualitatively large effects. Although this is a recognized
replicable effect, we point out that we have done so in a nonWEIRD country (Henrich et al., 2010). A secondary aim was
to explore the role of lexical tasks in the positive manifold,
and implications for conceptualizations of the mind as being
modular.
Looking first at the positive manifold represented in Table
1. The highest mean correlations for any tests, at mean r = .6,
were those that would be considered to be of crystalized
knowledge, these were the SCIRT and the WAIS-IV
Similarities test. Both of these require knowledge of the
meanings of words. The tests with next highest mean
correlations would also be considered of crystalized ability,
the WAT and the WAIS-IV Information test, assessments of
lexical word pronunciation and general knowledge,
respectively.
Given the high level of inter-correlations in general, it is
not surprising that in each factor analyses performed, only a
single, general factor emerged. And as expected, lexical tasks
were very highly loaded on the derived g factors. This held
even when there was only a single lexical test included,
suggesting that the lexical tests were all independently highly
g loaded. This replicates previous research that has shown
that lexical knowledge is very high on g (Crawford et al.,
1989; Gignac, 2006; Jensen, 2001).
The question is, why should relatively simple tests of word
knowledge be the best predictors of g, often taken to be
general intelligence? Particularly considering theory that g is
said to be a consequence of domain-general cognitive
processes such as working memory (Colom et al., 2004).
Here we briefly review some explanations that have
previously been made for this phenomenon.
One explanation is that language processing does in fact
require domain-general processing, such as abstraction of
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meaning when deciding how words are similar (Chen et al.,
2019). However, this explanation may be specific to
particular tasks such as the WAIS Similarities test, which
superficially appears to be about declarative knowledge but
actual has a substantial fluid reasoning component (Isingrini
& Vazou, 1997).
An alternative explanation is provided by the theory that
the g factor is due to working memory, which could be argued
to have a unique role in internally representing task goals or
task monitoring (Colom et al., 2004). Working memory
would then be involved in performance of any task, even
simple word-based tasks. Theoretically this is supported by
assumptions that semantic memory is accessed via short-term
memory storage (Cerone & Pluck, 2021). Given these
assumptions, a reasonable explanation could be that the shortterm/working memory contents drive the retrieval of
crystalized declarative knowledge and use it to feed fluid
reasoning, thus determining the fluid-crystalized duality that
can be observed through the positive correlations expressed
by the g factor.
This may be a partial explanation for why the WAIS-IV
similarities subtest was highly g loaded, and perhaps also for
the SCIRT, which despite the various primes given to aid
retrieval, must still involve actively searching semantic
storage. However, can it explain why pronunciation of
unaccented or irregular spelled words is so highly loaded? To
be pronounced correctly, such words have to be read through
a lexical route, not through a more attention-demanding
grapheme-phoneme conversion process. Indeed, lexiconbased word pronunciation feels rather effortless, and
experimental evidence supports this. Increasing cognitive
load actually improves performance on irregular word
pronunciation, presumably because the increased load
impedes the competing grapheme-phoneme conversion
route, and indirectly biases towards the more appropriate
lexical route (Paap & Noel, 1991). Further evidence is that
damage to the brain’s frontal lobes, and thus the proposed
Multiple-demand System, appears to impair executive
functions, without any effect on lexical word pronunciation

Table 2: Factor loadings for the full set of 11 cognitive tests, as well as each lexical test (in bold) analyzed with the 7 nonlexical tests from the WAIS-IV, all shown in rank order
All 11 tests
SCIRT
WAT
Information
Similarities
Arithmetic
SpanLex
Coding
Block design
Sequencing
Picture
Digit span

.78
.77
.76
.75
.74
.73
.70
.67
.64
.62
.53

SCIRT + 7
SCIRT
Arithmetic
Information
Block design
Coding
Picture
Sequencing
Digit span

.78
.77
.75
.68
.68
.64
.64
.53

WAT + 7
Arithmetic
WAT
Information
Coding
Sequencing
Block design
Picture
Digit span

(Bright, Jaldow, & Kopelman, 2002). Working memory or
other executive influences on word pronunciation cannot
therefore explain why tests such as the WAT or the NART
are strongly represented in the positive manifold, and hence
the g factor.
The other main proposition to explain why crystalized
ability associates so highly with general intelligence is known
as investment theory (Cattell, 1987). This argues that fluid
ability, although itself culturally independent, allows people
to learn lots of different skill and knowledge sets, and it is
this culturally acquired information, including the mental
lexicon, that yields crystalized intelligence. Or another way
to put it, people with better domain general fluid ability learn
more. Cattell (1987) argued that any associations between
fluid reasoning skills and crystalized ability such as
vocabulary are due to the effect of the former on the latter,
but not vice versa.
Although undoubtably domain-general processes such as
working memory are very important in language learning,
why a consequence of domain-general processing should be
more highly associated with g than the processes themselves
is not clear. Furthermore, as language learning will also
involve substantial non-g variation due to environmental
factors (e.g., education), any effect of g via fluid processing
would be attenuated.
A straightforward interpretation of investment theory thus
would suggest that highly fluid processes such as working
memory would be directly, and more strongly, linked to g
than lexical knowledge which is apparently an indirect and
impure measure of g. There is therefore no clear explanation
of why lexical knowledge, such as vocabulary, or word
pronunciation, contributes more to the positive manifold than
other cognitive abilities. This is somewhat problematic for
approaches such as Process Overlap Theory, which attempt
to reconcile the concepts of modularity with the positive
manifold. Although the theory can potentially explain why
many modular processes could exist and still show the matrix
of inter-correlates, it cannot be well extended to lexical tasks
such as word pronunciation.
Without convincing support for approaches such as
Process Overlap Theory, the paradox of the g factor
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.77
.75
.73
.71
.67
.65
.60
.53

Similarities + 7
Similarities .78
Arithmetic
.76
Information
.73
Coding
.68
Block design .68
Sequencing
.66
Picture
.65
Digit span
.54

SpanLex + 7
Arithmetic
.76
Information
.74
Coding
.70
SpanLex
.70
Block design .68
Sequencing
.67
Picture
.60
Digit span
.54

coexisting with cognitive modularity remains. However, we
very tentatively suggest an explanation for why lexical ability
dominates the positive manifold. The weakness of investment
theory is that it implies a ‘blank slate’. However, it has been
proposed that when children learn vocabulary, they already
have a conceptual system that involves innate structure and
processes, and that lexical entries are fitted into this
conceptual system (Bloom, 2001; Jensen, 2001). The most
extreme version of this was presented by Fodor (1975), and
has been described as ‘radical concept nativism’. Although
few people take such an extreme view, modern cognitive
approaches tend to acknowledge both nativist and empiricist
aspects of human language acquisition (Piantadosi & Jacobs,
2016).
Furthermore, vocabulary ability is highly heritable, in fact
the most heritable of the tests used in intelligence batteries
(Kan et al., 2013). It stands to reason that the actual lexical
entries are learnt, not inherited. Therefore, the quality or
efficiency of the underlying conceptual system appears to be
the part under genetic transmission. In this sense, variation in
lexical skill is somewhat heritable.
Process Overlap Theory can explain most of the
phenomena of the positive manifold, by suggesting a set of
cognitive control mechanisms. If aspects of a partially innate
conceptual system are integrated into those domain-general
mechanism, then the depth of an individual’s lexical ability
would also feature heavily in the positive manifold, which is
what is found. Although highly speculative, this is actually
consistent with the formulation of a core part of domaingeneral processing, working memory. The most recent
version of the Multi-component Working Memory Model
(Baddeley, 2003) includes substantial interaction between
‘fluid systems’ (i.e., working memory components) and
‘crystalized systems’ (i.e., long-term memory, LTM).
Furthermore, many memory researchers have proposed that
all memory is essentially LTM, but that through a focus of
attention, a small set of representations can be activated (e.g.,
Jonides et al., 2008). This further links conceptual-LTM
systems to domain-general processing such as those
commonly identified as working memory. Under such a
scheme the on-line processing associated with ‘working

memory’ would be substantially integrated within
conceptual-lexical stores.
Additionally, the overlap of higher-level control systems
envisaged in Process Overlap Theory could feasibly include
cognitive control mechanisms operating within the language
system. These appear to drive top-down lexical item selection
and are somewhat interweaved with the functioning of
ostensibly domain-general working memory (Bourguignon
& Gracco, 2019). This, admittedly speculative, approach is
more or less consistent with Process Overlap Theory, and
thus inherits that theory’s ability explain both the positive
manifold, and widespread cognitive modularity.
In summary, we argue that lexical knowledge may vary
within the population partly due to factors other than those
proposed by investment theory. Some variation in lexical
ability is due to the interaction of exposure to culture and
inherited conceptual-language potential. Furthermore,
conceptual information and fluid processing are often
involved in the same cognitive processes. Individuals with
better conceptual systems will likely have better lexical
knowledge, and better fluid cognitive performance.
Consequently, lexical ability correlates highly with many
other cognitive skills, without being a sort of epiphenomenon
of fluid processing.
Some limitations of the current work should be recognized.
Eight of the eleven tests that we employed were taken from a
standard intelligence test (WAIS-IV), and so would be
expected to inter-correlate. Thus, the demonstration of a
positive manifold in the current research was quite
predictable. Secondly, our observation that lexical tasks
dominate the g loadings, is limited by the classification of
lexical and non-lexical tasks, which is somewhat arbitrary.
For example, Arithmetic could be said to be somewhat
verbal, as could Digit Span, as both require manipulation of
numbers. We can only argue that some of the tests, such as
the WAT and SpanLex definitely require lexical processing,
while some, such as Block Design and Coding, do not, on the
surface, appear to. On the other hand, some vagueness in the
classifications is actually consistent with our argument that
the observed results are a consequence of conceptual
knowledge systems and ostensibly fluid processing
overlapping more than is generally recognized within
differential psychology or cognitive science.
Our use of factor analysis could also be seen as a limitation,
given that some of the theories we explored propose a
modular or network structure. Arguably, network analysis
would be more appropriate (Kan, van der Maas, & Levine,
2019). However, factor analysis and network analysis tend to
produce the same information (Schmank et al., 2021).

Conclusions and Future Work
Here we replicated the positive manifold of cognitive test
intercorrelations, which underlies g. This is not a novel
finding, but still relevant, as it is a replication in a nonWEIRD content. We further show that lexical tasks are
substantially g loaded. Again, this has previously been noted,
however, the phenomenon is frequently ignored, and raising
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this issue again here is justified. Further, the strong
relationship of lexical ability to the g factor still lacks
comprehensive explanation. Here, we propose that this may
be due to the often overlooked, and considerable, interaction
between conceptual and lexical information in LTM (i.e.,
semantic memory) with active domain general processing.
This latter factor, in combination with a largely modular
cognitive system may be responsible for the phenomenon of
the positive manifold. We are currently exploring in silico
simulations of the interactions between domain-general
working memory processes and lexical information, and we
hope that this may shed further light on the issues raised by
the positive manifold.
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Abstract
Anchoring – the tendency for recently seen numbers to affect
estimates – is a robust bias affecting expert and novice
judgements across many fields. An anchoring task, in which
people (N=301) estimated the number of circles in 10
stimulus figures after comparison to an anchoring value, was
conducted within a larger study including numerous
intelligence, personality, decision style and attention
measures. Individual anchoring susceptibility was calculated
and compared to potential predictor variables. Two of eight
broad ability measures (from Catell-Horn-Carroll intelligence
theory) correlated weakly but significantly with anchoring
(Gq = 0.16, Gf = 0.12). No decision style or attention
measures correlated significantly with anchoring, nor did the
Big 5 personality traits, directly. Indirectly, however, as the
anchoring task continued and fatigue increased, people relied
more on anchors and higher neuroticism may have increased
this tendency. Overall, results suggest our ability to predict
anchoring is poor and implications of this are discussed.
Keywords: anchoring bias; intelligence; personality; decision
styles; attention.

Introduction
Anchoring-and-adjustment (hereafter ‘anchoring’) describes
the tendency for people’s numerical estimates to be biased
towards recently seen numbers – regardless of the relevance
of those numbers to the task at hand (Tversky & Kahneman,
1974). This effect is robust, affecting judgements across a
wide range of tasks and domains (see, e.g., Chapman &
Johnson, 1994; Furnham & Boo, 2011) and resisting many
efforts at debiasing (see, e.g., Mussweiler, Strack, &
Pfeiffer, 2000; Wilson, Houston, Etling, & Brekke, 1996).
This effect has significant practical implications, affecting
experts judgements in: pricing and negotiations (Northcraft
& Neale, 1987); technical estimates under uncertainty
(Welsh & Begg, 2016); and forecasting (Lawrence &
O'Connor, 1992). Given this, there is significant utility in
predicting susceptibility to anchoring – to enable
identification of people in need of extra support to avoid the
effect or selection of people more resistant to the bias. The
literature, however, shows inconsistent results, perhaps
because the application of individual differences research to
the study of anchoring has been somewhat piecemeal.
Consider, for example, the Big 5 personality traits (Costa
& McCrae, 1992). McElroy and Down (2007), starting with
the hypothesis that openness-to-experience includes a
greater willingness to take on outside influences, found
evidence that people with higher openness were more
susceptible to anchoring. Eroglu and Croxton (2010),
however, linked anchoring with high conscientiousness and
agreeableness and with low extraversion. Again, this has
some face validity, in terms of more conscientious people
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perhaps being more inclined to duly consider the anchor and
thus be affected by it, or more agreeable people being more
willing to go along with it as a suggested answer, but this
paper also specifically failed to replicate the finding relating
openness to anchoring.
Given anchoring can include both a priming effect,
altering the information called from memory, and an
adjustment process in which iterative changes are made to
an estimate (Kahneman, 2011), it also seems plausible that it
would be reduced in people with better cognitive abilities –
such as memory, numerical or reasoning skills.
Links with intelligence, however, have been weak.
Oechssler, Roider and Schmitz (2009), for example, found
no evidence of higher cognitive ability predicting lessened
anchoring whereas Bergman et al (2010) found evidence for
it reducing but not eliminating the effect. Welsh et al (2014)
found suggestive evidence for it reducing susceptibility to
anchoring and somewhat stronger evidence for a rational
decision style and cognitive reflection (Frederick, 2005)
doing the same - but only as a result of learning across the
duration of an extended task in both cases.
Part of the problem here, though, as Welsh, Burns and
Delfabbro (2013) point out, is that most tests of cognitive
ability used in bias research are simple proxies for the far
more complex hierarchical intelligence suggested by
modern Catell-Horn-Carroll theory (CHC; McGrew, 2009)
and selection of personality traits and decision style
measures is often based on convenience and simplicity due
to the time and cost of conducting complete measures.
Given this, a gap exists for a more complete look at how
anchoring relates to the wide range of human abilities
falling under the individual differences umbrella. This will
enable us to state with greater certainty whether individual
traits can predict susceptibility to this bias and, thus, the
extent to which less biased personnel can be selected or
identified for roles in which anchoring is likely to have
significant economic or human consequences.
A wide-reaching exploration of individual differences
also has the potential to shed light on the processes that give
rise to the anchoring effect. For example, the CHC model of
intelligence includes ten broad cognitive abilities that
correspond to different aspects of memory, types of
reasoning and cognitive speed. If anchoring is linked to
these, this could indicate fruitful paths for further research
into the cognitive processes underlying the bias.

Method
Participants
Participants were 301 university students, graduates and

members of the general public recruited as part of a larger
study; 172 identifying as female, 120 male and 9 nonbinary. Participants listed 34 countries-of-origin but the
majority (207) indicated English was their first language.
Most were university educated, including 26 with postgraduate degrees, 101 with bachelor degrees (including 38
current post-grads) and 107 current university students.
Ages ranged from 18 to 79 (M = 28.8, SD = 12.8).

participants completed the tasks in the order shown in Table
1 but circle locations were randomly generated in each new
stimulus figure.

Materials

Anchoring scores were calculated from the difference
between estimates on the high and low anchor pairs,
adjusted for the actual number of circles in the stimulus
figure. That is:

Demographics
Demographics were gathered via online survey prior to
online and in-person individual differences and
experimental measures. These included: age; gender; native
vs non-native English speaker; and educational attainment recorded via options ranging from ‘Did not complete High
School’ to ‘Doctorate’.
Anchoring
The anchoring task was written as a graphical user
interface (GUI) in Matlab. The program showed participants
stimuli consisting of a number of small circles. Pre-task
instructions were as follows:
When the program begins, you will be shown a series of
patterns of circles drawn here. For each, your task is to
decide whether the number of circles is less or greater than
a number you will be shown and then to give your best
estimate of the number of circles. There is no time limit but
the task is to estimate – not count – the circles. After a
participant ID has been entered, press START when you are
ready to see the first figure.
Figure 1. Anchoring GUI showing first stimulus figure.

On starting the task, participants were shown a stimulus
figure as shown in Figure 1 and asked to indicate whether
the number of circles was greater or less than the anchoring
number shown before entering their best estimate.
Participants completed 10 trials, consisting of 5 pairs of
figures with 150, 200, 250, 300 and 350 circles. One
member of each pair was shown with a low anchor (50% of
the actual value) and the other a high anchor (150%). All
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Table 1. Order of stimuli and anchors (H-high or L-low)
1: 150H
2: 250L
3: 200H
4: 250H
5: 350L
6: 150L
7: 200L
8: 300L
9: 300H
10: 350H

Anch = (EstHighAnchor – EstLowAnchor) / True # of circles
Higher numbers thus reflect greater impact of the anchors.
The average value across the 5 pairs was taken as a
participant’s final anchoring susceptibility score.
Cognitive Abilities
Tasks reflecting 8 broad abilities from the Cattell-HornCarroll model of intelligence (CHC; McGrew, 2009) were
included. Six of these abilities were represented by 3 tasks
each, allowing a factor score to be extracted using PAF with
direct oblimin rotation in SPSS (NB – in each case a single
factor was returned using eigenvalues>1). The remaining
two were represented by single tasks, as described below.
Gf. Fluid ability extracted (KMO = .666, Bartlett’s Test of
Sphericity χ2(3) = 218, p<.001) from 12-item Ravens APM
(Arthur Jr & Day, 1994), CAB-I (Hakstian & Bennet, 1977)
and WJ-IV Number Series (this and all subsequent measures
labelled WJ-IV are from the Woodcock-Johnson IV Tests of
Cognitive Abilities, Schrank & Wendling, 2018).
Gc. Crystallized ability extracted (KMO = .668, Bartlett’s
Test of Sphericity χ2(3) = 243, p<.001) from the Mill-Hill
Vocabulary Scale (Raven & Court, 1998), Spot-the-Word
(Baddeley, Emslie, & Nimmo‐Smith, 1993) and WJ-IV Oral
Vocabulary.
Gsm. Short term memory extracted (KMO = .669,
Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity χ2(3) = 173, p<.001) from WJIV Numbers Reversed, Memory Span Forward and Memory
Span Backwards. The memory span tasks were written for
this project in Matlab. Each displayed numbers of increasing
length – from 1 to 10 – presented one digit at a time at 1
second intervals. After presentation, participants were asked
to enter the digits in either the order presented or reversed
order. Scores were the number of digits correctly recalled
out of the total of 55 (10+9+8+… +1) from each task.
Glr. Long term retrieval ability extracted (KMO = .612,
Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity χ2(3) = 239, p<.001) from WJIV Rapid Picture Naming, WJ-IV Retrieval Fluency and a
Comprehension task. The comprehension tasks was written
in Matlab for this project and required participants to read
two ~500 word passages about historical events and answer
four multiple (4) choice questions after each. Scores were
the number of questions correctly answered out of eight.
Gq. Quantitative ability extracted (KMO = .642, Bartlett’s

Test of Sphericity χ2(3) = 113, p<.001) from the 12-Item
Numerical Aptitude Test (Welsh et al., 2013), Berlin
Numeracy Test (Cokely, Galesic, Schulz, Ghazal, & GarciaRetamero, 2012) and Subjective Numeracy Test (Fagerlin et
al., 2007).
Gt. Decision Speed extracted (KMO = .613, Bartlett’s
Test of Sphericity χ2(3) = 136, p<.001) from Inspection
Time (Preiss & Burns, 2012), Simple Reaction Time and
Go-No Go Reaction Time tasks written for this project in
Matlab. The SRT asked participants to press a key as soon
as a red ‘R’ appeared onscreen for 10 trials. The Go-No Go
required responses only to the letter ‘E’, which occurred on
10 out of 100 trials (ten each of each letter from A to J,
presented to participants in the same, randomized order.
Gs. WJ-IV Letter-Pattern.
Gv. WJ-IV Visualization.
All measures were scored such that higher numbers
indicated better performance.
Personality Traits
The Big 5 personality traits were measured using the full
version of the NEO-PI3 personality test (McCrae, Costa, &
Martin, 2005). This yields 30 facets scales in addition to the
five main traits.
Decision Styles
Six decision style measures were included. These were: a
cognitive reflection test (CRT)
incorporating both
Frederick’s (2005) and Thomson and Oppenheimer’s (2016)
questions (NB - whether CRT is a decision style, a cogntiive
measure or a combination of the two is still debated in the
literature, see, e.g., Welsh et al., 2013); the Rationality and
Intuition scales from the Decision Styles Scale (Hamilton,
Shih, & Mohammed, 2016); Need for Cognitive Closure
(Webster & Kruglanski, 1994); Actively Open-Minded
Thinking (Haran, Ritov, & Mellers, 2013); and the Brief
Maximization Scale (Nenkov, Morrin, Schwartz, Ward, &
Hulland, 2008), which distinguishes between preferences
for satisficing versus optimization.
Attention Measures
Six tasks were included in the in-person tasks measuring
the following aspects of attention: focused attention;
sustained attention; selective attention; alternating attention;
divided attention; and inhibition (defined as per Welsh,
2020a). These overlap the decision speed measures to some
extent, being derived from a set of reaction time tasks, but
additionally incorporate errors of omission and commission
and changes in RT within and across conditions and tasks.

Procedure
The anchoring task and other measures described above
were part of a larger study on biases. Participants were
recruited online and on campus but needed to be available to
come to campus for testing sessions. The testing was
conducted in four parts and participants were paid $100 on
completion. The first was an online survey that combined
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participant information, consent and demographic data
collection. Four-hundred and four participants complete this
initial survey.
Following this, participants invited to a second survey
including: the personality and decision style questions; a
subjective attention scale; the subjective numeracy scale;
and the spot-the-word test. On average, participants spent 55
minutes on these tasks.
On completion, participants were invited to a third survey,
which included: the cognitive reflection test; the cognitive
abilities measures not conducted in person (see below); and
a wide variety of bias tasks not discussed herein (e.g.,
framing, outcome bias, gamblers fallacy, sample size
invariance, etc). Participants took around 2 hours to
complete these tasks.
Finally, participants were invited to a 2 hour, in-person
session, during which they completed the remaining
cognitive ability measures including: the WJ-IV tasks; the
numerical abilities test; the comprehension task; the
memory span tasks; and a series of computerised tasks
yielding the inspection time, reaction time and attention
measures. The anchoring task was completed as part of the
computerised tests noted above. Additional bias tasks were
also included at the end of this session, examining
tendencies such as hindsight bias and susceptibility to the
availability effect. Overall, 301 of the 404 participants who
signed up online completed the testing.

Results
Anchoring Bias
The mean anchoring score was 0.18 – indicating that
estimates made after seeing the high anchor were 18% (of
the true value) higher than those made after seeing the low
anchor on equivalent stimuli. The overall effect of
Anchoring bias was tested for using a single sample t-test,
comparing participants’ anchoring scores with the value of
zero expected if anchors had no effect on estimates. This
confirms a significant impact of anchors on participants’
estimates, t(300) = 18.46, p<.001, CI95% [0.161, 0.200].

Demographics
Participant demographics were examined to test whether
any of these mediated anchoring susceptibility. Age did not
correlate significantly with anchoring, r(299) =.059, p =
.309. Likewise, an independent samples t-test indicated
native English speakers did not differ from non-native in
anchoring susceptibility, t(299) = .89, p = .369.
Female participants had a slightly higher mean anchoring
scores (M = .191) than males (0.165) or non-binary
participants (.164) but a one-way ANOVA indicated these
differences were not significant F(2, 298) = 0.83, p = .437.
The effect of educational level was examined using a oneway ANOVA after dividing the participants into 5 groups –
high school educated, post-secondary diplomas and
certificates, university students, university graduates and
post-doctoral graduates. The mean anchoring scores for

these groups ranges from 0.167 (diplomas, etc) to 0.187
(postgraduate degrees) but the test indicated no significant
differences between the means, F (4,296) = .142, p = .966.

Cognitive Ability
Pearson correlations calculated between anchoring scores
and the eight cognitive ability scores are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Correlations between anchoring and cognitive
abilities.
Gf
Gc
Gsm
Glr
-.119*
-0.098
-0.087
-0.001
Anch
Gq
Gt
Gs
Gv
-.162**
-0.070
-0.063
-0.064
Anch
*- sig at .05 (2-tailed). **- sig at 0.01 (2-tailed). N=297-301.
Looking at Table 2, all eight cognitive abilities are
negatively correlated with anchoring scores – i.e.,
suggesting higher cognitive abilities lessen anchoring
susceptibility. Only the correlations with Gf and Gq,
however, are significant and these are very weak
relationships. (NB - a Bonferroni correction for family-wise
alpha accounting for 8 comparison would result in only the
Anchoring-Gq correlation remaining significant, p=.04,
two-tailed, but given the overall pattern of results, known
relationships between the cognitive measures and two
significant results out of eight, such a correction seems
unnecessary).

Personality Traits
Pearson correlations calculated between anchoring scores
and the Big 5 personality traits are shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Correlations between anchoring and Big 5
personality traits (N=301).
N
E
O
A
C
-0.074
-0.060
-0.064
0.056
0.076
Anch
Looking at Table 3, the personality traits show no clear
relationship to anchoring, with all correlations less than ±0.1
and none significant. Further examination using the 30
facets showed four weak, significant relationships with
anchoring: Neuroticism-Depression (r = -.113, p=.049);
Openness-Fantasy (r= -.139, p=.016); Openness-Ideas (r= .113, p=.05); and Conscientiousness-Deliberation (r= .155,
p=.007). Correcting the family-wise alpha values for 30
comparisons, however, left none of these as significant.

Decision Styles
Pearson correlations were calculated between anchoring
scores and the decision style measures. Given the
relationships between the different decision style measures
are less well-known than those between the cognitive and
personality traits, the full correlation matrix is shown in
Table 4 - rather than just the relationships between the
decision styles measures and anchoring.
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Looking at Table 4, one sees that all correlations with
anchoring are less than ±0.1 and none are significant. By
contrast, there is evidence that the different decision styles
measures are related, with several moderate relationships
between them. Interestingly, in light of debate about what
the CRT measures, it shows the weakest relationships to the
other decision style measures. (Additional analyses showed
it correlated significantly with all of the intelligence
measures - including r = 0.59 with Gf and r = 0.45 with Gq,
p<.001 in both cases.)

Attention Measures
Correlations coefficients were calculated for twenty-one
measures extracted from the six attention tasks with
anchoring, as shown in Table 5.
Looking at Table 5, ones sees all correlations are less than
±0.1 and none are significant, showing no evidence of
relationships between attention and anchoring susceptibility.

Changes in Anchoring
In light of previous work finding changes in anchoring
across an experiment (Welsh et al., 2014), an examination
of anchoring across the 10 trials was also conducted. For
this, an anchoring reliance score was calculated for each
trial as the absolute difference between the anchor and the
estimate, adjusted for the magnitude of the estimated value
(i.e., |A-E|/E), with lower scores thus indicating greater
reliance.
To see if people’s reliance on the anchor changed across
the task, average anchor reliance scores were calculated for
each participant on the first 5 and last 5 trials on the overall
task. These were compared using a Wilcoxon sign-rank
test, revealing reliance on the anchor values increased as the
task went on, Median1-5 = 0.662, Median6-10 = 0.445, z(300)
= -11.38, p <.001.
Changes in reliance were largely unrelated to the
demographic, cognitive ability, decision style and attention
measures. Of the personality traits, only Neuroticism
correlated significantly with the change in reliance, r = .123, p = .033 (two-tailed). That is, more neurotic people
showed greater increases in reliance across the task.
Table 4. Correlations between anchoring and decision style
measures.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
1.Anch
2.CRT
3.DSR
4.DSI
5.NFCC
6.AOT
7.BMax

-.09
.103
.235
.808
.659
.752
.469

.039
.049
.596
.004
.084

.07
.12
<.001
.005
.649
.001

-.01
-.11
-.24
.021
<.001
.287

-.03
-.03
.16
.13
.020
<.001

-.02
-.17
.03
.31
.13

-.04
-.10
.20
.06
.33
.29

<.001

Note: top triangle shows correlation coefficients; bottom
triangle shows p-values (2-tailed). Sig. results are bolded.
N=301 except for CRT where N=300.
Table 5. Correlations between anchoring score and attention
measures.

Foc.
RT

Foc.
Err.

Sus.
RT

Sus.
Err.

Sus.
Corr.

Sel.
dRT

Sel.
dErr

r

.091
Alt.
dRT

.054
Alt.
dErr

.014
Div.
Corr.

.067
Inh.
Corr.

-.007
Div.
RT
Err.
-.057
Inh
dRT

-.028
Div.
Err.

r

.030
Div.
RT
Corr.
-.015
Inh.
Err.

-.012
Inh.
RT
Corr.
-.026
All
Err.

-.083
-.097
.036
Inh.
Sus.
Div.
RT
dRT
dRT
Err.
r
-.035 .013 .035
-.059 -.063 -.054 -.022
Note: N=259-301. No correlations are significant at the .05
level. Foc. = focused, Sus. = sustained, Sel. = selective, Alt.
= alternating, Div = divided, Inh. = inhibition. RT = reaction
time, Err. = number of errors, Corr. = number correct, dRT
= change in RT, dErr. = change in # errors.

Discussion
The above results paint a clear, if bleak, picture: even
with a wide range of personal traits and a sizeable sample,
our ability to predict susceptibility to anchoring is poor.
None of the personality, decision style or attention measure
considered herein showed any significant relationship to
people’s susceptibility to anchoring.
The only two traits that correlated significantly with
anchoring susceptibility in our experiment were two of the
eight intelligence measures – quantitative intelligence (Gq)
at ~0.16 and fluid intelligence (Gf) at ~0.12. That these
would predict performance does seem reasonable – as they
reflect a person’s ability with numbers and new problems
respectively – and the anchoring task was a novel,
numerical estimation task. The relationships are weak,
however, offering little predictive power for those interested
in personnel selection or identification and, given they
correlate with one another at 0.6 in our sample, there is no
additional predictive power from considering both.
This is, at once, disappointing and not entirely surprising.
Anchoring has long stood somewhat apart from other biases
– an observation recently confirmed in Ceschi et al’s (2019)
taxonomy wherein anchoring emerged as distinct from all
16 other biases they examined.
This seems to reflect a fundamental difference in the
underlying processes involved. While a case can be made
that a number of other biases are related to memory
processes and thus to mnemonic aspects of intelligence
(e.g., hindsight bias, overconfidence, availability. See, e.g.,
Welsh, 2018; Welsh, 2020b) or emerge from simple
logical/numerical problems, anchoring is more complex.
The discussion on the root cause of anchoring has focused
on whether it is a conscious adjustment process (see, e.g.,
Tversky & Kahneman, 1974) or a priming/activation effect
linked to confirmatory search (Chapman & Johnson, 1999).
In either case, the underlying processing involves
consideration of values for their adequacy – which sounds
like it should involve Gq and Gf (and memory in the form
of domain specific knowledge) but would allow a wide
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variety of potential strategies to be used. This lack of
constraints on how to solve the problem could enable a
much greater diversity of outcomes from people with the
same level of ability as differences in performance could be
caused by differences in the adopted strategy rather than
ability per se.

Caveats and Future Research
A key result, however, needs to be discussed in greater
detail as it may impact the interpretation of the experiment.
This is the observation that reliance on anchoring values
increased during the task. The simplest explanation of this is
that participants were getting increasingly tired or unhappy,
making them more susceptible to bias as the trials continued
(see, e.g., Danziger, Levav, & Avnaim-Pesso, 2011; Englich
& Soder, 2009).
If this is correct, the fact that higher neuroticism may
exacerbate this – correlating with increased reliance on the
anchor as the task proceeded (r = -0.123) - is unsurprising as
this trait measures emotional stability.
It does, however, indicate a potential confound in this
experiment’s design – where the anchoring task – in
addition to being included near the end of a two-hour
session incorporating multiple tasks, required participants to
complete a series of trials and may, thus, have been doubly
taxing. (NB – this may also hold true for the attention tasks,
which occurred around the same time and also required
multiple trials.)
The relationship seen here with anchoring reliance and
neuroticism indicates the potential for interaction effects
between the durations of the task and the experiment and
specific traits that could obscure relationships of greater
interest. For example, the role of intelligence, openness or
decision style traits could be larger in less fatigued
participants. (Of course, the relevance of this should be
viewed through the lens of personnel selection and the
specific tasks being selected for – i.e., whether the role
requires estimates to be made continuously over an
extended period or more occasionally.)
This could be tested in future research, with the results
herein shedding light on the most promising predictors of
anchoring to test in a shorter format – Gq and Gf. Another
open question, given the discussion above, is whether
anchoring susceptibility will remain stable across domains.

Conclusions
Despite the use of best-practice measures for individual
differences including the CHC model of intelligence, the
Big 5 personality measures and a range of attention and
decision style measures, we did not find any traits that
predict anchoring strongly. In fact, only two measures –
quantitative (Gq) and fluid (Gf) intelligence from the CHC
model - showed significant relationships with anchoring and
both of these were weak (~0.16 and ~0.12).
These relationships may, however, have been deflated by
fatigue, given the length of the experiment and the
observation that participants were increasingly relying on

the anchors as the task continued (and high neuroticism may
have increased this somewhat). Future research should focus
on these traits in smaller experiments where fatigue can be
eliminated as a covariate.
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Abstract
How do people assign credit for others’ actions? The Correspondence Bias — a classic bias in social psychology —
purports that people are predisposed to attribute behaviors to
dispositional, rather than situational, factors. However, recent
work suggests that the pattern of data cited as evidence of a
bias may be a natural consequence of attribution under uncertainty. Here we devise a novel “Bucket-Toss” task in which we
can independently and parametrically manipulate and measure
situation and disposition pressures to evaluate whether attribution to dispositions and situations are consistent with probabilistic inference. We find that as the strength of the situation
or disposition is varied, attributions to the other (unobserved)
cause follow roughly symmetric patterns of graded attribution.
Together, these results confirm that social attribution appears
to be largely consistent with unbiased inference under uncertainty.
Keywords: Social reasoning; probabilistic inference

According to the Correspondence Bias (CB), one of the
best known phenomena in psychology, humans have a bias
to assign too much blame to internal qualities (e.g. attitudes, dispositions) because they have incorrect causal theories about behavior. We think situations exert less influence
than dispositions, resulting in what has been called a Fundamental Attribution Error, in which we neglect the true influence of situations when making social judgments. In their
classic study Jones and Harris (1967) asked observers to read
an essay that either favored Fidel Castro, the then leader of
Cuba, or an essay that took an anti-Castro stance. Although
readers had been told that the essay author had been assigned
their position and were just following instructions, observers
still believed the author had a view of Castro that aligned with
their essay position. Dozens of similar studies have replicated
these general results, and have spawned countless theories attempting to explain why humans have this tendency to overestimate the influence of disposition on behavior, and underestimate the influence of situations (for review, see Gilbert &
Malone, 1995; Gawronski, 2004).
According to models of human causal reasoning more generally, if we are considering the influence of one cause and
learn about the presence of an additional cause the influence
of the initial causes should be discounted – the presence of
the second cause “casts doubt” on the first (e.g. Khemlani
& Oppenheimer, 2011; Hall, Ali, Chater, & Oaksford, 2016).
However, the amount of discounting that should occur will
depend on the perceived influence of the other causal factor. For example, if your car won’t start but you learn your
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Figure 1: Probabilistic Social Attribution. (Left) Situation
and disposition combine additively to determine the log-odds
for an action. (Right) Conditioning on an observed action,
cause is partly attributed to disposition, even if the situation
favored that action. Stronger situational pressures yield more
discounting of the role of disposition, but disposition is discounted to undetectable levels only under very extreme (log
odds greater than 3) situational pressures.
gas tank is empty, there is no reason to think there is anything wrong with your engine. However, if internal qualities
and situations affect behavior probabilistically rather than deterministically, then attributing behavior to disposition, even
when it is somewhat constrained by situation, is not unreasonable. If an instruction to write a certain essay does not in
fact guarantee that someone writes such an essay, than full
discounting should not occur because a pro-Castro essay is
still somewhat informative: the author was not so anti-Castro
that they refused to write the essay in the face of instructions
to do so.
A handful of theorists have formalized this intuition by
showing that the judgments that observers make in these types
of experiments are consistent with probabilistic inference under such non-deterministic causal influences. Indeed, judgments may well be optimal given the observers prior-beliefs
about the strength of the situations (Trope, 1974; Ajzen &
Fishbein, 1975; Morris & Larrick, 1995; Jennings, 2010;
Walker, Smith, & Vul, 2015).

Probabilistic Social Attribution
The sorts of social inferences studied in the CB literature can
be described as inferences in a three-node Bayes net (Walker
et al., 2015) (see figure 1, left).

Situations and dispositions combine to probabilistically
influence whether or not an action is taken, for example,
whether a person writes a pro-Castro or anti-Castro essay.
Whether an agent takes an action (a) follows a Bernoulli distribution with probability (q). It is assumed that the situational pressure (s) and dispositional pressure (d) influence the
action probability additively in log odds, such that the logodds of writing a pro-Castro essay is the sum of these two
forces ln(q/(1 − q)) = s + d. Thus the situation and disposition pressures take on values from negative infinity (pressure
toward an anti-Castro essay) to positive infinity (pressure toward and pro-Castro essay). A logistic transform on the sum
of s and d yields the probability of writing a pro-Castro essay
(q):
q=

their essay position and writes a pro-Castro essay, the ideal
observer infers a strong influence of the internal quality, here
a pro-Castro attitude (Figure 1, right panel, point A). However, when there is external motivation that is not interpreted
to be deterministically strong, perhaps how observers view
the influence of an essay assignment, the ideal observer infers
a much weaker pro-Castro attitude, but this inference is still
above zero (Figure 1, right panel, point C). These two points
illustrate what in the past has been interpreted as the correspondence bias – an attitude inference despite a constrained
situation – but it is a natural consequence of inference under
uncertainty when the situation is not assumed to be totally
compelling.

1
1 + e[−(s+d)]

.
A pro-Castro essay (a = 1) is written with probability (q),
and an anti-Castro essay (a = 0) is written with probability
(1-q):
(
q
if a = 1
P(a|q) =
1 − q if a = 0
Therefore, whether a person writes a pro or anti-Castro essay will be influenced by the individual’s unobservable internal quality (attitude about Castro) as well as the situation
(pressure imposed to write a certain essay). A negative situation strength, say -2, amounts to a situational pressure to
write an anti-Castro essay. A positive disposition strength
(say +1) implies an internal predilection to write pro-Castro
essays. The net pressure toward the positive action is given
by the sum (-1). This net log-odds of -1 implies a probability
of writing a pro-Castro essay of 27% (by converting log-odds
into a probability via the logistic transform).
This model may not only be run forward — reasoning
about the probability of an action given the pressure of the
situation and the disposition — but may also be inverted, to
estimate either the strength of an unknown situation or an unknown disposition given an observed action. For example, if
we have observed an action (a pro or anti essay) and have an
estimate of the strength of the situation, and have a sense of
what proportion of people in the world are pro rather than anti
Castro (prior distribution on disposition), we can use Bayes
rule to find the posterior probability of disposition (this specific person’s attitude about Castro).
P(d | a, s) =

P(a|d, s)P(d)
∑ P(a|d 0 , s)(P(d 0 )
d0

A surprising result of this calculation is that the data reported by Jones and Harris (1967), and widely taken to be
evidence of a bias, are actually consistent with optimal probabilistic inference given plausible situation strengths (Walker
et al., 2015). For example, when there is little pressure to perform an action, such as when an author is allowed to choose
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Figure 2: Estimates of situation strength. (Top) Observers estimated how many people out of ten would be able to toss a
quarter into each of five containers from 5 feet away. (Bottom) Each trial showed an image of a person and one container. People moved a slider to indicate how many out of ten
people would succeed in the toss.

Empirical Evaluation of Probabilistic Social
Attribution
Previously, we used the empirical observations of attribution
from the classic CB literature to show that these results are
consistent with PSA (Walker et al., 2015) and therefore a systematic reasoning bias is not required to account for them.
However, the data reported in the classic literature did not allow us to fully constrain the model – we had to guess at the
correct situation strengths believed by subjects 50 years ago.
Although we used strengths that seemed plausible and were
endorsed by the literature (Sherman, 1980), constraining the

model with ground-truth situation perceptions is critical before advocating for the idea that humans use something like
optimal probabilistic inference to reason socially. This is because the PSA model predicts the same qualitative effects as
the CB, and differs only in the quantitative magnitude of these
effects as situation pressure changes. If observers indeed believed the essay assignment was a totally constraining situation, an attitude inference would indeed reflect a systematic
error in reasoning. Since the same results may be interpreted
as a profound bias, or as the optimal conclusion, depending
on the perceived strength of the situation, in order to advocate
for a PSA model of social reasoning, it is critical to constrain
the model with observer’s actual perception of the situation.
Given how dependent attitude attribution should be on the
perceived situation pressure, surprisingly little work has been
done to modulate perceptions of situation strength, and characterize resulting shifts in attitude attribution. Many studies
in the social psychology literature have expanded on Jones
and Harris (1967) paradigm by adding manipulations of such
things as perceived action strength and base-rate assumptions (Jones, Worchel, Goethais, & Grumet, 1971). But because they maintain the binary and ill-defined manipulation
of lower versus higher situation constraint, the conclusions
we could draw from our reinterpreted of the original literature using the PSA framework were limited.

beyond measuring subjective perceptions of binary situation
strengths, using instead parametric manipulations in a novel
experimental paradigm to test the key qualitative predictions
of the Probabilistic Social Attribution (PSA) account. Specifically, if observers’ social reasoning is consistent with PSA,
we expect: (1) Attribution to internal qualities should decrease as situational pressure is perceived to increase. (2)
Judgments that have classically been interpreted as an CB – observers should infer that the unobserved feature (either
internal quality or situational influence) is consistent with
the observed behavior (e.g. a pro-Castro essay should indicate a pro-Castro attitude), for all but the strongest situation
strengths. (3) When situation is perceived to totally compel
the observed behavior, then no attributions should be made
regarding disposition: this would be evidence of a genuine
CB. Finally, (4) All of these results should also hold for attribution to unknown situations in the presence of observed
dispositions. This reversal has been observed in the CB literature (Quattrone, 1984) and is a critical prediction of PSA.
Symmetric patterns when judging situations and dispositions
would demonstrating that the CB pattern is a general feature
of imperfect discounting, rather than an asymmetric preference for attributing to disposition.

Bucket Toss

Recent researchers taking a probabilistic approach to understand attitude attribution have attempted to measure observers’ perception of these binary situations, in an effort to
test internal consistency with a Bayesian probabilistic inference framework. Morris and Larrick (1995) asked subjects
to report subjective probabilities of the “sufficiency” of instructions to compel a pro-Castro essay. Likewise, Jennings
(2010) replicated the Jones and Harris (1967) study but using
the death penalty as the controversial topic; they asked participants to rate how much overall choice they thought the participants had to write the assigned essay. Both studies found
attributions consistent with Bayesian inference. That said, it
is important to note the distinction between the idea of the
coherence of a judgment, and correspondence or a judgment
(Hammond, 1996), while coherence refers to internal consistency of an attitude given a person’s own assumptions about
the strength of the situation, correspondence refers to an observer’s judgment aligning with ground-truth. Past probabilistic accounts have been interested entirely in the coherence of observers judgments (internal consistency). Although
we do not have ground truth in the studies that follow, we do
attempt to approximate ground truth by obtaining the judgment of situational pressure by a large independent group of
observers, rather than using individuals own subjective probabilities as done in previous work.

To more rigorously test the predictions of PSA we need a scenario in which it is easy to fairly unambiguously manipulate
situation strength parametrically, and where judgments of the
relationship between internal qualities and behaviors can be
made quantitatively, and fairly consistently across observers.
To achieve these ends, we designed a scenario that involves
a made-up carnival game called “Bucket Toss.” The objective
of “Bucket Toss” is to throw a quarter into a container (the
observed action) from a fixed distance. Although the classic CB studies we’ve discussed have asked observers to make
attributions about attitude, judgments of skill have also been
elicited to study social attribution (Ross, Amabile, & Steinmetz, 1977; Lau & Russell, 1980). In “Bucket Toss” the size
of the container can change (situational influence) and —as is usually the case in the world — different individuals
are differently skilled at tossing coins. We first obtain objective measure of the perceived strength of the situation (e.g.
how many people would make a quarter into a given container
from 5 feet away), and then in two experiments we varied the
container size and known skill, respectively, to compare human inferences to an ideal observer making inferences about
either an unknown internal quality or an unknown situation
with identical information.

In the current work we are able to show that human judgments compare to an ideal observer along a much wider range
of perceived situation strengths (including situations that are
in fact perceived to be near deterministic) which were quantified by asking a large sample of independent judges. We go

The goal of the first study was to simply determine how strong
situations are perceived to be, which was operationalized as
the proportion of people able to make a quarter from five feet
away. This experiment was run online with 143 participants
from Amazon Mechanical Turk.
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Experiment 1: Estimates of Situation Strength

Methods
For each participant, each of the five containers appeared
once in a random order along with a profile image of a person standing 5 feet away from it (Figure 2). Under the PSA
account, the strength of the situation is defined as the proportion of people who would be compelled to perform a certain
action, so questions were phrased to elicit responses appropriate to this definition. On each trial participants were asked
“if ten different people tried to toss a quarter into this container from five feet how many of these ten would you guess
make the shot?” Participants used a mouse to move a toggle
on a sliding scale. At the beginning of each trial the toggle
started at the center (which corresponded to five people) and
participants could indicate they thought more than five people
would make the shot by moving the toggle to the right, or less
than five people by moving the toggle to the left. The number
of people the slider position mapped to appeared below the
scale, and this changed dynamically as the participant moved
the slider.

Results
The median responses revealed the expected pattern of situation strengths: observers believed that only .06% of people could toss the quarter into a shot glass, 23% of people
could make it into the red cup, 59% of people could make
the 5-gallon bucket, 79% of people could make the ice-tub,
and 99% of people would make the shot into the kiddie pool.
Importantly, as the bucket size increased, judgments about
the proportion of people who could make the shot increased
monotonically and were largely non-overlapping (Figure 3).
These features are important as they validate that these container sizes effectively communicate unambiguous situational
pressures across a very wide range.

Experiment 2: Inferring internal qualities from
actions and situations
In this experiment we parametrically varied the strength of
the situation, and elicited judgments of internal quality. Observers made inferences about a player’s “Bucket Toss” ability when the player made (or missed) a shot, as a function of
container size. The pattern of judgments across these conditions will reveal whether inferences about disposition track
the predictions of PSA.

Methods
This experiment was conducted online with 299 participants
from Amazon Mechanical Turk, each making ten judgments.
Participants were told the rules of “Bucket Toss”: that it is
a game in which players try to toss a quarter into various
containers from a fixed distance. These initial instructions
were presented along with an image of the five containers
that would be seen during the experiment. Participants were
also told that they would see a series of players and that they
would need to guess how skilled each person was at the game.
On each trial, participants saw a profile image of a person
standing a fixed distance away from a container (like Figure
2, bottom), and were told the person either made or missed
the shot. Observers were asked to report how skilled they
thought that individual was at the game, and they made this
judgment by moving a slider to indicate a percentile from
“very unskilled” on the left and “very skilled” on the right,
with “average” in the center. As the participant moved the
slider the words below the scale changed dynamically to reflect what that setting meant in terms of what percent of people were better and worse than the target player. On each of
the ten trials the container presented was selected randomly
with the constraint that each would appear twice per participant. Whether the player was shown to make or miss the shot
was determined randomly on each trial. The name and image of the player shown was selected randomly from a bank
of 12 (6 males and 6 females) with the constraint that each
person/name would only appear once per participant.

Model and Results

Figure 3: Estimated situation strengths differed for the five
containers. We transformed estimated proportions into logodds (x-axis) to put them on the same scale as situation
strengths as the model (proportions shown in parentheses).
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We can now compare how humans attribute actions to traits
of an individual and the attributions of an ideal observer. The
ideal observer uses estimates of situation strength (container
difficulty) obtained in Experiment 1, to estimate the skill level
of a “Bucket-Toss” player who either made, or missed, a shot
into a bucket of a particular size (Figure 4, panel A). Likewise, we obtain human observers’ ratings of skill level on
those same types of trials (Figure 4, panel B). Human judgments track the critical predictions of the PSA model: (1) For
a particular action (made or miss) attribution to internal qualities decreases as perceived situational pressure increases. (2)
The unobserved variable (skill) is estimated to be in a direction consistent with the observed behavior (above average
skill is inferred when the person makes the shot, below average skill is inferred when the person misses the shot). (3)

ple would make about the situation (container size) when the
internal quality (skill at “Bucket Toss”) is known, and how
this compares to the inferences of an ideal observer operating
with the same information.

Methods

Figure 4: Inferred ability at “Bucket Toss” as a function of
container size, and whether the player made or missed the
shot. (A) Probabilistic Social Attribution predictions. When
a shot is made (solid line) the player is deemed to have
above-average ability, and this inference is more extreme for
smaller containers. The converse is true when a shot is missed
(dashed line). No ability is inferred under for nearly deterministic situations: missing the shot glass or making the kiddie pool. (B) Human inferences are consistent with Probabilistic Social Attribution. When action is held constant, attribution to ability decreases systematically as situational pressure is increases. Behavior-consistent inferences are made so
long as the situation is not so strong as to be deterministic.

Participants were shown a profile picture of a player, and were
told whether the player made a shot, and the players’ skilllevel in terms of a percentile (e.g., “Jenifer is better than 99%
of people at Bucket Toss”). There was a large question mark
in the location where a container would be, and participants
had to estimate what container was the likely target.
We wanted to convey to participants that the container was
chosen independently of the player’s skill (i.e. it was not a
“level” they had achieved). Therefore, we described “Bucket
Toss” as a carnival game of “skill and chance”, in which the
first part was “the luck of the spin”, wherein a player spun
a pointer which determined which of the five container they
would then try to toss the quarter into.
This experiment was conducted online with 305 participants from Amazon Mechanical Turk, each completed eight
trials. On each trial the skill percentile (1st, 25th, 50th, 75th,
or 99th) and whether or not the person made or missed the
shot was selected at random. The person-image and name
were selected at random with the constraint that they could
only appear once per subject.

However, no attributions are made when the situation is perceived to be totally compelling – when the player makes the
quarter into the kiddie pool or misses the shot glass.
These data also show the expected “Correspondence Bias”
style behavior: when situations weakly motivate the behavior (missing the solo cup v. making the ice bucket), inferred
ability differs between making and missing a toss (t(603) =
10.78, p.001). This inference is weaker than in the least
constraining situation (five-gallon bucket; t(597) = 11.51,
p.001), but it vanishes entirely in the very influential situations (shot glass vs kiddie pool; t(580) = .075, p = .94.
Together, these results show that when we parametrically
manipulate situation strength, and measure the disposition
strengths people estimate for these situations, human behavior is qualitatively consistent with probabilistic attribution.

Experiment 3: Inference When Situational
Pressure is Unknown
In the previous experiment the unknown variable was
“Bucket Toss” ability, which was inferred given knowledge
about the success of the shot and the container size. This is
analogous to most attribution experiments–—participants are
asked to infer an unknown internal quality given an observed
situation and action. However, the Bayesian social attribution
framework says that the pattern of inferences in these studies
arises due to inferring unknown variables under uncertainty;
patterns of inference should be similar regardless of whether
the unknown feature is the situation or the disposition. So,
in this experiment we were interested in the inferences peo-
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Figure 5: Participants estimated which container was the target, given that a person made/missed the shot. Responses
were made by a slider that distributed bets over containers
in the situation estimation experiment. (A) At the midpoint,
bets were distributed uniformly over the containers. As the
slider moved away from the midpoint, bets were skewed accordingly (e.g., toward large containers in B).
Response Scale Participants estimated which container
they thought the player had been aiming for in the form of
a bet. We changed the scale in this way to provide participants with a midpoint that corresponded to uncertainty about
the target container 1 . Participants were told to distribute a
$10 bet over multiple containers. They distributed these bets

by dragging a uni-dimensional slider. At the center of the
scale the bets were distributed equally over the 5 containers
($2 on each; Figure 5A). As the participants dragged the toggle to the right this skewed the distribution of bets toward
larger containers (Figure 5B); and vice versa when moving
the slider to the left. A bar chart corresponding to the proportion of money bet on each container served as a visual cue
that changed dynamically as participants moved the slider.
Participants were first given a few examples to illustrate the
meaning of the response scale. For example, they were told
that if betting about which container “a man had used to give
his dog a bath” then the slider might be moved to the right, allocating more bets to larger containers (like the kiddie pool)
than smaller containers (like the shot glass). If the bet pertained to “a container a man used to hold liquid”, a slider position at the midpoint, which distributed bets uniformly over
all containers, would be sensible.

Model and Results
Again, we can compare human attributions to the attributions
of an ideal observer. The ideal observer uses internal quality
(skill percentile) to estimate the situation strength (container
size) when the player either made, or missed a shot (Figure
6A). Likewise, we obtain human observers’ judgments of the
most probable container size on those same types of trials
(Figure 6B).
Again, we see the graded pattern of inferences predicted by
probabilistic attribution: as we increase the ostensible skill of
the player (disposition strength), observers’ estimate a missed
shot to be ever more diagnostic of container size, and made
shots become ever less diagnostic. However, in these data,
human judgments are not consistent with all of the predictions of the PSA model: container size is only estimated to
be in a direction consistent with the observed behavior when
the player makes the shot and is at or above the 50th percentile, or misses the shot and is at or below the 50th percentile. The pattern for missed shots might make sense as
a consequence of the scale we used –– there is no difference in judgments between the 25th and 1st percentile conditions, perhaps because people are encouraged to distribute
bets homogeneously. However, the counter-intuitive pattern
for made shots is more puzzling: people estimate that a 99th
percentile player who made a shot is likely to be throwing
into a particularly small container; this peculiar pattern might
be a consequence of people not fully believing that container
size is allocated randomly to players, and thus believe that an
1 Simply choosing one of the containers would not yield meaningful behaviors in the middle of the scale. When indicating skill
percentile (Experiment 2), the midpoint is a sensible choice when
an observer has little or no information about a person’s skill (for
example, in Experiment 1 when the player made a shot that about
50% of people could make) it makes sense to guess this player is
about average — its an intuitive guess when you have no other information. However, when choosing containers, if a participant has
little or no useful information about container size there is no meaningful way to express this by choosing one of the containers, since
the center of the scale (the 5-gallon bucket) is no more likely to have
occurred than any other container.
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especially skillful player is likely to be matched up with an
especially challenging target. This might imply a fascinating
direction for future research: people do not believe situations
and dispositions to be independent —- dispositions likely influence what situations we find ourselves in.

Figure 6: Experiment 3 results. Model (A) and human (B)
estimates of the most likely situation strength, given that a
player made (solid) or missed (dashed) a shot, as a function
of the skill of the player (x-axis, as a percentile). In both
cases, made shots are assumed to have reflected a larger container, and vice versa for missed shots. In both cases, inference strengths diminishes as player skill becomes more extreme to explain it away. Surprisingly, people make no inferences about container size when a player in the 75th percentile makes the shot, or a player in the 25th percentile or
below misses the shot.

Discussion
Here we evaluated how people make social attributions. The
dominant narrative in social psychology asserts that people
make these attributions with systematic bias: they tend to
over-attribute to dispositions, and under-attribute to situations. In the classic CB literature, observers are asked to
judge disposition after witnessing a behavior, usually in either a neutral situation or one designed to compel a certain
action. Observers tend to judge that disposition is in a direction consistent with the observed action, even when the situation was motivating the action, and this has been interpreted
as a error in social reasoning and named the Correspondence
Bias (CB). Although a persistent thread of research has argued that such inferences may simply reflect probabilistic inference (Trope, 1974; Ajzen & Fishbein, 1975; Morris & Larrick, 1995; Jennings, 2010; Walker et al., 2015), much of this
research has relied on flexible assumptions about observers’
priors and expectations to accommodate the data. For example, in previous work, we argued that a reasoning error
is not required to explain this empirical result – if observers
don’t actually believe the situation is deterministic, an actionconsistent inference about disposition would be predicted by
optimal Bayesian inference, and show that when an ideal observer assumes situation strength is less than deterministic,
action-consistent disposition are still inferred (Walker et al.,
2015). When plausible situation strengths are assumed, optimal inference aligns well with human judgments. However,

since perception about situation strength were not reported in
the original literature, we needed to make assumptions about
them to accommodate the existing data. One critical assumption is that observes don’t in-fact assume that these strong situations are deterministic – if they did, drawing a corresponding inference would also violate optimal Bayesian inference,
and calling it a Correspondence Bias would be justified.
In the current work we aimed to clarify these positions
by collecting independent observers’ judgments of situation
strength to constrain the PSA model, and parametrically
varied both situation and disposition over a wide range –
from non-constraining to nearly deterministic. We find that
whether people are judging situations or dispositions people
largely track the predictions of Probabilistic Social Attribution. Inconsistent with the classic CB argument, when situations are interpreted to be close to deterministic, no actionconsistent inferences about disposition are made. Additionally, we find that the pattern of inference that arise from judging an unknown disposition when situation is known is similar to the pattern of inference that emerges when observers
judge unknown situation when disposition is known (though
with some notable oddities). Overall, there seems to be nothing biased in the way we account for the causal effects of
disposition, but instead these inferences seem to track well
what we would expect from inference about any unknown
variable under uncertainty. Our intention here is not to suggest that our specific causal model underlies all social attribution, but instead to provide further evidence that behavior
that has been interpreted as a bias in the classic CB literature
is consistent with an unbiased probabilistic reasoning framework, even with objectively measured situation strengths.
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Abstract

before the age of two (e.g. Arias-Trejo & Plunkett, 2013;
Bergelson, & Aslin, 2017), others suggest that taxonomic
development is protracted till preschool age (e.g. Unger,
Savic, & Sloutsky, 2020; Unger, Vales, & Fisher, 2020).
Finally, we present and explicitly test an explanation that may
provide a reconciliation for the two opposing views.

Research has long investigated how knowledge about the
world is connected by meaningful, semantic links. Much
of this research has focused on a specific type of semantic
link known as a taxonomic link, which connects concepts
belonging to the same semantic category. However, many
inconsistencies have emerged regarding how and when this
specific type of semantic link is formed. The goal of the
present study was to investigate this contradicting research and
provide an explanation for the inconsistent results. To do this,
we examined the linguistic environment of stimuli sets from
three studies that either supported or did not support protracted
taxonomic development. Results provided evidence that the
idea that semantic links between members of taxonomic
categories in early development may be based on simple
co-occurrences in language.
Keywords: semantic development; semantic organization;
taxonomic relation; computer simulation; corpus analysis

Emergence of taxonomic links: How and when

Introduction
Decades of research into semantic development has focused
on understanding the emergence of one specific aspect of
semantic organization: taxonomic links. Taxonomic links
connect concepts that belong to the same stable semantic
category, such as bird, fruit or furniture. The focus on
taxonomic links is not surprising having in mind that they
support one of the central facets of human intelligent behavior
– our ability to extend knowledge from known to novel
(Gelman & Markman, 1986; Inhelder & Piaget, 1964;
Markman & Hutchinson, 1984; Osherson, Smith, Wilkie,
Lopez, & Shafir, 1990). For example, upon learning that
pigeons have hollow bones, we can infer that robins, storks
and other birds are likely to have hollow bones as well.
The two critical questions driving the research on taxonomic
development are the questions of how and when human
learners start to form taxonomic links. In what follows,
we first review the current views on how taxonomic links
could be formed. We then highlight a controversy in the
field regarding when sensitivity to taxonomic links emerges:
While some argue that taxonomic links may start forming
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How do human learners form taxonomic links? A widely
adopted and substantially supported perspective is that
learners capitalize on the fact that members of taxonomic
categories often reliably share observable features (Fisher,
2015; McClelland & Rogers, 2003; Quinn & Eimas, 1997;
Rosch, 1978; Sloutsky, 2010). For example, birds have
beaks, feathers and wings, while fish have gills, scales
and fins. According to this perspective, grouping entities
based on shared features forms a foundation for taxonomic
organization.
Alternatively, taxonomic links can be formed based on the
regularities in language (e.g. Sloutsky, Yim, Yao, & Dennis,
2017; Savic, Unger, & Sloutsky, 2020). Specifically, words
denoting taxonomically related concepts reliably occur in
similar language contexts. For example, pigeon and stork
both reliably co-occur with words such as fly and nest in
language, whereas horse and donkey both reliably co-occur
with ride and saddle in language.
Although there are important differences in the two
proposed learning mechanisms supporting taxonomic
knowledge, both of these routes rely on cognitive structures
that show protracted development. Specifically, selective
attention mechanisms, which support formation of taxonomic
links from shared features, only emerge around the age of
six (Sloutsky, 2010; Deng & Sloutsky, 2016). Similarly,
mechanisms needed for integration of information across
overlapping linguistic contexts are immature even in
four-year-old children (Sloutsky, Yim, Yao, & Dennis, 2017;
Unger, Savic, & Sloutsky, 2020), and may require further

maturation (Yim, Savic, Unger, Sloutsky, & Dennis, 2019).
Therefore, taxonomic links formed based on the observance
of shared features or shared language contexts are not
expected to be formed before preschool age.
Recently, a number of studies have challenged the view of
protracted taxonomic development, offering behavioral (e.g.
Arias-Trejo & Plunkett, 2013; Bergelson, & Aslin, 2017) and
electrophysiological evidence (Rämä, Sirri, & Serres, 2013)
for taxonomic priming effects before the age of 24 months. In
an influential study using an intermodal preferential looking
task, 24-month-olds looked more to a target image (e.g. bike)
when it was preceded by a taxonomically related word (e.g.
lorry) than an unrelated word (e.g. apple) (Arias-Trejo &
Plunkett, 2013). Supporting results were obtained in an
experiment using a visual word paradigm (Chow, Davies,
& Plunkett, 2017), where 24- and 30-month-olds, after
hearing a target word (e.g. bee), preferentially fixated to the
taxonomic distractor (e.g. cat) over the unrelated distractor
(e.g. dress). Similarly, in a study examining event-related
potentials, researchers found neural evidence of taxonomic
semantic priming in 18- and 24-month-olds (Rämä, Sirri, &
Serres, 2013). The most striking finding from this group is
the evidence of semantic competition in 6-month-old infants
raised by presence of taxonomically related items, such as
stroller-car, milk-juice or foot-hand (Bergelson, & Aslin,
2017). Taken together, these findings suggest that even early
in childhood, hearing a word activates taxonomically related
words.

Potential explanation of early taxonomic priming
If 6- and 24-month-olds can not form links based on the
overlap in shared features or shared linguistic contexts, how
are early taxonomic links formed? One possibility is that
early in development links between the members of the
same taxonomic category may be formed based on a simple
co-occurrence regularity. There are several arguments that
make this assumption plausible.
First, although they are often contrasted, co-occurrence
and taxonomic relations are orthogonal constructs. Many
taxonomically related items also frequently co-occur in
the environment. For example, farm animals such as
cow, horse, pig or breakfast food such as eggs, bacon,
cereal are taxonomically related but also co-occur frequently.
Second, extensive computational literature suggests that
everyday language input, including the input to young
children, is abundant in co-occurrence regularities from
which semantic links can be formed (e.g., Landauer, &
Dumais, 1997).
Finally, numerous statistical learning
studies have demonstrated that even infants are sensitive to
co-occurrence regularities in visual and auditory domains
(Saffran, & Kirkham, 2018).
In addition, a number
of studies demonstrated that semantic relations based on
co-occurrence (i.e. associative, thematic, schema) emerge
early in development (for a recent review, see Unger, Vales,
& Fisher, 2020).
Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that young learners can
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form links between some members of taxonomic categories.
Specifically, they are expected to be able to form links
between taxonomically related items that reliably and directly
co-occur either in the visual environment or in language. On
the other hand, taxonomic links that require observance of
shared features or shared linguistic contexts are not expected
to emerge before the preschool age.

The current study
Whereas some studies suggest that taxonomic relations
emerge later in childhood (around the age of six years),
other studies present evidence that even infants have formed
taxonomic relations. The aim of the current study is to
provide an explicit test of an explanation that may reconcile
the inconsistent results.
We propose that the disagreement between these studies
rise from the difference in the stimuli sets that were used.
Although all studies examined taxonomically related word
pairs, it is possible that the studies demonstrating the early
emergence of taxonomic competence used word pairs that
consisted of words that also frequently co-occurred in the
linguistic environment. If this is true, such co-occurrence
relations can explain the observed priming effects even in
the absence of a taxonomic structure. The idea is worth
examining because, if confirmed, it would eliminate an
observed inconsistency between the studies finding evidence
for the early emergence of taxonomic competence and those
finding evidence for the late emergence.
We tested this idea by examining the linguistic
environment (i.e., TASA corpus) of the word pairs used in all
the studies. Then, we calculated how often the pairs co-occur
and simulated the task of interest using a co-occurrence
measure (i.e., cubed pointwise mutual information). We
expect that the studies that provided evidence for the early
taxonomic competence (i.e., taxonomic priming effect)
will show a high measure of co-occurrence between the
taxonomically related words within each pair. On the other
hand, we expect that the studies that provide evidence for the
late emergence will show a low measure of co-occurrence,
similar to that between unrelated words.

Simulation
As different studies used different tasks, we tried to
select behavioral studies that used a relatively similar task.
Moreover, as we are not suggesting a process model, but
examining the effects of association strength that stems from
co-occurrence statistics in the linguistic environment, we also
tried to select tasks that can assume a simple mechanism. The
following studies have been selected.

Selected studies
Arias-Trejo & Plunkett (2013) The study supports a
taxonomic priming effect. The task involves an auditory
prime word followed by a target word. Then, an image of
the target word and a distractor is presented side by side.
Preferential looking time is used to evaluate the priming

effect. There were two conditions, where in one condition the
prime-target has a taxonomic relation and another condition
the prime-target has an associative relation. The results
support a priming effect in both conditions.
Bergelson, & Aslin (2017) The study supports a taxonomic
priming effect. The task involved an auditory presentation
of a target word followed by an image of the target word
and a distractor. The distractor can be either unrelated or
taxonomically related to the target word (i.e., unrelated trials
or taxonomic trials). The results show that in the unrelated
trials, looking time at the target image was longer than
chance. On the other hand, in the taxonomic trials, looking
time at the target image was not longer than chance. The
results are interpreted as evidence for the existence of a
taxonomic relation as the taxonomically related words (in the
taxonomic trials) distracted the infants from looking at the
target image.
Unger, Savic, & Sloutsky (2020) The study does not find
evidence for a taxonomic priming effect. There are three
studies that provide the same conclusion. However, we
will focus on Experiment 2 as the task is similar to the
tasks in the other studies. The task involved an auditory
presentation of the target word followed by an image that
(1) matched the target word, (2) associatively related to the
target word, (3) taxonomically related to the target word, or
(4) unrelated to the target word. The main analysis concerned
how distracted the participants become in the non-matching
trials (i.e., where a No response is correct; correct rejection)
using reaction time measures. Results showed that it took
longer to reject the associatively related words compared
to the unrelated word, whereas there was no difference in
rejecting the taxonomically related words compared to the
unrelated words. The results are interpreted as there is no
evidence for a taxonomic relation.

Arias-Trejo & Plunkett (2013) As the dependent measure
of the task was the looking time between an image of the
target word and a distractor, we compared the percentile
score between the prime and the target and the prime and
the distractor using the Luce choice rule (Luce, 1959) as in
Equation 2.
P(Target) =

wt
(wt + wd )

(2)

, where P(Target) is the proportion of looking to the target
image, wt is the percentile score between the prime and
target, and wd is the percentile score between the prime and
distractor.
Bergelson, & Aslin (2017) The dependent measure of the
task was between two different distractors – a taxonomically
related one or an unrelated one. As these two distractors are
not tested together we did not use a Luce choice rule. Instead
we directly compared the percentile score between the target
word and the taxonomic distractor and the percentile score
between the target word and the unrelated distractor (note
that unlike Arias-Trejo & Plunkett (2013) there was no prime
word in this task).
Unger, Savic, & Sloutsky (2020) The task structure is
similar to Bergelson, & Aslin (2017). However, there
are three conditions – taxonomically related distractor,
associatively related distractor, and unrelated distractor.
Therefore, we calculated the percentile score between the
target word and these three kinds of distractors respectively.

Results

Co-occurrence measure
We calculated the cubed pointwise mutual information
(PMI 3 ) using the TASA corpus (Touchstone Applied Science
Associates, Inc.). PMI 3 has been shown to be robust in
measuring co-occurrence-based word similarity compared to
the traditional PMI measure, which tends to give higher
values for low-frequency words (Role, & Nadif, 2011). PMI 3
is calculated as shown in Equation 1.
PMI 3 (A, B) = log2 (

derived from all PMI 3 values calculated from the corpus.
These percentile scores tell how strong the co-occurence
strengths are between two words among all word pairs that
co-occurred. Depending on the study, the percentile scores
were processed differently as follows:

p(A, B)3
)
p(A) · p(B)

(1)

, where p(A) and p(B) are the probabilities of word A
and word B occurring in the corpus respectively. p(A, B)
is the probability of word A and word B co-occurring. In
particular, p(A, B) was calculated as the probability of word B
occurring within a certain window before and after the word
A. We examined a window size of ±3, ±7, ±11, and ±15
words. The PMI 3 values were then converted into percentile
scores based on the empirical cumulative distribution that was
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Simulation results when using the words in Arias-Trejo &
Plunkett (2013) are shown in Figure 1A. The taxonomic
condition (Figure 1A left panel) showed above chance values
when using a window size of ±7 (p = .025, two-tailed t-test
against .5), ±11 (p = .002), and ±15 words (p = .003), but
not when using a size of ±3 words (p = .40; note that the
proportion of looking values were calculated using a Luce
choice rule for this task as there was a distractor at test). The
associative condition (Figure 1A right panel) also showed
above chance values when using a window size of ±7 (p =
.003), ±11 (p = .020), and ±15 words (p = .030), but not
when using a size of ±3 words (p = .12). The unrelated trials
for both conditions all did not show above chance values for
all window sizes (p > .10).
Simulation results when using the words in Bergelson, &
Aslin (2017) are shown in Figure 1B. The taxonomically
related words showed higher percentile scores than the
unrelated words when using a window size of ±7 (p < .001;
two-tailed t-test between taxonomically related and unrelated

proportion of looking to target
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conditions), ±11 (p = .001), and ±15 words (p = .009), but
not when using a size of ±3 words (p = .30).
Results generated using the words from Unger, Savic,
& Sloutsky (2020) are shown in Figure 1C. We took
the unrelated condition as the baseline and examined the
difference between the taxonomic and unrelated condition,
and between the associative condition and the unrelated
condition. Only the associative condition showed a difference
when using a window size of ±7 (p = .020), ±11 (p = .028),
and ±15 words (p = .008), but not when using a size of ±3
words (p = .12). The taxonomic conditions did not show a
difference across all window sizes (p > .1).
In sum, the results supported our hypothesis where the
existence or non-existence of the priming effect is driven by
the co-occurence measure (i.e., percentile values of the cubed
pointwise mutual information). The studies that showed
a priming effect such as Arias-Trejo & Plunkett (2013)
and Bergelson, & Aslin (2017) showed a high measure of
co-occurrence between the target and the taxonomic prime
word (or the distractor that acted as a prime word). On the
other hand, the study that did not find the effect (i.e., Unger,
Savic, & Sloutsky, 2020) did not show a high measure of
co-occurrence between the target and the taxonomic prime
word.
Additionally, an interesting finding is that the results
were only shown when using a window size wider than ±7
words, and not when the windows size was ±3 words. This
possibly provides information about the properties of the
co-occurrence similarity that is required to form semantic
relations. We will further discuss this finding in the
discussion section.

tax
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±11
window size

unr
±15

C. Unger et al. (2020)
tax
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unr
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Figure 1: Simulation results. (A) results from Arias-Trejo
et al.
(2013) the left panel shows results from the
taxonomic priming condition (tax) while the right panel
shows results from the associative priming condition (aso)
with its corresponding unrelated conditions (unr). The values
show the simulated proportion of looking at the target in
the task using the Luce choice rule, where .5 represents
chance level, (B) results from Bergelson et al. (2017), where
the taxonomic (tax) and unrelated (unr) distractor conditions
are presented, and (C) results from Unger et al. (2020),
where the taxonomic (tax), associative (aso), and unrelated
(unr) distractor conditions are presented. Error bars represent
±1SEM. *, **, *** represents p < .05, p < .01, p < .001
respectively.
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A number of recent studies have reported taxonomic
competence in children younger than two-years of age. These
findings stand in stark contrast with our current understanding
of the development of the learning mechanism supporting
the formation of taxonomic links. The present study offers
a potential explanation for this discrepancy.
Our simulations demonstrate that in studies reporting early
taxonomic competence, taxonomically related items more
reliably co-occur in the linguistic environment compared
to the unrelated items. In contrast, in a study where
related and unrelated items did not differ on the measure
of simple co-occurrence, taxonomic priming was found to
be weak even in four-year-olds. Therefore, the present
study offers supporting evidence for the assumption that
early in development, semantic links between the members
of the same taxonomic category may be based on simple
co-occurrence regularities in language. Our findings further
suggest that some of the interpretations of the early
taxonomic competence need to be reconsidered. Here we
discuss what can be learned from these studies and offer
suggestions for future work.

What kind of co-occurrence is required to form
taxonomic relations?
The simulation results showed that some of the taxonomic
relations can be formed through simple co-occurrence.
Among the four window sizes that we examined, a window
size of ±7, ±11, and ±15 words captured the relationship
between the word pairs, whereas a window size of ±3
words did not. This result is worth noting as it may
have important theoretical implications. The results suggest
that the linguistic environment that is required for forming
early taxonomic relations is not any co-occurrence. From
the current study we can at least rule out that the nearby
co-occurrence statistics (i.e., three words before and after
the target word) does not explain the formation of early
taxonomic relation. This window size of ±3 words may
possibly include more grammatical relations and words
that have different parts of speech, whereas taxonomically
related words typically belong to the same grammatical
class (e.g. nouns) and thus would not co-occur often
in a narrow window. For example, in a sentence “the
big black dog ran to the fence”, the words that co-occurs
with the target word in a ±3-words window are the, big,
black, ran, to, and the, which are all not taxonomically
related to ‘dog’ but provide grammatical information (e.g.
the-dog) or thematic/associative information (e.g., big-dog,
black-dog). Therefore, the information that is required to
form taxonomic relations requires a wider window size,
which is, based on the current study, wider than ±7-words. On
the other hand, further examination is required on how wide a
window size contributes to forming early taxonomic relations
both regarding the actual information that contributes and
regarding the developmental cognitive constraints.

How the analyses of language input may advance
research on semantic development
Semantic development research typically involves measuring
the degree to which concepts that adults judge to be
semantically linked in a specified way (e.g. taxonomic) are
linked in children. In addition to being contaminated by other
kinds of semantic and non-semantic relations (e.g. Bassok &
Medin, 1997), adult generated norms tell us little about how
children may form semantic links. One possible solution to
this problem, as demonstrated here, may be in the selection
of stimuli based on the regularities in the environment.
By offering a more objective measure of a link between
the concepts, this approach could eliminate inconsistencies
stemming from differences in stimuli selection. At the
same time, measures of environmental regularities can
advance our understanding of the mechanisms supporting
formation of semantic links and thus go a step further than
a mere description of developmental changes in semantic
organisation.

Future directions
To the best of our knowledge, the current study represents the
first attempt to explicitly test the role of direct co-occurrence
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in explaining the recently reported early taxonomic priming
effects. While this study makes an important step forward,
further work will be needed to test whether the explanation
provided here generalises to a wider selection of studies
that examine semantic development. In addition, as we
mentioned above, our understanding of corpus measures is
still developing. In addition to important technical aspects
such as the window size and the choice of the corpus
(e.g. TASA vs. CHILDES, MacWhinney, 2000), there
are important measures of the environmental regularities
which contribution to taxonomic development is worth
considering. For example, in addition to the measures of
direct co-occurrence, measures of shared context (i.e. the
overlap in patterns of direct co-occurrence) may play a
critical role in taxonomic development (Sloutsky, Yim, Yao,
& Dennis, 2017; Unger, Savic, & Sloutsky, 2020).

Conclusion
The current study provides an explicit test of the assumption
that early in development, links between the items of the same
taxonomic category may be based on simple co-occurrence
regularities rather than the overlap in features or overlap
in language contexts. Our simulations provide support
for this assumption: In studies reporting early taxonomic
priming, taxonomically related items more reliably co-occur
in the linguistic environment compared to the unrelated items.
These findings suggest that some of the interpretations of the
early taxonomic priming effects may need to be reconsidered.
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Abstract

teners consistently interpreted those generic statements as implying near-universal (≈90%) prevalence.
In a recent experiment, Tessler and Goodman (2019b)
showed that listeners do not always interpret generic statements so rigidly. In interpreting a generic statement, listeners
have two sources of information: the generic statement itself and their own prior knowledge, which can temper any
tendency toward assuming near-universal prevalence. Applying this idea to the mosquito example, a listener is unlikely
to think the statement “mosquitoes carry malaria” applies to
virtually every mosquito if they have some sense of how rare
malaria is. So long as the speaker’s and listener’s prior knowledge are aligned, miscommunication should be minimal.
But what about when generic statements are used to help
a less-experienced person learn? By definition, novices and
experts have different prior knowledge. In the present study,
we examine whether experienced and naive people differ in
how rigidly and strongly they interpret generic statements.
Our findings shed light on whether differences in expertise
can lead to miscommunication in a domain-specific context.

Generic statements, such as “mosquitoes fly” and “mosquitoes
carry malaria,” are remarkable in that they are an intuitive
and readily understood means of conveying knowledge, and
yet their implied prevalence—the specific quantification they
convey—can vary widely. This variability may lead to miscommunication, with speakers using generic statements flexibly and listeners rigidly interpreting them as implying near
universal prevalence (Cimpian, Brandone, & Gelman, 2010).
However, recent research found that listeners with applicable
prior knowledge interpret generic statements flexibly (Tessler
& Goodman, 2019b). The evident importance of prior knowledge suggests that expertise may impact how people interpret generic statements. We investigated whether experts and
novices systematically differ in the way they interpret generic
statements, using the esport League of Legends as a cultural microcosm. As hypothesized, experts interpreted generic
statements more flexibly than novices did, and novices tended
to assume generic statements applied more broadly than experts did. Further research is needed to determine when these
differences would lead to miscommunication.
Keywords: Prior Knowledge; Generic Statements; Expertise;
Pragmatics; Esports; Bayesian Modeling

Introduction
How would you describe mosquitoes to someone who had
never encountered one before? You might start by making
generalizations. They are insects. They suck people’s blood.
They carry malaria. Generic statements such as these are remarkably helpful sources of information about the world because they distill a dizzying array of potential variation into
compact facts that are either true or false (Carlson, 1977;
Carlson & Pelletier, 1995). But how strong a message do they
convey? “Mosquitoes are insects” applies to every category
member, but “mosquitoes suck people’s blood” only applies
to females, and “mosquitoes carry malaria” applies to fewer
than 1% of mosquitoes.
Cimpian et al. (2010) showed that this flexibility in the intended strength of generic statements can lead to miscommunication. In their experiment, “speaker” participants were
asked to endorse or reject generic statements based on statistical information about novel categories (e.g., “50% of luzeks
have purple tail-feathers”), while “listener” participants were
asked to interpret the implied prevalence of those generic
statements (e.g., “What percentage of luzeks do you think
have purple tail feathers?”). Speakers were flexible in endorsing generic statements, even occasionally endorsing them
when only 10% of the category had the relevant trait, but lis-
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The Present Study
Unlike the research cited above, we focus on habitual statements like “Michael bikes to work,” which are considered a
subtype of generic statement (e.g., Carlson, 2006). Whereas
more conventional generic statements (e.g., “dogs have fur”)
are generalizations over category members, habituals are generalizations about a single entity over time. In terms of potential miscommunication, the semantics for habituals and classic generic statements are virtually identical; the statement
implies some degree of prevalence, but how much is unclear
(Tessler & Goodman, 2019a). For example, “Michael bikes to
work” clearly indicates that Michael bikes to work in at least
some instances, but how often does Michael need to bike to
work for the habitual to be true? To avoid confusion, we refer
to both habitual and generic statements as “generalizations.”
We define expertise in terms of relative experience and
knowledge; experienced participants in this study are familiar with the domain, whereas the naive participants are not.
We hypothesize that naive and experienced interpretations of
generalizations will differ in their rigidity and strength. Naive
participants will rigidly (i.e., consistently) interpret generalizations as strong (i.e., broadly applicable), weighting the
information from the generalization more heavily than their

own less useful prior knowledge. Experienced participants’
prior knowledge will give them access to more flexible interpretations, allowing them to interpret generalizations as
weaker (i.e., applying more narrowly) when appropriate.
We use the esport League of Legends as the context for this
experiment. League of Legends is a competitive online game
played between two teams of 5 players each. As they play
more, players accumulate experience in a complex cultural
environment and are often highly motivated to do so; there
are over 100 million active players (Kollar, 2016), as well as
a thriving professional scene.
Because League of Legends is a team game in which coordination is invaluable, players often discuss strategy and refine their knowledge of strategy by consulting experts, either
via guides and tutorials or via individualized coaching. Generalizations are a fundamental part of such discussions. The
primary objective is to destroy the opposing team’s base, but
there are also numerous secondary objectives that give various forms of assistance towards achieving the primary objective. To prioritize secondary objectives appropriately, players
must have some sense of how a given game will progress.
Such predictions may find their basis in generalizations about
the many variables involved. For example, some characters
are adept at obtaining secondary objectives that are particularly helpful early in the game, while other characters are
adept at obtaining objectives that are particularly helpful later
in the game. By understanding various characters’ capabilities, players can get a general sense of how a game will play
out and plan accordingly.
For our purposes, we can use the iterative structure of the
game, whereby the game environment resets to the same initial state before each new game, to quantify inferences about
the intended strength of such generalizations in terms of how
often participants think the statement would apply across a
set of games.
In the present study, we examine the question of how naive
and experienced people differ in their interpretation of generalizations by asking naive and experienced participants to interpret generalizations pertaining to League of Legends. We
measure their interpretation of the implied strength of a generalization in terms of how frequently they expect it to be
exemplified in a set of iterative games. We hypothesize that
(1) experienced participants will have flexible interpretations
that take into account prior knowledge, (2) naive participants
will have less flexible interpretations, and (3) naive participants will tend to interpret generalizations as more broadly
applicable than experienced participants do.

Methods
Participants Experienced participants (n = 49) were recruited from League of Legends online forums. They needed
to be ranked in the 27th percentile (Silver tier) of players or
higher to ensure that they were well acquainted with the domain.
Naive participants (n = 33) were recruited from a public
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Figure 1: Composition example. Each icon indicates the specific team role being fulfilled by that character.

research university’s undergraduate participant pool. Participants who indicated prior familiarity with the game were removed from the naive group, and those who qualified as experienced participants were reclassified as such. Naive participants were also removed from the dataset if they spent
less than 15 seconds reading the background information provided about League of Legends (of the original sample of 50
participants, 17 were eliminated for this reason).
While these samples were very similar in terms of education and first language, there were considerable gender disparities. The sample of experienced participants was heavily male-dominated (89% male), whereas the sample of naive
participants was heavily female-dominated (91% female).
Again, naive participants were undergraduates who were recruited at random from a public university’s participant pool.
While we removed naive participants who indicated that they
had prior experience with the game, this criterion only resulted in the removal of 2 females and 1 male.
Materials Participants completed an online survey in
which they interpreted what a hypothetical expert player
(henceforth the “knowledgeable speaker”) is trying to communicate by endorsing a generalization.
The generalizations that participants interpreted pertain to
a team’s composition—the set of 5 characters that make up
a team, as illustrated in Figure 1. Specifically, the generalizations are about whether a given composition excels in the
early game, meaning that the players should try to build an
early advantage, or in the late game, meaning that the players
should try to stall the game until they realize their potential.
Importantly, while the generalizations can express trends, experienced players should know that contextual factors will
impact how things go in actual games. Naive participants
were told that compositions could vary in terms of how likely
they are to excel in the early and late game. However, they
were not explicitly told about the extent to which compositions that should excel in the early/late game can be the victim of circumstances. Our results imply that they inferred a
probabilistic causal link between team composition and ability to excel in the [early/late] game rather than a deterministic
one.
The survey began with some background information. Participants saw broad explanations of how the game works,
team compositions, and the phases of a game (i.e., early and

Design The present study can be summarized as a 2 (past
experience) x 6 (composition type) design. Based on pilot
data, we selected a set of 12 compositions that varied in terms
of how often experienced players think they would excel in
the early or late game.1
Specifically, we selected two compositions for each of six
types: strong early game, middling early game, weak early
game, strong late game, middling late game, and weak late
game (abbreviated as E+ , E0 , E− , L+ , L0 , and L− ). Participants were asked to interpret a generalization about one composition per type (chosen at random, counterbalanced across
participants, presented in randomized order) for a total of six
trials per participant.
Although each of the 12 compositions was selected with
only their early- or late-game ability in mind, a composition
that excels in the early game is generally less likely to excel
in the late game and vice versa. This assumption is supported
by the proportion of experienced participants who would endorse the generalizations themselves (see Figure 2).
We did not vary the two generalizations (“This composition excels in the [early/late] game.”) by composition type;
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experienced participants were occasionally asked to interpret
generalizations with which many of them would disagree. In
fact, such disagreement happened 42.7% of the time.

0.0

late), akin to those provided above.
Following the background information, participants saw a
possible composition (see Figure 1 for an example). Participants were first asked whether, in order to explain to a
friend how this composition works, they would themselves
endorse a series of generalizations (by choosing “yes” or “no”
to indicate whether they would say “this team excels in the
[early/late] game”). These questions confirmed that the generalizations in this study were ones that real players would
make (see Figure 2). Naive participants confirmed their lack
of prior knowledge by responding at chance.
Participants were then asked how frequently they would
expect the composition to excel in the [early/late] game
across a subset of 100 games (by adjusting a slider with endpoints of 0 and 100). While this question is not central to
the current study, we do use it below to evaluate competing
interpretations.
Next, participants were asked to imagine that, having seen
the composition play 100 games against varied opposition,
the knowledgeable speaker endorsed the generalization (“this
team excels in the [early/late] game”). Participants were then
asked to interpret the intended strength of the knowledgeable
speaker’s generalization in terms of what they thought had
happened in the subset of games on which the knowledgeable
speaker’s decision was based. In other words, in how many of
the 100 games seen by the knowledgeable speaker do participants think the composition excelled in the [early/late] game?
Finally, participants were asked to describe their experience with League of Legends in terms of time played, ELO
ranking (Elo, 2008), and knowledge of the game’s characters.
This information was used to verify the classification of participants as either naive or experienced.

E+ E0 E− L+ L0 L−

E+ E0 E− L+ L0 L−

Composition Type

Composition Type

Figure 2: Proportion of experienced participants who would
endorse the generalization that the given composition type excels in the early game (left) or late game (right). Error bars
are 95% bootstrapped confidence interval.

Results
Modeling Approach
Our dependent variable was participants’ estimates of the intended strength of a generalization. We recorded participants’ responses as proportions, which represented participants’ stated beliefs about how often a given composition had
excelled in the [early/late] game across the subset of games
on which a given generalization was based.
To analyze the results, we developed the following mixedeffects linear model. For the ith participant viewing the jth
composition, we modeled their response, yi j , as the additive
result of three influences: an expected response for the given
condition, a participant-level offset, and trial-to-trial noise.
The expected response in the context of a given composition
type is represented by a β parameter. Naive participants have
a single β0 given their lack of domain-specific prior knowledge that may modulate expectations by composition type. In
contrast, experienced participants have a β j specific to each
of the j composition types. The ith participant’s offset, αi ,
is modeled as a random intercept being drawn independently
from a normal distribution with a mean of zero and standard
deviation τ. A positive value for αi indicates that the participant tends to provide high responses compared to other
participants, with negative αi indicating the reverse. Finally,
independent noise present on a given trial, εi j , is represented
as being independently drawn from a normal distribution with
a mean of zero and standard deviation σ.
Thus, the model can be written as
6

1 Candidate

compositions were randomly generated at the rate at
which they are used in the game and evaluated by >10 experts.
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yi j = β0 x0 + ∑ β j x j + αi + εi j ,
j=1

(1)

with αi ∼ N(0, τ2 ) and εi j ∼ N(0, σ2 ). Each x is a binary indicator of whether the influence represented by the associated
β is relevant for participant i looking at a given composition
of type j. For naive participants, x0 = 1, with all other x j = 0;
in this case, the model reduces to
yi j = β0 + αi + εi j ,

(2)

because naive participants presumably do not distinguish between composition types and thus do not vary their response
by composition type. We examine the validity of this assumption later.
The x1 through x6 variables indicate, for experienced participants, the composition type for a given trial; only one x j
will ever equal 1 on a given trial. For a trial where an experienced participant is viewing composition type j, the model
reduces to
yi j = β j + αi + εi j .
(3)
This same model was applied separately to early game responses vs. late game responses, as it is not obvious a priori
that these two generalizations are equivalent.
This modeling approach allows for inference on both the
group-level (βs) and participant-level (αi s). Each participant
only saw 6 generalizations each, so any inferences about an
individual αi are necessarily limited. However, including αi s
in the models accounts for potential dependency in a participant’s repeated responses and ensures an appropriate level of
uncertainty in the estimation of the βs.
The models were implemented in JAGS (Plummer, 2003)
and fit to the data using Bayesian parameter estimation. Each
β was given an independent N(0.5, 0.252 ) prior distribution,
with almost all of its mass between 0 and 1. The mean of
0.5 was chosen because, in the context of this experiment, 0.5
would be a “neutral” response (i.e., the composition exemplified the referenced trait—excelling in the [early/late] game—
as often as not). The variation of the participant-level offset,
τ, and the trial-to-trial noise, σ, were both given a gamma
prior with shape 1.5 and rate 2. The shape and rate parameters
were chosen to not give too much credence to unreasonably
large values of τ and σ.

Modeling Results: Estimation and Fit
As shown in Figure 3, the models fit the data well, with inferences closely matching the empirical means. There is a Ushaped pattern in the empirical responses for the experienced
participants depending on composition type and the content
of the generalization (early vs. late). In contrast, the empirical
responses of naive participants show no clear pattern for the
models to match, but their mean responses by composition
type are still close to the model’s β0 estimate. A summary of
the posterior distributions for the βs can be found in Table 1.
Variability in responses due to systematic differences between participants (τ) was comparable to variability due to
noise (σ). For generalizations about the early game, the posterior estimates of σ and τ are 0.11 (95% CI [0.10, 0.119]) and
0.12 (CI [0.10, 0.14]) respectively. For generalizations about
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the late game, the posterior estimates of σ and τ are 0.13 (CI
[0.12, 0.14]) and 0.13 (CI [0.11, 0.15]). These magnitudes
are directly comparable, as they are on the same scale, but
can be more conveniently interpreted once they are converted
into the familiar correlation coefficient.
For a mixed-effects model using random intercepts, the implied correlation between two responses given by a participant is ρ = τ2 /(τ2 + σ2 ); note that the correlation between
any responses from different participants is zero by assumption, after accounting for composition type and expertise. The
value of ρ indicates how predictable a participant’s responses
will tend to be. Performing this transformation using the relevant posterior samples, we obtain posterior estimates for ρ
of 0.53 (CI [0.46, 0.63]) and 0.50 (CI [0.42, 0.60]) for the
early game and late game generalizations, respectively. These
correlations indicate substantial individual differences across
participants.

Modeling Results: Hypothesis Testing
Hypothesis 1 We hypothesized that experienced participants would interpret generalizations flexibly, varying how
broadly applicable they think a generalization is depending on
the context in which the generalization was made. Our specific hypothesis was that experienced participants would interpret generalizations as applying more narrowly when their
own prior knowledge conflicted with the generalization (and
vice versa). Figure 2 shows how often experienced participants were willing to endorse a given generalization themselves, indicating whether their prior knowledge conflicts
with it. For trials in which the generalization referred to a
composition’s performance in the early game, experienced
participants would interpret generalizations about composition type 1 (strong early game) as more broadly applicable
than those about composition type 2 (middling early game),
and would in turn interpret generalizations about composition type 2 as more broadly applicable than those about composition type 3 (weak early game). We expected this pattern to be inverted for the late game composition types. Furthermore, we expected these two sets of orderings to be reversed when generalizations referenced the late game. Our
hypothesis translates into the following simultaneous orderings: βE+ > βE0 > βE− and βL+ < βL0 < βL− for early-game
generalizations, and βE+ < βE0 < βE− and βL+ > βL0 > βL−
for late-game generalizations.
As shown in Figure 3, the hypothesized orderings are
clearly reflected in the early-game model posteriors and
slightly less clearly in the late-game model posteriors. We
quantify support for our hypothesis by computing Bayes Factors, comparing the posterior odds for the orderings to the
prior odds. Complex hypotheses involving many simultaneous order constraints necessarily have very low prior odds
because there are many ways a priori for the ordering to be
violated. There are 36 ways to simultaneously order two sets
of three parameters. Thus, the two hypothesized orderings
each have prior odds of 1:35. We calculated the posterior
odds of the hypothesized orderings by finding a) the number

Interpretation of Late Game Generalizations
β
0
E+
E0 E−
L+
L0
Mean .59 .63
.71 .68
.58
.57
SD
.03 .03
.03 .03
.03
.03
BF0 j
— 1/12 1.5 8.6
8.9
1/50

L−
.70
.02
6.1

1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0

E0

E+

E0

E−

L+

L0

L−

E−

L+

L0

L−

0.6

0.8

1.0

E+

0.4

Interpretation ( /100 games)

Naive (Inferred)
Experienced (Inferred)
Naive by Condition (Empirical)
Naive Overall (Empirical)
Experienced (Empirical)

0.2

Interpretation of Early Game Generalizations
β
0
E+
E0 E−
L+
L0
Mean .65 .62
.56 .57
.60
.66
SD
.02 .02
.02 .02
.02
.02
BF0 j
— 3.3
1/3 1/50 1/50 1/7

Interpretation ( /100 games)

Table 1: Inferred descriptive statistics by composition type
(β0 indicates naive participants). Approximate credible intervals for a β can be formed by taking the mean plus or minus 2
times the SD. BF0 j is the Savage-Dickey Bayes factor testing
equality between β0 to β j (> 1 supports equality, < 1 supports a difference).

0.0

of joint posterior samples simultaneously obeying the order
constraints, finding b) the number of samples violating the
constraints, and dividing a by b.
The hypothesized orderings have posterior odds of 8.1:1 in
the early-game model and posterior odds of 1.3:1 in the lategame model. Comparing the posterior odds to the prior odds,
we obtain Bayes factors for the early game and late game hypotheses of about 280 and 46, respectively. Even in the case
of the late-game model where uncertainty remains regarding
the ordering of β5 and β6 , the data provide relatively strong
evidence in support of the hypothesized orderings.

Composition Type

L−
.69
.02
1/25

Figure 3: β parameter estimates for early game (top) and
late game (bottom) generalizations. Error bars represent 95%
credible intervals. Note that the result for β0 is shown as a
stretched horizontal line for easier comparisons.

Hypothesis 2 We hypothesized that naive participants
would interpret generalizations rigidly (i.e., consistently), responding similarly regardless of composition type. In fact,
this hypothesis is incorporated as an assumption in the models, since only β0 is available to dictate the expected naive response. This assumption is informally supported by the close
correspondence between novices’ empirical means (see the
blue triangles in Figure 3) and the models’ estimates of β0 . To
test this hypothesis formally, we created alternative models in
which expected responses for naive participants could vary in
response to composition type. The priors chosen were the
same as those used for the experienced participants’ parameters. Model comparisons were done using the Deviance Information Criterion (DIC), a metric that accounts for the inherent trade-off between model fit and complexity (Spiegelhalter
et al., 2014). The expanded models do little to improve our
account of the data (∆DICs of 8 and 7 favoring the simpler
early and late models, respectively), indicating that naive interpretations are unaffected by composition type.
The above test only considers one aspect of rigidity,
namely that of composition irrelevance. Another aspect of
rigidity is the relative consistency of naive and experienced
responses on a trial-to-trial basis. In other words, are naive
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participants’ responses truly more rigid, or does their variability come in the form of general noise? Whereas composition irrelevance is reflected in the β parameters, trial-to-trial
consistency is captured by the distribution of the σ noise parameter.
To test whether trial-to-trial noise differed between naive
and experienced participants, we expanded the model so that
each εi j is drawn from one of two normal distributions, with
different variances depending on the past experience of a
given participant. The priors for the new parameters, which
we call σexp and σnov , were the same as that of σ in the original model.
For early game generalizations, the posterior estimate of
σexp − σnov is -.01 (CI [-.02, .01]). For late game generalizations, the posterior estimate of σexp − σnov is -.02 (CI [-.04,
0.00]). These estimates suggest that any differences that may
exist between σexp and σnov would be relatively minor. Indeed, a null hypothesis test using the Savage-Dickey method
(Wagenmakers, Lodewyckx, Kuriyal, & Grasman, 2010) provides evidence for the equivalence of σexp and σnov (early
game and late game BF01 of about 60 and 5.5, respectively).
Since novices and experts exhibit similar trial-to-trial noise,

novices not varying their responses by composition type indicates that they do indeed interpret generalizations rigidly
when lacking domain-specific prior knowledge.
Hypothesis 3 We hypothesized that naive participants
would give higher responses on average. Figure 3 shows
that context dictates how experienced participants respond.
In some contexts, the average responses for experienced participants are just as high as naive participants’. When the
groups do diverge, it is clearly because experienced participants’ responses are lower. The question is then not one of
direction but of identifying when differences exist between
experienced and naive participants.
To test this, we conducted point null hypothesis tests using the Savage-Dickey method to quantify the evidence for
equality between β0 and each β j for early-game and lategame generalizations. Bayes Factors above 1 indicate evidence of equality between the expected naive and experienced responses, and values below 1 indicate evidence of
a difference. The results of these tests are reported in Table 1. For early game generalizations, we find evidence that
expected naive and experienced responses differ for Composition Types 2-5, and we find evidence for equality in Composition Types 1 and 6. For late game generalizations, we find
evidence for a difference in Composition Types 1, 5, and 6,
and we find evidence for equality in Composition Types 3 and
4 (Composition Type 2 is ambiguous). As such, it seems clear
that naive participants do indeed tend to have stronger interpretations than experienced participants, though experienced
participants’ interpretations can be just as strong in certain
contexts.

Discussion
Past research suggests that people who are unfamiliar with
a domain may misinterpret generalizations (Cimpian et al.,
2010). In the present study, we investigated whether the underlying patterns that lead to misinterpretation vary depending on relative expertise. We asked experienced and naive
participants to interpret generalizations made by a hypothetical knowledgeable League of Legends player. We found
support for our hypotheses that (1) experienced participants
would interpret generalizations flexibly whereas (2) naive
participants would interpret generalizations more rigidly and
(3) as more broadly-applicable than experienced participants
do. These findings are consistent with recent cognitive models of the interpretation of habituals (Tessler & Goodman,
2019b).
Regarding hypotheses 1 and 2, it makes sense that experienced participants’ interpretations would be particularly flexible. Naive participants were told that the teams can vary
in terms of how likely they are to excel in the [early/late]
game, but only experienced participants have the prior knowledge necessary to understand how compositions vary, so only
experienced participants adjust their interpretations accordingly. More interestingly, naive participants dealt with their
uncertainty by remaining consistent in their interpretations.
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Another possible interpretation of these results is that experienced participants are not flexibly interpreting the generalizations but rather disagreeing with the generalizations
at different rates. According to this interpretation, experienced participants assume that their own estimate of how often a team will excel in the [early/late] game is the correct
one. Given that the experienced participants know what actually happens, the knowledgeable speaker must have seen that
same thing happen and somehow misinterpreted it in making the generalization. Naive participants, on the other hand,
do not know what actually happens and just have to trust the
knowledgeable speaker in every case, thus explaining the difference between experienced and naive behavior.
Our data do not support this interpretation.2 If experienced
participants differed from naive participants in their willingness to disagree with—and thus disregard—the knowledgeable speaker, there should be a minimal difference between
their own expectations and their estimate of what the speaker
saw, regardless of whether the experienced participants agree
with the generalization or not. Being experienced, these participants know how the compositions play out, and nothing the speaker says will change that. Instead, such a lack
of adjustment only happened when experienced participants
agreed with the generalization. When experienced participants disagreed with the generalization, they interpreted it as
indicating that the speaker saw more positive examples than
the experienced participant would have expected. These data
suggest that experienced participants are assuming that the
speaker has a valid reason for making each generalization.
Our findings also support the third hypothesis, that naive
participants tend to assume that generalizations apply more
broadly than experienced participants do. However, this effect may be domain-dependent. The present study referenced
behavioral traits of a team playing a game, while Cimpian et
al. (2010) referenced physical traits of novel biological entities (e.g., “luzeks have purple feathers”). The naive participants in the present study indicated weaker interpretations
than participants in Cimpian et al.’s study (i.e., they had lower
average estimates of prevalence for generalizations), presumably because the behavior of a team within a game is generally less dependable than the physical features of a given kind
of animal. Naive participants may not have any knowledge of
the specific game, but they know about games in general.
Additionally, whether naive people assume generalizations
apply more broadly than experienced people do depends on
how novices update their prior knowledge as they gain experience. In our study, experienced participants tended to have
more narrow interpretations, so experience in the domain
would presumably teach our naive participants that there are
more exceptions to the generalizations than their prior knowledge would suggest. Such a learning trajectory may be common but is surely not universal across domains. There may
be cases in which experience teaches formerly-naive people
that there are fewer exceptions than they had assumed.
2 https://osf.io/qr6su/

A key limitation of this study is the gender disparity between the samples being compared. From a purely linguistic perspective, there is no theoretical reason to expect gender to influence our results. However, esports have welldocumented issues with gender diversity and sexism (e.g.,
Kuznekoff & Rose, 2013; Kaye et al., 2018). Interpreting
generalizations is an inherently social act, so this disparity
should be kept in mind when interpreting our findings.
Our study suggests that interpretations of generalizations
may be explained by how much domain-specific prior knowledge an individual has. Naive participants have very few
previous observations in the domain, whereas experienced
participants have made considerably more. Substantial prior
knowledge can act as an anchor, tempering interpretations.
Naive and experienced participants also differ in the quality of their prior knowledge. Experienced participants may
know more about the causal link between an underlying trait
and observable behavior. In other words, they may have
a better sense of the mechanism by which teams “excel in
the [early/late] game.” This structured knowledge resembles
Goodman’s (1983) “overhypotheses,” where the specific hypotheses individuals consider are restricted and weighted according to higher-level knowledge about the world. Naive
participants may have overhypotheses about how games
work. Expert participants may have intermediate overhypotheses about how this particular game works and how the
traits of excelling in the early or late game work within it,
which inform their hypotheses about a given composition.
In the present study, we chose to focus on bare generics
because they provide minimal lexical information and thus
place minimal restrictions on the range of plausible pragmatic
interpretations compared to more specific statements. This
flexibility makes bare generics a particularly instructive test
case. However, there are other quantificational elements (e.g.,
“often...”,“mostly...”) that similarly leave room for pragmatic
interpretation, and we suspect experienced and naive people
would exhibit a similar pattern when interpreting such statements to that found in this study.
Social context may mitigate the extent to which naive people misinterpret generalizations. In the present experiment,
the audience’s expertise was ambiguous (“Imagine you are
explaining this composition to a friend.”). If they knew
their audience was naive, experienced participants might only
make strong generalizations, in which case naive participants would be justified in assuming that such generalizations
should be rigidly interpreted as applying broadly. However,
experts have a well-documented bias towards overestimating
their audience’s expertise (the curse of knowledge; Camerer,
Loewenstein, & Weber, 1989).
It may even be adaptive for naive people to overestimate
the applicability of expert generalizations. Griffiths, Canini,
Sanborn, and Navarro (2019) point out that such overestimation can be viewed as a rational way for naive people to make
the most of what little information they have. If all you know
about mosquitoes is that they carry malaria, it is reasonable
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to avoid mosquitoes whenever possible; better to be overly
cautious than unaware of potential danger. This perspective
on rationality may point to a general learning trajectory by
which people apply new knowledge as broadly as they reasonably can, refining their understanding as they learn more.
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Abstract

Though both social and cognitive factors likely contribute
to science denial, we propose that a proper cognitive explanation will benefit from a shift in focus. We will argue that
the commonly studied dispositional traits are not enough to
explain science denial. Rather, as science denial involves
false beliefs that are resistant to disconfirming evidence, a
proper cognitive explanation must also incorporate the concrete mechanisms whereby information is gathered and processed to form beliefs. We then provide empirical evidence
that this approach has the potential to throw new light on the
cognitive underpinnings of science denial.

Explanations of science denial rooted in individual cognition
tend to focus on general trait-like factors such as cognitive
style, conspiracist ideation or delusional ideation. However,
we argue that this focus typically glosses over the concrete,
mechanistic elements of belief formation, such as hypothesis
generation, data gathering, or hypothesis evaluation. We show,
empirically, that such elements predict variance in science denial not accounted for by cognitive style, even after accounting
for social factors such as political ideology. We conclude that
a cognitive account of science denial would benefit from the
study of complex (i.e., open-ended, multi-stage) problem solving that incorporates these mechanistic elements.
Keywords: science denial; cognitive style, problem solving

Traits vs. mechanisms in false belief formation

Science denial — holding a belief that conflicts with established science, for instance on anthropogenic climate change
or the general safety of vaccines — presents both a practical
problem and a cognitive puzzle. The practical problem is that
anti-scientific beliefs can exacerbate environmental, medical
or other harms; the cognitive puzzle is how humans form
these false beliefs in the first place. Solving the cognitive
puzzle is key to reducing the practical problems.
Previous work on this issue has tended to focus on two
main types of explanation: social factors and individual cognitive factors. Social factors include anything learnt from
other people, including anecdotal accounts of others’ experiences (Kubin, Puryear, Schein, & Gray, 2021); worldviewbased justifications derived from religious or political allegiances (Kahan, 2013; Lewandowsky & Oberauer, 2016;
Pasek, 2018; Rutjens, Sutton, & van der Lee, 2018); or
information about the presence or absence of consensus
(Ding, Maibach, Zhao, Roser-Renouf, & Leiserowitz, 2011;
Lewandowsky, Gignac, & Vaughan, 2013). Research on cognitive factors frequently focuses on dispositional traits, such
as cognitive style (e.g., whether people tend to process information reflectively or intuitively, Gervais, 2015; Pennycook,
Fugelsang, & Koehler, 2015; Ståhl & van Prooijen, 2018);
and delusional or conspiracist ideation (Jolley & Douglas,
2014; Lobato, Mendoza, Sims, & Chin, 2014; Prike, Arnold,
& Williamson, 2018). These dispositions correlate with science denial (Bronstein, Pennycook, Bear, Rand, & Cannon, 2019; Gervais, 2015; Hartman, Dieckmann, Sprenger,
Stastny, & DeMarree, 2017; McPhetres & Pennycook, 2019),
and they are relatively stable (Peters, Joseph, Day, & Garety,
2004; Stagnaro, Pennycook, & Rand, 2018).
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The core issue is that commonly studied dispositional traits
are too far removed from actual beliefs to be full explanations
of science denial. This distance between traits and beliefs is
due to the fact that belief formation is a multi-stage process
which includes hypothesis generation, data gathering, and hypothesis evaluation in light of the data. The false beliefs involved in science denial are just the final outcome of these
various inferential steps.
A focus on traits leaves gaps in understanding how the false
beliefs are formed. One gap is that a particular false belief
could be due to inferential errors in various stages in the belief formation process: A false belief could arise due to someone being biased in the range of hypotheses they consider, or
not collecting enough data, or underweighting evidence that
disconfirms their hypotheses. Another gap is that cognitive
traits — as commonly studied — do not diagnose just where
in this belief formation process an error has occurred1 .
To illustrate this, compare a task measuring cognitive style
with one that affords more fine-grained measurement of the
specific mechanisms of belief formation — the inferential
steps that explain how the belief was formed.
The Cognitive Reflection Test (CRT, Frederick, 2005) includes questions such as ‘A bat and a ball cost $1.10 in total. The bat costs $1.00 more than the ball. How much does
the ball cost?’ Commonly, respondents form the belief that
the ball costs 10 cents, but this is incorrect: The ball costs 5
cents. The task indexes people’s tendency to rely on an intu1 We

do not claim that traits cannot in principle predict specific
missteps in belief formation. Just that, as things stand, the matter is
underdetermined for dispositional traits like cognitive style or delusional ideation.

itive or non-reflective processing style, and the implication —
if this is meant to help explain science denial — is that nonreflective processing is associated with a higher incidence of
false beliefs2 .
There are presumably several inferential steps going on in
the mind of someone tackling this problem but only the final
answer is recorded: a guess about the number of cents. In
contrast, these steps are made explicit in other tasks involving
complex, open-ended problem solving. One such example is
the 2-4-6 task (Wason, 1960). The aim in this task is to guess
a specific rule that generates triplets of numbers. At the start,
participants are told the rule generates the triplet 2-4-6. They
are also told that they can propose additional triplets to test,
and that they will be given feedback on whether or not those
triplets match the generating rule. When they think they have
done enough tests, they have one chance to announce their
guess at the rule.
Commonly, participants start by proposing triplets such as
6-8-10. It turns out that 6-8-10 matches the rule, so they
get positive feedback. However, most people ultimately fail
at the task, because the generating rule is ‘increasing numbers’, whereas most people guess ‘sequential even numbers’
or ‘multiples of 2’. Getting positive feedback on triplets such
as 6-8-10 does not confirm the hypothesis ‘even numbers’, as
positive feedback on such a test can be consistent with multiple hypotheses. Triplets such as 3-5-7 would get positive
feedback, disconfirming the ‘even numbers’ hypothesis, yet
few people propose such triplets. Triplets such as 6-4-2 would
get negative feedback, narrowing the scope of the hypothesis,
but even fewer people propose such triplets.
As with the CRT, participants may be tempted to go with
their initial intuitive guess. However, in addition to the correctness of this guess — their belief about the rules governing the world of the problem — the 2-4-6 task affords measurement of multiple aspects of the problem-solving process,
such as how many test triplets participants propose before announcing their guess. Further, as feedback to the test triplets
can be positive or negative, we can measure not only how
much evidence participants gather, but what kind. We can
also measure their initial confidence (after learning that 2-4-6
matches the rule), as well as their confidence after each piece
of feedback.
Finally, the 2-4-6 task is a full-information task: all the
evidence for or against a specific hypothesis is available to
anyone who wants it: They just have to think to ask for it.
This is a useful feature, because one puzzling aspect of science denial is how people form false beliefs when there is ample empirical evidence supporting the scientific claims (Sulik,
Efferson, & McKay, 2021).
2 There is some debate on just what it is that this task indexes
(McPhetres, 2018). Further, some people manage to form a correct answer intuitively (i.e., without having to engage reflective processing to suppress an incorrect intuition, Bago & De Neys, 2019).
However, neither objection undermines our claims about the incompleteness of explanations of science denial based on cognitive traits.
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Aims and overview of study
Our proposal is that, in addition to measuring traits such as
cognitive style, researchers wanting to understand the cognitive aspects of science denial should also measure and analyze
the specific mechanisms involved in belief updating: the inferential steps such as hypothesis generation, data gathering
and hypothesis evaluation that shed light on how the false belief arises. We use the 2-4-6 task here as a proof of concept,
but any multi-stage problem-solving task that has such steps
might serve for future research. Using such a task will not
only improve understanding of how dispositional traits are
associated with the specific mechanisms of false belief formation, but also the specific ways in which these mechanisms
are associated with false beliefs, even when disconfirmatory
evidence is available.
In this study, we have participants complete the 2-4-6 task
and a measure of cognitive style. They also respond to questions about science beliefs and political ideology, as this is
a core social factor, and as our aim is not to rule out social
factors, but rather to refine cognitive explanations.
We hypothesize, not only that overall failure to solve the
2-4-6 task will be associated with higher levels of science
denial, but also that data gathering and hypothesis evaluating
strategies measured during the 2-4-6 task will be associated
with science denial. Finally, we hypothesize that they will
predict unique variance in science denial, not accounted for
by cognitive style or by political ideology.

Methods
Participants
We recruited participants in several stages as part of a larger
project on science denial. Two of those stages are relevant to
the tasks described here, and 415 participants did both those
stages, though 51 of these failed attention checks, and 58 did
not answer all questions, leaving 306 responses to be analyzed. Participants were recruited via Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (MTurk) service, with participation managed by
Turkprime (Litman, Robinson, & Abberbock, 2017). Participation was limited to those with IP addresses in the USA and
over 95% approval rating on MTurk. Remuneration for both
stages totaled $5.00. Participants provided informed consent
at the beginning of each stage. The study passed the Psychology Department internal ethics procedure at Royal Holloway,
University of London.

Procedure
In Stage 1, participants answered four multiple-choice questions (response options: true/false/don’t know) on common
topics of science denial: climate change, genetic modification of foods, vaccinations, and evolution. The science-denial
score is the proportion of responses to these four questions
where the participant’s belief contradicted scientific consensus. To avoid revealing our interest in science denial, these
were interspersed with general science knowledge questions
(National Science Board, 2018; Shtulman & Valcarcel, 2012).

We also presented participants with a 7-item version of the
CRT, combining a 3-item scale (Shenhav, Rand, & Greene,
2012) and a 4-item scale (Thomson & Oppenheimer, 2016).
The analytic style score is the proportion of correct responses
to these seven items.
In Stage 2, participants did the 2-4-6 task (Wason, 1960).
They were given detailed instructions about the aim of the
task (to guess a number-generating rule that we, the experimenters, were thinking of). Instructions included an example rule along with triplets that matched and didn’t match the
example rule (which was different from the ‘increasing numbers’ rule in the actual trial). Participants were also given an
explanation of what they would do at each stage of the task:
either decide if they were ready to guess — which they only
had one chance at — or propose another test, in which case
they would get feedback and rate how confident they were
that they knew the rule. They also provided confidence ratings at the start, just after being given the initial 2-4-6 triplet.
Confidence ratings were on a scale from 0 to 100%, with
100% representing absolute certainty. Variables derived from
this task include:
1. ‘2-4-6 success’: whether the participant ultimately guessed
the rule correctly;
2. ‘positive/negative tests’: how many test triplets participants proposed, and whether these received positive or negative feedback3 ;
3. ‘initial confidence’: participants’ confidence (in whether
they knew the rule) at the start of the task when they were
told that triplet 2-4-6 matches the rule;
4. ‘final confidence’: participants’ confidence at the point
when they decided they had done enough tests, and were
ready to guess the rule
As the 2nd–4th of these variables track the process of belief
formation, we call them ‘process variables’ below.
Participants were also asked to rate their political ideology
on a 7-point scale ranging from ‘Very liberal’ to ‘Very conservative’.

Results
Descriptive overview & replication of previous
findings
Table 1 summarizes the main variables on their original
scales. Participants, on average, disagreed with scientific consensus on 31% of the science denial items. On average, they
got 71% of the CRT questions correct, but only 7% of participants successfully solved the 2-4-6 problem, so the 2-4-6 is a
more complex task. However, one of the virtues of the 2-4-6
task is that the low solution rate does not limit its usefulness
3 This

is not the same as whether participants were trying to confirm or disconfirm their hypotheses. That would require asking about
their expectations, which we did not do here, though this is a useful
avenue for further research.
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in analysis, because it affords measurement of variables other
than success. These variables explain why success was low,
and ultimately, the aim is to see if any of them are also associated with science denial.
For instance, participants proposed just 1.97 tests on average before deciding they were ready to guess the rule. Most
of these were positive tests (on average, participants proposed
1.66 positive tests; and just 0.31 negative tests). The low
number of tests is consistent with findings that people have
a general tendency to jump to conclusions (Furl & Averbeck,
2011; Ross, McKay, Coltheart, & Langdon, 2015), and the
high proportion of positive tests is consistent with a general
confirmation bias (Blanco, Barberia, & Matute, 2015; Jones
& Sugden, 2001).
Consistent with previous findings that MTurk participants
skew liberal (Berinsky, Huber, & Lenz, 2012), the average
ideology rating was 2.27 (on a scale from 0-6, so this average
lay between 2=‘slightly liberal’ and 3=‘neutral’).
Table 1: Descriptive overview of scores.
Variable

Mean

science denial
analytic style
2-4-6 success
positive tests proposed
negative tests proposed
initial confidence
final confidence
ideology

0.31
0.71
0.07
1.66
0.31
0.65
0.88
2.26

Bootstrapped
95% CIs
[0.28, 0.34]
[0.67, 0.73]
[0.04, 0.09]
[1.53, 1.94]
[0.24, 0.42]
[0.61, 0.68]
[0.86, 0.9]
[2.08, 2.45]

All numeric variables were standardized for the following
analyses.
First, we checked that our data replicate previous findings
that science denial is predicted both by social factors and
by cognitive traits. We regressed denial on political ideology and analytic style. Both effects were significant (analytic
style: β = −0.11, t = −2.081, p = .038; ideology: β = 0.454,
t = 8.549, p < .001; model adjusted R2 = .22). More analytic
people displayed less science denial, more conservative people displayed more.

Is science denial predicted by mechanisms of belief
formation during problem solving?
When 2-4-6 success was added to the above model, ideology remained a significant predictor (β = 0.452, t = 8.518,
p < .001), analytic style became borderline (β = −0.104,
t = −1.964, p = .05) and the effect of 2-4-6 success was not
significant (β = −0.058, t = −1.138, p = .256; model adjusted R2 = .22). However, the point of introducing the 2-4-6
task was that it affords measurement, not just of ultimate success vs. failure, but also of mechanistic aspects of the belief
updating process.

Thus, we regressed science denial on ideology and analytic
style, as previously, but added the four ‘process variables’ —
variables that tap performance during the process of belief
formation — which include the number of positive-feedback
tests and negative-feedback tests proposed, as well as the participants’ initial and final confidence. Science denial was still
predicted by ideology (β = 0.468, t = 8.835, p < 0.001),
but the effect of analytic style dropped out (β = −0.099,
t = −1.868, p = .062). In addition, one process variable —
the number of tests proposed that received positive feedback
— was a significant predictor of science denial (β = 0.142,
t = 2.746, p = .006). Proposing positive tests may seem as
though it provides extra support for one’s hypothesis, but as
tests consistent with the commonest wrong hypotheses (e.g.,
‘increasing even numbers’; ‘increasing multiples of 2’) are
also consistent with the true hypothesis (‘increasing numbers’), this data-gathering strategy is misleading and likely
to yield false beliefs. Indeed, the point is that this aspect of
the belief formation process helps explain why people end up
with false beliefs.
The other process variables were not significant predictors
of science denial (negative-feedback tests β = −0.119, t =
−1.827, p = .069; initial confidence: β = 0.017, t = 0.286,
p = .775; final confidence β = −0.08, t = −1.435, p = .152;
model adjusted R2 = .24). This model with process variables
(AIC = 797.24) represents an improvement on the initial
model with just ideology and analytic style (AIC = 800.21,
∆AIC = 2.97).

Do such mechanisms go beyond dispositional traits
in explaining science denial?
The CRT is quicker and easier to administer than the 2-4-6
task, so if the latter adds little to our understanding of science
denial, it may still be worth focusing on the former. That
might be the case if, for instance, analytic style predicts the
same specific belief-updating mechanisms that in turn predict
science denial. To see whether the process variables related
to analytic style are also related to science denial, we conducted a path analysis comprising simultaneous regressions
as shown in Fig. 1.
Given the large number of paths in Fig. 1, let us highlight the salient points. The only process variable predicted
by analytic style is participants’ final confidence (β = 0.116,
z = 2.047, p = 0.041). However, final confidence does not
significantly predict science denial (β = −0.078, z = −1.581,
p = 0.114). Analytic style does not significantly predict the
number of positive tests proposed (β = 0.013, z = 0.220, p =
0.826), though this is the process variable that significantly
predicted science denial (β = 0.162, z = 3.249, p = 0.001).
Thus, there is a disjunction between the process variables related to analytic style and the process variables related to science denial, so continuing to focus on instruments such as the
CRT will not yield the same understanding as a more processbased or mechanistic approach.
Most of the process variables significantly predict 2-4-6
success (positive tests: β = 0.183, z = 3.609, p < 0.001; neg-
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ative tests: β = 0.411, z = 8.114, p < 0.001; initial confidence: β = −0.126, z = −2.499, p = 0.012). This highlights
how false beliefs can be explained by multiple mechanisms,
whereas errors in single-response tasks like the CRT are underdetermined. The effect of ideology is consistent with the
above models (β = 0.45, z = 9.049, p < 0.001).

Discussion
Two factors are important for understanding science denial:
social information and individual cognition. Previous research on the latter aspect has tended to focus on dispositional
traits, such as cognitive style or tendencies towards conspiracist or delusional ideation. We have argued that this leaves
an explanatory gap: specific missteps in the belief-formation
process are underdetermined by dispositions or traits as general as these, and a false belief may be due to various such
missteps. For instance, the same false belief could be due to
overconfidence, or due to biases in data gathering. It is useful
to know which particular belief-formation mechanisms are
associated with science denial, and this question is not adequately addressed by the current focus on dispositional traits.
We have shown that one such mechanism, a tendency to
do more positive tests, significantly predicts science denial.
However, a more important result for theory-development regarding science denial is that the role of this mechanism does
not reduce to an effect of cognitive style. This is what we
meant when we said that the specific mechanisms of false
belief formation in the context of science denial are underdetermined by a focus on dispositional traits.
For the sake of brevity, given the scope of this paper, we
have focused on a single dispositional variable (analytic cognitive style), a single example of complex problem solving
with various measurable subparts (the 2-4-6 task), and a single social factor (political ideology). Thus, we consider these
results to be more of a proof-of-concept, motivating the proposal that a promising direction for future work on cognition
and science denial will be to study how people go about forming beliefs or solving problems, rather than just measuring the
outcome belief or success at the problem.
It is true that some previous research has focused on specific belief-formation mechanisms (e.g., Prike et al., 2018;
Sulik et al., 2021; Sulik, Ross, & McKay, 2020; WagnerEgger, Delouvée, Gauvrit, & Dieguez, 2018), but a benefit
of the 2-4-6 task, relative to these studies, is that it combines
multiple such mechanisms in a single task that is complex
and open-ended. It is, effectively, like doing science, in as
far as it involves generating hypotheses, gathering data, and
testing the hypotheses. This parallel between science and the
2-4-6 task has been described as dual search through both a
hypothesis space and an experiment space (Klahr & Dunbar,
1988), and it is one reason we have focused on this task for
our proof-of-concept.
One puzzling aspect of science denial is that we all inhabit
the same objective reality, and yet still arrive at incompatible
beliefs about that reality. In the 2-4-6 task, the relevant infor-
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Figure 1: Path analysis with paths from analytic style to specific process variables in the 2-4-6 task, and from all variables to
science denial. Path annotations are standardized regression coefficients, with significant paths in black (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01,
***p < 0.001).
mation for solving the task is available to participants: They
can propose whatever kind of (and as many) tests as they
wish, and they always receive veridical feedback. And yet,
because they gather and process information suboptimally,
they can arrive at demonstrably false beliefs about the same
underlying phenomenon (here, a number-generating rule).
We intend this as a complement to, rather than a replacement for, approaches focused on dispositional traits. For instance, it is quite plausible that a larger sample size would
have revealed a significant effect of analytic style on science denial, but even then, this would not undermine the
finding that analytic style does not predict the same process
variables that predict science denial. We also acknowledge
that socio-cognitive factors (such as social-dominance orientation, Jylhä, Cantal, Akrami, & Milfont, 2016) are important,
but as such factors do not directly speak to the question of
belief-formation mechanisms, they are somewhat orthogonal
to our aim.
Future work would benefit from more nuanced quantification or categorization of data-gathering and hypothesistesting strategies than we have described here. For instance,
we have not discussed moves in experiment space (such that
proposing 4-6-8 followed by 6-8-10 is a smaller move in experiment space than proposing 4-6-8 followed by 9-11-13).
One thing that determines the rationality of such moves is the
sparsity of the hypothesis space (Navarro & Perfors, 2011),
and as we only included one such task, we did not manipulate
this sparsity. We also did not ask participants for their leading hypothesis at each stage, or their prediction for whether
the next piece of feedback would be positive or negative (cf.
Gorman, Stafford, & Gorman, 1987). It would be useful to
develop a task that has the useful features described above,
but that tracks expectations about evidence better, varies in
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difficulty, is less math-focused, or is more engaging. Finally,
and more speculatively, it would be interesting to learn if manipulations that improve performance at the 2-4-6 task, such
as setting up contrast classes (Gale & Ball, 2012) or conflicting perspectives (Lien & Lin, 2011), can be leveraged to improve public understanding of science.
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Abstract
Literature on sensory discrimination suggests that it relies on
two separate abilities, one related to processing of auditorytemporal stimuli, and the other involved in processing nontemporal visual stimuli. Musical training is associated with
structural and functional adaptations in the brain, which
improve sensory processing. However, to date the advantage of
musicians was particularly evident in the auditory and temporal
tasks (as related with perception of music). This study aimed to
investigate potential advantages of musicians not only in the
ability to discriminate auditory and temporal stimuli, but also
with regard to visual discrimination. As many as nine adaptive
stimulus discrimination tasks were administered to 56
musicians and 54 non-musicians, with both groups matched on
working memory capacity. The musicians displayed better
discrimination scores in each modality, including the visual
one. The results support the view of modality-independent
perceptual benefits resulting from prolonged musical training.
Keywords: musical training, sensory discrimination

Introduction
Early research on basic perceptual abilities, such as sensory
discrimination in visual, auditory, temporal, and haptic
modalities, suggested that they depend on some overlapping
neural mechanisms (e.g., the speed of neuronal transmission),
and therefore can be strongly interrelated (see Jensen, 2002).
However, at those early times, existing methodology did not
allow for confirming this very claim. In modern times,
substantial correlations between various discrimination
abilities, as well as links between them and general
intelligence, have indeed been shown by multiple studies,
encompassing discriminating loudness and color (Deary,
Bell, Bell, Campbell, & Fazal, 2004), line length and block
weight (Meyer, Hagmann-von Arx, Lemola, & Grob, 2010),
as well as sound pitch and visual signal duration (Troche,
Wagner, Voelke, Roebers, & Rammsayer, 2014). Recently,
Jastrzębski, Kroczek, and Chuderski (2020) comprehensively
examined various perceptual skills. The latent variable
modeling showed that perceptual abilities can be broken
down into two correlated but statistically distinct higherorder factors: the ability to perceive small differences in
visual qualities of an object (e.g., its size) and the ability to
perceive rapid temporal events (e.g., the order of two blinks).
The latter factor was strongly connected with the auditory
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discrimination (e.g., of pitch and loudness). Both higherorder factors (by Jastrzębski et al. called featural and
temporal discrimination, respectively), strongly correlated
with fluid intelligence and memory.
Based on the above findings, the current study investigated
the effects of prolonged musical training on featural and
temporal discrimination abilities, as well as included auditory
discrimination (typically targeted by musical training). The
main objective of the study was to examine performance on
the battery of sensory discrimination tasks of skilled
musicians versus people never trained in music, in order to
test whether the presumed advantage of musicians would
primarily pertain to the auditory discrimination tasks (and
perhaps the temporal discrimination tasks to a lesser extent),
supporting a modality-specific nature of musical training, or
musicians would outperform non-musicians also in the visual
discrimination tasks, supporting a more general account of
effects of musical training on perceptual abilities.
Although the visual and auditory discrimination abilities
are moderately correlated, yet they differ in the processing
time of the stimuli, which suggests why they might be only
partially overlapping, and explains why auditory abilities are
more closely connected with temporal abilities. Specifically,
auditory processing is faster than visual (Shelton & Kumar,
2010), possibly due to the distance the neuronal pulses must
travel before they are processed. There is also evidence for
the general time perception system operating regardless of
the modality of the stimuli – a hypothetical internal clock
(Rammsayer, Buttkus, & Altenmüller, 2012) based on neural
countdown. The more precise time resolution of the internal
clock, the better performance on various temporal
discrimination tasks (Rammsayer & Brandler, 2007).
However, in timing tasks, auditory stimuli are estimated more
accurately than visual stimuli. This phenomenon may be
explained by the higher pacemaker pulse frequency in the
auditory modality (Wearden, Edwards, Fakhri, & Percival,
1998), as compared to the visual modality. Moreover, the
larger amount of information transferred in visual processing
and the longer duration of visual information flow may both
negatively limit the temporal synchronization in the visual
modality, as compared to the auditory modality. Another
explanation for a relatively closer relationship of time
perception with the auditory modality is their stronger
relationship to the motor system, as compared to the visual
modality (Repp & Su, 2013).

Why should musical training matter for sensory
discrimination? Typically since early childhood, musicians
systematically spend hours repeating activities that require
motor coordination and continuous, precise monitoring of the
sounds produced (Gaser & Schlaug, 2003). While playing an
instrument, musicians develop specialized skills, such as the
precise time estimation, the ability to quickly process sounds,
and the specific motor coordination, often ambidextrous
(Moore et al., 2014). During intensive musical training,
neural connections develop, especially in the sensorimotor
(Gaser & Schlaug, 2003) and auditory cortex (Schneider et
al., 2002) and the areas related to multimodal integration
(Bangert & Schlaug, 2006). Adaptive neuroplastic changes
are visible both on the structural and functional level. Those
findings are consistent with the behavioral evidence –
musicians obtain higher scores in the auditory processing
tasks with both the musical and linguistic stimuli (Bangert et
al., 2006; Jakobson, Cuddy, & Kilgour, 2003; Schellenberg
& Moreno, 2010). The advantage of musicians was also
observed in tasks related to time estimation (Chen, Penhune,
& Zatorre, 2008; Rammsay & Altenmuller, 2006).
The debate whether musical training skills generalize to
other domains lasts decades. Although in some studies no
such transfer had been found (e. g. Carey et al., 2015), in
others musicians showed a significant advantage in tasks not
strictly connected with the music. Long-term musical training
was associated with changes in the structures responsible for
time estimation, such as the basal ganglia and additional
motor field (Palomar-Garcia et al., 2017; Shih et al., 2009).
Changes in these structures can underpin the increased
processing speed in musicians, which is important in tasks
related with the temporal stimuli (Comstock, Hove &
Balasubramaniam, 2018). Playing an instrument had a
beneficial effect on the processing speed associated with both
the visual and auditory stimuli (Bugos & Mostafa, 2011), yet
time accuracy was more pronounced in the auditory tasks
(Rammsayer, Buttkus, & Altenmüller, 2012).
However, the structural and functional changes that are
visible in musicians' auditory and motor areas, were not
found in the visual areas. In line, behavioral studies did not
show any advantage of musicians in the visual tasks (Cohen,
Evans, Horowitz, & Wolfe, 2011). Based on the metaanalysis carried out by Hetland (2000), the evidence for the
transfer of the effects of music training to spatial skills
remains largely inconclusive. Despite the fact that multiple
non-musical abilities were associated with music training,
there is a lack of research that compared the skills of
musicians and non-musicians in general visual perception.
The present study aimed to fill the gap by comparing the
discrimination ability between musicians and non-musicians
across temporal, auditory, and visual perception in a
comprehensive way. Increased abilities of musicians only in
the temporal and auditory tasks would confirm the division
of sensory discrimination into two separate systems (featural
and temporal), as claimed by Jastrzębski, Kroczek, and
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Chuderski (2020). By contrast, a finding that musical training
also improves visual discrimination would speak for more
general effects of musical training. However, the existing
literature suggests that any advantage of musicians in visual
discrimination should not be expected.
This led to the formulation of the following two hypotheses:
Hypothesis 1: Musicians, compared to non-musicians,
would be more efficient in discriminating stimuli in the
auditory modality (loudness and pitch) and more efficient in
time discrimination (order of events and interval judgement).
Hypothesis 2: Musicians and non-musicians would achieve
the comparable results on the tasks related to non-temporal
discrimination of visual stimuli (e.g. size and orientation).

The study
Participants
A total of 110 volunteers (70 females) aged 19 to 30 (mean
age = 22, SD = 2.7), recruited via ads on popular networking
websites, participated in the study. Participants were divided
into 2 groups: 56 musicians and 54 non-musicians, based on
the survey conducted before the study. In the musical group,
15 participants played on the keyboard instruments, 19 on the
string instruments, 7 on the wind instruments and 6 on the
percussion instruments. The criterion of qualification was
adopted from previous research on musicians (e.g. Koelsch,
Schmidt, & Kansok, 2002). Accordingly, musicians were
defined as people who had been playing an instrument for at
least 10 years. Non-musicians had no musical training nor
any contact with playing an instrument. No person reported
hearing problems. Vision correction (glasses or lenses) were
used if needed. All participants were informed that their data
would be anonymous and they could quit the experiment at
any moment. The study conformed to the ethical principles
of the WMA’s Declaration of Helsinki.

Equipment
The study took place in a closed, quiet laboratory room. The
procedure was performed on a PC workstation, in the
PsychoPy environment. Participants listened to the audio
recordings using Sennheiser 407 headphones. The loudness
was set to a fixed value for each participant. Visual stimuli
were shown on the 17’ monitor with the 144 Hz refresh rate
and 1920x1080 resolution.

Discrimination tasks
In each of the nine stimulus discrimination tasks, participants
were asked to compare the characteristics of two stimuli –
either visual or auditory – and to point out one stimulus that
had a greater intensity of a given feature, for instance was
larger, louder, longer, brighter, appeared first, lasted longer,
etc. The responses were given by pressing either the left or
right arrow key on the keyboard, depending on whether either
the first or second sound was selected, or either the left or
right visual stimulus was selected. Each task began with a
non-adaptive training that allowed the participants to learn

and understand the task instructions. Then, the adaptive
staircase procedure kept a fixed response accuracy level of
each participant. After three consecutive correct responses, it
decreased the perceptual difference between the stimuli,
making the task more difficult. After each incorrect response,
the procedure increased this difference, making it easier to
distinguish between the stimuli. Each task ended after eight
changes of the difficulty level, when the accuracy on the task
most likely had stabilized (at that point the participants were
scoring accuracy of about M = 0.79; García-Pérez, 2002). The
speed of responding did not matter, although the time to
respond was limited (the lack of response within the limit was
qualified as an error). The dependent variable in each task
comprised the arithmetic mean of the perceptual differences
between the two stimuli over the last eight changes of
difficulty. The advantage of the adaptive procedure and the
expression of results as perceptual differences is that the
individual results can be univocally interpreted in terms of
the amount of physical units of the difference (e.g., pixels,
milliseconds, angles, Hertz, etc.). The procedure allowed the
stable performance at the adopted accuracy threshold.
Auditory tasks. In the three tasks, the participants
determined which of the two sounds lasted longer, had a
higher pitch, and was louder, respectively. In the duration
task, the reference duration was 1 second, the initial
difference between the sounds was 300 ms, and the step of
duration adaptation equaled 30 ms. In the frequency task, the
fundamental frequency was 440 Hz, the initial difference was
20 Hz, and the adaptation step equaled 1 Hz. In the loudness
task, the initial value was the half of system’s sound volume
range and it was adapted by 0.05 of that range.
Temporal tasks. In the three tasks, participants had to
determine which of the two visual stimuli had appeared on
the screen as first. Tasks differed in the stimulus shape – grey
squares, circles and triangles were arranged horizontally. The
centers of the figures were 4 cm apart. The radius of the circle
equaled 1 cm, the side of the square was 2 cm, and the side
of an equilateral triangle was also 2 cm. The initial time
interval between the onset of successive stimuli was 84 ms.
The adaptation step equaled 7 ms (one frame of the screen).
Visual tasks. In the three tasks, participants compared the
features of visual non-temporal stimuli. Two grey geometric
shapes were displayed horizontally next to each other (shape
centers were 5 cm apart) for 1 second. Participants assessed
respectively: which of the two squares was brighter, which of
the two lines is longer, and which of the two rectangles is
more inclined (in relation to the other rectangle). The side of
the square in the luminance task was 4 cm, the starting line
length in the length task equaled 5 cm, and the parameters of
the rectangles in the orientation task were 3 cm x 0.5 cm. The
initial differences between the stimuli were: 50% of
brightness between the squares, 50 pixels between the lines,
and 45⁰ of slope between the rectangles, respectively. The
steps equaled 5% of brightness, 5 pixels, and 5⁰, respectively.
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Working memory tasks
To control the influence of working memory (WM) capacity
– the key marker of general cognitive aptitude – on the
results, a complex span task was administered (see Conway
et al., 2005). The sequence of simple geometric shapes, one
after another, was presented. The task was to remember and
reproduce the order of shapes. Colored bars were displayed
after each shape, to interfere with rehearsal and chunking. If
the bar had a light color, then the left mouse button had to be
pressed, if the bar was dark, then the right button applied.
Each shape was displayed for 2 seconds, each bar – until the
mouse click occurred. After displaying the sequence of
shapes, the participants used the cursor and the matrix of 3 by
3 shapes in order to indicate the particular shapes that had
appeared in the sequence, in the order in which they had
appeared. The dependent variable equaled the proportion of
correctly indicated shapes in all the shapes presented within
the task. The procedure was preceded by a training in which
the sequence of 3 shapes was displayed.
Due to a procedural error, the musicians received a variant
of the test in which they had to memorize the sequences of 4,
6 and 8 shapes, while the control group memorized sequences
of 3, 4, 5 and 6 shapes. The task included five trials per each
set size. Therefore, the total number of figures to remember
was identical in both groups (90), but in the control group the
samples were on average smaller. However, there was no
difference in WM capacity between the musicians (M = 0.72)
and non-musicians (M = 0.71), t(108) = 0.61, p = 0.545, and
this difference remained non-significant even when only the
two matching set sizes (4 & 6 shapes) were taken into
account. Therefore, the WM task results suggested that both
groups were comparable in terms of general cognitive
aptitude, and any differences in sensory discrimination
should not be associated with an overall cognitive advantage
of the musicians.

Results
A similarity to the normal distribution for each of the task
score was confirmed using quantile-quantile plots. The t-test
for independent groups was performed for each of the nine
discrimination tasks to check the statistical significance of
differences between the musician and non-musician group.
For eight tasks, the musicians needed smaller perceptual
differences between stimuli at the same accuracy threshold,
(all ps < .01). For example, the musicians required the
difference smaller by 6 Hz in pitch, 25 ms in sound duration,
2.5% in loudness, 2⁰ in orientation slope, 1.5 pixel in length,
and on average 18% in time interval than the non-musicians
(all the t-tests Tukey corrected, the total p = .012). Cohen's d
ranged from 0.50 to 1.53, indicating large effect sizes.
A non-significant difference between the groups pertained
only to the Brightness task (p = .353). However, this task
yielded the lowest internal consistency, as estimated by the
correlation between the training and the experimental
session, r = 0.31 (note that calculating internal consistency

solely for the adaptive procedure is not possible), while the
remaining tasks showed satisfactory consistency (rs > 0.5).
Pearson correlations (r) among the nine tasks ranged from
0.02 to 0.70. The Circles, Squares, and Triangles tasks
intercorrelated strongly (around r = 0.65); the Duration,
Frequency, and Loudness tasks intercorrelated moderately
(about r = 0.40). There was also a moderate correlation
between the Brightness, Length and Orientation tasks (about
r = 0.30), except for the Brightness and Length tasks (0.02).
As the tasks within one and the same modality correlated
visibly, while the cross-modality correlations were weaker,
the number of dependent variables was reduced by means of
calculating the principal component for each triad of tasks.
The resulting factors reflected auditory (duration, pitch,
loudness), visual (length, brightness, orientation), and
temporal discrimination (circles, squares, triangles). By
accounting only for the variance shared by the tasks, reflected
by factors, and excluding the task-specific variance, the
factors represented the respective abilities in a more reliable
way (Kline, 1998). The factor loadings and the amount of
variance explained by a given factor are presented in Table 1.
These factors were used for further analysis.

Factor

Amount of
variance
explained (%)

Task

Figure 1: Mean values of the three discrimination factors for
musicians vs. non-musicians. Lower values indicate better
discrimination. Bars represent standard errors.

Factor
loading

Duration
0.76
Pitch
0.79
Loudness
0.77
Circles
0.90
Temporal
77.25
Squares
0.86
Triangles
0.87
Brightness
0.55
Visual
48.23
Length
0.66
Orientation
0.84
Table 1: Factor loadings of stimulus discriminations tasks on
modality-relevant factors and respective variance explained.
Auditory

required level of statistical significance, F(2, 216) = 2.89,
p = 0.058. This effect was weak, ηp2 = 0.026. The difference
between the groups at the factor level equaled 1.32 SD, 1.50
SD, and 0.94 SD, for auditory, temporal, and visual tasks,
respectively. Thus, in contrast to our hypothesis, the results
suggested that the musicians displayed substantial advantage
over the non-musicians also in visual discrimination.

60.32

An ANOVA with repeated measures was run, based on the
three factors. The Mauchly sphericity test was performed and
the assumption of sphericity of the data was fully satisfied
(p = 0.235). The difference between the group factor (music
training: musicians vs. non-musicians) was tested for three
independent variables (three factors: auditory, temporal,
visual). The main goal of the analysis was to check whether
there was an interaction effect between the group factor and
the modality. Such an interaction would indicate that the
advantage of the musicians over the non-musicians is greater
for some modality, compared to some other modalities. As
our factors were expressed in standard deviation units, at the
same time ANOVA results allowed the determination of the
size of the group effect for each modality.
The ANOVA results indicated that the interaction effect of
the group and modality (see Figure 1) only approached the
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The contrast analysis indicated that the group difference for
visual factor was significantly smaller than the differences for
the other two factors, F(1, 108) = 5.07, p = 0.026. Thus, there
was a small decrement of musicians’ advantage in the visual
tasks, as compared to the auditory and temporal tasks.
However, it should be recognized that all of the differences
oscillated around one standard deviation, and all indicated a
strong advantage of musicians over non-musicians in terms
of discrimination of stimuli in each group of tasks.
In the last analysis, we checked the correlation between the
number of years of playing the instrument (a proxy for
experience in music training) and the discrimination scores in
the group of musicians, computed for each factor separately
(see Table 2). There was no statistically significant
correlation with training duration for any of the factors. For
temporal factor, the effect was marginal. In each case,
however, the direction of the correlation was consistent with
the predictions, which may indicate that the sample was
simply too small to show significant effects.
Variable 1
Years of
experience

Variable 2 (factor) Correlation
Auditory
-0.18

P
0.18

Temporal
-0.25
0.06
Visual
-0.17
0.22
Table 2: Correlation between the length of musical training
(years of playing an instrument) and the individual values of
discrimination factors in the group of musicians (N = 56).

Discussion
The results confirmed Hypothesis 1: The musicians required
a smaller difference between the auditory stimuli as well as
the temporal events to achieve the accuracy threshold of
sensory discrimination, as compared to the non-musicians.
Therefore, the musicians displayed much more fine-grained
perceptual abilities than the people who never played the
instrument. The group difference amounted approx. 1.4
standard deviation, which is a large effect. This suggests the
strong relationship between music training and the musicians'
increased ability to discriminate the auditory and temporal
stimuli. Music combines auditory and temporal aspects, so
many years of developing music skills seems to relate with
the musicians’ advantage in these two modalities. Overall,
the present results are consistent with existing literature
showing the positive impact of music training on sensory
discrimination (e.g., Dowling et al., 2008; Rammsay &
Altenmuller, 2006; Schellenberg & Moreno, 2010).
Our study also considered the visual discrimination factor.
However, in contrast to Hypothesis 2, the difference between
the groups also turned out to be statistically significant. The
musicians needed smaller differences to discriminate the
visual stimuli correctly, although their advantage was slightly
smaller than in the other two types of tasks. However, the
present study cannot univocally indicate whether this small
drop in the musicians’ advantage in the visual task resulted
from a relatively weaker effect of musical training or from
non-optimal design of the Brightness task. Its lower internal
consistency might have contributed to potential blurring of
some portion of the difference between the groups in the
visual factor, which otherwise would have been comparable
to the differences in the auditory and temporal modality.
Nevertheless, the large advantage of musicians (almost 1
SD) challenges the existing claims that the effects of musical
training may be unrelated to visual perception. The present
work seems to question the modality-specific view of the
impact of musical training solely on the perceptual modules
responsible for processing sounds and time events (intervals,
rhythms, etc.). By contrast, the work supports the view of
general perceptual advantage related with musical training.
Obviously, this study had certain limitations. Firstly, as the
Brightness task weakly contributed to the visual factor, this
factor primarily depended on the Length and Orientation
tasks. It is possible that these two tasks tap not only into
visual abilities, but also spatial abilities. Musicians' develop
specific note-reading skills, which require understanding the
spatial relationships of the notes, what may translate into
improved mental rotation (Sluming et al., 2007). Hence,
purely visual tasks (e.g., discrimination of colors or small
visual features) should be precisely differentiated from the
tasks that rely on processing spatial relations.
Secondly, in research related to music training it is a
common practice to check the correlation of training duration
with the variables of interest. The potential effect of training
duration is an important premise allowing to distinguish skill
development from any influence of biological predispositions
or admission effects (high sensory abilities may determine
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who becomes a musician and who does not). Therefore, in
research on musicians, the number of years spent on music
training is an important covariate (Gaser & Schlaug, 2003).
On the one hand, the years of playing an instrument did not
significantly predict the sensory discrimination scores in the
present study, what can be seen as its limitation. On the other
hand, there was some trend for discrimination scores to
decrease (i.e., improve) over years of training, especially in
the case of temporal discrimination. Therefore, the sample
studied might simply have been too small to detect actual
correlations between training duration and discrimination,
but such correlations would be more reliable if the group of
musicians was larger than 56 people. Another potential factor
attenuating the correlation observed was that only people
who had been playing an instrument over ten years were
qualified as musicians, what might have restricted the
variance in training duration.
In addition, it needs to be acknowledged that there is an
evidence indicating that the musicians advantage may be
strongly reduced after non-musicians are trained in a specific
task for just a few hours. This phenomenon occurs even in
case of music-specific tasks, like pitch discrimination
(Micheyl, Delhommeau, Perrot, & Oxenham, 2006). Those
results raise the question whether the skills observed in
musicians origin from long term training.
More generally, it should be kept in mind that the present
work did not manipulate explicitly the duration of musical
training (as such a manipulation is barely possible and
requires years of research), but only constituted a crosssectional study. Debate connected to the influence of "nature"
or "nurture" (genetics or training) on musical skill has heated
up in the last decade. In order to distinguish the influence of
musical training from natural predispositions, longitudinal
studies are needed. Any causal conclusions from the current
study should thus be made with great caution. Nevertheless,
the study yielded the reliable and – with regard to the visual
discrimination tasks – surprising results, which help in
understanding the consequences of music training on
perception in various modalities.

Conclusion
Supporting one expectation, the advantage of musicians over
non-musicians in the auditory and temporal stimulus
discrimination was demonstrated. This suggests that musical
training can improve perceptual abilities in these two
modalities. This result is consistent with existing studies that
show such improvements to result from many years of the
intense reception and production of music, associated with
multiple adaptations at the neuronal and functional level. In
contrast to the second expectation, musical training was also
related with improvements in visual stimulus discrimination,
despite that visual processing is not directly involved in
playing the music. This is a novel result, and its origins (e.g.,
potential dependence on visuospatial abilities) should be
investigated in the future studies. Overall, the present study
supports the view of general, modality-independent
perceptual benefits resulting from musical training.
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Abstract
Psychological theories of actual causation aim to characterize
which of multiple causes of an event is singled out as the primary cause. We present one such theory called the continuity account of actual causation. The continuity account treats
events as changes of state in continuous time and traces a sequence of stage changes backwards through time from an event
to its primary cause. The account is broadly compatible with
the physical process view of causation and we test it by asking people to identify the primary cause of events occurring in
simple physical systems. An initial experiment confirms that
root causes are more likely to be chosen as primary causes than
are immediate causes. A second experiment demonstrates that
root causes that have temporal continuity with the effect are
preferred even when probability raising accounts would predict otherwise. The results of both experiments are consistent
with the continuity account, and suggest that inferences about
changes of state in continuous time may underpin an important
class of actual causation judgments.
Keywords: causal inference; causal selection; singular causation; token causation; causal explanation

Around 5:27 pm on November 9, 1965, Martin Saltzman
found himself trapped in a dark elevator roughly a quarter of a
way up the Empire State building (Gelb & Rosenthal, 1965).
The stopping of Saltzman’s elevator was one of thousands
of unexpected events that occurred that evening and all of
the people involved must have wondered about the causes of
these events. Subsequent accounts of the Great Northeastern
Blackout often trace these events back to the tripping of a
relay on line Q29BD in Ontario that triggered a cascade of
failures.
Identifying the primary cause of an event (e.g. the stopping
of an elevator) requires a judgment of actual causation, also
known as singular or token causation (Danks, 2017). Psychologists and philosophers have explored actual causation
judgments in detail and have developed formal models of actual causation, including models based on Bayesian networks
(Halpern, 2016), force dynamics (Wolff & Thorstad, 2017)
and mental simulation (Gerstenberg, Goodman, Lagnado, &
Tenenbaum, to appear). Here we present and evaluate an account of actual causation that highlights the role of temporal continuity. On this account, the tripping of relay Q29BD
was the primary cause of the elevator stopping because the
tripping initiated a continuous sequence of state changes that
culminated in the stopping of the elevator. Identifying this
primary cause may involve two steps: the first is to assemble a set of causes (e.g. a set that includes all of the state
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changes just mentioned), and the second is to select the primary cause from among this set (Stephan, Mayrhofer, &
Waldmann, 2020). Our general approach has implications for
both steps, but in our setting the second step (often called
causal selection) is the more challenging of the two and we
focus on it throughout.
Most accounts of actual causation are consistent with one
of two broad views of causation: the counterfactual approach
and the physical process approach (Hall, 2004). The counterfactual approach suggests that the tripping of relay Q29BD is
a cause of the elevator stopping because if the relay had not
tripped then the elevator would not have stopped. The physical process view suggests that the relay tripping is a cause of
the elevator stopping because the two are linked by a physical
process involving the transmission of force or energy. Both
accounts need additional machinery in order to specify which
among the many causes of an event is singled out as the primary cause. Our continuity account fits most naturally with
the physical process approach and can be viewed as an attempt to bring out some implications of this approach for actual causation.
The continuity account relies on two core principles. First,
the effect to be explained and its cause are both changes of
state. The tripping of a relay qualifies as a candidate cause,
but the steady-state setting of a relay does not. Our emphasis on state changes is consistent with the common view that
causal relationships are relationships between events rather
than facts or states of affairs, but Glymour et al. (2010) point
out that most Bayes net accounts of actual causation ignore
changes of state. State changes are embedded in continuous
time, and a change that begins at a specific moment is typically the direct result of an event that occurred an instant
before. Focusing on state changes therefore motivates a principle of temporal continuity that allows continuous causal sequences to be traced back in time from an effect to its primary
cause. Some previous work on actual causation highlights the
importance of time (Stephan et al., 2020), and our approach is
highly compatible with work by Michotte and others suggesting that temporal information is often critical for identifying
causes (Young & Sutherland, 2009; Davis, Bramley, & Rehder, 2020). To our knowledge, however, previous work has
not explored the implications of temporal continuity in the
way that we do here.
The continuity account does not aspire to capture all of

people’s intuitions about actual causation. Like the physical process approach more broadly, it is most applicable to
judgments about physical rather than social systems, and does
not capture cases of causation by omission (Wolff, Barbey, &
Hausknecht, 2010). To us it seems likely that judgments of
actual causation rely on multiple principles that resist unification under a single heading (Hall, 2004; Danks, 2017).
In focusing on physical systems we aim to characterize one
paradigmatic class of judgments but acknowledge that additional approaches are needed to understand actual causation
in other settings.
The following sections introduce the continuity account of
actual causation and present two experiments designed to test
core predictions of the account. Among previous theories of
actual causation a natural comparison is Spellman’s probability raising account, which proposes that the actual cause of an
effect is the cause that increased its probability to the greatest extent (Spellman, 1997). Our second experiment directly
compares the continuity account with the probability raising
account and we find that the continuity account provides the
better account of our data.

The continuity account of actual causation
We introduce the continuity account using a scenario similar to the cover story used in the experiments. Figure 1a
shows a network of particle detectors (white squares), including a special detector called the Gauge of Critical Moment
(GCM). The detectors activate and turn black when they absorb a radioactive particle. Activation is transmitted across
links in the network, and a detector activates if all of its input
detectors are active.
Although we focus on processes unfolding in continuous
time, it will be convenient to divide up the temporal dimension into intervals brief enough that at most one event occurs
per interval. The effect to be explained is an event that happens within one of these intervals: for example, the GCM’s
change of state from inactive to active. The continuity account suggests that there can be at most one event that triggered a continuous sequence of state changes that culminated
in the effect, and proposes that this triggering event (if it exists) is singled out as the primary cause. The triggering event
can be identified using a procedure that starts with the effect
and steps backwards through time until the primary cause is
identified.
The immediate cause of the GCM’s activation must be an
event that took place in the interval preceding the activation.
In Figure 1a, the event immediately preceding the GCM’s activation was the activation of IC . Having identified this immediate cause, we then step backwards and identify the immediate cause of this event, and so on. The procedure terminates
once we arrive at an event that has no immediate cause within
the system of interest, and this cause is selected as the primary cause of the effect. In Figure 1a the primary cause is
the activation of RC .
In most cases, the backward-tracing procedure just de-
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scribed will identify a single primary cause of the effect. If
the effect has no immediate cause within the system, then no
primary cause will be identified. Because there is at most one
event per interval, the procedure can never identify more than
one primary cause.
The assumption that at most one event occurs per interval follows from the idea that there can be no coincidences
in continuous time. If the temporal dimension is continuous
it is exceedingly improbable that two events would occur at
precisely the same time — in technical terms this kind of coincidence can be described as a “measure zero” possibility.
If there are no coincidences, then slicing the time dimension
sufficiently finely will ensure that there is at most one event
per interval.
The boundaries of the causal system under consideration
will depend on context. For simplicity, our discussion of
Figure 1a has focused only on events internal to the particle
detection network, and has attempted to characterize which
of these events is best viewed as the primary cause of the
GCM’s activation. The particle detection network, however,
could also be considered part of a broader causal system that
includes both the network and the network’s surroundings.
For example, if the network is embedded in an apparatus for
carbon dating, then the spontaneous decay of a carbon atom
could be identified as the immediate cause of RC and the primary cause of the GCM’s activation.

Experiments
We developed two experiments to test the continuity account of actual causation just presented. Both experiments
asked participants to imagine that they worked in a nuclear
control room, and that their job was to monitor networks of
particle detectors. Participants were told that “for each activation sequence that you see, your job is to decide what caused
the activation of the GCM.”
Both experiments included chains in which the GCM received input from one detector, and dual branch networks
such as Figure 1a in which the GCM received input from two
detectors. For chains, the continuity account predicts that participants will tend to choose the root cause of the effect (i.e.
the detector that initiates the activation sequence) rather than
the immediate cause (the detector that immediately precedes
the GCM). For dual branch networks, the continuity account
predicts that participants will tend to choose the root cause
on the branch whose activation is temporally continuous with
the activation of the GCM. We refer to this branch as the continuous branch, and refer to the root cause and the immediate
cause on this branch as RC and IC respectively, where the subscript denotes “continuous.” We refer to the other branch as
the “delayed branch,” and use RD and ID for the root and immediate causes on this branch. The “delay” in this naming
scheme refers to the delay that occurs between ID and the activation of the GCM. It is convenient to use the same labels
for both detectors and events: for example, RC will be used to
denote both a detector on the continuous branch and the acti-

Figure 1: (a)(i) A network of particle detectors. All components are initially inactive. (ii) Detector RD activates and activity
propagates along the top branch. (iii) Detector RC activates and ultimately triggers the activation of the GCM, which activates
only when both ID and IC are active. (b) An activation sequence in which (i) the top branch activates first, (ii) activation starts
and finishes along the bottom branch while activation continues along the top branch, and (iii) the top branch completes its
activation and ultimately triggers the GCM.
vation of this detector. This flexible use of notation, however,
does not imply that actual causation involves a relationship
between objects rather than events.
Our presentation of the experiments focuses on two theoretical accounts: the continuity account and the probability
raising account. For completeness, though, we first discuss
the counterfactual and physical process accounts of causation. Both accounts can be formulated in different ways. Here
we present what we take to be the default version of each account and argue that neither makes clear predictions about our
task. The General Discussion considers ways in which these
default formulations can be adjusted to better account for our
data.
The counterfactual account makes no clear prediction
about whether root causes or immediate causes should take
priority. For a chain network, if the root cause had not occurred, the effect would not have occurred, but if the immediate cause had not occurred, the effect would also not have
occurred. If we consider dual branch networks and restrict
attention to root causes only, then the account makes no clear
prediction about whether RC should be preferred to RD . If
RC had not occurred, then the effect would not have occurred,
and likewise for RD .
The physical process account is similarly inconclusive.
Both root and immediate causes are connected by a physical
process to the effect, and there seems to be no clear reason
for preferring one to the another. If we focus only on root
causes, again there is no clear preference between RC and
RD . After the activation of ID , one can think of this detector
as continuously sending activation towards the GCM which
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only “unlocks” the detector once IC is also active. It follows
that both RC and RD are connected to the effect by physical
processes.
Because both of these general accounts of causation make
no clear predictions, it seemed possible that people’s inferences about the networks in our experiments would be highly
variable and would reveal no clear trends. Our first experiment therefore explored simple cases analogous to the example in Figure 1a with the goal of establishing whether the
basic experimental procedure was viable. The second experiment focused on more elaborate dual-branch cases that aimed
to distinguish between the continuity account and Spellman’s
probability raising account (Spellman, 1997).

Experiment 1
Experiment 1 included both causal chains and dual branch
networks. For all of the dual branch stimuli, ID occurred
before RC (Figure 2a) which means that the delayed branch
completed its activation before the continuous branch began
to activate. The probability raising and continuity accounts
both predict that root causes should be preferred to immediate causes, and that for dual branch networks RC should be
preferred to RD . The primary purpose of the experiment was
to test both predictions.
To apply the probability raising account to the dual branch
stimuli, let b (for base rate) be the probability of activation
along along a given branch during a given trial. At the start
of a dual branch trial, the probability that the GCM will activate is b2 , because independent activations are required along
both branches. After RD the probability increases to b, and
after RC the probability increases to 1. The two probability

increments are therefore b − b2 and 1 − b, and it is straightforward to show that b − b2 ≤ 1 − b for all b, with equality
attained only when b = 1. As a result, the probability raising
account selects RC if b < 1, and is indifferent between RC and
RD if b = 1.
For each dual branch network shown, activation eventually
occurred along each branch, and some participants may have
therefore assumed that b = 1. Most participants, however,
probably implicitly assumed that b < 1, which allows for the
possibility of trials during which a branch never activated.
We will therefore assume that b < 1 when considering the
predictions of the probability raising account.
Participants. 30 participants were recruited via Amazon
Mechanical Turk and paid $3 for an 18 minute experiment.
Materials. The experiment used a customized interface
built using the jsPsych library (De Leeuw, 2015). For all networks presented, participants clicked a “Run” button to observe an activation sequence. The first event in the sequence
(i.e. the first change of state) always took place 5 seconds after the Run button was clicked, and the delay between successive activations along a chain of detectors was set to 100 ms.
After the final event in a sequence (i.e. the activation of the
GCM), all detectors became clickable after a delay of 1 second. Clicking on a detector turned its border red, and at most
one detector could be selected at any time. After a sequence
completed, participants could view it again if they wished by
clicking a “Run again” button.
Design. The experiment included activation sequences
over 15 networks (3 chains and 12 dual branch networks).
Excluding the GCM, each chain and each branch of each
dual network had 7 detectors. Within each dual branch sequence, the root causes on the two branches (RD and RC ) were
equidistant from the GCM, but these distances varied across
sequences. We refer to the sequences as short, medium or
long based on the distance between the root causes and the
GCM. Excluding the GCM, the short, medium and long sequences showed 1, 3 and 6 active detectors respectively per
branch at the end of the sequence. The sequence in Figure 1a
is a medium dual branch sequence (3 active detectors in each
branch excluding the GCM).
Each dual branch sequence (short, medium and long) came
in four versions. The state version showed the delayed branch
(including detectors RD and ID ) as active from the very beginning of the sequence. The activation of this branch was therefore presented as having occurred at some indefinite time in
the past, resulting in a steady state of activation. The three
event versions all showed RD activating 5 seconds into the
sequence, and had delays of 2, 4 and 6 seconds between the
activation of ID and RC . The predictions of the continuity
account are unaffected by the delay, but we tested different
delays just in case this variable affected people’s responses.
The continuity account also makes the same prediction about
both state and event sequences, but we anticipated that the
state sequences might make participants especially likely to
choose RC over RD .
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Procedure. Participants first read instructions which introduced the task and included examples of a chain and a dual
branch network. They then answered three questions about
the task and the detectors, and were sent back to read the instructions again if they answered incorrectly. They continued
cycling through the instructions and the test questions until
they answered all questions correctly.
The 15 activation sequences in the experiment proper were
presented in random order. For dual branch sequences, the
vertical position of the delayed branch was also randomized
(Figure 1 shows the delayed branch on the top rather than the
bottom). The orientation of the network (GCM on the left or
the right) was randomized within participants. The prompt
after each sequence was “In this sequence what caused the
activation of the GCM? Respond by clicking on a detector,”
and participants were required to choose a single detector in
response.
Results. Network orientation (left or right) and position of
the delay branch (top or bottom) had no apparent effect, and
we therefore collapse across these variables. Figure 2 summarizes the results for short, medium and long dual-branch
sequences. The delay between ID and RC had no significant
effect, and Figure 2 combines results for all three delays.
Although RD , ID , RC and IC all qualify as causes of the
effect, Figure 2 suggests that RC tends to be singled out as
the primary cause. This result can be separated into two
general conclusions. First, participants were more likely to
choose root causes than immediate causes. Root and immediate causes were identical for the short sequences and therefore
cannot be distinguished, but the results for medium and long
sequences reveal a preference for root causes. The second
conclusion is that for dual branch sequences, the root cause
on the continuous branch (RC ) is preferred to the root cause
on the delayed branch (RD ). As explained earlier, this result
is consistent with both the continuity and probability raising
accounts.
To support these two conclusions we ran two Bayesian
mixed effects regression models using the brms package in
R (Bürkner, 2017) with default priors.1 For the first model,
each response was coded as root or immediate, and all responses that could not be classified in this way (including
all responses for short sequences) were discarded. We then
ran a logistic regression in which stativity (i.e. state vs event)
and network length (long vs medium) were included as predictors of a binary dependent variable (root vs immediate).
We included a random intercept for participant to allow for
statistical dependencies between multiple responses from the
same participant. The posterior mean of the intercept variable was 11.0 and the 95% credible interval was [2.6, 28.7],
which supports the conclusion that root causes were chosen
more often than immediate causes. The credible intervals for
the other coefficients both included 0 (state: -2.7, [−9.3, 1.1] ;
1 By

default brms uses improper flat priors on the coefficients of
fixed effects, and a half student-t prior with 3 degrees of freedom, a
location of 0 and a scale of 2.5 on the intercept and on the standard
deviations of the random effects.

Figure 2: Experiment 1. (a) Order of the four key events for
dual branch sequences. The probability raising and continuity accounts both single out RC as the primary cause. (b) Responses for dual branch sequences. The delayed branch was
either inactive (event sequences) or active (state sequences) at
the start of the sequence. Error bars show the standard error
of the mean estimated using 100 bootstrap samples.

long: 2.1, [−1.7, 9.0]), suggesting that the preference for root
causes was not strongly affected by either stativity or network
length.
The second analysis was very similar except that the binary
dependent variable now indicated whether participants chose
a cause on the continuous branch or the delayed branch. The
posterior mean of the intercept variable was 1.7 but the 95%
credible interval included zero ([−0.06, 3.7]), suggesting only
weak support for the conclusion that the continuous branch
was chosen more often than the delayed branch. The credible
intervals for the state variable excluded 0 (1.0, [0.05, 1.9]),
suggesting that state sequences led to a stronger preference
for the continuous branch than did event sequences. Credible
intervals for both length variables included 0 (medium: 0.4,
[−0.5, 1.4] ; long: 0.5, [−0.5, 1.4], where the reference level
is small), suggesting that the preference for the continuous
branch was not strongly affected by network length.
It is notable that people’s judgments are largely unaffected
by the delay between ID and RC and the activation length of
each sequence (short, medium or long). Both of these variables affect the time that elapses between the root causes and
the effect, and our results suggest that people’s judgments are
not exquisitely sensitive to this sort of variation.

Experiment 2
The results of Experiment 1 are broadly consistent with
both the continuity and probability raising accounts, and the
goal of Experiment 2 was to distinguish between these accounts. The two make different predictions for dual branch
sequences in which the delayed branch activates after activation has already begun along the continuous branch. One
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Figure 3: Experiment 2. (a) The probability raising and continuity accounts make different predictions for dual branch
sequences in which RC occurs before RD . (b) The two accounts agree when RC occurs after RD . (c) Responses for the
three possible orders of the key events.

such sequence is shown in Figure 1b. In cases like this, the
continuity account still treats RC as the primary cause, but
the probability raising account now treats RD as the primary
cause. For dual branch stimuli, the argument presented earlier shows that the probability raising account identifies the
second of the two root causes (i.e. RC in Figure 1a and RD in
Figure 1b) as the primary cause if the base rate b < 1. If b = 1
the account is unable to select any event as the primary cause.
The materials and procedure for Experiment 2 are similar
to those for Experiment 1 and we will highlight only the few
points of difference.
Participants. 100 participants were recruited via Amazon
Mechanical Turk and paid $1 for a 6 minute experiment.
Design. The experiment included one chain sequence and
6 dual branch sequences. Each dual branch included one
straight branch and a longer curved branch, as shown in Figure 1b. The dual branch sequences included the events RC ,
RD , IC , and ID in three different orders shown in Figures 3a
and 3b. The sequence in Figure 1b is an instance of the order
in Figure 3a, because the activation on the delayed branch
starts (RD ) and finishes (ID ) while activation is propagating
along the continuous branch. The 6 dual branch sequences
included 2 variants of each of the three orders. In one variant

RC belonged to the curved branch (as in Figure 1b) and in the
other RC belonged to the straight branch.
Procedure. The position of the curved branch (top or bottom) was randomized. The presentation order of the activation sequences and the orientation (GCM on the left or right)
were randomized as for Experiment 1.
Results. Network orientation (left or right) and position
of the curved branch (top or bottom) had no effect and we
collapsed across these variables. Figure 3c summarizes the
results for the three orders listed in Figures 3a and 3b. Consistent with Experiment 1, RC is preferred over RD given the
order {RD , ID , RC }, and a similar effect was found for the
{RD , RC , ID } sequences. The critical finding is that RC is
also preferred for the {RC , RD , ID } sequences, even though
the probability raising account makes the opposite prediction.
When referring to the orders we have dropped the fourth event
because this event is always IC .
To further analyze the data we used mixed effects models
analogous to the two described for Experiment 1. The first
analysis used a logistic regression in which order (i.e. the temporal order of the key events) was included as a predictor of a
binary dependent variable (root or immediate). The posterior
mean of the intercept variable was 5.0 and the 95% credible interval [2.0, 8.9], which supports the conclusion that root
causes were chosen more often than immediate causes. The
credible intervals for both order variables included 0 ({RD ,
RC , ID }: -0.2, [−1.5, 1.2]; {RD , ID , RC }: -0.4 [−1.7, 0.9],
where the reference level was {RC , RD , ID }), suggesting that
the preference for root causes was fairly consistent across the
three orders.
The second and more critical analysis used a binary dependent variable that indicated whether participants chose a
cause on the continuous branch or the delayed branch. The
posterior mean of the intercept variable was 1.9 (95% credible interval [1.3, 2.5]), indicating that the continuous branch
was chosen more often than the delayed branch. The credible
intervals for both order variables included 0 ( {RD , RC , ID }:
-0.4, [−0.9, 0.1] ; {RD , ID , RC }: -0.5, [−1, 0.1]) suggesting
that the preference for the continuous branch was of similar
strength across all three orders.
Relative to Experiment 1, the frequency with which IC is
chosen has increased in Experiment 2. This difference may
reflect the increased difficulty of Experiment 2. When both
branches of a dual branch structure are simultaneously active, keeping track of both root causes and the order in which
they occurred is relatively challenging, which may lead some
participants to fall back on the simple strategy of choosing
the immediate cause that directly precedes the effect.

General discussion
We presented an account of actual causation that highlights
the role of temporal continuity and described experiments that
support two of its predictions. First, people tend to identify root causes rather than immediate causes as the primary
cause of an effect. Second, when an effect is produced by the
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convergence of multiple causal pathways, participants tend
to identify the pathway that has temporal continuity with the
effect as the primary cause.
Because the continuity account considers changes of state
in continuous time, it can exploit a “no coincidences” principle to identify a single primary cause of an effect. This principle applies broadly to causation in physical systems, but
is less applicable to social scenarios such as voting scenarios (Livengood, 2013). Exceptions to the “no coincidences”
principle are possible even for physical systems, and the continuity account can capture the illusory perceptions of actual
causation that arise in some such cases (Thorstad & Wolff,
2016). For example, an 11 year old boy whacked a stick
against a telephone pole at the instant at which the Great
Northeastern Blackout hit his town, and ran home terrified
that he had caused the power outage (Gelb & Rosenthal,
1965).
The continuity account highlights ideas such as the “no coincidences” principle that go beyond default formulations of
the counterfactual and physical process accounts of causation. Key predictions of the account, however, can be reconstructed within both of these general frameworks. The
counterfactual account can exploit fine-grained temporal information if each event is supplemented with a timestamp. If
the effect to be explained in Figure 1 is “the activation of the
GCM at exactly 10 sec after the start of the trial,” then the
counterfactual account suggests that RC is a cause of the effect but RD is not, because if RD had been different (e.g. by
occurring slightly earlier or later) then the effect would still
have occurred at the same instant.
As suggested earlier, standard formulations of the physical process view treat both RC and RD as causes of the effect
in Figure 1. Our data are consistent with the possibility that
people view RC and RD as equally valid causes, but pick RC
when forced to break the tie for reasons that may be relatively superficial. For example, perhaps RC is preferred because the activation on the continuous branch is continuous
both in space and time, and therefore more prototypical of a
causal process than the activation along the delay branch. We
have planned a future study that asks whether the preference
for RC over RD is fundamental or superficial using a task in
which participants rank multiple candidate causes in order of
importance, and in which ties are permitted.
The experimental paradigm we have developed can easily
be extended to a more diverse set of causal systems. For example, by introducing preventive causal links, we can explore
case of double prevention (e.g. cases where an active detector
that would have prevented the activation of the GCM is itself
inactivated by another detector). Glymour et al. (2010) point
out that current work on actual causation is based largely on
discussions of an “infinitesimal fraction” of the set of possible
cases, but our paradigm can potentially be used to carry out a
comprehensive survey of judgments about actual causation.
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Abstract
Dual-process accounts posit that human learning can occur as
a consequence of both associative and propositional processes.
This can be contrasted with single process accounts that
suggest learning is entirely propositional. In this paper, we
offer evidence for both associative and propositional processes
using a within-subjects two alternative forced choice
discrimination paradigm. Stimuli that varied concurrently
along two dimensions were created and each participant’s
awareness was directed toward one, facilitating rule induction
(i.e., propositional processing) on that dimension. Performance
on the other dimension was then used to assess associativelybased performance. We report results that are initially
inconsistent with both single process and dual-process
accounts of discrimination learning. However, we then show
how an associative network, that represents stimuli integrally,
can predict the performance shown by participants in the
experiment, providing evidence for a dual-process account.
Keywords: Associative learning; Dual-Process; Single
Process; Peak shift;

Introduction
There is an on-going debate concerning the mechanisms
responsible for learning in humans. Some argue that it is
accomplished by a single process that relies solely on a
propositional system (Mitchell et al., 2009), akin to the
explicit system 2 of the dual process theory of reasoning
(Stanovich & Keith, 2000). Learning via this system requires
awareness and effort, producing conscious knowledge about
the relationship between events and/or stimuli. Others
suggest it is best explained via two systems (dual-process
account; McLaren et al., 1994, 2019). Dual-process theorists
agree that learning can rely upon the propositional processes
outlined above, but also stipulate the existence of associative
processes that automatically respond to contingencies by
forming links between event representations, without
necessarily relying upon conscious knowledge or requiring
any additional effort on the part of the subject. These
processes are analogous to the implicit, system 1 of the dual
process theory of reasoning (Stanovich & Keith, 2000).
One piece of evidence in support of associative processes
comes from the peak shift effect, first described by Hanson
(1957). Using stimuli that varied along a dimension, Hanson
trained pigeons to discriminate between two lights with
wavelengths of 550nm (S+) and 560nm (S-). During testing,
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responding was greatest to 540nm, declining towards 530nm.
The peak of responding had shifted away from (beyond) S+
in the direction opposite to S-. One reason for believing that
this result is indicative of associative processes is that it can
be easily explained by instantiations of this type of processing
in connectionist networks (e.g. McLaren & Mackintosh,
2002) using elemental representational assumptions.
Peak shift has also been demonstrated in humans, although
responding often follows the monotonic gradient, indicative
of propositional processes (e.g., Livesey & McLaren, 2009).
That is, as the test stimulus moves toward the ends of the
dimension, responding increases or plateaus. For example, if
human participants are trained to categorize two similar
stimuli, dark blue (S+) and light blue (S-), into two separate
categories, they will respond most accurately to the darkest
and lightest blue they are presented with. This is because they
are likely to infer the rule “if darker blue respond category
one; if lighter blue respond category two”; thus, the darkest
and lightest of stimuli are the most easily differentiated and
can be responded to the most accurately.
Wills and Mackintosh (1998) successfully demonstrated
peak shift using a series of abstract icons to represent
individual stimuli. Each stimulus was composed of a different
number of different icons that roughly followed a Gaussian
distribution. The authors hypothesized that the relationship
between the icons and responding was difficult to verbalize,
providing the conditions for associative processes, rather than
propositional, to dominate learning. In line with this analysis,
peak shift has been reported in humans using a variety of
stimuli where the basis for discrimination is not easily
articulated (e.g. McLaren & Mackintosh, 2002; Derenne,
2019). Similarly, it has been demonstrated using other
behavioral manipulations, such as reducing training or the
contingency between the stimulus and outcome (Jones &
McLaren, 1999).
As indicated earlier, peak shift can be readily modelled by
an associative system that represents stimuli as a set of
elements. McLaren and Mackintosh (2002) provide one such
model that utilizes an error correcting learning rule. In this
model, stimuli on a dimension are represented by activation
of overlapping units. Each stimulus is represented primarily
by the activation of one unit corresponding to its position on
the dimension, but also to a lesser extent by neighboring
units. This pattern of activation follows a Gaussian gradient.
Imagine stimulus S+, which is represented primarily by the

activation of unit 6, but also by partial activation of units 5
and 7, and weak activation of units 4 and 8. If stimulus S- is
represented in a similar fashion with primary activation of
unit 5, an error correcting learning rule will ensure that the
units that differentiate S+ and S- accrue the highest excitatory
value, and that those that are shared between the stimuli
don’t. That is, for S+, units 7 and 8 will accrue the highest
excitatory value. When tested along the dimension, the
stimuli that are represented primarily by the activation of
these units will show greater associative strength than S+,
giving peak shift.
Recent research, however, has provided evidence to
support the argument that the effect can be explained entirely
by propositional processes (Lee, Hayes, & Lovibond, 2018).
The authors suggest that as well as a ‘linear’ rule, resulting in
a monotonic increase (or decrease) in responding toward the
end of the dimension, some individuals may employ a
‘similarity’ rule, leading to peaked gradients around S+ and
S-. Averaging of the response functions produced by these
two different rules can lead to a peak shifted gradient. Using
a fear conditioning paradigm, Lee et al. (2018) demonstrated
that averaging across participants who self-reported using
these two rules created the peak shift effect. Further research
has provided support for this theory (e.g., Lovibond, Lee, &
Hayes, 2019).
The present study aims to demonstrate both associatively
driven and rule-based responding using a within-subjects
experimental design. To achieve this, stimuli were
constructed that varied along two dimensions, brightness, and
hue. Participants were pre-trained using two stimuli
belonging to mutually exclusive categories that varied more
obviously on one dimension compared to the other. This was
designed to promote awareness and rule induction to the more
obvious dimension (aware), whilst still allowing associative
strength to be generated toward the second dimension
(unaware), as this dimension is nevertheless predictive of
category membership. Participants then received further
training with two more stimuli that varied to the same degree
on both dimensions. This allowed further hypothesis testing,
by the participant, of any rule that may have been induced
regarding the aware dimension, whilst providing further
opportunity for the other, unaware dimension, to garner more
associative strength.
Using this design, a single process account would predict
that, in the limiting case that participants are truly unaware
that stimuli vary along this second dimension, they will show
no learning toward it when tested, and thus will produce a flat
generalization gradient that does not differ from chance. A
dual-process account would predict that even if participants
fail to notice the unaware dimension, associative processes
will still apply, and associative strength will still accrue.
When tested on stimuli that vary along this dimension,
participants might well show peak shift. Both accounts
predict rule-based responding to the aware dimension.
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Method
Participants and Apparatus
200 individuals were recruited using online recruitment
platforms, 99 from Prolific, and 101 from the University of
Exeter. This was sufficient according to a power analysis
based on a small to medium effect size for peak shift.
Participants were required to have full color vision, not have
any reading disorders, and be a native speaker of English. All
participants reported normal color vision. The experiment
was created and hosted using the Gorilla Experiment Builder
(Anwyl-Irvine et al., 2020). All participants completed the
experiment using a desktop or laptop. However, no
restrictions were set on browser type, screen size, or
resolution.

Stimuli
All stimuli used measured 426 × 426 pixels and appeared
individually in the center of a white screen. Two different
types of stimuli were created and used, experimental stimuli
and filler stimuli. The experimental stimuli comprised of
colored squares which varied along the Hue, Saturation, and
Value (HSV) scale (see Table 1 for their properties). Each
stimulus was created by modifying two parameters of the
HSV scale, hue (i.e., color) and value (i.e., brightness), to
create stimuli that varied by equal increments along these two
dimensions. 11 such stimulus values were created, but only
seven were used (1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, and 11; see Table 1). In total,
49 experimental stimuli were created by combining all the
dimension values (7 × 7). Saturation remained at 50 for all
stimuli. The 49 filler stimuli were made of an array of abstract
icons and have been used in previous discriminative studies
(see Wills & Mackintosh, 1998). These were used to prevent
trial by trial comparison of the experimental stimuli.
Table 1: Brightness (Value) and Color (Hue) properties of the
stimulus values used.

Position

Value
Hue

1
75
118

3
65
134

Stimulus Value
5
6
7
55
50
45
150 158 166

9
35
182

11
25
198

Stimuli were denoted as varying along dimensions X
(value; brightness) and Y (hue; color). Each stimulus will
now be represented as a position, X,Y in that twodimensional space.

Design and Procedure
Table 2 gives the experimental design. Participants were
required to categorize visual stimuli using either the ‘X’ key,
or the ‘.’ (full stop) key. They were initially given feedback
if they were incorrect and told that, from this feedback, they
could learn the correct responses for the stimuli presented.
Participants were not informed of the nature of the stimuli,

only that the correct response depended entirely upon the
appearance of the stimuli. Finally, there was a testing phase,
in which no feedback was given, and a questionnaire at the
end of the experiment.
Table 2: Experimental Design

Pre-Training
Further Training
Test

Condition
Brightness
Color
3,5 vs 9,7
5,3 vs 7,9
5,5 vs 7,7
Stimulus Space (1,1→ 11,11)

Brightness (PreTraining)
Colour (PreTraining)
Further
Training
Figure 1: Stimuli used during pre-training for Brightness and
Color groups, and further training for both.
Participants were divided into two groups, ‘Brightness’ and
‘Color’, referring to which dimension was designed to be the
"aware" one. Training was split into two stages, pre-training
and further training; the group manipulation affected only
pre-training. All training consisted of alternating
presentations of the experimental and filler stimuli. In all
training stages, participants were required to categorise one
stimulus as belonging to the left category (‘X’ key) and the
other as belonging to the right category (‘.’ key). For each
participant, each side of the dimension was associated with
the same category. Feedback after incorrect responses
consisted of the message ‘WRONG!’ appearing in the centre
of the screen. This was displayed for 500ms.
Each training stage was eight blocks in length, with 12
trials per block. Each block contained three trials each of both
experimental stimuli and three trials each of both filler
stimuli. Trial order within each type of stimulus was random.
Four blocks were presented sequentially, such that
participants were required to categorise 48 trials, after which
they were given a break before the next 48 trials. Trial length
was four seconds.
During the testing stage participants were required to
categorise all possible combinations of stimulus values
without feedback. There were 49 of these, presented in a
random order, interleaved with the filler stimuli. Testing
consisted of 196 trials, presented as one block.
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Finally, participants were required to complete a
questionnaire that was adapted from Lee, Hayes, and
Lovibond (2018). Among other things, this aimed at
exploring whether participants noticed any relationships
between the stimuli and the categories they belonged to.
The questionnaire started with a two-alternative forcedchoice (2AFC) question asking whether they thought there
was a relationship between the coloured rectangles and the
categories they belonged to (yes or no). If they answered yes,
they were asked to describe that relationship. The next 2AFC
question asked participants whether they figured out the
relationship in the first part (the training stages) or the second
part (the testing stage) of the study. If participants answered
no to the first 2AFC question they moved on to a 10AFC
question which asked them to select the rule they think best
applied to the coloured rectangles and the categories they
belonged to. This included two linear rules with each
dimension stated independently “GREEN (DARK)
rectangles were associated with one category. BLUE
(LIGHT) rectangles were associated with the other”, two
linear rules with both dimensions combined “DARK GREEN
(LIGHT GREEN) rectangles were associated with one
category. LIGHT BLUE (DARK BLUE) rectangles were
associated with the other”, two similarity rules with each
dimension stated independently “Rectangles of a
PARTICULAR GREEN (PARTICULAR DARKNESS)
were associated with one category. Rectangles of a
PARTICULAR BLUE (PARTICULAR LIGHTNESS) were
associated with the other”, two similarity rules with both
dimensions combined “Rectangles of a PARTICULAR
LIGHT GREEN (PARTICULAR DARK GREEN) were
associated with one category. Rectangles with a
PARTICULAR DARK BLUE (PARTICULAR LIGHT
BLUE) were associated with the other”. Finally, there was
another option for “NO RELATIONSHIP”.

Data Analysis
Participants were excluded from the analysis if they had
substantial missing data at test or reported a relational rule
containing the "unaware" stimulus dimension. If participants
did not describe a rule on the open ended question, then their
choice from the 10AFC question was used. 96 participants
were excluded based on this criteria. Had we included all
participants, then the associative predictions would be
different for those who reported a relational rule regarding
the aware dimension, and those who reported one for the
unaware dimension. This is because asymmetrical stimulus
values were used during pre-training (e.g., 5,3 & 7,9) and thus
some participants would have been trained with stimulus
values 3, 5, 7, and 9 of the unaware dimension, whereas
others would have only been trained with stimulus values 5
and 7 of the unaware dimension.
The 104 remaining participants reported a rule containing
only the aware dimension, 50 from the color condition and 54
from the brightness condition. Their data were analysed by
holding one dimension constant whilst varying the stimulus
values of the other. The stimulus values were then collapsed

and averaged to create ‘Training’ (stimulus values 5 and 7),
‘Near’ (3 and 9), and ‘Distant’ (1 and 11). The data were also
grouped by dimension: unaware and aware. Finally, two data
sets were created, ‘Stimulus 6’ and ‘Without 6’. Stimulus 6
data remained constant at stimulus value 6 on one dimension,
whilst varying across the other. Without 6 data were the
averages for Training, Near, and Distant at stimulus values 1,
3, 5, 7, 9, and 11 on the dimension held constant. Stimulus 6
is located between the two training values and conveys no
information from the dimension held constant (Without 6
does), allowing a ‘pure’ look at the processes governing
responding. For example, imagine a participant is unaware of
that stimuli vary from light to dark. If we hold the color
dimension (which would be the dimension they are aware of)
constant at stimulus 6, a color which they cannot use to aid
them with categorization, then responding to stimuli varying
in brightness would be influenced solely by associative
processes.
The response variable for all analyses was accuracy across
the dimension being varied. The data were analysed initially
using a repeated measures ANOVA with dimension and
position as within-subjects factors, and condition (color and
brightness) and rule use (linear and similarity) as between
subjects factors. Independent, repeated measures ANOVA’s,
with position as a within subjects factor, were then used to
analyse the data from the aware and unaware dimensions
separately. Trend analyses were conducted for position.
Paired t-tests were then run for Distant, Near, and Training
positions for each dimension to help interpret any effects. To
control for the multiple-comparisons problem in the initial
four factor ANOVA, a Bonferroni correction was used. With
four factors and 15 F values, the alpha level of this analysis
was adjusted to p<.003. The alpha level for the individual
ANOVAs was p<.05. Degrees of freedom of the ANOVA
were corrected using the Huyhn-Feldt method.
For the current study, we have not analysed the icon filler
stimuli. Previously, discrimination training with this type of
stimuli has resulted in peak shift (Wills & Mackintosh, 1998),
however only when the arrangement of icons for each
stimulus is randomised on a trial-by-trial basis, which was not
the case here.

Results
Training
Training data were divided into two blocks per training phase,
with blocks one and two from pre-training, and blocks three
and four from further training. Accuracy increased from 73%
in the first block, to 88.1% in block two, then reduced to
84.4% in the first block of the further training (block three),
reflecting the harder discrimination required before rising to
89.4% at the end of training. A repeated measures ANOVA
showed a significant effect of block, F(2.3,234.6)=52.124,
p<.001, ŋp2=.147 confirming that learning had taken place.
There was no significant main effect of condition,
F(1,102)=.678, p=.412, ŋp2=.004 and no interaction between
condition and training block, F(2.3,234.6)=.944, p=.42,
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ŋp2=.003. Mean accuracy was significantly above chance,
t(103)=26.78, p<.001, ŋp2=.206.

Generalization Test
Stimulus 6: Figure 2 shows the test accuracy for the stimulus
6 data. Repeated measures ANOVA revealed a significant
main effect of dimension, F(1,100)=54.535, p<.001,
ŋp2=.353, as well as a significant dimension × position
interaction, F(2,200)=11.972, p<.001, ŋp2=.107. There was
no significant effect of: position, F(2.0,198.0)=2.914,
p=.057, ŋp2=.006; condition, F(1,100)=1.502, p=.223,
ŋp2=.015; or rule, F(1,100)=1.347, p =.248, ŋp2=.013. There
were no other significant or near significant interactions

Figure 2: Test accuracy for the Stimulus 6 data.
Due to the non-significant main effect of condition and lack
of any interaction between condition and dimension,
participants from each condition were collapsed into one
group for the individual analysis of each dimension.
For the aware dimension, there was a significant main
effect of position, F(1.7,185.8)=29.891, p<.001, ŋp2=.225, as
well as a significant linear F(1,103) = 31.438, p<.001,
ŋp2=.234, and quadratic trend, F(1,103) = 27.472, p<.001,
ŋp2=.211. Paired t-tests on Distant, Near, and Training
showed a significant increase between Training (mean=.697,
se=.023) and Near (mean=.865, se=.022), t(103)=6.676,
p<.001, ŋp2=.061, but no significant difference between Near
(mean=.865, se=.022) and Distant (mean=.844, se=.025),
t(103)=-1.135, p=.259, ŋp2=.011.
For the unaware dimension, there was a significant effect
of position F(2,206) = 14.514, p<.001, ŋp2=.124, and a
significant linear trend F(1,103) = 26.248, p<.001, ŋp2=.203.
The proportion of correct category responding was much
lower in the unaware dimension and a one sample t-test
revealed the average of the responses for the Training
(mean=.611, se=.022), t(103)=4.946, p<.001, ŋp2=.046, and
Near (mean=.563, se=.022), t(103)=2.928, p=.004, ŋp2=.028,
positions significantly differed from chance, whereas the
average of the Distant (mean=.462, se=.026) position did not,
t(103) = -1.508, p=.135, ŋp2=.014. Paired t-tests revealed a
non-significant decrease in accuracy from Training to Near,

t(103)=1.656, p=.101, ŋp2=.016, and a significant decrease
from Near to Distant, t(103)=3.750, p<.001, ŋp2=.035.
Without 6: Figure 3 shows the test accuracy for the without
6 data. Repeated measures ANOVA revealed a significant
main effect of dimension F(1,100)=78.580, p<.001, ŋp2=.440,
and position, F(1.9,185.1) = 30.835, p<.001, ŋp2=.236 as well
as a significant position × dimension interaction, F(1.7,171.3)
= 35.974, p<.001, ŋp2=.265. There was no significant main
effect of: condition, F(1,100)=1.191, p=.278, ŋp2=.012; or
rule, F(1,100)=1.038, p=.311, ŋp2=.01. There were no other
significant interactions.

dimension, participants’ gradient of accuracy was roughly
monotonic, peaking and plateauing at the Near and Training
positions for Stimulus 6, and monotonically increasing for the
Without 6 data. This is consistent with previous literature
(Lee et al., 2018; Livesey & McLaren, 2009). For the
unaware dimension, a larger difference was seen between the
Stimulus 6 and Without 6 data. For Stimulus 6 responses,
accuracy monotonically decreased. For the Without 6 data,
there was a numerical peak shift, with a marginally
significant increase in accuracy between the Training and
Near positions, and a non-significant decrease to the Distant
position.

Aware dimension

Figure 3: Test accuracy for the Without 6 data.
Given the non-significant main effect of condition and
interaction between condition × dimension, participants from
each condition were collapsed into one group for the
individual analysis of each dimension.
For the aware dimension, there was a significant main
effect of position, F(1.5,153.2)=137, p<.001, ŋp2=.571, and a
significant linear F(1,103) = 166.62, p<.001, ŋp2=.618, and
quadratic trend, F(1,103) = 59.069, p<.001, ŋp2=.364. A
paired t-test on Distant, Near, and Training showed a
significant increase between Training (mean=.651, se=.016)
and Near (mean=.807, se=.021), t(103)=12.016, p<.001,
ŋp2=.104, and between Near (mean=.807, se=.021) and
Distant (mean=.842, se=.022), t(103)=4.306, p <.001,
ŋp2=.04.
For the unaware dimension, there was no significant effect
of position F(2,206) = 1.219, p=.298, ŋp2=.012. A one sample
t-test revealed the average of the responses for the Near
position (mean=.523, se=.009), t(103)=2.533, p=.013,
ŋp2=.024, significantly differed from chance, whereas the
means of the Training (mean=.507, se=.008), t(103)=.828,
p=.409, ŋp2=.008, and Distant (mean=.514, se=.011),
t(103)=1.248, p=.215, ŋp2=.012, positions did not. Paired ttests revealed a non-significant numerical increase in
accuracy from Training to Near t(103)=1.692, p=.094,
ŋp2=.016, and non-significant decrease from Near to Distant,
t(103)=.89, p=.376, ŋp2=.009 .

General Discussion
The results from the experiment were not entirely consistent
with either dual or single-process theories. For the aware
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Propositional Analysis: It is very likely that responding
along the aware dimension was driven by rule use and, hence,
propositional processes. This dimension was classified as
such by looking at participants’ answers to the question
“describe the relationship between the [colored squares] and
the categories they belonged to”. Therefore, we can be certain
that participants perceived the differences between the
stimuli along this dimension, which would naturally lead to
rule induction. Similarly, accuracy was consistently higher to
this dimension compared to the unaware dimension, in line
with previous research (e.g., Livesey & McLaren, 2009).
Contrary to the findings in Lee et al. (2018), we found no
significant effect of the particular rule identified by the
participant, or interaction between rule and dimension,
indicating that participants’ gradients of responding were not
different depending on whether they employed a linear
(n=89) or similarity rule (n=15). This may be due to the
different demands of the task we employed. We used a two
alternative forced choice (2AFC) categorization task,
compared to Lee and colleagues who measured expectancy
ratings for a hypothetical or real shock. In our 2AFC task, a
similarity rule would result in participants making obviously
incorrect decisions to certain stimuli. For instance, if a
participant is presented with a blue that is obviously different
to the blue they were trained with, it is still unlikely that they
would report it as belonging to the green category; whereas a
low expectancy of shock to any stimulus that is not S+ is
plausible whatever side of the dimension the stimulus lies on.

Unaware Dimension
Propositional Analysis: The gradient of responding along
the unaware dimension was dependent upon whether the
stimulus conveyed category information from the aware
dimension or not. That is, the gradient differed for the
averages at the Stimulus 6 position and Without 6. However,
simply looking at the accuracy of responding toward this
dimension provides problems for a single-process account. If
we are to assume that participants were not aware of this
dimension, then the increased accuracy to the Training and
Near positions for Stimulus 6, and the Near position for
Without 6, are difficult to explain on a single process account
that assumes learning cannot occur outside of awareness.
Although it could be argued that participants were somewhat

aware of this dimension and simply lacked the confidence to
report this when asked, we then gave them ample opportunity
to state that the stimuli varied in more than one way by
providing them with a list of several pre-specified
relationships. Furthermore, of the 96 participants that were
excluded for stating the ‘incorrect’ rule, 28 reported a
relational rule toward both dimensions, demonstrating that it
was possible for participants to do this. Therefore, it is
reasonable to conclude that they had learned about a
dimension they were unaware of.
It is also possible that some of those included in the final
analysis noticed both dimensions but based their decisions
only, or mainly on one. This type of strategy might result in
different responding to Stimulus 6 and Without 6 for the
unaware dimension, as Stimulus 6 has no information from
the aware dimension, and thus must be responded to solely
on the basis of what has been learned about that dimension.
With that in mind, participants responding to the Stimulus 6
stimuli could be argued to be consistent with a similarity rule,
as accuracy was highest to the Training stimuli. However, as
we have already mentioned, such a rule is, in some sense,
irrational in a 2AFC categorization task, and if participants
had noticed the difference between Training stimuli, it seems
reasonable to suggest that they would have verbalized this
difference and used it to aid in categorization. Such a rule
would also, in itself, predict no differences between the
Stimulus 6 and Without 6 data. In both, the Training stimulus
values are still the most similar to the actual training stimuli
and, thus we would have no reason to expect a difference in
the gradients.
Associative Analysis: We initially suggested that associative
processes would predict a peak-shifted gradient for both the
Stimulus 6 and Without 6 data. This was not supported by the
experimental data. However, the initial prediction assumed
that the stimuli would be perceived as varying along two
separable dimensions. Dimensions are separable if they are
able to be perceived independently of one another, and
therefore do not interact (Soto, Quintana, Pérez-Acosta,
Ponce, & Vogel, 2015). However, it is not unreasonable to
suggest that the two dimensions we used for our stimuli,
brightness and hue, are not perceived independently and
therefore are best represented as integral dimensions. Indeed,
brightness and saturation are generally agreed to be integral
dimensions, so it is likely that hue and brightness are also
(e.g., Nosofsky, 1987; Soto et al., 2015).
To test the impact this would have on our associative
predictions, we modified the connectionist network that was
used to validate our initial associative predictions (that peak
shift would occur to stimuli varying along the unaware
dimension). This earlier network represented stimuli as
varying along two separable dimensions, with 10 inputs units
for each dimension. The new network represented the stimuli
on an 11 × 11 matrix (representing the stimulus space). An
activation function was used that peaked at the cell
representing the stimulus (e.g., cell 5,5; 7,7; etc.) and varied
in a Gaussian manner as a function of each neighboring cell’s
Euclidean distance from the peak. Figure 4 shows the
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networks output of the unaware dimension (black lines),
compared against the experimental data from the unaware
dimension (yellow lines). It appears that when an associative
network is trained with stimuli that are arguably more
representative of those which were used in the present
experiment, the output does not significantly differ from the
experimental data (all p>.05).

Figure 4: Graph showing simulation (S; black lines) of a
connectionist network compared against experimental data
(E; yellow lines). Output for the unaware dimension.
The model predicts a clear difference between the Stimulus
6 and Without 6 data. Similarly, the model predicts the
monotonically decreasing accuracy for Stimulus 6 data, and
numerically peak shifted accuracy for the Without 6 data.
Looking more closely, the model also predicts the greater
decline in accuracy from Near to Distant stimulus positions
for the Stimulus 6 data, as well as the greater increase in
accuracy from the Training to Near positions of the Without
6 data. That is, where the experimental data has shown a
greater change in accuracy between stimulus positions, the
model has also. However, it has predicted numerically higher
accuracy for all stimulus positions except the Stimulus 6
Training position but note that we did not try to formally fit
the model to the data. Equally, we are not suggesting that
associative learning is in some way tied to integral stimulus
representation in our model, dual-process accounts imply this
can occur with separable dimensions as well; but we have
shown that an associative network can still successfully
model these results with only a slight modification to the way
stimuli are represented.
We have already discussed whether a similarity rule similar
to that envisaged by Lee et al. (2018) could explain
responding to the Stimulus 6 stimuli and concluded that this
type of rule does not seem a good fit in this type of
experiment. A similarity rule might be reasonable however,
if it was to involve what is, essentially, an associative process.
For example, in Nosofsky’s (1986) Generalized Context
Model, categories are learned by tagging stored exemplars,
against which new stimuli are compared using a similarity
function. This rather different type of similarity "rule" could
predict the function assumed by Lee et al. (2018) and would

also overcome the limitation Lee et al.’s similarity rule faces
with regards to rule induction in 2AFC categorization tasks.
It may be that the verbal similarity rule reported by
participants is their intuitive explanation of the associative
processes just outlined. Of course, it could be argued that this
is still a rule, as it certainly can have a propositional
component. The participants make a judgement of similarity,
and then use that as the basis for their decision. But that
process is most easily captured by the kind of link-based
computation that associative models excel at. And it also
allows for the influence of the other category on this
judgement, more plausibly explaining the somewhat peakshifted gradients typically seen in people who classify
themselves as employing this type of rule. It may be that,
here, we have an instance of the associative in the service of
the propositional that more accurately captures the true nature
of cognition than either considered on their own.
To conclude, we have provided evidence for both
associative and propositional processes using a withinsubjects design. Participants responding was dependent upon
whether they had inferred a relational rule to aid with
categorization. When stimuli varied along a dimension for
which they had inferred a rule, the gradient of responding was
clearly indicative of propositional processes. For stimuli that
varied along a dimension to which no rule had been inferred,
the gradient of responding could be successfully modelled
using an associative network that represented stimuli
integrally, providing support for a dual-process account.
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Abstract
Games have been integral to the development of cognitive science. As experimental tasks, games can provide an ideal environment for studying questions about mental representation,
memory, and strategic decision making. Here, we explore the
potential of memory matching games as an experimental task
by using a simple online version to conceptually replicate two
classic effects from the cognitive scientific literature—the picture superiority effect (Paivio & Csapo, 1973) and the word
length effect (Baddeley, Thomson, & Buchanan, 1975). We
manipulate the Item Format of the game pieces (pictures vs.
words) and their Label Length (short vs. long). As expected,
we find a picture superiority effect. We do not find the predicted word length effect. We argue that the results of the
study, along with several practical properties of the task, support the use of the game for cognitive scientific research.
Keywords: memory; dual coding theory; ecological cognition; imagery; cognitive style; games

Introduction
Imagine playing a simple memory matching game. A grid of
20 cards, consisting of 10 unique pairs, is laid out in front of
you. Each card has a cartoon picture on the front, which is
face down at the start of the game, and a generic logo on the
back. A round of the game consists of turning two cards face
up. If they show the same picture, they remain face up. If
they show different pictures, they are turned back down, and
you choose two new cards to turn over. Your task is to find
all of the matching pictures. Figure 1 depicts an intermediate
state of such a game.
Here, we explore the cognitive representations and processes involved in playing such a game. Our overarching
goal is to explore the suitability of the game as an experimental task for studying questions related to working memory,
mental representation, and strategic decision making. Like
many other games that have played an important role in the
history of cognitive scientific research (Gray, 2017), memory
matching games have a number of properties that make them
attractive as experimental paradigms. For example, they have
well-defined goals and metrics, are relatively simple and engaging to play, yet afford researchers opportunities to manipulate and control factors in a way that can be useful for testing
theoretically-motivated research questions.
For this initial exploration of the memory matching game,
we used Dual Coding Theory (Paivio, 1991) to speculate on
the mental representations and processes involved in playing
the game. Dual Coding Theory posits that cognitive processes
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Figure 1: Two pairs have been found in this 10-item version
of the memory matching game.

operate on two separate representational systems. One is sensorimotor and specialized for representing nonverbal information about objects and experiences. The other is symbolic
and specialized for representing verbal information. According to the theory, the baseline system for certain cognitive
tasks, like memory span tasks, is symbolic (verbal). When
trying to store and maintain information in working memory, the default strategy is to covertly rehearse words to oneself. However, since the sensorimotor representational system is independent of the symbolic representational system,
imagery can improve memory by creating a secondary trace
of the information. That is, engaging both representational
systems can have additive effects on memory recall, leading
to a picture superiority effect (Paivio & Csapo, 1973).
The framework of Dual Coding Theory suggests that the
memory matching game may be similarly subserved, primarily, by verbal representations and a memory rehearsal process, and secondarily by modal representations (i.e., mental
imagery). As a result, manipulating the Item Format of the
cards — so that some participants play the game with pic-

Label Length
Long

Short

calculator

saw

Image
Word

Item Format

tures, while others play with words — should reveal a picture
superiority effect. That is, participants should win the game
faster (in fewer moves) when they playing with pictures than
with words. This is one hypothesis that we test in the current
experiment.
In addition, according to Dual Coding Theory, the label
length of the items should also affect performance. Participants should be able to rehearse short labels (e.g., bagel,
comb) faster, and therefore more accurately, then long labels (e.g., broccoli, calculator). As a result, manipulating the
Label Length of the items should yield a word length effect
(Baddeley et al., 1975), in which participants are faster to
win the game when playing with items that have short labels,
rather than long. Such a finding would support the view that
people encode the information from the cards in a symbolic
(verbal) format and use this mental representation to play the
game, regardless of whether the the items on the cards are
presented as pictures or words (Paivio, 1991).
Finally, in order to better understand how to use the game
for research purposes, we also manipulated the Number of
Items (cards) in the game, and we measured a variety of individual difference variables like cognitive style, age, and gender identity. The hypotheses and analytic plan for the study
were pre-registered on the Open Science Framework.1

Figure 2: Examples of items used for the memory matching
game. The three on the top row have long labels, while the
three on the bottom row have short labels. Note that participants either saw images or labels (never both).

Methods
Participants
A total of 416 people participated in the study. Of these,
393 were recruited from Prolific (Palan & Schitter, 2018) and
23 were students. Data were not analyzed from seven participants who submitted incorrect completion codes on Prolific. The average age of participants was 29.2 (SD = 10.6).
Roughly half (47%) were male and half were female (49%);
the remainder of the sample (4%) either identified as nonbinary or did not answer this question. Most participants
(63%) identified as native English speakers.
We used prior work on the picture superiority effect
(Hockley, 2008) and the word length effect (Avons, Wright,
& Pammer, 1994) to estimate effect sizes for our manipulations of Item Format and Label Length (we used f = .25 for
the picture superiority effect and f = .5 for the word length
effect). Using G*Power (Faul, Erdfelder, Buchner, & Lang,
2009), we estimated that 200 to 300 participants would be
necessary for a suitably powered study (1 − β = .8).
Our initial plan was to collect data from 200 participants on
Prolific and from as many as students as we could during the
fall semester. However, we made a mistake in our first wave
of data collection on Prolific by forgetting to set a geographic
restriction on participation. As a result, we collected a second
sample of 200 participants on Prolific who lived in the United
States (before analyzing the results of the first sample). Our
dataset, therefore, includes two waves of data collected on
Prolific—one that is international (n = 194) and one that is
1 https :// osf
.io / jnqx9 / ?view
0084840e673841ccaaa42acaa9bec5e0

only =
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restricted to participants living in the US (n = 199)—along
with a sample of college students (n = 23). We present the
results of analyses conducted on the full sample, though we
test for and report differences by group.

Materials
The words and images used for the game cards were selected from a stimulus set of clipart images of everyday objects, which were normed along several important dimensions (Saryazdi, Bannon, Rodrigues, Klammer, & Chambers,
2018) (see Figure 2 for examples). We identified 18 items
with long names and 18 items with short names from the full
set of 225 objects. We were careful to choose items that were
similarly familiar, complex, and frequent, and that elicited
consistent labels (see Table 1). Independent-samples t-tests
revealed no differences by Label Length condition along any
of the dimensions presented in Table 1. The objects came
from a variety of common categories (e.g., office supplies,
food, tools).
Participants were asked three questions about their experience playing the game. With regard to the game, participants
were asked (a) “Have you played this kind of memory matching game before?” (Yes or No); (b) “How challenging was
the memory game for you?” (5-point scale from Very Easy
to Very Challenging); and (c) a free response question about
why the game was challenging and what matching strategies
they used.
Two measures of cognitive style were administered. One
was the Object-Spatial Imagery and Verbal Questionnaire

Table 1: The mean (and SD) of values for the stimulus items
by Label Length condition along several target dimensions.
The images were created and normed by (Saryazdi et al.,
2018).
Name agreement
Pict-name agreement
Familiarity
Complexity
Image agreement
SUBLexUS
WordNet
AoA

Short
96.4 (4.07)
4.70 (0.12)
3.61 (0.66)
3.22 (0.49)
4.15 (0.50)
11.9 (14.04)
2.28 (3.03)
5.83 (1.29)

Long
96.7 (3.98)
4.74 (0.15)
3.44 (0.70)
3.35 (0.46)
4.14 (0.53)
11.0 (17.32)
3.00 (5.67)
5.54 (1.45)

(OSIVQ; 10 items) (Blazhenkova & Kozhevnikov, 2009).
The OSVIQ measures individual differences in object imagery, spatial imagery, and verbal cognitive styles. Of note,
about 10% of participants did not fully complete this measure or the following measure of cognitive style, and, as a
result, data from these participants are not included in the
analyses of the variables. The internal consistency of the
OSVIQ dimensions was acceptable, though somewhat low
for the verbal dimension (Cronbach’s α was .75, .77, and
.63 for the object, spatial, and verbal components, respectively). There was a moderate negative correlation between
the object and spatial components, r(375) = −.205, p < .001.
There was no correlation between the object and verbal components, r(373) = .021, p = .679. There was a moderate positive correlation between the spatial and verbal components,
r(368) = .249, p < .001.
The second measure of cognitive style that we included
was the Thinking and Working Style Questionnaire (TWSQ;
10 items). The TWSQ is a uni-dimensional measure of how
systematically (versus intuitively) people approach their work
and creative endeavors (Sagiv, Arieli, Goldenberg, & Goldschmidt, 2010). This measure also had an acceptable level
of internal consistency (α = .72). It was somewhat correlated with the spatial dimension of the OSVIQ, r(373) =
.130, p = .014. It was not correlated with the object, r(376) =
−.013, p = .808, or verbal dimensions, r(369) = −.08, p =
.124.
Finally, participants were asked about their age, gender
identity, education level, English language fluency, and country of residence.

Procedure
The study was conducted online. It consisted of a survey that
was implemented in Qualtrics and a memory matching game
implemented in Java. After completing the informed consent,
participants were randomly assigned to one of the twenty versions of the game, which they played three times. Participants
played the same version of the game with the same set of
cards each time.
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Three aspects of the game were manipulated across participants. First, the items on the game cards were either presented
as words or pictures (Item Format). Second, the label corresponding to items was either long or short (Label Length).
Third, the Number of Items included in the game varied with
five possible values: 8, 10, 12, 15, or 18 (for grid sizes of 16,
20, 24, 30, or 36 cards, respectively).
At the beginning of each game, participants saw a grid of
cards arranged on the screen face down. On the face of each
card was an item (either a word or image). Each item appeared on two of the cards in the grid. On the back of each
card was a generic pattern, which was identical for all of the
cards. The cards were shuffled and randomly distributed in
the grid at the beginning of each game. On each trial of the
game, participants chose two cards to turn over. If the pair
showed matching words or images, the two cards remained
face up. Otherwise, they were flipped back over. Participants
continued playing until every pair was matched and all the
cards were face up. We measured the number of moves it
took for participants to complete the game and the amount of
time it took to for participants to make each move. Our primary dependent measure of interest was the number of moves
it took to win the game. We also test for an effect of the manipulation on the amount of time it takes to play the game.
Once participants finished playing the three games, they
were asked questions about their experience playing the game
and about themselves.
Of note, the study was set up so that participants could
only complete it on a computer. If Qualtrics detected that a
participant was using a tablet or smartphone, they were asked
to use a computer instead and the session was terminated.
Nevertheless, to check this design feature, participants were
asked if they used “a computer or tablet or smartphone to
play the game?” They were also asked, “If you were using a
computer, did you use a mouse or trackpad to move the cursor
on your screen?”

Results
General Properties of the Game
We first investigated some general properties of the game.
We found a significant effect of Number of Items on the
number of moves per item that it took to win the game,
χ2 (1) = 529.6, p < .001. With a smaller Number of Items,
participants took fewer moves per item to win the game (see
Table 2 and Figure 3). For example, participants completed
the easiest version of the game (8 items) in 35 moves total,
which was 4.4 moves per item; they completed the hardest
version of the game (18 items) in 116 moves total, which was
6.4 moves per item.
We also found a significant effect of Number of Items on
the time that participants took per move, χ2 (1) = 6.7, p =
.009. With a smaller Number of Items, participants took less
time move (see Table 2 and Figure 3). On average, participants in the easiest version (8 items) took about 45 seconds
to complete the game, which was 1.3 seconds per move; they
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Table 3: Results of linear mixed effects model predicting the
number of moves it takes to complete the memory matching
game as a function of Label Length, Item Format, and Number of Items. Asterisks indicate statistical significance at the
*p < .05, **p < .01, and ***p < .001 levels.
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Figure 3: The number of moves (per item) and time (per item)
to win the game as a function of the Number of Items in the
game. Error bars are 95% Confidence Intervals.

Intercept
Label Length: Short
Item Format: Words
Number of Items
Length: Short * Number
Format: Words * Number

Estimate (SE)
-2.40 (.15)
-0.30 (.17)
-0.31 (.17)
0.18 (.01)
0.03 (.01)
0.04 (.01)

t-value
-16.42***
-1.80
-1.86
16.16***
2.30*
3.16**

(87%) reported having played the game before.
Table 2: Means (and standard deviations) for the number of
moves, the number of moves per item, the amount of time
in seconds, and the amount of time in seconds per move that
it took for participants to win the game, depending on the
Number of Items included in the game.
Items
8
10
12
15
18

Moves
35.1 (8.0)
49.8 (14.5)
63.2 (17.9)
84.7 (23.9)
116.0 (37.8)

Moves/Item
4.4 (0.7)
5.0 (1.0)
5.2 (1.1)
5.6 (1.3)
6.4 (1.7)

Time
45 (19)
66 (23)
86 (36)
126 (62)
164 (77)

Time/Move
1.29 (.46)
1.34 (.41)
1.38 (.48)
1.52 (.64)
1.43 (.52)

completed the hardest version of the game (18 items) in two
minutes and 44 seconds, which was 1.4 seconds per move.
We investigated the reliability of the task by testing
whether the number of moves that it took a participant to
win their first game was correlated with the number of moves
it took to win their second. We did this separately for each
level of Number of Items and found that, r = .41, .35, .61, .50,
and .51, for versions of the game that included, 8, 10, 12,
15, and 18 items, respectively (ps < .001). Of note, the correlation between the second and third games (and first and
third games) was similar (rs range from .26 to .62). These
results suggest that the game reliably measures a relatively
stable construct.
Not surprisingly, it took participants more moves to win
the game every time they played, β = .23, SE = .02, p < .001.
This is likely the result of proactive interference (Lustig, May,
& Hasher, 2001) and suggests that researchers may want to
limit the number of times that participants play the game with
a given set of items. It may also be worthwhile to test the
possibility of having participants play multiple versions of the
game with different sets of items.
Finally, participants seemed to enjoy playing the game.
Most (87%) reported that it was somewhat, but not especially,
challenging (≤ 3 on a 5-point scale), and most participants
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Picture Superiority and Word Length
We used mixed effect linear regression models to test our primary hypotheses (Kuznetsova, Brockhoff, Christensen, et al.,
2017). As predictors, we included Item Format (pictures or
words), Label Length (short or long), and Number of Items
(as a continuous variable) as fixed effects. Participants were
treated as random, repeated measures, effects. The results of
the model are shown in Table 3 and visualized in Figures 4
and 5.
Our first prediction was that we would find a picture superiority effect (Paivio & Csapo, 1973). That is, we expected
participants to complete the game in fewer moves when they
were playing with pictures, rather than words. Although we
did not find the predicted main effect of Item Format, we
did find an interaction between Item Format and the Number of Items that supports our hypothesis. As the Number
of Items increased, participants took fewer moves to play
the game with pictures than words (see Figure 4). Posthoc testing revealed that participants were faster to play the
game with pictures, as long as it included 15 or 18 items,
β = 0.41, SE = .12, p = .001. There was no effect of Item Format on the game when it was played with less than 15 items
(8, 10, or 12), β = 0.04, SE = .11, p = .689. This finding supports our general prediction that the game would be easier to
play with pictures than words, and it suggests that games with
smaller numbers of items may be too simple to test certain hypotheses about the representations and processes involved in
the game.
Our second prediction was that we would find a word
length effect (Baddeley et al., 1975). Using the framework of
Dual Coding Theory (Paivio, 1991), we expected participants
to store and use verbal codes of the items to play the game,
even when the cards showed pictures. In turn, we expected
people to be better able to rehearse and recall the locations
of items with shorter labels (Baddeley, 2012). The results
of the model did not support this prediction. We found no
main effect of Item Format, and, although we did find an interaction between Item Format and the Number of Cards, it
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Figure 4: The average number of moves to win the memory
matching game as a function of the Number of Items in the
game and Item Format (images vs. words). Error bars reflect
standard error.

Figure 5: The average number of moves to win the memory
matching game as a function of the Number of Items in the
game and Label Length (short vs. long). Error bars reflect
standard error.

was inconsistent with our hypothesis. It revealed that, as the
Number of Items increased, people took fewer moves to play
the game with items that had long, rather than short, labels
(see Figure 5).
We conducted two additional exploratory analyses to further investigate the influence of Label Length. First, we tested
whether Label Length only affected performance on the game
when the game was played with words. We did this by adding
an interaction term to the model, between Label Length and
Item Format, and found that it was not statistically significant,
χ2 (1) = 1.77, p = .183. We also tested for a 3-way interaction between Label Length, Item Format, and the Number of
Items to see if this relationship varied depending on the number of cards in the game. This analysis was not statistically
significant, χ2 (1) = 2.99, p = .084. These findings suggest
that participants likely rely on strategies other then memory
rehearsal to remember the locations of the items.

participants in these groups to complete the game, χ2 (1) =
0.95, p = .330. We also found no differences in how the manipulated variables affected participants in these two groups:
Number of Items, χ2 (1) = 2.09, p = .149; Label Length,
χ2 (1) = 0.87, p = .351; Item Format, χ2 (1) = 1.69, p = .193.
In sum, the different groups performed similarly on the game.

Effects by Sample
Before moving on to test for an influence of cognitive style,
we looked at whether participants’ geographic location moderated any of the effects of the manipulated variables. For
these analyses we grouped the college students with the participants who were recruited from Prolific and lived in the
US (n = 222), comparing their performance to participants
who were recruited from Prolific and lived outside of the US
(n = 194).
Using a series of linear mixed effects models, we found
no differences in the average number of moves it took for
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Cognitive Style
We included two measures of cognitive style in the study.
One was the OSVIQ, which assess individual differences in
object imagery, spatial imagery, and verbal cognitive styles
(Blazhenkova & Kozhevnikov, 2009). We expected that the
object imagery dimension of the OSVIQ would interact with
Item Format, but the analysis revealed neither a interaction
with Item Format, χ2 (1) = 0.40, p = .533, nor a main effect
of object imagery, χ2 (1) = 2.43, p = .119. For spatial imagery, we expected to find a main effect, but the analysis
did not support this prediction, χ2 (1) = 1.91, p = .167. Finally, we expected an interaction between the verbal component and Item Format, but again the analysis failed to support our prediction, χ2 (1) = 0.26, p = .609. In this case,
however, we did find a main effect of verbal cognitive style,
χ2 (1) = 14.19, p < .001. More verbal participants tended
to require more moves to complete the game, β = .20, SE =
.07, p = .007.
The second measure of cognitive style that we included
was the Thinking and Working Style Questionnaire (Sagiv
et al., 2010), which measures the degree to which people
approach problems systematically, as opposed to intuitively.

We expected that more systematic participants would perform
better on the game, but we found no effect of this variable,
χ2 (1) = 1.56, p = .212.

Other Individual Differences
Finally, we conducted exploratory tests of other individual
difference and background variables, including age, gender,
education, previous experience with the game, and whether
participants used a mouse or trackpad to play. The only one
of these variables that significantly improved the model was
gender, χ2 (1) = 6.83, p = .009. Women took fewer moves to
complete the game than men, β = −0.12, SE = .05, p = .010.

Discussion
Games have been central to the study of cognitive science
since its inception (Gray, 2017). The goal of the current study
was to explore the suitability of a simple memory matching game for empirical research on mental representation and
working memory. We were drawn to the idea of using the
game as an experimental task for a variety of reasons. Some
were practical. For example, the game is easy to set up and
run, and it is also simple and engaging to play. In addition,
the game seems to both require and reward cognitive effort.
When players are able to remember the items and their locations, they can win the game in fewer moves and less time.
This means that the game has a built-in attentional check and
performance incentive and distinguishes it from many classic tasks in behavioral research (e.g., recognition and recall
tasks, memory span tasks, ratings tasks) (Buhrmester, Talaifar, & Gosling, 2018).
To investigate the task, we sought to conceptually replicate two classic findings from the cognitive scientific literature. First, we predicted and found a picture superiority effect. Participants completed the game faster when playing
with pictures than words, as long as the game was sufficiently
challenging (at least 15 items). Second, we predicted that we
would find a word length effect, such that participants would
be able to complete the game faster with items that had short,
rather than long, labels. We did not find a word length effect.
We also investigated the relationship between the game and
two measures of cognitive style. We found that more verbal
participants, as measured by the OSVIQ, took more moves to
win the game. We did not find effects of object imagery or
spatial imagery on performance (as main effects or interaction effects), nor did we find an effect of a systematic working style, as measured by the Thinking and Working Style
Questionnaire. More work is clearly need to understand how
participants strategic decisions and cognitive tendencies influence how they play the game.
These findings provide mixed support for an account of the
game grounded in Dual Coding Theory (Paivio, 1991). On
the one hand, finding a picture superiority effect may indicate that two representational systems are at play—one that
relies on imagery and one that relies on symbols. On this account, participants encoded both the pictures and words using
a symbolic code; they additionally encoded an image when
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playing with pictures; and, as a result, performed better at
the game when playing with pictures. However, not finding a
word length effect raises questions about the degree to which
playing the game relies on memory rehearsal and the articulatory loop (Baddeley & Hitch, 1974).
On the whole though, we we think the current study represents a promising avenue for future research, and we are
excited to explore other research questions with a memory
matching game. For example, we are interested in studying how the familiarity of the items and their similarity to
each other affect how people play the game. Would it have
taken longer for people to complete the game if the items
were novel or if they had all come from the same category?
Memory matching games provide an ideal environment for
exploring a wide range of questions about cognition.
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Abstract
Different patterns of lines can express different emotions, but
the reason for the metaphor has not been fully revealed. Some
studies speculate that this may be caused by the motion implied
by lines. In order to verify this speculation, this paper conducts
an experiment on the relationship between the emotional
expression of lines and their implied motion. We created 87
different patterns of lines and visualized the motion implied by
the lines as dynamic effects: a black dot with a trailing effect,
which takes a line as its moving trajectory. Each line pattern
produces slow and fast versions of moving animations.
Therefore, there are three sets of test samples- static line
patterns and their corresponding slow and fast moving dots.
The subjects evaluate each sample by choosing descriptors
from a list of 29 emotion words. The results show that the test
samples can well cover the classical two-dimensional
emotional space. The implied motion, compared with the static
version, tends to shift towards the positive and high arousal in
the 2-dimensional emotional space. In addition, the speed of
the motion affects emotional arousal. It can be concluded that
the emotional expression of lines is obviously related to their
implied motion, however, their causality needs further study.
Keywords: line; line style; motion; emotion; perception;
metaphor

Introduction
The emotional expression of different patterns of lines has
been studied for a long time. As early as 1921, Lundolm
(1921) discovered that lines with different patterns could
convey different emotions. He divided 48 adjectives into 13
groups with similar meanings and asked subjects to draw
abstract lines to represent each adjective. He found that lines
corresponding to synonyms of the same set showed great
similarity among subjects. Lines dominated by sharp angles
were usually associated with unpleasant and intense emotions,
while lines dominated by rounded angles were usually
associated with happy, calm emotions. Aftewards, some
research further verified that straight and curved lines convey
significantly different meanings. Straight lines are usually
associated with direct, aggressive, bland, honest, industrial,
ordered, strong, unnatural, adult, rigid, flexible, robust, and
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dignified. Curved lines are often associated with indirect,
passive, pertaining to nature, childlike, romantic, soft,
organic, safe, flexible, quiet, elegant, and feminine (Block,
2001; Hevneb, 1935). Some studies found that curved lines
are more pleasant than straight or angled lines (Aronoff,
Woike, & Hyman, 1992). However, people just show a
preference for curves, there is no aversion to angles
(Bertamini, Palumbo, Gheorghes, & Galatsidas, 2016). Lines
and other forms can convey similar emotions if they show
similar visual features. Through the experiment of matching
words with one-dimensional lines, two-dimensional graphs,
and three-dimensional geometries as symbols, Liu (1997)
found that the more common ground different forms have, the
more common symbolic meanings they share. People prefer
circles to hexagons or irregular polygons (Cotter, Silvia,
Bertamini, Palumbo, & Vartanian, 2017). For silhouettes of
the same kind of object or meaningless contour, people prefer
the curved version to the sharp version (Corradi et al., 2019).
People prefer curved interior designs to angular ones. Body
outlines with arcs and angles can evoke emotions evoked by
ellipses and straight lines, respectively (Aronoff et al., 1992;
Ibáñez & Delgado-Mata, 2013). However, the emotional
expression of line patterns and their implied motions have not
been well studied.
There have been many studies on the reasons for the
perceptual and emotional mapping of lines, but there has not
been a widely accepted explanation. Some studies have
shown that the mapping between lines and their symbolic
meanings can ignore individual differences such as artistic
expertise and personality (Cotter et al., 2017; Lyman B., 1979;
Silvia & Barona, 2009), and it can be cross-cultural (Charles
E. Osgood, 1960). However, some other studies show that the
evaluation of lines is related to learning and experience (Bar
& Neta, 2008). The experiment of Franklin et al. (2019)
suggested to some extent that the different feelings of straight
lines and curves are related to the distribution of facial lines
in different emotions. His first experiment found that angry
faces had more radioactive straight lines, while happy faces
had more circular curved lines. Sievers et al. (2019) explained
that different lines, sounds, words, and human actions can

evoke the same emotion was because there may be a multisensory coding-decoding system based on the frequency
spectrum of stimuli. They explained that "the variation in the
central tendency of the frequency spectrum of a stimulus—
its spectral centroid—is used by signal senders to express
emotional arousal, and signal receivers to make emotional
arousal judgments". Some studies have suggested that
different feelings and preferences for line patterns may be
biologically determined since preferences are also present in
newborns (Fantz & Miranda, 1975), mentally handicapped
(Pustel, Sternlicht, & Derespinis, 1969), and other primates
(Munar, Gomez-Puerto, Call, & Nadal, 2015). Fantz and
Miranda (1975) found that newborns will gaze at a curved
contour for a longer time than an angular one. They believed
that this early preference was based on the different
sensitivity of a group of cortical cells to continuous contours,
curved visual patterns can stimulate the activity of cells more
than straight visual patterns. However, the above studies have
not tried verifying an explanation in traditional painting and
calligraphy theory, that is, the emotion expressed by lines
originates from the implied movement.
In fact, there has been a small amount of experimental
study on the relationship between line and movement in
emotional expression but is still very insufficient. Some
opinions speculate that the pleasure delivered by the curve
was caused by the relaxation of the eyeball, which will
simulate the gliding motion when gazing at the curve.
Stratto’s (1902) experiments have been carried out to verify
this theory, the results do not support this view. It shows that
when people observe a curve, although the curve provides a
smooth and continuous track, the watch path is irregular,
variable, and even acute angular. Lundolm (1921) considered
that lines seemed to imitate the motion expression of
emotional states. Lines with long, low waves show a slow,
feeble motion. The calmer emotions, such as sadness, languor,
and quietness, were represented by these patterns of lines.
Wavy lines with small, acute angles show rapid, intense
motion. Strong emotions, such as anger or excitement, were
represented by these patterns of lines. Farnsworth and
Valentine (1969) explored the relationship between the
emotional expression of lines and the emotional expression
of the movement of the hands when drawing the lines. He
asked testers to close their eyes and then tried to draw on the
paper with some sample random curve graph freely. After
each drawing, the testers evaluated the degree of pleasure of
the action with their eyes closed. After 5 times drawing,
testers looked at the lines drawn by them and evaluated the
degree of pleasure of the lines. The results showed that the
scores of motions were significantly higher than those of
visual lines. Ibanez and Delado (2014) studied the emotional
expression of the attributes of animated lines. They explored
the relationship between emotional valence and arousal and
visual attributes such as speed, line width, the amplitude of
fluctuation, convergence, but the motion in their experiment
was an additional special effect, rather than the "motion
implied by the lines" as we refer to. In short, the known
studies have not fully demonstrated the emotional
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relationship between lines and their suggestive movements,
let alone explained its causality.
In summary, this study aimed to investigate the emotional
relationship between emotions and the implied motion of
lines. Significantly, our basic idea is to think of the lines
themselves as tracks of motion and to visualize the motion
for comparison, rather than attaching other dynamic effects
to the lines. First, we created a set of horizontal orientation
lines of different patterns and used them as the "trajectory of
movement" to make the animation of black dots moving
along the trajectory and realized two levels of speed-slow and
fast. A total of three sets of stimuli were made and divided
into two groups: lines, motions (including slow and fast
versions). A subject was randomly assigned to one group and
then evaluated 12 randomly chosen samples by selecting
emotional words in the form of a checklist. Principal
component analysis (PCA) (Jolliffe, 1986) was performed on
the experimental data to reduce the emotional dimension, It
is found that the first two dimensions after PCA match the
classic 2D emotion model (Russell, 1980). By comparing the
position of three sets of samples in the 2D emotional space,
it can be found that the lines and implied motion have a
transitional relationship. Specifically, the mapping from
static lines to moving dots mainly affects the pleasure
dimension, and the moving speed mainly affects the arousal
dimension.

Experiment
Figure 1 illustrates our experimental design. All our
experimental data were collected in the form of online open
paid questionnaires, and questionnaires were screened
through the last question.

Figure 1: Experimental design.

Stimuli
The test samples of the questionnaire I include 87 patterns of
static horizontal lines. One author with a certain expertise in
both programming and art training created these lines. The
author tried his best to diversify line patterns. The 87 patterns
were divided into 15 groups, each consisting of 3 to 8 patterns.
The lines in the same group have a similar style but differ in
details, such as fluctuation amplitude and rhythm density.
Due to space limitations, only one sample of each group is
shown in Figure 2. Each pattern is presented as a picture of
200x400 pixels.

Figure 2: Test samples of 15 groups used in the
questionnaire I.
There are 174 test samples for the questionnaire II. Each
test sample is a black moving dot with a trailing effect, which
takes one of the 87 patterns used in questionnaires I as the
moving trajectory, with a speed of fast or slow, visualizing
the motion implied by the static line. To prevent the lines
themselves from interfering with the judgment, the motion
trajectories of the black dots, which are the lines, are not
shown. The speed of the black dot in the horizontal direction
is fixed at 24 pixels/secs at a slow level and 48 pixels/secs at
a fast level. In the electronic questionnaire, samples were
displayed in the form of GIF figures with a resolution of
200x400 pixels. Because there is a certain gap between the
motion trajectory of the black dot and the edges of the picture,
the horizontal width of the track is slightly smaller than 400
pixels. Actually, the fast motion cycles about every 8 seconds,
and the slow motion cycles about every 16 seconds. The
frame rate of each GIF figure is 60 frames per second. The
moving black dots in questionnaire II and their corresponding
line patterns in questionnaire I are shown in Figure 3.

lower right corner is the corresponding line pattern in
questionnaire I.

Evaluation
Questionnaire Design The test was presented in the form of
an anonymous online questionnaire. The questionnaire
consists of four parts:
i.
Fill in age and gender.
ii.
A checklist of emotional words to evaluate an emoji
picture. The purpose is to familiarize the subjects with the
type of question in the experiment.
iii.
Evaluate samples with emotional words. This is the
core part of the experiment. To avoid fatigue and evaluation
inertia, a subject didn’t need to evaluate all the samples but
only need to evaluate randomly selected 12 samples.
Therefore, each subject’s third part consisted of 12 randomly
chosen samples. Each sample is evaluated using a checklist
of randomly permuted emotional words. The subjects can
choose between 1 and 30 words in each checklist. Because
we collected enough questionnaires, each of the 261 samples
was guaranteed to be evaluated by at least 50 subjects.
iv.
Screening question. The screening question was
designed to screen out the questionnaire of subjects who did
not finish the questions seriously. The question asked the
tester to select 3 to 6 pictures from 12 items that are most
significantly different from all the previous patterns. In the
12 items, 6 appeared in part iii, and the other 6 were
significantly different from the sample patterns we tested.
Emotion words Both questionnaires used 27 emotional
valence words which are derived from the related previous
research literature (Cowen & Keltner, 2017; Mehrabian &
Russell, 1974). They are admiration, adoration, appreciation,
amusement, awe, awkwardness, boredom, anxiety, calmness,
confusion, craving, disgust, pain, entrancement, envy,
excitement, fear, horror, interest, joy, nostalgia, romance,
sadness, satisfaction, sexual desire, sympathy, triumph.
There were also two words for emotional arousal: quietness
and intensity, and an "uncertain" option, which subjects could
choose if they thought the shown sample does not show any
emotion. Therefore, 30 words were provided in the checklist.

Subjects 1512 subjects completed questionnaire I, and
1812 subjects completed questionnaire II. Most of the
subjects (82%) were between the ages of 18 and 40.

Data analysis and results
We first screened out invalid questionnaires by the screening
questions. Then performed PCA on the valid data, and
discovered the relationship between the three sets of samples
by analyzing the distribution of the three sets of samples in
the principal emotional space. The emotional coverage of the
three sets of samples was analyzed by calculating the
distribution of the three sets of samples in the principal
emotional space. The relationship of the three sets of samples

Figure 3: Black dots with trailing effect in questionnaire
II. The red dotted line is the motion trajectory, which is not
shown in the actual GIF figure. The solid black line in the
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is measured by the correlation in the principal emotional
space.
We screen out invalid questionnaires by scoring the last
screening question. The last question has 12 options, and we
give positive scores to the correct choices and negative scores
to the wrong options. By calculating the sum score of selected
options, it can be judged whether the subject finished the
questionnaire seriously. If the score of the screening question
is less than 3, the questionnaire is judged as invalid. 510 of
questionnaire I and 350 of questionnaire II were screened out,
and the remaining 1002 of the questionnaire I and 1462 of the
questionnaire II were collected as valid data.
Since the 29 emotional words are related, we performed
PCA to reduce the dimensions. PCA results show that the first
5 principal components collectively explain 65.767% of the
total variance. The first component was positively correlated
with appreciation (principal component load: 0.697), interest
(0.682), satisfaction (0.726), and negatively correlated with
anxiety (-0.862), disgust (-0.851), pain (-0.884). The second
component was positively correlated with excitement (0.854)
and intensity (0.644), and negatively correlated with
calmness (-0.753) and quietness (-0.742). The third, fourth,
and fifth components were associated with adoration (0.534),
awe (0.588), and sexual desire (0.79), respectively. Among
them, the space formed by the first two components is similar
to the classic 2D emotional space (Russell, 1980). In the 2D
emotional space, the first dimension represents the emotional
valence and the second dimension represents the emotional
arousal. Such similarity proves the construct validity of our
experiment.
The principal two dimensions cumulatively explain 48.763%
variance, they correspond to Russell's 2D emotion model and
can represent the core components of emotion. The
relationship of three sets of samples in this space can reflect
important information. To visualize our results, the first two
principal components obtained through PCA were used as the
coordinate axes to establish the 2D emotional space. The
pairwise relationships between the three groups of samples
are shown in 3 scatter plots in figure 4. The three colored
markers in Figure 4 represent the three sets of samples. Every
two samples corresponding to the same pattern are connected
by a line segment, and the direction of the line segments
shows the correlation between the three versions.
Two trends can be seen from Figure 4:
i.
First, both the red and blue line segments tend to the
right, indicating that after the line is transformed into motion
along the line as a trajectory, the positive and the arousal of
the emotion tend to increase.
ii.
Second, the green line tends to go up, indicating that
fast motion can show stronger emotional arousal than slow
motion.
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Figure 4: Projection of the three sets of samples in the
emotional coordinate space. The comparison of static line
and slow motion (a), the comparison of static line and fast
motion (b), and the comparison of slow motion and fast
motion (c).
We further analyzed the coverage range of all stimuli in the
2D emotional space. The scatter density plot is shown in
Figure 5. The darker the color is, the more explicit the
emotional expression exists in this area. Weak emotions with
a Z-score less than 1 are represented inside the small circles,
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while strong emotions with a Z-score greater than 1 and less
than 2 are represented between the large and the small circles.
Among the 261 styles, 173 (66.3%) were outside the small
circle. It can be seen from the scatter distribution that the
samples we made with experience can achieve high
emotional coverage, which also indicates that the samples we
provided have good content validity.
We divide the two circles into eight regions with two
crossed diagonal lines, and the distribution of the three sets
of samples in the 8 regions is shown in Table 1. It can be seen
from Figure 5 and Table 1 that there is a certain difference in
the coverage range of the three sets of samples, which also
reflects the above two basic laws. Additionally, the fast
motion does not seem to be good at expressing negative
emotions.

Figure 5: Distribution of three sets of samples in the first
2D principal component emotion space.
To explore the relationship between the three sets of
samples. We calculated the Pearson correlation of 29
components produced by PCA. The results showed that there
are significant strong correlations among the three sets of
samples on the first component (corresponding to the
emotional valence in classic 2D emotion space) (slow-fast:

Pearson's coefficient is 0.805; slow-static: 0.813; fast-static:
0.795, all p less than 0.05); There is a significant relatively
strong correlation on the second component (corresponding
to the emotional arousal in classic 2D emotion space) (slowfast: Pearson coefficient is 0.775; slow-static: 0.604; faststatic: 0.653, all p less than 0.05); On the third component
(positively correlated with adoration), slow motion-fast
motion and slow motion-static line was weakly correlated
(Pearson coefficients are 0.381 and 0.305, respectively, all p
less than 0.05), and there was no significant correlation
between fast motion and static line. The correlations in the
other component were weak (all Pearson coefficients are less
than 0.3) or not significant (all p greater than 0.05).

Conclusion
Different patterns of lines convey different emotions, which
is deemed due to their implied motion in some empirical
theories and research. The experiment in this paper proves
that there is a significant correlation between the line and its
corresponding motions in the expression of emotional
valence and arousal. The experimental results also show that
after the line is transformed into motion, especially for the
fast motion, the emotion conveyed will move toward a more
positive and higher arousal degree. Based on this result, and
combined with some findings in neuroaesthetics shown that
static lines can trigger a subconscious action imitation
(Alessandra Umiltá, Berchio, Sestito, Freedberg, & Gallese,
2012; Sbriscia-Fioretti, Berchio, Freedberg, Gallese, &
Umiltà, 2013), we speculate that when a beholder watches a
static line, he/she will subconsciously imagine its
corresponding motion, and thus feel the emotion encoded in
it. However, the correlation between lines and their implied
motion cannot directly infer that the emotion expressed by
lines originates from their implied motion. Whether there is a
causal relationship or a covariant relationship between the
two needs further study. Besides, our experimental results
show that discovered trends in 2D emotion space cannot
cover the experimental samples’ complete emotional
performance, it also meets some previous research (Cowen &
Keltner, 2017). In a richer emotional dimension than the 2D
emotional space, the relationship between the lines and their
implied motion needs further study.

Table 1: Distribution number and proportion of 261 samples in eight regions.
Static line
Weak

Strong

Slow motion
Weak
Strong

Fast motion
Weak

Strong

Sum
Weak

Strong

Positive

7(8%)

10(11.5%)

13(14.9%)

12(13.8%)

10(11.5%)

21(24.1%)

30

43

Negative

11(12.6%)

25(28.7%)

5(5.7%)

10(11.5%)

1(1.1%)

5(5.7%)

17

40

Low arousal

6(6.9%)

23(26.4%)

8(9.2%)

22(25.3%)

5(5.7%)

4(4.6%)

19

49

High arousal

5(5.7%)

0(0%)

10(11.5%)

7(8%)

7(8.0%)

34(39%)

22

41

Emotion
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Abstract
In order to communicate, humans flatten complex ideas and their attributes into a sequence of words. Humans can
use this ability to express and understand complex hierarchical and relational concepts, such as kinship relations and
logical deduction chains. We simulate communication of relational and hierarchical concepts using artificial agents. We
propose a new set of graph communication games, which show that agents parametrized by graph neural networks
develop a more compositional language compared to bag-of-words and sequence models. Graph-based agents are also
more successful at systematic generalization to new combinations of familiar features. We release the implementation
to probe research on emergent communication over complex data.
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Abstract
We propose a conceptual framework of multiversional narrative processing. Multiversional narrative processing is the
consideration of multiple possible event sequences for an incomplete narrative during reception. It occurs naturally and
is experienced in a wide range of cases, such as suspense, surprise, counterfactuals, and detective stories. Receiving a
narrative, we propose, is characterized by the spontaneous creation of competing interpretive versions of the narrative
that are then used to create predictions and projections for the narrative’s future. These predictions serve as a mechanism
for integrating incoming information and updating the narrative model through prediction error, without completely
eliminating past versions. We define this process as having three aspects: (1) constrained expectations, (2) preference
projection, and (3) causal extrapolation. Constrained expectations and preference projections respectively create the
bounds and subjective desires for a narrative’s progress, while causal extrapolation builds, reworks, and maintains the
potential models for understanding the narrative.
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Abstract
Deep reinforcement learning (Deep RL) methods can train artificial agents (AAs) to reach or exceed human-level performance. However, in multiagent contexts requiring competitive behavior or where the aim is to use AAs for human
training, the qualitative behaviors AAs adopt may be just as important as their performance to ensure representative
training. This paper compares human behaviors and performance when competing against either a human expert or
an AA opponent trained using Deep RL on a 2-dimensional version of Pong. Results show that participants were not
sensitive to the movement differences between the human expert and AA. Further, the participants did not alter their
behaviors, except to compensate for differences in the environmental states caused by the opponents. The paper concludes with discussion on the potential impacts of AA training on human behavior with regard to representative design
in the areas of skill development and team training.
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Knowledge-Gap Awareness as Mediating Cognitive Mechanism in Tool-Mediated
Learning in Computer Science: A Multi-Method Experimental Study
Tobias Halbherr
ETH Zurich, Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland
Abstract
Interaction with environmental resources such as technological tools facilitates conceptual learning and preparation
for future learning. Writing and compiling code, failing, and trying again fosters deep understanding of computational
concepts. This study investigates knowledge gap awareness as potential mediating cognitive mechanism in the learning
process from situated interaction with a technological tool to internalized conceptual understanding. Students engaged
in a tool-mediated or tool-dissociated learning activity on functional programming and were subsequently assessed
on their learning again under tool-mediated or tool-dissociated conditions. Students’ assessment performances were
triangulated with their open comments and questionnaire responses on the study’s learning and assessment activities.
The findings support the assumption of tool-mediation facilitating knowledge gap awareness, which in turn facilitates
conceptual learning.
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Abstract
To glean information from social networks, people must be adept at distinguishing real evidence from hearsay. Here,
we investigate human inferences within a simulated social network. We introduce a novel social learning task in which
participants infer their surrounding social network structure while also using social communications to aid judgments
about the shared environment. We find that the majority of adults correctly identified independent and acyclic network
structures, though they struggled to identify cyclic communications. Comparison of judgments with several social inference models supports a naïve social learning account that integrates social evidence with the learner’s own observations
in a structure insensitive way. This suggests that people are capable of using communication patterns to identify social
influences, but they may still be misled by the distortions of evidence that these network dynamics can produce.
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Modeling Capacity-Limited Decision Making Using a Variational Autoencoder
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Abstract
Due to information processing constraints and cognitive limitations, humans must form limited representations of complex decision making tasks. However, the mechanisms by which humans generate representations of task-relevant
stimulus remain unclear. We develop a model that seeks to account for the formation of these representations using
a β-variational autoencoder (β-VAE) trained with a novel utility based learning objective. The proposed model forms
latent representations of decision making tasks that are constrained in their information complexity. We show through
simulation that this approach can account for important phenomena in human economic decision making tasks. This
model provides a method of forming task-relevant representations that can be used to make decisions in a human-like
manner.
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Intention beyond Desire: Humans Spontaneously Commit to Future Actions
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Abstract
It is an ancient insight that human actions are driven by desires. Yet it misses one mental representation, intention, with
which agents regulate conflicting desires by committing to an admissible plan. Here we demonstrate four behavioral
signatures of intention only observed in humans: disruption resistance as sticking with a plan despite setbacks; exclusiveness as avoiding paths with temptations of re-planning; deliberation as the gradual emergence of a commitment
plan; temporal leap as forming future plans before finishing the current one. Humans were compared against an optimal
model formulated as Markov Decision Process (MDP), who acts only to maximize expected future rewards. Conflicting
desires are defined as a reward function returning positive rewards for multiple states. It showed none of the behavioral
signatures of intention. These results reveal that humans regulate conflicting desires with intentions, which directly
drive actions.
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Emotion-Color Association in Biologically Inspired Deep Neural Networks
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Abstract
Deep Neural Network representations correlate very well with neural responses measured in primates’ brains and with
psychological representations of human similarity judgement tasks, making them possible models for human behaviorrelated tasks. This study investigates whether DNNs can learn an implicit association (between colors and emotions)
for images. An experiment was conducted in which subjects were asked to select a color for a given emotion-inducing
image. These human responses (decision probabilities) were modeled on neural networks using representations extracted
from pre-trained DNNs for the images and colors (a square of the color). The model presented showed a fuzzy linear
relationship with the decision probabilities. Finally, this model was presented as a model for emotion classification tasks,
specifically with very few training examples, showing an improvement in accuracy from a standard classification model.
This analysis can be of relevance to psychologists studying these associations and AI researchers modelling emotional
intelligence in machines.
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Abstract
Children learn word meanings by making use of commonalities across the usages of a word in different situations. However, early word learning experiences have a high level of uncertainty. For a word in an utterance, there are many possible
meanings in the environment (referential uncertainty). Similarly, for a meaning, there are multiple possible words in
the utterance (linguistic uncertainty). We propose a general framework to investigate the role of mutual exclusivity bias
(asserting one-to-one mappings between words and their meanings) in early word learning. Through a set of computational studies, we show that to successfully learn word meanings under uncertainty, a model needs to implement two
types of competition: words competing for the association to a meaning reduces linguistic uncertainty, and meanings
competing for a word limits referential uncertainty. Our work highlights the importance of an algorithmic-level analysis
to shed light on different mechanisms that implement a computational-level theory.
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What happened here? Children integrate physical reasoning to infer actions from
indirect evidence
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Abstract
As we navigate through the world, we often leave traces of our actions: a broken branch, a footprint in the mud, a dirty
coffee mug at a desk. As observers, these traces enable us to make surprisingly complex social inferences about the
actions that may have caused them: what the other person may have been doing, what their likely goals were, and more.
But how might a conspicuous lack of evidence prompt this same reasoning? We hypothesize that children use intuitive
physics to infer possible prior actions and their outcomes, even in the absence of evidence. In support of this proposal,
we found that children readily reconstruct an agent’s actions after observing indirect evidence. Importantly, they are
also able to use the difficulty of concealing such evidence to interpret its absence.
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Abstract
Artificial systems currently outperform humans in diverse computational domains, but none has achieved parity in speed
and overall versatility of mastering novel tasks. A critical component to human success, in this regard, is the ability to
redeploy and redirect data passed between cognitive subsystems (via abstract feature representations) in response to
changing task demands. However, analyzing shared representations is difficult in neural systems with distributed nonlinear coding. This work presents a simple but effective approach to this problem. In experiments, the proposed model
robustly predicts behavior and performance of multitasking networks on natural language data (MNIST) using common deep network architectures. Consistent with existing theory in cognitive control, representation structure varies
in response to (a) environmental pressures for representation sharing, (b) demands for parallel processing capacity, and
(c) tolerance for crosstalk. Implications for geometric (dimension, curvature), functional (automaticity, generalizability,
modularity), and applied aspects of representation learning are discussed.
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Abstract
Previous studies suggest that environment affect human spatial navigation ability. It remains in question when and how
the environment assert influence on the developmental changes of spatial cognition. To answer this question, current
study compared the general navigation ability and the specific ability in using allocentric vs. egocentric cues between
urban and rural children in China. Our results showed urban and rural children did not differ in their general navigation
ability when they can use various cognitive strategies in a free navigation task. However, the 9 to12-yrs old rural children
performed significantly better than the age-matched urban children when they were instructed to use allocentric cues
in a similar maze navigation task. No such difference was found between the 5 to 8-yrs old rural and urban children,
suggesting that living environment plays an important role in the development of the allocentric processing ability for
navigation during the middle childhood.
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Humans violate Occam’s razor in learning Gaussian mixture models
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Abstract
Learning the generative model of the world based on limited data is an important problem faced by both human and
artificial intelligence. How should one choose among multiple generative models that all well fit the existing data?
Occam’s razor suggests that one should select the simplest one. Here we asked whether Occam’s razor applies to human
learning of probability distribution models. On each trial, participants saw 20 160 samples of spatial locations from
a Gaussian mixture model and were asked to choose among four different Gaussian mixture models the one that had
generated the samples. In three experiments, we found participants did not, as Occam’s razor would suggest, prefer the
one-cluster option that appears to be simplest, other things being the same. Instead, they showed preference for options
with two or three clusters. Such violation of Occam’s razor sheds light on distinction between complexity-based and
experience-based priors for model selection.
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Abstract
Adults have been shown to favor stable causal relationships – those that hold robustly across background contexts –
in their actions and causal/explanatory generalizations (Vasilyeva et al, 2018). Here we explore how this preference
develops. We present results from one study with 141 4-7-year-olds investigating whether children pay attention to
causal stability when they explain observations and design interventions in novel contexts. We report developmental
shifts in reliance on causal stability in a range of inferential tasks, highlight the important role of perceived average
causal strength in determining children’s causal preferences, and discuss the implications of our findings for theories
of early causal learning. To our knowledge, this is the first study exploring the role of stability in children’s causal
reasoning.
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Abstract
Humans can adapt their knowledge acquired for one problem to solve other problems of different problem domains. To
seek for evidence of knowledge transfer, we investigated the human navigation behavior on the network of Wikipedia.
We showed that the performance of human players is between that of the best navigator with full knowledge on the
network structure of Wikipedia and of the poorest navigator with no knowledge on it. This suggests that human players
transferred their knowledge on the nominal concepts onto the network structure of Wikipedia. Further, we conducted
an analysis of the degree of confidence in decision making based on reinforcement learning. We found that human
players might be very certain even about their first choice, from which we suspect that human players can solve the
new problem by transferring their everyday knowledge successfully from the beginning and this can be a true power of
knowledge transfer across problem domains.
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A computationally rational model of human reinforcment learning
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Abstract
Human learning efficiency in reinforcement learning tasks decreases when the number of the presented stimuli increases,
a finding known as the ”set size effect”. From the computational rationality perspective, this effect can be interpreted
as the brain’s balancing task performance against rising cognitive costs. Still, it remains unclear how best to quantify
cognitive cost in learning tasks. One candidate is policy complexity, defined in terms of information theory as the mutual
information between the sensory input and behavioral response. However, using a published data set (Collins & Frank,
2012), we show that policy complexity alone cannot explain the set size effect because the optimal policy complexity
does not necessarily increase with the set size. We therefore propose a computational model and conduct a model-based
analysis to show the minimal constituents of cognitive cost are policy complexity and representation complexity—the
information quantity conveyed from sensory inputs to internal representations.
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Enhancing Preschool Readiness: Evidence from a Home-based Game to Improve
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Abstract
Preschool children vary in their numerical knowledge, and this variation predicts math achievement throughout elementary school. Can preschool interventions that exercise school-relevant numerical concepts support later school
math learning, and if so, what numerical activities should be targeted to best foster this learning? Here we ask whether
a game-based intervention targeting preschool children’s understanding of the base-10 compositional system of number
words and symbols improves their school-relevant numerical concepts in the short term. Five- to six-year-old children
who played a numerical board game at home with their parents for two-three weeks showed improved preschool numerical concepts, compared to children who played a game with similar materials and procedures but no numerical content.
This finding takes a first step toward developing and evaluating a suite of game-based interventions, leveraging research
in developmental cognitive science both to enhance children’s learning in school and to deepen understanding of how
children learn.
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Abstract
Though humans should defer to the superior judgement of AI in an increasing number of domains, certain biases prevent
us from doing so. Understanding when and how these biases occur is a central challenge for human-computer interaction.
A proposed source of such bias is the perceived subjectivity of tasks. We tested this hypothesis using one of the most
subjective tasks possible: Evaluating joke funniness. Across two experiments, we addressed the following: Would people
rate jokes as less funny if they believed an AI created them? When asked to rate jokes and guess their likeliest source,
participants evaluated jokes attributed to humans as the funniest and those to AI as the least funny. However, when we
explicitly framed these same jokes as either human or AI-created, there was no difference in performance-level ratings.
These results challenge the notion that task subjectivity always biases users against AI if the source is transparent.
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Abstract
Altering an individual’s identity during virtual tasks, such that it is incongruent with their own identity, can reduce
unconscious biases and increase empathy and prosocial behavior. While such virtual embodiment has been investigated
for race, age, and socioeconomic status, the question remains whether immersive perspective taking reduces implicit
gender bias. Accordingly, we investigated the effect of gendered embodiment on gender bias related to the underrepresentation of women in science, technology, engineering, and math fields. Undergraduate students (N=65) undertook a
simulated virtual interview task, which included the rating and selection of male and female candidates. Females were
significantly more empathetic than males. Greater empathy predicted higher candidate ratings, except for competence
of the female candidate. Preliminary findings establish foundations for future comparative studies and contribute to
elucidating the nature of empathy during and after virtual perspective taking, such that it may have a greater impact on
males for modulating gender bias.
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Abstract
We investigate whether reasoners are sensitive to the underlying causal structure of an event when evaluating its likely
causes. Participants read stories in which two unknown causes led to an outcome in either a converging or linear
structure. They were then asked to select two of three possible causes to complete the story. Two candidates were
semantically-related, direct causes of the outcome. The third was an unrelated, indirect cause of the outcome that was
conditional on a directly-related event. Differences in abstract structure, and not association, guided people’s evaluations
of the most likely causes (e.g., ‘breeze blowing’ was judged an unlikely direct cause of a noisy room compared to ‘alarm
ringing’ or ‘door slamming’, but a likely indirect cause, conditional on the door slamming). Results demonstrate that
people consider abstract information about the structure of an event when evaluating causes. Knowledge of causal
structure may therefore guide hypothesis evaluation.
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Abstract
The physical world is rich with social information that people readily detect and extract, such as inferring that someone
was present when we encounter a stack of rocks in the woods. How do people recognize that a physical scene contains
social information? Research in developmental psychology has argued that this capacity is supported by a sensitivity
to violations of randomness. Here we present a computational model of this idea and test its explanatory power in
a quantitative manner. Our model infers agency by estimating the likelihood that a scene would arise naturally, as
determined by human intuitive physics instantiated as a physics engine. Our results suggest that people’s ability to
detect agency in a physical scene is sensitive not only to the superficial visual properties, but also to the underlying
physical generative process. Our results highlight how people use intuitive physics to decide when to engage in nuanced
social reasoning.
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Abstract
People are capable of learning diverse functional relationships from data; nevertheless, they are most accurate when
learning linear relationships, and deviate further from estimating the true relationship when presented with non-linear
functions. We investigate whether, when given the opportunity to learn actively, people choose samples in an efficient
fashion, and whether better sampling policies improve their ability to learn linear and non-linear functions. We find that,
across multiple different function families, people make informative sampling choices consistent with a simple, loweffort policy that minimizes uncertainty at extreme values without requiring adaptation to evidence. While participants
were most accurate at learning linear functions, those who more closely adhered to the simple sampling strategy also
made better predictions across all non-linear functions. We discuss how the use of this heuristic might reflect rational
allocation of limited cognitive resources.
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Pragmatics of Metaphor Revisited: Formalizing the Role of Typicality and
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Abstract
Experimental pragmatics tells us that a metaphor conveys salient features of a vehicle and that highly typical features
tend to be salient. But can highly atypical features also be salient? When asking if John is loyal and hearing “John is a
fox”, will the hearer conclude that John is disloyal because loyalty is saliently atypical for a fox? This prediction follows
from our RSA-based model of metaphor understanding which relies on gradient salience. Our behavioral experiments
corroborate the model’s predictions, providing evidence that high and low typicality are salient and result in high interpretation confidence and agreement, while average typicality is not salient and makes a metaphor confusing. Our
model implements the idea that other features of a vehicle, along with possible alternative vehicles, influence metaphor
interpretation. It produces a significantly better fit compared to an existing RSA model of metaphor understanding,
supporting our predictions about the factors at play.
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Can losing the sense of smell affect odor language?
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Abstract
A number of studies have explored whether language is grounded in action and perception, however little attention has
been given to the sense of smell. Here we directly test whether olfactory information is necessary for comprehension of
odor-related language, by comparing language performance in a group of participants with no sense of smell (anosmics)
with a group of control participants with an intact sense of smell. We found no difference in comprehension of odor- and
taste-related language between anosmics and controls using a lexical decision task, suggesting olfaction is not crucial
to semantic representations of odor-related language. However, we did find that anosmics were better at remembering
odor-related words than controls, and they also rated odor- and taste-related words as more positively valenced than
control participants. We suggest odor-related language is more salient and emotional to anosmics because it reminds
them of their missing sense. Overall, this study supports the proposal that odor-related language is not grounded in odor
perception.
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Abstract
We investigated racial bias in emotion inference by having participants describe the emotion of the featured person in
the image, including Asian, Black, and White. We collected 4,197 sentences (63,900 tokens) and used the data to train
Word2Vec, a neural network-based word embedding model. We calculated the cosine distance between emotion words
and words indicating the target for each racial group in order to measure the strength of association. Although all images
portrayed neutral emotions, the results show that negative emotion words were close to Asian and Black, whereas neutral
words were close to White. This result indicates that stereotypes contribute to the racial bias in Artificial Intelligence as
crowdsourcing workers can generate annotations depending on the featured person’s race. Based on the present study,
we suggest employing various de-biasing methods such as data augmentation or removing bias components in word
embeddings before using Artificial Intelligence in the real world.
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Abstract
The paper addresses both issues of first language (L1) attrition and second language (L2) acquisition in the context of
two mutually intelligible languages from a psycholinguistic perspective. It summarises results of a study examining how
native speakers of Slovak living long-term in Czechia process and produce Slovak and Czech cognates and noncognates.
Two experimental sessions consisting of lexical decision task and picture naming task were conducted once with Slovak
stimuli and once with Czech stimuli. The results showed that Slovak noncognates were processed and produced more
slowly by Slovaks who use their L1 less, and their L2 more. Analogically, this subgroup processed and produced Czech
noncognates relatively faster. Thus, the experiments give evidence of (a) L1 attrition (online processing difficulties), and
(b) the shift towards L2 patterns depending on the amount of L1 and L2 use even in speakers of two very close and
mutually intelligible languages.
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Abstract
While lexical norm databases are being developed with a renewed emphasis on perceptual psycholinguistic features,
verbs are often neglected. Research on nouns and adjectives utilizes vertical spatial localization ratings, providing an
analogue for the inclusion of verbs via vertical directionality ratings. This study demonstrates the feasibility of collecting
such ratings for 32 English verbs, as well as the possibility of assessing directionality ratings in other spatial dimensions.
Further, ratings were analyzed using distributional semantic models. Results indicate that language statistics are strongly
associated with human ratings, providing convergent validity for vertical directionality as a useful psycholinguistic
measure. Additionally, a comparison of the predictive performance of LSA and Web 1T 5-gram models on human ratings
revealed that the first-order 5-gram model accounted for significant unique variance in the norms, while LSA did not. It
may be concluded that spatial verb associations are encoded linguistically by proximal, syntactic dependencies.
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Abstract
The role of semantics in inflectional morphology has long been debated (Huang & Pinker, 2010; Pinker & Prince, 1988;
Ramscar, 2002) with most of the focus on the English past tense. This paper explores whether an effect of semantics
can be found for German noun plural generalisation, a system as yet only poorly understood. German speakers were
asked to first freely produce and then rate plural forms of 24 new wug words, presented in a semantically manipulated
context. We expected that the German plural class ending in -n should be used more frequently with nouns presented as
persons than as objects (Gaeta, 2008). While this hypothesis was not confirmed, the post-hoc discovery of other semantic
influences prevents us from completely rejecting the original hypothesis. In light of these results we discuss possible
sources of the observed pattern of plural classes and stress the importance of replicating wug studies with novel sets of
wug words. We conclude that generalisation of the German plural system cannot easily be explained by phonological
nor semantic influences.
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War Language in Tweets of Politicians, Reporters, and Medical Experts: A Focus on
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Abstract
Metaphors can both shape and reflect how we think about com- plex issues. Here, we explore the prevalence of WAR
language in a large corpus (N = 1.63 million) of Tweets. We compare how different groups of people use the language of
WAR to talk about different topics. In Study 1, we find that about 5% of Tweets about Covid-19 from the general public
include WAR language, replicating prior work (Wicke & Bolognesi, 2020). In Studies 2 and 3, we find that politicians use
WAR language much more often, while Reporters and Medical Experts use WAR language less often. The findings are
relevant to current debates about the role of language in democracy, and to theo- ries of metaphor in communication.
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Abstract
Localizing function in the brain has been an elusive long-term goal in the study of cognition. Prior studies have utilized
four reference abilities (RAs) to capture cognition (Salthouse, 2009). Full-brain cortical networks have been tied to
these abilities using common multi-voxel patterns across subjects in distinct age groups. Using voxel searchlights the
current study explores purely local cortical representations of cognition, less commonly explored. This work analyzes 240
subjects’ responses to cognitive tasks from the four RAs. The current study further employs representational similarity
analysis (RSA, Kriegeskorte, Mur, & Bandettini, 2008) to the similarity of brain activities from tasks within the same
RA; RSA can capture representational consistencies within each subject even when exact voxel pattern may vary across
subjects. We found distinct topographical localizations for each RA that were mostly consistent across age and suggested
refinements of broader functional divisions of the brain from prior literature.
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Abstract
A complete and holistic understanding of human cognitive function using a cognitive model should be able to incorporate both the idiographic biological parameters from behavioral data and interactions between connected brain networks
identified by neuroanatomical techniques. Here, we argue that first, computational modeling can be used to extract biological parameters, and second, the biological parameter should be identifiable through the corresponding brain functional networks. We tested this empirically with the long-term memory’s decay rate (rate of forgetting α) measured from
a Swahili-English vocabulary learning task, and resting-state fMRI (rs-fMRI) data, both collected from 33 participants. α
was estimated based on a rational model of episodic memory. rs-fMRI data from each brain was processed into a 264 x
264 connectivity matrix, and further selected and grouped into memory-related network matrices using group lasso and
cross-validation techniques. We were able to (1) predict the observed α using these connectivity matrices, and (2) show
that forgetting can be related to specific brain networks.
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The Role of Categories in the Formation of Liking Evaluations
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Abstract
We examine when, why, and how people use category-based knowledge in determining how much they will like an
object based on memories. We find that people rely on category-based knowledge when making liking evaluations of
items from memory and rely on such knowledge more when items are typical of a category. We suggest that people rely
on categories to fill in information that memories leave out and use typicality as a cue for the likelihood that categorybased knowledge will be a good substitute for knowledge about an item. In 2 studies, using products and color patches
as stimuli, we find that people rely on category liking evaluations in forming liking evaluations of specific items from
memory and that they do so more when an items is typical (vs atypical) of that category. This work shows that categorybased knowledge can play an important part in preference formation.
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Abstract
The study analyzed the effect of 2-year systematic chess training on the IQ of schoolchildren. A pretest–posttest with
control group design was used with randomly selected children studying in four city schools (grades 3–9), of both
genders. The experimental group (N = 80) underwent weekly chess training for 2 years, while the control group (N = 77)
was involved in extracurricular activities offered in school such as cricket, football, and hockey. Both the groups were
involved in these activities after school hours. Intelligence was measured by Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children
(WISC-IV INDIA). Assessment was carried out prior to the chess training, after 1 and 2 years of training. ANCOVA
revealed significant increase in both first- and second-year scores by about 12 points across both the years. When
systematic in-school chess training program is offered, one could expect a significant increase in IQ.
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The Effects of Dyadic Conversations on Coronavirus-Related Belief Change
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Abstract
In a high-risk environment, such as during an epidemic, people are exposed to a large amount of information, both
accurate and inaccurate. Following exposure, they typically discuss the information with each other in conversations.
Here, we assessed the effects of such conversations on their beliefs. A sample of 126 M-Turk participants first rated the
accuracy of a set of COVID-19 statements (pre-test). They were then paired and asked to discuss either any of these
statements (low epistemic condition) or only the statements they thought were accurate (high epistemic condition).
Finally, they rated the accuracy of the initial statements again (post-test). We did not find a difference of epistemic
condition on belief change. However, we found that individuals were sensitive to their conversational partners and
changed their beliefs according to their partners’ conveyed beliefs. This influence was strongest for initially moderately
held beliefs.
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Abstract
A key element of conceptual understanding in physics education is the ability to make qualitative inferences. In this
study, we investigated whether people use causal notions when solving simple, qualitative physics problems. We utilized
the principles of directionality and holding variables constant to assess participant’s accuracy in answering questions
about inferences from cause to effect (CE), effect to cause (EC), and from one cause to the other cause (CC). Participants
responded with greater accuracy for CE and EC questions when alternative causal information was held constant compared to when it is made explicitly unknown. For CC questions accuracy was lower across all alternative information
types. Further, participants generally treated ambiguous alternative causes as if they were held explicitly constant. These
results indicate that using notions of causality can potentially help identify difficult qualitative physics questions and be
used as a tool in instructional design.
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Lay Theories of Manipulation: Do Consumers Believe They are Susceptible to
Marketers’ Trickery?
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Abstract
Persuasion is hard. Then why do some consumers think that marketers can easily manipulate them? Three studies and
an internal meta-analysis suggest that consumers’ beliefs about marketing manipulation are rooted in humans’ deeper
and older psychology—motivation to understand life events. Consumers higher in motivation to make sense of their
environments not only detect persuasion where it exists but also where none (make false-positive errors). Whereas
consumers higher in sense-making motives believe that manipulations are more effective, objective sense-making abilities negatively predict false manipulation detection. We also tested how manipulation beliefs are related to personality
traits, gender, and age. These findings help 1) understand the origins of lay (false) beliefs about the marketplace and
persuasion in general, 2) consider marketing segmentation strategies to reach out to particularly skeptical consumers,
and 3) understand ways to attenuate false-positive beliefs and foster accurate persuasion detection, which is critical in
the era of infodemic.
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Machine Learning Models for Predicting, Understanding, and Influencing Health
Perception
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Abstract
Lay perceptions of medical conditions and treatments determine people’s health behaviors, guide biomedical research
funding, and have important consequences for both individual and societal wellbeing. Yet it has been nearly impossible
to quantitatively predict lay health perceptions for hundreds of everyday diseases due to the myriad psychological forces
governing health-related attitudes and beliefs. Here we present a data-driven approach that uses text explanations on
healthcare websites, combined with large-scale survey data, to train a machine learning model capable of predicting lay
health perception. We use our model to analyze how language influences health perceptions, interpret the psychological
underpinnings of health judgment, and quantify differences between different descriptions of disease states. Our model
is accurate, cost-effective, and scalable, and offers researchers and practitioners a new tool for studying health-related
attitudes and beliefs.
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Learning ecological and artificial visual categories: rhesus macaques, humans, and
machines
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Abstract
Comparative studies of categorization using non-human animals are difficult to conduct because studies of human categorization typically rely on verbal reports. Moreover, animal performance may reflect reinforcement learning, whereby
discrete features act as discriminative cues for categorization. We trained humans, monkeys, and computer algorithms –
an associative, feature-driven algorithm and a neural network – to classify four simultaneously presented visual stimuli,
each belonging to a different perceptual category, in a specific order. There were two sets of categories: naturalistic
photographs and close-up sections of paintings with distinctive styles. All living subjects classified stimuli better than
predicted by chance or by feature-driven learning alone, even when stimuli changed on every trial. However, humans
more closely resembled monkeys when classifying the more abstract painting stimuli than photographic stimuli. This
points to a common, non-associative, non-linguistic classification strategy in both species, one that humans can rely on
in the absence of linguistic labels for categories.
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Encouraging far-sightedness with automatically generated descriptions of optimal
planning strategies: Potentials and Limitations
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Abstract
People often fall victim to decision-making biases, e.g. short-sightedness, that lead to unfavorable outcomes in their
lives. It is possible to overcome these biases by teaching people better decision-making strategies. Finding effective
interventions is an open problem, with a key challenge being the lack of transfer to the real world. Here, we tested a new
approach to improving human decision-making that leverages Artificial Intelligence to discover procedural descriptions
of effective planning strategies. Our benchmark problem regarded improving far-sightedness. We found our intervention
elicits transfer to a similar task in a different domain, but its effects in more naturalistic financial decisions were not
statistically significant. Even though the tested intervention is on par with conventional approaches, which also struggle
in far-transfer, further improvements are required to help people make better decisions in real life. We conclude that
future work should focus on training decision-making in more naturalistic scenarios.
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Characterize Artistic Style based on the Entropy Rate of the Imaginary Stroke
Sequences
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Abstract
Recent progress in neuroaesthetics showed that when people appreciate a piece of visual artworks, they can also reconstruct the imaginary stroke sequences from static brushstrokes. This subjective feature is consistent with the general
art practice of copying works of art, that is, imitators can interpret the original creative process of practitioners and
physically copy their creative tracks. However, this feature has not been measured to characterize artistic styles. This
paper attempts to design an experiment to measure this subjective characteristics. 34 pieces of calligraphy and painting
works in different styles were chosen as the materials, and 130 testers were invited to draw their imaginary stroke sequences on the chosen pieces. The obtained traces is reinterpreted as AOI(Area of Interests) sequence and modeled as a
Markov chain, and its entropy rate with standard error is calculated to measure the randomness. Result show that the
measurement can differentiate artistic styles.
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Synchronising the emergence of institutions and value systems: a model of opinion
dynamics mediated by proportional representation
JOSE SEGOVIA
CNRS, PARIS, France
Abstract
Individuals increasingly participate in online platforms where they copy, share and form they opinions. Social interactions in these platforms are mediated by digital institutions, which dictate algorithms that in turn affect how users
form and evolve their opinions. In this work, we examine the conditions under which convergence on shared opinions
can be obtained in a social network where connected agents repeatedly update their normalised cardinal preferences
(i.e. value systems) under the influence of a non-constant reflexive signal (i.e. institution) that aggregates populations’
information using a proportional representation rule. We analyse the impact of institutions that aggregate (i) expressed
opinions (i.e. opinion-aggregation institutions), and (ii) cardinal preferences (i.e. value-aggregation institutions). We
find that, in certain regions of the parameter space, moderate institutional influence can lead to moderate consensus and
strong institutional influence can lead to polarisation. In our randomised network, local coordination alone in the total
absence of institutions does not lead to convergence on shared opinions, but very low levels of institutional influence are
sufficient to generate a feedback loop that favours global conventions. We also show that opinion-aggregation may act
as a catalyst for value change and convergence. When applied to digital institutions, we show that the best mechanism
to avoid extremism is to increase the initial diversity of the value systems in the population.
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Abstract
Theory-of-Mind inference is natural for humans but poses significant computational challenges. The core difficulty can
be traced back to the exponential growth of paths to consider in planning given a mental state. In this paper we tackle this
problem in a search-and-rescue task implemented in Minecraft. Our goal is to infer differences in knowledge from participants’ continuous-time trajectory. By abstracting the spatio-temporal state space and the reward function together,
we surface natural decision points, on which we compare the participants’ behavior to myopic rational agents of varying knowledgeability. Collectively, the abstraction and rational agent analysis yield successful inference of participants’
knowledge states and reveal distinct patterns of their exploratory behavior.
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Creative Foraging: Examining Relations Between Foraging Styles, Semantic
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Abstract
Creativity has been separately related to differences in foraging search styles and semantic memory structure. Here, we
converge computational methods to examine the relation of creative foraging styles, semantic memory structure, and
creative thinking. A large sample of participants was divided into groups based on their exploration and exploitation
strategies in a novel creative foraging game. Their semantic memory networks were estimated and compared, based on
an animal category semantic fluency task. We find differential relations between the properties of semantic memory
structure and foraging styles and link such differences to performance in a standard creative thinking task. Our results
highlight the interaction of semantic memory structure and foraging strategies in creativity.
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Inherence bias in explanation increases with age and cognitive impairment
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Abstract
People tend to explain events using inherent more than extrinsic factors, a phenomenon known as the inherence bias.
This bias is hypothesized to be more pronounced when cognitive resources are scarce. Here, we tested an important
prediction of this account: namely, that aging and cognitive impairment should increase the inherence bias in explanation. Participants were shown vignettes of surprising scientific discoveries, and were asked to generate and evaluate
explanations for those events. Our results indicate that as age increased, participants were more likely to generate inherent explanations, though age did not lead participants to endorse more inherent explanations when generation was
not required. Older adults with Mild Cognitive Impairment generated a similar proportion of inherent explanations as
healthy adults on average, though they did not do so increasingly with age. These findings suggest that cognitive deficits
due to aging can have downstream effects on how we engage in complex reasoning.
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Can Action Bias the Perception of Ambiguous Auditory Stimuli?
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Abstract
According to the theory of common coding, actions are represented in terms of their sensory effects. Hence, performing
or anticipating an action biases perception. Previous studies provided evidence for this notion by showing how the
perception of ambiguous visual stimuli can be affected by concurrent actions. Here we investigated whether performing
a directed action can affect the perception of ambiguous auditory stimuli in a gamified dual-task. In an online study,
participants had to avoid obstacles in an endless runner game while classifying the pitch shift in an ambiguous sequence
of Shepard tones. Response times indicate interference between both tasks, but pitch shift classifications seem to be
unaffected by the motor task. Meanwhile, participants showed a strong compatibility effect between base pitch and
pitch shift classifications, in line with a typical SMARC effect. We discuss possible reasons for the absence of perceptual
modulations and implications for common coding approaches.
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Abstract
Recent models of children’s exploratory play assume, either implicitly or explicitly, that the goal of exploration is to
acquire an accurate representation of the world. Under this “play as rational exploration” view, actions are motivated
by the value of information or other extrinsically defined rewards; however, this fails to explain the richness and variety
observed in children’s play. We propose instead that distinctively human play is often characterized not primarily by
the pursuit of external goals but by the creation of new goals. Using a novel free play paradigm, we find that both adults
(N=140) and children (N=19, ages 3-8) invent a rich diversity of goals, take costly actions to pursue those goals despite
receiving no external reward, and deploy rich planning strategies in the process.
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The Effect of Investment Position on Belief Formation and Trading Behavior
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Abstract
We propose an interaction in expectation formation between returns of an investment and the favorability of new information. Such an interaction can have consequences in trading behavior like leading to the Disposition Effect or
differences in the profitability of selling and buying decisions. We introduce a context sensitive Reinforcement Learning
model to capture this effect and validate it in a pre-registered investment experiment. Using a Bayesian Hierarchical
model fitting approach we find the interaction to stem mainly from participants incorporating unfavorable information
more strongly when in a gain position and less so when in a loss. By providing increasing levels of additional information about the price movements we are able to mitigate these effects in a second phase of the experiment. Speaking for a
strong effect of belief formation, very clear information is needed to mitigate the observed averse belief and investment
patterns.
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Abstract
We asked whether it is possible to simultaneously activate two timelines in the human mind. We hypothesized that the
lateral (left-right) and sagittal (back-front) spatial dimensions can be coactivated and expected the congruent space-time
mappings of each dimension (back-past front-future and left-past right-future), but not the non-coherent ones, to prime
each other. Participants were asked to keep in mind the two spatial dimensions as discrete entities. Spanish speakers
categorized the temporal reference of sentences by pressing a sagittal directional key with their left or right hand. Results
suggest that (i) full congruence facilitates the spatial representation of time the most, (ii) full incongruence interferes the
most with the spatial representation of time, and (iii) the two partial forms of congruence produce similar interference
effects between the two spatial dimensions and time. The results were interpreted according to the Coherent Working
Models approach.
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Abstract
Biological motion is a crucial stimulus with social and survival value that can be processed incidentally. However, no
study has examined the factors that would affect bottom-up processing of biological motion in depth. In this study, we
investigated the effect of perceptual load and eccentricity on biological motion perception. Human subjects performed
a letter search task at the center while biological motion in the form of point-light displays was displayed as a distractor
in the periphery. We manipulated the perceptual load at the center as well as the eccentricity of the distractor stimuli in
the periphery. Our results show that when the perceptual load is low, people are distracted more by biological motion at
near eccentricities, whereas when the load is high, the position of the distractor does not have any effect. In sum, these
results suggest that bottom-up perception of biological motion is influenced by perceptual load and eccentricity.
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Abstract
The current study explores the dynamics of interpersonal collision avoidance during an everyday coordination task. The
task was a full body adaptation of the collision avoidance arm-movement task employed by Richardson et al. (2015)
and required pairs of co-actors to avoid colliding into one another as they moved back and forth within a collaborative
workspace. Specifically, participants were required to serve drinks to humanoid customers in a virtual bar where they
needed to move back and forth between drink service and refill stations. As expected, stable patterns of movement
coordination emerged between co-actors, with one participant in a pair exhibiting a more circular movement trajectory
between the service and refill locations, while the second participant in a pair exhibited a more straight-line trajectory
between the two locations. Consistent with the results of Richardson et al., (2015), this pattern was observed across nearly
all pairs, indicating that the same dynamical processes governing simple hand-arm coordination tasks also regulate more
complex, full-body and naturalistic goal-directed interpersonal coordination tasks.
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Abstract
A widely shared view on temporal representation suggests that people conceptualize time metaphorically as a spatial
journey from a back (past) location to a front (future) location. This view predicts 1) shorter estimated distances to and
better evaluations of front/future than back/past events (an asymmetry); 2) positive correlations between space, time,
and evaluation; 3) negative correlations between responses to the front/future and the back/past. In the present study,
participants performed a temporal distance task, a time discounting task, and a spatial distance task, all with back/past
and front/future versions. Results showed that 1) there was not asymmetry between back/past and front/future in any
task; 2) spatial and temporal tasks correlated positively, but they did not correlate with time discounting; and 3) responses
toward the front/future and back/past correlated positively (and not negatively) in all three tasks. The results suggest
the need to revise the ”moving forward view of time”.
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I see where this is going: Modeling the development of infants’ goal-predictive gaze
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Abstract
From about six months of age onward, infants observing an action, such as a grasp, start to shift their gaze from the
moving agent to the goal before the action is complete. A variety of factors that influence such goal-predictive gaze
have been identified. However, the underlying cognitive processes are heavily debated. We propose that our minds
structure sensorimotor dynamics into probabilistic, generative event-predictive models, and, choose actions with the
objective to minimize predicted uncertainty. We implement this proposition by means of event-predictive learning and
active inference. Trained on manual object-manipulations, the generation of goal-predictive gaze emerges: The model
starts fixating the anticipated goal at the start of an observed event when a familiar agent (i.e., a hand) is involved.
Meanwhile, the model keeps tracking unfamiliar agents (e.g., a claw) performing the same movement. We conclude that
event-predictive learning combined with active inference may be critical for eliciting action-goal predictions.
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A large-scale comparison of cross-situational word learning models
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Abstract
One problem language learners face is extracting word meanings from scenes with many possible referents. Despite the
ambiguity of individual situations, a large body of empirical work shows that people are able to learn cross-situationally
when a word occurs in different situations. Many computational models of cross-situational word learning have been
proposed, yet there is little consensus on the main mechanisms supporting learning, in part due to the profusion of disparate studies and models, and lack of systematic model comparisons across a wide range of studies. This study compares
the performance of several extant models on a dataset of 44 experimental conditions and a total of 1,696 participants.
Using cross-validation, we fit multiple models representing theories of both associative learning and hypothesis-testing
theories of word learning, find two best-fitting models, and discuss issues of model and mechanism identifiability. Finally, we test the models’ ability to generalize to additional experiments, including developmental data.
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Abstract
Test anxiety affects a sizable proportion of college students, especially in competitive STEM fields. Prior research has
proposed interventions aimed at changing students’ implicit beliefs about intelligence (intelligence mindset) to help
reduce students’ test anxiety, but results have been mixed and the mechanisms underlying this relationship are unclear.
We propose that students’ beliefs about effort regulation may partially mediate the relationship between intelligence
mindsets and test anxiety. We tested our model as an exploratory post-hoc analysis in a small sample of introductory
physics students reporting psychological threat in a laboratory study. Effort regulation was measured as self-reported
judgements of persistence in the face of difficulty and test anxiety was measured on a problem by problem basis during
a laboratory physics assessment. Students’ intelligence mindset at pretest was a significant predictor of test anxiety at
posttest, and this relationship was mediated by self-reported effort regulation. We discuss potential implications of these
findings for mindset-based interventions aimed at reducing test anxiety.
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Abstract
Visuospatial cognitive skills are increasingly recognized as critical in many areas of both formal and informal learning,
but far less research has looked at their role in the workforce. We know, for example, that strong visuospatial skills
in high school are predictive of STEM occupations, but we know less about how these skills are actually deployed in
the workplace, and also the extent to which these skills might also be important in various non-STEM occupational
pathways. Our review provides current context for these questions, including identifying occupations for which these
research questions are actively being explored, as well as areas that urgently call for more research. We argue that
systematic and rigorous cognitive research should be used to inform evidence-based best practices for addressing the
unique workforce-related challenges of the 21st century.
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Abstract
Mathematics, by its very nature, is rife with patterns. However, students frequently treat mathematics as a series of
isolated and unlinked exercises. The current study examined whether experience with extending mathematical patterns
affected adults’ ability to solve equations that involved patterns and/or to reason about mathematical relationships in
new contexts. Participants who were given 13 trials of pattern extension experience then went on to demonstrate both
more efficient problem-solving (i.e., faster response times) and more accurate problem-solving at posttest, relative to
individuals who were given an equivalent amount of explicit instruction related to solving the equations. However,
there was no difference between the groups in the ability to abstract the structure of the underlying mathematical
relationships. These findings suggest that patterning tasks like those used in this study may be useful in supporting
math performance.
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Abstract
Data interpretation is crucial in modern society. One common data structure that people frequently encounter is 2 x
2 tables. Past work suggests that the nature of the variables affects how people interpret 2 x 2 tables. Specifically,
people interpret tables with symmetric variables (present/present; e.g., treatment A vs. treatment B) more accurately
than tables with asymmetric variables (present/absent; e.g., treatment vs. no treatment). This study tested whether
interpreting tables with symmetric variables could scaffold later interpretation of tables with asymmetric variables.
Undergraduates interpreted tables and rated the importance of each cell to their interpretations. Some participants
interpreted tables with symmetric variables before tables with asymmetric variables; others interpreted only tables with
asymmetric variables. Participants who first interpreted tables with symmetric variables later judged cells in the bottom
row of asymmetric tables to be more important. Thus, experience with symmetric variables shifted participants’ views
of tables with asymmetric variables.
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Abstract
In two self-paced reading experiments, we investigated the integration of knowledge about cultural figures during language processing. Experiment 1 investigated how contextually-defined lifetime information (dead/alive) was integrated
with temporal verb morphology (English Present Perfect and Past Simple). Experiment 2 investigated how long-term
knowledge about a cultural figure, prompted by their picture, is integrated with two types of linguistic input in German: temporal phrases containing a year, and biographical information (e.g., Joaquin Phoenix: ”In the year 2013 / *1960,
I starred in the film ‘Her’ / *‘Psycho’”). Experiment 1 revealed longer reading times and higher rejection rates when
life status mismatched tense (i.e., dead – Present Perfect, alive – Past Simple). In Experiment 2, shorter reading times
and higher accuracy rates emerged in conditions containing lifetime-year mismatches. No effects were found for biographical information violations. Together, the two experiments provide cross-linguistic evidence that knowledge of a
referent’s lifetime is integrated during language processing.
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Abstract
The purpose of this study is to capture the structure of the interactive role-making process and introduce an integrated
perspective to view actors’ creativity in the process. In particular, this study focuses on the characteristics of utterances
in an acting training, which emphasizes paying attention to a partner and communicating. Statistical analyses are
conducted on temporal changes, individual differences, and the granularity of utterances. The influence of attention
toward partners on utterances is discussed, as well as the possible internal changes of actors, which reflects a perspective
from which to view creative action as is referred to in the five A’s framework. In addition, by applying the theory of
constructed emotion, the present study attempts to provide a possible demonstration of how truthful emotion is born
under imaginary settings in acting.
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Of Pieces and Patterns: Modeling Poetic Devices
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Abstract
How many rhymes are possible in English? How much alliteration or assonance? This paper explores the space of
common phonologically driven poetic devices. I investigate instances of these poetic devices across unique words in the
dictionary, assuming perfect matching in relevant corresponding elements of word pairs. Documenting the frequencies
of poetic device matches across words provides a baseline for understanding the diversity and use of these forms in the
wild. It also allows us to describe the distribution of words across these patterns within each poetic device. We show
that certain devices, such as alliteration and stress, support a relatively small number of unique phonological patterns,
providing more consolidated and predictable resources than other devices. Forms like masculine and feminine rhyme,
assonance, and consonance display relatively more sound patterns respectively, and unique words are distributed across
them differently. These results are discussed in terms of their poetic and cognitive implications.
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A preregistered study exploring language-specific distributional learning
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Abstract
Bilinguals are reported to have language learning advantages. One possible pathway is a language-specific transfer
effect, whereby sensitivity to structural regularities in known languages can be brought to novel languages that share
features. To test for specific linguistic feature transfer, we designed a task for bilinguals with homogeneous language
exposure (bilingual in same languages) and heterogeneous feature representation (differing proficiencies). As Hindi and
Mandarin have retroflexion in phoneme contrasts, we conducted a pre-registered study with a statistical learning task of
a Hindi dental-retroflex contrast on parallel English-Mandarin bilinguals with varied Mandarin proficiency. Unlike the
pilot study (N = 15), the main study (N = 50) found no evidence for a learning effect, and language-experience did not
explain learning variance. As these stimuli have shown learning effects in children, learning effects for this feature may
be fragile in this adult population, and language-specific neural commitments may prevent learning of the contrast.
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Abstract
This study investigated how a group of twenty seven Wuhan citizens (coronavirus patients and their family member,
medical staff, college students, social workers, teacher, journalist) employed metaphors to communicate about their
experiences of COVID-19 pandemic through in-depth individual interviews. The analysis of metaphors captured the
different kinds of emotional states and psychological conditions of the research participants, focusing on their mental
imagery of COVID-19, extreme emotional experiences, and symbolic behaviors under the pandemic. The results show
that multiple metaphors were used to construe emotionally-complex, isolating experiences of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Most metaphorical narratives are grounded in embodied sensorimotor experiences such as body parts, batting, fighting,
hit, weight, temperature, spatialization, motion, violence, light, and journey. Embodied metaphors were manifested in
both verbal expressions and nonlinguistic behaviors (e.g., patients’ symptom of obsessive-compulsive behaviors). These
results suggest that the bodily experiences of the pandemic, the environment, and the psychological factors combine to
shape people’s metaphorical thinking processes.
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How do the Concepts of Native Language Influence Second Language Learning? :
Evidence from the Reconstruction of Word Semantic Domain
Akiko Zhao
Keio University, Kanagawa, Japan
Abstract
The meaning of a word is acquired using other words. The current study explores how Japanese native-speakers and
adult second-language (L2) learners of Japanese apply the meanings of verbs that belong to the same semantic domain,
focusing on the semantic domains of “kai (to open),” “guan (to close),” “kan (to see/to look at/to watch),” and “chuan (to
wear)” in Chinese. A comparison of the results from native speakers and L2 learners revealed a marked dissimilarity
between the patterns of their semantic domains. Native-speakers were able to use all of the words correctly, whereas L2
learners made errors that were heavily influenced by the word concepts of their native language. Our findings suggest
two main points: first, it is possible that adult L2 learners have their own semantic domain influenced by their native
language; second, it is important to systematically investigate words that belong to the same domain as a whole.
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Navigating by Narratives: Cognitive Maps Encode Engagement with Physical and
Fictional Worlds
Binyan Li
Indiana University, BLOOMINGTON, Indiana, United States
Abstract
What can stories teach us about the real world? How can stories change our behavior? From research on cognitive
maps, we know that hippocampal neurons form maps of physical space and time. Here, we propose that the same
neural processes underlie engagement with fictional stories: during story processing we create cognitive maps of various
domains—spatial, social, moral, etc.—that we can later use for real-world navigation. This perspective can also inspire
new methodological tools for assessing story processing, and we give an example showing how a story can be modeled
as paths taken on a cognitive map. In summary, we see stories as affording paths that guide our navigation through
multiple dimensions of life, which raises the implication that the function of stories, including their moral content, is
not only to be understood at the level of abstract and linguistically coherent propositions, but at the fundamental level
of navigation.
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A Bilingual Inhibitory Control Advantage in Mandarin-English Speaking High
School Students in China: An Internet-Based Study
Adam Privitera
The University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, Hong Kong

Mohammad Momenian
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University, Hong Kong, Hong Kong

Brendan Weekes
University of Cambridge , Cambridge, United Kingdom
Abstract
The question of whether bilingual language experience confers a cognitive advantage remains open. Controversy arises
from assertions that putative advantages can instead be explained by differences in culture, socioeconomic class, or immigration status, as well as the classification of bilingual experience as a fixed variable rather than a random effect. The
present study addresses these issues by assessing the impact of variability in English (L2) language experience on executive function in a group of Mandarin-English speakers (n = 41) from Shenzhen. Participants reported on demographic
details, language history, perceived stress, and performed a Simon task online. Data were analysed using Linear Mixed
Effects (LME) models to test for individual differences on Simon task performance. Results showed higher levels of L2
proficiency were associated with reduced Simon effects, suggesting a cognitive advantage.
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Why do people criticize others for suffering irrationally?
Corey Cusimano
Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey, United States

Geoffrey Goodwin
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, United States
Abstract
People sometimes criticize others for feeling sad, especially when they judge that person’s sadness to be irrational. According to canonical models of blame, these reactions reflect attributions of control over the negative emotion. However,
some scholars have recently suggested that blame reactions towards other’s emotions ignore attributions of control, and
instead, reflect negative reactions to the emotion itself. We present a study that adjudicates between these two competing views. Our results support control-based models of blame and criticism. We also identify two cues that people rely
on when attributing control over emotions; namely, how well calibrated the emotion is to its eliciting circumstances and
the sufferer’s capacity to think rationally. In sum: People will criticize others for their emotional suffering when they
judge both that the suffering is irrational, and that the sufferer is sufficiently rational to recognize this fact, and so can
choose to stop feeling upset.
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‘Hello! *What your name?’ Children’s evaluations of ungrammatical speakers after
live interaction
Thomas St. Pierre
University of Toronto Mississauga, Mississauga, Ontario, Canada

Katherine White
University of Waterloo, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada

Elizabeth Johnson
University of Toronto, Mississauga, Ontario, Canada
Abstract
Children use accent to categorize speakers as in-group or out-group members (i.e., fellow speakers of language variety X
or some other variety). This study tested how much 3- to 5-year-old children (N=159) consider both grammaticality and
accent when categorizing speakers. After interacting with a native or non-native experimenter whose speech contained
grammatical errors (or not), children completed a cultural categorization task, where they were asked where the experimenter likely grew up (a familiar- or unfamiliar-looking dwelling), as well as a resource allocation task, where children
could share stickers with the experimenter. Results showed that children relied primarily on accent when deciding
where the experimenter grew up, being more likely to associate native speakers with familiar dwellings than non-native
speakers. However, children shared stickers with all speakers equally. The latter result contrasts with previous work
using non-interactive paradigms, and may indicate that live interactions foster more favorable perceptions of non-native
speakers.
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Learning how to use the verb ‘want’: A corpus study
Hillary Harner
US Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, District of Columbia, United States

Sangeet Khemlani
Naval Research Laboratory, WASHINGTON, District of Columbia, United States
Abstract
Children’s production of mental state verbs is studied to research their theory of mind and general cognitive development.
Desire verbs are a rich resource as children produce them frequently and early in development, with ‘want’ being of the
most frequent production. We report on a corpus study of 450+ instances of ‘want’ as gathered from dialogues with
children in CHILDES. We describe a novel coding scheme that measures the semantic development of ‘want’ utterances,
such as the use of negation, clause type, complement subject, and the semantic type of the complement, in addition
to more conventional categories. We report on these features’ frequencies for children aged 2-4. Noteworthy findings
suggest that children talk about their own desires most often, but as they grow older, they talk more about others’ desires;
they desire more complex objects as they mature; and they primarily use questions to talk about second person desires.
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Children consider the probability of random success when evaluating knowledge
Rosie Aboody
Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut, United States

Stephanie Denison
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Julian Jara-Ettinger
Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut, United States
Abstract
To infer what others know, we must consider under what epistemic states their actions were both rational and probable. We test whether preschoolers can compare the probability of different actions (and outcomes) under different
epistemic states—and use this to evaluate what others know. Specifically, four- to six-year-olds (n=90) were asked to
help evaluate an agent’s knowledge state by asking the agent to complete either an “undiagnostic” task (where success
was assured), or a “diagnostic task” (where the probability of random success was low). By age six, children understood
that the “diagnostic” task would more likely reveal the agent’s knowledge state; four- and five-year-olds had no reliable
preference, although children in all age groups understood that the “diagnostic” task was harder. These results suggest that, by the end of preschool, children understand how agents’ epistemic states and environment jointly determine
success—considering whether agents’ actions imply knowledge, or just luck.
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Language as a bootstrap for compositional visual reasoning
Catherine Wong
MIT, Cambridge, Massachusetts, United States

Yoni Friedman
MIT, Cambridge, Massachusetts, United States

Jacob Andreas
MIT, Cambridge, Massachusetts, United States

Josh Tenenbaum
MIT, Cambridge, Massachusetts, United States
Abstract
People think and learn abstractly and compositionally. These two key properties of human cognition are shared with
natural language: we use a finite, composable vocabulary of nameable concepts to generate and understand a combinatorially large space of new sentence. In this paper, we present a domain of compositional reasoning tasks and an artificial
language learning paradigm designed to probe the role language plays in bootstrapping learning. We discuss results
from a language-guided program learning model suggesting that language can play an important role in bootstrapping
learning by providing an important signal for search on individual problems, and a cue towards named, reusable abstractions across the domain as a whole. We evaluate adults on the same domain, comparing learning performance between
those tasked with jointly learning language and solving reasoning tasks, and those who only approach the domain as
a collection of inductive reasoning problems. We find that adults provided with abstract language prompts are better
equipped to generalize and compose concepts learned across a domain than adults solving the same problems using
reasoning alone.
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A virtual actor with socially emotional behavior
Alexei Samsonovich
National Research Nuclear University MEPhI, Moscow, Russian Federation

Vladimir Tsarkov
National Research Nuclear University MEPhI, Moscow, Russian Federation

Vladislav Yenikeyev
National Research Nuclear University MEPhI, Moscow, Russian Federation
Abstract
The framework of emotional Biologically Inspired Cognitive Architecture (eBICA) is used to define a cognitive model,
producing believable socially emotional behavior in social interaction paradigms in a virtual environment. The paradigm
selected for this study is a virtual pet (a penguin) interacting with a human user. Its implementation in Unity on a desktop
PC in two versions, with and without an Oculus VR headset, was used in experiments involving 20 college student
participants. Several versions of the model were compared. Results support the validity of the eBICA framework and
indicate that the combination of somatic factors, cognitive appraisals and moral schemas in one model has the potential
to make behavior of a virtual actor believable and socially attractive. At the same time, partial randomization of behavior
does not affect the general result. The work has implications for the design of future emotionally intelligent collaborative
robots and virtual assistants.
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Discretisation and Continuity: Simulating the Emergence of Symbols in
Communication Games
Robert Lieck
École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne, Lausanne, Switzerland

Leona Wall
École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne, Lausanne, Switzerland

Martin Rohrmeier
École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne, Lausanne, Switzerland
Abstract
Signalling systems of various species (humans and non-human animals) as well as our world both exhibit discrete and
continuous properties. However, continuous meanings are not always expressed using continuous forms but instead
frequently categorised into discrete symbols. While discrete symbols are ubiquitous in communication, the emergence
of discretisation from a continuous form space is not well understood. We investigate the emergence of discrete symbols
by simulating the learning process of two agents that acquire a shared signalling system. The task is formalised as a reinforcement learning problem in continuous form and meaning space. We identify two central causes for the emergence
of discretisation: 1) sub-optimal signalling conventions and 2) a topological mismatch between form and meaning space.
A long version of this paper has been accepted for publication in Cognition (International Journal of Cognitive Science).
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Are Explicit Frequency Counters Necessary in Computational Models of Early
Word Segmentation?
Francesco Cabiddu
Cardiff University, Cardiff, United Kingdom

Lewis Bott
Cardiff University, Cardiff, United Kingdom

Gary Jones
Nottingham Trent University, Nottingham, Notts, United Kingdom

Chiara Gambi
Cardiff University, Cardiff, United Kingdom
Abstract
Frequency counters are computational mechanisms that track the frequency or probability of speech units. Such counters
are idealizations which re-describe frequency effects in early word segmentation, not providing an underlying learning
mechanism from which these effects arise. Previous work has shown that Implicit Chunking represents a plausible learning mechanism explaining infants’ sensitivity to statistical cues when segmenting small-scale artificial languages (French
et al., 2011). However, no work has examined whether Implicit Chunking allows to segment naturalistic speech in a developmentally plausible way. Here, we show how a novel symbolic model of Implicit Chunking – CLASSIC-UtteranceBoundary - performs better or as well as previous frequency-based models (i.e., transitional probability, chunking) at
predicting children’s word age of first production and a range of word-level characteristics of children’s vocabularies
(word frequency, word length, neighborhood density, phonotactic probability). We suggest that explicit frequency counters are not necessary to explain infants’ speech segmentation in naturalistic settings.
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Eye movement consistency in global-local perceptual processing predicts
schizotypy
Janet Hsiao
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Abstract
Here we examined whether eye movement measures in global-local perceptual processing tasks, where abnormalities
were typically found in individuals with schizophrenia, could be used to predict schizotypy through Eye Movement analysis with Hidden Markov Models (EMHMM). Using both multiple regression analysis and Gaussian process classifier to
predict schizotypy, we found that in addition to longer response times in contour integration, a less consistent eye fixation to locate a stimulus and a more consistent subsequent fixation to start engaging local processing in the embedded
figures task predicted high schizotypy. These effects may be related to reduced top-down attention control due to deficient global processing and enhanced local processing bias respectively. In addition, performance in embedded figures
could further enhance classification accuracy when being used in conjunction with the above predictors, suggesting
the multifactorial nature of the identification problem. These predictors may be important endophenotype markers for
schizotypal personality.
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Learning Evolved Combinatorial Symbols with a Neuro-symbolic Generative
Model
Matthias Hofer
MIT, Cambridge, Massachusetts, United States

Tuan Anh Le
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Roger Levy
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Josh Tenenbaum
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Abstract
Humans have the ability to rapidly understand rich combinatorial concepts from limited data. Here we investigate this
ability in the context of auditory signals, which have been evolved in a cultural transmission experiment to study the
emergence of combinatorial structure in language. We propose a neuro-symbolic generative model which combines the
strengths of previous approaches to concept learning. Our model performs fast inference drawing on neural network
methods, while still retaining the interpretability and generalization from limited data seen in structured generative
approaches. This model outperforms a purely neural network-based approach on classification as evaluated against
both ground truth and human experimental classification preferences, and produces superior reproductions of observed
signals as well. Our results demonstrate the power of flexible combined neural-symbolic architectures for human-like
generalization in raw perceptual domains and offers a step towards developing precise computational models of inductive
biases in language evolution.
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A Self-Supervised and Predictive Processing-Based Model of Event Segmentation
and Learning
Hamit Basgol
Bogazici University, Istanbul, Turkey

Inci Ayhan
Bogazici University, Istanbul, Turkey

Emre Ugur
Bogazici University, Istanbul, Turkey
Abstract
Event is a fuzzy term that refers to bounded spatio-temporal units. Events guide behavior to allow adaptation to complex
environments. The study of event segmentation investigates mechanisms behind the ability to segment the continuous
information flow into discrete units. Event Segmentation Theory states that people predict observed ongoing activities
and monitor their prediction errors for event segmentation. In this study, inspired by Event Segmentation Theory and
predictive processing, we introduced a computational model of event segmentation and learning. In order to verify that
our method can segment ongoing activity into meaningful parts and learn them via passive observation, we compared
the performance of our method with humans for fine and coarse segmentation tasks in two psychological experiments.
The results demonstrated that our model not only learned segmented behavioral units accurately but also displayed
similar segmentation performances with human subjects.
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Diachronic Entropy Rate in Language Evolution: A Case Study of 2500 Years of
Historical Chinese
Hao Sun
Pearson, San Jose, California, United States

Yanwei Jin
University at Buffalo, Buffalo, New York, United States
Abstract
Information theory (Shannon, 1948) plays an important role in psycholinguistic and linguistic theories (Genzel & Charniak, 2002; Hale, 2003; Levy, 2008). Here, we examine how entropy rate, a measure of information content encoded in
each individual word, changes diachronically in Chinese. We conduct a computational study on the four main development stages of Chinese, Old Chinese, Middle Chinese, Early Modern Chinese and Modern Chinese. We approximate
entropy rate of each century by adopting a diachronic trigram language model with interpolated Kneser-Ney smoothing
technique (Chen & Goodman, 1999), which is trained on multiple comprehensive data sets selected according to Chinese
philology studies (Wang, 1980; Gao & Jing, 2005) covering over 2,500 years of corpus data. Our modeling results show
that entropy rate, on average, increases 0.026 for each century. Within each major stage, historical Chinese demonstrates
a steady rise in entropy rate, suggesting a vocabulary increase whereas entropy rate tends to fluctuate more in transitional stages, around the 10th century and the 15th century, lending support to the hypothesis that grammar competition
in language contact is one of the driving forces behind major changes in diachronic Chinese. Our study demonstrates
the interaction between psycholinguistic pressures and the evolution of linguistic systems.
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Recovering human category structure across development using sparse judgments
Pablo Leon Villagra
University of Warwick, Coventry, Midlands, United Kingdom

Isaac Ehrlich
University of Toronto, Toronto, Ontario, Canada

Chris Lucas
University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh, United Kingdom

Daphna Buchsbaum
Brown University, Providence, Rhode Island, United States
Abstract
Multidimensional scaling (MDS) has provided insight into the structure of human perception and conceptual knowledge.
However, MDS usually requires participants to produce large numbers of similarity judgments, leading to prohibitively
long experiments for most developmental research. Here we propose a method that combines simple grouping tasks with
recent neural network models to uncover participants’ psychological spaces. We validate the method on simulated data
and find that it can uncover the true structure even when given heterogeneous groupings. We then apply the method to
data from the World Color Survey and find that it can uncover language-specific color organization. Finally, we apply
the method to a novel developmental experiment and find age-dependent differences in conceptual spaces.
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Chunking as a Rational Solution to the Speed-Accuracy Trade-off in a Serial
Reaction Time Task
Shuchen Wu
Max Planck Institute for Biological Cybernetics, Tuebingen, Germany

Noemi Elteto
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Ishita Dasgupta
Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts, United States

Eric Schulz
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Abstract
When exposed to perceptual sequences, we are able to gradually identify patterns within and form a compact internal
description of the sequence. One proposal of how disparate sequential items can become one is people’s ability to form
chunks. We study chunking under the regime of serial reaction time tasks. We propose a rational model of chunking
that progressively rearranges and modifies its representation to arrive at one that is beneficial to participants’ utility
under task demands. Our model predicts that participants should, on average, learn longer chunks when optimizing for
speed than optimizing for accuracy. We tested this prediction experimentally by instructing and rewarding one group of
participants to act as fast as possible, while the other group was instructed to act as accurately as possible. From several
independent sources of evidence, we confirmed our model’s predictions that participants in the fast condition chunked
more than participants in the accurate condition. These results shed new light on the benefits of chunking and pave the
way for future studies on structural and representation learning domains.
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Language representations in L2 learners: Toward neural models
Zixin Tang
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David Reitter
Google, New York, New York, United States
Abstract
We investigated how the language background (L1) of bilinguals influences the representation and use of the second
language (L2) through computational models. With the essays part from The International Corpus Network of Asian
Learners of English (ICNALE), we compared variables indicating syntactic complexity in their L2 production to predict
L1. We then trained neural language models based on BERT to predict the L1 of these English learners. Results showed
the systematic influence of L1 syntax properties on English learners’ L2 production, which further confirmed integrations
of syntactic knowledge across languages in bilingual speakers. Results also found neural models can learn to represent
and detect such L1 impacts, while multilingually trained models have no advantage in doing so.
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When and Why Do Reasoners Generalize Causal Integration Functions? Causal
Invariance as Generalizable Causal Knowledge
Jeffrey Bye
University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota, United States
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Abstract
The present paper reports an experiment testing two views of how reasoners learn and generalize potentially complex
causal knowledge. Previous work has focused on reasoners’ ability to learn integration functions that best describe how
pre-defined candidate causes combine, potentially interactively, to produce an outcome in a domain. This empiricalfunction learning view predicts that participants would generalize an acquired integration function based on similarity
to stimuli they experienced in the domain. An alternative causal-invariance view recognizes that one’s current representation may not yield invariant/useable causal knowledge –– knowledge that holds true when applied to new circumstances. This view incorporates useable causal knowledge as a goal and deviation from causal invariance as a criterion
for knowledge revision. It predicts that participants would re-represent causes such that they do not interact with other
causes, even when in participants’ experience all (pre-defined) causes in that domain interact. Our results favor the
causal-invariance view.
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Preschool-aged children can use communicators’ influence on others to infer what
they know
Aaron Chuey
Stanford University, Stanford, California, United States

Hyowon Gweon
Stanford University, Stanford, California, United States
Abstract
How do we know what others know? Prior work has focused on our early-emerging ability to infer the knowledge
of single agents. Yet we often infer others’ knowledge by observing interactions between agents. In particular, the
ability to reason about what communicators know can help children identify knowledgeable teachers. The present
study investigates whether preschool-aged children infer what communicators know from how their communication
influences listeners. Children observed two scenarios where a listener failed to activate a toy before succeeding. In
the Effective-Communicator scenario, a speaker spoke nonsense language to a listener after they failed but before they
succeeded. In the Ineffective- Communicator scenario, a speaker spoke to a listener before they initially failed. By
around age 5, children preferred the one in the Effective- Communicator scenario when asked which speaker knows
how the toy works. These results suggest young children can infer communicators’ knowledge solely from the presence
of communication and its influence on others.
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Who Needs More Help? Sixteen-Month-Old Infants Prefer to Look at and Reach for
Helpers who Help with Harder Tasks
Brandon Woo
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Shari Liu
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Hyowon Gweon
Stanford University, Stanford, California, United States

Elizabeth Spelke
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Abstract
Not every prosocial act is equally praiseworthy. As adults, we tend to evaluate helpers depending on others’ needs;
helping someone with a hard task may be more burdensome but also more prosocial than helping someone with an easy
task. Despite growing evidence that infants are sensitive to the costs of others’ actions, whether such representations
inform their evaluation of prosocial acts remains an open question. Here, we ask whether 16-month-olds’ preference
between two helpers is sensitive to task difficulty. Infants preferentially reached for (Exp. 1), and looked at (Exp. 2),
an agent who helped someone facing a high-cost task over an agent who helped someone facing a low-cost task. Such
preference disappeared when the agents completed the same tasks in a self-serving context. These results suggest that
infants use action cost not only to predict and explain others’ behaviors but also to evaluate others in prosocial contexts.
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Pandemic Panic: The Effect of Disaster-Related Stress on Negotiation Outcomes
Johnathan Mell
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Abstract
Prior research often finds increased altruism following natural disasters. One explanation is the social heuristic hypothesis: humans are prosocial by nature but become self-interested when they have the opportunity to deliberate. As the
stress of a disaster lowers people’s ability to engage in effortful deliberation, their heuristic prosocial tendencies emerge.
However, this link has often been explored with very simple tasks; here, we study the impact of COVID-related stress on
outcomes in multi-issue negotiations with a computational virtual agent. In two experiments with a virtual negotiation
partner, we explore two distinct pathways for how COVID-19 stress shapes prosocial behavior. Consistent with the
social heuristic hypothesis, COVID-stress is correlated with giving, mediated by heuristic thinking. But COVID-stress
also seems to enhance information-exchange and perspective taking, which allowed participants to grow more value
which they could give away. Our results give new insights into the relationship between stress, cognition, and prosocial
behavior.
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”Fringe” beliefs aren’t fringe
Louis Marti
UC Berkeley, Berkeley, California, United States

Celeste Kidd
University of California, Berkeley, Berkeley, California, United States
Abstract
COVID-19 and the 2021 U.S. Capitol attacks have highlighted the potential dangers of pseudoscientific and conspiratorial
belief adoption. Approaches to combating misinformed beliefs have tried to ”pre-bunk” or ”inoculate” people against
misinformation adoption and have yielded only modest results. These approaches presume that some citizens may be
more gullible than others and thus susceptible to multiple misinformed beliefs. We provide evidence of an alternative
account: it’s simply too hard for all people to be accurate in all domains of belief, but most individuals are trying. We
collected data on a constellation of human beliefs across domains from more than 1,700 people on Amazon Mechanical
Turk, and find misinformed beliefs to be broadly, but thinly, spread among the population. Further, we do not find that
individuals who adopt one misinformed belief are more likely to engage in pseudoscientific or conspiratorial thinking
across the board, in opposition to ”slippery slope” notions of misinformation adoption.
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Do Time Constraints Re-Prioritize Attention to Shapes During Visual Photo
Inspection?
Yiyuan Yang
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Abstract
People’s visual experiences are easy to examine along natural language boundaries, e.g., by categories or attributes.
However, it is more difficult to elicit detailed visuospatial information about what a person attends to, e.g., the specific
shape of a tree. Paying attention to the shapes of things not only feeds into tasks like visual category learning, but
also enables us to differentiate similarly named objects and to take on creative visual pursuits, like poetically describing
the shape of a thing, or finding shapes in the clouds or stars. We use a new data collection method that elicits people’s
prioritized attention to shapes during visual photo inspection by asking them to trace important parts of the image under
varying time constraints. Using data collected via crowdsourcing over a set of 187 photographs, we examine changes in
patterns of visual attention across individuals, across image types, and across time constraints.
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Thinking about thinking through inverse reasoning
Marlene Berke
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Julian Jara-Ettinger
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Abstract
Human Theory of Mind enables us to attribute mental states like beliefs and desires based on how other people act. However, in many social interactions (particularly ones that lack observable action), people also directly think about other
people’s thinking. Here we present a computational framework, Bayesian inverse reasoning, for thinking about other
people’s thoughts. Our framework formalizes inferences about thinking by inferring a generative model of reasoning
decisions and computational processes, structured around a principle of rational mental effort – the idea that people
expect other agents to allocate thinking rationally. We show that this model quantitatively predicts human judgements
in a task where participants must infer the mental causes behind an agent’s pauses as they navigate and solve a maze.
Our results contribute to our understanding of the richness of the human ability to think about other minds, and to even
think about thinking itself.
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Competence Assessment by Stimulus Matching: An Application of GOMS to Assess
Chunks in Memory
Hadeel Ismail
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Peter Cheng
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Abstract
It has been shown that in hand-written transcription tasks temporal micro-behavioural chunk signals hold promise as
measures of competence in various domains (e.g., Cheng, 2014). But data capture under that an approach requires the
use of graphics tablets which are relatively uncommon. In this theoretical paper we propose and explore an alternative
method – Competence Assessment by Stimulus Matching (CASM). This new method uses simple mouse-driven interfaces
to produce temporal chunk signals as measures of learner’s ability. However, it is not obvious what features of CASM
will produce effective competence measures and the design space of CASM tasks is large. Thus, this paper uses GOMS
modelling in order to explore the design space to find factors that will maximize the discrimination of chunk measures
of competence. The modelling results of this paper show that CASM has potential in using chunk signals to measure
competence in the domain of English language.
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Are you talking about me? A pilot investigation of how gender modulates the
effects of self-relevance and valence on emotional feelings
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Abstract
A pilot study (n=68) investigated participants’ emotional valence after reading sentences that varied in self-relevance
(referring to the participant/someone else), valence (positive/negative), and the gender of the person expressing the
sentence (man/woman). Positive sentences induced more positive emotion than negative sentences. Self-relevance
enhanced the emotional response, with positive self-relevant sentences rated more positively than positive other-relevant
sentences, and negative self-relevant sentences rated more negatively than negative other-relevant sentences. Gender
impacted these responses. First, the difference in emotional valence felt in response to positive versus negative sentences
was larger for women than men – women responded more positively to positive sentences than men. Second, selfrelevance enhanced the positive emotion in response to positive sentences more strongly when the sentence came from
the opposite gender. These findings suggest that women may have stronger responses to emotional sentences and that
processing biases may exist to prioritize positive self-relevant information from the opposite gender.
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Abstract
In the development and analysis of interventions designed to improve student learning, it is important to consider potential influences of student behavior. Unproductive behaviors, such as “gaming the system,” have been studied for their
potential impacts on the measurement and assessment of student knowledge within these interventions. Conversely,
less attention has been given to factors that may influence gaming behavior. Gaming may be attributed to student-level
traits, but could also be a temporary state brought on by systemic causes such as the perceived difficulty or presentation
of a problem. We leverage prior research in this area to develop a data-driven measure of gaming and address whether
this behavior occurs as a “state” or “trait” within a randomized controlled trial. We find that these factors are differential
across the two study conditions, suggesting that context contributes to the underlying causes of gaming behavior.
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Do infants infer prosocial goals from disadvantageous payoffs in joint action?
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Abstract
People may engage in a joint activity (JA) to accrue material rewards or to help others. From a third-party perspective,
the occurrence of JAs is thus ambiguous about the goals of the participating agents. We argue that the payoff structure
of a JA (how costs and rewards are distributed) may help disambiguate these goals. Specifically, we hypothesize that an
agent’s participation in a JA should be interpreted as prosocially motivated when its costs cannot be recouped by material
rewards (disadvantageous payoff). We tested this hypothesis across three looking-time experiments with 12-month-olds.
As predicted, infants expected a disadvantaged agent to behave altruistically towards her JA partner (Exp. 1). However,
this expectation might be explained by a sensitivity to changes in overall reward distribution from familiarization to test
(Exps. 2 & 3). Our results call for a re-evaluation of the role that payoff information plays in early goal attribution within
JA contexts.
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EFFECT OF FORMATIVE FEEDBACK ON THE METACOGNITIVE DEBUGGING
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Abstract
The metacognitive debugging process is a cognition regulation strategy that is carried out by the student to recognize
weaknesses in learning and adjust strategies to improve his/her performance. The effects of formative feedback on the
metacognitive debugging strategy of participants were examined using the experimental method in an online course
of pedagogical practice. A total of 300 responses obtained in the application of the MAI instrument of 60 students (20
in the control group, 20 in the experimental group (Individual) and 20 in another experimental group (Collaborative))
were quantitatively analyzed. The results revealed that using formative feedback significantly affects the metacognitive
debugging strategy of the students: (1) The level of debugging strategy used in the experimental groups was significantly
higher than the control group; (2) Teacher-Student feedback (collaborative group) showed better results for the debugging
strategy. The groups that received formative feedback showed a positive effect on academic performance.
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The importance of stability in children’s and adults’ block-building
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Abstract
Block-building is an early-developing spatial skill in which multiple spatial actions unfold over time. The processes
underlying block-building have eluded our understanding, but existing data show that children’s and adults’ construction
paths are highly systematic and selective. In this paper, we investigate whether manipulating the stability of block models
to be built affects the character of construction paths. We asked participants to build models with either strong or weak
support. We measured the step-by-step actions taken and used eye-tracking to assess differences between adults and
children in how they collect and use visual information while building. We find that children and adults are highly
selective in their construction paths, but models with weak support are more difficult to build, reflected in the specifics
of their paths and the eye movements made during building. These results suggest that the stability of a structure drives
information-gathering and building strategies in block construction.
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Meta-strategy learning in physical problem-solving: the effect of embodied
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Abstract
‘Embodied cognition’ suggests that our motor experiences shape our cognitive and perceptual capabilities broadly, but
often considers tasks that directly relate to or manipulate the body. Here we study how a history of natural embodied
experience affects abstract physical problem-solving in a virtual, disembodied physical reasoning task. We compare
how groups with different embodied experience – congenitally limb-different versus two-handed children and adults –
perform on this task, and find that while there is no difference in overall performance, limb-different participants solved
problems using fewer actions, and spent a longer time thinking before acting. This suggests that differences in embodied
experience drive the acquisition of different meta-strategies for balancing acting with thinking, even on tasks that are
designed to equalize differences in embodiment.
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Individuals with High Kinesthetic Intelligence Experience an Active Embodiment
Illusion Assessed with Pupil Dilation
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Abstract
The role of the Sense of Embodiment (SoE) in teleoperation is becoming prominent. The SoE affects both the operator’s
experience and the task performance. In this study we investigate how the individual level of kinaesthetic intelligence
affects the SoE during an embodiment illusion experience (EIE). We identify the experimental group in dancers and
gymnasts who practice at a competitive level. We hypothesise that individuals with high kinaesthetic intelligence are
more resilient to the EIE, due to their awareness of the joints position in the space. Moreover, we designed an active EIE
to better assess the sense of agency and self-location. Usually, EIEs propose static tasks which are appropriate to assess
the sense of ownership, but cannot clearly assess the other two components of the SoE. Finally, for the first time, to the
knowledge of the authors, the variation of the pupil dilation was used as psycho-physiological measure of the SoE.
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Abstract
Bayesian experimental design (BED) is a methodology to identify designs that are expected to yield informative data.
Recent work in cognitive science considered BED for cognitive models with tractable and known likelihood functions.
However, as cognitive models have become more complex and richer, their likelihood functions are often intractable.
In this work, we leverage recent advances in BED for intractable models and demonstrate their application on a set of
multi-armed bandit tasks. We further propose a generalized latent state model that unifies two previously proposed
models. Our experiments show that data gathered using optimal designs results in improved model discrimination and
parameter estimation, as compared to naive designs. Furthermore, we find that increasing the number of bandit arms
increases the expected information gain in experiments.
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Unpacking the computations of human spatial search under uncertainty: noisy
utility maximization, discounting, and probability warping
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Abstract
Humans navigate daily decision-making by flexibly choosing appropriate approximations of what ought to be done.
Which mental algorithms do people use, and when? We use behavioural experiments and modelling to investigate
three computational principles known to influence decision making: noisy utility maximization, discounting, and the
probability warping principle of Prospect Theory. While these principles have been shown to separately influence human
behaviour in simple laboratory tasks, such as bandits and gambles, we evaluate their combined use in the context of a
naturalistic spatial search that required sequential decision-making. We found that while aggregate human behaviour
can be reasonably well explained by an optimal planner with noisy utility maximization, individual-level behaviour
exhibits consistent irregularities, that deviate from expected utility theory. We show that model-based prediction of
individual-level behaviours in our experiment is significantly improved by combining the three computational principles,
and benefits particularly strongly from probability warping. Furthermore, our results suggest that probability warping
may be a common factor of human decision making, that generalizes beyond the gambles explored in Prospect Theory,
to natural human behaviours such as spatial search and navigation.
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Abstract
Analyses of political discourse typically focus on the semantic content of politicians’ statements. The approach treats
the meaning of a speaker’s words as independent from the speaker’s identity itself; however, there are reasons to believe
that one might influence the other. Features of a speaker’s identity influence others’ judgements of their character (e.g.,
Kinzler & DeJesus, 2013), and thus speaker identity could influence listeners’ assessment of the semantics and validity
of the statements themselves. Here, we collect U.S. participants’ judgements of the political orientation of different
statements, from liberal to conservative, heard with one of three accents, a generic U.S. accent, a Southern U.S. accent
or an Australian accent. In comparison to identical statements conveyed in the generic U.S. accent, participants tended
to perceive the U.S. Southern accented statements as more conservative and the Australian accented statements as more
liberal.
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Abstract
Word learning models are typically evaluated as the problem of observing words together with sets of atomic objects
and learn-ing an alignment between them. We use ADAM, a Python software platform for modeling grounded language
acquisition, to evaluate a particular word learning model, Pursuit (Stevens, Gleitman, Trueswell, & Yang, 2017),under
more realistic learning conditions (see e.g. Gleitman and Trueswell (2020) for review). In particular, we manipulate the
degree of referential ambiguity and the salience of attentional cues available to the learner, and we present extensions
to Pursuit which address the challenges of non-atomic meanings and exploiting attentional cues.
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Abstract
Forming new science concepts, such as photosynthesis, is one of the ways students transition from everyday thinking
to a more scientific worldview. Academic language (AL) is a central mediator of this transition. However, it is unclear
how the features of AL (such as nominalisation and encapsulation), and classroom dynamics based on AL, promote new
concept formation. We present an analytical framework to explore the way AL mediates the transition to scientific
thinking, extending the simulation model of language understanding. We use this framework to develop a distributed
cognition model of classroom dynamics, where the teacher first develops a standard mental simulation from textbook
descriptions. She then uses this standard simulation to nudge students’ individual mental simulations towards a ’gist
simulation’, which roughly captures the textbook model. We are currently examining how this model, along with an
interactive media system to teach AL, could advance our understanding of science classroom dynamics.
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Abstract
Knowledge built culturally across generations rests on language, but the power and mechanisms of language as a means
of cultural learning are not well understood. We take a first step towards reverse-engineering cultural learning through
language. We developed a suite of complex, high-stakes video games, which we deployed in an iterated learning
paradigm. Game participants were limited to only two attempts (lives) per game, after which they wrote a message
to a future participant who read the message before playing. Knowledge accumulated gradually across generations,
with later generations advancing further in the games while performing more efficient actions, in a manner strikingly
similar trajectory to the learning trajectories of isolated, immortal individuals. These results suggest that language is
sufficient to accumulate diverse repertoires of knowledge acquired in these tasks. The video game paradigm is thus a
rich test-bed for theories of cultural transmission and learning from language.
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Who thinks wh-questions are exhaustive?
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Abstract
Asking and answering questions is a staple of human communication. To answer a question effectively, a hearer must
interpret the speaker’s intention given the specific question asked. ‘Wh’-questions like ‘Where can I get coffee?’ are
underspecified for (non-)exhaustivity, i.e., how many answers must be provided to resolve the speaker’s goal. Intuitions
from the semantics literature report that questions are generally exhaustive, and non-exhaustive only in the context of
specific linguistic factors (e.g., the modal ‘can’, certain ‘wh’-words). To test these assumptions, we collected question
paraphrase ratings for naturally occurring root questions in variable linguistic contexts. In contrast to previous claims,
we find that questions are not biased for exhaustivity. However, other prior observations are supported by the data.
We argue that a full account of the observed distribution of meanings must integrate discourse factors like the hearer’s
estimate of the speaker’s goal, alongside (or subsuming the effect of) linguistic cues.
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Metaphors Embedded in Chinese Characters Bridge Dissimilar Concepts
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Abstract
How related is skin to a quilt or door to worry? Here, we show that linguistic experience strongly informs people’s
judgments of such word pairs. We asked Chinese-speakers, English-speakers, and Chinese-English bilinguals to rate
semantic and visual similarity between pairs of Chinese words and of their English translation equivalents. Some pairs
were unrelated, others were also unrelated but shared a radical (e.g., “expert” and “dolphin” share the radical meaning
“pig”), others also shared a radical which invokes a metaphorical relationship. For example, a quilt covers the body like
skin; understand, with a sun radical, invokes understanding as illumination. Importantly, the shared radicals are not part
of the pronounced word form. Chinese speakers rated word pairs with metaphorical connections as more similar than
other pairs. English speakers did not even though they were sensitive to shared radicals. Chinese-English bilinguals
showed sensitivity to the metaphorical connections even when tested with English words.
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Distribution of unidimensional space in the LSU time lexicon
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Abstract
In signed languages, space can be used to build linguistic analogs for mental images and linguistically support conceptual
domains such as time. This research aimed to (i) describe the spatial patterns of the Uruguayan Sign Language (LSU) time
lexicon, (ii) test whether variables such as time construal, reference type, and iconicity labeling produce a clear-cut spatial
pattern in the LSU time lexicon, and (iii) determine whether the LSU time lexicon might prime the mental timeline for
LSU signers. We discuss how we selected a corpus, labeled space according to certain parameters, and characterized signs
within unidimensional spaces. We applied a Chi-square goodness of fit test to compare multiple observed proportions
among variables. The results confirmed a bias toward the Sagittal space for deictic time and biases for sequential and
span time for Hand number and Reference type. We suggest considering these biases in time discrimination with deaf
population.
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Do you hear how BIG it is? Iconic Prosody in Child Directed Language Supports
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Abstract
Child directed language has been characterized by exaggerated prosody which can serve multiple functions including
highlighting properties of meaning via iconicity. Iconic prosody may help language acquisition by bringing properties
of displaced or unknown referents to the language learner’s “mind’s eye” or facilitating the acquisition of abstract features such as “direction”, or “speed”. We investigate iconic prosody in semi-naturalistic caregiver-child interactions. 50
caregivers were asked to talk to their child (2-4 years) about a set of toys either known or unknown to the child, and
either present or absent from the interaction. In a first analysis, we included instances of iconic prosody as subjectively
coded. In a second analysis, we looked at acoustic modulations for a set of seed words. In both analyses, we found that
caregivers made use of iconic prosody more when talking about unknown or displaced objects, pointing to a neglected
role for prosody in word learning.
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Abstract
Is numerosity an abstraction that arises downstream of basic perceptual processing, or does the brain process numerosity
like a primary perceptual feature such as color or motion? Here, we tested whether visual cortex computes number automatically, even when number is task-irrelevant and is being processed unconsciously. We recorded electroencephalography while subjects watched dotcloud stimuli that alternated in numerical content at 15 Hz, under one of three conditions:
judging numerosity, judging convex hull, or making no judgments. Under all three conditions, we observed oscillatory
activity at 15 Hz in early visual cortex. The strength of this signal depended on the numerical content of the stimuli in
all three conditions and did not differ significantly across the conditions. Results show that number can be computed
spontaneously by visual cortex, even when participants are attending to non-numerical information, consistent with the
proposal that number is a primary perceptual attribute of visual stimuli.
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Expertise modulates neural tracking of dance and sign language
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Abstract
Information in speech appears in bursts. To optimize speech perception, the brain aligns these bursts of information
with slow rhythms in neural excitability (<10 Hz). How does the brain track the timing of external events? Here we
tested whether neural stimulus-tracking depends on participants’ expertise, or on a language-specific mechanism. We
recorded electroencephalography (EEG) in participants who were experts in either ballet or in sign language, while they
watched videos of ballet or sign language. We show that stimulus-tracking depends on expertise: Dancers’ brain activity
more closely tracked videos of dance, whereas signers’ brain activity more closely tracked videos of sign language. This
effect of expertise emerged at frontal channels, but not at occipital channels. These results suggest that frontal cortex
forms temporal predictions based on expert knowledge. The brain may use the same predictive mechanisms to optimize
perception of temporally-predictable stimuli such as speech, music, sign language, and dance.
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Abstract
People from Western and East Asian cultures exhibit systematic differences in perception, attention, and cognition.
Why do people from these cultures think differently? According to an influential proposal, psychological differences
between Westerners and East Asians reflect, and may derive from, differences between ancient Greek and ancient Chinese
philosophies. Here, we critique this proposal in two ways. First, we argue that the way ancient Greek philosophy is
represented in the cultural psychology literature is skewed, highlighting differences between ancient Greek and Chinese
beliefs, and obscuring similarities. Second, we argue that no causal mechanism has been offered by which ancient
philosophies could give rise to modern cross-cultural differences.
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Abstract
Mental imagery is a core topic in cognitive science and central to most perception and action theories. Although mental imagery is often experimentally elicited, a growing body of literature highlights that people differ in their ability
to consciously experience mental imagery with some reporting an inability to experience imagery. We examine the
relationship between mental imagery vividness and performance on blind reach tasks within a VR environment. The
findings indicated that accuracy did not significantly differ based on differences in imagery vividness during a baseline
blind reach task. However, participants who reported experiencing more vivid mental imagery and received terminal
visual feedback during a recalibration phase demonstrated greater shifts in movement strategy post-recalibration compared to those with less vivid imagery. The results indicate a degree of ‘perceptual learning’ following limited visual
feedback that was predicted by vividness of imagery and feedback type. Implications for perception and action theory
are discussed.
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Abstract
Laughter and gaze have an important role in managing and coordinating social interactions. We investigate whether
laughs performing distinct pragmatic functions, either related to humour or to a potentially social discomforting utterance or situation, are accompanied by different gaze patterns. Using a multimodal corpus of dyadic taste-testing
interactions, we show that people tend to not look at their partner while producing laughs related to humour, whereas
laughs that relate to potential social discomfort are accompanied by gaze at the partner. With respect to the non-laughing
partner’s gaze at the laugher we observe the opposite pattern around the laughter offset. We show that gaze contributes
to the synchronisation and alignment of laughter production, analogously to previously reported results for speech turntaking. Our study also provides empirical evidence to the debate about gaze aversion, opposing the view that social stress
is the main explanatory factor.
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Abstract
In cognitive psychology, dual-task investigations have indicated that internal language plays a role in a variety of cognitive functions. This preregistered study investigated whether physical endurance as exemplified by cycling performance
depends on internal language and internal visual experience. A sample of 50 physically active participants performed 12
cycling trials, each lasting one minute where they were required to cycle as fast as possible while remembering either
a sequence of letters and numbers (verbal interference) or locations on a grid (nonverbal interference). We found that
participants cycled a shorter distance in the verbal interference condition compared with the no-interference (p < .001)
and the visuospatial inference conditions (nonsignificant: p = .10). Further, participants who reported that self-talk usually helps their sports performance were more negatively affected by verbal interference. Our study comprises a first
attempt at using the dual-task method to investigate the causal role of self-talk in physical performance.
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Abstract
The use of face masks is one of the measures adopted by the general community to stop the transmission of disease
during this ongoing COVID-19 pandemic. This wide use of face masks has indeed been shown to disrupt day-to-day face
recognition. People with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) often have predisposed impairment in face recognition and are
expected to be more vulnerable to this disruption in face recognition. When faces were initially learned unobstructed,
we showed that people with higher autistic traits had a lower face recognition performance for masked faces. In contrast,
there was a stronger facilitation in subsequent face recognition of masked faces in typically developing adults, but not in
adults with ASD, when masked faces were learned first—this face recognition facilitation is predicted by a higher level
of empathy. This paper also discusses how autistic traits and empathy influence processing of faces with and without
face masks.
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Abstract
The question of how algorithms in general and cognitive skills in particular are implemented by our nervous system is
at the core of cognitive science. The notions of what it means for a physical system (such as our nervous system) to
implement an algorithm, however, are surprisingly vague. We argue that a rigorous theory is needed to formulate and
evaluate precise hypotheses about the brain’s cognitive functions and propose a definition of the term algorithm as a
chain of functions. Subsequently, we define the term implementation via a sequence of projections from a dynamical
system, represented by a Markov process, to the algorithm. We furthermore show the practical applicability of this
approach in a simulated example. We believe that the theory proposed here contributes to bridging the gap between the
algorithmic and the implementational level by rendering the task at hand theoretically precise.
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Abstract
We present the first analysis of multi-frequency neural entrainment to dynamic visual features which drives sign language comprehension. Using the measure of EEG coherence to optical flow in video stimuli, we are able to classify
fluent signers’ brain states as denoting online language comprehension, or non-comprehension during watching of nonlinguistic videos that are equivalent in low-level spatiotemporal features and high-level scene parameters. The data also
indicates that lower frequencies, such as 1 Hz and 4 Hz, contribute substantially to brain state classification, indicating
relevance of neural coherence to the signal at these frequencies to language comprehension. These findings suggest that
fluent signers rely on predictive processing during online comprehension.
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Abstract
Quantum probability theory has successfully provided accurate descriptions of behavior in decision making, and here we
apply the same principles to two category learning tasks, one using overlapping, information-integration (II) categories
and the other using overlapping, rule-based (RB) categories. Since II categories lack verbalizable descriptions, unlike RB
categories, we assert that an II categorization decision is characterized by quantum probability theory, whereas an RB
categorization decision is governed by classical probability theory. In our experiment, participants learn to categorize
stimuli as members of either category S or K during an acquisition phase, and then rate the likelihood on a scale of 0
to 5 that a stimulus belongs to one category and subsequently perform the same rating for the other category during
a transfer phase. With II categories but not RB ones, the quantum model notably outperforms an analogous Markov
model and the order effects on likelihood ratings are significant.
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Abstract
The goal of the present study was to use content analysis to gain insight into the process of problem-solving of novice and
expert programmers. While classic work on programmers identifies goals / plans as key constructs needed to code, there
is relatively little work using protocol analysis. We recruited 7 expert and 12 novice rogrammers who completed up to 3
brief programming problems while providing a talk-aloud of their inner problem solving process. Based on analysis of
the transcriptions of this talk aloud data, we identified the goals and steps used, as well as the broad differences between
experts and novices in their problem solving process. These differences were formalized into python ACT-R models, and
model output was compared to programs written by human participants.
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Abstract
The other-race effect refers to the difficulty of discriminating between faces from ethnic and racial groups other than
one’s own. We challenged the hypotheses that same-race faces are holistically encoded while the other-race faces are analytically encoded. We proposed that the analytic-holistic hypotheses could be discriminated based on their information
processing properties: (1) processing order of facial features, (2) stopping rule and (3) process dependency. We compared
Eastern and Western participants using the psychophysically adjusted configural facial features in a face categorization
task. The two cultures showed markedly different processing strategies: the Easterners demonstrated a higher level of
holistic processing, than the Westerners. The computational modeling results show a weak other-race effect for Westerners, and a reversed effect for the Easterners. Overall, all subjects demonstrated parallel processing of facial features.
In addition, some showed a presence of the across-feature process dependency, which supports a strong form of facial
holistic hypothesis.
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Abstract
Domain-general thought requires an ability to combine information from different cognitive domains within a single
judgement. We presented kea parrots (Nestor notabilis) with probabilistic choice tasks that required them to make
predictions about which of two hidden samples was most likely to contain a rewarding token. Over the course of three
experiments, we found that kea used relative rather than absolute quantities to make their sampling predictions and
could integrate either knowledge about a physical barrier or demonstrators’ sampling biases to adjust their judgements.
This work provides the first evidence for domain-general statistical inference outside of humans and the great apes.
This suggests that at least two structurally distinct brain models have independently evolved an ability to integrate
information, highlighting how comparative cognition may inspire the development of novel artificial general intelligence
systems.
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Abstract
It was assumed that the duration of working memory in dogs is around 27 seconds, however, a study on a group of dogs
revealed that they were able to maintain spatial memory of an object up to 240 seconds. In our study, we looked at 50
multiple dog breeds. In experiment 1, a small ball was put in one of the 3 wooden boxes in front of the dogs. The dogs
had a retention interval for 1,2,3 and 4 minutes consecutively. Then they were asked to search for the ball. In experiment
2, the same ball was put in 3 colourful boxes that were, green, blue, and purple which are distinguishable to dog vision.
The retention intervals were kept the same. Our results revealed that the addition of colour has increased the dogs’
likelihood of finding the ball which suggests an advancement in the duration of working memory.
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Exploring the effects of disgust-related images on cognition in chimpanzees
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Abstract
Sensory stimuli can mediate cognition and behavior in different ways. In humans, chemosensory threat cues enhance
performance and increase vigilance. In non-human primates, visual, olfactory and even tactile cues of biological contaminants elicit avoidance behaviors, i.e. manifestations of the adaptive system of disgust in humans. Nevertheless, how
contaminant sensory cues may affect cognitive processes in non-human primates remains largely unexplored. We tested
how visual cues suggesting pathogen presence may affect cognitive performance in chimpanzees. We used disgustrelated images displayed at regular intervals during a number ordering task on touch screens. Images of carcasses
provoked more errors following their display compared to control and other condition images (i.e. invertebrates and
food). Our results support the hypothesis that visual disgust elicitors decrease performance by distracting individuals.
Future studies should determine whether cognitive responses evolved differently across threat contexts (fear vs. disgust)
given their differences in outcomes (death vs. disease).
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Bonobos’ (Pan paniscus) and chimpanzees’ (Pan troglodytes) understanding of, and
pupillary responses to, others’ needs
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Abstract
Humans are uniquely impressive cooperators, and yet it remains unclear exactly which cognitive and motivational mechanisms set human cooperation apart. Our closest relatives, bonobos and chimpanzees, have also demonstrated a range of
prosocial tendencies across experimental and observational contexts. Critically, however, we do not yet know whether
their helping behavior, like that of humans, is motivated by an acute sensitivity to others’ needs. We investigated this
question in a novel eye-tracking task, with a large sample of captive apes. While their gaze and pupils were tracked, apes
viewed controlled videos of an agent reaching toward objects that ultimately would or would not be attainable without
help. If apes are acutely sensitive to others’ needs, we predicted that they would show greater pupil dilation (arousal)
when the agent could not complete a goal on his own. Our findings shed light on the mechanistic and evolutionary bases
of human prosociality and empathy.
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Learning to be attractive: A test of the skills hypothesis in spotted bowerbirds
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Abstract
Male spotted bowerbirds perform vigorous courtship dances to visiting females on elaborate display arenas. Each arena
is built and defended by one dominant male, which commonly tolerates one or more subordinate males. These nonterritorial “auxiliary” males are thought to be inexperienced sub-adults. The skills hypothesis suggests that auxiliaries
attend established bowers to practice their courtship skills, but little is known about the development of courtship motor
performance and which courtship properties are refined with experience. Here we investigate whether auxiliaries are
as proficient as bower owners in performing courtship. First, we investigate whether specific courtship moves are used
in different contexts within a courtship routine and whether such flexible use of courtship elements is shared both by
bower owners and auxiliaries. Second, we examine other fine-scale parameters of courtship dances, in order to further
test for possible differences in courtship properties depending on dominance status.
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Affordances in the wild: Anthropological Contributions to Embodied Cognitive
Science
Guilherme Sanches de Oliveira
Technische Universität Berlin, Berlin, Germany
Abstract
The usual approach to studying affordances is in controlled laboratory situations. While recognizing the value of controlled experimentation, I argue for the benefits of additionally considering affordances “in the wild,” i.e., in the context
of real-world activity. As an example, I describe ethnographic observation about the introduction of cellphones in rural Uganda in the early 2000s, highlighting the unexpected, innovative uses that emerged in that unique context. This
case, I suggest, illustrates the constitutive role of material, sociocultural constraints in the perception and realization of
affordances which often go unacknowledged in experimental laboratory research. Theoretically, the case raises questions about the definition of affordances, in particular how narrowly or broadly to conceptualize their spatiotemporal
dimensionality. And methodologically, it poses the question of how anthropology can contribute to embodied cognitive science and, more broadly, how experimental and observational approaches can help one another to further our
understanding of psychological phenomena.
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Common Origins of Social Interaction of Different Species: The Model of Coherent
Intelligence Linking Physics to Social Sciences
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Abstract
This paper studies social interaction in newborns and of various species, whose behavioral developments attributed to the
circular sensory motor Stage 3 of behavior development. The article has associated 16 exciting facts of the social behavior
in groups of different species, highlighting three questions: (1) how can newborns successfully classify social phenomena
that are abstract or absent from their reality; (2) whether emotional contagion can appear through cues of body language
that subjects cannot consciously perceive; (3) how do organisms distinguish identical stimuli by their importance (value)
without perceptual driver stimuli. The analysis suggests that organisms can interact at initial stages of development by
distinguishing cues of a similar modality by their significance (their value). This ability contributes to the assimilation of
knowledge about the initial social phenomena. This paper proposes the model of Coherent intelligence, which is strictly
based on experimental evidence in modern literature and laws of physics.
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Great apes’ understanding of others’ beliefs in two manual search tasks
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Abstract
Humans are ultra-social: they spontaneously incorporate others’ mental states into their action-planning (Kaminski et
al.,2008), and altercentric: their behavior is influenced by others’ perspectives, even perspectives irrelevant to their instrumental goal (Kampis & Southgate, 2020). Recent evidence suggests that similarly to human infants, non-human great
apes anticipate others’ actions based on their beliefs (Krupenye et al.,2016; Kano et al, 2019); raising the critical question
whether altercentrism is uniquely human. In two experiments, we tested chimpanzees, bonobos, and orangutans in a
manual search paradigm adapted from Mendes et al. (2008). These experiments replicated findings demonstrating apes’
first-person object-tracking abilities. Experiment 1 found no evidence for altercentrism: apes’ search behavior was not
spontaneously modulated by another agent’s beliefs (unlike 14-month-old human infants; Kampis & Kovács, 2020). Experiment 2 found tentative evidence that apes inferred a person’s actions based on her beliefs, and adapted their own
actions based on this information.
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Evolutionary influences in learned bird communication signals
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Abstract
What is the extent to which learned communication signals are a product of biological evolution? Songbirds are a good
candidate group for studying this question, since songbird species show remarkable similarities but also a large variability
in their vocalizations, with many examples of cultural transmission. To this end, in a large sample of songbird species and
other birds that do not learn their songs, we analyzed whether evolutionary relations estimated from molecular genetics
can predict acoustic similarity between songs. We assessed birdsong similarity with various acoustic features extracted
by signal processing methods. Surprisingly, we found that the extent to which learned songs reflect genetic relations
is comparable to - if not exceeding - innate vocalizations. These findings suggest that even in communication signals
that are largely determined by cultural transmission (eg: human language), evolutionary constraints could manifest, as
famously suggested by Chomsky in his theory of universal grammar.
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No evidence for attraction to consonance in budgerigars (Melopsittacus undulatus)
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Abstract
Tone combinations with small integer frequency ratios are perceived as pleasant and are referred to as “consonant”.
Human consonance preference has been connected to preference for sounds, such as the human voice, that inherently
contain consonant intervals via the harmonic series. As such, we might expect other species with harmonic vocalizations
to also show attraction to consonance. We tested budgerigars and humans in a place preference test. Subjects could
freely spend time with consonant or dissonant versions of a piano melody. Time spent with stimulus types was used
as a measure of attraction. Human females spent more time with consonant stimuli but males showed no preference.
In budgerigars neither sex showed a preference. This did not change when repeating the experiment with consonant
and dissonant versions of budgerigar sounds. The amount of nonlinearity in budgerigar vocalizations can explain these
results engendering relevant implications for future cross-species consonance studies.
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Assessing prosocial tendencies of parrots in food sharing situations
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Abstract
Prosociality is considered one of the driving forces for cooperation in human and animal societies. The presence of
prosociality in different taxa suggests convergent evolution. To broaden the phylogenetic spectrum in our understanding
of prosociality, we examined two parrot species (i.e., African grey parrots (AGP) and blue-headed macaws (BHM)) using
a food-sharing paradigm. By controlling the parrots’ hunger level, we tested how satiation may affect their willingness
to share food with their most affiliated partner and a less affiliated partner. We also assessed whether they reciprocated
if roles were reversed and examined birds’ regurgitation behaviour following the test condition. Preliminary results
show that the parrots did not directly transfer any food pieces to their partner. However, food-sharing by regurgitation
subsequent to the test situation occurred between the most affiliative partners and more frequently in the AGP than the
BHM. This study highlights parrots as a fruitful model for studying prosociality.
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Serial reversal learning using a colour discrimination task in two Ara species
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Abstract
Enhanced behavioural flexibility has been linked to relatively large brain size and social complexity. Aras exhibit both
properties. We tested parrots of A. ambiguus and A. glaucogularis in a serial reversal learning paradigm, in which all
the individuals completed an acquisition, and 10 reversal learning phases. Behavioural flexibility (and thus learning
performance) was measured as the number of errors per trial. We also conducted social observations on individuals’
social interactions. We found that both species made significantly fewer errors per trial during each reversal phase and
over the course of ten reversal phases. All individuals gradually developed a generalised learning strategy i.e., ‘win-stayloose-shift’, and thus showing ‘learning to learn efficiently’. Our results also support the Social Intelligence Hypothesis
whereby individuals’ learning performance was positively related to social interaction. These results show that the two
Ara species demonstrate behavioural flexibility, and social complexity provides one explanation for varied individual
learning performance.
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Knowledge transfer for tool use in the Goffin’s cockatoo
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Abstract
Are Goffin’s cockatoos capable of transferring a tool-use skill acquired in a certain situation to a new contextual setting
on which they have no previous experience? In our study, performance of thirteen adult subjects (divided into two
groups: experimental or control) was compared in a two-stage experiment where the learning component about the
tool was manipulated by providing a more diverse training for the experimental group in stage one. We hypothesized
that this broader learning of the tool’s affordances would enable to transfer its use to solve a novel task. Our results
show that the experimental group outperformed the control group in stage two (higher success rate and faster learning
speed), which we interpret as a product of behavioural flexibility being enhanced during stage one: by operating the tool
in more diverse contexts, these individuals might have acquired an advantageous experience, transferrable to tackle an
untrained problem more efficiently.
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Face, body and object representations in the human and dog brain
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Abstract
Neural representations for faces, bodies, and objects have been studied extensively in humans. However, much less is
known on how our socio-cognitive niche shaped the evolution of these neural bases. Canine neuroscience allows us
to close this gap by studying a longstanding, close companion of humans. Here, we study the neural underpinnings of
face, body and object processing in pet dogs (Canis familiaris) and humans. Fifteen awake and unrestrained dogs and
forty humans underwent MRI scanning and viewed faces, bodies, objects, and scrambled images. Preliminary results
for the dogs indicate temporal regions selective for animate stimuli and a potentially distinct sub-region selective for
bodies, and replicate previous findings of category-selective regions in humans. Investigating the multivariate patterns
of activation indicates similar categorical object representations in both species. Our findings will provide insights into
the potentially convergent evolution of a core cognitive skill in the dog and human brain.
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Cultural differences in analogical reasoning
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Abstract
According to a long-standing dogma, Westerners are more capable of thinking abstractly than East Asians. Here, we
challenge this generalization by comparing US and Chinese adults in a paradigm case of abstract thinking: analogy. Chinese and American participants completed the most difficult set of Raven’s (2003) Standard Progressive Matrices (SPM),
a widely used test of analogical reasoning. For each item, participants attempted to discern the analogical relationships
between parts of an incomplete matrix to identify the correct way to complete it. Chinese participants produced significantly more correct answers on the SPM, indicating more successful analogical reasoning. We replicated this result with
a second sample of Chinese participants. This cross-cultural difference remained significant when demographic factors
were controlled. We predicted this difference, reasoning that East Asian’s sensitivity to context gives them an advantage
over Westerners in various kinds of abstract thinking.
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The influence of pitch manipulation in female speakers on perceived voice and face
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Abstract
Research suggests that the perception of attractiveness is multimodal, however, it is unclear how visual and auditory
cues interact. Voice pitch seems important, as men judge high-pitched female voices to be more attractive, possibly due
to their association with youthfulness, fertility, and femininity. We investigated whether an increase in voice pitch in
female voices would lead to increased ratings of attractiveness, femininity, and health, and decreased age ratings. In a
within-subject design we found higher-pitched female voices were rated more attractive, more feminine, and younger,
but not healthier compared to non-manipulated voices. However, when manipulated and control voices were presented
simultaneously with synchronized face videos, voice manipulations did not affect the ratings of the faces. These results
support the multiple-message hypothesis that voices and faces signal different aspects of an individual’s overall quality.
Further experiments will have to examine the effect of face attractiveness manipulations on voice ratings.
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Sensorimotor similarity: A fully grounded and efficient measure of semantic
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Abstract
Experimental design and computational modelling across the cognitive sciences often rely on measures of semantic similarity between words/concepts. Traditional measures of semantic similarity typically rely on corpus-derived linguistic
distributional similarity (e.g. LSA) or distance in taxonomic databases (e.g. WordNet), which are theoretically problematic in their lack of grounding in sensorimotor experience. We present a new measure of sensorimotor similarity between
concepts, based on multidimensional comparisons of their experiential strength across 11 perceptual and action-effector
dimensions in the Lancaster Sensorimotor norms. We demonstrate that, in modelling human similarity and relatedness
judgements, sensorimotor similarity has comparable explanatory power to LSA and WordNet distance, explains variance in human judgements which is missed by other measures, and does so with the advantages of remaining both fully
grounded and computationally efficient. We further introduce a web-based tool for easily calculating and visualising
sensorimotor similarity between words, featuring coverage of nearly 800 million word pairs.
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Abstract
Impressions of others’ moral character are key to our social lives, but we rarely directly witness immoral acts, and
rather rely on the stories we hear. This creates significant opportunities for narrators to distort their stories in an effort
to appear more moral. How does the detection of such persuasion goals affect readers’ impressions of the authors’
character? Participants read autobiographical stories written by other participants about morally questionable actions
they did – written once with no goal, and then again with the goal of appearing morally good or bad. Readers were
very accurate in detecting the authors’ goals, but these were nonetheless effective in modulating character impressions.
Critically, this effect vanished when readers thought the author didn’t care about communicating information accurately.
This suggests that audiences sometimes fail to discount narrators’ goals when evaluating their character, but only when
goals don’t come at the cost of communicating information accurately.
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Effects of articulatory suppression on the homophone judgments of
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Abstract
This study examined the nature of phonological processing in Chinese-character word recognition. Chinese and Japanese
use similar linguistic notations. Previous studies have suggested that Japanese readers use abstract, non-articulatory
phonology when they read two-character Japanese kanji words. We examined whether Chinese readers use the same
process. In Experiment 1, 25 native Chinese speakers performed a homophone judgment task using two-character Chinese words. The participants made more errors in the articulatory suppression condition than in the control condition.
This suggests that the phonological information used during the task was speech-like, articulatory phonology. In Experiment 2, 24 native Chinese speakers performed a homophone judgment task using one-character Chinese words.
Articulatory suppression did not disrupt the performance. Chinese speakers should use non-articulatory phonology
when they read one-character Chinese words. The results of two experiments indicate that phonological processing
used by Chinese and Japanese readers are not the same.
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Investigating the effect of distance entropy on semantic priming
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Abstract
Recent studies have found that people are sensitive to the large-scale network structure of semantic free associations. The
current work aims to conduct a stronger test of people’s sensitivity to structural nuances within the semantic network by
going beyond measurements of path lengths between word pairs (e.g., Kumar et al., 2019). Here we examine the influence
of distance entropy on semantic priming. Distance entropy is the entropy of the shortest paths from a target word to all
other words in the network. Simulations suggested that nodes with lower distance entropy (i.e., many shortest paths of
similar lengths) led to more “democratic” spread of activation overall—with higher median and less variable activation
levels among nodes—and hence should be more “effective” primes. However, analyses of Semantic Priming Project data
were not conclusive and targeted experiments are needed to further examine the effect of distance entropy on semantic
priming.
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Abstract
Humans rely on multimodal information to make judgements about events occurring in their environment. Haptic feedback, in particular, is essential to how people learn about and manipulate the objects they use daily. While much work
has investigated how visual and auditory information affect the perception of causal events, little has explored how
causal judgments change with the addition of haptic feedback. To begin addressing this question, we ran a psychophysical study based on the Michottean launching paradigm. We compared the use of visual and haptic with solely visual
information during causally ambiguous collisions. We manipulated the offset between when the first object stops moving
and the second object starts moving. Using a custom one degree-of-freedom haptic device, users in the vision and haptic
condition received kinesthetic haptic feedback synchronized to the second object’s motion. The results demonstrate that
adding haptic information increases causal perception for events with larger temporal offsets.
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Action Speaks Louder than Words and Gaze: The Relative Importance of Modalities
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Abstract
Deictic communication is fundamentally multimodal. Spatial demonstratives frequently co-occur with eye gaze and
physical pointing to draw the attention of an addressee to an object location (e.g. this cup; that chair). Yet the relative
importance of language, gesture and eye gaze in deictic reference has not this far been elucidated. In three online
experiments, we manipulated the congruency of pointing, gazing and verbal cues to establish their relative importance
for demonstrative choice (Experiment 1) and choice of referent (Experiments 2 and 3). Participants saw an image with
a person sitting behind a table, interacting with items placed proximally or distally relative to the pictured person, with
manipulation of pointing, eye gaze and language (and congruence/incongruence of these modalities). While all three
modalities affected demonstrative choice (Experiment 1) and referent choice (Experiments 2 and 3), results show that
pointing is the dominant deictic cue to demonstrative/referent choice.
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Abstract
The relational match-to-sample (RMTS) task is used to gauge sensitivity and preference for relational content in the
presence of compelling object-based alternatives. On each trial, participants see a triad of 3-element shape sequences:
target item (YXY), object match (YVO), and relational match (TWT). Traditionally, human adults show a moderate relational preference — supporting the structural alignment account of similarity-based processing. In the present study, we
replicate preliminary findings showing that relational responding is facilitated relative to baseline if the target item is initially presented in isolation with a query to generate a short written description. However, we also observed that initial
isolated presentation of the target with no accompanying task led to a similarly elevated rate of relational responding.
These findings suggest that a minimal manipulation of presenting the target by itself prior to revealing the full RMTS
triad promotes relational responding. We discuss implications for underlying mechanisms driving RMTS performance.
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Abstract
Iterated models of pragmatic reasoning, such as the Rational Speech Act model (RSA; Frank & Goodman, 2012), aim to
explain how meaning is understood in context. We propose an optimal experiment design approach for teasing apart such
models, in which contexts are optimized for differentiating model predictions in reference games. We use this approach
to compare RSA with RD-RSA (Zaslavsky et al., 2020), a recent variant of RSA grounded in Rate-Distortion theory.
First, we show that our optimal experiment design approach finds cases in which the two models yield qualitatively
different predictions, in contrast to previous experimental settings for which these models generate similar predictions.
Next, we test the models on newly collected experimental data using our optimal design. Our results show that in
this experimental setting RD-RSA robustly outperforms the standard RSA model. This finding supports the idea that
Rate-Distortion theory may characterize human pragmatic reasoning.
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Abstract
Tversky and Kahneman (1973) found that, under time pressure, people massively underestimated the expansion of 8!
(correct value 40,320), and this bias was mitigated for participants presented the descending (8x7x6x5x4x3x2x1; Median=2,250) vs. ascending order (1x2x3x4x5x6x7x8; Median=512). In a first-ever replication (N=140), we also found
predominant underestimation, but no significant between-subjects descending vs. ascending order effect. However,
when participants then estimated the opposite order, we reproduced this order effect within-subjects. Finally, participants received calibration information (the correct value of 6! or 10!) and again estimated both orders of 8!. Participants
who received 10! made more accurate estimates for 8! (Median=38,000), which did not differ statistically from the correct value. Participants who received 6! still grossly underestimated (Median=2,678.5), despite 8! being closer to 6! than
10! in linear and log units. Thus, we surprisingly found the classic factorial estimation bias only within-subjects, and
provide evidence for how calibration can reduce it.
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Abstract
The primary goals of computer-assisted pronunciation training (CAPT) systems are to provide a personalized interactive environment and to accurately diagnose mispronunciations. Automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems have
been shown to be an effective tool for diagnosing mispronunciations. While the data ASR systems output can be difficult for the layperson to understand, presenting it in a multimodal fashion can make it easier and feeding it into an
automated narrative system can produce personalized feedback. In the absence of native speech examples, synthetic examples produced by text-to-speech (TTS) engines have proven to be an adequate substitute, making data collection easier
and allowing for larger CAPT systems. In this work we present the SpeakEasy pronunciation trainer, a CAPT system
that leverages ASR, TTS, automated narrative systems, and multimodal data representation to provide a personalized
interactive environment that tracks a user’s progress over time.
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Abstract
Whether through setting reminders on a smartphone, or creating grocery lists, we often rely on external aids to skirt the
accuracy/capacity limitations of internal memory. When relying on internal memory, memory for valuable information
is better than less valuable information. Across two preregistered experiments, we investigated how the availability
of an external aid influences internal memory for high- and low-value information. We presented participants with
to-be-stored words paired with values and assessed recall. Perceived external store availability and word value were
manipulated within-participants. Recall was significantly higher for high-value items and when participants knew not
to expect access to the external store. Critically, we found a significant reduction to the value effect when participants
were told that they could use the external store, suggesting a reduction in the differential encoding of information by
value. Results highlight the potential cost to memory for high-value information when external stores are available.
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Abstract
Conventional metaphors such as early bird are interpreted rather fast and efficiently since they might be stored as lexicalized, non-compositional expressions. Pissani and de Almeida (2020, submitted) showed that, after reading metaphors
(John is an early bird so he can…), participants took longer and were less accurate selecting the continuing word (attend)
when it was paired with a literally related distractor (fly) rather than an unrelated one (cry) in a maze task. This suggests
that the literal meaning of a conventional metaphor is available immediately afterward. But does the availability of the
literal meaning remain further downstream? We examined whether this effect is replicated when there is a medium (6–8
words) and a large (11–13 words) distance between metaphor and word selection. Results indicated that the awakening
effect persists but decreases significantly as word distance increases, suggesting that the literal meaning is still available
downstream but fades rapidly.
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Abstract
Having low confidence in a decision can justify the costly search for extra information. Rich literatures have separately
modelled the metacognitive monitoring processes involved in confidence formation and the control processes guiding
search, but these two processes have yet to be treated in unison. Here, we model the two as inference and action in
a unified partially-observable Markov decision problem where decision confidence is generated by more sophisticated
postdecisional or second-order models. Our work highlights how different metacognitive monitoring architectures generate diverse relationships between object- and meta-level accuracy as well as normative information collection in the
face of costs. In particular, we demonstrate that decreased metacognitive efficiency prescribes both increased and decreased search, depending on the underlying model of metacognitive confidence. More broadly, our work shows how it is
crucial to model interactions between metacognitive monitoring and control, whether in information search or beyond.
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Abstract
Corpus-based models of lexical strength have questioned the role of word frequency in lexical organization. Specifically,
closer fits to lexical behavior data on single words have been obtained by measures of contextual diversity, which modifies frequency by ignoring word repetition in context, semantic diversity, which considers the semantic consistency of
contextual word distribution, and socially-based semantic diversity, which encodes the communication patterns of individuals across discourses (Adelman, Brown & Quesada, 2006; Jones, Johns, & Recchia, 2012; Johns, in press). The present
work aimed at determining if diversity drives lexical organization also at the level multiword units. Normative ratings of
familiarity for 210 English idioms (Libben & Titone, 2008) were predicted from contextual, semantic and socially-based
diversity measures computed from a 55-billion word corpus of Reddit comments. Results confirmed the superiority of
diversity measures over word frequency, suggesting that multiword idiomatic phrases show similar lexical organization
dynamics as single words.
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Who is motivating? Students evaluate encouragement based on speaker’s
knowledge
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Abstract
Students often receive encouragement (”You can do it!”) to take on and stick with challenges, yet they don’t always listen.
Past work suggests that domain knowledge underlies speaker credibility. We propose that students find encouragement
more or less motivating based not only on the speaker’s domain knowledge (e.g., math), but also on their knowledge of
the student’s abilities (e.g., math abilities). Adolescents (n=369; ages 11-19) said they would be more likely to seek out and
listen to encouragement from a hypothetical person who has both knowledge of the domain and their abilities compared
to someone who has knowledge of just one or neither. When asked to reason about real people in their lives (parents,
teachers, peers), knowledge of domain and ability also significantly predicted whose encouragement participants would
seek out and listen to. Ongoing work is experimentally testing this hypothesis with behavioral measures of persistence
and challenge-seeking.
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Moderators of Acquiescing to Intuition: Strength of Intuition, Task Characteristics
and Individual Differences.
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Abstract
Will people maintain their initial intuitive decision even when they know the rational answer is different? Some dualprocess models assume that there is a process of detection and correction of initial intuitive biases. But do these models
also account for patterns of behaviour that some people exhibit when they return to their initial intuitive response, even
after acknowledging the rational response?
Over four studies we tested for acquiescence by asking participants to solve congruent and incongruent problems utilising a three-response decision paradigm, manipulating base-rate and ratios as well as measuring both Cognitive Reflection
Test (CRT) and Rational-Experiential Inventory (REI) responses.
Results suggest that for incongruent problems participants demonstrated acquiescence across all studies. In addition,
although individuals appear to be more rational, and can explicitly recognise the rational response, in some case when
moderated by task characteristics, and cognitive reflection, they are unable to supress their initial intuitive decision.
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Vienna Talking Faces: A multimodal database of synchronized videos (ViTaFa)
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Abstract
Attractiveness research is typically conducted using static photographs of human faces, often cropped or otherwise
edited. We present a database of videos of faces, while talking with synchronized audio that will facilitate more ecologically valid, multimodal research into face and voice attractiveness. Our database contains videos, synchronized voice
recordings, and photographs of 20 male and 20 female German speakers under different emotional conditions (neutral,
sad, happy, angry, flirty). Recordings were simultaneously made from three different angles (frontal, profile, 3/4 view)
in front of a green screen. We report the results of a comprehensive validation of this database to make it usable for
multisensory empirical aesthetics research, but also for face or emotion research. An online study was conducted to
collect ratings on several dimensions including general attractiveness, allowing us to uncover the effects of predictors
for facial attractiveness in a natural setting.
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Deciding to be wrong: Optimism and pessimism in motivated information search
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Abstract
In social psychology, a common finding is that people prefer confirmation-biased information. Although this confirmatory information seeking is commonly treated as an error in judgment, we note that biased sources of information
can sometimes be more useful than more accurate sources. Such confirmatory sources will only advise someone to
deviate from the policy they think is most useful when these sources are sure taking alternative action is correct. For
this reason, these sources can allow people to avoid particularly costly errors. Avoiding such costly errors can sometimes be worth the price of inaccurate beliefs, even though these beliefs lead to more errors in total. In two studies,
we find initial support for this idea. Within a Partially Observable Markov Decision process, we show that participants prefer optimistically-biased information when they would otherwise miss out on a particularly large reward, and
pessimistically-biased information when they would otherwise face particularly strong punishment.
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Abstract
Long perceptuo-motor sequences underlie skills from walking to language learning, and are often learned gradually and
unconsciously in the face of noise. We used a non-parametric Bayesian n-gram model (Teh, 2006) to characterize the
multi-day evolution of human subjects’ implicit representation of a serial reaction time task sequence with second-order
contingencies. The reaction time for an element in the sequence depended on zero, one and more preceding elements
at the same time, predicting frequency, repetition and higher-order learning effects. Our trial-level dynamic model
captured these coexistent facilitation effects by seamlessly combining information from shorter and longer windows
onto past events. We show how shifting their priors over window lengths allowed subjects to grow and refine their
internal sequence representations week by week.
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Designing a behavioral experiment to study the factors underlying procrastination
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Abstract
Procrastination is ubiquitous, but its underlying processes are poorly understood. Studies of procrastination have used
self-report questionnaires and therefore have limited use as the basis for process models. As typical procrastination
behavior is characterized by a delay in starting the work and rushing in the end, we argue that studies should emphasize
the time course of progress. We designed a reading task to quantify the time course of procrastination. Subjects were
given seven days to work online on a boring and lengthy reading task. We tested whether reward delay is a predictor of
procrastination. We introduce a metric for quantifying the degree of procrastination from the time course of progress.
The degree of procrastination tends to be higher in the delayed reward condition than that in the instantaneous condition.
We also observed great individual variation in the progress course. Further work needs to investigate what factors
contribute to this variability.
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Task strategies mediate the interaction between working memory and other
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Abstract
Individuals can learn differently, even in very simple tasks. In an association learning task, participants learned associations between correct keypresses and sets of categorically related images. Following a delay, participants were then
tested on the associations in a surprise test. This task has been used to examine the relationship between reinforcement learning and working memory. However, the strategies that individuals use to explore the associations between
keypresses and images as well as the opportunity to take advantage of a simple rule based on the structure of the task
without having to retrieve the correct response may both impact test performance. Two experiments were conducted to
test these hypotheses. Results showed that the performance difference from the end of the learning phase to the testing
phase differed significantly between set size conditions in a way that is more consistent with strategic differences than
an interaction between working memory and reinforcement learning.
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Abstract
Although it is documented that vision can impact flavor perception, less known are the interrelations between subsets of
cross-modal factors. Within the framework of cross-modal perception three between-group experiments were conducted
to determine the impact of color and container type on the flavor perception. Two different containers and 10 colors
were tested in two online experiments (n1 = 67, n2 = 63); in the third experiment two non-sweetened colored drinks
were tested (n = 32). Hedonic, associative, and emotional measurements were applied. Our results indicate that color
can increase the expected sense of flavor. For instance, red, pink, orange (average values 3.7, 3.7, 3.6 on a 5 pt scale) are
the strongest examples of sweetness. For some colors (e.g., red and brown) predicted sweetness is also determined by the
type of container (bottle vs. glass). Additionally, the sense of freshness as a cross-modal factor increases the likeability
of the drink.
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Abstract
Passability of an aperture, as a perceived affordance, is determined by the fit between the apparent aspects of the environment (e.g. perceived gap) and the perceived body scale. Here, in order to understand the effects of body scaling on the
affordance of passability, we conducted a virtual reality study in which in blocked trials, we assigned participants (N =
20) different shoulder widths (narrow, normal, and wide). Participants were instructed to walk naturally to pass through
an aperture scaled to their virtual shoulder without colliding and to reach a target on a table. The results showed that
participants were closer to the target on the table when assigned narrow rather than normal shoulders. Also reflected
in their perceptual judgments, those with narrow virtual shoulders thought they had smaller shoulder width, an effect
not seen in the wide shoulder condition, which together demonstrate an asymmetry in the effects of body scaling.
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Appreciating interleaved benefits: The effect of metacognitive activities on the
selection of learning strategy
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Abstract
Empirical evidence demonstrates the superiority of interleaved over blocked learning schedules in inductive learning,
yet many students believe the opposite. We investigated the effect of metacognitive activities on learners’ awareness of
interleaved benefits. Participants experienced two learning schedules for different painting styles and took a transfer
test. Then we manipulated the provision of post-test feedback for each schedule and metacognitive prompts to reflect
on the learning schedules. Finally, participants were asked to choose a more effective schedule between the two. Although there were no significant effects of either the post-test feedback or metacognitive prompts, the performance
difference between the two schedules significantly predicted participants’ schedule selection. The greater benefits from
the interleaved schedule the participants experienced, the more likely they chose the interleaved schedule. Furthermore, participants’ responses to metacognitive prompts revealed that those who acknowledged spacing benefits from
the interleaved schedule were more likely to choose the interleaved schedule.
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The role of period correction and continuous input from a co-performer in joint
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Abstract
Recent studies provide experimental evidence for joint rushing - the phenomenon that participants in rhythmic group
activities unintentionally increase their tempo. We hypothesized that joint rushing arises from the combined workings
of established sensorimotor synchronization mechanisms (e.g., phase and period correction) with a simple phase advance
mechanism that has been studied in mass-synchronizing insects. We invited musicians and non-musicians to participate
in three tapping experiments. Participants were asked to continue to produce a constant target tempo alone (solo) or
together with a partner (joint). The results show that joint rushing induces a lasting period correction but stops when
auditory feedback of the partner’s taps is removed. Musical training reduced the magnitude of joint rushing but did not
eliminate it. These results are consistent with our hypothesis that joint rushing occurs because adjustments induced by
a simple phase advance mechanism alter the period of internal timekeeping.
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Abstract
The aim of this study was to identify the effects of perceptual (visual and olfactory) and emotional imageries of food names
to word recognition memories. First, we asked Japanese healthy participants to imagine visual (Experiment 1), olfactory
(Experiment 2), emotional (Experiment 3), or preferential features (Experiment 4) of presented words associated with
foods and drinks (imagining condition), while we also asked them to passively read presented words (reading condition).
Second, they judged whether each word was previously presented (word recognition memory task). Results showed
that accuracy rates of the imagining condition were significantly higher than those of the reading condition in word
recognition memory tasks of all the experiments. Our findings suggest that perceptual and emotional imageries of food
names facilitate word recognition memories.
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If you think your action was erroneous, you will reject the outcome you actually
wanted: a case of reverse choice blindness
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Abstract
In choice blindness (CB) experiments participants often accept a manipulated outcome as their actual choice. In a typical CB experiment the manual actions that participants perform are always correct (pointing, writing, etc.), while the
outcome is mismatched. However, what would happen if an error was induced at the motor level, but the outcome
nevertheless remained correct? We investigated this by having participants drag a mouse cursor across the screen to
the face they found the most attractive, while we manipulated either the outcome (classic CB), or the cursor (forced
motor deviation), or sometimes both. Interestingly, what we found was that when the cursor was manipulated but not
the outcome, the motor ‘wrongness’ would override the goal ‘rightness’, and participants ended up rejecting the outcome they actually wanted. We will discuss the implications of this new reverse choice blindness effect for theories of
self-monitoring, agency and preference change.
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Abstract
Novel word disambiguation via mutual exclusivity is the tendency to discard familiar objects as referents of novel words.
While mutual-exclusivity inferences have been widely documented in toddlers beyond 18 months of age, studies typically
failed to show it in younger infants. Recently, Pomiechowska, Brody, Csibra, and Gliga (2021) showed that 12-month-old
infants can use mutual exclusivity, but only if familiar objects are targeted by non-verbal communication (i.e., pointing)
prior to labeling. This arguably triggers infants to represent these objects under a conceptual description, a representational format that is necessary for mutual exclusivity inferences but is not spontaneously generated in young infants.
The present study is a direct online replication of the task used by Pomiechowska et al. with a wider age range (12-15
months) and adapted for Zoom-based testing.
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Does cognitive dissonance depend on self-concept? 2-year-old children, but not
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Abstract
As adults, we do not only choose what we prefer, but we also tend to adapt our preferences post-hoc to fit our previous
choices, even when these were blind. This is thought to result from cognitive dissonance as an effort to reconcile our
choices and preferences. It has been argued to rely on the self-concept, but has also been found in preschoolers and
monkeys. In a preregistered study, we therefore investigated when blind choice-induced preferences emerge and whether
they are related to self-concept development in the second year of life. Results in N=200 children aged 16-36 months
provide strong evidence that blind-choice induced preferences develop between 1 and 2 years (BF10=12.5). Two-yearolds avoided an object that they had previously discarded in a blind choice, whereas 1-year-olds did not show any such
preferences yet. Further, we found substantial evidence against a relation with measures of self-concept development
(BF10=0.2).
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Concept mapping produces delayed benefits in online learning.
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Abstract
The recent pandemic has emphasized the need for developing more effective pedagogical practices in online education.
While activities that require more deep connection of concepts can enhance overall learning versus mere rote rehearsal,
are conceptual activities also viable options for inclusion in online coursework, given the asynchronous and flexible
nature of online learning? To answer this question, students in 2 online courses either completed concept-mapping
exercises, or control exercises (i.e., definitions of concepts). Results indicate that while initially concept-mapping is
no better than memorization, as experience with mapping increases, a growth in learning emerges later in the course.
Students also rate the educational utility and enjoyablity of conceptual activities similarly to control exercises, suggesting
that students do not perceive these conceptual activities more negatively. As such, concept-mapping does have a utility
for online learning, but there is a necessary a warm-up period before benefits are realized.
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Abstract
The COVID-19 pandemic and its profound global effects may be changing the way we think about illness. We surveyed
120 American adults to explore the effects of the pandemic on their mental models of illness. Participants read three
vignettes: one relating to COVID-19, one to cancer, and another to the common cold, and were asked questions relating
to the diagnosis, treatment, prevention, time-course, and transmission of each disease. Results showed that participants
were more likely to correctly diagnose COVID-19 (93% accuracy) compared to a cold (60% accuracy) or cancer (51%
accuracy). Of the 40 participants that incorrectly diagnosed the cold vignette, 7 misdiagnosed a cold as COVID-19.
These and other preliminary findings suggest a distinct mental model for COVID-19 compared to other illnesses. The
prevalence of COVID-19 in everyday discourse may lead to biased responding, similar to errors in medical diagnosis that
result from physicians’ expertise (Hashem et al., 2003).
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Abstract
Previous research suggests that humans use multimodal information during emotional communication. Only a few
studies have investigated how emotional information is presented in non-verbal channels. We examined the role of
hand gestures in communicating emotions. In a between-subject design, we analyzed the size, frequency, and type of
gestures under encouraged and spontaneous gesturing conditions. Participants (N=36) were asked to describe narratives
with emotional content. Preliminary analyses with 18 individuals show that, interestingly, gesture frequencies and
gesture use with specific emotional phrases did not differ between groups. Also, there was not a significant difference
between the two groups in the types of gestures they produced. However, the gestures in the encouraged condition
were significantly bigger in size compared to gestures in the spontaneous condition. These diverse preliminary results
suggest that people’s hand gestures during emotional communication should be investigated with all their dimensions
instead of focusing on one aspect.
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Abstract
Core knowledge concepts such as object behavior principles provide a rich inventory of primitives for thinking and
learning in the natural world. However, it remains unexplored how these concepts are reused for problem-solving and
communication in highly abstract domains.
We analyze a large-scale natural language study drawing on the Abstraction and Reasoning Corpus (ARC), a set of highly
abstract visual tasks where solvers construct outputs from input grids according to an inferred pattern. ARC explicitly
incorporates core knowledge principles without any real-world objects. In the study, subjects solved and communicated
the inferred patterns of ARC tasks via written explanations for other subjects attempting to solve tasks using only the
explanations.
We examine how subjects solve, communicate, and interpret these explanations, and we show that subjects use fundamentally abstract core knowledge properties–object cohesion and contact causality–to reason about, understand, and
communicate the inference tasks with language.
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Abstract
Young infants reason about the goals, preferences, and actions of others. State of the art computational models, however,
still fail in such reasoning. The Baby Intuitions Benchmark (BIB) was designed to test agency reasoning in AI using an
infant behavioral paradigm. While BIB’s presentation of simple animations makes it particularly suitable for testing AI,
such vignettes have yet to be validated with infants.
In this pilot, 11-month-old infants watched two sets of animations from BIB, one on agents’ consistent preferences and
the other on agents’ efficient actions. Infants looked longer towards violations in agents’ behavior in both the preference
(N = 24, β = 3.24 p = .040) and efficiency task (N = 24, β = 4.50 p = .016).
These preliminary results suggest that infants’ agency reasoning is abstract enough to be elicited by simple animations
and validate BIB as a test of agency reasoning for humans and AIs.
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Abstract
Children vary widely in their lexical development. These differences have been shown to carry through later ages and
can even be found in adults. One parameter often found as a predictor of varying vocabulary size is speed of processing,
measuring the reaction time in familiar word recognition tasks. However, the underlying nature of speed of processing is
still unclear: Is it a purely linguistic phenomenon or is it tied to the general cognitive abilities of the child. Our study aims
to shed light on the nature of speed of processing, by testing 17-month-olds in a word learning experiment and assessing
their reaction time during word recognition for both newly acquired and familiar words as well as visual reaction times.
Our results can thus disentangle how broad or narrow lexical speed of processing is and help us better understand the
origin of its link with language skills across the lifespan.
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Abstract
Improving the magnitude processing during early childhood is essential for further developing numerical cognition and
mathematical skills. In this regard, there is an intense debate about whether numbers are processed using a numberspecific system or a general magnitude processing system. Additionally, the evidence available focuses on the magnitude’s interference but not on the translation and integration process. This study aims to analyze the ability to map
between non-symbolic and symbolic numerical information and integrate numbers and space. For this purpose, we
designed an observational between-subjects study using two-cross format comparison tasks involving the integration
and interconversion between magnitudes and formats. We will assess for each task the relation between ratio and performance, and the discrimination thresholds in 8- and 12-years old Colombian children to explore the developmental
trajectory of these numerical cognition processes.
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Abstract
Recent theories suggest that emotion words may facilitate the development of emotion concepts. However, most research
investigating this relation in early childhood has been correlational. To assess whether emotion words causally influence
emotion concept development, we conducted a pre-test post-test study examining which facial configurations 3-yearolds associate with complex emotional scenarios (annoyed, disgusted, and nervous). Between pre- and post-test, children
were randomly assigned to one of three conditions. Children observed a facial configuration paired with a scenario while
presented with either an explicit emotion label, a vague emotion label, or irrelevant information. Data from 54 children
(36 female, mean age= 3.53) revealed that children’s average change in number of correct responses from pre-test to
post-test by condition were as follows: Explicit=1.00 (SD=1.68); Vague=0.11 (SD=1.45); Irrelevant=-0.28, (SD=1.71). These
results hold implications for how specific emotion words may casually influence children’s ability to learn new emotion
concepts.
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Abstract
The testing effect was used to teach the testing effect to increase feelings of self-efficacy in test taking and reduce test
anxiety in 10-to11- year-olds. The impact of this intervention was measured with a new Self-efficacy in Test Taking
measure and an adapted thoughts’ subscale from the Children’s Test Anxiety Scale in pre-test, post-test conditions and
with a control group. The intervention was designed to target the self-knowledge beliefs ‘layer’ from the S-REF (Selfreferent Executive Function) model of test anxiety. The intervention was delivered primary classrooms, over six weeks
and aimed to teach children to believe in test taking abilities, that testing routes were ‘well-oiled’, to improve feelings of
self-efficacy about taking high stakes’ tests. There was a significant increase in self-efficacy in test taking for students,
who were high in test anxiety, η²p = 0.07 when measured with a subscale from the Self-efficacy in Test Taking new
measure.
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Abstract
Recently, several behavioral studies have demonstrated 4-10 Hz rhythmic fluctuations in attention. So far, this attentional
sampling has only been demonstrated with regards to external stimuli. Attention, however, is often directed towards
internal working memory representations. We conducted a human behavioral dense-sampling experiment on whether
simultaneously held representations of two distinct feature dimensions (color and orientation) also exhibit a rhythmic
temporal profile. We found an oscillatory component at 9.4 Hz in the joint time-courses of both representations, presumably reflecting a common early perceptual sampling process in the alpha-frequency range. Further, we observed an
oscillatory component at 3.5 Hz with a significant phase-difference between feature dimensions. This likely corresponds
to a later attentional sampling process, indicating that internal representations of distinct features are activated in alteration. In summary, we demonstrate the cyclic reactivation of internal representations, as well as the co-occurrence of
perceptual- and attentional rhythmic fluctuations at distinct frequencies.
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Abstract
This study examined relations between teacher-child closeness and conflict in preschool and children’s behavior problems, social skills, and executive function (EF) in kindergarten, and explored if these relations are moderated by parental
education. The study also sought to examine the relation between teacher-child closeness and conflict and the subscales
of children’s behavior problems and social skills. The sample consisted of 126 preschool children (M = 56.70 months,
SD = 3.89). Regression analyses revealed that teacher-child conflict predicted children’s social skills, specifically assertion, engagement, and cooperation. Parental education moderated the association between teacher-child conflict and
EF, and also emerged as a marginally significant moderator of teacher-child closeness and behavior problems. The findings thereby indicated differential relations between teacher-child closeness and conflict and children’s outcomes. With
regard to future research, it may be important to consider other aspects of the teacher-child relationship and classroom
environment as well.
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Abstract
Inference-making is a complex mental process as it involves retrieving prior knowledge and active meaning-making,
appropriate for exploring processing automaticity vs. difficulty in different languages. People are prone to falsely recognizing sentences that represent the inferences they made due to gist encoding. To examine whether this process differs
for L1 and L2, we presented forty-eight Turkish-English bilingual participants in Turkish, English, and dual-language
sentence groups that allowed them to configure objects mentally and draw spatial inferences. Inferred sentences were
recognized significantly more than new sentences. We observed this in L1 and L2, but not the dual-language condition.
Higher L2 proficiency and lower executive functioning abilities were related to higher false recognition. These results are
aligned with the bilingual memory organization, suggesting L2 approaches L1 automaticity with increased proficiency.
Lower EF participants might prefer less effortful strategies to process information, such as averaging, abstracting, inferring, and gist extracting.
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The Anatomy of Discourse: Linguistic Predictors of Narrative and Argument
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Abstract
Narratives (sequences of purposively related concrete situations) and arguments (reasoning and conclusions in an attempt to persuade) are distinct cornerstones of human discourse. While theories of their linguistic structures exist, it is
unclear which theorized features influence perception of narrative and argument quality. Furthermore, differences in
their usage over time and across formal versus informal mediums remain unexplored. Thus, we use an original dataset
of news and Reddit discourse (consisted of >10,000 clauses), annotated for clause-level discourse elements (e.g., generic
statements vs. events; Smith, 2003), and their coherence relations (e.g., cause/effect; Wolf & Gibson, 2005). We identify
the features that correspond to differing perceptions of narrative and argument quality across multiple dimensions. Since
the documents cover marijuana legalization discourse during a period of massive attitude shift in the U.S. (2008-2019),
we also examine changes over time in discourse structure within this rapidly evolving sociopolitical context.
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Verbs are More Metaphoric than Nouns: Evidence from the Lexicon
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Abstract
When asked to paraphrase semantically strained sentences (e.g., the lantern limped), participants alter word meanings
to fit the context (e.g., the light flickered). Judges who were asked to classify these meaning extensions classified verb
extensions as primarily metaphoric and noun extensions as primarily taxonomic or metonymic/associative (King &
Gentner, 2019; in prep.). To determine whether these online patterns are reflected in established word senses, we sampled
120 nouns and 120 verbs from three different frequency bands (100 wpm, 10 wpm, and 1 wpm) and obtained metaphoricity
ratings of every sense for each word (1015 senses total, Oxford Dictionary API). Verb senses were rated as significantly
more metaphoric than noun senses overall. In addition, metaphoricity increased as sense frequency decreased, and
this effect was stronger for verbs than for nouns. Verbs’ high propensity for metaphoric extension has implications for
evolution of word meanings.
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Native perception of non-native speech: Speaker accent mitigates penalization for
language errors in non-native speech unless the listener is conscientious
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Abstract
Non-native speakers have been found to be penalized for their accent and grammatical errors. However, little is known
about whether and how accent and grammaticality interact to influence native listeners’ perception of non-native speech,
and whether listeners’ personality plays a role in this. We examined these questions by relating the acceptability scores of
40 English speech stimuli rated by 60 British listeners (30 female; 30 unfamiliar with accented speech) to factors including
speech accent (British vs. Polish), grammaticality (well-formed vs. error-filled) and listener personality. The results
suggest that non-native accent “protects” the speaker from being penalized for grammatical errors unless the listener has
a certain personality profile: compared to non-native accented speech, the acceptability ratings of native accented speech
showed a larger decrease when grammatical errors were present, yet listeners who were more conscientious, extravert
or agreeable tended to give lower acceptability ratings to non-native accented speech, regardless of grammaticality.
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Temporal Gestures in Turkish Metaphor Explanations
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Abstract
Temporal gestures reveal our metaphorical thinking of time. Less is known about how speakers of different languages
encode temporal gestures. We asked 19 adults to explain the meanings of 12 spatial metaphors of time in Turkish
sentences. We coded gestures according to the coding scheme of Cooperrider and Nuñez (2009). Individuals produced
237 temporal gestures. There were 162 placing (68.35%), 10 pointing (4.22%), 13 duration-marking (5.49%), 12 bridging
(5.06%), 40 animating (16.88%) gestures. We also identified 61 temporal gestures that did not fall into any category in
their classification. These gestures depicted the change of the time of an event caused by humans (e.g., to postpone a
meeting) with an open hand moving the events along an axis. We termed these as “moving” gestures and suggest that
speakers of different languages may vary in their representations of temporal gestures.
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Effects of global discourse coherence on local contextual predictions
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Abstract
During language comprehension, words are easier to process when predictable based on local sentence context. It is
unclear how information available from the global discourse interacts with this local predictive processing. To test this,
we conducted an online self-paced reading study (n=100), manipulating the predictability of a critical word in a target
sentence while varying the coherency of the target sentence with a preamble context that preceded it. We found that
people processed the critical word faster when it was highly predictable from local context, replicating a common finding.
We also found people were slower to process the critical word when the target sentence was presented in an incoherent
context. However, no interaction was observed. Results indicate that subtler semantic changes, such as topic shifts, slow
language processing but do not reduce the benefit of a highly predictable, local context.
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Abstract
In bilinguals, certain concepts across languages come to be represented similarly—a semantic convergence effect that
reflects interactivity between languages. The causal factors that affect semantic convergence are not fully understood;
this gap may be due to limitations of the correlative methods used in extant work, which assesses the representations
of real-world bilinguals. Here, we utilize an artificial language learning paradigm—inspired by the study of category
learning—to elucidate causal influences on semantic convergence. We contrast simulated simultaneous bilingual learners
with simulated sequential bilingual learners before assessing the representations of both. Bilingual groups are additionally compared to simulated monolingual controls from each language. We report on the pattern of semantic convergence
and conclude with implications for theories of bilingual representation.
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Oh, the Irony!: Interpersonal Variation in the Processing of Foreign-Accented and
Native Irony
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Abstract
Research shows that language processing mechanisms are permeable to the speaker’s accent, but virtually no data exists on non-literal language. Our online rating study investigated whether accent-based biases could hinder making
inferences from ironic speech. Ninety-six participants listened to dialogues between native and foreign-accented English speakers and rated them on several scales. We found that the ironic intent in the accented speech was missed
significantly more often than in the native speech for all irony types. Importantly, participants’ individual differences
significantly affected the ratings and interacted with both accent and irony-type. More conservative participants were
worse at detecting irony than their liberal peers but this effect was stronger for accented speech and a rarer irony type.
In contrast, high empathy facilitated irony detection. The results demonstrate that interpersonal variation in personality
and moral values affects language comprehension and needs to be accounted for in models of language processing.
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Abstract
Studies on the processing, functional, and social distribution of spoken and signed languages suggest partial overlaps between the mental lexicon of deaf and hearers. However, factors such as ontogenetic development, language acquisition
conditions, the development of deaf culture, and the lexical repertoire available in each language suggest important differences. The aim was to explore the semantic networks of the conceptual domains of space and time in the Uruguayan
deaf signers’ population and Spanish hearers. 60 participants carried out a word association task in their respective languages and with semantically equivalent lexical items. Both groups showed an important formal similarity between their
semantic networks. Mainly, a categorical-semantic analysis showed a bias of the hearers to taxonomic and introspective
semantic relationships. In contrast, the deaf showed a bias toward situational semantic relationships and entities. These
findings suggest differences in the concrete / abstract thinking between both populations when organizing their mental
lexicon.
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Abstract
This study investigated the effect of gustatory stimuli on the associative learning of new (meaningless) word forms in a
first language. Japanese native speakers performed the following tasks: (1) subjective evaluations of gustatory stimuli;
(2) learning tasks of associative pairs of a new word form and gustatory stimulus (G) or only new word forms (W); (3)
recognition memory tasks associated with the G/W condition; (4) free recall task for the G/W conditions. The accuracy
rates of W were highest, whereas there was no significant difference between free recall scores. Subjective evaluations
of gustatory stimuli negatively correlated with the free recall performance of word forms associated with the gustatory
stimuli, while accuracy rates of the recognition and free recall tasks of G were positively correlated. Accordingly, learning
new word forms on their own is more effective than associative learning of new word forms and gustatory stimuli in
one day of learning.
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Does surprisal affect word learning? Evidence from seven languages
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Abstract
What makes a word easy to learn? We know that early-learned words tend to be frequent and name concrete referents.
Here we investigate a novel predictor–a word’s surprisal – the ease of predicting it given a context. We computed
surprisal for words in child-directed speech and used it to predict age of acquisition (AoA) while controlling for known
predictors such as concreteness, frequency, and the mean length of the utterances in which the word appeared. Predicates
with greater surprisal (i.e., those less predictable from context) were learned later. Noun learning was not dependent on
surprisal. Surprisal was a powerful mediator of both frequency and concreteness, reducing the ordinarily strong effect
of frequency and concreteness on AoA. Differences in surprisal across languages also proved to be moderately predictive
of differences in AoA across languages: translation equivalents that had higher surprisal had later AoAs.
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The influence of media exposure on children’s evaluations of non-local accents
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Abstract
This study investigated whether positive or negative media exposure to non-local accents influences children’s language
attitudes of those accents. Following exposure to heroic or villainous cartoon characters with either a regional (British;
Experiment 1, N=89) or non-native (Experiment 2, N=84) accents, children were tested on a friend preference task,
during which they selected—given a choice between a locally-accented child and a British-accented (Experiment 1) or
Korean-accented (Experiment 2) child—which one they wanted to be friends with. Consistent with previous literature,
children selected native-accented speakers at above chance rates, both when paired with British- (M=55%, β=0.25, p=0.03)
and Korean-accented children (M=86%, β=2.63, p<.001). There was no evidence that exposure to heroic vs. villainous
characters influenced children’s preferences for native-accented children in either experiment. Follow-up work is investigating whether protracted exposure to evil/heroic characters with non-local accents influences children’s evaluations
to non-local varieties across a wider range of tasks.
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The N400 event-related potential component reflects a learning signal
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Abstract
A lot of studies on the N400 event-related brain potential (ERP) component have tried to understand its functional
significance. Recently, the N400 was modeled in a neural network model as the update of a probabilistic representation
of sentence meaning. The change in activation induced by a word was proposed to reflect a semantic prediction error that
drives adaptation of the model’s connections (Rabovsky et al., 2018), which implies that more negative N400 amplitudes
should lead to greater adaptation. By experimentally manipulating expectancy in a sentence reading task (n=33), we
could show that this manipulation did not only influence N400 amplitudes, but also implicit memory: reaction times in a
perceptual identification task were significantly faster for previously unexpected words. Additionally, difference in N400
amplitude correlated with the reaction time benefit for unexpected compared to expected items. These finding support
the interpretation of the N400 as a prediction error and learning signal.
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Biological motion perception in perceptual decision-making framework: ERP
evidence in humans
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Abstract
Neurophysiological studies in non-human primates suggest that perceptual decision-making consists of two stages of
information processing: sensory evidence accumulation and response selection. Recent work with humans shows that
the sensory evidence accumulation process can be tracked with the CPP component derived from EEG. As most studies
in the field use simple motion stimuli, it remains unclear whether these processes generalize to more complex and
socially important stimuli such as biological motion. In the present study, we used point-light displays with 4 levels of
coherence and recorded EEG as human subjects (N=14) performed a perceptual decision-making task. Our results show
that biological motion elicited a CPP component whose peak rate tracks the coherence level of the stimuli, albeit with a
later onset than observed previously. These results suggest that similar decision-making mechanisms may play a role in
biological motion perception.
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‘Kindergarten’ versus ‘Gartenkinder’: EEG-evidence on the effects of familiarity
and semantic transparency on German compounds
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Abstract
This study investigated the effects of semantic transparency and familiarity on the lexical processing of German compounds. We measured event-related potentials (ERPs) while participants saw compound triplets that held the same head
like /garten/ (‘garden’): (a) semantically transparent compounds /Gemüsegarten/ (‘vegetable garden’), (b) semantically
opaque compounds /Kindergarten/ (‘kinder garden’), and (c) possible but nonexistent novel compounds /Gesichtsgarten/
(‘face garden’). Participants made nonword decisions to compounds with a scrambled constituent /Semüregarten/.
ERP potentials for semantically transparent and opaque compounds were alike, irrespective of whether the manipulation
was on the modifier or the head. By contrast, novel compounds showed strong N400 effects relative to both transparent
and opaque compounds. These findings indicate that – during compound processing – the brain differentiates between
familiar and novel, but not between transparent and opaque. Compound processing independent of semantic compositionality differs from that in other Indo-European languages and stresses the importance of cross-language comparisons.
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Spectrotemporal cues and attention modulate neural networks for speech and
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Abstract
Speech and music are fundamental human communication modes. To what extent they rely on specific brain networks or
exploit general auditory mechanisms based on their spectrotemporal acoustic structure is debated. We aimed at defining
connectivity patterns modulated by attention to auditory content and spectrotemporal information, using fMRI. Participants tried to recognise sung speech stimuli that were gradually deprived of spectral or temporal information. Although
auditory cortices appeared to specialise in temporal (left) and spectral (right) encoding, modularity of the bilateral connectivity network was largely unaffected by spectrotemporal degradations or attention. However, while participants’
recognition decreased when necessary acoustic information - spectral for attention to melodies, temporal for attention to
sentences - was degraded, efficiency of information flow in the network increased, and different subnetworks emerged.
This suggests that the loss of crucial spectral (melody) or temporal (speech) information is compensated within the
network by recruiting more and differential neural ressources.
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Hand constraint affects semantic processing of hand-manipulable objects: An
fNIRS study
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Abstract
Embodied cognition theory predicts that semantic processing shares processing resources with sensorimotor systems.
The present study aimed to reveal mechanisms for impact of motor simulation on semantic processing of objects, which
are manipulated by hands. We measured activation of inferior parietal lobule (IPL) by functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) to examine the effect of constraint on hand movement. Participants were faced with two words representing name of objects that can be manipulated by hand (e.g. cup) or objects that cannot be manipulated by hand (e.g.
windmill), and answered which object was larger. We analyzed effect of two factors on IPL activity: hand constraint
and hand manipulability of the objects represented by the words. We found that (1) IPL activity for hand-manipulable
objects was significantly higher than non-manipulable objects under control condition, and that (2) the difference in
IPL activity between hand manipulable and non-manipulable objects was significantly reduced under hand-constraint
condition.
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Multiple items in working memory are cyclically activated at a theta-rhythm
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Abstract
Representations held in working memory (WM) are crucial in guiding human attention in a goal-directed fashion. Currently, it is debated whether only a single or several of these representations can be active and bias behaviour at any
given moment. In our present study, 25 university students performed a behavioural dense-sampling experiment to
produce an estimate of the temporal activation patterns of two simultaneously held visual templates. We report two key
novel results. First, the performance related to both representations was not continuous, but fluctuated rhythmically at
6 Hz. This corresponds to neural oscillations in the theta-band, whose functional importance in WM is well established.
Second, our findings suggest that two concurrently held representations may be prioritized in alternation, not simultaneously. Our data extend recent research on rhythmic sampling of external information by demonstrating an analogous
mechanism in the cyclic activation of internal WM representations.
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Abstract
Although interacting with visual displays of websites is a central part of our everyday online practices, little is known
about the impact of geometric principles on users’ perceptions.
In an exploratory study, canonical interface layout structures were extracted from websites for different purposes, such
as education, medicine or finance, amongst others. Preference for the obtained prototypes was then rated in a quasiexperiment (n=65) following aesthetic and usability criteria (Lavie & Tractinsky, 2004).
Our results indicate that vertical and horizontal alignment properties, such as different degrees of symmetry and complexity, shape the rating of expressive and creative aesthetics, as well as perceived usability.
This contribution aims at shedding light on geometric constraints in UX analysis and giving an outlook on potential
impacts of preference on content comprehension in an ecological setting.
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Am I tone-deaf? Assessing pitch discrimination in 700,000 people
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Abstract
Congenital amusia of pitch (tone-deafness), which affects 1.5% of the population, involves a deficit in pitch processing
affecting the perception of musical melody and some speech contrasts. Lay-knowledge of tone-deafness considers the
phenomenon to be categorical, as does prior work contrasting ‘amusics’ to ‘controls’, designated as such by thresholds
on diagnostic tests. Is amusia a qualitative break from normal pitch discrimination, or does it represent the extreme end
of a distributed skill? Large-scale datasets, combined with theoretically motivated tools for extracting latent measures
of ability, can answer this question. We studied individual differences in pitch discrimination in 700,000 people using
Bayesian hierarachical diffusion models. We found no evidence for a categorical deficit: pitch perception ability was
normally and continuously distributed. We additionally report preliminary findings on pitch perception ability as a
function of age, gender, native language, musical experience, and self-assessments of tone-deafness.
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Children’s reasoning about hypothetical interventions to complex and dynamic
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Abstract
Across 3 studies, we investigated children’s ability to consider hypothetical interventions to complex and dynamic causal
systems. Five- to 7-year-olds learned about novel food chains and were asked about the effects of the removal of one
species on others in the food chain. In Studies 1 (n = 72) and 2 (n = 72), 6- and 7-year-olds made correct inferences about
the effects on remaining species, but performed better when reasoning about direct predators or prey than indirectlyconnected species. Five-year-olds’ performance was at chance across all question types. In Study 3 (n = 65, target n =
72), we are currently investigating whether 5-7-year-old children’s performance improves when given more background
information on the causal dynamics of the food chains. The results indicate that hypothetical thinking about dynamic
causal systems develops between 5 and 7 years. This ability may be leveraged for teaching science concepts.
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Verbal working memory capacity modulates category representation.
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Abstract
Previous studies investigating the influence of a working memory load on category learning gained mixed findings.
The current study investigated the role of increased working memory load in the processes of encoding two artificial
categories with a rule-plus-similarity structure. During category learning, adults were trained with a dual-task that
integrated the category learning task with a secondary working memory task. Participants were instructed to retain
verbal (auditorily delivered) information while learning the categories in each trial. The learning phase was followed
by recognition and categorization tasks evaluating their learning of the categories and memory for exemplar features.
The results indicated that verbal working memory load affected category learning and representation as compared to
the control condition where participants learned the categories without interference. The dual-task paradigm disrupted
attention optimization and the formation of a rule-based category representation while increasing the probability of
similarity-based encoding.
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Abstract
In categorization tasks optimization of performance depends on attention to relevant stimulus features. However, studies show that adults and children seem to use different strategies when learning new categories. Deng & Sloutsky (2016)
found that adults attend selectively, whereas children prefer to attend diffusely, even when the stimuli possess deterministic features (i.e. with 100% probability of belonging to a certain category). Most studies of attention in category learning
rely on behavioral effects to infer attentional strategy, despite the availability of eye-tracking technology. In this study,
we combine the use of category training and transfer paradigms (see Miles & Minda, 2009 and Deng & Sloutsky, 2016)
and eye-tracking methods to investigate attentional strategies of children and adults during category learning. Preliminary results of our adult pilot (N = 14) confirm the prediction that adults optimize performance by attending increasingly
to deterministic features of the stimulus once the categorical rule is found.
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The effect of semantic categorization on object location memory
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Abstract
We often organize objects around both visual and semantic boundaries in space. Across four experiments, we examined
how semantically consistent partitions influenced memory for object locations. Participants learned the locations of
items in a semantically partitioned display (where each partition contained objects from a single category), as well as
a purely visually partitioned display (where each partition contained a random assortment of objects from different
categories). While semantic partitions significantly improved location memory over the purely visually partitioned
display, this advantage was significantly reduced when participants were cued to the correct partition during recall. Our
results suggest that semantic category information benefits memory via strengthening the association between a given
category and a spatial region delineated by a partition. Further, there was some indication that this benefit may come
with the drawback of reducing memory precision for objects within a partitioned space.
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Abstract
Previous studies have suggested testing and feature highlighting each facilitates category learning. We investigated
whether the beneficial effects of interim testing change with the presence of feature highlighting in natural category
learning. Participants learned various rock categories that were divided into two sections. They studied a series of
rocks with or without feature descriptions highlighted on each image and either took an interim test or not between
the two sections. On the final test, participants classified studied and new rock exemplars from both sections. The
testing group outperformed the no-testing group for both sections, indicating both backward and forward effects of
testing. Such beneficial effects of testing occurred regardless of whether the feature highlighting was provided or not.
The feature highlighting, however, showed negative effects on learning of both sections, suggesting that provision of
explicit instruction may impede learning when it is not appropriately embedded in the learning material.
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Abstract
Text-generation algorithms like GPT-2 (Radford et al., 2019) and GPT-3 (Brown et al., 2020) produce documents which
resemble coherent human writing. But no study has compared the discourse linguistics features of the artificial text with
that of comparable human content. We used a sample of Reddit and news discourse as prompts to generate artificial
text using fine-tuned GPT-2 (Grover; Zellers et al., 2019). Blind annotators identified clause-level discourse features (e.g.,
states and events; Smith, 2003), and coherence relations (e.g., contrast; Wolf and Gibson, 2005) in prompts and generated
text. Comparing the >20000 clauses, Grover recreates human word co-occurrence patterns and clause types across discourse modes. However, its coherence relations have shorter length and lower quality, with many nonsensical instances.
Therefore, annotators could perfectly guess the human/algorithmic source of documents. Using a corresponding GPT-3
sample, we discuss aspects of generation that have and have not improved since Grover.
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Capturing uncertainty in relational learning: A Bayesian model of
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Abstract
Research on discrimination-based transitive inference (TI) has demonstrated a widespread capacity for relational inference in people and non-human animals. In this domain individuals learn to choose the reinforced item in a set of
interrelated discriminations (e.g., A–/B+; B–/C+) and are tested for transitive inference on novel, non-adjacent pairs
(e.g., A vs. C). Existing models suggest that transitive responding can be supported by associative learning mechanisms,
but they fail to account for evidence that knowledge about the hierarchical nature of the task, whether instructed or discovered during training, has a dramatic influence on learning. I present a model which formalizes TI as the estimation of
items’ positions along a latent dimension and tracks learners’ uncertainty about the mapping between item position and
feedback. The model naturally accounts for standard effects in TI, while going beyond associative models in explaining
the effects of knowledge and rich feedback on relational inference.
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Computational-Neuroscientific Correspondence of Oscillating-TN SOM Neural
Networks
Spyridon Revithis
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Abstract
Oscillating-TN (Topological Neighborhood) Self-Organising-Map (SOM) artificial neural networks can facilitate the
study of neurodevelopmental cognitive phenomena. Their cognitive modelling significance rests primarily on the premise
of biological realism. Despite the difference in neuronal activity description between spike-train brain signaling and the
rate-based computer SOM models, there is a valid analogy in cortical columnar activation synchrony. A cortical macrocolumn can be modeled as a computer-trained SOM with emerging or structural minicolumns represented by SOM-TN
groups of neurons. Neural excitation and lateral inhibition result in structural cortical changes modeled by SOM Hebbian
TN-activation. Oscillating-TN SOMs can model brain plasticity and regulate sensory desensitization. Neural synchrony
can be modeled at various levels: macroscopically, there is an analogy between an oscillating local field potential and a
SOM oscillating-TN width computational session. There are also arguments to support the hypothesis that SOM stability
or entrenchment during computational map formation associates with neural oscillatory sensory prediction.
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Utilizing ACT-R to investigate interactions between working memory and
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Abstract
In an effort towards predicting mental workload while driving, previous research found interactions between working
memory load and visuospatial demands, which complicates the accurate prediction of momentary mental workload. To
investigate this interaction, the cognitive concepts working memory load and visuospatial attention were integrated
into a cognitive driving model using the cognitive architecture ACT-R. The model was developed to safely drive on a
multi-lane highway with ongoing traffic while performing a secondary n-back task using speed signs. To manipulate
visuospatial demands, the model must drive through a construction site with reduced lane-width in certain blocks of the
experiment. Furthermore, it is able to handle complex driving situations such as overtaking traffic while adjusting the
speed according to the n-back task. The behavioral results show a negative effect on driving performance with increasing
task difficulty of the secondary task. Additionally, the model indicates an interaction at a common, task-unspecific level.
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LARC: Language annotated Abstraction and Reasoning Corpus
Sam Acquaviva
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts, United States

Yewen Pu
Autodesk Inc, San Francisco, California, United States

Maxwell Nye
MIT, Cambridge, Massachusetts, United States

Catherine Wong
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts, United States

Michael Tessler
MIT, Cambridge, Massachusetts, United States

Josh Tenenbaum
MIT, Cambridge, Massachusetts, United States
Abstract
The Abstraction and Reasoning Challenge (ARC) is a set of tasks where one must induce a program from a few given
input-output examples, and apply it to a new input. Although humans can easily solve most tasks, ARC is challenging
for state-of-the-art algorithms. We hypothesize that humans use intuitive program induction, and interpret ARC tasks
by constructing ”natural programs” in language.
We experimentally study ”natural programs” by formulating a two-player game: A participant solves and then communicates the program to another participant using natural language; the second participant must solve the task using the
description alone. We find at least 361 out of 400 tasks can be solved from a natural language description, demonstrating
that natural language is sufficient in transmitting these natural programs.
We compared the natural language programs to computer programs constructed using two separate state-of-the-art program synthesis approaches, and conducted a study on leveraging natural language annotations to improve performance
of program-synthesis tools.
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Virtual Poster Presenter: An Emotional Cognitive Architecture in Action
Alexei Samsonovich
National Research Nuclear University ”MEPhI”, Moscow, Russian Federation
Abstract
Emotional capabilities of interactive virtual agents grow every year, while most of them lack in emotional intelligence.
Their abilities to recognize and express emotions may be worthless, if the agent cannot decide how to behave adequately
in a given social context. The central part of the problem, the logic of socially emotional behavior, remains an unsolved
challenge. Here this challenge is addressed within a virtual reality paradigm of a poster presenter, designed on the basis of
the emotional Biologically Inspired Cognitive Architecture (eBICA). The framework of eBICA combines the formalisms of
semantic maps, moral schemas, mental states and narratives in order to achieve believable, socially acceptable interactive
behavior of the presenter bot. The paradigm involves establishment and maintenance of a stable socially emotional
contact with mutual empathy and trust. Results of evaluation of the prototype by participants at two international
virtual conferences speak in favor of the selected approach.
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Primates evolved spectrally complex calls in compensation for reduction in
olfactory cognition
David Schruth Ph.D.
University of Washington, Seattle, Washington, United States
Abstract
Tetrapod vertebrates evolved acoustic calling to circumvent impediments in communication media. Motor and auditory neural underpinnings of such calling are hundreds of millions of years old. More complex vocalizations, known
as display, however, have since convergently evolved in many lineages. I hypothesized that music-like calling might
correspond to larger sizes of neural structures corresponding to visual-spatial and motor control capacities, perhaps
due to processing overlap. I tested this theory on primates by comparing relative brain component sizes to several
spectrographic indexes—song complexity, reappearance diversity [ARDI], and syllable count. Visual and spatial components had moderately positive associations with vocal complexity measures. Areas associated with emotion, arousal,
and motivation as well as motor control (especially of head, neck, and eyes) had even stronger associations. Olfaction,
however, had negative correlations with all indexes, suggesting an evolutionary trade-off between smell and other brain
components during evolution towards signals of greater acoustic complexity.
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Phylogenitic map of vocal learning in parrots
Anastasia Krasheninnikova
Max-Planck-Institute for Ornithology, Seewiesen, Bavaria, Germany

Merel Snijders
Wageningen University, Wageningen, Netherlands

Julie Carpenter
University of Vienna, Vienna, Austria

Esha Haldar
Max Planck Institute for Ornithology, Seewiesen, Bavaria, Germany

Auguste von Bayern
Max-Planck-Institute of Ornithology, Seewiesen, Bavaria, Germany
Abstract
Vocal learning is considered a crucial component of human language. The ability of vocal learning is rare and among
birds has been detected only in songbirds, hummingbirds. and parrots. Parrots are probably the most advanced vocal
learners who learn new vocalisations throughout their lives and are known for their ability to imitate human speech.
Thus parrots present an intriguing model to shed light on how human language evolved. However, only little is know
about how widely vocal learning is distributed in Psitticaformes, an avian order comprising 399 species. In the past
decade, surveying behaviour from online video repositories have become a promising research tool to investigate animal
behaviour. In this study, we conducted a YouTube survey and provided an overview of the phylogenetic distribution of
(allospecific) vocal learning in parrots to enhance our undertstanding of the evolution of language. We discuss why some
parrot species are better imitators than others.
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Chimpanzees seek help, but not strategically
Hanna Schleihauf
University of California, Berkeley, Berkeley, California, United States

Esther Herrmann
University of Portsmouth, Portsmouth, United Kingdom

Julia Fischer
German Primate Center, Göttingen, Germany

Jan Engelmann
University of California, Berkeley, Berkeley, California, United States
Abstract
Seeking help can be a highly adaptive behavior. From an evolutionary perspective, strategic help-seeking can significantly improve an individual’s fitness. However, it has not yet been investigated whether our closest living relatives
–chimpanzees– seek help strategically.
In Study 1, we investigated whether chimpanzees seek help selectively when they need it. Chimpanzees (N=19) sought
help when it was necessary, but not if they could solve the problem themselves (Chi2(1)=30.821, p<.001).
In Study 2, we investigated whether chimpanzees seek help strategically: Do they consider action-related costs of potential helpers as much as they consider their own? Chimpanzees (N=14) had a preference for a low-cost option when
they had to obtain a reward on their own, but not when they sought help from others (Chi2(1)=7.989, p=.005).
These findings imply that chimpanzees seek help when they need it, but they do not strategically consider other’s costs
when deciding whom to seek help from.
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Ritualized commitment displays in humans and non-human primates
Martin Lang
Masaryk University, Brno, Czech Republic

Radek Kundt
Masaryk University, Brno, Czech Republic
Abstract
Collective ritual is virtually omnipresent across past and present human cultures, and analogous behaviors were documented in non-human primates. However, surprisingly little is known about the evolution of ritual in the hominin
lineage as well as their underlying neurocognitive mechanisms. Here, we identify similarity, coalitional, and commitment signals as the essential features of collective ritual and argue that these signals evolved to facilitate mutualistic
cooperation. We compare evidence for the communicative function of ritual between contemporary hunter-gatherers
and non-human primates and discuss the underlying cognitive mechanisms facilitating these signals. Importantly, we
will provide experimental evidence from our lab supporting the role of ritual as a platform for cooperative communication. Synthesizing this evidence, we will suggest that between 500 and 300 ka, collective ritual as a repetitively performed
communicative act evolved from rudimentary signaling systems to help facilitate mutualistic cooperation and collective
action.
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Testing the ‘inherent superiority hypothesis’ in behavioural flexibility of grey
squirrels.
Pizza Ka Yee Chow
University of Exeter, Exeter, United Kingdom
Abstract
Enhanced cognitive ability has been shown to impart fitness advantages to some species by facilitating establishment
in new environments. Enhanced cognitive ability may be an adaptation driven during the establishment process in response to new environments or, alternatively, may reflect a species’ characteristic. We used an intraspecific-comparative
paradigm to examine the cause of a successful mammalian invader and urban dweller, Eastern grey squirrels’ (Sciurus carolinensis) cognitive ability (novel problem solving, motor memory and spatial learning) using well-established
tasks. Free-ranging squirrels residing in rural and urban habitats in native environments (US) were compared with their
counterparts living in non-native environments (UK). The four groups of squirrels showed comparable performance
in most measures, suggesting that the previously reported ‘enhanced’ performance is likely a general characteristic of
this species. Despite this, some cognitive abilities such as solving novel problems in grey squirrels has undergone mild
variation during the adaptive process in new environments.
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The Octopus: Implications for Cognitive Science
Sidney Carls-Diamante
University of Konstanz, Konstanz, Germany
Abstract
Octopuses challenge many common assumptions and received views about the relationship between the nervous system,
cognition, and the mind. Despite the major anatomical and functional differences between the octopus and vertebrate
neurocognitive systems—as well as the divergent evolutionary histories of these clades—octopuses have vertebrate-like
cognitive and behavioural capacities and even display aspects of putative “mentality” previously thought to be applicable
(if at all) only to vertebrates. Octopuses thus raise significant implications for scientific and philosophical studies of the
mind, brain, and cognition, e.g., regarding the mechanisms and substrates of cognition, the functions and structure of
consciousness, and the implementation of various cognitive routines. Furthermore, the evolutionary and ecological
factors that influenced the development of octopus cognition and behaviour warrant a reexamination of presuppositions
about how intelligence arises. This presentation provides an overview of some of the implications octopuses raise for
cognitive science.
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How do chimpanzees explore their environment prior to a risky decision?
Lou Marie Haux
Adaptive Rationality, Max Planck Institute for Human Development, Berlin, Germany

Jan Engelmann
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Esther Herrmann
University of Portsmouth, Portsmouth, United Kingdom

Ralph Hertwig
Max Planck Institute for Human Development, Berlin, Germany
Abstract
Seeking for information is a ubiquitous requirement of life. Here, we studied how chimpanzees––one of humans closest
living relatives––explore initially unknown payoff distributions before making a final exploitative draw (see Hertwig
et al., 2004). More specifically, across two conditions (stable and changing), chimpanzees (N=15) could explore a risky
(outcome variance) and a safe (no variance) assortment, prior to making a decision. In the stable condition, the safe and
risky assortment remained on the same side and the food in the same location across trials. In the changing condition,
the side of the assortments, as well as the location of the food within the assortments changed. We investigated (1)
whether chimpanzees explore changing more than stable environments and (2) which strategies they use to explore
their environments. We will discuss our findings in light of the evolutionary roots of human exploration and decision
making strategies.
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More than nothing: Behavioural and neuronal correlates of numerosity zero in the
carrion crow
Maximilian Kirschhock
Institute of Neurobiology, University of Tübingen, Tübingen, Germany

Helen M Ditz
Institute of Neurobiology, University of Tübingen, Tübingen, Germany

Andreas Nieder
Institute of Neurobiology, University of Tübingen, Tübingen, Germany
Abstract
Although representations of countable numerosities, i.e., number of elements in a set, have been deciphered down to
single neurons, the neuronal representations of numerosity zero (empty set, ES) remain largely unknown. We probed
the behavioural and neuronal markers of numerosity zero in carrion crows. Crows were trained on a numerosity discrimination task with small numerosities including the ES. Behavioural performance functions exhibited a numerical
distance effect in one crow, suggesting the quantitative handling of empty set alongside countable numerosities. Singlecell recordings in the nidopallium caudolaterale (NCL) revealed a great proportion of neurons tuned to the ES. NCL
neurons integrated the empty set in the neural number line, shown by neuronal distance and size effects. Neuronal representations were behaviourally relevant. These findings mark the first account of neuronal ES representations outside
the mammalian taxon. They underline the pivotal role of the NCL not only for numerical-, but general cognition.
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Using videos and animations to study zebra finch social behaviors
Nikhil Phaniraj
Indian Institute of Science Education and Research Pune, Pune, India

Sanjana Joshi
Indian Institute of Science Education and Research Pune, Pune, India

Raghav Rajan
Indian Institute of Science Education and Research Pune, Pune, India
Abstract
Animals socially interact with each other using complex behavioral displays. To better understand the dynamics of these
interactions, videos and animations on computer screens have been used as one of the interactive animals. While both
of these offer more control, whether responses to such stimuli are similar to responses to live animals remains poorly
understood. Here, using the song of the male zebra finch, a songbird, as an example of a complex behavioral display, we
examine responses to videos and animations of female zebra finches. We show that male zebra finches sing to videos and
animations of female zebra finches, and the properties of these songs are similar to songs directed towards live female
zebra finches, especially for longer videos. Overall, these results highlight the potential of using videos and animations
to better understand social interactions involved in the production of complex behavioral displays, like birdsong.
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Sound production of Asian elephant high-frequency vocalisations
Veronika Beeck
University of Vienna, Vienna, Austria

Angela Stoeger
University of Vienna , Vienna, Austria
Abstract
Anatomical and cognitive adaptations to overcome morph-mechanical constraints of the vocal folds increase vocal diversity across taxa. The Asian elephants´ vocal repertoire ranges from infrasonic rumbles (F0 20 Hz) to higher pitched
trumpets (F0 340-540 Hz) and species-specific squeaks (F0 300-2300 Hz). While rumbles are congruent with vocal fold
vibration in large sized mammals, trumpets and squeaks were hypothesised to be emitted by the trunk without current
knowledge of the sound source. We use an acoustic camera to visualise nasal trumpet but oral squeak emission and an
event of simultaneous oral and nasal emission (biphonation) in a captive group of female Asian elephants. By combining
these findings with acoustic, behavioural and morphological data we suggest that trumpets are produced by vibration
of nasal cartilages, but squeaks by vibration of the tensely closed lips. Our data further suggests that context or vocal
production learning might be involved in squeak sound production
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Student collaboration during code tracing activities
Ronessa Dass
Carleton University, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

Kasia Muldner
Carleton University, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
Abstract
Learning to program is challenging, because it involves novel skills. In contrast to the majority of work focusing on code
generation, we target the skill of code tracing. Code tracing involves simulating the high-level actions a computer takes
when it executes the program, including the flow of execution through it and how variable values change as a result.
Code tracing supports program comprehension and generation. However, many students do not code trace effectively.
Our project investigates the utility of peer tutoring for the learning of code tracing. While this approach remains untested
in this context, it has successfully been used in other domains to improve student learning. We will present qualitative
data from a case study involving students tutoring each other to code trace. This work is the first step in the context of
a broader project focused on identifying ways to help students learn to code.
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New exposure, no constraints: Semantic restrictions on novel nouns do not
constrain adults’ subsequent referent selections
Alexander LaTourrette
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, United States

Charles Yang
U Penn, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, United States

John Trueswell
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, United States
Abstract
Children and adults use linguistic context to learn new words. For instance, in “She wears the dax,” “dax” likely refers
to clothing. We asked whether learners retain these constraints across ambiguous word-learning exposures. Adults
(n=139) learned 12 words. On Exposure 1, novel nouns were presented as the object of either Restrictive (e.g., “wears”)
or Non-restrictive (“finds”) verbs. Participants selected which of two compatible referents the noun referred to. On
Exposure 2, participants heard each noun again and chose between a distractor referent and the unselected referent
from Exposure 1—now the only referent compatible with the previous Restrictive verb. If adults retain selectional restrictions, then Restrictive verbs should increase selection of the compatible referent. However, we found no difference
between Restrictive (M=.74, SD=.26) and Non-restrictive (M=.76, SD=.24) conditions, p=.24. This suggests adults use
verbs’ selectional restrictions to identify referents in the moment but do not retain these restrictions across exposures.
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Distinctive Features of Emotion Concepts
Alexandra E. Kelly
Drexel University, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, United States

Evangelia G. Chrysikou
Drexel University, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, United States
Abstract
Some theories of abstract word representation posit a role for affective information; however, little has been done to
delineate how this holds for the class of emotion concepts relative to other types of abstract concepts. Work using distributional semantic models has shown that emotion words tend to co-occur with other highly affective words, complicating the picture of how affective information contributes to the grounding of abstract concepts generally and emotion
concepts specifically. Here, a novel set of data from 180 participants collected using a feature generation paradigm with
emotion, non-emotion-related abstract, and concrete stimuli is leveraged to test how the distributional properties of emotion concepts and their associated features differs from those of other abstract concepts. Using co-occurrence statistics
and normative ratings for affect, results show the importance of affect differs between emotion and non-emotion-related
abstract words.
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The subjective value of creative outputs: appropriate or original?
Alizée Lopez-Persem
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Abstract
Creativity is defined as the ability to produce an object/idea that is both original and appropriate to the context. How originality and appropriateness of production are integrated in creative cognitive processes is not understood. We propose
that creativity involves an evaluative component based on individual preferences for appropriateness and originality of
candidate ideas stemming from a generative component. Through behavioral experiments inspired by neuroeconomics
and using computational modeling, we aimed to characterize this evaluative component. Participants had to generate
creative word associations and then rate how much each of their responses was appropriate, original and how much
they liked it. We found that the way individuals balanced appropriateness and originality to build a subjective value of
their ideas was correlated with creative abilities. These findings provide new insights into how individual preferences
can impact creativity.
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Distinct rhythms of joint and individual action: Evidence from an auditory
sequence production paradigm
Anna Zamm
Central European University, Vienna, Austria

Stefan Debener
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Natalie Sebanz
Central European University, Budapest, Hungary
Abstract
Many joint actions such as group dance and music performance require that partners take turns producing actions at
specific temporal intervals. Here we assessed whether turn-taking partners can co-produce temporal intervals with the
same levels of accuracy and precision as individuals. Participants learned to tap a piano key at the rate of a metronome
cue, either alone (Individual) or in alternation with a partner (Joint). Findings revealed that partners did not achieve
individual coordination levels: Temporal accuracy (deviation from the cued tapping rate) and precision were reduced
in Joint relative to Individual sequences, though partners displayed learning across the experiment. Critically, partners
appeared to group temporal intervals according to the turn-taking structure; no such grouping patterns were observed
in Individual sequences. Together, co-production of temporal intervals with a turn-taking partner poses challenges
to coordination and partners attempt to overcome this challenge by rhythmically grouping intervals according to the
turn-taking structure.
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Interpretations of meaningful and ambiguous hand gestures from individuals with
and without Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD)
Brianna Cairney
Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, Louisiana, United States

Stan West
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Heather Lucas
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Abstract
Previous research indicates that Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) is associated with altered production of co-speech
gestures. However, little research has examined whether ASD impacts the processes involved in interpreting observed
gestures. We collected meaningfulness ratings and one-word interpretations for 165 video-recorded gestures of varying
ambiguity from individuals with and without an ASD diagnosis. The resulting dataset contains insights into gesture
processing in individuals with and without ASD, including the number and variability of interpretations assigned to
gestures as well as tendencies to endorse ambiguous gestures as meaningful. We also used a subset of these stimuli to
identify the neural mechanisms by which gestures enhance memory in neurotypical adults. This collection of videos, as
well as the interpretations and ratings from each group, will be made available through the Open Science Framework
for use in future research.
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Pointing North Online: Using photographs of known environments to evaluate
north pointing accuracy
Tanvi Deshpande
Texas A&M University, College Station, Texas, United States
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Heather Burte
Texas A&M University, College Station, Texas, United States
Abstract
Previous research has found that cognitive maps are not consistently oriented towards north as people tend to bias their
north-pointing estimates towards nearby roads (Brunyé et al., 2015). While pointing studies are typically conducted
within familiar environments, it is not clear whether north-pointing estimates will show a similar bias towards nearby
roads when individuals are not physically located in the environment. In essence, a north-pointing task when not located
within the environment is a perspective-taking task. In a series of experiments, participants rated their familiarity with
the Texas A&M campus and two nearby cities, completed a self-assessment of sense-of-direction, and then pointed
towards north. The pointing task used photographs of the A&M campus to provide a location and initial orientation.
These experiments provide new insights into individual differences in north pointing and perspective-taking skills when
an individual is not physically present within the environment.
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Learning rate and success as a function of code-switching strategies in the input
Margreet Vogelzang
Univeristy of Cambridge, Cambridge, United Kingdom

Ianthi M. Tsimpli
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Abstract
Code-switching is a natural phenomenon in which a speaker alternates between two languages. Although code-switching
could be a useful tool for foreign language learning (Bhatti et al., 2018; Macaro, 2005), it is unknown what types of codeswitches are potentially most useful. To investigate this, we present an experiment in which we compare learning rate
and success of learning vocabulary (nouns) and functional categories (determiners) from input containing two types of
switches from English into a Swahili-based artificial language: inserting two adjacent words (e.g., Kiti ro is next to the
book) or inserting two distant words (e.g., The kiti is next to book ro). Images help participants deduce word meaning.
Recall accuracy over successive cycles is used to provide a measure of learning rate for nouns and determiners, allowing us to gauge the effect of code-switching on learning grammar and lexis independently. Data collection (n ≈ 40 per
condition) is ongoing.
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The Role of Attention in Learning through Overheard Speech
Emily Neer
University of California, Los Angeles, Los Angeles, California, United States

Catherine Sandhofer
University of California, Los Angeles, Los Angeles, California, United States
Abstract
Children can learn words through overhearing (i.e., without being directly addressed, Akhtar et al., 2001). Although research shows that children attend to experimenters when new information is presented in an overheard context (Akhtar,
2005), the role attention plays in retention is understudied. In prior studies, spacing of presentations in time facilitates
an effortful retrieval process that strengthens long-term retention of the newly learned word (Vlach et al., 2012). The
current study examined whether monolingual children retain novel labels for novel shape categories in an overhearing
context and the role that attention plays in successful retention. Preliminary results (N = 17) suggest that children regardless of chance performance in the task are showing less attention duration when objects are presented spaced out
in time rather than presented in mass succession. This study has implications for how children learn from indirect input
and the role attention plays in this unique learning environment.
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Causal reasoning under time pressure: testing theories of systematic
non-normative reasoning patterns
Ivar Kolvoort
University of Amsterdam, Amsterdam, Netherlands

Leendert van Maanen
Utrecht University, Utrecht, Netherlands
Abstract
While research indicates that people are skilled causal reasoners, systematic deviations from the normative causal
Bayesian network model have been observed. These include Markov violations, failures to ‘explain away’, and conservative responding. Different processes have been posited to account for these violations: sampling, associative reasoning,
and heuristics. These processes entail effects of response time. To test the relationships between these theories, normative violations, and reasoning time we conducted a causal reasoning study employing time pressure manipulations and
response time measurements. Our results show that time pressure decreases overall accuracy. Crucially, we find that
time pressure does not affect the magnitude Markov independence violations. This is not what many existing explanations would predict. We find evidence that participants’ responses result from two separate cognitive processes and that
time pressure modulates their relative contribution to responses. Hence we provide an explanation of non-normative
reasoning patterns based on a mixture of cognitive processes.
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A Cognitive Bias for Cross-Category Word Order Harmony
Fang Wang
University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh, United Kingdom

Simon Kirby
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Jennifer Culbertson
University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh, United Kingdom
Abstract
Cross-linguistically, heads tend to be ordered consistently relative to dependents. This tendency is called Cross-Category
Harmony. Alternative explanations for harmony include cognitive and non-cognitive processes (e.g., grammaticalization
pathways), but evidence disentangling them is still lacking. We report two artificial language learning experiments
testing harmony between verb phrases (VP) and adpositional phrases (PP) and between VPs and noun phrases consisting
of adjectives and nouns (NP). These two cases are critically different: typological evidence for the former is strong but
there is no typological evidence for the latter. Our results parallel the typology; we find a strong preference for harmonic
orders between VP and PP regardless whether the participants’ native language has harmonic order (English speakers)
or mixed orders (Chinese speakers), but no preference for harmonic order between VP and NP. This suggests that a
cognitive bias for harmony may play a role in shaping typology.
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Pragmatic Reasoning Ability Predicts Syntactic Framing Effects on Social
Judgments
Sarah Wu
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Abstract
Although subject-complement statements like “girls are as good as boys at math” seem egalitarian, the group in the complement position (boys) is often judged superior. Across two experiments, we examined whether this syntactic framing
effect is driven by the ability to discern the pragmatic implications of the syntax. After reading subject-complement
statements about the equal math ability of girls and boys or of unstereotyped social groups, participants judged which
group was better at math. They also completed a novel measure of pragmatic reasoning ability for subject-complement
statements. We found reliable framing effects regardless of stereotype strength, and these effects were uniquely predicted
by pragmatic reasoning ability over and above other social-cognitive factors. Moreover, for unstereotyped groups, pragmatic reasoning ability predicted explicit recognition of, and resistance to, the influence of framing. Our findings point
to pragmatic reasoning as both a mechanism driving syntactic framing effects and a tool for counteracting them.
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A systematic investigation into team coordination breakdowns
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Abstract
A critically understudied aspect of team adaptation is the phenomenon of coordination breakdowns (CBs). CBs are
characterized by a temporarily diminished ability to function effectively as a team. However, team research currently
lacks robust methods for identifying and anticipating when teams transition from functioning effectively to a CB. With
the current study, we aim to deepen our understanding of how team coordination dynamics across various interaction
modalities reflect CBs and effective teamwork, utilizing a three-pronged research approach. First, we used audiovisual
data from four person teams involved in a stressful collaborative game task to manually identify CBs. Second, we applied
team coordination dynamics measures to physiological and speech data obtained during the task to computationally
identify CBs. Third, the latter output was used as input for transition anticipation methods, generating computationally
anticipated CBs. Our findings contribute theoretically and methodologically to the systematic investigation of CBs.
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Belief Change Triggers Behavioral Change
Madalina Vlasceanu
Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey, United States

Jay Van Bavel
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Abstract
Beliefs have long been posited to be a predictor of behavior. However, empirical investigations into the relationship
between beliefs (e.g., “vaccines cause autism”) and behaviors (e.g., vaccinating one’s child), mostly correlational in nature,
have provided conflicting findings. To explore the causal impact of beliefs on behaviors, participants first rated the
accuracy of a set of statements (health-related in Study 1, politically-charged in Studies 2 and 3) and chose corresponding
campaigns to donate available funds. They were then provided with relevant evidence in favor of the correct statements
and against the incorrect statements. Finally, participants rated the accuracy of the initial set of statements again and
were given a chance to change their donation choices. The results of all three studies show that belief change predicts
behavioral change, finding of particular relevance for interventions aimed at promoting constructive behaviors such as
recycling, donating to charity, or employing preventative health measures.
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The ‘know-what’ and the ‘know-how’: importance of declarative and procedural
memory systems in the L2 learning of morphology, syntax and semantics
Marta Gasiorowska
University of Birmingham, Birmingham, Select State, United Kingdom

Dagmar Divjak
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Petar Milin
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Abstract
Dividing attention by loading working memory is an effective method of probing the declarative and procedural underpinnings of linguistic knowledge. The current study explores WM/DA effects on four specific L2 domains: morphology
(aspect versus case), syntax and semantics (collocations). We contrast performance of 68 learners of Polish as a foreign
language (L1 Chinese) in a grammaticality judgement task in baseline and divided attention conditions. We found corroborating evidence for heightened dependency on declarative memory in early (A2) L2 learners across all linguistic
categories and in both experimental conditions. While the lexical judgement of more advanced (B1) learners also proved
vulnerable to secondary-task interference, introduction of additional cognitive load had a positive effect on participants’
grammatical judgement, yielding more accurate responses in the aspect category. These results point towards the need
for pursuing a new line of inquiry into a potentially facilitative role of cognitive load on L2 learners’ grammatical processing.
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Modelling the production effect in recognition memory
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Abstract
Memory is reliably enhanced for information read aloud compared with information read silently—this is known as the
production effect. Theoretical accounts of this effect have been largely verbal in nature with very little exception, yet its
robustness (and that of related phenomena) suggests that it is worth integrating into existing computational approaches
to memory. A leading account of the production effect proposes that production leads to encoding of additional features
at study and that these features are available at test to assist retrieval, conferring the observed memory benefit. We
implement a version of this account into the Retrieving Effectively from Memory (REM) computational framework and
examine its ability to capture key phenomena associated with the production effect. We compare and contrast the
current implementation in REM with a pre-existing implementation of this effect in MINERVA2, in addition to discussing
alternative conceptualizations and future work.
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Cognitive Effort and Preference: A Curious Case of Rotated Words
Michael Shehan
University of Waterloo, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada

Joyce Park
University of Waterloo, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada

Timothy L Dunn
Naval Health Research Center, San Diego, California, United States

Evan Risko
University of Waterloo, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada
Abstract
Understanding how we judge effortfulness promises insight into the myriad choices we make each day. Here, we present
research investigating a curious finding: In Dunn et al., 2019, individuals anticipated reading a single rotated word as
more effortful than reading two upright words. This contravenes the expectation that the latter will take significantly
longer. In Dunn et al. (2019) participants had limited experience engaging in the task beyond judging anticipated
effort. In the present investigation participants performed demand selection and forced-choice tasks for which they read
either one rotated or two upright words. We analyze results in terms of choice, accuracy, vocal onset time, and task
duration. Participants still generally considered reading two words as less effortful (and preferable) to one rotated word
but, interestingly, this tendency diminished as the task wore on. We discuss implications for understanding individuals’
effort-based choices.
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Semantic and Phonological False Memory: A Review of Theory and Data
Minyu Chang
Cornell University, Ithaca, New York, United States

Charles Brainerd
Cornell University, Ithaca, New York, United States
Abstract
Deese/Roediger/McDermott (DRM) list words can share either semantic relatedness or phonological resemblance with
their critical distractor. We review three lines of evidence in which semantic and phonological DRM illusions have been
compared: (a) studies in which the two illusions were tracked in populations with different semantic or surface memory
abilities; (b) studies that investigated the effects of manipulations that target semantic content or surface content or both;
and (c) studies that examined hybrid forms of the illusion in which there was both semantic and surface resemblance
between false memories and actual experiences. The three lines of evidence showed that semantic and phonological DRM
illusions display dissociative patterns in most instances, indicating that they are two distinct types of false memories.
We also discussed how the two major theories of the DRM illusion, fuzzy-trace theory and the activation/monitoring
framework, account for the underlying mechanisms for the semantic and phonological illusions.
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More is not necessarily better – how different aspects of sensorimotor experience
affect recognition memory for words
Agata Dymarska
Lancaster University, Lancaster, United Kingdom

Louise Connell
University of Lancaster, Lancaster, United Kingdom

Briony Banks
Lancaster University, Lancaster, United Kingdom
Abstract
We investigated the effect of semantic information on word memory, using imageability and sensorimotor strength as
predictors, with data from a mega-study of word recognition memory (Cortese et al., 2010; 2015), as well as from an online
memory task. Memory performance was analysed in hierarchical linear regressions. Both sensorimotor strength and
imageability had an effect on word memory performance, but not as strong as reported in previous literature. However,
the effects were smaller when the memory task was unexpected, suggesting that the semantic effects are dependent
on memory strategies (or context). Most importantly, different types of sensorimotor strength had a variable effect on
memory, which was not in line with the prediction of the semantic richness effect, and highlighted the importance of a
multi-dimensional approach to measuring and testing semantic experience, and its effect on cognitive processing. The
findings have implications for the use of semantic variables in memory research.
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Exploring Online Goal Inference in Real World Environments
Michael Collins
Air Force Research Laboratory, Wright Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio, United States

Alexander Hough
Air Force Research Laboratory, Wright Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio, United States

Michael Lee
UC Irvine, Irvine, California, United States

Jayde King
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Abstract
Machine learning offers techniques for predicting behavior, but has limited capability to use behavior, context, and domain knowledge to infer intentions and predict behavior trajectory (i.e., sequence of directed actions towards reaching
goal) of humans in real time to assist in strategic planning. Some existing models of human goal inference (Zhi-Xuan,
Mann, Silver, Tenenbaum, & Manshinghka, 2020) possess some of these capabilities, however, these models are typically evaluated in toy worlds, which limits our understanding of how these approaches would generalize to real-world
domains. Here, we introduce a novel integration of Bayesian goal inference and a deep learning model used for joint
estimation (OpenPose) to address this generalizability problem and evaluate how this integrated approach can infer the
goals of humans in real-world environments. This exploration provides an opportunity to evaluate capabilities required
for real-time goal inference in real world environments and can highlight benefits and limitations informing future
research.
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Impact of Socio-Economic Status on Cognitive Processing
Rakhi Gupta
O.P. Jindal Global University, Sonepat, India

Mohita Junnarkar
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Divya Bhatia
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Abstract
Previous studies have manifested a strong relationship between socio-economic status (SES) and cognitive abilities in
young children, however, the effects of SES on developed cognitive architecture remain less explored. The current study
examined whether and how cognitive processing differs as a function of socioeconomic status in adults. The performance measured individuals from lower and higher SES (29.9 ± 8.2 years, Male = 81, Female = 19) on tests of working
memory (Digit Span), visuo-spatial memory (visual retention and recognition) and executive functioning (Stroop test
and Koh’s block test). Lower SES adults had significantly lower test scores on all the measures as compared to the higher
SES adults. These findings suggest that lower SES individuals exhibit lower cognitive abilities as compared to the individuals associated with higher SES. The current findings append to the previous literature by demonstrating a significant
interaction between SES and cognitive processing in adults.
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Computational Analysis of Social Cues in the Response to Joint Attention, The
More the Better
Diana Sinsún-Medina
UNAM, Mexico City, Mexico

Angel Eugenio Tovar
UNAM, Mexico City, Coyoacan, Mexico
Abstract
The Response to Joint Attention (RJA) allows coordinating attention with a partner by following social cues as indicated
by the gaze, head turn or gestures. One developmental hypothesis suggests that this ability may initially rely on the
perception of head motion and refines until responding to the final gaze direction. The autism spectrum disorders (ASD)
present reduced joint attention behaviors, the development of which is the goal of many therapeutic interventions and
could benefit from a precise knowledge of how social cues trigger (or fail to trigger) the RJA. In this study, we test
the developmental hypothesis. We developed a computational model simulating gaze following tasks and explored the
effect of differences in the amount of information and temporal dynamics of social and non-social cues. Our model is
contrasted with previous empirical studies and it describes developmental trajectories of typical and atypical RJA.
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Overcoming Error: Association between Attentional Reorientation and Vocabulary
Size
Katherine Snelling
Queen’s University, Kingston, Ontario, Canada

Stanka Fitneva
Queen’s University, Kingston, Ontario, Canada
Abstract
According to prediction-based theories, prior learning creates expectations for subsequent learning events. As they
learn words, individuals develop accurate and inaccurate expectations about word meaning. Existing research shows
that people who shift their gaze to the referent of words more quickly have larger vocabularies. This shifting reflects the
processing of accurate expectations about the referents of these words. Is the speed of processing inaccurate expectations
also related to vocabulary size? To examine this question, adults learned eight novel word-object mappings during crosssituational word learning (CSWL). The mappings were either consistent or inconsistent with a prior familiarization phase.
Early in CSWL, hearing inconsistent words violated expectations about the referent of those words. Shifting from a
distractor to the target of an inconsistent word during CSWL was significantly associated with productive and receptive
vocabulary. These findings are consistent with prediction-based theories, in which individuals use prediction errors to
adjust their expectations.
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Categorization of robot animacy using implicit visual cues
Vanessa Mondry
Tilburg University, Tilburg, Netherlands

Neil Cohn
Tilburg University, Tilburg, Netherlands
Abstract
Recognition of animacy is fundamental to human cognition, yet robots complicate this categorization, because they are
non-living objects with human-like traits. We examined this categorization of robot animacy using speech balloons from
comics, which require connecting to animate “stems” (speakers), or coercing inanimate objects to become animate (e.g.,
a talking toaster). Participants rated the text-image congruity of silhouettes of humans, inanimate objects, and robots
paired with descriptive words placed in either a speech balloon or a label box. Overall, humans and object text-image
pairs were rated as more congruent than those with robots. However, a positive correlation suggested human-looking
robots with balloons were more congruent than less human-looking ones, but such a graded congruency did not appear
with labels. This suggested that speech balloons select for an animate stem compared to labels, but also that intuitions
for animacy in robots falls along a gradient depending on their human-like traits.
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Sampling Associations with (Un)related Suggestions
Pablo Leon Villagra
University of Warwick, Coventry, Midlands, United Kingdom

Nicholas Chater
University of Warwick, Coventry, United Kingdom

Adam Sanborn
University of Warwick, Coventry, United Kingdom
Abstract
Brainstorming suggests that generating ideas in groups can direct one’s thoughts into areas that might be difficult to
reach or consider, resulting in better performance than individuals working separately. However, while intuitively appealing, studies have repeatedly found no evidence for such synergy. Here, we reinvestigate group synergy in a task
with simulated agents. We use state-of-the-art language embeddings to generate close or far-off semantic associates to
people’s ideas. This design allows us to adopt a sampling for inference perspective, where individuals produce sample
ideas from a generative process (Sanborn & Chater, 2016). We hypothesize that suggestions can allow participants to
create samples from previously not considered concepts, and additionally, knowledge about the diversity of solutions
can spur more broad idea generation. Our work helps inform broader questions about when and why groups can expect
to produce better performance than individuals.
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Stereotypes as Bayesian Judgements of Social Groups
Prachi Solanki
Michigan State University, Lansing, Michigan, United States

Joseph Cesario
Michigan State University, East Lansing, Michigan, United States
Abstract
A stereotype is a generalization about people within a certain category––and category information is often used to make
probabilistic predictions about people within a particular group. The current work examines whether stereotypes can be
understood in terms of conditional probabilities as per Bayesian reasoning. For instance, the stereotype of Germans as
efficient can be understood as the conditional probability of someone being efficient given that they are German. Whether
such representations follow Bayes’ rule was tested in a replication and extension of McCauley and Stitt’s (1978) original
studies. Across two experiments, we found that people’s judgements of eight different social groups were appropriately
Bayesian i.e., their direct posterior predictions were in line with what Bayes’ rule suggests they should be, given subjects’
priors and likelihood ratios. For any given social group, it was also the case that traits with a high calculated diagnostic
ratio distinguished stereotypic from non-stereotypic traits.
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Impact of Performing A Secondary Task on Recall
RuoChong Zhang
University of Nottingham, Nottingham, United Kingdom

Christopher Madan
University of Nottingham, Nottingham, United Kingdom

Edward Wilding
University of Birmingham, Birmingham, United Kingdom
Abstract
In a memory task, focusing on to-be-remembered information while concurrently engaging in a secondary task may
result in impaired memory, possibly due to limited cognitive resources. However, previous research has demonstrated
circumstances where interleaving a secondary task can impair immediate recall but enhance long-term retention. This
suggests that the type and difficulty of the secondary task also affected memory. The present study explores the effect
of processing a secondary task on recall. In Experiment 1, increasing complexity of the secondary task resulted in a
detrimental effect on delayed free recall. Experiment 2 and 3 examine the effect of increasing cognitive load with faster
stimuli presentation on delayed free recall and serial recall. These findings have implications for theories advocating the
domain-general nature of cognitive resources.
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What’s in a role? The effects of personality and political differences on gender
stereotype processing
Stephanie Hammond-Thrasher
University of Alberta , Edmonton, Alberta, Canada

Juhani Järvikivi
University of Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada
Abstract
When people read the sentence “The babysitter put on a TV show for the kids because he needed to use the washroom,”
the male identity prompted by the pronoun clashes with the stereotypical expectation of babysitters as female, rendering
the pronoun “he” more difficult to process than “she” would be. We ask whether participants’ HEXACO PI-R personality traits, Political Ideology, and Disgust Sensitivity (DS-R) modulate their reactions to pronouns Congruent versus
Incongruent with stereotyped role nouns.
80 English-speaking participants read 40 sentences with female/male stereotypes and were asked to rate each item a
Likert scale (1-6) from “Completely Inappropriate” to “Completely Appropriate.” Initial analysis indicates that Openness
correlates with higher ratings of Appropriateness for Incongruent stereotypes, and Introversion correlates with low Appropriateness ratings of Incongruent, Female stereotypes. We also expect a correlation between high Conservativeness,
Disgust Sensitivity and low ratings of Appropriateness for Incongruent stereotypes.
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Investigating the Impact of Metacognition on Working Memory and Procedural
Learning Mechanisms
Xiaochen Wu
University of Washington , Seattle, Washington, United States

Theodros Haile
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Chantel Prat
University of Washington, SEATTLE, Washington, United States
Abstract
This study examined the influence of metacognition on declarative and reinforcement learning (RL) mechanisms. We
collected data from 218 undergraduates using a within-subjects metacognitive manipulation of a stimulus-response (S-R)
learning task created by Collins (2018). Contributions of declarative and RL mechanisms are assessed by differences in
learning rate for blocks of 3 items versus 6 items, and by the rate of forgetting with an incidental post-test. If metacognition differentially affects declarative and RL, we expect a three-way interaction between the task phase (learning/posttest), block type (long/short), and metacognition (before/during). Our results showed significant main effects of phase
(F(1,217) =143.18, p=9.18e-32), length (F(1,217)=541.11, p=2.06e-104) and metacognition (F(1,217) = 19.78, p = 9.22e-06),
with better performance during the learning phase, short blocks, and metacognitive manipulation. A significant phase by
metacognition interaction (F(1,217) =8.11, 4.45e-03) suggested that metacognition monitoring improved test performance
while having little effect on learning performance.
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The differential effect of explicit and implicit instructions on response execution: a
hypnosis study
Yeganeh Farahzadi
ELTE, Institute of Psychology„ Budapest, Hungary

Zoltan Kekecs
ELTE, Institute of Psychology, Budapest, Hungary
Abstract
Our decisions are informed by a variety of sources of information including prior knowledge and contextual cues. Previous research has shown that explicit and implicit cues influence our decisions differently. Using a choice reaction time
task, we aimed to explore this differential influence through a Bayesian drift diffusion model of decision making. We
contrasted the effect of two types of instructions — one presented in hypnosis and followed by a posthypnotic amnesia
suggestion and the other in normal waking state — on drift rate (v), threshold (a), and non-decision time (t). And, we
compared this effect between participants who reported involuntariness or amnesia and those who did not. Results suggest involuntary responses to implicit cues may require less evidence to be executed as it was characterized by a lower
threshold and a higher drift rate, which should be tested by confirmatory research.
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Complexity of processing to activate magnitude representation for common
fractions and precision of their magnitude representations in fraction magnitude
comparison
Yuki Tanida
Osaka Prefecture University, Sakai, Osaka, Japan

Masahiko Okamoto
Osaka Prefecture University, Sakai, Osaka, Japan
Abstract
This study investigated processing/strategy complexity to activate magnitude representation for common fractions (1/4,
1/3, 1/2, 2/3, and 3/4), and the precision of their magnitude representations on the mental number line. We compared
the magnitude comparison performance for pairs involving any one of common fractions and pairs of two uncommon
fractions. We hypothesized the mean reaction time to be shorter for pairs involving a common fraction with a simple
processing/strategy to activate the magnitude representation, and the magnitude distance effect to be smaller for pairs
involving common fractions with precise magnitude representation. Bayesian mixed-effect regression analysis found a
shorter mean reaction time for pairs involving common fractions except 1/4. Comparisons involving common fractions
did not show a smaller magnitude distance effect. Thus, processing to activate magnitude representation is simpler for
common (except 1/4) than for uncommon fractions, although common fractions do not have more precise magnitude
representation than uncommon fractions.
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The Effects of Messages About Intellectual Ability on Children’s Activity
Preferences
Amalia Ionescu
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Abstract
Research shows that there is a strong cultural bias against women: Many people believe that women are less intellectually
talented than men (Kirkcaldy et al., 2007; Upson & Friedman, 2012), and these beliefs emerge in childhood. For example,
girls as young as six were less motivated than boys to pursue gender-neutral activities that were described as being for
children who are “really smart” and more inclined toward activities intended for “hardworking” children (Bian, Cimpian,
& Leslie, 2015). This study investigates whether framing activities as stereotypically masculine or feminine alters the
impact of messages about intellectual ability on 6- and 7-year-olds’ selection of preferred activities. Preliminary findings
(N=75) indicate that making activities stereotypically feminine reduces girls’ preference for ”hardworking” over ”smart”
games. Such results suggest that presenting young girls with toys that are targeted specifically to them might counteract
the effects of negative gender stereotypes about intelligence.
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Students Prefer to Learn from Figures that Include Spatial Supports for Comparison
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Abstract
Visual comparison is used in education to convey important commonalties and differences. This process is more effective when the figures are spatially aligned so that the corresponding parts and relations are maximally clear (direct
placement) (Matlen, Gentner, & Franconeri, 2020). Yet science textbooks often fail to follow this principle arranging
figures meant to be compared (Jee et al., in prep)—perhaps in service of visual appeal. To explore whether this choice
in fact maximizes visual appeal, we gave middle-school students illustrations characteristic of textbook figures, along
with modified versions that followed direct placement principles. Students were significantly more likely to choose the
direct placement version when given the goal of helping other students see differences among the figures (M=94%), than
when given the goal to make the figure “look nice” (M=61%). These findings suggest that direct placements improve the
educational value of a figure without sacrificing its aesthetic appeal.
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Testing an interference-based model of working memory in children with
developmental language disorder and their typically developing peers
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Abstract
Children with Developmental Language Disorder (DLD) have deficits in verbal and nonverbal processing relative to
typically developing (TD) peers. We examined working memory in DLD relative to age-matched TD peers (9-13 years)
under the serial-order-in-a-box – complex span model. This model posits a time-based mechanism, Free Time, that
governs how interference affects processing performance. Results showed that Free Time was positively associated with
accuracy when recall and interference stimuli had verbal features (b = 0.00; stat = 3.11; p < .01), and combined verbal
and nonverbal features (b = 0.00; stat = 3.05; p < .01). Group differences in this relationship were evident when recall
stimuli had verbal features regardless of interference stimuli features (b = -0.00; stat = -3.66; p < .001; b = 0.00; stat =
2.97; p < .01). Findings suggest a greater role of Free Time for verbal than nonverbal content, which varies depending
on participant characteristics.
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We have nothing to fear but everything: A surprising effect of training set
diversity on the generalization of learned fear
David Bosch
New York University, New York, New York, United States
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Gregory Murphy
New York University, New York, New York, United States
Abstract
When an otherwise neutral stimulus signals an aversive event, we learn to use that information to avoid negative outcomes. Extended too broadly, however, fear learning can become maladaptive. In concept learning, people tend to
restrict generalization to the narrowest category consistent with the learning set (Xu & Tenenbaum, 2007). We tested
whether this pattern extends to fear conditioning. Shocks were associated with bananas (basic level group) or with fruit
(superordinate group), but never with vegetables (both). In generalization, both groups were shown novel fruits and vegetables (no shocks). Surprisingly, while the basic level group’s Skin Conductance Response (SCR) reliably diminished
from acquisition to generalization, the superordinate group’s SCR did not. Further, SCR to vegetables was greater in
generalization for the superordinate group, suggesting that superordinate training encourages overgeneralizing threat
beyond what concept learning models would predict. These novel findings have implications for both learning models
and anxiety disorders (e.g., PTSD).
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Humans start out altercentric: the ontogenetic development of other-centered
cognition
Dora Kampis
University of Copenhagen, Copenhagen, Denmark

Charlotte Grosse Wiesmann
Max Planck Institute for Human Cognitive and Brain Sciences, Leipzig, Germany

Victoria Southgate
University of Copenhagen, Copenhagen, Denmark
Abstract
A traditional view of understanding other’s mental states is that early in ontogeny infants start from a me-first position,
and through themselves learn to understand others. Here we propose an opposite developmental trajectory, where
infants might start out highly altercentric (Southgate, 2020) and through development increasingly rely on their own
point of view.
In a pre-registered cross-sectional study we present 1-6-year-old children with a task where altercentric modulation has
been found with 14-month-old infants (Kampis & Kovács, 2020). There, infants tended to search longer in a box when
another person believed an object to be present, than when she believed it was empty. We predicted this tendency to
decrease with age. Preliminary results with n=191 children included based on their search in baseline trials, show a
decrease in altercentric modulation with age (r=-.174, p= .016), which will be discussed together with the relationship
between altercentrism and the development of self-concept.
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Can algorithms learn from babies? Exploring how infant learning can inform and
inspire unsupervised learning algorithms
Jelena Sucevic
University of Oxford, Oxford, United Kingdom

Jovana Mitrovic
DeepMind, London, United Kingdom
Abstract
Most of the recent success in machine learning has been achieved in supervised learning and predicated on the availability
of large amounts of labelled training data. On the other hand, effectively using readily available unlabelled data has
proven a much more difficult endeavour. In contrast to algorithms, infants spontaneously learn from the available
sensory information without explicit instructions, supervision or feedback. Thus, infant learning can be viewed as a
highly successful approach to unsupervised learning. In this work, we explore the parallels between infant learning and
recent successes of unsupervised machine learning in the area of contrastive learning. We examine how the principles of
infant learning and developmental cognitive neuroscience can inform and inspire the development of novel contrastive
learning algorithms. We focus on the phenomenon of category learning and explore how these principles can be applied
to better understand and improve contrastive methods.
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Acquiring the meaning of conditionals
Myrto Grigoroglou
University of Toronto, Toronto, Ontario, Canada

Patricia Ganea
University of Toronto, Toronto, Ontario, Canada
Abstract
Children acquire conditionals late for reasons that are poorly understood. One possibility is because conditionals have
multiple meanings. For instance, the statement “If he goes out without an umbrella, he will get wet” is logically true
when he goes out without an umbrella and he gets wet (conjunction), when he goes out with an umbrella and does not
get wet (bi-conditional) and when he goes out with an umbrella and (still) gets wet (conditional). Here, we employ a new
paradigm to test these interpretations in young children. Eighty 3-6-year-olds were asked to match an if-then statement
with one of two pictures: 1 depicting a scenario where the conditional is false vs. one of the 3 scenarios where the
conditional is true. Results show that children had a conjunctive interpretation since age 3 but the development of the
other two interpretations is protracted until after age 5, with great inter-subject variation.
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Effects on word learning from spacing and category variability
Gwendolyn Price
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Catherine Sandhofer
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Abstract
Not all categories are made the same. Some categories have high within-category variability (e.g., “vehicles” can look very
different) and some have low within-category variability (e.g., “apples” are pretty similar). Categories can also vary on
their between-category variability where some categories are very similar to each other (e.g., “apples” and “oranges”) and
some are very different (e.g., “apples” and “vehicles”). Studies have found that categories with high within and between
variability are learned best in massed formats, and categories with low within and between variability are learned best
in interleaved formats. However, the unique contribution of each of these kinds of variability (i.e., within and between)
have not been studied independently. These studies investigate the unique contribution of within- and between-category
variability to 3-year-old children’s word learning in interleaved and massed presentations. The results inform existing
understanding of interleaving in word learning and how category variability impacts learning.
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Certainly Strange: A Probabilistic Perspective on Ignorance
Erwin de Wolff
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Johan Kwisthout
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Abstract
Knowing that something is unknown is an important part of human cognition. While Bayesian models of cognition have
been successful in explaining many aspects of human learning, current explanations of how humans realise that they
need to introduce a new concept are problematic. Bayesian models lack a principled way to describe ignorance, as doing
so requires comparing the probabilities of concepts in the model with the probabilities of concepts not present in the
model, which is by definition impossible. Formal definitions of uncertainty (e.g. Shannon-entropy) are commonly used
as a substitute for ignorance, but we will show that these concepts are fundamentally distinct, and thus that something
more is needed. Enhancing probability theory to allow Bayesian agents to conclude that they are ignorant would be an
important advance for both cognitive engineering and cognitive science. In this research project, we formally analyse
this challenge.
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Vocabulary Growth in Infancy and Toddlerhood: The Impact of COVID-19
Priscilla Fung
University of Toronto , Mississauga, Ontario, Canada

Momina Raja
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Elizabeth Johnson
University of Toronto, Mississauga, Ontario, Canada
Abstract
Early vocabulary development is heavily influenced by children’s language environment. For example, higher SES children who have frequent and rich interactions with caregivers tend to have larger vocabulary size than lower SES children
who have less stable home environment (e.g., Hoff & Naigles, 2002). Because of the recent pandemic, most Canadian
children have experienced dramatic changes to their day-to-day life. In the current study, we ask whether the pandemic
environment affects children’s vocabulary growth. We compare the MacArthur-Bates Communicative Development
Inventory (CDI) scores of 11- to 34-month-olds collected before (N=1365) and after (N=301) the onset of COVID-19. Preliminary results show that CDI scores collected for toddlers after the pandemic onset are significantly lower than those
collected before. We will continue to collect additional CDI data, and examine how factors such as screen time, reading
time, SES, and number of people the child has regular interaction with mediate children’s vocabulary size.
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A metric of children’s inference-making difficulty during language comprehension
Rina Miyata Harsch
University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota, United States

Panayiota Kendeou
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Abstract
Reading comprehension research has identified sources of children’s difficulty with inference-making: lack of semantic/content knowledge and logical reasoning difficulty. NLP tools modeling semantic knowledge (e.g. BERT) can predict
adult inference-making, but it is unclear whether they can predict children’s inference-making difficulty. In our ongoing study, we will examine whether our new inference difficulty metric can predict kindergarten students’ inferencemaking, using empirical data from a classroom intervention (ELCII). Students were given verbal information on a topic
and multiple-choice questions, which require students to draw an inference from two given scaffolds. To develop this
metric, we will train BERT on children’s books and ELCII content to compute an additive inference vector, the sum
of the two vectorized scaffolds. The cosine distance between the additive and correct inferences may indicate inference difficulty. Results will indicate whether a probabilistic semantic space can model children’s inferences or if other
components (e.g. logic) should be considered.
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Category learning in preschool and primary school children: The use of rule-based
and similarity-based strategies
Roman Tikhonov
HSE University, Saint Petersburg, Russian Federation

Arsenii Moskvichev
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Alexey Kotov
Higher School of Economics, Moscow, Russian Federation
Abstract
Categories can be learned through different strategies. Sometimes we may use abstract rules to categorize objects, and
other times we may rely on the perceptual similarity among stimuli. The ability to categorize objects based on a common
pattern develops since early childhood and exhibits systematic age differences. Numerous studies demonstrated that
younger children rely on similarity-based processes, while older children employ rule-based categorization strategies
(Miles & Minda, 2009; Rabi & Minda, 2014; Deng & Sloutsky, 2016). We used a model-based approach to investigate
individual differences in category learning in pre-school children (6 years old) and primary school children (6-8 and
10-11 years old). Our results suggest that older children were more likely to employ a rule-based categorization strategy
and demonstrated better learning outcomes. Lastly, we employed several computational models of categorization to
uncover the properties of the process that may best account for the obtained results.
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How does mental sorting scale?
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Abstract
Human cognition can tackle a wide range of problems, producing scalable results within a manageable timeframe. Many
cognitive models can predict human behavior but lack such scalability, resulting in rapidly increasing processing times
for more complex inputs. We present a task where participants mentally sort sequences of rectangles by size while we
measure reaction times (RTs) and accuracy. By manipulating the size of the input and the presence of latent structure
in the sequences, we investigate i) how mental sorting scales with input complexity, ii) how latent structure influences
scaling, and iii) how mental computations can be captured by plausible cognitive models. Our results reveal RTs scale
linearly with sequence length, and participants can learn and actively use latent structure to sort faster. This behavior is
in line with a noisy sorting algorithm, which sequentially rules out potential hypotheses about the latent structure, thus
reducing complexity while retaining accuracy.
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A cognitive bias for Zipfian distributions? Uniform distributions become more
skewed via cultural transmission
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Abstract
There is growing evidence that cognitive biases play a role in shaping language structure. We ask whether such biases contribute to the propensity of Zipfian word-frequency distributions, one of the striking commonalities between
languages. Recent work suggests Zipfian distributions confer a learnability advantage, facilitating word learning and
segmentation (e.g. Lavi-Rotbain & Arnon, 2019). However, it remains unclear whether this reflects the impact of prior
linguistic experience with such distributions or a cognitive preference for them. Here, we use an iterated learning
paradigm to see if learners change a uniform word distribution into a skewed one via cultural transmission. We exposed
the first learner to a story where six nonce words appeared equally often, and asked them to re-tell it. Their output
served as input for the next learner. Over time, word distributions became more skewed (lower entropy). The findings
provide novel evidence for a cognitive bias for skewed distributions in language.
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Directionality Effects and Exceptions in Learning Phonological Alternations
Anqi Wang
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Abstract
The present study explores learning vowel harmony with exceptions using artificial language learning paradigm. Participants were exposed to a back/round vowel harmony pattern in which one affix (prefix or suffix) alternated between /me/
and /mo/ depending on the phonetic feature of the stem vowels. In Experiment 1, participants were able to learn the behaviors of alternating and non-alternating affixes, but were more likely to generalize to novel affixes for non-alternating
items than alternating items. In Experiment 2, participants were exposed to learning data that contains non-alternating
affixes in prefix position while alternating affixes were all suffixes, or vice versa. Participants were able to extend the
non-alternating affixes to novel items. Overall, the patterns of alternating affixes are harder to learn than patterns of exceptions, which aligns with previous results of non-alternation bias. Our study raises the question of how biases towards
exceptionality and directionality interact in phonological learning.
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It’s not so simple: morphosyntactically simpler languages are not always easier to
learn
Arturs Semenuks
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Abstract
Are morphosyntactically simpler languages easier to learn? In theory building and empirical work alike, researchers
often assume so. While plausible, this assumption nevertheless requires empirical confirmation. To test it, we manipulate form-to-meaning transparency (FtMT) and morphophonemic cohesion (MC) in three large-scale artificial language
learning experiments with English and Mandarin participants. We find that (a) FtMT doesn’t affect learnability for all
semantic domains (for English speakers, the more transparent marking of plural number in a separate morpheme increases learnability with nouns, but not with pronouns); (b) MC similarly affects learnability in a domain dependent
fashion (expressing subjects and verbs in two words, as opposed to one concatenated word, increases learnability with
nouns, but not with pronouns); (c) the effects are L1 dependent (pronouns behave like English nouns in regards to plural
marking for Mandarin speakers). Taken together, the results falsify the strong hypothesis that simpler languages are
necessarily easier to learn.
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Revising the Scope of Linguistic Relativity: Language Influences Perception in
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Abstract
According to linguistic relativity, the structure of a language influences its speaker’s cognition. To examine the generalization to non-linguistic tasks, we compared Korean and German native speakers. In Korean, a grammatical distinction
forces to discriminate between tight and loose spatial relations, while in German, this falls into one single semantic category. In visual priming and masking experiments, we found 1) direct and 2) indirect evidence for linguistic relativity.
1) Congruence effects in the discrimination of tight/loose spatial relations only for Korean speakers and 2) a reduced
efficiency of metacontrast masking (which relies on spatial fit between stimulus and mask) for Korean speakers, as attention was automatically captured by varying distances, according to their grammar. With object-substitution masks
(where tightness of fit does not play a role), Korean speakers no longer outperformed German speakers. In our study,
the highly practiced characteristics of one’s mother tongue affected attention and, hence, perception.
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AUGMENTING LINGUISTIC INTELLIGENCE THROUGH CHESS TRAINING - AN
EMPIRICAL STUDY
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Abstract
Does playing Chess improve reading, writing, speaking, and listening skill, the components of Linguistic Intelligence?
The ability to manipulate syntax, phonetics, pragmatics, and semantics of the language is defined as Linguistic Intelligence. The experimental group underwent Chess training once a week, through the year (around 25 to 30 sessions), as
part of co-curricular school activity. ANCOVA showed significant gains in Verbal Reasoning (an integral part of Linguistic Intelligence) for the experimental group than the control group who were involved in other extra-curricular activities.
The study used pretest–posttest with control group design with WISC IV India and Binet Kamat Test of Intelligence for
the assessment. 70 children in the experimental group and 81 children in the control group were randomly selected from
four schools of both genders in the age group of 5 -16. Results indicate enhanced Linguistic Intelligence, which could
also lead to improved communication, critical and analytical skills.
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Syntactic adaptation and word learning in French and English
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Abstract
Syntactic priming may be a key mechanism underlying children’s learning of novel words. Havron et al. (2019) exposed
French-speaking children (ages 3 to 4) to a speaker biased by the use of either familiar verbs or nouns presented in the
same syntactic context. This influenced participants’ interpretations of ambiguous novel words presented in the same
syntactic frame. In Experiment 1, we successfully replicated Havron et al. with 77 French-speaking adults, using a
web-based eye-tracking paradigm. Experiment 2 adapted this paradigm to English: Repeated exposure to a syntactic
structure induced 102 English-speaking adults to update their expectations about the meanings of novel words. Our
results indicate participants adapted to the specific linguistic structure used, not just the speaker’s tendency to mention
actions or objects. These findings support the role of rapid adaptation during word learning. Experiments in progress
investigate whether the English paradigm yields successful learning in 3- to 5-year-old children.
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Abstract
Language guides how we conceptualize the level of detail in categorical spatial relations (Bowerman, 1996; Choi, 2006).
This study examined whether details in different dimensions (i.e., distance and direction) given in spatial descriptions
vary as a function of spatial categories. We asked Turkish speaking participants (N=40) to describe the spatial relation between two geometric objects aligned either on the horizontal or the vertical axis. There were three relations (on/above,
under/below, next to/near) of which the direction (left, right) and the distance (adjacent, 5 mm, 10 mm, 15 mm) varied equally. More detailed descriptions in terms of direction and distance were provided for ‘next to/near’ compared
to ‘on/above’ and ‘under/below’ relations. These results suggest an asymmetry between vertical and horizontal axes.
Sensitivity for detailed descriptions along the horizontal axis may relate to language-specific spatial categorization.
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8-10 months old infants extract non-adjacent dependencies from segmental
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Abstract
Infants have been shown to be particularly adept at extracting so-called non-adjacent dependencies (NADs) from auditory linguistic input (for a review, cf. Mueller, Milne, & Männel, 2018). Mueller, Friederici & Männel (2012) showed
that 3-4 month-olds readily learn arbitrary associations between specific non-adjacent syllables from an artificial language (e.g. fikato) and related this ability to individual differences in pitch processing. Here, we addressed the question
whether syllables are the building block NAD learning operates on, or whether smaller segmental units also allow for
such structural generalizations (Nespor, Peña, & Mehler, 2003). In an oddball paradigm, 8-10-months-olds showed a
differential ERP response to standard (e.g. bokäwu, liwase) and deviant (e.g. sogäle, kisüru) exemplars of an exclusively
vowel-based NAD, and to an intensity manipulation. Implications of successful rule generalization from this smaller
segmental unit and its relation to auditory sensory processing are discussed.
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Verb learning in young children: Are types of comparisons important?
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Abstract
Evidence shows comparing events helps children learn verbs (e.g., Childers et al., 2016), but studies are needed to understand whether event type is important. Study 1 examines two types of experiences during learning: seeing similar events than varied, or all varied events. Two½-(n=22), 3½-(n=20) and 4½-year-olds(n=14) learned 4 novel verbs.
BS:similar events first or all varied events; pointed at test. A 3(Age: 2,3,4 years) x 2(Condition: similar,varied) univariate ANOVA,dv=proportion correct, showed main effect of Age, F(2, 55)= 7.6, p=.001 only. All children succeeded (one
sample t-tests,ps< .03), whereas in a prior study, younger children failed. A second study confirms these results with a
different set of video events, and events separated by 1-minute distractors. Here, only 2½- and 3½-year-olds who saw
similar events extended verbs,perhaps because events were separated in time. These studies show that verb learners can
benefit from comparing events, and comparing similar events can be especially useful.
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Abstract
Previous studies have found that bilingual children receive different Give-Number task knower-levels across their languages as subset-knowers. However, recent work reveals that the reliability of Give-Number task is moderate for subsetknower levels. This raises the possibility that the differences found in knower-levels across bilinguals’ languages are
explained by a lack of reliability of Give-Number. To address this possibility, we presented bilingual children with GiveNumber and a subitizing task that they had to perform in both languages. If differences in knower-levels are due to true
differences in children’s understanding of small numbers and not random noise, then differences in subitizing abilities
should also be non-random. Data collection is still in progress, but preliminary planned analyses (N=13/64) revealed
no differences in subitizing abilities across languages, based on knower-levels classification. We discuss implications of
these findings on knowledge transfer across bilinguals’ languages.
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Long-range sequential dependencies precede complex syntactic production in
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Abstract
To convey meaning, language relies on hierarchically organized, long-range relationships spanning words, phrases, sentences, and discourse. As the distances between elements in language sequences increase, the strength of the long range
relationships between those elements decays following a power law. This power-law relationship has been attributed
variously to long-range sequential organization present in language syntax, semantics, and discourse structure. However, non-linguistic behaviors in numerous phylogenetically distant species, ranging from humpback whale song to fruit
fly motility, demonstrate similar long-range statistical dependencies. Therefore, we hypothesized that long-range statistical dependencies in speech may occur independently of linguistic structure. To test this hypothesis, we measured
long-range dependencies in speech corpora from children (aged 6 months – 12 years). We find that adult-like power-law
statistical dependencies are present in human vocalizations prior to the production of complex linguistic structure. These
linguistic structures cannot, therefore, be the sole cause of long-range statistical dependencies in language.
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Abstract
When you see a glass fall off the table, you can predict it will break without seeing it hit the ground. Similarly, if you hear
the glass shatter, you can infer what happened without seeing anything at all. Our knowledge of the causal mechanisms
structuring our world allows us to make impressively accurate inferences based on incomplete information spread across
multiple sensory modalities. In this work, we study the cognitive processing that supports this remarkable behavior. We
utilize the Plinko domain, an intuitive physics setup where marbles are dropped into a box from one of three holes,
colliding with obstacles as they fall to the ground. Participants judge where they think the ball fell from based on visual
and auditory evidence. We track participants’ eye-gaze to gain deeper insight into their mental processes, and develop
models that characterize the computational processes underlying participant behavior.
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A neural network model of referent identification in the inter-modal preference
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Abstract
We present a neural network model of referent identification in a preferential looking task. The inputs are visual representations of pairs of objects concurrent with unfolding sequences of phonemes identifying the target object. The model
is trained to output the semantic representation of the target object and to suppress the semantic representation of the
distractor object. Referent identification is achieved in the model based only on bottom-up processing. The training set
uses a lexicon of 200 words and their visual and semantic referents, reported by parents as typically known by toddlers.
The phonological, visual and semantic representations are derived from real corpora.
The model successfully replicates experimental evidence that phonological, perceptual and categorical relationships between target and distractor modulate the temporal pattern of visual attention. In particular, the network captures early
effects of phonological similarity, followed by later effects of semantic similarity on referent identification.
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Brain Connectivity-Based Prediction of Semantic Network Properties Related to
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Abstract
The associative theory of creativity proposes that creative ability relies on the organization of semantic memory, yet the
relationships between semantic memory structure and brain connectivity, in relation to creativity, remain poorly understood. Here, we explored the relationships between the network properties of individual semantic memory, patterns
of functional brain connectivity, and real-life creativity. To this end, we acquired functional magnetic resonance imaging data while participants underwent a semantic relatedness judgment task. Participants’ relatedness ratings between
word-pairs were used to estimate their individual semantic networks, whose network properties were significantly related to their real-life creativity. Using a connectome-based predictive modeling approach, we identified patterns of
on-task functional connectivity that predicted creativity-related semantic memory network properties in novel individuals. Furthermore, the predicted semantic network properties partially mediated the relationship between functional
connectivity and real-life creativity. These results provide new insights on how brain connectivity supports the associative mechanisms of creativity.
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Abstract
Keeping track of time is essential for everyday behavior. Theoretical models have proposed a wide variety of neural
processes that could tell time, but it is unclear which ones the brain actually uses. Low-level neural models are specific,
but rarely explicate how cognitive processes, such as attention and memory, modulate prospective and retrospective
timing. Here we develop a neurocomputational model of prospective and retrospective timing, using a spiking recurrent
neural network. The model captures behavior of individual spiking neurons and population dynamics when producing
and perceiving time intervals, thus bridging low- and high-level phenomena. When interrupting events are introduced,
the model delays responding in a similar way to pigeons and rats. Crucially, the model also explains why attending
incoming stimuli decreases prospective estimates and increases retrospective estimates of time. In sum, our model offers
a neurocomputational account of prospective and retrospective timing, from low-level neural dynamics to high-level
cognition.
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Exploring learning trajectories with dynamic infinite hidden Markov models
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Abstract
Learning the contingencies of a complex experiment is hard, and animals likely revise their strategies multiple times
during the process. Individuals learn in an idiosyncratic manner and may even end up with different asymptotic strategies. Modeling such long-run acquisition requires a flexible and extensible structure which can capture radically new
behaviours as well as slow changes in existing ones. To this end, we suggest a dynamic input-output infinite hidden
Markov model whose latent states capture behaviours. We fit this model to data collected from mice who learnt a contrast
detection task over tens of sessions and thousands of trials. Different stages of learning are quantified via the number
and psychometric nature of prevalent behavioural states. Our model indicates that initial learning proceeds via drastic
changes in behavior (i.e. new states), whereas later learning consists of adaptations to existing states, even if the task
structure changes notably at this time.
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Abstract
Our study gathered Diffusion Tensor Imaging data to compare anatomical connectivity in expert stone toolmakers with
naïve subjects with no prior toolmaking experience. The introduction of stone tool technology marked a shift in the
evolution of human cognition, as early hominins gradually developed their capacity for complex hierarchical action
planning and coordination. It is hypothesized that other abilities requiring these same capacities, like language, co-opted
this neurocognitive scaffolding. Similarities in connectivity between experts and novices thus may be explained by the
involvement of these networks in language or by a ubiquitous human competence in everyday tool use. Differences are
likely explained by the increased complexity of the tool types experts make and use. These differences would support
findings from a previous analysis within this study that found tool types of varying complexity (Oldowan, Acheulean,
Levallois) differentially activated language networks for subjects with different levels of expertise.
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Suboptimal deployment of object-mediated space-based attention during a flanker
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Abstract
Space-based and object-based attention studies suggest these selective mechanisms can be involuntarily or voluntarily
deployed. We performed two experiments exploring automatic deployment of object-mediated space-based attention.
Subjects performed a modified flanker task with targets and distractors presented within the same or different object
frames. If object selection occurs automatically, the flanker effect should be larger in the same condition. However, both
object frame conditions produced equally large flanker effects within accuracy. Next, we manipulated the observer’s
sustained attentional spotlight via an inducer task to determine whether object-mediated space-based selection depends
on initial spotlight size. This time, object-based effects emerged only during narrow spotlight conditions. The results
from both experiments suggest the deployment of object-based attention may occur when spatial attention is initially
focused narrowly, even when such selection is suboptimal. These results add to the existing literature while reconciling
previous inconsistent findings of object-based selection.
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Abstract
We examine whether development of self-awareness influences infants’ ability to track and use others’ perspectives to
make belief-based action predictions. Based on the altercentric hypothesis (Southgate, 2020), we expect that infants who
do not yet have a self-perspective to make more accurate predictions of an agent’s actions on a non-verbal mentalizing
task (NVMT) compared to infants who may encode the other’s and their own conflicting perspective. To test this, we
presented 18-month-olds, half of whom passed the mirror self-recognition (MSR) task, with a NVMT and used anticipatory looking as a measure of action-based attribution. Contrary to our hypothesis, preliminary findings with 32 infants
using the differential looking score, suggest that those who pass the MSR task are more accurate in their anticipatory
looking compared to infants who do not pass the MSR task. All other preregistered analyses will be conducted once data
collection is complete in June 2021.
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Abstract
How does the similarity structure of memory influence credit assignment in reinforcement learning? Memory spaces
vary in how integrated versus separable their constituent dimensions are, and how clustered versus distributed items
are across dimensions. Greater integration may cause people to overattribute value to multiple dimensions, potentially leading to generalization errors. Greater clustering may bias people to attribute value to discrete category-centers
(category-based learning) rather than map value continuously across the space (function learning). In this study, subjects complete a value-learning task in which stimuli are sampled from low-dimensional perceptual spaces, and reward
is mapped to one dimension. Each space is intended to engender a different degree of integration and clustering in
memory, such that effects of memory organization on learning can be probed. Additionally, we investigate how credit
assignment on each of these artificial perceptual spaces differs to credit assignment on more complex spaces that define
real-world semantic concepts.
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Abstract
Humans perceive the world through a rich, object-centric lens. We are able to infer 3D geometry and features of objects
from sparse and noisy data. Gestalt rules describe how perceptual stimuli tend to be grouped based on properties like
proximity, closure, and continuity. However, it remains an open question how these mechanisms are implemented
algorithmically in the brain, and how (or why) they functionally support 3D object perception. Here, we describe a
computational model which accounts for the Gestalt principle of Common Fate - grouping stimuli by shared motion
statistics. We argue that this mechanism can be explained as bottom-up neural amortized inference in a top-down
generative model for object-based scenes. Our generative model places a low-dimensional prior on the motion and
shape of objects, while our inference network learns to group feature clusters using inverse renderings of noisily textured
objects moving through time, effectively enabling 3D shape perception.
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Abstract
Physical social contact, such as grooming in primates or touch in humans, is fundamental to create and maintain social
bonds. The Brain Opioid Theory of Social Attachment postulates that µ-opioids play a central role in social connection.
Accordingly, pharmacological studies in isolated animals indicate that µ-opioid agonists reduce, and µ-opioid antagonists increase distress responses and motivation for social contact. Despite the abundance of animal studies, human
evidence is still lacking. Here, we investigated the neurochemical basis of social motivation under stress in healthy human volunteers, following morphine (µ-opioid agonist) or placebo administration. By adopting a translational approach,
real physical effort and facial hedonic reactions, together with self-reports of wanting and liking for social touch, were
assessed. Preliminary results revealed increased adverse response to stress following morphine administration. In line
with animal models and previous evidence in humans, this enhanced stress response led to increased motivation to
obtain social touch.
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Abstract
Political ideology leads educated adults–especially the highly numerate–to selectively reason about numbers that support their beliefs (“motivated numeracy”). We investigated whether supports that help children’s quantitative reasoning
(number-lines) might also help political partisans. To test this, we asked 429 adults to interpret fictional data, in table
or number-line format, about the effect of gun control on crime or the effect of a skin cream on rashes. We found data
presented in number-line formats yielded greater accuracy than table formats controlling for numeracy skills (χ2 (1)
= 21.88, p < .001), regardless of whether the true interpretation of data affirms, neutral to, or disaffirms participants’
political outlooks. Solving table problems after number-line problems yielded greater accuracy compared to solving
table problems first (χ2 (1) = 4.78, p < .005), suggesting number-line practice is educational. Our research has important
implications for communicating policy data and improving objectivity.
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Abstract
Defying polarization, U.S. support for marijuana legalization grew from 36% to 67% during 2005-2019 (Pew Research
Center, 2019). To identify discourse properties that accompanied this shift, we present the largest social media corpus
on the topic (>3M documents) and the first to target Reddit (2008-2019). We used geolocation inference to distinguish
U.S. discourse from international chatter and separate pre- and post-legalization content given marijuana’s uneven legal status across U.S. states. Research on online discourse has focused on generalized statements (e.g., moral arguments/sentiments). However, we combine topic modeling with hierarchical clustering to show that personal anecdotes
and attitudes were a major driver of discourse especially during the legalization drive, at the expense of certain more
generalizable themes. We classified comments by expressed attitude and presence of persuasion attempts using neural
networks to show that the anecdotal discourse reflected not only social sharing, but also active argumentation.
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Abstract
A growing toolbox is emerging for linking neuroimaging data to computations supporting human cognition. In representational similarity analysis (RSA), for example, activity patterns over voxels are compared in response to similar vs.
dissimilar stimuli. Resulting similarity matrices are compared to similarity matrices based on theoretical principles or
computational models. Similarly, complex EEG or MEG time series can be compared to information-theoretic variables,
such as stimulus entropy or surprisal, allowing inferences about the sensitivity of neural responses to aspects of signal
information over time. A challenge is determining to what degree such analyses can identify hallmarks of specific computations rather than computationally non-specific resonance with inputs. Here, we apply RSA and information-theoretic
analyses to one well-characterized model: TRACE. We consider whether these analyses identify known principles underlying TRACE, and whether TRACE exhibits sensitivity to information-theoretic variables similar to that observed in
human brains.
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Abstract
Despite the rise in communicative technologies for healthy aging, little research has focused on how effectively older
adults process language spoken by artificial agents. We explore whether a robot’s redundant (but potentially helpful)
descriptions facilitate real-time comprehension in younger and older listeners. Gaze was recorded as participants heard
instructions like ”Tap on the [purple/closed] umbrella” for a display containing eight unique objects. We manipulated
the description (no-adjective, color-adjective, state-adjective) and the visual context, specifically whether there was
another object bearing the property denoted by the adjective (purple/closed notebook). Relative to the no-adjective
condition, redundant color adjectives speeded comprehension when they uniquely identified targets, whereas (lesssalient) state adjectives always impeded comprehension. No age-related differences were observed. Paralleling humanhuman studies, language processing in human-robot communication is facilitated when salient information narrows
visual search. Together, these findings help inform the future design of communicative technologies.
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Abstract
We use forecasting models for the 2020 US presidential election to test a model of human causal judgment. Across tens
of thousands of simulations of possible outcomes of the election, we computed, for each US state, an adjusted measure
of the correlation between a democratic victory in that state and a democratic victory at the national level. These scores
accurately predicted the extent to which US participants (N=207, pre-registered) viewed victory in a given state as having
caused Joe Biden to win the presidency. This supports the theory that people intuitively select as causes of an outcome
the factors with the largest average causal effect on that outcome across possible worlds. This is the first evidence that the
theory scales to real-world complex settings, and suggests a deep connection between cognitive processes for prediction
and causal judgment.
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Abstract
Egocentric space perception is multimodal, closely tied to action and bodily movements and has an inherent phenomenal
dimension. One prominent account, provided by Rick Grush, has postulated posterior parietal cortex as key neural
area. Computational model based on Kalman filter has been proposed to account for the operation of this brain region,
underscoring the importance of bodily skills for perceiving spatial properties. The current study provides a first direct
simulation of this model in a semi-realistic 3D virtual environment. The goal of the simulation was to develop an agent
with a realistic ability for egocentric space perception based on a neural approximation of Kalman filter. To achieve
this goal, we use machine learning techniques, with a strong focus on unsupervised methods of reinforcement learning.
Resulting agent is tested behaviorally on ecologically plausible tasks to evaluate its internal, learned representations.
Poster presents simulation results and discusses the model.
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Using playback to investigate multimodal signalling of attractiveness in ring doves
(Streptopelia risoria)
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Abstract
Multimodal signals consist of multiple components in multiple sensory channels and are common in animal courtship.
Signal components can carry unique or redundant information about the courting animal. The response to such multimodal displays might additionally reveal multisensory integration such that the response to the whole display is not
simply the sum of the responses to the individual parts. In this study, we used high-quality audiovisual recordings of
courting male ring doves and measured female behavioural responses to video playback. 21 females were split into three
conditions: one featured multimodal, audiovisual playback, while in the other two, either the visual or auditory courtship
component was occluded using familiar stimuli (foliage; vacuum cleaner sound). We analysed female behaviours associated with sexual stimulation and compared frequency of behaviours across conditions and between playback and control
intervals. Additionally, we measured blood levels of oestradiol before and after testing.
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Comparative Aesthetics: A novel approach to investigate multimodal
attractiveness in humans and animals
Cliodhna Quigley
University of Vienna, Vienna, Austria
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Helmut Leder
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Abstract
It has long been debated whether aesthetics is something uniquely human. Our ongoing project aims to empirically
address comparative aesthetics in a collaboration between psychologists and biologists. Defining aesthetic responses as
approach behaviour associated with sensory pleasure and corresponding physiological states, we are exploring whether
humans and non-human animals share similar mechanisms in their evaluation of sexually attractive stimuli. Specifically,
we compare humans and ring doves (Streptopelia risoria), a species whose courtship behaviour and physiology have been
extensively investigated in behavioural and neuroendocrinology research. Both species form pair bonds, communicate
using visual and auditory signals, and can be tested in laboratory conditions with conspecifics or using video and auditory
stimuli. Truly comparative work involves using as similar an experimental approach as possible for both human and
animal participants. Here we report our comparative methods and experimental paradigms, and some recent results.
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Beware of Strangers: Dogs’ Empathetic Response to Unfamiliar Humans
Julia Manor Manor
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Micaela Rivera
Ripon College, Ripon, Wisconsin, United States
Abstract
Empathy is a complex cognitive ability once thought to be unique to humans (Batson, 2003). However, studies suggest
dogs can exhibit empathetic behaviors towards owners in distress (Sanford et al., 2018; Bourg et al., 2020). The current study examines the empathetic capacities of dogs presented with a trapped stranger crying or humming behind a
see-through closed door. Opening behavior and physiological markers of stress including heart rate variability (HRV)
and coded stress behaviors were measured. Unlike in past research, dogs did not open more or faster for the distressed
stranger than the non-distressed stranger. This fits with findings on the importance of familiarity on empathetic responding (deWaal, 2008). Additionally, the HRV and owner-reported fear of dogs in the crying condition were lower for
dogs that opened than those that did not, suggesting that like children, dogs must have low personal distress to show
empathy (Eisenberg et al., 1996).
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Do chimpanzees represent the actions of a co-ordination partner?
Merryn Constable
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Emma McEwen
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Josep Call
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Abstract
Effective social co-ordination benefits from mentally representing a partner’s actions. Chimpanzees can successfully
work together, but the cognitive mechanisms they employ to aid social co-ordination remain unclear. Studies of action
planning show that, like humans, chimpanzees demonstrate the end-state-comfort effect; considering the end of an
action sequence during motor-planning, e.g. using an initially awkward grasp when handling an overturned glass to
facilitate how it will end up being held. Human research shows that we extend this to a partner; we pass objects in a way
that facilitates the action to be performed with them. Here, we assessed the location in which chimpanzees passed a tool
to an experimenter to investigate action accommodation. We manipulated experimenter hand location and their ease of
access to locations and found some effect on passing behaviour indicating that, under certain conditions, chimpanzees
consider a partner’s actions when planning their own actions in a co-ordination context.
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Songbirds can learn flexible contextual control over syllable sequencing
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Abstract
The flexible control of sequential behavior is a fundamental aspect of speech, enabling endless reordering of a limited set
of learned vocal elements (syllables or words). Songbirds are phylogenetically distant from humans but share both the
capacity for vocal learning and neural circuitry for vocal control that includes direct pallial-brainstem projections. Based
on these similarities, we hypothesized that songbirds might likewise be able to learn flexible, moment-by-moment control
over vocalizations. Here, we demonstrate that Bengalese finches (Lonchura striata domestica), which sing variable
syllable sequences, can learn to rapidly modify the probability of specific sequences (e.g. ‘ab-c’ versus ‘ab-d’) in response
to arbitrary visual cues. Moreover, once learned, this modulation of sequencing occurs immediately following changes
in contextual cues and persists without external reinforcement. Our findings reveal a capacity in songbirds for learned
contextual control over syllable sequencing that parallels human cognitive control over syllable sequencing in speech.
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Primates watching primates watching primates: Why do we anthropomorphise?
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Abstract
Anthropomorphism is the attribution of human traits, capacities, or mental states to non-human animals. Numerous factors likely affect our tendency to anthropomorphise (TA). Previous studies, using questionnaire methods found increased
TA with phylogenetic distance to other species, while empathy and compassion decreased. We used covert focal observations, typically used to quantify animal behavior, to collect visitor comments at primate enclosures in two European
Zoos (Vienna, Nuremberg). We quantified TA as the relative frequency of anthropomorphic vs. non-anthropomorphic
comments. We additionally collected questionnaire data to investigate how average perceived resemblance to humans
and species aesthetic appeal mediate the relatedness effect on TA. Following our hypotheses, we expect TA to correlate
negatively with phylogenetic distance, and positively with increased resemblance and aesthetic perception independently of phylogenetic distance. Using a novel approach, this study provides new insights into human perception of and
emotional connection to non-human primates.
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Sensitivity to geometric shape regularity in humans and baboons: A putative
signature of human singularity
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Abstract
Among primates, humans are special in their ability to create and manipulate highly elaborate structures of language,
mathematics or music. We show that this sensitivity is present in a much simpler domain: the visual perception of
geometric shapes. We asked human subjects to detect an intruder shape among six quadrilaterals. Although the intruder
was defined by an identical amount of displacement of a single vertex, the results revealed a geometric regularity effect:
detection was considerably easier with most regular shapes. This effect was replicated in several tasks and in both
uneducated adults and preschoolers. Baboons, however, showed no such geometric regularity effect even after extensive
training. Baboon behavior was captured by convolutional neural networks (CNNs) but a symbolic model was needed to
fit human behavior. Our results indicate that the human propensity for symbolic abstraction permeates even elementary
shape perception and they suggest a new putative signature of human singularity.
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Investigating indirect and direct reputation formation in dogs and wolves
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Abstract
Reputation is a key component in social interactions of group-living animals. Considering dogs’ dependence on humans,
it may benefit them to form reputations of humans to choose an appropriate partner with whom to associate. It is
also unknown whether this ability is an effect of domestication or inherited from their ancestor, wolves. This study
investigates whether dogs and wolves can form reputations of humans through indirect and/or direct experience in a
begging situation.
7 wolves and 6 dogs participated in an experiment that comprised three parts: baseline, observation, and testing. In the
observation phase, the subject saw a dog interact with two people – one generous and one selfish. The observer could
then choose which person to approach in the test. The subjects were also tested after direct experience with the two
people.
Preliminary results suggest that dogs and wolves cannot form reputations of humans through indirect or limited direct
experience.
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Androgen responsiveness to simulated territorial intrusions in Allobates femoralis
males: evidence supporting the challenge hypothesis in a territorial frog
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Abstract
Territorial behaviour has been widely described across many animal taxa, where the acquisition and defence of territory
are critical for the fitness of an individual. Extensive evidence suggests that androgens are involved in the modulation of
territorial behaviour in male vertebrates. A short-term increase of androgen following a territorial encounter appears to
favour the outcome of a challenge. The “Challenge Hypothesis” outlines the relationship between androgen and social
challenges in male vertebrates. Here we tested the challenge hypothesis in the highly territorial poison frog, Allobates
femoralis, in its natural habitat by exposing males to simulated territorial intrusions in the form of acoustic playbacks. We
quantified repeatedly androgen concentrations of individual males via a non-invasive water-borne sampling approach.
Our results show that A. femoralis males exhibited a positive behavioural and androgenic response after being confronted
with simulated territorial intrusions, providing support for the Challenge Hypothesis in a territorial frog.
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Chimpanzees utilize video information when facing its referent later in another
room
Shenwen Xu
Kyoto University Primate Research Institute, Inuyama, Aichi, Japan
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Abstract
In humans, out-of-sight events and objects can be referred through language. Such referentiality serves a function
to convey information that could be used when we face the referents afterwards. However, it is unclear whether the
comprehension of those information’s referentiality is shared in non-linguistic animals. To address this, we explored
whether chimpanzees would utilize video information when they face its referent in another room later. They first
watched a food-hiding event (food being hidden into either a green or red cup) through video in one room. They, then,
moved to the next room and received a choice test to locate the food. Two out of five chimpanzees performed better
than expected by chance. This suggests that like humans, chimpanzees can utilize referential information across time
and space between the two rooms, at least based on correspondence between objects in video and those in real.
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Impairment effect of infantile coloration on face discrimination in chimpanzees
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Abstract
Impaired face recognition for certain face categories is known in both humans and non-human primates. A previous
study found that chimpanzees are worse at discriminating infant faces than adult faces. Chimpanzee infant faces are
different from adult faces in color and shape. However, it remains unclear whether impaired face discrimination for
infant faces is solely due to facial color or shape, or due to a combination of both. We investigated which facial features
have greater effects on the difficulty of face identification. Adult chimpanzees were required to match the faces in a
matching-to-sample task with four types of face stimuli whose shape and color are manipulated independently. We
found that chimpanzees’ performance decreased when asked to match the faces with infant coloration regardless of
the shape. This study is the first to demonstrate the impairment effect of infantile coloration on face recognition in
non-human primates.
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Long-term effects of valence, concreteness, and arousal on lexical reproduction
Andreas Baumann
University of Vienna, Vienna, Austria
Abstract
Emotional factors like valence, concreteness, and arousal have been shown to influence lexical processing, in that they
exhibit non-neutrality, positivity, and negativity biases, respectively (e.g. Kuperman et al. 2014, J. Exp. Psych.; Pauligk
et al. 2019, Scientific Reports). Since even weak cognitive biases can yield strong tendencies on a larger time scale, we
investigate diachronic long-term effects of these factors on the reproductive success of English words. We operationalize
reproductive success by means of diachronic growth, age-of-acquisition and prevalence of words. By combining emotional norms (Warriner et al. 2013, Beh. Res. Meth.; Kuperman et al. 2012, Beh. Res. Meth.) with historical language data
(COHA; controlling for semantic shift), we show that long-term effects of valence and concreteness largely mimic cognitive short-term biases. However, arousal, quite surprisingly, exhibits a clearly positive effect on lexical reproduction.
We attribute this reversed effect to (i) interactions among emotional factors and (ii) social effects.
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The Perception of Reduced Reliability in an External Store Reduces Vulnerability to
its Manipulation.
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Abstract
Offloading cognition to external stores is practiced ubiquitously in daily life (e.g., counting on fingers, writing lists),
yet is a relatively new area of investigation within cognitive science. Previous experiments have assessed the benefits
and downfalls, including participants’ lowered memory for offloaded information that is no longer available (Gardony
et al., 2013; Sparrow et al., 2011). In addition, when offloading, individuals appear susceptible to manipulations of their
external store (Risko et al., 2019). We report a series of experiments investigating how the perceived reliability of an
external store affects individuals’ susceptibility to manipulation of that store. Consistent with previous research, results
suggest that the majority of participants do not notice an item inserted into their external store. However, once cued to
this event, individuals do become more likely to subsequently notice a manipulation of their external store. Implications
of this research for our understanding of distributed memory systems will be discussed.
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On the Gradual Construction of Complex Abstract Representations in Spatial
Problem Solving
Benjamin Angerer
University of Osnabrück, Osnabrück, Germany
Abstract
Finding adequate representations is an important challenge in solving complex problems. Especially in unfamiliar task
domains, initially chosen representations might not cover all of its relevant aspects. I am presenting a theory of representational change based on results from a case study of dyadic problem solving using a spatial transformation task of
gradually increasing complexity. This theory proposes that change is driven by expressive limitations of the representational substrates in question. Iconic representations, such as gestures are useful in representing simple objects, but
full resemblance soon encounters limits. Metonymic gestures, iconically resembling parts of an object but referring to
the whole can extend this scope. By omitting aspects of the problem domain, those partial resemblences can then feed
into memory retrieval processes for metaphors bearing no actual similarity to domain objects but to, for instance, such
metonymic gestures. Finally, elaborating on such metaphors can open up further representational possibilities.
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The Proceduralization of Metacognitive Skills
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Abstract
Metacognitive control is the deliberate manipulation of cognitive states such as attentional control and emotional regulation (Flavell, 1979). Metacognitive control is known to improve with practice to become more skillful, yet the mechanisms
for developing metacognitive skills remains unclear. I propose that metacognitive skills can be explained through the
skills acquisition model advanced by Fitts and Posner (1967) and Anderson (1982). This account will focus on the process
of proceduralization, where declarative task knowledge is converted into procedural knowledge. This model has been
well researched in the development of both motor skills and cognitive skills (Ford et al., 2005; Anderson, 2007). To date,
the model has not yet been robustly applied to the acquisition of metacognitive skills. As Anderson used an ACT-R model
to frame his account of cognitive skills, I will apply an ACT-R model to account for the development of metacognitive
skills.
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Is it for all? Spatial abilities matter in processing gestures during the
comprehension of spatial language
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Abstract
Observing gestures facilitate listeners’ comprehension, especially for visual-spatial information. However, people differ
in how and to what extent they benefit from gestures depending on their visual-spatial abilities. This study examined
whether and how spatial skills (i.e., mental rotation) relate to how much listeners benefit from observing gestures. We
tested 51 Turkish-speaking adults’ comprehension of spatial relations when the critical spatial information was provided
in three different conditions: (1) only in speech (e.g., saying “right” without making any gesture), (2) both in speech and
in gesture (saying “right” and gesturing to the right), and (3) only in gesture (saying “here” and gesturing to the right).
We found that mental rotation scores were associated with increased accuracy only for speech + gesture (z = 2.37, p =
.02) and the gesture-only conditions (z = 2.13, p = .03). These results suggest that visual-spatial cognitive resources might
be important for gesture processing.
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Abstract
Cross-linguistically prevalent semantic distinctions are widely assumed to be easier to learn, due to the naturalness
of the underlying concepts. Here we propose that pragmatic pressures can also shape this cross-linguistic prevalence,
and offer evidence from evidentiality (the encoding of information source). Languages with grammatical evidential
systems overwhelmingly encode indirect sources (reported information or hearsay) but very rarely mark direct, visual
experience. Conceptually, humans reason naturally about what they see, however, on pragmatic grounds, when encoding
a single source, reported information is more informative because it is potentially unreliable and consequently more
marked. In two Artificial Language Learning experiments, we directly compared the learnability of two simple evidential
systems, each marking only a visual or reportative source. Across experiments, participants learned more easily to mark
reportative information sources. Our results provide support for a pragmatic bias that shapes both the cross-linguistic
frequency and the learnability of evidential semantic distinctions.
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Pre-Training Leads to a Structural Novelty Effect in Spatial Visual Statistical
Learning
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Abstract
We investigated the influence of structural properties of previously learned stimuli on Spatial Visual Statistical Learning.
Participants (n=170) were first exposed to a stream of scenes containing only one type of regularity (horizontal or vertical
pairs), followed by a stream containing both types of regularities. We found that participants performed above chance
for the pairs of the first stream (M=54.7%, SE=1.2, p<0.001, BF=91.89) as well as for the novel type of pair of the second
stream (M=55.6%, SE=1.9, p=0.005, BF=4.04), but not for the familiar type of pair of the second stream (M=51.5%, SE=2.0,
p=0.465, BF=0.11). This observed novelty effect indicates an interference between the similarly structured pairs in the
first and second stream of scenes, suggesting representational overlap of pairs of the same orientation.
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Abstract
Musicians and listeners perceive dependency structures between musical events such as chords and keys. Music theory postulates the goal-directedness of such dependencies, which manifests in formal grammar models as right-headed
(head-final, left-branching) phrase structure. Goal-directedness has a direct cognitive interpretation; dependencies that
point forward in time can be understood as creating expectation, and the empirical correlates of this relationship are a
topic of current psychological research.
This study presents a computational grammar model that represents the abstract concept of headedness but does not
encode properties specific to music. Bayesian grammar learning is applied to infer a grammar for Jazz and its headedness
proportions from a corpus of Jazz-chord sequences. The results show that the inferred grammar is right-headed. A
second simulation using artificial data was conducted to verify the correct functionality of the headedness induction.
The goal-directedness of Jazz harmony is thus demonstrated to be learnable without music-specific prior knowledge.
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Sustained Attention in Phonological Form Preparation: Evidence from Highly
Associated Word Pairs
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Abstract
In phonological form preparation, speakers are able to prepare in advance when to-be-spoken words share initial segments, despite not knowing which word they will be asked to produce. The standard account viewed preparation as
partial production and therefore claimed that all possible words must share that segment (e.g. Roelofs, 1997). Alternatively, preparation occurs through a flexible sustained attention process that is external to production. Recently,
O’Seaghdha and Frazer (2014) demonstrated preparation benefits in non-unanimous sets using picture naming and word
reading versions of the blocked cyclic task, though not in the more attentionally-demanding paired associates version.
Here, the current studies demonstrate small, but significant, preparation benefits using the paired-associates task, but
only when cue-target pairs are highly associated (e.g. dog-cat, oreo-cookie, hot-cold, worm-bait). This finding supports
the sustained attentional account of preparation in word production.
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Abstract
Process data recording students’ interactions with digital assessment items are available in digital educational assessments and have become a focus of cognitive scientists to analyze inquiry skills during problem solving. This study
examines the inquiry behaviors of using tools (i.e., resource tabs) in short response construction items from the 2019
National Assessment of Educational Progress science assessment. We visualized the occurrence times and durations of
response construction behaviors and tool use behaviors and conducted correlation analyses and mixed-effects regressions between the count (and duration) of tool use behaviors and item scores. The results reveal that tool use behaviors
are significantly associated with item scores and probabilities of finishing the whole block the problem; increasing tool
use durations or counts increases the chances of getting higher scores, but it also increases the chances of not finishing
the block. This study exemplifies how to use process data to investigate scientific inquiry skills.
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Does mental simulation of alternative research outcomes reduce bias in predicted
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Abstract
Can mental simulation of alternative research outcomes reduce bias? We attempted to extend Hirt et al.’s (2004) finding
of debiasing when alternative basketball standings were easy to simulate and participants were low in need for structure
(NFS). Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) participants explained why taking notes by hand might improve test scores,
then three groups of them explained different outcomes: Consider-opposite participants explained benefits of laptop
notetaking, and two transfer groups explained either a plausible or an implausible outcome for unrelated research. None
of the three groups differed from a baseline group in test score estimates or likelihood that taking notes by hand leads
to higher test scores. However, low-NFS participants estimated marginally lower likelihood that notetaking by hand
is superior, suggesting less bias to their initial explanation. We consider whether variation in participants’ psychology
backgrounds might have overwhelmed effects, and discuss a replication with students taking introductory psychology.
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The function of function: People use teleological information to predict prevalence
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Abstract
Folk-biological concepts are sensitive to both statistical information about feature prevalence (Hampton, 1995; Kim &
Murphy, 2011; Rosch & Mervis, 1975) and teleological beliefs about function (Atran, 1995; Keil, 1994; Kelemen, Rottman,
& Seston, 2013; Lombrozo & Rehder, 2012), but it is unknown how these two types of information interact to shape
concepts. In three studies (N = 438) using novel animal kinds, we found that information about prevalence and teleology
inform each other: People assume that common features are functional, and they assume that functional features are
common. However, people use teleological information to predict the future distribution of features across the category,
despite conflicting information about current prevalence. Thus, both information about prevalence and teleological
beliefs serve important conceptual functions: Prevalence information encodes the current state of the category, while
teleological functions provides a means of predicting future category change.
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Abstract
Simple, non-pharmaceutical health interventions (e.g., masks) could prevent avoidable COVID-19 deaths (Reiner et al.,
2020). Why do some still refuse to wear masks? People may find it easier to rely on implicit, prior knowledge to avoid
needing to inhibit new, competing knowledge (e.g., heuristics; Tversky & Kahneman, 1974). Not only does knowledge
impact decision making, but from a contextualized deficit framework, knowledge should interact with context to promote
differential health decisions (Allum et al., 2008). A computer mouse-tracking paradigm evaluated how context (e.g.,
trust-in-experts; incidence rate) and germ knowledge impacted cognitive conflict driving mask-usage decisions. Results
indicated that increased trust-in-experts, higher positive COVID-19 incidence rates, as well as accurate germ theories
promoted mask-usage endorsement, which also reduced cognitive conflict between knowledge about new and old publichealth mask guidelines. Contextual factors may help remediate the cognitive stress associated with inhibiting prior
inaccuracies in favor of updated, scientific mask recommendations.
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Effects of Combining Refutation and Self-Explanation on Student Learning
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Abstract
Misconceptions in science are ubiquitous and difficult to revise, but refutation texts are one effective tool for prompting
conceptual change (Tippett, 2010). However, refutation texts are effective only to the extent that students are forming
coherent representations. Self-explanation is a well-studied method for increasing coherence of readers’ mental representations (Allen, McNamara & McCrudden, 2015). The current study examines the unexplored question of whether
these common interventions enhance each other’s positive learning outcomes. Two-hundred fifteen UCSD undergraduates were randomly assigned to read either a refutation or an expository text about the phases of the moon, and were
prompted to either self-explain or think aloud while reading. Students then took a post-test assessing knowledge of
moon phases and related misconceptions. We measured both accuracy and explanatory qualities, such as causality and
circularity, in order to assess the relative efficacy of refutation and self-explanation and their combination.
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Abstract
Most models of statistical learning do not consider the perceptual properties of the units that make up a sequence. Here,
we manipulate the similarity of units in a modified version of classic statistical learning paradigm (Aslin et al., 1998).
After a 3-minute familiarization stream, we asked the participants to rate their familiarity with words and part-words,
with the addition of non-words (trisyllabic words without any previous exposure). We developed a simple recurrent
neural network that used distributed representations for the syllables and produced similar results to the human data.
We then explored how perceptual similarity impacted learning of different familiarization streams. Specifically, greater
similarity relations among units were predicted to lead to poorer discrimination between words and part-words. Based
on the model’s results, we created a new familiarization sequence of trisyllabic words and tested for impacts on perceptual
similarity on human performance.
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Affordances and Grounding Within Concreteness Fading When Learning Proof in
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Abstract
The Fourth Industrial Revolution’s technological innovations are driving demand for high skill jobs in a global Knowledge Economy, precipitating Learning Scientists to advocate for developing Deeper Conceptual Understanding of STEM
domains. In this study, Concreteness Fading is employed to develop Deeper Conceptual Understanding of Deductive
Proof in geometry: enactive stage grounds justifications in spatial relationships through manipulating object-shapes;
iconic stage grounds justifications in perceptual relationships through drawing images of object-shapes; symbolic stage
grounds justifications in rule-based relationships through writing numbers in formulas about object-shapes. Think-aloud
protocols were analyzed of post-secondary non-math majors (N = 8, male = 2, female = 6) randomly assigned to four conditions: enactive-iconic-symbolic (n = 2), enactive-symbolic (n = 2), iconic-symbolic (n = 2), symbolic (n = 2). Findings
reveal reliance on affordances of spatial-based and perceptual-based proofs by participants after reaching a perceived
impasse – demonstrating fascinating cognitive flexibility crucial for 21st century problem solving.
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Competing goals in the construction and perception of moral narratives
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Abstract
Narratives can communicate moral character by describing one’s past actions and motivations. When telling moral
narratives, people might twist the truth to appear better than they are, while concealing this goal. We show that audiences
evaluate a narrator’s moral character by inferring weights on three goals: providing accurate information, appearing
morally good, and projecting an image of informativeness. Participants judged how narrators explained their choice
during a “claim” task. Narrators could claim a raise at the risk of causing a co-worker to lose money. They could then
lie or tell the truth and be direct or indirect about their motivations (e.g., “I’m not selfish” vs. “It was better for the
co-worker”). Our results suggest that to be perceived as morally good, narrators must find a balance: trying too hard
to appear generous is costly. We introduce a model for how narratives are constructed through recursive inference of
audience perception.
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Fast or efficient? Strategy selection in the game Entropy Mastermind
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Abstract
How do people acquire information and make decisions in an inherently complex world? We use the game Entropy
Mastermind to investigate the cognitive strategies people adopt under various task conditions in situations characterized
by high combinatorial complexity. N = 42 participants completed a total of 271 games, varying in incentive structure:
In the speed condition, participants were incentivised for solving games quickly; in the efficiency condition, incentives
were given for solutions requiring few problem solving steps; in the mixed condition, both speed and efficiency were
incentivised. We found that participants adapted their problem solving strategies to the imposed constraints: In the
speed condition simpler strategies were used, making feedback easy to interpret. Our results support the hypothesis
that in complex environments people flexibly adjust their cognitive strategies to optimize the fit between situational
requirements and their cognitive resources.
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Memory Performance in Special Forces: Speedier Responses Explain Improved
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Abstract
Performance on cognitive tasks is typically affected by many factors simultaneously. For example, performance on a
retrieval practice task is determined not only by memory encoding and retrieval processes, but also by motor processes,
executive functions, affective state, etc. Often, these contributing processes also vary over time. This makes it challenging
to attribute performance changes to a single mechanism, especially in real-world settings.
Here we analyse performance data from multiple retrieval practice sessions completed by special forces trainees before and after a high-intensity speed march. Learning outcomes improved from session to session, which suggests increased memory function. However, a linear ballistic accumulator fitted to the data showed that changes in non-memory
processes—a decrease in non-retrieval time in particular—sufficed to explain the observed improvements.
This work demonstrates that even with a simple task, assuming that performance changes are attributable to a single
cognitive process can lead to erroneous conclusions.
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Do I trust you more if you speak like me?
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Abstract
We trust ingroups more than outgroups (Balliet et al. 2014, Psychological Bulletin), but to correctly identify group
members we need reliable markers of group membership (Cohen 2012, Current Anthropology). Artificial language experiments show that linguistic tags can serve as such group markers (Roberts 2013, Language and Linguistics Compass).
We now tested whether sharing a language also promotes trust, in comparison to other physical and cultural ingroup
markers. We created an online alien game in which participants assumed the identity of an alien and played a simultaneous trust game (Berg et al. 1995, Games and Economic Behavior) with two other aliens exhibiting the ingroup versus
outgroup marker types (artificial languages, body parts, costumes). GLM analyses showed that participants significantly
entrusted aliens sharing their own social marker with more money, independently of marker type. Thus, a considerable
number of people trusted those who spoke or looked like themselves more.
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Let’s talk structure: the positive consequences of structural representations
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Abstract
How should we represent social categories? Essentialism, which posits an internal category essence, has negative consequences such as group-based generalization and intolerance of nonconformity. Structural representations, which
consider categories as situated in a larger context, could be more constructive. When considering a neutral context,
adults who learned a structural (food availability) cause for a novel group’s diet, versus a biological (allergies, digestion)
or cultural (taboo) cause, generalized in a context-sensitive manner, considered nonconformity to be more possible and
acceptable, and suggested intervening on the structural context rather than the group to change the property. When
considering social stratification, adults who learned a structural (discrimination) cause for a novel group working a lowstatus job, versus a biological (physically well-suited) or cultural (traditions/values) cause, showed more context-sensitive
generalization, considered the present disparity to be more unacceptable, and suggested more structural interventions.
Structural representations may consequently be a more constructive alternative to essentialism.
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Does the spacing effect depend on prior knowledge? Evaluating the role of word
familiarity in learning from spaced vs. massed schedules
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Abstract
Spacing out information promotes retention more than massing information – a robust finding in psychological science.
Research on the spacing effect has primarily manipulated aspects of the learning schedule (e.g., item repetitions, retention
interval). Limited work has considered how familiarity with the to-be-learned information impacts the spacing effect.
The current study addressed this gap by examining how word frequency/familiarity affects retention on a massed or
spaced schedule. One-hundred adults were presented with 24 high familiarity (e.g., apple), low familiarity (e.g., vestige),
or nonsense (e.g., blicket) words on a massed and spaced schedule. Retrieval was tested after a 5-minute delay, revealing
a significant spacing effect regardless of word familiarity. Furthermore, overall performance was significantly greater
for highly familiar items. These results suggest that spacing is effective regardless of general word familiarity. Future
studies will assess how learners’ prior knowledge of test items – as measured by a vocabulary test – impacts the spacing
effect.
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Abstract
We perceive and categorize the world constrained by the restrictions of our sensory and neural systems. Additionally,
naming modulates how we categorize the things we see. Here we explore a third influence on visual categorization, we
study how the perceived statistical regularities of shapes and colors modulate our experience in categorizing objects.
We conducted our analyses in artificial systems. We used computer vision to process pictures of real objects, and artificial neural networks to categorize them. We found that the statistical regularities of different object sets produced
either shape or color biases, depending on the nature of the set. Our statistical-based categorization approach presents
complementary mechanisms of categorization biases, relevant for a more comprehensive understanding of the linguistic
shape bias, the color bias of food, and it let us hypothesize why categorization may vary across populations.
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The effectiveness of face-name mnemonics on name recall
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Abstract
Remembering names is generally considered a difficult task. The face-name mnemonic strategy enhances encoding of
face-name associations using a name transformation, a prominent facial feature, and interactive imagery. Name recall
involves mentally retracing these steps. However, the components of the face-name mnemonic strategy are relatively
unexplored. The present study tested the effectiveness of variants of the face-name mnemonic strategy in comparison
to an uninstructed group for learning face-name associations. Experiment 1 demonstrated a significant advantage of the
name-transformation mnemonic strategy compared to the uninstructed approach. Experiment 2 further examines the
name-transformation mnemonic strategy with young adults. This study demonstrates the effectiveness of a variation of
the face-name mnemonic strategy with implications for memory rehabilitation interventions.
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Do humans recalibrate the confidence of advisers?
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Abstract
In collaborative tasks, humans can make better joint decisions by aggregating individual information in proportion to
their communicated confidence (Bahrami et al., 2010). However, if people blindly rely on their partner’s confidence
expressions, they could easily reach suboptimal solutions when their collaborator’s confidence judgments are not calibrated to their performance, but for instance exhibit an overconfidence bias. Given that calibrated advisers are rated
as more credible (Sah et al., 2013), we propose that prior experience with a collaborator will lead to a recalibration of
their confidence judgements before incorporating their advice. In an online experiment, participants first viewed two
other fictitious participants, one calibrated and one biased, perform a categorization task. Following this, participants
completed a similar task by taking advice from just one of the two previously observed advisers on a given trial. We
tested whether participants chose the adviser who had the trial-by-trial highest expressed or recalibrated confidence.
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Linguistic distributional information about object labels affects ultrarapid object
categorization
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Abstract
When given unrestricted time to process an image, people are faster and more accurate at making categorical decisions about a depicted object (e.g., Labrador) if it is close in sensorimotor and linguistic distributional experience to its
target category concept (e.g., dog). In this preregistered study, we examined whether sensorimotor and linguistic distributional information affect object categorisation differently as a function of time available for perceptual processing.
Using an ultrarapid categorisation paradigm with backwards masking, we systematically varied onset timing (SOA) of
a post-stimulus mask (17-133ms) following a briefly displayed (17ms) object. Preliminary results suggest that linguistic
distributional distance between concept and category (e.g., Labrador → dog), but not sensorimotor distance, affects categorisation accuracy and RT even in rapid categorisation, and that these effects do not vary systematically by SOA. These
findings support the role of a linguistic shortcut (i.e., using linguistic distributional instead of sensorimotor information)
in rapid object categorisation.
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The role of counterfactual reasoning in responsibility judgments
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Abstract
To hold someone responsible, we need to assess what causal role their action played in bringing about the outcome.
Causality, in turn, can be understood in terms of difference-making – C caused E if E would have been different had C
been different. In previous work, the counterfactual of “C being different” is often construed as “C being absent”. Here, we
explore how in social situations, this counterfactual can be alternatively construed by imagining how a different person
would have acted in the same situation. We propose a computational model that formalizes this idea of counterfactual
replacement. The model compares what actually happened with what would have happened had the person of interest
been replaced by someone else, and then predicts responsibility to the extent that the replacement person would likely
have changed the outcome. We test our model against people’s responsibility judgments in a variety of scenarios across
several experiments.
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The Interplay Between Local and Global Strategies in Navigational Decisions
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Abstract
Although the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) is an NP-hard problem, human schedulers can find strategies that are
comparable if not better than existing algorithms. However, it is still unclear what heuristics they adopt in order to select
an approximate solution (Schaefer, 2018). In solving a navigational problem in 3D, the directional heading is an essential
factor because changes of direction require additional energy expenditure. In our study, we focus on the connection
between local choices minimizing distance and local choices minimizing the turning angle. We then examine human
solutions to the TSP in light of the tradeoff between local and global optimization of distance and turning angle. We
conducted two experiments showing that while subjects were more likely to move to the nearest node when they plan
the next step ahead, they also take the turning angle into consideration and overall adopt a strategy that combines local
and global heuristics.
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Abstract
If speakers communicate efficiently, they should produce more linguistic material when comprehension difficulty increases. Comprehension difficulty can be impacted by the message itself (studied extensively) or by properties of the
listener (studied less). Here we investigate the impact of listeners’ estimated proficiency on speakers’ productions, using
referential choice as a case study. Compared to full noun phrases (fNPs, ‘the woman’), pronouns (‘she’) can convey similar content with less linguistic material: accordingly, speakers use more fNPs when the message is unpredictable (Tily &
Piantadosi, 2009) and when listeners lack relevant information (Bard & Aylett, 2004). If referential choice is also impacted
by listeners’ estimated proficiency, then speakers should use more fNPs when conversing with language learners. To
test this, we compared participants’ descriptions of the same picture book to learners and proficient speakers. Indeed,
participants used more fNPs when their interlocutors were child- or adult-learners, illustrating efficient adaptation to
listener type.
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Individual Differences in Deepfake Detection: Mindblindness and Political
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Abstract
The proliferation of the capability for producing and distributing deepfake videos threatens the integrity of systems of
justice, democratic processes, and the general ability to critically assess evidence. This study sought to identify individual
differences that predict one’s ability to detect these forgeries. It was hypothesized that measures of affect detection and
political orientation would correlate with performance on a deepfake detection task. Within a sample (N = 173) of
college undergraduates and participants from Amazon’s M-turk, affect detection ability was shown to correlate with
deepfake detection ability, r(171) = .73, p < .001, and general orientation to the political left was shown to correlate
with deepfake detection ability, r(171) = .42, p < .001. The results of this study serve to identify populations who are
particularly susceptible to deception via deepfake video and to inform the development of interventions that may help
defend against attempts to influence them.
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Understanding Image Sequences Via Narrative Sensemaking
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Abstract
When humans make sense of the world, they do not understand it as a cascade of observations; rather, from a cascade of
observations, humans assemble a holistic narrative, connecting their observations using prior knowledge and inference.
The final product of observations connected with prior knowledge and inference may be modeled as a knowledge graph.
The process of sensemaking described above is one we seek to emulate in the realm of image understanding through a
computational system. Starting from observed objects and relationships in a sequence of images (from Visual Genome
Scene Graphs), the system we are building consults a commonsense knowledge network (ConceptNet), over-generates a
set of hypothesized narrative-based connections between observations, and evaluates and trims its hypotheses through
Multi-Objective Optimization to create a consistent set. The resultant knowledge graph reflects the system’s consistent
speculations, beyond the directly observable, of what is happening in, and across, the images.
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Vocal patterns in schizophrenia: toward a cumulative approach
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Abstract
Voice atypicalities are a characteristic feature of schizophrenia, often associated with core negative symptoms. A recent
meta-analysis identified atypicalities in pitch, speech rate, and pauses. However, heterogeneity across studies was large
and replications almost nonexistent. Further, it is not clear whether vocal patterns are directly related to the mechanisms
underlying the disorder and could therefore be found across languages, or not. In this study we implemented a more
rigorously cumulative scientific approach by collecting and analyzing a large cross-linguistic corpus of voice recordings.
We critically employed meta-analytic priors to systematically assess the replicability of previous findings, and modeled
between-participants variability and cross-linguistic differences. We replicate previous meta-analytic findings across all
languages for reduced pitch variability, while increased pause duration and lower speech rate results were replicated
only in some languages. Most atypical voice patterns, thus, seem not to be distinctive of schizophrenia in general, but
more specifically situated in linguistic/cultural differences.
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Abstract
With an increased reliance on technology to exchange social communication, social media platforms have become vehicles for humorous content — often taking the form of short internet videos (Vine or TikTok). Dynel (2016) hypothesizes
that short internet videos may be effective because they capitalize on contrast to promote humor — i.e., consistent with
incongruity theory (see Morreal, 2012). Specifically, incongruity theory assumes that humor arises from a contrast between an expectation and a perceived deviation from that expectation. To test the effects of incongruity in short internet
videos, we manipulated linguistic and paralinguistic content in common short internet videos from the defunct social
media platform - Vine. Results indicated that incongruence is extremely important for humor perception of short internet videos, as more linguistic and paralinguistic incongruity promoted higher social judgments of humor. Findings
support that incongruity is an extremely effective tool for short internet videos to communicate humor.
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The Omniglot Jr. challenge; Can a model achieve child-level character generation
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Abstract
Lake 2015 presented the Omniglot dataset to study how people generate and classify characters. They proposed a model
for one-shot-learning of new concepts based on inferring compositionally structured generative models, and could transfer from familiar concepts to new ones. Their Bayesian-Programming-Language model was able to both classify and
generate characters similar to adults. However, adults have years of experience, would a similar model apply to children
without this prior knowledge? We introduce a new dataset called Omniglot_Jr., composed of Omniglot letters generated
by children aged 3-6. Our results of training BPL with children’s data in classification and generation find that BPL
achieves higher classification accuracy and generates more adult looking letters. We propose the challenge of reproducing children’s distinctive pattern of mistakes. Skills such as character recognition depend on child-like learning; this
challenge should help us understand how that learning is possible, and how to simulate it in computational systems.
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Abstract
The present study investigated whether judgments of learning (JOLs) and judgments of inference (JOIs) enhance the
retention and transfer of previously studied text (backward effect) and newly studied text (forward effect). Participants
read two different passages through Section A and B. After studying Section A, participants made either JOLs or JOIs on
Section A, while the control group read texts without any interim judgments. Then all groups studied Section B and took
a final test for Sections A and B. For Section A, there were no significant performance differences among the groups,
showing no backward effect of metacognitive judgments on text learning (neither JOLs nor JOIs). In contrast, for Section
B, the JOI group outperformed both the JOL and control groups on the transfer test, indicating a forward effect of JOIs
on text learning. Metacognitive judgments with a higher-order learning goal appear to help subsequent learning of new
material.
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Abstract
Preparing the next generation for an ever-changing environment is of utmost importance in Higher Education. Though
cultural diversity is highly prevalent in modern societies, (implicit) biases, stereotypes and racism maintain a persistent
yet mostly overlooked part of everyday life. Many students are not aware of their biases. Hence, it is imperative for them
to undergo a critical self-reflection process about their beliefs and (unconscious) biases. To induce this process, raise
awareness and confront them with potential (unconscious) biases and stereotypes, 404 university students in teacher
training and vocational education completed an Implicit Association Test (IAT) on skin color before watching a lecture
discussing biases and stereotypes. The preliminary results show a variety of reactions after taking the test, ranging from
denial and anger to discomfort and surprise. We will discuss possibilities to support students in leveraging the resulting
cognitive dissonance as an opportunity to begin their individual self-reflection process.
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Abstract
A mental model is an internal representation that explains how something works. Mental model construction is facilitated by self-explanation, the active generation of explanations for oneself. The overarching goal of this research is
to empirically investigate the utility of self-explanation for developing mental models when learning to program. Programming is notoriously challenging and, despite evidence of the importance of mental models for learning, little work
has focused on mental models of students learning how to program. They need correct mental models of the notional
machine, an abstraction of the steps taken by a computer as it processes a program. Because students do not spontaneously self-explain, we are using a user-centered approach to design a computer tutor to prompt for self-explanation
about the notional machine. Here, we present qualitative results on students’ interactions with an initial version of the
tutor, including the form of their self-explanations and corresponding mental models.
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Mechanisms of early causal reasoning: Investigating infants’ sensitivity to
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Abstract
Distinguishing spurious correlations from unconfounded causal evidence is a challenge in every day reasoning. Adapting the classic “blicket detector” paradigm (Sobel et al., 2014), we investigate whether 15-17-month-old infants’ neural
activity (theta oscillations), indicates that infants recognize when the information they are expecting or observing is confounded or not. By concurrently tracking infants’ eye-movements, we investigate also whether infants correctly infer
the functionality of unknown objects (when such an inference is possible, i.e. when data is unconfounded) and predict
future events based on these causal inferences. Data collection is on-going (current N = 29) and preliminary analysis
suggests infants show increased theta activity in anticipation of receiving un-confounded (as opposed to confounded)
information. By relating the neural measures of information expectation to the accuracy of infants’ subsequent predictions, we hope to offer a unique insight into the mechanisms, development, and individual differences in early causal
reasoning.
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Abstract
Our social media activity data is a valuable source of information about our preferences, psychological and social processes. However, collecting such private data, including messages, for scientific research is at an early stage (Ueberwasser
& Stark, 2017), which is natural given privacy issues involved (Bemmann & Buschek, 2020). Our study is geared towards:
i) making the process of sharing personal data more ethical, consensual, informed and comfortable; ii) identifying profiles of participants willing to share these data. 293 students of both technical and non-technical background completed
an online questionnaire designed to identify the relationship between willingness to share the data and factors such as:
1) kinds of data; 2) method of data processing; 3) purpose of data gathering and use; 4) demographics of participants.
Qualitative and quantitative analyses revealed the categories of participants’ concerns and preferences regarding the
form of anonymization conditional on the subjects’ profile and their technical skills.
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Abstract
Mapping words to referents is important for language acquisition. Learning a word relies heavily on memory because
it requires forming associations between labels and referents, integrating examples across time, and retrieving words.
Memory supports, such as variability, can be added to word learning events to help children learn words. This study
examined the effect of emotional variability on word learning. Four-year-olds learned eight novel words presented four
times in a storybook organized in one of three conditions: no variability, low variability, or high variability. Words
with no variability were presented in the same emotional context (i.e., happy, sad, afraid, or angry). Words with low
variability were presented with two emotions (e.g., happy and sad), and words with high variability were presented with
all four emotions. After hearing the book, preschoolers participated in a generalization test. This study informs our
understanding of the role of social contextual variability in word learning.
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Abstract
Executive function and metacognition are two core concepts in cognitive psychology, yet research linking EF and
metacognition directly remains rare. It has been suggested that error monitoring can be used as a window to study
the association between EF and metacognition (Roebers, 2018). Error monitoring is indexed by post-error slowing, a
phenomenon describing a delayed response in actions after error commissions. The present study uses hierarchical
multiple regression to investigate whether EF and metacognition can both predict PES. Individual constructs of EF are
measured by four computerised-based tasks. Metacognition is assessed by a simplified version of the Self-Regulated
Learning Questionnaire (Dowson & McInerney, 2004). A total of 456 participants (M age of 11.9, SD = 0.92) are included
in the final analysis. Results indicate that two EF constructs: inhibition and planning, predict corresponding PES in
inhibition and planning tasks. Only the regulation component of metacognition predicts PES in the planning task.
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Abstract
We test for infants’ proposed altercentric learning bias (Southgate, 2020). By tracking others’ attention, infants build
their own models of the environment based on the well developed models of the adults. If true, an event will be better
remembered if witnessed together with someone else than if attended alone. Eight-month-old-infants (6 conditions,
n = 32/group) saw an object being hidden first in one, then in another location. At the end of each trial, one of the
locations was revealed, always empty. Participants correctly remembered the location and looked longer if it was empty
(conditions 1-2). When an agent attends the first hiding but not the second, infants misremember the object in the first
location (condition 3), providing initial evidence for the altercentric bias. Contrary to our predictions, when the agent
only attends to the last hiding location, or both, infants have no expectation of the object’s whereabouts (conditions 4-6).
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Abstract
The ability to plan under a variety of constraints, environments, and uncertainties is one of the greatest puzzles of
human intelligence. Planning in human-like domains remains intractable for machine learning algorithms, where the
greatest challenges is designing appropriate representations and state-evaluation heuristics. How do humans navigate
their natural world so efficiently? Which computations drive them? Existing studies have investigated planning in
simple tasks, such as gambles and multi-armed bandits, with little resemblance to natural tasks. We analyze human
behavior in a search-and-rescue mission in a large 3D environment, designed to simulate a real-world context. We
propose a hierarchical planning framework, which jointly solves an orienteering problem on the high level and a set of
local Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes on the low level. Using this framework, we evaluate alternative
computational models of human planning that captures core mental representations of human spatial planning.
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Infants combine kind and quantity concepts
Barbara Pomiechowska
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Abstract
The meaning of complex expressions (“two apples”) is computed by accessing and combining the concepts linked to
their constituent words (“two”, “apples”). Across three eye-tracking experiments (N = 60), we demonstrate that preverbal infants can perform such computations and successfully derive the meaning of novel quantified noun phrases.
Experiment 1 established that 12-month-olds can learn two distinct novel labels (pseudowords) denoting a singleton or
a pair. Experiments 2-3 indicated that infants combine the meanings of the newly learnt quantity labels with those of
familiar kind labels. When presented with four potential referents (e.g., 1duck, 2ducks, 1ball, 2balls) and asked to look
at one ball, infants oriented to the target satisfying the meaning of both labels (1ball) over the distractors satisfying the
meaning of the labels separately (2balls, 1duck). Conceptual combination skills that enable complex thought seem to be
operational in infancy, and can be triggered by linguistic stimuli.
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Abstract
It is often assumed that language is strongly compositional, i.e., that the meaning of complex expressions is uniquely determined by the meanings of their constituents and their mode of composition (Fodor, 1987). Compositionality naturally
connects to a broadly modular architecture of the language faculty, according to which our capacity for assigning meaning relies exclusively on lexical and syntactic knowledge (Baggio et al., 2015). Here, we discuss several arguments against
strong compositionality. One such argument focuses on novel experimental data on the interpretation of privative adjectives (e.g., ‘fake’) (Partee, 2007). These data show that the interpretation of these adjectives is inexorably connected
to the conceptual structure of the modified noun. We argue that lexical and syntactic information serve as important
cues for, but do not uniquely determine, the process of meaning assignment (Martin, 2016). We discuss consequences
for semantic theorising and the cognitive architecture of the language faculty.
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Is Iconic Language More Vivid?
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Abstract
Iconicity refers to instances in which the form of language resembles its meaning (Perniss et al., 2010). The most prominent example in spoken language is onomatopoeia (e.g., woosh, which sounds like a gust of wind). Here we tested
whether iconicity makes language more vivid by depicting the sensorimotor experiences being referred to. In Experiment 1, 44 participants read ten short passages (five iconic, five non-iconic), and then rated their vividness on several
scales. These passages differed on two key words, which were either iconic (e.g., screech) or non-iconic (e.g., yell). We
found no evidence that iconic language was more vivid. In Experiment 2, 199 participants each rated one longer passage that was either iconic or non-iconic (differing on eight key words). We found only marginal evidence of iconic
language being more vivid, on subscales related to felt vividness. These results suggest that iconicity does not make
written language more vivid.
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An information and coding theoretical approach to combinatorial communication
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Abstract
A fundamental characteristic of human language is its combinatorial nature, which facilitates the communication of
infinite meanings (i.e., words) built from finite sounds (i.e., phonemes). Investigating the selective drivers of this combinatorial feature represents a major challenge in the field of language evolution and has prospered into a rich interdisciplinary field. Here, we discuss the emergence of combinatorial structures in (human and non-human) communication
systems from an information and coding theoretical perspective. We describe how “noise” (i.e., factors constraining
communication processes) can hamper and distort signal transmission and perception, and how such noise-induced impairments can be circumvented through a combinatorial coding scheme that adds redundancy to a signalling system, in
turn increasing its robustness and enhancing signal detection and discrimination. In doing so we argue that basic combinatoriality has emerged due to universal constraints imposed on signalling systems, and that human language-like
productive combinatoriality builds upon this phenomenon.
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CoViDisgust: Language Comprehension at the Intersection of a Global Pandemic
and Individual Disgust Sensitivity
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Abstract
Recent research suggests that an individual’s disgust sensitivity affects language comprehension and correlates with
political attitudes. Importantly, disgust sensitivity is not a stable measure and can be manipulated dynamically. We
investigated the effect of the ongoing pandemic on language processing in a word rating and lexical decision study.
Each participant was first exposed to either headlines portraying CoViD-19 as a serious disease or those downplaying
it. The results showed an interaction between person-based factors, inherent word characteristics, and the participants’
responses. After reading headlines emphasizing the threat of CoViD-19, easily disgusted participants considered the
least disgusting words more disgusting. Further, political views played a role. More liberal participants rated the words
lower for disgust in the downplayed condition but higher in the severe condition than their more conservative peers.
The results of this study shed new light on how the media’s stance on the pandemic may affect the public’s response.
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Abstract
Is “cow” more closely related to “grass” or “chicken”? Speakers of different languages judge similarity in this context
differently, but why? One possibility is that cultures co-varying with these languages induce variation in conceptualizations of similarity. Specifically, East Asian cultures may promote reasoning about thematic similarity, by which cow
and grass are more related whereas Western cultures may bias similarity judgements toward taxonomic relations, like
cow-chicken. This difference in notions of similarity is the consensus interpretation for cross-cultural variation in this
paradigm. We consider, and provide evidence for, an alternative possibility, by which notions of similarity are equivalent across contexts, but the statistics of the environment vary. On this account, similarity judgements are guided by
co-occurrence in experience, and observing or hearing about cows and grass or cows and chickens more often could induce preferences for the relevant grouping, and account for apparent differences in notions of similarity across contexts.
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Persian collective nouns enhance ensemble size perception
Mohsen Dolatabadi
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Mehrdad Dowlatabadi
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Abstract
Similarities of either artificial or natural groups are extractable by our visual system in terms of ensemble perception. On
the other hand cognitive linguistics postulates that changing mental image schema for describing a scene from global
to local and vice versa is obvious in our daily conversations. Here we hypothesized that global or local priming of
participants would modulate their threshold in mean discrimination task (MDT). Thereby, 10 right-handed , 14 years old
participants went through an ABBA within-subject counterbalance design to compare 4 pairs of collective and singular
nouns priming effect by successive ensemble size perception task(MDT) including a display of random circles sizes and
then a mean discrimination task to decide which one of the test circles match the previous display mean circle size. Our
preliminary results demonstrate Persian collective nouns in comparison to singular nouns could decrease threshold to
distinguish mean circle sizes in last display.
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Abstract
Theories of inflectional morphology differ in terms of how they treat semi-productive inflection types, that is, inflections
that apply to multiple words but are not completely productive (e.g. grow-grew, know-knew, but not clow-clowed). How
such semi-regular classes generalize may help distinguish theories, but little work has explored this question due to the
difficulty of finding overgeneralized uses of these inflectional classes in naturalistic corpora. We address this issue by
conducting a prompted lexical decision study on English past tenses. Participants were shown a regular or irregular
verb in the infinitive form (to snow, to grow) and then presented with either a correct inflection (snowed, grew) or an
overgeneralization (snew, growed) and asked to indicate whether it is the correct past tense form. We compare how
various overgeneralized types (snow-snew, sneeze-snoze) differ in terms of reaction times and accuracy rates finding
differences between classes which may inform future theoretical comparisons.
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Anaphoric distance dependencies in the sequential structure of wordless visual
narratives
Neil Cohn
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Abstract
Language has been characterized as a “unique” facet of human cognition with complex syntactic features like anaphora
and distance dependencies. However, visual narratives, like comics, have been argued to use similar sequencing mechanisms. These narrative structures include “refiner” panels that “zoom in” on the contents of another panel. Similar
to linguistic anaphora, refiners co-referentially connect inexplicit information in one unit (refiner/pronoun) to a more
informative “antecedent.” Also, refiners can follow their antecedents (anaphoric) or precede them (cataphoric) with either proximal or distant connections. We explored these constraints of order and distance on visual narrative refiners
by measuring event-related brain potentials (ERPs) to wordless comic strips. Anaphoric refiners evoked late sustained
negativities (Nref) while distant anaphoric refiners attenuated N400s compared to all others, and all distance dependencies evoked leftward negativities. These responses are consistent with (neuro)cognitive responses shown to anaphora in
language, suggesting domain-general constraints on the sequencing of referential dependencies.
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Lightness and darkness are mentally represented during language processing
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Abstract
A growing evidence from a sentence-picture verification paradigm suggests rapid integration of implied perceptual context during sentence processing. This evidence, however, is usually criticized for not providing a strong test of the
mechanisms underlying such integration. We addressed this question in relation to the situation describing different
sources of light. We hypothesized that if comprehenders simulate the perceptual state of affairs implied by the sentence, then response times should be faster only when pictures are fully (not partially) congruent with sentence content.
Participants (N=200) read sentences like “The sun/the moon is shining onto a horse” followed by pictures depicting
mentioned (Experiment 1) or non-mentioned (Experiment 2) objects in either a matching or a mismatching perceptual
context (sunny/moony background). Verification times (analyzed with linear-mixed-models) were shorter only when
the mentioned (but not non-mentioned) objects matched the perceptual context implied by the sentence. The results are
discussed in support of simulation account.
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Abstract
This study focused on associative learning for new words in the first language and haptic stimuli. In the first, healthy
Japanese participants made nine subjective evaluations of haptic stimuli using five-point semantic differential scales
(e.g., regarding stickiness, scored from 1 [not sticky] to 5 [sticky]). In the second and third, the participants carried out
two learning tasks for associative pairs of a new word in Japanese and haptic stimulus (H), or new words only (W).
In the fourth one, after each learning task, participants performed recognition and free recall tasks. The results of the
recognition tasks showed that the accuracy rates of W were better than those of H, whereas the response times of W
were faster than those of H. Further, preference of haptic features negatively correlated with free recall scores of H;
however, there was no significant difference between the free recall scores of H and W.
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Gene expression under human self-domestication: an in silico exploration of
modern human high-frequency variants
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Abstract
Domesticated animals and modern humans show a set of behavioral and molecular changes that converge on shared
genetic targets. There is evidence that these changes disproportionately target neurotransmission, in particular the
glutamatergic signaling system. This has led to proposals that attenuation of glutamatergic signaling may be crucial for
the downregulation of the stress response in both modern humans and domesticates and the potentiation of exploratory
motor output in our species. Here, we use a deep learning method (ExPecto) to predict gene expression in silico of H.
sapiens-specific (relative to the closest extinct human species, Neanderthals and Denisovans) variants of genes involved
in glutamatergic signaling. This approach allows us to hone hypotheses about the functional implications of genetic
changes in our species’ recent evolution, including proposals as to the neurobiological substrates of H. sapiens so called
’self-domestication hypothesis’.
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Abstract
While there are interesting correspondences between form and meaning in many languages, psycholinguists conventionally consider them to be marginal, as they affect only a small subset of words. As such, a common simplification
in computational models is to use empirically- or theoretically-motivated representations for form and random vectors
for semantics. We recently introduced a novel model of human speech recognition, EARSHOT, which maps spectral
slices (form) to pseudo-semantic patterns (sparse random vectors [SRVs]). Here, we replace SRVs with SkipGram vectors. Empirically-based semantics allow the model to learn more quickly and, surprisingly, exhibit more realistic form
competition effects. These improved form competition effects do not depend on the particular form-to-meaning mapping in the training lexicon; rather, they arise as a result of the nontrivial output structure. These results suggest that
while form-meaning mappings may be mainly arbitrary, realistic semantics afford important computational qualities
that promote better fits to human behavior.
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Biological Motion Perception under Attentional Load
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Abstract
Biological motion perception is supported by a network of regions in the occipito-temporal areas, primarily in superior
temporal sulcus (STS), and premotor cortex (PMC). How biological motion is processed outside the focus of attention and
whether it is modulated by attentional load remain unknown. We investigated the bottom-up processing of biological
motion under different levels of attentional load (high vs. low) with functional magnetic resonance imaging (N=13).
In line with previous work, we found that fronto-parietal attention regions were significantly more activated when the
attentional load was high than when it was low. Importantly, biological motion under low attentional load yielded activity
in STS and PMC, whereas biological motion under high load was restricted only to the low-level motion sensitive areas.
These results show that biological motion is processed outside the focus of attention and it is modulated by attentional
load.
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Network Dynamics of Scientific Knowledge Reveal a Single Conceptual Core that
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Abstract
How does scientific knowledge grow? Some argue that science advances by developing a set of core concepts, while
others argue complementary or competing core/periphery structures allow for scientific progress. We conducted a
large-scale analysis of abstracts from the American Physical Society, spanning 58 years. For each year, we created a
network of concepts, where single- and multi-word noun phrases were linked if they appeared in the same abstract. Our
results suggest that a single core––rather than multiple cores––best explains the structure of our concept networks. We
also see that only a small subset of core concepts (around 10%) remain within the core. Finally, we see a decline in the
relative size of the core, driven by the growth of scientific production. The decline in core size is negatively associated
with discoveries that push the scientific frontier, which suggests that strong core/periphery structures may be important
for innovation.
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Abstract
Primate inferotemporal cortex (ITC) neurons respond with declining strength to repeated presentations of large natural
images. This phenomenon - repetition suppression - has been assumed to arise at the level of ITC because ITC neurons
possess the large receptive fields and sophisticated selectivity to recognize images as repetitions. It was recently discovered that V2 neurons exhibit repetition suppression under identical conditions. How do V2 neurons, with classical
receptive fields encompassing only a small fraction of the image, recognize it as a repetition? One possibility is that they
are sensitive to repetition of content outside the classical receptive field, in the surround. To assess this, we recorded
neuronal responses to displays while independently controlling repetition of elements in the classical receptive field
and the surround. We found that content in the surround contributed to repetition suppression and that this occurred
relatively late in the response, consistent with being mediated by feedback.
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Abstract
The Remote Associates Test is a creativity task that consists in finding a word that connects three unrelated words.
We examined EEG power in healthy participants performing an adaptation of this task that allowed us to explore two
mechanisms: remote semantic combination by varying the associative strength between the cue words and the solution,
and the insight phenomenon reported by the subjects. Time-frequency analyses revealed that associative remoteness
was associated with early synchronization in alpha and beta bands in laterotemporal and temporoparietal clusters and
late frontal activity in the theta band just before the participants found the solution. Insight was associated with synchronization in alpha and gamma bands in inferotemporal clusters and a frontal synchronization in the theta band just
preceded the response. Our findings provide new insights on the dynamic mechanisms involved in this verbal creativity
task.
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Abstract
Hippocampal replay is not a simple recapitulation of recent experience, with awake replay often unrolling in reverse
temporal order upon receipt of reward, in a manner dependent on reward magnitude. These findings have led to the
proposal that replay serves to update values in accordance with reinforcement learning theories. We argue that there
may be a more parsimonious account of these observations involving simple associations between contexts and experiences: During wakefulness, animals associate experiences with the contexts in which they are encoded, in a manner
modulated by the salience of each experience. During periods of quiescence, replay emerges when contextual cues trigger a cascade of reactivations driven by the reinstatement of each memory’s encoding context, which in turn facilitates
memory consolidation. Our theory unifies numerous replay phenomena, including findings that reinforcement learning
models fail to account for.
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The effect of evidentiality markers on the survival processing effect
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Abstract
Human memory retains information related to survival more effectively, termed survival processing effect (SPE). Adaptive memory should also more effectively store reliable information than unreliable information. In an experiment
(n=107) we asked whether the SPE depends on the reliability of information encoded by linguistic markers. In Turkish,
evidentiality markers encode whether information is gathered firsthand (-miş) or not (-di), and provide cues on source
reliability. We found that sentences processed for their relevance to survival were better recalled than those processed
for their relevance to moving. This survival processing effect was significant for both direct and indirect evidentiality
markers, although it was stronger for direct evidentiality. That SPE persisted in the indirect evidentiality condition suggests survival related information is privileged in encoding even when potentially marked as unreliable by linguistic
markers. Thus, the effect of language on memory is not profound but rather computed online.
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Approximate division on multiple visual ensembles
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Abstract
Prior work demonstrates that humans represent the approximate number of items across multiple sets simultaneously.
Here we investigated whether adults can approximately divide multiple distinct overlapping sets simultaneously. Participants viewed arrays with dots of one to four colors (potential dividends) and a non-symbolic divisor of 2-4. Participants
then estimated the quotient of the division operation. On each trial a cue indicated whether to divide over the superset
of all dots or a color subset. The cue was presented before or after the brief presentation of the dividend array. We
found that the capacity to divide over a pre-selected subset was not affected by set size. By comparing the estimation
error between the cue-before and cue-after conditions, we determined that a substantial proportion of participants can
approximately divide three ensembles simultaneously (two subsets plus the superset). These findings demonstrate the
computational efficiency and possible utility of ensemble representations.
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Exploring the Structure and Grounding of Concrete and Abstract Categories
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Abstract
Category production tasks (aka semantic fluency) typically concentrate on concrete categories, meaning little is known
about abstract categories and potential differences in their structure. Using a category production task for 67 concrete
(e.g., animals, tools) and 50 abstract (e.g., science, emotion) categories, we investigated differences in produced member
concepts. Abstract categories were smaller than concrete categories, their member concepts were generated more slowly,
and had longer and more phonologically-distinct names. Abstract category members were grounded in sensorimotor
experience (i.e., with high sensorimotor strength), though overall to a lesser extent than concrete category members.
Several ostensibly abstract categories appeared amongst the highest-rated in sensorimotor strength (e.g., sport) while
some ostensibly concrete categories were amongst the lowest-rated (e.g., chemical element). The data highlight linguistic
and semantic differences in concrete and abstract category structure, but also that they share a common sensorimotor
grounding.
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Abstract
While most models of response times have focused on reactive response times, many of the decisions we make involve
planning ahead and making anticipatory responses. We present an accumulator model of these anticipatory timing
choices, where a decision maker must make a response at a specific time depending on when they expect an event
to occur. This model is applied to simple perceptual decisions where participants must determine the trajectory of a
stimulus and anticipate its future location. We manipulate the stimulus speed, its travel distance, and the length of
time it is occluded, requiring the decision maker to mentally represent its position and motion. Generally, we find that
participants anticipatory tend to be much more likely to respond too late than too early. This pattern of results can be
accounted for by a Wald accumulator model where the drift, threshold, and non-decision time change with the stimulus
manipulations.
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Does encouraging gesture use help us connect remote associations?: The role of
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Abstract
Previous research has shown that gestures help people think and solve problems more successfully. Recent studies
have also found that encouraging gesture use helps generating new creative ideas and enhances verbal improvisation.
Moreover, fluid arm movements have been associated with improving the ability to connect remote associates. Research
is still limited with emphasis on divergent thinking and the mechanisms behind the gesture-creativity interplay are not
clear. This study examined whether encouraging gesture use could enhance the ability to connect both verbal and visual
remote associates of young adults (N = 90) and hypothesised that mental imagery skills could facilitate that relationship.
Our preliminary results showed that encouraging gestures did not improve remote association scores, however, mental
imagery ability was a significant predictor of verbal remote associates’ scores when gestures were encouraged. We
suggest that individuals who have higher mental imagery skills might benefit more from gestures for visualising verbal
information.
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Tangled Physics: Knots as a challenge for physical scene understanding
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Abstract
Humans have a remarkable capacity to make intuitive predictions about physical scenes. Recent studies suggest that this
capacity recruits a general-purpose “physics engine” that reliably simulates how scenes will unfold. Here, we complicate
this picture by introducing knots to the study of intuitive physics. Three experiments reveal that even basic judgments
about knots strain human physical reasoning. Experiment 1-2 presented photographs of simple knots and asked participants to judge each knot’s relative strength. Strikingly, observers reliably ranked weaker knots as strong and stronger
knots as weak. Experiment 3 presented photographs of tangled strings and asked participants whether the tangle forms
a knot when pulled. When shown a tangle that would not form a knot when pulled taut, subjects were at or near chance
discriminating knots from non-knots. These failures challenge the domain-generality of physical reasoning mechanisms,
and perhaps suggest that soft-body phenomena recruit different cognitive processes than rigid-body physics.
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Folk theory of epidemics: insights from a 14-day diary study during COVID-19
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Abstract
To cope with the pandemic, we need first to predict it. How does the human brain model epidemic dynamics? In February
and March 2020, we conducted an online diary study, where each participant completed 14 days of predictions about
the ongoing COVID-19 epidemic in China. Over 400 Chinese adults participated in our study, spanning a total of 40
days. On the group level, we find participants’ predictions of the ending date of the epidemic are correlated with daily
new cases. Modeling analysis shows that participants’ predictions agree with a Gaussian process model that generalizes
observed case numbers to the future by similarity-based function learning, but deviate from an ideal epidemic model.
On the individual level, we find individuals’ pandemic predictions are correlated with their psychological traits or states,
such as future time perspective and negative emotions (anxiety, depression, and stress).
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